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Dojr Sho\vs.
Jan. .v8.—Albanv. N. V.

5-9.—Charleston, S. C.

19 22.— Hinghainplon, N. Y.
21 25.—F'lmira. N. Y.

Feb. 9-12—Chicago. III.

16 19.—Jackson, Mich.
23-26.—New York. N. Y.

March 1-4—Philadelphia, Pa.
8-11.—WasViiiigton.D. C.
15-18.- Pittsbuig, I'H.

April 6-9.— Boston Mass.
20-23 —Los .\ngeles, Cal.

May 4-v.—San Faiicisvo, Cal.

Field Trials.
Jan. 10.—<ian Antonio, Tex.

18.— Bakersfielil. Cal.
Feb. I.—Southern Field Trials Club.

Poiilti-j' and Pljyeon Shows.
Jau. 4-9 —Worcester. Mass.

4 9—Kiiidallville. Ind.
5-8.— Albany. N. Y.
5-9 —Charleslon S. C.
5-»*.—I.ewision, Me.
5-8.-Prospect. O.
Vn — Miniieapol's. Minn.
7-12.—Philadelphia, Pa.
11-16 —Washington C. H., o
12-is.—Leominster, Mass.'
1 2- 16.—Columbia, S. C.

12-19 —Yarmouth. M^-
12 19.—Battle Creek, Mich.
12 iH.—Cleveland. O.
13-20.—Decatur. 111.

18-23.— Hartford. Conn.
i')-2i.- Bin^haniton, N. Y.
19-75 —Indianapolis. Ind.
19 24.—Shelhyville, Ind.
19-22.—Fall River, Mass.
19-24.—Indianapolis, Ind.
20-7.S.—EIniira. N. Y.
25-2R.—Worcester. Mass.
25-30.—(Light Brahma Club) Boston, Mass.
2<-Feb. 3 —Detroit, Mich.

Feb. 3-9 —New York, N. Y.
10-15.-Los Angeles, Cal.

T'lfseon Shows.
Jan. 21-25.—Louisville, Ky.

THE KENNEL.
CURRENT REPORTS

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.
— The Spanish Student.

The premium list for the fourth annual

bench show of the Mascoutah Kennel

Club is at hand. In the most important

classes the pri/es are thirty dollars and

twenty dollars for first and second in the

challenge classes, twenty-five dollars and

fifteen dollars in the open classes and

fifteen dollars and ten dollars in the

puppy classes. The entrance fee in these

classes will be four dollars. Pointers,

setters and collies pay an entrance fee of

tiiree dollars, and the prizes in their

classes are : Challenge twenty dollars

and ten dollars, open twenty dollars and

ten dollars, puppies ten dollars and five

dollars. The prizes in the remaining

breeds are ten dollars and five dollars in

challenge, ten dollars and five dolla:s in

open and five dollars and three dollars

in puppy classes.
*

• *

The judges are as follows : Mr. R, J.

Sawyer, St. Bernards ; Mr. Harry L.

Goodman, mastiffs, Great Danes, New-
foundlands, fox terriers, bull dogs and

bull terriers ; Mr. Rodger D. Williams,

Russian wolf-hounds, deerhounds and

greyhounds; Mr. P. H. Bryson, English

setters
; John H. Long, collies ; Mr. John

Davidson, Irish and Gordon setters, cock-

er, clumber and field spaniels, fox hounds,

beagles and blood hounds; Dr. M. H.

Cryer, pugs and toys ; Tim Donoghue,

pointers, Chesapeake Bays, Irish water

spaniels and mis:ellaneous.
*

« «

Mr. Sawyer, we believe, has ue^er

judged before, but being a well-known

fancier of the breed upon which he is to

pass judgment we have no doubt he will

perform his assigned duty acceptably.

Dr. Cryer will not be a novice in the ring

by any means, but he is better known as

the breeder of more first class show pugs

than any other breeder in this country.

It's very seldom the Cryer kennel takes

a second place at any show. Messrs.

Goodman and Donoghue liave both made
a good record at recent western shows.

Mr. Davidson has been known as a judge

for years. He probably awarded llie

prizes to the animals of the first world's

fair, when Noah gathered together quite

a collection of animals and took them on

a boating excursion. That reminds us

of the little boat ride Mr. Davidson took

on Lake Ontario while attending the

Toronto show. He wished to get up to

Toronto from the fair ground, but got on

a boat going across the lake, and did not

discover his mistake until it was too late,

so he and Joe Lewis slept vliat night in

St. Catherine and returned to Toronto
the next day.

Revenous a nos moutons. Entries for

the Mascoutah show close January 23 ; do
not forget the date. The list of valua-

ble special prizes is very large.
*

•«

—

A butcher from whom General Butler's

dog had stolen a considerable lot of meat

called and asked him what a man .should

do under the circumstances. Taken un-

awares. General Butler made reply that

he should make the dog's owner pay for

the meat, and upon being asked for I2.50

in .settlement remarked that his charge

for the professional advice was $5. The

story is a classic one, but its application

to General Butler gives it the needed

status for its present revival.

» •

The English vStock-Keeper says : "The

St. Bcrnaid Lord Bute is still growing in

French fancy. The Figaro of the 9th

instant states tliat he is the biggest dog

in the world, and measures 43^^ inches

at the shoulder and weighs 247 pounds.

And as for the price, why our Gallic con-

temporary even outdoes our native ro-

mancers by gravely informing its readers

that an American buyer paid ;^38oo for

Ivord Bute."
*»

We .Tre informed that Mr. Coleridge C.

Vickery. treasurer of Spralts Patent, is

an admirer of Newfoundlands and will

import same good dogs and bitches. We
believe if a few good specimens could be

s?en at our shows the Newfoundland

would soon be a favorite with the public.

When we were a youngster a dog of this

kind was our constant companion and a

more agreeable companion we never had.
«

• «

We have obtained Mr. Mortimer's per-

mission to publish his letter which ap-

pears on another ptge. The prominence

and popularity of Mr. Mortimer gives ex-

ceptional weight to anything he may
write, and consequently we have, through

him, given the statement ofthe other side.

Mr. Mortimer is correct in saying kennel

papers had been furnished with copies of

the proceedings of the A. K. C. meetings,

but if we remember aright a stenographer

from Forest and Stream was refused the

privilege of making notes at an A. K.

C. meeting. W'ere not Dr. Meyer and

Mr. J. B. Blossom excluded from a meet-

ing, and did not cue of these gentlemen

resign in consequence of this treatment?

« *

Owing to the large increase in our cir-

culation during the past year and the ex-

tra demand on our advertising columns

we have this day made an advance in our

advertising rates. It is a source of satis-

faction to us to feel that we are justified

in this step, and can assure our numerous
patrons that it will continue to be our

endeavor to improve The Fanciers'

Journal of 1892 in every way in our

power.
«

* «

We are sorry to say that the revised

proof of Dr. Wesley Mills' article on the

influence of a previous sire was received

just after our first forms went to press,

and therefore could not make several

corrections that were marked in it. The
third line in the third paragraph should

be surely losing ground instead of slowly

and in the next paragraph he is made to

say that he only questions to condemn in

place of quotes to condemn.

«
* *

Forest and Stream says: "A match

that would create a good deal of interest

among bea2;le men would be that be-

tween Frank Forest, the champion of

last year, and Tony Weller, who occu-

pied this position at the trials at Nanuet."

Well, Frank Forest can be accommodated

next year. Our esteemed contemporary

continues with that old free ad. fake,

"owing to Frank Forest not competing,

to give the others a chance." We haven't

heard that the contestants of this year

propose givingtheowner of Frank Forest

I
a vote of thanks for kind consideration ;

on the contrary, they are indignant at

his excuse for not running his dog, and

very justly so.

»*»

A meeting of the Executive Committee

of the Canadian Kennel Club was held

Dec. 18, at the Queen's Hotel, Montreal.

A rule was adopted referring to registra-

tion in the Canadian Kennel Club Stud-

Book, similar to the rule of the American

Kennel Club, viz., no dog will be eligible

for registration unless his pedigree can

be traced back for three generations. In

future, dogs, to be eligible to the title of

champion, must win three firsts in the

challenge class, one of which must be

secured at a show with an exhibit of 500

dogs or more. Messrs. Gorman, Stone,

Michener and Williams were appointed

a committee to revise the Stud-Book.

Twenty-one new members were admitted

to the association.
«

* «

Mr. J. F. Kirk, Toronto, Can., has sold

to Mr. Roland P. Keasby the Sussex

spaniel Bessie, by Chance II out of New-
ington Cyprus.

*
* *

Mr. August Belmont has within the

last few weeks completed the purchase

of a number of English-bred mares for

breeding purposes, some of which he ob-

tained through Mr. Leopold de Roths-

child, and others through the agency of

Mr. William Easton.

* •
Mr. S. P. Slater, New York, has pur-

chased from Mr. E. H. Moore an eighteen

months' old bitch by Champion Ben

Lomond out of Capitola. She will be

registered as Princess Emma, and her

owner thinks she is the making of a

grand one. He has also bought a puppy

from Mr. Moore, who says "it is the

finest and largest two months' old pup he

has ever raised."
«

* »

The premium list of the Nashville Pet

Stock Association is now out and ready

for distribution, and can be obtained by

addressing the secretary, Mr. Henry B.

Morrow, Nashville, Tenn. The list pro-

vides for nearly every known breed of

dogs. No entry fee is charged and no

money prizes are offered, except as spe-

cials as follows : For best St. Bernard

dog, twenty dollars ; for best St. Bernard

bitch, twenty dollars ; for best St. Ber-

nard puppy, ten dollars; for best mastiff

dog, ten dollars ; best mastiff bitch the

same. Pugs have ten dollars for best

dog, and the same for best bitch. Ten
dollars is offered for best setter dog, and

the same for best setter bitch. In addi-

tion to the above there is a long list of

merchants' prizes. The best dog in each

class gets a gold medal, second and third

best certificates. The association has

made application to membership in the

A. K. C. Entries close January 5, and
should be addressed to the secretary. Mr.

Harry L. Goodman, of Chicago, judges

all classes.
*
« «

Sports Afield for December comes tc
us in anew shape. It is much handier to

read, and with its additional pages full of

excellent and interesting articles it is

now one of the best publications of its

kind in this couutry.

* *

Mr. Tracy's communication published

elsewhere in this issue will be read with

interest by all interested in the Lexing-

ton Field Trials. Our reporter will have

something to say upon the same subject

next week.
»

* *

"Highland's" communication on Mr.
Hacke's Barzois seems to have started

quite a controversy in the English Stock-

Keeper, which quoted part of "High-

land's" letter re color in this breed. As

the subject is equally interesting to our

readers we reproduce this article in an-

other column.
*

* «

As'will be seen in our advertising col-

umns, Mr. D. E. Rose offers at stud the

now famous English setter Antonio, who

has won the following prizes this year:

First, in All-aged Stake, with sixteen

starters, in the Southern Sportsmen's As-

sociation's Field Trials ; first, in All-aged

stake, with twenty starters, in the South-

ern Field Trials Club's trials; first in

Champion Stake Eastern Field Trials,

with five starters, and first in Free-for-all,

seven starters, in Central Field Trial

Club's trials. Certainly an excellent

record.
.

ON THE AVENUE.

ANTONIO AND MAID OF KENT.

Some Famous Washfn^on I.4idleH and
Their Dogs.

The following interesting doggy gos-

sip we find in a Washington daily paper

:

If there is any truth in the saying that

"every dog must have his day," few dogs

of sense would choose any better than

these lovely fall days when high bred

canines are in full force on the avenue.

Sometimes they are accompanied by a

man servant, but more often it is a trim

lady's maid who is sent to take the pets

out for an airing. Mrs. Hearst sends her

four sky terriers for their constitution

under the care of a large, bearded man
servant. Miss Wallack has a black

French poodle, quaintly clipped, resem-

bling a small ebonized lion quitely trot-

ting after his stylish mistress. Miss

Hattie Blaine walks in dignified state in

a dainty gray gown, a hngh mastiff by

her side. The Patten sisters have a col-

lection of about fifteen dogs, ranging in

size from a St. Bernard to a tiny King

Charles spaniel, almost as small as that

in the fairy story which was sent to the

princess in a hickory nut. Mr. Monty

Blair and Mr. Jesse Brown are both the

owners of nice fox terriers. Mr. Lee Phil-

lips is the proud owner of the only dachs-

hunds in the city—a litter of six absurd,

short-legged, able-bodied puppies. Mr.

Phillips' first pet foxy, which was given

him Dy the Swiss minister, was well

known by her faithfulness to her master,

accompanying him on his calls and wait-

ing patiently on the doorstep until he
came out. She died of heart disease, and
one of the present litter is named after

her, two others being called Tight and
Tipsy, which are common names in their

family. The Dachshunde, which is at

present the fasionahle dog. and which
when pure-blooded is enormously valu-

able, is an absurd-looking little creature,

with a pretty head and a smooth, hairless

body, hardly sustained by short, bent legs,

which give it a walk like a sailor on shore.

They are gentle and docile as house pets

and are good rabbit dogs.

Apropos of dogs, it is said that the late

Admiral Porter had the yard and stables

of his house on H street full of them, ac-

quired in this manner : Whenever a

young naval officer wished to ingratiate

himsel f with the admiral he would casually

remark: "Oh, admiral, I have a valu-

able litter of puppies, and it would give

me great pleasure if you would accept

one." The admiral was fully conscious of

the raison d'etre, a-ul whenever a basket
appeared with Lieutenant or Ensign So-

and-So's compliments, and a whining,
flabby specimen of puppydom therein,

he would remark: "Here comes another
application for shore duty."

An E.xplaaatioo from Mr. Tracy Re-

garding the Former Dog's Win.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

At the close of the Central Field Trials

the judges were courteously informed by
the reporters that they would dissent

from the decision of the Four-hour race.

There were but two reporters present,

and it appeared that their opinions were

founded on a different understanding of

the facts and their bearing on the result

from that which determined the decision

of the judges. It is therefore proper that

I should lay before the public the grounds

o\\ which the judges acted. I wish it to

be understood that we in no way com-

plain of criticism, nor enter into contro-
| 'reniaj^,'i^,

versy, .we simply state our case and leave

it before the public without argument.

Antonio had the luck to draw the bye,

and was sent to run his bye under Mr. H.

Penry as side judge. It was expected to fin-

ish the All-age Pointer Stake by noon, so

as to begin the Four hour race after lunch.

Antonio was ordered out to run therefore,

as he would come down with the winner

of the first heat. Unfortunately the morn-

ing's running so changed the aspect of

the Pointer Stake that we had to prolong

it after noon. Meanwhile Antonio had

been sent out. and so got a day's rest

more than his first antagonist. Rip Rap.

We might have recalled him, but did not

think it right to do so for the following

reasons : The original drawing was very

favorable for Mr. Avent by reason of the

order in which his dogs would be called,

but it inflicted a hardship on Paul Bo by

making it necessary for him to start im-
mediately after his heat for the Absolute

All-age Stake. Mr Avent cheerfully con-

sented to our changing the order so as to

make everything equal for what was con-

sidered the strongest competitor in the

stake, although he apparently lost an ad-

vantage by it, so after bringing him out

some four miles lo run, we did not think

it right to subject him to a further and
arbitrary change. Moreover, as his first

competitor would have a day and two
nights to rest after running one heat we
thought he would be as fully restored as

he could be in any amount of time. An-
tonio rested two days and two nights,

Kip Rap one day and two nights. The
judges do not believe this made any dif-

ference in the physical fitness of the

dogs. What made us more reluctant to

change the running of the bye was that

Mr. Avent was sick with the grippe, and
it seemed doubtful if he would be able to

handle his dogs. To be sure we were not

obliged to protect his health, but we were

— A wooden dog kennel should be
built with the bark on and be lighted by
a bay window.—Lowell Courier.

—The dog that barks at the moon is a

fool, but he know more than the one thats

nips at the hind legs of a mule,—Ram's
Horn.

bound to consider the interests of the

owner of Antonio (Mr. Harris) and see

that he had a show for his money.
Paul Bo, after running at great sp>eed

for about forty-five minutes, fell into

a creek, whose current was so swift and
the banks so steep that he could not get

out, and the water being icy cold he was
chilled before Richards rescued him and
he was unable to do any more real work,

though he kept going and ran King's

Mark to a standstill. Next day he was
threatened with pneumonia and could

not run. This gave Maid of Kent a bye

and made matters even between her and
Antonio.
To make all perfectly fair he had Maid

run her bye under Mr. Penry also. Mr.
Penry has acted as steward of our trials

for three years and is a good handler of

d( gs. so there can be no question of his

competency, but in his report to us he
stated a fact whose bearing on the race

he did not himself perceive. Maid of

Kent being a good retriever, her handler

shot and she retrieved no less than twelve

birds. The important rest afforded by

this change from galloping and search-

ing was not overlooked by the judges

and was thought to offset any alvantages

that Antonio had obtained. It should be

mentioned here that the two pointers be-

ing good retrievers, not only had that ad-

vantage on their score, but the additional

advantage of the rest afforded by it dur-

ing the heats. They were therefore per-

mitted to do only just enough of it to

demonstrate their quality under the^eyes

of the judges.
During the final heat a ludicrous oc-

currence came near deciding the race.

One of the reporters got in Avent's way
in a narrow pnth. He, wishing to pass

and unable to make his voice heard,

struck the reporter on the back with a

cornstalk at the end of which was a lump
of dirt. Shortly afterwards the (h'g-

p.assed through cockle burrs, when An
toiiio having got some under his legs be

gau to pull at them with his teeth. Avent
stooped over him to remove them and as

be did so the reporter charging on him
suddenly dealt him a swinging blow on
the head with a large cornstalk having a

heavy lump of clay on its roots. The
blow was so heavy as nearly to knock
him down, and as he was already faint

with headache from the grippe he re-

mained dazed and stupid for some time,

nor did he recover so as to handle with

ordinary skill and judgment during the

three hours of the heat. 1

felt obliged to reprimand the reporter,

aiid received from him proper apology
and explanation, Avent himself owning
that he had provoked the attack. I felt,

however, that the interests of Antonio's

owner had been jeopardized by a piece of

foolish horseplay, and that a gentleman
who was present in the fulfilment of a

serious public function should have re-

frained from retaliation at such a time,

not out of consideration for Mr. Avent's

illness but out of respect for the interest

of the owner of the dog he was handling.

The gravity of this affair appeared at

once, for during the confusion Maid went
on and pointed a bevy, the locality of

which was well known to all the handlers

so that it is almost certain Avent would
have sent his dog there too had he not

been interfered with. Twelve minutes
before the close of the heat Mdd of Kent
was lost. Some minutes after time was
called she was found pointing a rabbit.

Meantime Antonio had finished strong,

galloping well and ranging wide. Half an
hour before he showed signs of leg weari

ness,but freshened up at the close.The only

foundation for saying that he was about

to quit IS in his having stopped behind a

bush to eat some carrion, the halt not

amounting to over five seconds, he mov-
ing on and continuini; to hunt when or-

dered. This occurrence was closely ob-

served by one of the judges.

On summing up the bird work it was
found that Maid of Kent had pointed

one more bevy than Antonio, wliile he
had one more single bird point than she.

She had flushed two birds "lost favora-

bly placed as regards covert and direc-

tion of wind, going in to them heedlessly.

He had flushed one, but was ordered on
from his point by his handler and fairly

flushed into the birds, although he pro-

tested in every way a dog could. Maid
refused to back once, and stole Antonio's

point. She loafed some during the heat,

and was quite off her nose, flushing or

passing close by the birds without own-
ing scent. Antonio made two false

points and pointed too often where birds

had lately flushed. These latter cases

are not counted as false points in the

Central Field Trials, although I know one
of the reporters regarded them as such.

(See our rules on this subject.)

Antonio was lost three times during

the heat, amounting in all to about half

an hour. He was found each time in

thick covert near the line of march
pointing birds, and standing, net

dropped. The judges did not think he
obtained much rest in this way. While
he was apparently more leg weary than

Maid, he had run much faster and ap-

peared more industrious. Such wide

ranging dogs were so frequently separated

in the running that each judge could see

but a part of the work. On comparing

notes and discussing the work the judges

were tied on the deci-ion of the heat and
could make no award on it.

The heat system as practiced from the

beginning in the Central Field Trials Club
requires the judges to consider the work
of each dog throughout the stake. There-

fore, in case of a tie or very close heat

the judges give the award to the dog
whose previous work in the .stake has

been the best. See Running Rules, page

8, Rule 12. We were surprised and

shocked to find that one reporter who has

had copies of every edition of our riiles

and been present at our successive trials

should have been ignorant of this pro-

vision, and what is more, when we called

his attention to it. denied the propriety

of applying it. The fact is, that unless

we dispensed with all scruples of con-
science, we had no choice but to apply
it. Whether it is a good rule or not is a
question that will be considered at the
next meeting of the club.

The foregoing remarks have necessarily

referred to faults mainly, and might give

the impression that the general character

of the work was poor. On the contrary,

it was exceedingly brilliant. The final

heat was better than previous finals,

while that between Antonio and Rip Rap
was proliably the finest ever seen in field

trials. The advantage of Antonio was
clear and decisive, and I am surprised

that his work should not have excited

more enthusiasm. On a previous day
Count E'ic had done some remarkable
bird finding in a sour, hard headed way,
and all were highly delighted, as was
proper, r)r it was a great performance.
Hut Antonio found as many bevies, far

more singles, did his work in better

style, was more obedient and showed
much greater speed. Whv was he greeted

with no enthusiasm ? The dog has one
plainly apparent fault, and hardly an-

other. He inclines to point at too slight

a scent, and thus stops too often where
birds have flushed. He does not false

point from lack of nose or from fatigue,

and will correct his own errors if time is

given, though he will hold his point on
larks or rabbits occasionally, but so does

Maid of Kent point rablits occasionally.

1 have observed that a single wel'.-

marked fault, however slight, will be

made a handle of to pull a dog below
others who are his inferiors in every other

respect, whence comes nearly all the

error and injustice observable in judging
or in criticism of the same. The services

of a third judge were urgently needed.
Mr. Churchill, who was to have acted

with us, was detained by urgent business,

but was confidently expected to arrive in

time for the Four-hour race. When we
found he could not, Ae made great effort

to supply his place, but learned that

serious objection was made by one or

other of the parties interested to every

person whose services were then and
there obtainable. We were compelled to

finish the meeting with two judges, and
(lid the best we could under the circum-

stances.

From what we observed during the

running as regards the respective quali-

ties of the two breeds, it seems almost
certain that if the number of pointers

starling had equaled the numl)er of set-

ters one of the former would have won.

The setters excel the pointers in bird

finding during a short series, but the

pointers uniformly finish the freshest. In

a series of five or six braces I feel confi-

dent that enough pointers would be left

in after the second round to run the re-

maining setters to a standstill.

We had two pointers in that stake

against five setters. Their work in the

stake was better at all points than that of

the setters who won in previous trials.

Even one more of their kind in the race

would probably have turned the scale.

J. M. Tracy.

Mouths of Terriers.

From the Fox Terrier Chronicle.

It of late seems to have been forgotten

that but a very few years ago a mouth either

over or under shot even to a small degree, wa«

an absolute disqualification. And even now it la

certainlyoneof the "sights" of the ring side to

see one of the older school ofjudges critically ex-

amining the mouths of every terrier in the ring,

although it is more than probable he has seen

the dental arrangements of most of the terriers

before him perhaps a dozen times. With such

hair splitting wc have of course no sympathy. A
little latitude must be allowed in this direction,

and a mouth, the front teeth of which do not ab-

solutely meet, cannot and should not t)c of snflS-

cieut importance to militate against its owner'a

chances: but there must not be too much latti-

tude allowed, and there ccUinly has been too

much allowed in one or two instances that have

occurred jut lately. A dog whose upper or

lower jaw projects three eighths of an inch

should not get a prize in a good class. The evil

is verv likely lobe perpetuated, and this would
be almost a calainilv . The teeth should "touch"

in all cases, and the formation of the jaw should

be correct. A few of the top or twltom front

teeth not being perftctlv even is not in the true

sense of the word a "deformity." A mouth that

can be corn ctly called a deformity, on the con-

trary should be a disouatification. Wc should

be 6orr>' to see the ol'd practice of examining
dogs mouths in the ring become obs<iIete. but

many judges do not submit the dogs t)efore them
to the examination necessary to detect this fail-

ing We come to this conclusion because dogs

have of late won prizes with very bad mouths,

and what is of more importance than winning

prizes, have been sold for long prices afterwards.
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INFLUENCE OF R PREVIOUS SIRE.

Editor Fancikrs' JoimsAi..

Your Christmas number contaius as

much interesting and valuable reading as

has probably ever been published in a

single issue of any journal devoted to

like interests. Several of the articles are

scientific, some of great literary merit

and all interesting, and bear the stamp of

the individuality of the writers, a quality

which is always relished, i. e., when the

individual is not a "crank." My only

regret is that none of my countrymen

have found a place in this brilliant com-

pany of writers. Another great merit in

any article is its suggestiveness, stimulat-

ing the reader to use his own brains to

add to the sum total of truth, which,

after all, is but slowly increased.

The question discussed by Messrs.

Wade and Millais is both important and

difficult, and as the conclusions arrived

at by these writers are, it seems to me, a

little extreme, and overlook some of the
facts, I beg to offer a few thoughts which
may possibly serve at least to make us
more cauiious in the views we adopt.

At the same time I wish to express the

highest appreciation of the ability dis-

played by both the writers above men-
tioned in handling this difficult subject.

Dr. Sidney Turner's article referred to

by one of the writers is also able, but his

view seems to be based on the theory of
heredity of Dr. Weissmann.

This theory at first took the scientific

world by storm, but it is gradually but
slovily losing ground, and I fancy few
men that have bred animals will be
ready to accept it. For myself I long
ago rejected it as opposed both to facts

and fundamental biological principles.

Mr. Millais would explain certain cases

of "bastardizing" (an entirely unsuitable

term that I only question to condemn)
by the theory that a male cell may enter

an immature ovum and influence it, not
sufficiently to cause true fertilization at

the time, but under a later fertilization

by another sperm cell, this long latent

sp>ermatozoon would assert itself to some
extent, and so modify the offspring.

He also states that the resemblance to

a first sire is through parts derived from
the epiblast or uppermost layer of cells,

constituting the earl^ development, and
from which are derived the skin, hair,

etc. To explain this he says : "This leads

one to suppose that the spermatozoa of
the first sire, which entered as immature
ova, go no further in their work of fertil-

ization than the formation of the epi-

blast, the mezoblast and hypoblast, which
are necessary to life, the latter giving rise

to the great vessels being laid down and
developed out of the spermatozoon of the
second sire."

If the first part of Mr. Millais' hypothe-
sis were true we should expect that the
influence of a previous copulation would
l)e seen in domestic poultry and pigeons,

for it is likely that the ova in their case
arc more frequently fertilized in the
ovary than happens with mammals, in

which this process is commonly believed
to take place in the fallopian tulje lead-

ing from the ovary to the uterus. In the
insect world \\e know that spermatozoa
can long retain vitality owing to special
provision for their nutrition. The queen
bee is fertilized but once during a life

time. But the theory applied to mammals,
while not inipossible perhaps, is so im-
probable that it could not be accepted in
the absence of positive proof, even as a
provisional hypothesis. Again, the view
that one layer of the developing ovum
(blasto<lerm) is formed by one sire and
the other two months after by another is

too crude to be accepted by any biologist
short of absolute proof. We wouM pro-
nounce it aljsurb. However, scientists at
all events should deal sparingly in such
language in view of our ignorance of
much that lies at the root of life pro-
cesses.

But let us look at certain other facts
and relations and see whether any light
can be thrown on this dark subject. The
ovum has the power in the mammal to
provide structure suitable to bring itself
into close nutritive relations wiih the
mother. Whatever the form of pla-
centation, the mode of connection be-
tween the embryonic creature (foetus)

and mother may be reduced to one plan

of considerable simplicity, which may be

illustrated bv a finger and a glove. Sup-

pose the skin of the finger to abound m
very small blood vessels, with the thin-

nest of walls, and the whole covered with

cells, like the cells of any gland. Let

this structure representing a foetal villus

or nutritive and respiratory organ fit into

the maternal villus, represented by the

glove finger, provided in like manner

with its blood vessels covered by its cells.

It then follows that the foetal blood flow-

ing in the small vessels of the foetal villus
!

is separated from the maternal blood flow-

ing in like small vessels in the maternal

villus by two layers of cells. As the foetus

does not digest food or respire air it

must have its blood renewed and venti-

lated by this mechanism. If we regard

the arrangement of f(£tal and maternal

villi as the .structures that accomplish
this, as all admit, then the cells of the

blood vessels and the cells that cover them
are virtually secreting or elaborating cells.

It follows that whatever the peculiar

qualities of the maternal blood they must
to some extent influence the foetal blood
and vice versa, but just because this is a
true secreting mechanism there is the

power of selection, and everything in the
maternal blood may not be exactly rep-

resented in the foetal blood, and all the
properties of the foetal blood may not be
represented in the maternal blood, much
less in that fluid which is elaborated from
the blood for the nourishment of the tis-

sues commonly called lymph.
However, it is known that poisons in-

troduced into either circulation can in-

fluence the other, i. e., the foetus can be
poisoned through the maternal blood and
the reverse. Not only does this hold good
of vegetable poisons but also of the pois-

ons of disease, so that the statement
that a Himalayan rabbit can "become the

mother of pure Angoras," the embryos oi

the Angora being transferred to the uterus

of a Himalayan, seems to be, as I view
matters, an impossibility. But it remains
to explain why they seem to be "pure."
We must recognize in every animal not

only external markings and form but
also internal and hidden peculiarities of
tissue life as well as those of intellectual

activity and disposition. An animal may
resemble the sire in form and the dam in

the qualities of its tissues and in disposi-

tion ; and as Darwin long ago pointed
out the fact that our domestic animals are

affected by the same diseases as ourselves

is the strongest proof of their resem-
blance to ourselves, for it implies resem-
blances in the very liffwork of the cells

that make up the organs of the body.

Is it not true that in the same litter of
puppies one may resemble the dam in

disposition and constitution and the sire

in form ? All breeders know this. How
is it to be explained ? Not by any sim-
ple array of facts surely, but it can be
understood through this close connection
between mother and foetus, with all the
possibilities that grow out of it. A math-
ematician who understands the biological

relations would work out more strange
results by the doctrine of chances.
Now if we get such variations in a litter

by the one sire, what shall be said of the
possible variations in the case of a bitch

that has borne progeny by several sires.

Have her tissue cells not been to some
extent permanently affected by this? To
me it seems impossible that it shall not
l)e so, and this I venture to suggest
throws much light on many of the uncer-
tainties of breeding. Plainlj' we never
can estimate on the nature of the case

what the influence of a sire has been on
the dam through the fittuses.

Mr. Millais and Mr. Romanes are call-

ing for cases to illustrate the influence of

a previous sire. All this is excellent.

Many interesting facts will be brought to

light no doubt, but unless the cases cited

are very numerous it will not prove much
even as regards external form, and un-
less we have the most minute account of
the disposition and constitutional ten-

dencies of the offspring we will not be
much nearer solving this problem. In
fact it is too complex to solve in any such
way.
A few years ago a gentleman promi

nent in the kennel world published in

one of your contemporaries a long list of
cases to show that "like produces like"
does not hold, yet is not the truth of this

dictum demonstrated clearly by every
animal we see? Of course we may fairly

well settle the question of extended re-

semblance by collecting cases. But a

setter or pointer, e.g., may have a cor*

rect external form, yet be destitute of
those qualities dependent on hidden prop-
erties of the cells (especially of the ner-
vous system) that make up this form, and
in how much these depend on previous
sires is well known, else what is the value
of pedigree at all beyond that of the im-
mediate sire and dam ?

Not to continue this subject at too
great length, I am myself of opinion
that the "popular fallacy" in this case is

not altogether a "fallacy," but based on
enough truth to be worth)' of serious con-

sideration. It will be a bad day for breed-

ing when people get in any way careless as

to misalliances, and I hope that I have in

some degree made this evident.

Wesley Mills, M. D.

Montreal, Canada, December 30.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Since the appearance of your Christ-

mas number with the articles on the in-

fluence of a previous sire, I have heard

of the following instances : A setter bitch

of good breeding, owned by a gentleman,

a neighbor of mine, had her first litter

by a pointer, and they were unmistaka-

ble droppers. Her next litter was by
Champion Paul Gladstone, and did not

exhibit the faintest trace of the previous

cross. One of this litter ran in some re-

cent field trials and was favorably com-
mented on for her "character."

Philadelphia supplies two instances, Mr.
Arthur M. Jaggard writing that a beagle

biich, of good quality, owned by him, had
her first litter by a bull terrier dog, they
showing their "bull" character through-
out in shape and disposition. The pater-

nity of the second litter is uncertain, Mr.
Jaggard not having witnessed the service

himself, but from the knuckle in legs a
Dachshund indicated, but not the least

trace of the bull terrier dog can be seen.

Another Philadelphia gentleman, Dr.

George D. B. Darby, writes that a splen-

didly bred Gordon setter bitch of his had
her first litter by an Irish setter, four of
the produce being red with darkish heads,

and four fairly Gordon marked, but with
considerable white, and all decidedly
Irish in build. Since this time the bitch

has had two litters by throughbred Gor-
don dogs, and none have shown the least

trace of the original Irishman, but are

well-marked, well-built Gordons.
An Italian greyhound bitch had her

first litter by a black and tan terrier,

which litter very plainly showed their

paternity. Her next litter was gotten by a
thoroughbred Italian greyhound dog, and
were entirely free from any trace of the
previous sire, and animals from this sec-

ond litter were part of the make-up of

the leading kennels of the breed in this

country.

I trust the examples of these gentlemen
will lead others to gfive their experience,
particularly any who may have seen in-

stances of this mysterious "influence," of
which I have found only two instances

after the most extended inquiries.

Yours truly, W. Wade.
HULTON, Pa., Deceml)€r 24, 1891.

• '

Bull Dog Club Specials.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I simply wish to call the attention of

your readers to the fact that the Bull Dog Club

of America will offer in connection with the W.

K. C. at the New York show cups, medals and

cash prizes, divided as follows : Five solid silver

cups, value $650 ; thirteen solid silver club med-

als I130; one kennel prize of $^5, and twenty

cash prizes of $15, $10 and $5 in eight classes, $200

more, making a grand total of$1005. At the 1891

show bull dogs competed for $778 worth. This

year $227 worth more is offered, and as l>efore

only club members compete for club specials.

I.a8t year bull dogs were decidedly "in it" at

New York, with $778 to compete for, and if that

amount brought out such a goodly numl>er, $1005

this year should bring forward each and every

bull dog in the country.

Mr. George Raper, of SheflSeld, England, is to
do the honors, who, besides being a prominent
member of the English Bull Dog Club, has been
a breeder and judge for many years, having bred
and owned Champion Rustic King and many
others. I regret exceedingly the impossibility of
facing Mr. Raper with the number of entries
that he is accustomed to see at the English show,
but we can at least brin^ out all we have, and
send him home doubly impressed with the fu-

ture of our favorites. Breeaers, don't forget the
American breds for you get a big slice of the
.specials, and it is more than likely that Mr. Ra-
pier with his years of breeding will see more in
the youngsters than we of less ejcperience.
Swell the club membership and face the jiylge
with all the entries you can make. I might
mention that for the benefit of our English and
Canadian cousins we offer a club medal for the
best owned outside of tlie United States. Yours
truly. Charles D. Cugle, Secretary.

Baltimore, Md., December 38.

ONE MAN, ONE DOG.

More Pleasure Derived from One Than

from a Whole Keonel.

F. Gresham in the Fanciers' Gazette.

Probably those who keep only one dog

derive more real pleasure from the pos-

session of that one than others do who

own large kennels. It is remarkable how

much a dog. if it has the opportunity,

will associate itself with the customs of

those with whom it lives, how much in-

telligence it will derive from the contin-

ual intercourse with human beings.

These facts may be gained from the ob-

servation of the tactics of any dog that is

allowed to roam about at its own pleas-

ure and is made the companion of its

master, or as is more often the case, is

treated as one of the family.

There is no state of existence to a mem-
ber of the canine race more luxurious

than to be the sole representative in the

household of a well-to-do establishment,

more particularly if it becomes ingrati-

ated in the favor of that most indispen-

sable person, the cook. It is always on

the hearthrug at breakfast time, knows

exactly when to come in to lunch, and

will even ring the bell for it to be cleared

away, and retires with the last dish to

watch over the proceedings in the ser-

vant's hall at this particular juncture.

When not thus occupied it is generally to

be found curled up in the most comfort-

able arm chair in the house, but assumes
a lively attitude as soon as the bell rings.

No craving for society and balls disturbs

the mind ; the billiard room has no
charm, so that a house dog's elysium is

gained when it has nothing to do and
plenty to eat and drink.

There is, however, a darker side to the
picture when a dog is kept as an outside

guard. A miserable existence is this.

Chained to a kennel, at the mercy of the
weather, frozen in winter and scorched
up in summer, there is no wonder that a
creature becomes savage. Little do those

who say that the best way to teach a dog
to be a good guard is to chain it to a
kennel imagine that the desired end is

often gained at the expense of the happi-
ness of the poor animal, and that the dis-

position of the best tempered dog may
soon be made morose by the continual
disappointments which it sustains when
so situated. If necessity demands that

dogs be used for this purpose, humanity
has its claim. A dog's life when chained
to a kennel may be rendered at least

tenable by a little consideration. A daily

run, a regular supply of water, plenty of
clean straw, the kennel guarded from the
wind in winter and the sun in summer,
help to alleviate an existence which can
only be likened to penal servitude for

life in that of a human being.

According to the dictum of the great
authorities at Cleveland Row, the Ken-
nel Club, dogs are divided into two
groups—sporting and other dogs. All
varieties of hounds (except Dachshunds^,
with pointers, setters, retrievers, spaniels

and fox terriers, are consigned to the
former denomination, whilst the remain-
ing bree<ls come under that of the latter.

The distinction that has been made by
the powers that be can only be arrived
at on the plea that a line must be
drawn somewhere ; for why a Dachshund,
which does the same work as a Basset
hound, and is a little more useful from
its capacity to go to ground, is not
classed as sporting, whilst a bull terrier,

Airedale, Bedlington, Dandie Dinmont,
Scottish, Welsh or Irish terrier, which
are all equally useful as the fox terrier

and quite as game, are forbidden con-
nection with the last named, is one of
those things which, as my Lord Dun-
dreary would say, " no fellah can under-
thand."
Everyday experience goes to prove

that the larger portion of mankind have
an aff"ection for animals, and that the
dog stands pre-eminently forward among
all the members of the dumb creation as
the best suited for a friend and com-
panion. When the heart is light it en-
ters, fully into the happiness of the mo-
ment, whilst the troubled mind finds a
soothing influence in the sympathy
which it bestows, and when all friends

fail remains firm and true. It is in the

privacy of life that the best characteris-

tics of the dog are shown—when its na-

ture, unwarped by jealously or any other

of its baser qualities, sends forth the full

force of its finer instincts.
" What breed is the best to keep?" is

an oft-asked question by the one-dog
man. For the yard the choice lies be-

tween a mastiff", a Great Dane or retriever.

St. Bernards, Newfoundlands and collies

are too rough in coat, the collar spoils

their frills and the friction against the

sides of the kennel their coats. In the

limited space that is usually at the com-
mand of the keeper of one dog. the re-

triever, which is undoubtedly the most
vigilant of th^ three named, is probably
the most useful, and is a pleasant com-
panion either to take out for a walk or to

run with a horse or carriage. An impos-
ing sight is a masliff'or great Dane when
chained in a yard, but the same pleasure

cannot be derived from them. Confine-

ment will often make them savage, and
they may take the fancy to clear the
neighborhood of other dogs when loosed

from the chain and possibly prove ex-

pensive luxuries to their owners.

A more difficult question is that of a

house dog. Passing over ladies' pets,

which will be dealt with later on, the

most popular is the fox terrier. Smart
in appearance, active and quick to detect

the step of a stranger, it has the advan-

tage of possessing a smooth coat, which
is a consideration in dirty weather ; at

the same time, in manufacturing towns,

where the atmosphere is loaded with

smoke, a darker colored terrier, such as

the neat little Welsh terrier, is preferable.

Dandie Dinmont, Skye, Irish and Scot-

tish terriers all have a claim for consider-

ation, but the two first named, although

attractive in their appearance from their

peculiarity of formation, are too rough
in coat, and require a servant to attend

to their toilet in wet weather. Were it

not for this, there is no handsomer house

dog than the Clydesdale terrier, whose
long silky coat and prettily blended col-

ors make it an ornament to any establish-

ment.
Some pin their faith to the poodle,

which, if properly trained, is a source of

continual amusement. But a poodle is

nothing without its barber, and when the

arrangement of its garment requires at-

tention at least four times a year, at an

outlay of from ten to fifteen shillings

each lime, it is uot everyone who can

afford to keep a dog which, as Sam Wel-
ler said of a baby, is a very certain care,

but very uncertain blessing.

When solicitude is desired a bull dog
may be brought into requisition, not that

the breed is savage by nature, for as a

matter of fact the bull dog is, as a rule, a

good tempered animal. At the same
time visitors, whether intent on burglary

or a fiiendly call, do not lake kindly to

it. To be greeted on ringing the front

door bell by a bull dog is apt to upset the

equanimity of most ordinary mortals ; an
uncomfortable feeling is experienced

that he may take hold somewhere, and if

he does that no power can choke him off.

You cannot tell whether he is pleased or

the reverse ; all you do know is that he
has his eye upon you, and you wish him
somewhere else. Moreover, a bull dog
is not always a desirable companion. He
snores when asleep, wheezes when awake,
slobbers all over you when desirous of

showing his affection, and makes an un-

earthly sound when he tries to bark.

The Pomeranian and the Scliipperke,

which are much of the same class, except

that the latter is minus a caudal append-
age, each make good house dogs, as they

are quick and intelligent ; but the for-

mer is somewhat heavy in coat for the

purpose, and if white gets easily soiled.

LORD CLOVERS PEDIGREE.

Both Tried to Rescue the Man.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

An amusing story is told of two New-
foundland dogs which made an attempt to

rescue a man from the water, who in their

opinion required their assistance. The dogs

were accompanying their masters on either side

of a river, and, seeing a man in the water, both

sprang in to the rescue. Unfortunately, how-

ever, for the man, each dog wanted to convey

its captive to its owner, the conseqence t>eing

that it was a case of "pull devil, pull baker." In

the end the man's coat-tails gave way, and the

dogs returned in triumph to either side of the

river, carrying in their mouths a portion of the

fractured garment. The water l>eing shallow,

the man stepped out, only too thankful that his

would-l>e rescuers had departed.

More Liltfht Thrown on the Work Re-
quired In Compiling I'edlsrreea.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I by no means wish to intervene in the

discussion of the above matter, as Messrs.

Ballentine, Dalziel and Cryer are amply

sufficient to thrash that out, but if I under-

stand my old friend, Mr. Dalziel, aright

the mistake in Dr. Cryer's investigation

of the pedigree of Goulding's Nellie is

that he stopped at the pedigree of Lord

Clover himself, and did not pick up Nel-

lie in pedigree of Rosalind (E. 25,830),

Whether this be exactly the state of af-

fair or not is immaterial to my present

purpose, which is to point out that he

who goes searching after pedigrees, trust-

ing lo the English Stud Book to furnish

what he Wants to find, and supposes that

what is not recorded in the pedigree of

one dog cannot be found elsewhere in the

book will finally land in a most beautiful

slough. Except hounds, no dogs have

as long and carefully investigated pedi-

grees as mastiffs, yet the English Stud
Book is full of errors in their pedigrees,

in many cases most stupid, flagrant blun-

ders ; sometimes great gaps which could

be filled, sometimes names having num-
bers appended that are preposterously

wrong, and it is very common to find

that a pedigree is supplied in the case of

one animal that is lacking in many ani-

mals of earlier registry

Compilation of pedigrees from a stud

book is very parrot-like work, but clear-

ing away obscurities, correcting blunders

and supplying broken links is a very dif-

ferent task. The number of unanswered
letters Mr. Dalziel wrote in connection

with his fox terrier stud book does not

surprise me, for I wrote twenty-three in

exploring the pedigrees of the sisters

Idalia and Brenda Secunda. given most
ludicrously wrong in the English Stud-

Book, and I suppose I wrote a dozen in

running out the missing links in the

pedigree of tht noted stud dog Mont-
gomery.
The plan of the English and American

stud books is all wrong. Issued in yearly

volumes, no opportunity is afforded to

correct errors, and I am now urging a

plan of remedying this evil on the com-
pilers of the English book. As to the

American one, I really know nothing, as

the last volume I saw of it was so crammed
with the most patent and stupid blunders

that I have never looked into it since.

The very best pedigree register that

ever was issued was our dear old Ameri-

can Kennel Register ; carefully scru-

tinized in the first place and with a sys-

tem for corrections that reduced the

chance of permanent errors to a mini-

mum. Mastiff men owe it a debt in its

having been the first lo stamp on the

bogus pedigrees i.ssued by a certain no-

torious party in the land of beans, which
pedigrees were cheerfully swallowed by
our \. K. C. Stud-Book for years. Yours
truly, W. Wade.
Hi'LTON. Pa., December 12, 1891.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Permit me to acknowledge the obliga-

tions I am under to your eminent Eng-
lish correspondent, Mr. Hugh Dalziel,

for his letter in The Journal of the 12th

instant, regarding the pedigree of Lord
Clover, published by me in "Prize Pugs

of America and England." I desire to

thank Mr. Dalziel for the corrections

pointed out, and would like to explain

how I was misled into giving a wrong
name for the do^'s breeder. Lord Clo-

ver's importer, his owner, the entries at

the show, the catalogues of shows and
the American Kennel Club Stud Book
had all previously named Mr, C. M.
Chatterton as the dog's breeder, and iin-

for^unately by accepting such authorities

I fell into an error, but was more fortu-

nate in regard to the pedigree.

To give an idea of the kind of informa-

tion I received about this dog from his

owner, I quote the following from a

printed card sent to me: "Lord Clover,

bred by C. M. Chatterton, English sire,

Champion Louis, (sic) he by Chan^^pion

she by Champion Stingo Sniffles, out of

Champion Little Dorrit, he by Max out

of Midge Stingo Sniffles by Stingo, out

of Chamgion Set Set."

In speaking of Lord Clover's dam, this

card further says : "His dam is that peer

of good bitches Gould's Nellie. * *

Her dam, Champion Little Dorrit, is as

well known in pug circles as Old Glad-

stone is in letters."

I fully endorse Mr. Dalziel's remark
that "if dog owners would confine them-
selves to statements they know and can

prove to be true, they would save com-
pilers of pedigrees a tremendous amount
of trouble," certainly such a course would
tend to keepd »wn much of the ill feeling

which exists among the fancy both in

this country and in England.
Within the last two months I have

received two catalogues of shows, one of
these credit a dog with four prizes that

he never won, and in the other a champ-
ion dog is given the credit of winning
twenty three firsts, champion and chal-

lenge prizes. I have, so far as I could,

looked up the records of this dog, and
only find one first and five champion
prizes that he has won, and not any chal-

lenge prizes whatever. If the owner .sees

this, I shall be greatly obliged if he will

furnish me with a list of the winnings, in

in order that I may give his dog full

credit in the next edition of "Prize Pugs
of America and England."
On page 109 of my book I give the

pedigree of What's That (sister of Gould-
ing's Nellie) exactly the same as Mr. Dal-

ziel gives for Proctor's Rosalind (K. C.

S. B 25,830) except that I give Max's
Kennel Club Stud Book number and give

Madge as by Banjo.

THE GORDON SETTER.

Sire .

Stingo Sniffles

(E. 14469)

Dam :

Little Dorrit

{

Jingo
fCupid

( Psyche

Set-Set . . .

j-Max(E. 77^)

( Madge, by Banjo

f Pedigree
1 unknown

My authority for giving Max E. 77^9
^the sire of Tum Tum II and other good
ones) and Banjo as the sire of Madge is

Mr. Geo. Bell of ^Valker House, Toronto,

Ont. I hope this may give a clue that

will assist Mr. Dalziel to trace the pedi-

gree of Little Dorrit. Yours truly,

M. H. Crykr.

CANINE SAGACITY.

A Collie Retrieves the Body of a Sui-

cide IVom a Pond.
From the Stock-Keeper.

About halfpast eight yesterday morn-

ing, heath constable Kirkpatrick, in the

employment of the London County Coun-

cil, was crossing Parliament Hill Fields,

accompanied by a large collie dog,

when he saw a dark object floating in

the centre of the largest of the Highgate

ponds. He sent the dog into the water,

and the animal returned with a man's

felt hat, whereupon he .sent him in again.

This time the dog brought a collar and a

handkerchief Kirkpatrick sent him in a

third time, and then, after great difficul-

ty, the animal succeeded in dragging the

bodv of a man near the bank, and Kirk-

patrick pulled it out of the pond. He
sent a laborer for the police and a doctor.

Dr. Smith of Highgate, soon arrived, and

on examining the body found that the

man's throat was cut from ear to ear. By
his instructions the l>ody was taken by

the police to the St. Paneras Mortuary.

There were no marks of a struggle on

the bank, nor any signs of blood. The
deceased, who was about fifty-five years

of age, was well dressed. He wore a

black coat and vest, striped trousers, and

boots with india-rubber soles. A pair

of spectacles were found in his coat pock-

et. There are footmarks on the bank of

the pond, which in some parts is nine-

teen feet deep, which would tend to sup-

port the theory that he walked into the

water, cut his throat, and then fell. His

body when recovered, was floating, and

the man had been dead some lime.

There are no traces of any struggle hav-

ing taken place near the pond, and it is

thought very unlikely that the man, who
is heavy, could have been taken lo the

spot dead and thrown into

Description and Standard of I'olnts for
JudiflnK Illni.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

The following are the description and

points of this beautiful breed of setter, as

issued by the recently-formed club, of

which Mr. F. -A. Manning, Eflingham

Lodge, Upper Norwood, is honorary sec-

retary. As the club gains in numbers

and influence we look forward to its do-

ing good work in improving and making

more popular, both on the show bench

and in the field, the black and tan setter,

whose charm of color, as well as the

wonderful intelligence he displays, should

appeal to those who admire a useful and

handsome shooting companion. We
heard the other day when in Scotland

that Mr. Chapman's Heather Grouse,

besides being a beautiful and almost per-

fect type of show dog, is kkewise one of

the best workers to be met with in the

field, and during the present season

earned from a well-known sporting gen-

tleman, who shot with him over an estate

in the North of Scotland, the warmest
praise for his unwearying intelligence

over many a long day's sport.

The head of the Gordon is the most im-
portant part of the dog ; it is much heav-
ier than that of the Laverack, or English
setter, and the depth from the occiput
to the lower angle of jaw is greater than
in either of those breeds. The skull

should be .slightly rounded, broad at the
top between the ears, and the occiput

well developed.
The forehead above the eyes should be

well developed and defined, the stop nice-

ly chiselled, the eyes lustrous and intelli-

gent, full, not small or pig-like, giving
an expression of intelligence which is of
the first importance in the Gonlon.
The nose should be moderately long

and broad across the top, giving room
for the nerves of scent, in fact the oppo-
site of snipyness ; well distented, form-

ing the widest part of the nose; the

underjaw should neither be under nor
over hung. Mr. Pearce's Kent had a

very heavy muzzle and underjaw, with
remarkably bright and penetrating eyes.

In these points his likeness has l)een

transmitted to his descendants in a re-

markable degree.

The bo<ly of the (iordon is also heavier

than that of the English setter, but may
be judged on the same lines; the tail

should be short and scimitar-like, the

neck moderaleiy long and slong, but not

heavy, the feet incliiit«l lo l>e lar^e and
strong, with arched toes, and with hair

iHrtween them to protect the feet.

The coat should be straight or slightly

waved, not curly. The great beauty of

the dog is his lovely color ; prominence
should, therefore, be given lo it in judg-

ing Formally, without doubt, the pre-

vailing colors were black, white and tan.

Of late there has been little white .seen

at shows. The black should be a jet, not

brown or rusty ; the tan should be a rich

dark mahogany, not pencilled with black;

the tan should' be exhibited on the inside

of the thighs, showing down the front of

stifle to the ground. The forelegs should

be pure tan, from the knees downward.

The muzzle should also be tan ; the spots

over the eyes and on the points of the

shoulders should be well defined, not

blurred; blurring and diffusion over the

Ijelly and other parts are objectionable,

A splendid intelligence, fine scenting

power, and great endurance are the main
characteri.';tics of the Gordon, and a well-

formed head is the first importance if we
are to develop and maintain that intelli-

gence which is the charm and usefulness

of the dog.
STANDARD OF POINTS FOR JUDGING.

Head 33
Neck, shoulders and chest U
Loin and quarter '»

Feet and le«>« '*

the water,

with a
Diamond out of Champion Queen Rose,

\
The police are making inquiries with a

she bv Turn, (sic) Tum out of Dowager,
|

view to the identification of the body

Diamond by Champion Loval out ,of
^ -- --=^^"' -^ - »'-» .he wound

Champion Jenny. Dam, Gould's Nellie,

legs
Color
Coat, feather, and
Tail

10

quaility 10

Dr. Smith's opinion is that the wound
in the neck was self-inflicted.

Total "»o

.

—

• «

—Dr. Charles H. Cockev. of Baltimore,

Md., recently saved the life of his little

Scotch terrier pup, eight weeks old,

which was apparently dead from stran-

gulation by a piece of meat, by means of

tracheotomy.
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MR. MASON DECLINES.

ofHe Will Not Be One of the Judges

Sir Walter Scott 111 and Rowdy.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

Please allow me space to inform Mr.

Hawkes that I cannot be one of the

judges in the proposed competition be-

tween his dog Sir Walter Scott III and

the Seminole Kennels' Rowdy. I made

a rule years ago never to judge with men

who have been neither much interested

in dogs for a number of years nor yet

known to anybody as breeders, owners

or exhibitors of high-class dogs That rule

I cannot break now. Besides it is highly

improbable that Mr. Wheeler would judge

had the meeting to be arranged. He is

essentially a terrier man, and away up in

Canada he has had very meagre chances

of getting a collect ick-a of show form. It

is difficult to understand why Mr. Hawkes

uamed Mr. Wheeler when there are

scores of better judges very much nearer

home. As to "friend" Lary, his deci-

sions since he became a 'judge" and his

criticisms in Forest and Stream are of

themselves most conclusive evidence that

his knowledge of dogs is only superficial.

His strained efforts to write himself into

a judge go to show that he is far fro ni

being certain that he is succeeding. And

why did Mr. Hawkes choose as one of

his ju<lges a ntan who lias recently stated

in his own paper that it U not in the in

terests of that piper for him to he editing,

judging and criticising his own awards?
Snrely Mr. Hawkes does not know
••friend" Lacy. Why, it would kill hnn to

say one thing while meaning something
entirelv different. So Mr. Hawkes is

perfectly sife m offerinjj to put up a mod-
est I500'. But assuming that Mr Hawkes
is sincere in wishing to make the match,

why dors he rot prove it by putting up
the boodle and by arranging;, or trying

to arrange, with Mr. Goodman to have

popular among a certain set. Hence, in

very many cases the "popular" jud^e or

the "popular" critic is an individual

lacking in moral courage and not quite

as honorable as he might be. He is gen-

erally a "granny" that is used as a tool

;

he is saturated with flattery, and is

nearly alAays despised at heart. The
dog has onlv one worse enemy—the fel-

low who, with no record l)ehind him,

makes himself "popular" by diplomacy.

This diplomacy seems to consist in mak-
ing up to every man who is likely to

liHve a voice in the selection of judges at

any show and in handing out the ribbons

to the most influenlial owners in all cases

where the competition is close. Hugh
Dalziel is not "popular," but his work is

a beacon shining brilliantly in the doggy
world, a bright light that will be seen

and heeded generations after the "popu-

lar" impostor has been buried and for-

gotten. Charles H. Mason.
New York City. December 29, 1891.

. .

ties on both sides of the Atlantic,

don't you get an article weekly

these able writers and give us

Why
from

mental

WILD DOGS IN KANSAS.

They (*ommlt Depredations on Farms
oucl Wore Taken for Wolves.

the dogs judged by men wiiose record

prove a genuine interest in dogs, cover-

ing many years, and which also show
something more substantial than a mere-

ly superficial knowledge? As to the

"benefit" that Aould be done to "man's
best friend" by this little side show, it

seems to me that the interests of our

four-footed friends can be advanced In-

less farcical means than the judv;ing of

the collies by Wheeler, Lacy and Mason.

Let me avail myself of the opportunity

to congratulate you on your beautiful

and instructive Christmas number. It

stands alone—the best dog paper ever

printed in this country. There has been
nothing to approach, let alone to equal,

it. In style, letter pres-, illustrations,

variety and selectness of subjects it is a

most notable illustration of eclipse first,

the rest nowhere. The articles are gems
of the first water, and each one appears

to be written by a genuine dog man. I

I was especially pleased with Mr. Dal-

ziel's notes on the several breed;* of ter-

riers. This old Scotch fancier has been

so quiet these past few months that folks

were beginning to fear that they were
going to be deprived of his clever and
entertaining writings. As a wilhholder

of flattery and writer of the naked truth

Hugh Ualz;el has incurred the displeas-

ure of a number of folks whose friend-

ship is, in many cases perhaps, not worth
havmg ; but even thes-e must know him
as a clever writer, an enemy of npst uts

and humbugs, a defender of the right, a

splendid hater, the hardest hitter in the

English Kennel press and a good hearts d
fellow. It must be nearly twenty years

since I wrote my first report for him.
when he was kcunel editor of the Field
or the Country, I forget which, and we
have never exchanged an unkind word.

But you nmst look out for Sir Hugh.
There was born in him the disposition to
tell and

'

uses varn
every man mat gets a dog
dog for another man, or goes to a dog
show, or has friends that have owned
dogs wishes to be considered a judge and
critic, the truth does not always look
nice in cold type, and as the dog fancy
contains a whole army of impostors, it

follows that the man that writes the most
truth is bound to become the most un-

Frora the New York Herald.

For sotne time there have reached

here reports from the northwestern part

of this country of a strange band of ani-

mals, which were supposed to be wolves,

which were depredating in that section.

The animals were very wild and were

only seen at long intervals, but at night

they could be heard I arking and howl-

ing around the few scattered houses of

the farmers of that part of the county,

and while their noise was rather strange

for wolves they were supposed to be some

new kind.

It has developed, however, that instead

of being a band of wild wolves, the ani-

mals are dogs. A man uamed Withers,

who lost a colt and was searching for it,

had occasion to camp out over night in a

])art of the country where there are no
settlers, and while in camp the hand of

animals surrounded his place and raised

such a noise that he shot at them and
killed one. The others ran off and he

went to the place to get the dead wolf

before the rest of the band destroyed

the skin. He hauled it into the camp
and again went to sleep. He was much
surprised next morning to find that he

had a dead dog instead of a dead wolf.

The dog was apparently a cross be-

tween a foxhound and a greyhound, but

was a full blooded dog. W ithers thought

that this might give a clue to the strange

noises produced by the animals, and he

concluded to investigate. He stayed

around the place all day, and that night

he was again visited by the animals. He
noticed that when they ran off they went
in the same direction taken the night

before, and the next^norning he traced

them to a rock hill and there found that

the animals made their home.
A search revealed a band of dogs which

were as wild as wolves. They had evi-

dently sprung from some dog which had
strayed away from its master, and the

band now numbers at least fifteen.

pabulum of a more nounshmg nature

than "Biscuits and Broth," for instance.

Now, my dear Mr. Haldeman, what-

ever I am writing, or may write to you,

is for your private perusal only, as I am

in nowise anxious to be known as a par-

tisan in any shaue or manner whatever.

1 have read vour editorials with a great

deal of satisfaction, inwardly congratu-

lating you on your unbias'^ed and im-

partial expressions of opinion on the

various topics in which sportsmen, and

especially doggy men, were naturally

interested. In your last number I am
afraid that vou have been led into expres-

sions that savor somewhat of partiality

to say the least. It is manifestly unfair

to quote an article inspired by an in-

terview with Mr. Peshall as a fair expres-

sion of opinion on the manner in which

the American Kennel Club is conducted,

and it is unjust to say that its presxlent

has employed .Star Chamber methods in

dealing with the public press. On the

contrary, reporters from the sporting and

daily papers have always been welcome

on producing their credentials, and ver-

batim copies of the proceedings of the

different meetings have to my positive

knowledge been supplied to those who
were not present. Surely these are not

Star Chamber subterfuges. Whatever

the faults of the A. K. C. don't let us

go out of the way to make accusatiohs

which are wanting in truthfulness.

But enough of an unpleasant subject.

I hope to be able to furnish you before

the holidays with our premium list and

slate of judges complete, and will alfo

send you at an early date an advertise-

ment of our show, to occupy same space

as last year. Yours very truly,

James Mortimer.

show as Mr. Moore's setter, and certainly

did not die for want of attention, and

could not have had more difficult symp-

toms to counteract. Mr. Moore very

kindlv wrote to the press thanking me
for my attention, but I am sure that

without the remedy I speak of my slight

experience would not have prevented

her death. Perhaps Messrs. Smith Broth-

ers can give your readers the full course

oftheir treatment of their bitch.

I quite agree with Mr. Mills in relation

to raw meat, for I have had spaniels so

far gone with this show distemper that

they could not stand, and yet withm a

week they were ravenously chewing raw

beef, and would leave the tempting mut-

ton broth and other savory dishes used

in the earlv stages rather than allow one

scrap to remain of the beef bone. Yours

respectfully, Edwin Morris.

Clifton Mansion, Weehawlten, N. J.

Tho

POINTS OF THE BARZOL

Sub.1ect of Color Discussed by a

Foreign Writer.

WHAT DISEASE IS IT?

js born in him the disposition to «"•« ^"^^ "^s e\er o

write the truth, and he never country, and quite

iiish. In these days when nearly efforts of your Eng
an that gets a dog, or shows a „^- ,^^ >,„ nal^i^l

LETTER FROM MR. MORTIMER.

A Friendly Private Chat Addressed to

the Kdltor of "The Journal."

Babylon, L. L, Dec. 13, 1891.

My Dear Mr. Haldeman.
Replying to yours of the loth instant,

I desire to say that I received the Christ-

mas number ofThe Fanciers' Journal,

also the numbers for the two succeeding

weeks. Permit me to congratulate you

and your co-editors on your holiday num-

ber ; it is far superior to anything of the

kind that has ever been published in this

equal to the best

English confreres. The

articles by Dalziel and Vero Shaw are

characterized by a thorough practical

knowledge of our friend, the dog, and
especially of the breeds of which they
treat. A refre^hing contrast,,iiideed, to

the columns of windy vaporings with

which we long suffering readers have so

often been surfeited by would-be authori-

Further Discussion on the Subject of

Henoh Show Distemper.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

With reference to Mr. Mills' letter in a

recent issue, I would say that having had

a longer experience in this country than

he and having given particular attention

to the trouble he speaks of, I beg leave

to suggest that as the ailment is rarely

confined to the air passages it is not right

to consider and treat it as influenza. I

have come to the conclusion that the ir-

ritation of the nervouss ystem through

strange surroundings and constant wake-

fulness of the young high-strung dog has

a powerful debilitating effect, and in such

a state he is particularly liable to the

constant varieties of temperature of the

show buildings. Added to this those dis-

infectants, which are but one odor to out-

do a lesser one, seem to increase the irri-

tation. The best remedy, rather preven-

tative, is to let youngsters remain but one

day, and never over a night, at the shows
;

next, to have exercising places in the

open air and have the show buildings

kept at a more even temperature.

I do not wonder at so many deaths,

for some of the prescriptions given are

really absurd. In the case of Mr. Moore's

beautiful English setter bitch which was

so badly affected at the last Boston show,

I merely allayed local trouble, and al-

though shipped to New York she recov-

ered after a very severe attack. I told

Mr. Moore to get the balls I generally

use in such cases from my kennel, and
proceeded to Chicago, knowing full well

that they would do more for her than a

course of treatment which practically

amounts to making an apothecary's lav-

atory of the stomach of a debilitated dog.

The balls I speak of are those which have

been in use for over a hundred years in

the leading fox hound kennels of Eng-
land.

Messrs. Smith Brothers, Deep River,

Conn., have recently had their lovely

Gordon bitch Montine similarly effected,

and although in this case it went as far

as congestion of the brain, the last time I

heard from them she was convalescent.

The remedy is rather violent, but thirty-

six to forty-eight hours should intervene

between the doses, to allow of r«st and
recuperation.
Mr. Thayer's valuable deerhonnd was

taken sick at the same time and the same

From the Stock-Keeper.

Having just read "Highland's" letter

on Barzoi points in your valuable paper,

I am pleased to see someone sticks up for

black in Barzois. The long and short of

this question is that it is fashion that

condemns black. It appears in all strains

of Barzois. but at the present time every

breeder tries to get his dogs as white as

possible. Even the fawn color, like

Oosslad, is not wanted, and still some

fifteen or twenty years ago it was the

color. At our Moscow show dogs are

not put back by having any black on

them, and Argoss got the silver medal as

well as many other black dogs. As to

Mr. Gresham putting Argoss behind Kei-

das, I think the less there is said about it

the better.

I don't think our judges judge very

strictly bv the standaid of the Imperial

Snc'.ety. for I know that the head is one

of the inost important parts. Also the

very narrow, or rather the "somewhat

narrow chest" is not wanted. It is im-

possible that a dog with a collie's head,

like Mr. Hacke's Osmaday is supposed

to have, can get a medal at any Russian

show. .

"Highland" says he takes tradition.

Well, so do I ; but it is not quite fair to

draw a parallel between the Barzoi and

the St. Bernard. As all old sportsmen

can remember, the Barzoi of thirty years

ago was far superior to what he is now,

both as show dog and in the field, that is

why they want to breed up to the former

standard. The specimens that you see

in England are not of "the traditional

sort," and not what ought to be bred to.

I have only seen very few over here that

could lay any claim to that name. Still

some of our breeders know exactly what

the old dogs were like, and if the Eng-

lish breeders knew as much I am certain

that we would have to import Barzois

from England before long. With the

St. Bernard this is different, and I am
sure the old monks of the Hospice a hun-.

dred or more years ago never dreamed

of possessing or breeding a dog like Sir

Bedivere or Prince Regent.

Now as to breeding Barzois, if the

English want to manufacture a new breed

of dogs there is no one in the world who
can stop them from it. but if they want
to breed Russian wolf-hounds, they must
stick to the Russian taste, and the ears,

toes, hind legs, etc., must be formed as

is wanted in a Barzoi, and not in an Eng-
lish grevhound. If all goes well, I hope

to be able before long to show the Eng-
lish doggy world a Barzoi that is very

near the old type, and at the same time

he is perfectly white. Russian Bear.

Moscow.

Lieutenant G. Tarnovski, of Merv,
Transcaspian Province, writes as follows

to Forest and Stream : "Up to date I

have refrained from emitting any judjf^

ment on the controversy re the Barzoi.

I did not by any means wish to be styled

an 'authority,' and to have my name in-

discriminately used for the support of

this or that 'sharp' business purpose.

At present I am ready to answer, as far

as I am aide, any quesiions your readers

may ask me through the medium of your

esteemed orgau. I protest against the

use of the terms 'Russian wolf-hound'

and 'Barzoi,' by which the variety intro-

duced into England and America is gen-

erally designated. The first name has
no meaning whatever, and the second is

a generic name, used throughout Russia
to designate any breed of coursing hound.
I venture to propose the use of the term
'Psovoi,' literally, 'thick-coated,' used in

Russia to designate the breed which has
lately appeared in the show rings of Eng-
land and America."

KENNKL UEGISTKll.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made on our blank forms which will

be furnished free by sending to this office

for them.
whelps.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.'S Lady Scot(6oii)
whelped two dogs and four bitches by Rut-
ledge (8675), December 6, 1891.

Sable Beauty (6521) whelped eight dogs and two
bitches by the Bard of Fordhoolc (11,631). De-
cember 10, 1891.

Fordhook Pansy (f4.34o) whelped three dogs
and three bitches by Fordhook Squire (10,054),

November 21.

REX KENNELS' foxhound Countess whelped
seven dogs and three bitches November 11,

1891.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' collie Golden
Flirt whelped two dogs atid three bitches by
Maney Trefoil, September 10.

Roslyn Dolly, collie, whelped nine dogs and
one bilch t>y Gladdie. September 13.

Guida, collie, whelped seven dogs and four
bitclies by Christopher, Septenit>er 9.

Wellesbourne Mabel. Cjttie, whelped two dogs
and two bitches by Christopher, September 2.

SEMINOLE KENNELS' (Chestnut Hill, Pa.)

collie bitch Koslyn Virginia (Champion
Scotilla—Champion Flurry III) whelped two
dogs by Chaniptou The bquire (20.881). No-
vember 3, 1891.

Collie bilch Trusty (Mctchley Star—Peggie
Lass), whelped three dogs and two biiclies

bv Champion The Squire (20,881), October 26,

1891.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS' (Cincinnati, O.)

East Lake Virgie (07io) whelped two bitches
by Spokane (13,602;. November 3.

H. S. HARVEY'S collie Roslyn Flora whelped
five dogs and three bitches by Christopher,
October 7.

SALES.

J. K. DOUGHERTY, Lotus, Ind., sold his collie

dog Dandv, by Boss (A. K. C. 12,656)—Griz-

zle (11,636;', to Henry Sanhain, Greensburg,
Ind.

Male collie puppy (Champion The Squire—Ac-
tive, E. K. C. 21,065) to C. K. McClararock,
Kirklin. Md.

SHENANGO KENNELS sold their pug bitch

Shenani;o Pet (Fritz—Das.ser, 6868) to Mrs. C.

L. Williams, Sharpsville, Pa.
Bun (Micker Fer— M'liss), fox terrie , to Fred
Williams, Sharon, Pa.

Fox terrier dog puppy (Ch Raby Mixer—
M'liss) to A. C. Schuyler, New York City.

Fox terrier puppy (Ch. Raby Mixer-M'liss)

to William Wagner. Newark. N. J.

Italian greyhound Winks (Fred—Princess Ida),

to A. C. Henderson, Pittsburg. Pa.
Italian greyhound Nickoli (Winds—Tina), to

H. W. Smith, Pittsburg, Pa
Garribaldi (22,445). Italian greyhound dog

(Winks—Tina), to I. Gettleson, Augusta,
Ga.

SEMINOLE KENNELS, Chestnut Hill, Pa.,

have sold their pug bitch Little Cassina
(Champion Treasure, 10 9;6—Cassina, itt,8i8).

to Michael O'Neil, Highlands, N. J.

Pug dog Little Tragedy (22,3661 (Bradford Row-
dy, 8879—Zo. 89;2), to William H. Hyland,
Tarrytown, N. Y.

Collie buch Dinah (Glenn -Lady Trefoil), to

Fordhook Kennels. Philadelphia, Pa.

Irish seller bilch Bonnie Sarsfield (Sarsfield—
Madcap), to F. C. Fowler, Moodus, Conn.

Irish setter bitch Lady Bess (18,906), to F. L*.

Abbey, Detroit, Mich.
Aurora, Irish setter bilch, 14.370 (Royal Ruby,

11.481—Zylla, i8,275),toF.C. Fowler. Moodus,
Conn.

Eleo, Irish setter dog, 11,450 (Ch. Elcho. Jr.—
Maggie H.) to iDr. J. G. Ely, Hamburgh,
Conn.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Philadelphia, sold

their light .sable collie bilch Fordhook
(Shauna, 22,416), to Peter Peterson, Ingalls,

Mich.
Sable bitch puppy (Fordhook Scot-Imp.
Whirlpool) to D. G. Parker, Olympia, Wash.

Sable oog puppy (Clifton Chief- Fordhook
Fleet) to D. G. Barker, Olympia, Wash.

Fordhook Irene (22 659), collie bilch, to Chester

J. Hodge, Auburn, lud.

Fordhojk Brilliant (22,654), collie dog, to T. I.

Hubbard. Flallands, L. I.

Fordhook Florida (22.656). collie dog, to Wil-

liam H. Raynes. Tallahassee, Fla.

Fordhook Hazel (22 658), collie bitch, to W. L.

Jillson, Stuart. Neb.
Fordhook Duk II (22.655), collie dog, to C. H.
Sampson, Grant's Pass, Ore.

Fordhook Stuart (22,657), collie dog, to Mr. W.
L. Jillson, -mart. Neb.

Sabl- dog puppv (Fordhook Scot—Imp. Whirl-
pool) lo Mrs. Eleanor A. Millard, Grand Co-

teau. La.

JOHN L. IOLLF;y, Denver, S. C, has sold his

English beagle dog Ben (Boston—Weazle) to

F. B. Zimnier, Gloversville, N. Y.

F. B. ZIMMER, Gloversville, N. Y., has sold his

blue belton English setter bitch Mynx (Ban-
ger-Princess Llewellin) to Wm. A. Smith.

Mollie, English mastiff bitch (Berkshire Cau-
tion—Zetta), to W. D. Bleniis, East Berlin,

Conn.
Sweet Briar, English beagle (Rush—Blue Nell),

to E. H. Palmer. Nat>oleon, Mich.
Flv, hound tRauge—Fly) to P. Hart & Son. New
Brighton, N. Y.

Count William, Ensrlish setter dog (Count
Wakefield—Daisy II) to W. O. Shutts.Glovers-
Ule. N. Y.

Thistle, English setter bitch (Count Wakefield
—Daisy II), to John Grininiell, Gloversville,
N. Y.

Myrtle, English setter bitch (Count Wikefield
—Daisy II) lo H. W. Zt-a, Gloversville. N. Y.

Nellie, English setter bitch (Count Wakefield—
D.iisy II) lo Julius C. Tulz, Gloversville. N.Y.

Lady Fenwick. black and Ian Gordon setter, to
George A. King, Gloversville, N. Y.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.,
have 8oId their pug bilch Missie lo Mrs.
Clara B. Noble, Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Doctor, pug dog, to George D. Chaplin, New
York City.

CHARLES DIXON, Augusta Ga.. has sold Irish
setter bilch Champion Laura B. (Champion
Gleucho—Daisy) to Fountain City Kennels.

DR. F. S. VAN PELT, Aueusta, Ga . has sold
pointer dog Spot (Button H.—Champion Rosa)
to Fountain City Kennels.

FOUNTAIN CITY KENNELS, Augusta, Ga.,
have sold the following dogs:

Pointer dog, whelped July 18 (Spot Sling

—

Blauch M), to S. E. Holley, Aiken, S. C.
Pointer bitrh, same litter, to T. G. Lamar,
Aiken. S.C.

Pointer dog, same litter, to E. L. Odons, Opel-
ika. Ala.

Pointer dog. same litter, to E. L. Odons, Opel-
ika. Ala.

Pointer bitch, same litter, to W. C. Carlwright,
Charleston, S. C.

Pointer dog, same litter, to T. G. Lamar,
Aik-n, S. C.

Gieyhound dog. whelped June 12 (=ilk Mittens
—Purity), to W. W. Johnson, Aug isia, Ga.

Greyhound dog, same litter, lo Mr. Hammond,
Augusta. Ga.

Greyhound dog, same litter, to Charles Tnrpin,
Augusta. Ga.

Grevhound bilch. same litter, to W. W. John-
son, Augusta, Ga.

Greyhound bilch, same litter, to Asbury Hall,
Augusta, Ga.

Dandy Hang, pointer dng (Button H.—Chani-
ptou Rosa May), to John M. Weigle, Augusta.
Ga.

VISITS.

J. E. DOUGHERTY'S collie bitch Zetta (Tri-

color Dan—Grizzle) lo his Boss (A. K. C.

12,656), November 8. iSji.

Active (V.. K. C. S. B 21 065), collie bitch, lo his
Boss (A K.C. 12.656) December 4, 1^91.

MRS. W. P. BINFORD'S collie bilch Folly to J.

K. Doueheriy's Boss (A. K. C. 12,656), Decern
ber 5, 1891.

McEWEN & GIBSON'S collie hitch Jess to

Chestnut Hill Keniie:s' Christopher, August
13-

F. R. CARSWELL'S collie bitch Lady Moll to

Chestnut Hill Kennels' Christopher, No-
vember 14.

GEORGE FR.^ZIER'S collie hitch Rosalind to

Chestnut Hill Kennels' Chri-topher, No-
vember 4.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' collie bilch

Ch. Flurry III. to Jlheir Christopher, Octo-
ber 30.

Roslyn Primrose, collie bitch, to their Christo-
pher. September 2.

Ch. Luella, collie bitch, to their Christopher,
October 5.

HORACE HARDING'S collie bilch Roslyn
Maiden to Chestnut Hill Kennels' Christo-

pher, October 5.

JOHN YE.MD.\LL'S collie Lassie to Chestnut
Hill Kennels' Christopher, September 3.

LLOYD BARBER'S collie Roslyn Sable to Chest-
nut Hill Kennels' Christopher, August 8.

H. S. HARVEY'S collie Roslyn Flora to Chestnut
Hill Kennels' Christopher. August 5.

R. L. JONES' Irish setter Nora to Challenge
Seminole (20.08S), November i. 1891.

SEMINOLE KENNELS' Irish setter Gyneth
(19318) (Flv—Nora) to Challenge Seminole
(20.088). October 13. 1891.

Princess Nellie,Engligh pug (Champion George
—Pink) to Kash, Jr. (17,804), October 15. iSgi.

HERBH;RT S. B.\RNES' colIie bitch Mable Dean
(Maney Trefoil—Jakvr Dean) to Champion
Roslyn Wilkes (2o,t82), October 5, 1891.

F. L. ABBEY'S Irish setter Lady Bess to Eleo
(ti.45o). October 4, 1891.

FORDHOOK KENNELS' collie bitch Dinah
(Glenn—Lady Treloil) to Champion The
^•qui'•e (20,881;, October 15, 1891.

MRS. H. HAMMOND'S pug Winkles to Eber-
hart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, O.), Brad-
ford Ruby (9227), November 11.

MRS. B. STUASS' pug Rubi.? to Eberhart Pug
Kennels' (Cincinnati. O.) Flberharfs Cashiei

(13,901). November 23.

J. E. SMITH'S (Dubuque, la) Mollie Bang to

Westminster Kennel Club's Kiugof Keni.

MESSRS. QUICK «tVICKKKY'S (Lowell, Mich )

Daisy (0291 ) to King of Kent.

F. S. WEBSTER'S (Washington, D. C.) Lassie

Bang to King of Kent.

J.B. WICKF;RY'S(St. Paul, Minn.) Chicago Fawn
to King of Kent.

R.LESLIE'S (Lynn, Mass.) Belle Randolph lo

King of Kent.

D. H. MOORE'S (Athens, O.; Babe Graphic to

Kingot Kent.

J. N. PIKE'S (Maiden. Mas.s.) Clip to King of

Kent.

FRANCIS LARKIN. JR.'S (Sing Sing, N.Y.)
Betsy Bracket to King of Kent.

WILLIAM P. TABER'S (Long Branch, N. J.)

bitch by Mainspring to King of Kent.

W. E FIELD'S (St. Louis, Mo.; Queen to King
of Kent.

HEMPSTEAD F.\RM'S (Hempstead, L. I) Wool-
ton Game lo King of Kent.

CHARLF;s B. PINEO'S (Bar Harbor, Me.) Mollie

Bang to King of Kent.

F. F:. LF:WIS' (Tarrytown, N.Y.) Lady Tammany
to King of Kent.

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB'S Westmin-
ster Sal to King of Kent.

Westminster Nan to King of Kent.

M.\JOR A. P. BUTLER'S pointer bitch Pearl to

jjpot Sting (18,1 o), Julv 29.

FOUNTAIN CITY KENNEL'S pointer bilch

Jes.sie Underbill (Ch. C.raphic—Underbill's

Jane lo Spot Sling (17,150), October 20.

JAMES BARBF:TT'S pointer bitch Belle to

Spot Sting (17.150), October 22.

POULTRYan" PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

A Happy New Year !

«

The old ycr with its past pleasures

and sorrows is dead. May the new year

be generous in its blessings and niggardly

in its disappointments.

classes to W. J. Stanton and John D.

Abel, or invite the veteran Judge Fabel

to ai^sist in the judging.
»

» »

The .American Langshan Club will

meet on the second day oftlie New York
show, in the Madison Square Garden,

during the first week of February, 1S92.

*
» •

We are sighing for a good old-fashioned

crisp, cold winter, and even the cocks

and hens will not object. The miserable

weather prevailing last week bred disease

everywhere. That imported malady, "la

grippe," has played sid havoc in the

human race. Whether fowls are afflict-

ed with it has not been dtterniined, but

reports from several fanciers indicate

that distemper has been alarmingly

prevalent of late among chickens.
*

* »

The treatment of distemper, or roup,

as some persist in calling it, is simple

enough. There are specific remedies

that will overcome the troul.de, but where

drugs are not easily obtainable or a pre-

judice exists against their use. we will

give a very effective cure. Fowls suffer-

ing from distemper or cold emit a watery

discharge from their nostrils, the comb

is very red, the head hot, the eyes often

swollen and even closed. Take a fowl

affected in this manner to a warm room,

wash morning and night with hot water

the eyes and head, and inject a little

camphorated oil into the nostrils, feed

no corn but vegetable food in shape of

mashed potatoes sprinkled with a little

bian, and in less than a week the bird

A'ill be well. We cured a very bad case

only recently by the above treatment.

• »

The third annual show of the Central

Michigan Poultry and Pet Stock .Asso-

ciation, to be held at Battle Creek, ]\Iich.,

January 12 to 15, 1892, promises to be a

very successful one. S. Butlerfield has

been engaged in addition to Charles

McClave to judge the fowls.

George T. Whitfield, of Coleridge,

Gloucester, England, has sent over a

fine collection of Indian games, white

Indian games, white Aseels, white Malays

and Creve Ccturs to be exhibited at the

Philadelphia show next week. These

birds will be sold. This is a fine oppor-

tunity to secure rare and fine fowls at ab-

solutely no risk and at reasonable prices.

*
* *

A number of buff Leghorns are als^o

expected fiom England this week. They

are Crystal Palace, Dairy and other win-

ners. August D. Arnold will exhibit

them at the Phila«lelphia show.

»

Every fancier that can possibly find

time should attend the Philadelphia
j

show. It will be a great one.

»

W. C, Clifton Heights. Pa., writes:

"Can you let me know the names of a

few good breeders of carrier pigeons, as

I could not find one in your journal?"

This is a hint to breeders who do not

advertise their stock. Wiite to D. E.

Newell, foot of W. Nineteenth Street,

New York City.

« *

The Peer division of the Cochin Club

will meet at Worcester, Mass., while the

Reynaud division meets at Philadelphia.

The Cochin Club of America will meet at

Topeka, Kan. .Amalgamation seems to

have retired for the present.
*

Why this fight is kept up no one out-

side of the inner circles knows. It is vir-

tually a personal battle between Secre-

tary Reynaud and Secretary Peer.

It is becoming rather iiDnotonous to

hear A. P. A. members denounce Mr.

Reynaud as being the cause of all this

trouble. The same men lift Secretary

Peer on a gilded cli.iir, p:it him on the

l)ack and tell him what a good, nice boy

he is.

* «

Mr. Peer can say very pretty things to

his friends and even enemies. The only

trouble is that he writes too many letters

that are far from pleasant and not always

consistent with his verbal expressions.

Letter writing is dangerous, and as long

as Mr. Peer persists in assuming a cham-

eleon-like character as a talker aud

writer so long will all this trouble last.

*

We would hardly mention the above

were it not for the fact that Mr. Peer is

secretary of the A. P. A. It is as an offi-

cer, not as an individual, that we remon-

strate with him. It makes us tired to see

him adveitised as an idol, while his op-

ponent Rtynaud is held up as a kicker

and scapegoat.
*

« *

The latter's character is easily under-

stood by tho^e who know him. He fights

openly and squarely, but makes the mis-

take (?) of l>oldly criticising the action of

others. Did it ever occur to Mr. Rey-

naud's detractors that every letter or tele-

gram received or sent by him is on file in

his oJTice and open to inspection ? He is

not afraid to submit them to the public

and the press.

« *

Franklane L. Sewell. the well-known

artist, has taken up his eastern quarters

at Hlooinfitld, N. J., for the winter cam-

paign. He will be present at the Phila-

delphia and New York shows to illus-

trate the p: ize birds for the press.

*
• *

John E. Diehl. of Beverly, N. J., has

moved to the Quaker City for the winter

months. He recently had the misfortune

to lose his youngest son by death.

* »

The Reading, Pa., show of last week

was a succei-s. Secretary Miller and his

associates are hail fellows well met and

deserve much credit for the above.

» *

The fanciers in and around Reading

will turn out en wasse at Philadelphia

next week. In fait, Pennsylvania fan-

ciers are thoroughly aroused and will

We regret to announce that Mr. J. C.
j

give Philadelphia rousing support. So

Long, Jr., will retire from the manage- ' will New Jersey and New York fanciers.

ment of the Poultry Bulletin on January

I, and that his new business intertss

will make it impossible for him to judge

at the Philadelphia show.

*

*

The Philadelphia Poultry and Pigeon

Club will probably assign Mr. Long's

The sad death of T. Wilton Hill, chron-

icled in last week's Fancier.s' Journal,

removes from the stage of life a most

devoted fancier, a man of rare qualities

and above all a tine fiiend. He will be

greatly missed by the Philadelphia Poulr
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try and Pigeon Club as well as by the

New Jersey State Poultry Association,

to which he was invaluable. His prep-

arations to exhibit at the Philadel

phia show were made with the thor-

oughness and liberality characteristic of

the man, and the writer of these notes as

well as every member of the club is pro-

foundly sorry that Mr. Hill was denied

the pleasure of winning the coveted

prizes, which he so fondly hoped would

come to him. The quiet, honorable and

modest ways of this thoroughbred gentle-

man in the show room will long be re-

membered by all who knew him. The

fancy could ill afford to lose such a man,

but grim death is inexorable and spares

neither the good nor the bad.
*

We are assured by the family of Mr.

Hill that an exhibit will be made at the

Philadelphia show, and all birds to be

sold if possible. This means the break-

ing up of a magnificent colleclion of

thoroughbred fowls, consisting of Indian

games, golden and white Wyan<lottes.
*

« •

Judges of horses, cattle, dogs or poul-

try are often condemned, severely criti-

cised and roundly abused for their deci-

sions. This is perfectly natural. No

two men see alike, especially when the

two men happen to be the judge and a

disgruntle<l exhibitor.

« «

How often do we hear the expression,

"If so-and-so judges I won't send a bird

to the show." Ask our kennel editor,

and he will corroborate the expression

from the doggy point of view.

»
*

As a rule poultry societies have simply

announced the judges, but not the clas-ses

they are to judge. Consequently exhibi-

tors did not know who was to judge cer-

tain varieties, and they commenced their

growling after the awards were up. The

Philadelphia Poultry Club decided to

take "the bull by the horns" and an-

nounce the judges for each class. The

result is as was expected, the usual wails

from certain exhibitors. Some of the

latter want a judge made to order, it

seems.

•%
One of the pigeon judges was objected

to because he was too critical, another

for personal reasons. A number of the

poultry judges were scored because their

judgment once upon a time did not suit

the complaining exhibitor. Mobt of these

complaints are well meant and pass un-

noticed by officers and societies.

*
« «

There is, however, another reprehensi-

ble class of exhibitors who wish to con-

trol the judging by fair means or foul,

and who are indiscreet enough to ques-

tion a judge's honesty. Hardly a poultry

judge at some time or another has es-

caped their attacks. The latter are made

sub rosa and never find their way in

print. That brands the instigators as

cowards at a clip

birds if two men whom he named would

not judge. He wanted a "square deal,"

and added that the two men referred to

did not like him, which, in other words,

means that he would be unfairly treated

by them.
« »

The result is that this "square deal"

gentleman can nurse his wrath at home.

He was convicted by his own letters. As

one of the judges referred to above is a

man of the most pronounced popularity

as a breeder of fowls, and highly and

universally respected as a man of honor,

the attack was uncalled for, especially as

he never before passed judgment on

the variety of fowls our "square deal

gentleman" intended to exhibit. He

was invited to judge because of his

experience in mating and breeding this

variety, and were we to mention his

name hundreds of fanciers would ratify

what we state.
*

» «

We withhold the name of the man who

made the attempt to have him removed,

for personal reasons, but deem it almost

time to bring such men to account. They

are a menace to the fraternity and all

clubs, and are as a rule far more vulner-

able than the men they accuse. If a

demand were made that all such charges

against judges, and there are hundreds

of them, be prepared in writing and pre-

sented to the A. P. A., how many would

come before the latter ? Not one.

*
« *

What we mean especially by the above

are charges of bribery and dishonesty

against a judge, not charges of incompe-

tency. The latter may often be true, but

frequently are purely imaginary.
*

* *

We have started this subject for the

purpose of clea-ing away the fog from

the minds of the uninitiated, and if neces-

sary to caution them against believing

the unqualified statements of ignorant

and unquestionable exhibitors.

PIGEON NOTES.

Answers -to Correspoinlents.

T. S. H., New York City, writes:—

"Please answer through the columns of

your valuable journal the following ques-

tions: I. What is the most satisfactory

home breed of fowls, /. r, the one that

holds the be^t average for number, size

and flavor of eggs, and whose chicks are

the best eating ? 2. The best foods for

laying hens in winter. 3. The best food

for laying hens in summer, which have

to be confined to about forty-five square

feet outside room per fowl, partly in

grass. 4. Is the Brahma a good fowl as

ahove demanded ? The Fancikrs' Jour-
nal is a "great paper."
Answers: — I. Either the Plymouth

Rock. Wyandotte, Langshan or Brahma.

2. Bran, ground oats and ground meat in

the morning, corn at night. 3. The
same in the morning as in winter, and

corn and wheat on alternate days. 4.

The Brahma is an excellent fowl.

We recollect one case some four years

ago where a prominent exhibitor gave the

officers of the show at which he was an

exhibitor, the option of accepting $100 en-

try money providing a certain judge was

not engaged, or no money or birds if he

was. The officers accepted the money,

and the judge, one of the best in Amer-
ica, was not "in it."

* *

The Philadelphia Club can T>oast of a

similar experience. A notorious indi-

vidual wrote to the secretary of the above
club before the c italogue was issued in

order to find out who was to judge the

variety he breeds, as he would exhibit 100

The Rooster's Flap.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

How many poultry fanciers are there

who know the way a rooster makes the

flapping noise that accompanies the

crowing. The majority of persons if

asked will say, why his wings strike his

sides on coming down. The Sun says

that Willam Hamilton Gibson, who is a
trained observer of plants and animals,
has satisfied himself and those he has
spoken to about it that the noise is made
by the striking of the rooster's wings
above his back. Anyone watching a cock
crowing will see that this is correct. A
farmer laughed at the idea, saying "I've
been brought up among chickens, and I

guess I know how a rooster flaps his
wings." In a few days he returned and
acknowledged Mr. Gibson right.

"COLLINGWOOD."
New York, December 14.

Causes for Barren Hens and How
to Overcome the Trouble.

Kerry in Kennel. Farm and Poultry Yard.

In all varieties, but particularly in the

more highly bred specimens, there are

often apt to be barren hens ; this is of

course a great disappointment to the fan-

cier, as if not treated properly, and in-

deed often with proper treatment, they

'will become quite worthless. There are

several causes for this, arising chiefly

from some delicacy in the bird or from

bad management. Now, a great cause

is what I call over-working the hen. This

treatment is certainly both improper and

cruel. This is a fashion people have of

taking away the eggs as often as layed,

thus making her lay oftener than she

otherwise would and placing the eggs

under another pair. This course of pro-

cedure is sure sooner or later to make

the bird worthless. It is most cruel,

because we deprive the birds of their

cherished off"spri-jg, and it is against all

the laws of nature. If the fancier wants

to take away the eggs for some reason,

such as that its parents are bad feeders,

and not liking to lose what may turn

out to be valuable youngster^, let him,

for the sake of humanity, exchange the

eggs, and not deprive the poor birds

altogether of their young. To manage

this properly, the eggs should be ex-

changed at dusk, with as little distur-

bance as possible.

Another reason for this horrid cruelty

is a desire for as many good youngsters

as possible, and some are foolish enough

to think that bv this process they will

succeed, but I think if the bird is let lay

in her own time the young will run a

chance, and a much greater one, than if

the other course is followed, an the hen

will likely be more healthy, or at all

events not nearly done up as she would

be in the former case. Still another

cause is too much showing, because the

birds that are forever being sent on long

journevs and have to be nearly going

through the various hardships attendant

on showing, will most certainly suffer, or

at anv rate those that would be breeding,

or about to do so. For this unfertility

there is but one remedy, and that often

not a sure one. When a barren hen is

matched she often begins to hatch ; when
this is noticed it will be well to put eggs

under her, after which she will bring out

the young and rear them. When they

are fledged the best plan will be to sepa-

rate the old pair for some days, keeping

her in a dark pen by herself. When
brought again she often lays, but this

plan often requires repetition and some-

times fails, in which case the bird might
as well be turned into pie. I had only

two cases since I commenced pigeon

keeping. One I cured in the way I de-

scribed, but after three repetitions the

other failed entirely.

When the youngsters get strong

enough to walk about, it is well to put

them out of the nest box into a pen on

the floor of the loft, as they may fall out

of the nest and get killed, if it is any
great height. This pen should, of course,

have wire on one side, each strand about

an inch or more apart, to enable the old

birds to feed their progeny through it.

Though some have no divisions in this

pen, 1 prefer to have them, as if there

are many youngsters in it, they will all

annoy the different parents, they being

always hungry, and when some are be-

ing fed the others will try to get a share
;

from this it will be seen that divisions

in this pen are necessary, and they are

best from about a foot and a half to two

feet apart. When the young are fully

fledged they should be shut up in a loft

by themselves until the sexes can be

distinguished.

In conclusion, let me add that breeders

will do well to keep the following items

relative to pigeon breeding in mind,

namely, the proper construction of the

nesting places and the best * pans to use
;

the proper matching of the old birds,

and their treatment, when nesting ; dur-

ing incubation, and while feeding is

going on ; the treatment of youngsters

in three stages ; the desirability of feed-

ers ; and last, but not least, barrenness,

its cause and prevention.

Why "We Advocate Games.
From the Michigan Poultry Breeder.

Why we write about southern pit

games is not intended for the old and

experienced or professional pit game

breeders, either north or south, but for

the information of the iuexperienced

breeder, the beginner who is seeking

some light on the poultry topics. The

cockers are well aware of the merits

of the southern pit game as a pit fowl,

but there is a large class of breeders that

have never tried the game fowl simply

because they do not care to fight them,

and have never been informed of nor ex-

perienced their good qualities aside from

fighting. This is the class to which we

desire to hold up the merits of the south-

ern game fowl.
, .

In the whole list of pure-bred varieties

there is not one that surpasses it in

beauty of plumage, style of carriage and

really thoroughbred appearance gener-

ally. The southern game compares with

the southern race horse and foxhound.

They are distinctive in character and as

far above the ordinary run of poultry as

the racer is above the Mexican ponv, or

the hound above the ordinary cur. They
are well suited to the plantation or farm,

and thrive with but little attention if

given the range of the barnyard, the

woods pasture and adjoining fields.

Brother Clarke's statement that an In-

dian game, or any other fowl of equal

weight, can easily wear out a southern

pit game is a random shot. A southern

game without well developed spurs might
possibly be exhausted in a bare-heel fight

by a larger and heavier cock of most any
varietv. But a two-year-old with good
spurs would cut down his antagonist be-

fore he would have time to wind him.

But in our advocacy of the southern

game, we are doing it in comparison to

the Indian games on general merits.

We claim that the former is just as

good a layer, just as good table fowl and
is much more'active and handsome than

the latter ; that the southern game is

just as good as anybody's game for gen-

eral purposes; that they are practical

fowls and possess points that should

bring them into favor with fancier and
marketer, as well as the cocker. In their

own section of the country they now out-

rank all other breeds in the estimation of

the planters and country people gener-

ally.

By some down this way it is considered

small potatoes to fool with chickens ex-

cepting they be game chickens, and if

game chickens it is all right because they

are considered the favorite with the well-

to-do people, the sports and that class of

people who have plenty of money and
nothing to do but amuse themselves.

Then there is another class that breed

games because they like them, both as

layers and table fowls. Their eggs are

rich and their flesh is sweet. They sliC

hardy and thrive where other breeds

would perish without considerable care

and attention.

We are not upholding the southern

pit game because we are spoiling for a

tight, but because we believe it to be the

tvpical game fowl of America and a fowl

that is the equal of any game chicken in

the world when it comes to practical

worth or utility.

A Chicken Anecdote.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

A rather good anecdote is told of one

of the large poultry fanciers residing on

the Hudson River, and not very far from

New York. On his first ?oing in for

fancy fowls his mother, meeting an aunt

of his on a shopping expedition, men-
tioned the fact that Tom (as we will call

him) had the chicken fever very badly.

The venerable aunt started for his house
to inquire after his health. Being asked
to enter, she said she would rather not as

she had never had it, all she wanted to do
was to inquire how Tom was, how long
he had had it, and when the doctor ex-

pected him to be able to leave the house.

Asked what she thought Tom h d and
what reason she had for thinking him
sick, she replied his mother told her he
had the chicken-pox. ColliNGWDop.
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powIj fanciers.

Prootioe and Theory in the World
of Poultry Culture.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

We are all familiar with the sarcastic

saying regarding agricultural writers,

that those who write the most and who
app>ear to be the best farmers on paper,

are often really the most careless and
slack in fact. It is quite possible that

this may apply in some degree to poul-

trymen also, and that our strongest

writers may not live quite up to his con-

victions or to his published directions for

the performance of certain duties. Man
is mortal, and of course a man advocates

that which he believes to be the best

methods of procedure, whether he can

follow it strictly or not. It is like hav-

ing an ideal of symmetry ; we must have

an ideal or we shall never make any pro-

gress. And there is still such pressing

need for many to take hold of instruction

that the conviction of the leaders must be

uttered vehemently, and often almost

with exaggeration, if they would produce

any effect whatever.

But after making all allowance for this

;

after admitting for myself that no more
than all the rest of you can, I claim to be
free from occasional neglect,

and that there are times when I

could har lly welcome visitors

with entire heartiness because
of a consciousness of some little

hiatus between theory as laid

down in print and practice in

the poultry house, I will say that
I was amazed at the condition
of a goodly number of the fowls
exhibited at New York last win-
ter. That full-fledged and expe-
rienced poultrymen should not
only own but should exhibit at

the biggest show in the country
birds with legs white with scaly-

ness when everyone knows that

only neglect and carelessness

would allow the birds to reach
such a condition, strikes me as

rather disgraceful to the whole
fraternity. And when birds whose
coops bore the premium ribbons
showed this mark of neglect the
case was aggravated. It occurs
to me that if I were not ashamed
to own such birds, I should cer-

tainly be ashamed to have any
such win the prizes ! Perhaps
it may be given as an excuse
that the common applications

for this trouble are apt to bleach

the shanks, but—not to mention
the fact that even bleached
shanks are less disgusting than
scaly ones— I think it a very

poor excuse, for the care that the birds

ought to have had would have kept them
free from the parasites, and there would
have been no necessity for such applica

tions. Of course, this hits someone, I do

not just now remember who, rlthough I

have them noted in my catalogue. It is

hoped, however, that they will not com-
bine too strongly to resent the above, as

the reason would be too apparent to all.

No one can be more jealous than my-
self for the good name of the poultry

fraternity or more anxious that said fra-

ternity should deserve a good name.
There are many well-known difficulties

in the way of the man who keeps fancy

poultry for profit, especially if he sells

eggs, for it goes without saying that he

must deal with all sorts of people, honest

and dishonest, careful and careless. This

has all been discussed many times in the

hope of devising helpful ways of avoid

ing these many "hill diflBculties.

"

Another point, however, having just as

practical a bearing on the fancier's busi-

ness, is greatly neglected, possibly pur-

posely ignored, because few care to risk

bringing down vengeance upon their own
devoted heads and pocketbooks. Being

somewhat closely connected with a popu-

lar agricultural paper, and having never

placed myself within critisim as "one of

them" by exhibiting, I hear much free

expression of outside opinion regarding

poultrymen, especially those who make
a practice of exhibiting their stock.

The poultry press has not only not tried

to hide the fact of dissensions in the

ranks, but has made them as public as
possible, until even those whom it con- I

siders its best men are subject to general i

criticism and to general detraction. I
|

have heard it said more than once among
I

the staff of other papers that in no busi-
|

ness in the whole country, among no
j

combinatian of specialists, is there so '

much jealousy, so much backbiting, so I

much bestowing of unsavory epithets
(what school children would <lesignate as
"calling names") as among the poultry

j

7<«-frateruity. Nor can this be denied.
Undoubtedly much of the difficulty

arises from the fact that the life of the
fancier is so largely made up of competi-
tion with his brother for the show pre-
miums and the advertising connected
therewith. In shows everywhere, poul-
try or otherwise, there is apt to be quar-
reling and kicking, and it is not so easy
to tell a good bird perhaps as a good
pumpkin or potato, at least si/e is not the
most potent factor, as so often in agricul-

tural exhibits. But this does not seem a
sufficient reason for the undue amount of
bad blood which every poultry show and
every associition develops and keeps
boiling for an indefinite time.

It seems quite time that the hest ele-

ments of the poultry brotherhood should
make an earnest effort by pulling all to-

gether, to live down the bad name in

this respect, of which we are compelled
to bear the onus. Other associations are

for the purpose of united work ; other
associations build up, instead of pulling

down ; whereas our poultry associations

they lay down are correct the only con-
clusion' that can safely be drawn is that

none of them are to be trusted with the
price of a sitting of eggs, or to fill an
order according to agreement and the
rules of right. Go slow, brethren ; these
things hurt us all.

C. S. Valentine.

THE READING SHOW.

Was the A. O. A. Meeting Legal ?

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

At the close of 1890 the usual formali-

ties were gone through and the annual

meeting of the A. C. A. was called for

Charleston. S. C. At the appointed time,

in the absence of D. K. Newell, presi-

dent, the meeting was called to order by
H. S. Babcock, vice-president. It was
then found that no business could be
transacted, there being no quorum, and
it is claimed that on a motion of G. O.
Brown the meeting was adjourned to

Ciiiciutiati. O.
Will some of the pigeon fanciers ex-

plain this action an«l slate by what au-

thority a "«o quorum" could adjourn a

meeting that was not held. The legal

facts remain clear that the officers elected

in 1890 are at present the officers of the
association, and that all the actions of

1891 are null and void. Are the constitu-

tion and by-laws of the A. C. A. to be
disregarded and the association to be run
by no quorum f Honest government de-

mands due regards to laws. A strict in-

ve'^tigation should at once be instituted

and the evil wrought unintentionally

A Great Exhibition of Poultry and
Pigeons in Old Berks.

The Berks County Poultry Association

is a perennial plant, and promises to be

of the live-forever species judging by the

annual shows it liobls with utmost regu-

larity the week before Christinas. The
city of Reading, Pa., is alw.iys selected,

and a more cougeuial place e.vists not.

The spirit oibon hommie reigns supreme,

and visitors inveriably find it so.

The fanciers composing the above as-

sociation are bound to make their shows

a success by hard work and lil)eral treat-

ment of all exhibitors and visitors. The
consequence is the latter gladly come
again after once having been to a Read-

ing show. Editor Cloud, of the Poultry

News, told us he would not mind going

to Reading every day, especially when
the boys set up such a fine repast as on
the night of the 23d of December.
That banquet lickltd the palate of the

News editor, and his happy repartee was a

brilliant foil to Judge IJickneH's wit. John
D. Abel having escaped with his life,

after judging the pigeons, was in excel-

lent humor, and asrS sted in perpttrating

the usual puns that his name and that of
Editor Cloud so readily admit. G. O.
Brown was unable to attend, which de-

prived the fete of a congenial
spirit. Frank Sewell, tlie artist,

however, dropped in to enjoy the
occasion.
The show itself was excellent,

many fine birds and pg ons be-

ing on exhil>iti()ii. Light Hrahmas
were most numerous, sixty en-
tries being shown and many good
birds at that. liaind PI \ mouth
Rocks were a nice class, and of
rare (juality in many iiii-tances.

One of the fea'.urcs of this class

was the excellent legs, beaks and
combs on many of the liirds. The
first prize cockerel was a I eau-
tiful bird in sha} e and plumage,
while the other winntrs were
but little behind him in quality.

These biids scored well, ranging
fiom ninety one to ninety lliree

and a half points, 'ihe ft males
were hardly up to as high qual-
ity, although much al.ove the
average. Judge liicknell scortd
the bir<ls on their merits, and
w hile the sco; es w ere much luw er
in many instances than was ex-
pecteil, no fault was found, as the
birds got all they deserv ed. Dai k
Brahmas were as usual n< t veiy
numerous, but of good quiiliiy.

Some really good paitiidge and
buff Cochins were shown. The
Leghorn display was laige, the
white variety being well repie-well

birds. Whileare but wheels within wheels, apparently remedied without delay. Mr. Babcock ' sented by a fine lot of

having for their one great object the par- can probably recall the facts and assist there were no phenomenal ycore-^. give n.

tial combining to hold big shows, in or-

der to have something to spar about for

a twelvemonth thereafter. It reminds
onlookers too strongly of the game fight-

ing which Editor D.—to his credit be it

said—cannot sanction. No doubt it is

interesting ; very possibly it awakens
more interest among poultrymen them-

selves than anything else in the poultry

papers ; certainly more than the hum-
drum of everyday work among the poul-

try which has been discussed so many
times. And it is interesting to out-

siders because it gives them a chance to

criticise. Besides, the human makeup
is such that men always enjoy the meas-

uring of pen or sword, or even of fists,

l)etween rivals, and even a dog fight is

interesting ; if you don't believe it, watch

the crowd that draws toward one, as steel

to the magnet.

If there is anything to l)e gained by
kicking and calling names ; if the sul-

the k. C. A. to clear itself in time to le-

galize the proposed Louisville meeting.

G. P. Revnaijd,
Life Menit>er A. C. A

the birds iievertheles-4 were excellent 111

many particulars. Hamburgs were cut
in holiday style, Mr. Beyler's j^olden j en-
cilled Hamburgs being really a superb
lot. One cock especially was altncst

faultless in plumage, being perfect in

that most difficult section—the tad. One
of his hens was a treat to look at. The
black bars were as clean and straight on
breast, wing and back feathtrs as we can
expect in life. While thev failed to

splendid record of Albright, whose 1464 , reach the pictured ideals, these feathers

left but little to be d«'sired. The white,

black and silver spangled varieties were

A Correction. '

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Your Christmas number of The Jour-

nal was sent me which contains the

yards average speed was made, but I

want to put you straight on this bird.

Thomas Bowerman never owned Albright

or anyone else. I bred him myself,

trained him. flew him and got the 150 in

gold that Mr. A. Albright, of Newark,
gave for the race. Bowerman had no
pigeons at that time, as I gave him the

first homing pigeons he ever owned. I

showed Albright at the Red Star Club in

Philadelphia and got the diploma signed

phuroiis atmosphere will in time clear,
|
by the president. George Cresen, and sec-

and peace and union for helpfulness be
, retary, Mrs. E. S. Starr, and at the same
time 1 gave Dr. Clark the sister and nest

mate of Albright.

Strangers may take Bowerman for me,
but most of the pigeon fanciers know me.

F. Whitley and myself first started the

Newark Club, and I started the most of

them in Newark with the pigeons. Al-

bright was two years old on tlie day he
flew that race, and I have him yet and

all above the average in quality, but the
silver pencilled variety does not keep its

end up.

The pigeon display was very large and
fine, and the society can well feel proud
of its show. The awards will be pub-
lished next week.

the watchwords, let the war go on

otherwise there is too much recoil in

the weapons used to make it profit-

able either to the poultry fraternity or

to the immediate combatants. These

disagreements affect the un <rmed bat-

talions behind them, 10 whom they
kind.look for support of a certain

very unpleasantly. Such bitter and evil

things are said by prominent men abiut he is looking fine. Austin C. Butts
each other that if these premises which 1 gloversvillb, n. y.. December 24

A Correction.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In my article on the place of holding

the next annual meeting of the Indian

Game Club in your issue of December 19

the fourth line from the top (fiist col-

umn) should read—"that oppose llie hold-

ing of the annual meeting." etc.. instead

of approve, as the types have it. .Also

in the sixteenth line from the top should

read opposing instead of approving.
F. W. Gaylor.

QvooUK, L. 1., December ^3, 1891,
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THE PHILADELPHIA SHOW.

Some Special Premiums to Be
Competed for.

Thomas H. Child, Times Building, New
York City, ofler^ a handsome silver cup.

value ten dollars, for best display of buff

Cochins.
C. Wistar Thompson. Salem, N. J.,

offers a hajidsome silver cup for the best

disp'av of sil-cr Wyaiidottes.

Auiiust 1). Arnold, Dillsbury, Pa., offers

twenty dollars in gold to the member of

the lUiff Leghorn Club exhibiting the

best pen of buff I^eghorns.

John Gardiner & Co.. 21 North Thir-

teenth Street. Philadelphia, offer ten

dollars in j^old for best bird in the show,

and ten dollars in gold for the best

breeding; pen in the show.
Wheeler & Son, jewelers, Salem, N. J.,

offer silver cup for best six silver Wyan-
dotte males.
The American Plymouth Rock Club

offers prize of |io in goM to be divided

as follows : f3 for best cock. I3 for best

cockerel and ^4 for best or five highest-

scoring barrtd Plymouth Rocks by one
exhibitor.

E. B. Thomi^son. Amenia, N. Y.. offers

champion chdlenge prize, value $15, for

best CO k, to be competed for by cocks

that have won first as cockerels.

Dr. A.T. Beckett. Salem. N. J., offer

$1 in rurr.Micy for the best pair of Plyni-

ouih Rocks.

W.J. Owsley. M. I)., Darlington, Ind.,

offers $5 in cash for highest scoring

barrel! Plvmou.'h Rock cockerel.

Ira Gregory. Fifer. 111., o.Ters $s in

cash to brcciier west of Indiana and

Mchigan showing the largest number of

high scoring barreil Plymouth Rocks.

Alo one selling barred Plymouth Rock
eygs. value $5. or $3 cash, for each of

the followin-i: Third piize breeding

yard, third prize cockerel, third prize

cock, third prize hen and third prize pul-

let.

Ferris Publshing Company, Albany,

N. Y.. offers advertising space in Poultry

Monlblv two nuinths for best breeding

yard of barred Plymouth Rocks.

Rev. W. P. Ester, Springfield Store, N.

Y., offers fifty cents in casu for best Dul-

let.

F. M. Munger, DeKalb, III., offers one

year's subscription to Poultry Chum for

the best cock, cockerel, hen, pullet and

breeding yaid.

still hold to the opinion that any judge

who values his reputation should score

every bird he passes jn<lgment upon, un-

less it is plainly out of the race. It is

nonsense for men to declaim against the

score card. When I buy I want birds of

the man who is not afraid to have his

fowls go through the hands of such

judges as Felch, Brown, Long and others

who use a pencil and score card. I have

been there and know whereof I speak. I

hope the Philadelphia show may be a big

success, and musl say I admire the de-

termination of the Plymouth Rock Club

in exacting that its specials nmst go to

the only honest, square and truly Ameri-

can plan ofjudgment by the score card.

John Rumbold.

Novice Classes.

EniTOR Fancikrs' Journal.

I have received the premium list of the

Philadelphia show. I notice a few things

therein that strike me as being some-

what out of order. The forming of a

"novice" class 1 think will be one of the

most interesting features of the show.

Many new breeds (?) will be brought to

pal)lic notice that have been hidden in

ihe ilnrk for years perhaps, and new va-

rieties of old and well-known breeds will

make their first public bow to the public.

In makiui; out this list it seems to me to

liHve been a mi-take not to include all

nonstandard varieties. Yet I find blue

Ling-hans, black Wyandoltes, mottled

Anconas and buff Leghorns, which are

non-slandinl varieties, classed under
well-known varieties, while several other

known but non standard varieties are

given rl isses (.An:onas also), while others,

prob ibly as well established, but not so

well known, are put m the novice classes.

This I think is incons stent, though it

will woik no harm, except that third,

fiiurth an I fifth prizes in the shape of

vhc, he and c are given to some and de-

nied to others. About fill the specials

are given to well-known old varieties,

while those who have labored for years
to spring something miique and meri-
tori )us on the chicken world seem to be
left out u\ the cold. Rule 14 bears hard
on ih'j novice classes also, as they have
but few breeders and still fewer exhibi-
tors can -ing those who do exhibit to show
in laig.-r numbers than it may be desir-

able to do. Old ^^arieties have many
breeders and exhibitors, consequently
can gel along all right by showing only
one or t\NO pMir-, while the novice must
put up his four birds for each class or
suffer Ihe consequences, so I think
breeders in the novice classes do not
stand upcn an equal fo )ting with others.
No use to make a wry face when the
"English babv" is nienlioned, Mr. Edi-
tor, she is a "delusiou and a snare." I

Bay State Poultry Society.

Editor Fancip:rs' Journal.

The managers of the Bay State Poul-

try Association are perfecting arrange-

ments for their coming exhibition. No

pains have been spared to have every-

thing in shipshape for both exhibitors

and poultry that will arrive at Horticul-

tural Hall on January 4. 5, 6 and 7, 1892.

Worcester, the first city in this country

to have a series of poultry exhibilions,

will add new laurels to her fair fame by

benig the first city in the union to hold

two poultry exhibitions in one season,

for two there will be, and both go<?d

ones. No ill feelings or jealousies exist

»)etween the two rival societies, but both

are silemly working to outdo the other

in a fiiendly way. Many of the exhibi-

tors will show their stock at both exhibi-

tions. The Biy State Society has already

received sufficient entries and assurances

to warrant in saying they will hold the

finest exhibition of poultry, pigeons, pet

stock and incubators ever held in the

New England States, and breeders will

make a mistake if they neglect to meet
at Horticultural Hall, Worcester, Mass.,

on January 4 to 7, 1892.

W. J. Wheeler, Secretary.

Worcester, Mass.. Dec. 22, 1891.

Trixie Scored.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

There are a few questions I would like

to have you answer. I would like to

know who Trixie is. Has he ever shown
or does he expect to show a bird ? What
way IS he affected by the mode of judg-

ing in Philadelphia, or how many it

takes to do the work ? And, lastly, what
right has he to kick because the Ply-

mouth Rock gets so many special prizes ?

His article in your last issue reads as

though he was still observing Thanks-
giving Dav. It seems to me that the

Plymouth Rock breeders feel sure they

have a grand breed or they would not

spend any money on it. It is certainly

100 old a bird to boom. If the fanciers

of the only bird that ought to be allowed

on earth (according to Trixie) think so

much of the Leghorn, why don't they

come up with the specials? I have often

thought that if Trixie would devote more
of his lime to telling us what roup is and
how to cure it. he would be doing us

younj!er fanciers more good than he does

Wy puffing his favorites. P. Rox.
Norwood. Pa.. December 2S.

2d and 3d to Luce; pen ist to Luce. 2d to Krler

Bros. White—Hen ist and 2d to Moshcr.

Leohorns (single comb white).—Cock ist.

hen ist to Dynes; cockerel 1st to Luce, 2d and 3d

to Van Duzen; pullet ist. 2d and 3d; pen ist and

2d to Van Duzen. pen 3A to Luce. Single comb
brown—Cock ist; hen ist, 2d and jd to Rock-

wood; cockerel i»t and 3d to Holland, 2d to Ben-

ner; pullet ist to Benner, 2d to Ruen, 3ft to Kin-

yon; pen ist to Holland, 2d to Benner, 3d to Rock-

wood. Black—Hen ist. and 3d; cockerel ist;

pullet ist and 2d to Rockwood.

Langshans (black).—Pullet island 3d to Luce,

2d to Neetzel.

HouDANS.—Cockerel ist; pullet ist to Larson.

Bantams (golden ducking game).--Cock isi,

2d and 3d; hen ist, 2d and 3a and pullet ist to

Krier. Black -breasted red game—All awards

to Krier, also the red pyle games and the B. B.

R. Game bantams.

Turkeys (bronze) —Cock ist; cockerel ist, ad

and 3d; hen 2d; pullet 1st and 2d to Willis Cham-
bers.

Geese (toulouse).—Gander, ist and 2d to

Ruen; drake 1st to Rockwood; duck 1st to Rock-

wood.

Pet Stock.-Rabbits, ist to Miss Dynes;

guinea pigs, ist to Joseph Sweetzer; grey squir-

rels, ist to Roy McRostie pigeons, ist to Rock-

wood; guinea fowl, ist to Rockwood.

den—Gander and goose ist to Brabaron. Black

China—Gander and goose ist to Brabazon.

White China—Gander and goose ist to Brabazou;

gander ad to Mosher.

Pigeons—English owls, magpies, starlings,

colored barbs ist to Yegge; colored earners,

colored jacobins, colored trumpeters ist. colored

barbs 2d to Brabazon; white pouters and colored

pou ers ist to Hamlev; white fantails and col-

ored fantails ist, red fantails 2d to Moorehead;

white carriers, white turbits, colored tumblers

I St, colored pouters and white pouters ad, best

display, to A. Askey.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

The Owatonna, Minn., Sho"wr.

The awards at the third annual poultry

show of the Steele County Poullry Asso-

ciation were as follows

:

PLYMOUTH ROCKS (barred).—Cock ist, hen ist

and 3d, cockerel ist and 3d. pullet ist to McRos-
tie. hen 2(1 to Ruen, cookeref 2d to Pettys, pullet

2d to Luce; pen ist and 3d to McRostie, ad to

Petty.

Wyandottes (black).—Cock ist, pullet ist. 2d

and 3d and pen 1st to Luce. Silver—Cock ist to

Wright, 2d to Thompson, 3d to Benner; hen 1st

and 2(1 to Wright. 3d to Benner; cockerel 1st and
2d to Wright. 3d to Thompson; pullet ist. 2d and
3d to Wright; pen ist and 2d to Wright, 3d to

Thompson, t'.olden—Cockerel island 2d to He.ss,

3d to Kinyon; pallet ist and 2d to Gosnell, .3d to

Kin von; pen ist to Kin von. 2(1 to Gosnell. White
—Cockerel 1st, id and 3d, pullet ist, 2d and 3d to

Luce and pen ist to Luce.

JAVAS (black)—Cock ist and 2d. hen ist. 2d and
3d to Dynes; cockerel ist and 2d to Krier Bros..

"3d to Dynes; pen 1st to Krier Bros., 2d and 3d to

Dynes.

Brahmas (light).—Cock ist and ad to Bryson.
3d to Ruen; hen 1st and ad to Benner. 3d to Neet-
zel: cockerel 1st to Neetzel, 2d and 3d to Ruen;
pnltet 1st, 2d and 3d to Ruen; pen isl to Neetzel,
2d to Benner, 3d to Bryson.

Cochins (partridge).—Cock ist, hen ist. ad and
3d, cockerel 1st. 2d and .3d. pullet ist. 2d and 3d.

pen 1st, 2d and 3d all to G. D. Holden.

MiNORCAs (black).—Cockerel 1st to Neetzel. 2d
to Luce. 3d to Krier Bros.; pullet ist to Neetzel,

The Rockford Show.

The awards at the annual poultry show
held at Rockford, III., December 2 to 8,

were as follows:

Plymouth Rocks (barred).—Cockfrel ist. hen

2d pullet 1st. pen 2d to Moorehouse: hen isl, pul-

let 2d and 3d. pen ist to Haeger; cockerel 2d. pen

3d to Black; cockerel 3d to Bloomingdale. While
—Cockerel isl, pu let 1st to Kellogg.

WYANDOTTES (silvcr).—Cock ist. pullet 2d pen

2d to Moorehouse; cock 3d. cockerel 2d and 3d.

hen 1st, pullet isl, pen 1st to GatnmoiT. cockerel

ist pullet 3d to Tarbox. Golden—Cockerel ist.

hen ist to Milard ; cockerel 2d. pullet 2d and
3d. pen ist to Moorehouse; cockerel 3d to Ran-

dall. White—Cock ist, hen island second, pullet

1st and 3d. pen ist to Brabazon; cockerel 2d and
3d. pullet 2d to Gammon.
DoMiNiQUES.—Cockerel ad, pullet ad, pen ad

to Cook.

Brahmas (light).—Cock 3d, hen ist, ad and 3d

to H. Sears; cockerel 2d to Alexander; cockerel

3d, pullet isl to Campbell; pullet ad and 3d to

Cowles.

Cochins (part).—Cock ist and ad, cockerel ad.

hen to H. Sears; cock 3d, cockerel ist, hen ad to

Mosher. BuflF—Pullet 3d to Cook.

Langshans —Cockerel isl, pullet 2d and 3d.

pen 1st to Pratt; cockerel 2d, pullet isl to Moore-
house; cockerel 3d to Hamley.

Leghorns (single comb brown).—Cockerel isl.

2d and 3d. pullet ist and 2 1, pen ist to Hamley;
hen 2d. pullet 3d to Bloomingdale. Single comb
while—Cockerels ist, 2d and 3d, pullets isl, 2d

and 3d. pen isl and 2d to Millard; hen is ,
2d and

3d to Co.k. Rose comb b' own—Cock isl, en isl,

pullet ist, 2d and 3d to King. Rose comb white--

Cock 1st nd 2d. hen ist, ad and 3d, pen 1st and
2d to Cook

.

MiNORCAS (bHck).—Cock ist, rullJt isl, pen
ist to Dunbar; cockerel isl, pullet 2d and ji,

pen 2d to Heidi; hen isl and ad to Cook.

Spanish (while faced black).—Cock i«t, hen
ist, ad and 3d. pullet isl to Cook.

Polish (bearded silver).—Cock isl. hen ist, ad

and 3d. pen iSt to Brabazon. Golden—Cockerel
isl pullet ist lo Askey. While crested black-
cock ist. hen 3d, pullet 3d. pen 2d to Askey;
cockerel ist, hen ii»l and 2d, pullet 1st and 2d,

pen 1st to Brabizjn.

Hamburgs (silver spangled).— Cock' rel ist.

hen 1st. 2d and ^d. pullet isl. pen ist lo Braba-

zon- cock 2d, pullet 3d lo Nordin. Black—Cock
1st, pullet 2d to M. F. Yegge; hen ist and 2d, \ ul-

let 1st and 3d to Cook.

Houdans. Cock 2d, cockerel 2d and 3d ; hen
ist. 2d and 3d ;

pullet isl, 2d and 3d ; pen 1st

to Mosher; cock isl, pen 2d lo Brabazon.

Games (black breastefi red).—Cock ist. cocker-

el 2d, hen 1st. 2d and 3d; pullet isl, 2d and 3d; pen
isl and id to Sturtevant; cockerel ist, pen 3d lo

Kilchie; cockerel 3d to Collie. Rei Pile—Cock
ist, cockerel 2d. hen ist and 2d to Browne.

Bantams (black breasted red p^ame).—Cock ist,

hen 1st, pullet .st, pen 1st lo Askey; cockerel ist.

pullet 3d. pen 2d to Marsh; cockerel 2d. pullet ad

10 M. F. Yegge. Silver duckwi g game—Cock
2d hen ist to Askey. Golden-spangled—Cock isl.

cockerel ist. hen isl, pullet 2d. pen isl lo Askey;
cock 2d. cockerel 2d and 3d, hen 2d, pullet 1st

and 3d to Webb. Silver spangled—Cock isl, pul-

let ist to Askey. Japanese—Cock first and 2d,

We gladly accord space to Mr. C. W.

Jones, who defends his actions at the

Federation meeting held at Newark, N.

J. Every man has a right to state his

side of the case, and The Fanciers'

Journal is always ready to allow such

privileges.

hens isl. 2d and -,d. pullets ist and 2d. pen 1st to

fekin-Cock 2d. hen " "^ ..
.

Askey. fekin-Cock 2d. hen isl and 2d, pullet

2d and 3d, pen ist to M. F. Yegge; cockerel ist.

pullet ist to Askey. Rose-comb B—Cock isl, hen
ist. pullet isl. 2d and 3d; pen 1st to Brabazon.

Pit Games (Irish grev).—Cock and hen ist to

Ritchie; cockerel 1st, pullet ist. 2d and ^d; pen
isl, hen 2d to Dickenson. Black breasted red-
cockerel 2d. hen isl to Ritchie.

Indian Games.—Cockerel isl, pullet ist, 2d

and 3d ; cock ist lo Tarbox.

Frizzles.—Hen isl and 2d lo Puddicomb.

Turkeys (bronze).—Cock 1st, hen ist. cockerel

2d pullet ist and 3d to Black: hen id. c<»ckerel ist.

pullet 2d, to Moorehouse. Black—Cock and hen
ist to Cook. While Holland—Cock 1st, hen 2d and
3d cockerel ist, pullet isl to Cook; cock 2d, hen
ist lo Stiles. Slate—Cock ist lo C. A. Sears.

Ducks (Pekin).—Drake and duck isl lo Moore-
house; drake 2d to Brabazon: duck 2d lo Cook.
Rouen—Drake and duck isl lo C. A. Sears; drake
and duck ad to Brabazon. C. W.—Drake and
duck isl to C. A. Sears; drake and duck ad to

Brabazon. While call—Drake and duck isl to

Brabazon: drake and duck 2d to C. A. Sears.

Colored Muscow—Drake and duck ist to Braba-

zon- duck and drake 2d to Cook. While Mus-
covy—Drake and duck ist to Brabazon. Ayles-

bury—Drake ist. duck ad to C.A. Sears: duck 1st.

drake 2d to Brabazon. Cayuga—Drake and duck
ist to C. A. Sears: drake and duck a t to Braba-

zon. Black East Indian—Duck and drake isl to

Brabazon.

Geese (toulouse).—Gander ist, goose ad lo H.
Sears; gander ad, goose isl to Brabazon. Emb-

We have nothing to retract or add to

our remarks, which Mr. Jones seems to

have construed as personal. We simply

recorded the proceedings as we found

them, and Mr. Jones nmst remember

that he was one of the "heated debaters,"

while the representative of THE Fan-

ciers' Journal was but a cold chronicler

of facts.

*\
We should also advise Mr. Jones to

take a less serious view of certain expres-

sions in our report. They were made in

good faith, and in no way reflect on his

character.

Mr. Jones may make an able race sec-

retary, and we hope he will, but he can

rest assured that the action of the Fed-

eration at Newark has done much harm

to the national sport, as out of townf an-

ciers cannot be expected to respect a

federation that does not respect them

sulBcienlly to at least give them a fair

representation in the board of officers.

That's why a national league is wanted,

and from all indications such a body will

be formed shortly.

• «

Mr. Goldman's letter regarding the

formation of a national league of pigeon

flying fanciers appearing in this issue

should convince our readers that the time

is at hand for action on such an import-

ant matter. As The Fanciers' Journal

is not identified with any clique. Mr.

Goldman's endorsement of its position

regarding the Federation is significant.

Let us make pigeon flying a national

sport by enlisting the pigeon flying fan-

ciers of America in the ranks of a nation-

al league.

• •

The Federation will see its mistake in

time and join the procession. If it does

not it will remain a local issue.

* *

A rule of the Federation is that only

the two candidates receiving the highest

number of votes prior to the annual

meeting should be balloted for at the lat-

ter. Why is this rule so flagrantly dis-

regarded ? Wdl some Federation disci-

ple please an.swer ?

» »

If the constitution and by-laws of an

association are a dead letter, why adopt

them? It is a thankless task to pick

flaws, but the immaculate Federation

courts this act, so they must excuse the

provocation on our part.

*
* *

The attacks made against A. M. Wood
in the Item are utterly unwarranted. Mr.

Wood labored hard to make the Federa-

tion the nucleus for a national associa-

tion. He was dumped with the rest into

the Shepard tureen. To abuse him is

only to add insult to injury.

»
* »

Who elected Mr. Jones ? J. C. Conley.

Does the new race secretary refilize this

or not ?
«

A NRTIONAL LEAGUE WANTED.

Mr. Qoldman Advocates the For-
mation of a New League.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
I was very much pleased to read in

your issue of December 19 your editorial

remarks on the recent annual meeting of

the Federation of American Homing Pig-

eon Fanciers, and if I may be permitted

I desire to state to you, publicly, my
warm satisfaction and deep appreciation

of them. To those like myself and my
associates, who have taken such an

intense interest in the late movement to

unite the flying fancy, either through the

medium of a national league of clnbs,

or a reorganization of the Federation
of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers,

the mortification and keen disappoint-

ment we have felt at finding our warmest
efforts and advances misconstrued and
ignored, is fairly in a measure compen-
sated by your kind, liberal and intelligent

criticism. If the gentlemen in the ma-
jority at the annual meeting think that

they have silenced our guns, and that by
lying outside of the ramparts among the
slain, our efforts are naturally relaxed,

then all I have to say is they are very
much mistaken. Our powder has simply
become wet by their copious showers of
maudlin Federation sentiments, but the
rays of sunshine emanating from your
issue of December 19 will speedily dry it,

and then—well we shall see what we
shall see. Nous venous.
To anyone not blinded by prejudice,

nor stufted to overflowing with the nause-

ous Federation sentiment epidemic in

your great city (but which happily the

Hying fancy at lar^e have escaped) vour
remarks must be particularly refreshing.

I will not irespas-s upon your valuable

space to review the sitnation at length,

for you have briefly, yet completely, out

lined the cold facts before the fancy in a

nutshell.

My many associates in your city and
elsewhere are intelligently posted and
well informed, and I prefer that those

who are not, and who blindly and
through personal prejudice follow the

leadership of a certain few shall attribute

their conversion in the near future to an

interested observance of our progress and
work, rather than newspaper eloquence

or persuasion on paper.

I will add, however, that I shall never

permit myself to forget your lil>eral, fear-

less and independent course in the inter-

ests of American pigeon flying. To the

thinking and progressive fancier, the day

of the monthly journal devoted to his

sport and hobby is a thing of the pa.st,

for the flying fancy in America has made
too rapid advancement to be now repre-

sented by any such journal devoted to its

doings and interests. England. Belgium.

France and Germany are each well and
perfectly served by weekly journals, and

I can only indulge in the hope that

America will not be slow to appreciate

the efforts of The Fanciers' Journal
for American flying fanciers in the same
direction. In conclusion I will stale that

at the convention of delegates, called and

held in the city of Philadelphia, October

31, certain gentlemen pledged them-

selves to unite in forming a national

league of homing clubs, and, further-

more, accepted service on a committee of

five appointed by that convention's teiii-

porary chairman to carry out certain

work.
These gentlemen, or such of them,

have proved false to their pledge, and by

their work have not alone damaged the

influence of the Federation of American
Homing Pigeon Fanciers by widening the

breach in the city of Philadelphia (a re-

sult I clearly and fairly anticipated the

evening of the annual meeting and laid

before them beforehand), but have de-

stroyed most effectively any prospect of

seeing a united flying fancy emanating
from the Federation of American Hom-
ing Pigeon Fanciers.

The action of these gentlemen at their

annual meeting has left my vicinity

other flying sections outside of the juris-
diction of the Federation of American
Homing Pigeon Fanciers not alone so
secure and united as before but far more
so, for we have gained converts from
their heretofore boasted united ranks—

a

result I also predicted and mentioned to
their leaders beforehand.
The proposed new movement for a na-

tional league of homing clubs as dis-
cussed at the Philadelphia convention
October 31, although somewhat delayed
in its completion of recent events, is far
from being a dead issue.

Steps are now being taken towards car-
rying out the idea in the original motion
of Mr. George H. Bowerman, carried at
the convention in Philadelphia, October
31, and representatives or delegates from
all American flying clubs at large will

soon come together, and I hope to see
the National League of iloming Clu' s in

working order for the flying peasnu of
1892. T. Fred Goldman.
Brooklyn. N. Y., December a6, 1891.

and

Empire City Flying Club.
From Our Special Correspondent.

Newark, N. J., Dec. 25.—The annual

meeting of the Empire City Flying Club

of New York and vicinity was held on

the evening of the i6th, when the follow-

ing officers for 1892 were elected : Pres-

ident, Joseph H; Jackson ; first vice-pres-

ident, Thomas J. Clark ; second vice-

president, William Johnson ; secretary,

George H. Bowerman ; treasurer, S. Van
Moers ; Race Committee for Brooklyn
section, S. Van Moers. A. M. Jung ; New-
ark section, Eli Moreton, Thomas Bow-
erman. The treasurer's report was par-

ticularly interesting. The total income
for 1891 was|4i6. I4:expenditures,|384.i9,

leaving a cash balance of I3 1.95, which
does not include $'5 outstanding dues up
to and including December, 1891, The
number of birds flown during the year
was nearly two thou«and in nine races,

expressage and lil)erators' fees alone

amounting to $202.73, V^* the sum of one
dollar per month dues from each member
p^ys the entire expenses and insures

good care and treatment for the birds in

transit to liberator, a well-equipped club

in every respect and alxive all honest
and keen competition. Can anything
stronger be said in favor of sectional

management with thorough organization •

The election of officers for 1892 caused

no little surprise. Mr. T. F, Goldman
was placed in nomination for president,

and should in view of his past labors for

the club's good have received no oppo-
sition. But some of the members were
so ardent in their admiration of his abili-

ties as secretary that they placed in nom-
ination Mr. Joseph H. Jackson and
elected him by one vote. Mr. Goldman,
however, will be so much engaged during

the year with private business he found

it impossible to serve as secretary, and
positively declined in favor of Mr. George
H. Bowerman. Mr. Jackson, with his

well-known good judgment and having

the best interests of the club at heart,

called a special meeting for Wednesdaj'
evening, December 23, at which he of-

fered and begged the acceptance of his

resignation as president in favor of T.

Fred Goldman. Mr. Jackson assured the

members that the prominent part taken

by the Empire Club for a national league

of clubs could be better brought to a suc-

cessful issue under the leadership of Mr.

Goldman than under his own. He also

thanked the members for his election to

the presidency, but wished to withdraw

in the hope that by so doing the organi-

zation would be materially strengthened

with Mr. Goldman as its president and

G. H. Bowerman secretary. On motion

Mr. Jackson's resignation was accepted

and Mr. T. F. Goldman was elected pres-

ident by acclamation.

It was the sense of the meeting that

the proposed organization of a league of

American homing clubs, as intended by
the original motion of the Empire Club's

delegate, Mr. G. H. Bowerman, made in

Philadelphia, Pa., October 31, be placed

in the hands of a committee of two to

confer with the different flying sections

of America, with the object of carrying

on the work begun The president named
as a committee Mr. George H. Bowerman
and Joseph H. Jackson. There being no
further business the meeting was declared

adjourned to January 20, 1892, at 5 Park

Place, New York. Fraternally yours,

George H. Bowerman, Secretary.

The Race Secretaryship.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Will you kindly permit me through the

columns of your valuable journal the op-
portunity to contradict some of the re-

marks which appeared in the pigeon fly-

ing columns of your last issue. I notice

my name is mentioned in several in-

stances in what I consider not very com-
plimentary terms. I am accused of seek-
ing the office of race secretary of the
Federation of American Homing Pigeon
Fanciers. This is not a fact. In my
case ihe office sought the man. I did not
clamor after the office as the writer
would make your readers believe after re-

ceiving the nomination, which I was led

to understand was tendered to me in the
interest of harmony. It was a duty I

owed to my friends to break up any such
schemes as were being brought to bear to

drive me out of the field. I was nomi-
nated for race secretary by the members
of the Star Homing Club (not of my own
seeking), of which I have the honor of
being a member, also at the request of
Messrs. James Work, John Shepherd and
A. M. Wood. Evidently your able rep-

resentative only heard one side of the
story. His personalities are not calcu-

lated to help the sport. I am sorry that

he should die so hard. It remains to be
seen whether the Federation has made
such a great mistake as he claims. If so

he will liave the consolation of knowing
that he will not be held responsible. For
my part I am willing to give way to older
fanciers who are belter able to judge. I

was in the field to slay until the nnish,

and it appeared mnde a pretty good
finish, thanks to my fiiends.

Now. with regard to my promising to

support that able fancier, Mr.T. F. Gold-
man for president, I say 1 did not make any
such promise. 1 pledged myself to use

the votes according to instructions given
liy those who entrusted them to my care.

Peisonally I have the greatest respect for

Mr. Goldman. I whs willing to snppoit
several of the gentlemen whose names
appeared on both tickets, but after seeing

the unfair manner in which I was being
treated by a certain individnal, one whom
I thonght I could tiust. I most decidedly
objected to being handled as a target.

This same person made a promise to sup-

port Mr. James Work for the Executive
Committee. When the ticket was handed
to me his name did not appear, notwith-

standing the promise made. I notice ref-

erence is made to my profession as being
a detective. I fail to see what it has to

do with the convention held in Newark.
I defy any man to say that I ever did a

dishonorable act. either professionally or

otherv\ise. My integrity has never been
questioned, and those who know me l>est

can testify to the fact. I made a promise
to Mr. J. C. Conley. That promise stands

good to-day. I never break my word
when dealing with people who have re-

spect for their friends, but I want noth-

ing to do with the man who will barter

and throw overboard his l>est friends for

the sake of making a paltry dollar. I

will state riyht here that I cater to no
faction, but shall endeavor to perform my
duties to the best interest of the Federa-

tion, and will if in my power elevate

rather than degrade the sport of pigeon
flying. Wishing to appear in a proper
light l^efore the public, I remain yours

truly, CharlRS H. Jon'es.

Philadelphia. December 28.

Sheridan*!^ Condition Powdors

HENS^
C JKH
If yon raiPt u:et It iien<t to nn.

W9mail<>iicnft<k ex-. Hvi-Sl. Aa 1-1 i;j.cnnSl.'-''J. SIt,

f.
Kx. i>alil. /Vii//fri//f(i;'»inf/0'rnVf»>. fr<v, withSloiilurs.

8. J0U^90N<KUO.,£JCiUitum Uouso St., Uoatoa.Mass.

Washington Gossip.
From! Our Staff Correspondent.

At the third annual meeting of the

Washington Federation of Homing Pig-

eon l-'anciers the following officers were
elected : President, R. B. Youngs ; vice-

president. Dr. Buckey ; secretary, Lans-
dale ; race secretary, F. Reamer, and
treasurer, A. G. Glorius. The latter two
were re elected. A race committee will

also be elected to act with the race secre-

tary.

The association is in good running or-

der, and in time we will have an associa-

tion second to none in the country, as we
are all pulling together, and have drop-

ped all the little jealousies that help to

do an association .so much harm. We in-

tend to give and take. We also elected

five new members, and applications are

coming in quite fast.

Brother Pickles has had a serious time
with hnnself and family this fall with
sickness, but I am glad to say that they

are all getting well again and he will be

soon with us again.

Dr. Buckey received a fine bird from

o

^^f^iUu .S>M<

POULTRY FOOD
WILL MAKE

HENS LAY
IN WINTER.

Hold K»«rywhfre. I.. B. LOED. frnp.. Ilnrlinglfn. Vt:

F. Bower-*, of Philadelphia, this week,

w'.iich he puts great f. iUi in, an I will try

and clean us all out w ith the young stock

next se.tson.

Dr. Muns'in will be heard from next

year, as he is taking gnat care of his

liirds aud they wid be in conliti n to

fly. Night Owl.
Washington, December i6, 1S91.

An Answer to Trixie.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I notice in The Journal of Decem-
ber 16 Trixie wishes to know if all mem-
bers of the Buff Leghorn Club are offi-

cers. I can assure him there aie only

nine of the thirty-seven menibeis officers

of the club. I abo assure him he cannot

produce but three besides myself that

have written an article on buff Leghortis

in any poultry paper and has signed bis

name as being an official of tUe club.

Trixie. you surely musl have had a i»ad

dav when you jumptd on us as you did,

and as you wished to know about the offi-

cials I have answereil. If you will send

me your address I will send you a cata-

logue. A. W. Gardinkk, Secretary.

SPRiNCFiELn. Mass.. December 28. 1891.

•

Game Bantam Specials.

Editor Fanciers' Journal
The following specials have been of-

fered for competiiion by the American
Exhibition Game and Game Bantam
Club The club oflVr.-- 5'o f'r '»st stand-

ard game male and same for best female.

|to for best game bantam male ami same
for best female. Sandacre Farm offers

silver cup for most typical g itne bantaiu

male or lemale. Mr. R. D. Winthrop of-

fers I25 for betdisplay of g.imebintams.

Mr. William Barl)er 'offeis 55 for lust

brown-red game cock. The umlersigned

offers I to for best brown red game male
or female and |io for btst red pile game
ipale or female. Only members of the

Game Club may compete for the above.

S. W. DouBLKDAY, Secretary.

New York, December 29.

Mr. Hill's Birds to Be Sold.

We are informed by the son of the late

T. Wilton Hill that the lalttr's birds will

be exhibited at Philadelphia next week
and offered for sale. This will pr.)\e an

excellent opportunity for lovers of fiue

stock to secure first class stock.

Indian Game Club Meeting.

The annual meeting of the Ameiican
Indian Game Clul) will be held in Phila-

delphia at 8 P. M., January n, 1S92.

O. K. Sharp, Secretary.
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A BRILLIANT SUCCESS

IN

WISH PREMIUMS

To tilt* pei*son Sending In the

larj^est .A-enrly list of snbscrib-

Second lai'Kest list, $100.

Third ljir><est list, $75.

Fourth largest list, $50.

Fifth largest list, $25.

Sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth

and tenth largest lists, $lO.0O

each.

This offer is open from OCTOBER
15 to JUNE 1, 1892. Subscriptions

can be sent in at any time, but cash must

accompany thetn. This unquestionably

is the best opportunity ever offered to

our fiiends, and all desiring to compete

for these premiums should send in iheir

names at once.

The coming Dog and Poultry Shows

offer a glorious opportunity to secure

subscriptions, and agents desiring sample

copies should advise us pr(*mplly.

Remember that THE FANCIERS'

JOURNAL is the leading paper of its

class, and the subscription price is only

j;2.oo per annum. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

-OF THE-

FANCIERS' JOURNAIi
Thousands of copies have been sold and the general verdict is that

it is the FINEST PAPER EVER PUBLISHED of its class. 44 pages

Beautifully Illustrated

Handsomely Printed

INCUBATORS.

THK

PINELAND
INCOBflTORS AND BROODERS

-ARE THE-

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERE AWARDED

2.-F1R5T PREMI0M5-2

CONTRIBUTORS-KENNEL
Vero Shaw,
Ilneh Dalzlel,
Mi-oekenhurst,

r. K. Felch,
.Tame» Forsyth,
E. B. Thompson,
Theodore sternberjc,
.T. C;. Bocklus,
F. U. Graves,

^v. ^va<^o,
T. II. Garleck,
Freeman I-,lo.vd,

V. M. Ilaldenian.

IIl|?hlam1.
Fverelt Mlllats,
Alexamler Glass, M. D.,

AT THE

GM New Yorl Show of 1891

Hundreds of the most successful pouUrymen
use them exclusively. Setid five cents for mam-
moth catalogue. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

142-181 Jamesburg, Nevtr Jersey.

POULTRY AND PIGEONS
Georce T. AVhltfleld,
M. K. Hover,
\Vimam L. Lentz,
G. O. Hrowii,
II. .**. IJjiheock,
Henry Knliiiann,

J. II, l>reveiistedt.

ARTISTS

G. W. Pettit,
C. S. Valentine,
F. T. Underhlll,
F. B. Zlnimer,
O. K. Sharp,
A. W. Hall,

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM.

EiSEmW INCUBATOR
I.,oweHt-priced FlrsUcIaM Matphrr mndr.
Simple, Perfect* WEB^^^ Self-Resulatlng.

H. U. Tallman,
.1. llenrj- L.ee,

E. W. llnll. F. N. Graves,
F. I>. Sewell, Henry Krdmaiin,

New York I'hoto-Kncrravlnjj: Company.

WHAT SOME OF OUR READERS SAY

SOLD OUT
SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,

to make room for my

INDIAN GAMKS
am ported Thotoughbred Stock)

Stock and Kggs for Sale. Write for price>

WII.UAM El.DRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilitits for the South. South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. 19-70

A Splendid Issue.

Kindly allow me to offer my heartiest omgrat-

ulationsto all interested in the getting up of

your X-mas number of The Fanciers' Journal

received this morning. It merits the unqualified

approbation and thanks of everyone whose good

fortune it will be to read its contents, for such an

array of dog, poultry and pigeon lore one seldom

gets a chance to obtain, at any rate not in the

form of a journal.

1 know nothing about dogs, but I know enough

to pass judgment that the dog literature of this

number is of the prize-winning sort, and will un-

doubtedly t.ckle every dog lover in his tendeie»t

Tlie poultrv matter, well. I would do injustice

to pass an opinion on aiiv, for all is of first pre-

mium order. Naturallv. loving as I do most the

Brahma and Wyandotte, the articles on these

breeds call for my first attention, and ihey are

worth a dozen over alone the price of this issue.

I obtained ideas on these breeds I never before

possessed, and I am become all the more at-
|

tachcd to the iwo grandest and most beautiful

breeds of our standard collection.

And, of- course, the pigeon fancier will have
every reason to welcome this great X-nias num-
ber. All in all, this splendid issue is bound to

attach The Fanciers' Journal to every reader,

and stamp it firmly as the foremost journal m
this country for the dog. poultry and pigeon fan-

cier. Unqualified success be to its future efforts.

W. F. Roth, M. D.

Florin, Pa., Decembers.

Worth a Year's Snbscrlptlon.

Your Christmas number arrived to-day, and I

wish to compliment yon on your admirable ef-

fort The Christmas numoer alone is worth the

subscription for the vear. Long may you con-

tinue to issue many Christmas numbers in years

to come. C. E. Bunn.

Pkoria, III., December?.

A Beauty.
The Christmas number of The Fanciers'

Journal is a beauty. Dr. S. T. Lea.

CoKESBURY, S. C. DecemlTer 8.

A Dandy.
The Christinas number of The Fanciers'

Journal is a dandy A. W. Hall.

Garnerville, S. C, December 7.

The Crownlnfi: Feature.
Allow me to congratulate you on the Christ-

mas number of The Fanciers' Journal. It is

the crowning feature of poultry and doggy litera-

ture of the season. Arthur E. Fklch.

Natick, Mass., December 5.

Knocks Them All.

Christmas number of Fanciers' Journal is

at hand. F:legant. superb. It "nox 'em" all.

W. H. Hamilton,
FIditor New England Fancier.

Danielsonvillb, Conn., December 9.

Mai^nlflcent.
Christinas number of Fanciers' Journal is

simply magnificent.
Franklane L. Sbwrll.

Evanston, III., December 15.

Filled with Able Articles.

From the Breeder and Sportsman.

Thi: Fanciers' Journal is early in the field

with its Christmas number. It is a beauty, and
is filled with able articles on all classes of sub
jecls pertaining to the kennel, coop and loft. The
.Menlhon Kennels' St. Bernard Lord Bute, the

bull terrier Streatham Monarch, each nf which,
as our readers arc all aware, are leaders in their

respective classes are subjects of illustrations.

Replete with Good Articles.

From Forest and Stream.

Our progressive contemporary. The Fan-
ciers' Journal, has issued a Christmas number
that is replete with good articles on dog and
poultrv subjects by well-known writers, which
will afford a pleasant hour's reading to any one.

A Daisy.

Congratulations. The Christmas number is a
daisy. C. S. Valentine.

Crawford, N. J., December 10.

Full of Good ReadlnK.
From Turf, Field and Farm.

The delay in receiving the November 28 issue

of The Fanciers' Journal is explained by the

receipt of that number a week late, but very

elaborate. It is the Christmas number and is

full of good reading, written by the canine spe-

cialists and poultry fanciers.

,E0 tx:cis"r'"»«>'»»"''-

-vH a'jiHf'' '-'•'-

Thonsand* in aiic-
LceMtl'ul operutiMii. I

IUoarant«ed to hatch I

I a lamer p«rcentac«
I of fertile egga >i( It—

I
rntt than any other inonbator.
Send 60. for IlluB. Uatalocna.

Lru«.J6E0. H. STAHL, Qulncy, III.

Improved ''Champion" Incubator
" ^ Perfectly Automatic.

Always Reliable. Guar-
anteed the Simplest and
Best and to hatch the

Largest percentage pos.

siMe. Send 2 ct. stamp
for handsome c.italoe.

FAMOUS MFG. CO..
Chicago.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain one free Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
vear. Large book for stamp. A.

F. WILLIAMS, Bristol, Conn.

th^vict or
INCUBATOR

Ouaranteed Belf-Refrulatlng. A
Beliable Hatcher. Sci rt lor Free
Circular. 8HE£B Si CHA8E,
(toU Manufacturtrs, QuiMOY, lu.

POULTRY.

THE Po^'-Aw TYPEWRITER
tui-tudEi).' ABCDEFGHI

For sale on all leading news stands of the large cities of the United

States. Price lo cents each, or sent prepaid on receipt of the above

sum by addressing

FANCIERS^ PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Box 916, Rhiladelphia, Ra.

Over 100 Awards

Reeeived in 1891.

Mr. Whitfield, Colebridge, Gloucester, England
(Hon. Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply
Indian Game. Dorkings, W^yandottes. Creves,

I^ Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

Good Breeders, fas per trio.

Extra Good, $35.
Exhibition, |20 to I50 each at Liver-

pool.

Freight paid to New York for
$10 extra on 3 to 9 birds. Eggs
in sea.son, $3 per Dozen. Over
800 birds exported last year.

a pcrfrtt nnd prafiirui Type WiliiiiK uiHchlne lor only ON
DOl.l.AK. Kxii'"tly like cut; i»>(fiilar BenilnRfon type; 6«fm
tho »:iiiie qMuHiy of work; mkes a fonU rap nht'p». Idnipk-M
with jiiprr hulrtrr, mitom.itlp ti-rA, pprfMt ljrp« *hrr\ ti Uktng
r»ll| <>-<'smp<tn;: Ink. Ki;.e «x4x91tu-lii'g; w»li?ht. H or.; BrU
Itfiictiongun'rniitfid: Clniilarii free; AUENTS WAMtO. Pint
b« e»ure<<i for ai.UOi hy mall, 16r. extra fur pontatra.

I. H. iAUlKltOLIi * BBO., M CvBTUBDT ST., ». \. ilTX.

E CAN FURNISH

ELECTROTYPES

OF ALL.

LEADING BREEDS OF
PIGEONS

Size ot Pouter herewith for 50c
each.

FAHCIERS' PDBLISHIUG COMPANY, XX

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only J1.25 per year.
Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N .Y.

FOR POULTRY.
Boue Meal. - - Per lOO lb

Granulated Boue, " lOO
Ground Beet
Scraps, - - - " 100

Caiclte, - - - - " SOO
Crushed Flint, - " SOO
Crushed Oyster
Shells, - - - " SCO

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

price.

C. n. DEMPWOLF A CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

Bag, 93.()U
S.75

3.00
3.00
8.00

S.OO

OPIUM
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Or. a. PABST, Milwaukee, Wis.

^
H. HULMAN, Jr., Terre Haute, Ind.

THE-
P. H. O'BANNON, Sperryville, Va.

•I<^BLUe RIDGE KEN NeLS'
FUTURITY STiOiKE,^^^^^^^^

OPEN ONLY TO THE PRODUCE OF CHAMPION GATHi'MARK,GATH'8' HOPE, OR DAN GLADSTONE, WHELPED IN 1892.

The Stake to be a Derby, to be run directly after tlie Bastern or Central Trials, Deceinber, 1893, or
after the Southern Trials, January or February of 1894, the location and date of runnlnK <jf

the Stake to be later on decided by the Oentlemen who have consented to judue, viz.:

MAJ.J. M. TAYLOR, P. H. BRYSON, CAPT. PATRICK HENRY,
NKW YORK, N. Y. MEMPHIS, TENN. CL.^RKSVILLE, TEXN.

The Blue Ridge Kennel will make no entry in this stake—the purse being entirely to the advantage of its patrons. The Spotting svstem has been adopted and
the time hmit of heats abolished. Retrieving not to be required. The judges selected are of the best in .America,

being entirely qualified to nse their best judgment in .selecting the winners.

$500 to winner of First. $400 to Winner of Second.
$200 to Winner of Third. $100 to Winner of Fourth.

Silver Cnp, yalne $100, or Casli to tlie Breeder of Winner of First.

Silyer Cup. yalne $100, or Casli lo tie Breeder of Winner of Second.

ENTRIES CLOSE JAN. 1ST., 1893.

Silver Cnp. yalne $100, or Cast to ttie Breeder of Winner of Third.

FORFEIT $10.00. $15.00 TO START.

$2000 in special Premiums
XOTE 1.—The owners of Champion Gath's

Mark and Dan Gladstone, reserve the right to
withdraw these premiums or.ly in the event of
the death of either of the above dogs or their
disqualification for stud purposes.

KOTE 54.—The Blue Ridge Kennel has now
opened its books for the fall season of 1891 and
spring of 1892, for Gath's Mark and Dan Glad-
stone, limited to 50 services each.

935 on the same conditions as above, at the
Duquesne Bench show, Pittsburg, Pa.

$25 on same conditions as above, at the Wash-
ington City Bench show. Washington, D. C.

925 on same conditions as above, at the Mar>--
land Bench show, Baltimore. Md
9100 to the breeder of the winner of EACH of

the above ten special offers.

950 to Xhe first of the (Champion Gath's Mark
<J>- Dan Gladtone)/r'/. whelped in 1S92 lor after),
who will win first place in open class at the
Westminster Bench Show. New York.

S.'iO on the same conditions as above at the
Mascoutah Bench show. Chicago, 111.

9*"J5 on the same conditions as above, at the
New England Bench show, Boston, Mass.

THE BLUE RIDGE KENNEL, SPERRYVILLE, VA

9200 to the first of the (Champion Gaths"
Mark or Dan Gladstone ;r^/. whelpea in 1892 (or

after), who will win the United Slates Derby.

9200 on the same conditions as above at

Eastern Derby.
92(N> on the same conditions as above at Cen-

tral Derby.

9200 on the same conditions as above at

Southern Derbv.

PIGEONS.

F. MrGILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OF—
WHITE FANTAIL

PIGEONS
In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,

which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

LIGHT BRAHMAS .

PLYMOUTH ROCKS .

WYANDOTTES.

LANGSHANS
AND

Collie Oog3.

POULTKY

gEND For (Jirculsr.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

. Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

BREEDING

YOUNGSTERS

FROM

THREE OF THE

BEST LOFTS

ON THE

CONTINFINT.

Having purcha.sed from H. Wagner nineteen

pairs of his champi m record birds, and having
eleven pairs of record birds of mv own breeding.

I have a showing of THIRTY P.A.IRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THREE LC-TS WITH PROVEN REC-
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 MILES. Send for cir-

cular and price list. 98-150

SPRATTS
PATENT

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

I

Box 16, Patterson, New York.
BREEDER OF

I BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
.\t the Great Crystal Palace Show ot America

New York. February, 1891. my birds were award-
ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred
Plyinoulh Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plynouth Rock Hens; first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel: first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth K<xrk pullet;

first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Ply'mouth Kix-ks. .At same show.
February, i^w. was awnrdeil

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

lor best Barred Plymouth Kock Cockerel and
ibur best Pullets: first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Ba'rred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings. S4
per 13. $7 P^r ^. $^ P<:' J9- SlJck fui sale. .^9-91

DOa MEDICINES.

MODERN TRAIMG, HANDLING & KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
This is the onlv work on Dog Training which treats the .<ul)ject alter the Modern Methods de-

veloped by Field Work, Field Trial Competition. Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge
of the dog's nature and capabilities. SEND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLE
OF CONTENTS AND TESTIMONIALS FROM EXPERTS. Price $2.64 by mail. Address

B. WATER?, Box 925, Chicago, III.

'phln. - _
to 20 days. No pay till cured.
DR. J. STEPHENS, Lebanon.Ohio.

V/YANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb., 1891.

Prices lo7v for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too Good !

"

.Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.
a8s4 Brainard Station, N. Y.

A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

\ concise piid common-setise treatise on how to tram
your dogs for the field trials and a book that no dog-
hian can afford to be without.

PRICE 50 CENTS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

AMERICAN BUFF COCHIX CLUB-

Organized at Kochcstcr, N. Y.,

FEBRUARY 7,1888.
President.

Newton Adams Utica, N. Y
Vice-Presidents.

W. H. Child Glenside. Pa
Robert Colgate Quogue. L. I.

M. M. Connor .Ada. O.
Charles Feldman Hagerstown. Mil.

C. M. Griflfiiig Shelter Island, N. V.
H D. Kendall Lowell. Mass
J. D. Nevius Pliil.idelpliia. Pa.
George Purdue East Orange. N. J
Fred E. Scheel Belleville. III.

W. J. Stanton Jersey City, N. J.

I. H. Tallman Tallmaiis, N. Y.
Thomas Young. Jr -New York City

f:.\kcutivf. Ckmmittkk.

T. H. L. To<ld Roselle, N. J.

W. C. Byard Cincinnati, O.
F. W. Gaylor (Juoguc. L. I.

F. C. Hare Whitby. Can.

E. A. Harris Amhur>t, Mass.
George Udall, Jr Morri^town. N. J.

A. B. Warner Harlan, Iowa.

G. P. KEYNAUD,
43-50 Secretary and Treasurer.

007 Broadwa.r, New York City.

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.
Dr. Win. Crawford John.son, Frederick, Md
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THE KENNIEL; ROOFING.

STANDARD

FOR SALE-
A beantirni litter of pups, sired by the noted

CJiallenge Kildare (i8,i40), out of Rose Sarsfield

(i8i,8^K No betltr blood ill the world. Color dark

red. Trices—<logs, $25 ; bitches, $20. Price list

Ko. I now ready. 40-9'

I
FOR SALE

i From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in thi-> country,

I

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
I ^0-91 LANCASTKR, MASS.

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on stee'p or

flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for

Pouhrv Houses
ji.Sop'er 100 sq.

feet with Coat-

ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58 '

A. F. SWAN. 38 l>ey Street, N. Y.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line. ______

Collies.

POULTRY.

FOR SALK.-SOME VERY FINE COLLIE
puppies, by Champion The Squire out of a

granddaughter of Metchley Wonder. Ad-

dress MapTehurst Kentfels, Ambler, 1

Ad-
Pa.
44-47

Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for :o cents per line torfirst insertion

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven uords to line.

Games.

Foxbouuds.

25 Cents
There are ovr 300 papers published 111 the

United States and Canada devoted to the inter-

ests of the farmer, breeder and fancier. H you

send me 25 cents in silver before Janua'y i.S.

1802 I will print vonr name and address ana

8end it to all of them and more than 100 home,

literary, political and sporting papers in addi-

tion and requests them to mail you sample cop-

ies. Better not neglect this opportunity. Send

stamp lor ray new price li.->t.

F. D. BECK,
WELLSBURG, W. VA.

FOR SALR.-FAST-RUNNING FOXHOUNDS
and pups. Addrsss Rex Kennels, MiUers-

burg.O. 3950

Fox Terriers.

FOR SALE.-SEVERAL WELL-BRED BROOD
bitches from well known stock. Wi ham
Tallman, .'09 West Thirty-fourth Street,

New York City.
44-^*^

For Sale.

WRITE
For new list No. 28. Some special bargains in

St. Bernards.
R. J. SAWYER,

^J.^g Menominee. Mich.

Fairhill Kennels,
2848 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

BREEDERS OF STRICTLY PURE

ST. BERNARDS.
Pnppiec for sale by KING REGENT and BEN

ORMONDP:, out of prize winning bitches. 12-63

44-46

JUST PUBLISHED.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

BY

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomclv illustrated. Practical and com-

prehensive, 'it is an invaluble guide for the

amateur pigeon fanciers.

TWO THOROUGHLY BROKEN SEITERS;
broken on ruffed grouse, quail and wood-

c.Krk ; will be shown on g^me. ^^'lliam

Tallman. 109 West Thirty-fourth Street,

New York City. Ho-ti

THOROUGHBRED BLACK AND TAN TER-
RIER puppies bv imported Broomheld

Sultan, No. 20.66S,'out of Roseleaf II, No.

20264. by Imported Mahomet. No. 4479-

Broomfield Sultan is the best dog of the

kind in this country. For prices address

W. S. Patterson, Mayville. N. Y^

Great Danes.

GAME FANCIERS.-I AM OFFERING FOR
sale nearl V all of mv prize-winning game
fowls, old' and voung. including winners

at New York, and have added about 20

prizes to my ^Ireadv large number by win-

ning at the late Industrial Exhibition. See

the list These fowls are for sale cheap.

Black red, brown red and pile games and
black red. duckwing and pile game ban-

tams. Describe what you want. E. F.

Doty, 47 Wellington Flace.Toronto. Can.tt.

For Sale.

*OR SALE-A 600-EGG MONARCH INCU-
• BATOR in good condition. Price $50. John

C. Haynes. Annandale, N. J. 35*"

Indian Games.

FOR SALE.—ELEVEN SIX MONTHS' OLD
birds, fine strain, $20. James Grist, Ham-
mouton^NJ^ 45-47

Silver Wyandottes.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE. BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address fon particulars

A M Jaggard. 629 North Front Street,

Philadelphia. Pa. 43 94

Irl&li Setters.

SILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
Games. Finely marked birds bred by

Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls. N. Y. 4'-"

Wyandottes.

F~
OR SALE. -sTlVER LACED WYAN-
DOTTES exclusively. Cockerels, pairs,

trios or breeding pens. Circulars free.

Scott Maxwell, Vancluse, S. C. 45-50

Various

FOR SALE.-YOUNG IRISH SETTERS.
Two fine field dogs, both bench show win-

ners: also one brood bitch of fine pedigree.

F. H. Perry, Des Moiiies^Iowa. 43 tf
'

Japaneso Spaniels.

Price, paper, 50o. ; cloth 91*00.

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE. GA.

Breeder of IRISH 'BETTERS, BEAGLES and

SCOTCH TKRKIKRS. Also thirty varieties ol

lancv Poultrv and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the

past four veafs. A grand lot of stock for sale.

Price list" free. My str.'tin of Shawlneck Pied

Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

FR SALE.-JAPANESE SPANIELS FROM
prize stock. Address S. Tuck, Allen House,

Allentown . Pa
•

44-tf

Pedlarreo Blanks.

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas.barred Plymouth
Rocks golden, silver and white Wyandottes

and single comb white Leghorns. Stock

and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address

Keese\-ille. New York. i-tt

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted undst

this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

FOR PIGEONS AND
all breeds of fowls.

Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices

of Indian Games, Minor-
ca*. Javasand B.P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20

vears' experience counts
in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

J. Y. BICKNELL,
314 Vermont Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

wEDIGREE BLANKS FOR FOUR GENER-
ATIONS at 10 cents per dozen, or 85 cents

per 100. Extended four-page blanks, s

cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed

postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

33 S. 3d St. . Philadelphia, Pa.
"~

Puics.

T-»INEPUPSON SALE.—Chequasset Kennels,
*H Lancaster, Mass. 75-«>w

St. Bernards.

A BOUT TWENTY ST. BERNARD PUPS
and brood bitches. Write for new list No
24- R. J. Sawyer. Menominee, Mich. 46-5 1

Various.

Antwerps.

WARDELL TAYLOR. LANGHORNE, PA.,

bi eeder of .silver and ash Antwerps. Young-
sters only for sale. $1 50 per pair. 43 4&

English Rollers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS. THOS.
Grist, Livery Stable, Atlantic City. N. J.

1 42-46

For Sale.

B

Listen, Sportsmen!
I am ready to receive Derby entries for train-

ing for 1892. Hirst come, first served. Corre-

spondence solicited. Cau work them on game
until April i . Address

PROF. SCHUYLER,
Lincolnton, N. C.

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is rendv to take dogs to condition for and ex-

biti.t at the fall shows.

ELM STATION,

\X Montgomery Co., Pa.

for profit
should have I'lire <J round
UEEF SCUAl*, which is

Meat and Hone, collected from slaughter

houses. Dried Perfectly Svieft and ground.

Poultrv like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them FREE. Ad-

dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO.. 133

Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

LOOK I

I'OUI.TRY.

cheiTpISiltry food.
We r.ccuinuUTte large quantities of damaged

grain bv the frequent burning of grain ware-

houses, "and bv the salv..ge from wrecked car-

goes and our disposiiion of the goods is largely

to p.mllrv tceders. Very many pouUrymen are

regular feeders of our stock and they affect a

large saving in expense while getting good re-

sults. To those who have not experienced Uiis

advantage we will mail a pound sampU.- FREE
on receipt of IQc to pav postage and packing.

.\fier trviiix our goods and approving them,

ns vou siireiv will, send us the name of your

dt-aVr and we' will endeavor to arrange with hiin

to carrv a slock and supply y"" conveniently II

he should not want to carry a stock we would
then sell von direct in lots of three tons and up-

wards. Write us.

PAINE BROTHERS,
46-58 MILWAUKEE, WIS.

EXCELSIOR
POULTRY FARM.
Bn>edpr« and Shipr>«"rfl of INDIAN

<;A.>IES. nrFFI.E<iliOKN!*,aD<l
IM» nther v«rietie« of land and water Fowlt
and F.KK8. Send stamp for Catalojnie. Ad-
dress F. S.>)TAHL, Hgr.,<;uinc]r, 111.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box

916, Philadelphia. Pa.

FOR SALE.-ENGLISH BLACK AND TANS
and Toy Terriers. Rochelle Rush, regis-

tered No. 20.732 : at head of kennels. A
fine litter of puppies by Rochelle Rush out of

Mab readv for shipment. Write for what you

want. Address Rex Kennels, Box 187, Independ-

ence, la. 46-*7

PURCELLS FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,

guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory' ')

Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched

ules. Labels. Tags. etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co.. Box 916. Phila<le phia. Pa.

ARGAIN.-FIVE PAIRS FINK POUTERS
for $«• Also jacobins in all colors from $5

up per pair. C. A. Koehler, 17 DeKalb,
Avenue. Brooklyn, N. V. 43-40

Fantalls.

HOWARD BUTCHER. 146 N. FRONT ST.,

Philadelphia; all colors, prize winning
stock, $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also

Owls and Turbits. ^'53

Jacobins.

FBAILY. ARDMORE, PA.,
. PORTED stock.

FINEST IM-
44-58

TW. TUGGLE. Columbus, Ga. Importer

and breeder of Jacobins. 7-58

Satlnettos.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, loio CLIN-
tou Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Tumblers.

PRINTING OUTFIT 15'

tM«-**9

i;oMll.l.. t. 4 »ph»b«tJi nibh.r ijpc.ljprhollrr.botlk I*-

Itliblf Ink. Ink lului'l fwrf.tri. Put up in nnlboxwitb

I
lirrrti™ 1 for j»r s«j*f»ciioii ru»r»iiu»d Woriti 5<>c. But
linn Mmrkrr < wJ Vrint. rnc !^(« n»m • In I ininu't,

!»rinui>"'c»rl.»<i hiiOr.Stiitpo.tr>!! IV. 2 for 2.S.-,f'n.fr»«,

'r.II.IM>' KSOLL A |lKO.0:.rortUndlS»l.>.V.llt^

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted undet

this heading for 20 cents per line for first inserlw,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

PILES E^5|
. RELIEF. CURE IN 15

ever returns. No purge. No
3a. »t No supposilorv. Remedy

mailed free. Address J. H. REEVES, Box 3-90,

New^York City. N. Y. 35-»5

Artists and Engravers.

PRINTING estimates given fot circulars, cards

letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, Ugs, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co.. Box 916. Philad*- phia. Pa.

Appliances.

WILL SELL FEW PAIRS PARLOR TUM-
BLERS, prize winners. Thomas G. Gate,

57 tli ton Place. Brookly, N. Y. 46-47

MISCELLANEOUS.
Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St.. Philadelphia.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per line/or first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

I
NCUBATORSSOLD. BOUGHT.EXCHANGED

or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'

Monitor. Pineland. Prairie State and Ther-

mostatic alwavson view. Call and inspect.

Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-

1-52 ham 26 Harrison St.. East Orange. N. I.

Barred Plymouth Rocks.

AdvertIslnff.

Bull Terriers.

H0DDAN8
A limited number of Houdan
• ockerels and Pullets for sale.

Eggs in season $3 for 13.
_^e.«>

Westches-
46-49C. F. FRETBAR7 "^^^S^

A CHOICE LITTER BULL TERRIER PUPS,
price reasonable. Thomas G. Gate, 57

Clifton Place. Brooklyn, N. Y. 46-47

SEND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
and matings. Winners at largest shows
for four years. Fowls and eggs for sale.

Bradley Bros. , Lee. Mass. 9-60 cow

Bantams.

M

Canker Cure.

ALLMAN'S CANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fiRv cents. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirty-fourth Street. New York City, tf

ENTWISLES BANTAMS.—I am Mr. \W F.

Entwisle's only authorized agent for the

United States and Canada, and will import
birds at as low a figure as possible, quality

of stock considered. F. W. Gaylor, Qiiogue,

Long Island. N. Y. 3762

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at anv time write to George P.

Rowel I & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 378a

EVERY ONE IN NP:ED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well

to obtain a copy of "Boov for Advertisers."

^6S pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a

careful compilaiion from the Ametican
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals; gives the circulation

rating of everv one, and a good deal of in-

formation abo'ut rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.
Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82
~

Drlnklns Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain,
easilv cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and
8vtl Brooder Compan y. Jameshurg. New Jersev.

light Brahmas.
Various.

'OME GOOD BIRDS FOR SALE ; CIRCULAR^
' free. J. A. Roberts, Malvern, Pa. ^o-.\t>

w
I

HITE PIGEONS FOR SALE BY GEORGE
W. Kendig, East Baptist Avenue, York,
Pa. 46-47
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IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Champion The Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roslyn Wilkea,
20883 FEE $35.

Cham. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $35.

Roslyn ConA\''ay,
20882 FEE $20.

^ir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs

Champion Treasure,
10596. FEE $15

Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15

Irish Setters

K.insr Elcho (21,377).

Lord Elcho (21,378).

(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Bessie Glencho.)

FEE OF EACH $20

IN THE STUD.

iT STUD

Champion
Bannetrman

Who is the sire or grandsire of more beagles
with field trial and bench show records than
any other beagle, living or dead. Also

Cfl. FITZ flOGfl LEE.

26 firsts and specials, and the field trial winner

RING,
"Runner-up" with Tony Weller, N.B. C. Field
Trials 1S91. Send stamp for stud cards and cir-

cular of stock for sale.

GLENROSE BEAGLE KENNELS.
43-46 MELROSE, MASS.

IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

IN THE STUD-IRISH SETTER

liimeriek
FOR PARTICULARS ADDRESS

WM. H. CHILD. 1*. O. Box 01, PhtludelpUiu, Pa.

P STUD

^feng "^/eileit

Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-
plication. Fine specimens of the at>ove breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.
Youug .'-tock always on hand. 13-54

cFox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher $35

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner 15

Brockenhurst Tyke 15

Puppies from these well-known dogs
]

out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

yiLLSlDE HENNBLS,

5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

The Beagle Trials
OF 1891.

PEE $15

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,

Glenside, Pa.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

FOX TERRIERS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.

VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and

already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee $15.00

CH. BACCHANAL Fee $15.00

CH. VOLUNTEER Fee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PROPRIETOR.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5-56 Bay Ridge, L. I.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP. 77ti . . .

REGENT BRISK. 16,618

REGENT TIPPLER . .

Fee $25
" 10
" 10

Pupp'es for sale from prize winning bitches.
For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SPRAKE,

winner of ist and Special at New York, is

Baltttnore and rst and Special at Chicago, 1891

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRr L GOODMAN,
laitf AUBURN PARK. ILL.

HT STUD

Ch. PAUL GLADSTONE
(3482)

VISCOUNT
(21571)

Imported from the kennels of R. W. Purceli-

Llewellin, England, and pronounced by him the
best dog he ever sold to America.

FEE FOR EITHER, $50.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for

catalogue, etc.

MT. "WASIIINGTON KENNEL,
42 67eow P. O. Box 304, Canonsburg, Pa.

BT STUD-FOX TERRIER

RANTER (A »^cs» '8429)

FEE $10.00
By Pitcher ex Vene, own brother and same lit-

ter to Champion Dominie. "He should be mo'-t

suifible for light, fine bitches, possessing im-
mense straight b ne. a long punishing head but
coarse, with correct ears and body and as game
as it is possible to make them ." See Fa.nciers'
Journal. Address HAMLET OWEN,

46-58 117 Olden Avenue, Trenton, N. J.

IN THE STUD,

CH. BEAUMONT,
(E. 16.166 and A.K.C.S.B. 80Q3), the champion

Gordon setter of Great Britain and America, the

most tvpical Gordon; well broken and good in

the field. Fee $35, to approved bitches only.

WM. TALLMAN,

140 tf 109 W. 34th .Street, New York City.

HT STUD—THE ENGLISH SETTER

ANTONIO
THE GREAT FIELD TRIAL CHAMPION.

FEE $50

Address

46-tf

D. E. ROSE,
Laurenceburg, Tenn.

IN THE STUD.

HT STUD,

STREATHAM

MONARCH
The Best Bull Terrier Living.

ADDRESS

JOAN MOORttERD. Jr.,

POINTERS—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN, 6258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-
dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

THE KENNEL.

s COTCH....I OLLIES

FORtlHOOK KENNELS

140-tf

1»1TTSBURG, PA.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.

Menthon Kennela'

St- Bernards,
PHCENIXVILLE, PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rwugh-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.S.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equal.

FEK, ^JJIOO.

The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORXDALE (A.K.C.S.B.18,337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, ffXi'i.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Roiigh-eoaletl Acotch
Colhes. " Orders l)Ooked now fur puppies .ts fol-

lows: LADY SCOT ex RUTI.KDl.E. SAIILE
BEAUTY ex BARD. I.AUV HAIG ex OUAI ITY,
FORDHOOK I ASHION ex HARD, P.ANSY ex

I FOKDMOOK QIIKE, DINAH ex ':liaiiii)ion

THE SgUlRE. SMILAX ex Champion CHRIS-
TOPHER. Address

W. ATLEE BURPEE A. CO.,

32-83 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

ST STUD. FEE »50.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rao. Zig Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C. at Lexington. N. C, December. 1S90. and
on the bench has won ist, Binningliam, Eng-
land ; ist. New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn.
'89; ist. challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

134-185 Babylon, L. I.

H T STUD.

ENGLISH
SETTER

Sir FreJerict

. >>• 21741
? •

•

'"A jjt Winner of forty-
W/j ,») four first prizes in

• England.

FEE $50
' t

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PF:NNA.

H T STUD.

COUNT NOBLE. GLADSTONE.
KN'-.LISH SETTERS

ALBERMARLE - • FEE $25
Count Noble—Alphonsme.

COUNT LEO - - - FEE $20
Mack D.—Lady Alta.

E. G. ELLIOTT.
40-91 4S3 Potters Ave., Providence, R. I.

THE KENNEL.

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl. B. Tallman,
i4o-tf OAK LAWN. R. I

JOLLIES
IRISH TERRIERS

Best in the world in stud and for sale

AT STUD
Christopher . . . .

Wellesbourne Charlie

To Collie Club Member, either dog, $35.

^50.00

50.00

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
CHESTNUT HILL,

29-80 Philadelphia, Penna.

YORKSHIRE
TerfrietT Puppies.
A few now offered for the holiday sale. All by

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
and individually good specimens.

P. H. COOMBS,
100-151 I Exchange Block. Bangor, Me.

niTOO IF YOU WANT TO OWN A

r UN GENUINE PUG PUP

—

I UUU BUY AT HKAUQUARTKKS.
Young stock from prize winner;., f.ro to $50.

If you've a bitch to breed, try one of our
Eberharfs Cashier (i ;90i. Fee, $15
Bradford Ruby II (0720). Fee, $15
John Hull, imported (17093). Fee, 515
Douglass II (11.S04). Fee. $10

Litter guaranteed. A "squRre deal" to all.

EBKKHART PUG KKNNKLS. Cincinnati, O.
Leading and Largest fug Kennel in .America.
Removed to No. 3 Easi Fourth Street. 15 66

STUD
PJLIGS

PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary iSiir?.!:eoii,

tf 1'.203 KKOADWAY, NEW YOIIK.

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
43-68 P. O. Box 676, ALBANY, N. Y.

FERRETS YS. RATS!
FIRST-CL.ASS FERRET."^ always for snle by

Adolph Isaacscn & Son. Tmde mark. "SUKK
POP " 92 Fulton Street. New York Citv. Our
celebrated handbook, "ALT, ABOUT FEKKl-.TS
AND R.\TS"—second edition—revised and illus-

trateil. Mailed to any adtlrtss on receipt of 25

cents. .M-49
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MISOELLANEOUa. SHOWS.
SHOWS.

SHOWS.

THE

SPORTSMENIS
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,

Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fislning Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.

UIRD3, ANIMALS. KISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OK

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG

CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

-I THE SOUTH CAROLINA

THE GREAT PRlLflDELPftlR SHOW jpoiry ail Pet StoclAaiatioii

JHNUKRV T TO 12. 1S92.
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE

PHILADELPHIA POULTRY AND PIGEON CLUB.

WM. H. CHILD, President. H. L. HOLMES, Secretary.

• .. . v,..irt in Philadelphia. The first show with new

The first Poultry Show ever held ,u A.nenca wa he d "»

f^^'^J^'J^^^ ^^ ,^, , Twin-Shows,

and progressive features will be held ,n Ph.ladelph.a
.
U
-»''^;^; VnWTT-lRQS

1892--PHILaDELPHIA NEW Y0RK-189J

C O BROWN S. BUTTEKHI^L^^ ?H^O~TEDT. OEOKOE PERDUE,

M *i HAHCOCK F- B Al.MMJiK.
•VV-.Tiivr irtT KIM O. K SHARP.

j"c.l5Sg*:'jS'. «E^''V';^UD'''''^
• PnS A^BEL. JAMES FORSYTH.

HENRY HALES, E.J.
CLOUD. J"«^ ^ DARLINGTON.

W. F. STANTON, *•
^^^-t-^t T-k

c OMPEXITION OPEN TO THE WORLD.
r.?muun I...t vea.,y >-..ve,nbe.. ^USOl- ^^^^^H^^^J^;,

cember 26, 1891. For Viemium l.lst*» aim ui"*^

apply to ^ ^ HOLMES, Secretary, Lansdowne, Pa.,

Or to T. FARRER RACKHAM, Superintendent, East Orange. N. J.

(Incorporated)

SBOOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION
—AT—

COLUMBIA, S. C,
lANUARY 12, 13, 14, »5 »«<! »7, 1892.

desfre to direct particular attention to

Our Great List of Special I^remiwois.

For Premium List and [»" i"/"^!?f*°" ?J {o
rates on railroads, board at hotels, etc., appiy i"

T^o c T T T*A W. A. SCHROCK,
''prfs^c'^ok^bury, S. C. Sec. Camden, S. C.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY
MOCKING BIRDS. RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES.
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES.
AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS,

POULTRY FARMS. rOUIiTRY FARMS.

Sandacre parm
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Prize

10-61
F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.

PEl AIVIMALS OF ML KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog ana

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOU HATCHING.
Send for Catalogue^

H. AAT. VAHLE,
313 Market Street and 46 N. gth Stieet,

PHILADELPHIA.

"fTh-^raves,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUM.\TRAS.

PHOENIX,
STANDARD GAMES.

n. B REDS. RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
• BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.

OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

Indian Games and Ulyandottes

Poultry Society Show, held at Orange, I won 3 nrsi.
^J.^^ ^. .",

, jaMESBURG, N. J. 96-148

for circular. Address l.wiuiwi^ r. •

"IN IT" This year.
THE OLD

Gentrnl fm. Poultri Gluli

Will hold a show this season, and a rouser it will

be. The date is

JANUARY 25-28, '92.

ENTRIES CLOSE JANUARY 23

on all leading varieties.

iTMsfillBetlieBaMfirSlioiofll.K

ON'T FAIL to advertise in our Premitini

List.

ON'T FAIL) to send us a spcciaL

ON'T FAIL to exhibit your stock at

our exhibition.

ON'T FAIIi to come yourself.

Nearly, if not all. the Specialty Clubs will meet

here Come and join in with them. Make no

mVstake. be sure your stock. "»"""
~e""al"

nications are properly addressed to the Central

Massachusetts Poultry Cluv,.

TAMES B. EOWKER, Sec. ft Trcas.
'

26 Washington Square, Worcester. Mass.

BA'R'REB PLgMOUTH -ROCKS
J .. ^ ,i,o» ri FAR BIUE COLOR which all ju'ges

SrtiSs^^l'^J^n S'leSg'l^iilSs'^^er-^S-S^"^----''^^^---
-^-

YORK and ^^^^^^^
s,lveR-LACED wyandottes

TRUE SHAPE AND BRILLIANT BLACK LACING

At the Great National Show. CHARLESTON S^C ^-^.^j'^?- S;7fema7e" I^SS??beS
and Gold special on cock: ist and 3d. cockerel }^^^^^ for Lar«st and Finest Display. WV^N-

^P^??im'^XoU an iKdhfgSat fair prices. Send for new profusely illustrated circular. Ad-

E B. THOMPSON, Amonla, Duchess County, N. Y.
Prime

dress

WOODSIDE POULTRY YAf^DS
I A FLECHE the grandest of French breeds ;

INDIAN GAMES the

Great Table Fow; WHITE LEGHORNS, the Queen of Layers
;
Bl^FF

PEKIN and ROSECOMB BLACK BANTAMS.

EGGS AND CHICKS FOR SALE.

Address all correspondence to . . _^
^^. J. ANr>RUS, Proprietor,

g^^^
HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N.J.

ALBANY, N.Y.

The First Annual Exhibition of the

NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND

POULTRY AND KENNEL CLUB

Will be held here

JANUARY 5 TO 8,1892

BIG PRIZES. NOTED JUDGES.

Send for their mammoth Premium List to

WILL C. HOUSE, Secretary,

Freys Bush, N. Y.

T TELLER DeGRAFF. President.
•' f^ylnxB T I FWIS Sup' t of Poultry.

^
C. k koCKENStYRE. Supt of Dogs.

POULTRY AND PIGEON

SHOW,
32-44

Edward S. Schmid,
successor to Louis Schmid & Sons.

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES,

FISH. AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

pigeons of all KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No 317 Twellh Street. N. W. Washington, D. C.

T^bRHAM Poultry V^RPS
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Buff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes S.C. W. Leg-

horns, B.Minorcas, S. S. Hamburgs and Buff Pekin Bantams.

Stogi^ pof^ Sale at ^ll ©imes.

Address all orders and correspondence to ^^^ ^ ^^^^^ MANAGER,
Hvde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

34-85 "

1892. 1892.

For Premium List and other information

""'"'"
T. FARRER RACKHAM.

44-tf Sec. and Supt, East Orange, N. J
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H. S. BABCOCK, RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence. R. I

BREEDER OF

ARGONAUTS. INDIAN GAMES,
BANTAMS AND

PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES

A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for
A circular

Q^^,^^^ ^^^ ptippies Vwoked to be
• ft

S C and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R-C- White

Leghorns Great recoid at Madison Square Garden. New York "firsts. 7

Grand Gold Specials-and Silver Cup on my Specialties. "Like has begotten

like
" -L ke will bejiet like. Send for illustrated circular giving full prize rec-

ord of America's leading strains of above varielies. Can furnish eggs from C

H. Adams' New York Prize Winners

THE CENTRAL MICHIGAN

POULTRY & PET STOCK ASSOCIATION

Third Annual Exhibition

AT BATTI^K CREEK, MICH.,

JANUARY 12 to 15, 1892.

1000 Birds showed last year.

Send or Premium List-

F. P. GRIMES, Cor. Sec., Paw Paw, Mich.

sale in season.
delivered in rotation

- if
i

IOI-15J J. FORSYTH, owKGo, tioga county, n.
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COCKER SPANIEL CH. BLACK DUKE, OWNED BY LUCKWELL & DOUGLAS.
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Duke, is a dog of good type. He was

whelped June 25, 1887, and is by Black

Pete out of Phyllis. He has the much

desired Obo blood in both sire and dam.

Mr. James Luckwell, one of the present

owners, was his breeder. Black Duke

has won prizes as follows: Second, Lon-

don, Canada, 1888 ; first, London ;
third,

Toronto, 1889 ; third, New York ; second,

Boston ; second, Cincinnati ; first, To-

ronto ; first, London, 1890 ; first, Charles-

ton, 1891 ; first in challenge classes at

New Orleans, Greenville, Baltimore,

Washington and Hamilton, 1891.

PHILADBIiPHIA, JAN. 9, 1892.
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I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

Mr. Mortimer has kindly sent us the

list of judges for the coming Westmin-

ster Kennel Club's show. They are as

follows

St. Bernards and Newfoundlands,
Miss A. H. Whitney

Mastiffs, Great Danes, bloodhounds, Russian

wolf-hounds, deerhounds, greyhounds,

English foxhounds, poodles, bull dogs, all

terriers. Dachshunds, toy spaniels, Italian

greyhounds and pugs,

Mr. George Raper, England
Pointers, English setters, American fox-

hounds and Chesapeake Bay dogs,

Mr. J. M. Tracy
Irish setters Mr. William Tallman
Gordon setters Dr. H. Clay Glover
Field, cocker. Clumber and Irish water span-

iels Mr. a. C. Wilmerding
Collies Mr. A. D. Lewis
Beagles and Basset hounds,

Mr. R. F. Mayhew
Miscellaneous . . .Messrs. Raper and Mayhew

« »

By the bye, Mr. Mortimer, what un-

fortunate breed of dogs will you put in

the cellar this year? No matter what

breeds you are obliged to put there, their

owners will kick. We think the setters

should come upstairs, particularly the

Gordons, which could not be seen to ad-

vantage at all. Put below the bull ter-

riers, fox terriers and other breeds that

do not require daylight to show off the

qolor of their coats.

«

The most important event in kennel

affairs for some time was the sale by Mr.

Mitchell Harrison of the Chestnut Hill

Kennels to Mr. Henry Jarrett, who it

will be remembered has been managing

them for some time, and, as Mr. Harrison

writes, has practically been their owner

as far as conduction of the kennels, the

corresp>ondence and all business has been

concerned. From this on Mr. Jarrett

will be the owner of the dogs, and will

use the old name, Chestnut Hill Ken-

nels, which he has so often placed at the

head of the collie list of prize winners.

Mr. Jarrett is deservingly popular, and

will, we have not the slightest doubt, be

successful in the future as he has been in

the past.

ing of the dogs, and we expect to see

them next year get their full share of

prizes at the Irish setter field trials.

Our compositors made some errors in

setting up Dr. Cryer's letter last week re

the Lord Clover pedigree. Dr. Cryer

wrote of this dog as follow :

To give an idea of the kind of informa-

tion I received about this dog from his

owners I quote the following from a

printed card sent to me : "Lord Clover,

bred by CM. Chatterton, England. Sire.

Champion I^uis, he by Champion Dia-

mond out of Champion Queen Rose, she

by Tum, Turn out of Dowager, Diamond
by Champion Lovat out of Champion

Jenny. Dam, Gould's Nellie, she by

Champion Stingo Sniffles, out of Cham-
pion Little Dorrit. he by Max out of

Midge Siingo Sniffle, by Stingo, out of

Champion Set Set." In speaking of Lord

Clover's dam this card further says : "His

dam is that peer of good bitches, Gould's

Nellie. * * Her dam. Champion
Little Dorrit, is as well known in pug
circles as Old Gladstone is in setters."

*
« *

Mr. E. G. Elliott has lost his stud dog

Albermarle, December 26. He died in a

fit. Mr. Elliott still has Count Leo in

the stud. He is a handsomely marked

white, black and tan dog, and was thor-

oughly broken by George McLiun, who

says Count is second to none that he has

broken for private shooting.

Our friends in the Duquesue Kennel

Club have kindly sent us a "Happy New

Year" card. The envelope bears the

chirography of Viscount Boggs.

« »

Joseph Earle died at his home in

Monroe, N. Y., of hydrophobia a fort-

night ago. Earle had been bitten about

three mouths ago by a strange dog, and

was sent to Dr. Gibier's Pasteur Insti-

tute for treatment. At the end of fif-

teen days Earle was discharged as cured,

but after his return home some weeks he

suddenly got convulsions and died the

following day.

« *

Our Illustration.

The frontispiece, Luckwell and Doug-

las' black cocker spaniel Champion Black

•*
There is said to be a dog in Chicago

which has a fondness for riding on the

back of a certain horse, which he has

learned to do remarkably well. "The
spaniel sits his mount with his hind feet

on the horse's collar, or where the collar

would come, and his front feet, one ahead

of the other, on the narrow ridge of the

horse's neck, his claws clutched in the

mane. The faster the horse goes the

better the dog seems to like it, judging

from his many barks and the lively way
in which he wags his tail."

« •

The Glenmore Kennel has been perma-

nently located at Coffeyville, Kan.,where

game is plentiful, and this, with fine cli-

mate and good grounds, will be the mak-

We have the premium list of the third

annual exhibition of the Elmira Poultry

and Pet Stock Associaiton, to be held Jan.

20 to 25, and the entries for which close

January 16, with H. B. Batterson secre-

tary. The kennel department is provided

with 191 classes, the principal premiums

being five dollars and three dollars. In

the puppy classes the premiums are

three dollars and two dollars. Quite

a number of special prizes are offered.

Mr. J. Otis Fellows will judge all classes

and Mr. W. J. McCaffrey will superin-

tend the show, which will be fed by

Spratts Patent.

Messrs. A. A. Cobb and Walter McLear,

proprietors of the Kennelworth Kennels,

Wilmington, Del., send us a description

of their rough-coated St. Bernard bitch

Duchess of Arlington, which was re-

cently imported for them by the Wood-

brook Kennels, Baltimore, Md. Duchess

of Arlington is by Lord Bute out of

Lamb's Margharita, and is a litter sister

to Marquis of Bute and Marchioness.

Her color is rich orange with the desir-

able shadings. She is in whelp to the

well-known prize winner Polyphemus.

Her measurements, taken by Mr. John

W. Byron December 28, 1891, are as fol-

lows : From nose to stop, four and

three-fourths inches ; from stop to occi-

put, seven and one-quarter inches ; from

occiput to set on of tail, forty-three

inches ; length of tail, twenty-four inches;

girth of skull, twenty-eight and one-

quarter inches
;

girth below the eyes,

seventeen inches
;
girth of chest, forty-

four inches
;
girth of loin, thirty-three

inches
;
girth of elbow, twelve and one-

half inches ;
girth of knee, eight and one-

half inches ; height at shoulder, thirty-

two and one-quarter inches ; weight, the

day she landed from steamer, 168 pounds ;

age, seventeen months.

***

We see by the Cleveland papers that

Mr. D. A. Upson, the late owner of the

field trial winner, the pointer dog Promo-

tion, has just won for the third consecu-

tive time the county badge at trap shoot-

ing. Mr. Upson's score was forty-six out

of a possible fifty, with the weather con-

ditions unfavorable. The county badge

has been shot for a number of years.

Now and then one of the crack shots of

Cleveland has won it twice in succes-

sion, but the third effort has proved too

much for the nerves of the successful

ones when it came to a final attempt.

They will never have that chance again,

for it is now the property of Mr. Upson.

••
The attention of Gordon setter fanciers

is called to the following report of the

A. K. C. Stud-Book Committee : "In ac-

cordance with the request of the Gordon

Setter Club of America, the Stud-Book

Committee of the American Kennel Club

directs that all black and tan setters

which are entitled to be registered as

such in the American Kennel Club Stud-

Book under A. K. C. rules, as well as all

black and tan setters heretofore regis-

tered in the Stud-Book as American Gor-

don setters or Gordon black and tan set-

ters, or black aud tan setters, be known

as Gordon setters ; and that the class or

term black and tan setters be hereafter

dropped from the Stud-Book."
. *
« *

This action succeeds and supplants

what was known as the 62)4 per cent

Gordon resolutions of 1888. The West-

minster Kennel Club will only have a

"Gordon setter" heading in their pre-

mium list and catalogue, and it is hoped

other bench shows will follow their ex-

ample and omit the now obsolete "black

and tan setter."
*

* •

Mr. B. F. Lewis has sold to Mrs. A. P.

Smith. Philadelphia, Pa., the Skye ter-

rirt- Bruce, winner of first at Ottawa last

year. Bruce will take in the shows this

year, and it will take a very good one to

beat him.
«

» «

The operation of grafting the skin of a

dog to a human arm has been successfully

tried by Dr. Silas C. Blaisdell, of Wil-

liamsburg, N. Y. A boy working in a

factory had his left aim caught in a

roller and the skin torn off from the

shoulder to the elbow. At the hospital

unsuccessful efforts were made to replace

the cuticle on the arm Dr. Blaisdell

then decided to try skin grafting, and

two weeks ago he obtained a hairless

dog. In the meantime he tried to graft

the skin of a frog to the boy's arm, but

it refused to adhere. He then began

with the dog's skin, which was first sub-

jected to antiseptic treatment. Dr. Blais-

dell placed twelve clippings of frog skin

to the boy's arm, along with twenty clip-

pings of human skin and twenty-eight

of dog skin. Of these none of the frog

skin adhered, but eight of the human's

and twenty one of the dog's skin did.

Since then more than three hundred

fragments of skin have been taken from

the dog, and nearly one-third of the boy's

arm has healed. Dr. Blaisdell says with-

in a month the entire arm will be healed.

An Advertising Paper of Hlgrh Order.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I consider your journal an advertising
raediam of very high order. I have recieved let-

ters from almost every state in the Union, and
they are still coming. E. G. Elliott.

Providbncb, R. I., December 31.

ALBANY BENCH SHOW.

I.

2.

The New York and New Enflrland Ken-
nel C;lub'8 First Exhibition.

Special to The Fanciers' Journal.

Albany, N. Y., Jan. 6.—The first an-

nual exhibition of the New York and

New England Poultry and Kennel Club

began here yesterday and the show is

much better both in number and quality
of dogs than the Gloversville show of
last week. Mr. C. E. Rockeustyre is

superintendent of the show and Mr. Jas.

Mortimer judged all classes in his usual
satisfactory manner. The awards are
as follows

:

MastlflOs-Open, doos.

Beaufort's Black Prince, J. L. Winchell.
Beaufort's Colonel, J. L. Winchell.

open, bitches.
I. Lady Gladys, J. L. Winchell.

puppies—dogs and bitches.
I. Beaufort's Black Prince, J. L. Winchell.

Rouffh-coated St. Bernards.
challenge, dogs.

I. Kingston Regent, W. C. Reick.
challenge, bitches.

f Republican Belle, W. C. Reick. ,

( Empress of Contoocook, Dutchess Kenne!s.
open, dogs.

I. Aristocrat, Dutchess Kennels.
a. Princelinimon, Halfway Brook Kennels,
v. General Picton, Mrs. James Evans,
c. Merchant Prince III, Halfway Brook Ken-

nels.
open, bitches.

1. Altonette, Dutchess Kennels.
2. Helen Terry, Dutchess Kennels,
v. Lady Hiber'nia, Dutchess Kennels.
H. Lady Challyraead, Ridgefield St. Bernard

Kennels.
Lad>r Gair, John Marshall.

c. Segrid, Halfway Brook Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.
I. General Washington, Halfway Brook Ken-

nels.
3. Ridgefield Belle, Ridgefield St. Bernard Ken-

nels.
V. Elsa III, J. H. Ten Eyck Burr.
h. Lame, J. H. Ten Eyck Burr,
c. Grandee II, Halfway Brook Kennels.

Smooth-coated St. Bernards.
OPEN. BITCHES.

1. Lady Leeds, Charles S. Baker.
2. Princess, F. P. Hawkins.

PUPPIES-DOGS AND BITCHES.
1. Sir Richard, W. C. Reick.
2. Florette, W. C. Reick.
V. Grenadier, Halfway Brook Kennels.
C. Martha, Halfway Brook Kennels.

Newfoundlands—Open, dogs and bitches.

I. Prince Hal, John Marshall.

Bloodhounds—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Victor, J. L. Winchell.

Great Danes—Open, i>oos.

I. Pasha II, M. Podyn.
open, bitches.

1. Withheld.
2. Fitz, H. A. Lawson.

PUPPIES—dogs and bitches.
I. Leo, G. Horn.

Greyhounds

—

Challenge, dogs.

I. Gem of the Season, A. W. Purbeck.
challenge, bitches.

I. Spinaway, Woodhaven Kennels.
open.bitchks.

I. Bestwood Daisy, A. W. Purbeck.

Pointers

—

Open, dogs (over 55 lbs.)

1. Lad of Kent, George Jarvis.
2. Trogan Ruffled Grouse, W. A. Gilbert.

open, bitches (over 50 lbs.)

1. Withheld.
2. Faustina, Albany Pointer Kennels.

OPEN, dogs (under 50 lbs.)

1. Frank W., W. H. Pierce.
2. Forest Ranger, John Marshall.

OPEN, bitches (under 50 lbs.)

1. Lass of Kent, George Jarvis.
2. Burt's Suip, A. C. Burt.

V. Bessie Hessen, Albany Pointer Kennels.
PUPPIES—DOGS and bitches.

1. Bessie Hessen, Albany Pointer Kennels.
2. Fra Diavola, Albany Pointer Kennels.

English Setters—Open, dogs.

1. Sir Frederick, Seminole Kennels.
2. Glendon, Rosecroft Kennels.
K. Reverdy. V. L. Bossa.
V.Rockford, D. S. Ellsworth.

Sir Howard, W. P. Booth.
H.Paul H.,C. E. Fritts.

c. Duke of Furness, A. V. Brewster.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Donna Juanita, James W. Wood.
2. Specter, William Bryse, Jr.
H. Jess, Henry Reineck.

Irish Setters—Open, dogs.

1. Nicko, John Mack.
2. Redstone. A. W. Pearsall.

V. Ennis Lad, A. W. Pearsall.
King Elcho, Seminole Kennels.

open, BITCHES.
1. Belle Ida, A. W. Pearsall.
2. B ssie Gleucho II, Seminole Kennels.
V. Cora B., Grove Kennels.
H. Lady Alice, A. W. Pearsall.

PUPPIES—dogs and BITCHES.
I. General Huested, Grove Kennels.

Gordon Setters.
challenge, dogs and BITCHES.

I. Hilda, Mount Royal Kennels.
OPEN, DOGS.

I. Heather York, James B. Blossom.
OPEN. BITCHES.

I. Heather Bee, James B. Blossom.

Cocker Spaniels.
1. Cherry Boy, C. G. Browning.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Adam, C. T. Sacket.
2. Gothamite, Ancient and Modern Spaniel

Kennels.
OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Lady Obo, Ancient and Modem Spaniel
Kennels.

2 Eve, C. T. Sacket.
V. Puzzle, A. P. Campbell.

Collies—Challenge, dogs.
I. Ch. Koslyn Dandy, Seminole Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
I. Ch. Metchley Surprise, Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Ormskirk Shep, Joe Livingston.
2. Rosl^n Conway, Seminole Kennels.
V. Scotilla IV, Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHKS.
1. Roslyn Prinsole, Seminole Kennels.
2. Rutland Arrow, James Taylor.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.
I. Metchley Scot, Seminole Kennels.

Poodles.
1. Dexter, A. W. Purbeck.
2. Bean, A. F. Campbell.
V. Belle, A. F. Campbell.

Dachshundes—Open, dogs.

I. Windrush Rioter, Edward Maurice.
open, BITCHES.

I. Janet Edward Maurice.

Beatles—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Ch. Racer, Jr., Rockland Kennels.
2. Royal K., Rockland Kennels.
V. Lady Vic, Rockland Kennels.

Bull DoKS—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Ch. Harper, Frank F. Dole.
2. Countess of Norfolk, Frank F. Dole.

Bull Terriers—Open, dogs and bitches.

I. Carney, Frank F. Dole.
3. Winning Wagtail, Wagtail Kennels.
R. Luce, William Wedgewood.
V. Peon, E. Ray Thompson.
H. Keno, William Wedgewood.
c. Tyro, E. Ray Thompson.

Fox Terriers—Challenge, dogs & bitches.

1. New Forest Ethel, Blemtou Kennels.
2. Starden's Jack, Woodale Kennels.
R. Ebor Nettle, Woodale Kennels.

OPEN, dogs.
I. Blemton Victor II, Blemtou Kennels,
a. Dobbin, Woodale Kennels.
V. Beverwyck Punster, Beverwyck Kennels.
h. Beverwyck Tod, Beverwyck Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Spinster, Blemton Kennels.
2. Regina, Woodale Kennels.
V. Beverwyck Moonray, Beverwyck Kennels.
H. Woodale Radiant, Woodale Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.
1. Beverwyck Punster, Beverwyck Kennels.
2. Blemton Valeria, Blemton Kennels.
V. Beverwyck Moonray, Beverwyi.k Kennels.

Scotch Terriers—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Kilston, Anglo-American Kennels.
2. Kilbar, Henry Brooks.

Irish Terriers—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Valley Boxer, Anglo-American Terrier Ken-
nels.

2. Adventurer, Thomas Pulvercrafl.

V. Rose, Alan F. Campbell.

Black and Tan Terriers.
open, dogs and bitches.

1. Broomfield Sultan, Rochelle Kennels.
2. Prince Regent, Anglo-American Terrier

Kennels.

Yorkshire Terriers—Open, dogs* bitches.

1. Venus, Anglo-American Terrier Kennels.
2. Sparkes, Jonn J. Hooley.
V. Teddy, John J. Hooley.

Puss

—

Challenge, dogs and bitches.

I. Ch. Nellie BIy, New York Pug Kennels.
OPEN, DOGS.

1. Kash, Jr., Seminole Kennels.
2. Otsego Duke, John Feulver.

OPEN, bitches.
1. Flipp, Jacob Reineck.
2. Nellie M., New York Pug Kennels.

I>andle Dlnmouts

—

Open, dogs and bitches.

I. King o' the Heather, Edward Brooks.
3. Heather Madge, t dward Brooks.

BedllnKtons—Challenge, dogs & bitches.

I. Tick Tack, W. H. Russell.
OPEN, DOOS.

I. Chemist, W. H. Russell.
OPEN, bitches.

1. Christmas Carol, W. H. Russell.

2. Polly Wackworth, W. H. Russell.

Miscellaneous-Dogs.
I. Peter Jackson (deerhound), J. B. Sanders.

bitches.
I. Modieska (Barioi). H. W. Huntington.
3. Jumbo (Japanese hairless), R. T. Harrison.

which was absolutely necessary to a cor-

rect conclusion.
On the next to the last day, when

Maid of Kent had to run a bye on ac-

count of the withdrawal of Paul Bo, the
judges stated in reply to a question
whether or not they would follow Maid
of Kent in her running. They said they
would not, as it was only a question of
whether she could run four hours or not.

Does this look as if the previous running
was considered? In the Eastern trials

the judges took into consideration the
work of every bye dog and followed them
throughout their heat, I assert when
dogs are to be judged by the work done
in previous heats, the work in the byes is

just as material as any other, for it is pos-
sible for him to do very good or very mean
work, though he is most likely to do
best work alone. This leaves the judges
in the position of not having used the
rules of the spotting system as they
should have done, and not using the old
rules which were a combination of both
the spotting and heat system, and run-
ning the race under the heat system, as

they stated they would do this before the
race began. The summing up of the
work by Mr. Tracy is faulty in many re-

spects, i^ossibly due to the fact that a

good deal of the work was not seen by
him. As it was impossible for one per-

son to see all the work done by both dogs,

as they were separated much of the time,

it is possible that it may be necessary to

repeat some of the details that they may
be better understood by your readers.

Your Reporter.

GLOVERSVILLE DOG SHOW.

THE A. K. C. MEETING.

A REPLY TO MR. TRACY.

What Our Reporter Has to Say Regard-
ing Antonio and Maid of Kent.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Replying to the letter of Mr. J. M.

Tracy, printed in your last issue, I must

say he labors hard to convince your read-

ers that the judges were right and the

reporters all wrong, notwithstanding he

admits there was a division of opinion

between the two judges. As neither the

rules in force this year nor the advertise-

ments of the Central trials made any ex-

ception to the running of any stake,

common usage would say that the new

rules superseded all previous ones, aud

that the Four-hour Stake would be run

in common under the spotting system.

But suppose this stake was run under the

old rules, that provided first for the

spotting and then the heat system, or

that they were run under the heat sys-

tem pure and simple. I answer that the

judges could not render a just decision

under them, for they did not see the bye
heat of either Antonio or Maid of Keut,
and therefore could not consider all the

work previously done by either dog.

New Bench Show Rules as Amended
and Adopted.

At the special meeting of the .\merican
Kennel Club, held December 10, 1891, the

following amended rules were adopted :

XII. A dog suffering from eczema, mange or

any contagious or objectionable disease shall be

disqualified, and forfeit any prize which may
have been awarded to it, and shall be removed

at once from the show building. The regularly

appointed veterinary surgeon shall alone de-

cide as to the condition of the dog, and his de-

cision must be given in writing.

XVII. Bench show committees may provide

such classes for dogs of established breeds as

they choose.

1st. The miscellaneous class shall comprise all

dogs for which no regular class has been pro-

vided in the premium list. Entries in this class

must specify the breed of the exhibit, and it must

be so published in the catalogue.

3d. The novice class shall be for a breed for

which a regular class has been provided, and for

competition in which a dog shall not have won a

prize in an open class at any American Kennel

Club show, or which has not won such a prize in

a recognized show held in England or Canada.

4th. The puppy class shall be for dogs over six

months and under twelve months of age.

6th. The challenge class shall be for all dogs

having won four first prizes in the open classes.

A dog having won three first prizes in this class,

one of which shall have been won at a show hav-

ing not less than 500 entries, shall have the priv.

ilege of the title of champion, without further

competition.

XXI. Special prizes shall only be offered for

dogs of established breeds, and no dogs eligible

for special prizes can be withdrawn from compe-

tition unless it has been stated on eu'ry blanks,

"Will not compete for special prizes"

XXXIII. No show shall extend over four days,

including the last day of receiving and the first

day of liberating the exhibits.

Mr. Hawkes and Mr. Mason.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I see that Mr. Mason is ever ready to

get his name before the public and in this way
has taken the opportunity to whip others over

my shoulder. I think Mr. Ma^on might wait un-

til he is asked to be the judge. The names of

these three gentlemen were only suggested in

case Mr. Goodman took up the challenge. Now,
under an circumstances I could not accept Mr.
Mason if the bet is taken up. because before
hand he has shown himself "impartial," and
finally, I see from the small entry at Gloversville

last week that Mr. Mason's name as a judge is

not the magnet he supposes it to be. In future

it would be well for Mr. Mason not to be so pre-

mature, but wait until he is asked. Yours truly,

John Hawkes.
Cincinnati, O., January 3.

A liog That Wears Stockings.

The favorite nursery hero, Puss-in-
Boots, has a rival in teal life, a lady in Paris

having put her pet dog into dark brown cloth

stockings or gaiters, reaching above the knees
and having leather soles or sandals.

Tlie Quality of the Dogs Good, but Only

Few in Number.
From Our Special Correspondent.

Gloversville, N. Y., Jan. 4.—The
first show is over, but with every likeli-

hood that there will be another next

year. There was a little delay at start-

ing and many of the exhibitors kicked at

advertising the show for Tuesday, De-

cember 29, when the judging was not

supposed to begin till Wednesday, the

30th. This brought several gentlemen a

long distance who had under great diffi-

culty arranged to get off too that day, so

committees must in future think of the

inconveniences many are put to, let alone

the expense and valuable time. The
wooden benching was admirably arranged,

well put up and spacious, in two long

empty stores, and next year they have

already arranged for a suitable hall.

Spratts biscuits and Austin's dog bread

with soup was the food and Sanitas saw-

dust the disinfectant used. Mr. Otis Fel-

lows, a diligent worker, wore a continual

beaming smile and had everything in ap-

ple-pie order, with no cause for com-

plaint, and I heard none. The commit-
tee, from the president down, were con-
genial and pleasant to all, and "Zim,
Ziminer and Zimmerest" was in constant
demand, especially when "Dole-ing" the
gloves out. The quality of the dogs was
exceedingly good if only few in their

classes, and next year if properly adver-

tised and premium list sent out early

there's no reason why they should not
have 300 entries. The judge, Mr.
Charles Mason, of New York, as is only
to be expected, gave entire satisfaction,

and there could be no question as to his

decisions. The awards follow :

English .Mastiffs—Open, dogs and bitches.

I. King Caution, J. W. Miller.
Levor's Max. G. Levor.
Ilford Rex, Myron T. Scudder.

puppies.
Wonder, G. Levor.

Rough-coated St. Bernards.
open, dogs and bitches.

I. Crystal, H. S Brooks.
3. Saratoga, R. T. Coffin.

Smooth-coated St. Bernards.
open, dogs and bitches.

I. Lady Leeds, Charles S. Baker.

Great Danes—Open, do<;s and bitches.

1. Withheld.
2. Flora, G. Levor.

Newfoundlands-Open, dogs and bitches.

I. Prince Hal, John Marshall.

Greyhounds.
challenge, iMKis and bitches.

I. Spinaway, Woodhaven Kennels.
open, iHxis and bitches.

1. Withheld.
2. Don Pedro, Abram Whitbeck.

American Foxhounds.
OPEN, DOGS and BITCHES.

X. Gill, E. W. Judson.
puppies.

I. Milo, H. R. McDougall.

English Foxhounds—Puppies.
I. Chopper, L. Hillabrant.

Pointers—Challenge, dogs.

I. Ossining, W. H. Hyland.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Lady Graphic, W. H. Hylaud.
OPEN, DOGS.

I. Lad of Kent, George Jarvis.
3. Spot, S. S. Van Patten.

OPEN, BITCHES.
Vesta C, D. B. Moyer.
Mss of Kent, George Jarvis.

English Setters—Open, docs.

Sir Frederick, Seminole Kennels.
Glendon. Rosecroft Kennels.
Rockford, D. S. Ellsworth.

OPEN, BITCHES.
Spectre, W. Brice, Jr.

Irish Setters—Open, dogs.

Nicho, John Mack.
King Elcho, Seminole Kennels.

OPEN. BITCHES.
1. Nellie Husted, T J. Farley.
2. Bessie Gleucho II, Seminole Kennels.

PUPPIES.
1. General Husted, T. J. Farley.

2. Budweiser, J. H. Hillabrant.

(Gordon Setters—Oi'kn, ixxjs.

I. Heather York, J. B. Blossom.
Kent III, Dr. Classen.

OPEN, BITCHES.
Heather Bee, J. B. Blossom

Natlvt* or Cross-br«Hl Setters.

noGS AND BITCHES.
Rhoderick, L. W. Grant.
Ma k. Ceorge H. Hall.
Nig, Henry Lyke.

Cocker Spaniels—Challenge, dogs.

Cherry Boy, C. G. Browning.
OPEN, dogs.

Adam, C. T. Sackett.
Gothemite, Ancient and Modern Spaniel
Kennels.

2.

3-

1.

I.

2.

I.

2.

2.

I.

2.

S-
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II.

I.

I.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Kve, C. T. Sackett.

, ^ •
,

2. La<ly Oho, Ancient and Modern Spaniel

Kennels.
3. Fan, J. M. Gilchrist.

PUI'I'IKS.

Vido. Ward Streeter.

Spor . Mrs. ('.. H. Hall.

FItihl SpaiilolH—Open, dogs.

1. Gipsic Joseph Burns.

CJollI«'H—CHAM.KNOK, IXKl.S.

1. Ch. Roslvn Dandy, Seminole Kennel.s.

CHAI.I-K.Ndi:, IIITCHKS.

ch. Metchley Surprise, Seminole Kennel^.
<)i>i;n, i)o<;s.

Roslyn Conwav, Seminole Kennels.

Scolilla IV, Seminole Kennels.
Ol'IC.V, HITCHES.

Dot. Seminole Kennels.
2. Han's Jessie, Kdward Rosa.

PIJIM'IKS.

I. Matchless Scott, Seminole Kennels.

lieafTlos—Chali.kngk, dogs.

I. Racer. Jr., Rockland Kennels.
CHAI-KhNGK, HITCHKS.

I. Twinkle, F. H. Zimmer.
OPEN. DOGS.

1. Roy K.. Kcxrkland Kennels.
2. The Rambler, Rockland Kennels.

OPEN, HITCH KS.

1. Lady Vic, Rtxrkland Kennels.

2. Fanny Racer, Rockland Kennels.
Pfl'PIKS.

I. Leah I.ee. F. B. Zimmer
Itiill DoBTH—Chai.i-knge, docs.

I. Ch. Harper, F. F. Dole.
OPEN. BITCHES.

I. Countess of Norfolk, F. F. Dole.

Hull Terrier^—Open, dogs (under 30 lbs.)

I. Old Dorp, G. A. Rosa.
OPEN. DOGS (over 30 lbs.)

I. Carney. F. F. Dole.
OPEN, HITCHES (over 30 lbs.)

I. Winning Waglad, W. C. Siieder.

l>achHhu lidos—Open, dogs.

1. Winnesh Rioter, K. A. Manice.
2. Superbus, K A. Manice.

OPE.N, HITCHES.
Janet. K. A. Manice.

Fox TorrlurH—Challenge, dogs.

Starden'8 Jack. Wocxlale Kennels.
CHALLENGE. HITCHES.

Ebor Nettle, Woodale Kennels.
OPEN, DOtlS.

Beverw'ck Rel)el, Clarence Rathbone.
Warren Tripper, Wilton Kennels.

OPE.N, HITCHES.
Woodale Regina. Woodale Kennels.
Heverwick Crescent, Clarence Rath one.
Hillside Treasure, Halleck Alvord.
Wooda e Radiant, Woodale Kennels.
Larclimout Rose, I.archmont Kennels.

PlPl'IES.

I. Joe Hooker. R. Morrison.
2 .Mark Twain. H. C Alvord.

3. Wootlale Radiant, Wi>odale Kennels.

Daiifllu Dlninont Terriers—Open, doi;s.

1. King of the Heather, Fldward Brooks.
OPEN, hitches.

I. Heather Mad^e, Kdward Brooks.

Seott'h Terriers—Open, dogs.

I. Kilbar. Harry Brooks.

lilaek and Tan Terriers—Open, dogs.

I Harry, Irene Wilmarlh.

Kedlliitrtoii Terriers—Challenge, dogs.

Tick Tack, W. H. Russel.
open, dogs.

I. Chem St, W. H. Russel.
OPK.N, BITCHES.

Christmas Carol, W. H Russel.

Polly Markworth, W. H. Russel.

PiiUfs—Challenge, bitches.

Nellie BIy, R. T. Harrison.
open, do<;s.

Curtis, Mrs. M. M. Ballantine.
Kash. Jr.. Seminole Keumls.
Bradford Rowdy, Diamond Kennels.

PIPPIES.
Frisk, Di niond Kennels.
Little l>ucliess. Seminole Kennels.

MIsc-eIlaii€K>us.

Pat M rphy (Irish terrier), K. Bardoe Elliott.

Jiuly (coach dog), E. A. Walsh.
Punch (coach dog), K. A. Walsh.
Babe ^An.erican hairless), C. Mullen.

1.

I.

I.

1.

2.

I.

2.

3-
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I.

2.

I.
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V.

Comments on A'wards.

Mastiffs.—King Caution, the winner,

ha«l a clean sweep and won with a great

deal to spare. He is far above the aver-

age seen at small shows and will speak
for himself at any of the larger ones.

In head he is massive and the correct

type, with grand shoulders, chest, body
and loin. His front legs are straight, and
though somewhat light in bone show no
weakness. In hind legs he has not the

best of movement, but I've seen many
wor.se. Levoe's Max ;^nd Ilford Red, so

placed, the former is better in head,

stronger in hindquarters and more active.

Apart from this there is not nmch be-

tween them.
Wonder, the only entry in the puppy

class, is not promising at present, with a

very long face and bad ears.

Koi'GH-coATKi) St. liKRNARDS (open,

dogs).—Tartar was the l)est in the class,

but being mostly black was disqualified

on account of color. This left Crystal an
easy winner over Saratoga. He is a fair-

sized dog, with plenty of straight bone
but bad head, sour expression, no coat

and a bad color. Saratoga had little to

recommend but a nice expression, other-

wise long-faced and small all through.
Hitches.—Only one entry and not

worth mentioning, but guaranteed to be
straight-bred on each side, so Kathleen

was not dealt "too severely" with and

awarded the prize. She is the wrong

kind, a curly coat, long-faced and sharky,

long-bodied and a curled tail and a nasty

expres.sion.

Smooth-coated St. Bernards.—Lady
Leeds, alone, was truly a better specimen

of her breed than Kathleen. Her expres-

sion was good, but she was greatly lack-

ing in body and bone.

Great Danes.—Flora L., alone, a

good size but no quality, coarse all over

and very much out at the shoulder.

Newfoundlands.—This was a good

one, verv symmetrically built all through

and would have looked better had he
been groomed up a bit and the loose hair

taken off his ears.

Greyhounds (challenge class). —
Brought out Spinaway with no competi-

tors. She was in better condition than

heretofore, in fact too fat. Don Pedro,

alone in his class, is entirely too small.

Fox Hounds (American).—Gill, the

winner, is better sized, more substance

and more hound type. Freckled Nell is

too light all through.
Puppies—Milo scores over Bessie in

body and is heavier boned but not so

straight.

English—Truman, a big slashing dog
but no hound, was sent out of the ring ;

his pointer tail action was a bit too much
for the judge. Chopper, said to be a son

of his, is more the type, and got the

award in the puppy class.

Pointers (challenge class).—Ossining

and Lady Graphic were alone in their

respective classes. He was terrible poor
in flesh and she a trifle better, evidently

having been hunted hard.

Open class, dogs—There were three

competitors in this class, and that very
promising dog. Lad of Kent, shown in

the pink of condition and improving
every day, won handily from Spot, who
is a bad shower and has not the front,

lung room and bone of Lad. Cato is a

most formidable gentleman, with a ter-

rible front, long nosed, bad ears, docked
tail and short legged.

Open class, bitches—Vesta C, the
winner, has a grand pointer head and
scores over Lass of Kent in skull, length
of muzzle and hang of ear, whilst the
latter scores in shoulder and loin. Apart
from this we thought them very even.

English vSetters (open class, dogs).

—The great imported Sir Frederick tum-
bled up against a good one without know-
ing it in Cilendon, but he was a bad
shower out of condition, wanted furnish-

ing up, although possessed with a most
beautiful head. As it was. Sir Frederick
was belter all through, in good condition

and only loser in head, which has not
the quality of Glendon. Rockford, third,

with a few *'ifs" added could be made a

decent dog. Frank Logan is too big and
coarse.

Open class, bitches—.Spectre, alone, is

good all through with no serious faults.

Irish Setters (open, dogs).—This was
a competition between Farley and Semi-
nole and Nicho and King Rlcho ; the
latter shows more quality and wins in

head, front and feet, but Nicho is better

color, more depth of ribs, better body
and loin and much better condition. If

Elcho was in the same condition he
would have won.

Bitches, open.—As before, two in this

class, Bessie Glencho II, bad in head, too
much cut under in muzzle, loses consid-
erable on this point and never gets it

back from Nellie Husted, who is much
better in shoulder, runs away from her in

head and, if there is such a thing, almost
too narrow in front.

Puppies.—Farley kept his record up by
winning for the third time with General
Httsted over Budweiser. The latter is too
large, coarse and no quality, whilst the
General is bad at the pasterns and out of
coat ; he is better sized and has more
quality.

Gordon Setters (open).—Heather
York had a walk-over with Kent III, but
would do with more flesh on. Heather
Bee, alone in her class, in nice condition
and we like better than Heather York.

Native or Cross-bred Setters.—
This was a medley for sizes and breeds
and brought out something approaching
two Gordons, one belton, one Laverack
and one of a spaniel type. Mack would
have won had he stood up, was a better
size. Nig, third, was bad on his feet,

but the best-headed of all, whilst the
winner, Roderick, was a strong, lingy,

upstanding belton, with a head like a

barn door. They were all light-bodied.

Cocker Spaniels (challenge, dogs)—
Brought two good ones in King Oto and

Cherry Boy, the former having to suffer

defeat. He was shown too fat and not so

good in coat as Cherry Boy, who is also

better sprung in ribs and shorter in loin.

Open, dogs.—Adam and Gothamite, so

placed, we thought pretty even, except-

ing the former was in better coat and
condition.

Open, bitches.—It was a close thing

between Eve and Lady Oto. We thought

Eve scoreti in condition, was better in

ear and although too round in skull was
a better cocker head. Fan is too light,

and Gypsy Girl being too large was dis-

qualified.

Puppies.—The prizes were withheld.

Fido, vhc, is too leggy and Sport, about

the same, is not right at all in head.

Collies (challenge classes).—Roslyn

Dandy and Metchley Surprise were
alone'in their classes, both looking much
better than, on Canadian circuit. Dandy
was a decided improvement, in better

coat and more beef on.

Open dogs—Roslyn Conway has a long

punishing head, good ears and well car-

ried, nice texture of coat but not much
undercoat, moves well, plenty of liberty

behind and nice style. Scotilla IV, sec-

ond, has a nice expression but bad ears,

more undercoat and better condition but

not so much quality.

Open, bitches—Dot, the winner, hadn't

much to contend against ; she is common
and thick in head with no coat, but a

good mover and stylish. Ban's Jessie we
are unable to say much for.

Puppies—Matchless Scot, alone, has a

a very long face but thick ears and not
right at present, atid coat should be bet-

ter for his age.

BuLi Terriers (open class, dogs,

under 30 pounds).—Only one entry in

Old Dory, who has a fighting record,

thev say ; he is too thick and cheeky,
full light eye, short face and very heavy
at the shoulders.

Over 30 pountls—This was the first

appearance in this country of Carney,
and he was to the knowing ones the sen-

sation of the show. I should say he is

the best bull terrier out this (Streatham
Monarch not yet appeared) year, with a

remarkably clean head, good black eye,

level mouth, possibly a bit weak under
the eye, good straight front, good depth
of chest, very short coupled, well ribbed

up, capital thigh, hocks well bent to the
ground, splendid coat and all combined
with lots of animation. He was put
over that good bitch White Violet for the
special, fairly smothering her.

Bitches, open, over 30 pounds— White
Violet, now named Winning Wagtail,

like Carney, had no competition. She
IS a grand sort of bitch, bit thick in head,

eye fully large, could be darker, little

lippy and ears back. She is a good un
and all to be desired.

Beagles (challenge class).—Racer,

Jr., alone, was as gay as ever but to my
thinking too thin.

Twinkle, alone in her class, was the
most typical-headed beagle in the show,
with a remarkable strong, square jaw aud
grand bone, legs, feet, body and stern.

She is showing age and was greatly too

fat.

Open, dogs.—Roy K., the winner, is a
very stylish, gay little chap, whose chief

fault is too long in body. We like Ram-
bler better, who is much shorter, with
well-sprung ribs and strong loin. In ear
and expression Roy certainly scores.

Open, bitches.—Lady Vic had a walk-
over with Fanny Racer. She is built on
the same lines as Twinkle, but loses in

head and ear, although very good in that
respect. Fanny Racer was not feeling

well, but is too long in body and loins.

Puppies.—Leah Lee, smaller, more
quality and hound head than Royal
Rosey, who is too large, coarse and dish-
faced.

Fox Terriers (challenge classes).

—

Starden's Jack made his debut in this

class. He was not in his usual trim ap-
pearance, being big and wide in front
and considerable wants taking off him.
Ebor Nettle, likewise alone, was look-

ing too well—too fat—which makes her
wider in front.

Open class, dogs.—Beverwyck Rebel is

a different type to Warren Tripper, being
lower to the ground. The latter is on
the large size, possessing good, strong,
straight bone, and being out of condition

It would bewas easily beaten by Rebel,

an even thing anyhow.
Open, bitches.—The winner was a new

one on the bench and won handily from
them all. She is a level topped un, with

a capital carriage of stem, coat profuse,

could be harder but a good one, cle-in at

the shoulder, with her legs well placed

under her, nice turned bone, straight and
running well down, feet good, pad close

and size corresponding to her build,

hocks well let down, neck clean, ears

right size, thickness, shape and correctly

set on. In body, ribs aud loin good and
nicely sprung. Head not enough quality,

thick in skull, weak under the eye and
lumpy, eye good and well placed with

good expression. Her head is about her

chief fault, excepting there might be
more of her. For special for best fox

terrier in show she was placed over Star-

den's Jack. He scores over her in length

ofheadbutnot in expression and ears,

and barring that he is better-sized for a

dog than she for a bitch, you have said

all, as he appeared at Gloversville.

The second went rightly to Bev Cres-

cent, a nice, clean, slick little bitch, bit

light in bone, body and spring of ribs

good, heavy in ear, light in eye but a

nice style.

Hillside Treasure, third, is coarse in

head, thick ears, full eve, good body and
coat, fair legs and feet but a good shower.

Radiant, vhc. has gone coarse, and she is

short and cheeky in head. Larchmont
Rose, c, a long, well-shaped head, soft in

expression and coat, terrible bad frofat

and no depth of ribs.

Puppies—This class lay between two
fair sons of Beverwyck Tippler, Joe
Hooker taking the blue. He is quite big

enough and must stop growing, excellent

long head, could l)e stronger in muzzle,

ears a trifle round, thick and large, but

well up, eyes fair aud rightly placed,

good straight front and body wants let-

ting down, bone O. K. and stylish car-

riage. Mark Twain, second, is much
like his brother but lighter all through,

and is mild in expression and a bit

bitchy in face. Woodale Radiant, previ-

ously described, was third.

Bull Dogs.—The old reliable, looking
very fit. Champion Harper, was the curi-

osity of the show, and to use a chestnut

"so often described." The local papers

brought the countrymen in by saying he
was a twenty-five thousand dollar dog.

In bitches Countess Flo is leggy, a bad
tail and not up to New Haven form.

Dachshunds.—Windrush Rioter we
think better in head, depth of chest,

length of body and loin and better in

crook than Superbus. In bitches Janet
was alone, she has a grand skull, spring

of ribs, roach and extra good stern, com-
bined with her other good points.

Dandie Dinmonts.—King o' Heather,

alone, is just about as good as they make
them, barring his coat is soflish and per-

haps his color is not fashionable.

In bitches Heather Madge, out of coat,

was also alone in her class.

Scotch Terriers.—Another new im-

portation in Kilbar, that wi'l be heard

from later, a good un all round ; maybe
he is a bit short in head.

Pugs.—Nellie Bly, in good condition,

was alone in challenge.

In open Curtis, the winner, scores over
Kash, Jr.. in head, color and shorter in

muzzle, but not nearly so good as Kash,

Jr., in body, who also scores in wrinkle,

with not the best of toes. Bradford Row-
dy, light, leggy, but good color.

In puppies. Little Duchess could easily

win over Frisk, but was in shocking con-

dition.

Bedlingtons.—Four capital good ones

were shown in all and would not dis-

grace themselves in any company. Tick
Tack, alone in challenge, is the largest

and with the best coat and top knot, cap-

ital head, body, roach and bone to cor-

respond.
In open bitches we liked Polly Wark-

worth best had she been in better coat.

She is stronger in muzzle, better color

and more roach.

Miscellaneous.—This composed two
would-be Dalmatians, one Mexican, sup-

posed to be hairless, and an Irish terrier.

The latter, Pat Murphy, was the best of

his breed than the others were of theirs

and rightly won.

TpE ST. BERNARD.

—This is a good time of the year to get

up that club of four subscribers for five

dollars. It is not as hard as you think.

Fred Gresham in Shooting Times.

In treating with the history of the

Mouut St. Bernard dog, I am aware that

I am treading on well-beaten ground, for

ever since it has acquired the popularity

that it now enjoys in this country of being

one ofthe most fashionable breeds of dogs

it has been made the subject of numerous

contributions to journals and other manu-

scripts which are interested in the wel-

fare of the dog. I shall, therefore, only

make a cursory allusion to its early his-

tory, and pass on to the progress that it

has made since it became associated with

England, something like a quarter of a

century ago.

The Mount St. Bernard dog derives its

name from the Hospice of St. Bernard in

Switzerland, where it has been kept for

many years by the Monks to search for

travelers who have lost their way on the

snow-clad mountains adjacent to the

Hospice. The specimens that were se-

lected for work by the holy fathers were

chiefly males which were trained to go

out two together every morning and

wend their way along the route taken by

travelers. Each pair had a separate beat,

their duty being to journey to the farthest

cabin of refuge, about a distance of eight

miles. In the event of their finding any
travelers overcome with tbe cold, they
endeavored to revive them by licking

their hands, and if unsuccessful in this

returned with haste to the Hospice to

seek for further assistance. The lives of

many people have been saved in this

• way in days gone by. A dog known by
the name of Barry is recorded to have
been instrumental in rescuing upwards of

forty, and to have died in harness, hav-

ing been shot in mistake for a wolf by a

man to whose rescue he had gone. There
is a stuffed figure of a famous St. Bernard

also named Barry iu the museum at

Berne.
According to tradition the monks set

great store upon the tnarking of their

ogs. Some writers have discredited the

fact that the white blaze up the face,

white collar round the shoulders and spot

on the top of the skull have been encour-

aged in consequence of their resembling

the vestmeuts worn by the Holy Fathers,

and also as to the latter preferring dogs

that have dew claws on their hind legs to

those that have not. I am, however, sat-

isfied about the correctness of their pref-

erence for these properties, and I am
further strengthened in my views inas-

much as a few years ago some visitors to

the Hospice made it their special business

to make inquiries on these particular

points. In this connection I can quite

understand that English breeders are dis-

posed to discountenance these matters of

detail, for it renders the task of breeding,

when they are not taken into considera-

tion, easier, and as a matter of fact, as

far as the rough-coated variety is con-

cerned, they have produced a dog differ-

ent in some respects to the St. Bernards

that are now seen in Switzerland. In-

deed, it is a question whether the rough-

coated animals of the breed have any
claim to the name of St. Bernards as it is

on record that they were not known un-

til by an accident many years ago all the

female dogs at the Hospice were de-

stroyed by an avalanche and the monks
were compelled to cross the male that

survived with either the Pyrenean sheep

dog or the Newfoundland, which cross

resulted in long-coated puppies being

bred, which were given away as useless

to work in the snow in consequence of

their rough hair. The smooth coated

St. Bernard undoubtedly more nearly re-

sembles the dogs patronized at the Hos-

pice in early da) s, and seeing that far

better smooth coated St. Bernards have
been imported from Switzerland than
rough-coated, and that prominence is al-

ways given to them at continental shows,

there is every reason to believe that the

handsome animal with the rough coat

that is so fashionable in this country is

only a mongrel. In furtherance of my
ideas on the subject of white markings,

it is to be remarked that all the best

smooth-coated St. Bernards that have
been imported have a superabundance of

white distributed iu the way that I have
described.

It may be argued that the smooth-
coated St. Bernard is as much a mongrel
as the rough-coated, inasmuch as it has
been acknowledged that the cross with
the sheep dog and Newfoundland has
had recourse to. The same may be said

of English greyhounds, in the veins of
the best of wliich it is known that the
blood of a bull dog runs. We do know
that the rough-coated St. Bernard started

on its career a mongrel, and that no
effort has been made to convert it to the

original type of the St. Bernard of the

Hospice.
It is of the St. Bernard as it is known

in England that I am writing, and in do-

ing so it would be ridiculous on my part

to disconnect the smooth from the rough-

coated, as the two have been so much
bred together that with the exception of

cue kennel, that of Mr. J. F. Smith, of

Sheffield, which consists of imported
dogs, there are no smooth-coated St.

Bernards in the country that can claim

purity of strain in the question of coat.

The first that was heard of St. Bernards

in England was in the days of the great

lecturer. Mr. Albert Smith, by whom a

pair were imported from Switzerland and
introduced into the programme that

brought so much popularity to that gen-

tleman, but it wari not until Mr. J. C.

Macdoua introduced the rough-coated

Tell and the smooth-coated Monarque
and others, and dog shows were insti-

tuted, that they became general favorites.

Mr. Macdona, who at that time estab-

lished a large kennel and held a com-
manding lead in the breeding of St. Ber-

nards, until he handed his entire kennel

over to Dr. Selon, now has the satisfac-

tion of seeing that all the most perfect

St. Bernards in the country trace their

pedigrees back to the team that he then

with so much judgment imported.

The notoriety gained by Tell and Mon-
arque brought others into the field, and
the late Mr. J. H. Murchison soon be-

came possessed of some excellent speci-

mens, prominent amongst which was
the rough-coated Thor, whom he pur-

chased from Mr. Shumacher, the most
successful breeder in Switzerland, which

dog afterwards proved himself to be in-

valuable at stud. The kennels established

by Mr. Macd<ma and Mr. Murchison

were the foundation of the magnificent

collections of St. Bernards that are now
to be seen in England and America. It

was from the dogs imported by these

gentlemen, in connection with a rough-

coated dog named Leo, brought over

from Switzerland by Sir Charles Isham,

and a bitch by Mr. T. J. Hooper, from

which sprung'a fine lot of St. Bernards

that I was fortunate enough to breed at

Shefford which appear in tlie pedigree of

almost every dog of note that has recently

been bred.

It must not be forgotten that fifteen

years ago it was less difficult to win

prizes than at the present lime, but I be-

lieve there is only one case on record

where both the cups, all the first prizes,

and all the second prizes but one in the

St. Bernard classes, both rough aud
smooth, were won at a Kennel Club show-

by the produce of two bitches, mother
and daughter, and all whelped at the

same kennels. The party consisted of

the Monk, Hector. Queen Jura, Dagniar,

Monarque II, The Shah, Abbess, Augusta,

and another from the same litter as Au-

gusta, whose name I forget. Old Bernie

produced Monk, Queen Jura, Monarque
II, and Abbess to Sir Charles Isham's

Leo ; Abbess was the dam of the re-

mainder, having bred Hector, Dagmar
and the Shah to Thor and Augusta and
her sister puppy to Moltke.

As time went on Mr. S. W. Smith ap-

peared in the field with the imported

Barry, who won a number of prizes at

shows in the north of England, and Bay-

ard turned up, having been purchased

from a northern breeder by Mr. Macdona,

and once more brought that gentleman's

name to the front. Bayard had a strong

opponent in Dr. Russell's Cadwallader,

who was instrumental iu bringing the

Orsett Kennels into notoriety. Mr. Nor-

ris Elye having been most successful with

the produce of this dog and a daughter of

The Shah. At a later period Mr. H. J.

Betterton purchased from a Swiss breed-

er the smooth-coated Guide, and after-

wards Sans Peur, who was at the time in

whelp with the celebrated Watch, one of

the high-priced dogs that went to Amer-
ica ; and then the prospects of the smooth

-

pared with their rough-coated brethren,

met with scanty support, were advanced.
Mr. Betterton then bought Keeper, and
finally sold the lot to Mr. J. V. vSmith,

who now possesses at Sheffield a kennel
of smooths that are unrivalled in any part

of the world.

This, however, was not IMr. J. F. Smith's
first venture with St. Bernards, for he al-

ready owned one of the finest rough-
coated St. Bernards living iu Champion
Save, and hatl been the possessor of

Ch. Leonard, a rough dog of great merit,

whom he purchased from Mr. Thorn-
ton, who was at that time a considerable
breeder of St. Bernards and had pro-

duced one of the very best smooths in

Champion Leila, who was one of the first

high-priced animals that found their way
over to America.
The introduction of Plinlimmon upon

the scene is a matter of history ; how he
was bred by Mr. Hall, who gave him in

lieu of a fee to the owner of his sire. Pil-

grim, and how he was eventually sold to

Rev. Arthur Carter, then to Mr. J. F.

Smith, who disposed of him to Mr. Hed-
ley Chapman. He then became the
property of Mr. S. W. Smith, and by him
was sent to America at the remunerative
price of ^1000, just in the nick of time
when the crack Sir Redivere was about to

make his debut. That Plinlimmon should
have l)een given in the place of a five-

guinea fee, and that Sir Bedivere was
bred ))y a novice who only kept him be-

cause he was the most prettily marked,
will be remembered for a long time as

curious incidents in connection with the

two best rough-coated St. Bernards that

have ever been produced iu England.
Peggotty and Princess Florence were the

next to create a sensation, the former by
Guide out of .Sans Peur. purchased and
brought out by Mr. Duerdou Dutton. and
the latter by Mr. Hedley Chapman. Then
came Mr. Norris Elye's Alta Bella, who
still remains in possession of the field as

far as bitches are concerned.
The largest breeders and exhibitors in

Englan<l at the present time are Mr. J.

F. Smith, who owns the celebrated

smooths Champion Keeper, Champion
Sans Peur, Gondola and several others,

amongst which is Triton, a sou of Keeper,

a promising youngster, who bids fair to

rival the performances of his illustrious

sire. Mr. Norris-Elye, the breeder antl

owner of Alta Bella and her dam. Belle-

grade ; Miss Carrie Dutton, to whom
Champion Peggotty and Claudius belong,

and who has been fortunate in breeding

Starboard, the most successful puppy
brought out this year ; Mr. S. W. Smith,

the owner of Young Bute, Isabelle and
others ; Mr. Thomas Shillcock, w ho has

Marvel, the grand-headed son of Dr.

Roberts' capital stud-dog. Champion
Pouf, and Donnybrook Fair, the typical

son of Hesper ; Mr. A. J. Gosling, who
owns the sensational smooth-coated bitch

Lola IV. the rough-coated Champion
Angelo, Baron Dacre and Tamora. Mr.

Hedley Chapman, the late owner of

Princess F'lorence, who now has Sir

Hereward aud Bessie III ; Mr. T. Smith,

the owner of Lady Ida (the dam of Prin

cess Florence), Duke of Maplecroft and
some promising puppies by Marvel ; Rev.

R. T. Thornton, the owner of Andro-
meda, Abyss and others ; Dr. Inman, the

owner of Seigfrid and Winona ; Mr. T.

Thorbury, the owner of Scottish Guide,

etc.

The study of breeders of St. Bernards

ever since they were first introduced into

England has been to increase the size,

which for a time threatened to be achieved

at the expense of the nicer properties

which belong to the breed. Persever-

ance has at length, however, had the de-

sired effect and the St. Bernards of to-day

are larger and heavier in bone than they

were twenty years ago. There, still,

however remains something to be done

in order to get more massive hindquar-

ters, for with the increased height there

has not been obt dned a corresponding

massivencss of quarters, and many of the

tallest St. Bernards have a narrow and
split-up appearance, which does not de-

note power and stamina. A St. Bernard,

notwithstanding that it stands thirty-

three to thirty-four inches in height and
weighs 200 poun<ls, should be able to gal-

lop and stand up for a long time in rea-

son as it is required, instead of wanting

to lie down at every turn as many do.

Dogs that can't move with freedom on

account of their being overgrown or de-

fective in their limbs cannot be called

perfect animals, and yet manv such are

and are used at stud and reproduce their

•lefects in their offspring. It is far better

to give away an inch or two in height
and twenty ptmnds in weight in order to

have a symmetrical animal.
Tlie chief points «)f value in a St. Ber-

nard are to be found in its head. Nobility

of expre.ssion is a most important feature,

a prominent brow with <lark hazel eyes
tends to this if the muzzle is scjuare and
broail with good depth below the eve.

The last-named is the one property that

mu.st not be di.spensed with, for how-
ever perfect a St. Bernard may be in all

other points if it is weak and siiipy be-

low the eye it loses all its grandeur. The
most attractive color is deep orange with

white markings, when the color roiiml

the eyes is shaded off to mohogany. but

a rich brinile, with the red evenly inter-

spersed with the ))lack, shows off to ad-

vantage the while muzzle, the white
blaze up the face, the white collar round
the neck which extends over the chest

and forelegs, the while hind feel and the

white tip of the tail.

MR. LLOYDS ArOLOGY

A lilt of History ilt>iriir<lln>j: Mr. Shir-
ley and the Kntfllsh Kennel Ciuh.

liDITOR FaNCIKKS' JoikXAL.
Some things the English correspond-

ent of the American Field knows, and

some he don't know. Hedon'l know who
furnished Mr. Lloyd with the informa-

tion that Mr. Shirley made money out

of the FyUglish Kennel Club, aud he does

know that Mr. Lloyil's apology to Mr.

Shirley .shouM not have been delayed so

long. Well, in what he don't know, I

am in the same boat, but it's what he

does know, he just knows completely

wrong. There may be a phase of human
character that w ill apologize lor an hon-
est mistake when the demand for apolo-

gy is accompanied with the statuneut
thai the maker of the statement knew he
lied when he made it, but the man who
would make such an apology isn't the
sort of stuff thaiTiiK l-ANCiKKS' Jour-
nal will tolerate on its staff.

Mr. ].,l<>yd could not pos.sibly apolo-
gize to Mr. Shirley as long .is the exceed-
ingly arrogant and snobl>i>li demand of
Mr. Dutton was staiuling. This is the
history of the apology. Mr. Lloyd was
very (lesirous of apologizing to Mr. Shir-

ley. Like any honest man, he felt a

weight on him as long as a wrong charge
was not apologized for, but as tliis Mr.
Dutton would not withdraw the charge,

Mr. Lloyil could not see how he could
act. In the course of our correspond-
ence I suggeste<l that this obstacle did
not exist, thai Mr. DutUm's ilefeat was
so overwhelming that the status of the

parties was the same as though it had
been a suit of law, decided in Mr. Dut-

ton's favor, and after his bold defiance

to Mr. Dutton, and the hitter's hopeless

snowing under in couse(iuence, the

charge of deliberate falsehood was also

snowed under. Vou see the fix Mr. Dut-

ton was in. If he carried out his threat

of prosecution unless the apology was
tendeied under his charge of deliberate

lying, all Ivngland wotd<l be in sympathy
with Mr. Lloyd, holding Mr. Dutton,

and by a.ssociatiou Mr. Shirley also, guilty

of a very base piece of tyranny.

It goes without s tying that Mr. Shir-

ley would not allow himself to be jml

in any such position, so by the

discretion of his council he was
in most disagreable circumstances,

as far as he was concerned coiiM

help himself, which Mr. l.lovd has

rifjht by a frank and manly apology

lessou of this faux pas is

to F^ngland

in-

put
and
not
put
The

not confined

Theie is much of the same
arrogant spirit here, and many of our

snobs will do well to lay Mr. Dutton's

experience to heart. The lesson Mr.

Lloyd taught Mr. Dutton ilid not cure

hiiii, hut the following one. wherein the

teacher was a past master of his pen

(quite the equal of our Mr. Ballantine),

must have done so, or he is the most

confirmed case ever known.

Yours truly, W. Wade.
HtLTON, Pa., January 2, 1S92.

coated variety, which had hitherto, com- allowed to take prizes on the show bench them

—Which animals took the most luggage

into the ark ? The elephant took his

trunk, the kangaroo her b:ig. and the fox

and cock a comb and brush between
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POULTRY an° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

The Hill Poultry Yards, consisting of

a farm of twenty acres and some twenty-

four breedinK houses, two large brooder

houses heated by steam, an incubator

house, incubators, brooders and about

1000 head of fowls will be offered at auc-

tion on January 13, 1892. This is a rare

chance to secure a fine poultry farm and

stock. Read notice and avertisement in

this issue.

•«
The Custom House officials persist in

charging three cents per pound duty for

all imported fowls. The McKinley bill

clearly states that land and water fowl

are to be admitted free if for breeding

purposes. Protests do not amount to

much, as the officials say that a pedigree

must go with thoroughbred stock, a thing

that is simply absurd as far as fowls are

concerned. Common fowls are charged

the above rate, and it seems very simple

to Custom House offcials to rate every-

thing as common fowls. The simpHcity

in this case is more of a duplicity.

« *

The English Stock-Keeper reproduces

the ideal Langshan illustrations adopted

by the American Langshan Club, and

comments as follows:

"We cannot say that we admire the

type of either bird as selected by the
American Club, and do not think they
will be accepted by English fanciers of
the variety. Taking the cock to start

with, we consider he has too much foot

feather, and the great arch and rise of the

tail above the hollow of the back appears
to be abnormal ; the head proportions

we do not object to. As for the hen, her
good properties likewise all lie in the
ead ; she has twice too much foot

feather, while the depth and spread of
the tail would be worthy of a Dorking,
or any other of our full-tailed varieties."

*
* «

Yet one of the best imported birds, a

winner in England, closely resembled the

ideal Langshan male of the catalogue. A
high and rather abundant tail seems to

be accepted as correct by the majority of

fanciers in this country. The lower por-

tion of the tail of the female is too prom-

inent we admit. As to leg and toe feath-

ering it is hard to judge whether it is too

profuse or not, by simply looking at the

illustrations. Compare the feathering in

these illustrations with the feathering on

English Brahmas and Cochins as shown

in illustrations, and they will be found to

be rather scant.

•%
In regard to the value of skim milk as

poultry food, the following extract from

the letter of a noted experimenter will

prove interesting : "I have a fine lot of

capons here that have had no water (only

skim milk) to drink since being capon-

ized several months ago, and as chicks

they had no water except what rained

—

not much last summer—and the dew on

the grass, but had plenty of skim milk.

I have also raised many pullets to laying

maturity on a skim milk ration. Not a

sick chick has appeared among any of

these, and I have never seen chickens

•feather out' any better than did these,

especially the Brahmas. The skim milk

was sweet as a rule, and only occasion-

ally sour."

* «

Some of our readers are perhaps sur-

prised that buff Leghorns and black

Wyandottes are entered in the regular

classes at the Philadelphia show. This is

correct, as both have been frequently ex-

hibited in the past two years and are no
longer novices. The classification in the

catalogue does not necessarily mean

standard varieties. This will answer sev-

eral criticisms made by our readers.

* «
The question arises whether new breeds

should be encouraged or not. Some of

our older judges and fanciers object to

nmltiplying the breeds now in the

standard, as they claim the established

breeds will be more or less neglected if

these young and numerous breeds are

tolerated. This is poor logic. A man
who really loves the breed he keeps will

not neglect it, and every new breed has

some charm of its own.
*

« •

The fight against the Wyandotte re-

sulted in making the latter popular, and

to day it holds its own with other stand-

ard varieties. The buff Leghorn is bound

to become popular, and so are the bufif

Wyandottes and other new breeds.

* «

It adds interest to the fancy, increases

the demand for fowls by serving a tempt-

ingly large list of beautiful breeds. The

pigeon fancy is an illustration, for the in-

numerable varieties and sub-varieties de-

light the fancier. To fight against new

breeds is apt to prove a man selfish.

»
* *

It is true, however, that some men
simply get up new breeds for the sake of

pulling the dollars from the pockets of

the fanciers. This may be an evil not so

easily remedied, but is often no worse

than the operations of certain individuals

in dealing out standard-bred trash.

•
« «

The prospects for forming an American

Wyandotte club with broad and national

tendencies are exceedingly bright. Let-

ters from many well-known breeders

have been received advocating such a

club, and either at Philadelphia or New
York the new club will be born.

The Poultry Bulletin, the oldest poul-

try paper in the United States, has under-

gone many editorial changes. Brother

Long, having served two terms, retires

from the editorial chair, and James E,

Warner will occupy the latter. Mr.

Warner, being a young man of excellent

education and possessing a thorough

practical knowledge of the poultry busi-

ness, should push the Bulletin to the

front. He will give up his incubator

business and devote his whole time and

energy to his new charge. We wish

him abundant success.

« «

The Poultry Keeper, we are informed,

will be greatly enlarged in size shortly.

Competition among monthly poultry pa-

pers is growing warm, which compels

even the old established papers to put

their best foot forward to keep up with

the procession.

« *

The fact also becomes more and more
established that a weekly paper is a ne-

cessity. Our rapidly increasing subscrip-

tion list corroborates this. A fancier

who called on us last week presented us

with the two "simoleans," stating that he

must have The Fanciers' Journal on

account of the news it contains, and

which he could get in no other paper.

• «

While we are corralling the readers of

monthly papers at a brisk rate, we are

glad to state that our contemjKJraries are

notsuflferingany loss, for a good monthly
paper is decidedly indispensable, even to

a reader of a weekly journal. Americans
are omniverous readers, and are rarely

satisfied with one paper, so no good
journal need feel jealous of its contempo-
raries. In fact true journalism always

dictates a brotherly recognition between

editors and publishers. The Fanciers'

JouRNAi. is indebted to many of its con-

temporaries for kind words, and the fa-

vorable comments on its Christmas num-

ber by the press proves that editors and

publishers are not all selfish.

•%
The Fanciers' Journal for 1892 will

be improved wherever it is possible to do

so. No expense has ever been spared to

make it the best paper of its class, and in

the future the same liberal policy will be

pursued.

» *

The price remains the same, and, qual-

ity considered, it is the cheapest publica-

tion in the land. It costs but four cents

per week. If that is too much, get up a

club of four subscribers at one dollar and

twenty-five cents each.

* *

All new subscribers will receive a copy

of our Christmas number free. The lat-

ter is worth the price of a year's subscrip-

tion, so say many who have read it.

*

Do you want a good band for fowls ? If

so, try the Bicknell rubber band. It is

excellent, and is used by hundreds of

poultry fanciers.

» »

Eggs will be set from now on, espe-

cially those from Brahmas and Cochins.

The early hatched chickens are in de-

mand for the fall shows.
«

» •

The latter are increasing in number

and importance every year, and we may
expect to see them lead the winter shows

before many years. It is often said that

early hatched chickens are not as good as

those hatched in the regular breeding

season. This is a very erroneous idea.

We have had birds hatched in most

every month in the year, and those that

were started in life during February and

March and April gave us the most satis-

factory results. Hamburgs, Leghorns

and other quick maturing breeds, how-

ever, will do better if hatched a little

later, as the early months of the year ne-

cessitate confining the young chicks in-

doors to a large extent, a thing that a

Leghorn or Hamburg despises.

«
• •

Climate and soil should also be consid-

ered in the above matter. What may
seem early to a north country man is apt

to be late to our southern poultrymen.

The state of New Jersey is an example.

The northern mountainous boundaries

are apt to be covered with snow when
plowing is going on in South Jersey. A
good hen with good management will

raise a brood of chickens under most try-

ing circumstances, but we don't advise

catering to the latter unless absolutely

necessary.

« »

Do fowls require salt in their food?

This is a question for some of our scien-

tific readers to answer. We confess ig-

norance on this question, never having

considered salt as a necessary adjunct to

poultry food. Perhaps Dr. Roth can

throw a little light on this subject. It

would also be a good subject for our ex-

periment stations to handle.

tails, a pair of golden Wyandottes and

a fox terrier respectively go with this

issue. Copies can be secured from our

office. Price fifteen cents.

*•
Binghamptou's annual show occurs

January 19 to 22, and will bring out a

fine display of fowls, many of New York

state's best breeders always patronizing

that well-conducted exhibition.
«

« «

Two days before the close of the above

show Elmira begins its annual show.

The distance between the two cities not

being great, fanciers will be able to at-

tend both shows, although debarred from*

exhibiting at both.
«

* «

The clashing of dates has done con-

siderable injury to a number of shows,

especially to Albany, Philadelphia and

Columbia, S. C.
»

* «

Although Philadelphia will have an

enourmous entry, probably as much as

the hall can accommodate, there is no

knowing how large it would have been

had the Albany show been- held a little

earlier and th6 Columbia show later.

These conflicting dates will never be

remedied until all shows are held under

rules made by the A. P. A. or by a na-

tional league of clubs. A schedule com-

mittee could be appointed and at least

the most prominent shows given non-

conflicting dates.
*

« •

Los Angeles, California, will hold its

show beginning February 12. New York's

great show ends February 9. Fanciers

certainly cannot exhibit at both shows

under the circumstances. While New York

will not suffer, it will deprive Los Ange-

les of a number of entries.

It• *

We knew an old lady who always gave

her fowls "cam pepper," as she called it.

When asked why, she answered: "Reckon
it's good for 'em. Kinder warms the

gizzard." The feeding of salt may have

an equally intelligent object.

»
« *

The Christmas number of the Fanciers'

Gazette (England") is, as usual, a fine num-
ber of that excellent publication. Three
colored plates representing a trio of fan-

Canastota Fanciers Organize.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

There is a busy railroad centre and

manufacturing town of the above name
situated about midway between Rome,

N. Y., and Syracuse, N. Y., in and about

which many fanciers reside. Several

meetings of the guild have been held

lately, resulting in the organization on

December 22 of the "Cauastota Poultry

and Pet Stock As.sociation," with the de-

clared purpose of furthering the inteiest

of poultry and pet stock and holding an
annual exhibition of the same. Officers

were elected as follows : President, O. L.

Sackett ; vice-president, J. W. Foster

;

secretary, H. O. Travis ; treasurer, R R.

Bemit ; superintendent, R. D. Button,

of Cottons, well known as an extensive

exhibitor of poultry and swine ; Execu-
tive Committee, Dr. A. T. Van, Edwin
Brown and E. L. Mason.

It is the hope of the association that

by first giving a local exhibition and
awakening a local as well as general pub-

lic mterest to next season hold a much
more extensive exhibition, with an at-

tractive list of premiums that will bring

exhibitors from all parts of the country.

This is a healthy movement and should

be encouraged by fanciers and the press.

There are very few places more favorably

located than Canastota for holding a suc-

cessful show of this character. The prem-
ises for holding the show are small, but

"demand regulates supply," so in this

case another year may see a more suit-

able building erected. The date for the

first exhibition has not been decided on
as yet, but will soon be announced. It

is proposed to hold a three-day show,

o|>en evenings. The cost of membership
in the association has been fixed at |i,

which includes all benefits of the associa-

tion except entry fees and coop hire.

Arrangements have been made with

the express companies of the four rail-

roads passing through the town to return

all exhibits free of charge. The railroads

are the New York Central, West Shore,

Elmira, Cortland and Northern and the

Canastota and Camden. OCTAGON.
Rochester, N. V., January 3, 1892.
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OYSTER SHELLS ARE NECESSARY

An Experiment Which Demon-

strates Their Usefulness.

VALUABLE EGG SHELL MATERIAL

Report of William P. Wheeler, First

Assistant of the New York

Experiment Station.

amount of carbonate of lime. In the
oyster shells and the eg^ shells nearly
all the lime present was in the form of
carbonate.

Mixed grain ....
Wheat
Cabbage
Boiled eggs
Membranes of eggs .

Eggs interior ....
Oyster shells ....
Egg shells
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During the past few years considerable

discussion has occurred among poultry-

men in regard to the question whether

oyster shells were of any use to the hen

as a source of material for the egg shell.

It is generally known that the ordinary

grains fed tc poultry are very deficient

in lime, and some have sought to supply

this deficiency, under the supposition

that oyster shells were insoluble, by re-

lying solely upon some plant foods rich

in lime, such as the clovers. Crushed

oyster shells have been extensively fed

and with good results, but it has been

thought by many that they were of value

solely as grit.

No satisfactory answer seems to have

been made to the question, and in order

to obtain some definite information sev-

eral experiments have been made during

the past two years at' this station. Partial

analyses were made of the soluble con-

tents of the crops, gizzards and intestines

of quite a number of hens, some having

been fed oyster shells and some not, but

only inconclusive results were obtained.

The fact of considerable free acid always

being present, however, indicated that

the oyster shells might be dissolved.

It has generally been found difficult to

keep hens laying for any length of time

when so closely confined as to preclude

the possibility of their obtaining food

other than that intended for them, and

several projected feeding trials have not

been successful. During the past year,

however, some feeding experiments have

given such conclusive results that it is

thought well to give the data in full to

those interested in poultry feeding.

Six one-year-old hens (single comb
brown Leghorns) were used in these ex-
periments. It was intended to carry on
similar experiments with ducks (Pekin),

but after being closely penned (not in

small pens, however) the ducks would
not lay well enough and work with them
was not completed.
Three hens were shut in a cleanly-swept

pen having a wooden floor of matched
boards on March 30, and were fed with
wheat, fresh cabbage and a mixed grain

containing two parts corn meal, two parts

wheat bran, one part wheat middlmgs
and one part linseed meal (o. p.). They
were given all the water tliey would
drink and a box of coarsely ground
oyster shells was kept in the pen. No
other grit or food was available to them,
and no dust baths were used. The nest

boxes were filled with "excelsior," none
of which the hens ate. The droppings
were removed several times each day.

After ten days' confinement, as the hens
continued laying, it was assumed that

very little, if any, of the vegetable food

previously consumed could be furnishing

material for eggs, and during the next
ten days the eggs were saved and the
shells and contents analyzed.
At the end of this first period of ac-

count boiled eggs were also fed, and after

feeding them for three days, the hens by
thit time having been closely confined
for twenty-three days, all eggs laid were
analyzed during a second period of twelve
days. The per cent of water in each food
was determined at frequent intervals dur-

ing the experiment and dried samples
were analyzed.
The following table shows the per cent

of calcium found in the ash of each food
and in the eggs and the equivalent

* Equal to 9.14 per cent Ca C03
t " 5-90

"

t
" 10.10 '•

a,
" 20.57

"

i
" 27-40

*•

f " 14.30 "

It was intended that these hens should
have only rain water to drink, but
through a misunderstanding spring water
was given them part of the time. The
actual amount of water taken by the
hens at this time is not known, but the
amount measured out to them, and
which they could not have exceeded,
gives a limit to the amount of lime that
could have been obtained from this

source. This water contained in solution

358 3 parts of total solids in the million
and 287.3 parts of inorganic matter. 5^-^

per cent of the inorganic matter was
carbonate of lime. The results obtained
during these two periods can best be
shown in the following tabulated form

:

LiOt 1—Oyster Shells.
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lime, the shell alone containing 47.74
grammes. The grain food and cabbage
consumed and the drinking water given
them contained altogether calcium equal
to 7.62 grammes carbonate of lime. The
oyster shells taken by them contained

93 80 grammes carbonate of lime.

During the second period the hens laid

twenty-one eggs, which were produced at

the rate of one pound for every 2.59
pounds of water-free food. These eggs
contained calcium equal to 87.88 grammes
carbonate of lime, the shells alone con-
taining 86.6 grammes. The food con-
sumed and drinking water given them
contained calcium equal to 10.08 grammes
carbonate of lime. The oyster shells

taken by them contained 180.99 grammes
carbonate of lime. Of the carbonate of
lime contained in the eggs during the
first period 40.81 grammes, over 84 per
cent, and that in the eggs during the
second period 77- 80 grammes, over 86
per cent, is unaccounted for except by
the carbonate of lime in the oyster shells,

of which 99.2 grammes were consumed
during the first period and 191.4 grammes
during the second.
The difference is so great that no other

conclusion seems possible than that the
egg shells were constructed from mate-
rial supplied in large part by the oyster

shells. These hens lost in weight a total

of five ounces during the first period and
a total of two ounces during the second,

a change in weight of little consequence
and one that might have occurred at any
time within a few hours.

At the same time with these feeding
trials another lot of three hens was fed

under exactly similar conditions, except
that coarsely pounded glass was given
the hens instead of oyster shells. No
dark colored or opaque glass was used,

broken bottles, carl)oys and window
glass furnishing the supply. An average
sample of the glass contained 5.44 per
cent of calcium, no trace of which, how-
ever, was soluble in nitric or hydro-
chloric acid or aqua regia.

These hens did not lay as well as those
having oyster shells, and two became
sick (feverish and unable to stand). They
recovered in about two da> s, after a little

alcohol and oil was gi"en them and the

glass removed from the pen. Although
pounded glass has been given to hens
and chicks here for two years this is the

only time that any symptoms of disease

have been observed to accompany its use.

The trouble was probably due to the ex-

cessive atnount of glass swallowed, for

while the oyster shells eaten by the hens
formed 4.5 and 7.1 per cent of the total

water-free material, the glass formed 31.3

per cent of the total water free material

eaten by the hens in the first period, and
in the second, when the hens were al-

lowed less than they wanted, 26.1 per

cent. Or in the one period the hens
consumed an amount of glass weighing
45.8 per cent as much as all the dry mat-
ter of the ordinary food. These hens
gained in weight during the first period

eleven ounces, and lost during the second
period nine ounces. Although fewer

eggs were laid by this lot the shells were
lighter, l)eing in the first period 8.12 per

cent of the total weight of the eggs, and
in the second period 6, 18 per cent, v. hile

the shells of eggs laid by the lot having
oyster shells tormed 9.67 per cent and

f.50 per cent of the total weight of the

eggs.
The egg shells contained 92.42 per cent

carbonate of lime and the ash of the eggs,

exclusive of shell, 4 96 per cent of calcium,

equal to 12.4 per cent of carbonate. The
eggs for the first period contained 1.01

per cent and those of the second period

.98 per cent of ash. The data for these

two periods are briefly stated in the fol-

lowing tables. Only two hens were used

during the second period.

Ix>t 8.—Glass.
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During the first period the hens laid

twelve eggs, one pound of eggs l>eing

produced from 3.95 pounds of water-frte

food. These eggs contained calcium

equal to 48.43 grammes of carbonate of

Mixed grain . 1 ;67.o

Wheat ....
I

1559-2

Cabbage ... 1 283.5

Water . . 1 12760.0

Total, excepti
glass .... I 2409.7*

Glass 857,6

489.3
i

1358-1

269
457:

20 t6(

2803
1.87'

3-e6

•73
.68

.08

-85

1-83

1. 71

•'9

2.13

1874 3* 5452 2 34, 586

46.65I 116.63

It will be seen that the amount of lime,

calculated as carbonate, found in the

eggs exceetled that in the food and drink-

ing water by 3.9 grammes for one period

and nearly three grammes for the other.

W hile the glass taken tiuring one period

contained lime, the equivalent of 116.63

grammes of carbonate and during the

other of 38.56 granmies. it does not ap-

pear probable that any of this was avail-

able as egg shell material, tor it existed

in cotnijiuation with various insomble
silicates. Treatment of the finely pow-
dered glass with the ordinary acids failed

to dissolve a trace of lime, and fusion

with alkaline carbonates was necessary

to its estimation. Upon examination of

the excrement, of which during the first

period over seventy-two per cent of the

air dried substance consisted of fragments

of glass large enough to be easily re-

moved by washing, a very few small

rounded fiagineiits of limestone were
found which must have been swallowed
by the hens previous to their close con-

finement and retained for from ten to

twenty days. These small pebbles of

limestone had been subjected to condi-

tions which are seen to have made oyster

shells available material, and it is prob-

able that enough lime was dissolved

from them or from smaller fragments, no
appreciable portions of which were left in

the excrement, to have supplied the three

or four grammes of lime. Hens that

have been allowed free access to pounded
glass mixed with oyster shells, ground
bone or charcoal or with either oyster

shells or bone have never been observed

to take such an unnecessary amount of

"grit," and it seems not improbable that

in this case they were instinctively

searching for something which the glass

alone failed to supply.

The feeding of oyster shells during the

laying season, where they can be cheaply

obtained, is recommended. One pound
will contain lime enough for the shells

of about seven dozens of eggs. Fine

gravel containing limestone will probably

as well supply the deficiency of lime ex-

isting in most foods, but the use of some
sharper grit w ith it may l>e of advantage.

Long or sharp splinters of glass or dry

bone should be avoided. Ihe size of

particles of gtit had, for hens, loiter be

larger than that of a kernel of wheat

and should be sn-aller than that of a

kernel of corn. An unlimited supply of

pounded glass has been attended with no
bad result when the food and other grit

available to the fowls contained an

abundance of lime, but when the food

was deficient in lime and no other grit

was attainable, hens ate an injuriously

large amount of glass.

*-V:^
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BLYTHECOTE FARM.

A Model Poultry Establishment
Fittingly Illustrated.

j

The accompanying views illustrate the
j

style of the fowl house at IJlythecole

Farm, Brainard, N. Y. The building is

placed facing the south southeast, so that

the full benefit of sunshine may be had

in winter, both at the ends and in front,

and is located on an elevated piece of

ground, preferably in an orchard, in

such a position that the ranges radiate

from it as from a centre, the trees fur-

nishing shade in the summer, which is a

most desirable feature, and in this way

each range or yard is made to have about

the same area, which may at the same

time be used as a pasture for young stock,

as cattle, horses and sheep. Each yard

communicates with the others by gates.

The roof has a single slope, being highest

in front, and sheds the rain at the rear so

that the yards or ranges immediately

about the building and at the points

where the fowls pass in and out in front

may be dryer, and thus obviate deleteri-

ous effects from dampness through the

fall, winter and spring months.

The house is divided so that each

apartment is about nine by eleven feet,

to accommodate one male and from eight

to twelve females each, and is connected

with its own range by an opening in the

wall, having a drop door raised and
closed by means of a cord with pullies

opened from the hallway. The openings

heads to feed. Just outside this grating

is the feed troughs (see figures 2, 3 and 4)

and pans for providing the fowls with

water and food, thus arranging it so that

the feed and water may be given from

the hallway, and none,' or very little of

it, is scattered or wasted while the fowls

are being fed. Thus all may be kept

clean and wholesome, and at the same
tmie everything being right at hand,

thoroughness in attention and great sav-

ing of time is the result. A. doorway
conmiunicates with each apartment from

the hall and opens inwardly, and is shut

again by a cord and weight, and the doors

being placed above the feed rack, with

the top rail forming the sill, effectually

prevents any fowl dodging out when the

door is opened.
In the hallway are bins divided into

two or more parts having hinged covers.

These contain grain, feed, broken shells,

etc., the fronts of which are in sections,

sliding in grooves, which make it very

convenient when the supply runs low, as

a section of the front may be removed if

desired to allow the attendant to more
readilv reach the contents.

Agaiust one partition of each apart-

ment, and midway between the front

and back walls are the roosts. These

cover a space about four feet sc^uare and

three feet high. The illustration (Fig.

5) shows the plan of structure. They
are placed and arranged with the nests

on the side nearest the back wall of the

apartment. The object is to have a roost

that is at once economical, clean and

convenient, and, as the illustration (Fig.

5) shows, the nests are in the darkest,

most quiet place in the room, being

under the platform arranged to receive

the droppings ; the eggs are always clean,

at the same time are easy of access by

down a weaker one, as is generally the

case w here they are arranged one above

the other. Hence fowls will do better on

a given amount of food, their vital forces

being drawn upon only in the line of

production. The dust box is arranged

directly under the roosts, and nearly

opposite the window of each apartment,

hi a quiet sunny corner where great com-

fort is taken, and at the same time is out

from under foot, practically taking up
no room, thus leaving the floor space as

little occupied as possible for fowls to

run about or exercise.

There being no other objects to perch

upon the fowls naturally turn to their

perches while resting and as a conse-

quence from two-thirds to three-fourths

of all the droppings are left by them in

the proper place, where it can be most

economically cared for and the floor and

runways proportionately clean. The roosts

are wholesome and easy of access, the

perches and bottoms being movable can

be readily and thoroughly cleaned as oc-

casion may require.

The thorough ventilation of this house

in winter is acquired by taking the air

from the outside atmosphere and con-

ducting it into the building in any vol-

ume desired without jeopardizing the

health of the fowls from draughts or by

bringing them in direct contact with the

cold air.

The transverse section (figure 3) shows

Uiat there is a large free space between

the ceiling of each apartment and the

roof; and at either end of the building

and communicating directly with the

outside atmosphere is a slatted window.

In the summer, when the roof becomes

hot from the sun shining upon it, the

temperature of the air in this space will

naturally be raised to a high degree, but

ture of atmosphere. In cold weather »

when it is desirable to have the windows
closed, the impure air in the rooms is dis-

discharged and replaced by fresh in the

following manner :

The space between the ceiling and roof

being free and supplied with air from the

outside through the slatted windows at

either end becomes consequently our

fresh air chamber. This supplv of air may
be drawn upon at pleasure through the

openings at the ceiling (see figures 3 and

4) between the rafters at a point at the

upper back side of the apartments near-

est the roof and in a direction away from

the fowls ; the supply of air being regu-

lated by sliding valves or shutters, oper-

ated by hand levers from the hallway,

each lever controlling the supply of air

for two or more apartments. These may
be opened to any degree or entirely

closed as may be required, according to

the amount of air to be admitted.

The ventilating flues on the front wall

extending to the floor being opened at

the bottom and forming a draught which

is discharged above the roof has a natural

tendency to draw the impure air nearest

the floor of the interior through the same;

and the space between the rafters at the

back of the apartments being opened, or

partially so, the moving of the hand
levers immediately admits a current of

pure air into the hallway from the air

chamber above the ceiling and in a di-

rection away from the fowls ; which

mingling with the air in the hall has its

temperature materially modified l)efore

reaching the birds so that any liability of

injury on account of draughts is greatly

reduced. Thus in this fowl house every-

thing pertaining to the feeding and water-

ing or ventilating is greatly facilitated;

being done from the hallway, the fami-

inlo the yards are pear shaped, with the
|

sharp end upward, which prevents the

tail feathers of the fowls becoming chafed

and otherwise damaged by their going in

and out. These apartments continue in

succession throughout the entire length

of the building, and are separated by a

board partition about three feet high.

This prevents any fowls from sparring

with their neighV)ors. From the top of

this board partition, and extending to

the ceiling is a galvanized wire netting

of about two inch mesh, which completes

the wall or partition between each apart-

ment.
Each apartment is provided with a

window having a horizontally moving

sash, outside of which is a wire netting,

the same as the partitions, and this is

fastened to the outside of the window-

casing free from the sash, so that in sum-

mer the sashes may be moved all the way

back, leaving the entire opening free if

desirable ; and at the same time a drop

curtain to exclude the sun, but not the

air, may be used.

A hallway al)out five feet wide runs

from end to end of the house between

the apartments and the back, and the

wall between it and the apartments is

made of wire netting same as the parti-

tions, and extends from the ceiling down

to within about eighteen inches of the

floor. Under this is a two by three-inch

rail, with under corners beveled, which

is entered by one-half inch rounds about

three inches apart, extending down to

and entering another rail of similar size

upon the floor, which forms the front of

the feed trough. Through the grating

thus formed the fowls may thrust their

the attendant, and may be thoroughly

scrutinized even from the hallway

through the wire netting.

The perches are all on the same level

and about fifteen inches apart, and be-

tween the perches we cut out a triangular

piece from the side boards. This prevents

the fowls roosting in that place, and

compels them to take to the perches. The
l)oards over the nests and those forming

these windows l)eing open allow a free

circulation from end to end, and so tend

j

to keep the space cool, relieving the

I

apartments of excessive heat during the

summer months. In the illustration ven-

tilating flues are shown extending up

the front wall of the house and opening

into the air above the roof These flues

are about twelve by six inches, and have

[ an opening at the floor regulated by a

S Few* atlrc^MinZfll

7i unsitrrse Ser.iian af CJl.

the incline are made with cleats and are

detachable, so they may, as well as the

perches and the nesting boxes, be taken

from their places and as occasion may
require be thoroughly cleaned. It has

been found that when the perches are on

a level there is less strife and contention

for the l)est roostitig places, as there is

no chance for a stronger fowl to crowd

perpendicular sliding door operated by a

cord from the hallway, and are used to

conduct away the cold impure air from

the floor when ventilating in winter. The
same flue also serves, w.th an opening

near the ceiling, to allow the escape of

hot air overhead in summer. These

openings are for the purpose of maintain-

ing as far as possible a uniform tempera-

lies may be eflFectually kept separated

and good order maintained.

In describing this method of building

a fowl house for thoroughbred poultry

it is not our desire to cftim that no other

system is a correct one, or that ours is

conclusively the best ; we simply give

what, according to our experience, is the

most convenient and economical way of

handling thoroughbred poultry.

[The above article was written by Mr.

J. D. Thompkins, the proprietor of

Blythecote Farm, and appeared in that

excellent poultry journal, the Poultry

Monthly. We are indebted to the latter

for furnishing us with the five illustrations

which accompany the article. We will

say that Mr. Thompkins is a gentleman

who finds pleasure and recreation in

handling thoroughbred stock of all kinds.

He believes in suitable buildings as a

first consideration, and we can person-

ally vouch for the above described build-

ings being everything that is claiined

for them. They are in our estimation

the besfVentilated buildings in the United

States. Although we doubt whether Mr.

Thompkins has solved the problem of se-

curing the best ventilation, he certainly

has made a great step towards it. We
hope our readers will carefully study the

above plans.

—

Ed.]

—First Hen :
" There comes the wo-

man to drive us out of her garden " Sec-

ond Hen: "Yes, and she's picking up a

stone, too. Let's fly out quick." "No,

no ; stay here." "But she's aiming right

for us." "Yes, and if we move we might

get hit."
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AN ^STHBTIO HENNERY.

No More Rougfh, Hard Roosts,
Every Ohioken Has Its Bed.

From the Jacksonville (Fla.) Times-Union.

Charlie Nesbitt, the colored barber

philosopher, is a man of many unique
ideas, and his latest hobby is to revolu-

tionize the care of poultry. He is a firm

believer in the doctrine of evolution, and
was a correspondent of the late lamented
Darwin. Charlie, however, ignores the

Nesbitt was obliged to commence opera-
tion on a limited scale, but his hennery
is a model of its kind. It is modeled
after the Paris Louvre, and is bright, and
wholesome with imported whitewash.
There are no ungainly and unsightly
poles in it for the fowls to roost upon

;

the floor is a mosaic of Dorinthian pat-
tern, and is covered with a neat ingrain
carpet. There are two windows in the
building, to which Venetian blinds are
attached, and the ventilation and sewer-
age are considered perfect.

In the southeast corner is a lavatory

||ff«/<r

little bed with night-cap on and the lull
sheets tucked carefully under its ch-

*

At 6.30 the lights are put out and sile„ce

reigns supreme. In the morning a bell
rings and the fowls turn out. After a
bath they go to breakfast, which consists
of pearl barley, milk and dessicated
oyster shells.

After this they go about their usual
vocations while the rooster does up the
beds and sweeps out the room. The
nests are made of jeweler's cotton and
are elalx)rately decorated and painted.
The nest eggs are of procelain and
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the monkey in the evolution theory, and
installs the chicken in its place. The
chicken walks on two feet, and so do
men, although some of them would look
better on four, and be more in character.

The chicken uses a comb and so does
man, except in his primitive state. The
young chicken has down and man is

very often down, and in the wearing of
feathers, humanity, especially the female
portion of it, can give the chicken points.

The chicken scratches for a living and so

does man, and the latter is as often in

a stew as the former. Man eats every-

thing that a chicken will eat, either in

the concrete or the abstract, and there
are many other points of resemblances.

Charlie believes that progression pro-
gresses and that daintier eggs and better
meat can be obtained if the chicken
is treated in the same manner as the
human being is under ordinary circum-
stances. He argues that the chicken can
be developed as well as a flower, and
as a weed by cultivation and evolution

supplied with perfumed soap, crash tow-
els and Florida water, and shaving appa-
ratus for the rooster in case he wishes to
sacrifice his whiskers and wear only a
military mustache. Opposite this is a

library containing a choice assortment
of guide books on poultry raising, and a
miniature piano, which is a great favorite
with the hens, and two are quite profi-

cient in playing upon it. The stock con-

painted red, white and blue, to give the
hens a proper conception of the duty
they owe to the republic. So far the
result of Nesbitt's experiment is an as-
tonishing one. The chickens seem better
satisfied with their lot, pay more atten-
tion to their personal appearance and
wipe their feet before entering the house.
The eggs they lay are larger and of a
better flavor and the hens average one
and a half daily. The experimenter will
enlarge his plant at the earliest possible
opportunity.

Let Ducks Out Early.

Do not keep ducks shut up during the
laying season till nine- o'clock in the
morning. If you do you will decrease
the supply of eggs. The early morning
is just the time for them to be out forag-

ing. It is the time when worms and other
insects can be found, just what ducks
need in order to keep them in good lay-
ing condition. Usually the eggs are drop-
ped just before the dawn of day, although
one will occasionally be a little late about

i
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becomes a flower, so the chicken can
pass through various stages to a higher
plane.

So far he seems to have met with an
encouraging degree of success, and is

much elated over the result of his exper-
iment. His first effort was to eliminate
the hoarse, unmusical crow, and this he
accomplished by cutting the vocal chord
of the one rooster he possesses. Then a
small silver tube was inserted in the
thorax, and now the rooster, on awaken-
ing, merely says "Good morning." in-
stead of arousing the neighborhood with
a vociferous challenge.
Being a man of limited means, Brer

CetttsSeeWan at.AM.

sists of nine hens and one rooster of the
Plymouth Rock variety. In this corner
there is also a lounge, where the chickens
can take an after-dinner siesta if they so
desire. An ormolu clock tells the chick-
ens when it is time to go to bed.

The dormitory is so arranged with
curtains that each fowl has its own bed
and all the privacy desirable. Each bed
is supplied with clean sheets, pillowcases
and a blanket for incidental cold weather.
Each chicken is also provided with a
night-cap, so as to preclude the possibil-

ity of catarrhal cold or influenza. Pre-
cisely at 6 o'clock they go to bed, and it

is a comical sight to see each one in its

it. Early in the morning count the eggs;
if they correspond with the nunil)er of
ducks; let out the latter; if not, keep

i them in half an hour, then let them go,
! whether all have laid or not. You mav
!
occasionally lose one egg in this way, but

I you will get more throughout the season
than by keeping them shut up longtr.
—Michigan Poultry Breeder.

—An Irishman eating raw eggs bolted
a live chicken. The bird chirped as it

went down his throat, whereupon he
coolly remarked : "Bejabers, me boy, ye
spoke too late."

POULTRY AT AUCTION.

T. Wilton Hill's Poultry Farm and
Fowls to Be Sold.

The. famous poultry farm of the late T.

Wilton Hill, as well as all his fowls,

numl)ering probably one thousand, incu-

bators, brooders and appliances will be
sold at public auction at Jamesburg, N.

J.. January 13, 1S92. This will be a rare
opportunity for poultrymen to secure fine
stock

.

The farm is perhaps the most complete
establishment in America. The build-
ings are very substantial and could be
used for kennels with little alteration.
The farm comprizes twenty acres of good
gravelly loam. It is well drained, fen- ed
and arranged. A good dwelling house is

on the place.

Jamesburg is located on the Amboy di-
vision of the Pennsylvania Railroad,
about forty miles from New York City
and fifty miles from Philadelphia. Poul-
trymen attending the Philadelphia show
can easily attend the sale. The farm is

locate*! only one mile from the station.
For further particulars address F. H.
Powuall, administrator, Jamesburg, N. J.

The Indian Game Olub.
Editor Fancikrs' Journal.
The third annual meeting of the Amer-

ican Indian Game Club will be held at

Horticultural Hall, Philadelphia, January
II, at 8 P. M., during the first annual ex-

hibition of the Philadelphia Poultry

Club. This will be an important meet-

ing of the club, and you are urged to be

present if possible. The club is in a re-

markably healthy condition and steadily
gaining in membershij). Annual dues
for 1892 will become due January 11.

We have now a total cf ninety-seven
memljers in good standing, an«l this num-
ber will no doubt be greatly increased
during the ensuing year. At the last
regular meeting of the duh, February
last at New York, the old officers were
re elected, and T. Wilton Hill, Jamesburg,
N. J.; W. Atlee Burpee, Phila«lelphia, Pa.,
and John I). Mercer, Seattle, Wash., were
elected first, second and third vice-presi-
dents resj)ectively. Resolutions were
introduced to l)e acted upon at the ensu-
ing meeting, one giving to each memi.er
the riuht to vote on place of holding an-
nual meeting of the club, another allow-
ing all members to vote by jiroxy upon
election of officers of the club and one
relating to the club copyrighting and
selling its own standard now in process
of completion.
The continued ill-health of the secre-

tary has prevented his giving the atten-
tion to the club interests that was in-

tended, ami the fact that the club has
increased its membership with no effort on
the part of the secretary is gratifying,
and shows the stability of its organization.
It is almost the universal idea of the mem-
bers who have been fortunate enough to
attend the last two meetings of the club
that our club should show the spirit of
progress by enacting by-laws which will
give to each member, as far as can pos-
sibly he afforded, equal voice and vote
on all important (jucstions that are to be
acted upon. This is afforded by no other
club, an«l it is highly probable that the
American Indian Game Club will be the
first to take the initiative. It is hoped
that every member who possibly can will
be present at the Philadelphia meeting,
as questions of importance can be acted
upon, and the standard, it is hoped, will

be definitely shaped and adopted.

O. K. Sharp, Secretary.

LocKroRT, N. Y., December A, 1891.

Effgs and Chickens.

Paddy Doolan went into a shop one
day to buy eggs,

"What are eggs to-day ?"

"Eggs are eggs to-day, Paddy," re-

plied the shop-keeper, looking triumph-
antly at two or three lady customers who
happened to be in the shop.

••Faith, an' I'm glad to 'near you say
so," said Pad<ly, "for the last ones I got
here were chickens."—Brandon Bucksaw.

—George (about to enjoy the first new-
laid egg from the recently-set up fowl
house)—"Why conf they've boiled
the procelain nest egg !"
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PHILADELPHlft'8

GREAT SHOW.

Personal Pointers and Poultry Pick-

ings Plucked Purposely

for your Perusal.

Philadelphia's poultry show is iu full

blast, and the old Quaker City is now

enjoying a larger gathering of fanciers

than it has ever known. As The Jour-

nal goes to press the scene at Horticul-

tural Hall beggars description. Hun-

dreds of coops, containing the choicest

thoroughbred fowls, are arriving by every

train, and energetic Secretary Holmes

and hustling Superintendent Rackham

are busy as bees. Next week a full re-

port will appear in The Fanciers' Jour-

nal, which every fancier should read.

The entries, especially iu the American

class, have been very large, and the man
who wins the Child's' trophy will do so

in very strong competition. Leghorns

and Asiatics are also very strongly rep-

resented, the Record Cup and Item

trophy being coveted prizes.

The next dutv of every fancier is to

patronize the show and pay his "quarter"

like a little man. Every little helps, and

a financial success of a show iu Philadel-

phia means much in the future to the

fraternity.

New York fanciers have been the first

to enter birds for the show, and some of

their entries are among the largest. Phil-

adelphia appreciates such treatment and

will respond nobly next month at the

Empire State's great show.

Chief among the visiting fanciers is

that great trio, Gaylor. Weed and Zim-

mer. They are the life of any poultry

show, and their congenial spirits infect

the rest of the boys. Editor Cloud says

he wants to join the trio and make it a

"breeding pen."

in the latter create strange impressions.

Some of the boys imagine they "skated

on" their craniums.

Grandpa Riday is in the swim with

the rest of the boys. He sticks to his

specialty—Gordon Poultry Food—and
sings its praises in seductive tones.

E. C. Vahle, good natured as usual,

sticks to his cage birds and pigeons. His

exhibit is a fine one.

H. A. Noeckel, the blonde treasurer of

the club, is a hard worker and an invalu-

able man in every way. He is fond of

cracking a joke at Harry Holmes' ex-

pense, which results in "a smile" all

around.

"Smiles" are frequent adjuncts to con-

versation between poultry fanciers. Di-

rector Brown is an authority on the sub-

ject.

The two country fanciers who made
their first visit to the Quaker City were

puzzled at night at having both gas and

electric light in the room. They showed

their wisdom in singing "Comrades,"

while one of them hung his hat over the

gas jet and the other blew his lungs to

pieces against the electric light.

The poultrv fanciers are a good lot of

boys, and seldom indulge in anything

stronger than chicken talk. Occasion-

ally they find their way to a dairy kitchen

and partake of Pitman Grove water and

scrapple. The only bad break we heard

of was that of a Jerseyman who stumbled

into Green's and called for Creme du

Menthe, and was indignant because a

spoon didn't go with the "green ice

MICHIGAN POULTRY SHOW.

cream. COCK-A-DO DLEDO.

The solemn-visaged Edward Bard

Thompson is another character at the

show. He enjoys a joke and his flute-

like laughter is balm to his confreres.

The great display ol Wyandottes at the

show will tax the soul of the above when
he ju«lges them. Competition was never

greater than in this class. The quality

of the birds is above par.

Another pair of lively fanciers is W. J.

Andrus and J. C. Haynes. They com-

mune, eat, sleep and dream together.

Damon and Pythias over again "up to

date."

The two uncles. Rackham and Riday,

are the "long and short of it" in the show

room.

The caging and feeding of the birds is

done by Spratts in their usual effective

and attractive manner.

Visiting fanciers should not forget to

call at The Fanciers' Journal stand

in the show or at the office. We are at

home to all.

One of the features of the show is the

novice class. Manv new candidates are

entered, buff Wyandottes and Sherwoods

being especially strong.

A busy man is Harry Holmes, the sec-

retary. Impetuous but systematic, quick

but thorough, he overcomes all obsta-

cles. His first season as a secretary of a

poultry show has been a blooming suc-

cess.

BROCKTON POULTRY SHOW.

The Society's Second Annual Ex-

hibition Held Last Month.

Brockton, Mass., Dec. 28.—The sec-

ond annual poultry show of the Brockton

Poultry Association was held here De-

cember 9 to 12. Following is the list of

awards :

Brahmas (ligl\t).-Cock 3d. hen ist, cockerel

ist and 2d, pullet 1st and 2d to I. W. bhaw ;
cock

ist to B F. Macomber ; cock 2d, hen ad, cockerel

^d pullet 3d and first and second special on col-

lection to A. L. Willis. Dark—Cock ist, pullet ist

and 3d to A. W. BuUer.

PLYMOUTH Rocks (barred).—Cock ist, pullet 3d

to E F Benson; cock 2d hen 2d, and 3d to Charles

River Poultry Yards; cock 3d, hen ist, pullet 2d

and special on collection to S. P. Gurney & Son

White—Cock ist. hen 1st and 2d, cockerel 2d. pul-

let ist and 2d and special on collection to E. A.

Ramsden; cockerel 3d. pullet 3d and first special

on collection to A. L. Willis.

Wyandottes (silver).—Cock ist, hen ist and

id cockerel 2d and 3a, pullet ist and 2d and
special on collection to A. B. Terry; cock 2d,hen

2d cockerel ist and 3d to F. A. Wier, Jr. White

—Cock ist and 2d, hen ist and 3d, pullet ist and

2d to Brockton Poultry Yards; hen 2d, cockerel

Uncle Rackham is ubiquitous. In his

new hirsute appendage, a Vandyke

beard sprinkled with silver, he no longer

looks like a spring chicken.

The fanciers quartered at the Bingham

House find the cafe interesting. The

ceiling is one expanse of mirrors, and

the reflections of the heads and shoulders

ist 2d and 3d, pullet 3d and special on collection

to K A. Snow. Golden—Cock ist and 2d, hen

ist cockerel ist, pullet 2d and 3d to Gideon Tir-

reli; cockerel 2d. pullet 1st to C. S. Flanders.

LEOHORNS (black).—Cock ist. hen ist to E. F.

Benson; cockerel ist to Mrs. J. E. Porter. White

—Cock ist hen 3d, pullet 3d to E. B. Smith; hen

island 2d, cockerel ist and 2d. pullet 2d and

special on coUecti n to E. F. Benson; pullet ist

toL W Leach. Brown—Cock 1st, hen 2d and 3d,

cockerel 3d, pullet 3d to F. W. Rogers; cockerel

ist pullet 2d to Tenny & Harrington; cock 2d,

cockerel 2d, pullet ist and special on collection

to N. B. Hartford.

MiNORCAS (black).—Cock ist, hen ist, cockerel

ist 2d and 3d, pullet 1st, 2d and 3d and special

on collection to Willis C. Fuller.

JAVAS (black).-Hen 1st and 2d. cockerel ist

and :id, pullet 2d and special on collection to C.

H. Pope; hen 3d, cockerel 2d, pullet ist and 3d to

Mrs. J. E. Porter.

Hambirgs (black).—Cock ist, hen 1st and 2d,

cockerel ist, pullet ist and 2d and special on col-

lection to A. W. Butler.

Poi iSH (golden).—Cock ist, hen ist, 2d and 3d

and special on collection to W. H. Sylvester.

HouDANB.—Cockerel 3d, pullet 3d to A. G.

Bowles, Jr.

Cochins (buS) —Cock ist. hen ist, cockerel ist,

pullet ist 2d and 3d and special on collection to

I C & A R. Sharp; hen 2d, cockerel 3d to Mrs.

I E Porter. Black—Cock 1st, hen ist, cockerel

ist pullet ist and special on collection to Swain

& Sylvester; cockerel 2d to Mrs J. E. Porter.

Games (Indian) —Cockerel ist, pullet ist to

Tames E. Perkins; cock ist, cockerel 2d, hen ist

pullet 3d and special on collection to Buttonwood
Poultry Farm. Red Pvle—Cockerel 2d, pullet ist

to D C. Paulding. White Georjjian-Hen 1st and

2d. cockerel ist to James Mackin.

RED Cats —Cock 2d and 3d, hen ist, 2d and 3d

to E. A. Bass.

Bantams (golden Sebrinlit).-Pulltt ist toL. R.

Porter Silver Sebright—Hen ist and 2d, cockerel

ist and 2d. pullet 1st and 2d and special on col-

lection to L. K. Porter. Black rose comb-Cock
1st and 2d, hen 1st and 3d and special on collec-

tion to W.-U. Swain; cock 3d. cockerel 1st and

2d, pullet ist and 2d to I,. K. Porter.

The Southwestern Michigan Poul-

try Association's First Effort.

From Our Special Correspondent.

Kalamazoo, Mich., Dec. 23.— The

first show of the Southwestern Michi-

gan Poultry Association was held here

from the 19th to 21st of December. So

far as the quality of the birds shown it

was a great success. In fact, we often

see poultry shows of twice the number of

entries that cannot boast of as many

high scoring specimens. Within easy

distance of Kalamazoo are a score or

more of the best breeders in the state,

and the truth of the above statement is

perhaps owing to this fact more than to

any other.

Mr. Sharp Butterfield did the judging,

and said if the scores seemed high it was

because of the superior quality of the

exhibits ; that in justice to the birds and

their owners he could not cut them down

a single half point.

The largest number of entries was

made by the Eureka Poultry Company,

of Port Huron, Mich. The n'ianager of

this establishment, Mr. Jackson, is bring-

ing out some fine stock. Each of the

seven varieties shown was a credit to his

skill as a breeder, but I was particularly

impressed by the fine appearance of his

light Brahmas, partridge Cochins and

white Wyandottes, C. L. Hogue followed

with thirty entries, representing five

breeds as follows: Barred Plymouth
Rocks, dark Brahmas, Houdans, single

comb white Leghorns and silver Wyan-
dottes. Some idea may be had of Mr.

Hogue's standing as a breeder when it

is known that eleven of the above scored

from ninety-four to ninety-six ; that he

showed the first prize barred Plymouth
Rock cock three years old. which had
ninety-four points to his credit, and two

hens of the same age, ninety-four and a

half each, while in Houdans and dark

Brahmas he took the cream of the prizes.

Among the Wyandotte exhibitors C.

W. Jones, of Richland, Mich., was the

winner of most of the prizes, although J.

H. Haynes, of Decatur, Mich., was a

strong second. Mr. Haynes won first on

a superb silver Wyandotte cock and sec-

ond and third on cockerels. From a

breeder's standpoint and comparison

judging he should have had first on

cockerel.

Mr. Jones' Wyandottes, both white

and silver, were fine, as they always are.

Their immense size and good markings

will carry them to the front wherever

shown.
The golden Wyandottes of A. B. Pome-

roy were fair. Males showed up rather

better than the females, which is quite

apt to be the case with this variety. The

man who would achieve future honors

with this breed must take the Sebright

bantam's plumage, except the tail, as a

pattern and breed up to it. He will

find it no easy task and no short cut

by which to reach the desired end, but

he will have the satisfaction of knowing

that the honors will be in proportion to

the difficulties overcome.

The highest scoring collection in the

show was twenty-four rose comb brown

Leghorns belonging to A. J. Stone, the

secretary of the association. The scores

of the twenty four ranged from 92 >^ to

95K Two cockerels 95 each and a

breeding pen jUgH. The latter won first

over F. P. Grimes' black Minorcas by

one-fourth of a point only. Mr. Grimes'

birds were magnificent specimens of this

popular breed, and showed scores rang-

ing from 94 to 96>^. It was in this class

that the highest scoring bird of the show

was found. She was a pullet belonging

to C. H. Hazard, and had 97 points to

her credit. The first prize cockerel be-

longed to the same gentleman.

There were two exhibitors of Indian

games, H. K. Pomeroy, of Kalamazoo,

and William J. Boyd, of Cleveland, Ohio.

One or two, possibly three, of the pullets

entered by these gentlemen were excep-

tionally fine double laced birds, but the

them to notice in this connection, but

their names have escaped me. I recall,

however, that of C. J. Oldfield as having

carried off a goodly number of first prizes

in the Leghorn class. This gentleman

was fortunate in having the best buff"

Leghorn in the show. Judge Butterfield

said she was the best he had yet seen.

Barring white in wings and tail she was

about as fine as could be desired. But

taking them together we find ourselves

wondering why it is that the promoters

of this variety should be so impatient to

get returns on their investments, why
they should crowd them on the market

"before their time, scarce half made up."

We are apt to get our ideas of buff"

fowls so far as plumage is concerned from

the buff" Cochin. What would vse say of

an exhibition bird of that breed having

a white tail and white primaries, not to

mention red wing bows and willow legs ?

Compare such a marked bird with Mrs.

Lister-Kay's standard and we will see

that such a specimen is no better than a

mongrel. I have no doubt that in the

near future the buff Leghorn will be the

most popular of the whole Leghorn fam-

ily, and it is to be regretted that they

should be handicapped by bad manage-

ment at the opening of their career. Fol-

lowing is a list of the awards :

PLYMOUTH Rocks (barred).—Cock ist to Hogue.

2d to Hudson, 3d to Hursley; cockerel iBt to Hud-

son, 2d to Gandy, 3d to Hogue; hen 1st and 2d

'jullet 2d and 3d and pen ist to Hogue; hen 3d

and pullet ist to Vosburg; pen 2d to Eureka
Poultry Company. White-Cock ist. hen ist and
2d cock 2d, pullet 2d and 3d and pen ist to Eu-

reka Poultry Company; cock 2d, hen 3d and cock-

erel 3d to Pomeroy; cockerel ist and pullet ist to

Perk".

Wyandottes (silver laced).—Cock ist to

Haynes, 2d to Hogue, 3d to Summer; hen 1st and

2d, cockerel ist. pullet 1st, 2d and 3d and pen

ist to C. W. Jones; hen 3d to Crosby; cockerel 2d

and 3d and pen 2d to Haynes; pen 3d to Hogue.

White—Cockerel ist and 2d to DenBleyker; hen

ist to Jones, 2d to Eureka Poultry Company, 3a

to DenBleyker; cockerel ist to Haynes, 2d and 3d

to Eureka Poultry Company; pullet 1st and 2d to

Tones, 3d to Eureka Poultry Company; pen ist

to Jones. 2d to Haynes, 3d to Eureka Poultry

Company. Golden-Hen 2d to Pomeroy, 3d to

Crosby; cockerel ist and 2d, pullet 2d and 3d to

William Oliver; cockerel 2d, pullet island pen 2d

to Pomeroy.

BRAHMAS (light).—Cock ist and 2d. hen ist,

cockerel 1st and 2d, pullet 2d and 3d and pen ist

to Eureka Poultry Company; cock 3d, cockerel

»d and pen 2d to DenBleyker; hen 2d and 3d, pul-

let ist and pen 2d to Pomeroy. Dark—Cock ist,

hen 1st. cockerel 1st and pul.et 1st, 2d and 3d to
n 2d to Pomeroy

„^„ ,^^, ._erel 1st and pul.e

Hogue; cock 2d and hen 2d to Cushman

rest were neither double nor single laced

but splashv, the inevitable result of

breeding both types on an equal footing.

There were a number of breeders the

high character of whose exhibits entitles

cochins (partridge).—Cock ist, hen ist and
pullet ist to Eureka Poultry Company; cockerel

1st, pullet 2d and 3d to S. B. Hartraan; cockerel

2d to W. T. Friend.

Langshans (black).-Cockerel ist, pullet ist

and 2d to Eureka Poultry Company; cockerel 2d

to Cushman, White-Cockerel ist, pullet 1st to

Mrs. S. A. Fox.

Leghorns (single comb white).—Cock ist, hen

ist 2d and 3d. cockerel 2d and 3d and pen 2d to C.J.

Oldfield; cockerel ist. pullet ist. 2d and 3d and
pen ist to Eureka poultry Company. Single comb
brown-Cock 1st, hen 2d and 3d and pullet 2d to

Rawson; hen ist to Oldfield; cockerel ist to E. J.

Roberts. 2d to R. H. Boekeloo; pullet ist to

Hogue. 3d to E. G. Roberts. Rose comb white-

Cock 1st, hen ist, pullet 1st, 2d and d to h. B.

Averill Rose comb brown—Hen ist, 2d and 3d

to Oldfield; cockerel ist. 2d and 3d, pullet >st, 2d

and 3d and hen ist to O. J. Stone; pen 2d to Old-

field Buff—Cockerel ist. hen ist and 2d to Pora-

erov cockerel 2d, pullet 2d and 3d. pen ist to

Barnes; pullet 1st to Oldfield. Three highest

pens of^one variety, rose comb brown, ist. 2d and

3d to Stone.

MiNORCAS (black).-Cock 1st hen 2d and 3d

cockerel 2d and 3d, pulkt 2d and 3d and pen ist

and 2d to F. P. Grimes; cock 2d, hen isl and pen

3d to DenBleyker; ccckercl ist and pullet ist to

C. H. Hazard.

Polish (white crested black).—Cock ist, hen

ist cockerel 2d to A. L. Nichols; cockerel ist.

pullet ist and 2d to Jones; cockerel 3d to Hurs-

ley; pullet 3d to Hurl..ut.

Hamburgs (silver spangled). — Pullet 2d to

Hursley.

Houdans.-Cockerel ist, pull. t ist, 2d and 3d

to Hogue.

Black Spanish (white fac d).— Cockerel ist

and 2d and hen ist to H. Newell.

Bantams (silver spangled).—Cock ist, hen 1st

and 2d to Newell.

RED Caps.—Cock ist, hen ist and 2d to Pome-

roy.

Games (pit).—Cock ist and 2d, hen ist and 2d,

cockerel ist and pullet ist to Marker Bros. Cor-

nish Indian-Cockerel ist and pullet 2d to Boyd;

oullet 1st and 2d to Pomeroy. Black-breasted red

—Cockerel 1st, pullet ist to Hursley, 2d and 3d to

DenBleyker. Silver duckwing—Cockerel ist,

pullet 1st and 2d to BenBleyker.
Hi«hest scoring breeding pens in the show—

ist to Stone. 2d to Grimes, 3d to Eureka Poultry

Company.

—The yoke of an egg is composed

principally of carbon, but as carbon is

found in all kinds of food, it is not nec-

essary to supply it particularly except

when fattening fowls. Wheat contains

carbon plentifully and also nitrogen and

the phosphates, but the deficit or excess

of essential matter in any particular food

demands a variety, because the insufficent

proportion in a certain food may be over-

come by the excess iu another.

PIGEON FLYING.
ON THE WING.

Three new record birds, Conroy, Miss
Schmid and Vanuxem, from the lofts of

Jeremiah Clancy, at Providence, have
been added to the slock of the Royal
Blue Line lofts at Woodbury, N. J. The
three birds were flown for the prizes in

the summer series between the Provi-

dence and Fall River birds and for local

honors, and from Sycamore, Va., 534
miles, for the George W. Childs piize,

missing it in being kept out over night

by bad weather. Conroy made two trials

within the month, her journeyings by
wing through the season aggregating

over 1800 miles air line.

*
« «

The Royal Blue Line lofts contain only

birds with public record, and no stock is

added that has not returned from at least

500 miles.
>--«

A NEW LEAGUE.
"What Is Thougrht of the Scheme

of Another Orfiranization.

From the Item we glean the follow-
ing : "The Em^jire City Flying Club held
a special meeting December 23, and dis-

cus.sed the question of the establishment
of a new national league of homing clubs,
and decided to unite with Philadelphia,
Boston, Buffalo, Washington, Baltimore
and other centers in perfecting such an
organization. A motion was made and
carried that a committee of two should
be appointed to represent the club in all

matters pertaining to the movement. T.
Fred Goldman, the president, appointed
George H. Bowerman, the new secretary,
and J. H. Jackson upon this committee.
"The present idea of those in favor of

the movement is to hold a convention of
the delegates from each section in Janu-
ary next iu Newark, N. J., and at once go
into i}ernianeut organization. The gen-
eral plans, upon which the rules will be
drawn has already been very fully dis-

cussed, and it can now be taken for
granted that the new league will be gov-
erned by a board of directors composed
of delegates from every club in the
league, the representation being upon
the following basis : Clubs of five mem-
bers and not over ten, one delegate

;

clubs of ten members and not over fif-

teen, two delegates ; clubs of fifteen mem-
bers and not over twenty, three delegates

;

clubs of twenty-five members and over,
four delegates.

"The general exp>enses, such as sta-

tionery, secretary's salary, etc., will be
deducted from the amount paid by the
clubs yearly for annual dues pro rata,

and the balance will be left in the treas-
ury as a club credit, and to be used as
seen fit by the club management. The
league will probably be divided into a
number of sections, each composed of
one or more clubs. The secretaries of
the clubs of each section will meet iu the
early spring and arrange their race sched-
ule so that all can fly upon the same day,
over the same course and from the same
distance, thus establishing a keen com-
petition of clubs within the section.

"Although the race schedules of the
clubs of each individual section will
agree, the race schedules of the sections
themselves will disagree. In other words,
it is not proposed that New York, Phila-
delphia and other points fly in competi-
tion, but merely that the clubs of New
York shall compete with the New York
clubs only, and the same way in Phila-
delphia and the other centres. The only
exception to this rule will be the possi-

ble establishment of a grand national
concourse from 500 miles, in which all

the flying centres will be represented.
The rules governing the new organiza-

tion are compiled by Mr. T. Fred Gold-
man, who is acknowledged to be the most
experienced race secretary in the coun-
try. It was he who formulated the race
rules of the Federation, and as he is a
staunch supporter of the new movement,
it can be taken for granted that they can-
not be improved upon, more especially so
as they have been carefully considered by
some of the most prominent fanciers of
the day, and by slight alterations made
nearly perfect.

"There is one clause iu the proposed

-WITH-

A FEW HENS
Is the motto and teachinKS of the Bm* Poultry Paper published. Tt Cnnts Only !V) ctn ayfar- six
months 25 eta. Cash or stamps. Sample free. Address FARM-POULTKY, Box 2118, Hostoii, Ma.s.s.

ROOFING.

CS.
LIKE ,^

SHeridaNS
CONDITION POWDER

IF YOU CAN'T GET IT NEAR HOME, SEND TO US.
It la Absolutely Pure. Hiprhly Concentrated. Most Economlcnl, berause Ruph small doses. Strictly a Medicine.

Notal'uod. You can buy or ralJMj food aa cheapm we can. Prevents and CiiivhoII dist-ases of Pouftrv. Worth
mpretnan^rola when hens are Moultlnur. -One larjire can saved ine $40, send »ix more to prevent" roup this
winter," says acuHtomer. For sale by druiJiJriHts, nrrooj'rH, (reneral store and feed dealii-s. No other made like it.We will Bend post-mid by mail as follows —A new eleirantlv illustrated copy of the "FAKMKHS" POILTHY
RAISINO OUIDE" (price 25 cents. Contains a daily poultrv account worth the price), and two small packaires of
Powder for 80 cents; or, one largreS l-i pound can for $1.20 (regular price) and Guide free. Sample pack, i^ie ,
lire for il.00. Six large cans, express prepaid, $5.00. Send stamps or cash. In quantity costs less than one-teiitU
cent a day i>er ben. TestlmoUalsaent free. 1 U. JOHNSON A CO., iS Custom-House Street, Boaton. Maaa.

STAHDA?.D

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Hxtra
Heavy Kelt for
Poiiliry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feel with Coat-
xng. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58 ;

A. P. SWAN, 38 L»ey Street, N. Y.

rules of the new league that will prove
very acceptable to fanciers hereabouts,
and that is the one allowing a section to
make two race schedules in case all can-
not agree to fly upon one day. This rule
will enable those who desire to fly their
birds upon a Sunday to do so, and still

enjoy all the privileges of the league in

the matter of prizes, diplomas, etc.

Every club will manage itself as hereto-
fore. It will be subject only to one or
two general rules, bearing upon the fly-

ing and the club's representation. In re-

turn for this they will obtain a national
record for their birds, and all diplomas
will be signed by the national officers,

thus giving added importance to the rec-

ord, and rendering tlie sale of birds bred
from record stock an easy matter, even
at first-class prices. Of course, there are
numerous other advantages to be gained
by belonging to a national organization,
so much better and cheaper arrangements
being gained by a large body of men in

shipping rates, purchase of feed, seam-
less bands, baskets and other items.

"It is thought that the Empire City
Flying Club will fill the bill for New
York and vicinity. The members nearly
all fly their races on Sunday, and all

seem to be of the same way of thinking
on this subject. In Philadelphia a new
branch of the league is to be organized

under the name of the Philadelphia Fly-
ing Club, and a call for a meeting of
those in favor of the movement will be
issued immediately after the holidays.
The Belmont Homing Club members
have already decided to enter the Phila-
delphia Flying Club as a body, and no
doubt a number of other clubs will take
similar action, while a large number of
individual fanciers are sure to fall into
line with the new movement.
"The causes that have led up to the

establishment of a new national league
are numerous, and as they have from
time to time been announced in the
Item, it is needless to repeat them here.
Suffice it to say that the movement has
come to stay, and will cause a big stir in

pigeon flying circles, the business meth-
ods of the new league and the dispatch
and thoroughness with which everything
is conducted being sure to attract the far-

seeing fancier."

PROLIFIC

POULTRY FOOD
WILL MAKE

HENS LAY
IN WINTER.

S«td iTerywfcere. I. B. LORD, Prop.. inrWmgUm. Tt;

—EXCELSIOR^
POULTRY FARM.
Breedem and Shippera of INDIAN

<;A.>IK.H. inTPFLK(JIIORNS,aiid
(M) other varietiee of land and water Fowls
and Emks. Send Htamp for Catalocue. Ad-
drees F. S. STAIIL, Mgr., (juinry. III.

Mme. BAILEY'S HAIR GROWER
will produce a Thick, Soft and Ueaiitifiil
head of I.K)nKi Flowing Ilalr in 4 to 8 weeks.
A purely vegetable compound. Endorsed by
leading physicians. Thousands of testimonials.
Two or three packages will do it. Price 50 cents
per package, o- three for $1. Sent by mail, pre-
paid. Excelsior Supply Co., (sole agents)
Cooperstown, X. Y. 4759

PBINTIIIfi OUTFIT 15s
k'UMI'I.L. K. 4 k phaiKU rubKr t}p<. iipc hulJrr, bottWIa-
lelthU- luk, lok l't4l auj rwcr.ir*. Put up m arat boi vHb
linctioBj for u*r. hft4«fM-tiun KuATMiUMd Worth &4lr. Bnt
Uun Mukn. <'M<t Hrintrr ru hru ii>iii • la 1 nilaal*,
prinu 5i «> «r4i kn hour. Hrnl poMpaid I &c. 'J for 2&c,CM.flM.
R.H.I\«iKKSOLL* HRU OS) .•rlUaillM.N.V.riUk

for profit
should have l»iire (J round
liEKF SCRAP, which is

Meat and Houe, collected from daughter
houses, Dkiki) I'erkkctly Swekt and ground.
Poultry like it and devour it greedily. Vou want
samples and i>rices—we send tlleni FRKK. Ad-
dress BROOKLYN AZOTINK & FOOt) CO., ni
Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-8'7

THE

GE-RMA/S
OR

Belgian flar?

HESE HARES are natives of Germany, Belgium and some parts of France and Swit-
zerland. They are nearly three times as large as our common rabbits, quiet and
thrive best in close quarters. When full grown they weigh from 9 to 12 pounds and

. command a ready sale when game is in season. They are hardy, easilv raised, can
be fed on grass, hay or grain same as sheep. They are very prolific, commence to breed
when 6 or 7 months old, bring forth their young every 6 weeks and 5 to id at a time. Their
meat has a rich, gamy flavor. They are much more profitable to raise than any kind of
poultry, as they can be fed on whot generally goes to waste on a farm. We oflTer the true
German or Belgian Hare bred from imported slock as follows : Bucks, $2,so each ; Buck
and Doe, not akin, $5.00 ; every additional doe, $3 00. A small treatise on Breeding, Man-
agement, etc., free on application. Address

WILSON, Mechanic>Hvllle, Pa.
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poui/rRY.

IheappoItryfood.
We accumulate large quantities of damaRed

grain by the fre<iueut burning of grain ware-

Rouses, and by tbe salvage from wrecked car-

Koes and our disposition of the goods is largely

to poultry feeders. Very many po»|t'"y"'«" f^
regular feeders of our stcKk and they affect a

large saving in expense while getting good re-

sults To those who have not experienced this

advantage we will mail a pound sample FKt.t.
on receipt of IQc to pav postage and pckiiig.

Af\er trying our goods and approving them,

as vou surely will, send us the name of your

dea'er and we will endeavor to arrange with him

to carry a slock and supply you =""Y.*^"'7\'y „,^J

he should not want to carry a stock we would

then sell you direct in lots of three tons and up-

wards. Write us.

PAINE BROTHERS,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

A BRILLIANT SUCCESS

OF THE-

46-58

Thousands of copies have been sold and the general verdict is that

it is the FINEST PAPER EVER PUBLISHED of its class. 44 pages

Beautifully Illustrated
Handsomely Printed

HOUDANS
C, F. TRETBiR,

A limited number of Houdan
Cockerels and Pullets for sale.

Eggs in season I3 for 13.

IRVINGTON, Westches-
ter Co . N. Y. 46-49

CONTRIBUTORS-KENNEL

u

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only $125 per vear.

Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N .Y.

Vero Shaw,
lIuKh Dalzlel,
Broekenliurst,

I. K. Felch,
.James Fors>'th,
K. B. Thompson,
Theodore Steruberg,
•J. V. BockluB,
F. H. Graves,

\V. AVade,
T. H. Garleck,
Freeman Lloyd,

V. M. Haldeman.

IliRhland,
Kvorett Mlllals,
Alexander Glass, M. D.,

POULTRY AND PIGEONS

INCUBATORS.

THE

PINELAND
INCOBflTORS AND BROODERS

ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERE AWARDED

2-FIR5T PREM10M5..2
AT THE

Great Hei M Slow of 1891

Hundreds of the most successful poultrymen

use them exclusively. Send five cents for mam-
moth catalogue. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

142-181 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

H. B. Tallman,
J. Henry L.ee,

George T. AVhltfleld,
M. K. Boyer,
"NVIlUam L. Lentz,
G. O. Brown,
II. S. Babcock,
Henry Ertlmann,

J. II, Dreveustedt.
ARTISTS

E. W. Hall,
F. I^. Sewell,

New York^Photo-K'nitravingr Company

G. AV. Pettlt,
C 8. Valentine,
F. T. UnderhlU,
F. B. Zlmmer,
O. K. Sharp,
A. W. Hall,

F. N. Graves,
Henry Erdmann,

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange. Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OF
ARGONAUTS. INDIAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
' PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERHKS.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls an^ eggs for

sale in season. Ord«rs for puppies booked to be

delivered in rotation. ''

WHAT SOME OF OUR READERS SAY

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM.

EffilmRMNCUBATOR
I^went.prlced FirsUclaaa HHWher m«d«'.

Simple, Perfect, flBH^M Self^Kegulating.
PATlNltO

FOR PIGEONS AND
all breeds of fowls.

Four sizes ; Oexible

rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices

of Indian Games, Minor-
cas, lavas and B. P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20

vears' experience counts

in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

J. Y. BICKNELL,

314 Vermont Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

MANN'S BONE GUTTER
FOR

POULTRY FOOD
Warranted to cut KTcen
boms, nitat. gristle, and all

without cloK or difficulty, or

MoNiiV Refunded.

It has been proved

GREEN CUT BONE

Worth a Year's Subscription.

From the Canadian Poultry Journal.

We have received a copy of the Christmns

.,..^»Jr ofTHE Fanciers' Journal and it is a

daTd^ uTs finely illustrated with cuts of dogs

Dotlltry and pigeons. The number is a complete

Ck i^ Usel?, fnd renects the greatest credu on

those in charge of its.vanous department^ fHE

Panciers" loCRNALisone of the bnghtesiaiiQ

wlouraals published in the interest of dogs.

Sry™u pigeons, and its Christmas number

Konh full? Its yearly -"^'^^"Pf^ia dumber
one should miss getting a copy of this number.

A Dandy.
The Christmas number of The Fanciers'

JOLRNAL is a dandy. w^
Garnerville, S. C, December 7.

A Valuable Issue.

From the Journali-t, New York.

The Christmas number of The Fanciers

JoIrnal of Pniladelphia, *« «"
""".^^I^J'/J^i

t.ortive and valuable issue of that successiui

weeklv which has become indispensable to aU

Tolerl^of"dogs, poultry .,,pigeo.,sa„d -mlar obj

lects of the fanciers'" ad ratio 1. it is vveii

liHed with handsome engravings, int- resting and

rnsuuct.v- special articles ancf matters ul inter

est to all bre^e;s of fancy dogs and fowls.

A IJeauty.

The Christmas number of The Fanciers'

JOURNAL is a beauty. ^^- *>• 1 •
^t^.

CoKKbBLRY, S. C. December 8.

Full of Good Ueadlng.

From Turf, Field and Farm.

The delay in receiving the November 28 issue

of THE FA^NCIERS' JOLRNAL '^^^''P'^l"^^^,,^^;^;^

receipt of that number a week >ate but very

elaborate. It is the Christmas number aiidis

futl of good reading, written by the canine spe-

cialists and poultry fancurs.

more at-

beautiful
possessed, and I am become all the

tached to the two grandest and most
breeds of our standard collection.

And, of course, the pigeon fancier will have
every reason to welcome this g:reat X-mas num-
ber. All in all, this splendid issue is bound to

attach The Fanciers' Journal to every reader,

and stamp it firmly as the foremost journal m
this country for the dog, poultry and pigeon fan-

cier. Unqualified success be to its future efforts.

W. F. Roth, M. D.

Florin, Pa., Decembers.

The Crowning Feature.
Allow me to congratulate you on the Christ-

mas number of The Fanciers' Journal. It is

the crowning feature of poultry and doggy litera-

ture of the season. Arthur E. Felch.

Natick, Mass., December 5.

Knocks Them All.

Christmas number of Fanciers' journal is

,Mi au'scv ut'--

Hole
toctarrrj

or etc, •^s'^*''

_ Thoasuida in siic-
LeeMMtuI operation.

,

lOnMuntaed to b&tcn
1 A larxer p«rceatsge '

I of fertile eggs «f I'**

I nttl than any other incubator.

1 Send 60. for Ulos. U&talosua. _

|6EO.H.STAHL,0uillcy;iiL

ImproyeTClia^^

is the most economical eear*

Yr()<hitiiinfi"'d in the worta.

twill double the nurn-
ber of egBSi a"d make
them 25 per cent, more ler-

tile. Send stamp for cata-

logue. Name this paper.

F. W. MANN,
Pat June 15, '86. Aug-ZO/tO. OTilford, Ma...

A Daisy.

Congratulations. The Christmas number is a

J
daisy.
Crawford, N

C. S. Valentine.

,

December 10.

SOLD OUT
SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,

to make room for my

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

Stock and F:ggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM ELDRED.
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Dirfct shipping facilitit s for thf Soulh South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail

road journey. '9-7o

Ileplete with <iood Articles.

From Forest and Stream.

Our oroeressive contemporary. The Fan-

ciers' j'^CRNAL.has issued a Christmas number

?hal is replete with good articles on dog and

tifultrv subiecfs by well known writers, which

Tin atoi pleasant hours reading to any one.

THE PO'-L^'^ TYPEJKRITER

CtK^^VK.
Ht'*<>roRKOtni

1WS"^XTC*W\tW\i^^ TVS. *.

A Splendid Issue.

Kindlv allow me to offer my heartiest congrat-

uSns^o alT interested in the getting up of

vourX-nias number of The Fanciers' Journal

received this" norning. It merits tne unqualified

anorobation and thanks of everyone whose good

fortune it will be to read itscontents, for such an

array of d^gpouHry and pigeon lore one seldom

gltl^a chance to obtain, at any rate not m the

'^"I'^nowChmg about dogs, but I know enough

to pass iudgnient that the dog literature o this

nnmberisof the prize-winningsort. and will un-

do^bUdly tickle every dog lover in his tenderest

*^he ooultry matter, well, I would do itijtistice

to oass^n opinion on any. for all is of first pre-

miF.mo?der.^ Naturally. loving as I do most the

Brahma and Wyandotte, the articles on these

hreeils call for my first attention, and they are

worTh a dozen over alone the price of thi.s issue.

Tobtaifi^l ideas on these breeds I never before

at hand. Elegant, superb. It 'nox ^em" all.

W. H. Hamii-ton,
Flditor New England Fancier.

Danielsonville, Conn., December 9.

A Wonderful Production.

From the Kennel, Farm & Poultry Yard, Dublin.

The Christmas number of our esteemed trans-

atlanticcontemporary.TiiE Fancikrs' Journal.
is to hand. It is, as we have been led to expect

by the announcements of the publishers regard-

ing it for s me time past, a wonderful product on,

Both on doggy and poultrv matters it contains

an extensive and va led selection of articl s, all

written by special sts on the several subjects

dealt with. The number is profusely illustrated,

the title page being very appropriately occupied

by an admirably executed sketch of "the largest

dog in the world," the St. lernard Lord Bute.

Magnlflcent.
Christmas number of Fanciers' Journal is

simply magnificent.^ Franklane L. Sbwell.

Evanston, 111., December 15.

Filled with Able Articles.

From the Breeder and Sportsman.

The Fanciers' Journal is early in the field

with its Christinas number. It is a beauty, and

is filled with able articles on all classes of sub

iects pertaining to the kennel, coop and loft. The
Menthol! Kennels' St. Bernard Lord Bute the

bull terrier Streatham Monarch, each of which,

as our readers are all aware, are leaders in their

respective classes are subjects of illustrations.

.Surpasses Everything.

From the New England Fancier.

The Christmas Fanciers' Journal surpasses

anything ever before attempted in the line of

poultry journal enterprise. It is simply im-

mense.

A Capital Edition.

Your Christmas number Is a capital edition,

beautifully gotten up.
^^^^^^ t. Whitfield.

Coleridge, Gloucester, England.

Worth a Year's Subscription.

Your Christmas number arrived to-day, and I

wish to compliment you on your admirable et-

forl The Christmas number alone is worth the

sub^ription for the year. Long niay ypu con-

tinue to^is.sue many Christmas numbers m years

to come. ^
C. E. Bunn.

Peoria, 111., December 7.

Perfectly Automatic.

Always Reliable. Guar-
anteed the Simplest and

Best and to h;itch the

Laroest percentage poa.

siblc. Stiul 2 ct. stamp

for handsome catiilog.

FAMOUS MFG. co-
Chicago.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain omfree Twen-

tv-three first premiums in one

vear. Large book for stamp. A.

F WILLIAMS. Bristol, Conn.

th^.vict or
lating. _
A for Frw

CHA8X,
MOY, lu*

Over 100 Awards

Received in 1891.

ind an Oame?^ Dorkings. Wyandottes Creves.

La Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

Good Breeders, $25 per trio.

Kxtra Good, I35. ^ , . r •

Exhibition, $20 to $50 each at Liver-

pool.

Freifflit paid to New York for

$10 extra on 3 to » birds. Eggs
in season, $5 per )ozen. 0>er
800bir(is exported last year.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal. „- - Per IgO lb Bag, 93.00

3.76

For sile on all leading news stands of the large cities of the United

States Pdce 10 ce''ts lach, or sent prepaid on receipt of the above

sum by addressing

DOLLAR. Exuctly like cut; tegular Remington t>l>e.a'>«

r'et.ne q««lUy Jf work. lake, a ''"'•» ^P"^;*';;^^;"^^^';

rLiU .H.-.r«pjlnu'lnk. S'*" «»«? '"'»'*»i;';'';;h^U;n- ^.^
iTfJ^tlon iruBrantPpd; Cln n arn free. AOK>T» WA>T».U. nen*

I- «...rp.. f,"r •> «b: bT mail. l.V. extra f..r pootau'e.

I FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,
ox 916, Philadelphia, ^b.

Cirannlated Bone,
Cirotmd Ueet
Scraps, - - -

Calclte, - - - -

Crtislieil Flint. -

CriiHhe«l O.VHter

^endlor'our New Price Lisr and Samples. All

^ders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

P""'
C. H. DEMPWOLF A CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, P».

100
300
30<»

900

3.00
8.00
«.oo

3.00

Morphine Habit C«ff,<» *" *,"

to20<l!tyii. No pay till cored.
lDR.J.STEPHEN»^tebanon,Ohio,OPIUMSHyS^"-^^'"^"^

PIGEONS*

F. MrGLLBERT,
EVANSVILLB, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OF—
WHITE FANTAIL

PIGEONS
In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.
Send for circular,

which gives descrip-
tion of .stock. No at-
tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

©-.^

BREEDING

YOUNGSTERS

FROM

I

THREE OK THE

BEST LOFTS

ON THE

CONTINENT.

Having purchased from H. Wagner nineteen
pairs of his champion record birds, and having
eleven pairs of record birds of my own breeding,
I have a showing of THIRTY PAIRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THREE LOKl'S WITH PROVEN REC
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 MILES. Send for cir-
cular and price list. 9^150

29

Bdward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sous,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price li.st.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

SHOWS.

THE SOUTH CAROLINA

Poultry anfi PetM AssociatioD

(Incorporated)

This, the banner poultry association of the
South, with a capital stock of $3000. will hold its

SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION
—AT—

COLUMBIA, S. C,
JANUARY 12, 13, 14, 15 and 17, 1892.

The prompt payment of all premiums is guar-
anteed by our list of solvent stockholders. We
desire to direct particular attention to

Our Great List of Special Premi'^ras.

For Premium List and full information as to
rates on railroads, board at hotels, etc., apply to

Dr. S. T. LEA, W. A. SCHROCK,
Pres't, Cokesbury, S. C. Stc, Camden, S. C.

W"t^RK
POULTRY AND PIGEON

SHONA/,
1892. FEB. 3 TO 9 1892.
For Premium List and other information

write to

T. FARRER RACKHAM,
44-tf Sec. and Sup't, East Orange, N. J.

POUIiTRY.

^W^YANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb., 1891.
Prices low for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too Good !
"

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.
38-54 Brainard SUtion, N. Y.

POUI.TRY FARMS. rOUIiTRY FARMS.

^Sandaepe parm
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Bufl Pekiu Bantams, Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize
winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

io-6i F. W. GAY LOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island. N. Y.

WOODSIDE POOliTt^V YAt^DS
LA FLECHE, the grandest of French breeds; INDIAN GAMES, the

Great Table Fowl
; WHITE LEGHORNS, the Queen of Layers ; BUFF

PEKIN and ROSECOMB BLACK BANTAMS.
EGGS AND CHICKS FOR SALE.

Address all correspondence to

W. J. ANORUS, Proprietor,
'38tf HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N.J.

T^OFiHAM Poultry Yards
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Buff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes, S. C. W. Leg-
horns, B. Minorcas, S. S. Hamburgs and Buff Pekin Bantams.

Stogi^ poi^ Sale at fiLL ©imes.
Address all orders and correspondence to

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER.
Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.34-85

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM
S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C. White
Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York, 12 firsts. 7
Grand Gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties. "Like has begotten
like," "Like will beget like. Send for illustrated circular giving full prize rec-
ord of America's leading strains of above varieties. Can furnish eggs from C.
H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

.
101-151 J. FORSYTH, owEGo. tioga county, n. y.

SPRAH'S
PATENT

TVTEAT FIBRINE DOG C/uiLS (with Beetroot).

PIGEONS \ PIGEONS>

f? FjAF^E Change to Buy Some op the Best
JACOBINS. FANTAII.S and OWLS in white and hlue African ; white, hlue and silver Knglish
and blue and silver Chinese in America. About forty pairs of owls to sell, and I warrant no better
stock in existence. 1 need room, therefore take ailvantige of this offer. Write f )r prices and jusl
what you want. Satisfaction or money refunded. GfcO. EWALD. Box 501, Cincinnati, O.
47-9S

KNAPP BROTHERS'
White Leghorns and White Wyandottes

Still Stand at the fl^ad, Cliarnpions of the World.

And Have Won a Record at America's T..ea<llnj? Shows that has
No Kqual.

We have put our birds in strongest competition twenty-five times during the
past eight years and have never lost that best prize offered— first on breeding pen
of White Leghorns.

At New York State Fair, September loth to 17th, with i2.*$00 birds in competi-
tion, we were awarded on White Leghorns, 1st, 2d and rid on Breeding Pen ; 1st
lid and 3d on Cock, 2d and 3d on Hen, 1st and 2d on Cockerel, 2<l on Pullet.

On White Wyandottes, 1st and 2d on Breeding Pen, 1st on Cock, 1st and 2d
on Hen, 1st on Cockerel, 1st and 2d on Pullet.

We now offer to our customers the choicest of breed Inpf stock and the
finest exhibition birds ever put upon the market, at very low prices for the
quality.

Send stamp for 12-page catalogue and price list, giving highest prize record
ever won by any breeder oi any variety. Address

KNKPR BROTHERS.
FABIUS, NEW YORK.

Please Mention FANCIERS' JOURNAL. It

MISCELLANEOUS

.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY
MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES.
AND AM. OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold F'ish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and
Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOIt HATCHING.
Send for Catalogue.

H. ^^r. vahlk,
319 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. RKDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.
Young stock cheap in Tall. 32-44

J. H. Thompson, Jr.
Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BRKKDKR OF
BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
At the Great Crystal Palace Show ol America

New York, February, 1891. my birds were award-
ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens; first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-
ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;
first on breeding yard, $35 iti gold for best dis-
play of Barre<l Plymouth k(X"ks. At same show,
February, i8yo, was awarded

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE. $100 IN GOLD.

lor best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, I4
P«r 13. l7 per 26, $q per 39. Stock for sale. 39-91

AMERICAN BUFF COCHIN CLUB.
Organized at Hoflu'stor, N. Y.,

FEBRUARY 7. 1888.
Prksiuent.

Newton Adams Utica, N. V.
Vice-Presidents.

W. H. Child Glenside, Pa.
Robert Colgate Qiiogue. L. I.

M. M. Connor Ada, O.
Charles Feldman Hagerstown, Md.
C. .M. Griffing Shelter Island, N. Y.
HI). Kendall Lowell, Mass
J. D. Nevius Philadelphia. Pa.
(ieorge Purdue F^ast Orange, N.J.
Fred E. Scheel Belleville, 111.

W. J. Stanton Jersey City, N. J.

J. H. Tallman Tallmans, N. Y.
Thomas Young, Jr New York City

Executive Committee.

J. H. L. Todd Roselle, N. J.
W. C. Byard Cincinnati, O.
F. W. Gaylor Quogue, L. I.

F. C. Hare Whitby. Can.
E. A. Harris Amhurst, Mass.
George Udall, Jr Morristown, N. J.
A. B. Warner Harlan, Iowa.

U. 1*. KEYNAUI),
43-50 Secretary and Treasurer.

DOT Broadway, New York City.

GaniA Bantams. Irish Terrier*.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md
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SHOWS. SHOWS.

MASeOUTAH KE/N/SELeLUB.
F^ourtti Annual Dog Show,

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY,

FEBRUARY 9, 10, n, 12, 1892,

BatteryBand 2d Kegiment Armory,.
CHICAGO, ILLmOIS.

ENTlllKS CLOSE JANUARY 23, 1892.

For Premium Lists, etc., address

DOGS.
Advertisements without display ""'»;^'',*'7,?^^

thir heading for 20 cents per line f'>rJ'''^\^.*'^^;^Z^',

JS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

POULTRY.

Bull Terriers.

A CHOICE UTTER BULI. TERRIER PUPS
price reasonable. Thomas G. Oate, 57

Clifton Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. AM?

Canker Cure.

Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for jo cents per line Jorfirst insertion

15 cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Games.

47-49

MASCOUTAH KENNEL CLUB,

717 Chamber of Commerce BuiMing, Chicago, 111.

TALLMANS CANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fifty cents. William Tallraan, 109 West

Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

Collies.

POUIiTRY. POULTRY.

RUBLIC SALE.
0» W«l„e»i.y. January ,3. .8,., « « A. M., a. J.»e.burg, N^ J., th. uoder.igned »m offer

for sale the entire stock of the

HILL POULTRV F=KR7V^

FOR SAI,E.-SOME VERY FINE COLLIE
Duppi4s. by Champion The Squire out of a

gffidaughter of Metchley Wonder Ad-

dress Maplehurst Kennels, Ambler, Pa.
44'47

"~
Foxhounds. ^^^^^^_

nu^ALE^-FAST^UNNING FOXHOUNDS
^and^ups. Addrsss Rex Kennels. Millers-

burg, O. ^^^

GAME FANCIERS.-I AM OFFERING FOR
sale nearly all of my prize-winning game
fowls, old and young, including winners

at New York, and have added about 20

prizes to my already large number by win-

niuK at the late Industrial Exhibition. See

thelist. These fowls are for sale cheap.

Black red, brown red and pile games and

black red, duckwing and pUe game ban-

tams. Describe what you want. E. v.

Doty, j7 Wellington^ Place.Torooto, Can.tL

For Sale.

ORl'Y EXHIBITION RED CAP COCKER-
ELS. Address Clark Price, Rochester,

Mich. "
,-vOR SALE-A 600-EGG MONARCH INCU-

H BATOR in good condition. Pnce I50. John
' . j«i^ M T 35-tt

Fox Terriers.

C. Haynes, Annandale, N. J.

Silver Wyandottes.

T. WILTON HILL, deceased.
T. II. POWNALL, Administrator.

It

FR SALE -S^ERAL WKLL-BRED BROOD
^bftches frim well-known stock wn^^^^^^^^^

Tallman, 109 West Thirty-fourth Street,

New York City. '^'"

Great Danes.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE. BY PASHA OUT
ofshow bitches. Address for particulars
O! ^"P j^^"^^5 fi^ yj^^iU Vrnnt Street.

:lphui, Pa.
A. M. ^
Phlladel

irard, 629 North Front Street,
* 4394

SILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
^otmes. Finely marked birds bred by

Irving Crocker^ Seneca Falls, N. Y. 4t-tt

~
"

Wyandottes.

FOR SALE. - SILVER LACED WYAN-
DOTTES exclusively. Cockerels, pairs,

trios or breeding pens. Circulars free.

Scott Maxwell, Vancluse, S. C. 4550

Various

Irisli Setters.

BAHKEt) PLgmOHTH -ROCKS

YORK ...d

'"'"'^"siLVER-LACED WYANDOTTES
TRUE SHAPE AND BRILLIANT BLACK LACING.

At the Great National Show. CHARLESTON S^C J-^ry. ,891 :
PLYMOUTH ROCKS.^ist

and Gold Special on cock; ist and 3d. cockerel 'S^^sj
for Largest and Finest Display. WYAN-

KS^fe'4.ni'r.r,yv;;ivr„sis','au cS=«'.i5?u,n.-pn.- ^u, 3. .."a Gr..d gom

*'^AU?Sow'.°a br"S,5lS'rS-.t fair pric". S,„d for „.« prof„..ly mu..r....d circular. Ad-

dress g j^qIVI PSON , Amenla, Duchess County, N. Y.

FOR SALE -YOUNG IRISH SETTERS.
Two fine field dogs, both bench show win-

J«s aUo one brSod bitch of fine pedigree.

F. H. Perry, Des Moines, Iowa. 43-t'

Japanese Spaniels.

T^HELPS& HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT

f
ELI'S at rt/VK.rr!,»v. o *:».»«-« '**.„. .u
New York, light Brahmas.barred Plymouth

Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes

and single comb white Leghorns. Stock

and eggi for sale. Catalogue free. Address

Keeseville. New York. i""

PIGEONS.

FnR SALE -JAPANESE SPANIELS FROM
^^prize^sfiick^ Addre«i S. Tuck. Allen House.

Allentown , Pa.
*^"^'

PediflTee Blanks.

j;hejkeinmmel. -^

mmwsm
THE KENNEU

Fairhill Kennels,
2848 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia. Pa.,

. BREEDERS OF STRICTLY PURE

SX. BERNARDS.
Puppies for sale by KING REGENT and BEN

ORMONDE, out of prize winning bitches. 12-63

PEDIGREE BLANKS FOR FOUR GENER-
ATIONS at 10 cents per dozen, or 85 cents

Ser 100 Extended four-page blriuks 5

Sentseach or 50 cents per dozen, mailed

^st?i.d The Fanciers' Publishing Co..

33 S. 3d St.. Philadelphia, Pa

St. Bernards.

Advertisements without display inserted undet

this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.
.

Fantails.

ABOUT TWENTY ST. BERNARD PUPS
and brood bitches. Write for new list No
24. R.J- Sawyer, Menominee, Mich. 40-51

Various.

HOWARD BUTCHER. 146 N. FRONT ST.,

Philadelphia : all colors prize winning

stock, $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also

Owla and Turbits. ^53

For Sale.

FOR SALE-
A beautiful litter of pups, sired ^y the noted

Challenge Kildare (18,140), out of Rose Sarsfield

(18 qsI) No better blood in the world. Color dark

te/*i>rices^ogs, $25 ; bitches. $20. Price list

No. I now ready. 4 V

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SETTERS BEAGLES and

SCOTCH TERRIERS. Also thirty varieties oJ

Fancy Poultry and Pigeons. Over 4000 P"**"« 7«:

past four veafs. A grand »ot of stock for sale^

Price list free. My strain of bhawlneck Pied

Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
43-68 P. O. Box 676, ALBANY, N. Y.

I^i^ten, Sportsmen!
I am ready to receive Derby entries for train-

ing for 1892. First come, first served. Corre-

spondencrsolicited. Can work them on game

until April i . Address

PROF. SCHUYLER,
Lincolnton, N. C.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and

shrillest whistle ever invented. Something

entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

wnts. Fanciers' Publishing Company. Box

916, Philadelphia. Pa.

DR S C. MOVER. LANSDALE. PA.-
Brfeds L. Brahmas. W. and S. Wyandottes,

p Rocks and mottled Anconas. Choice

stock for sale. 47-48

FOR SALE-ENGLISH BLACK AND TANS
and Toy Terriers, Rochelle Rush, regis-

tered No 20 7«:at head of kennels. A
fine l.tle? of puSsby Rochelle Rush out of

Mab ready for sfirpme"t- Write for what you

want. AdcLss Rex Kennels, Box 187, Independ-

ence, la.
^

NPnWASKA FOR PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
?egSJ and Wyandotte Eggs. Stock in

fall. Write J. D. Brubaker, Sidney, Ne

bra ska.
'*

?T'iirVTI'S FLOCKFINDER KKNNEIvS
^
w^n biy on ^mmission or sell field dogs

guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory'')

Gainesville, Va. ^-tf

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads. Price Lists, Sched

^es! Labels, Tags, etc The Fanciers' Pub

lishing Co., Box 916, Philade phia. Pa.

OR SALE cheap; 250 HEAD OF PIGEONS,
fantails. pouters, tumblers, Jacobins trum-

peters, bSVbs, owls turbits nV"« «"'*
«^f/:Ws. Must be sold by April ist. WrUe

for price list. F. J.
Fitzwilliam, Jr.. Bloom-

iogtoo, HL ^—
Jacobins.

T> BAILY, ARDMORE. PA.. FINEST IM-

r. ported stock. 44-5»

TW TUGGLE, Columbus, G«. Importer

and breeder of Jacobins. 7-5»

Satlnettes.

r^ EORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, loio CLIN-

Q. ton Street. Philadelphia. Pa. ntf

Tumblers.

WILL SELL FEW PAIRS PARLOR TUM-
BLERS, prize winners. Thomas o. uaie,

57 Clifton PUce^grooklv. N. Y. 46-47

Various.

F"
iXlLvT ARDMORE, PA., WILL SELL
all his turbits. owls, raoorecaps and surplus

• black and yellow Jacobin hens. 4750

GEORGE N. HOFFMAN. NO. 1711 WEST
Lanvale Street, Baltimore. Md. has for

s^le first-class black fantails, also some

white fantail hens which I will sell verv

low to make room for next season s breed-

ing. Satisfaction guaranteed. It

FERRETS YS. RATS!
FIRST CLASS FERRETS always for sale by

Adolph isaacsen & Son.
J'^«'lt'o^k Citv Ou^

POP,'' 92 Fulton Street, New \ork City. Our

celebrated handbook. "ALL ABOUl Ffc-R/KJ^^

AND RATS"—second edition-revised and illus-

frated Mailed to any address on receipt of 25

cents.
^'*9

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this country,

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
40-g, LANCASTER, MASS.

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display inserted unde*

thlsf^diTfor'ocents per linefor first insertion

% cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven ivords to line.

MISCELLANEOUS^
Artists.

Artists and Engrravers.

-i-xRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
• . .

.^r.. heads.

I

THE CREAM OF

IRISH SETTER BREEDING.

on September 3 Champion R^^y.fJf''"'''of
whelped to Champion Mack N. There are 01

This litter three dogs and five bitches that for

beauty t^mbination of bench show form andS quamies cannot be excelled. Those wishing

the best may secure them now, and by getting

Soic^mayin the future own the champion of

charap^ns. Our present quarters being limited

^mp?ls us to dispose of them at once. Pnce $95-

E. B. BISHOP (Glenmore Kennels),

^^.50

"

Coffeyville, Kansas.

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to Uke dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

ELM STATION,

^f Montgomery Co., Pa.

'agents wanted.
Reliable agents wanted in all parts of the coun-

try. For particulars address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

BOX 916, PHILADELPHIA. PA.

trice lists, sched-

^ uTes, labels, tags, etc. Tfie Fanciers' PubW letter sheets, bill

lishing Co.. Box 916. Philade phia. Pa

Appliances.

vrtTRATORSSOLD. BOUGHT.EXCHANGED
''^orrep^iT^ Rankin's Monarch, Williams'

MoXr. Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-

mostatic always on view. Call and insp^
Correspondence invited. T. Farrer RacK-

1-52 ham. 26 HarrisonSt^^^East Orange. N. J.

Bantams.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographa

of dogs. The Fanciers' Publis^iing Co., 32

South Third St ., Philadelphia.
~

Advertisinfl;.^

:;:?^^~WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
T anywhere at any time write to George P.

J- Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York.

37-82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do we 1

to obtain a copy of 'Book for Advertisers,"

-,^ pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price ConUins a

cfrePul compilation from the American

Newspaper Directory of all the best papers

fnJc^^ journals r gives the arculation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates antf other matters

nertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau 10

Spruce Street, N. V. S'-S^

ENTWISLES BANTAMS.-I «"» ^r. W. F^

Enlwisle's only authorized agent for the

united SUtes and Canada, and will import

birds at as low a figure as pos.sible, quality

of stoci^nsiderecf. F. W. Gaylor. Quogue.

Long Island. N. Y. ^______J!__

Drinkins Fountain.

Indian Games.

"-^OR SALE -ELEVEN SIX MONTHS' OLD
^""li^rds^ fine strain. $20. James Grist. Ham-

monton, N. J.
*5-47F

HE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain

easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each $8 per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8vtl Brooder Company, Jamesburg. New Jeraey.

Various.

WKITE PIGEONS FOR SALE BY GEORGE
W. Kendig. East Baptist Avenue, York,

Pa. ^*'
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IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Champion The Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roalyn \Vilkea,
20883 FEE $35.

Cham. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $35.

Roslyn ConAvay,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs

Champion Treasure,
10596. FEE $15

Kash, Ti*M

17804. FEE $15

Irish Setters

King Klcho (21,377).

1^0rd Klcho (21,378).

(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Bessie Glencho.)

FEE OF EACH $20

IN THE STUD.

P STUD

THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

The Beagle Trials
OF 1891.

PEE $16

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
Glenside, Pa.

Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-
J>lication. Fine specimens of the above breeds
or sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.
Young stock always on hand. 13-^4

pFox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher las

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner 15

Brockenhurst Tyke 15

Puppies from these well-known dogf
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

yiLL5it)B Kennels,
5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

Menthon Kennels*

St. Bernards,
PHCENIXVILLE. PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.8.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equal.

FEE, *100.

The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.S.B.18,337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, $35.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

H T STUD. FEE »50.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rap, ZigZag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington. N. C. December, 1890. and
on the bench has won ist. Birmingham, Eng-
land : ist. New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn.
'89 ; ist, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
' 8upt. Westminster Kennel Club,

134-185 Babylon, L. I.

ORIOLE KENNKLS,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

FOX XERRIKRS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.
VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and
already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee $15.00

CH. BACCHANAL Fee I15.00

CH. VOLUNTEER Fee I15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PROPRIETOR.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5-56 Bay Ridgb, L. I.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 771 1 . . .

REGENT BRISK, 16,618
REGENT TIPPLER . .

Fee I25
•' 10

,
" 10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.
For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SRRAKE,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, ist

at Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAN,
laitf AUBURN PARK, ILI«.

ST STUD.

ENGLISH
SETTER

Sir FreflericL
t

21741

winner of forty-
lour first prizes in
England.

FEE $50

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

IN THE STUD,

CH. BEAUMONT.
(E. 16.166 and A.K.C.S.B. 8093). the champion

Gordon setter of Great Britain and America, the

most typical Gordon; well broken and good in

the field. Fee $35, to approved bitches only.

140-tf

WM. TALLMAN,

109 W. 34th Street, New York City.

ST STUD-THE ENGLISH SETTER

ANTONIO
THE GREAT FIELD TRIAL CHAMPION.

FEE $60
Address D. E. ROSE,

46-tf Laurenceburg, Tenn.

IN THE STUD.

ST STUD,

STREATHAM

MONARCH
The Best Bull Terrier Living.

ADDRESS

JOHN MOORflEflD, Jr.,

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN, 6258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-

dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co.. N. Y.

INSTANT RELIEF. CURE IN 15
rge. No

salve. No suppository. Remedy
mailed free. Address J. H. REEVES, Box 3290,

New York City. N. Y. 35-85

TlTTTIfl INSTANT RELIEF. CURE IN 15

HM.H.N days. Never returns. No purge. No
1 lUijU salve. No suppository. Remedy

140-tf

PITTSBURG, PA.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.

H T STUD,

COUNT NOBLE. GLADSTONE.
ENGLISH SETTER

COUNT LEO,
Mack D.—Lf.dy Alta. Evenly marked white,

black and tan, whelped November 14, 1889.

FEE $20
E. G. ELLIOTT,

40-91 483 Potters Ave., Providence, R. I.

AT STUD—WOODALE KENNEL&'
FOX TERRIERS Fke

DOBBIN ... ..... $20
By Ch. Venio—Brockenhurst Worry by

Raffle.

STARDEN'S JACK $15
By Ch. Result— Forest yueen.

WOODALE RUMPUS $10
By Raffle—Warren Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of prize win-
ning bitches always for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels. Troy. N. Y. 47-73

THE KENNEL.

sCOTCH^IOLLIES

FORt)HOOK KENNELS
'

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies. " Orders booked now for puppies as fol-

lows : LADY SCOT ex RUTLEDGE. SABLE
BEAUTY ex BARD. I.ADV HAIG ex gUALITY.
FORDHOOK lASHION ex BARD. PANSY ex
FORDHOOK QUIRE. DINAH ex Champion
THE SQUIRE. SMIUAX ex Champion CHRIS-
TOPHER. Address

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,

32-83 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia. Pa.

IN THE STUO.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

(JOLLIES
IRISH TERRIERS

Best in the world in stud and for sale

AT STUD
Christopher - - -

Wellesbourne Charlie

^50.00

50.00

To Collie Club Member, either dog, J35.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
CHESTNUT HILL,

29-80 Philadelphia, Penna.

IN THE STUD.

IN THE STUD-IRISH SETTER

liimeriek
FOR PARTICULARS ADDRKSS

WM. H. CHILD, P. O. Box 01, Philadelphia, Pa.

IN THE STUD.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, a kc.sb 4742

Sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee |io.

VENDETTA, A KC.s.B. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest-Ch. Kbor Nettle. Fee |io.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,

THE KENNEL.

4798 Box 501. Cincinnati. O.

THE KENNEL.

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl. B. Tallman,
140-tf OAK LAWN.'R. I

VORKSHIRE
TcPPicp Puppies.
A few now offered for the holiday sale. All by

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
and individually goo<l specimens.

P. H. COOMBS,
100-151 1 Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

^f*

PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

tf laB.T BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

WRI
For new list

St. Bernards.

41-49

No. 28. Some special bargains in

R. J. SAWYER,
Menominee. Mich.

H. HULMAN, Jr., Terre Haute, Ind.

G. G. PABST. P. H. O'BANNON,

Milwaukee, Wis. Sperryville, Va.

THE
Blue Rito Kennels' FnlDryStaie,

$1,500.00.
Open only to the produce of

CHAMPION GATH'S MARK.

GATH'S HOPE, OR

DAN GUD8T0NE,
Whelped in 189a.

The Stake to be a Derby, to be run directly

after the Eastern or Central Trials. December,
1893, or after the Southern Trials, January or
February of 1S94, the location and date of run-
ning of the Stake to be later on decided by the
Gentlemen who have consented to judge, viz.:

CAPT. PATRICK HENRY. ClarksvUle. Tenn.

MAJ. J. M. TAYLOR, New York, N. Y.

P. H. BRYSON, Memphis, Tenn.

The Blue Ridge Kennel will make no entry in

this stake—the purse being entirely to tne ad-
vantage of its patrons. The Spotting system
has been adopted and the time limit of heats
abolished. Retrieving not to be required. The
judges selected are of the l)est in America, being
entirely qualified to use their best judgment in

selecting the winners.

$500 TO WINNER OF FIRST

$400 TO WINNER Of SECOND

$200 TO WINNER OF THIRD

$100 TO WINNER OF FOURTH
Silver Cup, value $100. or Cash to the Breeder

of Winner of First. Silver Cup. value $100, or
ca.sh to the Breeder of Winner of Second. Silver

Cup. value $100. or cash to the Breeder of Winner
of Third. Entries close January i. 1893. For-

feit lio.oo. $15.00 to start.

BERKSHIRE PIGS.
For pedigreed stock (all ages, both sexes). St.

Bernard Dogs, Light Brahmas, Caponizing Tools,

Strawberry Plants, address GEO. Q. DOW,
47-2wm North Eppiug, N. H.
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SEE ALL YOUR

DOG CAKES
ARE

THUS STAMPED.

SEE ALL YOUR

DOG CAKES
ARE

THUS STAMPED.

PROMPT TREATMENT IS A SINE QUA NON
IN

DOG DISEASES
Rsmphlot on Canine Diseases Rost Free.

Cure for Man^e in Dogs.—This is a non-poisonous fluid, which rarely fails

to speedily cure mauKe in every form. Directions for the management aud treat-

ment of does suffering under every form of mange are wrapped round the bottle

In bottles, 50 cents ; and in gallon and half-gallon jars for large kennels, $3 50 and

$2. It also destroys lice, ticks and fleas on dogs and other annuals, and cures

mange in horses, cattle aud pigs, and scab in sheep.

Liniment for Sprains, etc.—Price, 50 cents per bottle.

Cure for Canker of the Ear.—Price, 50 cents per bottle. A safe and certain

cure for this disease.

Stimulant for the Growth of Hair.—Price, 50 cents per bottle.

Cure for Worma in Dogs.—A safe and certain expellent of these trouble-

some parasites, which are the source of so many forms of cannie disease. Price, 50

cents per box.

Purging Pills for Dogs.-The safest aperient and liver pill. Composed en-

tirely of vegetaV)le products. Price, 50 cents per box.

BISCUIT BREAKING

MACHINE.

prices:

TO FIT TO WALL - S10

TO FIT TO FLOOR -S12

Alterative Cooling Powders.—Price, 50 cents per box. Specially valuable

for "heat of the blood," as in surfeit, blotch, mange, ear canker, etc.

Cure for Rheumatism, Lumbago and Chest Founder or Kennel
Lameness.—Price, 50 cents per box.

CURE FOR CHRONIC SKIN DISEASES IN DOGS.—Cures all forms

of Eczema, thickening of the integument with cracks and discharges, swelling of

the skin with pimples, inflammation of the skin with pustules, dryness of the skm
with harsh and rusty coat, swelling of the joints, glands of the neck, boils on

back, eruptions between the toes, loss of coat, aud other skin affections. Per box,

50 cents.

Cure for Jaundice or Yellows.—Price, 50 cents per box.

Tonic Condition Pills.—Price, 50 cents per box. For debility arising from

disease, and of great value in training all dogs for work requiring endurance and

preparing them for exhibition.

Cough Pills.—Price, 50 cents per box. For common colds, asthma, husks, sore

throat, etc.

Cure for Distemper in Dogs.—The r.ew antiseptic remedy. An effective

cure for this scourge of the kennel. Each packet contains very minute directions

for the treatment of dogs suffering under distemper. In boxes, price $1.

Eczema Lotion.—Price, $1 per bottle.

DIARRHCEA AND DYSENTERY CURE.—Many causes produce violent

purging in dogs, such as indigestion, swallowing irritant su>)stances, intestinal

worms, etc., and it is often present in distemper. It is in all cases necessary to

check it, which giving this mixture will do. Price, $1 j^er bottle.

Tasteless Aperient Biscuit.—Price per tin, 75 cents.

Locurium (Patent).—A new vegetable oil for the cure of sores, cuts, wounds,

etc., for human and animal use. Price. 25 cents and 50 cents per bottle.

Constitution Powders—For conditioning horses. Price, per tin. $1.

DOG SOAP. —Is entirely free Jrom poison, and most effective in the destruc-

tion of lice, fleas, and ticks, and in keeping the skin free from scurf. 25 cents per

tablet, post paid.

DISINFECTANT.—For stables, kennels, cow houses, and poultry houses.

Price, 20 cents, post paid.

THE KENNEL MEDICINE CHEST.—Contains various medicines, also sur-

gical instruments and appliances, in a compact and handy form. Price, |i2.

"The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring."—Contains full and practical

advice on the treatment of dogs in health and disease. Price, per copy, 25 cents.

"The Common Sense of Poultry Keeping."—Per copy, 10 cents.

"The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing."—Per copy, 10 cents.

SHlPPlflCI DEPARTJVLEflT.

DOGS AND ALL HUE STOCK SHIPPED TO AND FROM ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.

F=Ul-I- RMRTICUL-MRS ON APPLICATION TO

SPRATTS PATENT (AMERICA), LIMITED,

239, 241, 243 and 24S East 56th Street, Ne\A/ York City

voi^. 8. NO. ;». )

WHOL.K NO., 148. /
PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, JANUARY 16, 1892.

fPKR ANNTTM, flS.OO
1 SINGLE COPY, 5e.

BALDHEAD TUMBLER ^^^om Poultry, England).
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES IN ADVANCE):

$2.00 PER ANNUM.
CLUBS OF FIVE OR MORE, $1.50 EACH PER YEAR.

Foreigrn Subscriptiono, lOs.

Subscriptions and Advertise-

ments received at the Ne-w York
office, Room 63, Times Building.

Irish setters, mostly young stock. Mr.

Fowler's kennels are situated on his

stock farm of two hundred acres. The

kennel building is about fifty feet long.

Through the building runs a hallway, on

either side of which are the kennels, in

eaih of which are kept two dogs. From

each kennel is an outdoor run, besides

tliere is a large exercise ground through

which a stream of water flows. Mr.

Fowler is not only well fixed as- to ken-

nel room and exercising grounds, for

near by he has a game preserve of uearly

twelve hundred acres, wherein his dogs

can be constantly worked on game in

season.
*

* •

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all communications to

The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia. Pa.

p. O. Box, 916.

Enfered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

In addition to his fancy for dogs Mr.

Fowler is a breeder of trotting horses,

and has in his stables about sixty bead

of trotting stock, which he is preparing

to send to Kentucky for his regular an-

nual sale.
*

The Fancibrs* Journal will be supplied by
newsdealers throughout the United States and
Canada.

NEW YORK CITY.

BRENTANO'S Union Square

WM. TAM.MAN 109 W. 34th St.

J. C. LONG. JR 21 Park Row
W. J. STANTON 56 L)ey St.

p. O. NEWS CO . . . 103 Adams St., Chicago, 111

K. S. SCHMID . .317 I2th St., Washington, U.C.
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We are unable to account for it, but a

couple of our items were lost last week.

One was an announcement of the sale of

the Irish setters Duke F;icho and Edna

H.by Dr. Jaivis to Mr. Fowler. Both

dog and bitch were bred by Dr. Jarvis,

and they were run in the recent Irish

Setter Trials, FMna H. winning third and

the dog was favorably mentioned. Edua

n. vai shown twice, winning first each

time, at Chicago and Clevelan 1 in very

hot classes. Duke Filcho was shown once

at New York in the puppy class, where

he took first. Btn Lewis, who has Mr.

Fowler's show dogs in charge, says Duke

is as like his sire. Champion F^lcho, Jr.,

as two peas in a pod. The addition of

these two cracks to Mr. Fowler's already

strong kennel will give him a team that

can hardlv be beaten on thebench.

and at a show to be designated by the

English Setter Club of America each

year. It is open to competition to mem-

bers of the English Setter Club of Amer-

ica only, and must be won three times,

not necessarily in succession, to become

the property of any one member. A
member must have owned a dog with

which he competes for it six months prior

to the closing of the entries of the show

at which it is competed for. The person

winning it will be required to file with

the English Setter Club of America a

bond signed by himself and two respon-

sible guarantors, for producing the cup

or its value in money when required to

do so. The Pug Breeders' Challenge

Cup, offered by Dr. M. H. Cryer, open to

all American (including Canadian) bred

pugs. To be competed for semi-annually,

and must be won three separate times by

separate dogs, the property of the same

exhibitor, who must be the breeder. The

Mascoutah Kennel Club offers I25 for the

best exhibit of not less than four Irish

setters, entered and owned by one exhib-

itor ; and the^same for the best exhibit of

Gordons ; also a prize of ^iis for the best

brace of English setters under twelve

months, bred and owned by exhibitor.

In the greyhound class, open class dogs

and open class bitches is increased from

ten first and five second to fifteen first

and ten second. Burton's Dog Circus

has been engaged to give afternoon and

evening exhibitions.

weakness in the loins and consequent un-

fitness for work; but in the trials he

actually took first prizefor his clever and

lasting work ! '' Since that time Tony

has been to two bench shows and won

first prize at both.
1

* •

«
• *

«
» *

FIXTURES.

Dog Shows. •

Jan. 19-22.—Binghanipton, N. V.

31 25.—Klmira, N. Y.

Feb. 9-12 —Chicago. HI.

1619.—Jackson, Mich.
23.26.—New York, N. Y.

March 1-4.—Philadelphia, Pa.
8-11.-Washington.D. C.
15-18.—Pitt.sbuig, V\.

April 6-9.-Boston Mass.
ao-23.—Los Angeles, Cal.

May 4-7.—San Fancisio. Cal.

Field Trials.

Jan. 10.—San Antonio, Tex.
18.—Bakersficld. Cal.

Feb. I.—Southern Field Trials Club.

Poultry and Pigreoii Shows.
Jan. 18-23.—Hartford, Conn.

19-21.- Binghamton, N. Y.

19-25.—Indianapolis. Ind.

19 24.—Shelbyville. Ind.

19-22.—Fall River, Mass.
19-24.—Indianapolis, Ind.
20-75.—Elmira. N. Y.
25-28.—WorcestT. Mass.
25.30—(Light Brahma Club) Boston, Mass,
2 •'-Feb. 3 —Detroit, Mich.

Feb. 3-9—New York, N. Y.
10-15.—Los Angeles. Cal.

I'ifrcon ShoAvs.
Jan. 21-25.—Louisville, Ky.

Dr. Jarvis has purchased to breed to

liis Fllcho bitches the imported Irish set

ter field and bench show winner Blue

Kock. who is the only field and show

Iri.sh setter winner that is free from Elcho

blood. He ran with great success in the

Irish trials in 1890 in Ireland, and won

first in open class at the Birmingham show

the same year, also taking second in field

trial division at same show. He is a full

brother to Signal and Miss Signal, big

winners at Irish setter trials in Ireland

in 1691. Dr. Jarvis had thought of buy-

ing one of these dogs, but when he saw

Blue Rock at High Point he liked the

dog's style and looks so well that he

bought him from Mr. George E. Gray.

The Dogs of Scotland, their varieties,

history, characteristics and exhibition

points, is the title of a book we have just

received from Scotland. The author,

Mr. D. J. Thompson Giay, "Whin-

stone," is editor of the Scottish Fancier,

and his twenty years practical experience

with dogs makes him fully competent to

handle his subject in an able and enter-

taining manner. We anticipate much

pleasure in reading the book, which, by

the bye, we have on sale.

Shooting Times' correspondent in

"Dogdom up to Date," attributes the ar-

ticle on "Man's Best Friend" by

"Brockenhurst" in our Christmas num-

ber to Mr. R. F. Mayhew. Wrong, you

will have to guess again.

•%
On account of the death of Mrs. El-

liott, Mr. E. G. Elliott has been unable

to answer all the letters to him inquiring

about dogs. Persons who have written

him and received no reply are requested

to write again as Mr. Elliott has lost or

misl lid some of his correspondence.

*
* •

THE KEXNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

Mr. B. F. Lewis is back from his trip

to Oak Grove Kennels, and was very

much pleased with his visit. The ken

nels now contain over fifty Ivngli.sh and

The following specials will be competed

for at the ^lascoutah Kennel Club's

show, Chicago, February 9 to 12 inclu-

sive : The Boston Round headed Bull

and Terrier Club offers, for competition

by members only, |io for the best dog in

ten to twenty pound class ; ditto for best

bitch ;
$10 for best dog in twenty to

thirty-five pound class; ditto for best

bitch
;

|io for best kennel. The club

has been invited to send a juilge ap-

proved by the club. S. member of the

Ma-coutah Kennel Club offers f 10 for
[

the best i)air of fox terriers (litter brother
^

and sister) between three and six months I

of age. The American Field English

cup, value $100, for the best English set-
|

ter in the show, conditions as follows : ,

The cup will be competed for each rear,
j

The English Stock-Keeper informs us

that "Mr. Huntington has bought the

Barzoi Argos, a well-known winner

here. Flnglish exhibitors have reason to

congratulate themselves on the sale, for

since it has been emphatically denied

from Ru.ssia that black is objectionable,

the position held by dogs that have

hitherto been put over Argos on account

of his color became somewhat uncertain.

Argos is a fine big dog, he has a beautiful

head, full of grace and power, and we

believe him to be the soundest hound of

this breed that has ever come under our

notice. He is better than anything that

has yet landed in America, and there

will be no further need for breeders on

that side to send their bitches to Eng-

land now that they have such a grand

stock in their midst. Two bitches be-

longing to Americans have recently come

over from the States on a visit to Argos."

Mr. Harry E. Twyford left on our desk

a very neat tile upon which is burnt an

excellent portrait of Mr. Redmond's

Champion Dominie. Mr. Twyford's

brother, Mr. T. W. Twyford, was the

breeder of Dominie, and, by the bye, was

also the breeder of Mr. Thayer's popular

stud dog Pitcher, which Mr. Harry E.

Twyford brought over with him. But it

is of the tile we wish to speak. 1 1 Mr. Twy-

ford was in this business on the^other

side, and knows all about it. Give him

a photograph and he will reproduce it in

the most artistic manner upon your

chimney place tile or will burn it on

your dinner plates so that at every meal

you will have your favorite dog 'before

you. It's a great scheme, isn't it ?

The Stock-Keeper's Christmas supple-

ment for this year is entitled "The

Queen's Dog," and is an entertainingly

written description of them by Editor

Krehl. The dogs do not amount to

much, and it required a man of Mr.

Krehl's ability to make a readable article

about them. Now that we have had the

Prince of Wales' and the Queen's dogs

described, we hope next year the Stock

-

Keeper will give a supplement that will

be of interest to foreign readers.

*

There not being .members enough for

a quorum, the meeting of the P. K. C. of

Tuesday evening was adjourned until

Saturday night, January 16. We hope

there will be some definite action taken

about the show. We have had many en-

quiries as to the probability of the club

holding a show on the dates claimed, and

we have answered that we do not believe

there will be any, simply because the

few gentlemen who have paid the losses

heretofore have not been at any time in

favor of holding the show.
«

Messrs. Toon & Symonds have pur-

chased the noted smooth-coated fox ter-

rier Eber Spendthrift. He is by Result

out of Eber^Enrichment, who is by

Pitcher. Eber Spendthrift was whelped

February 22, 1888, and his present owners

for that reason will try and make him

the father of fox terriers in this country.

Out of respect for the father of his coun-

try they should change his name to

George. This would no doubt please

George Thomas at the same time. Re-

sult, sire of F:ber Spendthrift, has won

the Fifty-Guinea Challenge Cup eleven

times.
*

» 4r

*
* «

We are informed by Secretary Madi-

son that the annual meeting of the

United States Field Trial Club will be

held in the Palmer House club room, in

Chicago, 111., Thursday, February il, at

2 o'clock P. M.

In addition to buying the rough St.

Bernard bitch Baroness Cardiff from Mr.

T. Shillcock, of Birmingham. Englaud,

Colonel Jacob Ruppert. the proprietor of

the now well-known Duche<=s Kennels,

has purchased Lady Gladwin, a winner

on the other side, from Mr George

Booth, of Hull. She is a daughter of the

great sire. Prince Regent and Lady St.

Gothard, and consequently a s-ster to

Kingston Regent, a large winner at the

fall shows in Canada, and Marquis of

Ripon. The price paid for her was in

the neighborhood of $1500. She will be

shipped for this country as soon as pos-

sible and be exhibited at the forthcom-

ing bench show.

*%
Shooting Times says : "During the

National (American) Beagle trials, the

bench judges put out Tony Weller for

» «

Better late than never. We call par-

ticular attention to the advertisement of

the Delaware and Susquehanna Poultry

and Pet Stock Association's fourth an-

nual exhibition and bench show, to be

held at Binghamton, N. Y., January 19

to 22. Entries to be made with W. N.

Croffut, Binghamton, N. Y. The popular

Uncle Dick Fellows will judge all classes,

and we hope he will be given a big entry.

« »

The New York Herald has been fur-

nished with exclusive information re-

garding the 'premium list of the West-

minster Kennel Club's forthcoming show.

We suppose one of the clerks gave out

this news without Mr. Mortimer's knowl-

edge.

* «

The article in question gives but few

facts. We are informed there will be 177

classes, and the prizes will vary in value

from I25 to 115. The premiums will

amount in all to about $8000.
*

For want of space we are obliged to hold

over until next week the reports of the

Charleston and Nashville shows and sev-

eral interesting communications. We
have given way to our associate of the

poultry department this week.

BEAGLE CLUB MEETING.

WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS. ALBANY BENCH SHOW.

The Election of Officers for the Kusu-
Idk Year—Amendments Voted On.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The annual meeting of the National

Beagle Club was held January 9, 1892, at

Young's Hotel. The election of officers

was the first in order. The president ap

pointed three tellers to collect and count

the ballots cast, who duly announced the

following officers elected for 1892 : Pres-

ident, F. W. Chapman, Melrose, Mass.;

first vice president, B. S. Turpin, Dor-
chester, Mass.; second vice-president, H.

L. Kreuder, Nanuet, N. Y.; third vice-

president, W. S. Clark, Linden, Mass.
Additional to Executive Committee to

serve with above-named officers : O. W.
Brooking, Lynn. Mass.; W. A. Power,
Boston, Mass.; John Davidson, Monroe.
Mich. President F. W. Chapman dele-

gate to A. K. C.

The following amendments to the con-

. stituiion were carried by twenty-three

votes to two

:

ARTICLE V.

Section i.—An election of oflficers for the club
to serve one year shall take place at the January
meeting of each year, and a majority of the
votes cast for a candidate shall elect him.
Sec 2.—Thirty days prior to the annual elec-

tion the secrttarv shall forward to each menil>er
of the club a printed slip containing the names
of the officers and members in good standing,
together with a stamped envelope (addressed)
endorsed "election." FUich member will check
off the nam s of those he desires to fill the differ-

ent vacancies and sign his name to the slip. All
such sealed envelopes shall be cast as ballots at

the annual meeting and counted by the tellers as
votes. Members present shall deposit their bal-

lots personally.
Sec. 3.—The retiring officers are eligible for

election.
Sec. 4.—The newly elected officers shall a«-

«unie their offices immediately after election and
continue in office until relieved by their succes-

sors.
ARTICLE VI.

Section 2.—Members unable to attend these
meetings may express their views in a letter ad-

dressed to the club and marked "Quarterly
Meeting," said letter to be opened and read at

the meeting. The opinions therein expressed to

have as much weight as if expressed by the
writer in person.

Mr. Chapman, on taking the chair, was
heartily applauded, and replied in a few
well chosen words. A motion was made
that the secretary be instructed to inform
the newly elected officers of their elec-

tion. Carried, after which the meeting
adjourned.

President Chapman then announced
that he would call a meeting of the club
January 23, 1892, at No. 266 Washington
Street, Boston, Mass.

H. V. Jamieson.
Secretary and Treasurer.

m
Itobin Hood's Win at Fi-eeport.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Kindly state that the pug that won
second in open dogs at Freeport is Robin Hood,

22,859. His family name prior to registration

was Rob Roy, but the Kennel Club gave him the

vecond choice appelation. I telegraphed to Free-

port in time, but through a misunderstanding
the facts do not appear in the catalogue. Re-

spectfully. Thomas I. Ballantink.

InterestluK Pickings and Pointers
Gathered Here and There.

From a'Staff Correspondent.

The latest purchase from the other side

made by Colonel Ruppert is the St. Ber-

nard bitch Baroness Cardiff. I also hear

that the same kennel will shortly have

over a dog of repute. !

Mr. Frank Dole, who has always been

associated with Harper, the bull dog,

sold him first of all to Mr. C. T. Sackett

and then bought him back. Now I hear

Mr. William Mariner, of Milwaukee, has

paid a long price for Harper and the

Graven Image, with Attraction, the bull

terrier, thrown in.

The Jersey City Kennel Club are hold-

ing their show the week before New
York, and I see from the American Field

that they propose carrying it on till Sun-

day evening. Now, this may be very

well from a financial point, but it will not

add to the tone of the show, this "Sun-

day business," and I doubt if it will catch

many outside of the German element.

The great attraction on the spring cir-

cuit will be Pittsburg, and the boys are

already looking forward to a good time

from that president of presidents, Mr.LC.
Boggs, and the genial, comfortable faces

of Messrs. Moorhead, Lloyd and Patrick.

The building last year was too small, and

they can safely venture on a much larger

one this, and with "Billy" at the helm
the bovs, apart from "John Davidson and
his fire," can rest contentedly that the

dogs as before will be all serene.

That reminds me that dog men are just

like bad pennies, always turning up at

show time, never thinking what has

transpired in the interim. Our "Honest

John," after the Canadian circuit, was

thrown from his horse, greatly injuring

his shoulder, and he writes me he has not

the proper use of it yet. However, we
hope to see him on deck, able to stand

the buffets of that ferocious giant from

Chicago.
"Billee Graham." well knoAn on the

Continent, is coming also with a string

of dogs.

Recent Purchase of Irish Setters.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Mr. F. C. Fowler, proprietor of the Oak
Grove Kennels, has bought from Dr. Jarvis the

Irish setters Duke Elcho and Edna H. The dogs

arrived at my kennels Saturday morning, and I

quite agree with Dr. Jarvis that Duke is more

like his sire Elcho, Jr., than any other dog I

have ever seen. He is equally dark in color and

has a good head and capital legs and feet. I am
satisfied he will hold his own in the best of com-

pany this coming season. I will show him at

Chicago.

Edna H. is well known. I will also show her

at Chicago, when I expect her to renew her last

year's success there and again capture the blue

ribbon. Last year she won in a very large class

of twenty-six.

I have never met Mr. Fowler, but propose

visiting him this week and looking over his

large kennels, hoping I will find more dogs good

enough to show in the spring circuit.

Yours very truly, B. F. Lewis.

Error in Shov^r Report.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In the show report of the Gloversville

show your reporter has my pug bitch Frisk as

having won first prize in the puppy class,

whereas she won fiist prize in the open bitch

class. As she is five years old I could not easily

pass her off as a puppy, and again there was no

puppy class provided in the premium list. Will

you kindly make this correction in your next

issue and oblige, Jacob Brombach.

Philadelphia, January 14.

•'Mr. Lloyd's Apoloary."
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

A most horribly stupid mistake wrecked

the sense of my communication under the above

heading in yours of the 9th. I am made to say

that the status of Mr. Dutton and Mr. Lloyd was

the same as though it had been a suit at law, de-

cided in Mr. Button's favor, for which please

read " in Mr. Lloyd's favor." lam in so great

dread of the printer's devil to blame this mis-

take on him, so I suppose I must shoulder it.

Yours truly, W. Wade.
Hulton, Pa., January 11, 1892.

A Newr Cure for Consumption.

Abner—They say Koch's consumption
cure has gone to the dogs.
Ben Lewis—How's that ?

Abner—Because palieiits are now cured of con-
sumption by eating dog meat.

Criticisms on the .\wards—More Expe-

rience Needed by the Managers.

From Our Special Correspondent.

Albany, January 5.—There's an old

saying, "every man to his business," and

this must surely apply to the committee

of the above show, who are poultrymen

and not dog men. I should like to say

that the show was well managed out of

respect to those in charge, who did their

best but didn't know how. This idea of

getting exhibitors and people there at 10

o'clock on the first day when tliere is no
signs of commencing, and then in a hur-

ried, slip-shod manner not until the af-

ternoon is becoming monotonous, and
show managers should be prepared the

day before. The building was capital,

the light bad, the benching fair, attend-

ants scarce. I only saw two. The dogs
were not taken off the benches, the litter

was thrown under the benches and the

food was bad, consisting mostly of bread
and water with a supposed proportion of

meat, which I failed to see. Now, the

above is not the way to run a show or to

make the exhibitors feel comfortable.

Mr. Mortimer commenced judging in the

afternoon under great difficulty, and as

the catalogues were not out until late the

next morning it made it inconvenient all

round unless you wished to interfere and
get in the way of the judge.
The total numljer of entries was 175,

with few absentees, and the quality of

dogs in most classes was excellent, St.

Bernards taking the palm. It is not too

late to offer advice, so next year may we
see a superintendent at the head of af-

fairs that we all know and who under-

stands what should be done. There's
several to be had for a reasonable sum.
Among the distinguished at the ring-

side were Colonel Ruppert, of the Dutch-
ess Kennels, and Mr. Reick, of the New
York St. Bernard Kennels. The third

day of the show Mr. Rathbone took
some of us out to the Beverwyck Ken-
nels, where Tippler and the Coon were
allowed to distinguish themselves. Just

gave us an appetite before lunch. After

seeing the promising Pitcher pups, we
were compelled leluctantly to leave a

good spot, but vowing not to forget our

host for some time to come.
Comments on Awards.

Mastiffs.—Brought out three in the

open class and one, the winner, Beau-

fort's Black Prince, deserves more than

an ordinary comment. I shall safely say

that he is the most phenomenal mastiff

ever bred in Ameiica, and only fifteen

months old. It is difficult to criticise

what faults he may have, because he so

outclassed the others in size, bone and
general make up, combined with a most
typical mas-^ive head, short, square, deep

black muzzle, and whose only fault is

ears a trifle large, which should get

smaller with age. The rest of him is all

to be desired and admired, excepting the

prevailing fault—too straight behind,

and in this he excels. He is the straight-

est I ever saw. Second went easily to

Beaufort's Colonel, who is just the re-

verse of Black Prince in point of size,

but very symmetrically built all round

and hocks nicely bent to ground. He has

an excellent black short muzzle and

whose only fault to me is he could have

more depth to it. In head and ear noth-

ing is wanting, and the balance of him is

in harmony with his size. Ilford Rex,

when no good ones are out, can be

mired, and his owner need not be

couraged as not possessing a big,

dog. He was previously

Gloversville.

In bitches Lady Gladys, making up
Mr. Winchell's trio, was alone. She
possesses a very short muzzle, which, on

account of her showing age, is light in

color and hardly wide enough, ears a

trifle long,with grand body, hindquarters,

and hocks more let down than Colonel.

In puppies Black Prince was alone.

St. Bernards—This was the display

of the show, taking in one long row of

benches, and represented by the New
York St. Bernard Kennels, Duchess,

Half Way Brook. Ridgefield and others.

Kingston Regent, alone in challenge for

roughs, is a grand, deep orange in color,

with a lovely expression, head and skull

large with great breadth across the ears
;

ears nice shape and well carried, stand-

ing on the best of legs and feet, with

immense bone, fine deep chest.

ad-

dis-

fine

described at

free

mover, and all to be said^of him'Js could
be longer in body.

Republican Belle, also alone in htr
claS"*, is good in head and expression and
well marked, though somewhat heavy in

ear. She has immense bone for her size

and could easily stand higher with cap-

ital body, spring of ribs, loin, excellent

hindquarters and thigh, and hocks, if

possible, too much let down, which must
truly be a good feature. She is an at-

tractive, active mover, with plenty of

liberty and straight from behind.

In smooths. Empress of Contoocook,
likewise alone, and so well known, is a

beauty, and cannot help but attract at-

tention Her carriage and general con-

tour, combined with her body, her in-

telligent expression, which as you look

at her appears to be talking to you, makes
up for whatever she may be lacking. Her
head some might think too small in pro-

portion to the rest of her, but her minor
failing is too much dewlap.

In the open class for dogs Aristocrat

and Princelimnion, so placed, called for

some difference of opinion at first, which
no doubt simmered down, that Aristocrat

rightly won but with not too much to

spare. Both dogs were shown thin and
could each do with another fifteen or

twenty pounds. Princelimnion had more
coat on aiitl looked the larger of the two,

an<l certainly scored in hindquarters,

movement and carriage of tail. Aristorrat

undoubtedly superior in head,more decid-

ed in stop, better expressioned and mark-
ings—the latter Princelimmon has none,

and what was not at first apparent, has

not so much bone and is void of dark

shadings. Kingliinnion, not shown, had
run a nail in his foot. This left General

Picton for vhc, no third prize being

given. He is a fine-bodied dog, good
bone and mover but on the small side, a

nice color and very fair head and expres-

sion. Merchant Prince, also on the

small side. Tartar was not for compe-
tition and Kaiser Otho and Rolfe were
the wrong color.

The bitches numbered six, with Queen
Regent absent, and were a better sort

and size than the dogs. Altouette won
rightly from Helen Terry. She "stands

up better and straighter and is higher on
the leg, but would do with more body.

Helen Terry is not so high at the shoul-

ders, out at the pasterns, but much richer

in color. In head Altonette again deci-

dedly scores more so than one at first

sight imagines. In length they are about

even, but after that she is wider in skull,

shorter in stock and better marked.

Lady Hibernia. vhc, is one that must
be well judged, and were she not so much
smaller than Altonette and Helen Terry

might probably change their positions,

alie is symmetrical all round, head cor-

responding to her size, excellent square

muzzle and deep, squarer than any, with

better shadings and markings.

Lady Challymead, he, is a big bfvlied

bitch, too straight and too high behind,

bad markings, bit off in st-p and bad

coat. Lady Gair, he. is on the same lines

as Challymead, good bodied but bad coat.

In puppies General Washington and
Ridgefield Belle, so placed, did justice to

their illustrious sires, while Elsa III has

good strong bone, fair head but badly

carried ears. Grandee, c, has a horrible

expression and light in color.

In open class for smooths. Nun Nicer

being absent, left a walk-over for Lady
Leeds over Princess.

In puppies nothing very striking ap-

peared. The w inner. Sir Richard, is good
on his legs, fair head and looks like

making a big one. Florette is too bright

color, small head and not big enough.
Newfoundlands.-Prince Hal was

alone, and had evidently l)een groomed
since Gloversville.

. Bloodhounds.—Victor was the ouly

representative. He is very big, lots of

quality and bloodhound type, immense
in bone, but struck me he was short of

wrinkle and could be improved with more
peak.
Great Danhs.—In open dogs. Pasha,

a reddish fawn, is a big, fine, handsome
dog, well put together, but too fat and

heavy for a Great Dane and more on the

mastiff type. 1-itzin her class for bitches

was given second. She was exceedingly

fnt and far from handsome, Minerva's

Fawn being absent, and would have won.

The puppy Leo was of the three the

most athletic in build and more to type.

Greyhounds.—The old traveler. Gem
of the .Season, bobbed up again without

competition. He was in belter condition

than I ever saw him, and when one has
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said he is a trifle heavy at the shoulder

there is not much left to pick at.

Spinaway had journeyed from Glovers

ville. She unquestionably has a splen-

did head, is rather short in neck, thick at

shoulder, wants some exercise but a good
size.

In open bitches Bestwood Daisy graced

the ring. She is brimful of quality, clean

front and shoulder, with a beautiful long

neck. There could be more of her and a

little stronger before the eye.

Pointers.—Outside of Lad and Lass

of Kent, quantity excelled and not qual-

ity. The others were not in the same
street. The two were in prime condi-

tion and already described at Glovers-

ville. To follow this up, Mr. Mortimer
awarded the special to Lad for the best

dog in the show. This is one of those

difficult specials to decide and must sure-

ly depend greatly upon the judge and
where his particular fancy lies, and can

be divided into two classes, sporting and
non-sporting. That Lad is a more useful

dog than Mr. Wiuchell's Black Prince is,

no doub*., but whether he is a better

pointer than he is a mastiff is another

question.
Frank W., the winner in light weight

pointers, is slab sided, no depth of chest,

bad feet, plain head and bad ears. For-

est Ranger is out of shoulder, short

neck, and plain head. In bitches over

fifty pounds Faustina is loaded at shoul-

ders and poor feet. Burt's Snip is lack-

ing in quality, with not the best of neck
and shoulder. Bessie Hessen was second

to Lass of Kent. She has no substance,

flat-sided, poor head but time for iin-

provement, at present a pup. In puppies

Bessie Hessen won from Fra • Diavola
;

the latter has better bone, scores in head,

loses in shoulder, and I would not be

surprised to see the positions altered.

English Setters.—This was a resume
of Gloversville. Sir Frederick again

rightly beating Glendon, who is brimful

of quality but so thin. Reverdy vhc is

a big, coarse, lumbering dog, too full in

eye and short in muzzle. Paul H. he is

coarse, no feather and heavy all through.

Duke of Furness c is common and coarse

and not much to recommend him.

In bitches Specter had to play second

fiddle to Donna Juanita. The latter is

better sized and squarer in muzzle, but

loses in neck, shoulders, stifles, and in a\\

we like the white bitch belter. Jess is

snipy, small and weedy.

Irish Setters.—Nicho repeated his

win, and greatly to his excellent condi-

tion, color and body. Redstone feeconvl,

is light in color and not the best of

mouths and nose, but is better in head,

cleaner at the shoulders and stands on
better feet and nose quality. King El-

cho, vhc, already described, was easily

beaten by Redstone. Ennis Lad, vhc, is

a very promising young dog, nice long

face, with not depth enough in muzzle
and skull, could be more decided in stop

but a lot of quality. In bitches Belle

Ida possesses plenty of quality and style,

fair color, symmetrical all through, not

so much bone as Bessie Glencho second
but better in head, muzzle and shoulder,

stands well on her feet, stronger at pas-

terns and loses in ear. Lady Alice, he,

I like in preference to Bessie Glencho
for length of head, strength of jaw, ex-

pression and feet. Bessie scores in skull,

body and color. Cora B. is too fat. Nel-

lie Huested described at Gloversville.

Cockers.—They were the same as at

Gloversville, and so placed, excepting

Eve had to change places with Lady Obo.

It is a near thing, anyhow, but Eve is

much lighter in body than last week.
Puzzle, vhc, is high on leg, snipy and
flat-sided.

Collies.—A new face turned up in

Ormskirk Shep in the open class dogs,"

defeating Roslyn Conway. He is a very

catchy little dog with good style and well

put together. In head he has a good one
and nice expression, but ears were badly
placed and I couldn't get them up. In

coat bad with pretty well of it, tail is

short, carried too gaily and inclined to

twist. He is out at elbows. Roslyn Con-
way, previously described at Glovers-

ville, is a bigger dog, stands truer on his

legs, better coat, better in ears, better

carriage and tail, has a longer head but

not so good, has probably not the depth

of chest nor in as good condition as he
may be, but withal may turn the tables

any day, and I will expect to see him do
it.

Poodles.—We all remember Denter,

who was George Thomas' delight in

cleansing several times a day, with his long

corded coat. He has been shaved and
now not recognizable. He has a deep,

rich, black coat, one of the best. Bean,

a French poodle, was second ; he is a

grand-bodied dog and well sprung, and is

handicapped in color and type. Belle, a

bitch, unfortunately thrown in this class,

is one of the best, with a capital head and
also of the French.

In Dachshunds, beagles and bull dogs

the same entries as at Gloversville with

no change of position.

Bull Terriers. —Outside of Carney
and Winning Wagtail the remainder dis-

graced these two. They were not qual-

ity enough and a sorry lot. \yinning
Wagtail had lost considerable in flesh

since Gloversville.

Fox Terriers.—The only German
here made his debut preparatory to Chi-

cago and New York, just to get oiled up
and to see what the boys were breeding.

His small siring of four as usual got

there with three feet. New Forest Ethel

had no trouble in defeating Starden's

Jack and Ebor Neltle in the challenge.

She requires a little handling and doesn't

look like a first prize winner on the

bench. Bleiiiton Victor, after his sum-
mer vacation, was pitched against the

imported Dobbin and rightly won. Boh
have long, clean heads, but Victor is the

flatter in skull and the stronger in jaw.

He also scores in front and cleanness of

bone, while again he loses to Dobbin in

body, but wins a trifle in loin. Bever-

wyck Punster, a promising young dog,

must slop growing, rightly got vhc or

third place. He has plenty of good bone,

a well shaped head and ears and body to

correspond, but may be a trifle short in

neck. Bev. Tod, barring his head, was
the best in the class.

In the open bitches a new one, and im-

ported at that, turned up in Spinster, a

sister to Dona. She only just won from
Woodale Regina, having a better head,

but by no means a good one, Regina
has a bit more quality, is cleaner at the

shoulder and stands higher. The decision

may be reversed. Bev. Moonray, sister to

Moonray, has one big fault which she

never retrieves, too large and rounded
ears. Apart from that she is a stylish,

well put up little bitch. Blemton Vice
is small anyhow, and must be shown in

prime condition to be placed where she
belongs.

In puppies Pinister rightly won from
Blemtou Valeria, who is not up to Blem-
ton form. She is toyish in expression,

bad head and muzzle and no body.

Scotch Terriers.—Here Kilbar was
downed by Kilston. The latter is lower
to the ground and with most decidedly

better head and ears ; in front he loses

and also in body. In coat Kilston is the

finer, but not so much of it as Kilbars.

Irish Terriers I cannot say much
for. Valley Boxer, the wmner, is more
on the racy build, has good bone, excel-

lent thighs, bad coat, but looks Irish.

Adventurer, with uncropped ears would
be improved if they were cut. He has

not a bad head, is better in coat, but

not high enough on the leg for the pres-

ent fancy. Rose, vhc, has a nice

head and expression, with badly cut ears,

but a good color and fair coat.

Black and Tans—Two of the best

entered the ring in Sultan and Prince

Regent, the former winning. They are

both on different types, and which is the

correct one I should like to know. Sul-

tan is not as good mover behind r.s

Prince Regent, was in better condition

and stands higher on the leg. In front

and feet Prince Regent is better tan

equal, l)efore the eye Sultan wins, in

skull Prince Regent is infinitely better.

Yorkshires.—Venus ran away from
them all, no comparison in coat, color

and tan. Sparkes has plenty of coat but

no color and tan faded. Teddy will be

all right when his coat comes in ; it's a

good color. Starlight Darsey, coat short,

right color but leggy.

PuGS.— Outside of Kasli, Jr., there was
not a good one. Of the bitches Flipp
was the best made, l^etter in muzzle and
tail. Both are not black enough in

head.
Dandies and Bedlin^tons were placed

as before. The miscellaneous class, Pe-

ter Jackson the only staghound had a

class to himself. He is not up to the

standard. The other class, Modjeska, a

lovely Barzoi, had no trouble in defeat-

ing Jumbo, a Japanese hairless, who is

bad in head and too fat.

held in the
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Twenty-six
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Kennel Club

WINNING PUGS FOR 1891.

Names of Breeders, Owners and Their

Winnings.

There were more shows

United States and Canada

than in any preceding year

of these shows were held

the rules of the American

or the Canadian Kennel Club. A table

which will appear next week gives the

names of the shows, the month they were

held in, the judges' names, the names of

the winners of first, second and third

prizes in challenge and open classes.

Dogs which have won first prizes before

this year will be marked with an aster-

isk*, which will indicate the fact, and

their pedigree and previous winning can

be ascertained from "The Prize Pugs of

America and England."

The writer will utilize the best means

at his disposal to give accurate pedigrees

and information about these dogs, and

any fuither correct and interesting infor-

mation supplied by a responsible party

will be appreciated and fully acknowl-

edged, and will be used by the. writer to

correct and improve the matter for the

second edition of "The Prize Pugs of

America and England."

rir»t Prize Winners—Dogrs.
Ben Butler.—Owned by Mrs. H. L.

Miller, San Francisco, Cal. Breeder, age

and pedigree unknown to writer.

Winnings.—First at San Francisco.

Bobbie*.—Owned by Mrs. A. B. An-
derson, San Gabiel, Cal. Breeder, age and
pedigree unknown to writer.

Winnings.—First at Los Angeles, Cal.

Bob Ivy* (Champion).—Owned and
bred by M. H. Cryer, Philadelphia, Pa.

Sire, Champiion Dude ; dam, Champion
Vesta.
Winnings.—First in challenge class

and special for best pug in the show at

Charleston, S. C; first in challenge class,

special for best pug in show, special for

second best dog in show of any breed and
special with Vesta for best pair of pugs,

at New Orleans ; first in challenge class

and special for best pug in show, at

cultural show, first at Halifax, first at

Middleton, first at Lytham, first at Bake-

well, first at Glasgow and first and special

at Crystal Palace. In 1891 : First at Der-

by, first and special at Liverpool and
first at Cruft's London show. In Ameri-
ca : First at Lexington, Ky., the only

time he has been shown here.

Bradford Rowdy —Owned by Jacob
Brombach, 304 Diamond Street, Phila-

delphia. Bred by Mr. Peck, New Haven,
Conn. Born April 22, 18S7. Sire, im-

ported Champion Bradford Ruby, by

Lovat, bv Banjo; dam, imported Lady
Cloudy, by Max (E. 7760), by vSam ;

grand dam. Lady Flora, by Tragedy. He
is a litter brother to Champion Kash.

This dog has never been seen by the

writer in proper show form, but if he was
put in good condition we believe he
would be more credit to his owner and

to the fine family of pugs to which he be-

longs.
Winnings.—First at Charleston, first

at New Orleans, La ; first at Greenville,

S. C; third at Toronto, Ont., and third

at Gloversville, N. Y.
Eberhart's Cashier*.—Owned and

bred by Eberhart's Pug Kennels, Cincin-

nati, O. Born May 23, 1889. Sire,

Champion Kash ; dam. Lady Thora.

This dog was shown twice as a puppy,

at Toledo and New York, winning first

each time, and when be was shown at the

commencement of this year(i89i)he was

unfortunate in having to compete against

his half brother, Sprake, a dog that was

not beaten during the year. Sprake beat

Cashier at New York and Chicago, but

after this Cashier pushed himself into

the challenge class without a set back.

His fourth win was not quite in time to

make him eligii)le at Lexington for the

challenge class, although he was awarded

the prize by the judge. It is a pity it

could not count. This is one of the few

dogs shown by his owner; why cannot

we have a few more of them ?

Winnings.—Second at New York, sec-

ond at Chicago, first and special for best

pug in open class at Cleveland, first at

Hamilton and first at Toronto.

Kash* (Champion).—Owned by E. A.

Pitts, 29 N. High Street, Columbus, Ohio.

Bred by Mr. Peck, New Haven, Conn.

Born April 22, 1887. Sire, Champion
Bradford Ruby; dam. Imported Lady
Cloudy.
Winnings.—First in challenge class at

Greenville ; second at New York, first
;

New York, first in challenge class at Bal-

at Pittsburg and first at Washington, all

in challenge class ; second in challenge

class at Chicago and special for Pug
Breeders' Challenge Cup ; first in chal-

lenge class and special for best pug in

show, at Cleveland ; first at Kingston,

Hamilton and Toronto, all in challenge

class ; first in challenge class and special

for best dog in the show, at Montreal
;

first in challenge class and special for

best pug in show, at Ottawa ; first in

challenge class at Rockford, 111., and first

in challenge and special as best pug in

show at Freeport, 111.

Bonsor (E. 21,050). — Imported and

owned by Mr. E. A. Pitts. Columbus,

Ohio. Bred by Mrs. M. A. Foster, Brad-

ford, England. Born June 30, 1887.

Pedigree

:

timore, first in challenge class at Chicago,

only times shown.
Sprake* (formeriy J. C. P. Sprake

and J. C. P.).—Owned by H. L. Goodman,
Auburn Junction, 111. Bred by Geo. Gilli-

van, West Jefferson, Ohio. Born April

14, 1889. Sire, Champion Kash ; dam,

Peggy II.

The writer only saw this dog at New
York, and he is pleased to report that

he was the best pug in open class by

several points at that time. It is a pity

this dog could not have been shown by
his breeder in order that he could have

competed for the Pug Breeder's Challenge

Cup. Mr. Gillivan should feel proud of

breeding this grand little dog.

This gentleman is also the breeder of

the best pug pup of the year, Curtis, It

I"
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The writer has not seen this dog since

he was shown at Olympia, London, 1889.

Since that time he has been quite suc-

cessful on the bench. The English

papers and the papers whose representa-

tives have seen him in this country speak

well of him. His pedigree could not be

better.

Winnings.—Amongst his English wins

we find the following: In 1890 : First and

cup at Bury, first and cup at Cruft's Ivon-

don show, first and special at Mmches-
ter, second at Pug Club show, second at

Kennel Club show, first at Nelson Agri-

was a pity he sold Peggy II. She should

have been kept where she could have
been bred to Kash and produced a few

more Sprakes.
Winnings.—First at New York and

special as best pug in show, first at Pitts-

burg and first and special as best dog
and special as best American-bred pug at

Chicago, 111.

Lord Nelson* (Imported). — Owned
by Acme Kennels. Milwaukee, Wiscon-

sin. Bred by R. T. Linton, Edinburgh,

Scotland. Born April 28, 1886. Died July

1891. Sire, Ch. Toby ; dam, Queen May.

Winnings.—First in challenge class at

Jackson, 111., and first in challenge class

at Denver, Col.

Little Jewel* (imported).—Owned
by A. M, Wilson, Martin's Ferry, O.

Bred by M. J, Harris, England. Sire,

Prince Challenge ; dam, Nell.

Winnings.—First at Lynn, Mass.

Max D.—Owner, F. W. Downs. Breed-

er, age and pedigree unknown to writer.

Winnings,—First at Biughamlon, N.Y,

Penrice (E. 25,800; imported),

—

Owned by T. A, Howard, Columbus, O,

Bred by Edwin Wallis. Born April 25,

i888. Pedigree

:

( Punch

{

Jumbo <
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Jennie

Dam : Poney 11

Pomp II

Boffin
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The writer has not yet been able to

see this dog. but from his winnings and
the show reports he must be a pretty

good pug.
Winnings.—English : First at Brighton,

1888 ; equal first at Colchester, third at

Brighton, and first at Clemensford, 1S91.

1891, American: First at Jackson, Mich.;
first at Elniira (not under A. K. C. rules),

first at Pittsburg, second at Cleveland,

first at Rockford, 111., first at I'reeport,

111., and first at Canton, Ohio (not under
A, K. C. rules).

Prince II.—Owned by Miss Bisbing,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia. Breeder,

age and pedigree unknown.
Winnings.—First at Washington, D, C,

first at Boston, Mass.
Curtis (formerly East Lake Curtis).

—

Owned by Mrs. M. M. Ballautine, Peoria,

111. Bred by George Gillivan, West Jeffer-

son, O. Born June 10, 1890. Pedigree

:

Kingston, second in challenge class at

Hamilton, first in challenge class at To-
ronto and first in challenge class at Mon-
treal.

Bo Peep II*,—Owned and bred by H.
L, Goodman, Auburn Junction, 111,

Born November 6, 1887, Sire, Champion
Joe ; dam, Toby,

Winnings,—First in challenge class at

Baltimore and second in challenge class

at Chicago, 111,

Casino*.—Owned by Seminole Ken-
nels, Chestnut Hill, Pa, Bred by Cryer

& Green, Philadelphia, Pa, Born August

17, 1888, Sire, imported Othello ; dam,
imported Ruby,

Winnings.—First at Pittsburg, first at

Washington and first at Boston.

Cribbage.—Owned by M. H, Cryer,

Breeder, age and pedigree unknown.
Winnings,—First at Cleveland, second

at Kingston, third at Toronto, second at

Montreal, second at Ottawa and second

at Freeport, 111,

Daisy Dean.—Owned by Robert Gra-

ham. Breeder, age and pedigree un-

known to writer.

Winnings,—First at Denver, Col.

Dollie,—Owned by G, W Wambach,
Baltimore, Md. Breeder, age and pedi-

gree unknown to writer.

Winnings,—First at Baltimore, Md,

Judy HI* (Champion).—Owned by
Harry L. Goodman. Auburn Junction,

111, Born March, 1880. Sire, Royal
Dandy ; dam, imported Judy II.

Winnings.—First in challenge class at

Jackson, Mich.
Lady Victoria,—Owner by M. H,

Crver, Philadelphia, Pa, Bred by Mr.

Smith. Born November 28, 1889. Sire,

Champion Dude, by Champion Max

;

dam. Lady Florence. Pedigree unknown.

Winnings.—First at New York, second

at Washington and first at Kingston,

Ont.

Lena.—Owned by Mrs. W. S. Clark.

Breeder, age and pedigree unknown to

the writer.

Winnings.—First, at Lynn, Mass.

Mabel E.—Owned and bred by A. G.

Eberhart, Cincinnati, Ohio. Born May 3,

Sire : Lord Clover

Ch. Louis

Gouldiug's Nellie

Ch. Treasure

Dam : Zadie

, Peggie
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The best pug pup of the year, and had
all the appearance of making a good one
when shown at New York. He may be-

come a little over size and is somewhat
too dark, but has a grand head and all

that belongs to it except color. By his

winnings it will be seen he did remark-

ably well takingh is age into considera-

tion.

Winnings,—Under the name of East

Lake Curtis : First in puppy class at

New York, second in open class and
special as best puppy at Pittsburg. There
was no regular puppy class given at this

show. Under the name of Curtis he won
first at Kingston, second at Hamilton,
second at Toronto, first at Montreal, first

at Ottawa, Out,; second at Rockford, 111.,

and first at Gloversville, N. Y,, thus put-

ting him into the challenge class five

months before he was two years of age.

Bitches.

Beauty III*.—Owned by G, M, Pitts,

Columbus. O, Bred by T, B, Hebble-

white, Buffalo, N. Y, Born February 26,

1889. Sire, imported Othello; dam.
Midget.
Winnings.— First at Chicago and first

at Lexington, Ky.

BEvSSie* (Champion).—Owned and bred

by Dr. M, H, Cryer, Philadelphia, Pa,

Sold to Mr. F. E, Fisher, Detroit, Mich.
Delivered in October, 1891. Born April

6, 1885. Sire, imported Othello ; dam,
imported Dolly,

Winnings.—Second in challenge class

at New York, first in challenge class at

Pittsburg, second in challenge class at

Washington, first in challenge class at

1890, Sire, Champion Kash, by Brad-

ford Ruby ; dam, Lady Thurman, by
Silver Shoe

;
grand dam, Dixon, by

Champion Joe.

Winnings.—First in puppy class at

Detroit, 1890; second at Jackson, second
at Hamilton, second at Toronto, Ont,,

and first at Rockford, 111.

Mab.—Owned by Sans Souci Kennels,
Breeder, age and pedigree unknown to

the writer.

Winnings,—First at Greenville, S. C,

Nelly Bly*.—Owned and bred by R,

F, Harrison, 34 Cherry Street, New York,
Born June 11, 1889, Sire, Gus ; dam,
Nelly.

Winnings. — First at Binghamptou,
first at Charleston, first at New Orleans,

second at Greenville, first in challenge

class at Lynn, Mass., and first in chal-

lenge class at Gloversville, N, Y,

Rustic Queen*.—Owned by Mohawk
Indiana Kennels. Bred by George Bell,

Toronto, Ont. Born February 26, 1888,

Died March, 1891, Sire, Rustic, by
Champion Joe ; dam. What's That,

Winnings.—First at Jackson, Mich,,

second at New York,

Sateen,—Owned by T. A, Howard,
Columbus, O. Sire, Imported Lord Nel-

son, by Champion Toby, he by Click
;

dam. Terra Cotta, etc.

Winnings.—First at Canton, O, (not

under A. K, C, rules), first at Hamilton,

first at Toronto, first at Montreal, first

at Ottawa, first in challenge class at

Rockford and first in challenge class at

Freeport, 111.

Prize Piigrs That Have Died During:
1801.

Champion Bradford Ruby*, imported
;

sired by Lovat ; dam. Champion Jennie.

There is no doubt but that this was one
of the three best imported pugs seen by
the writer, Joe and Roderick being the

other two. He was a grand prize winner
in England, and sired the best pair of

pugs owned by one person that was ever

produced there. In this country after

his first unfortunate defeat at New York
he was never beaten, winning four firsts

in open classes and nine in champion or

challenge classes. His best produce on
this side of the water is Champion Kash,
and he in return has sired another very
good one, Sprake, besides several other
winners.
Champion Max*, sired by imported

Roderick out of imported Dolly, Died
in April, He was a great prize winner,
and was never justly beaten in his

younger days, except by Bradford Ruby,
and it was a very close thing between
them. If it had not been for faulty hind
legs it is the writer's opinion that he
would have won over Bradford Ruby,
He was certainly the greatest prize win-
ner of his day in this country. He was
a good sire, and among his produce are

Dude, Myrtle and Tim, and he was the

grand sire of Champion Bob Ivy, a win-
ner of over sixty prizes, which includes

kennels and specials.

Champion Young Toby*, imported.
Died October 24, 1891 ; sired by Cham-
pion Toby, out of Topsy, A very well-

bred dog and a good one in his day, win-

ning both in Scotland and America. The
writer is of opinion that if this dog had
been put to better bitches he would have
proved a good sire, as it was. however,
he sired Thunder, who beat Champion
Bessie in puppy class at Philadelphia in

18S5. He also sired amongst others Vic-

tory and Tra-la-la.

Champion Lord Nelson*, imported.
Died in July. Sire, Toby ; dam. Queen
May. Was well bred. He was over-size

and smutty, but good in many points,

and it was a great pity that so good a dog
should have had the misfortune to be
killed by his larger kennel mates. He
was a winner on both sides of the water,

and produced Sateen, a good winner.

Rustic Queen*, Died in March. Sire,

Rustic; dam, imported What's That. This
was without a doubt one of the best pug
bitches in America, but she was unfor-

tunate in being shown when out of con-

dition. She was very shy in the ring

which was also against her, nevertheless

such a bitch as Vic ought never to have
beaten her, yet two judges thought other-

wise and put Vic over her.

Champion Vesta*,—Died in vSeptem-

ber. Sired by imported Othello ; dam,
imported Ruby, This bitch won about
twenty-six prizes, including special and
kennel prize. She was beaten on sev-

eral occasions, but always by Champion
Bessie, This year at New York and
Washington she was placed over Bessie,

which was thought a mistake by the

great majority of the pug fancy. Her
principal produce was Champion Bob
Ivy and Matt.
Champion Dude.—I think it not inap-

propriate to mention the serious loss to

pugdom through the stealing of Cham-
pion Dude. He was stolen last October,

and nothing has since been heard of him
so far as the writer knows. This dog was
sired by Champion Max. out of imported
Dolly, and undoubtedly has held the best

record of his day. He was sire of Cham-
pion Bob Ivy,

.juderin(>r>

The writer has often spoken about the

uniform judging of pugs in this country,

and it has been so for many years with

but few exceptions. This fact he has re-

corded in his little volume on the pug,

but this year the judging has not been

so uniform, and especially was this the

case in the bitch classes, Vesta and Bes-

sie were in competition three times, Vesta
beating Bessie at New York under Miss

Whitney's judging, and two weeks af'ter-

wards at Pittsburg Mr. Mortimer placed

Bessie over Vesta, and then a week after

that at Washington Miss Whitney again

placed Vesta over Bessie, Lady Victoria

won first at New York, Cassino was re-

served. Three weeks afterwards Cassino

was placed over Lady Victoria, At Chi-

cago Cribbage was vhc (fourth) and the

following week she was placed first over

two bitches that beat her at Chicago.

The only reason I can give for this

state of affairs (with the exception of the

case of Bessie and Vesta) is that bitches

are somewhat of an unknown quantity,
with few exceptions. They act differ-

ently under different circumstances.
Some bitches do not show well if in

whelp or partially in season, while others
will show at their best under such circum-
stances. Vesta was one of this class, A
judge cannot be too careful under such
circumstances ; their awards are read
by persons who do not see the dogs in

the ring, and these people form the
opinion that there is a want of uniform-
ity in the judging,

I wish to sight a case, and I do it with
all due respect to the judges, Vic,

owned by the writer, won over Rustic

Queen at New York, Troy, Albany and
Rochester in 1S89. The first, second and
fourth shows were judged by Miss Whit-
ney, the third by Mr, Mortimer. Now
in the writer's opinion Vic should never
have won over Rustic Queen, but here is

where they were misled. Nothing in

the world, be it dog or tiger, could
frighten Vic, the bigger the crowd and
noise the tighter she would curl her tail

and show every good point in her and
hide her bad ones. Rustic Queen, on
the other hand, was just the reverse of
this. As soon as she entered the ring
down went her tail, and she would show
in the very worst form. But take these
two bitches in a quiet place and Rustic
Queen would beat in nearly every point
except color and condition, but the gen-
eral impression adduced from the judg-
ing is that Vic was the better dog. How
can such a thing be avoided ?

In the first place, dogs intended for

showing should be kindly handled, they
should lie taken into crowds and accus-

tomed to exciting scenes. Secondly, toy
dogs should never be judged in a dirty

show ring, where other dogs have been
running for a day or more, and never on
sawdust, I have often seen large romp-
ing dogs come bouncing in among the
pugs while being judged, and of course
every timid dog at once lost his chance
of a prize.

If all owners of toy dogs would refuse

to take their dogs into such inclosures the
show coininittees would soon provide
better places to judge in. And it would
be a good move if such shows as New
York and Chicago would provide rings

that are fit for ladies to exhibit their

pets, M. H. Cryer.
Philadelphia, January i. 1892,

THE PREVOUS SIRE QUESTION.

Mr. Wade Still Adherew to Ills AsH«r-
tlon That It Is but a Fallacy,

Editor Fanciers' Journal,
I do not propose to discuss the scien-

tific side of Dr, Mills' paper on this sub-

ject, leaving that to Mr, Millais, I

would suggest, however, that there is

considerable temerity in saying that the

instance of a Himalayan doe rabbit

bringing forth a pure Angora is impossi-

ble, Mr, Heapes and Mr. Millais do not
commoulv commit themselves to state-

ments of impossibilities.

I feel I am on firm ground when I

insist that the popular opinion of this

"influence" is a fallacy, and with no
disrespect to Dr. Mills, I think I know
more about it than he does. The fallacy

is in the acceptance of this "influence"

as invariable ; I know it is not. In forty

years of breeding I have learned several

things, and have never seen a case of "in-

fluence," I have been unremitting in my
enquiries of other breeders, and two cases

of "influence" are all I could gather,

while I have collected teji to the contrary.

Only two of my correspondents have
ever seen a case of "influence," while

twenty have never seen it. If it is not a

fallacy to believe invariable what is dis-

proved in ten out of twelve cases, what
IS it?

Dr. Mills fights a man of straw when
he intimates that breeders may in any
degree become careless as to mesalli-

ances if it is proven that results need
not necessarily be lasting. Where is the

breeder who is such an unadulterated

ass as to risk an "accident" because he
believes it will not result in lasting in-

jury ? And it is not a matter of import-

ance that breeders be disabused of a

fallacious notion that leads them to

throw away what may really be a most
valuable breeding animal ?

Again I would urge on breeders that

they come forward with their experience

on this subject, for it vitally concerns

their pockets. Yours truly,

W. Wads.
HuLTON, Pa., January 2, 189a.
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THE PHILADELPHIA SHOW.

The Largest and Best Display of

Fine Poultry Ever Seen.

IT ECLIPSED ALL THE REST

Over 3000 Entries, Which Is In-

deed a Remarkable Show^-

iner for an Infant.

(^ThE'
*l ini

I

HE old Quaker City,

in its quiet way, has

demonstrated that it

can hold the greatest of

shows. Many of the newer

fanciers were skeptical re-

garding the success of a

show in Philadelphia. That illusion is

dispelled and the grand Childs Trophy,

the Item Bowl and the Record Cup have

opened the eyes of poultry fanciers, and

one successful remarked : "I shall begm

breeding birds for the purpose of win-

ning the Item Trophy next year," and

so on. E. B. Thompson, J. D. Nevius and

others remarked : "It is the greatest show

ever held." Over 3000 birds in Horticul-

tural Hall means volumes. The capacity

of the building was taxed to the utmost.

The attendance was excellent and many

sales were recorded.

The largest exhibit was made by Burn

& Hansler, of Canada (117 birds), F. W.

Gaylor, of Sandacre, coming next, with

ninety birds. Torham Poultry Yards,

Jones Wilcox, E. B. Thompson, Knapp

Brothers, Aug. D. Arnold, W. J. Andrus,

J. C. Haynes and Willard Knapp had

large and fine exhibits. Probably the

most phenomenal exhibit was that of

Wynndoltes. We have never seen a

greater nor finer display of silver Wyan-
dottes. It was a treat to see the grand

breed represented by the birds of such

thorough fanciers as Dr. Beckett, George

W. Weed and others. Dr. Beckett, made
a wonderful record with birds that have

never been equalled in a show room for

uniform excellence. It was no discredit

to Torham Poultry Yards and Jones W1I
cox to be defeated by such birds. The
doctor has worked hard to get to the

top, and it is gratifying to state that his

competitors were glad of his success. It

will certainly give this fine American
breed a boom in the future.

The Indian game exhibit was surpris

ingly large, the winning birds being ex-

ceedingly fine. A full and more detailed

report appears in the critic sm on the

awards by judges and experts.

Good fellowship reigned supreme dur-

ing the show. Secretary Holmes, Treas-

urer Noeckel, Tom Terry and other offi-

cers doing all in their power to make
matters work smoothly. The visiting

fanciers and judges remained to the close

of the show and enjoyed the Quaker
City. James Forsyth, 6. K. Sharp, F. B.

Zimmer, George Weed. Sharp Butter-

field, Frank Gailor. Dr. Beckett, George

Purdue, H. S. Babcock. H. P. Cloud, G.

O. Brown, John D. Abel, Henry Hales,

William Stanton, E. H. Knapp. Willard

Knapp, W\ J. Andrus and dozens of

others were omnipresent. The incubator

exhibits of the Pineland, Prairie State

Company and Sun Company were great

features of the show and attracted the at-

tention of the ladies and children. It is

safe to state that Philadelphia has never

seen such a wonderful display of poultry

before, while the pigeon exhibit was

grand in every particular. The game ex-

hibit was not as large as expected, but

the magnificent specimens shown fully

atoned for lack of numbers. Andrew W,
Hall won his honors in hot competition,

his black reds being very creamy in every

particular.

John Donnelly, of Doylestown, showed

a very fine black-breasted red gamecock,

which was unfortunately absent from the

coop when the birds were judged.

The white Indian games and white

Aseels sent from England attracted much

attention and were sold at large figures

to Messrs. C. A. Sharp & Co. The
Aseels were the only ones shown, and
Messrs. Sharp are to be congratulated

for their enterprise in securing such rare

and valuable birds. They are the gamiest

of all games.
The Langshan exhibit was simply

grand. Messrs. Barry, Robinson and Lea
having birds of great quality. Dr. Lea's

winning five prizes in five entries of

white Langshans.
The names of the judges and their re-

spective classes were as follows :

POULTRY.

Barred and white Plymouth Rocks . G.O. Brown
Minorcas, Andalusian.s, white, black, domiti-

ique, pile and buff l,eghorns, Anconas
and Polish Sharp Butterkield

Buff, white and black Cochina . George Purdue
Partridge Cochins J. G. Darlington
Light and dark Brahmas J. D Nevius
Silver and Golden Wyandottes, American

Dominiques E. B. Thompson
White Wvandottes . . . Francis T. Underbill
Black.white and blue Langshans . F. L. Sewell
Games and Malays John Filkin
Indian Games O. K. Sharp
Brown Leghorns James Forsyth
Houdans. Creve Coeurs, La Fleche.

Daniel Pinckney
Dorkings. . .,^

Henry Hales
Silver spangled and golden spangled Ham-

hurgs Mark Schofield
Golden pencilled, silver pencilled, black and

white Hamburgs, Javas. red caps and
novice classes H. S. Babcock

Breeding pens and novice classes

J. H. Drevenstedt
Buff, white and black Pekin, Japanese rose

comb white, rose comb black bantams,
pet stock, cage birds, wild and ornamen-
tal fowl John K. Diehl

Game, silver and golden Sebright, and Polish

Bantams F. B. Zimmer
Turkevs, ducks and geese E. P. Cloud

PIGEONS.

Pouters (kites, Almonds, agates, mottles,

solid), short-faced and short-face bald
head tumblers Henry Erdmann

Faintnils, c:irriers, barbs, dragoons and ja-

cobins W. J. Stanton
Oriental fril s, owls, turbits, German toys

and show homers J- C. Long, Jr.
Trumpeters, long-faced tumblers, inside

tumblers, magpies, swallows, priests,

nuns and miscellaneous classes . J. D. Abel

The complete list of awards as taken

from the secretary's book are as follows :

Poultry.

Brahmas Uight).—Cock 1st to J. A. Roberts,

2d to John T. White, vhc to T. E. Burrough,
he to A. H. Robinson & Co.: hen 1st to George
Corson, 2d to T. E. Burrow, vhc and c to John
Rumbold, he to Corson; cockerel 1st to Roberts.

2d to White, vhc to Burrough, he to Corson, c to

William F. Berger; pullet ist to Burrough, 2d

to Corson; vhc and he to A. C. Treichler, c to

Berger Dark—Cock 1st to W. A. Fuller, 2d to

Burn & Hansler; hen ist to Fuller. 2d to J. B.

Htiff, vhc to Burn & Hansler; cockerel 1st to

Fuller, 2d to Burn & Hansler, vhc to H. M.
Thomas, he to Burn & Hansler, c to Huff; pul et

ist to Huff. 2d to Fuller, vhc to Thomas, he and c

to Burn & Hansler. White—Cockerel, and pul

let. all awards to John Rumbold except pullet c

to John C. Haynes.

Cochins (buff!.—Cock ist to Lynhurst Poultrj-

Yards. 2d to A. H. Robinson & Co., vh to Dr. E.

H. Witmer, he to Burn & Hansler, c to John
Grosh: hen ist to Lynhurst Poultry Yards, 2d to

Robinson & Co.. vhc to Whitmer. he to Bum &
Hansler, c to Lynhurst Poultry Yards; cockerel

1st to Lynhurst Poultrv Yards, 2d to Burrough,

vhc to Sandacre Farm, he to Whitmer c to John
Grosh pullet ist to Lynhurst Poultry Yards, 2d

to Burrough. vhc to D. A. Nichols, he to Torham
Poultry Yards, e to H. A. Noeckel. Partridge-
Cock I'st to Herbert W. Sm th; hen 1st and 2d

to Smith; cockerel ist, 2d, vhc and he to Torham
Poultrv Yards; pullet, same to same. Black—
Cock I'st to D. A. Nichols, 3 \ to Burn & Hansler

id to T. Johnson; hen 1st and vhe to Nichols. 2d

and he to Burn & Hansler, c to Johnson; cock-

erel isi and 2d to F. Johnson, vhc and he to

Burn & Hansler, c to Thomas; i>ullet 2d and vhc

to Johnson, he and c to Burn & Hansler. While-
Cockerel 1st to Burn & Hansler, 2d to Whitmer;
pul'.et 2d to Whitmer.

Langshans (black) —Cock ist to Harry R.

Barry, 2d to Robinson, vhe to F. G. Bean, he
to J. C. Haynes, e to Burn & Hansler; hen 1st

to Robinson, 2d to Barry, vhc to Bean; cockerel

ist to N. B. Dana, 2d and vhe tj Robinson, he

to Dana, e to A. P. Groves; pullet 1st. 2d, vhc

and c to Robinson, he to Groves White—Coek
ist to Dr. S. T. Lea. 2d to Bean, vhe to Barry;

hen 1st to Barry, 2d to Lea, he to Bean; cockerel

1st and vhe to Bean, 2d to W. J. Gallinger, vhc to

Barry; pullet 2d to Lea, he to Barry. Blue-
Cock ist and 2d, hen ist and 2d, cockerel ist and
2d and pullet ist to Barry.

Dominiques (American) —Cock ist to Jones
Wilcox. 2d to Jes.se G. Da lington, vhc to H. A.

Beyler; hen ist and he to Wilcox, 2d to Darling-

ton, vhe to Beyler: cockerel 1st and vhc to Jones
Wilcox. 2d to Darlington, he to W. S. Miller;

pullet ist to Miller, 2d and he to Darlington.

Plymouth Rocks (barred) —Co:k ist to E. B.

Thompson, 2d to H. Winsor. Jr.. vhe to George
W Harper, he to A. R. Schaunaur, c to John
Gardiner & Co.; hen 1st toSehaunaur, 2d and vhc

to E. B. Thompson, he to S. W. Hain. c to Wil-

cox- cockerel 1st and vhc to Thompson, 2d to

Wilcox he to W. F. Berger, c to Schaunaur; pul-

let ist, 2d and he to E. B. Thompson vhe to Wil-

cox c to Schaunaur. White -Cock first to John
Gardner & Co., 2d to A. P. Groves, vhc to M. B.

Megargee. he to W. W. Kulp; hen 1st to Groves,

2d and vhc to Megargee, he to S. P. Kurtz, c to

W W. Kulp.

Wvandottes (silver).—Cock 1st and vhc to A.

T Beckett. 2d and c to Jones Wilcox; he to

George W. Harper; hen ist, 2d and c to Beckett,

vhc and c to Jones Wilcox; cockerel ist and 2d

to A T. Beckett, vhc and e to Jones Wilcox;

pullet 1st and 2d to A. T. Beckett, vhc and c

to Torham Pouliry Yards, he to Jones Wilcox.

Golden—Cock 1st and ad to C. A. Sharp

& Co., vhc tu Harper; hen ist and 2d to Sharp &

Co.; cockerel 1st, and 2d to Sharp & Co., vhe to

Groves; pullet ist and 2d to Sharp, vhe, he and
c to Groves. White—Cock ist and vhc to Knapp
Bros., 2d to Wilcox, he to George W. Harper, c

to J.W. Gardiner &Co.; hen ist and vhe to Knapp
Bros., ad, he and c to Hill Poultry Yards; cock-
erel ist and 2d to Knapp Bros., vhe to Gardi-
ner & Co., e to M. H. Leiay; pullet ist and 2d to

Knapp Bros., vhc, he and e to Hill Poultry
Yarcfs. Black—Hen 2d, cockerel ist and pnllet

jdtoF. G. Bean Buff—Cock vhe; hen ist and
vhe; cockerel 1st and pullet 2d and vhc to N. B.

Aldrich

.

Javas (black).—Cock ist toC. Haminerschmidt,
2d to Stevens n; hen ist to Hainmerschmidt, 2d

to Stevenson; cockerel 1st to Haminerschmidt,
2d to Geo E.Stevenson; pullet 1st to Hammer-
schmidt, 2d to Stevenson.

Spanish (white-faced black).—Coek 1st to Burn
& Hansler: hen 1st and vhc to Thomas Powell, ad

to Burn & Hansler; cockerel ist and ad to Powell;
pullet ist and ad to Powell.

Andalusians (blue).—Cock ist to A. C. Keyser;
cockerel ist to R. Harrison, ad to Keyser; pullet

ist and ad to Keyser.

Anconas (mottled).—Cock ist, hen ist, cock-

erel ist and pullet 1st to Dr. S. C. Moyer.

Leghorns (.single comb white).—Cock ist, ad

and vhe to Knapp Bros.; hen 1st to Torham Poul-

try Yards, ad to Knapp Bros., vhe to Andrus;
cockerel 1st, ad and vhc, to Knapp Bros., he to

J. C. Haynes, c to Torham Poultry Yards; pullet

ist to Knapp Bros., ad V. W. Nippes, vhe to

Charles W. Rodman. Single comb brown—Cock
1st to H. W. Smith, vhc to John Gardner & Co.;

hen ist and ad to George V. Cresson, vhe to

Smith, he to H. A. Noeckel, e to John Gardner &
Co.; cockerel ist and e to Jones Wilcox, 2d to

Martin Gabrill, Jr., he to J. S. Palmer; pullet 1st

and he to Smith, 2d and vhc to Cres.son. c to C
W. Rodman, Jr. Single comb black—Cockerel
1st to V. W. Nippes, ad to G. E. Stevenson; pul-

let ist and ad to Nipp(;s, vhe to Stevenson. Rose
comb white—Cock ist and hen ist to M. B. Me-
gargee; cockerel 1st to John C. Haynes, ad to

W. S. Miller; pullet 1st to Miller. Rose comb
brown—Cockerel ist to Haynes, ad to W. W.
Kulp; pu let ist to Kulp, vhc to Haynes. Single

comb buff—Cockerel isi to Willard Knapp, ad to

Aug. D. Arnold; pullet 1st, ad and vhc to Aug. D.

Arnold.

Minorcas (black).—Coek ist and vhc to Willard

Knapp, ad to C. R. DeHart; hen ist to F. G.
Kean, ad to Knapp, id to DeHart; cockerel ist

and ad to Knapp, vhe to John C. Haynes; pullet

1st and vhc to Knapp, ad to Burn & Hansle .

White—Cock 1st to DeHart. 2d to Bean, vhc to

Stevenson; cockerel ist to DeHart; pullet 1st to

Bean.

Polish (golden plain).—Cock is', and 2d,hen ist,

cockerel ist, pullet 1st and ad to Burn & Hans-
ler. Silver (plain)—Hen ist, cockerel ist to Burn
& Hansler. White crested black—Cockerel ist,

pullet ist to H. A. Beyler. White crested white-
Cock 1st, hen ist and ad, cockerel ad and he,

&ullet 1st and ad to Burn & Hansler. Golden
carded-Cock 1st and vhc to Burn Hansler,

2d to T. B. Newbold; hen ist lo Newbold. 2d and
vhc to Burn & Hansler; cockerel 1st, pullet 1st

to Burn & Hans er. Silver bearded—Cock 1st,

hen ist and ad, cockerel ist, pullet ist and 2d

to Burn & Hansler. White bearded—Coek 1st

and 2d, hen ist and ad, pullet ist and ad to Burn
& Hansler

Hambt.'rgs (golden spangled).—Coek 2d to

Beyler; hen isi to John C. Haynes, 2d to Beyler;

cockerel 1st to Beyler. 2d and vhe to Haynes;
•iullet ist to Haynes, 2d to Beyler. Silver span-

gled—Cock ist to Torham Poultry Yards. 2d to

Beyler; hen ist to Beyler, ad to Torham Poul-

try Yards; cockerel ist to Torham Pouliry

Yards: equal ad to Torham Poultry Yards and
Jones Wilcox: pullet ist to J. Wilcox, ad to Tor-

ham Poultry Yards. Golden pencilled—Cock ist

to Newbold, ad to Torham Poultry Yards; vhc
to Beyler; hen ist, he and c to Torham Poultry

Yards, ad to T. B. Newbold, vhe to Beyler; co k
erelistto Newbold, 2d to Beyler: pullei ist to

Newbold, 2d to Torham Poultry Yards, vhc to

Beyler. Silver pencilled—Cock ist to Beyler,

2d 'to Stevenson; hen ist and vhc to Murn& Han-
sler, 2d to Sandacre Farm; he lo Stevenson, c to

Beyler: cockerel ist to Burn & Hansler. 2d and
he to Sandacre Farm, vhc to Beyler; pullet 1st lo

Sandacre Farm, 2d to Beyler. White—Cock 1st

lo Beyler; hen 1st to Beyler, ad to Stevenson;

cockerel 1st to Beyler, ad to St venson; pullet

1st to Beyler, ad lo Stevenson. Black—Cock ist

to Megargee, ad to Beyler, vhc to Stevenson, he

to Burn & Hansler; hen 1st to Burn & Hansler.

ad to Stevenson, vhc to Beyler; cockerel ist to

Beyler ad to W. S. Miller; pullet ist to Burn &
Hansler, ad to Miller, vhc to Beyler, he and c to

Megargee.

Dorkings (colored).—Coek ist and ad to Burn
& Hansler; hen ist and ad to Burn & Hansler;

pullet ist and vhe to Haynes, ad and he to Burn

& Hansler. Silver gray-Cock ist to John Grosh.

vhe and he to Burn & Hansler: hen ist and vhc

to Burn & Hansler, ad and he to John Grosh;

cockerel ist and ad, pullet ist and ad to Bum &
Hansler. White—Cock ist and ad, hen 1st and
ad, cockerel ist and 2d, pullet ist and 2d to Burn
& Hansler.

Red Caps.—Cock ist to Haynes, ad to Allen

Tyson; hen ist to Haynes, 2d to Tyson; cock-

erel ist to W. A. Burpee & Co., 2d to John
Ga diner & Co.; pullet ist to Gardner & Co., ad

to Haynes, vhc to Burpee & Co.

Houdans.—Cock 2d to Gardner & Co., hen ist

to B F. Lewis, 2d to Burn & Hansler. vhc to

Gardner & Co.; cockerel ist to Daniel Pinckney;

pullet 2d to B. F. Lewis.

La Fleche.—Coek 1st. hen 1st, 2d, vhc and c;

cockerel ist, ad and vhc; pullet ist, ad and vhc to

W. J. Andrus.

Games (black-breasted red)—Cock ist and vhc

to Andrew W. Hall, 2d to H. H. Harmes& Bro..

equal vhc to Horace Twaddell; hen 1st to lohn

Donnelly. 2d and vhc to Twaddell; cockerel ist

and 2d to Hall, vhe, equal, to Donnelly and
Twaddell: pullet ist to Twaddell, 2d to A.Oliver,

vhe equal, to Oliver and Donnelly. Brown-red—
Cock 1st and hen ist to Stevenson; cockerel ist

and pu let ist to James A. Stovell. Silvet duck-

wing—Coek ist, hen island 2d to Burn & Hansler;

cockerel island pullet 3d to John Donnelly. Gol-

den duekwing—Cock ist and hen ist to Burn

& Hansler; cockerel 2d to Allen G. Oliver. Red
pile—Coek ist to Burn & Hansler, 2d to James
Rennie; hen 1st to Rennie, ad to Burn & Hansler,

vhe to Donnellv; cockerel 1st to Burn & Hansler:

pullet ist to Donnelly. Black—Cock ist, hen 1st.

cockerel ist and pullet ist to Harmes & Bro.;

hea ad. cockerel ad and pullet ad to G. E Steven-

son. White—Cock 1st, hen ist, cockerel ist and

pullet i«t to Harmes & Bro. Any other color-
Cockerel ist and ad, pullet ist and ad to George
Whitfield. Pit (any color)-Cock 1st and vhe to

E. A. Currier, ad to F. Hedgeeoek, he to Steven-
son; hen ist to Stevenson, ad and vhe to Cur-
rier, he to B. F. Lewis; cockerel 1st to Oliver, ad

to Donnelly, vhc to Stevenson; pullet i.st to Don-
nelly ad to Currier.

Indian Games—Cock 1st and ad to Sandacre
Farm, vhe to Hill Poultry Yard«^. he to George
M. Woods, c to W. A. Burpee & Co.: hen ist to

Burpee, ad to Sandacre Farm, vhc and e to

Woods, he to Hill Poultry Yards; cockerel ist

to W. J. Andrus, 2d to Gardner & Co., vhc to

Burpee, he lo A. C. Keyser, c to Sandacre Farm;
pullet ist and ad to George M. Woods, vhe lo

Burpee, he to Hill Poultry Yards, c to Andrus.
White—Cockerel 1st to C. A. Sharp & Co., ad to

George T. Whitfield; pullet ist to Whitfield, ad to

Sharp & Co.

Bantams (black -breasted red).—Cock first and
he to Sandacre Farm, ad and vhc to Peter M.
Orth & Bro, he to Burn & Hansler; hen ist and
he to Sandacre Farm, 7d and vhe to Orth & Bro.

c to John Donnelly; cockerel ist to B. C. Thorn-
ton, ad and he to Sandacre Farm, vhc lo Orth &
Bro., he to Jesse G. Darlington; pullet ist to

Thornton, ad and c to Sandacre Farm, vhc to

Darlington and Burn & Hansler. he to Donnellv,

e to Orth & Bro. Red pile game—Cock ist to

George W. Weed & Co., ad to Thornton, vhe to

Sandacre Farm; hen 1st to Thornton; ad to Sand-
acre Farm; cockerel 1st to Orth & Bro.. ad and
vhc to Weed & Co.,cto Sandacre Farm a»>d Burn
& Hansler (two awards to each) ;

pullet ist to

Weed & Co, 2d and c to Sandacre Farm, vhc to

Burn & Hansler, he to Orth & Bro.

Golden duekwing game—Coek 1st and ad, hen
ist and ad, cockerel ad to Sandacre Farm; cock-

erel 1st to Thornton, vhe to Darlington; pullet

ist to Thornton, ad and he to Sandacre, vhe to

Darlington.
Silver duekwing game—Cock 1st to Burn «c

Hansler. ad to J. C. Maple, vhe to William F.

Berger: hen 1st lo Orth & Bro., 2d to Burn &
Hansler, he to Darlington, e to Berger; cockerel

1st to Orth & Bro., ad to Darlington, vhc and he

to Sandacre Farm, c to Corson and Berger; pullet

ist to Darlington, ad to Corson, vhe and he to

Sandacre Farm, c to Maple and Berger.

.\ny other color game—Cock vhc to Sandacre
Farm; hen ist, ad and vhc to Sandacre Farm;
cockerel ist lo Weed & Co., ad to Sandacre Farm;
pullet 1st. 2d and vhc to Sandacre Farm.
Malay Game—Cockerel ad, pullet ist to Sand-

acre Farm.
Golden Sebright—Hen 1st to J.C. Maple; cock-

erel isl; pullet ist and ad to Livingston Bros.

Silver Sebright—Coek 1st to W. A. Fuller, ad to

A. C. Treichler; hen ist to Maple, ad to Sandacre
Farm, vhe to Fuller; cockerel ist to Burn &
Hansler; pullet 1 si to Burn & Hansler. ad to rand-

acre Farm, vhc and he to A. C. Treichler.

Cochin—Coek ist lo Sandacre Farm, ad to Lyn-
hurst Poultry Yards, vhe to A. H. Robinson &
Co. he to B. F. Lewis, c to E. N. Denman; hen
ist to Robinson & Co., ad to Denman, vhc to

Lewis, he lo O. A. Merchant; cockerel 1st and ad

to Torham Poultry Yards, vhe and c lo Sandacre

Farm, he to Merchant; pullet ist to Sandacre
Farm, second to Torham Poultry Yards, vhc and
he to Denman , c to Merchant.
White Pekin—Cock isl. ad and vhc; hen 1st, ad

and id; cockerel and pullet isl, 2d and 3d to A.

P Groves. Black-Hen ist and 2d: pullet ist and
ad to Lvnhurst Poultrv Yards. Pekin or Cochin
(anv other color)—Cockerel ist to Torham Poul-

trv Yards ^ . ,, ^

Rose comb black-Cockerel ist and ad, pullet

ist and ad to Sandacre Farm: cockerel vhc to

Beyler. White—Cock ist and hen 1st to J. C.

Maple. -. M
Japanese (any color)—Coek 1st to Dr. E- H.

Witmer; hen ist to Lvnhurst Pou'try Yards, ad

to Witmer; cockerel 1st to Witmer, ad and vhe to

Lvnhurst Poultrv Yards, pullet isl to Witmer, ad

and vhc to Lvnhurst.
Booted (any color)—Coek ist. h'.-n ist to Maple.

Dominique—Coek 1st. hen ist to T. C. Maple.
Any other variety bantam—Cockerel ist and pul-

let isl to Maple.

Sumatras.—Cock 1st, hen 1st, cockerel ist and
pullet 1st to G. E. Stevenson.

Malays (any color).—Hen 1st to Lester B.

Gunn; cockerel isl to Whitfield. 2d to Gunn;
pullet ist to Gunn. 2d to Whitfield.

Cosaques (naked necks, any color).—Cockerel

1st and pu let 1st to Stevenson.

Frizzles. -Cock ist to H. M. Thomas, ad and
vhc to Richard C. Kaighn. he lo B. F. Lewis;

hen ist and 2d to Kaighn. vhc to Thomas. Vc to

Lewis; cockerel ist and 2d to Kaighn; pullet ist

to Lewis, 2d and vhe to Kaighn.

Erminettes.—Cockerel 1st and pullet ist to

John C. Haynes.

Sherwoods.—Cock, ist, ad and vhe; hen lat,

ad and vhc: cockerel ist, ad and vhc; pullet i»t,

2d and vhc lo W. A. Burpee & Co.

Any Other Variety.—Cock 1st to H. M.
Thomas 2d lo B. F. Lewis, vhe to N. B. Aldnch,
he to Samuel Wilson; hen 1st to Thomas, ad to

Lewis, vhe and c to Aldrich, he to Wilson; cock-

erel, 1st and vhc to Aldrich, ad to Stevenson, c to

Lewis; pullet ist to Stevenson, ad, he and c to

Aldrich, vhe to Lewis.

Turkeys (bronie).-Best pair 1st to B. F.

Lewis; best pair hatched in 1891 1st to J. F. Bar-

bee. White—Best pair ist to D. A. Mount, ad to

R. C. Kaighn.

Geese (best pair).— ist to Stevenson. Chinese

brown (best pair)— ist to Stevenson. Wild (best

pair)-isttoR. C. Kaighn. Any other variety

^best pair)—ist to Stevenson.

Ducks (Pekin).—Best pair 1st and ad to S. P.

Noe. Best pair hatched during 1891— ist to D A.

Mount, ad and vhc to S. P. Noe. Rouen (best

pair)— ist to Stevenson, ad to B. F. Lewis. Avles-

bury (best pair)- 1st to Stevenson. Cayuga (best

pair)— isl to Stevenson. Muscovy (while, best

pair), 1st to Stevenson. Colored, ist to Stevenson,

2d to B. F. Lewis. Crested, 1st to Stevenson, ad

to Lewis. Call (white), ist to Stevenson. Grey,

ist lo Stevenson. Black East Indian, ist to

Stevenson. Carolina, ist to Stevenson.

Guineas (pearl).— 1st to Lewis, ad to Lester

B. Gunn, 3d to Stevenson. White— ist to Steven-

son, ad to N. B. Dana.

Pheasants (silver)— ist to Stevenson. English,

ist to Stevenson.

Johnson. Barred Plymouth Rock-Cockerel ad

to E. ^. Cloud. Buff Cochins— ist and ad to Lyn-

hurst Poultry Yards.

For the heaviest and best dressed duck— ist to

D. A. Mount.
t . , tf

For the best twelve brown eggs—ist to J. t-

Sellers, 2d to N. B. D ana.
For the best twelve duck exgs—1st to D. A.

Mount. , . ^ . J »

For best collection of cage birds— isl and art to

Vahle.
Breeding Pens.

LA Fleche—i8t to W. J. Andru.s.

Houdans— 1st to Daniel Pinckney.

Dominiques.— First to Jones Wilcox.

Sherwoods.—ist to W. Atlee Burpee & Co.

Red Caps —ist to W. Atlee Burpee & Co.. Phil-

adelphia.

Ducks (Pekin).—Hatched in 1891, ist and 2d to

D. A. Mount.

Creve Cceurs.—First to George T. Whitfield,

Coleridge, England.

Hamburgs (silver spangled).—ist lo H. A.

Noeckel. Black— ist to M. B. Megargee.

Light Brahmas.—First to J. A. Roberts, Mal-

vern. Pa.; 2d to H. A. Noeckel, Lausdowne, Fa.

Minorcas (black).-island vhc to Knapp Bros.,

ad lo C. R. DeHart. W. ile— 1st to C. R. De Hart.

Cochins (buff).—First to T. D. Nevius, 2d to

David A. Nichols, vhe to John Gardner & Co.,

Pea Fowls.— ist to Stevenson, ad to J. Grosh

.

SellIns Class.

Indian game cockerel— ist to G. M. Woods;
pullet ad and 3d to Wods. Light Brahma-
Cockerel 1st to J. A. Roberts. Buff Cochin-
Cockerel ad to Theron Johnson; pullet ist to

he to Sandacre Farm Black— 1st toD. A. Nichols.

Plymouth R<x:ks (barred).—First to K. B.

Thompson, ad to Jones Wilcox, vhc lo C. F.

Beaumont. W ite-ist lo M. B. Megargee, 2d lo

A. P. Groves.

Leghorns (white).-ist and ad to Knapp Bro*.

Buff— ist to Arnold, ad to Willard Knapp. Brown
— ist lo G. H. Gallanger, 2d and c to H. A.

Noeckel, Lansdowiie, Pa.

INDIAN Games.—First to W. J. Andrus, Hack-

ensack, N. J.; ad to Hill Poultry Yards, James-
burg N. J.; vhe and he to August D. Arnold, c

lo George T. Whitfield, Coleridge, England.

Wvandottes (silver).—First to A. T. Beckett,

Salem N. J. White—First to Knapp Bros., Fa-

bius N. Y.; ad and vhc to Hill Poultry Yards,

Jamesburg, N. J. Buff—ad and he to D. Mulliii.

Bantams (game).—Red pile, ist to George W.
Weed & Co. Black-breasted red— 1st to Sandacre

Farm. Other than game—Buff Pekin, ist lo W.

J Andrus. White . ekin— ist to A. P. Groves.

Silver Sebright— ist to A. C. Treichler.

Pliceons.

Carriers (black)—Cock ist to D. Newell, sec-

ond to H. W. Vahle, Philadelphia. Dun— ist to

Newell. Any other color— isl to Newell. Hens
(black)— ist to Newell, ad to James Mander. Phil

adelpbia. Dun— 1st to Newell. Best black car-

rier cock bred i8qi— 1st to Newell. Best dun
carrier coek bred 18 i— isl lo Newell. Best black

carrier hen, bred 1891— 1st to Newell. Best dun
carrier hen, bted 1891— ist to Newell.

Pouters (blue pied)—Hen 1st lo William But-

ler, New York.

Barbs (blaek)-Cock ist to Newell, ad to Vahle.

Red—Coek 1st to Newell. Dun-Cock ist to Newell.

Any other colored cock ist to Newell. Black—Hen
1st to Newell, ad to Vahle. Yellow—Hen isl to

Newell, ad to Vahle. Red—Hen ist to Newell

Dun -Hen ist to Newell. Any other color—Hen
ist to Newell.

Bald Heads (short-f.eed, b'ue)-Coek 1st to

Vahle Yellow—Cock ad to Vahle. Any other

color—Cock he to Vahle. Yellow—Hen he to

Vahle. Blue—Hen ist to Vahle.

Flying Tumblers (solid) —Pair 1st to George
Foust, Rheinbeck; 3d to H. Winsor. Jr. Any
other color-Best pair ist lo William Khinger;

same and Vahle equal ad.

Jacobins (black).-Cock 1st to George E. Ford,

Miss.; ad to Henry Tiernan, Baltimore. Red-
Cock ist to Ford. 2d to Vahle. White—Coek isl

to Ford 2d to Tiornan. Any other color—Cock

ist and 2d to Tiernan. Black—Hen ist to Ford,

ad to Ti rnan. Yellow—Hen ist to Vahle, 2d lo

L S Clark. Red—Hen isl to Ford. 2d lo George

Foust. White—Hen ist to Vahle. Any other

color—Hen ist and ad to Tiernan.

English Owls (black) .—Coek 1st and ad lo G
V Cresson. Blue—Cock isl to James E- Stovell,

ad to Ehinger. Silver—Cock ist to Ehinger
While—Cock 1st to Ehinger. ad to Stovell. Anv
other color—Cock island ad to Ehinger. : lack

—Hen island ad to Cresson. Blue—Hen ist to

Ehinger, ad to Stovell. Silver—Hen 1st to Stovell,

2d to Ehinger. White—Hen ist to Flhinger. Any
other color-Hen ist and 2d lo Ehinger,

African Owls (black).—Coek 1st and 2d to L.

S. Clark. Blue—Cock 1st to Thomas Scholes.

White—Cock 1st to Martin Hoepfincr, 2d to

Clark. Any other color—Cock ist to Scholes.

Black-Hen 1st and 2d to Clark. Blue—Hen 1st

lo Clark, 2d to Scholes. White—Hen ist to Hoep-
finer, 2d to Clark. Any other color—Hen 1st lo

Scholes.

Chinese Owls (black) —Cock 1st to Schofield.

Blue—Coek ist to Scholes, ad to Schofield. White
—Coek 1st to Ehinger, ad to Clark. Any other

color—Cock isl to Stovell, 2d to Scholes. Black

—Hen ist to Schofield Blue—Hen 1st to Scholes,

ad to Schofield. White—Hen ist to Ehinger.

Any other color-hen 1st to Stovell. 2d to

Scholes.

Tail-marked Owls (black)—Cock ist lo

Ehinger. Any other color—Cock ist to Ehinger.

Black-Hen ist to Ehinger.

Trumpeters (mottle).—Cock 2d to George For-

est, hen 2d to George Forest.

Fantails (plain black).—Cock ist to Vahle.

Plain white—Coek isl and 2d to Alexander Hay.
Plain blue—Coek ist to Vahle. Plain yellow-
Cock 5lh to Vahle. White—Hen ist and 2d to

Hay. Blue—Hen 1st to Vahle. Yellow—Hen 5th

to Vahle. Plain black—Hen ist to Vahle. Any
other color (plain)—Hen 1st to Hay. Crested and
booted (black)—Cock ist to Vahle. White—Cock
ist to Vahle. Black—Hen ist to Vahle. White-
Hen 1st to Vahle. Saddleback (black)— ist to

Vahle. Yellow—Cock 2d lo Vahle. Red—Cock
5th to Vahle. Any other color-Cock ist to Vahle.

Black—Hen ist to Vahle. Yellow—Hen 2d lo

Vahle. Red—Hen ist to Vahle. Any other color

Hen ist to Vahle.

Oriental Frills (laced blondinette).—Coek
ist and 2d to R. P. Groves. Satinette—Coek ist

and 2d to R. P. Groves. Laeed blondinette—Hen
ist and 2d to Groves.

Turbits (black-winged)—Cock ist and 2d lo

CVroves. Yellow-winged—Coek ist lo Charles E
Ford, Massachusetts; ad to William L Randall.

Red-winged—Cock ist to Ford, ad to Randall.
Blue-winged—Cock ist to M Schofield; ad to

Ford. Black-winged—Hen 1st to Groves ; ad to

Ford. Yellow-winged—Hen 1st to Ford; ad to

Randall. Red-winged—Hen ist to Ford; ad to

Khinger. BUiewinged—Hen ist lo Schofield;

ad to Ford. Solid black—Cock ist to Stovell; ad

to Clark. Solid red—Cock ist to Kaiidai:. Solid

yellow—Cock 1st to Hoeffncr; ad lo Randall.

Solid—Cock ist lo Randall. Solid any other
color— ist to F'hinger; ad lo Schofield. Solid

black—Hen 1st to Stovell; ad to Clark- Solid red
—Hen ist to Randall. Yellow—Hen islloClark;

2d to Randall. Blue—Hen isl to Stovell; ad lo

Randall. Solid any other color—Hen ist to

Ehinger; ad to Schofield. Black tailed—Cock 1st

to Clark; 2d lo Schofield. Red tailed—Cock ist

to William S. Lentz; 2d to Hoeffner. Yellow
tailed—C«ek ist to Hoeffner; ad to Lentz. Any
other colored tail—Cock ist lo Lentz; 2d lo Ehin-
ger. Black tailed—Hen 1st to Schofield; 2d to

Lentz. Red tailed—Hen 1st to Hoeffner; ad to

Lentz. Yellow tailed—Hen ist to Hoeffner: ad

to Lentz. Any other color tailed hen ist to

Lentz; ad to Khinger.

Magpies l(black).—Cock 1st and ad lo Ehin-
ger; blue isl and ad to Ehinger; yellow i>t

and 2d, any other color ist and ad to Ehinger;

Black—Hen 1st and ad, blue and yellow island

ad, any other color ist and ad to Ehinger.

Swallows (black).-Cock 1st and 3d to Pearson,

ad to Vahle; blue isl to Ehinger, 2d to Vahle; red

1st to Vahle, 2d to Pearson; yellow 1st to Pearson,

2.1 to Hoeffner. Black—Hen 1st lo Pearson, 2d to

Vahle: blue, isl lo Khinger; yellow i.sl to Pear-

son, ad lo Hoeffner, Black (with white bars).—

Cock 1st to Vahle. Blue-Cock ist to Vahle: any
other cjlor 1st lo Vahle Black (with while bars)

Hen- 1st lo Vahle. Blue—Hen ist to Hoeffner.

Any other color— Hen ist to Vahle.

Priests (yellow).—Cock ist to Vahle; hen ist

to Vahle. Black (with while bars).—Cock ist lo

Vahle. Any other color—Cock ist to Hoeffner

and Vahle, ad to Vahle. Black—Hen ist lo Vahle.

Any other color—Hen ist to Hoeffner and Vahle,

2d to Vahle.

Nuns (black)—Cock, isl to Vahle; red, isl lo

Vahle; any other color, ist and ad to Vahle. Hen
(black), ist to Vahle; red, ad lo Vahle; any other

color, ist and ad to Vahle.

.\NTWERts (short-faced).—Cock, any color, 2d

lo I. M. Skiles Pittsburg; hen, any color. 2d to

Skiles.

Archangels (bronze).—Cock, ist and ad lo

Broemer, of Baltimore; anv other color, ist to

Vahle; hen (bronze), 1st and 2d to Broemer; any
other color, 1st to Vhhle.

Helmet (any color).—Cock first and ad lo

Martin Hoeffner; hen, any color, ist and ad lo

Hoeffner.

Ice (spangled).—Cock, any color, isl lo Vahle;

hen any color, 1st to Vahle. Plain—Cock, any
color, ist lo Vahle, ad to Hoeffner; hen. any
color, 1st to Vahle, ad to Hoeffner.

Homers (record birds, any color).—Cock ist to

Stovell hen 1st lo Stovell. Open cla.ss—Cock,

blue 1st to G. V. Cresson, 2d to T. I). M. Cardeza;

red or red checkered, ist to Cresson; blue check-

ered, ist to Cresson; silver or red dun, 1st and 2d

to Cardeza ; any other color, 2d to Cresson . Hen
(blueeheckeredi— ist to Cresson; silver or red

dun. isl and 2d lo Cresson.

Specials.—The pigeon specials were awarded
as follows: Best carrier to F. K- Newell, best

swallow to W. H. Vahle, black magpie to W
Ehinger, best blondinette and saliiictle, R. S.

Groves, best tumbler to George Fausl. best hel-

met lo H. Hoeffner, bronze archangel to W. Broe-

mer best white Jacobin to Charles E. Ford, best

vellow barb to D. E. Newell, best owl to J. A.

Stovell best while fanlail to A. Hay, best black

lurbit to J. A. Stovell, best black nun to Vahle

and blue pied pouter lo William Butler.

Special Premiums.
Great interest was manifested in the awarding

of the specials, nolablv so in the cups and
trophies. While on exhibition at Bailey, Banks
& Biddle they attracted a great deal of attention,

and the lucky winners were looked upon with

envious eves by the large number of breeders

present, ^he awarding of the specials was as

Follows

:

. .. , ••

The George W. Childs Trophy—A solid silver

cup donated by George W. Childs. of the Public

Ledger, for the best display in the American

class. Won by Jones Wilcox, of East Chatham,

N Y , by sixlv-one points.

The Record Cup, donated by William M.

Singerly. ofthe Record, for the best display in

the Asiatic class, was won by Harry R. Barry, of

Passaic, N. J, with sixty-four points

The Item Trophv, donated by the Philadelphia

I em a handsoine'silver bowl, for the finest and

best display in the Mediterranean class, went to

Willard S.Knapn, of Fabius, N. Y., with fi fly-

one points to his credit.

New Jersey State Poultry Society's silver cup

to the New Jersev exhibitor making the best dis-

play of poultry in any class or all classes, won

The Pineland out-door brooder for the best

display of Asiatics, won by H. R. Barry.

Willard P. Smith's silver cup for best display of

Langshans, won by H. R. Barry.

Five dollars in gold for best exhibition of game
male, won by Burn & Hansler.

Five dollars in gold each for most typical white

Wyandotte male and female, won by Knapp

Five dollars in gold for the most typical Indian

game male, won by W. T. Andrus; same for

Indian game female, won by W. A. Burpee & Co.

Thomas H; Child's silver cup for be.st display

of buff Cochins, won by t>ie Lynhurst Poultry

Yard- C Wistar Thompson's silver cup for btst

display of silver Wyandottes, won by Dr. A. T.

Beckett; Wheeler & Son's silver cup for best dis-

play of six silver Wyandottes, won by Dr. A. T.

Kpckctt
Beckett's silver cup for best barred Plymouth

Rock cock, won by K B. Thompson: the Ameri-

can Plymouth Rock Club's prize, won by h B.

Thompson; prize for best pair of Plymouth

Rocks, won by E. B. Thompson; prize for high-

est scoring barred Plymouth Rock cockerel, won
by E. B. Thompson. ^, i. r
The Philadelphia Poultry and Pigeon Club of-

fer of $s in gold for Vc most typical barred Ply-

mouth Rock male, won by E. B Thompson ; J5

in gold for the most typical barred Plymouth

Rock female, won by Thompson. . ,, . .

C. A. Sharp & Co., Japanese vase for the best

Indian game cockerel, won by \y. J. Andrus ; $10

in gold additional if the winning bird is from

stock hatched from these eggs or traceable to

the Agitator strain, won by W. J. Andru.<.

Five dollars in gold for the largest and best ex-

hibit of game bantams, w<m by Sandacre Farm.
Five dollars in gold for the best pen ot Pekin

bantams, won by W. J. Andrus.

J. H. Drevenstedt, souvenir spoon for the best

pen of birds in the novice class, won by W. At
lee Burpee & Co. ....
Five dollars in gold for the best display in Ihe

novice class, won by W. Atlee Burpee & Co.

Twenty dollars in gold for the best bufl I.eji

horn exhibit by a member of the Buff Leghorn
Club, won bv August D. Arnold.
Silver cup for best barred Plymouth Rtx:k

cock, won by E. B. Thompson.
Five dollars in gold for best breeding pen

silver Wyandottes, won bv Dr. A. T. Beckett.

Dr. A. T. Beckett's silver cup (or best silver

Wyandotte cock, won by donor.
Five dollars in gold for the btst pen of barred

Plymouth Rocks owned by a member of Ihe

American Plymouth Rock Club, won by K. B.

Thompson.
Five dollars in gold for the best pen Indian

games owned by a member of the Indian Game
Club, won by Andrus.
Five dollars in gold for the best pen of buff

Cochins-, won by J. D. Nevius. Hive dollars in

gold for the best and largest exhibit in the French
class, won by W. J. Andrus.
The I'oultry News cup for the best and largest

display of barred Plymouth Rock", won by V..

B. Thompson.
Five dollars in gold fur best brerdiiig pen of

single comb white Leghorns, won by Knapp
Brothers.
Five dollars in gold for best breeding pen while

Wvandottes, won by Knapp Brothers.

Five dollars in gold for best single comb brown
Leghorns, won by G. H. Gallinger.

Five dollars in gold for the best pen of while
Wvandottes, won by Knapp Brothers.

The Drexel prize of J25 in gold as follows : Ten
dollars for best displav of p ultry made by any
exhibitor outside of the United States, won by
Burn & Hansler. Five dollars for best display

of Polish, won by Burn & Hansler. Five dollars

for best displav of white face black Spanish, won
by Thomas Powell, and five dollars for best dis-

play of dorkings, won bv Burn & Han.sler

A |5 high silk hat for ihe most popular man in

the show, won by Harry L. Holmes.

BreedIns Pens.

There were fifty-lour entries in the

breeding pens, a I'nagnificent collection

of birds. The Indian games were the

largest class, the first prize pen being

especially fine, the females excelling in

size and clean, distinct lacing. Roth sec-

ond and third pens were above the aver-

age. The imported cock bird in fifth prize

pen was excellent in station, substance

and color.

The Wyandottes were far above the

average, Knapp Bros,' pen of whites be

ing in excellent condition anrl of great

quality. The two pens exliibited by the

Hill Poultry Yards were lacking in con-

dition, although containing superior

specimens, nota'ily the old cock, who
was the most syininetrical male in any of

the pens. The silver Wyandottes were

superb, the two pens of Dr. Beckett con

taining females that were remarkably

clear in their lacing. The first pen, con-

sisting of hens and cock, was the best we

have ever seen. The third pen was hand-

some, the individual birds showing too

much white edging in the lacing, however.

The Leghorns were of high « rder,

notably the white, brown and buff va-

rieties.' The fine pen of buffs was worthy

of all the favorable comments made by

fanciers. The cock was even in color and

a rich buff.
, , •

The Minorcas, both black and white,

were excellent, the third pen containing

an undeveloped cockerel that will be

hard to beat in the open class when he

gets more age.

The barred Plvniouth Rocks were very

sympathetic, the first pen containing a

male that was the cynosure of all eyes.

Asjimniv Forsvth would say, "he was

blue barred to the skin." Great in style

and svmmetry, he easily carried his ha-

rem to victory. A pen of Creve Cieurs

exhibited by George T. Whitfield at-

tracted much attention, being unques-

tionably the best pen of this breed ever

shown in America.

Two pens of buff Wyandottes were crit-

ically inspected by all Wyandotte fan-

ciers. They report progress.

The novice class was out in great shape,

being especially strong in white breeds,

white Brahmas and Sherwoods dividing

the attention of the visiting fanciers and

others. The white Brahmas of John

Rumbold are without question the hand-

somest collection of white birds we ever

saw. They were fine in symnielry and

conib, beautiful in plumage, the snowy

whiteness of which added great charm.

The Sherwoods demonstrated their

utilitarian qualities in the grand shaped

females shown by W. Atlee Burpee & Co.

Massive in breast and body, fairly hard

in feather, they looked worthy of all the

claims made for them bv the introducers.

ent. I'Vmales of pen were all good except
one which carried her tail very bad.

Several prize pens got all they mer-
ited, being only second quality birds in

all respects.

Cocks consisted of six birds, the first

prize bird winning easily over all com-
petitors. Second good in form l>ut bad

in coiiil).

Hens.

—

I'irst, an exceptionally good
tail, except a trifle pinched, her tail co-

verts being exceptionally fine.

Second is a close follower of first, ex-

cept tail. Balance of class all good ex-

cept one.
I'irst cockerel is a good all round bird

and will take los of beating. Second is

close follower, failing mostly in shape of

body. Balance of cla.ss too young to

compete with first and second prize win-

ners.

Pnllet prizes were undoubtedly all

right, but in onr mind second would have

had first place b;i<l she been better de-

veloped in breast. Balance of class were

all good, but not worthy of first or second

ribbons.
Hiitrt oehlnt*.

Pirst prize pen w« re especially good in

shank and toe feather and shape, and the

cock was undoubtidly the best biiff in

the show except that he lacks size in

bodv.
Second ])rize ])en was headed by a

cockerel which no doubt would have won
second place in open class had he been

placed there, the females being all of

jjood (jualily and reflect great credit

upon'tlu-ir owner in his selei tion.

The male of thin! prize pen was de-

ficient in color, but the pen will undoubt-

edlv produce good results in the breed-

ing vard. In cock birds first and second

were properly placed, an<l each bird's

merit is too apparent to liear criticism.

The balance of the class consists of eight

or ten more birds that are exceivionally

fine, and this class taken as a whole was

as gooil a class as there was in the show.

In hens competition was very close,

the first prize hen being very ma.ssive in

shape and abundantly feathered, but car-

ries a trifle too much' hock. Second was

a little better in color but not (juite fo

prominent in breast.

Pirst i>rizc cockerel was rightly placed,

but in our opinion second was wrongly

placed and should have been placed on

coop number eightv-five, belonging to

Sandacre Parni, and only getting third

place. The balance of the class, consi.st-

ing of fourteen birds, were all good, and

not a single bir<l can be rated as poor.

The pullet class was as strong a one as

the writer ever saw, there being twenty-

fonr competitors, and all good. Piist

prize stands out very prominently and

was justly placeil. Second is a good

bird but has very much the look of a hen

about the head and in color. Lynhurst

Poultry Yards deserve special mention

for their display in this class.

F. W. Gaylor.

IJgrht Brnhinan

Pen prizes were well placed. The

cockerel of first prize pen was very

strong in hackle and tail, but with yellow

tinge on back and wing was very appar-

Iiidlnn CJamoH.

First in cocks went to Sandacre Farm,

a fine shaped, hard feathered bird with

good carriage, well hung tail and fine

comb. Second, also to Sandacre, is a

fine upstanding binl, tail hung low, very

wide breast ami shoulders, good broad

back, but not so fine in head nor hard in

feather as first. Third to Sandacre. is a

good tvpical cock, not so large as second,

but of better style. Fourth to G. M.

Woods, a big. massive fellow, but dubbed.

WouUl have fared better but for loss of

comb. Fifih to A. Burpee & Co. A
large fine heade<l fellow, with good comb,

but rather too thin body. Showed good

station. .

In hens the first and special for most

tvpical females went to A. Burpee & Co

, A good sized, finelv laced hen, but bad
'

in teet. Good size' and head. Sandacre

i
Farm captured second with a bird of the

1 same tvpe as the first and same bad feet.

i
There was but little choice between the

' two The third prize went to G. M.

, Woods, who had the largest in the class,

and if the bird had been in show condi-

tion might have been first. Fourth went

to the Hill Poultrv Yards, with a large,

I well-laced bird, but carries his tail too

: high Wood got fifth with a bird very

I

similar to third, but not as well laced and
' a very large bodied bird.

In cockerels W. J. Andrus took tirst

and challenge cup with a dandy bird,

showing nearly clear yellow beak, nice

rea comb, solid orange shanks, low 111

ihigh and shanks, firm in feather and
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with a beautiful shaped tail and back.

It was an easy win over anything in

the class John Gardiner got second with

a game the same style as first, but was

not so good in comb, beak, legs or tail.

W. A. Burpee & Co. with a big, fine bird

took third on account of being dubbed.

Fourth went to A. C. Keyser, who had a

very good bird, with a good comb and
prominent breast. Sandacre Farm got

fifth with a very large but lanky bird

with a good comb and color.

G. M. Woods had birds good enough
to win first and second in the pullet class.

First is a model in shape, very bright in

color, but little off in lacing. Second is

a large, well laced bird, but lacks color

as compared with first. Both have fine

legs. Hill Poultry Yards took third, with

a large indistinctly laced game in every

section, clean legs, fine shape and color.

Fourth was a large dark pullet with fine

legs but lacings rather coarse. W. J.

Andrus took fifth with a well laced bird

but of medium size. O. K. Sharp.

Plymouth Rocks.

The Plymouth Rocks were the leading

class in the show. They were judged by

G. O. Brown, who thus comments on the

exhibit : The cocks were all excellent in

size, with an inclination to coarseness

and a consequent loss of the true typical

shape of the males that is so often found

in cocks that are held at about standard

weight. The winning cock was of good
standard color, plenty of style, with a

back a trifle too long drawn, good beak

and legs. The second cock a little dark-

er in plumage, with barring running well

down, heavy, compact build, a trifle

clumsy in action. .

The first cockerel was a 'Jim Damly,"
to use the language of the boys. He was
as lively as though on springs, fine color,

good comb, legs and bill, large frame,

his weakest point being tail. The second

cockerel was good in form, comb and
barring, a shade too dark, but straight in

barring helping him to the front.

The first pullet was excellent in color,

barring good but a trifle too wide, neck

a little otf in color near the head from a

surface point of view but opening up

well. The second but a trifle behind in

good points. The first prize hen was the

marvel of the class and was a wonder to

the veteran Plymouth Rock men. Her
barring was straight as dies across the

feathers, and when the neck feathers

were parted the barring was seen in rings

—a very rare thing. The fluff showed
grand barring. In color she was a shade

too dark, and in head a trifle coarse, but

all points considered, the most typical

bird in the class.

The display, considered as a whole,

shows there is a tendency among breed-

ers to sacrifice fine straight barring to se-

cure color, and in doing so many seem

to lose sight of the fact that they are

getting the surface bars too much on a

spangle order, and give, especially the

females, a splotchy look.

The white Rocks were good iir plumage

and the winner were of unusual good

symmetry, clean cut, good combs and

brilliant, clear, yellow legs.

irambiiitr^.

Golden pencilled—Cocks, three ; first

the largest and best in comb. A symmet-
rical and richly colored bird ; second

and third close together and varying

chiefly in comb and size. Hens. five. A
good class in ground color and pencilling

but with bad hackles. First had by far

the best hackle in the class and was a

little the be.st in pencilling. Second, vhc

and he close together, while c failed in

wings. Cockerels, two ; first excellent

in comb, lobe and good in color ;
second

better in lobe than first but with less per-

fect comb and of smaller size. Pullets,

three ; first fine in comb, lobes and pen-

cilling, and with fairly good hackle ;
sec-

ond equal to first except in hackle ; vhc

more pencilled in hackle and lighter in

ground color than second.

Silver pencilled —Cocks, two ; first

good in comb and ear lobes, but fails in

tail ; second defective in ear lobes and

fails in true Hamburg character. Hens
—First of good symmetry and size with

a good comb and ear lobes, well pencilled

on breast but hackle not quite clean
;

second, with exception of hackle, which

is more pencilled, very similar to the

first, her comb, however, being less per-

fect ; vhc, he and c are all good in shape

but fail in pencilling, especially on breast

and throat. Cockerels, four ; first, small-

est bird in class, excellent comb, nice

lobes, true Hamburg shape, bui with a

poorly colored tail ; second, a larger

bird, not quite so good in comb and less

symmetrical in proportions ; vhc, best

tail in class but lacks in edging of sickles,

comb not filled up in front ; c, neat,

small bird, but with a grey tail. Pullets,

two ; first, beautiful bird but not clean in

hackle ; second, better in hackle but

fails on breast and lacks in size.

White—Cock, one ; a good-sized bird,

somewhat yellow on back and with a

large, -overgrown comb. Hens, two;
first neat in shape and comb and good in

color ; second poorer comb than first and
shape less perfect. Cockerels, two ;

first

a fine, symmetrical specimen with a bad

comb ; second on verge of disqualifica-

tion because of undeveloping spike. Pul-

lets, two ; little to choose between, ex-

cept first was larger.

Black.—Cocks, four; first a grand bird

throughout, rich in color and an easy

win ; second a richly colored specimen

with faulty comb, the spike turning

downwards ; vhc comb too large, but

might have been placed second had his

lustre been equal to the bird placed oyer

him ; he close up with others, but with

broken feathers in wing and with an

overgrown comb. Hens, five ; two dis-

qualified for gray in wing. First fine

throughout except comb which was its

worst feature ; second better in comb
than first, but not so brilliant in plumage;

vhc lacks in lustre and had some broken

feathers in wing. Cockerels, three ; the
best bird being disqualified for a little

white in wing. First poor in comb but

of a very rich color ; second better in

head properties but fails in lustre. Pul-

lets, five ; first fine throughout, second

and vhc close up ; he lacks lustre on back

coverts.
Ited CapH.

Cocks, two : first, large bird, good
color, large and well carried comb ; sec-

ond, comb less perfect, symmetry fails

soiuewhat but a close second ;
hens,

two; first best in color but fails in

comb ; second, best in comb, a really good
comb, but faded in color; cockerels,

two ; first, best in comb, color and
symmetry, a really fine bird ; second,close

up to first
;
pullets, three ; first, a clear

win, large size, good color, excellent

comb ; second and vhc close together

and very good birds.

Black Javas.

Cocks, two ; first, large and matured
bird ; second, smaller and comb a little

wrinkled; hens, two; first, the laigest

and better in color ; second, smaller,

lacks lustre ; cockerels, two ; first,

large, well-developed lustrous bird ; sec-

ond, younger, but bids fair to make one
that will beat first. The same criticism

applies to the two pullets shown.

Any other variety.—Cocks, four ; first,

a beautiful white rumpless ; second, also

a white rumpless, but smaller than first.

Vhc, a fowl entered as a golden buff;

he, a Sicilian, but with a comb that

belongs on a German antler and is en-

tirely untypical of the Sicilian. Hens,

seven ; first, a fine white rumpless

;

second, a colored rumpless ; vhc and c

to golden buffs, and he to Sicilian.

Cockerels, four ; first to buff Plymouth
Rock ; second, to buff Hamburg ; c to

Dominique Wyandottes. Pullets, five

;

first to white rumpless, second to buff

Plvniouth Rock, vhc to buff Hamburg, he

to buff Plymouth Rock. This any other

variety class contained many birds that

were evidently recent crosses and needed
much perfecting before they could be

considered entitled to the names of

breeds or varieties. The fowls called

golden buffs and buff Plymouth Rocks
appeared to be one variety under two
names, and bore quite evident marks of

the material from which they were pro-

duced. The pullets, however, were fairly

good, better in color and legs than the

males. Altogether this was a class more
of promise than realization, interesting

as an indication of the direction in which
breeders are working and affording to

the observing an opportunity of study-

ing their methods. H. S. Babcock.

hand to tell which to ^ive the blue.

Wilcox showed a good third, his bird be-

ing excellent in undercolor and carrying

a pair of solid black sickles.

Beckett's first prize pullet is a true

silver Wyandotte ; has a clean open cen-

tre, nearly even in size throughout back
and wings, fine comb and red lobes. Her
neck was superb, tail considerably off.

One of Beckett's pullets would have
crowded hard for first but for very defect-

ive ear lobes. She had a perfect wing
and back, good breast and neck fair.

Torham Poultry Yards showed a pullet

of the same style of lacing as the fiist

prize bird, but badly off in comb.
Beckett won first on cock with ease,

his bird showing prime shape and silvery

color. Wilcox's second was good in

breast.

There was a fine display of clean cen-

tered hens, and a hard matter to pick the

winner. Beckett showed a four-year-old

that was a marvel for her age, but she

was beaten for first by one of his younger
ones. Wilcox's fourth prize hen showed up
good in comb and wing but off in breast

and wing.
Golden was a weak class in numbers

and quality, excepting three or four

birds. Sharp & Co. won all the first and
second prizes. A. P. Groves would have
come in first on pullets had his bird been
better in neck^

American Domlniques.

Jones Wilcox won the cream of the

prizes. The number of entries were
small and the quality in class ordinary.

E. B. Thompson.

prevailing color. The cockerel, with his

buff tail, the first I have ever seen, was the

first prize winner at the Crystal Palace

show of England, so we must conclude
that he was about the best in England,
and one thing we can hope for is that

some of us old judges will see them per-

fected before we shuffle off this mortal
coil. The first prize buff Leghorn pullet

was superb, and probably as pure a gol-

den buff as any bird in the buff Cochin
class, free from black in wing and few
buff Cochin wings as perfect in color,

and probably the most perfect buff color

one could imagine.

Sharp Butterfiei,d.

Polish, Mlnorcas, Ktc.

ips it would not be out of place

\Vyaudottes.

Silver—This class was without doubt
the best in quality ever seen at a show in

this country. The principal exhibitors

were Dr. A. T. Beckett, Torham Poultry

Yards and Jones Wilcox. The lion^s

share of the prizes went to Beckett. His

first and second prize cockerels were both

superb show birds and quite evenly

matched in quality, it requiring a fine

Perh
,

for a judge to criticise the classes which
he passed judgment upou at the Phila-

delphia show. Polands. as a whole, were
only an average exhibit, but in golden

and silver bearded the winners were first-

class specimens. In black Polands, as

usual, the best specimens were disquali-

fied for small particles of white in flight;

also the best cockerel had to give way to

a much inferior bird because of small

tips of white in wing. I think the stand-

ard is wrong in disqualifying black Po-

lands for such trivial cause. In fact it is

not in accordance with common sense to

pass by those large white crests as if not

worthy of encouragement and disqualify

the bird for one small speck of white in

flight, which is never seen only by hand-

ling the bird and straining one's eyes to

finil the white spot, and as the standard

says white in any part of plumage except-

ing crest is a disqualification the judge
has no alternative. I hope to see in the

next revision of the standard a change
which will be more in accordance with

the honesty and intelligence of all breed-

ers of black Polands.
In white leghorns there was a grand,

well-filled class, and the winning birds

were in grand condition, showing they

had been well taken care of. I think

probably the second prize pullet was the

best all-round pullet in the class. But

for two black spots on her legs she would
have got the coveted prize. In cocks and
cockerels quite a good many of them had
the objectionable yellow tinge so much
to be discarded by every breeder of white

birds. When birds are scored they get

cut so much in color that is impossil)le

for the yellow-legged birds to win, and
the same' rule should hold good in com-
parison judging. Andalusians were not

so numerous, but what there were were
good representatives of the breed.

Black Leghorns and rose-comb white

were fairly represented and one or two of

the pullet's were much above the average,

but they lack size to ever become as popu-

lar as their laying qualities warrant.

White Minorcas were immense for size

and quality, and would stand high up in

any show
;
good in plumage, ear lobes

and comb, with grand legs.

Black Minorcas were well represented,

and a good many of the winners were

very large in size and a little inclined to

coarseness. The first prize was a model
for just such an artist as Mr. Sewell.

Amongst them as usual some of the best

appearing specimens were left out for

white tips on wings. Anconas were good
representatives of their kind.

The new Leghorns, buff, were nearly

perfect. The birds shown by Mr. Arnold

in the breeding pen were just about as

even and good buff in color as the best

buff Cochins ; no white in sight except-

ing when wings were spread out, and
then the flight feathers showed buff the

Bantams.
As regards numbers this class was fully

up to any of the large shows, and in

quality was above the most of them, par-

ticularly in game bantams. The first

prize winner in black red cocks was a

good bird, better in style, hardness of

feather and shoulder than his competi-

tors. He was closely followed by the

winner of second, who had the advantage

over the winner of third in tail, but they

were three good birds. The two birds

that were highly commended were fair.

In hens of same breed the competition

was equally close, but quality not as good
as in cocks, first winning her honors

by being harder, smaller, cleaner colored,

and having a better tail than the others.

The winner of third would have changed
places with the second only for her size

and short head.
The first prize winner in stags of this

breed is simply a clinker, hard as nails,

grand station, fine in color, and one of

the sweetest tails we ever saw on a black

red. Again, the winner of second had
but little to brag over. He won by being

smaller, harder and having the wings

better tucked up. Both the second and
third are good birds.

The balance of this class was only fair.

The first in pullets was a beauty ; she

could stand straighter, and a trifle more
reach would improve her, yet she is a

bang up pullet. Second, a neat little

pullet, but could be improved in same
respect as the winner. She is also too

rich in color, and carries her wings too

high. The two vhc and he are good, fair

birds.

Red Piles—This class was a good one.

First went to that grand old imported

cock that was the winner of first at Madi-

son Square last year, but he begins to

show his age, and soon must keep out of

the show room, but will be worth a small

fortune for the next three years, if he
lives, for a stock bird. The winner of

second is a grand bird, but not quite up
in style or hardness. Third, a good,

hard, straight standing bird, but loses to

the others in reach and in tail, as well as

in color and carriage.

In hens the winner of first excels in

color and shortness of wings ; both good.

First in stags went to a willow leg. who
excels in hardness and style, but has the

fault of carrying his tail too high. Second
and third went to two good birds, sons of

the winner as cock. Balance of this class

was rather large and loose feathered.

The winning pullet was a good one. The
balance of the class show good blood and
breeding, but are not or never will be

cracks.
Golden Duckwing Cocks—First is Ijet-

ter in reach, style and hardness of

feathers, but carries his wings too low

and tail too high, and is faulty in hackle.

Second, ordinary bird. First hen better

in all respects than second, except in size.

First in stags is always above the aver-

age, and as good as any we ever saw.

Second a good fair bird, rather large, too

much tail, wings long. Third quite a

nice little bird ; balance fair. First in

pullets a grand one. Second away above

the average for this breed ;
balance of

class only fair.

Silver Duckwings—The winner of first

is the best in the class, although faulty

in color. Second bad style tail and color.

Third fair. Hens only fair lot as regards

reach, tail, length of wings, etc.

First in stags wins by being better in

reach, harder and more stylish, with bet-

ter tail, although somewhat faulty in

color. Second, a fair bird ; balance

about an average lot.

The pullets were not an extra lot, al-

though some of them were fairly good in

color. All lacked neatness, were loose

feathered, poor in wings and tails.

In the class for any other color game
bantams, first in hens went to a white

game bantam hen, second to an Indian

game bantam hen, the smallest hen of the

breed we ever saw, but not as well marked
as pullet of the same breed in same class.

First in stags went to a white pile and
second to an Indian game, but if the lat-

ter had been as small in size as his oppo-

nent, would have won "hands down."
First in pullet to an Indian game bantam
of superior style, second to a white game
bantam, small but loose feathered, long

wings, carried low and bad tail. Of a

pair of white Malays the pullet was
awarded first, the stag second.

Golden Sebrights were only a fair

class. The winner in cocks in silver Se-

brights is better all through in lacing

and smaller than his opponent, who won
second.

First and second hens are two very nice

birds. Cockerel is fair bird, and in pul-

lets first and second were close ; both

good.
The one pair of white Polish bantams

shown was a good fair pair, and the pair

of Dominique bantams deserve a worthy
mention. There was abso a nice pair of

booted whites, with a nice string of white

Japs, all good ones, also a fine black Jap-
anese hen.
There was a good display of white

Pekin bantams of good quality, except

perhaps the size of some of them, which
could be improved.
The buff Pekini^ere out in force, and

among the exhibits were some grand little

birds, particularly among the hens, also

the winning pullets. The winning cock-

erels were also good. We noticed some
fine combs and good shape and color

among them.
There were some good black Pekins

shown, also white and black rose combs.
Among the bantam breeding pens was

a fair pen of silver Sebrights and buff

Pekins, a bang-up pen of white Pekins
and a pen each of red pile and black-red

bantams, and in the last two pens we no-

ticed some grand little fowls.

I'\ B. ZiMMKR.

birds are kept in exposed lofts and he
was unwilling to risk the consequences
that would follow the change from a warm
show room.

In Oriental frills the entry was by R.

S. Groves and W. Ehinger, Jr., both of
Philadelphia, the former winning the

regular prizes, the grand and state spec-

ials. Artist Petlit and Dr. Owen were
both present as critics, and both were
glad, when they saw the limited space
given to the pigeons, that their birds were
at home.
The winners of the Pennsylvania State

Society's pigeon specials, the competi-
tion limitea to the birds of the state are :

For best collection, H. W. Vahle; 2d W.
Ehinger, Jr. ;

3d M. Hoeffner, all of

Philadelphia.

Show Room Squibs.

Secretary Holmes' speech in acknowl-
edgment of the courtesy bestowed upon
him in the hat contest was brief, very

brief, but it was right to the poiut. So
the boys all thought.

Editor Cloud says he knows more
about judging ducks now than he did

before the show.

E. B. Thompson felt in high spirits

over his exhibits of barred Plymouth
Rocks. He has some fine birds to back
up his good feeling.

Every member of the Indian Game
Club was presented with a package of the

Gordon Poultry P'ood by the proprietor,

Mr. E. L. Riday, upon his election to

membership of the club.

Mr. Terry gained the thanks and good
fellowship of the reporters by the courte-

sies shown them. He was ever ready to

pour out information, and it is but just

to say it was not his fault the awards
were not given out sooner. The society

should next year either issue a catalogue

or have a duplicate book of the awards.

SPECIALS AT NEW YORK.

Plareons.

There was but one fault to lie found
with the pigeon department, and that was
the room was too limited for the collec-

tion that was shown. Through a misun-
derstanding a portion of the space allotted

to the pigeons was given to poultry, ne-

cessitating the placing of some of the

cages too high and narrowing the aisles.

But the birds were there, and as good a

collection all told as the Quaker City

ever held in show pens.

Mr. D. E. Newell sent barbs and car-

riers, nineteen all told, and made good
the two seconds he lost to James Manders
by winning the specials for the varieties,

carrying home nineteen prizes for his

nineteen birds.

The owl and turbit classes were well

filled, the principal exhibitors being the

old time breeders of frills, George V.

Cressoii, Mark Schofield and Dr. L. S.

Clark. The competition between the

three was close, but the awards were sat-

isfactorily placed.

The short-faced tumblers of H. W.
Vahle were judged by Henry Erdmann,
and that two firsts, one second and no
fourths were awarded tells the story of

the quality. A short face must be good
that will receive even a look from Mr.
Erdmann.
The short-faced Antwerps of J. M.

Skiles, Jr., Pittsburg, were the only entry

in their division, and were worthy of

their awards. It is this variety that as

"homers" was given attention lately in

the Sheriff 's Court, London. A hamper
on its way home from a show room was
put off at a station to make change of

train, and being marked "homers" was
supposed to contain birds for liberating,

and was opened and the birds driven out.

Knowing nothing of flying, having never
been in the open air, they were lost, and
the owner was awarded $1750 for the

fourteen birds. This variety, although
one of the most popular in England, has
never been fancied with us, probably be-

cause of marked peculiarities ; certainly

from lack of appreciation of its difficul-

ties.

The Jacobins were mainly from the
Ford lofts at Quincy, Mass., and the Tie-

man lofts at Baltimore. Both expected
to meet the Hoskins collection and were
in their best feather. Dr. Clark has only
lately became interested in this fancy.

The Vahle winners won worthily.

The Archangel exhibit was limited to

the lofts of W. Broemer, Baltimore, aud
H. W. Vahle. Mr. Fetterolf, of Lang-
horne, made entry but did not send. His

Plymouth Rock Club Meetingr.

The first club meeting was held Satur-

day, the above club selecting its officers

for the coming year. The election re-

sulted in the choice of G. O. Brown, of

Baltimore, for president ; vice-presidents,

H. S. Babcock, F. J. Marshall, H. B.

Bowker, E. P. Cloud, A. P. Hazard, M.
C. Jackson and J.

Foamier
; secretary and

treasurer, E. B. Thompson, of Amenia,
N. Y. The following were appointed an
Executive Committee, J. H. Drevenstedt,

of Beveriy, N. J.; G. A. Garlinger, W. J.

Owsley, James Forsyth and W. H. Ather-

ton. The club also nominated a com-
mittee of seven, composed of G. O.

Brown, B. H. Scudder, Benjamin Pierce,

J. Y. Bicknell, E. B. Thompson, Frank-

lane L. Sewell and Phdander Williams,

to make up a cut of typical birds of the

breed, both male aud female. James
Forsyth, E. B. Thompson and Philauder

Williams were appointed an advisory

board to examine charges against mem-
bers, thirty days being given to make a

defense.
The Cochin Club were to have had a

meeting, but adjourned to meet at the

National Poultry Show at Madison
Square Garden, in New York, on Febru-

ary 5. ^^^

Mr. Hill's Death.

At a meeting of the Philadelphia Poul-

try and Pigeon Club, held on Wednesday
evening, December 30, 1891, the following

preamble and resolutions were unani-

mously adopted

:

Whereas, It has pleased an all-wise Provi-

dence to remove from our midst our late fellow

member T.Wilton Hill.

Resolved. That we deeply deplore the death

of one who was one of the organizers of the club,

a kind and genial companion and an honest f nd

earnest associate in every cause with which he

was identified.

Resolved, That we tender to his bereaved

family our heartfelt sympathy in their loss of a

kind and loving husband and father.

Wm. H. Child. President.

H. I.. Holmes, Secretary.

American Buflf Cochin Club.

The annual meeting called for Phila-

delphia was by unanimous vote of mem-

bers present, more than a quorum, ad-

journed to New York, February 5, 1892,

at 8 o'clock P. M., at Madison Square

Garden. No other business was tran-

sacted. G. P. Rkynaud, Secretary.

A List of Those to Be Competed
for at the Coming Poultry Show.

Following is a partial list of the spec-

ials that will be awarded at the coming

New York Poultry show. By the associ-

ation : Twenty-five dollars in gold for

best display of Hamburgs, for best dis-

play of Polish, for best display of ban-

tams other than games, for best display

of American varieties, for best display of

carriers, for display of pouters, for best

display of barbs, for best display of tum-

blers, for best display of Jacobins, for

best display of owls, for best display of

fantails, for best display of turbits and

magpies, for best display of swallows,

priests and nuns, for best display of Ori-

ental frills.

By the American Game Club : Ten dol-

lars in gold for best standard game male,

any variety, and same for best female,

any variety
;
|io for best game bantam

male, any variety, and same for best fe-

male, any variety.

By E. A. Sheldon, N. Y. : Ten dollars

in gold for largest and best collection of

buff Leghorn pullets and cockerels, five

dollars in gold for largest and best col-

lection of pullets, and five dollars in gold

for largest and best collection of cocker-

els, for members of club only.

By Aug. D. Arnold, Dillsburg, Pa. :

Twenty dollars in gold for largest and
best collection of buff Leghorus, |io in

gold for second best collection, |io in

gold for best pen, $5 in gold for second
best pen. fioin gold for best cockerel. $5
in gold for second best cockerel, |io in

gold for best pullet, and $5 in gold for

second best pullet, all for members of

the Buff Leghorn Club only.

The following are for members of the

Buff Leghorn Club only :

One setting buff Leghorn eggs, value

$&, for best buff cockerel (must be raised

by exhibitor), by Charles M. Chase,

Portsmouth, O.
One clover cutter, value $i, for best

buff Leghorns, by Webster & Hannum,
Cazenovia, N. Y.

One setting buff Leghorn eggs, value

|io, for best buff pullet, by L. E. Uphani,

Brightwood, Mass.
A two-inch advertisement in Michigan

Poultry Breeder for three months, value

$5, for best pen, by George S. Barnes,

Battle Creek, Mich.
A one-inch advertisement in Breeder

for three months, value I2.50, for second

best pen, by George S. Barnes, Battle

Creek, Mich.
Five dollars' worth of buff Leghorn

epgs, and if party will send certificate

and $2 will send him thirteen for the

nearest solid buff cpckerel, by M. C.

Jackson, proprietor Acme Poultry Yards,

Denver, Col.

One dollar cash /or best buff Leghorn
cockerel, by G. W. Randolph, Palmyra,

N. Y.
One dollar cash for best buff Leghorn

pullet, by G. W. Randolph, Palmvra,

N. Y.
Three dollars for third best pen buff

Leghotns, by A. W. Gardiner. Spring-

field, Mass.
Two dollars for third best pullet, by A.

W. Gardiner, Springfield, Mass.

Solid silver cup for most typical game
bantam, male or female, by the Sandacre
Farm, Quogue, L. I.

Twenty-five dollars in gold for the

best display of game bantams, by R. D.

Winthrop, New York City.

Ten dollars in gold for best standard

brown red game, male or female, and |io

in gold for the best standard red pile

game, male or female, S. W. Doubleday,

New York City.

Five dollars in gold for best standard

brown red game cock, by William Barber,

Toronto, Canada.
One dollar cash for best buff Cochin

cockerel, and $1 cash for best pullet, by

George Udall, Jr., Morristown. N. J.

Solid silver cup. value f6o. for best

two cockerels, buff Cochins, and two best

pullets, by same exhibitor, must be bred

and owned by exhibitor, donor not to

compete. By the Torham Poultry Yards,

Hvde Park, N. Y.

Five dollars in gold for best light

Brahma cockerel, and $5 in gold for best

display of colored Muscovy ducks (not

less than three pair), by J. H. Thompson,

Jr., Patterson, N. Y.

Five dollars in gold for best standard

duckwing game, male or female, by T.
Farrer Rackhani, East Orange, N. J.

P'ive dollars in gohl or cup engraved
champion, 1892, for best game baulain,
male or female, any variety, by B. C.
Thomton. La Mott. Pa.

Five dollars in gold for best display of
"all other varieties of pigeons," by W. J.

Stanton, 56 l)ey Street. New Yi)rk City.

Two dollars in cash for best rose comb
brown Leghorn cockerel, and $2 in cash
for the best buff Pekin bantam hen bv
W. J. Wibeiley, Peekskill, N. Y.

Of Interest to All Fanciers.

To Iht- Fann'ris and I\ii<ltt ynifit of Ametua :

We, the undersigned breeders and fan-

ciers of various sections of America, take

this method of calling to your attention

the importance from a commercial stand-

point of doing all in our power to make
the annual shows at New York City the

largest poultry and pigeon show in the

world

.

The export trade in thoroughbred poul-

try is at present controlled exclusively

by the English breeders, and annually
brings them many thousands of dollars.

New York, the metropolis of America,
is certainly the city which should draw
the greatest number of entries, and if by
united and concerted support we can
make this show exceed in number of en-

tries the late Crystal Palace show of Eng-
land it will bring to American breeders

an export trade for the finest grades of
stock and bring to America a volume of
export trade that in its intrinsic value no
one can attempt to guess.

Believing that it will be for the com-
mon good of the fanciers of .-Xinerica, we,

the undersigned, take this means of urg-

ing »'f« to lend what aid you can in the

way of entries to the fortlicoining great

show and also pledge ourselves to tlo our
utmost in the same direction.

The above circular is signed by twenty-

four of the leading breeders and fanciers

of the country, ami merits the attention

of all interested in the welfare of Ameri-
can shows, an<l more especially the show
referred to.

Indian Game Club Meetingr.

The meeting of the Indian Game Club

took place at Horticultural Hall Monday

evening, January 11. It was called to

order by the president, H. S. Babcock.

Members present, J. H, Drevenstedt, F.

L. Sewell, F. W. Gaylor, Aug. I). Arnold,

D. A. Mount, T. Farrer Rackhani, H. L.

Holmes and O. K. Sharp, secretary.

Seven new members were elected. It

was moved that the standard he accepted

as approved by the Standard Committee.

Carried. J. H. Drevenstedt offered to

print the standard in Thk F.\ncikrs'

Journal free of charge and send copies

to all members. Mr. Gaylor moved that

Mr. Drevenstedt's proposition be accept-

ed. Carried after considerable discus*-

sion. O. K. Sharp nominated E. A,

Haslett, of Atchison, Kan., for president.

Seconded by Mr. Gaylor. Elected unani-

mously. Mr. Babcock was elected presi-

dent pro tem. H. L. Holmes nominated
Robert Colgate, of New York City, for

first vice-president. Seconded by T. F.

Rackhani. Elected. Shelly Kinkhead,
Lexington, Ky., for second vice-president

and Aug. D. .Arnold, of Dillsburg, Pa.,

for third vice-president, were elected.

J. H. Drevenstedt. of Philadelphia, Pa.,

was elected secretary, and O. K. Sharp,

of Lockport, N. Y.;1I. A. Brown, of Paw-
tucket, R. L, and F. L. vSewell, of Evans-

ton, 111., were elected members of the

Executive Committee.
It was moved and seconded that the

constitution be amended so as to read

that five menibers constitute a quorum
for holding a meeting. Carrie»l. It was
moved an<l seconded that members can

be voted by proxy. Mr. Babcock thought

it should apply only to the election of

officers, as advantage might be taken of

such privileges in other matters. Motion

carried. Mr. Gaylor moved that the sec-

retarv have printed copies of the consti-

tution and by-laws and sent to all mem-
bers. Seconded i)y Mr. Sharp. Carried.

Mr. Babcock recommended that the sec-

retary's report be placed number four in

the order of business. Mr. Gaylor

moved that the above be accepted. Sec-

onded by Mr. Drevenstedt. which was

carried. The meeting then adjourned.
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Why All Should Go to Los Ange-
les With the A. P. A.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Some fanciers are asking each other

"can you afFord to go to Los Angeles

with the A. P. A. this winter?" They

had l)etter ask "can you afford not to

go?" for the show of the year will be

held in our city, and the man who does

not come with us will get left, sure.

Low passenger rr.tes. low express rates,

tolerable certainty of disposing of a fair

proportion of the birds brought out at

good figures, the opening of a new market

fjr fine stock, and the pleasure attending

a trip to the choicest portion of Uncle

Sam's broad domain, ought surely to be

sufficient inducements to convince the

most skeptical that it is the proper thing

for hiui to come to Los Angeles this

coming February.
Our people are getting ready to enter-

tain the visitors in true California style.

Exc'^sions will be planned to the snow-

clad mountains, the orange groves and

the ocean, where a dip may be taken in

mid-winter with much comfort.

Every citizen will be a committee of

one to entertain the guests, and all are

invited to visit us. Bring the family,

don't leave the children behind, Cali-

fornia is the child's Paradise. They can

lie in the shade of a helitrope hedge in

full blossom and suck oranges, while

their playmat-s they left behind are

Bhovelling snow.
For prcjuiium lists and full information

address G. H. A.Goodwin, corresponding

secretary L. A. P. A., box 733, Los An-

geles, Cal. G. H. A, Goodwin.

one of the best lighted and ventilated

halls in New England.
It is especially adapted for the holding

of a large poultry show, being the hall

occupied by the A. P. A. when herein

1883. With the offer of larger regular

cash prizes to exhibitors (which are to be

paid on the last day of the show) than any
other society in New England, with the

engagement of the largest hall in Wor-
cester and one of the largest in New Eng-
land, wilh the most flattering assurances

from all the leading breeders of their

presence and that of their choicest stock,

we believe our coming exhibition, Janu-
ary 25 to 28, will be a grand success.

We believe that a poultry show hon-

estly aud honorably conducted, in a hall

sufficiently large and well lighted to ad-

mit of the various exhibits being dis-

played to their best advantage, could of-

fer liberal cash prizes to be competed for

by all without prejudice and still pay ex-

penses. It now remains for the poultry

breeders of New England to support such

a show, or by neglect show their disap-

proval of it. We feel confident of the

outcome as expressed by the one word
"success." Don't fail to send for a pre-

mium list. John B. Bowker,
Secretary.

best served by retaining as disqualifica-

tions all aggravated defects, and common
sense in applying this rule will best show
when to give the specimen the benefit of

the doubt.
It is poor law to say that if we lift the

penalty from minor defects we should

also do so from aggravated defects.

In 1889 I made the remark to Mr.

Dreven.stedt that I was about ready for

the abolition of all disqualifications. Our
conversation caused me to consider the

matter carefully, and I have come to the

conclusion that the trouble caused by

abolishing the rule would be far greater

than is the injury done by it in isolated

cases. Let us tiiake the exceptions as

few as possible and preserve the law.

I. K. Fki.ch.

PIGEON FLY[NG.

ON THE WING.

The action taken by certain of the

Federation officials at the recent annual

meeting has so disgusted the majority of

fanciers that the establishment of a new

national league of homing clubs is now

an assured fact, while what is still more

to the point, such assurances from out-

side flying centres have been received as

render the new movement practically

certain of success.
»

Canadian Poultry Shows.

The Owen Sound Poultry and Pet

Stock Association held its annual show

on December 14 to 16 inclusive. They

had a good turnout of birds, and many

exhibitors and visitors from other towns

were present. The classes for Brahmas

and Leghorns were perhaps the best in

numbeis and quality. The exhibit pf

pigeons was one of the largest and best

ever seen north of Toronto. Mr. I. K.

Felchjudgeil the poultry and Mr. J. B.

Jones, pigeons.

A <linner was tendered to the visiting

fanciers on Thursday evening and the

atltndance was large. "Uncle Isaac"

was in one of his happiest moods and

enjoyed him^elf Much. In the course of

a very neat speech he made the remark

that he "always felt at home wherever

he heard a cock crow or a hen cackle."

The Mayor of Owen Sound and M. P.

for the district weie present.

The Milton Poultry Show was held on

December 30 to January i inclusive.

They had a good show and the quality as

a whole was better than usual. The
Brahmas, Dorkins, games, bantams and

Leghorns were the l)est in quality. No
classes were offered for pigeons or pet

stock.

The Toronto Cage Bird Society held its

first show on New Year's Day at Tem-
perance Hall. The exhibit was good,

especially as it was the first show of a

newly-born society. A considerable

"pile" was made at the door, and much
interest was taken in the show by non-

fanciers. This society should prosper, as

they are going on in the right way and

all work harmoniously together.

The Ontario Poultry Show at Bow-
mansville is in full blast this week. This

is conceded bv all to be the largest win-

ter show held' in Canada. There are an

unusuillv large number of poultry shows

held all over the province, the most re-

cent recruit being Hamilton. Success to

them all

!

The Worcester Show.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Our club has received such flattering

assurances from the various specialty

clubs and prominent fanciers throughout

the country of a large exhibit of poultry

and pigeons that Mechanics' Hall has

bten n xaged for the coming exh bition.

Ti is hali is located on Main Stre t, n

the v^ry heart of the city, and is by far

the largest of any in Worcester, atrd is

The BuflF Imposition.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

He who is looking for a chance to

make the next "quick dollar" will soon

present the claims of some new buff

breed. We recently saw three pens of

birds labeled as follows : "Buff Wyan-

dottes," "Golden Buff," "BufF Plymouth

Rocks." We asked of a bystander where

they came from ? and this was his an-

swer : "The farmers for ten miles around

Fall River raise aud market immense
numbers of eggs. Nearly every farm has

from 100 to 600 fowls They are no
special breed, but for twenty-five years

have run to the buff in color, and it

would be hard to find one of any other

color. They have never been bred

to any one type. Some have rose combs,

some single, some pea combs, feathered

legs and smooth legs. It is hard work
to get one of these farmers to dispose of

any pullets, but by considerable urging

and an extra money consideration wt-

were successful in a measure. From one
farmer we got four pullets and a cockerel,

from another two, and from still an( ther

three, and these are the birds. Now they

have only to l)e bred to feather two or

three years and we will have one of the

grandest breeds on earth." Yes, and
when the buff craze is fairly on then all

the mongrel-bred stock will be shipped

broadcast over the country, and the hon-

est breeder will suffer as well as the huck-

ster. Eugene.

Letter from Mr. Felch.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Mr. Drevenstedt's criticisms, I had bet-

ter say allusions, to my article in the

Ohio Poultry Journal is exactly in spirit

what I expected. He should have gone

farther, however, and showed the point I

made, and the principal point, to wit :

When the standard was formulated it

made many disqualifications, some of

which have proved unjust. But no writer,

if fair, can ignore those in a rational ar-

ticle on the subject because of the fact

that it may be construed into weakening

his article to maintain these disqualifica-

tions as necessary in those cases.

The disqualifications, so far as real ben-

efit to the amateur and novice in the

show room is concerned, are more bene-

ficial than the balance of the standard.

If the exhibitor is careful not to show a

specimen with the defects enumerated by

the standard he has done half the work

of getting a creditable exhibit before the

jud.;e. The latter will sift out his best,

and the score card will indicate to him
those of the highest merit.

All disqualifications can only be called

either deformities or aggravated defects.

Without them in our standard what pro

teciion has the novice ? What rule can

he applv to protect himself against in-

different and dishonest breeders, or to

save himself the expense of entering

birds, the exhibition of which can only

injure his reputation?

I think good common sense will

dictate that the general interest will be

News from Rochester.
From Our Special Correspondent.

Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 5—A meeting

of the Rochester Homing Club was held

this evening at the office of Mack & Co.

In the absence of President N. E. De-

Laney, J. F. Tobin was called to the

chair, and Dr. O. Stewart Bamber acted

as secretary for the meeting. The fol-

lowing members were present : A. P.

Mack, J. F. Tobin, Morris Eliot, Samuel

Vaisey, Moses Vaisey, George C. Cross,

Dr. O. Stewart Bamber.

On motion it was voted to limit club

membership to 10 for the present. Motion

was then made and carried that one black

ball reject. Following this was a motion

which was carried to create an honorary

membership for those who are interested

in the sport but unable to take an active

part.

The question of initiation fee and dues

was discussed, and re>ulted in a motion

being carried that the initiation fee be $2

and monthlv dues fifty cents per month.

It was voted that any meml^er in arrears

for three months' dues during winter sea-

son or one mouth during flying sea.sou

shall not be entitled to the privileges of

the club. Monthly dues to be payable

the first of each month.
The question of joining a federation

was then brought up, and the merits of

the present Federation aud those which

are still matters of the future were freely

discussed, and it seemed to be the sense

of the meeting that if the proposed na-

tional league of homing clubs material-

ized it would be better to cast its lot with

it than with the present Federation with

headquarters at Philadelphia, and a com-
munication from the president advising

all members of the club to join the Fed-

eration of American Homing Pigeon

Fanciers was laid on the table for an in-

definite period.

The subject of forming a western New
York flying section, to include the cities

and town which are interested in the

spot was discussed, and J. F. Tobin an 1

Dr. O. Stewart Baml)er were appointed a

committee to correspond with fanciers in

this section, with a view of furthering

the idea.

A committee, in the persons of A. P.

Mack aud Dr. O. Stewart Bamber, was
appointed to draw up by-laws, as the

committee formerly appointed has failed

to perform their duties. It was voted to

pay flying and other expenses of club

out of general fundofcluo. The meet-

ing adjourned, to meet at same place

first Tuesday in February.

Octagon.

Those New York and Philadelphia

fanciers who have for some time been

quietly engineering the plan will, within

the next few days, issue a circular to the

secretary of all the prominent flying

clubs of the States, in which a full ex-

planation of the purpose of the new

league will be set forth, and an invitation

extended to the club members to send a

delegate to a national convention to be

held in Newark, N. J., January 27, for

the purpose of permanent organization.

«
» «

Under the auspices of the new league

everv club of five or more members will

be privileged to manage its own races,

subject only to a few general rules that

will be laid down for the protection of

the record. In order also to make com-

petition all the keener the various clubs

of each section will be required to fly

from the same point, over the same

course and at the same time, unless at

least twenty fanciers of one section de-

sire to fly on a different day from that se-

lected by the majority, in which case

they will be allowed to do so, a special

proviso being made, however, that such

races shall not be classified as being in

competition with the rest of the clubs of

the section.

» •

This exception to the general rule is a

wise one, as it is quite likely the majority

of the races will be flown on a Sunday,

in which case such fanciers who desire

may still belong to the league and fly

birds upon a week-day. Of course, no

rules can be adopted until the organiza-

tion has been properly effected, but Mr.

Goldman and some of his friends have

for some time been working at a code

of laws which, with slight alterations,

will no doubt be accepted on the 27th. A

glance at the proposed rules shows that

no individual fancier will be recognized

in the League, the organization being

simply a body of clubs united for the

purpose of furthering the interests of the

sport and giving a national instead of a

club character to the flights.

How About This?

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I would like to ask the secretary of the

American Black Leghorn Club if the club

is not pretty hard up for material when

they use a man's name as an officer of

the club ever since the club has been

started, when the fact of the matter is

the said gentleman did not become a

member till a few days ago.

HONK^STY.

•*

Game Bantam Club Meetinjf.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The annual meeting of the American

Game and Game Bantam Club will be

held at the Madison Square Garden, New
York, February 6, at 3 P. M.

It is not proposed that the clubs of

Philadelphia for instance should compete

with those of Baltimore, Washington or

New York, that having long ago been

proved to be out of the question, but the

intention is to divide the different flying

centres into sections of various radius,

each section to be composed of the differ-

ent clubs belonging to the league whose

headquarters are within the radius of the

section. Each of these clubs will fly un-

der its own management to a consider-

able extent as heretofore, but in the

spring of the year the secretaries of all

the clubs in the section will meet and

agree upon a r?ce schedule governing

the flights of all. The governing body

of the national league will be the board

of directors, and every club will have one

or more representatives on the board.

For instance, it is proposed that a club of

five shall be represented by one delegate,

a club of ten by two delegates, a club of

fifteen by three delegates, and so on, thus

ensuring every club a fair representation.

* *

The present J'ederation of American

Homing Pigeon fanciers has done much

good for the sport, there is no denying

that fact, but during the last year or so

its usefulness has been continually di-

minished, first by the loss of Baltimore,

then Washington aud next New York,

until now its important flights are partic-

ipated in only by the Plainfield section

and Philadelphia, with a few unimport-

ant flights by a scattering of outsiders in

Brooklyn and elsewhere. As a matter of

fact, the management of the Federation

failed to secure a membership of 250

either in 1890 or 1891, and from present

indications 225 will be a generous allow-

ance for 1892, and even this includes the

82 voted by the minority at the annual

meeting, fully 60 of which will not fly a

feather under Federation management.

promises have been received from others

whom it is not yet deemed wise to make

known. A general circular will shortly

be issued to those who are supposed to be

in sympathy with the establishment of

such a club, and a meeting will be held of

those from whom favorable responses are

received.

In order to facilitate the organization

of the Philadelphia Flying Club, anyone

wishing to be enrolled as a member can

send his name to Thk Journal, and it

will at once be placed in nomination.

iticntal J{itiHs

Hiijbory, De:?cripHoi), Breectii)<»

and ^tal)a^emtM)l'•

«
» *

»
* *

The Journal fully recognizes the in-

creased interest that is being taken in

the sport of pigeon flying, aud from this

time forward will devote additional

space to this branch.

BY GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST

ALL RIGHTS KESKRVKD.

continued from pack 435.

Sheridan'fii Condition iNiwdcrs

HENS
C JK<

*
* *

This is proof positive that the organi-

zation has undoubtedly lost its national

character, and why? Because its races

have some time been bossed by a certain

clique, composed of men whose actions

have rendered them unpopular with the

fancy at large, and because owing to this

wretched management large numbers of

good birds were needlessly sacrificed in

the long distance races of 1892.

The new National League is in the field

to stay. Baltimore, Buffalo, Washing-

ton, New York and half of Philadelphia

have already promised to fall into line.

*
* *

C. H. Jones, the Federation race secre-

tary, has rented headquarters at 10 South

Broad Street, Philadelphia, fourth story.

Is he trying to get out of Shepherd's

reach already ?

«
« *

#%

To show that the above are not idle

statements one instance alone is sufii-

cient. Last year the Philadelphia sec-

tional members were to fly together from

200, 300, 400. 450 and 500 miles, and the

schedule was lived up to until the last

flight was reached, when John Shepherd,

Race Secretary Rogers aud one or two

others that were in the ring, instead of

putting all their birds in wUh the rest of

the sectional members, kept out a few of

the best and shipped them in a separate

basket to the same point and same libera-

tor, Race Secretary Rogers sending in-

structions to the effect that these were

the pick of the Philadelphia lot'ts. and

must be let go on a favorable day, etc.

*
* *

Is it any wonder that the large basket

of birds belonging to the sectional mem-

bers were supposed by the liberator to

be common stock? and although both

baskets were in his possession at the same

time, is it any wonder the birds in the

big basket were let go in indifferent

weather and slaughtered, and those in

the little basket, "the pick of the Phila-

delphia lofts," held over a little lon-

ger for a fine day? It was this last

action that drove another spike into the

coffin of the Federation, and after losing

in turu Baltimore, Washington and New-

York, now half of Philadelphia gives

them the dump. Taking all these things

into consideration, it will be seen the Na-

tional League of Club.s comes into the

field at a fitting time.

•
« *

It is quite likely there will be two or

more branches of the new league in Phil-

adelphia, as it is not necessary that a

small club should break up its present

organization in order to be eligible for

membership. It is certain, however, that

the Quaker City will be represented by

one large club, as steps have already

been taken looking to the organization

of what is to be known as the Philadel-

phia Flying Club. Many prominent

Philadelphia fanciers will fly with the

new organization, and it will probably

start with a membership of over fifty

active fanciers. The Belmont, Germania

and South End Club members are all

likely to join the new flying club, while

Several Trenton fanciers have recently

expressed regret on account of the fact

that they did not wait a little longer and

join the new league
*

* *

The management of the new league ex-

pects to encourage the organization of

small clubs. The large ones will follow.

«

Samuel Wallace and other prominent

Washington fanciers are for the new-

league heart and soul. They know a

good thing when they see it.

*
* *

It certainly does appear like sublime

impudence and ingratitude for the Ex-

change to criticise and belittle T. Fred

Goldman after the favors it has for years

received at his hands. But then, it is

generally understoo<l, about the little

meeting Jake w as invited to in Shepherd's

sanctum a year or so ago, when the law-

was laid down that his paper must take a

certain action or no longer be classed as

official. The medicine must have a bit-

ter flavor, though.

Overfeeding.

As soon as the hens has attained her

full growth and plumage, she should

commence secreting eggs. If overfat-

ness occurs before this, the oviduct is

crowded and injured, consequently there

is not sufficient room for the full-formed

egg. It is crowded in its passage ; re-

mains too long in the egji sack, which is

weakened by the heat caused from the

presence of so much fat. and cannot

discharge its duty, consequently there

tlie egg remains in the sack, and is fol-

lowed by another, and another, until the

hen is weighed dow n with a lo id from

which she can obtain no relief. At

length disease and infianimation sets in,

and if not relieved, death follows. All

this is brought about by injurious feed-

ing. Some birds take on more fat than

others. State corn produces more fat

than the same quantity of Wes em, and

the latter is to be preferred for the

production of egg>^, parliculary wilh the

larger breeds. The Asiatics have a

proueness for producing flesh, and. after

that is obtained, of making a soft, oily

fat like that made by water-fowls.

Hence thesr deficient eggs production.

—Country Gentleman.

Sale of Eggs.

Mr. Franklin Roberts, who bought the

pen of Creve Coeurs exhibited at the

show, sold several settings of eggs to be

sent to California.

rkcknt history.

When the satineltes were first intro-

duced into England more than thirty

years ago by Mr. Caridia their plumage

properties were certainly superior to

those possessed by the birds of the pres-

ent day, with but lamentably few excep-

tions, and I have every reason to believe

they bred much more true. The writ-

ings of those who fancy them and who

have sought to improve the head and

beak properties by other than laudable

means all prove this. There is an under-

current of apology in their publications

for the very glaring defects resulting

from crosses for this purpose alone which

cannot be disguised.

I have before me a paper read before

the Birmingham Pigeon Association by

Mr. J. W. Ludlow, which I herewith in-

sert verbatim, as far as it relates to the

subject under discussion, in order to en-

able fanciers to determine the question

for themselves.

"The original satinettes. as introduced

by Mr. Caridia, notwithstanding their

startling beauty, were rather straight-

faced, good headed birds ; they were in

fact too stntight, and that characteristic

seemed to be peculiar to all springing

from that strain. Nor did time and close

breeding improve that feature. Tail and

feathering seemed the all absorbing feat

ures, fanciers fearing to lose a spot of

that precious tail. Therefore in-breeding

was nsorted to with a vengeance, until

flat heads, thin beaks and straight,

pinched faces well-nigh obliterated the

once pleasing reminiscences, for although

I say 'too straight," the originals were

good enough to welcome without a mur-

mur, but satinettes, like mo.st other

things, were capable of improvement.

"Head was the weakest feature, and as

time wore on was rendered worse—and

still worse solely for the need of fresh

blood. I am pleased to note a material

improvement of late years. Both here

and in the Orient, their native clime,

fiesh blood has been iufu.sed, and as a

consequence we have now a hijih per-

centage of good all-round satinettes, with

heads as well as tails. He ids approxi-

mating the domino rotundity, forehead,

cheeks and beak, and altogether a more

robust, masculine, down-faced character.

In addition to this crests are now in

abundance in recent generations. How
is it? Whence comes this vigor, and

structural improvement, and general ren-

ovation ? Where the crests? My expe-

rience and careful note of fresh imports

and trials in my own stocks led me at

once to suspect the domino's influence

had wrought the change, and subsequent

events and experiments have fully con-

firmed niv hypothesis. The domino left

his mark on the vizor, and a big one,

and the vizor in turn left his mark on

the satinette. Thus it is by the intermix-

ture of the offshoots of this cross, in

which the satinette predominates, that

we realize the renovation. Such badges

were bad and unsightly, yet time an<l pa-

tience have worked out most of the ob-

jectionable marks, reducing and reducing

the evd each year unto entire elimina-

tion, leaving only the desired object, the

j(raud profile as the only mark, and one

indeed to he proud of.

"I as strongly as anyone object to

blemishes in a show bird, but I always

felt lenient and tolerant to a few specks

on the head of a satinette as a stock bird.

I knew well enough it entailed risk at

head and tail and muffs. Yet, withal.

If yon caii»t set It Keii<t to us.
W <» mail "'111- pack a'>0. Kivo$l. AS 1-4 Id. ( aiifl.J l. Sl-J,

f.
Kx. i>ai(l. Iiniiltru Raini'H/ Cunle. froo. with 81 onlura.

S. JOllNSON & CX).. *JCubtum llouso St., UoBtoa, lltts».

knowing as we <lo that such iir.sinatks,

undesir.ible as they are. are invariably

associated with head. beak, peak and

gullet properties of excep'.ional excel-

lence. We know also that such blirinishes

were but the dtp trtiiig remnants of arti-

ficial effort, hard indeed to extend and

work up to a given line, as <loniino, \i/or

and turbiteen, but easy enough to oblit-

erate. Anyhow, the fact is apparent,

satinettes have vastly improved in head

properties, whilst in feather their beauty

has been maintained. Altogether, in my
opinion, fair, big strides have been made
in this breed, and that advance I believe

to have atisen chiefly by the wis<loni of

some and compulsion of others in the

mixing of the old and the new at tide, in

the latter of which head marks were

more or less observable in the whole

lot."

This is certainly a very plausible state-

ment, and one eminently cdculate«l to do

much harm, not only on account of the

position which the writer occupies boih

as an illustrator and fancier, but more
particularly from the very erroneous

opinions advanced for the iuiprovemenl

of any of our established breeds.

In the first place it strikes one as rather

singular that so much in breeding as is

here implied shoulil have had such a

deleterious effect on the head alone. Are

no other parts of the animal econom>
affected bv this practice? If so. is it not

rather unjust that the head sliouhl be

made the scape goat for all the other

members? Sir John .Sebright says : "Ht;

has tried experiments by breeding in

and in upon dogs, fowlsand pij^eons ; the

dojjs became from strong spaniels weak
anil diminutive lap doj^s. the fowls be

came long in the legs, small in boily and

l)ad breeders." He says not one word

about the heads Lein^r especially affecte<l.

That the original satinettes wt re rather

straight-faced, good-headed 1. iris, in fact,

loo straight, etc.. is probably true. The
remark not only applies to the birds

of thirty years ago, but also to many
of those of the pre-eut day. No one

questions but they were an«l are capa-

ble of iniproveinent or that an occa-

sional cross of another strain of the same
varietv is necess iry for that purpose, but

it by no means follows that a monjirel

cross between two <listinct breeds should

be tolerated.

We cannot condemn too severely this

much applauded cro-s of the satinettes

with colored headed birds as the douiiuu

and vizor. It is not to be wondered at

that "the domino left his mark on tlie

vizor, and a big one. and the vizor in

turn left his mark on the satinette. Such

badges were bad ami unsightly." etc.

What other result could be expected un-

less all the natural laws which j^overn

such cases or of which we have any

knowledge should be reversed. "I knew
well enough it entaile<l risk at head and

tail and niutTs. etc." Yes. and to the ex-

quisite feather tracery which lends such

a chanu to these binls, and in fact, to the

distinctive features, which are the mo-.t

valuable propeities of any breed, have

been very much injured bv this cress,

and we shall be compelled to tolerate

these unsightlv badges of mourning for

many a long breeding season to come in

consequence of this unnecessary blunder.

"That precious tail" is, I consider, the

most important characteristic of the bird,

and the fanciers were quite right "in fear-

ing to lose as much as a single spot."

—The premium list of the New York

Poultry and Pigeon Association is cut.

Send for a copy to Mr. Farrer Racklu m,

secretary, East Orange, N. J.
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rOUL,TRY.

cheapSjry food.
We accumulate large quantities of dainnffed

Rraiu by the frequent burning of grain ware-
nouses, and by the salvage from wrecked car-
goes; and our disposition of the goods is largely
to poultry feeders. Very many poultrymen are
regular feeders of our stock and they affect a
large saving in expense while getting good re-

sults. To tho.se who have not experienced this
advantage we will mail a pound .sample FREE
on receipt of 10<^- ^o P^v postage and packing.
After trying our goods and approving them,

as you surely will, .send us the name of your
dealer and we will endeavor to arrange with him
to carry a stock and supply you conveniently If

he should not want to carry a stock we would
then sell you direct in lots of three tons and up-
wards. Write us.

PAINE BROTHERS,
46-58 MII.WAUKKH, WIS.

HODDANS
A limited number of Houdan
Cockerels and Pullets for sale.

Kggs in season $3 for 13.

Cr TDUTDAD IRVINGTON, Westches-
. 1. lIlLllDlill, terCo.N. Y. 4649

tt

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only $1.25 per year.
Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N.Y.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

BREKDHR OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

sale in season. Onl«rs tor puppies booked to be
delivered iu rotation. if

FOR PIGEONS AND
all breeds of fowls.
Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices
of Indian Games, Minor-
cas, Javasand B.P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20
years' experience counts
in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers,

J. Y. BICKNELL,
314 Vermont Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

MANN'S BONE GUTTER
FOR

POULTRY FOOD
Warranted to cut p-een
b<>iit;s, meat, gristle, and all

\sitlii>iit clot; or difficulty, or
MoNKV Keku.nokd.

It has bven proved

GREEN CUT BONE
is the most economical eggr
prodiicinK food in the worUr
It Will double the num-
ber of eggs, and make
tlifin 25 per cent, more fer-

tile. Send 'Stamp for cata-
logue. Name this paper.

Fa wi » MANNy
Pat. June 1,'),!*. Aug. 'JO.'Hy. OTilford, JlaM.

SOLD OUT
SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,

to make room for my

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

Slock and F^ggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM f;ldrf:d,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for the South. South-
ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. 19-70

Inc "^Mrt vypEWBiTEB
T^i. ABCDEFGHI

A BRILLIANT SUCCESS

of the-

FANCIERSWOUt^flAIi
Thousands of copies have been sold and the general verdict is that

it is the FINEST PAPER EVER PUBLISHED of its class. 44 pages

Beautifully Illustrated
Handsomely Printed

CONTRIBUTORS-KENNEL
Vero Shaw,
\\^xv^x Dalziel,
Brockeuhurst,

I. K. Felch,
James Forsyth,
E. B. Thompson,
Theodore Sternbera:,
J. C. Bocklus,
F. II. Graves,

\V. Wade,
T. H. Garieck,
Freeman Lloyd,

V. M..HaIdeman.

lll|j:hland,
Everett Mlllals,
Alexander Glass, M. D.,

POULTRY AND PIGEONS

H. B. Tallman,
J. Henry Lee,

Georare T. Whitfield,
M. K. Boyer,
>yilllani L. Lentz,
G. O. Brown,
H. S. Babcock,
Henry Erdmann,

J. H, Dreveustedt.
ARTISTS

E. W. Hall,
F. L. Sewell,

New York Photo-Engraving: Company.

G. W. Pettlt,C S. Valentine,
F. T. llnderhlll,
F. B. Zlmmer,
O. K. Sharp,
A. W. Hall,

F. N. Graves,
Henry Erdmann,

WHAT SOXE OF OUR READERS SAY
Worth a Year's Subscription.

From the Canadian Poultry Journal.

We have received a copy of the Christinas
number of The Fanciers' Journal and it is a

dandy. It is finely illustrated with cuts of dogs,

poultry and pigeons. The number is a complete
book in itself, and reflects the greatest credit on
those in charge of its various departments. The
Fanciers' Joirnal is one of the brightest and
best journals published in the interest of dogs,
poultry and pigeons,|and|its Christmas number
IS worth fully its yearly subscription price. No
one should miss getting a copy of this number.

A Dandy.
The Christinas number of The Fanciers'

Journal is a dandy. A. W. Hall.
Garnerville, S. C, December 7.

A Valuable Issue.

From the Journalist, New York.

The Christinas number of The Fanciers'
Journal, of Philadelphia, is an unusually at-

tractive and valuable issue of that successful

weekly, which has become indispensable to all

lovers of dogs, poultry, pigeons and similar ob-

jects of the "fanciers'" adoration. It is well

filled with handsome engravings, interesting and
instructive special articles and matters of inter-

est to all breeders of fancy dogs and fowls.

A Beauty.
The Christmas number of The Fanciers'

Journal is a beauty. Dr. S. T. I.ea.

CoKESBLRV, S. C, December 8.

Full ofGooil Headlii|r<

From Turf, Field and Farm.

The delay in receiving the November 28 issue

of The Fanciers' Journal is explained by the

receipt of that number a week late, but very
elaborate. It is the Christmas number and is

lull of good reading, written by the canine spe-

cialists and poultry fanciers.

A Daisy.
Congratulations. The Christmas number is a

daisy. C. S. Valentine.
Crawford, N. J., December 10.

Replete with Ciood Articles.

From F'orest and Stream.

Our progressive conteinjwrary. The Fan-
ciers' Journal, has issued a Christmas number
that is replete with good articles on dog and
poultry subjects by well-known writers, which
will afford a pleasant hour's reading to any one.

A Splendid Issue.

Kindly allow me to offer my heartiest congrat-
ulations to all interested in the getting up of

your X-mas number of The Fanciers' Journal
received this morning. It merits the unqualified
approbation and thanks of everyone whose good
fortune it will be to read its contents, for such an
array of dog, poultry and pigeon lore one seldom
gets a chance to obtain, at any rate not in the
form of a journal.

I know nothing about dogs, but I know enough
to pass judgment that the dog literature of this

number is of the prize-winning sort, and will un-
doubtedly tickle every dog lover in his tenderest

spot.
The poultry matter, well, I would do injustice

to pass an opinion on any, for all is of first pre-

mium order. Naturally, loving as I do most the
Brahma and Wyandotte, the articles on these
breeds call for my first attention, and they are
worth a dozen over alone the price of this issue.

I obtained ideas on these breeds I never before

possessed, and I am become all the more at-
tached to the two grandest and most beautiful
breeds of our standard collection.
And, of course, the pigeon fancier will haye

every reason to welcome this great X-nias num-
ber. All in all, this splendid issue is bound to
attach The Fanciers' Journal to every reader,
and stamp it firmly as the foremost journal in
this country for the dog, poultry and pigeon fan-
cier. Unqualified success be to its future efforts.

W. F. Roth, M. D.
Florin, Pa., December 5.

The Crownlnar Feature.
Allow me to congratulate you on the Christ-

mas number of The Fanciers' Journal. It is
the crowning feature of poultry and doggy litera-
ture of the season. Arthur IJ. Felch.
Natick, Mass., Decembers.

Knocks Them All.
Christmas number of Fanciers' Journal is

at hand. Klegant, superb. It "nox 'era" all.

W. H. Hamilton,
Editor New Kngland Fancier.

Danielsonville, Conn., December 9.

A Wonderful Production.
From the Kennel, Farra& Poultry Yarcl, Dublin.

The Christmas number of our esteemed trans-
atlantic contemporary. The Fanciers' Journal.
is to hand. It is, as we have been led to expect
by the announcements of the publishers regard-
ing it for some time past, a wonderful product on,
Both on doggy and poultry matters it contains
an extensive and va led selection of articl s, all
written by specialists on the several subjects
dealt with. The number is profusely illustrated,
the title page being very appropriately occupied
by an admirably executed sketcli of "the largest
dog in the world," the St. Iternard Lord Bute.

Magrnlflcent.
Christmas nunil>er of Fanciers' Journal is

simply magnificent.
Franklane L- Sewell.

Kvanston, 111., December 15.

Filled with Able Articles.
From the Breeder and Sportsman.

The Fanciers' Journal is early in the field

with its Christmas number. It is a beauty, and
is filled with able articles on all classes of sub-
jects pertaining to the kennel, coop and loft. The
Menthon Kennels' St. Bernard Lord Bute, the
bull terrier Streatham Monarch, each of which,
as our readers are all aware, are leaders in their
respective classes are subjects of illustrations.

Surpasses Everything.
From the New England Fancier.

The Christmas Fanciers' Journal surpasses
anything ever before attempted in the line of
poultry journal enterprise. It is simply im-
mense.

A Capital Edition.
Your Christmas number is a capital edition,

beautifully gotten up.
George T.Whitfield.

Coleridge, Gloucester, England.

"Worth a Year's Subscription.
Your Christmas number arrived to-day, and I

wish to compliment yon on your admirable ef-

fort. The Chri.stmas number alone is worth the
subscription for the year. Long may you con-
tinue to issue many Christmas numbers in years
to come. C. E. Bunn.
Peoria, 111., December 7.

k perfect an<l prnrliriil '1 yi>e Wilting niac-hlne IVir only i

DOLLAR. Exartly llku cut; regular RemltiKton type;doe«l
tho s;im« qnallty of Wnrk: takes a fnols cap sheef. Cunipleta]
With p.ippr hnld<T, unloiiriiic fci-i). prrfrrt Irpe nhrel A lulling

:

rull; usi-srapilii;; Ink. 8 1 7<; 3x4x9 liu'lies: wi-lirht, 12 or.; 8aU I

lefactliinpiinranteod; Cii> iilars fi^e; ItiENTS WANTKD. Scut
by e\|>ri>-^8 f'T tl.UO; Ijy mall, l&f. extra fur pustaeo.
B. H. ( Al>£BM)IX * BBO., 66 tOBTUJIOT ST., M. f . tlTk. >

For sale on all leading news stands of the large cities of the United

States. Price lo cents each, or sent prepaid on receipt of the above

sum by addressing

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Box 916, Rhiladelphia, Pa.

GASH PREMIUMS

To the person Sending In the

largest yearly list of subscrib-

ers, $20O.

Second largest list, $100.

Thlitl largest list, $75.

Fourth largest list, $50.

Fifth largest list, f i25.

Sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth

and tenth largest lists, $10.00

each

.

This offer is open from OCTOBER
15 to JUNE 1, 1892. Subscriptions

can be sent in at any time, but cash must

accompany them. This unquestionably

is the best opportunity ever offered to

our friends, and all desiring to compete

for these premiums should send in their

names at once.

The coming Dog and Poultry Shows

offer a glorious opportunity to secure

subscriptions, and agents desiring sample

copies should advise us promptly..

Remember that THE FANCIERS'
JOURNAL is the leading paper of its

class, and the subscription price is only

|2.oo per annum. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

JUST PUBLISHED.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

-BY-

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomely illustrated. Practical and com-

prehensive. It is an invaluble guide for the
amateur pigeon fanciers.

Price, paper, 50c. ; clotli 91.OO.

K CAN FURNISH

ELKCTROTYPES

OP ALL

LEADING BREEDS OF
PIGEONS

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c
each.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

VOL. 8, NO. 3.
THE FANCIERS' JOXJRNAI^. 45

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

oooks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
5.00

300
8.00

300

Ashmont

.

Hammond

1-50

i.co

.80

3.00

•50

3.00

50
1.00

•50

•75

3.00

50
5.00

450
450
50

1.50

•50

25

•50

3.00

American Book of the Dog
American Kennel. Surges »

Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw . . . . ...
Breeders' Kennel Record and Ace t Book.

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by

Rawdon Lee •.:•/ ' i„;.li
Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored

• portrait .
•

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel

Dogs, Diseases of. Hill

Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson
Dog Training, Principles of.

Dog Training vs. Breaking.

Dog Training and Points of Judging ;
new

and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment

in Disease. By Ashmont . . . • • .• • •

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I. . • • • •

Enllish K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX each

English K. C. S. Book,Vols. XI to XIII,each

Field Trial Training. White • • • • • •

Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing ;
col-

ored portrait. Dalziel. . . . ... .... >•<»

Glover'sAlbum. Treatise on Canine Dis-

CflSCS ...•••••
How to Keep a dog in the City. Mill* . •

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care

and Training ••-•••••• ,^1 " "

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs with 31 illustrations from lite; 588

pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables..... . 3.00

Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management By B. Waters. . . . . . . . 2..S0

Monograph of the German Mastiff or

Great Dane Dog ini' * *

Pedigree Record Book, 300 pages, fifth gen-

eration V ; ;. ; • .1.

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .

Pointsof Judging; new edition, correct to

date •

Practical Kennel Guide. Stebles . . . . .

Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.

Wickham. Paper cover, 50c. ; cloth . . .

Prize Pugs of America and England.
(Cryer)

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan ,• • V ' j-" '

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

points, etc.; cold portrait ofPlmlimmon,
Stonehenge on the Dog . . ... . . . • .

Teufel the Terrier ; or, the Life and Ad-

ventures of an Artists Dog • - • • • . •

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.

Mercer
The Dog, by Idstone . • • • • .•

The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 35 portraits

The Mastiflf, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack . • . • •

Training Trick Dogs; illustrated .. . .

Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits

ffom life of 31 pnze dogs; in leather . .

Youatt on the Dog .;••„•.•/•
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir
Cloth

• POULTRY.

All About Broilers. Boyer . .

An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard . . ...
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plate*

of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Capons and Caponizing. George Q. Dow

.

Duck Culture. Rankin . . .
,

;

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier.
3J

col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Ham-
son Weir .••:,••••:

Prohtaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. .

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl

Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch. . . ••.••.•
Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin • • •

ThePhilosophy of Judging. By Babcock,

Felch & Lee
The Game Fowl. Cooper
Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace

CAOB BIRDS.

Canary Birds. Paper cover

Canaries and'Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-

land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and

other illustrations . . . . . •. • •

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition , „" ' '

i. "
'

Native Song Birds. George J Bamesby. .

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams ....
The Canary. G.J. Barnesby

PIGEONS.

Book ot Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and

others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous

woodcuts •••'.•••.•
Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L. S. Clarlc

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners,

Gilbert, paper 50c ; cloth . . . ••.•••
Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright

.

Pigeon Standard (new) . . •.

Pi|eon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer
MISCELLANEOUS.

American Angltrs' Book. Norris • • •
•

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Book of the Game Laws. . . . . •• •
•

Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) j
•

Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus

Fly Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells ....
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.

Grinnell a • ." *
,

" ' *
'

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus

The Sportsman's Directory,

wood .*

The Art of Training Animals ;
paper ;

il-

lustrated .•.,•.,' j
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals
;

' * '

With Fly-ro<l and Camera. Samuels . . .

Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell ....
Woodcraft. Nessmuk
611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen ....

INCUBATORS.

THE

PINELAND
INCOBflTORS AND BROODERS

ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERE AWARDED

2-FIR5T PREM10M5..2
AT THE

GM Hbw M Slow of 1891

Hundreds of the most successful poultrymen

u.se them exclusively. Send five cents for mam-
moth catalogue. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

142 181 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

i'ffe(i'ffe(.iil'fe^^^S)

special

PREMIUMS

Kennel

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM.

Emiroif INCUBATOR
I.owe«t-prIced FIrsUcli
Simple, Pcrfectf

WILL DO IT. ^
Hatcher made.
Self-BeguUting.

GEO. H. STAHL, Quincy. III.

J. H.Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great Crvstal Palace Show of America

New York Febru'arv, 1891, my birds were awarrt-

£1 The following: S^cmid ami fifth on Barred

Plvmouth Rock Cock; first and special, on

Ba'rred Plvmouth Rock Hens: first second and

fourth on Barred Plymouth c<x^»^"«'j fi"''„f":

ond and fourth on Barred Plynouh Rock pullet,

first on breeding yard, $25 >" go''^ [°^ best dis-

plav of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,

February, iS</), was awarded

W K.VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIALPRIZE,$100INGOLD,

(or best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and

four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred

Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on

Barred Plymouth Rock hen.

For awards on other varieties send for my
large circular free. Eggs from pnze raatings, U
per 13, $7 P«r 26, $g per 39.

Improved "Championllncubator

ckStock for sale. 39-91

Perfectly Automatic.

Always Reliable. Guar-
anteed the Simplest and

Best and to hatch the

Larges* percentage pos.

sible. Stud 2 ct. stamp

for handsome c;italog.

FAMOUS MFG. CO..
ChicagOi

INCUBATOR.

Bdward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIROS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

in order to secure new sub.scrib-

ers we will offer the following pre-

miums : To any of our subscribers

who will send us one new subscrib-

er at $2 per annum we will send a

copy of "Hammond's Trainin*: vs.

Breakinji," price $i, or will send

.same by mail for $i.o8 cash or

stamps.
To any of our subscribers who

will send us two new subscribers at

$2 per annum we will send a copy

of "Dogs, Their Management and

Treatment in Disease," by Ash-

mont, price $2, or will mail the same

for $2.10 cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us three new subscribers

at $2 per annum we will send a

copy of "Modern Training, Han-

dling and Management," by B.

Waters, price $2.50, or will mail

same for $2.60 cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us five new subscribers

at $2 per annum we will send a

copy of "Our Prize Dogs," by C.

H. Mason, price $6, or we will mail

the same for ;^. 12 cash or stamps.

No. 317

How to obtain one free. Twen-
tv-three first premiums in one
year. Large book for stamp
F. WILLIAMS, Bristol,

A.
Conn.

.VICTOR
Incubator

Quaranteed Belf-BeRulatlng. A
Bellsble Hatcher. Mid for Free

CireuUr. 8HEEK & CHASE,
8ol« MaDur«ctur«ri, Ql'lNCY, ILL.

'RIIITIIIB OUTFIT 15'

iMK WD

OMHLE'iS. 4 ft'phkbM. rubb.T tjp«. <JP'l">l'l".'w«il» l»-

lUWhl. iDk.Ink I'ld Mid Twf.-.fr«. Hul up in Df »i boi wlUl

|lir.ctiona for u«^- S».l«f.rt»on cu.r»nt«.d. Worth .Vic. B.«t

luam MMker. r«rt PrintM txc S<lii n.m.i Is I minuf«,

rinu r,"" e.T'l*M hoiiT.8«npo.ip»i*i l.>;'ifor "V.r»i.fr...

^R.H.I<<;r:RSOLLA KROaolorlliiBdlXI.X.Y.nt^

POULTRY.

.50

.75

15.00

1.50
1.00
.50

.50

Over 100 Awards

Received ill 1891.

Meat
houses

for profit
should have l»nre CJ round
HKKK SCRAP, which is

and Bone, collected from slaughter

Drikd Perkfxtly SWEKT and ground

Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

F.M.

Will Wild-

8.00

3.00

1.00
1.50

.50

5.00

.50

5-50
.25

50

2.00

2.00

2-50

2.00

1.50

1.00

•50

1.50
5.00
2.50
1.00

1.50

Mr Whitfield, Colebridge, Gloucester. England

(Hon Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply

indran Game^ Dorkings. Wyandottes^ Creves,

l!a Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

Good Bree<lei*s, I25 per trio.

Kxtra Good, I35. ^ , , ^ •

Kxhibitlon, |2o to f50 each at Liver-

pool.

Frelcht paid to New York for

$ 10 extra on 3 to 9 blrtls. Effgs

In season, $5 per Dozen. Over
SOOWrtls exported last year.

Mme. BAILEY'S HAIK (.ROWER

will produce a Thiek, Soft and Hoautirnl
head of LonpT, Flowing Ilair 111 4 to s weeks.

A ourelv vegetable compouncl. Endorsed by

leading phvsicians. Thousands of testimonials,

rwo or three packages will do it. Price 50 cents

per package, o- three for $1. Sent by mail, pre-

paid Exeelslor Supply Co., (sole agents)

Coopei'stown, N. \ • 47 59

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per

Granulated Hone,
Ground Heet
Scraps, - - - ^

Calclte, '' - -
..

Crushed Flint, -

Crushetl Oyster
Shells, - - ^-.

Send for our New Price

lOO lb.

100

100
200
30O

200
List and

Bag, |«.00
2.75

.'J.00
2.00
2.00

2.00
Samples. All

^X^shT^^eTprompTy by freight on receipt o.

C. H. DEMPWOLF A CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

price.

^^«>lori>bin« Habit Cured In lO

Ul lllnlDRTj.ST^PHENtf.Lobanon.Oh.o.

Capons and Caponizing.

A NEW AND POPULAR EDITION OF THI

BOOK AT THE POPULAR PRICE OF 2

ENTS PER COPY POSTPAID.

DePuy's Popular Poultry Book No. 2, isentilled

Capons and Caponizing. This bo«ik has had a

verv extensive sale at fifty cents per copy, but

the author, Mr. George Q. Dow, has kindly c<mi-

sented to have it published in a twenty-five cent

ediiion, so as to put it within the reach of all. and

no person can afford to be without this book now
as the price is so low. The book contains all

that the fiflv cent edition does l>esides adding

some new features not contained in that edition

that are really ver\' valuable to poultrymen.

Finely illustrated a'nd printed in large, clear

type that can be easily read without straining

the weakest eyes. All persons should read this

book who love poultry, as it gives thorough and

complete information on all the different details

of these subjects bv a veteran caponizer who
thoroughly understands what he is wnt,ng

about. This book covers the entire field from

A to Z. Price 25 cents per copy .
Address all

orders to

Fanciers' Piiblishing Company.

Box 916, Philadelphia.

Poultry& Pigeons

To any of our subscribers who
will send us one new subscriber at

$2 per annum we will send a copy

of the "American Standard of Per-

fection," price $1, or will mail the

same for $ i cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us one new subscriber at

$2 per annum we will send one

copy in cloth of "Pigeon Keepinjz,"

by'F. M. Gilbert, price $i, or will

mail the same for Si.06 cash or

stamps.

To any of our sub.scribers who
will send us two new subscribers at

$2 per annum we will send a copy

of Felch's "Poultry Culture," price

1.50, or will mail the same for 1.56

cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us three new subscribers

at $2 per annum we will send a

"Loft Reizister for Homing or Fancy

Pigeons," price $2, or will mail the

same for 2.08 cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us five new subscribers at

$2 per annum we will send a copy

of "Lewis Wright's Poultry Book,"

price 5.00, or will mail same for

5.25 cash or stamps.

Motice

These premiums do not apply to

renewals nor to other members of

the family of subscribers, and are

only given for new subscriptions.

ISG^IIIUS' la
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SHOWS.

Delaware aiii Siispetaa

Poultry M Pet Stoct Association's

Fourth Annual Hxhibition

and Bench Show at

BINGflflMTON, N. Y.,

JANXJARV ic) to 22,

KNTIUKS CLOSE .IAN'. 1«.

Address

W. N. CROFFUT, Sec'y,

It Diiii^hainton, N. Y.

THE KENN^^

Fairhill Kennels,
2848 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

BREEDERS OF STRICTLY PURE

ST. BERNARDS.
Puppies for sale by KING REGENT and BEN

ORMONDE, out of prize winning: bitches. 12-63

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SETTERS, BEAGLES and
SCOTCH TERRIERS. Also thirty varieties of

Fancy Poultrv and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the
past four years. A grand lot of stock for sale.

Price listfree. My strain of Shawlneclc Pied
Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

thir heading for so cents per line for first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

POULTRY.

Cankei* Cure.

TALLMAN'S CANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fiftv cents. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

Exchanse.

THE KENNEL.

P^KENHELSlf

L(i^teii, Sportsmen!
I am ready to receive Derby entries for train-

ing for 1892. First come, first served. Corre-

spondence solicited. Can work them on game
until April I. Address

PROF. SCHUYLER,
Lincolnton, N. C.

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

I

breed in this country.

' HILLSIDE KENNELS,
40-91 LANCASTER. MASS.

FOR SALE-
A beautiful litter of pups, sired by the noted

Challenge Kildare fi8,i4"), out of Rose Sarsfield

(18.98^). No betttr blood in the world. Color dark
red. Prices—dogs, $25 ; bitches, f 20. Price list

No. I now rea<iy. 409'

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circulitr to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
43-68 p. O. Box 676, ALBANY, N. Y.

FOR SALE.
Rough-coated St. Bernard puppes, four months

oldoutof Belva(A.K.C.S B. 17.084). by Mosco H.
(A.K.C.S.B. 16.6S0). For prices inquire of

.Tiilian .Teffrles,

It 31 E. Liberty St., Wooster, O.

FERRETS ¥S. RATS!
FIRST-CLASS FERRETS always for sale by

Adolph Isaiic-;en St Son. Trade mark, "SURE
POP." 92 Fulton Street. New York Citv. Our
celebrated handbook, 'ALL ABOUT FERRETS
AND RATS"— second edition—revised and illus-

trated. Mailed to any address on receipt of 25

cents. 33-49

THE CREAM OF

IRISH SETTER BREEDING.
On September ", Champion Rubv Glenmore

whelped to Champion Mack N.' There are of

this litter three dogs and five bitches that for

beniitv. combiiiation of bench show form and
field qualities c:iiinot be excelled. Those wishing
the best ni.iv secure them now, and by getting

choice niav in the future own the champion of

champion" Our present quarters being limited

compels us to di.spose of ihcm at once. Price I95.

E. B. BISHOP (Glenmore Kennels),

47.50 Coffeyville, Kansas.

AT.EX. W. CUMMIXGS,
DEKBY, IXI).

Breeds games for the pit. such as Shinholeer

and Brown Shawlnecks, red quills, invincibles.

blues, muffs, Japs and the celebrated Derby
greys. Send name on postal for 1892 circular.

The largest one out. I also have Galloway cattle

and Poland China hogs. Good note preferred to

cash. Mention this paper. 48-60

SILVER-UCED WYANDOTTES.
>:i|ffts *1.60 per la.

W. H. CHILD, Glenside, Pa. 48-ft

Pugs of the Best Breeding
A* reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNELS,
Box 82, Louisville, Ky. 48 73

In Conjunction with
ni\- business of
Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Sup-
plies I have also
added a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sal e of dogs of ev-

~. cry description.
There will be a

registry kept at

my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
of a fee the name
and address of
parties wishing

to purchase or sell dogs will be entered The
fee lor one do? wi 1 be $1.00, and for each addi-

tional dog liftv cents. This will I'C devoted to

advertising and (urthering the sales, and a com-

mission of 10 per cent will be charged on all

sales. I niavconlideiitlv state that mv experi-

ence Willi dogs as a breeder, exhibitor, etc., with

mv e.\celknl location for the business and my
wide :icquaim:ince will make this one of the vcrv

b(si mediums to l.e found for the purchase and
sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
itv \v. Thirty-fourth Street, New York. ft

Before You Subscribe
For anv Agricultural, Live Stock. Poultry ot

Kennel' Paper vou should send for my list o(

P'pers I c.in furnish vou anv paper published

cheapei than the publishers price, and if you

subscribe foi two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if you subscribe for only

one. Alwavsenclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five

papers and request them to mail you sample

copies.^ ADDRESS

F. D. BECK,
84tf Box XI, Wellsl)urg, W. Va.

HOUSE

EXCHANGE.—A HANDSOME E. MASTIFF
dog. Kind and a splendid yard dog. for

light Brahmas or buff Cochins First-class

stock only. Andrew W. Hall, Garnerville,

N. Y. It

Foxhounds.

FOR SALE—FAST-RUNNING FOXHOUNDS
and pups. Addrsss Rex Kennels, Millers-

burg, o. 39-50

For Sale.

COON DOGS, SQUIRREL DOGS, PAR-
TRIDGE dogs, bear, deer, fox, rabbit dogs.

H. C. Graff, Kensington. Ohio. it

THREE Ai PUGS, PEDIGREED; IMPORT-
ED field spaniels ; brindle bull terr er.

144 Pomona Terrace, Gerniantown, Phila-

delphia. »t

Fox Terriers.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this heading for 30 cents per line torfirst insertion,

1$ cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven uords to line.

Barred Plymouth Rocks.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
and matings. Winners at largest shows
for four years. Fowls and eggs for sale.

Bradley Bros., Lee. Mass. 9-60 eow _

Games.

HIGH-CLASS PILE GAMES. — AS I AM
going out of the piles the following birds
are for sale; all are stric Iv first-class; the
scores are by S. Butterfieltl: One pile cock
(yellow legs) scores 93^, one year old. Two
pile hens (willow legs), yearlinps, scoring

93^ and 94 J^. One pile cockerel (yellow

legs), scores 95. One pile pullet (yellow
legs), scores 94'<^. The entire collection at

$25 is a decided bargain to anyone desiring
such birds. All are winners. Address E.

tf F. Doty, 47 Wellington Place, Toronto, Can.

For Sale.

T"K)R SALE.—SEVERAL WELL-BRED BROODH bitches from well known stock. William
-^ Tallman.* !oo West Thirty-fourth Street,Tallman.* .'09 West

New York City.

Thirty-fourth Street,
44-tf

Great Danes.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE. BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars

A. M. Jaggard, 629 North Front Street,

Philadelphia, Pa. 43 94

Irl^ih Setters.

FOR SALE—YOUNG IRISH SETTERS.
Two fine field dogs, both bench show win-
ners: also one brood bitch of fine pedigree.

F. H. Perry, Des Moines, Iowa. 43 tf

,-*OR SALE—A 600-EGG MONARCH INCU-
H BATOR in good condition. Price $50. John

C. Haynes, Annandale, N. J. 35-tf

J
A. PRETTYMAN. LAUREL, DEL., WILL
sell a 240-egg "Jacobs hot water machine"

• (incubator) for $8. it

NARRAGANSETT TURKEYS, MAMMOTH
greys, earliest maturing stay at home
breed. H. C. Gra ff, Kensington, Ohio . it

Silver Wyandottes.

vILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
% Gaines. Finely marked birds bred by
' Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y. 4itt

Wyandottes.

FOR SALE. — SILVER LACED WYAN-
DOTTES exclusively. Cockerels, pairs,

trios or breeding pens. Circulars free.

Scott Maxwell, Vancluse, S. C. 4550

Various

Irish Terriers.

AGRAND LITTER OF IRISH TERRIERS
eight weeks old. by Valley Boxer, winner
of first at last Albjny show, out of Sissey.

by Apprentice Boy, by Ch. Playboy. ^Toon
& Svmonds, proprietors Anglo-American
Terr'ier Kennels. 4 Dearborn Street, Salem
Mass. It

Japaneso Spaniels.

FOR SALE.-JAPANESK SPANIELS FROM
prize stock. Address S. Tuck, Allen House,
Allentown. Pa. 44-tf

PUKS.

T-»lNEPUPSON SALE—Chequasset Kennels,
2* Lancaster, Mass. 75-«ow

Pedigree Hlanks.

vEDIGREE BLANKS FOR FOUR GENER-
ATIONS at 10 cents per dozen, or 85 cents

per 100. Extended four-page blanks. 5

cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed
postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

33 S. 3d St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas.barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville. New York. i-tf

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted undet

thts heading for 20 cents per Itne tor first insertm".

IS cfnts per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Fantalls.

HOWARD BUTCHER, 146 N. FRONT ST.,

Philadelphia; all colors, prize winning
stock, $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 28-53

Homers.

OWING TO MY REMOVING TO NEWARK,
I will dispose of my entire loft of homers ;

joo to 500 milers. Thomas M. Rivel, 808

Ludlow Street, Philadelphia. it

St. lleruards.

ABOUT TWENTY ST. BERNARD PUPS
and brood bitches. Write for new list No.

24. R. J. Sawyer, Menominee, Mich. 46-51

Various.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirelv new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box
916, Philadelphia. Pa.

DR S. C. MOVER, LANSDALE, PA.—
Breeds L. Brahmas, W. and S. Wyandottes,
P. Rocks and mottled Anconas. Choice
stock for sale. 4748

PURCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNEI^
will buv on commission or sell field dogs,

guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets. Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched
ules, Labels. Tags. etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co., Box 916, Philade phia, Pa.

Jacobins.

FBAILY. ARDMORE, PA.,
« PORTED stock.

TW. TUtiGLE. Columbus,
and breeder of Jacobins.

FINEST IM-
44-58

Ga. Importer
7-58

Satlnettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, 1010 CLIN-
tou Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Various.

POULTRY.

FBAILY. ARDMORE. PA.. WII L SELL
all his turbits. owls, moorecaps and surplus

• black and yellow Jacobin hens. 47-50

GEORGE W. KENDIG.EAST B.^PTIST AVE.,
York, Pa., breeder white pigeons, fans,

turbits. carriers. it

MISCELLANEOUS.
Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St.. Philadelphia.

Advertising.

Their Selection, Care and Training.

UST PUBLISHED PRICB, POSTPAID, 5OC.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under

thts headingfor to cents per lineforfirst insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven ti/ords to line.

Collies.

COLLIE PUPPIES, BY GILDEROY (7360) CH.
Charlemange—Hastv, out of Buttercup II

(13727). Clipper — Nellie McGregor. $io

each if tnken soon. Asphodel Kennels,

Amherst, Mass. 48-49

Advertisements without display inserted unJet

this heading for 20 cents per line forfirst insertion,

IS cents Per line each subsequent insertion, count

set-en words to line.

Artists and Enscravers.

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards

letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co., Box 916. Philade phia. Pa.

Appliances.

INCUBATORS SOLD, BOUGHT.EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankins Monarch. Williams'

Monitor. Pineland. Prairie State and Ther-

mostatic alwavson view. Call and inspect.

Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-

1-52 ham. 26 Harrison St.. East Orange. N. J.

Bantams.

ENTWISLES BANTAMS.-I am Mr. W. F.

Futwisle's only authorized agent for the

United Slates and Canada, and will import

birds at as low a figure as possible, quality

of stock considered. F. W Gaylor, Quog-ie.

Long Island, N. Y. 37-62

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well

to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"

^68 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a

careful compilation from the Ameiican
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals; gives the circulation

rating of everv one. and a good deal of in-

formation abo'ut rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau. 10

Spruce Street. N. Y 31-82

DrinklnK Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain,
easilv cleaned. Price. 75 cents each. $8 per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and
8vtt Brooder Company, Jamesburg. New Jersey.

For Sale.

FINE FERRETS TRAINED FOR HUNTING
rabbits and rats. $2.50 each. W. L. Os-

borne, Port Dickinson, N. Y. U
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IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila.. Pa..

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

CHampion THe Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roalyn \srilk:es,

20883 FEE $35.

Gham. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $35.

Ro»lyn Conway,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs

Champion Treasure,
10596. FEE $15

Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15

Irish Setters

King Elcho (21,377).

Lord Elcho (21,378).

(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Bessie Glencho.)

FEE OF EACH $20

FN STUD

THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

The Beagle Trials
OF 1891.

PEE ------ - - - $16

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
Glenside, Pa.

IN THE STUD.

HT STUD,

STREATHAM

MONARCH
The Best Bull Terrier Living.

ADDRESS

JOAN MOORHERD. Jr.,

THE KENNEL.

s

140-tf

PITTSBURG, PA.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.

COXCH....1 OI^UIES

FORDHOOK KENNELS

Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-

plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds

for sale at reasonable prices, including several

good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young f'toclc always on hand. ly^t,

Menthon Kennels'

St. Bernsrcls,
PHCENIXVILLE, PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.S.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equal.

FEE, flOO.

The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE vA.K.C.8.B.l8.337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, ^."i.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

IN STUD.

Pitcher Ub

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

I

Reckoner '5 i

I

ST STUD. FKE »50.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER,

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B.,6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rao.Zig Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C, December. 1890, and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land; 1st, New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn.
'89; 1st, challenge, Worcester. Buffalo and
Chicago, 90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
1 Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

I 134-185 Babylon, L. I.

Jl T STUD.

COIXT XOBLE. GLADSTONE.
ENGLISH SETTER

COUNT LEO,
Mack D.-Lady Alta, Lady Alta by Count

Roderigo-Bessie Belton. Evenly marked white,

black and tan, whelped November 14, i*>89.

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. G. ELLIOTT,

483 Potters Ave., Providence, R.I.

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch

Collies. Orders booked now for puppies as fol-

lows : LADY SCOT ex RITI.KIX.K. SAUI.K
BEAUTY ex BARD. LADY HAIO ex gU-^LlTV,
FORDHOOK lASHION ex HARD, PANSY ex

FOKDHOOK QUIRK, DINAH ex Champion
THE SQUIRE. SMILAX ex Champion CHRIS-
TOPHER. Address

W. ATLEE BURPEE i CO..

32-83 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - S50

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE

40-91

AT STUD-WOODALE KENNELi'
FOX TERRIERS >*»:.

RABBIN $20
By Ch Venio—Brockenhurst Worry by

Raffle.

STARDEN'S JACK • $15
By Ch. Resull-Forest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS^ ..... $10**^
By Raffle-Warren Secret.

Puppies bv the above dogs^out of P^j" ^in^

ning bitches always for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, 1 roy, N. Y. 47-73

FEE $50
To Collie Club Member, 35 per cent of»".

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

IN THE STUD.

BREDA BILL S20
Puppies and Brood Bitches for sale. Dogs of

any breed taken to board, conditioned for shows,

kept at stud and sold on commission.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
29-80 CHESTNUT HILL, Phila . Pa

IN THE STUD.

Brockenhurst Tyke 15

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

yiLLSlDE HENNELS,

5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

'^Iv

\

4.

ORIOLE KKNNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN. OHIO.

FOX TERRIERS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.

VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and

already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee $15.00

CH. BACCHANAL Fee $15.00

CH. VOLUNTEER Fee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PROPRIETOR.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5.56

• Bay Ridge, L. I.

H T STUD.

ENGLISH
SETTER

Sir FreJericl

21741

winner of forty-

four first prizes in

England.

FEE $50

IN THE STUD-IRISH SETTER

liimeriGk=
FOR PARTICULARS ADDRESS

WM. H. CHILD, r. O. Box 01, Phlla<lelphla, Pa.

IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP. 7711 . . .

REGENT BRISK, 16,618 .

REGENT TIPPLER . . .

Fee $25
,

" 10

,
" 10

IN THE STUD,

CH. BEAUMONT.
(E. 16.166 and A.K.C.S B. 8093), the champion

Gordon setter of Great Britain and America, the

most typical Gordon; well broken and good in

the field. Fee $^5, to approved bitches only.

WM. TALLMAN,

140-tf 109 W. 34th Street New York City.

ptOX TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, a kc.s.b. 4742

Sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant-Warren Lady. Fee $10.

V E N DETTA . A KC.s.B. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest-Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee |io.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,
^7.^ Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

IN THE STUD.

THE KENNEL.

JIT STUD—THE ENGLISH SETTER

ANTONIO
THE GREAT FIELD TRIAL CHAMPION.

FEB $60
Address D. E. ROSE,

46.tf Laurenceburg, Tcun.

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl. B. Tallmai),

Mo-tf OAK LAWN, R. I

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SPRAKE,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, ist

at Baltimore and ist ana Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAN,
laitl AUBURN PARK, ILL.

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEH,6zsS. Fee $50

CH ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale.

dress

Ad-

YORKSHIRE
Teppiep Puppies.
A few now oflTered for the holiday sale. All b>

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
and individually gooil specimens.

P. H. COOMBS,
,00-151 1 Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

II T STUD

Ch. PAUL GLADSTONE
(3482)

VISCOUNT
(21571)

Imported from the kennels of R. W. Purcell

Llewellin, England, and pronounced by him the

best dog he ever sold to America.

FEE FOR EITHER, $50.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for

catalogue, etc.

MX. WASHINGTON KENNEL,
42 67eow P. O. Box 304, Canonsburg, Pa.

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

20^, Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

niT Hn INSTANT RELIEF. CURE IN 15

r liH.iSdavs. Never returns. No purge. No
iiUIllJ salve No suppositorv. Remedy
mailed free. Address J. H. REEVES. Box 3?90,

New York City N Y. 35-^5

j^^ PAMPHLET
^^9Ni ON

^Ir^DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary- Surseon,

tf I29:J BROADWAY. NEW YOIIK.

JIT STUD-FOX TERRIER

RANTER (A K c s B ,8429)

FEE $10.00
By Pitcher ex Vene, own brother an<l same lit-

ter to Champion Dominie. "He should be most

suitable for light, fine bitches, possessing im-

mense straight b ne. a long punishing head but

coarse with correct ears and body and as game
as it is possible to make them." See Fanciers
JotKNAL. Address HAMLET OWEN,

46-s« 117 Olden Avenue, Trenton, N. J.

THE KENNEL.

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

ELM STATION,

tf Montgomery Co.. P*.

WRITE
-, AGENTS WANTED.

For new list No. 28. Some special bargains in

St. Bernards. „,,-,,,,
R. J. SAW\ER,

., -u Menominee, Mich.

Reliable agents waiittd in all parts ol ilie coun-

try. For particulars address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

BOX 91b, PHILADELPHIA. PA.
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ROOriNG.

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for
Poultry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. F. SWAN. 38 Uey Street, N. Y.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY
MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES.
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES.
AND ALL OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and
Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOU HATCHING.
Send for Catalogue.

H. ^W. VAHLE.
313 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

SHOWS. SHOWS.

^THE

SPORTSMEN^S
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND
HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRA TTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

I'OrLTJlY.

MASeOUTAH KE/NAJEL CLUB.
KotirtH Annual Dog Show,

TUEwSDAY, WP:r)NESI)AY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY,

FEBRLJARY q, io, ii, t2, 1892,

Battery ID and 2d Regiment Armory,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

KNTIIIKS CLOSE JANUARY 3:5, 1893.

For Preminra Liiits, etc., address

SHOWS.

47-49

MASCOUTAH KENNEL CLUB,
717 Chamber of Commerce Buihling, Chicago, 111.

POULTRY FARMS. POULTRY FARMS.

Sandacre parm
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Bufl Pekin Bantams. Rosc-conib Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize

winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

F. W. GAYLOR.^ianager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.1061

WOODSIDE POUliTl^Y VAt^DS
LA FLECHE, the grandest of French breeds; INDIAN GAMES, the

Great Table Fowl ; WHITE LEGHORNS, the Queen of Layers
;
BUFF

PEKIN and ROSECOMB BLACK BANTAMS.
EGGS AND CHICKS FOR SALE.

Address all correspondence to

\Sr. J. ANDRUS, Rroprietor,
i38tr HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N.J.

ToRHAM Poultry Yards
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Buff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes, S. C. W. Leg-

horns, B. Minorcas, S. S. Hamburgs and Buff Pekin Bantams.

Stogi^ pof? Sale at flLL cSimes.

Address all orders and correspondence to
GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,

34^5 Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

]^W^RK
POULTRY AND PIGEON

SHONA/,
1892. FEB. 3 TO 9 1892.
For Premium List and other iuTormation

write to

T. FARRER RACKHAM,
44-tf Sec. and Supt, East Orange, N J.

"IM IT" This gear.
THE OLD

Genlrol pss. Poultry M
will hold a show this season, and a rouser it will

be. The date is

JANUARY 25-28, '92.

ENTRIES CLOSE JANUARY 23
Premiums of $5 and i^.'} will be offered for

breeding pens, and ^3 and Igll for single birds
on all leading varieties.

ThisfillBetheBaierSliowflfN.E.

ON'T FAIL to advertise in our Premium
List.

ON'T FAIL to send us a special.

ON'T FAILi to exhibit your stock at
our exhibition.

ON'T FAIL to come yourself.

Nearly, if not all, the Specialty Clubs will meet
here. Come and join in with them. Make no
mistake, be sure your stock, entries and commu-
nications are properly addressed to the Central
Massachusetts Poultry Clut.

JAMES B. BOWKER, Sec. & Treas.
26 Washington Square, Worcester, Mass.

PIGEONS.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best tabic game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SIMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM

S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C. White
Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York, 12 firsts, 7

Grand Gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties. "Like has begotten

like," "Like will beget like. Send for illustrated circul

ord of America's leading strains of above varieties

H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

lar giving full prize rec-

Can furnish eggs from C.

101-151 J. FORSYTH, owEGO. tioga county, n. y.

BA-RTIED PLgMOUTH "ROCKS
That will win anywhere. Fine size and shape and that CLEAR BLUE COLOR which all j»«

'gf
s

like. My birds have won the leading prizes at America's grandest shows, CHARLESTON, NEW
YORK and BUFFALO.

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES
TRUE SHAPE AND BRILLIANT BLACK LACING.

At the Great National Show, CHARLESTON, S. C, January, 1891 : PLYMOUTH ROCKS 1st

and Gold Special on cock; ist and 3d, cockerel; 1st best male and four best females; special best

pair- 2d, ^d and 4th pullets; the Grand Special in Gold for Largest and Finest Display. WYAN-
DOTTES ; 1st best male end four best females, all cockerel and pullet prizes but 3, and Grand Gold

Special Largest an Finest Display. /.,-,,.. j • 1 .j
Prime show an! breeding birds at fair prices. Send for new profusely illustrated circular. Ad-

^^^^^
E. B. THOMPSON, Amenla, Duchess County, N. Y.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLB, IND.

THE FINEST
—AMD-
LARGEST

EXCLUSIVE LOFT

WHITE FANTAIL
PIGEONS

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,
which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

SPRATTS
PATENT

DOG SOAP.

LOOK I —EXCELSIOR-
POULTRY FARM.
Brf«>df>n« and Shipporp of IN'OIAN

«;a.»ii:s. hi FFi.i;<;iioKNs,Hnd
BO other VRrietipo of J«nd and water Fowli
andEnfTfl. Send Htamp for (Jataloinie. Ad-
dfMM F. N. 8TAUL, H^r., (jainc), 111.

.PIGEONS PIGEONS-^

fl F^Ai^E Change to Buy Some op the Best

JACOBINS. FANTAILS and OWLS in white and blue African ; white, blue and silver English,

.Tnd blue and silver Chinese in America. About forty pairs of owls to sell, and I warrant no better

.stock in existence. I need room, therefore take advantage of this offer. Write f>r prices and just

what you want. Satisfaction or money refunded. GtO. EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

47-98

BREEDING

YOUNGSTERS

FROM

THREE OK THE

BEST LOFTS

ON THE

CONTINENT.

Having purchased from H. Wagner nineteen
pairs of his champion record birds, and having
eleven pairs of record birds of mv own breeding,
I have a .showing of THIRTY PAIRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THREE LOFTS WITH PROVEN REC-
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 MILES. Send for cir-

cular and price list. 9^150

POUL.TBY.

W^YANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb.. 1891.

Prices low for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too Good !

"

VOL. 8. NO. 4. )

AVHOLiE NO., 140. /
PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, JANUARY 23, 1892.

PER ANNUM, f«.00
SINGLE COPY, 60.

Address

28-M

BLYTHECOTE FARM.
Brainard Station, N. Y.

PENNBROOK HUNT CLUB'S HARRIERS.
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Of course it caunot be compared to a run

after Reynaud, but this is positively im-

possible now in the neighborhood of

cities. Besides, could wild foxes be found,

it would take considerable time to get

them up, and would prolong the hunt

into a whole day. The drag hunt is so

arranged that the busy business man can

leave his office at noon with a certainty

of a rattling dash across country, and re-

turn home in time for dinner.

and another of similar value for the best

bitch. The Old English Mastiff Club

offers its Forty-Guinea Challenge Cup

for best mastiff and a second cup for the

best of the opposite sex.

be judged by two of his get out of differ-

ent bitches ; also medals for best dog and

for best bitch in open classes, also for

best dog and best bitch in novice classes.

*
* «

«
* *

The Fanciers' Journal will be supplied by

newsdeaters Throughout the United States and

^''"*'** NEW YORK CITY.
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THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

At the annual meeting of the Philadel-

phia Kennel Club held last Saturday

night the following officers were elected

to serve for the ensuing year : President,

Francis vS. Brown ;
vice-president, B.

Ridgway ;
secretary, Francis G. Taylor

;

treasurer. S. Murray Mitchell ;
trustees,

E. W. Clark, Jr., C. T. Thompson, E.

Comfort and E. V. Dougherty.
*

The club decided to throw their field

trials open to the world, and the purses

will be very large and no doubt a hand-

some prize will be given the most suc-

cessful handler at the trials.

»
« *

Inasmuch as the club will devote its

energies towards making the field trials

a great success, it was deemed inexpe-

dient to hold a bench show this year.

But there is still a prospect that a bench

show will be held here this spring as Mr.

James Watson is trying to interest some

friends in an enterprise of this kind. We

hope Mr. Watson will be successful in

his efforts, and we promise him the sup-

port of The Journal to that end.

St. Bernards are rich in specials. First

of all is that grand trophy, the Westmin-

ster Challenge Cup, value $500, contribu-

ted by Colonel J. Ruppert, William C.

Reick, Esq., and the Westminster Ken-

nel Club, for the best American-bred St.

Bernard sired in America and born on or

after March, 1890, the cup to remahi the

property of the W. K. C. until won three

times by the same dog. The cup is

Etruscan shaped, with renaissance orna-

mentations of English steriing silver.

It weighs nearly two hundred ounces,

and is three feet high. The figure of the

St. Bernard on the cover represents the

imported prize winner Scottish Prince,

who unfortunately died soon after his ar-

rival at Colonel Jacob Rupperfs kennels,

was the greatest son of Prince Regent,

and had gained the highest distinction in

England. The head on one side of the

cup is that of the great Princess Florence,

daughter of Prince Regent, and owned

by the New York St. Bernard Kennels.

She is unquestionably the most wonderful

specimen of her sex that has ever ap-

peared on the bench. On the other side

of the cup appears the head of the sire,

Prince Regent, who died at the New

York St. Bernard Kennels last summer.

He was not only a frequent winner but

was one of the greatest sires that England

has yet produced.

Regarding the special stud dog prize.

This prize will also be given at Chicago,

and the winning pair there will be barred

from future competition for this stake.

Suppose the prize is given with like con-

ditions at Boston and a few more shows ?

lu a short time all the good specimens

will be barred and mediocre dogs will

take the prize. We think that the prize

should be given but once, or else win-

ners should be allowed to compete again.

*

The Bull Dog Club as usual takes care

of this beautiful animal. Its specials ai e

the Grand Trophy, value $250, for the

best dog or bitch ; the Porter Cup, vaU e

|ioo ; for best in show opposite in sex to

the one winning the Grand Trophy ;
ihe

Puppy Bowl, value |ioo. for the l^est

American-bred pup between six and fif-

teen months; the American Field Cup,

value 1 100, for best American-bred dog ;

! the vSawyer Cup, value |ioo, for best in

novice classes. The club gives silver

medals for the best American-bred dog.

bitch, best dog in open class, best bitch

iu open class and best puppy. Mtdal for

best stud dog with two or more of his

get, also for best brood bitch, same con-

ditions ;
medal for best pair dog and

bitch, best team of four and several other

medals.

*
* *

* •

• «

The premium list of the Westminster

Kennel Club's sixteenth annual bench

show is now out. An entrance fee of |5

v>\\\ be charged for each exhibit. This

may lessen the number of entrier. some-

what, but will certainly improve the

qualitvof the classes. The space in Madi-

son Square Garden is limited and it

would be better if fewer dogs were there,

so that all could be benched up stairs.

One thing is certain, all the good dogs in

America will be at New York.

The New York Herald offers similar

prizes as in mastiffs. The St. Bernard

Club offers club medals as follows: For

best smooth-coated stud dog, to be judged

by two of his get sired in America and

out of different bitches ; for best rough-

coated stud dog. same conditions; for best

American-bred smooth coated dog over

twelve months; also for best rough coated

dog, and two for bitches, same conditions;

four medals are given in same manner

for American bred animals under twelve

months. It will be noticed that the St.

Bernard specials are open to all.

Dachshundes have a liberal friend, a

$20 special goes to the best exhibit, be-

sides the W. K. C.'s kennel prize of $15-

Also |20 for best brace and 1 10 for best

bitch. The National Beagle Club gives

four |5 specials.
*

* *

* •

» «

FIXTURES.
Doj? Shows.

Feb. 9-12—Chicago. 111.

i6-19—Jackson, Mich.
23.26.—New York. N. Y.

March i-4.-Philadelphia. Pa.

g., I.—Washington. D. C.

15.18.—Pittsbuig, Pa.

April 6-9.—Boston Mass.
20-23—Los Angeles, Cal.

May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Field Trials.
Feb I.—Southern Field Trials Club.

Poultry and Pijreon Shows.
Tan 2';-28.—Worcester, Mass.
' 25-30. -(Light Brahma Club) Boston, Mass,

2S-Feb. 3 —Detroit. Mich.

Feb. 3-9 -New York, N. Y.

10-15.—Los Angeles, Cal.

In addition to the liberal prizes we

notice that in the most important breeds

four prizes are given in the open classes.

This is a move in the right direction, for

the competition at New York is now so

keen and quality so good that four prizes

are none too many. There is no danger

that even the winner of fourth will be

unworthy of his place in the roll of honor.

« »

Our Illustration.

Our frontispiece this week is an excel-

lent picture of the Pennbrook Hunt

Club's imported harriers. It was through

the exertion of Mr. Mitchell Harrison,

M. F. H., that these dogs were imported

and adopted for the use of the hunt in-

stead of the American and English fox

hounds which had been used heretofore.

The club is well pleased with the change

and now much prefer the harrier to the

foxhound.

There is a tendency in the daily press

to ridicule the chase of the aniseed bag.

The list of specials, both printed and

received since, is something wonderful.

First of all there is a special of $25 in the

important breeds for the best kennel of

four. In the remaining breeds a prize of

$15 for the best kennel or one of |io for

the best brace. Mastiffs are well provided

with specials as follows : The New York

Herald gives a bronze medal for the best

dog and one for the best bitch. The

American Mastiff Club gives, open to

members only, the Westminster Chal-

lenge Cup, value $yxi, and diploma, for

best dog or bitch under three years of

age ; the club's Silver Challenge Cup,

value I150, and the club's diploma for

the best American-bred dog or bitch ;
the

Taunton gold medal, value $50 (.breeder's

prize), for best American-bred mastiff,

under two years of age ; the club's Silver

Challenge Cup. value $100, for best dog,

Bloodhounds and Great Danes also get

Herald medals. The latter breed will

compete for the Great Dane Club's

Trophy, for the best dog or bitch owned

by a member of the club. The National

Grevhound Club gives medals for the

best dog and bitch in Russian wolf-

hounds, deerhounds and greyhounds. In

pointers $50 is given for the best in open

classes with a public field trial record.

The Pointer Club offers the American

Field Cup, open to members only. -A.

bronze medal is given by the Herald for

the best pointer. The English Setter

Club gives its favorite breed several

medals.

With fox terriers we end the list. The

American Fox Terrier Club offers the fol-

lowing : $10 for best in show, |io for best

in open class. $10 for best in puppy class,

1 10 for best brace, |io for best wire-haired

and $\o for best brace wire-haired. Also

the Grand Challenge Cup, value $300, for

best in show ;
Stud Dog Stake 1890 ;

sec-

ond division of the fourth Grand Pro-

duce Stake of 1891 ; first division of the

Fifth Grand Produce Stake of 1892 ;
the

Yankee St^ke of 1890. Mr. John E.

Thayer offers 1 100 for the best fox terrier

born in 1891, sired by his stud dogs

Pitcher, Raby Mixer, Russley Joker,

Suffolk Risk, Reckoner or Hillside Re-

gent, donor not to compete.
*

«
» *

Mr. Mortimer informs us that all ex-

press companies will return dogs free

that have been prepaid one way. and

that he is daily expecting to hear from the

Trunk Line Association as to the number

of dogs the railroads comprising the same

will carry fee.

•*•

Spaniels are provided for. The Herald

gives medals for best field spaniel dog

or bitch. The Spaniel Club offer their

Field Spaniel Cup, Cocker Spaniel Cup,

Stud Dog Trophy and American Field

Cup. Mr. J. S. Little gives |io for best

kennel of Clumbers, and |5 for best dog

under two vears and same for best bitch.

*
• *

Collies are on top as far as specials go.

The Collie Club of America offer to its

members the Collie Club Trophy, a sil-

ver cup valued at $500 for the best Amer

ican-bred collie; the President's Cup

valued at $300. for best collie
;
grand

I

Collie Sweepstakes for collies \^nx in

! America on or after July i. 1891 ;
special

' Stud Dog Prize f20 for best stud dog, to

Spratts Patent are importing for Mr.

E A. Woodward, of Chicago, two bull

dogs from Mr. H. Peabody, of London.

One of the pair is Peckham Lass, by Sir

Garnet Wolseley out of Kit. Lass made

her debut at the last Bull Dog Club's

show and won first in medium-weight

bitches, first in novice bitches and .spe-

cial for second best bitch in open classes.

Since then she has won equal first with

Rabagas. Spratts Patent will keep Mr.

Woodward's dogs at their Northvale

Kennels and condition them for the

New York show.
*

A citizen of Toronto was fined |5 »«*!

costs or ten days in jail for protecting an

unlicensed dog. The dog had followed

his son home one bitter cold night, and r

it was fed and housed, fed the next morn-

ing and turned out. The dog lingered

about the premises and an officious po-

liceman pushed the case to a successful

termination.

« »

can Field we exclusively announced some

time ago. Mr. Waters is now on the

staff of our live New York contemporary

and will send it weekly letters from the

World's Fair city.
*

Secretary G. G. Davis writes that the

Irish Setter Club will hold its annual

meeting in New York on Wednesday,

February 24. at 3 o'clock P. M., on the

second day of the Westminster Kennel

Club's show in the show building. The

treasurer also begs to announce the fol-

lowing additional contributions were re-

ceived to the iMeld Trial fund : Twenty-

five dollars from the American F'ield and

twenty-five dollars from the Seminole

Kennels.

Mr. S. C. Bradley has presented to Mr.

J. H. Winslow an English setter puppy

by Rowdy Rod out of Celeste C. No
doubt Mr. Bradley hopes to wean Mr.

Winslow from his weakness for pointers.

*
* *

The Toronto Kennel Club held a

small local show for several breeds on

Thursday, the 7th inst. President Boyle

was in charge, as Secretary Stone was

confined to his bed. Mr. Boyle read an

interesting article on dogs in general

and cocker spaniels in particular. After

the awards were made the club adjourned.

«
• •

We have received a copy of Mr. F. H.

F. Mercer's letter sent the American

Spaniel Club in answer to Mr, James L.

Little's complaint to that club, that Mr.

Mercer had entered his (Mr. Little's)

Clumber spaniel Newcastle at the Ot-

tawa without the owner's consent or

knowledge. Mr. Mercer's apology is

manly and straightforward. He thought

Mr. Little would not object ; it did not

injure his dog, and Mr. Mercer was able

to divide the challenge class and score

two firsts,

••
The American Kennel Club's Stud-

Book, Volume 8, for 1891, will be issued

about March i. It will contain 4296 reg-

istrations. This is an excess of 1430 reg-

istrations over the registrations of Vol-

ume 7, 1890. During 1891 there were

3852 paid registrations; 337 associate

registrations, and 107 winning registra-

tions .

•••

The Scottish terrier bitch Zembra, third

at the last Crystal Palace show, is being

imported by Mr. Henry Brooks. Zem-

bra is said to be quite a good all-round

bitch.
*

* •

Remember that entries for the Mas-

coutah Kennel Club's show close to-day.

If you have not done so already, fill up

your entry form and mail it at once.

«
* •

The body of a man who had killed

himself accidentally while hunting, near

Yorktown, Ind., a few days ago, was

faithfully guarded by a dog until it was

discovered, many hours after the fatal

occurrence.
«

Chestnut Hill Kennels have purchased

from the Anglo-American Kennels the

imported Yorkshire terrier Toon's Lill,

the dam of Princess Toon, said to be a

good one. The same kennel has pur-

chased a couple of good collie bitches,

one by Bendigo, out of Bonnie's Baby,

the other by a sou of Bendigo out Ros-

lyn Vera. The latter won at New York in

1888.

« «

Forest and Stream has secured the val-

uable services of Mr. B. Waters, whose

resignation from the staff of the Ameri-

Dr. Cryer, who happened in just as we

go to press, says that in his report of

winning pugs the initials of Mr. A. E.

Pitts was given wrongly as E. A. Pitts

and G. W. Pitts. Also that Beauty III

should have been given credit as winning

specinl for best pug bitch at Chicago.

**
Dr. Wesley Mills' excellent work enti-

tled "The Dog in Health and Disease"

is just off the press of Messrs. D. Apple-

ton & Co., New York, As yet we have

only had time to look over it hastily, yet

this short examination shows it to be a

most valuable addhion to the canine lit-

erature of this country. Dr. Mills' book

includes a short description of the va-

rious breeds, their history, origin, etc.,

but the more valuable portion of the

work is his treatment of the dog in dis-

ease. It was the writer's aim to bring

the book thoroughly up to date in all re-

spects, and we think he has succeeded

admirably. The author's medical prin-

ciples and practice are modern, the illus-

trations are of famous dogs, mostly Eng-

lish and taken from foreign publications.

The book contains over four hundred

pages, and the letter press and mechan-

ical work upon it are done in the very

best style. Altogether it is a taking

volume and will sell well.

»

"Lynx H" writes that we were wrong

in giving Mr. T. Twyford as the breeder

of the fox terrier Pitcher, and so we were.

We looked the dog up in Dalziel's admir-

able Fox Terrier Stud-Book, and in our

haste did not notice that the breeder was

Mr. J. J. Pim.
—-•

WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS.

Some Interesting Pickings and Pointers

Gathered Here and There.

From Our Special Correspondent.

New York, January 20.—"Out of sight

out of mind." How aptly this applies

not only to man but even to dog. We
all remember what a sensation was caused

when Alton and Ben Lomond died within

one week of each other, but as yet no

fitting tribute or allusion has been made

by St. Bernard men to these noble speci-

mens of "man's best friend."

In Alton the world lost one of its best

stud dogs, and how much that loss is can

never be realized, because he was proving

himself such a stock getter. On the

bench he was the only one that could

approach Sir Bedivere, and it was a ques-

tion until they met which was the belter.

That Mr. Moore will some day in the

future have something to rememl)er him

by and to take his place is our wish, but

to reinstate a new Alton—never, and his

loss remains a blank, which dog men
seem hardlv to appreciate.

The Boston terrier men are diligently

working at their stud book, and have

now some fifty or more dogs with three

bona fide generations They are a little

discouraged at the W. K. C. not making

a class for them, but can plainly see how
detrimental it would be for them to work

against that grand old breed, the "bull

dog," which is also far from their intent.

However, Chicago has come out. and

some twenty "Boston terriers" will leave

the Hub with a man in charge who will

boom them in the West, and we all know

that Chicago is the place to make a sale

for dogs, and this go-between of a bull

terrier and a bull dog can safely be pre-

dicted as to making a move in the right

direction for circulation any how.

In terriers the Anglo-American folks

are iinpoiting a good un with an already

made reputation as a great winner on the

other side. For strain hecouldnotbe

better, possessing such blood on one side

as Result, the champion of champions on
the bench, and on the other that great

stud dog Pitcher. I mean Ebor Spend-

thrift. A little whisper tells me that

Pet Pearl, a bitch, and among the top

flight of winners she will probably ac-

company him. Bravo for Shorty. So
fox terriers will again be pretty strong at

New York, and Mr. Thayer, with his

usual indomitable pluck, will probably

give them all dust with Miss Dollar in

the open bitches, and, ah, I'd better not

give the name, for the open dogs. I

know it, but, hound by a secret society,

dare not reveal. There will be absolutely

nothing to touch him, certain, if he lands

safe and sound.
Forest and Stream mentioned last week

that Sir Bedivere was for sale. True, but

not in the manner applied. One would

think Mr, Sears wanted badly to get rid

of him and was going to sell everything.

In a recent interview with Mr. Sears,

when asked how true it was he replied :

"Yes, everything I have in this world is

for sale excepting my wife and family,

but (a very big but) at a price." He has

had so many offers for this most perfect

piece of dog flesh that he did put a price

on him accompanied with Ht-psey, and

will not sell one without the other. The
small and reasonable sum of lro.500

would buy the pair last week, and this

when we know the original co-^t of both

is not unreasonable, and they are to day

better than thev ever were. Beyond that

they are on this side of the water and ac-

climated, which greatly enhances their

value, .

At the last meeting of the A. K. C. it

was decided that all puppy classes should

be under twelve months old. When is

this rule supposed to take effect, because

I see Chicago advertises still under eigh-

teen months.
At the Worid's Fair something differ-

ent should be done, because I see that

dogs are taking a very inferior position

and not getting their desserts among the

live stock to be represented. Canines

will get $40 first prize and $20 second,

in all two prizes, while pigs, sheep, poul-

try and cattle have four prizes offi;red and

some six, averaging all the way down

from 1 100.

This is none of my business, but I

know it to be the sentiments of the ex-

hibitors, and if the Show Committee can

in anv way arrange it differently it will

be greatly appreciated, not so monoto-

nous and will make it more interesting to

those who attend and exhibit at the spring

circuit. That is to vary the judges if pos-

sible. Heretofore it has been the same

dogs in most cases and the saniejudye

nine times out of ten. How monotonous

and uninteresting to know when you

leave one town what just to expect in

the next, and it's the same panorama

with no excitement.

We have seen Carney, but not yet

seen Streatham Monarch, and I'm given

to understand the latter is a wonder.

Jerry is his kennel name, and when in

the ring, if properly handled, his collar

can be taken off and Jerry will stand with

his tail out like a piece of statuary. It is

not generally known that George Thomas
brought this' dog out. and he was in his

charge sometime before going to Mr.

Moorhead, his present owner.

Talking about bull terriers, when at

Montreal show a stout gentleman. Mr.

Howard. I believe, informed myself and

several that he had purchased from :Mr.

Harris White Wonder, and moreover he

was no longer deaf, that they had per-

formed an operation and taken a small

pea out of his ear. This was hardly di-

gestible, but we swallowed it. and several

papers came out with it. We all do like

a straightforward, honest perverter of the

truth. Gentlemen, Mr. White Wonder

is still as deaf as an iron foundry ;
no

operation has been performed, he was

never purchased and is still with Mr.

Harris at Brookline Bosting.

There was great discussion just before

the beagle trials because Mr. Brooking

did not enter Frank Fort st. His chief

reason was to give the others a chant

e

and to thereby increase the number of

entries, which 'it did. Next year this dog

hopes to meet Tonv Weller, and if they

do, his |ioo is still goo<l. Tony, as we

know, is a much older dog than Frank,

and those who have seen both run can

tell us which was the better. However,

the books are open, and if the old man is

O. K. it's even betting, and a match will

probably be arranged.

The Forest Beagle Kennels for a change

will take in the spring circuit, so Messrs.

Kreuder, Wixom"and others, you will

know what to expect. They will be in

the hands of George Thomas.

WH.\T DISEASE IS IT?

Another c:ontrlbutIon on the Sub.1ect

of Bench Show Distemper.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

We have read with interest the articles

in the last few numbers ofThe Fanciers'

Journal by Messrs. Glass, Mills and Mor-

ris upon the above subject and will now

give our experience with this disease.

After the Danbnry show we found our

prize bitch ailing. At first we thought

her doing well, with a pure case of distem-

per. She had no cough, no loss of appe-

tite, no loss of flesh, only great weakness

and fever. This occurred about the mid-

dle of October. We kept her warm (not

by stove) and sponged her eyes daily with

lukewarm borax and water. Inflamma-

tion of the eves set in and we thought

she would lose her eyesight. There was

an ulcer on the left eye. but after using a

wash of sulphate of zinc her eyes en-

tirely recovered.

She also had a discharge from the nos-

trils, for which we gave quinine until it

completed a cure. We avoided the use

of too many drugs, for she seemed to

need more nursing than medicine. With-

in a few days, just as we were rejoicing

over her speedy recovery, upon visiting

her kennel one morning we found she

had broken through one of the windows

of the kennel, and we found her on a

neighbor's doorstep, 400 feet away, in a

fit. We carried her home, and within an

hour she had another fit. After this she

lay unconscious for two or three days,

sometimes rousing at the sound of her

name. She was fed on liquid diet, such

as scalded milk. beef, mutton both, and

for a change a raw egg and small pieces

of raw beef We fed her often rather

than too much at one lime an<l followed

up with tonic pills. As she gained

strength she was taken with paralysis

and chorea, which seldom yields to treat-

ment, but a seton iu the neck and the

continued use of tonic pills, powders and

liniment warded off these diseases. With

this treatment she soon rallied, to her

owner's delight, and now proves as use-

ful, happy and gritty as ever.

This disease, whatever it is, is cured by

constantly watching the effects of medi-

cine and careful nursing. Keep the

bowels moderately open by giving a

small dose of svrup of buckthorn and

castor oil mixed. Let the exercise Ije

very quiet and not fatiguing. After re-

mo'ving a sick dog that has been ming-

ling with other puppies, prevent their

having the disease by thoroughly disin-

fecting every part of the kennel. Should

any of tlieni show any bad symptoms re-

move the ailing ones at once, use the dis-

temper balls and follow with tonic pills,

never forgetting that their age calls for

smaller doses. We have known that a

distemper pill given for three or four

mornings in succession, followed by

tonic pills, will entirely cure distemper,

but they must be given before the disease

has had a run of not more than three

davs.

We wish to sav that we feel greatly in-

debted to Ed win H. Morris for his advice

and me«licine. Smith BroTHER.s.

Deep River. Conn., January 5.

Gordon Setter Club SpeelalH.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The Gordon Setter Club of America at

at its last meeting appropriated forty dollars in

cash, five dollars each for the dog and bitch win-

ning first, second, third and fourth in the open

classes, for Gordon setter prizes at the coming

show of the Westminster Kennel Club at Madi-

son Square C.ardeii. New York City, These

pnzts, wiih the iii^ cash prizes offered by the

sh(jw make J-'us in cash, besides the Herald

bronze medal for the best Gordon setter in show,

open for competition by any Gordon setter

in addition t.» these is the Ainmcan Held sil-

ver vase, valued at } 00. for the best Gordon set-

ter ill the show, to he won three times (not iieces-

Karilv consecutively) by a member of the Gordon

Setter Club the liog to have been the property of

the winner lor six months previous to the clos-

ing of the en.ries. Other specials are promised

The annual meeting of the Gordon Setter Club

will be held at Madison Square Garden on

Thursday evening (the third night of the show).

Febriiarv 25, ^^2. at 7 30 o'clock Members are

requested to send in their annual dues. $5, 10 the

secreiarv-treasurer. L A. Van Zandt. Yonkers,

N Y., to whom application 'or memt>ership

should also be made. Yours truly,

I,. A. Van Zandi.
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THE NASHVILLE SHOW

An-ResHt of the Association's First

nual Exhibition of Dogs.

The Nashville Pet Stock Association

opened its first annual bench show in

Amusement Hall, Nashville, on Wednes-

day, January 6, with about one hundred

and twenty entries of more than average

merit. There was no entry fee charged

and no money prizes were given except

a few specials. The association is not a

member of the A. K. C, but in spite of

this a number of dogs came from out-

side of the state, even Minnesota, Wiscon-

sin and Illinois were well represented, as

hereinafter set forth. Amusement Hall

is well allotted for the holding of a bench

show, being roomy and on the ground

floor, well lighted and ventilated, with a

good yard attached for exercising the

animals, a large stage at one end of the

hall being used for the judge's ring. The

hall at the same time is well situated,

being in the choice part of the city, on

Broadway.

Besides the dogs there was a creditable

display of poultry, a grand display of

pigeons and an assortment of other pet

stock, but as usual the dogs afforded the

greatest attraction. The attendance with

the exception of the first day, which was

rather wintry for this southern town,

was good throughout, and a handsome
balance will be left after paying all ex-

penses. This, however, will be donated

to the Ladies' Auxiliary of the Confed-

erate Soldieis' Home, under whose aus-

pices this show was given, a most noble

and worthy cause.

The association is made up of Nash-

ville's best people. They are, without a

single exception, men of culture, wealth

and refinement, and a more hospitable

people it has never been my fortune to

meet anywhere on this earth, indeed, had

your reporter accepted and availed him-

self of all invitations to dine and wine he

would not now V)e able to furnish you

with this report. The officers of this as-

sociation are : William C. Smith, presi-

dent ; Henry B. Morrow, secretary ; Ex-

ecutive Committee. William C. Smith,

chairman ; R. A. Lasseter, secretary ; P.

F, Hager, H. B. Morrow, W. H. Pe k, J.

P. Lovell, C. C. Christopher, Frank Sea-

right, J. J.
Ambrose, Dr. W. C. Rayen,

R. C. Lindsey, Colonel C. L. Ridley and

A. R. Gray. In addition to the above

quite a number of new members joined

the association, among them the well-

known race horse breeder. General W. H.

Jackson, owner of the famous Belle Mead
Stud, a farm of 5300 acres of the most

beautiful land the sun ever shone on.

All but about 500 acres is devoted for the

breed ng of thoroughbreds, of which the

General is the proud owner of a large

number, including six of the most fa-

mous stallions ever owned by one man.

Five hundred acres of this beautiful es-

tate is given up to a deer park. Here

some three hundred or four hundred deer

browse in safety and contentment under

the stately oak and the great sycamore

trees. The General, though a veteran of

two wars, is still hale and hearty, and may
he live to remain an honored member of

this association for many and many years

to came.
The benching was constructed by the

artistic hands of several carpenters be

tween the evening of January 5 and the

next morning. As the entries did not

close until the night previous to the

opening of the show it was impossible to

properlv classify the dogs ; in fact, in

some cases their names could not be ob-

tained, and a catalogue was out of the

question. In another year, however, this

will be different. The association will

shortly applv for membership in the A,

K. C, and the next show will be given

in a more systematic manner. Much
credit is due the members of the commit-

tee for the time and labor given to make

the show a success. Especially must

this be said of Mr. Henry B. Morrow,

the secretarv, an<l Colonel C. L. Ridley.

Mr. Smith,' the president, too, was on

hand most of the time, and to Mr. Las-

seter is due the honor for getting the

above gentlemen interested. Mr. J. J.

Ambrose made a very good superintend-

ent, considering his lack of experience.

Dr, Rayen was the veterinarian and also

looked after the sanitary part of the

show. The dogs were fed on hotel scraps

of the best kind, of which an abundance

were on hand at all times. Among the

visitors from the North were Mr. H. S.

vSalisbury, of the Whitewater Kennels, of

Whitewater, Wis.; John H. Naylor, of

Chicago, who represented several kennels

with a good string, and Mr. G. S. Sid-

dons, of Chicago. Mr. Harry L, Good-

man, of Chicago, judged all classes. It

is now in order to say a few words of the

dogs. Following are the awards :

Mastiffs—Open, dogs.

1. Bourbon Prince. Oak Ridge Kennels.
2. , Oak Ridge Kennels.

OI-EN, BITCHES.

DOGS.

I.

2.

I.

2.

2.

1. Withheld.
2. Tilda, Oak Ridge Kennels.

3. Cleopatra B., Oak Ridge Kennels.

Rouish-coated St. Bernainls—Open

1. Knight. S. Anderson.
2. Prince Concord, W. E. Porter.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Clara, Whitewater Kennels.
2. Merchant Princess, R. A. Lasseter.

T. Golden Fleece Beelah, Oak Ridge Kennels.

V. Countess of Woodbroke. Oak Ridge Ken-
nels.
PUPPIE.S—ixKiS (under 18 months).

I. Fernwood Nelson, G. S. Siddons.
PUPPIES—BITCHES.

1. Clara, Whitewater Kennels.
PUPPIES—iKXis (under 8 months).

1. Prince Fridjof. H. B. Morrow.
2. Countess Bruno, F. R. Dorris.

\. Lord Melrose, Fulgrum & Johnson.
V. Doctor Jekvl, Mrs. H. H. Eyster.

H. Watch. Jr.'M. F. Brown.
PUPPIES—BITCHES.

I Lady Watch. Frank Searight.

2. Idyl. B. L. Ridley, Jr.

3. Uuchess de la Vallier.Oak Grove Kennels.

Smooth-coated St. Bernards—open, dogs

1. Lord Milton. Fulgrum & Johnson.
2. Fridjot, H. B. Morrow.
3. Prince Ivo. Frank Searight.

V. Rex, Charles L. Ridley.
OPEN, BITCHES.

Revel. Oak Ridge Kennels.
Dream, Oak Ridge Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
I. Lord Milton. Fulgrum & Johnson.

Great Danes Open. i>ogs.

Prince Leo, M. F. Brown.
, H. L. Burchard.

Greyhounds Open, dogs.

1. Kentucky Blue. F. S. Anderson.
2. . H. L. Burchard.

puppies.

I. , I. C. Grubb.

Newfoundlands—Open, bitches.

I. Nellie Bly, J. A. Cayel.
puppies.

1. Bessie May. J. J. Lighthall.

EuKllsh Setters—OPEN, dogs.

I Monk of Furness. Elms Kennels.

2. Birdo, W. B. Stafford.

3. '. Miss L. Hager.
H. Tramp, E. A. Read.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. MinnesoU. Elms Kennels.
2. Minnie Noble, W. B. Stafford.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
I. Babe Shattuc. G. R. Howse.

(Prince, J. H. Acklin.

t Boyd, J. W. Shriver.

3. Duke. J. H. Acklin.

Pointers—Open, docs

1. Kent of Kenson, J. M. Dickinson.

2. Rex, W. B. Stafford.

3. Earl of Kent. H. E. Jones.

V. Dandy. W. B. Stafford.

Calyces, H. E. Jones.
OPEN. BITCHES.

I. Ch.irlotte, H. E. Jones.
PUPPIES.

1. Cleo. J. W. Shriver.

2. Bessie. J. W. Shriver.

Collies-Open. doos.

I. Roslyn Tory. G. S. Siddons.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Madcap Bess. G. S. Siddons.

2. Maud Meriara, G. S. Siddons.

Cocker Spaniels—Open, dogs

I. Woodland Pete. Ancient and Modern Ken
nets.

J. , J. G. Brown.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Pinny, J. G. Brown.
2. Nincey, J. G. Brown.

Pu(fs—Open, dogs.

I. Robin Hood, M. M. Ballantine.

Yorkshires—Open, ikxjs.

). Tip, Mrs. Deason.
2. Fishpool Fred. Robert Stanley.

Italian Greyhounds—Open, bitches.

I. Daisy, Mrs Deason.

Bloodhounds—Open, dogs.

1. Jack Shephard, R. G. H. Huntington.

Mlscellaueous Class.

I. Fanny, Columbus Rice.

Specials.
Best mastiff dog, Bourbon Prince; best rough-

coated St. Bernard dog. Knight; best bitch, Clara;

best puppy dog under eighteen months Fern-

wood Nelson; best bitch, Clara; best smooth-
coated St. Bernard dog. Lord Milton; t)est bitch.

Revel; best puppy under eighteen months. Fern-

wood Nelson ; best rough or smooth dog pup
under eight months. Prince Fridjof; best bitch

pup. Lady Watch; l>est Great Dane dog, Prince

Leo; best setter dog. Monk of Furness; best

bitcii, Minnesota; best doe pup. Babe Shattuc;

best pug dog, Robin Hood; best bitch, Toadie;

best greyhound dog, Kentucky Blue; l)est cocker

spaniel, Woodland Pete: best bitch. Pinny; best

black and tan dog. Prince Raglan; best collte,

Roslyn Tory; best bloodhound. Jack Shephard.

Besides these a long list of merchants' prizes

were given to second best dogs and puppies, but

as this report is already long enough I shall re-

frain fro-ai going into them.

1 Dixie, Mr. Conners.
3. Count Claudio, Frank Searight.

v. Frank, Miss Hager.
Ben Harrison. Mrs. Brink.

Dandy, Mrs. Brink.

H. Grover Cleveland, Mrs. Brink.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Toady, Sarah E. Davis.

2. Beauty, Mrs. Brinks.

3. Topsv, Frank Searight.

V. Dixie', Mrs. Brink.
PUPPIES—DO«;s.

T. Snipe. John Sharp.
2. Sir Belmont. Frank Sear ght.

3. Frank, Miss L. Hager.
V. Sockatees. Mrs. Brink,

c Cato, Mrs. Brink.
PUPPIES—BITCHES.

1. .
. J. W. Turner.

2. Patience, Mrs. Brink.

Fox Terriers—Open, dogs.

1. Barton Sting, Anglo-American Kennels.
open. BITCHES.

I. Venus. Anglo- American Kennels.

Black and Tans-OpEN, ixxis.

I. Prince Raglan, Anglo-American Kennels.

Irish Terriers—Open. dogs.

1. Ballynioney, Anglo-American Kennels.

Toy Spaniels—Open, dogs.

I. Lord Chumley. George Pritchard.

Criticism on Awards.
Mastiffs.—Open dogs had three en-

tries. First went to Bourbon Prince, a

dog of medium size and fair quality.

Second went to a dog belonging to the

same kennels. The bitches were not as

gootl as the dogs and first was very prop-

erly withheld, vSecbnd went to Tilda, a

bitch of good head quality but small,

Cleopatra, third, lacked character. There

were three puppies shown, of which Tom
Hill won.
ROUGH-COATED ST. BERNARDS.—In

open dog class Knight won, he beating

Prince Concord in head and size. The
bitch class was well filled with seven en-

tries, but it was Clara, belonging to the

Whitewater Kennels, first and the rest

nowhere, though Merchant Princess has

no doubt in her day been a good one.

She is a large, roomy bitch, with lots of

head quality, condition bad and all out

of coat Third went to Beelah, in no

shape to be shown. Coiintess of Wood-
brook, vhc, is no show bitch.

Smooth-coated dogs.—This was a class

with four entries and not a bad one

among them. The winner. Lord Milton,

a son of Alton, will compare favorably

with our best smooth coats now on the

benches. He is a beautiful rich orange

color, has splendid markings and nice

shading, plenty of bone and of good

size for one so young. He beat Fridjof,

another good one, in head and muzzle,

also in eye and expression, but in coat

and muscular development the latter has

the best of it. Takmg it altogether, there

was not much to spare between them.

Third went to Prince Ivo, of fair quality,

good size, too long in muzzle. Rex got

vhc. The bitch class was not up to that

of the dogs. Revel first and Dream sec-

ond, both owned by the Oak Kennels,

are bitches of good type but shown in

bad form.
In rough bitches under eighteen months

Clara had the class to herself, and so had

a walkover, the only other entry being

disqualified. The class for dog puppies

under eight months had six entries, of

which Prince Fridjof proved him.self the

winner. He is a well-grown and haud-

somelv marked fellow, but his coat is a

trifle wavy and color a bit washed. Sec-

ond went to Count Bruno, better in coat

but bad head and a butterfly nose. In

bitches under eight months Lady Watch

was first. She does not have much re-

semblance to her famous sire, Idyl. Sec-

ond has the makings of a good one if

nothing happens her.

Great Danes,—There were two en-

tries in the dog class. Prince Leo, first

(second at Cincinnati a year or two ago),

is hardlv large enough and is cheeky

Second went to a fawn dog with uncropped

ears and a light eye.

The grevhound class was not strong.

Kentucky' Blue being the best one, and

has been'described before.

English Setters.—Monk of Furness,

well known, won another easy first in

the open dog class, second going to

Birdo, owned by W, B, Stafford, of Tren-

ton, fenn. He has the appearance of a

good worker and is a good looker besides.

In bitches the well-known Minnesota

proved herself an easy winner, but if

Minnie Noble, second, had been in better

shape she would have given her a close

r£lC6

There was no end of puppies shown,

fourteen being entered in the class for

dogs or bitches. After a little delay the

class was divided, leaving the dog class

with nine entries. Of these Babe Shattuc,

better in head, shoulders, coat and color

than Prince, won.

Pointers,—There were six entries of

dogs of fair quality, Kent of Kenson
winning first. Rex second and Earl of

Kent, a brother to the winner, getting

third prize. There was not much to

choose between them. The balance were

only ordinary. But one bitch was shown,

Charlotte, a neat, trim little animal, re-

ceiving the award.

Collies had three entries in two

classes. Roslyn Tor>', alone in dog class,

had a walkover. He is a fair little dog

but at present is short of coat. The

bitches both had plenty of coat and also

plenty of meat on them. Madcap Bess get-

ting first and a ten-month-old puppy sec-

ond, all belonging to Mr. Siddons, of

Winettka, near Chicago.

There were a number of so-called cock-

ers shown, but only one really worthy of

notice. Woodland Pete, who has been

described before,

PUGS.—There were eighteen pugs

shown, in four classes, but aside from

the winners it cannot be said that the

qualitv was up to the quantity. Robin

Hood,' first in dogs, had nothing to spare

to beat Dixie, who refused to show him-

self. Dixie had only just arrived when
he was called to the judge's ring. He
was in a strange place and in strange

hands, but for all that he beat Robin

easy in size, cobbiness and color, Robin

beats him in carriage of stern and wrin-

kle, but it is my opinion that if this little

dog is properly shown he can make it

warm for more than one dog. In bitches

Toadie won easily from anything in the

class, the balance beiug a rather poor lot.

Fox Terriers,—Barton Sting and

Venus were shown in two classes, each

winning first. Prince Raglan put an-

other win to his credit and so dia Bally-

money,
Lord Chumley, a little out of coat, had

a walk-over in the class for King Charles.

Yorkshire Terriers.—First went

to Tip, a nice little dog of good color,

Fishpool Fred, still too dark in coat, get-

ling second.
'

Daisy was the only entry in the Italian

greyhound class. The miscellaneous had

two nondescripts.
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COURAGE OF THE BAKZOI.

A Proposition to Test Their Skill in a

C^ourslns Contest.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Self constituted authorities, whose va-

poringsmake them the laughingstock

of the kennel worid, have been trying to

cast doubts upon the skill, courage, etc,

of the Barzois, and have intimated that

the tests in this country have proved

nothing.

Now, wishing no controversy, the un-

dersigned makes the following proposi-

tion : In order to demonstrate the supe-

riority of the Barzois to all other dogs as

wolf killers, the Hacke kennel of Barzois

can be matched against any kennel of

dogs (breed not restricted) in a wolf-

co"rsing contest, to take place on open

prairie in the West on found wolves, the

dogs to be slipped as the judges may or-

der. , ,,

The contest shall be for a cup, the

value of which will be |ioo, and a stake.

Each contestant shall deposit |ioo to de-

fray the costs of the cup and expenses of

the judges. The contest shall be decided

by three judges on the basis of speed,

courage and killing. The questions of

time, place, judges, etc., shall be left to

Dr N. Rowe, editor of the American

Field, who shall also be final stake-

holder. . • T U
In support of my proposition, I have

placed my certified check for |ioo m the

hands of Dr. N. Rowe. This challenge

shall remain open for thirty days from

date. Respectfully yours,

Paul H, Hacke.

PiTTSBtRG, Pa., January 15.

A Sumptuous Number.
From Farm-Poultry.

We are in receipt of the sumptuous Christinas

number ofThe Fanciers' Journal, and its rich

table of contents, with attractive illustrations,

fully justifies the high expectations which the

publishers' announcements had .""^"^.l JJl^
page devoted to Forming the Chick, with eigh-

teen illustrations, showing the development ol

the embryo within the shell, is alone worth the

price of the number.

i

LORD CLOVER'S PEDIGREE.

Aaotber Chapter Added to the Disputed

Breeding of This Dog.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

It is not surprising to find eminent

canine authorities like Hugh Dalziel on

the right side of the fence in the matter

of the Lord Clover pedigree. The man

never lived who could successfully im-

peach a fact. It has taken some time,

considerable ink and not a little good

natured editorial indulgence to innoculate

Dr. Cryer with the fact that Lord Clover

was bred by Mr. Goulding, not Mr.

Chatterton, and that his dam, Nellie, is

a daughter of Little Dorrit, Little Dorrit

by Max out of Midge. Now, however,

that Mr. Dalziel emphasizes this cardi-

nal truth, it is to be hoped that the vac-

cination will strike in on the doctor

and obviate the necessity of another dis-

agreeable operation.

What I have to say in addition is easily

told. It is my fortune, or it may be mis-

fortune, to differ radically from Mr. Dal-

ziel on several somewhat crucial points.

As the traditional cat is permitted to gaze

at the king, no one, I take it, denies me
a similar prerogative. I assure Mr, Dal-

ziel therefore at the outset that I seldom

allow my imagination the privilege of

tampering with facts. I consequently

. did not as much as dream of an tluglish

Pug Club vStud-Book. The only visionary

idea that I harbored in dealing with the

problem was a dim suspicion that inas-

much as the secretary of the Pug Club

owned all of Lord Clover's litter brothers

and sisters, and as other reputable mem-
bers of the club are accredited with the

owneiship of pugs of the same strain, it

was just within the limits of speculative

possibility that they might know a thing

or two about this particular dog. By way
of ap'dogy for this anti stud l)Ook hereti-

cal suspicion it may be remarked that

neither the researches of Hugh Dalziel

nor the unlimited facilities of Dr. Cryer

in the direction of pedigree compilation

has thus far tended to modify a single

syllable of the data furnished me by the

courtesv of members of the English Pug
Club.

In view of Mr, Dalziel's unquesiioned

erudition in canine affairs, coupled with

his manifest desire to take a clean flying

fall out of me, it is no sinecure to be

forced to gamble on his inability to

trace the blood lines of Lord Clover's

granddam. Little Dorrit, With Mr,

Proctor, owner of this bitch, easy of ac-

cess and her pedigree vouched for by Mr,

Dalziel's own protege, Dr, Cryer himself,

on page 109 of his book, this appeal to

me for information can only be classed

with the inexplicable phenomena which

men gaze at with awe. Prior to my ex-

periences with Dr. Cryer such a procedure

would have filled me to the gullet with

amazement.
It is a long leap from the stamping

grounds of the English Kennel Club to

Peoria, and I respectfully recommend
Leeds and Philadelphia as excellent way

stations en route. It is to be regretted

that my inadvertent use of the term

champion in the midst of this tempest in

a teapot beguiled lx)th Dr. Cryer and

Mr. Dalziel into a blunder similar to that

of the bull in an onslaught on a red rag.

The lineage and breeding of Lord Clo-

ver, not the show record of his ances-

tors, if they have any, is the point under

discussion in this catch-as-catch-can pas-

sage at arms. I assure the gentlemen

with the utmost confidence that it will

lake the scent of a very strong red her-

ring indeed to draw at least one of the

principals so far away from the tail. As

I use no Lord Clover stud card and never

advertised the dog's services in any way.

Dr. Cryer is at liberty to juggle with the

show record of Little Dorrit from now

until the crack o' doom.
The doctor takes refuge behind quota-

tion marks, typographical errors and

the blunders of stupid proof readers, and

I have no desire to rob him of these soul

satisfying consolations. As hfe seems to

feel the need of entrenchments, it is his

privilege of course to hunt his own cover.

It is, too, Mr. Dalziel's privilege to as-

sume the role of apologist for Dr. Cryer

aud ply the whitewash brush over his little

"sins of omission," as they are benevo-

lently registered. It is his privilege

furthermore to overlook the ethics in-

volved in this case in his eager pursuits

of the facts. It is, on the other hand, my
inalienable privilege to emphasize the

ethics as well as the facts, and to main-

tain that no man on earth has the right

to publish in book form or otherwise

anything by exaggeration or omission.

Either one tends to injure his neighbor's

stock and reputation without first giving

that neighbor a fair chance to correct

whatever mistakes he may have made.
It is my privilege to draw a distinct line

of demarkaliou between harmless omis-

sion and pernicious ignorance, ant) to

brand as the latter in plain, unadulter-

ated Anglo-Saxon anything that assumes

the form of persistent insinuations against

integrity. Then, too, it is my privilege

to reject the doctrine of stud book infalli-

bility and to formulate the heresy that as

dog owners have pecuniary interests at

stake and are willing to pay for the com-
pilation of pedigrees, they have a reason-

able claim in demanding accuracy aud
correction when correction is recjuired.

Dr, Cryer crys aloud that his book is

attacked simply because after giving him
all the chance anv rational being should

require to rectify a mistake that was a

personal injut-y to me I was forced to re-

sort to type in sheer selfdefense, I have

mentioned no blunder and named no dog
in his work that is not involved in Lord
Clover's pedigree. Moreover, I have

made no insinuation, imputed no ulterior

motive from first to last. I have simply

called a spade a spade in placing an in-

soluble, ignorant blunder in the proper

class. When Dr, Cryer schools himself

to distinguish between things that differ,

one of the first object lessons before him
will be the potential distinction between

attack and defense as illustrated in this

controversy.
Were the object in view an onslaught

on his book, it would take stronger bul-

warks than quotation marks to turn the

flank of the reviewer. Mr. Dalziel seems

infected with the curious belief that we
savages west of the Ohio River have no

idea of the labor of authorship. He is

free to adhere to this unjust superstition

until such time as he travels westward or

outgrows it. I regret my inability to ex-

press astonishment at the difficulty he

experienced in .securing replies to letters

of canine pedigree inquiry. The fact is

that my experiences vMth Dr. Cryer erad-

icated this variety of astonishment, root

and branch, from my emotional system

several months ago. Sincere expressions

of the particular brand of surprise re-

quired of me are consequently out of the

question. Respectfully,

Thomas I. Ballantink,

Peoria, 111., January 18.

CHARLESTON BENCH SrfOW.

A Very Small One and but Little Cora-

ment Necessary.

Charleston, S. C, January 9.—The

bench show was held in the German Ar-

tillery Hall, January 5 to 9. Mr. Harry

Lacy judged all classes in his usual satis-

factory manner. Owing to the small

amount ofthe prize list but few dogs were

present, say about sixty. There is little

comment to be made upon the dogs. In

sporting classes the Fountain City Ken

uels, J. T. Cartwright, proprietor, and

Sunset Kennels, Loring Brown, proprie-

tor, took about all the prizes. Irish set-

ters were the best, and next were the

pointers, then the English setters. Mr.

Brown's Scottish terriers made quite a

show of themselves. The officers of the

show, Ross A. Smith, president ; D. Mc-
Inness, Jr., secretary, and J, Alwyn Ball,

treasurer, made visitors quite at home,
and we were all well pleased with our

little trip South, The list of awards fol-

lows :

Mastlffii—Ope.n. dogs,

1. Sumter, G. E. Davis.

St. Bernai*d8—Open, bitches.

1. Withheld.
2. Lady Warwick. M. M. Davis.

Newfoundlands-OPEN, uotis.

1. Withheld.
2. Carlo, f:. T. Vieths.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Jubilee, O. Hulverson.

Greyhounds—Challenoe, bitches.

I. Pu ity. J. P. Cartwright.
OPEN, DOGS.

I. Flash. L. Brown.
OPEN, BITCHES,

I. Nelly Bly, L- Brown.

Polnters-CHALLENGE. BITCHES (over so lbs )

I. Rose. Fountain City Kennels.
OPEN, DOGS (over 55 lbs.)

1. Lodgetman, L. Uonine.
2. Spot D.. Fountain Citv Kennels.
V.Bob W.. F. W.Upson.

OPEN, BITCHES (over 50 lbs )

I. Queen, L. W. Buaise.
CHALLENGE, DO<iS (under S5 lbs.)

I. Spot Sting, Fountain City Keunels.
OPEN, BITCHES under 50 lbs )

I. Rose May. Fountain City Kennels.
Pl'PPIES.

{ I^rrj' B., L. W. Buaise.
Wash. L. W. Buaise.

The White Engfllsh Terrier.

The following is the description ap-

proved by the White English Terrier

Club, of which Mr, John F, Walsh is

honorary secretary:

I, Head.—Narrow, long and level,

almost flat skull, without clieek muscle,

wedge-shape, well fllled up under the

eye, tapering to the nose, and not lippy.

2. Eyes,—Small and black, set fairly

close together, and oblong is shape.

3. Nose.—Perfectly black,

4. Ears.—Cropped and standing per-

fectly erect,

5. Neck aud Shoulders.—The neck

should be fairly long and tapering from

the shoulder to the head, with sloping

shoulders, the neck being free from

throatiness, and slightly arched at the

occiput,

6. Chest,—Narrow and deep,

7. Body.—Short and curving upward at

the loin, ribs sprung out behind the shoul-

der, back slightly arched at loin, and fall-

ing again at the joining of the tail to the

same height as the shoulders.

^ Legs,—Perfectly straight and well

under the body, moderate in bone, and

of proportionate length,

Q peet,—Feet nicely arched, with toes

set well together, and more inclined to

be round than barefooted,

10. Tail.—Moderate length, and set on

where the arch of the back ends, thick

where it joins the body, tapering to a

point, and not carried higher than the

b&ck
II.' Coat.—Close, hard, short and glossy.

12. Color.—Pure white, colored mark-

ing to disqualify.

13. Condition.—Flesh and muscles to

be hard and firm,

14. Weight.—From 12 to 20 pounds.

English Setters—Open. dogs.

I. Prince Gladstone. Fountain City Kennels.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Isol La Belle, S. K. Prentiss.

2. Rosa Brown, B. Mcluness. Jr.

Irish Setters—Challenge, bitches.

I. Laura B., Fountain City Kennels.
OPEN, DOGS.

1. Sandy S., L.Brown.
2. Jack Heyward, W. B. Colson.

V. Shamrock, Jr., L. Brown.
OPEN. BITCHES.

I, Red Fine Nelly, L. Brown.
PLPPIES—DOGS.

1. Shannon, Jr., L. Brown.
2. Bruce, H. Heniine, Jr.

irPPIES—BITCHES.
1. F:mma, W. P. Colson.

Collies—Open. do<js.

I. Jock. W, Lowdes.
OPEN. BITCHES.

1. , Alfred Bertling.

2. Woodbine, Ross A. Smith.

Pugrs-Open, dogs.

1. Dandy. J. L. Simons.

Beaarles-Open, dogs.

I. Count, L. Brown.
OPEN. BITCHES.

1. Flossie, L. Brown.
2. Mash, L. Brown.
3. Beulah, L. Brown.

PUPPIES.

I. Mash. L. Brown.

Bull Terriers—OPEN, ikkis.

1. Yoing Nelson. L. W. Buaise,
prppiES.

I. Shot. Julian Mitchell.

Scotch Terriers—Challenge, bitches.

I, Rosie, L. Brown.
OPEN, dogs.

1. Budd Stubbons. L. Brown.
2. Ned Wild, L- Brown.

OPEN, bitches.

I. Queen, L. Brown.
Pl'PPIES.

1. Ned Stubbons, L. Brown.
2. Queen, L. Brown.

HIack and Tan Terriers—Open, ixKis.

I. Grover. J. M. Miller.

Italian Greyhounds-OPEN, bitches.

I. Vick, Mrs. W. L. White.
PUPPIES.

I. Flos.sie, Mrs. W. L. White.

Specials.

Best kennel pointers. Fountain City Kennels ;

best kennel beagles, Loring Brown ;
best kenne

in .show. Fountain City Kennels' pointers
;
best

dog or bitch in sporting classes, Laura B. ;
l>e.st

in non-sporting classes, Rosie.

foriuation of the dogs is given in "The
Prize Pugs of America and England."

DOGS.
BiSMARK.—Owned and bred by Jacob

Bromback, 304 Diamond Street, Phila

delphia. Pa. Born July 25, 18S7. Sire.

Silver .Shoe, by Prince ; dam. Lady Flora.

Wiiinings.-^First at Wilmington. Del.

AI.SO a winner of the Pug Breeders' Chal-

lenge Cup at Philadelphia, 1889.

Diamond Dot.—Owned and bred by

Jacob Bromback, 304 Diamond vStreet,

Philadelphia. Pa. Born October 5. 1890.

Sire. Master Tragedy*; dam, Zoe, by

Bradford Rubv*; grand dam, Daisy II,

bv Major,
Winnings.—First at Wilmington, Del.

BITCHES.
Frisk.—Owned by Jacob Bromback,

Philadelphia. Pa. Bred by C. Hunecker,

Philadelphia, Pa Born June 2. 1887.

Sire. Master Tragedy*; dam. Zoe, by

Bradford Ruby*; granddam, Daisy II,

bv Major.
'Winnings.—First at Gloversville, N, Y.

VE.STA* (Champion),—Owned by M.
H. Crver. Bred by Messrs. Cryer and

Green' Philadelphia, Pa. Born Decem-
ber, 18S4. Died September, 1891. Sire,

Imp. Othello ; dam. Imp. Ruby,
Winnings.—First in challenge class at

Charleston, New Orleans, tireenville and

New York, Second in challenge class at

Pittsburg. First in challenge class at

Washington. Boston, Chicago and Cleve-

land, Special as best bitch and one of a

pair, with Bob Ivy, at New Orleans.

In the report of Eberhart's Cashier the

word "owner" in the line next the last

should be "breeder."

The dates of the English winnings of

Penrice should be first at Brighton, 1888
;

equal first at Colchester, third at Brighton,

1889, and first at Clemsford, 1890.

M. H, Cryer,
Philadelphia, January 16. 1^92,

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I wish to call attention to Dr. Cryer

that he has omitted the following m win-

ning pugs for 1S91 : Bismark. first at

Wilmington, Del., also winner of the Pug
Breeders' Challenge Cup at Philadelphia,

1S89 ;
Diamond Dot, first in open class at

Wilmington, Del.; Lady Victoria, first at

Woodburv, N. J., open class, beating

Nelly Bly (.this was not an A. K, C. show);

Bradford Rowdv. also first at Woodbury
;

Frisk, first in open class at Gloversville,

N. Y. This last omission is not the doc-

tor's fault, as he followed the sporting

papers and copied from the catalogue of

the show, which should have rea<l open

instead of puppy class. This blunder

should have been corrected by your re-

porter when he wrote the criticisms, for

the bitcli is almost five years old.

All the above dogs were at the time

shown and are still my property, except-

ing La«ly Victoria, which I sold to the

doctor at the close of the last Westminster

Kennel Club's show. I make this cor-

rection, as I claim the champion winning

kennels for 1891, winning more first

prizes in open classes, with difiereiit

pugs, than any other pug breeder in

America, Jacob Bromback,
Proprietor Diamond Kennelsi

Philadelphia. Pa.. January 17.

WlnnliiK Pugs of 1891.

The following prize winners were

omitted in The Journal of last week.

The asterisk (*) indicates that fuller in-

DOGS OF WAR, l.NDEED.

A Harrier That Sent Seventy Soldiers

to KlnRdoiu Come.

The Petit Journal has published a roll

of honor of celebrated dogs which have

distinguished themselves in war. This

is not inappropriate, considering that the

dog has been pressed into military ser-

vice. For instance, there was Bob, the

mastiff of the Grenadier Guanls. which

made the Crimean Campaign with that

gallant corps ; and also White-paw, "Pat-

le Blanche," a brave French ally of Bob,

that made the same campaign with the

116 of the line, and was wounded in

defending the flag.

Another, Mustache, was entered ou

the strength of his regiment as entitled

to a grenadier's rations. The barber of

his companv had orders to clip and

comb him once a week. This gallant

animal received a bayonet thrust at Ma-

rengo, and recovered a flag at Austerlitz.

The most remarkable, however, was an

English harrier named Mustapha. which

went into action \Nith his English com-

rades at Fonteiiov, and, we are seriously

told, "remained' alone by a field-piece

after the death of the gunner, his master,

clapped the match to the touchhole of the

cannon, and thus killed seventy soldiers.
'

'
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POULTRYan° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

The show report of the Philadelphia

show in last week's Fancikrs' Journal

was the most elaborate and complete

ever published, and we are greatly in-

debted to the gentlemen who so willingly

assisted us in this undertaking and new

departure. It will certainly educate the

absent exhibitor as to the merits of the

birds in competition.*
The awards are official and, as near as

we can learn, correct. The absence of a

catalogue was a serious drawback, but

considering that nearly all connected

with the management of the Philadelphia

show were new at the business, the fcA

shortcomings can easily be overlooked.

The success was great, and again we will

place the credit where it belongs, to Sec

retary Holmes, Treasurer Noeckel and

their assistants.

•%
The absence of President Child, how-

ever, was a source of sincere regret to

his many friends. Confined to his bed

by sickness, he was deprived of the pleas-

ure he so richly deserved, for his efforts

in pushing the Philadelphia show to the

front were great and powerful.

*
• •

The list of judges given in our issue of

last week was correct with the exception

of Messrs. Underbill, Pmckney and Long,

who were unable to be present. Their

classes were taken by Messrs. Sharp,

Nevius and Spieler.

Forsyth remrrked: "First time on record

that a man judged without friction, I'll

try it again."
•••

Such men as Forsyth and Purdue in-

spire confidence in and command respect

of all exhibitors, and it is a good thing

for the poultry fraternity that men of

their standing are willing to judge at our

shows. New York and Philadelphia have

persisted in selecting prominent breed-

ers as judges, and while not a few were

reluctant at first to undertake what is

often an unpleasant task, they yielded to

the demands of the managers, and now

we have an array of judges at each of the

great shows that command the cream of

entries.

poultrymen of the South, the

prospects will be bright.

future

*\
Brother Downs, of the excellent South-

ern Fancier, assures us that a meeting

will be held next month in Atlanta to

organize a southern league of poultry-

men on the plan proposed by a number

of eastern fanciers. This will probably

result in the formatiou of the League of

American Poultrymeu, embraciug all

breeders in the United States, with sec-

tional leagues in the South, North, East

and West.
» •

*
* »

It would be well for all poultry societies

to encourage prominent breeders to

judge. We need more judges, especially

good ones. The old "vets" will find

their occupation gone. They are still in

the ring and will stay there, but the day

has passed when they alone can judge

our poultry shows. The latter are too

numerous and too large nowadays.

At the New York show next mouth

such a league may be formed, and if it

once gets started it will grow enormously,

and help our shows and the poultry in-

dustry at large.
••»

»
• *

The poultry show held at Columbia,

S. C, last week was a remarkable illus-

tration of the wonderful growth of the

fancy in the South. Last year at Green-

ville something like 800 birds were on

exhibition, and barring a few classes the

quality was below the average. This

vear nearly 1200 birds were shown, and

nearly every class represented by high-

scoring birds.

The Practical Poultryman remarks

"The honor of owning the first pair of

white Brahmas in America belongs to a

lady, Miss Jennie Vaissiere, ofJownstown,

N. Y. They were on exhibition at the

Gloversville show; where we recently saw

them. The cockerel is an 1891 sport

from her light Brahmas, a June chicken,

and weighed eight and one-half pounds

before the year went out. The pullet

she obtaiued from a man in Nebraska,

and this was also a sport from light

Brahmas. Both are clear white through-

out, otherwise the exact counterpart of

their ancestors."

*
* «

•••

*
« •

The judging was very satisfactory, no

kicking being indulged in and not a sin-

gle protest was made. Compatison did

the work quickly and thoroughly, and

there was no clamoring for score cards.

The above was written by Editor Bran-

day, and in his efforts to please the lady

who owns the white Brahmas he forgets

that the latter have been in existence a

long time. John Rumbold exhibited a

fine lot at the Philadelphia show, and also

advertised them in the Christmas nuniber

of Thk Fancikrs* Journal.

small arrow-shaped tuft on the end. A

few twists of the feather suffices to dis-

lodge the worms and bring them to the

surface. A microscope will convince the

most skeptical that these "red chords,"

which one authority pronounced them to

be, are living organisms.
-•--«

HO FOR LOS ANGELES

!

What It Will Cost to Attend the

Meeting of the A. P. A.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., January, 189a.

MY DEAR Sir: As you already are

aware the next annual meeting of the

American Poultry Association will be

held in the city of Los Angeles, Califor-

nia, February 12, 1892. To make this

long trip as cheap and yet as enjoyable

as possible it is thought desirable to

have all attending members travel via

same roads and on same trains so far as

possible, and to this end the "Sunset

Route" of the Southern Pacific Company

has been decided upon.

Members from New England and the

Central States can select their own route

to Cincinnati, O., where it is requested

as many as possible will meet on Wednes-

day, February 3, 1892, and journey to-

gether over the Queen and Crescent

Route to New Orleans, and from there

over the Southern Pacific. At New Or-

1 leans all the southern, southeastern and

southwestern members can join the party.

Rates from the following places to Los

Angeles or San Francisco and return

have been secured

:

Railroad Fare. Sleeper.

Boston J'4<^o

Albany and Troy J^^«
Syracuse

« *

This should silence the few croakers

who still believe the score card the only

proper medium for ascertaining a bird's

value. To judge a show like the one

Philadelphia enjoyed by the score card

would take the judges a few weeks, and

all the preaching on what two or three

men can do in scoring will not help to

convince practical exhibitors that a

large show can be scored in one or two

days.
» »

Five minutes to a bird is not an extrav-

agant allowance for scoring, and that

makes twelve birds every hour. In the

winter time the number of hours ere very

Umited, such breeds as barred Plymouth

Rocks, Cochins and other parti colored

birds requiring a good strong light to do

them justice.

« *

Thus we see that the "English baby"

that keeps Trixie and a few other boys

awake nights, is growing into a lusty in-

fant. Philadelphia, Menden and New

York in 1892 nursed that "baby," and

in 1893 it will not need the bottle. It

has come to stay.

* *

Even down in the Sunny South some

of the exhibitors are clamoring for com-

parison judging. Both at Charleston and

Columbia a part of the birds were judged

by comparison to save valuable time,

and everybody was satisfied.

« *

We are glad to state that two of our

most conscientious and successful fan-

ciers and breeders made their debut as

professional ju.lges at the Philadelphia

show. Both George Purdue and James

Forsyth had different classes to judge,

and did exceedingly well. As Jimmy

••»

That the South is destined to be a great

poultry centre no one acquainted with

the facts can deny. The southerner is a

true and natural-born fancier in whose

veins the sporting blood flows freely. It

is a pleasure to judge a southern show.

The thoroughbred character of the ex-

hibitors and their hearty and hospitable

ways make a judge's Ufe a pleasure. The

petty, grasping greed for the prizes for

the sake of pecuniary gain is entirely

foreign to their natures, and the defeated

exhibitor, like every true sportsman,

takes his medicine like a man. That's remaps uc « «-.»^6 — — »

wtth rancy will succeed in the South. New York show before he emerges from
w"> "'*= •>

his Rip Van Winkle somnolence.

1^7-55

Buffalo "1.60

Cincinnati I05-3o

Nashville 97-50

Montftomery 97-5o

New York City '38 «»

Utica >29 65

Rochester J24-35

Detroit "0-40

Chicago 'O^-50

Birmingham 97-5o

$21.50
20.50
30.00
19.00
16.50

1500
15.00
21.50
2050
19.50
18.50
19.00
1500

Uncle Mike Boyer, in the Guide and

Friend, remarks: "The man that misses

seeing the great Philadelphia loses half

his life." As Uncle Mike is nearly forty

and he did not visit

be dead by this time.

the show, he must

» *

Perhaps he is waiting for the great

* *

There are thousands of acres of suita-

ble lands in the South that are adapted

for poultry and fruit culture, especially

in the Carolinas and Georgia. The cli

mate in mountainous r.-gions of these

states IS exceedingly fine. The fine

Hamburgs, Leghorns and Minorcas

shown at Columbia prove that these

breeds find a convenient home there.

«
» *

The New York premium list is in the

hands of thousands of fanciers, and we

hope thousands of entries will be the

result. New York will have the grand

wind-up show of the season, and every-

body will be there as usual.

* «

It would pay to ship fresh eggs from

the South to the northern cities, pro-

vided an enterprising man does it on

business principles. Twenty-four hours'

ride on the cars is of little consequence to

absolutely fresh eggs. Yet we are in-

formed that eggs can be bought for twelve

cents per dozen in the South as a rule,

and seldom if ever reach twenty cents.

Many of the Philadelphia exhibitors

will show at New York, and a number

of the judges at the former have also

been engaged to judge at the latter.

« »

The cotton crop is the main depend-

ence of the average southern farmer, and

it has made many of them poor in conse-

quence. Why should not these farmers

turn their attention to fruit growing and

poultry. Colonel R. B. Watson, of Ridge

Spring, S. C, is very outspoken in this

matter, and cites his own success ingrow-

ing peaches and poultry for northern

markets as an example.
«
« »

The southern poultry shows have done

much to encourage poultry raising, and

with a good thorough organization of all

Hugh Dalziel contributes a very inter-

esting and instructive article on the gape

worm in this issue, and after reading it

Editor Hunter and Fanny Field should

feel convinced that the gape worm exists

and the causes for its existence are also

apparent.
^

• *

If there is a person who still doubts

the existence of the gape worm, let him

take a young chicken, the younger the

better, that has the "gapes," hold the

throat toward the rays of the sun, open

the mouth and look down into the wind-

pipe. He will see the red worms as plain

as the dav.
»

« «

The feather treatment recommended

by Mr. Dalziel is simple and effective if

carefully used. We usually strip a pri-

mary feather of the web excepting a

These tickets are good going sixty days

from date of issue and to return any

time within six months with privilege of

stopping joff within transit limits west of

Missouri River. Members from Cincin-

nati and points norih or east thereof can

return via the Central Route of the

Southern Pacific Company and Ogden,

from there over the Rio Grand to Denver

and so either by way of St. Louis or

Chicago, without extra charge by men-

tioning the fact to the ticket agent of

the Southern Pacific Company on arrival

at New Orleans or when purchasing

ticket. Those desiring to travel second

class with less expense can avail them-

selves of the personally conducted family

excursion leaving Cincinnati Thursday

February 4. 1892, at 8 P. M., and reach

Los Angeles the following Tuesday.

These excursions are equipped with

Pullman tourist sleeping cars, the berth

rate being only 1450 from Cincinnati to

Los Angeles without change of cars.

Tickets can be secured at your nearest

coupon ticket agent selling through

tickets over the Queen and Crescent to

New Orleans, and from there via the

Sunset Route. But it is urgently re-

quested that all members intending go-

ing should inform the secretary, Mr
George E. Peer, of the fact, and he will

gladlv give all further information de-

sired' OrEN Scotten, President.

Game Bantam Olub Meeting.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The annual meeting of the American

Exhibition Game and Game Bantam Club

will be held at the Madison Square Gar-

den, Saturday, February 6, at 3 P. M.

The following specials, in addition to

those published last week, have been of-

fered for competition by members of the

club at the New York show : By the club

for best standard game male, $10 ;
same

for l>est female ; for best game bantam

male, |io ; same for best game bantam

female. It is hoped that members will

do all in their power to increase the

membership of the club at the annual

meetiug. Yours truly,

S. W. Doubleday, Secretary,

New York, January 9, 1892.

t
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THE COLUMBIA SHOW.

South Carolina Poultry and Pet

Stock Society's Exhibition.

Without hesitation we state that the

second annual show of the South Caro-

lina Poultry and Pet Stock Association

(incorporated), held at Columbia. S. C,

January 12 to 16, was the best southern

show we have seen. It was a typical

southern show, nearly all the exhibits be-

ing from the South. The twelve hundred

birds on exhibition were of high quality.

Probably the finest class was that of

Langshans. Dr. Lea made a wonderful

exhibit of blacks and whites, some of his

birds scoring very high, notably one

cockerel and pullet, which came as near

perfection as anything we have seen. His

entire exhibit of twenty females was a

picture to admire as well as a lesson to

all breeders. Such uniform excellence

is not produced without great care in

mating and breeding. Probably the

banner bird in the Langshan class was a

white cockerel, who for style and sym-

metry was "out of sight," to use a com-
mon phrase. The white Langshans that

won high honors at Philadelphia came to

Columbia and repeated the performauce.

Another great class was that of the sil-

ver spangled Hamburgs. It was the

largest and best we have ever seen under

one roof. The competition was very hot,

and prizes were divided most liberally,

great Hamburg cockerel.

in shape. The male birds were good,

but not up to the high standard of the

females.
The fine exhibits of Polish, La Fleclie.

Houdans, bantams, turkeys and Muscovy
ducks made by Loring Brown deserve

much praise; while Dr. Kendall's display

of water fowl proved a feature. It was

the best display of water fowl we have
seen this year.

The show was not well attended for lo-

cal reasons that are hard to specify in the

confines of this report, but the old asso-

ciation never winced and every dollar due

to exhibitors was and will be paid. Dr.

Lea was re-elected president, and after

much urging Secretary Schrock is again

in harness, so the old "team can pull to-

gether as of vore. Many new members
were enrolled, and the future of the asso-

ciation looks bright and promising.

HINTS ON POULTRY KEEPING.

BY COLUNGWOOn.

Mr. Felton's „
who was the admiration of all fanciers

last year, won again as cock. He is still

a remarkably fine bird, but has failed in

color somewhat. Secretary Schrock 's

beautiful collection of females was a

treat to every lover of Hamburgs. The
birds were remarkable in spangling and
especially good in tails. The one hen

that scored 94 points was by far the best

we have ever seen, and looked as if 100

points would fit her, but comb and condi-

tion of legs reduced her score. A pen

shown by Mr. Cook that won the blue

ribbon was decidedly attractive, the birds

being even in color, albeit a trifle too

dark.
Leghorns were ^rand, especially the

whites. The winning cockerel (95) was

a remarkably fine bird, and had his tail

and plumage been iu perfect condition

would prove a winner everywhere. The
best pullet (96^) was another beautiful

specimen. In Jact, all the birds in the

class were far above the average, being

notably good in plumage, but little of

the straw color being observable. The
browns were a hot class, and prizes were

won on very narrow margins, three cock-

erels scoring within a half point of each

other. D. U. Addy made a very good

showing in this variety, especially on fe-

males, wiuning first on pullets and losing

the first cockerel prize by but half a

point. .

The American class was especially

strong in Wyaiidottes, Scott Maxwell's

exhibit of silvers being worthy of the

highest praise, the pullets especially at-

tracting much attention, while the cock-

erels exhibited were much above the

average. We are inclined to think that

Maxwell will make northern breeders of

Wyandottes look to their laurels in the

future. „ ^

The white Wyandottes were excellent

in plumage and size, and it looks to us

as if some of our northern breeders had

sent down their best stock to southern

customers, for we seldom have seeu bet-

ter at anv show. The Plymouth Rocks,

both barfed and white, brought out some

very creamy birds, notably those exhib-

ited by H. A. Kuhns. of Atlanta, Ga. In

better condition, Mr. Kuhns' winning

white cockerel would prove almost invin-

cible. He is a typical bird in shape and

comb.
. , ^ I

•

In the Asiatic class, a partridge Cochin

cockerel exhibited by I). U. Addy was

the feature. Frank Sewell fell in love

with him, and hard cutter that he is he

could not get the bird below ninety-three

and one-half points. Barring his tail he

was the best shaped Cochin in the show.

Loring Brown showed some elegant

buffs and Brahmas.
The Indian game exhibit was verj'

large, the best birds in the South compet-

ing for a valuable special. Mr. Irwin's

exhibit captured most of the ribbons.

His birds had the size and true shape,

the first prize pullet being a typical bird

—See that your houses are win 1-proof

and rain-tight.

—Jig the yards over frequently ;
this

will prevent much disease.

—Hatch early in season, the early bird

brings the highest broiler prices.

—Varv the food, feed greens during

the winter, birds lay better for it.

—Renew drinking water every day
;

twice a day would be better if time can

be found.

—Be sure that coops are moved fre-

quently ; foul ground is worse for chick-

ens than old birds.

—Success does not come at once, so

do not get discouraged if things don't

come right as expected.

—Buy fowls wlieu starting suitable to

wants.
' Never buy ejig machines when

table poultry are wanted.

—Do not feed too much corn. Wheat,

buckwheat, oats and barley are belter

foods and not so fattening.

-Always keep houses clean and well

whitewashed ; also see that all coops and

drinking utensils are clean.

—One good all-round variety of fowl

is best to begin with ;
never attempt

more than two varieties on any account.

Weed out the birds as soon as possi-

ble ; never keep birds that are not up to

standard when advertising, some one

will see them.

—Perches should be rubbed with kero-

sene weekly, once a month burn fumiga-

tors in the building, sulphur does as well

as anything.

—Let young chickens have water very

sparingly, also mix all their food that re-

quires it' with boiled water ; this will pre-

vent pip in a great measure.

Trv to arrange to set three hens on

same day. These chicks when hatched

can be divided between two of the hens

and the other returned to her yard.

—Cabbages make a good and cheap

green food, hang them so the birds must

jump to reach them. This where birds

are confined in winter gives them exer-

cise.

A good way to purchase when two

varieties are to be kept is to have one of

the greatest laying varieties which are

non-setters, and' a variety of setters that

are good table fowls.

BERKS COUNTY EXHIBITION.

The Poultry and Pigeon Associa-

tion's Third Annual Show.

The official awards of the Berks County

Poultry. Pigeon and Pet Stock Associa-

tion's show are as follows:

Brahmas (hght).-Cock ist to Birdsboro Asso-

ciation, 2cl to John Rehrer, 3d to John Sellers;

hen I St to Birdsboro Association, 2d to Joseph D.

Wollinger, 3d (tie) to Rehrerand Gottshall; cock-

erel 1st and 2d to Rehrer. -d (tie) to A. C. Treich-

ler and Birdsboro Association; pullet ist (tie) to

Rehrer and Ireichler. 2d to Rehrer, 3d to Birds-

boro Association; pen ist to Kdgeniont Poultry

Yards, 2d to B. F. Ruth. Dark—Cockerel ist to

Frank H. Kellv, 2d to B. F. Ruth, 3d to Kdge-
inont; pullet isi to Edgeniont. 2d to Kelly, 3d to

Ruth; pen ist to Ruth. 2d to FMgemont.

1)omi.mqi:ks.—Cock 2d to H. A. Beyler; hen ist

to W. S. Miller, 2d to Beyler, 3d to John Colt-

shall; cockerel ist and 2d to .Miller, 3d to Gott-

shall; pullet 1st and 2d to Mil'.er. 3d to Gottshall;

pen ist to Miller.

Plymouth Rocks (barred).—Cock 2d to John
Sellers, 3d to Bernard Mohan; hen 2d to Sellers,

3d to Mohan; cocnerel ist to John Gottshall, 2d

to Sellers, 3d to Jennie Vaissiers; pullet ist to

Sellers, 2d to Mohan, 3d to Mohnsvi.le Poultry

Yards.

Wyandottes (wlver laced).—Cock 2d to J. M.
Mellinger, 3d to Gottshall; hen ist to Melliuger,

2d to Gottshall; cockerel 2d. pullet 2d to Mel-

liuger. White—Cock 2d and hen ist and 2d and
pen 2d to N. R. Bertolette.

Cochins (buflf).—Cock 1st to John Grosh, 2d

(lie)toGroshaud E. H. Witmer, 3d to Witmer;
hen ist to Witmer, 2d and 3d to (;rosh; cockerel

1st and 2d to Witmer. 3d to Grosh; pullet ist and
2d to Witmer, 3d to R. C. Clark. Partridge-

Cock 2d to Clark, 3d to Milton Snyder; hen 2d,

cockertl 2d and 3d and pullet 2d and 3d to Clark.

White—Cockerel ist to E. H. Witmer, 3d to

Snyder; pullet ist to Witmer, 3d to Snyder.

Lanc.shaxs (black).—Cock 1st to Frank Faust;

hen 2d to Faust.

Leghorns (single comb white).—Cock ist to

Samuel G. Kurtz, 2d (lie) to H. M. Shoemaker
and Gottshall, 3d to Kurlz; hen ist to Kurtz, 2d

to Gottshall. 3d to Shoemaker; cockerel 1st to

Bernard Mohan, 2d to H. H. Weber, 3d to Shoe-

maker- pullet ist (lie) to Mohan and Weber. 2d

to Shoemaker. 3d to Weber; pen tst to Charles

Stewart Lee. Rose comb white—Cock ist to

John Gottshall, 2d to Samuel J. Kurtz, 3d to B.

Frank Heimbach; cockerel ist and 2d to W. S.

Miller, 3d to Charles Ream; pullet ist and 3d to

Miller, '2d to Ream: hen ist to Miller, 2d to

Heimbach, 3d to Kurtz. Single comb brown-
Cockerel ist to \. J. Worman, 2d and 3d to Mel-

linger; pullet ist and 2d to Mellinger, 3d to Kate

Binklev Rose comb brown—Cock ist toGreaff

& Co 'cockerel 1st to B. F. Heimbach. 2d to

comb white Leghorn, N. R. Bertolette for white
Wyandottes, Jennie Vaissiere, for silver suan-

gled bantams, J. S. Miller for black-tailed Jap-
anese bantams, P.M. Orth & Bro. for black-

breasted red game bantams W. S. Miller for rose

comb white Leghorns and W. S. Miller for .Amer-

ican I)oinini({ue.

News from Rochester.
From Our Special Correspondent.

ROCHKSTKR, January 20.— The coming

exhibition of poultry and pet stock at

Canastota, N, Y., mention of which was

made in a previous issue, claims the dates

of February 2 to 4. The association offers

to receive and care for any birds shipped

to their care, either for sale or exhibition

and unaccompanied bv owner. A. F.

Stevens, of We'.lesby, Mass., will judge

all classes, and in addition will deliver a

lecture on poultry, etc., one evening

during the show.
Premium lists are ready and may be

obtained of H. O. Travis, secretary, Can-

astota, N. Y. Entry fees for pairs, twenty

cents ; for pens, forty cents ; coop rent,

twenty cents. First prize one dollar, sec-

ond fifty cents, third a card. In pigeons

entry must be made in pairs, male and

female ; fee twenty cents. First prize

fifty cents, second twenty-five cents. Pet

stock, for best display, one dollar ; best

pair each variety, fifty cents ; second,

twenty-five cents.

Over forty special premiums are also

offered. Remember in noting the small-

ness of cash premiums that this is a

young association in a not large town,

also that if well supported this time they

will be more generous next time. And to

the members of the association, if this

should meet your eyes, remember that

The Journal is the only paper in its

field that has given you a notice. Recip-

rocate—subscribe for it and urge others

to Octagon.

Harry Hoffman. 3<i (tie) to Mellinger and Greaff

;

pullet ist to Hoffman, 2d to Mellinger,

State Poultry Society Meeting.

The annual meeting of the Pennsylva-

nia State Poultry Association will be held

in the hall of the House of Representa-

tives, Harrisburg, Pa., on Tuesday, Jan-

uarv 26, at i P. M., for the purpose of

transacting the yearly business aud elec-

tion of a president, first vice-president,

secretary, treasurer and five directors.

It is desired that every member be pres-

ent. All who wish can obtain from the

undersigned ticket orders good for ex-

cursion tickets at reduced rates.

NoRRiS G. Temple, Secretary.

PocoPSON, Pa., January 12.

rilled with Able Articles.

From the Breeder and Sportsman.

The Fanciers' Journal is early in the field

with its Christmas number. It is a beauty, and

is filled with able articles on all classes of sub-

iects pertaining to the kennel, coop a"d loft. The

^Mentron Kennels' St. Bernard Lord Bute the

bull terrier Streathara Monarch, each of which

as our readers are all aware, are Ifadfrs in their

respective classes are subjects of illustrations.

., ,„ .„ _... _- „ .
3d to

Greaff- single comb black—Cock 1st to Jacob

Lott 2d to Harry Faust; hen ist to Lott. 2d to

Faust; cockerel ist, pullet ist to Faust.

Javas (mottled) —Pen 2d to Joseph D. Hol-

linger.

Spanish (white-faced black).—Hen ist toE. M.

Crosman.
ANDALVSiANS. -Cockerel and pullet ist to

Crosman.
Minorcas (black).—Cockerel ist to Will H.

"agen.
. , ^

HOUDANS.—Cock 2d to John Keim; cockerel 2d

and pullet 2d to Keim.

RED Caps—Cock 2d, hen 2d to H. A. Beyler.

POLISH (golden) —Cock and hen ist to John
Gottshall; cockerel and puUe 2d to Milton Sny-

der Silver—Cock ami hen 2d to Gottshall.

White—Cock, hen and cockerel ist to Gottshall.

Silver bearded—Cockerel and pullet 2d to Gott-

shall White crested black—Cockerel ist to Bey-

ler 2d to Ji S. Miller, 3d to Crosman; pullet ist to

Crosman, 2d to Beyler. 3d to Miller.

DORKINGS (silver grey).—Cock ist and 2d, hen

ist and 2d, cockerel 2d and pullet ist to Grosh.

Hamburgs (golden pencilled).-Cock 1st to H^

A Bevler 2d to Gotishail; hen ist to Beyler, 2d

to Gottshall; cockerel ist and 2d to Beyler; pul

let ist and 2d to Beyler. Silver pencilled—Cock

ist to Beylei, 2d to Gottshall; hen 2d to Beyler.

u\ to Gottshall; cockerel 2d and 3d to Bevler;

pullet 2d and 3d to Beyler. Golden spangled-

Cock 2d hen 2d. cockerel 2d and 3d and pulut la

and 3d to Beyler. -Silver spangled-Cock 2d. hen

2d cockerel 2d and 3d to Beyler; pullet 2d to M
T Danmoyer. 3d to Beyler Black—Cock ist and

2d hen 1st and 2d to Beyler; cockerel ist to

Charles Ream 2d to Beyler, -,d to Ream; pullet

ist to Ream. 2d to Beyler, 3d to Crosman.

Games (black breasted red).-Cock ist and 2d

to Reinhart, 3d to John Gottshall; hen ist and

2d to Reinhart, 3d to Gottshall: cockerel ist and

id and pullet ist and 2d to Reinhart. Indian-

Cock and hen ist to N. R. Bertolette: cockerel

ist and 2d to Lyman B. Coldren; pullet island

2d to Coldren.

BANTAMS (black breasted red games) -Cock
ictand 2d and hen 1st and 2I to Orth & Bro ;

cockerel ist to A. R. Reinhart, 2d and 3d to Orth:

oullet ist to Reinhart. 2d and 3d to Orth; pen

ist to Orth. Silver duckwing-Cock aud hen 2<1

to Herman Selig; cockerel and pullet ist to Orth

& Bro Red pile-Cockerel and pullet 1st to Orth.

Silver Se right-Cock 1st to J. M. Mellinger;

hen ist to Mellinger, 2d to J. S. Miller, 3d to A.

C Treichler: cockerel ist and 2d to Jennie Vais-

siere 3d to Treichler; pullet ist and 2d to Jennie

Vaissiere, 3d to Miller; pen ist to Treichler

Golden spangled-Cock 2d, hen 2d, cockerel 2d

and pullet 2d to Miller: Pt,".*^ ^ ^^J^'LVri^':
Buff Pekin—Cockerel and pullet ist to W. Steffej

.

Black Pekin—Cock and hen ist to E. H. Witmer:

cockerel and pullet ist to Witmer. White Pekin—
Cockerel and pullet ist to Winner. Black African

—Cock ist to Vaissiere, 2d to Miller, 3d to Gott

shall: hen 1st to Vaissiere, 2d to Miller. 3d to

Gottshall; cockerel 1st to Beyler. 2d to Miller:

nutlet 1st and 2d to Miller. White Japanese-

Cock, hen, cockerel and pullet 1st to \Vitraer.

Black tailed Japanese-Cock 1st and 2d, hen 1st

2d, and cockciel and pullet 2d to Miller.

Ducks (Pekin).-ist to John Grosh. Rouen—
ist to John Grosh—Muscovy, 1st to John Grosh.

Geese.—ist to John Gof. shall.

GUINEAS.—ist to John Gottshall.

Silver Cup Winners.—Jacob Lott for single

comb black Leghorn, Bernard Mohan for single

New York Poultry Show.

KiHTOR Fanciers' Journal.

If any intending exhibitor at the New

York show, to be held February 3 to 9,

1892. has not received a premium list I

shall esteem it a favor if he will kindly

send for the same. Remember the en-

tries close January 20. All transporta-

tion information can be obtained from

Mr. G. P. Reynaud. 907 Broadway, New
York, or Captain Charles M. Griffing.

Shelter Island. N. Y. A complete list of

special premiums will be published next

week, and can be had by sending a postal

to me.
Since the premium lists were printetl

Mr. James Forsyth, of Owego, N. Y., has

been elected one of the judges. I would

also like to call attention to a typograph-

ical error in the list of judges piinted in

the premium li?t. For M. E. H rper

please read M E. Phelps, Binghamton.

N. Y.. and in the pouter class it states

that the second prize is $2 instead of $1,

as in all other closses.

Owing to an unavoidable delay m re-

ceiving the club and other specials the

list is late. It is therefore deemed advis-

able to receive entries until the 22d, so

that those who have already made their

entries have the opportunity of filling up

in order to compete for the specials.

Yours truly,

T. Farrf.r Rackham,
Secretary.

East Orange, N. J., January 12.

Archangels at Philadelphia.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The entry in the archangel class at the

recent Philadelphia Poultry and Pigeon

show was a very creditable one. Eigh-

teen birds, consisting of dark and light

bronze, point-crested and smooh heads,

were on exhibition and attracted consid-

erable attention. The progress made by

the archangel in this country during the

past two vears has been quite creditable,

and bids fair to become one of the favor-

ite birds among fanciers in the new

worM once more. They are hearty, gooil

breeders and one of the most striking va-

rieties known to the pigeon fancy.

Archangel.

Full of Good llentllnK-

From Turf, Field and Farm.

The delay in receiving the November 28 issue

of The Fanciers' Journal is exolamed by the

receipt of that number a week late, but very

elaborate It is the Christmas number and is

full of good reading, written by the canine spe

cialists and poultry fanciers.
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THE ART OF BREEDING.

•»,

How Golden Wyandottes Are Pro-

duced by Various Crosses.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

What strange things feathers are ! Go-

ing into a store a few days ago I picked

up a feather brush, or a feather duster,

as our worser halves would call them. It

was made up of the hackle and saddle

feathers of the males of about every va-

riety of fowls. In it I could find the

barring of the Rock, the striped plumage

of the partridge Cochin and golden Wy-

andotte, the buff of the Cochin, in fact,

feathers belonging to every breed of

fowls. While admiring the pretty picture

this variety of feathers presented, I could

not help thinking how strange it is that

any or all of those colors, and the type of

fowl on which they grew, can be changed

with a little practical skill on the part of

the man who really studies feathers.

Editor Hamilton, of the New England

Fancier, has accused the writer of bemg
•'one of those restless kind of Americans

who are constantly experimenting and

making facts out of theories." If a man
becomes lost in the study of chicken

feathers, and theorizes, and then pcpceeds

to make facts out of his theories can be

called a "restless American," then I am
indeed one. But I disagree with Friend

Hamilton in one respect—a man who is

restless could never have the patience

that is necessary in carrying on experi-

ments to bring about a premeditated re-

sult. Look at the men who have suc-

ceeded in making facts out of theories.

No one who is familiar with the letters of

J. McKeen, of golden Wyaudotte fame,

would accuse him of being a restless fel-

low. Neither would they accuse J. F.

Frost, of Maine, who has brought out the

white, and his latest achievement, the

buff Rock, of restlessness.

Speaking of golden Wyandottes brings

to my mind an experiment by which a

golden Wvaudotie pullet, and a good

one, was a produced. I should not pub-

lish the means employed for fear of be-

ing accused of lacking common sense

had not a friend written to me that he

had produced good silver Wyandottes in

a similar way.

A most beautiful golden Wyandotte

can be produced by the following mat-

ings : First, a golden Wyandotte male

crossed with a barred Plymouth Rock

hen- the pullets from this mating will

come principally black, some with more

or less gold, but not distinctly marked.

If a golden-spangled Hamburg male be

used the result would be much the same

in color, both pullets and cockerels would

have black legs, the males, I presume,

taking somewhat of the color of the

Rock hens. None of the offspring would

be considered of any value, and they cer-

tainly are not in the hands of "restless"

people who, when making experimental

matings. mate together the first crosses

and expect to obtain good results. In

mating up the results of a cross you

make a fixture or, to speak more prop-

erly a set feature halfway between

the two original breeds. In crossing

white Leghorns and white Cochins if

the cockerels and pullets of this first

mating be bred together the result will

be a fowl that will produce neither clean

legged nor full-feathered birds. The

longer such unskillful breeding is kept

up the further you are from the desired

result. - .

I have a letter from one of our most

prominent poultry judges, who writes

that "feathers cannot be bred off in seven

generations." But I differ from him, else

how came our beautiful white and black

Wyandottes, also the goldens and silvers,

if not by the infusion of blood from

feather-legged birds

?

, ,•

The secret is this : If you are breeding

for clean legs you must follow up the

first cross with clean-legged blood of

full strength on either side in each suc-

cessive mating. The same rule applies

to color also.
, , ,^r ^ «

But to return to the golden Wyandotte.

If after the first mating described above

a second mating be made of golden blood

. on the cross-bred chicks, what other re-

sult could be had than a golden fowl

like either of the golden breeds em-

ploved, according to the way the mating

was made. An East Haddam breeder

writes me that he once made a cross of

barred Rock hens and a silver Wyandotte.

The result of the first cross was black

females aud males of mixed colors, show-

ing both the stripes of the Wyandotte

and the barring of the Rock. With

these females he again used a silver Wy-
andotte male, and the result was the

cleanest silver Wyandotte pullet he ever

raised, surpassing those of pure blood.

And vkliv should this not be so ? A three-

fourths
'
to seven-eighths Jersey shows

nearly as many points of the thorough-

bred as the thoroughbred itself, aud I

know that the blue ground color of the

Rock would destroy pencilling to some

extent and would change the whole into

I noticed the Wyandotte contributions

in October 24 and October 30 issues,

which were quite interesting, and I must

say, Mr. Editor, that is seems quite par-

tial to allow another the use of your col-

umns over a "nom de plume" and deny

me that privilege, so that I must come

out modestly over my own name.

Oh, Brother Trixie, how could you hit

us in such an unkind way. You will

hear from the object of your curiosity

soon. A "canard?" No, indeed, they

are not, and the originators of the breed,

the buff Wvandottes, are cropping up

like toadstools in a stump patch. One
man way up in Wisconsin claims to have

been at "them since 1884, and another in

Indiana, Pa., has bred them since 1875.

This knocks out the Wisconsin man by a

big majority. The latter has written to

the New England Fancier, and will en-

deavor to prove his claims to the orgiii-

atorship, and I expect some of that "blue

smoke" of which Trixie has told us so

much will be flving around our or some-

one else's head'in the not distant future.

Trixie. be brave, come out of that like

the good boy that we know you to be,

for we're awfully curious to know just

who our own Trixie is. We thought

Trixie was a lady, but imagine our disap-

pointment when Uncle Wesley Malick

(that's what Trixie called him) spoke of

Trixie in the Fanciers' Herald as "him."

IS THE GAPE WORM A MYTH?

Georgk H. Brackenburv.

AUBIRN, N. Y.. January 19.

Com for Poultry.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

My recent experience with corn as a

feed for laying hens, while not originally

intended as an experiment, is so emphatic

in its favor I am induced to offer it to

you for the columns of your very inter-

esting and instructive journal. La.st

fall while gathering the crops I had

about a hundred bushels of corn hauled

up and thrown in a pile near the crib,

preparatory to husking and putting

away, but on account of the bad weather

and pressure of other work I faijed to get

it done for about six weeks, during which

time my poultry had free access to it

without any other food being given them.

Mv fowls are barred Plymouth Rocks,

niostlv hatched late last spring, but they

began laying in a week or so after begin-

ning on the corn diet, and are still laying

every day, except two that wanted to set,

and I gave them eggs and let them set.

Not only are my pullets laying but the

grown hens are helping fill the egg

basket. I have been keeping fowls neariy

twenty years, and I have never had any

to excel' these Plymouth Rocks as layers.

I believe the great cause of hens not lay-

ing well in winter is the lack of plenty of

corn as food. I know my fowls are fat

because we kill one occasionally for table

use and thev are almost too fat to eat well.

During the holidays I visited the yards

of a neighboring fancier who has the

same strain of Rocks I have, and he was

not getting any eggs, and upon inquiry

I found he did not feed corn to any ex-

tent for fear his hens would get too fat

to lay well. Poor fellow, he was getting

no eggs at all in consequence of his folly.

His Leghorns were not even laying.

Recently I visited the yards of another

fancier, w'ho is strong in the Mediter-

ranean classes, and he was getting no

egj/s, while my few corn-fed Rocks were

shelling out tlie eggs daily.
,

This is not intended to stir up the ire

of any of the anti-corn cranks, but is only

mv little experience, and nothing more.

Probably I should state that my fowls

were not confined to small runs, as I had

not yet made up my yards, but had free

range. Wishing The Fanciers' Jour-

nal long life and increasing usefulness, I

close. John L. Jolly.

Ubnvek, S. C, January 4. 189a.

Editor Fancier.s' Journal.

Do people in the United States look

upon George Washington as a mythologi-

cal creation ? Has the city of Philadel-

phia a real existence ? or was the aggre-

gation of noble buildings I dimly saw

one misty morning seven years ago, and

which my fellow traveling myths said

was Philadelphia, merely a mirage show

and pretense of a city ? Truly I might with

less blame question the existence of the

Mississippi than an American writer doubt

the existence of the Syttgamus trachealis

or gape worm, considering that trouble-

some helminth was first discovered by an

American citizen in the city of Baltimore

a hundred years ago.

In your Medical and Physical Journal

of May 21, 1797. IJr. Wiesenthal, of Bal-

timore, wrote : "There is a disease pre-

valent among the gallinaceous poultry in

this country called the gapes which de-

stroys eight-tenths of our fowls in many

parts, and takes place in the greatest de-

gree among the Voung turkeys and

chickens bred upon old established farms.

Chicks and poults, in a few days after

they are hatched, are found frequently

to open their mouths wide (to open their

mouths wide frequently?—H. D.) and gasp

for breath, at the same time frequently

sneering and attempting to swallow. At

first the affection is slight, but it gradu-

ally becomes more and more oppressive,

and it ultimately destroys. Very few re-

cover. They languish, grow dispirited,

droop and die. It is generally known
that these symptoms are occasioned by

worms in the trachea. I have seen the

whole windpipe completely filled with

these worms, and have been astonished

at the animals being capable of respira-

tion under such circumstances."

So much as I have quoted, and much
more to a similar effect having appeared

in American scientific journals of a cen-

tury ago, it tickles the wrinkled and

dried up mummies of effete old Europe

to hear of American poultry raisers doubt-

ing the existence of the gape worm ;
and,

to quote Mr. Valentine, "the least guilty

of them," Fanny Field in her "Poultry

Doctor," saying "she doesn't know what

causes the worms, and she doesn't know
anyone who does know." Well, it does

seem to me that Fannie Field might have

done well to hold the publication of her

work, the "Poultry Doctor," oyer until

she had made possession of rudimentary

knowledge, which has been long as open

and free to poultry raisers and poultry

doctors as the corn is to the chickens,

when the hen-wife scatters it, calling

"chuck, chuck, chuck." Now I think it

may be worth our while as poultry rais-

ers to consider several views that have

been held and published respecting this

troublesome parasite. Mr. W. B. Teget-

mier. in the "Poultry Book." quotes Dr.

Spencer Cobbold in giving the life history

of the gape worm ; and while specifying

several methods of cure, most strongly

advocates the destruction of the parasites

after their removal from the windpipe as

the most thorough preventive measure.

Mr. Lewis Wright in his work on poul-

try gives currency to the opinion that one

of the ooultry lice was an intermediary

bearer of the worm in the ova stage, and

seems to have been supported in that

viewbv a Mr. A. M. Halsted, of Rye, N.

Y., but the views of these gentlemen—as

given in Wright's book—are vague and

wanting in the support of cleariy ascer-

tained facts necessary to satisfy the in-

quiring mind if at all scientifically in-

clined. It has always seemed to me that

Mr. I^wis Wright, and his correspond-

ent Mr. Halsted, were led away by a

desire to find in the life of the gape worm
an analogv to that of the tape worm of

the dog, the Taenia cucumenna, which

in the ova stage of its being finds its hab-

itat in the dog louse (
Trichodectes latus).

Mr. Thomson Gray, editor of the Scot-

tish Fancier and author of "Poultry

Ailments," quotes the theory of a Dr.

Walker to the effect "that earthworms

containing the embryos [of the gape

worm] are eaten by the chicks. The em-

bryos are liberated from the earth worm

in'the digestive organs, and find their

way into the lungs, where they pass

through the nymph stage and acquire

sexual maturity.

The male and female then unite and
attach themselves by their sucker-like

mouths to the mucous membrane of the

trachea. Between six and seven days are

required from their entrance into the

fowl until their attachment to the trachea.

In seven days more the eggs within the

worm become mature, when they are

coughed up and pass into the soil, either

directly or having been first swallowed by

the fowl. In three weeks these eggs, ex-

posed to the heat and moisture of the

soil, hatch, the embryos find their way

into the earth worm, where they remain

until picked up by some bird, when the

above process is repeated."

Well, I think intelligent readers of The
Fanciers' Journal will agree with me
that Dr. Walker's statements require

proof, and as being quite opposed to the

opinions of our most advanced helmin-

thologists, such as Rudolphi-Diering,

Von Siebold, Cobbett, and contradicted

by the well-known fact that quite young
chickens suffer from gaps, we must de-

cline to accept his theories.

Von Siebold says that in the Synga-

w«5 trachealis there is (after copulation)

a lasting continuity of the sexes by

means of an actual growing together.

Cobbold confirms this and says: "Ad-

mitting this, one naturally asks how the

mature eggs can make their escape?

Clearly, the eggs can only escape by an

eventual breaking up of the body of the

parent," and further he observes of those

examined by him, "the eggs of sdoros-

loma svngamus (synonymous with $yn-

gaintis' irachealis) are comparatively

large, measuring 1-250 of an inch in

length. Many of the ova contained full-

formed embryos, and in the centre of

the lower third of the body of one of

them I perceived an undulating, imper-

fectly formed intestinal tube.

"By whatever mode the young escape

the shell it is clear that they are already

sutficiently developed to undertake an

active migration. A change of hosts is

probably necessary, but in the first in-

stance thev either enter the substance of

fungi or o'ther vegetable matters or they

bury themselves in the soil at a short dis-

tance from the surface."

Now I think Miss Fanny Field, author

of the "Poultry Doctor." may learn from

the authorities I have quoted "what

causes the worms" in the common sense

we use the words in dealing, say with

poultry, in which the processes of life

are more palpable to our senses.

How our chickens get infested with

them, and how we are to prevent that,

and failing prevention, cure them when

.so infested, are the practical questions

for the poultry raisers.

We have to remember that not our

poultry only, but many species of wild

birds are the hosts of the gape worm. In

this country our jays, magpies, starlings,

partidges, pheasants aud several others

harbor the worms, and in rural districts

where, of course, poultry rearing is most-

ly followed the gape worm, charted with

mature eggs, may be dropped where our

chickens feed and keep up the family of

syngamus in its never-ending cycle of

life. As to the preventive and curative

measures, the^-e must go hand in hand.

Whenever a chicken is delivered of gape

worms, by whatever process adopted to

that end, care should be taken that the

parasites are burned, and there is an end

to that lot containing the species.

Von Beneden says that if the head of

every sheep that has suffered with the

"gid" or "sturdy" was burned there

would soon be a total extinction of the

Tania canmis—B. tape worm that plays

such havoc with our dogs; and in like

manner, if the head of every chicken that

has the gapes was chopped off and burned

there would soon be an end of the Syn-

gamus trcpchealis and that torment of the

poultry yard, "the gapes."

We, however, want to kill the worms

and save the chickens, and on the point

of treatment to that end my experience

differs verv much from that of your con-

tributor, Mr. C. S. Valentine.

The tenacity of life exhibited by the

kind of parasite we are dealing with is

truly astonishing, and I don't believe

that all the onions grown in Bedford-

shire, or all the garlic ever cooked in

Spain will in any form it can be adminis-

tered in the slightest degree discommode

these vermin as they lie, literally grown

together in the bonds of love, in the

warm bed of the chicken's trachea. Fu-

migations of tobacco, carbolic acid and
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many other things have been tried, but I

believe the result has usually been to

kill more chickens than worms.
' Given patience and perseverance the

mechanical process of removing the

worms with a feather answers well, but

of all things I have tried nothing has

answered the purpose so well as a prepa-

ration sold by Spratts Patent (limited),

the dog biscuit makers. This stuff seems
to consist of some essential oils, which
the heat of the chicken's mouth and nose

vaporizes and so enables it to reach the

worms, and by stimulating them and
making the chicken cough and sneeze,

causes the worms to be coughed out
;

when, as before observed, they should be

destroyed by fire. This gape worm de-

stroyer is also introduced into the wind-

pipe by means of a small feather, a pro-

cess which with care and a little practice

can be quickly carried out, and that

without danger to the bird.

I wish I had a pen of the light Brahmas
Mr. Felch writes about in your Christ-

mas number. They are neat, hand-

some and active looking. Our English

ones are overgrown lumps of fat and

feathers, too lazy to look for their food

and much too idle to lay. I am now
crossing mine with white Leghorns, and
if that does not reform their character i;il

reform them in another and more sum-
mary fashion. Yours truly,

Hugh Dalziel.
Mavburv Wokino, England, Dec. 15.

The Dt^agoon.

Specialty Clubs.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Just now there is a rage on specialty

clubs ; there is the Cochin, the Leghorn,

the Langshan, the Wyandottes and the

good Lord only knows what not. Now
let us ask ourselves the question. What

have we gained by them and what are we

going to gain by them ? I have always

had a peculiar habit of looking ahead.

and to look ahead at some of those clubs

is in my way of think looking at a very

dark future. The first idea of special

clubs was to weed out dishonest breeders

and place certain breeds on a good hon-

est basis. But this *part of the business

has to a certain extent been lost sight of.

None of those clubs compel a breeder

to go before a notary and take an iron-

clad oath that he will send out nothing

but simon-pure stock. They investigate

iu a manner and that settles it. How
many special clubs would refuse me ad

mission to-morrow if I should ask it and

enclose the necessary amount in cash to

pay for my membership card. Not more

than 1000 to say the most.

But these is another feature and one

that is of vast importance. Those clubs

have begun forming rules and ideas of

their own that are contrary to standard

law. They are building up ideals that

are not standard ideals. You can see that

in the new profile of Langshan males

adopted by that club. How many judges

4

1

are willing to concede that bird to be an

ideal standard bird ? Here is one that is

not. and I think it time to call a halt on

that kind of business. If the standard

don't suit, for heaven's sake have it

changed, but don't adopt laws of your

own that will conflict with those made

by our lawmakers. If the Cochins should

have vulture hocks let us have a standard

framed that way. If the silver Wyan-
dottes should have a solid black breast

on males let us have a standard framed

that way.
But whatever we do, let us have a

standard to breed by and all breed for the

same results. The way things are now
running we are on dangerous ground.

The first thing we know we will have a

complete split-up and every man w>ll ^^=

breeding to his own hobby. If we had

twenty standards on some of our leading

varieties we could find twenty breeders

willing to accept everyone of them. I

don't want to see any such turn of af-

fairs. We have a big job before us if we

breed to one ideal and not twenty.

Now let us take a good look at our-

selves and breed by the standard. It is

the father of fancv poultry. We can't get

along without it, 'and if we learn to ap-

preciate it more and abuse it less it will

reflect to our credit in the end.

Thomas Hewes.
Tmbnton. Mo., December a8, 1891.

Rev. W. P. Lumley in Feathered World.

The meaningless name often—yes, I

am sorry to say, generally—given to this

pigeon has not only covered it witii mys-

tery in the minds of the unlearned, but

has led to serious (?) disappointment in

not a few ; for whenever I received a

schedule or read down a prize list, and

meet with the word "dragon," I think

of the terrible disappointment ol a worthy

old dame who, having seen the announce-

ment on a boarding that "300 dragons

were on view at the Agricultural Hall,"

set forth to feast her eyes on these myth-

ical monsters, and came back from one

of our best pigeon shows sadly dejected

at the thought of having spent one shill-

ing gate money aud four pence for

'busses to and fro, to see "a lot of blue

pigeons," which she would fain rather

have encountered with knife and fork on

their making their exit from under a

pie crust, after stewing well over a couch

of rumpsteak for an hour or so !

For once and for all, let the English

fancier drop this ridiculous appellation

given to one of the liandsomest and most
telling of fancy pigeons, and call it (the

descendant as it verily is of the now ex-

tinct horseman) by the name so suita-

ble to its active and (among pigeons)

military appearance, viz., the draj^oon.

But the difference of sentiment with re-

gard to this pigeon does not rest alone as

to which of these two names should be

its proper designation ; there have ex-

isted as recognized dragoon birds of two
totally different types, called respectively

the "London fancy" and the "Birming-

ham fancy"—to dispose of the difference

of names is a comparatively easy matter

when so far more important a subject as

the standard existence of the individual

concerned becomes a matter of debate.

For mv part, I have my own idea of what

should' constitute a dragoon ; it should

be a pigeon representing rather heavy

light cavalry ; accordingly, I will discard

the comparatively slender built Birming-

ham bird and proceed to constitute as my
standard of this most stolid and withal

elegant member of the Columbian host

an ideal second to none of its kind, as

proved by the structural requirements of

a specimen answering to the sterling

properties of the London fancy dragoon.

The origin of this variety of pigeons is

not difficult to trace ; its descent from

dovehouse parentage is marked in its still

preserved powers of flight, its checkered,

blue and grizzled plumage, for after all

these are the best colored types of dra-

goons, aud also in its dark damson eye

cere and healthy bloom of wattle. That

foreign blood has been judiciously mixed

with the home stud is, however, plainly

manifest, the primary object of the pro-

ducers having been in all probability to

give physical endurance and bodily

strength 'to a well-known flying pigeon,

the skinnum—and for this purpose the

carrier pigeon was selected—the carrier,

as is generally admitted, having itself

been produced by a considerable infusion

of blood derived from the Scandaroon,

known of old under the very suggestive

title of the "Great Horseman." From this

cross there gradually resulted larger-

bodied and wider-skulled flying pigeons

than the skinnum proper, showing a

decided development of beak and eye

wattle.

A fancier's eye was not slow to discover

in these features the possible construc-

tion of a distinct variety, which, while

retaining the cobby and active appear-

ance of a well-adapted flying pigeon,

might also be the possessor of such ar-

tistically developed .skull features as to

constitute one of the choicest products of

the numerous forms into which human
imagination and dpterminatiou has

moulded the columbarian genus. Here

we have, then, the component parts of

the dragoon ; and that show specimens

ofScandaroon Vjlood were derived through

a new cross with that pigeon is substanti-

ated by the appearance and color of reds

and yellows shown not long since ;
while

the v.ry tvpical angularity of skull be-

longing to the skinnum is still plainly

discernable, occasionally, in what I will

call the "bumpy" back of the head, and

rather "comer-like" projection over the

eyes of some blues and checkers of the

present day.

I now proceed to an analysis of the

dragoon. The tout ensemble of its body

is large, somewhat larger than the Eng-
lish owl, and smaller than the English

carrier. As the great point of distinction

in this pigeon from others consists in its

skull, I will divide my remarks under

two headings— first, that relating to the

skull, and second, the body.

The skull of the dragoon is unique. I

do not know of any other fancy pigecn

requiring such a peculiar head formation.

The carrier should have a thin and equally

narrow head piece at back and front ; the

barb, on the other hand, while equally

wide at the back and front, should be

thick from side to side ; the owl should

be round and so forth ; but the dragoon
should be at variance in skull structure

with all other pigeons, for the back of

the .skull should be nearly twice as broad

as the frontal just over the wattle. Not

that the frontal is required to be narrow

by any means, but while it is propor-

tionately wide, the process of widening

tow ards' the crown of the head on to the

end of the cranium should be one of con-

tinued increase, somewhat after the fash-

ion of a wedge, hence the description

given to a good standard specimen as be-

ing of a "good wedge skull" formation ;

also the rise from the wattle to the crown
of the head should be very gradual,

neither straight like the carrier, nor the

least approaching to a "barrel" forma-

tion, as required in the medium faced

Antwerp ; at the sides of the frontal,

over the eyes and at the back of the head

(when viewed frontways), a very slightly

convex formation should be apparent
;

the back of the head also, when viewed

sideways, should represent a convex

slope downwards towards the base of the

skull, and that without elongation or

squareness of the back structure of the

same. I dwell on this point, for I re-

gard a square or "bumpy" projection

iierc as a great disfigurement in our sub-

ject. The length, however, of the head

from the centre of the eye to the junc-

ture of the mandibles should be greater

somewhat than that from the centre of

the eve to the back ridge of the skull.

The beak should be of proportionate

dimensions, neither long nor short, thin

or thick, and its length about one and
one-half inches from its tip to the front

edging of the eye. It should be set very

straigiit, shooting out from a line on a

level with the juncture of the mandibles,

the under mandible being short and
straight, the upper one as nearly the

same with the exception of a slight over-

lapping slope at Its tip. The wattle on

the upper mandible should rise gradually

from Its formation on the beak in widen-

ing proportion towards the commence-
ment of the frontal bone, not overlap-

ping the sides of the beak overmuch
;

where it comes to its meeting point with

the frontal bone it should stand perfectly

erect in wall fashion, not of a sloping in-

cline like the walnut-shaped wattle of the

carrier ; in fact, the whole shape of the

two sides of the wattle should be so reg-

ular and evenly balanced as to appear

like a peg rising over the beak, the thin

end towards the tip and the wider and

loftier end towards the frontal bone of the

skull—a dragoon having such a wattle

well developed is termed "peg-wattled ;"

there should be no appearance of wat-

tling on the under mandible. The beak

should be as dark in color as possible.

The eye.—The eye of this pigeon should

be so placed in the head as to make tiie

space between its upper edging and the

crown of the skull neither shallow, as is

the case with the turbit, nor deep, as

that of the owl, but about midway between

the two ; the color of the iris is of a fiery

red hue, giving the expression of the

bird one of marked watchfulness. The
eye cere should be very slightly devel-

oped, and all but round' in shape, there

being a slight compression or "pinch"

at the back edging ; except in reds, yel-

lows and whites the color of the cere

should be of as deep a damson hue as

can be obtained naturally ; the inner

ridges of the wattle also should present a

similar coloring, while the evenly grooved

surface of the same should present a

healthy powdery bloom. In reds, yel-

lows and whites the eye cere should be of

a hard while tint, and the beak of a rosy

pink tinge. In all colors the text of the

cere should be fine.

The body.—At this juncture with the

body the head of the dragoon should be

met by a cobl)y nerk, showing, however,
no appearance of a gullet or throatiness,

gradually broadening down to the shoul-

ders ; here it should rest on a broad flat

back. The chest is also broad, but not

prominent to the extent of drawing at-

tention as in the case of the owl or tum-
bler varieties ; in fact, the shouhler Kutts

should appear slightly to protrude to the

front of the body, being very muscular

and firm in substance. The wing should

be firmly laced on the body, but not so

tightly as the show homer. The flight

feathers should be broad and powerfully

webbed, closely fitting to each other, and
the whole carried, or rather resting, above

the tail at their tips. The breast bone
should be very straight and fully devel-

oped. The tall should be rather short

than long, and carried well up from the

ground at its end. The legs are rather

short, the thighs being stout and muscu-
lar ; below the hocks no feathering should

be visible, while the claws should be

massive and well spread, and the nails

black or of lighter shades, according to

color. The dragoon is now bred to every

color, and so keen has been the interest

displayed in this pigeon of late years

that specimens of nearly perfect stand-

ard points of excellence have been pro-

duced in each ; the reds and whites, how-
ever, are still most in need of improve-

ment ; blues, grizzles, checkers, and I

am pleased to add yellows, have come
well to the front, while silvers leave not

much to be desired, unless it be the dis-

tinct V-shaped bar formation so conspicu-

ously displayed in the blues in the ebony
black color, crossing the wings from the

centre of the back to the outer edging

on each side.

In approaching my present subject I

trod with cautious steps, dreading that I

might tread on the tail of a cruel mediitval

monster (vulgarly still so called by some),

I close my remarks on the dragoon with

a sense of pride and delight that such

true fanciers have lived in my own day

of grace as have placed before the colum-

barian world one of the handsomest and

most symmetrically built of fancy pig-

eons.

CHIPS FROM THE POULTRY BLOCK,

Fleeing Fancies Nipped on the

Wingr for Our Readers.

BY TRIXIE.

Brother Gardner, thanks for your kind

offer, but I have a copy already ; besides

I don't like the idea of giving myself

dead awav by sending you my name and

address. 'Thanks, there is nothing green

in my eye.

It was with much sorrow that I read of

the death of T. Wilton Hill. It is to such

men as Mr. Hill that we of the fancy

must look for the life of the fancy. He
was a born fancier, and we can ill affonl

to lose such men from our ranks.

Loring Brown will no longer l>e known
as the 'genial Brown." He has gone and

joined the ranks of Benedicts. I wish

him and Mrs. Brown a long and happy
life.

"P. Rox," what matters it to you

whether I exhibit or not. I am still in-

terested in the fancy and wi.sli to see the

best interests niaiulained. I've shown
before such judges as Felch, Bicknell,

Pierce and others of a national reputa-

tion. I've received a .share of the pre-

miums shown for liefore these men when
thev used the score card.

Your dig at the Leghorns is in bad

taste, to .say the least. They have a rep-

utation that no small-fry scribblers can

injure in the least, and while I am a

strong Leghorn advocate, I do not and

never have tried to crowd all other

breeds to the wall that they may be on

top.

1 have a letter from a breeder who, like

"P. Rox," does not breed Leghorns.

Even more than that, he has introduced at

least one variety of Wyandottes, and he

says he always' reads "Trixie's chatter

the first thing."

P. Rox, send me your address and I'll

tell you just what to do for those Plym-

outh Rocks that have the roup, or if

you'll give me a remedy for la grippe I'll

cure roup for you if you take it in time.

"Meteor" has seen fit to "pile me" in

Fanciers' Gazette for things said in de-

bate which I should like to answer were

it not that I write for too many papers

now and must unload before I can take

on any more.
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

The fanciers who are back of the move-

ment to establish a national league of

homing clubs have been far from idle

during the past week, as will be seen by

a glance at the following circular letter,

which has been mailed to all parts of the

United States :

tion, thus, with the Philadelphia Flying

Club, giving the Quaker City a first-class

representation. Of course, such an ar-

rangement would leave a few scattered

members of the Federation uncared for,

but they would have no diflBculty in fol-

lowing the example of the main body.

*
« *

Dear Sir : Representatives from our respec-

tive clubs have recently on invitation been in

consultation with a few leading gentlemen of

Philadelphia and this vicinity, from the hedera-

tion of American Homing Pigeon Kanciers.vyith a

view of establishing a national organization ot

oijteon flying clubs that would prove of more gen-

eral utility to the flying fancy at large than the

oresent Federation ; and to be an organization

that all flying sections throughout the North

American continent could reasonably be expected

to co-operate with, and one that would more
thoroughly unite the entire flying fancy under

one head. Vfe regret that our efforts have not

met with the success we had hoped for, and very

reasonably expected. ^ . .. . *. „.,,
So much has been advanced in the past by our

prominent flying men and journals devoted to

our sport on the best method to unite the sec-

tions without any visible advancement so far

towards the end in view that we can scarcely

claim to introdice much that is original or fresh

in what we now propose for the furtherance of

thesp rt and unity of all sections. It is an ad-

mitted fact, that with our vast extent of country

and a Federation membership of many pigeon

flyers scattered here and there throughout, the

idea of controlling them and the protection of

the records through the medium of a race secre-

tary stationed m Philadelphia has proved im-

practicable, imperfect and a lamentaole failure,

excepting in the immediate vicinity of the race

secretary's headquarters. The assistance of

race representatives, as formerly employed,

proved undoubtedly more effective, and yet inas-

much as such records were invariably made un-

der the management of the club secretary, vvho

located the timers at the competing lofts, we fail

to discern any special virtue or superiority- of the

claimed Federation record over the old fashioned

club record, excepting in the question of dollars

and cents accruing to the Federation treasury

To the thinking fancier, the unloading during

the past year of so weighty an elephant by the

leaiers of the Federation in Philadelphia, in

irrantiiig a special dispensation at a mere nomi-

nal expense to all outside vicinities or sections to

manage themselves, retaining the well-paid race

secretary at home for their special use, we think

supports our argument. There has been far too

much maudlin sentiment indulged in with re-

gard to the Federation of American Homing
Pigeon Fanciers. The independent and success

fui workings of such influential flying sections

as New York and vicinity, Washington, Milwau-

kee Detroit. Buffalo, Rochester, Boston and else-

where proves conclusively that the Federation

of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers does not

fill the bill now, and that successful and enjoy

able pigeon flying is not necessarily a !>port that

can only be followed under the isupervision or

management of that body.
We now propose to establish, with your hearty

co-operation, a national organiz.Uion, or League

of Homing Clubs, with each section or territory

within a certain radius, managing itself inde-

pendently as certain sections have done during

the past two years, and yet a code of rules gov-

erning all alike, and each section flying in com-

petition among themselves on the same date,

over the same course, and at the same moment,
and from the same point. We propose to do

away with individual flvine. We are unable

within the limits of this circular to outline more

complete detail of the make-up and objects of

the proposed League of Homing Clubs We pro-

pose therefore, to hold a convention of delegates

on Wednesday, Jaruary 27. 1892. at 2 P.M., at

210 Market Street. Newark. N. J., to discuss the

matter in its entiretv. An afternoon session to

discu-is and an evening ssssion to complete.

We l)eg that you will promptly lay the matter

before your club and honor us with the presence

of one or mo e delegates to represent your club,

with full power to act, if necessary, should we
decide to go into permanent organization. We
may add that we take this step with the firm

conviction that all sections can heartily co-ope-

rate in the movement and help build up a na-

tional organization that would be national, and

one thai the pigeon flying clubs of America may
be proud of. In case it is not convenient or pos

sible for vour representative to be present, and

vet desiring to unite with us. you can authorize

by mail any of the undermentioned gentlemen

to act for your club, or any other fancier in the

vicini y if^ preferable. Fraternally,

Fmpire City Flvin<; Cub of New York City
'

and vicinity. T. Fred Goldman. President .

Committe . George H. Bowerinan. 20 Mon-

mouth Stteet, Newark, and Joseph H. Jack-

son, 88 Wakeman Avenue, Newark.

Belmont Homing Ci.ub of Philadelphia, J. A.

Stovell President : Committee. A. M. vvood,

Iqio Baltimore Avenue. Philadelphia, and j.

C Conley, 4133 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

•
• «

Although this circular has been issued

but a few days, favorable replies have al-

ready been received from all parts of the

country.

It has for some time been generally

admitted that the Federation has become

too narrow in its scope to be termed

in any way national in its character,

and therefore the League men do not

class it as a rival in any sense of the

word. In fact, it has been suggested

that the Federation itself should join the

league of clubs as the Philadelphia sec-

What is wanted is a national league of

clubs, and this is what the general body

of fanciers intend to have. The races of

each club will then be managed by its

own officers, and in competition with all

clubs in the same locality, while the rec-

ords made will be certified by the na-

tional president and race secretary.

the claim that the new club will outclass

anything of the kind in the state. It is

proposed to have headquarters in central

locations, same to be comfortably fur-

nished and provided with all the current

pigeon flying literature. This in itself is

making a strong appeal, and it is ex-

tremely likely the establishment of the

new club will prove a very popular

move.
«

* *

* *

In order to stimulate the interest in

these flights there must be more prizes

given than of late years, and in case a

sufficient number are not donated for

competition the funds of the League

should certainly be drawn upon to pro-

vide suitable trophies.

The loft of Joseph R. Husson, ex-

president of the Federation, was broken

into by thieves on the night of last Wed-

nesday and forty-five finely-bred birds

stolen. Only two record birds were left.

A detective has been put on the cse, and

expresses his belief that at least a few of

the stolen birds will be recovered. Mr.

Husson's loft was robbed once before,

about four years ago.

The Fanciers' Journal fully real-

izes the increased interest that is being

taken in the sport of pigeon flying, and

will start the ball rolling by off"ering

something in the shape of a badge or

watch charm, suitably engraved, for com-

petition by the fanciers of each of the

leading flying centers, for instance, one

for New York and vicinity, one for Phila-

delphia and vicinity, one for Washington

and vicinity and another for some other

section.
«

« «

Before making any statement as to the

rules governing the competition for these

prizes prominent fanciers must be con-

sulted and a plan adopted that will prove

for the best interest of all interested.

• «

In all probability these prizes will be

contested for under the rules of the

League of American Flying Clubs and

under the supervisien of the League offi-

cials.
•*•

The Fanciers' Journal is author-

ized to invite any homing club in the

United States, with a membership of five

or over, to send a representative to the

convention of delegates to be held at 2

P. M., January 27. 1892, at 210 Market

Street, Newark, N. J., in order to discuss

matters of great importance to the flying

fancy, and to establish an organization to

be known as "The League of American

Homing Clubs." Any club that favors

the movement but is unable to send a

delegate can secure representation by

addressing any of the fanciers whose

names are appended to the circular.

«
* *

The Federation of American Homing

Pigeon Fanciers has adopted an "N"

seamless band for the 1892 series. Is this

because its labors are nearly at an end ?

*
»

Rochester is one of the latest additions

to the League ranks. Its fanciers will be

warmlv welcomed.
»

» *

Ferd. Prinz, of the Germania Club,

Philadelphia, has just sold his blue

checker frill cock Alexis to a Toronto,

Canada, fancier for fifty dollars. This

bird is of Al stock, and was one of the

lot that returned from Montgomery, Ala.

(distance 800 miles), last fall. This is

one of the many good birds in Mr.

Prinz's possession, he having had first-

class returns in nearly all of last season's

races.
»

* »

Those who are back of the movement

to establish the Philadelphia Flying Club

are elated over their success, and make

POINTS IN THE FLYING FftNCY.

News and Notes Gathered Here,

There and Everywhere.

Special Correspondence.

I am glad to find old Baltimore waking

up from her Rip VanWinkle slumber and

Sam Taylor hustling in dead earnest to

reorganize the old Baltimore Flying Club

to enroll in the League of Homing Clubs

January 27 in Newark, N.J. Good,

There is ample material in Baltimore

to form a splendid flying section, and I

hope to see John Abel, George Eisinger,

Charles Burns and others unite with Tay-

loy in once more placing their section

before the flying fancy strongly.

In the January issue of the Homing
Exchange Editor Jacob C. Bockius iiiakes

editorial comment that "the election of

T Fred Goldman to the presidency of

the Federation of American Homing
Pigeon Fanciers at its recent annual

meeting would have been indeed a 'ca-

lamity.'
"

,, ,,

Right you are, Jake. Most assuredly a

calamity, but to the Homing Exchange

only, for the flying fancy at large would

not have suffered a particle.

The idea of using the columns of a live,

fearless, independent and liberal journal

like The Fanciers' Journal, which

reaches iis thousands of readers promptly

every Saturday morning for the purpose

of reporting flying news of interest and

official communications in place of your

little one-sided monthly sheet can scarce-

ly be called a ra/flwiVv.

Oh no ! Mr. Homing Exchange Editor.

Vent your spleen on Goldman in any

other way but this—it is too transparent.

Look nearer to home than Brooklyn, and

you will find some only waiting a fitting

opportunity to give you the "dinky

dink.
In this advanced age of pigeon flying

a monthly journal is a dead issue, and no

one knows this better than yourself, and

Shepherd, Work and their confreres at

the recent gathering at Newark we.re as

pronounced in their opinions in this di-

rection as T. Fred Goldman or any other

live and progressive fancier who is in the

sport for sport, and not for dollars and

cents. .

Our worthy contemporary is respect-

fully informed that Bowerman. Wood,

Goldman and Conley in permitting their

names to go before the Federation for

office only did so in the hope of being

thus able to benefit the pigeon flyers of

America had they been elected, and in

case of defeat to at least show the flying

fancy their strength, which had been

pooh-poohed and belittled by the Fed-

eration's old leaders.

It was a narrow squeak for the ^ttep-

herd and Exchange ticket and will be a

lesson they won't forget in a hurry, and

our worthv contemporary must mfuse

some new'life into the official sheet of

the Federation and make it a weekly or

even a semi-monthly if he expects it to

be of any influence or value in the futiire

or profitable and able to hold its own. for

lake is most undoubtedly out for the

dollars and cents and cannot by any pos-

sible means be regarded in the light of a

"patron" of the sport or running the

Homing Exchange for pleasure and a

benefit to the fanciers only.

I am pleased to find that excellent and

popular fancier, Sam Wallace, of Wash-

ington, D. C, so enthusiastic on the new-

league of clubs' movement, and the

Washington Federation will undoubtedly

fall into line bravely on January 27 with

the Empire City Flying Club and others

to inaugurate a new era in American pig-

eon flying and a truer fiaternity.

Talking about Washington, D. C, re-

minds me that that old-time and honored

fancier, E. S. Raymond, of old interstate

race fame, has taken up his residence in

the capital citv, and will once more take

up his old hobbv, and I congratulate the

gentlemen of Washington in their com-

ing association with Mr. Raymond,

wnom they will find a splendid fellow

and a valuable acquisition to their flying

rfltilcs.

Boston, Lynn. Lawrence and Lowell

are all favorably impressed with the

prospects of the new league of clulis, and

I think the finger of the future points to

their uniting with the other sections all

under one national head sooner or later.

The sport in Chicago, III., is assuming

very respectable proportions, and the en-

terprising city of the West has already a

splendid organization in the Chicago

Homing Club of thirty odd members.

Chicago, Washington, Baltimore, Buf-

falo and other sections are sure to be

represented at the convention in Newark,

January 27, to unite with Philadelphia

and New York and vicinity in forming

the new League of Homing Clubs, and

they deserve every encouragement from

the flving fancy at large.

The Board of Directors of the new

League of Homing Clubs being composed

of delegates from all flying clubs who

are members of the League is a decided

improvement upon the management of

the Federation of American Homing

Pigeon Fanciers' Executive Committee

ofa chosen few who are perforce com-

pelled to jump the way the boss and his

confreres pull the string.

I could instance many occasions in

support of this, but no one more eloquent

or convincing than when John Shepherd

promised Goldman and friends to dissolve

the Federation and lead them into the

proposed new League.

It was the original intention of Shep-

herd to elect William Verrinder the pres-

ident of the Federation, and an entire

ticket who was favorable to the proposed

League, so that when the League became

an established fact Verrinder could re-

sign the presidency to Goldman and the

individual members who had chipped in

one dollar a head (for something they

had never yet received) would have no

other alternative but to organize a club

of the necessary strength demanded by

the League or forfeit recognition.

Shepherd early kicked at the killing

of individual pigeon flying, but when he

found Goldman insisted upon this spe-

cial clause in the make up of the new

league and that the flying by sections in-

dependently and together would dispense

with the heretofore stumbling block—the

Federation race secretary—subject to the

beck and call of every Tom, Dick and

Harry throughout who had chipped in

his dollar, then he commenced to realize

that the idea was good, and submitted.

But he had "bit off" more than he could

swallow," and Jake, of the Homing Ex-

change, raised such a hue and cry that

the old man was compelled to change

his base and insist upon the continuance

of the Federation, but under such

changed workings that he even went so

far at the memorable meeting of the del-

egates in Philadelphia, October 31, as to

say to Goldman, Bowerman and others

that they could drum up anything they

pleased and he and his confreres would

tear out the inside of the Federation by-

laws and race rules at the coming annual

meeting and put the proposed new con-

stitution in its place, conditioning only

for the preservation of the coyer and

title which he did with dramatic effect

tearing out the entire inside of a copy of

the Federation by-laws and throwing it

on the floor. „ ^r
I claim that a more perfect confession ot

weakness and incapacity could not exi^t

and that only a maudlin sentiment stood

in the wavofa general unity ai.d the

adoption of a national o.ganization that

would have been national and united all

sections. . .

But I believe the new league of clubs

is now the first step in the right direc-

tion, and the end of 1892 will see all fly-

ing sections, even Rhode Island and Mas-

sachusetts, united under one head.

Fritz.

^
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LEAGUE OF AMEEICANHOMING CLUBS

The Objects and Advantages
the New Association.

of

1

.

A fair represention and voice in the

management, by delegates fmrn all clubs,

and not by a few men, controlled by a

clique and local at that.

2. Equity in competition on the same
date and over the same course, and inde-

pendent vicinity records duly recognized

throughout.

3. No contribution of |i.50 per annum
per member to pay a race secretary for

doing nothing for you of importance but

everything for Philadelphia and vicinity.

4. No individual flying for record and
all its unfair advantages as compared to

vicinity competition on scheduled dates.

5. After all legitimate expenses is put

to your club's debit pro rata, balance

stands to your credit to do with as you

see fit.

6. Special diplomas for each vicinity

from one to five hundred miles inclusive.

7. The exclusion of any objectionable

element by a two third vote of all dele-

gates necessary to elect. No endorse-

ment by one individual who has already

chipped in his dollar.

8. No proxy votes at a dollar a head to

elect officers and amendments by a clique

annually and rule the roost.

9. The establishment of a grand an-

nual national concourse from 500 miles

distance for league silver trophy.

10. A true fraternity, and a national

organization that is national from Maine
to the Pacific and Lake Superior to the

Gulf; a fraternity and organization not

likely to be end uigered by sectional di-

visions nor petty quarrels, all being on
an equitable basis.

11. No two or three leaders to do as

they please in either tramping the by-

laws and race rules under foot or electing

or rejecting an officer or member.

12. An organization wherein it won't

be necessary to use the rebate on s'*im-

less bands from the manufacturer to help

defray any race secretary's expenses after

paying that official seventy-five per cent

of all dues received.

13. An organization that will be faith-

fully and ably represented by a weekly

journal, so that when any section of a

league flies a race on May 25, the entire

league may be able to read it on June i,

and not have to wail until July 1, and all

other official communications.

14. No forcing the election of men to

office that have not even been mentioned

by the membership for such office.

15. No tabling nor pigeon holing of

votes from members honestly and legiti-

mately submitted to further selfish and

local interests.

16. No going over an entire year from

annual to annual without a meeting of

the executive when important and legiti-

mate business was on hand to escape ob-

ligation and defeat motions benefiting

the entire membership that ha I been

regularly made and carried unanimously.

17. No railroading of business unknown
to half of its membership.

l». No gag law nor bossism.

19. A unite<l fancy for cheaper rates in

shipment, feed, baskets and all homing

pigeon supplies.

20. Fraternity, unity and integrity in

its true meaning and not a libel as in the

past.

21. No awarding of league honors un-

fairly to a section in competition for a

prize wherein all had to fly on a certain

date, but did not.

22. No supplying members with seam-

less bands for two and one-halfcents each

when they can be made for less.

23. No publishing of the purchasers of

seamless bands with their numbers for

the benefit of dishonest fanciers through-

out the states. . .

24. No advantages to the fancier with

the big purse and leisure over the me-

chanics who works by the day.

25. A grand annual exhibition of record

b-rds bearing League honors on a par

with our fancy pigeon exhibits.

26. A thorough cultivation of all fly-

ing fanciers into clubs, with independent

and strict vicinity management and in-

terests.

27. A truce to the maudlin sentiment

against Sunday flying until the working-

man fancier can enjoy a national Satur-

dav half holiday.

28. A more perfect ^laudling of the

birds in transit and while in liberator's

hands. 1

29. The establishment of an experi-
j

eiiced and careful corps of liberators
j

throughout the several flying courses. I

30. A better cultivation of the homing '

pigeon.by not overworking him the first
,

and second year of his existence. .

31. A general interchange of thought
weekly through the columns of the offi-

cial journal by the League members on ex-

periences in breeding, training and hand-

ling, and a general cultivation of the finer

instincts of the sport in all its bearings.

32. Some years ago a prominent Phila-

delphia Federation member remarked :

"We have had bone enouyh. Now we
are going to have some of the beef, and
they have had it. " The League proposes

to distribute "beef" where it belong—all

around, north, south, east and west.

KIoTXT To Ivdialse l^oin-o-y
WITH

A FEW HENS
Is the motto and teachings of the He.t PouUn/ Paper

V}]^'^X}''vnv\^TRy\t%u^^^^ it'
months t» cts. Cash or stamps. Sample free. Adaress 1- ARM-POULTK\. Box^llH. Host. .11. .m.ins.

NOTHING ON EARt^
WILL

SHeridaNS
CONDITION POWDER

The following circular has been seni

out bv those fanciers who are back of the

movement to establish a Philadelphia

flying club:

Dear Sir : In view of the fact that a

national league of homing clubs is shortly

to be organized for the benefit and fur-

therance of pigeon flying throughout the

United States, and for the proper protec-

tion and guarantee of the records, it has

been deemed expedient to call a general

meeting of such fanciers as recognize the

importance of establishing an a^s ciation

of this order. It is proposed that an or- :

ganization be formed to be known as the 1

"Philadelphia Flying Club." the mem-
j

hers of which will conduct their races in I

such a manner as to give satisfaction to
|

all. and at the same time will conform to

a few general rules laid down bv the 1

aforesaid national league. In explaining \

the reasons that have led up to this
\

movement, it might be said that the Fed-
j

eration races of 1891 were grossly mis-
j

managed, and consequently many valu-

able birds unnecessarily sacrificed, while

a glance at the ticket recently elected

at the Federation's annual meeting inakes

the outlook for 1892 no more promising.

The advantages accruing to the flying

fanciers of this, or any other pigeon fly-

ing centre, in organizing into one large

flying club, are many, and such an or-

ganization we would like to start as an

experiment, and we mean to do so. We
certainly have the material here, and if

we can onlv enlist the co-operation of a

number of the best men hereabouts, we

feel sure this vicinity will illustrate to

the fancy the truth and force of our

statements after one season's ttial. To

IF YOU CA!W>T GET IT NEAR HOUE, JiEXD TO IS.
1* to 4»woliit«>lv Piire HIirhiT Conrentratod. ^1 o<.t Eoonomlcnl. Ix-oausfl such smnll do<«-<i. Bt Hotly a Medicine.

V,,Jl i:\«^ Ymi can buv or rn^^^ as we < ati. I'l-.'v.iits mid Ciich all (lis. ii«-s ot l'..ultiy. W orlli

?o«tla^ffoldwhTh^^aA.M;mUin^. '-On.,^^ cau .«vc-.l .nc 840. send six ......-o «.<> l;;"-;;;:"' ")
Vikl**!

"

wiiiU!r''B«V8 a customer. Forsale 1)V druirtrists, jtrm-ers, |r. ral stoi-.- and f.e.l d.-al.iH. ^",/l''J,«;r n'"''
,.' \» ":

RAISIVQ Gi'iiJe^' Ipriw 23 cents. Coi.taint. a daily poultry a.count wor;h the price., and twownall P^'-I^W-h of
KAlSi.Mi "\.'^.„j,^»'''j' „n„ i... ,pO 1 i rxiund can for SI '.iO (n-itu iir pr <•.•) and tiuide free. Sample |)ack, *V

fll-^for .VSo s i^'can? expreJpi^^W l^M. Lull stamps or clu. In .pmu.ity cost« less than ooe-tentU

2^ntaday^rhL.u^strm?;.."lssent^f^^ Ts. JOH.NSON & CO.. « Custom Mouse Street. Bo»lou. Ma*

review brieflv the situation, our object is

to form one large club for this vicinity

exclusively, in many respects similar to

the large and successful clubs abroad,

with a large and convenient club room,

1 and semi-monthly meetings in a conveni-

ent location in the city.
. 1

Membership limited to fanciers resi-

dent, and whose lofts are within a radius

of ten miles of the Public Buildings,

Broad and Market Streets. Philadelphia.
|

Officers : President, vice-president, treas- :

nrer, secretary and three additional mem-
bers to be known as the Club Race Com-
mittee. Records protected by timers sup-

plied by the competitors exclusively. No :

salaried officers. All shipments from

headquarters, and in drawing up race

rules and by-laws embody all that is de-

sirable in those of the Federation and

our best clubs. One fine cup prize an-

nually for old birds from 500 miles. One
fine cup prize annuallv for young birds

I from 200 miles. All other flights to be

I

rewarded by diplomas, and pool prizes at

so much entry per bird, participation in

the pool prizes being optional.

1

Now if this circular strikes you favor-

ablv, and you are willing to enroll your

name as a charter member of the pro-

posed club, plea.se say so on the enclosed

postal or drop a line to that eff^ect to any-

one of the under-mentioned. If the re-

sponses received are sufficiently encour-

aging a large nietting room \Aill be at

once secured ami a meeting held at an

earlv date, when the tiuestion can be dis-

cussed in all its bearings and the organi-

zation formed in ample time for the old

bird flying season of 1S92. Charter

members to be enrolled without member-

ship fee, and clubs can enter as a body,

and their flving equipments taken at a

valuation equitable to all interested.

All nominations and election of officers

to be in open meeting, and measures

adopted whereby any personal differences

between fanciers may become healed and

their occurrence in the future rendered

not alone remote, but in no way possible

to enilanyer the successful working and

progress of the club. This may seem im-

possible to many and as promising too

much, but we think is none the less pos-

sible, providing all bind themselves in

the proper spirit and willing to ;ibide by

the decision of the majority of the club.

Fraternally,

I James A. Stovell, 10 South Broad StreetjG. L
GoUtbeck, 7^2 Sai'som Street Jacob Kberle,

42H West Thompson Street; J. D. Munro.
4IU Market Street; J. H. Drevenstedt, 3<

South Third Street ; J. L. Gill, 503 Woodland
Terrace; Ferd. Prin/, 1314 South Seventh

Street ; K. H.Whitem n. 4501 Chestnut Street

;

J C. Conley. 4n^ Chestnut Street; A. M.
\Vood.49io Baltiniore Avenue ; J. Beiswanger.

4100 Lancaster Avenue; W. S. Torkington.

4036 Locust Street; J. G. Hunt. 4f'24 I.ocwst

Street, all of I'hiladetphia. and many other

p oirtinent fanciers.

-THE

GEKMA/M

Belgian fiar?

^TksF H \RKS are natives of Germany. Belgium and some parts of France and Swit-

zerland Thev are nearly three times as large as our co.nmon rabtuts. qu.et an.

thr ve best in close quarters. When full grown they weigh from 9 to 12 po,;nds and

commatid a ready sale when game is m season. They are hardy, easily raised can

Wed oi^Krass hav or grain same as sheep. They are verv prolific, comnunce to breed

whet 6 or - months old bring forth their yoixng every 6 w;eeks ami 5 to 10 at a time_ heir

m-^at has a Hch gamy flavor** They are much more profitable to raise than «">• ki«'d of

tloultrv as thevcln be fed on whot generally goes to waste on a arm. We offer the true

Gerinai; or Belgian Hare bred from imported stock as follows: Bucks. $2 so each; Buck

^ndToc. not akin $5.00 ; every additional doc, $3 00. A small treatise on Breeding. Man

ageraent, etc., free on application. Address

WILSON, M<*f»innlc'svllh',
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POULTRY.

CHEAP "pilRY FOOD.
We accumulate large quantities of damaged

grain by the frequent burning of grain ware-

houses, and bv the salvage from wrecked car-

goes- and our disposition of the goods is largely

to poultry feeders. Very many poultrymen are

regular feeders of our stock and they affect a

large saving in expense while getting good re-

sults. To those who have not experienced this

advantage we will mail a pound sample FREE
on receipt of IQc to pay postage and packing.

After trying our goods and approving them,
as you surely will, send us the name of your
tleater and we will endeavor to arrange with him
to carry a stock and supply you conveniently If

he should not want to carry a stock we would
then sell you direct in lots of three tons and up-

wards. Write us.

PAINE BROTHERS,
46-58 MILWAUKEE, WIS.

A BRILLIANT SUCCESS

TME @MRl§TMa§ ftoRBER
OF THE-

HOUDANS
A limited number of Houdan
Cockerels and Pullets for sale.

Eggs iu season $3 for 13.

C. F. TRETBAR. 'M'^c2'!S\ ^"ilrM

tt

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only I1.25 per year.

Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N.Y.

pANCIERSWOUHflAli
Thousands of copies have been sold and the general verdict is that

it is the FINEST PAPER EVER PUBLISHED of its class. 44 pages

Beautifully Illustrated
Handsomely Printed

HOOFING.

STANDAP.D

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for

Pouliry Housea
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58 ;

A. F. SWAN. 38 Uey Street, N. Y.

CONTRIBUTORS-KENNEL

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange. Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

sale in season. Orders tor puppies booked to be

Vero Shaw,
lIuKh Dalzlel,
BrockenhurBt,

I. K. Felch,
JameH Forsyth,
E. B. Thompson,
Theodore Sternberg,
J. C. Bocklus,
F. H. Gi*ave9,

\\. Wade,
T. II. Garleck,

II. B. Tallmau,
J. Henry I^ee,

N

Freeman I.,loyd,
V. M. Haldeman.

POULTRY AND PIG
Georse T. Whltfleld,
M. K. Boyer,
AVllllam L. Lentz,
G. O. Brown,
H. S. Babcock,
Henry Erdmann,

J. H, Dreveustedt
ARTISTS

E. ^V. Hall,
F. L. Sewell,

ew York Photo-EnitravlnK

Highland,
Everett Mlllals,
Alexander Glas.>*, M. D.,

EONS
G. W. Pettit,
C S. Valentine,
F. T. VnderhlU,
F. B. Zlnimer,
O. K. Sharp,
A. W. Hall,

F. N. Graves,
Henry Erdmann,

Company.

WHAT SOME OF OUR READERS SAY

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY
MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS.

GOLDFINCHES.
AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

delivered iu rotation. if

FOR PIGEONS AND
all breeds of fowls.

Four sizes ; flelcible

rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices

of Indian dames, Minor-
oas. Javasand B.P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20

vears' experience counts
in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

J. Y. BICKNELL,
314 Vermont Street. Buffalo, N.Y.

MANN'S BONE GUTTER
FOR

POULTRY FOOD
Warranted to cut Kreen
biines, meat, gristle, and all

without cloK or difficulty, or

.Money Refunded.

It has been proved

GREEN CUT BONE
is the most economical eee
prodiiciiiii food ill tlie world.

liwlll double the num-
ber of eggs, and make
them 25 per cent, more ter-

tile. Send stamp for cata-

logue. Name this paper.

F. W. MANN,

Worth a Year's Subscription.

From the Canadian Poultry Journal.

We have received a copy of the Christmas

number ofThe Fanciers' Journal and it is a

dandy. It is finely illustrated with cuts of dogs,

poultry and pigeons. The number is a complete

book in itself, and reflects the greatest credit on

those in charge of its various departments. The
Fanciers' Journal is one of the brightest and

bestiournats published in the interest of dogs,

Doultry and pigeons.'and.its Christmas number
IS worth fully its yearly subscription price No
one should miss getting a copy of this number.

A "\'aluable Issue.

From the Journalist, New York.

The Christmas number of The Fanciers'

louRNAt. of Philadelphia, is an unusually at-

ti active and valuable issue of that successful

weekly, which has become indispensable to all

lovers of dogs, poultry, pigeons and similar ob-

lects of the "fanciers' " adoration. It is well

filled with handsome engravings, interesting: and

instructive special articles and matters of inter-

est to all breeders of fancy dogs and fowls.

Replete with Good Articles.

From Forest and Stream.

Our progressive contemporary. The Fan-

ciFRs' JOURNAL, has issued a Christmas number

that is replete with good articles on dog and

noultrv subjects by well-known writers, which

will aflbrd a pleasant hour's reading to any one.

A Splendid Issue.

Kindlv allow me to offer my heartiest congrat-

ulations to all interested in the getting up of

your X-mas number of The Fanciers' Tournal

received this morning. It merits the unqua..?''d

approbation and thanks of everyone whose good

Pat June 13,a6. Aug. aO,'t». rriilford, inasa.

fortune it will be to read its contents, for such an

array of dog, poultry and pigeon lore one seldom

gets a chance to obtain, at any rate not in the

form of a journal.
. .

I know nothing about dogs, but I know enough

to pass judgment that the dog literature of this

number is of the prize-winning sort, and will un-

doubtedly tickle every dog lover in his tenderest

The poultry matter, well, I would do injustice

to pass an opinion on any, for all is of first pre-

mium order. Naturally, loving as I do most the

Brahma and Wyandotte, the articles on these

breeds call for my first attention, and they are

worth a dozen over alone the price of this issue.

I obtained ideas on these breeds I never before

possessed, and I am become all the more at-

tached to the two grandest and most beautiful

breedsof our standard collection.

And, of course, the pigeon fancier will haye

every reason to welcome this great X-mas num-
ber All in all, this splendid issue is bound to

attach The Fanciers' Journal to every reader,

and stamp it firmly as the foremost journal in

this country for the dog, poultry and pigeon fan-

cier. Unqualified success be to its future efforts.

W. F. ROTH, M. D.

Florin, Pa., Decembers.

A "Wonderful Production.

From the Kennel, Farm & Poultry Yard, Dublin.

The Christmas number of our esteemed trans-

atlautic contemporary, The Fanciers' Journal
is to hand. It is, as we have been led to expect

by the announcements of the publishers regard-

ing it for s )me time past, a wonderful product on,

Both on doggy and poultry matters it contains

an extensive and va led selection of articl s, all

written by special sts on the several subjects

dealt with. The number is profusely illustrated

the title page being very appropriately occupied

by an admirably executed sketch of "the largest

dog in the world," the St. Heruard Lord Bute.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOU HATCHING.
Send for Catalogue.

H. V^. VAHLE,
319 Market Street and 46 N. gth Stieet,

PHILADELPHIA.

PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

_ . .^.^ THE FINEST
—AND—
LARGEST

EXCLUSIVE LOFT

For sale on all leading news stand of the large ^'^i^^^of the United

States. Price lo cents each, or sent prepaid on receipt of the above

sum by addressing

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COxHPANY,

Box 916, Rhiladelphia, Pa.

white fantaii.
pigf:ons

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,

which gives descrip-

tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-

tals. 94'46

SOLD OUT
SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,

to make room for my

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

Stock and Kggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM ELDRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for the South. South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. '9-7°

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blua Line Homers.

THE SHldbAR TYPEIKRITER
ZVS. ABCDEFGHI

SPRAH'S
PATENT

DOG MEDICIKES.

'X5 'i

yi

M. ••rffwt M<l |.r»«ilr»l Type WiUiiin} ni«chlne lor only OJU

DOLLAR. Exactly like cut: regular Benilneton tJ,1>«; a"*"
,

thOf...inequBllty of work, takes » fools cap bW. 4-'''\'Plf»«

Vith |. iprr Lol.lpr, ««iom»il« f.rd, perfect «.»IH> •>•»•< * "^'"t

l»f;i.-tl..n puarnntcd; Cln ulars free; 1(.K>TS >» A> r».l». Sent

by e»l^rr-H» fnr •l.oOj by mall. IS». «""»
'"J

pustaire.

BA-R-REt) PLgMOUTH -ROCKS

voRK .„d
»'""'*'^°s,LVER.LACED WYANDOTTES

TRUE SHAPE AND BRILLIANT BLACK LACING.

At the Great National Show. CHARLESTON S^C J--^y-^'& J^^J^SiaSS J^SSafbeS
and Gold Special on cock; ist and 3d. cockerel 1st l^st

^^^fj^^^^l''^^^ pi„„t Display. WYAN-

Special Largest an Finest ^'SRlay. ..__._j ^:— 1„.. aa.

Prime snow and
dress

breedin^g birds at fair prices. Send for new profusely illustrated circular

E B. THOMPSON, -Ajnenla, Duchess County, N. Y.

Ad-

BREEDING

YOUNGSTERS

FROM

THREE OF THE

BEST LOFTS

ON THE

CONTINENT.

Having purchased from H. Wagner niueieen

pairs of his chanipim record birds, and having

eleven uairs of record birds of my own breeding,

I have a showing of THIRTY PAIRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THREE LOPTS WITH PROVEN REC
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 MILES. Send for cir-

cular and price list. 98-150

POULTRY.

A^VTYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb., 1891.

Prices low for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too Good 1

"

BLYTHECOTE FARM.Address

a8-54 Brainard Station, N.Y.

T
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SHOWS.

POULTRY AND PIGEON

SHOW,

SHOWS. SHOWS. POULTRY.

1892. FEB. 3 TO 9 1892.
For Premium Li.st and other informatiom

write to

T. FARRER RACKHAM,
44-tf Sec. and Sup't, Fiast Orange, N. J.

MASeOUTAH KE/NMELCLaB.
Fourth Aniaual Dog Show,

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY,

FEBRUARY 9, 10, 11, 12, 1892,

BatteryBand 2d Regiment Armory.
CHICAGO, ILLIKOIS.

KNTUIES CLOSE JAI^^UARY 23, 181)12.

For Premium Lists, etc., address „^^.,_.,, *,,^..t«.tt^t /^t ittsMASCOUTAH KENNEL CLUB,

717 Chamber of Commerce BuiMing, Chicago, 111.
47-49

INCUBATORS.

PINELAND
INCOBflTORS AND BROODERS

ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

—AND wf:re awarded

2..FIR5T PREMlUMS-2
AT THE

Great New York Slow of 1891

Hundreds of the most successful poultrymen
use them exclusively. Send five cents for mam-
moth catalogue. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

4(-WE8TMlN8TER KENNEL CLUB-i^
NEW VORK.

SIXTEENTH ANNUAL BENCH SHOW

Madison Square Garden,
FEBROflRY 23, 24. 25 and 26. 1892.

ENTRIES CLOSE FEBRUARY 8.
For Premium Lists, Entry Forms, etc. , apply to

JAMES MORTIMER, Superintendent,

j.g.j5i Room 17, 44 Broadway, New York.

PROLIFIC
M u> y^.l

^s^iuu

WILL MAKE
POULTRY FOOD

:e

LAYI
IN WINTER.

1 iTerywIwre. l. B. LORD. Prop.. Bnrlligton. U;

POULTRY FARMS. rOUL.TRY FARMS.

M2«Si Jamesburg, New Jersey.

HATCH CHIOKEiJlS BY STEAM.

ExciS INCUBATOR
Kowent-prirod FlraUoIaas Hatcher inade.
.•ilmplc, Perfect, flB^^H'^^l^^'K"'*^'"'.

JPATtNltC

Hale
aaafaftarvrj

V^aMPROVtO tXCt.SlC^.».CU.»TO».

,VO.»>C'0'^^-"^'^.^y"^^^^'^'

TbouBands in «nc«
Lceiwful operatiuu.

,

iGoarantAed' to hatch
I a larger perc«nta««
lot fertil* eggs <•' ''«*

I
md than any other incnbator.

I
S«nd 60. for lUuB. Uatalofna.

Sandacpe parm
INDIAN GAMES. BUFF COCHINS,

Buff Pekin Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams. Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize

winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

p. y^/_ GAY LOR, Manager. Quogue. Long Island. N. Y.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.
Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BRKKPKR OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show of Anit-rica

New York, February, 1S91. my birds were award-

ed the following: Second and fifth on Barre<l

Plymouth Rock Cock : first and special, on

Ba'rred Plymouth Rock Hens ; first, second and

fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; fir.st. sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best di.s-

play of Barre<l Plymouth Rocks. At same show,

February, 1S90, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILTS GRAND
SPECIALPRIZE,$100 IN GOLD,

lor best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and

four best Pullets; first and special on Barred

Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on

Ba'rred Plymouth Rock hen.

For awards on other varieties send for my
large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, $4

per 13, $7 per 26, $q per 39. Stock for sale. 39-9«

10-61

E£

^6EO.H.STAHL,0uincy.lll.

Improved "Champion" Incubator
" r ^ PprfoHlv Automatic.Perfectly Automatic.

Always Reliable. CTuar-

antet-d the Simplest and
Best ;ind to hiitch the

Largest percentage pos.

sibk-. Send 2 ct. stamp
for h.indsomc catalog.

FAMOUS MFG. CO..
Chicago.

WOODSIDE POUliTlRV VAl^DS
LA FLECHE, the grandest of French breeds; INDIAN GAMES, the

Great Table Fowl ; WHITE LEGHORNS, the Queen of Layers
;
BUFF

PEKIN and ROSECOMB BLACK BANTAMS.

EGGS AND CHICKS FOR SALE.
Address all correspondence to

W. J. ANDRUS, Proprietor,
,3g.tf HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N. J.

Bdward S. Schmid,
Successor to I.ouis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH. AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF AM. KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

\-»). 317 Twcllh Street. >". W. W.-ishington. D. C.

PRINTING OUTFIT 15^
COMFU.'. t. 4 k phftbau ruljl r type. 15 J"-'"''" '"'"» '»-

\t\\h\r Ink. Ink l'»<l »n.i fwr^.crt I'ut u|i 11. n. >i l«i with

iUn«i«nf for uar. «• jff»ctioB ruanolMd W onl. *»• Vrt
Jub*o Mukrr. Tud l^Dt^r. etc N-u B»in- la 1 ninutf,

Irrintt.'oictKliMi hour.Vol pMtfiBid l.V.Sfor i&r.rn.ft**.

B.H.INtiKKNOLL* IIUO OirorlUndlSI.^.Y.t lt>

MONITOR INCURATOR.
How to obtain one free. Twen-

tv-three first premiums in one

v'ear. Large book for stamp. .\.

F WII.UAMS, BriMol. Conn.

TorHAM Poultry V^R^^s
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Buff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes, S. C. W. Leg-

horns, B. Minorcas, S. S. Hamburgs and Buff Pekin Bantams.

Stogi^ pop? Sale at ^ll ©imes.

Address all orders atid correspondet.ce to ^^^ y^. ^eED. MANAGER.
Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

34-85

for profit
should h.Tvc l»iire <; round
liKKF sCK.M*. which is

Meat and lloiif, cdlecttd troni slaughter

houses. DRIKD I'KKKKCTI-Y SWKIT pikI ground.

Poultry like it nnd dtvour it grecciily. You want
samples and prices—we stMid them FRIvK. Ad-

dress BROOKLYN AZOTINK & FOOD CO., 13.^

Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM

Incubator
Guaranteed 8elf-ReRulatlng. A

BeJlBble Hatcher, hei (1 for trw
Circular. 8HEEB & CHASE,
Hole Maniifacturtri, Qcinoy, 111-

poui/niY.

FOR POULTRY.
BoueMeal, - - Per 1(H» lb Bag. »:J.OO

Granulated Bone,
Ground Beet
Scraps, - - -

Calclte, - - - -

Crushed Flint. -

Crushed Oyster

Send for o'ur New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

P""
C. H. DEMPWOI.F A CO.,

York Chemical Works. York. Pa.

1(M)

KM)
900
300

900

. <

.'J.(H)

8.00
9.00

!.00

S C and R C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C. White

Leehorns Great record at Madison Square Garden. New York, 12 firsts 7

Grand Gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties. "Like has begotten

like
" "I ike will beget like. Send for illustrated circular giving full prize rec-

ord of America's leading strains of above varieties. Can furnish eggs from C.

H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

J. FORSYTH, owEGo. tioga county,

Mmc. H.\ILKVS HAIK (.KOWEK

will prwlucc a Thick. S<)tT and Bcntitlfiil

head of l.onu, Flowlnijr Hair in 4 to S weeks.

A purelv vegetable coinpouiid. Kndorsed by
leadinKphvsicians. Thousands of Ustinnniials.

Two or three packages will do it. Price 50 cents

per package, o three fot $1. Sent by mail, pre-

paid. E.xc«'lslor Supply Co., (sole agents)

C«M>pcf!*town. V. Y. 47 5<»

N. Y.
101-151

PIGEONS Aa \^i PIGEON

fl I^AI^E (9HANGE TO BUY SOME OF THE BEST

. .....LiKTc If a XT ATT S and OWI S in white and blue African : white. V>lue and silver Knglish

J-^VV"^/cn^.rrhinesrin America About forty pairs of owls to sell, and I warrant no better
and blue a"^ «lv"

^^"XoomXrefore take advantage of this offer. Write f )r prices and just

;;ha^-o:w;'r'satl'/^c^ioroTnS.u; refunded. G^O. EWALD. Box 50.. Cincinnati, O.

LOOK I

OPIUM
Morpliln** Habit Cured In H*
t.» iO .lays. N«. pay till <"red.
DR.J.8TEPHEN8, Lebanon.Ohio.

EXCELSIOR— FERRETS ¥S. RATS!

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RHO INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH 1NI)I.\NS.

FIGHTING INDIANS.
MALAYS, Sl'MATRAS.

PHOENIX.
.^lANDARD GAMKS.

B. B. RKDS. RED IMI.J*

SILVER DUCKWlNf.
HROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.

OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall. 32 44

POULTRY FARM.
. Breeders and Shipper* of INDIAN
CiAMES, HUFF rE«JHpRN!i^ and

(U> other vBrietieB of land and water ITowli

andFjjKS. Send utamp for Catalo(nie. Ad-
drew F. S. JSTAHL, Igr., qulnry. III.

FIRST-CLASS FERRETS always for sale by
Adolph Isaacsen & Son. Trade mark, "SURE
POP " 02 Fulton Street. New York City. Our
celebrated handbook. "ALL ABOUT FERRETS
\ND RATS"—second edition—revised and illu.s

trated Mailed to any address on receipt of 25

cents. 3349

SILVER-L.\CE1) WV.WnoTTES.
V,fHLf*^ !!<l.50 per lii.

W. H. CHILD, Glrnside, Pa. 4S-fl
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THE KENNEL.

OiKKENNElSH

THE KENNEL.

FOR salp:.

A beautiful litter of pups, sired by the noted
Challenge Kildare (18,140), out of Kose Sarsfield

(18.984). No better blood ill the world. Color dark
red. Prices—dogs, $25 ; bitches, f 20. Price list

No. 1 now readv. 40-91

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

Fairhill Kennels,
2848 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

BREEDERS OF STRICTLY PURE

ST. BERNARDS.
Puppies for sale by KING REGENT and BEN

ORMONDE, out of prize winning bitches. 12-63

AT^EX. W. CUMMINGS,
DERBY, IND.

Breeds games for the pit, such as Shinholzer

and Brown Shawlnecks, red quills, invincibles,

blues, muffs, Japs and the celebrated Derby
greys. Send name on postal for 1892 circular.

The largest one out. I also have Galloway cattle

and Poland China hogs. Good note preferred to

cash. Mention this paper. 48-60

Pugs of the Best Breeding
A» reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNELS,
Box 82, Louisville, Ky. 48 73

^JOULTRY^

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry 01

Kennel Paper you should send for my list of

P'ipers. I can (urnish you any paper published
cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscribe foi two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. A Iways enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five
papers and request them to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRESS

84tf

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

43-68

BEVERWYCK KENNELS.
p. O. Box 676. ALBANY, N. Y.

THE CREAM OF

IRISH SETTER BREEDING.
On September t, Champion Kubv Glenmore

whelped to Ch.Tinpitm Mack N. There are of

this litter three dogs and five bitches that for

beauty, combination of bench show form and
field qualities cannot be excelled. Those wishing
the best may secure them now, and by getting

choice mav in the future own the champion of

champions. Our present quarters being limited

compels us to dispose of them at once. Price $95.

E. B. BISHOP ^^Glenmore Kennels),

Coffeyville, Kansas.

AGENTS WANTED.
Reliable agents wanted in all parts of the coun-

try. For particulars address

Fanciers' Publishing Co..

BOX 916, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

GEO. 5. THOMAS
MANAGER OK

Anglo-Americau Terrier Kennels.

Can handle a few more dogs on the spring cir-

cuit. Address Salem, Mass. 4950

THE FANCIERS* GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats. Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles by the Leading Authorities Letters
and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terras of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free. United SUtes and Canada,
$2.10.

•A.ddress Post-Office Orders and communications
to the Fanciers' Gaxetle, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate^ Circus, London, B.C.
England.

DOGS.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display insertf.d under

this heading for 20 cents per line forfirst insertion,

JS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

Appllances.-

tncubatorssold, bought.exchanged
i

1-52

or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor, Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.

Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-
ham. 26 Harrison St.. Ea.st Orange. N. J.

Bantams.

ENTWISLES BANTAMS.—I am Mr. W. F.

Entwisle's only authorized agent for the
United States and Canada, and williraport
birds at as low a figure as possible, quality

of stock considered. F. W. Gaylor, Quogue.
Long Island. N. Y. 3762

Games.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

<:ollles.

WRITE

47-50

In Conjunction with
my business of
Dog I-'uriiishiiig

and Kennel Sup-
plirs I have also
added a tlog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sale of dogs of ev-

V erv description.
There will be a

registry kept at
my es'tablish-
mcnt, where up-
on the payment
of a fee tne name
and address of
parties wishing

to purchase or .st 11 dogs will be entered. The
fee lor one dog will be ft. 00, and for each addi-

tional dog fifty cents. This will be devoted to

advertising and (urthering the sales, and a com-
mission of 10 per cent will be charged on all

sales. I may confidently .state that my experi-

ence wiih dogs as a breeder, exhibitor, etc., with

my excellent location for the business and my
wide acquaintance will make this one of the very

best mediums to be found for the purchase and
sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street. New York. ft

A

For new list No. 28. Some special bargains iu

St. Bernards.
R. J. SAWYER,

.,.^o Menominee, Mich.

-HOUSE

. .=T5rT=?=5=^F»EX DOGS.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

UST PUBLISHED PRICE, POSTPAID, 5OC.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

COLLIE PUPPIES, BY GILDEROY (7360) CH.
Charlemange—Hasty, out of Buttercup II

(13.727). Clipper — Nellie McGregor. |io

each if t)»ken soon. Asphodel Kennels,
Amherst, Mass. 4^-49

HIGH-CLASS PILE GAMES. — AS I AM
going out of the piles the following birds

are for sale; all are stric ly first-cla.ss; the
scores are by S. Butterfield; One pile cock
(yellow legs) scores 93^, one year old. Two
pile hens (willow legs), yearlinps, scoring

93 J4 and 94J4. One pile cockerel (yellow

legs), scores 95. One pile pullet (yellow

legs), scores 94 j^. The entire collection at

$25 is a decidt-d bargain to anyone desiring

such birds. All are winners. Address E-

tf F. Doty, 47 Wellington Place. Toronto, Can.

Silver "VVyandottes.

SILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
Games. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls. N. Y. 41-U

"White ]>«rhorn9.

QINGLE COMB WHITE LEGHORNS $3
'3 pair. F. H. West. Evans, N. Y.

PER
It

Wyandottes.

FOR SALE. — SILVER LACED WYAN-
DOTTES exclusively. Cockerels, pairs,

trios or breeding pens. Circulars free.

Scott Maxwell, Vancluse, S. C. 45 50

Various

Canker Care.

TALLMAN'SCANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fiftv cents. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

Foxhounds.

FOR SALE —FAST-RUNNING FOXHOUNDS
and pups. Addrsss Rex Kennels, Millers-

burg, o. 39-50

Fox Terriers.

FOR SALE.—SEVERAL WKLL-BRED BROOD
bitches from well known stock. William
Tallman, .'09 West Thirty-fourth Street,

New York City. 44-tf

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE. GA.

Breeder of IRISH SETTERS. BEAGLES and
SCOTCH THRKIKRft. Also thirty varieties of

Fancv Poultrv and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the

past four veafs. A grand lot of stock for sale.

Price list "free. My strain of Shawlneck Pied

Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

POULTRY.

Over 100 Awards

Received in 1891.

Cnv. mhitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, Englanci

(Hon. Secretarv Indian Game Club), can supply

Indian Game.' Dorkmgs. Wyandottes. Creves,

La Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD BREEDERS. $i.S per trio ; EXTRA
GOOD. $25; EXHIBITION, %io to $50 each at

Liverpool. Freight paid to New York for fio

extra on •; to 9 birds. Eggs in season, $4 per

dozen. OVER 8co BIRDS EXPORTED LAST
YEAR.

Great Danes.

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas.barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock

and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Addre.ss

Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted mudei

this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertro",

15 cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Fantalls.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE. BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars

A. M. Jaggard, 629 North Front Street,

Philadelphia. Pa. 43 94

Japanes(« Spaniels.

R SALE.-JAPANESE SPANIELS FROM
prize stock. Address S. Tuck, Allen House,
Allentown, Pa. 44-tf

Pedlflrree Blanks.

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this country.

j,
HILLSIDE KENNELS,

' 40-91 LANCASTER, MASS.

Capons and Caponizing.

A NEW AND POPULAR EDITION OF THI

BOOK AT THE POPULAR PRICE OF 2

UNTS PER COPY POSTPAID.

PEDIGREE BLANKS FOR FOUR GENER-
ATIONS at 10 cents per dozen, or 85 cents

per 100. Extended four-paife blanks, .s

cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed
postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

33 S. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

HOWARD BUTCHER. 146 N. FRONT ST.,

Philadelphia- all colors, prize winning
stock. $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and TurbiU. a8-53

Homers.

FOR SALE, CHEAP. - TWENTY-FIVE
pairs of homers with and without records.

Write for prices to Alvin N. Pugsley, looS

Main St.. Peekskill. N. Y. it

Jacobins.

BAILV. ARDMORE. PA

rr^ W. TUGGLE. Columbus, Ga.

r. PORTED stock.

W. TUGGLE.
I and breeder of Jacobins.

FINEST IM-
44-58

Importer
7-58

SatlnettoH.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, loio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Scotch Collies.

FOR SALE-COLLIE PUPPIES BY CHAM-
PION The Squire out of a granddaughter of
Metchley Wonder. Also a 17-inonths-old

dog by Prince Charlie (6016) out of Clare s

Lassie (11,977). Address Maplehurst Ken-
nels, Ambler, Pa. 49-5'

St. Bernards.

AB<3UT TWENTY
and brood bitches

ST. BERNARD PUPS
Write for new list No.

24. R. J. Sawyer. Menominee, Mich. 46-51

B. K. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is readv to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hib.t at the fnll shows.

tl

ELM STATION.

Montgomery Co., Pa.

DePuy's Popular Poultry Book No. 2, is entitled

Capons and Caponizing. This book has had a

verv extens ve sale at fiftv cents per copy, but

the'author, Mr. George Q. Dow. has kindly con-

sented to have it published in a twenty-five cent

edi ion. so as to put it within the reach of all. and
no person can afford to be without this book now
as tne price is so low. The book contains all

t»-at the fifty cent ec''tion does besides adding
some new features not contained in that edition

that are really very valuable to poultrymen.

Finely illustrated and printed in large, clear

tvpe tha' can be ea.sily read without straining

the weakest eyes. All persons should read this

book who love poultrv. as it gives thorough and
CO plete inf-irmation on all the different details

of the.se subjects bv a veteran caponizer who
thoroughly underst'ands what he is writing

about. This book covers the entire field from

A to Z. Price 25 cents per copy . /.ddress all

orders to

- Fanciers' Publishing Company,

Box 916, Philadelphia.

Various.

Varlons.

BAILY, ARDMORE. PA.. WILL SELL
all his turbit.s. owls, nn'orecaps and surplus

black and yellow Jacobin hens. 47-50

MISCELLANEOUS.
Artists.

A NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box
916, Philadelphia. Pa.

.URCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buv on commission or sell field dogs,

guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

"T^RINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads. Price Lists, Sched
ules, Labels. Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., Box 916. Philade phia, Pa.

V

SPECIAL engfravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St.. Philadelphia.
^

Advertlslnff.

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per line for first inserttott,

15 cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Artists and Engravers.

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards

letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, Ugs, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co., Box 916, Philade. phta. Pa.

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well

to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"

368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a

careful compilation from the Ametican
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers

and class journals; gives the circulation

rating of every one. and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters

pertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau. 10

Spruce Street. N. Y. 3i-8'

Drinking Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain

easily cleaned. Price. 75 cents each, $8 per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8vtl Brooder Company. Jamesburg. New Jersev.

For Sale.

WHITE WYANDOTTES, BUFF COCHINS
and homing pigeons. C. W. Jo nson,

Cranford, N. J. 4952
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IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut HilL Phila., Pa..

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Champion THe Sqiaire,

20881. FEE $50.
Ch. Roslyn ^STilUea,

20883 FEE $35.
CHam. Roalyn Dandy,

17577. FEE $35.
Roalyn Conv^ay,

20882 FEE $20.
Sir Kelpie,

14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs

Champion Treasure,
10596. FEE $15

Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15

Irish Setters

King Elcho (21,377).

Lord Elcho (21,378).

(Ch. Elcho. Jr.—Bessie Glencho.)

FEE OF EACH $20

P STUD

^n^ "^(eileit

THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

The Beagle Trials
OF 1891.

FEE $15

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
Glenside, Pa.

IN THE STUD.

K T STUD,

STREATHAM

MONARCH
The Best Bull Terrier Living.

ADDRESS

JOHN MOORHEflD. Jr.,

PITTSBURG, PA.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.

140-tf

THE KENNEL.

sCOXCH....1 OIvLIES

FORDHOOK KENNELS

Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-

plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds

for sale at reasonable prices, including several

good stud dogs and brood bitches iu whelp.
Young stock always on hand. i3-^4

Fox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher |a5

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner '5

Brockenhurst Tyke 15

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

yiLLSItlE HeNNELS,

Nlenthon Kennels'

St. Bernards,
PHCENIXVILLE, PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rr.ugh-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.8.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equaL

FEE, IHOO.

The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.8.B.18.337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, 935.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

71 T STUD. FEE *50.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER,

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Ran.Zig-Zag. Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C, December, 1890. and
on the bench has won ist. Birmingham. Eng-
land : 1st, New York, Troy. Albany and Lynn.
'89; ist, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
i Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

134-185 Babylon, L. I.

JIT STUD,

COUNT NOBLE. GLADSTONE.
ENOLISH SETTER

COUNT LEO,
Mack D.—Lady Alta, Lady Alta by Count

Roderigo-Bessie Bellon. Evenly marked white,

black and tan, whelped November 14, 1889.

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. G. ELLIOTT,

40-91 483 Potters Ave., Providence, R. I.

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusivelv to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch

Collies." Orders booked now for puppies as fol-

lows : LADY SCOT ex RUTLEDCE. SABLE
BEAUTY ex BARI>. LAUY HAIG ex QUALITY,
FORDHOOK I ASHION ex BAKU, PANSY ex
FOKDHOOK QUIRE. DINAH ex Champion
THE SQUIRE, SMILAX ex Champion CHRIS-
TOPHER. Address

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,

32-83 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - S50

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE

AT STUD-WOODALE KENNELS,"
FOX TERRIERS Fee.

DOBBIN $20
By Ch. Venio—Brockenhurst Worry by

Raffle.

STARDEN'S JACK • $15
By ch. Result-Forest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS; • • • - • $10•*^
By Raffle-Warren Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of pr«e ;*>";

ning bitches always for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels. Troy, N. Y. 4773

FEE $50
To Collie Club Member. 35 per cent off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL S20

IN THE STUD.

Puppies and Brood Bitches for sale. Dogs of

any breed taken to board, conditioned for shows,

kept at stnd and .sold on commission.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
29-80 CHESTNUT HILL, Phila., Pa.

IN THE STUD.

I

5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN. OHIO.

FOX XERRIERS
Best Strains. .

Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.

VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and

already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee J'S-oo

CH. BACCHANAL F« l'5 00

CH. VOLUNTEER Fee $1500

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PKOl'RIETOR.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD.
5.^ Bay Ridge, L. I.

H T STUD.

ENGLISH
SETTER

Sir Freierlcl

21741

winner of forty-

four first prizes 11:

England.

FEE $50

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

IN THE STUD-IRISH SETTER

=liimeriGk=
FOR PARTICULARS ADDRESS

WM. H. CHILD, P. O. liox 01, Philadelphia, l»»i.

IN THE STUD.

ST. BERNARDS

IN THE STUD,

CH. BEAUMONT.
(E. 16,166 and A.K.C.S.B. 8093), the champion

Gordon setter of Great Britain and America, the

mosttvpical Gordon; well broken and good in

the field. Fee $35, to approved bitches only.

WM. TALLMAN,

140-tf 109 W. 34th Street, New York City.

AT STUD.
Ch. Sir Bedivere, Fee, f 150

.Tim Blaine, - - ** 50
Ch. minllmnion, Jr. * 40

I^orcl Dante, - " iJ5

Lothario, - - - " 20

PUPPIES BY ABOVE USUALLY ON HAND.

WYOMING KENNELS,
,^5.200 MELROSE. MASS.

THE KENNEL.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 77ii • • •

REGENT BRISK. i6,6i8 .

REGENT TIPPLER

Fee $25
,

" 10

. " 10

Puppies for sale from prize ^""""^ ^l^Sj'^S;

For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. t>5

» T STUD-THE ENGLISH SETTER

ANTONIO
THE GREAT FIELD TRIAL CHAMPION.

FEE $60
Address D. E. ROSE,

46.tf Laurenceburg, Tenn.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, a kc.sb. 4742.

Sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee $io.

VENDETTA, a.k.c.s.b. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest—Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee $io.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,
^7.98 Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SF»RAKK,

Winner ol ist and Special at New York, ist

at Baltimore and ist and Special atChicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAN,
jaitl AUBURN PARK, ILL-

POINTERS-BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN, 6258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-

dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire iu

America." Pedigree and winnings free ; photos,

50 ct.s. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
1 Exchange Block. Bangor, Me.100-151

$2000.00

IN SPECIAL PREMIUMS.
9*200 to the first of the (Champion Oaths'

Mark or Dan Gladstone jf^/. whelped in 1892 (or

after), who will win the United States Derby.

S20O on the same conditions as above at

Eastern Derby.

9300 on the same conditions as above at Cen-

tral Derby.

81200 on the same conditions as above at

Southern Derby.

!«l,>0 to \.he first of the (Champion Oath's Mark
or"Dan Gladtone);r.r/, whelped in 1S92 (or after),

who will win first place in open class at the

Westminster Bench Show, New York.

!>i50 on the same conditions as above at the

Mascoutah Bench show. Chicago, 111.

miiiii on the same conditions as above, at the

New England Bench show, Boston, Mass.

935 on the same conditions as above, at the

Duquesne Bench show, Pittsburg, Pa.

^'ia on same conditions as above, at the Wash-
ington City Btnch show, Washington. D. C.

$>2n on same conditions as above, at the Mary-
land Bench show, Baltimore, Md.

SI 00 to the breeder of the winner of f;aCH of

the above ten special offers.

"VOTE 1—The owners of Champion Oath's

Mark and Dan Gladstone, reserve the right to

withdraw these premiums only in the event o(

the death of either of the above dogs or their

disqualification for stud purposes.

NOTE '.i.—The Blue Ridge Kennel has now
opened its twoks for the fall season of 1S91 and
spring of 1S92, for Gaths Mark and Dan Glad-

stone, limited to 50 services each.

GATH'S MARK - - - FEE $75

DAN GLADSTONE - - " 50

I
The Blue Ridge Kennel

THE KENNEL.

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

INSTANT RELIEF. CURE IN 15

days. Never returns. No purge. No
salve No suppository. Remedy

mailed free. Address J. H. REEVES, Box 3290.

New York City. N. Y. 35-»5

PILES

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl. B. Tallman,
140 If OAK LAWN, R. I

^1
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG • DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary iSurjjreou,

tf I«93 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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V. M. HALDEMAN -
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- KENNEL EDITOR

several other lines will carry all dogs free

when so accompanied.
«

« »

J. H. DREVENSFEDT- POULThY EDITOR

FANCIERS' POBLISfllNG CO..

WM. H. CHILD, Business Manager.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES IN ADVANCE):

$2.00 PER ANNUM.
CLUBS OF FIVE OR MORE, $1.50 EACH PER YEAR.

Foreign Subscriptions, 10s.

Subscriptions and Advertise-

ments received at the New York
office, Room 53, Times Building.

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all communications to

The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia. Pa.

P. O. Box, 916.

Mr. Mortimer also informs us that for

the accommodation of up-town exhibitors

premium lists and entry blanks for the

Westminster Kennel Club's coming show

can be obtained by calling on Dr. H.

Clay Glover, 1293 Broadway, or W. Tall-

man, 109 West Thirty-fourth Street.

*
• »

The club has opened a class to be

known as I23>^ for bull terrier puppies,

dogs and bitches. In various breeds

where there is no division as to sex or

where there is no puppy class provided

the club will be willing to make addi-

tional classes, provided the number of

entries will warrant its so doing.

J. F. Kirk, prize valued |ioo, for best

field spaniel ; Charles H. Mason, prize

valued |io, for best cocker spaniel bitch
;

Charles H. Mason, prize valued $3-5o.

for best spaniel puppy ; F. H. F. Mercer,

prize valued |io, for best pair Clumbers,

and prizes valued at |i each are placed

as follows for best liver cocker spaniel,

for best black spaniel puppy, for best

other color spaniel puppy, for best Irish

water spaniel ; R. P. Keasbey, silver flask

for best red cocker dog ; American Cock-

er Kennels, prize valued $16, for best

cocker bitch with two of her progeny ;

F. W. Kitchel, prize valued $10, for best

clumber puppy; E. M. Oldham, collar

for best field spaniel bitch ; A. C. Wil-

merding, prize valued $15 for best Ameri-

can-bred spaniel over 28 pounds.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

« «

Menthon Kennel write that the West-

minster Kennel Club has not accepted

their offer of a stud service of Lord Bute

to be best American-bred bitch in the

show and service of Lord Thorndale to

second best. As the Meuthon Kennels

*
« «

The dog handlers will be out in full

force at Chicago. B. F. Lewis will have

a string, and wants more to care for, as

does also George S. Thomas, whose ad-

vertisement see on another page, and

John H, Naylor. They are all after the

Thk Fanciers' Journal will be supplied bv

uewsdealers throughout the United bUtes aud

^^"^^"- NEW YORK CITY.

BRENTANO'S Union Square

WM. TAI.LMAN 109 W. 34th St.

J. C. LONG. JR 21 Park Row

W.J.STANTON.. . .
56DeySt.

P. O. NEWS CO . . . 103 Adams St.. Chicago, 111

K. s! SCHMID . . 3»7 "th St., Washington, D. C.

PHILADELPHIA. JAN. 30, 1892.

men, for they will be well cared for.

«
« *

has received numerous letters upon the handler's $25 prize. Lucky are the dogs

subject, they desire us to say that their entrusted to the care of any of these

offer still stands and will stand.

*
* *

We were pleased to receive a letter

from Mr. Knowles Croskey, the genial

proprietor of the Menthon Kennels, as

he has had a very sick time of it for the

last four weeks. He is now slowly re-

covering, and we hope will soon be en-

joying his usual good health.

66
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Miss Marion E. Bannister, secretary of

the American Pet Dog Club, informs

club members that there will be a regu-

lar monthly meeting of the club at 329

Lexington Avenue, New York, on Wed-

nesday, February 10, at 2 P. M.
»

the showing ofa dainty pug or toy. Either

have a small bare floor inclosure reserved

for these dogs to be judged in or have

the sawdust swept to the corners in the

regular rings. '

'

»*

It is our sad duty this week to chroni-

cle the death of Mr. H. P. Harrison, of

Toronto, Canada. Mr. Harrison, whose

death occurred on the 19th inst., was as-

sociated with the fancy for many years.

He will be well remembered by such

game fowl breeders in the United States

as Messrs. John E. Gill and W. R.

Likens. Mr. Harrison was also a pigeon

fancier, and owned a fine stud of Orien-

tal frills. Latterly, however, he devoted

his attention to collies, and was the

owner of several well-known winners.

He at one time devoted much time and

attention to white English terriers. The

Toronto Kennel Club held a meeting on

the 2ist, but out of respect to Mr. H. P.

Harrison, who was a prominent member,

the meetiug was adjourned for a week.

•%
Wachovia Kennels, Salem, N. C,

breeders of St. Bernards, mastiffs and

pugs, have favored us with a tasty calen-

dar for 1892.

» *

The handsomest calendar of the year

that we have seen is that sent out by the

Wyoming Kennels with the artotype

heads of Champion Hesper and Plinlim-

mon, Jr., and Sir Bedivere.
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FIXTURES.

Dog Shews.
Feb. 9-12.—Chicago. 111.

jfi-jg.—Jackson, Mich.
23-26.—New York. N. Y.

March 1-4.—Baltimore, Md.
8.J I.—Washington, D. C.

15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6-9.—Boston Mass.
IV16.—Denver, Col.

'20-23.—Los Angeles, CaL
May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Field Trials.

Feb. I.—Southern Field Trials Club.

Poultr>' and Pigreon Sliows.
Tan. 2S-Feb. 3 —Detroit, Mich.

Feb. 3-9 —New York, N. Y.

10-15.—Los Angeles, Cal.

Mr. J. Otis Fellows is one of the com

ing judges. He has just been asked for

terms to go to Los Angeles and San

Francisco. If they secure his services

they will not be disappointed, for "Uncle

Dick" is not only thoroughly competent

but is quite popular with exhibitors.

*
« «

An executive meeting of the National

Beagle Club was held in Boston, January

23. Two specials of $s each for best dog

aud bitch was voted to the Washington

show. Competition is restricted to mem-

bers of the National Beagle Club only.

Messrs. Power, Clark and Brooking were

appointed to revise constitution and by-

laws. The following classes have been

arranged for the next field trials : Class

A, for dogs fifteen inches in height and

under. Class B, for bitches fifteen inches

in height and under. Class C, for both

sex thirteen inches in height and under.

Derby, for both sexes whelped on or af-

ter January i, 1891. Absolute winner,

for all first prize winners in trials of 1892.

Entrance fee in this class free, in other

classes I3 to nominate and $7 to fill.

Messrs. Turpin and Brooking were ap-

pointed a committee to look over field

trial rules and suggest if possible any

changes.

Mr. W. F. Fox, ex-president of the

Great Dane Club, will judge Great Danes

at the Chicago show instead of Mr. Good-

man as first announced.

•**

Dr. W. C. Johnson, of Frederica, Md.,

is quite pleased with his Irish terriers,

which breed at our suggestion he took

up not long since. Dr. Johnson thinks

there are sufficient fanciers of the breed

to form a specialty club. We agree with

him, and would suggest that those inter-

ested get together at New York during

the show.

«
» *

We have an invitation to participate in

the third annual meet of the Brunswick

Fur Club, to be held at Brunswick, Me.,

February 15, and regret our inability to

attend.
»

« «

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

Mr. Mortimer, superintendent W. K.

C, writes that the different railroads

which comprise the Trunk Line Associa-

tion will carry three dogs free when ac-

companied by owner or care-taker, while

«
* •

Mr. N. T. Harris has purchased the

field trial winner Antonio from Mr.

J. M. Avent for |iooo. The dog is now

advertised in our columns at stud, in

the hands of that very successful aud

genial handler, D. E. Rose. Mr. Harris

has sold to Mr. F. F. Myles, New

Orleans, Simonides for |500- He has

won two seconds at the Central and

Southern trials last and this year.

*
« «

Since giving a list ofthe specials ofiered

at the New York show, we have the addi-

tional spaniel specials : R. H. Eggles-

ton, |io for best black field spaniel dog

in open class
; J. P. Willey, |io for best

field spaniel other than black ;
Luckwell

& Douglass, |io for best cocker spaniel

other than red or black; Murry Hill

Hotel, $20 for best brace of field spaniels
;

Mr. F. C. Fowler, proprietor of Oak

Grove Kennels, is still adding to his

strong string of Irish setters, having

lately purchased from Mr. W. L. Wash-

ington three bitches, Kildare Doris,

Ileene and Rose Boroimhe, and from

Nelson Mcintosh, Providence, R. I., the

bitch Alice Kent, by Inchiquin out of

Onota Belle.

* »

Mr. Roger D. Williams, Lexington,

Ky., who will judge greyhounds, deer-

hounds and Barzois at Chicago, writes :

"I am desirous that these classes be well-

filled, and as an inducement to exhibi-

tors living at a distance will state that I

will be there the day before and during the

entire show. I will personally see that

your entries are uncrated immediately

upon arrival, property benched, fed and

exercised during the show. Having but

the three classes to judge I will be en-

abled to give each and every entry a

thorough and critical examination. You

can send your entries without an attend-

ant and feel certain that they will have

the very best of attention, and be re-

turned to you in excellent condition. The

entries close January 23, and dogs should

arrive not later than February 9, 8 A. M."

The Chesapeake Bay Dog Club will

hold its first annual dog show at Balti-

more, Md., March i to 4. There will be

classes for all breeds and the prizes will

be liberal. This fixture, coming as it

does between New York and Washing-

ton, should prove a most successful

event.
.*

»

A contemporary says "Dr. Cryer makes

a very good suggestion in another jour-

nal" (Fanciers' Journal) "about the

judging ring for toy dogs. There is lit-

tle doubt but that the soiled condition of

the ring by the time these classes are usu

Mr. F. H. F. Mercer regrets he cannot

send his team of Clumber spaniels

through the coming circuit of shows.

This is unfortunate, as there was every

likelihood of their meeting some opposi-

tion this year.

Charles Blaney, a resident of this city,

was arrested to answer the charge of

larceny, which offense was really com-

mitted by his dog. Blaney had taught

his Newfoundland dog numerous tricks,

amongst others that of retrieving. At a

word from his master he dashed down

on the ice among some school boys

and seized a sled and rope between

his teeth and made off with it. The

youngsters recaptured their sled and the

dog then made off with a pair of skates

in a bag, and carried them to his master's

wagon, which was waiting .conveniently

near by. After depositing his prize

Blaney patted his head aud bade him go

aud get more. Again in the midst of the

children went the dog. This time he

seized a pair of overshoes, which he laid

at his master's feet. The dog made an-

other trip and would have finished in

securing the entire outfit of the terror-

stricken children had not a policeman

come up and stopped the game by arrest-

ing Blaney and his canine companion.

« •

We are informed that the entries for the

Mascoutah Kennel Club's show are quite

large. We will give the number for each

ally judged interferes considerably with
|
breed next week.

REVIEW OF THE BREEDS.

What Has Transpired in the Canine

World During the Past Year.

The English Kennel Gazette for Janu-

ary has quite an entertaining review of

the various breeds for the past year. We
will give our readers a synopsis of the

mo.st interesting portions.

]{loodhoiind».

Bloodhounds, of course, heads the list,

being the very aristocracy of the hound

wortd. Dr. J. Sidney Turner, the re-

viewer, savs they have not only main-

tained the 'position they hekl so well in

1890, but the past year has b.en one of

continual progress to the breed. The
numbers exhibited being well up to or

above the average of previous years, aud

the general quality has decidely improved.

The formation of body in the present

type is not so massive as in the hounds

o'f a decade ago, but this massiveness was

then often useless lumber, verging on

coarseness, thick leather and ragged

couplings, with attendant loss of power,

agility and symmetry. Not that the

bloodhound should, in point of style,

pace and dash, ever be compared with a

foxhound, because his calling should be

borne in mind that as a "limier" or

lime hound he should be able to follow a

cold scent and pick up a trail which

greater dash and speed might cause him

to overrun. At the same time he should

be able to sustain a long chase of some

hours, be capable of getting over any

ordinary obstacles and should therefore

be not too cumbersome. Neither the de-

sire for size nor for too great agility, but

their combination, in due proportions,

should guide our choice.

Breeders are now more particular and

endeavor to improve the constitution by

fresh out-crosses. The immediate result

has been some loss of character, which for

a time, as far as exhibition purposes were

concerned, proved disastrous ; but now
that the elimination of the cross has

been carried to the fourth and fifth gen-

erations it has had the desired effect in

strengthening the constitution aud there-

by the resisting power to disease, whilst

the character and type have been brought

back and retained by the predomniance

of the old blood. It is astonishing how
little of a different blood will, in a meas-

ure at least, protect against the severest

forms of disease.

Dr. Turner tells of the deaths of the

past vear, and then describes the dogs

which have made their "first appear-

shows of 1891, where classes have been

given for the breed. Doubtless a more

even type is to be desired, but until they

are more freely bred aud even more care

is taken in breeding only from suitable

specimens, this end will hardly be arrived

at. Some dogs of good size have been

shown, but the type varies considerably

and a want of coat is too prevalent.

On the whole, considering the paucity

of breeders, and the great drawbacks

that have attended the rearing of these

dogs hitheto, there is reason to be fairly

satisfied. The promise for the next year,

if there is good luck with the present

puppies, is decidedly good, there being a

good number of young ones that from

their parentage should make fine dogs,

though whether this promise will be ful-

filled remains to be seen. It is considered

that further crosses for size are to be

desired.
Pointers.

ance.
St. Bernards.

R. Norris-Elye writes aboutMr. L. C
this breed. He fears 1891 will not rank

as a great year for the debut of new ani-

mals of the first class, though some there

have been among which death soon after

played havoc. The most noticeable

weakness of the year ha^ been in the

rough dog classes, where, though many
fair animals have been shown, the qual-

ity has been lowered, partly by exporta-

tions to America and elsewhere and partly

because the best dogs have not been shown

at the more important shows.

In rough bitches there has been no

falling off, with such specimens in the

challenge class as Alta-Bella, Bellegrade

and Peggotty. while in the open class the

winners are certainly not inferior to those

of years gone by.
, r ,

In smooth dogs the result of the valu-

able importations from Switzerland all

practically descended from that invalua-

ble bitch the Swiss Belline, is manifest in

an average of excellent quality which

has probacy never been approached by

the smooth dogs of any country or any

time. The same can be said of the

bitches.

No young rough dog of the first class

has appeared in 1891, but two beautiful

smooths made their bow to the public.

First voung Gustos, a son of Keeper and

Lapitha II, was the "sensational" young-

ster at the vSt. Bernard Club show. He
died of distemper. Later on appeared

Triton at the Crystal Palace, a sou of

Guide and Miss Cardiff. He has un-

doubtedly a great future before him. It

is curious that both these dogs were bred

from smooth sires and rough dams.

Irish Wolf-hounds.

Though the progress of this breed has

not been all that could be wished, says

Mr. G. A. Graham, yet a fair number of

new specimens have appeared at the

Mr. E. C. Norrish writes on pointers.

Beginning with dogs that have won their

way into the challenge class, he selects

Saddleback as the best. Flake o' the

Border still holds his own. Barton Don,

good dog as he is, begins to show age.

Banker has been a rarity on the bench,

and the well-known Naso of Upton is

absent entirely. In bitches Mr. Lloyd's

lima still bears the palm, accompanied

by such well-known stars as Bracken,

Treacle and Moltou Broom.

In the open class for large-sized dogs

Sandford Graphic has been pretty well to

the fore all through the year. At Bir-

mingham, however, Mr. Whitehouse

placed Mr. Chapman's Sandford Bang

over him at the head of an extremely

strong class, the third prize winner being

Naso of Strasburg, who was recently pur-

chased by Mr. Raper in Belgium, where

he was bred. He is a typical high-class

pointer. Of the remaining large-sized

dogs Molton Banner, Moltou Brake and

Beau of the Border, all bred by Mr. Bryan,

have stood out prominently.

Compared with their bigger brethren,

the small-sized dogs have not mustered

so strongly of late. The open bitch

classes have been very well filled through-

out the year.

Entirllsli Setters.

The record of this breed this year is

not very eventful, writes Mr. W. Ser-

jeantson. Still it is decidedly an im-

provement upon that of last year,whether

we look to field trials or the show bench.

With respect to the latter, the classes at

the chief shows have been well filled and

the average of excellence high ;
at the

late Birmington show especially, though

nothing has Ijeen shown of surpassing

merit. The dogs show more bone and

substance and fewer weedy ones are

shown. Mr. Serjeantson thinks Dr.

Wood's Fred the best setter out since Mr.

Llewellin's wonder, Prince Wyudhani.

Both are of the same stamp, the latter

more brilliant, but the former the more

"knowledgeable" and handy. Fred

swept the decks at the National and Ken-

nel Club meetings, and only just missed

winning the championship in Ireland

also, through a little untimely jealousy.

At the National Trials Mr. Llewellin

opened the eves of sportsmen as to the

capabilities of a brace of dogs and the

way to hunt them so as to make the most

of them. The way he kept them in hand

and worked them to hand, now here,

uow there, leaving no corner nor tussock

untried, was a treat to see, for it is just

what, as a rule, you don't see at field

trials. Moreover, the excellent work

done by this beautiful brace of setter

bitches shows the absurdity of arguing

that compelling a setter or pointer to

work to hand spoils his pace and cramps

his range. When let out they can go

fast and range as wide as you please.

Black and Tan Setters.

Black and tans are also treated by Mr.

Serjeantson. He says Mr. Chapman has

shown some very nice elegant setters,

free from the old lumber aud coarseness.

Mr. Chapman must still go on working for

better bent stifles, shorter legs, longer

necks and deeper chests. Mr. Serjeantson

does not agree with the standard drawn

out by the Black and Tan Setter Club, as

it seems to be drawn up from a study of

the debased type, as spoilt by dog shows,

and by no means represents the setters

bred by the Duke of Gordon such dogs

asthos'e owned by "Sixty one" and Sir

F Milbank. The writer claims that

Lord Lovat's setters are the only true

representatives of the real Gordon setter

extant.

WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS.

Some Interesting Pickings and Pointers

Gathered Here and There.

From Our Special Correspondent.

The Anglo-American Kennels are im-

porting two whippets, so George Blake,

Patterson and Newark friends will not

have it all to themselves.

I stated last week that I knew the

name of the fox terrier dog Mr. Thayer

was importing. It can now be revealed,

Starden's King by Stipendiary. On the

other side he is at the top of the tree,

and ranks with d'Orsay, Dominie and

Venus. It is safe to predict that we have

nothing yet as known to touch him

within a block, unless a home-bred one

that has not been introduced to the fancy.

He and Miss Dollar will make their debut

at New York.
, . .., t^ «r

A special of $5 is offered by Mr. E. W.

Smith, of Buffalo, for the best Amencan-

bred black and tan terrier at the W. K.

C. show. This will interest George, the

doctor. Mr. Comstock and others.

We are all pleased to hear that Mr.

John A. Logan, Jr., is again convalescent

and around, but sorry to state that he

has decided to leave the fancy and will

shortly offer all his terriers for sale. For

awhile he made things lively and bought

the best money could buy at that time in

Dona and Dominica. Later he purchased

the best stud dog that ever came to this

country in Pitcher, and has still the best

proved brood bitch in America, Verdict.

That he will some day return to our fold

is the wish of all.

The St. Bernard bitch Her Highness

has just landed here from England for

Mr Eugene Loeb, of Philadelphia. She

will probably be entered for New York.

Mr. Robert Wiuthrop is importing bull

dogs, and some new faces will be seen on

the bench.
Messrs. Wilmerding and Keasbey are

working like Trojans for the Spaniel

Club the annual dinner as announced in

some papers will not be at the Murray

Hill Hotel but at Morello's.

Mr. Thayer offers at New York |ioo

for the best fox terrier puppy sired by

any of his dogs. In Striker and Catcher,

sons of Pitcher, belonging to Mr. Rath-

bone, I shall predict the winner. Several

of the knowing ones saw these two and

are of the same opinion. The Messrs.

Rutherfurds have l)een using the old man
extensively, and if they have anything

sleeved it's got to be to bang up.

At 44 Broadway they are busy with the

stud book, which will be out by the ist

of March. I must also tell you that

business is so rushing that a young lady

who is a stenographer and typewriter is

the latest addition to the clerical staff.

Mr. T. J. Farley, who looked after the

dogs and the boys to the best of his ad-

vantage at Albany, was unknowingly

left out of our comments on the show.

Next time we will redeem ourselves ten-

fold and greatly appreciate all he did.

I hear that "brawnee Skootchman

Donald McVicar is leaving the Warren

Kennels soon. Now here is an oppor-

tunity to get a man that knows his busi-

ness, and I feel sure it will not be long

before he's suited.

Mr. Jenkins, of toy spaniel fame, is at

present in California. He will be back

for W. K. C. show. Mr. Phillips has his

little pets in charge.
, , ^ „ ,

Dr. Sherwdod, late with Mr. Sewell, of

London, will in all probability leave us

to again join, after repeated solicitations,

this great canine specialist. I under-

stand he will stay until after our great

show, but after that takes his departure.

Our friend Yankee is building plans

for the next beagle trials, and suggests

Nanuet as the fitting place. But how

about accommodations ? Let them build

a hotel if thev like. I for one shall make

a bee line for that "home-made bread,

etc," aud expect to find him there also.

'

A PUMA HUNT IN OHIO.

dogs were formed into a vast ring around

Palmer Township, and the movement to

close in was started at 10.30 A. M.
At a given signal the ring began a

cautious advance The hounds were

kept well in hand, and when the first

trail was struck a hurrah went up. The
chase for a short time was a hot one, and

fearing the dogs would get too far away

they were called in until the men could

get nearer them to render assistance.

Up to this time the pumas had only been

seen by two men, Alf M. Rhodes, of

Carey, and Milt Staley, of Tiffin. The

men each had a running shot, but at

long range. The houn<ls were then let

loose. These dogs had been in the chase

before and were soon away on the trail,

which led through the farm of Samuel

Foltz. It was evident to all that the

pumas would join company somewhere

near Black Swamp, and word was sent

along the line to watch that point. The
hounds were doing their best, as could

be told by their cries, and the trail was

fresh.

The sound all at once ceased and the

veteran hunters predicted trouble. Haste

was made to close up the gap. but before

it could be done three valuable dogs had

been killed and Jerry Ktlinger. their

owner, was badly injured by a puma,

which had doubled on its track and was

making direct north for the swamp. Et-

tinger aud Henry Wolf, a hunter from

Titfin. were met face to face by the pu-

ma, but at such close range that their

guns could not be brought to bear upon

the animals, and both were found in an

unconscious condition. The unfortunate

men were taken to town and their

wounds dressed by Dr. Hickey, who says

a knife could not cut a cleaner gash than

those inflicted by the teeth and claws of

the brute.

The chase had been a hot one for the

south section since morning, and the

greatest care was taken to prevent furth-

er accidents to the hunters. It was not

long before Henry Erch, while passing

through a dense thicket, was knocked

senseless by one of the beasts, and, but

for timely aid rendered would undoubt-

edly have been killed. Word was re-

ceived from the east section at this time,

and it was learned that two men had

been terribly if not fatally wounded by

one of the beasts.

The animals came together at a point

nearly fifteen miles from where the first

trail was struck, and made a meal of a

hog they had kille<l. The snow was still

wet with the blood of the porker when

found. Thev finally broke through the

west line and escaped back to the swamp.

It is now known that seven men were

dangerously and some probably fatally

injured, and nine valuable hounds have

been killed. Fires are lit all over the

swamp, and the chase will be continued

through the night or until the brutes are

killed.

Seven Men Hurt and Nine Dogs Killed

by the Wild Beasts.

LEirsic, O., Jan. 10.—About seven

hundred men and fifty hounds turned

out to-day to run down two pumas, which

escaped from some circus and have been

for two weeks prevmg upon live stock 111

the neighborhood. The hunters and

LADIES' PET DOGS.

The Very I^rfitest Thlnir* 1" Canine
Outfits for MUe.'s Pot.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

Among the latest instances of Jin de

siecle fastidiousness (says a Paris corre-

spondent) is an excepted code of fashion

m relation to the garment worn by

ladies' pet dogs. Time is no longer

when a plain coat of blue cloth with a

yellow border was considered the acme

of luxurv for the domestic toy terrier,

pug, or Italian greyhound. Doggy must

now have a complete wardrobe, contain-

ing a costume for each event of the day.

The following is given by a society pai)er

as the latest thing in "canine outlits."

At breakfast only a simple garment of

blue or white flannel should be worn,

and at this period a collar of any kiiul is

considered vulgar. For the morning

"constitutional" a close-fitting coat of

striped or spotted English cheviot, with

a mantle well covering the chest, is

essential, and the leading chain and col-

lar must be of antique silver. The

co.stunie for the afternoon drive to be

fashionable must be of fine cloth or

plush and the collar either blue, mouse,

or fawn. With this a collar of velvet

hung with tiny medallions is de riaueur,

unless one of fur be considered more

becoming. Finally, for evening dress

the pet is arraved in a wadded gown of

cashmere or velvet, ornamented richly

with beads and emblazoned with the

arms of the happy owner on the collar.
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THE PREVIOUS^E QUESTION

Valuable Experience of a Breeder in a

Variety of Cases.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I notice that Mr. Wade asks breeders

of live stock to give their experience con-

cerning the influence of a previous sire.

I know that there is a belief amongst

many people that if a female be bred to

a male of different blood that her after

progeny will resemble the first sire. This

is very strongly urged by some horse

breeders, who believe that if a mare be

bred to a jack and raises a mule colt,

that afterwards her colts will resemble

the mule, even though their sire be a

horse. From my own experience I am

not able to speak, but this has been posi-

tively asserted by some with considerable

experience. I have raised quite a number

of colts, and have not noticed any bad

results from breeding to different horses

I don't believe that there is a breeder of

thoroughbred stock but what would

rather have a female to breed from that

had never been bred to anything but a

thoroughbred sire of her own breed, but

I have not as yet seen any influence of

the first sire, and I have bred pure-bred

cattle, sheep, swine, poultry and dogs

for thirty years.
v.- u t ;^

I will cite a few instances which I paid

particular attention to, for I was very

skeptic as to the results. I purchased
^ /-^..^^...^oa,. lit»ifpr«i that were in calf to

fight if their runs were very close. In

that case I would have to pen up the un-

ruly ones, though there were mostly

some out until the time for separating

them altogether. I have also seen the

same thing practiced in other yards,

where Cochins. Brahmas, both light and

dark, Plymouth Rocks, etc., all r"" to-
gether during summer with no bad

efi"ects. Though I think it is best to keep

but one breed on the same place, as dif-

ferent breeds need different kinds of

management and do better on entirely

separate runs. It also obviates all danger

of their mixing, and customers would

rather buy stock where there is but one

kind kept on the same place.

James C. Roberts.

West Chester, Pa., January 25.

two Guernsev heifers that were in calf to

a Durham bull, and after that time they

were bred to a Guernsey bull, the calves,

excepting the half Durham, showed no

signs of the former sire. The sheep and

swine were never bred to any other than

their own kind, though I had some rather

odd experiences. The sheep were pure

Cotswold, bred with the utmost care,

and, as all breeders know, they are a

white sheep.
,, . , , tt

We have a dog that was all black. He

ran at times where the sheep were dur-

ing the fall and winter, and when the

lambs came there were several with

black spots on them and one that was

entirely black. Did the dog running

among the sheep have any effect? We
thought so, and parted with the dog

;

had no more spotted or black lambs from

same sheep. This was the only black

Cotswold I ever saw or heard of.

In the matter of breeding dogs, I have

had females that had been bred to dogs

other than their own kind. I particularly

call to mind a very nice setter that had

a lot of half shepherd pups, and was af-

terwards bred to a setter dog, and none

of her pups looked like shepherd dogs or

mongrels. Out of the first litter- after

she had the half shepherd pups I kept

one for my own use, and a better or

more intelligent dog I have never hunted.

A litter brother I gave to a cousin, who

kept this dog until it was old, hunting

him every season. He was also very

jrood and true. I parted with the others,

and never heard but what they were

good The next litter from the same

dog proved to be good dogs, and I could

cite several instances of the same kind.

With poultry I have had a great deal

of experience, and I was always very

fond of fowls and began to breed them

when quite a boy. My first was ban-

tams, the next games, which I have bred

everkince. The late Dr. J. W Cooper

the ere^test game breeder and fancier 1

ever knew, was exceedingly particular

about his stock, and I bred chickens

for him for years, and at the same

time light Brahmas and often other

kinds These chickens ran on the same

farm after the breeding season was over ;

thev had a chance to mix, and at times 1

tried crosses as an experiment with no

bad results afterwards. I have bred and

sold hundreds of fowls and very seldom

have had a complaint, and don t think

that I ever raised a game that ran away.

If they have the least taint of mongrel

blood'in them they will show it.

I will give vou my plan, whicH 1

adopted with mv fowls so as to prove my
point. After the breeding season was

over I would turn out the fowls
;
they

were allowed to run until fall, when the

hens began to moult, then all males were

separated from the females and not af-

lowed together until I wished to mate

up the pens again, which is mostly in

January. Sometimes the male birds would

Another Letter from Dr. Wesley Mills

on This Interesting Topic.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In the discussion of this subject there

are two distinct questions to be consid-

ered, external resemblance and internal

resemblance, which may be called tissue

or essential resemblance. To illustrate,

a litter of Irish setters may so closely re-

semble each other at three months old

that it is difficult to distinguish them

apart at fifty yards. They may take

distemper and all die except one, which

has the disease lightly ; or to indicate

a greater diff"erence, one, though ex-

posed, may not take the disease at all.

There is a marked difference indicated in

the nature of the cells composing the tis-

sues of these puppies. Now, all the

really important differences in dogs as in

disposition, intelligence, stamina, etc.,

depend on the qualities of the cells,

which even no microscope can reveal.

Again, a dog and a man are not much

alike in general external resemblance,

yet the fact that each are similariy ef-

fected by drugs and by diseases shows

that there must be considerable tissue re-

semblance even in animals widely differ-

ent in not a few respects. This discrim-

ination between external and tissue re-

semblances has been generally ignored

by writers, including those Mr. Wade
cites

The very day I read Mr. Wade's last

letter on this subject I was consulted in

regard to a collie bitch that had been

warded by a mastifif. the owner propos-

ing to shoot her did she prove in whelp.

I need hardly say that I was as ready as

Mr Wade to deprecate such a course,

but had the owner asked me if the bitch

was absolutely in all respects as good for

breeding purposes as before I should

have been obliged, in justice to my con-

victions, to answer that this was more

than I would assert, for so far as I can

see there must be some influence, though

how much or how little and exactly how

and when it may show itself no man

can tell. Practically a high- class bitch

should not be discarded, but bred with a

dog known to be unusually prepotent.

But there is nothing to be gained by

blinking the real question.

If one writer chooses to tell another,

whose business it is to study and teach

the laws of life, that he "knows more

about it." I shall not seek to prevent him

expressing such an opinion, for it throws

much light on the nature of the tissues

of his nervous system, if nothing more,

while the general laws of nature remain

unchanged. Truly yours,

Wesley Mills, M. D.

Montreal, Canada, Jan. 26, 1892.

THOUGHTS FOR REFLECTION.

Food for the ''Kickers" to Digest Be-

fore the Show Season Opens.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

As the "time of the singing of birds"

draws nigh it is preceded by canine mel-

ody in the land from diff^erent bench

shows round about, and then the voice,

not of the "turtle," but of the "kicker,"

begins to resound.

Why is it that a man who will en-

dure the buffets of fortune in general

manfully, will accept reverses in invest-

ments, sickness of wife or child, losses

by fire and flood, with pluck and good

cheer, loses all these manly traits and

behaves like a peevish child when a

judge places his dog some pegs lower

than the fond owner thinks his pet de-

serves? The dog is a faithful friend,

loyal, generous, magnanimous even, as

true dog lovers know. What is there in

his ownership that takes from a man the

power to deserve any of these adjectives ?

In these days of intelligence, strong com-

petition and improvement in stock, the

office of judge of any class at a bench

show is no sinecure. In general the

judges chosen have made a special study

of the breeds assigned them, and are

supposed to be fairly honest, not open to

inducements to a change of conviction

as to the best, or given to "judging the

other end of the string," as some foreign

iudges have been accused of doing. Why
then does the disappointed exhibitor,

who would think twice before he called

his neighbor a thief or a liar, hasten to

heap obloquy on the judge who disap-

points him. and charge the meanest

motives to his credit ?
^ ^ *

I once watched the judging of Great

Danes in New York, and as the blue rib-

bon went to a fine bitch with two hand-

some pups at her side, a gentleman—in

appearance-at my side, evidently inter-

ested in another dog, uttered an oath of

vexation. .... -j ,..^1. *

"But it's plain enough," he said, that

fellow has given the judge one of the

pups to pay for the ribbon."

That statement so openly made was

challenged by a bystander.

"Do you know the judge personally .'

the best only, to win ? for there are some

such breeders.

Why not strive to add to their number?

If we raise dogs only to bet on their win-

nings, let us take some other form of

gambling as more sensible, and perhaps

more profitable. If the dishonest judge

exists, let him be shown up openly, not

whispered about in corners, and let proof

be given or the accusation hushed. In

an open fight he will defend himself, or

take deserved exposure.

It is not unknown in the annals of

iudging that a bribe has been offered and

refused. For the good of all breeders

such a dishonest off"er should be pub-

lished equally with the acceptance of it.

Our excellent friends, the reporters, are

not among ' the kickers as a class yet

they sometimes bewilder the confiding

public, and it would be well for them to

make sure the dogs they criticise are

really in the show, and not merely in the

catalogue, as has been the case occasion-

ally. They might also advantageously

learn the meaning of various terms

and how to apply them, lest they locate

the "haw" in a dog's ear and perplex the

reader with "stop" when they mean

"stifle." ., t.

"No," said a prettv maiden hugging

her Blenheim, "I do not exhibit Gem be-

cause I know if I did I should be filled

with envy, hatred and all unchantable-

ness like the rest of you."

Fellow dog fanciers, are we like that .'

Too much so. Let us look into the hon-

est eyes of our canine friends, and not

rank ourselves as their inferiors.

Spectator.

"No "

"Do'you know that the judge his had

Dr. Perry Declines a Re-election.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

At the request of Dr. J.
Frank Perry, I

am directed by the Advisory Committee of the

A K. C. to send you the enclosed letter, and ask

you to publish it for general information in your

next issue. Yours respectfully,

A. P. Vredenburgh, Secretary.

New York, January 23. 1892.

Boston, Mass., December 15, 1891.

To THE ASSOCIATE MEMBERS:

While issuing the call for the annual meeting.

thTopportunit? is favorable for >"« ^«.
V"n°res

vou that even were vou to re-elect me to the pres-

idency I should decline to se. ve Twice youJiave

conferred upon m this high honor.and »t should

now fall upon some other associate. I have

deemed this™imely notification proper consider^

in B our necessarily peculiar method ol el ciing

officerl Thanking you for your generous sup-

;?rt'"ndlishing% ""-^'^'"lATII^RV
"

yours sincerely, J- F»ank perry.

offered and accepted one of those pups ?

"No. but of course it is so, else the

other dog
"

"That's enough," said the champion

of fair play. "I don't know either ju.Jge

or exhibitor personally, but I don t be-

lieve a word of your statement, and 1

dare vou to make it to either of them."

A sharp rebuke for slanderous talk was

further administered, and perhaps that

kicker held his tongue for a time.

This is only one specimen from manv

of the kicker's unbridled speech, and

many a man whose dog has taken vhc

instead of first would be ashamed of his

own malice, spitefulness and lying tongue

were they displayed in other than doggy

matters. ,, . 1 i„
The kicker who talks is named le-

gion ; the kicker who writes—he is fun-

"You have done all you can to injure

me " writes a furious owner to a judge,

proud in the faith that personal enmity

to a man never met and seldom heard of

has influenced the judge's awards.

"I wanted to see how much you know,

and now I've found out," telegraphs an-

other angry exhibitor, and may have

been surprised to receive a reply of

thanks for his compliment from the

amused judge. -^ i. 1

The vindictive man who writes to ken-

nel club committees that he will not ex-

hibit under a certain judge ;
the neyer-

before-beaten exhibitor who rushes into

print and quotes from English reports as

if Anglomania were as essential in dog

matters as in some social directions and

American judgment worthless ; the plaus-

ible, all-knowing writer who gj"t,y be-

wails the ignorance a"'! "^^^^>^^ „ ^^f,
have (curiously enough) put down his

dogs and exalted his neighbors-are

these not as gad flies to the weary, hon-

est judge, and as a Pestilence to the fair-

minded breeder who wants the best, and

COCKbR AND FIELD SPANIEL.

A Means SuMrested to Establish the

True Typo of tills Breed.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

It will at once be admitted that spaniel

breeders throughout Canada and America

differ as to the true type of head of the

cocker and field spaniel. It is in the in-

terest of all that the question should be

settled finally by those who are best com-

petent to judge. I was very much struck

by a letter written to The Fanciers'

Journal in its issue of two weeks ago

by Mr. C. H. Mason, in which he depre-

cates the criticisms of many so-called

critics and calls for the opinions of qual-

ified judges, the men who take an inter-

est in dogs for the sake of the dogs them-

selves and dog breeders who breed for

the advancement of the species and who

devote time and money to the question.

For my own part I am anxious to know

whether I am nght or wrong in the po-

sition I have taken with regard to the

head of the cocker spaniel and that of

the field spaniel. I have never discussed

the question for my own advantage or

for the purpose of proving my opmion

to be correct, but solely with the view of

arriving at the true type that I might

breed to it and that the best dog in every

case might win. With this in view I

ordered photographs and cuts of cocker

spaniels and field spaniels and sent those

which best illustrated my position to the

American Field in answer to adverse

criticisms which appeared in that paper,

but they have not been published.

In order to show to every one that I am
sincere in what I say I now propose and

strongly advocate a meeting ot judges,

dog breeders and all members of the

Spaniel Club at the coming New \ork

show, at which the whole question may

be discussed and a proper tvpe agreed

upon. All classes of dogs will be pre-

sent and can be produced for the pur-

poses of illustration or as may be de-

sired. I intend to have two or three dif-

ferent types on exhibition, and should be

glad to give my views if called upon

Ind whatever type shall be then agreed

upon will be my type for the future, and

I shall try in honest rivalry and competi-

tion to outstrip competitors, as I have

always endeavored to do in the past.

My object in writing this letter is to

endeavor to get such a meeting as I speak

of have the matter property discussed

and thrashed out and the real true type

of the modern cocker spaniel and held

spaniel fixed and agreed upon so as to

avoid discussion in the future. I firmly

believe that all fanciers of dogs and

breeders will assist in this move. Yours

truly, ^- ^^^^•

Toronto, Can., January 9.

BINGHAMTON^CH SHOW.

Disappearance of the Superintendent.

A Very Small Entry.

Owing to the enforced disappearance

of the superintendent, the entries were

only forty-five in number. Many appli-

cations were made for entry blanks, but

as the superintendent had skipped, no

replies were received. With a new and

efficient superintendent next year, Bing-

hamton will attract a large show. Uncle

Dick Fellows judged to the satisfaction of

all. The attendance, notwithstanding

the Arctic weather, was good. The

awards were as follows

:

Mastlflte—open, dogs.

1. Rex, F. L. Borton.
2. Don, Mrs. E. L. Bennet.

llough-eoated St. Bernards—Open, doos.

1. Ajax. B. B. Babcock.
2. Noble Otho, J. J. Moses.

3. Rex, W. S. Hale.

PUPPIES.

I. Elsa, J. H. Ten Eyck.

Newfoundlands—Open, dogs.

I. Duke, A. C. Breckenridge.

Greyhounds—Challenge, bitches.

I. Spiuaway, Woodhaven Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

I. Zeno, J. W. Harrington.

Russian Wolf-hounds-OPEN, bitches.

I. Modjeska, H. W. Huntington.

Polnters-OPEN, bitches.

I. Vesta C, D. B. Moyer.

Kngllsli Setters—Open, dogs.

I. Jackson Belthus, A. P. Fish.

Irish Terriers—OPEN. dogs.

1. Nicho, John Mack.
2. Nemo, Grove Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Nellie Husted, Grove Kennels.

2. Cora B., Grove Kennels.

3. Juno, W. G. Burford.

PUPPIES.

I. General Husted, Grove Kennels.

Gordon Setters—Open, dogs.

I. Roxie, Grove Kennels.

CollleS-OPEN, DOGS.

1. Dublin Scotilla, Seminole Kennels.

OPE.N, BITCHES.

I Roslyn Mischief, Seminole Kennels.

2. Cora Belle, H. H. B. Angcll.

PUPPIES.

1. Niepar, Grove Kennels.

Fox Terriers—Open, dogs.

I Larchmont Chaney, Larchmont Kennels.

2. Lachmont Bob, Larchmont Kennels,

c. Tenny, John Babcock.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I, Lady Belmont, Larchmont Kennels.

PUPPIES.

1. Larchmont Rose, Larchmont Kennels.

Bull Terriers—Open, dogs.

I. Spot, F. S. Bingham.

Beagles-Challenge, dogs.

I. Roy K., Rockland Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. The Rambler, Rockland Kennels.

OPEN. BITCHES.

I Belle of Rockland. Rockland Kennels.

2. Lady Vic, Rockland Kennels.

Cocker Spaniels—Challenge, dogs.

I. Cherry Boy, K. G. Browning.

open. BITCHES.

I. Ronea. William Pister.

Pugs—CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Curtis, Mrs. M. M. Ballantine.

2. Treasure, Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Jessie, F. S. Bingham.
2. Flipp, Jacob Reineck.

Black and Tan Terrlers-OPEN, bitches.

I. Fannie. Ambrose Long.

Irish Terrlers-OPEN, bitches.

I. Vestal, W. Pister.

Specials.

Best mastiflF, Rex ; best St. Bernard. Ajax

;

best St. Bernard bitch. Elsa III ; best greyhound

Spiuaway ; best fox temer, Larchmont Rose .

best pug, Curtis.

the only English setter shown. She is a

fair bitch and won first,

Irish setters proved the best class at

the show. Mr. Farley's string, which

was described in the Gloversville and

Albany show report, won most of the

prizes.

Dublin Scotilla, of the Seminole Ken-
nels, won first in the open dog class for

collies. In open bitches Roslyn Mis-

chief easily beat Cora Belle, who is all

off in coat.

Five foy terriers were shown and no

good one in the lot. Larchmont Rose,

a puppy, was the only one worth its

collar.

In the bull terrier class Spot, a dog

that would break Frank Dole's heart,

was given first. The judge had orders

to withhold nothing if the dog could

walk.
The Rockland Kennels divided the

honors in beagles with the Grove for

best exhibit. Roy K., The Rambler,

Belle of Rockland, Lady Vic and Cham-
pion Racer, Jr., for exhibition only, is a

well-known string that anyone should be

proud to own.
Only two cockers were shown. Are

they afraid Uncle Dick will slaughter the

crocodiles? Cherry Boy, probably the

best cocker living to-day, was first in

challenge class. Ronea. a fair, old-style

cocker, was first in bitches.

In pugs the now well-known Curtis,

owned by Mrs. Ballantine, easily de-

feated Treasure, who should be retired.

Mr. Bingham's Jessie just managed to

beat Mr. Reineck's Flipp, neither of

which are first-class dogs.

In Irish terriers Vestal, bred by Mr.

Haldeman and rather coarse, bad in coat,

head and ears, won first.

Bull Terrlers-OPEN, dogs.

1. Dandy II. Charles Power.
2. Cnb, George F. Kolsom.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Lady, F. Trabshaw.

PUPPIES—dogs AND BITCHES.

I. Dude, Mrs. Charles Power.

3. Prince. J. Gebhardt.

Fox Terrlers-OPEN, dogs.

1. Prince, Barney Smith.
2. Pacific II, Thomas Shoebotham.

puppies—DOGS A.ND BITCHES.

1. Queen, B. O. Van Bokkellen.

2. Jack, B. O. Van Bokkellen. I

Black and Tans-OPEN, dogs and bitches.

1. Minnie. J. Redel.
2. , J. Redel.

Scotch or Rough-halrod Terriers.
OPEN, DOGS.

I. Cap, J. D. Mercer.

Airedale Terriers—Open, bitches.

I. Pomfree Queen, D. A. Tweedie.

Chesapeake Bays—Open, dogs.

1. Fred, J. J. McLaughlin.
2. Rush, E B. Downing.

open, bitches.
I. Seattle, G. White.

Miscellaneous-Dogs or bitches.

1. Captain, Frank Hanford.
2. Heidel, G. R. Carter.

Specials.

Best dog in show, best hunting dog and best

Irish setter, Nat Glencho; second best dog in

show, Pomfree Queen.

DEWCLAWS IN ST. BERNARDS.

Comments on Awards.

Only two mastiffs were shown, neither

being a flyer. Rex beat Bennett's Don

in head, bone and quality.

Ajax, the winner of first in rough-

coated St. Bernards, is a good dog with

correct markings and was way ahead ot

the class. Noble Otho beats Hale's Rex

in size and character. Both are bad be-

hind. Elsa, third in the puppy class, is

bad in ear and muzzle and may improve

with age. ,

In greyhounds the well-known Spin-

away added another first to her long list

of winnings. Zero, first in open dogs,

is flat-ribbed and Roman nosed, but is a

fine mover. , «, j-

Mr. Huntington's wolf-hound Modjes-

ka, the only entry, was given first in this

cld'SS

Mr. A. P. Fish's Jackson Belthus was

SEATTLE BENCH SHOW.

Inaugural Exhibition of the Washlng-
tou Poultry Association.

SEATTLE,Wash., Jan. iSs^-The inaugu-

ral bench show of the West Washington

Poultry Association was held here Janu-

uary 4 to 10 and was quite a success.

The entries numbered seventy-nine, but

nearly one hundred dogs were benched.

Mr. S. A. Roberts, of London, Ont.,

judged all classes. The awards were as

follows :

MastlffS-OPEN, DOGS.

1. Druco. G. B. Kittenger.

2. Don. Dr. Plouf.

RouRh-coated St. Bernards-OPEN, dogs.

I. Alton III. E. C. Kirby.

I, Carlo, T. H. Clancy.
OPEN. BITCHES.

I. Indiana, Everett Smith.
PUPPIES—DOGS.

1 , F.S. Stinson.

2 Bevis Chief, Alfred Dunn.
PUPPIES—bitches.

1. , E. C. Kirby.

a. Queen, Thomas N. Grant.

Great Danes Open, dogs.

I. Duke, Roy C. Ward.

Greyhounds Open, dogs.

1, Prince. T. N. Strickland.
open, bitches.

I Nova Criena, William Maloney.
PUPPIES—dogs.

I Pedro, A. J. Goddard.

2. Dougal. E. S. Osborne.
PUPPIES—bitches.

J. ., Edward Bros.

Foxhounds-OPEN, i>ogs and bitches.

1 Jane. L. H. Sullivan.

2. Mary, F. A. Pontius.

English Setters—Open, dogs.

I. Jim W., G. G. White.

2 Cicero, Mark Norton.
OPEN, bitches.

1. Lulu G., Oscar Jones.

2. Anacortes, Oscar Jones.
puppies—dogs.

1 Vagabond, Abram Barker.

2! Karl, W. F. Giddings.

Irish Setters-OPEN, dogs.

I. Nat Glencho, Josiah Collins.

2 Turk, Thomas Dwyer.
OPEN, bitches.

1. Winfield Queen. R. J. Lamoreux.

2 Flora Van, B. O. Van Bokkelen.
PUPPIES—DOGS.

X. Dick, W. F. Giddings.

2. Jack, W. F. Giddings.
PUPPIES—BITCHES.

I. Cute, C. H. Lathrop.

Gordon Setter»-OPEN, dogs.

1. Rab, F. R. Atkins.

2. Bruce, B. C. Haines.
OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Bonnie Dundee, A. A. Smith.

Irish Water Spanlels-OPEN, dogs.

I. Patsy O'Neil, John W. Considine.

Retrievers—Open, dogs.

1 Judge, Jr.. F. W. & J. H. Carter.

2 Nat, Charles McWan.
PUPPIES—dogs and bitches.

I. Maud Mac, F. W. & J. H. Carter.

Collies—Open, dogs.

1. Ben. Tom Forrest.

2. Clifton. F. Murphy. .

What Effect Their Presence Has on
the DoK.

Mr. W. O. Hughes-Hughes writes en-

tertainly upon the above subject to the

English Stock-Keeper as follows : It is

perhaps superfluous to mention that until

a few years ago, dewclaws (either single

or double) were generally considered by

breeders as an essential point of this

breed. The English St. Bernard Club,

in drawing up their scale of points, deter-

mined to ignore these hideous excres-

cences (as I regard them), but the Swiss

breeders still hold that a dog cannot be

perfect without them.

The only argument I have ever heard

advanced in favor of the dewclaw is that

a dog having them has a tendency to

produce off"spring possessing an extra

business claw on the hind foot. The

existence of such a tendency I totally

deny. Every breeder of St. Bernards is

aware that the dewclaw frequently rests

on the ground ; but, so far as my expe-

rience goes, it is in all such cases but

slightly attached to the foot, and perfect-

ly useless in supporting the weight of

the body. I have more than once heard

a man say that a friend of his had seen

a dog having an extra business claw, but

my repeated challenge to produce such

an animal has always been barren of

result, and I continue to deny that there

ever existed a St. Bernard possessing an

extra claw which resembles the others in

its practical uses.

It is undeniable that the Monks of the

St. Bernard Hospice have insisted on the

presence of the dewclaw for at least

thirty years past, and yet I assert from

the evidence of my own eyes that they

have never bred a dog with an extra

business claw. But the question on

which I desire to invite discussion is the

effect which the presence of the dewclaw

has on the dog. The dewclaw is so

placed on the inner side of each hind leg

that in action the claw on one leg must

frequently brush against or even (as I

have seen it) scratch the claw on the

other leg, or even the leg itself. Having

carefully watched scores of puppies, it

has seemed to me that the puppy, feel-

ing the inconvenience of this scratching,

instinctively turns out his toes, so throw-

ing the dewclaw forward and clear of

each other. But the toes cannot be

turned out without the hocks being turn-

ed in, and hence (in my opinion) arise

the cow-hocks which are so common and

so serious a blemish on many otherwise

good dogs.

Ever since I have arrived at this con-

clusion I have had the dewclaws ampu-

tated from all my puppies, and since I

have done so not one animal of my
breeding has shown the slightest sign of

cow-hocks. In a single case I allowed a

bitch, possessing very large double dew-

claws, to retain them until four months

old. 'as she then showed distinctly the

incipient signs of cow-hocks. I then had

the dewclaws removed, and her hind legs

became quite right again. I may add

that the operation is a verv trifling one,

and causes discomfort to the animal for

twenty-four hours at the most.

KENNEL REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made on our blank forms which will

be furnished free by sending to this office

for them.
WHKLPS.

SEMINOLE KENNELS' Irish setter Gyneth
whelped five dogs and two bitches by Semi-

nole. December 15.

W ATLEE BURPEE & CO.'S Dinah (inin rted)

by C.lenn out of Ladv Trefoil, whelpt-d thiee

dogs and four bitches by Champion The
Squire, December 23.

BARNES BROS." (Wellsville, N. V.) imported

toy Yorkshire terrier bitch Mona whelped

two dogs and two bitches by imported Sandy,

January 2.

SALES.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO. sold their light sa-

ble collie dog puppy by Fordhook Squire-

Daisy Dean to D. T. Greene, Binghamton, N.

Y.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS. Cincinnati O.,

sold their pug dog Eberharfs Hustler (Spo-

kane—Lady Verne) toC. U. Wade, Pendleton,

Ore
Lalla Rookh, pug bitch (Leo Il-Dimple), to

same party. „ .. »,t. 1

Miss Phyllis, pug bitch (Imp. John Bull—Phyl-

lis II), to same party.
. ., , j

Count Bob, pug dog (Bradford Ruby II—Lady
Thelm.i), to Miss Ginnie Muhlenberg,

Charleston, W. Va.

HENRY SMITH. N. Y., sold his imported Vork-

shire terrier bitch Mona. by Champion led,

to Barnes Bros., Wellsville, N. Y.

TOHN L. JOLLEY, Denver, S.C, sold his beagle

dog Samson (Sam-Shiua) to F. B. Zimmer,
Gloversville, N. Y.

Ben, beagle dog (Boston—Weasel), to same
party.

VISITS.

TOHN L. JOLLEYS beagle bitch Beauty (Bos-

ton—Nell) to Blue Duke (Rover-Singer),

January i, 1892.

Shina. beagle bitch (Boston—Weasel) to Blue

Duke (Rover—Singer), December 25, 1891.

EBFRHART PUG KENNELS' (Cincinnati, O.)

pug bitch Mabel E. to their Seven Dollars,

December I, 1891.
. „ ,. ^

Peggy Pryde. pug bitch, to their Cashier, De-

cember 22, 1S91.

E D BRETNOR'S (Grafton. N. Dak.) pug bitch

Little Goldie to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Eber-

harfs Cashier, December 18, 1891.

W ATLEE BURPEE & CO.'S rough-coated

Scotch collie The Bard of Fordhook to Pcrth-

shire Lassie. December 22, 1S91. ....
The Hard of Fordhook, rough coated bcotch

collie, to Fordhook Fleet, December 17 and

19,1891.

N BARTnOLOMP:WS Iri.sh setter l)itch Lady
Lell to Prince Ninon, December 24 to 26.

JOHN MACK'S pug bitch Mollie to Eberhart

Pug Kennels' Eberharfs Cashier, January i.

1892.
NAMES CLAIMED.

E G ELLIOTT, Providence, R. I., claims the

name The Homestead Kennels for English

setters.

I GARDNER, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. claims the

name Royal Blue for white, black and tan

blue bellon dog puppy, whelped September

15, i89i,by Roger—Sunol. .....
Rapture for white and lemon ticked F.nglish

setter dog puppy, whelped September 15,

1891, by Roger—Sunol.
. , . ,

Modle Ben for white, black and tan ticked dog
puppy, whelped September 15, 1891, by Roger
—Sunol.

DR H V. PHILLIPS, E. Palestine, O.. claims

the name Buckeye Nell for English pointer

bitch, whelped July 11, 1891, by Hoosier Nell

—Howell's Frank.

G M WF:LD, New York, claims the name The
Huguenot Kennels for Irish terrier kennels,

located at New Rochelle. N. Y.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS claim the name
Virginia for pug bitch, whelped November
13, 1891, by Spokane—East Lake Virgie.

F H PERRY and J. S. MARTIN claim the name
Paula for Irish setter bitch bv Claremont
Patsy—Nora of Claremont, whelped April 10,

1891.

F H PERRY and J. E- HASTINGS claim the

name Teddy O. Burke for Irish setter dog,

same litter.

F H PERRY and J. F. GOSSARD claim the

name Kelly's kid for Irish setter bitch, same
litter.

F H PP:RRY and JC)HN SWITZER claim the

names Hawkeve Dick and Hawkeye yueen
for dog and bitch, same litter.

F H PERRV and B. G. IDIORNE claim the

name Claremont Clara for Irish setter bitch

by Claremont Patsy out of Nellie Glencho.

whelped March 6, 1891.

Eberhart Pub Kennels' Wins.

f:ditor Fanciers' Journal.

It's just as well when a record of wins

is published in a newspaper to get it correct and

all in. Our Eberharfs Cashier won first open

(defeating Sprake) at Detroit, 1S90 Dr. Cryer

has left this out in his article in winning pugs of

1S91. although publishing wins of other pugs

made before 1891. This also applies to our Ma-

ble f:, who won first and special for best pug

bitch in show at Cincinnati, 1891. This was not

an A.K.C. show, but as Dr. Cryer ^publishes

wins of other pugs made at shows not A. K. C,

we might just as well be noticed. Mable K. also

won first at Chicago and Cleveland, 1891. in

puppy class, and this might as well go in also,

as he gives other puppy wins in his article. We

only want what belongs to us, but will insist on

always getting this. I sfiall be at Chicago show

with a string of thirty dogs ; over a dozen breeds

represented. Al. G. Eberhart.

Cincinnati, O.. January 26.
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A TRIP TO THE LAND

OF PORK AND BEANS.

ON BOAUl) THE "YOT."

"1 Say, Captian, How Many Miles to

Besting? Eleving? Oh Heaving,

I Tho't It Was Seving."

Special Correspondence.

Landed in front of the Boston Stock

Keeper, I heard the American eagle

screaming "one dollar per year," I

then soared aloft and bearded the doctor

on his perch amidst printers' devils,

dusty papers and photographs. He was

as usual very busy and somewhat taken

back and discouraged when he saw it

was Thk Journal so far from home, but

like others fell into a dead swoon and

wondered what next for enterprise.

When coming to he gave me Mr. Sears'

business address, whom I found working

the long distance telephone to Cape Cod,

ensconced in seals, furs and a cap on.

After a nmtual understanding between

the gunner of the North and South we

journeyed to Salem and hunted up the

Anglo-American Kennels, which should

be named the "long and short kennels."

I was most agreeably surprised in these

kennels. They are a little "snuggery,"

most cosily and nattily finished through-

out, with plenty of room in a little com-

pass, and everything was as clean and

neat as a new pin.- Mr. Simonds, the

proprietor, almost lives in this little box,

and is never happy unless talking York-

shires and black and tans to "yon Garge

Thumas," who has them all thoroughly

domesticated and under complete con-

trol.

In Yorkshires they are very strong,

and nothing to touch them in America,

Toon's Royal and Venus being the pick,

with Jennie, Toon's Miss, Toon's Floss

and Toon's Bright to follow up. In

black and tans Prmce Regent and Match-

less hold the swav, and were cuddled up

like rats with Raglan, Rosette and Em-
press, all great winners on the bench.

Irish' terriers are a new departure, and

not requiring so much work, care and

attention as the others. In Jack Briggs,

Valley Boxer and the bitch Exile they

have 'a team that will do well in any

company, and I saw a number of pups

that will probablv make their parents

hustle. Endcliffe' Spice, a dog that is

improving dailv. represents the "harrier"

division, and 'Barton Sting, a typical

little wire-haired, the other portion.

This dog should be placed well on the

bench. There is not much wrong with

him barring size. Kilstor, the comical

little "die hard" Scotch terrier, is known

to all show goers. He holds an unde-

feated record on this side, and it will take

an exceptionally good 'un from t'other

side to beat him'.

At the same kennels Mr. Purbeck has

his greyhounds enjoying this drawing-

room luxury. In Gem of the Season,

Bertwood Daisy, Ornatus and Lily of

Gainsboro is a quartette that has stood

up against all comers on the show circuit,

and 1 know of none to beat them. Or-

natus is probably the best dog, but being

black does not show up as well as Gem.

Bestwood Daisy is small, but brimful of

qualitv and symmetrical all through.

One other I must not forget is Pious

Pembroke. As a courser he excels, and

back of his head would come up to Or-

natus. The poodle Dexter, and last, but

not least, the Rarzoi Sailor comprize his

string of high-class dogs so often seen

and admired by the public. It was with

great reluctance that I took myself away,

and the expression and tearful look that

followed is one that will never be forgot-

ten by me.
The next on my list is the gilt edge ot

America, unapproachable for size and

grandeur. Thev are' the Wyoming Ken-

nels, belonging to Mr. E. B. Sears. Such

has never been my lot to see before. On

the right as you enter is a large recep-

tion room, on the left is a spareroom

and a large kitchen adjoining. Above is

Mr. Green's bedroom, the manager, and

from that you enter a sickroom fitted up

for a dog that requires especial care. Ad-

joining Mr. Green's room is one for visi-

tors who are compelled to stay over night

when breeding a bitch. In addition are

two more large rooms, one for the men
and the other as a storeroom. Upstairs

and throughout the building is hot and

cold water, with stationary wa.sh basins

and a water tower above all this. Lead-

ing from the main floor you enter the

kennel proper, which has, roughly speak-

ing, some twenty loose boxes big enough

for a horse, in each of which is a mova-

ble bench, easily taken apart to wash

them, most perfect and latest ventilation,

plenty of light and no trouble, which is

so essential when visiting a kennel in

seeing the dogs. Each kennel has a

large run, one-half of which runs dovyn

an embankment. Nature arranged this,

but it affords the dogs some excellent

climbing, which is so beneficial for their

hind legs.

The first beauty that I saw romping

around was Lady Wellington. Her head,

which to an ignorant one is lovely, is

wrong when under the eye of a St. Ber-

nard judge. The rest of her is superb.

At her side was a young Jim Blane pup.

In head the picture of his dad was uiost

striking, and if he goes on as he is at

present it will be a wonder. Plinlimmon,

Jr., was the next with his long, lingy

body, beautiful hindquarters and well

bent hocks. He was in prime condition,

weighing some 170 pounds, but for New
York will carry another fifteen pounds.

Then came Lothario, with his grand,

typical head and the smallest of ears I

ever saw. He is now doing well at the

stud, and breeders should keep their eye

on him for head alone. He will knit to-

gether for his size and weight from 155

to 160 pounds.
An own brother to Kingston Regent

makes his bow. In head he is much like

his father. Prince Regent, lots of quality

all through, stands higher than Lothario,

has not the bone of his brother, but won-

derfully active. This is Lord Dante.

"Bring Jim Blaine in, James." This was

a nice order to treat one of America's

great statesmen to. Just like a plate of

oysters. However, he obediently came

and filled his admirers with consterna-

tion. He is a great little dog with a

grand head and expression, measuring

twenty-eight inches in skull and thirty-

one and a half at shoulder, and the rest

of him in conformity, exceptionally so.

At first he looks odd, having a light eye

and a dark. At the stud I'm told he has

never been known to miss. His weight

is most deceptive, weighing close on to

190 pounds. Two puppies, nine mouths

old, sons of Hesper, are what Mr. Sears

has left to remind him of this phenom-

enal stud dog. They will be heard from

later, and have every sign of doing their

noble sire justice. Wyoming Prince and

Wyoming Hesper are their names. The

former is more matured and weighs some

ten pounds more ; in head Prince is the

larger, a trifle houndy and a milder ex-

pression. Hesper is better in ear, square

on top, not so massive and keener in ex-

pression. There is a difference of opin-

ion between these two, Mr. Green think-

ing that Hesper will be the better when

matured. They are a good size and will

surely make a name.
Lady Adelaide II and Champion Ma-

nou, the former so well known, is de-

barred mainly on her color. The latter

has the true Bayard type, was never in

better condition with her beautiful ex-

pression and fine body. Her understand-

ings don't compare with the rest of her

and she is light in bone. Hepsey now

comes and takes her place as second

choice in the kennel, in head all to be

desired and only handicapped by a mis-

hap in one eve. She stands on the best

of legs and feet and well-bent stifles, but

not deep enough in color. In size she is

outclassed by Princess Florence, her

great rival, whom she will meet at New
York. With a bound the finest piece of

dog fiesh that ever trod on earth made

his appearance, faultless to an extreme,

and the most severe critic must be com-

pelled to leave out for once in his life

that little word "if." He was there run-

ning around as nimble as a kitten, and

the question of his movement behind can

at once be abandoned when he is in the

presence of his old master and caretaker,

Mr James Green. He is now in the

most possible finest condition that man

can have him, and such will be the ac-

clamation at New York.
There were numbers of brood bitches,

with La Pucelle and the only vSir Bediyere

Eups at her side, who bids fair, and it is

oped, to mature into something extra-

ordinary. He was then and there dubbed

Knight Templar by the writer, his owner

being, as we know, high up in Masonry.

Princess Alma has a record of forty-three

pups in three litters, so she cannot be

passed over without mention. In all,

everything was immense and almost be-

yond description to do it justice. The
inmates have at their disposal some thirty

acres to romp over, with a lake to cool

their heated brows in the summer, if so

wished.
Mr. E. H. Moore's, of Melrose, is

within a stone's throw, where another

treat was in store. His kennels are also

elaborate, with lots of ground and spa-

cious loose boxes and under the able

management of Mr. Arthur Trickett.

In bitches Mr. Moore is strong with

Lady Livingston, Lady Sueerwell and

Lady Melrose, and how the former will

come off at New York against Hepsey is

an open question which Miss Whitney

will decide. Lord Melrose, a Goliath in

height and a grand ^lead, was towering

over them all. The sensation of our

visit were the phenomenal smooth pups

by Alton out of a Keeper bitch. They are

now about nine months old, enormous in

size and all very even. There is a gold

mine in this litter, which is getting the

best of attention. Such bone, heads,

bodies and expression. They look very

matured and are still growing. There

are nine in all, and Mr. Moore's pluck

and good fortune must be praised in

securing them as he did. When Alton

died he immediatelv made a bargain with

the owner of the bi'tch and purchased all

the dog pups at $100 each before they

were born, and the three bitch pups also

at a high figure. For this venture he de-

serves all he can get, and he certainly

has got something away up.

It was unfortunate time was drawing

on, but under oath I had to see Frank

Forest and his haven of beagles. The

little kennel is situated at the foot of a

wood and rightly named. Friend Parry

unfortunately was not home, having gone

out with a pack of his musical boxes at

9 A. M., and never known to return till

darkness sets in, so another look at Hun-

ter, Gypsy Forest, Lady Lea, some hardy

Frank pups, and I was giving tongue on

an old scent for the railroad track. A
glympse at Jack the Ripper, Belhas,

Beuison and Delphan, all bloodhounds

belonging to Mr. G. W. Glazier, of South

Salem, who intends running Mr. Win-

chell a tight race, was my next. He has

heaps of room, and a kennel that many
would be proud of. Benison, his latest

importation from Mr. Brough, has a

grand litter of nine by Bono, but I hear

the best of them is going to Mr. Win-

chell. He already has a promising pack

and plenty of wrinkle. They are all

very strong, healthy pups and an even

litter. In mastiffs that wonderful headed

dog Maximilian takes possession of the

yard, accompanied by Madge Whiting,

another well-known one.
.

Not far from Mr. Glazier's kennel is

the home of the St. Bernard bitch Dora,

who was supposed to have been bred to

Watch, but not fruitfully. Mr. Barry

has useful looking brood bitches. He is

passionately fond of them, and is sensi-

ble in his idea of breeding to the best

proved stud dogs no matter what the fee

costs. ,, _
To wind up, I find myself at Provi-

dence, R. I., right among the Irishmen,

they being Mr. Walter Conistock's strong

hobby. Dunmurry, in my opinion, is

the cream of the kennel, nice size, sym-

metrical all round, not so high on the

leg as some of the present fad, sweet ex-

pression and whose only fault is a bit

flat-footed. Boxer IV, the new importa-

tion, is thoroughly Irish, high on the leg,

grand straight bone, plenty of coat and a

good 'un, black eyes, no dark shadings

and I suppose in all the right stamp.

Hanover is deeper in color, not so good

in coat for quantity as Boxer, perfect

drop ears but more our size, with legs

and feet to carry him through for any

money. Ballyrush has some niceish pups,

one very promising. She herself is an-

other good 'un, a nice size and though a

trifle low at the shoulder doubly makes

up for it elsewhere. Katie Connor is a

deep, dark red and will be quite an addi-

tion for breeding. Killaloe I like, and is

a good one spoilt by her badly cropped

ears, which will probably improve as she

gets older. In black and tans Mr. F. J.

Comstock has Jasper by Sir Edward II

out of Lloyd's Rose, Salisbury by Bea-

consfield out of Cheatham Hill's Rose,

Queen II by Ormonde out of Bell's SafT,

Ivouis by Beaconsfield out of Nelly ;
Mis-

hap by Salisbury out of Queen 11. The
above is a team that anybody need be

proud of. Jasper was a bit out of con-

dition. He is better in tan and tail than

Salisbury, who scores somewhat over him

in head. Louis is a particularly nice

bitch and very taking, and should do

well on the bench. Queen is just the

sort for a brood bitch, plenty of room
for a belly of whelps. She was in tip-top

condition. Mizpah, a pup as yet, makes
up the quintet, and being one of their

own breeding are anxious to see how
she will furnish up when her ears are

fixed.

I must not forget the Schipperke pups

with their tailless appendages, in fact on

a minute examination it was hard to find

where they began and ended. Nanki

Pooh, a Jap, was in his glory, dodging

round in a corky, iaunty style. This

little fellow is one of the best, only hav-

ing been beaten once when in a class of

toys and Blenheims.
Mr. Conistock's kennels are only tem-

porary at present, and are situated just

outside of Providence. A snug little cot-

tage in charge of "George" >*ill meet all

the wants of the inner man, and my host

I guarantee will take care of you. A
look at the stable and the artistic way in

which the coachman has had the stalls

decorated with olaited straw, which is

certainly a work* of art, reflecting great

merit on him, showing how much he

prizes his charges must not be forgotten.

On leaving a little bird whispered that a

pair of high-stepping hackneys would be

the next addition, then the fever will

commence. The train rolled in and I

was aboard. Mr. Conistock's hospitality

was unbounded, and had I given way to

his earnest solicitations I should probably

have been a resident in Providence still.

With many thanks to all which will be a

looked for pleasure to reciprocate and

only regretting that during my short

visit I was not given a feed of "pork and

beans" is one of those things that no

fellah can understand.
BROCKENHURST.

A CLEVER COLLIE.

Some Remarkable Tricks She Preformed

for Her Master.

Walter E- Btown in Animal World.

For many years—a baker's dozen, I

believe—Lassie had been a missing link

in the fireside circle of some relatives of

mine, a member of the family more truly

perhaps than ever dog was before in that

or any other. Lassie had learned a

great number of tricks—not posturing

ones. Walking erect on her hind legs,

or elevating them while she paraded

before admiring eyes on her fore, or

limping about on three with one dan-

gling in apparent impotence by her side

—such fooling was beneath her dignity.

She would have lapsed into invincible

dudgeon if her best friend had tried to

induce her to make such an exhibition

of herself. Lassie's tricks were of a

higher class than these, which many a

cur of low degree readily learns, and is

proud to practice. Sir John Lubbock's

stvle of training was more in accordance

with her views. All such acquirements

as picking one card that had "food"

printed on it from a lot of similar size,

but blank, she possessed. In fact, she

was wont to hunt up this particular card

of her own will, and take it to the cook

when she felt hungry and her wants had

not been ministered to in due time. She

would shut the sitting-room door if told

to do so, and generally ready, if bidden,

to take her seat on the music stool and

play the piano, looking most attentively

at the piece of music before her, as if

playing from note.
.

Her owner is a Liberal in politics. I

cannot help saying that I am sorry for

this. But let this pass. Lassie's princi-

ples were the same. Ifoff^ered a bit of

biscuit with an assurance that Mr. Glad-

stone sent it, or Mr. Bright, or many
another of less note, she would instantly

take it, but run over a number of Tory

names and she kept her head turned

away, refusing to look at the tempting

morsel that came from such a detestable

quarter. Directly, however, the name

of a known Liberal was breathed ever so

softly, she turned quickly round to the

extended fingers and took the gift.

Some interviewers thought that the right

man was understood to be the sender of

the tid-bit, after many wrong ones had

been named. But it was not so. The

allowed contributors' names were known
and remembered, and whether one of

them came first or last, or in the middle

of the list of favorite politicians, she

took what was sent by him as soon as

she heard of his generosity. If very

hungry, or if the dainty was very tempt-

ing occasionallv—I believe very occa-

sionally—she made a mistake (by pur-

poseful accident?), but she did so slowly

and with clear reluctance and showed an

unprompted sense of after shame that

was ludicrous to behold.

If asked her color, whether green or

blue, or white, ect., or, as it was, black

and tan, she gave a loud bark when the

right sort was named. Strange to say,

this was the only trick that she disliked,

and she could only be got to repeat it

after some hours, never twice in close

succession. She usually walked off in

something like a sulk directly she had

barked at the word that indicated the

correct color of her beautiful coat. An-

other trick was this. Whatever posture

she was in, even if she was gambolhng,

she became rigid, as if petrified by a

sight of Medusa's head, if "photograph

were called out, and thus she remained,

sometime for several minutes, until per-

mission to move was given by the word

"taken."
Her owner once gave my parishioners

what I may call an entertainment in the

schoolroom with Lassie. And very in-

teresting, amusing, and clever it was.

She went through the crowd of lookers-

on to shut the door at the word of com-

mand. A barrel—a nine-gallon one,

scarcely large enough for her to crawl

through, one would have thought—had

the two ends knocked out, and on hold-

ing it up and telling Lassie to jump. she

went right through it forwards and back-

wards several times ; in fact, as often as

she was told to do so. But the piece de

resistance was the preformance of the

deeds for which Old Mother Hubbard s

dog obtained just celebrity. She stood

"expectant by," grinning consumedly

it seemed, while the exhibitor pretended

to search the cupboard for the desired

bone She hung her head and stood

with drooping tail when it was discover-

ed that "the cupboard was bare." She

was found smoking a pipe on the return

of her mistress with the tripe, dead when

she came with the bread, laughing when

the coffin was brought, and all this was

calmly done on the platform in view ot

a large assemblage of people who could

not restrain their bursts of laughter,

which ought most certainly to have de-

composed the animal, one whould have

thought, preventing her from going

through the preformance properly. But

there was not a single hitch, and I jhink

the exhibition was the most wonderful

thing of the kind that I ever saw or even

heard of. My space is limited, or I

could extend this account of Lassies

clever deeds.
, ^ r^

I am sorry to say that she left no

progeny that might have inherited her

traits and wonderful qualities. She

never had a pup. Alas ! this must now

run into an obituary notice. A few

months ago this wise, and gentle, and

loving collie breathed her last after a

short sharp illness. Every thing was

done that could be thought of to stave

off the fate that drew nearer and "earer

every hour. She was nursed night and

day, not by hired hands, but by those

she loved and who loved her, as she well

knew. And her sense of their tender

care was most touching, but trying in-

deed to the anxious watchers. In her ut-

most prostration she would try ever and

anon by an impossible effort to present

her paw, or by a weak wag of her tail,

or by an endeavor to lick the tending

hand, or at last and to the last by a sad,

sad. earnest look from her eloquent eyes,

to assure us of her aff"ection even in

death. It seemed as if poor Lassie's con-

cern for her mistress more especially

was greater than her concern for herself.

Love triumphed over suffering, and she

may be said to have died apologizing for

her state and her need.

POULTRY an° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

New York next week.
«

« »

It will be the great finale of the show

season of 1891-92. The entries are larger,

so we are informed, than ever before, and

it is safe to say that the cream of many

noted yards of poultry will be present

in silk attire at the great Empire State

show.
«

• «

A fine lot of birds have arrived from

England for the New York show, while

Canada will send its best. So breeders

in the States will have what is in reality

an international show.

on the Indian games without having the

slightest knowledge of the breed. If

such men are tolerated by respectable

journals and allowed full sweep of their

selfish aims the force of Editor Hunter's

position in the matter is apparent.

*

*
* »

There are hundreds of intelligent and

honest poultrymen who gladly would

contribute practical articles without

charge if they were properiy encouraged.

They are afraid of those who are looked

upon as regular contributors. This is

nonsense. Some of the best articles we

ever read were written by plain, every-

day poultrymen and fanciers, and The

Fanciers' Journai, again invites all

such to send in their experiences for

publication in its columns.

We are sorry to state that

Rackham has been very ill with the grip,

and was threatened at one time with ty-

phoid fever, but a letter received as we

write assures us that he is much better

and will be able to handle the immense

amount of work inseparable from such a

large show.

I* *

Binghamton and Elmira both held

. good poultry shows last week, but itgood poultry

seems to us that if the fanciers of both

cities would combine and hold shows al

ter as follows: "The Philadelphia ex-

hibition was worthy of the third city in

the Union. It brought together an im-

mense concourse of birds, and among

new varieties there were Sherwonds,

buff Plymouth Rocks, golden buffs, buff"

Wyandottes, buff Hamburgs, buff Leg-

horns, Dominique Wyandottes and the

like. And it is worth mentioning that

the buff Leghorns, especially those shown

by Aug. D. Arnold, were worthy of the

name and far away the best specimens I

ever saw. With such stock as this gen-

tleman possesses there is no reason why

the buff Leghorn should not be pro-

nounced already made—not in a state of

transition—and that specimens of high

excellence for exhibition should not be

readily produced. This exhibition had a

fine pen of Creve Cft'urs, some white

Aseels, white Malays and a pair of white

Indian games sent over from ICngland.

Mr. O. K. Sharp, with characteristic en-

ergy, purchased the Aseels, Malays and
cities WOUIU CU111U»HI«- a.i.K\j. "^." ••- .....

ternately in Binghamton and Elmira it Indian games, and I presume later we
icructici> ill i^ 6 ..,_ii !.„„> f..^.., i,.:.m Tn furt IMiiladel-

»
» «

An additional list of special premiums

appears in this issue of The Fanciers'

Journal, which added to those already

published make an unusually attractive

and valuable inducement to all exhibi-

tors.

would prove beneficial in many ways

It would certainly bring out an immense

entry, where now it is divided. Besides

a yearly show in the same city is apt to

grow stale to the citizens.

*
»

» »

The Fanciers' Journal will print a

full and correct report of the New York

show, and all poultrymen should avail

themselves of the opportunity to secure

a copy. The show edition of last year

was entirely exhausted in a few days.

*
» «

We notice in several exchanges that J.

Pen fold Field has been expelled from the

Leghorn Club in England. This is the

same man who has royally "stuck" many

of our American breeders by sending

over poor specimens of Indian games and

buff Leghorns. It is about time that

some action was taken against a few

American breeders who are if anything

more culpable than the aforesaid Field.

We have received complaints against

several notorious breeders that are suffi-

ciently sound to exclude their advertise-

ments from our columns, and serious

enough to demand the attention of the

specialty clubs and the A. P. A.

«
« «

All breeders of poultry should adver-

tise in this edition, as it will reach thou-

sands of new readers and buyers of stock.

It will pay.
»*#

Editor Branday in the January Practi-

cal Poultryman gives Editor Hunter some

fatherly advice on how to run a poultry

paper, and considers the latter's opinion

as to exchanging advertising for contri-

butions entirely wrong. Mr. Hunter
^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^jj^^j. Wyandottes has

does not believe in the practice of giving
^^^^-^.^^ ^y ^^^ great showing this breed

advertising space in payment for copy,
^^^^ ^^ Philadelphia, Columbia, S. C,

while Mr. Branday does.
^^^ Binghamton, N. Y., has led to many

inquiries for stock and eggs. Among the

new advertisers in The Fanciers' Jour

While The Fanciers' Journal does

not care to wage a personal warfare

against such scalawags, it will do all in

its power to make them harmless and

even bring them to the bar of justice.

shall hear from them. In fact, Philadel-

phia was an excellent place to sell fowls,

and many sales were made.

*
« »

"In the Plymouth Rock exhibit there

were two phenomenal birds—a cockerel

shown by Mr. E. B. Thompson, which

for evenness of color and perfection of

shape it would be difficult to improve,

and a hen owned by some local exhib-

itor, that for perfection of barring could

not readily be surpassed. There was a

strong competition in the American

class for the solid silver Child's Cup, and

Mr. Jones Wilcox was the happy winner.

Had 1 time, and if space were at my
disposal, I should like to speak of all the

fine birds exhibited, the liberal manage-

ment and hospitable treatment given, the

kindness shown to all, the magnificent

display of pigeons and pets, and the like,

but I must forbear. Sufficient for my
purpose is it to say that the Philadelphia

exhibition was, in the best meaning of

the term, a complete success, and re-

flected credit upon its promoters and

managers."

«
» 4r

«
»

From a business point of view Editor

Hunter is right, although his opponent

makes a plausible plea for the value of

such a procedure. The trouble is in the

advantage som6 writers take when al-

lowed such privilege. Where cash is paid

for articles good work is expected of the

writers. On the exchange basis the lat-

ter often become careless, and even the

editor looks upon their screeds as good

enough for the price

NAL we are pleased to note Dr. A. T.

Beckett, of Salem, N. J.,
whose record at

the great Philadelphia show has been the

talk of the fancy.
*
•

*
« *

The whole system is being abused by

alleged writers, who use every opportu-

nity to puff their own stock and possibly

themselves. The articles of such men as

Fox, Stevens and a few others are any

thing but just to the other advertisers of

the papers they inflict their screeds on.

Admitting such, transparent self-adver-

tising communications have disgusted

many of the best breeders, and the only

remedy is to exclude such articles or pay

cash for those that are of value to the

readers of the paper

The boys of the Nutmeg State fairly

outdid themselves at their show held in

Hartford last week. The representative

of The Fanciers' Journal is loud in

his praises of the management. His re-

port in this issue will be read with inter-

est.
»
» »

* «

The tirade against the buff Leghorn

which appeared over the name of one

Fox in a western paper is a libel on the

intelligence of its readers and a pitiful

example of the writer's ignorance. The

same individual made a ridiculous attack

The feeding of fresh beef bones has be-

come a necessity in poultry culture.

How to feed the refuse bones has, how-

ever, always been a serious problem

until Mann's green bone cutter came on

the market. This machine is unquestion-

ably the best invention of its kind in

late years. Hundreds are in successful

operation all over the United States,

while shipments have been made to

Europe and Australia. The cutter is

strongly built and will last many years.

We advise our readers to send for a cir-

cular giving description and prices. See

advertisement.

Hamilton Poultry Show.

A poultry show was held in Hamilton,

Out., on the i8th, 19th and 20th. The

show was held in a cold, rackety, old

building, and the weather during its pro-

gress was very severe. The entries were

small in most classes. This was owing

to the show having been got up on short

notice. The game and game bantam

classes were fair. Brahmas and Cochins,

especially buff, were very good. Plym-

outh Rocks were very meagre. Leg-

horns were good classes and Wyandottes

fair. The pigeons, rabbits and pets were

small classes but good in quality. Mes-

srs. Butterfield was judge on poultry and

Ham Cooper on pigeons an«l pets. The

Ontario Poultry Association's show for

1893 was voted to be held in Hamilton.

So the Hamiltoniansex}>ecta larger show

next vear. vSecretary Alf Kerr was very

obliging and things went on as smooth

as possible under the circumstances.

«
* •

H. S. Babcock, one of the judges at

the Philadelphia show, speaks of the lat-

They All Say the Same.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Allow me to contribute my mite in sup-

port of the value of your columns as an

advertising medium. The short "ad"

relating to the sale of fancy pigeons in-

serted in your valuable journal some time

ago elicited responses from many interest-

ed parlies living in difl"erent sections of

the countrv, with one of whom a mutual-

ly satisfactory arrangement was eff"ected.

You certainly deserve to be congratulated

on the character and high standard of the

nailer you are now issuing to your sport-

ing friends. C. K. Westbrook
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., January 25.
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CONNECTICUT'S GREAT

SHOW^F POULTRY

The First Exhibition of the State

Poultry Association.

NEARLY 1200 ACTUAL ENTRIES.

The Nutmeg State Holds a Rat-

tling Good Exhibition of

the Feathered Pets.

From Our Special Correspondent.

H.\RTroRD, Conn., Jan. 23.—The exhi-

bition of the Connecticut State Poultry

Association opened in Foot Guard Hall

January 18, with close on to 1200 actual

entries. This is one of the exhibitions

that it is a pleasure to visit. The officers

all vied with one another to make it

pleasant for all. The president, Major

George B, Fisher, was worried all the

time for fear he wasn't doing enough for

the comfort of the boys, and the secre-

tary, R. G. Bailey, though full of busi-

ness, was ever ready to stop work and

answer questions. He always had a

pleasant look and word and is surely a

model secretary.

The hall was kept the cleanest and
sweetest of any show we were ever in,

the bird's were well cared for and there

was not a sick fowl to be seen. The ven-

tilation and light were good. Editor

Hamilton, of the New England Fancier,

was there for the week, and the Poultry

Monthly was ably represented.

Wednesday afternoon the visitors were
entertained by a male quartette stationed

on the platform. They rendered selec-

tions fronj the best composers every fif-

teen minutes, but when they sang a

"special," dedicated to Fillebrown, even

the cockerels stopped crowing and silence

reigned supreme. Felch sat like one in

a trance, and the subscriptions to The
Fancieks' Journal came rolling in.

and the representative had his hands full

so long as sample copies lasted. Surely

this has been a show long to be remem-
bered. Hospitality reigned supreme, and

not even Massachusetts money was good
in the city. The president of the associ-

ation is a gentleman, a financier, a man-
ager, social, quiet, stern in his convic-

tions of duty, honorable and fair. His

aim is to excel in every undertaking

and his motto, "Never let up." The at-

tendance «luring the exhibition was ex-

cellent, the hall being fairly crowded.

The following was signed by all the

exhibitors

:

Hartford. January 22, 1892.

To THE OFFICERSOF THE CON.NECTICL'T STATE
Poultry Associatio.v: We the exhibitors here

assembled do hereby express in an humble wav
by the signatures hereunto affixed, our heartfelt

thanks for the most cordial welcome, the hospi-

tality and most kind reception we have received,

and do hereby resolve that the interests of the

fancy can be promoted by exhibiting with such

societies, and hope the patronage they have so

meritoriously received, both by the public and
the fancy, m'av be continued in the future.

A clerical error was discovered in the

scores of the light Brahma cocks. The
first prize bird l>eing passed as full

weight should have been cut six, as he

weighed but nine pounds. This gave

Colonel R. J. Hamilton first. Peas Bros,

and J. Wood tie for second, C. W. Cole

third and B. Wadsworth fourth. With
all the obligations we were under during

the week to Major Fisher, we do not for-

get the knulncss and royal hospitality of

Mrs. Fisher, who entertained us and
Messrs. Bailey and Ballon at dinner

Fridav evening. A more pleasant two

hours' was not spent anywhere during

the week. Everything was to the Queen's

taste, and our appreciation was shown
by our appetites. A new dish to us was

the "pigs in a blanket," which is a favor-

ite of the Major, and we did not quail be-

fore the birds on toast.

The light Brahma class brought out

fortv-seven specimens. Colonel R. J.

Hamilton, of Springfield, Massachusetts,

showed five males, one cock scoring only

8^/2 that was good for 92 honest points,

being cut on leg feathering that was per-

fect. His neck was cut two when one

would have been a hard cut. Wattles

and ear lobes were excellent, still he suf-

fered a one-half cut. It was hard to tell

what the judge's idea was, as the cuts on
the entire class were not sub-divided into

color and shape, the "total" column be-

ing the only one used. The entire class

was severely cut on toe feathering, and
the disqualification for black in back on
several pullets showed radical decisions.

Colonel Hamilton's second prize cock

was far ahead of the first, beating him on
symmetry, comb, tail, back and wings.

Peas Bros, showed a pair of fowls, of

which the cock should have been first in-

stead of third. Colonel Hamilton's sec-

ond was rightly placed. The fourth,

though having poor neck, was right, and
Mr. Stitzer's cock should have been third

and the first prize one should not have
had a place. The cockerels were good,

showing with few exceptions better shape.

Dark Brahmas were a nice lot, Peas

Bros, showing thirty-eight. The males

were particularly fine, being bright and

clean in color. The females were nicely

pencilled, showing that pains had been

taken in the breeding. C. A. Ballon

took the bulk of the premiums. So much
has been said about them that to repeat

would be useless. J. W. Burrows also

showed a pair of good ones.

Twenty-one partridge Cochins were

shown by George W. Mitchell, C. A.

Ballou and Peas Bros. They were truly

a grand lot, not a poor one among them.

The prizes were about equally divided.

Mr, Mitchell's cock was a great attrac-

tion. Although he was the only one
shown was fully entitled to first. Peas

Bros, had a pullet that attracted the at-

tention of Cochin men, as she was per-

fect in symmetry. Buffs brought out

fourteen specimens and were a nice lot.

White Cochins were shown by Mitchell

and Russell, and were alone in this class,

but a nicer six birds are seldom seen in a

show room.
Silver Wyandottes were shown by

Joshua Shute & Son, E. A. Nellis and
F. A. Wise, Jr. Mr. Shute showed a cock

that had a perfect breast, being a sight

for an artist. His cockerels and pullets

were nicely marked, being clean and free

from moss. Mr. Nellis' pullets were par-

ticularly fine in shape but a trifle dark,

the white cere being small but clean.

Mr. Wier's birds were also nice. It was

a good clean class and the competition

sharp. Twenty-two goldens were shown,

Fould Bros, having the largest exhibit.

It was a good class, but as a whole did

not equal the silvers. Eighteen whites

were shown by Clark & Barns and W.
H. Shute. The class was good, being

noticeable for small even combs and

good colored legs.

Black Langshans brought out thirty-

one birds, George L. McLean having

sixteen, one cockerel being a good rep-

resentative of the breed, also a cock with

nice shape. His hens were excellent

and several of his pullets "typical." J.

E. Munson showed fifteen, but owing to

the crowded condition of his coop their

shape could not be appreciated unless

taken out. He showed a cock and five

grand hens and beside them were five

nice all-round pullets bred from the

fowls. This is the way we like to see

birds shown. You can see what you are

getting and how they were bred. His ex-

hibit was very attractive, the coops being

by far the neatest ever seen in a show
room. J. F. Dermody showed nine, one

hen being particularly fine and one cock-

erel. Everyone knows what to expect

when they see Kirby & Smith's whites

and blues, and the grand specimens

shown were no exception to the rule.

The games were out in force, there be-

ing fifty-four Indians. J. Melvin showed

two nicely laced pullets. R. J. Hewit ex-

hibited two trios, the males showing bet-

ter than the females. Samuel L. Barker

showed an even dozen that were fine, and

John E. Bruce's string of twenty-one were

of good size.

The black Javas were a grand lot. E.

F. Badmington being alone in a class of

thirty-seven birds, the lowest being 94>^,

from that to 97, most of them scoring 96.

The white Plymouth Rock was the

banner class, having ninety-four good,

clean birds. J. W. Hale showed eighteen

good-sized birds. H. O. Chesley had

sixteen nice ones, showing good shape,

combs and shanks. It was a close run

between him and A. A. Fillebrown, who
exhibited sixteen typical specimens, hav-

ing fine plumage and a nice lot of combs
and legs. N. L. Devoll was out with

three nice pairs, and Howard Amos
showed a pair of fowls, the cock being

an excellent specimen. Clark & Barnes

exhibited eight meritorious birds, and I.

B. Davis six with as clean and uniform
colored shanks as were ever shown. A.

D. Webster had two pairs with excellent

combs and shanks and snowy plumage.
R. G. Bailey exhibited thirteen grand

specimens with nice even combs and
excellent shanks and fine colored eyes

and plumage.
There were fifty-one barred Rocks,

George W. Leach having eight nice col-

ored ones, well barred with good combs
and legs, Dudley Wells, that prince of

good fellows, showed eight nice colored

specimens with golden shanks. Samuel
Barker had six cockerels with nice-col-

ored shanks, beaks, eyes and plumage.

M. Jones showed seven nice, clean, all-

round birds, and C. H. Wells nine well-

barred birds, and his fourth prize cockerel

was grand, being bright and clean, barred

to the skin, the hackle having ten dis-

tinct and even bars. He was surely en-

titled to a higher place. Cleveland Poul-

try Farm had seven nice birds, and \y.

J. Blanchard a nice colored pair. All in

all it was a hot class.

White Leghorns were out strong, twen-

ty-six in number. F. L. Edwards showed
fifteen elegant birds, ^fiue in plumage and

svmmetry and good combs. They were

all ofgood size and showed care and breed-

ing. William F. Whiting showed two
pair that were in excellent plumage, fine

combs, eyes and shanks. His second-

prize cockerel was a noble bird.

Fourteen silver-bearded Polish were

shown by G. E. Taft and C. W. Comins,

and made up a strong though small

class.

Colonel Hamilton was alone in the

buff laced Polish. They were excellent,

and would stand well in strong competi-

The Houdans prizes were divided

among J. M. McClever, E. A. Todd and

Daniel Love. The class contained twen-

ty-two as fine specimens as are often

seen.
The bantam class was small though of

excellent quality.

G. S. Pratt, Jr., showed thirty-two pairs

of pigeons and as many varieties, How-
ard Whiting one pair and H. L. Strong

completed the exhibit with ten pair.

The Awards.

Brahmas (light).—Cockerel (tie) ist, pullet ist,

three specials to Jordan C. Wells; cockerel (tie)

ist hen 2d, two specials to Burton Wadsworth;
pullet 4th to H. B. Brandt; hen 4th to George G.

Stitzer; pullet 2d and 3d, cockerel, 2d. 3d and 4th.

two specials to Frank T. Crossby; collection 2d

and 3d, hen ist, cock 4th, pullet 3d, two specials

to Joshua Wood: cock 3d, hen jd to Pease Bros.;

cock 2d to Colonel R. G. Hamilton. Dark—Cock
ist and 2d, cockerel ist, hen ist, pullet 1st, 2d, 3d

and 4th, collection first and ten specials to C. A.

Ballou; cockerel 2d, hen 2d, cock 4th, collection

2d and three specials to Pease Bros,; cockerel 3d

to John W. Barrows.

Cochins (partridge).—Cock ist, cockerel ist,

pullet (tie) ist, hen 2d and four specials to George

W. Mitchell; hen ist, pullet (tie) 1st, cockerel (tie)

2d hen 3d. pullet 3d and 4th, collection ist and

three specials to C. A. Ballou; pullet 2d, cockerel

(tie) 2d and two specials to Pease Bros. Buff-

Cock 1st, hen 3d and 4th and three specials to

George G. Stitrer; pullet ist and 2d and two

specials to Mitchell & Russell: cockerel ist and

2d hen 2d. pullet 3d and 4th, collection 2d and

two specials to A. D. Norcross. White—Hen ist

and 2d, cockerel ist and 2d, pullets 1st and 2d to

Mitchell & Russell.

Langshans (black).-Cock (tie) ist, cockerel

3d to J. F. Darmody: cock (tie) ist, hen, cockerel

and pullet ist and 2d, hen 3d, pullet (tie) 3d, hen

(tie) 4th, oullet (tie) 4th to J. I,. McLean; cock 2d

and 3d, cockerel (tie) 3d. puH^t (tie) 3d, hen (tie)

4th, pullet (tie) 4th White—Cockerel ist and

one special to Mitchell & Russell.

Plymouth Rocks (barred).—Cock ist and spe-

cial to C. P. Jordan; hen ist, 2d and 3d; pullet ist,

2d and 3d: cockerel 3d, collection ist, ten specials

to George W. Leach; cock 2d, pullet 4th, one spe-

cial to Dudley Wells; cockerel ist, one special to

Samuel Barker; cockerel 2d collection 2d,one spe-

cial to Samuel Jones; cockerel 4th, pullet 4th.

collection 3d. one special toC. H. Wells. White-
Cock ist, pullet ist, collection 3d, cockerel 4th,

champion diss. No. 2, pullet (tie) ist, combina-

tion, pullet (tie) ist, five specials to H.O. t-hesley;

cockerel 3d collection ist. four specials to A. Fine

brown; cock 3d to N. L. Devoll; cock 2d, one spe-

cial to Howard Arms; hen ist and special to

Clark & Barnes; cockerel 4th to J. B. Davis;

cockerel ist, pullet 2d. two specials to A. D.Web-
ster; hen 2d, 3d and 4th; cock 4th, collection 4th

one special to C P. Jordan; cockerel 2d, pullet 3d

and 4th, collection 2d, three specials to R. G.

Baily.

WYANDOTTES (goldcu).—Cock ist, two spcclals

toC. H. Gunnel; cock 2d, hen ist, 2d and 3d;

cockerel ist, 3d and fo rth. pullet ist. 2d, 3d and

4th. collection 2d, three specials to Foulds Bros.

White—Cock ist. hen ist, hen 2, cockerel ist,

pullet (tied) ist, 3d and 4th, collection ist, seven

specials to Clark & Barnes; cockerel 2d and 3d.

pullet (tied) ist and 2d, collection 2d to L. R.

Clark; cock 2d, hen (tied) 2d, six specials to W.
Shute.

Leghorns (single comb white) —Cock ist, hen

ist, pullet ist and 2d, collection 1st and seven

specials to C. P. Jordan: cock 2d and 3d, hen 2d

and 3d. pullet 3d and 4th. three specials to F. L.

Edwards; cockerel 3d and 4th to W. F. Whiting

Rose comb white—Cockerel 3d, pullet ist and 2d

and special to James N. Lord; cock 2d. hen ist,

cockerel ist, pullet 1st, 2d and 3d, collection ist.

five specials to Fowler & Norton. Single comb
brown—Cock 2d. hen 3d, cockerel 2d and 4th,

pullet (tie) ist, 2d, 3d aud 4th; collection ist, five

specials to Judd Bros.; cock 3d to W. J. Blan-
chard. Rose comb brown—Cock 3d, hen ist and
2d. cockerel 2d ,3d and 4th; pullet ist. 2d and 4th;

collection ist, five specials to E. S. Wil iams;
cock 2d, hen 2d, cockerel ist, pullet 2d and 3d,

two specials to Fowler & Norton ; cockerel 4th to

E. C. Hulbert. Buff—Cockerel 2d, pullet 2d to L.

E. Upham; cockerel ist and 3d, pullet ist, 3d and
4th, collection ist, four specials to A. W. Gard-
ner. Black—Hen ist and 2d, cockerel ist, 3d and
4th; pullet 2d and 4th (tie), collection ist, eight
specials to E. Wescott; cockerel 2d, pullet ist, 2d,

3d and 4th (tie), five specials to E. L. Jones; hen
2d and 3d, cockerel 3d. pullet 2d and 3d, collec-

tion 2d, seven specials to A. W. Gardiner. Duck-
wing—Cockerel 1st, pullet ist and 2d to L. H.
Upham.
POLISH (golden bearded).—Cock ist, hen ist,

2d and 3d, cockerel 1st. pullet ist and 2d, collec-

tion ist to R.J. Hamilton. White crested white
—Cock ist, hen ist and 2d, cockerel ist and 2d,

pullet ist and 2d and two specials to C. P. Jor-

dan. White crested black—Hen ist, 2d and 3d,

cockerel ist, pullet (tie) 1st. collection 1st and
four specials to Colonel R. J. Hamilton; cock 3d,

hen 3d and 4th (tie), cockerel 2d and 3d, pullet ist

tie and 2d (tie), collection 2d and two specials to

H. S. Seeley. Cockerel 4th, pullet 4th, collection

3d and special to George E. Taft; cock 4th, hen
4th, pullet 2d (tie), 3d to W. J. Austin. White
—Cock 2d, hen 2d and 3d, pullet ist, 2d and 3d,

collection 1st and thret? specials to Taft; cock 1st,

hen 1st and special to William Friti. Buff laced

—Cock 1st, hen ist, 2d and 3d, cockerel ist, pullet

ist and 2d and collection ist.

GAMES (b. b. red Malay).—Cockerel ist, hen ist

and 2d, pullet ist and 2cl, collection ist to Lester

B. Gunn; cock ist, cockerel 2d, hen 3d and 4th,

pullet 3d and 4th, collection 2d to James M.
Adams. Black Sumatras—All to Gunn. Indian-
Cock ist and 4th, cockerel ist and .^d, hen ist and
3d, pullet ist and 3d, collection ist to John E.

Bruce; cock 3d, cockerel 2d, hen 2d, collection to

R. T. Hewitt; cock 2d, pullet 2d, collection 3d to

E. A. Howe; cockerel 4th, hen 4th, collection 4th

to Samuel Barker.

Houdans.—Cock ist, hen ist and 2d, cockerel

2d collection ist (tie) to Daniel Love; cockerel

1st, pullet 2d and 3d, hen 3d, collection 1st (tie) to

R. J. McCleve; cock 2d. hen ist. 2d and 4th, pul-

let ist and 3d to E. A. Todd.

jAVAS (black).—Cock ist, 2d and 3d; hen ist,

2d, 3d and 4th: cockerel 1st, 2d. 3d and 4th; pullet

ist. 2d, 3d and 4th; collection ist, 2d, 3d and 4th;

twelve specials to E. F. Badmington.

Spanish (white faced black) —Cock 1st, hen
ist and 2d, cockerel ist, pullet 1st. 2d and 3d; col-

lection ist to Colonel R. J. Hamilton.

Andalusians—Cock ist, hen 2d and 3d, pullet

ist and 2d, collection ist to Daniel Love; cock-

erel 2d, pullet 3d to A. N. Faruhara.

Mi.soRCAS (white).—Cock ist. hen ist, cockerel

ist. pullet ist and four specials to Charles A.

Thompson.
Bantams (buff Pekin).—Cock ist, hen ist and

2d pullet ist. 2d and 3d, collection ist to Daniel

Love; cock 2d to E. Latham. Golden Sebright—

All to H. D. Hendricks. Silver Sebright—All to

C P. Jordan. Black-breasted red game—Cock
ist cockerel ist, pullet 2d, hen 2d and 3d, collec-

tion 2d to B. C. Thornton; hen ist, pullet ist,

co<-k 2d, cockerel 2d, collection 1st toC.A. Ballou;

cockerel 3d. pullet 3d to E. C. Hulbert. Yellow
duckwing game—All to Thornton. Red pile

game - All to Thornton. Silver.duckwing game
—All to Venelia H. Todd.

Ducks —Colored Muscovy ist, white Muscovy
1st Cavuga 1st, white crested ist to L. B. Gunn;
white call ist, gray call ist, Aylesbury ist and 2d,

white Muscovy ist and 2d, Rouen ist, Pekin

(young) ist and 3d to James H. Smith; colored

Muscovy 2d to W. R. Nagget; Pekin 2d to C. H.
Wakefield.

Geese.—Toulouse, old, ist and 2d; young ist

and 2d to A.M. Farnham; grey China ist, wild

1st to L- B. Gunn.

Pea Fowls.- Cock ist to H. I. Pitkin; cock 2d,

hen ist to C. A. Thompson.

Pheasants.-Golden 1st, silver ist to S. W.
Robbins.

Pearl Guineas.—Hen ist to Gunn.

Burpee's Farm Annual.

We have just received Burpee's Farm

Annual for 1892. Like its predecessors,

it is replete with valuable information

on vegetable and flower seeds as well as

on poultry and other live stock. The
famous bush lima bean, first introduced

by Messrs. W. Atlee Burpee & Co.. still

holds the place of honor in the list of

novelties, while many other well tested

new candidates in the vegetable kingdom
find a place in the latter. The catalogue

is very handsomely illustrated in every

department, covering I75 P^K^'S- It

should be in the hands of every person

who cultivates a taste for plants, flowers

and live stock. The firm of W. Atlee

Burpee & Co. ranks among the largest

and best in the world.

Answers to Correspondents.

A reader of The Journal writes : "I

have a hen which droops continually.

The nostrils seem to liecome clogged and

she breathes through the mouth. Her
comb is almost black, she has a bad

breath, and occasionally opens her mouth
as if gasping for air. Will you kind-

ly inform me what ails her and what I

could do for it."

The bird has the roup. Squeeze the

matter out of nostrils and syringe with a

V. eak solution (one per cent) of corrosive

sublimate. Give a two-grain ouinine pill

twice daily. Feed no grain, but vegeta-

ble food or milk.
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THE QLOVBRSVIL.LB SHOW.

Their Fourth Annual Exhibition

Proves a Great Success.

The fourth annual show of the Mohawk
Valley Poultry and Kennel Club, held at

Gloversville, N. Y., December 29 to Jan-

uary I, was a success. Never before has

there been so large a number of high-

scoring specimens exhibited at a single

show. A. E. Bluuk, president of the as-

sociation, won all the first and second

premiums on b. b. red games. W. A.

Fuller's dark Brahmas carried off" all the

prizes awarded this variety, showing

some fine markings, which will carry

them to the front wherever shown. Mr.

L. Pearce made a good showing of white

Wyandottes and won many prizes.

The black Javas were fine, the highest

scoring bird being of this variety. It was

a pullet, owned by W. B. Mosher, with a

score of ninety-eight.

J. A. Miller, the secretary, won the

first honors on Langshans, and also the

specials for the highest scoring bird in

the Asiatic class. He also showed some

very good Indian games. They were a

little off in markings but made up for

this deficiencv by having good shape

and size. C. Hammerschmidt showed

some beautiful pullets, and Lewis Bros.

a cockerel which for style would be hard

to beat.

E. S. Pugh and A. J. Brown exhibited

some golden Wyandottes. The pullets

were beauties so far as perfect plumage
could make them.

In the bantam class C. P. Earle's pen

of red pile games won the honor of be-

ing the highest scoring pen in the show,

and every specimen shown by him was a

credit to 'his skill as a breeder. The fol-

lowing is a list of the awards :

Brahmas (light).-Hen ist to T. Tittle; cock-

erel ist (tie) to E. P. Bellows and C. H. Leach.

Dark—All premiums to W. A. Fuller. White-
Cockerel ist and pullet 1st to Jennie Vassicrre.

Cochins (buff).—Hen 2<\ to W. M. Grant; cock-

erel ist to John McGuire 2d to Grant; pullet ist

to McGuire. 2d to Grant; pen ist to Grant. Par-

tridge—Hen 2d to Pugh; cockerel ist to Mosher,

2d to Pugh. White—Cock 2d to G. Plantz.

Black—Hen ist, cockerel 1st and pullet ist to

Sutliff&Co.
Langshans (black).—Hen ist to A. Stickland;

cockerel 1st and 2d to J. A. Miller; pullet ist to

Miller, 2d to Stickland; pen 1st to Miller.

Plymouth Rocks (barred) —Cock 2d and hen

2d to Fuller & Yates; cockerel ist (tie) to George

W. Wilbur and Jennie Vaissierre; pullet ist to

Fuller & Yates, 2d (tie) to Wilbur and mller &
Yates; pen ist to Jennie Vaissiere, 2d to Fuller

& Yates. White—All premiums to D. S. Baird «t

Son. Pea comb—All premiums to J. C. Hilke.

Wyandottes (silver) —Cock ist to J. H. Nellis.

2dtoC. Hammerschmidt; hen ist to Hammer
Schmidt; cockerel ist (tie) to J. O'Brian and W.

E. Greenman; pullet ist to O'Brian. 2d to Green-

man- pen 2d to Hammerschmidt. Golden—Hen
2d to' Emery S. Pugh; cockerel 1st to A. T. Brown,.... /.:_v ._ r...„u »^{j Brown;

Blunck; cockerel ist to Morgan; pullet 1st and 2d

to Morgan; pen ist to Blunck, 2d to Morgan.
Black—Hen 1st and 2d aud pullet ist to J. A.

Spraker. Whi<e—Cock ist and hen ist to Mor-

gan; hen 2d and cocke el 1st to Heath; pullet 2d

to Heath. White pile—Cockerel 1st, pullet ist

and 2d to Morgan. Pit—Cock ist to Morgan;
hen 1st and cockerel 2d to Paulding; pen 1st to

Whitbeck.
Indian Games.—Cock ist Lewis & Bros.; hen

ist to HammerscMnidt, 2d to S. S. Poultry Farm;
cockerel 1st to Lewis & Bros., 2d to Miller; pullet

1st to Hammerschmidt, 2d to S S. Poultry Karfti;

pen ist to Hammerschmidt, 2d to S. S. Poultry

Farm
Bantams (black-brea.sted red).—Cock 1st and

hen ist to B. C. Thornton; cockerel 1st to A. W.
Smith, 2d to Mosher; pullet ist (tie) to Smith and
Lewis: pen ist to Smith. Red pile game—Cock
1st to C. P. Earle; hen ist to Earle. 2d to Thorn-

ton; cockerel 1st to Smith, 2d to Thornton;
' ullet ist to Earle, 2d to Smith; pen ist to

Earle. White game—Cock i.st, hen ist and pen

ist to Earle. Golden duckwing game—Cock 1st

aud hen ist to Thornton. Golden Sebright—All

premiums to Lewis Bros. Silver Sebright—Cock

ist to Thomas Barrow, 2d to Lewis Bros.; hen

1st (tie) to Barrow and Lewis Bros.; pu let 1st to

Lewis Br .IS. Japanese—All to Lewis Bros. Butt

Pekin—Pullet ist and 2d and cockerel 1st to

Lewis Bros.; cockerel 2d (tie) to Myers and Lewis

Bros. Rose comb black—Hen ist to Myers;

cockerel i.st to Mosher, 2d to Myers; pullet ist

and pen ist to Mosher.

Geese (Toulouse) —Best pair old to Baird &
Son; best young to J. Tittle. White Chinese-
Best pair to C. H. Mosher.

Ducks (Pekin).—Fir.st, pair, to L. H. Myers.

Rouen— First, pair, to W. B. Mosher. Aylesbury

-.First, pair, to C. H. Mosher. Muscovy—Second,
pair, to J. Broadbent.

chicks2d to Burpee; fowls 2d to Dnken. White

—Fowls ist to Burpee; pen 1st to Horn; 2d to

Myers; chicks ist to Kurtz.

Wyandottes (Dominique).—Fowls ist to

Lewis. Golden—Pen ist, chicks ist and 2d to

Sehman. Silver laced-Pen ist. fowls ist and

chicks ist to Gunagan; pen 2d, chicks 2d to Bur-

pee.

Games (black-breasted and red).—Fowls and

chicks to Donnelly. Golden duckwing— howls
ist to Donnelly. Silver duckwing—Fowls 1st to

Donnelly. Black hackle-Chicks 2d to Doii-

nelly. Black—Fowls i.st to C. J Conrad. White

—Fowls ist to Gunagan.

Bantams (black-breasted red game).—Fowls

and chicks 1st, fowls 2d to Darlington.

LANGSHANS.-Fowls ist, chicks 2d to Bean;

chicks ist to Darlington. White—Fowls and

chicks ist to Bean.

Red Caps.—Chicks ist. fowls 2d to Burpee;

pen and fowls 1st to Tyson; chicks 2d to Wam-
pole.

Indian Games —Pen and pair ist, chicks 2d

to Burpee; chicks ist to Stover.

Miscellaneous.-Javas (mottled)—Chicks 1st

to Myer White frizzled—Fowls ist to Cecilia

Myers. Colored frizzled—Fowls 2d to Lewis.

White rumples—Fowl ist to Lewis. Japanese

games—Fowls and chicks 1st to S. Wilson. Sil-

cilian and Patagoniau—Fowls ist to Wilson.

Sherwoods—Pen, fowls and chicks ist to Burpee.

standing around waiting for their break-

fast anv bi'lttr than some nu-ii I kiiow

of. It is V)fSt to cook the brt-akfasl the

evening before and then it can ([uickly

be warmed up.

A heaping leaspoonful of cayenne pep-

per, well mixe<l in the (lou.i,Mi, is enoujuh

for your flock of forty, and do not give

it oftener than once a week when your

fowls are in good health. Don't waste

foofl
;
give your fowls no more than they

will eat up clean. After you have given

them their breakfast, throw a few liaiid-

fnls of grain among the leaves on the

floor, and if the fowls don't seem to care

whether they scratch it out or not, give

them less breakfast next time. .And

don't fall into the other extreme and

starve vour fowls—you will find it

mighty poor economy' Hens cannot lay

unless thev are well fed, and it takes

more food 'in winter than in summer.—
Ohio I'armer.

2d to Pugh; pullet ist (tie) to Pugh an

pen ist to Brown, 2d to Pugh. White-Cock ist

to M S. Pearce; hen ist to D. W. Fuller; cockerel

ist (tie) to Pearce and Baird & Son; pen ist to

Pearce.

Javas (black).-Hen ist to W. l". Mosher. 2d

to C L Smith; cockerel 1st to Smith. 2d to Ham-
merschmidt; pullet ist to Mosher. 2d to ^mith.

Mottled-Hen ist and pen 2d to Hammerschmidt.

Spanish (white-faced black). — Hen ist to

Mosher.
ANDALUSiANS.-Cock ist and hen ist to Jennie

Vaissiere; cockerel 1st, pullet ist and ad to

Blunck; pen ist to Blunck.

Leghorns (single comb brown).-Cock 1st and

hen ist to Hammerschmidt; hen 2d to Powell;

cockerel ist to Powell. 2d to Sterey; pullet 1st to

Stockaraore. 2d to Sterey; pen ist to Powell, 2d

to Sterey. Single comb white-Hen 1st and 2d

to Shady Shore Poultry Farm; cockerel ist (tie)

to Shady Shore Poultry Farm and Wilbur; pul-

let ist to Shadv Shore Poultry Farm 2d to Vais-

siere- oen 1st "to Shady Shore Poultry Farm.

Buff-AH premiums to Shady Shore Poultry

Farm Rose comb brown-All premiums to H.

E Benedict. Black—Hen 1st to Mosher.

MiNORCAS (black).-Cock ist to Miller 2d to

Fuller; hen 1st to Hammerschmidt 2d to duller,

cockerel ist to Hammerschmidt, 2d to Baird &
Son; pullet ist to Fuller. 2d to Pugh; pe" 'st '«

Hammerschmidt. 2d to Fuller. Rose c-mb black

—G. H. Northrup. White-Hen ist and cockerel

ist to Baird & Son.

POLISH (white crested black).- All premiums

to H G. Perry. Silver bearded-All premiums

to Perry.

HAMBURGS (silver spangled).-All prenV^^s
to John Stockamore. Silver pencilled-All pre-

miums to James Windsor. Black-All to Tittle.

Golden pencilled-All to Preston & Waite.

DORKINGS (colored) -Hen 1st and 2d to Plautz.

White—All premiums to J. E. Hale.

HOUDANS.—All premiums to E. J. Mason.

La Fleche.—All premiums to J. H. Nellis.

Games (black-breasted red).-Cock ist and 2d

and hen ist to A. E. Blunck; hen 2d to Morgan;

cockerel ist (tie) to Blunck and Morgan; pullet

ist and 2d to Blunck; pen 3d to Morgan. Silver

duckwing-Hen ist to Spraker, 23 to Morgan;

c^ke^el1stand2dand pullet ist to S. E Mor-

gan Yellow duckwing—Cockerel 1st and 2d to

Morgan. Red pile-Cock ist, hen ist and 2d to

Leominster, Mass. , Show.

A. A. Fillebrown, the hustling secre-

tary of the Leominster show, writes that

the show held January 12 to 16 was a suc-

cess financially, every premium paid and

money left. Below are the awards :

BRAHMAS (light) —Cock 1st, cockerel ist, 2d

and 3d, pullet ist and 2d, pen ist and 2d, collec

tionistand 2d and four specials to W. >*• vin-

ine- cock 2d to W. H. Wilson; hen 2d, pullet 3d,

pen 3d to P. S. Pingrey. White—Cock ist and 2d,

hen ist to James R. Sawyer.

Cochins (buff) —All to C. A. Batchelder. Par-

tridge—All to H. C Parker.

LANGSHANS (black).—Cock ist. hen 3d, cockerel

ist and 2d, pullet 2d and 3d, pen ist and 3d, col-

lection ist and 2d and seven specials to S. Dudley

& Son- cock 2d, hen ist and 2d, pullet 1st. pen

2d and' four specials to Halladay & Arms. White

—Cock ist and 2d to H. A. Halladay.

PLYMOUTH Rocks (barred).-Cock 1st, cockerel

ist hen 3d, collection 2d to O. J. Putnam; cock-

erel 2d, hen 2d, pullet 2d, pen ist, five specials to

Harry Litchfield; hen 1st, cock 3d, two specials

toC.H. Latham; cockerel 3d to J. L. Kindred;

cock 2d, pullet ist and 3d, pen 3d. collection 1st,

two specials to S. W. Crooks. White— .^11 to A.

A Fillebrown except cock 2d to Mrs. O. J. Put-

nam, cock ist to C. H. Chapman.
WYANDOTTES(silver) —Cock ist and .^dtoT.

A Wood; cock 2d, hen 2d to Walter Leach; hen

2d and 3d, cockerel 3d. pullet 2d and 3d, pen ist

and 3d, collection ist, one special to Climax Incu-

bator Company; hen ist. cockerel 1st and 2d pen

2d collection 2d to F. A. Weir. White—Cock iftt

and 3d, hen ist and 2d, cockerel 2d, pen 2d col-

lection 2d. four specials to S. W. Crook; cock 2d,

hen 3d, cockerel 1st. pen ist. collect on ist, three

specials to Climax Incubator Company; cockerel

id, pullet ist, pen 3d, three specials to Wood &
Sawyer. Golden—Cock 1st, hen ist and 3d, cock-

erel ist. 2d and 3d; pullet ist and 2d, pen ist and

2d. collection ist, lour specials to h. A. Wood;

hen 2d, pullet 3d to J. McGregor; pen 3d to Cli-

max Incubator Company.
LEGHORNS (rose comb white).—All to W. H.

Hoswer. Single comb brown-Cockerel ist to

Climax Incubator Co.; cock -,d, hen 1st and 3d

pullet 2d and 3d. pen 2d to F. L- Avery; hen 2d

to C C Wood; cockerel ist and 2d; pullet ist,

pen 1st to Tenny Harrington. Rose comb brown
—Cockerel and pullet 1st to N. Corner.

MiNORCAS (black).—Cock ist, hen ist and 2d

to A. B. Sampson.

HAMBURGS (silver spangled).—All to A. G.

Reckord.

SPANISH (white-faced black).-All to W. C.

Merrill.

Games (black red).-All to Climax Incubator

Co. Red pile-AU t > Climax Incubator Co Pit

—All to Climax Incubator Co. Aseel—AU to H.

E. Dempsey.
Bantams (Pekin).-All to W. W. Vining.

Ducks (Pekin).—All to Climax Incubator Co.

Geese (Toulouse).—All to Climax Incubator Co.

Specials at New York.

Following is a list of additional spe-

cials to be competed for at the coming

New York Poultry and Pigeon Show :

Two dollars cash for best buff Pekin bantam
heu, by Mrs. W. J. Wibeiley. Peekskill, N Y.

Five dollars for largest and best display ol

dressed poultry aud eggs, by L. H. Myers, Beth-

lehem Centre, N. Y.
, r »,. t, .

One rubber fishing reel, value $5. for the best

breeding pen ol polden Sebright bantams, by H.

D. Hendricks. Birmingham. Conn.
Five dollars in gold for best game bantam male,

any variety, bv John Filkin, East Orange, N. J.

The Mt. Pleasant Challenge Trophy, value $30,

for best Indian game pullet aud same for best

hen,byC. A. Sharp &Co. ...... u
Ten dollars in gold for two best light Brahma

cocks, two hens, four pullets and four cockerels,

by breeders in the vicmily of New York.

Ten dollars in gold for the largest and best dis-

play oflight Brahmas, by Newton Adams, Itica.

Five dollars in gold for best light Brahma fe-

male in the show, by breeders in the vicinity of

New York. ,^ , ^ . . r
Twentv-five dollars in gold for ten best Lang-

shan cockerels and ten best pullets by one exhib-

itor, by Hempstead Farm Company, Hempstead,

Ten dollars in gold for best light Brahma cock,

hen, cockerel and pullet, by Williard V. Smith,

Silver cup, value $15, for best silver Wyandotte
cockerel, by Dr. A. T. Beckett, Salem, N. J.

Ten dollars in gold for large.st and best display

of dark Brahmas, by George Purdue. East

Orange. N.J. , ... .1
Silver cup, value $5, for the best partridge

Cochin, cock, hen, cockerel and pullet, by Sher-

man Hartwell, Washington, Conn.
Solid silver cup for most typical game bantam,

male or female, by Sandacre Farm, Quogue. L. 1.

Forty numbered leg bands, by Mrs. K. S.Starr,

for each of the flowing display of show .\tit-

werps. Archangels, helmets, starlings, frillbacks

Suabians, Morecaps. ice pigeons, firebacks and

heu pigeons. , ^ .. . • , .

Ten dollars in gold for five best single comb
brown Leghorn cockerels ; same for five best

pullets. $10 for two l.e.st cocks, hens, cockerels

and pullets, by M. A. Smyth. Owego, N Y.

Five dollars in gold for best silver duckwing
irame male, by D. Maitland Armstrong, Marl

borough, N. V. — '" "* ''-"" '^'•'

only
For members of Game Club

One Perfection Exhibition Coop for best black

Langshan cockerel, by John B. Cooper, Winder.

Va
Two dollars in cash for best blondinette or sati-

nette cock or hen. by W. L. Randall. Doylestovyn.

Solid silver cup for best breeding pen Indian

games, by John Boreland, New Hamburgh, N. V.

Ten dollars in gold for best ten Indian game
cockerels and ten pullets; same for two best

buff Cochin cocks, hens, cockerels and pullets ;

same for best display of pheasants (must consist

of three or more varieties); same for best display

of ducks and same for best display of Minorcas.

by Robert Colgate; (juogue. L. L
Silver souvenir spoon for best display o! turk-

eys by J. H. Dreveustedt. Beverly, N. J.

Two dollars for best Archangel cock and same
for best hen, by William Broeiuer, Baltimore.

Doylestown's Show.

DOYLESTOWN, January 22.—The awards

at the Doylestowu poultry show were as

follows

:

Cochins (buff).-Pen ist to F. G. Horn, 2d to

Christain Sehman; chicks 2d to Sehman; fowls

2d to B F. Lewis. Partridge—Pen ist to W. H.

Grier. 2d to H. I. James; fowls ist to Burpee.

Hamburgh (silver spangled). - Fowls ist to

Grier. Golden spangled— Chick's ist to W.

Eisenhart.

Spanish (white-faced black).—Fowls ist to J.

H. Moore. 2d to J. R. Gunagan.

Leghorns (white).-Chicks ist and fowls ist to

F W Ely; chicks and fowls 2d to s. J. Kurtz;

pen 1st to J. Hellerman. Rose comb white-

Chicks and fowls 1st to Gunagan; pen ist. chicks

2dtoConard. Brown-Chicks ist to J. Hart, 2d

to S. K. Mohr; pen ist to N. Fackenthall.

MINORCAS (white).-Chicks ist to F.G. Bean.

Black-Pen ist, chicks ist to Ely; pen 2d, chicks

2d to Eastburn.

Houdans.—Chicks ist to Barnes; 2d to Myers.

Fowls isttoB. F. Lewis.

PLYMOUTH KocKS(barred).-Pen ist, pair fowls

and pair chicks to Sehman; pen 2d to Moyer,

Feeding Fowls in Cold Weather.

Boil a heaping half peck of potatoes,

mash them, add two quarts of a mixture

of bran and short, a tablespoonful of salt,

hot water enough to mi^ into a stiff mass,

and you have a breakfast for your forty

fowls. For a change- remember that

fowls don't like to eat one kind of food

all the time any better than you would—

boil turnips, and mix them with corn-

meal ;
boiled carrots are good, and even

pumpkins can be used in same way. Don't

use cornmeal to mix with very often ;
oat-

meal, bran and shorts, and buckwheat

meal are better for laying hens.' Don't

mix their food so thin as to be sloppy ;
a

good deal of it will be wasted, aud be-

sides the fowls don't like it that way ;

mix stiff enough to "stand alone." Give

vour fowls a warm meal every morning
;

they need it during cold weather; it

warms them up and makes them feel

good right off. Give it to them early ;

the days are short and the nights are

long, hens get up hungry, aud don't like

To Make Money with Capons.

I received letters from people living in

many of the western states in which

they state that it is any easy matter for

them to buy cockerel chicks from two to

four months old from ten to fifteen cents

each, and in some cases lower. One

man wrote me from Texas that he could

buy thousands at five cents each. With

such facts existing it certainly opens an

immense field for a very profitable busi-

ness, by buying these young cockerels,

and making capons of them for market.

If such an opportunity existed to buy

birds at the prices named, I \\onld give

up my St. Bernards, Berkshires, straw-

berries, together with all my farming,

and devote my whole time to collecting

these birds, capon izing them and feed-

ing for market. It would be a very easy

matter for me to make a profit of one

dollar a bird.

Bought in Jidy, it would not cost me
over fifty cents each to feed until Febru-

ary, witii corn worth one (ioUar and sixty

cents a hundred {louuils at that. But it

is impossible for me to buy such birds

here in anv number, and the few I do

find cost from twenty-five to filty cents

each. Even at these figures I buy all that

I can find, and make a very satisfactory

profit.
. .

People living near the large cities of

the West are parliculary well located to

buy up these young cockerels. cai)onize

them, grow Ihein up to large capons,

and as they visit these cities Iroin <lay to

day they can look around and gel the

very top prices for their capons. They
would frequently be able to supply places

with a few pair each at as high a price as

twenty-five cents a poun«l. But no mat-

ter whether they live near cities or not,

if thev would biiy up several thousand of

the young cockerels that are olfered for

fifteen cents, or such numbers as they can

care for, and proceed to capon i/e them,

and then feed them until they have ma-

tured, they can then kill and dress them,

and forward to our large eastern markets

where they will find a quick and ready

sale. They will get from eighteen to

twenty cents a pound for birds, when the

ordinary chicken is selling fiir ten to

twenty cents, and they not only make
this gain in price but will also make a

gain in the weight of the bird yi two or

four pounds according to the binl.

In the West where corn and grain aie

plenty and cheap, the cost of growing

the bird must be very light, as all they

reciuire is corn, with some bone to

strengthen iheir legs.

Manv farmers in the state of Iowa are

doing 'this very same thing. an<l they

write me thev are making more money
with poultry than ever before. With

such tools to' do the work as can be jiro-

cured at the present day. it becomes a

very simple "matter to cai)oni/.e ;
anil a

farmer can caponi/.e a cockerel as easily

as he can castrate a pig.—Geo. Q. Dow
in American Poultry Journal.

Filled With Excellent Iteudlntf .Matter.

From the Doj; FaiicR-r.

The Fancikks' Journal, in its Christmas

number, has given to its patrons a book v.-iluable

notonlv for the excellent matter it cuiitauis but

for the artistic stvk- of its make up. 1 he illus-

trations of which the book is full, are goad, es-

pecially those of Lord Bute aud Slreathani Mon-

arch The kinncl, poultry and pigeon depart-

ments are equally crowded with excellent read-

ing matter, and The Journal is to be congratu-

lated upon the success of the enterprise.
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

One of the most important items of

pigeon flying news that has been pub-

lished for years, and one which speaks

volumes for the popularity of the new

League of American Homing Clubs, is

the organization, on Friday last, of the

Philadelphia Flying Club, with an open-

ing membership of thirty fanciers and

applications from twenty-two others.

*
« *

The reason that the League of Homing

Clubs can take the success of the Phila-

delphia Flying Club as a grand eudorse-

ment of its own body is obvious, the fan-

ciers interested in the flying club having

publicly announced before iis organiza-

tion that its races would be flown under

League management.

tary and allow him to order in bulk for

the club instead of each member pur-

chasing his separate supply.

did not adopt

»
« «

The elation of the League sympathizers

is intensified moreover by a knowledge

of the fact that this success has been

scored in what is undoubtedly the Fede-

ration stronghold, showing that many

adherents of the latter body fully appre-

ciate the advantages that are to be gained

by membership in the League.

« *

According to the latest advices the

League will now be represented in the

Quaker City by at least two clubs, em-

bracing a membership of upwards of 70

fanciers, the second club being that of

the Falls of Schuylkill, containing twen-

ty fanciers. The Falls club is a credit to

the northern section of the city, being

well managed and carried along in a spirit

of harmony and fraternity which many a

club containing fewer but possibly more

prominent members would do well to

emulate.
•*

As we go to press the new League is

being organized in Newark, N. J., where,

we are given to understand, the clubs of

all the prominent flying clubs of the

states will be represented, giving to the

new body a national character, of which

no other organization can boast.

*
• »

Just who will be made race and record-

ing secretary of the new body it is diffi-

cult to state, as Mr. J. C. Conley, whose

name has been repeatedly mentioned in

connection with the position, owing to

his past experience in this direction,

states that business will not permit him

to devote the lime necessary for a proper

fulfillment of its duties. T. Fred Gold-

man, who is also eminently fitted for the

position, urges the same reason. It is

still hoped, however, that one of the

two will sacrifice a moity of their spare

time for the good of the fancy at large.

»
» «

As soon as the League is organized one

of its first duties should be the appoint-

ment of a committee to obtain cheaper

rates of shipment, as if the heavy charges

which were made in some vicinities last

fall are continued in the spring there

will be undoubtedly a marked decrease

in the shipments made to the training

stations and a consequent increase in the

losses when the long distance races are

flown.

Owing to the heavy expense attached

to the breeding and training of homing

pigeons, any plan whereby a saving can

be attained should be gladly accepted.

The members of the various large hom-

ing clubs will considerably lighten the

cost of feed if they will at stated inter-

vals all place their orders with the secre-

POINTS IN THE FLYING FANCY.

News and Notes Gathered Here,

There and Everywhere.

"It is a year off yet, nevertheless we

suggest that the twelfth annual meeting of

the Federation of American Homing Pig-

eon Fanciers be held in the city of Wash-

ington, D. C, Thursday, December 8,

1892."—Homing Exchange for January.

You have struck the wrong town,

Jake, for the Washington, D. C, fanciers

have long ago ceased to take any inter-

est in your Federation arguments, and

are now as warmly engaged in the sup-

port of the new league of clubs as New

York and vicinity and the half of your

own city. Your close corporation has

not a ghost of a show with Washington,

D. C, and Sister Starr can enlighten you

(and has on more than one occasion) as

to the date of your organization's birth.

Shepherd can certainly set you straight

in your reckoning, or our old friend

Charley Armoux. If they don't I will-

later.

The same monthly journal for January

makes editorial comment that "We (?)

were perfectly willing that changes be

made in her machinery, if by so doing

the vessel be made to run more smoothly,

but to forsake or disown the old ship of

state after her twelve years of continuous

service. Never!" Bah! Bosh!

With this Micawber-like delivery the

official organ of the Federation is really

assuming entirely too much, and Shep-

herd should put a curb upon such bosh,

for it is bosh, the pure unadulterated ar-

ticle, simply designed to catch the inno-

cent and unwary.
There has been more mismanagement,

conniving, trickery and abuse of power

crammed into the Federation of Ameri-

can Homing Pigeon Fanciers, coupled

with such a glaring display of helpless-

ness, in capacity and misrepresentations

during the few years of its existence, par-

ticularly of late years, that many are not

informed upon, but are gradually awak-

ening.
1 i r

To perpetuate and find a market lor

the official journal, Jacob C. Bockius

blows his horns, and for nothing else, fcr

he has no other object, being neither a

pigeon flyer, breeder nor patron of the

sport, but simply a Federation member.

and sounds the virtues of himself and the

defunct organization he is catering to in

brazen tones simply in the interests of

the Homing Exchange.
.

This is perfectly legitimate and busi-

ness, but the fish is commencing to smell

and purchasers are becoming wary and

scarce and in the sweet by-and-bye he

and his wares will have become so unim-

portant and undesirable that not even his

old friend from Buff^alo will deign to take

a rap at him.
, .

The management of pigeon flying asso-

ciations and pigeon flying must in the

near future be in the hands of real pig

eon flyers and the pigeon flying journals

in the hands of real editors, men who

are liberal, fearless, independent, clever

and who run a weekly sheet.

The League of American Homing Clubs

starts out this week under such favorable

conditions, and will, I am sure, be the

dawn of a new era in pigeon flying.

Backed up by a live, go-ahe:^.d weekly

journal to record its flights and doings

weeklv, and its membership roll really

national, and bearing the names of our

best flying clubs, whose members are

well versed in the sport and its require-

ments, there can be no question of its

success.

Don't be in a hurry to mate up your

birds, flying fanciers. A month hence is

early enough, and the March and April

hatched youngsters are the chaps to do

150 miles for you in August, and do it

well. You want no others.

The alluminum seamless bands, issued

bV A H Kruger. of Germantown, and

supplied to the Empire City Flying Club,

of New York and vicinity, for 1892, are

in my judgment the band of the future,

light, clean, distinct and neat, and I am

surprised the Federation
them.
Prominent flying men interested in the

formation of the new League of clubs are

actively engaged throughout in organiz-

ing new clubs and enrolling hew sections

and membei^, and are working like beav-

ers,and as soon as the League constitution,

by-laws and race rules are put into book

form and sent to all points, many now
on the fence, undecided, and not knoW-

ing what to do and not familiar with the

proposed working of the League will

readily fall into line and shout with the

rest for "reform and unity."

The Fanciers' JouRNALeditorial com-

ment of January 23 on stimulating the in-

terest in this sport by having more prizes

given than of late years, is to the point,

and I am sure there will be no lack of

prizes in the year 1892. The Washington

Federation and the Empire City Flying

Club, the two leading independent flying

organizations during the past two years,

recognized this important fact, and I

am in doubt if in any period of American

pigeon flying the same number aud qual-

ity of prizes existed, as these organiza-

tions had for their members the past two

years.

The January 15 issue^of the Fancier ot

Baltimore comments favorably on the

new league, and that the fancy will have

more new life infused into it than has ever

been infused therein before. Right you

are. Brother Abel, and inasmuch as you

go to press twice each month to Jake's

once the news the Homing Exchange

will deal out to its readers will be doubly

stale after the weekly Fanciers' Jour-

nal and the semi-monthly Fancier have

laid it before their subscribers.

St. Louis, Mo., flying men are organ-

izing and many other sections from whom
little has been heard in the past. The

reason is that they see in the proposed

National League of Clubs the opportu-

nity they have been waiting for, which is

some recognition and publicity of their

work, and as they deserve.

The records will protect themselves,

and inasmuch as each section flies inde-

pendent and for sectional recognition

and prizes only, why is not that section's

records safe and clean in the hands of a

capable and honorable board of manage-

ment who will follow the rules laid down

by the League and observed in all sec-

tions?
, .. • fl •

Each competitor in each section is flying

for honor and prizes and for that particu-

lar section only, and he is a poor flying

fancier indeed who won't keep his

weather eye open to see that no sectional

competitor gets any advantage over him,

and with timers representmg contra in-

terests at all lofts engaged there can be

no better protection of the record.

I am willing to wager that such records

as 1600 and 1700 yards per minute aver-

age velocity from such distances as 300

and 400 miles will be of mighty rare oc-

currence when a lynx-eyed timer with

watch in hand awaits arrival in his

friend's interest, and the certified tele-

gram is not to be dependent upon and

used in the race.

I see by my foreign journals that re-

newed interest is being taken in what is

termed the leading idea in Colombophile

circles in Belgium—automatic verifica-

tion in races. An old subject indeed.

At the lecent successful exhibition of

homing birds held in Mons Christmas

week several exhibits of this registration

bv mechanism were considered by a

committee and which will be published

in due course. As soon as learned I hope

to lay the report before the readers of The

"haveklways had great faith in the

ultimate success of an automatic verifier

for recording pigeon arrivals in races,

and hope the day is not far distant when

this highly desirable piece of mechanism

may be within the reach all. Until it is

I shall pin my faith to timers at all lofts

and the use of telegrams only in long

races or cases of emergency.

I see by the local press that specialty

reports the doings of the Southern Mas-

sachusetts poultry show, that Sleepy,

owned and flown by Mr. Hook, of New
Bedford, Mass., wins the New York

World gold watch, with a velocity ot

17^1 yards per minute from 324 miles,

under Mrs. Starr's management. The

same management awards a special prize

to old Montgomery for holding the

world's record for distance, 1054 ™"^^
unbroken through six years, although

Alabama made it.
. ,• t. j

When I read such matters, published

in one of the most prominent New York
City daily newspapers, the New York
World, and also in the New York Sun,

then I commence to realize how imper-

fectly and incompletely the flying fancy

of America has been educated by the

Federation of American Homing Pigeon

Fanciers' official organ, the Homing Ex-

change, edited by Jacob C. Bockius, and

also protected.

I have read many such comments and

publications during 1891 by various daily

newspapers and monthly and weekly

journals devoted in a part to the sport of

pigeon flying, but I fail to see any action

taken by the only homing pigeon jour-

nal in the states, and ofiBcial at that, the

Homing Exchange, in defense of records

made that are superior and well estab-

lished.

The little Madame can make more of

a few insignificant flights by a little band

of followers in New England than the

official journal of the Federation of Amer-

ican Homing Pigeon Fanciers can make
with all its claimed territory and 300

members. A sad reflection.

It is about time the National League

of American Homing Clubs and the

Fanciers' Journal came to the rescue

of American pigeon flying, and I think

the end of 1892 will show the flying fancy

that their place is in the National League

of American Homing Clubs and no-

where else Furthermore, that the offi-

cial journal of the League will jealously

protect its flying interests and exhibit a

spirit and power to examine and expose

any suspected fraudulent and unreasona-

ble flight that mav be sprung on the un-

suspecting and innocent public or any

mistake by any competitive petty man-

agement and not sit idle and tonguetied

like the boasted educator of the fancy,

the Homing Exchange of Jacob C.

Bockius.
The Federation of Ameri<»n Homing

Pigeon Fanciers has permitted its mem-
bership to swallow more ignored records

without as much as raising a hand in de-

fense during the past few years than

many who read little can have any idea

of. And who is to blame ? Ask your of-

ficial organ, the Homing Exchange. I

can almost hear Garry, Bowerman, Iver-

sen. Brooks, Goldman and others say

Amen.
, ^ _,

Personally I am not opposed to Mrs.

E S. Starr in her "missionary work''

(the Item will please excuse my use of

this term) among the isolated and help-

less fanciers, but inasmuch as the whole

of the work done by her little band of

followers and dependents reaches me in

print daily, weekly and monthly in such

magnified, glowing and misleading ac-

counts with an American eagle scream

such as "the best work of the season,

"the most interesting in the history of

American pigeon flying," etc., etc., etc.,

I am commencing to weary of it, and no

doubt many others also. I trust the lit-

tle lady during 1892 will be a trifle less

pointed in her reports, and not attempt

to give the public the impression that

pigeon flying is only successfully carried

out in the East, and to remember her old

friends in this vicinity, and that there

are still a few prominent pigeon flyers

with fair records in New York, Brooklyn,

Newark, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Wash-

ington, Milwaukee, Buffalo and else-

where, and still flying pigeons.
Fritz.

Philadelphia Flying Olub.

About thirty-five gentlemen met at lo

South Broad Street, Philadelphia, January

22, for the purpose of organizing the

Philadelphia Flying Club. Mr. A. M.

Wood called the meeting to order and

nominated Mr. J. A. Stovell for presi-

dent pro tem, which was carried unani-

mously. Mr. C. J. Conley nominated

J. H. Bell for secretary pro tem also

unanimously carried. The president

asked for the sentiments of the meeting.

Mr. A. M. Wood in response made a

speech in favor of the new league of

club, outlining the general principles of

the League aud the Philadelphia Flying

Club.
, , ,

It was then proposed that the meeting^

proceed to the organization of the Phila-

delphia Flying Club which was adopted.

Upon motion a committee of three was

appointed to draw up a set of by-laws,

and rules to govern the new organiza-

tion. A proposition was made and car-

ried, limiting the time during which

members will be accepted without en-

trance fee to February 15, 1892, after

which time the rule will be enforced,

charging entrance fee of $5. The presi-

dent then appointed A. M. Wood, F.

Prinz and J. C. Conley as the Committee

on By-Laws and Rules.

Mr. J. C. Conley then explained how
the club could be managed on dues of

fifty cents per month. Mr. J. A. Stovell

and Mr. J. D. Munro gave a general out-

line of the management of the Federation

of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers,

and showed the advantages to be gained

by membership in the League of Ameri-

can Homing Clubs. The Committee on

By-Laws and Rules reported that they

had adopted the Empire City Flyimg

Club's rules with a few changes. Mr.

A. M. Wood then read the rules, and

upon motion of Mr. J. D. Monro they

were unanimously adopted.

Upon motion the club proceeded to

the nomination and election of officers

for the year. The result was as follows:

President, J. A. Stovell ; vice-president,

James J. Tacy ; secretary, James H. Bell

;

treasurer, John D. Munro. The first

month's dues (50 cents) of all present

were then collected. After discussion, it

was resolved to increase the race com-

mittee to five members, whereupon the

following persons were elected : G. L.

Goldbeck, J. C. Conley, F. Printz, R. F.

Drink\\ater and Charles Conway.
It was moved and adopted that a com-

mittee of three be appointed with full

power to act to interview the different

theatre managers to find out the best

programme for a benefit, the proceeds to

be used for the best interests of the Phil-

adelphia Flying Club. The following

persons were appointed : J. C. Couiey,

J H. Bell and A. M. Wood. Mr. Conley

declined to act as chairman of said com-
mittee, whereupon the president appoint-

ed Mr. Bell. Upon motion the Philadel-

phia Flying Club adjourned to meet at

the call of the secretary.

James H. Bell, Secretary.

of six be appointed to draft constitution,

by-laws and race rules. Seconded by

Mr. Wallace. Carried. The chainnan

appointed as committee Messrs. Gold-

man, Wood, Lansdale, Munro, Riordan

and George Dietrick. Mr. Lansdale de-

clined in favor of Mr. Wallace, who was

then substituted.

A recess of half an hour was granted.

The recess was extended to one hour and

a half. During the recess W. B. Garra-

brants, president of the Federation,

dropped in.

After recess the committee through its

chairman reported that the constitution,

by-laws and race rules had been agreed

upon by his committee. Mr. Wood
moved a recess of one hour for supper.

Seconded by Mr. Goldman. Carried.

Upon the meeting being re-convened,

Mr. Drevenstedt resigned the position of

temporarv secretary, and A. M. Wood
was elected to fill the vacancy.

The chairman of the sub-committee

then read the constitution and by-laws as

agreed upon by the members of his com-

mittee, a-jd with slight amendments they

were adopted, section by section and

finally as a whole

PIGEON FLYING IN ENGLAND. gheridaii'S Condition Powders

Report of the Secretary of the

London Pigeon Flying Olub.

The income of the club for the year

from all sources has been /119 i6s. 6d.,

and the expenditures /118 4d., leaving a

balance in favor of the club of /i 16s.

2d. , in addition to which the club is pos-

sessed of a working plant valued at /15.

The work done by the club has been

good, when the unfavorable weather is

taken into consideration. This refers

more particularly to the Continental toss-

es, in which we were most unfortunate, as

the weather was scarcely ever favorable,

and the loss consequently great. There

have been eight races in all flown during

the season, four for old birds, three for

young ones, and one for birds of any age.

The following were the four races for

old birds, which were in the care of Miil-

land Club convoyeur : i. The first old

bird race, and the most disastrous ever
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AN AUSPIOIOUS START.

ofOrganization of the League
American Homing Olubs.

Newark, N. J., Jan. 27.—The meeting

to form a league of American homing

clubs met here to-night and was called to

order by Mr. Goldman, who proposed

George H. Bowerman as temporary chair-

man, seconded by Mr. Wood ; Mr. Wood

nominated J. H. Drevenstedt as tempo-

rary secretary, seconded by Mr. Gold-

man. Carried. The secretary read the

call of the proposed lyeague of American

Homing Clubs. The following fanciers

were present

:

J. H. Drevenstedt. J. C. Conley, J. D.

Munro and A. M. Wood, Philadelphia

;

T.Fred Goldman, G. H. Bowerman, S.

Von Moersand Jos. H.Jackson, Empire

City Flving Club ; Ed H. Morris, New
York ; Samuel Wallace and H. V. Lans-

dale, Washington Federation ; Ed Rior-

dan, South Brooklvn, N. Y. ; W. J. An-

drus, Hackensack, N. J. ; J. G. Gunning,

New York ; George R. Dietrick, C. B.

Schwenk and A. M. Young, Brooklyn ;

Eli Morton aud Thomas Bowerman, New-

ark, N. J. ;
Thomas Rivel, Philadelphia.

Chairman Bowerman stated the objects

of the meeting, going over ground that

has been thoroughly covered in previous

meetings, stating the failure of the Fed-

eration to accept the proposed amalga-

mation of all pigeon flying clubs. He
stated how Mr. Goldman's rules were

submitted to the Philadelphia Federation

committee, and how the latter declined

to accept them. He also referred to the

action of the annual meeting of the Fed-

eration in declining amalgamation. Mr.

Goldman made a few remarks concerning

the new league, and stated that its mem-

bers come together with no animosity to

any existing organization, but with a

view to making a national body of pigeon

flying fanciers.

Mr. Wood asked what responses the

committee has received from different

parts of the country. Mr. Goldman

thought that matter should be referred

to the permanent organization, and this

action was taken. The chairman thought

a committee should be appointed to re-

port the race rules, etc.

Mr. Goldman moved that a committee

ble for dues to the amount of one dollar

per year for each of its members, also

that Thk Fanciers' Journal be the

official journal of the year.

The next business taken in hand was

the enrollment of members, and the fol-

lowing clubs were taken in :

** Member-
Club, shjp.

Empire City Flying Club of New York and
vicinity •„•, V

South Baltimore Honungr Club
Baltimore Homing Club
Brooklyn Homing Club
Wa.shington Federation
Philadelphia Flying Club . • • • ,.•:,
Falls of Schuylkil. Hommg Club of Phila-

delphia
Providence Federation
Buffalo Homing Club
Detroit Federation
Rochester Flying Club

Reports were received from Chicago,

Lynn. Boston, Syracuse, Milwaukee and

oiher points, expressing their desire to

enter the League as soon as organized.

Upon motion it was resolved that the in-

coming secretary of the League be in-

structed to notify all clubs registered in

the League as charter members that one

dollar is due the League for each member

on the roll, with instructions that same

must be paid within thirty days.

Those present then went into nomina-

tion and election of officers for 1892, with

the following result : President, T. Fred

Goldman, Brooklyn ; first vice-president,

H. V. Lansdale, Washington, D. C.;

second vice-president, A. M. Wood, Phil-

adelphia, Pa.; secretary, G. H. Bower-

man, Newark, N. J.; treasurer J. C.

Harris, Boston, Mass. Moved by Mr.

Morton and seconded by Mr. Munro that

during 1892 the League shall recognize

all official seamless bauds, such as those

of the Federation of American Homing
Pigeon Fanciers, the Empire City Flying

Club, the Washington Federation and

the E. S. Starr band.
^ ^ ,.

The race rules were then read by the

secretary, who stated that they were

drawn up from those at present used by

the Empire City Flving Club and Federa-

tion, being changed only in a few par-

ticulars. After being read they were

adopted as a whole.

Upon motion Messrs-. Wood and Bow-

erman were appointed a committee to

have 500 copies of the constitution, by-

laws aud race rules printed.
,

The same persons were also appointed

a committee to draw up and secure bids

for the official diploma and national seal.

A vote of thanks having been extended

to the proprietors of THE FANCIERS

Journal for their kind support and lib-

eral offer in regard to prizes, etc., and to

T. Fred Goldman for his work in behall

of the fancy at large in drafting such a

perfect constitution, by-laws, etc., the

meeting adjourned.

A Correction.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In your report of the Philadelphia

show you give Mr. Knapp credit for first

on buff cockerel, which is a mistake, and

in my mind a big mistake. Am sorry, as

it is very annoying to me and much more

to Mr. Knapp. Will you kindly correct

in your next and oblige.

Aug. D. Arnold.

June 10. . . _

liberated at Cherboug at 8.35 on "a

grand morning, wind north, light," as

wired by the convoveur, but here it was

a model dropoing' day, only forty-two

birds being wired in. The winner was

Mr. Tanqueray, of St. Albans, with a

velocity of 970 yards, closely followed by

Mr. Drawbridge with 964 yards, and Mr.

Chiistian with 959 yards, many other

birds arriving next day.

The second race was from St. Malo on

June 18, 100 birds competing. The birds

were liberated at 7.30 in fine clear weath-

er, with a light southwest wind, but here

it was northwest. The race was fairly

satisfactory, nianv birds being wired in

and reported home. The winning bird,

belonging to Messrs. Sayer Brothers, of

Ashtead, with a velocity of 976 yards,

followed by Mr. Tanqueray with 964

yards, and Mr. Christian with 963 yards.

The third race was from Reunes, on

July 3, when 120 birds competed, and

was the most successful of the series,

ueariy all the birds being either tele-

graphed in or reported home. The

weather was fine and clear, with a south-

west wind, and some good velocities

were made, the winning bird, belonging

to Mr. Christian, of Radlett, with a ve-

locity of 1249 yards, followed by Mr.

Coochy with 1234 yards, and Mr. Tipper

with 1208 yards.

The fourth and last race took place

from La Rochelle on July 23, when

fifty-three birds were liberated in fine

weather, with a light southwest wind.

Here the weather was as bad as could

be, with heavy rain and strong west

and northwest winds, consequently no

bird reached its loft in time to be

telegraphed in before the time of the

race had expired, but several birds have

been reported home since by Messrs.

Hawkins, Pulley, Green, Tanqueray and

Rav
The winner of the Challange Cnp this

year is Mr. Chesham, who took first

from Rennes, this being the longest race

flown this year.

The first young bird race took place

from Wilton on August 11, where the

birds, 550 in number, had been for some

days delayed in the panniers. This,

however, did not seem to effect them,

thanks to the convoyeur Mr. Herring,

who took great care of them. The win-

ning bird belonged to Messrs. Sayer

Brothers, with a velocity of 1441 yards,

followed bv Mr. Langtou, with 1429

yards, and' Mr. Jones, with 1420 yards,

all good velocities.

The second race was flown from Teni-

plecombe on August 19, where the birds

425 in number, had been again delayed

through bad weather. This, however,

did not prevent the race 1)eing the fastest

flown this season, and also shows the

great necessitv of having some one in

charge of birds when delays do occur.

The winning birds belonged lo Mr. C.

Langton, of Notting Hill, with the grand

velocity of 1721 vards per minute, fol-

lowed by Mr. E. Jones with 1695 yards,

and 1649 yards.

The third race from Chard, on August

2S was another good one, as the first

velocities will show. There were 325

competitors, and as the weather was fitie,

a good and fast race was the result. The

firlt and second birds belonged to Mr.

Clutterbuck, with velocities of 1520

vards, and 1470 yards, per minute respec-

tively, followed by Mr. Jones with 1469

vsrcls.

The last race of the season for birds of

any age was flown from Ventnor on

August 28, when the birds, 130 in num-
ber, were liberated by Mr. Raynor in

fine weather, and a fairly successful race

was the result, the winning bird belong-

ing to Mr. Rav. of Hounslow, with a ve-

locity of 1275 vards, followed by Mr.

Clementson, of Bagshot, with 1196 yards,

and Mr. Stone with 11 20 yards.

The winner of the velocity prize of /5.

given by Mr. Joshua Fulden for the best

average velocity in the six races, are

Messrs. Saver Brothers with an average

of 1222 vards, followed by Messrs. Jones

and Langton with an equal velocity of

1168 yards, winners of cups.

Coon versus Rooster.

We were talking about heat and who

could stand the most, man .or animal's

when old Jim La F. dropjied in. and af-

ter listening awhile to the pros and cons

said in his off-hand way : "See here, you

fellows, 1 can settle that question. You

all know I kill poultry for the market.

You all know my Bill I
Bill is a colored

boy). Well, it was on a very cold day

last month, and out by the stable I have

a small house where I heat the water to

make the feathers come off easy. The

stove is quite a large one, and back of it,

across the corner, there's a sort of bench.

It's a nice warm place to sit. I have an

old Leghorn rooster that's a kind of a

pet and he is privileged to go most any-

where, and of a cold wet day he jumps up

on this bench to get warm. So this dav

I speak of the old fellow came in and

fixed himself at one corner of the bench

for a warming. I noticed Bill look side-

ways at him, so I thought I would see if

I could not make it too hot for him. In

the meantime Bill sits himself down

alongside of the rooster. So says I, I'll

kill two birds. I piled in the wood. The

old stove began to redden up and I could

see the old rooster kinder get uneasy and

after a little I see his mouth open, and

looking at Bill I saw the drops of sweat

begin to show on his face and he looking

sideways at the rooster. So I threw in

more wood and made her red hot. Heat

began to tell I could see, and the sweat

drops were gitting big on Bill's face, the

old cock's mouth was wide open and his

wings were dropping aud he had got

back as far as he could, so I kept joking

and raking to make more heat. luiallv

the old cock jumped down, and it would

have done you good to see that grin on

Bill's face. It was like the smile of some-

one who had won a great victory, and

when the old cock walked off to a cooler

place Bill just let out and laughed until

his sides ached. I did not let on that I

had noticed it and asked Bill what was

the matter and why he was laughing. He
says • 'Boss, dat was de bes' ting agomg.

I done sot dat old rooster out ; I'se know

I could done it for dars noting can stan'

hot like a nigger.'
" «• w.

Washington, D. C. January 27.

Worth a Year's Subscription.

Your Chri.stmas number arrived to-day, and I

wish to compliment you on your admirable ef-

fort. The Christmas numl)er alone is worth the

subscription for the year. Long may you con-

tinue to issue many Christmas numbers in years

to come. C.E. BUNN.

Peoria, III., December 7.
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POUIiTRY.

CHEAP POULTRY FOOD.
We accumulate large quantities of damaKed

crain by the frequent burning of grain ware-

houses, and bv the salvage from wrecked car-

and our disposition of the goods js largelygoes;
are

To poultry feeders. Very many pou trymen
regular feeders of our slock and they affect a

large saving in expense while getting good re-

sults. To those who have not experienced this

advantage we will mail a pound sample FREE
on receipt of IQc- to pay postage and packing.

After trying our gootls and approving them,

as vou surely will, send us the name of your

dea'ier and we will endeavor to arrange with him

to carry a stock and supply you conveniently If

he should not want to carry a stock we woum
then sell you direct in lots of three tons and up-

wards. Write us.

PAINE BROTHERS,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

46-58

tt

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Onlv $1.25 per year.

Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany. N.Y.

A BRILLIANT SUCCESS

THE (?WMSTm§ iRgffiBBR
^^^—-^ OF THE

pAflCIEHSWOURrlAIi
Thousands of copies have been sold and the general verdict is that

it is the FINEST PAPER EVER PUBLISHED of its class. 44 pages

Beautifully Illustrated
Handsomely Printed

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.

Fowls and eggsA circular for a stamp. Fowls ana eggs for

sale in season. Orders for puppies booked to be

delivered in rotation.

Vero Shaw.
Iluteh Dalzlel,
Broekenhurst,

I. K. Telch,
.lainoH Forsyth,
E. B. Thompson,
Theodore Sternberg,
J. C. Bookins,
F. H. Graves,

CONTRIBUTORS-KENNEL
Highland,
Everett MlUals,
Alexander Glass,

W. Wade,
T. H. Garleck,
Freeman Lloyd,

V. M. llaldeman.

POULTRY AND PIGEONS

M.D.

II.

J.
B. Tallman,
Ilenry Lee,

George T. AVhltfleld,
M. kT Hover,
William L. Lentz,
G. O. Brown,
II. S. Babcock,
Henry Erdinann,

J. II, Drevonstedt.
ARTISTS

E. W. Hall,
F. L. Sewell,

New York Photo-Engraving Company.

G, AV. Pettlt,
C. S. Valentino,
F. T. TJnderhlll,
F. B. Zimmer,
O. K. Sharp,
A. \V. Hall,

F. N. Graves.
Henry Erdmann,

WHAT SOiME OF OUR READERS SAY

if
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FOR PIGEONS AND
all breeds of fowls.

Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices

of Indian Games, Minor-
cas. Javasand B.P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20

vears' experience counts

hi mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

J. Y. BICKNELL,
Vermont Street, Buflfalo, N. Y.

MANN*S BONE GUTTER
FOR

POULTRY FOOD

Worth a Year's Subscription.

From the Canadian Poultry Journal.

We have received a copy of the Christinas

number of The Fanciers' Journal and it is a

dandy. It is finely illustrated with cuts of dogs,

poultry and pigeons. The number is a complete

book in itself, and reflects the greatest credit on

those in charge of its various departments. The

Fanciers' Journal is one of the brightest and

besliournals published in the interest of dogs,

poultry and pigeons, and its Christmas «umber

Ss worth fullv its yearly subscription price No
one should miss getting a copy of this number.

A A'aluable Issue.

From the Journalist, New York.

The Christinas number of The
Journal, of Philadelphia, is

Pat. June 15, se. Aug.20,'89.

Warranted to cut green

bones, meat, grist^, and all

without clog or difficulty, or

Mo.NEV Refunded.

It has been proved

GREEN CUT BONE
is the most economical ezz
pmdiicinn fi>oH in the world.

Itwili doublethe num-
ber of eggs, and make
them 25 per cent, more ler-

tile. Send stamp for cata-

logue. Name this paper.

W. MANN,

Fanciers'
an unusually at-

ti active and valuable issue of that fuccessftil

weekly which has become indispensable to all

lovers of dogs, poultry, pigeons and similar ob-

lects of the -fanciers'" adoration. It is well

filled with handsome engravines. interesting and

instructive special articles and. matters of inter-

est to all breedeis of fancy dogs and fowls.

Replete with Good Articles.

From Forest and Stream.

Our orogressive contemporary, The Fan-

ciFRS' JOURNAL, has issucd a Christmas number

that is replete with good articles on dog and

ooultry subjects by well-known writers, which

will afford a pleasant hours reading to any one.

nilford, IflaM.

A Splendid Issue.

Kindly allow me to offer my heartiest congrat-

ulations to all interested in the getting up of

vour X-mas number of The Fanciers' Journal

'received this morning. It merits tne unqualified

approbation and thanks of everyone whose good

fortune it will be to read its contents, for such an

array of dog, poultry and pigeon lore one seldom

gets a chance to obtain, at any rate not in the

form of a journal.
, ^, .

I know nothing about dogs, but I know enough
to pass judgment that the dog literature of this

number is of the prize-winning sort, and will un-

doubtedly tickle every dog lover in his tenderest

*^The poultry matter, well, I would do injustice

to pass an opinion on any, for all is of first pre-

mium order. Naturally, loving as I do most the

Brahma and Wyandotte, the articles on these

breeds call for my first attention, and they are

worth a dozen over alone the price of this issue.

I obtained ideas on these breeds I never before

possessed, and I am become all the more at-

tached to the two grandest and most beautilul

breedsof our standard collection.

And of course, the pigeon fancier will have

every reason to welcome this great X-mas num-
ber All in all, this splendid issue is bound to

attach The Fanciers' Journal to every reader,

and stamp it firmly as the foremost journal m
this country for the dog, poultry and pigeon fan-

cier. Unqualified success be to its future efforts.

W. F. Roth, M. D.

Florin, Pa., December 5.

A Wonderful Production.

From the Kennel, Farm & Poultry Yard, Dublin.

The Christmas number of our esteemed trans-

atlantic contemporary, The Fanciers' Journal
is to hand. It is, as we have been led to expect

bv the announcements of the publishers regard-

ing it for s me time past, a wonderful product on.

Both on doggy and ptiultry matters it contains

an extensive and va led selection of arlicl s, all

written by specialists on the several subjects

dealt with. The number is profusely illustrated

the title page being very appropnately occupied

by an admirablv executed sketch of "t^c largest

dog in the world," the St. Heruard Lord Bute.

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

Dooks on receipt of published price:

kennel.

American Book of the Dog ....
American Kennel. Surges »

Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw . . ... . .

Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdou L,ee : • • ' r • • \ ' Ja

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored

portrait • •

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel

Dogs, Diseases of. Hill

Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson. •••••••
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

Dog Training and Points of Judging ;
new

and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont ........

F.nglishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I ••••••

:

Enllish K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each

English K. C. S. Book,Vols. XI to XllI.each

Field Trial Training. White . . . .• • • •

Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and lUustra-

sions ,•.;.'••'
1

Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing ;
col-

ored portrait. Dalziel • • •

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Di»-

C&SCS ....•••••••***,'"*'
How to Keep a dog in the City. Mills . .

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care

and Training : • i^' i..'
' '

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from hfe; 588

pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 0.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables. ... . . 300
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters. , . . . . . . 2.50

Monograph of the German Mastiff or

Great Dane Dog • • • • •

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-

eration .•;;.; ^L
Pocket Kennel Record; lull leather. . . .

Points of Judging; new edition, correct to

date •,

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables .....
Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.

Wickham. Paper cover, 50c. ; cloth . .

Prize Pugs of America and England.

5.00

3.00

S.co

300

1-50

I.CO

.80

3.00

•50

300
50

1.00

.50

.75

3.00

.50

5-00

450
450
•50

1.50

1.00

•50

25

.50

3.00

3.50
.60

•50

.75

I.OO

SOLD OUT
SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,

to make room for my

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

Stock and Kggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM KLDRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Dhfct shipping facilitits for the South.

em buyers can save expressage

road journey.

For sale on all leading news stand of the large cities of the United

States. Price lo cents each, or sent prepaid on receipt of the above

sum by addressing

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Box 916, Philadelphia,

(Cryer)

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan .* • V ' j' 1
St. Bernard, history, rearing breeeding,

points, etc.; col'd portrait orPlinlimmon,

Stonehenge on the Dog . . ... . • • •

Teufel the Terner ; or, the Life and Ad-

ventures of an Artist's Dog • • • • • • •

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.

Mercer
The Dog,by Idstone • • • • • •

The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits

The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack . • • • •

Training Trick Dogs; illustrated . . . .

Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits

from life of 31 pn*e dogs; in leather. .

Youatt on the Dog .; ••„•,•." '

Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir
Cloth

POULTRY.

All About Broilers. Boyer . .

An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard . . ...
Book o? Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Capons and Caponizing. George Q. Dow

.

Duck Culture. Rankin . . • •
•

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 32 co|-

ored'illustrations; wood cuts. By Ham-
son Weir .• • • • • • • • ,•

Prohtaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wnght.

.

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl

Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch. . . .... .. •

Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin . . . .

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,

Felch & Lee
The Game Fowl. Cooper
Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace

CAGE BIRDS.

I.OO

I.OO

1.25

2.50

•75

1.00
1.25

1.25

500
2.50

2.75
.25

4.00
2.50

.50

•75

•25

•50

5.00
•25

•50

9'oo

150
I-50

• 25
1.50

.25

1.00
5.00

•50

Paper cover .50

•75

South-
and a long rail-

19-70

iMfe COLLAR TYPEWRITER
A6CDEFGHI wmSTTTSlBTnE

lii-E USED.

1 H\^ A"Hvwvww \i^t% TVS. ^»;

•^ii^s^Eriz^sas
^^

M

SPRATTS
PATENT

EAT FIBRINE DOG C/vKES (with Beetroot).

A perf«t mill iiriirii

I>OLI.AK. E -

tlio B:iine quality

chine l<
1) |ir!n-ii...i I. • " - .1 .1' iiiuD ..-. onlyO.M-

SxiicUy lil^o i.-iif, tf«iil!ir K«'niliigt<m typc;<l(ie«

Hlity of w.-rk; takes a fools cap shiet, ComplPta

Ua'tlon puan.ntr. d; Ci.. nl;, s free; A«ENTS W/^V1\»:;^
by exi
B.l(. {.M.EK.>OLLif BBO., 6a toBTLA^Dl" bX-t «•

nil rft RemedyFree.HISTAIITRtllCr. Final

Ull LVfur.'iii l<i(la,v>..Ni!V.TrHluriin: m. purge,

I II I no save: no suppository. A victim tried
fciW,,, vain every rem dy lias diHcovered a

Rirapleo.iro. which lie willm.iil freetohisfellowBuf-

ferers. Addr««i J.H.BKK>ES,Box SSW.New lorkllty.R.Y.

A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train

vour doS for the field trials and a book that no dog-

man can afford to be without.

PRICE 50 CENTS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

anary Birds.

Canar?es andCage-Birds.' Blackston .Sways-

land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and

other illustrations
: \ •• ' V ' '^**

Chatnber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition ,•„"';.'

Native Song Birds George J. Bamesby.

.

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams ....
The Canary. G. J. Barnesby

PIGEONS.

Book ot Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and

others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous

L^ ReS'st'er; forVanW knV homi^ng pig-

eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L. S. Clarit ...
Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F.M.

Gilbert, paper 50c ; cloth . . . • • • • •

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wnght

.

Pigeon Standard (new) . .•

Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeief

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer. .....
MISCELLANEOUS.

American Anglers' Book. Norris

All About Ferrets and Rats

Book of the Game Laws . . . . . . . •

Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

FieUi^^Cover kiidfrapShooting. Bogardus

Fly Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells . ...
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.

Grinnell A ' • 'i' ' '
'

Practical Rabbit Keeper Cuniculus .

The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-

wood : • ; ji

The Art of Training Animals ;
paper

;
u-

Gli^mpses of Animal Life
;" the Habits and

Intelligence ol Animals
i

' * '

With Fly-rod and Camera. Samuels . . .

Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell ....
Woodcraft. Nessrauk
611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen ....

Sure Pop.

1.50
I .CO

•50

.50

S.co

3.00

I.OO

1-50

.50
5.CO

.50

5-50
•25

50

2.00

3.00

2.50

3.00

1.50

I.OO

•50

1.50
5-00
2.50
I.OO

1.50
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Special

PREM10M5

INCUBATORS.

THE
POUIjTRY.

PINELAND lPR£y,'''£

Kennel

raUntM aad
Hole IB—firtirtrl

In order to secure new subscrib-

ers we will offer the following pre-

miums : To any of our subscribers

who will send us one new subscrib-

er at $2 per annum we will send a 142-181

copy of "Hammond's Training vs.

Breaking," price $1, or will send

same by mail for ^1.08 cash or

stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us two new subscribers at

$2 per annum we will send a copy

of "Dogs, Their Management and

Treatment in Disease," by Ash-

mont, price $2, or will mail the same

for $2.10 cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us three new subscribers

at $2 per annum we will send a

copy of "Modern Training, Han-

dling and Management," by B.

Waters, price $2.50, or will mail

same for $2.60 cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us five new subscribers

at $2 per annum we will send a

copy of "Our Prize Dogs," by C.

H. Mason, price $6, or we will mail

the same for $6.12 cash or stamps.

Pou Itryge Pigeons

To any of our subscribers who
will send us one new subscriber at

$2 per annum we will send a copy

of the "American Standard of Per-

fection," price $1, or will mail the

same for $ i cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who

will send us one new subscriber at

$2 per annum we will send one

copy in cloth of "Pigeon Keeping,"

by F. M. Gilbert, price $1, or will

mail the same for $1.06 cash or

stamps.

To any of our subscribers who

will send us two new subscribers at

$2 per annum we will send a copy

of Felch's "Poultry Culture," price

1.50, or will mail the same for 1.56

cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who

will send us three new subscribers

at $2 per annum we will send a

"Loft Register for Homing or Fancy

Pigeons," price $2, or will mail the

same for 2.08 cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who

will send us five new subscribers at

$2 per annum we will send a copy

of "Lewis Wright's Poultry Book,"

price 5.00, or will mail same for

5.25 cash or stamps.

INCOBflTORS AND BROODERS
ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERF: AWARDED

2-FlRST PREMIOMS-2
AT THE

Great M Yorl Slow of 1891

Hundreds of the most successful poultrymeii

use them exclusivelv. Send five cents for mam-
moth catalogue. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

POULTRY FOOD
WILL MAKE

-IN

Jamesburg, New Jersey.

HENSLAYlmH PREMIUMS
IN WINTER.

|s«ldET«riwlier«. I. B. LORD, frop. . Bnrliiitton. Tt

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM.

ExcelsiorMNCUBATOR
T<owei«t-priced FlraUclaM Hmtcher made.
Simple, Perfect, flB^^^ Seif-Kegulating.

AA/^YANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.

Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Gieat

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden. Feb.. 1891.

Prices lo7u for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too Good !

"

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.

2g 54
Brainard Station, N. Y.

_ . hoQUnde in sue-
,

krenMlul oiii'ratiuu.
lUuarMittwd to hatch

|

I a UrKer percentag*

I
of fertile e({g» <«< lrt»

I
rost than any other incubator.
Send 60. for Ulus. Uatalogae.

GEO. H. STAHL, Quincy. Ill

for profit
should have Pure <iround
HEKF SC'UAl*, which is

Meat and Hone, collected from slaughter

houses, DRIED PEKFECTi.Y SWEET and grouiid

Poultry like it and devour »t K^eedtly. You want

samples and prices—we send them HREE. Ad-

dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE &.FOODCO.. 133

Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 3d-»7

To the i>ei*son StMi«lliijr i» tli^

lar^rt^st yearly list of subs<Mib-

ei-s, $i200.

Seeoiid lar^jrest list, Jj^KK).

Third larjxost list, f^lty.

Fourth larjjfest list, J?50.

Fifth larfjfest list, J?ii."».

Sixth, seventh, eijxhth, ninth

and tenth larjjfest lists, «U).()(>

eaeli.

•A*

Improveii "Championllncubator
Perfectly Automatic.

Always Reliable. Guar-
anteed the Simplest and

Best and to h.itch the

Laroest percentage pos.

sihlf. Send 2 ct. sUmp
for handsome catalog.

FAMOUS MFG. CO..
Chicauo.

For Sale, Indian Garaes

LAND, consisting of one cock, one cockerel and

sixteen hens and pullets. For particulars ad-

dress J. H. DREVENSTEDl,
50 SI Bo» 9'^' Philadelphia, Pa.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain one free. Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one

vear Large book for stamp. A.

F. WILLIAMS, Bristol, Conn.

Edward S. Schimid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH. AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

So. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Guaranteed 8elf-He(rulating. A
Bellablo Hatcher. Sn d for Free

Circular. SHEEB & CHASE,
Sole Maoufacturen, Qtl^CY, lu.

POULTRY.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal. - - Per KM) lb. Bag. »a.OO
Granulated Hone, lOU
Ground Beet

^,

Scraps, - - - ..
*<»"

Calclte. - - - - 200
CrnsUed Flint, - " 300
Cr"«tie*l Oyster
Shells " " ~ "0<) —

^endforourNew Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

P""-
c. H. DEMPWOLF & CO.,

Vork Chemical Works, York, Pa.

a. 75

.^.oo
2.00
3.00

.GO

A NEW lU)OK

WYfiNDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ng. Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl.

A handsomely printed Ijook of 60 pages.

PRICE, 50 CENTS.
Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

33 South Third Strttt,

_^j
Philadelphia.

This offer is open from OCTOBER
15 to JUNE 1, 1892. Sub.scriptions

can be sent in at any time, but cash must

accompany them. This uiuiuestionably

is the best opportunity ever offered to

our friends, and all desiring to compete

for these premiums should send in their

names at once.

The coming Dog and Poultry Shows

offer a glorious opportunity to secure

subscriptions, and agents desiring sample

copies should advise us promptly.

Remember that THE rANCir:RS'

JOURNAL is the leading paper of its

class, and the subscription price is only

I2.00 per annum. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

/Notice

These premiums do not apply to

renewals nor to other members of

the family of subscribers, and are

only given for new subscriptions.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYER

ONLY 25 CENTS. POSTPAID.-READ WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

This book has been written more especially

for the novice. It teaches tne rudiments. It

gives awav manv things that have been hereto-

fore kept secret. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA. PA.

PRINTING OUTFIT 15^
i;;W34 fU. . t. 4 » ph»t«u rublvr tjpe. tJl« h-l'l' r. t«>til» lo-

Idiblf Ink. Ink l'»a »ii.l Vmn.tn I'ui up in n.^»i_lmi »ltb

lir»rtion« for uif . S».i«fvllon ruanuiltfd W.)rih 5<ir. BrtI

lusm Mukfr rarl rrmtfr. <«: ^<•t. nimn .n 1 minut*,

Lriiiu •'.'» nrAf %n li..ur S nt |~ntti»i.I 1 V.'J f..r •J5.-.r»t.ftM.

'R.H.I.Mil'.RSOLL & BlUl.fiirorlUndtSI.S.V.tll^

JUST PUBLISHED.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

-BY-

t
• ! J

*

©eiJllUs

SILVER-LACED WY.\XDOTTES.
Kgus SS1.50 per 13.

W. H. CHILD, Glenside, Pa. 4S-ft

AMERICAN KENNEI^ CLUB

S^UD goOK.
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-

tains the iudees" reports and certified prize lists

ofthe different shows. Stud Book registrations

and nuniliers of each months entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-

tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,
, n4 vpTppO!

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.
|

lAnUlilUO

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomely ilUistrate.l. Pr.-ictical .ind com-

prehensive. It is an invaUible guide for the

amateur pigeon fanciers.

Price, paper, 50c. ; eloth 91.OO.

K CAN FURNISH

PXKCTROTYPKS

OF ALL

LKAIUNO BREEDS OF
PIGEONS

Siz-e ot Pouter herewith for 50C

each.

PUBLISHING COMPANY,
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ALEX. W. CUMMING8,
DERBY, IND.

Breeds games for the pit, such as Shinholzer

and Brown Shawlnecks, red qujlls, invinables.

blues, muffs, Japs and th* celebrated Derby

Kreys. Send name on postal for 1892 circular.

The largest one out. I also have Galloway cattle

and Poland China hogs. Good note preferred to

cash. Mention this paper. 40-00

DOGS. POULTRY.

Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion

15 cents per line each subsequent insertion ,
count

seven words to line. ^^_
For Sale.

Pugs of the Best Breeding
At reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNELS,
Box 82, Louisville, Ky. 4»-73

THREE WIRE-HAIRED SCOTCH TERRIER
dog pups, six weeks old. No better ratters.

1210 North Fourth Street, Philadelphia.
50-52

Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per line Jorfirst insertion,

15 cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

For Sale. .

Great Danes.

J-

A. ROBERTS, MALVERN, PA., CAN
spare some choice Light Brahma Cockerels

and Pullets at $5 and $3 each or $10 a trio.

Gaines.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE, BY PASHA OUT
of .show bitches. Address for particulars

A. M. laggard, 629 North Front Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE-
A beautiful litter of pups, sired by the noted

Challenge Kildare (18,140), out of Rose Sarsfield

(18 084). No better blood in the world. Color dark

red Prices-dogs. $25 ; bitches, $20. Price list

No. I now ready. 40-9'

AGENTS WANTED.
Reliable agents wanted in all parts of the coun-

try. For particulars address

Fanciers' Pablishing Co.,

BOX 916, PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Mastlflb.

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
43-68 P. O. Box 676, ALBANY, N. Y.

THE CREAM OF

IRISH SETTER BREEDING.
On September 3 Champion Ruby Glenmore

whelped to Champion Mack N. There are of

Uiisfitter three dogs and five bitches that for

beauty. combination of bench show form and

field qualities cannot be excelled. Those wishing

the best may secure them now, and by getting

choice may in the future own the champion of

champions. Our present quarters being limited

compels us to dispose of them at once. Price $95.

E. B. BISHOP (Glenmorc Kennels),.

- „ Coffeyville. Kansas.

GEO. 5.THOMAS
MANAGER OF

Anjlo-Ainericaii Terrier Kennels.

Can handle a few more dogs on the spring cir-

cuit. Address Salem, Mass. 49-50

-HOUSED
AND

^^^^^^SF»ET DOGS.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

UST PUBLISHED P«"CE, POSTPAID, 50C.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

BLUE BLOOD MASTIFFS.-BEING OVER-
STOCKED I offer at low prices mastiffs

sired by Ormonde from splendid bitches,

including a daughter of Beaufort and Ch.

Toozie. which bitch is dam of England s

best young dog. Ilford County Member Also

a granddaughter of Beaufort and Orlando

in whelp to Ormonde. Price $100. Send

stamp for catalogue. Charles E- Bunn.

Peoria, 111.
5o-tf

H

Pointers.

POINTERS-COMBINING BLOOD OF BANG
Bang, Tammany, Croxteth, Champion King

Bow etc. Belle of Bangs has a litter

whelped November 16. W. M. Stambrough,

51 Colden St., Newburgh, N. Y. it

T^OINTERS-I HAVE LEFT TWO CHOICE

J^ puppies cheap. E. Eaton, Athens, O.
^^

tf

IGH-CLASS PILE GAMES. -AS I AM
going out of the piles the following birds

are for sale; all are strictly first-class; the

scores are by S. Butterfield: One pile cock

(yellow legs) scores 93^, one year old. Two
pile hens (willow legs), yearlings, scoring

Q3U and 94^. One pile cockerel (yellow

legs), scores 95. One pile pullet (yellow

legs), scores 941^. The entire collection at

$25 is a decided bargain to anyone desiniig

such birds. All are winners. Address E.

F Doty. 47 Wellington Place. Toronto, Can.

Plymouth Rooks.

W J. BLANCHARD, HOLYOKE, MASS.,
IS closing out his entire stock of Essex

• Plymouth Rocks. Correspondence solic-

ited. 50-53

Silver Wyandottea.

SILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
Games. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y. 4'-"

Wyandottes.

Pedlgrroe Blanks.

PEDIGREE BLANKS FOR FOUR GENER-
ATIONS at ID cents per dozen, or 85 cents

per 100. Extended four-patfe blanks 5

cents each, or 50 cents per dozen mailed

postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co..

33 S. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PUKS.

FOR SALE. - SILVER LACED WYAN-
DOTTES exclusively. Cockerels, pairs,

trios or breeding pens. Circulars free.

Scott Maxwell , Vancluse, S. C. 45-5g__

Various

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas.barred Plymouth
Rocks golden, silver and white Wyandottes

and single comb white Leghorns. Stock

and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address

Keeseville. New York. i-t'

In Conjunction with
my business of

Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Sup-
plies I have also

added a dog ex-

change for the
purchase and

^ sale of dogs of ev-

^v erv description.
Yhere will be a

registry kept at

ray establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
of a fee the name
and address of

garties wishing

fee for one dog will be $1.00, and for each addi-

Uonal dog fiftv cents. This will be devoted to

adverti.siiVg ana furthering the sales, and a com-

railsion of ,0 per cent will be charged on all

Sles I may confidently state that my expen-

^ce with dogs as a breeder, exhibitor, etc., with

my ewellent location for the business and my
wfdl acquaintance will make this one of the very

best mediums to be found for the purchase and

sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.ft

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SETTERS. BEAGLES and

SCOTCH TERRIERS. Also thirty varieties of

Fancy PouUrv and Pigeons Over 400o Pnzes the

n^st four veafs. A grand lot of stock for ^le

?rice liJffree. My^str.i^n of Shawlneck Pied

Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

POULTRY.

Over 100 Awards

Rceeivcd in 1891.

aiP. Ulhitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, England

(Hon Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply

ffiCn Game.^ Dorkings. Wyandottes^ Creves,

La Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD BREEDERS, $15 per trio; EXTRA
GOOD $25; EXHIBITION, $» to $50 each at

Liverpwl Freight paid to New York for $10

extrl^^ to 9 birds. Eggs in season, $4^r
dozen OVER 800 BIRDS EXPORTED LAST
YEAR.

Before You Subscribe

For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry 01

Kennel Paper ^ou should send for my list of

papers iXi firnish you any paper published

?h?apei than the publisher's price, and if you

subscril>e foi two or more papers you will get a

luiUower rate than if you subscribe for only

one Always enclose a stamp when you write^

ICnd ten cents (silver) and I will send your name

^d address to the publishers of twenty-five

papers and request them to mail you sample

~P'**- —ADDRESS—

F. D. BECK.
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

-r-»INE PUPS ON SALE—Chequasset Kennels,

y Lancaster, Mass. 75-eow

PUGS FOR SALE-CHOICELY BRED AND
cheap, one or two bitches in whelp Thos.

I Ballantine, 601 Ellis St., Peoria, 111. 5o-53

nUGS FOR SALE-YOUNG BROOD BITCH-

K ES '91 hatch from noted dams and Kash,
* half-sisters to New York winners, Amencas

cracks. None beats our record. We bred

first prize winners open and puppy class,

New York, 1891. Grand bitches now in

whelp to Bonsor and Kash. Eastlake

Kennels, West Jefferson, O^ 5o-5i

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted undet

this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Ant'werp Homers.

WARDELL TAYLOR, LANGHORNE. ^A..

largest breeder in America. Ash and sil-

ver birds a specialty. Youngsters only for

sale. $2 per pair. From record birds and
prize winners. So-S^j

Scotcb Collies.

FR SALE.-COLLIE PUPPIES BY CHAM-
PION The Squire out of a granddaughter ot

Metchley Wonder. Also a 17-months-old

dog by prince Charlie (6016) out of Clare s

Lassie (12,977)- Address Maplehurst Ken-

nels. Ambler, Pa. 49-5a

St. Bernards.

Fantalls.

HOWARD BUTCHER, 146 N. FRONT ST.,

Philadelphia; all colors, prize winning

stock, $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also

Owls and Turbits. ^'53

For Sale.

ABOUT TWENTY ST. BERNARD PUPS
and brood bitches. Write for new list No.

24. R. J.Sawyer. Menominee, Mich. 46-51

Various.

A

P

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and

shrillest whistle ever invented. S9mething

entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box

916, Philadelphia. Pa.

URCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
•

will buv on commission or sell field dogs

^laranleed. J. R. PurccU ("Hickory")

Gainesville, Va. ^-tt

RINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards.

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched

Jnes Labels. Tags. etc. The Fanaers' Pub

lishing Co., Box 916, Philade phia. Pa.

J
OHN SPEALLER. 1210 NORTH FOURTH

Street. Philadelphia. Jacobins $3 to $10 a

pair- blue and silver English owls $2 to $3 a

pair"; solid yellow turbits J2 to |5 a pair,

and other varieties. 50-S4

Jacobins.

l> BAILY, ARDMORE, PA., FINEST IM-
r . PORTED stock. 44-5»

TW TUGGLE. Columbus, Ga. Importer

and breeder of Jacobins. 7-58

Satinettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, loio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. n-tl

Various.

BAILY. ARDMORE. PA.. WILL SELL
all his turbit.s. owls, moorecaps and surplus

black and yellow Jacobin hens. 4750

POULTRY.

84tf

Advertisements without display ^V"'/'.'^^^T^'
this heading for 2ocents per linefor first insertion

j^cenU per line, each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

MISCELLANEOUS^
Artists.

Artists and Engravers.

DOGS.

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 20 cents per linefor first insertion

I "cents per line, each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.
^

Canker Cure.

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards

letter sheets, bill Heads, price lists, sched-

ule, labels, tags, etc .Tffe Fanciers' Pub

lishing rn^ Box 016. Philade' phia. Pa.

Appliances.

SPECIAL engravings made from photograph*

of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St.^Philadelphia.
'

Advertising.

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

ELM STATION,

It
Montgomery Co., P«.

TALLMANS CANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fiKv cents. William Tallman. 109 West

Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

Foxbounds.

T^OR SALE.-FAST-RUNNING FOXHOUNDS
M and pups. Addrsss Rex Kennels, Millers-

^ burg.O. _^
39-50

'

^Fox Terriers.

T-NCUBATORSSOLD,BOUGHT,EXCHANGED
T of repaired. Rankin's Monarch. Williams'
-»- Monitor. Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-

mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.

CorrespK>ndence invited. T. Farrer Rack-

1-52 ^"rrr ^ HarrisonSt^st Orange. N. T-

Barred Plymouth Itocks.

AT STUD-BRlER ROSE KENNELS WAR-
ren Dandv (20,021). Pupnies for sale from

pedigreed dams For stud card address J

- P. Kinley, 934 Diamond Street, Philadel-

phia. Pa.
'^

-T^OR SALE-SEVERAL WELL-BRED BROODU bitches from ^ell-known stocky W.liam
-*- Tallman, 109 West Thirty-fourth Street.

New York City. ^"

r>END FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD^ and matings. Winners at largest shows

for four years. Fowls and eggs for sale.

Bradley Bros , Lee. Mass. 960 eow

Bantams.

S

XF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHI^G
I anywhere at any time write to George P.

-*- Rowell & Co., No. ID Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do we 1

to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers

^68 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

ige paid, on receipt of price ConUins a

cfreKil compilation from the American

Newspaper Directory of all the best papers

and class journals; gives the circulation

ratini? of everv one. and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters

oertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau 10

__^pruceStreet.J^Y. ^'""^
.

Drlnklns Fountain.

ENTWISLES BANTAMS.-I am Mr. "W p.

Entwisle's only authorized agen for the

united States and Canada, ancTwill import

birds at as low a figure as possible, quality

of stock ^nsidere<r. F. W. Gaylor. Quogue.

LongJ^sland^N^ Y. 37-02

^
£xcbanKe.

/-AHE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
\ chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain
- easily cleaned.- Price. 75 cents each, $8 per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8vti Brooder Company, Tamesburg, New Jersev.

For Sale.

HPFOING PEN OF GRAND LIGHT BRAH-
MAS five hens and cock, fit to show in

any company, price I30, or will exchange

for ferrets, j. A. Dav&, Bcldon. O. 50-tf

W
500

HITE WYANDOTTES. BUFF COCHINS
and homing pigeons. C. W. Jo nson,

Cranford, N. J.
4952

LIVE QUAIL FOR SALE AT $^ 50 PER
dozen Healthy and strong. Webb
Huston, Morganficld, Ky, Ji
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IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Champion THe Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roslyn WilUes,
20883 FEE $35.

Cham. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $35.

Roalyn Con^^ray,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs

Champion Treasure,
10596. FEE $15

Kash, T*"'*

17804. FEE $15

Irish Setters

King Elcho (21, 377)-

Lord Klcho (21,378).

(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Bessie Glencho.)

FEE OF EACH $20

P STUD

fTn^ ^l
IN THE STUD.

THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

The Beagle Trials
OF 1891.

FEE --------- $15

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
Glenside, Pa.

JIT STUD,

STREATHAM

MONARCH
The Best Bull Terrier Living.

ADDRESS

JORN MOORflEflD, Jr.,

PITTSBURG, PA.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.

THE KENNEL.

s ^

Menthon Kennels*

St. Bernards,
PHCENIXVILLE, PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.8.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equal.

FEE, *100.

The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.S.B.18.337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, *35.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

140-tf

JIT STUD,

COUNT NOBLE. GLADSTONE.
ENCLISH SETTER

COUNT LEO,
Mack D.-Lady Alta. Lady Alta by Count

R^ldgo-Bessie Belton. Evenly marked whUe.

black and tan, whelped November 14, «889-

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. G. ELLIOTT,

40-91 483 Potters Ave., Providence, R. I.

COnrCH....lQLIvIKS

TORDHOOK KENNELS
^

Are among the largest In America devoted ex
clusivelv to the breeding of KouRb coated Scotch

Colhes." Orders hooked now for puppies as fol-

lows • LADY SCOT ex KUTI.KlKiK. SAIU.K
BEAUTY ex BARD. LADY HAIC. ex QUALITY.
EORDHOOK J ASHION ex HARD, I'ANSY ex

KORDHOOK (jL'IRK, DINAH ex Chaiupum
THE SQUIRE. SMIL.^X ex Champion CHRIS-
TOPHER. Address

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,

32-83 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-

Dlication. Fine specimens of the above breeds

/or sale at reasonable prices, including several

good stud dogs and brood bitches m whelp.

Young stock always on hand. i3-°4

I

pFox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher ^5

Ch. Raby Mixer '5

Reckoner '5

Brockenhurst Tyke '5

Puppies from these well-known dogs

out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

nT STUD. FEE ^50.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER,

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264).

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip

Rao Zie-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.

King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T C at Lexington, N. C, December, 1890, and

on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-

land ; ist. New York, Troy. Albany and Lynn
'89 • 1st, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and

Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

Babylon, L. I.

AT STUD-WOODALE KENNELS'
__FOX TERRIERS Pee.

^^B? Ch'venio^Brixrkeuhurst'Worry by

Raffle.

STARDEN'S JACK • •
*1S

'^ '^ By Ch. Result-Forest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS- . • • • • $10"^"'^^
By Raffle-Warren Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of P^^" ^iiv

ning bitches always for «ale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, Troy, N. V. 47-73

IN THE STUD.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - SSO

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member, 35;per cent off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL m
Puppies and Brood Bitches for sale. Dogs of

any breed taken to board, conditioned for shows,

kept at stud and sold on commission.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
29-80 CHESTNUT HILL, Phila., Pa.

IN THE STUD.

IJiLLsmB Hennbls.

5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

IN THE STUD-IRISH SETTER

Jl T STUD.

ENGLISH

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

FOX XERRIERS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.

VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and

already the sire in this country of prize

winners F« J'S-oo

CH. BACCHANAL F" $15 00

CH. VOLUNTEER ^^^ J'5-">

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PUOPRIETOU.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
__5 Bay Ridge, L. I-

SETTER

Sir Fredericl

21741

Winner of forty-

four first prizes ic

England.

FEE $50

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

-^^liimeriGk
FOR PARTICULARS ADDRESS

WM H. CHILD, P. O. Kox 01, PUiladelphln, Pa.

IN THE STUD^ IN THE STUD.

KT STUD-THE ENGLISH SETTER

ANTONIO
THE GREAT FIELD TRIAL CHAMPION.

FEE $50

Address D. E. ROSE,
^.jf Laurenceburg, Tenn.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP. 77" • •

REGENT BRISK, 16,618

REGENT TIPPLER .

, Fee $25
.

" 10

. " 10

TJiOX TERRIERS AT STUD.
^ GENERAL GRANT, a kcsb 4742.

Sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant-Warren Lady. Fee $10.

VENDETTA, a kc.s.b 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest-Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee $10.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,
- og Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

ST. BERNRRDS

AT STUD.
Ch. Sir Bedivere, Fee, $150

Jim Blaine, - - ** •'>0

Ch. minllmmon, Jr. " 40

T^ortl Dante, - *' ^25

Lothario, - - - " ^O

PUPPIES BY ABOVE USUALLY ON HAND.

WYOMING KENNELS,
,49-200

MELROSE. MASS.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY

5o™ts" A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
I Exchange Block. Bangor, Me.

JIT STUD-FOX TERRIER

RANTER (^»^c^»'«4^)

FEE $10.00
By Pitcher ex Vene, own brother and same lit-

ter to Champion Dominie. "He should be most

suitable for light, fine bitches, possessnig im-

mense straight b ne, a long punishing head but

coarse, with correct ears and bo<ly and as game
as it is possible to make them ." See Fancikrs
JOIR.NAL. Address HAMLET OWEN.

46 58 117 Olden Avenue, Trenton, N. J.

THE KENNEL.

#'
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES

100-151

Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

tf 129.J BUOADWAY, NK\V YORK.

Puppies for sale from pnze winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

1
N STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SPRAKB,

Winner of 1st and Special at New York, 1st

at Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAN,

„,tf AUBURN PARK, IIX.

HT STUD

Ch. PAUL GLADSTONE
(3482)

VISCOUNT
(21571)

imported from the kennels of R W^ Purcell-

I lewellin, England, and pronounced by him the

best dog he ever sold to America.

FEE FOR EITHER, $50.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for

catalogue, etc.

MT. WASHINGTON KENNEL,

43^7eow P. O. Box 304. Canonsburg, Pa.

POINTERS.-BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
I Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEH,b2sS. Fee $50

CH ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co.. N. Y.

THE KENNEL.

IDog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

H. B. Tallman,
i4o^tf oak: LAWN, R. I

SALE Of GREAT DANES.
On account of pressing business as a phys_idan

I am ob iged to give up further breeding of The

German Dogge (Creat Danes) and the ref(.rc, am
willing to sell my entire Kennels, consisting of

the following dogs :

1. FAVOn, by Harras II out of Nellie.

2. BIU'TUS, by Cxsar Stuttgart out of

Flora Flavia.

:j. PASC'IIA II, litter brother of Brutus.

•l'. VI/riMA. by Faust I'lavia out of Flora

Plavia. .

5. iniS.by Faust Plavia out of Astrid Plavia.

The above dogs are latelv imported and regis-

tered in the C.erinan Stud Bmik.

«. NEUO n, by Ch. Brock out of Bella.

7*. lIEfTOl? 11. by Brutus out of .\ugusta.

h! AlMilsT.V, l>yCa;sarout of Minca.

0. BELLA 11, by Nero out of Augusta.

10*. IIUTII, by Brutus, out of Augusta,

11. MINCA III, by Favor out of Norma.

Dogs from 6 to ii are breeding \p^»^^^- All

the dogs will be sold below, cost, further par-

fcular^ al-cut sam.. also pricf bst w|Il be sent

by writing to !»»• ^^ ^
'^AroiCMich.

150-tf Owner of Wolveriue Kennels,
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ROOFING.

CAN be ap-
plied byaiiy

one on steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt fcr
Pouliry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58 '.

SHOWS. SHOWS.

THE
4I-WE8TM1N8TER KENNELmW

VORK.

SHOWS.

A. F. SWAN, 38 iJcy Street, N. Y.

MISOBLLANBOUS.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY
MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES.
AND ALL OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

N
SIXTEENTH ANNUAL BENCH SHOW

Madison Square Garden,
FEBROflRY 23, 24, 25 and 26, 1892.

ENTRIES CLOSE FEBRUARY 8.

For Premium Lists, Entry Forms, etc ,
apply to

JAMES MORTIMER, Superintendent,

j^g.j^i Room 17, 44 Broadway, New York.

POOLTRY AND PIGEON

1892. FEB. 3 TO 9 1892.

POUIiTRY FARMS. rOUIiTRY FARMS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
Send for Catalogue.

H. y^. VAHLE,
319 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

At Philadelphia,
JflNORRY. 1892, E. B. THOMPSON'S

BA-RKED PLgMOLITH -ROCKS
A™„ prove .hjrpo„„ i„ .h. show-- « .;„^ ^l'^T.^SXi^^i.tX^S,i^\ S.°

SSSlESiS'^iK^'^a.rSeaTl
P'^VRntrBlRis^FoTkAlE. Eggs from exhibition matings, one setting, $4 :

two settings, $7 ;

three settings, $9. Profusely illustrated circular on application. Address

E. B. THOMPSON, Amenla, Duchess County, N. Y.

N. B.-My Silver Wyandottel are finer than ever. 1 judged the breed at Philadelphia, so made

no exhibit in open class.

For Premium List and other information

T. FARRER RACKHAM,
44-tf Sec. and Sup't, East Orange, N. J.

JPOUIjTRY^

J. H. Thompson, Jr.
Box 16, Patterson, New Ybrk.

BREEDER OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER. WHITE & GOLDEN WYAND0TTE8.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show ot America

New York, Februarv, 1891, my birds were award-

ed the following : Second and fifth on Barred

Plymouth Rock Cock; first and special, on

Barred Plymouth Rock Hens; first, .second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel: first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard, $35 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,

February, 1890, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIALPRIZE,$100 IN GOLD,

»or best Barred Plvmouth Rock Cockerel and

four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred

Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on

Barred Plymouth Rock hen.

For awards on other varieties send for my
large circular free. Eggs from prize raatings, $4

per 13, $7 per 26, $q per 39- Stock for sale. 39Si

PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

Sandacre parm
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Bufl Pekin Bantams, Rose-comb Black Bantams. Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize

winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.
10-61

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

whitf: fantail
PIGEONS

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for 'circular,

which gives descrip-

tion of stock.' No at-

tention paid to pos-

tals. 94-146

WOODSIDE POUliTHV Vflt^DS
At the Great Philadelphia Show I made a clean sweep ou La Fleche On Indian

Games won ?he two pnncipal premiums, ist on Pen ist and Grand Challenge

Tro^hv on cockerels and Gold Specials for most typical males and best pen

Tmlia.rGame eKKs ^5 and |io per 13. White Leghorns, White and Golden Wy-

andoUes, Buff Pekin, Black Rosecomb and Red Pile Bantams. Send for circular.

Address all correspondence to

W. J. ANDRUS, Proprietor,

,^tf HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N. J.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowl*.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

standard games,
b. b. reds, red piles.

silvf;r duckwing
brown reds,

the best pit games.

OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall. 3'-44

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

"PoRHAM Poultry ^p^rds
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Ruff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes S. C. W. Leg-

horns, BMinorcas, S. S. Hamburgs and Buff Pekin Bantams.

Stogk pof? Sale at ^lli ©imbs.

Address all orders and correspondence to

AN UNPARALLELED RECORD
-AT THE-

6RERT PHILADELPHIA SHOW
-MV-

34-85

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

brep:i>ing

youngsters

FROM

THREE OF THE

BEST LOFTS

ON THE

CONTINENT.

Haviiii: purchased from H. Wagner nineteen

pairs of bis chanipi.;ii record birds, and h.^mg
eleven t>air<* of record birds of my own breeding,

lh^Vl rX.w ne of THIRTY PAIRS OF BIRDS
}n MY THRKpf L()WTS WITH PROVEN REC
ORi)S FROM 510 TO 700 MILES. i>e"(i^';5'''-

cular ami price list.
9»-'5o

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM

q C and R C Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C White
?• A^n^ C^eat record at Madison Square Garden. New York, 12 firsts 7

Crfn^GoldtreSals-^d Silver Cup on\y Specialties. "Like has begotten

Hke '' "L ke will beget like. Send for illustrated circular giving full prize rec-

ord of Americas leading strains of above varieties. Can furnish eggs from C.

H Adams' New York Prize Winners.

101-151
J- FORSYTH. owEGO

•Silver Wnaodotte^-
won every FIRST premium and every SECOND
except on cock, who won third in the hottest

competition ever known. Stock and eggs for

^^^-
A. T. BECKETT,

SALEM, NEW JERSEY.5052-iyem

TIOGA COUNTY, N. Y.

Mmc. HAILEVS HAIR GROWER

will product a riiU-k. Soft and Heantlfiil

head uf J.on«. Flowintt Hair in 4 to »1
^ceks^

A mirelv vt^. table c.nipouml. Endorsed by

lea ngphvsicians. Thousands of testimonials.

Two oV three packages will do it. Price 50 cents

icr package, o three for Ji. Sent by mail, pre-& KxWislor supply Co., (sole agents)

(oopor.-town. NY. 47-59

.PIGEONS

^ F^Ai^E Change to buy Some op the Best

what vou want.
47-9^

LOOKI

OPIUM
Morpliinc Habit Cured
to ,iO diix s. No pay tin «'«reil.

DR. J.STfePHENS, Lebanon.Ohio.

—EXCELSIOR-
POULTRY FARM.

(M)other v;rietie« of land "d w«ter#owl«

imdE«K8. SendBtampforCatAlosrue. Ad-

d?«« f! 8. STAHL, Hgr., quincy. 111.

FERRETS YS. RATS!
FIRST CLASS FERRETS always for sale by

Adolph Isaacsen & Son. Trade mark SURE
POP '• 92 Fulton Street, New York City. Our

celebrated handbook. "ALL ABOUT FERRETS
AND RATS"—second edition—revised and illus-

trated Mailed to any address on receipt of 25

1 cents.
33-49

THE

SPORTSMENS
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,

Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.

BIRDS, ANIMAI^. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG

CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strauge reports are current here in town.

— Tkf Spanish Student.

The Westminster Kennel Club have

decided to make a chiUenge class for

Bedlingtons and Skyes, a class for Irish

terrier puppies, and also to make a divi-

sion by sex in the challenge class for

black and tan terriers. Entries for the

show are coming in satisfactorily, but it

is to be hoped that they be somewhat

less than former years, so that the club

will be able to bench all the dogs on the

main floor. The good dogs will all be

there, of course, and the poor specimens

can be left at home and not be missed.

»
The Westminster Kennel Club offers a

I25 special for the best greyhound that

has won a course at a public meeting in

America or Great Britain. Entries must

be made with and verified by H. W.

Huntington, secretary National Grey-

hound Club on or before February 8.

•
The following meetings are announced

to be held at the Madison Square Garden

during the Westminster Kennel Club's

show : Annual meeting of the A. K. C.

February 25, at 2.30 P. M., also quarterly

meeting of the Executive Commit-

tee at the same time. Annual meeting

of associate members of the A. K. C.

Februarv 24. at 8 P. M. Fox Terrier

Club February 24, at 4 P- M. Collie Club

February 24. at 3 P- M- Mastiff Club

February 24, at 3 P- M. Spaniel Club

February 24, at 4 P- M. Gordon Setter

Club February 25, at 7.30 P. M.

ability on the breeds they are to adjudi-

cate upon.

* »

A new field trial club has been formed

at Columbus, Ind., with the following

officers : President, Joseph F. Gent

;

vice-presidents, A. B. Reeves and U. R.

Fishel ; secretary and treasurer, W. J.

Beck ; board of governors, A. B. Reeves,

C. S. Baker, U. R. Fishel, E. Nowatray,

W. C. Bruce, A. T. Quick and E. B. Peel.

*
* •

We have received a tasty stud card

from the Swiss Mountain Kennels, with

a picture of King Regent on the front

page and Ben Ormonde on the last.

«
* *

Major J. M. Taylor has moved his

office to 14 Vesey Street, New York,

where he has established a first-class pur-

chasing agency and sportsmen's ex-

change. He will buy and sell dogs on

commission, will examine and make

public or private reports of dogs at bench

shows or field trials. He is desirous of

all persons having dogs for sale to send

him a list of same. We have always

thought a properly conducted exchange

in New York would be a desirable as well

as a paying concern. Major Taylor's ex-

tensive acquaintance with dog men

makes him particularly well fitted for

this business.

« «

of new advertisements. In the kennel

department we notice several well-known

names and kennels. There is Mr. E. B.

Bishop's Irish setters, combining bench

show and field trial form, for sale ;
Dr.

G. Nicolai's fine kennel of Great Danes

are also in the market and here is an ex-

cellent opportunity for any persons wish-

ing to embark in this breed of dogs.

From week to week various breeders of

dogs are offered for sale in our classified

columns, a few words with one or two in-

sertions always make a sale. New stud

cards have lately appeared as follows :

Westminster Kennel Club's well-known

pointer King of Kent ; D. E, Rose has

the great field trial English setter cham-

pion Antonio ; Mt. Washington Kennels'

blue blooded English setters Champion

Paul Gladstone and Viscount; St. Ber-

nards, already well represented, have

now that grand group of the Wyoming

Kennels, at the head of which stands the

great Sir Bedivere ; Bradford Harry

Coombs has returned to our columns

again with his best "Yorkshire in Ameri-

ca;" pigeon fancier Ewald has a capital

brace of fox terriers at stud, while Wood-

ale Kennels, lately described in our col-

umns, have three ; bull terriers are rep-

resented bv the best living, Streatham

Monarch
;'

Mr. Walter J.
Comstock's

grand brace of Irish terriers appear this

week for the first time.

It is quite easy to understand why the

Westminster Club refused Mr. Croskey's

specials, the services of his Lord Bute

and Lord Thorndale to the two best

bitches. As soon as Mr. Croskey's lib-

eral offer became public the club was

deluged with similar propositions from

owners of obscure dogs, who simply

sought notoriety for their property. As

the club could not well draw a line, it was

obliged to refuse Mr. Croskey's offer, as

well as several others, made by owners of

dogs that had made reputations on the

bench or in the field.

*•
The Derby stake of the Southern Field

Trials Club was finished on Tuesday,

Wung Lung winning first. Count Anteo

second and Hope's Mark and Miss Ruby

third. The All-Aged Stake started with

twenty-one entries.
«

«
• *

Our New York correspondent tele-

graphs us: "The beagle Frank Forest has

been sold to W. S. Gates, Chagrin Falls,

Ohio, price |iooo.

• *

FIXTURES.

Dog Shows.
Feb. 9-12—Chicago, 111.

16-iQ.—Jackson, Mich.
23-^.—New York, N. Y.

March i-4.-Philadclphia, Pa.
8.,i._Washington,D. C.

15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6-9.—Boston Mass.
13-16.—Denver, Col.

20-23 —Los Angeles, Cal.

May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Poultr>' and Pigreon Shows.
peb. 3-9—New York, N. Y.

i^i5.-Los Angeles, Cal.

Special Edition.

Thf. Fanciers' Journal of next week

will consist of twenty pages, and will

contain a full report of the great New

York Poultry Show. Last year's Jour-

nal, containing a similar report, was in

such great demand that a large edition

was very quickly exhausted. To meet

the increased sale of the paper this year

an extra large edition will be printed

and four more pages added to accommo

It is now an assured fact that Phila-

delphia will have a dog show March i to

4. Tbese dates were lately claimed by

the Chesapeake Bay Dog Club, but it has

now decided not to hold a show, conse-

quentlv the Keystone Club, of Philadel-

phia, will take the dates. It is Mr.

James Watson who has organized this

club and show. He had no idea of a

show until after the P. K. C. had decided

not to hold one. In the meantime Balti-

more took Philadelphia's dates. Now

Mr. Watson has got affairs straightened

out and will soon have premium lists and

entry blanks ready. Our advertising

columns next week will give exhibitors

all detailed information. The premium

list will amount to about |2O0O. Of

course, this show will be recognized by

the A. K. C, and consequently all wins

at it will count for challenge classes.

* •

The show will be held in Philadelphia

Taltersalls building on Market Street, in

which there is ample accommodation for

over one thousand dogs without inter-

fering with the current horse business

Kennel papers in both America and

England have ridiculed the idea of Mr.

Tom Smith asking |7500 for a young St.

Bernard dog. Mr. Smith gives us the

facts upon another page, and there is

nothing ludicrous about the affair at all.

He was not willing to sell the dog and

had put a prohibitory price upon him.

owners of show dogs do this continally

without exciting the slightest comment.
«

« «

We have received from Mr. S. L.

Boggs, Pittsburg, Pa., lithographs of his

two handsome English setters Paul Glad-

stone and Viscount. The pictures were

painted by Mr. J. M. Tracy, and conse-

quently it goes without saying that

from an artistic point the work is excel-

lent.

Just as we go to press Mr. Mortimer's

letter is received, in which he writes :

"Please say that the Sporting Times of

New York, offers |io for the best black

and white pointer dog, also $10 for the

best black and white pointer bitch in the

open classes at our coming show."

* *

Mr. F. R. Carswell, Wilmington, Del.,

has purchased in England the crack col-

lie Charleroi II.

• *

«
« «

While on the subject of pictures we are

reminded of a very pleasing painting at

present displayed in a Chestnut Street

art gallery. It is by Mr. Muss-Arnolt,

and represents two English setters on a

point.

and four more pages aaaeu .u .. -v "— ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^y been made

date not only the reading matter, but ^
securing the services of

also shrewd advertisers, who will take ad-

rantage of this opportunity to reach a

much greater num1>er and many new

readers of our popular Journal.

with a view to securing the services

Mr. George Raper, of Sheffield, England

who was specially engaged to judge at the

New York show on February 23 to 26.

The other judges will be all of recognized

Namq^'oit makes a very bold and rash

statement in the Breeder and Sportsman

when he says he knows but six acknowl-

edged all-round judges, namely Charles

H. Mason, James Mortimer, H. W. Lacy,

J. Otis Fellows, James Watson and John

Davidson. Well ! well ! some will say

they know unnamed judges just as com-

petent, while others will say the above

list could be divided by two. We merely

give it as an opinion from the Paciic

coast.
*.

Notwithstanding we advanced our rates

on January i, we have had quite a rush

Mr. J. H. Price, of this city, has sold to

the Seminole Kennels the Irish setter

dog Count O'Neill. Seminole Kennels

have also purchased the champion Irish

setters Laura B. and Tim, also Cherokee,

a litter brother of Duke Elcho, and

Lenore, a daughter of Elcho, Jr.

•
« «

The second annual dinner of the Amer-

ican Spaniel Club will be held at Mo-

rollo's, No. 4 West Twenty-ninth Street,

on the evening of the second day of the

dog show, February 24, at 8 o'clock.

Tickets may be procured of A. Clinton

Wilmerding at $2 each.
«

* *

We often hear the intelligent expres-

sion of "dog eat dog." This shows their

appreciation of a "good thing." The

dog was highly prized among the Romans

and Greeks, and, according to Pliny,

roasted puppies were held to be excel-

lent. The Africans of Zanzibar consider

a stew of puppies, as did the English in

the days of Charles II, a dish fit for a

king. Profuse apologies were offered to

Sir Leopold McClintock by a chief of the

Sandwich Islands because no puppy was

served at the feast. In 1880 a man was

bitten by a dog at Neustadt, and gave it

to the town grave digger to keep, pend-

ing developments. He died of hydro-
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phobia. The authorities ordered the de-

struction of the dog, when the grave

digger replied : "The mad dog? I have

eaten him !" "Vou have eaten the mad

dog?" they cried in horror. "Better

than that he should eat me," was the

philosophical reply, and, strange to say,

he suffered no ill effects.

*
* *

Professor Elmer, in his work on Or-

ganic Evolution, is not able to explain

why the dogs of Constantinople erect

the tail and carry it upright, while the

ancestral wolf and the jackal carry it

hanging down. Dr. Joseph L. Hancock

suggests, in the American Naturalist,

that the reason may be found in the fact

that as the dog becomes domesticated it

is prone to use the tail as an organ for

expressing mental states—wagging it

when pleased, dropping it between the

legs when disappointed or frightened.

The ancestral wolf carries it hanging

down, because in that position it is less

conspicuous and better eludes detection.

A family of wolves playing together un-

disturbed occasionally carry their tails

curied upward. By degrees the tail ac-

quires naturally the upright position as

a result of coincident evolution of the

mind of the wolf by domestication and

of the slow adaptation of the appendage

as an organ of expression. The cessa-

tion of natural selection in the domestic

dog would give the tail greater freedom

of motion without detriment to life, and

artificial selection modifies it into various

shapes.
»••

Do not forget that next Monday is the

last day for making entries for the W.

K. C. show.

THE DUKE OF MAPLECROFT.

The Correspondence Which Passed Be-

tween His Owner and Mr. Sewell.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I note the remarks in your issue of

December 19, 1891, re the price of the St.

Bernard pup Duke of Maplecroft. The

letter written by Mr. Sewell to Mr. Rup-

pert is so misleading that I take the lib-

erty of inclosing you copy of all the cor-

respondence that those interested in St.

Bernards in your country may know ex-

actly what took place. The first letter I

received from Mr. Sewell was dated No-

vember 14, 1891, as follows :

T. Smith. Esq., Birmingham.

Dear Sir : Is the Duke of Maplecroft for

sale ? If so, please wire me on the receipt of this

letter the lowest price you will take for him ;

also, if you will bring the dog up tor me t) see.

If you object to this I will lun down to-morrow

(Monday) evening to see him. Let me know

where the dog is. If far from Birmingham sta-

tion perhaps you would not mind bringing him

into the city for me to see. I hope to receive a

wire from you some time during Monday morn-

ing, as I have another dog in view and am

anxious to decide: immediately. Yours faithfully,

A. J. Sewell.

I did not reply to this letter, so he tele-

graphed me two days later : "Am wait-

ing reply to letter. Sewell." I then

wired him : "Lowest price /1500
'.

don't

want to sell." Then Mr. Sewell wrote

me November 16, 1 891, as follows

:

T. Smith, Esq.

Dear Sir : Your wire just to hand. I will

come down to-morrow by the train leaving Pad-

dington at 4.45 and arriving at Birmingham 7.26,

and have a look at the Duke of Maplecroft. Is

your house far from the sUtion, if so I should be

pleased if you would meet me at the sta ion with

the dog, as I wish to return by the 8 o'clock

train back to London. Yours faithfully,

A. J. Sewell.

WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS.

To the Members of the American
Spaniel Club.

In accordance with Article x of the

constitution thirty days' notice is hereby

given of the following proposed changes

in the constitution :

article v. To read : "The power of election

shall rest with the Executive Committee one

negative vote to exclude." ...,,. a
ART. VI. After the word "appointed" at end

of first sentence add, "Three members shall

constitute a quorum," etc.

ART. IX. To read : "The Executive Committee
shall have power by a majority vote of the mem-
bers present," etc.

In accordance with Article ix of the

by-laws notice is hereby given of the fol-

lowing proposed changes in the by-laws :

ART. I. Add : "And at same time and place

three (3) vice-presidents shall be elected from

members not on the Executive Committee to

serve for one vear." r •

ART II Add : "Section 4. The office of vice-

president shall not be invested with the powers

of the president, except at annual meetings in

the event of the absence of the president, and

then only by nomination and election to the

chair in the regular manner."
. . „ »,

"Section 5. The title of vice-president shall be

an honory one."
Art IX. (i) After the word "provided" add,

"ten days," etc. (2) Change last sentence to

read "That such change shall go into effect

immediately, but shall be reported at the next

annual meeting of the club."

Roland P. Keasbey, Secretary.

Entries for Chlcaaro.

The entries for the Mascoutah Kennel

Club's dog show to be held at Battery

D Armory, Chicago, February 9 to 12,

number a total of 953, composed as fol-

lows :

Mastiffs 44 Boston terriers ... 22

Great Danes 56 Dachshunds .... 15

St. Bernards .... 133 Beagles 22

Bloodhounds .... 4 Fox terriers .... 73

Newfoundlands . . 8 Irish terriers .... 9

Russian wolf-hounds Scotch terriers ... 3

(Barzois) 7 Welsh terriers ... i

Deerhounds .... 15 Bedlington terriers i

Greyhounds .... 28 Dandie Dinmonts . 3

Foxhounds 12 Skye terriers .... 4

Pointers 52 Yorkshires 7

English setters ... 61 Black and tans ... 6

IrisTi setters .... 43 Toy terriers other

Gordon setters ... 14 than Yorkshire,

Chesapeake Bay dogs 5 under 7 lbs . . . 6

Irish water spaniels 12 |
Whippets 2

Clumber spaniels . . 2 Pugs 3*

Field spaniels . . . 9
,

King Charles . ,. . »

Cocker spaniels . . 34 Blenheim spaniels . 5

Qollies 65 Italian greyhounds . 13

Poodles .... 6 Miscellaneous and

Following this letter he came to Bir-

mingham to my kennels, saw the Duke

of Maplecroft and said he was a fine

young dog and pressed for lowest price.

I confirmed the price I had wired him,

would take nothing less as I did not want

to sell. After this he left me, and as far

as he and myself are concerned the mat-

ter closed. The question was not asked

by me and I never knew until the matter

got into the press for whom Mr. Sewell

was acting when he visited me, nor if it

was England or America that the inquiry

1
was from. Yours respectfully

Thomas Smith.

Birmingham, England, January 20.

Bull dogs 14

Bull terriers .... 28

puppies 55

Officers for the A. K. C.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have seen two tickets, nominating

officers of the associate members of the Ameri-

can Kennel Club, one emanating from the West,

the other from the East. I will candidly say that

the one from the West seems to me very much

fairer than the one from the East, as the latter

has not extended to the South or West what

rightly belongs to them, viz. . one delegate. The

one from the West nominated but one western

man. Now, as a matter of fact, 1 find in the

official list of associate members, as published in

the Kennel Gazette for December, 1891. that

there are 335 members. Of these 107 are consid

ered southern or western members. A good

showing, and one that at least should have a

little courtesy extended them, viz., by giving us

at least one delegate if the East has the remain-

ing officers and delegates. The sop thrown out

to the South and West by the eastern ticket is

merely the empty honor of a vice-president, not

even naming him as a delegate.

The entire lot of officers and delegates, except

the vice-president, are named from New York

City from which I take it the New York mem-

bers have an idea that New York City constitutes

the whole American continent. If this is not

click work, then what is it ? We think such a

way of doing business is what is fast making

enemies for the American Kennel Club every

day, not that we think it emanates from the

members as a club, but it certainly comes from

some few of its members. I have several times

been solicited to become an associate member,

and should like to do so, but as long as a certain

click is running the machine I will not. Let the

delegates of the A. K. C. wake up and force this

clickism out of the club. See to it that we have

no North, no South, no East, no West, then we

can all pull together, put our shoulder to the

wheel and make her hum. E. DeLong.

Chicago, January 25.

Some Interesting Pickings and Pointers

Gathered Here and There.

From Our Special Correspondent.

New York, January 4.—Mr. A. P.

Vredenburg, secretary to A. K. C, jour-

neyed last week to Washington expressly

to meet Mr. W. J.
Buchanan, chief of the

Agricultural Department of the World's

Fair. Nothing of a startling nature was

discussed, and as far as I could learn it

was merely upon the rules governing in

relation to dogs.

What next ! It has now resolved itself

into an international question that an

American citizen is compelled to seek ad-

vice from the Russian Consul relative to

the right pronunciation of "dog" hailing

from the wilds of Siberia. How little we

ignorant dog folk know the trouble we put

a kennel editor to to satisfy their wants

and fancies when they will persist in

changing the name of a breed of dogs.

Brer Lacy, I beg pardon, "Brier Lacy,"

for since he has been dancing a "Can-Can"

and got a thorn in his side such is rightly

his name, I met hurrying to meet the

"Rushing" Consul, determined to find

out from this high mucky muck the right

pronunciation of Psovoiborzoisbarzois,

alias Russian wolf hound, and you will

be pleased to hear absolutely for the last

time that this dog has a name, and direct

from headquarters, it is Psovie.

I shall suggest to prevent any acci-

dents from your dental arrangements and

to make it palatable to all that it is pro-

nounced as follows, "So-vee," and you

will be, I understand, about right. To

those wishing to distinguish themselves,

they can put a dudish lisp on the P, but

so-vee will be within the reach of all.

Mr. Throat Tickler, Leg Twister, or,

rather, "Can-Can," it is not very often

you make a mistake, but this time you

are wrong in saying Lad of Kent is by

King of Kent. By now it is probably

stale news, he is by Champion Bracket.

In regard to the offer recently made

for this pointer by H. L. Kreuder at Al-

bany, many thought that this gentleman

had merely remarked, "Would yen take

I1500." Such is not so. It was a bona

fide bid, but Mr. Jarvis wanted faooo.

The bovs at Elmira and Binghamton

must have had a lively time and Uncle

Dick's judging was "almost too much

for 'em." In one case two beagles were

the question and which was the better

and why, the owner wished to know, but

could get no answer excepting that he,

Uncle Dick, was a bit of a -philosopher,

knowing that the owner, if he led a dog

into the ring, generally wanted that dog

to win.
Mr. F. Senn is expecting a consign

ment of Japs direct from Yokohama.

They are to be entered for New York.

Mr. Phillips will be agent for Mr.

Jenkins' Blenheims, who is away m Cali-

fornia.

The reason there is not more money

given to dogs at the Wodd's Fair is, the

chief in charge of that department did

not know until too late that there was so

much money invested in dogs, and, con-

sequently, only so much was granted.

On account of Chicago coming so close

and before New York, it will prevent Dr.

Foote and the Blemton Kennels from

exhibiting, who wish to have everything
"

fit " for George Raper's critical eye.
^

In mentioning last week Starden s

King, Mr. Thayer's latest purchase, I

predicted there would be nothing to

touch him within a block. This pre-

sumption on my part is rather strong and

I am entirely figuring on those who have

seen hiiii and the reports read in the Eng-

lish papers. The latter are varied, not too

harsh but on the whole most flattering

and if^ any of them are to be depended

upon it will have to be a top sawyer to

down him. When a new dog conies over

one naturally goes for his weak faults,

and there he remains, not doubly ac-

counting for his good points, which

should amply make up for the defi-

ciency. ,. .,,

Before I forget, the Herald will con-

tain a photo of all the judges at the W
K C show. This would not have leaked

out, but Brittle's varmint, wiry expres-

sion was too strong for the camera.

It is unfortunate Beaconsfield, the

black and tan, will not meet Sultan. In

England, I believe, they nu-t, but always

under Astley and never Raper. I hear

since his return he is making in the aver-

age |io a week at the stud, an<l whilst in

America he only had one bitch.

Every man to his own business. I

think to see a setter or pointer man
handling a terrier funny, but funnier

still was when .1 ju<lge looking at a ter-

rier who was showing himself to ad-

vantage with his tail erect, the handler

goes up and hits hini in a knowing way
under his narrative for the little chap to

carry it out like a pointer.

Mr. John Lewis was busy the other

day entering his young pointers, which,

in his opinion, are corkers. Kessler's

Fan and Irene by Dan of Upstone by

Naso of Kippen out of Linda. This hitch

was imported three years ago. hut few

knew it. She is a sister to Larkspur,

winner of the Brace Stakes at the na-

tional field trials, Fngland. in 1.SS6. and

sister to the <lani of Woolton Game.
Graphite, vStella B. an.l Prima Donna
made up his string.

The gameness of dojis is often talked

about and exaggerated, but I doubt if

they will come up to that of a game cock.

A breeder of ferrets and game cocks tells

me he has birds that you can cut their

legs off and thev will fight. How is

that for high. If anyone (luestions this

let the money be put up and my man
will cover it.

So far the largest litter for a fox terrier

to have has been eight. 1 heard the other

day that Wasp II, by Raby Tyrant,

eclipsed herself with nine when in the

kennel of Mr. Thayer. As a rule these

large litters are no good, being weakly

and small—usually dying.

At Albany Mr. T. S. Bellin made him-

self know to the boys, and I feel sure

created a favorable impression. He and

German were like Siamese twins, and I

believe at the finish they both found out

they had strawberry marks on their arms.

The Fox Terrier Chronicle of August,

1891, speaking of him says : "He is more

than an average judge of the fox terrier

and will be a useful addition to the

.\nierican kennel community. He has

bred, owned and brought out many good

winners, and leaves this country with

the good wishes of a large circle of fan-

cier friends."

Is it too late for Mr. Mortimer to make
a class for the largest dog in America or

the world, or rather the largest St. Ber-

nard, at the next Westminster show? I

feel sure it would settle once and for all

a great dispute. At present we have Lord

Bute and Lord Melrose posing in that

atmosphere. The latter is probably the

tallest and the former may be the heavi-

est. On what score are they to be judged

will have to be understood. Still another

comes on the list in the name of Donald,

fornieriy known in England as Mate,

now belonging to Mrs. Cushman, of

Staten Island. He has measured on one

occasion as high as thirty-six inches at

the shoulder and on another thirty-five

and a quarter. Perhaps if such a cIjiss

were made his fair owner might be in-

clined, I'm told, to enter him for such a

competition, which would make it inter-

esting for all hands. I should be in favor

of making some rtde where the dog

weighing the most in condition would

govern, to prevent one from being gross-

ly fat or fed up for the condition, then

height, length, bone and substance would

all count, and not a giraffe for height.

The Riverview Kennels. New York,

have changed their name to the Swan

Kennels. In smooths they make out

thev aie prettv strong, and will have no

ditflculty in capturing the kennel prize.

Mr. Sears with Sir Bevidere. Hepsey

and others will attend Chicago personally.

The latter was bred to this kmght some

two weeks since, which union is causing

great expectancv.

Lord Bute, I "m tohl. has had some

twenty-one bitches to him. This speaks

well and several of the unions should

now'be heard from. Infortunately Prin-

cess Florence did not prove frinlful. so

we shall see her with Mr. Reick's string.

Keeper has changed hands to Mr. Rup-

pert Refuge II. the sire of the largest

St Bernard in England, has since he came

overiust about paid for himself at the

stud. This should tickle St. Bernard in-

vestors. , . .•

A false alarm was issued a short time

ago announcing that Mr. Hopfhad re-

turned from the West. It is not so, no

such luck.
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THE PREVIOUS SIRE QUESTION

Additional Communications on the Topic

of the Times.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

My attention having been drawn to a

somewhat lengthy letter by Dr. Mills,

dealing with a communication of mme

to a friend in America, may I beg leave

to say a few words in reply. In the first

place, as I only saw the letter for a mo-

ment and have not the paper at hand m
which Mr. Mills' letter appeared, I am ,

unable to reply to it point by point. At

the present moment I will deal but with

two points.
,

I. Dr. Mills appears to me from a briel

study of his letter to consider that both

Mr. Wade and myself disbelieve largely

in the infiuence of a previous sire. May

I ask Dr. Mills to believe that it is im-

possible to get away from the fact that

such coincidences have occurred and will

occur, but that their occurrences com-

pared with their non-occurrence is so in-

finitesimal that by far too great an im-

portance is attached to them by breeders.

2 Dr Mills cannot believe that the

ova of one breed of rabbit were passed

into the fallopian tubes of another, which

incubated them. I regret, mdeed. that

when I wrote I made a small mistake as

to the breeds of rabbits. This, however,

is of no importance. At the same time,

before you published my letter m your

Christmas number. Mr. .Walter Heape

sent me the exact details which I now

forward to you, in order that Dr. Mills

may have an opportunity of seeing and

believing, for it is impossible that after

reading what I now enclose he can still

cling to disbelief. Here they are

:

"Preliminary Note on the Translation and

Grow"h of Mammalian Ova Within a Ute-

rine Foster Mother." By Walter Heape, M.

A Balfour student at the University of Cam-

bridge Communicated by Professor M^os-
ter Sei R S. Received November 12, 1890

leas and less obvious. Both the Angora young

when born were bigger and stronger than any

of the other young, and they have all along re-

tained their supremacy in this direction.

I can see no sign in the Angora young of any

Belgian hare strain, and the Belgian hare young

have not shown any likeness to their foster

brothers. The surviving Belgian hare inherits a

white left forefoot from her father, and one of

those which died was similarly marked. The

peculiarities of the Angora young have been al-

ready noted.

The experiment described above was under-

taken to determine in the first place what effect,

if any, a uterine foster-mother would have upon

her foster-children, and whether or not the pres-

ence and development of foreigh ova in the uter-

us of a mother would affect the offspring of that

mother born at the same time. So far as this

single case goes, the evidence is negative. Be-

fore long I propose to continue my experiments

and to extend them.

In concluding this note I would record my

great indebtedness to Mr. Samuel Buckley, M.

D F R. C. S.,who has most kindly given me

his valuable assisUnce in the necessary opera-

tive portions of the experiment.

Personallv I might point out that the

source from' whence the enclosure ema-

nates at once stamps the experiments

with the highest credentials. I trust,

also before the end of the year to place

before the American public other experi-

ments of a still more advanced nature by

other scientists. Yours faithfully,

Everett Millais.

LONDON, England, January 23.

whatever is known as to the aticeslry of

either bitch or of Dr. Dyer's dog and their

appearance was not sufficiently high class

to afford any strong indication of their

breeding. Totals so far, twenty-one nays

to two clear ayes and two of uncertain

sound. Fourth edition to follow.

Yours truly, W. Wade.

HULTON, Pa., January 26, 1892.

Elmlra Bencli Show.

From Our Special Correspondent.

Elmira. N. Y., Jan. 25.-I give you

below the awards of the Elmira Poultry

and Pet Stock Association's bench show,

which ended to-day. Mr. J. Otis Fellows

fudged all classes and gave the usual sat-

isfaction, excepting of course to the dis-

appointed exhibitors. The awards were

as follows

:

MaStlflfe-OPEN, DOOS

1. Rab, M

U
2.

I.

2.

I.

2.

B. Buckley.
PUPPIES.

Donald, E. J. Tool.

Hannibal, D. Coldwell.

St. Bernards—OPEN, dogs.

Duke Ante, J. B Dixon.

Leon, John Brand.
OPEN, BITCHES.

Nancibelle. C. J.
Clark.

?|Ses Wicitfiefd. W. D. Donnel.

I.

I.

In this preliminary note I wish merely to re-

cord an experiment by which it is shown that it is

impossible to make use of the uterus ofone variety

of rabbit as a medium for the growth and com-

plete foetal development of fertilired ova of an-

other variety of rabbit. Briefly, the experiment

made was as follows . On the 27th of April, 1890,

two ova were obtained from an Angora doe rab-

bit which had been fertilized by an Angora buck

thirty-two hours previously ; the ova were un-

dergoing segmentation, being divided into four

segments These ova were immediately trans-

feired into the upper end of the fallopian tube of

a Belgian hare doe rabbit which had been fertil-

ized three hours before by a buck of the same

breed as herself.

It may be well to mention here I bought this

Belgian hare doe some three months before
;
the

man from whom I bought her bred her and

guaranteed her to be a virgin doe of seven months

old During the time I had her until the 27th of

April she had never been covered by a buck of

anv breed, being kept always isloted from the

various bucks in my labbitry. In due course

this Belgian hare doe gave birth to six young-

four of these resembled herself and her male,

while two of them were undoubted Angoras.

The Angora young were characterized by the

possession of the loug silky hair peculiar to the

breed, and were true albinoes. like their Angora

^"s" proof of their parentage. I would add they

inherit a habit which neariy all the Angoras I

have kept affect-it was marked in their An-

eora mother and especially pronounced m their

father-a habit of slowly swaying their head

from side to side as they look at you. I mention

this fact because I have never observed the same

habit in any breed of rabbits except Angora. It

should be remembered also as a further proof

that I put into the Belgian hare doe two fertilized

ova from the Angora doe. and that two Angora

young were borne by the former.

Three of the Belgian hare young unfortunately

died during the months of September and Octo-

ber from some undetermined cause (alimen-

tary ')• one of the Belgian hare young, a doe, and

the two Angoras, both bucks, survive and appear

fairly strong and hearty. At the date on

which I am writing. November 7. 1890. the sur-

viving young ones are twenty-three weeks old.

having been born on May 29, 1890.

All the young at the time of their birth suffered

more or less from some skin disease, which,

however, disappeared under treatment, and one

of the Angora young who suffered the most from

?he skin disease, has been remarkably scantily

.uppUed with hair, but this defect is becoming

Mr. Wade'B Third Edition.

EDITOR FANCIERS' JOURNAL.

Since writing you last Mr. F. H. Perry,

of Des Moines, Iowa, contributes the fol-

lowing : An Irish setter bitch interviewed

many and various mongrels, with a varied

and mongrel litter in consequence ;
next

two litters by Irish setter dogs—all right,

not a trace of mongrel in them Another

bitch of the same breed had a litter by a

lemon and white pointer, the next litter

was one of pure Irish type by Patsy.

Another bitch had two litters by a lemon

and white setter, the next litter was by a

pure Irish dog, and all red pups, thor-

oughly Irish, were the result. Mr. Perry

vouches for these instances on his own

knowledge, but, lest some dirty dog pes-

ter him in consequence, I may say that

none of the bitches were his property.

Mr C S. Wixom contributes these

:

A thoroughbred foxhound bitch had three

successiv? litters "by all de dogs in de

town" (vide "Hibernia"). Her next litter,

bv a thoroughbred foxhound, were pure

foxhounds, not a trace of any othor

blood, very even in size, type and color.

A beagle bitch had a litter by a spaniel;

succeeding litters of beagles showed no

trace of the spaniel who had preceded

them. Mr. Wixom got both bitches,

knowing of Iheir previous "misfortunes,

resting on his "I take no stock in this

afterclap business." An Irish setter

bitch of high breeding became a member

of a noted kennel, and shortly after gave

birth to a litter that plainly told the pa-

ternity was English setter, but to an Irish-

man, at her next service, she threw pure,

high-class Irish pups. , ^ . . .... ,

One Clumber bitch had her first litter

by a collie, a second bitch had bers by

an Irish setter and the third, a noted stud

matron of the breed had her niitial by

a black mongrel and a cocker bitch had

a mter by a ?ough terrier. All were sub-

sequently bred to dogs of their own

breeds without the slightest traces of the

mongrel mates. A Chesapeake Bay

bitch had nine black and tan pups to a

Gordon setter, to a dog of her breed

She has thrown singulariy even pupj. no

Trace of Gordon being about. An Eng-

lish setter bitch, a granddaughter of

Macdona's Ranger, niece to the b^h
noted by me in your Christmas number

excelled her aunt in having not one but

many litters by all the dogs around, but

°o Mr. Wm. McConway's Royal Blue she

threw a lot of clinking English setter

^Thave learned of these additional cases

of "influence :" About twelve years since,
,

the late Howard Hartley, Esq., had a

black pointer bitch of unknown history.

She hVd a litter by a setter dog. The

next litter was by a lemon and white

pointer, consisting of two black pointers,

Fwo lemon and white Pomters. very

rough coated, and one setter, and a lemon

and white pointer bitch of Mr. Joseph

Watson's threw one settensh pup to a

lemon and white pomter dog of the late

Dr E Dyer's. Unfortunately nothing

I.

POPPIES.
.C.J.Clark.

Commodore. G. M. Robinson.

Newfoundlanda-OPEN, dogs.

Colonel. J. F. Rathbun.

Pointers-OPEN. dogs, (over 55 lbs.)

Beppo Dick. J. S. Jacox.

OPEN, BITCHES (over 50 lbs.)

Lillie. George J.
Reynolds

OPEN, BITCHES uuder 50 lbs.)

I. Beppo Lass. J. F. Lanworthy.

2 ChVfsmas Vic. C. W. Lewis.
PUPPIES.

1. Fra Divolo. F. A. Cheney.

2. Beppo Lad. J. F. Langworthy.

Engllali Setter»-OPEN. dogs.

I Prince L-, A. J.
Lewis.

'• *^ ' OPEN. BITCHES.

Nia Mt. Washington Kennels.
' PUPPIES.

Gipsey, E. W. Andrews.

Irish Setters-OPEN, dogs.

Glen Jarvis, Glendyne Kennels.

OPEN. BITCHES.

Sedan. Glendyne Kennels.

Wanda. R. A. Spading^
PUPPIES—DOGS.

T M. p.. H. D. V. Pratt.
' PUPPIES-BITCHES.

Mollie Glendyne, Glendyne Kennels.

Gordon Setters-OPEN. dogs.

1. Fritz, M. H. Davis.
OPEN, BITCHES.

I , C. W. Jones.
PUPPIES.

I
-.C.W.Jones.
Foxhounds-OPEN, dogs.

I Singer. T. McCann.
2. Jack. T. McCann.

' '

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Belle, T. McCann.
PUPPIES.

1. Prince. B. S. Knapp.
COlUeS-OPEN, BITCHES.

I Magnolia, N. H. Allis.

Clumber Spanlels-OPEN, doos.

I bash, J. W. Roberts.
OPEN. BITCHES.

1. Floss. J. W. Roberts.

2. Belle. J. W. Roberts.

Cocker Spanlels-OPEN. bitches.

I. Jet. A. G. Brown.

Field Spanlels-OPEN. bitches.

I. Jet, A. G. Brown.
BeagleS-CHALLENGE. DOGS.

1 Racer.Jr.. Rockland Kennels.

2 RorK., Rockland Kennels.
OPEN. DOGS.

I Rambler. Rockland Kennels.
OPEN. BITCHES.

Belle of Rockland, Rockland Kennels.

Ladv Vic. Rockland Kennels.
^^ ' PUPPIES.

J. Vienna. G. H. Rogers.

Bull Terrlers-OPEN, bitches.

I , p. C. Pettit.

Pugs-Open, bitches.

1. Lula. J. Christen.

2. Tootsie, J.
Christen.

Miscellaneous.

I Nude, Coykendall & Decker.

2. __— ,
Coykendall & Decker.

Specials.

show Racer Jr. besisi^o ^^^

?'^''^^".nneU'Trish^tters best mastiflf. Don-

pug, Lulu.
. ^ ,

A Sumptuous Number.

From Farm-Poultry. ^t„.;.»ma«

number of The I< anciers jou
illustrations,

table.of intents with attra«i
^^.^^^ ^^^

fully justifies the high •^*P^V»h ..-rcited The
publiihers- anno""*^'?*^" ?,;^« hick iuh eigh-

the embryo within the shell, is aionc

price of the number.

I.

3.

February 6, 1892

MR. DAUI EI'S CONTRIBUTION.

His Article In the Christmas Number
Grossly Misrepresented.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have no desire to burden or defile

your columns with personalities of an

abusive and virulent nature, but as my

contribution to your Christmas number

has been written of in our London Stock

-

Keeper in a manner characteristic of the

kennel editor of that paper, I shall be

glad if you will permit me to refer to

some of his most gross misrepresenta-

tions. In my contribution I attacked no

one except on their public actions and

utterances, and those I conceive to be

open to criticism by anyone. For this

the Stock-Keeper dubs me a "croaking

bird," "angry splutterer," "fowl-hearted

scribe," "rampagious rooster" and other

elegaiit names. For such scurrility I

care nothing, and the editor of the

Stock-Keeper is equally welcome—so far

as I am concerned—to indulge "to the

heieht of his bent" in such feeble at-

tempts at sarcasm as "this most learned

authority," "particularly silly opinions,

"this highly-informed gentleman " etc.

What I write to correct is wilful and

malignant perversion which is so trucu-

lently indulged in by the kennel editor

of the Stock-Keeper. He says of me:

"This fowl-hearted scribe calls upon Uoa

to pity a fool of an editor of another con-

teinporary." Permit me to repeat what

I really did say. Quoting Mr. h. V. ^^

Astley, who wrote of fox terrier charac-

ter and I know from his own lips is

proud of having written it, "the fox ter-

i-ier education of the day will have to be

carried to a higher standard before it is

satisfactorily explained on paper On

this I remarked that I sympathized with

Mr. Astley in his "yearnings for a higher

education," and in this 1 honestly in-

cluded myself, for all who kno>*"\\Yio
well aware that the want of scholastic

education has been the g'^eat "-egret of

my life. I went on to say 'God pity the

fool who owns a dog and cannot describe

its character." Now, sir, I adhere to he

sense of that, but I will not justify the

expression as either happily chosen or

elegant. Indeed, it is but a cant, vulgar

phrase, and one which if I had the op-

portunity of correcting the proof of my
article I would have been almost sure to

*^Us, however, a very different thing to

that which the kennel editor of the

Stock-Keeper has represented it to be,

?orto "call upon God" has ever been

held by Christian and Jew alike, a very

solemn thing, and, whatever my own

vkws may bl, I have too much respect

for others who, from faith or convictions,

cling to ancient creeds to wantonly in-

sult them on matters they hold sacred.

It would be as wearisome as nauseous

to follow the kennel editor of the Slock-

Keeper through all his ^xmxX^r crittcism{f)

m Xich ignorance of facts and malevo-

lent feeling struggle for mastery I have

given a lair sample, which I think,

Serits the application of Tennyson s

lines

A lie which is half a truth is ever the blackest

AliewSisall a He may be met with and

Buta&'iichii'p-tatruth is a harder mat-

ter to fight."

Perhaps I ought to say that I recently

wrote to the Stock-Keeper m regard to

another violent attack upon me, pointing

out the editor's error, but no notice was

token of my letter. This was to be ex-

pected from an editor who, in the num-

ber of his paper I have quoted from,

found it necessary to advertise his honesty

in these words: ^"Our.columns are o^n

to all shades of opinion, and our un-

biased mind is open to all arguments.

I believe the'^real gravamen in my
letter which has stirred the bile of the

kennel editor of the Stock-Keeper will

be found neither in the point I have re-

ferred to nor in my suggestion .that the

Saxons may have brought their earth-

dogs or dachshunds to England with

them, but in my strong condemnation of

men acting in the double capacity of

kennel editors and dog-dealers.

I am yours truly,

Hugh Dalziel.

WoKiNO. England, January 23.
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REVIEW OF THE BREEDS.

What Has Transpired in the Canine

World During the Past Year.

[continued erom page 67.]

Continuing our extracts from the Eng-

lish Kennel Gazette, we now come to

Fox Terriers.

Mr. Robert Vicary says there has been

no falling off in the popularity of this

breed on the show benches, as the en-

tries, both as regards number and quality,

prove. In estimating the progress made

during 1891, taking the average of the

terrier's benches, it may safely be calcu-

lated that in what may be termed work-

manlike attributes, viz., bone, coat, legs,

feet, shoulders and general symmetry, a

big stride forward has been established.

In ears, too, perfection has been nearly

attained, although an easier, natural car-

riage is to he desired in many cases of

small, well-shaped ears It is a difficult

position for a judge, and one he never

should be placed in, to decide how much

manipulation of the ear may be allowed

in the ring. Mr. Vicary thinks it might

be confined to puppy classes only.

In head and expression there is great

room for improvement. Coarse, strong

heads are far too prevalent, and here is

easily recognized the breeders' difficulty

—to get a quality head on a robust and

well-built frame. Let us have fox ter-

riers fit for the work their name indi-

cates, but a too powerful jaw and head

are not wanted. A "fox-killer" is the

last denomination with which we wish

our terriers to be universally condemned.

A terrier for work cannot well be too

plucky, but he can well be too tenacious

and determined. Courage should be

tempered with sagacity. The terrier that

goes up to his fox. probably a beaten fox,

and worries him to death is very far from

a useful dog ; but many of these coarse-

headed dogs, if game, would be very bad

to put to ground with a run fox for the

reasons suggested above. What is wanted

is more of the amateur boxer and less of

the prize fighter character.

Is not this plainness in head in some

degree the result of a misunderstanding

on the part of many exhibitors in think-

ing that perfect forelegs are an absolute

necessity for a winner, and hence only

showing the possessors of these very de-

sirable points, leaving the better-headed

brothers and sisters at home? Every

point is calculated ; legs have their fair

proportion allotted them in the club

s< ale of points, and so have all the other

points. It is the sum total which lands

the winner, and if one may modestly sug-

gest to exhibitors and breeders that a

str.".ight terrier, even if his forelegs are

not exadlv perfect, or his feet the very

mould of form, may be well worth bench-

ing for his extreme excellence in all

other points. This would be a great help

to us all in the pursuit of long, lean, clean-

cut faces with terrier expression, for

some worthy sires might then be un-

earthed.
. u J

It is in this direction that (most breed

erswill agree) there is most room
improvement, and it is safe to say

provement
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bench heroes and. heroines for 1892 will

have to admit this.

Mr. Vicary says that many good ter-

riers were exported, and from all parts

of the globe inquiries come for high-class

terriers. As such are not bred every day

one does not wonder at the high figiires

attained bv some of the cracks, and it

may be noted they do not die so soon in

their new quarters as some larger and

softer dogs do; also that they appear to be

very remunerative to their purchasers.

So breeders may safely anticipate getting

some substantial return for their niaiiy

outlays in the increasing demand for

good specimens from other countries.

Collies.

There have been three phases, or we

might call them "epochs." in collie ex-

hibiting, says "Trefoil." First there

came the zvorkman epoch, when judges

would only a^ard prizes to fine working

when good size, bone, legs and

intelligent expressions were looked for

as the correct head properties. Then

came the coat epoch, when judges went

crazy over the collie's dress, which terri-

ble infatuation too often made them blind

to the most serious defects and faults.

It was then such dogs as Smuggler, Dub-

lin Scot, Rutland and their progeny had

their innings. Some call it "the flat-

catcher age." However this may be, it

is true that at this time the collie, like

the nightingale in the feathered world,

which is voice and nothing more, had

coat and little else beside to recommend

it. Yet the craze of this epoch was not

nearly so pernicious to the collie's wel-

fare as is the infatuation of the present

day. Judges and fanciers, with a few

exceptions, now bow down and worship

before the narrow head of a brainless

idol.
. . > .....

The collie's historic sphere of utility

and unique qualities and properties with

which he was so liberally endowed to

carry out the arduous work in that sphere

are now thought of little moment in

comparison with along, refined head and

semi-erect ears. The manufacturing

towns of the North appear to be the ral-

lying point of this false worship, for

seven out of every ten prize winners of

this type hail from this locality. A
strange nursery indeed for the guardians

of the flock on the snow-clad Grampians !

A poet might write some touching lines

on these poor exiles ; how, amid the din

and bustle and smoke, they turn their

sad expressionless faces towards the thin

blue line of their native hills and sigh

over an enforced degeneracy. That they

are beautiful dogs in their way nobody

can deny, but to speak of them as lovely

collies is another matter, for the major-

ity of them are no more fitted to perform

the work of the old Scotch collie than is

the Laird, the lion of some London

drawing room, to pursue the avocation

of his Highland shepherd. There is no

reason why beauty should not go hand

in hand with utility, but at present un-

fortunately such is not the case.

There are now two classes of exhibitors

—the moderates, who work quietly on

the old lines, seeking to beautify and re-

fine a working dog. and the progressives,

who sacrifice utility and intelligence for

beauty. At present the progressives hold

the fort, and consequently the old Scotch

collie is in danger of being improved off

the face of the earth. "Why did you

part with that bitch which was winning

for you all over the country," said pne

well-known exhibitor to another. "Be-

cause she was a fool," was the reply.

This, surely, should be the true spirit.

Winning honors and prizes with brain-

less idiots should be but a poor compen-

sation for the loss of intelligence and

companionship, which every true fancier

should look for in his dogs. Unfor-

tunately, the spirit of mammon is abroad,

and "grist to the mill" is often the sole

consideration.

The Collie Club has still a great work

before it, and if the members will only

rally round it, giving it a genuine and
,

hearty support, there is no question that

the club will do good service in bringing

forward the true stamp of collie, and en-

suring success in the show ring for speci-

mens of the right sort. At the last gen-

eral meeting it was evident that niany

members had the welfare of the club at

heart • subscriptions towards a show early

in the year were liberally given and

everything points to a well-deserved

success. It is to be hoped that such will

be the case—otherwise it will sooner or

later have to be recognized that the show

bench collie is absolutely distinct from

his ancient prototype, and the formation

ofan old Scotch Collie Club will have

to be seriously considered.

Among the successful dogs of the year

have been Metchley Wonder, Stracathro

Ralph, Sefton Hero, Mons Meg, bouth-

port Pilot, Edgbaston Excelsior, Rea

Comyn, Blair Athol II and Donovan il.

Metchlev Wonder has been too often

criticised to need repetition. Good dog

that he is, as a working sheep dog he

would go down before the heroes of old

times. Stracathro Ralph is on more

workmanlike lines, full of q"ality and

about at the top of the tree. Southport

Pilot excels in head and ears. Edgbas-

ton Excelsior, a dog of a different type,

is spoilt by his expression, but still a use-

ful sort. Blair Athol II is a beautiful

doe. full of character, with plenty of

bone and substance, and a grand coat of

the right texture. Unfortunately, he is

would be hard to beat. Donovan II is

the right stamp and a good mover withal.

Sefton Hero has plenty of quality to

satisfy modem tastes, the length of his

head is prodigious, but he has a soft ex-

pression, and has the appearance of be-

ing more at home on the hearth rug or

show bench than on the side of some

snow-clad hill.

Among the bitches plenty of weeds

have been prominent, but in selecting

Portington Belle, Barwell Pearl and Pan-

sy, Ormskirk Goldie, Mother Shipton

and Dorothy for pride of place, we have

in them beautiful specimens of what a

collie bitch should be, and which,with ju-

dicious mating, ought to produce stock

combining beauty, utility and intelli-

gence.
To conclude this retrospect, the ques-

tion has to be answered, has the breed

made any progress? The answer de-

pends solely on the light in which the

collie is viewed. As a thing of beauty,

or as a drawing room pet, there has been

distinct progress ; as a working animal

the retrograde movement is still to be la-

mented. The breed's working qualities

ought no more to be lost sight of than

those of a pointer, setter or spaniel, btit

since this has been the case it is ini^si-

ble to speak of material progress and ad-

vance. Give us a good working dog and

let beauty come as an adornment and an

added grace, and we shall cry content.

Spaniels.

"Thornbush" writes upon all the vari-

eties of spaniels. Under the above gen-

eral heading he asks : Is it not a disgrace

to such an old Englbh sporting dog as

the spaniel to see our exhibition prize

cards over dogs with legs and feet very

little better than those seen on Dach-

shunds? You cannot breed spaniels with

the short legs of to-day with straight

legs then I say lift the body of our

spaniels half an inch, which to a sports-

man's eye is certainly more pleasing, il

not more useful, than these crooked legs

and bad feet.

Irish Water Spaniels.

Colonel the Hon. Le Poer Trench still

holds the Twenty-guinea Challenge Cup

by the aid of his Champion Shaun, and

really we have had nothing fresh out

this year that can claim to be first-class

in this variety of spaniels. A consider-

able amount of correspondence has pass-

ed during the year in the Kennel Gazette

between Colonel Trench, Rev. O Calla-

gan, Mr. Farrow, Mr. Nisbet, etc., re-

specting the color of the eyes of this

variety of spaniels, and if the revised

standard of points just issued by the sub-

committee of the Spaniel Club be passed

by the club at their general meeting

early in the year, this vexed question is

settled in favor of brown being the color

to be mentioned in the club's description

of the eye of the Irish water spaniel, and

I of course agree with the decision.

Clumbers.

At one or two of our principal shows

Clumbers have shown up in numbers a

bit better this vear ; but, speaking gener-

ally little or no advance has taken place

in type, color, etc. As the good speci-

mens pass out of existence one, I am

sorry to sav, cannot point to youngsters

coming on' to take their places.

Field Spaniels.

I have several good new faces to call

attention to under this head, and I am

elad of it. It will be remembered at the

back end of 1890 spaniel breeders and

exhibitors were surprised to learn tbat

the owner of the Newton Abbott Kennel

Mr. Jacobs, had given up exhibiting, and

that his kennel of spaniels had been sold

to Captain S. M. Thomas, and that a new

young dog was to be introduced to the

spaniel world that would surprise them

in Newton Abbott Barnum. Well, New-

ton Abbott Barnum duly turned up, but

the surprise or star in the Ne^^ton Ab-

bott Kennel seems to have been left be-

side of Newton Abbott King and Cham-

pion Buckle, I at once made up my mind

that Barnum would not prove the rod-in-

pickle talked about.
.

That he is a good dog I do not wish to

denv, but his coarse head, and, I think,

unspaniel-like expression, will always

stop him when in the best company.

Barnum turned up again at Birmingham,

but was so out of condition that we must

not take loo much notice of his position

at this show. Bridford Perfection, re-

ferred to above, turned up for the first

time at Darlington and won first prize

without any difficulty. She followed this

up with a first at the Crystal Palace and

Birmingham. That Perfection is the

best field spaniel bitch out I think quite

possible, but what she will do when she

reaches the challenge class- which she

will do without trouble—remains to be

seen. Mr. Cowell, after judging her at

Darlington, stated in your August »ss"e :

"That in Perfection he found a 'bitch

which he thought the best in the world

to-day." As he immediately afterwards

compared her with Zulu and Squaw, it is

difficult to quite follow, if, in making this

statement, he refers to dogs and bitches

or bitches only. Grand bitch as she is,

I cannot, however, agree with Mr.

Cowell when he says he cannot find a

single fault, and that she is simply per-

fection. Her fault is her head ;
it is not

well made from the eye to the nose, in-

deed does not show that quality of head

throughout, a point that has been so

characteristic in our very best field spaniel

bitches since the history of dog shows.

Undeniable is another field spaniel,

black in color and alx)ve the average.

He has won several prizes during the

year I did not come across hiui, how-

ever.' until Birmingham, at which show

he was placed second. The dog has a lot

of quality in head, and is the class of

head I like to see on a field spaniel, which

is wide of any Sussex points. He has

also a nice coat, but wants more sub-

stance after leaving his ribs, and his tail

action might be better. For this fault, I

presume, he thanks his sire, Longfellow.

Maxim is another new face, a winner

at several shows and bred by Dr. Spur-

ein It would not be saying much for

this dog to place him a better spaniel

than his sire, Moonstone, a very coarse,

big, unshapely spaniel, in my opinion.

Maxim is certainly coarse in head, but

in body, legs, coat and movement he is

very good indeed. I don't care for his

ear.s, which are not placed and carried as

a first-class specimen's should be.

Cockers.

The entries in the cocker classes at our

important exhibitions has not been so

KOQd as last year, neither bave we had

any new specimens introduced likely to

take down the numbers of the old w-in-

ners ; indeed, we have seen very few

new faces, good or bad, this year.

It is satisfactory that the run on the

toy specimen of cocker a year or so back

is dead once more. No one can be a

harder stickler than I am for type That

cocker outline is distinct from field span-

iel outline I have always maintained, and

that the cocker is a sportsman's dog. 1

was much pleased with the Darlington

iudce's remarks in your paper for August

which run as follows: "I was sure that

the weedy, long-legged, apple-headed

specimens which were brought forward a

y^r or two ago as the correct type would

sooner or later go to the wall, and it

seems as if they have gone sooner rather

than later, and fortunately have not left

anv evil effects."

that good cockers, built on Proper

sporting cocker lines, are difficult to

bVeed, I am certain about, but cockers of

the type referred to by ^^^e above judge

can be bred without the slightest difficiil-

tv, and what kills this stamp so quickly

after being pushed to the front by a few

nienevervnowand then is tbe market

You can't sell the whelps, indeed hardly

^" l^ff ^'^\ give them away, and the winners-when

hind by the Captain and was inlroduced 8
^^ ^^^,^^ ^^^^^^ ""^T'fl^^ r"fn

to the spaniel world at the end 0/ the -^^^^^^ ,^ ^^j^^^^^ 3,, ^^.f,,! difficulty to

dogs ; when good size,

feet Quality and density of coat were a 1
mc n^"'^ iv-^w..^. ~— ; ^thprwise he

ttneqZVon, while mas'culine faces with I not a good mover behind, otherwise be

vear by Mr. WooUand in Bridford Per-

fection. Barnum put in his first appear-

ance at Cruft's shew, at the Agricultural

Hall, in Februarv, and was placed second

in a very good class. When I first saw

him I thought him the longest and low-

est spaniel I had ever seen ;
indeed, so

long did he look that the beautiful span-

iel outline that one looks for in a field

spaniel was destroyed. Some though

him the grandest spaniel ever seen but

when he was placed on the ground be-

tween tbe benches by bis owner along-

wants to sell, has

find a customer.

Saved by a Terrier's Bark.

A little terrier's barking awoke Oswald

of rope all escaped, including the dog.
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POULTRY AN ^PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

A communication appears in these

columns from Mr. Child regarding his

connection with the proposed League of

American Poullrymen. The reports in

the daily press regarding this movement

are premature, and certainly do not ex-

press the views of Mr. Child correctly.

He clearly states his position in the

matter, and while Mr. Diehl and others

differ somewhat from him, the fact re-

mains that such a league may be organ-

ized at New York this week.

*
« *

The chief object is to concentrate the

efforts of all fanciers in each section into

holding shows under national rules and

prevent clashing of dates. This is a step

made necessary by past experience and

in justice to the growing poultry inter-

ests. The organization of a New Eng-

land league last week and the probable

formation of a southern league shows the

value of a national organization.

class. That was Mr. Brown's individual

opinion, and granting the superior qual-

ity of the birds, there were other classes

equally good, the silver Wyandottes, for

instance, which was the best class ever

seen in this country, and we believe the

largest. The birds in the Plymouth

Rock class that were scored were only

those likely to win the club prizes. That

they were the best judged and excited

the least criticism is a libel on all other

judges employed at the Philadelphia

show. There were no p: ottsts or kicks at

the awards except in one instance, which

had nothing to do with the method of

judging. We should strongly advise score

card advocates to be more careful and

tolerant in their statements. We are not

blind to public opinion, and the latter is

satisfied in having the prizes awarded the

first day. and disgruntled where no cards

are up.

really pity the man who believes such a

score reliable.
«

» *

If the A. P. A. should make a rule

compelling all judges to score it would

prove its deathblow. Let breeders attend

a New York and Philadelphia show and

see how the " old thing works," and they

will find comparison very satisfactory.

What breeders want is the blue ribbons

up at the end of the first day. That

means business to them, and sentiment

counts for nothing in this progressive

age.
«

« »

%

«
* *

As many A. P. A. members are inter-

ested in the movement it proves that the

old society is not necessarily antagonized,

for the new league will diverge radically

from the plane occupied by the A. P. A.

We believe all the interests of both could

eventually be harmonized and one asso-

ciation fully up to the needs of the hour

result. %
H. A. Noeckel, the popular treasurer

of the Philadelphia show, has invested in

a pen of royal buff Cochins. The latter

arrived from England last week, and are

from the yards of Mrs. A. T. Kite-

Pomell, Elm Lodge, Chesterfield, Eng-

land. They are the winners at Walling-

ham, Tunbridge Wells, Bury St. Ed-

munds and the Royal. Mr. Noeckel

means business, and other Cochin breed-

ers must keep an eye on him in the fu-

ture.

The late Worcester show, good as it

was, closed without having all the pre-

miums up, consequently there could be

no kicking indulged in. The only show

we ever remember having the scores up

and published two days before the show

closed was the one held at Newburgh, in

1889. Uncle Isaac was one of the four

judges employed there, and the writer of

these notes worked day and night, beside

having valuable assistance, read the proof,

etc., to accomplish the task. We cer-

tainly do not care to ever attempt it

again, even in a 1200 bird show. Now

what of a show having from 2500 to 3000

birds to score ?

That reminds us that Jinmiy Forsyth

has a sUnding offer to poultry judges,

viz. : He will give one hundred dollars to

the judge who can score a lot of birds

three times in succession and come

closest in his scores The offer has never

been accepted except by one judge,

Sharp Butterfield, and the latter is a

strong comparison advocate.

« «

George Purdue is a breeder of Brah-

mas who has clearly demonstrated his

ability to hold his own against all comers

in the show room, has challenged the

score card advocates to a public debate

more than once, and yet has never been

accommodated. Let our friend Rum-

bold get a list of the comparison advo-

cates and he will find many of the best

and oldest breeders in America.

anything over those, more justice would

be done to many breeds, and it would

prove more satisfactory to the breeders.

It would also prevent the stuffing of the

crops with raw meat and lead shot.

«
* *

The subject is an important one and

we trust our readers will come out with

their views. The Fanciers' Journal

does not move in old ruts, and is always

ready to advocate reforms on all poultry

matters.
«*»

Editor Pierce, in the Fanciers' Ga-

zette, takes exception to our proposition

of having a standard to cover ten or

twenty years. He muses as follows :

"All of this sounds well on paper, but

Brother Drevenstedt might as well try

to wear the same pair of pantaloons ten

or twenty years without patchmg or

cleaning. It is impossible to so word or

frame a standard for about five score of

breeds without error, or which will not

be subject to change or need revision.

We know just how standards are made,

and have seen and heard Brother D.

when acting in the capacity of standard-

maker, and must say that while he does

first rate, still, he has not the command

of sufficient language or the great vivid-

ness of imagination which will enable

him to produce a fixed and unalterable

standard, one which will be satisfactory

to poultrymen for years to come.

«
» •

« «

*
« »

«
* »

The Western Poultry Breeder handles

Wick B. Hathaway's aspirations to be the

World's Fair poultry superintendent

without gloves. We certainly commend

such vigorous editorial policy. Hatha-

way is unfit to superintendent, and it is

strange that reputable poultry papers

allow him to advertise his name as a

hopeless candidate in order to a«lvertise

his stock.

If the score card advocates would con-

sider the importance of having such

large shows as Philadelphia and New

York judged by comparison they would

see its value, and not distort its effective-

ness by random statements. The Fan-

ciers' Journal will continue to do all

in its power to help these large shows,

for they create a demand for birds, make

new fanciers and set an example for other

shows in many ways. To throw cold

water on them because these shows are

forced to adopt the most feasible plan of

judging is highly selfish and unworthy

of a true fancier.

The Fanciers' Journal has fought

for justice in this matter, and the attacks

on comparison have only intensified its

desire to defend the latter while zt was

on trial. The successful adoption of it at

three shows this year and the prospect of

its being adopted at the Binghamton and

other shows in 1893 proves that breeders

are not slow in seeing its advantages.

Nearly all the objections to comparison

judging made by those outside the ranks

of judges come from amateurs, who

think the score card will educate them.

If these same amateurs will buy the

American Standard of Perfection and are

capable of reading the English language,

they should know before they send a

bird to the show room where it is defect-

ive.

The New Orleans Fanciers' Club will

hold a show during Carnival week, Feb-

ruary 28 to March 4, 1 892. Read card

in this issue.

John Rumbold " goes for " comparison

judging in a manner that invites respect.

While we do not agree with him, we must

admire his frank and manly opposition.

The "humbuggery " he speaks of is so

often attributable to the score card that

it may fit both methods.

« «

*
* »

The report of the Light Brahma show,

held in Boston, Mass., was received too

late for last week's issue. Our corre-

spondent claims that the Fletcher score

card was the cause of the delay in get-

ting premiums awarded.

We will inform our friend Rumbold

that some of the oldest and most expert

breeders advocate comparison, and not

young and inexperienced breeders and

would-be judges. The latter class be-

lieve in the halo of sublime mystery and

education that surrounds the modem

score card.

Let us have a first-class standard, well

illustrated, and education will proceed

rapidlv among amateurs. The old stand-

ard, faulty as it is, has done much good

in the past, and to it only can the present

standing of the breeds be attributed.

ft
* »

*
» *

I. K. Felch, in the American Poultry

Yard, remarks :

"The late exhibition at Philadelphia

had one class scored. The report of that

show declares that class to be the best

c?ass on exhibition. The fact speaks

loudlv in that the inference is that the

breede.si.i that class knew their birds

>^ere to receive a score card record That

they were the best jndi;ed and less criti-

cism expressed upon the awards in this

class again speaks in loud accents for the

system employed."

*\
We have from time to time stated our

belief in the theoretical value of the

score card, but practically it is useless for

large shows, as no awards can be made

until the show closes. Neither can so-

cieties stand the expense of employing

judges to score birds at ten dollars a day

and expenses when three to four days

are required to score a show.

*
« »

*
* »

How does Uncle Isaac know that the

Plymouth Rocks were the best class m

the show ? The report written by Judge

G. O. Brown says they were the leading

As long as scores vary from one to ten

points by different judges the educating

influence is nil. Old judges admit that

birds inferior to the first and second prize

birds get a complimentary score. They

are hustled oflF in a "jiffy." We have

seen abundant evidence of the latter, and

The weight clause is another subject

for discussion. We recently scored a

silver Wyandotte cock 89;^ points. He

was cut 3/2 points on weight, as his

owner never forces or stuffs his birds.

This bird failed to win first prize, and yet

every amateur was scratching his head to

find out why he lost. Only the owner

had the score card, the rest of the ama-

teurs who want education had to guess

at it.

* *

The above bird was one of the, if not

the, best male birds we ever saw. The

weight clause deprived him of the honors

he richly deserved. Does it not seem a

trifle incongruous to pass such a bird be-

cause an over fat brother beats him three

and one-half points or more on avoirdu-

pois? The Wyandotte is asymmetrical

bird and heavy weights in show birds

ought not be encouraged, for with in-

creased weight we often get coarseness

and poor shape

Comparing a standard with a pair of

pantaloons is a brilliant inupiration, but

slightly grotesque. We know it is diffi-

cult to please everybody, still, there is

enough intelligence in this country to

frame standards for each and every breed.

Why should the Brahma, Plymouth

Rock, Wyandotte, Cochin, Leghorn,

Hamburg and Game Standards be

changed? Because they have been

changed every five years is no reason

why we should continue to do so in the

future. A silver-spangled Hamburg of

fifteen years ago is the same as one of to-

day, and the same is true of many other

breeds. The whole trouble in making

standards is that on certain varieties cer-

tain judges will not agree and a mild

chaos is the result. Changing the stand-

ard every five years is a nuisance, for no

intelligent and careful breeder cares to

change his system of breeding to accom-

modate the new fads of standard-makers.

The Fanciers' Journal is in favor of

a standard that will stand for years to

come. If an appendix is required to ac-

commodate the new breeds, that is a

simple matter. We believe the whole

fancy will be better satisfied if standards

of different breeds were issued separately.

A standard containing only the Asiatic,

or American or Mediterranean varieties

would prove a valuable innovation.

Hundreds of fanciers are deterred in buy-

ing a standard containing the alpha and

and omega of breeds who would gladly

buy a standard containing those varieties

they are interested in.

*
« *

«
» «

If a reasonable disqualifying weight

would be adopted and no cuts made for

The Fanciers' Journal has fre-

quently prodded the A. P. A. on these

matters, for it voices the sentiment of

the majority of fanciers when it does so,

and we really believe the above associa-

tion might slide out of the old ruts and

take a trip among the new and progres-

sive element of the fraternity.

«
* »

M. K. Boyer, editor of the Guide and

Friend, has had a severe attack of la

grippe, so we are inforinetl. This ac-

counts for his non-appearance at the

Philadelphia show, where a band wagon

and a large number of his friends were

expecting him. He will soon be in har-

ness again.
*

* *

For the benefit of those who want an
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extra choice piece of chicken meat to eat

we again advise crossing the Indian game

on golden Wyandottes. We recently

killed a cockerel that weighed dressed

eight and one-half pounds. The appear-

ance of the carcass was magnificent. The

beautiful color of the skin, a delicate

yellow, the full rounded breast, broad

and meaty back and round and meaty

legs, made an ideal roaster to look upon.

The looks did not belie the quality either.

The reason we advocate this cross is on

account of the quick growth of the

chicken and the high quality of the car-

cass.

« *

Another fowl that will bear watching is

the white Indian game. Those exhibited

at the Philadelphia show were decidedly

fine specimens, having true Indian game

shape and characteristics. The short ex-

perience we had in handling a number of

the birds prior to the show convinced us

that they will prove one of the most pop-

ular white breeds we have. We would

suggest crossing the white Indian game

on white Wyandottes for market pur-

poses.
• «

We will advise our readers who intend

purchasing white Indian games to be

careful of whom they buy, as there are a

number of flocks in this country that are

anything but genuine white Indians.

An Explanation.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I see in a current issue of the Public

Ledger a notice of the probable forma-

tion of a National League of Poultrymen,

in which the statement is made that the

drafting of the necessary rules, etc., has

been left to Mr. J. E. Diehl and myself.

As far as I personally am concerned this

is news to me. I have heard many

rumors of the formation of this society

during the past year, but I do not favor

its formation on the lines that have been

suggested by several writers in The
Journal. , .

As my name has l>een mentioned in

connection with the new society, I desire

ray exact position to be known. It is

well known that the new association is

the result of dissatisfaction with the

present methods of the A. P. A., and

while I do not endorse the A. P. A. in its

present attitude to the poultry interests,

I fail to see the advantage of two associa-

tions with nominally the same object in

view.
Let the poultrymen of each section of

the country join hands, and instead of

holding so many small shows, give one

large show in a prominent city, where an

interest can be stirred up that at present

is lacking, and when a good market at

hieh prices is assured. Exhibitors at

shows like New York and Philadelphia

assure me that there is more money for

the breeder at these shows than at any

three of the smaller ones. Let us have

a big show at Boston, New York, Phila-

delphia, Washington. Atlanta, Ga., Chi-

cago 111., etc., and when such associa-

tions are firmly established, it would be

easy to settle the minor details as to

uniform rules, dates for shows, etc. The

Philadelphia show has awakened a great

interest in fine poultry here and what

has been done here can be done in any

large city. Wm. H. Child,

President Phila. Poultry and Pigeon Club.

THE WORCESTER SHOW.

A Largre and Fine Display of Poul-

try and Pet Stock.

From Our Special Correspondent.

Worcester, Jan. 30.—The exhibition

of the Central Massachusetts Poultry As-

sociation opened in Mechanics' Hall

Tuesday, January 26, with 1450 birds and

a great display of pheasants, ostrich and

deer. The light Brahma class was sev-

enty strong. E. E. Fisk showed seven.

The pullets were nice shape, with good

tails and hackles, well-feathered feet and

good combs. He showed one hen that

was a grand specimen and two noble

cockerels. Peter A. Donnelly had one

cock bird of good comb, nice back, body

round and plump. C. H. Chapman had

twelve, mostly fowls. The females were

long in body, fine shape, with good

hackles, nice broad heads, bright eyes

and elegant colored feet.

The Rhode Island Poultry Yards ex-

hibited ten. They were nice and well up

to those they had at the Boston show.

This firm made exhibits at both shows on

same dates.

Philander Williams showed eight, one

cockerel being especially fine. The fe-

males had nice necks, well pencilled

Uils and feathered feet. C. H. Bosworth,

a newcomer in the show room, showed

one fine cock and a hen that was simply

immense, three nice pullets with elegant

tails and true Brahma body, nice heads

and eyes. The cockerel was a pound un-

der weight, but in shape was rarely

equalled. Tail elegant, neck not quite

black enough, almost solid black flights,

fair comb, nice head and bright, bay

eye Fred R. Cocker exhibited seven,

two cocks and one hen, balance being

pullets with nice symmetry, a good lot of

combs, fine necks and tails.

In dark Brahmas I. H. Phillips showed

twelve nicely pencilled females and two

males. Am elegant colored cock, bright

and clean, elegant wing bar and silvery

bow, was shown by Philander Williams.

He was truly a noble specimen and was

well supported by another prime cock

Judges of Incubators.

EDiTpR Fanciers' Journal.

To prevent misunderstanding and to

place all incubators on etjual footing, it

has been decided to allow the three

judges, George O. Brown, George E.

Peer and H. A. Bridge, to judge the in-

cubators entered for competition at the

great Los Angeles Poultry Show. Febru-

ary 10 to 18, 1892. Those machines en-

tered for exhibition onlv are not eligible

for awards. All published rules are

hereby rescinded.

L. A. Poultry Association.

Los Angkles, Cal., January 25.

and two" hens. Miss F. J. Reed had a

nice pair of pullets and J. Reed Whipple

was well represented by fifteen clean,

bright specimens. W. A. Fuller, from

New York State, was out with six, and

they were simply grand.
^

Philander Williams showed a tno ot

extremely rich colored partridge Cochins

with fine shape. George T. Mernll, Jr.,

had a nice cock bird, as also did Miss l\

J Piper. Her pullet was nicely pencilled,

but rather light in color, shape fine. Mr.

Williams also had a pen of five birds in

a large, roomy coop that were elegant in

color and shape. The buff's were out over

a hundred strong, E. J.
Sanderson show-

ing five grand colored ones, L. L. Hop-

kins also having five equally as good. C.

A Batcheiler had eight rich in color and

fine in shape and J. Reed Whipple

showed four fine pullets. Dr. T. R.

Hutchins had two nice pairs, as did h. A.

Hayes. J. C & A. R. Sharp showed a

string of seventeen for competition. It

was a hot row and shows the care that

has been expended in their breeding.

They had by far the five best colored

buffs ever shown for exhibition only.

These were imported in December and

were selected bv Mr. Fred Wragg as the

finest specimens from the yards of Lady

Gwvdyn before the recent sales. Among
them were the 1891 second prize Palace

pullet, also the first prize Palace cock.

This cage was headquarters for the

Cochin breeders. This firm also have in

their vards the 1891 first prize Palace

pullet. They believe in the best. These

birds will prove a lasting benefit to the

breed in this country, for while they

have heavv feathered legs, they are void

of vulture hocks. The proudest man in

the hall was Mr. Kingsley, who had them

in charge.
Tenny & Harrington made a large dis-

plav of brown Leghorns. The latter

were a good even lot, well marked, t.

W Rogers showed some nice colored

pullets. His males were very rich in

color but short on legs. N. B. Hartford

also exhibited two nice pair. R. W.

Ropes displayed sixteen white Leghorns

and J.H. Woodhead four pair. W. F.

Hill was out with two. It was a warm
place

The golden Wyandotte class had forty-

seven specimens^ L. J. Upham showing a

nice string of ten. One cockerel was

grand. C. H. Greennian had some fine

cockerels. C. S. Flanders' cockerel was

large and rich in color. Andrew Bray

exhibited a nice pen.

Silvers made up a class of forty-three.

M. P. Hawkins, of Maine, showed a nice

cock and fine shaped hen. F. A. Wier,

Jr., had in two extra nice pullets and a

fine shaped cockerel, with elegant wing

bars. E. L. Canning showed a pen, the

cockerel and one pullet being particu-

lariy well marked. C. F. A. Smith's

cockerel was nice but his pullet we didn't

like as well.

The whites were a good lot, C. F. A.

Smith showing some nice ones. G. W.
Cutter h:ul a noble pullet and two grand

shaped cockerels, with nice combs. A
pullet shown by Flagg Bros, had a splen-

did breast, nice comb and bright eyes.

His cockerel was also very tine. Dr.

Howland made a grand display, his birds

being all fine in shape and color.

Barred Plymouth Rocks, fifty-one in

number, made up a warm class, competi-

tion being strong. J. B. Bowker's birds

I were all in on exhibition only. A. C.

Hawkins also had a pen of five on ex-

hibition. A. J. Putnam came in well on

the prizes, as did G. F. Perry. Both had

large exhibits. A. A. Fillebrown showed

a string of twenty-two white Rocks, good

in shape and color, with nice combs and

shanks. C. H. Chapman took away his

share of premiums, and Ladd & Newton
exhibited some very nice birds.

Red caps were shown by F. L. Gar-

land, black Spanish by Colonel Hamil-

ton, who also had a fine display of crested

black, golden laced and bearded golden

Polish. Arthur Smith also showed

bearded goldens and M. M. Mowry was

represented by plain golden and silver

Polish.
Black-red games, shown by P. A. Don-

nelly, were grand specimens, the male

birds showing immense station and color.

J.H. Starker also had fine ones and a beau-

tiful pair of silver duckwings. Frank Hurst

was also represented with three prime

pairs. Yellow duckwings were shown

by Mrs. D. N. Rawson. and the lady is to

be congratulated on their fine appear-

ance Bantams were out in force, P.

Williams showing excellent buff Pekins.

His competitor in this class was William

Vining, who had a pen of beauties, the

Rhode Island Poultry Yards also show-

ing eight gems.
.

Some nice displays were made in pig-

eons by Philander Williams, who exhib-

ited fifteen vellow fantails. all the same

shade. Mr.' Williams makes a specialty

of this one breed and has as fine a loft

as anyone in America. Dr. F. H. How-

land. the acknowledged leader in white

fantails, had a cage of fourteen as nice

birds as we ever saw. K. A. Chaniberiin

had a display of fifty elegant whites and

twenty blacks. One quite noticeable

pair was black with white tails. He also

showed a prime flock of twenty-eight

yellow fantails and seventy-five Jaco-

bins.
, ^,, ,,

The Improved Monitor and Challenge

Incubators were contesting for the prizes.

Both displayed large and successful

hatches. Brooders were also exhibited

by Mr. Williams and Messrs. Wood &
Page. The awards were as follows :

RRAHMAS (lieht) —Cock ist to K. E. Fiske, 2d

an^l 4lh to^pliUander Williams. ,d to Rhode

?slan.1 Poultry Yards: hen .st and ^d to Philan-

der Williams. 3d to K. K. Fiske, 4th to C.ir

Chapman; cockerel island 3d to Williams 2d and

4th to E. E. Fiske; pullet ist and 2d to Wtlliams,

3d to Fiske. 4th to Rhode Island Poultry \ ards,

pen ist to Williams, 2d to Fiske. 3d to Rhode

Hland Poultry Yards. 4th to C. H^ Chapman
Dark-cock ist and 2d to Ph"*"^"

^y'"'?,*V^„fI*
to W A Fuller; hen i.st, 2d and 4th to Whipple,

.d to I. H. Phillips; cockerel ist to AViUiams 2d

and 4th to Whipple. 3d jo W^ A Fuller, pullet^s

1st to Whipple, 2d and 3d to Phillips 4th to Wil-

liams; pen 1st to Whipple. 2d to Fuller. 3*1 to

Phillips, 4th to Whipple.

Cochins (buffj.-Cocks ist and 2d to Oakland

Farm, yl to L T. Hopkins, 4th to H. A Jones;

hens ist to Oakland P^r*". «^ a"**
1^ ^°/;:,|„

Hopkins, 4th to Oakland Farm; cockerel ist to

Oakland Farm, 2d to A. E. Sternberg, .vl to k,. A

Harris 4th to Theodore G. Hutchins; P"l ets ist

?nd^to Oakland Farm, 3d and 4th to Whipple;

pen I St to Oakland Farm. 2d to W hippie 3d toK J

.

Sanderson, 4th toS. J. Hopkins. P«^t"dge--Cock

2d to Miss F.J. Piper; hen ist. 2d. 3d and 4th .to

Maurice F. Delano; cockerels ist and 2d to Halla-

day; pullets 1st and 2d to same; pen island 2d to

same.

Pi.VMOt'TH R(KKS (barred).-Cock isl to O. J,

Putnam; hen i.st and 2d to G. F. Perry; cockerel

ist to Putnam, 2d to Perry, 3d to J. L. Kindred,
4II1 to .\rthur Smith; pullet ist and 2d to G. F.

Perry, ?d to Kindred, 4th to Perry; pen isl to

Putnaiii, 2d to Perry, 3d to Kindred. White-
Cock 1st and 2d to C. H. Chapman, 3d to A. A.

Fillebrown; cockerel ist, 2d, 3d and 4th to Fille-

brown; hen ist. 2d and 3d to Fillebrown; 4th to

C. H. Chapman; pullet 1st, 2d, 3d and 4th to Fil-

lebrown; pen isl and 2d to Fillebrown, 3d to

Chapman.
Wyandottics (silver laced).—Cock ist and 3d

to M. P. Hawkins, 2d to Silas Bartletl. 4th to C.

F. A. Smith; cockerel ist to F. A. Weir, Jr., 2d to

Smith, 3d and 4th to Hawkins; hen ist to F. A.

Weir, 2d and 3d to Hawkins, 4th to Silas Hartlett;

pullet ist and 3d to F. A Weir. Jr., 2d and 4th to

Hawkins. Golden—Cocks ist to Charles C.

French, 2d to N. B. Hartford, 3d to L. J. Upham;
hen ist to Flanders, 2d to Upham. 3d to French
4th to Hartford; cockerel ist and 2d to Upham. 3d

to French, 4th to Geo. H. Greennian; pullet 1st to

Charles S. Flanders. 2d, 3d and 4th to Iphani;

pen ist to Upham, 2d to Greenman. 3d to Flan-

ders, 4th to Hartford. White—Cock ist to Dr. A.

A. Howland; hen i.st, 2d and 3d to C. F. A.

Smith; cockerel ist to Howland, 2d to Frank W.
Baker, 3d to Smith, 4th to Frank W. Baker; pul-

let ist to Flagg Bros., 2d to Frank W. Baker. 3d

and 4th to Howlond; p n ist to Howland, 2d to

George W. Culler.

Lechorns (white).—CiKk 1st to Reuben W.
Ropes, 2d to William F. Hill, 3d and 4lh to J.H.
Woo<lhead; hen island 2d to Ropes, 3d to J. H.

WocKlhead, 4th to Ropes; cockerel 1st to Hill, 2d,

3d and 4th to Ropes; pullet isl and 2d to Wood-
head, 3d to Hill, 4th to Ropes; pen isl and 4th to

Hill, 2d to Ropes, 3d to Woodhead. Brown-
Cock iKl to Fred W. Rogers, 2d to N. B. Hartford;

hen ist to Hartford, 2d and 3d to Tenney Si Har-

rington, 4th to Fred W. Rogers; pullets isl to

Rogers, 2d and 3d to Tenney & Harrington, 4lh

to Hartford; cockerels 1st, 2d and 4th to Tenney
& Harrington, 3d to Fred W. Rogers.

Polish (white-crested black).—Cockerel ist,

hen ist and 2d, pullet isl and 2d, pen isl to
Colonel R.J. Hamilton. Golden—Cock 3d, hen

ist, cockerel 1st and 2<l, pullet 1st and 2d all to

M. M. Mowry. Silver—Cockerel 2d and hen ist

to Mowry. Bearded golden—Cock ist to Arthur,

Smith, 2d to Colonel R. J. Hamilton; hen ist and

4th to Smith, 2d and 3d to Hamilton; cockerel ist

to Smith; pullets island 2d tie between Smith and
Hamilton, 3d to Hamilton, 4th to Smith; pen isl

to Smith, 2d to Hamilton. P.uff laced—Colonel

R. J. Hamilton won 1st on cock, isl and 2d on

hens, ist and 2d on pullets, isl on pen.

DoMiNimES—Cock ist, cockerel 2d, hen 1st.

pullet isl and pen island 2d to D. A. Upham.
Judged by comparison.

HAMHiRciB (golden spangled).—Hen ist, cock

3d to H. A. Jones. Silver spanpled—cockerel ist

to Booth Bros; hen ist to Jones; pullet isl and

2d to Booth Bros; pen 1st to same. Silver pen-

cilled—Cock isl to H. A. Jon-s. Golden pen-

cilled—Cock isl and cockerel isl to Jones. Black

—Cock isl, hen ist and pullet ist to Jones.

Games (black-breasted red).—Cock 1st to Frank
Hunt; hen ist and 2d to John H. Starkie; 3d to

Hunt stags ist, 2d and 3d to Peter A. Donnelley,

4th to Starkie; pullet ist, 2d and 3d to Donnelley.

4th to Starkie; pen 1st to Donnelley, 2d to Hunt.

3d to Starkie. Yellow <luckwing—Cock ist and

2d stag ist, hen ist and 2d, pullet 1st and 2d, pen

ist to Mrs. D. N. Rawson. Silver duckwing-
Slag 1st to Starkie, 2d to Mrs. D. N. Rawson;
pullet ist to Slurkie. 2d to Rawson.

Bantams (lack-breasted red).—Cock 1st to

Cutting & Esles; hen ist and -d to T. J. Carpen-

ter 2d to B. S. Upham, 4th toFMwmJ. Stanton:

cockerel isl to T. J. Carpenter, 2d to Upham. 3d

to Carpenter, 4th to Stanton; pullet, isl to Up-

ham, 2d to Cutting «t Kstes, 3d to Carpenter 4th

to George E. Hubbard; pen isl to Upham. 2d to

Carpenter Brown retl—Cock i.st to Upham;
hen ist to Upham. 2d to Hubbard. 3d Ip Sylvaiius

B Rov cockerel 1st and 3d to Hubbard, 2d to I p-

ham dih to Sylvan U.S B.Roy; pullet isl. ad and

3d to Hubbard. 4th to Upham; pen «st to Hub-

bard. Red pyle-Cock isl to Culling St Kstes 2d

to Upham. hen isl to Cutting & Esles 2d to

Hubbard. 3d to Upham: cockerel isl to Hubbard,

2d to Upham; pullet isl to Roy, 2d to V?''*"'^
Silver (luckwing-Cock ist to Cutting »t Estes. 2d

to Upham; hen isl to Upham. 2d to Cutting &
Esles; cockerel ist to Upham; pullet 1st to I p-

ham, 2d to Hubbard; p;n 1st to Inham >e»o«^

duckwing-Cock ist to Upham. 2d to Culling &
Fstes 3(1 and 4th to Hubbard; hen isttoUl

ham '2d to Cutting & Esles, 3d and 4th to

bard- cockerel 1st to Hubbard, 2d to I pham 3a

to Cutting & Kstes; pullet isl to Ipham, 2d to

Cutting St Kstes; pen ist to Upham.

DrcKS —Pekin ist and 2d to Reuben W. Ropes,

colored Muscovy ist to H. A. Jones, Rouen 1st to

Jones.

Turkeys.—While ist to George T. Merrill.

Fc-.GS —ist to F P.Alexander, 2d to C. H Bos-

worth. 3d to M. I.. Her%ey, 4th to Dr. A. A. How-

land.

The special silver cup offered bv H«J«'rlyB^

Swart for the best exhibition of Polish breeds

was awarded to Colonel R. J. Hamilton.

to Up-
Hub-

New Orleans Poultry Show.

Kditor Fancikr.s' Journal.

The New Orieaiis I'anciers' Club will

hold a poultry and pet stock exhibition

from February 28 to March 4. i«92. i"

the city of New Orleans. The exhibition

will he held during Carnival week, when

the city is full of people from all parts of

the countrv, and those who exhibit with

an opportunity seldom ot-

2d to Miss F.J. Piper; hen jst. 2d. 3d and 4th to
, 1 ci^owing their stock to the pub

P'^»-'^"^^7)''r?i^^''"^ :;f.r"'dluo wil- I ff w wm he ecual toadoz.en ordinary
Hams, 3d to H. A. Jones, pullet ist and 2d o Wil

liams, 4lh to Miss F. J. Piper; pen 1st to Williams.

Langshans (black).-Cock ' st toHalladay &
Arms- hen isl and 2d to same; cockerel ist to

sLme ' 2d to D. A. Upham; pullet ist and 2d to

HaTladav&Arms, 3^10 D. A. l^ham;pen si

and 2d to Halladay & Arras. Wh'te-Cock ist

and 3d to A. A. Halladay, 2d to Maurice I- De

lano- hen isl and 4th to Halladay, 2d and 3d to

lie that will he ecjual to a dozen ordinary

exhibitions. The entry and coop fee

will hv sevfnty-five cents per bird, and

all stock will be returned free by express

companies. GEO. W. Skntf.ll. Jr.,

Secretary and Treasurer.

New Orleans. U., January 28.
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ONE OF THEM OROAKERS.

A Red-hot Advocate of the Score

Card States His Views.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Yes, I'm a "croaker." Everybody

who knows me knows that I'm a "croak-

er." Most men of "weak intellect"

glory in their hobbies, and it would take

a long time for one of those bright, in-

telligent, never mistaken reformers to

convice one of these latter-day "croakers"

that judging by the score card had lost

its beneficial effects even at this late day.

No man that knows what he is talking

about dare deny the fact that it is princi-

pally owing to the use of the score card

that the breeding of fancy poultry owes

its honorable position to-day. I make

bold to say that if judging had continued

by comparison from the first, the poultry

interest would never have become one-

half so great as it is. In the beginning

of the ^reat interest that was awakened
in the breeding and exhibition of poultry

by the importation of Shanghaes, Coch-

ins and some other breeds the shows
were judged by comparison, and by

whom ^ By judges that knew about as

much about the points of fancy poultry

—

well, as some of the so-called judges that

are now standing up on their hiud legs

and howling "comparison." And not

until the form <tion of the A. P. A., and

by it of the standard of excellence aud

the allotment of points in a score card

did the interest assume a character of

business on correct principles.

Lest this letter assume unwonted
length 1 will get down to the idea I set

out to elucid tte, that there is no other

way been discovered to date to educate

the amateur in the breeding and im-

provement of his stock except to exhibit

them and have them scored by a compe-

tent judge. I would like to put that

whole sentence in big capitals so that all

might see it. A great many breeders do

not have the opportunity to attend the

exhibitions where their stock are at;

they do not see the birds that theirs are

brought into comparison with, and un-

less thev know how much they fall be-

hind the winners and where, how are they

to know in whicli way they shall turn to

improve the stock already in hand ?

Now for a case in point. I exhibited

at the late Thiladelphia show two light

Brahma hens. They were awarded vhc

and c. Now the question with me is to

know how much inferior to the first and

second premium birds my two hens were
;

to what extra merits was possessed by

these hens to win over mine. I want to

know their comparative value by some
intelligent way of arriving at a given re-

sult. It can't be done by judging by

comparison, and then, you see, ju<lges dif-

fer. Thev don't see from outside ap-

pearances' alike, for George O. Brown

told me only yesterday that one of my
hens would score about /ive more points

than the first prize hen. Mr. Brown is

an authority probably second to no other,

says he was borne out by Mr. Butterfield

also, but of course they are no more en-

tilled to their opinion than Mr. Nevius

to his, and I don't pretend to dispute the

correctness of his decision, and if I had

a score card to show my birds' weak and

strong points I would be perfectly satis-

fied. These hens are old prize winners,

having won on scores of 94>^ and 93^^

from Brown, and the gentleman whose

birds won over them may well feel proud

of their victory. But the rub comes in

just here, without a score card the loser

does not know the quality of the stock

he has lost to. It is true these two hens

are past the bloom of their youth and

may have lost some of their style and

past lustre.

I have read everv article that I have

seen since this arrant humbuggery of

judging bv comparison has been agitated.

I have not only read but have studied

the articles as well as my weak intellect

was capable of, and the conclusion I have

arrived at may be summed up as follows:

Its advocates are those who wish to win

whether tlieir birds possess merit or not,

a gang of voung so-called breeders who
agitate something to bring their names

in the papers and themselves some cheap

notoriety, and quite a lot of young

would l)e judges who lack experience in

breeding and sufficient brains to intelli-

gently apply the score card, and a few

breeders whom the above have led into

mistaken ideas. The views of old breed-

ers and judges like Felch, Williams,

Fletcher, Brown and Pierce are worth the

opinions of ten thousand such as advo-

cate comparison judging.

The above may all be old and stale, but

it is facts that no square man can gain-

say. I expect to coutinue to croak until

this baby, English baby, rag baby, is dead

and buried—buried beyond the hope of

resurrection. I am not a member of the

A. P. A. If I was I should at the first

meeting advocate a rule that any mem-
ber of said association that acted as a

judge at any show in which comparison
judging was demanded should be ex-

pelled from said association. I am a reg-

ular old Bourbon, I know, but like a man
should be when he is convinced he is

right, stand to it like a man.

John Rumbold.

American Buff Ooohin Club.

A meeting of this club was held at

Worcester, Mass.. January 27, 1892.

Philander Williams, the president, occu-

pied the chair. George E. Peer, the sec-

retary, read the minutes of the previous

meeting, which were approved. Eighteen

members were present and twelve new
members taken in, two of which were

from California. It was by far the best

THE PIT GAME.

Many Valuable Points Outside of

Their Fighting Qualities.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

For reasons not plain to me very little,

comparatively, appears in print regarding

pit games, aside from that which one

finds in a few journals devoted almost

entirely to cocking. There are many
things about pit games aside from their

fighting qualities that makes them valu-

able to others than the cocker. By pit

games I mean what is known as "pure

pit games," that is, English, Irish or

American game fowls, of the kinds and

styles used for fighting purposes, or in

other words, those that can be used in

the pit if desired. This class does not in-

clude Oriental games nor Oriental crosses,

but the common short-legged, full-tailed

game.

For the benefit of many who, through

the lack of experience with pit games as

economic fowls are not already posted, I

will venture to chronicle a few facts re-

garding the subject. For about twenty-

three or twenty-four years the writer has

devoted more or less time to the breeding

busy and find their living easily. Then
the hens lay large eggs and set but little,

though when once seized with the desire

will stick to the nest faithfully.

No hens make better mothers than pit

games. They guard their chicks with a

vigilance shown by no other fowl, unless

I except the eame bantam. Game chicks

grow fast and make early, plump broilers

very sweet and delicious to the taste.

April and May hatched pullets with only

ordinary care will lay in fall and early

winter. Pit games are not nearly so quar-

relsome as some people suppose, and
this need cause no trouble where strange

cocks are kept away. When the chicks

are small the males, and sometimes the

females, have a "bout" all around to de-

cide which shall be master, but after the

mastery is once decided they will gener-

ally live together as harmoniously as

chicks of any other breed. Some of those

strains of pit games most successful in the

pit are the least quarrelsome. The quarrel-

some disposition of a cock is no evidence

of his pit qualities. As instance the Cor-

nish Indian game cock or Malay, both

more or less quarrelsome yet perfectly

devoid of gaminess.
Among the best laying pit games I

have owned have been the Heathwood,
shawlneck. old English, dark reds, tor-

nadoes, Spanish and others. Pit games
can be found in nearly all colors. Some
strains breed true to color, color of

shanks, etc., while other strains come in

several colors. Many strains have yellow

shanks and nearly all have yellow skin.

Probably the greatest distinguishing fea-

ture about the cock is his beauty and ele-

gance of form aud carriage. Nothing
compares with him in gracefulness. The
pit game is probably the oldest breed on

the face of the earth, and in the opinion

of the writer will be on deck after all

other breeds now known shall have dis-

appeared to be replaced by others. Mean-
while farmers aud others who can pro-

vide range should give the subject of these

remarks a fair and impartial trial and I

believe they will find I am not far out of

the way. F. H. Graves.

ViROfiOA, wis., January 28.

THE VICTOR INCUBATOR.

(WThE above illustration conveys a good idea of the Victor Incubator. The lat-

' I ter is a hot water machine and has an effective regulator and is manufactured

^ by Sheer & Chase, of Quincy, 111. It was invented by a gentleman of prac-

tical experience in poultry culture, and all intending purchasers of incubators

should not fail to send for a descriptive ciicular.

meeting that the club had ever held.

When it came to election of secretary

Mr. Peer withdrew his name, saying he

believed it for the best interest of the

club, but this the members would not

agree to. They thought it would look as

ifthey were not willing to back up Mr.

Peer. They believed he had acted right

and Mr. Peer was unanimously elected

for another term.

The meetiug lasted two hours and the

following is the list of officers elected :

President, Philander Williams, Taunton,

Mass. ;
vice-presidents, H. F. Whitman,

Alameda, Cal.
; J. C. Sharp. Jr., Taun-

ton. Mass. ; A. P. Hazard, Georgetown,

S C- G. W. Mitchell, Bristol, Conn.;

W. J. Onink, Buffalo, N. Y. ; G. W.
Lovell. Worcester; secretary and treas-

urer, George E. Peer, Rochester, N. Y.
;

Executive Committee, E. J. Sanderson,

Waltham, Mass. ; F. C. Hare, Canada

;

C. H. Johnson, Rushville, Ind. ;
D. A.

Nichols, Monroe, Conn. ; E. T. Blood,

Kent, O. ; F. D. Kendall, Columbia, S.

C, and George O. Brown, Baltimore.

A committee of three to report a new
constitution and bv-laws was elected as

follows : George E. Peer, C. A. Batchel-

ler and George O. Brown. It was voted

to retain the name of the club for the

present. It was also voted to issue a

membership blank. Quite a discussion

was had as to holding a purely Cochin

show in the future.

of pit games, during which time nearly

all of the more common strains have

been tiied and experimented with by me.

Along with and beside the games I have

bred many other kinds of fowls, exhibi-

tion games included with the rest, yet to-

1

day I cannot conscientiously state that

the pit game has had a superior as an all-

1
round, every-day fowl, suited to the

1
masses. Of course there is a difference

between two strains of fowls of a single

I
breed, not only in style, size and shape

1 but in economic qualities. This is of

i

course true with games, with pit games

I

and with other games, but I am speak-

iug in a game sense only. No one ques-

tions there being larger fowls than the

!
average pit game. No one denies that

!
there are some varieties of the Mediter-

' ranean family that lay more eggs in

!
summer than the game—the average

i

game, of course—but I have yet to find

the fowl of the weight, plumpness and

! quality of flesh, that, as an all-the-year-

round layer, can put the game in the

j
shade under ordinary conditions, as when

given the range of a farm, what fowl

can be found, that, taken right from the

i

range without care or attention, will be

1 in as suitable condition for the table ?

Did anyone ever pick up a game fowl

from the farm range and find it thin ?

Never, unless a sick specimen. Games
are hardy and free from disease. When
given unlimited range they keep very

A NEVT ASSOCIATION.

The New England Poultry Asso-
ciation Organized.

From a Staff Correspondent.

Thirty-six breeders met in the parlors

of the Lincoln House, Worcester, Mass.,

January 27, for the purpose of forming a

New England poultry association. Those

present were

:

R. G. Davis, Providence, R. I., Rhode Island

PouUry Association; G. M. Blood. Waltham,
Waltham Fanciers' Club ; F. A. Rugglcs. Hard-
wick ; O. J. Putnam, Leominster, Northern Mid-
dlesex Poultry Association; L. T. Upham, Web-
ster ; S. R. Crook, North Attfeboro, Attleboro

and Southern Massachusetts Poultry Clubs ; A.

C. Hawkins. I^ncaster ; M. L. Hervey, Auburn,
Central Massachusetts PouUry Club ; L. E. Kin-

dred Fitchburg ; A. A. Fillebrown, Aver, North-

ern Middlesex ; A. J. Litchfield, Fitchburg ; R.

B S. Hart. New Boston, N. H., Rhode Island

Poultry Association ; William H. Congdon. Oak-
lawn. R. I., Rhode Island Poultry Association :

T G.Hutchins, Providence, R. I., Rhode Lsland

Poultry Association ; Dr. A. A. Howland,
Worcester, Central Massachusetts PouUry Club ;

N E Dempsey, South Gardner ;
William M.

Hughes, Newport, R. I., Rhode Island PouUry
AssStciation ; William H. Fitton, Worcester. Cen-

tral Massachusetts Poultry Club ; G. H. Green-

man, Haverhill ; Frank A. Morrill, Haverhill ;

F S. Pingree, Littleton. Northern Middlesex

Poultry Association ; M. F. Kelsey. Worcester,

Central Massachusetts Poultry Club ; H. A.

Brown, Worcester. Rhode Island PouUry Asso-

ciation : W. H. HaraiUon. Danielsonville, Conn.,
Connecticut State Poultry Society ; A. E. Felch,

Natick, Massachusetts PouUry Association ; T.

H. Adams, Pawtucket, R. 1., Rhode Island Poul-

try Association ; A. A. Halladay, Bellows Falls,

Vt • W. B. Atherton, Newton, Massachusetts

Poultry Club ; R. J. Hamilton, Springfield ; L.

G. Stone, Spencer; C. H. Jenks. Pawtucket, K.
I., Rhode Island Poultry Association.

A. A. Fillebrown opened the meeting

with a few remarks, cautioning those

present to go slow and elect good and

true men to the offices. He had no axe

to grand or personal grievance to venti-

late, and only wanted the association to

be a success and the best men in the best

places. H. A. Brown, of the Rhode
Island Poultry Association, was elected

temporary chairman and A. A. Fille-

brown and W. B. Atherton temporary sec-

retaries. Mr. Fillebrown moved that a

credential committee be appointed to

take a record of those present and what

clubs they belonged to or represented.

A. A. Fillebrown, Samuel Cushman, W.
H. Hamilton and C. H. Jenks were ap-

pointed.
Mr. Fillebrown stated that he hoped

all would state their views in a fearless

t

and impartial manner, said no slate had
been made up and he didn't care who
was elected. He said as a rule the mem-
bers of an association who did k\l the
work had to finally go down into their

pockets and foot the bills. This would
be different if one good exhibition could
be held each year in place of so many
smaller ones ; believed that judges should
be employed who knew the breeds they
were placed on and that these judges
should have credentials from some asso-

ciation authorizing them to judge certain

varieties. Something was said about
having a score card of their own, but
Mr. Fillebrown didn't wish it understood
that he was opposed in any way to the A.

P. A. ; that he was a member of the lat-

ter, and hoped a loyal one. "

Mr. Hervy endorsed all that Mr. Fille-

brown had said ; thought that a board
could meet and fix dates so they wouldn't
clash. Mr. Cook, of Attleboro, said his

idea was that each club should keep its

personal identity as at present and send
delegates to this association ; thought
that at shows of this association the
breeders would bring out fewer but better

birds instead of filling up the coops with
poor specimens for the sake of a dis-

play.
Colonel R. J. Hamilton, of Spriugfield,

said he was in favor of this association,

wished it success and was ready to join,

but cautioned the members about going
too fast, to proceed carefully so as not to

have to do the work over agaiin, and thus
have nothing to regret.

Mr. Welch said he was not a member
of the A. P. A. and said but little about
it. He would make this association a

purely representative one, would have it

mcorporated and issue stock, would have
the shows held in same place instead of

in different states ; said the A. P. A. was
not a representative body (guess he hasn't

read the constitution), and he could see

in his mind's eye the New England Poul-

try Association taking the place of the

A. P. A. ; thought this association could
pattern after the United States in relation

to Chile, viz., point its gun at the coon
(A. P. A.) and the coon would come
down.

A. A. Halladay endorsed what Mr.
Welch had said, only that he was not in

favor of interfering in any way with the

A. P. A.; thought that both could live to

do good work. W. H. Hamilton be-

lieved in holding a circuit of shows, so

that all could become acquainted. R. L.

Hart and Samuel Cushman made general
remarks in favor of the association. Dr.

Howland and W. B. Atherton thought
meetings once in three or four mouths
should be held for discussion, etc.

W. H. Hamilton moved to organize.

Colonel Hamilton thought they had hold
of the muzzle of the gun. It was moved
to elect a board of temf)orary officers,

which resulted as follows : President, W.
H. Brown ; vice presidents, W. B. Ather-

ton, L. R. Putnam, C. L. Flanders, R.
G. Davis, A. A. Halladay and W. H.
Hamilton ; secretary and treasurer, A. A.

Fillebrown.
Fifteen directors will be appointed

later, one from each club. Committee
on Constitution and By-laws, A. A. F'ille-

brown, A. C. Hawkins and W. B. Ather-
ton. Adjourned, subject to call of the

president.

The Buflf Perfection.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

"He who is looking for a chance to

make the next quick dollar" will please

"show up" buff Wyandottes or buff

Plymouth Rocks equal to mine and a

purchaser awaits them. I do not claim

to have buff Wyandottes in the extreme

of perfection, but as far as I am able to

learn, mfne excell those of all other

breeders. In no instance have breeders

seen fit or perhaps dared to exhibit

against me. The critic must not expect

too much in a iitw breed. Sales made to

leading fanciers and to a fellow towns-

man show that the knowing ones appre-

ciate these new breeds. If Eugene was
not afraid of a personal injury I am loath

to believe that the thought of an "impo-
sition" would have entered his mind. If

those that talk about their splendid buff
Wyandottes have them, why is it that I

meet no opposition at our largest shows ?

N. B. Aldrich.
Pall River, Mass., February i.

ALBANY POULTRY SHOW.

The Exhibit TVas Better in Qual-
ity Than Quantity.

The poultry exhibit of the New York
and New England Poultry and Kennel
Club was better in quality than in quan-

tity, although the latter was by no means
small, over 800 birds being shown.

The Plymouth Rocks, both barred and

white, were exceedingly good classes and
contained specimens of unusual merit,

notably Bradley Bros. Plymouth Rock
first cockerel and winning pullets and H.

J. Quilhot's white Plymouth Rocks.
Some very good silver Wyandottes

were shown. The Leghorn class was
large and all varieties well represented.

The light Brahma class was very well
filled and above the average in quality,

while both buff aud partridge Cochins
came out strong in quality if not ia num-
bers. The game exhibit was as usual ex-

cellent in quality, Blunck and Thornton
having very fine birds. Indian games
were also well represented by good speci-

mens.
The turkeys, geese and ducks main-

tained the reputation Albany has for con-
trolling large and fine exhibits of these.

The bantam exhibit was made very at-

tractive by the great exhibit of C. E.
Rockenstyre, who had over one hundred
birds on exhibition. Below are the offi-

cial awards

:

Brahmas (light).—Cock ist to Brace & Wall-
ing, 2d to John H. Warner, 3d to G. S. Moore;
cockerel ist to Jennie Vaissiere, 2d to Brace &
Walling, 3d to Moore; hen ist to Warner. 2d to
Brace & Walling; pullet ist (tiej to Vassiere and
Warner, 2d (tie) to Warner and Moore; pen i»t

to Warner, 2d to Brace & Walling, 3d to Moore.

Cochins (buff).—All awards to Warner. Par-
tridee—All awards to Warner. Black—Cockerel
iSt, lien 1st, pullet ist to S. C. Whiting; hen 2d
and 3d to Jay M. Seymour. White—Cockerel ist.

hen ist and pullet ist to Whiting.

Langshans (white).—Cockerel ist, cock ist,

hen ist and pullet ist to Kirby & Smith. Blue

—

Cock ist, cockerel ist, hen 1st and pullet ist to

K rby & Smith.

DoMiNiQUES (American).—Cockerel ist to Jones
Wilcox, 2d to C. H. Barber, 3d to L. D. Atwater;
hen ist to Barber, 2d to h. D. Atwater & Co.;
pullet ist to Bart>er.

PLVMOtrrH Rocks (barred).-Cock ist (tie) to
Bradley Bros., F. S. Swift and E. A. Martin: cock-
erel ist, 2d and 3d to Bradley Bros.; hen ist to F.

S. Swift. 2d to E. A. Martin. 3d to Jones Wilcox;
pullet ist, 2d and 3d to Bradley B os. White-
Cock ist and 2d to H. J. Quilhot: cockerel ist to

J. Zeller De Graff, 2d and ?,d to H. J. Quilhot; hen
ist to H. J. Quilhot; pullet ist to Quilhot, 2d and
::d to D. S. Baird & Sons.

Wyandottes (silver-laced).—Cock ist to R. A.
Williams, 2d to Hammerschniidt; hen 2d and 3d

to Hammerschmidt; cockerel 1st to Eugene
Sutherland, 2d to Wesley B. Barton, 3d to Will-

iams; pullet ist, 2d and 3d to Barton; pen ist to

Barton, 2d to Hammerschniidt. Golden—Cock
2d, cockerel 3d, pullet 2d to A. P. Myers; pullet
3d to J. G. G :)oding. White—Cockerel ist to D.
S. Baird & Sons, 2d to Greene, 3d to J. F. Tall-

inger; hen ist to Baird &Sons; pullet ist to J. F.

Tallinger. Black—Cockerel ist, hen ist and
pullet ist to C. S. Whiting.

Javas (black).—Cockerel ist, pullet ist. 2d and
3(1, pen 1st to Hammerschmidt. Mottled—Cock
ist, hen ist, 2d and 3d. pen ist to Hammer-
schmidt. White—Cockerel ist, pullet ist to C. S.

Whiting.

Spanish (white-faced black).—Cockerel 1st

and pullet ist to Nelson S. Haskell.

Leghorns (single-comb white).—Cock ist to

J. Teller DeG raff; cockerel ist to DeGraff, 2d to

Shady Shore Poultry Farm, 3d to DeGraff; hen
1st to Shady Shore Poultry Farm, 2d and 3d to

DeGraff; pullet 1st to Shady Shore Poultry Farm,
2d to George W. Wilbur, 3d to DeGraff. Single
comb brown—Cockerel ist and 2d to Wilcox, 3d
to Whiting; hen ist and 3d to Brace & Walling,
2d to Daniel Eddy & Son; pullet ist and 2d to

Brace & Walling; pen isi (tie) to D. Eddjr & Son
and Brace & Walling. Rose comb white—All

awards to Will C. House. Rose comb brown-
All awards to H. E. Benedict. Black—Cock ist

to Hammerschmidt; cockerel ist to Wilcox, 2d to

Whiting; pullet ist to Whiting. Buff—Cockerel
ist and 2d, hen ist and 2d, pullet ist and id and
pen 1st to Shady Shore Poultry Farm; hen 3d and
pen 3d to Hammerschmidt.
Andalosians (blue).—Cock ist to Jennie Vais

siere; cockerel ist to Blunck, 2d to Vaissiere; hen
ist J. Vaissiere; pullet ist to Blunck.

Minorcas (black).—Cock ist to DeGraff; cock-
erel ist to L. Garrison & Co.. 3d to Hammer-
schmidt; hen ist to DeGraff, 2d to c;arrison &Co.,
3d to Hammerschmidt; pullet ist and 2d to De-
Graff, 3d to J. F. Tallinger; pen 1st to Tallinger.

Polish (white<rested black).—Cock 1st. cock-
erel ist, hen 1st, 2d and 3d, pullet ist and pen to

John F. Tallinger.

Hamburgs (silver spangled).—Cockerel istand
2d to Nelson S. Haskel; hen ist to Wilcox; pul-

let, ist, 2d and 3d to Haskell. Golden spangled—
Cockerel i.st and 2d, hen ist and 2d, pullet ist

and 2d and pen 2d to Haskell. Silver pencilled

—Cockerel ist, pullet 1st to John T. Cothran.
Golden pencilled—Cock ist, cockerel ist and pul-

let ist to Cothran. Black—Cock ist, hen 1st to

D. S. Baird & Son.

Red Caps.—Cock i^t, cockerel ist, hen ist and
2d, pullet ist and 2d and pen ist to F. W. Stuart.

Houdans.—Cockerel ist, hen ist and 2d to J.

B. Groat.

Crevb C(EURS.—Cockerel ist and 2d, pullet

ist and 2d to J. M. Seymour.

Games (black-breasted red).—Cock ist to

Blunck; cockerel ist to A. E. Blunck, 2d to E. A.

Martin; hen ist to Blunck, 3d and 3d to B. A.
Martin; nullet ist to Blunck zd to Martin.
Brown-breasted red—Cock ist, hen ist and 2d,

pullet ist and 2d, pen ist to Lester B. Gunn.
Golden duckwing—Cock 2d to M. J. Eldred;
cockerel ist, hen ist and 2d, pullet ist and 2d to

Lester B. Gunn. Silver duckwing—Cock ist, hen
istand pen ist to Gunn. Red "^ile—Hen ist to

A. E. Blunck. Black—Cockerel 1st, hen ist and
2d to B. C. Thornton. White—Cock ist, cockerel
ist to G. W. Heath: hen ist to Thornton; 2d and
3dtoG. W. Heath; pullet ist and 2d to Thorn-
ton; pen I.st to Heath. Pit—Cock ist to Gunn,
3d to D. C. Paulding, 3d to Louis Shortstieve;

cockerel ist to Shortstieve; hen ist to Paulding;
pullet 1 St to Short>itieve. Black Sumatra—Cock
1st to Gunn; hen ist and 2d to Gunn, 3d to Good-
ing; pullet ist and 2d and pen 1st to Gunn.
Black-breasted red Malays—Cockerel ist, hen ist

2d, pullet ist and 2d, pen i.st to Gunn. Indian-
Cock ist to Hammerschmidt, 2d to F. D. Lewis
& Bros., 3d to Dr. Ed Moore; cockerel ist to F.

D. Lewis & Bros., 2d to Shady Shore Poultry
Farm; hen ist to Shady Share Poultry Farm, 2d

to Hammerschmidt; pullet 1st aud 2d to Shady
Shore Poultry Farm, 3d to Hammerschmidt; pen
ist to Hammerschmidt, 2d to Dr. Kd Moore.

Bantams (game).—Cock ist to Thornton, 2d to

Rockenstyre; cockerel ist to Rockenstyre; hen
ist to Thornton, 2d to Rockenstyre; pullet

ist to Thornton, 2d to Rocken.styre. Golden
duckwing—Cock ist, hen ist to Thornton. Silver

duckwing—Cock ist, cockerel ist, hen 1st, pullet

1st to Rockenstyre. Red pile—Cock ist to Rock-
enstyre; cockerel ist to Thornton, 2d and 3d to

J. Warner; hen ist to Thornton, pullet ist, 2aand
3d, yen 1st to Warner.
Other than game—Golden Sebright, cock 1st

and 2d to Rockenstyre; cockerel ist to Rocken-
styre, 2d to Lewis & Bro.: hen istand 2d to Rock-
enstyre; pullet 1st and 2d to Rockenstyre, 3d to

Lewis & Bros.; breeding pen ist to Rockenstyre,
2d to Lewis & Bros.
Silver Sebrights—Cock, ist to Quilhot, 2d to War-

ner, 3d to Rockenstyre; cockerel 1st to Vaissiere,

2d (tie) to Vaissiere and Rockenstyre; hen 1st

(tie) to Vaissiere and Rockenstyre; pullet 1st to

Quilhot, 2d and 3d to Warner; pen 1st to

Warner.
White rose comb.—Cock 1st and 2d, cockerel

ist, hen ist and 2d, pullet ist and 2d, breeding
pen 1st to Rockenstyre.
Black rose comb—Cock ist and 2d, cockerel ist

and 2d, hen ist and 2d. pullet 1st and 2d to De-
Graff, 3d to John G. Mills, pen 1st to DeGraff.
White booted—Cockerel 1st, pullet 1st to Rock-

enstyre.
Japanese—Cock 2d, hen ist, pullet 2d to Rock-

enstyre.
white Japanese.—Cock ist and 2d, hen ist and

2d to Rockenstyre.
"Black-tail."—Cock ist, cockerel ist and 2d,

hen 2d and 3d, pullet 1st and 3d, pen ist to Lewis
& Bros.
Buff Pekin—Cock ist to Rockenstyre. 2d to

John G. Mills: cockerel 1st (tie) to Rocken.styre
and Lewis & Bro.; hen 1st to Rockenstyre; 2d and
3d to Mills; pullet ist to Mills, 2d and 3d to Rock-
enstyre; pen ist to Rockenstyre, 2d to Mills.

White Polish.—Cock ist and 2d, cockerel 1st

and 2d, hen ist, pullet 1st to C K. Rockenstyre.
Black Pekin.—Cock ist and 2d, cockerel 1st.

hen 1st and 2d, pullet 1st aud 2d, breeding pen
ist to Rockenstyre.
White Pekin.— ist and 2d, cockerel 1st, hen ist

and 2d, pullet ist to Rockenstyre.
Partridge Pekin.—Cock ist, hen ist to Rocken-

styre.
Cuckoo Pekin.—Cock ist, cockerel ist, hen ist

and 2d. pullet ist and 2d, pen ist to Rockenstyre.
White-crested Polish.—Hen 2d to Lewis &

Bros.
White silkies.—Cock ist and 2d. cockerel 1st,

hen ist and 2d. pullet ist and 2d aud pen 1st to

Rockenstyre.
Frizzles'.—Cock 1st and 2d, cockerel i.st, hen

1st and 2d, pullet 1st and 2d to Rockenstyre.
Kumpless.—Cockerel ist, hen ist, pullet ist to

Rockenstyre.
White Rumpless.—Cock ist, hen ist to J. J.

Miller.

Turkeys (bronze).—Cock ist to C. H. Barber,
2d and 3d to George WoU; cockerel ist and 2d to

Barber; hen i.st and 2d to Wolf, 3d to Barber; pen
ist and 2d to Barber. Buff- Cock ist and 2d to

O. J. Lewis; cockerel ist to Barber; hen 1st and
2d to Lewis; pullet 1st to Barber. Slate—Cock
ist, cockerel 1st and 2d, hen 1st, pullet ist and
2d to Barber. Wild—Cock i.st, cockerel 1st, hen
1st, pullet 2d to Barber.

Ducks (Pekin) —Drake, old ist and 3d to Voung,
2d to Barber: drake, old 2d and 3d to Myers;
young ist to Myers: duck, old ist and 3d, young
2d to Barber; diick. old 2d, young ist f* Myers;
young 3d to Martin. Rouen—Drake, old 2d to
Seymour: drake, old ist and 3d, young ist and
2d to Barber; duck, old ist and 2d to Barber. 3d
to Seymour; young ist and 2fi and pen ist to Bar-
ber. Aylesbury—Drake, old ist and 2d, young
ist and 2d to Barber; duck, old ist and 2d, young
1st and 2d, pen ist to Barber. Colored Musco-
vys—Drake, old ist and 2d, young ist and 2d to

Barber: duck, old ist and 2d, young 1st and 2d.

pen 1st to Barber. White—Drake, old 1st and
2d, young ist and 2d to barber; duck, old ist and
2d, young 1st and 2d, pen ist to Barber. Crested
white—Drake ist, duck ist to Barber.

Geese.—Embden, gander, old ist and 2d,

young ist and 2d to Barber; goose, old ist and
2d, young ist and 2d, pen 1st to Barber. Wild
geese—Gander ist, goose ist to Barber. Toulouse
—Gander ist and 2d, goose 1st and 2d to D. S.

Baird & Sons.

Pigeons (pouters).—Blue pied pair 2d, black
1st, red ist.white fantails ist. silver dun owls ist,

blue owls 1st, yellow Jacobins ist. blue ist, blue
pied pouters ist, white hen pigeons ist to John
G. Mills; Jacobins, yellow, 2d, white 1st. black
ist. red pied pouters 2d, white 2d to Joseph Law-
tenslager. Pair solid yellow, short faced, al-

mond tumblers ist. solid yellow peaked crested

turbits 1st to Ed Strevy: pair white pigmy pouters
ist, Binninham roller ist, 2d and 3d, high flyers

1st, black booted tumblers ist. blue i.st, mottled
plain leg ist, yellow plain leg 1st, red plain leg

ist to Dr. Ed Moore .

This little item is not put in to fill up,

as it is called, but to remind you to be

sure and get a copy of next week's Jour-

nal, which will contain a complete and
accurate report of the great New York
Poultry and Pigeon show. Send in your
orders as early as possible.

THB lilQHT BRAHMA SHOW.

Three Hundred and T"welve of the
Breed on Exhibition.

From a Staff Correspondent.

Boston, Mass., Jan. 28.—The exhibi-

tion of the New England Light Brahma
Club opened in Faneuil Hall, Tuesday,

January 26, with 312 Brahmas. H. H.

Bunford, of Waltham, showed twenty-

three for exhibition only, as he was one

of the judges. A better string of tails,

combs and legs was never shown by one

man. Wm. E. Bright was prevailed on«

to show at the eleventh hour, and ex-

hibited five handsome specimens. They

were taken out of the breeding yard, and

not having been fitted in were a trifle

under weight. His cockerel was large,

fine head, almost perfect comb, tail left

the back a trifle abrupt, color perfect,

elegant legs, middle toe sparingly feath-

ered, broad back and breast. Good for

9i/4 honest points. One pullet had as

nice a hackle as any in the row. A. J.
Rowan, of Hingham Centre, had six

birds. Pullets nice legs, necks and
hackles, hocks a trifle narrow, good tails.

Cockerels a little short in body, necks
good, fair combs, well feathered feet, tails

pinched. Elegant back on one, the other
being somewhat raised.

The Rhode Islaud Poultry Yards, of
Pawtucket, R. I., had six specimens,
looking as nice as when shown at Provi-

dence two weeks ago. One cockerel was
well up on legs, trifle short body, good-
shaped back, tail aud breast

;
good

hackle and comb, feet well apart, middle
toe lacking somewhat on feathering. The
other cockerel was longer body, better

neck, rich in color, comb short, deep, full

breast. Pullets good in shape, nice

necks, tail coverts off a little in color.

C. A. Wheeler, of Brighton, showed a
trio for exhibilion only, as he also was
one of the judges. They were grand,
especially the cockerel, who had nicely

spread tail, deep-colored hackle, fine

broad back, excellent shaped head, good
colored eye, deep breast and good wing.
Wallace Durgin, of Brighton, entered

seven birds. Cock nice broad breast, not
full enough, good hackle and wings, good
shaped head and comb, back flat, tail

trifle high, little short on legs. Cock-
erel longer in body, flat in breast, back
well curved, saddle not full enough, tail

good in color but trifle narrow. Pullets

good shape, lotsof color in hackles good,
colored tails.

W. H. Wilson, of Shirley Village,

showed a pair of nice fowls good in shape
aud color, the cock having an elegant
hackle and almost black flights. The
hen had as deep a breast as was ever
seen

J.W. Shaw, of Brockton, showed thirty-

one. It would be impossible to describe

each individual. They were a grand lot,

the necks and tails being especially no-

ticeable. The male birds we thought
were a little short on legs, but their other
sections more than made up for it.

C. B. Travis, of Brighton, ten birds,

cockerels and pullets. Pullets, good
tails, nicely pencilled coverts. Cock-
erels' tails a little narrow, but good in

color, elegant shaped backs, good eyes,

wings and feet. The cock tipped the

scales at iy4 pounds, short legs, nice

long and broad back, well-shaped tail,

good colored hackle, nice head and eye,

fine breast. Hens nice breasts ; hackles

and tails lacked color. They were large

and plump, but too much Cochin shape.

Benjamin Watson, of Providence, R.

I., showed five. The cockerel had nice

flights, fair neck, good back, well-shaped

tail, nicely feathered legs, combs high
but otherwise good, .short body and flat

breast. Pullets long in body, nice legs,

good necks and wings, a good lot of

combs, head narrow and poor eyes.

Eugene Randall, of Belchertown, ex-

hibited seven. Pullets heavily feathered

on toes, long bodies, deep breasts, best of
hackles, fair tails, one being especially

fine, good, clean flights, heads good, eyes

dull ; one cockerel good in color but not
developed in shape, other cockerel grand
in shape, wide saddle and tail, well up
and nicely feathered legs, fine head aud
eyes, fair comb, good hackle, but not

quite deep enough in color.

L. R. Whitaker. of Brighton, showed
fourteen, cockerels with one exception

being too young, but destined to develop
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into hot ones. The other cockerel was

good in shape with exception of breast

which was a little flat, good head and

eve not very good comb, plenty of color

hrhackle. elelant flights. Pullets nice

shape, splendid necks, good heads and

combs, eves a little pale, backs trifle

cushioned. He showecf as a cock tlie la

year's first prize cockerel. The latter is

somewhat brassy, but has a well-preserved

hackle and wing.
x. a ;„

G W. Comack, of Stoneham, had in

four, the cockerel being young but up to

weTght, nice shaped back, deep breast

tai fine, but not fully grown, good head

.and comb, well feathered legs. PulleU

young, but nicely marked eyes pale.

They will improve greatly with age.

Dr Hutchinson, of North Abington

had i'n an even dozen, cockerels with

one exception, having >^^11 spread taUs,

plenty of color in hackle, good flights.

Eroad breasts and nice legs and toes.

Pullets all had fine breasts. o"eespecia ly

deep, some of the tails well spread and

good iu color, combs were nice, eyes

'^T E. Benton, of Waverly. exhibited

sixteen "AooUos." Females had deep

breastl, g6od bodies, nice "ecks and

feet Cockerels were young, but good,

hav ne plenty of color in all sections.

h's cocS birci was large, with broad back

"nd breast. He exhibited a pen of hng-

lish Brahmas with feet like wings. The

pnllet had excellent neck, narrow head,

Pr eye, good comb. Cockerel young,

poor head and comb.
. ^a ^ «o«

^T M Perry, of Brockton, showed a pen

of five. Cockerel nice in color, good

head eye and comb. Pullets had good

necks and tails, bright eyes, narrow

heads, good combs. .

• George B. Packhurst had a pair. The

cockerel had good shape, nice head, eye

and comb, good back and well-spread

tail, pale hackle and fair wings.

V P Hill, of Allston, showed eight

hens with good necks and tails, nicely

feathered feet, good Aiglets an^ good

shape J. T. Merritt, of Ridge Hill,

S^edipair of nice aH-und pu^^e s

every section being fine. R. G. DavisS Montpelier. Vt., showed a string of

twenty-seven. They were deep colored

weU marked and well feathered had broad

heads irood eyes, nice tails and feet.

George V. Fletcher showed forty-six

Pnd a stronger lot was never sliowu.

Hackles, tails, wings and legs a I fine.

We miK It criticise a few individual spec-

hiieiis but as a lot nothing can be said.

It was nip and tuck between Fletcher,

Slmi and Davis, all being on the anxious

seat during the j"dgmg.

Tennev & Harrington, ot vveues

lev Hills, exhibited a trio with good syra-

mlt" . nicely marked neckV^n;^!;-!^-

good heads and eyes John Wardle, jr..

of De.lham. had eigbt specimens Pul-

lets nice i>ody, good tails "ecks and

combs and clean wings; true Brajima

«hane Hens nice, cockerel tine legs,

'elegant back and tail, "eck lacking some-

what in color, fine head and eye. almost

^^Hrilaifckr Williams showed twelve

prand specimens for exhibition only as

fe was^one of the judges. His stock is

too well known to' admit of comment,

suffice it to savthat his reputation was

safe with such birds. R. S. Mackintosh

Tr of Boston, showed five old bmls the

heiis having goo.l necks and tails, clean

wTnis llckecl some in toe feathering and
wings lacKe 1

^^^ sections

Sve'conl-b and^his tail showed a little

""

C^^t' Nesmith. of Reading had four-

teen Pullets had good long >>odies nice

backs and breasts, clean wings and tails,

a bright lot of eyes and good combs;

hpa.ls as a whole a tnfle narrow W. H.

Vinng of Leominster, exhibited six.

^ulets'and cockerels were excellent in

symmetry, nicely marked necks, well

penciled tail coverts, nice backs and

breass broad heads, good eyes and

n«?,^hl and well feathered feet. A. B.

Yea on
" Stoneham, showed sixteen,

wftl p enty of color in necks and wings.

;;ice trails, I^ood combs. \-ds and eyes^

Secretary Cromack ^as hard at work

and every detail was attended to. bver>

b"nl that was entered, with one excep-

Uon, was shown. Following is a list of

theav^ards:
^^^^^

p wiUiamft,Ta»inton, judge.

,.G.V.FMcher. 94,^. ^ jTrJlIl^r : 'M
2. Geo. Uavis •• • 93/^ |

- ^; ^ p .jo^ . . 91.^

J:
G.V.FTelchTr . . ?.>i ) .0. J- W.Shaw . . .90

Cockerels.

Charles Wheeler, Brighton, judge.

. r V vletcher 0^% I

6. C.P. Travis . . . 9^K

2: ?.W. ihaw : .m 7. Pr^Hutchinson . 9^%

3. G.V.Fletcher
4. J.W. Shaw .

5. G.V.Fletcher

93
.93

^

.92%

8. G.V.Fletcher . . 9^7*

9. Dr. Hutchinson .92^
10. J.W. Shaw . . . 92/4

GOTHAM OAOKLBS.

93H
9i'A
92^
925^
92

The seventh prize cockerel was undoubtedly

the best cockerel in the show.

liens.

p. Williams, Taunton, judge.

1 w <;haw 9lM 1 6. G. V. Fletcher .

i.^.-|rerheV:?j| 7. George navis .

George Davis . 93^ ', »• J,-
W- |nfw • •

G. V. Fletcher .93^ 9- G. V Fletcner .

George Davis . 93'/4 10. T- W. Shaw.

Pullets.

H H. Bumfordj Waltham, judge.

, T yxr shaw» 1
6- G. V. Fletcher.

i?-^-?haw"- I
9.Jiv:FSer.

t: ]: ?; M^rrUi. il. A. B. Yeaton.

* Score cards not on cpops.

Collection Prizes.

Cockerel and four pullets.

I. G. V. Fletcher

2 J. W. Shaw
3 G. V. Fletcher

4. J. W. Shaw

469^

46.S

463
.462^
. 46oVi

.46o>X

. 458K

.468

. 4655^
. 463^
.456Ji
.45i>i
.451^
.449

,

.445'X

George Davis
6. A. B. Yeaton
7. Dr. N. V. Hutchinson
8. J. W. Shaw
9. G. V. Fletcher

10. J. W. Shaw
Cocks and four hens.

G. V. Fletcher
••...

George Davis
.. J. W. Shaw
4. G. V. Fletcher

5. E. C. Benton
6. George Davis

7. R. S. Mackintosh
8. A. B. Yeaton

Silver cup for best male and four best

females (old or young) was tied between

Shaw and Fletcher. After trying. ^U

ways to break the tie it was decided to

Xw it to stand, and as Mr. Feltch won

a cup last year for same prize, he kindl>

consented to allow Mr. Shaw to take

home his half and keep it for the year

on condition that Mr. Shaw puts the cup

up again next year for same prize.

A. K. F.

And Here'B a Merry "How Do

You Do" All Bound.

The magnificent Madison Square Gar-

den, or might we not call it the "Garden

of the Gods?" is ringing with cackles,

coos and squeaks of the feathered tribe.

The New York show of 1892 is in full

blast, better and greater than ever.

—o

The fair, stately but scantily habited

Diana trembles in polar breezes overhead,

for it is eternal morning below with the

chanticleers. The latter crow lustily

from grey dawn to electric midnight.

The scene in the Garden at night is beau-

tiful. At the hotels, however, the boys

sing "Oh ! what a difference in the morn-

ing." —o—
The entries, notwithstanding an entry

fee of $2 per fowl is charged, are almost

as large as in 1891. The absence of a

Canadian exhibit numbering 250 fowls,

owing to the inability of the owner to be

present, would have increased the entries

far iu excess of last year.

Plymouth Rocks are out in great force,

about forty males and as many females

being on exhibition. The old American

stand-by means business this year.

Indian games are a grand class in quan-

tity and quality

old Captain Griffiny. Enthusiastic and

sturdy as ever for New York and Brah-

mas and "Rocks," he works like a Trogan

for the success of the show.

Alderman Jimmy Forsyth came down

from Owego, N. Y., loaded with ninety

birds. His exhibit is a great one in every

respect. Next year he expects to bring

his duplex octagon poultry house to New

York. —o

—

The pigeon exhibit is ahead of last

year, and Dr. Owen and D. E. Newell

can be found near the "billers and cooers"

at all times.

The poultry press is as usual a full

company. For fear of omitting the name

of some, we mention none this week.

The Fanciers' Journal has its box

as usual, and is represented by J. H.

Drevenstedt, Harry E. Twyford, H. W.

Seaber, W. J.
Andrus and Claude M.

Dugan.

-o-

NATIONAL GAME SHOW.

A Brilliant Collection of the Fight-

ers in Poultrydom.

INDIANAPOUS, Ind., January 26.-The

list of awards of the National Game show

which was held here January 19 to 23 are

as follows

:

Bl ACK-BREASTED REDS (B. N. ^i^Ce . J udgCj
-

C(Kk 18^ 2d and 3d. hen same, sUg same pullet

Sie pen ist to A. C. Ficklin, Tuscola 111

PiRF PIT GAMES (C. W. guinn, J<»da:e).-Cock

f J, ? VA Gressle 2d to J L. McBnde. 3d to A.

kwhTte^H4lhtTjackCiiristian. 5th to August

Levy. 2d to peter D.nple 3d to A. A. WhUesell.
lipple, 3<i 'o A. A. wii.it=»-. .

_?ik ha f Jap. 1st to A. M. Young halt iUeel.

Young; pullet, half jap, ^st 101
^^ j^e Ros-

Cock, dark red ist to C. K. Munou
^^^^

i'^rJ°red isftoC W.'Qmnn. black. 2d to yu.un,

dark 'red.'Sto'^Quinl.. white. 4th to RossUer,

white, 5th to Lamb. riarte indeed

st..VE« m^KWT... BA»T»»S.-C0Ck .S., b.n

Madison Square f'"^*^".
.^^^^^ Atlantic Aseel

play ever seen on th,s ^^de he AUa^^^^
^

lnd.ansj)ure pits and puu
^^^ ^^

y^^me^ns fhey ^roke all previous Amer.can

records.

Asiatics "are out of sight," a most

magnificent display. The heathen of

the "land of flowers" would be startled

to find his productions of past years so

wonderfully improved by American in-

telligence and skill. A full report will

appear next week in Thk Fanciers'

Journal.' —o

—

Breeding yards are immense, seventy-

five more entries than last year, and one

of the most attractive features of the

show.

The display of pheasants is the best

ever seen in America, all varieties being

represented. It is a feature of the show.

—o

—

.

Fanciers from all parts of the United

States and New Jersey are present m
large numbers. The Ashland House is

headquarters and neariy as lively as the

Garden itself.

That pair of deuces, Gaylor and Weed,

are busy with their birds. As a bird

"toileteer" Weed is trying hard to beat

Gaylor.

Fanciers' Journal Oup.

We have received the following letter

of acknowledgment from Mr. Rackham :

East Orange, N. J.,
February 2.

Fanciers' Pub. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

DEAR SIRS : on behalf of the New York Poul-

try and Pigeon Association, limited, let me say

that the handsome donation by The Fanciers'

JOURNAL known:as:the Leghorn Cup is highly

appreciated by the association. 1 will give it as

much publicity as pos.sible, and am sorry that

the hour is so late. I hope that we shall receive

the cup in time to have it on exhibition. Yours

^ruiy T. F. Rackham, Secretary.

J H Thompson, Jr., side whiskers,

duster and all, is herewith a great array

of birds. Both he and the birds have

wintered well. Last year he neariy

reached the Rubicon ; this year he ex-

pects to reach the climax.

o—
Fxldy Thompson, elated over his

Quaker Citv coup, is satisfied to appear

only as a sombre judge, but "Old Cori-

ander " always was a wise man. His

tragic mien materially assists him m

judging birds and evergreens, two of his

hobbies.

George Purdue, the little man from

New Jersev. fltts about the show as if on

springs. He has vitality and ability in-

dispensable to the onerous duties he per-

forms. A New York show without George

would be a strange affair.

O K. Sharp, Lockport's (N. Y.) poul-

try monarch, is here in a double role.

He is a heavy exhibitor as well as promi-

nent judge. ^

Another familiar figure is that of good

The Louisville Show.

One of the exhibitors at the Louisville

Columbarian show remarked to a repre-

sentative of The Fanciers' Journal at

the New York show that the show was a

good one, but no such numbers as claimed

by the management. The quality of the

birds was up to the high water-mark ex-

cept carriers, barbs, owls, turbits, Jaco-

bins and fantails. There were some fair

to good pouters.

The score card was used for two days,

and then discarded by the unanimous

vote of the A. C. A., as under its rule it

would have taken six weeks to have

scored the pigeons.

D E Newell made a grand record tor

his carriers and barbs, carrying off nearly

all the first and second premiums and all

specials.
^^^^j.^j.jj ^^^ j^^gt and fifty-dol-

lar cup for collection of Jacobins and

twenty-dollar cup for best bird in the

class besides eight firsts and six seconds,

winning in all twenty-five premiums on

twenty-nine entries.

A B Hoskins won first on red Jacobin

cock and first on blue Jacobin cock and

hen Dr Tuggle, of Columbus, Ga., won

two'firsts on cock and hen in any other

color Jacobins. ,

The American Jacobin Cluo was formed

and the following officers elected : Presi-

dent H. V. Crawford; vice-presidents,

Thomas W. Tuggle, Samuel Cassidy;

secretary and treasurer, W. H. Adams.

The complete report of the Columbanan

show has not been received from the au-

thorized representative of The Fan-

ciers' Journal, much to our regret.

The Cochin Bantam Club.

A meeting of American breeders of

Cochin bantams was held at Mechanics'

Hall on January 27, and an organization

to be called the Cochin Bantam Club was

formed. The officers elected are : Presi-

dent, T. H. Adams, of Pa^tucket R. I. ;

secretary and treasurer, H. S. :^11, ot

Shrewsbury ; vi^e-presidents F W.

Gaylor, of Quogue, L. L.and Wilham R
Atherton,, of Newton ;

directors, WiUiam

M Hughes, of Newport, R. L- J. w. l,.

Todd, of New York; W. H. Hamilton,

of DanielsonviUe, Con 11. ; I^^^^^Ji, ^):^'
of Auburn, and W. E. Estes, of Quincy.

This organization will have annual meet-

ings.

*#^

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

Well, the first gun has been fired and

the League of American Homing Clubs

is a fact, and a very substantial fact.

too.

That was a great organization meeting

held in Newark, N. J., on the 27tli ult.

Just fancy, the League starts with a mem-
bership larger than the Federation can

boast of. although the latter has been in

the field for years.

This is a great feather in the League

cap, and what is more it proves conclu-

sively that the Federation was not filling

the bill as a national organization, other-

wise there would not have been so many
fanciers eager to become associated with

the new national body.
«

» *

That the League of American Homing
Clubs will be the recognized national or-

ganization of the future there is now nO

reason to doubt, its membership roll

placing such a claim beyond question. It

is a matter of regret, however, that two

rival national organizations should exist.

Now that the Federation people see that

American fanciers will submit to nothing

bordering on bossism, why not patch up

a truce. Let the old F'ederation hulk go;

it is merely a reminder of mismanage-

ment, disregarded rules, bossism and

treachery, and get aboard the new

League ship, in which the government is

by the people and for the people.

«
• *

There is not so very much difference

between the two organizations as far as

the rules are concerned, although one is

a league of fanciers and the other a league

of clubs. The trouble has been that the

Federation of Fanciers has not lived up

to the rules, while schoolboys could

have managed the races more success-

fully than those of last season.

»

There is a big difference in the mode

of government, however. The Federa-

tion is governed by a set of officers and

an executive committee which have in-

variably been nominated and elected by

a clique, the necessary votes for the latter

purpose being turned in as proxies at a dol-

lar a head. At the last election, for in-

stance, although regular nominations had

been made weeks before in accordance

with the rules, other nominations were

made at the annual meeting, and the per-

sons thus nominated were elected by the

free use of proxy votes. Such action was

illegal on the face of it, as it will clearly

be seen that no fancier could intelli-

gently vote by proxy for any other than

one of the regularly advertised nominees.

fanciers of the United States a national

organization in which confidence can be

placed. Everything points to reform,

and there is no doubt that this is what

we are to get. And why not? Why
should we pursue the old pathway when

men of known experience can point out

its defects and show us something that

their past experience teaches them to be

far better ?

«
« «

We repeat, drop the old hulk and get

aboard the new League ship, in which

you will already find such men as T.

Fred Goldman, owner of the champion

500-mile bird of the country ; George H.

Bowerman, owner of the champion long-

distance record bird of the country; J. D.

Munro, who holds the Item loo-mile

Championship Trophy and first diplomas

from various distances ; Charlie Hut, the

unfortunate, with Federation record of

frequently winning but rarely getting

;

A. M. Wood, the well-known pigeon fly-

ing editor; Conrad A. Mahr, J. C. Con-

ley, the best race secretary the Federa-

tion ever had ; H. I. Lansdale, president

Washington Federation ; Samuel W.
Taylor, of Baltimore, another victim

; J.

C. Harris, of Boston, and over two hun-

dred others, nearly all as well known.

Any club of five or more reputable fan-

ciers can join the National League by

application to George H. Bowerman,

secretary, 20 Monmouth Street, Newark,

N.J.
« *

The last few issues of The Fanciers'

Journal have been mailed to pigeon

flyers all over the United States, and

very many favorable responses have been

received. Fanciers fully recognize the

fact that it is a great boon to get the

news before it is stale. It is the inten-

tion of the management to devote more

space to pigeon flying in the future, and

we confidently expect the experiment

will be fully appreciated. .Advertisers in

our columns will find a ready sale for

their birds, and a trial will prove conclu-

sively that three or four insertions in

The Journal will sell more birds and

secure better prices than a twelve-month

similar insertion in any other homing

paper. Try it and see for yourself

-WITH-

A FEW HENS
Is the motto and teachings of the Ppxt Poultry Paper published, li Cnsta Only .V) pts. a yoar ; six

niontha 25 cts. Cash or stamps. Sample free. Address FARM-POULTKV, Box ai IS, Huston, Mas.s.

-, LIKE ,^

CONDITION POWDER
IF YOU CAN'T GET IT KEAR HO!«iE, SEXD TO US.

It Is Absolutely Pure. Highly Concentratod. Most Economloal, because suoh small do.seR. Strictly a Mertlclnp.

Kot a Food. You can hiir or raise food a.s cheap a-s we can. Prevents and I'lm-u nil dlwaHes of Poult ry. » <>i 1 11

more than prold when hens are Moultinif. "One lanni can saved nie $40, xend «lx nioro to prevent roiin tlilH

winUT. " savs a customer. For sale by dni(?KlsM, prrocers, jreiieral Ntore and f.-t-d dealers. >o "••''r n>»n<' .'j'^;,'!;

We win send post-nnid by mail a.s ^ollown- A new eletrantly illustrated copy of the "FAKMKHS nn I.TKY

RAISING GUIDE" (price i") cents. Contains a daily poultry account worth the prue>, and twoBinall twckiufes of

Powderfor Moents; or, one lartfo 2 1-* pound can for $1 20 (retfuliir price) and "iuulefree. Sample piuk.a's-.,

Ave for tl.OO. Six larare cans, express prepaid, $.5.00. Send stamps or cash. In uuantity costs less than one-tentU

c«nt a day per hen. Testlinoi.ialssent free. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., 22 Custom-House Street, Boston, Mass.

race, and it is confidently expected

the entries will be large.

that

*

The short distance races that the Item

has inaugurated do much to stimulate

interest iu the sport, and there is no

doubt the Quaker City can boast of many

new lofts as a result of the movement.
«

POINTS IN THE FLYING FANCY.

• «

The attention of fanciers is called to

the new advertisements of Messrs. Munro

and Goldman which appear for the first

time this week. Mr. Goldman holds the

I'nited States one-day record from 500

miles, while Mr, Munro's advertisement

speaks for itself, the performances of his

birds in all races of 1890 being unequaled

in this country, that is, with as large a

number of birds in competition.

»
* *

The management of the new League of

Homing Clubs in this respect is much
fairer ; in fact, its mode of government

appeals to all a.s being far and away

ahead of any other pigeon organization.

The League is to be governed by a board

of directors, and every club has a pro

rata membership on the governing board
;

a club of five lias one delegate, a club of

ten has two delegates, and so on. In this

manner there cannot possibly be any boss

rule, as every club will elect delegates to

the board of directors and the latter will

rule the roost, a thoroughly representa-

tive manner of legislation.

» «

*
* •

Under these circumstances it will be

seen that those interested in the League

are making an earnest effort to give the

The Chicago fanciers are likely to

make quite a splurge in pigeon flying

circles in the near future. There are

quite a number of Belgians amongst

them, also quite a lot of imported Bel-

gian birds, with others purchased from

Dr. Johnson, of Keyport, and other

Eastern lofts. The country out around

Chicago is very level, the atmosphere

generally very clear, and these facts,

taken in connection with the fact that the

owners themselves are men well versed

in the sport, makes it quite likely that a

few records may be demolished in the

Windy City ere many moons pass.

» «

The Item announces another ten-mile

race open to all Philadelphia, to take

place on Easter Monday, April 18, the

prizes being the Item Ten-mile Challenge

Trophy and several other prizes. A com-

mittee representing each section of the

city has been appointed to manage the

News and Notes Gathered Here,

There and Everywhere.
The League of American Homing

Clubs. The title has the true ring to it,

and the names of the flying fanciers who

have this past week completed the or-

ganization in its first stage and associ-

ated themselves within its jurisdiction

are names well known throughout the

pigeon flying fancy and a guarantee that

no effort, time or money will be spared

to make the association thorough and de-

sirable.

As a national organization it will un-

doubtedly supercede all former efforts in

this direction for it is built on lines that are

more reasonable, practicable and with less

tendency to sectional friction than in the

past. Moreover, being a government of

the clubs of the flying fancy by the fly-

ing fancy every club and section through

its share of delegates having a voice and

say in the management, the new league

of clubs cannot by any possible means be

deemed as not sufficiently representative

and lacking in scope for the prospective

development of the sport as can be

charged to the Federation of American
Homing Pigeon Fanciers.

Furthermore, in this new organization

of pigeon flyers clubs and .sections will

readily actjuire a more practical and pro-

gressive knowlege and insight of the best

methods of enjoying the sport and the

protection of the'record. They will learn

to act for themselves, and in time will

have arrived at such a stage of excellence

that the true personnel of the flying fancy

will become a common knowledge and
cases of lamentable ignorance of the

workings of a successful pigeon flying

club and the duties entailed upon its

members that I can instance in many
cases in the past will become very rare

and finally impossible and inexcu.sable.

The constitution, by-laws and race

rules of the new I<eague of American

Homing Clubs is now being published in

convenient book form, and in the course

of a week or so will be ready for distribu

tion.

I recommend a close and careful perusal

of its pages, and I am sure they will be

the means of influencing many at pres-

ent undecided to join the or^'anization,

or, at least, compare its methods pro

prosed with those of the past and afford

ih.'ni ample material for reflection, for

they cannot but recognize many points

of advantage and superiority over the old

methods.
Do not be blinded, flying fanciers, by

the proposed new methods to be intro-

duced by the Federation of American
Homing Pigeon Fanciers. Very many
of the old evils and disadvantages re-

main, and will remain just so long as it

is controlled by a local influence and its

membership roll capable of being re-

cruited by such lax methods and its

memljers without full representation at

its board meetings.
I was pleased to make the acquaint-

ance at the League's meeting in Newark,
N. J., of Mr. W. J. Andrus. of Hacken-
sack, N. J., a family name more promi-
nently identified with fine poultry than

homing pigeons
;
yet, inasmuch as Mr.

Andrus is up for membership in the F^m-

pire City Flying Club and has an excel-

lent loft of birds, the homing sport will

soon boom in Hackensack, and the end
of the year will find the Hackensack
Flying Club representing a distinct sec-

tion of the League.
Plainfield, Elizabeth,Trenton, Paterson.

Red Bank and vStaten Island, all in the

New York vicinity, have many goo<l fly-

ing fanciers, and the gentlemen will un-

doubtedly by the end of the year come
to the conclusion that their place, with

independent and distinct sectional man-
agement, is in the League of American
Homing Clubs.
Our California and far West brethren

in the fancy can also readily fall into

line and associate themselves with the

National League, and thus fly for League
honor and recognition, and the ball hav-

ing now been started rolling, I predict

that its gatherings by the end of the year

will surprise many who are at present

blinded by prejudices or misinformed.
I am quite sure Mr. H. H. Carletou, of

San Francisco, or Mr. (r. T. Marsh, the

librarian of the Pacific Coast Pigeon So-

ciety, will at once tak-- steps to enroll

their organizations into the League, and
with such gentlemen prominent in the

management of a flying club and con-

scientious and capable in the protection

of the flying reconls, why I ask is not

the flying records safe in such hands and
deserving of League recognition and
diplomas ?

The same can l)e said of Milwaukee,
Wis., through Mr. Fred T. Towers and
Mr. Otto Fabel, the race secretary and
corresponding secretary of the Milwau-
kee Flying Club ; also of Detroit Federa-

tion through Messrs. C. H. Gale and C.

A. Parkinson ; also Chicago, 111., through
Messrs. Purnell and Rock, of the Chica-

go Flying Club, and so on throughout

the entire States.

And now I would like to impress upon
the minds of all devoted and inter-

ested in the success of the League of

American Homing Clubs the importance

and absolute necessity of placing Thk
Fancikks' Journal in the hands of all

pigeon flying fancy throughout the

States.

In its columns it will hereafter read all

the pigeon flying news weekly done by

the members'of the League and outside

of it. It will lay before its readers every-

thing promptly that occurs of interest in

the pigeon flying world. It will publish

iu its columns matter of interest to all

flying men and chronicle anything of

importance that occurs in the flying

ranks of England, France, Belgium and

Germany. 1 hope all members of the

League will see that Thp: Fancikr.s'

Journal is sent to the fancier's friends

they wish to influence and direct into

the League, and that the writings and

publications of The Journal will duly

reach the spot intended. Fritz.
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POULTRY.

m?mm food.
we accumulate large quantities of damaKed

grain by the frequent bun„„g of
g^^^^^^^^

bv rd ou?SiSositiorof the goods is largely

Sf7eeK^^r o^rsii^ra^rtST^^cri

S^e^'^vr^SS^f^l^ „Uto<».. «»• will mail a pound sample Fn t.fc>

wards. Write us.

PAINE BROTHERS,^ MILWAUKEE. WIS.

SHOWS. SHOWS. ROOFING.

46-58

u

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

,, kind. Only $125 P" i'^aj^

Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany. N Y.

laTsTBABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence. R. I.

BREEDER OF

ARGONAUTS. INDIAN GAMES,
BANTAMS AI5D

PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.

delivered in rotation.

FOR PIGEONS AND
all breeds of fowls.

Four sizes ;
flexible

rubber, best quality. Send

for rates, also for pnces

of Indian Games, Minor-

cas. lavas and B.P.Rocks.

Nothing but the best ;
20

years' experience counts

in mating, breeding and

satisfying customers.

J, Y. BICKNELL,
3,4 Vermont Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

THB
^WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUBi^

NEW VORK.
SIXTEENTH ANNUAL BENCH SHOW

Madison Square Garden,
FEBROflRY 23, 24, 25 and 26, 1892.

ENTRIES CLOSE FEBRUARY 8.

For premium Lists, Entry Forms, etc., apply to
..„j.„tFor premium u

jaMES MORTIMER, Supennlendcnt,

Room 17, 44 Broadway, New York.

149-151

?"'''..«fl°l?Shn.otcUls. . .,,,., .,„„. ™„,«ltmi.H: two selling., $7.

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or

flat roofs. Extia
Heavy Felt for

Poultry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-

ing. Caps and

I

Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58 .

A. F. SWAN. 38 Dey Street, N. Y.

uiub's erand special for best COCK, co«.»..=.^. -
^

play and many other specials
exhibition matings. one setting, $4 :

two settings, $7
^ PRIME BIRDS FOR SALE. Eggs irora ex Address
three settings, $9. Profusely

'""%^^l.*^^"pso^ Amenla, Duchess County, X. Y.
E. B. THOMPSOri. ^ j,^ ^^^eed at Philadelphia, so made

N. B.-My Silver Wyandottes are finer than ever. I juagea

no exhibit in open class.

Sandacre parm
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

F. W. GAY LOR. Manager. Quogue. Long Island. N. Y.

INCUBATORS^

THE

PINELAND
INCDBRTORS RHD BROODERS

ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERE AWARDED

2-FIR5T PREM10M5-2
AT THE

Great New Yort Slow of 1891

moth catalogue. Clrculnrs free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

142-181
Jamesburg, New Jersey.

10-61

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM.

ESroRlNCUBATOB
PATINTLC

MANN'S BONE GUTTER
- —..-. roR

POULTRY FOOD
Warranted to .

cut jrrcen

b<.nes. meat. gnst^. and all

without cU.K or difficulty, or

MONEV Kekundeb.

It has been proved

GREEN CUT BONE
is the most economical e«
pr.Hlucin^ food w. the world.

It Will double the num-
ber of •8B«'/"'l "fer-
thtin 2-; per cent, more ler-

tilt. Send stamp .tor caia-

logue. Name this paper.

F. W. MANN,

WOODSIDE POUliTnV VRt^DS
M the Great Philadelphia Show I W^ a clean s eep - I^Jleche-^ On Incltat,

Games v.ou the two P^'^'P^^sP^^S^or most typical males and best pen

Trophy on cockerels and Gold Specials lor n
j^/ horns, White and Golden Wy-

a„!iS trials.Vacw' l^cU^-a^^^ Fife Bantams. Send for circular.

Address all corresponden^to ^^^^^^ Proprietor,
* HACKENSACK. BERGEN CO., N. J.

138-tf

T'oWS^^PouLtRY VARPS
I improveii "Champ

ionHncubalor

1 V.r>T.'r^-" X _.^^^o •P^^SBBB Always Reliable. Guar-^ ' ^ . <i..rv-r/Mu PRnpRicTOR. ^m^^agmmmm !^,TJd the simplest and

rkUntM ami
Hole

4MPR0VEO IX«'»"-

4^,tM4^iWHcy-H*i-

ThoaBandB in riic>

CceMMlul operation.

,

Guaranteed to hatch I

la lafKer percentage
I of fertile eggs at leu

1 roit than any other incubator.

I Send 60. for Illua. Catalogue. _

f6EO.H.$TAHL,0uincy.llL

• , ^ ^in^s^B T>°RokrS°L"wVanroites,
S. C. W. Leg-

Buff -^''J-'^'^S^i^:r.^i"i';^a«?and Bu'ff Pekin Bantams.

STOGH POI^ SALE ATP fllili ©IMES.

Address all orders and correspondence to ^ WEED. MANAGER,
Hyde Parle, Dutchess County, N. Y.

34-85
"

SOLD OUT
SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,

to make room for my

INDIAN GAMES
(Un ported Thoroughbred Stock).

Stock and Kggs for Sale. Write for pnces

WILLIAM KLDRED
Dendron, Surry County, V a.

road journey.

T^g~
poLi.AR TYPE]![RITER

SI'S ABCDEFGHI^IilS"

RIVERSID^^ULTRY FARM

S C »nd R. C. Brown Leghorns Houd|^.s, White WyandotUs and RC.^Wh^

teghoTnl Great «"'* »t M^-" fl^fs"« ''Uke U begotten

Grind Gold Specials »;d.S''«' ^up on " P ^^^^^^ f„„

IJr'd';; ?^^ric"al',Sg
sSain^Sfat;! varieties. Can furnish eggs from C.

S^Adams' New York Pri.eW>nners^___
_^^^^ ^_^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^

101-151
J. FORSYTH, owEGO,

.PIGEONS
PIGEONS

Always Reliable. Guar-

aiitetd the Simplest ana

Best -.md t<< h'tch the

Largest percentage
pos.

^b™e. Send 2cl. sUmp
for handsome c.italog.

FAMOUS MFG.CO..
Chicago.

MONITOR INCURATOR.

How to obtain ont free Twen-

tv-three first premiums m one

vear Large book for stamp. A.

^WILLIAMS, Bristol, Conn.

VICTOR
Reliable Hatcher. ^*L.^'°V
Circular. SHEER & CHASE,
Sole Manufacturer*. Ut'iwOY, lia-

H RARE ©HANGS TO BUY SOME OP THE BEST

Before You Subscribe
For a.y A.ricuUU,a|^ Uve B'~>J,.^

Poultry «

still lower rate tna"
'J

>°" ^^en vou wnte.
one. A 1

ways ^^ o^^,*„
"^^'^iirsend vour name

Send ten cents (silver) «"
J,5^^y;/*of twenty-five

COP'^*- ADDRESS

F. D. BECK,
84tf Box II, WcUsburg, W. Va.

ioiiis fill' oi""-;- w":':,--

With p»P'r h"l;l'r, «ni»«..'IY,';^jf,;';;V;^?reht, li oi; 8Ht-

»>ilL"/>IiE^«i?i' r«Ro' (^"tonl.^AM.1 «T.. «. t ex..

nil r o""r.fi^?lr.?^^:v^^^?t!ly„^'^'"p^^^^^^

A NEW BOOK

WYftNDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Mating. Breed-

ng Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Powl

A handsomely printed book of 60 pages.

PRICE, 50 CENTS.
Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

33 South Third Street,

Philadelphia.

POULTRY. ^

AT.EX. W. CtnVCVIINGS,

DERBY, INI>.

r _ 4V.^ nit such as Shinholzcr
Breeds ga"i« J"[„^?^sP?ed quiHs. invincibles,

and »««*''
^^'f^^^s and the celebrated Derby

cash. Mention this paper. •»

LOOKI —EXCELSIOR-
POULTRY FARM-

(M^the; variVtieH of land *nd water #ov.ta

Md Eksth. Send stamp for Catal.«ue. Ad-

d^eLa F. S. STAIIL, Mgr., (^ulncy, ill.

Morpliliu- Habit C«[f,«V!," d"
to 20 drtvs. No pay till cureu.

DRfJ . StIpH E Ntf. Lebanon.Oh 10.

Special

PREMIUMS

A BRILLIANT SUCCESS

THE dMRISTFRaS RmFRBBR | PRQLI FIC
-OF THE

POUIiTRY.

Kennel
In order to secure new subscrib-

ers we will offer tlie following pre-

miums : To any of our subscribers

who will send us one new subscrib-

er at $2 per annum we will send a

copy of "Hammond's Training vs.

Breaking," price $i, or will send

same by mail for $i.o8 cash or

stamps.
To any of our subscribers who

will send us two new subscribers at

$2 per annum we will send a copy

of "Dogs, Their Management and

Treatment in Disease," by Ash-

mont, price $2, or will mail the same
for $2.10 cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us three new subscribers

at $2 per annum we will send a

copy of "Modern Training, Han-
dling and Management," by B. I

Waters, price $2.50, or will mail

same for $2.60 cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us five new subscribers

at $2 per annum we will send a

copy of "Our Prize Dogs," by C.
H. Mason, price $6, or we will mail

the same for $6. 12 cash or stamps.

Pou Itry& Pigeons

To any of our subscribers who
will send us one new subscriber at

$2 per annum we will send a copy

of the "American Standard of Per-

fection," price $1, or will mail the

same for $ i cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us one new subscriber at

$2 per annum we will send one

copy in cloth of "Pigeon Keeping,"

by F. M. Gilbert, price $1, or will

mail the same for $1.06 cash or

stamps.
To any of our subscribers who

will send us two new subscribers at

$2 per annum we will send a copy

of Felch's "Poultry Culture," price

1.50, or will mail the same for 1.56

cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us three new subscribers

at $2 per annum we will send a

"Loft Register for Homing or Fancy
Pigeons," price $2, or will mail the

same for 2.08 cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us five new subscribers at

$2 per annum we will send a copy
of "Lewis Wright's Poultry Book,"
price 5.CX), or will mail same for

5.25 cash or stamps.

/Notice

These premiums do not apply to

renewals nor to other members of

the family of subscribers, and are

only given for new subscriptions.

UPJMPWlPlf

pAflCIEHS' JOUHNAIi
Thousands of copies have been sold and the general verdict is that

it is the FINEST PAPER EVER PUBLISHED of its class. 44 pages

Beautifully Illustrated
Handsonnely Printed

CONTRIBUTORS-KENNEL
Vero Shaw.
Ilueh Dalziel,
Broekeahurst,

I. K. Felch,
.Tames Forsyth,
E. B. Thompson,
Theodore Sternberg,
J. C. Bockius,
F. U. Graves,

\V. "NVade,
T. H. Garleek.
Freeman I^loyd,

V. M. Haldeman.

Highland,
Everett Millals,
Alexander Glass, M. D.,

POULTRY AND PIGEONS

H. B. Tallman,
J. Henry Lee,

George T. AVhItfleld,
M . K. Boyer,
William L. Lentz,
G. O. Brow^n,
H. S. Baboock,
Henry Erdinann,

J. H, Drevenstedt.

ARTISTS
E. W. Hall,
F. L. SewelK

New York Photo-Enirravlng:

G. \V. Pettit,
C. S. Valentine,
F. T. Underhin,
F. B. Zimmer,
O. K. Sharp,
A. W. Hall,

F. N. Graves,
Henry Erdmann,

Company.
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POULTRY FOOD
WILL MAKE

HENS LAYI
IN WINTER.

!Uld «T«rfwh«r«. L. B. LORD. Trop., Bnrlligton. Tt;
|

For sale on all leading news stand of the large cities of the United

States. Price 10 cents each, or sent prepaid on receipt of the above
sum by addressing

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Box 916, Rhiladelphia, Pa.

» PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train

your dogs for the field trials and a book that no dog-
man can afford to be without.

PRICB 50 CBNXS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.
Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BRKKDKR OP

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great Crvstal Palace Show of America
New York. February, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens ; first, second and
fourth on barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard, $35 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILTS GRAND
SPECIALPRIZE,$100 IN GOLD.

lor best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other yarieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, $4

per 13, |7 per 26, |q per 39. Stock for sale. 39-91

MISOBLLANEOUS.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY
MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIElS,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES.
AND ALIy OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
Send lor Catalogue.

H. W^. VAHLE,
313 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

POUXTRY.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.

OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

AN UNPARALLELED RECORD
-AT THE-

GREAT PHILADELPHIA SHOW

-MY-

•Silver Wijaodottes-
Won every FIRST premuini and every SECOND
except on c<x:k, who won third in the hottest

competition ever known. Stock and eggs for

sale. _
A. T. BECKETT,

5052-iyem SALEM, NEW JERSEY.

For Sale, Indian Games
A fine lot of imported birds from the yards of

GEO. T. WHITFIELD, COLERIDGE, ENG-
LAND, consisting of one cock, one cockerel and
sixteen hens and pullets. For particulars ad-

dress J. H. DRKVENSTEDT.
50-51 Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

^VYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Gieat

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden. Feb., 1891.

Prices lo7t/ for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too Good !

"

Address

2854

BLYTHECOTE FARM.

Brainard Station, N. Y.

for profit

Kdward S. Sclimid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

should have Pure Ground
BEEF SCRAP, which is

Meat and Bone, collected from slaughter
houses. Dried Perfectly Sweet and ground.
Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them FREE. Ad-
dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO., 133
Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

^\
BINTIHQ OUTFIT 15s

9N HLE'i B. 4 »i|ih»bMi niblvr t^p*. IflM holdn. koitte I>-

lldlbU iDk.Ink Pxluid Tweccn Put up in luaitwiirttb

|Un«tiolil for \tm SkJafactiun ruwmntMd Worth S'te. BHt
iBcn Mkrkcr. Ctrl Pristn. rtc t<«u nuBn la 1 mliiut*,

riaMMOeknlianbo«rS«itpMtp*M 16«;t for ittc,C>t.fr«*.

^E.H.II«URH80LL * RRU •&('«rtlaa4t8(.H.V.agk

FOR POULTRY.
Boue Menl. - - Per KM) lb. Bag, ^\AyO
(iraiiulated Bono, " lOO ti.TS
Ground Beet
Scraps, - - - " IfM) .3.00

Calclte, - - - - " Zim i.OO
CruHhed Flint, - " -JOO " 3.00
Crushed Oyster
Shells. - - - " 900 " S.OO

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

price.
C. If. DEMPWOLF & CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

riG?:ox8.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE finf;st
—AND

—

largest
exclusive loft

—OF—
whitf: fantail

PIGEONS
Tn the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,

which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146
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THE KENNEL.

oiKEHHELS^

FOR vSALE-

A beautiful litter of pups, sired by the noted
Challenge Kildare {18,140), out of Rose Sarsfield

(i8.t^4). No better blood in the world. Color dark
ed. Prices—dogs, $25 ; bitches, $20. Price list

No. I now ready. 40-91

SALE OF GREAT DANES.
On account of pressing business as a physician

I ani ob iged to give up further breeding of The
German Dogee (Great Danes) and therefore, am
willing to sell my entire Kennels, consisting of
the following dogs

:

1. FA>'OIl, by Harras II out of Nellie.

2. BIIUTUS, by Ciesar Stuttgart out of

Flora Flavia.

a. PASCIIA II, litter brother of Brutus.

4. LLTIMA, by Faust Plavia out of Flora

Plavia.

5. IRlS,by Faust Plavia out of Astrid Plavia.

The above dogs are lately imported and regis-

tered in the German Stud Book.

«. NKKO II, by Ch. Brock out of Bella.

7. IIKCTOR II, by Brutus out of Augusta.

8. AUGUSTA, by Csesaroutof Minca.

0. BEI..IjA II, by Nero out of Augusta.

10. HUTU, by Brutus, out of Augusta,

11. MINCA III, by Favor out of Norma.

Dogs from 6 to 1 1 are breeding kennels. All

the dogs will be sold below cost. Further par-

ticulars about same, also price list, will be sent

by writing to »U. G. NICOI^AI,
'

Detroit, Mich.

150-tf Owner of Wolverine Kennels,

POULTRY.

Over 100 Awards

Received ill 1891.

Cntt. mhitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, England

(Hon. Secretary Indian Game Club), can .supply

Indian Game, Dorkmgs. Wvandottes, Creves,

I.a Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD BRKKDP;rS, |I5 per trio; EXTRA
GOOD, $25; KXHIBITION, $20 to $50 each at

Liverpool. Freight paid to New York for $10

extra on ?, to 9 birds. Eggs in season, $4 per
dozen. OVER 800 BIRDS EXPORTED LAST
YEAR.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading/or 20 cents per Itne for first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

Great Danes.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE, BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars

A. M. laggard, 629 North Front Street,

:ipnia.Philadel Pa. 43-94

Pedigree Blanks.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per line Jorfirst insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

Various

PEDIGREE BLANKS FOR FOUR GENER-
ATIONS at vo cents per dozen, or 85 cents
per 100. Extended four-page blanks, 5
cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed
postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

33 S. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

KT TH© TOR

BUrr WYANDOTTES
AND

BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS

was awarded all the prizes jfiven on Buff Wyan-
dottes at Philadelphia, Meriden. and Fall River.

At Philadelphia my Buff Plymouth Rocks took
their share of the first prizes competing in the

"any other variety class." At Meriden and Fall

River they took all the prizes and numerous
specials. Neither money nor time has been
spared in prefecting these breeds.

TS-S1S» 4^8 per 13, 915 per 26.

N. B. ALDRICH,
Fall River, Mass.

P. o. Box, 285. It

PUKS.

VUGS FOR SALE-CHOICELY BRED AND
cheap, one or two bitches in whelp. Thos.
I. Ballantine, 601 ElUs St., Peoria, 111. 50-53

kUGS FOR SALE.—YOUNG BROOD BITCH-
ES, '91 hatch from noted dams and Kash,
half-sisters to New York winners, America's
cracks. None beats our record. We bred
first prize winners open and puppy class,

New York, 1891. Grand bitches now in

whelp to. Bonsor and Kash. Eastlake
Kennels, West Jefferson, O. 50-51

St. Bernards.

ABOUT TWENTY ST. BERNARD PUPS
and brood bitches. Write for new list No.
24. R. J. Sawyer, Menominee, Mich. 46-51

Various.

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas,barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eg^s for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven tvords to line.

Antwerps.

WARDELL TAYLOR, LANGHORNE, PA-
largest breeder m America. Ash and sil-

ver birds a specialty. Youngsters only for

sale. $2 per pair. From record birds and
prize winners. 50-56.

Fantalls.

HOWARD BUTCHER, 146 N. FRONT ST.,
Philadelphia ; all colors, prize winning
stock, $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 28-53

FOR SALE—YELLOW FANS, $5 PER PAIR.
J. C. Mead, Virginia, 111. it

PURCELL'S FLOCKFINDBR KENNELS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,

guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company. Box
916, Philadelphia. Pa.

A

POULTRY.

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
43-68 P. O. Box 676, ALBANY, N. Y.

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SETTERS. BEAGLES and
SCOTCH TERRIERS. Also thirty varieties ol

Fancy Poultry and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the

past four vears. A grand lot of stock for sale.

Price list" free. My strain of Shawlneck Pied

Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

Mme. BAILEY'S HAIR GROWER

will produce a Thl<;k, Soft and Beautiful
head of IjOUfi, FIowinK Hair in 4 to 8 weeks.

A purely vegetable compound. Endorsed by
leading physicians. Thousands of testimonials.

Two or three packages will do it. Price 50 cents

per package, o- three for $1. Sent by mail, pre-

paid. Excelsior Supply Co., (sole agents)

Cooper»town, N. "i . 47-59

BEST STOCK. LOWEST PRICES.

White Plymo"th Rocks, Light Brahmas, Black
Langshans, Single-comb White. Brown and
Black Leghorns, Golden Sebright Bantams.
Birds judged by Bicknell, Brown, Butterfield and
Diehl. Eggs from my yards |i to $2.5-; per set-

ting. For scores, etc. , write

S. J. KURTZ,
it Sanatoga, Pa.

Advertisements Ttnthout display inserted undet

this heading for 20 cents per linefor first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Homing PlReons.

W

Appliances.

INCUBATORSSOLD, BOUGHT,EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'

Monitor. Pinelaud, Prairie State and Ther-

mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.

Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-

ham. a6 Harrison St.. B>rt Gninge, N. J.1-52

Bantams.

Jb

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.40-91

AGENTS WANTED.
Reliable agents wanted in all parts of the coun-

try. For particulars address

fanciers' Pdblishing Co.,

BOX 916, PHILADELPHIA. PA.

T->NTWISLE'S BANTAMS.—I am Mr. W. F.

Entwisle'8 only authorized agent for the

United SUtes and Canada, and will import

birds at as low a figure as possible, quality

of stock considered. F. W. Gaylor, Quogue,

Long Island. N. Y. 37-62

T
A
A

HO HAS A BETTER RECORD THAN
this ? In 1890, Philadelphia Concourse
races, I won ist and 2d diploma from loo

miles ; 1 st in special race from 200 miles ;

I st from 300, bred the winner of 400-mile

race, and was ist from 500 miles. In 1891 I

won the Item Championship loo-mile

Trophy, 3d dipl ma in 450-mile inter-state

race, and was awarded ist, 2d, 3d and 4th
diplomas in the 150-mile young bird con-

cour^^e race. Orders for youngsters filled

in regular order. J D. Munro, 4132 Market
St., Philadelphia, Pa. i5i-3-5-7

FRED G;»LDMAN, BREEDER AND
flyer of Homing pigeons, 832 Herkimer St.,

• Brooklyn, N. Y. 51-76

M. WOOD. BREEDER AND FLYER
homing pigeons. 4910 Baltimore Ave.,

• West Philadelphia. 51-76

FEW PAIRS LONG DISTANCE BREED-
ERS and youngsters for sale reasonable.
All 500-mile record stock. James A. Stovell,

10 South Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa. it

For Sale.

J

L.

OHN SPEALLER, 1210 NORTH FOURTH
Street. Philadelphia. Jacobins $3 to $10 a
pair; blue and silver English owls $2 to $3 a

pair; solid yellow turbits |2 to $5 a pair,

and other varieties. 5o-54

S. CLARK, 1505 GIRARD AVENUE.
Philadelphia. Owls and turbits, all colors.

51-63

Exchanare.

BREEDING PEN OF GRAND LIGHT BRAH-
MAS, five hens and cock, fit to show in

any company, price $30, or will exchange

for ferreU. J. A .j)avi8,JBeldon. O. 50-tf

For Sale.

500

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserUd under

this heading for 20 cents per linefor first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven jvords to line.

B. F. ivK^vsris,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

Artists.

SPECIAL engrravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St., Philadelphia.

Collies.

EARLY HATCHED CHICKS FOR
sale Indian games from stock im-

ported this year. Buff, silver and gold-

en Wyandottes. Moderate prices. Supe-

rior quality guaranteed. Eggs $3 per 13.

W. H. Nicholoy & Son, Newarlt, N. Y. it

FIFTY FINE WHITE LEGHORN COCKER-
ELS, $1 to I2.50; satisfaction guaranteed.

Eggs %2 setting. W. C. Page, Palmyia,

N. Y. 51-52

GAMES, EGGS $1 PER 13. HEATHWOODS,
Irish Grays, Irish black reds and Ironclads.

Indians $2 per 13. C. D. Smith. Fort Plain,

N. Y. 51-55-59

A. ROBERTS, MALVERN, PA., CAN
spare some choice Light Brahma Cockerels

and Pullets at I5 and I3 each or $10 a tno.
50-53

Jacobins.

FBAILY, ARDMORE, PA.. HAS BOUGHT
the celebrated Filler Jacobins, imported

• directly from the best foreign lofts and un-

51-58 doubtedly the finest collection in America.

BAILY, ARDMORE, PA., FINEST IM-
PORTED stock. 44-58

TW. TUGGLE. Columbus, Ga. Importer
and breeder of Jacobins. 7-58

F.

Satlnettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, loio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Various.

J.

tt

ELM STATION,
Montgomery Co.. Pa.

BLUE BLOOD MASTIFFS
BP:ING OVER-STOCKED,

I offer at low prices mastiffs sired by Ormonde
from splendid bitches, including a daughter of

Beaufort and Ch. Toozie, which bitch is dam of

England'sbest young dog.IlfordCountv Member.
Also a granddaughter of Beaufort and Orlando

in whelp to Ormonde. Price $100. Send stamp
for catalogue. CHARLES E BINN.

151.202 Peoria, Illinois.

FOR SALE.-COLLIE PUPPIES BY CHAM-
PION The Squire out of a granddaughter of

Metchley Wonder. .\lso a 17-months-old

dog by Prince Charlie (6016) out of Clares

Lassie (12.977). -Address Maplehurst Ken-
nels. Ambler, Pa. 49-52

FOR SALE.-FOUR FINELY-BRED PEDI-
GREED male Scotch collie pups, $5 each

Address W. H. Bell, West Points, Va •*It

Games.

Fox Terriers.

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers

Dr. Wra. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
151-202

Canker Cure.

TALLMANS CANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fiftv cents. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

t
T^OR SALE.—SEVERAL WELL-BRED BROOD

bitches from well-known stock. William
Tallman, 109 West Thirty-fourth Street,

New York City. 44-tf

For Sale.

FINE BRINDLE BULL TERRIER, |io. C.

E. Idell, 216 North Twenty-third Street,

Philadelphia. ^^

THREE WIRE-HAIRED SCOTCH TERRIER
dog pups, six weeks old. No better ratters.

1210 North Fourth Street, Philadelphia.
50-52

Foxhounds.

FOR SALE.—SOME FINE-BRED
stock and a few trained runners.

W. E. Lecky, Holmesville, O.

HIGH-CLASS PILE GAMES. -AS I AM
eoine out of the piles the following birds

are for sale; all are stricily first-class; the

scores are by S. Butterfield. One pile cock

(yellow legs) scores 93^, one year old. Two
pile hens (willow legs), yearling.s scoring

93 >4 and 94^- One pile cockerel ye low

legs), scores 95- One pile pullet (yellow

legs) scores 94>4. The entire collection at

$2S is a decided bargain to anyone destrinjK

such birds. All are winners. Address E.

tf P l>oty, A7 Wellington Place, Toronto, Can .

GEORGE W.KENDIG.EAST BAPTIST AVE.,
York, Pa., breeder white pigeons, fans, tur-

bits, carriers 't

MISCELLANEOUS.
AdvertlslnflT.

I

li

Plymouth Rocks.

J BLANCHARD, HOLYOKE, MASS.,
IS closing out his entire stock of Essex

• Plymouth Rocks. Correspondence solic-

ita. _5?-53_

Silver Wyandottes.

SILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
Games. Finely marked birds bred by

Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N . Y. 4'-"

Hamburgs.

F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

-rAVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well

to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"

368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a

careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers

and class journals; gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters

pertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street^ N. Y. 31-82

Drinking Fountain.

-rxAMBURG EGGS FOR SALE FROM GOOD

Jjj[
stock. J. G. Shaw, Box 113 New Castle,

Del. 51-52

YOUNG
Address
51-56

Wanted.

WANTED.-WHITE CHINA GEESE. H.

W. Vahle, 319 Market Street, Philadel-

phia, Pa. 51 tf

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain,

easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and
Sytl Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

For Sale.

•,-^IRST-CLASS FOXHOUNDS, BROKEN
H beagles and rabbit hounds; also pups.
"* Plymouth Rock and light Brahmas, Chester

white and Polo China Hogs. I shall strive

to deal fairly and honorably with all who
give me a trial. Lewis H. Miller, i24South

High St., Westchester, Pa. it

HITE WYANDOTTES, BUFF COCHINS
and homing pigeons. C. W. Jo nson,

Cranford, N. J.
49-52W
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IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Champion XHe Sqi^ire,

20881. FEE $50.
Cti. Roalyn Wilkes,

20883 FEE $35.
Cham. Roalyn Dandy,

17577. FEE $35.
Roslyn Con^way,

20882 FEE $20.
Sir Kelpie,

14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs

CHannpion Treasure,
10596. FEE $15

Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15

Irish Setters

King Elcho (21,377).

Lord Klcho (21,378).

(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Bessie Glencho.)

FEE OF EACH $20

Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-

plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds

for sale at reasonable prices, including several

good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.
Young stock always on hand. 13-^4

IN THE STUD. ^
Menthon Kennels'

St. Bernards,
PHCENIXVILLE, PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.8.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equal.

FEE, flOO.

The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.8.B.18,337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, *35.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

IN THE STUD.

ST. BERNARDS

AT STUD.
Ch. Sir Bedlvere, Fee, $150

Jim Blaine, - - *' ,50

Ch. l*linllmmoii, Jr. " 40
I^oitl Dante, - " 25
T^otharlo, - - - " 20

PUPPIES BY ABOVE USUALLY ON HAND.

WYOMING KENNELS,
149-200 MELROSE, MASS.

BT STUD,

STREATHAM

MONARCH
The Best Bull Terrier Living.

ADDRHRS

JOHN MOORHERD, Jr.,

IM'ITSBUIMJ, PA.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.

140-tf

JIT STUD,

COUNT NOBLE. GLADSTONE.
ENOLISH SETTER

COUNT LEO,
Mack D.—Lady Alta. Lady Alta by Count

Roderigo—Bessie Belton. Evenly marked white,

black and tan, whelped November 14, 18R9.

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. G. ELLIOTT,

40-91 483 Potters Ave., Providence, R. I.

s
THE KENNEL.

c(rrcH....IoLiviBs

FORDHboK KENNELS

'

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies. Orders booked now for puppies as fol-

lows : LADY SCOT ex RUTI.KDOK, SABLE
BEAUTY ex BARD. LADY HAKl ex (JUALITY.
FORDHOOK FASHION ex BARD, PANSY ex
FOKDHOOK QUIRE, DINAH ex Champion
THE SQUIRE. SMILAX tx Champion CHRIS-
TOPHER. Address

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,

32-83 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - SSO

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member, 35 per cent off.

qFox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher $25

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner '5

Brockenhurst Tyke 15

Puppies from these well-known dog*
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

j

IN STUD

THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

The Beagle Trials
OF 1891.

PEE --- $15

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
Glenside, Pa.

AT STUD-WOODALE KENNELS'
FOX TERRIERS Eke.

DOBBIN $20
By Ch. Venio—Brockenhurst Worry by

Raffle.

STARDEN'S JACK • • $15
By Ch. Result— Forest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS. .... $10
By Raffle— Warrt-n Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of prize win-

ning bitches always for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 47-73

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL m

IN THE STUD.

Puppies and Brood Bitches for sale. Dogs of

any breed taken to Iward, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on commission.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
29-80 CHESTNUT HILL, Phila., Pa.

IN THE STUD.

yiLLsiDB Kennels,

5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

J

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

FOX XBRRIERS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.

VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and

already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee $15.00

CH. BACCHANAL Fee J15.00

CH. VOLUNTEER Fe« <I5«>

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PROPRIETOR.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5-56 Bay Ridge, L. I.

BT STUD. FEE »60.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C, December, 1890. and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land ; ist. New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn.
'89; 1st, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

134-185 Babylon, L. I.

IN THE STUD-IRISH SETTER

EUimcPiGk
FOR PARTICULARS ADDRESS

WM. H. CHILD, P' O. Kox 01, Philadelphia, Pa.

IN THE STUD.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 7711 . . ,

REGENT BRISK, 16,618

REGENT TIPPLER . .

Fee I25
.

" 10

.
" 10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address RK;GENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SRRAKE,

winner of 1st and Special at New York, ist

at Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAN,
laiU AUBURN PARK, ILL.

a T STUD.

ENGLISH
SETTER

Sir Freiericl,

21741

winner of forty-

four first prizes in

England.

FEE $50

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in

America." Pedigree and winnings free ,
photos,

50 cts- A limited number of his puppies for sale

P. H. COOMBS,
100-151 I Exchange Block. Bangor, Me.

THE KENNEL.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, a kc.s.b. 4742

Sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee |io.

VEND ETTA, A.K.c.s.B. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest—Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee $10.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,
47.58 Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

HANOVER BOY.
Full of Playboy blood, has small, perfectly car-

ried ears, winner ol two fir.sts and an uncropped

special at Kennel Club Show. London.

FEE $15.00

BOXER IV.

Winner of several prizes, long clean head,

hard red coat, sire of Bumptious Bonnet.

FEE $15.00
.\pplv to

WALTER J. COMSTOCK,
5i-76eow Box 4<>s, Providence, R. I.

THE KENNEL.

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESS£H,(,25S. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-

dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30.81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N . Y.

j^ PAMPHLET

il^DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary' Surgeon,

tf 1393 BROADWAY, NEW YOKK.

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl. B. Tallman,
140-U OAK LAWN, R. I

H. HULMAN, Jr., Terre Haute, Ind.

G. G. PABST, P. H. O'BANNON,

Milwaukee, Wis. Sperryville, Va.

Bine Mp Kennels' Fntnrj Me
$1,500.00.

Open only to the produce of

CHAMPION GATH'S MARK,

6ATHS HOPE, OR

DAN GLADSTONE,

Whelped in 1892.

The Stake to be a Derby, to be run directly

after the Eastern or Central Trials, December,

1893. or after the Southern Trials, January or

February of 1^94. the location and date of run-

I
ning of the Stake to be later on decided by the

Gentlemen who have consented to judge, viz.:

j

CART. PATRICK HENRY, Clarkwlle. Tenn.

I MAJ. J. M. TAYLOR, Nevi York. N. Y.

I P. H. BRYSON. Memphis, Tenn.

' The Blue Ridge Kennel will make no entry in

this stake—the purse being entirely to the ad-

vantage of its patrons. The Spotting system
I has been adopted and the time limit of heats

! al)olished. Retrieving not to be re<iuired. The
i judges selected are of the Kst in America, being

I entirely qualified to use their best judgment in

I
selecting the winners.

$500 TO WINNER OF FIRST

I

$400 TO WINNER OF SECOND

$200 TO WINNER OF THIRD

I

$100 TO WINNER OF FOURTH

Silver Cup, value $100. or Cash to the Breeder

of Winner of First. Sdver Cup. value <ioo, or

1
cash to the Breeder of Winner of Second. Silver

' Cup value $100, or cash to the Breeder of Winner
of Third. Entries close January i, 1893. For-

feit $io.oo. f 15.00 to start.

Pugs of the Best Breeding

At reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNELS,
Box 82, Louisville, Ky. 48-73
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IF YOU VALUE YOUR DOG'S HEftLTH
DO NOT BE PERSUADED TO PURCHaSE

DANGEROUS IMITATIONS,
TV^KDE FROTV^ CHEKP AND INNUTRITIOUS INGREDIENTS

OF OUR

PATENT MEAT FIBRINE
DOG CAKES.

NOTE OUR NKTV^E KND TRHDE TVSKRK.

OOR BI5C0IT5 CONTAIN
20 Per Cent OF MEAT AND

INGREDIENTS

"Which we have the

EXCLUSIVE BI&HT TO USE

Hade also with Greater or Less Per-

centages of Meat if Reguired.

TO OaiflEHS op DOGS
Kead tHe opinion of AMERICAS FOREMOST AUTHORITY ON DOGS a« to the valtxe of

^^^^^^^ PATENT DOG CAKES. j^^^ARY 3., -890.

SPRATTS PATENT, LIMITED.
»» , , ^ ^..y ™»« OF IT IK Hf

rFHTLEMEII -It i, with ar»af ,l,asur, thai I testify to the value el yeur DOS FOOD. I have used HAHY TOKS OF IT IH Mr

JkmIlS Z hL rZte meet with a s.ngle instance where it pre»d unsuita6le, er was follewed hy any .11 effect whatever. I

KENNELS, and have yet to meex mxn a * y ^cvpmtu WFflC OF LIFE The ''Cakes" / reduce to a fine meal,

is n,y custom to commence fee^n, pu„.es w,t ,t as earl, as he

"^^'^^^^'J^/^W time, and when the puppies are old

yery truly yours, "ASHMONT."

NA/rite for particulars and pamphlet on

CANINE

SPRATTS PATENT (AMERICA), LIMITED,

, 241. 2A3 and 245 East seth Street, New York

vol.. 8, NO. 7. »

WIIOI^E NO., l.'»•^. i
PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1892.

(I»KU .VXNl'M. r^.OO
\ SINCiLK < C)1»Y, 6c.

MOSES WOOLLAND'S BLACK SPANIEL BITCH BRIDFORD PERFECTION iS^ock-Weeper, E.,ianJ).
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P. H. O'BANNON, Sperryville, Va.

^
BUUeRIDGE KENNeLS'

FUTURITY STAKE, $1,500.00.

OPEN ONLV TO THE PRODUCE OF CHAMPION liriRpAT.8^H0F^,J)R^ ,^^

Xhe StoUe to „e . Oerhy. to be rt.„ directly after tUeHa«ter„oCe.^^^^^
^^^,^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^

after tHe «o..tHern XHal.. J-""-7
"'"^^J'^^^^^ f^^^^jf^^tHr^ co.«e„ted to Jud«e, vi..=

tlie StaUe to be later on clec.decn>y tlie Gentlemen >A

PATRICK HENR
MAJ. J. M. TAYLOR, P. H. BRYSON, CAPT. PATRICK HENRY,

MEMPHIS, TKNN.
CLARKSVILLE, TKNN.

NKW YORK, N. V. ^ '

r u ,.e 'i1,p ^nnttin^ system has been adoplefl and

The Bh,c R,a,e Ko„„e, »iU „.a.e no clry in .hi. ..»kc-the pn.. being^^^^^^^ slleSXrof the b;.\ in /n.^ica,
•^

n,c ,ina. ,in,it of
^'^^'^l^ ^^"SS";? nse nVi? beTjudgn.ent i,', s,!iectin« l..e winners.

. ..I- «f c:..e* $400 to Winner of Second.
$500 to Winner of First.

?>4oo
^.^^^^ ^^^ Pourth.

$200 to Winner of Third. •*"""

siivpr Prni valne $100 or Casli to tie Breeder of tlniier of First,
MiTer blip, nmmv,

^ ^^ ^i^^g^ ^j ^^,fj_

Silver cup, vaiiie $100, or Casi to the Breeter of finner of Seconl

^
jm nm m^us

^^^^^
ENTRIES CLOSE JAN. 1ST.. 1893. FORFEIT $10.00. ^]=;-

$2000 in Special Premiums
>I<>TF 1 -Tlie owntrj- of Champion ('.aths

Mark and Dan Ola.lstone. reserve the righ o

withdraw these premiums opih m the fv«?"J "'

^e death of either of the al.ove dogs or their

dis<jualification for stud purposes.

XOTK 'J -The nine Kidge Kennel has now

opened its )K,oks for the fall season of »8v'
«"f

spring of iSg2 for Oath s Mark and Dan Glad-

stone, limited to y st rvices each.

!!i»'i.» on the same conditions as above, at the

Duquesue Bench show, Pittsburg, Pa.

91,25 on same conditions as above, at the Wash-

ington City Btnch show, Washington, D. C.

ft'i't on same conditions as above, at the Mary-

land Bench show, Baltimore, Md.

JJIOO to the brrfder of the winner of KACH of

the above ten special offers.

»SO to Vnc first of the (Champion Gath's Mark

«^*DanGlad';fne);r./. -helped fn 1892 (or
^

who will win first p ace in open class at the

Westminster Bench Show, New \orJc

«50 on the same conditions as above

Mascoutah Bench show, Chicago, III.

«•>«» on the same conditions as above

xfj England Bench show. Boston. Mass.

at the

at the

TIIK HI>LE KIlXiK

THE KENNEL.

O^KEHHELSfi

A BRILLIANT SUCCESS

-OF THE-

FOR SALE-
A i^autiful litter of pups, sired by ^he "oted

Challenge Kildare 'S-l^'^^ ""^
°^,^''\*v^or dark

iR qR4^ No better blood m the world. Color aarit

ed^ticesl^ogs. $.5 ; bitches. $20. Price list

No 1 now ready. ^ ^

FANCIERS' JOORl^AU

Beautifully Illustrated

Handsomely Printed

-it-'OO to the tint of the iChamnion Gath S

Mark or Dan Gladstone;?'^/, whelped in 1892 (or

after) who will win the United btates Derby.

!|^200 on the same conditions as above at

Eastern Derby.

^'iiW on the same conditions as above at cen-

tral Derbx.

!S'.J()0 on the same conditions as above at

Southern Derby.

kenm:i>, sperryville. va.

THE KENNEL^

In Conjunction with
niy business of

Dog Furnishing
antl Kennel Sup-
plies I have also
added a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sale of dogs of ev-

\ erv description.
Yhere will be a

registry kept at

my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
of a fee tne name
and address of
parties wishing

to purchase or sell dogs will Ce entered^ JJeto purchase or sen uuk?> ""• "- ; ""iL „Ahj
fee^foronedo^w;i.l be f.^c«, and for ^e^aj:^h^ddi^

ng anil luimciiHS >.•.-""•; :- - ,,

mission of 10 per^centwUl be charged jMi^a^l

ig will oc ji.uw, "•'Y .'"" J—;":>";„

iionaldog fii^y cents. This will be devo^e^ to

advertising and furthering the sales, and a com-

5RLE Of GREAT DANES.

CONTRIBUTORS-KENNEL

Vero Shaw,
HntfU l>alzlel,
Urockenhurst,

y\. AVade.
T. II. Ciariefk.
rreenian IJoyd.

V. M. Ilaldeinan.

Hiprhland.
Kverett Mlllals,
Alexander Glass, M. L>.,

mission 01 10 per «.ciii ¥«••• "^ ^ r>--- — -.

Mies I tnav confidently State that my expert

|?,ce with dogs as a breeder, exhib tor, etc., with

my ercellent location for the business and my
wfde acquaintance will make this one of the very

S^st meaiuras to be found for the purchase and

sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
loq W. Thirty-fourth Street. New York. tf

On account of pressing business as a phy^'cian

t »« nl. iJed to give upTiirther breeding of The

re?mai Dogie (Great Danes) and therefore, am

SiKtosfll my entire Kennels, consisting of

the following dogs ;

1 . FAVO«. by Harras 11 out of Nellie.

•

jjI Itm'Tl'S, by C:csar Stuttgart out of

Flora Flavia.
r „ .

•; I'ASCII.V II, litter brother of Brutus.

'4'. ULTIMA, by Faust Plavia out of Flora

r* 1 ji V is

5 IUIS,by Faust Plavia out of Astrid Plavia.

The above dogs are latelv imported aii.l regi.s-

tercd in the German Stud Book.

« NKKO II, l>y Ch. Brock out of Bella.

7' IIKCTOU 11, by Brutus out of Augusta.

8* \l'Ol'!^TA, bv Casar out of Minca.

9! HEI.L-V II, by Nero out of Augusta.

10 IIUTII, by Brutus, out of Augusta.

11' MINCA III. \W l-a^or out of Norma.

ticulars about same, also P"*^^
''fi-.t'Ji^^vi,

by writing to DK. G.
^I^^V/^^i^^vJich.

,50-tf Owner of Wolverine Kennels,

POULTRY AND PIGEONS

I. K. Feleli.
James Forsyth.
E. B. Thompson,
Theodore sternheria:,

J. V. Bocklus,
F. II. Graves,

GeoriKo T. AVhitfleld,

M. K. Hover.
AVIlUam L. Eentz,
G. <). Hrown.
11. S. liabcoek.
Henry Enlmann.

,J. II, Drevenstedt.

ARTISTS

G. AV. I'ettit,

C. !S. Valentine,
F. T. Vnderhlll,
F. It. ZImmer,
(). K. Sharp,
A. AV. Hall,

II. It. Tallman,
J, Henry l..ee.

V 1 'Sewell. "«nry Erdmanu,

New York photo-j:ngravliiK Company.

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
43-68 P O. Box 676, ALBANY, N. Y.

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

1 Breeder of IRISH SETTERS. BEAGLFtS and

SCOTCH TERRIERS. Also thirty varieties of

Fancy Poultry and Pigeons. CH-er 4000 prizes the

,
past four years. A grand lot of stock for ^le

' Price list free. Mv strain of bhawlueck Pied

Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

sum bv addressingy
^^ii.A-r^Ti-/VTXTl Reliable agents wanted in all parisoi mc cu

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY^... -—~.^^.^^^^_

(ox 916, Philadelphia, Ra.
1

box „6, r„.,,ADELPH.A, r*.

AGENTS WANTED.
Reliable agents wanted in all parts of the coun-

try. For particulars address

Tl FMGMS' JOOIAL
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

.33 S. 3d ST., PHILADEL,PH1A, PA.

V. M. HALDEMAN -
~^-

- KENNEL EDITOR

J. H. DREVENSFEDT -_j_- POULTRY EDITOR

FANCIERS' PGBLISfllNG CO.,

WM. H. CHILD, Business Manager.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES IN ADVANCE);

$2.00 PER ANNUM.
CLUBS OF FIVE OR MORE, $L50 EACH PER YEAR.

Itf'oreign Subscriptions, IDs.

Subscriptions and Advertise-

ments received at the New York
office. Room 63, Times Building.

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all communications to

The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia. Pa.

P, O. Box, 916.

Entered at the Phi(adelj>hia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

Thb Fanciers' Journal will be supplied by
newsdealers throughout the United States and
Canada.

NEW YORK CITY.

BRENTANO'S Union Square

WM. TAIXMAN 109 W. 34th St.

W. J. STANTON 56 Dey St.

P. O. NEWS CO . . . 103 Adams St., Chicago, 111

E. S. SCHMID . . 317 I2th St., Washington, D. C.
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much beyoud that." Her forelegs are

described after the last Crystal Palace

show by Mr. James Farrow, one of our

strongest spaniel judges, in the following

terms: "Though not absolutely straight,

are better than ninety-five per cent of

the very low spaniels." They are short,

very stout and placed most correctly un-

der the body, enabling her to show su-

perb action in the field. She has a

beautiful barrel-shaped body, strong

loins and admirably formed hindquarters,

giving her immense strength ; her coat is

very beautiful. Bridford Perfection,

though a large-sized bitch, is not in the

least coarse, but on the contrary shows

lovely quality. She has been exhibited

three times only, and was first at Dar-

lington July 31, under the well-known

spaniel judge, Mr. John Cowell, who re-

porting of her in the Kennel Gazette,

says : "In Bridford Perfection I found a

bitch which I think I can safely say is

the best in the world to-day. Since the

days of Zulu and Squaw we have not seen

such a spaniel, and I very much doubt if

either of these grand dogs could have

lowered her colors." Also first at the

Crystal Palace show, October 27, under

Mr, James Farrow, and first at Birming-

ham, November 29, under Colonel the

Hon, Le Poer Trench, by whom she was

placed over those very nice black bitches

Newton Abbot Belle II and Newton

Abbot Glory.
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THE KEKNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

-~The Spanish Student.

The New York St, Bernard Kennels are

bringing out another young St. Bernard

bitch by Lord Bute out of Sweetmeat.

She is expected in time for exhibition at

New York.
*

» *

FIXTURES.

Dog 8ho>vs.
Feb. 9-12.—Chicago, 111.

16-19.—Jackson, Mich.
23.26.—New York. N. Y.

March 1-4.—Philadelphia, Pa.
8-1 1.—Washington, D. C.
15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6-9.—Boston Mass.
13-16.—Denver, Col.

20-23.—Los Angeles, Cal.
May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Poultry and Pigeon Sliovi^s.

Feb. 3-9 —New York, N. Y.
10-15.—Los Angeles, Cal.

Our Illustration.

Bridford Perfection, whose portrait we
reproduce from the English Stock-Keep-

er as our frontispiece for this issue, was

born February 14, 1890, and is by New-
ton Adam King (K. C. S. B. 27,007) out

of Newton Abbot Duchess. She was bred

by Mr. Thomas Jacobs, who says of her :

"I consider her to be the beau ideal of

what a show and working spaniel should

be. Her head is very long and well

formed, eyes very dark, soft and pleas-

ing, with a charming expression, which

at once attracts admirers of sweet tem-

perament and intelligence ; her ears,

which are set below the level of the eyes,

are very long indeed, the leather reach-

ing to the tip of the nose and the feather

Mr. Frank R. Carswell, Wilminton,

Del., has purchased the well-known

collie Charleroi II, who was brought to

this country in 1888 and won several

prizes, after which he was returned to

England. Charleroi II is the sire of

Christmas, the handsome young bitch

that sold recently for /140. Charleroi

' [I is by Champion Charlemagne out of

Sooty, who is a sister of Peggy II, dam
of Christopher. He will probably arrive

in time for some of the later shows, and

should prove a valuable addition to Mr.

Carswell's kennel.*
The annual meeting of the Bull Dog

Club of America will be held at Madison

Square Garden, New York, February 23,

at 8 P. M.
•*•

The annual meeting of the Washing-

ton City Kennel Club was held at their

rooms, February 3, and the following of-

ficers were elected : President, Samuel

W. Stinemetz; vice-president, Joseph

H. Hunter ; secretary, F. S. Webster

;

treasurer, Harry E. Barrett. The Board

of Governors elected is composed of

Messrs. George S. Atwater, J. H. Gulick,

W. R.Traver, J.Wanstall, M, J. Flaherty,

Dr. Goldsborough and J. W, Perkins.

Everything is in full swing for their

coming show, and every effort is being

made to make it a larger and better show

than that of last year. The Washington

Academy, where the show will be held,

is well heated and supplied with electric

lights, and not only will the dogs be

made more comfortable, but the owners

and handlers will find many conveniences

that were wanting la.st year. The club

expects to secure the services of Mr.

John Reed as superintendent, who is in

himself a guarantee of perfect arrange-

ments. The premium list will soon be

announced in our advertising columns.

It will have many additions to that of

last year, and the special prize list will

be a brilliant one. The judges will be

about the same as those who officiated

at the last show, with the exception prob-

ably that Mr. John Davidson will judge

setters and pointers.

Colonel Ruppert's recent purchase of

St, Bernards, Lady Gladwin and Baroness

Cardiff, arrived from England last week,

and will be shown at the coming New
York show. The former is a daughter of

the great Prince Regent and sister to

Mr, Reick's Marquis of Ripon and King-

ston Regent. Baroness Cardiff is the

dam of the two English cracks. Young

Bute and Sir Hereward, and is considered

to be one of the most valuable specimens

of her sex. %
The Merion Hunt has had a number of

exciting foxhunts this season. The mem-

bers go out twice a week with a pack of

between twenty and thirty well-trained

American hounds. There is a member-

ship of about fifty. The officers are:

President, Howard L. Vandegrift ; vice-

president, Lorenzo Keach ; secretary,

John R. Baltz ; treasurer, Joseph Baltz
;

master of hounds, Daniel Crumlish, Jr.

••»

As will be seen in another column, the

Blue Ridge Kennels have again surprised

the English setter men by purchasing

Champion Antonio, with his brilliant

field trial record. It has been but a few

weeks since we announced the sale of

this dog to Mr. Harris for $1000. Blue

Ridge Kennels have now become his

proud owners at double that price. It is

very evident that Colonel O'Bannon and

his partners are determined to own the

very cream of this the sportsman's fa-

vorite breed

.

the Pet Dog Club, Mr, Ditfeuderft'er had

an immense entry of beagles when he

judged at Boston last year, and at his

show at Baltimore they were again pres-

ent in goodly numbers. Then comes "all

other breeds," bar spaniels (for which

the judge is not named), with Mr, George

Raper, of Sheffield, ICiigland, us judge.

Altogether it is a strong slate of good,

practical and experienced men and should

draw. The judge of spaniels will be an-

nounced next week, and those purposing

sending to the show should notice that

entries close on February 19,

*•
W, C, Reick, who was recently elected

president of the associate members of

the American Kennel Club, ."refuses to

serve.

* *

The premium list of the Duquesne

Kennel Club's second annual show is

now out, and can be obtained by adtlress-

ing John Read, superintendent, P. O.

Box 516, Pittsburg, Pa. The club have

provided for 180 classes. The prizes in

the important breeds are |2o, |io and $s

in open clas.ses. In other breeds the

prizes are |io and $5 in challenge and

f 10, |5 and $2 in open classes. Entries

close February 27.

WHIFFS FROM THE METKOFOLIS.

*
* «

Premium lists for the show of the Key-

stone Kennel Club of Philadelphia were

sent out on Tuesday of this week and

will be in the hands of exhibitors ere

this note reaches their eye. The pre-

mium list provides for 124 classes, and

the prizes range from I15 to I3. There

are also kennel prizes of $15 for ten of

the leading breeds, which should assist

in attracting the attention of leading ex-

hibitors. In looking over the list we

noted what seems to be the omission of a

I3 prize in class 36, for local pointers,

and Mr. Watson advises us that it was a

printer's error which escaped notice in

reading proof. This idea of a local class

is something new, and it certainly looks

as if it should be an attraction. The rule

laid down for entry to this class is that

the dog must be owned by a resident of

Philadelphia and have never won a cash

prize at a recognized show.

• •

The judges should give satisfaction,

Mr. Edward Dudley, of Camden, is one

of the four experts named by the Mastiff

Club, and on the occasion of his last

judging pleased that critical critic, Mr,

Wade, so much that he has asked many

times why Mr, Dudley is not requested to

officiate. "Billy" Tallman for judge of

pointers and setters is a signal straddle

of the fence and should please both bench

show and field trials men. Dr. Cryer

has been named for foxhounds in addi-

tion to pugs and toys, a good selection,

for the Doctor is well known with the

hounds in this neighborhood, and no one

was a harder or straighter man across

country than this member of the elect of

InterestlnK PIcklnf]r» and I'ointors

tlathered Hero Jin«l There.
From Our Special Correspondent.

Mr, Rockenstyre, superintendent of the

Albany show, feels somewhat sore at the

papers putting all the blame on his

shoulders in reference to the bad man-

agement, feeding, etc, I saw this gentle-

man personally, and he acknowledges it

was disgraceful, but further he tells me
they had a written contract with Mr,
Farley, who guaranteed the benching,
feediiig and general appurtenances, and
also named his own price to do the same.
The boys were given to understand dif-

ferently by Mr. Farley, who got into their

good graces whilst he was not doing the
square thing, and he knows it, Albany
next year will have another show, and
the committee, who were all poultry-

men, profited by their experience, and a

man that the boys can rely upon will

superintend and Spratts will do the

benching. If this is so and it is well

advertised, they will get the support of

all, and doubly retrieve their lost laurels.

Mr. Reick, of the New York St. Bernard
Kennels, left Monday for the Chicago
show. This gentleman is importing a

young bitch by Lord Bute, dam Sweet-

meat, to compete at New York, Mr.
Robert Lyon, New Brighton, S, I., has
purchasecl from Mr, George Raper the

fox terrier Risca, Messrs. Morgan and
Hobbie will have some bull dogs at New
York with a reputation of being the best

on the other side, and the class this year

will be exceptionally strong.

The suspension of the Albany Kennel
Club has at last been settled and re-

moved. It will be remembered all the

trouble arose by the non-payment of

prize money won by the black and tan

terrier Buffalo General, belonging to Mr.
A, W. Smith. Messsrs. W. C. Hudson,
G, B. Gallup, A, vS, Parker and R, C.

Pruyn were the gentlemen implicated,

but a check for the amount was received

by the secretary of the American Kennel
Club the other day and the old feud is

forgotten.

The election of officers representing

the associate members is as follows

:

President, W. C, Reick, which makes him
also a member of the .Vdvisory Commit-
tee ; vice-president, W, C. Hryson, of

Chicago ; secretary and delegate, C. A.

Bernheimer ; delegates, J, L, Anthony
and H. F. I'oote. It will be seen that

the associate members are entitled to

three delegates to represent them at A.

K. C. meetings.
What is this we hear about the beagle

enthusiast, Mr. H. Kretider, offering

I1500 for a pointer? Surely Mr. Jarvis

did not refuse this large amount for Lad
of Kent. Good pointers are scarce and
liable to pop off any moment, biit when
you can make a bit^and a big bit, too

—

it's advisable to bite.
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REVIEW OF THE BREEDS

What Has Transpired in the Canine

World During the Past Year.

[continued from page 85.]

Continuing our extracts from the Eng
lish Kennel Gazette, we now come to

^rlsh Terriers.

A breeder, writing of Irish terriers,

says the year 1891 will always be remem-

bered as a "red letter" one in the his-

tory of the "dare devils," as by a large

majority at a meeting of the Irish Terrier

Club, at the Liverpool show, the death-

kuell of the practice of cropping this va-

riety was sounded. Not being one of

the supporters of this resolution, I shall

not say much on the subject, although in

carefully going through the efforts of

breeders during the present year to pro-

duce the ear desired, I am of opinion

that where this point has been gained

others of greater importance have been

lost sight of. And if the breeders do not

keep lype more before them than the

present state of affairs seem to point to,

the typical Irish terrier will be a defunct

breed and a red fox terrier will take its

place.
Skye Terriers.

The review of the year 1891 for Skye
terriers is nothing to boast of, writes Mr.

James Pratt. He says that some of the

club judges seem to set the points at de-

fiance and award prizes to dogs far too

large. The first prize dog in the open

class at the late Palace Show turned the

scale at twenty-six pounds ; the third

prize dog just turned the scale at fifteen

pounds. A fine fit m this, eleven

pounds difference between these two

dogs ! when there was a good class,

plenty of choice, both of large and small,

and decidedly better dogs than the win-

ners, as two of them are cripples in a

way, caused from bad management of

their breeders.

Many of the winning dogs this year

are bred simply for money-making pur-

poses, their owners not caring for the list

of points in any way so long as they

bring money into the coffers. They are

only large, coarse brutes, with donkey
heads and ears, and cannot boast of one

single drop of Skye blood in their veins.

Some of their ancestors are supposed to

boast of good pedigrees, but do not, and

thev are no more Skye terriers than is a

Clydesdale. Ask any aged Highland
gentleman or gamekeeper if they ever

saw in the West Highland forty years

ago such dogs as were awarded the

prizes at ino.st of the shows held this

year? And where is the improvement
ma«le by the Skye Terrier Club ? I say

we have not improved these dogs as

working terriers. They ought to do a

"day's work" just the .««ame as the hard-

haired vScotch terriers. Can many of

them do this? Decidedly not! When
the "Skye Club" was first floated I was

overruled, and had to give way to the

weight of the dog. In this I sinned ;
I

saw my foUv and repented. As soon as

my opponents ceased to be members of

the club I at once went back to the orig-

inal standard of weights, /. e., bitches

from twelve to sixteen pounds, dogs

fourteen to eighteen pounds. This went

up to twenty pounds if dogs were good in

other points and well-bred Skyes of good

blood. These weights are the correct

thing for the little old-fashioned hard

Highland terrier. The winners of to-day

are simply big, leggy, woolly house

pets, not worth a straw for a day's work.

If we choose to reform we shall .soon

see plentv of good, hard, litte fellows,

the same' as we find in the vScotch terrier

classes. See how fashionable these little

dops have become ; the public have taken

to them. Likely enough, my friends will

say. this is a queer review for 1891. That

is'just what I inteiid it to be, for there

seems to me to have been queer doings,

especially of late, and it is high time we
began to mend our ways, or I fear we

shall bring trouble on ourselves. And I

hope we mav hold our next meeting early

in the ye r 1892, and then come to some

terms to ^ reform and do our duty for the

cause for which the "club" was estab-

lished.
Scottish Terriers.

Mr. H. J. Ludlow thinks this breed is

steadily improving and gaining ih pop-

ularity every day.' Some very good

youngsters have been brought out in

1891, the most noticeable among them
being Border Thorn, Kilroy, Rannock
and Revival in dogs, and Aberdeen
Topsy and Moil in bitches. Border Thorn
is a nice-headed dog, with good ears, but

his bad front and very indifferent coat

are much against him. Kilroy, in the

beginning of the year, carried everything

before him, but at one or two shows
lately he has been put back a peg. He
has good head and ears, capital body,

very fair front and good coat, but a bad
tail. Rannock is a very taking dog, a

capital shower, and altogether a particu-

larly smart terrier, but a shade too big

—well, perhaps more than a shade. Re-
vival I have not yet seen, but I hear that he
is very promising and likely to make most
Scots "sit up." Bitch debutantes are not

particularly high-class. Aberdeen Topsy,
although quite a nice bitch, is short m
head and toyish. Moil, too, wants sub-

stance all through, and also fails in head.

The spring of 1891 will long be mem-
orable for its overwhelming lot of fatali-

ties to puppies and brood bitches. Al-

most every kennel has had to bewail the

loss of a bitch or two, besides the heavy
mortality in puppies. This exceptionally

high death rate raised an oulcry against

in-breeding. Having had considerable

experience in close mating, perhaps I

may here say I am convinced that in-

breeding had very little to do with the

heavy losses breeders experienced with

their spring litters. In my own case, I

am perfectly satisfied that in-breeding

had nothing whatever to do with the bad
luck I hatl to contend with, and for the

simple reason that bitches mated pre-

cisely in the same way as in 1890 did

just as badly this year as they did well

last. Intheearly month of 1890 I had
had no trouble with the litters of many
bitches, whose whole progeny I have lost

this year. I put all my misfortime down
to the bitter winter of 1890 91. The ex-

cessive and long-continued low tempera-

ture was undoubtedly a very great strain

on the constitution of both dogs and
bitches, lowering their vitality atul un-

fitting them for the duties which early

spring, or, perhaps I may say, late winter,

usually entails.

If breeders are frightened by their

losses this year into putting their bitches

to dogs totally unrelated to them, with

the idea of getting stamnia in their pro-

geny, I am certain they will lose a year's

breeding. No doubt the great secret in

close in-breeding is never to be tempted
into using either a bitch or dog that isn't

perfectly sound and healthy. That in-

breeding may be carried too far goes

without saying, and it requires great

care and judgment to know exactly when
fresh blood is required, and even greater

judgment to know how to introduce it

without ruining the strain.

"Veritas" believes the year just past

will be remembered for the number of

debutantes of merit, while not one of

them stands outprominetly from its com-

peers. Doubtless there is an all-round

improvement in the breed, and coarse-

ness, once a prevailing evil, is getting

conspicuous by its absence.

Concluding, let the attention of breed-

ers be drawn to the increasing number of

dogs with a dirty, smutty, dull color, and

if the judges do not penalize those that

fail in this direction the consequences

will be deplorable. Some that are Ijeing

shown are fast approaching "Nubian"
pugs, and the lovely silvers and golds

are quickly becoming "a thing of the

past."
Groat Danes.

progress whatever has been made, for

we have actually not one really good dog
that we had not in 1890. It is greatly to

be deplored, moreover, that the past

year has been equally disappointing to

breeders, for 110 rumors are heard of any
puppies that are likely to improve mat-
ters during the year now with us.

The most noticeable, if much-to-be
regretted, feature of 189 ( is, to my mind,
the alarming increase in the number of

cow hocked mastiffs, which is, however,
mercifully confined to the dogs only.

A couple of years ago they had almost
died out, even if we then had the equally

objectionable straight hock ; but it can-

not be affirmed that breeders have made
any advance when one deformity is

merely substituded for another. Al-

though great size is supposed to tend to

develop cow hocks, I have neither ob-

served any remarkable increase in that

respect nor that such hocks are confined

to the largest dogs. I believe it is urged
that wheras strait hocks are a fault de-

rived from a peculiar strain, cow hocks
are more or less the result of bad rearing

and bad constitutions in our breeding
stock. Be that as it may, it would be

unjust to suggest it is due solely to the

former, because in many cases it is evi-

dent in those dogs upon whose rearing

great intelligence and care have been

bestowed. Mhch as all faults are to be

regretted, those of fashion only are

surely less hurtful to any breed of dog§
than those having a weakness of the

frame as their origin. The time has

now come when very vigorous means
must be employed tD stamp out so detri-

mental and unsightly a fault as cow
hocks, even if a slight sacrifice in head-

points result. Unfortunately, it is chief-

Iv the best headed specimens that are

thus disfigured. While I do not advo-

cate mastiffs usurping the place of Dal-

matians as carriage dogs, I do insist they

should possess a reasonoble amount of

activity, as well as perfect soundness.

Holding these veiws, it is exceedingly

unpleasant to be obliged to own that a

share of the blame to be attached to

those judges who have been carried

away by magnificence of head, falls upon
me ; but if those who have kept me
company in my errors wi 1 be with me
in my fixed determination, should I

again be called upon to judge, to pa.ss

over good or bald-headed cripples, we
shall speedily see the mastiff classes rid

of them.
Deerhounds.

"Hamlet" writes upon this breed:

The entries of this breed at various shows

during the past year have been satis-

factory and on the increase.

The quality generally has been well

maintained, and the open bitch class at

the Crystal Palace was a remarkably

good one ; in fact, the bitches continue

to show more type than the dogs, though

there is no lack of improvement all

round. The damp summer has been the

cause of the loss of numerous litteis of

puppies, some of great promise, and
breeders have also had to contend with a

form of the fashionable epidemic—influ-

enza, which has proved very fatal.

MastllTs.

Mr. C. Court Rice takes a pessimistic

view of the progress of this breed during

the past year. He writes that it has been

one in which it is impossible to say any

The past year has been an eventful

one in deerhounds, writes Mr. E. Weston
Bell. ,'\part from his Scottish admirers,

this breed has gained many friends in

the South. A few years ago classes for

this breed were only found at the leading

representative shows, but now we have

classes provided at nearly every show.

This is a proof that the deerhound's

proper position is admitted, and our ca-

nine exhibition would be a poor affair,

indeed, without his noble presence.

Taking the statistics of the past year,

we see what the proper classification,

specialist judges, and substantial prizes

can do for a breed. Instead of having

from five to fifteen entries, as was often

the case, we can now Iwast of forty-five

entries at the last Scottish Kennel Club

show at Edinburgh, fifty-four at the

Crystal Palace Company's show, and

forty eight at the National Dog show.

Birmingham. All this proves beyond

doubt the new and awakened interest

taken in the Scottish deerhound. Most

of the old exhibitors are still to the

front. They appear to have the best

interests of this dog at heart, and mean
to keep the breed up to its proper stand-

ard—as near perfection as possible,

[THE END,]

SOUTHERN FIELD TRIALS.

Result of the Running of the Derby

and the All-Aged Stake.

From Our Special Corresjxjndent.

New AI.BANY, Miss., Feb. 8.—The

trials of the Southern Field Trials Club,

for many reasons, gave unusual satisfac-

tion this year, and ha'-e proved in many

respects the best in the series. Good

weather prevailed through the trials, and

was in marked contrast to that of last

year, when the running was discontinued

on account of rain. The attendance was

good and accommodations had been pro-

vided through the efficient work of Dr.

Rogers at private houses,and no complaint

was heard. The judges in the Derby were

P. H. Brvson, F. I, Stone and Whyte
Bedford, They named the best dogs in

the stake, but I do not agree with the

placing of them for reasons given in de-

tailed report. T. M. Brumby, Major J.

W, Renfroe and A. M. Young judged the

All-aged Stake, and their awards should

give satisfaction, I agree with awards.

A large number of sportsmen were kept

interested through the trials, as the run-

ning of the dogs was of high order. Of
those present were E. O'Neil and W. S,

Bell, Pittsburg ; George W. LaRue and

J. M. Tracy, New York ; W. Wilson,

Atlanta; F. S. Ward, J. C. Duncan, W,
G. Pilkington, P. H. O'Bannon, W. L.

Taylor. C. M. Rounds, Texas ; W. N,

Wallingford, J. C. Foster, Richaid Mer-

rill, Wis.; F. R. King, J. E, Chilcoat,

Colonel James Gordon, W, J. Baum,

B. Waters and fifteen of the principal

handlers, W. W. Titus being the only

one from this section not present. He
was detained by sickness in his family.

THE DERBY.

The opening day was favorable, a little

cloudy and warm about noon. A slight

breeze from the south nicely tempered

the air all day long. There was twenty-

one starters drawn,

RIDGEVIEW DONALD AND BELLE NOBLE
GLADSTONE.

Donald was handled by Short and

Belle by her owner. They started at a

fair pace and maintained it through the

heat, not a winiing one, but good. The
dogs were soon into a bevy feeding. Don-

ald flushed one bird and the balance ot

bevy flew a moment aflerwards. They
were not followed. Dogs ordered on.

Donald pointed about five minutes after-

ward, but vShort could not raise birds.

They h^d been feeding around. Belle

located them near, dogs steady to flush.

Donald was first to locate the birds and

pointed. Dogs were ordered on. Belle

pointed a bevy. Donald again was first

.to find the scattered birds. At flush of

birds a number rose. Soon after this

they were ordered up, neither showing

merit enough to be called again.

AMY ROBSART AND LITTLE MISS.

Short handled Amy for Harry North-

wood, her owner, and Maclin's Miss was

in Poindexter's hands. Thev had a long

run, fullv half an hour, before finding.

Amy, in'a brier patch, pointed a bevy.

She was steady to flush and shot. The
scattered birds could not be found. After

another run both poiuted in sedge grass,

Little Miss a little first. Nothing could

be raised and the dogs were sent on.

Amy located them quickly, following

up. Each dog made a single point, and

the heat ended, Amy having the best

of it,

ARLINE AND LORA.

How the Dosr Fooled Them.

Hunting dogs when they grow old be-

come rheumatic, or are at least debilitated with

pains. We know, too, that they crave heat and

get as near the fire as possible—a craving which

increases as they grow older. One such dog,

older than the others and slower in getting into

the lodge on returning from the hunt, was often

crowded away from the fire by the other livelier

dogs getting all the best places l)efore him.

Finding himself thus turned out in the cold, he

would dash towards the door barking, when the

others, supposing it was an alarm, would rush

away too. while the old rheumatic went to the

fire and selected a place to suit him.—Translated

from the Review Scientifique for Popular Science

Monthly.

J. Shellev Hudson's Arline and P,

Lorillard's
' Lora, Arline handled by

Short, Lora by Tucker, were started next,

Lora making a fine display of pace and

range, with good judgment in hunting

her ground. After nearly a half hour's

run Lora pointed a bevy and worked

them well. On single work Arline was

at great disadvantage. Titus, her breaker,

at the last moment was detained by sick-

ness of his wife and sent her to Short to

run. She did not seem to recognize him,

and it was not until near close of heat

that she showed what she was capable of

in way of pace and range.

SPURGEON AND LATONIA IL

R, P. McCargo's Spurgeon, handled by

himself, and Posten and Burdell's La-

tonia II, started about 10.30. At the end

of the heat Spurgeon had about all the

credit iu the heat to himself, having

pointed two bevies and some singles and

had shown fair pace and range, Latonia

had sufficient pace and range, but little

style and was deficient in nose. She
should have been retired from further

competition, but was given a bye in next
series which, under the rules, enabled
her to get into third series, a position she

was not entitled to,

THE GHOST AND FIRENZL
Omer Villere's The Ghost, handled by

McCargo, and H. J. Smith's Fireuzi,

handled by Poindexter, were cast off at

ir.25, The Ghost making the pace and
doing most point work. When The
Ghost pointed a bevy Firenzi flushed and
chased it. She afterwards pointed a sin-

gle and made a false point. The Ghost
making one about the same time. It was
now luuch hour.

TENNESSEE AXTEL AND COUNT ANTIO.

B. M. Stephenson's Tennessee Axtel,

bandied by Omer, and P. Lorillard's

Count Antio, handled by Tucker, proved
a fast and good brace. Axtel flushed

the first bevy. Count Antio passing that

way just afterwards pointed where birds

iad flown from. On the scattered birds

each got a point and flush, Axtel soon
adding another point, Antio a rabbit,

which he succeeded in hustling to a

woods near by, which was fortunate for

the rabbit. Axtel closed the heat by a

bevy point,

MISS RUBY AND PICCIOLA.

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s Miss Ruby, handled
by Tucker, and Mr. J. W. Renfroe's Pic-

ciola, handled by Bevan, were next down
about 2 P. M., Miss Ruby going much
like Antio, She found a bevy, getting

close on them, flushed a bird and settled

to point. Soon one got up close behind
her. She changed about, the balance of

the bevy flushing. On the singles she
was a little hard to get iu. Meantime
Bevan with '"Pic" was on them and she
made three points. Miss Ruby in time to

make one. Ruby found the next bevy
in an open meadow, Picciola backed
nicely. She afterwards got a point on
single, which closed the work. Miss
Ruby was largely the favorite and had
equalled the work of any dog, except An-
tio, that had preceded her.

WUN LUNG AND RUBY GLADSTONE.
Norvin T. Harris' Wun Lung was han-

dled as usual by Rose, and Ruby Glad-
stone by Poindexter. The latter made
poorest showing to this time. She made
two or three single points, more by acci-

dent thau result of hunting as she went
about slow and did not create the impres-
sion she was looking for anything. Wun
Lung was barely up to usual form. He
found the only bevy in the heat and
pointed staunchly. The brace was up at

half-past 3.

HOPE'S MARK AND NANCY DILL.

The Blue Ridge Kennels' Hope's Mark
in charge of Rose and E. H. Hydes'
Nancy Dill, handled by owner, were put
down in grass pasture. Within five min-
utes Mark had pointed two bevies and in

as much more time had several single

points to his credit. Nancy in the mean-
time had found one, which she flushed

and chased. About ten minutes after

finishing work on the two bevies Mark
pointed, and then Nancy got one, two of
which she proceeded to rush up at once.
This second chase put hre out of the

race, if anything else was needed,

DONOVAN AND ROD'S ROI,

J, M. Vaughan's pointer Donovan was
handled by Rose and F, S. Ward's Rod's
Roi by Short. It was the talk of the
crowd that Roi was supposed to be a bet-

ter dog than his brother Bob Cooper, but
he went amiss, and failed to prove it. No
doubt but that he was sick as claimed.
In appearance and way of going he is

like Bob, but better in markings. Neither
dog found a bevy, but one was flushed
by horsemen, Don pointed a bird, but
with Roi missed several opportunities.
The work of the brace retired them.

BOB COOPER, A BYE.

The Blue Ridge Kennels' Bob Cooper,
handled by Rose, ran his bye on ground
not calculated to bring out his qualities,

any way he was not in form. He pointed
a wounded bird and flushed same and
goes to next series under the rules.

8ECOND SERIES.

THE GHOST AND COUNT ANTIO.

Antio was first to find a bevy. The
Ghost passing that way afterwards point-

ed also, Antio on single made two good
points. He continued his accurate work
and was going well, using good judg-
ment.

SPURGEON AND AXTEL.
Spurgeon was not quite up to first heat

form, and Axtel was nowhere in compari-
son with it. Flushing and false pointing
was indulged iu . Spurgeon had the best

of it in speed and range, and got two
good points on a bevy flushed by Axtel.

MISS RUBY AND WUN LUNG.
Wun Lung met his equal in the Miss,

and in the first part of the heat rather

warmed him. Wun Lung, not to be out-

done, did better in the latter part of the

heat, but on the whole Ruby had the

best of it. She found the first bevy. On
the scattered birds each secured a point.

Later on Wun Lung got two points on
singles. Ordered up at 9; 40.

PICCIOLA AND HOPE'S MARK.
Picciola failed to repeat the work, iu

character, of first heat. Mark sustained
himself. He found a bevy and later

made two points on singles. To a third

point nothing could be found. Picciola

took uo part in point work,
AMY ROBSART AND LORA.

Lora made first find, a bevy, Amy in

single work making two points, both
dogs taking care of their opportunities.

Amy was best in speed, range and style.

Lora did not near repeat her first heat.

Amy is strong iu point work and has fine

style, a very graceful and easy mover,
BOB COOPER AND LITTLE MISS.

This brace went at fair speed. Their
range not extra. The character of work
not up to the best in the race. Both
made a point on a bevy. Miss getting

there a moment first. On the singles

Miss got two points Bob one. He added
a good bevy point to his score a little

later. Bob wanted to have his own way
too much. They were up at 11.30, with
little chance to try it again,

LATONIA II, A BYE.

Latonia proved in this heat the folly of
continuing her in the race. She had
pace and range, but it was all that could

be placed to her credit. She continued
"off nose," and not a reason for her to

appear in next series.

THIRD SERIES.

COUNT ANTIO AND WUN LUNG.
Only one bevy was found in this heat,

Wun Lung finding it. Antio found the

scattered birds first and poiuted it in his

usual style, Wun Lung got two points

and two flushes. The brace showed
about equal speed and range. Antio
most obedient, hunted his ground best

and was best iu style of work.

HOPE'S MARK AND MISS RUBY.

It was now 1.35, and the heat contin-

ued nearly an hour before a find, Mark
finding and pointing a bevy, aftewards

to another point notliing was found, but

soon after he had another bevy. The
speed, range and style was about equal.

Mark did the point work.

BOB COOPER AND AMY ROBSART.

The first birds found were flushed by
horsemen. On singles Bob flushed one
and chased. Afterwards he pointed a

bevy. Amy backed. On singles Amy
secured a point, but did not show quite

her usual form in this race.

LORA AND LATONIA II.

Lora in this race showed loss of speed

and range for reason that she was sick.

She found two bevies, however, and did

a little single point work. Latonia flushed

birds again and refused to back, and for

the third time was out of it.

FOURTH SERIES.

Six and a half braces were retained,
several dogs too many, for several dogs
had shown superior work, and if they
could maintain it were bound to win.
They should have been continued and
tried first to-day.

COUNT ANTIO AND HOPE'S MARK.
This heat created much interest and

should have been for first place, as both

dogs had in class of work, as well as in

actual work, beaten Wun Lung. Antio

was first to point a bevy, backed by Mark.

On singles Antio, easiest controlled, was
first on scattered birds and had made
two points when Mark joined him.

vlark took the next throw and made a

fourth, but nothing was raised. Mark
found the next bevy and pointed staunch-

ly. Singles not found. Dogs up at 4.40.

WUN LUNG AND MISS RUBY.

For the second time this brace was
down, aud as Wun Lung was placed first

and Ruby got a division of third it is

hard for the two reasons to say why this

heat was run. Each pointed a bevy,

Wun Lung getting a point on singles in

addition. At other points they seemed
equal. Wun Lung had twice met Ruby.
In neither heat had he proved her su-

perior. The result was as follows :

1. N. T. Harris' Wun Lung.
2. P. Lorillard, Jr.'s Antio.

3. R. L. Shannon's Hope's Mark and
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s Miss Ruby.

ALL-AGE STAKE.

The number of entries in the All-Age
Stake was the .same as in the Derby,
twenty-one. The weather continued good
and the stake proved a gootl one. The
dogs were drawn to run as follows :

George P. Jones' Sam R., handled by D. E.
Rose, with W. L- Taylor's Mark s Mack, Handled
by Poindexter.
Charles F. London's Dan Tucker, handled by

Stephenson, with K. I. Stone's Dave B., handled
by J. A. McCargo.

C. M. Round's June, handled by Stephenson,
with H. S. Bevau's Andromeda, handled by
owner.
The Blue Ridge Kennels' Fannie M., handled

by Ro.se, with H. S. Bevan's Laddie, handled by
owner.
Robt. B. Patker's Glen, handled by R. P. Mc-

Cargo, with P. H. Bryson's Whyte B., handled
by A. P. Gilliam.
Richard Merrill's Paul Bo, handled by Frank

Richards, with G.W. Amory's pointer Bounce,
handled by Rose.

P. Lorillard's Blade, handled by Tucker, with
J. Shelley Hudson's Dad Wilson, Jr., handled by
Short.
George E. McLun'sBonnie Bondhu, handled by

G. R. House, with White Bedford's Fremont,
handled by McCargo.
A. P. Gilliam's Eugene T., handled by owner,

with P. Lorillard's Antevola, handled by Tucker.
B. M. Stephenson's Top Mark, handled by

Short, with Bert Crane's Natalie II, handled by
N. B. Nesbitt.

J. Shelley Hudson's Dolly S., a bye, handled
by Short.

SAM RAND MARK'S M.\CK.

The brace was off early, with Sam R.
first to find a bevy. Mack afterwards

pointing ahead. Following to Woods
Mack two points. Two others were
claimed, but were hardly in time. His
point work was of undecided kind and of
poor character. Sam was off iu nose.

JUNE AND ANDROMEDA.
This brace was put down in the open

and worked towards a bottom. The char-

acter of it was such that dogs would not

make a creditable showing in. Andro-
meda dropped to point. No birds raised.

She roaded and located. June was found
on point of same beyy. June nii.ssed two
chances for points on singles. Working
out of bottom.into the open Andromeda
made a point on l)evy, and the heat was
over, she having the best of it.

DAN TUCKER AND DAVE B.

This brace was fast. Dave best in style.

Dan did most of the work and in the best

form. Each found a bevy separately and
both were found on point of same one.

A few singles were pointed. Dan's kind

of work this week was of the acceptable

kind,
FANNIE M. AND LADDIE.

Fannie went best, had good range and
found first bevy. She was backed by
Laddie, On five singles she worked
quickly, poiuted three to Laddie's one. i

In heavy sedge grass and by fence Fan-

nie found another bevy. She was steady
|

to flush. The singles were not found,
j

It was now lunch time.

GEM AN!) WHYTE B.
j

The range and speed of the brace was
about the same. If any difference it was
in favor of Whyte, ' Gem first false

pointed, singles not followed. About
two hundred yards off Whyte B. pointed

a bevy, adding another along a ravine.

Whyte had the best of it.

PAUL BO AND BOU.NCE

The pointer Bounce could not keep up
with Paul Bo. Little of anything. Paul

had point on single. Poindexter claimed

a point for Bounce before she was ordered

up. It was of no consequence, for with

it he would not be considered.

BLADE AND DAD WILSON, JR.

In this heat both dogs did fair work.

There was quite a run to find birds.

Blade finding first. Dad backed. The
birds rose behind both dogs. On singles

Dad flushed one in an open cotton field

going down wind.

BONNIE BONDHU AND TREMONT.
This brace did considerable work, find-

ing birds in good grounds and having fa-

vorable time and grounds for it. All

the point work uecessary to thoroughly

test the character of their point work
was had. Both did good clean work.

EUGENE T. AND ANTEVOLA.

This was a flying brace. Antevola

soon pointed ; moving on she failed to

locate birds. Tucker flushed them. On
singles Antevola flushed, chased one.
ICugene T. pointed twice, improving all

chances he had.

TOP MARK AND NATALIE II.

Natalie first ])ointed a bevy, Mark
l)acked. On singles, after flush of birds,

Natalie poiuted and then on another bird
flushed. Mark got into the scattered

birds and made several single points. On
another bevy near by lie pointed. Short
failed to raise birds. Natalie located

them very near. This ended the heat.

Both dogs fair in .speed and range but

not e(iual to the best in the race.

DOLLY KILL, A BYE.

Dolly ran her heat of forty-five minutes,
but did not find. The country was un-

favorable. She was industrious aud had
fair pace and range.

SECOND SERIES.

A little later start than usual was made,
the first brace going down at S. 15. The
wind had shifted to the south and it was
threateiiing rain about noon, but the day
proved good enough. Eleven dogs were
retained.

FANNIE M. AND WHYTE B.

This brace at one time indulged in a

little false pointing. .A bevy of birds

were flushed by hot semen. On singles

Fannie poiuted twice. She was best in

accurate work. Whyte before this found
a small bevy, Fannie getting a point on
singles.

PAUL BO AND ANDROMEDA.
In this heat a good deal of hunting was

done, but there was little point work in-

dulged in. Only a point on single by
Paul. Andromeda mafie a flush and pot-

tered in her work.
DAN TUCKER AND DOI LY HILL.

Dan did not maintain himself Dolly
pointed a bevy and Dan, when brought
up, refused to back. The scattered birds

were not found. Just before the close of

the heat both dogs were found on a

point. Dolly had rather the best of it in

point work ; in other qualities they were
evenly matched.

DAD WILSON AND BONNIE BONDHU.
This brace did some bad and good

work. Dad made a bad flush of beVy.

Bonnie found and pointed of them. While
a good deal of pointing was done the

character of the work was indifferent.

BLADF: and TREMONT.
Blade flushed two bevies and a single,

which put him out of the race. Tremont
took atlvantage of his chances, and while

he did but little work he made the best

of his chance.

DAVE B., A BYE.

His work was unsatisfactory. Natalie

was put down with him and found the

birds. To flush he was unsteady. His

other qualities were not well displayed.

TIIIRIJ SER1E8.

It was now iKirrowed down to three

braces, with doubt as to the winner, as two
or three were pretty closely matched.

FANNIE M. AND DAVE B.

The probable best one and the poorest

one in the race. Now Fannie quickly

disposed of him. Dave first foun<l and
pointed a bevy, but quickly flushed.

Fannie did all the single work—her

strong point.

JUNK AND PAUL BO.

A good race was expected between this

brace, but it proved that Paul easily had
It all his own way, pointing the birds and
making all the single points. He also

flushe<l one.

FKKEMONT AND NATATIE.

The latter was brought up for another

trial, but did no work, Fremont finding

two bevies. Neither were followed. Paul

ran his strongest heat.

FOURTH SERIES.

Eugene T. was now brought up and
run with Whyte B. and sustained him-
self well. Whyte found the bevy aud he
did the rest almost entirely, roading and
pointing in good style.

F.\NNIIv M. .VNI) PAUL BO.

It was now a race for first. Paul

baldly sustained himself. Fannie ran a

stiong heat and won. Of the birds found

Fannie found the two bevies. The result

was as follows

:

1. Blue Ridge Kennels' Fannie M.
2. Richard Merrill's Paul Bo.

3. Whyte Bedford's •Tremont, Bryson's

Whyte B. and A. P. Gilliam's Eugene T.
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CHICAGO BENCH SHOW.

The Judging Proceeding Very Slowly.

Some of the Principal Awards.

Special Dispatch to The Journal.

Chicago, February ii.—The fourth

annual bench show of the Mascoutah

Kennel Club opened here yesterday.

Owing to one of the cars containing

Spratts benching going astray they were

obliged to put a gang of carpenters at

work Tuesday night constructing new

benching, and as the work was not fin-

ished until noon yesterday judging was

delayed considerably thereby. The cata-

logue, we regret to say, contains errors

which make it difficult to furnish a re-

port without some minor errors.

A hasty comparison with the last show

shows a gain this year of seventy-two en-

tries which is in the follow iugclasses :

Mastiffs seven, St. Bernards fifty-three,

Great Danes twenty-five, Newfoundlands
four, Russian wolf-hounds six, deer-

hounds ten, field spaniels five, collies

nine, bull terriers eight, fox terriers

eleven and a big entry of Boston terriers

for the first time outside of their native

city. The principal falling off has been

in the sporting classes. A few of the im-

portant awards are as follows:

Mastiffs.—Challenge dogs, Ormonde first,

Sear's Monarch second; open dogs, Elksou first,

Wellington second, Cardinal Beaufort third, Ed-

rick fourth. Open bitches, Sinaloa first; Ilford

Cameo second, Matella third, Mai Chancellor

fourth.

Great Danes.—Challeuge dogs, Imperator

first. Melac second. Challenge bitches, Irene

first. Open dogs. Favor first, Roland second,

Brutus third, Hans fourth. Open bitches. Ulti-

mo first, Ulmer second, Nora third, Fris fourth.

St. Bernards (rough-coated).- Challenge

dogs. Pliulimmon, Jr., first. Challenge bitches,

Manou first. Open dog.s, Aristocrat first, Jim

Blaine second, Beausire third, Fernwood Bruce

fourth. Open bitches, Hepsey first. Guess Noble

second. Altonette third, Lady Adelaide fourth.

Smooths—Challenge dogs, Lord Hector. Chal-

lenge bitches. Empress of Contoocook. Open

dogs, Mascot Royal first, Ben second, Obo third,

St. Michael fourth. Open bitches, Fernwood

Goldy first, Mascot Nelly second, Lady Glad-

stone third, Dell fourth.

RUSSIAN WoLF-HouNDS—Open dogs. Leek-

hoi first, Osmaday second, Oridaflf third. Open

bitches, Flodeyka first, Soodka second, Zauoza

third.

Grkyiiounds—Challenge dogs. Gem of the

Season. Open dogs. Lord Neverstill first, Or-

natus second. Surplus third. Open bitches, Lit-

tle Climber first. Bestwood Daisy second, Lilly

of Gainsboro third.

Deeruounds.—All to Thayer.

Pointers.—Heavy challenge dogs, Trinket's

Chief first. Poutiac second. Open dogs. Count

Graphic first, Westminster Drake second. Prince

Graphic third, Dude N. fourth. Open bitches.

Revelation first, Ightfield Madge second, Pick-

wick third. Princess Mar^uereta fourth. Light

challenge dogs, Launcelot first. Open dogs,

Ridgeview vVagg first, Inspiration second.

Graphic Topic third, Osborne Ale II fourth.

Open bitches, Miss Rumor first, Pattie Donald

second. Lady Gay Spanker third, Ridgeview

Bergl fourth.

English Setters.—Challenge dogs, Cincin-

natus first, Paul Gladstone second, T. S. Brown's

Edge Mark third. Challenge bitches, Cambriana

first, Albert's Nellie second. Open dogs. Breeze

Gladstone first, Toledo Blade second, Paul B.

third, Matane fourth. Open bitches. Amy Rob-

sart first. Sue II second, Daphne third. Lady

Dudley fourth.

Irish Setters.— Challenge dogs, Kildare first,

Seminole second. Challenge bitches, Laura B.

first, Flldreda second. Open dogs, Duke KIcho

first. Pride of Patsy second. Rex third. Rancho

fourth. Open bitches, Hdna H. first, Nellie M.

second, Kildare Rosalie third, Kildare Doris

fourth.

Gordon Setters.—Champions to Dr. Dixon.

Open dogs, Nabob first, Reginald second, Wal-

lace third. Open bitches, Janet first, Maid of

Waverly second, Nan third.

Field Spaniels.—Challenge dogs, Samson.

Challenge bitches. Bridford Gladys. Open dogs.

Black Rideau Rob first, Wonder second, Arko

third. Open bitches. What Not first, Woodland

Sallie second. Baby Flins third.

Cocker Spaniels.—Challenge dogs, Black

Dufferin first, Rabbie second. Challenge bitches,

I Say first, Bessie N. second. Open dogs. Black

Jersey Obo first. Amusement se«ond, Jersey Boy

third. Open bitches. Black Duchess first.

Beauty second. Amusement third. Open dogs

any other color), Red Rowland first. Little

Ben^II second, Jim Hall third. Bitches, Jessie

C. first, Jessie second, Ditton Brevity third.

Collies —Challenge dogs. Roslyn Wilkes
first. Maney Trefoil second. Challenge bitches,

Roslyn Clara first, Metchley Surprise second.

Open dogs. Sir Walter Scott III hrst, Metchley
Wonder III second, Moray third, Roslyn Conway
fourth. Open bitches, Daylight first. Heather
Twig second, Jakyr Dean third, Highland
Flossy fourth.

Bull Terriers.-Challenge dogs, Dufferin

first. Open dogs, Streathain Monarch and
Carney equal first. Sir Jack second. Challenge
bitches. Grove Baroness first. Rose .second,

yueen Bendigo third. Open dogs (under thirtv

pounds), Tom Beverly first. Mister Dick second.

Open bitches, Luce first. Lady Vesuvius second.

Fox Terriers.—Challenge dogs, Raby Mixer
first, Starden's Jack second. Challenge bitches.

Dona first. Open dogs, Dobbins first, Glend on
Spark second, Brockenhurst Tyke third. Open
bitches. Miss Dallard first, Woodale Regina sec-

ond, Rawton Safety third. Wire-haired—Open
dogs, Eskdale Broom first. Pasha second. Open
bitches, Brittany first, Capsicum second.

Beagles.—Challenge dogs, Tony Weller first,

Roy K. second. Open dogs. The Rambler first,

Romp second. Hunter third. Open bitches-
Betty R. first, Fannie K. second. Forest Queen
third.

Pugs.—Challenge dogs, Sprake first. Penrice

second. Challenge bitches, Sateen first. Beauty
III second. Open dogs, Bonsor first, Dixey sec-

ond, Bradford Rowdy II third. Open bitches.

Diamond Nellie first, Gretchen second, Midget
third.

-> .

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB.

What TVas r>oiie at the Executive Com-
lulttee Meeting In Boston.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

An executive meeting of the National

Beagle Club was held at 266 Washing-

ton Street, Boston, Mass., February 6,

1892. President Chapman called the

meeting to order. The roll call showed
President Chapman, Vice-president W.
S. Clark, O. W. Brooking. W. A. Power
and H. V. Jamieson present. Minutes

read and approved. Chairman W A.

Power reported progress on constitution,

and desired to have njore time on this

very important matter, which was grant-

ed. Chairman O. W. Brooking said he

had no report to make on running rules

at present.
Communications read from Mr. S. h.

Boggs and Mr. John Bateman and filed

for future reference. The secretary was
instructed to thank Mr. John Bateman
for suggestions on behalf of Executive

Committee. Mr. Turpin was appointed

to audit the accounts of the treasurer up
to January i, 1892.

The following specials are to be offered

at Duquesne Kennel Club bench show :

For Lest dog, $5; for best bitch, $5; to be

competed for by members only. A mo-
tion was made that the secretary be in-

structed to correspond with all bench

show committees at which the N. B. C.

offer specials, that said show committees
provide a fifteen-inch and under and
thirteen-inch and under, instead of a fif-

teen-inch and twelve-inch, which was
carried unanimously.
The following motions were carried

unanimously : That the club invite sug-

gestions and proposals in regard to hold-

ing next field trials ; that the club donate

I25 in any class run in the field trials

having ten or more entries ; that class C
be divided if twelve or more entries are

secured ; that prizes in all classes except

absolute winner be 40 per cent, 30 per

cent and 20 per cent of entry money.

H. V. Jamieson, Secretary.

Boston, Mass., February 6.

THE PREVIOUS SIRE QUESTION

Several Letters to the Fanciers' Gazette

on the Subject.

The Fanciers' Gazette publishes three

communications upon the above subject.

As many of our readers are deeply in-

terested in this matter, we give these

letters below :

As the qtiestion of the influence of a

previous sire is at present being raised in

your columns, the following remarks,
bearing on a somewhat cognate subject,

may not prove uninteresting. A friend

had a highly-bred Skye terrier which was
very successful on the show bench. She
had several litters of puppies to leading
dogs of her own breed, and all turned
out well. Her owner resolved to allow

her to miss once, and was under the im-
pression that she had done so, till one
day she gave birth to a solitary puppy,
the parentage of which is still enveloped
in mystery. The puppy was a bitch and
was given to me, I being a boy of 10 at

the time. This puppy was, like her
mother, reddish-brown in color, but had
a white breast, and while shaggy was
shorter in hair than a Skye, though of

the same long, low formation, and as

game a little thing as ever lived. When-
ever she showed the slightest sign of

coming in season she was promptly shut

up in a kennel within a garden surround-

ed by a wall twelve or fifteen feet high,

the only entrance to which was through
a house. One day, however, while I was
exercising her in the country, my atten-

tion was momentarily diverted, and she

had a mesalliance with a well-bred Irish

terrier. The result was a litter of black

and black and white puppies. I need

not go further into details than to say

that on every subsequent occasion when
she was permitted to have puppies—and
that never to a black or black and white

dog—the produce were always of one or

other of these colors. How was that ?

Can you or any of your readers enlighten

me? C. Gull.

The fact of the influence of the first

progenitor has been demonstrated again

and again. Your space will not allow me
to enter into full details, but one fact

will suffice to show that the idea is not

"rot and nonsense." The Earl of Mans-

field put a thoroughbred mare to a quagga
—a kind of zebra—and, although never

suffered again to breed from the quagga,

she produced offspring with the quagga
stripes in 1817, 1818 and 1821 and six

vears afterwards to a black Arabian. Yet

the foal still bore unequivocal marks of

the quagga. I myself placed a young
sow to a sandy boar, as her first impreg-

nation, and six times in succession she

produced some "sandy" young ones to

whatever colored boar she was placed.

This truth has been so abundantly shown
by writers on the breeding stock that I

feel half ashamed to occupy your space

on the subject.

J. Hitchman, M. D.

ENTRIES FOR NEW YORK.

Twelve Hundred and Forty-flve lyogn

AVIIl C'orapete for the Prizes.

Following is the complete list of entries

for the Westminster Kennel Club's show,

which will be held at Madison Square

Garden February 23 to 26.

Dachshunds .... 27
Beagles 39
Fox terriers ....
Irish terriers ....
Black and tans . . .

Welsh terriers . . .

Dandie Dinmonts .

Bedlington terriers
Skye terriers ....
Scotch terriers ... ^
Yorkshires 18

Toys 7
Pugs 23
Toy spaniels .... 45
Italian greyhounds . 4

, . 2

. . 12

116

25

H
I

7
II

9
4

Mastiffs 33
St. Bernards .... 130

Bloodhounds .... 8

Great Danes 37
Barzois 7
Newfoundlands . . 6

Deerhounds .... 24
Greyhounds .... 40
Foxhounds 10

Harriers 6
Pointers 95
English setters ... 81

Irish setters .... 74
Gordon setters ... 36
Chesapeake Bay dogs i „ ,

Spaniels 99 Schipperkes
Collies 85 Poodles. . . .

Bull dogs 42
:

Miscellaneous
Bull terriers .... 47
Bassets i Total 1245

The Seminole Kennels have made the

largest number of entries for one kennel,

amounting in all to thirty.

The first Scottish terrier I owned was

some twelve years ago. She was a sandy

colored bitch. At her first heat she got

astray to a Manchester terrier, the result

being one dog pup, in shape like its

dam, but color and coat like its sire—fine

silky coat, black and tan. After that

she had successive litters to old Bon Ac-

cord and a dog bred by Mr. Hammond ;

then two litters by a dog I Iwught near

Edinburgh—all Scottish terriers of pure

breeding. In every litter two of the pup-

pies came smooth and sofl-coated like

the Manchester terrier. One of these I

saved, and at her first heat had her served

by a good dog, which came from Scot-

land. She had five puppies, two of

which were perfectly smooth and fine

coated.

I think this illustration tends to show

in many cases a previous sire has a very

great influence. I have been a breeder

of dogs for about twenty years, and in

all my experience I never came across a

dog having prepotency in such a marked
degree as the well-known Scottish terrier

old Bon Accord.
Another curious instance in breeding I

will mention : A fox terrier bitch had

several litters by pure fox terriers, and

the last time she was bred from, three

days afler she had been served by a fox

terrier, she was got at by a blue grey-

hound dog. She had six puppies, three

blue to all intent and purpose greyhound
whelps and three fox terriers. The grey-

hound pups I kept for a fortnight, and
then consigned them to a watery grave

;

the terrier pups I kept till four months
old, and they were the picture of their

dam. Hoping you will pardon my taking

up so much space.

Charles E. Frost.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : There are two diflferences be-

tween Dr. Mills and myself. I state

nothing as to any weight that I give, the

facts I quote speak for themselves. If

they do not support me I go down. Dr.

Mills speaks with the weight of profes-

sional authority, tacitly asking us poor

laymen to accept his views, they being

professional. Therefore, he speaking as

a professional and I merely voicing facts,

are so far unlike that there is a weight of

obligation on him to be careful that his

statements do not give rise to false infer-

ences that I am free from. How has Dr.

Mills discharged this obligation ? I

cited my experience and the result of my
inquiries as to what I deemed a most per-

nicious popular fallacy ; one that led own-
ers of bitches to utterly unjustly estimate

their value. (Dr. Mills in his lasl does

the same thing by narrating how he
persuaded the owner of an "accidented"

bitch to refrain from destroying her.)

Dr. Mills sets forth, with the weight at-

taching to his professional authority,

vague general impressions on a subject

that is of importance only practically !

He seems to hold that there may be some-
where in the inner consciousness of the

female dog some unknown quantity that

in some unknowable way maybe affected

by a previous sire and nobody know it !

In the name of common sense what does

a breeder know or care about anything

that neither he nor anybody else can

find out? From the beginning I have

confined myself to practical views on this

matter, percentages only interesting me.

Dr Mills takes into account what no-

body knows and nobody is ever likely to

find out ! Who "knows the most" about

this? Everyone of "the general laws of

nature remain unchanged," but they are

not proved by exceptions. A well-known
writer on dogs in health and disease, but

one who will never engage in public dis-

cussions of subjects which admit only of

postulation, in reply to a letter from me
asking his views says that in his opinion

1 am right in my contentions on this

subject—that displays of this "influence"

are "very rare." He adds that monstrosi-

ties are not unknown in the human fam-

ily, yet how silly the wife would be who
burdened her mind with the dread of

becoming mother of a monster, and how
wicked it would be even to suggest this

pobsi'iility to her.

Since I last wrote you I have received

three more instances of non-influence,

making, with the case cited by Mr. James
C. Roberts, twentv-nine nays to two ayes,

and "Uncle Dick," in communicating
two cases, says that paper is valuable,

ink has some value, and he cannot afford

to waste either on "this foolishness."

(Those who know our venerable uncle

can see him in this.) In an English pa-

per an old breeder says he has noted six-

teen distinct instances of non-influence

and not one on the opposite side. Yours

truly, W. Wade.
HcLTON, Pa., January 30, 1892.

ON STARTING A KENNEL.

Some Valuable Pointers to Amateurs
Entering the Kennel World.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

As I have been asked many times by

persons wanting to start a kennel of dogs

what variety to take up that will pay ex-

penses, I have been at a loss what to say.

I think it would be a good thing if The
F'anciers' Journal will point out where

my advice to the novice is wrong, after

hearing it. In the first place my advice

has been, lake the variety you fancy most,

you will do it more justice. If you take

a variety for which there is not much de-

mand it will take time and money to

boom it so you can get rid of your sur-

plus dogs, although your stock may be

t)rize winners. It is better to take up a

breed for which there is a good demand.

You can get rid of your stock, and if you
succeed in breeding a winner it is greatly

to your credit. Then as a rule these will

breed truer than those for which there is

no demand, having been bred nearer
perfection. You will be able to breed
good stock at any rate.

If your space for kennels and exercis-

ing ground is contracted, take one of the
small varieties, and do iK)t try to breed
too much stock. Be sure and send pup-
pies out "to walk." In this way you can
make room and ensure the health of your
dogs. Many breeders keep all their dogs
at walk, thinking that when divided up
in this way there is not nearly as much
chance of distemper and that the dogs
do better. Breed only from good stock,

and never keep weak or badly marked
pups. It is better to kill them than sell

them from your kennel. In starting a
kennel start with a very few good dogs,

and when you understand breeding them
for best results and proper management
of them, the kennel can then be en-

larged, and you will know enough to

oversee the kennelmau and know if he
neglects anything. Never leave much to

employees. "Collingwood."

CHAMPION ANTONIO.

The Transaction of the Sale Taken from

the American Field.

Through the courtesy of the editor of

the American Field we were furnished

with a proof copy of the article which

that live paper exclusively published last

week about the sale of Champion An-

tonio. Unfortunately the matter arrived

a mail too late for our issue last week.

We give it in full now :

The Blue Ridge Kennel has purchased

from Mr. Norvin T. Harris Champion

Antonio, paying for him $2000. While

the amount is large, it is not more than
the dog is worth, when his superb breed-

ing and grand field form are taken into

consideration. Unfortunately the criti-

cism of the sporting papers on the award
to him of the Champion Stake at High
Point and the Free for-All at Lexington
last fall were misconstrued by many, who
jumped to a conclusion never intended,

that the dog did not possess good field

qualities, whereas the very reverse is the
case, for Antonio possesses the very high-
est field trial qualities, the very highest

we have seen iu any dog that has ap-
peared in public since his now world-re-

nowed sire, Roderigo.
And why should he not possess these

high field qualities, he the scion of a

race of the grandest field dogs America
or the world has ever seen ? Starting
with a double cross of the foremost pil-

lars of the American Stud-book, Leicester

and Dart, the following illustrious dogs,

field dogs themselves and sires of field

dogs, have been brought in to use to build

Antonio : Gladstone, Count Noble, Count
Wind'em and Roderigo. Then look at

the female side of the family : Nora, a

daughter of Lewellin's Dan and Nellie,

a sister of Countess ; Clip, one of Leices-

ter and Dart's best daughters, both in

the field and on the bench ; Petrel, noted
as a mother of good ones ; Juno, also a
mother of good ones ; Twin Maud, the
mother of Roderigo and Champion Jean
Val Jean, and Bo Peep, who heads the
list of dams of field trial winners.

In no sense, therefore, is Antonio an
accident ; on the contrary, he demon-
strates conclusively what we stated re-

cently, that good breeding is not a ques-
tion of luck, but the result of knowledge,
and the judicious use of the knowledge.
So thoroughly does Antonio verify this

and that correct breeding intensifies and
perpetuates the most prominent charac-
teristics of the sire and dam, we notice
his sale at the length its importance de-
mands, to furnish an object lesson in

breeding. Were he not what he is he
would be an exception to the rule, for he
is the result, through successive genera-
tions, of the happiest of nicks, and is the
brother of brothers and sisters showing
similar great field trial form.

Starting with I^eicester and Dart,
where was there ever a happier combina-
tion ? And following the line, the same
can be said of Count Wind'em and Nora,
their son. Count Noble, and Twin Maud,
Gladstone and Clip, Gladstone and Juno,
which gives him a double Gladstone
cross, Gladstone's sire and dam, Llewel-

lin's Dan and Petrel, and although last

not least, Roderigo and Bo Peep, the
sire and dam of Antonio, and so many
other field trial winners.

Antonio's winnings are : Divided third
All-age Setter Stake, Central Trials, 1890 ;

first All-age Stake, Louisiana Trials, and
first All-age Stake, Southern Trials, 1891;
Champion Stake and American Field
Champion Cup, Eastern Trials, 189 1

;

Free-for-all, Central Trials, 1891.
These winnings go to prove conclusive-

ly that he is a dog of high field qualities,

as each time having won under different

judges, the dog must possess great field

qualities. That he has them is further

proven by the fact that Messrs. J. H. and

J. A. Hunter, who know a high-class dog
when they see one, have bred Daisy
Hunter to him, and Mr. C. E. Buckle,
also a capital judge of a dog, who han-
dled Maia of Kent, while dissenting from
the award, said in our issue on January
16: "The object of this letter is simply
to give Maid her dues and not at all in-

tended to throw any discredit on Anto-
nio, as I consider him one of the best

dogs I ever saw, and certainly the hard-
est I ever tried to beat." •

Antonio has a very fine nose, grand
style in motion, and on point and back,
great speed and range, and is a bird
searcher and finder ; added to which he
is positive on his points. He should
therefore prove a good sire. He was
bred by the Memphis and Avent Kennel,
and was whelped December, 1886.

HAMILTON KENNEL CLUB.

Matters That "Were Krouerlit Up at the
Second Annual MeetlUK.

The second annual meeting of the

Hamilton Kennel Club was held on

Thursday evening, February 4, in For-

esters' Hall, on James Street. There was

a large attendance of members, and the

proceedings throughout were most har-

monious and enjoyable. Mr. A. D. Stew-

art was in the chair as president of the

club and reviewed the work done during

the year, paying high compliment to his

brother officers, who had labored un-

ceasingly to bring the club to its present

state of usefulness. Mr. Stewart in-

timated that he intended to resign his

office as president, as he thought that

honors such as this should go round, and

he knew that there were many present

from whom a capable and industrious

chief officer could be chosen.

The treasurer's report showed that

there were 242 members in good standing

on the club roll and a balance on hand to

the credit of the club of I25 and no debts
outstanding. The report was adopted
unanimously, and a vote of thanks was
then passed to the president and officers

for their efficient work during the year.

It was decided to ask the new Execu-
tive Committee to devise ways and means
at an early date by which the guarantors

who had subscribed ;f7oo to pay off the

loss accruing from the late bench show
might be paid off. It was also decided to

hold a bench show in September, just be-

fore the Toronto fixture, and the secre-

tary was instructed to claim the neces-

sary dates without delay. A one-night

local show will also be held during the

month of March, open to members of

the club only. A motion to increase the

annual membership fee from %\ to %2

was voted on and carried.

The rules lately passed by the Execu-
tive Committee of the C. K. C. relating

to champion and novice classes were dis-

cussed at length, and it was the unan-
imous opinion of the meeting that a

great mistake had been made and that

the rules referred to should be recon-

sidered, as they were in no way bene-

fic al to Canadian breeders or exhibitors.

The secretary was instructed to write to

the secretary of the C. K. C. to this effect

and to ask for the co-op>eration of other

Canadian kennel clubs in the matter.

The election of oflScers resulted as fol-

lows : Parton, William Hendrie ;
presi-

dent, Andrew Murdock ; first vice-presi-

dent. Dr. Grifliin ; second vice-president,

E. Tinsley ; treasurer, C. W. Tinling

;

honorary secretary, A. D. Stewart ; finan-

cial secretary, H. I'. Breay ; honorary
veterinary surgeon. Dr. Mole ; Executive

Committee, F. R. Close, J. Hackett, R.

B. Harris, J. C. Hore and W. McDonald.

POULTRYan" PIGEONS.

THE OLBVBLAND SHOW.

A Miserable Apologry for an Ex-
hibition of Poultry.

Editor Fancip:rs' Journal.

Several years ago the writer attended

the "first exhibition of thi Cleveland

Poultry, Pigeon, and Pet Stock Associa-

tion," held in the Armory, Cleveland.

The spacious and well lighted room was

comfortably filled with clean and tast)'

coops, neatly arranged in long rows,

with each variety in its order. The
whole exhibition was conducted in such

a manner as to win respect and admira-

tion for the fanciers whose birds were

there, as well as for the birds themselves.

There were some grand birds there, too,

I remember ; birds from many different

states, and from Canada. The attend-

ance was good, the hall being at all

times well patronized by both ladies and
gentlemen. There can be no doubt that

much good resulted to the fancy from
this exhibition.

Last week this "association" held a
show ; I believe they called it the "fifth."

It is to be hoped that it is the last. The
first was an exhibition, this last was a

show. The writer and a friend, with
visions of feathered beauties before their

eyes, boarded a Lake Shore train, and in

due time arrived in Cleveland. As it

was afternoon when we arrived, we de-

cided to remain over till the next day
before visiting the "fifth annual;"
wanted plenty of time to take in all of

its beauties.

The next morning we started out to

find the show. In front of a tloorway

leading fnto the new market building we
saw a sign that had evidently seen better

days, on which was printed in letters

that had once been black, "Poultry
Show." We entered and saw a fine

show of poultry, but it was of the dressed

variety, on sale at the butchers' stalls.

We were able at last to detect the sound
as of a voice from above, faintly crowing.

Ascending a flight of stairs and walking
over to a distant corner of the large

building, we found the door that opened
into the "large, well lighted room that

had been secured for the occasion."

We entered, and this is what we saw :

A narrow, dark and dingy room, the

floor of which was liberally covered with

sawdust, litter from the coops and cigar

stubs. The odor was delightful and fully

compensated for the lack of ventilation.

The coops, of which there were many
kinds, shapes and colors, were arranged
so as to accommodate the various types

of the human family that might wander
in. The short ones could give their at-

tention to the lower coops, the medium
height to the next above and the tall

ones to the upper tier. The spaces be-

tween the rows of coops would hardly

admit of passing another, and we came
upon an obstruction in one of these nar-

row passages that struck us as rather un-

usual in a place where ladies are expect-

ed to attend ; however, it was strictly in

keeping with the general appearance of

things. This obstruction consisted of an
individual in a woolly overcoat and cone-

shaped wool hat ; a rather diminutive,

weak-eyed young man with a sort of buff

Cochin appearance and a dilapidated

gamecock, which, under the tuition of

he of the cone-shaped hat, the weak-eyed
young man was "flirting" on a bag of
sawdust, evidently for the purpose of

fitting him for a fight. This individual

in the woolly coat was a study. He
seemed to have full sway there, and in a

voice that suggested a split fog horn he
extolled the merits of the ragged looking
game fowls he had on exhibition.

There were some good birds there, but

they were in bad company. I noticed

some buff Cochins that were excellent,

also some Plymouth Rocks that deserved

to be in a room where they could be
seen. We also noticed a person standing

in front of a pen of Plymouth Rocks,
filling the air with oaths of the choicest

variety, because of an unjust decision,

which he claims had been made against

his birds. My friend called the attention

of one of the persons who might have
Ijeen suspectecf of having something to

do with the management of the show to

a fine Plymouth Rock cock that had es-

caped from its coop and was fighting
with another bird that occupied one of
the lower coops. He was met with the
information that "that's nothin', there's
some of 'em a scrappin' all the time."
Two pigeons had escaped from their

coop, and were perched on the top of a
window frame, looking as though they
would liked to have escaped from the
building.
To sum up, it was the most wreched

apology for a poultr}' exhibition that it

has ever been the misfortune of the writ-

er to attend, and such side shows cannot
fail to disgust people with the whole
business. We saw ladies come to the
door, look in and turn away in disgust.

The coops piled one above another, the
room was so dark that it was actually

impossible for the writer to see what two
of the coops contained, together with the
filthy condition of the room, and the
class of persons who seemed to have con-
trol there, making a cockpit out of the
room is hardly calculated to inspire

respect in the bosom of the stranger who
might wander in, either for the birds

there or for the fraternity as a class.

The latter must suffer unjustly because
some are in it, not because they are fan-

ciers at heart, but for love of the al-

mighty dollar. It looks a little strange
when three or fimr birds tie for the same
prize, but then it makes a little money
cover a good many birds,

J. Ames Alfred.
Cleveland, O., Jamuiry 26.

Whitfield Exhibit at Indianapolis.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

As most readers of this paper have

learned before now, the Indiana State

Poultry show as a whole was a rank fail-

ure. There were only 607 fowls outside

the game department. Bad weather did

much toward bringing about this result,

but bad management did considerably

more. As an example of the latter, it

has come out since the show that the

secretary gave the judges of Cornish In-

dian games no entry numbers nor in-

structions. They (Pierce and Felch)
knew of no entries in these classes ex-

cept the birds belonging to Messrs. Has-
let, Milhouse and Maish, and these were
the only birds judged.

Mr. G. T. Whitfield, of Coleridge,

Gloucester, England, had ten specimens
among the overlooked lot, on which the
association was careful to charge full en-

try fees, but that is about all the good it

did the gentleman. Mr. Whitfield also

had ten Creve Coeurs, which after their

long journey were of course very light in

weight. There was no competition on
Creves, so I tried to get the association

to count them full in weight, and thus

give them a good chance to compete for

collection and special prizes. But, no

;

instead of favoring him because he had
shipped such a distance to the show, they
seemed to go on the principle of "he
will never come again ; we'll work him
while we can." And they did with a
vengeance.
The Whitfield birds were sent here in

my care to be sold at show, but the at-

tendance at show was small and there

were no buyers. Mr. Ed N. Mai.sh, of
Frankfort, Ind., took two of the Cornish
Indians at |io each. The rest of the
consignment after the show I directed

shipped to Mr. Rackham, superintendent
of the New York show, who I under-
stood had another consignment belong-

ing to Mr. Whitfield. The birds arrived

in this city a week before the show
opened, and I am under obligations to

Messrs. Rice, Draper, Whilesell an<l

other game fanciers here for their assist-

ance in helping nie care for them, but to

the poultry association no thanks are

due.
The local Game Club's special prizes

have all been paid in full. The Poiiltry

Association prizes have not been paid at

the time of this writing.

H. P. Clarke.
iNDlANAitiLiS, Ind., February 6.

Transfers of Stock.

T. M. Rivel, Philadelphia, to E. E.

Perry, Wilmington, Del., H3877, record

200, 300 and 500 miles.

George W. Pettet, Philadelphia, to C.

Dorsey, Washington, D. C, one satinette

hen.
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THE GREAT NEW YORK

POULTRY EXHIBITION

THOUSANDS OF BIRDS DISPLAYED.

Many of New York's Prominent Peo-

ple in Attendance.

A FINE DISPLAY OF WATER FOWL

A Galaxy of Beauty Unsurpassed

by any Show of Its Kind

Ever Held in America.

(5The Madison
*

I
Square Gar-

den of New
York City presented

a scene of beauty

last week that will

not soon be forgot-

ten by those who

were fortunate enough to have witnessed

it. The magnificent edifice, whose spa-

cious amphitheatre has been occupied at

different times by the huge and startling

circus of the late P. T. Barnum, by that

band of Wagnerian musician lead by

Seidle, by the bicycle riders, by the ex-

ponents of the fistic art and by the pop-

ular Patrick Gilmore and his famed

band, has also seen the wealth and fash-

ion congregated there to admire the

chrysanthemums, the horses or the dogs,

while the dangerously exhilarting French

ball has found it a congenial home as well.

Well, the Garden is unsurpassed for all

entertainments of the above kind. It

was reserved, however, for the poultry

show to bring out the full beauties of the

place.

Looking down upon the long rows of

cages decorated with blue, red and orange

ribbons the effect was simply great. The

thoroughbred fowls looked their best in

their temporary wire prisons, while the jfjjl

democracy, beauty wealth and aristoc-
""-^

racy of the metropolis crow ded the aisles

admiring the "points" of each.

Verily the fashion has taken to poultry,

the same as it has taken to horses, dogs

and flowers. Why should it not ? The

American people are realizing the advan-

tages of suburban life, and no country

gentleman can afford to surround him-

self with thoroughbred horses, cattle or

dogs and neglect the thoroughbred fowl.

Thousands of dollars' worth of stock is

sold annuallv to such people, and the

New York Poultry show is but one great

mart for the disposal of stock. The

grand success of tliis show is attributable

to generous and progressive management.

Such men as Robert Colgate, Thomas
Terrv, George Purdue, D. E. Newell, H.

V. Crawford, G. P. Reynaud, T. Farrer

Rackhani, Captain Griffingand others do

things in a broad and pul>lic spirited

manner. The oM ruts are forsaken and

new ones cultivated. They have suc-

ceeded in l)uilding up a reputation for

the New York Poiilrty show that bids fair

to be as important as the horse or dog

show. r r * XT
The large gathering of fanciers at New

York is an indication that it is the proper

caper to be present both for pleasure and

revenue. As one of the boys remarked,

"There's no city in America like New-

York for fun and boodle." He was right.

A shrev^d fancier could .sell all he had to

sell, while the pleasure loving fancier

could till his cup to overflowing.

Contrast this well managed and fur-

nished show with sliows of five and ten

years ago. We well remember the howl

thai went uj) from the ancieiit fanciers

when Spratt's coops were first introduced

in thi.s country. The whole outfit, in-

cluding T. Farrer Rackhani. was so

"demmed English" that only the merit

of the innovation could overcome the

national prejudice. The uniform and

the rather graceful and airy appear-

ance of the cages showed birds off to an

advantage unknown in the past. Both

the coops and Uncle Rackhani were suc-

cessful, and every fair and liberal-minded

American will not hesitate to acknowl-

edge the corn.

The breeding yards as exhibited at

New Y'^ork are a decided feature, and the

wonderful increase over last year in the

entries in this department eloquently

pronounces it a grand success.

In the open classes the single bird en-

tries again showed to advantage. One
bird to a cage facilitates judging, shows

to better advantage the inmate and is

more satisfactory every way than the old-

fashioned method of showing birds in

pairs.

The following gentlemen officiated as

judges at the show

:

Poui,TRY.—Newton Adams, J. H. Bald-

win, Henry S. Ball, Sharp Butterfield,

Dr. W. A. Conklin, Irving Crocker, John
E. Diehl, J. H. Drevenstedt, John Filkin,

James Forsyth, Charles M. Griffing,

James E. Hanley, M. E. Phelps, Ira C.

Keller, J. D. Nevius, Charles S. Newell,

George Purdue. P. Halstead Scudder,

Colgate, Mrs. F. M. Shepard, Mrs. S. T.

Peters, Mrs. A. Taylor, Chauncey M.
Depew, T. A. Havemeyer, S. B. Sexton.

J. Borland, and Geo. M. Gould and wife.

A prize feature was W. L. Darby's

whistling canary bird. Mr. Darby lives

in Saugerties. His canary, which is a

very ordinary looking bird, cannot sing

as an ordinary canary does, but when it

starts its notes out pours, clear and loud,

the air of "Yankee Doodle." The bird

can only sing that one air. It never was
known to sing anything else.

We must really compliment the New
York press on the enterprising and lib-

eral reports it contained of the show.

The Philadelphia press, with two excep-

tions, might pattern after its Gotham
brothers. A liberal press means much to

1

acity, and while the New York papers

advertise the show, they at the same

time advertise the citv. But there is

only one New York in the United States.

Following is a full list of the awards :

Cochins (buflf).—Cock istto Lyndhurst Poultry

Yards, 2d to Johu Firth, 4th to W. J. Underbill,

5th to J. B. Clark; hen 1st to Lyudhurst Poultry

Yards. 2d, 3d and 5th to John Firth. 4th to W. J.

Underhill; cockerel ist to Lyndhurst Poultry

Yards. 2d to J. B. Clark. 3d to K. M. Turner, 4th

to Sandacre Farm, 5th to Wallace Tooker; pul-

let ist to Lyndhurst Poultry Yards. 2d and 3d to

Wallace Tooker, 4th to Sandacre Farm, 5th to

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN.

Franklane L. Sewell. O.K. Sharp, Charles

Terry, Edward B. Thompson and Francis

T. Underhill.

Pigeons.—H. V. Crawford, Elmer E.

Quick and William J. Stanton.

Many prominent people were present,

but to print the full list would take too

much of our space. Among the more

prominent ones were noticed Mrs. De

Lancev A. Kane, whose Houdans from

"The Paddocks," at New Rochelle, have

won many prizes ; Mrs. Sidney Dillon

Ripley, Mr. and Mrs. Francis T. Under-

hill Mrs. Lewis M. Rutherford, Mrs G.

P. Reynaud, Mrs. Samuel T. Peters, Mrs.

Robert Colgate, Thomas Young, Jr.,

Robert D. Winthrop, George Peabody

Wetniore, Rutherford Stuyvesant, Marion

vStory W.J. Stanton, Winthrop Ruther-

ford, Lewis M. Rutherford. Jr., Sidney

Dillon Ripley, T. Farrer Rackham,

George Purdue, Samuel T. Peters, D. E.

Newell, Prescott Lawrence, Newton

Adams, Frederick Bronson. H. V. Craw

ford, George GrifTing, Charles M. Grif

fing, W. H Gunther. Mr. and Mrs. Her-

man Oelrichs, Mr. and Mrs. Adolph

Ladenburg, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H.

Terry W. F. Wharton. F. K. vSturges,

C J
'

Franklin, Joseph T. Hyde, Dr.

Field, Judge Hilton. Mr. and Mrs. Peter

Barlow, T. Henry French, Mr. and Mrs.

A M. Palmer, Mrs. H. Phipps, Mrs.

Georgia Iseliu, Mrs. Schieffelin, Mrs. R.

Torham Poultry Yards. Partridge-Cock ist 4th

and 5th to George W. Mitchell. 2d to G. G. Fen-

wick 3d to H. W. Smith; hen ist. 4th and 5th to

Mitchell 2d and 3d to Fenwick; cockerel ist. 3a,

Jfh and 5th to G.W. Mitchell,2d to G.G. Fenwick;

pullet ist, 3d and 5th to Mitchell 2d and 4th to

Fenwick. Black—Cock ist to David A. Nichols,

2d to 1 M. Kipp, 3d to Theoron Johnson; hen

ist to Nichols; cockerel ist to Theoron Johnson;

pullet ist to Nichols, 2d to Johnson 3d to R. P.

'Thompson, 4th to J. M. Kipp. White-Cock ist

to Mitchell & Russell, 2d to Kipp; hen ist, 4th

and 5th to Mitchell & R"s«rn, 2d and 3d to

Harry Steickler; cockerel ist, 2d and 3d to Mitch-

ell &^Russell. 4th and 5th to Strickler; pullet ist

and 2d to Strickler, .3d to Dr. K. H. WUmer, 4th

and 5th to Mitchell & Russell.

BRAHMAS (light).-Cock ist and 2d to Francis

T Underhill, 3d to George Purdue 4th and 5th

to Stephen A. Spencer; hen ist and 4th George

Cars-n, 2d to Purdue. 3d and 5th to Charles M.

Griffing & Son; cockerels ist. 2d and 3d to Geo.

p"rdue*^ 4th to E. W. Hadden. 5th to Underh,!!;

oullet ist and 5th to Underhill. 2d. 3d and 4th to

Purdue Dark-Cock ist to Newton Adams; hen

ist. 2d. 3d and 4th to Adams; cockerel ist, 2d, 3d

and 4th to Adams, 5th to J. B. Huff; pullet ist, 2d.

3d and 4th to Adams, 5th to Huff

DOMXNQUKS (American) -Cock ist to Jones

Wilcox. 2d to A. T. Pratt. 3d to Edward S. Cave .

hen ist aud 3d to Jones Wilcox. 2d and 4th to

Cave sth to K. J. Chandler; cockerel ist to

Chandler 2d and 3d to Wilcox, 4th to PraU

;

pSfletisWo Chandler, 2d and 3d to Jones Wilcox.

Langshans (black).-Cock ist to Windholme

PouUry Yar.1s. 2d and 3d to Ki.rby & Smith 4th

to F. T. Underhill; hen ist to Kirby & Smith, 2d

and 3d to Windholme Poultry Yards, 4th to W.

W. Hogle,5th to Hempstead Harm Poultry Yards

cockerel ist to Windholme Poultry Yards, 2d

t^F. T. underhill, 3d to Hempstead Parm

Poultry Yards, 4th and 5th to K'rby & Sm.th,

pullet ist to F. T. underhill. 2d and 5th to Wind-

iiolme Poultry Yards, 3d a"d j|th to Kirby &
Smith. White-Cock ist and 2d, hen ist and 2d.

cockerel 1 8t and 2d and pullet ist^ 2d and 3d to

Kirby & Smith; cockerel td to F. T Bean. Blue

-Cock and hen ist and 2d, cockerel ist and pud-

let 3d and 4th to Kirby & Smith; pullet ist, ad

and 5th to S. H. Judd.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS (barred).-Cock ist to Chas.

M Griffing & Son, 2d to George Graves & Son,

3d to J. H.Thompson, 4th to W. W. Rapelyeu,

sth to F. A. Haveraever ; hen ist to Charles S.

Beaumont, 2d and 3d to J. H. Thorn son, 4th to

Griffing & Son. 5th to Graves & Son ;
^cockerel

ist, 3d, 4th and 5t1i to Bradley Bros., 2d to W. K.

Phelps ;
pullet ist to J. H. Thompson, 2d 4th

and 5th to Bradley Bros., 3d to Griffing & Son.

White-Cock ist to G. C. Morris, 2d to Frank H.

Grant, 3d to H O. Chesley & Co 4th to D. F.

Tavlor sth to W. W. Rapelyen ; hen ist to A. C.

Brown 2d to Morris. 3d to Frank H. Grant. 4th

to Graves & Son; cockerel ist to Graves &Son
2d to D. F. Taylor, 3d to Chesley & Co., 4th to

Frank H. Grant, 5th to AC Brown ;
pu"et ist

to Graves & Son, 2d to A. C. Brown, 3d to Grant.

4th to Morris. 5th to Chesley & Co Pea-combed

—Cockerel ist aud pullet ist 2d and 3d to H. A.

Prosser. Buff-Hen ist.and 2d to A. B. Aldnch ;

cockerel ist, 2d and 3d to Aldrich 4th to R. G.

Buffington ;
pullet ist, 3d and 4th to Buffington,

2d and 5th to Aldrich.

Wyandottes (silver).-Cock ist and 2d to F.

L. Mattison, -sdto Jones Wilcox, 4th to J. H.

Thompson, 5th to J. « Mayhew ;
hen 1st and 3d

to Tones Wilcox, ad and 4th to Mattison, 5th to

F H Davey ; cockerel ist to Mattison, 2d to

Jones Wilcox, 3d to Torham Poultry Yards 4th

and sth to J. H. Thompson; pullet ist, 2d and 4th

to Mattison, 3d to 1 hompson, 5th to FH. Davey.

Golden-Cock ist to J. J. Wells, 2d to C W.
Johnston, 3d to Ira C. Kellar, 4th and sth to C. a
Sharp & Co.; hen ist, 2d and 3d to Kellar, 4th to

Fouias Bros.. 5th to C. W. Johnson; cockerel ist

to Cunningham & Blair, 2d and 3d to J. J. wells.

4th and 5th to Foulds Bros.; pullet ist and 2d to

Ira C Kellar, 3d to Foulds Bros., 4th to J. J.

wells 5th to C' A. Sharp & Co. White-Crck ist

to James Forsythe, 2d to W. H. Shute; hen ist,

2d and 4th to Forsythe, 3d to F H Davey, 5th to

D F Tavlor; cockerel ist and 2d to Forsythe,

3d and 4th to D. F. Taylor, 5th to Mrs. DeLancey

A. Kane; pullet ist to Forsythe, 2d to Taylor, 3d

to Shute. Black-Hen ist to J. K. Boyd 2d to

E. A. Boyd; tockerel ist to J. K. Boyd. 2d to E.

A. Boyd. 2dtoMissG.Iselin; pullet ist to E. A.

Boyd, 2d to J. D.Boyd. Buff-Cock ist, hen irt,

cockerel 1st and 2d to R. G. Buffington, 3d to A.

B Aldrich; pullet ist, 2d and 5th to Buffington,

3d and 4th to A. B. Aldrich.

JAVAS (black).—Cock ist and ad hen ist and ad,

cockerel ist and 2d, pullet island 3d to Ed. F.

Baddington; pullet 2d to B. W. Mosher.

JERSEY BLUES.-Cock ISt tO »^SS H J. MC-

Coun; hen 2d to McConn, 3d to A. T. Pratt; cock-

erel ISt and pullet ist to McConn.

Spanish (white-faced black).-Cock 2d and hen

ISt to William H. Lewis; cockerel ist to Nelson

H. Haskell, 2d to William H. Lewis; pullet ist to

Lewis, 2d to Haskell.

Blue andalusians.—Cock ist, cockerel ist

and 3d, pullet ist to T. A. Havemeyer; cockerel

2d to Alfred Burt.

LEGHORNS (single-comb white).—Hen ist to

Torham Poultry Yards, 2d to Charles Eldndge;

cockerel ist to Torham Poultry Yards, 2d to Wil-

liam F. Hill. 3d to Howard Vansickle; pu»et isj

and 3d to Charles W. Rodman. 2d to TorRam
Poultry Yards. 4th to Vansickle. 5th to Hill. Sin-

gle comb browS-Cock ISt to H. W Smith 2d

tnd 3d to James Fortsythe; hen ist. 2d and 3d to

Forsythe. 4th to H. W. Smith; ccKrkerel ist, ad, 3d

and 5th to Forsythe, 4th to Smith; puHet ist, 2d,

,d and 4th to Forsythe. 5th to Smith Single-

romb black-cock ad, hen 1st and ad to George

Udall; cockerel ist to Elmer Homan. 5th to

Udall; pullet ist to Elmer E. Homan .ad to Jo-

seph Coon. 3d to Udall. Rose comb white-Cock

aiid hen ist to Forsythe; cockerel ist and 2d to

Forsythe. 3d to J. C. Haynes, 4th to W. C. House.

DuUet ist and 2d to Forsythe. 3d to House Rose-

comb brown-Cock ist to H. E- Benedict. 2d to

Forsvthe; hen island 2d to Windholme Poult.
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Yards 3d to B. H.VanAuken; cockerel isl to

Forsythe. 2d to J. C. Haynes. 3d and 4th to Bene-

dict 5th to Homan; pullet ist and 3d to Benedict.

2d to Vanauken. 4th and 5th to Forsythe. Buff-

Hen ist and 5th to Shady Shore Poultry Farm;

cockerel ist and 4th to same, 2d to E. J. Chan-

dler 3d to L. D. Atwater; pullet ist, 2d and 3d to

Aug D. Arnold, 4th to Chandler, 5th to Shady

Shore Poultry Farm. Any other color--Hen ist

to T. Farrer Rackham; cockerel 2d to B. H. Van

Auken
MiNORCAS (black).-Cock ISt toL. Garrison &

Co 2d to C. R. DeHart ; hen ist to h. G. Bean.

2d and 3d to Garrison & Co.; cockerel 1st to Gar-

nson&Co., 2d, 3d and 5th to DeHart .,th to

Havemeyer; pullet ist to DeHart, 2d to L. Garri-

son, 3d to J.C. Haynes. 4th to Havemeyer
White—Cock ist, hen ist and 2d and cockerel ist

to DeHart; pullet ist to Bean.

Polish (golden bearded).-Pullet ist to M. M.

Thomas. Silver bearded-Cockerel ist to C. W
Commis;hen istand pullet ist and 2d to C. W.
Cominis. White t>earded-Pullet ist to Thomas.

Hamburgs (golden spangled).-Hen 3d, cock-

erel ist and pullet 2d to J. C. Haynes. Silver-

Ipaugled-Cbck 1st, 2d and 3d to I. E. Hazard^

4th and 5th to Torham Poultry Yards; hen ist, 2d

r„d 3d to Hazard, 4lh to N. H Haskell, 5th to

Torham Poultry Yards; cockerel ist 2d and 3d to

Hazard. 4th to Torham Poultry Yajds, 5th to

Haskell; pullet 1st, 2d. 3d and 5th to Hazard 4th

to Torham Poultry Yards. Golden pencilled-

Cock ist to V. L. Mattison. 2d to Torham Pou try

Yards vl to J T. Cothran, 4th and 5th to Wind-

holme Pouu/y Yards; hen ISt and 4th to Wind-

holme Poultry Yards, 2d to Kent & Bennet, 3d

"o Mattison. 5th to Torham Poultry Yards; cock-

erelislto Preston & Waite, 2d to Cothran 3d

and 4th to Kent & Beunet; pullet ist to Preston

&wiite. 2d and 3d to Ke'it & Bennet 4^h to

Torham Poultry Yards. 5th to J. t. Cothran.

Silver pencilled-Hen ISt to Sandacre Farm, ad

to Charles Eldi idge; cockerel ist to Eldndge, ad

and3dtoSa1.di.cre, 4th to Mrs. E. B CotTiran;

nullet ist and 3d to Mrs. Cothran. 2d and 4th 10

Sandacre. Black-Pullet ist to Kent & Bei.mt.

DORKINGS (colored).-Cock ist to Hen^v Hales,

2d to E H. & A. G. Warner; hen ist t Warner

2dt) Henry Hales; cockerel ist to H.ls; pullet

ISt to Warner, 2d to Haynes, 3d to Hales, silv r

orev-Hen ist to Warntr cockerel ist to War-

ner, 2d, 3d and 4'h to Hales; pullet ist, 3d and

4th Hales, 2(1 to Warner. White-Cockerel lat,

pullet ISt to Warner.

Indian GAMES.-Cock ist and 5th to C. A.

Sharp & Co., 2d to John Boriand, 3d and 4th to

Sandacre Farm; hen ist, 2d and 3d to Sharp &
Co., 4th to W. J. Andrus, 5th to Sandacre Farm;

cockerel 1st aud 2d to Sharp & Co., 3d and 5th to
Sandacre Farm. 4th to John Borland: pullet ist,

ad. 3d. 4th and 5th to C. A. Sharp & Co. White-
Cockerel ISt and 7.d to George T. Whitfield, 2d,
4th and 5th to Sharp & Co.

;
pullet ist, 2d and 5th

to George T. Whitfield, 3d aud 4th to Sharp &
Co.

Red Caps.—Cock ist to Haynes; hen :st and
3d to John B. Clark, 3d to Haynes; cockerel ist,

3d and 3d to Clark; pullet ist and 3d to Clark, 2d
to Haynes.
Creve C(EURS (any color).—Cock ist to George

T. Whitfield, Coleridge, England.
Houdans.—Cock ist and 2d to Daniel Pinck-

ney; hen, ist, 2d and 5th to Pinckiiey, 3d and 4th
to Mrs. De Lancey A Kane; cockerel ist to Mrs.
Kane; pullet ist and 2d to Mrs. Kane.

La Flrche (any color).—Hen ist to W. J. An-
drus; cockerel ist to .\ndrus. 2d to William Lind-
say; pullet ist to Audrus.

Games (black-breasted red).—Cock ist and 2d
to A. E. Bluuck, 3d to A. W. Hall; hen ist and
ad to Blunck; cockerel istand 2d to Bliinck, 3d to
F. R. Shaw, 4th and sth to A. W. Hall; pullet ist

to F. R. Shaw, 2d ana 3d to Blunck. Silver duck-
wing—Cock 2d to Lester B. Gunn. Golden duck-
wing—Cock 2d to Lester Gunn; hen 4th to Joseph
Krouse; cockerel ist to Gunn, 2d to Krouse. Red
pile—Cock 1st to Gunn, 2d to James Renuie; hen
ISt to Rennie. Black—Cock ist to H. H. Harmes
& Bro. White—Hen ist to Harmes & Bro. Pit
(any color).-Cock ist to Charles Eldridge, 2d to
D. G. Hatfield, 4th to D.C. Paulding, 5th to E. A.
Currier; hen ist to D. G. Hatfield, 2d to D. C.
Paulding, 3d to George E. Stevenson, 4th and 5th
to Currier; cockerel ist to G. M. Wharton, 2d and
5th to Arthur Burden, 3d to Stevenson, 4th to W.
H. Neilson; pullet ist to Stevenson, 2d to Burden.
Sumatra—Cock ist to Stevenson, 2d to Krouse;
hen ist and 3d to Krouse, 2d to Stevenson; pul-
let 3d to Stevenson Malay (any color)—Hen
ist to C. A. Sharp & Co.; cockerel ist lo Dodd &
Starr, 2d to Sharp & Co., 3d to Lester B. Gunn;
pullet ist and 3d to Sharp & Co., 2d to Dodd &
Starr. Aseel (any color)—Cock ist, hen ist to
Sharp & Co.; cockerel ist to Dodd & Starr,2d and
3d to Sharp & Co.; pullet 2d and 4th to Sharp &
Co., ISt and 5th to Dodd & Starr. Black Russian
—Pullet ISt and 2d to Elwin Haley.

Frizzles.—Cock ist to Richard 2. Kaighn, ad
and 3d to Rackham & Kaighn, 4th to M. M.
Thomas; hen 1st to Thomas, 2d and 4th to Rack-
ham & Kaighn, 3d to Kaighn: cockerel ist to
Kaighn, 2d to Rackham & Kaighn; pullet ist to
Kaighn.

Erminettes.—Cockerel ist and pullet ist to J.
C. Haynes.
Silkies.—Cock ist, hen ist and pullet ist to C.

E. Rockenstyre.
Ba.ntams (black -breasted red game).—Cock ist

aud 2d to R. Dudley Winthrup, 3d and 5th to
Sandacre Farm, 4th to P. M. Orth & Bro.; hen 1st

to A. A. Parker, 2d and 3d to K.D. Winthrop, 4th
to Orth & Bro., 5th to Westervelt, Haywoo<i Co.;
cockerel ist to Parker, 2d and 3d to Sandacre
Farm; pullet ist, 2d and 3d to Sandacre Farm, 4th
to Winthrop.
Red-pile game.—Cock ist to Thornton, 2d and

4th to George A. Francis. 3d to G. W. Weed &
Co.; hen isl and 2d to Thornton, 3d to Francis,
4th to Allen Grant; cockerel ist to Francis. 2d to
Weed & Co., 3d to Orth & Bro.; 4th to E. A. Cur-
rier; pullet isl lo Thornton, 2d lo Fraucis, 3d to
C. P. Earle.
Goldeu duckwing game.—Cock ist to Thorn-

ton, 2d and 3d to B. H Van Auken, 4th to Sand-
acre Farm; hen 1st to Thornton, 2d and 3d to
Sandacre Farm; cockerel ist to Thornton, 2d and
3d to Sandacre Farm: pullet ist tu Thornton, 2d
and 3d to Sandacre Farm.

Silver duckwing game —Hen 2d to Thornton;
cockerel ist and 3d to Sandacre Farm. 2d to Orth
& Bro.; pullet ist to Thornton, 2d and 3d to Sand-
acre Farm.
White game.—Hen 1st to Westervelt, Haywood

&Co., 2a to Sandacre; pullet ist to Sandacre.
Any other color— isl lo James Wilde.
Maylay (any color).—Cock isl, cockerel ist and

pullet ist to Sandacre Farm.
Indian game (any color).—Cock 1st to Sandacre

Farm, 2d lo James Wilde; hen ist to Sandacre
Farm; cockerel ist and pullet ist and 2d lo Sand-
acre Farm.
Golden Sebright.—Cock ist to Philander Wil-

liams, 2d lo C. E. Rockenstyre. 3d lo Livingston
Bros.; hen ist, 2d and 5th lo Livingston Bros., 3d
to Rockenstyre, 4lh lo H. I). Hendricks; cockerel
ISt to Rockenstyre, 2d to Philander Williams, 3d
and 4th to F. W. Ellslroth; pullet 1st t > Williams,
2d to Ellslroth, 3d to Rockenstyre, 4th and sth lo
Livingston Bros.
Silver Sebright.—Cock isl lo Morey Poultry

Yards, 2d to Rockenstyre, 3d to Jennie Vaissiere,
4th lo F. L. Mattison; hen isl and 5lh to Morey
Poultry Yards. 2d to Jennie Vaissiere, 4th lb
Rockenstyre; cockerel isllo W. H. Lewis, 2d lo

Jennie Vaissiere, 3d to Rockenstyre; pullet 1st lo
Morey Poultry Yards, 2d to W. H. Lewis. 3d to
Sandacre Farm, 4lh to Jennie Vaissiere. 5th lo
Rockenstyre.
BuffPekin,—Cock ist to Rockenstyre, 2d lo F.

P. Quimby, 3d to W. J.
Andrus, 4lh lo Sandacre

Farm; hen isl lo Quimby, 2d and 4th to W. J.
Andrus, 3d to E. N. Denman, 5th lo Rocken-
styre.
Cockerel—Cock ist to Horlon & Raynor, 2d to

Quimby, 3d to Williams, <ith to Rockenstyre, 5lh
to Mrs. G. P. Reynaud; pullet ist and 3 1 lo
Horlon & Rayner, 2d to Rockenstyre, 4lh to Wil-
liams, 5th to Quimby.
White Pekin.—Cock 2d, 3d and 4th, hen 1st, 2d

and 3d, cockerel island 2d, pullet ist and 2d lo
A. P. Groves. Black—Cock ist, hen ist, cockerel
ad and pullet ist lo Rockenstyre. Any other
color—Cock isl, hen ist and pullet ist lo Rocken-
styre.
Rose-combed black —Cock i.sl lo W. G. Kop-

pen; hen 1st lo Koppen, ad to Rockenstyre; cock-
erel isl to Rockeuslyre; ad and 4th lo Koppen,
3d and 5th to Sandacre Farm; pullet ist to Rock-
ensly.-e, ad and 4lh to Colhrara, 3d and sth to
Sandicre Farm. White—Cock ist, hen isl, cock-
erel 2d, pullet 2d to Rockenstyre.
Japanese game (any color).—Cock isl lo Dr. E.

H. Wilmer. 2d to Rockenstyre; hen isl lo Wil-
mcr, 2d lo Rockenstyre; cockerel isl, pullet ist lo
Wilmer.
Booted (any color).—Cock isl to Rackham, 3d

to Rockenstyre; hen isl lo Rackham, 2d to Rock-
enstyre. 3d lo R. G. Davis; cockerel 2d and pullet
ad lo Davis.

Polish (any color).—Cock isl to Westervelt,
Haywood & Co, 2d lo Rockenstyre; hen isl lo
Rockenstyre, ad lo Westervelt, Haywood & Co

;

pullet ISt to Austin, 2d to Rockenstyre. Any
other variety—Cock ist, hen 1st lo Rockenstyre.
Any Other Variety—Cockerel isi to Haynes,

2d to Jennie Vaissiere, 3d to A. B. Aldrich; pullet

ist to Haynes, 2d lo Vaissiere, 3d, 4lh and stli to
A. B. Aldrich.

Capons.— ISt and 5th to New York Agricul-
tural Experimental Station; 2d to Havemeyer, 3d
and 4lh lo Underbill.
Guineas (pearl).—Pair isl lo Earl B. Terry.

While— ISt to D. A. Mount.
Ducks (Pekin, hatched prior to 1891).—Pair ist

lo E. O. Wilcox. Hatched in 1891—Pair i-st lo
Wilcox, 2d and 3d lo 8. P. Noe. Rouen (any age)
—Pair ISt to G. C. Morris, ad to William P. Leg-
git, 3d to A. N. Farnham. Aylesbury— Pair isl
to A. N. Farnham. Cayuga—Pair ist lo William
P- IvCggit. Mu.scovy—Pair ist lo G. E. Steven-
son, ad to W. A. Craft; colored ist lo W. A. Craft.
2d to Stevenson, 3d and 4th lo T. F. Rackham.
Call— I'air isl lo (i. C. Morris. Any other variety
—All lo Timothy Tredwell.
Geese (Toulouse).—Pair 1st and 3d lo Timothy

Tredwell, 2d to A. W. Farnham. Embden— Pair
island ad lo Timothy Tredwell, 3d lo W. A.
Craft, 4lh lo Farnham. Wild— Pair ist, 2d and
3d to Tredwell, 4th to Richard C. Kaivchn. Any
other variety—Pair isl and 2d lo Treadwell.
Turkeys (bronze, hatched In 1891) —Cock ist,

2d and 3d, hen same to Sherman Harlwell.
While (hatched prior lo 1891).—Pair isl lo

Kaigh. Hatched m i8gi—Pair ist and 2d lo D.
A. Mount.
Pheasants (golden).—Pair isi to S. B. Schief-

felin; silver, pair isl to H. O. Havemeyer, Jr., 2d

I

Purdue, 4th to Charles M. Griffing & Son, 5th to
W.J. Stanton. Dark ist lo Newton .\dams, 2d to
Rackhani, 3d lo Greer Bros.

Cochins.—White isl to Harry Strickler, 2<1 and
4th to R. P. Thompson, 3d to J. M. Kipp
Black ist and 2d lo David A. Nichols, 3d lo R. P.
Thompson. Buff 1st to I^yndhurst Poultry
Yards, 2d lo George Pall, 3d, 4II1 and 5th lo D. A.
Nichols. Partridge ist to Tappln Bros.

iNDi.iN Games— ISt lo W. J. Andrus, 2dloC.
A. Sharp & Co., 3d to Aug. D. Arnold. 4lh lo D.
A. Mount, 5lh lo Johu Borland. White ist to C.
A. Sharp & Co.

Plymultii Rocks. Barred ist lo Bradley
Bros, 2 1, 3d and 4th lo J. H. Thompson, 5th lo
Jones Wilcox. While ist lo Philander Wil-
liams, 2d, 3d and 5th lo H. O. Chesley & Co., 4th
to F. H. Grant.

MiNORCAS.- While isl lo C. R. DeHart; black,
isl and 2d to De Hart, 3d to C. A. Sharp & Co.
Games.— Pit, isl lo G. E. Stevenson. Sumatra,

ISt lo George Stevenson, 3d lo FCmil Aiigelnian.

Wyandottes.—While, island 2d to Forsythe,
3d lo Tones Wilcox. Golden, isl lo Ira C. Kel-
lar, 2d lo Sharp & Co., 3d lo R. P. Thompson;
black, isl to Miss Georgia Isclin; silver, isl lo
Wilcox, 2d lo J. S. Mayhew.
Leghorns—White, isl, 2d and 3d lo James

Forsythe Rose-comb brown, 2d lo Windholme
Poultry Yards. Buff, isl and 2d to Aug. D. Ar-

Two Characters from Life.

GAYLOR, THE KING OF SANDACRE.

Cock ist to Nichols;
White -ist and 2d to

GEORGE WEED, THE VEGETARIAN.

to Schieffelin; English, pair 1st to Vernon De
Guise; Lady Anihurst, pair i.sl to Schieffelin;

Reeve, pair 1st lo Schieffelin; ring, pair isl to

Schieffelin, 2d to DeGuise.
Quail (any variety).—Display isl to E. B.

Woodward.
Pea Fowl.—Pair ist and 2d to G. E. Steven-

son.

Dressed Poultry —Heaviest and best dressed
lurkev. 1891, ist lo L. H. Meyers; any age, 1st lo

W. C.'House, 2d lo L. H. Meyers; heaviest and
best dressed goose, 1891, isl lo Myers: heaviest
and best dressed duck, 1891 ist to E. O. Wilcox,
2d lo D. A. Mount; heaviest and best dressed
chicken, 1891. ist lo Meyers. 2d to Francis T. Un-
derhill; four best dressed broilers, isl lo Myers;
two best dressed capons, i.it to Underhill. 2d lo

Meyers; largest and best display of dressed poul-

try, ist lo Meyers.

Eggs (hens) —Best white, ist lo C. R. DeHart,
2d lo G. H. Tuthill;besl brown, ist to W. C.

House, 2d to Underbill; twelve heaviest hen's
eggs, any color, isl lo Miss G. Iselin, 2d lo H. A.
Prosser; twelve best duck eggs, ist and 2d lo

James Rankin: best display of eggs, ist to

Meyers, 2d lo House.

Coops.—Best exhibition, ist, ad, 3d and 4th to
Cunningham & Blair.

Breeding Yards.
BaAHMAS.—Light ist, 2d and 3d to George

nold, 3d. 4ih and 5lh to A. C. Chaffee. Blue pile,

isltoB. H. Van Auken. Red pile, ist lo Van
Auken.
Langshans.- isl to Hempstead Farm Poultry

Yards, 2d lo Underhill, 3d lo Windholme Poultry
Yard. White, isl to Kirby & Smith. Blue, isl

lo Kirbv & Smith. Chinese, honorable men-
tion, Kirby & Smith.

MiSCELLANEors.—Houdans, isl to Mrs. De
Lancey Kane. Creve Coeurs, ist to Roberts &
Thompson. White Dorking and silver-grey
Dorking ist to E & A, Warn r Golden j enc lied

Hamburg, ist to Windholme I'oullry Yard. Sil-

ver-boarded I'olish. ISt lo W. J. Stauton; while-
crested black Polish, 1st lo Stanton. Blue An-
dalusians, 1st to C. A. Sharp & Co. American
Dom nique, isl to Charles S. Hungerford.

Bantams.—Buff Pekin, ISt loT. F. Rackham,
2d to O. Merchant: black-breasted red, ist to
Sandacre Farm; white Pekin, ist lo A. P. Groves;
red pi e game, isl lo Peter Beiienlem; golden
Sebright, i.sl lo W. J. Stanton; rose-comb black,
isl lo Mrs. Thomas H. Terry.

Ducks.—Pekin, i.sl and 3d lo D. A. Mount, 2d
loE. O. Wilcox; while Muscovy, ist to T.F. Rack-
ham.

Selling Class.

Cochins (buff).—Cock ist lo Sandacre Farm,
2d and 3d to D. A. Nichols, 4lh to R. P. Thomp-
son; hcu ISt, ad, 3d and 4th to Sandacre Farm,

5lh to Greer Bros. Black,
hen isl and 2d lo Nichols.
R. P. Thomp.son.

Br vhmas (dark).—Cock isl lo R. P. Thompson.
Light— ist to H. A. Prosser, 2d and vl to Under-
hill, 5th to John Co I; hen 1st and 2d to Under-
bill.

Indian Ga.mes.—Cock isl to John Borland, 2d
to C. .\ Sharp & Co.; hen isl to Sharp & Co., 2<l

to S iiidacre.

Plymoith Rocks (barred).—Cock i.st and 2d
to G. C -Morris; hen ist and 2d to J. H. Thomp-
son. White Isl and 2d to A. C. Brown.
Langshans (black) —ist and 4th to F. M. Rob-

inson, 2d to A. C. Brown, 31! to Kirbv & Smith,
5lh lo [. D. Cooper; hen ist U> H. V'. Harry, 4th
and sth lo C. M. Griffing. White—Cock ist and
hen ISt, 2d and 3d to Uirry.

Wyandottes (silver-laced).—Cock i.st and 3d
lo Jones Wilcox White—Cock 1st lo G. C.
Morris, 2dtoJo.seph Coon.

MiNORCAS (black).—Cock ist and 2d to L. Gar-
rison & Co.; hen, all to Garrison & Co.

Leghorns (single comb hrown).—Cock ist, 3d
and 4th to Jones Wilcox, 2d to H. K. Storb. Huff
—Cock ISt lo Lewis C. Beatty, 2d aud 3d to K. J.
Chandler. Rose comb l)rown—Hen ist and 2(1 10
M. H. Van Auken. Red pile—Cock 2d to B. A.
Van Auken.
Miscellaneous.—Houdans, cock isl and 2d lo

Allen Grant; pit games, cock isl and hen ist to
D. G. Hatfield; Erminettes, cock ist and 2d, hen
1st, 2d, 3d and 4lti lo B. G. Buffington.

Bantams (golden Sebright) —Cock ist and
hen ISt and 2d lo Livingston Bros., buff Pekiiis,
cock 1st, 2d and 3d to Horlon & Raynor. 4th and
5th and hen isl and 2d to H. N. Deiiman; black-
breasted red games, cock isl to A. A. Parker, 2d
lo Sandacre Farm; hen isl lo A. A. Parker; sil-

ver Sebright, cock 1st and 2d, hen 2tl to Jennie
Vaissiere; red pile game, cock 1st, 2d and 3d lo
Sandacre Farm.

Piteous.
Carriers (black).—Cock isl and 3d lo D. E.

Newell, 2d lo George Faust ; hen isl and 2d to
Newell; bred in 1S91. cock isl lo Newell, 21I to
Faust; hen ist (tie) to Newell and Fanst. 2d to
Koehler; dun, cock ist ami 2d lo I). K. Newell;
hen isl lo Faust, 2d and 3d to Newell, 4II1 to C.
A. Koehler; bred in 1S91, hen ist lo Newell; anv
other color, cock isl and bin isl to Newell; bred
in 1891. cock isl lo Newell.

Pouters (yellow pied).—Cock isl, 2d and 3d to
E. W. Weinier; red pied, cock isl and hen isl lo
W. J. Stanton: blue pied, cock 2d to Weiiner; hen
ISt lo William Butler. 3d to Weinicr; white, cock
ISt and hen 2d lo Stanton; blue pigmy, cock sec-
ond to J. W. Kraeuter; white pigmy, cock 1st
and hen ist to Kraeuter; any color pigmy, cock
isl and 2d and hen to Kraeuter.

Barbs (black).—Cock isl and 2d, hen island
2d to Netvell; yellow, cock ist and 2d. hen isl lo
Newell; red, cock ist and 2d, hen 2d tu Newell;
bred in 1891, hen ist to Walter White; dun, cock
isl and 2d, hen isl and 3d to Newell, 2d lo Walter
While; any other color, cock i»l and 2d, hen isl
and 2d to Newell; bred in 1S91, isl lo While.

Tumblers (short-faced agate).—Cock isl and
2d lo J. H. Kuhti; solid, cock i.st and 2d lo Kiihn;
hen ist lo Joseph Shtppard, 2d to Kuhu; kite,
hen 1st lo Kuhn; blue baldheads, cock isl lo
Nahle, 3d lo John Graves; hen isl lo Vahle, 2d to
Graves; yellow baldheads, cock 2d. hen isl lo
Vahle; any color baldheads, cock 2a. hen i.si to
Vahle; any other color, hen isl lo Kuhn; long-
faced (any color) pair isl to Vahle.

Jacobins (black).—Cock ist and 2d to H. V.
Crawford, 3d and 4lh lo Koehler; hen isl and 31I

lo Crawford, 2d lo Koehler; yellow, cock ist and
2d lo Crawford, 3d lo Koehler: hen isl and 2d lo
Crawford; red, cock 1st and 3(1 to Crawford, 2d to
Charles K. Ford, 4th lo Koehler; hen ist and 3d
to Crawford, 2d lo Ford: white, cock istand 2d
to Cr wford, 3d lo Ford, 4lh to Koehler; hen, ist

and 2d to Crawford, 3d lo Koehler; any other
color, cock tst and 2d lo Crawford, 3d to Koehler;
hen iSt and 2d lo Crawford, 3d lo Koehler.

Owls (blue English).—Cock isl and 4thtoWm.
H. Cash, 2d lo Kuhn, ,

d lo George Feather; hen
isl lo Feather, 2d and 3d lo Cash; silver English,
cock ISt to Feather, 2d and 3d lo Kuhn, 4ih lo
Cash; hen isl and 2d lo Kuhn, 3d 1(j Feather, 4th
to Cash; white English, cock 2cT lo John Graves;
any other color, cock ist to tiraves 2d lo Kuhn;
beu island 2d lo Cash: black African, cock isl,

hen isl lo Kuhn; white .\(rican, cock ist, hen ist

lo Faust; African (any other cokr), hen ist lo
Kuhn; blue Chinese, cock isl 10 Kuhn; while
Chinese,cock 1st, hen isl lo John Weber; Chinese
(any other color),cock isl to (iraves, 2d to Weber;
hen isl lo Kuhn, 2d lo Weber.

Trumpeters (black).—Cock i.st and hen ist lo
Vahle; any other color, cock ist and hen ist to
Vahle.

F'ANTAILS (plain black).—Cock isl lo H. J.
Miller, 2d to G. W. Lembeck, 3d and 4th to H.
O. Havemeyer; hen isl lo Miller, 2d and 3d to
Havemeyer; white, cock ist, 2d and 3d to Alexan-
der Hay ,4lh lo William S.Lentz: hen isl,?d and 3d
to Hay, 4lh to Lenlz; blue, cock 3d lo Windholme
Poultry Yard; hen isl to Kuhn, 3d lo Windholme
Poultry Yard; yellow, cock ist and 2d to W. C.
Weber, 3d to Windholme Poultry Yard; hen isl

to Kuhti, 2d and 3d to Wtber; any other color,
cock 3d lo Kuhn; hen isl to Hay, 2d to Wind-
holme Poultry Yard; black-crested ;ind booted,
cock 3d and hen ist to Windholme Poultry Yard;
white-crested and booted, cock ist and jd, hen isl

and 2d lo Wei e
;
yellow-cresttd and booted, cjck

isl lo Kuhn: any other color, cock 2d to Wind-
holme Poultry Yard: hen 2d to Kuhu; black
s ddlebacks, cock ist to Miller, 2d lo Kuhn; hen
isl lo Miller: yellow saddlel)acks. lieu 2d to
VMhIe; any other color, c<!Ck isl nnd hen ist to
Vahle: bliie liiil. Cock 1st and lieu isl to Kuhn;
silky (any color), cock 1st and hen ,sl to Have-
meyer.

ORIENTAL Frii.i.s (barred blondinelles).—Cock
ISt, 2d, 3d ami 4lh to H. K. Owen: hen i.sl and 5d
to Owen, .^d to Graves: htced blondinettes. ccx:k
Isl and 4th to Owen. 2d and 3d lo Gravt-s; hen ist

and 3d lo Owen, 2d and 4th to Graves: satinelles,
cock 2<i and 3d to Owen, ist and 4th lo Graves;
hen isl and 2d to 0*en. 3d to Graves; blutltes,
cock ISt to Owen, 2d lo Graves; hen 1st lo
Graves.

TuRBiTS (black-winged).—Cock isl lo William
T. Levering, .'d and 4th lo ILirry Orr,3(i to Ryan
& Gould; hen ist to Orr, 2d' lo Faust, 3d to
Graves. 4th to Charles K. Ford; yellow-winged,
cock 1st to (ieorge Feather, 2d and 3d to Orr; hen
1st and 3d lo Levering, 2d to Orr: red-winged,
cock isi and 4th to Orr, 2d to Levering,3d to Ford;
hen ISt to Orr, ad to Levering, 3d to Ford; blue*
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vf'mged, ccxrk ist and 4th to Orr, 2d to Levering,
3d to Feather; hen ist and 2d to Orr, 3d to Lever-

ing; any other color, cock ist to Orr. 3d to Lever-

ing, 4th to Ford; solid black, cock ist, hen 2d to

Charles C. Phillips; solid yellow, cock ist, hen 2d

to William M. Randall; solid red, cock 2d to Ran-
dall; solid blue, cock 1st, hen 2d to Rand^ill; any
other color, cock 1st and 2d, hen 1st and 2d to

Orr, hen 3d to George Feather; black tail, cock
I8t to Lentz, 2d to Randall; hen ist to Randall;

red tail, cock 2d, hen 2d to Lentz; yellow tail,

cock ist, hen 2d to Lentz; any other color, cock
J St to Lentz, 2d to Randall; hen 1st to Lentz.

Magpies (black) —Cock ist and hen ist to

Wm. Schwartz; yellow, cock ist and hen ist to

Schwartz.

Swallows (black).—Cock ist to G. A. Fick, 2d

to Vahle; hen 1st to Fick. 2d to Vahle; blue, cock

2d, hen ist to Fick; red, cock ist to Fick, 2d to

Vahle, 3d to Oscar Seifert; hen ist to Fick, 2d to

Vahle; 3d to Oscar Seifert; any other color, cock

ist to Fisk; black and white bars, cock ist to

Seifert, 2d to Vahle; hen ist to Seifert; blue with

white bars, cock ist to Seifert, 2d to Vahle, 3d to

Fick; hen ist to Kuhn, 2d to Seifert, jd to Vahle;

red with white bars, cock 2d, hen 3d to Seifert;

yellow with white bars, cock 2d and hen 3d to

Sei'ert; any other color with white bars, cock ist

to Vahle, 2d to Fick; hen 3d and 4th to Fick.

Priksts (yellow).—Cock 2d and hen 2d to

Vahle; black, hen i.st to Seifert; any other color,

cock 1st and hen 1st to Vahle: black with while
bars, cock ist to Seifert, 2d to Vahle; hen ist to

Seifert, 2d to Vahle; yellow with white bars, cock

2d hen ist to Seifert; any other color with wh=te

bars, cock ist to Vahle, 2d to Seifert; hen ist to

Seifert, ad to Vahle.

Nuns (black).—Cock 2d, hen ist to A. M. Ing-

man, hen 2d to Vahle; red. cock 1st, hen 2d to

Vahle; any other color, cock 2d, hen 2d to Vahle.

Dragoons (blue).—Cock ist and hen ist to

Kuhn; any other color, cock ist. hen ist and 2d

to Kuhn.
Antwepts (short-faced).—Cock ist and hen ist

to J M. Skiles; medium-faced, cock ist and 2d,

hen ist and 2d to F. W. Taylor; long-faced, cock

ist to Taylor.

Archangels (any color).—Cock ist to Vahle,

2d to Seifert; hen ist to Vahle, 2d to Seifert.

Helmets (any color).—Cock ist to Vahle; hen
1st to Vahle; 2d to Kuhn.

Starlings (any color).—Cock ist to Vahle. 2d

to Seifert. 3d to Kuhn; hen ist to Seifert, 2d to

Vahle.

Frillbacks (any color) —Cock 1st to Have-

meyer. 2d to Seifert, 3d to Vahle; hen ist to Sei

fert, 2d to Vahle.

Sttabians (any color).—Cock ist and hen ist to

Vahle.

MORECAPS (any color).—Cock st to Seifert, 4th

to Vahle; hen 2d to Seifert.

ICE (spangled).—Cock ist and 2d to Havemeyer,
id to Vahle, 4th to Seifert; hen ist to Havemeyer,
2d to Seifert, 3d to Vahle; plain, cock ist to Vahle,

ad to Seifert; hen i8t to Vahle, ad to Seifert.

FiREBACKS(auycolor).—Cock ist and hen ist

to Vahle.

Homers (record bird, any color).—Cock ist and
hen ist to T. Farrer Rackham; blue (open class),

cock ist to Rackham, 2d and 3d to T. D. M. Car-

deza- hen ist and 2d to Cardeza, 3d to Rackham;
red or red checkered (open class), cock 1st and
hen ist to Rackham: blue checkered (open class),

cock 1st and hen 1st to Rackham; silver or red

dun (open class), cock ist to Cardeza, 2d to Rack-

ham- hen ist to Cardeza, 2d to Rackham; any
other color, cock ist and hen ist to Rackham..

Any Other Variety.—Cock ist and 2d to Wil-

liam Schwartz, 3d to Windholme Poultry Farm;

hen ist to Schwartz, 2d to Windholme Poultry

farm.
. . .., ,

Special Premiums.

Twenty-five dollars in gold for best display of

Hamburgs. Won by James K. Hazard
Twenty-five dollars in gold lor best display of

Polish. WonbyC.W. Cumins. ^ .. , .

Twentv-five dollars in gold for best display of

bantams', other than games. Won by C. E.

Rockenstvrc. ,. , r
Ten dollars in gold for best display of earners.

Won by D. E. Newell.
Ten dollars in gold for best display of pouters.

Won by J. VV. Kreuter.
r 1, u

Tendollaisin gold for best display of barbs.

Won by I). K. Newell.
Ten dollars in gold for best display of tum-

blers. Won by H. W. Vahle.
, , . •

Ten dollars 111 gold for best display of Jacobins.

Won bv H. V Crawford. , . w.
Ten <lollars in gold for best display of turbits

and magpies. Won bv H. W Vahle.

Ten dollars in gold for the best display of Ori-

ental frills. Won by H. Owen.
^ . . „

Teu dollars in gold for largest and best collec-

tion of bufif Leghorns, pullets and cockerels, for

inenil>ers of Buff Leghorn Club only. Won by

E. L. Sheldon. . . » ,

Five dollars in gold for largest and best col-

lection of pullet-^, for members of buff Leghorn

Club onlv. Won by Aug. D. Arnold.

Ten do'llars in gold for best pen of buff Leg-

horns five dollars in gold for second best pen,

and ten dollars in gold for best cockerel, for

members of Buff Leghorn Club only, all won by

Aug. D. Arnold.
j. ^ ^ , ,

Five dollars in gold for second best cockerel,

for members of Buff Leghorn Club only. Won
by A. C. Chaffee. . . , ,

Ten dollars in gold for best pull-^Land five dol-

lars in gold for second best pullet, for members
of Buff Leghorn Club only. Won by Aug. D. Ar-

"°)ne setting buff Leghorn eggs, value ten dol-

lars for best buff pullet, for members of Buff

Lenhorn Club onlv, and same for best ccckerel

rmiist be raised bv exhibitor), for members of

Buff Leghorn Club only. Both won by Aug. D.

One two-inch ad. in Michigan Poultry Breeder,

three months, value five dollars, for best pen

buff Leghorns, and one one-inch ad. in Breeder,

three months, value two dollars and a halt tor

second best pen, for members of BuffLeghorn

Club onlv. Both won by Aug D. Arnold.

One dollar for best buff Leghorn cockerel and

one dollar for best pullet, for members of Butt

Leghorn Club onlv W(m by Aug. D. Arnold.

Two dollars for third best pullet, for members
of Buff Leghorn Club only. Won by W. C.

Chaffee. . . , . , .. , „r
Twenty-five dollars in gold for best display ol

game baiitams. Won by Sandacre Farm.

Ten dollars in gold for l>est standard game
male, any variety, and same for best standard

game female, any variety. Won by A. E. Blunck.
Ten dollars in gold for best game bantam male,

any variety, and same for best female, any va-

riety. Won by B. C. Thornton.
One dollar for best buff cockerel. Won by J.

D. Nevius. ^ ., . ^

Solid silver cup, value sixty dollars, for two
best buff Cochin cockerels and pullets. Must be
bred and owned by exhibitor, donor not to com-
pete. Won by W. W. Tooker.
Five dollars in gold for best light Brahma cock-

erel. Won by George Purdue.
Five dollars in gold for best display colored

Muscovey ducks (not less than three pairs). Won
by T. Farrer Rackham.
Five dollars in gold for best display of pigeons,

classes 738 to 767. Won by H. W. Vahle.
Two dollars cash for best rose-comb brown

Leghorn cockerel. Won by James Forsvthe.
Two dollars in cash for best buff Pekin ban-

tam hen. Won by F. P. Quimby.
Five dollars for largest and best display of

dressed poultry and eggs. Woji by L- H. Meyers.
One rubber fishing reel, value five dollars, for

best breeding pen of golden Sebright bantams.
Won by W. J. Stanton.
The Mount Pleasant Challenge Trophy, value

thirty dollars, for best Indian game pullet, and
same for best Indian game hen. Won by C. A.

Sharp & Co.
Ten dollars in gold for two best light Brahma

cocks, two hen and four pullets and four cock-
erels, and ten dollars in gold for best display of

light Brahmas. Both won by George Purdue.
Five dollars in gold for best light Brahma fe-

male in the show. Won by Francis T. Under-
bill.

Ten dollars in gold for best light Brahma cock,
hen, cockerel and pullet. Won by George Pur-
due.

Silver cup, value fifteen dollars, for best silver

Wyandotte cockerel. Won by F. L. Madison.
Ten dollars in gold for largest and l>est display

of dark Brahmas. Won by Newton Adams.
Silver cup, value five dollars, for best partridge

Cochin cock, hen. cockerel and pullet. Won by
George W. Mitchell.
Ten dollare in gold for five best single comb

Comments on A'wards.

The Brahmas were always a feature at

a New York show, and this year was no
exception as the magnificent entry of

lights demonstrated. The cocks, eleven

in number, were a lordly-looking lot,

Mr. Underhill's two entries winning first

and second, Bay Prince, the winning
cockerel of 18^1 again capturing the blue

ribbon. He is a magnificently put-up

specimen, grand in style, fine hackle,

good tail and toe feathering, his comb,
however, being inferior to the second
prize bird. The latter in our opinion

would push the winner out of the first

place had he better sickle, or rather

more of them. In color he is really mag-
nificent. George Purdue got vhc on a

large, rather Cochiuy bird, otherwise the

bird was excellent, especially in hackle.

The latter was exceedingly fine. The
saddle feathers were striped with black,

rather more than usual, which did not

add to his chances for the blue ribbon.

Stephen Spencer did exceedingly well in

getting he and c in such hot company,
and his birds certainly showed up strong,

especially the fourth prize bird, who was
excellent in hackle and color in general,

but lacking in symmetry.
The hens, fifteen in number, were a

fine lot, especially the first prize hen.

She was large but symmetrical, had a

typical Brahma head, good hackle and
fine tail coverts, but was deficient in toe

feathering. She repeated her Philadelphia

titled to a place, having a magnificent

head, fine hackle and tail, great size, but

deficient in toe feathering.

The dark Brahmas were a small class,

Newton Adams being the only exhibitor

in all the classes, Mr. Huff showing a

cockerel and pullet only. The males

were a fine lot, the winning cock being

superb in color, good style and, barring

his comb, which was a trifle high, was an
ideal dark Brahma. The females were

good, a few showing up exceedingly well

in color, the steel grey of which is often

more desired than seen.

Cochins.

Buff Cochius were lacking in numbers,

owing to the fact that two of the largest

exhibitors were unable to make entries.

The quality, however, was there. The
cocks, four in number, brought out

some good ones. The winner was a

rattling bird in shape, rather too dark in

color of neck and wings, great toe feath-

ering. The second was a fine, clean,

buff bird, rough in legs and off in comb.
The bird exhibited by W. J. Underbill

was a grand-shaped bird but too light in

color.

Hens were as a class Cochins to the

marrow. The winner was a wonderful

bird, in shape and color, a Cochin from
the ground up. Her toe feathering was
great, and although an English type

bird, not a trace of vulture hock was to

be seen. Two hens exhibited by John
Firth won second and vhc. Both were

IIJi^i'^Qlrir—

A GLIMPSE AT THE SHOW. BY COURTESY OF THE NEW YORK WORLD.

brown Leghorn cockerels and same for five best

single comb brown Leghorn pullets. Won by
James Forsythe.
Ten dollars in gold for two best cocks, two

hens, two cockerels and two pullets. Von by

James Forsylhe.
Solid silver cup for most tvpical game bantam,

male or female. Won by Sandacre Farm.
Five dollars in gold for best silver duckwing

game male, for members of Game Club only.

Wonby Lester B.Gunn.
._

' . t t

One Perfection Exhibition Coop for best black

Langshan cockerel. Won by Mitchell & Russell.

Two dollars in cash for best blondinette or sat-

inettecock or hen. Won by Dr. Owen.
Solid silver cup for best breeding pen Indian

games. Won by Andrus.
Ten dollars in gold for best display of pheas-

ants (must consist of three or more varieties).

Won by Schieffelin.

Teu dollars in gold for best display of Minorcas.

Won by C. R. DeHart.
Silver souvenir spoon for best display ot tur-

kevs. Won bv Hartwell.
Two dollars'for best archangel cock and two

dollars for best archangel hen. Won by Vahle.

The Fanciers' Journal Leghorn Cup for best

Leghorns Won by James Forsythe.

Twenty-five dollars in gold for best display oJ

American varieties. Won by N. B. Aldrich.

Ten dollars in gold for best display of owls.

Won by J. H. Kuhn.
Ten dollars in gold for best display of fantails.

Won by W. C. Weber. .. , r
Ten dollars in gold for best display of swal-

lows, priests and nuns. Won by H. W. Vahle.

Ten dollars in gold for best standard red pile

game, male or female. Won by James Rennie.

Five dollars in gold for best game bantam.

Won by Sandacre Farm.
Five dollars in gold for best game bantam,

male. Won bv B. C. Thornton.
Twenty-five 'dollars in gold for ten best Lang-

shan cockerels and ten pullets. Won by Kirby

& Smith. , ..

Ten dollars in gold for best ten Indian game
cockerels and pullets. Won by C. A. Sharp & Co.

trick of capturing the blue ribbon. The
vhc hen we rather fancied, being excel-

lent in hackle and tail ; in fact the entire

class was far above the average.

The cockerels, thirty-one in number,

were more uneven in quality, a number
of birds being hardly in fine enough
feather for strong competition. George

Purdue made a grand record in this class

winning first, second and vhc with three

superior birds. The first had a beautiful

hackle and tail and good toe feathering.

The second was but a trifle behind the

winner. The vhc was a little rough in

legs and feathering, but a nice shaped

bird. Color of back and wings rather

inclined to yellow. Mr. Carson's only

entry was an excellent bird, but hardly

ripe for the show. He will be heard from

as a cock. The bird receiving c was nice

in color, but carried his wings rather

low and suffered by having broken toe

feathering.

Pullets, twenty-nine in number, brought

out a superb lot of birds. The winner

was a large fine bird, good all oyer, ex-

cept perhaps tail, which was a trifle too

light in color. The second was a little

off in comb, but had a beautifully pen-

cilled tail, a splendid hackle and great

toe feathering. In our opinion might

have exchanged places with the winner.

The bird receiving vhc was too dark in

hackle and lacking in clear tail mark-

ings. No. 80 was, in our estimation, eu-

excellent in shape and color. The fourth

and fifth were well placed, the latter be-

ing rather small.

Cockerels, thirteen in number. The
winner had great color, fine comb and
typical shape. The second was too dark

in color, the third lacked in Ixxly and
fluff but had good color. The fourth

was uneven in color and lacked in body.

The pullets, eleven in number, were a

fine lot, notably the winner, which was
the best shaped pullet we ever saw. So
profuse was her feathering on toes and
legs, as well as all over, that she was an

object lesson for all Cochin breeders.

The white Cochins were the best lot

we have seen in a number of years.

Mitchell and Russel, Harry Strickler and
others having superb specimens. Mr.

Strickler's first and second prize pullets

were as white as the driven snow and of

decided Cochin type.

Partridge Cochins were simply mag-
nificent, George W. Mitchell's exhit)it

being, as usual, superb. For richness in

coloring of males and exquisite pencil-

ling of the females. His exhibit h^s

rarely if ever been equalled.

AVyandottes.

The Wyandotte class was a large and
meritorious one, the silvers and goldens

being out in goodly numbers, while the

whites were the smallest class seen in a

long time at New York. What they

lacked in numbers, however, they made

up in quality, James Forsythe's fine ex-

hibit bein^ a feature. Probably the ban-

ner bird in the class was his first-prize

pullet. The snowy whiteness of the

plumage, the rich colored legs, small

comb and graceful carriage made the

bird an easy winner, although the second

prize pullet was a large and well-made
bird, lacking in symmetry a trifle. Of the

silver and goldens Irving Crocker, the

well-known judge and breeder, writes :

The class of silvers was not only large,

but the quality was of the best. The de-

gree of progress made in the breeding of

this variety is very gratifying to all

lovers of this superb breed. The first-

prize cock was a large, fine specimen,

having almost faultless symmetry. The
second held him pretty close, but was
faulty in wing, tail and under color.

The hens was the best collection it has

ever been the good fortune of the. writer

to see. Many of them would have been

a credit to the pullet class, fine as it was.

Cockerels were good, taken as a whole.

Fine combs, however, were hard to find

among them. The first prize was given

to a very clever specimen, barring a

rather smoky saddle. Stripes, both in

saddle and hackle, were particularly fine.

It was around the pullets of this variety,

however, where the Wyandotte fancier

lingered longest. It was there that the

nearest approach to perfection in Wyan-
dotte breeding was found. The first and
second prize birds were remarkable for

their clear, white centres and intense

black lacing. One looked in vain for

any trace of pencilling. Between this

bird and the one winning second there

was very little choice, while even the

one occupying fourth place showed all

the best characteristics of those already

mentioned save size.

Golden Wyandottes was a large class,

and showed how great the progress has

been made in the breeding of this va-

riety within the last two years. This was
particularly noticeable in the beautiful

color of the cockerels and the well-de-

fineil stripes in hackle and safklle and
greenish lustres of the same. The cocks

were also fine in this respect, but in under-

color age had not dealt kindly by them.

1 wish i could speak in the same terms of

praise of the combs, but candor compels
me to say that there was not a typical

Wyandotte comb among them. The
hens were not as good as the silvers, but

the pullets crowded those of that class

pretty hard. Fine open centres were by
no means the exception, while in glossy

black lacing many of them surpassed any
which I ever saw.

Science in poultry breeding may be a

myth, but one could not examine this

display of silver and golden Wyandottes
without acknowledging that there was a

degree of judgment shown in their

breeding that falls but little short of

science.
The buff Wyandottes were a surprise,

due to the fact that many were unaware
of their existence and the statements of

writers who claimed to have a patent on
their manufacture. While the breed is

still in its infancy, we must admit that

some of the specimens shown at New
York were very promising. They at-

tracted the attention of Wyandotte breed-

ers to a large extent, and with judicious

care in mating the breed will in a few

years become one of the leading buff

fowls. It would be well, however, to go
slow in selling eggs of this new breed

before it is thoroughly established.

The buff cock that won first prize was
certainly a rich plumaged bird, and bar-

ring his tail, not inferior to a first-class

Cochin. His comb and symmetry really

indicated Wyandotte type.

The black Wyandottes were few in

numbers but by no means inferior in

quality. A first-class boom is "a thing

that never came" to this black sport of

the Wyandotte family.

Ijanapihans.

Langshans a most magnificent class,

the blacks being superb, while the whites

contained individual specimens of high

merit. The blues were rather attractive,

and seem to be gaining in public estima-

tion It was he largest exhibition of

the Langshan fowl ever seen in this or

any other country. In the open class

the competition was very keen. F. L.

Sewell, the judge, says of the cocks : "A
strong row, the second excelling in shape
while the winner excelled in color. The
winning cockerel was perfect plumage
and typical, the second of good type,

failing in comb, the third deficient in

size but of good style. The winning

pullet was a fine bird, an easy winner.
The second was rather loose in feather.

The hens winning first and second were
of good shape and size, the third being a

typical bird but lacking in size." Our
opinion is that one of the unplaced cock-
erels in Mr. Underbill's cage should have
taken second. He was a beauty in style

and a Langshan all over.

Plymouth Rocks.

Plymouth Rocks were a feature of the

show, the competition in the barred va-

riety class being very warm. The barred

Plymouth Rocks in the open class num-
bered eighty-two entries. Cocks six, a

rather mediocre lot for a New York show.
The hens, thirteen, brought out some
great birds, the winner, belonging to C.

S. Beaumont, being beautifully barred.

She was alone in this respect, as her bars

wfre regular and numerous. Although
somewhat out of condition, she won the

plum over a very handsome blue-barred

hen of J. H. Thompson's,
The cockerels, thirty-seven, were the

hottest collection seen in a long time.

Bradley Bros, won first on a clean cut,

well-barred bird. The second of W. E.

Phelps was a beauty in style and color,

but comb was a trifle too large. Prob-

ably the best plumaged bird was the un-

placed cockerel of J. H. Thompson's. He
was too small, however, to scent either

the orange, red or blue ribbons.

Pullets, twenty-nine, were finer than

common, both Thompson and Bradley

Bros, having choice specimen.s. The
winner was a symmetrical bird every

way, good, clean barring, but a near

and comb, but her shape a little on the

game type, and the awards in our estima-

tion were correct.

Brown Leghorns were elegant in qual-

ity, the single combed variety excelling.

James Forsythe made a great record, win-

ning all the cockerel prizes except a c,

wliicli he lost in having a fine bird out of

condition. The winning cockerel was a

rich colored bird, hackle and saddle

matching beautifully, comb, lobes and
legs excellent. The only fault to be

found was his size, which was rather

under tlie proper standard. A magnifi-

cent cockerel was in the adjoining coop.

Hackle and saddle feather were rich bay
or red striped with an intense greenish
black, just what the standard calls for.

I

The bird was out of condition, having

i

escaped suffocation during transit.

I Mr. Forsythe's old favorite brown Leg-
horn hen 'was a study. Although her
duties as a layer had altered her once
trim figure, the grand even brown color

! was remarkable No black undercolor

\
in the otiter web of the feathers, no brick

; red in the wings, hut the entire back and
! wings represented a soft brown tinge, a

j

harmonious blinding of two shades sel-

I dom ever seen. That's what a brown
i
Leghorn sliould be in color, but unfor-

;

tunately seldom is. The pullets were

I

first class, Mr. Smith having one exceed-

ingly good bird, which barring its small

size would have been placed much higher.

Rofe comb whites were first-class, es-

pecially the winning cockerel. Black

; Leghorns were a small class, containing

I

a few extra good birds.

A. P. GROVES' WHITE PEKIN BANTAMS.

brown
mouth
York.

neighbor in the row might have ex-

changed places with her.

The second was superb in color ; in

fact the entire class was noticeable in this

respect. Yellow beaks and legs, blue-
\

barred plumage without any muddy or

tinge are necessary to all Ply- !

Rocks intended to win at New
The day for the dark, muddy-

plumaged. black beaked and spotted-

legged Plymouth Rocks has passed.

The white Plvmouth Rocks were a

good lot as a class. The buff Plymouth

Rocks shown by Dr. Aldrich were really

excellent specimens as far as color went.

They attracted considerable attention

and most were sold at good prices.

The few Javas on exhibition proved

that one of the best American breeds is

sadly neglected. The birds shown were

fine and no discredit to the breed or

owner.
The American Dominiques were con-

spicuous by being no better than in

former years. A few specimens reminded

one of the possibilities in the direction of

improvement th it could be made in this

breed.
I.,eKliorns.

The Leghorns were out in force as far

as the new buff variety is concerned, but

the whites were verv meagre although of

excellent quality. Torhani Poultry Yards

made a grand record on this variety, and

deserved it, too. We rather fancied the

first prize pullet. She was great in size

and fine in symmetry. The second prize

pullet, which many thought equal to the

first, was too finely drawn, being rather

light in body. She was finejin plumage

The rose comb browns brought out a

number of good birds, but the pullets

were not up to our expectations, Mr.

Benedict showing the best, in fact his en-

tire exhibit was good.

Buff Leghorns were immense as far as

numbers go, and showed a decided im-

provement over last year. Mr. Arnold

showed the same pen and cockerel that

won at Philadelphia, and repeated his

winnings at New York. Mr. Chaffee,

manager of Dr. Sheldon's Shady Shore

Poultry Yards, had an excellent string

of birds, and will be heard from in the

future. The huff Leghorn has come to

stay, and will prove one of the handsom-
est varieties of the famous race of egg

machines. The Fancikrs' Journal is

glad to announce that both Mr. Arnold

and the Shady Shore Poultry Yards are

among its advertisers.

I lilaek .Spanish and Minorcas.

Black Spanish, we are sorry to say,

were very backward in coming out in

good nutiibers. There is room for im-

provement in this aristocratic handsome

i

fowl.

I

Minorcas were excellent. The whites

of C. R. DeHart are the best in America.
' They are really beautiful birds. His

black Minorcas are also in with the lead-

ers.
Ilamlmi'cx.

The Hamburg class was superb in qual-

ity. James K. Hazard's silver spangled

Hamburgs making a cyclonic sweep in

I capturing all the blue, red and nearly all

the orange ribbons. A finer collection

' of this variety was never seen in the show

I

room. Although Mr. Hazard won the

bulk of the premiums, it was no discredit

to the other exhibitors. Torham Poultry
Yards had beautiful birds in this class.

The golden pencilled variety was fully

equal to the above in (piality if not in

quantity, and the prizes went where they

belonged. We are glad that both these

varieties of Hamburgs were thoroughly
represented, ft)r they are among the most
beautiful fowls on earth. The silver pen-

cilled and black Hanihnrgs were fewer in

number and, excepting a few birds, not

up to the standard of the other varieties.

Dorklni^H and Hod Caps.

Dorkings were a ^mall das-;. Most
of the birds have been de.scribed in lluse

columns, as such veterans as Henry Hales

and Messrs. Warner are confinne<l cham-
pions of this old Fnglish favt)nte.

Red caps are getting fewer in numbers
it seems, but some really good birds ap-

peared at this show.

French Chishtes.

The French class was repre.sente<l by
Houdans of excellent quality, a few La
Fleche of high standaid ami the best col-

lection of Creve CcL'urs ever seen in

America. Mr. Whitfield, of Fngland,
had a large entry in the open class, but

all his birds were disqualified because of

white and grey in plumage. When one
considers that these birds were winners

in England, having superb crests and
shape, the absurdity of disqualifying

them for a defect that is impossible to

overcome, is absurd. The judge relig-

iously followed the American standard,

and no doubt did his duty, but it was a

cruel blow to a breed that in England
and France ranks among the best. Color

disqualifications in this case are a farce

pure and simple. The next time a stand-

ard is made for Creve Coeurs let us pray

that bantams and duck breeders be ex-

cluded from the committee, and men
placed thereon who have sufficient dis-

cretion and knowledge of the breed to

avoid arbitrary and suicidal rules.

Games.

Games were high in station and quality,

but rather scarce in numbers, Mr. Blunck
capturing the plums on his black reds

with comparative ease.

Pit games were excellent, our old thor-

oughbred friend Hatfield being on hand
with some of his famous birds, while

Stevenson Hedgecock had birds fit to

fight for a thousaud. Judging pit games
in cages, however, is a peculiar and ques-

tionable proceeding. The pit is the proper

place.

Indian games were immense in quan-

tity and quality, the best we have ever

seen. C. A. Sharp & Co. made a won-
derful sweep in this variety. The first

prize cockerel was a beauty. His sta-

tion or carriage was about perfect,

while the closeness of feather and deep
undercolor made him the winning cock
of the long row of rivals. The second

was heavier in bone, grand in style but

failed in straightness of legs. The third

was a high-stationed bird with a beautiful

tail, but lacked in substance. Should he

fill out he may prove dangerous as a

cock.
The cocks were a great lot, Sharp &

Co. winning first with the winning cock-

erel of 1891. The bird is almost invincible.

John Borland did well in securing the

red rosette with a fine bird. He faile<l

in legs, however, and in being trimmed
of comb and wattles. The third was a

very strong bird in carriage but lacked

in color.

Hens were out in gala attire, the first

hen being a grand-shaped specimen, beau-

tifuUv laced, while the second was per-

haps a trifle superior in color, lacked in

shape. It was the best class we ever

saw together.

Pullets were equal to the hens in qual-

ity, the first being magnificent in plu-

mage, while the second shone as a bright

star as far as shape and size was con-

cerned, but her lacing was a trifle clouded.

The popularity of this breed is certainly

not on the wane, as many sales were

made at large prices.

White Indian games, as shown by
Sharp & Co. and George Whitfield, can

claim the rare merit of being genuine

specimens, and not the mongrels foisted

on the fancy by ignorant and unscrupu-

lous breeders. ' The class was good, al-

though Mr. Whitfield's birds were the

worse for the long sea voyage.

The Aseel class was well represented,

and it seems as if this rare and gamey
breed is on the eve of becoming popular.

The Malays might have been better.

I
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They certainly could not have been much
worse.

Uautains.

Bantams filled many cages, the gamey
little fellows being represented by such

crack birds as B. C. Thornton's black-

red cock that made a flurry at the Phila-

delphia show. He is a httle wonder.

The whole class of black reds was a good

one, Sandacre Farm, Thornton, R. Dud-

ley Winthrop and others entering crack

birds.

It was, however, in the red pile class

that wonderful progress could be noted.

George A. Francis certainlv deserves the

credit of having a grand quartette of

birds, and in our estimation should have

won first on cock. The small size and

rich color of this bird were remarkable.

G. W. Weed's champion was as good as

ever and certainly could not complain of

being awarded a vhc. He still ranks

among the finest in the country. The
cockerels were a superb lot, Francis and

Wood having a close run for the honors.

Hens and pullets were good.

The other game bantam classes were

about the same as at Philadelphia last

month. Sandacre Farm had some very

promising Indian Game bantams on ex-

hibition.

Sebrights were well represented and of

high order, especially the silvers. Morey
Kennel and PoultryYards made a grand

record in winning three firsts against

strong competitors. C. E. Rockenstyre,

Philander Williams and Livingston Bros,

had it all to themselves on goldens as

far as first aud second honors are con-

cerned.
Buff Pekins were fully represented,

but, notwithstanding some very excellent

birds, presented a motly appearance as a

class. The males are too dark and the

females too light in color, as a rule. A
little more Cochin shape to the former

might help matters also. Entries 1221

and 1226 we rather fancied for first place.

For some reason they were not placed.

The rarer varieties of bantams were

well represented l)y such thoroughbred

fanciers as C. E. Rockenstyre, E. K.

Austin and Dr. Witmer. Rose-combed

black bantams were as usual very attrac-

tive features among the Lilliputians of

fowldom. W. G. Koppen did well in

winning first on cock and hen, and also

winning two seconds in strong compe-

tition on cockerel and pullet. Sandacre

Farm and C. E. Rockenstyre had fine

exhibits in this class. One of the finest

class of bantams was that of the white

Pekins, Mr. A. P. Groves again winning

most of the honors, Rockenstyre captur-

ing a first on cock, however.

"Water Fowls.

The display of water fowls was excel-

lent, especially in the wild varieties,

Timothy Tredwell, of Long Island, hav-

ing a grand collection. Pekin ducks

were good, S. P. Noe having extra speci-

mens. Rouen ducks .are losing their

grip it seems, our old friend Morris, how-

ever, still holding his own. Muscovy
ducks were excellent in quality.

One of the finest practical exhibits was

that of the New York Experimental Sta-

tion, consisting of capons. The Indian

game buff Cochin cross won first prize.

He was an enormous bird. Mr. Under-

bill's Langshan capons deserve special

mention for their excellence.

KsKH, etc.

The display of eggs and dresssed poul-

try was good, but we should be glad to

see a larger display of the latter. To
dress poultry properly is an art second

only to feeding it.

Down in the basement the incubators

did their work to the delight of thou-

sands, while the pheasants in the main

hall attracted the eyes of all who love

the beautiful.

Breeding Pens.

In light Brahmas nineteen pens com-

peted, first going to George Purdue,

whose pen was marvellous in quality of fe-

males. The latter had beautiful necks and

tails. Purdue also won second and third,

but Captain Griffing's pen was deserving

of better than fourth place. Mr. Under-

hili had several magnificent pens that

should have been placed, while the pro-

prietor of Windholme Poultry Yards

need not be ashamed of his exhibit in

this class.
t- tt t

Langshans was a great class, T. H Ter-

ry's pen being superb and entitled to the

first prize without doubt. The hens were

large, had beautiful lustre, but were a

trifle too fat.

F. T. Underbill won second and fourth,

although the latter was if anything supe-

rior to the former. The male bird espe-

cially was fine in this pen, the females

being typical also in this respect.

Kirby & Smith, Windholme Yards,

and Echo Hill Yards had magnificent

pens in competition, and taken as a class

the quality was far above anything yet

shown in this variety.

On white and blue Langshans Kirby &
Smith won the honors.

Seven pens of white Plymouth Rocks
were shown. The awards were rightly

placed. Mr. Williams' pullets were in the

pink of condition, fine shape, elegant

legs and plumage. The cockerel we did

not like in shape. His tail was too high

and he lacked breast, giving him a slight

Leghorn look. The second pen, owned
by H. O. Chesley, was nice, but had been

shown so much that it lacked in condi-

tion. The cockerel was much ahead of

the first in shape. The pullets in his

fourth pen were smoother and the cock-

erel in his fifth pen was a fine specimen.

F. H. Grant won third on pen, which

was right. The pullet was compact and
full-breasted. The cockerel a little de-

ficient in breast, plumage good.

Barred Plymouth Rocks were repre-

sented by eleven pens. Bradley Bros',

first pen was right, as were all the other

prizes. The barring was even, legs good,

combs small and symmetry fine. J. H.

Thomp-son's second pen were equally as

well barred and had l^etter colored shanks.

It was an excellent pen, lacking in color

of eves and combs. The cockerel in his

third pen was a fine colored bird all over,

though not quite .so good in outline. We
liked him, all things considered, better

than his second or first. Had Mr. Wil-

cox's fifth pen been placed fourth we
think perhaps it would have been better.

There were three prime pens of dark

Brahmas. Newton Adams' first was as

good a pen as we ever saw, the shape

fine, pencilling grand. The cockerel

was a noble specimen in every way. T.

F. Rackham's second pen was nicely

pencilled, but the pullets wereattifle

dark. The cockerel was bright, lacking

some in breast. Greer Bros.' third pen

contained a large, good-shaped, mce-

lolored cock, with the exception of

white in tail. His comb was poor. The
females were Cochiny, well pencilled,

but not sharp and distinct.

In white Cochins Harry Strickler won
first with an excellent pen. The pullets

were grand. Cockerel fine plumage,

body nice, but too high on legs. R. P.

Thompson's second pen contained a mag-
nificent cockerel and fine shaped pullets.

His fourth pen contained hens that we
liked Ijetter in shape and condition. The
cock was lage, had poor ears and frosted

comb, "English" in shape. J. M. Kipp's

third pen was good. The females were

nicely shaped. The cockerel was narrow

in breast, otherwise good.

D. A. Nichols' pen of black Cochins

contained some nice shaped hens and R.

P. Thompson showed some fine outlined

pullets.

Mr. Nichols' second pen of buffs were

fine in shape and color, good size and

nice combs. The first pen belonging to

Lyndhurst Poultry Yards was excellent,

the color even throughout the pen, shape

grand. The cockerel was a noble speci-

men. The cock in the third pen was

grand in shape, color rich, though a trifle

dark. The hens were good in shape, but

very uneven in color. This pen should

have had a lower place. The fourth pen

of Mr. Nichols' should have been third.

Mr. Thompson's pen were young but

nice in color, and despite their age, we
think, entitled to place. The Echo Hill

Yards showed a pen that were not men-
tioned. They were beauties and fully

er.titled to third, if not second.

Tappin Bros, won first on a beautiful

pen of partridge Cochins. They were

alone in the class.

The three pens of black Minorcas were

good, as was the one of whiles. C. R.

DeHart won first and second and Sharp

third. The male in the third pen we
thought better than the one in the first.

The awards were right, however, as the

pullets in the first pen were better.

There was only one pen of pit games

aud one of Sumatra games.

The three pens of white Wyandottes

were all good, James Forsytbe Ainniug

fir^t and secon<l and Jone« Wilcox third.

vShap's second pen of goldens were bet-

ter than Keller's first. The pullets were

better shaped, as was the cockerel, but

he had too black a breast and one of the

pullets had one bad colored shank. The
third pen should not have had a place.

Three pens of fine single comb brown
Leghorns were shown by James Forsytbe,

and received first, second and third.

Windholm Yards took the honors^ in

rose comb brown Leghorns. James For-
sytbe had entered two pens, but all but
three were smothered in transit, which
was a hard blow to the owner.
Jones Wilcox won first on a pen of sil-

ver Wyandottes, J. S. Matthews winning
second. The first pair was good.

A pen of Creve Coeurs was exhibited

by the Lawndale Yards. A pen of silver

grey and one of white Dorkings by E- &
A. Warner.

Buff Leghorns were out in farce, eight

pens being shown. The exhibitors were
A. D. Arnold and A. C. Chaffee. The
display was far ahead of any we have yet

seen, the first pen being uniform "in

color.

Windholme Yards won first on an ex-

cellent pen of golden pencilled Ham-
burgs.
A pen each of silver bearded and white

crested Polish were shown by W.J. Stan-

ton, the latter being good.
Mrs, DeLancey Kane may well feel

proud of her pen of Houdans,
James Forsytbe saved a pen of rose

comb white Leghorns from the wreck
and won first.

Sharp showed a pen of white Indian

game and one of blue Andalusians win-

ning first on both.

A pen each of red and blue pile Leg-
horns were shown by B. H. VanAuken.
The latter were quite a handsome bird,

the former might have been shown as

buff a year ago.

O. Merchant and T. Farrer Rackham
competed in the buff Pekin bantam
class, the latter winning ist on a beauti-

ful pen. Mr. Merchant's pen were excel-

lent shape and the cockerel a noble little

fellow throughout, but his hens were too

light.

Sandacre Farm had a most beautiful

pen of black^^ds, small, well marked
and fine stationed, which took first. A
pen of white Pekins were exhibited by

A. P. Groves. It would be impossible to

say too much in their favor. Peter

Benenlein had a pen of red pile game,

the cockerel being particularly fine.

Golden Sebright were shown by W. J.

Stratton. Miss Jennie Vaissiere won first

on a pen of silver Sebright, W. H, Lewis
second and third, while Mr. Lewis' pen
was far ahead of the first in marking.

It was a question as to how they would
breed.

Pigeons.

Pigeons were far more numerous than

at anv previous exhibition, there being

al>out two hundred more entries than

last year, and more than double the

number of lofts were represented.

Carriers, twenty-three, D. E. Newell

winning most of the awards. The win-

ning black was full of style, grand neck,

but rather deficient in eye wattle.

Dun cock (1578) hatched in 1891, fine

upstanding bird, perfect| color, good
shoulders, skull, eye, but down-faced.

1582 dun hen, hatched in 1891, is about

the best bird in the show, age taken into

consideration.
Pouters ten, only a fair lot, none wor-

thy of special mention. Pigmy pouters,

nine, although the entry was small the

quality was good. 1597, cream, with

white bars, exhibited by W. J. Kraeuter,

a little gem, and in our opinion the best

in the class,
, ,, , ,

Twenty-four barbs, consisting ofblacks,

reds, yellows, duns and whites, a fine dis-

play, most of the prizes going to Newell,

Had a special been offered for best bird

in the barb class it would have gone to

1605, a yellow cock, a bird with fine

head, beak and eye qualities, trifle oEF in

rump color. In dun barb hens we can-

not agree with the judge, W, W. White's

bird being bv far the best bird in eye and

beak wattles' and a good down faced bird.

He should have had the blue ribbon with-

out a doubt.
Short-faced tumblers a nice lot, but

Mr. Gaddes' birds were greatly missed.

Bald-heads and long-faced tumblers only

fair.

Jacobins, thirty eight. The feature of

the pigeon department. Blacks, reds,

yellows and any other variety well rep-

resented. White cock exhibited by H. V.

Crawford was by far the best bird in the

exhibition and one of the best ever seen

in America. He is good in hood, mane
and chain, with immense length of

feather. He is perhaps a trifle large.

The winning black cock, by same exr

hibitor, was the next best bird in the
show. In reds the vhc bird should have
been second, being better in head quali-

ties and higher cut and has more length
of feather.

Euglish owls small in number but
good quality. Awards about correct.

Silver hen, sex considered, the best in

the class; 17 15 good red. badly shown
;

1723, a fine silver exhibited by John
Graves, in the pink of condition, won
easily, but is slightly turbit.

Black fantails poor. Miller's hen the

best. Whites fair, but only twelve birds

entered. Yellow hens good, winner bad
color, otherwise good. There were ten

saddle-backs, Vahle exhibiting a blue

good in color, style and tail.

Oriental frills were a grand lot. The
barred blondinette cock owned by Dr.

Owen has grand bars and an excellent

tail. Mr, Graves' satinette cock is as

near perfection as they get them, being

good in head and tail qualities aud beau-

ti fully laced.

Eighty-nine turbits were shown and
was one of the finest classes of turbits

ever seen. Blacks, the best of all classes,

first and second both first-class birds,

1835 foul enough to be disqualified. Yel-

lows good, second prize bird our choice.

Reds next in quality to blacks. Blues

nip and tuck between first and second.

Black hens, 1873, vhc, by far the best

headed hen in the class but foul marked;
1884 a grand blue hen exhibited by W.
Harry Orr. Solid whites only two en-

tries but both fine birds. Eleven tail

turbits made a fiue exhibit, the blue the

best of the lot.

Magpies few iu number, winning yel-

lows particularly fine. Swallows, a grand

lot of forty-two birds, Fick and Vahle

alx)ut equally divided the honors.

Priests seventeen, a good class, the span-

gles being especially grand, and some
excellent white barred birds. Nuns
eleven, the best of the bunch a fine little

black hen by A. M. Ingram. Dragoons

five, both the grizzles grand.

There were only two show Antwerps,

both worthy of the blue rosette. Sua-

bians, frillbacks aud moorecaps were but

small classes. Ice pigeons made a lovely

display, the admiration of all the ladies.

Havemeyer showed one of a beautiful

color and the lacing about perfect, the

best of all classes.

Aseel Indian Game Olub.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

At the recent Indianapolis show a start

was make toward the formation of the

Aseel Indian Game Club of America with

ten charter members as follows ; C. W.

Quinn, Henderson, Ky. ;
Ide Rossiter,

Girard, Pa. ; F. H. Graves,Viroqua.Wis.,

Mike M. Levy, Henderson, Ky. ; C. A.

Lamb. Grand Rapids, Mich. ;
F. A.

Cronacher, Ironton, O. ; W. C. Gregory,

New Antioch, O. ; H. P. Clarke, Indian-

apolis, Ind. ; N. E. Dempsey, South Gar-

diner, Mass. ; E. F. Doty, Toronto, Ont.

The object of the club shall be to ad-

vance the interests of the breed which it

represents and to disseminate knowledge

concerning that breed. The constitution

and by-laws, membership fees, etc., will

all be arranged at the first regular annual

meeting next year. In the meanwhile

the undersigned will act as secretary pro

tem, and should be pleased to hear from

all fanciers of this breed.

H. P. Clarke,

Federation Meeting.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The annual meeting of the Detroit

Federation was held on Tuesday, Febru-

ary 2, the election of officers resulting as

follows : President, C. A. Parkinson
;

vice-president, W, G. Malcomson ;
sec-

retary and treasurer, C. H. Gale. The

members were all enthusiastic over the

new League cf Homing Clubs, and re-

joice at being on the charter list. In the

list of Federation members for 1892 pub-

lished in the February number of the

Homing Exchange, I fail to find the

name of the sole and only Detroit mem-
l)erfori89i. It is barely possible that

the American (Philadelphia) Federation

has been shut out of the City of the

Straits altogether. CYCLONE.

Detroit, Mich., February 4.

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN POULTRYMEN

A New Organization Formed to

Protect Fanciers and Exhibitors.

On Feb. 5, 1892, at the Madison Square

Garden, some sixty well-known poultry-

men met for the preliminary work in or-

ganizing a new league. Among those

present were: Colonel R. J. Hamilton,

James Forsytbe, C. A. Sharp, P. H. Ja-

cobs, E. B. Thompson, Henry Hales, O.

K. Sharp, J. H. Drevenstedt, C. D. Bern-

heimer, J. W. Darrow, T. F, McGrew,

Jr., Ira C. Keller, G. P, Reynaud, T, Far-

rer Rackham, G. W. Chidsey, J, E. Haz-

ard, A. W, Hall, H, O, Chesley, D. F.

Taylor, James E. Han ley, Francis T, Un-

derbill, John Borland. W, H, Hamilton,

W. B. Atherton, George Purdue, H. V.

Crawford, Newton Adams, A. F. Blunck,

E. L. Requa, B. T. Lacy, G. R. Weed, C.

T. Terry.

Henry Hales was elected temporary

chairman aud T. Farrer Rackham tem-

porary secretary. In the absence ofJohn

E. Diehl, who was one of the first to sup-

port a league of clubs that would regulate

the dates of shows and other matters of

. importance to exhibitors, J. H. Dreven-

stedt stated the objects of such a league,

referring to the facts that in New Eng-

land an eastern league had already been

formed, while the southern exhibitors

and poultrymen expected to organize a

similar league this month. C. D. Bern-

heimer supported the idea, aud advo-

cated a plan of holding shows similar to

that pursued by the A. K. C, and moved
that a national association be formed
on these lines, which was carried. It

was also moved to call it the League of

American Poultrymen, which after dis-

cussion was adopted. E. L. Requa moved
that a committee of seven be appointed

to draft constitution and by-laws.

Considerable discussion was indulged

in regarding the tenure of ofl&ce of the

secretary, Mr. McGrew advocating the

latter to be a permanent and resident

oflBce. This was opposed and the com-
mittee instructed to make the term three

years, allowing only one succession. A
recess of five minutes was taken to allow

the chairman and secretary time for se-

lecting a committee. The following gen-

tlemen were appointed : E. L. Requa,E. L
Highland Mills, N. Y.; O. K. Sharp,

Lockport, N. Y.; F. L. Sewell, Evanston,
111.; C. D. Berheimer, New York City;

Ira C. Keller, Tiffin, Ohio ; Colonel R.

J. Hamilton, Springfield, Mass.; and P.

H. Jacobs, Hammonton, N. J. The con-

stitution and by-laws, drafted by John E.

Diel, was submitted to the committee,

who retired for work. After a recess of

two hours the committee reported that it

had completed its labors except the

clauses regarding the compensation of

the secretary and the rights of the as-

sociate members. Both created con-

siderable discussion, but it was finally de-

cided to allow the secretary fifty per

cent of the dues and associate members
the same rights as delegates.

The report of this committee gave the

object of the association : "To encourage
the breeding of the different varieties of

poultry ; the collecting and disseminat-

ing of reliable aud practical information

relative to the poultry interest ; to assist

and work in unison with the different

Eoultry organizations and clubs governed

y its rules ; to recommend competent
judges, subject to the approval of the

specialty clubs, for exhibitions, and to

act if called upon for advice or to settle

disputes that may arise in local poultry

associations, clubs or at shows, and to

recommend the method ofjudging there-

at, and to protect poultrymen at shows
held under its rules."

The membership is to be delegates

from poult' y a'-sociations aud associate

or individual members. The latter to

have all the privilege of delegates. The
annual fee for delegates to be|io; for

associates, $1. The officers to be presi-

dent, a vice-president for each North,
South, East, West and Canada, an exec-

utive committee to be made up of one
member from each association, specially

appointed, a finance and auditing com-
mittee, each to be composed of five mem-
hers. All ofi&cers to be elected by ballot

at the regular annual meeting. All but
the president and secretary-treasurer to

serve for one year and not be eligible for

re-election. The president to be elected

to serve one and be eligible for re-elec-

tion for three terms, but no more. The
secretary and treasurer to be elected to

serve three years aud limited to a second
term.
The Executive Committee is to have its

own chairman and secretary, and to con-

trol the affairs of the association at all

times ; shall select judges and superin-

tendents of poultry shows when so re-

quested
;

provide suitable diplomas,
medals, etc., as are advisable in order to

stimulate and increase the poultry inter-

est for such shows as may comply with

the rules of the organization.

The president shall receive no compen-
sation for services. The secretary and
treasurer will receive fifty per cent of all

membership fees. The place and time of

holding the annual and special meetings
will be decided by the majority vote of

the Executive Committee, The only

change made from the draft of the con-

stitution and by-laws prepared by Mr.

John E. Diehl, Beverly, N, J., for the

committee to work upon was to strike out

a clause in the section relative to forming
a standard, and to give associate mem-
bers, all the privileges of delegates in-

stead of compelling them to be repre-

sented by a delegate.

The meeting adjourned until Saturday,

II A. M., February 6, when about forty

poultrymen assembled to elect officers.

Nearly all present paid in one dollar and
became members. The following othcers

were elected : President, T. H. Terry,

New York city; vice presidents, R. T.

Hamilton. Springfield, Mass., eastern

section ; E. A. Haslett, Atchison, Kan-
sas, western section

;
James Fors) the,

Owego, N. Y., northern section; Dr. T.

W. Juggle, Columbus, Ga., southern sec-

tion ; Sharp Butteifield, Windsor, Can-
ada, Canada ; secretary and treasurer, T.

Farrer Rackham, East Urange, New
Jersey. The constitution and by-laws

were then adopted and the meeting ad-

journed. Following is a copy of the con-

stitution and by-laws as ihey now staud :

CONSTITUTION.
article I.—NAME,

The designation of this association

shall be the League of American Poultry-

men.
ARTICLE II.—OBJECT.

The object of this association is to en-

courage and perfect the breeding of the

diflFerent varieties of poultry ; for the col-

lecting and disseminating of reliable and
practical information relative to the poul-

try interests of America ; to assist and
work in union with the different organ-

ized poultry associations and clubs that

may be governed by its rules ; to recom-

mend competent judges, if appointed by
specialty clubs, for exhibitions, and to

act if called upon for advice or to settle

disputes that may arise in local poultry

associations, clubs or at shows and to

recommend the methodof judging there-

at,

ARTICLE IIL—MEMBERSHIP.

The membership of this association

shall be composed of delegates from each

local poultry association or club of

America, who shall signify in writing

their desire to become members and file

with the secretary a copy of their consti-

tution and by-laws, which shall conform
to the constitution and by-laws of this

Association, after which, upon approval

of the same by the Executive Committee
and the payment of a fee of |io they

shall receive a certificate of membership.

such position in the future, except secre-

tary and treasurer, which shall be for 1

not longer than three terms. A majority I

of the votes polled shall constitute an
j

election, proxy votes being allowed in
1

case a delegate cannot attend. Vacan-
|

cies that may occur during the inlerini
1

shall l>e filled by the Executive Conunil-

tee. The Executive Committee shall

have power to declare any office vacant

or suspend any member for cau-e upon a

two-thirds vote, and shall report the

same to the next meeting of the associa-

tion for final action.

ARTICLK V.—MICETINCS.

The annual meeting of the association

shall be hfld at such time and place as

the Executive Coniuiitlee shall decide
upon, proj^'idisin »he uorlhern. southern,

eastern and w'<.st"rn sections of the

United States aud Canada shall have a

meeting place designateil wiiliiu their re-

spective limits once in every live years.

ARTICLE VI.—AMKNDMKNfS.
The constitution and by-laws of the

association may l)e repealed or amended
at an annual niettmg of" the association

and at no other time by a tv\o-thirds vote

of the members present and proxies pre-

sented, such repeal or amendment must
be made in writing to the secretary by
the member presenting it, and the secre-

tary shall cause the same to be printed

and mailed at least sixty days prior to

the meeting of this association at which
the said repeal or amendment is to be
considered.

BY-LAWS.

SECTION VI.—ORDER OF BUSINESS,

I, Meeting called to order.

minutes of jir-vious

2. Roll call.

3. Reading of
meeting.

4. Reports of officers and committees.

5. I'liliiiished biisiiuss.

6. New l)U>iiie)-s.

7. Election of officers.

8. Rliscell meons.

9 .\dJournment.

SECTION I.—PRESIDENT.

The president shall preside at all meet
iugsofthe association, call extra meet-

ings at the request, in writing, of nine
member.-», countersign all uiders on the

treasurer, and exercise the usual func-

tions of the presiding officer of a de-

liberative bo<ly. He shall receive no sal-

ary, but be allowed by the association his

actual expenses in attending the meet-

ings of the association,

SECTION II.—VICE-PRESIDENT.

Ill case of the absence of the president

or his inability to act, the vice-president

of the section where the meeting is held
shall be called upon to act as presiding

officer, with the same power as that con-

ferred upon the president.

SECTION III.—Sl'.CRETARY AND fREAS-
URKK.

The secretary shall conduct the gen-

eral correspondence of the association

and have the custody of the same ; he
shall preserve all important letters re-

ceived and a copy of the answers thereto,

to be read at the meetings of the associa-

tion if requested, keep an account of all

expenses, keep the minutes of all meet-

ings and have charge of all books and
papers appertaining to his ofl'ice, pul)-

lish and distribute all notices of meet-

Langehan Club M'^eting.

The annual meeting of ih " .-Xmerican

Langshan Club was lielil in the Ganlen

Thursd ly a.'ternoon. President I'rancis

T. Underbill in the clnir. T\\< n'v mem-
bers ans.ver <1 to the roll ca'l. The treas-

urer's report was read a.nl accepted,

showing J662 20 total casli received dur

ing the year, and an expeiidituro ul ;f66i

for a<lvertising. The secretary's report

was next read, showing ei.:hty-five life

members on the roll and forty-ei^ht an-

nual members. Five thousand club cat-

alogues had been distribute*! during the

year. The club was never in a more
prosperous condition. The matter in dis-

pute between Messrs. Mortimer and Mc-
Cormack regarding white Langshans was
discussed at length, and it was finally de-
cided to dismiss the matter as far as the
club was concerne<l, as the black Lang-
shan was the only representative breed
prior to January, 1S91. The election of
officers resulted as follows : Prcsiflent,

Francis T. Underbill ; vice-president,

Thomas H. Terry ; secretary and treas-

urer, William H. Hamilton ; honorary
vice-presidents, H. A. Brown, E. McCor-
niack, W. W. Hogle, C. A. Bradv, Samuel
T. Peters, N. B. Dana, George Evans, E.

E. Myers, E. J. Ladd, John E. Randle ;

Executive Committee, William M.
Hughes, J. Alwin Ball, Willard P. Smith,

J. H. E. Shultz, J. F. Knox.
Motion made to abolish Committee on

Complaints, which was carried, and also

the motion to elect one vice-president

and ten honorary vice-president.

After a lennthy discussion the rules

submitted bv the committee consisting

of Ross A. Smith, H. A. Bridge and Wil-
lard P. Smith were adopted after making
a number of important changes.
Regarding thecorrespomlence between

Mr. William K. Cooper and Mr. H. (i.

Keesling in the matter of selling impure
white Langshans, the club thought it ad-

visable to dismiss the matter. Mr. Mor-
timer resigned as a member of the club.

Bufif Cochin Club Meeting:.

The Buff Cochin Club held the long-de-

ferred meeting Monday with twenty

members present, and scored a point in

ings of the association and of the F^xecu- being the first to make application for

ARTICLE IV.—OFFICERS.

The officers of this association shall

consist of a president, five vice-presi-

dent one from the northern, southern,

eastern and western sections of the United

States and one from Canada. A secre

tary and treasurer, ex-officio, and one
member from each organization joining

the association, which member shall be

designated by said organization to repre-

sent them in' the board. There shall also

be a finance and auditing committee,

which shall consist of five members. All

officers of this association shall be elected

by ballot at the regular annual meeting,

to hold their respective offices for one

year or until their successors are elected

and qualified, with the exception of the

president, secretary and treasurer, who
shall hold their offices for a term of three

year, and be ineligible to a re-election to

five Committee, issue certificates^ of mem-
bership, notify members of their elect-

tion, collect all moneys, keeping a cor-

rect account thereof; shall have his

books and papers open at all times for

the inspection of the P^xecutive Commit-
tee. He shall give a bond of such
amount and form as may be approved by
the Executive Committee. He shall be

the custodian of the seal of the associa-

tion, whieh he will use only by direction

of the Executive Committee or b n a vote

of the association. The secretary shall

receive a salary of fifty per cent of the

annual dues aud an allowance for bills of

postage, freight and expressage paid for

the business of the association. He shall

also receive his actual expenses in at-

tending meetings.

SECTION IV.—EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

The Executive Committee will org.in-

ize -Aith a chairman an<l .secretary. It

shall control the affairs of the a.ssociation

at all times, attend to all printing', select

judges and superintendents for poultry

shows when recjuested, provide suitable

medals, diplomas and such other matters

as are advisable in order to stimulate and
increase the poultry interests to be of-

fered at such exhibition as may coniply i

j^p^^;

with the rules of tliis organi/at'on. The '

F,xecntive Committee may hold special

n-.eetings at the call of two thirds or

more of its members. of whom shall

American

Reynaud,
membership to the League of

Poultrymen, naming G. P.

New York City, as its selection for <lele-

gate. aud George Udall. Jr., of Moores-
town, N. J., as alternate. The officers

electe<l are : President, Frank H. Gaylor,

Quogue, L. I.; .secretary-treasurer, W. W.
Tooker. vSag Harbor, N. Y By request

of the Cochin Club of .America it was ad-

mitted to membership in its entirely and
the name buff was dropped from the

title. The association thereupon adopted
a standard (that of its new acquisition)

which shall include all varieties. This
standaril differs from the American Poul-

try .As.sociation's staiulard in calling

quilled hocks a defect instead of count-

ing them as a disqualification.

constitute a quorum at such special meet-

ing.

SECTION v.—RULES OF ORDER.

All rules of order shall be governed by
Cushing's Manual of Parliamentary law.

Transfer of Stock.

Mr. Ivhvin II. Filler, Jr., has sold his

entire loft of Jacobins (bctwem sixty

an<l seventy birds) to Mr. Frederick L.

Baily, Ardmore, Pa. With the exception

of two .American crosses these birds are

all of the finest stock, imported directly

by Mr. I'illcr from the best Fluropean

The birds were kept solely for

amusement, atid were never exhibited or

offered for sale. The collection, however,

was a lanious one locally, and considered

by many the finest ever ow.ieil in this

country. livery young bird that did not

come up to the projjcr standard was killed

as a s(|uab, so those that survived were

only the fittest, and the results of most
careful breeding is shown in the uui-
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formly good manes and chains, close

fitting hoods, evenness and great length
of feather. Not a foul eye in the whole
collection, and in a grand stud of twenty-
five white birds not a single colored

feather. This loft, added to Mr. Baily's

already large collection of these beautiful

birds, gives him a stud that it will be
hard to beat.

SHOW ROOM NOTES.

i I

"Wyandotte Club Meeting.

The meeting of the White Wyandotte

Club was held Monday afternoon. The

president is J, R. Ayer, Peekskill, N. Y.,

and the secretary-treasurer J. H. Dreven-

stedt. The business transacted was to

clear the slates of all that was unfinished

and to dispose of the surplus in the treas

ury as prize money before adjourning

sine die. Immediately thereupon the

resolution was offered to form the Wyan-

dotte Club of America, to which those

present agreed, and the constitution and

by-laws upon which the White Wyan-

dotte Club was to have acted at this

year's meeting was adopted, with a

change in title to suit the larger field of

the new organization. This, it was

claimed, holds several sections which

other clubs may well adopt, one being

the arrangements for voting for officers

and for important measures by mail.

The officers elected are : President,

James A. Forsythe, Owego, N. Y.; vice-

presidents, A. C. Hawkins, Lancaster,

Mass.; Dr. A. T. Beckett, Salem, N. J.;

secretary-treasurer, J. R. Ayer, Peeks-

kill, N. Y.; the four to constitute the Ex-
ecutive Committee. The secretary was
instructed to make application for ad-

mission to the League of American Poul-

trymen. naming James E. Hanley, Valley

Stream, L. L, as delegate, with J. R.

Ayer the alternate. Further action of

the club was to request poultry shows to

advise with the club before selecting

judges for the varieties, or to permit the

club to select the judges.

The special work of the club, it was
decided, should be the formation of a

standard for the several varieties of the

Wyandotte. To this end committees

were appointed as follows :

Golden—Ira C. Keller, Tiffin, O.; O.

K. Sharp, Lockport, N. Y.; J. M. Mc-
Keen, Omro, Wis.
Silver—J. H. Drevenstedt, Beverly, N.

J.; A. C. Hawkins. Lancaster, Mass.; A.

T. Beckett, Salem, N. J.

White—James Forsythe, Owego, N. Y.;

E. H. Knapp, Fabius, N. Y.; J. R. Ayer.

Black— F. G. Bean, Fairview Village,

Pa.; F. J. Marshall, Middletown, N. Y.;

F. M. Clemens, Mechanicsville, O.

Buff"—James Forsythe, Irving Crocker,

Seneca Falls, N. Y. ; George Brackenbury,

Auburn, N. Y,
The reports of these committees are

to be made within six months, and to be

acted upon at the next annual meeting.

This is to be held at some one of the

leading shows, as may be decided by
majority vote of the Executive Commit-
tee.

The Buff Leghorn Club.

The Buff^ Leghorn Club held a meeting

February 9. This is a new organization

in the interest of a new breed, but in

membership, standing and earnestness

of its members there is not another that

surpasses it. The membership at the

meeting numbered forty-six. One name,

that of J. A. Brown, Oswego, was ordered

dropped from the roll. The officers

elected are : President, Dr. E. A. Shel-

don, Oswego, N. Y. ;
vice-presidents,

Aug. D. Arnold, Dillsburg, Pa. ; Dr. C. T.

Wiant, Marion, O. ; M. C. Jackson, Den-

ver, Col. ; G. W. Randolph, Palmyra, N.

Y. ; C. M. Chase, Portsmouth, O. ; C. J.

Daniels, Toronto, Canada ;
secretary and

treasurer. A. W. Gardiner, Springfield,

Mass. ; P:xecutive Committeee. Aug. D.

Arnold, G. W. Randolph and R. G. Buf-

fington, Fall River, Mass. The club is

as vet without a standard, and a com-

mittee composed of Dr. Sheldon, A. W.
Gardiner and Aug. D. Arnold was named
to decide upon the points and values of

the ideal bird and to report

annual meeting.

Poultry Gossip Picked Up Between
the Coops and Aisles.

The attendance on Saturday was im-

mense, and managers, clerks, exhibitors,

attendants, all smiled serenely. The

show was a financial success.

The hardest "rooter" was D. E. New-

ell. He was in a box stew, so to speak,

as he finds the box office very attractive

when the shekels keep pouring in.

The absence of the band of music was

not felt at all. The noise and din result-

ing from exercise of thousands of feath-

ered throats was sufficient. Even a Wag-
ner enthusiast would hesitate to compete

against the latter.

The cafe on the Madison Avenue side

of the Garden was not as well patronized

as it would have been had proper notice

been posted on the Fourth Avenue side

announcing its existence. The " old

guard" that patronized it did nobly, how-
ever.

F.W. Fullerton, of Goshen, New York,
made a flying visit to the Garden. Mr.
Fullerton is building up a magnificent
poultry plant in Orange County, and
next year expects to compete for the

Brahma honors at New York.
"Coriander" Thompson says Fullerton

is "out of sight," and should be grand
sachem of the fancy. As a story teller

and a royal good fellow Fullerton is un-

equalled.
We are grieved to relate that the duties

of a poultry jud^e have worked a serious

change in the life and character of Ed-
ward Bard Thompson. The latter now
startles his best friends, who wish to

reach his ear by the laconic and impres-

sive answer "How dare you speak to

me."
Dr. Beckett, the champion of the silver

Wyandotte, made a flying trip

at the next

made a flying trip to the

show. The Doctor was unable to exhibit

his famous team of birds owning; to sick-

ness, but next year hopes to tickle the

boys considerably.

James Forsythe had the misfortune to

lose nine of his birds by suffocation. He
carried off" half the earth in premiums
with the rest, however. He made ninety

entries.

C. A. Sharp & Co. made 108 entries.

Their display of Indian games, Aseels

and golden Wyandottes was maguificent.

It is reported that their winning Indian

games were sold at very hi^h figures,

the highest ever reached in this country.

Frank Gaylor sold an Indian game for

$75. and felt thoroughly elated over the

sale.

P. H. Jacobs waded in deep and spoiled

a considerable portion of |ioo in buying
a pen of Indian games.
W. P. Wheeler, of the New York Ex-

periment Station, was at the show look-

ing after the fine exhibit of capons made
by the latter. Mr. Wheeler's experi-

ments on poultry feeding are among the

best practical and scientific investigations

of the present day.

Colonel Rockenstyre, of Albany, N.

Y., was a familiar figure on the floor.

He hovered around the bantam cages,

fondly gazing at the blue ribbons his pets

had secured.
Irving Crocker was almost glued to the

Wyandotte aisle. After he judged some
of the Wyandottes he wisely explained

the virtues of the breed. He purchased

a fine string of buff" Wyandottes to keep
his silvers company.

O. K. Sharp, or "Trailing Arbutus," as

Jimmy Forsythe calls him, was kept|busy

on the Indian Game corner. The <le-

mand for the latter is on the increase, to

judge by the sales he made.
E. L. Requa "missed it" by not ex-

hibiting his Leghorns this year. He was
on hand, however, to explain his neglect

and says it will not occur again.

Jolly Stephen Spencer was a devotee

of the Brahma aisle. He had a fine ex-

hibit of light Brahmas and did well on
his first attempt in battling with the

giants.

W. J. Andrus captured the Indian

Game breeding pen prize and a number
of specials besides. For a youngster he
is extremely promising, but he should

have entered' his white Leghorns. The
latter are too good to remain at home.

The absence of Knapp Bros', birds left

the white I/Cghorn class to but few ex-

hibitors,, but George Weed, of the Tor-

ham Yards, made a fine sweep with some
excellent birds. George is looming up
as a dangerous competitor.

Elmira, N. Y., kept up its reputation
as a poultry centre in being represented
by excellent stock. James Hazard's sil-

ver spangled Hamburgs were a feature of

the Hamburg class, while Mr. Benedict's
rose comb brown Leghorns sustained the
reputation of the owner nobly.

J. H. Thompson, Jr., was more quiet

than usual, for the barred Plymouth Rock
class was immense, and to win in such
competition is high honor, but hard on
the nerves of the competitors. He cap-
tured the blue ribbon on pullet as usual.

That genial and thoroughbred fancier,

David Nichols was pleased over the pre-

miums won by his black Cochins. The
latter were certainly a beautiful lot of
birds, and if Mr. Nichols continues to

breed them in the future, the best of all

Cochins from a practical standpoint, will

gain the favor of the fanciers. The black
Cochin is too handsome and useful a
bird to be kept in the background.

Liberating homing pigeons every after-

noon was a decided attraction. The top
of the magnificent tower that rises from
the roof of the Madison Square Garden
was a delightful place to set free the
winged messengers and a splendid place

to watch their homeward flight.

Superintendent Rackham was still a

very sick man at the opening of the show,
but before its close had regained to a

large extent his usual health and spirits.

Hard work and la grippe nearly downed
him. Everybody was glad when he felt

"himself again,"
Colonel R. J. Hamilton, of Springfield,

Mass., was an interested visitor at the

show. He took an active part in the
newly formed poultry league, and found
himself elected as a vice-president before

he got through. He well deserves the

esteem and confidence of all fanciers.

James Rankin's incubators revealed a

strange sight. Huudreds of white
chickens and ducks were hatched, and
the downy whiteness of the little orphans
made an animated and highly attractive

spectacle.

The fact remains that incubators are

one of the greatest features of a poultry

show, especially when they bring forth

the chickens. The ladies and children

fairly surround the machines.
The canary bird advertised to sing

flown from 200 miles, but if by reason of
bad weather it found itself in the vicinity

of Philadelphia it always spent the night
under the shed of a Kater Street yard.

Another fine collection shown only yes-

terday is of high flyers, owned by Max
Daunhauser, Brooklyn. These birds are

of the rare blue beards and red Hollands
and were lately imported."
W. J. Andrus did well in repeating his

Philadelphia record of winning first on
breeding pen of Indian Games. The pen
of the latter on exhibition were remark-
ably good, both Sharp & Co. and Aug. D.

Arnold having fine birds.

Among the newcomers in the poultry

ranks, C. D. Beruheimer promises to

make things lively. He is an active

member in every sense of the work. He
made a neat scoop of prizes on White
Plymouth Rocks and Sebright Bantams.
Morey Kennels and Poultry Yards will

be heard from in the future.

The two B's, Brown and Butterfield,

were to judge at New York and also at

Los Angeles, Cal. Mr Butrerfield came
all the way from Canada to keep his

New York engagement, and left for Cal-

ifornia Wednesday evening, February 3.

G. O. Brown failed to materialize, which
creared surprise to say the least. He
was slated to judge the barred Plymouth
Rocks. P. H. Scudder and E. B. TThomp-
son judged the latter to everybody's
satisfaction.

E. C. Vahle made a very successful de-

but as a pigeon exhibitor, winning al-

most as many prizes as the number of

his entries. The firm of H. W. Vahle, of

which he is a member, is doing an im-

mense pigeon and poultry business.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

It is quite likely that Robert B. Cav-

erly and the other members of the Wash-

ington Homing Club will join the League

of American Homing Clubs before the

season is upon us. This will give the

League two strong members in Wash-

ington, the local F'ederation and the

club, and will render the competition

keen and inviting.

"Yankee Doodle" was on hand, but lost

its voice somehow. The three legged

duck and the famous subject of the courts,

the rooster "Jersey Dick" smiled se-

renely, for their vocal abilities were not

advertised.

Editor Hunter had trouble to get into

the Garden. Last year he was refused

admission by some error on the part of

the employees, and this year the same
mistake occurred. This was no fault of

the managers of the show, but of the Gar-

den people.

One of the door-keeper's eyesight was
"out of condition," for he passed one
sporting fancier who exhibited in his

vest a new paper of safety pins. The
door keeper mistook it for a stockhold-

er's badge.
H. W. Vahle, of this city, had a fine

display of pigeons at the show, and more
especially his display of German toys.

Mrs. Starr, in the New York Sun of

February 10, comments on the homer
exhibit as follows: "Yesterday was pig-

eon fivers' day, and the birds of the

Royal Blue Line lofts, Woodbury, N. J.,

and the celebrated Duffer of Louis W.
Spangehl, Brooklyn, had an ovation. The
eastern birds, for whom cages had been

reserved, did not arrive in time owin^ to

an accident. The Royal Blue Line birds

were George W. Childs and Emma B.,

Public Ledger and Pansy Griscom, S. O.

Perry and Julia Marlow.'St, Thomas and
Frances Cleveland, the males holding

the champion record for distance in the

day, 525 miles in eleven hours and twen-

ty-five minutes ; Colonel Muckle and
Gamier, Wade and Miss Schmid. and

Theo. and Martha. Of these Wade was

champion for distance as a youngster,

his journey being 525 miles through a

snowstorm, with Garnier a good second.

Theo. has a record for 525 miles, making
the journey twice in a season. Martha
is a sister and flying mate of Sleepy, the

world's champion for speed, arriving at

the same time in the winning journey,

but losing in the time not being certified.

The Duffer is not at present on the road,

its young taking its place in the Brooklyn

flying. The bird made the journey from

500 miles ofteuer than most birds have

*
» «

The Empire City Flying Club of New
York and vicinity is gaining strength

daily, and it becomes more and more evi-

dent that those fanciers resident within

thirty miles of the New York City Hall

who desire to fly in competition with

the best birds of the vicinity will l)e

compelled to pool issues with the Empire

Club or fly as isolated fanciers. To take

the few Newark and Plainfield fanciers

who still stand by the Federation for an

example, what inducement can the

Federation possibly hold out to keep

them in line. In numbers they probably

do not amount to ten, and by the time

they reach the 5oo-mile station they will

more than likely not be represented by

more than fifteen birds at the outside.

We will suppose the winner of the race

makes good time, what source of satisfac-

tion will there be to the owner when he

receives a diploma giving his bird first

honors in competition with fifteen others,

when he will well know that as a mem-
ber of the Empire Club a first diploma

would have read "in competition with

sixty birds."
»

» •

It is not in the amount of competition

alone that the Empire Flying Club is so

far ahead of its New York rivals, but in

management, equipment, prizes, etc., it

stands by itself. These advantages are

now becoming known to the fanciers of

the vicinity, and applications are coming

in to Secretary Bowerman at quite a lively

rate ; in fact, it is safe to predict that a

year from now all the desirable fanciers

of New York and vicinity will be associ-

ated with this, the representative League

club of the district.
*

» »

It is intended that the Philadelphia

Flying Club shall have a similar stand-

ing in the Quaker City as the Empire
Flying Club has in New York. The club

has started out with a large and strong

membership of live fanciers, and is add-

ing to its members daily. In spite of

the desperate efforts of John Shepherd,

aided by one or two of his mouthpieces,

to keep the Federation members in line,

they are deserting right and left, and
fully a fourth of the entire membership
has gone over to the League of Clubs,

the majority of these being applicants

for admission to the Philadelphia P^lying

Club. Of course the Federation leaders

express ignorance on this point, but they

were rather rudely awakened a few days

ago when a Philadelphia evening paper

printed the names of over a fourth of the

membership of the Federation, with the

statement that every one mentioned had
decided to abandon the old organization

on account of its mismanagement and in

future fly under the bright and clear rules

of the League of American Homing
Clubs.

than those of any other organization in

the country."
*

That fourth floor the race secretary re-

moved to is not half high enough. Visits

from the old man are still a matter of

daily occurrence. It is evident Federa-

tion affairs are again to be run in the old

rut.
«

* »

*
» *

We notice that C. H. Jones, the new
race secretary of the Federation, is

quoted in an editorial of the Homing
Exchange as saying that "he is assured

of the loyal support of the entire mem-
bership of the Federation." The assur-

ance of Mr. Jones is great, but his state-

ment will strike the general run of fan-

ciers as rather amusing when taken in

connection with the facts as given in the

above paragraph

The latest cry from some of the Phila-

delphia Federation leaders is expressive

of anxiety to arrange a match race with

five birds of either the Milligan, Shep-

herd or Callaglian lofts against any in

the League. So far the talk has proved

nothing but froth, but should it take defi-

nite form we are given to understand the

offer will be eargerly snapped up, right

in the Quaker City, too. As a matter of

fact, three weaker lofts could not have

been chosen to represent the old organi-

zation. Milligan is but just starting

again,Callaghan has no pigeon knowledge
at all and depends upon Shepherd for

both birds and pointers how to handle

them, while Shepherd has sold the one

or two good breeders he once owned, and
is now reported to be down to pretty

hard pan.

* *

A. G. Cook, the regular liberator at

Odeuton, Md., is still at the old stand,

and writes that he will again be pleased

to care for and liberate all birds that are

sent to him in 1892. Mr. Cook is one of

the liberators along the line of the road,

and any club can safely trust their birds

to his care, as he can be relied upon to

carry out instructions to the letter, and
send a true report of the liberation.

Would there were more like him.

*
« *

Charles H. Allen, of Haddonfield, N.

J., is gathering a nice lot of birds to-

gether and is likely to be heard from in

tlv races of 1892. Being within the pre-

scribed radius he is eligible for member-
ship in the Philadelphia Flying Club, or

if associated with a club of five or over

in his immediate vicinity his club can

join the League direct. In any event, he
will have the privilege of flying in com-
petition with the Philadelphia birds. Ap-
plications for membership in the League
of American Homing Clubs should be ad-

dressed to G. H. Bowerman, 20 Mon-
mouth Street, Newark, N. J.; for Phila-

delphia Flying Club to J. H. Bell, second

floor, 714 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

»
« •

The constitution, by-laws and rules of

the League of American Homing Clubs

are now in the printer's hands, and a

neat copy in pamphlet form will shortly

be issued to the entire membership. The
League is now in thorough working or-

der, but it is not intended to remain idle

on that account. Inquiries are being re-

ceived daily from all parts of the country

relative to its management and workings,

while congratulatory letters heartily com-
mending the movement and expressing

pleasure at its marked success pour in

just as frequently, for as one prominent
and enthusiastic Philadelphia fancier

wrote us a few days ago, "The League is

the best thing we ever had, and we have
only to go hand in hand and allow no
boss rule, and we shall quickly treble

our numbers, which are already larger

»
« »

While the experience of the last few

years has taught us that the Inter-State

Concourses are a humburg, victory in-

variably going to the section most favor-

ed by wind and weather, there still re-

mains amongst American fanciers a de-

sire for general competition in at least

one race a year, and the League of Amer-
ican Homing Clubs has catered to this

sentiment in so framing their rules as to

permit of one yearly old bird race from

a distance not less than 500 miles in

which all can compete. It has not yet

been decided how this race shall be man-
aged. It is stated that a few fanciers

hold the opinion that a certain day should

be set for all sections, and that in case it

rains or the weather prevents a liberation

at any station, such birds should lose all

interest in the race and only those that

actually fly on the day set apart to have

a chance at the prizes.

» •
We hardly think this argument will be

sustained by the majority of those inter-

ested, however ; in fact, from the views

expressed by the majority of those in

attendance at the recent meeting in New-
ark, it is more than likely that a certain

day will be decided upon for the race,

and the birds of all sections will be

shipped to the respective stations in time

for liberation on that day ; but in case

the weather is unfavorable the birds will

be let go on the first favorable day, and

the record they make will be taken into

consideration in awarding the prizes.

This manner of flying the race is likely

to give much more satisfaction than the

former, as everyone is anxious to have a

show for his money.
* •

Of course the competition cannot be

considered any criterion of the relative

merits of the birds, as some are certain

to fly under entirely different conditions

of weather from others ; but it is felt

that such a contest, properly managed,

will boom the sport and at the same time

satisfy the craving for general competi-

tion that is a weakness of nearly every

fancier.

•**

The time for mating up your birds is

now at hand, as march and April hatched

youngsters are the ones to do the work

in the fall races. The mating-up process

is an important one, and the time used

in considering which birds are to be

united will not be wasted. Every union

should be made with a view to the im

provement of the stock. A bird that re-

peatedly comes in late from a journey

ought not to be bred from * use only

those which have given evidence of ex-

cellence in flying, mating them without

regard to color. The young birds being

hatched and grown old enough to take

care of themselves, it is well to place

them in a portion of the loft to them-

selves if possible, with means of ingress

and egress for the purpose of outdoor ex-

ercise, as they are then more likely to fly

round well than if let out with the old

ones, which are probably at nest and do
not care to fly around for any length of

time, but hurry back to their eggs or

young. If space cannot be found for the

purpose, the youngsters must, of course,

be content to remain in the quarters with

the other stock, although in such a case

they are always liable to be bullied and

sometimes severely hurt by some of the

old males, especially so should they

chance to stray into an occupied nest by
mistake.

Louisville Pigeon Show.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.
By far the largest and best pigeon

show ever in America was held at Louis-
ville, Ky., from January 21 to 25 inclu-

sive. No one had any idea that there
would be anything like the number of
birds on exhibition, there being over
3000 as fine specimens as were ever
brought together, and the beauty of it

was that the Louisville fanciers were
equal to the emergency, they having 960
regular size exhibitiou coops, each being
two by two feet, beside three large coops
eight feet wide, eight feet high and fifty

feet long, which could be divided to suit

the requirement of any exhibitor. All
coops were made entirely of wire, by
which means the beauty and fine points
of each bird could be distinctly seen, and
this was a great aid to the judges. The
small coops had from one to four speci-

mens each, while the large coops were
divided into compartments having from
50 to 300 birds. Every known variety
was well represented, and birds were
there from nearly every ' state in the

Union besides the large number from
Canada. Quite a number of sales were
made during the show, prices ranging
as high as #150 for a single bird, wliich

speaks well for the pigeon industry.

Among the largest and most successful

exhibitors were F. M. Gilbert of Evans
ville, Ind., who had twenty of his famous
Peerless white fantails entered, beside

thirty on exhibition. He was the happi-

est man in the show room, having re-

ceived 1st, 3d, 4th and 5lh on cocks, ist,

2d, 3d, 4th and 5th on hens, or nine
prizes out of a possible ten, besides the
silver cup offered for the most winners
in one class owned by one exhibitor.

This collection was considered the finest

ever seen and it is doubtful if they can
be duplicated in the world. Samuel
Cassiday occupied one of the large coops
with his superb collection of Jacobins,
Antwerps, fans and tumblers. If you
have never met Brother Cassiday you
missed a treat, as he is one of the truest

fanciers the association has. He also

came in for his share of the premiums.

J. W. Reccius used an eight by ten foot

coop to display his barbs, fans, owls,

swallows and magpies.
Atwood B. Hoskins had one of the

finest collections of Jacobins the writer

ever saw. He had thirty-nine entered
beside a large number for exhibition.

A. A Heroux was there, life size, with his

celebrated strain of Scotch poutirs. He
used a space eight by thirty feet in which
he had 150 birds and they were beauties

whose equal is hard to find. He has
made a great succss with his birds. A.

G. and K. Ormsby showed their assorted

fans, Jacobins, owls and tumblers in one
of the large coops and attracted a great
deal of attention. H. P. Crawford had
the largest pole, when it conies to Jacob-
ins in all colors, so he took the persim-

mon. This was without dou' t the finest

collection ever seen in this country'.

The list of prizes shows what success he
had. John H. Kuhn had by far the

largest variety and finest collection of

birds in the show, he having filled a

space eight by thirty feet with tumblers,

Sheridan'^ Condition Powders
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POULTRY FOOD
WILL MAKE

HENSLAYI
IN WINTER.

!t*U iTerrwhtre. L. B. LORD. Trap.. B«r»B)rtoa. Tt;
|

Morey Kennels and Ponltry Yarfls

FAIRFIELD, CONN.

St. Bernards and Fox Terriers,

Wtjite Plymouth I|ocl(8 Dnd

SILVER 8EABRIGHT BANTAMS.
At the great New YDfk show we won first on

White Flvmouth Rock cock and second on hen.
S. S. Bantams first cock, first, second and fifth

hen, first and fourth pullet. 52-'

4

Stock and Eggs For Sale.

DAVID A. NICHOLS,
MONROE, CONN., Breeder of

Butt and IMack Cochins
.\t Philadelphia, 1S92, my specialties were

awarded three firsts, one second and two third
premiums. At New York, 1S92, six firsts, four
seconds, one third, one fourth and one fifth. it

liouters, nuns, fans, carriers, owl.s,

priests, .\rcliaugles. trumpeters, swal-

lows, magpies and Dragoons. They
were all crack binl.s and Hrother Kuhn
feels justly proud of them. Although
having a large variety he neglects

none. He had 174 entries and about 300
birds. Geo. Kwald of Cincinnati, O. had
a maginficent display of owls, Jacobins,

.\ntwerps. blondinetts, turbits tumblers

and trumpeters. He had eighty-five

entries and 250 birds on exhibition. The
premium list will show how successful

he was. E. F. Smith showed his car-

riers, barbs, blondinetts, tumblers, priest,

nuns, fans and runts to good advantage
in at eight by ten foot coop.

W. Harry Orr had turbits hard to l)ea

in blacks, yellows, blues, reds and sil-

vers. He took 1st on best black wing
cock on a bird bred in 1.S89, and this was
the first time same was exhibited. He
felt very proud, as the competition was
very strong, there being nine entries in

this class. V. A. Rommell also had his.

prize winning trumpeters and Jacobins

there, besides many other breeds too

numerous to mentiou.

The celebrated carrier Red Whizzer
attracted more attention than any other

single bird, on account of his having the

wonderful record of fl>itig from Pensaco-

la. I'la.. to Philadelphia, a distance of

1094 miles. The attendance was very

satisfactory, and all breeders who were

there felt amply repaid for all their time

and trouble. J. Will GlEICHMAN.
KvANSViLLE, lud., February 4.
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BOOK.

,...A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.

BY LUKE W. WHITE.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.
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ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES.

"^^^PeIcOM^B PLYMOUTH ROCKS
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BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the followirg

Dooks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog 5.00
American Kennel. Burges . | j.co
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.co
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee 1.50

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait i.co

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel 80
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill 2.00
Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashraont . . 50
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond . i.oo
Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond ... .50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont 2.00

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 157(5 .... .50
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.00
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. HI to IX, each 4.50
English K. C. S. Book,Vols. XI to XIII,each 4.50
Field Trial Training. White 50
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-
sions 1.50

Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing ; col-
ored portrait. Dalziel i.oo

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases 50

How to Keep a dog in the City. Mills . . 25
House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training .50

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000
dogs, with 3t illu.strations from life; 588 .

T>ages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00
Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management By B. Waters 2.50

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great Dane Dog 2.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60
Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date 50

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickham. Paper cover, 50c.; cloth . , . i.oo
Prize Pugs of America and England.

(Cryer) i.oo
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan i.oo
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmou, 1.25
Stonehenge on the Dog 2.50
Teufel the Terntr ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog 75

The Spaniel and Its Training. By P. H. F.
Mercer i.oo

The Dog, by Idstone 1.25
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 5.00
The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50
The Setter. Laverack 2.75
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits
trom life of 31 prize dogs; in leather. . 4.00

Vouatt on the Doe 2.50
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison WeiV 50
Cloth 75

POULTRY.

All About Broilers. Boyer 25
Ail F^gg Farm. H. H. Stoddard 50
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. George i^. Dow. .25
Duck Culture. Rankin 50
Poultry Book. W. B. Teeetmeier. 32 col-
ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-
son Weir 900

Prohta Die Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 1.50
Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl 25
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch 1.50
Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin 25
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & I.,ee i.oo

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5.00
Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace 50

CAGE BIRDS.

Canary Birds. Paper cover ........ ,50
Cloth 75

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 15.00

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition 1.50

Native Song Birds George J. Bamesby. . i.co
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50
The Canary. G. J. Barnesby 50

PIGEONS.

Book ot Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-
ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts 8.C0

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . . 2.00

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, P.M.
Gilbert, paper 50c ; cloth i.oo

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50
Pigeon Standard (new) 50
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.C0
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer 50

MISCELLANEOUS.
American Anglers' Book. Norris .... 5.50
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .25
Book of the Game Laws 50
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) 2.00
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus 2.00
Fly Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells 2.50
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.
Grinnell 2.00

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . . 1.50
The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-
wood I.oo

The Art of Training Animals
; paper ; il-

lustrated 50
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals 1.50
With Fly-rod and Came. a Samuels. . . 5.00
Wild F'owl Shooting. Leffingwell .... 2.50
Wood<raft. Nessmuk i.bo
611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen . . . . 1.50

TOlULTRY.

Over 100 Awai'dfi

Received in 1891.

mp. OUhitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, England

(Hon. Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply
Indian Game, Dorkings, Wyandottes, Creves,
La Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD BRF:f;df:rS, Irs per trio; EXTRA
GOOD, $25; EXHIBITION, $20 to $50 each at
Liverpool. Freight paid to New York for $10
extra on 3 to 9 birds. F^ggs in season, $4 per
dozen. OVER 800 BIRDS EXPORTED LAST
YEAR.

Mme. BAILEY'S HAIR GROWER
will produce a Thick, Soft and Heautlfiil
head of LiOii(<, Flow^inii: Hair in 4 to 8 weeks.
A purely vegetable compound. F^ndorsed by
leading physicians. Thousands of testimonials.
Two or three packages will do it. Price 50 cents
per package, o- three for $1. Sent by mail, pre-
paid. Excelwlor Supply Co., (sole agents)
Cooperstown, N. Y. 47-59

BERKSHIRE PIGS.
For pedigreed stock (all ages, both .sexes), St.

Bernard Dogs. Light Brahmas, Caponizing Tools,
Strawberry Plants, addre.ss GEO. Q. DOW,
47-2wm North Epping, N. H.

DOGS.
Advertisements zvithout display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per line/or first insertion,
i,^ cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven Tvords to line.

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publisning Co., 32
South Third St., Philadelphia.

Hull Terriers.

W KITE ENGLISH BULL TERRIER PUPS
for sale, three months old, by Greenhill
(ieiieral (imported), ex-prize- winning
Bitch. P. O. Box 1379, Boston, Mass. 52-53

Collies.

FOR SALE.—SOME FINE PUPPIES BY
Champion The Squire, out of a grand-
daughter of Metchley Wonder. Address
Maplehurst Kennels, Ambler, Pa. it

Fox Terriers.

FOR SALF:.—SEVERAL WELL-BRED BROOD
bitches from well knowir stock. William
TaJlman, 109 West Thirty-fourth Street,
New York Cily. 44-tf

For Sale.

FOR SALE.—FINE BULL TERRIER BITCH,
Jio. Male Pug. three monthsold, pedigreed,

$15 ; Fox Terrier puppies. Branch Pomona
Kennels, 2i6 North 23d St., Phila. it

REGISTERED COLLIE ITCH BY FORD
HOOK SyUIRE, twoyearsold ; guaranteed
sound ;

price $20. George Corson, Plymonth
Meeting, Pa. it

THREE WIRK HAIRED SCOTCH TERRIER
dog pups, six weeks old. No bettet ratters.

1210 Nortii Fourth Street, Philadelphia.
50-52

WELL BROKEN POINTERS AND hF;T-
TF^RS for sale. Also a fine pug. I also
take the best care of ladies' dogs and
teach them tricks. Best of reference. E.
V. Gravatt, Oak Grove Kennels, Clarks-
burg, I^. J. It

Foxhounds.

FOR SALE—SOME FINFl-BRED YOUNG
stock and a lew trained runners. Address
W. E. Lecky. Hol mehville. O

.
51-56

Great Danes.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE, BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars

A. M. Jaggard, 629 North Front Street,

Philadelphia, Pa. 43 94

Pedlgrree Blanks.

jEDIGREE BLANKS FOR FOUR GENER-
ATIONS at 10 cents per dozen, or 85 cents
per 100. Extended four-page blanks, 5
cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed
postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

33 S. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Pointers.

FOR SALE, CHEAP—FOUR POINTER
bitch puppies, first class pedigree. Louis
McGrew, Observatory Hill, Allegheny,
Pa. It

Pugfs.

-p»INE PUPS ON SALE.—Chequasset Kennels,
^ Lancaster, Mass. 75-eow

PUGS FOR SALF:-CH0ICF:LY bred AND
cheap, one or two bitches in w.ielp. Thos.
I. Ballantine, 601 Ellis St., Peoria, 111. 50-53

Wanted.

AG REVHOUND I'UP. STATE COLOR OF
pup and height of sire and dam. Address
K. W., 1301 Girard Avenue, Philadelphia, it

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading/or 20 cents per line for first inset lion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven wot ds to line.

\'arloiis.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box
916, Philadelphia. Pa.

Purcf:ll's klockfinder kennels
will buy on coiiiinission or sell field dogs,
guaranteed. J. K. I'urcell ("Hickorv")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

TRAINED DOGS FOR COON, BEAR, SQUIR-
REL, deer, fox, rabbit, quail, partridj^e,
woodcock. H. C. Graff, Kensington, Ohio.

52-tf

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this heading/or 20 cents per line for first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

Appliances.

INCUBATORSSOLD. B0UGHT,EXCHA5JGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor, Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.
Correspondence invited, T. Farrer Rack-

1-52 ham, 26 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.

Artists and Euwrravers.

RINTING estin'ates given foi circulars, cards
• letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, .sched-

ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' I'ub

lishingCo., Box 916, Philadr phia. Pa.

P

Barred Plyinoiitli itoeks.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
and matings. Winners at largest shows
for four years. Fowls aiul eggs for sale.

Bradley Bros., Lee. Mass. 9-60 eow

Bantams.

ENTWISLE'S BANTAMS —I am Mr. W. F.
FIntwisle's only authorized agent t"or the
United States and Cana<la, and will import
birds at as low a figure as possible, quality
of stock con sidered. F. W. Gaylor, Quogue,
Long Island. N. Y. 37-62

Ex<-hnn«e.

BREFIDING PF;n of GRAND LIGHT BRAH-
MAS, five hens and cock, fit to show in

any company, price J30, or will exchange
for ferrets. }. A. Davis, Beldon, O. 50-tr

For Sale.

BROTHER FANCIERS, THIS IS YOUR OP-
PORTUNITY. On account of death of my
wife I am about to leave the place, and
will close out iny exhibition ana breeding
stock of silver Wy.aiidottes. First, pen,
cockerel and eight hens ; second, pen, cock-
erel and eight hens ; third, pen, cock and
eight pullets ; fourth, pen, cockerel and
eight pullets. Will sell at half value. I

have won during the last ci^ht years more
premiums than any other one man in New
Jersey. Eilward Miller, White House, New
Jer.sey. " it

FIFTY FINE WHITE LEGHORN COCKER-
F^LS, $1 to $2.50; satisfaction guaranteed.
Eggs %2 setting. W. C. Page, I'alniy a,

N. Y. 5«-5»

A. ROBERTS, MALVERN, PA.. CAN
spare sonu choice Light Brahma Cockerels
and Pullets at J5 and I3 each or $10 a trio.

5''-53

IGHT BRAHMA COCKERELS AND LANG-
.SHAN cockerels at moderate prices. Win-
ner of first on Brahma at Philadelphia and
New York. Address George Cor.son. Ply-

mouth Meeting, Pa. it

OANOKE POULTRY YARDS, HURFF-
VILLK, N.J. High honors won at I'hila-

adetphia Show. Huff Cochins. Light Brah-
mas, Huff Plymouth Rocks. Send for Cir-

cular. 52-58

J

L'

R

Games.

H

tf

IGH-CLASS PILE GAMF:s. — AS I AM
going out of the piles the following birds
are for sale; all arc stric Iv first class; the
.scores are by S. HutterfitUi: One pile cock
(yellow legs) scores 93!/;, one year old. Two
pile hens (willow legs), yeailiiu s, scoring
93'/-2 and 94J2. One pile cockerel (yellow
legs), scores 95. One pile pullet (yellow
legs), scores 91(4. The entire collection at

$:5 is a decidt-d Itargain to anjone desiring
stich birds. All are winners. Address F^.

F\ Doty, 47 Wellington Place, Toronto, Can.

Plymouth lioeks.

w
w

HITF: PLYMOUTH ROCK EGGS. J1.50
per 1,7. New circnl.Tr giving prizes won
free. .A. M. Hart, Meriden, Conn. 52-5660

HLANCHAKI), H(JLYOKE, MASS.,
entire s'ock of Essex
Correspondence solic-

50-53

IS I losing out his
Plvnioutli Rocks,
ited.

lU'd Caps.

SHARP'S RF:d caps.—F:GGS fi.50 FOR 13

or exchange. Dr. Charles L. Lang, Merid-
ian, N. Y. 5^-54 56

Silver Wyandottes.

SILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
Games. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y. 41-tl

H AM BURG
stock. J
Del

Ilaiiibiit^H.

EGGS FOR SALK FROM GOOD
G. Shaw, Box 113 New Castle,

5152

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserl.'d under

this heading /or 20 rent:, pet line /ot fit st insertion,
IS cents pet line eack suhst-quent insrrtion, count
seven words to line.

Wanted.

wANTKD—WHITE CHINA GEFSE. H.
W. Vahle. 319 Market Street, Philadel-
phia, Pa. 51 tf

Various

jHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Hrahmas,barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eggs for .sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

^RINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules. Labels, Tags. etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., Box 916, Philade'phia, Pa.

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted undet

this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion,
IS cents per line each subsequent inset tion, count
><'7eit words to line.

Antwerp^.

WARDKLL T.AYLOR, LANGHORNE, PA.,
largest breeder in America. Ash and sil-
ver birds a specialty. Youngsters only for
sale. $2 per pair. From record birds and
prize winners, 50-56.

Faiitalls.

HOWARD BUTCHER, 146 N. FRONT ST.,
Philadelphia ; all colors, prize winning
stock, 53.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 28-53

Ilomliif; PIkcoiis.

T.

AM. WOOD. BREEDER AND FLYER
homing pigeons. 4010 Baltimore Ave.,

• West Philadelphia. '
51-76

FOR SALE CHFAP. TWKNTY-FIVF: PAIR
Homers. Write to Alvin N. Piigslev, Peeks-
kill, N. Y. It

FRED GOLDMAN, BREEDER AND
flyer of Homing pigeons, 832 Herkimer St.,
Brooklyn, N. V. 51-76

For Sale.

FRED J. MCLEAN. 13 PROSPECT STREET,
Charlestown, Mass., breeder of fancy pig-
eons offers the following birds at low prices
to make room : Homers, Jacobins, Turbits,
Owls, Tumblers, Magpies, Fantails and
others. it

JOHN SPF:ALLER. I2I0 NORTH FOURTH
Street Philadelphia. Jacobins $3 to $10 a
pair; blue and silver F^iiglish owls $2 to $3 a
pair; solid yellow turl>its %2 to I5 a pair,
and other varieties. 50-54

LS. CLARK, 1505 GIRARD AVF:nUE.
Philadelphia. Owls and turbits, all colors.

51-63

WO. BRYANT. MIDDLEBORO, MASS,
^ Prize Birds for sale. Turbits, Tumblers,
Ball head Tumblers, Jacobins, Barbs,

52-53 Pans. Pouters, Carriers, etc. Low price.

.Jacobins.

FBAILV. ARDMORK, PA.. HAS BOUGHT
the celebrated Fitler Jacobins, imported

* directly from the best ftjreign lofts and uii-
51-58 doubtedly the finest collection in America.

FBAILY, ARDMORF:, PA., FINF:ST IM-
• PORTED stock. 44-58

TW. Tl'tiGLF:, Columbus, Ga. Importer
and breeder of Jacobins. 7-58

Satlnettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. artist, ioio clin-
toii street, Phila<lelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Wanted.

wANTED.—SOME FIRST-CLASS DUTCH-
f;sS Pigeons. Frank Lapine, Hudson,
Mass. 52-53

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertlslna;.

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.
Ro'well & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37 82

Evf:ry one in nei;d of information
on the subject of adverti.sing will do well
to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"
;,6S pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-
age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals ; gives the circulation
rating of every one. and a ijood deal of in-
formation about rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.
Address Kowell's Advertising Bureau, 10
Spruce Street, N. V. 31-82

Canker Ctire.

Tallmans canker cure by mail for
fifty cents. William Tallman, 109 West
Tliirtv-fntirth Street. New York City, tf

Di'lukiiii; Foiiiitaln.

THE BKST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pim land Fountain
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 per
dozeii. Address Pineland Incubator and

S'^-li BnvHler Coinoaiiv, laniesburR. New Je'sex.

For Sale.

w HITK WYANDOTTES, BUFF COCHINS
and homing pigeons. C. W, Jo nson,
Cranlord, N. J. 49-52
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SHARP'S IJ^DIAH GAJVIES
Again Invincible at the Great Mew york Show.

In a class superior to any ever before seen we win 4th and 5th on cock ; ist, 2d and 3d on hen ; ist and 2d on cockerel, and ist, 2d, 3d, 4th

and 5th on pullet; 2d on pen, ist again going to birds of the Agitator strain, owned by another exhibitor. For three years we have exhibited our

Indian Games at New York and never failed to win all firsts and specials in the open classes. Our customers have been equally as successful at

shows all over America as ourselves. Breeders and show birds for sale. Eggs after February 20. Orders booked now.

20-PAGE CATALOGUE FREE.

C. A. SHARP, & CO. Lockport, New York.

POULTRY.

HAZA-RB'S

SILVER - SPWGLED
HAMBURG^.

NEW YORK. 1892.
The grandest victory ever won

by one exhibitor on any one va-

riety.

15 Entries,
1A Premiums.

Also Association Special for best

display, all varieties of Hamburgs
competing.

JAMES E. HAZARD,
152-203 Elmira, New York.

HAWKINS
PRIZE

WINNING

P.ROCKS

AND

fjai-

dotles

Have won the highest prizes at the largest

show.s in America and Hngland. Selected breed-

ing birds and eggs for sale. Catalogue of Ameri-
ca's Greatest Poultry Farm free.

A. C. HAWKINS,

POULTRY. POULTRY.

\A/. A. FULLER i2;

-BREEDER OF-

HIGH-CLASS DARK BRAHMA FOWlS
BIRDS FOR SALE AT ALL TIMES.

PRIZES WON—First and second prizes at State Fair, 1889; first and .sebond prizes at Fort
Plain, 1890 ; first and second prizes at State Fair, 1890 ; first prize at N. Y. and N. E. Fair, 1890 ; first

and second prizes at Uinghamtou, 1891 ; first and second prizes at Amsterdam, 1891. Correspond-
ence a pleasure. rULTONVILLE, N. Y. 52-53

STEPHEN SPENCER,
(Qoi^i^is Plains, Hew ^efjsey,

Breeder of High-class

LIGHT BRAHMAS.
My birds have been awarded the highest hon-

ors at many of our leading shows. 100 Extra
Fine Birds "for sale. Write for prices. Eggs $2
per setting. 52-64

WILLIAM G. KOEPPEN,
Rutherford, New York, Box 113,

Breeder and Importer of

BLACK R08E-C0MB BANTAMS,
The highest honors at New York show, 1892.

First cock, first hen, second cockerel, second
and fourth pullet.

Stock and T.ftgs For Sale. 52-64

AI,L ABOUT THE

Great NeuJ York Show)

(Qadison Squaf^e Gaf^den,

FEBRUARY 3d TO 9th, 1892.
Get the

Official Catalogue, containing all Entries and
Premiums Awarded.

F'rice 25 Cents by MaiL
Address

T. FARRER RACKHAM,
52-54 East Orange, N. J.

52-76 eow
ix>ck Box 86. L<aneaster, Mass.

BLACK & WHITE MINORCAS
EXCLUSIVELY.

NEW YORK, 1898.
Black Minorca cock, 2d ; cockerels, 2d, 3d and

5th ; pullet, ist; pen. ist and 3d; white Minorca
cock, ist ; hen, ist and 2d ; cockerel, ist : pen,

Tst; eggs, ist. C. R. DEHART,
52 64 Dover, New Jersey.

FfllRLflWN POOLTRY YARDS,
Bergen, Co., Fairlawn, N. J.

White and HIack Cochins, S. C. White

Leghorns, Silver Grey Dorkings

and Houdans.

At New York, l'^y2, one first, four seconds, one
j

third and one foiuth premium. Address all cor-

respond* iict- to .T. M. KIPP. It

WORCESTER POULTRY rARM
F. C. BEAN, Proprietor.

Fairview Village, Montgomery Co., Pa.

New York, 1892—Black Minorca hen, ist;

White Minorca pullet, ist; White Langshan
cockerel, 3d. Send for circular. it

PIGEONS.

The Home of the Homer.

PRINCESS BAT POULTRY FARM.

Princess Bay, Staten Island, New York.

D. A Mount, Manager.
At Philadelphia, 1892, on six entries, five first

;

and one second premium. At the great New
York show, 1892, Pekin Ducks, pens first and
third ; White Turkeys, pairs first and second

W. Guineas, first ; Indian Game pen, fourth.

Kggs and Stock for sale. Send for circular. it

Koyal
Blue
Line
Lofts

THEO.

p. GREEN,
Proprietor,

Woodbury,
New Jersey.

Briar Hill Poultry Yards

R. C. Brown, R. C. and S. C.
Blue Pile, R. C. and S. C. Red
Pile, Rose-comb Gold Duckwing
and S. C. White Leghorns. White
Wyandottes, White P. Rocks, B. B.

R. Red Pile, Golden and Silver

Duckwing Game Bantams.

Stock and Eggrs For Sale.

B. H. Yanaukcn, Prop'r.,

138 Dodd Street, East •Oiiinge,

52-64 New Jersey.

POULTRY.

-THE-

-R@Mfe-
BuffCochins

The choicest English and Ameri-

can birds in my yards. For mat-

ings, prices, etc., address

H. A. Noeckel,
Lansdowne, Pa.

IflDlAH GfllWES,
(Agitator Strain)

SHERWOODS, BARRED PLYM-

OUTH ROCKS, BLACK LANG-

SHANS and S. C .B. LEGHORNS.
At the great Philadelphia show, held January

7 to 12, showing only eight Indian Games we won
first and second on pullets, third and fifth on
hens, fourth on cock ; in sales class first on
cockerel and first and second on pullets. Fowls
and eggs for sale. Address all orders and cor-

respondence to

G. M. WOODS & BIIO.,

52 64 Learning Place, Pa.

LEBANON POOLTRY YARDS,

LEBANON, N. J.

Single-comb White Leghorns, Silver-laced Wy-

andottes and Mammoth Pekin Ducks. Send for

circular. 52-64

HOWARD VAX SICKLE, Prop'r.

S. F». NOB,
RAH^^^AY, N.

Breeder of

Arnold's Buff Leghorns
Winner at England's largest shows. Crystal

Palace, the Dairy and others. Also winning all

possible prizes on all entries made at America's

two largest shows. New York and Philadelphia.

At New York we won sixteen specials : at Phila-

delphia won the $20 gold special for best collec-

tion. Send stamp for illustrated catalogue.

152-202 eow
AUQ. D. ARNOLD,

DlUsburs, Pa.

My lofts contain more homers with proven
records than can be shown by any other breeder

in America.

New Catalogue
containing a full description of 36 pairs of my
noted breeders and illustrated with handsome
Ehoto-engravings of world renowned flyers will

c mailed free to those interested in sporting

birds. Send for it before you purchase.

THEO. P. GREEN, Woodbury, N. J.

Maramolh Pekin Diicks
At New York mv ducks were awarded second

and third premiuins in the strongest competi-
tion ever known. Eggs $3 for 9, |5 per I S. it

MITCHELL'S

PARTRIDGE AND WHITE COCHINS.
winners of th*" leading premiums at New York,
1890 and 1892. Send for circular. Correspondence
for Whites should be addressed to

Mitchell <fe Russell,
Lock Box 675, Bristol, Conn.

And for Partridge to
Geo. W. Mitchell,

52-64 Lock Box 675, Bristol, Conn.

PETER BEUERLEIN,
NEWTOWN, L I., N. Y.

RED PILE GAME BANTAMS
Exclusively.

Breeding Pen first at New York, 1892. Some
extra fine Cockerels and Pullets for sale. Eggs
l3 per 13- '^

LYNHURST POULTRY YARDS.

Light Brahmas, Buff Cochins, Asi-

atic and Japanese Bantams.

These yards won all the first and special prizes

at Philadelphia and New York, the two largest

shows held in America. .S2-77

8\vartliniore, Pa.

W. H. CUNNINGHAM,
Chenango liricljye, New York.

Breeder of

White Langshans, Indian Games, Gol-
den Wyandottes, Red Caps and

White MInorcas.
Stock and eggs for sale. Also manufacturer of

the Best Shipping Coop made. Awarded first

and second premiums at New York, 18-2. Send
for circular. it

SHOWS.

Fin-ST ANNUAL BENCH SHOW
—OF THK—

KEYSTONE KENNEL CLUB.
Tu be held MARCH i to 4. at

PHILADKLPHIA TATTERSALLS, PHILA.
Under American Kennel Club Rules.
ENTRIES CLOSE FEB. 19.

Judges— Messrs. George Raper, Edward Dud-
ley, William Tallman, Dr. M. H. Cryer, W. Stew-
art Diffenderffer, etc.

JAMES WATSON, Sec'y,

52-53 P. O. Box 146, Philadelphia.
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IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

CHampion XHe Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roslyn WilUea,
20883 FEE $35.

Cham. Roslyn Oaiady,
17577. FEE $35.

Roslyn Coiiway,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs

Cliarnpion Xreastire,
10596. FEE $15

Ka»h, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15

Irish Setters

King Klciio (21,377).'

Lord Elclio (21,378).

(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Bessie Glencho.)

FEE OF EACH $20

IN THE STUD.

Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-
lication. Fine specimens of the above breeds

"or sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.
Young .'tock always on hand. i3-<'4

I

L
Fox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher $25

Ch. Kaby Mixer 15

Reckoqer 15

Brockenhurst Tyke 15

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

yiLLSlDE HeNNELS,
5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

FOX TKRRIBRS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.
VALKNS, THE SON OF PITCHER and
already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee $15.00

CH. BACCHANAL Fee $15.00

CH. VOLUNTEER Fee $15.00

. JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PUOPRIETOH.

Full particulars address

HARRY" E. TWYFORD,
5-56 Bay Ridge, L. I.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

Fee I25
" 10
" 10

DUSKY TRAP. 7711
REGENT BRISK. 16,618
REGENT TIPPLER
Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address RFXiENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

TN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SF»RAKE,

Winner of 1st and Special at New York, ist

at Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE S20.
special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAN,
xiltl AUBURN PARK, ILL.

Meiithon Kennels'

St. Bernards,
PHCENIXVILLE, PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.8.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTF; has no equal.

FEE, iSIOO.

The Haiulsoine Koughcoated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.S.B.18.337)

A son of Ch. Hespcr. h sure stock-getter.

Fi':i:, ^;)«>.

stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

IN THE STUD.

H T STUD,

STREATHAM

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUD.

Ch. Sir Bedivei-e, Fee, }?I50
.Jim Itlaine, - - ** .-,()

Ch. IMinlinnnoii, .Jr. ** 40
J^ord Dante, - ** 25
I^ofhario, - - - " iio

puppif;s by above usually on hand.

WYOMIIMG KENNELS,
149-200 MELROSE, MASS.

udIN ST

|Tng ^^Ueit
THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

The Beagle Trials
OF 1891.

PEE $15

PUPPIES FOR SALE.
OAKVIEW KHNNELS,

Glenside, Pa.

HT STUD

Ch. PAUL GLADSTONE
(3482)

VISCOUNT
(21571)

Imported from the kennels of R. W. Purcell-
Llewellin, England, and jjronounced by him the
best dog he ever sold to America.

FF;p: FOR EITHER, $50.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for
catalogue, etc.

MT. WASIirXfJTOX KEXNEL,
43 67eow P. O. Bt)x 304, Canonsburg, Pa.

1=^
,
HT STUD.

ENGLISH
SETTER

Sir Frederick,

21741

winner of fortv-
four first prizes 1;:

England.

FEE $50

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PKNNA.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, a kc.sb 4742

sire, Ch. Kahy Tyrant—Warren Lady. I-ec «io.

VEND ETTA ,
a k c.s.b. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest—Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee $10.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for .sale.

GEO. EWALD,
47-98 Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN, O258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5550. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-
dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

MONARCH
s

THE KENNEL.

COXCH....I OLUIKS

FORDHOOK KENNELS

The Best Bull Terrier Livinii:.

—addrf:ss—
JOHN MOORHEflD, Jr.,

PITTSIU i{(;. PA.

a lot of fine puppies for sale.
140-tf

Are among the largest in .^m«rica devotetl ex
}

clusively to the breeding of RouKh-coated Scotch
I

Collies. Orders booked now fur piippii-s as fol-
lows : L.\i)Y SCOT tx KrTi,}:i)c.i;, sable
BEAUTY tx BARD. I.ADV IIAK', t-x <»U.\I,ITY,
FORDHOOK 1 ASHION tx HARD, PANSY ex
FORDHOOK OUIRi:, DI.NAH ex Champion
Till-; SnUIRF. SMII.AX ex Clianipion CHRIS-
TOl'.'IFK. Ad.lress

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,
32-S3 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia. Pa.

HT stud-f;nolish setter

COUNT LEO,
Mack D—Lady .Mta, Lady .-Mia by Count

Roderigo— Bessie Helton. EvL-nly marked white,
black anil tan, whelped November 14, 18S9.

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. C. ELLIOTT.

40-01 A^}, PolttTS .\ve., Provitleiicc, R. I.

/IT STUD. FHK JJ.IO.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER,

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. I!., 6.1641,

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners;. Rip
Rap,Zig-/,ag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer StakesV C. K.

T. C, at Lcxingtim, N. C, December, iS<to. and
on the bench has won ist, Hirniingliam, Eng-
land: I.St, New York. Troy. Albany and Lynn.
'89; ist, challenge, Worct-sttr, iiiilfalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

jAs. mortimi:r.
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

134-1S5 Babylon, L. I

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - SSO

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member. 35 per cent off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL S20
Puppies and Hrotxl Hitches for sale. l)t>>{s of

any brec<l taken to lH>ard, conditioneil for shows,
kept at •-tnd and soM on commission.

For Catalogue adilress

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
r^Sr CHESTNUT II II.I,, IMiila , Pa.

IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

IN THE STUD-IRISH SETTER

liimeriek
FOR PARTICULARS ADDRFSS

WM. H. CHILD, 1*. O. Hox JH. IMiUiuUIi.liin. l»a.

IN THE STUD.

ST STUD-FOX TERRIER

RANTER (A Kc SB .84^)

FEE $10 00
By Pitcher ex Vcnc. own brother and same lit-

ter to Champion Dominie. "He should be most
suitable for light, fine bitches, possessing im-

mense straight b lie. a long punishing head but

coarse, with correct ears and body ami as game
as it is possible to make them." See Fa.nciers
JoiRN.vi.. Address HAMLF;T OWEN,

46-5S 117 Olden Avenue, Trenton. N J.

#'
THE KENNEL.

PAMPHLET
ON

FlK.

$20
AT STUD—woodalf: kennels'

FOX TERRIERS
DOBBIN

Hv Ch. Venio—Brockenhurst Worry by
Rafilc.

STARDEN'S JACK $15
Hv Ch. Result— lorest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS $10
By Raffle—Warren Secret.

Puppies bv the above dogs out of prize win-

ning bitche.s alwavs for .sale, •\pply to DONALD
MUNRO, Wotxlale Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 47-73

FOR SALE
From the largest ami best kennels of this

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNI21.S,

40-91 LAXC.\STFR. MASS

DOG - DISEASES
Mailetl (gratisi by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surjireoii,

tf 129;j BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

BLUE BLOOD MASTIFFS
BEINC. 0VF:R STOCKED,

I I oflTer at low prices inastifTs sired bv Ormonde
'. from splendid bitches, includ'iig a daughter of

I

Beaufort and Ch. TtK)zie, which bitch is dam of

I

England'sbest youngdog.Ilford County Member.
I
.\lso a grandflaughtcr of Beaufort and Orlando

I

in whelp to Ormonde. Price Jioo. Send stamp
I for catalogue. CHARLES E. BUNN.

151-20.2 Pet>ria, Illinois.

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from plii)l<>j;raphs

or from life.

jfi. B. Tallman,
Ml! OAK LAWN, R. I.

-HOUSE

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is reaiiy to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

-AND-

tt

KLM STATION,
Montgomery Co., Pa.

Game Kantams. Irish Terriers.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
I5I-?02

PEX DOGS.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

UST PCBLISHKD PRICE, POSTPAID, 50C.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

Pugs of the Best Breeding

At reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNELS,
Box 82, Lt)uisville, Ky. 48-73
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ROOFING.

^
i

^'Sc'iVV^

CAN be ap-

:

be
rplied byai.y

one on steep c r
flatroofs. Rxt a
Heavy Felt f< r
Poultry Housi s

$1.50 per 100 sp,

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

POUL.TRY FARMS. rOUL.TRY FARMS.

A. F. SWAN. 38 Dey Street. N. Y.

POULTRY.

F. hTgraves,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RF.D INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX.

STANDARD GAMKS.
B. B. RKDS, RKD PILKS.

SII.VKR DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNKCKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

At Plidelptiitt, JttnuDry, 1892, LB.Thoiiip8flR'8 Burred Plpoiith Rocl^s

Again prove their power in the show room, ist and silver cup on cock ; ist, 3d and gold special on
cockerel ; ist, 2d and 4th on pullets ; 2d and 3d on hen ; ist and gold special on breeding yard
cietv's special for most typical male
Clul>'s grand special for b

so-

^ . special for most typical feinale ;' American Plymouth Rock
lest cock, cockerel and five best Plymouth Rocks ; silver cup'for finest dis-

play and manv other special.s.

PRIME BIRDS FOR SAI.F^ Eggs from exhibition matings, one setting, $4
three settings, fg. Profusely illustrated circular on application. Address

E. B. THOMPSON, Amenia, Wucheas County, N. Y.
N. B.—My Silver Wyandottes are finer thau ever. I judged the breed at Philadelphia, so made

no exhibit in open class.

two settings, $7

;

Sandaere parm
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Bufl Pekin Bantams, Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pckin Ducks. Prize

winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

10-61 F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.

st/1. ssSr

J. H. Thompson, Jr.
Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BRKKDKR OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show ol America
New York. February, 1891, mv birds were award-

ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred

Plvmouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on

Ba'rred Plvmouth Rock Hens : first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel: first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard, $25 >" gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,

February, 1890, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILTS GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE. $100 IN GOLD,

lor best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and

four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred

Plymouth Rock cock and fir.st and special on
Barred Plvmouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Ftggs from pri/.e matings, $4

per 13, $7 per 26, $g per 39. Stock for sale. 39-91

WOODSIDE POUliTt?V VAt^DS
At the Great Philadelphia Show I made a clean sweep on La Fleche. On Indian

Games won the two principal premiums, ist on Pen, ist and Grand Challenge

Trophy on cockerels and Gold Specials for most typical males and best pen.

Indian Game eggs $5 and $10 per 13. White Leghorns, White and Golden Wy-
andottes, Buff Pekin, Black Rosecomb and Red Pile Bantams. Send for circular.

Address all correspondence to

^?S^. J. ANDRUS, Proprietor,
i38tf HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N.J.

T^ORHAM ppULTRY YardS
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Buff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes, S. C. W. Leg-

horns, B. Minorcas, S. S. Hamburgs and Buff Pekin Bantams.

Stogi^ pof^ Sale at flLL ©imes.

Address all orders and correspondence to
GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER.

Hyde Park, Uulche.ss County, N. Y.
34-85

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per lOO lb. Bag, «.3.00
Granulated Bone, " lOO ' *-i.«o

Ground Beet ^^ « ,w»
Scraps, - - - " 100 3.00

ft.U8h©k Flint, - " «00 " «.00
CruBhed Oyster
Shells, - - - •' 300 " 2.00

Send for our New Price I.ist and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

'*'***'

C. H. DKMPWOLF & CO.,

York Cbemlcal Works, York, Pa.

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM

S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C. White

Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York, 12 firsts. 7

Grand Gold Specials and vSilver Cup on my Specialties. "Like has begotten

like," "Like will beget like. Send for illustrated circular giving full prize rec-

ord of America's leading strains of above varieties. Can furnish eggs from C.

H Adams' "M'*"' Vr>rlf VrWt^ winners.

101-151

New York Prize Winners.

J. FORSYTH, owEGO. tioga county, n. Y.

.PIGEONS PIGEONS^S-

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY
MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS.

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES.
AND ALL OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

fl F^Ai^E Change to Buy Some op the Best

TACOBINS FANTAILS and OWLS in white and blue African ; white, blue and silver English,

and blue and silver Chinese in America. About forty pairs of owls to sell, and I warrant no better

stock in existence I need room, therefore Ulce advantage of this offer. Write f)r prices and just

what you want. Satisfaction or money refunded. GEO. EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

47-98

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOU IIATt IIING.

Send for Catalogue.

H. AAT. VAHLE. .

313 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

^THE

SPORTSMEIMS
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,

Sporting Goods,
Sporting Bool<s.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG

CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

AN UNPARALLELED RECORD
AT THE

GREAT PHILADELPHIA SHOW

MY

•Silver Wijandotte^-
Won every FIRST premium and every SECOND
except on cock, who won third in the hottest

competition ever known. Stock and eggs for

sale.

A. T. BECKETT,
50 52-iyem SALEM, NEW JERSEY.

for profit
should have 'Pure Ground
HKEF SCRAP, which is

Meat and IJone, collected from slaughter

houses. Dried Perfectly Sweet and ground.

Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them FREE. Ad-

dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO., 133
i

Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

^^V^YANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Gieat

New York Show. Madison Sq. Garden. P'eb., 1891.

Prices low for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too Good !
"

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.

Special

PREMIUMS

Kennel
In order to secure new subscrib-

ers we will offer the following pre-

miums : To any of our subscribers

who will send us one new subscrib-

er at $2 per annum we will send a

copy of "Hammond's Training vs.

Breaking," price $i, or will send

same by mail for $i.o8 cash or

stamps.
To any of our subscribers who

will send us two new subscribers at

$2 per annum we will send a copy

of "Dogs, Their Management and

Treatment in Disease," by Ash-

mont, price $2, or will mail the same
for $2.10 cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us three new subscribers

at $2 per annum we will send a

copy of "Modern Training, Han-
dling and Management," by B.

Waters, price $2.50, or will mail

same for $2.60 cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers wha
will send us five new subscribers

at $2 per annum we will send a

copy of "Our Prize Dogs," by C.
H. Mason, price $6, or we will mail

the same for $6. 12 cash or stamps.

Poultry& Pigeons

To any of our subscribers who
will send us one new subscriber at

$2 per annum we will send a copy

of the "American Standard of Per-

fection," price $1, or will mail the

same for $ i cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us one new subscriber at

$2 per annum we will send one

copy in cloth of "Pigeon Keeping,"

by F. M. Gilbert, price $1, or will

mail the same for $1.06 cash or

stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us two new subscribers at

$2 per annum we will send a copy

of Felch's "Poultry Culture," price

1.50, or will mail the same for 1.56

cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us three new subscribers

at $2 per annum we will send a

"Loft Register for Homing or Fancy
Pigeons," price $2, or will mail the

same for 2.08 cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us five new subscribers at

$2 per annum we will send a copy

of "Lewis Wright's Poultry Book,"

price 5.00, or will mail same for

5.25 cash or stamps.

2«54 Brainard Station, N. Y.

iPBIHTINfi OUTFIT 15g
CO«ll'l.E'. E, 4 »iph»h»a rubWT tjpe, type holdfr, bottk Is-

lelibW Ink, Ink l'»d »n.l rw«r.tr«. I'm up in nnX boi with

ilir»eti<m« for u*-. 8»isf»cti»B ru»'»n<«»<> Worth W*. BMt|

linen Muk.r 'ird PrinVr. rU Srtii namii in 1 minute,

Iprinu.Vxi^iHiin hour.Srnt po»tii»id ir>c;2for 25<-,rst.frM.

B.H.I.N(iKKIM>LIi* HRO 0&C'ortiBad(8I.N.V.i'lt|k

/Notice

These premiums do not apply to

renewals nor to other members of

the family of subscribers, and are

only given for new subscriptions.

,-4.'-ljy,V?Ql««SW5>:t-:

VOL. 8, NO. 8. )

WHOLE NO., 153. i

PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1892.
/PER ANM'M. r.'.OO
1 .SINtJLK < ()I»Y, r»f.

NEVVT YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS' PRINCESS FLORENCE.

J ._
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SHAI^P'S H4DIAH GAMES
Again Invincible at the Great Mew york Show.

In a class superior to any ever before seen we win 1st and 5th on cock ; 1st, 2d and 3d on hen ; 1st and 2d on cockerel, and ist, 2d, 3d, 4th

and 5th on pullet; 2d on pen, ist again going to birds of the Agitator strain, owned by another exhibitor. For three years we have exhibited our

Indian Games at New York and never failed to win all firsts and specials in the open classes. Our customers have been equally as successful at

shows all over America as ourselves. Breeders and show birds for sale. Eggs after February 20. Orders booked now.

20-PAGE CATALOGUE FREE.

C. A. SHARP 60 CO., Lockport, New York.

THE KENNEL.

Oi^KENHELSSf

ILDAREl

JDui^^:-^^^ CI

FOR SALE.
EVGLISII SKTTKR l»ll»s, by Champion

Ro<ler go, Chatr pion Oath's Mark aiid Dan Glad-
stone

;

IKISir SP:TTK11 l»ri»S, by champion Kil- I

dart-. Champion Dick Swiveller, Champion Tim
and Champion Seminole.
Send for Trice List. 4"-9i

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS.
43^ p. O. Box 676. ALBANY, N. Y.

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH v^KTTKRS, BKAGLKS and
SCOTCH D-.KklKRS. Also thirty varieties of

h.-nicv Foullrv and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the

past four veafs. A grand lot of stock for sale.

Price list'free. My .strnin of Shawhieck Pied

Games are Champions of the South. a-53

SHOWS.

DUQUESNE KENNEL CLUB,
PITTSBURG.

Second Annual Bench Show

PITTSBURG AUDITORIUM,

IVlarcli 15, 16, 17 and i8.

KNTIUKS CI^OSK FEU. 27.

CASH PRIZES $4200.
For Premium List, etc., address

W. E. LITTELL, Secretary,

.^3.54 P. O. Box 315, Pittsburg, Pa.

THE KENNEL. THE KENNEL.

THE CANICURA COMPANY,
SEND FOR CIRCl LAR.

CANICURA CO.,
Manufacturers of carefully prepared

Remedies for Dogs
WHOLKSALF; AOKNTS:

VON LENGERKE & ANTONIO, 246 "Wabash Av
CHICAGO.

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St., N. Y.

- 246 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.
151-17J
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Again we are obliged to publish four

extra pages to accommodate our increase

of advertising. We said nothing about

this last week and would not now were

it not to apologize for omitting several

interesting communications.

Our Illustration.

Princess Florence, the wonderful bitch

whose picture is given on our first page,

was bred by Thomas Smith, of Birming-

ham, England, on September 27, 1888,

passing as a puppy into the hands of

Hedley Chapman , at one time owner of

Plinlimmon. In describing her the Ca-

nine World of London, on April 10, 1891,

said :

"She made her debut at the St. Bernard Club
show at Windsor in 1889, when she proved to be

the sensation of the show, beating Peggotty for

the loo-Guinea Bitch Cup aud running Sir

Bedivere close, in the opinion of many, for the

200-Guinea Halsey Trophy. She was then under

nine months old, and even then was remarkable

for her great size and her wonderful develop-

ment. Her victories were thoroughly popular,

and she has had a series of unbroken successes

since.

"Her pedigree is of the best. Her dam. Lady
Ida (22,850) was bred by Mr. H. R. Chapman, be-

ing by Plinlimmon (15,950)—Lady Eva (17,040),

who was by Barry (6414)—Rubens (17,007), who
was by Bruno (6415)—Juno (9388). Prince Regent

(27,198), sire of Princess Florence, is by Plinlim-

mon—Mss Meg, who was by Duke of Leeds

(15.015)—Lady Nell (14,286). who was by Bonivard

(11,738)—Beatrice (9378). It is hardly necessary

to go further in this matter, but for the purpose

ofmaking the pedigree as complete as the most

exacting could wish, we will say that Duke of

Leeds was by Moun^ Sion II (11,747)—Mr. Wer-

ing's Novice. Plinlimmon, as all the world

knows, was by Pilgrim (14,067)—Bessie II (13,793),

who was by Bayard (8447)—Hebe (8464.)

"Princess Florence thus combines, in every

possible sense, the best blood of the past. To
say that she does credit to her lineage would be

no praise, for she exce's all those noted St. Ber-

nards who figure in her pedigree in everyway.

She is undoubtedly, and indeed admittedly, the

be.st St. Bernard bitch ever shown, and one of the

very best St. Bernards ever seen. She has been

beaten but once, and that by the great Sir Bedi-

vere, at Windsor, as noted, and there are many
who looked forward early in this year to a meet-

ing at Manchester, which might have told a dif-

ferent tale. She is, of course, inferior to him in

size, but in color, in markings and in character,

she is fully his equal. Her size, her bone and

her substance are wonderful for a bitch, and it is

quite possible that if she had met Sir Bedivere at

Manchester the allowance to which her sex en-

titled her would have given her the verdict. As
we stated at the time, many thought she should

have had the Deakin Trophy for the best non-

sporting dog or bitch in the show, an honor

which had previously fallen twice to Sir Bedivere.

"In color she is of a rich orange, beautifully

marked, with the white color, the even 'blaze,'

and the dark shadings so greatly desired in St.

Bernards. Her size is almost phenomenal for a

bitch, as she stands 32H inches at shoulder, and

has, moreover, marvellous bone and substance.

She is also full of character of the very highest,

and she possesses in a marked degree the be-

nevolent expression so characteristic|of this noble

breed. She made her first appearance in chal-

lenge class at Islington this week, beating two

full-blown champions in Bellegarde and Peg-

gotty. She did not compete for the loo-Guinea

Cup, as her owner is not a member of the St.

Bernard Club.

"The prizes won by Princess Florence are as

follows : 1889—St. Bernard Club Show at Wind-

sor, judge, Rev. A. Carter ; first and loo-Guiuea

Challenge Cup for best bitch in show, with three

other specials, and reserve for Halsey Trophy.

K. C. Show, Olympia, judge, Mr. L. C. R. Norris-

Elye ; first in open and puppy and novice classes,

and cup for best bitch in those classes. Birken-

head, judge, Mr. S. W. Smith ; four firsts and

special prizes, including special for best bitch in

show. Edinburgh, judge, Mr. S. W. Smith ; six

firsts and specials, including gold medal for best

bitch in show.

" 1890—Birkenhead, judge, Mr. H. Halsey ; two

firsts aud special for best bitch in show. Cardiff,

judge, Mr. F. Gresham; five fitsts and specials,

including cup for best non-sporting bitch in

show. This special was awarded by Messrs.

Gresham, Hellewell aud Raper.

"1891—Manchester, judge, Mr. S. W. Smith;

first in open class. Bath, judge, Mr. L. C. R.

Norris-Elye ; first in open class aud special for

best bitch in show. Agricultural Hall, judge,

Mr. F. Gresham ; first in challenge class.

She was purchased by the New York
St. Bernard Kennels and brought to this

country last November. She will make
her first public appearance at the West-

minster Kennel Club show. New York,

next week, and will be exhibited in Phil-

adelphia the week following. She is the

dam of the sensational Duke of Maple-

croft, one of England's best young dogs.

—We are glad to be able to announce

that all the dogs at the New York show

will be benched on the main floor.

THE KENNEL.

OURRBNT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

During the Chicago show the United

States Field Trial Club held their annual

meeting. After electing fifteen directors

the following officers were chosen : Pres-

ident, Dr. N. Rowe ; vice-presidents,

Charles G. Stoddard and H. Hullman,

Jr.; secretary and treasurer, P. T. Madi-

son. The club will hold field trials, be-

ginning November 7, location not de-

cided. Messrs. Kerr and Madison were

appointed a committee to select grounds.

The purses will aggregate $2700. |ioo

of this is a contribution from Dr. Rowe.

The money in the Derby will be $1400.

Entries for the Derby will close June 1.

Like last year, entries are payable in

three installments, |io forfeit, |io Sep-

tember I, and $10 to start. The All-aged

Stake will close October i, with |io for-

feit and |2o to start. The breeds will be

run separate, with an absolute winner in

each stake. Rules same as last year, ex-

cept where it says "dogs must be thor-

oughly broken of course" changed to "all

dogs shall be broken as a matter of

course." Richard Merrell, Charles G.

Stoddard and P. T. Madison are instruct-

ed to select judges. B. Waters, and W.
B. Stafford were elected new members.

Dr. Rowe was appointed a committee of

one to confer with other clubs with a

view to establishing a standard of excel-

lence and uniform rules. The treasurer's

report shows the club to be out of debt,

and has nearly |iooo in the treasury. An
excellent showing, as the other field trial

clubs all lost money this year.

*
« «

Applications for entry blanks for the

Keystone Kennel Club are unexpectedly

large and a new lot had to be run off. A
class for Dachshunde has been added to

the premium list, and in answer to a re-

quest from a prominent New York owner

of Gordon setters a kennel prize of I15

has been promised, providing there are

two competitors for such a prize. The

local classes promise to be a big success,

and they are evidently what was required

by owners here. The rule for these

classes is that the owner must be a resi-

dent of Philadelphia, and no dog is eli-

gible which has won a first prize at any

recognized show. The Keystone Kennel

Club's office is at the Philadelphia Tat-

tersall. Market, above Twentieth Street,

and the show will also be held there.

*
« •

We regret to chronicle the death of

Mr. W. J. Nichols, editor of the English

Stock-Keeper. Mr. Nichols was highly

esteemed as an all-round poultry judge

and writer on poultry matters. He was

also a dog fancier and an exhibitor of

Skye terriers. He was one of the origi-

nal promoters of the great Crystal Palace

show. Mr. Nichols edited the Stock-

Keeper at an early stage of its existence,

and has been instrumental in making it

one of the leading dog and poultry jour-

nals in the world. We extend our sym-

pathies to our esteemed contemporary in

their hour of sorrow and mourning.
*

• «

We are in receipt of the constitution

and by-laws of the Elmira Kennel Club,

organized February 7, 1892. The officers

are : President, Ray Thompson ; vice-

presidents. Dr. H. De V. Pratt, John F,

Laugworthy and C. W. Jones ; secretary

and treasurer, Charles A. Bowman. Ex-

ecutive Committee, George W. Rogers,

Manfred H. Davis, Frederick A. Cheney,

Prof. J. W. Roberts and George Brand.

The club will join the A. K. C. and hold

a bench show during the Inter-State Fair

in September.

» «

Messrs William Mariner and E. O.

Woodward have joined forces and will

show their bull dogs as they did at Chi-

cago, together. Their combined team

can easily beat any other in this country.

»
* *

Mr. B. F. Lewis and others were dis-

appointed in not being able to attend the

Jackson, Mich., show on account of the

supposed show at Jersey city. The pro-

moters of that show should have long

since acknowledged their inability to get

their fixture into shape, as their not do-

ing so has hurt the Jackson people.

*
» »

The following sales were made at Chi-

cago : Teutonia Kennels sold their Great

Dane bitch Champion Irene to a party in

Iowa; Frank Dole sold the bull terrier

Attraction to Mrs. Bradford, of New
York ; Mr. T. C. Sackett, Vincent, N. Y.,

bought the spaniel champions Rabbi,

Bessie W. and Novel ; Mr. E<lward

Brooks bought the winning Dandle Din-

nionts Sarah and Meadowthorp Reva.

*
• #

The premium list of the Continental

Kennel Club, of Denver, for their show,

to be held April 13 to 16, are now out,

and can be obtained by addressing the

secretary, F. W. Rand. There are ninety-

three classes, prizes |io and I5, besides a

list of Sf>ecials. Mr. John Davidson will

judge all classes.
*

» »

Mr. Charles Mason writes that owing

to his having been engaged to report the

New York dog show for the English

Stock-Keeper he will not assist in report-

ing the show for any other. Mr. R. F.

Mayhew does the same show, he informs

us, for the English Field for the third

year in succession. Mr. George Raper

reports the show for the British Fancier.

The back counties are still to hear from.
*

« »

Quite a number of doggy men were at

the Chicago show. George Bell, Charles

E. Bunn, S. L. Boggs, Joseph Lewis, G.

G. Pabst, F. T. Blake, D. S. Carmichael,

proprietors of the Carlowrie Kennels and

Chestnut Hill Kennels; T. G. Davey, J.

E. Dager, Frank Dole, Al. Eberliart, J.

Otis Fellows, Dr. Kimball, John Moor-

head, Jr., Mr. Gibson, Harry Northwood,

R. H. Pooler, A. E. Pitts, W. C. Reick,

Dr. Sauveur, Carl Heimerle, George

Thomas, B. F. Lewis, W. L. Washington,

G. O. Smith, Major Taylor, Dr. Rowe,

P. T. Madison, B. Waters, Bardoe Elliott,

E. Hough, and last but not least, Harry

Lacy.
»

* «

Mr. Mason's letter in another column

might lead our readers to think that Mr.

James Mortimer, who was selected to

judge at San Francisco in May, was

chosen because his terms were lower

than Messrs. Mason, Fellows, Lacy and

Winslow, who were also requested to put

in bids. We know positively this was

not the case. It is evident Mr. Mortimer

was chosen on account of his unbounded

popularity. Ninety-nine exhibitors out

of one hundred will agree with us that

Mr. Mortimer is the most popular all-

around judge in America.
*

* *

Fred Stettenbenz, proprietor Riverside

Kennels, Buffalo, N. Y., has imported

the St. Bernard bitch Roulette, by Plin-

limmon out of Florentine. Roulette is

said to be full of quality, a beautiful

orange and white. She is in whelp to

March, " he of the marvellous head."
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MR. GEORGE RAPER.

A Brief Sketch of the Well-Known

English Judge of Dogs.

With commendable enterprise the

Westminster Kennel Club engaged the

services of that thoroughly popular

breeder, exhibitor and judge, Mr. George

Raper, to officiate as one of the judges at

their forthcoming show. Mr. Raper

was born in 1846 and has been intimately

associated with dogs from his earliest

years, as his father, Mr. Thomas Raper,

slipped at Waterloo for many years and

always kept three or four varieties of

dogs. The subject of our illustration ex-

hibited when in his teens a Dandie Din-

mont at Darlington and then a wire-

haired fox terrier. Since then he has

shown and owned almost every variety

of breeds, but fox terriers and bull dogs

were his principal fancy, and it would be

impossible to name a quarter

of the good ones he has bred

and owned. Among smooths

the best known are proba-

bly Raby Tyrant, Raby

Mixer, Richmond Olive,

Raby Trigger, Raby Pallasy,

Olivebud and Richmond

Myrtle. In wire-hairs, Brit-

tle, Raby Omar, Raby Hot

Pot, Reggie, Risca, Refuge

and others are also well

known. Warrior was his

first bull dog of any note
;

then Prince, a Birmingham

winner and a very hand-

some dog. He died on his

way to a dog show at Paris.

Tiger, a son of Sheffield

Crib and sire of Reeves' Crib,

was owned for some years

by Raper. Among other

well-known dogs that have
been or are in the same
kennels may be mentioned
Robinson Crusoe, Cloddie,

Richard Coeur de Lion,

Romulus, Rabagas, Rustic

King, Rustic Hero, Rustic

Sovereign, Ridotto, Redowa,
Rosy Cross, Rustic Model,

Rustic Treasure, Gentle

Annie and many others.

Mr. Raper sent the well-

known dogs Champion Men-
mon, the greyhound, and
Champion Rockingham, to

America.
Mr. Raper is very popu-

lar as a judge, and his en-

gagements make him ex-

ceedingly busy during the

season, so that he frequently

spends four or five nights a

week in traveling. When
in the ring he is one of the

most interesting judges ; his

smartness and quickness,

and mode of handling the

dogs shows him a thorough
master of what now occu-

pies the greater part of his

time—the judging of every

variety of dog. He has also been long and

honorably associated with journalism, as

reporter for the Field. Country, etc.

. »

WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS.

InterestlnK Pickings and Pointers

Gathered Here and There.

From Our Special Correspondent.

New York, February 16.—Mr. W. C.

Reick, of the Herald, and proprietor of

the New York St. Bernard Kennels,

stated last week re his election as presi-

dent of the Associate Members of the

American Kennel Club, that he thought

his election was valid and not constitu-

tional, because Dr. Perry had received

the largest number of votes. The rule

reads in the case of the doctor's, on his

declining, that the next highest shall be

duly elected at the annual meeting. Mr.

Reick, although he h;is lots to do in his

various business engagements, doesn't in

any way wish to be a usurper, and will

under the conditions accept the nomina-

tion and do all he can to further the doggy

interests at large.

Mr. E. C. Lynde, of Yonkers, is start-

ing a kennel of St. Bernards, to be called

the Mount Morgan Kennels, and Mount
Morgan himself is to be the pillar and

architect of its inmates. He is a litter

brother to Lord Brute, but not nearly so

big, more quality and a winner of twenty

firsts in England. He is a dark orange,

not quite a full collar, white feet, white

tipped tail, white breast, grand head, but

short of black shadings. The latest re-

port I hear is that he left Liverpool Fri-

day on the Tauric, and moreover that he

will not be used at the stud for three

months after his arrival, and then only

to many approved bitches. This is very

wise of his owner, thereby getting the

dog acclimated and giving the public full

value for their money.

and I think you will bear me out. Path-

finder by Rap, dam Mercedes II, weight

about forty-five pounds ; Cardinal Wole-

sey by Hades, dam busy Bee ; the bitch

Saleni by Grabber, dam Susan (she will

make some Cugles ogle their eyes); Car-

rie, another winner by British Monarch,

dam Rosabelle, and Lady Regent by

British Alonarch, dam Lady Lucy, five in

all. The greatest wonder to me is how
these dogs came over here without some

of the papers knowing, and I understand

they have been ruralizing in Jersey since

the flowers that bloom in the spring, etc.

Mr. Hobbie has always been associated

with bull terriers, and we can say "he
was on top." Spotless Prince, we remem-
ber, has been shipped to H. E. Collins,

San Francisco, and Enterprise has taken
up her abode with Dr. Sneden, of River
Head, L. I. Old Cairo Mr. Hobbie has

still, and they have determined to leave

these mortal coils together, and Grand
Dutchess, who is looking like a newly
painted red wagon, will never part. I

r.p,,

-ir:l::t;

From two reliable gentlemen I hear

that the number of bitches booked to

Lord Bute is eighty-one up to date. This

is a phenomenal record, but whether this

giant can fruitfully fulfill his mission is

another side of the question. How have

the bitches already served resulted ?

Many will not believe that our great

Sir Bevidere was once beaten for a prize.

True, for a special for the best mover.

The only dog who can claim that distin-

guished honor is the St. Bernard Orson,

and they say he is a marvel, moving

around as active as a fox terrier.

The biggest dog in England for some

time was the mastiff Scawfell, weighing

206 pounds. This weight was often dis-

puted until Professor Woodruff Hill

vouched as to its authenticity.

I mentioned last week that Messrs.

Morgan & Hobbie had a "purty" strong

list of bull dogs for the New York show,

wish Mr. Hobbie success in his new de-

parture. He is one of those that likes to

win before he shouts, but he has certainly

got some good stuff to take a "wrinkle"

on, and when the ribbons are given out

he will be pretty nigh.

The actual entries for New York are

1 163, not counting duplicates, which

were 1245. Since then the entries of Mr.

Avent's came in, and some from Butte

City, which will probably make a grand

total of 1260. This is more than antici-

pated, now that each entry is I5 apiece,

and most probably they will be benched
all on one floor.

Great excitement prevails among the

chosen few, sleepless nights, matutinal

meanderings and want of appetite at the

coming of Mr. George Raper. Will he

ever reach the hotel alive and how is he

to be conveyed to his destination ? In

fact, the moment he strikes New York
harbor and sees the Goddess of Liberty

he will take his papers out and become
an American citizen. The Cunard steam-

ship Etruria, which left Liverpool Satur-

day, February 13, and due to arrive here

Sunday, February 21, will carry his royal

nibships to this port, that is if he didn't
get off at Queenstown and miss the
steamer. The Ashland House will be
the rendezvous for the boys and contain
the avoirdupois of this well-known Eng-
lisli judge.

Our St. Bernard friends intend during
New York show, on Thursday, February
25, giving a dinner at Morrello's, Hotel
Bartholdi or Hotel Brunswick, at which
place it is not yet decided. All are in-

vited, independent of what their particu-

lar fancy may be. The charge will prob-
ably be $1.50 each, and those who intend
coming will they notify Mr. S. Mann,
316 East Twentieth Street. New York
City, so that an idea can be had of the
number. At first it was Mr. Reick's in-

tention to give a dinner, but then the
members increased and rather than of-

fend any who might be left out it was
finally decided that each pay. These
sort of dinners I hope will lie more in

vogue. It brings together all the doggy
men and ehables one to make friends.

Speeches will naturally follow and I sur-

mise quite a convivial time. Previous
shows the many exhibitors

come and go and can hardly
realize that they've been,

and it's simply a case of

walk in and walk out, with
nothing to remember it by
or look forward to.

The Anglo-American Ken-
nels are importing nine dogs,

among them the pointer

bitch Ruby VII, a winner
of sixty firsts and thirty sec-

onds, and her seconds mostly
to Barton's Don. Before
leaving she will be bred to

George Raper's Naso of

Strasburg; also Devon Ban-
gor, a J^cotch dog and bitch,

two whippets, Boston Model
and Perfection ; a bull ter-

rier, Comet II, and a Pom-
eranian.

Quite casually I hear that

Mayor Grant, ofour city,will

be an exhibitor of a St. Ber-

nard dog, fifteen months
old, at our show. Moreover,
he expects to win, but he
little thinks the competi-

tion and the fair lady who
judges is not in politics, and
Tammany will "get no pull."

The " So-vee " Argos left

London some days since on
the Tower Hill, but owing
to some mishap had to put

back. Mr. Huntingdon ca-

bled to send via Liverpool

to hasten the voyage, but

in all probability the cable

was received too late and
he will come on a slow

steamer, the Egyptian Mon-
arch.
The recent purchase of

Mr. Reick's, by Lord Bute,

dam Sweetmeat, is Lady
Bountiful.

Re large fox terrier litters

for which Imust thank Mr.

German Hopkins. On Au-
gust 15. 1888. Mr. Hoey's

bitch Lurette had nine pups
to Dusky Trap. That's a

tie so far. But on March
21, 1887, Mr. T. B. Dor-

sey's bitch Jill whelped
eleven pups to Champion
This must surely break theBacchanal

record.

The Baby's Guardian.
From Our Dumb Animals,

A gentleman in Connecticut took not

long ago a collie from the Lothian Kennels at

Stepney. The dog, after the fashion of his kind,

soon made himself one of the family, and as-

sumed special responsibilities in connection

with the youngest child, a girl three years of age.

It happened one day in November that the father

was returning from a drive and as he neared his

house he noticed the dog in a pasture, which

was separated by a stone wall from the road.

From behind this wall the collie would spring

up. bark and then jump down again constantly

repeating it. Leaving his horse and going, to

the spot, he found his little girl seated on a

stone, with the collie wagging his tail and keep-

ing guard beside her. In the light snow their

path could be plainly seen, and as he traced 11

back he saw where the little one had walked sev-

eral times around an open well in the pasture.

Very close to the brink were the prints of the

baby shoes, but still closer on the edge of the

well were the tracks of the collie, who had evi-

dently kept between her and the well. I need

not tell you the feelings of the father as he saw
the fidelity of the dumb creature, walking be-

tween the child and what might otherwise have

t)een a terrible death.

MRSCOUTAH KENNEL CLUB'S

THIRD ANNUAL BENCH SHOW.

THE SHOW A FIMAMCIAL SUCCESS.

The Management Very Poor but the

Attendance Excellent—The Criti-

cisms and Awards in Full.

m'JHE fourth annual

~X bench show of the

Mascoutah Kennel
Club was held, as

usual, in the Armory
of the 2d Regiment

and Battery D. The
catalogue shows an

increase of seventy-two entries, some of

the classes being much stronger than

usual, as will be seen in our comments

further on. The attendance was as last

year excellent, but we regret to say the

management this year was far from satis-

factory.

There is a misunderstanding between

the management and Spralts Patent as

to which was to blame for the delay in

the benching of the show, which was not

completed until near noon on Tuesday.

According to the agreement between the

contracting parties, which we saw, the

club was to notify Spratts fourteen days

before the show the necessary amount of

benching required. The press agent of

the club informed us that he had given

Spratts the necessary information twelve
days before. One of the cars containing

the benching went astray, so did not ar-

rive iu time. Spratts promptly had a

gang' of carpenters at work and had
everything ready at about 10 o'clock

Tuesiday morning.
Judging began at noon and continued

off and on until the last special was
awarded, Friday noon. This left little

time to look over and criticise the awards,
particularly as there was no etfort made to

keep the dogs on their Ijenches during the
time the show was open to visitors. The
different rings were constantly filled with
dogs that should have been on their

bcuches, and therefore at no time was it

possible to go through a single class for

examination without coming upon empty
benches. This will be noticed in the
comments of the classes we were able to

look over in the limited time at our dis-

posal.

Some of the judges were quite long in

adjusting their awards, others could not
obtain stewards when they wished to go
to work and finally attendants were not
numerous enough to get the dogs mto the

ring promptly. At times we noticed

stewards running around the benches
looking up dogs, while attendants were
lounging at the riu^ railing gossiping

with friends, there being no superintend-

ent to see that they uid their work.
Another serious cause of complaint was

the dirty condition of the show. The
doors were open to the public at 9 A. M.,
yet an hour later each day the soiled

straw was still being removed. We re-

gret very much to have to speak of these
things, but it is our duty to our readers
to do so, and there is no excuse in any
first-class organization running a show
as was that at Chicago last week, and we
have only mentioned the most glaring
blunders that were too transparent to
pass over.
Mr. R. J. Withers, the veterinarian,

was negligent in his duty else he would
have excluded the dogs that we noticed
were suffering froin mange in its worst
form.
The judges were : Mr. R. J. Sawyer,

St. Bernards; Mr. Harry L. Goodman,
mastiffs, Newfoundlands, bull dogs, bull,

Welsh, Clydesdale, Bedlington and fox
terriers and Dachshundes ; Mr. A. Hepp-
ner. Great Danes ; Mr. Roger D. Wil-
liams, Russian wolf-hounds, deer hounds,
grey hounds and whippits ; Mr. J. W.
Newman, Boston terriers ; Mr. P. H.
Bryson, English setters ; Mr. John A.

Long, collies ; Mr. John Davidson, Irish

and Gordon setters, cocker, Clumber and
field spaniels, fox hounds, beagles, blood

hounds, black and tan, Irish, Scotch, Skye
and Dandie Dinmont terriers ; Dr. M. H.
Cryer, pugs, toy and Yorkshire terriers,

Kmg Charles and Blenheim spaniels and
Italian greyhounds ; Mr. Tim Donoghue,
pointers, Chesapeake Bays, Irish water
spaniels and miscellaneous.

Spratts Patent fed the show in their

usual satisfactory manner, and there was
a movement on foot to present Mr.
Murphy, of that company, with a testi-

monial on behalfof the exhibitors for the

efficient manner he had run his depart-

ment. We saw some names to the docu-
ment but did not learn if it had been
carried into effect or not. The awards
were as follows

:

H

I.

2.

I.

I.

2.

3-

4-

Mastlflfe—Challenge, dogs.

Ormonde, Charles E. Bunn.
Ch. Sear's Monarch, Wyoming Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.
Klkson, Edwin L. Kimball.
Wellington, A. H. Ayres.
Cardinal Beaufort, Flower City Kennels.
Edric, Clinton N. Powell.

R.Cyrus, Collin C. McLean.
V. Nero, Harry Harley.

Webster Judge, AU)ert J. Geiss. •

Dan, Charles H. Strauss.
H. Trust, J. Van Slyke.

Stanley, Huston V yeth.
Ilford Caution III. Francis Bachmeyer,
Hector, S. S. Badger.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Sinaloa, Charles E- Bunn.
2. Ilford Caniio, Charles E. Bunn.
3. Matella, Charles E. Bunn.
4. Mai Chancellor, Huston Wyeth.
V. Melrose Portia, Elizabeth A. Davey.

PUPPIES—DO<iS.

1. Sraosha, Mrs. Nonie McLean.
2. Prince Cola, George E Holcomb.
3. Ilford Dates, L. H. Owens.
R. Dan, Charles H. trauss.

V. Sassicus. B. R Morse.
Baby Bunn, B. R. Morse.
Rob Ranter, B. R. Morse.
Stanley, Huston Wyeth.
Hector, S. S. Badger.
Hector B., J. B. Benedict.
Scott's Benga, Francis Bachmeyer.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. Sinaloa, Charles E. Bunn.
2. Matella, Charles E. Bunn.
3. Mai Chancellor, Huston Wyeth.
R. Countess Von Moltke, G. H. Gernhofer,
V. Clotilda, B. R. Morse.
H. Iris, Louis Lange.

Great Danes Challenge, dogs.

Imperator, Imperial Kennels.
Melac, Herbert G. Nichols.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
Ch. Irene, Teutonia Keuuels.

OPEN, DOGS.
Favor, Wolverine Kennels.
Roland, Teutonia Kennels.
Brutus, Teutonia Kennels.
Hans, J. W. Van Dyke.

V. Caesar, L. P. Wolf.
H. Fritz, J. C. Lineman.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Ultimo, Wolverine Kennels.
2. Ulma II. Theodore Honegger.
3. Nor. H. F. M. Podeyn.
4. Fris, Wolverine Kennels.
V. Menerva Fawn, Wesley Mills.

H. Minca, J. W. Heitz.

c. Lufra, A. M. Jaggard.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
Withheld.
Tyrus, Dr. Schmidt-Wartenburg.
Uncas, Oscar Seeger.
Tiger, W. G. Grivich.
Don Senator II, C. Sullivan.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
Ultima, Wolverine Kennels.
Chamion, Herliert G. Nichols.
Victoria, H. Kaison.
Blanka, Oscar Seeger.
Miner\'a, G. Collins.

Bonnie T., James Traeger.

Roujjfh-coated St. Bernards.
CHALLENGE, DOGS.

1. Ch. Plinlimraon, Jr., Wyoming Kennels.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

1. Ch. Manon, Wyoming Kennels.
OPEN, IJOGS.

1. Aristocrat, Jacob Ruppert, Jr.

2. Jim Blaine, Wyoming Kennels.

3. Beau Sire, John Poag.

4. Frenwood Bruce, W. C. Hickok.
R. Lord Wilton, HenrietU M. Hughes.
V.Lothario, Wyoming Kennels.

Burns, R. P. H Dutfkel.

Othello, John W. Dunlop.
H.Kinglimmon, Richeld St. Bernard Kennels.

Carl, M. A. Broussias.
Grover Bogart, C. G. Bogart.

The Baron, John Maischaider.

C. Melrose Pluto. E. C. Preble.

Senator Boi, R. W. Isherwood.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Hepsey, Wyoming Kennels.
2. Guess Noble. C. H. Tobey.

3. Altonette, Jacob Ruppert, Jr.

4. Lady Adelaide, Wyoming Kennels.
R. Helen Terry, Jacob Ruppert, Jr.

V. Lady Hit)ernia, Jacob Ruppert, Jr.

Vera, Wes. C. Dillon.
Mascot Floss, G. H. Rose.

H. Merchant Princess. Joseph Roach,
c. Minka, George V. Sellman.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
1. Lord Richmond, Ed. Sauerhering.
2. Mike Norkett, J. J. Kennedy.
3. Fernwood Victor, D. A. Hauser, Jr.

R.Saladin, W. Sinclair.

V. Melrose Pleubo, E. C. Preble.
General Grant, W. B. Brainard.
Daniel Boone, Francis Backraeyer.

c. Blackthorne, John T. Hawkins.
Casper Gee, Gustav Goldman.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
Theben. Christian Hauschildt.
Effie of Lemont, Spence & Robbins.
Christmas Eve, Joseph Roach.

R. Lady Burghley, D. Bergman.
V. Amy, Francis Bachmeyer.

Hufda, Francis Bachmeyer.
H. Clover. South Bend Kennels,

c. Lady Godwere, C. C. Jockey.

I.

2.

3-

NOVICE. DOGS AND BITCHES.
1. Beau Sire, John Poag.
2. Mike Norkett, J. J. Kennedy.
3. Fernwood Victor, D. A. Hausen.
R.Carl, M. A. Broussais.
V. Theben, Christian Hauschildt.

Fernwood Ralph. P. C. Hamilton.
Melrose Pluto. E. C. Treble,

c. Lord Luck, South Bend Kennels.
Clover. South Bend Keunels.
Victor of Lemont, South Bend Kennels.

Smooth-coated St. Bernards.
CHALLENGE, DOGS.

I. Lord Hector, J. B. Lewis.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

1. Empress of Contoocook, Jacob Ruppert, Jr.
2. Ch. Thisbe, Wentworth Kennels.

OPEN, DO<iS.
1. Mascot Royal, Albert Lackraan.
2. Ben L , I. B. Lewis.
3. Ibo II, Snoqouquon Kennels.
4. St. Michael, C. Gustav Bunstill.
R. Lord Milton, Pulgham & Johnson.
V. Max Piccolomini, A. T. Dempsey.
H. Victor, Francis Bachmeyer

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Fernwood Goldy, J. B. Lewis.
2. Mascot Nellie, Mrs. Charles Williams.
3. Lady Gladstone, F. A. Kramer.
4. Dell, A. B. Van Blaricom.
R. Tippecanoe Queen. Tippecanoe Kennels.
V. Wabash Myrtle, Francis Bachmeyer.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
1. Rex Watch, John Poag.
2. Lord Milton. Fuli;ham & Johnson.
3. St. Michael II, C. F. Haley.
4. Globe, C. Hauschildt.
V. Mous. Jarvis, Frank M. S.mith.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. Bellegarde. Jacob Ruppert, Jr.

2. Mascot Nellie, Mrs. Charles Williams.
3. Lady Gladstone, A. P. Kramer.
R. Tippecanoe Queen, Tippecanoe Kennels.
C. Nancy Lee, South Bena Kennels.

NOVICE—DOGS AND BITCHES.
1. Rex Watch, John Poag,
2. Ibo II, Shoquoquon Kennels.
3. Lord Milton, Fulgham & Johnson.
R. Mascot Nellie. Mrs. Charles Williams.
V. Tippecanoe Queen, Tippecanoe Keunels.

Bloodhounds-Open, dogs.

I. Jack Shephard, R. C. H. Huntington.
OPEN. BITCHES.

I. Pembroke Star, Huston Wyeth.

N^e^vfoundlands—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Prince Hal, John Marshall.
2. New York Lass, Marshall & Kidd.
3. Rock, John Symons.
V. Midnight B , L. O. Baler.

Russian Wolf-hounds—Open, dogs.

1. Leckhoi, Seacroft Kennels.
2. Ormaday, Paul Hacke.

open, bitches.
1. Flodeyka, Seacroft Kennels.
2. Svodka, Seacroft Kennels.
3. Zanoza. Paul H. Hacke.
V. Viola, Paul H. Hacke.

Decrhounds—Challenge, dogs.

1. Robber Chieftain, John E. Thayer.
2. Clansman, John E. Thayer.

challenge, bitches.
Wanda, John E. Thayer.
Theodora, John E. Thayer.

OPEN, DOGS.
Hillside Warrior, John E. Thayer.
Alan Breck, George Macdougal.
Duncan, Geoige Shepard Page.
Alpin, John E. Thayer.
Claymore, Charles E. Rowland.

OPEN, bitches.
1. Hillside Romola, John E. Thayer.
2. Hillside Ruth. John E. Thayer.

Greyhounds

—

Challenge, dogs.

I. Ch. Gem of the Season, A. W. Purt>eck.
open, dogs.

Lord Neverstill, H. C. Lowe.
Omatus, A. W. Purbeck.

3. Surplus, Hart Brown.
R. Pembroke, A. W. Purbeck.
V. Yonder He Goes. George Macdougall.

Kentucky Blue, Nellie F. Reis.
open, bitches.

Little Climber. H. C. Lowe.
Bestwood Daisy. A. W. Purbeck.
Lilly of Gainsboro, A. W. Purbeck.
Sunol, Charles E- Rowland.

V. Lady of Fashion, H. C. Lowe.
H. Liberty, H. C. Lowe.

Foxhounds—Open, dogs.

Ball, R. H. Pooler.
Colonel, R. H. Pooler.
Cull, R. H. Pooler.

.. Barney, R. H. Pooler.

V. Sport, Mary Louise Wood.
open, bitches.

Dart, R. H. Pooler.
Beauty, R. H. Pooler.
Kitsy, R H. Pooler.
Baisley, R. H. Pooler.

I.

2.
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3-
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Jule, R. H. Pooler.
Trinkett, R. H. Pooler.

Shas^ffy Foxhounds—Open, doos.

2. King B., L. O. Baler.

Pointers.
CHALLENGE, DOGS (55 pounds and over.)

I. Trinket's Chief, G. G. Pabst.
2.jPontiac, George W. Lovell.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Count Graphic, John R. Daniels.
2. Westminster Drake, F. J. Davey.
3. Prince Graphic, David Ferguson.

4. Dude N., Ong & Shuttleworth.
V. Ned W., George E. Poyneer.

Chief Ammo. J. T. Eatle.

H. Pluto, John W. Munson.
Grand Duke. Abdallah Kennels.
John S., C. W. Pegg.

OPEN, BITCHES (50 pouuds or ovcr.)

1. Revelation, T. J. Davey.
2. Ightfield Madge, T. I. Davey.
3. Pickwick, Madison & McGruffin.
4. Princess Marguerita, David Ferguson.
V. Lady Trinket, J. Lucassez.

Lord Graphic Gem, John R. Daniels.
Cricket C, Thomas Howell.
Daisy B., E H. Bisby.

H. Bangle's Pawn, A. J. White.
Chicago Peggy, C. H. Osier.
CHALLENGE, DOGS (Ullder 55 pOUUdS.)

I. Launcelot. M. T. Mason.
OPEN, DOGS (under 55 pounds.)

1. Ridgeview Wagg, John Davidson.
2. Inspiration. J. H. Winslow.
3. Graphic's Tofic, John R. Daniels.

4. Osborne Ale II, H. Waruf
H. Mark S., J. Dunfee.

Robert Spring. Frank Canfield.
Major E., Edwin Cowin

OPEN, BITCHES (uiid<;r 50 pounds.)
1. Miss Rumor, T. Ci. Davey.
2. Pattie Donald, John R. Daniels.

3. Lady Gay Spanker, T. G. Davey.
V. Minka, Richard Euler.

Camille, Frank E. Barnard.
H. Edna Grey, Isaac Grey.

VIPPIES—DOGS
1. Lord Grapic Bang, John R. Daniels.
2. Bruce D., J. Dunfee.

En^rllsh Setters—CHALLENGE, dogs.

1. Ch. Cincinnatus, J. E. Dager.
2. Paul Gladstone, Hoggs & Lewis.

CHALLKNGE, HITCHES.
1. Cambriana, William B. Wells.
2. Albert's Nellie, Dr. John A. Hartman.

OPEN, dogs.
1. Breeze Gladstone, F. G. Taylor.
2. Toledo Blade, S. E Dager.
3. Paul Bo, Richard Mernl.
4. Matane, W. A. Wells.
V. Benzine, Harrv Northwood.

Dad Wilson's Boy. G. O. Smith.
Sir Frederick. Seminole Keunels.

H. Ightfield Rhuilas. T. G. Davey.
OPEN, bitches.

1. Amy Robsart. Harry Northwood.
2. Sue II, D. C. Jones.

Daphne, W. B. Wells.3-

4-

V.
Lady Dudley. Harry Northwood.
Pembroke's Blue Light, Tim Donoghi
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Nell Q., L. Querner.
Forest Heatlier, T. G. Davey.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
1. Best Tonic, Charles C. Sidler.

2. Pembroke's Blue Grouse, Tim Donoghue.
3. Pembroke's Blue Druid, Tim Donoghue.
c Singo B , F. W. Burns.

PUPPIES, BITCHES.
Esmeralda, Blue Ridge Kennels.
Misfortune. Blue Ridge Kennels.
American Dart, Miss H. Waruf.
Pembroke's Blue Darling, Tim Donoghue.
Nancy D., G. O. Smith.

Irish Setters—Challenge, dogs.

1. Ch. Kildare, F. C. Fowler.
2. Seminole, F. C. Fowler.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
1. Ch. Laura B., Seminole Keuuels.
2. Elfreda, Wesley Mills.

OPEN. DOGS.
Duke Elcho, F. C. Fowler.
Pride of Patsy, F. H. Perry.
Rex, P. H. Perry.
Rancho, F. H. Perry.
King Elcho, Seminole Kennels.

V. Jerry, D. L. & A. Carmichael.
H. Tom, D. L. & A. Carmichael.

Prince Ninon, F. H. Perry.
C.Dan, F. H. Perr>'.

OPE.N, BITCHES.
Edna H., F. C. Fowler.
Nellie M, F. A. Miller.

Kildare Rosalie, W. Harte.
Kildare Doris, F. C. Fowler.
Lady Miller, D. L. & A. Carmichael.
Bessie Glencho II, Seminole Keunels.
Alma L., Sam Slade.
Onata Bell. F. C. Fowler.
Kildare Ruby, R. J Withers.
Alice Kent, F. C. Fowler.

PUPPIES. Do<;s.

Gerald, D. L. & A. Carmichael.
Don Carlo, Jacob Hofmaiin.
Don Pedro, Jacob Hofinann.

V. The Duke. Mrs. M. H. Lincoln.
H. Napoleon, John B. Cudahy.

Gordon Setters—Challenge, dogs.

1. Ivanhoe, S. G. Dixon.
2. Leo B., S. G. Dixon.

challenge, bitches.
1. Duchess of Waverly, S. G. Dixon.
2. Lady Waverly, S G. Dixon.

OPEN. IHXiS.

Nal>ob, Barton A. Readon.
Reginald H., C. C. Hendee.
Wallace, Thomas Fleming.

OPEN, BITCHES.
Janet, Mrs. J. E. Dager.
Maid of Waverly, S. G. Dixon.

H. Worth.
PUPPIES—IXKiS.

Mrs. P. F. Flint.
PUPPIES—BITCHES.

Carmencita, C. C. Hendel.

Chcsapenke Bays—Open, dogs.
Buruuni, H. Horace Smith.
Dan, N. T. De Pauw.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Ruby III, H. Horace Smith.
2. Wave, H. Horace Smith.
3. Gypsie II. H. Horace Smith.

Irish "Water Spaniels—Open, doos.

1. Jack A., English Setter Kennels.
2. Pat Rooney. C. A. Blaisdell.

3. Dennis O'Donohue. Mills & Smyth.
H.Judy O'Toole. English Lake Kennels,

Brian Boru, James Purtill.

OPEN. HITCHES.
1. Queen Vic, English Lake Kennels.
2. Mallard Duck. Mills & Smyth.
3. Nora O'Donohue. Mills & Smyth.
H. Irish Flora, English Lake Kennels.
C. Swan Ely, English Lake Kennels.

PUPPIES.
1. Pat Roonev, C. A. Blaisdell.

2. Will Riley,' Mills & Smyth.

Clumber Spaniels—Challenge, dogs.

Ch. Boss III, Mercer & Middleton.
challenc;e, bitches.

Lady Bromide, Mercer & Middleton.

Field Spaniels—Challenge, doCs.

Samson, Andrew I.aidlaw.
challenge, BITCHES.

Ch. Bridford Gladys, Andrew Laidlaw.
open, do<.s (black.)

Rideau Rob, C. E. Fenton.
Wonder, .\ndrew I^idlaw.
Arko, Mr. A. P. Smith.

R.Bob, P. J Keating.
open. BITCHES (black.)

1. Whatnot, .\ncientand Mwlern Kennels.
2. Woodland Sallie, Luckwell & Dougla.ss.

3. Babv Flirt. Bert Borden.
R. Ma<fge, Andrew Laidlaw.
V. Bird. Belt Borden.
H. Dorothy, John Smith.
C. Gyp, W. A. Pinkerton.

OPE.N, DOGS and BITCHES (livcr).

1. Napoleon, Andrew Laidlaw.
OPEN. DOGS AND BITCHES (auv Other color.)

I. Newton Abbott Torso, T. Ellis Taylor.

I.

2.

3-
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I. Bob W.
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7. Newton Abbott Fauna, Ancient and Modern
Spaniel Kennels.

3. Tasso, Andrew Laidlaw.

Cocker Spaniels—Challenge, dogs.

1. Black Dufferin, Luckwell & Douglass.

2. Ch. Kabbi, Andrew Laidlaw.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

1. I Say, Ancient and Modern Cocker Spaniel

Kennels.
2. Ch. Bes.sie W., Andrew Laidlaw.
V. King Pharo's Sister, Luckwell & Douglass.

OPEN, DOGS (black).

Jersey Obo, J. P. Willey.
Amusement, Ancient and Modern Cocker
Kennels.

Jersey Boy, Charles Backus.
„. Adam, C. T. Sacket.
H. Obadiah, Mr. S. S. King.

Black Duck, Andrew Laidlaw
c. Woodland Pete, Ancient and Modern Spaniel

Kennels.
Ol'EN, BITCHES (black).

1. Black Duchess, J. P. Willey.
2. Beauty, Andrew Laidlaw.
3. Amazement, Ancient and Modern Cocker

Kennels.
R. Woodland Sus.sie, Luckwell & Douglass.

V. Eve, C. K. Sacket.
H. Lady Fidget, Luckwell & Douglass.

OPEN, DOGS (any other color.)

1. Red Rowland, late Redmond, W. B. Palmer.
2. Little Ben II. J. P. Willey.

3. Jim Hall. Mrs. Sol Price.

V. Brownie N., Blake & Heberton.
OPEN, BITCHES (any other color.)

1. Jessie C, Charles H. Currier.

2. Jessie, Blake & Hebertson.

3. Ditton Brevity, A. W. Pancost.

Collies—Challenge, dogs.

1. Ch. Roslyn Wilkes, Seminole Kennels.

2. Maney Trefoil. Carlowrie Collie Kennels.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

1. Roslyn Clara, John Hawkes.
2. Metchley Surprise, Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Sir Walter Scott III, John Hawkes.
2. Metchley Wonder II. McEwan & Gibson.

3. Moray, William J. D ivis.

4. Roslyn Conway, Seminole Kennels.

R. Roslvn Tory. Argyle Kennels.

V. Metchley Wonder, Jr., Maple Grove Ken-
nels.

Dublin Scotllla, Seminole Kennels.

H. Wellesbourne, Charles M. Gordon.
Kglinton, McEwen & Gibson.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Daylight. McEwen & Gibson.

2. Heather Twig, Carlowrie Collie Kennels.

3. Jakyr Dean, Seminole Kennels.

4. Highland Flossy. Frank Anderson.

R. Bemice. Thyne & Fadden.
V. Fairy, John A. Lon^.
H. Fury, McEwen & Gibson.

c Ruth, Thyne & Fadden.
PUPPIES—DOtJS.

1. Strathern. McEwen & Gibson.

2. Gumming. McFCwen & Gibson.

3. Lord Erne. Nonpareil Kennels.

R. Prince. Nonpareil Kennels.
V Metchley Wonder, Jr., Maple Grove Kennels.

H.Alan Burch, Nonpareil Kennels.

C. Mixy Wiedles. Martin Brown.
PUPPIES—BITCHES.

1. Mistletoe, McEwen & Gibson.

2. Maud Marion, Argyle Kennels.

3 Highland Lass. Theodore G. Dickinson.

R. Heather Queen, C. A. Christman.

H. Nonpareil Jessie. Nonpariel Kennels.
NOVICE—DOGS.

1. Strathearn, McEwen & Gibson.

2. Metchley Wonder. Jr.. Maple Grove Kennels
NOVICE—BITCHES.

I. Daylight, McFlwen & Gibson.

2 Heather Twig, Carlowrie Collie Kennels.

3 Highland Lass, Theodore G. Dickinson.

V Heather Queen, C. A. Christman.

H. Maud X., F. K. McMullin.

Poodles—CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Dexter, A. W. Purbeck.
OPEN, DOGS.

Sidi, C. L. Arriok.
Parisian, Mrs. R. S. Hatcher.

OPEN, BITCHES.
Withheld.
Beauty, Mrs. A. C. Badger.
Mousey, Mrs. A. C. Badger.

Bull DoifS-Challenge, doos.

I. Bo'swain, Woodard & Mariner.
CHALLENGE. BITCHES.

1. Graven Image, Woodard & Mariner.

2. Duchess of Parma, Woodard & Mariner.
OPEN, DOGS.

King Lud, Woodard & Mariner.
African Monarch. Woodard & Mariner.

Little Monarch, C. Price Dickson.
Liscard Exile, W. W. Gousley.

OPEN, BITCHES.
Peckham Lass, Woodard & Mariner.

Lady Nan, Woodard & Mariner.
PUPPIES.

Nobby Twist, Woodard & Mariner.
NOVICE, DOGS.

1. Nobby Twist, Woodard & Mariner.

2. Little Monarch, C. Price Dickson.

Bull Terriers—Challenge, dogs.

1. Dufferin, William J. Bryson.
OPEN, DOGS (30 lbs. and over.)

f Streathain Monarch, John Moorhead, Jr.
^- i Carney, Frank F. Dole.

2. Sir Jack, W. J. McNulty.
V. Sir Monty II. G. W. Payton.

open, bitches (30 lbs. and over).

1. Grove Baroness. C. Jackson.

2. Rose, J. Donovan.
3. Queen Bendigo. John Moorhead, Jr.

R. Edgewood Fancy, Frank F. Dole.

V White Gypsie George W. Clayton.

H. Venus, W. W. Wedgwood.
Winning Wagtail, Wagtail Kennels.

open, dogs (under 30 lbs.)

1. Tom Beverly, Frank F. Dole.

2. Mister Dick, John Moorhead, Jr.

h. Watchful Wagtail, Wagtail Kennels.
open, bitches (under 30 lbs.)

1. Luce. William Wedgewood.
2. Lady Vesuvius, John Moorhead, Jr.

PUPPIES—dogs and bitches.

1. Mister Dick Bendigo, John Moorhead, Jr.

2. Ladv Vesuvius, John Moorhead, Jr.

R. Scra'pper, Adrian Dozier.

V.Tom Beverly, Frank F. Dole.

H. Young Duke, William Wedgwood.
NOVICE—dogs and BITCHES.

I Grove Baroness, C. Jackson.
7. Mister Dick Bendigo, John Moorhead, Jr.

V. Lady Vesuvius, John Moorhead, Jr. -

Boston Terriers*
OPEN, DOGS (10 to 20 pOUUds).

Smasher. B. Weinner.

I.

2.

3-

V.

I.

2.

I.

_. Toby, Warwick Potter.

3. King of Trumps, Norfolk Kennels.
V. Little One, Beacon Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES (lO tO 20 pOUOds).
1. Mollie, Norfolk Kennels.
2. Bessie, Auburn Kennels.
3. Tillie, J. S. Sanders.

OPEN, DO<i8 (20 to 30 pounds).
1. Ben, Auburn Kennels.
2. Ross, Auburn Kennels.
3. Pawn Broker, Beacon Kennels.
R. Noble. Dan J. Colburn.
V. Towser, Auburn Kennels.

Max, D. M. Hall.
OPEN, BITCHES (20 to 35 pounds).

I. Topsey, Beacon Kennels.
PUPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Rags, J. H. Pratt.

2. Hector, G. H. Huse.

Dachshundes.
CHALLENGE DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Windrush Rioter, E. A. Maurice.
2. Gill, B. F. Lewis.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Wallenstein, K. V. Paul.

2. Superbus II, E. A. Maurice.

3. Prince Schnapps, George H. Webster, Jr.

R. Zulu II, E. A. Maurice.
V. Feldman, P. Ittes.

H. Waldmann, J- H. Barkling.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Janet. E. A. Maurice.
2. Lina K.. W. Loeffler.

3. Totzy. E. Otto.

V. Waldine, E. Otto.

BeagrleS—CHALLENGE, DOGS.

1. Tony Weller, W. H. Child.

2. Roy K., Rockland Kennels.
OPEN, DOGS.

1. The Rambler, Rockland Kennels.
2. Pomp, Guy D. Welton.
3. Hunter, Forest Beagle Kennels.
V. Rattler S., K. A. Smith.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Betty R., R. C. Rinearson.
2. Fannie K., Rockland Kennels.

3. Forest Queen, Forest Beagle Kennels.

V. Trixie S., R. A. Smith.
Belle of Rockland, Rockland Kennels.

H. Oakview Juliet, W. H. Child.

Dotty R., R. C. Rinearson.
Stella. Mt. Washington Kennels.

Fox Terriers—Challenge, dogs.

1. Raby Mixer, John E. Thayer.
2. Starden's Jack, Wooodale Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
I. Dona, John E. Thayer.

OPEN. BITCHES.
1. Dobbin, Woodale Kennels.
2. Glendon's Spark, R. E. Fishbum.
3. Brockenhurst Tyke, John E. Thayer.
R. Painter, Harry Northwood.
V. Blemton Crocus, Nonpareil Kennels.

Blemton Match, M. Wilson.
Seacroft Bourbon, Seacroft Kennels.
Belvoir Grumbler, Truman W. Miller.

H. Paddy, J. P. Corrine.
VendelU, H. Lockman.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Miss Dollar, John E. Thayer.
2. Woodale Regina, Woodale Kennels.

3. Rawton Safety. Mt. Washington Kennels.
V. Blemton Buttercup. Nonpareil Kennels.

Betsey Splauger, John Moorehead, Jr.

Suffolk Jewel, M. Wilson.
Seacroft Fuss, Seacroft Kennels.
Grouse II, Seacroft Kennels.
Damson, Seacroft Kennels.

H. Vixen. F. A. Cocker.
Busy. F. A. Cocker.
Foxy, R. H. Ehlert.
Blemton Lavish, H. Lackman.
Seacroft Idler, Seacroft Kennels.
Seacroft Rooster, Seacroft Kennels.
Queen, W. P. Osbourne.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
I. Howard, John Moorhead, Jr.

7. Seacroft Bourbon, Seacroft Kennels.

3. Woodale Dandy, Woodale Kennels.
R. Choker, A. D. Shepherd. Jr.

V. Grit, Charles H. Williams.
c. Bullet, W. J. Davis.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. Seacroft Fuss, Seacroft Kennels.
2. Seacroft Rocker, Seacroft Kennels.

3. Seacroft Idler. Seacroft Kennels.
R. Princeton, John Moorhead, Jr.

V. Kittie Doland, W. J. Davis.

H. Nadjy, F. P. Elves,

c. Bulleta, W. J. Davis.
OPEN, DOOS (wire-haired.)

1. Eskdale Broom, Hendriee & Mine.
2. Phasa. J. L«e Tailer.

V. Boston Sting, Toon & Syraonds.
OPEN, BITCHES (wire-haired.)

1. Brittany, J. Lee Tailer.

2. Capsicum, J. Lee Tailer.

NOVICE—DOGS (smooth and wire-haired.)

1. Hillside Ruffan, John E. Thayer.
2. Howard. John Moorhead, Jr.

R. Seacroft Bourbon, Seacroft Kennels.
H. Bobby, J. L. Mclntyre.

Splinter. Walton Kennels.
NOVICE—BITCHES (smooth and wire-haired.)

1. Seacroft Fuss, Seacroft Kennels.
2. Spiret.John E. Thayer.
K. Seacroft Rooster. Seacroft Kennels.
V. Seacroft Idler, Seacroft Kennels.
H. Princeton, John Moorhead, Jr.

c. Blemton Lavi.sh, H. Lackman.
Irish Terriers—CHALLENGE, dogs.

I. Breda Bill, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
CHALLENGE. BITCHES.

1. Dunmurry, W. J. Comstock.
2. Breda Tiney, Chestnut Hill Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.
1

.

Jack Briggs, Toon & Symonds.
2. Boxer IV, W. J. Comstock.
3. Galtees, Haldeman O'Connor.
V. Rags Tremont, Tremont Kennels.

ScoUsh Terriers—Open, dogs.

1. Kilston, Toon & Symonds.
2. Kilbar, Henry Brooks.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Grey, W. P. Eraser.

AVelsh Terriers—Open. dogs.

I. Mephisto Dick, J. Otis Fellows.

Bedlingtons—Open, dogs.

I. Sentinel II, H. Bedlington.

Dandle Dlnmont Terriers.
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. King o' the Heather, E. Brooke.

I.

I.

2.

I.

2.

R.

I.

2.

R.

I.

2.

3-

C.

3-

R.

I.

2.

R.

I.

2.

3-

I.

2.

I.

2.

I.

2.

V.

I.

2.

3-

R.

V.

I.

2.

3-

OPEN, BITCHES.
Sarah, R. Wanless.
Heather Madge, Ed. Brooks.

Skye Terriers.
CHALLENGE DOGS AND BITCHES.

Sir Stafford, C. A. Shinn.
OPEN, DOGS.

Bruce, Mrs. A. P. Smith.
OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Nellie, C. A. Shinn.
PUPPIES.

I. Nellie. C. A. Shinn.

Yorkshire Terriers—Challenge, dogs.

I. Toon's Royal, Toon & Symonds.
challenge, bitches.

I. Venus. Toon & Symonds.
OPEN, dogs.

1. Dick, V. Ellis Oliver.

2. Damifino, Lizzie Stanley.
open, bitches.

I. Minnie York, V. ElHs Oliver.

Black and Tan Terriers.
challenge, bitches.

1. Matchless, Toon & Symonds.
2. Buffalo Lass, A. W. Smith.

open, dogs.
1. Prince Regent. Toon & Symonds.

OPEN, bitches.
1. Meersbrook Empress, Toon & Syraonds.

2. Risette, Toon & Symonds.
3. Ruby H., Blake & Herbertson.

Toy Terriers (other than Yorkshire).

OPEN, dogs.
1. Withheld.
2. Sport. R. H. Baum.

OPEN, bitches.
Lena, Hugo Betz.

Pet, Hugo Betz.

AVhIppeto—Open, ikkjs.

I. Tip. Campbell & Blake.
OPEN, bitches.

I. Maggie. Campbell & Blake.

Pujjs—Challenge, dogs.

Sprake, Mohawk, Kennels.
Penrice, Howard Kennels.
Ch. Kash, A E. Pitts.

CHALLENGE. BITCHES.
Sateen, Howard Kennels.
Beauty III., A. E. Pitts.

Cassiua, Seminole Kennels.
OPEN, dogs.

Bonsor, A. E. Pitts.

Dixie. C. L. Conner.
Bradford Rowdy II. Jacob Brombach.
Mops, Melville E. Stone.
Banjo G., Howard Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.
f Diamond Nellie, Howard Kennels.
iToadie, Mohawk Kennels.
Midget, John Schnaitman.

„. Gretchen, Charles C. Sidler.

V. Lady Law, Howard Kennels.
H. Bonita, Mohawk Kennels,
c. Silver Queen. A. E- Pitts.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
I. Penrice Boy. Howard Kennels.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
Maud, Mohawk Kennels.
Diamond Bessie. Howard Kennels.
Bonita, Mohawk Kennels.

Kinir Charles Spaniels—Open, dogs.

1. Royal Duke, Charles C. Sidler.

2. Young Milwaukee, R. W. Holmes.
H. Ben <fOr, Jr., F. G. Boesger.

OPEN, BITCHES.
Topsy, R. p. Forshaw.
Mollie Darling, R. W. Holmes.
Nell Gwynne II, Charles C. Sidler.

PUPPIES

—

dogs and bitches.
Young Milwaukee, R. W. Holmes.
Mollie Darling, R. W. Holmes.

Blenheim Spaniels—Open, dogs.

Young Duke, Henry Jansen.
Bob W., C. C. Warren.

open, bitches.
Little Girl, C. C. Warren.

Italian Greyhounds—Open. doos.

Lewis Springer, Mt. Washington Kennels
Prince, Jacob Engelhardt.
Rick, Jacob F:ngelhardt.

OPEN, bitches.
Lewis' SUr, Mt. Washington Kennels.
Victoria, Jacob Engelhardt.
Psyche, Jacob Engelhardt.
Sprite, Mt. Washington Kennels.

,. Dainty Lass, Mt. Washington Kennels.
H.Shallis, Jacob Engelhardt.
c. Mollie, W. T. Osbourn.

Miscellaneous—Dogs and bitches.

Orson, Glenco Collie Kennels.
Busy Body, Mrs. E. A. Woodard.
Spot, Math Hoffman.

Specials.

Mastiffs —Best kennel C. E. Bunn.
Great Danes.—Great Dane Club's Trophy and

best dog in challenge class, Imperator; best ken-
nel, Wolverine Kennels.

St. Bernards.—Best kennel,Wyoming Kennels;

best pair rough-coated, Jim Blaine and Hepsey.

Open to members of St. Bernard club only, best

pair American-bred rough-coated, Clover and
Good Luck; best American-bred smooth-coated

over eighteen months, Mascot Royal; best bitch.

Empress of Contoocook; best rough-coated doe.

Beau Sire; best smooth-coated dog under eigh-

teen months, Rex Watch; best bitch, Bellegarde;

best rough-coated dog under eighteen months,
Mike Norkett; best kennel smooths, Fernwood
Kennels.
Bloodhounds—Best. Jack Shephard.
Russian wolf-hounds—Best dog, Leekhoi; best

bitch, Flodeyka.
Deerhounds—Best kennel. J. E. Thayer; best

dog, Robber Chieftain; best bitch, Wanda.
Foxhounds—Best kennel. R. H. Pooler ; best

pair. Ball and Colonel; best dog, Ball; best bitch

bart.
Irish Setters—Best kennel, H. C. Fowler.
Gordons—Best kennel, S. G. Dixon.
Chesapeake Cays— Best kennel, H. H. Smith.
Irish water spaniels—Best kennel, English

Lake.
Field spaniels—Best kennel, Andrew Laidlaw.

Cocker spaniels—Best kennel, Luckwell &
Douglass.
Pointers.—Best Kennel, T. G. Davey.
English Setters.—Open to members of English

Setter Club only. The American Field Cup for

best English setter in show, Breeze Gladstone;

best bitch, with two of her produce, Cambriana;
best dog, with two of his get, Paul Gladstone; to

breeder of best three English setters, W. B.

Wells; dog or bitch with best public field trial

record, Toledo Blade. Open to all—Best kennel,
W. B. Wells; best English setter that has run in

any field trials, Breeze Gladstone; best brace
under twelve months, owned by exhibitor, Mis-

fortune and Esmerelda.
Collies.-Open to members of Collie Club only.

President's Cup for best collie, Roslyn Wilkes;
best dog under two years. Sir Walter Scott III;

best bitch under two years, Flury; best dog in

novice class, Strathearn; best bitch in novice
class. Daylight. Open to all—The Collie Club's

Stud Dog Prize for best stud dog, judged by two
of his get, Christopher; best kennel. Chestnut
Hill Kennels; best collie whelped after Septem-
ber I, 1891, Mistletoe.
Poodles.—Best, Dexter.
Bull dogs—Best kennel, Woodard and Manner-

best dog, Graven Image. Open to members of

Bull Dog Club only. Best dog or bitch, King Lud;
best American-bred dog, Nobby Twist; best in

t)pen classes, African Monarch.
Bull Terriers.-Best kennel, John Moorhead,

Jr.; best dog over 30 pounds, divided between
Monarch and Carney.
Boston Terriers.—Open to members of Boston

Terrier Club only—Best dog.from 10 to 20 pounds.
Smasher; best bitch, from 10 to 20 pounds, Mol-

lie; best dog. from 20 to 35 pounds, Ben; best

bitch, from 20 to 35 pounds, Topsey; best kennel.

Auburn.
Dachshundes—Best kennel E. A. Maurice.

Fox Terriers.—Best dog or bitch, Miss Dollar;

best kennel, John E. Thaver; best brace puppies,

litter brother and sister, between two and three

months old, Howard and Princeton.

Yorkshire Terriers.—Best dog, Dick.

Pugs—Dr.Cryer's Pug Breeders' Challenge Cup,

Sateen; best kennel. Howard.
lUlian Greyhounds—Best kennel, Mt. Wash-

ington.

Comments on Awards.

Mastiffs.—The entries of this breed

were seven more than last year and the

quality equally as good. Ormonde, con-

siderably improved, won over Sear's

Monarch in the challenge class for dogs,

beating him in skull, eye and chest,while

Monarch is the better in ears, body and
feet and is not so throaty.

In the open dog class Elkson was

placed first, which award we cannot agree

with the judge as the dog has grown
quite throaty, is light in eyes, cow-hocked

and has developed quite a houndy ex-

pression. He is a dog of excellent depth

of muzzle, body and bone and is one of

the best ever bred in America. Welling-

ton, second, is also a credit to American
breeders. He is on the small side, is

light in eyes, pinched iu muzzle, has

capital body, legs and feet, still his posi-

tion should have been fourth. Cardinal

Beaufort, third, we thought entitled to

first place. He is a dog of strong mastiff

character, good head, muzzle and dark

eye. Eric, fourth, another well-bred,

American dog, and in this class good
enough for third place, with Wellington

fourth. Eric has a proper skull, nice

muzzle and ears, excellent bone and body,

but is too straight behind, and the judge,

no doubt on this account, pegged him
back. Cyrus, reserve, has a moderate

head, fair body and limbs, is very

throaty, light in eyes and large in ears.

Nero, vhc, has a fair skull, body and

bone, weak in mUzzle, light in eyes and
open in feet. Wel)ster Judge, vhc, is

better than Nero in head, eyes, bone and
is cow hocked. Trust, h, is a fiddle-faced,

light-eyed brute not worth a letter. Stan-

ley, h, is a young dog and may yet de-

velop a good head ; he is too small and
too straight behind.

The open bitch class was not particu-

larly strong. Sinaloa, first, is small and
light but has a good skull aud lots of

wrinkle ; she is pinched in muzzle and

light in eye. Ilford Camio, second, has

a good skull, fair muzzle, nice body and
legs. Her ears are too large. Matella,

third, is a litter sister to Sinaloa, and like

her is on the small side ; she has the

quality of her .sister, Mai Chancellor,

fourth, has good body and bone, but is

plain-headed, large in ears and light-

eyed.
Sraosha, first in dog puppies, is too

high on his legs and too straight behind.

He has a fair skull and wnnkle, good
muzzle and light eyes. Prince Cola, sec-

ond, is better in head, but is very throaty.

His markings are light like Caution's

Own Daughter. Ilford Dates, third, is

an ordinary, plain-headed, big-eared

dog. Dan, reserve, was not on his bench.

Sassicus and Baby Bunn, vhc, are prom-

ising youngster, but light in eyes. Rob
Ranter and Hector, vhc, were not on

their benches. Scott's Binga, he, was
lucky to get a letter, as was also Hector

B., he, and Guy. c. The bitch puppies

were noticed in the open class.

Great Danes.—This breed was well

represented in numbers but not so good

in quality. Imperator repeated his suc-

cess of last year by again defeating

Melac, this time in the challenge class.

Imperator is much improved in hind-

quarters. He beats Melac in head par-

ticularly, which is that of a typical Great

Dane. Ch. Irene was alone in the bitch

challenge class. She was looking re-

markably well.

Favor, first in open dog class, is an all-

around good dog, and won hands down.
Roland, second, is an undeveloped pup
of promise. Brutus, third„has the proper

head. He is a little too straight behmd
and somewhat throaty. Hans, fourth,

was not on his bench. Ultimo, first in

bitch class, is of the right type. She is

low on pasterns and could carry her tail

better. We thought Ulma II, second, the

best iu this class. She was shown too

fat. Nora, third, we did not see. Fris,

fourth, has a fair head, is throaty and has

a bad carriage of tail. Minerva Fawn,
vhc, is weak in head, good body and
coat.

First was withheld in dog puppies
;

second went to Tyrus, who is snipy and
has bad carriage of ears and tail. Uncas,

third, is very light in eyes, else he would
have been at the head of the class.

Tiger, fourth, is too long in muzzle,

throaty and bad in tail. Don Senator II,

vhc, is a black dog of no character, and
is lucky to be noticed. The first prize

winner in bitch puppies was noticed

above. Charmion, second, was not on
her bench. Victoria, third, is a nice

bitch but bad in limbs.

St. Bernards.—Plinlimmon, Jr., and
Manon were alone in their respective

challenge classes. The open dog class

brought out a grand lot, and we regret

our time was limited to a hasty glance.

Aristocrat, first, is rather long in face,

flat-sided and needs depth of chest. He
did not move very well in the ring, is

excellent in bone and color, was shown
short in coat. Jim Blaine, second, is

good in skull and depth of muzzle, which
IS too short. He could carry his ears

better. His body and bone is massive.

Beau Sire, third, was off" in coat, out of
condition and dirty. He has a good
skull but falls away too much towards
eyes aud shows too much haw. Fern-

wood Bruce, fourth, and Lord Wilton,

reserve, were not on their benches.

Othello, vhc, we did not see. Bums, vhc,

has a good skull and weak muzzle, rich

color but lacks white markings.
Hepsey, first in bitch class, shows lots

of character. She is light in color, excel-

lent head, ears, body and bone. She has
a cataract on left eye. Guess Noble,
second, has a good skull and might be
deeper in muzzle, is throaty, has nice

lej^s and feet, a little small in eye. Alto-

nette, third, lacks in skull and is a trifle

houndy headed and cow hocked. Lady
Adelaide, fourth, lacks length and width
of skull, is light in eye. has nice ears,

Helen Terry, reserve, is better than Lady
Adelaide in head shadings and shows
more character. The two next bitches

were so mangy that had the veterinarian

known his business he would have ex-

cluded them from the building. Clydes-

dale Nell, one of the diseased animals,

was the most rMsgustingly mangy animal
we ever saw on or off the show bench.

Lady Hibernia, vhc, is coarse in head
and long in face. Mascot Floss, vhc, was
very lucky to get three letters in such
good company.
Lord Richmond, first in dog puppies,

was not on his bench when we went by.

Mike Norkett. second, has a good skull,

is a little dished in face, good body and
bone. Fernwood Victor, third, lacks

character. He carries his ears nicely, is

cow hocked. Theben, first in bitch class,

is fair in head, lacks in character and
expression. Effie of Lemont, second,
lacks in skull, is snipy, light in eyes and
fluffy in coat. Christmas Eve, third, lacks
character and was shown in poor con-
dition . Amy and Hulda, vhc, were not
on bench. The winners in the novice
class have been described.

Lord Hector was alone in challenge
class for smooth dogs. In correspond-
ing bitch class Empress of Contoocook,
first, has excellent body and limbs, but
lacks skull for her size ; her ears are good
aud she shows quality. Champion This-
be, second, is light all through and car-

ries tail badly.
Mascot Royal, first in open dog class,

has good head, body ana legs, is very
throaty. Ben L., second, is good in
body and bone, lacks in expression and
too large in ears. Ibo II, second, has a
fair head, body and bone, is too straight
behind. St. Michael, fourth, was in ter-

rible condition and is wall-eyed. Lord
Milton, reserve, is light in body, good
color aud should have stood in front of
winner of fourth. Fernwood Goldy, first

in bitches, is weak in head and too

straight behind. Mascot Nellie, second,
is plain in head and light in eyes. Lady
Gladstone, third, lacks character, and we
prefer Tippecanoe Queen, reserve, who
shows more type. Dell, fourth, was not
found.
In dog puppies Rex Watch, first, is a

little long in muzzle and lacks width of
skull. He is a fine big dog. Lord Mil-
ton, second, already described. St.

Michael II, third, is fair in head, body
and coat but bright in eye. The remain-
ing winners were described above,
Bloodhound.s.—Excepting Jack Shep-

ard they were very ordinary. Pembroke
Star, first in bitch class, lacks character.
Newfoundlands.—Eight entries in

this class were just double in number
those of last year. The quality of the
dogs was about as usual. Prince Hal,
first, was better in skull and coat than
New York Lass. Neither are first-class

specimens. Rock, third, is narrow and
not flat enough in skull and white on
forefeet.

Russian Wolf-hounds. — Leekhoi,
first in dog class, won handily and is a
typical specimen. He was shown too
thin and needs muscular development,
Osmaday, second, loses in size to the
winner, he is out at elbows and his coat
is inclined to be curly, Mr. Hacke's sec-

ond entry Oridaff" got third, but it was
afterwards discovered that that dog had
been left at home, and Zloeem substituted,

not with any intention to deceive, as Ori-

daff" is the better dog. The award to

Zloeem did not stand.
Flodeyka, first in bitch class, is not

flat enough in coat but is a bitch of qual-

ity, Svodka, second, is a bit coarse iu

head and ears. Zanoza, third, has an ex-
cellent head and shown in proper coat.

She is trifle out at elbows and in at toes.

Viola, vhc, shown in bad condition.

Deerhounds.—In class for challenge
dogs Robber Chieftain, better in coat,

head and loins, beat his kennel mate
Clansman. In bitch class, Wanda, better

in coat, loins and stifles, beat Theodora.
Hillside Warrier, first in open dogs,

won over Alan Breck, second, who is too

stilty, has a badly carried tail and could
be better in ear. Both dogs were in good
condition, Duncan, third, was out of
coat. Alpin, reserve, requires more fur-

nishing. Claymore, vhc, was shown too
thin and in poor condition. Hillside

Romola, first in bitch class, beats Hill-

side Ruth, second, all round, the latter,

however, is a good one, but lacks size.

Greyhounds.—Gem of the Season,
alone in the challenge dog class, did not
look in as good condition as last year.

Miss Rare, being in whelp, was not shown
in the challenge bitch class.

Lord Neverstill again repeated his vic-

tory of last year. He is of the workman
type, which Mr, Williams particularly

likes. He beats Omatus in bone, muz-
zle, tail and front. Ornatus, second, is

weak in front of ears but is good in skull,

excellent shoulders, neck, legs and feet,

excepting that he is a bit wide in front.

Surplus, third, is a trifle wide in front

also. He was shown in superb condi-

tion, as hard as a rock. Pius Pembroke,
reserve, would have been put further for-

ward by some judges. He is a trifle

weak in front of eyes. In the ring he
seemed inclined to be wide in front and
elbows out. Heretofore he was a good
fronted dog. Kentucky Blue, vhc, was
thin in flesh and a bit long in couplings.

He is a big, strong dog, with good legs

and feet. Yonder He Goes, vhc, was
shown too fat. He is short in neck and
wide in front.

Little Climber, first in the bitch class,

has good bone and substance. She was
shown a trifle fat, is rather plain in head
and loaded at shoulders, excellent limbs,

feet and loin. Bestwood Daisy, second,

lacked bone and substance in the eyes of

the judge, nevertheless she is a bitch of

intense quality, weak in muzzle, fair

head, perfect neck, good shoulders, good
legs, weak at pasterns. She lacks spring

of ribs and could be stronger at knees.

We preferred her for first place. Lilly

of Gainsboro, third, is also weak in front

of eyes and is not so good in loins as the

two first. She stands with legs too much
under body aud lacks strength from el-

bow to knee. Her feet are a trifle soft.

Sunol, reserve, is plain headed, bad in

ear and undersize, good quarters and
loins. Lady of Fashion, vhc, is bad in

head and ears, was shown too fleshy, but
showed more quality than Liberty, he,

who is a bit coarse and is bad in coat.

Pointers,—In the challenge class for

heavy dogs Trinket's Chief, heavy in

head and bad in eye, won handily over
Pontiac.
Count Graphic, first in open dog class,

beat Westminster Drake, second, in head,
neck and shoulders. Prince Graphic,
third, is fair in head and shoulders, long
in body and coarse in stem, which is

badly carried. Duke N., fourth, has a

fair skull, short muzzle, bad eyes, is

loaded at shoulders and not good behind,
Ned W., vhc, has fair head and shoulders,
coarse stern and bad feet. Chief Ammo,
vhc, has a good head, badly carried ears,

soft coat, good shoulders and limbs.
In the bitches Revelation, although

too fat, won handily, Ightfield Madge,
second, was in luck. She has a good
skull, weak muzzle and is not as good in

head orshoulders as was Pickwick, third.

Princess Marguerita, fourth, we did not
see. Lad^ Trinket, vhc, is too round in

barrel, thick in shoulders and straight in

stifles. Lord Graphic Gem, vhc, is weak
in muzzle but good in head and body,
the best of the vhc's. Cricket C. and
Daisy B,, both vhc, are much better than
Lady Trinket.
Open class for light weight dogs

brought Ridgeview Wagg to the front.

He IS a nice-headed, good-bodied dog,
rather poor in feet but rightly placed.
Inspiration, second, is too straight in

forearm and stifle. Graphic's Tofic,

third, is better than the winner of second,
Osborne Ale II, fourth, is a fair dog with
bad pasterns.

In open bitches Lady Gay Spanker, a

bitch of the highest quality, got but
third. Miss Rumor, her kennel mate,
was given the blue ribbon, but is not as

good as Lady Gay, yet she is of the same
excellent type, Pattie Donald, second,
weak in muzzle, thick iu shoulders and
coarse in stern, should have come in af-

ter Mr. Davey's brace. Ridgeview Bergl,

fourth, is a moderate specimen, being
plain in head and throaty. Minka, vhc,
IS thick in shoulders and too round in

barrel. Edna Grey, he, are equally as

good as the vhc bitches.

Puppies were a very ordinary brace.

Ivord Graphic Bang is weedy and totters

under a brilliant but cumbersome name.
Bruce D. is an ordinary pup.

English Setters.—Three entries in

the challenge class for dogs. Cincinnatus
won on head, neck and shoulders. Paul
Gladstone, second, looks remarkably
well for his age and beat Edge Mark in

shoulders, which are too straight in the
latter dog. Edge Mark was not in as

good condition as when we saw him last

in Canada, but at any time he is a

hard one to best.

In the corresponding bitch class Cam-
briana won over the under-sized but typi-

cal Albert's Nellie. The latter would
have been placed first by many judges.

In open dog class the judge stuck to

the American type of dog that has been
so successful in our field trials. Breeze

Gladstone, better in muzzle, feet and
bone, was placed first over Toledo Blade,

who beats him in skull, chest and hind-
quarters. Paul Bo, third, was out of the

fields, and in bench show form will be a

hard one to beat. Matane, fourth, pressed

Paul very close in his present condition.

Benzine, Dad Wilson's Boy and Sir Fred-

erick, all vhc, have been recently de-

scribed in these pages. Romney, un-

noticed, was good enough for fourth or

reserve place.

Amy Robsart won properly in the open
bitch class. Sue II, second, is plain in

head and out of coat. Daphne, third,

beats Lady Dudley, fourth, in head.

While the latter was in better coat and
condition, she is too straight in forelegs.

Pembroke's Bliie Light, vhc, is not as

good in head as Nell Q., vhc, who has
also a good head and limbs. Forest

Heather, he, is but a fair specimen and
too throaty.

Puppies were a fair lot, with Best

Tonic, a nice promising youngster, first,

and Pembroke's Blue Grouse, second,

and Pembroke's Blue Druid, third, the

latter already throaty and will grow more
so. In bitches Esmeralda, best in head,

won over Misfortune, second. Both are

promising pups. American Dart, third,

was also a puppy of quality.

Irish Setters.—This breed of dogs
were very strongly represented. Kildare

beat Seminole in the challenge class for

dogs, beating him in head and neck,

while Seminole is better in fore and
hindquarters. Mr. Washington did not

take Dick Swiveler off" the bench, as he
said he was out of condition. We noticed

some hair off his nose. Laura B. had an

easy win in the challenge bitch class over
Elfreda.
The open dog class was one of the best

ever brought into the ring. Duke Klcho
won handily, beating Pride of Patsy,

second, particularly in shoulders and
hindquarters. Rex, third, is not as good
as Ranclio, fourth, in head and hind-
quarters, and their positions should have
been reversed.

In the open bitch class Edna H. won
easily, Nellie M., second, has a good
head, is throaty and could be better in

shoulders and feet. Kildare Rosalie,

third, is thick at .shoulders and too round
in band. Kildare Doris, fourth, is too
short in muzzle.

In dog puppies Gerald, good in head
and color, won. Don Carlo, not so well
develope«i, was second, with Don Pedro,
not so good as his litter brother, Don
Carlo, third. There were no bitch pups.
Spaniels.—Messrs. Mercer & Middle-

ton's Clumber spaniels Ch. Boss III and
Lady Bromine, were shown in the chal-

lenge classes, and were looking better

than we have ever seen, for which credit

is no doubt due to their handler, J. J.
Spracklin.
Andrew Laidlaw had the field spaniel

challenge classes all to himself. In the
open class for black dogs Rideau Rob,
first, has a nice type of head but is weak
in upper lips. He is a trifle flat sided,

has good loin, out at elbow. Wonder,
second, is hit weak in muzzle, light in

eye, good front, should have more spring
of ribs and seems weak in loin. Arko,
third, is short in head, weak in muzzle,
out at ellxjws, weak at pasterns, behind
shoulders a good dog, including coat.

Bob, reserve, good head, little off in front,

nice lengthy dog, with well-sprung ribs

and good coat, should have been in the

money.
What Not, first in bitch cla.ss. has a

?[ood head and eye, not quite right in

rout, excellent coat, good body and
loins. Woodland S.illie, second, is more
of the cocker type, she is weak in muzzle
and light in bone. Baby Flirt, third, was
not on her bench. Madge, reserve, weak
in muzzle, wrong in front, lacks spring
of ribs. Bird, vhc, was not on bench.
Napoleon was alone in the class for

liver colored dogs and bitches. In the
class for any other color Newton Abbott
Torso, is a black dog with a tan vent and
not eligible. Newton Abl)Ott Fauna,
second, is rather snipey in muzzle and
wide in front, good black and tan with
excellent coat. Tasso, third, is not a

show dog.
Cocker spaniels were well represented.

In challenge class for dogs Black Duffer-

in beat old Champion Rabbi, whose win-

ning days are over as he is heavily han-
dicapped with age. The charming and
typical bitch 1 Say took the blue ribbon

in the challenge class for bitches. Cham-
pion Bessie N., second, is weak in muz-
zle, light in eye and ears a little too

high, good body, legs, feet and coat.

King Pharo's Sister is too toyish for a
sporting dog.

Jersey Obo, first in open dogs, is rather

coarse in head and not quite straight in

front. He was shown in bad condition

and should not have been in the money.
Amusement, second, is a little off in stop

and a trifle high on legs, good eye and
coat, nice straight front. Jersey Boy,

third, is light in eye and sour in expres-

sion, and not quite straight in front, a

good dog and should have been second.

Adam, reserve, was our choice for first

place. He is rather bitchy in face but is

a good level dog all through. Obadiah,

he, has grown coarse. Woodland Pete,

c, is too high on legs and weak in

muzzle.
Black Duchess, first in open bitches,

has a nice type of head. She is light in

bone and wide in front, and was shown
in good condition. Beauty, second, did

not move well. She is weak in muzzle
and could be better in front. Amasement,
third, we liked better for second place,

as she has a good head, straight front and
well sprung ribs. Woodland Susie, re-

serve, IS light in eye and bone, stands a

trifle high on legs and is inclined to be

curly in coat. Kve, vhc, is apple-headed

and sour in expression, good body and
limbs, weak in muzzle. Lady Fidget, he,

is a fair specimen.
Red Rowland, late Redmond, first in

any other color dogs, has improved con-

siderably, both in head and front ; he

was out of coat. Little Ben II, second,

is wrong in head, too long in body and
bad in coat. Jim Hall, third, is a bad
one. Brownie N., vhc, is quite an ordi-
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nary specimen. Jessie C, first in bitch

class, nas a good head and dark eye, nice

body, well sprung ribs. She is weak iu

lips and light in bone and should be
higher on legs. Jessie, second, was the

best in the class
;
good head and body,

weak in upper lirs and little wide in

front. Ditton Brevity, third, is short and
weak in muzzle. Mona, unnoticed, has

a good head, but not enough of it. Was
shown in bad condition, but still good
enough to have been third.

Coi^LiES.—It was a difficult, matter to

follow the awards. Mr. Long's decision

in some classes were certainly a great

surprise to most exhibitors. In challenge

dogs Roslyn Wilkes was rightly placed

over Maney Trefoil. The latter is better

in coat, size and tail, but was shown much
too fat. Challenge bitches were all in

poor condition. Metchley Surprise is

much the better type, and should have
won, with Cora II second.

Sir Walter Scott III, first in open dogs,

is a fair collie, but too small. He is none
too good in head, ears carried fairly well,

short of coat and carries tail badly.

Metchley Wonder II is a long way from
being a second Metchley Wonder ; he is,

however, better in head and expression

than the winner, but is too light in build.

Ears and tail badly carried. Moray,
third, is a big, coarse brute, with no char-

acter, and did not deserve notice. Ros-

lyn Conway, fourth, should certainly

have been a peg higher. He is well

known and has often been described.

Although in better shape than when
shown in Canada, he is still a long way
off from his old form. Roslyn Tory, re-

serve, was one of the best in the class.

He is small and not good in ear, but in

head, coat, body and tail movement and
general character he was certainly ahead.

Metchley Wonder, Jr., has a good name,
but has nothing else to "very highly

commend." Dublin Scotilla, vhc, got all

he deserved.
In open bitches one of the worst mis-

takes made was in placing Daylight first.

She is coarse in head, light in eye, sour

in expression, heavy in shoulders, short

in neck, weak in back, .soft in coat and
moves horribly behind. The choice for

first place should have been between
Jleather Twig and Jakyr Dean. The
former is better in size, bone, coat and
carriage of ears, while the latter wins in

head and expression, size of cars and
also moves better. Highland Flossy,

fourth, is too small and short in head.

Bemice. reserve, should have been an

easy third. She is a beautifully made
bitch and a good mover, good in head
and ear, but short of coat. She is only

eight months old, so has time to im-

prove.
In dog puppies Stratheru and Cum-

miug, first and second, were very lucky

in getting into the money. Neither can

compare with Prince, reserve ; Lord Er-

rick, third, or Alan Burch, he, three fine,

big, nine months puppies with splendid

coats and showing some quality. Thev
should have been first, second and third,

Metchley Scot reserve. The latter is a

fair-sized pup, good in head, expression

and body, and with age he will make a

fair collie.

Mistletoe, first iu bitch puppies was

another lucky one. She is a pretty little

pup, but is much too small and light of

bone, bad skull and full iu eye. The
best in the class was Mona, unnoticed,

a well-made, black, white and tan, good
in head and expression, coat, body, legs

and feet, but wrong in ear. Maud Mar-

ion, second, is a big pup, with tremen-

dous coat of excellent texture, rather

short in head and heavy in ear. She
was rightly placed second. Highland

Lass, third, should not have been beaten

Heather Queen, reserve, a sister to Maud
Marion and much the same in type. Lass

is small, short in body and coat inclined

to curl.

The Gfei|boiJr)d

ai)d Coiifsir)^

BY HUGH DALZIEL.

NO. 1-ANCIENT HISTOIIY.

"The hare is a good lityl beest and raoch sport
and lyking is the huntyng of hur, more than
eny othere beest that eny man knoweth ; sechyns
for the hare is a wel faire thing and the enchas-
yng of the hare is a wel faire thing, and the
sleyng of hym with strength is a faire thing."

—

"MaysterofGame." (MSS., Harleian Libraryw)

To connect the greyhound and cours-

ing as I have done in the heading may
seem superfluous, for the two are insepa-

rable, but as by coursing I specially mean

the coursing of the hare, I have thought

well to use the double title and to em-

phasize my object by the quaint quota-

tion from the unpublished work of the

Duke of York known as the "Mayster

of Game." I am well aware that the

greyhound has been used to run down

other quarry, but the greyhound of to-

day has been specially bred for the pur-

suit of the fugacious hare and the wolf,

the deer, the coyote and other "salvidge

chace" are left to be accounted for by

more robust members of his tribe.

l,etter from Mr. Mason.
EniTOR Fanciers' Journal.

In regard to the judging of the shows

in the far West and about which there appears

to be both interest and anxiety, allow me to

clear away the cobwebs that had gotten into

•ome folk's eyes. Having been in correspond-

ence with the clubs for many weeks, it is proba-

ble that I am in a position to know of what I am
writing. The reason, and the only reason, why

I am not going to two of these shows is not be-

cause they wanted anybody else, but because my
te'nis were higher than tlie clubs are in a posi-

tion to accept. As I hold proof in support of

this statement there need be no more guessing

and no more misrepresenting.

Charles H. Mason.

I do not propose to write a history,

which would be too long and cumber-

some, and as it would of necessity be too

much loaded with details of references

and quotations for newspaper columns,

but I shall as best I can ofiFer your readers

a historical sketch of the greyhound and
the sport to which nature has fitted and
man has devoted him.
The oft-quoted Mrs. Glass, in her di-

rections how to cook a hare, says "first

catch vour hare," and on that principle

I shall deal with the dog first, as there

can be no coursing without the grey-

hound.
To attempt to solve the origin of the

greyhound seems to me not worth trying.

I have seen no such attempt made that

did not prove fruitless or result at the

best in unsatisfactory theories. Even
when we attempt to trace the history of

this "peerlesse houude" we find our-

selves, as in so many other cases, lost in

the mists of antiquity. We can, how-
ever, by patient inquiry get a good grip

of well-established facts, which to the

mind not absolutely stolid, but possess-

ing a fair share of the imaginative faculty,

furnishes material for many interesting

and instructive pictures.

What we call the English greyhound
would, historically speaking, be more
correctly named the Celtic greyhound,

for by a concensus of opinion of the

highest authorities on the subject, we
owe this dog to the Celts. The translator

of Arrian held the opinion that the Celtic

tribe which first furnished the Romans
with greyhounds was the one inhabiting

the territory between the Loire and Seine

in France, and it seems reasonable to

suppose these Gallic Celts may have
contributed their share ; but I am strong-

ly of opinion that were the learned Mr.
Dansey now living and writing, that view

of his would be greatly modified if not

entirely changed.
I must give my reasons for expressing

so bold an opinion. Since Dansey wrote

his translation of Arrian. and the inter-

esting appendix to it on the "Canes
Venaticis of Classical Antignity," re-

search into the movements westward of

the Celtic tribes has placed their settle-

ment in Ireland and Scotland at a much
earlier period than the time of Christ

;

indeed, about nine hundred years before

that date, when the Celtic wave swept

across Europe, and extended itself to

Ireland and the western parts of Scotland.

I speak of what we now call Ireland and
Scotland, but at the dates referred to, it

would probably be more correct to re-

verse the application of the names. I

am quoting McCarthy in regard to the

early influx into Ireland of the Gaels

from Spain, and as we find them cele-

brated for their greyhounds when the

Romans, so many centuries afterwards,

made acquaintance with them, we may

reasonably suppose that these hounds
had been brought with them by the
Celts from their original eastern home.
This view seems to be confirmed by the
consideration of the fact that congeners
of the Celtic greyhound are met with in

various parts of Europe, where the Celtic

tribes are known to have settled or lin-

gered for a time.

Variation in features of minor import-
ance are seen in the Circassian wolf-

hound, the Barzoi or Russian wolf-hound,
the Grecian greyhound as depicted by
Youatt, and these may be accounted for

by climatic influence, the uses to which
the dog has been put and to the selection

in breeding, natural or designed by man.
The Grecian greyhound indeed seems to

be but a degenerate descendant of the
Celtic greyhound sent from this country
in the early years of the Roman occupa-
tion.

The varieties of the greyhound just re-

ferred to do not differ more from what
we now know as the English greyhound
than does the Scottish deer hound, or

than did the Irish wolf-hound as we find

that variety described. I may say here
that I utterly reject Lambert's description

of the Irish wolf-hound—as recorded in

the transactions of the Linaean Society

—

the slouch-eared dog he saw and wrote
about having evidently been a cross with

one of the sagacious breeds, probably
bloodhound or foxhound.
There are many excellent people who,

on the strength of the greyhound being
mentioned in the English version of the

Bible, assume that hound to have been
known to the ancient Hebrews. The
translators evidently knew greyhounds as

animals "girt in the loins" and that "go
well, yea are comely in going," but all

existing evidence is against the Hebrews
knowing anything about greyhounds or

any other hounds of chase.

There is not even evidence that Nim-
rod, who is described as "a mighty hunt-

er," used or knew anything about hounds.
He might, as was an ancient practice,

have hunted wild asses and other ani-

mals with relays of horses until the

chase was ridden down exhausted, but it

is more probable that his hunting con-

sisted in the cunning use of snares, gins

and pitfalls, which appear to have been
the earliest methods of taking game, and
he would in fact be what in America is

called a trapper. At all events, there is

nothing to show that either this great

grandson of Noah or any of the descend-

ants of Abraham (who through Shem
represented the tenth generation from
Noah) so far as Biblical history carries us,

hunted with hounds any more than that

they shot with Bemington rifles.

There is certainly nothing that defi-

nitely negatives the use of dogs in hunt-

ing by the Hebrews, but in the symbolic
language used by Job, by David, by
Isaiah, Jeremiah, etc., where the hunted

or persecuted is referred to, "the pit"

and "the snare" are used as emblems, as

in Isaiah, chapter xxiv :
" Fear and the

pit and the snare are upon thee, oh, in-

habitant of the earth. And it shall come
to pass that he who fleeth from the noise

of the fear shall fall into the pit, and he

that cometh out of the midst of the pit

shall be taken in the snare." Many
similar passages might be quoted, but I

can nowhere in the Bible find any al-

lusion to the employment of hunting

dogs. Yet dogs were well known, and

the proverb, "At the open doors dogs

come in " is said to be a Hebrew one

Job speaks of the dogs of his flock, and
generally the Hebrews, like most eastern

peoples, refer to the dog in terms of

loathing and contempt.
I feel strongly convinced that the

Biblical writers, who were masters of

beautiful imagery, had the marvelous

sense, force and cunning displayed by the

dog in hunting been familiar to them,

they would have used it instead of the

more prosaic emblems of pits and snares,

just as our old poet, Welsh by birth,

English by education, Thomas Phaer, in

the legend of Owen Gleudower makes
such powerful use of it

:

"And so Prince Henry chased me that, lo,

I found no place wherein I might abide :

For as the dogs pursue the silly doe.

The brache behind, the hounds on every side.

So traced they me am ng the mountains wide

;

Whereby I found I was the heartless hare,

And not the beast the prophet did declare."

As I shall presently have to auote from

a Greek source of the second century,

the earliest existing description in any-

thing like minute detail, of the Celtic

greyhound, before doing so I wish to

show that the more ancient Greeks were
unacquainted with the kind of dog that

kills its prey by speed, running it by
sight and never using the nose. This is

the great contrast between the greyhound
tribe and all other hounds, and it of

course necessitates a very different physi-

cal formation.
There are two Greek writers on field

sports known as Xenophon—the true

Xenophon, son of Gryllus, born 449, died

in Corinth 359 B. C, and one known
variously as the younger Xenophon.
whose real name was Arrian, afterwards

Arrianus Flavianus. and also known as

Arrian of Nicomedia, and who was a

Roman governor in the first half of the

second century of the Christian era, but

the exact date of his birth and death 1

have been unable to discover. The
elder Xenophon wrote an elaborate

treatise on hunting, describing with con-

siderable minuteness all the dogs of the

chase known to him, the implements of

the hunter's art and all the parapherna-

lia of the chase.

Nearlv five hundred years later, well

acquainted with Xenophon's writings,

Xenophon the younger discovered an im-

portant omission in them, no reference

whatever being made to any dog that ran

its quarry down bv greater speed,although

Xenophon had treated of hare hunting.

Arrian's reason for writing his treatise on
coursing is given in these simple words

:

"The omissions of his (Xenophon's)

work which do not appear to have arisen

from negligence, but from ignorance of

the Celtic breed of dogs, I shall endeavor

to fill up, being his namesake and fellow

citizen, of similar pursuits with himself,

as a sportsman, a general and a philoso-

pher."
Here then we have the excellent rea-

son for the writing of the earliest treatise

on coursing that now exists, and for

which all true knights of the leash with

a soul above currant jelly and jigged

hare, must be truly grateful. To show
that the elder Xenophon did not know
the Celtic greyhound, one quotation from

him will be enough. Arrian says : "That

he (Xenophon) was unacquainted with

anv breed of dogs resembling the Celtic

in point of swiftness is evident from these

words : 'Whatever hares are caught by

dogs become their prey contrary to the

natural shape of the animal, or acciden-

tally.'
'• ....

Now, if he had l)een acquainted with

the Celtic breed, I think he would have

made the very same remark on the dog :

"Whatever hares the dogs do not catch

at speed they fail of catching in contra-

diction of their shape or from some ac-

cidental circumstances, for assuredly

when greyhounds are in good condition

and of high courage no hare can escape

them."
It will be admitted by all that Arrian

established his case, and had therefore

the best of reason for writing, namely,

the filling up of a gap in the cynegetica

of his time.

I fear being wearysome with so manj
quotations and references, but think it

important to establish the fact that the

greyhound was not, as so many supposed,

a Greek dog. but a Celtic breed, and that

Greece and Rome were supplied with the

swift hounds by the Celts and mainly

from Britain and Ireland. Arrian is most

emphatic on this point, and history

a>)Ounds with evidence of the export of

these dogs from Britain by the Romans,

Vlitius, a Dutch writer, claims for the

grevhound a Belgic origin, and I think

his view is not incompatable with the

dog being Celtic, for when he wrote, the

distribution of Celtic tribes over Europe

was not known as it is now.

It mav be interesting to mention here

that on the unearthing of a Roman villa

at Brading, Isle of Wight, about twelve

vears ago, the skulls of eight dogs, sev-

eral of them undoubtedly of greyhound

type were found. I examined these care-

fully, taking measurements—in the sum-

mer of 1890—and published some re-

marks on the subject in the Canine

World. I think American friends of

doggie proclivities visiting Enland would

find it very interesting to run down to

the Isle of Wight to inspect the bones of

greyhounds, some of which coursed

English hares, others acted as watch

dogs and a few were the toys of Roman
ladies, probably 1800 years ago. The
distance from London is about three

hours.
Coming back from this digressiori I

must point out that conversant as Arrian

was with coursing, the sport was known

to earlier writers than him, although not

to his namesake Xenophon. Ovid pre-

ceded Arrian by more than a century,

being born 43 B. C. and d^ing in the year

17 A. D., and his description of a hare

course leaves no doubt on the mind that

he had actually witnessed the sport ; at

least I cannot conceive any one giving

such a truthful and detailed account of

the action of dog and hare during a

course who was not himself more or less

a courser.
Of the numerous translations of Ovid

I think in this instance Golding's will suit

our purpose best :

"1 got me to the knap
Of this same hill, and there beheld of this

strange course the hap
In which the beaste seemes one while caught

and ere a man would thinke,
Doth quickly give the grewnd the slip, and from

his biting shrinke,
And like a wilie foxe he runs not forth directly

out,
Nor makes a wintas over all the champion fields

ab'^ut,

But doubling and indenting, still avoydes his

enemies lips.

And turning short as swift about as spinning
wheele he wips

To disapoint the scratch. The grewnd pursuing
at an inch

Doth cote him, never losing ground, but likely

still to pinch,
Is at the sudden shifted off; continually he

snatches
In vaine, for nothing in his mouth save onely

aire he catches."

Gratius was a contemporary of Ovid,

and he has also shown an intimate ac-

quaintance with the greyhound, but I re-

frain from quoting from him at length,

as readers can refer to his opinions in the

English version of his poem on hunting
by Christopher Wase. Gratius makes
special mention of the greyhound's speed

and running only on sight, and he is

author of the oft-quoted quatrain respect-

ing color in these dogs :

"Chuse the grayhound py'd with black and
white.

He runs more swift than thought or winged
flight,

But courseth yet in view, not hunts in traile,

In which the quick Petronians never faile."

Passing over Arrian for the moment. I

will give a short extract from Nemesian,
a Latin poet of about A. D. 280, and con-
temporary of Oppian, who has also left

us interesting notices of British dogs.

Nemesian says of greyhounds : "Select

then those that run easily and turn back
readily, not humble dogs in appearance.

Let the thighs be high and rigid and un-
der the chest the ribs broad and forming
a keeled edge beneath the belly, the belly

itself well contracted (girt in the loins.

Proverbs xxix, 31), and there should be
room enough for the kidneys above the
slender legs, which are well fitted to fly

through the air."

Reverting to Arrian I give his descrip-

tion of the Celtic greyhound in extenso
because I think it cannot be otherwise
than interesting to American coursers

and others of your readers, and also be-

cause Arrian's treatise is accessible to

few, as only 250 copies of Dansey's
translation were printed and the book is

now exceedingly scarce.

I may say here I have managed to get

hold of six copies in my time and two of
these are in the United States. One copy
I gave in 1880 to Mr. Robert Cornell, sec-

retary of the Westminster Kennel Club,

and the other copy I sent to my much
lamented friend the late Mr. Franklin
Satterthwaite, of Newark, New Jersey.

In the following quotations I confine
myself to what Arrian says of the grey-
hound, reserving his remarks on coursing
for another paper. He says : "The swift-

footed Celtic hounds are called Veltragi
[Veltrachoe, from Velt ; Latin campus^ a
plain or meadow; and rachce, Latin canis,

a dog for the open fields] from their

swiftness."
Dansey points out that Arrian falls into

error from want of knowledge of Celtic

as they were not named veltracha from
their swiftness.

Proceeding. Arrian, describing the Cel-

tic greyhound, says : "In figure the most
high-bred are a prodigy of beauty, their
eyes, their hair, their color and bodily
shape throughout. Such brilliancy of
gloss is there about the spottiness of the
parti-colored and in those of uniform
color such glistening over the sameness
of tint as to afford a most delightful spec-
tacle to an amateur of coursing. I will

specifv the indications of speed and good
breeding in greyhounds, and by attention
to what points ill-bred and slow ones
may be distinguished from them.

"In the first place, let them be lengthy
from head to tail, for in every variety of
dog you will find on reflection no one

breeding as length ; and on the other
hand, no such remark of slowness and
degeneracy as shortness. So that I have
seen dogs with numerous other faults

that have been on account of their length
both swift and high-couraged. And
farther, the larger dogs, when in other
respects equal, show higher breeding
than small ones on the very score of size.

But those lar^e dogs are bad whose
limbs are unknit and destitute of symme-
try, being, indeed, when so formed worse
than small dogs with an equal share of
other faults attached to them.
"Your greyhounds should have light

and well articulated heads ; whether
hooked or flat nosed is not of much con-
sequence ; nor does it greatly matter
whether the parts beneath the forehead

be protuberant with muscle. They are

alone bad which are heavy he.nded, hav-

ing thick nostrils with a blunt instead of

a pointed termination. Such then are

well-headed hounds. Their eyes should

be large, up-raised, clear, strikingly

bright. The best look fiery and flash

like lightning, resembling those of leop-

ards, lions or lynxes. Next to these are

black eyes, provided they are wide open
and grim looking, and last of all grey

;

nor are these considered to be bad, nor
indicative of bad dogs, provided they
are clear and have an eager look.

"Let the ears of your greyhounds be
large and soft, so as to appear from their

size and softness as if broken. Such are

best ; but it is no bad indication if they
appear erect, provided they are not

small and stiff. The neck should be
long, round and flexible, so that if you
forcibly draw the dogs backwards by
their collars, it may seem to be broken
from its flexibility and softness. Broad
chests are better than narrow.

"Let them have shoulders standing

wide apart, not tied together, but as loose

and free from each other as possible.

Legs round, straight and well-jointed.

Sides strong, loins broad, firm, not fleshy,

but sinewy. Upper flanks loose and
supple. Hips wide asunder ; lower flanks

hollow. Tails fine, long, rough with

hair, supple, flexible and more hairy to-

wards the tip. Haunches sweeping and
firm to the touch. With regard ^o their

legs, if the hind ones are longer than the

fore the greyhound will run best up hill
;

if the forelegs are longest, down hill, but

if both are equal he will run best on a

flat. Since, however, it is more difficult

to beat a hare on an acclivity, because

she runs best up hill, those are deemed
the better class of dogs whose hind legs

are longer than their fore ones. Round
and strong feet are decidedly best. The
color of greyhounds is not of any import-

ance, nor does it matter if they are per-

fectly black, red or white, nor is a simple

uniform color to be suspected as ferine.

The colors, such as they are, should be

bright and pure, and the hair, whether

the dog be of the rough or smooth sort,

should be fine, close and soft. The best

dogs are such as are large and well put

together, and resemble bitches in point

of suppleness, and the best bitches are

such as resemble dogs in spirit and mus-
cularity of body.
"The most high-bred greyhounds have

a prominent brow and look proud. Their

tread is light, quick stepping on their

toes, and they walk sideways, extending

their necks like horses curvetting."

The great naturalist, Linnaeus, gives a

definition of the gait of the greyhound
corresponding to that of Arrian.

Now, if anyone pays attention to these

hints as to the shape of greyhounds they

will fully supply him, in my opinion,

with the indications of good blood for his

kennel and the opposite of the reverse.

In the next paper I propose to give de-

scriptions of the greyhound from early

English writers, together with such

scraps of reference to the canes celeres

as may be picked up from writers in the

long intervals between the Latin and
Greek authors and those of England.

POULTRYan" PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

Twenty pages again this week. The

solid and substantial increase of adver-

tising necessitated the addition of four

extra pages. The Fanciers' Journal
does not sacrifice its reading columns.

The balance is always sustained.
*

» ti

Editor Hunter arrived in the Quaker

City just before the poultry show closed.

He called at the office of The Fanciers'

Journal, and in the absence of the poul-

try editor, consoled himself in the sanc-

tum of our confrere, the doggy editor.

We understand it was mutually interest-

ing, and judging by the following report

iu Farm-Poultry, Philadelphia must have

pleased Brother Hunter : "Philadelphia

is 'in it !' There's no doubt about that.

Few of the most sanguine of her friends

dreamed that they would get together

over 3000 birds, and make one of the

largest (in number of entries), if not the

largest, ever held iu America, and the

skeptical fanciers, those who doubted

whether a show could be made a success

iu Philadelphia, where are their doubts

now ? It has been expected by the ob-

serving ones that the enthusiasm of the

fraternity would get out a goodly number

of fine birds, but no one was prepared

for such a great triumph, rivalling Madi-

son Square Garden itself. Philadelphia

has done itself proud, and we warmly

congratulate the poultrymen of that club

upon their remarkable achievement.

Mauy things contributed to this result.

It was the club's maiden effort, and they

wanted tremendously to succeed (wanted

it not to fail) ; the large number of valu-

able cups and other special prizes were a

great help, and, well—we wish some of

our Boston fanciers would go down to

Philadelphia and take lessons iu getting

up a great show !"

* *

This is enthusiastic praise, but the

source it comes makes it even more so.

Editor Hunter keeps his own counsel

when attending poultry shows, and tells

things as he sees them.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]
»

Gordon Setter Club Meeting.
Editor Fancers' Journal.

The annual meeting of the Gordon
Setter C!ub of America wi!! be held at Madison

Square Garden on Thursday, February 25 (third

evening of the dog show), at 7.30 P. M., for the

election of officers and the transaction of such

other business as may them come up. Members

are requested to send .heir annual dues, $5, and

name of any new members to be proposed to

L. A. Van Zandt, secretary and treasurer Gordon

point so indicative of speed and good
| setter Club, Yonkers, N. Y.

There is one gord story, however, that

we cannot keep from the public. Editor

Hunter in 1891 was refused admission to

the Madison Square Garden, not having

received a complimentary ticket. This

year he boldly walked up to the D.

K. and demanded to be let in.

"Where's your ticket?" asked the door-

keeper. "Haven't one, sir. I am a

newspaper man," answered Editor Hun-

ter. ''What newspaper?" "Why, I am

editor of Farm-Poultry, sir !" The door-

keeper looked at Brother Hunter and

said, "Never heerd of sich paper. Ye

can't get in." The editor's temperature

was still above 100 when the writer met

him in the Garden a few hours after.

»
» •

We hold several communications that

severely criticise the Louisville Pigeon

show. Unfortunately these screeds are

not signed by the writers and conse-

quently fail to appear in our columns.

We do not publish anonymous communi-

cations, and while it is not necessary for

a writer's name to appear in print, it is

absolutely necessarj' for it to be attached

to the manuscript as a guarantee of good

faith.

preaching of the writer is sadly handi-

capped by the fact that the latter is inca-

pable of practicing what he preaches.

He is one of the most transparent hum-
bugs in the fancy.

*

The readers of The Fanciers' Jour-

nal have the satisfaction of knowing

that the screeds and advertisements of

such individuals do not appear in its col-

umns.
*

• «

The New York show report in The
Fanciers' Journal last week made a

hit, to use a popular term. Letters re-

ceived from many readers of this paper

confirm this. For completeness in detail,

accuracy of awards, value of criticisms

and promptness in collecting all this in

one issue, this report has never been

equalled. It was a case of modern jour-

nalism with the sensational features elim-

inated.
*

« *

Twenty pages were necessary to accom-

modate the great amount of reading mat-

ter and advertisements last week. It is

safe to state that a finer class of adver-

tisements never appeared in an Ameri-

can journal before. The magnificent pa-

tronage The Fanciers' Journal enjoys

is due to its efforts in the direction of

supplying only the best reading matter.

Quality is bound to tell in the long run.

Subscriptions have come iu at a most
surprising rate, the circulation having

more than doubled in less than twelve

months.

* •

We are not satisfied, however, and like

the hungry boy "want more." Our
clubbing rates are unusually favorable,

and our friends can do no better than to

start a club. Circulars giving rates sent

free to all applicants. ^%
A communication appears in this issue

from a western score-card advocate

which is mathematically beautiful in

conception. For the benefit of the gen-

tleman whose arithmetic is so gratuitous-

ly given we must state that nineteen

iudges were not necessary to judge the

Philadelphia show. There were four or

five judges present who could have done

the work in the same time, but Philadel-

phia and New York are both indebted to

certain gentlemen for voluntary services

given as judges. The fact that an ex-

pert breeder judges only the one class he

is best qualified to is one of the progres-

sive steps inaugurated by the societies

of the two great cities. It satisfies the

exhibitors and visitors, and more than

that no reasonable man can ask.

« *

We have before us a very good photo-

graph of "three graces." Dr. Lea. H. F.

Perry and W. A. Shrock. This trio is

the bone and sinew of the South Carolina

Poultry Association, and as is well-known,

it has demonstrated forcibly what square

management of poultry shows will do.

All three deserve the support of honora-

ble fanciers in the South.
«

» «

«
« *

It is proposed to start a southern

league this month at Atlanta. Ga. This

le;)gue should join the League of Ameri-

can Poultrymen and hold .shows under

the latter's rules. The new era in poul-

try exhibitions is dawning, and it be-

hooves every poultryman and society to

to lend a helping hand

« »

Another tirade against the new breeds

appears iu a young and unsophisticated

paper. It emanates from the same

source as referred to in a previous issue

of The Fanciers' Journal, The moral

We have in preparation a series of val-

uable articles on poultry diseases and their

treatment by a well-known writer and

physician. They will appear shortly,

and any of our readers who wish to ask
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questions relating to sick fowls are re-

quested to do so.
«

* «

"What incubator shall I buy?" is a

question often submitted to us. We can

best reply by advising all to send for the

circulars of the manufacturers who ad-

vertise in The Fanciers' Journai,.

The best incubators ni the world are ad

vertised in the latter.

* «
Notwithstanding the silly vaporings

of selfish writers, such new breeds as the

buff Wyandottes and Plymouth Rocks

are in brisk demand by our best fanciers.

* »

James Forsyth, E. B. Thompson and

Irving Crocker have fallen in love with

the buff Wyandottes, and will breed

them, while C. A. Sharp & Co. have

taken up the buff Plymouth Rocks. In

a few years' time the above gentlemen

will have birds that will be a credit to

themselves and the United States.

••

spirit and decided ability. The cover

and the new heading by Sewell look

mighty well. The typography and the

quality of the matter are excellent. We
tip our hat to the two D's-r-Downs and

Davis.

» «

The gentleman who with considerable

expyenditure of printer's ink and nerve

force exhibited a pair of white-faced

white Spanish at the New York show,

forgot to bleach the legs. The latter were

as saffron hued as his statements.
«

• «
Philander Williams came down to see

the fun at New York the day before the

show closed. The A. P. A. for once has

lost its shining light at the annual meet-

ing. Los Angeles, California, after all is

pretty far even for such a staunch sup-

porter of the A. P. A. as ex-President

Williams. With the latter, Uncle Isaac.

George W. Mitchell, Newton Adams and

other veterans at home, the A. P. A.

meeting this year will seem strange.

•*
Tliose big chicken farms will "never,

nrver die." They crop up every now

and then in the public press. The latest

romance we find in the Fort Worth Ga-

zette. The tale is as follows : "On the

island which lies off this city in Puget

Sound is one of the largest chicken

ranches in the world. This ranch is the

property of George Hills, and occupies

the entire island, which is about one

thousand acres in extent. The ranch was

started ten years ago with the idea of

making a little money by supplying ad-

jacent cities M ith poultry, but it was soon

discovered that the place had excellent

qualifications for such a business, and the

proprietor made preparations to go into

it on a grand scale, with the result that

he now not only supplies the market in

this state and Oregon, but sends large

shipments of poultry to San Francisco

and Sacramento, and is even contemplat-

ing the shipment of poultry to New York

and other eastern cities. There are now

on the ranch 90,000 chickens, 20,000 tur-

keys, 4000 geese, some being wild ones,

which have been raised in captivity, and

bring much better prices for eating than

the tame variety ; 10,000 ducks of all

kinds and pigeons innumerable. Mr.

Hills has made the study of raising fine

poultry his life's object, and is going very

extensively into the breeding of large

species as well as those which are good

layers. He has as yet used no incuba-

tors, but is arranging to have a number

of them at work next year, and thinks

he can thus greatly increase his output."

* «

Even the Aurora Borealis of last week

pales into insignificance compared to the

above. Probably the next thing in or-

der will be to write the obituary of the

owner.
«

• »

The Southern Fancier of this month

shows unmistakable signs of progressive

I. K. Felch, in the Ohio Poultry Jour-

nal, remarks: "It is common practice

nowadays to publish the names of judges

to be employed at certain poultry exhibi-

tions many times with fulsome remarks

of praise that the judge would far rather

not have been said. The fact that these

judges are advertised gives the exhibitor

the privilege to show before them or not,

as he sees fit. When he does, he should

abide by their decision. In the absence

of an established protest, a society that

causes such decisions to be set aside,

without consulting the acting judges,

commits a mistake and a grave discour-

tesy. Any judge who, under such a set

of circumstances, steps in to re-score the

class, to change the scores, is surely open

to the charge of discourtesy, and even

insult, to the judge first acting." Cor-

rect. A judge who will stoop to do such

a thing is a pitiful example of manhood.
«

• •

Uncle Mike Boyer's funny bone must

be out of condition. He is extremely

salty in his remarks as to the hereafter

of fanciers. In the Ohio Poultry Journal

he insinuates that broiler men and fan-

ciers will not meet on the same shore.

Judging by what some people said about

the broiler men of Hammontou, and es-

pecially Jacobs and Boyer, fanciers will

have no desire to meet them—at the

elevator.

•*•

Boyer keeps on telling us how he sup-

plied his neighbors with eggs from hens

that were not comfed. The poor deluded

neighbors fed com and of course their

hens laid no eggs. Now will the frank

uncle of Hammonton tell us how many

neighbors he supplied with that rare pro-

duct—in Hammonton—the egg. Com-

ing to think of it, we supplied Uncle

Mike with a few eggs for his coflTee when

we lived at Hammonton.

•%
While on the corn question we may

as well quote what Mr. A. L. Crosby

writes regarding this "despised American

cereal" in the Country Gentleman. He
in regard to the anti-corn brigade re-

marks :

"I hesitate to take the other side in

opposition to 'A Farmer's Daughter' on

the question of feeding corn to hens, for

she is good authority on poultry matters,

but in this case I think she is wrong. I

have fed nothing but whole com to my
laying hen for months at a time, both in

winter and summer, and they did very

well on that diet. The only article of

feed they got in addition to the com was
a little cracklins about once a week. The
hens were confined to the yard in sum-
mer, and most of the winter to the house,

so they had no possible chance to 'bal-

ance' their ration, but they balanced ac-

counts with me very satisfactorily.
" 'A Farmer's Daughter' quotes Profes-

sor Stewart as saying that for 'egg pro-

duction, or the profit in poultry keeping,

the food should be adapted to the pro-

duction of the egg.' This is true, and I

have found corn to be that food. And Pro-

fessor S. says further : 'And this requires

food or a similar composition to that for

the production of the best milk.' True
again, and corn is one of the best butter

feeds known—the best, price and conve-

nience in getting it considered.

"Com is said to make hens too fat to

lay ; I have never had any trouble in that

way. Some of my hens get as fat as I

have ever seen anything in the poultry

line, but they lay all the same. Others

in the same house never get fat, but I

have not noticed that they were superior

layers. Has Mr. McDonald ever fed corn

to his hens in quantity sufficient to prove

its harmful character? And has 'A Far-

mer's Daughter' refrained from feeding
corn from personal experience as to its

baneful results, or has she taken the say-

so of someone who supposed he kuew all

about hen feeding?
"I do not mean to say that I always

feed my hens on corn, for if I have other
grain feed, I like to give them a change,
but if I have nothing but corn, corn they
get and nothing else. My books show
that for the year ending November i,

1890, I fed to 100 hens and 60 chickens
102^ bushels corn, 29X bushels oats and
20^ bushels wheat—a good part of the
wheat going to the chickens. The profit

over cost of food was I131—an average
of |i. 31 per hen ; not a large profit, but
eggs were low and many of the hens
were old. The eggs cost six and three-

quarters cents per dozen for feed, but the
whole cost of feed was taken, as I did
not keep the feed account between the
hens and chickens separate.

"This question of feeding rations for

all kinds of farm stock is nowhere near
being a settled one. We are learning
something new all the time, but we know
very little so far. But of one thing we
may be sure, and that is that the chemi-
cal analysis of a given feed will not tell

us what that feed will do when it is fed

to a hen or a cow. We can approximate,
but have not yet arrived at such a state

of perfection m scientific feeding that we
can be sure of controlling results."

%
To those who despise corn, let us state

that the latter is cereal indigenous to

this country, given to us, so to speak, to

feed ourselves as well as animals. It

meets the quickly changing temperature,

characteristic of the American climate,

the best of all grains. It will always be

fed, and only the abuse of it will ever

condemn its value.

»%
The veteran judge, Henry S. Ball, de-

tected evidence of "faking" in the black

Leghorn class at the Hartford show last

month. He promptly submitted the birds

to a scientific expert, and chemistry de-

tected that the white in the plumage,

which is disqualifying, was skillfully

covered by the use of dye. The owners

of the birds were of course disqualified

with their birds. This was eminently

proper, and other associations and judges

might do well to do the same with the

fakirs that are bound to sneak in at all

shows.

The Companies Responsible.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In the February 6th issue of the Amer-

ican Poultry Yard there appears a letter

from Mr. W. H. Frey, Jr., in which he

excuses breeders of poultry for the poor

appearance of the stock received from

them, and the returns of a large majority

of culls from the eggs sold for hatching.

Mr. Frey oflFers the following explana-

tion : First he suggests that some dis-

honest person, while the eggs are en

route, removes a part of the whole and

substitutes mongrel eggs in place of

those sent, and in place of the pure-bred

bird a mongrel or lower scoring one is

substituted. To me this explanation ap-

pears very absurd. It would seem that

Mr. Frey, Jr., does not know that the

express companies are responsible for

goods shipped by them, as the following

will show : During the hot weather of

last June some birds were taken to be

shipped by express, and the agent re-

fused to accept them until the weather

became cooler, as they could not accept

the responsibility of the birds dying.

How does Mr. Frey's dishonest person

know the variety of the eggs shipped, as

it must be allowed that the eggs usually

hatch chicks of the variety bought, al-

though they may be all culls ? It must

be allowed that the expressman on the

cars does not do it, as he usually is so

hard worked he barely has time to get a

bite of lunch. Moreover, he does not

know the eggs are to be shipped and

therefore can hardly be prepared to make
the substitution. Everyone will allow

that it is presumable the eggs or birds

are delivered to express agent by owner
or some one in whom he has confidence,

that agent knows very well that if he
should make the exchange and have a
high scoring bird in his possession that

all the fanciers in the neighborhood
would know of it. Moreover, the chances
are he does not keep the same variety as

the one sent, and if he does not will

hardly dare to make the exchange. I

think this will also apply to expressmen
making the delivery to the purchaser.

Mr. Frey says let buyer and seller agree

to mark the bird in some secret way. I

fail to see how this will help the bird to

score. There will be less trouble of this

kind if birds are bought from reliable

parties and good prices are paid. Too
many persons pay the price of^ culls and
expect winners, which they do not re-

ceive, and then complain. In regard to

eggs hatching a majority of culls, this is

liable to happen anyhow. I once re-

ceived a present from a very large breed-

er of a setting of eggs laid by a great

prize winning hen, and she was penned
alone with his best known cock. At
maturity every egg hatched from these

eggs was a cuil. I fully believe the eggs
were as the breeder stated, he having no
reason to deceive me. As these eggs

were from a variety that are never mis-

taken, and all birds hatched were of that

variety, I do not think there was a sub-

stitution of eggs, especially as basket

was fastened in a manner very difficult

to manage by one in a hurry to make the

exchange. Some one to my mind had
better give better reasons than Mr. Frey's

for the discrepancies he would elucidate.

"COI^LINGWOOD.

"

Mr. Nevius' Side of the Case.

Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

In your issue of F'ebruary 6 Mr. John

Rumbold, in advocating the score card

and denouncing comparison judging, re-

fers to my award on light Brahma hens

at the late Philadelphia show, and claims

that judges do not see from outside ap-

pearances alike, for George O. Brown

told him only yesterday (what date was

yesterday) that one of his hens would

score five more points than the first prize

hen. (Was this wonderful bird at home or

in the show pen when Mr. Brown judged

her?) Mr. Brown was not called on to

judge the light Brahmas at this show,

nor was I to judge the Plymouth Rocks.

Mr. Brown's opinion of the two hens in

question must have been formed from out-

side appearances surely, whilst mine was
made after carefully examining the birds.

I have bred light Brahmas for the past

twenty-four years, and believe myself as

fully capable of judging them as Mr,

Brown. Your hen is surely a phenome-
nal one, and would have created quite a

sensation at New York, as there were

five hens in competition there and all of

them good ones, and yet the same hen
that won first in Philadelphia won first

in New York. What a pity that a hen
five points better than the best in this

fine collection was not there, she would

have been an ideal for our best breeders,

such as George Purdue,' Francis T. Un-
derbill, C. M. Griffia, George Corson and
others (who were among the exhibitors

in New York) to try and breed up to. It

may be. however, that the judge at New
York, like myself, does not know what a

light Brahma is. Mr. Brown's claim that

this hen, winner of first in the two largest

shows held in this country, was not by
five points the equal of yours, has no
weight against comparison judging, as

he by the score card awarded a prize on
a light Brahma pullet at New York but a

few winters ago which the owner and
breeders claimed was by far the poorest

of seven he had at the same show, all of

which were scored by Mr. Brown. So
much for the score card.

J. D. Nevius.

Philadelphia, February 6, 18^2.

A Correction.

In the advertisement ot C. A. Sharp &
Co., appearing in the February 13 issue

of The Fanciers' Journal, an annoy-

ing mistake occurred. Instead of win-

ning fourth and fifth on Indian game
cocks they won /irsl and fifth. We re-

gret this mistake exceedinglv. and hope

the above announcement and correction

will amply rectify it.

THE SCORE CARD AO-AIN.

A Mathematical Defense This

Time.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Philadelphia had 300 entries. Tried

comparison judging. Had nineteen

judges on poultry, fourjudges on pigeons,

nineteen and four equal twenty-three.

Twenty-three judges. "Comparison did

the work quickly." Hadn't it ought to ?

Let's see, 23 will go into 30 once with 7

over, 23 into 70 3 times with i over, 23

into 10? won't go. Result, 130 birds to

each judge.

"To judge a show like the one Phila-

delphia enjoyed by the score card would

take the judges a few weeks." Would,

would it ? Hold on a bit. On the 2d day

of January, 1892, between the hours of 9

A. M. and 4.30 P. M. the writer saw I.

K. Felch judge 348 birds by the score

card system. A few days later the writer

saw B. N. Pierce judge 300 birds in about

the same time by the same system. Let's

figure again. 348 plus 300 = 648, don't

it? 130 into 648 about 5 times. Result,

2 judges judging by the score card sys-

tem equals 5 judges judging by compari-

son.

Let's do a little more figuring (I'm

great on figuring). 5 into 23 ? Call it 5

times to make it even. 2 multiplied by

5 equals 10. What's that ? 10 judges

equal 23? Can't be. Well, that is the

way it figures, but we won't be hard on
you comparison chaps. Come down to

facts. Take the same number of judges

and put them to judging the Philadelphia

show by the score card system and every

bird would have been judged, every

award would have been posted and every

exhibitor would have had a score card

for each one of his birds the first day.

Under comparison judging how does

the exhibitor whose birds does not come
within the charmed circle of being "C"
know where his bird stands in relation to

the ones within the circle ? He knows
that he is in the "soup," and that is all

he kuows about it. He don't know
whether he is at the bottom or only part

way down. But give him a score card
;

tell him what the birds within the circle

scores and he kuows at once where he is.

It seems to me that the "English baby,"
"mewling and puking in its mother's

arms," has slobbered all over its nurses

and so blinded them that they cannot see

or think of anything but it.

What strengthens my opinion that this

is the case is the fact that over in Eng-
land where the "babe" has grown to full

manhood the exhibitors are saying "that

the need of the hour is a system of scor-

ing like that of our American cousins

across the water."

John M. Parker.
Independence, Iowa, Jan. 27, 1892.

H. Kuhn and D. E. Newell ; the owls
of George Ewald, and lastly, my own
poor despised fans. I showed forty plain
white fans, and some of the gentlemen
who had attended shows before were kind
enough to tell me that they were quite
nice birds. By some hook or crook
(probably by collusion with the judges)
they took nine premiums out of a pos-
sible ten (the only one lost being through
the lack of condition of one of my cocks
that took cold during the terrible

weather).
Now I don't know what the ether gen-

tlemen think about the "d—ning with
faint praise" that your informant gave
their pets, but as for my own I stand
ready to bet I500 that there is not a loft

in America that can show forty plain

whites that can beat them. This is no
bluff, and I am ready to send you a for-

feit of |ioo at any time you can arrange
the wager. What I want is to find who

CHIPS FROM THE POULTRY BLOCK.

Fleeing Fancies Nipped on
Wingr for Our Readers.

the

BY TRIXIE.

While you were coddling the English

baby in the City of Brotherly Love, I

was making an extended acquaintance of

another distinguishtd foreigner,la grippe,

and I hope the fathers at Washington
will pass a prohibitory tariff upon all

such foreign gentlemen.
The business hen is Ihe very latest in

the way of poultry literature. Through
the courtesy of the Rural Publishing

Company I have received a few speci-

men pages, and if they are a fair sample
of the work, why it will supply a long-

felt want. All lovers of the hen that

The Louisville Show.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

It was rather amusing to me to see in

your last issue that one of the exhibitors

at the joint show of the American Colum-

barian Association and the Louisville Col-

umbarian Association, at Louisville told

you that the number of exhibitors was

nothing like that claimed, and that the

quality of the birds was up to high water

mark except (please notice the "except")

carriers, barbs, owls, turbils, Jacobins

and fantails. He also adds that there

were some fair to good pouters.

I should love to meet this exhibitor.

What a pleasure it would be to hear the

words of wisdom (pigeon wisdom) that

would drop from the lips of such a mighty

judge of birds.

Of course I would not begin to com-

pare my feeble knowledge of birds with

his, as I have only spent a life time
studying pigeons, but honestly, I was
laboring under the impression that when
we got together the Jacobins of H. V.
Crawford, A. B. Hoskins, Dr. T. W.
Tuggle, Sam Casseday and others, we
might by close scrutiny find some
quite good birds. The same may
be said of the turbits of Harry Orr and
Charles Tanner. The carriers of John

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK COCKEREL KEYSTONE.

Winner of First Prize and Specials at the Great

Philadelphia Show.

THE above illustration is a fairly good likeness of E. B.

Thompson's crack Plymouth Rock cockerel. The latter

is unquestionably one of the handsomest and symmetrical

birds ever exhibited. Like his famous sire and grand sire, he

is blue-blooded and blue-barred in body and plumage. He

belongs to a new and progressive type of Plymouth Rocks

that really has standard color. Judge Thompson claims the

"ambient" of Anienia, New York, is the cause of it.

has the good fans if mine are not "up to

high watermark." F. M. Gilbert.

EvANSViLLE, Ind., February 8.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have just read in your issue of Feb-

ruary 6 a few comments on the Louis-

ville show, and what attracted my atten-

tion particularly was this : The quality

of the birds was up to the high water

mark except owls, turbits, Jacobins and

fantails. Now what I want to ascertain

(before I explain) is, is there not a mis- dispose of that old edition and get one

take somewhere ? These were the best
j

up with the times.

classes, and if there is a fancier in the I a poultry friend writes me requesting

United States who saw the show and me to call attention to the fact that we
really believes these classes were not up

j
^ant no monkey business (English ba-

to the notch, I should very much like to bies) at the great Columbian Exposition

lays the eggs—the Leghorn—should se-

cure a copy when out of press.

Patrick Henry fairly took my breath

when I read his analysis of the constitu-

ent parts of an egg. Why when we eat

one of these little innocent-looking things

we partake of about as great a mixture
as were we to swallow a whole drug
store, druggist and all. I always knew
they were "wonderfully made," but I

never guessed the half, but then P. H.'s

chemistry is at fault some times. Better

know the man. I am sick in bed at

present, but will wager that I can get

right up and lick the man that furnished

The Journal such information.

W. H Adams.

next year. I hardly think it necessary to

do so from the fact that the .\. P. A. is ex-

pected to meet then, and it comparison
judging is adopted you'll see no A. P. A.

meeting at Chicago in 1893. The A. P.

A. is the father of the scoring system, and
to expect the A. V. A. to become a found-
ling asylum by adopting the orphan from
across the pond is too much to expect.

Poultry must be judged at the World's
Fair by the card or the A. P. A. meets
elsewhere.

m •

Awards at Columbia.

The following is the list of awards at the
show held by the South Carolina Poultry
and Pet Stock Association at Columbia,
S. C, January 12 to 16, 1892, J. II. Drev-
enstedt and F. L. Sewell judges :

Brahmas (light).—Hen 2d, cockerel ist and
pullets ist and 2d and pen ist to Lorinjr llrown;
cocic 2d, hen 2d, pullet 3d and pen 2d to R. H.

Watson. Dark—All premiums to Loring Brown.

Cochins (buff).—Hen 3d, cockerel ist (tie) and
cock ad to Loring Brown. Cock 3d, cockerel ist

(tie) and pen 2d to T. E. Vickerey & Bro.; hen ist

and 2d and cockerel 2d to Dr. F. D. Kendall; hen
3d (tie) and pen 2d to D. U. Addy. Partridge-
Cockerel ist and pen 2d to I). U. Addy; hen 2d
and cockerel 2d to K. Y. Hellams; cock 3d, hen
3d, cockerel 2d and pullet ist and 2d to Brown.
White—All premiums to Brown.

Langshans (black).—All ists and 2ds to Dr. S.

T. Lea; cockerel, pullet and pen 3d to A. P. Haz-
ard. White—All ists and 2ds to Dr. S. T. Lea;
coclcerel and pullet 3d to L. C. Boland.

DoMiNiycES.—All premiums to Brown.

Plymouth Rocks (barred).—Cock 3d to Vick-
ery&Bro.; hen 3d, cockerel 3d and pen 2d to

Brown; pullet ist (tie) and 2d and i>en ist to R.
B. Watson & Son; hen ist and 2d to Addy; cock-
erel ist and 2d and pullet isl (tie) to H. A. Kuhns.
White—Hen ist and cockerel 3d to A. P. Hazard;
pullet ist (tie) and pen 2d to H. P. Cook; cock 2d
and pen 2d to Watson & Son; cockerel ist and 2d
and pullet isl (tie) to H. A. Kuhns.

Wyandottes (si|ver).—Cock i.st to W. C.

Strawhorn; cockerel ist, 2d and 3d, pullet ist, 2d
and 3d and pen ist, 2d and 3d to Scott Maxwell.
Golden—All premiums on cockerel and pullet

to O. H. Myer. White—Hen 3d, cocker 1 ist (tie)

and pullet ist, ad and 3d (tie) and pen ist to R. S.

Bollinger; hen ist, cockerel ist (tie) and pen 2d
to Brown; cock ist. hen 2d, cockerel 3d, pullet 2d
and pen 3d to Watson & Son. Black—All pre-
miums to Brown.

JAVAS (black and white).— All premiums to
Brown.
Spanish (white-faced black).—All premiums to

Loring Brown.

Leghorns (single-comb brown).—Cockerel ad
(tie) to Vickery & Bros.; cock 2d to F. W. Seegess;
cock ist, hen ist, 2d (tie) and 3d (tie), cockerel ist,

pullet 3d (tie) and pen ist to W. V. Abrahams;
cockerel 2d (tie), pullets ist antl 2d and pen 2d to

D. N. Addy; hen ad (tie) and third (tie) and pen
3d to Brown. SinRiecomb white—Cockerel 3d
and pullet ist to Vickery & Bro. ; hen isl. cock-
erel ist, pullet 2d (tie) and 3d and pen ist to J. B.

Gadsden; cockerel 2d to Watson & Son; cock ist,

hen ist (tie) and 2d, pullet 2d (tie) and pen 2d to

Brown. Rose-comb brown—Hen atl, cockerel i«t

and pullet ist and 2d to Watson & Son; hen ist

to Brown. Rose-comb white—Cock ist and hen
ist to Kendall; pullet 2d to Watson & Son; hen
2d. cockerel 2d, pullet ist and 3d and pen ist to

Brown. Black— Cockerel 2d and pen 2rt toC. P.

King: cock ist, hen ist and m, cockerel ist.

pullets ist, ad and 3d and pen ist to J. W. Kill-

ingsworth. Domiui<iues—Cockerel 2crand pullet

2d to Brown.

MiNORCAS (black).—Cock 2d and pen 2d to

Brown; cockerel ist, pullet ist, 2d and 3d and pen
1st to L. D. Childs. White—Hen ist and 2d,ct)ck-

erel ist (tie) pullet 2d and 3d (tie) and pen 2d to

Brown.
Polish (golden, silver, white and whiteciested

black).—All premiums to Brown.
Hambcrgs (golden pencilled).—Cock ist to B.

F. Perry; ail other premiums to Brown. Silver

spangled—Cock ad and 3d, hen ist and 3d, cock-
erel 2d, pullet ist, 2d and 3d (tie) and pen 2d to

W. A. Schrock, cockerel ist, pullet 30 (tie) and
pen ist to H. P. Cook; cock ist. hen 2d and cock-
erel 2d (tie) to H. J. Felton; ccckcrel 2d (tie), pul-

let 3d (tie) to Brown. Black—All premiums to

Brown except cock ist to A. B. Sawyer.
Frizzles, Creve C«Eurs and La Fleche.—All pre-

miums to Brown.
HouDANS.—Pullet ist to Brown; cock ist and

pen 2d to Kendall; hen ist to Perry.
Dorkings (silver grey).—Cockerel ist and pul-

let 2<i and 3d to Felton; hen ist and 2d to Brown;
cockerel 20 and pullet ist to Hellams Wh te

—

All premiums to Brown.
Silkies.—All premiums to Brown.
Games (black breasted red, silver duckwing,

white, black and black Sumatra).—All premiums
to Brown. Pit—Cockerel ist and ad to A. D. Pal-

mer. All other premiums to Brown.
Indian Games.—Cockerel ist and 2d, pullet

ist and 2d and pen ist and 2d to F. A. Krwin;
cock ist, hen ist and pen 3d to Gadsden; cock ad,

hen ad and pen 4th to Hazard.
Bantams (golden Sebrights, Japanese, black

and white C<x:hins, R. C. B. and W.).—All pre-
miums to Brown. Buff Pekin—Cock ist and ad,

hen 1st and 2d, pullets ist and pen ist to Brown;
cockerels i.^t and 2d, pullet 2d and pen 2d to

Hellams. Black game, golden duckwing, s-lver

duckwing. brown red. red pile games—All pre-

miums to Brown. Black-breasted red game

—

Cock 1st and 2d, pullet ist and 2d and pen ist to

Brown; cockerel ist to Hellams; hen ist and ad,

cockerel 2d and pen ad to Perry.
TiRKEVS (bronze).—Brown ist old, Addy ad

old. White Holland—Kendall ist old.

DrCKS (Pekin).—ad old and 2d young to Ken-
dall, ist young to Addy. Aylesbury— 2d old and
1st young to Kendall;' ist old and 2d voung to

Brown. Rouen— ist old to Kendall, 2a old and
ist young to Brown. Cayuga— ist old and young
to Kendal, 2d old and young to Brown. Whitc-
crested— ist old Kendall. Colored Muscovy— ist

old and young to Brown; 2d old and yoiing to

Kendall' White Muscovy and white and grey
call—All premiums to Brown.
Geese (Toulouse).— ist old to Kendall. Emb-

den— ist old to Kendall, ist young to Brown, 2d
young to Addy. White china— ist old to Ken-
dall, ad old and ist young to Brown. Brown
china— ist old and ist young to Kendall, 2d old
and ad young to Brown.
Pea Fowls.— ist (young) to Kendall.
Pigeons.— i»l (collection) to Brown.

W. A. Schrock, Secretary.
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INDIAN GAME_8TANDARD.

AnoPTKi) BY 1 UK American Indian Gamk Club
AT PlIILAnKLPHIA, VA., JANUAKY II, 1892.

Disqualifications.—Decidedly wry tails,

crooked backs, artificial coloring or trim-

ming of foul feathers, single, rose or Ma-
lay combs, dubbed males after January i,

1893. Shanks solid, white, blue or black.

Feathers on shanks or feet.

Standard Weights.—Cock nine pounds,
cockerel seven and one-half pounds, hen
six and one-half pounds, pullet five

pounds.

8 Carriage

3
3 .

3
3.
3 .

3
7

COLOR.
, . . . 2

, . . . 2

, . . . 2

, . . . 2

. . . . 2

. . . . I

. . .3
. . . . O
, . . . O
. . . . 2

. . . .3

. . . . 3

. . . .4
• • 3

. . . .4

. . . .4

Scale of Points.
SHAPE

I

Neck 3 .

Body 2 .

Wings 3 .

Tail 3 .

Beak i .

Head I .

Eyes o

.

Comb 3 .

WaUles 3 .

Lobes I .

Neck 4 .

7 Back 4 .

10 Breast 6 .

8 Body 5 .

8 Wings 4 .

8 Tail 4 .

4 Hardness of feather.
6 Condition.
lo Weight.
8 Legs and feet .... 4 4

The Male Shape.
Beak.—Strong, well curved,stout where

set on head, giving the bird a powerful
appearance.
Head.—Of medium length and width,

the crown slightly projecting over the

eye.

Eyes.—Full, of good size and with a

bold and fearless expression.

Face.—Smooth and fine in texture.

Comb.—Pea, small, firm and even upon
the head, a trifle the highest at the rear.

Wattles.—Very scanty, smooth in tex-

ture and even.
Ear lobes.—Small, regular in shape, of

fine texture and fitting smooth and close

to the head.
Neck. — Medium in length, slightly

arched.
Throat.—Dotted with small feathers.

Hackle.—Moderately short, just nicely

covering the base of the neck.
Back.—Slightly convex and sloping

slightly from each side of back bone.

Broad at the shoulders and well filled in

at base of neck. Narrowing slightly to

the tail, but carrying its width well back
to juncture of the thighs.

Breast.—Wide, deep, well rounded at

the siiies, projecting forward- slightly

beyond the wing fronts when the bird is

standing erect.

Body and Stern.—Body well rounded
at sides, keel bone straight, stern well

tucked up underneath.
Wnigs.—Medium length, stout and

closely folded, the fronts standing out
prominently from the body at the shoul-

ders, and points well rounded when
folded and should be closely tucked at

ends, and held about on a linje with tail

coverts.
Thighs and Shanks.—Thighs round,

stout and moderately long. Shanks
moderately long but not stilty, standing

well apart, stout in bone and smoothly
scaled

.

Feet.—Large, clean and flat, the toes

long, clean, straight and well spread, the

hind toe set low and extending backward.
Nails strong and well shaped.
Plumage.—Short, hard and very glossy.

Body.—In hand firm, compact and
muscular.

Carriage and Style.—Erect, upright

and commanding, giving au appearance
of vigor and activity.

Size.—Large. The larger the better,

other qualities being equal.

The Female.—Shape.
Beak.—Strong. well curved, stout where

set on head, giving the bird a powerful

appearance.
Head.—Of medium length and width,

the crown slightly projecting over the

eves.
'
Eyes.—Full, of good size and with a

bold and fearless expression.

Face.—Smooth and fine in texture.

Comb.—Pea, small, firm and even

upon the head, a trifle the highest at the

rear.

Wattles.—Very scanty but smooth in

texture and even.

Ear Lobes.—Small, regular in shape,

of fine texture, fitting smooth and close

to the head.
Neck.—Medium in length and slightly

arched. Hackle moderately short.

Back.—Slightly convex and sloping

slightly from each side of back bone.

Broad at the shoulders and well filled in

at base of neck. Narrowing slightly at

the tail but carrying its width well back
to juncture of the thighs.

Breast —Wide and deep, well rounded
at the sides and projecting forward slight-

ly beyond the wing fronts when the bird
is standing erect.

Body and Stern.—Body well rounded
at the sides, keel bone straight. Stern
well tucked up underneath.
Wings.—Short and closely folded, the

fronts standing out prominently from
the body at the shoulders aud the points
well rounded.

Tail.—Rather short, compact and fold-

ed close when the V)ird is standing at

ease. Carried at a slightly greater ele-

vation than that of the male, due to the
less erect carriage of the bird.

Thighs and shanks.—Thighs round,
stout and moderately long. Shanks
moderately long but not stilty, standing
well apart, stout in bone and smoothly
scaled.

Feet.—Large, clean and flat, the toes

long, clean, straight and well spread, the
hind toe set low and extending back-
ward, the nails strong and well shaped.

Plumage.—Short, hard and very glossy.

Body.—In hand firm, compact aud
muscular.

Carriage and Style.—Erect, upright
and commanding, similar to that of the
male, but not quite so erect.

Size.—Large; the larger the better,

other qualities being equal.

The Male.—Color.

Beak.—Horn color or yellow striped

with horn.
Head.—Black.
Eyes.—Daw.
Comb, wattles and ear lobes.—Bright

red.

Neck.—Hackle green glossy black,

with brown crimson shaft to each feather.

Back.—Green glossy black and dark
crimson red intermixed, the black greatly

predominating. Saddle like the back,

but with a S(»mewhat larger proportion of

dark crimson red.

Breast.—Rich glossy black, free from
any other color.

Body and Stern.—Black.
Wings.—Wing front black, wing bow

greeu glossy black and dark crimson red

intermixed, the black greatly predomi-
nating. vVing coverts forming the wing
bar metallic black. Primaries black, ex-

cept a harrow edging of bay or cinnamon
brown on the outside of lower web.
Secondaries, upper web black, lower web
about one-third black next to shaft of
feather, the remainder being bay or cin-

namon brown.
Tail.—Black ; sickle feathers and tail

coverts a lustrous black.

Thighs.—Black.
Shanks and Feet.—Black yellow or

orange.
The Female.—Color.

Beak.—Horn yellow, or yellow striped

with horn. Clear yellow preferred.

Head.—Black, or black laced with
chestnut red.

Eyes.—Daw.
Comb, wattles and ear lobes.—Bright

red.

Neck.—Hackle glossy black with a bay
shaft to each feather, the black greatly

predominating.
Back.—Ground color bay, each feather

laced with two or more lacings of lus-

trous black, the lacings following the

contour of the web of the feather.

Breast.—Ground color bay, each feather

with two or more lacings of lustrous

black, the lacings following the contour
of the web of the feather.

Body and stern.—Body, ground color

bay, each feather laced with two or more
lacings of lustrous black, the lacings fol-

lowing the contour of the web of the

feather. Stern black, or black tinged

with bay.
Wings.—Bow and coverts bay, each

feather laced with two or more lacings of

lustrous black, the lacings following the

contour of the web of the feathers
;

pri-

maries, black except a narrow edge of

irregularly pencilled bay upon the outer

part of the lower web ; secondaries up-

per web black, lower web black next to

shaft of feather with a broad margin of

irregularly pencilled bay.

Tail.—Main feathers black except the

two upper or deck feathers, which should

be irregularly pencilled. The main feath-

ers may also be irre;^ularly pencilled.

Coverts bay, laced with two or more lac-

ings of lustrous black, the lacings fol-

lowing the contour of the web of the
feathers.

Thighs.—Black, more or less laced, but
solid black not to be considered a serious
defect.

Shanks and feet.—Rich yellow or
orange.

THE BINQHAMTON SHOW.

O-eorgre B. Ho-well's Very Breezy
Report.

From the Orange County Farmer.

The fourth annual exhibition of the

Delaware and Susquehanna Poultry As-

sociation opened Tuesday, the 19th of

January, 1892, with the finest display of

choice fowls and pets ever seen in the

history of this association, and it has

just cause to be proud of its success.

The officers elected at the annual meet-

ing are F. H. Parsons, president. Vestal

;

Taylor Lacy, secretary, Binghamton

;

George Bennett, treasurer, Binghamton.

The exhibitors number 230. Among
the visitors present I met a lot of old

friend and many new ones. The promi-

nent exhibitors are : James Webster and
James Forsyth, Owego ; Frank H. Davy,
Minisink ; R. F.^Alden, Montrose, Pa.;

S. K. Wilcox, Smyrna ; C. H. Ackerly,
fonawanda ; F. H. Parsons, Vestal

;

John O' Brian, Sherburne ; Cunningham
& Blair, Chenango Bridge ; Nat E. Luce,
B. T. Lacy, D. L. Smith and J. J. Wells,

Binghamton ; A. H. Brill, J. W. Har-
rington and S. M. Coe, Oxford, and
others.

Dreveustedt is doing the judging and
is showing the boys how they do these

things down in Jersey. The even quality

of the stock and the numbers in some
classes have taken up the time of the

judge. A free-for-all, go-as-you-please

judge might have done the work in less

time, but no conscientious one could, and
it is safe to say the score cards of this

show can be relied upon to pretty nearly

represent the value of the birds. There
were no "boomerang" scores, yet the

very high quality of the stock gave some
high scores. A buff Cochin cockerel

scored 94'/^, white Wyandottes 93 to 95,

golden Wyandotte pullets 93 >^, silver

Wyandotte pullet 93,'/^, light Brahmas
92 and 93, white Leghorns 95, Span-
ish 96.

The show as cooped by H. A. Brill,

Oxford, N. Y., who makes a neat and
handy coop. I understand there is to be

an effort to introduce his coops into the

New York show, which certainly speaks
well for them.
Nat E. Luce is one of the hustlers. He

shows a lot of stock. Is agent for the

Prairie State Incubator and brooder, hav-

ing them on exhilntion ; is general super-

intendent, and is one of the publishers of

the new poultry papers published here in

the city, the Poultry Press (name sug-

gested by your humble servant). There
is no discount on this one, all wool, a

yard (and over) wide, warranted not to

run dry in the summer time, only a quar-

ter a year, send for sample copy. B.

Taylor Lacy shows his fine collection of

pouters, and there is a lot of rabbits,

bantams and other pets too numerous to

mention.

The regular poultry prizes were awarded as

follows: White Leghorns, A. H. Brill. Oxford,
pen ist, cockerel ist, pullet (tie) 3d; S. K. Wilcox.
Smyrna. Pa.; pullet and cockerel 2d, ist and 2d

hen, cockerel ist: Frank Waldron, Binghamton,
pullet 3d (tie), pen 3d; W. C. Coe, Norwich, pullet

ist. cockerel 3a. rose comb white cockerel 1st, 2d

(tie) pullet; James Forsyth, Owego, pen ist, pul-

let (tie) 2d; A. W. Newton, Montrose, Pa., cock-

erel, hen, pullet 1st, 2d (tie) cockerel; H. J.

Brown. Hartford, N. Y., 2d cockerel, 3d and 4th

pullet; Nat E. Luce, Brown Leghorns, pullet 1st;

Forsythe, cockerel 2d. 3d (tie) pullet; F. H. Davy,
Minisink. pen ist, cockerel 1st, (tie) 2d pullet;

F. Lobdell, Sherburne. Buff Leghorns, ist pen,

hen and pullet, cockerel 2d James Webster,
Owego; ist and 3d pullet, cockerel 3d, R. F.

Alden. Montrose, Pa. Dominique Leghorns,
cockerel and pullet ist, F. H. Parsons. Vestal,

N. Y.; white-faced black Spanish, pen 1st,

cockerel ist and 2d, hen 1st and 3d, pullet

2d and 3d, cockerel (tie) 2d, Knox & Tillinghast.

Hamburg. N. Y.; cockerel ist. pullet 2d, B. B.

Hyde, Arton: black Hamburgs. hen ist, cockerel

2d. A. W. Hillis. Davenport; silver spangled
Hamburg, 2d (tie) cockerel. D. L. Atwater & Co..

Waverly; cockerel ist, Homer J. Brown; (tie) 3d

p illet. S. S Lobdell, (tie) 3d cockerel, 3d hen, J.

K. and A. K. Hamilton. North Orwell, Pa.; 1st

hen and cockerel, C. H. Ackerly, Tonow nda;

white Minorcas, breeding pin ist. cockerel ist,

F. C. Bri^ndy. Whitney's Point; black Min- rcas.

cock and cockerel ist, E. 1 . Salem. Binghamton;
b. b. red game, cockerel 2d, pullet 3d, Ackerly;

cock ist, pullet 2d, I.^cy city, cockerel (tie)

ist, hen 1st, J. F. Waters. Brookfield; cock-

erel (tie) 1st and 3d. W. M. Clark, Broomficld; pit

games, pullet 2d and 3d. E. West, South Oxford;

i8t cockerel and pullet, C. M. Clark; Indian

games, pen ist, cockerel ist, D. L. Smith, City;
pullet ist Davy, 3d pullet Ackerly, 2d and 3a
cockerel, 2d pullet and pen Webster. Langshans,
cock and hen ist, Knox & Tillinghast; cockerel
ist. pullet 2d, Ackerly; white Langshans. pullet,
hen and cock ist, Knox & Tillinghast; pullet and
hen 2d, Cunningham & Blair, Chenango Brid{![e.

White crested black Polish cockerel 2d, Hillis;

pen ist, cock and hen rst, H. B. Hall. Windsor;
golden Polish, breeding pen ist and 2d, cock ist,

hen ist and 2d, H. B. Hall. Buff Cochins were
shown by Luce and F. B. Newkirk, Oxford. Both
had a bird above the average. Luce's hen scoring
93 and winning hen ist and 2d, pen 2d, cock 1st,

2d and 3d (tie) pullets, 3d cockerel; Newkirk's
cockerel scored 94 J4 and he won ist and 2d cock-
erel, ist pen, ist and 3d (tie) pullets. Houdans
all prizes to G. M. T. Johnson, city.

We now come to the practical breeds, the
grand old American class. This is the class that
should always outnumber all others, and this

show is far from an exception to the rule. The
light Brahmas lead as a single class, numbering
seventy-five birds, 2d pen. 2d pullet, Levi Trues-
dall. city; 2d and 3d hen, Newkirk; pen ist, hen
ist, cock 2ci and 3i, pullet and cockerel 3d, Ack-
erly: cock 1st, pullet ist. cockerel ist and 2d, H.
G. Hotchkiss. Lyons. All that can be said of' the
Plviuouth Rock class is that it was fairly well
filled, and some of the whites were nice. But
the barred Rocks were not such birds as the
Thompson's show. Hen ist, pen and pullet 3d,

C. H. Beck, Sherburne: pen ist, 1st and 2d cock-
erel, 2d pullet, Newkirk; cock and hen, G. Hill,

Vestal; cockerel 2d, Johnson; pen 2d, pullet ist,

Hill. Dark Brahmas, cock 2d, hen 3d, pullet 3d,

cockerel 3d, Knox & Tillinghast. The banner
class of the show was the Wyandotte, fifty-three

silvers, fifty-eight whites, sixty-six goldens, five

blacks.
Our friend—who, by the way is a iolly good

fellow and a silver Wyandotte to the backbone,
showed good birds and says that Broome County
is their original home and they would be in it.

They were in for numbers but Orange County
was in it for prizes. Smith had an old bird en-
tered that outside of his weight stands second to

none. Both Parsons and O'Brian showed fine

pens, also Sampson, of Pennsylvania. His
cockerel was a strong bird, but his pullets were
like the Sampson of old, "shorn of their

strength." The sweetstakes pullet was bred by
G. H. King from an old Sagamore strain of sil-

vers. Pen ist, cockerel 2d, nen 2d and 3d. F. H.
Davy, Mini.sink, Orange County; cockerel 1st,

pullet ist. King and Howell, Otisville Orange
County; pullet 3d, C.W.Clark, Guyraard, Orange
County; cock 2d, cockerel 3d, D. L. Smith, Bing-
hamton, Broome County; hen ist. H. B. Hall,
Windsor; 2d pen, 2d pullet, John O'Brian, Sher-
burne; pen 30, W. E. Sampson, Pleasant Moun-
tain, Pa.
White Wyandotte—Cock and hen ist, James

Forsythe; pen ist, Taylor. Lacy, city; pen 2d,

hen 2d, cockerel ist; 3d and 4th pullet, Harring-
ton; ist and 2d pullet, 2d cockerel, Coe pen 3d,

pen 4th Parsons. Go'den Wyandottes—Cockerel
ist. pullet the ist. 93^ Cunningham and Blair

p lletthe 1st. J. W. Caswell, city; pen ist, hen
2d, cockerel 3d, H. D. Mason & Son, Fabius, N.
Y.; pen 3d, cock 3d, K. F. Allen, pullet 2d, G.
Hill; pullet ist (tie), cockerel 2d. F. H. Parsons;
pen 2d, cock ist and 2d, hen ist, J. J. Well»,
Binghamton.
As I said before, the white Plymouth Rock

class was a good lot of birds, creamy plumage
only l)eing against them. F. L. Rogers, Whit-
neys Point, is another young fellow who will

come to the front. He won 3d on pullet, cock-
erel 2d and 3d, cock ist C. K. Seeleey,
Vestal; cock and hen 2d, G. A Darrow, Montrose,
Pa.; hen ist, Ackerly; cockerel ist and 2d. A. H.
Brill. The .society having j^rown in size it was
decided to judge by comparison next year

THE A. P. A.

Annual Election of OfBcers.
Special Dispatch to The Journal.

The following officers were elected at

the annual meeting of the American

Poultry Association, held at Los Angeles,

California, February 12, 1892:

President, Oren Scotten, Detroit, Mich.;
vice-presidents, H. S. Babcock, Provi-

dence, R. I.; H. A. Bridge, Columbus, O.;

Sid Conger, Flat Rock, Ind.; E. R.
Spaulding, Jaffrey, N. H.; David A.

Nichols, Monroe, Con.; Colonel R. J.

Hamilton, Springfield, Mass.; F. A.
Mortimer, Pottsville, Pa.; J. Y. Bicknell,

Buffalo. N. Y.; J. E. Diehl, Beverly, N.

J.; Loring Brown, Bolingbroke, Ga.;

Ross A. Smith, Summerville, S. C; G.
O. Brown, Baltimore, Md.; James E.
Cayford, Montreal, Can.; John D. Mer-
cer, Seattle, Wash.; secretary and treas-

urer, George E. Peer, Rochester, N. Y.

Plymouth Rocks for the Farmers.

There are no fowls that show to better

advantage on the farm than the Ply-

mouth Rocks, and they have w^on a

deservedly high place both as layers and
for the table. They are large, handsome,
and clean looking, and this fact alone is

worth all it will cost to procure a flock of

them in place of the common mixed
barn -yard flock. Their care and feeding

will cost no more than the others, and
they are sure to give a better return. It

is a little strange that a farmer will take
pains and go to large expense in order
to have good horses, cattle, sheep and
hogs, and yet be content with a flock of
mongrel fowls when it is so easy to have
good ones. The farmer should not at-

tempt to be a poultry fancier, but it is

only good farming to keep one pure
breed for practical purposes.—Connecti-

cut Register.

EXPERIMENTS IN FEEDING.

By the New York Agricultural

Experiment Station.

BULLETIN NO. 39.

The skim milk of the farm is generally

all fed to pigs and calves, but it can as

profitably be fed to chicks or laying hens.

For the benefit of those farmers who

have skim milk to feed, or any who

grow chickens where skim milk can be

cheaply obtained, the results of a feeding

experiment with chicks are given in this

bulletin. As of interest to poultrymen,

an experiment in feeding to laying hens

rations differing widely in proportion of

fat is also reported ; and the results of a

trial in feeding salt are included.

Skim Milk for Grovelng Chicks.

During the past year quite a number of

chicks were grown to maturity at this

station with no drink other than skim

milk being given them, excepting not

more than three or four days when skim

milk was not available and water was

supplied. No water was accessible to

them except as dew, or that to be found

for a few hours after a rain. These chicks

were raised by the ordinary method of

keeping them with a heu in a small coop,

the chicks being allowed to run at will

over the grass in a young apple orchard.

No sickly chicks were at any time noticed

among them, the few lost when young

being from accident and from lice getting

among one brood. The growth of feathers

was much more rapid and full than usual,

and this was especially noticeable in the

case of light Brahma chicks.

In order to obtain information as to

the cost of growing chicks by the

methods in general use on farms, where
skim milk can be obtained, two lots of

chicks were grown in pens. The pens

were ten by twelve feet, having a tight

wooden floor. The open yards connect-

ing with them, and which were deeply

covered with ashes, were eleven by twen-

ty feet. A hen was kept with each pen
of chicks until they were pretty well

feathered ; with one pen seven and one-

half weeks aud the other five and one-

half weeks. The chicks were of several

breeds aud crosses, black Minorca, white

Plymouth Rock, light Brahma, Indian

game-Cochin cross ; Plymouth Rock-
Minorca cross. They were from one to

three days old at commencement of feed-

ing experiment, and the total cost of

food from hatching until this time was
less than one cent for each lot. During
most of the experiment fourteen chicks

were in one pen and sixteen in the other.

More chicks were put in at the start, but

the visit of a rat reduced the number.

The chicks and hens were weighed once

a week.
No green food was fed to one pen until

the chicks were about six weeks old, and

not to the other pen until eleven and
one-half weeks old. The skim milk, of

which they had most of the time an

abundant supply, was usually sweet. One
pen (No. 11) was without milk for eight

days (from September 17 to September

25), when water was substituted, and
during this time they made a smaller

gain for the food consumed than at any
other. The results averaged for periods

of one and two weeks are given in the

adjoining tables.

The mixed grain was composed of two
parts of corn meal, two parts of wheat
bran, one part wheat middlings and one
part of linseed meal, and is calculated at

|20 per ton. The wheat is rated at $1

per bushel, the skim milk at 25 cents per

100 pounds, the clover forage at $2 per

ton and meat scraps at iji cents per

pound.
With one pen the average cost of food

for every pound increase in weight dur-

ing the whole time was 5.66 cents. For
the other the cost of increase for all but

the last two weeks was 5 36 cents, and
during these two weeks 5.63 cents. The
cost per pound in grain weight for each

period will be found in the tables. In

one pen chicks averaging 2.4 pounds
weight at 10^ weeks of age were grown
at a cost for food of 5.31 cents per pound,

or an average of 12.7 cents apiece. In

the other pen chicks averaging 2.4 pounds
at 11^ weeks of age cost for food 5.36
cents per pound, or 12.9 cents apiece.

This cost of^ production of course includes

the cost of feeding the hen during the
first few weeks. These results are not so

good as are those sometimes reported by
incubator manufacturers, but they are

obtained by methods that are understood
and in use among farmers. Although
these chicks were rather closely confined,

they were kept freer from lice than, un-

fortunately, are the chicks as a rule on
farms. Under ordinary conditions chicks

ought to be hatched, making a fair al-

lowance for value of eggs and food for

sitting hens, at a cost of less than 5 cents

apiece. The highest cost per pound gain

during any week while grownig chicks

to 3^ pound average weight was less

thau 7 cents, and the cost averaged much
less than 6 cents. At the prices gener-

ally obtained for chicks of this and lesser

weights the growth was certainly a profit-

able one. With chicks having the lib-

erty of the fields it seems reasonable to

expect a still cheaper production of

meat, and it would appear that a profita-

ble use of some of the skim milk of the

farm would be in the growing of chicks

for home use or for the market.

An unlimited supply of sweet skim
milk can apparently be given to chickens

with advaniage, but sour milk must be

fed with caution. Where sour milk only

that some time ago a certain breeder of

brown Leghorns signified his intention

of going to Los Angeles with a carload

of 500 birds. He would astonish the na-

tives with his superfine stock. Now we
hear that he is not coming at all. Can it

be that he has sent some birds out here

and discovered that some of our fanciers

are posted on brown Leghorns.

How far is it ? California is a state

of magnificent distances, and we don't

all live at Los Angeles or in southern
California. It will cost the fanciers of

central California from one-third to one-

half as much to visit Los Angeles with

their birds as it will cost the fanciers of

the Atlantic States. It is about 500 miles

from San Francisco to Los Angeles, but

we are going all the same and help swell

the throng of "visitors."

Rumor says that there is a scheme
afoot among some fanciers near by San
Francisco to travel incog: and thus get

the full benefit of the attentions that

will be shown to eastern visitors. The
only thing in the way just now of the

success of the scheme is that photo-en-

graving of about twenty of us published

in the last Fanciers' Monthly. We
I

might be recognized, and then woe be
unto us.

The season.—We have enjoyed a de-

lightful winter so far. A better one for

hatching and raising chicks (?ould hardly

, be planned. Enough rain has fallen to

Of one thing we are sure, and that is

our roosters flap their wings in the good
old fashioned way, only i)erhaps a little

louder when their wings strike over their

backs. H. G. Kkesling.
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PEN No. 11.-HEN AND CHICKS.
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is available it is best to coagulate thor-

oughly by moderate heating, and feed

only the curd, straining out as much of

the whey as possible.

California Notes.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Los Angeles, ho ! One week more and

the great event of the season to chicken

men will be in full blast.

A lot of hard work has been done by
. , . ,^

the Los Angeles County Association, and fj^o^^s are expected to brmg about. In
luc xvua nugti^a /

• A \
*h^ present state of the fancy poultry m-

ifthe show, the A. P. A. meetmg »"«. dustry in California it does not require

everything else in connection therewith I extensive advertising to dispose of sur

does not "pan out" satisfactorily it will
I

plus stock. There is a good

start vegetation and keep it growing.
Chickens "about town" that have a va-

cant lot or even the street for a range
are crowing and singing and laying,

while out of town in the fields and or-

chards the flocks of good, bad and indif-

ferent chickens form an animated spec-

tacle.

There is a tendency just now to get out

more chicks than ever l>efore, in view of

the present good demand for stock and
eggs and the prospect of increased busi-

ness next year that our present winter's

pan

not be their fault Besides work on the

show proper, extensive arrangements

have been made to entertain our eastern

friends in California style. The fanciers

of the state will keep open house during

their stay. Excursions have been planned

to various points of interest, from San

Diego to San Francisco, and small par-

ties are planned for visiting the finest

orange groves, and we central Califor-

nians have spoken for places wherever

there is a chance to go sight seeing.

We expect to see at the show some ni<.;e

stock from those reliable breeders East

who have common sense enough to com-

prehend the situation. These good birds

will show well and sell well also, and the

men who send them will have a splendid

advertisement and build up a trade here.

We also expect to see some very ordi-

nary chickens sent out by those specula-

tive and misinformed persons who think

that anything will do for California.

And, by the way, the story has "got out"

demand for

full-blooded fowls at moderate prices by
farmers and others who wish to improve
their common stock, while the better

specimens from a standard point of view-

are wanted by our increasing list of fan-

ciers.

Quality of California stock.—Our pro-

ducts are so generally superior in quality

and quantity that it would hardly be con-

sistent not to claim to have the best

specimens of poultry. At any rate we
will l/iink our stock is superior until we
see the prize winners at Los Angeles. It

was decided by several who ought to

know that the quality of the stock at the

Petaluma show compared favorably with

some of the best eastern shows. How
many of the good ones were eastern birds

we have no means of knowing. It may
be interesting to know that some of the

eastern birds that were sent out for the

purpose of winning at Petaluma were
promptly disqualified. Yes, we have

some good stock here now. but are bent

on improving it in any honorable way
until we have the very best.

Specialty Clubs.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The letter from Thomas Hewes, in

The Journal of January 23, in which

he indicates that he sees no good but

great harm in specialty clubs prompts

me to say a word in their defense.

From the standpoint that one sees the

best poultry judge of any particular

breed in one who has made a practical

study of that breed, we can also see that

a club composed of fanciers of one breed

may be a better judge of what the make-
up of that breed should be than an asso-

ciation of fanciers of various breeds. The
Cochin, Leghorn, Langshan and Wyan-
dotte Clubs have taken up breeds of widely
different characteristics. Suppose that in-

stead of the four clubs only one should be

maintained (the A. P. A.), is it reasonable

to suppose that the combined clubs can
make and maintain a better standard for

the four breeds than the separate clubs

could ? Everyone who has had experi-

ence in legislative bodies knows that the

combined club would be hampered and
confused in its work, and the result

would be dissatisfaction and the natural

gravitation of the members into specialty

clubs again.

There is no higher authority than a

specialty club on the breed it has taken

up, and' the descriptions of the various

breeds in the Standard of Perfection

should come from these clubs and not

from an incompetent body like the A.

P. A.
The Langshan Club has done a good

work in forming ideal birds, and although

personally the ideal of the club is not my
ideal, it is a great improvement over the

poorly made description in the Standard
of Perfection. The club should now go
a step further, viz., form a standard de-

scription for its members and Langshan
fanciers who choose to be guided by
them. Then let the club offer prizes

and its members exhibit only where the

club's .standard is used as a guide in

judging.
Mr. Hewes apparently shares with

others the idea that the'.\. P. A. is the

source from whence .ill the energy of

fancy poultry flows. The A. P. A. is a

self-constituted body of "law-makers" and
has served a good purpose in arranging

and publishing descriptions of the various

breeds of domestic poultry until such a

time as the more competent specialty

clubs should make their own descrip-

tions and form their ideas.

Poultry fancying does not depend for

life upon any association or club. These
organizations are its servants and must
obey its dictates. The specialty club re-

flects the combined ideas of its njembers,

and there can be no higher and truer

authority. Whether the specialty club

or the A. P. A. does the mechanical work
of printing the descriptions is a matter of

small importance.
I would like to see a club for every

breed. This is an age of specialty work
in all branches of industry, and l^etter

results are produced. The "all-round"

poultry judge, the general farmer and
the all-embracing poultry association are

giving way to the specialty judge, the

specialty farmer and the specialty club.

That the specialty clul)S now existing

distinctly foreshadow coming events is

very apparent to my mind, and I am
glad to see in the last issues of the poul-

try press that others are of the same
opinion. H. G. Kkksling.
San Jose. Cal., February 10.

An Error in Spelling-

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

When perusing your most valuable

journal I noticed in the award of prizes

for Oriental frills at New York my name
is misspelt. Now being the only one to

compete with I). C. Owen, who is sup-

posed to have the finest stud of Orien-

tals in the United States, and honors be-

ing about equal, think it only right this

correction should be made in your next

issue. Knowing your desire to keep your

paper truthful, have no doubt you will

accede to this request. There are sev-

eral "Graves" in the fancy but only one

"R. S. Groves." R. S. Groves.
PHiUkDRLrHiA, February 15.
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ON THE WING.

The second meeting of the Philadel-

phia Flying Club was held on Thursday

evening of last week, and about fifty

prominent fanciers visited Karly's Hall,

1323 Arch Street, to participate in the

proceedings, which were confined entirely

to matters of club interest only. About

fifteen new members were taken in, mak-

ing the total from whom the first month's

dues have been collected well over the

half century mark. The applications for

charter membership continue to pour in

on the secretary, but all those whose

names were received after the 15th inst.

will be compelled to pay the regular en-

trance fee of five dollars.

« «
From the informal conversation that

took place before the meeting was called

to order, it would appear as if the club

will reap a rich harvest from the sale of

theatre tickets to the benefit at the Chest-

nut vStreet Theatre, on the 26th inst. Half

the theater has been taken and three

parts of the tickets had already been

sold, the remainder were distributed

amongst the members, and will probably

be disposed of before the time expires

for a return to be made to the theatre

people. The percentage the club derives

from the sale of the tickets is to be de-

voted to the providing and furnishing of

headquarters, and the equipments neces-

sary for a first-class organization. The

club has a first-class set of officers and

should now have little trouble in keep-

ing its place at the head of Philadelphia

organizations.

*

At the regular monthly meeting of the

Washington Federation, to be held one

day this week, Mr. H. V. Lansdale will

offer a resolution that a "press" com-

mittee of three be appointed to attend

the publication of all races and matters

of general interest. It is proposed that

the three members of the committee

shall l)e chosen as representatives from

different sections of the city ;
one of the

three is to be chosen chairman, and the

other two will report to him regularly all

matters of interest that take place, the

chairman to put same in shape for pub-

lication and forward same to the leading

homing papers,

* *

The action taken by Mr. Lansdale is

well worthy of praise, being in the in-

terest of the Washington Federation and

the sport generally. It is also in accord

with the desire of the management of the

League of American Homing Clubs, who

are anxious that the flights of every club

in the League shall receive all the

notoriety that can be obtained by being

published in the daily, weekly and

monthly papers.

« •

There is no doubt the biggest mistake

the Federation of American Homing

Pigeon Fanciers ever made was in neg-

lecting to circulate the results of the

races through the medium of the daily

and weekly papers. As a matter of fact,

however, it was always a difficult matter

to obtain the news, and it is an open

question whether any change will be

made in this respect this year, as in re-

sponse to inquiries on the subject, the

race secretary has already stated that he

can make no definite promise to give out

the results of races to any reporter that

may call for it, as he is trying to make

arrangements with a paper himself

whereby he can realize on all news fur-

nished.
*

»

No one can offer the slightest objec-

tion to the race secretary retailing the

news to one or more daily papers, but to

refuse the news to the regular pigeon fly-

ing correspondents of other papers is a

policy that if continued must necessarily

prove suicidal. The papers that will de-

vote space to pigeon flying are few and

far between, and to earn the ill will of

those whose columns have heretofore

been open to the homing fraternity is

not the act of one who has the best inter-

ests of the sport at heart.

*
* »

Although few clubs have arranged

their race schedules for 1892, it becomes

more and more evident every day that

the southwestern course will be adopted

by the majority. The furore over the

western course has in a great measure

died away, and it is not likely that even

the big attraction of a World's Fair lib-

eration in 1893 will tempt many of the

knowing ones to risk the journey over

the Alleghenies. J. D. Munro was fairly

successful over the western course last

year, that is as far as the returns were

concerned, but he was about the only

one who did well from over 200 miles,

and even he did nothing worth mention-

ing in the way of speed. To be sure the

birds he started west were only "scrubs,"

and he had five returns from within 120

miles of Chicago, but few fanciers know

these inside facts, and when the western

course is mentioned heads are shaken

and one is greeted with some such re-

mark as "No western course in mine" or

"South Carolina is good enough for me,"

from which it is easy to judge the main

route for 1892.
»

* •

Indications point to there once more

being an active season in store for the

Baltimore fanciers. Sam Taylor and his

friends are again taking a big interest

in homing matters, and as a result the

Monumental City will be represented in

the League by at least two strong clubs.

*
» *

Efforts are being made to organize a

strong League club at Camden, N. J.,

and Mr. Moore, who is one of the leaders

in the movement, reports that he expects

to organize with a membership of from

ten to fifteen active fanciers.

*
* »

Have you advertised your early young-

sters in The Journal yet ? If not, do so

at once. It will pay you handsomely.
*

* *

Clubs of five members or over wishing

to fly during 1892 under the management

of the national organization for national

record, should at once address the secre-

tary of the League of American Homing

Clubs, Mr. George H. Bowerman, 20

Monmouth Street, Newark, N. J.

POINTS IN THE FLYING FANCY.

News and Notes Gathered Here,

There and Everywhere,
Correspondence Fanciers' Jouknal.

In some of my recent notes to The

Journal I referred to the exhibit of sev-

eral " automatic verifiers" at the exhibi-

tion of homing pigeons held in Mons,

Belgium, during Christmas week, prom-

ising to lay before your readers the re-

port of the committee appointed to judge

them as soon as learned.

This committee, or judges. Messieurs

Omnozez and Noel, have now handed in

their official report on four machines.

From the columns of the Homing News,

of F:ngland, I quote the following trans-

lation of the report

:

1. The machine " Lamberst" is in too

unfini-^hed and incomplete a condition to

allow of any opinion being given upon it.

2. The machine "Van de Plancke Fre-

res,"—The clock work may go through

its functions well. As for the apparatus
in general it offers certain advantages for

verification, but where it leaves some-
thing to be desired is in the setting of

the hour, which is a little complicated.
The construction is good.

3. The machine "Remy." This in-

strument might be a good one, but the

class of workmanship does not inspire

confidence in it,

4, The machine " Lejenne." This is

the best constructed of all, giving every
guarantee as to strength and good con-

struction, but the relations of the wheel
gear and great amount of friction observ-

able make its regulation difficult and un-
reliable but can be improved. The read-

ing is clear and legible.

To sum it up the machine " Lejenne "

is the l>est constructed. The " Le Mar-
tinet," of Brussels, one of the leading

Colombophile journals of Belgium, thinks

the machine of " Van de Plancke" will

render good service in verification to the

loft after undergoing slight modifications,

but is restricted in its use to but a few
birds.

In speaking of the machine " Lejenne"
it is regarded as the best, most sure,

strongest and only verifier capable of

rendering to the Colombophile world the

service so greatly needed and so ardently

desired. ^

I am now in communication with

friends abroad to learn more of this

"Lejenne" machine, and shall endeavor

to obtain one for practical experiment at

as early a day as possible, for "automatic
verifications" should be equally as im-

portant a subject to American fanciers as

to our English and Belgian brethren.

Surely in this entire country of ours,

with its thousands of intelligent and ex-

pert mechanics and perfect timing ma-
chines already in practical use in many
houses of business and factories, a prac-

tical automatic verifier for use in homing
pigeon races could be produced. I

strongly recommend the appointment of

committees in all clubs and associations

throughout the various flying sections to

investigate and report upon this all im-

portant subject.

Certified telegrams are a make-shift.

Timers at loft are much better, and the

l)est we have at present, but a perfect

"automatic verifier" will be the best of

all, and if not too expensive will be the

thing desired above all for the future de-

velopment of the sport.

The subject is well worthy of the

prompt and deep attention of our flying

men, and I hope it will be acted upon.

Our old friend Robert B. Caverly. of

Washington, D. C, knows a good thing

when he sees it, and as he is deeply in-

terested in the new League of Homing
Clubs, and equally so in keeping up the

title and working'of the old Washington
Homing Club, of which has long been

the leading spirit, I expect to have the

pleasure of seeing this club enrolled as a

member of the League very shortly, and
thus with the Washington Federation al-

ready a member of the League complete

the entire list of Washington flying fan-

ciers as identified with League manage-
ment.

I note the following in a foreign jour-

nal devoted to the sport : "The amalga-

mation of flying clubs for the common
weal" is making rapid strides. Within

a radius of twenty miles from here there

are some first-rate clubs, who by amalga-

mation would form a powerful federation

and fly together and still have their own
private rules on the same days as the

Federation races ; of course, with the

same birds and the expenses much less

in comparison and the prizes larger.

Exactly so, and this is one of the leading

ideas in the new League of American

Homing Clubs—sectional management
but all flying on the same day together

and for League diplomas, and yet each

club flying independently for its own
private prizes.

A fancier may fly good enough to win

first prize in his club and yet not be in it

for the League diploma, for which all

are competing, but League diploma win-

ner is also first prize winner in his club,

for this prize is representative of the best

speed to the section from the distance

for that season.

In the American Stock-Keeper of June

30 E. S. Starr, in her special correspond-

ence, says: "When I went to Fall

River to the Council of Pigeon Flyers, it

was not to push a claim for record but to

inquire in the interests of pigeon flyers

at large if there was reason why the

claim I had to make for Sleepy, of New

isolated and in

unknown fan-

of more solid

Bedford, for the journey of 339 miles in

349 minutes was not to be accepted."
Many would think that the journey

was quite unnecessary had the Madame
inquired from the pigeon flyers at large

around home, or even in New York and
vicinity, their opinion as to the genuine-
ness of this inappropiately named flyer

of the East,

Three hundred and thirty-nine miles in

three hundred and forty-nine minutes.

Phew ! And I'll be bound there are many
to be found in the flying sport who have
never heard of Sleepy, his owner, or the

remarkable performance claimed for him.
or "Council of Pigeon Flyers" in Fall

River. A sad condition of affairs, in-

deed !

By the way, in referring to this Council
of Pigeon Flyers, I cannot but admire
the neatness, the cleverness, the expert
adjustment and the particular nack the

Madame possesses for giving the most
insignificant performances in the sport a

national importance and wide celebrity,

and the banding of a few
many cases young and
ciers, A boom worthy
metal.

It only confirms my oft repeated re-

marks on the cleverness and fertile re-

sources of this little lady in the pigeon-

flying world. And what a piiy her

talents and services could not be utilized

in a more legitimate, more representa-

tive and wider field, 'Tis a pity 'tis true.

Despite the continuous dropping off of

her old and new friends and drifting

apart from others, and the constant pre-

dictions of many that she is " through "

in the flying fancy, I note that she is

equally proficient and successful in form-

ing new associations, and bobs up
serenely year after year, I cannot but

admire her gameness.
Of her latest production, " Pigeon

Flyer's Day" and the "Council of

Pigeon Flyers," I may have something
to say later.

The Detroit, Mich., Federation of

Pigeon Flyers held their annual meeting
on the 2d inst , re-electing Mr. C. A.

Parkinson president and Mr. C. H. Gale
secretary. All are enthustastic over the

new League of Clubs, and the fact that

all are now on the subscription list of

the official journal. The Fanciers'
Journal, proves that the Detriot flying

men are wide awake and determined to

know all that is going on. I congratu-

late the Detroit flying fancy on their

progressive and liberal spirit.

Messrs. Parkinson, Gale, Telford, Wal-
ker, Wagner and Malconnson are active

and determined pigeon flyers, and as I

am particularly well posted as to the

quality of stock in many lofts there, I

predict excellent work from this enter-

prizing section of the League during

1892.

The League constitution, by-laws and
race rules will be out this week in neat

book form for distribution among its

members in New York, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, Washington, D. C, Mary-
laud, Michigan, Rhode Island, Massa-

chusetts, etc, and I predict that many
now on the fence will scramble down
and fall into line in the League after a

perusal of its contents.

It will soon be time for the various fly-

ing clubs throughout the states to ar-

range their race schedule for old and
young birds for the 1892 season. And to

all such I send the reminder not to for-

get the part homing pigeons are intended

to take in the World's Fair at Chicago,

111., in 1893, and if Chicago is to be

flown next year, this year is a good time

to prepare for it, both old and young
birds.

At the convention of delegates held in

Newark, N. J., January 27, I was pleased

to see present that excellent old-timer,

Mr, A. Perry Baldwin, who, I found, was
still warm in his feelings for the flying

sport and interested in the successful

launching of the new league, believing

fully in its methods, principles and the

men associated with it. He contemplates

associating himself with the Empire
City Flying Club at an early date, and
we all know he has many "good ones"
still left in his lofts. I wish you success,

Perry.

Dr. Johnson has sold almost all of his

best birds, a grand lot just going to Chi-

cago. 111., yet if it is possible to rekindle

the flying interest in the old port the

Doctor will do so, and I hope to have the

pleasure of seeing the old Keyport Fly-

ing Club representing a section of the

League in the near future. Fritz.
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recent history.

Suppose some one should propose to

improve the heads and beaks of our

jacobins by crossing them with birds

which would entail a risk of hood, mane

and chain, or the fantails by a cross that

would diminish the number and change

the upright carriage of the tail, or the

pouters by a cross likely to drawf their

crops or render them less spherical or

detract in the least from their great

length of limb. Would the proposition

be entertained for a moment ? Certainly

not. Yet this very same thing has been

done with the satinettes, and by one who
is regarded by many as among England's

noted fanciers, and the principal excuse

for so doing is the necessity of introduc-

ing more fresh blood.

The fact of the whole matter lies, ac-

cording to my comprehension, in this

old craze for head and beak proper-

ties to the exclusion of every other es-

sential, and while, as I have before

stated, I yield to no one in my admira-

tion for these qualities, I certainly do not

approve this practice of crossing two
distinct breeds with the object of im-
proving them. The risk is too great, and
can only be justified when the object is

to create a new breed, but for the pur-

pose of improving an old established

one, it must be condemned.
These birds have been bred in the Ori-

ent for more than 120 years before their

introduction into England, and if they
had been deteriorating for the want of
fresh blood we may rest assured their

Eastern fanciers would have been the
first to discover it and apply the neces-

sary remedy.
That Mr. H. P. Caridia does not approve

of these crosses I give in evidence the
following letter, published in one of the
English journals more than a year and a
half ago. I desire no higher authority
for the position I have taken regarding
the satinettes :

"Now about the flattery of Smyrna
veterans to me. In their kindness they
called me the 'savior of the satinettes

and the creator of the blondinette,' and
though not ambitious enough to accept

either title, I ask candidly if at the time
I introduced the satinette in England I

adopted the then fasionable craze here of
breeding them with face markings and
gave their description in Fulton's book
as such, would they not long before now
have been entirely converteu into a lot of
badged nondescripts ? Who should have
said anything to the contrary? Hence I

did save the orginal breed. Because my
standard for them had been accepted by
the British fanciers it soon prevailed,

and a stop to the badging was the re-

sult,"

Although Mr. Caridia's objection in

this letter more strictly applies to those
who were crossing their birds with the
object of breeding them with face mark-
ings, we see how correct he was in his

prediction of the result of such a cross,

for many of these birds are at the pres-

ent time simply "a lot of badged nonde-
scripts."

We regard then the Oriental frills as
essentially plumage birds, and most
heartily disapprove of any cross what-
ever that will endanger these properties.
There is a prevailing opinion among a
certain class of fanciers that the requisite

lacing and arrow pointing are easy to

produce wheu compared to other import-
ant features. Then why is it that these
qualities, which are among the most beau-
tiful and desirable attributes of the Ori-
entals, are so seldom seen in perfection ?

Until within the last few years Dr. Henry
E. Owen, of New York City, had the
only loft in America devoted exclusively
to the Orientals. He was constantly im-
porting them, was in frequent correspond-
ence with Mr. Caridia, Mr. Jo.seph Smith
and other eminent fanciers on the sub-
ject, and owned probably eighty per cent
of these birds on this side of the water.

He is a gentleman of scientific attain-

ments and is a constant and careful stu

dent of everything pertaining to the
frilled varieties. Any expression of his,

therefore, regarding them should have
great weight with less experienced fan-

ciers. It affords me great plensure to

reprint in this work a paper written by
him, about one year ago, for The Fan-
ciers' Journal of Philadelphia, which
not only deals with this question in an
exhaustive and masterly manner, but it

is without exception the best paper I

have ever read on this subject. It is en-

titled "Oriental Frills ; a Plea for the
Preservation of the Characteristic Points."

The subject to which I wish to call the
special attention of fanciers of Oriental

frills is the relative importance of feather

marking to head and beak properties,

and here I wish to say emphatically that

I greatly prefer a large, wide skull, thick

short beak and down face to any other
style of head, that I recognize it as an
ideal, and that all my importations of
late have been made with a view to im-

provement in that direction. This ex-

pression of views must dispose finally

of the various statements to the effect

that I "leave head and beak to take care

of themselves," that I "pay no attention

to anything but plumage," that "the
precious band on the tail is everything,

and the head nothing," etc.

Now, as to my real opinion. If this

paper was addressed to a committee of

naturalists my task would be a very easy

one. As the case stands, I feel the ne-

cessity of a few general words on the sub-

ject of classification. In the first place,

when classifying varieties or species in

any of the products of nature search is

made for some striking peculiarities

which exist in a given specimen, and
that point is fixed upon as the one deter-

mining in what group the specimen shall

be classed. For example, in vegetable

life certain plants have the seed placed
upon the back of the leaf. These consti-

tute the great family of ferns. Let us

suppose a botanist on a government
exploring expedition entering a territory

on which man has never heretofore set

foot. He finds a plant hitherto unknown
and of course unclassified. On examina-
tion he finds that the plant is in seed,

and that the seeds are placed on the

backs of the leaves. It may be a tree. It

may be a trailing vine. It may be an

aquatic plant, or growing in any way or

looking like anthing whatever. What is

it? How shall it be classified? Send a

specimen to every botanist in the world,

and the immediate and unanimous an-

swer will be, "It is a fern." The reason

for the answer will be because ferns have
the seed on the back of the leaf and no
other plants have.

In the same way if a new animal be
discovered and it is observed to chew the

cud it is a ruminant, or of the cow fam-

ily. If it has the front teeth bevelled

and sharp like a chisel it is a rodent, or

of the same family as the squirrel and
rat.

Now, in placing the Oriental frill in its

proper class we have first a bird, then a

pigeon of the domestic class. Then we
may say that in general style it is more
properly to be classe<l in the turbit group
than with any other variety of domestic
pigeon. If now we attempt to distin-

guish it from the turbit group what are

the characteristics that will separate it

not only from the turbits but from all

other varieties as well ? Certainly they

are not in the head and beak. My claim

is that the points which are characteris-

tics of the Oriental frills, distinguishing

it from any and every other variety of

fancy pigeon, are all in the plumage. As
to the- plumage then. In all the sati-

nette family (except that rare bird, the

black satinette) and in all the blondi-

nette, except the black laced, we must
have three colors. But other pigeons,

notably the almond tumbler, are tri-

colored, Satinettes and blondinettes

alike, except the barred varieties, must be

laced on the wings. Here we may have
the fish-scale style of lacing or the arrow-

pointed. I prefer the former as being
rarer, more difficult to produce and more
peculiar to Oriental frills than the former.

This lacing, however, while differing

from that in other varieties, is found in

ice pigeons and some other birds, so that

neither tri-color nor lacing absolutely

separate Orientals from other pigeons,

although tri-color, and more especially

lacing, are of great importance.
We do find, however, one point which

all the orientals have, viz , a white spot

near the end of each tail feather, form-
ing, when the tail is spread, a band ex-

tending across the whole of it. Has any
other bird this marking? I think not.

With the many intentional and uniii

tenlional crosses which take place in tlie

lofts of fanciers breeding several vane
ties, I am fully aware that I cannot prove
this belief, but I am so confident of its

truth that I am convinced that any bird

showing it has had at some time, no mat-
ter how remote, an Oriental ancestor.

Another thing is also worthy of our at-

tention. This white band is the exact
contrary of what we usually see in other
birds. If the tail band varies in color

from the rest of the tail it is almost in-

variably of a darker shade. If this is

true, that here we have a marking com-
mon to all Oriental frills and existing in

no other varieties, then we are forced by
the principles of classification to con-

sider the tail marking the most essential

property in the Oriental frill. After this

I would place in order the lacing and the

tri-color. We may ridicule this property
and exalt others, but I do not see how we
can esca])e conclusion.

Our best authorities tell us that they
are ignorant as to how the satinette was
produced, but believe that it came from a

cross with some wild pigeon having a

white tail band. I now know that such
a bird exists in Eastern Europe, having
myself seen them while traveling there

last year, and I would have given much
to have procured one. I still hope to ob-

tain one some day. However, I was near
enough to one of these birds to see that

it was in general shape, like most wild

pigeons, long and slender, with long
snaky head, but with a perfect white
baiwl extending across the tail as distinct

and sharp as the band on the turkey or
grouse tail. Blondinettes were obtaine<l

bv crossing satinettes with owls and tur-

bits.

Now I wish to plead for the preserva-

tion more especially of these plumage
peculiarities Let us suppose an ex-

treme case. A fancier has a stud of laced

blondinettes, for example. Their mark-
ing is j^ood but their head properties are

indifferent. Knowing that he can im-
prove these by crosses with owls, he
breeds on that plan for a few years, at

the end of which he has a loft full of

birds with heads and beaks as near
perfection as can be hoped for, but with

little or no tail marking, with no white
spots on the flights, and with the lacing

on the wings nothing but an indefinite

sort of checker, such as may be seen on
homers and street pigeons. Of these he
enters a single bird in a show to compete
before a judge known to give all his pref-

erence to head properties. This bird has
a grand head, wide skull, thick, short

beak, down face, perfect we will say in

head. It has not a while spot on any of

the tail or flight feathers and almost no
lacing. What is this bird ? It is not an
Oriental frill, because it has none of the
characteristics of the variety.

The bird of the other extreme would
have perfect tail and flight markings and
would be brilliantly laced but with nar-

row skull and long slender beak. Now
I will not say that I might not prefer the

general style of the first binl as a pigeon,

but in a competition of Orientals I would
award the prize to the .second. My sup-

posed case of a loft is by no means so

much exaggerated as might appear, for I

have visited a number of lofts where the

condition of things was pretty nearly

what I have described. It is quite notice-

able again that laced blondinettes depart

more from the true marking than s.iti-

nettes. Is it not reasonable to suppose
that this is because of the greater pre-

ponderance of alien blood in the blondi-

nettes in their early production, and be-

cause there are more owls of a color suit-

able for a cross with them than with sati-

nettes ?

Now let us suppose further that the

preference for head properties has finally

resulted in the total loss of oiir peculiar

marking. Do we want it back again? If

we do, then there is nothing left for us

but to go to Eastern Europe again and
begin afresh with the wild pigeon of that

PROLIFIC
.h.

i''J*.\

f-ci^l

POULTRY FOOD
WILL MAKE

HENS LAYI
IN WINTER.

Sold lY»nw*«"- •" B- ^^^'^< Prop-.BnrHigtoii.

properties th(.rc is always available stock

in the owl and turbit groups.

Mr. Caridia, Mr. Joseph Smith and
others refer to the brilliantly marked and
laced birds formerly seen, but now much
rarer than on their first appearance in

England. These remarks must be re-

garded as danger signals by those who
would preserve these beautiful pluniage«l

pigeons (in my view the most beautiful

of all in plumage) from extinction.

Let us by all means do all we can to

improve head and beak. If it is nects-

sary to occasionally introduce an owl or

turbit into the loft well and good, though
I am afraid of it ; but let us not forget

that we have made the cross and let us

get back at once and marry our young-
sters to an over-marked bird with good
head.

Useftil Pigreon Hints.

—One of the most effectual preventives

of disease is a good supply of clean water,

both in the fountains and in the bath.
— Besides food and water, pigeons re-

{juire a supply of gravel, with which
should be mixed some old mortar.

—The following mixture is equal to

any salt-cat that can be made : Two
parts sharp gravel, one part soft loam,

one part old mortar pounded and one
part coarse salt.

— It is very necessary to avoid having
odd or unmatched birds at liberty in the

lofl during the time the others are either

mating or breeding.

—It is a good plan to keep some "«ium-

my" eggs on hand, and as soon as a hen
lavs her first egg it should be removetl

and the "dummy" substituted until the

second is laid, when both the good eggs
may be given to the birds, and will be
hatched at the same time.

—While the young ])igeons are grow-
ing their nest pan should be cleaned out

from time to time and clean sawdust
substituted. The old birds must not be

startled in making the change, however.

PEXXY IX THE SLOT!
New IMizzle (jlvon Away I

Eclipses all other puzzles. How to

gel the Penny out of the case is the
trick. Easy when vou know how

—

impossible otherwise I Sells hke
wildfire at 10 cts. ArIs wanted. To
circul;>te our cataloRue of great
DOLLAR SFKCIATIKS — the 1»>

TVI'KWRITKR, * I'HOTO OfT-
FIT. !« PRINTING I'RESS. !< SEW-
ING M.\CHINE, and 200 other new specialties.

W'e will send i I'n/.zle and Catalogue for 6c in

stamps to pav mailing expens«-s. C1RCI'I,.\RS
KREK 11. 11. INCiKKSOLl. A- ItltO., 65
Cortlandt St. New York City.

IMPORTED LEG BAXDS
Registered for Pigeons and Poultry, all sizes.

Send 45 •. in stamps for sample dozen. Discount
to dealers. H. Small, \s Leonard Street, New
York Citv. i.S.l 204

FOR HA UK.
One handsome Irish Setter dog hy Champion

Chief—Bizreciia ; thoroughly trained by pro-

fessional, two seasons' work, a lirst class shoot-

ing dog, no faults. One first season dog. best of
blood, very promising, and Pointer Bitch, hand-
some and well-bred, broken bv Holus, an extra
gocHl one. F. I,. Chencv, Pittsfield, Mass. 53 56

region, but for the improvement of head

\L. W. NIRPES
Breeder of Pure Standard Single-comb

WHITE 5 BLACK LEGHORNS.
Winners of two ist and two 2d premiums at

the Great Philadelphia Show, January, 1S92.

COLLINGSWOOD, N. J.

Eggs |2 per setting. 53-74eow
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INCUBATORS.

THE

PINELAND
INCOBflTORS AND BROODERS

ARE THK

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERE AWARDED

2-FIRST PREMiaMS"2
AT THE

Great New M Stow of 1891
Hundreds of the most successful poultrymen

use them exclusively. Send five cents for mam-
moth catalogue. Circulnrs free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

143-181 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

POUIiTRY. POUIiTRY.

Fordhook Poultry Yards.
At Philadelphia, 1892, we made a clean Sweep in the Novice Class with our new breed SHER-

WOODS, having won 4 firsts, 4 seconds, 4 thirds and special. If you want particulars write to

the introducers. Also ist and special on Indian Game Hen, ist on Red Cap Cockerel. 2 specials ou

W. C. B. POLISH. In fact, on 28 birds entered we won prizes on each and every one. Send tor

Illustrated Catalogue describing all our breeds, also Collie Dogs.

32-83 W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Philadelphia. Pa.

"PpRHAM Poultry Yards

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM.

E
IMPROVED
XCELSIOR

I.oweflt-prlced FlrsUeli
Simple, Pcrfectf

INCUBATOR
WILL DO IT.

Hatcher made.
Seir-BegnUUBS.

S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.
Buff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes, S. C. W. Leg-

horns, B. Minorcas, S. S. Hamburgs and Buff Pekin Bantams.

Stogi^ pof? Sale at fLuu Simes.

Address all orders and correspondence to ..«-.,« ^ -.

«

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

GEO. N. STAHL, Quincy. Ill

Improved "Champion" Incubator
t —— Perfectly Automatic.

Always Reliable. Guar-
anteed the Simplett and
Best and to hatch the

Largest percentage pos.

sible. Send 2 ct. stamp
for handsome catalog.

FAMOUS MFG. CO..
Chicago.

th-^-vict or
Incubator

Guaranteed Self-Berulatlnff. A
Beliable Hatcher. Herd for Free
CireuUr. 8H££B St CHA8E,
Hole Manofacturere, Qdimoy, Iu.

POUIiTRY.

AI.EX. W. CUMMINGS,
DERBY, IXD.

Breeds games for the pit, such as Shinholzer
and Brown Shawlnecks, red quills, invincibles,

blues, muffs, Japs and the celebrated Derby
greys. Send name on postal for 1892 circular.

The largest one out. 1 also have Galloway cattle

and Poland China hogs. Good note preferred to

cash. Mention this paper. 48-60

\VYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Gieat

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden. Feb., 1891.

Prices lo7v for the class. Male Birds a specially.

"The Best Is None Too Good !

"

Address

2854

BLYTHECOTE FARM.

Brainard Station. N. Y.

34-85

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM
S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns. Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C. White

Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York, 12 firsts 7

Grand Gold vSpecials and Silver Cup ou my Specialties. '*Like has begotten

like." "Like will beget like. Send for illustrated circular giving full prize rec-

ord of America's leading strains of above varieties. Can furnish eggs from C.

H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

POUIiTRY.

cheapTomy food.
We accumulate large quantities of damaged

grain by the frequent burning of grain ware-
nouses, and by the salvage from wrecked car-

goes; and our dispositioii of the goods is largely
to poultry feeders. Very mauy poultrymen are
regular feeders of our stock and they affect a
large saving in expense while getting good re-

sults. To tnose who have not experienced this

advantage we will mail a pound sample FREE
on receipt of IQc- to pay postage and packing.
After trying our goods and approving them,

as you surely will, send us the name of your
dealer and we will endeavor to arrange with him
to carry a stock and supply you conveniently If

he should not want to carry a stock we would
then sell you direct in lots of three tons and up-
wards. Write us.

PAINE BROTHERS,
46-58 MILWAUKEE, WIS.

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only $1.25 per year.

Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

It 481 Broadway, Albany, N Y.

101-151 J. FORSYTH, owEGO. tioga county, n. y.

LIGHT BRAHMAS .

PLYMOUTH ROCKS .

WYANDOTTES.

LANGSHANS
AND

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

sale in season. Orders for puppies booked to be
delivered in rotation. if

gBNt) For (JlRCULflR.

Sandacre parm
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

BuB Pekin Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize

winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

p^ y^^ GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue, Long Island, N. Y.

FOR PIGEONS AND
all breeds of fowls.
Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices
of Indian Games, Minor-
cas. Javasand B.P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20
years' experience counts
in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

J. Y- BICKNELL.
314 Vermont Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

10-61

PIGEONS W^¥r^ PIGEONS
fl r^AI^E (sHANGB TO BUY SOME OP THE BEST

TArnnTN<4 TJANTATTS and OWLS in white and blue African : white, blue and silver Engli.sh

JJd X'?nd'ltweT''ch'inesetn'5Sn'^ica. About forty pairs o/o-l«Xr'"w?Ue'frSs°andiis
stock in existence. I need room, therefore take advantage of this offer WrUefrj^r^ces and ^ust

what vou want. Satisfaction or money refunded. GEO. EWALD, »ox 5°'. '-""-•"""^ -

47-9^

SOLD OUT
SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,

to make room for my

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM ELDRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for the South. South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. '9-70

PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND—
LARGEST

EXCLUSIVE LOFT
—OP-

WHITE FANTAIL
PIGEONS

Flu the world. Bred

I
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,

which gives descrip-

tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-

tals. 94-146

I swept the earth with my fans at Cincinnati

and did still better at Louisville (last week), and
now have none that I can possibly spare.

Before You Subscribe

For anv Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry 01

Kennel' Paper vou should send for my list of

papers. I can fiirnish vou any paper published

cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you

subscribe foi two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if you subscribe for only

one. Alwavs enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten ceiils (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five

papers and rrquest them to mail you sample

copies. _ADDRESS

F. D. BECK,

84tf Box II, WcUsburg, W. Va.

Capons and Caponizing.

A NEW AND POPULAR EDITION OF THI

BOOK AT THE POPULAR PRICE OF 2

ENTS PER COPY POSTPAID.

A NEW BOOK

WYANDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ng, Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl

A handsomely printed book of 60 pages.

PUICE, 50 CENTS.
Address

FANCIEllS' PUBLISHING CO.,

33 South Third Strttt,

,H Philadelphia.

DePuy's Popular Poultry Book No. 2, is entitled

Capons and Caponizing. This book has had a

very extensive sale at fiRy cents per copy, but

the author, Mr. George Q. Dow. has kindly con-

sented to have it published in a twenty-five cent

edi ion so as to put it within the reach of all. and

no person can afford to be without this book now
a» the price is so low. The book contains all

that the fifty cent edition does besides adding

some new features not contained in that edition

that are really very valuable to poultrymen.

Finely illustrated and printed in large, clear

type that can be easily read writhout straining

the weakest eyes. All persons should read this

book who love poultry, as it gives thorough and

complete information on all the different details

of these subjects by a veteran caponizer who
thoroughly understands what he is writing

about. This book covers the entire field from

A to Z. Price 25 cents per copy . .^.ddfess all

orders to

Fanciers' Publishing Company,

Box 916, Philadelphia.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.

OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

Kdward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twclth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

LOOK! —EXCELSIOR-
POULTRY FARM.

^ Breeders and Shippers of INDIAN
OAMES, BlJFFLECiSHpRN^Md
60 other rarietiea of land andwater Fofli
and Ecsi. Send tampfor Oataloirae. Ad-
dTCwf. 8. 8TABL, Irr.* Qalaej, IU.

for profit
should have Pure Ground
BEEF SCRAP, which is

Meat and Bone, collected from slaughter

houses. Dried Perfectly Sweet and ground.

Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them FREE. Ad-

dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOODCO., I33

Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

OPIUM
Morulilnp Habit Cured In 10
to 20 dJiys. No pay till cured.
DR. J. STEPHENS, Lebanon.Ohio.

Vol. 8, No. S. t^ttfe F'AMCiERS' JOURNAtr. ^33

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

Dooks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog 5-^
American Kennel. Burges $ 300
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw o.co

Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee i-50

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored

portrait ico
Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel 80

Dogs, Diseases of. Hill a-oo

Dog Breaking. Floyd 50

Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 300
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . . 50

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond . i.oo

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond ... .50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont 2.00

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 50

English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5<»
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50

English K. C. S. Book,Vols. XI to Xlll,each 4.50

Field Trial Training. White 50

Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions i-S"

Fox Terrier, Breedine and Rearing ; col-

ored portrait. Dalziel i.oo

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-

csiscs .....••••••••••*• • '5^

How to Keep a dog in the City. Mills . . 25

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training 5°

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables . 3.00

Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.50

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great Dane Dog 2.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration . 2.50

Pocket Kennel Record ; full leather 60

Pointsof Judging; new edition, correct to

date '5f>

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickham. Paper cover, 50c.; cloth . . . i.oo

Prize Pugs of America and England.
(Cryer) i.oo

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-
tice. Millan 1.00

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon, 1.25

Stonehenge on the Dog 2.50

Teufel the Terrur ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog 75

The Spaniel and Its Training. By P. H. F.
Mercer 1.00

The Dog, by Idstone 1.25

The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 5.00

The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50

The Setter. Laverack a. 75
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits
from life of 31 prize dogs; in leather. . 4.00

Youatt on the Dok 2.50

Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir 50
Cloth 75

POOLTRY.

All About Broilers. Boyer 25
An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard 50
Book o? Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. George Q.Dow. .25

Duck Culture. Rankin .50

Poultrjr Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-
son Weir ^ . . 9'oo

1.50

150
• 25

I-50

POULTRY.

Over 100 Awards

Reeeivcd in 1891.

mit. UXhitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, England

(Hon. Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply
Indian Game, Dorkings, Wyandottes, Creves,
La Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD BREEDERS, $15 per trio; EXTRA
GOOD, $25; EXHIBITION, $20 to $50 each at
Liverpool. Freight paid to New York for $10
extra on ^ to 9 birds. Eggs in season, I4 per
dozen. OVER 8co BIRDS EXPORTED LAST
YEAR.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion,

1$ cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

St. Bernards.

kAIR OF EXTRA FINE ST. BERNARD
Puppies for sale, well marked, eleven weeks
old. Price, dog, $60 ; bitch, $50. Reduction
made if buving the pair. 1632 North Elev-
enth St., Philadelphia, Pa. it

PIGEONS.
Advettisements without display insetted under

thn heading for 30 (ents per line /or first insettm-,
15 cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven zvords to line.

H

Various.

A

D

J. H. Thompson, Jr.
Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDKJi OK
BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
At the Great Crystal Palace Show o( America

New York. February, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred
Plvmouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens ; first, second and
fourth on Barred Plvmouth cockerel: first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet:

first on breeding yard. $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIALPRIZE.$100 IN GOLD,

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, $4

per 13, $7 per 26, $q per 39. Stock for sale. 39-91

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box
916, Philadelphia. Pa.

00 PORTRAITS, FROM LIFE OR PHOTO-
GRAPH. Collies, Setters, Bull Terriers,
etc. For terms address John C. Stokes.
No. 457 N. Sixth St., Philadelphia. S3 54

PURCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KKNNELS
will buv on commission or sell field dogs,
guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

TRAINED DOGS FOR COON, BEAR, SQUIR-
REL, deer, fox, rabbit, quail, partridge,
woodcock. H. C. Graff, Kensington, Ohio.

52-tf

Fantails.

OWARD BUTCHER. 146 N. FRONT ST.,
Philadelphia ; all colors, prize winning
stock, $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 28-53

Iloinlno: IMireons.

A.

T.

M. WOOD, BREEDER AND FLYER
homing pigeons, 4910 Baltimore Ave.,
West Philadelphia. 51 76

FRED GCfLDMAN. BREEDER AM)
fiver of Homing pigeons, 832 Herkimer St.,

Brooklyn, N. \ . 51-76

For Sale.

POULTRY.

FOR POULTRY.

Prohtaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. .

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch
Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin 25
The Philo.sophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee i.oo

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5.00

Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace 50

CAGE BIRDS.

Canary Birds. Paper cover 50
Cloth . .75

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 15.00

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition i.5«

Native Song Birds. George J. Bamesby. . i.c«
Birds. Adams 50
Bamesby 50

100 lb.

100

100

yoo

C)0
75

Bono Meal, - - Per lOO lb. Bag,
(jraniilated Bone,
Ground Beet
Scraps, - - -

Caleito, - - - -

CruHhed FHnt, -

Crushed Oyster
Shells, - - - " yoO "

'.J.OO

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped proinply by freight on receipt of

price.

C. H. DEMPWOL

3.00

3.00

Advertisements rvithoul display inserted under

this heading for 30 cents per line for first insertio) ,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven rvords to line.

J
OHN SPEALLKR 1210 NORTH FOURTH

Street Philadelphia. Jacobins }3 to $10 a

pair; blue and silver English owls $i to $3 a
pair; solid yellow turbits $2 to J5 a pair,

and other varieties. 50-54

S. CLARK. 1505 GIRARD AVENUE.
Philadelphia. Owls and turbits, all colors.

5>-63

O. BRYANT, MIDDLEHORO, MASS,
Prize Birds for sale. Turbits, Tumblers,
Ball-head Tumblers, Jacobins, Barbs,
Fans, Pouters, Carriers, etc. Low price.

L.

W.
52-53

Homing: Pliceons.

w
Artists and EnKravei-s.

kRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched
ules. labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishiugCo., Box 916. Philade phia. Pa.

Bantams.

t.
T^NTWISLE'S BANTAMS.—I am Mr. W. F.

Entwisle's onlv authorized agent for the
United States and Canada, and will import
birds at as low a figure as possible, quality

of stock considered. F. W. Gaylor, Quogue,
Long Island. N. Y. 3/62

For Sole.

HO HAS A BETTER RECORD THAN
this ? In 1890, Philadelphia Concourse
races, I won 1st and 2d diploma trom 100

miles ; ist in special race from 200 miles
;

1st from 3C0, bred the winner of 400-inile

race, and was i.st frcjni 500 miles. In 1S91 I

won the Item Championship 100mile
Trophy, 3d dipliina in 450-inile Inter-state

race, and was awarded 1st. 2d, 3d and 4th
diplomas in the iso-mile young bird Con-
cour.-e race. Orders for youngsters filled

in regular order. J D. Munro, 4132 Market
St., Philadelphia, Pa. 53 5-7

A.

t

York Chemical Works
.F&co., r

J
*, York, Pa. I J .

PILES:
. Rennedy Free. INSTANTRCLIEF. Final
curt) III ludayn Neve rrelurnn; no putfre:
no x^'Ve: n<i nuppuKitory. A victim tried
in vain every rem 'dy has discovered a

simpleciirn, which he willmail free tohisfellow nuf-
farer*. Addr«u J.U.KKKVKS.Box *S)»0,Si«w YorkCUy.H.lf.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per linefor first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Cage and Singing
The Canary. G. J.

PIGEONS.

Ludlow, Caridea andBook of Pigeons,
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts

Lofl Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . .

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F.M.
Gilbert, paper 50c ; cloth

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright

.

Pigeon Standard (new)

8.(W

2.00

I.oo

1-50

•50
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.00
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer 50

MISCELLANEOUS.
American Anglers' Book. Norris ....
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Book of the Game Laws
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated)
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus
Fly Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.
Grinnell

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . .

The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-
wood

The Art of Training Animals
; paper ; il-

lustrated
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals 1.50

With Fly-rod and Camera. Samuels . . . 5.00

Wild Fowl Shooting. LeflSngwell .... 2.50

Woodcraft. Ne.ssmuk 1.0c

611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen . ... 1.50

550
•25

50

2.00

2.00

2.50

2.00

1-50

I.oo

•50

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photograph »

of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St.. Philadelphia.

Bull Terriers.

WHITE ENGLISH BULL TERRIER PUPS
for sale, three months old, by Greenhill
General (imported), ex-prize - winning
Bitch. P. O. Box 1379. Boston, Mass. 52-53

ColUes.

T^OR SALE.-COLLIE PUPPIES BY LOTHIAN
)^ KEEPER out of Lass of Glenboig, 11.671

(Ch. Slrathnairn out of Young Countess).

$10 each. Also three White Wyandotte
cockerels, $2 each. John M. Lachlan, Estill,

Mo. 53-54

S. STILLMAN, ALFRED CENTRE. N. Y.,

breeder of hiKh class White and Black
Minorcas, Red Caps and Black Javas.

Fresh eggs. Write for prices. 53-59

y-oOR SALE.—THREE TRIOS OF BUFF
Pekiu Bantams, and two trios of Domin-
ique Leghorus at I4 per trio. J. O. Gnbriel.

Westover, Pa. 5354

A. ROBERTS, MALVERN, PA.. CAN
spare som;- choice Light llrahma Cockerels
and Pullets at $5 and $3 each or $10 a trio.

50-.«

LEGHORNS, BROWN, WHITE AND BLACK.
Brahmas. White P. Rocks. Eggs |i to $2.50

' per setting. S. J. Kurtz, Sanaloga, Pa. 53 55

ROANOKE POULTRY YARDS, HURFF-
VILLE, N.J. High honors won at Phila-

adelphia Show. Buff Cochins, Light Brah-
mas, Buff Plymouth Rocks. Send for Cir-

cular. 52-58

Jacohins.

FBAILY, ARDMORE. PA.. HAS BOUGHT
the celebrated Filler Jacobins, imported

' directlv from the best foreign lofts and iin-

51-58 doubtedly the finest collection iu America.

FBAILY. ARDMORE, PA., FINEST IM-
• PORTED stock. 44-5**

^T-^ W. TU(;GLF;, Columbus, Ga. Importer
I and breeder of Jacobins. 58

Games.

H

tf

IGH-CLASS PILE GAMES. — AS I AM
going out of the piles the following birds

are for sale; all are stric ly first-class; the
scores are by S. Butterfield: One pile cock
(yellow legs) scores 93 '^4. one year old. Two
pile hens (willow legs}, yearlinps, scoring

93'4 and 9454. One pile cockerel (yellow

legs), scores 9s. One pile pullet (yellow

legs), scores 94J^. The entire collection at

jz5 is a decided bargain to anyone desiring

such birds. All are winners. Address E.

F. Dotv,47 Wellington Pl.-ice, Toronto, Can.

GEORGE W.
ton Street,

Satlnettos.

PETTIT. ARTIST, loio
Philadelphia, Pa.

CLIN-
ii-tf

Various.

EORGE W.KENUIG.EAST BAPTIST AVE.
York, Pa., breeder wiiite

turbits, carriers.

pigeons, fans,

53 59

Wanted.

WANTED —SOME FIRST CLASS DUTCH-
ESS Pigeons. Frank Lapine, Hudson,
Mass. 52-.'«3

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertising.

Plymouth Bocks.

WT. BLANCHARD. HOLYOKE, MASS.,
IS rlosing out his entire stock of Essex

• Plymouth Rocks. Correspondence solic-

Ued^ 5o-53_

Silver "Wyandottes.

vILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
) Games. Finely marked birds bred by

Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y. 41-tl

Wanted.

Fox Terriers.

FOR SALE.—SEVERAL WELL-BRED BROOD
bitches from well-known stock. William
Tallman, .'09 West Thirty-fourth Street,

New York City. 44-tf

Foxhounds.

FOR SALE.-SOME FINE BRED
stock and a few trained runners.
W. E. Lecky, Holmesville. O.

YOUNG
Address
5'-56

Great Danes.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE, BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars

A. M. Jaggard, 629 North Front Street.

Philadelphia, Pa. 43 94

Pedigree Blanks.

-nEDIGREE BLANKS FOR
r

FOUR GENER
ATIONS at 10 cents per dozen, or 85 cents

per 100. Extended four-page blanks, 5

cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed
postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

33 S. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PuBfs.

lUGS FOR SALE -CHOICELY BRED AND
cheap one or two bitches in welp. Thos.

I. Ballantine, 601 Ellis St., Peoria, III. 50-53

WANTED.-WHITE CHINA GEESF:. H.

W Vahle, 319 Market Street, Philadel-

phia, Pa. 51 If

Various

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas,barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes.

and single comb white Leghorns. Stock

and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets. Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched
ules. Labels. Tags. etc. The Fanciers

Hshing Co., B0X916, I'hila'l' phia, Pa.

I
F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING

anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37 82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of adverti.-iing will do well

to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"
56.S pages, price' one dollar. Mailed. p<jst-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a

careful compilation from the .\nietican

Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals ;

gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a koo<1 deal of in-

forniJition abo'ut rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau. 10

Spruce Street. N. Y. 3«^2

Canker Cure.

rr-VALLMAN'S CANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fiftv cents. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

Ducks.

i

Pub

PIGEOMS.

Advertisements without displav insert.'d under

this heading for 20 cents per line Jot fiist insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Antwerps.

F.
WARDELL TAYLOR. LANGHORNE, ' A.,

largest breeder in America. Ash and sil-

ver birds a specialtv. Youngsters only for

sale, f 2 per pair. From record birds and
prize winners. 50-56-

MAMMOTH COLORED MUSCOVY DUCKS.
Old Drakes, n to 16 pounds. Winners 540

clock New York, Trenton. Brooklyn. Wav-
erlv, Charleston, Augusta, Hagerstown.
Stcxk or eggs. T. Farrer Rackham. East

Orange, N. J.
I5.; 204

MAMMOTH PEKIN PUCKS HATCHED
1S9C. Rankin and Burrs Strain. Eight

ducks, one drake. Price, $1500. T. Farier

Rackham, F:ast Orange. N. J. i\.

Drlnklnt; Fountain.

HE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain

easilv cleaned. Price, 75 cents each. $« per

dozen, .\ildress I'ineland Incubator and

8vll Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

For Sale.

WH HAHNEN. DES MOINES,
Rabbits, Ferrets and Guinea Pigs.

* for prices

IOWA,
Stamp

It

For Sale or Exchauare.

kRIZE WINNING MADAGASCAR LOP RAB-
BITS will sell cheap or exchange for At
qualitv Homers Charles Edinan, 186 John-
ston, Avenue. Chicago, 111. It
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ROOFING.

STANDARD

TRA.OC M*>H»^

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep c r
flat roofs. Ex ti a
Heavy Felt fcr
Pouhry Houstg
I1.50 per 100 sq,

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and

[

Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. F. SWAN. 38 L.ey Street. N. Y.

POULTRY.

HAZAKB^S

SILVER - SpfWGlEI)

HAMBimas.
NEW YORK, 1892.
The grandest victory ever won

by one exhibitor on any one va-

riety.

15 Entries,
1A Premiums.

Also Association Special for best

display, all varieties of Hamburgs
competing.

JAMES E. HAZARD,
152-203 Elmira, New York.

POULTRY. POULTRY.

r^llP-ff- I iT/^l_I^N^KICr / ONE OF THE LARGEST AND BEST
BUrr LtvaMVi/KINo t collections in america.
All from stock imported directly from the yards of the most noted breeders abroad. We have now
TEN pens of carefully assorted birds; also a few pens of S. C. W. LEGHORNS and INDIAN
GAMES. Send for Illustrated Catalogue of

Shady Shot^e Poulti^y pat^m.
E. A. SIIEI^DON, President Buff Leghorn Club, Proprietor.

Address all communications to

152-203

BLACK S WHITE MINORCAS
EXCLU8IVKLY.

NEW YORK, 1808.
Black Minorca cock. 2d ; cockerels, 2d, 3d and

5th ;
pullet, ist; pen. 1st and 3d; white Minorca

cock, 1st; hen, ist and 2d ; cockerel, ist : pen.

ist ; eggs, 1st. C. R. DEHART,
52 64 Dover, New Jersey.

STEPHEN SPENCER,
fflOF^i^is Plains, Hew (3ei^sey,

Breeder of High-class

. LIGHT BRAHMAS.
My birds have been awarded the highest hon-

ors at many of our leading shows. 100 Extra
Fine Birds 'for sale. Wrtte for prices. Eggs |2

per setting. 52-(>4

Mme. BAILEY'S HAIR GROWER

will produce a Thick, Soft and Ueautlfiil
head of Long^ Flowing IlHlr in 4 to 8 weeks.

A purely yegetable compound. Endorsed by
leading'phvsicians. Thousands of testimonials.

Two or three packages will do it. Price 50 cents

per package, o- three for $1. Sent by mail, pre

paid. ExcelHlor Suj]
Cooperstown, N. \ .

ai(^ ExcelHlor Supply Co., (sole agents)
— '- "*^ » 47-59

MISOELIiANEOUS.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY
MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES.
AND ALL OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

A. C. CHAFFEE, Superintendent, Oswego, N. Y.

.(^' ®5.W. A. FULLER m
©•

-BREEDER OF-

HIGH-CLASS DARK BRAHMA FOWLS
BIRDS FOR SALE AT ALL TIMES.

PRIZES WON—At the Great Philadelphia Show, 1892, ist on cock, ist on cockerel, ist on hen,

2d on pullet. At Binghampton, 1st on pen, 1st on cockerel, i.st and 2d on hen, 1st and 2d on pullet.

At Elmira 1st on cock, ist on hen, ist on cockerel, 1st on pullet and six specials. At GloyersvUle,

1st to 4th on cock, ist to 4th on hen, ist to 4th on pullet, ist and 2d on pen and all specials.

cj.cT x U Lj AyN \ 1 LiJJJi< , .N . jl .

WOODSIDE POUliTt^V Yfll^DS
At the Great Philadelphia Show I made a clean sweep ou La Fleche. On Indian

Games won the two prnicipal premiums, ist on Pen, rst and Grand Challenge

Trophy on cockerels and Gold Specials for most typical males and best pen.

Indian Game eggs $5 and |io per 13. White Leghorns, White and Golden Wy-
andottes, Buff Pekin, Black Rosecomb and Red Pile Bantame. At New York my
pen of Indian Games won ist and Grand Gold Special. Send for circular. Address

all correspondence to

W. J. ANDRUS, Proprietor,

POULTRY^

-THE-

-R@Mfe-
BuffCochins

The choicest EngHsh and Ameri-

can birds in my yards. For mat-

ings, prices, etc., address

H. A. Noeckel,
Lansdowne, Pa.

46-97 HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N. J

ANNANDALE POULTRY FARM.
WHITE BRAIIMAS, RED CAPS, INDIAN GAMES.

Light Brahmas, Black Langshans, White and Barred Plymouth Rocks, White Wyandottes

Errainettes, American Dominiques, S. C. and R. C. Black, Uomimque and Red Pile Leghorns Black

Minorcas, Golden and Silver Spangled Hamburgs. Dorkings and Pit Games At MADIbON
SOUARE GARDEN, NEW YORK, AND THE GREAT PHILADELPHIA SHOW 1892, I won ib

first and 6 second premiums on 40 entries. Also, SPECIAL of I50.00 won at .Wayerly. 1891, for best

exhibit from the Slate of New Jersey. Price list and catalogue free. .. „•*

Address J. C. HAYNES. Annandale, New Jersey.

IHDIAH GfllWES,
(Agitator Strain)

SHERWOODS, BARRED PLYxM-

OUTH ROCKS, BLACK LANG-

SHANS and S. C .B. LEGHORNS.
At the great Philadelphia show, held January

7 to 12, showing only eight Indian Games we won
first and second on pullets, third and fifth on
hens, fourth on cock ; in sales class first on
cockerel and first and second on pullets. Fowls
and eggs for sale. Address all orders and cor-

respondence to

G. M. WOODS & BRO.,

53-65 Leaman Place, Pa.

w
The -arest and most beautiful of all. CHAMPIONS OF THE .WORLD dinners at Charle^^^

1801 • New York 18^1-92; Phil'delphia, 1892. Also Prize Winning WHI TE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
GOLDEN WYANDOTTES and BLACK LANGSHANS. Stock and Eggs for Sale.

A. P. GROVES,
153-204 Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Penna.

THE KENNEL. THE KENNEL.

ALL ABOUT THE

Great NeuJ York Show)

CQadison SqUaf^e Gai^den,

FEBRUARY Sd TO 9th, 1892.

Get the

Official Catalogue, containing all Entries and

Premiums Awarded.

Price 25 Centa by Mail.
Address

T. FARRER RACKHAM,
52-54 East Oi*aiige, N. J.

MODERN TRAM&, HANDLIN& & KEMEL MANAGEMENT.

This is the only work on Dog Training which treats the subject after the Modern Methods de-

veloped by Field Work, Field Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge

of the dogs nature and capabilities. SEND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLE

OF CONTENTS AND TESTIMONIALS FROM EXPERTS. Price I2.64 by mail. Address

B. WATERS, Box 925, Chicago, III.

PIGEONS.

The Home of the Homer.

"Royal THEo.

Blue "p. GREEN,

Line
Lofts

Proprietor,

Woodbury,
New Jersey.

POUIiTRT.

107 PREMIUMS FROM 117 ENTRIES

AT PHILADELPHIA'S GREAT SHOW. Sil-

ver Golden Duckwing Games, Red Pile Games,
White Silver Gray and Colored Dorkings, White
and Black Minorcas, Single-comb White and
Rose-comb Brown Leghorns ; White, Black, Buff

and Partridge Cochins, Dark Brahmas, all kinds
of Polish and Hamburgs, Barred Plymouth Rocks,

B. B. Red and Red Pile Game Bantams, Rose-

comb Black and Silver Sehrights, Buff Pekins,

W. F. B. Spanish, also Black Langshans. Eggs,

$4 per IS. $7 per 30. We pav express. No duty
oil Fowls or Eggs. BURN & HANSLER.
53^5 Tilsonburg, Ontario, Canada.

Briar Hill Poultry Yards

R. C. Brown, R. C. and S. C.
Blue Pile, R. C. and S. C. Red

Pile, Rose-comb Gold Duckwing
and S. C. White Leghorns. White
Wyandottes, White P. Rocks, B. B.

R. Red Pile, Golden and Silver

Duckwing Game Bantams.

Stock and Eggs For Sale.

B. H. Yanauken, Prop'r.,

138 Dodd Street, East Oi'ange,

52-64 New Jersey.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
Send for Catalogue.

H. W^. VAHLE,
319 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

My lofts contain more homers with proven

records than can be shown by any other breeder

in America.

New Catalogue
containing a full description o*^ 36 pairs of my
noted breeders and illustrated with handsome
photo-engravings of world renowned flyers will

be mailed free to those interested in sporting

birds. Send for it before you purchase.

THEO. P. GREEN, Woodbury, N. J.

WILLIAM G. KOEPPEN,
Rutherford, New Jersey, Box 113,

Breeder and Importer of

BLACK ROSE-COMB BANTAMS,
The highest honors at New York show, 1892.

First cock, first hen, second cockerel, second

and fourth pullet.

Stock and Effi^ For Sale. 52-64

MITCHELL'S

PARTRIDGE AND WHITE COCHINS.

winners of th" leading premiums at New York,

1890 and 1892. Send for circular. Correspondence
for Whites should be addressed to

Mitchell & Russell,
Lock Box 675, Bristol, Conn.

And for Pa'tridge to
Geo. W. Mitchell,

52-64 "LoOt. Box 675. Bristol, Conn.

AGENTS WANTED.
Reliable agents wanted in all parts of the coun

try. For particulars address

Fanciers* Publishing Co.,

BOX 916, PHILADKLPHIA. PA.

S. S. HAMBURG,
GOLDEN WYANDOTTES,

PARTRIDGE COCHIN,
S. C. BROWN LEGHORN

Eggs for Hatching, |2 for 13, $5 for 39. Visitors

always welcome at uiv Yards.

WILLIAM H. GREER,
53 6ieow Mechanicsville, Pa.

—In answering advertisements please

mention this journal.

LEBANON POOLTRY YARDS,

LEBANON, N. J.

Single-comb White Leghorns, Silver-laced Wy-

andottes and Mammoth Pekin Ducks. Send for

circular. 52-64

HOWARD VAX SICKLE, Prop'r.

Lynnhurst Poultry Yards.

Light Brahmas, Buff Cochins, Asi-

atic and Japanese Bantams.

These yards won all the first and special prizes

at Philadfelphia and New York, the two largest

shows held in America. 52-77

Swartlimore, Pa.
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IN THE STUD.
IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill. Phila., Pa..

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

CHampion THe Sqviire,

20881. FEE $50.
•Ch. Roslyn Wilkes,

20883 FEE $35.
Cham. Roslyn Dandy,

17577. FEE $35.
Roalyn Con^jvay,

20882 FEE $20.
®ir Kelpie,

14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs

Champion Treasure,
10596. FEE $15

Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15

Irish Setters

King Elcho (21,377).

Lord Elcho (21,378).

(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Bessie Glencho.)

FEE OF EACH $20

A^enthon Kennels'
St. Bernards,

PHCENIXVILLE, PA.
AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coaled St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.S.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTK has no equal.

FEE, SI00.
The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.S.B.18,337)

A sou of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, «WJ.5.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

IN THE STUD.

H T STUD.

STREATHAM

MONARCH
The Best Bull Terrier Living.

ADDRKSS

JOHN MOORHERD. Jr..

81 BERNARDS
AT STUD.

Ch. Sir liedlvere. Fee, $150
Jim IJlaine, - - " 50

Cli. ininlimiiion, Jr. ** 40
Loitl Dante, - ** 25
liOthai'io, - - - ** 20

PUPPIKS BY ABOVE USUALLY ON HAND.

WYOMING KENNELS,
149-200 MELROSE, MASS.

Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-
plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.
Young stock always on hand. 13-^4

Fox Terriers.
tmK9af9m%:v9mme\imm%nmrk\ \

IN STUD.

Pitcher $25
|

Ch. Raby Mixer 15 '

Reckoner 15

Brockenhurst Tyke 15

Puppies from these well-known dogs !

out of prize-winning matrons for sale. '

yiLLsms Kennels,
5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

flUCTIOH SAliE

ORIOLE KENNELS,
JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,

niOPRIETOK,

Fox Terriers,
AT TATTERSALLS,

Corner Fifty-fifth St., and 7th Ave., New York,

ON
THURSDAY, FEB. a."?, AT 3 P. M.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP. 771 1 . . .

REGENT BRISK, 16,618
REGENT TIPPLER . .

. Fee I25

. " 10

. " 10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.
For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS

Winner of ist and Special at New York, ist
at Baltimore and ist ana Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAM,
Itltf AUBURN PARK, ILL.

IN STUD

fpng ^^(eilei[

THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

The Beagle Trials
OF 1891.

FEB $15

PUPPIES FOR SALE.
OAKVIEW KENNELS,

Glenside, Pa.

poINTER AT STUD. FEE ffil'^.

LAD OF KENT -3^)

Sire, Champion Bracket ; dam, Renie by Ch.
Tammany. Winnings and only times shown :

First puppy, New York, 1890: first open and
special for best brace with his litter sister, La.i^s

of Kent, New York, 1891 ; first, Wilmington; first

and special, Gloversville ; first Albany and
special for best dog of any breed in the" show.
N. B.—This low stud fee for three months to ap-
proved bitches. Address

GEORGE JARVIS.
52-77 1015 Washington .Avenue, N. Y.

a T STUD.

ENGLISH
SETTER

Sir Frederick.

21741

winner of fort v-

four first prizes 11:

England.

FEE $50

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL. PHILAOKLPHI.\, PENNA.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, a kc.sb 4742

sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant-Warren Lady. Fee |io.

VENDETTA, a kc.s.e. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest—Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee |io.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,
47 98 Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

P
IN THE STUD.

ISH TERRIERS AT STUD

HANOVER BOY.

140-tf

PITTSBUUG, 1*A.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEH, 6258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 555O. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-
dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

Pugs of the Best Breeding
At reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNELS,
Box b2, Louisville, Ky. 48-/3

HT STUD—ENGLISH SETTER

COUNT LEO,
Mack D.—Lady Alta, Lady Alta by Count

Roderigo— Bessie Bellon. Flvenly marked white,
black and tan, whelped November 14, 1889.

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. G. ELLIOTT.

40-91 483 Potters Ave., Providence, R.I.

Full of Playboy blood, has small, perfectly car-
ried ears, winner of two firsts and an uncropped
special at Kennel Club Show, London.

FEE $15.00.

BOXER IV.
Winner of several prizes, long clean head, hard

red coat, sire of Bumptious Bonnet.

FEE $16 00.
Apply to

WALTER J. COMSTOCK,
5i-75eow Box 40S, Providence, R. I.

THE KENNEL.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

HT STUD. FEE «fl50.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER,

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C. December, 1890, and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, F'lig-

land : ist. New York, Troy. Albany and Lynn,
'89; ist, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

134-185 Babylon, L. I.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - SSO

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member, 35 per cent off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL m
Puppies an<l Brood Bitches for sale. Dogs of

any breed taken to boanl, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on commission.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
29 80 CHF;STNUT HILL, Phila., Pa.

IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

IN THE STUD-IRISH SETTER

Liimet^ick
FOR PARTICULARS ADDRESS

WM. H. CHILD, I*. O. Box 01, IMiIladolphlu, l»»i.

IN THE STUD. THE KENNEL.

l[nglo-Aiii8ncBn lerrier \m±,
IN STUD.

SMOOTH FOX TKRRIP:R.

EBOR SPENDTHRIFT ST. dFei: $10
WIRE MAIKEI) FOX TERRIER,

BARTON STING - Stud Fee $10
IRISH TERRIERS.

JACK BRIGGS - Stud Fue $20
VALLEY BOXER - stidFke$15

BL.\CK AND TAN TERRIER,

PRINCE REGENT - stidFee$10

SCOTCH terrif:r,

KILTSOR - - - Stud Fee $10
YORKSHIRE TERRIER,

CH. TOONS ROYAL - stv') Fki $10

R. TOONS,
216 Fitzwiltiam St., Sheffield, F;ng.

C. N. SYMONDS,
Salem, Mass., U. S. A.

^ PAMPHLET

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Velei'iiiary Surj»:tM>ii,

tf 1^9:; HKOAl)>VAY, NEW YORK.

Address

[T STUD—WOODALE KENNFXfc'
-FOX TERRIERS Fee.AT STUI>
1

DOBBIN $20
By Ch. Venio—Brockenhurst Worry by

Raffle.

STARDENS JACK • • $15
Bv Ch. Result— l-orest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS. ... $10
By Raffle—Warren Secret.

Puppies bv the above dogs out of prize win
ning bitches alwavs for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 47-73

B. K. LKWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

ELM STATION,
tt Montgomery Co.. Pa.

Deei^F^ouHD eimeies
FOR SALE

From the largest and best keiinel> of this
breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
40-91 LANCASTER. MASS.

BLUE BLOOD MASTIFFS
BEING OVER STOCKED.

I offer at low prices mastiffs siretl bv Ormonde
from splendid bitches, including a daughter of
Beaufort and Ch. Tot)zie, which bitch is dam of
England'sbest youngdog.Ilford County Member.
Also a granddaughter of Beaufort and Orlando
in whelp to Ormonde. Price Jioo. Send stamp
for cat.-.logue. CHARLFIS E. BINN.

151-202 Peoria, Illinois.

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl. B. Tallman,
140 ti OAK LAWN. R. I

Game HiiiitninH. Irt.sh Torrleit*.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick. Md.
151-202
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Spratts Patent
•* HEAT FIBRINE, VEGETABLE

CAK
CAUTIOfl!

(With Beetroot).

CAUTIOfl! CAUTION!

SEE ALL YOUR

DOG CAKES
ARE

THUS STAMPED.

SEE ALL YOUR

DOG CAKES
ARE

THUS STAMPED.

A dog the size of a Fox Terrier will require from one to one and a half biscuits a day ;
the size of a Pointer or Retriever from three to

four biscuits a day, and a dog the size of a Mastiff from five to six biscuits per day.

Dog, Poiiltpy, and Gam? Foods and Medicines

C
ĉ^

^ SPRftTTS PATENT GOD LIVER OIL

DOG CAKES=
_©^

G)

(WITH BEETROOT),

Fop Dogs Recovering from Distemper.

Rsmphlet on Canine Diseases Rost Free.

CORE FOR DISTEMPER IN DOGS, h NeuJ Antiseptic Rern^dy, $1.00 per boij. rnailed free.

^^ Is entirely FREE FROM POISON and most effective in the destruction of Lice, Fleas and Ticks, and in keeping the

DOG SOAP, skin free from Scurf. 25c. per Tablet, mailed free. Per box of 3 tablets, 75c.

Of all Grocers, Druggists and Sporting Goods Houses.

239 241, 2A3 and 245 East S6th Street, New York City.

VOIi. 8, NO. 9. )

WHOLE NO., 164. /
PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1892.

(PER ANNUM, f2.00
1 SINGLE COPY, 6c.

J. L. ^SVINCHELL'S BEAUFORT'S BLACK PRINCE.
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Our Illustration.

The English mastiff on our front

page is the young dog Beaufort's Black
Prince, by Champion Beaufort out of
Greda, by Orlando. The picture was
taken when the dog was sixteen months
old, and judging by it Mr, Winchell is to

be congratulated in having bred and be-

ing the owner of such a fine animal. He
won first in the open class at New York
this week.

THE KENNEL.

OURRBNT REPORTS.

Owing to a misunderstanding in our
composing room some of our report of

the Chicago show did not appear. All

classes will be thoroughly reported at

New York next week, and this, notwith-

standing that the shining lights which
England has so liberally furnished us

"you know," have been engaged exclu-

sively by a number of our English con-

temporaries, each of which has secured

Mr. Frederick S. Webster, secretary of

the Washington City Kennel Club, writes

us that their show promises to be one of
the best in point of numbers and quality

of exhibits. The premium lists are now
out and the amount of prize money ag-

gregates nearly I2500, and the special

premiums will amount to nearly |i2oo
more. One of the most important fea-

tures of the new arrangements for this

year will be fully appreciated by both
exhibitors and visitors, the entire hall

will be floored over and the disagreeable

tan bark aisles will be done away with.

The ventilation and temperature of the

building will be perfectly regulated and
more space will be devoted to the exer-

cise of the dogs. Their list of classes

have been increased to 141, an addition

of 27 classes. Novice classes have been
added.

Denver, four medals, same as at Wash-
ington. The medals are only for dogs
belonging to members and those desiring

to compete for them should join the club

at once. Full information may be had
of W. H. Joeckel, Jr., president. Bloom-
field, N. J.

*
» »

The judges are Miss A. H.Whitney,
St. Bernards, Newfoundlands and pugs

;

Major Taylor, setters ; Mr. W. Stewart

Diffenderffer, beagles ; Mr. James Morti-

mer, all other breeds. Note the particu-

lars in our advertising columns and write

for premium lists to F. L. Webster, 711

Fourteenth Street, N. W., Washington,
D. C.

»
« *

Mr. John E. Thayer, of Lancaster,

Mass., is not satisfied with being in the

front rank of doggy men in this country,

but proposes to occupy the same forward

position among horsemen. Mr. Thayer
has just purchased a most promising two-

year-old stallion in Ralph Wilkes, who
has a record of 2.18.

We hope Mr. Thayer will not be weaned
from dogs by his new fancy. Mr. A. H.
Moore, whose name has been identified

with sporting dogs for many years, we
regret to learn is going out of dogs. It

will be remembered he recently pur-

chased Sunol's yearling brother. Worth,
paying for him $14,500. Last week he
purchased in Kentucky the celebrated

mare Margaret S., by Dictator out of May
Day by Cassius M. Clay, Jr. She has a

record of 2.i2>^, and cost Mr. Moore
110,250. •
There is now a tendency among promi-

nent owners to combine their interests in

dogs. Their latest partnership is that of

J. E. Dager and Professor Osthaus, of

Toledo, Ohio. These gentlemen have
secured suitable grounds and will erect

buildings thereon, and will conduct a
first-class kennel establishment.

« »
Mrs. Nonie McLean has sold her mas-

tiff Sraosha, first in puppy class at Chi-

cago, to Mr. F. G. McCain for |2oo.

Mr. Joseph Locke, press manager of

the Chicago show, was the most pleasant

and accommodating gentleman we met
while there. He did all he could to

assist reporters in their search after news
and information.

#
« «

The St. Bernard Club of America has
offered its handsome sterling silver club

medal at the following shows condi-

tioned upon the shows treating both
rough and smooth-coated classes alike :

Washington, four medals, one each for

the best American-bred smooth-coated
dog and bitch and rough-coated dog and
bitch, any age ; Pittsburg, six medals,

four as above but for those over twelve

months, and one for dog puppy under
twelve months, rough or smooth, and
one for bitch puppy, same conditions

;

•
The following gentlemen, writes Mr.

Mead, have been elected judges by the
votes of the members of the American
Mastiff Club : Dr. R. H. Derby, Mr.
James Mortimer, Dr. J. Sidney Turner,
and Messrs. W. K. Taunton, Edward
Dudley, J. L. Winchell, C. C. Marshall
and Herbert Mead.

«
« »

It is to be regretted that the policy of
the American Mastiff Club is so restricted

as to offend such a prominent exhibitor

as Mr. Whitney, owner of the Flour City

Kennels, who refused to accept the club's

cup, which he won last year, and will no
longer compete for them.

«
» «

Mr. Charles Mason writes us another
letter to reiterate his statement that the

reason, and the only reason, why he is

not going to two of these (western)

shows is not because they wanted any-

body else but because his terms were
higher than the ctubs are in a position to

accept. We are puzzled to know Mr.
Mason's reasons for rushing into print

about this matter, except to let people
know that he has had an offer to judge,

or to advertise the fact that he is still

open to proposals, but clubs must bid high
if they want him.

« »

Major J. M. Taylor will judge pointers,

English, Gordon and Irish setters at

Washington. The following special prizes

I

have been received : National Greyhound
f Club offers its new silver medal for the

best Russian wolf-hound, dog or bitch
;

also a medal for the best deerhound, dog
or bitch.

The St. Bernard Club offers a silver

medal for the best American-bred smooth-
coated bitch. Also medal for best Amer-
ican-bred rough-coated bitch. All the

above to be competed for by members of

the St. Bernard Club only.
*

« •
W. J. Comstock offers |io for the best

Irish terrier dog or bitch. The Washing-
t on City Kennel Club offers |io for the

best mastiff dog or bitch. Also |io for

the best dog or bitch in the sporting

classes. Also |io for the best dog or

bitch in the non-sporting classes. F. S.

Webster offers |io for the best bull dog
or bitch. S. W. Stinemetz offers |io for

the best kennel of four pointers owned
in the District of Columbia.

« »
The Bench Show Committee have

changed and added the following classes :

Bloodhounds, class 23, dogs, |io, $s and

$3 ; 23a, bitches^ |io, $s and I3. Irish

terriers, 118, challenge, dogs or bitches,

$& and $4; ii8a, dogs, $8 and $4 ; ii8b,

bitches, |8 and I4.
*

« »

Don't forget to make your entries to-

day for the Washington and Pittsburgh

shows.

•••

The second annual meeting of the Bull

Dog Club was held at Madison Square
Garden, February 23, the following mem-
bers being present: John H.Mathews,
Charles D. Cugle, C. P. Lawshe, H. D.

Kendall, John Coles, A. J. Hatch, Ren-
shaw Mason-Jones and W. F. Hobbie.

The clause in the club's constitution rela-

tive to Boston terriers was stricken out

and medals will be offered at the Boston

show. A committee of three was ap-

pointed to reconstruct the constitution

and by-laws. Dr. N. Rowe was thanked
for his donation of a silver cup to the

club and for courtesies extended, and
Mr. James Mortimer for courtesies ex-

tended. Both gentlemen were made
honorary members. The election for

executive committee resulted in Messrs.

John H. Matthews, Charles D. Cugle, F.

W. Sacket, H. D. Kendall, E. A. Wood-
ward, W. F. Hobbie and Dr. D. L.

Haight being elected. The following

officers were elected for the ensuing year:

President, John H. Matthews ; vice-pres-

dent, Charles D. Cugle ; secretary-treas-

urer, E. A. Woodward.
*

« «
Mr. C. Heimerle informs us his prize

winning Great Dane bitch Irene and
puppy Roland were poisoned while re-

turning from the Chicago show.

» «

Mr. A. Mackenzie-Hughes, who a few
years ago had charge of Mr. W. W.
Tucker's smooth-coated S. Bernards, has

just accepted the position of kennel man-
ager of the Flour City Kennels. A more
competent man could not have been
found.

«

The Irish Setter Club did not have a

quorum at their meeting, so had to ad-

journ without transacting any business.
*

« «

The St. Bernard Club held its annual

meeting at Madison Square Garden Feb-

ruary 23. The following members were
present : Miss Whitney, Miss Chandler
and Miss Goodenough, Messrs. Joeckel,

Sears, Volger, Wells, Walbridge, Van
Velsor, Mann, Ruppert, Diffenderffer,

Keevan, Burke, Reick, Lamb and Secre-

tary J. L. Thurston. The officers elected

for the ensuing year were : President,

Mr. Joeckel ; vice-presidents, Mr. Saw-
yer, Miss Whitney and Colonel Ruppert;

treasurer, E. B. Sears ; secretary, J. L.

Thurston ; Board of Governors, Reick,

Rennie,Wells, Johnson, Hopf, Walbridge,

Moore, Volger and Sibley. Fifteen new
members were elected, but the names
were not obtainable. It was moved that

Rule VI shall be changed to read that

the clause compelling members to fur-

nish the society with photos of their

dogs "be made optional." The treasu-

rer's report was read and passed upon
satisfactorily, and the future of the club
looked flourishing.•
Mr. J. H. Winslow has purchased from

Mr. Charles Heath the pointer bitch

Revel III. Mr. Heath has presented to

Mr. Winslow the well-known Champion
Graphic and a puppy by Graphic out of
Vandalia.

«•
The same old story. Mr. A. W.

Smith's black and tan terrier Buffalo

Lass arrived dead in her box at the New
York show, having been smothered on
the journey. Buffalo Lass was one of
the very best specimens of the breed in

this country, and was a winner of several

firsts.

•%
The entries for the Philadelphia show

next week number 423.
*

• *
Mr. E. H. Morris is importing a black

field spaniel bitch named Ashrolt.

Pointer Club Meeting.
Special Dispatch to The Journal.
New York, Feb. 25.—At the annual

meeting of the Pointer Club three new
members were elected. The old officers
were all re-elected, as was the Executive
Committee, to which was added Mr.
James Anthony, who has again joined
the club. The Daniels matter was re-
ferred back to Central Field Trials Club.

WESTMINSTER'S

GREAT BENCH SHOW

Holding of the Club's Sixteenth

Annual Exhibition.

11 GREAT FINflNCIflLSOCCESS

The Arrangements Admirable and the

Attendance Very Large—Full

List of the Awards.

T^EW YO
Prom a Staff Correspondent

|EW YORK, Feb
The six

teenth annual bench

show of the West-

minster Kennel Club

opened yesterday in

the Madison Square

Garden, and from

present appearances will be more suc-

cessful than any show heretofore held by

this club, as the attendance is already

very large. Spratts Patent feed and

bench the dogs, and consequently there

is nothing but praise to be said of them.

They have managed to bench all the dogs

on the main floor, and although the cata-

logue numbei^ 1163, there is no unneces-

sary crowding.

It is a great pleasure to write of this

show, for under the superintendency of

the veteran Mr. Jas. Mortimer, everything

runs as smoothly as a well oiled engine.

Judging began promptly at 10 o'clock

and continued the whole day with clock-

work regularity. We will leave our com-
ments on the awards for next week and
endeavor to give our readers the awards
complete in this issue. Owing to the ad-
mirable arrangements for the press we
are able to transcribe the awards as
quickly as they are sent up, a clerk be-
ing present to read them off to us. The
awards were as follows :

Mastlflb—Challenge, dogs.

I. Sear's Monarch, Wyoming Kennels.
open, dogs.

Beaufort's Black Prince,
J. L- Winchell.

Merlin, Mrs. Charles Wallack.
Hans Sachs, Caumsett Kennels.
Duke II Trimouut Kennels.
Cardinal Beaufort, Flour City Kennels.
Melro.se Prince, R. P. H. Durkee.
Arminius, Mrs. B. B. Spitzl.
Duke of York, Joseph Burkhart.
Chancellor, Miss K. A. Dana.

OPEN, BITCHES.
Duchess, Mark H. Hubbell.
Lucy II, Ernest Voight.:
Nellie, A. C. Weiher.
Lady Orson, William Burkbart.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
Withheld.
Withheld.
Thelma, Francis T. Underhill.

NOVICE, dogs and BITCHES.
Grandee, C. Lambley.
Brun, G. P. Tinslow.
Lucy II, Ernest Voigt.
Roscoe, S. M. Robinson.

RouKh-costed St. Bernards.
challenge, dogs.

1. Kingston Regent, N. Y. St. Bernard Kennels.
2. Plinlimmon, Jr., Wyoming Kenuels.

challenge, bitches.
1. Lady Livingston, E. H. Moore.
2. Republican Belle, N. Y. St. Bernard Kennels.
R. Nauon, Wyoming Kennels.

OPEN, dogs.
1. Sir Bedivere, Wyoming Kennels.
2. Donald, Miss H. E. Cushman.
3. Lord Melrose, E. H. Moore.
4. Refuge II, New York St. Bernard Kennels.
R.Jim Blaine, Wyoming Kennels.
V. Roland, Jr., C. Pfleiderer.

Aristocrat, Jacob Ruppert, Jr.
Marc Anthony, Mrs. G. H. White & Son.
Lothario, Wyoming Kennels.
Vindex, R. T. Kennie.
Princelimmon, Halfway Brook Kennels.

H. Marquis of Ripon, N.Y. St. Bernard Kennels.
Troy, Edward Murphy.
Bevis, Walter Pierson.
Young Hesper, Weimer & Lincoln.
Crown Prince, R. T. Rennie.

c. Prince Merchant, Joseph Hillen.
Rigi, Thomas S. Dando.

OPEN, bitches.
1. Princess Florence, N.Y. St. Bernard Kennels.
2. Lady Gladwyn, Jacob Ruppert, Jr.
3. Lady Sneerwell, E. H. Moore.
4. Moore's Lady Melrose, E. H. Moore.
R. Altonette, Jacob Ruppert, Jr.
V. Her Highness, Eugene Loeb.
8ueen Regent, N. Y. St. Bernard Kennels,
uess Noble, N. Y. St. Bernard Kenuels.

Root, Arthur Fallert.

I.

a.

3.

4.

R.

V
H

c. Lady Clyde, W. F. L. Aigeltioger.
Lady Bountiful, N. Y. St. Bernard Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
1. 3en Hur, F. C. Boles.
a. Egmont, Daniel Ma^n.
3. Sir Victor, Joseph R. Trissler.
R. Trojan Faith, J. R. Draper.
V. Chief Elmo, Ferdinand Horn,

Cadmus, James Shannon.
H. Percival, Otto Langenberger.

Donnar, Otto Langenberger.
Phi, R. V. Jones,

c. Achilles, E. Langenberger.
Harry H., Frank Hess.
Jersey Keeper, J. M. Rienecker.

PUPPIES—bitches.
I. Mount Sion Leila, Mrs. J. M. Nicholson,
a. Prince Wang, Jacob F. Lutz.
3. Mount Sion Flora, Mrs. J. M. Nicholson.
R. Mount Sion Sylvia, Mrs. J. M. Nicholson.
V. Princess Lottie, George Haase.
h. Princess Werra, Jacob F. Lutz.

Smooth-coated St. Bernards.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Empress of Contoocook, Jacob Ruppert, Jr.
OPEN, DOGS.

I. Leicester, D. P. Foster,
a. Melrose, E. H. Moore.
3. Patrol, John Keevan.
4. Scottish Leader. Swiss Mountain Kennels.
R. Belisarius, C. A. Langest.
V. Douglas. Charles T. Barney.

Ive II, Snoquoquon Kennels.
H.Leon, L. Leigh.

Ceesar, B. E. Spitzl.
King Victor, C. B. Barker.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Charraion, Henry Schierloh.
a. Minna, Frederic Potter.

3. Lady Leeds, Charles S. Baker.
4. Apollona, Swan Kennels.
R. Janitress, Mrs. M. G. Foster.
H. Beauty Vistoria, Thomas A. Skidmore.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
1. Melrose, E. H. Moore.
2. Basil, L. Daniels.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
t . Bellegarde, Jacob Ruppert, Jr.
a. Gwynne, L- Daniels.

3. Tippecanoe Queen , Tippecanoe Kennels.
NOVICE—DOGS (rough or smooth coated.)

I. Melrose, E. H. Moore.
a. Marc Anthony, Mrs. G. W. White & Son.
3. Crown Prince, R. T. Rennie.
V. Earl of Essex, H. S. Chambers.

White Friar, Julius Smith.
Young Hesper, Weimer & Lincoln.
Sir Richard, N. Y. St. Bernard Kennels.

H. Harold Saxton, H. S. Chambers.
Barney, R. N. Denison.
King John. Frank Fox.
Paddy, E. P. Turner.

C. Prince Clifford, W. G. Coverlay.
Maximus, A. W. Ferris.
Rigi, Thomas S. Dando.

NOVICE—BITCHES (rough and smooth coated.)
I. Sunray, Swiss Mountain Kennels,
a. Charmion, Henry Schierloh.

3. Harmony, Swiss Mountain Kennels.
R. Minna, Frederic Potter.

V. Janitress, Mrs. M. G. Foster.
Vernon Beauty, G. W. Schaefer.

H. Tippecanoe Queen, Tippecanoe Kennels,
c. Floretta, New York St. Bernard Kennels.

Bloodhounds—Open, dogs.

1. Victor, J. L. Winchell.
2. Belhus, George W. Glazier.

3. Jack Shephard. F. W. Gaylor.
V. Jack the Ripper, George W. Glazier.

open, BITCHES.
1. Judith, J. L. Winchell.
2. Benison, G. W. Glazier.

Great Danes.
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

t. Melac, Herbert G. Nichols,
a. Pascha, G. Leibacher.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Pedro, Shoquoquon Kennels.
2. Tirus II, L. Pine.
3. Caesar, J. W. Gerard.
4. Marco, O. A. Zayas.
R. Cssar, Chr. Kuhner.
V. Pasch II. M. Podeyn.
H. Duke, W. H. Shepard.
c. Tirras, G. Leibacher.

Leo, G. Horn.
OPEN, RrrcHBS.

1. Supra, A. M. Jaggard.
2. Flora Florida, G. Leibacher.
3. Nora, M. Podeyn.
4. Flora, G. Leibacher.
V. VoUv, O. A. Zayas.
H. Bella, G. Leibacher.

Princess Use, Miss M. S. Mellen.
c. Flora, Charles Kleystenben.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
1. Hunnes, U. F. Wiegel.
a. Bismark II, Amosa Thornton.
3. Caesar II, L. Pine.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. Withheld.
2. Freia. Edw. Knieriem.
3. Countess, H. A. Lawson.
c. Etbcster, H. A. Lawson.

Newfoundlands—Open, dogs.

1. Prince Hal, John Marshall.
2. Prince George, John Marshall.

3. Rover, J. M. Mayer.
H. Pascha, Charles Sutter.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Troy Lass II, John Marshall.
2. New York Lass, Marshall & Kidd.

Russian Wolf-hounds—Open, dogs.

1. Leckhor, Seacroft Kennels.
2. Czaar, Miss E. E- Stiner.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Svodka, Seacrofl Kennels.
2. Flodeyka, Seacroft Kennels.
3. Minion, Miss E. E. Stiner.

Deerhounds—Challenge, dogs.

I. Clansman, John E. Thayer.
a. Robber Chieftain, John E. Thayer.

challenge, bitches.
1. Olga, George Shepard Page.
2. Wanda, John E. Thayer.

OPEN, dogs.
1. Hillside Warrior, John E. Thayer.
2. Hillside Raven, John E. Thayer.
3. Argyle, George Shepard Page.
». Alpin, John E- Thayer.
V. Chief, Miss Bird.

C. Odin, Joseph Larocque, Jr.
OPEN, bitches.

I. Hillside Romola, John E. Thayer,
a. Hillside Sylvia, John E. Thayer.
3. Hillside Ruth. John E- Thayer.
V. Dunrobin Lufra, George Shepard Page.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.
1. Bismarck, Louis MoUenhauer.
2. Fannie, Louis Mollenhaur.
3. Malcolm, Louis Molleuhauer.
h. Struan, Frederic Hilton.
c. Dunsloy, Frederic Hilton.

Greyhounds—Challenob, doos.

I. Gem of the Season, A. W. Purbeck.
a. Highland Chief, N. Q. Pope.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
I. Spinaway, Woodhaven Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.
I. Ornatus, A. W. Purbeck.
a. Pious Pembroke, A. W. Purbeck.
3. Oldstone, N. Q. Pope.
4. Royal Crest, J. Herbert Watson.
R. Conspirator, T. Frank Chevalier.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Bestwood Daisy, A. W. Purbeck.
a. Lilly of Gainsboro, A. W. Purbeck.
3. Queen in Black, Martin & Blackham.
4. Drytime, J. Herbert Watson.
H. Pluchra, Ruford Franklin.

Flora, Walter Scott Lieber.
c. Best of Fashion, N. Q. Pope.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
I. Prince Tames, James Black,
a. St. Regis, Tubby Hook Kennels.
3. Duke of Kent, James Black.
R. Poland Duke, N. Q. Pope.
c. Nubian Princess, Woodhaven Kennels,

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. Princess Victoria, W. Schumacher.
2. Little Wonder, Frederick Hemming.
3. Dolly Drake, Henry W. Davit.
R. Charming May, Mrs. Madge Baron.
H. Poland Duchess, N. Q. Pope.
C. Waterwitch, Mrs. L. Mortimer Thorn, Jr.

American Beauty, Martin & Blackham.

American Foxhounds—Open, dogs.

1. Fox's Rock, J. M. Avent.
2. Rab. J. M. Avent.
3. Parson, H. R. Thurber.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Mattie, J. M. Avent.
2. Fenner, H. R. Thurber.
3. Florah, J. M. Avent.
R. Music, Buckellew Kennels.
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Ensllsh Foxhounds—Open, dogs.

Pompey, Radnor Hunt.
Tester, Radnor Hunt.
Tapster, Radnor Hunt.

open, BITCHES.
Flourish, Radnor Hunt.
Bonnybell, Radnor Hunt.
Shot, Buckellow Kennels.
Twilight, Radnor Hunt.

Harriers

—

open, dogs and bitches.

Countess, Pennbrooke Hunt.
Guilty, Pennbrooke Hunt.
Plourher, Pennbrooke Hunt.
Vagrant, Pennbrooke Hunt.

Pointers.
CHALLENGE, DOGS (55 pouuds and over.)

Lad of Kent, George Jarvis.
Pontiac, George W. Lovell.
Tempest, W. M. Ledyard.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES(SO pOUUdS Or OYCr.)

Revel III, Charles Heath.
OPEN, DOGS (55 pounds and over.)

Duke of Dexter, Strebor Kennels.
Graphite, E. H. Bellman.
Westminster Drake, F. G. Davey.
Bracket's Lad, Eugene Halpin.
Duke of Richmond, James R. Trissler.

. Tory White, Hempstead Farm Kennels.
. Fritz, Rufus Delaneld.
Chapman's Sport. D. 8. Chapman.
Legerdemain, L. Donnor.

OPEN, BITCHES (50 pouuds Or over.)

Woolton Game, Hempstead Farm Kennels.
Lass of Kent, George Jarvis.
Revelation, F. G. Davey.
Abbess of Kent, Frederic Joy.
Peggy, Hy Hoock.

. Daisy Wooster, P. W. Seery.
Lord Graphic's Gem, J. R. Daniels.
.Liberty, R. G. Eggleston.
Boski, C. W. Winship.
CHALLENGE, DOGS (uudcr 55 pOUnds.)
Duke of Hessen, Hempstead Farm Kennels.
Launcelot, M. T. Mason.
Ossining, W. H. Hyland.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES (Undcr 30 IbS.)

Rosa May, J. P. Cartright.
Stella B., E. R. Bellman.
Lady Graphic, W. H. Hyland.

OPEN, DOGS (under 55 pounds.)
Inspiration, J. H. Winslow.
4ap, W. M. Stanbrough.
:idgeview Dazzle, S. S. Banks.

Grover, F. Burgoyne.
Jefiries, Charles H. Davis.
Celso, J. J. Clear.
Birt, Edwin J. Becker.
Mascotte's Scamp, Harry Hawkes.

OPEN, BITCHES (under 50 pounds.)
Lady Gay Spauker, T. G. Davey.
Miss Rumor, T. G. Davey.
Renie II, Charles A. Cline.
Irene, E. Kessler.
Belle Vernon, C. W. Winship.
Kessler's Fan, E. Kessler.
Lass of Kippen, James E. Hair.

. Barmaid, Maumee Kennels.
Bronx Valley Bloom, F. A. Hodgman.
Gem of Kippen, Hempstead Farm Kennels.
Lady Nellie, Alouzo Switzer.
Belle of Bangs, A. M. Stanbrough.
Merry Legs, Hempstead Farm Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.
Marshal Soult, Florence Braden.
Duke's Lad, James R. Trissler.

Trinket, P. W. Seery.
. Fannie Sheffield, W. W. Bainbridge.
Diamond, P. W. Seery.

NOVICE—DOGS AND BITCHES.
Bella, R. A. de Russy.
Ridgeview Dazzle, S. S. Banks.
Grousedale, R. R. Moore.
XSng^Iish Setters—Challenge, dogs.
Edge Mark Francis S. Brown.
Count Howard, Rockingham Kenuels.

. Ch. Cincinnatus, J. E. Dager.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

Princess Beatrice, Rockingham Kennels.
Albert's Nellie, Dr. John A. Hartman.

. Zona, Mt. Washington Kennels.
OPEN, DOGS.

Hope's Mark, Blue Ridge Kennels.
Breeze Gladstone, F. G. Taylor.
Roderigo, J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer.
Rhuilas. T. G. Davey.
Tony Gladstone, Mt. Washington Kennels.
Roger, L. Gardner.
Toledo Blade, S. E Dager.

B. Brighton Benwell, T. G. Davey.
Model Yankee, J. Brett.
Rockingham Jr., Rockingham Kennels.
Glendon Rosecroft, Rockingham Kennels.

C. Bud Noble, A. M. Tucker.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Gossip, Blue Ridge Kennels.
2. Laundress, Blue Kidge Kenuels.
3. Bes.sie Avent, J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer.
4. Bonnie Gladstone Girl, J. M. Avent and Bay-

ard Thayer.
R. Spectre, W. Bryce, Jr.
V. Prima Donna, E. J. Meyers.
Lady Dudley, Harry Northwood.

H. Countess Rush, Blue Ridge Kennels.
Guenn, Blue Ridge Kennels.
Canadian Lillie, T. G . Davey.
Maud v., Mt. Washington Kennels.

C. Queen of Fashion, Arthur E. Davis.
FIELD TRIAL CLASS.

(For dogs and bitches that have been placed at
any public field trial in America.)

1. Hope's Mark, Blue Ridge Kennels.
2. Rowdy Rod, Greenfield Hill Kennels.
3. Roderigo, J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer.
4. Rhuilas, T. G. Davey.
R. Orlando, J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
1. Bright Boy, G. S. Raynor.
2. Sport, H. A. Lawson.
3. Alonzo Switzer, Alonzo Switzer.

PUPPIES, BITCHES.
1. Daisy Bright, G. S. Raynor.
2. Edna Marlowe, Philip Daly Jr.

NOVICE—DOGS AND HITCHES.
1. Sheldon, Rosecroft Kenuels.
2. Orlando, J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer.
3. Cassio, J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer.
R. Model Yankee, J. Brett.

C. Count Rill, J. C. Hipkius.

Irish Setters

—

Challenge, ikkss.

1. Tim, Seminole Kennels.
2. Seminole, Oak Grove Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITcHKS.
1. Laura B., Seminole Kennels.
2. Blfreda, Wesley Mills.

OPEN, DOGS.
I. Duke BIcho, Oak Grove Kennels.
a. Glencho of Belvidere, C. L- Blair.

3. Nicho, John Mack.
4. Rockwood Dandy, C. T. Thompson.
R. Kenmore, Grove Kennels.
V.Tim's Dandy, George Langram.

Rock, Henrv Hawkes.
Robin Hooa, J. B. Moore.
Exile II, J. J. ScanUn.

V. Judge, T. F. Rose.
King Elcho, Seminole Kennels.

B.Young Glencho, George Langram.
Nemo, Grove Kennels,

c. Count O'Neill, Seminole Kennels.
OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Noma, S. Harlan Price.
a. Edna H., Oak Grove Kennels.
3. Daisy, Georgiaua M.Gray.
4. Alice, Oak Grove Kennels.
R. Kildare Dorris, Oak Grove Kennels.
V.Gynth, Seminole Kennels.

Bessie Glencho II, Seminole Kenuels.
Bonnibell, Max Wenzel.
Cora B., Grove Kennels.
Hazelnut II, J. J. Scaulan.

H.Glady's B., Oak Grove Kennels.
Nugget, H. B. Anderson.
Ruby Glencho, L. A. Van Zandt.
Belle Ida, Redstone Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
X. Rockwood Dandy, C. T. Thompson.
a. General, Grove Kenuels.
3. Glenauro, W. M. Buttle, Jr.
K. Cherrystone, Redstone Kenuels,

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. Avondale, J. J. Scanlan.
a. Lady Patsy, Miss L. W. Barnes.
3. Nellie Husted, Grove Kennels.
R. Nellie Noreen, Redstone Kennels.

NOVICE, DOGS AND BITCHES.
X. Duke Blcho, Oak Grove Kennels.
a. Glencho of Belvidere, C. L- Blair.

3. Daisv, Georgiaua M. Gray.
R. Lonaonderry, L. A. Van Zandt.
V.Tim's Dandy, George Langram.
Rockwood Dandy, C. T. Thompson.
Exile II, J. J. Scanlan.

H. Erin's Lad, Redstone Kennels.
Gus, B. L. Clements.

C. Count O'Neill, Seminole Kennels.

Gordon Settei:*s—Challenge, dogs.

X. Ch. Beaumont, James B. Blossom,
a. Ivanhoe, S. G. Dixon.

challenge, bitches.
X. Heather Bee, James B. Blossom.
2. Duchess of Waverly, S. G. Dixon.

OPEN, dogs.
X. Heather York. James B. Blossom,
a. Comus, James B. Blossom.
3. Prince of Wales, George Dart.
V. Roxie, Groove Kennels.
King Noble, Inwood Kennels.

B. Rex Cowles, J. E. Cowles.
Chandos, L. A. Van Zandt.

C. Nabob, Mr. Readon.
OPEN, bitches.

I. Janet, Mrs. J. E. Dager.
a. Flomont, James B. Blossom.
3. Maid of Waverly, S. G. Dixon.
4. Countess Roxie, H. F. Smith.
V. Pansy, Rosemont Kennels.

Venus, James B. Blossom.
PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Lady Beaumont, L- P. Braive,
a. Duke of Wellington, S. G. Dixon.
3. Tryphena, Inwood Kennels.
V.Montrose, Rosemont Kennels.

NOVICE—DOGS AND BITCHES.
1. Maid of Waverly, S. G. Dixon.
2. Pansy, Rosemont Kennels.
3. King Noble, Inwood Kennels.

Chesai>eake Bays—Oi-kn, dogs and bitches.

I. Pride, Robert Millbank.

Field Spaniels—Challenge, dogs.

I. Beverly Negus, Roland P. Keasbey.
challenge, bitches.

1. Bridford Rubv, Rowland V. Keasbey.
2. Bridford Gladys, Andrew Laidlaw.

OPE.N, dogs (black.)

1. Judex, Albert E. Foster.

2. Elcho, R. H. Eggleston.

3. Bolus, John Stiicoiii.

R. Music, R. H. Eggleston.
V. Rideau Rob, C. E. Kenton.
a. Nigger, William Griffith.

OPEN, bitches (black.)

1. Ace of Spades, R. H. Eggleston.
2. Dame Trot, R. H. Eggleston.

3. Woodland Sallie, Luckwell & Douglass.

Continued on Page 142.
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HILLSIDEKEPELS
BY BROCKENHURST.

It was with the greatest pleasure pos-

sible—and more than the word pleasure

can signify or express—that I readily

jumped at the distinguished opportunity

of paying a visit to these the most popu-

lar and well-known fox terrier kennels

in America. Mr. John E. Thayer, Lan-

caster, Mass., is the lucky possessor, and

is a true country gentleman in every sense

of the word. Fortunately he is blessed

•with a long purse, and has nothing to do

but enjoy himself, so it is easily to be

imagined that what he has is of the very

best. Not strange to say these little chaps

have won their way into his affections

and play a most important part in his

life ; he associates himself with them
daily, and says to himself times and
times again is not he or she "lovely?"

Well, so they ought to be if money can

do it. Those associated and knowing
this gentleman can verify what I say,

that money has been no object in trying

to procure the best dogs of the day ; that

he has had exceedingly bad luck and not

had his desserts in the show ring when he
rightly has held the trump card on more
than one occasion, picked up one minute

and dropped like a hot brick the next

;

that this must be discouraging we all

agree, but like true fox terrier grit and
indomitable pluck he "bobs up serenely"
with a new surprise at every available
opportunity.
Many changes have taken place since

Mr. Thayer became infatuated with the
"terrier craze," and of the old ones left

to-day they can be counted on three fin-

gers, Mr. Belmont, Messrs. Rutherfurds
and himself On the other side he is

well known, and perhaps more so among
doggy men than here, as being a plucky,
unhesitating purchaser, and when any-
thing home-bred comes out he is the first

to make a bid, if it is considered above
the average. This was illustrated with
Suffolk Risk, Raffle's best son, who is now
"non est." So as a breeder, owner and
purchaser he is at the top of the tree,

and in his kennel to-day is some of the
"cream" that will be handed down in the
annals of fox terrierdom.
Commencing with a short description

of some of the inmates, I find myself
face to face with Jim, and the sight of
him carries me back to my home some
3000 miles across the Atlantic, where I

last saw him, young and vigorous, lead-
ing about a dozen youngsters after an in-
dia rubber ball. In his day he was the
best-headed and fronted dog living, and
the quality and roundness of his bone is

still apparent, not yet to be equalled has
it l)een my pleasure to see. In head the
placement of his eyes, their shape and
expression behind them, strength of jaw,
formation of skull, size and set on of
ears were just about perfect, leaving
nothing for the critic to desire. But, alas !

like all the good uns, he had a bad fault,

bad behind, a bad mover, which was at
times more noticeable than others. This
was due, they said, to an accident when
a puppy, some heavy weight falling on
his spine which invariably would a.ssert

it.self in the ring, whilst at home he was
a gem. As time passed he outgrew this
defect and distinguished himself at the
stud, imparting to his progeny a fixed
type till at last the sensational Champion
Dominie was added to his long list of
get, who to-day ranks as the best stud in
Kngland for bitches, whilst Stipediary
takes the honors for dogs.

Well he's here, wearing well for his
age. and at New York we shall see some
of the fruits of his labor, and his name
is Pitcher (R. 21,325) by Brockenhurst Jim
out of Daffodilly, by Akely Joe, whelped
May, 1884 ; breeder, J. Pim ; black and
tan head, white body. He is the first

stud dog that had ever proved himself as
such on the other side to come over here,
and moreover the first dog that ever paid
for himself in stud fees before leaving
the other side.

Champion Raby Mixer (6963), whelped
August, 1885 ; breeder, George Raper

;

sire, Raby Mixture ; dam, Richmond

Olive Bud by Raby Tyrant ; black and
tan head. Winnings, first Buffalo, New
York, Newport, 1887 ; first Buffalo, Bos-
ton, New Haven, 1888 ; first Worcester,
Philadelphia, 1889 ; first challenge Buf-

falo, Boston, 1890 ; first challenge Lynn,
New York, 1891. After the above list

and beating such cracks as Champion
Lucifer, Rubicon and Bacchanal one must
wonder what faults this dog can have.
They are certainly few and far between,
and when I say he is a little too high on
the leg and his coat somewhat too open
and soft, I've said about all. His front
is remarkable, straight as an arrow, well
under his shoulders, neck, head, jaw,
ears, hindquarters, feet and general con-
tour truly symmetrical, with every de-
sired point showing to advantage.

Brockenhurst Tyke (23,118), whelped
March 10, 1889 ; breeder, Mr. Tinne ; sire,

Brockenhurst Chance by Raffle ; dam.
Fairy by Dusky Tray ; all white. Win-
nings, first puppy Liverpool, 1890; first

novice Leicester and first novice and sec-

ond open Brighton, 1890. This is one of
Mr. Thayer's latest importations and
specially for stud work, of which he
showed great promise before leaving Mr.
Tinne's kennel. He is a thorough work-
man, a good size, with heaps of straight
bone, could stand a bit stronger at pas-
terns, very fair head, well carried ears,

good body and feet, in all just what a
stud dog should be, suitable either fbr

light or fine bitches, with plenty of good
coat.

Reckoner (6564), whelped December,
1883 ; breeder, Mr. Clarke ; sire, Regent

;

dam, Nita by Rutland ; black and tan
head. This grand little dog was a great
winner on the other side at the biggest
shows and in the strongest of company,
and one has only to look at him, not-
withstanding his age, which wears well,

and you can see a great little dog. He
has no less than nineteen firsts to his
credit, including Brigton, Birmingham,
Sheffield, twice at the Crystal Palace and
two firsts at York. At the stud he dis-

tinguished himself before coming here,
and it's a wonder to me that he has not
nicked well with some brood bitch. He
is decidedly Clarkey in head, on the
small side, lovely expression, and though
floppy and wide in front, it is astonish-
ing how when in the ring he gets himself
together and like a true jockey "never
gives up riding till he's passed the post."

Hillside Ruffian (15,050), whelped July,
1889 ; breeder, John E. Thayer ; sire

Champion Raby Mixer; dam, Lady Reck-
on by Reckon ; tan head. There is

no mistaking this voung man that he is

a son of his daddy in head. He is very
racy, stands up well, slick looking,
showy, clean straight bone and good
front, feet O. K. and nice thigh, bit snipy
in muzzle, body and loin light at present,
which should come all right. Now we
approach the ladies.

Richmond Olive (7004), whelped May,
1882 ; breeder, George Raper ; sire, Olive
Tart by Spruce ; dam, Jess by Jock

;

black and tan head. It would be a chest-
nut to describe this bitch, who has seen
her day, but her good points stand out
prominently still. Such a lx»dy and coat
with capital legs and feet.' Her head is

not the kind they are breeding now, and
then again it is time she showed age.
She has won no less than twenty-six
firsts and thirty-two specials in this coun-
try at the following shows : Toronto and
New York, 1884 ; New Haven, Boston,
Philadelphia, New York, 1885 ; Newark,
New York, New Haven, Boston, Hart-
ford, Newport, Waverly, New Brunswick,
1886 ; Buffalo, Newark, Providence, Bos-
ton, Pittsburg, Newport, Waverly, 1887 ;

Boston, New Haven, Buffalo, 188K.

Champion Richmond Dazzle (7003),
whelped March, 1886 ; breeder, George
Raper ; sire, Raby Mixture ; dam Rich-
mond Puzzle by Raby Tyrant ; half black
and tan head and ear and one ticked ear.
Another old favorite on the bench, with
lots of character behind her and on the
same type as Richmond Olive, but never,
I should say, her equal. Not so good in
head, more decided in stop and fuller in
eye, but back of that when in her prime
was all to catch the eye of a critic. Win-
nings, first and special for best fox ter-
rier in show and special for best brace
with Raby Mixer at New York, 1887 ;

first and three specials Boston, 1888 ; first

and special, New Haven, 1888 ; New Bed-
ford, New York, Worcester 1889.
Dona (26,431 E.),whelpedJanuary, 1889;

breeder, F. Redmond ; sire. Dominie by
Pitcher ; dam, Avon May by Bacchanal

;

white, black patch on body and ears

tipped black. This is the bitch that
made her debut at Baltimore, and here
beating her half sister Dominica, I was
pleased to find that she had not gone off.

in fact was in the pink of condition and
will be a laster. Her well-known fault

was not any worse, and when one says
he would like her feet a bit closer after

that he must hunt for another "if." For
straightness of bone and with her legs
well under her she can beat the lot. In
body, spring of ribs, loin, stern and car-

riage she is par excellence, with nicely
bent hocks, and when in the ring she
shows herself without any lifting, stand-
ing true on her pasterns as if she had
grown to the spot. Her winnings are
first Baltimore, Pittsburg, Washington,
Lynn, Boston, 1891.

Miss Dollar (23,119), whelped June 3,

1890 ; breeder, Mr. Tinne ; sire, Venio
;

dam, Brockenhurst Lottery. The young
lady had just arrived from England, and
as she will be shown at New York, the
knowing ones can make their own re-

marks. She is a different type to what
we've seen before, fully large, but brim-
ful of quality.

Dudley Toilet (22,406), whelped April

7, 1890 ; breeder, L. P. C. Astley ; sire,

Dudley Dandy ; dam, Nell by Priory
Beppo, by Dane Baffler. This young
bitch was imported, and a disappoint-
ment, I understand, to her consigner, but
she is by no means a bad one, lots of
quality and style, racy in appearance, a
straight front running well down to her
feet, stands well on her pasterns, capital

bent hocks, thigh and hindquarters, coat
soft, thick in ear and carried too collie

like. Her chief fdult is snipy in muzzle
and not strong enough before the eye,
but with more flesh on all round she will

be a surprise to many.
Rosa Canina (18,146), whelped June,

1886 ; sire, Meersbrook Ross ; dam,
Stockbridge Meg by Wakeley.Rally ; tan-
marked head, another little winner on
the bench, presents herself, with a re-

markable nice head and good, long,
strong jaw that is so wanting in many.
She is now gone at the shoulders, weak
at the pasterns, rat toed, a good coat and
in all most taking. In England she won
four firsts at Chelmsford, Liverpool,
Portsmouth and Warwick. In America,
first Boston, 1889 and first Buffalo, 1890.

Hillside Leda (20,074), whelped Novem-
ber, 1885 ; breeder, L. and W. Ruther-
furd ; sire, Spangler ; dam, Warren Lass,
by Diamond Joe. Leda is looking her
all through very noticeable and has a
well-shaped head, very good coat, but is

bad behind and wouldn't stand. A use-
ful one to breed from.

Hillside Ruth (12,627), whelped April,
1888 ; breeder John E. Thayer ; sire, Mix-
ture ; dam. Wasp II by Raby Tyrant

;

black and tan head. Ruth is a fine,

roomy bitch with a capital coat for breed-
ing, straight front and feet good but bad
behind with flat feet, a pleasing head,
though full eye and inclined to be coarse,
with a V-shaped ear.

Hillside Model (12,626), whelped June,
1888 ; breeder, John E. Thayer ; sire.

Reckoner ; dam, Meersbrook Nan by
Meersbrook Ross. Model has not kept
her symmetry for her age. She is very
fair in coat, wide and heavy at the shoul-
ders, light of bone for her size, bad head
but better behind than Leda and Ruth.
She is flat-footed but better pad, and
stands straighter behind.

Princess (7001), whelped April, 1887 ;

breeder, Fred Hoey; sire, Venetian ; dam,
Lurette by Spice ; black and tan head.
Princess is well put up all round, and
every inch a worker, with a very good
coat, very fair long head and strong jaw
and bone in unity, a little too much chis-

seled before the eye, body and loin good,
and a trifle heavy at the shoulder, and I

find she did quite some winning. Second
at Buffalo and Boston, 1888 ; second at
New York, Troy and Worcester, 1889.

Champion Lyra (5495), whelped Decem-
ber 1882 ; sire. Fennel by Spice ; dam.
Fay by Bob, by Foiler. A word of men-
tion must not be forgotten for old Lyra,
and in her old age it would be an injus-
tice to pass her by, as her days are num-
bered. Her pedigree shows that she
came from the old and right stock, with
a head that will never alter if she lives to
be a hundred. Her winnings were first

in open and puppy class. New Orleans,

1883 ; first and special puppy, London,
1883 ; first, Cincinnati, 1884 ; first, Bos-
ton, 1885 ; first, Cleveland, 1886 ; first,

Danbury, 1886 ; first, Fall River, 1888.

Meersbrook Nan (6998), whelped Feb-
ruary, 1886 ; sire, Meersbrook Ross

;

dam, Meersbrook Model. Nan likewise
has not kept up her shape. She is much
better in heaa than Model, with nice
carried ears, but as a brood bitch . she
should be valuable. Winnings : First

Redmond's Cup, best American-bred
puppy F. T, C, Newport, 1886 ; second,
Buffalo, 1887 ; first and special. Fall
River, 1888 ; second, New Haven, 18.S8.

Pluck (5499), whelped September, 1885;
breeder. L. P. C. Astley ; sire, Dudley
Crash ; dam. Cabal by Corinthian. Pluck
is a different stamp to several I've just
seen, standing up better. She is not a
level topped un, plenty of straight bone
but open feet, well bent hocks, good
coat, nice neck, long head and strong
jaw, though prominent eye. When a
pup she won first novice and cup, New-
port, 1886, and first novice. Waverly, 1886.

Hillside Freya (5488), whelped March,
1884 ; sire, Darkie by Sambo, by Buffet

;

dam, Freda by Dickon ; markings, if I

remember rightly, white and ticked.

Freya is a big bitch, with the best coat
of all and grand head and strong jaw,
eye well placed and nice size, ears well
carried and right shape and size, bone
immense and straight, feet too open with
a good pad, body O. K., stern too coarse
and muscle prominent and tail set on too
low. For her size she is a good one and
in a heavy class at Birmingham, Eng-
land, won first.

Lady Reckon (6996). whelped May,
1887 ; sire. Reckon ; dam, Richmond
Myrtle by Raby Tyrant ; black and tan
head. There is no mistaking who her
parent was. She is stylish, level topped,
with a fair coat, but not let down enough
in body, good expression and head,
which is handicapped by her heavy large
ears.

Hillside Syren (20,072), whelped Aug-
ust 13, 1887 ; breeder, L. and W. Ruther-
furds ; sire, Spangler ; dam. Pigeon by
Scarsdale, by Joker ; black and tan head.
Syren, we remember, is the dam of Suf-
folk Risk, who as a puppy caused quite
a sensation. She has no exceptional
qualities &s a dam, possessing a nice
body and head with a short hard coat.

Hillside Bounty (20,076), whelped May,
1889; breeeder, John E. Thayer; sire,

Warren Jim ; dam, Buz by Olive Tart

;

all white. Bounty is well put up all

round and no serious faults with very
good head, nice legs and feet and bone to
corresfKjnd.

Hillside Sapphire (15,052), whelped
October, 1888 ; breeder, John E. Thayer

;

sire. Mixture ; dam. Hillside Frej-a.

This is another racy one in build, nice
front, good stern, fair head, a bit doggy,
and a coat much above the average.

Spinet, whelped September, 1884

;

breeder, Mr. Moore ; sire, Roysterer

;

dam. Outcast by Spice ; black and tan
head. Spinet is well put together, plenty
of her in a small space, soft in coat, nice
body, good head, especially for her age
and of the Clarke type.
Shame (7774), whelped February, 1884 ;

breeder, John E. Thayer ; sire Raby Ty-
rant ; dam, Richmond Olive. Shame has
all the qualities of a brood bitch, with an
excellent coat, and in 1885 won first

puppy at New Brunswick and 1886 first

and special at Homellsville.
Holcombejill (E. 24, 186), whelped June,

1887 ; sire. Miles Spice by Champion
Spice ; dam, Nettle by Famdon's Sailor,

by Belgrave Rasper ; black and tan head.
Jill was not very presentable, being en-
tirely too fat, and apart from this she has
an immense, profuse, wavy coat, which
buries her and makes her head small and
her neck thick. She is lately imported,
and on the other side many times ex-
hibited, winning first People's Palace,
London ; first Dublin, first Newchurch
and numbers of seconds and thirds. As
a brood bitch she should certainly mate
well with Pitcher, and is already the dam
of Alene and Holconibe Splint.

So much for the short description of
some of the nabols of the kennel, and
many will think I've been too severe in
pointing out the bad faults, but they will
find there are doubly good ones to replace
them when they are not mentioned.
Now for the kennel itself, which is luxu-
rious, built of spruce and finished off all

throughout in the most artistic and ser-
viceable manner in the shape of the let-

ter y, with forty-six loose boxes, and in
each a raised bench. As you enter is

Mr, Thayer's comfortable office, open fire-

place, adorned with cups and medals
and a painting or two of his well-known
bull do^. This leads you to an area in
which is a big stove, a bath and from
which you can take a general survey of

the kennel, as it stands some two feet

higher.
Mr, Heald, with his sou and a boy,

have charge of the dogs, and it's marvel-

lous how fit he has them all looking on
Indian meal and bran, with plenty of

well-boiled meat, carrots, onions and
beats. The puppies get boiled rice and

milk, with Austin's dog bread, "John
Heald," familiarly called, is a man of

few words and a still tongue, and I've no
doubt he knows a "tarrier" much better
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than many a "stuffed critic," and often

"winks the other eve" at many of the

decisions. He has been in Mr. Thayer's

family now some twenty-five years, so

we can imagine that he is well thought
of by them. The boys think he is some-

what deaf, but, as Mr, Heald tells me,

"they can think what they like, I never

knew it,"

It's just about ten years ago since Mr.

Thayer first started in terriers by win-

ning three firsts at Boston, and later on

he imports a flyer in Richmond Olive

and in turn Raby Tyrant and Meersbrook
Msdel, old Mixture, Raby Mixer and
Richmond Dazzle, Here an interval,

when last year Russley Joker, brother to

England's crack d'Orsay makes his ttow

althe W. K, C. then Dona and Pitcher

are bought from Mr. Logan, and now
this year we have Brockenhurst Tyke
and Miss Dollar, the latter to take care

of the ladies, and as I'm writing this still

another that ranks as one of the best on

the other is Starden's King, who, ac-

cording to the critics is full of faults, but

still a hard nut to crack, and if I may
prophesy, what dog is there to l>eat him ?

With my feet in front of the fire and a

good cigar between my "ree uby " lips, I

was just beginning to imagine that a little

bit of Lancaster was mine, and life was
worth living for, when the door opened
and—"the carriage awaits you"—(not me
Lud), and I was sleighed off to the sta-

tion, contented with myself, everybody
and Miss Dollar.

THE PREVIOUS SIRE QUESTION.

A Hrlef Letter from I>r. "Wesley Mills
Relating: to the Subject.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have read in your previous issue of

February 6 the communication of Mr,

Everett Millais with interest because of

its scientific value and with satisfaction

because of its freedom from egoism per-

sonalities, etc, foreign to the subject.

With Mr. Millais' first proposition I en-

tirely agree. His second is based upon
the misapprehension that I reject the

fach to which he refers bearing on the

rabbit breeding. The facts I never for a

moment questioned ; but in my last let-

ter in this journal my position is clearly

and briefly defined. I should say that,

however, the rabbits might seem to re-

semble the orijjnal breed from the nature

of the connection between the foetus and
mother, they must be to some extent af-

fected by the carrying doe. In such im-

portant and profound questions as these

the subtle efforts on the influence of one
animal's blood and metabolism (cell life)

on another through the placenta must be

reckoned independent of all external ap-

pearances.
A little reflection will show that it was

not to be expected that a temporary
foetal connection should counteract in

this case of the rabbits the influence of

ages of hereditary tendencies as expressed

in the male and female calls from which
the animal arises.

About the only point on which Mr.
Millais and myself may possibly really

differ is this : Is it possible for the foetal

connection to be maintained without the

mother bein^ affected by the foetal blood

and metabohsm ? As I understand these

relations I am bound to answer no, and
if^ this be correct then the dam may in

consequence influence the futute off-

spring, but as I wrote in my last letter,

the how much, the when, the how, etc.,

are all extremely indefinite, though none
the less real. If carried on in the right

spirit good will come out of this discus-

sion. Weslky Mills, M. D.

Montreal, Canada, February 9.

Review of the YeSr—Reports of the

Secretary and Treasurer.

To the Memberslof the Irish Setter^Club.

Gentlemen :—The year just finished

has been an important one to those inter-

ested in the development of the Irish

setter. Heretofore the energy of Irish

setter breeders had been devoted mainly

to the development of a typical show dog

without especial reference to field quali-

ties. The result has been a great average

improvement in the breed, and it can be

truthfully said that the Irish setter of to-

day breeds more uniformly to type than

any other breed, excepting the English

greyhound. It was in response to the

feeling that the Irish setter was not re-

ceiving the proper development in the

field that your club appointed at its last

annual meeting a field trial committee to

devise means to hold a field trial open to

Irish setters. This committee, in con-

nection with your Executive Committee,

was successful in securing from the East-

ern Field Trials Club the privilege of its

grounds at High Point, N. C, for the

week following the Eastern trials, and
while the history of the success of these

trials is familiar to you all, a short ac-

count of them will not be out of place

here.

The Derby Stake closed with thirteen

nominations, eleven of which filled and
ran. The first prize, $150 cash donated
by the club, I50 donated by E. B, Bishop,

I50 donated by E. B, Bishop to the han-

dler of first, and Item Cup, presented by
the Philadelphia Item, was won by Nug-
get (Redfern—Gypsey Maid), owned by
H, B, Anderson, Glenview, N. J.; second
prize, I75, won by Coleraine, owned by
E, B. Bishop ; third prize, I50, won by
Elcho's Maid, owned by George E. Gray,

The All-Aged closed with nineteen

nominations, fourteen of which filled and
ran. The first prize, $200, donated by
the club, and the Elcho Cup. donated by
Dr. William Jarvis, was won by Sedan,

owned.by M. Flynn, Jr. ; second prize,

I125, was won by Coleraine, owned by

E, B. Bishop ; third prize, $75, won by
Edna H., owned by Dr. William Jarvis.

To the untiring efforts of Secretary Da

The Great Advertising Medium.
Fanciers' Publishing Co.

I have sold all the birds I had advertised in

your paper, which speaks well for it, and when
i have more for sale will not forjjet you. Yours
truly, William S. Lbnt*.

Allbntown, Pa.j November 10, 1891,

vis the club is indebted for much of the

success of these trials.

The treasurer's report herewith shows
the financial condition of your club to be

in excellent condition, and with the pre-

cedent of a successful trial last year the

indications point to a much more suc-

cessful one for 1892.

There are several questions to which I

would call attention, and ask that some
action be taken upon. Our constitution

at present does not call for any iniation

fee, and I would recommend its amend-
ment to provide for one. Also the advis-

ability of joining the A. K. C. At the last

annual meeting it was decided to ask for

admission to that body, but as we had
no constitution at that time and our funds

were so low the matter was allowed to go

over. I also favor having a club medal
designed, to be awarded at one or two of

the principal bench shows.

I would suggest that a vote of thanks

be passed to the Eastern Field Trials

Club for the use of the grounds, to Mes-

srs. J. B. Stoddard, Luke White and J.

M. Taylor for their services as judges.

Regretting my inability to be present at

your annual meeting, I remain very re-

spectfully, Wm, H. Child,

lleport of the Secretary.

To the President and Members of the Irish Set-

ter Club.

Gentlemen :—Your secretary has the

honor to submit the following report of

the operations of the club during the

past year. In pursuance of resolutions

passed at our last annual meeting a com-
mittee consisting of Messrs, Glover, Blos-

som and Contoit was appointed to draft

a constitution. This was done, and after

being approved it was printed and

copies sent to all members, A com-

mittee consisting of Messrs, Child. Rowe
and Davis was also appointed to provide

for the holding of field trials. The his-

tory of these trials is familiar to you all.

In addition to cash subscriptions amount-

ing to I369, the following donations of

special prizes w«r« ©btalned I Otle hun*

dred dollars from E. B. Bishop, Esq., one-

half of which was for the winner of the

Derby and one-half for the handler ; a

large silver punch bowl from the proprie-

tors of the Philadelphia Item for the

winner of the Derby ; a solid silver cup,

known as the Elcho Cup, presented by
Dr. William Jarvis to the winner of first

in the All-aged Stake, and a prize of

three guineas received from the Rev.
Robert O'Callaghan, of England, for the
winner of the Derby,

In pursuance of instructions from the
Executive Committee the secretary had
printed an appeal for contributions.
These were distributed. The Field Trial

Committee in conjunction with the Ex-
ecutive Committee, succeeded in obtain-

ing sufficient money and making such
arrangements that they were enabled to

run the trials to a successful end The
club is deeply indebted to the Eastern
Field Trials Club for their kindness and
courtesy in allowing us the free use of
their grounds, likewise to Messrs. Luke
White, Major J. M, Taylor and J. B.

Stoddard, who acted so efficiently and
satisfactorily as Judges without charging
anything for their services. J. Otto Don-
ner, Esq., who had kindly consented to

act as one of the judges, found it impos-
sible at the last moment to do so, owing
to his enforced absence on business. The
success of the trials was largely due to

the kindness and aid extended by these

gentlemen.
At the last annual meeting eight new

members were elected, making about
twenty active members in all. This mem-
bership could be largely increased by a

little effort. The financial outcome of

the trials has been such as to lead me to

hope that in the near future there will be
such a surplus that we will be enabled to

give proper encouragement to the exhi-

bition of our favorites at the dog shows.

Let us all bear this object in view and
work with increased vigor to make our
coming trials a success. In concluding
the secretary would like to express his

high appreciation of the uniform kind-

ness with which his efforts have been
met and the generous aid he has received

from the members of the club and many
others in the discharge of the duties of

his office, G. G. Davis, Secretary,

Treasurer's Report for 1881>
DR.

Amount received from outgoing treas-

urer I4505
Dues collected for the year 1891 100.00

Field Trial contributions :

E. B. Bishop $110.00

C. T. Thompson 100.00

W. H. Child 5000
J. B. Blossom 25.00

V. L. Cheney 25«>
G. G. Davis 35.00

American Field 25.00

Seminole Kennels 25.00

Hildebrand Fitzgerald 25,00

F. H. Perry 11.00

C. P. Hubbard . 10.00

W. L. Wa.shington 10.00

James Conlislc 10.00

F. C Fowler
George H. Kunkel
C. K. Connell . . .

J. J. Maunion , , .

C. P. Doerr . . . ,

L. A. Van Zandt . .

500
5.00
500
1.00
1.00
1.00

Entrance and starting fees

:

13 Derby entries $130.00

19 All-Aged entries 190.00

1 1 Derby starters 1 10.00

14 All-Aged starters 140.00

Interest on deposits

469.00

570.00
3-71

Total receipts $1187.76

CR.

Advertising and printing $8900
Postage .... 8.76

Prize money 800.00

Field trial expenses 106.05

Total e-xpenditures 1003.81

Balance in the club's trea.sury $183.95

G. G. Davis, Treasurer.

"Whose Dog Are Yoaf*
From the Fanciers' Gazette.

There once was a beautiful Newfound-

land dog that was as honest and faithful as Tray

in the old song. He wore a collar, and on it

these words were cut :
" I am John Crawford's

dog. Whose dog are you ?" So everybody knew

him. It was almost a daily trick to lay a half-

penny on his nose and bid him at a signal toss it

up in the air and catch it in his mouth. Then,

coin ni mouth, he would trot off to the baker's for

a halfpenny roll, or "bawbee-bap," as they call

it in Scotland, where his home was. One morn-
ing our hero went to the shop, but no baker was
there. So he waited, and waited, and waited.

Still no baker came. By and by he lost hi.s

patience—for dogs are mortal, like the rest of

us—and resting nis paws on the counter, he

looked around. Then spying a scone which in

his opinion was worth a halfpenny, he laid the

piece of money on the counter, took up the

p«otic and walked out of the shop.

WISDOM OF SOLOMON.

An Answer to "Spectator's" Comma-
nleatton on "Kickers."

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I suppose your correspondent "Spec-

tator" thinks he has scored something in

his remarks about "kickers" in your re-

cent issue of January 30th, There is

some truth in some things he says, but

when I see that he refers to me so point-

edly I must reply. I do not propose to

slander any judges, nor to say things

about their honesty that I cannot prove,

but I do propose to have my rights and

take the prizes I deserve, and if that

can't be done under one judge I shall do

all I can to prevent that one judge from

judging any more,

I know that I have the best pugs iu

America, and the best cockers anywhere
;

if the judge does not know it he ought

to, or the bench show committees must

get one who does. If I have two good
dogs, and put with them three poor ones

for the kennel prize, I ought to get it

;

because the first prize ones of course

carry their comrades up with them, and
the kennel prize is not designed for five

good dogs but for the kennel that has

the two, or even the one, best. That is

logical and fair. When I have always

taken all the prize for cockers, I will not

submit to be put down because one of

mine happens to be blind, or to weigh
forty pounds. No kicking, but my rights

;

that's my motto.
As for trying to keep out judges I don't

like, why not? What will your show be

without niy dogs? I will not show un-

der a certain judge. Then, of course,

you must appoint another one. That's

plain. Who is going to run the shows if

not we exhibitors who have the best dogs

every time and mean to have all the

prizes ? Swell clul)s petition for different

judges and keep refusing to show under
American or English.

Why does "Spectator" object to my
writing privately as an individual to com-
mittees to tell them I will not show un-

der John Smith ? He must be simple to

expect me to put up with defeat and not

use all my power to gain victory. It's

my belief his dogs are not worth a whis-

tle or he wouldn't say so much about

losing cheerfully. When a man has ken-

nels like mine, and intends never to be

beaten, in fact never ought to be beaten

if the judge knows who he is, he would
be mean-spirited not to claim his rights.

Boycott the judge who fails to give him
the prizes and he would not be. Yours
truly, Solomon John Howlkr.

A DoK with a Base Bull RtHJoril.

From t*'e Williamsport Sun.

A valuable red setter dog belonging to

Charles Flock, manager of Flock's City Brewi-ry,

died recently at a good old age. This was the

canine that became famous in one day by swal-

lowing a base ball that had been won from the

I,ock Haven Club Years ago, when the base

ball epidemic was as rampant in this city as grip

is tOKlay and Kddie Sales had won renown as a

pitcher, the Flock brothers, accompanied by

their setter dog, attended the last of a serie of

games played between the Williamsport and

Lock Haven Base Ball Clubs. At that time the

grounds were situated on Packer Street. The

game drew nearly 2000 enthusiastic spectators

and was one of the finest ever seen on that dia-

mond. The principal feature—and it threw the

vast assemblage into a tumult of uproarous ap-

plause—was a ball that Darling Kddie smashed

ov. r the centre field fence into Loyalsock Town-

ship. That hit clinched the game, which was

won by the home team by a score of 2 to o.

The ever-present small boy, who is no* always

found on the inside of the fence, picked up the

ball after its aerial flight and was admitted at

the gate on its presentation. After the game

Sales gave the ball to VVi 1 Flock. It was while

romping and playing with the ball that it slip-

ped down the animal's throat. For a time the

l-ed setter did not appear to suffer any ill-effects

from the mishap. The accident was commented

upon by the newspapers at the time and the dog

became famous. Not long after the animal be-

gan to mope. He grew thin and emaciated, un-

til it seemed he must die. He remained in this

condition for a year and then .showed siuns of

improvement. Six months later he was as hand-

^me and playful as formerly, apparently having

Wholly recovered from the effects of the acci-

dent. Yesterday when he died a post-mortem

Was held on the remains, but not a vestige of th«

jinpalatable base ball was 6««q.
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OPEN, D008 AND BITCHES (liTer).

1. Bean, Rowland P. Keasbey,
2. Withheld.
3. Withheld.
H. Rush, Arthur C. Rice.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES (aoy Other color.)
I. Patti, S.J. Bradbury.
3. Fancy, Rowland P. Keasbey.
3. Vic W J. P. Willey.
V. Donald, Messrs. R. H. Abbott,

Cocker Spaniels—Challenge, doos.

1. Cherry Boy, C. G. Browning.
2. Jersey, J. P. Willey.
R. Black Dufiferin, Luckwell & Douglass.
V. Rabbi, C. T. Sacket.
H. Black Duke, Luckwell & Douglass.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
1. I Say, Ancient and Modem Cocker Spaniel

Kennels.
2. Bessie W., C. T. Sacket.

OPEN, DOGS (black).

1. Fascination, Ancient and Modern Spaniel
Kennels.

2. Prince W., J. P. Willey.
3. Snowball, Swiss Mountain Kennels.
V. Obadiah, Ancient and Modem Spaniel

Kennels.
Pluto Jr., G. H. Whitehead.
Benedo, O. B. Gilman.

B. SanchoG., O. B. Gilman.
Adam, C. T. Sacket.

Jim the Dude, Mrs. B. W. Openshaw.
lacduff, John S. Mead.
Young Dude, Tubby Hook Kennels.
Saco, O. B. Gilman.

OPEN, BITCHES (black).

1. Amazement, Ancient and Modern Cocker
Kennels.

2. Woodstock Daisy, Andrew I^aidlaw.

3. Hornet, American Cocker Kennels.
R. Woodstock Dora, Andrew Laidlaw.
V. Black Duchess, J. P. Willey.
Nemo, O. B. Gilman.

H. Little Nell, J. P. Willey.
Connie, Mrs. W. B. TumbuU.
I^a La. Frank P. Comstock.
Meg Obo, H. S. Reynolds.
Eve, C. T. Sacket.

C. Uenzie's Belle, B. Henzie.
OPEN, DOGS (any other color.)

I. Red Roland, W. B. Palmer,
a. Little Ben 11, J. P. WUley.
3. Titus, O. B. Guman.
R. Cox T., E. T. Teflft.

V. Box T., E. T. Teffl.

B. Dick Drew, J. P. Willey.
OPEN, BITCHES (any other color.)

X. Jessie C, Charles H. Currier,
a. Ditton Brevity, A. W. Pancost.
3. La Tosca, George H. Whitehead.
R. Mona, W. B. Palmer.
V. Firefly, American Cocker Kennels.
H. Flossie, V. Lathrop.
C. Nina W., J. P. Willey.

Red Rose, W. B. Palmer.
Clamber Spaniels.

CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.
I. Boss III, Mercer & Middleton.
3. Lady Bromine, Mercer & Middleton.

Irlsli Water Spaniels.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Withheld.
2. Withheld.
3. Romeo, W. Vandenbargen.

Spaniels.
PUPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES (any Variety).

1. Juno Grant, J. P. Willey.
2. Fascination, Ancient and Modem Cocker

Kennels.
R. Woodstock Daisy, J. P. Willey.
V. Amusement, Ancient and Modem Cocker

Kennels.
H. Lady Fidget, Luckwell & Douglass,
c. Young Dude, Tubby Hook Kennels.

Dixie, F. T. Meyer.

Collies—Challenge, dogs.

1. Ch. Roslyn Wilkes, Seminole Kennels.
2. Charleroi II, F. R. Carswell.

challenge, BITCHES.
1. Metchley Surprise, Seminole Kennels.
2. Cora II, Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, dogs.
1. The Squire, Seminole Kennels.
2. Yorkshire Surprise, John Ellice.

3. Maney Scott, John Vewdall.
4. Prince Wilkes, Frank R. Carswell.
R. Ormskirk Shep. Joseph Livingston. .

V. Sheriff, McEwen & Gibson.
Oliver, McEwen & Gibson.

H. Dell Wilkes, Frank R. Carswell.
Rowdy, Seminole Kennels.

C. Major June, F. R. Carswell.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Jakyr Dean, Seminole Kennels.
2. Duchess of Fife, James Watson.
3. Nancy Hanks, F. R. Carswell.

4. Gypsie K., Charles Kelly.
R. Dot, Seminole Kennels.
V. Roslyn Primrose, Seminole Kennels.

Hurley, C. II. Jackson,
c. Putnam Gypsie. L. R- Kerr, Jr.

puppiKS—DOGS (under 12 months).
1. Chrysolite, Mrs. W. F. Presgrave.
2. Sheriff.McEwen & Gibson.
•?. Buz/,, H. C. Mahaffy.
R. Vernon McGregor, H. H. B. Angell.
V. Glenguard, Lothian Kennels.
H. Hazel, Mrs. R. Buckle.
c. Metchley Scot, Seminole Kennels.

PUPPIES—BiTCHKS (under 12 months).
1. Velrose, Robert Backle.
2. Vignette, McEwen & Gibson.
3. Nyda, Johnston & Stokes.
R. Strephonia, Thomas Lindsay.

NOVICE—DOGS.
1. Manev Scot, John Vewdall.
2. Prince Wilkes. F. R. Carswell.

3. Sheriff, McKweu & Gibson.
it. Don Juan, II, Johnston & Stokes.
V. Bonnaccord, A. B. Neave.
H. Strathmore Rob, Charles W. Halsey.
c. Rov .Mac, Malconib Mclveati.

Johnnie Mac, L. R. Kerr.
NOVICK, BITCHF„S.

I.. Duchess of Fife, J. Watson.
2. Gypsie K., Charles Kelly.

3. Enid, Johnson & Stokes.
R. Myria McGregor, L. R. Kerr.
V. Nymph, Johnson & Stoke*,
u. Herley, C. H. Johnson.

Poodles—Open, dogs (black).

I. Pritx, M. W. Reid.
a. Lion, William Hitchcock.
3. Tell, Charles Priem.
R. Darkie, Miss Pomeroy.
V. Toby, Charles A. Appleton.

OPEN, BITCHES (black.)
I. Czarina, Mrs. W. A. Haines.
a. Topsy, Charles A. Appleton.
OPEN, docs and bitches (any other color.)

1. Leo W., Leon W. Westervelt.
2. Gack, Peter Mooney.
3. Askim, J. Wade.
V. Blossom, John Moore.
C. Rags, M. C. Randolph.

Ball Dogs—Challenge, dogs.

1. Bo'swain, Illwis Kennels.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

X. The Graven Image, Illwis Kennels.
2. Soudan, John H. Matthews.

OPEN, DOGS (45 lbs. and over)
I. Stanley, R. D. Winthrop.
a. Pathfinder, Wheatley Kennels.
3. Handsome Dan, A. B. Graves.
R. Carisbrook, John Coles.
V. Quiberon, O. G. Rickertson.

OPEN, BITCHES (40 Ibs. and over.)
I. Carrie. Wheatley Kennels.
a. Magpie, A. J. Hatch.
3. Dolly Jester, H. D. Kendall.
V. Lady Regent, Wheatley Kennels.
H. Lena Langtry, Retuor Kennels.
C. Putty, R. D. Winthrop.

OPEN, DOGS (under 45 lbs.)

I. King Lud, Illwiss Kennels.
a. Cardinal Wolsey, Wheatley Kennels.
3. Oswego, Retnor Kennels.
V. African Monarch, Illwiss Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES (uudcr 40 Ibs.)

I. Dinah, R. Martine Reay.
a. Peckham Lass, Illwiss Kennels.

PUPPIES-DOGS AND BITCHES (under 12 months.)
I. Nobby Twist, Illwis Kennels.
a. Rockaway, Dr. D. L- Haight.

NOVICE—DOGS AND BITCHES.
X. Nobby Twist, Illwis Kennels.
a. Badajos, Dr. D. Haight.
3. Baroness E- K. Austen.

Ball Terrlei*s—Challenge, doos.

X. Prince Bendigo, H. Fred Church.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

X. Enterprise, Wagtail Kennels,
a. Royal Rose, G. P. Runton.

OPEN, DOGS (over 30 lbs.)

X. Streatham Monarch, John Moorhead, Jr.
a. Carney, Frank F. Dole.
3. Whelan's Young Marquis, John Whelan.
V. Diamond King, Retnor Kennels.
B. Young Marquis, Tubby Hook Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES (over 30 lbs.)

X. Edgewood Fancy, F. F. Dole,
a. Maggie Cline, John Whelan.
3. Winning Wagiail, Wagtail Kennels.
V. Rose, James Donovan.
B. Queen Bendigo, John Moorhead, Jr.

Wild Rose, George P. Rupton.
C. Lady Vesuvius, John Moorhead, Jr.

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.
(over 20 and not exceeding 30 lbs.)

X. Dusty Miller, Retnor Kennels,
a. Tom Beverly, F. F. Dole.
3. Nettie, Retnor Kennels.
V. Sailor, Tubby Hook Kennels.
B. Watchful Wagtail, Wagtail Kennels.
C. Tony W., C. Mara.

Slavin, H. P. Kirby.
NOVICE—DOGS AND BITCHES.

X. Maggie Cline, John Whelan.
a. Tom Beverly, F. F. Dole.
R. Whelan's Young Marquis, John Whelan.
B. Little Tarquin, John Whelan.

Ben Ali, V. A. Blacque.
c. Mister Dick Bendigo, John Moorhead, Jr.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES (uudcr 12 mOUths).
1. Viscount, Arthur Thompson.
2. F/lgewood Fly, F. F. Dole.
R. Diamond Prince, H. Archie Pell.

H. Lady Vesuvius, John Moorhead, Jr.

c. Mister Dick Bendigo, John Moorhead, Jr.

Bassett Hounds—Dogs and bitches.

X. Betrand, C. B. Gilbert.

Dachshundes-Open, dogs.

X. Zulu II, Edward R. Maurice,
a. Superbus II, Edward R. Maurice.
h. Sepp, Charles Pfizer, Jr.

OPEN, bitches.
X. Pollywog, Morris J. Asche.
a. Janet, Edward A. Maurice.
3. Kate, Charles Pfizer, Jr.

R. Seiglinde, Mrs. Ladenbury.
V. Thelma. Mrs. C. F. Havemeyer.
B. Miss Muck, Mrs. Ladenbury.

Venus II, Edward R. Maurice.
c. Whimper, Hy. B. Kane.

Ruby, C. Motschenbacher.
puppies—DOGS OR BITCHES (uudcr 12 mouths).

1. Begonia, Mrs. Ladenbury.
2. Whimper, Harry B. Kane.
V. Rudolph von Beyenrode, Sidney Dillon

Ripley.

Beagles-Challenge, dogs.

1. Roy K., Rockland Kennels.
2. Frank Forest, W. S. Gates.

challenge, bitches.
X. Lou, Glenrose Beagle Kennels,
a. Twintwo, Glenrose Beagle Kennels.

open, dogs.
I. The Rambler, Rockland Kennels,
a. Whalebone, Somerset Kennels.
3. Hunter, Forest Beagle Kennels.
R. Lee II, Pottinger Dorsey.
V. Porte, Glenrose Beagle Kennels.

open, bitches.
1. Emeline, Rockland Kennels.
2. Forest Queen, Forest Beagle Kennels.
3. Lady Lee, Forest Beagle Kennels.
V. Lady Vic, Rockland Kennels.

Stella, Mt. Washington Kennels.
H. Daisy II, Forest Beagle Kennels.

Lufra, Waldingfield Kennels.
open, dogs and bitches (under 12 inches).

1. Clochette. H. T. Foote.
2. Rye II, Nut Swamp Kennels.

puppies—dogs and hitches.
1. Whalebone, Somerset Kennels.
2. Clochette, H.T. Foote.
3. Somerset Helen, Somerset Kennels.
R. Rattler IV, W. S. Gales.
c. Thunderer, Waldingfield Kennels.

Fox Terrlei^—Puppii-:s, dogs.

1. Warren Daysman, L. & W. Rutherfurd.
2. Vandal, W. C. Cushman.
3. Suffolk Surprise, James Mortimer.
R. Beverwyck Funster, Clarence Rathbone.
V. Sparkler, Donald Munro.

Oriole Sullivan, John A. Logan, Jr.

V. Ruxton. E. W. Irwin.
a. Hillside Gamester, John E. Thayer.

Pewter, T. J. Fitzsimmons.
Beverwick Catcher, Clarence Rathbone.

C. Sheffield, Warren E- Smith.
Harvard, John Moorhead, Jr.
Choker, August D. Shepard, Jr.

puppies—bitches.
1. Beverwick Moonray, Clarence Rathbone.
2. Bonaly Belle, F. R. Close.
3. Withheld.
V. Seacroft Booster, Seacrofl Kennels.

'Wlire-liali'ed Fox Terirlers—Open, ix>gs.

X. Suffolk Teazel, James Mortimer.
2. Ebor Suowbery, Robert Lyon.
3. Suffolk Grip, James Mortimer.
V. Wakefield Whisk, W. V. Crawford.
h. Ebor Snowbery, Robert Lyon.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Brittany, J. Lee Tailer.
2. Suffolk Tassel, James Mortimer.
3. Capsicum, J. Lee Tailer.

NOVICE—ix>GS (smooth or wire-haired).
T. Blemton Rasper, Blemton Kennels.
2. Warren Daysman, L. and W. Rutherfurd.
3. Blemton Volo, Blemton Kennels.
R. Blemton Reefer, Blemton Kennels.
V. Hillside Ruffian, John E. Thayer.
B. Hillside Gamester, John E. Tnayer.

Teazle Frost, W. T. McAlees.
Beverwick Punster, Clarence Rathbone.
Beverwick Catcher, Clarence Rathbone.

NOVICE—BITCHES.
1. Beverwick Moonray, Clarence Rathbone.
2. Woodale Refusal, Woodale Kennels.
3. Brittany, J. Lee Tailer.
R. Bonaly Belle, F. R. Close.
V. Warren Symbol, L. and W. Rutherfurd.

Vixen, James Sheldon.
B. Blemton Flash, Blemton Kennels,
c. Dudley Toilet, John E. Thayer.

Lady J., W. B. Dinsmore, Jr.

Irlsb. Terirlers.
CHALLENGE. DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Dunmarry, Walter J. Comstock.
2. Breda Bill, Chestnut Hill Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Boxer II, Walter J. Comstock.
2. Hanover Boy, Walter J. Comstock.
3. Jack Briggs, Toon & Symonds.
R. Bruce, John M. Hughes.
V. Parnelf, John Welsh.
H. Jack, John Welsh>
c. Rags, Trimount Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Red Rag, John M. Hughes.
2. Erin, John Welsh.
3. Withheld.

PUPPIES-DOGS AND BITCHES.
X. Roslyn Patrick, George F. Newhall.
a. Colleen Rue, Thomas Wise, Jr.
c. Trimount Racket, Trimount Kennels.

Black and Tan Teinrlers.
CHALLENGE, XKXiS.

X. Broomfield Sultan, Rochelle Kennels.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

X. Matchless, Toon & Symonds.
OPEN, DOGS.

1. Prince Regent, Toon & Symonds.
2. Salisbury, Frank P. Comstock.
B. Policeman, G. M. Carnochan.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Louie, Frank P. Comstock.
2. Broomfield Madge, Rochelle Kennels.
3. Rochelle Carmencita, Rochelle Kennels.
V. Rosette, Toon & Symonds.

PUPPIES—X>OGS AND BITCHES.
1. Rochelle Majestic, Rochelle Kennels.
2. Mizpah, Frank P. Comstock.
3. Rochelle Madgelein, Mrs. H.T. Foote.
V. Rochelle Mam'zelle, Rochelle Kennels.

Welsh Terriers—Open, ix>gs and bitches.

X. Withheld.
2. Mephisto Dick, Homell-Harmony Kennels.

Dandle Dlnmont Tenrlei*s—Open, ix>gs.

1. Sir Robert, John Ferguson.
2. King o'the Heather, Edward Brooks.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Heather Madge, Edward Brooks.
2. Meg of the Mill, G. M. Carnochan,

Bedllnffton Teri*lers.
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Tick Tack, W. H. Russell.
OPEN, DOGS.

1. Qui Vive, M. A. H. Thellberg.
2. Chemist. W. H. Russell.

3. Editor, W. H. Rus.sell.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Withheld.
2. Polly Warkworth, W. H. Russell.
3. Withheld.
B. Grey Bess, Harris R. Childs.

Skye Terrlei^.
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Sir Stafford, Clifford A. Shinn.
2. Lovat, Huddersfield Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.
I. Sir Roger, W. S. Lieber.
i. Bmce, Mrs. A. P. Smith.
3. Pedro, Huddersfield Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Bessie, Clifford A. Shinn.
2. Alaire, W. S. Lieber.

Scotch Teirrlers—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Scotch Hot, Toon & Symonds.
2. Kilston, Toon & Symonds.
3. Glenelg, T. H. Garlick.

Yorkshire Teri^ei*s—Challenge, i>ogs.

I. Toon's Royal, Toon & Symonds.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Venus, Toon & Symonds.
OPEN, DOGS.

1. Flash, Fred Senn.
2. Bright, Fredd Senn.
3. Twig, Peter Ca.ssidy.
R. Prince, Huddersfield Kennels.
V. Charlie, Huddersfield Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Duchess, Joseph Bell.
2. Nellie Darling, Mrs. F. Senn.
3. Blossom, Peter Cassidy.
V. Daisy, Frank McCarthy.
H. Jessy, Morris Rothschild,
c. Lady Vi, Edward Emory.
Toy Tenders (other than Yorkshire).

DOGS AND BITCHES (under 7 lbs.)

1. Jerry, Morris Rothschild.
2. Rosie, Mrs. C. Harrington.
3. Minnie, Morris Rothschild.
V. Gyp, H. Stoetzel.
H.Mite, Miss F. Goodridge.

Pugfs—Challenge, doos.

I. Sprake, Mohawk Kennels,
a. Bob Ivy, M. H. Cryer.

V. Eberbarffe Cashier, Bberhart Pug Kennels.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

X. Beauty III, A. E. Pitts.

a. Bo-Peep II, Mohawk Kennels.
V. Nelly Bly, New York Pug Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.
I. Bonsor, A. E. Pitts,

a. Kash, Jr., Seminole Kennels.
3. Waddles, W. N. Haverstick.
V. Saxon, Miss M. E- Bannister.
H. Otsego Duke, Mrs. John Feulner.

Wink, Seminole Kennels.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Toadie, Mohawk Kennels.
2. Sara Bernhardt, Eberhart Pug Kennels.
3. Mabel E, Eberhart Pug Kennels.
H. Perledes Jardin, Seminole Kennels.

Nellie M., Mrs. M. Marshall.
PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITC'IES.

X. Withheld.
a. Baby, R. Schreyer.
3. Beauty, Mrs. E. S. Moore.

Toy Spaniels (any variety).

CHALLENGE, DOGS.
I. Nanki-Poo, Frank P. Comstock.
a. Milwaukee Charlie, Mrs. S. S. Blood.

Kins Charles Spaniels—Open, dogs.

I. Romeo, Mrs. F. Senn.
a. Prince, Mrs. H. Le Grand Cannon.
3. Ben d'Or., Jr., F. G. Boe.sger.

V. Prince, Playford Kennels.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Lady, Hillary, Mrs. James R. Franklin.
2. Wings, John J. O'Brien.
3. Topsy, R. P. Forshaw.
V. Jessy, Mrs. B. Rothschild.

Blenheim Spaniels.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

X. Murilla, A. Bernstein.
a. Exeter Earl, A. W. Lucy.
3. Tiney, George W. Wambach.
Prince Charles and Rnhy Spaniels.

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.
I. Marguerite, A. W. Lucy,
a. Bell, Mrs. F. Senn.
3. Ruby, F. G. Boesger.

Japanese Spaniels—Open, dogs.

X. Kioto, Mrs. Fugene Clark,
a. Joss II, Albert B. Hilton.
3. Punch, Albert B. Hilton.
R. Shujo, A. A. Vantine & Co.
V. Yoko, Dr. Isabella M. Pettet.

Prince Yodo, A. A. Vantine & Co.
H.Toklo, A. A. Vantine & Co.

OPEN, BITCHES.
X. Chequo, Miss Renie M. Conder.
a. Tamah, Mrs. F. Senn.
3. Ki-Ku, Albert B. Hilton.
R. Momo, Albert B. Hilton.
V. Maimee, Albert B. Hilton.

Ootah, Mrs. Eugene Clark.
Hama. A. A. Vantine & Co.

B.Judy, Albert B. Hilton.
Yokie, Mrs. F. Senn.

c. Kura, Mrs, Eugene Clark.
Princess Yodo, A. A. Vantine & Co.

Italian Greyhounds.
OPEN, IXXiS AND BITCHES.

1. Star, Mt. Washington Kennels.
2. Spring, Mt. Washington Kennels.
3. Golden Rod, Jacob Brombach.
V. Pansey, Jacob Brombach.

Schlpperkes—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Sophia, F. W. Conolly.
2. Dorothea Stanley, F. W. Conolly.

Miscellaneous.
DOGS AND BITCHES (large).

X. Beauty ^smooth collie), Geo. C. Whiteman.
3. Sheffiela Lad (Pomeranian) Toon & Sym-

onds.
Same (small).

1. Grover (Angora terrier), A. Weibel,
2. Beauty (Angora terrier), A. Weibel.
3. Zip (Mexican hairless), J. Bath.
V. Tootsey (Chinese crested), P. A. Raby.

Specials.
Mastiffs—Best dog, best dog or bitch under

three years old. best Amencan-bred dog or
bitch, best American-bred mastiff under two
years of age, best dog, property of member of
American Mastiff Club and best mastiff, all to
Beaufort's Black Prince; best bitch. Duchess.

St. Bernards—Best kennel roughs, New York
St. Bernard Kennels; best kennel smooths, Mel-
rose Kennels; Westminster Challenge Cup for
best American-bred dog, born since March i,

1890, Melrose; best rough dog. Sir Bedivere; l)e8t

rough bitch. Princess Florence; best smooth
dog, Leicester; best smooth bitch. Empress of
Contoocook; best rough stud dog, Vindcx; St.
Bernard Club specials for American-bred dogs

—

Best smooth dog over twelve months. Patrol;
best rough dog over twelve months. Lord Mel-
rose, best smooth bitch over twelve months,
Empress of Contoocook; best dog under twelve
months, Egmont; best smooth dog under twelve
months, Melrose; best smooth bitch under twelve
months, Bellegrade.
Bloodhounds— Best, Judith.
Great Danes—Best kennel, G. Leibacher; best

Great Dane (2), Melac.
Newfoundlands—Best brace. Prince Hal and

Tory Lass II.

Russian wolf-hounds—Best dog, Leekhor; best
bitch, Soodka.
Deerhounds—Best kennel, John E. Thayer;

best deerhound and best bitch. Hillside Romola;
l>est doK, Hillside Warrior.
Greyhounds—Best kennel, A. W. Purbeck,

best greyhound that has won a course, best
greyhound and best greyhound dog, Balkis; best
bitch, Spinaway.
Foxhounds—Best kennel American hounds, J.

M. Avent; best kennel English dogs, Radnor.
Pointers—Best kennel, T. G. Davey; best

pointer in open classes with public field trial
record, Woolton Game; best pointer also Ameri-
can field cup, Duke of Hessen; best black and
white dog in open classes, Fritz; best bitch same
conditions, Barmaid.
English setters—Best kennel. Blue Ridge

Kennels; best English setter in cpen classes
with field trial record; best English setter and
best with a public field trial record, Hope's
Mark; best bitch with two of her progeny.
Donna with Donna Juanita and Sheldon; best
dog with two of his get, Roderigo with Gossip
and Rowdy Rod; breeder of best three English
setters rejr'ardless of ownership, J. M. Avent and
Bayard Thayer.
Irish setters—Best kennel, Oak Grove Kennels;

best setter, Tim.
Gordon setters—Best Kennel, James B. Blos-

som; best Gordon setter, Champion Beaumont;

best dog owned by member of Gordon Setter

Club, Beaumont. ,. j ». 1

Spaniels—SpanielClub's silver cup and best

black field spaniel. Judex; club's silver cup for

best cocker spaniel, best sporting spaniel and

best spaniel puppy, Juno Grant; best coulter

stud dog with two of his get, Jersey; best Llum
ber bitch. Lady Brownie; best field spaniel other

than black, Bridford Ruby; best cocker other

than red or black. Little Ben II; best brace field

spaniels, Beveriey Negus and Bndford Ruby;

best brace liver spaniels, Bndford Ruby and

Bean; best water spaniel Romeo; best cocker

bitch with two of her progeny. Black Duchess-

best field spaniel owned and bred by member ot

the club, Echo; best field spaniel bitch, Bndford

Ruby; best black cocker bitch in open classes.

Amazement; best field spaniel other than black

°'colllie's-Best kennel. Chestnut Hill Kennels;

best collie stud dog prize and President's Cup,

Christopher; Collie Club's Trophy, Roslyn

Wilkes; Collie Club's Sweepstakes and best dog

in novice class. Maney Scott; best dog in open

class, The Squire; best bitch in open c ass,

Jakyr Dean, best collie bitch in novice class.

Duchess of Fife.

Poodles—Best, Fritz.
:. ^ ^ •

Bull dogs—Best in show (2) and best m open

classes, Salina; best opposite sex. King Lud;

best American-bred dog or bitch between six and

fiaeen months, Ametican Field Bull Dog Cup,

Sawyer cup for best novice dog and best puppy
under twelve months. Nobby Twist; best Amen-
can-bred dog. Handsome Dan; best brood bitch

with two of her progeny. Grit; best dog and

bitch owned by one exhibitor, "The Graven Im-

age and King Lud; best kennel (2), Wheatley

Bull terriers—Best kennel, Frank F. Dole; best

dog or bitch (2), Streatham Monarch.
Dachshunde-E. R. Manice, best bitch, PoUy-

^B^agles—Best kennel (2), Rockland Kennels;

best beaele (2), Emeline; best dog bred and ex-

hibited by owner. Whalebone; best bitch, same
conditions, Somerset Helen.
Fox Terriers—Best kennel. Blemton Kennel;

best terrier (2), Blemton Victor II, open to mem-
bers of Fox Terrier club only; grand challenge

cup Blemton Victor II; best in open class. Star-

den's King; best in puppy class, Warren Days-

man- best wire-haired, Suffolk Tob;y second

division of the Fifth Grand Produce SUkes for

iSoi and Yankee Stake for 1891, Blemton Rasper;

best brace, Blemton Victor II and New Forest

Ethcl-i)est brace wire-haired, Suffolk Toby and
Suffolk Teazel: stud dog stakes, 1890, Warren
Daysman and Blemton Valeria.

Irish terri rs—Best brace, Dunmurry and
Boxer II; best terrier, Dunmurry; best American-
bred puppy, Roslyn Patrick.

Black and tan terriers—Best brace. Broomfield

Sultan and Broomfield Madge; l)est terrier,

Broomfield Sultan; best American-bred puppy,
Rochelle Majestic.
Dandie Dinmont terriers—Best brace. King o

the Heather and Heather Madge.
Bedlington terriers—Best brace. Tick Tack and

Chemist.
. ^. ^ . j

Skye ttrriers—Best brace. Sir Stafford and
Bessie.

, .. ^ .

Scotch terriers—Best brace, Scotch Hot and
Kilstor.
Yorkshire—Best brace. Toon's Royal and

Venus. ^ ,,. ,

Toy terriers—Best brace, Jerry and Minnie.
Pugs—Best brace, Bonsor and Beauty III. Best

pug, Bonsor.
Toy spaniels—Best brace, Romeo and Bell.

Best toy spaniel, Nauki-Poo.i
Italian greyhounds—Best brace. Star and

Snring.

Collie Club MeetlniE.

Special Dispatch to The Journal.

New YoRK.February 25.—The Collie

Club met last night. It decided to give

a silver tnedal for the best collie owned

by a member of the club under two years

old at the Philadelphia show, and a

bronze medal to best collie. The condi-

tions of the Stud Dog Stakes were

changed so that the winning prodiice of

one year are barred from competition in

succeeding year.

JACKSON BENCH SHOW.

Meeting of Associate Members.
Special Dispatch to The Journal.

New York, February 25.—An infor-

mal meeting of the associate members of

the American Kennel Club was held last

night to welcome the new president, Mr.

W. C. Reick. The only business of im-

portance was passing a resolution that a

committee of three be appointed to sug-

gest to members nine months before the

elections the names of three persons for

each elective office and six delegates.

Second Annual Bxhibition of the Cen-

tral City Kennel Club.

From Our Special Correspondent.

The Central City Kennel Club, of

Jackson, Mich., held their second annual show

from February 17 to 19. Mr. John Davidson

judged all classes on the opening day and

finished just before 5 P. M., taking an intermis-

sion of one hour at noon. The catalogue shows

174 entries, a larger number than last year, but

the quality inferior. The active spirits in the

club are D. E. L. Kimball, president ; S. H. Slifer,

vice-president; Charles H. Kuhl, secretary; D.

A. Campbell, veterinary surgeon, and C. W.

Sarvis, treasurer and superintendent. Every-

thing was in readiness on Monday afternoon.

As Spratt's Patent was not available the old

style wooden benching was substituted. It is

not attractive. The show was kept very clean

and was properly disinfected. The attendance

was small, said to be owing to counter attrac-

tions in the city at the time. The judge was en-

tirely too liberal in his awards of first and second

prizes to dogs that would not be noticed in good

company. They may cause him some embar-

rassment in the future—showing as prize win-

ners under his judgment.

MASTIFFS.—The challenge class had no en-

tries. In the open class Dr. Kimball's Elkson

won first, as he was winner of first at Chicago

and noticed in report of that show. G. E. Hol-

comb's Prince Cola was second, and some
thought a better dog, he is young and unde-

veloped, he has good body, but quite straight in

hind leg with the light tan instead of dark mark-

ings about his head. Smith's Doug^al, winner of

reserve card, was a leggy and weedy specimen.

In the bitch class Lulu Minting was an easy

winner, a fair bitch at all points. Smith's Leo
Nell was long in muzzle and only a fair bitch in

any point. S. H. Slifer's Duke of Ragusa, first

in the puppy class, is of fair promise, has good

airth of skull, correct markings, with good

Rmbs. Murtha, second, was correctly placed, the

balance of the class were undeserving mention

of any character, though all received it.

ST BERNARDS.—There were no entnes in

the smooth-coated classes. Dr. Dunlop's Othello

was the only one present of three entries in the

rough-coated dog class. He was of good type

throughout and well deserved the first pnze. Of
three entries in the bitch class there was not a

(rood one. Charles Hauschildt's Theben was fair

in coat too high l>ehind and carried stern badly,

and was only ordinary at any point. Bonnie

Doon second, was bad in forelegs, long in body,

but had a fair head. She was second in puppy
class also to Royal Vixen, a good puppy with a

poor head. ^ ,^REAT DANES —There was but one entry,

C H Ruhl's Paul, and was absent.

DEERHOUNDS. —One entr>', George Mac-

dougal's Allan Breck, a dog of good color with

bad ears and short in body, otherwise good.

GRFYHOUNDS. — The Rookwood Kennel's

Master Rich and Miss Rare were the only entries

in the challenge class, but were absent. George
Macdougal's Yonder-He-Goes was first in the

open dog class. He is compactly built, well

muscled, short in body ; he easily beat Julian

Bennett's Keno, a coarse dog, leggy and lacking

in substance and quality. Two of the four en-

tries in the bitch class were absent. C. W.
Sarvis' Lady Olivia first, was the best, she was
shown too fat. B. Bradley's Gertie was a fair

second. C. W. Sarvis' Dick, the only puppy,

was a coarse puppy. The second prize, instead

of first, would have been liberal for him.
POINTERS—Trinket's Chiel, the Chicago

winner, over Pontiac was the only entry in

the challenge class, was absent. In the

heavy-weight class Chief Ameno was only

entry He was noticed in Chicago report.

He cannot win in good company. In light-

weight dog class Wonderful Lad, placed

second, should have won over Osborne Ale II.

Ale has no better points, while Lad is the eaual

in any and supenor to Ale in head, shoulders

and stern. In bitches Joseph Grone's Rose was
best and deserved her first. She has good head,

shoulders and chest and fair at other points
I c»...,^r Tr>Vinsr>ti's Rf>autv was a vcrv ordiuar)

better points should have won for her. Fred W.,

only entry in puppy class, was fair only.

GORDON SETTERS- Worthington^s Buck, a

ten-year-old dog, is of the heavy type. He shows
weakness in hindquarters. Rube, second to him,

did not deserve notice. In some features he

shows the spaniel. George Meister's Fly, in the

bitch class, is a good one, good enough to win in

best of company. She was shown a little tat,

but her coat was in excellent condition.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS. — Barney C,
owned by Mrs. W. S. Cobb, was the only entry.

His coat was not good, but otherwise of good

^CLUMBER SPANIELS.-W. S. Cobb's Punk,
only entry, was a fairly good dog at all po>"is.

as was same owner's Our Joan, first in bitch

class, but Our Judy, owned by Cobb also, and
winner of second, aid not deserve the award.

She is poor in head and short in body.

FIELD SPANIELS—C. E. Fenton's Rideau
Rab was first, George Miller, Jr.'s Snap second.

Rab was best in head and coat ; Snap lost in

head and coat and was just a trifle leggy.

COCKER SPANIELS.—Only a fair cla.ss as a

whole. C. T. Sacket's Bessie W. and Rabbi were
in the challenge class for dogs and bitches. It

was close between them. Rabbi was best in

head but Bessie had best ears, and was best in

coat and condition and won. In the open class

for dogs Charles Backus' Jersey Boy was best

and won first, showing best head, bone and
quality. Pancoast's Lad O. was too leggy, and
«ie place should have been given to Sacket's

Adam, a better dog in all points but one—fore-

legs. Jes.sie. owned by Blake and Herbertson, is

small but typical, she was best in head and coat.

Pancoast's Ditton Brevity was placed second,

she was not as good as Sackett's Eve. Eve is

not good in skull but was best in muzzle, shoul-

ders and cocker character. George Miller's

Toledo Flirt was best in puppy class. Same
owner's Juno B. was second. Neither were very

^ BEAGLES.—Juno M. is a rare good one, has

won wherever shown. She will be sent to com-

pete in the larger shows East. She is owned by

the Middleton Kennels. In the open class for

does were two entries over size ; Dr. Gibson s

Alaric and Hudson's Chimer's Dan. Pomp,
owned by G. D. Walton, and winner of second at

Chicago won first. He was best in head, shoul-

ders legs and feet. D. S. Hudson's Twitikey was

second He is light in head and thick in shoul-

ders Middleton's Snow, easily the best one m
the bitch class, won first. Walton's Vanety, a

fair bitch, won second. The reserve card went to

Lady Countess. The three entries of puppies

were ordinary. Hudson's Miss Mollie first, sime

owner's Master Dare second.
DACHSHUNDS—This class was divided,

Tanet going to challenge for first, and Windrush
Rioter taking first in open class with Superbus

second. The class was a good one. Zulas II

took the reserve card. All are owned by E. A.

Maurice. E. Elienne's Toot and Cobb's Daniel

C second, were close together for first. Toots

fault was " out at elbows," but he was better in

head and ears and had a little more substauM.

In the bitch class Lady and Fan contested. Lady

POULTRY an" PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

It is time now for the setting hen to

"sing her lay." Instead of laying her

product she probably is now lying on the

same, and perhaps on the product of

some of her sisters.

«
« *

How to set a hen has been the subject

of many an««ssay. Much ink and paper

have been used to describe just how the

unsophisticated poultryman must handle

the willing or unwilling "biddy." Nests

must be made of a certain size, filled with

hay or straw cut to certain lengths. An

inverted soil must be placed in the bot-

tom of the nest so as to give that myth-

ical moisture we read so much about, and

a score or more of other nice details are

dished up for the benefit of the hen and

amateur.
« »

American Mastiff Club.

Special Dispatch to The Journal.

New York February 25.—At the an-

nual meeting of the American Mastiff

Club the old officers were elected. The

club will have photographs made of

Beaufort's Black Prince to give to its

members.
« ' —
Notes.

The bull terrier Carney has been sold

to W. H. Keeler, of Albany, N. Y.

Mr. Bayard Thayer was offered 1 10,000

for Roderigo and I3000 for Orlando, the

field trial setters.

The Spaniel Club dinner, the Grey-

hound Club and the English Setter Club

meetings were unavoidably crowded out

of this issue, but will appear next week.

Spencer Johnson's Beauty was a very ordinary

bitch for second place, poor in head and eye and

straight in stifles. Her proper merits were in

the he grade. The two entries in the puppy class,

Lansing Boy and Lem, were first and second

They were too coarse for the honors and will not

be heard from "later on." , ^, . ^ , .

ENGLISH SETTERS.-Paul Gladstone, look-

ing well was only entry and first in challenge

class Tony Gladstone was a rather easy win-

ner in the open class. He is a good dog at all

points, has too high carriage of stern, is not good

enough to win in hot company. CapUin, owned

by F E Fisher. Detroit, won second. In good

company he would not be noticed with a c card.

It is a misUke to give such dogs a prize. Flash

Gladstone, given the reserve card, is coarse

throughout and badly out at elbows. The worst

award made in the setter classes was made in the

English bitch class, giving Boggs and Lewis

Nia first over Kalamazoo Kennels' Susan B. Nia

is not her equal in any point. Susan is Nia's su-

perior at all points, particularly in head, neck,

shoulders and chest, and by far the best in move-

ment. It was an unaccountable award. The
reserve card went to Maud N. She is poor in

head thick in shoulders and shown in too high

flesh she was in good in coat. Fleetwood, given

first in puppy class, did not even deserve men-

IRISH SETTERS. — Dick Swiveller, with-

drawn at Chicago on account of condition, shows

here and wins first. He is in same condition, but

the conditions—no competition—are different,

and he is brought to the ring to win, but it does

not reflect much credit. Tom and Mike were the

close competitors for first honors in the open

dog class, but Tom, owned by Dr. Owen,justlv

won He was best in head, neck, shoulders and

condition. Mike is short in «ar » /"fl« ^^fPy
and thick in shoulders. Fred J. Hall's Goldie

was the best bitch in open class, but George

Meister's Litta won first. She had best head but

lost in neck, shoulders and chest, and is light in

lower thigh. Goldie lost in head, but her other

was lacking in honnd character and light, ban

was thick in shoulders, was good in head and

ears There was little in choice between them.

COLLIES.—The dog class was fair. E. Peter's

Rover a black, white and tan, won first. His

proper place was second ; he is light in bone

with tendency to be cow-hocked, he had quan-

tity in coat but it lacked quality. Thyne & Mc-

Fadden's Grampian was best in head and ears,

legs and feet, best in carriage and quality ofcoat

and deserved first. Same owner's Bernice was

properly first in bitch class, second went to V.

Liddicoat's Sable Gauntlet.

BULL DOGS.-One entry. Dan Torpy's

Adam, evidently a cross between a bull dog and

terrier, and thrown out. . ^ , , _ .

BULL TERKIERS.-Frank Dole's Carney de-

scribed before, was an easy winner of D. Mac-

Lean's San foin. In the bitch class the race was

a close one between D. MacLean's Aromatic and

Frank Doles Edgwood Fancy. The latter was

best in skull but not so clean in muzzle. Fancy

was best in shoulders and forelegs ;
Aromatic

best behind and in stern, but shown too fat. In

puppy class Dole's Tom Beverly won.
SCOTCH TERRIERS.-Onfy one entry in

each the dog and bitch class. Henry Brook's

Kilfa'r, fair in coat, trifle short in head aud a

little leggy, won. Mary D. Spencer's Rainhill

lacked character, was poor in ears, and second

prize should have been enough. .. .j j
DANDIE DINMONTS.—The class was divided,

E Brook's King of the Heather going m to the

challenge class, and same owner's Heather

Madge to open class. Both were given first

prizes. Madge is small and weak in head ;
King

'^F^TERRIERS.-D. Webster's Poco and C.

H Ruhl's Pedro were the entries, l)oth ordinary,

Poco won first. He is out at elbows heavy in

head fair in body ; was the best of the two.

Routor's Safety, first, was the only .entry in

bitch class. She is weak in head, light in bone

and was only fair in coat. In the puppy class
.J . . —•hheld. First

If amateurs would quietly hie them-

selves to some farm where hens in the

freedom of nature built nests according

to their instincts much of the nonsense

written by theoretical writers will be

glaringly apparent. The old hen is too

cute to follow a beaten path. She will

perhaps build her first nest in a dark and

damp stable, selecting the most retired

spot. The brood she brings forth is usu-

ally a full and healthy one. Of course

the dampness of the cellar must have

supplied the moisture. The same hen,

however, will build a nest in midsummer

in the haymow, where the reverse con-

ditions exist, and notwithstanding the

absence of moisture another strong brood

is brought forth. We remember an old

Dominique hen that hatched nineteen

strong chickens in a nest built on top of

old hay. A dryer place could not have

been selected. As the barn doors were

closed most of the time we know that

the hen could not ramble out in the

early morning while the grass was wet

with dew and thus gather a supply of

moisture. So much for a theory.

• *

In building artificial nests much stress

is laid on the inverted sod. The latter is

all right when fresh, aud the grateful

coolness due to the moisture may please

the hen, but place such a sod on the bare

floor, as is usually the case, it soon be-

comes dry as powder aud nearly as use-

less. Where to set a hen then is a proper

question

.

» «

both prizes should have been with... .

was given to Dr. Campbell's Snipe and second

to Miller's Kutchv. ^ , »

WIRE-HAIRED FOX TERRIERS.-Only two

ofthe three entries present and both very ordi-

nary. Eskdale was first, Maclain's Nettle Top-

per second. She was best in coat but bad in fore-

*IRISH TERRIERS —This class was divided.

W I Comstock's Dunmarry going to the chal-

lenge and same owner's Boxer IV to the open

class, and each dog given a first prize.

BLACK AND TANS—One entry and a poor

specimen. Ruby H. She was lacking in head

and was poor in tan marking. Second would

have been liberal notice of her.

PUGS—Howard Kennels' Pennce was only

entry in challenge class. He is a well-known

good one and won. In the open class the How-

ard Kennels' Banjo G. was winner of first, a

good dog, a trifle over size. Wolverine Pug Ken-

nels' Dr. Jingles was second, he has bad head

and muzzle. In bitches Howard Kennels' Lady
Law was an easy winner, a good bitch through-

out but of full size. Tickle, the winner of second,

is very ordinary. She is owned by Wolverine

Kennels. ^ ,

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS —Two classes were

made. Boggs and Lewis' SUr put in challenge

and their Spring in open, both good ones and

each given a first prize. » .. ^
WHIPPETS.- N. Pippen'sTip was first, Camp-

bell and Blake's Maggie .second. Many thought

the positions should have been reversed.

MISCELLANEOUS—Two coach dogs Hudson
and Osgood's Spottin and Burt were first and
second, neither well marked or of proper form.

The simplest and best method we ever

tried or saw was to use tightly-made nest

boxes, that had a protecting waterproof

roof, and set them outdoors in a large

yard, and possibly a grass run. The bot-

tom of the nest consisted of half-inch

mesh wire netting. About an inch of

sand over the latter, and then a soft bed

made of old straw or leaves completed

the nest. The opening of the latter faced

the base boards of the fence. This pre-

vented heavy winds or rain reaching the

hen, and gave a reasonable exclusion as

well. The food was placed in a covered

trough in the yard and the hen cr hens

could eat whenever they pleased. A

great many hens can be accommodated

in this manner in a yard with no other

attention except to see that two do not

get in the same nest occasionally. The

hens will change nests, of course, but by

marking each setting hen with a band on

her leg and recording the number, with

date, variety and number of eggs set, a

complete record can be kept and mistakes

avoided.
•.

In our own experience we seldom if

ever disturb a setting hen. The latter
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understands her business as a rule. If

on the twenty-first day no chickens ap-

pear, we carefully examine the eggs. If

soiled we wash them in tepid water and
replace all those indicating life under the

hen. We have known eggs to hatch as

late as the twenty-fourth day, but prefer

chickens hatched on the twenty-first day

always. Cochins and Brahnias usually

require full time, and often twenty-two

days is necessary before they begin to

break the shells.

* *

One of the safest rules for testing eggs

just before hatching is to place the small

end on the human eyelid. A live chicken

in the egg will be indicated by the warmth
at this end. Addled eggs and those with

dead chicks will be perfectly cold.

**
That brown Leghorn breeder referred

to in Mr. Keesling's California notes ap-

pearing in last week's issue of The Fan-
ciers' Journal, who intended to startle

the Pacific coast breeders with his five

hundred birds, failed to materialize. Can
it be that he expected a warm reception ?

It is whispered that a party in Washing-

ton would like to deal with a certain

brown Leghorn breeder through the

courts. At least we have written evi-

dence to that effect in our possession.
»

* »

It may be also that the "carload ex-

hibitor" thought he might get left with

his wonderful birds when they met the

crack birds of California. Eastern

breeders who imagine that the Pacific

coast breeders have been asleep are

greatly mistaken. We know it to be a

positive fact tliat the most liberal buyers

of the best stock reside on the Pacific

coast. Hundreds of good birds have

gone from the East to the latter section,

and while a few sharpers like the one re-

ferred to above may have cheated the

confiding purchaser, the majority of our

Eastern breeders have sent the best stock

they could spare.

* «

If the parties who get swindled would

boldly expose the offenders in the poul-

try press it would help the latter where

it often is powerless. No paper can de-

nounce a breeder without written evi-

dence of his crime. The Fanciers'

Journal has an ironclad rule which bars

out all questionable advertisers.

«
»

We have not received a single com-

plaint against any of our advertisers

during the past year. This corroborates

what we have always maintained, that

every subscriber of The Fanciers' Jour-

nal is protected when he purchases stock

from its advertisers by the high character

of the latter.
»

* *

Dr. Twaddle, the well-known fancier

of thoroughbred cattle and poultry, made
the half-hour call at our office last week

exceedingly ])leasant. The doctor is one

of the oldest fanciers in the state, and in

touching upon the late Philadelphia

show he said in magnitude it reminded

him of the first riiiladt-lphia show held

in 1S51. The latter was an immense

affair in pf^iiit of numbers, but the motley

collection of birds entered would make
fanciers of the present day smile. Since

then many changes have taken place,

new breeds sprung up, old breeds lost

sight of or allowed to deteriorate while

others are vastly improved.

The .Xniericaii Doniiniques and white-

faced black Sp.'iiiish were then prime

favorites. Where are they now ? The
Plymouth Rocks «li.splaced the active and

hardy Dominique, while the Leghorn

disposed of the Spanish. The public is

fickle, however, and what now is the

rage may in a few years become a neg-

lected and even despised fowl.

*

The doctor also informed us that the

now famous Cornish Indian games were

plentiful near Philadelphia many years

ago. He described the black India games,

as they were called then, as being re-

markable birds in size, bone and sub-

stance, and his description tallies exactly

with the best specimens of the Cornish

fowl. The only objection he finds in the

present type is the size of the tail, which

is too full and large.

*
» »

Another of the neglected breeds which

twenty and thirty years ago was a beauti-

ful fowl, is the black Sumatra. Really

handsome specimens of the latter are not

seen nowadays.
*

« «

In response to a question as to which

breeds showed the most progress, the

doctor remarked the silver spangled and

golden pencilled Hamburgs were more
uniform than in the past.

«
* *

We certainly can agree with him, for

finer silver spangled and golden pencilled

Hamburgs as shown at Philadelphia and
New York we have never seen. The
golden pencilled variety, undoubtedly

the handsomest fowl in existence, brought

out a few females at these shows that for

barring on breasts, wings and back were

simply perfection. The magnificent dis-

play of silver spangled Hamburgs made
by James E. Hazard at New York will

long be remembered by Hamburg breed-

ers. The even quality of the birds, the

exquisite spangling and withal the clean

and well-marked tails denote that this

variety, which is perhaps equally popu-

lar with its golden pencilled cousin, is

destined to lead in merit at our principal

shows.
•*•

If such men as John T. Cothran, J. E.

Hazard, George M. Weed, H. A. Beyler

and F. L. Mattison would take hold of

the golden spangled and silver pencilled

varieties and secure for the latter a higher

order of quality, the public will be grate-

ful. At present these varieties are neg-

lected, and good specimens are seldom

seen at our shows.

» »

Philadelphia has gone mad on the buff

Cochin. The fact that two of the finest

Cochin farms in the country are located

near the city has transmitted the fever to

others. The Lynhurst yards, of Swarth-

niore, Pa., and H. A. Noeckel, of Lans-

downe. Pa., are friendly rivals and it's

going to be a great race between them
for the honors in 1893. The full feath-

ered royal buff Cochin is found iu all its

glory in the above yards.
»

« «

Indianapolis and Worcester used the

score cards. The two shows held at the

above places had a little over 2000 birds.

New York and Philadelphia had com-
parison judging. Over 5000 birds were

entered at the two shows. Now if com-
parison is so unpopular, how can one

account for the above figures ? Is it not

strange that so many fanciers in and
around Philadelphia advocate compari-

son judging. There must be a reason

for all this.

•%
In a contemporary which once upon a

time was in favor of comparison judging,

we read that New York State will have a

show in 1893 that will be worth going to

see Ijecause the score card will be used,

and because the "vets. " Felch, Brown,

Bicknell and Pierce will do the scoring.

The Fanciers' Journal earnestly hopes

that the Empire State will not repeat the

Buffalo experiment of 1889. The fact

that Binghamton, Elmira, Syracuse,

Rochester and Buffalo are mentioned as

good cities for holding this proposed

state show, leads us to think that past

experience is being ignored. Buffalo is

the one which would draw the largest

attendance, and it would be a truly

western show as well. Syracuse has

never supported poultry shows in a suffi-

ciently generous manner as to attend-

ance to warrant its selection for the next

show. Rochester is well located and

would draw a good attendance. Both

Elmira and Binghamton have annual

local shows, and neither city would draw

a large enough attendance to help pay

the large expenses of a state show.

While the last Buffalo show was mis-

managed and the scoring took so long

that on the last day many birds were not

scored is no reason why Buffalo should

not be selected, and a determined effort

made to show that birds can be scored

and the awards placed on the coops the

first day. The selection of the fourjudges

mentioned above would lend additional

value to the experiment, as they are all

champions of the score card. The Fan-
ciers' Journal will give an impartial

report of a show held under such rules.

Now Messrs. Peer and Dawley, start the

ball rolling.
*

« *

Among our new advertisers, John C.

Haynes is a prominent feature. His farm

is an extensive one and stock excellent.

Mr. Haynes has become enamored of the

white Brahmas, having secured some of

John Rumbold's fine stock for breeding

purposes. We are almost inclined to

place the white Brahmas among the most

beautiful white fowls extant.
«

* *
Fordhook Poultry Farm also enters

the long list of advertisers now common
to The Fanciers' Journal. This farm

is located at Doylestown, Pa., and is un-

questionably one of the most extensive

and well appointed poultry farms in this

country. Being the property of W. Atlee

Burpee, the head of the great seed and
live stock house bearing his name, it is

as progressive as its owner's methods.

Visitors are always welcome at the farm,

a fact that poultry "cranks" will appre-

ciate. Last year the proprietors of the

farm shipped over 1500 settings of eggs,

a fact that will impress our readers with

the magnitude of the business carried on.
•

• •
Editor Jacobs in the February Poultry-

Keeper remarks :
" That Philadelphia

show was a credit to the association. No
kicks, and the officers gentlemanly. Out-

side of the miserable white Langshan
display the birds were superb. Dana,

Robinson, Brady and other breeders of

black Langshans expressed themselves

very freely over the whites. The opinion

on the part of some is that the sooner

they are kicked out of the Langshan list

the better for the Langshans."
»

* 4r

This is extremely rough on several

breeders who had really excellent white

Langshans on exhibition. The exhibit

of Dr. Lea, of South Carolina, was cer-

tainly entitled to praise instead of con-

demnation. We saw his birds at Phila-

delphia and Columbia, and have no hesi-

tation in stating that the most typical

Langshan we have seen this year was a

white cockerel shown at Columbia.
*

« «
While there may be just cause to con-

demn poor white Langshans and unscru-

pulous breeders of the same, we believe

it unjust to honorable breeders who take

pain£ to breed only the best. If the white

Langshan is a scrub, why then so are the

blacks, and hundreds of other "made
breeds."

ALL ABOUT LICE.

«

The editor of the P. K. should have
cast his eagle eye down stairs among the

novelties while at the Philadelphia show.

He would have found there some so-

called Dominique Wyandottes which

might have passed as the old fashioned

American Dominiques.

*
• »

We publish an account of the meeting

held by the South Carolina Poultry and

Pet Stock Association at Charleston, 8.

C. Mr. Smith's annual report will prove

as usual interesting reading. There are

a few breeders and editors in the North,

however, who could if they desired give

sanguine Mr. Smith a few tips on how to

conduct a show.

« «

The absence of dog exhibits and poul-

try exhibits from the North could then

be easily accounted for. While we ac-

knowledge the value of Mr. Smith's work
in booming poultry in the South, we
must be pardoned for suggesting that his

methods are not calculated to inspire a

large degree of confidence in his disin-

terestedness. Too much "one man
power" has killed many promising or-

ganizations.

• «

John B. Gadson, the new secretary of

the South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock

show, writes us that the next show will

be held at Charleston, January i<j to 14,

1893.
«

• «

We are indebted to the genial Frank
Gaylor for a photograph of his own
sweet self. He writes that it "will keep

varmints away," so the pleasure and
utility is nicely combined.

*
« »

Mr. Gaylor has been manager of Mr.

Colgate's poultry farm for three years,

but now announces the fact that after

April I he will be no longer connected

with the above. He has accepted the

position of manager of Colonel A. B.

Hilton's fine farm, located at Saratoga

Springs, N. Y. Mr. Colgate loses and
Colonel Hilton gains a most thorough,

able and popular manager.

»
« «

We regret that the Indian Game Stand-

ard published in The Fanciers' Jour-
nal was incorrect in a number of import-

ant particulars. The official copy had
not reached us from the late secretary,

O, K. Sharp, and we were compelled to

use a copy of it made by F. W. Gaylor.

Mr. Babcock makes the following cor-

rections : "In comb strike out 'a trifle the

highest at the rear, ' for both sexes. Neck
of hen strike out 'the black greatly pre-

dominating.' In wings it was voted unani-

mously that it should read 'one or more'
instead of two or more. Notes which
were important are omitted. Lacings
are to be narrow. Shank of male are not
d/ac/:. ' Dubbed males after 1893 ' does

not belong in the disqualifications and it

was voted to strike it out. No tail men-
tioned for male."

*
« «

As soon as we can obtain a correct

copy from Mr. Sharp, the Indian Game
Standard will be published in pamphlet
form. In the meantime the Standard
already published with the corrections

above noted will give breeders an oppor-
tunity to mate and judge their birds.

An Able Article on the Pests That
Prey Upon Poultry.

From the Poultry Keeper.

Though somewhat out of season this is

a good time to read about lice, and save

your paper, as we will now give you a

whole book on lice, with illustrations.

Every animal has its blood-suckers to

prey upon it, not excepting even man,
who would succumb to vermin if he
rolled in filth. The cuts magnify the

specimens, the small line, looking like

the letter I, showing the natural size.

Lice are divided into orders and sub-

orders, and consequently classified. Leav-

ing out the species with which we are not

interested, we begin with the following :

Order Pseudoneuroptera.
(SUD-ORDER MALLOPHAGA.)

This group embraces all the biting lice infest-

ing birds and mammals. They are very distinct,

indeed, from the preceding group, though fre-

quently placed with them under such unnatural
aivisions as Anoplura, Pediculines, etc.

The bodies are usually hard and horny and
much flattened. They possess mandibulate
mouth parts adapted to cutting and biting the

hatrs, feathers, epidermal scales or excretions

on the bodies of their hosts. They are said also

to have a suctorial organ by means of which
they may at times draw blood from the host

animal. The mandibles are situated in most
forms underneath the head and near the centre,

the olypeus projecting and forming the most
anterior portion of the head. The labrum is

present and the maxillary palpi are prominent
in a part of the order. The eyes when visible

are located back of the antennce. The antennae
are five-jointed except in Trichodectes. The
thorax is generally narrow and frequently but

two divisions are apparent. The legs are adapted
to clasping (PhilopUridtr) or to running {Liothei-

die), the tarsi in the first case being short and
fitted for clasping againsl the tibiae, and in the
second case being long and provided with two
claws well adapted to running. The members of

the first division occur on both mammals and
birds, those of the second, except Gyropus, are

limited to birds. Wings are entirely, wanting
and the alidomen contains nine or ten segments
and is usually oval in shape.
In life history this group agrees with the pre-

ceding. The eggs are glued to the hairs or
feathers of the host animal and open w.th a cir-

cular cap or lid at the free end. The larvJE are

less flattened, shorter in proportion and without
the hardened parts common to the adults cov-

ering a part of all of the surface. The length of

life and rapidity of multiplication has not been
determined for any species so far as we know,
and the habits of the insects make any such de-

termination a matter of great difficulty.

The effect of these upon the host animal may
be less important than that of the suctorial lice,

but judging from cases where serious results

follow from the efforts of the animals to rid

themselves, and from the known irritation due
to the crawling of anything among hairs and
feathers, it cannot be doubted that they cause
much inconvenience to the creatures which be-

comb their involuntary supporters. The order
may easily be separated into two families upon
characters a part of which have already been
mentioned, namely, the structure of the mouth
parts and the feet. The latter, which is the most
easily observed, can easily be told from the
mode of locomotion, the members of the first

group being incapable of rapid movement but
well adapted to clinging to the hairs or feathers,

the latter running fieely and swiftly but having
less power to clasp.

FAMILY PHILOPTERIDi^.
Infesting horses, cattle, sheep, dogs, cats,

chickens, turkeys, pigeons, ducks, etc. The
members of this family have the mouth parts on
the under side of the head. Mandibles strong,
maxillae wanting, tarsi short, of one or two
joints, the claw meeting a tooth at the apex of
the tibia ; mesothorax apparently wanting, abdo-
men having nine segments. The group is a laree

one,' the species being so numerous that scarcely

a bird but harbors one, and sometimes several,

of this family.
The genera are, for the most part, easily sepa-

rated. Docophorus, by the presence of a mov-
able appendage (trabecula) iu front of the anten-
nae ; Nirmus, by the presence of an immovable
tooth in front of the antennae and the generally
entire terminal segment of the abdomen of the
female. Goniocotes and Goniodes are robust
forms, usually with large heads strongly curved
in front ; they diffier by the former having simple
antennae in both sexes, while in the latter they
are modified in the male. They are also usually
much the smaller. In Lipeurus the body is gen-
erally long and slender, the antennae of the
males large and often with a complicated struc-

ture, while the terminal segfment of the female is

bi-lobed. The species of Ornithobius are white
or transparent and especially characterized by
having sharp-curved appendages meeting in

front of the clypeus. Tricodetes is at once known
by the three-jointed antennae. Other genera of
the family do not contain species infesting do-

mestic animals, and hence need not be noticed
here.

Ix>nso of the lien.

CHICKEN LIPEURUS.
{Lipeurus heUrographus Nitzsch). This species,

first recorded by Nitzsch, would appear from the
writings of European naturalists to be rather
common, but it has not to our knowledge bten
taken in this counirv. a fact which may be due
rather to the litile uticntion that has been given
to collecting these insects in this country than
to their absence. According to the figures given
by Piaget, it differs decidedly from the lanafulis,
with which it is most likely to be confused, in

having the head rather narrowed in front instead
of inflated, and the body is much stouter. Be-
sides occurring upon the common domestic fowl,

it is said to occur upon pheasants of certain
species.
{Lipeurus variabilis Nitzsch). This species

appears to have been recorded as early as 1668

by Rcdi, later by Frisch, unless these both refer

to MenopoH pallidum, and to have received a

brief description by Linnaeus (Fauna Suecica,
No. I960) underthe name of Pediculus caponis.
The name of which is now universally known,
however, was given with description by Nitzsch
in 1818. (Germar's Mag., Ill, 292) have accumu-
lated in reference to this particular species, it is

of course included in the many articles referring
to poultry life in general. It does
not seen, however, to be so abund-
ant as some of the other species
infesting the common domestic
fowl.

It is about two millimetres (one-
twelfth of an inch) in length, the
body elongated, of a whitish color,
and smooth and shining. The
margins of the body are black

;

the head is large, rounded on the
anterior margin, and the whole
appearance sufficiently di.stinct

_ from any of the species infesting
1 the chicken, so that, with the aid

of the figure, there can be no diffi-

culty in distinguishing it at a
glance. Denny says: "Common
on the domestic fowl, preferring
the primary and secondary feath-
ers of the wings, among the webs
of which they move with great
celerity."

Fig. 29. Li-
peurus vari-

abilii. After
Denny.

THE CHICKEN GONIODES.

Fig. fi.—Goniodes dissimilis.

(After Denny.)

' {Goniodes dissimilis Nitzsch.) Although this

species has been known for a considerable time,
it seems not to have been abundant enough to
receive frequent
notice.
Kenny says : "I

suspect this spe-
cies of being of
rare occurrence,
as the only speci-

men which I have
examined was
communicated by
M r . Thompson
from Belfast, and
that being a fe-

male, I am pre-
cluded from de-
scribing the char-
arteristics of the
male."

It is a large
species, two to

two and a half
mill i metres in
length, and Den-
ny describes it as
tawny in color,
smooth, shining
and pubescent,
with large sub-
quadrate head,

a

short transverse prothorax and a large abdomen
with the side markingsconfluent, ana the sutures

with deep chestnut bauds. It has not as yet been
recorded for this country that we are aware of,

though in all probability it occurs here as well as

in Europe.
{Goniocotes burneltu Packard.) A species de-

scribed by Dr. A. S. Packard (Am. Nat. vol. IV,

p. 94) is apparently much le.ss

common than some of the
other species common to the
sadly infested barnyard
fowl. According to Dr. Pack-
ard's description it differs

from the G. hologaster of
Europe, which lives on the
same bird, in the short sec-

ond joint of the antennae,
which are also stouter, and in

the long head, the clypeus
being much longer and more
acutely rounded, while the
head is less hollowed out at

Fig. 21.—Goniocotes the insertion of the anteii-

burneltiiVacV. nae. The abdomen is oval

(After Packard.) and one-half as wide as long,
with transverse, broad, irreg-

ular bands along the edges of the segments. The
mandibles are short and straight, two-toothed.

The body is slightly yellow and variously streaked

and ban'ded with pitchy black.
{Goniocotes hologaster Nitzsch). This common

species of the domestic fowl was recognized by
DeGeer and by Nitzsch. It has been generally

confused with another form or rather another
larger and perhaps more common form has been
generally accepted by Ensjlish and American
\vt iters as the holo^aster, i):\\<i being due to the

description and figure given by Denny, who
does not seem to have seen the true hologaster. but

described for it. according to Piaget, an immature
specimen of the larger species since described as

Goniocotes abdominalis Piaget.

The hologaster is only about one millimetre in

length, whereas the abdominalis, or Denny's
hologaster, is about three millimetres. In gen-

eral form the species is somewhat similar, the

hologaster being less constricted at the thorax

and' more regularly tapering to the end of the ab-

domen The heaa is more nearly quadrate ; the

atnlomen not so conspicuously marked, the in-

curved margins of the segments not extending so

decidedly upon the disk and presenting the dis-

tinct lines seen as a l>order to the fascia: in ab-

dominalis.
. .

{Goniocotes abdominalis Piaget). This is prob-

ably fully as common as the preceding species.

As already stated, it is the form which has been
commonly referred to in English and American
works as the Oon/Vjfo/w hologaster, vi\\'\c\\ doubt-

less accounts for its not having been described

until quite recently.
It is a large conspicuous

species, about three milli-

metres in length,quite broad,
the head nearly circular in

front and constfictrd behind,
the thorax small, the a' do-

men widening to near the
end and terminating abrupt-
ly. The head, thorax and
legs are yellowish, with dark
margins' and spots ; the ab-
dominal segments bear lat-

eral whitish fasciae bordered
with black.

It appears to be much
less common than some
other species of chicken
lice, notably Monopon palli

dum and Lipeurus Tariahilis.

Menopon pallidum Nichzts.)
This species, probably the
most abundant of all the lice

infecting poultry, has been

a familiar creature in the writings of entomolo-

Fig. 37.

—

Menopon
pallidum.

(After Denny.)

grists and also in all the literature of poultry
raising.

It was evidently recognized by Redi (Eper. tab.

16, Fig. i), who figured it under tlic name of y^</<;jr

capi. Linna:us described it as Pediculus (rallintt

(Syst. Nat., 1020, 32), and it is also mentioned by
Pranzer under the same name. Olfers described
it under the name of Airmue trigonocephalus,
and Nitzsch, recognizing its true generic rela-

tions, gave it the name of Menopon pallidum.
While Denny, Giebel and Piaget all agree in re-

ferring the figure by Redi to this species. Lin-
IIKUS places it under his Pediculus caponis,

which IS equivalent to Lipeurus variabilis N.
The annoyance that this one species causes

poultry is probably equal to that of all the other
species combined, for it

occurs in great abundance
and almost every fowl ex-
amined will be found in-

fested. Then, too, it passes
readily to otfier species of
birds, and many instances
are recorded where horses
kept near hen roosts have
.been very seriously trou-
bled by them Some of
these accounts seem hard-
ly credible taken in con-
nection with the habits of
the insect, and we are in-
clined to think that the
worst cases, at least, may
have been due to the pres-
ence of itch mites on the
poultry and the migration
of them to the horses,
though in such case we
would expect the fowls
themselves to show more serious injury. It is, at
any rate, important to keep lousy chiclcens away
from hor.ses.

The louse is pretty easily distinguished from
other common species infesting the hen by its

light color and its great activity, running with
great celerity among the feathers and from them
upon the hands of persons holding fowls. It is

from one to one and a half millimetres iu length,
rather slender and of a light straw-yellow color.

Remedies for this sp cies must aim to reach
the hiding places of the lice on the roosts and in

the cracks of the wallsof the henhouse as well as
to destroy those on the fowl. Thorough fumiga-
tion and whitewashing, with careful attention to
cleanliness, will dc much to keep them iu check.
Pyrethrum, kerosene, etc., maybe used direct
upon the fowls, and if they are liberally supplied
with ashes and road dust they will do much to
protect themselves.
{Menopon biseratum Piaget ; Menopon stramin-

eum Nitzsch.) Under the above name Piaget
describes a species of louse taken from the
Gallophasis cuvieri, and which he speaks of as
occurring also on the domestic fowl, the pheas-
ant and other birds. He .says "Sur un Gallo-
phasus (F.ulpocamus) cuTeirt j'ai retrouve le

nienie parasite sur un-Gallus domeslicus, sur uu
Phasianus colchicus, sur un Parvo spici/erus male
et femelle en assez grand nombrc et dernierenient
aussi sur uiie Meleagris galloparo. II se rapproche
evidemment du stiamineum de N.. pronienant
d'une Melegaris gallopavi, dommage que la diag-

nose de Giebel (Epiz., p. 291) soit tn.p vague pour
I'identifier, mais plus encore du Peaiculus Melea-
gridis de Panzer (51 f 20). Pent etre est-ce le

parasite de Schrank No. 1019, lecueilli .sur le

meme oiseau."
It seems very probable that the description of

Panzer, Nitzsch, Giebel and Piaget all apply to

the same insect, and if such is the case it would
carry the recognition of the species back to 1793
when it was described by Panzer uiidei the name
of Pediculus Meleagridis.

It would seem to be confined more particularly

to the Phaisianidic, and of these to infest partic-

ularly the pea fowls and turkey, its occurrence
on the hen being only occasional. It would evi-

dently pass reanily from any of these birds to

others in the same family.

move equally well in a forward or retrograde
direction, which together with their flat polished
bodies, renders them extremely difficult to catch
or hold. I have obsfrve<l that where two or
more genera infest one bird, they have each
their favorite localities ; for, while the Goniodes
stvli/'er will lie found 011 the breast and neck of
the l)ird, the /,/>/•« »•/<.? polvtrapeaivs will be con-
gregated in innnbcrs on the webs and shafts of
the primary wing feathers."

Ixjiise of the fJooso.

{Trinoton litniatitm Nitzch). This quite dis-

tinct species of louse has been known io ento-
mologists since i8iS, when it was described by
Nitzsch. Denny, liowevrr, did not rec<jgnize

the application of the description to this form,
and redescribed it under the name of Tiinoton
saualidum. Later writer, however, have atlopted

the earlier name and there will jirobi.bly be 110

further confusion regarding it. It is quite easily

distinguishetl from the other species of Trinoton,
being considerably shorter, smaller and of a
nearly white color.' It occurs, accordiiiK to Den-
ny, on .4 use albiYrons, the domestic goose, and on
.Anas chpeata. It is also referred to the Sir.ew,

I..ouse of the Turkey.

{Lipeurus pohtrapezius Nitzsch.) This, like the
lariabilis, appears to have been one of the earli-

est species to receive recognition, as Linnaeus
cites Redi (Exper., t. II; fig. 2^ with the name
Pediculus accipitris. while he himself uses the
name P'dicuus meleagridis, and gives a brief

description, which probably refers to this species.

Authors have quite generally, however, allowed
the name given by Nitzsch," as above. It has,

doubtless, been common wherever this fowl has
been kept and is one of the familiar species.

It is of rather large size, three to three and
one-half millimetres (an eighth of an inch) in

length, of an elongated form, having a pale yel-

lowish white color, and with a black margin
around the dody. The abdomen is long, and all

Fig. iS.

—

Gonio-
cotes abdominalis
hologaster of Den-

ny (After
Denny.)

Fig. 3g.— Trinoton lituratum. (Original.)

and Piaget states that it has been taken from
hrndrocvgna aihotea and Anser albif'ions.

(Goniodes styli/rr Nitzsch.) Nitzsch de.scribes

this species in (iertnar's Magazine (III, 294), and
it has been freciuently mentioned since that
time. It was also dcscril)e<l by Schrank under
the nameiof yV(/i<-M/M.v»/<'/»'<i^>ii(Faun. Ins. Aust.,

Fig. ^.—Lipeurus polytrapezius.

(After Piaget.)

the segments but the last are marked with a

greyish brown trapezoidal spcU on t ach side.

A'ccording to Denny, "their mode of progres-

sion is rather singular, as well as rapid. They
slide as it were sideways extremely quick from
one side of the fibre of a featlier to the other, and

504.) It is a large species, three millinietres or

more in length and <iuite easily distinguished
from other common species by the hind angles

of the head, which are extended backward into

long styles, from thi- end of which extend strong

bristles. The thorax is aujjular with a black
margin and the abdomen is pale with transverse

i)aii(ls of dark color.

The species probably has a distribution equal

to that of the tutkey itself and with the other

species coninion to this fowl render it pretty

thoroughly infested.
(fhuophorus cygni Denny.) Notwithstanding

the apparent ai)iindauce of this species it does
not appear to have been dcscrilied before 1K42,

when it was described and figured by Denny
(Monog. Anop. Brit, p. 1)5, PI. 1, Hig. ii.but ac-

cording to this author it was figured by Redi
(Exper., PI. IX, fig. inf),which would carry its

recognition back 200
years. It is common on
both the wild and domes-
tic swans, and Denny
states that he has re-

ceived it from the bean
goose. It is a millimetre,
in length, of a robust^
form, the head decidedly /. .

rounded in front, except A;, ,,

at the extreme tip, where \.
it is slightly excavated.
In color the head, thorax
and legs are bright red-

dish brown, while the
alMlomen is white in the
centre and dark brown
at the sides, the brown
occupying hard platc-likc portions at the side of

each stginent. The foim and the distribution

of the.se plates are shown in the accompanying
figure.

(i'rinoton conspuicatinu Nitzch.) This spe-

cies was evidently recngnize<l at an early date,

and is said to be tuenlioned by Sul/er under the

name of /'(•(//< «/«v ansetis. Nitzsch described it

in iSiS under the name which has been univer-

sally adopleil since, an<l it h;«s received frequent

mention since that time. It is very similar to

the Tiinoton linidiiin. but may generally be eas-

ily separated by the more diffuse coloring and its

larger size, betiig six millinietres ^lhrce lines ac-

cording to Deniiv) in length. The two species

are not known to infect the same kimls of birds.

This species occurs 011 a number of species of

geese and swans, an<l on one gull ; according to

Denny on the common domestic goose.

Fig. 1 7.

—

DiHophorus
cyg n i.

(Original.)

on the
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Fig 2,Q.—Oinithobius cvgut.
(Original.)

Larus canus and Cygnus bewicku and Cygnus

olor according to Burmeister on C. mucus and

olor, according to Piaget, and on Anser ruficollts,

according to Grube.
. r a

While the Trinoton luridum we have louna

to be rather common in America, the con-

sPurcatum has not been met with, but the op-

portunity for examining geese have been lim-

ited
(Ornithobius cvgni Denny ; Otnithobius buceph-

alus Giebel.) This large and handsome species

was quite certainly recognized by Redi and fig-

ured by him, and has received frequent mention

ince. It is a conspicuous species and ap-

pears to occur in

great abundance
on different species

of swans, so that it

is readily obtain-

ed. It has been
recorded as occur-

ring on the domes-
tic and wild swan
of the old world as

well as the must-

cus and Pewickii,

and we have taken
it in great abund-
ance from the com-
mon swan of this

country, probably
the T r u mpeter

The body in this

species is whitish,

but so transparent
that all the inter-

nal organs are easi-

ly seen through the

body walls. There
are black points at

th-' outer hind mar-
gins of about four

of the abdominal
segments as shown
in the figure, and
the last segment is

dusky or nearly
black. It is four
millimetres (one-

. . . j a
.sixth of an inch) and the body rather slender and

decidedlv flattened. Altogether this species

seems to be almost as beautiful and as graceful

in its movements as the bird which harbors it.

Some of the specimens we have secured appear

to contain blood, and while these parasites are

not supposed to extract blood from their hosts it

is possible that they may at times burrow deep

enoueh to secure access to the capillaries or feed

upon blood that may have exuded from wo'inds

upon the surface of the botly of the bird. Attacks

the swan and goose.

lA>use of the IMROon.

(Liheurus baculus Nitzsch.) This is another of

the species that was given a name and figure in
•^

the work by Redi more than 200

years ago. It was also described

briefly by Linne under the name
of/Wiiii/us ailunibae, but since

the description by Nitzsch in 1818,

under the name of Lipeurus bacu-

lus this has i>een the accepted

name, and has been used by
nearly all writers since that time

It is not strange that it attracted

the attention of early natural-

ists as it occurs in wonder-

ful abundance on almost every

pigeon that niav be exam-
ined, and its striking appear-

ance due to the extreme slen-

derness of the body, would at

Lonce catch the eye of the ob-
' server.

It is about two millimetres in

length, the body very slender,

the head and thorax are of a

bright reddish brown color,

.
"- V ;.-. while the abdomen is rather

/^'Xi *w.'a"l
dusl'V, with a -series of patches

(Original.)
^f ^ ^^,jjht brown color correspond-

iuK with the segments of the abdomen.
(Go»iocnUscompafti\lz.-x\\.) A species which

has been familliar for a long time and generally

common, along with other lice, on domestic pig-

ons It is a rather small sized sp«i«^s. « '>"l«

more than a millimetre in length. The heart is

rounded in front, narrower between the antenna;

broadest near the posterior margin. The thorax

Fig. 23. — Goniodes dnmi-
(Original.)

Fig. \g.—Goniocotes compar. (Original.)

is narrow, the abdomen in the male broadest

near the posterior end and squarish behind in

the male more regular and broide.st near tne

middle. It is whitish, with a rather broad brown-

ish margin, from which prolongations extend

inward upon the sutures.

[MffwpoH gfKantfum I>en"y).^This species

of louse infesting doves is described by Denny

(Ahop. Brit.. 22.S f. 2, pi. 21.) It does not appear

to have been commonlv observed since that

time A species is (lescril>ed under the n.-imeol

Mcnodon latum (Piaget, I.es Pedic , 457) which is

probably the same ds Afenopon giganteum As

the species is evidently not a very abundant one,

and the habiU and remedies for this species arc

very similar to those for the Menodon pallidum

it is not necessary to enter into detail as to treat-

ment. According to Denny, it is of
.f

yellow»sh

brown color, shining, the head with a small

brown patch on each side, the prothorax with a

cruciform depression and the lateral margin re

*^(Glnoides damcotinis Nitzsch.) According to

Giebel this species

was described by
Nitzsch, and his

reference is "Zeit-

schriftf. ges. Nat-
urwiss., 1866, XVII
119." It is a rather
large species, a lit-

tle more than two
millimetres in

length and of a

bright brown color.

The head is very
much rounded in »

front and strongly 1
angular behind. It

occurs only on pig-

eons, but upon
these appears to

be rather common,
though not yet met
with in our own
collecting.

(Gontoitfs minur
Piaget ) Piaget (Les
Pediculmes, p. 256) cotnis

has described as a r„,„.
distinct species, under the above name a form

quite simVlar to the preceding but smaller and

presenting some differences oT the anteniue and

Form of t^e head. According to this author it

is found on the domestic pigfons and also on

Columba tigrma, C. rtsoria&nd. C.
^''?li"f'''\Jl

has not to our knowledge been recorded in this

country as yet. but is likely to be found along

with the other forms.

Louse of tUe Duck.
(Lipeurus spualidus Nitzsch). According to

Denny this species (squalid duck louse) was re-

ferred to by Fabricius under the name of Fed,-

cuius analis, and it seems extremely^^robable

under other names by
many ofthe early writers,

since it is so common on
manv species of ducks
that It is hardly possible

that it should have been
entirely overlooked. The
first definite reference to

it, however, is the de-

scription by Nitzsch in

T1818
; and more fortun-

ate than some of the re-

lated species, this has
been allowed to hold in

all subsequent works,
and so far as we know
there are no synonyms
for its specific name

It is a very abundant
and common species and
occurs on a great many
species of ducks, both
wild a d domesticated

;

indeed, so generally does

it oocur on the different

species of the genus A nas

and related genera that

we may almost say that

it is common to all spe-

cies of the family includ-

ing the ducks.
It is quite characteris-

tic in appearance, and
not likely to be confused
with other species on the

same binls. It is about
four millimetres (one-

sixth inch) in length,

elongate in form and of

a light yellowish color,

with dark border to the

head, thorax and abdo-

men. On the latter this

border is broken into a series of quadrate

patches corresponding with the segments. The

vouuK lack the definite markings of the adults

biit have nearlv the same general outline of

botlv The amiex-d figure will doubtless en-

able anyone to determine with certainty as to

specimens taken from ducks.
. u ^

(Ttinolunlutidum Nitzsch.) Redi seems to have

been the first to give mention of this very com
mon species, it being figured in the Hxper., Pi.

xii as the louse of the ^feal. It is also figured

by'Albin(Pl. 45)«nd" the same common name
as quoted by Denny. Nitzsch described it in

181S under the name given above, and the species

has been fortunate enough
not to have received any
other designation since,

although It has been men-
tioned in most of the

works referring to the

parasites of domestic

fowls or the parasites of

birds. It is a very com-
mon species, and occurs I

on a great many different
[

species of ducks, so that

it is unnecessary to try

and enumerate the hosts.

So far as we have seen or

can learn from record,

however, it is not kno\vn

to occur on birds outside

of the duck family (.-Jwa-

tidte). ,, . ..

Its nearest ally is the

goose louse, to be men-
tioned next, and it is

easily distinguished from

that by the difference in

size and the more distinct

markings in this species.

The markings are shown
in the accompanying fig-

ure their distribution on

the head, thorax and ab
domen being clearly in

dicated ; the abdomen is a trifle narrower and

the sides a little more parallel than in some spe-

cimens observed. Ills four to five millimetres

in length. ..,».,.
{Docophorus Icteiod,-s Nilz.sch.) This species

has been recorded from .so many different mem-
bers of the order of birds containing the ducks

and geese that it may be considered as common
to the order. It was described by Nitzsch in

i8i8, and has been mentioned by most writers

on parasites since that time. It is about one

millimetre in length, and has the head and

thorax of a bright reddish color with darker

bands. The abdomen is white in the centre,

with broad, dark reddish, horny bands at tne

side, with a darker spot at the margin

2-^.—Lipeurus
sgualidui.
(Original.)

Louse of the Guluea Hen.

.

(Menopon numia, G.) Giebel seems to have

been the first to have mentioned thi-s species,

and we may infer that it is usually not abundant.

Piaget speaks of it as similar to the Menopon
phcestomum N.

, . , ™,„
We have not had opportunity to maice care-

ful search for it, but it doubtless occurs on guinea

fowls in this country. It would probably be

difficult for an ordinary observer to distinguish

between this and the common species infesting

hens and even if noticed in abundance on guinea

fowls it would very likely escape mention.

(Goniodes numidiartus Denny.) We have only

the record given by Denny (Monog. Anop. Brit.,

p. ,63, PI. xiii. Fig. 7) as authority for t}iis spe-

cies His di gnosis of the species is as follows.

•Pale straw-yellow, shining and smooth mar-

gined with black ; head suborbicular ;
abdomen

acuminate, with pitchy brown, interrupted trans-

verse bands." He states that "the only speci-

mens of this species I have seen are two males,

which I took from off a pintado (Mumtda melea-

e,/s) We have not had the opportunity to search

for this speciesand cannot say whet er any effort

has been made in this country to obtain parasites

from the guinea fowl. It »« '"o«^ »'^X fnlls
careful examination of a number of the fowls

would furnish examples of this species and pos

siblv still others not yet recognized.

(Lipetirus numid<r, Deiinyl Denny described

this species under the name of Niomus numidee,

but Piaget refers it to the genus L,peurus. It is

characterized by Denny as 'livid yellow shining

and smooth ; head supanduriform. lateral margin

black ; abdomen with two fuscous interrupted

dorsal fasciae " As he states that he found "two

specimens," it would appear not to have occurred

in great abundance.

SYMPTOMS OF LICK.

Bowel di.sease in summer is a sign of lice ;
the

sleepy disease, in which the chicks are sleepy or

drowsy, is a sign ; refusal to eat, puny looking

body and slow growth ,
sudden deaths ;

gradual

wasting away ; constant crying ;
loss of feathers

on the head, and other symptoms that appear

surprising or remarkable. Even in the cleanest

of Luses^. when not a sign of lice can be seen

look on the chicks for the large lice. Not onlv

on chicks but the large body lice are nearly al-

ways on adults. A chick will never get lousy

unless the old fowls are near, and that is the

reason why brooder chicks g™* .faster than

those under hens. The large lice will kil ducks

suddenly. They kill nearly all the young turkeys

that die Whenever you notice a sick fowl dust-

ing itself look for lice. No doubt a majority of

our readers fully understand how to get rid ot

lice, but the fact is they will not believe »«ce arc

pre^nt, and ascribe the results of the work of

lice to some disease, thus doctoring the birds

unnecessarily. First we wish to *ay that while

you may easily discover myriads of little red

mites in the poultry house, yet the real enemy is

the large grey body louse, which works on the

heads, necks and vents, and which never leaves

the birds. To find this louse a very close search

must be made, as he lurks down on the skin, at

the base of the feathers, and hides from view. A
single one of these voracious fellows on the head

or throat of a young chick will sometimes cause

the chicks to d'roop and die.

THE DUST BATH.

If the house is kept clean and a du-t bath pro-

vided the hens will drive the little mites away,

but it is not easy to get rid of the >arge ones

Never use wood ashes for the dust bath but

finely sifted coal ashes or dry dirt is exce lent.

An ounce of carbonate of lime in a half bushel

of dry fine earth makes an excellent dust bath.

The hens must have a dust bath both summer
and winter. _ _„ , ,,,,.CAUSES OF LICE.

Fig. 3'"^.— TtiHilton lut

tdiim. (Original.)

Filth of all kinds. The mites will breed in

the droppings. Rotten nest eggs are good

sources They swarm in myriads where an egg

haJ^en broken in the nest. The heat from the

Cody of the hen on the nest hatches them by

millions. Every crack and crevice contains them.

They come out on the roost at night, like b«Kl

bugs, and prey on the birds. But bear in mind

the large bbdy lice never leave the body of the

fowl You must look on the birds to find them,

and you must look closely.

LOOK TWICE.

Mr. E. W. Parker gives a good idea of how
indifferent one may be, as he says :

"In July and

August especially (but also at all times of the

year) lice abound more than at any other tune,

and chicks will become infested with them un-

less great care is taken. Many persons wonder

why their young chicks droop and mope around

foraweek^ortwo.all the time getting thinner

and weaker, finally becoming unable to stand

an.l die-these persons claiming all the time

that lice is not the cause of it,' because they

have searched under the wing for the red or

yellow louse, on the head for the large head lice,

and in fact have looked them from top to bot-

tom for parasites and have lound none. I won-

de^if they ever looked on the throat or at the

side below their ears for the large head louse I

wonder if it entered into the brain of such

breeders that the head louse could destroy the

life of chicks from two to six weeks old by suck-

ing the life-blood from the throat and under the

held. If it has not, I can tell that such is the

case and I sav, without fear of contradiction,

that' when the chick appears weak growing

weaker and thinner-the skin seems to shrink

upon the body and there is a thin or slimy dis^

charge from the body-and when the chick eaU

it is usually with difficulty, and as the suppo&ed

disease advances it seems almost impossible for

the chick to swallow, finally refusing to eat;

when any or all of the above symptoms appear

then examine the under part of the head and

the throat in front and at the sides for the head

louse, and nine times in ten he will be found

snugly at home amongst the down or sprouUng

feathers ; then apply two thirds glycenne. one-

third carbolic acid and five times as much water

as the above mixture."

SPAULDING'S LICE AND GAPE CURE.

Dr. Spauldingsays : "I promised youa specific

against all manner of mi.schievous 'usects that

infest the poultry house and nests. Something

safer and surer and more convenient than tumi-

Igation or whitewash, and so speedy and simple

that when once employed the poultryman fas-

tens his hold upon it as an enUrdy satisfactory

specific. I take for 600 square feet of houseroom

one-half bushel of lime, place it in a box in the

open air and sprinkle with water and secure

cbmplete pulverization; in other words, slake

the lime perfectly, let it get entirely cool, and

then to this half bushel of pulverized lime add

ten pounds of sulphur and one ounce fluid car-

bolic acid, and stir the whole with a stick until

well mixed, then it can be safely handled with

the hand. After sweeping out the hen house

drive out all the birds, close all the doors and

windows and begin at the further end and walk

backward, scattering the mixture freely all over

the floor and through the air onto the perches

and into the nests everywhere thoroughly and it

is difficult to conceive how dense the cloud of

medicated dust that will .hang suspended

throughout the whole interior of the house.

Gradually it settles everywhere, in every crack

and crevice, and wherever it reaches a hen louse

or other insect he retires from business perma-

nen ly. It purifies as if by fire I think there is

nothing on earth equal to it for thoroughness,

cheapness and expedition. If the chicks have

roup leave them in the house and let them stem

the storm, it won't kill nor hurt them, but the

sneezing will be terrific and every particle of

mucous that has accummulated in the air pas-

sages and throat will be expelled and the medi-

cated dust will reach every portion of the mem-
brane and cure it too. But gapes, that is the

deadhes shot on gapes one could '"»a?'ne "
kills the worms in the air passages and makes

the chick cough them up, and so cures the case

at once. No horsehairs and feathers dipped 111

turpentine, nor tobacco fumigations all ofwhich

will endanger the life of the chicks, but this med-

ication is not only safer and cheaper but surer

;

indeed it is a positive specific. Now Mr. Editor,

whiryou can publish to the worid fVom positive

Txi^rience a remedy that is entirely harmless

and at the same time a specific against lice and

gapes, you have, or should have, an influence in

the p<iultry yards of the United States."

LICE IN A NUTSHELL.

1 When chicks droop and appear sick with-

out cause, especially in summer, look for lice,

not the little red mites but the large grey body

lice on the heads and necks.

2 If you find them use a few drops of grease of

any kind. A teaspoonfulof oil of pennyroyal to a

cup of lard is excellent. ^ i:„« K«t
3 Look under the wings for the red lice, but

use only a/f/t'rfro/iof the lard. , ,.. ,

4 Never grease the bodies of chicks unless

lightly, as grease will often kill them.

s Never use kerosene on chicks, unless it be a

teaspoonful of kerosene to a teacup of lard, as it

'* 6*^

Cnide^ petroleum is always excellent, and

serves as a liniment, but mix U with twice Us

n^teLlhe'dustbath always ready. Use. dry

dirt or siTted coal ashes. Add carbolate of lime,

Persian insect powder or oil of pennyroyal to

^^S To rid the house of lice saturate with kero-

sene (coal oil) or the kerosene emulsion, ^-irrv-

Xr^-floor. walls, roosts, yards, roof, inside

and outside, and repeat often. „j ,,.
Q Dust insect powder in the feathers, and be

sure it is fresh and good for little chicks.

10 Put insect powder and tobacco dust in the

nests. Never pour grease in the nests. Clean

^^^l^^ylu^'^h'ennl lice may be present use the

sprinkler of kerosene at least once a week ;
and

keen the roosts always saturated.

12 No matter how clean things may appear

look for the large lice on the heads, throats and

^'"I^Lice abound both in winter and summer,

but more especially in summer.
,4 one-hilfthe chicks and young turkeys die

from lice. Chicks or turkeys with hens or turkey

hens always have lice (either the mites or large

lice). Remember that.

IS Carbolate of lime is the cheapest powder to

use for dusting over the floors and walls.

16. Always aim to get the solutions or powders

into the cracks and crevices.

17 The easiest and best way to whitewash is

with a force pump. They are now made to force

water from a bucket. F. Schwarz. Fairfield, Ct.,

makes a cheap sprayer.

18. When your chicks have bowel disease look

'^°i9.**No mitelneed be present where plenty of

coal oil and carbolic acid are used.

20. Lice means work. Repeat these precau-

tions and remedies frequently.

21. The sleepy disease always means lice, espe-

cially on the heads and necks.

22. Chicks are hatched with no lice. The lice

on them come from the hens.
.

2^ To make the kerosene emulsion cut up

(slice) half a pound of hard soap in half a gallon

of water. Wben the water boils and the soap is

dissolved remove it from the fire and add one

gal on of kerosene (coal oil). Agitate it with a

paddle for ten minutes and a creamy mass will

be formed, which becomes a jelly when cold.

The mixture is always made by using twice as

much coal oil as water. When you have finished

agitating the mixture add ten gallons of water

or soapsuds from the family washing and you

have the cheapest and best mixture that can be

24 You can make an emulsion in the same

manner as the above with crude carbolic acid,

crude petroleum, coal oil or fish oil.

25 The sprayer will force the mixture in the

shape of a fine spray. Se No 17 above.

26 Air slaked lime, freely du.sted everywhere.
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is cheap, and will destroy lice, gapes and roup

27 The kerosene emulsion, after it is diluted,

as mentioned in No. 23, may be used as a bath

for fowls, dogs, cats or anything that is infested

with lice 01 fleas. . . ,

28. The odor of oil of pennyroyal is always

disagreeable to vermin.
20 Use only the fresh Dalmation insect pow-

der which comes in sealed tin cans. It costs

about seventy-five cents per pound. The Cali-

fornia buhach is equally as efficacious.

'

Poultry Society Meeting.

A special meeting of the New York

State Poultry Society will be held at the

Whitcomb House, Rochester, N. Y.,

Thursday, February 25, at 11 A. M., to

perfect arrangements and decide upon a

place to hold their show iu January,

1893.

Vi

Poultry Matters in the South—Ross
A. Smith's Annual Manifesto.

From the Charleston Courier.

At an adjourned meeting of the South
Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-

tion the following rep>ort of President

Smith was read and discussed.

THE PRESIDENT'S REPORT.
In making this, my third annual report, as

president of the South Carolina Poultry and Pet
Stock As.sociation, I am pleased to state that,

though the show just over was not financially a
success, we are, tnanks to the liberality of our
citizens many of whom have become sharehold-

ers, in a better condition than at the closing of

any of our former shows.
The treasurer's report will show in detail the

true condition of our finances. I will, therefore,

simply say we have no obligations that we can-

not cancel, and when the business for the year is

settled up and the railroads have all made their

returns for coupons sold we will still have a cash

balance to our credit, besides owning property to

the value of |iooo, which has been paid for in full.

That this, our last show, was not a success is

attributable principally to the general depression
in all business interests which has prevailed for

the past few months in South Carolina. As an ex-

hibition our poultry show was without doubt the

largest and best we ever held, with the exception

of that of last year, which was superior to this

only in point of number of exhibits.

The smallness of our dog show may be attri-

buted to the fact that owing to ours being the
only dog show in the South this season we could
not draw exhibits from the North ; no circuit

could be formed whereby expenses could be
lessened, hence no exhibits except locally. I

would call your attention to one fact, however,
and that is, that there is no city in the United
States equal in size to Charleston where more
thoroughbred dogs of high degree can be found
than right here, and it is my candid opinion that

if this department is worked up more carefully

and energetically the result will be a dog show
that we would be proud of. I would therefore

suggest that a special committee be appointed
another year who will give this department their

sole attention.
As I have before had occasion to remark, few,

if any, of the poultry as.sociations of the United
States have ever been able to make their exhibi-

tions self sustaining. Yet, with these facts star-

ing us in the face, we hope to be an exception to

this rule, and with this end in view we had in-

serted in our last premium list the clause: Two
or more specimens to compete or first prize

money withheld. This was a saving of some
I300 or $400 to the association. Now I would
recommend that we go still farther and say

three or more specimens ; also that the associa-

tion do away with iecond prize on exhibition

pens and that all Association prizes be made
smaller and that an extra effort be made to get

up special cash prizes, which in the end would
be more money in the pockets of the exhibitor

and the assured success financially of the asso-

ciation.
Another feature, which has formerly been of

considerable revenue to us, but which was not
carried out in the past year, the |i family ticket

;

I know it to be a fact that many of these tickets

were never used, but simply jiaid for as a con-
tribution for the show's benefit. I would recom-
mend a renewal of this feature, and that at the
proper time a committee be appointed to give

this matter the attention it deserves.
It is usually the custom at our annual meeting

to name the dates of our next show. This is a
very important matter ; first, because when we
have named our dates other associations natur-

ally select dates that will not conflict, second,

the rules of the American Kennel Club, ofwhich
we are a member, are such that no two shows
can be held on the same dates, it therefore be-

comes us to select dates that may seem best to

our interests, and that at once, or else we may be
compelled to hold our show at a time not suited

to us.

These remarks are brought out from the fact

that it has been suggested that there be but one
poultry show in the South next winter, and that

one a grand one. to be held in Atlanta, Charles-

ton, Savannah or wherever the interests may
seem the greatest. It is proposed to call it the

Great Southern Poultry Exposition, a show of

the South, in which the whole South will be in-

terested. Should this movement prove a failure,

and we do not think it will, we, by having our
dates already named, are in a position to go on
with our show as usual, or should it fall to our
lot to have the one grand show, our dates will be
fixed beyond dispute.
In regard to the Great Southern Poultry Ex-

hibition I would suggest, in the event that

another city than Charleston be chosen, that we
hold no local show next winter, and that our
fanciers unite with the breeders of the whole
South iu making this one show the grandest
ever held in America. As ye sow so shall ye

also reap. As you are represented, so shall you
also be benefited.

It is learned that some time during the present

month a meeting of the principal breeders of the

South will be held at Atlanta, at which a final

decision will be reached as to the g^rand exposi-

tion, which suggestion, by the way, was first ad-

vanced by Mr. Ross A. Smith.
The following delegates to this important

meeting have been appointed by the South Caro-

lina Association and will exert themselves to

securing Charleston as the place for the great

poultry gathering : Ross A. Smith, Charleston ;

Dr. F. D. Kendall, Columbia ; A. P. Hazard,
Georgetown ; Colonel Alfred Aldrich, Barnwell ;

J. Alwyn Ball, Charleston, and Eber Blodgett,

Charleston.

Rochester Homing Olub.

The regular monthly meeting of the

Rochester Homing Club was held Feb. 2.

Owing to the inclemency of the weather
the attendance was small. The commit-
tee on rules reported favorably on rules

based on those of the Empire City Fly-

ing Club, and they were adopted. The
meeting night was changed to the first

Friday in each month. The club then

adjourned. Octagon.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

It will be seen from a letter published

in the Item of Sunday last that The
JouRNAi. was correct in the surmise that

certain of the Federation leaders were

exhibiting a desire to arrange a match

race with the Philadelphia end of the

League of American Homing Clubs.

The challenge came from Joseph H. S.

Milligan, one of the trio mentioned in

The Journai< of the 13th instant, as

likely to take the initiative. No better

argument in favor of the League of

American Homing Clubs could have

been furnished than this same challenge

of the somewhat hot-headed Mr. Milli-

gan, as by issuing the same he at once

admits the standing and importance of

the organization that he seeks to belittle.

tains a full description of the breeding

stock of the Royal Blue Line Lofts, with

engravings representing the most noted

of the feathered occupants. The pictures

are exact reproductions by instantaneous

photography of the birds, and very

cleverly executed

Mr. A. H. Kruger, maker of all kinds of

seamless and open bands.

* *

Mr. Green, whose photograph appears

on the title page of the book, has filled

his loft at considerable expense, and can

now boast of a remarkably fine collec-

tion of homers, which are always to be

seen by the sport loving public.

*
« «

There should be plenty of prizes for

the meml)ers of the League of American

Homing Clubs to compete for. TiiK

Journal has started the ball rolling by

offering suitable badges for competition

by each of the leading flying centres.

Now, who is the next donor ?

»
* «

*
• »

We must repeat, the Federation could

not be represented by a much weaker

loft, not because Mr. Milligan is without

good birds, but because after a long ab-

sence from the ranks of pigeon flyers he

has but just caught the fever again, and

therefore his flyers, which have been pur-

chased from all over the country, are

all young birds, either of 1891 or 1892

hatch, and therefore not fit to compete

with homers of riper age and experience.

He seeks to hide this weakness by mak-

ing the condition of his challenge that

he shall only be opposed by birds liatched

in the year 1890, but it is hardly likely

that anyone will agree to this proviso, as

should any fancier wish to try conclusions

with Mr. Milligan, it is more than likely

that he would ask to be allowed the privi-

lege (?) of selecting the birds he would

fly in the match race.

* «

There are several of the members of

the Philadelphia Flying Club that would

like to make a series of matches with the

author of that Item challenge, but while

those seven strings remain attached to

the forfeit money they realize the futility

of making any effort in that direction.

* »

At the last meeting of the Washington

Federation of Homing Pigeon Fanciers,

held February 16, a motion was made by

H. V. Lausdale looking to the appoint-

ment of a press committee to consist of

five members, they to elect a chairman

to receive all reports, etc. The motion

was carried, and the following gentlemen

were elected to serve for the ensuing

year : Dr. R. Munson, chairman ; Samuel

Wallace, A. G. Glorious, W. Stewart and

H. V. Lansdale. It was resolved that

each member of the committee should

send the chairman reports once a week,

aud as the latter will put the same into

shape and forward to The Journal, our

Washington friends can hereafter expect

to be better taken care of than ever.

*

H. V. Lansdale, Esq., the well-known

Washington fancier who fathered this

movement, is on a two weeks' business

trip to Chicago, and while there will take

the opportunity of cultivating the ac-

quaintance of the Chicago fanciers.

•
« «

This plan of app in ting a press com-

mittee is a first-class idea, and should be

adopted by other flying centres. Publish

the news and added interest in the sport

is created. Smother the news ami the

interest that has already been awakened

is lost.
*
»

The Journal is in receipt of a pretty

little book from Mr. Theodore P. Green,

of Woodbury, N. J. The pamphlet con-

The Madison Square Garden Company
has been induced to off'er three prizes,

valued at $25, to be competed for during

the season of 1892 under the Starr man-

agement and between the dates of May
I and December i. The prizes are of-

fered for the best speed by each male

and female of any age and the best by a

certified youngster, from a start from the

Garden tower to a home not less than

fifty miles distant. There is to be no

limitation as to the number of trial pe-

riods or to the number of birds to be

started, direction or date of journey.

The little lady is a hustler after prizes,

and that is where her head is decidedly

level, for the excitement of competition

is greatly enhanced by the hope of a

suitable souvenir or memento in case of

victory.

•*•

The Philadelphia Flying Club will

start with a snug sum in hand as a result

of the theatrical benefit. We understand

that upwards of I300 worth of tickets

were sold. The profit derived from the

sale of the tickets, together with the

year's dues of the members should place

the club in a very thriving condition.

«
« »

The Star Homing Club of Philadelphia

held a meeting on February 15 and took

the brothers Schreiber and H. P. Alex-

ander into the organization. The Race

Conmiittee was instructed to prepare a

schedule of races for the ensuing season,

the flights being for both old and young

birds. This organization will fly its races

under the management of the Federa-

tion, in which body they can boast of be-

ing represented by two officials, a vice-

president and a race secretary.

• «

The members of the Trenton Homing
Club recently elected the following board

of five directors to manage the club busi-

ness : Charles H. Christopher, chairman
;

Abraham Harrobin, William Dickson,

Samuel Rowley aud Alexander Young,

The admission fee, which has heretofore

stood at fifty cents, was increased to two

dollars and fifty cents. The race sched-

ule for old birds was also adopted, al-

though the actual liberating stations were

not named on account of the members

being unfamiliar with those at present in

use. The dates and distances are as fol-

lows : May I, 100 miles; May 15, 200

miles
;
June 5, 30a miles

; July 4, 400

miles
;
July 31, 500 miles.

The League has a hard worker in T.

Fred Goldman, its first president. It's

astonishing to thitik how blind some per-

sons were, and how they must be kick-

ing themselves at the present time. But

then, " it would have been such a

calamity." Oh ! Jake, you were just as

bad as the rest on this point, anyhow.

» •

* *

The Journal takes pleasure in rec-

ommending Odenton, Md., as a liberat-

ing station to all fanciers, as Mr. A. G.

Cook, the B. and P. R. R. agent at that

station, is one of the best and most care-

ful liberators along the line of the road.

It would pay clubs and fanciers to go a

few miles further or a few miles less than

their schedule calls for, in order to secure

a liberation at the hands of Mr. Cook.
*

* «

All birds should bear a register number

on the leg. We call the attention of our

subscribers to the new advertisement of

Mr. William Teas, of Three Tuns,

Montgomery County, Pa., found a hom-

ing pigeon banded T. B. 42.

POINTS IN THeIlYING FANCY.

Ne-ws and Notes Gathered Here,

There and Everywhere.
Correspondence Fancikks' Journal.

The constitution, by-laws and race rules

of the League of American Homing
Clubs, published in new book form, made
its appearance promptly this week, and
ere this has been distributed among the

members by Secretary Bowerman. I

have received many flattering communi-
cations upon them from various points,

and the general opinion is that the

League is just the thing, and a long-need-

ed want. Any flying section or club desir-

ing a cooy should connnunicate with

Secretary' G. H. Bowerman, 20 Mon-
mouth Street, Newark, N. J., who will

supply them.
The Empire City Flying Club of New

York City and vicinity ha<l a well-attended

meeting on the 17th instant, at which
two new members were electeil and nine

proposals for membership were handed
in to the Board of Directors.

This enterprising club of pigeon flyers

is in a very prosperous and flourishing

condition, and if favored with good
weather during the flying season will do
some good work with the grand birds

owned by its membership.
The breeding season is now fairly un«ler

way, and Secretary Bowerman has isstied

nearly 2000 seamless bands to the mem-
bers of the club.

Our old friend Ilusson. of New York,
was exceedingly unfortunate in the rob-

bery at his coop recently, for among the

forty odd fine old record birds and breed-

ers stolen but one has been recovered up
to date, and that flew home to its old

(juarters the other day. Of all contempti-

ble thievery the stealing of homing
pigeons is, I think, the meanest that can

be imagine«l, and I am surprised at the

frequency of these thefts.

Sold as they invariably are to bird

stores at a mere pittance, the seller and
buyer has no means of distirguishing the

quality of the birds, and grand old sires

and dams, fine record birds worth many
dollars, are indiscriminately mixed with

the undeveloped and youngsters, and
rated for so many ct;nts a head, not near

enough value in returns to pay for the

risk undergone, and yet how frequent

we hear of this coop and that coop
robbed

.

See to your windows and door fasten-

ings, flying fanciers, for yon never know
who may be next on the list, and the

visit of these contemptible n»bbeis of the

pigeon roost may in a single niiiht de-

stroy for yon your season's flying sport,

and'the labor'and study of many years

and expemlilure of hundreds of dollars.

With regard to "pigeon flyers' day"
and the "council of pigeon flyers" of H.

S. Starr at the recent public show held

in New York, the New England homing
Pigeon flyers and their birds diil not

show up, and the American Stock-Keeper
makes very appropriate editorial com-
ment in its is.sne of the I3lh inst. "We
were much disappointed not to see the

New England homing pigeons on exhi-

bition on pigeon flyers' day, and it looks

a little ungrateful after what Mrs. Starr

has done for these breeders."

Exactly so, but iu Mrs. Starr's long

and varied experience with pigeon flyers
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she is well accustomed to these exhibi-

tions of ingratitude, and this clever little

woman never throws dirty water away
until she secures clean, but just so soon
as the clean is secured then look out for

dirty, for no matter how highly you have
been boomed and magnified, your reign

is over, and you are relegated to the rear

and its obscurity in many cases.

But what the visitors lost in the ab-

sence of the New England birds was rec-

ompensed by the presence of the Royal
Blue Line I.ofls of Woodbury. N. J., and
the celebrated (?) "Duffer" of Mr. L. W.
Spangehl.
The "Royal Blue Line Homers" should

indeed feel proud of the distinction in

being exhibited in such high-toned com-
pany as the celebrated Duffer.

Is it not about time that the legitimate

flying fancy was spared these continuous,

incomplete and ridiculous exhibitions

and the public not humbugged with such

one-sided and not representative dis-

plays of the sport and its records. I

think so, and there are very many who
will agree with me. I look forward in

the unity of all representative flying

men in the League of American Homing
Clubs and their annual exhibitions of

record birds and complete publication of

the flying work done through Thf, Fan-
ciers* Journal weekly and the daily

press as a remedv to all this affliction,

and the public will in time learn to know
the flying sport as it is and as otlier well-

known sports and not as now misrepre-

sented.

The Whiteley lofts at Roseville I learn

are for sale in one lump to the highest

bidder, not in portions, and at no extrav-

agant figures either, the owner being dis-

gusted, tired and wants to quit. It may
be so. but in my long and varied experi-

ences in the flying fancy I have for some
time back commenced to view tlie.se re-

tirements from the fancy with suspicion,

and in many ca.ses my doubts proved to

be well founde«l. Still, I think Mr.
Whiteley would sell out at a low figure

and that he is desirous of retiring, owing
to the unfriendly and strained retalions

existing between himself and many in

the New York vicinity.

I am equally sure, however, that next
year he could readily be coaxed back into

the sport, and in a very short time the

Whiteley lofts wouM be as active and
popular as ever. It is extremely difficult

to wipe out completely a large and pow-
erful loft like Whiteley's and more so

the homing fever from so old and enthu-

siastic a disciple of the sport as Francis

Whiteley.
I am gratified to learn that the sale of

tickets for the performance at the Chest-

nut Street Theatre, Philadelphia, on the

26th instant, for the benefit of the new
Philadelphia Flying Club, has met with

such flattering success. This is real fra-

ternity, brethren, and it is eminently
proper that so important and active a

flying centre as Philadelphia should have
roomy and suitable accommodations for

its large membership.
Furthermore, in view of the fact that

all League special meetings are held in

Philadelphia (and no doubt the first an-

nual also* the appropr-ate and roomy
quarters of the Philadelphia Flying Club
will be the convenient and suitable quar-

ters for the "League delegates" to meet
in.

The New York .Sun of the aoth instant

informs us that homing pigeons evi-

dently left a favorable impression with

the Madison Scjuare Garden Company,
as three prizes are offered for the best

speed from there to lofts fifty or more
miles distant, between the dates of May
1 and December I. 1892. Thejourneys may
be in any direction, on any date and to

any distance exceeding fifty miles. The
only restrictions are that the journeys

shall be under the American Pigeon Fly-

ing Rules.
This means that the clever little woman

has commenced early her work in the

interests of her New'F)nglan<l and hand-

ful of followers outside. The value of

the prizes are not stated, but are possibly

leg bands and of trilling cost.

I learn from good authority that

officials from the Federation of American
Homing Pigeon Fanciers and the Le.igue

of American Homing Clubs intend <iur-

contest that occurs outside of the man-
agement of the League of American
Homing Clubs or Federation of Ameri-

can Homing Pigeon Fanciers is not

worthy of such liberal patronage in the

necessarily weak and one-sided competi-

tion, and the only real and competitive

working homers and representative

American flying men worthy of any such

patronage in the vicinity of New York,

New Jersey and Pennsylvania can only

be interested in competitions managed
bv the League of American Homing
Clubs and Federation of American Honi
ing Pigeon Fanciers.

I am decidedly in favor of such a com-
mittee being formed for the purpose
stated, for it is indeed deplorable that

any handsome prize of value should be
permitted to be flown for by a mere
handful of fanciers with a few birds, as

has been the case during the past two or

three years, while the great majority of

real flying men and their superb flying

champions should sit idly looking on
without interest.

A prize of value should be hard earned

and engage the best in the sport. The
best are represented in the two organiza-

tions mentioned, and it necessarily fol-

lows that the competitions that occur

outside in the vicinities of New York,
New Jersey and Pennsylvania can

scarcely be deemed representative and
entitled to any real merit.

I hope to see the officials of the League
of American Homing Clubs and Federa-

tion of American Homing Pigeon Fan-

ciers act ill this matter, and furthermore

there is nothing to prevent any individ-

ual member of these two organizations

acting on his own account whenever an

opportunity occurs and comes under his

notice. Be watchful.

I regret to note in the constitution, by-

laws and race rules of the League of

American Homing Clubs a stupid blunder

on the part of the printer in omitting the

Washington, D. C, section, and equally

stupid on the part of President Goldman
and Secretary Bowerman who checked
the proof before publication ; but mis-

takes will occur in the best of regulated

families, and the Washington section

will, I am sure, excuse the oversight.

There were no more enthusiastic sup-

porters of the League at the memorable
convention on January 27 in Newark, N.

J., than the two delegates from Washing-
ton, Messrs. Lansdale and Wallace, and
in Vice-President of the League Lansdale

the Washington, D. C, section are well

represented.
The Trenton, N. J., fanciers, I learn

on good authority, are going to "stand"

the Federation of American Homing
Pigeon Fanciers for one year, having al-

ready paid iu their annual dues for 1892.

Some of their leading men are decidedly

in favor of the new League, and without

a doubt Trenton, N. J., will receive its

independent outline of territory at the

League's annual meeting the end of the

year and become a section of the League.

I can say the same of other sections.

I am sorry to find the flying fancy of

that old-time celebrated section, Key-
port, N. J., down to a very low ebb, and
that celebrated old-timer. Dr. William

K. Johnson, alone in the flying fancy

there. Conover, Ward, W'aite. Lambert
son, all more or less celebrated lofts in

the old days that we all remember, are

now entirely out or taking but a passing

interest in the sport.

A HANDSOME OATALGGUB.

Theodore P. Q-reeh's Famous Royal
Blue Line Lofts.

The above catalogue is one of the

handsomest ever issued. The illustra-

tions are photo-engravings of high merit,

representing the great flyers in the lofts.

Mr. Green is one of the oldest patrons of
The Fancikrs' Journal, and we must
again call attention to the fact that he is

also one of the most thoroughbred fan-

ciers. Those desiring fine stock should
write to him for a catalogue.

POULTRY.

IFI

,1'^

INCUBATORS.

PINELAND
INCOBflTORS AND BROODERS

ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERE AWARDED

2-FIRST PREMIOMS-2
AT THE

Grat New M Slow of 1891
Hundreds of the most successful poultrymen

use them exclusively. Send five cents for mam-
moth catalogue. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

142-181 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

^^J^i J^ V '

^^1

POULTRY FOOD
WILL MAKE

HENSLAYI
IN WINTER.

8««lTerywhfre. L. B. LORD, fr.p., BarllnftoB. TttJ

A CORRECTION.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.
Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OF
BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America
New York. February, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following : Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens ; first, .second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel: first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding vard. S25 '" go'^ for ^^^ ''''**

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890. was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILTS GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

(or best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, $4

per 13, $7 per 26, $q per 39. Stock for sale. 39-91

LEBANON POULTRY YARDS.

LEBANON, N. J.

Single-comb White Leghorns, Silver-laced Wy-

andottes and Mammoth Pekin Ducks. Send for

circular. 52-64

HOWARD VAX SICKLE, Prop'r.

tooK. —EXCELSIOR-
POULTRY FARM.
BrMMlers and Shipper* of INDIAN

fJAME^I, R1TFFI.Ef3HORN!4,UMl
64) other varietieii of land andwater Fowls
andEitKS. Send stamp for Gataloirne. Ad«
dreaa F. 8. 8TAHL, Hgr., Qaiaej, 111.

To ofMembers of the League
American Homing Clubs.

Iu referring to your copies of League

by-laws it will be noticed that the Wash-

ington, D. C, section is not mentioned

among the charter members. This is

caused by an oversight of the printer

and also by the president and myself in

reading the proof. Washington, D. C.,

section was plainly written in the orig-

inal manuscript, but the printer was in-

structed to leave out all sections from

first proof in case of ailditions or with-

drawals. In adding to corrected proof

Washington, I). C, was omitted as stated

above. In the haste to get the copies of

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

-BY-

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomely illustrated. Practical and com-

prehensive. It is an invaluble guide for the
amateur pigeon fanciers.

Price, paper, 50c. ; clotli ^1.00.

prize ot value lor sucn a noniing pigeon

competition and intelligently explain to

these patrons that any homing pigeon

a charter member. Fraternally,

Gkorgk H. Bowerman, Secretary.

—THE

—

POULTRY MONTHLY.

tt

The best magazine of its

kind. Only $125 per year.

Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N Y.

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM.

EEIffiriNCUMTOR
T^oweat-prlced FlraUclaM Hatcher made.
Simple^ Perfect* H^HIBl Self-BegiUatlng.

FBtonto* wmt
\

Hole
aiBbctarcrJ

• fftoVvTWi.auiHCv i-^^-

ThoTuwnda in sue.
Ecewtt'ul operatiuii.
IGuaranteed to batch
I a larKer perc«ntace L ^ ^ » i.

I
of fertile eggs at Irtt * br^

I
rott than any other incabator. fc"

1 Send 60. for Illas. Uatalogaa.

^6EO.H.STAHL,0uincy;ilL

Improved "Champion" Incubator
*- — Perfectly Automatic.

Always Reliable. Guar-
anteed the Simplest and
Best and to hatch the

Largest percentage pos.

sililf. Send ;J-ct. stamp
for handsome catalog.

FAMOUS MFG. CO.,
ChicagOi

Th«:A/ICT or
Incubator

Quaratiteed Solf-BeRulating. A
Reliable Hatcher. .Sci <t ftir Free
Circular. SH£EB & CHAS£,
Hole Manufacturari, ItuiMOV, ILI.

POULiTRY.

AT.EX. W. CUMMINGS,
DERBY, IND.

Breeds games for the pit, such as Shinliolzer
and Brown Shawlnccks. red quills, invincibles.

blues, niufTs, Japs and the celebrated Derby
freys. Send name on postal for 1892 circular,

he largest one out. I also have Galloway cattle

and Poland China hogs. Good note preferred to
cash. Mention this paper. 48-60

WYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS p:xclusively.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Gieat

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb., 1891.

Prices low for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too Goo<l !

"

Addi^ss

28-54

BLYTHECOTE FARM.

Brainard Station, N. Y.

PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—ANO-
LARGEST

EXCLUSIVE LOFT
—OF—

white fantail
pigf;ons

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,
which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-
tals. 94146

I swept the earth with my fans at Cincinnati
and.'did still better at Louisville (last week), and
now have none that I canjpossibly spare.

i

POULTRY.

ThEAP POULTRY FOOD?
We accumulate large quantities of damaged

grain by the frequent burning of grain ware-
houses, and by the salvage from wrecked car-

goes; and our disposition of the goods is largely

to poultry feeders. Very many poultrymen are

regular feeders of our stock and they affect a

large saving in expense while getting good re-

sults. To those who have not experienced this

advantage we will mail a pound sample FREE
on receipt ofIQc to pay postage and packing.
After trying our goods and approving them,

as you surely will, send us the name of your
dealer and we will endeavor to arrange with him
to carry a stock and supply you conveniently Ij

he should not want to carry a stock we would
then sell you direct in lots of three tons and up-

wards. Write us.

PAINE BROTHERS,
46-58 MILWAUKEE, WIS.

POULTRY. POULTRY.

Fordhook Poultry Yards.
At Philadelphia, 1892, we made a clean sweep in the Novice Class with our new breed SlIKK-

WOOI>.S, having won 4 firsts, 4 .seconds, 4 thirds and special. If you want particulars write to

the introducers. Also ist and special on Indian Game Hen, ist on Red Cap Cockerel, 2 specials on

W. C. B. POLISH. In fact, on 28 birds entered we won prizes on each and every one. Send tor

Illustrated Catalogue describing all our breeds, also Collie Dog*.

32-83 W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Philadelphia. Pa.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence. R. I.

BREEDER OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

sale in season. Orders for puppies booked to be

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM
vS. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Hoiulans, White WyandoUes and R. C. White

Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York, 12 firsts, 7

Grand Gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties. "Like has begotten

like," "Like will beget like. Send for illnstrated circular giving full prize rec-

ord of America's leading strains of above varieties. Can furnish eggs from C.

H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

J. FORSYTH, owEGO. tioga county, n. y.

POULTRY.

Over 100 Awards

Kcccivcd ill 1891.

mtt. Ulhitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, Hngkind

(Hon. Secretary Indian Game ClubV can supply

Indian Game, Dorknigs. Wyandottes. Creves,

La Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

good breeders. $15 per trio; EXTRA
GOOD, $25; EXHIBITION, $20 to $50 each at

Liverpool. Freight paid to New York for $10

extra on ?, to 9 birds. Eggs in siason, $4 per

dozen. OVER 8co BIRDS EXPORTED LAST
YEAR.

101-151

delivered in rotation. if

FOR PIGEONS AND
all breeds of fowls.

Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, best quality. Send
fcjr rates, also for prices

of Indian Games, Minor-
cas, lavas and B.P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20

years' experience counts
in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

Y. BICKNELL,
314 Vermont Street. Buffalo, N. Y.

LIGHT BRAHMAS.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS .

WYANDOTTES,

LANGSHANS

HAWKINS
Ak

AND

Collie Dogs.

gENt) For (JlRCULflR.

SOLD OUT
SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,

to make room for my

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM ELDRED.
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for the South. South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. 19-70

Sandacpc parm
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Buff Pekin Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks,

winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

PRIZE

WINNING

P.ROCKS

AND

Have won the highest prizes at the largest

shows in America and England. Selected breed-

ing birds and eggs for sale. Catalogue of Ameri-

ca's Greatest Poultry Farm free.

52 76eow A. (;. HAWKINS,
Lock Box 0. l.ancastor. Muss.

Prize

10-61 F. W. GAYLORi Manager, Quogue, Long Island, N. Y.

PIGEONS PIGEONS

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.
Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

p I^AI^B (sHANGE TO BUY SOME OP THE BEST

what you want. Satisfaction or money refunded. GEO. EWALD, "ox 50". '->"'-»•»«''

-

47-98

Arnold's Buff Leghorns
Winner at England's largest shows. Crystal

Palace the Dairy and others. Also winning all

possible prizes on all entries made at Americas

two largest shows. New York and Philadelphia.

At New York we won sixteen specials ; at Phila-

delphia won the $20 gold special for best collec-

tion. Send stamp for illustrated catalogue.

AUG. D. ARNOLD,
Dlllsburs, Pa.

'Pprham pbULTry Yards
p. Rocks, S. L.
But one yard

Wvandottes, S. C
of each variety kept

S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.
Eggs from Prize-winning Buff and Partridge Cochins. B

.eghorns, and S. S. Hamburgs. »3 per 13 or ^5 per 30.

nd they of the BEST. rr , ;r-,„_,^
Stogi^ pof^ Sale at ^uu ©imes.

Address all orders and correspondeuce to ^^^ w. WEED, MANAGER,
Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y

MANN'S BONE GUTTER
FOR

POULTRY FOOD
Warr.inted to cut Rreen
bones, nic.it. Rristle, and all

without cloB or ditficulty, or
MoNEV Kbi-unded.

It has been proved

GREEN CUT BONE
is the most econoinical epif
producing; fi>f'd in the world.
It will doubleths num-
ber of eggs, and m.ike
thfin 2j per cent, more ler-

tilc. Send st.imp lor cata-

iogue. N.inie this paper.

iU F. W. MANN,
Pat. June 13, '80. Aug. 20,'«>. Milford, i?Ia«a.

54-66COW

W

34-85

The Lea Poultry CJards^
INDIAN GAMES.

152-202 eow

Kdvsrard S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ATX KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Stock and Eggs for sale. Eggs $5 atid $,0 per setting of .3. My birds took ^iK';;^^;^^^// ^^^

New York Show 1892. For further information write to .1. KUltI.A> 1*,
New Yorw snow, loy

^^^ Hamburgh, Dutchess County. N. Y.
54-66

PENNY IN THE SLOT!
New ruzzle Cilveii Away!

Eclipses all other puzzles. How to

get the Penny out of the case is tht-

trick. Easy when you know how—
impos.sible otherwise '. Sells like

wildfire at 10 cts. Agts. wanted. To
circulate our catalogue of great

DOLLAR SI'ECL^TIES - the SJ
TYPKWRITKK. * PHOTO OUT-
FIT. « PRINTING PRESS, ^SEW-
ING SlACHINE, and 200 other new specialties.

We will send 1 Puzzle and Catalogue for 6c. in

stamps to pav mailing expenses. CIRCULARS
FREE H. H. INtiEH.SOLL A: HKO., 65

Cortlandt St. New York City.

IMPORTED LEG BANDS
Registered for Pigeons and Poultry, all sizes.

Send 45'. in stamps for sample dozen. Discount

to dealers. H. Small, 85 Leonard Street, New
York Citv. '53 204

for profit
should have Pure Ground
KEEF SCRAP, which is

Meat an4 Bone, collected from slaughter

houses. Dried Perfectly Sweet and ground.

Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You watit

samples and prices—we send them FREF^. Ad-

dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO., I33

Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

MITCHELL'S

PllRTRlDGE AND WHITE COCHINS.

Winners of th' leading premiums at New York,

1890 and 1892. Send for circular. Correspondence

for Whites should be addressed to

Mitchell «fc Russell,
Lock Box 675, Bristol, Conn.

And for Pa' tridge to
Geo. AV. Mitchell,

52-64 Lock Box 675, Bristol, Conn.

Lynnhurst Poultr)' Yards.

Light Brahmas, Buff Cochins, Asi-

atic and Japanese Bantams.

These yards won all the first and special prizes

at Phila<lelphia and .New York, the two largest

shows htld in America. f^^-ll

j

S>vartlimore, Pa.

FOR SAUK.
One handsome Irish Setter <log by Champion

Chief—Bizreeiia ; thoroughly trained by pro-

fessional, two seasons' work, a first class shoot-

ing dog no fnults One first season dog, best of

b;oo<l verv promising, and Pointer Bitch, hand-

some and wtll-bred, broken by Bolus, an extra

g<M)d one F. L. Chenev, Pittsllild, Mass. 53 S^*

SINGLE COMB WHITE LEGHORNS.
First prize on breeding pen at Doylestowu show.

Eggs >i 50 for 13. J.H.Hellermau.Doylestown.Pa.

AGENTS WANTED.
Reliable agents wanted in all parts of the coun

try. For particulars address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

BOX 916, philadk;lphia, pa.

^^^Morphine Habit Cared in 10
nPIIIH to 20 days. No pay till cured.

UriUin DR. J. STEPHENS, Lebanon.Ohio.

FOR POULTRY.
Hone Meal. - - Per KM) lb. Bag, f.l.OO

,

(iraniilatcd Kone, " lOO " 'i.tn
' Ground Iteet „ ^^
I Scraps, - - - ' HK) .3.00

Calclte, - - - - " tJOO 2.00
I Cmished Flint, - " 3t»0

" 3.00
Crushed Oyster
Shells, - - - " 200 " 5.00

Send for our New Price Li-st and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

'*""
C. H. DEMPWOLF & CO.,

Tork Chemical Works, York, Pa.

V. w. Nippes
Breeder of Pure Standard Single comb

WHITE & BLACK LEGHORNS.
winners of two ist and two 2d premiums at

the Great Philadelphia Show, January, 1S92.

COLLINGSWOOD, N. J.

53-74eowEggs $2 per setting.

nil rA Remedy Free. INSTANT RELIEF. Final
Ull L V cure 111 litday^..Nevt-rr>'iuriis; im purffe:

I 11 r fj no save; no suppository. A victim tried
' ^*'ifi v*in everv reiii'dy has discovered »
simple cure, which he will mail free to hisfellow suf-

ferers. AddrcM J.U.RKKVK8,B«x St»tf,ii«w lerknty.H.T*
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8HOWH. SHOWS.

SECOND ANNUAL DOG SHOW
OF THK

WASHiHGTOH CITY I^EHHEU CliUB.
MARCH 8, 9, 10 11, 1892.

ENTRIES CLOSE FEBRUARY 27.
For Kntry Hlanks, etc., apply to

FREDERIC S.

It 711

WEBSTER, Secretary,

14th street, Washington, D.

snows.

DUQUESNE KENNEL CLUB,
PITTSBURG.

Second Annual Bench Show

PITTSBURG AUDITORIUM,

IVIarcln 15, 16, 17 and 18

ENTRIES Cr.OSE FEB. 27.

CASH PRIZES S4200.
For Premium List, etc., address

W. E. LITTELL, Secretary,

P. O. Box 515, Pittsburg, Pa.

TH^JKENNE^L^

53-54

THE KENNEL.

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

43-68

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
p. O. Box 676. ALBANY, N. Y.

Moray Kernels ai Poultry Yarils

FAIRFIELD, COMM.

St. Bernards and Fox Terriers,

Wtjite Plpoulti \m\i ond

SILVER 8EABRIGHT BANTAMS.
At the great New York show we won first on

White Plvmouih Kock cock and second on hen.

S. S. Bantams first cock, first, second and fifth

hen, first and fourth pullet. 52- 4

Stock and Eggs For Sale.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading/or 20 cents per hne for first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

Pedlffree Blanks.

FOR SALE-ENGLISH SE'l'TER PUPS,
by Ch. Roder go, Ch. Gath's Mark and Dan
Gladstone IllISII SETTER PUPS, by
Ch. Kildare, Ch. Dick Swiveller, Ch. Tim and
Champion Seminole.

Send for Price List. 40-91

LORING BROWN.
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SETTERS. BEAGLES and
SCOTCH TERRIERS. Also thirty varieties of

Fancy Poul^fv and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the
pa.st four years. A grand lot of stock for sale.

Price list free. My strain of Shawlueck Pied
Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

POULTRY.

';%/%.-V^/%.-%.-^-%>-%>-%>-%--%--%^-%-^
tWe are So Anxious
That vou should see our new circular on

Poultry
Supplies.

It ill U.St ntlPS
the most coniplete line

____ ever ofTipred.

r Kt & .

Johnson & Stokes,
SEEDSMEN

317 & 319 Market St.. Phila., Pa.

*lnlConjunctlon with
my business ol
Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Sup-
plies I have also
added a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sale of dogs of ev-

. erv description.
There will be a

registry kept at
my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
of a fee the name
and address of
parties wishing

to purchase or sell dogs will be entered. The
fee for one dog will be Ijoo, and for each addi-
tional dog fiftv cents. This will be devoted to
advertising and furthering the sales, and a com-
mission of ID per cent will be charged on all

Siiles. I may confidently state that my experi-
ence with dogs as a breeder, exhibitor, etc., with
niv excellent location for the business and my
wfde acquaintance will make this one of the very
best meniunis to be found for the purchase and
sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York, tf

DOGS.

PEDIGREE BLANKS FOR FOUR GENER-
ATIONS at 10 cents per dozen, or 85 cents
per 100. Extended four-page blanks, 5
cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed
postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

33 S. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Purs.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per hne Jorfirst insertion,

TS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

Wanted.

wANTED.—WHITE CHINA GEESE. H.
W. Vahle. 319 Market Street, Philadel-
phia, Pa. 51 tf

Varlona

A FINE FEMALE PUG, 6 MONTHS OLD,
by Penrice, cheap ; bound to be a prizewin-
ner. Albert Chnstman, Zanesville, O. it

»INE PUPS ON SALE.—Chequasset Kennels,

JH Lancaster, Mass. 52-7oeow

St. Bernards.

|AIR OF EXTRA FINE ST. BERNARD
Puppies for sale, well marked, eleven weeks
old. Price, dog, $60 ; bitch, $50. Reduction
made if buying the pair. 1632 North Elev-
enth St., Philadelphia, Pa. it

Various.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box
916, Philadelphia, Pa.

DOG PORTRAITS, FROM LIFE OR PHOTO-
GRAPH. Collies, Setters, Bull Terriers,

etc. For terms address John C. Stokes,

No. 457 N. Sixth St., Philadelphia. 53-54

PURCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,
guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory' ')

Gainesville, Va. * 6-tf

TRAINED DOGS FOR COON, BEAR, SQUIR-
REL, deer, fox, rabbit, quail, partridge,

woodcock. H. C. Graff, Kensington, Ohio.
52-tf

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display inserted undet

this heading for jocents per linefor first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas.barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eggfs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted unde*

thts heading/or 20 centsper hne for first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

Antwerps.

F.
WARDELL TAYLOR, LANGHORNE, PA.,
largest breeder in America. Ash and sil-

ver birds a specialty. Youngsters only for

sale. $2 per pair. From record birds and
prize winners. 50-56.

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 5" W. BIDDLE
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of Short-face
Baldhead Tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddes stock. 54-79

Homlngr Plffeons.

A.

T.

M. WOOD, BREEDER AND FLYER
homing pigeons, 4910 Baltimore Ave.,
West Philadelphia. 51-76

FRED GOLDMAN, BREEDER AND
flyer of Homing pigeons, 832 Herkimer St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y. 51-76

Artists and Enirravers.

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishingCo., Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

Barred Plymouth Rocks.

kEND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
\ and matings. Winners at largest shows

for four years. Fowls and eggs for sale.

Bradley Bros., Lee, Mass. 54-60 eow

Bantams.

ENTWISLE'S BANTAMS —I am Mr. W. F.
F^ntwisle's only authorized agent for the
United States and Canada, and will import
birds at as low a figure as possible, quality

of stock considered. F. W. Gaylor, Quogue,
Long Island. N. Y. 37-62

For Sale.

For Sale.

J
OHN SPEALLER, 1210 NORTH FOURTH

Street. Philadelphia. Jacobins $3 to $10 a

pair; blue and silver English owls $2 to $3 a
pair; solid yellow turbits %2 to $5 a pair,

and other varieties. 50-54

LS. CLARK, 1505 GIRARD AVENUE.
Philadelphia. Owls and turbits, all colors.

• 51-63

Jaooblns.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this heading /or 20 cents per line/or first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
set'en ivords to line.

DAVin A. NICHOLS, Monroe, Conn.,
will exchange a first class Breeding Pen of Buff

Cochins for Single Harness (new) or a family Re-
frigerator (new). It

AMERICAN KKNNKL. CL.UB

sTUD BOOK.

As. STILLMAN, ALFRED CENTRE, N. Y.,

breeder of high class White and Black
• Minorcas, Red Caps and Black Javas.
Fresh eggs. Write for prices. 53-59

FOR SALE.—EXTRA FINE HEAVY WEIGHT
Bronze Toms, one trio W. H. Turkeys.
Bly's Stock Farm, Palmyra, N. Y. it

FOR SALE—THREE TRIOS OF BUFF
Pekin Bantams, and two trios of Domin-
ique Leghorns at $4 per trio. J. O. Gabriel,
Westover, Pa. 53-54

LEGHORNS, BROWN, WHITE AND BLACK,
Brahmas, White P. Rocks. Eggs |i to $2.50

' per setting. S. J. Kurtz, Sanatoga, Pa. 53-55

ROANOKE POULTRY YARDS, HURFF-
VILLF;, N.J. High honors won at Phila-

adelphia Show. Buff Cochins, Light Brah-
mas. Barred Plymouth Rocks. Send for

Circular. 52-58

FBAILY, ARDMORE, PA., HAS BOUGHT
the celebrated Fitler Jacobins, imported

• directly from the best foreign lofts and un-

51-58 doubtedly the finest collection in America.

FBAILY, ARDMORE, PA., FINEST IM-
• PORTED stock. 44-58

TW. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer

^ and breeder of Jacobins. 7-58

Satinettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, loio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Various.

GEORGE W.KENDIG,EAST BAPTIST AVE.,
York, Pa., breeder white pigeons, fans,

turbits, carriers. 5359

For Sale or Ezchangre.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertising.

I
F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING

anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well

Artists.

C>PEC1AL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publisning Co., 32^ South Third St., Philadelphia.

Collies.

FOR SALE-COLLIE PUPPIES BY LOTHIAN
KKF;PER out of Lass of Glenboig, 11,671

(Ch. Strathnairn out of Young Countess).

$10 e.nch. Also three White Wyandotte
cockerels, fi each. John M. Lachlaii, Estill,

Mo. 53-54

Fox Terriers.

ALARGE INCUBATOR, IN PERFECT RUN-
NING order, on a basis of $40 cash or for

fowls. Apply n. \

Street, Philadelphia.
fowls. Apply H. W. Vahle, 319

iiladel

Market
54-55

Games.

H

Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book
will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official nionthlv publication of the club, con-

tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the different shows, Stud Book registrations

and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-

tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Olub,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

FOR SALE —SEVERAL WFILL-BRED BROOD
bitches from well-known stock. William
Tallman, 109 West Thirty-fourth Street,

New York City. 44-tf

Foxhotinds.

FOR SALE.—SOME FINE-BRED
stock and a few trained runners.
W. E. Lecky. Holmesville. O.

Great Danes.

YOUNG
Address

51-56

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE, BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars

A. M. Jaggard, 629 North Front Street,

Philadelphia, Pa. 43 94

tf

IGH-CLASS PILE GAMES. — AS I AM
going out of the piles the following birds

are for sale; all are strictly first-class; the
scores are by S. Butterfield: One pile cock
(yellow legs) scores 93^, one year old. Two
pile hens (willow legs), yearlinjjs, scoring

93^ and 94^. One pile cockerel (yellow

legs), scores 95. One pile pullet (yellow
legs), scores 94>4. The entire collection at

$25 is a decided bargain to anyone desiring

such birds. All are winners. Address E-

F. Doty, 47 Wellington Place, Toronto, Can.

Plymouth Rocks.

to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"
368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals

;
gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.
Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82

Canker Cure.

ttthHITE PLYMOUTH ROCK EGGS, $1.50

er 13. New circular giving prizes won
ree. A. M. Hart, Meriden, Conn. 52-56-60

Red Caps.

SHARP'S RED CAPS.—EGGS $150 FOR 13

or exchange. Dr. Charles L. I.,ang, Merid-
ian, N. Y.

Silver Wyandottes.

52-54-56

TALLMAN'S CANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fiftv cents. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

Ducks.

MAMMOTH COLORED MUSCOVY DUCKS.
Old Drakes, 14 to 16 pounds. Winners $40
clock New York, Trenton.' Brooklyn, Wav-
erly, Charleston, Augusta, Hagerstown.
Stock or eggs. T. Farrer Rackham, East
Orange, N. J. 153-204

Drinkins Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain,
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, |8 per
dozen. Address Pineland Inctlbator and

8vti Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

For Sale.

SILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
Games. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y. 41-tt

N.

It

S. SCHOCK, BERKS P. O. PA., HAS FOR
sale five Flying Squirrels in Tin Ca^e,
with wheel ; beautiful pets, i pair White
Game ; Bull Terriers, breeders ;

golden
Wyandotte and Spanish Fowls, Ferrets,
Angora Rabbits and one Female Fug Dog.
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IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Chiampion THe Bqtiire,

20881. FEE $50.

CH. Ro»lyn Wilkes,
20883 FEE $35.

Cham. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $35.

Roslyn Con^ivay,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs

Champion Treasure,
10596. FEE $15

Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15

Irish Setters

King Klcho (21,377)-

Lord Klcho (21,378).

(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Bessie Glencho.)

FEE OF EACH $20

Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-

plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds

for sale at reasonable prices, including several

good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young stock always on hand. 13-64

Menthon Kennels*

St- Bernards,
PHCENIXVILLE, PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.S.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equal.

FEE, 9100.

The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.8.B.18,337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, $W5.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

IN THE STUD.

nr STUD,

STREATHAM

MONARCH
The Best Bull Terrier Living.

ADDRESS

JOAN MOORHERD, Jr.,

IN THE STUD.

140-tf

PITTSBURG, PA.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - S50

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member, 35 per cent off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

ST- BERNARDS

AT STUD.
Ch. Sir Beclivere, Fee, $150

Jim Blaine, - - " 50
Cli. PllnllmTnon, Jr. " 40

liOitl Dante, - *' 25
liOtharlo, - - - " 20

PUPPIES BY ABOVE USUALLY ON HAND.

WYOMING KENNELS,
149-200 MELROSE, MASS.

BT STUD—ENGLISH SETTER

COUNT LEO,
Mack D.—Ladv Alta, Lady Alta by Count

Roderigo—Bessie Belton. Evenly marked white,

black and tan, whelped November 14, 1889.

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. G. ELLIOTT,

40-91 483 Potters Ave., Providence, R. I.

BREDA BILL m
Puppies and Brood Bitches for sale. Dogs of

any breed taken to board, conditioned for shows,

kept at stnd and sold on commission.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
29-80 CHESTNUT HILL. Phila., Pa.

FEE »60.

Fox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher I'5

Ch. Raby Mixer I5

Reckoner '5

Brockenhurst Tyke I5

Puppies from these well-known dogs

out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

iT STUD—POINTER

PROMOTION
FEE »50.

Winner (absolute) Central Derby, 1891, defeacting

the great setter Wun Lung.

"giLLsiDE Kennels.

5.56 LANCASTER, MASS.

ENGLISH SETTER

KING'S MARK
FEE 935.

Winner in Seven Field Trials.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for

"'^'^rAmMOUNT KENNELS.
54-205 RAVENNA, NEBRASKA, or

Ninth St. and Columbia Ave., Phila.. Pa.

AT STUD.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip

Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.

King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T C at Lexington, N. C. December, 1890. and

on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-

land : KSt, New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn,

'89: 1st, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and

Cnlcago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

,34.185 Babylon, L. I.

KT STUD

Ch. PAUL GLADSTONE
(3482)

VISCOUNT
(21571)

Imported from the kennels of R. W. Purcell-

Llewellln, England, and pronounced by him the

liest dog he ever sold to America.

FEE FOR EITHER, $50-

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for

catalogue, etc.

MT. WASHINGTON KENNEL,
52.66eow P. O. Box 304, Canonsburg, Pa.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 77" ^" ^^5

REGENT BRISK. 16,618 ,,
«<>

REGENT TIPPLER »
Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

IJOINTER AT STUD. FEE »3o.

LAD OF KENT "''>

Sire, Champion Bracket ; dam, Renie by Ch.

Tammany. Winnings and only times shown :

First puppy, New York, 1890: first open and
specialfor best brace with his litter sister, Lass

of Kent, New York, 1891 ; first, Wilmington; first

and special, Gloversville ; first Albany and
specialfor best dog of anv breed in the show.

N. B.—This low stud fee for three months to ap-

proved bitches. Address
*^ GEORGE JARVIS,

52-77 1015 Washington Avenue, N. Y.

IN THE STUD-IRISH SETTER

liimerick
FOR PARTICULARS ADDRESS

WM. H. CHILD. P. O. Box 01, Philadelphia, Pa.

j^nglo-Amencon lerrier l^eniiels.

^ BT STUD.

\ ENGLISH

P STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SPRAKB,

Winner of 1st and Special at New York, ist

•t Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRr L GOODMAM,
laitf AUBURN PARK, ILL.

SETTER

Sir FreJericl

21741

Winner of fortv-

four first prizes in

England.

FEE $50

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

^ PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surjfeon,

tf laoa BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

IN STUD.

SMOOTH FO.X TERRIER.

EBOR SPENDTHRIFT STUD Fee $10
WIRE HAIRED FOX TERRIER,

BARTON STING - stud Fee $10
IRISH TERRIERS.

JACK BRIGGS - Stod Fee $20
|

VALLEY BOXER - StidFee$15

BL.\CK AND TAN TERRIER,

PRINCE REGENT - Stud Fee $10
SCOTCH TERRIER,

j

KILSTOR - - - STUD Fee $15!

SCOTCH HOT - - - - $10
YORKSHIRE TERRIER,

CH. TOON'S ROYAL - STUD Fee $10

R. TOON, — _^
2.6 F.tzwlUlam St., Sheffield, Eng. BLUE BLOOD MASTIFFS

^^^""^
C. N. SYMONDS.

Salem. Mass., U. S. A

FOR SALE
I

From the largest and best kennels of this '

breed In this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
40-91 LANCASTER, MASS.

BEING OVER STOCKED,

H T STUD-FOX TERRIER

RANTER (A ^'c^^^^^^

FEE $10.00
By Pitcher ex Vene, own brother and same lit-

ter to Champion Dominie. "He should be most

suitable for light, fine bitches, possessing im-

mense straight b ne, a long punishing head but

coarse, with correct ears and body and as game
as It Is possible to make them." See Fanciers
JOURNAL. Address HAMLET OWEN,
46-7oeow 117 Olden Avenue, Trenton, N. J.

IJOX TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT. A k.c.s.b. 4742

Sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee $10.

VEN DETTA. a.k c.s.b. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest-Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee |io.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,
47-98 Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

Pugs of the Best Breeding

At reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNELS,
Box 82, Louisville, Ky. 4«>-73

OOINTERS.-BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
r Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN, 6258. Fee ^50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35

AT STUD-WOODALE KENNELS'
FOX TERRIERS Pee.

DOBBIN ^20
By Ch. Venio—Brockenhurst Worry by

Raffle.

STARDEN'S JACK $15^ "*"
IJv Ch. Kesult-horest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS- .... $10
By Raffle-Warren Secret.

Puppies bv the above dogs out of P>->« 'bin-

ning bitches always for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 47-73

I offer at low prices mastiffs sired bv Ormonde
from splendid bitches, includ iig a daughter ol

Beaufort and Ch. Toozie, which bitch is dam of

England's best voung dog. Ilford County Meint)er.

Aliw a grandd.i'ughter of Beaufort and Orlando

in whelp to Ormonde. Price $ioo. Send stamp

for catalogue. CHARLES E. Bl NN.
I5I-202 Peoria, Illinois.

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale,

dress

Ad-

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

jo^, Hempstead, Queens Co., NY.

B. K. LK\SriS,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

ELM STATION,

tt
Montgomery Co., Pa.

Bog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl. B. Tallman,
,40 ti OAK LAWN, R. I

Game Bantams. Irish Terrier*.

Dr. Wra. Crawford Johnson, Frederick. Md.
151-303

THE
pancieps Journal

THE GREAT

flduertising Medium
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IIOOFINCS.

Coyer yoitfKeuuels&PonltryHouseswilli
* - ^AN be ap-

^^plied byaiiy
one on steep or

flat roofs. Kxtra
Heavy Felt for

Pouh'ry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-

ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. "JS^

A. F. SWAN. 38 L.ey Street, N. Y.

POULTRY. POULTRY.

BUFF LEGHORNS
. .. /• -. _..>_i. : „-».,>,l A^t^dM^^^t, frr>tn thf vards O

AND BEST

POULTRY.

HAZARD'S
8ILVER*8PANGLED*HAMBURG8

( ONE OF THE LARGEST

I3Urr fc-fc-Xilil^i^ii"^'*^ i COLLECTIONS IN AMERICA.

GAMES. Send for Illustrated Catalogue of

Shady Shope Poultpy pafm.
E. A. 9HEI-.DON, President Buff Leghorn Club, Proprietor.

Address all communications to
cHAFFEE, Superintendent. Oswego, N. Y.

152-203 .
"•• *"• ^^^^^^^______

tor

NEW VOIIK, iSU'i

The grandest victory ever won by one fxli»bj-

,r on any one variety. 15 ENTRIES. 11 PRE-
MIUMS. Also Association Special for best dis-

play all varieties of Hamburgs conipetiiisj.

JAMES E. HAZARD,
Elmira, New York.

WOODSIDE POUkTf^V VAl^DS

all correspoudeuce to ^j_ ^nORUS. Proprietor.
HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N. J.

-THE-

BuffCochins
The choicest English and Ameri-

can birds in my yards. For mat-

ings, prices, etc., address

H. A. Noeckel,
Lansdowne, Pa.

46-97

152-203

BLACK & WHITE MINORCAS
KXCLUSIVEIA'.

NEW YOKK, 1803.

Black Minorca cock, 2d ;
cockerels, 2d 3d and

5th ;
pullet, I St; pen, ist and 3d; white Minorca

^k.'^ist ; hen. ist and 2d ; c^^^erel ist ; pen,

1st ; eggs, I St. C. R. DEHART,
52^,4 ]>over. Now Jersey.

ANNANDALE POULTRY FARM.
AVIIITE BRAIIMAS, RED CAPS, IXDIAK GAMES.

Light Brahmas, Bluck .Langshans White -d Barbed Plymouth Rocks Wh.^^^^^^^^

Erminettes, American Dominiques. S C
^"fJ«r,f

•

"'^g^VkineTl^^^^^ MADISON
Minorcas. Golden and Silver Spangled Hambu^^^^^^

i won 16

^fi^sYJn^d^6i^c?K.?iSnTs^.?Jo''enfrreril?^
at ^Vaverly. ^S^.. for best

e'xhibi" from the Itate of New Jersey. Pnce '-^ -^ -/^ie^-^J-HS. An.,andale. New Jersey.

STEPHEN SPENCER,

CQoi^i^is Plains, Hew <3ei^sby,

Breeder of High-class

LIGHT BRAHMAS.
My birds have been awarded the li'Rl]t'St hon-

ors at manv of our leading shows. 100 Extra

Fine Birds "for sale. Wrtte for prices. ^BK* »2

per settiug.
52-o4

25 cents
For 2S cents in silver I will print your name

and address an.l send it to all the Farm Kennel

Poultrvand Bee Journals published in the I'lnted

States and Canada, and to 100 home, '"-erary po^

litical and sporting papers and "-equest them to

mail vcu sample copies. You will get more pa-

mrs than yon have received during the past h\t

years Send to-iay. Enclose a stamp for my
new price list. __ _ -^ .,

F. D. BECK,
84tf Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

KENNEL. TKE KENNEL.

iHDIRH GAJVIES,
(Agitator Strain)

SHERWOODS, BARRED PLYM-

OUTH ROCKS, BLACK LANG-

SHANS and S. C .B. LEGHORNS.
At the great Philadelphia show, held January

7 to 12, showing only eight Indian Games we won

hrst and second on pullets, third and fifth on

hens fourth on cock; in sales class first on

i^k^reTand first and second on pullets. Fowls

and eggs for sale. Address all orders and cor-

respondence to

G. M. WOODS & BKO.,

53-65 Leaman Place, Pa.

CANICURA CO.,
Manufacturers of carefully prepared

Remedies for Dogs
WHOLESALE AGENTS:

VON LENQERKE & ANTONIO, 246 Wabash Av-

CHICAGO.
VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St., N. Y.

THE CANICURA COMPANY,
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

246 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.
i5i-»73

MODEM TRAiraG, HANDLING & KENNEL MANAGEMENT.

This is the only work on Dog Training which treats the subject after the Modern Methods de-

velot>ed by Field Work. Field Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge

Tf the dog's nature and capabilities. SEND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLE

OF CONTENTS AND TESTIMONIALS FROM EXPERTS. Price I2.64 by mail. Address

B. WATERS, Box 925, Chicago, III.

ALL ABOUT THE

Great NeuJ York Shou)

CQadison SQliAI^E Gaf^den,

FEBRUARY 3d TO 9th, 1892.

Get the

Official Catalogue, containing all Entries and

Premiums Awarded.

Price 25 Centa t)y NIail.

Address

T. FARRER RACKHAM,
52-54 East Oi*ange, N. J.

MISCELLANEOUS.

"the best place to buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS,

BOOKS. BOOK.

A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train

your dogs for the held trials and a book that no dog-

iuan can afford to be without.

PRICE 50 CBNXS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

Briar Hill Poultry Yards

R. C. Brown, R. C. and S. C.

Blue Pile, R. C. and S. C. Red

Pile Rose-comb Gold Duckwing

and S. C. White Leghorns. White

Wyandottes, White P. Rocks, B. B.

R. Red Pile, Golden and Silver

Duckwing Game Bantams.

Stock and Eggs For Sale.

B. H. Yanauken, Prop'r.,

138 Dodd Street, Kast Orange,

52-64 New Jersey.

The Home of the Homer.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

KG<;S FOR HATCHING.
Send lor Catalogue.

H. ^^^. VAHLE,
319 Market Street and 46 N. gth Slicet,

PHILADELPHIA.

Keya I

Blue
Line
Lofts

THEO.

P. GREEN,
Proprietor,

Woodbury,
New Jersey.

POULTRY.

107 PREMIUMS FROM 117 ENTRIES

AT PHILADELPHIA'S GREAT SHOW. Sil-

ver Golden Duckwing Games Red P.le Games
White Silver Gray and Colored Do','''"?^;,^ ^>'^

and Black Minorcas Single-comb UhUe and

Rose-comb Brown Leghorns; White, Black Bufl

and Partridge Cochins, Dark Brahmas, all kinds

ofPoHsh an§ Hamburgs, Barred Plymouth Rocks,

B. B. Red and Red Pile Game Bantams^ Rose-

comb Black and Silver Sebrights. Buflf Peknis,

W F B. Spanish, also Black Langshans Eggs,

iAoeris $7 per 30. We pay express. No duty

Si'^owlst.rWs BURN & HANSLKR
53^5 Tilsonburg, Ontario, Canada.

Mme. HAl LEV'S HAIR GROWER

will produce a Thltk, Soft and IteatitJfiil

head'^.f LouK, Flowing Hair "' 4 to 8 -eeks.

A mirelv vtijttable coinpouiul. iMUlorsea ov

lea^Ing phvskians. Thousan<ls of testimonials^

TuT) or three packages will do it. Price 50 cents

ier package o- three for Ji. Sent by mail, pre-

Slid^ ExeelHlor Sn^jply Co., (sole agents)

Cooporstown, >. x

.

v a»

Mv loRs contain more homers with proven

records than can be shown by any other breeder

in America.

New Catalogue
containing a full description of 36 pairs of my
noted breeders and illustrated with handsome

photo-engravings of world renowned flyers will

^e maflea free to those interested m sporting

birds. Send for it before you purchase.

THEO. P. GREEN, Woodbury, N. J.

WILLIAM G. KOEPPEN,
Rutherford, New Jersey, Box 113,

Breeder and Importer of

BLACK ROSE-COMB BANTAMS.
The highest honors at New York show, 1892

First cocl, first hen. second cockerel, second

and fourth pullet.

Stock and EsTgs For Sale. 52-64

THE

SPORTSMEIM^S
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,

Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.

BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND
HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG

CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

—In answering advertisements please

mention this journal.

52-202eOW

«<«'V^ ir«XI« Catalogue of Watches. A^^^^ess,

Jj XtXiXiHoUyWatch Co., Jersey City, N. J.

VOL.. 8, NO. 10. )

K, 156. /"WHOliE NO. PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, MARCH 6, 1892.
/PER ANNTTM, ^12.00
1 SINGLK COPY, 6c.

THE OAKVIEW KENNELS' BEAGLE TONY WELLER (tH. AksoluU Winner of BeagU FieM Trials, sS^,.)
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IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill. Phila., Pa.,

offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Champion XHe Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roalyn WilUea,
20883 FEE $35.

Cham. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $35.

Roslyn Conv^ay,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs

Chai-npion Treasure,
10596. FEE $15

Kaah, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15

Irish Setters

King Klcho (21,377)-

Ivord Elcho (21,378).

(Ch. Klcho, Jr.—Bessie Glencho.)

FEE OF EACH $20

Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-

olication. Fine specimens of the above breeds

For sale at reasonable prices, including several

good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young stock always on hand. iS-H

WL&ntl\on Kennels*

St. Bernards,
PHCENIXVILLE, PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.8.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equal.

FEE, «llOO.

The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.S.B.18,337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, $35.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

IN THE STUD.

ST. BERNARDS

AT STUD.
Ch. Sir Beclivere, Fee, $150

Jim Blaine, - - *' 50

Ch. minllmmon, Jr. " 40
liord Dante, - " 25
]LotharIo, - - - " 20

PUPPIES BY ABOVE USUALLY ON HAND.

WYOMING KENNELS.
,49.200 MELROSE, MASS.

r-Fox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher J^S

Ch. Raby Mixer '5

Reckoner '5

Brockenhurst Tyke i5

Puppies from these well-known dogs

out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

IN THE STUD.

yiLLsiDE Kennels,

5.56 LANCASTER, MASS.

a T STUD,

STREATHAM

MONARCH
The Best Bull Terrier Living.

ADDRESS

JOAN MOORHEflD, Jr.,

PITTSBURG, 1»A.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.

140-tf

HT STUD. TV:V: f50.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip

Rap.ZigZag. Tapster and Maid of Kent.

King of Kent <livided 3d (Pointer htakes), C. F

T C , at Lexington, N. C, December. 1S90 and

on the bench has won ist, Binningham hng-

land- ist, New York, Troy. Albany and Lynn
'ig- ist, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo ana

Chicago, '<)o. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

,34-185
Babylon, L. I.

HT STUD—POINTER

PROMOTION
FEE «(50.

Winner (absolute) Central Derby. 1891, defeating

the great setter Wuu Lung.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 77" Fee $25

REGENT BRISK, 16,618 1°

REGENT TIPPLER ^°

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - SSO

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member, 35 per cent off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

ENGLISH SETTER

KING'S MARK
FEE !»35.

Winner in Seven Field Trials.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for

catalogue to

FAIRMOUNT KENNELS.
54-205 k.\Vi;NNA, NK1JKASK.\, or

Ninth St. and Columbia Ave., Phila.. Pa.

AT STUD-WOODALE KENNELS'
FOX TERRIERS Fee.

DOBBIN S20
liy Ch. Venio—Brockenhurst Worry by

Raffle.

STARDEN'S JACK • • $15
By Ch. Result— Forest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS- .... $10
By Raffle—Warren Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of prize win-

ning bitches always for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 47-73

BREDA BILL S20

pOINTKK AT STID. I'EE l?.'J»">.

LAD OF KENT 3^6,

Sire Chanipi<.n lliacket: dam. Kenie by Ch.

Tammany. Wiunin«s .ind ..nlv times shown :

Iir"t puppy. New York. iSc-.: hrst open and

'ixcial for b€>t l.race with his litter siMer, Lass

of Kent, New York. iSyi , first. Wilmington; first

.nnd special, Cluvcrsville ; hrsl Allmny and

sp^iaTfor best do? of any breed in the show.

N B —This low stti<l fee for three months to ap-

proved bitches Address^^,^^^^^
^^^^.^^

1015 Washington Avenue, N. Y.

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
43-6S P. O. Box 676, ALBANY, N. Y.

Puppies and Brood Bitches for sale. Dogs of

any breed taken to board, conditioned for showB,

kept at stnd and sold on commission.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

29-80 CHESTNUT HILL, Phila.. Pa.

52-77

POINTERS.-BKNCH SHOW AND FIELD
I Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF //£5S£^,(25«- fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5550. Fee $35

pre STUD.

ENGLISH
SETTER

Sir FreJericl

21741

winner of forty-

four first prizes it:

England.

FEE $50

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

TN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS

winner of ist and Special at New York, i»t

at Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE S20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAM,
ijitf AUBURN PARK, ILL.

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale

dress

Ad-

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

3o.g, Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

a T STUD-ENGLISH SETTER

COUNT LEO,
M.-»ck D—Ladv Alta, Lady AlU by Count

Roderigo-BessieBelton. Evenly marked white,

black and tan, whelped November 14. 1889.

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. G. FILLIOTT,

40-91 4'?3 Potters Ave., Providence, R.I.

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

Unglo-Americnn Terrier l^ennels.

IN STUD.

SMOOTH FOX TERRIER,

EBOR SPENDTHRIFT STUD Fek $10
WIRK H.\IKEU FOX TERRIER,

BARTON STING - Stud Fkh $10
IRISH thrrif:rs.

JACK BRIGGS - Stud fee $20
VALLEY BOXER - Stud Fee $15

BLACK AND TAN TERRIER,

PRINCE REGENT - Stud Fee $10
SCOTCH TERRIER,

KILSTOR - - - Stud Fee $15
SCOTCH HOT - - - - $10

YORKSHIRE TERRIER,

CH. TOON'S ROYAL - stud Fee $10

R. TOON,
216 Fitzwilliam St., Sheffield, Eng.

^''""
C. N. SYMONDS.

Salem, Mass., U. S. A.

I
RISH TERRIKRS AT STUD.

HANOVER BOY.
Full of Playbov blood, has small, perfectly car-

ried ears, winner of two firsts and an uncropped

special at Kennel Club Show, London.

FEE $15.00.

BOXER IV.
Winner of several prizes, long clean head, hard

red coat, sire of Bumptious Bonnet.

FEE $16 00.
Applv to

WALTER J. COMSTOCK,
5i-75eow Box 408, Providence, R. I.

40-91

BLUE BLOOD MASTIFFS
BEING OVER-STOCKED.

I offer at low prices mastiffs sired bv Ormonde

from splendid bitches, including a daughter ot

Beaufort and Ch. Toozie, which bitch is dam of

England's best young dog.Ilford County Member.

Also a eranddaughter of Beaufort and Orlando

in " whelp to Ormonde. Price f 1 00 Send stamp

for catalogue. CH.\RLES E.. BUNN.
,51-202 Peoria. Illinois.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in

America. • Pedigree and winnings free ;
ohotos,

50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
155-206 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, a k.C.s.b. 4742

Sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee $10.

VEN DETTA, a.k C.s.B. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest—Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee $10.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,

IP0n^

B. F. IvEWTIS.

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

PAMPHLET
47-98 Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

ON

tt

ELM STATION,

Montgomery Co.. P».

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.^^

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed ^gratis) bv the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

tf 1393 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Pugs of the Best Breeding

At reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNELS.
Box 82, Louisville. Ky. 48-73

IDog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fi. B. Tallman,
uo^tt OAK LAWN, R. I

THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

The Beagle Trials
OF 1891.

PEE --------- $1S

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
Glenside, Pa.

FOR SALE.

—lu answering advertisements please

I
mention this journal.

One handsome Irish Setter dog by Champion
Chief-Bizreena ,

thoroughly trained by pro-

fessional, two seasons' work, a first class shoot-

ing dog, no faults. One first season dog best of

blood, very promising, and Pointer Bitch, hand-

some and well-bred, broken by Bolus, an extra

good one. F. L. Cheney, Pittsfield. Mass. 53 56
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HUBCia

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

83 S. ad ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

V. M. HALDEMAN -
"^^

- KENNEL EDITOR

J.H.DREVENSFEDT- - - POULThY EDITOR

FANCIERS' POBLISfllNG CO..

WM. H. CHILD, Business Manager.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES IN ADVANCE):

$2.00 PER ANNUM.
CLUBS OF FIVE OR MORE, $1.50 EACH PER YEAR.

Foreign Subscriptions, 10s.

(class A),' Natioiml Beagle Club Trials,

1891, Also the absolute winner (all

classes) National Beagle Club Field

Trials, 1891. His breeding is excellent

and on his sire's side very strongly of

the well-known Rowett strain. He is the

sire of Oakview Dinah, first, Philadelphia,

1889, and Oakview Juliet, secorfd. Rock-

ford, 189 1.

Subscriptions and Advertise-

ments received at the New York
office. Room 63, Times Building.

THE KEMNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

officers were elected : President, Pierre

Lorillard, Jr.; vice-presidents, F. W.

Whitlock and J. M. Tracy ; secretary and

treasurer, Wilson Fiske. The Executive

Committee consists of these officers and

the following: J. T, Richards, J. M.

Taylor, W. Brice, Jr., W. Tallman, J. M.

Avent, P. H. O'Bannon, W. A. Power

and G. K. Osborn. Eight new members

were elected. A committee was appointed

to arrange for occasional meetings when

a dinner will be served, the first to be

held in Boston on the second day of the

show.

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all communications to

The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

P. O. Box, 916.

Entered ai the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

The Fanciers' Journal will be supplied by
newsdealers throughout the United States and
Canada. _NEW YORK CITY.

BRENTANO'S Union Square

WM. TALLMAN 109 W. 34th St.

W. J. STANTON 56 Dey St.

P. O. NEWS CO . . . 103 Adams St.. Chicago, 111

E. S. SCUMID . . 317 I2th St., Washington, D. C.

PHILADELPHIA, MAR. 6, 1892.

FIXTURES.
Dog: Shows.

March 8-11.—Washington, D. C.

I5-1».—Pittsburg, Pa.
April 6-9.—Boston Mass.

13-16.—Denver, Col.
20-23.—Los Angeles, Cal.

May 4-7.—San Fancisco. Cal.

Sept. 12 16.—Toronto, Can.

Field Trials.

Sept. 15.—Manitoba Field Trials Club.

Nov. 18.—Eastern Field Trials Club.

1893.
Aug. I.—Southern Field Trials Club.

Nov. 7.—United SUtes Field Trials Club.

Our Illustration.

Our illustration this week is the Oak-

view Kennel's well-known beagle Tony

Weller (541 1), the absolute winner of the

National Beagle Club's Field Trials at

Nanuet, N. Y., 1891.

Tony Weller is a handsomely marked

white, black and tan dog about fourteen

and a half inches high. He is rather too

wide in skull with correct ears, good

chest, legs and feet ; is rather too long

coupled, giving an appearance of weak-

ness in loin, which is not borne out by

his performances in the field. In coat

and brush he is good.

It is now nearly six years since he won

his first laurels on the bench, and while

he has not always been in the money he

has been uniformly successful. His

principal winnings are : 1886, first,

Pittsburg (puppy), Major J. M. Taylor,

judge; 1887, first, Pittsburg, A. C.

Krueger, judge ; 1887, second, Philadel-

phia, W. H. Ashburner, judge ; 1888, vhc,

Philadelphia, W. H. Diffenderffer, judge ;

1889, third, New York, N. Elmore, judge ;

first, Troy, 1889, Dr. C. E. Nichols,

judge ; 1891, second, Pittsburg, Joseph

Lewis, judge; second, Boston, W.

S. DifFenderfiFer, judge ; second, Chicago,

John Davidson, judge ; first, Wilmington,

E. B. Elliott, judge ; first, Rockford, T.

Donoghue, judge ; first, Freeport, T.

Donoghue, judge ; 1892, first, Chicago

(challenge class), John Davidson, judge
;

first, Philadelphia (challenge class), W.

S. DifTenderffer, judge. Winner first

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

The American Kennel Club held its

annual meeting on Thursday. The prin-

cipal business was the election of officers.

President Belmont took the floor and

stated to the delegates that he felt the

duties of the office might be better filled

by someone else, and asked that another

appointment be made. The delegates

were of a widely different opinion, for on

Mr. J. L. Anthony taking the chair an

informal ballot was taken and every one

of the sixteen delegates present voted for

Mr. Belmont. He was then placed in nom-

ination and the secretary instruced to

cast the ballot.

Mr. Thomas H. Terry was unanimously

elected vice-president, there being no

other nominations. For the Stud-Book

Committee there were four nominations,

and those elected were Dr. M. H. Cryer,

Mr. James Watson and Mr. Wilson Fiske.

The Advisory Committee was made up

as follows : August Belmont, T. H. Ter-

ry, J. L. Anthony, John S. Wise and W.

C, Reick. The Stud-Book Committee re-

ported that during the past year over 4200

dogs had been registered, an increase of

1900 over the preceding year.

The club meeting was then adjourned

and the delegates proceeded to Executive

Committee business. The treasurer re-

ported a balance on hand of |5645-9o,

with but three clubs in arrears for dues.

On motion James Watson was instructed

to cast a ballot for secretary-treasurer and

did so for A. P. Vredenburgh.

*.
The National Greyhound Club held its

annual meeting on the 23d of March,

during the dog show. Three directors

were elected for a term of three years as

follows : N. Q. Pope, J. E. Thayer and

C. F. Drake, and four vice-presidents.

Dr. N. Rowe, C. S. Wixom, H. Osborn

and Roger Williams. Messrs. Osborn,

Watson and Whiton were appointed a

committee to determine the qualifications

of various men for the positions of judges.

The treasurer's report shows a good sur-

plus in the treasury. He was ordered

to purchase and deliver the medals that

were won at the various shows. The

Bench Show Committee was continued.

The club will have a show Thanksgiving

week. The work done by the club for

the year ending this week was highly

satisfactory and showed a healthy con-

dition.

«

The Spaniel Club dinner at Morello's

was quite a sociable event, in fact, the

joUiest and free-and-easiest time of the

easiest, enlivened greatly by the pres-

ence of Mr. J. H. Winslow, who kept

them all going in his usual quick repar-

tee. Mr. A. C. Wilmerding occupied the

chair in a most businesslike and efficient

way. To the right of him was R. Keas-

bey, J. Winslow, G. Douglass, H. Tall-

man, Uncle Dick, H. .
Twyford, Dr.

Power, J. O'Brien, C. Browning, C. Gil-

bert, and to the left was E. Oldham. C.

Heath, G. Bell, W. Payne, O. B. Oilman,

E. H. Johnson, E. Morris, Dr. Bradbury.

«
» *

The resignation of the Northern Illi-

nois Poultry and Pet Stock Association

was accepted. The Youngstown Kennel

Club, which has ceased to exist, was

stricken from the list. The Seattle Ken-

nel Club, Seattle, Wash. ;
Androscoggin

Kennel Club, Lewi.ston, Me. ;
Tri-City

Kennel Club, Davenport, la. ;
Keystone

Kennel Club, Philadelphia, Pa., and

Hermitage Kennel Club, Elmira, N. Y.,

were elected to membership. Mr. Charles

M. Nelles' application for reinstatement

was acted upon adversely.

At the Spaniel Club's meeting the fol-

lowing officers were elected for the ensu-

ing year: A. Wilmerding, president;

E. Oldham, treasurer ; R. Keasbey, sec-

retary, with Messrs. Watson and Morris,

who also make up the Executive Com-

mittee. The treasurer's report showed a

balance on hand of I95 with no debts

and ten new members.

unlimited number of enameled bath tubs

will be included.
•**

Although the trustees of the Uni-

versity have authorized the construction

of the dog hospital, the funds required

for its erection have not yet been accum-

ulated. It is probable, therefore, that an

appeal for financial aid in this laudable

purpose will be made.

« *

John Carson, sexton of the Unitarian

Church at Germantown, Pa., is the

owner of a dog whose peculiar habits

have become the talk of the town. The

dog is a cross between an Irish setter

and the predominant boardyard breed.

He is nearly square in build, his l)ones in

the fore legs being square. He is very

fond of onions, either pickled or raw ;

eats horse-radish and cayenne pepper

with a relish ; turns in disgust from meats

of all kinds ; eats raw potatoes, apples or

rutabagas, but will not touch cooked

potatoes or apple pie. Dash has a

very short tail which he lost while young

in the cruel jaws of a rat one day in the

cellar. He is very intelligent, and is

useful in carrying articles from the

church to his own home.
«

We learn from the English Stock-

Keeper that Mr. James Bessell's grand

old Champion Charlemagne is dead.

Speaking of this pillar of colliedom, the

same journal says : "It would be impos-

sible to form even an approximate opin-

ion of the influence this dog has exer-

cised upon the beautiful class of collies

now so familiar to the visitors of our

bench shows. There may have been

grand sables before Charlemagne's time

and about his time, such as the graceful

Cocksie, for instance, but certain it is

that no other dog was so instrumental

in changing the public taste from

black and tan to sable collies as the de-

funct champion. Black and tan had

reigned supreme as the correct collie

colors, and the word collie has even an

etymological reference to black, but the

admiration evoked by Charlemagne's

rich tawny-red coat and broad white col-

lar relegated the old colors to the rear so

far as fickle fashion was concerned."

«
« *

* »

» *

A committee was appointed to see if

better arrangements could not be made

with express companies for the transpor-

tation of dogs to and from shows. A

committee was appointed to make better

arrangements for the importation of

dogs. An important resolution was

adopted to the effect that claims for show

dates for 1893 would not be allowed until

the September meeting of the committee,

when all applications would be consid-

ered and circuits of shows arranged to

the best advantage to all concerned.

The veterinary department of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,

Pa., proposes soon to build a hospital

that will be the first of its kind ever

erected in this country—a hospital ex-

clusively for dogs. Frank Miles Day is

the architect who, under the instructions

of Dr. John Marshall, dean of the Veter-

inary School, and Dr. Billings, of the

School of Hygiene, will build the new

infirmary. His plans are already almost

fully prepared, the only hindrance to

their completion being the fact that the

University has not yet decided whether

it wants a one or a two-story building.

Another point in favor of sables was

the fact that as a rule they appeared to

have smaller ears than their dark breth-

ren, and a still further disadvantage under

which the latter suffered w.ts that so

many of them showed the suspicious

mahogany tan in addition to settery ears.

Not only did Charlemagne set a fashion

but all sheep dog admirers will acknowl-

edge that he greatly improved the breed.

» «

*
* *

The reports of a few meetings held last

week at New York were crowded out, so

we give them in this issue.

«
« *

«
» *

The English Setter Club held its annual

meeting on Tuesday. The following

The first floor will be divided into a

large clinic room, in which all operations

will be performed, and into three wards,

one for non-contagious cases and the

other two, which will be isolated, for

mange and distemper cases respectively.

In these wards each dog will own his

own home, which will be a highly pol-

ished and beautiful cage, and in order

that bathing may be amply indulged in

and cleanliness properly encouraged, an

Charlemagne was born on January 4,

1879, and Mr. Bessell had the honor of

being h'S breeder as well as owner. He

was bred by Trefoil U523) o"t of Maude
;

the latter does not appear in the Stud-

Book, but Trefoil, Mr. vShirley's grand

black, white and tan was a celebrated

winner ; he was by Twig out of Bess, by

Byrne's Rattler out of Watt's Bess; Twig

by Old Twig out of Help. Naude, the

dam of Charlemagne, was a daughter of

the famous Cockie (2S47) out of Meg.
»

» «

Several sales were made at New York.

G. W. Glazier sold the mastiff Ingleside

Maximilian, by Ilford Chancellor, for

|6oo. Dr. David h: Haightsold the bull

dog Rockaway to C. J. Edgerly for |ioo.

The Redstone Kennels sold the Irish

setter Cherrystone, by Redstone, to J. D.

Crimmins. Seminole Kennels sold the

Irish setter Count O'Neill to Miss Ger-

trude Williams, of Staten Island. Mr.
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Daniel Mann sold Egmont, the second

prize St. Bernard dog pup, to Mr. Sy-

monds, of Philadelphia. Chestnut Hill

Hennels sold the Irish terrier Breda Bill

for I300.
••

Mr. J. V. Gotlschalk, press agent of

the Madison Square Garden, did all he

could to make representatives of the

press comfortable, and succeded most

succcessfuUy.
•*•

Colonel Ruppert will remove his ken-

nels from Poughkeepsie to New York

City early next month. We are in-

formed the location will be on Ninetieth

Street, near Third Avenue.
«

• «

some seventy head of registered Jersey

cattle. On the East Farm are the Hemp-

stead Farm Kennels ; on the West Farm

the Hempstead Farm Poultry Yards.

Heretofore all has been the property of

the Hempstead Farm Company, limited,

but Mr. Terry has now acquired all in-

terests except that of Mr. Lewis. The

Hempstead Farm Company, limited, will

cease to exist on May ist. A co-partner-

ship consisting of Messrs. Thomas H.

Terry, A. D. Lewis and James Mortimer

will take its place, which will lease from

Mr. Terry the farm and carry on its busi-

ness. The farm being the property of

Mr. Terry and the stock, implements,

etc., being the property of the co partner-

ship.

Mr. Murphy, who manages Spratts

Patent benching and feeding, was the

recipient of a handsome gold badge,

which was purchased by subscription by

the exhibitors at Chicago. It was handed

him at the New York show, "Square

Deal" Eberhart being the spokesman for

the occasion.

•*

«
* »

The Fanciers' Gazette says Mr. W, S.

Clark, Wishaw, Scotland, shipped his

young dog Scottish Leader (late Everest,

of Addiewell), by Scottish Guide out of

Surprise by Polyphemus, to Mr. F. E.

Lamb, of Baltimore, Md. This dog

created rather a sensation at last Edin-

burg show, where it will be remembered

he won the St. Bernard Challenge Cup, as

well as first prizes in open, novice, and

puppy classes. He also won firsts and

gold medals at Hamilton and Glasgow.

Since making his debut he is said to

have improved wonderfully, and he will

certainly prove a decided acquisition to

Mr. Lamb's kennel, and to the breed in

America.

The bull terrier Carney, which was sold

to Mr. Keeler, of Albany, at the New

York show, has been sold by the latter

gentleman to the Tubby Hook Kennels

of New York. The latter have also pur-

chased from F. Dole the bitch Edgemont

Fancy.
•*•

Notwithstanding we have four extra

pages this week, we were still obliged to

leave out much news matter which will

be published next week, if possible.

-^ * —

WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS.

« «

Elmira, N. Y., has organized a kennel

club and elected the following oflficers

for the ensuing year : President, Ray

Tompkins; first vice-president. Dr. A.

DeV. Pratt ; second vice-president, John

F. Langworthy ; third vice-president, C.

W. Jones ; secretary and treasurer,

Charles A. Bowman. Executive Com-

mittee : George W. Rogers, Manfred H.

Davis, Frederick A. Cheney, Professor

J. W. Roberts and George Brand. They

made application for membership in the

American Kennel Club, and intend to

hold their first show during the Inter-

State Fair, September, 1892.

«
« *

Mr. James Mortimer writes us as fol-

lows : In explanation of the premature

announcement in some of the sporting

papers to the effect that I have decided

to sever my connection with the West-

minster Kennel Club, I desire to state

that a proposition was made to me some

time ago in this connection, and I have

had the matter under advisement until

now, finally deciding to make a change,

which appears to me will result to my
advantage. My relations heretofore ex-

isting with the Westminster Kennel Club

have been without exception of the most

cordial character, and while I regret the

termination of these official relations, I

am pleased to know that it is but partial,

as the club has arranged with me to

superintend and still manage its annual

bench shows.
*

The following announcement by Mr.

Mortimer explains his reasons for making

his contemplated change: The Hemp-

stead Farm consists of some four hundred

acres, divided into three separate estab-

lishments. The home farm is devoted to

the horses and cattle, and has accommo-

dations for about one hundred and twen-

ty-five horses ; in the cow stables are

Some Interesting Pickings and Pointers

Gathered Here and There.

From Our Special Correspondent.

It can truly be said that the New York

show was a "model show" in every sense

of the word. Where is there a man that

could find a fault ? If one exists he must

be a born kicker from Kickersville. After

being at small shows and seeing even

them run so badly, it is a perfect treat to

atltend New York, where everything

goes like clockwork, in fact, as many

said, "New York runs itself," it's a regu-

lar machine. But how comes this ? Each

attendant has to do so and so and there's

someone over him to see he does it, and so

it goes on till we reach the head himself,

who makes a point of doing nothing ex-

cepting to keep his eyes peeled and that

everybody and everything is doing some-

thing. Every year the management has

been better than the last, but this year it

has surprised itself and reached the cli-

max, and possibly left nothing to be

done. To whom must the credit of this

model show be given, to Mr. James Mor-

timer, a man of great executive ability,

possessing a long, level, cool and collected

head that allows nothing to worry him,

it is his wits, his brains, his forethought

that gives the public and the dog men

generally this treat, allowing no cause

for complaint. I must not forget his able

assistant. John Reade. and the "only 1

George," who is himself a walking pedi-

gree stud-book, and I'll vouch there's

hardly a dog that is a dog but what he

can give you the sire and dam of. With
two such men, Mr. Mortimer has a full

hand, and his generalship will do the

rest. In May he leaves the Westminster

Kennel Club, but we are pleased to hear

he will still have the right of superintend-

ing their shows for years to come.

Mr. F. H. F. Mercer, you will be sorry

to hear is in a bad way, much more so

than we imagined. He has been on his

back for some time now trying to thrash

out "the why and the what" of Mr. Lit-

tle's Clumber, which, by the way, is a

dried-up chestnut. However, I was told

at the show that his spine was gone and
he was that day to be put in plaster of

paris. His friends, and his enemies if he

has any, will with me wish him a speedy

recovery, and if his pluck and determin-

ation will assist him we shall await to

hear better news.
Our friend "German" broke the record

on large fox terrier litters, but if he or

anyone else wishes to enter another un-

precedented record for "time" write Mr.

T. S. Craig, of Albany, about his fox

terrier and Beverwyck Tod.

We must congratulate our delicate and

fragile friend Mr. E. Bardoe Elliott, on

his appointment to the American Field

as kennel editor. There are lots worse

and not many better. He certainly has

displayed in his reports an all round

knowledge of dogs which a kennel editor

should possess, and one thing in his fa-

vor, he uses judgment. Now he is on

the way to success he must not like

others get, vulgarly speaking, "a swelled

head," but carry corn and not feel "his

oats too much." It's all right, "Joseph,"

but if you didn't know all the English

judges on the other you can't possibly

know anything about dogs.

Mr. John A. Logan, Jr., was at the

show for a short time, looking about the

same, excepting that his illness had left

him somewhat deaf in one ear.

On crossing the ocean while the steamer

was ©itching up and down and many
were'feeling the effects of "Oh the sea

and oh that up and down motion," that

shrewd judge, Mr. George Raper, was

making a few dollars in a quiet way, and

which will be most beneficial to the dog
men of America. He wrote his standard

points on the different breeds that he was

to judge, and the same will appear at the

top of each criticism in the American

Field.

There nmst be no more talk about

there being 410 good dogs in America.

Pointers and setters were always strong,

and it appears one of them caught the

eye of Mr. Raper, this time an English

setter, which he bought. Whether he
intends taking him to England or not I

don't know. In Germany he did the

same with a pointer—Naso of Strasburg

—which has won him twenty-two firsts

and is one of the best.

After the bustle of New York on Sat-

urday he spent Sunday at New Rochelle

with Dr. Foote, and Tuesday will find

him judging at Philadelphia.

What makes a man a judge was clearly

defined last week. One of the promi-

nent members of the Bull Dog Club not

being satisfied with the judging was

rather demonstrative, and insisted in

telling his interrogator to explain that

his judgment must be taken as correct.

"Do you know who I am ? I am one of

the Executive Committee of the Bull Dog
Club." That settled it. You needn't

own any more dogs, write reports or do
anything in future if you are on a com-
mittee.
The English setter Spinster is almost

as audacious as a little pug. When being

judged Mr. Tracy sent her out, but Mr.

Fiske didn't like the idea, so in a few

moments he trotted her round again—but
no, out they must go and no mention.

Lost in despair, Mr, Fiske this time was
going out, when at the gate he met a

well known setter man, who said :

"What did you get?" "Nothing,"
was the reply. "What, give her to me."
In about five minutes she was taken in

again and came out with reserve.

The Regent Kennels of fox terriers,

belonging to Messrs. Granger and Van-
derpool, will be sold privately, its owners
having decided to leave the fancy.

Dusky Trap, Consequence, Brisk and
others will be an addition to any kennel.

The former, you must remember, is the

sire of Blemton Victor II, Valor and
others.

Mr. Reick is happy and so are his

dogs—they acquitted themselves well

and a little more, I think, than they ex-

pected. On Saturday week the enthu-

siastic owner of Princess Florence sails

for Europe, and Spain in his destination.

Colonel Rupport will follow later on,

and they are to meet in Paris. What a

volcanic eruption will take place in the

St. Bernard world, and won't the Eng-
lish grab-alls put the prices up when
these gentlemen are on the look-out. On
their return you must be prepared for

surprises.

That screwd judge of a fox terrier, Mr.
Purroy, is importing two Venio pugs

a double cross of Splinter in them, and I

understand that he and Mr. Carl Heim-
erle will join hands together in some sort

of partnership. The kennels will be at

Newmarket, N. J,

Blemton Reefer, who did so well at

New York, is sold to Mr. B. Martin, of

San Francisco. He will be quite an

acquisition to the Pacific Coast and will

have no difficulty with the dogs out there.

The St. Bernard dinner held at Hotel

Bartholdi on Thursday, February 25 was

delightfully served, but not so well at-

tended as expected. There was some
mismanagement and it was not properly

advertised, many not knowing anything

about it. As these are becoming more
in vogue and draw together the doggy
community, we hope to see them better

attended in the future. Mr, W, C. Reick

was at the head of the table and "pizness,

mein freund," was the order with no
speeches. The following were present,

doingample justice to the tasty dishes:

Messrs J, Watson, A, Vredenburgh, Colo-

nel Ruppert, S. Mann, T. Buckley, A.

Booth, D. Mann, R. Mayhew. T. Jen-

nings, H. Twyford, A. Trickett, R. Reu-

nie, J. Smith, H. Pearson and H. Schie-

toh.

Barfcs froiT) GobI)aiT).

Prom Our Special Correspondent.

New York, Feb. 27.—I generally find

myself in the Madison Square Garden

when the latter is inhabited by the sport-

ing world. Next to the horse show, the

dog show brings out the best crowd from

a fashionable standpoint. Chrysanthe-

mums and poultry, while enjoying con-

siderable popularity, fail to draw the

crowds that the equine and canine beasts

do. It strikes me that a first-class cat
.

show, held in connection with the poul-

try show, would bring out many of the

ladies who hover about the toy dogs.

But it's the dogs I'm after now.

About 30,000 people visited the dog

show. As one dollar admission was

charged for each person, the nest egg of

the Westminster Kennel Club is a good

one. It certainly is not far out of the

way to say that the club cleared |i5.ooo.

One of the disagreeable features of the

show was the combination bar and res-

taurant, called the cafe. It was certainly

; unpleasant for the ladies to patronize a

[
restaurant which on the one side was

[flanked by a large number of thirsty

souls. While the bar did not suffer pe-

cuniarily, the restaurant certainly did.

Locate the bar downstairs. A dog man

will be sure to find it.

The quiet and omnipresent chairman,

Thomas H. Terry, is a rare good un. His

popularity is unquestioned, while his

ability is way above par. There is no

friction where he pulls the lever.

Then there's that old grizzly-bearded

friend of mine, Jim Mortimer, the super-

intendent. The way he handles the ca-

nines and their attendants is worthy of a

place in the history of dog shows. The
Fanciers' Journal said a week or two

ago that Mr. Mortimer was the most pop-

ular judge, and I guess we all think so,

except one or two other fellows who think

they are.

I was sorry not to meet that thorough-

bred Irish setter man, Billy Child. I re-

gret to hear that he is still confined to

his room. The boys have been singing

"Willie we have missed you" right along.

So here's hoping to see you at the next

show.

German Hopkins is as chattering as

ever. He was the godfather of a young

English colony at the Ashland House,

and suffice to say, Blemton Victor II was

the chief subject discussed for the latter's

benefit.

A New Yorker takes victory or defeat

in a manner peculiarly his own—a cold-

blooded sporty way. A Philadelphian,

like the EngUsh canine enthusiast, hangs

around on the anxious seat of his trousers

until victory or defeat is assured. After

that he thaws out and bubbles over.

THE NEW YORK SHOW.

A Complete Criticism on the Awards

of Last Week.

The sixteenth annual bench show of

the Westminster Kennel Club will go

down in history as the most successful

exhibition ever held by the club. It was

a success in every particular, and it must

be acknowledged by all that it is the

most popular fixture among dog men in

America.

It is needless to go into details, under

the competent management of Superin-

tendent Mortimer and his able assistant,

Mr, John Read, the work was done with

clock-work regularity, Spratts Patent

of course benched and fed the dogs, and

the show was disinfected by Walker's

Disinfecting Sawdust. The judges and

their respective classes were as follows

:

SL Bernards and Newfoundlands,
Miss A. H. Whitney

Mastiffs, Great Danes, blood hounds, Russian
wolt- hounds, deerhounds, greyhounds,
English fox hounds, poodles, bull dogs,

bull terriers, fox terriers and all other ter-

riers Dachshunde, toy spaniels, Italian

greyhounds and pugs George Raper
Pointers, English setters, American fox-

hounds and Chesapeake Bay dogs,

J. M. Tracy
Irish setters W. Tallman
Gordon setters. H. Clay Gloveh
Field, cocker, CIunit»er and Irish water span-

iels A. C. Wilmerding
Collies. A. D. Lewis
J'.eaglesand Basset hounds. . . . R. F. Mayhew
Miscellaneous. . . Messrs, Raper and Mayhew

Comments on the Awards.

MASTIFFS.

The show of this breed was the poorest

we have seen at New York for some
years. Sear's Monarch, alone in the chal-

lenge dog class, was shown in good con-

dition. He is a little light in head and
bone and trifle high on legs. He is a

good mover. There were no entries in

the corresponding bitch class,

Beaufort's Black Prince, first in open
dogs, has excellent skull, good, short,deep

muzzle. He is rather short in body, has

good deep chest. He is a bit weak in loins

and is not a good mover, which is rather

odd, as both his sire and dam, Beauford
and Greda, were good movers. In this

fault of Prince he takes after his grand-

sire, Orlando, and it shows the import-

ance of breeding to good all-round dogs.

Prince is a young dog and will develop
well. He very properly won all the

specials for the best mastiff. Merlin,

second, occupied the same position last

year at this show. He is a large rather

plain dog. with eyes too light in color.

Hans Sachs, third, has a good skull, is a

bit dish-faced and is not deep enough
through muzzle. He has nice ears and
a good body. Had he been a better mover
he would no doubt have been second, as

he is a better-headed dog than Merlin.

Duke II, fourth, has a good skull anu
niuzzUe, excellent body and loins. Cardi-

nal Beaufort, reserve, we described at

Chicago last week. We did not see him
off the bench at that show. Here we
have discovered that in spite of his ex-

cellent head and mastiff character he is

bad in his limbs, and for that reason

judges like Messrs. Goodman and Raper
will put him in the rear of the prize

winners, Melrose Prince, vhc, has a fair

head and a short body, Arminius, he,

has a plain weak head but good bone and
body, Duke of York, he, is better in

head but is bad behind.
Open bitches were a very poor lot.

Duchess, first, would hardly get a letter

in good company. She is plain in head
and cow hocked, Lucy II, second, is a

bit better than Nellie, third, in head and
body.

Puppies were a worthless lot, and the
prizes in the dog class were very properly
withheld, as were first and second in the
bitch class. Third 'prize went to the
weedy little Thelma,

Quite an ordinary lot were shown in

the novice class. Grandee, first, is quite

plain in head and faded in markings,
Brun, second, is a light bone, poor headed
dog. Lucy II, third, was mentioned
above.

ST, BERNARDS,

This most popular breed of big dogs
was well represented both in numbers
and quality. Kingston Regent, first in

the rough-coated challenge dogs, beats

his opponent, Plinlimmon, Jr., second in

size and head, while the latter dog is bet-
ter behind, but is beginning to show age
and was not in as good condition. He is

also a bit sour in expression. Regent
has a good, broad, deep head, which is

deficient at stop and has no blaze.

In the bitch class Lady Livingston,
first, is better in size, head qualities and
character than Republican Belle, second,
who might have exchanged places with
Nanon, who, although lacking head qual-
ities and was not in the best of form,
still is much better in body and limbs
and is a better mover.

Sir Bedivere, first in the open dogs,
has been ill for two weeks else he would
have been shown at Chicago. He shows
the effect of his illness in being thinner,

still he is the same grand dog all the
same. Donald, second, is a bit peaked
in skull and light in eyes. He lacks

shading, and could be better in hind-
quarters. He has great bone and good
body. Lord Melrose, third, is better in

head than Donald and also in color and
size. He has great bone, is a bit flat-

sided and not filled out well behind. He
is a fair mover for a big one. Refuge II,

fourth, is a good headed, big boned
dog, a bit heavy in ear, good in color and
coat. Does not stand well behind, but is

a very good mover. Jim Blaine, reserve,

has a good, broad, deep head, but is a

bit short in muzzle, could carry ears bet-

ter, excellent bone and body, good coat,

color markings and shadings. Lothario,

vhc, is good in head, size and bone, he

lacks markings, Roland, Jr,, vhc, has a

nice skull, is not quite square in muzzle.

Aristocrat, vhc, was described in our

Chicago r«port. Marc Anthony, vhc, is

not right in head and is poor in color,

nearly all white. Princelimmon, vhc,

good in skull, lacks stop and is a trifle

legs in muzzle, good bone, body and
legs. Marquis of Ripon, he, has a fair

head, good body and markings, is not

straight in front, Bevis, he, is a good
headed dog, narrow in chest and not

good in legs. He is a promising young-
ster, and will be heard from again. Crown
Prince, he, is fairly good in coat, rather

small.
The sensational Princess Florence eas-

ily won in the open bitch class. Her
beautiful head, great size and bone, nice

color and shading and intense St, Ber-

nard character made her an easy winner.

Ladv Gladwin, second, good head, body
and legs, could be better in ears and eyes,

the former too large the latter rather

houndy. Lady Sneerwell, third, good
skull and body, could be better in muz-
zle and front and was little out of coat,

was also Lady Melrose, fourth, who

a fair head, expression rather fine, nice

ear, bad color and weak behind. Doug-
lass, vhc, did not deserve his card, being
small and light of bone and not good in

color. Ivo II is fiddle-faced and light in

bone. Ctesar, he, is also long faced and
a bad mover. Leon, he, was lucky to be
noticed.

Charmion, first in the open bitch class,

is a little peaked in skull and narrow be-

tween eyes, she is well boned and might
be fuller behind, she is a nice mover.
Minna, second, is bit plain in face and
lacks stop, not quite straight in front,

good color and coat. Lady Leeds, third,

IS a brindle with good markings, light in

eyes and bone, flat in skull. Apollona,
fourth, has a good head and excellent

body and legs, she is wild-eyed and has a

poorly set ear.

Melrose, first in dog puppies is a grand
pup, good head, best of body, legs and
feet, is a good mover and won easily

over Basel, second, who is too light all

through. Belgrade, first in bitch pup-
pies is unfurnished but has a fair head.
Gwynne, second, is too light all through
and has no head. Tippecanoe Queen,
third, got all she deserved, she was out
of coat and is plain in head.

The winners in the novice dog class

have be described above. Earl of Essex,
vhc, was shown too fat, nice head, curly

in coat. White Friar, vhc, is a large dog
without quality. Sir Richard, vhc, has
a fair head, is out of coat and bad in

color,

Sunray, first in novice bitches, is a good
one, and although out of coat and not
right on limbs is of nice color, good
skull, weak muzzle, excellent body and
bone. Harmony, third, is medium in

head and not so good in body and
limbs as Charmion, second, already de-

scribed,

BLOODHOUNDS.

as

lacks shading and is light in eye, Alto-

nette, reserve, has a plain head, is trifle

light in color, ears large but well set on,

good body and bone, bad stern. Her
Highness, vhc. got all she deserved. She
is long in head which lacks quality, she

is light in bone and short coupled, color

and coat good. Queen Regent, vhc, has

a fair head, good bone and color. Guess
Noble, vhc, should have been higher up.

She has good head, ears, body and bone, is

light in color, small in eye, one of which

she is losing. She lacks depth of muzzle

and is throaty. Root, vhc, is weak in

head and plain all through, as are also

Lady Clyde and Lady Bountiful.

Ben Hur, first in dog puppies, will

never make a good one . He is fair in head,

open in coat, good markings and shad-

ings. Egmont, second, shows more
quality, but lacks size. Sir Victor, third,

and the remainder of the class are quite

ordinary. Mount Sion Leida, first in

bitch puppies, has no color and is out of

coat, has a fair head, good face shadings

and is undersized. Princess Wang, sec-

ond, is coarse and bad in head. Second
prize should have gone to Mount Sion

Flora, third, who has good head and
bone, is not good in color, a bit crinky

in coat and trifle straight behind. Mount
Sion Silvia, reserve, is only a fair one,

with a good-shaped but small head.

Princess Lottie, vhc, got too much, she

is a rank weed.
In smooth-coated St. Bernards the

challenge dogs had no entries, and the

well-known Empress of Contoocook won
in the bitch class. Open dogs were a

good class. Leicester, first, is a grand

dog but might be heavier in bone and
hindquarters. Melrose, second, pushed

the winner very strong. Patrol, third,

has a good head but lacks shadings. He
is of nice size and is a good mover,

Scottish Leader, fourth, has a good head,

too much ear and eyes rather deeply set,

he is out of coat, Belisarius, reserve, has

Four very nice dogs put in an appear-

ance in the open class for.dogs. Mr.

Winchell's Victor, better in peak, wrin-

kle, skull and muzzle and showing more
character, won over Belhus. Jack Shep-
ard, third and Jack the Ripper have both
been recently described in these columns.
In the class for bitches Judith won easily

over Benison, showing much more char-

acter and better show points all through.

GREAT DANES.

The challenge class for dogs and
bitches had three entries. Imperator
being at home sick, Melac had an easy

win over Pascha. both well known.
Pedro, first in open class, is of the

right type. His ears are not well trim-

med and should be recut. He turns his

toes in. Tines II, second, lacks charac-

ter, poor iu expression, coarse in head
and tail. Ctesar, third, is greyhoundy
in head, heavy in body and too long in

stern. Marco, fourth, is coarse all

through and bad in coat. Caesar, reserve,

is bad in front and coarse in head.

Pasha II, vhc, is wrong in head and coat

and shows too much dewlap. Duke, he,

is still a puppy, is of good type and
could have been up higher. He is too

straight behind, Leo, c, won first prize

at Albany a couple weeks back; he is out-

classed here,

Lufra, first in the bitch class, was he

at Chicago last week. She has a good
coat, nice body and limbs, is throaty and
bad in color and feet. Flora Florida,

second, has seen her best days. She was
a good bitch at one time but was shown
here in mangy condition. Nora, third,

was shown too fat, which gave her the

appearance of being ueak in head. Flora,

fourth, is too wedgey in head, curly in

tail and bad in feet. Polly, vhc, is fair

in coat and bone, not quite right in head
but was the best in the class. Belle, he,

was not on the bench. Flora, c. is not a

show bitch. Fitz, c, has too much
wrinkle in head, poor tail and coat.

Puppies were a good lot. Hannis, first

in dog class, is faulty in head, not right

in coat, bad color (lemon and white)

heavy in tail and bad mover. Bismark
II, second, is good iu body and bone but

not right in skull and is lippy. C^sar
II, third, lacks expression, is throaty and
bad in coat, good tail. First was with-

held in the bitch class. Freia, second, is

undersize, throaty and bad in coat.

Countess, third, is plain in head, throaty

and heavy in tail.

DEERHOUNDS.
Robber Chieftain, better in bead,

shoulders, coat and loins, beat his kennel

mate Clansman in challenge class for

dogs. In corresponding bitch class the

more racy Olga beat Wanda, loadeil at

shoulders. In the open dog class the
handsome and typical Hillside Warrior
won handily over Hillside Raven, who
he beats at every point excepting hind
quarters. Argyle was a good third, with
Alpha reserve, needs more furnishing
but is better in head and bone than
Chief, vhc, whose faults are light bone
and weak muzzle, Odin, c, is not right

in head or coat. Hillside Romola, first

in bitch class, won easily over Hillside

Silvia, a good bitch, but not so mus-
cular and well built. Hillside Ruth,
third, is typical but lacks size. Duii-

robin Lufra, vho, is thick in he?d,

out of coat and gone off in form. In

puppies Mr. Mollenhauer's entries won
the prizes. They are of the same litter,

and Bismark, winner of first, was much
the best of the lot.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.

Six entries faced the judge in the two
open classes, but outside of Mr. Marshall's

team mentioned in Chicago report, there

was nothing present worthy of comment.

RUSSIAN WOLF-HOUNDS.

The entries were few for this breed,

and the Seacroft Kennels repeated their

Chicago victory and captured the prizes.

GREYHOUNDS.

Gem of the Season, won handily over
Highland Chief in the champion dog
class, while Spinaway was alone in the
bitch class. Outside of the winners tlie

open dog class did not amount to much.
Ornatus and Pious Pembroke are old

faces. Oldstone, third, bit heavy in head,

short in neck and loaded at shoulders.

Royal Crest, fourth, is a plain hea«led,

short necked dog.
Bestwood Daisy won handily in the

bitch class. She has always been a fa-

vorite with us, as she is a bitch of intense

quality. Her best points are her neck,

shoulders and legs. She lacks spring of

ribs and is weak at pasterns. Lilly of

Gainsboro, second, is a bit weak in muz-
zle, does not cover enough ground and
seems weak from elbow to knee. Queen
in Black, third, has been going oil and
shows age. Drytime, fourth, we did not

see,

POINTERS.

In the challenge class for heavy dogs

Lad of Kent, lacking in shouliler action

and spring of ribs, had an easy win over

Pontiac, with Tempest reserve. Have
described these dogs frequently, as well

as Revel III, who was alone in the cor-

responding class for bitches.

Duke of Dexter, first in open class, is

good in head, body ami limbs but is a

trifle out at elbows. Graphite, second,

is fair in head, trifle throaty, excellent

shoulders and chest, but not so good be-

hind. Westminster Drake, third, is a

fair-headed dog, loaded at shoulders,

good body, legs, feet and stern. Brack-

et's Lad, fourth, is fair in head, wide iu

front, good legs and feet, weak in loins.

Duke of Richmond, reserve, is not right

in head, nice body and limbs. Tory
White, vhc, has a nice hea<l, good shoul-

ders, chest and loins, but is weak behind.

In heavy bitches Woolton Game, for-

merly a grand one, but now showing age.

got first, with Lass of Kent, a good all

round bitch, secoufl. Revelation, third,

was shown too fat else would no doubt

been first. Abbess of Kent, fourth, is

fair in head, light in bone and leggy,

Peggy, reserve, is a bitch of quality but

was outclassed here,

Duke of Hessen in the challenge class

for lightweight dogs, had an easy win

over Launcelot. They met at last year's

show with the same foregone conclusion.

In the corresponding bitch class Rosa

May, good in head, neck and legs, but

only fair m chest and poor iu feet, won
over Stella B,

Inspiration, first in open dogs, is good

in head but not right at shoulders and

forelegs. Jap, second, is too light all

through, while Ridgeview Dazzle, third,

on the contrary, is too heavy and coarse.

Graphic's Topic, fourth, is an ordinary

dog, fair in head, poor in body and fair

limbs and feet.

In open bitches Lady Gay Spanker, a

bitch of the highest quality, was first,

over her kennel companion Miss Rumor,

who beat her, but not properly, at Chi-

cago. Third went to the symmetrical

but fat Reu'e II. Irene, fourth, has a

nice head, bit light in bone and trifle flat-

sided. Belle Vernon, reserve, is also

flat-sided, fair head and limbs. Kessler's
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Fan, vhc, weak in head, nice body and

le^s, which will also describe Lass ot

Kippen. . A
Mashall Soult, first in puppies, is good

in head but not right in front and light

in bone. Duke's Lad, second, is a plain-

headed light-boned dog. Trinket, third,

is bad in head and front. Fanny Sheffield,

reserve, has a fair head, body and limbs.

Diamond, c, is of same type as Trinket

but not so good.

ENGLISH SKTTERS.

In the challenge dog class Edge Mark

had his innings over Count Howard and

Ciucinnatus. The winner's defects are

well-known to our readers, and under

most judges Cincinnatus will be placed

over him. Count Howard is not the dog

he formerly was, has grown coarse and

throaty. ^ •, .it. *,

In the bitch class we preferred Albert s

Nellie, second, to Princess Beatrice, who

won. Nellie is under size but a most

typical specimen, while Beatrice repre-

sents the heavy English type.

In open dogs Hope's Mark made his

debut on the show bench, and was in

great luck when he got the blue ribbon.

He was not in show form, is not as good

in head, neck, chest and loins as Toledo

Blade, vhc, but the best in the class.

Breeze Gladstone, second ;
Rodengo,

third ;
Rhuilas, fourth, and Toney Glad-

stone, reserve, are all well-known

and have been described frequently.

Roger, vhc, was bad in coat, high on

legs, not good feet, lacks quality. Glen-

don he, has goo<l head, shoulders, legs

and' feet, and should have l>een farther to

the front, and Sir Frederick, unnoticed

entirely, was certainly deserving of better

treatment.
Gossip, first in bitch class, was shown

too fat. She is weak in head but good

in body and limbs. Laundress, second,

was better in head but not so good in

body and limbs as winner of first. She

is a nice type of bitch. Bessie Avent,

third was shown too fat, she did not

move well and lacks quality. Bonnie

Gladstone Girl, fourth, was out of condi-

tion. Spectre is a good bitch and might

have been ahead two pegs. Lady Dud-

ley vhc is light in muzzle and bone.

Canadian LilUe, he, is a high-class bitch

and was better than winner of third or

fourth. , , ^ .
,

In the field trial class we could not fol-

low the awards, which left Toledo Blade

and Cincinnatus unnoticed.

Sheldon, first in novice class, has a

good head aud body, hard muzzle and is

a bit throatv. Orlando, .second, loses to

him in symmetry. Cassio, third, is thick

in head and shoulders.

IRLSH SETTERS.

This breed was out in full force and

was equally as good in quality as was

Chicago, where we never saw a better

lot of dogs. Tim won in the challenge

class, although not in good condition

and a trifle out at elbows. He beat Sem-

inole, second, in head and ear, while the

latter dog was in better condition and

coat and is a better mover. In. the chal-

lenge bitch class Laura B. won easily

over Elfreda.

Duke Elcho again won in the open

dog class, and there is not much danger

of his meeting defeat while in that class.

Glencho of Belvidere, second, was out of

condition, is heavy in head and short in

ears good bone and body. Nicho, third,

is heavy in head, good in shoulders,

chest, collar and coat. *Rockwood Dandy,

fourth is light in muzzle and color, good

body 'legs and feet and will improve

with age and attention. Kenmore, re-

serve fair head, thick shoulders, too

round in barrel. Tim's Dandy, vhc, is a

fair-headed dog, lacking in stop good

coat, shoulders, body, le?s and feet.

Robin Hood, vhc, has a fair head but is

off in color. Judge, vhc, is a tnfle thick

in skull, nice ears, is not straight in

front. King Elcho, vhc, is a trifle thick

in head and weak in muzzle, good coat,

body and limbs, and was much better

than any of the three letter dogs. His

proper position was about reserve.

In open bitches Norma was first prob-

ably because Edna H. was not in her

usual condition, but nevertheless should

have won first on account of her superior

head, eye, shoulders and body. Daisy,

third, nice head, legs and feet, short in

neck light in color and soft in Hesn.

Alice Kent, fourth, is off" in head, good

color, too straight behind, toes out. Bon-

nibell, vhc, fair head, shoulders and

chest. Gyneth, vhc, is off in head and

round in barrel. Cora B., vhc, is fair in

thick in shoulders andhead and eye,

round in barrel.

The puppies outside of the winners ot

first in their respective classes, did not

amount to much.
GORDON SETTERS.

In challenge class for dogs Beaumont,

better in coat and color, was placed over

Ivanhoe, who beats him in general con-

formation, particularly in head, shoul-

ders and chest. In the corresponding

bitch class Heather Bee, first, is better

in markings than Duchess of Waverly,

second, but Duchess is better in head,

shoulders and body.

In the open dog class Heather York

was properly first, excepting being trifle

weak in muzzle and not distinct enough

in markings, he is a capital dog all

through. Conius, second, is heavy in

head, lacks markings and was out of

condition. Prince of Wales, third, is good

in color and coat, but is coarse in head

and too cobby in build. Roxie, vhc, is a

poor mover and was out of coat. King

Noble, vhc, has a fair skull, weak muzzle,

good color and coat, a little too small

Janet, first in bitch class, won handily

and was described recently. Flomont

second, loses to the winner in head and

shoulders. Maid of Waverly. third, was

not so good in head nor color. Countess

Roxie, fourth, is going off" in head and

getting heavy at shoulders. Queen No-

ble vhc, was too fat and is thick at

shoulders. Pansy, vhc, is a very fair

bitch and might have been placed next

to Maid of Waverly. Venus, vhc, is bad

in color and coat.
, . t. .^

Lady Beaumont, first, is good in head,

body, limbs and color. Duke of Well-

ington is off in head but fair in body and

color. Tryphena, third, is not ri^ht in

head and too high on legs. The winners

in the novice classes have been de-

scribed.
COLLIES.

The classes were quite strong. In the

challenge class for dogs Roslyn Wilkes

won over Charleroi II, who has just re-

turned to these shores. Metchley Sur-

prise won easily in the corresponding

bitch class. In open dogs The Squire,

showing age and signs of going to pieces,

won handily. Maney Scot, second, is

plain in head, not right in ears, is a big-

boned, good-coated dog. Roslyn Con-

way, third, was in good condition but is

rather coarse in head. Prince Wilkes is

not quite right in head, good in body,

legs and feet. Ormskirk Shep, reserve,

is rather small but typical, could be better

in front and stern. Oliver C. and Sheriff,

both vhc, are dogs of quality, good in

bone and coat, the former was easily the

better of the two.

In op«u bitches Jakyr Dean won over

Duchess of Fife, better ears, coat and be-

sides has the advantage of size, it was a

very close thing between them. Nancy

Hanks, third, could be better in head,

good body, bone, coat and limbs. Dot,

reserve, is on the small side. Roslyn

Primrose, vhc, is plain in head, fair body

and limbs. Huriey, vhc, is not right in

head and coat. Putnam Gypsie, c, is

outclassed.
Chrysolite won handily in dog pup-

pies. He beats Sheriff", second, in head,

expression and coat. Buzz, third, is

weak in head, nice body and limbs.

Vernon McGregor, reserve, was better in

head and expression. Velrose, first in

bitch puppies, won over Vignette in

head, ears, coat and size.

FIELD SPANIELS.

Beverly Negus was alone in the chal-

lenge class for dogs. He was a little out

of condition, his head is a trifle fine av-

erage muzzle, Roman nose, nice skull,

good eye, rather flat-sided and out at

pastern joints, good coat. Bridford Ruby,

first, in challenge bitches, is a little weak

in upper lips and full before eyes, good

skull and front but little weak at pas-

terns, trifle high on legs, good coat, out

of condition. Bridford Gladys, second,

has a good skull but not enough of it,

good stop, weak and narrow in muzzle,

too light in eye. Bad front, flat-sided,

good loin, little out of condition.

Index was first in open class for black

dogs and was shown in good condition.

Good in skull, little weak in muzzle and

off" in stop, a shade light in eye, weak at

pastern joints, good bone, well-sprung

ribs, extra good loin, nice stern. Echo

second, is plain in skull, lacks stop and

weak in muzzle and is a little weak

in pasterns and out at elbows, but has

nicely sprung ribs, good cast of body,

loins and hindquarters. Bolus, third.

has not a field spaniel head, it being

more like a Sussex spaniel. He « bad

in eye, out at elbows and crooked in

front and is a shade flatsided, good hind-

quarters. Music, reserve, has a bad ex-

pression and is light in eye, out at el-

bows and not straight in front, too high

on legs good chest and loins. Rideau

Bob, vhc, good skull, weak in upper lips,

a trifle flatsided and is out at elbow, little

arched in back and weak in hindquarters.

Nigger, he, is sour iu expression and curly

iu coat.
. ,.

Ace of Spades, first in corresponding

bitch class, has a nice skull, is weak in

muzzle. Her head is too small for body.

She is a shade high on legs, good chest

and loins. Dame Trot, second, is a trifle

high in skull, weak in muzzle and could

be better in stop, nice body but a trifle

short straight in front. Woodland Sal-

lie, third, is weak in head, out at elbows

and too short in body. Rather the cocker

Open dogs and bitches, liver colored,

had two entries. Bean, first, is of the

Sussex type, while Rush, he, got all he

deserved. , . . ,

In the class for dogs and bitches any

other color Patti won. She has a fair

type of head, but too small, good front

and body and was shown in good condi-

tion. Fancy, second, we do not fancy, as

she IS not a good type. She is bad in

head and coat and too high on legs. Vic

W., third, is sqiall in head, good bo<h^

and front and should have been second.

Donald, vhc, got more than he deserved.

COCKER SPANIELS.

An excelleut collection of this breed

faced the judge. In the challenge dog

class Cherry Boy, first, has a nice forma-

tion of skull, good in muzzle and stop,

trifle cheeky, ears nicely set on, good

average front, well sprung nbs, good

loin, a shade high on legs and stern not

quite sloping enough. Jersey, second, is

growing trifle coarse in head, has a nice

muzzle, is a bit sour in expression, is

slightly weak in pastern points, good

body and loin. Black Duff^erin, reserve,

and Rabbi, vhc, were described last week.

Black Duke, he, was shown too low in

flesh was out of condition and off" in

coat.' I Sav repeated her Chicago win

over Bessie W. in the bitch class.

Fascination, first in open dogs, is a par-

ticularly good-headed cocker, one of the

best in fact. He is not quite right in front,

has good bone, well-sprung ribs, good

loin and nice stern. He is a very free

mover and was shown in good condition.

Prince W., second, is not right in head,

is out at elbows and not straight in front,

well-sprung ribs, good body and stem.

Snowball, third, is not right in head and

is out at elbows, well-sprung ribs, good

loins, shown in bad condition. Obadiah,

vhc, IS going wrong in head, good front,

well-sprung ribs heavy bone and good

sloping stern, a thing we want to see

more ofin cockers . Pluto, Jr.,vhc, is cloddy

all through, sour in expression and wide

in front. Benedo, vhc, is nice in skull,

little weak iu muzzle, shade light in eye

and not quite straight in front, very nice

body. Jim the Dude, he, is coarse all

through and sour in expression. Sauclio

G he, is another coarse one. Macduff,

c is vveak in muzzle, long in legs and

fl'at-sided. Young Dude, c, is a rank bad

one. Saco, c, is little round in skull,

snipy in muzzle, light in eye and bone,

nice body. ^ c ,.
•

In open bitches Amazement, farst, is

good in skull, stop and muzzle, is shade

light in eyes, good front, shoulders, nbs

and loins, right formation of stern. In

our Chicago report we claimed that this

bitch, which got third there, was entitled

to first place and the judge here has con-

firmed our opinion at this show. Wood-

stock Daisy, second, nice head and muz-

zle eyes show little haw, is crooked in

fro'nt and out at elbows, good type of

body with nice sloping stern. Hornet,

third, good in skull, a shade weak in up-

per lips, good stop, nice eye, bad in

front, little long in body, well sprung in

ribs and good loins. Woodstock Dora,

reserve, has a good head aud body, is out

at elbows and not straight in /ront.

Black Duchess, vhc, was first at Chicago,

but was rightly pegged back on account

of condition, otherwise would have been

placed higher. Nemo, vhc, bad formation

of skull, light in eyes and cheeky. Little

Nell, he, is weak in muzzle and stands

high on legs, in other respects a good

cocker. Connie, he, is weak in muzzle

and light in eyes, rather a vacant expres-

sion, light in bone and fairiy good body.

La La, he, is weak in muzzle, light in

eyes and full in cheeks, well-sprung nbs,

good loins, trifle long in body. Meg
Obo and Eve, both he, are weak in muz-

zle and light in eyes and bone. Hen-

zie's Belle, c, is sour in expression, light

in eves, high on legs, light in bone.

Open dogs, any other color, had the

late Chicago winners Red Roland and

Little Ben II respectively first and sec-

ond. Titus, third, is an ordinary speci-

men. Cox T., reserve, is short in head,

full in eye, weak in muzzle, light m bone

and high on legs, is what is known as a

working spaniel. Box T., vhc, is of the

same type as the preceding. Dick^Drew,

he is a field spaniel. Jessie C. and Dit-

ton Brevity repeated their Chicago wins

in same positions. La Tosca, third, is

wrong in head, expression aud front,

vrood behind shoulders. Mona, reserve,

nice head, a little weak all through,

straight in front, good body and nbs, out

of condition. Firefly, vhc, too toyish

in head, light in bone, nice body. Flossie,

he had her tail been docked would have

been higher. Nina W., c, is a field span-

iel. Red Rose, c, was shown in bad

condition. ,

Puppies, any variety, for dogs and

bitches, had several entries described in

other classes. Juno Grant has a nice

head gooseberry eye and is not quite

right iu front, has a nice body and loins,

g^ coat, good stern, which is a shade

high. Kobo, vhc, has a uice skull, good

dark eye, is weak in muzzle and a little

off in stop, has nice body.

DACHSHUNDES.

The best collection of this breed ever

seen in America. In challenge class for

dogs and bitches Windrush Rioter, better

in skull and muzzle, more houndy ex-

pression, better in spring of nbs and in

hindquarters won over Rubenstein.

Zulu II, first in open dog class, is bet-

ter in head, ears, crook, body and more

muscular than Superbus II, second, is

fair in head but coarse all through, and

has bad feet. Larboss, third, is fair in

head, bad muzzle, too straight in front.

Sepp, he, was shown too fat, not right

in crook, good body.
• ,• i.*

•

Pollywog, first in open dogs, is light in

bone, good head and body. Janet, sec-

ond, is little thick in skull and weak in

front of eyes, good front and well sprung

ribs, a good second. Diane Von Beyen-

rode third, is weak in muzzle, bad eyes,

good body, fair in front. Seiglmde, re-

serve, is better in head, front and eyes

than winner of third, has bad eyes but

was good enough for third place. Thel-

ma, vhc, was not in her stall. Venus II,

he, is bad behind, has a nice head and

fair body.
, „

Three puppies were shown. Begonia,

first has a nice head and front, tnfle

weak in muzzle, does not carry ears

quite right, good front and weak behind.

Whimper, second, has been desenbed.

Rudolph von Beyenrode, vhc, is an ordi-

nary specimen.
BEAGLES.

In challenge class for dogs Roy K.

won over Frank Forest, which he beats

in head, feet and body and hindquarters.

Frank Forest is cheeky aud weak in

front of eyes. He has well sprung nbs,

good legs, shoulders and neck, is

throatv. Racer, Jr.. unnoticed, gone off

in head, has no teeth. In corresponding

class for bitches Lou, first, has good

skull and set of ears, is weak in front of

eyes, lacks muzzle, is gone in teeth

loaded at shoulders, is weak m lions and

wide in front. Twintwo, second, is

better in skull, muzzle, mouth, shoulders

and bone. June M., unnoticed, should

have exchanged places with Lou. She

has the best head of the three, good coat

and front. She lacks in hindquarters,

but still was entitled to first place.

The Rambler, first in open dogs, has

not a hound head, is weak in muzzle,

short in neck, thick at shoulders, light

in bone and soft in coat, excellent hind-

quarters. Whalebcne, second, has a

good skull, is weak in muzzle and a little

cheeky, excellent legs and feet, good

bone and well sprung ribs. He should

have won in this class as well as the

special for best dog in show. Hunter,

third, is fair in skull, weak in^niuzzle,

bad in front, light all through. Lee II,

reserve, plain iu head and rather thick

in neck, excelleut bone, body and limbs

and a better dog than winner of first or

third prizes. Porte, vhc, is fair in head,

light in bone and leggy.

Emeline, shown heavy in whelp, won

in the open bitch class, her condition

should have put her back. Forest

Queen, second, was too cross to handle.

She is light in muzzle. Lady Lee, third,

is a trifle long in body, excellent legs and
feet, good head and coat. Lady Vic,

vhc, is light in muzzle and wide in front.

Stella, vhc, is ageing. She has a fair

head, is gone in mouth, good body, bone
and legs. Lufra, he, is fair in head and
bone, not right in front. Daisy II, he,

nice in head aud body, good coat and
hindquarters, and she should have been

in the money.
For dogs and bitches under twelve

inches three were shown. Clochette,

first, is toyish iu head and will never be

a good one ; has good limbs. Rye II,

second, was shown too fat, is very wide
in front.

First and second prize winners in pup-

pies have been described. Somerset

Helen, third, has no merit, is apple-

headed and weedy. Thunderer, c, is

coarse, wrong in front and throaty.

PUGS.

Pugs were a very fair lot. Sprake beat

Bob [vy in the challenge class for dogs,

being better head, color, body and con-

dition. In the correspoudiug class for

bitches Beautv III, better in head, wrin-

kle and body,' beat Bo-Peep II.

In the open class for dogs Bonsor won
easily with Kash, Jr., a rather lond-

headed, nice bodied dog second, but was

pressed for the place by Waddles, third,

who is a little long iu face and plain in

head. Saxon, vhc, has improved since

last year.

In the bitch class Toadie, first, wins m
head, muzzle, eyes aud symmetry. Sara

Barhardt, second, should have exchanged
glaces with Mable E., third, as she is

etter in muzzle, wrinkle and body. Nel-

lie III, he, was better than either of them.

Puppies were a very moderate lot.

The following classes were reported by
Brockenhurst :

BULL DOGS.

Thanks to Mr. Cugle and the energies

of the Bull Dog Club for the largest num-
ber of entries ever seen at New York.
Mr. Raper went to work in a thoroughly

masterly manner, convincing even the

ignorant ones that he was at nome with

the breed. Iu challenge dogs, Harper
being absent, gave Bo'swain the blue,

who was in very good condition. In

challenge bitches, the Graven Image,
better in head, more wrinkle and shorter

muzzle, had her own way with Soudan,
who scores somewhat from her shoulders

back.
Iu open dogs Pathfinder and Stanley

had a tussle, the former was in bad
shape which made him look bodyless,

which can be improved upon when at his

best. Stanley is a grand headed dog,

bigger all through than Pathfinder,

better and deeper bodied, but also shown
about five pounds too light. Handsome
Dau, third, is a brindle and I should say

rightly placed, he is small in head but a

good one, with a bit too much in eye,

and was shown in grand condition.

Carisbrooke, vhc, reserve, is plain in face,

short of wrinkle, nose not turned up
enough with a big head and fair else-

where. Monarch VI, vhc, is small in

head and too high on the leg.

In open bitches Carrie, the winner, is

a trifle better in head, chest and out more
at the shoulder than Magpie, second,

who was in grand and better condition

and more quality than Carrie, who was
too thin. Third went to Dolly Tester,

small in skull, lots of wrinkle, ears large,

but too long in body aud too high on the

leg and is just the right sort for breed-

ing. Lady Regent, vhc, is too long in

nose, lacks lay back, weak underjawand
too high on the leg. Lena Langtry, he,

I failed to see.

In open dogs under forty-five pounds
Kiug Lud won as he pleased, grand head,

plenty of it and wrinkle, with the rest of

him to correspond, sturdy in build and
one bad fault in getting his stern too

high. Cardinal Woolsey was rightly

beaten for second place, another good-
headed dog but high .on the leg and not

enough roach. Oswego, third, has a large

skull, is lacking in wrinkle, too high on
the leg and thin. African Monarch, vhc,

is froggy.
Open bitches under forty pounds,

Salem, first, seemed to smother the bal-

ance of the class and cleaned the deck
afterwards in specials for the best of

either sex iu the show. Peckham Lass,

second, is small in skull with weak under-

jaw aud shown too light. The remainder
in the class didn't get a mention.

Puppies, tiogs and bitches.—A son of
Bo'swain's was an easy winner—Nobby
Twist. He has a nice head, good wide
jaw and depth at present on the leg,

which will probably come all right with
age. Rockaway, second, is not good in

head, too long. In novices Nobby Twist
easily demolished Badajos and Baroness,

besides a share of the specials.

BULL TERRIERS.

The challenge classes brought together

The Earl and Prince Beudigo for dogs.

The former is short aud cheeky in head
and gone iu fr.ont, whilst Bendigo, who
is thick in head, has a powerful iaw, good
bone and well carried tail, had an easy

win. The bitches. Enterprise in bad con-

dition scored over Royal Rose, too fat

entirely.

Open class dogs, over thirty pounds,

was the tug of war between the great

Streatham Monarch and Carney. The
latter I had seen twice before, but Mon-
arch I had heard great things of and seen

from a photo. It would be ridiculous to

question the judgment of Mr. Raper's,

but a man has a perfect ri^ht to express

his opinion, whether it is right or wrong.
Streatham Monarch certainly has size iu

his favor and has been a better dog than
Carney ever will be, but now he is very

cheeky and heavy at the shoulders. He
was shown very badly, which is not the

dog's fault, and appeared listless with no
activity or animation. On the other

hand, Carney was fit for his life, shown
and handled to perfection, full of anima-

tion and as active as the word can imply.

His head is long, strong and clean, with

no cheekiness, and the same can be said

of his shoulders. Had Monarch shown
any life he would have made up greatly

for his defects, but as they appeared in

the ring, to my thinking. Carney was the

only one in it. Third, Whelan's Young
Marquis, is coarse, cheeky and stout iu

head with plenty of bone for his good
body. Young Marquis, he, is weak be-

fore the eyes and bad in front.

In bitches over thirty pounds Edge-
wood Fancy was easily first, a well-made

one all round and in fine condition, with

a long head but a trifle lippy. Maggie
Cliue, second, is short in head, good flat

skull and is a little long in body. Win-
ning Wagtail, third, is well known, she

is thick in head and all out of shape.

Dogs and bitches under thirty and over

twenty pounds.—Dusty Miller, first, is

light in eye, cheeky and wide in front,

with a good body aiid tail. Tom Beverly,

second, is only a pup of eight months,

should make a forty-pounder. He has a

fair head but not yet matured. Nettie,

third, is full of quality but too light all

through and on different lines. She is

very weak before the eyes. Sailor, vhc,

was in bad condition, and Tony C. the

wrong sort. Watchful Wagtail, he, is

short in head, weak under the eye but

very active. Ideal has a bad eye, weak
muzzle, round skull, light of bone aud

wide in front. Slavin, c, is a terrier but

cheeky and coarse, light bodied and out

at shoulders.
In novices Maggie Cline, Tom Beverly

and Whelan's Young Marquis was the

order, and already described. In puppies

two promising youngsters in Viscount

and Edgewood Fly made their bow, and

were so placed.

In general, the lot were in bad condi-

tion and not shown in the trim a bull

terrier should appear, especially their

tails, with the exception of Mr. Dole,

who had his in fine shape and respectable.

FOX TERRIERS.

The fox terriers every year are stronger

than the last, but it is positively under-

stood that this year they were the un-

precedented strongest. In challenge

dogs Blemton Victor II, Raffle, Lucifer,

Raby Mixer, Suffolk Toby and Starden's

Jack came together and a popular de-

cision was truly made in that game ter-

rier, full of fire, vim aud quality, Blem-

ton II getting the blue ribbon. He has

a remarkable long clean head, strong

jaw, with correct eye and ears, clean

throat, beautiful stra'ight front, bone run-

ning well down, shoulders, hindquarters

and hocks all to be desired, feet O. K.,

coat one of the best. His only notice-

able fault is light in body and loin, but

apparently getting better with age. Raf-

fle, second, is small alongside of him and

lacks in length of head, otherwise he

was looking and wearing well and so

often described. Lucifer looked higher

on the leg and was shown too light in

flesh. Raby Mixer was the reverse to

Lucifer, which made him appear "pud-

dingy." Suffolk Toby, the only wire-

haired in the class, has a good long well-

shaped head, but lacks quality and is

coarse. Starden's Jack, a dog I always

tried to like, was not nearly the dog he

was when at Lynn and Boston last year.

In challenge bitches New Forest Ethel

rightly had to play second fiddle to

Dona, who beats her in bone, body and
ears aud also front. Ethel, as we know,
possesses a splendid coat, is a nice size

and chock full of quality, but she cannot

beat Dona or go on winning as hereto-

fore. Brilliant was outclassed but look-

ing well.

In open dogs there were many sur-

prises, and I could never agree with the

second prize award if I lived to l)e a

thousand. Starden's King, Mr. Thayer's

latest importation, rightly won. He has

a long head, very prominent between the

eyes, good strong jaw, somewhat thick

in neck, soft coat and coarse behind, but

backed up with the best of bodies, deep

and well-sprung ribs, strong loin, excel-

lent straight bone and capital feet,

shoulders inclined to be heavy, through-

out sturdily built and withal very showy.
Blemton Rasper, second, has a long clean

head and neck, very full eye, a bull ter-

rier expression and coat, is flat-sided and
no depth of body and chest, not level-

topped but round and high at the stern.

Warren Daysman, third, is better, he is

pinched before the eye and not flat in

skull, but the rest of him is very good.

Blemton Reefer, fourth, is too leggy, ears

not extra aud light body. Raby Trigger,

reserve, is dish-faced, drawn and weak
before eyes, coat exceedingly soft and
open, with thick and badly carried ears,

otherwise he had more flesh on him and

was about the same. Brockenhurst Tyke,

vhc, a heavy well-made dog, not straight

on his pasterns, a weak muzzle, thick

ear, a good coat and lacks quality. Dob-

bin, vhc, was in bad coat, is weak in

muzzle and his muscle is wrongly placed

on his front legs, but I would have put

him ahead of Raby Trigger. Painter,

vhc, was not deserving of a mention in

such company, as it was there was noth-

ing of him but two puffs of wind, and

when in condition his head is oue of the

worst. Ebor Spendthrift, he, I failed to

get a good look at when in the ring. On
the bench he struck me as being bad in

head but fair elsewhere. Punster, c, a

puppy on the leggy side was shown too

thin. Warren Laird, e, is too low at the

shoulder and ground, has a long, weak
jaw and stringy, with a full eye. Blem-

ton Valor was not mentioned. He is on

the same type as Victor only heavier all

through, with a better body both in

depth and spring of ribs, but not as much
quality in head, and although he has a

wall eye I should have put him next to

Starden's King, with Daysman third and

Rasper, Reefer and Dobbin to follow.

In open bitches Dusky II was the dark

horse, she is a good stamp of a terrier

and in hard condition, her feet are in and

she's wide at the shoulder, plain iu head

and ears badly set on. Miss i:)ollar was

second to her. she has her faults but is

brimful of quality, and notwithstanding

the length, wavyness and softness of her

coat, which certainly is very bad, she

should either have been first or not even

mentioned. Spinster, 3d. is not a flyer,

plain in head with a full eye but good

bodv and fair elsewhere. Resume, 4th, is

a good quality bitch and useful for breed-

ing. Tuxedo Beauty, reserve, is com-

mon in head with a very good coat to

recommend it. Vixen, vhc, is frowsy-

faced and weak. Verdict, he, very plain

in head and a bad shower. The bitches,

as usual, did not come up to the standard

of the dogs.

In puppies, dogs, Warren Daysman, ist,

won easily, and already described, from

Vandal, who is pig-faced, ears badly car-

ried aud low at the shoulder. Suffolk

Surprise, 3d, I liked better, he is a well-

made, stylish pup, but bad head aud weak

before the eye. Punster, reserve, already

described. Sullivan, vhc, is a big pup

with immense bone and stylish, heavy in

ear, thick in head and not strong enough
muzzle. Hillside Gamester, he, is

ist, had no trouble in w^inning, although

he is on the large size, high on the leg,

good front and with a long, well-shaped

head. Ebor Snowberry, 2d, is a useful-

looking customer. Suffolk Grip, 3d, is

coarser in head, not so large as his

brother aud heavier bone. Wakefield

Whisk, vhc, is short aud thick in head,

out at elbow and only moderate. Phasa,

he, fair in head, but no quality and was

in poor condition.

Iu open bitches Brittany, first, is more
the stamp, with good style, although

wide at shoulder. She easily defeats

Suffolk Tassel all over, who has badly

carried ears and is wide in front. Capsi-

cum, third, was taken off the bench and

for home before I could see her properly.

In novice (smooth or wire) Blemton

Rasper, first ; Warren Daysman, second,

previously described, with a new one,

Blemton Volo. third, beating Blemton

Reefer, vhc. This is a heavier made dog
with a rather strong, long head, with

plenty of bone and not so leggy as

Reefer. Ruffian, vhc, is much like Raby
Mixer, but not so strong before the eye,

light in body and perfectly straight front

well under his chest.

In novice bitches Bev Moonray, Wood-
ale Refusal and Brittany was the order.

Refusal, second, not yet described, is

well put up but doggy m head. \Yarren

Symbol, vnc, was off her bench and Dud-

ley Toiley, c, had not improved any, she

wanted letting down, is snipy in muzzle

and her ears are thick and collie like.

in
plain headed and common. Pewter, he,

has a long head that wants filling up,

and he is leggy, light in body and wants

some more flesh on him, and if not too

large might make something.

In puppies, bitches, Beverwyck Moon-

ray, ist, a stylish, well-made all round,

spoilt by her large ears and not the right

shape, but easily scored over Bonaly

Belle. The remainder were bad.

Wire-haired open dogs, Suffolk Teazel,

IRISH TERRIERS.

Challenge dogs aud bitches, Dunniurry

and Bill met, both good ones, but the

former's better mouth aud longer head,

with more style and liberty, won easily.

Open dogs, Boxer II, first. He is very

racy in build, slicker and higher on the

leg. Hanover Boy, second, I like bet-

ter, better in depth of body, lower to the

ground, more bone, deeper color and a

natural drop ear. Jack Brigs, third, is

an excellent mover and a good color, bit

off iu oue ear, grand legs, feet and bone,

but light in body. Bruce, vhc, is out at

shoulder, bad behind and light in color.

Jack, he, a nice size, cloddy and too fat,

light of bone and short headed.

Open bitches.—Red Rag, first, is bad

in head and thick in ears, clumsy build,

roach backed with heavy straight bone.

Erin, second, fair in head, good color and
no coat.

In puppies Roslyn Patrick, first, has a

coarse head, ears not up, coat plenty but

soft, with straight legs and feet but not.

right l)ehind. Colleen Rue, second, was
off her stall.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.

In the challenge classes Sultan, alone

and well, and Matchless, owing to Buffalo

Lass being smothered in her box, had no
competition.
Open dogs. Prince Regent, first, just

managed to beat Salisbury, who was in

excellent trim and is not so good in ac-

tion and too short in tail. Policeman,

he, is a big, strapping, coarse dog with

no markings.
Open bitches, IvOuie, first, had an easy

win. She is doggy in head, a thick tail,

with not the best of front. Broom field

Madge, second, is faded out, a bad mouth
and tail set too low. Carmencita, third,

is good in color, doesn't get her ears up
and lightly built. Rosette, vhc, is a bitch

and clumsy with a good tan and tail.

In puppies. Rochelle Majestic is Ijetter

in size aud tan than Mizpah, who won
from Magdelein with fair tan but weak
in head.

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.

Mr. Russell had things his owu way.

excepting in the open class for dogs,

where Qui Vive upset Chemist and Edi-

tor so placed.

SKYE TERRIERS.

Challenge dogs.—The struggle at last

has been settled by a man that knows
what's what. Sir Stafford, in his glory,

was placed over Lovat, who is lower to

the ground, but loses iu length of head,

bone, mouth and coat.

Open dogs.— Sir Roger was the best,

although he is thick in skull, ears not

close enough and has a white breast.

Bruce, second, is weak and short in

head, light all over aud wants about five

pounds more in weight. Pedro, third, is

high on the leg, off in ears and white

breast.

Open bitches.—Bessie, first, an easy

winner, is a good color, rather stoutish in

head and very low at the shoulder.

Alaire was second, too short in body and
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high on the le^, but a good coat. Heather

is too small all over.

SCOTCH TERRIKRS.

Dogs and bitches. A new one in Scotch

Hot took the shine out of Kilstor, an old

favorite. He is longer bodied and better

in head and eais with an excellent coat,

which is long Imi hard. Glenelg, third, has

a light eve. body bad and not so good in

muzzle. 'Kilbar, he, alongside the winner

is high on the leg and short in body.

YORKSHIRE THRRIKRS.

Challenge dogs. Toon's Royal alone

I've seen looking better, and Venus in

the bitch class had her accustomed gloss.

Open dogs. Flash was the better in

coat than Bright who is a bit undershot.

Twig, third, has a bad jaw and is not feath-

ered out on his legs. His body coat is

better and of good texture. Charlie,

vhc, is a better blue than Prince, reserve,

but a bad back, in tan it is an even thing.

In open bitches Duchess, the winner,

has a beautiful coat, tan and color, but

should be straight instead of wavy, she

was a long way the best in her class. Nel-

lie Darling, second.isshortof coat and the

darkness of coat too dark. Blossom, third,

her coat is coarse, tan on head very good

but color slightly mixed. Jessy, he, is

big boned and light in color, while Lady

VI is good in color but out of coat.

TOY TERRIERS.

Jerry, the winner and best of the lot,

was apple-headed and the others more so.

-« »

BEAGLE CLUB MEETING.

t

t

o
a
k
t:

Arrantrements Made for the Next Field

Trials and Bench Show.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

An executive meeting of the National

Beagle Club was held at Madison Square

Garden on February 25, President Chap-

man, Vice-president H. D. Kreuder, O.

\V. Brooking, W. A. Power and H. V.

Jamieson being present. Messrs. W. S.

Dififenderffer, Baltimore, Md.; T. C
Phoebus, Bernardsville, N, J.; R. F.

Mayhew, Brooklyn, N. Y., were elected

to membership. It was voted that the

next field trials be held at Nanuet, Rock-

land County, New York, commencnig
Mondav. October 24, 1892; that arrange-

ments be made for holding a bench show

under A. K. C. rules in connection with

the field trials on the first day of the

meet; that an entrance fee of $3 be

charged in all classes of the bench show
;

that prizes of forty per cent, thirty per

cent and twenty per cent of entrance

monev be given ; ten per cent to go to

the club, and that the following classes

be made : Class i, challenge dogs and

bitches ; class 2, open dogs ;
class 3,

open bitches ; class 4, dogs, thirteen mch-

es and under ; class 5, bitches, thirteen

inches and under ; class 6, puppy class,

for dogs and bitches.

H. V. Jamieson.

Boston, Mass., February 28.

CJordon Setter Ciub Meeting:.

The annual meeting of the Gordon

Setter Club of America wash^ld at Madi-

son .S(iuare Garden, February 25. As a

large percentage of its members are scat-

tered over the country from Canada to

California, the meeting was small in

numbers, but it made up any such diffi-

ciency in enthusiasm. The officers for

the ensuing year were elected as follows :

Mr. James B. Blossom, president ; Dr. J.

M. Cordly , vice-president ; L. Austin Van

Zandt, secretary-treasurer.

The Executive Committee is composed

of the foregoing and Messrs. Bleistein,

Goodman, Lee andTallman. The secre-

tary's report showed twenty-five mem-
bers in good standing, and the treas-

urer's statement showed a fair balance in

the treasury with no indebtedness.

Projects for the next year were dis-

cussed, and it is almost certain that with

the co-operation of those who are inter-

ested in the Gordon in this country,

successful field trials will be held next

"fall and 1S93 will see a marked improve-

ment in the breed. Now is the time to

take hold ! There is plenty of rootn for

improvement, both in the field and on

the bench, and how soon that improve-

ment is made depen<ls upon the efforts

and co-operation of those who are, or

ought to, interested in it. The manage-

ment of the club is now in the hands of

sportsmen, owners of Gordons and gen-

tlemen, and this fact should ensure a

very large increase in members.

L. A. Van ZandT, Secretary.

PHILADELPHIA BENCH SHOW.

First Annual Exhibition of the Key

stone Kennel Club.

The first annual show of the Keystone

Kennel Club, a new Philadelphia organ-

ization, was held this week at the Phila-

delphia Tattersalls. Owing to the bad

weather, and the fact that Philadelphia

has not yet adopted dogs as a fad, we fear

the show will pass down to history as

another financial failure. There never

has been a successful show yet held in

Philadelphia.

Mr. James Watson was the leading and

working spirit of the show, it was fed

and benched by Spratts Patent, and in

its details was all that could be desired.

The judging was concluded the first day

and marked catalogues on sale the day

following. The judges were Mr. Wmiam
Tallman, pointeis and setters; Mr. W.

West, spaniels ; Dr. M. H. Cryer, fox-

hounds, pugs and toys; Mr. George

Raper, all other breeds.

The entries numbered 422, and the

dogs were benched both up and down

stairs in the Tattersall building, which

we must say is not adapted for a dog

show, the light is bad in some parts of

the building and reporters can very

readily make mistakes in conse(^uence.

As the means of heating the building are

inadequate the temperature was too low

at all times for comfort either of dog or

man. Still this has been a starter, arid

we hope in the future Philadelphia will

be one of the fixtures in the circuit. The

awards were as follows :

MastlflR*—Open, dogs.

1 Pluto, Phil J. Walsh.
2. Jefferson, John B. Nelson, Jr.

OPEN, bitches.

2. Lady Caution, David Woodson.

puppies—dogs and bitches.

2 Roman Caution, Joseph H. Wallace.

3 Rose Caution. Philip Noyes.

H.Herzog, G. D.Gideon.

LOCAL class.

I Harry. Samuel L. Benswanger.
2. Nero III, Harry Weston.
R. King, H. B. Foster.

V Monte, Frank P. Smith.

c. Prince, C. P. McCurdy.

RouRh-coated St. Bernards.
challenge, dogs.

I. King.ston Regent, W. C. Reick.

challenge, bitches.

I. Republican Belle, W. C. Reick.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Aristocrat, J. Ruppert, Jr.

2. Refuge II, W. C. Reick.

3 Bevis, Walter Pierson.

v Faust. Misses Walbaum.
c. Bruce, Rol)ert M. Agnew.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Princess Florence, W. C. Reick.

a Lady Gladwyn. Jacob Ruppert, Jr.

1 Sunray, Swiss Mountain Kennels.

V. Altonette, Jacob Ruppert, Jr.

PUPPIES—dogs and bitches.

1. Sir Tristan, Swiss Mountain Kennels.

2. Ben Adhern, G A. Irish.

LOCAL CLASS.

I Harmony. Swiss Mountain Kennels.

2. Lady Austen, Fairhill Kennels.

Smooth-coated St. Bernards.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

1. Empress of Contoocook, Jacob Ruppert, Jr

OPEN, dogs.

I Scottish Leader, Swiss Mountain Kennels.

2. Adonis II, Joseph E. Wilkinson.

Newfoundlands—OPEN, dogs.

I Jumbo, Mrs. C. F. Clothier.

2. Rover, John Lukenheiraer.

Great Danes—Open. dogs.

I. Bismarck, Weisbrod & Hess.

OPEN. BITCHES.

1. Lufra, A. M. Jaggard.
2. Flora, Weisbrod & Hess.

Deerhounds—Open, dogs.

I Hillside Warrior, John E. Thayer.

2. Robber ChiefUin, Jonn E. Thayer.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1 Hillside Romola, John E. Thayer.

2. Hillside Sylvia, John E. Thayer.

Russian Deerhonnds—Open, bitches.

I Svodka, C. Stednian Hanks.

2. Flodeyka, C. Stedman Hanks.

Greyhounds.
challenge, dogs and BITCHES.

I. Gem of the Season. A. W. Purbeck.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Ornatus, A. W. Purbeck.

2. Cheeky Charlie, P. J. Walsh, Jr.

open, bitches.

I. Bestwood Daisy, A. W. Purbeck.

2 Lilly of Gainsboro, A. W. Purbeck.

c. Maud, M. McCuUough.
Pointers—Challenge, dogs.

I. Duke of Hessen. Hempstead Farm Kennels

R. Pontiac, George W. Lovell.

challenge, bitches.

I. Revel III, Charles Heath.

open, dogs (55 lbs. and over)

1. Westminster Drake, S. G. Davey.

2. Graphite, E. R. Bellman.

3. Lebanon, Lebanon Kennels.

OPEN, bitches (50 lbs. and over.)

1. Revelation, T. G. Davey.
2. Ightfield Madge, T. G. Davey.

open, dogs (under 55 lbs.)

1. Inspiration, J. H. winslow.
2. Rock II. Charles E. Counell.

3. Axtel King Don. T. G. Davey.

V. Lebanon II, Lebanon Kennels.

H. Bing, James S. Summers.

open, bitches (under y< lbs.)

1. Lady Gay Spanker, T. G Davey.

2. Miss Rumor. T. G. Davey.

3. Irene, E- Kesslis.

V. Penelope II, Lebanon Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I Lebanon Boy, Lebanon Kennels.
2'. Fan Fan, Charles E. Connell.

local CLASS.

I. Rock II, Charles E. Connell.

English Setters—Challenge, dogs.

I. Albert's Nellie, Dr. J. A. Hartman.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Breeze Gladstone. Francis G. Taylor,

2. Roderigo, Avent & Thayer.

3. Orlando. Avent & Thayer.

R. Sheldon, Rosecroft Kennels.

V Sir Frederick, Seminole Kennels.

h. Cassio, Avent & Thayer.

c. Ightfield Rhuilas, T. G. Davey.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Prima Donna, E- J Myers.

2. Spectre, William Bryce, Tr.

K. Bessie Avent, Avent & Thayer.

R Countess Christine, Charles J. Gayler.

V. Canadian LilHe, T. G. Davey.

Lady Dudley, Harry Northwood.
Virginia Rockingham. P. Daly- JT-

Botinie Gladstone Giri, Avent & Thayer.

H. Forest Heather, T. G. Davey.

c. Lillian Bondhu, Francis G. Taylor.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Hiram, Ferdinand De Lester.

LOCAL CLASS.

1 Count Belton, Henry Norris

2 Lillian Bondhu, Francis G. Taylor.

H Sir Item Windem, W. Wilkinson.

C. Spot, H. C. Cooley.

Irish Setter»-CHALLENGE, dogs.

I Champion Tim, Seminole Kennels.

R. Seminole, F. C. Fowler.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Champion Laura B., Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

I. Duke Elcho, F. C. Fowler.

2 Exile II, johnj. Scanlan.

3. Planet Chief, E. Mahere.

open, BITCHES.

1 Noma, Mrs. P. H. Price.

2. Edna H., F. C. Fowler.

3. Alice Kent, F. C. Fowler.

LOCAL CLASS.

I. Count Leo, George Leach.

2 King, Point Breeze Kennels.

R Nora, John G. R. McCorkell.

V Dennis II John G. R. McCorkell.

H. Barry II, Thomas B. Lovatt.

Gordon Setters-OPEN, dogs.

I. Bob H., Dr. A. E. Roussel.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Venice. William Mitchell.

LOCAL CLASS.

I. Venice, William Mitchell.

Field Spaniels—Challenge, dogs.

I. Beverly Negus, R. P. Keasbey.

challenge, bitches.

I. Bridford Ruby, R. P. Keasbey.

OPEN, dogs (black).

I Brantford Mohawk, E. A. Wilson.

V. Pasha, H. T. Wallace.

OPEN, dogs (other than black)

I. Beau, R. P. Keasbey.

open, BITCHES (other than black.)

I. Fancy, R. P- Keasbey.

Cocker Spanlels-CHALLENOE. dogs.

I. Black Dufferin, Luckwell & Douglass.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Champion I Say, Ancient and Modern Ken-

V. Champion Bessie W.. C. F. Sackett.

OPEN, DOGS (black.)

1 Fascination, Ancient and Modern Kennels.
2.' Snowball, Swiss Mountain Kennels.

R. Obadiah. Ancient and Modern Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES (black.)

,. Amazement, Ancient and Modern Kennels

2 Maid of Perth, Wilmcrberg & Kitchel.
'
\ Smug. Mrs. H. North.

.

V. Miss Waggles, Swiss Mountain Kennels.

OTHER THAN BLACK.

I Beauty, William Barnes.

2. Lady Gay, Swiss Mountain Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I Fascination, Ancient and Modern Kennels.

V Wallace's Hazel, H. T. Wallace.

3 Miss Waggles, Swiss Mountain Kennels.

W. Brig Obo, K. A. Wilson.

LOCAL CLASS.

I Busy Bee, Swiss Mountain Kennels.

2! Smug, W. F. North.
.

3 Parvin's Queen, Thomas S. Parvin.

V Beau North, W. S. Brooks.

H. Brig Obo, E A. Wilson.

Irish "Water Spaniels.

1. Duchess III, H. G. Cassidy.

Beagles—Challenge, dogs.

I. Tony Weller, W. H. Child.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. June M., Middleton Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1 Tomboy, Forest Beagle Kennels.

2 The Kambler. Rockland Kennels.

V Fairy's Lee, Nut Swamp Kennels,

c Hunter, Forest Beagle Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES. *
1. Betty R, R. C. Rinearson.

2. Forest Queen, Forest Beagle Kennels.

V. Rye II, Nut Swamp Kennels.

H. lAdy Vic, Rockland Kennels.

Daisy II. Forest Beagle Kennels,

c. Belle of Rockland, Rockland Kennels.

CoUleS-CHALLENGE, DOGS.

I. Ch. Roslyn Wilkes. Seminole Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Cora II, Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1 The Squire, Seminole Kennels.

2 Ormskirk Shep, J. Livingston.

3 Dell Wilkes, F. R. Carswell.

R. Prince Wilkes, F. R. Carswell.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I Duche-ss of Fife. Tames Watson.
1 Takvr Dean. Seminole Kennels.

3. Green Mountain Lass, Hempstead Farm

R. Zu^u p"riicess II, Hempstead Farm Kennels.

V. Dot, Seminole Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Ponipus Chief, C. W. Boger.

2 Chrysolite. Mrs. W. F. Presgrave.

R. Flora II, Dr. John A. Boger.

LOCAL CLASS.

1 Pompus Chief, C. W. Boger.

2 Flora II, Dr. John A. Boger.

R. Roslyn Megg, Graham Spencer,

V. Blair Athol, H. H. Diddlebock

H. Shephard Lad, J. H. Shepherd.

Laddie, R. H. Dougherty.

C. King, M. L Devlin.

Bull Dogs-Open, dogs.

1. Pathfinder, Wheatley Kennels.

OPEN. BITCHES.

1 Rose, W. L. Manderson.
2. Salem, Wheatley Kennels,

Bull Terriers-CHALLENGE, dogs.

2. Carney, W. H. Keeler.

open, dogs.

I. Streatham Monarch. John Moorhead, Jr.

2 Young Marquis, Tubby Hook Kennels.

R. Greenhill General, J.
"on^an-

V Sir Monty II, George W. Clayton.

H Mister Dick, J. Moorhead, Jr.

c. Straight Tip, J. Hope.

open, BITCHES.

1. Edgewood Fancy. F. F. Dole.

2. Rose, J. Donovan.
. j t,

V Queen Bendigo, J. Moorhead, Jr.

H. Lady Vesuvius, J. Moorhead, Jr.

PUPPIES—dogs and BITCHES.

1. Edgewood Flyer, F.F. Dole.

2 Lady Vesuvius, John Moorhead, Jr.

V. Mister Dick Bendigo, John MoorTiead, Jr.

Fox Terriers—CHALLENGE, dogs.

I Blemton Victor II, Blemton Kennels.

r'. Starden's Jack, Woodale Kennels.

CHALLENGE BITCHES.

I Dona, John E. Thayer.

R. New Fbrest Ethel, Blemton Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

I Blemton Rasper, Blemton Kennels.

1 Rabv TriKSter, Morey Kennels.

V Ebo?Spe.iath'rift, T6on & Symonds.

r" Dobbin, Woodale Kennels.

V. Fijalo, Harry C. Graef.

H Dandv B.. J. B. Bottoraley.

LanZwne Desperado, Lansdowne Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Spinster. Blemton Kennels.

2 Woodale Refusal, Woodale Kennels.

3 Damson, C. Stedman Hank.

V. Positive, J.
G. Tomson.

H Rosa Canina, John E. Thayer.

Wire-haired Fox Terrlers-OPEN, dogs.

3. Phasa, J.Lee Tailer.

OPEN, BITCHES.

3. Capsicum, J. Lee Tailer.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

,. Woodale Dandy. Woodale Kennels.

2 Lansdowne Desperodo. Lansdowne KcnneU.

R w3e Frauleln, Woodale Kennels.

V. Harvard, J.
Moorhead, Jr.

Foxhounds-OPEN, dogs.

I Fox's Rock, Avent & Thayer.

2. Rob, Avent & Thayer.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Mattie, Avent & Thayer.

2. Flora, Avent & Thayer.

LOCAL CLASS.

I Lansdowne Desperado, Lansdowne Kennels,

\ Lansdowne Divfnity, Lansdowne Kennels,

v. Mac, J. W. McLaughlin.

H. Battle, James G. Tomson.
Bully Boy, S. D. Riddle.

Irish Terriers
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES,

1. Dunmurry, Walter J. Comstock.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Hanover Boy. Walter J. Comstock,

2 Tack Briggs, Toon & Symonds.

R. Boxer IV. Walter J.
Comstock.

OPEN. BITCHES.

I. Kathleen, Edward Lever.

2 Superba. Edward Lever.

Black and Tan Terriers.

CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Broomfield Sultan, Rochelle Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Prince Regent, Toon & Symonds.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I Gypsy Giri. Toon & Symonds.

2. Rochelle Carmencita, Rochelle Kennels.

Skye Terriers—Open, dogs and bitches,

I Bruce, Mrs. A. P. Smith.

2. Scotty, H. K. Caner.

Scotch Terrlers-OPEN, dogs and bitches.

1. Kilstor, Toon & Symonds.
2. Glenelg, T. H. Garlick.

Terriers.

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES (any Other breed).

1. Sir Robert, John Ferguson.

2 King o the Heather, K. Brooks.

R. Heather Madge, E. Brooks.

V. Mephisto Dick, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.

Yorkshire Terriers.
OPEN, DOGS (7 lbs. and over).

1. Charlie, John Hogan.
2. Smart, Huddersfield Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS (under 7 pounds.)

1. Bright, F. Senn.
2. Prince, Huddersfield Kennels.

Daohshundes—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Windrush Rioter, E. O. Manice.
2. Feldine, Weisbrod & Hess.

V. Peterman, Weisbrod & Hess.

H. Bergnir, Weisbrod & Hess.

Pugs-Challenge, dogs.

I, Penrice, Howard Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Ch. Sateen, Howard Bros.

open, dogs.

1. Robin Hood, Mrs. M. M. Ballentine.

2. Little Duke, Howard Kennels.

3. Bradford Rowdy, Diamond Kennels.

R. Bradford Rowdy II, Diamond Kennels.

H. Bismarck, Diamond Kennels.

open, BITCHES.

1. Nobody's Baby, Howard Kennels.

2. Friar, Diamond Kennels.

3. Dollie, G. W. Wambach.
V. Diamond Daisy. Diamond Kennels.

H. Diamond Dot, Diamond Kennels,

c. Diamond Mite, Diamond Kennels.

PUPPIES.

1. Penrice Boy, Howard Kennels.
2. Tiptop, G. W. Wambach.
R. Diamond Queen, Diamond Kennels.

local class.

1. Medler. Edgar Adams.
2. Daddie. Mrs. H. B. Hunsicker.
R. Bradford Rowdy II, Diamond Kennels.

V. Diamond Queen, Diamond Kennels,

c. Diamond Mite, Diamond Kennels

Toy Terriers—open, dogs and bitches.

1. Turnry, Miss B. Rowe.
2. Floss. Charles White.

King Charles Spaniels.

OPEN. DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Romeo. Miss F. Senn.
2. Calumet Ben d'Or. G. W. Fisher.

R. Duke of Wellington, Diamond Kennels.

V. Twinkle, Miss Annie Mcllvain.

H. Manchester Teddy. Diamond Kennels,

c. Charley Boy. T. S. Connor.

Toy Spaniels (other than King Charles.)

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Tiny. George W. Wambach.
2. Tokey, Mrs. F. Senn.
V. Fugiaina. H. N. Hyurman.

Miscellaneous—DOGS and bitches.

1. Shiffield Lad. Toon & Symonds.
2. Golden Rod. Diamond Kennels.

R. Prince of Mnlta, Mrs. E- Deach.
V. Pansy. Diamond Kennels.
h. Dude, G. R. Basset.

Specials.

St. Bernards—For best kennel of four, to W.
C. Reick; for best American-bred bitch, Hilda;

for best in the show, to Lady Florence.

Pointers—For best kennel of four, to T. G.

Davey.

English Setters—For best kennel of four, to

Avent & Thayer; for best with field trial record,

to Roderigo.

Irish Setters—For best kennel of four, to F.

C. Fowler.

Spaniels—For best field spaniel, to Beverly

Negus; for best Cocker spaniel, to Champion I

Say; l>est kennel of four, R. B. Keasbey.

Beagles—For best kennel of four, to Forest

Beagle Kennels.

Collies—For best kennel of four, to Chestnut
Hill Kennels. For best under two years old

bred and exhibited by a Collie Club member, to

Duchess of Fife. For l>est under two years ex-

hibited by a Collie Club member, to Dell Wilkes.

For best collie in the show, to Wellesbourne
Charlie.

Bull Terriers—For best kennel of four, to J.

Moorhead. Jr.

Fox Terriers—For best kennel of four, to

Blemton Kennels.

Pugs—For best kennel of four, to Howard
Ken nels.

nar.y speciipen. Prince, c, has a bad
head, open feet and light eyes,

St, Bernards.—Mr, Reick had the

challenge classes to himself, Kingston Re-

gent and Republican Belle winning in

their respective challenge classes.

In the open rough-coated dog class

Aristocrat won over Refuge II, both de-

scribed recently. Bevis, third, has a nice

head, good body and bone, coat not ex-

actly right. Sir Lion, reserve, is weak in

muzzle and sour in expression. Faust,

vhc, is plain in head, not right in muzzle,

good front but bad behind.

The beautiful Princess won easily in

the open class for bitches. She is a bitch

of intense character and is well-known.

Lady Gladwyn occupied the same posi-

tion assigned her by Miss Whitney in

New York, Sunray, better in head,

body and bone, beat Ellen Terry for third

place, the latter getting the reserve card.

Altonette, rather weak in head and light

in color, was vhc. Nancibel, he, is a

taking bitch of good color, Hilda, he,

was too cross to handle. She is poor in

head. Duchess of Arlington, he, has a

plain head, good bone, poor coat and is

straight behind.
Of the two puppies shown Sir Tristan

was an easy winner. He has a fair head,

good body and limbs and is nicely mark-
ed, while Ben Adherne, second, is all

white except a patch on one side of head,

is narrow in head and snipy. In the

local class Harmony won handily over

Lady Austin in head and hindquarters.

Ben Ormonde, third, is a nicely marked
dog, of good bone, throaty and plain in

head. Faust, reserve, was not on his

bench. Lady Lowden, he, is plain in

head and light all through. Romp, he,

wrong in head, fair body and bone.

Grippe, c, (juite a little pup, but looks

like a promising youngster.

In the smooth coats Empress of Con-

toocook was alone in the challenge class

for bitches. Scottish Leader, first in

open dog class, has a good skull and
muzzle, latter little long, plenty of bone,

nice body and good color. Adonis II

was not on his bench. But one dog was

shown in the local class, and he was a

bad one, and consequently got a yellow

ribbon, first and second being withheld.

Newfoundlands.—Jumbo, first, is

rather poor in head, fair coat, body and

limbs. Rover, second, is wrong in head

and coat.

Lady Gay Spanker and Miss Rumor got

the blue and red ribbons respectively.

Irene, third, shows quality but is light in

bone, trifle wide in front and poor feet,

Penelope II, vhc, has a plain head, good

body and limbs. In puppies, Ivcbanon

Boy, better in head, bone and body, was

first over Fan Fan II, light in muzzle and

over at pasterns.

English Setters.—Albert's Nellie

scored in the challenge class. Breeze

Gladstone got his third first in the open

class for dogs, with the grand old Roder-

igo second. The latter should be retired

from the bench. He is breaking up, and

must make way to younger dogs. The
winners in this class were all at New
York. Prima Donna, better in head,

won over Spectre in the open bitch class,

with Bessie Avent third. Countess Chris-

tine, reserve, is light in bone, full under

eyes, good limbs and body, Canadian

Lillie, vhc, is a better bitch than the two
last mentioned, Bonnie Gladstone Girl,

vhc. should have been reserve. Forest

Heather, he, is weak in muzzle and

throaty, Lillian Bondhu, c, is thick in

skull, short in muzzle and sour in ex-

pression ; is not a show bitch. Count
Belton, first in local class, is heavy in

head and too round in bart-el, Lillian

Bondhu was .second. Sir Item Wind'em,
he, is coarse in head and wide in front.

Spot, c, is also wide in front, soft in coat

and weak in head.

Comments on Awards.

Mastiffs.—Owing to the appointed

judge, Mr. Edward Dudley, being ill at

home, Mr. Raper took this breed. The
entries numbered thirteen, but the qual-

ity was not good. In the open dog class

Pluto won first. He has a large head,

but lacks character and is long in muzzle,

good body, bone and loin, is weak at

pasterns and in hindquarters. Jefferson,

second, is weak in head, light in eye,

straight in hindquarters and has bad
feet. Third prize was withheld.

Lady Caution was the only entry in

the open bitches and was given the red

ribbon, first prize being withheld. She
is plain in head, not right in ears and is

weak behind.
Three puppies were shown, and first

prize was again withheld. Roman Cau-

tion, second, has a fair head, nice limbs

and body, but we fear will grow coarse.

Rose Caution, third, is a litter sister to

winner of second and is of the same
type,

Harry, first in local class, is rather nar-

row in skull, long in muzzle, light in

bone and straight behind, Nero II, sec-

ond, has a fair skull, is heavy in ears,

light in eyes aad was poor in coat. King,
reserve, is a fiddle-headed, coarse dog,

with light eyes. Monte, vhc, not no-

ticed in the open class, is a plain, ordi-

Great Danes.—But one dog in the

open class, he is fair in head, cheeky,

good body and limbs and bad tail. Lufra,

ill the open bitch class, repeated her New
York win, second §oing to Flora, an or-

dinary specimen, with bad ears and tail.

Minka, third, has a course head and has

gone off in form.

Deerhounds.—Mr. Thayer had these

classes all to himself. Hillside Warren
again got the blue, as did Hillside Romo
la in the corresponding class for bitches

over Theodora. Nora, c, was outclassed

in every respect,

RUSSIAN Wolf-hounds —Two of Mr.

Hawkes' bitches were shown, Leekhoi

was absent. We had a glimpse of Mr,
Huntington's new dog, which had but

landed two days previously. He has a

grand head, long and lean, exceedingly

deep chest, perfect front and hindquar-

ters and will make it hot, to say the

least, for any dog we have in America.

Greyhounds.—Mr. Purbeck's entries

saved the classes from mediocrity.

Cheeky Charlie, second in dog class, is a

thick-headed, weak-muzzled dog. and

Maud, c, has nothing to recommend her.

Pointers.—The classes were fairly

well filled and the competition was hot.

Duke of Hessen won easily over Pontiac

in the challenge class for dogs. Revel

III got the blue ribbon in the correspond-

ing bitch class. In the open class for

heavy dogs Westminster Drake, showing

more quality and better in skull, muzzle

and behind, won over Graphite, second,

who beats Lebanon, third, in skull and

muzzle. Lebanon is also throaty, a trifle

round in barrel and could be better in

stern. In corresponding bitch class

Revelation, still too fat. landed the win-

ner beating Ightfield Madge in muzzle,

ears, feet and hindquarters. Inspiration

won in the light-weight dog class. Rock
II, second, has a good skull, is short in

muzzle, good bone, feet and hindquar-

ters. Axtel King Don, third, was better

in head and chest, his ears do not hang

well. Lebanon II, vhc, has a fair head

but is rather light in bone. Bing, he, is

not right in front. In the open bitches

Irish Setters. — In the champion
classes the winners repeated their New
York performances. In open class Duke
Elcho again won. Second went to Exile

II, vhc, at New York, Planet Chief, third,

loosing to him in skull and muzzle. In

open bitches Novena again beat Edna
H., but we think the awards should have

been reversed. Alice Kent, third, was in

her proper place. In the local class

Count Leo, first, is a poor one and not

right in head. King, second, has a fair

head but looses to the winner behind.

Nora, reserve, is better in head but not

as good in skull, muzzle, body, color or

coat as Dennis II, vhc. Barry II, he, is

weak in head and light all through.

Gordon Setters.—The single entry

in the open dog class, Bob H., is a very

fair son of Royal Duke. He could be

better in tan markings. Venice, first in

bitch class, is not near as good a speci-

men, she is weak in head and light in

bone.

Spaniels.—In the field spaniel chal-

lenge classes the New York winners had

bloodless victories. In the open classes

we also met old faces. It was the same

in the cocker challenge classes. In the

open bitch class Maid of Perth is a new
one and took second. She is a bit weak

in muzzle and light in eye, good body,

needs more bone. Smug, third, is short

and sour in head, good body, eyes and

feet. Miss Waggles, vhc, is bit coarse in

head, good front and body, not right be-

hind. In other than black class Beauty,

first, was not noticed in New York. He
is houndish in expression and not right

in front, good body. Lady Gay, second,

is weak in muzzle, li^ht in eye and too

high on legs. Fascination was first in

the puppy class. Wallace's Hazel, sec-

ond, is weak and snipy in muzzle, light

in iKjne, curly in coat and too high on

legs. Busv Bee, first in local class, is

weak in muzzle, but otherwise is quite a

good one. Duchess III, the only Irish

water spaniel shown, is a moderate speci-

men, light in eyes. The special for the

best kennel of four spaniels went to Mr.

Keasbey. We thought the four shown

by the Ancient and Modern Kennels

more even and therefore deserving of the

award.

BEAGLES.—Tony Weller took another

first in the challenge class over Racer, Jr.

June M. was alone in the corresponding

bitch class. First in open dog class went

to Tonibov, who won over The Rambler

in skull, tnuzzle. coat and body. Fairy

Lee, vhc, is rather coarse all through,

heavv in skull, nice ears. Betty R.,

first in bitches, won over Forest Queen

in head and coat. The puppies were a

bad lot and prizes properly withheld.

Collies.—Roslyn Wilkes again beat

Charleroi II in the challenge class for

dogs and Cora II, had a walkover in the

corresponding bitch class. The winners

in the open dog class were all at New
York. In the open bitch class Duchess

of Fife won over Jakyr Dean, reversing

the New York decision. Green Moun-

tain Lass, third, we did not see. Zulu

Princess II, reserve, is rather heavy in

head, large in ears and soft in coat, very

good in bone, legs and feet. Duchess, c,

is heavy in head and soft in coat. Pup-

pies, Pompus Chief, first, is a new one

with a good flat skull and tapering muz-

zle which is very much overshot. He is

a big fine heavy boned dog with a pro-

fuse coat which is rather soft. Ears are

large and the dog was shown too fat.

Chrysolite, second, is wanting in size but

shows more quality and is better in tex-

ture of coat, ears and carriage of tail.

Flora II, reserve, is plain in head, fair

body and limbs. Pompus Chief and

Flora II won again in the local classes.

Roslyn Megg, reserve, fails in head.

Blair Athol, vhc, is plain headed, nice-

bodied dog. Shepherd Lad, he, is wrong
in head, as is also Laddie, he, coarse

all through.

Bull Dogs.—But three were shown.

Rose, second in bitch class, was entirely

outclassed by Saleni,

Terriers,—The winning bull terriers

are all known. We can say the same of

most of the fox terriers. In open dogs

of this breed Dandy B. is rather thick in

head and weak in muzzle, a bit wide in

front and soft in coat. Lansdowne Des-

perado, he, has good quality and some
amount of type, he is a bit weak in

muzzle and lacks expression. Woodale
Refusal, second, loses to the winner.

Sprinter, in head and coat particularly.

Lansdowne Dimity, reserve, is rather

weak in head and could be better in ears.

Positive, vhc, has a fair head and carriage

of ears, is a bit wide in front. Rosa

Canina, he, fair head, good jaw, gone off"

in front. Wire-haired classes had four

entries, but very poor ones, as first and
second was withheld in each class. Wood-
ale Dandy, first in puppies, is a good-

headed, nice-boned and bodied dog. The
local I lass did not amount to anything

outside of the prize winners. Mac. vhc,

is short in jaw. Bully Boy, he, is coarse

throughout. Irish terriers.—In the open

dog class the judge got his dogs better

placed than at New York. Hanover Boy
got first here, no doubt his ugly light eye

was the cause of his being put behind at

New York. Excepting in eyes he was

easily ahead of any in the class. Kath-

leen, first in bitch class, has a fair head,

is short in muzzle and soft in coat, good

color, body and limbs. Superba, second,

is toyish in head and rather coarse.

There was nothing new in the other

classes.

Pugs.—Again we meet old faces. Little

Duke, second, is, however, new to us. He
has a fair skull, muzzle and wrinkle, not

cobby enough and lacks curl in tail. We
preferred Bradford Rowdy, third, for this

place. Diamond Nellie, second in bitch

class, has nice skull, muzzle and wrinkle,

is little smudgy in color, Dollie. third,

is undershot, weak in muzzle and long in

body. Puppies were a very nice lot but

lack of space will not allow further com-

ment.

Can This Be True »

From the Breeder and Sportsman.

The immaculate gall shown by some

men on the kennel question is enough to disgust

the average man beyond question. The idea

that all of the knowledge regarding the subject is

confined to this or that one individual is an accusa-

tion of ignorance on the part of the majority that

is inexcusable. The practical knowledge of the

dog, beside which all other knowledge, so called,

is valueless, is but the demonstrated facts. True,

a trainer mayor may not know much of a special

nature—knowledge which has come to him from

his experience in handling and training, but this

setting up a theory like that of those held and

acted upon by numberless selfconstituted and

entitled judges of dogs is the veriest bosh and
nonsense. , . . , .- _
In the absence of definite rule or explanation

as to points claimed of superiority of breed :
the

general class of information given by them
when solicited as to their wonderful wisdom,

and as a rule, the lack of honesty and candor in

their general treatment of the subiect show

many of these would-be autocrats of the kennel

to be arrogant asses possessing little to interest

and much to disgust one with their supercilious

oretentions. Brag, buncombe and bluster are

not qualities which are in any sense conducive

to the favorable consideration of the claims made
by the parties who insist on playing the part of

Falstaff on all occasions. A little sense intro-

duced into their part would be refreshing.

» > '

The P. K. C. Trials.

Editor Fancers" Journal.

The Philadelphia Kennel Club has

made satisfactory arrangements with the East.

I
em Field Trials Club for the use of the grounds

j
of the latter at High Pomt for their field trials

this year. They will be open to the world, and

will commence Monday. November 28. i89f. and
' continue until finished Liberal purses will be

offered, of which due notice will be givtn,

Francis G. Taylor, SecreUry,
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DISEASES OF POULTRY.

BY DR. W. F. ROTH.

AM, RIOMTS RKIvSKRVKD.

INTRODUCTION.

The poultry interests have developed

into a profession of such immense mag-

nitude that it has become a recognized

industry in the civilized countries the

world over, and agricultural departments

of governments are beginning to pay

marked attention to it. It is worthy of

this attention, and the day is not far dis-

tant, we hope, when our government will

recognize the science (for science it is) of

poultry raising in all its departments

with the same scientific considerations

that it does other branches of farming.

Vast have been the improvements im

the art of rearing fowls within the last

three or four years, but still vaster are

the opportunities and necessities which

open to the intelligent fancier and breed-

er. For what has been done we are ap-

preciative, for what will be done we hope

with our best hopes ; but there is one de-

partment—the department we most es-

pecially wish to call attention to—that of

diseases of fowls and their treatment,

which we realize is far from what the ex-

tensive breeder and scientific fancier

would wish. Not that nothing has been

written on this subject, nor that there is

a lack of "cures" for the various ailments

to which fowl flesh is heir to, but what

has been said is found in too numerous

instances to be utterly unreliable and

fails in application. The fancier and

breeder who is in the business on a ven-

ture is therefore always handicapped by

this uncertainty when diseases attack his

flocks, and the loss in poultry annually

is consequently no small factor to the en-

tire fraternity at large. And are we to

wonder ?

So far as we know there is no work

published in poultry diseases which

merits our scientific consideration. There

are a few small "Poultry Doctors," but

nothing in the line of a production based

on physiological, pathological and thera-

peutic research. Boericke and Tafel, the

I'hiladelphia honneoijathic pharmacists,

recently issued a book of about forty

pages with high claims for homceopathic

remedies as useful in treating poultry
;

but it is devoid of the same fudameutal

research, and palpably only the outcome

of the spongia lK)om suggested by Mr.

Tafel and preached by Jacob's Poultry

Keeper. It is a plain case of "you tell

what's the matter and we'll suggest the

cure," with Jacobs on one side and the

pharmacists on the other, and neither

having knowledge enough in the other's

line of business to make the work what

the scientific breeder and fancier student

would wish.

To choose the correctly indicated

homceopalhic remedy is not always an

easy matter with the most learned of

phvsicians, even when he has both the

objective an<l subjective symptoms of

the patient, and when we consider that

the symptoms of the fowl are objective

onlv,' and the selection of the proper

remedies according to the law of similars

in the hands of a chicken man or woman
who may not know a rudiment in homcc-

opathy, we doubt whether disappoint-

ment will not l>e the rule. And this is

not alone so with honucopathic medica-

tion, but with any mode of administering

medicines, for the haphazard and indis-

criminate use of "cures" and "recipes"

as recommended so numerously and by

almost anvone, is always fraught with

risk, failure and as a rule considerable

loss.

Every poultry publication contains

more or less eliminations on the ailments

of fowls, with suggestive cures, but

hitherto no effort has been made, based

on scientific research and practical obser-

vation, to produce a therapeutic work on

poultry diseases that can be classed as a

standard authority. Such an authority

the profession stands highly in need of,

and our experiment farms can institute

no better department than one of medi-

cine, pathology and surgery as applied

to poultry. Indeed, a poultry physiology

would be a book of immense value to the

scientific breeder of fine fowls.

The application of medicaments to dis-

eased tissue can not be intelligently

made without a full knowledge of the

physiological and pathological action of

everv medicament employed upon such

tissue We must know how a remedy

will affect a healthy organ (physiologi-

cal action) as well as know how it will af-

fect diseased, tissue (pathological action)

would we be certian of its application for

a specific purpose. For instance, anyone

can assert that camphor is "good" for a

certain ailment, and, as we saw recently,

give instructions that granules be forced

down the throat and some placed in the

drinking water, ostensibly to act in a

double capacity. There are perhaps ten

thousand men and women who keep

chickens that would place the utmost

confidence in the camphor administered

as directed, but there may be a hundred

others who would know so much about

the drug, that it is practically insoluble

in water, and almost entirely inert as a

medicament when administered otherwise

than in solution, and would express sur-

prise that suth an incompatible truth is

published.
In November issue of Monthly, H. b.

Babcock gives a short sermon on "Com-

mon Sense in Doctoring Sick Fowls."

We hope Mr. Babcock will not censure

us too severely for expressing our un-

qualified disapprobation for just this very

kind of advice, and feel justified m say-

ing that such "doctoring" is far more

of the no sense than of the "com-

mon sense" variety. He compares the

doctoring of fowls in a "common sense"

way with the "doctoring" of the^^««5

homo, and if such inferences are to

guide us our disapprobation is all the

more justified. We have been "doc-

toring" now fourteen years, and in this

time have come in contact almost daily

with the abominable results of Mr. Bab-

cock's "common sense" method, that a

volume would not contain to say of the

irreparable damage done by this indis-

criminate use of medicines—often of the

worst character. This we know (and

every conscientious professional colleague

will bear us out) to be a fact in the hu-

man family, and if it be so in the human
family (comparing by Mr. Babcock's

"common sense") it will be tpue in the

feathered family. It is a system of the

most unintelligent application of medica-

ments, and merits the severest censure

from the medical fraternity, and can

therefore not recommend it in the treat-

ment of fowls.
, r ,

We hope to be pardoned for these in-

troductory criticisms. We do not desire

to criticise indiscriminately, and thus

condemn what may have hitherto been

of indispensable value. It is the incon-

sistent, indiscriminate and unwarranted

good-for - everything-and - worth-nothing

kind of treatment against which we raise

our voice. Medicine recognizes no

specifics, and the multitude of roup

cures, poultry powders, cholera mix-

tures and patent egg-producers put up

by men whose knowledge of drugs as

applied to diseased tissue is noted only

for nothingness, can not fail in being a

lasting stigma upon the honor of the fra-

ternity, as well as an infinite humbug
and harm to the innocent fowls. Just as

soon as a profession gets fairly on its feet,

in step\he quacks and charlatans with

their damnable frauds, and we are sorry

to be compelled to say that the poultry

profession is by no means exempt.

Just recently a friend of ours, an intel-

ligent farmer and extensive breeder of

fine stock and fowls, was so unfortunate

as to have roup in his large flock of In-

dian games—as fine a flock as one seldom

sees. They began to die ofT rapidly, and

every bird lost meant from $5 to ^25 out

of pocket. He became desperate, having

tried roup cures, spongia and other reme-

dies recommended in our poultry journals

until he despaired of saving a single bird,

and not because he failed in applying the

"cures" according to directions, nor that

his precautions and care were in any

particular wanting, for the birds were

valuable and he tried his very best. At

the worst stage we happened to pass by

to take a look at his new venture—his

Indian games—and if ever we saw a dis-

appointed, crest-fallen poultryman ray

friend was that one. He expressed him-

self in such emphatic terms against the

lack of reliable medical information for

treating poultry that we felt a determina-

tion if it were possible for us to contribute

our mite we should at once do so, and

begin right with him. We took a studied

glance at his sick birds, told him our

cure for just such an attack of roup, and

the result was that every bird was saved.

We felt glad for the good we rendered,

but it was the worst type of roup we ever

saw, not missing a single bird in the large

flock.

We give this instance to illustrate that

the poultry fraternity has practically

nothing of a reliable cure in the treat-

ment of at least the more malignant types

of poultry diseases. Minor and sporadic

attacks, which are as apt to get well

without treatment as with it, are of small

consequence; but when an epidemic

breaks out that decimates a valuable

flock in a day, then is the anxious breed-

er confronted with his helplessness, and

looks in vain for what science should

long ago have given him.

Florin, Lancaster County, Pa.

liangshatis.
Rev. G. T. Laycock in Fanciers' Gazette.

Both in England and America the Laug-

shan stands high in popular favor, and

deservedly so for as an all-round fowl it has

few rivals. Some of the laced, pencilled or

spangled varieties of poultry at first sight

may prove more pleasing to the eye, and

more quickly gain admirers, but the

difficulties in breeding perfect specimens

of such are so great that fhe advantage of

keeping a whole-colored bird and avoid-

ing these difficulties, is a matter of some

moment to many people who have not

unlimited time to devote to their favorite

hobby. In our own vards at the present

moment we have some eight varieties of

poultry and in time past have kept almost

all varieties, eariier or later, but we know

of no variety easier to breed than the

Langshan, or one in which the percentage

of wasters is so exceedingly small. This

is a matter of great importance to the exhi-

bitor whose accommodation is anything

but large and who can only rear each year

a limited number of birds. It is a disheart-

ening task when the show season aproach-

es and the season's chickens are minutely

scrutiniseed, to be compelled to discard

first this favorite and then that for some

minor fault which was never noticed until

maturity was well nigh reached, and the

hitherto hidden fault developed with

starting rapidity.

Few such unpleasant surprises occur

in breeding Langshans, and it is really

wonderful how few it is imperative to

discard, and what an exceedingly good

pereentage is well fit for the show pens.

Of course we are speaking of carefully

mated pens, and not breeding carried on

in a haphazard kind of way, which never

did and never will answer in any variety.

In its preparation for the show pens more-

over, the toilet of the Langshan is soon

arranged. It is a troublsome task wash-

ing white birds and terribly disappointing

to find them sUined there after all one's

labor and care on the very eve of the

show. That this does frequently happen

all breeders of such varieties known to

their cost, and how they have longed over

and over again that the "tub" could be

dispensed with. In the case of Langshans

beyond a little special feeding and the

careful washing of the comb, face, wattles

ears and legs, little more is needed. The

brilliant red of the comb, etc., when the

bird is in perfect health is always a notice-

able feature of the breed. We know no

other variety where this feature is more

apparent, or where it is more easily main-

tained. The necessary trainmg, moreover

of the Langshan before making its debut

in the show pen is of very short duration

—in fact, the bird seems born with good

manners, which it retains through life.

Like many other breeds when first penned

they are as wild as hawks, and consider-

able penning is needed before they be-

come sufficiently tamed. With Langshans,

in the case of the gentler sex, we have

often taken them straight from the run

where they have grown up from chicken

hood and despatched them to a show

where they have won the coveted first

prize. Cockerels, of course, are rather

wilder, and their strong built and im-

mense size enable them to be a bit for-

midable when they incline to be fractious.

Still in their case the rules and regula-

tions of the show pens are soon learnt

and respected. But because we say this

it must not be thought that we advocate

this free and easy fashion of exhibiting

prize specimens ; we only say what we
have done, as it indicates so clearly the

peaceable disposition of the breed. An-

other operation we have frequently per-

formed—the returning to its old com-

rades a cockerel that has been once taken

from the flock and show, or otherwise

kept from them for some hours or even

days. In many breeds it would be the

height of folly to attempt such a thing-
there would be the signs and symbols of

war all around in a moment. But we
have done it again and again—carefully,

of course—in the case of Langshans with-

out even a gentle scratch being given

or received. Langshans are indeed breth-

ern who, though they contend with each

other in the show pen, dwell together in

unity when the fiercely contested battle

is over. But it is not only as a fancier's

fowl that the Langshan stands pre emi-

nent ; as an all-round purpose fowl it is

par excellence. Easy to breed, easy to

rear and very easy to enjoy on the table
;

its wonderfully thin skin, delicate flesh,

and fine proportions render it a really

good table fowl, and when the family or

party is large, its splendid size is a great

advantage. In fact, friends have often

remarked that when trussed and roasted

they are more like young turkeys. For

egg production they cannot be surpassed,

being of a good average size and plenty

of them. Owing to their dark shells, some

well-nigh mahogany-colored, they are

always salable, and command tiptop

prices. We pen these few lines in a snug

corner of the Crystal Palace whilst the

twenty-third Great National Poultry Show

is being held, and though we admire all

we see of the finest specimens English

breeders can produce, none to our fancy

are handsomer, more useful, or more

profitable than the Langshan.

Echoes from Kansas.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

At the recent meeting of the Cochin

clubs at New York City the clubs united

under the name of "The Cochin Club."

This is a step in the right direction, and

will be of incalculable benefit to the

grand Cochin family. I wish to see all

the several breeds of fowls rushed for-

ward in friendly rivalry.

New York and Philadelphia from their

locations, wealth and poultry zeal are

destined to be, and I rather think are,

the two great show cities in this country.

In fact, they will hold the Crystal Palace

and Birmingham shows of America. The

two great shows of this country should

be held at these places, the shows to win

at, which gives the belt to the winner.

It takes money, push, local pride and a

love of fowls to score a successful show.

These two cities have demonstrated that

success will ever perch where they meet

in annual exhibition.

No question of comparison or score

card judging should ever interfere with

the advancement of the poultry interests.

The general public, the ones who pay the

expenses and attend, admire and buy

our feathered beauties don't care a cent

about score cards. They do care to know
which bird wins, and they want to know

it at once. These two great shows are

doing more for the fancy than all other

eff"orts combined. The New York City

papers circulate in every village in the

land, and how generously did the great

New York dailies deal with the late Madi-

son Square Garden exhibition—columns

of matter on the subject every day. A
class of readers who do not often see our

poultry press see these mentions and be-

come interested in the subject ; the fancy

is dignified and elevated. The fancy

owes much to the enterprising gentlemen

who have done so much for it.

Cochin breeders, each and everyone of

you, send in $1 and join this great Cochin

Club, and you will never regret it.

Cochins, thanks to their friends, are

more at the front and amongst the largest

classes at the great shows.

Theodork Sternberg.
CocHJN Hill, Kansas, February 19.

The Best Paper.

Fanciers' Publishing Co. ^
I regard vour paper as one of the best advertis-

ing mediums for high class fancy stock, as it

certainly reaches a particularly nice class ol

people. At least this seems to have been my ex-

perience. Yours very truly, J. H. L. Toud.

EXPERIMENTS IN FEEDING.

By the New York Agricultural

Experiment Station.

FEEDING TALIvOW TO HENS.

In order to observe the effect of feed-

ing more than an average amount of fat

in a ration, two pens of hens were fed for

a few months, one having as much
tallow as was readily eaten with a mod-

erate grain ration, and the other having

a similar ration with linseed meal (o. p.)

substituted for the tallow.

This feeding trial was not begun until

March 3, and although it extended over

the larger part of the ordinary laying

season it did not include the whole.

From May 6 to October 6, during the

latter five months, eight hens were in

each pen and, for the two months pre-

ceding, fewer (six, five and four). The

fowls were S. C. B. Leghorns with the

exception of two of Game-Wyandotte

cross in each pen. There was fed, be-

sides tallow and linseed meal, wheat,

corn silage, cabbage, alfalfa forage,

timothy forage and two grain mixtures.

Mixture No. 10 contained 6 parts wheat
bran, 3 parts wheat middlings and 1 part

linseed meal. Mixture No. 16 contained

6 parts wheat bran, 3 parts corn meal, 2

parts linseed meal. The results are

averaged in the tabular statement for

irregular periods consisting of from 21 to

48 days, according to the green foods,

etc., available.

Although there was a constant and
considerable difference between the two
rations, neither ration was an extreme.

The ratio of total protein to the total

carbohydrates was, on the average for

the seven months, 1:4.47 in the linseed

meal ration, and 1:5.53 in the tallow ra-

tion. With the weight of fats multiplied

as usual the average ratios were 1:4.78

and 1:6.75. The proportion of fats to

the total vsater-free food showed, how-
ever, greater difference, in the one ration

being that of i :29.5 and in the other i :8. i.

The average product was somewhat in

favor of the hens having the less fat in

their food, and the average size of the

eggs laid by them was a little larger.

During one period, however, of forty-two

days in July and August more eggs were
obtained from the hens having tallow.

During the first period while the hens
were newly confined there were few eggs
laid, and during the latter period many
hens were molting.
The greatest difference observed was

that the hens having the linseed meal
molted nearly all at the same time, ear-

lier in the season and more rapidly.

Only few of the hens which had been fed

tallow had begun to molt at the close of

this feeding trial. October 6, by which
time several hens from the other pen
were in new plumage. The tallow ra-

tion was apparently too deficient in ni-

trogen to encourage the growth of new
feathers, and the results are in support of

the advice to feed during the summer a

highly nitrogenous ration to help early

molting.
The amount of tallow fed was not

enough to affect the health of the fowls,

and they were throughout in better ap-

parent condition than those of the other

pen. The average weight of the tallow-

fed hens was but slightly the greater.

The average data for these two pens
are given in the adjoining tabulated forms.

FEEDING SALT TO HENS.

Salt has generally been fed to hens at

this station, although in small quanti-

ties, and no injurious results have been

observed to accompany its use. A short

trial was made with some two-year-old

hens to get indications of the amount
possible to feed without injury. Six

hens (two Brahmas, two Cochins and two
game crosses in each pen) were confined

August 27 in each of two small pens, 5x8

feet, having yards attached 5x28 feet.

They were fed similar rations, consisting

of a mixed grain, wheat and grass, and
plenty of water was allowed them. The
mixed grain contained 5 parts corn meal,

5 parts wheat bran, 3 parts linseed meal
(N.P.) and 2 parts wheat middlings.

Those of one pen were fed salt m their

food at the rate per day for each fowl of

.021 oz. during the first thirteen days,

then for nineteen days .042 oz. per day,

and then -during Mine days .063 oz. per

day. After this tlie amount was reduced
to .042 oz. per day and continued for

twenty days. This salt the hens were
obliged to eat, for it was mixed in their

food. Until the amount of .063 per day
for each hen was fed (at the rate of 6.

3

oz., nearly one-half pint, a day for 100

hens) no bad effects were observed. This
amount, however, was sufficient to cause
diarrhoea in two of the hens. Upon re-

ducing the amount of salt to .042 oz. per

hen the trouble disappeared without
other treatment.

After these hens had been confined

two months (on October 27), one pen
having had no salt whatever and the

other all that was consistent with good
health, a shallowboxof salt (five pounds)
was placed on the floor of each pen.

After this salt was no longer mixed with

the food, but the box of salt was kept in

each pen for a month. Although the

salt was picked over a little by the hens,

not enough was eaten to injure the

health of any, and the trial was carried

no further.

The total gain in weight per fowl dur-

ing the first two months was, for those

amount to be swallowed. For mature
fowls it is probable that salt at the rate

of one ounce per day for 100 fowls could,

under ordinary conditions, be fed with-

out injury.

THE NEW YORK SHOW.

A Canadian Exhibitor Oritioises

the Management.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I was sorry to see such a falling off in

the game and game bantam class at the

late New York show, but while such cast-

iron rules as not paying first prize if not

more than four entries, exhibitors from

a distance have no idea how many en-

tries will be there till they get there.

Last year I won first on black-red hen

and three in ten entries, first on pullet,

fourteen entries. Of course in the above

I got Is each for first, but in most of the

duckwing classes I won all the firsts, but

in all the winning I did not get my en-

trance fee back, as I paid I3 to enter a

nair and for first and second place I won
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THE INDIANAPOLIS SHOW.

H. P. Clarke's Criticisms in "The
Journal" Answered.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Circumstances make it advisable for a

man to notice some articles on account

of its seeming importance, while its

author is too insignificant to wast time on.

Such is my position in regard to a recent

communication in The Fanciers' Jour-

nal from one H. P. Clarke, of Indian-

apolis, Ind. For fear some of your read-

ers may have formed the very much mis-

taken idea that this party is a breeder

of good standing, I write you the follow-

ing resolution, adopted at a meeting of

the Executive Committee of the Indiana

State Poultry Association, held at show
room January 23

:

Whereas. One H. P. Clarke, of Indianapolis,
having conducted himself in a manner unbecom-
ing a gentleman in issuing orders for .specials

and coilfiting the same and otherwise causing
the as.sociation much trouble.

Resolved. That we recommend that the Indi-

ana State Poultry Association have no further

dealings with hini.

There were present the following mem-
bers of the committee : B. T. Pace, Wil-

liam Tobin, J. Henry Lee, Ben S. Myers
and myself. This will give your readers

some idea of this man's standing in the

fraternity. He has systematically tried

for some time to make trouble for the as-

sociation, but has now thrown aside

completely the mask and writes us that

he will "bet" a box of cigars that the

association will hold no more shows, thus

showing his conceit of his own ability to

ruin us. There will, however, be a show
at Indianapolis January 19 to 24, 1893, as

usual, but Mr. Clarke will not be in it.

If there are any who wish to investi-

gate this matter, I would refer as to this

man Clarke's standing to J. Henry Lee,

William Tobin, I). H. Jenkins, Indian-

apolis ; Ben S. Myers, Crawfordsville,

Ind.; Robert B. Hale, Shelbyville, Ind.,

or B. T. Pace, Salem, Ind.

As to Mr. Whitfield's Indian games.

They were passed on, as can be proven,

if necessary, by R. B. Hale, assistant

secretary, and B. N. Pierce and I. K.
Felch, judges. As to Creve C<L'urs, we
never give fraudulent scores to any birds

to help the sale of them. No honest

man would ask it. They were off on
weight and so scored. There were 1014

birds in the show and 119 of them pit

games. Mr. Clarke showed no such

stock, nor do I recollect ever seeing a

bird belonging to him, although I live

but twenty six miles from him and at-

tend all fairs and shows. I only write

this to give your readers some idea of this

party's standing, not that we care much
in this section for what he says.

Frank R. Hale.
Sec. Indiana State Poultry Association.

Shelbyville, Ind., February 17.
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having salt, 8.2 ounces and for the others

10.5 ounces. During the last month it

was for those having had salt an average

of 2.8 ounces and for the others 8.7

ounces. The total grain food consumed

per day was for the salt-fed pen 4.17

ounces per fowl during first two months

and 4.28 ounces during the last month.

For the other pen the average was 3.40

ounces per day for the two months and

4.13 ounces for the last month. During

the first two months 94 eggs were ob-

tained from the pen having salt, and

during the last month but one egg;

while 47 eggs were obtained from the

other pen during the two months and 14

during the last month. The number of

eggs laid during this trial is of not great

significance, as it was about the end of

the laying season and the hens were old
;

but, inasmuch as the yield of eggs was

twice as great from the hens having salt,

while it was mixed in the food, it would

appear that not enough was fed to very

injuriously affect egg production.

The salt used was ordinary barrel salt,

although not coarse. Should rock salt

be exposed or salt that contained large

crystals or fragments as large as the par-

ticles of gravel and grit eaten by hens it

would of course not take long for a fatal

$2. This year it was $2 entrance fee,

with the same rules. Now, sir, I for one,

if that rule had been done away with

would have entered fifty birds, which
would have been |ioo. and I should have

been a lucky man if I had won that

amount back. A hobby is very well if it

is not too dear a one. Yours truly,

W. Barber.

(t

Exhibition and Shipping Coops.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

There seems to have been some com.

plication about the awards of the above

at the New York show. In order, there-

fore, that justice may be done to all, will

you kindly allow me space in your valu-

able paper to state that the prize for the

best exhibition coop was awarded to J. B,

Cooper, of Winder. Va., and for the best

shipping coop to Messrs. Cunningham &
Blair, Chenango Bridge, N. Y. Thank-

ing you in anticipation I remain yours

truly, T. Farrer Rack ham.
Secretary and Superintendent-

East Orange, N. J., February 18.

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL" LEADS,

What a Prominent Advertiser

Wrote to a Contemporary.
Western Garden and Poultry Journal.

There is not a poultry paper of any re-

pute in America which does not contain

articles by the well-known and popular

poultry writer "Trixie." He also writes

for a large number of the farm papers,

and all of these papers contain his adver-

tisement of poultry or supplies. He

says: "I do not wish to flatter you, but

I must say as an advertising medium you

take the cake of all the newspapers I

advertise in except The Fanciers' Jour-

nal (a weekly), and it is 'nip and tuck'

with you." ——^

Reliable Seeds.

As most of our readers will want to

plant a few choice vegetable or flower

seeds this spring, they should send for

Wilson's seed catalogue. j)lant, tree and

live stock annual, one of the most com-
plete works of the kind published. It

gives a full description of all kinds of

garden, flower and field seeds, roses,

flowering plants, fruit and ornamental

trees, small fruits, etc. Sent free on ap-

plication. Address Samuel Wilson, seed

grower, Mechanicsville, Bucks County,

Pa.
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LOUISVILLE PIGEON AWARDS

Official List of the Combined Ool-

umbarian Associations.

Following is the official list of awards

of the Louisville and American Coluni-

barian Associations' pigeon show, held in

Louisville, January 21 to 25 :

ANTWERPS (short-faced).—Silver dun cock ist,

4th and sth OeorKe Kwald, 2d and 3d Maplewood
Columbarv.hen ist.sdand 4th Kwald. 2d and

Sth Maple'woo<l Columbary. Any other color,

cock I si ajid 2d Maplewood Columbary 3d J
t^.-n i.„.. .cf o.ifl iH Mnnlewood Column

and 4th Kuhn.
cock ist and 2d,

Skiles; hen ist and %A Maplewood
2d Skiles. Medium-faced-Silver dun, cock ist

Columbary,

and 2d, hen ist and 2d Maplewood Columbary

HoMKRS.—Cock ist, hen ist Leo Purtman.

ARCHANGFXS.-Cockist 2d and 3d Williain

Broeraer. 4th Maplewood Columbary, 5th Kuhn.

Barbs (old bird class).- Black, cock ist W. T
Levering 2d Newell. 3d John Haman, 4 b Frank

Krdelmeyer; hen isl Newell. 2d and 4th Lever-

ing. 3d Haman. Red. cock ist an^ hen ist

Newell Yellow, cock ist Newell, 2d Levennfj.

bun. cock ist and hen ist Newell. W»nte cock

1st Newell 2d E. F. Smith; hen ist Newell.

YouuK bird class-niack, cock ist hen ist John

Ramsbcrger. Red. hen ist W. W. White.

BLONDiNKTTES.—Cock ist and 2dHwald 3d

and sth Maplewood Columbary. 4th S»nith; hen

I.St and 5th Maplewood Columbary, 2d, 3d and4th

Ewald.
BUTETTES.—Cock ist Rwald; hen ist Maple-

wood Columbary.

Carriers (old bird class) .-Black, cock ist and

3d Kuhn, 2d Dr. B. Beust; hen ist Newell. Dun,

^^k ist Newell, 2d and 3d Kuhn: hen ist to

Newell, 2d Kuhn. Blue, cock ist. hen ist Kuhn.

Red c(i:k ist and 2d. hen ist Kuhn. White

S^^and3d Smith, 2d Kuhn. Young bird

c^ss-Black,cock 1st, hen ist Kuhn hen 2d

Newell Red. cock 1st, hen ist and 2d Kuhn,

bun, hen ist Newell. 2d Kuhn. Blue, hen ist;

vellow, hen ist Kuhn. White, hen ist Smith.

Any otiier color, cock 1st Newell, 2d and 3d; hen

ist and 2d Kuhn.

DRM;ooNs:-Blue, cock 1st. hen ist: silver

hen 1st; any other color, cock ist and 2d, hen 1st

Kuhn.
. J J

Kantaii.s.— White plain, cock 1st 2d and 3(1;

hen ist. 2d. 3d, 4th and 5th F. M Gilbert; cock

2d Alex Hay. While crested, cock ist and 2d A.

G Jid EdwLd Ormsly. ..d Wm I. Korb. 4th H
C Norton, sth Fred C. Weiss; hen ist Korb, 2d

and Jth Ormsby, 3d and 5th H. F- packman.

White booted, cock and hen, all awards to J. W.

Reccius. Black plain, cock ist. 3d and sth Lack

man. 2d and sth Marle«-ood Columbary; hen ist

and 4th Maplewood Columbary. 2d, 3d and 5th

I ackman Blue plain, cock ist. 3d and 5th H. F.

kunJma .2d Harry Hoffman. 4th Reccius; hen

Tst and 5th Kunzman. 2d Maplewood Columbary

3(i Kuhn, 4th Hoffman Blue crested, cock 1st

iJunznia'n.' Red ?»«*"
^^^^'^^•.'^kI",?^

^
JKuhn ^d Reccius; hen ist and d Kuim, 2a

Soflmai', Yenow plaui. cock ist and 5th Kuhn
2d and 4th Hoffman. 3d Stnckley & Co 'len ist

Strickley & Co.. 2d Kuhn. 3d Norton. Red

crested!^ cock ist Kuhn. 2d Reccms Yel ow

crested hen 1st, 2d and .^d Kuhn. Black booted,

cock 1st Reccius. 2d and 3d Kuhn; hen 1st Kuhn

2d Reccius. Black crested and booted, cock 1st

Ornisbv 2d R'-ccius; hen ist Reccius. Blue

iKwted cock 1st. 2d and 3d, hen 1st and 2d Kuhn
cock 2d hen 3d Cassiday. Red booted hen ist

SmAn. Yellow booted, hen ist Kuhn Red

booted and crested, cock 1st hen ist and 2d. yel-

low booted and crested, cock ist. hen 1st Kuhn.

SADnLEBACKS.-B1ack,cock 1st, hen ist, 2d and

3d; red. cock ist, 2d and 3d Kuhn.

Tail FA^s.-Black. cock ist Smith. Blue, cock

1st Smith, 2d Kuhn; hen ist Kuhn. Red, hen ist

Smith. Any other color, cock ist Kuhn.

HELMETS,-Cock 1st, hen 1st Kuhn.

Ice.- Cock 1st, hen 1st Oscar Seifert.

Tacobins —Black, cock ist, 2d and 3d. hen ist

zd-'and .sthCrawford; cock 4th and 5th. hen 3d

aJid 4th Hoskins. Blue, cock and hen ist. 2d and

?th Hoskins; cock 3d Casseday 4th T.eman; hen

id andAth Tujigle. Red, cock ist, 3d and 4th

iVoskhis 2d anJ 5th Crawford; hen ist and 3d

Crawford 2d Tuggle. 4th and sth Hoskins. Yel-

fow S' ist.3d and 5th Crawford, «! Heroux,

l?h Hoskins Splash, cock 1st and 2d Hoskms

fd WhTunan. 4th and 5th Crawford; hen ist and

4th Crawford. 2d Ewald. .vl and 5th Hoskins,

While cock 1st. vl and 4th Crawford. 2d Heroux

Jib EwaW Any other color, cock ist Tuggle. 2d.

Crawford. 3d Ormsby, 5th Tieman: hen ist Tug-

gle 2d and 3d Crawford. 4th Hoskins. sth fie-

man Horn, cock ist. 2d and 3d Rommel, 4th

Siefert; hen tst. 2d and 3d Rommel,

MAOiMES,-Black.cock ist and 5th Robert Joss

2d Korb, •.d Maolewoiid Columbary, 4th Kuhn,

hen 1st loss. 2d Erdclmeyer. 3d Kuhn. 4th Maple-

woo<l Columbary. Red. cock 2d Reccius, 3d Joss;

h^2d Kuhn. 3d Joss. 4th Krdelmeyer. \ eflow.

cock ist Joss. 2d Kuhn. 3d Erdelmeyer; hen ist

loss 2d Krdelmeyer. Any other color, cock 3d

Erdelmeyer; hen 4th Erdelmeyer.

MoREHEAi>s,-Cock ist, hen ist R^ajd 'jl

Kuhn. Modenese. cock 1st. hen ist Seitert

Morehead Jacobins—Cock ist Seifert.

NiiNS.-Black. cock 1st and 3d \»Sl»m,2<i

Manle ood Columbarv. 4th and sth Kuhn; hen

1st Maplewood Columbary, 2d and 3d Ingram

4th and sth Kuhn. Red, cock 2d and 3d. hen 2d

Kuhn Yellow, cock ist. hen ist and 2d; any

other color, cock ist, hen 3d Kuhn.

Owi.s (English). -Black, cock 1st Ewald, 2d

and vl Kuhn: hen ist Kwald. Blue, cock i-t

Kuhn 2d George Foust, 3d Ormsby, 4th Reccms

sth Ewald; hen 1st George Father 2d Ewald. 3d

Voust. 4th ormsby. Silver, cock ist and sth

Kwald, 2d Kuhn, 3d Feather. 4th Fo»«.hcn 1st

and 2d Kuhn. 3d Feather. 4th Fo^^^/h Ewald.

White, cock 1st. hen 2d Kwald. Red. hen isl

vellow, hen ist Kuhn. African-Blue, cock isl

and 2d Kwal.l. 3'1 Casseday, 4th Kuhn; hen 1st

and 2d Ewald, >1 Casseday. White, cock ist 3d

and 4lh Ewald, 2d Maplewood Columbary; hen

,st 2d and 3d Ewald. 4lh Kuhn. Red, coclc ist

kuhn, 2d Kwald. Black, hen ist and 2d Kuhn
Any other color, cock ist Korb. 2d F.wald. 3d 4th

and sth Casseday: hen ist Ewald, 2d, 3d and 4th

Casseday. Chinese-Black, cock 1st, hen ist

Kwald. Blue, cock ist and 2d Kwald 3d and 5th

Kuhn, 4lhCassedav; hen 1st and 3d Ewald 2d

Korb. 4th and sth Kuhn. While, cock i^^t hen

ist Ewald. Any other color, cock 1st and 2rt,

heni8tand2d Ewald; hen 3d

Tail—White with black tails,

hen 1st and 2d Ewald.

Pouters —Black, cock ist, 3d, 4lh and 5th

Heroux 2d and hen 1st Maplewood Columbary,

2d 3d and 4th Heroux. Red, all awards to He-

roiix Yellow, cock 1st W. B. Gibson, 2d and 3d

Heroux, 4lh Maplewood Columbary. Blue, cock

and hen ist, 3d. 4th and 5th Heroux cock 2d and

hen 2d Maplewood Columbary. White, cock ist,

3d and 4th Heroux, 2d Maplewood Columbary,

Sth Gibson; hen ist Heroux. 2d Maplewood Co-

lumbary, Pigmy—Black, white, any other color,

all to Kuhn.
Priests—Blue, cock ist, hen ist; black, cock

ist hen ist Seifert; blue, cock 2d and hen 2d Sei-

fert- red, cock 1st Kuhn, 2d Seifert; hen 1st Sei-

fert' 2d and 3d Kuhn; yellow, cock ist Seifert.

QUAKERS—Cock ist, hen ist Kuhn.

Runts—Cock ist Seifert, 2d Sra th; hen lat

Seifert.

Satinettes.—Cock ist. 2d. 3d and 5th Ewald

1th Maplewood Columbary; hen 1st, 2d, 3d and

5lh Ewald, 4th Maplewood Columbary.

Swallows —Black, cock 1st Korb, 2d Maple-

wood Columbary; hen 1st Reccius. 2d Korb, 3d

Maplewood Columbary. Blue, isi Reccius, 2d

Korb. Red, cock ist and 2d Maplewood Colum-

bary, 3d Reccius. 4th Korb, 5th Kuhn; hen ist

Korb, 2d and 3d Kuhn. Yellow, hen ist Maple-

wood Columbary. Any other color, hen ist Rec-

cius White barred—Blue, cock 1st and 2d Kuhn;

hen ist Seifert, 2d and 3d Kuhn. Red. cock ist,

hen ist; yellow, cock 1st. hen ist Seifert.

Starlings.—Black, cock 1st, hen ist Seifert.

Blue, cock 1st, hen 1st Kuhn.

Shields.—Cock ist and 2d, hen ist and 2d

Kuhn.
Turbits (wing marked) —Black, cock 1st Orr,

2d Levering, 3d and 5th Tanner, 4th Rvan &
Gould; hen ist and 2d Tanner; 3d and 4th Hemtz,

sth Feather. Red, cock ist Orr, 2d and 5th Lev-

ering, 3d Tanner, 4th Heintz; hen ist acd 4th

Tanne?, 2d Orr. 3d Heintz, 5th Korb^ Yellow

cock 1st and 4th Tanner. 2d and 5th Orr, 3d

Feather; hen 1st and 2d Tanner, 3d Orr 4th and

Sth Levering. Blue, cock 1st Orr. 2d. 4th and 5 h

Tanner. :5d Levering; hen ist, 3d and 4th

Tanner, 2d and 5th Orr Silver. «>c^ ist aiid 2d

Orr; hen 1st Tanner. Any other color, c<^k 1st

and 3d Tanner, 2d and sth Levering. 4th Foust

hen ist Foust, 2d and 3d Tanner. Ja.l-Cock ist

Korb, 2d Randall; hen ist Randall, 2d Korb.

Solid-White, cock 1st, hen ist Feather. YeHow,

cock 1st, hen 1st; blue, cock ist, hen 1st; black

cock ist: red, cock ist Randall.

Tumblers (inside) -Mottled, cockjstOrmsby,

hen islSmilh, 2dand3dOrm8l.y. Whole feather,

cock ist Ewald, 2d Kunzman, Jr.. 3d Foust.

Whole color, hen 1st Ewald Flying-Mottled,

cock isl. hen isl Maplewood Columbary 2d Tie-

man. Saddle, cock ist. hen 1st, Leinhard 2d

Lackman. Badge, cock 1st. hen 1st Korb hen

2d and 3d Leinhard. Any other color, cock ist

Kork. 2d -chrader, 3d and 4th Tieman, 5th Ma-

plewood Columbary: hen 1st and 4th r»eman 2d

Schrader, 3d Leinhard. 5th Maplewood Colum-

barv. Short-faced-Almond, cock 1st Levering.

Agate, cock 1st and 2d, hen ist Kuhn. WhoTe

feather, cock ist and 2d Kuhn. 3d Korb; hen 1st

Kuhn. 2d Korb, jd Levering Kite, cock 1st Lev-

ering hen 1st, 2d. 3d and 5th Kuhn 4th Ewa d.

Any other color, cock ist and jd Kuhn, 2d Ewald;

hen ist and 2d Kuhn.
TuRBiTEENS.-Cock ist, hen ist Ewald.

Trumpeters (Russian).-Black, cock 1st and

2d Rommel; hen ist Ewald. Mottle, cock and

hen any other color, cock and hen ist and 2d

Rommel. W.ng-Black cock ist, hen ist Se^

fert Blue, cock 1st Seifert; hen ist Kuhn. 2d

Seifert. Red. cock 1st, hen ist Seifert, ad Kuhn.

Yellow, cock ist, hen ist Seifert, 2d Kuhn. Any

other color, cock 1st Kuhn.

Pouters.—Best collection and best pied cock,

A A Heroux; best pied hen, Maplewood Colum-

bary; best collection of red pieds, A. A. Heroux;

best collection of yellow pieds, W. B, Gibson

best collection blue pieds and best collection an

other colors, A. A. Heroux.

Carriers (old bird class) -Best collection,

lohn H. Kuhn; best carrier cock and hen, D. K.

Newell; best black cock. Kuhn; best dun cock,

Newell. Young bird class bred in '^^i-Best col-

lection, Kuhn: best cock and hen Newell; best

black cock and hen, Kuhn; best dun hen, New-

ell; best blue hen and best silver hen, Kuhn.

Tumblers (short-faced).-Best collection, best

cock, best hen, best yellow splashed cock, best

kite hen, best black cock, best red cock, best red

hen, best red splashed hen all to Kuhn. Long-

faced tumblers— Best collection, L. Korb; best

cock, Charles Leinhard; best hen, Korb.

Barbs—Best collection, best cock, best hen.

D E Newell. Young bird cl.iss bred in 1891-

Besthen, W.W.White.
FANTAiLS (white) —Best collection, best cock,

besthen F. M. Gilbert. Colored—Best collec-

tion Toh'n Kuhn; best colored fantail cock best

colored fantail hen, C, H. Kunzman; best colored

fantail cock booted, best colored fantail hen

booted, best red or yellow-booted cock, best red

or vellow-booted hen, best yellow-crested hen

best yellow plain leg cock, John H. Kuhn; best

collection blue fantails, C. H. Kunzman. Saddle-

backs—Best cock and best hen, John H. Kuhn.

TACOBINS —Best collection, best cock, best hen,

best white cock, best white hen. H. V. Crawford;

best blue bred south of the Mason and Dixon

line. Thomas W. Tuggle.

TuRBiTS.—Best collection, best cock and best

hen, C. J. Tanner.

URAC.ooNft —Best collection, best cock and

best hen, John H. Kuhn.

Owi,s.—Best collection English and foreign,

best owl cock, white, blue or silver, English or

foreign George Ewald; best owl cock any other

color L. Korb; best owl hen any other color,

best while cock, Ewald.

Russian Trumpeters,—Best collection, best

cock and best hen F. A. Rommel.

Blondinettes —Best collection, best cock and

best hen George Ewald.

Satinettes—Best collection, best cock and

best hen Ewald.

ANTWERPS (short-faced).—Best collection, Ma-
plewood Columbary; best cock and best hen

George Ewald.

Priests.—Best collection and best cock Oscar

Seifert; best hen Ewald.

Collection.-Best collection white b;irred

pigeons, best white barred cock, Seifert; best

white barred hen, Kuhn; best collection of swal-

lows and l)e8t swallow hen, Seifert; best collec-

tion of nuns, best nun cock, Kuhn; be.st nun

hen. Alex. M. Ingram; best collection of niag-

pies, best magpie cock, best magpie hen, Robert

Joss; best collection of any variety not men-
tioned, F. A. Rommel; best cock, George Ewald;

best hen, Oscar Seifert.

Specials.—|35 special for largest number of

entries. John H. Kuhn; $25 best general collec-

tion, John H. Kuhn; best inside tumbler, E. K.

Smith; best archangel,Wm. Broemer; best white

booted fantail, J. W. Reccius; be.st blue fantail

hen, C. H. Kunzman; best Jacobin bred south

of the Ohio River. Thomas W. Tuggle; best star-

ling, Kuhn.

Awards at Detroit.

Following is the list of awards of the

Michigan Poultry Breeders' Association

show, held at Detroit Mich., January 28

to February 3, 1892, Messrs. Pierce, But-

terfield, Brown, Bicknell and McClave

judges

:

vin.

BRAHMAS (light).-Cock 2d and 3d. hcn 2d 3d

and 4th. cockerel island pullet ist to E. E. Mugg,

cock 4th to Eureka Poultry Co; c<x:k ist. hen ist,

c ckerel 2d and 3d and pullet 3d to George J

Nissley; cockerel 4th to E. Donnelly: pullet 2d

and 4th to L. R. Freeman. Dark-Cock 2d, pen

ist. 2d and 3d to William Rumsey; cock 1st and

nullet 2d to C. O Gravser; cock .3d, cockerel 3d

knd pullet 3d to Burn & Hansler; pullet 1st to

Richard Oke. Black—Cock ist, hen 2d and pul-

let 1st to McNeil.

COCHINS (buff).-Cock ist and 3d, hen »st and

2d. cockerel ist and 4th and pullet 3d and 4th to

G. G. McCorraick; cock 2d to J. L- Kishpaugh;

cock 4th, hen 3d and 4th and cockerel 2d and 3d

to Nissly: pullet 2d to E. B. Easter: pullet 1st to

T A Tucker & Co. White—Cock 1st, hen 1st and

2d. cockerel 1st and 2d and pullet 2d and 3d to

William McNeil; cockerel .^d and pullet i.^ to

Burn & Hansler; hen 3d to Tucker & Co. Par-

tridge-Cock ist, hen 1st and 4th, cockerel 4th

and pullet ist to Haug; cock gd to Eureka Poul-

try Co.; hen 2d and 3d, cockerel ist. 2d and 3d

and pullet 2d and 4th to G. G Fenwick; «x:k 2d

and pullet 3d to Tracy Bro. Black-Cock ;st. hen

ist, cockerel ist and pullet ist and 2d to McNeil,

hen 2d to Burn & Hansler.

LANOSHANS (black).-Cock ist to Burn & Han-

sler; cock 2d, hen 2d, 3d and 4th and cocke^l 3d

to Nissly; cock 4th and cockerel 4th to W. W.

Hogle; cock 3d, hen isl and pullet ist to R. Mc-

Curdy: cockerel ad and pullet 2d, 3d and 4th to

R T Mettle; cockerel ist to Eureka Poultry Co.

White—All premiums to Nissly.

Plymouth Rocks (barred) —Cock 4th to G.

M Gandy; hen 2d. cackerel 2d and ^d and puHet

4th to Hillman Bros; cock island 3a. hen ist and

\d cockerel ist and pullet 1st. 2d and 3d to E. p.

Haug; hen 4th to Oak Lane Poultry Farm; cock-

erel 4th to Eureka Poultry Co. White-Hen 3d

and pullet 4th to Nissly; cock 2d and 4th to Eure-

ka Poultry Co; hen 3d, cockerel ist and pullet 4th

to Nissly; cock 1st and id and hen 4th to H. H.

Wallace; hen 1st and 2d, cockerel 2d and pullet

id to Haug; cockerel 3d and 4th and pullet 1st to

Hillman Bros.; pullet 2d to Tucker & Co.

Wyandottes (white).—Hen 3d and pullet 4th

to Nissly; cock 2d and 3d. hen 1st and 4th and

cockerel 1st and 2d to McCorraick; cock island

4th, hen 2d and cockerel 3d and 4th to Hillman

Bros.; cockerel 4th and pullet ist and 2<1 to

Tucker & Co.; pullet 3d to Eureka Poultry Co.

Silver—Cock ist and 4th, hen 4th. pullet ist and

2d, cockerel 2d and 3d to R. R- Pettis; hen 2d.

cockerel ist and 4th and pullet 3d to F oral City

Poultry Yards; cock 3d and pullet 4th to W. M.

Bantram. Black—All awards to Floral City

Poultry Yards. Golden-Cock 2d and cockerel

2d and 3d to George B. Strong: hen 1st to Floral

City Poultry Yards; cock 3d. cockerel 1st and pul-

let ist and 2d to Hoyt & Hammaud; pullet 3d to

Charles H. Root.

LEGHORNS (single-comb white).-Cock 3d,

cockerel 3d and pullet 1st to Eureka Poultnr

Company; cock 1st to S. A- Farquer- cock ad

hen ist, 2d and 3d, cockerel 2d and pullet 2d and

id to A, E. Hamlin; hen 4th. cockerel ist and 4th

and pullet 4th to Hillraer Bros; cock 4th to W.
H.Stapleford. Single comb brown-Cock 1st to

D P. Lachlan; hen 3d and 4th to E. L. & B. V.

Bryant; cockerel 2d and pullet 4th to w. H.

Wiebke; cockerel 3d to Oak Lawn Poultry Farm

;

hen 1st and 2d, cockerel ist and 4th and pullet

ist 2d and 3d to Haug. Rose-comb white—All

premiums to F. R. Ecker. Rose-comb brown-
Cock 2d, hen ist and 2d, cockerel ist and id and

pullet ist. 2d and 3d to Ecker; hen 3d and cock-

erel 2d to William Sttcckert. Buff—Hen 2d and

cockerel ist to Hathaway Bros.; cockerel 2d and

pullet ist and 3d to Barnes; pullet 2d to C. J.

Old field. Black—All premiums to Farquer.

MiNORCAS (black).-Cock 1st to C. H. Bailey;

hen id and cockerel 2d to Eureka Poult, v Com-

panv; pullet ist and 2d to A. R. Carran hen 1st

andcockerel 3d to Bartram; hen 2d cockerel ist

and pullet 3d to McCormick. White-Pullet 2d

to Burn & Hensler; pullet ist to Hoffman.

Polish (white crested black).-Hen 2d and 3d

and puHet 2d to Kilburtz & Yeager; cock 1st, hen

ist cockerel 2d and pnllet 1st and id to McNeil;

cock 2d to Burn & Hansler; cock 3d and cockerel

3d to E. L.& B. F. Bryant; cockerel ist to Tucker

&Co. Silver bearded-Cock 2d and hen 3d to

Kilburtz & Yeager: cock ist and 3d. pen ist ana

2d, cockerel 2d and 3d and pullet ist. 2d and 3d

to Bum & Hansler. White crested white-Pul-

let 1st to E. L. & B. F. Bryant: cock 'st and 2d,

hen 1st. cockerel 1st and 2d and pullet 2d to Mc-

Neil. Bearded while—Hen 2d to Brownson &
Knoll; cock 2d to Burn & Hansler; cock ist, hen

ist and 2d, cockerel ist and pullet 1st and 2d to

McNeil. Golden bearded-Cock 1st and 2d, hen

ist and pullet ist and 2d to McNeil; hen 2d to

Burn & Hensler. Golden—Cock 2d, hen 2d,

cockerel 2d and pullet 1st to McNeil; cock ist

hen 1st, cockerel ist and pullet 2d to Burn &
Hansler. Buff laced-Cock ist, hen ist, cockerel

1st to McNeil; hen 2d to Hathaway Bros.

Spanish (white faced black).—Hen ist and 2d,

cockerel ist and 2d and pullet ist to Burn &
Hansler; pullet 2d to Hathaway Bros.

Dorkings (while).—Cock ad and hen 2d to

Eureka Poultry Company; hen 1st, cockerel ist

and pullet ist to McNeil; cock 1st and cockerel

and pullet 2d to Burn & Hansler. Silver grey—
Hen 2d to Eureka Poultry Company; hen. cock-

erel and pullet ist to Tracy Bro. Colored-Cock

ist and pullet ad to Bum & Hansler; hen ist 2d

and 3d, cockerel ist and 2d and pullet ist and 3d

to Tracy Bro.

JAVAS (black).—All premiums to McCormick.

ANDALUSiANS.-Pullet ist to Hathaway Bfos.

,

2d to Hoffman.
HouDANS.—Cockerel ist and pullet 2d to Wil-

liam Nevison.

Creve Cceurs.—All premiums to Oke.

HAMBURGS (eolden pencilled). --Cock, hen and

pullet 1st and 2d and cockerel ist to McNeil,

cockerel 2d to Burn & Hansler. Silver pen-

cilled—All premiums to McNeil. Golden span-

tried—Cock 2d to Charles Schild; cock ist. hen ist

and 2d. cockerel ist and 2d and pullet 1st and 2d

to McNeil. Silver spangled-Cock 3d. hen 1st

and cockerel 3d to Schild' cock ist and 2d hen

2d and 3d. cockerel ist and 2d and pullet 1st, 2d

and 3d to McNeil. Black-Cock, hen and cock-

erel ist and pullet 1st and 2d to McNeil; hen 2d to

G. R. Baxter.

Sumatras (black).—Hen ist to E. Hamilton.

Games (black-breasted red),-Cock 1st and

hen 1st to Stapleford; cockerel 1st and PuHet ist

and 2d to S. E. Morgan; hen 2d and cockerel 2d

to D. D. Melray. hen 3d to Burn & Hansler

Brown-breasted red-Hen ist to Hamilton Pit

-All nremiums to S. F. Wood. Red pile -Cock

hen ahd cockerel ist to Burn & Hansler: pullet

island 2d to Morgan; cockerel ad to McNeil.

Golden duckwing—Cock and hen ist to Burn at

Hansler; pullet 2d to Morgan.

red CAPS.-Cock ist to W. T. Riedel; hen ist

to Hoyt & Hamm nd; cockerel ist and 2d pullet

2d to Hoffman; cock and hen 2d and pullet ist to

Hathaway Bros.

INDIAN GAMES.-Cock ist and hen ist 2d and

id to Tucker & Co.; cock 2d, cockerel 3d and pul-

let 1st and 3d to Hoyt & Hammond; cockerel ist

and 2d and pullet 2d to Hathaway Bros, and

Sites.

BANTAMS (golden Sebright).-All premiums to

McNeil, Silver Sebright--Cock and hen ist to

Burn & Hansler; cockerel 1st and 2d and hen

and pullet 2d to McNeil, Pekin-Cock «nd he„

ist and 2d and cockerel and pul et ist to McNeil

cockerel and pullet 2d to Pettis, Rose-combed

Wack-Cock 2d to Charles O. Foster; cockerel 2d

to Burn & Hansler; cock and cockerel ist and

hen ist and 2d to McNeil. Japanese-Cock.

cockerel and pullet 1st and hen ist and 2d toMc-

?J^" cockerel and pullet ist to Easier. Game-
Cockerel ist and pullet ist and 2d to Burn &
Hansler; hen 1st to Baxter; hen 2d to E. S, Mar-

Booted white-Cock ist, cockerel 2d and

hen and pullet ist to

and hen ist to Oke
"^Oke. White Polish—Cock

Turkeys (bronze).-Pair ist to Rogers, ad to

Baxter; buff, pair ist; slate, pair 1st, and black,

pair ist to rfamilton; Rouen, pair ist; Pekin.

pair ist and 2d and Aylesbury, pair 1st and 2d to

Wallace.

GKB8E (embden).—Pair ist to Hathaway Bros.

Phoenix.-Cock hen and pullet ist to Hatha-

way Bros.

pheasants (silver).-Pair ist to Hathaway
Bros.

ASSOCIATION SWKEPSTAKES -First class ist

and 2d to Haug: second class 1st to Ecker, 2d to

McNeil; third class, 1st and 2d to McNeil.

JUDGES' SPECIALS.—ist to William McNeil; 2d

to Hillmer Bros.

DIRECTORS' SPECIALS. Most typical Plymouth

Rock Haue most typical Brahmas. Mugg; most
^v^^^lWvandottes^ Floral City Poultry Yards;

most typical Cochm, McCormick; most typical

Leghorn, Hillman Bros.; most typical Lansghan,

'^NORMANDIE SPECIAL.-Twenty highest scor-

ing birds, McNeil.
"

Awards at Battle Creek.

The Central Michigan Poultry and Pet

Stock Association's third annual ex-

hibition at Battle Creek, Mich., January

12 to 15, 1892, was the largest ever held

by this association, but not as large as

expected. All were pleased with

way the show was conducted, and

we give the list of awards :

the
below

PLYMOUTH ROCKS (barred).-Cockist cockerel

2d and 3d, pullet 1st and pen ist to C. L. Hogue;

Sckere'l I's? and pen 3d to L. IV Goss; cock 2d.

hen id pullet 3d and pen 2d to W. M. weicn,

Sunet2rto S. Call; cock ad to G W Hamm
^hite-Cockerel 2d. pullet 2d and 3d and pen ist

to A R. Carron; cockerel 1st and 3d and pullet

1st to J. A. Tucker & Co.; pen 2d toC. P. Aldrich;

cock 1st and hen 1st to Potter & Shaw.

WYANDOTTES (silver).-Cock 1st, cockerel ist

and 3d and pen ad to J. H. Haynes; cock 2d and

pen 3d to C. L. Hogue; hen ist, 2d and 3d, co^-
erel 2d, pullet 1st, 2d and 3d and pen 1st to C. W.
Tones. White-Cock 2d and hen 3d to H. Den-

bleyker; hen ist and 2d, cockerel 1st, pullet 3d

and pen ist to C. W. Jones; cock 3d, cockerel 3d

and pen 3d to J. H. Haynes; cock 1st to F- Cut-

ler pullet ist and 2d. cockerel 2d and pen 2d to

T A Tucker. Golden-Hen 2d to A. B Pomroy;

wk 2d. hen ist and 3d, pullet third and pe* J/t
to Wil'iam Olivet; cock . st, cockerel 1st and pen

id to W. R. Olivet; cock 2d, cockerel 3d, pullet 2d

and pen 2d to M. C. Heffron.

Langshans (black).- Cockerel ist and pullet

3d to Eureka Poultry Co.; pullet ist and cock-

erel 3d to George Potter.

rdahmas (lieht).—Cock 3d, hen ad and 3d.

cc^kerelad (defand pen ist' to Eureka Poultry

Co.; cockerel 2d (tie) to H. Denbleyker; hen 1st

anci pullet 2d to E. E..Mugg; pen 3d to A. R.

Carron; cock 1st and ad, cockerel 1st and pen 2d

to C E. Wildey; cockerel 3d and pullet 1st and

id to J Ball. Dark—Hen 1st and ad, cockerel

ad and 3d, pullet ist, ad and 3d and pen 1st to C.

L. Hogue; cockerel 1st to W. H. Wilson.

Cochins (partridge).—Cock 1st, hen^ 1st, ad

and 3d, cockerel ad and 3d, pullet ad and pen 1st

to Eureka Poultry Co.; cockerel 1st, pullet 1st

and 3d and pen ad to J. Ball. White-Cockerel

ist and pullet ist to J. Ball. Buff-Cockerel ist.

pullet I't. ad and 3d and pen ist to J. A. Tucker

& Co.; cock ist to J. B. Sperry.

Leghorns (rose-comb black).—Cock ist and ad,

hen ist. 2d and 3d, cockerel ist and 3d, pullet 1st

2d and 3d and pen 1st to F. R. Ecker; cockerel

ad and pen 2d and 3d to O. J. Stone. Rose-comb

white—Hen ist. cockerel 2d, pullet let. ad and 3d

and pen ist to C. E. Wildey; cock 1st and ad,

hen ad and 3d, cockerel ist and 3d, pen ad to F.

R. Ecker. Single comb white—Cock ad, hen ist.

ad and 3d, cockerel id. pullet ist and 3d and pen
ad and 3d to C. J. Oldfield: cockerel I't and ad,

pullet 2d and pen isl to F. Cutler; cock 1st to S.

A. Farquer. Buff—Cockerel ist and 2d, pullet ad

and 3d and pen ist and 2d to George S. Barnes;

pullet 1st to C. J. Oldfield. Single comb black—
Cock 3d to S A. Farquer: cockerel ad and pullet

ist to C. L. Hogue; hen 2d and pen ad to W. F.

Pierce; pullet ad to Oak Lawn Poultry Farm;
hen 1st and 3d, cockerel ist, pullet 3d and pen
ist to D. P. McLachlan. Black—Hen ist and
pullet 2d and 3d to S. A. Farquer; pullet 1st to

Potter & Shaw.
Polish (white-crested black).—Hen ist, ad and

3d, pullet ist and 3d and pen ist to C. W. Jones;
cockerel 2d to A. R. Carron; pullet 2d and pen
ad to C. P. Aldrich. Silver bearded—All pre-

miums to J. Ball.
' MiNORCAS (black).—Pullet ad and 3d to Wm.
Gadduni; cock ist, cockerel 1st, pullet ist and
and pen 1st to A. R. Carron; cock ad and hen ist

and 2d to H. Denbleyker.

HouDANS.—Cockerel 1st and 3d, pullet ist and
pen ist to C. L. Hogue; cockerel 2d, pullet 3d

and pen ad to C. P. Aldrick.
Spanish (white faced black).—Pullet 2d to W.

H. Wilson; pullet 1st and cookerel 2d to Wester-
velt & Barnes.

Dorkings (silver grey).—All premiums to W.
F. Pierce.

Hamburgs (silver spangled).—Cock ist, hen
ad and 3d. cockerel 3d and pen ad to Charles
Schild; hen 1st. cockerel 1st and 2d. pullet 1st.

ad and 3d and pen ist to Wells. Golden spangled
—All premiums to Schild.

Red Caps—Cockerel ist and 3d and pullet 1st

and ad to George B. Willard; cockerel ad and
pullet 3d to A. F. Mead.

Games (black-breasted red).—Pullet ist to E.

L. Hursley; cock ist and hen ist to Schild. Sil-

ver duckwing—All premiums to Denblyker. In-

dian-All premiums to McLacklan.

Bantams (golden Sebright).-All premiums to

A. F. Hubert.

Turkeys (bronze). Cock ist and pen 1st to W.

J. Lawrence.

Rabbits (lop ear).—ist on display to C. L.

Hogue. ^

The Elmira Show.

The awards of the Elmira Poultry and

Pet Stock Association held at Elmira, N.

y., January 20 to 25, 1892, were as fol-

lows

:

Brahmas (light).—Cock ist and 3d, hen ad and
3d and pullet 3d to J. H. Warner; cock ad and
hen ist to Brace & Walling; cockerel 1st and ad

and pullet ad to C H.Akerley; cockerel 3d and
pullet ist to Chidsey & Laney. Dark—Cock 1st,

hen ist. cockerel ist and pullet ist to W. A.
Fuller; cock ad. hen 3d. cockerel ad and pullet

ad to Knox & Tillinghaste, hen ad, cockerel 3d
and pullet 3d to F. R. Terwilliger.

Cochins (buff).—Cock ad, hen ad, cockerel ad

and pullet 2d to J. H. Warner; cock 3d, hen ist,

cockerel asl and pullet 1st to C. H. Akerly; hen
3d, pallet (tie) 3d to Knox & Tillinghaste; cock-
erel 3d. pullet (lie) 3d to Paul Ilillspaugh. Par-
tridge—Cock ad, hen ad, cockerel (tie) 3d, pullet

ad to Warner; cock 3d. hen 3d, cockerel ad and
pullet 3d to Knox and Tillinghaste; cockerel (tie)

3d to W. \. Erdman; cock ist, hen ist to H. B.

Batterson; cockerel 1st, pullet ist to B. D. Sarr.

Black—Pullet ist to Knox & Tillinghast; cock-
erel ist and pullet 2d and 3d to C. H. Akerley.
White- -Cock ad and pullet ist to Knox & Tilling-

haste.

Langshans (black).—Cock ist, hen ist and
cockerel 3d to Knox & Tillinghaste; cockerel ad
to Paul Ilillspaugh; cockerel ist and pullet ad to

C. H. Ackerly; pullet ist to W. S. Keyes. White
—Cock 1st, hen isl and pullet 1st to Knox & Til-

linghaste.

Dominiques (American),—Cock 1st, hen 2d,

cockerel 2d and pullet 2d to Waller Shriner; hen
3d to W. S. Miller; pullet 3d to Frank Bower.

Plymouth Rocks (barred).—Cock 2d. hen 3d.

cockerel ad and pullet ist to Fuller & Yates:

cock 3d. hen ad to F. R. Terwilliger; hen 1st.

cockerel ist and pullet 3d to C. W. Jones. White
—Cock ist and hen ist to J. H. Warner; hen 2d to

T. M. Loisee: cockerel ist and 3d and pullet 2d to

W. H. Moorz: cockerel ad and pullet ist to H. B.

Drake; pullet 3d to C. W. Haste. Peacomb—Pul-
let 3d to C. H. Ackerly.

Wyandottes (silver).—Cockerel 1st and pullet

ist to W. N. Bartram; cockerel 2d and pullet 3d
to W. S. Keyes; pullet 2d to F. H. Davey; cock-

arel 3d to E. B. Smith. Golden—Pullet ad to S.

H. I.Anev. White—Cock 1st, hen ist, cockerel 3d
and pullet ist to L. W. Van Winkle; cockerel ad

toC H. Ackerly; cockerel 1st and pullet ad and
3d to W. F. Everetts.

jAVAS (black).—Cock ad, hen 1st and ad. cock-
erel ad and pullet 1st to L. W. Van Winkle.
White—Hen ist, cockerel ad pullet ist to F. R.
Terwilliger; hen ad. cockerel la to C. H. Ackerly.
Mottled—Cock 2d, hen rstand 2d. cockerel ad and
pullet 1st to F. R. Terwilliger.

Spanish (white-faced black).—Cock ist. hen
1st, cockerel ist and 2d and pullet 1st and 2d to

H. B. Batterson.

Andalusians.—Cockerel 1st and pullet 1st to

A. B. Blunk.

Leghorns (single comb white).—Hen ist and
2d, cockerel 1st and 2d and pullet 1st and 2d to

C. E. Hawell. Single comb brown—Hen ist and
ad, cockerel 1st and pullet ist, ad and 3d (tie).

cockerel 2d to C. E. Howall; cockerel 3d (tie) to

H. G. Buisch; cockerel 3d (tie) to Rot)er Par-
menter; pullet 3d (tie) to B. M. & J. Snyder.
Black—Cockerel 1st and pullet ist to C. H.
Akerley. Rose comb white—Cock 1st and
pullet 3d to E. Spencer; hen ist, cockerel 2d and
3d and pullet ad 10 W. S. Miller; cockerel ist and
pullet ist to Walter Shimer. Rose comb brown-
Cock ist, hen 2d, cockerel 1st, 2d and 3d and
pullets 1st, 2d and 3d to H. E. Benedict. Buff-
Cockerel ist and pullet ist to R. F. Hally; cock-
erel 2d and pullet 2d to L D. Atwater & Co.

MiNORCAS (black).—Cock ist, cockerel 2d to F.

C. Cole; cock 2d and 3d, hen i.st, ad and 3d, cock-
erel 3d and pullet ad to L. Garrison & Co.; cock-
erel island pullet ist to Frank Williston; pullet

3d to A. E- Cotfkrill. White—Hen ist, cockerel

ist and pullet 1st and ad to B. S. Rockwell; cock-
erel 3d and pullet 3d to S. C. Drew.

Polish (silver).—Hen 3d to S. C. Drew. White-
crested black—Cock ist and hen 1st to Frank
Elliott.

Hamburgs (golden spangled).—Cock 1st and
ad, hen 1st and ad, cockerel ist and pnllel isl and
ad to F. B. Terwilliger. Silver spangled—Cock
ist and 3d, hen ist and ad, cockerel isl and ad

and pullet ist and ad to J. E. Hazard; cockerel
3d to H. N. Roberts. Golden pencilled—Cockerel
1st and pullet isl to Preston & Waile. Silver

pencillea—Cock ad and 3d and hen ad and 3d to

G. W. Chidsey. Black—Cock ist and 2d. hen ist

and ad, cockerel 1st and pullet ist and ad to W.
H. Moody; cockerel ad and pullet 3d (tie) to W.
S. Miller; cock 3d and pullet 3d (lie) to G. W.
Chidsey.

Dorkings (white).—Cock ist and hen 1st to

S. C. Drew; cockerel 2d and pullet ist to Waller
Shriner.

Red Caps.—Cockerel 1st and pullet 3d to O. C.

Woalf.

HOUDANS.—Cock ad and pullet ad to Walter
Schriner; cockerel ist and pullet ist to C. H.
Akerley.

La Fleche.—Hen ist and ad t.) S. C. Drew.

GAMES (black breasted red). -Cock 1st, hen 3d

(tie), cockerel 1st and pullet 3d (tie) to A. E
Blunk; cock ad. hen ist, cockerel 2d and pullet

ad to Dr. F. N. Ross; cock 3d, cockerel id (tie)

and pullet ist to N. Bentley; hen ad and pullet

3d (tie) to M. F. Mayer; hen 3d (tie) to H. B.

Batterson. Yellow duckwing — Hen ist and
cockerel to Dr. Ross. Japanese—Cockerel and
pullet ist to S. H. Lowrey. Red pile—Cock isl

and hen 1st to A. E. Blunk. Pit (heavy-weight).
—Cock island stag ist to Wallace & Sullivan;

cock ad and stag 3d to Diester & Hamilton;
cock 3d to W. A. Erdman: stag ad to Ed. A.

Toale. Middle-weight—Cock isl to Wallace &
Sullivan: cock ad and slag ad to W. I. Daunee;
cock 3d to Deister & Hamilton; stag ist to Ed. J.

Toale. Light-weight—Cock isl and s'ag ad to

Walllace & Sullivan; stag ist to John Espey;
stag 3d to D. C. Paulding.

Indian Games.—Cockerel 2d to Carl W. Hart;
cockerel 3d and pullet ist to R. F. Hally; cock-

erel ist and pullet 3d to C. H. Ackerley; pullet 2d

to S. D. Atwater & Co.

Bantams (black-breasted red).—Cock ist. hen
ist and pullet ist to;Phil. Orlh & Bro,; hen 3d to

Paul Block; hen ad, cockerel ad and pullet ad to

A. W. Smith; cockerel 3d and pullet 3d to A. Mc-
Kinney; cockerel 1st to H. B. Batterson. Red
pile game—Cock 1st, hen 3d, cockerel 1st and ad

and pullet 1st and 3d to J. H. Warner; cock 3d

and pullet ad to A. W. Smith; cock 2d and hen 2d

to H. B Drake. Silver duckwing game-Pullet

ist to A. W. Smith. Black-breasted red Malay-
Cockerel 1st and pullet ist to A. McKinney. Sil-

ver Sebright—Cock 1st, hen 1st. cockerel 2d and
pullet 2d to J. H. Warner; pullet ist and 3d to

Carl W. Hart. Pekin or Cochin—Pullet ist to A.

W. Smith; cockerel ist to H. B. Drake. Rose-

comb black—Cockerel ist and pullet ist to C. H.
Ackerley. White—Cock 1st, pullet ist to Walter
Shriner. Japanese—Cockerel 1st and hen 1st to

H. B. Drake.

Huffman; cockerels ad to Randall; pullet ist

and ad to Huffman.

HOUDANS.—Hen ist to Hull; cockerel island
4th to Hull; pullet ist to Hull.

Games (Indian).—Hen ist and ad to Clise;

cockerel ist to Clise. ad to Peebles; pullet ist and
ad to Clise, 3d to Peebles, 4lh to Clise. Japanse
pit games—Cock 1st and ad to Smith; hen ist

and 2d to Smith. Pit cocks—1st to Columbia
Poultry Yards; cockerel ist and 2d to Tinlo, ad

and 4lh to Columbia Poultry Yards; pullet 1st,

3d and 4th to Columbia Poultry Yards, ad to

Tinlo. Silver duckwing—Cockerel ist, pullet ist

to Edwards Bros.

Bantams (golden Sebright).-Cock 2d and hen
isttoLadd. Pekin—Cock ist. hen 1st to Ladd.
Japanese - Cockerel ist, pullet 1st to Kocher,

Turkeys (bronze).—Cock 1st, cockerel ist to

Mis. Carter.

Bucks (Pekin).—Pair ist to Kocher.

Geese (Chinese).—Gander ist. goose ist to

Batson.

Incubators.— ist to Prairie Stale Incubator
Company.
Brooders.—1st to Prairie State Incubator Com-

pany.

Pigeons (fantail).— ist to Smith.

Pheasants (imported shams).—Cock ist. hen
ist to A. H. Dawson. Mongolia—Pair ist to

Kocher. Golden— 1st to Austin Lalhrop.

Sumatras.—Cock 1st and hen 2d to W. J.

Dounce; hen ist to N. Benlley.

Frizzles.—Cock ist and hen 1st to S. C.

Drew.
Creve Cceors.—Cock 2d to S. C.Drew; cock-

erel 2d and pullet 2d to C. H. Ackerley.

Turkeys (bronze).—Old ist and ad to George
Waif; young, ist to W. H. Peters.

Ducks (Pekin).— 1st to S. A. Laney. Crested

white—ist to Walter Shriner.

Guineas (white) —ist to Walter Shriner.

Pigeons—White pouters 1st. white crested

fans ist, yellow fans ist, booted black fans ist,

white owls ist. blue owls isl, priests 1st and Rus-

sian trumpeters ist to Hally Miller; black Jaco-

bins 1st, white Jacobins ist and ad, plain while

fans ist and ad, saddleback fans isl, long-fa«-ed

tumblers ad and blue checkered Anlwerps ad to

Jervis I^andon; black Jacobins 2d, dun Jacobins

1st and red Jacobins ist to L. D. Moody; crested

and booted black fans ist, red checkered Anl-
werps ist and silver dun Anlwerps 1st to H. B.

Batterson; blue checkered Anlwerps 1st to Henry
N. Benton.

Incubators.—Elmira Incubator Company ist

on incubators in operation.

"An Error in Spelling and in Fact."

Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

Your issue of the 20th contains a par-

agraph from Mr. R. S. Groves, the osten-

sible object of which is to correct the

spelling of his name and to assist you in

your desire to keep your paper truthful.

Having given my name as D. C. Owen,

he then refers to "honors l>eiug about

equal." I trust it is well known that I

shun controversy or criticism of judges'

awards, but I cannot let this "error" go
uncorrected.
The facts are these : The award gave

Mr. Groves first ou satinette cock. He
won first on bluette hen, as the bird I

entered was sick, and I sent a silverelte

hen to fill the cage. These were the only
firsts he took, being two out of eight.

I look all four awards on barred cocks.

An accident released the barred hens, and
the attendants in replacing them put the

birds in the wrong cages, and pulled out

some feathers in the wing of one of my
birds. This bird was disqualified. An-
other bird (the property of Mr. Groves)
was disqualified on account of a stiff

wing. Before the ribbons showing the

awards were affixed to the cages the birds

had been shifted to their proper cages,

so that I was ignorant of the mistake
until the publishing of the award in the

catalogue and journals, too late for cor-

rection. The real award for barred hens

then was (leaving out the two disqualified

birds): First, second and third to H. E.

Owen, fourth not awarded.
Trusting that your .sense of justice will

lead you to publish this explanation of

honors "being about equal." I remain
yours truly, HENRY E. OwBN.
New York, February 23. 1R92.

Seattle, Wash., Awards.
Brahmas (light),-Cocks ist to J. H. Albright,

ad to C. Kocher. 3d to J. M. Garrison and 4lh to

C. J. Andrews; hen ist to Albright, ad to Docking.

3d to Albright and 4th to Garrison ; cockerel ist

to Ladd. ad to Garrison, 3d to Ladd; pullets ist,

ad and 3d to Kocher, 4th to Ladd.

Cochins (buff).—Cockerel ist to Columbia
Poultry Yards. Partridge—Hen 1st and ad to

Garrison, 3d to Batson. 4th to Ladd; cockerel 1st

to Stilmant, ad to Ladd, 3d to Columbia Poultry

Yards: pullets ist and ad to Ladd, 3d to Columbia
Poultry Yards, 4lh to Stilmant.

Langshans (black).—Cockerel 1st to Ladd. ad

to Columbia Poultrv Yards, 3d to Dupont; pullet

ist and ad to Columbia Poultry Yards, 3d to Du-
pont.

Plymouth Rocks (barred).—Cock ad to Garri-

son; hen ist to Kocher, ad to Garrison, 3d to Burt,

4lh to Garrison; cockerel 1st to Kocher. 2d to

Clise, 3d and 4th to Garrison; pullet 1st to Clise,

ad to Mrs. Calligan, 3d to Garrison. White-
Cock 1st to I.,add; hen 1st to Ladd 2d to McLel-
land; cockerel ist to Columbia Poultry Yards, 3d

McLelland.
Wyandottes (golden).—Pullet ad, 3d and 4lh

to Shanks. Silver—Hen 4th to Dawson; cock-

erels ad to Garrison, 3d toCassel, 4lh to Garrison.

Spanish (white-faced black).—Hen ist and ad

to Kocher; pullet ist to Kocher.

Leghorns (single comb while).—Cock ist to

Kocher, ad to Mercer; hen tst to Kocher, 2d to

Randall, 3d to Kocher, 4lh to Wallace; cockerel

ist to Columbia Poultry Yards, 2d to Peebles. 3d

to Kocher. 4th to Wallace; pullet i.st. ad and 3d

to Columbia Poultry Yards, 4th to Kocher. Single

comb brown— Cockerel 1st and ad to Garrison.

3d to Columbia Poultry Yards; pullet ist to

Columbia Poultry Yards ad and 3d to Garrison,

4th to James.

MiNORCAS (white).—Pullet ist to Batson.

Polish (white-crested black).—Cock 1st, hen
1st and ad to Deschner.

Hamburgs (silver spangled). — Cock ad to

Buflf Wyandottes.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I notice in your comments on the ex-

hibit of buff Wyandottes at Madison

Square Garden you advise breeders of

this variety to go slow in selling eggs

until it is more fully established. This

is sound advice, and I trust every buff

Wyandotte breeder will give it attention.

While there are fanciers who can be
relied upon to consign to the block all

unworthy specimens, there are, on the

other hand, men who take up new breeds

for "revenue only." They take advan-

tage of every boom, and never have any
culls if the demand makes it possible for

them to work them off on some unsus-

pecting victim. Again, there are ama-
teurs constantly coming into the ranks

of the fraternity, in whose hands it would
be very unsafe to place a breed while in

process of development.
Those who may be tempted by the

prospect of getting |ioor |i2 for a setting

of eggs—if they have any regard for the

future of this variety—have but to inves-

tigate the present standing of the buff

Leghorn to find an object lesson full of

meaning. Eggs were sold from this

breed at $1 each only to hatch ninety-

nine per cent of culls. Go where you
will, from Maine to Minnesota, in breed-

ing yard or show pen, and you find the

white tails and pencilled bodies that de-

note the mongrel. Now, I hope I will

not be accused of condemning the buff

Leghorn, for I rea'ly believe it is de-

stined to be the Leghorn of Leghorns.

But I do condemn the methods of breed-

ers who, in bringing out a new variety,

seem to care more for present profits than
for future worth.
The buff Wyandottes at New York,

with their good color, clean, yellow legs

and Wyandotte shape were a surprise to

breeders generally ; but it does not fol-

low that because the progress has been
great we can afford to sell ejigs indis-

criminately. Irving Crocker.
>--<

Rumbold to Nevius.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

As Mr. John D. Nevius, judge of light

Brahmas at the late Philadelphia show,

saw fit to take exceptions to a letter of

mine in a late number ofThe Fanciers'

Journal, I ask a short space for reply,

as he referred, as I think, in a sneering

and sarcastic manner to me and my light

Brahmas.
First. I intended no reflection on Mr.

Nevius as a judge, only the manner of

judging "comparison," for I am very
certain the points are not carried in the

head as correctly asou the score card.

Second. I will inform Mr. Nevius that

I am no novice at breeding light

Brahmas, as this is my twenty-second
consecutive season at mating and breed-

ing them, and may be pardoned for being
egotistical enough to think I am about as

good a judge of them as John D. Nevius.

Third. George O. Brown is too well

knowu and his ability as a judpe of light

Brahmas so generally acknowledged for

anything Mr. Nevius can say to affect his

standing as a first class judge, and as we
Marylanders think, a full head and
shoulders above the judge of the late

Philadelphia show. Mr. Brown can take

care of himself.

F'ourth. 1 have no phenomenal light

Brahmas. nor are they from the yards of

the best breeders named by Mr. Nevius,

but are selections from the yards of Dr.

G. H. Cairnes, of Woodbury, Md., who
had the honor of lowering the flag of our

worthy Pennsylvania judge at Baltimore

in, I thiuk, January, 1888, and from
another nearly unknown and obscure

breeder, George V. Fletcher, Belmont,

Mass., and I will say for Mr. Nevius'

satisfaction they are all diamonds of the

first water, and with which I am willing

to compete for honors with him or any
one else.

Mr. Nevius handled two of my hens at

Philadelphia, and awarded them vhc and
c, so he has seen some of them himself.

I exhibited ten birds and was given an

award on each bird, a record not often

surpassed. Mr. Brown handled my hens

at Frederick and Hagerstown, Md.. and
saw them at Philadelphia. He never was

at Brahma Home Yards.

I have not only bred but have exhibited

light Brahmas for years, and no bird

bred and exhibited by me has received a

score under 94>4 points. Can Mr. Nevius

say as much ? Let Mr. Nevius contain

his soul in patience and peace or tackle

some novice, not au old breeder. I am an

inveterate foe to comparison judging, but

am an open and honorable fighter, and
would scorn to make a covert attack on
a judge as Mr. Nevius seems to suppose

I did on him. Would be pleased to hear

something from the Philadelphia exhi-

bition, as I have not heard from the sec-

retary yet, and the show has been over

more than a month ago.

I forgot one thing. Mr. Nevius, I beg
your pardon. The time Mr. Brown sai<l

what he did was the day before I wrote

the letter. I supposed any one would
know that much. I think it was the last

week of January, at least it was after the

Philadelphia show.
John Rumbold.

Choptavk, Md.

Several Corrections.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

I read in your paper that H. W. Vahle
was awarded special on turbits at the

New York show. This is a mistake, I

was awarded special on the turbits.

Please correct. Yours trulv,

W. Harry Orr.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Allow me to call your attention to

the fact that Mr. Buffinton was credited

in The Fanciers' Journal of Febru-

ary 13 the first prize at New York on buflF

Wyandotte cock and hen, when in fact I

should have received the credit.

Dr. N. B. Aldrich.
Fall River, Mass., February 27.
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CHIPS FROM THE POULTRY BLOCK.

Fleeing Fancies Nipped on the

"Wing for Our Readers.

BY T&ixiB.

Uncle Isaac bas been getting off some

more of bis Legboru bistory, and Harker

very properly calls bim down in Febru-

ary Fanciers- Montbly. How anyone

witb tbe facts before bim can say tbat

tbe wbite is tbe only pure Legborn is

past my understanding, but Uncle Isaac

keeps at it, altboiigb be bas been sboAU

tbe error of bis way by numbers of our

best informed poultrymen.

Ayers says be could find no pure whites

in Tuscony wben be was tbere in "quest

of Legborns," and tbat nine-tenths of tbe

fowls seen were brown or red. Have we

any reason to suppose tbat wben the

Leghorns were first imported that nothing

but wbite ones were brought over ? The

idea is absurd, and Uncle Isaac should

not endeavor to belittle all other mem-

bers of the Leghorn family simply be-

cause be breeds only tbe whites.

Yes tbe brown, black and cuckoo Leg-

horns' are every whit as pure as are

Uncle's whites. I do not say this be-

cause 1 am not friendly to tbe white

Legborns. for I admire them greatly,

and were I fortunately situated for keep^

i„K them I would assuredly keep a flock

of them. The white Leghorns are too

eood a breed to recjuire any misrepresen-

tation to aid in bringing them to the

^Tim glad to see some, quite a number

of our readers. East and West, come over

to our side of the Leghorn question

Wben we first alluded to their market

and table qualities we were hooted at as

a fool Well, since then quite a number

have come out in the papers stating the

same thing, yet we still find a few mis-

guided youths who try to make us be-

lieve tbe Leghorn is only good for eggs

andthen only in summer, for you know

thevare "'onlv warm weather layers

"What fools we mortals be," especially

we who stand up for the graceful and use-

ful Leghorn. r ^u
Uncle Mike fights the pit game fowl be-

cause he knows nothing of its worth and

is too mulish to give it a fair test, and

those who are forever condemning our

small laying breeds, especially t^ie Leg-

horns, are in the same boat, bhake off

vour preconceived opinions, give them a

fair trial for one year and it matters not

tional association, especially as I hear

they propose to issue a new standard-

one of their own-aud to be used at all

western exhibitions.

Now. if the two standards differ mate-

rially and if they do not why burden the

poultry industry witb two conflicting

standards? Many of our best breeders

both East and West sell and ship birds

to all parts of the country, and if one

section of Uncle Sam's farm breeds for a

bird of one type and another for an en-

tirely diff^erent one, why this sectional

business will bring ruin to tbe fancy

lousiness

That terrible month of March is near

at band, and a word here may not be

much out of place. We will doubtless,

as is usual, have quite a varietv of weather

before "all fool's day" sun shines down

on the virtuous poultrynian's bead

Great care must be exercised with both

old and young birds just now if we ex-

pect them to reniaiu free from disease.

One day warm the next at zero, ram the

next, wind and snow the next and so on

throughout the month, and if fowls are

not Suarded from these momentary

changes roup and all the other diseases

caused by cold and exposure are sure to

^^Young chicks especially, and we should

have lots of them by this time, must not

only be liberally fed but must be pro-

tected from exposure or you will attend

many funerals before the first of Apnl.

But on every warm sunny day they

should be given a run in some sunny

nook. v<un is as essential to life, especi-

ally to young life, as is food and they

should be accorded every possible oppor-

tunity of securing it.

PIGEON FLYjNG^

ON THE WING.

During the past week Philadelphiaus

have been treated to a little more excite-

ment, tbe antics of the excitable Mr. Mil-

ligan having much to do with the cause.

As we anticipated, however, the worthy

secretary of the Keystone City Flying

Club has crawled, fully substantiating

the statement made in The Journal of

February 13, which, in referring to an

expressed desire on the part of certain

Federation leaders to match the lofts of

of either Milligan, Callaghan or Shep-

herd against any in the League, referred

to Mr. Milligan's lofts as one of the

weakest that could have been chosen to

represent the old organization on account

of his having but just started again in tbe

pigeon flying business.

E. H . Harper ; secretary and treasurer,

Jacob Motz. No less than six of the

original members of the club were pres-

ent at the meeting. Messrs. Motz, Harper

and Davis were appointed to frame a code

of by-laws and rules to govern tbe club.

The following race schedule for old birds

bas been proposed :

^.^^^

May 2 OaVdale 4
May 5 Burgettstown ^°

May 8 MinRO Junction ^
May II Cadiz Junction ™
May 15 Bowerstown •>

May 22 Coshocton, O
J

May 29 Newark, O. •*

June 5 Springfield O J

June 12 Greenfield. Ind 300

June 19 Terre Haute. Ind 4oo

June 26 Vandalia, Mo ^
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This statement was correct in every de-

tail, and Mr. Milligan was very foolish

to come out in a challenge wben he knew

that as soon as it was answered he would

have to back down.

"Right is might, not numerical strength

alone." — Homing Exchange, March,

1892. There is a depth of meaning in

tbat one sentence, and we can fully appre-

ciate the sigh the worthy editor must

have given vent to when he made the

admission therein contained. Yes, Jake !

the League has the numerical strength

undoubtedly, but why ? Only because it

also has the right.
*

« *

•••

which variety you may select you will be

convinced that if there is a better fowl

living than tbe Leghorn tbat it must be

a veritable "daisy."
.

That "English baby" gets it on all

hands, but the neatest hit I've yet seen

was the recent article from the pen of

Brother Parker, of Iowa. \ou, Mr. Edi-

tor and all the rest of you comparison

fellows, should verify his figures-it can

be easily done. I guess.

What has become of E. P. Cloud, is he

dead > I've written bim three times dur-

ine tiie past two weeks, but never a word

in reply Did you kill bim off at Pbila-

*\Mi"ves I see some of the fellows, the

Lord bless them, had the nerve to form a

new poultry association, to buck against

the A P. A., during tbe week of tbe New

York allow. I am pleased to see such a

move has at last taken root, and may it

crow and extend until ever>- poultry as-

sociation and specialty club is
f
"lember.

Then fur will fly and "ringers," "fakes,

etc., will be of the past.

I believe in tbe delegate system of rep-

resentation, but I object to any ;pa»<l up

policies" taken by individuals for their

own individual and selfish ends. Let

every association and club be represented

by one or more properly appointed dele-

gates. In case the duly elected delegate

cannot attend tbe meetings allow a dele-

gate from some other club or association

to represent them by "proxy. This

is perfectly fair, and the only plan by

which such' an association can have proper

representation.

A move is on foot to form a western

poultry association to include everything

west of tbe "beautiful Ohio." but then I

don't see what the poultry industry will

be in the least benefited by such a sec-

The A. P. A. at Los Angeles.

Tbe following is synopsis of the pro-

ceedings of tbe A. P. A. meeting at Los

Angeles, Cal.: The president. Oren

Scotten, made an interesting opening ad-

dress which was listened to with interest

and emphatically applauded.

Tbe amendment changing constitu-

tion, etc., so to admit a representative of

local poultry societies to life membership

upon the payment of|io was passed,

also giving members of tbe advisory

board (ex-presidents) tbe right to vole

for the place of the annual meeting of

the association.
. , • ^i.

Mr Pierce's resolution changing the

wording so that the annual meeting can

be held any month also passed.

A score card was adopted which will be

known as the "A. P. A. Official Score

Card" It is a combination of tbe score

cards and ideas of Messrs. Felch, Bick-

nell Pierce and Brown, and donated by

them to the American Poultry Associa-

*°A committee of five on each class of

standard breeds for the revision of the

standard to report at the next meeting

was appointe t by the president.

Mr P H. Scudder's proposed amend-

mentk, etc.. were postponed until the

next annual meeting, owing to the few

members present, as it was deemed their

importance was such tbat it would be

unwise to take action on them except at

a good full meeting of older members.

Thirty-seven new members were elected.

Tbe list of officers elected having been

published in previous issues cf The
Journal we omit. ^^^^ G. o. b.

In regard to Mr. Milligan's challenge,

tbe Homing Exchange, which being the

official organ of his own party^we sup-

pose to be inspired, says editorially in its

March issue : "As Mr. Milligan has al-

ready deposited I25 with the Philadel-

phia Item as an earnest of his intentions,

and as the conditions of the race are as

fair and square as it is possible for anyone

to make, tbere seems to our mind but one

of two things for the Philadelphia Club

members to do. either to accept, or to

acknowledge the superiority of Mr. Mil-

ligan's loft. In view of the claim of Mr.

A M. Wood that Mr. Milligan's loft is

weak, it is hardly possible that the Phila-

delphia Club members will back down at

this stage, especially so when the Phila-

delphia fancy are all on the tip-toe of

expectancy as to the outcome. We

therefore look for an exciting and very

close race, and may the best lof\ win."

•%
In this article Mr. Bockius says :

"Ac-

ceptor acknowledge the superiority of

Mr Milligan's lofls." In reply Mr.

Conley challenges Milligan, loft against

loft, saying that he will select the best

five or ten birds in Mr. Munro's loft and

fly them against the best five or ten in

Milligan's loft, say five races, viz., 100,

200, 300, 400 and 500 miles for $50 per

match. He also deposits a forfeit of $25

It is not necessary to add to Mr. Milli-

gan, "accept or acknowledge the supe-

riority of Mr. Munro's loft, as he has al-

ready declined to fly such a match, in

which he acknowledges he would not

have the remotest chance of victory.

«

Hen House Floors.

I have used earth, and single and

double-board floors, and in building my

last bouse three years ago I laid a double

floor of one-inch hemlock boards with

tarred paper between. I also lined the roof

and sides with tarred paper. My house is

soby 13 feet with a three -foot alley on the

north side. It contains five pens loxio feet.

My sills are one foot from the ground, so

tbat in summer tbere is a good circulation

of air underneath. I cover my floor with

gravel four to six inches deep, and on top

of that place leaves or cut straw in winter

for the fowl to work in. and the gravel is

always dry, and the building warm, so

that water will not freeze in it unless the

mercury runs down nearly to zero. In

tbe three years during which I have used

this bouse, I have yet to see the first case

I of roup, or to bear one of my fowls sneeze.

Rats will not eat through hemlock.—M.

[ C. E. in Rural New Yorker.

We would now say to Mr. Milligan,

get down to pigeon flying, Joe, and leave

vituperation alone, and you may yet own

birds that you dare back against Munro

or any one else

As the Homing Exchange has taken

upon itself to defend the management of

last season's Philadelphia Federation

sectional races, we would like to have an

explanation of the president, race secre-

tary, John Shepherd, and at least one

member of tbe Race Committee. Keep-

ing their birds out of the basket which

contained tbe birds of all the other sec-

tional members shipping to 500 miles,

and sending theirs in a separate basket,

afterwards known as tbe "executive

basket," a day later. To fully prove

what diff-erence there must have been in

the instructions forwarded witb these

two baskets, we might add that although

the two baskets of birds were in the

hands of the one liberator at the same

time, the birds in the general basket were

let go in a northeast wind and slaugh-

tered, while tbe others-the choice

stock—were held over for more favor-

able weather. This was one of tbe most

contemptible actions tbat a board of man-

agement could possibly be guilty of, and

we challenge tbe Homing Exchange to

disprove tbe charge. The fact that these

same men had flown in all tbe other sec-

tional races with the other sectional

members, makes their action in this par-

ticular race all the worse. They delib-

erately withdrew their best birds from

the general basket, the race secretary

amongst the rest, and owing to their

official position have little trouble in so

instructing the liberator that although

both baskets are in his possession at tbe

same time, he lets the birds in the one

go and holds the other for better wind

and weather. Now, Mr. Bockius you

ask for specific explanations of the charge

made in a recent circular that the Feder-

ation races of 1891 were grossly misman-

aged. Here is nut No. i and when you

have cracked that we may be induced to

find you a few others.

*

«
« »

Columbus, O., steps to the front with

another homing club, which commences

with a membership of nine enthusiasts.

The following are the officers who will

serve for the ensuing year :
President,

Louis Bierstedst; financial secretary,

Thomas Robinson ;
secretary and treas-

urer, Thomas Fellows. Keep up the

good work.
**•

At a recent meeting of the Pittsburg

fanciers the Pittsburg Homing Club was

reorganized, and the following officers

chosen for the season of 1892 :
Presi-

dent, George R. Fischer ; vice-president,

It is mismanagement of this kind tbat

has from time to time caused big flying

sections to fall away from the old body,

and which has at last brought about the

organization of a representative national

body of fanciers in the League of Ameri-

can Homing Clubs. This new body will

hereafter be looked upon as the only thor-

oughly representative national organiza-

tion, and it already outnumbers the old

Federation considerably. George H.

Bowerman, 20 Monmouth Street, New-

ark, N. J., is its secretary, and any club

of five reputable fanciers or over can join

the League by application to him. The

cost is only $1 per fancier per year, and

in return a club's races are flown under

national management and for national

record, witb all the other advantages of

membership in such a powerful organi-

zation.

»%
The Rhode Island Federation has

elected the following officers for 1892 :

President, Fred Bowers ; secretary, J. A.

Boutelle ; Board of Appeals, G. E. Hook,

chairman ; G. H. Young, secretary ;
H.

Wagner. G. H. Goodby and H. G.

Thurston. The body is understood to be

entirely independent, intending to fly

under whatever rules offer the most ad-

vantages.

« »

If this resolution is adhered to the

Rhode Island Federation will probably

be seen flying with the League of Ameri-

can Homing Clubs before tbe season ex-

pires, as the rules of the latter organiza-

tion were formulated for the express pur-

pose of offering such bodies as tbe Rhode

Island Federation a chance to fly pigeons

for national record on an equitable basis

with fanciers of other sections.

POINTS IN THE FLYING FANCY.

News and Notes Gathered Here,

There and Everywhere.
Correspondence Fanciers' Journal.

There has been considerable talk go-

ing through tbe pigeon flying columns

of the Item in its issues of February 21,

22, 24, 27 and 28, in which challenges.

W-banded youngsters, seven strings,

weak lofts. 500 miles distances, rabid

feelings, frothy ideas, definite form, snap

ups, venomous abuse. $25 deposits, etc.,

etc., etc., are so thoroughly mixed up

that I really am commencing to view the

apparently strained relations between

certain leading Philadelphia members of

the League of American Homing Clubs

and the Federation of American Homing

Pigeon Fanciers with some anxiety.

Gentlemen, break away. From away

back it is singular that pigeon flying

challenges invariably provoked a mass

of newspaper controversy and unneces-

sary friction, and that our flying men

make no new departure from the ancient

customs is very evident to tbe readers of

the pigeon flying columns of the Item.

It reminds me of the old days of the

Homing Pigeon when Van Op.stal, White-

ley, Baldwin, Hunt and others invariably

started a season's controversy through

the journal's columns by the issue of a

challenge, and in those days, too, some

invariably attached "silver strings" to it.

I have been asked by several leading

flying men my opinion of the situation

and as to tbe fairness of Mr. Milligan's

challenge and tbe unfairness of Messrs.

Conley and Wood's comments. Tbe
controversy was launched by the pigeon

flying editor of The Fanciers' Journal
in making editorial comment in the issue

of February 13, tbat tbe latest cry from

some of tbe Philadelphia Federation

leaders was expressive of anxiety to ar-

range a match race witb five birds of

either tbe vlilligan. Shepherd or Calla-

ghan lofts against any in the League
(presumablv in the Quaker City), and
remarking further that three weaker lofts

could not have been chosen to represent

tbe older organization. Milligan having

but just re-entered the flying fancy, Cal-

laghan having no pigeon knowledge and
Shepherd (bis coach and tutor) being la-

mentably weak in matured desirable fly-

ing stock.

Now. I fail to perceive in this comment
anything tbat should have provoked such

unnecessarv friction and controversy as

has appeared in the Item from Messrs.

Milligan and Conley, the one in his

challenge tbe other in his counter chal-

lenge, both widely opposite. The point

hinges on the anxiety of tbe Federation

leaders to arrange a match with their

birds against those of the League leaders

is Philadelphia, referred to by The Jour-

nal comment. If the Messrs. Milligan,

Shepherd or- Callaghan belittle the fly-

ing strength of tbe leading Ceague lofts

of Philadelphia, and either are desirous

of measuring their individual .strength

against any one loft representative of tbe

League in Philadelphia, then it is ridicu-

lous for either party concerned to specify

what age birds should enter into the

contest. Such talk can have no strength

or issue. The flying strength of a loft is

something that takes years of careful

and perfect handling to develop, and
when any flying man wishes to measure
bis strength against the flying capacity

of any other loft from one to 500 miles

inclusive he must be prepared to meet
such representatives of tbe loft presented

for competition as the owner deems fit.

regardless of age, band, color or set, and
it is as unreasonable and unsportsman-

like for any flying man to entail any
such condition of age when comparing
the relative strength of lofts and discuss-

ing prospective merits of a loft and chal-

lenges, as it would be for a light-weight

of the pugilistic arena to insist upon
meeting none but light-weights after stat-

ing he conld defeat anything of any

weight. And it is just here where the

Messrs. Conley and Milligan are playing

at cross questions and crooked purposes.

The challenge of Mr. Milligan is clear

enough, plain and undoubtedly honest

and determined by the accompanying $25

part of tbe forfeit money. He wishes to

fly W-banded or 1891 hatched birds

against any other Philadelphia flying

club loft.

This is simply a conditional challenge

and cannot by any possible means be

misconstrued as governing tbe general

flying strength of tbe lofts in question.

It simply means a test of tbe quality of

last year's hatched youngsters, nothing

more. He might possibly defeat Mr.

Munro's last year's birds, and yet tbe

strength of the two lofts' flying strength

would not be determined.

Mr. Munro might have been lax in his

attention to bis birds last year, or unfor-

tunate in their maturing or flying, and

Mr. Milligan to the contrary. In bis re-

entry to tbe flying fancy he brought re-

newed enthusiasm, experience and a nat-

ural care for his breeding that produced

excellent results and better calculated for

good work in 1892 than the 1891 products

of Mr. Munro's lofts. But there is a

flving strength in Mr. Munro's loft be-

hind tbe 1891 production tbat Mr. Milli-

gan fears, and very naturally too. This

strength Mr. Conley very sensibly and

reasonably insists upon as being brought

into play in any proposed match, there-

fore I am afraid the matter will end in

smoke.
In the flying fancy there are classes of

lofts and 'their capacity of work as in

other sports. At present I am bound to

class Mr. Munro in the senior and Mr.

Milligan in the junior, and Munro's de-

clining to cross swords with Milligan

with 1891 hatched youngsters in a series

of races from 100 to 500 miles may be

governed by such circumstances as I have

referred to. and yet being willing to try

conclusions with his field flying strength

it is by no means indicative of weakness.

As a compromise. I would suggest the

closing of the match for 1892-bauded

youngsters from the Munro and Milligan

lofls to be flown in August from 100. 150

aud 200 miles, and this will give all the

gentlemen concerned an opportunity to

cool down and have some sport. But

why don't Shepherd or Callaghan take

Milligan's place and accommodate Con-

ley? I scarcely agree with The Jour-

nal's comment on these two lofts, for

was not Callaghan and Shepherd well to

tbe front in the Philadelphia old bird

flights from tbe Charlotte. N. C, and

Spartansburg. S. C, stations last year?

and with B and X-banded birds at that.

Surely with such an experienced old

tinier as Shepherd and such veterans as

B and X tbe lack of handling knowledge

on the part of Callaghan need not be

considered.
To read the advertisements of Mr. Cal-

laghan and also of Mr. Shepherd in the

Homing Exchange it seems a little rough

to belittle the flying strength of the lofts,

and yet how many of our would be fly-

ing men (as Mr. Milligan remarks in his

challenge) engage in pigeon flying

through the press and not through the

air.

Now, come, gentlemen, do more pig-

eon flying and less paper talk. As re-

ferred' to in my last notes, the Whitely

loft has been sold and passed into the

hands of our old friend Husson, of New

Jersey, the whole lot, good, bad and in-

different—not quite tbe whole—for I

learn ten pairs of youngsters remain at

the Whitely lofts, which is significant

and bears out my comment upon tbe

lofts becoming active and populous at

some future time.

J. C. Harris, of Boston, Mass., the en-

ergetic treasurer of tbe League of Ameri-

can Homing Clubs, is now engaged in

making friendly visits among the New
England fanciers to warm up their inter-

est in League matters, and I have beard

it remarked tbat for persuasive and talk-

ative powers neither Shepherd nor Gold-

man can approach him in this respect.

From Detroit, Mich.. I learn that Pres-

ident C. A. Parkman, of tbe Detroit Fed-

eration, has recently returned from a

month's fishing and gunning trip nearly

down to the bottom of Florida, getting

home in time to give hisacquiescences to

tbe enrollment of tbe Federation in tbe

League of American Homing Clubs and

sincerely wishing it every success, firmly

believing in its make-up and prospects.

Secretarv Gale, of the Detroit Federa-

tion, eohoes the sentiments of Mr. Park-

man and the outlook for a strong and

enjoyable flying section of the League in

Detroit is very encouraging.
Our old ac(iuaintance, Fred T. Towers,

of the Milwaukee. Wis., flying fancy, has

quit and sold out his entire left, but in

Otto Label the Milwaukee Flying Club

have an energetic and capable secretary

and treasurer. There are a number of

flying men in Milwaukee, but all more
or less divided up into small clubs from

four to ten members. Mr. Label con-

templates the formation of one or two

strong clubs from this material shortly

and enroll in tbe new League.

I paid a visit to tbe dog show held in

New York last week and enjoyed a chat

with quite a number of old pigeon men
whom I meet there greatly interested in

tbe canine exhibits. It has often been

remarked that very many good flying

men and pigeon fanciers have a marked
fondness for dogs and very frequently

drift from their flying feathered pets to

the kennel fancy, or share the two

together. A marked instance in this re-

spect is E. D. Damon, of Northampton.

Mass.. who is now deeply and success-

fully interested in hunting dogs, and wlio

gives promise to attain a distinction in

the kennel hobby equal to that he at-

tained as a flying fancier early in tbe

eighties. I'RITZ.

praise are heard of them. Tbe nomina-
tions for delegates to tbe League of Amer-
ican Homing Clubs— four to be elected

—was in order, ami tbe following gentle-

men were nominated and elected by ac-

clamation : T. v. CK)l(lnian, George H.
Bowerman. Joseph 11. Jackson and Wil-

liam Johnson. On motion of J. G. Gun-
ning. Jr., seconded by Conrad A. Mohr.
tbat tbe chair appoint a committee of three

to procure and submit to the club at some
eatlv <late designs for a diploma, carried.

Tbe'cbair appi>iiited George H. Hower-

man, J. G. tiunning. Jr.. and Joseph H.

Jackson. Tbere being no further busi-

ness the meeting, on inolion, was de-

clared adjourned to We«lnesday. May 16.

at 5 Park Place. New York City.

GEORf.E H. Bowerman, Secretary.

SHORT FLIGHTS.

Francis Whitely. of Newark. N. J., has

sold his entire loft of valuable record

birds and breeders to Joseph R. Husson,

of New York, whose loft was so recently

robbed of over forty fine homers.

Alonzo Gordon, of Philadelphia, Pa.,

bas accepted an official position on a

southern railroad, and has turned over

his entire loft of birds to be sold.

The brothers L. and F. G. Schreiber

are now members of the old Star Club of

Philadelphia.

Charlie Hub. Dr. Devlin and R. L.

Hayes are mentioned as applicants for

membership in the Fanciers' Club of

Germantown.

The reserve fund of the Philadelphia

Flying Club is now at the high water

mark.

J. H. vS. Milligan has been elected sec-

retary of the Keystone City Flying Club,

vice D. S. Rogers, resigned.

A movement is on foot favoring the

flying of Concourse races by tbe Phila-

delphia members of tbe Federation.

The diplomas for all the Federation

flights of^ 1H91 are not jet distributed.

This beats the "nearly six months' rec-

ord" of that second hundred mile race.

Empire City Flying Club.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The regular montbly meeting of tbe

Empire City Flying Club was held at its

club rooms, 5 Park Place, on Wednesday

evening, February 17, tbe president. T.

Fred Goldman, in the chair. Nineteen

members answered roll call. Minutes of

the previous meeting were read by the

secretary and approved. Tbe secretary

as chairman of the Committee on League

Organization rendered a report to the

club, giving in detail the action taken by

the leading flying sections of the country

in joining the National League of Clubs,

and in concluding bis report handed to

each member of tbe club a neatly ar-

ranged copy of the League constitution

and by-laws. On motion tbe report was

received and tbe committee, Messrs.

George H. Bowerman and Joseph H.

Jackson, were discharged with thanks of

the club. At this meeting Messrs. Win.

Bork. Jr., and T. J. Gerth, of Newark. N.

J., were elected to membership and pro-

posals for membership of ten other good

fanciers were received and referred to the

Board of Directors. Among them were

members of the Kings County Homing
Club and Hudson Club of Brooklyn. N.

Y.. and also three members of the Green-

ville. N. J.. Homing Club. These facts

bear out the statement made in my last

month's report, tbat tbe Empire Club

would start the flying season as one of

the strongest, if not the strongest, club

in America. This is certainly an appre-

ciation by the fanciers in this vicinity of

good and economical management.
The secretary announced tbat he had

issued 1800 bands of the 2000 ordered

from A. H. Kruger, and with the mem-
bership increasing the club will no doubt

use 3500 during the season. Tbe alumi-

num bands are certainly the finest thing

yet produced, and nothing but words of

The Homing Exchange repeats that it

has nothing but tbe kindliest and most

fraternal feeling toward the "League of

Clubs," and wishes it tbe fullest measure

of success. This can be taken with a

grain of salt.

The Empire City Flying Club elected

two new members at its last meeting,

and received applications from nine

other prominent fanciers, whose names
will be acted upon in the near future.

This is promising.

A neat little hand-lx)ok containing the

constitution, by-laws and race rules of

the League can now be obtained upon
application to tbe secretary. George H.

Bowerman, 20 Monmouth Street, New-
ark, N. J. ^ •» •

Sale of Stock.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have sold to Mr. C. E. Rockenstyre,

of Albany, N. Y., my entire stock of

high-grade bantams, including my pre-

mier "Old Gold strain" of buff Pekin

or Cochin bantams, among them Old

Gold, with a record of more first prizes

won, and in hot classes, than any of his

kin and a sure sire of winners. The lot

also includes my first prize winning fe-

male buffs and all my other varieties,

wbite crested Polish, Japanese, golden

Sebrigbts and black red games. This

stock of Buff Pekins with tbe excellent

stock already bred by Mr. Rockenstyre for

so long a time certainly places bim the

premier breeder of this as be is of other

varieties. E. K. Austin.

Fi.AriRSH, N. Y., February 15.

Transfer of Stock.

Mr. Jarvis Langdon, of Elmira, N. Y.,

bought a fair of fine red jacks of Mr. H.

V. Crawford. The cock won vhc at New-

York and he at Louisville. The hen won
vhc at both places. Also a pair of good

black Jacobins (stock birds) of Mr. A. B.

Hoskins.
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INCUBATORS.

t^

THE

PINELAND
INCOBflTORS AND BROODERS

ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERE AWARDED

2-.FIRST PREMIOMS-2
AT THE

W New M Show of 1891

Hundreds of the most successful poultrymen

use them exclusively. Send five cents for mam-
moth catalogue. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

Jamesburg, New Jersey.

POULTRY.

143-181

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM.

EmiroR INCUBATOR
WILL DO IT. ^

I.owe»t-prlced FlrsuclaM Hatcher made.
SlmpIC) Perfect*

|

iSelf'BegaUUng.

THE

-BUSINESS \m^
Breeding and Feeding Poultry for

Profit.

BY H. W. COLLINGWOOD,
Managing Editor of the Rural New Yorker.

With special articles by P. H. Jacobs, J. H. Drev-

enstcdt, C. S. Cooper, C. S. Valentine, Arthur

D. Warner, Henry Stewart, James Rankin, I.

K. Felch, Philander Williams, Henry Hales,

Dr. F. Iv. Kilbourne, C. H. Wyckoff. H. S. Bab-

cock, C. B- Chapman and others.

We believe that this little book will meet with

a hearty reception at the hands of all that vast

number of people who are interested in the do-

ings of "the little American hen," and especi-

ally in the methods by which practical poultry-

men make her so profitable an egg and meat
machine.

PRICE, Paper 40 cents, clotli 75 cents.

FOR SALE BY

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY

BOX 916, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

POULTRY.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowlf.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRA8.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILF^.

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECK8.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.
Young stock cheap in fall. 3^-44

POULTRY.

PROLIFIC

POULTRY FOOD
WILL MAKE

Hol«

Thonaanda in ne«
,

Leeeeful operation. I

lOaarantaMl to liatoli

I a larner p«roMiUc« I

I of fertile e(ga at let* '

I
ro$t than any other inoabator.
Send 60. for Ulu*. Oatalocnei

f6EO.H.STAHL,0uincyrill.

COCHIN HILL COCHINS.

THEODORE STERNBERG'S

Imported English BUHs
Full feathered, rich colored, grand shape, great

weights. A son of the Old Matchless bought at

the recent sale of Mrs. Scriven and a grand

Gwydyr cockerel at head of yards. Eggs I5 per 13.

ELLSWORTH, KANSAS, U. S. A.

55-67

HENS LAY
IN WINTER.

I
ML iTtrywlMn. I. B. lOtP. frop.. Bsr»»gtea. Tt;

|

Improved "Championllnculiator

Always Reliable. Guar-
anteed the Simplest and
Best and to hatch the

Laroett percentage pes.

Bible. Send 2 ct. stamp
for handsome catalog.

FAMOUS MFG. CO..
Chlcagoi.

A BRILLIANT SUCCESS

TIE ^mSTMlS KgmBB^
OF THE

pAflCIEfiS^ JOUHftAIi
Thousands of copies have been sold and the general verdict is that

t is the FINEST PAPER EVER PUBLISHED of its class. 44 pages

Beautifully Illustrated
Handsomely Printed

Incubator
Guaranteed Self-ReRnUting. _

Reliable Hatcher. (>«rd for Fret
Circular. BHEEB ft CHABB,
Hole Maaufscturera, (4ul^0Y, lu.

FOR PIGEONS AND
all breeds of fowls.

Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices

of Indian Games, Minor-
cas, lavas and B.P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20

years' experience counts
in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

For sale on all leading news stand of the large cities of the United

States. Price lo cents each, or sent prepaid on receipt of the above

sum by addressing

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPilNY,

Box 916, Rhiladelphia, Pa.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

J. Y. BICKNELL,

314 Vermont Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

-BY-

for profit
should have Pure Ground
BEEF SCRAP, which is

Meat and Bone, collected from slaughter

houses. Dried Perfkctly SWEET and ground.

Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want

samples and prices—we send them FREE. AO-

dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO., 133

Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

F. M. GILBERT.

Handsomelv illustrated. Practical and com-

prehensive. 'It is an invaluble guide for the

amateur pigeon fanciers.

PHEASANTS.

CHINESE GOLDEN PHEASANTS

UDY AMHERST PHEASANTS. SILVER PHEASANTS

AND RING NECK PHEASANTS.

-FOR SALE BY-

Prlce, paper, 50c. ; cloth *1.00.

PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OP-
WHITE FANTAIL

PIGEONS
m the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,

which gives descrip-

tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pov
tals. 94-146

1 swept the earth with my fans at Cincinnati

and did still better at Louisville (last week), and

now have none that I can possibly spare.

S. S. HAMBURG,
GOLDEN WYANDOTTES,

PARTRIDGE COCHIN,

S. C. BROWN LEGHORN
Eggs for Hatching. |2 for 13, $5 for 39. Visitors

always welcome at my Yards.

WILLIAM H. GREER,
53-6ieow Mechauicsville, Pa.

JAMES MORRISON, Gardener,

MR. SCHIEFFELIN'S PLACE.

P. O. Box 48. TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

PRICES, MARCH, 1892 :

Golden Pheasants per pair (superb) ..... !»
Golden Pheasants, co-ks, superb, each .... 10

Golden Pheasants, cocks, 1891, each ..... »

Lady Amherst Pheasants, 1891, per pair ... 25

Silver Pheasants, 1891. per pair . "
Ring Neck Pheasants, 1891, per pair ..... to

Charges, 50 cents per pair for boxing.

TERMS—Cash on delivery in Tarrytown.

peui pacts
1. The Fanciers' journal has

more than doubled its circulation in

the past twelve months.

2. Excepting one monthly paper

it now has the largest circulation of

any paper of its class in the United

States.

3. It reaches the very best class

of readers.

4. It has the patronage of the

very best class of advertisers.

5. It accepts no questionable ad-

vertisements from unreliable breed-

ers.

6. The readers of THE FANCIERS'

Journal have confidence in its ad-

vertising columns in consequence.

7. There are over lOO PER CENT

more advertisements now than 12

months ago. Is not this significant ?

8. A weekly paper reaches more

people than a monthly paper, con-

sequently an advertisement is seen

by more, and oftener at that.

9. Uniform advertising rates are

always adhered to. Everybody

being treated alike, there is no com-

plaint.

10. The advertising rates, while

higher than in many class papers,

are as low as a first-class paper can

afford.

11. To those who are not ready

to advertise weekly we recommend

the perusal of our blue card. The

latter gives monthly rates, which

are very reasonable.

12. Read a few extracts from

many letters :

AGENTS WANTED.
Reliable agents wanted in all parts of the coun

try. For particulars address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

BOX 916, PHILADELPHIA. PA.

^. WHITE PEKIN BANTAMS y^
The rarest and most beautiful of all. CHAM-

PIONS OF THE WORLD. Winners at Charles-

ton, i8qi ; New York. 1891-92 ; Phil'delphia. 1892.

Also Prize Winning WHITE PLYMOUTH
ROCKS, GOLDEN WYANDOTTES and BLACK
LANGSHANS. Stock and Eggs for Sale.

A. P. GROVES,
55-'-9 iwem Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.

SINGLE COMB WHITE LEGHORNS.
First prize on breeding pen at Doylesto^n show.

Eggs I1.50 for 13. J.H.Hellerman,Doylestown,Pa.

Kd^w^ard S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid 81 Sons,

Dealer in

SIN61N6 BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catelogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

"All sold, thanks to your paper."
* • *

"Resulted in the sale of all the bull puppies I

"The oointer I advertised in Fanciers' JotJR-

NAL last week I have sold. This is quick work
for your paper."

^

"Sold $72 worth of eggs in one week. The
Fanciers' Journal did it."

* • *

"Could have sold double my production."

* • »

"The best advertising medium for high class

fancy stock."
^ ^

"Sold sixty-three pigeons in one month,"
* * *

"Have sold every bird that I could spare, and
more too."

« * •

"Surprised at the amount of letters received

from that little ad. in your valuable paper."

* • *

"The Journal brought us excellent returns,"

writes a great incubator firm.

* • •

"My little ad. in your paper sold all my tame
deer."

VOL. 8, NO. 10. THB FANCIKRS' JOURNAt^ i6g

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

oooks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.

American Kennel. Surges

.

American Book of the Dog

PIGEONS.

;?z

1-50

i.oo
.80

3.00

.50

•50

3.00

.50

500
450
4.50
.50

1.50

1.00

•50

25

•50

, I 3-00

500
British Dogs (2 vols.) Dalziel 1300
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.00

Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee : • •.

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored

portrait
Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel

Dogs, Diseases of. Hill

Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3-«>

Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . . 50

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond . i.oo

Dog Training and Points of Judgfing ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I

Knglish K. C. S. Book, Vols. HI to IX, each
English K. C. S. Book,Vols. XI to XllI.each

Field Trial Training. White
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions •

Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing ; col-

ored portrait. Dalziel

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Disr

C&SCS ,,,•.••••'•••••
How to Keep a dog in the City. Mills . ,

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588

pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3-00

Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.50

Monograph of the German Mastin or

Great Dane Dog • •

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-

eration
Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .

Pointsof Judging; new edition, correct to

date •

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables

Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickham. Paper cover, 50c. ; cloth . . .

Prize Pugs of America and England.
(Cryer)

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon,
Stonehenge on the Dog
The Dog in Health and Disease 2.25

Teufel the Terntr; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog

The Spaniel and Its Training. By P. H. F.

Mercer
The Dog, by Idstone . •.•••••••••.•
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits

The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated

Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits

from life of 31 prize dogs; in leather . .

Youatt on the Dog
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir
Cloth

POULTRY.

CRKCK
•flOMING PIGEONS'

FROM THE

Francis Whitely Lofts.

I offer for sale about 300 birds from this cele-

brated loft, having purchased Mr. Whiteley's
entire collection. This is an excellent opportu-

nity to secure the very best crossings and at low
figures. Prices a matter of correspondence.
Address

JOS. R. HUSSON,
55-56 360 W. Fifty-seventh St., N. Y. City.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

thir heading for 20 cents per line for first tnsertwn,

rs cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Cooker Spaniels.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 rents per line forfirst inset (ton,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Various

COCKER SPANIEL BITCHES.-SEVERAL
fine ones in whelp to celebrated sires.

iir.-:... r^r lict r>f crxinioic for Hflle AndrewWrite for list of spaniels for sale,

Laidlaw, Woodstock, Ont.

Fox Terriers.

FOR SALE.-SEVERAL WELL-BRED BROOD
bitches from well-known stock. William
Tallman, 309 West Thirty-fourth Street,

New York City. 44-t'

Foxhounds.

POULTRY.

SOLD OUT
SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,

to make room for my

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM ELDRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for the South. South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. 19-70

FOR SALE.-SOME FINE-BRED
stock and a few trained runners.
"' E. Lecky, Holniesville, O.W.

YOUNG
Address

51-56

For Sale.

PUPPIES

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS .\T

New York, light Brahinas,barred IMyinouth
Rocks, golden, silver and while Wyandotles
and single comb white Leghorn.s. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Card.«,

Letter Sheets. Bill Heads, I'rice Lists, Sched
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers'

""

lishing Co.,Box9i6, Vhilad.' phia. Pa.
Pub-

PIGEONS
Advertisements without display inseyted iinde>

this heading for 2a cents per line A» first inseilior,

/scents per line Wich subsequent inset tion, count

seven words to line.

UOUR A I FOX TERRIER
r Idell, 216 N. 23d St., Phila.

CHEAP.
It

Great Danes.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE, BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars

A. M. Jaggard, 629 North Front Street,

Philadelphia, Pa. 43-94

Pedlgrree Blanks.

Antwerps.

F.
WARDELL TAYLOR, LANGHORNE. PA..

largest breeder in America. Ash and sil-

ver birds a specially. Youngsters only for

sale. $2 per pair. From record birds and
prize winners. 50-56.

Baldhoad Tumblers.

3.00

2.50
.60

.50

.75

I.oo

I.oo

I.oo

1.25

2.50

•75

I.oo

1-25

1.25

5-00

2.50

2.75
.25

4.00
2.50

.50

•75

Capons and Caponizing.

A NEW AND POPULAR EDITION OF THI

BOOK AT THE POPULAR PRICE OF 2

ENTS PER COPY POSTPAID.

kEDIGREE BLANKS FOR FOUR GENER-
ATIONS at 10 cents per dozen, or 85 cents

per icx). Extended four-page blanks, 5

cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed
postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

33 S. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

W. BIDOLE
of Short-face

Baldhead Tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddes stock. 54-79

CHARLES SCHMHNNER, ."SH

St., Baltimore, Md., fancier

Homing: Pigeons.

9t. Bernards.

, BERNARD BITCHES.-TWO ST. BER-
NARD Bitch Puppies ten months old, sired

bv Imported Ben more, sire of the first

prize rough coated puppy at New York
show last week. Andrew Laidlaw, Wood-
stock, Ont. 55 56

DePuy's Popular Poultrv Book No. 2, is entitled

Capons and Caponizing. This book has had a

very extensive sale at fifty cents per copy, but

the author, Mr. George Q. Dow, has kindly con-

sented to have it published in a Iwenty-five cent

edition, so as to put it within the reach of all, and
no person can afford to be without this book now
as the price is so low. The book contains all

that the fifty cent edition does besides adding

some new features not contained in that edition

that are really very valuable to poultrymen.

Finely illustrated and printed in large, clear

type that can be easily read without strainmg

the weakest eyes. All persons should read this

book who love poultry, as it gives thorough and

coirplete information on all the different details

of these subjects bv a veteran caponizer who
thoroughly understands what he is writing

about. This book covers the entire field from

A to Z. Price 25 cents per copy . Address all

orders to

Fanciers' Publishing Company,

Bom 916, Philadelphia.

Various.

00 PORTRAITS, FROM LIFE OR PHOTO
GRAPH. Collies, Setters, Bull Terriers,

etc For terms address John C. Stokes.

No. 457 N. Sixth St., Philadtlphia. it

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box

916, Philadelphia. Pa.

PURCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buy on commission

D'

A

A.

T.

W

guaranteed. J.
Gainesville, Va.

R.
or sell field dogs,

Purcell ("Hickory")
6-tf

M. WOOD, BREEDER AND FLYER
homing pigeons, 4910 Baltimore Ave.,

West Philadelphia. 51-76

FRED G(»LDMAN, BREEDER AND
flyer of Homing pigeons, 832 Herkimer St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y. 51-76

HO HAS A BETTER RECORD THAN
this ? In 1S90, Philadelphia Concourse
races, I won ist and 2d diploma Ironi loo

miles ; ist in special race from 200 miles
;

ist from 300, bred the winner of 400-mile

race, and was ist from 501) miles. In 1S91 I

won the Item Championship loo-mile

Trophv, 3d diploma in 4.so-inile Interstate

race, and was awarded ist, 2d, 3d and 4lh

diplomas in the 130 mile young bird Con-

cour>e race. Orders for youngsters filled

in regular order. J D. Munro, 4132 Market
St., Philadelphia, Pa. 53-5-7

For Sale.

All About Broilers. Boyer 25

An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard 50

Book o? Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. George Q.Dow. .25

Duck C"Iture. Rankin 50

Poultrr Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

oredillustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-

son Weir ._• • A • ,• 900
ProhUDle Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 1.50

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl 25

Poultry Culture. I. K. Felch . . 1.50

Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin 25

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,

Felch & Lee i<»

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5-«>

Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace 50

CAGE BIRDS.

Canary Birds. Paper cover 50

Cloth 75

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations i5-oo

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition

Native Song Birds George J. Baraesby. .

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams ....
The Canary. G. J. Barnesby

PIGEONS.

Book ot Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons. 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . .

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F.M.
Gilbert, paper 50c ; cloth _. . . i

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wnght

.

Pigeon Standard (new)
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer

MISCELLANEOUS.

American Anglers' Book. Norris ....
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Bookof the Game Laws • . .

Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) • •

Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus
Ply Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells

. Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.

Grinnell
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus

The Sportsman's Directory,

wood : • • •

The Art of Training Animals
;
paper ; il-

lustrated / • •. • -,_•• ' j
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals
With Fly-rod and Camera. Samuels . . .

Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell ....
Woodcraft. Nessmuk
611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen ....

A NEW BOOK

WYANDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ng. Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl

A handsomelv printed book of 60 pages.

PRICE, 60 CENTS.
Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

33 South Third Street,

41 Philadelphia.

TRAINED DOGS FOR COON, BEAR, SQUIR-
REL, deer. fox. rabbit, quail, partridge,

woodcock. H. C. Graff, Kensington, Ohio.
52-tf

POULTRY.

L.
S. CLARK. 1505 GIRARD AVENUE.
Philadelphia. Owls and tnrbits, all colors.

51-63

Advertisements without display inserted undet

this heading for jocents per line/or first insertion,^

»r tinrs cents per line each

seven words to line.

subsequent insertion, count

Artists and Engravers.

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards

letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, .sched-

ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers* Pub
lishing Co., Box 916. Philade phia. Pa.

.laeoblns.

BAILY, ARDMORE. PA.. HAS BOUGHT
the celebrated Filler Jacobins, imported
directly fr>)m the best foreign lofts and iin-

51-58 doubledly the finest collection in America.

Xt BAILY, ARDMORE. PA„ FINEST IM-
r . PORTED stock. 44-58

TW. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer

and breeder of Jacobins. 7-5*

F.

Satlnettes.

GEORGE W. PKTTIT. ARTIST, loio

ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
CLIN-
li-lf

For Sale.

AS. STILLMAN,
breeder of

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of itK

kind. Only $1.25 per year.

Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N Y.

ALFRED CENTRE. N. Y.,

high class White and Black
Minorcas, Red Caps and Black Javas.

Fresh eggs. Write for prices. 53-59

LEGHORNS, BROWN. WHITE AND BLACK.
Brahmas, White P. Rocks. Eggs |i to $2.50

' per setting. S. J. Kurtz, Sanaloga, Pa. 53-55

ROANOKE POULTRY YARDS, HURFF-
VILLE, N. J. High honors won at Phila-

adelphia Show. Buff Cochins, Light Brah-

mas, Barred Plymouth Rocks. Send for

Circular. 52-58

Varlons.

53-59

GEORGE W.KENDIGEAST BAPTIST AVE.,
York, Pa., breeder white pigeons, fans,

turbits, carriers.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertislnir.

I

For Sale or Exchangre.

ALARGE INCUBATOR, IN PERFECT RUN-
NING order, on a basis of $40 cash or for

fowls. Applv H. W. Vahle, 319 Market
Street, Philadelphia. 54-55

Golden "Wyandottes.

2.00

Will Wild-

00
1.50

50
500
.50

550
• 25

•50

2.00

2.00

2.50

3.00

1-50

I.CO

•50

1.50
5.00
2.50
I.oo

1.50

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per linefor first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent

seven words to line.

insertion, count

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs

of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St.. Philadelphia.

Collies.

FOR SALE.-COCKEREL $5, TRIO I7.

better birds in America. Order early.

Keeney,;Arcade, N. Y.

NO
E.

55-tf

Games.

HIGH-CLASS PILE GAMES. — AS I AM
going out of the piles the following birds

are for sale; all are stric.ly first class; the

scores are by S. Butterfield: One pile cock
(yellow legs) scores 93^, one year old. Two
pile hens (willow legs), yearlinps, scoring

93^ and 94^. One pile cockerel (yellow

legs), scores 95. One pile pullet (yellow

legs), scores 94^. The entire collection at

$25 is a decided bargain to anyone desiring

such birds. All are winners. Address E.

tf F. Doty, 47 Wellington Place. Toronto. Can.

F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street. New
York. 3782

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well

to obtain a copy of "Hook for Advertisers."

36S pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a

careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers

and class journals; gives the circulation

rating of everv one, and a koo<1 deal of in-

formation abo"ut rates and other matters

pertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street, N. Y. 3«-82

Canker Cure.

rr^ALLMAN'S CANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fiftv cents. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

Ducks.

1

MAMMOTH COLORED MUSCOVY DUCKS.
Old Drakes, i4 to 16 pounds. Winners }4o

clock New York. Trenton. Brooklyn. Wav-
erly, Charleston, Augusta, Hagerstown.

Stock or eggs. T. Farrer Rackham, East

Orange. N. J.
»53-204

Drinking Fountain.

T-^OR SALE.-COLLIE PUPPIES BY LOTHIAN
1^ KF:p;PER out of Lass of Glenboig, 11,671

(Ch Slrathnairn out of Young Countess).

$10 each. Also three White Wyandotte
cockerels. $2 each. John McLachlan, F;stiU.

Mo. 53-56

Cockers.

Silver Wyandottes.

INDIAN
bred by

Irving Crocker.'Seneca Falls. N. Y. 41-tl

SILVER W^YANDOTTES AND
Games. Finely marked birds

Wanted.

COCKERS.-SELLING OUT MY
kennel without reserve. Write
Andrew Laidlaw, Woodstock.Out

ENTIRE
for list.

55-56

WANTED-WHITE CHINA GEESE. H.
W. Vahle. 319 Market Street, Philadel-

phia, Pa. 5itf

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pincland Fountain

easilv cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $.S per

dozen. Address Piiieland Incubator and

8vtl Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

Various.

ALUMINUM AND NICKEL
Pigeon Bands 3,^2^. and 2>jC.

Geimantown, Phila.

sf:amless
A. H. Kruger,

55-67
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THE KENNEL.

QlKEHNELSlf

FOR SAI.E-EXGI.ISII fklTER PUPS,
bv Ch. Rotier jfo, Ch. Gath's Mark and Dan
Gladstone IRISH SETTER PUPS, by
Ch. Kildare, Ch. Dick Swiveller, Ch. Tim and
Champion Seminole.

Send for Price List. 40-91

THE KENNEL. THE KENNEL.

CANICURA CO.,
Manufacturers of carefully prepared

Remedies for Dogs
WHOLESALE AGENTS :

VON LENGERKB & ANTONIO, 246 "Wabash Av.

CHICAGO.
VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St., N. Y.

THE CANICURA COMPANY, - 246 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.

ROOFING.

Coyer yonr Kennels & Ponltry Honseswitli

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Exti-a
Heavy Felt for
Pouliry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. F. SWAN. 38 L»ey Street, N. Y.

SV4PvH'C»

STANDARD

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 151-173

Morej Keifils ai Ponltry Yarils

FAIRFIELD, COHM.

St. Bernards and Fox Terriers,

Wtiite Plymouth Ijoclis ond

SILVER SEABRIGHT BANTAMS.
At the great New York show we won first on

White Plymouth Rock cock and second on hen.

S. S. Bantams first cock, first, second and fifth

hen, first and fourth pullet. 52- 4

Stock and Eggs For Sale.

n Conjunction with
my business ol

Dog Furnishing
ana Kennel Sup-
plies I have also
added a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sale of dogs of ev-

^ erv description.
There will be a

registry kept at
my establish-
ment, where up-
on the paytnent
of a fee the name
and address of
parties wishing

to purchase or sell dogs will be entered. The
fee for one dog will be $1.00, and for each addi-

tional dog fifty cents. This will be devoted to

advertising and furthering the .sales, and a com-
mission of 10 per cent will be charged on all

sales. I may confidently state that my experi-

ence with dogs as a breeder, exhibitor, etc., with

my excellfiit location for the business and my
wide acquaintance will make this one of the very

best mcaiums to be found for the purchase and
sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN.
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York, tf

MODEM TRAM&, HAmiN& & KEMEL MAMGEMEHT.

This is the only work on Dog Training which treats the subject after the Modern Methods de-

veloped by Field Work, Field Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge

of the dog's nature and capabilities. SEND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLE

OF CONTENTS AND TESTIMONIALS FROM EXPERTS. Price $2.64 by mail. Address

B. WATERS, Box 925, Chicago, III.

A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train

your dogs for the field trials and a book that no dog-

man can afford to be without.

PRICK 50 CBNXS.
Send In Your Orders to This Office.

POULTRY.

Over 100 Awards

Reeeived in 1891.

mtt. mhitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, England

(Hon. Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply
Indian Game. Dorkings, Wyandottes. Creves,

La Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD BREEDERS, $15 per trio; EXTRA
GOOD, $25 ; EXHIBITION, |2o to $50 each at

Liverpool. Freight paid to New York for $10
extra on ?, to 9 birds. Eggs in season. U per
dozen. OVER 800 BIRDS EXPORTED LAST
YEAR.

PIGEONS PIGEONS
^ F^AI^E (9HAN6E TO BUY SOME OP THE BEST

JACOBINS. FANTAILS and OWLS, in
-]';t„«„-,^,,^;"^?/^f-aisro''lll^ ?°w'ar''ri;Yno"£lSr

ind blue and silver ^^^niesem America A^o^t^t^^^^^^^^
.^^^^ ^^^ ^^^

stock in existence. I need room, theretore ta^f/"^*'l'^i^ riA/ALD Box soi. Cinannati, O.
what you want. Satisfaction or money refunded. GEO. EWAUD, «ox 501, »-•»«-

47-98 ^.^^_^^_^____

MISCELLANEOUS

.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY
MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES.
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES.
AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

H. HULMAN, Jr., Terre Haute, Ind.

G. G. PABST, P. H. OBANNON,
Milwaukee, Wis. Spcrryville, Va.

THE
Blue Rito Kennels' Fntnrily Me

$1,500.00.
Open only to the produce of

CHAMPION GATH'S MARK,

GATH'S HOPE, OR

DAN GLADSTONE,

Whelped in 1892.

The Stake to be a Derby, to be run directly

after the Eastern or Central Trials, December,

i8qt or after the Southern Trials, January 01

Februarv of iSq4, the location and date of run-

ning of the Stake to he later on decided by the

Gentlemen who have consented to judge, viz.:

CAPT. PATRICK HENRY, Clarksville. Tern.

MAJ. J. M. TAYLOR, IVew York, N. Y.

P. H. BRYSOni, Memphis, Tenn.

The Blue Ridge Kennel will make no entry in

this stake-the purse being entirely to the ad-

vantage of its patrons. The Spotting system

has been adopted and the time limit of heats

abolished. Retrieving not to be required. The
iudees selected are of the best in America, being

entirely qualified to use their best judgment in

selecting the winners.

$500 TO WINNER OF FIRST

$400 TO WINNER OF SECOND

$200 TO WINNER OF THIRD

$100 TO WINNER OF FOURTH
Silver Cup, value $icxd. or Cash to the Breeder

of Winner of First. Silver Cup, value $100, or

cash to the Breeder of Winner of hecond Silver

Cup value $100, or cash to the Breeder of Winner

of Third. Entries close January i, 1893^ For-

eit $10.00. $15.00 to start.

rOULTRY.

AN UNPARALLELED RECORD

AT THE

GRERT PHILADELPHIA SHOW

MY

•Silver Wilaodotte^-
Won every FIRST premium and every SECOND
except on cock, who won third in the hottest

competition ever known. Stock and eggs for

'^''-

A. T. BECKETT.
SALEM, NEW JERSEY.

POULTRY.

CHEAP POULTRY FOOD.
We accumulate large quantities of damaged

grain by the frequent burning of grain ware-

houses, and by the salvage from wrecked car-

goes- and our disposition of the goods is largely

to poultry feeders. Very many poultrymen are

regular feeders of our stock and they affect a

large saving in expense while getting good re-

sults. To those who have not experienced this

advantage we will mail a pound sample FREE
on receipt of IQc- to P^y postage and packing.

After trying our goods and approving them,

as you surely will, send us the name of your

dealer and we will endeavor to arrange with him
to carry a stock and supply you conveniently If

he should not want to carry a stock we would
then sell you direct in lots of three tons and up-

wards. Write us.

PAINE BROTHERS,
46-58 MILWAUKEE, WIS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and
Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
Send lor Catalogue.

H. y^. VAHLE,
313 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

istwem203

PIGEONS.

The Home of the Homer.

Koy
Bl
Line
Lofts

all THEO.

Ue p. GREEN,

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butter Exchange, Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OF

ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,
BANTAMS AND

PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.

,p.

fo
A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

sale in season. Orders for puppies booked to be

delivered in rotation. i»

PENNY IN THE SLOT!
T^ew l*uzzle Given Away !

Eclipses all other puzzles. How to I

get the Penny out of the case is the
trick. Easy when you know how

—

impMjssible otherwise I Sells like .

wildfire at 10 cts. Agts. wanted. To
circulate our catalogue of great

DOLLAR SPECIATIES — the 9
typewritf;r. 9> photo out-
fit, f PRINTING PRESS, 9> SEW-
ING MACHINE, and 200 other new specialties.

We will send 1 Puzzle and CaUlogue for 6c. in

stamps to pay mailing expenses. CIRCULARS
FREE R. H. INGK1180LL & BKO., 65

Cortlandt St., New York City.

Proprietor,

Woodbury,
New Jersey.

My lofts contain more homers with proven

records than can be shown by any other breeder

in America.

New Catalogue
containing a full description of 36 pairs of my
noted breeders and illustrated with handsome
photo-engravings of world renowned flyers will

be mailed free to those interested in sporting

birds. Send for it before you purchase.

Before You Subscribe

For anv Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry or

Kennel" Paper vou should send for my list of

papers. I can furnish you any paper published

cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscribe foi two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if you subscribe for only

one. A Iways enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cenis (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five

papers and request them to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRESS

F. D. BECK,
84tf Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

IMPORTED LEG BANDS
Registered for Pigeons and Poultry, all sizes.

Send 45c. in stamps for sample dozen. Discount

to dealers. H. Sraail, 85 Leonard Street, New
York City. 153-204

THEO. P. GREEN, Woodbury, N. J.

«r«^SVl^^ Catalogue of Watches.

Jjl Jf^XiXiHoUyWatchOo., Jersey City, N
Address,

J. OPIUM

Mme. B.\l LEY'S HAIR GROWER

will produce a Thick, Soft and Beautiful
head of LiOng, Flowing Hair in 4 to 8 weeks.

A purely vegetable compound. Endorsed by
leading physicians. Thousands of testimonials.

Two or three packages will do it. Price 50 cents

per package, or three for $1. Sent by mail, pre-

paid. Excelsior Supply Co., (sole agents)

Cooperstown, N. "i . 47-59

RemedyFree. INSTARTRELIEF. Final
cure in 10 days. Never re turns; nopur^ej
no 8SI ve : no suppoititury. A victim tried

?f"^'J'lJ^rs "N^pa?"tnftire*d? rim'p""rT;°hi?h'L":!!Tm'LTf;'eVtrhiS^^^^^
PILES
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-THE-
POULTRY. POULTRY. POULTRY.

f ONE OP THE LARGEST AND BEST
1 COLLECTIONS IN AMERICA.BUFF LEGHORNS

All from stock imported directly from the yards of the most nited breeders abroad. We have now
TEN pens of carefully assorted birds; also a few pens of S C. W. LEGHORNS and INDIAN
GAMES. Send for Illustrated Catalogue of

BuffCochins
The choicest English and Ameri-

can birds in my yards. For mat-

ings, prices, etc., address

. H. A. Noeckel,
Lansdo-wne, Pa.

Shady Shot^e Poaltpy psittm.
E. A. SHELDOX, President Buff Leghorn Club, Proprietor.

Address all communications to
152-203 A. C. CHAFFKK. Superintendent, Oswego, N. \.

We are So Anxious
Th'it vou hIiuuWI see our new lirculiir on

If4DlAj4 GfllVIES,
(Agitator Strain)

SHERWOODS, BARRED PLYM-

OUTH ROCKS, BLACK LANG-

SHANS and S. C .B. LEGHORNS.
At the great Philadelphia show, held January

7 to 12, showing only eight Indian Games we won
first and second on pullets, third and fifth on
hens, fourth on cock ; in sales class first on
cockerel and first afad second on pullets. Fowls
and eggs for sale. Address all orders and cor-

respondence to

Fordhook Poultry Yards.
At Philadelphia, 1892, we made a clean sweep in the Novice Class with our new breed SIXER-

WOODS, having won 4 firsts. 4 seconds. 4 thirds and special. If you want particulars write to

the introducers. Also 1st and special on Indian Game Hen, ist on Red Cap Cockerel, 2 specials on

W. C. B. POLISH. In fact, on 28 birds entered we won prizes on each and every one. Send for

Illustrated Catalogue describing all our breeds, also Collie Dogs.

32-83 W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

G. M. WOODS & BRO.,

5365 Leaman Place, Pa.

Briar Hill Poultry Yards

R. C. Brown, R. C. and S. C.

Blue Pile, R. C. and S. C. Red

Pile, Rose-comb Gold Duckwing
and S. C. White Leghorns. White
Wyandottes, White P. Rocks, B. B.

R. Red Pile, Golden and Silver

Duckwing Game Bantams.

Stock and Eggs For Sale.

B. H. Yanauken, Prop'r.,

138 Dodd Street, Kast Oi-aiijre,

52-64 New Jersey.

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM
S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C. White

Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden. New York, 12 firsts 7

Grand Gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties. "Like has begotten

like," ''\AliQ will beget like. Send for illnstrated circular giving full prize rec-

ord of America's leading strains of above varieties. Can furnish eggs from C.

H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

TIOGA COUNTY, N. Y.

Poultry i

Supplies.?
It illiiHtratt'H ^

tlic luoHl coinplfte line ^

Johnson & Stokes, ^
SEEDSMEN a

^ 317 & 2IQ narket St., Phlla., Pa. >

101-151 J. FORSYTH, owKGO.

L ,1 I
^-^j^i^-^p^ LIGHT BRAHMAS .

PLYMOUTH ROCKS .

WYANDOTTES ,

LANGSHANS

AND

Collie Doss-

J. H. Thompson, Jr.
Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BRKKDKR OF
BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America

New York. Febrn'arv, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Ba'rred Plymouth Rock Hens : first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel: first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K. VANDERBILTS GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

lor best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize niatings, $4

p«r 13, $7 per 26, $q per 39. Stcxrk for sale. 39-91

pENt) For (flRCULflR.

LEBRNON PODLTRY YARDS.

LEBANON, N. J.

Single-comb White Leghorns, Silver-laced Wy-

andottes and Mammoth Pekin Ducks. Send for

circular. 5264

IlOWAUn VAX SICKLE, Prop'r.

Sandacre parm
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Bun Pekin Bantams. Ro.«e-comb Black Bantams. Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize

winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

10-61 F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. Long I.sland, N. Y.

LOOKI —EXCELSIOR-
POULTRY FARM.
Breedem and Shippers of INDIAN

CJAMES, BUFF liEiillORNS, and
60 nther varieties of land and water Fowla
and Ekks. Bend stamp for CataloRiie. Ad>
drsM F.8.8TAilL,M9r.,<juinc7,lll.

107 PREMIUMS FROM 117 ENTRIES

AT PHILADELPHIA'S GREAT SHOW. Sil-

ver Golden Duckwing Gaines, Red Pde Games,
White Silver Gray and Colored Dorkings, White
and Black Minorcas, Single-comb White and
Rose-comb Brown Leghorns; White, Black, Buff

and Partridge Cochins, Dark Brahmas, all kinds
of Polish and Hamburgs, Barred Plymouth Rocks,

B. B. Red and Red Pile Game Bantams, Rose-

comb Black and Silver Sebrights, Buff Pekins,

W. F. B. Spanish, also Black Langshans. Eggs,

$4 per 15. $7 per 30. We pay express. No duty
mi Fowls or Eggs. BURN & HANSLER.

53-65 Tilsonburg, Ontario, Canada.

TORHAM POULfRY YaRDS
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

P^rirs from Pri/e-winning BufT and Partridge CcKrhins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes, S. C W^

legffis and S S H."mbufgs. *,'l per 13 or *5 per 30. But one yard of^each variety kept

and they of the MEj*T. „ n, . r-j^wr^tr
Si^OGi^ por? Sale at fluh feiMES.

Address all orders and correspondence to

BLACK & WHITE MINORCAS
JCXCLUSIVKI.V.

NEW YORK, 180«.
Black Minorca cock, 2d ; cockerels, 2d, 3d and

5th ; pullet. 1st; pen, 1st and .vl; white Minorca
cock, ist; hen, 1st and 2d : cockerel, ist ; pen,
1st; eggs, ist. C. R. DEHART,
5264 Dovor, Now .It«rsi«y.

STEPHEN SPENCER,
0)OF?I^IS I?LAINS, REW 5EF?SEY,

Brcetler of High-class

LIGHT BRAHMAS.
My birds have been awarded the hinlitst hon-

ors at many of our kading shows. 100 I'^xtra

Fine Birds for sale. Wrtte for prices. Eggs $2

per setting. 52-64

34-85

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

ANNANDALE POULTRY FARM.
WHITE BRAHMAS, RED C APS. INDIAN GAMES.

^ ^s. r^ u = vii-,01.- T -iTiashnns White and Barred Plymouth Rocks, White Wyandottes.
Light Brahmas Black Langsha^ wmt| «"'^»«^

j,^„,i>i ,d Red Pile Leghorns. Black
Erminettes Amencan Do^^^^^^^

HanVburgs. Dorkings and Pit Games. At MADISON
^ VA°ARK' ArDEN NE^W l^^^^ THE GREAT PHILADELPHIA SHOW 1892. I won ,6

fiS?Jnd*6Secondi>';emiSms on 40 entries.. Also. SPECIAL of J.so^cx, won at Waverly, .89.. for best

exhibi" from the S^tate of New Jersey. Price ^-^
-^f/^t'^^^lf-Es, Annandale, New Jersey.

MITCHELL'S

PARTRIDGE AND WHITE COCHINS.
winners of th*- leading premiums at New York,
1890 antl 1S9.', Send for circular. Correspondence
for Whites should be addressed to

Mitchell lir Rim.H<>ll,
L(K.-k Box «)75, Bristol, Conn.

And for Pa'tridge to
Gi'O. W. Mitchell,

52-64 Lock Box 675. Btistol, Conn.

WILLIAM G. KOEPPEN,
Rutherford, New Jersey, Box 113,

Breeder and Importer of

BLACK ROSE-COMB BANTAMS.
The highest honors at New York show, 1892.

First cock, first hen, second cockerel, second

and fourth pullet.

Stock and EKgrs For Sale. 52-64

AliEX. W. CUIVOIINGS,
DERBY, IND.

Breeds games for the pit, such as Shinholzer

and Brown Shawlnecks. red quills, invincibles,

blues, muffs, Japs and the celebrated Derby
greys. Send name on postal for 1892 circular.

The largest one out. I also have Galloway cattle

and Poland China hogs. Good note preferred to

cash. Mention this paper. 48-60

The Lea Poultry Ljards^

INDIAN GAMES.
New

54-66

Stock and Eggs for sale. Eggs $5 and $.0 per setting of .3. My birds took «^>«l;t pr-zes at

vY^rk Show, 1892. For furtlier information write to .1. BORLAND,
New Hamburgh, Dutchess County, N. Y.

the

Lynnhurst Poultry Yards.

Light Brahmas, Buff Cochins, Asi-

atic and Japanese Bantams.

These yards won all the first and special prizes

at Philadelphia and New York, the two largest

shows held in .\nierica. 52-77

Swarthiiiori', Pa.

WOODSIDE POULiTt^V VAt^DS
At the Great Philadelphia Show I made a clean sweep ou La Fleche. On Indian

Gau es won the two principal premiums, ist on Pen ist and Gra.id Challenge

TroDhv on cockerels and Gold Specials for most typical males and best pen

Indian Game eggs $5 and |io per 13. White Leghorns. White and Golden Wy-

andot es, Bnff Pekin, Black Rosecomb and Red Pile Bantams At New York my

pen of Indian Games won 1st and Grand Gold Special. Send for circular. Ad.lress

all correspondence to ^ ^ ANORUS, Proprietor,

"H AZ7\1R.*D *S
8ILVER*8PANGLED*HAMBURG8

NEW YORK, IHU'i.

The grandest victory ever won bv one exhibi-

tor on any one variety. 15 ENTRIES, II PRE-
MIUMS. Also Ass«K-iation Special for best dis-

play, all varieties of Hamburgs conipetinc.

JAMES E. HAZARD,
152-203 Elmira, New York.

46-97
HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N.J.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal. - - Per 1<M> lb. Bag, 9-'I.OO

GranulHtod Bono, " lOO " 'i-to

Groimd Beet _ „ .r,..r..

Scraps, - - - " 100 .3.00

Calclte, - - - - " 'JO« 3.00
Cru8he«l Flint, - " 30O " 3.00

^^S^lt^*^'"^"- •• ?00^ -•

,
3.0<>

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

''""
C. H. DEMPWOLF & CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.
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DOG
QeNUINB SPRATTS

DOG
OeNUINB

PATENT
©TAMPUO,

CAKES POUL-TRY
STAMPtD.

CAKES

l^ears Chieks from the Shell

COLD NIGHTS are a common cause of mortality in Young Chicks. To

GUARD AGAINST THIS add a little of our "CARDIAC TONIC POWDER"

to the food before shutting up at night.

IN PACKAGES OF ALL SIZES.
SAM

DOG
Genuine

cc

The Common Sense of Poultry

Keeping," 12c. Post Free.

CONTAINS FULL AND PRACTICAL INFORMATION ON POUL-
TRY REARING, HOUSING, FEEDING.

DOG
OeNUINB

STAMPbO.

CAKES

SPRATTS

Of All Dealers, or of

PATENT (AMERICA),

STAMPbD.

CAKES

LIMITED,
241, 243 and 245 East 56tln Street, New York City

VOL.. 8, NO. 11. )

WHOLE NO., 166. /
PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, MARCH 12, 1892.

I>f\AWN'Ft)R

W^EIDR&D.

/PER ANNUM, $2.00
\ SINGLE COPY, 5o.

INDIAN GAMES, AS BRED BY ^A^ILLIAM ELDRED.
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THE mm^ JOBIAL.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

88 S. 8d ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

V.M.HALOEMAN -
~^

• KENNEL EDITOR

J. H. DREVENSrEDT-__- POULTRY EDITOR

FANCIERS' POBLlSmNG CO.,

WM. H. CHILD, Business Manager.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 'IN ADVANCE):

$2.00 PER ANNUM.
CLUBS OF FIVE OR MORE. $L50 EACH PER YEAR.

Foreign SubsoriptionB, lOs.

is now out. The prizes in the challenge

classes are club medals, in open classes

$15, |io and $5, and $5 and $3 in puppy

classes for the more important breeds.

The judges are Mr. James Mortimer for

mastiffs, St. Bernards, collies, Great

Danes, bull terriers, bull dogs, poodles,

pugs and miscellaneous; Mr. John Da-

vidson, pointers, setters, bloodhounds,

fox hounds, beagles, Chesapeake Bay

dogs and all spaniels but toys ;
Mr. John

S. Sanderson, Boston terriers ;
Mr. H.

W. Smith, deerhounds. greyhounds and

Barzois; Mr. T. S. Bellin, all other

breeds.

show in this city was made on no other

basis than that he is the most available

man for the position to be found in the

entire country."
«

• *

« »

Subscriptions and Advertise-

ments received at the New York

office, Room 63, Times Building.

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all communications to

The Fanciers' Pablishing Co.,

Philadblpbia. Pa.

p. O. Box, 916.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

Arrangements have been made with the

Boston and Maine, New York and New

England and Old Colony Railroads to

carry three dogs free when accompanied

by owner or care-taker. The following

express companies will return dogs free

that have paid full rates going to the

show, viz.: United States. American, Na-

tional, Adams and New York and Boston.

Entries close March 19. Address for

premium lists, Bench Show Committee,

6 Hamilton Place, Boston, Mass.

*
»

The annual meeting of the Maryland

Kennel Club took place March 2. A

committee consisting of H. D. Loney,

Edwin J.
Farber and W. Stewart Diffen-

derffer was appointed to consider the

project of authorizing the issue of a capi-

tal stock not exceeding $5000 with a view

to increasing the usefulness of the club

and to have sufficient funds to give even

better bench shows than heretofore. The

following officers were elected for the

ensuing year: W. Gilmore Hoffman,

president ; Henry D. Loney, vice-presi-

dent ; William Charles Farber, treasurer ;

W. Stewart Diffenderffer, secretary ;
Ed-

win J. Farber, who, with R. Gordon Wil-

liams, Alexander Brown, George W.

Massamore, Charles Ross Diffenderf-

fer, Thomas J. Sheubrooks and James

Thompson, will constitute the Board of

Governors. Mr. W. S. Diffenderffer was

elected delegate to the American Kennel

Club, and Dr. W. H. Martenet veterin-

arian to the club.

Tub Fancibrs' Journal will be »applied by

ne^idcaters Throughout the United SUte. and

*^"°''*'' NEW YORK CITY.

BRENTANO'S ^"^cfeSvSt*W.J.STANTON.. . . •
56Deybt.

P O NEWS CO. . . 103 Adams St., Chicago, ni

E. s! SCHMID . . 317 i^h St., Wa.hington.D.C.

PHILADBIiPHIA,JlARJL2^J802.

FIXTURES.

Dog Shoivs.

March 15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6-9.—Boston Mass.
13-16.—Denver, Col.

20-23—Los Angeles, Cai.

May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Sept. 12-16.—Toronto, Can.

Field Trials.

Sept. i5.-Manitoba Field Trials Club.

Nov. li-Eastern Field Trials Club

28.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

1893.
Aug. I.-Southern Field Trials Club.

Nol. 7.-United State. Field Trial. Club.
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Messrs. Avent & Thayer have gotten

out a tasty catologue of their kennel of

English setters, which has such famous

inmates as Roderigo, Jean Val Jean,

Chance, Cassio, Bo-Peep,' Juno A. and

Bessie Avent. Their pack of foxhounds

are well and favorably known.

Messrs. Johnson & Stokes send us their

stud card of collies. This firm makes a

specialty of driving and working quali-

ties in their dogs.
«

» «

Mr. A. D. Stewart, secretary of the

Hamilton Kennel Club, writes us as fol-

lows:"The Hamilton Club continues to do

good work as behooves the largest and

most intelligent body of dog lovers in

Canada. It has just arranged to hold a

one night local bench show on Thursday,

March 10, which ought to be very suc-

cessful. The entries will be confined to

exhibitors living in the city of Hamilton

or the county of Wentworth, and in or-

der to encourage local breeders and give

all an opportunity of bringing their dogs

forward no entry fee will be charged.

Diplomas will be given to the successful

competitors. The judges chosen are

Messrs. W. B. Wells of Chatham, and W.

B. Palmer, of Woodstock. Arrangements

are in the course of completion by which

it is hoped that a permanent club will

soon be provided, and when this becomes

an accomplished fact and a comfortable

rendezvous equipped with the kennel pa-

pers is opened to the members, the club

will be as nearly perfect as it is possible

to make it.

»
« «

Fullerton has again won the Waterloo

Cup, this being the fourth time he has

done so.

show held in this city last week was, we

are assured, a financial success. When

we wrote our .report, Wednesday morn-

ing, the weather was most disagreable,

and consequently the attendance was

poor. The weather cleared up later and

money rolled into the club's coffers.

Viola tout.
«*»

Lady Florence Dixey, who can handle

rod and rifie as well as most sporting

folk, and who has shot over a good part

of the uncivilized world, says rabbit

coursing and even fox hunting, so far as

that goes, is wanton cruelty. A higher

education, she thinks, will teach us to

despise amusements which are purchased

at the expense of suffering to animals.

She says, "Well-laid drags tracked by

experts would test the mettle both of

hounds and riders to hounds." The right

way to reform is within party lines, and

all sport lovers know Lady Florence is

one of them.
***

Seminole Kennels' late catalogue is "a

thing of beauty." A picture of the ken-

nels adorns the front page. Inside one

of the greatest sires living has the place

of honor. His kennel of collies, Irish

setters and pugs are so well known that

to repeat their names would be useless.

*
« «

The American Stock-Keeper says :
"A

syndicate is being formed among a few

New England sportsmen for the purpose

of establishing a kennel of English set-

ters in Massachusetts; |io,ooo will be

invested in high-class stock for a starter.

They are members of the New England

Field Trial Club
*

• *

The Mount Morgan Kennels, Mr. Ernest

A. Lynde, proprietor, has received from

England their new purchase, the rough-

coated stud dog, Mount Morgan. He is

described as being well built, very sym-

metrical, strong and straight, good tem-

pered and in good condition. He meas-

ures full thirty-two inches at the shoulder.

His coat is a very rich, deep orange,

white feet and chest and tip of tail. He

has a white blaze-up face and white col-

lar, which does not extend quite around

his neck.
«

« •

•%

Our Illustration.

The pair of Indian games illustrated on

our first page closely represents the ideal

set up by Mr. William Eldred, one of our

regular advertisers. Mr. Eldred has

spared no pains to get the best stock,

and intending purchasers will do well to

correspond with him.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

The premium list of the New England

Kennel Club's eighth annual bench show

The Breeder and Sportsman quotes Mr.

Charles Mason's letter to The Journal

in which he says the only reason why he

was not asked to judge at two western

shows was because his terms were higher

than the club's are in a position to ac-

cept. The Breeder and Sportsman adds :

"We take this opportunity of saying that

the California Kennel Club of this city

and the Southern California Kennel Club

of Los Angeles 'are in a position to accept'

anything which they might desire and

that no want of financial backing has

compelled them to do otherwise than

they have thought best. Selah."

*
« *

The same publication quotes our re-

marks about Mr. Mortimer's popularity

and agrees with us thusly : "Right you

are to a dot. The selection of Mr. Mor-

timer for judge of the coming bench

Mount Morgan is out of Sabrina by

Champion Save. Sabrina is by Champion

Plinlimmon. He is litter brother to

Lord Bute, purchased by Mr. Croskey

for $4000, and combines the blood of Tell,

Hospice, Leo, Aldtoff, Bavard, Bosco and

Barry. Every time that he has been

shown he has been successful. His list

of winnings include fifteen firsts and sec-

onds at prominent shows. He is already

the sire of some good pups in England.

Another promising animal in Mr.

Lynde's kennel is the young bitch Mad-

am Bouivardie. She was purchased from

the Menthon Kennels, Mr. Crosky's, and

should make an exceptionally fine brood

bitch. Her color is a beautiful orange,

with correct white markings and black

shadings, and, as Mr. Croskey says, "she

is just such another as Bessie II, the

mother of Plinlimmon. Madam Boui-

vardie is by Scotch Bonivard out of Lady

Prince II.
*

» *

As will be seen in Mr. Thayer's stud

card, he has added Starden's King to his

list of fox terriers at stud. Mr. Thayer

informs (us he will renew his generous

offer of this year, and will give |ioo for

the best pup sired by any of his stud dogs

in 1892, to be judged in 1893.

«
* *

Contrary to our prophesy, the dog

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOG CLUB.

Doings at the Annual Meeting Held In

Baltimore, Wednesday, March 2.

The annual meeting of the Chesapeake

Bay Dog Club was held in Baltimore,

Md., on March 2, at the office of the pres-

ident, Mr. Edward L. Bartlett, in the

Keyser Building. The meeting was called

to order by the president, and in the ab-

sence of the secretary, Mr. James F. Pear-

son, on account of indisposition, Mr. F.

'e Lamb was appointed secretary pro

tem. Minutes of the previous meeting

were read and approved. The report of

the treasurer, Mr. T. J.
Hayward, showed

the club to be in a most flourishing con-

dition, with a balance on hand of I270.

The report was accepted.

Under unfinished business the proposed

change in the constitution regarding the

time of holding the annual meeting was

discussed, and it was adopted that the

annual meeting and the election of officers

take place hereafter "on the second day

of the annual bench show of the Chea-

peake Bay Dog Club." Balloting for

officers for the ensuing year was next in

order, and resulted in the following gen-

tlemen being chosen for the year 1892 :

President, Edward N. Bartlett; vice-

president, J. Olney Norris ;
secretary,

James F. Pearson, treasurer ;
T. J.

Havward ; Board of Governors, Edward

L. Bartlett, J. Olney Norris, James F.

Pearson, T. J. Hayward, James Swan

Frick J. D. Mallory, H. Malcolm, Isaac

T. Norris and F. E. Lamb ;
delegate to

the American Kennel Club, F. E. Lamb.

Much enthusiasm was manifested by

the members present at the excellent

prospects for the coming bench show to

be held under dates assigned the club by

the American Kennel Club for the week

following the Westminster Kennel Club

show in 1893. F. E. Lamb,
Secretary pro tem.

Dogs at Shows and at Home.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I see by your report of Philadelphia

show Hilda', my St. Bernard bitch, is said to be

"too cross to handle." Your reporter must have

made a mistake, as Hilda is not and never was

[hlleast bit cross, as anyone »"ffi<^V!°"^inufM

% forVefting this you would^ol^ige^yours^t^^^^

[Dogs gentle at home are sometimes savage at

shows owing to their being teased and annoyed

by visitors.—Ed.]

The A. K. C. Stud Book.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Will you please announce in this week s

issue of your paper that the Stud Book for 1891

will be ready for distribution on Monday, the

14th instant, and oblige. Yours truly,

A. P. Vrbdenburoh, Secretary.

THE WASHINGTON SHOW.

Four Hundred Dogs on the Benches.

The Awards in Full.

Prom a Staff Correspondent.

Washington, March 9.—About 400

aristocratic canines were benched. They
were carefully groomed and in their best

"bib and tucker" whined and barked at

the distinguished audience.

The weather on the first day was very

bad, Jupiter Pluvius being in command
of the heavens. The judging began

promptly in the morning, and all regular

classes were finished by 5 P. M. of the
first day. The judges were as follows .

Miss Anna H. Whitney, St. Bernards,
Newfoundlands and pugs ; Mr. James
Mortimer, Mastiffs, Great Danes, grey-

hounds, wolf-hounds, deerhounds, fox-

hounds, Chesapeake Bay, spaniels, col-

lies, poodles, bull dogs, dachshunds, ter-

riers, Italian greyhounds and Mexican
hairless; Major J. M. Taylor, English,

Irish and Gordon setters ; Mr. Charles
Heath, pointers ; W. S. Diiffenderffer.

beagles. Of the 406 entries but few were
absent. The superintendent, John Read,
was voted to be a good one, and the offi-

cers of the club were very attentive and
* hard workers. The awards follow :

MastllTb—Challenge, bitches.

I. Menglada, C. C. Cook.
OPEN, DOGS.

1. Beaufort's Black Prince, J. L. Winchell.
2. Merlin, Mrs. Wallack.
3. Linkwood Chief, Linkwood Kennels,
v. Jeffersan, J. B. Nelson.
H. Duncan, R. R. Siratns.

open, bitches.
I. Pharoah Queen, C. C. Co k.

a. Miss Beaufort. C. C. Cook.
3. Xoe, G. F. Curtis.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.
1. McKinley, C. C. Cook.

NOVICE—DOGS AND BITCHES.
H. Lador, T. C. Daly,
c. Zoe, G. F. Curtis.

Roush-coated St. Bernards.
CHALLENGE, DOGS.

I. Kingston Regent, N. Y.St. Bernard Kennels.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Republican Belle. N.Y. St. Bernard Kennels.
OPEN, DOGS.

I. Aristocrat. J. Ruppert, Tr.

a. Corate, C. R. Diffenderffer.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Lady Gladwyn. Jacob Ruppert, Jr.
a. Altonette, Jacob Ruppert, Jr.

3. Duchess of Arlington, Cobb & McLear.
R. Mountain Queen, F. E. Lamb.
v. Ellen Terry, J. Ruppert, Jr.
H.Josephine Marie Sanderson, -George Scala.

C. Ida. V. Petrola.
Lady Marshall, P. D. Mar.shall.

DO(JS AND BITCHES.
I. Sir Melvale, Maryland Kennels.

NOVICE—DOGS AND BITCHES.
I. Duchess of Arlington, Cobb & McLear.
a. Sir Melvale, Maryland Kennels.
v. Ida, V. Petrola.

Lady Marshall, P. D. Marshall.

Smooth-coated St. Bernards.
CHALLENGE. BITCHES.

1. Empress of Contoocook, Jacob Ruppert, Jr.
OPEN, DOGS.

I. Adonis H, J. E. Wilkinson.
OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Psyche, Miss E. Gray.

Great Danes—Open. doos.

I. Tiger, Charles Struth.
a. Duke, Dr. W. H. Shepherd.
H. King, Miss L- B. Harrison.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Stella, J. H. Maenner.

PUPPIES-DOGS AND BITCHES.
1. Stella, J. H. Maenner.
a. Bismark II, Amasa Thornton.

Blooilhounds-OPEN, dogs.

I. Victor, J. L. Winchell.
a. Belhus, Jr.. George F. Pollock.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Judith, J. L. Winchell.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.
I. Belhus II, George F. Pollock.

New^foundlands—Open, doos.

3. Major Moore, H. B. Moore.
C.Sir Carlo, John A. Reubsant.

Russian Wolf-hounds—Open, dogs.

I. Argoss, Muscovite Kennels,
a. Seacrofl Leekhoi, Seacroft Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Seacroft-Srodka, Seacroft Kennels.

Deerhounds—Open, dogs.

3. Rou, W. B. Hibbs.
novice—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Glenmarth, R. J. Beckenridge.
a. Maida II, R. J. Beckenridge.
V. Rou, W. B. Hibbs.

Greyhounds—Open, doos.

I. Ch. Gem of the Season, A. W. Purbeck.
a. Omatus. A. W. Purbeck.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Bestwood Daisy, A. W. Purbeck.
a. Lilly of Gainsboro, A. W. Purbeck.
3. Lady Clare, Knight Greyhound Kennels.
H.Lady Ringold, W. P. Compton.

NOVICE—DOGS AND BITCHES.
I. Sir Lancelot, Knight Greyhound Kennels,
a. Ton, P. T. Gadsdon.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.
I. Sir Lancelot, Knight Greyhound Kennels.

American Foxhounds—Open, dogs.
1. Barney, Sandy Spring Hunt Club,
a. Sam, W. Deputy.
K. Clymer, W. Deputy.
V. Boston, Sandy Spring Hunt Club.
H. Low, Sandy Spring Hunt Club.

open. BITCHES.
I. Mollie, W. Deputy.
a. Fannie, W. Deputy.
V. Bird, Sandy Spring Hunt Club.

Pointers—Challenge, dogs (55 lbs. and over.)

I. King of Kent. Westminster Kennel Club,
a. Pontiac, George W. Lovell.
R. Tempest, Tempest Kennels.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES (50 Ibs. and ovef.)

I. Lass of Bow, Westminster Kennel Club.
OPEN, DOGS (55 lbs. and over)

r. Graphite, E. R. Bellman,
a. Westminster Drake, T. G. Davey.
3. Brackett's Lad, E. Halpin.

OPEN, BITCHES (50 Ibs. and over.)
I. Revelation, T. G. Davey.
a. Ightfield Madge, T. G. Davey.
3. Nellie, E. R. Bellman.
R. Bev. R., E. P. Wilkins.

CHALLENGE DOGS (UUderSS IbS.)
I. Duke of Hessen, Hempstead Farm Kennels,
a. Ossining, W. H. Hyland.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES (UUder 55 IbS.)
I. Stella B., E. R. Bellman.

OPEN, DOGS (under 55 lbs.)
I. Inspiration, J. H. Winslow.
a. Black Wonder. J. H. Hunter.
3. Axtel King Don, T. G. Davey.
R. Gum Gum, R. O. St. Clair.

OPEN, BITCHES (uuder 50 lbs.)
1. Lady Gay Spanker, T. G. Davey.
2. Miss Rumor, T. G. Davey.
3. Ridgeview Bagatelle, T. S. Webster.
R. Irene, E. Kessler.
V. Telle Kent, Dr. E. K. Goldsborough.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
I. Westminster Ralph, Westminster Kennels.
a. Gum Gum, R. O. St. Clair.
R. Wanstall's Dan, John Wanstall.

PUPPIES, BITCHES.
1. Croxie Kent, W. N. Lipscomb.
2. Mine. T. H. Keller.
R.Shiela, E. P. Wilkins.
H. Effie Preston. R. L. Jones.

Hilda Hurd, R. L. Jones.
NOVICE—DOGS.

1. Black Wonder, J. H. Hunter.
2. Gus Thompson, C. W. Johnston.

NOVICE—BITCHES.
1. Black Wonder's Sister, A. Goldsborough.
2. Ridgeview Bagatelle, F. L. Webster.
3. Telle Kent, Dr. E. K. Goldsborough.
V. Queeny II. P. Pettit.

English Setters—Challenge, dogs.

I. Ch. Cincinnatus, Maumee Kennels.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Albert's Nellie, Dr. J. A. Hartman.
OPEN, DOGS.

I. Toledo Blade, Maumee Kennels.
a. Don Gladstone, Blue Ridge Kennels.
3. The Corsair, E. O. Damon.
R. Ightfield Khuilas, T. G. Davey.
V. Antonio, Blue Ridge Kennels.
H. Sir Dixon, T. E. Snreve.
c. The Bard, W. S. Willard.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Gossip, Blue Ridge Kennels.
a. Peggy Dortch. E. W. Jester.
3. Laundress, Blue Ridge Kennels.
R. Prima Donna, E. J Myers.
V. Belton's Princess Blue Ridge Kennels.

Canadian Lillie, T. G. Davey.
Winning Ways. Maumee Kennels.
Lady Beatrice, Maumee Kennels.

H. Forest Heather, T. G. Davey.
C. Pleasant Kelpie, A. S. Mattingly.

Belle of Bosco, R. E. Morris.
PUPPIES-DOGS.

1. Mecca, T. E. Shreve.
2. Monk of Teesdale, T.H. Hardy.
H. Don of Trinidad, F. A. Anderson.
Don of the Meadow, R. E Morris.

C. Freckles, Mrs. W. H. Davidson.
Slingo. W. H. Davidson.
PotomacJ. Raedy.
Rock of Furness. Stubener & Scroth.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. Lady Breexe, F. Piteer.

2. Nellie of Trinidad, T. A. Anderson,
c. Princess Lucifer, Stubener & Scroth.

NOVICE—DOGS.
I, Mecca, T. E. Shreve.
a. Brighton Boswell, T. G. Davey.
C. Green's Lee. J. M. Green.

Pilot, W. W. Hill.

NOVICE—BITCHES.
I. Roi D'i, E. W. Jester.

a. Pleasant Kelpie. A. S. Mattingly.
C. Shugrue's Flora, T. E. Shugrue.

Irish Setters—Challenge, dogs.
I. Seminole. F. C. Fowler,
a. Kildare, F. C. Fowler.

challenge, BITCHES.
I. Elfreda, Dr. Wesley Mills.

OPEN, DOOS.
I. Duke Elcho, F. C. Fowler,
a. Exile, F. C. Fowler.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Noma, Mrs. Howland.
a. Edna H., F. C. Fowler.
3. Alice Kent, F. C. Fowler.
R. Nugget, H. B. Anderson,
c. Flash Sarsfield, T. L- Jackson.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
c. Lad of Limerick, R. L. Jones.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
I. Avondale, F. C. Fowler.

Gordon Setters—Challenge, dogs.

1. Ivanhoe, Dr. S. G. Dixon.
2. Beaumont, J. B. Blossom.
R. Leo B., Dr. S. G. Dixon.

challenge, BITCHES.
I. Janet, Mrs. Dager.
3. Duchess of Waverley, Dr. Dixon.
R. Heather Bee, J. B. Blossom.
V. Lady Waverley, Dr. Dixod,

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Re<mont, Fenwick Kennels.
2. Heather York, J. B. Blossom.
3. Rex, Mr. Reardon.
R. King Noble Imwood Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Flomont, J. B. Blossom.
2. Maid of Waverly, Dr. Dixon.
3. Countess Rcxie, H. F. Smith.
R. Princess Louise, Dr. Dixon.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.
1. Waverly Girl, Dr. Dixon.
2. Waverly Coy, Dr. Dixon.

Chesapeake Bays—Open, dogs.

2. St. Peter, Miss Ferguson.
OPEN, BITCHES.

a. Rose, Henry May.

Cocker Spaniels (not over a8 pounds).

CHALLENGE, DOGS.
I. Black Dufferin, Luckwell & Douglass.
3. Rabbi, C. J. Sackett.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
1. Ch. I Say, Ancient and Modern Kennels.
2. Amazement, Ancient and Modern Kennels.
R. Bessie W., C. T. Sackett.
V. Novel, C. T. Sackett.

OPEN, DOGS (any color.)
I. Fascination, Ancient and Modern Kennels,
a. Adam. C. T. Sackett.
3. Obadiah. Ancient and Modern Kennels.
V. Jersey Obo, J. P. Willey.

OPEN, BITCHES (auy color.)

I. La La, F. P. Comstock.

Collies—Open, dogs.

I. Ormskirk Shep, J. Livingston,
a. Prince Wilkes, F. R. Carswell.
3. Dell Wilkes. F. R. Carswell.
R. Duke. F. k. Carswell.
H. Don Scot. O. H. P. Scott.

OPEN, bitches.
I. Nancy Hanks, F. R. Carswell.
a. Sadie Wilkes. F. R. Carswell.
3. Duchess of Fife. James Watson.
V. Lady Moll, F. R. Carswell.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
I. Buzz, H. C. Mahaffy.

PUPPIES—BITCHES

.

I. Duchess, P. R. Carswell.
NOVICE—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Roslyn Charles, Miss Farker.

Poodles—Open, dogs and bitches.

I. Margot, J. D. Redfern.
a. Dick, R. A. Wallack.
3. Paris, Dr. Dixon.

Bull Dogs—Open, dogs.

1. Pathfinder, Wheatley Kennels.
2. Handsome Dan, A. B. Graves.
3. Oswego. Retnor Kennels.
V. Trott, S. W. Stinemetz.

OPEN, bitches.
I. Salenl, Wheatley Kennels.

Bull Terriers—Challenge, dogs.

I. Carney, Tubby Hook Kennels.
challenge, bitches.

I. Duchess of York, George House.
open, dogs (over 30 lbs.)

1. Streatham Monarch. John Moorhead, Jr.
2. Edgewood Flyer, F. F. Dole.
3. Young Marquis, Retnor Kennels.
C. Mister Dick Bendigo, John Moorhead, Jr.

OPEN, bitches (over 30 lbs.)

1. Edgewood Fancy,Tubby Hook Kennels.
2. Maggie Cline, Retnor K'^nnels.

3. Queen Bendigo, J. Moorhead, Jr.

H. Lady Vesuvius, J. Moorhead, Jr.
OPEN, DOGS (30 lbs. and under).

1. Young Victor, Retnor Kennels.
2. Mister Dick, J. Moorhead, Jr.

3. Oxford. Dr Kerr.
puppies—DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Edgewood Flyer, F. F. Dole.
2. Lady Vesuvius, John Moorhead, Jr.

Basset Hounds—Open, dogs and bitches.

I. Curve. E. W. Jester,
a. Bow, E. W. Jester.
3. Bent. E. W. Jester.
v.Rowton Wags, W. F. Rutter.

Dachshundes.
challenge, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Ch. Windrush Rioter, E. A. Manice.
OPEN, DOGS.

I. Zulu II, E. A. Manice.
a. Dach II, Mrs. Wilderming.

Beagles

—

Challenge, dogs and bitches.

1. Tony Wcller, Oakview Kennels.
2. June M., Middletun Kennels.
R. Roy K., Rockland Kennels.

OPEN, dogs.
1. Tomboy. Forest Beagle Kennels.
2. Brittle E. W. Talbot.

3. Hunter, Forest Beagle Kennels,
v. Fairy's Lee, Nut Swamp Kennels.

OPEN, bitches.
1. Daisy II. Forest Beagle Kennels.
2. Forest Queen, Forest Beagle Kennels,
v. Lady Vic, Nut Swamp Kennels.

Fox Terriers—Challenge, dogs.

I. Blemton Victor II, Bleraton Kennels,
a. Starden's Jack, Woodale Kennels.

challenge, bitches.
I. New Forest Ethel, Blemton Kennels,
a. Blemton Brilliant, Morey Kennels.

open, dogs.
1. Dobbin, Woodale Kennels.
2. Blemton Valor, Blemton Kennels.
3. EborSpendthri't, Toon & Syinoiids.

V. Raby Trigger. Morey Kennels.
C. The Dean, J. P. Evans.

OPEN, bitches.
1. Damson, C. Stedman Hanks.
2. Woodale Refusal, Woodale Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
1. Sparkler, Donald Munro.
a. Harvard, John Moorhead, Jr.

PUPPIES—bitches.
I. Woodale Damsel. Woodale Kennels.
a. Chiuquipin, E. W. Irwin.

V. Hillside Freedom, R. T. Stewart.
NOVICE—dck;s and bitches.

I. Blemton Valeria, Blemton Kennels.
a. Woodale Damsel, Woodale Kennels.

Wire-haired Fox Terriers.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Carlisle Vamp, H. E. Mandelshon.

Irish Terriers.
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Dunmurry, Walter J. Comstock.
OPEN, DOGS.

I. Boxer IV, Walter J. Comstock.
3. Hanover Boy, Wafter J. Comstock.
V. Jack Briggs, Toon & Symonds.

OPEN. BITCHES.
1. Crate. Walter J. Comstock.

Black and Tan Terriers.
CHALLENGE. DOGS AND BITCHES (over ^ IbS.)

I. Broomfield Sultan, Rochelle Kennels.
OPEN. DO<iS.

I. Prince Regent. Toon & Symonds.
3. Salisbury, Frank P. Comstock.
V. Merry Monarch. Rochelle Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Louis, Frank P. Comstock.
3. Broomfield Madge, Rochelle Kennels.
V. Gypsy Girl, Toon & Symonds.

Dandle Dlnmont Terriers.
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. King of the Heather, Edward Brooks.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Sendle, E. Brooks.

Bedllnffton Terriers.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. One Vive, M. A. H. Thelberg.

Skye Terriers.
CHALLENGE. DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Sir Stafford, C. A. Shinn.
OPEN, DOGS.

I. Bruce, Mrs. A. P. Smith.
OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Bessie, C. A. Shinn.

Scotch Terriers—Open, dogs and bitches.
I. Kilstor, Toon & Symonds.

Pugs—OpE.V, DOGS.
1. Robin Hood. Mrs. M. M. Ballantine.
2. Dandy, William R. Traver.
3. Lord Baltimore, G. W. Waraback.
V. Amiss Bijou, William Amiss.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Dolly, G. W. Wamback.
3. Tiney, W. Skidmore.

NOVICE, DOGS AND BITCHES.
I. Dandy, W. R. Traver.

KinK Charles Spaniels.
OI'E.N. DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Calumet Bendor, G. W. Fisher.

Blenheim Spaniels.
open, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Tiny, G. W. Wamback.
a. Poodle, W. R. Traver.

Mexican Hairless.
OPK.V, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Duke, G. R. Basset.

Miscellaneous-DOGS and bitches.
(Beauty, G. C. Whiteman.

'•
"l Little Tarquln, J. Whelan.

a. Chi, R. Hitchcock.
3. ShefifieldLad, Todu & Symonds.

Specials.
Mastiffs—For best iniastiff, for best American-

bred dog or bitch and for best American-bred
mastiff under two years, to Beaufort's Black
Prince.

St. Bernards (rough-coated)—For best St. Ber-
nard dog or bitch bred and owned in District of
Columbia, and for best dog or bitch entered and
exhibited bv a resident of the District of Colum-
bia, t3 Josephine Marie Sanderson ; for best
American-bred dog, to Sir Melvale; for best
American-bred bitch, to Mountain Queen; for
best exhibit of four or more St. Bernards entered
and owned by one exhibitor, to Jacob Ruppert.
Smooth-coated—For best American-bred bitch, to
Empress of Contoocook.

Bloodhounds—For best bloodhound on exhibi-
tion under twelve months, to Victor.

Pointers—For best exhibit of four or more
pointers. to|Davey; for best doe or bitch owned
and bred in District of Columbia, and for best
dog or bitch entered and owned by a resident of
District of Columbia, to Black Wonders Sister;
for best dog or bitch sired by Duke of Hesson or
Robert le Diablc, to Ossining; for best bench
show dog that has won highest record in the
Derby and All-aged Stake of any recognized field
trials held in the United States, to Black Won-
der, and for best bitch sired by Champion Tribu-
lation, to Ridgeview Bagatelle.

Collies—For best exhibit of four or more collies
entered and owned by one exhibitor, to Carswell.
and for best collie under two years in open class
exhibited by a member of the Collie Club, to
Nancy Hanks.

Beagles—For the best exhibit of four or more
beagles entered and owned by one exhibitor, 10
Forest Beagle Kennels; for best beagle dog ex-
hibited by a member of National Beadle Club, to
Tomboy, and for best beagle bitch exhibited bv a
member of N;.t Otial Beagle Club, to Daisy II.

Additional Specials.— Best dog in s|x>rting
classes, divided between Blemton Victor II ana
Lady Gay Spanker ; best dog in non-sporting
classes, Beaufort's Black Prince ; best blood-
hound pup, Helhus, Jr.; best bloodhound, Victor

;

best kennel English setter*. Blue Ridge Kennels;
best dog or bitch with field trial record, Cincin-
natus ; best kennel Irish setters, F. C. Fowler;
be.st Irish setter dog, Seminole : best kennel
Gordons, Dr. Dixon ; best kennel cockers, An-
cient and Modern Kennels ; best bull dog or
bitch owned by member Bull Dog Club; Hand-
.some Dan ; best bitch, Saleni ; best bull terrier,

Streatham Monarch ; best kennel fox terriers,

Blemton Kennels ; best fox terrier, Blemton Vic-
tor II ; best in open class, Dobbin ; best in novice
class, Blemton Valeria.

'

The Dog In Health and Disease.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The sporting world, interested in the

dog, must welcome "The Dog in Health and
Disease" by Professor Wesley Mills. While its

parts on the origin, history, varieties, breeding
and education are most interestingly and con-
cisely put, the portions devoted to general man-
agement in health and treatment in disease are
unique from a scientific standpoint. Higher ed-
ucation is certainly coming to the front at last.

A careful study of this work I feel convinced
will open the eyes of not only individual lovers

of the canine race but also of those intrusted to

the niauageraent of bench shows. This most
opportune publication will. I believe, teach the
dog loving public to realize the necessity of
placing the great bench shows under the care of

a learned D. V. S., and not to permit the quack
dog doctor to murder its most faithful animal
friend, the dog. When we want a piece of me-
chanical work done a skilled mechanic is deemed
of viUl importance, yet when a valuable and
much loved animal is taken down in disease

many of us are too apt to call in some pretender

to medical skill and permit him to guess at the

nature of the malady and prescribe possibly a

"Condition powder." which m all probability is

made of floor sweepings of some drug mill, the

active principle, if any, depending entirely upon
what perchance was ground at the mill just pre-

vious to the cleaning of the floor. S. O. D.
-—*-'

A Canine Fireman.

When fire alarm box number 12 was
pulled last evening, a big black dog that runs
with the Niagara. No. i. Fire Company, of New
London, misssd the machine, and in his course
down Bank Street found William Carroll's horse
standing in front of the market, anchored to a

small iron weight. The dog is accustomed to

pull on the rope of the machine, but having
missed it, he seized the hitching rope of Carroll's

horse in his teeth and started for the fire, pulling

the horse along with him. Arriving at the fire

he gave a satisfied bark and dropped the line.
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BRRKS FROM^ GOTHAM.

One of our English friends who is no

doubt a skilled artisan i"„^«^«^";K
.J"/,

pungent Bass or Alsopp. fell prey to that

Lductive decoction called a "Manhat-

tan " The latter is peculiarly a Gotham

dessert. While the pleasure ot partaking

s great, the leave taking is altogether

different. My British friend remarked^

"Devilish queer stuff that, me boy. Us
the demmed cherries you know that

makes one feel bad."

Mr George Raper, the English judge,

caught the"* doggy men in more ways

than one. A reporter remarked to me .

•Tl bet a case that the chap with the

truncated cone hat is Raper, the English

iudtre " Correct enough. Dunlap or

Vouman's can't vie with White and those

London fellows when it comes to a man s

chapeau.

Tames Watson, the austere sporting

editor of the Philadelphia Press, was ex-

plaining the good points of his colhe a

good part of the time I saw him. He

grabbed a first prize easy enough.

to recognition,

changes.

Time works wondrous

(-++-•^++

The Philadelphia contingent was in

high feather after the judging was over.

The Quaker City canines swept the decks,

so to speak.
"•"It"*"

The Adonis of the fancy, Dr. H. Clay

Glover promenaded in his usual immu-

table style through the aisles. Doc is a

"vet." in more ways than one.

1.++^
•^4 + ^

The Blue Ridge Kennels did them-

selves proud. Mr. Pabst and the genial

Colonel O'Bannon were on hand looking

after the cracks Antonio, Gath s Mark,

Hope's Mark, Laundress and others. It

was a grand exhibit of sporting dogs.

The enterprise and liberality of the

proprietors of the above kennels and

Sogs are remarkable and worthy of imi-

tation by others.

R F Mayhew did good work for the

New York Herald. His show notes were

graceful and pithy.

A big crowd hung around the St. Ber-

nards as usual. Those huge canines have

a magnetic influence it seems. They are

the stars of the show. vSir Bedivere the

king and Princess Florence the queen

were the cynosure of all eyes. I some-

times regret that such beautiful speci-

mens of our noblest race should be in-

flicted with that bloodhound haw. It

mav be character, but a little goes a

ere'at wav. When I compare the clear,

open eye's minus the haw with the above

niv reerets at its absence are very pro-

nounced. There is nothing that gives

more expression to a nice f^ce than a

good pair of eyes.

Fox terriers were as usual noisy, nu-

merous and good. Breeders of these

sDriehtly dogs were out in great numbers

attending the sales held at the American

Horse Exchange. Mr. Logan's dogs

fetched good prices, while the Rutherfurd

dogs averaged about $28 each, the high-

est selling for |8o.

C D Bernheimer was a spirited bidder

at the Logan sale, but Mr. Thayer cap-

tured the plums at good figures.

^XX^
I was rather amused at the statements

of interested parties regarding the merits

of those two bull terriers Streatham

Monarch and Carney. Frank Dole, the

owner of the latter, evidently worked

the reporter of a New York daily to con-

vey the impression abroad that men of ex-

perience placed Carney ahead of Streat-

ham Monarch. The latter, however, came

in ahead under George Raper s judg-

ment. While Carney is an excellent dog,

his successful rival is just a little more

bull terrier. That's all. and it's enough.

Mr Cugle has advanced from the secre-

tarvship to the vice-presidency of the

Bull Dog Club. Since that eveiit has

been foreshadowed, Mr. C. has evidently

become imbued with the idea that even

the Boston type of bull dog is entitled

Harry Lacy, of the Forest and Stream,

felt proud over the special dog supple-

ment issued by that journal. Consider-

ing the small amount of time at hand

the achievement was worthy of all the

praise bestowed upon it. Had some of

the pictures of the dogs and judges been

a little better, the pleasure would have

been greater, however.

^XX^
I was greatly attracted by the remark-

ably fine exhibit of collies. Such a quar-

tette as Christopher, Wellesbourne Char-

lie The Squire and Roslyn Wilkes is

rarely if ever seen. Among the new-

comers was the imported Charleroi iL

iust returned to these shows. Mr Cars-

well certainly obtained a grand dog.

Takyr Dean two years ago was a particu-

lar pet of mine. She still retains the

beautiful color, and is still in the nng

with the tip-toppers.

^XX^
The "great and only" Charles Mason

was deep in his work of criticising the

dogs for the English Stock-Keeper Why

a fudge of Mr. Mason's unquestioned

abilities should drop outside of the

breastworks is a trifle strange I heard

nlenty of exhibitors remark that there

was no judge they would rather show

under than Charley Mason. I leave it to

old Father Time for settlement.

^xx^
I heard Mr. Mason was doing the can-

can on the Turf. He certainly dr^nces

and kicks vigorously at times, and my
friend Halderman can corroborate the

statement. See Fanciers' Journal

and Turf, Field and Farm.

^XX^
Dr. Rowe, of the American Fifld was

a quiet figure in his way, but had all the

dog reporters on the qui vive. He seemed

to be anxious to make it an object to all

of 'em.

at the visitors for a few warm words of

comfort. The fox terriers were warm

enough, for they were having a h—1 01 a

time as usual.

Frank Dole seemed to ignore the frigid

conditions entirely. He works his blood

up when he talks about bull terriers. Tell

Frank that Carney "ain't in it" and .he

gets hot enough to melt an icicle in

Manitoba.
XX

as well as ornamental, something that

cannot be said of all show dogs.

^It^

I-++H
•^t*^

I was rather impressed with the im-

portance of a diminutive Japanese span-

[el to do injury. One of those speci-

mens common, we are sorry to relate, to

the metropolis, a full fledged dude, was

tied to chain holding the aforesaid span-

iel As he passed out of the Garden a

bevy of nice bright girls met the pair.

His dudeship remarked to the dog : Be

careful, Dolly, and don't injure the deah

little girls, don't Cher know." The foot

of one of Uiose "deah little girls" would

have easily crushed that exotic canine.

^XX^
Judging toy dogs is about as bad as

iudging crazing quilts at a country fair.

The fair sex is hard to please, and it

would be perhaps ungallant to say it,

but the sex reallv becomes unfair at a

dog show. The fact is, sentiment and

affection go too deep with the ladies, and

it blinds their usually good judgment.

Ben Waters, formerly of the Field, is

a very quiet and steady worker. But

"still waters run deep," you know.

^XX^
I took a run over to the Quaker City

last week to see what kind of a show that

new Keystone Club would scare up on

short notice. I was surprised to find it

better in the quality of the exhibits than

I expected.^
^XX^

The old Philadelphia Kennel Club

seems to have lost faith in dog shows, or

lost its sand. This new club, engineered

by "his whiskers," Jim Watson, dis-

plaved both nerve and business sense

when it boldly took up what the older

club was afraid to handle. The Tatter-

sail's building is a horse, wagon and auc-

tion mart. It is roomy enough upstairs

and had a little more light been allowed

to enter the building by the means of

windows, the building would have been

excellent for all kinds of exhibitions. It

accommodated the gallant 400 canines

very well.

^XX^
The heating appliances of the building

are still under contract to be delivered

in the dim future. It was rather uncom-

fortably chilly, necessitating overcoats

I

to be worn. The exotic toy dogs shivered,

while the Mexican hairless dog under

his three-ply blanket looked beseechingly

Harry Lacy arrived on the first day.

That violet boutonnierre and innocent

face of his is a matchless combination.

If Lacy could hear all the pleasant things

said about himself he would really treat

the boys. Fact, I assure you.

^XX^

His Philadelphiaship. Victor Halde-

man, flew around like a hen after a June-

bue. He was everywhere at once, it

was a case of hustle to get a full report

for The Fanciers' Journal before the

show closed. He did it in Fitzsimmons

style As a critique solitaire du chien

Haldeman is a master, still he is no

Mason.

Bardoe Elliot is another solid worker.

Quiet as a nun, he listens and watches

and then puts the pen to the paper The

result is a complete report curried and

eroomed for the occasion.

Jim Mortimer was Losd High Steward

of the occasion. Even "Quid Enn's"

flag could not have had a greener hue

than his steward's badge. Get Mortimer

and Raper in the same ring and the at-

tendants have to hustle. It reminds me

of catching the last ferryboat for Staten

Island. It was certainly a revelation to

the Quaker Citv boys, who are proverbi-

allytlow, although not quite as slow as

those cable cars in their great town.

^XX^
Billy Tallman must have endeared him-

self to all Philadelphians, however. He

was slow in his judging that even a staid

old Quaker would forget his "thee" and

say something else. Billy was sure

though, and his awards were well re-

ceived.

Mr. Diffenderffer, of Baltimore, made

quick work in the beagle classes. The

Sttle rabbit chasers were once his hobby

and he hasn't forgotten how they look.

^XX^
W C Reick was on hand when the St.

Bernard's were in the ring. To see him

hold Princess Florence while Judge

Raper was weeding out her competitors

reminds us what a New York gamin

would say, viz.: " Dat feller's got a lead

pipe cinch and don't yer forgit it eder.

See'" I think the city editor of New

Yoric Herald really has a deep attach-

ment for the Princess, and why shouldn t

he, for she is peerless.

^XX^
I noticed that Kingston Regent is also

a pet of Mr. Reick's, and candidly

speaking, the dog is very popular amon^

visitors His livdy and honest disposi-

tion, handsome coat and massive appear-

ance on the bench attract even the dull-

est and most pessimistic person.

Tack Logan is out of the fancy now.

His short stay caused a flurry among the

fox terrier men. but the turf seems to be

more tempting to the son of the late

General Logan. Seeing Harry Twyford

around the benches reminded me of the

above.
-^XX^

That "Spectre affair" is still a favorite

topic for discussion among the boys.

Like Bauquo's ghost, it will not down.

It may have been a spectral illusion, how-

ever.

The towering and handsome form of

Maior Tavlor was omnipresent. The

maior from a physical standpoint should

make a great judge. Few would care

to dispute his decisions except in a very

mild way.
xx<

Speaking of fox terriers remmds me

that August Belmont was highly pleased

over the success of Blemtou Victor II at

New York.
^XX^

I understand that he compliments his

manager, German Hopkins, in a substan-

tial and graceful manner. Blemton Vic-

tor II is certainly a credit to Amencan-

bred stock.

T H. Winslow, or. as the Boston boys

call him. Birdie Winslow, was in high

spirits. Inspiration repeated his win of

first at New York at the Philadelphia

show. This young pointer dog is a good

looker, and catches the eye of a judge

readily. I am assured that he is useful

Uncle Dick Fellows hovered around

the beagles from sunrise to sunset. To

think that the genial old sport should be-

come addicted to smoking cigarettes «i

his old age is appalling. Yet he whiffs

away at those paper-covered coffins like

a "chappie." Rambler.

NEW ORLEANSJBENCH SHOW.

Mardi Gras Week Brings Out a Large

Attendance to See the Dogs.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Enclosed you will find a list of the

awards of the bench show held in New

Orleans under the auspices of the New

Orieaus Fanciers' Club. The show was

held during Mardi Gras week and the at-

tendance was large The judging was

done by J. C. Ward, who showed his

ability by the satisfaction he gave in his

Awards.
"^

_ F.F. MVLES.

Mastlflfe-OPKN, DOtiS.

1. Edny. F. W. Gregory.

2. French, C. R. Huber.
OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Meda, F. W. Gregory.

2 Jeannette, F. W. Gregory.

3. Nellie. C. R. Huber.

RouKh-coated St. Bernards-OPEN. dogs.

I. Colonel of I^mont. J. P. Carroll.

2 Major S., Mrs. G. W. Sentell, Jt.

OPEN, HITCHES.

I Nellie of Orleans. J. P. Carroll.

Smooth-coated St. Bernards-OPEN, dogs

I. Tefl. L. J. Doize.jcu, ^ J
^^^^ BITCHES.

I. Fernwood Belle, L. J. Doire.

Ensllsh Setters-OPEN, dogs.

1. Simonides. General F. F Myles.

2. Paul Roderrjo, Omer ViUere.

1 I^e L. L. Rivet.

\ Captain Bethel. R. W. Foster.
* OPEN. BITCHES.

I. May Gath, F. F. Myles.

2 Yum Yum, C. A. Giesen.

3. Minnie K., F. F. Myles.

4. Queen Ella Noble, Omer Villere.

Irish Setters—OPEN, bitches.

I. Estelle, Omer Villere.

Pointers—Open, dogs.

I. Spot Boy, H. Lee Meader.
^

open. BITCHES.

1. Laky Blanc, H. Lee Meader.

Greyhounds—Open, dogs.

I. Jeff, H. Wehrmann.
PufifS—Open, dogs.

I. Count Max. H. A. Marshall.

2 Khedive, H. A. Marshall
open. BITCHES.

I Mousey. H. A. Marshall.

Black and Tans-PoGS and bitches.

I. Jet, J.C. Matthevtrs.

Fox Terrlers-OPEN. dogs.

I Dixie Tartar. Dixie Kennels.
OPEN. BITCHES.

1 Hillside Marchioness, Dixie Kennels.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.

I. Minnie, Omer Villere.

Newfoundlands-OPEN, bitches.

I. Nellie, J. C. Matiews.

LAbradors—OPEN, dogs.

I. Trusty, W. W. Garig.

^ '

Mr. Huntington's Psovol Arjcos.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

After uianv trials and tribulations, etc.,

a inineteenKla; trip from London to Houston

Street Dock, my Psovoi Argos, w.»ner of the

grand medal in Moscow. .891. finally reached me

Lfely and in most excellent condition. I wish

to tender to Messrs. Spratts. of London, my

many thanks for the elegant manner >" which

he was shipped. First of all he -^s provided

with a good warm blanket of English farm

cloth and next he was crated in a large and per-

fectly ventilated box supplied with feeding and

watering vessels of earthenware, that could be

easily kept clean and sweet. He reached here

in good snirits, attributable in no small degree

to his very pleasant quarters. To say that I am

pleased with ray purchase but mildly expresses

it and I shall look forward to the Washington

decision hoping the good impression extends

beyond my biased feelings. In this issue of your

paper the award will probably be given to the

public. H. W.HUNTINGTON.

The Greijboilod

ar)d Coiirsii)^

BY HUGH DALZIEL.

NO. 8-EARLY ENGLISH.

"The first greyhound," says Topsel, "was that

ofCephalus. fashioned by Vulcan in Monasian
brass, and when he liked his proportion he also

quickened him with a soul, and gave him to Ju-
piter for a gift, who gave him away again to Eu-
ropa. she also to Mnios, Minos to Proeris, Pro-

er^toCephalus."—From "History of Four-footed
Beasts." •

Dansey in his translation of Arrian

used as a frontispiece to his work an en-

graving representing the Roman Empe-

ror Trajan with his huntsmen, one of

them holding by the collar a Celtic grey-

hound. Trajan died A. D. 117, just be-

fore Arrian wrote his treatise. The orig-

inal of the engraving is a bas-relief from

the Arch of Constantiue, which was

erected somewhere about A. D. 312 to

337, but that does not give any certainty

as to the date of execution of the medal-

lion, as it may have been stuck on later.

The figure of the dog is, however, un-

doubtedly of greyhound type, and, so far

as it is seen, elegant in shape. When-

ever executed, I think we may thke it for

granted that the artist would not hav«

represented a greyhound with Trajan and

his huntsmen had the Celtic dog and the

sport of coursing not been known to the

Emperor. Dansey, or rather the artist

he employed, copied the medallion from

Montflaucon's L'Antiquite expliquee.

There are many representations of the

greyhound on Roman coins and gems

and on the remains of pottery executed

by the Romans in Britain, or by the

Britons after they had learned the art

from the Romans, but into details of

these it is not necessary to go, having al-

ready clearly established the existence of

the British greyhound in the possession

of the Romans soon after the occupation

of this country.
From the dates already referred to we

find but scant mention of the greyhound
until we get half-way to our own times.

There is just enough of reference here

and there to show us that the breed was
upheld, and indeed the greyhound would
be a most difficult variety to resuscitate

if once by commixture with hound or

mastifif its purity was lost. Dansey says

that the greyhound, under the name of

Veltris and its synonyms, was protected

by the code of law, the Salic, Burgun-

dian and German, and is referred to by
writers on field sports about the year

500.
Charlemagne, in the eight century, had

his Veltrarii or officers of the Greyhound
Kennel. In such references as we have
the greyhound is sometimes called the

herhunde, that is, harehound, but it is

not always easy to make out whether
swift-running hounds, working by scent,

harriers or those running entirely Ijy

sight—greyhounds—are meant. We find

as we get nearer the modern times that

the greyhound was always highly valued

by kings, nobles and such like privileged

folks, but whether the commoners had
any share in the sports afforded by them
is doubtful, for neither poets nor histor-

ians of old, except of necessity, thought

it worth their while to refer to the peo-

ple who vfere treated as of rather less ac-

count than "noble hounds."
I can find no evidence of the ancient

Britons being possessed of the greyhound,
but putting aside the poems of Ossian as

being fabricated, there is evidence enough
that the Scot-Celts of the northern parts

of the island owned these dogs, and even
if there never was a poet Ossian, McPher-
son's descriptions have a solid basis of

fact.

In the Cotton Library there is a hand-
painting representing a Saxon chieftain

attended by his huntsmen, leading a

couple of hounds to a swine hunt, and
Dansey thinks the dogs reprepesented

are a couple of greyhounds. I think

otherwise. To my mind the dogs far

more nearly resemble the German boar-

hound—which present dog fanciers call

the Great Dane^-alike ki general con-
formation, in the carriage of the tail over
the haunches and the small, stiff, pricked
ears, the latter rarely ever seen in a pure-

bred greyhound. I think it will be ad-

mitted in support of my view that it was
most natural that the Saxons in settling

in this country, would—fond of field

sports as they were—be sure to bring
their boarhounds, and also their little

Dachshund or badger hounds with them.
Probably Dansey was not familiar with
the German boarhound, which have be-

come so plentiful in England during the

last dozen years, and I may remark are

uow of a type somewhat more greyhound-
like than the much heavier-bodied speci-

mens exhibited in England prior to that

time.
William of Malmsbury tells us that

Edward the Confessor took great delight

"to follow a pack of swift hounds in pur-

suit of game, and to cheer them with

his voice," but these could not be grey-

hounds, which are never hunted in packs.

There is a record by Elfric, Duke of

Mercia, which seems to show that grey-

bounds formed part of tliat Saxoti noble-

man's kennels. It is possible, however,

that the swift hounds were a variety of

fast running hounds of nasal sagacity, to

use a term coined by Dansey. The ex-

tract was originally in Latin, and was
thus translated by Turner :

" *I am a hunter to one of the kings,'

'How do you exercise your art?' 'I

spread my nets and set them in a fit

place, and instruct my hounds to pursue

the wild deer till they come to the nets

unexpectedly, and so are entangled, and
I slay them in the nets.' 'Cannot you

hunt without nets?' 'Yes, with swift

hounds I follow the wild deer.' 'What
wild beasts do you chiefly take?' 'Harts,

boars and reindeer, and goats and some-

times hares.'

"

In Garrick's collection of old plays is

one called "The Squyre of Lowe Degre,"

in which a king of Hungary, among other

pleasant things, promises his daughter

"a lease of her hounds with her to

strake." It was the custom when game
was driven for sporting ladies to shoot at

the deer or hares with bow and arrow,

and then to slip their greyhounds after

the fleemg quarry.

A yet more ancient metrical romance

in the same collection, called "Sir Egla-

more," shows us the high value set upon

greyhounds, for the Princess of the story

tells the knight of her choice that as a

special mark of her favor she will give

him a most excellent greyhound.

ers the greyhound was held in high

esteem.
King John in the twelfth century ac-

cepted greyhounds in lieu of money
fines. One such fine paid to this mon-
arch upon record, 1206, specifies "five

hundred marks, ten horses and ten

leashes of greyhounds." Another fine

in 1210, "one swift-running horse and six

greyhounds." His brother, Richard I,

was ardently fond of the chase, and the

deer greyhounds mentioned by Sir Wal-
ter Scott in "Ivanhoe," two kept by the

priest of Copmanhurst and the one
owned by the Knight of the Leopard,

may be accepted as histoiically correct

delineations of these dogs. Scott often

speaks of deer greyhounds and wolf grey-

hounds, and Dansey and other writers

use the same terms, showing that these

varieties were considered as of one family

group.
In the "Craft of Hunting," by Mayster

John Gifford and William Twety, who
were with King Edward II (temp. 12H4-

1327) greyhounds are mentioned : "When
a man hath set up archeries and grey-

hounds." Edward III (temp. 1312-1369)

was also devoted to the chase, and ac-

cording to Froiisart when engaged in

war with France and resident in that

country he had with him sixty couples

of stag hounds and as many hare hounds,

and a contemporary of his, Gaston, Earl

of Foix, on the same authority, kept up-

wards of six hundred dogs for hunting

and among them many greyhounds, the

names of four of which have been pre-

served to us. namely Tristram, Hector,

Brute and Roland. Gaston PhcEbus,

Comte de Foix, was the author of a trea-

tise on hunting. Passing by other notices

which might be quoted we come to the

much-famed book of the Albyns, or as

we now say St. Alban's, the first book

on hunting printed in English. It has

been until lately accepted as written by

Juliana Barnes or Berner's Abbess of

Sopewell, and we need not disturb the

belief, even if it is purely legendary.

Whoever was the original compiler, it

was first printed by Wynkin de Worde
in i486. I think it is worth while

to give in full her often quoted descrip-

tion of the greyhound, for it is nowhere

else given except in part in any modern
work with the exception of my enlarged

edition of "British Dogs."

the king, who, without historic proof, is

charged with having trepanned Arm-
strong, and in the ballad is the following

lines culled from two consecutive verses :

"Sir, if you be on hunting bounde.

I shall vou give a gootl Greyhounde
That is'dunne as a doo ;

[doe—deer]
For as 1 am trewe gentlewoman,
There was never deer that he at ran

That rayght yscape him fro."

If we turn aside to gallant little Wales,

where still dwell the descendants of the

ancient Cymri, we find the greyhound

facing us in the Welsh proverb: "A
gentleman is known by his horse, his

hawke and his greyhound." And what

is oerhaps more to the purpose, being

unanswerable evidence, we have the laws

of Howel Dha to refer to. Howel Dha,

or Howel the Good. King of Wales, in

consultation with the notables of his

country in the year 948, drew up the

code of laws known by his name. In

this code a great many kinds of dogs are

mentioned, and a money value put on in-

dividual dogs of each kind. Thus the

King's buckhound or cavert hound which

heads the list is valued at a pound, and

the King's greyhound at six score pence.

The code of laws referred to was revised

in 1080, and again in 1180, the latter be-

ing known as the Dimetian Code, and in

it the greyhound is valued a half that of

the buckhound. During the interregnum

of Saxon sovereignty in England, 1016 to

1042, the Forest I^aws generally attributed

to Canute the Dane (it is now, however,

disputed that any of the Forest Laws
were instituted by Canute), forbade the

keeping of a greyhound by anyone under

the quality of a gentleman.

Edward the Confessor, drowned in

1043, had as his "masters of the leach"

the lords of the manor of Setene in

Kent, who held their lands under the

single tenure that they should lead three

greyhounds when the king went into

Gascony "so long as a pair of shoes of

four pence price should last."

The Normans enforced much more
stringent forest laws than the Saxons had

been accustomed to, and with the invad-

THE PROPERTIES OF A GOOD GREYHOUNDE.

"A greyhountl should be headed lyke a snake.

And neckyd lyke a drake,
Footed lyke a catte.

Tayllvdlyke a ratte,

Sydeil lyke a teme.
And chyned like a heme,
The fyrst vere he must lerne to fede,

The second yere to felde him lede.

The thyrde yere he is felowe lyke.

The fourth yere there is none syke,

The fyfth yere he is good enough,
The syxte yere he shall hold the plough,

The seventh yere he will avaylle,

Crete bytches for to assavlle.

The eygthe yere licke ladyll,

The nynthe yere cartsadyll.

And when he is comyng to that yere

Have him to the taunere,

For the best hounde that ever bytche had,

At nynthe yere he is full badde."

The Prioress of Sopewell refers in all

she writes to the traditionary Sir Tris-

tram de Liones, "the beginner of all

temies of huntynge and hawkynge," and

whilst she has been written of as "a sec-

ond Minerva in her studies, and another

Diana in her diversions," she is thus

roughly handled in the "Biographia

Britlanica."

"There appears such a motley masque-

rade, such an indistinctness of petticoat

and breeches, such a problem and con-

corporation of sexes according to the im-

age that rises out of the several represen-

tations of this religious sportswoman or

virago, that one can scarcely consider it

without thinking Sir Tristram, the old

monkish forester, and Juliana, the ma-

tron of the nuns, had united to confirm

John Cleveland's 'Canonical Hermaphor-
dite.' " In the reign of Henry VII and

Henry VIII lived SirThomas More, author

of "Utopia," and a close friend of the

Protestant reformers of his time. He
wrote a poem on manhood in which he

makes a young gallant of the period say :

"Man-hod I am. therefore I'me delyght

To hunt and hawke, to nourishe up and fede

The greyhounde to the course ; the hawke to th'

flight,

And to bestride a good and lusty stede."

A similar brief allusion to the grey-

hound appears in the ballad of "Johnnie

Armstrong," the border freebooter who,

with forty-eight of his followers, was

hanged at Hawick by James V, King of

Scotland. The ballad writer makes
Johnnie Armstrong plead his cause before

"Ye lied, ye lied uow, King," he says
;

"Although a king and j)rince ye, be.

For I luiu (loved) uaething in all my life

I dare well say it ; but honesty.
Hut (and) a fat horse and a fair woman,
Twa (two) bonnie dogs to kill a deer."

At the same date was written Sir David

Lindsay's "Complaint of the King's

Auld Hound Bagsche," which refers to

greyhounds.
We have now brought records and ref-

erences to the greyhound well up to the

time of Queen Elizabeth. This is a proper

halting place, for in her reign coursing

was first reduced to rules by which for

some centuries public and, to a great ex-

tent, private trials were subjected.

We will in the next paper have to hark

back to look at the sport of coursing in

the ancient days, in which we have up to

now been looking only at the great fac-

tor in the pastime, the greyhound.
I have, however, reserved for the close

of this paper a bon bouche for coursing

men in the description of the greyhound
given by Edmund de Langley, Ed-
ward Ill's fifth son, written for the

pleasure and instruction of Prince Henry,

afterwards King Henry V. This takes

us back to the latter half of the four-

teenth centnrv. The treatise is known
as the MavsteV of Games. It has never

been published, but exists in manuscript

in the Cottonian and Harleian libraries,

and some of the copies I have consulted

aresplendiil specimens of caligraphy, and

are beautifully illuminated. I do not

give the full text, but enough to show
how well de Langley knew the hound he

wrote about, as proved by the minuteness

of his descriptions of "The Greyhound
and Her Nature," and, as he also quaintly

expresses it, of "Her Manners."
"The good greyhounde should be of

middel sise, neither to moche, neither to

litel, and then is he good for alle

beestis."

"A greihounde should have a longe.

and soniedele greet ymakid in the man-
ere of a luce (pike, jack or ged), a good

large mouthe and good sesours, the one

agein the other, so that the nether jawes

passe not hem above, ne that thei above

passe nem by neither."

"Her eyenne shuld be reed or blak,

as of a sphauke, full clear, with long eye-

lids."

"The eerys smal and hie in the maner
of a serpent."
"The neke shuld be grele and longe,

bowed as a swanne's nek."

"Her shulders as a roobuck. The for

legges streght and greet ynow, and

nought -to hie (hind) legges, the feet

straught and rounde as a catte and greet

dees ; the boone and the joyntes of the

chyne greet and hanl, as the chyne of an

hert. Eke be reson of his chyne shuld

be a litel hie, for it is better than it were

flatt, the thyes grete and stjuared as an

hare, the houghs streight and not romp-

yng (turned in towards each other) as of

an oxe ; a catte's tail makyng a ryng at

eende, and not to hie ; the too Ijoonys of

the chyne behvnd brode of a large frame

or more. Also ther byme many grei-

houndes with longe tailles ryght swift."

"Of alle manere of greihoundes there

byn both good and evel. Natheless the

best hewe (color) is rede falow with a

blak moselle."
"The greihounde should be curtaise

(courteous, of good temper) and nought

to felle, wel folowyng his maister, and

doyng whatever he hym comniandeth.

He shuld be good and kindly and clene,

glad and joyful, and ployeing wel an«i

willyng, and goodly to alle maner of

folkes, save to wilde "beestis, upon whom
he should be felle, spitous and egre."

A Dob's Peculiar Habits.

John Carson, sexton of the Unitarian

Church at Gernianlown, is the owner of a dog,

whose peculiar habits have become the talk ot

the town. The dug is a cross between an Irish

setter and the predominant boartlyard breed.

He is nearly square in build, his bones in the

fore legs being stjuare. He is very fond of onions,

either pickled or raw. eats horse radish and

cayenne pepper with a relish, turns in disgust

from meals of all kinds, eats raw potatoes, ap-

ples or rutabagas, but will not touch cooked po-

tatoes or apple pie. Dash has a very short tail

which he lost while young in the cruel jaws of a

rat one day in the cellar. He is very intelligent

and is useful in carrying articles from the church

to his own home.
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WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS.

Some Interesting Pickings and Pointers

Gathered Here and There.

From Our Special Correspondent.

New York, March lo.—By the time

you are reading The Journal Mr. Reick,

the enthusiastic St. Bernard lover, will

be outside Sandy Hook on the steamship

Fulda bound ultimately for Madrid

We all wish him "bon voyage

there are anymore Princess Florences

tumbling around Europe we shall be

pleased to see either he or Colonel Rup-

pert be the plucky owners. That re-

minds me that Refuge II has been with-

drawn from Washington and Pittsburg

owing to his numerous stud engagements,

which require his attention at home, and

moreover this dog has more than paid

for himself and as yet not missed a bitch

We had a chance of seeing Refuge at

New York, and one and all remarked

what a grand, massive, intelligent head

he had combined with most phenomenal

bone for his size. I should venture it is

the heaviest of any dog his sue and

"^^lu^ast week's "Whiffs" I see the owner

of Rifleman, Regent, Vox, Warren, 1 rip-

per and Champion Volunteer intends ^

getting two pug puppies from Englana p„giisi, rule,

bv Venio, with a double cross of Splinter ^^^^ ^jjj,g g

in them. We wouldn't mind. Mr. Pur-

roy vour going in for Great Danes, but

any (ox terrier man taking up pugs is

liable to get shot on sight. May-be the

writer compositor or printer is to blame,

and it should have read 'Venio pups.

When at the Wyoming Kennels the

only small dog allowed the privilege of

sleeping under the same roof as the great

Sir Bedivere was a fox terrier bitch and

by no means a bad one for breeding pur-

coses. But the sire of the pup that she

was nursing did not do her justice. 1

'

ad'ised Mr. Green to mate her to a good

dot! whereupon Mr. Sears hinted that he

thought of getting a few, for frequently

visitors to the kennels wanted to pur-

chase a small dog. The latest I hear is

that Mr. Sears is going in for fox terriers.

This should be welcome news to the ter-

rier boys," for he will be able to fill the

ranks of Mr. Logan's absence, and as

there is still one more vacancy by Mr.

Granger's departure, let us propose that

Mr Moore, of the Melrose Kennels,

takes his position. A few terriers nip-

ping at the big uns' hind legs may im-

prove their action, and they vice versa

may nip a few of the skum off which is

getting a drudge upon the tearier maf-

"gent what sings the jubilee" is dead

gone on Blemton Victor as his next.

At Philadelphia the pug puppy claimed

by Mr. Bell—the picker up—has renamed
him Tip Top. He is certainly a bargain,

but must stop growing or will soon be

eligible for the mastiff class, but as Mr.

Bell generally knows what what, I Say,

Fascination and Amazement, this grand-

son of Rustic King will probably be

Bitch by Warren Laird to Dr. Varick,

vip^^\&f^c to A.W.' binsinore, Jr., New
Yqi^O

pup by Raffle" to J. H. Rutherfurd, Plasa

O K
We have our pointer, setter and beagle

trials, and before the year closes we can

"the spaniel trials." This
and if

1 ^"ifi^^etermtne the long and low craze.

pJit^SrH. jarrei. Philadeipi^ia i

IZl'y V^?dU° J^'H.Birch. New Wk
Pup by Verda* to K. S. Turpin, Great

"MppIc L*I
Pud by Raffle to Mr. Eiler. New Yorlc^ .

lul by PUcher to H. Mendelsohn, Brook-

pi^by Warren Laird to G.W.Wat8i,n.

Pup by wLrren L^irdto Mr. Hoff. Brook-

pip"by wkrren'Uiirdto Mr. Quirk, Long

Branch, N.J _

3O.00

2500

23.00

2500
23.00
27.50

f.

15-50

18.00

1350

18.00

and the happy medium I should say is

what is wanted for the true type.

The late owner of Tip Top when he

hears that one of the "fancy" has bought

him will probably be mad, and the next

time he has anything good will profit by

this experience.

On the other side a dog catalogued at

a certain price and by a deposit with the

secretary of the show, can, if no one else

makes a deposit, claim the dog, and il

there is more than one the dog is put up

at auction. Here a man can put a price

on his dog, and if claimed at that price

can change his mind and still not aow
the dog to be claimed. I think it time

that this rule was kept up to its full force

or the owner not be allowed to put any

fictitious price ou bis dog and so gull

the public. It would then give a shrewd

iudge an opporlhnity to show l"f fbility

wheneqer a chance cropped up like the

Some time since the Forest and stream

announced that Mr.Twyfprd had refused

152500 for three terriers, fhey were Bid-

dulph, Font and Treasurer by Stipen-

diary out of Biddulph Telltale and Bid-

dulph Tipster by Pitcher out of Vene an

own brother to Dominie. Old Joe Fore-

man, Mr. Luke Furness' old ha«idler,

had them at Crufts and Oxford, but they

were not in good shape. Treasure, I un-

derstand, were she three pounds heavier

would be a second Vesuvienne. She has

just been bred to Venio.
.
— —

SALE OF FOX TERRIERS.

Total I1211.00

POULTRY Ar^" PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

Uncle Felch in order to give vent to

his disgust at comparison judging writes

an article for the American Poultry Yard.

Here is a paragraph :

"I tell you now this year was marked

by a lighter attendance of the breeders

outside of stockholders, and next year

will be no different, unless the society

comes out and gives the specimens a

personal record. Increase the

Bah r
The Oriole Kennels' Sale.

The sale of the Oriole Kennel took

place Thursday, February 25. f^^^Jie
Tat-

sales.

•.

The company present were

mcSly welirno;TTe7rier men and the

does sold did not realize anything like

fhe^r value. Champion Volunteer was

fairly eiven away to Mr. Parry. He being

the firit dog put up, as is usual, fetched a

l^adprt' L^min|kandt^hatwell.^^^^^^^^^

bror^ bitch Verdict sold well, but the

other bitches should have brought more.

The prices realized were as follows:

This leads us to remark that Mr. Felch

is a genuine Pooh Bah.

20

175
70
25

35
20

350
10

Champion Volunteer. Wilton Kennel.. New
^^^

Richmond Cracic.Mr.' Britton. New Yo\k . .

verdkt Mr J. E. Thayer. Lancaster Mass .

wTrien lpa?kle .Wilton Kennels. New York._u

Total
*^^

It seems that the scord card champions

led by Mr. Felch have kindly taken the

space in Brother Pierce's estimable paper

and are enjoying themselves royally.

They read The Fanciers' Journal, of

course, cut out a few paragraphs to suit

the ammunition they have and proceed

to pitch in. Gentlemen, we are highly

pleased at this attention, but candidly,

why do you not answer the arguments as

advanced in The Fanciers' Journal in

the columns of the latter? You know

fair play is always assured to you, and

you must, know that the readers of this

paper are well informed on the subject.

« «

ket.

The So-vee Argos arrived in good con-

dition, and the great authorities passed

their judgment upon him. The English

Stock-Keeper remarks evidently Mr.

Huntingdon doesn't mind color. This

would lead one to infer that the color

was objectionable, but I believe his color

is admissible.

Those who were not able to attend the

New York show can, I understand, pro-

cure a catalogue of the same. I saw a

number of them at 44 Broadway, which

will shortly be put upon the market for

sale, with all the awards corrected. ^^^ ^.y Bob to F
Mr Raper, after judging at Philadel- y^^k

phia, returned to the Metropolis and was Pvji^ by War^ "

anroniinent fieuredown town. The .\. 1
Ne>. York

Oriole Kennels and L. & W. Ruther-

furd l>l8po8e of Many Dogr».

At the annual sale of Messrs. L. & W.

Rutherfurd's fox terriers at the American

Horse Exchange, which took place Feb-

ruary 26, there was quite a fashionable

gathering of ladies and gentlemen with

dog men intermingled, and the prices

realized must have been very satisfactory

to the owners. The terriers as a lot were

much better than last year, showing a de-

cided improvement in breeding, and

hence the good figures they brought.

Mr Barnes, the auctioneer, was very eth

cienton the points of the terriers and

kept things moving very lively. The

prices were as follows :

Warren Dan to H. Rutherfurd. Plasa Ho-

tel, N. Y

KENNEL. REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made on our blank forms which will

be furnished free by sending to this office

for them. ^^^^^ claimed.

WRKRHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.,

^^rainTthe name Nanette for pug bitch (bpo-

kanT--Top8y K.). whelped October 1. 1892.

W. WILKINSON. PhiladS}Phiai.cai^ms^thename

There are still a number of statements

made in The Fanciers' Journal regard-

ing the true opposition to comparison

I judging and the New York show that

have never been answered.

setter
Vic Wind'em for English

(Bleackly-Beggy). whelped uecemoc.. .^,

rT?ORC.E W FISHER, Baltimore, Md., claim

^^?fename Royal Kennels for his kennel

King Charles spaniels.

WHELPS.
CARSWELL'S collie bitch L»dy Moll

F. R

W

whelped three dogs and four bitches to Chest-

nut Hill Kennels' Christopher.
bitch

nut Hill Kennel

C
Beech

-

six

Dog by Raffle ' to
' Lansdowne Kennels,

C. Thomson. New

lii.oo

25-00
Philadelphia. Pa

Dog by Raffle to J. C. Thomson, xsew

Y(irlc 4/'0

Dog by Raffle to J . B. Mills. New York
First Flight to Mr. Eiche. New

the market for Dog by Bob to Woodale Kennels. Troy.

Dog by
York

R. Hitchcock. New

i.aird'to C. F. Levine,

bole, New

New York .

M. Hart. Newpup by Dusky Trap to A.

Yoj-jc

Pup by Warren Laird to A. Petersen,

Brooklyn, L. I • •
••••;• • • " „ "

Pup by First Flight to F. Dole. New Ha-

Pup'by Dusky Trap to' J. H. Hyde, New
k

B. Dinsmore. New

a prominent figure down town, luc ^l
.

p,;-' Y.^.-vvarreu Laird to F

K C. was honored with his presence, ana Haven. Conn .... . . •

readers of the Kennel Gazette who pro- Pup by Raffle to
^^^^

nounce it "too official" can this summer 1
p»p ?> Pitcher 10 m

look forward to a treat of some sensil)le

reading, for I un lerstand Mr. Vreden-

burghas arranged with M. Raper when

he gets back to "tother side" for him to

send him monthly a description of the

debutants for that month.

This week Washington show has been

on, and as Mr. Raper is not judging he

has taken the opportunity of visiting the

principal kennels round Boston, and as Kvgrreu charity to J

Lancaster is not far from the city of
HJ^Jj

b>
'^^f^^

\«
J?

"beans" he will surely run down to see Wanen Clioto
j,. 1,

the old bitch Richmond Olive.

The English setter dog he bought at

New York has l)een named Rockaway, a

most appropriate name, as he is by Rock-

ingham, whom Mr. Raper sold to this

country.
__ ^ .

Mr. Oldham, of spaniel fame, gave the

boys a treat one night at the Ashland

House, and I understand Harry Good-

man is to knock him out on "Deutche

liede" at the next reunion. And the

5250

22.50

1500

40.00

21.00

25.00
20.00

17.00

4500

3500

30.00

30.00

70.00

21 00
2500
30.00

19 00

38.00

Yor
Warren Dainty to W
York „ •

Warren Jennet to W. B. Dinsmore, New
York • • • : •

A. Petersen, Brooklyn
Mr. Cousins. New York

Schuyler, New York
Birch by First F'light to C. F. Kerr. New
York • • • V •

Bitch by Bob to C. W. Dupignac, New
York ^'-^

Bitch by Bob to Mr. Hall. New York . .

B tch by Raffle to Woodale Kennels.Troy.

NY
Bitch by Raffle to Mr. German Hopkins.

Hempstead. L. I .';,• c tj
Warren Lilly .10 Morey Kennels. Fairfield.

Conn .•.•; '.^T

Bitch by Shovel to F. R. Hitchcock. New

Bitch^ by' Raffle to H. w'. Tillinghast, New
York 30*»

Christophe

lOHNSON'S Irish terrier bitcB uc

Krove Jessie II whelped four dogs and

bitches by Jack Biggs.

W. EBERHART'S (PhiladelphU, PaO St. Ber-

nard bitch Flora whelped one bitch by King

Regent. November 9-

SWISS MOUNTAIN KENNELS' (Germantown,

Pa) St. Bernard bitch Dart whelped four

dogs and three bitches by King Regent. Dc-

H^U^t.^Bernard bitch, whelped one bitch by

Browlil'T^coS^e^^paViei bitch, whelped

thTee dogs and^ one bitch by Brantford Red

Lidfciy^^Ser 'spaniel bitch, whelped one

dog aSS thVee bitches by Cherry Boy. Decem-

CWd K. , cocker spaniel bitch, whelped one

dog and two bit^es by Champion Jersey.

January 2. 1892.

F. A. MORTIMER'S (Pottsville Pa.) St. Bernard

bitch La Bonivarde whelpwl seven dogs and

six bitches by King Regent. Januaiy 3, 1892-

SALES.

OAKVIEW KENNELS sold a b5«8;\j.^^{»^^|^

whelphed August 26. 1891. (^o°y W^J'"^T
MerrVbelle).to Mr. S. H.Tucker. Philadel-

Tony Waller, jr., beagle dog (Tony Weller-

Oakview Juliet), to B. R. Drew, Elkton. Md.

LANSDOWNE KENNELS sold their fox terrier

dog Dixie (I Reckon-Gip) to Dr. T. A.Wood-

ward, Philadelphia.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS sold their pug

doe Hamlet, born August 20, 1891. (Bradford

Ruby II—Lady Thelma) to R. C.Patterson.

Newcastle, Pa. .,1.011
Miss Phyllis, pug bitch (Imported John Bull—

Phyllis II) to C. Dinkelspiel, Pueblo. Col.

Nanette, pug bitch (Spokane-Topsy K.) to

Dr H. H. McLellan. St. Marys. Kan.
VISITS.

« •

Our score card friends are even becom-

ing humorous (?) Brother Hewes remarks

in the Fanciers' Gazette : "That remark,

it would take four judges a few weeks to

judge such a show (meaning Philadel-

phia) is the thinnest I ever saw in The

Fanciers' Journal. I see Child is

sick, if that don't kill him he is all O.

K." We regret that an opponent should

draw in the name of Mr. Child. It is cer-

tainly no argument, and unnecessarily

cruel to a gentleman who has been con-

fined to his bed for many weeks. We
can assure Mr. Hewes that Mr. Child is

and always has been opposed to scoring

fowls, and the statement in The Fan-

ciers' Journal regarding the time it

would take to score all the birds at the

Philadelphia show was made in good

faith. If the hasty Mr. Hewes will go

back to the Buffalo show of 1889 he will

find that notwithstanding a large corps

of judges, the score cards were not all

completed in one week.•
He goes on to say, that he can name

eight judges who can score 2000 fowls in

one day. That's highly probable, no

doubt, the way fowls are often scored ;

250 fowls per diem is child's play, of

course. We wish to be excused, how-

ever. A thorough examination of every

fowl and a careful score will require more

time than our enthusiastic score card

champions are willing to admit.

*
»

17.00

80.00

40.00

40.00

72.50

SMITH BROS'. Gordon setter bitch Montine to

E H. Morris' Rexraont, January 20. mi^
Dandelion. g«»rdon setter bitch, to their Dick-

mont (21,591), January 8, 1892.

TAMES LICHTY'S beagle bitch Nancy Lee to

^Oakview Kennels' Tony Weller. November

16. 1891.

W. EBERHART'S rough-coated St- Bernard

Flora to Swiss Mountain Kennels King Ke-

. gent. September 6. 1891.

The whole thing in a nutshell is that

New York and Philadelphia have found

comparison satisfactory. They have a

perfect right to do as they please in this

matter. They do not object to other

cities using the score card at their shows.

Now, how about our score card friends ?

Why these liberal minded gentlemen

would like to crush comparison under

their tender feet as they would a viper.

Just read this from the pen of Mr. Hewes :

" What poultry journals should do is to

refuse to publish the list of any show

unless scores are given and the name of
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the judge, purchasers then have a chance

to see in the journals who has the best

and highest scoring birds."

The poultry press of America is too

liberal to do any such thing, Mr. Hewes.

There was once an ultra-American party

called the "Know Nothing" that at-

tempted to exclude everything not in

accordance with its views. The party is

dead, and although we now and then see

its spirit revived, the intelligence of the

country is too pronounced to tolerate it.

The Fanciers' Journal has enjoyed

unusuaL prosperity, it has gained hun-

dreds of friends everywhere, and while it

has defended comparison judging against

the uncalled for attacks of interested in-

dividuals, it has never offended those

readers who believe in the score card,

but who are liberal minded enough to at

least acknowledge that comparison has

its virtues and friends. We have never

descended to personalities, and do not

intend to do so, notwithstanding the

fact that our ammunition is in a very

healthy condition.
«

• «

The same men that are opposed to

comparison judging are bitterly opposed

to all specialty clubs. The A. P. A. is

the only idol they worship, and no mat-

ter how faulty it may be it goes. It is

swallowed without a gulp. If the speci-

alty clubs make a standard the A. P. A.

rulers will kick, and why ? We will an-

swer that in the near future.

«

pen, and with luck should make his mark
there. Mrs. Powell has also just shipped
per S.S.' British -Princess a pen of ner

buffs to Mr. Noeckel, of Philadelphia,

which we fear not will add honors to

their new owner's yards.
«

« *

Mr. Noeckel is an enthusiastic Cochin

fancier and hankers after the best only.

The English buflf Cochins, notwithstand-

ing a little spasmodic objection, are the

coming prime favorites in this country.

« »

Mr. Ernest A. Lynde, of the Mount

Morgan Farm, Yonkers, New York,

writes to the editor of The Fanciers'

Journal as follows :

*' I have recently bought quite a num-
ber of expensive birds and am still in

need of more. In this week's issue of

The F'anciers' Journal I find a notice

of ' faking ' in the black Leghorn class at

Hartford show discovered by Judge Ball.

Now these scamps ought to be ' shown
up,' not only for the protection of pur-

chasers like myself, but also for the justi-

fication of all other exhibitors in that

class at that show, for until this is done
the just must suffer with the unjust. It

would be far better to publish the names
of such cheats with their addresses, and
disqualify them and their birds from

future shows."
• «

We regret to say that the names bf the

exhibitors who were guilty are unknown

to us. We should most certainly have

published the names otherwise. The

secretary of the Connecticut State Poul-

try Society will confer a favor on the

public and the poultry press in giving

the names for publication.

there had been no representation, false

or otherwise, in regard to the sale of the

bird, but his Honor held there had. The
defendant denied that he put a thread or

stitch in the bird sold to the plaintiff,

but admitted having faked birds for the

Dairy show on October 12 and 13, 1891,

in this way, and this was his first at-

tempt. Evidence was given to the effect

that it was impossible that the string

could have been in the bird's head for

eleven months, as it must have been ac-

cording to the plaintiff. After a hearing

lasting seven hours, the jury returned

a verdict for the plaintiff for ^23 15s.,

with costs, including special fee for so-

licitor."
«

* *

The above goes to show what consum-

mate artists (?) and scamps the pigeon

fancy is blessed with. Such "faking"

would draw blushes even to the face of

the horse jockey

» *

Even B. N. Pierce, in his Gazette,

thinks the Indian Game Club should have

given its standard to the A. P. A. before

publishing it, and because it did not do

so he concludes that specialty clubs are

of no use. We are sorry to see him take

that position. The opposition the Indian

game fowl has received at the hands of

loyal A. P. A. men was enough to dis-

gust the breeders of it. Notwithstand-

ing all this the standard would have been

presented to the A. P. A., and no fair-

minded man could have objected to it.

On the contrary, it would have saved the

old society the trouble of making the

standard.

Among our new advertisers we are glad

to note the name of Mr. John Borland.

The latter is a strong believer in the In-

dian game fowl, and the excellent stock

he showed at New York has been aug-

mented by recent purchases from the

best yards in the country. The Lea Poul-

try Yards will be heard from in the show

room in the future

» »

• «

We began the publication last week of

the series of articles on poultry diseases,

written by Dr. W. F. Roth. They will

be the most complete, thorough and valu-

able ones ever published. The doctor

has been at work a long time ou this

subject, and writes us again that he will

be glad to answer all questions regarding

the diseases of poultry in the columns of

The Fanciers' Journal. This is an

excellent opportunity, and we hope our

readers will avail themselves of the

opportunity.

We are in receipt of a handsome circu-

lar of the Shady Shore Poultry Yards.

Buff Leghorns and Indian games are the

leading specialties of the latter. The

proprietor. Dr. Sheldon, is president of

the Buff Leghorn Club, and has one of

the largest flocks of buff Leghorns in the

country. His superintendent, Mr. Chaf-

fee, is an energetic and able poultryman.

•*»

Do you need poultry supplies ? If so

send to Johnson & Stokes for a catalogue.

The latter is the most complete thing of

its kind published. The firm is one of

the largest and most reliable in Philadel-

phia.

* «

«
• »

Let the A. P. A. champions overhaul

the standard, note the incongruities be

fore condemning specialty clubs. I^et

them read up on disqualification for buff

Cochins and buff turkeys. In the bird

of feather the standard does not dis-

qualify for white in plumage ; in the bird

of utility it does. In the ornamental and

pretty rose combed black bantams white

plumage is no fault ; in such marked

breeds as the La Fleche, Creve Coeur and

Langshans it is a hideous fault, and a

little tip of it consigns a bird to oblivion.

We can multiply these cases if necessary,

but what we have quoted goes to show

that before specialty clubs are to be con-

demned we must repair our own fences

in the A. P. A.

»*•

If we are wrong the readers of The
Fanciers' Journal who think so can

correct us. We are not hide bound,

neither are we old enough to need a pen-

sion. What we want is fair play, a fair

standard and fair opponents.
*

• •

The following editorial appeared in our

esteemed English contemporary Poultry :

MRS. KITE-POWELL's BUFF cochins.

Valuable as this lady's grand stock is,

she has just added to it by purchasing

Mr. A. E. Ward's entire stock of buffs,

including that gentleman's grand cock-

erel, which has so far scored firsts at

Palace, Birmingham, Lord Tredegar's

(Newport, Mon.), Worcester, Cardiff and
Liverpool. He is now in the breeding

•'How Show Pigeons Are Faked" is the

caption of the following article which

appeared in the Manchester (England)

Evening News

:

"At the Ormskirk County Court yes-

terday, before his Honor Judge Collier

and a jury, Mr. T. H. Stretch, of Orms-

kirk, sued Mr. W. H. Parker, of Mel-

bourne, Derby, for £2^ los. as damages

for fraudulent misrepresentation and
fraudulent concealment on the part of

the defendant in connection with the

sale of a pigeon by the defendant to the

plaintiff. Mr, Brighouse appeared for the

plaintiff, and Mr. T. F. Byrne, barrister

(instructed by Mr. W. G. Eking, Not-

tingham), defended. The plaintiff's case

was that on January 8, 1891, he purchased

from the defendant an English silver

owl cock pigeon, which at the Crystal

Palace show in October previous had won
a first prize and a medal, giving a pigeon

of his own and ^35 in cash for it. The
plaintiff" on two occasions noticed what

appeared to him two scrofulous lumps,

but it was not until October 10, 1891,

that tieir true nature was revealed to

him. He then pulled out two pieces of

string which had been inserted under the

skin of the pigeon's head. The head at

once lost its rotundity (one of the points

of a first-class English owl) and became

quite flat. At the Dairy show in London

a couple of days following the plaintiff

noticed that a number of the defendant's

exhibits had been similarly "faked,"

and in consequence of this he was dis-

qualified from exhibiting at shows under

Pigeon Club rules for two years. De-

fendant refused to return the money for

the pigeon, which was finally sold for

;^ii los., the balance now being sued for.

Plaintiff and other witnesses said the

practice of "faking" birds in this way
had never before been heard of in the

pigeon world. Mr. Byrne contended that

» •

W. Atlee Burpee & Co. made a ship-

ment of Sherwoods to George T. Whit-

field, England, last week. The demand

for this new breed is very large, so we are

told. The exhibit at Philadelphia of the

above fowls did much to convince practi-

cal breeders that the Sherwoods have

come to stay.

epitaph on the English Cochin for a

contemporary, which the latter relishes

hugely and sings amen to. If we re-

member correctly, it was Weed who

asked us where the English Cochins were

at New York. We pointed out the first

prize hen and pullet. They were Eng-

glish type decidedly, and our friend was

delighted that a load had been lifted

from his mind. He was satisfied that

there was merit enough in the English

type of Cochins to win first honors at

New York. The whole trouble is that

interested and prejudiced writers attempt

to stuff breeders with the belief that all

English Cochins are monstrosities, that

they are grotesque, to borrow a Felchism,

and that they have whiskers a yard long

on their hocks. Get right down to bottom

facts and you will find the American-

bred English Cochin win every time.

The reason is simple enough, the bird is

a Cochin from the ground up. Notwith-

standing the ridicule and abuse heaped

on the English Cochins, the latter are in

greater demand than ever by American

breeders. The true American fancier is

just and not blind to the superiority or

inferiority of foreign stock.

•**

In an exchange the following advertise-

ment appears

:

A .7ANTED.—Golden Sebright Cockerel that is

" nearly or quite free frora Lacing 'i. e.

solid bay color with tail quite well sickled, and a

few pullets also free (or nearly so) frora black

lacing. Address (with price), Carl V. Bracken-

burg, Auburn. N. Y.

This looks very much as if a buff Wy-

andotte bantam was on tap. Can it be

possible that the Mr. Brackenburg, of

Auburn, N. Y., is related to the Mr.

Brackenbury of the same place ? Both

have buff proclivities it seems. Auburn

is well named, for it neariy fits the color

of the birds manufactured there. The

above advertisement, however, is rather

saffron hued.
•*•

*••

In our issue of January 30, 1892. we

credited the Feathered World, England,

with the illustration appearing on the first

page of The Fanciers' Journal. The

Feathered Worid requests us to credit the

Stock-Keeper for the same, which we

gladly do.

•%

Mr. Babcock, in the March Poultry

Monthly, claims that the ideal Lang-

shan of the Langshan Club is a triumph

for the Paragon type of that fowl, being

but slightly modified. While he deems

this different from the standard type,

thinks that it will probably be accepted

by the A, P. A. Here comes a question :

"Is the A. P. A. so much better qualified

to make the standard than the breeders

of a variety ?" According to the opinion

of some of the A. P. A. rulers the speci-

alty clubs ought to be wiped out of exist-

ence. In other words, it means that a

chosen few will dictate what constitutes

a type and a standard of a breed. Is this

superior knowledge of the few a divine

gifl or an assumption of superiority?

•
• •

If Mr. Felch and others who are trying

to underrate the number of birds ex-

hibited at Philadelphia last January

would have been present at the show,

they would never be guilty of depriving

the Quaker City of the honor of having

had one of the largest collection of birds

ever gathered under one roof at a winter

show. There are plenty of breeders who

will substantiate what we have said, and

all the fables attributed to the poultry

press by our opponents are largely imag-

inary in the minds of the latter.

*
* *

Our friend George Weed wrote an

Next week we begin the publication

of a series cf articles on comparison

versus the score card. They are written

by an old breeder and exhibitor of fowls,

whose experience entitles him to a care-

ful hearing. The Fanciers' Journal

is determined to have the question thor-

oughly discussed, for the simple reason

that the advocates ofcomparison judging

are numerically large, and decent and

intelligent enough to present their

claims without destroying the respect of

their opponents. The latter can recipro-

cate in the same spirit. In this contro-

versy there is no need of pulling the

British lion's tail or making the Ameri-

can eagle scream. Buncombe may in-

fluence the ignorant ; the intelligent

never.

»

Whitewashing poultry houses, or

painting with kerosene oil are both

tedious jobs, and oft left undone on that

account. The cheapest, best and quick-

est method of applying whitewash or

kerosene oil is by means of a force pump

and sprayer. Mr. Irving Crocker sent us

one of Runisey & Co.'s improved spray-

ers, and it is a mystery to us why such

an effective and labor-saving implement

is so little known. We strongly advise

our readers to purchase one of the

pumps, for they are valuable in many

ways.
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Notes That Will Interest All Qen-

uine Lovers of Fowls.

BY THEODORE STERNBERG.

To the genuine lover of our feathered

pets there is no East, no North, no South,

^ west, no China, no India, "? Italy-

no France, no England no America n

his love he is cosmopolitan, and he freely

welcomes all the feathered beauties from

Tnv and all lands. He gathers m the

best from the four <iuarters of the globe

and makes that best his very own.

This is a world of progress. Every-

thing must move on or die. Fashions

change, old fashions become new again.

L fe fs action. So it is in the poultry

world. The same law of progress con-

Uo s whether we as individua s like it or

not If you comprehend this unaltera-

ble law you will ride in the band wagon ;

if you do not understand it then your

name is mud.

be pointed out and receive their lust

^m% A national league, with judps

expek in one breed judging the entire

circuit, can give it to us.

As the professional judg. was a great

improvement over the old county fair

su?e of selecting judges, so the fancy

having moved forward, the professional

iudgefwho knows everything about every

Cfdmust now, in the great exhibitions

uive way to the real expert. He who

only claims to know the ins and the outs
1

of one breed, to thoroughly understand

one breed of fowls, so that his judgment

fs of an educating value, is fully as much

as one man in a lifetime can accomplish.

In the country and in the smaller cities

the family physician still rules the roost^

Necessitv compels him to give and his

patients 'to receive the results of a gen-

eral knowledge all along the line but in

the great centres the specialist leads. 1 o

know one thing well exhausts the human

intellect.

FOWL FOODS.

A Matter of Paramount Import-

ance at This Season.

BY C. S. VALENTINE.

To the experimenter, to the restless in-

vestigator, to the chap who is constantly

crossing, re-crossing and seeking new

tySs in form and feather the fancy

owes everything that it is to-day.

One who sneers at the development

of new varieties of fowl does it without

stopping to think. If he did he v^^uld

se?that\e is but following the direc ions

eiven by Justice Shallow to his clerk,

?«wrUe me down an--but I must stop

short of libel.

If it were not for the enterprising ex-

perimenter of the past we ^ho^^^ fet

have no pigeon but the blue rock Then

where would the pigeon fancy be ? Fancy

if vou can, a pigeon show with nothing

in It but blue rocks, with the fantail, the

pouter, the Jacobin, el id omni, pigeons

left out.

What a failure a poultry show would

be with nothing in it but the ongmal

iungle fowl. To state the proposition plain-

ly shows the absurdity of standing still.

We did not stand still in the past, we can-

not do so now.

As it has been in the past, so it will be

in the future. Varieties of fowl and pig-

eons to us unknown will gladden the

hearts and engage the loving care and

beautify the poultry exhibitions of those

who are to come after us.

Go on fanciers and develop the buff

Brahmas, the buff Leghorn, the buff Wy-

andotte and the buff I'lymouth Rock.

Call your new buff Rock "the buff Amer-

ican
•' The buff Cochin will not quarrel

because you use his color. Go on fan-

ciers seek all the new forms and colors

possible. The good will live the bad

will die. Sic transit gloria! Cocka-

doodle-do

!

So in poultrydom the plain to be seen

tendency is towards experts in single

breeds, Ld the sending to the rear the

all-round professional judge, and this is

real progress.

But Othello's occupation will not be

eone The new order of things will cal

for more and better judges. The present

judges will still be in it unless they kick

aiemselves out of it. The specialty club,

S: national league, the orderly hoUhng

of shows, the proper display of the b rds,

°he advertising ofthe show, the making

Urfinancial sliccess by artfully mteres^-

iuK the public and inducing large attend-

an^ce and much gate money, expert judges

and rapid awards in the interest of a

Jong suffering public and exhibitor, the

teaching the lesson to the fancy that the

holding of a successful show is a business

oHt^el? perfectly distinct ^om breeding

or winning. These are the t^^^^f/^^^^
present and the immediate future. The

old order of things is no longer in it

save and except in the kindergarten of

local shows.

Did it ever occur to, we will say, a

Leghorn fancier that the pushing of a

Leghorn of some new color is pushing

all Leghorns, aiding all Leghorns, boom-

ing all Leghorns ; that every dollar spent

in advertising the new color is a dollar-

spent for you, Mr. Breeder, of the estab-

lished died in the wool and a yard wide

colors. It is so, why? Because that

dollar says : Behold ! the merits of the

Leghorn family, another child is born

unto it, another color is offered for the

public to choose from, but it is a Leg-

horn all the same. Thus more tastes in

color can be gratified, while more fanciers

of the useful and beautifiil Leghorn are

on the fighting deck. So of a 1 the breeds.

Let us have all the choice in color pos-

sible while preserving the main charac-

teristics of the breed.

The recent founding of a National

League at Madison Square Garden is a

lonlstrong step in the right direction.

Thf great exhibitions of the country

should be held under the rules of one

erand system, dates should be l^armon-

ized etc. This can only be accomplished

by a national league of societies and fan-

ciers. Order is heaven's first law.

Again we need some plan by which

the very best birds of each season, no

matter in which locality exhibited, can

We of the West appreciate the courtesy

of the Indian Game Club in selecting a

western man for its president. Mr

Haslet will give the club as much as he

receives. He is a real fancier.

INFLUENCE OF A PREVIOUS SIRE.

A Query from a Subscriber An-

swered.

Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

Will you kindly inform me in your

valuable paper whether I can safely use

mv golden Wyandotte hens' eggs and

breed pure Wyandottes, the hens having

run with a Langshan cock all winter but

have been separated now about a month.

A neighbor tells me I cannot, but thought

h besfto hear from a more reliable source

before giving in. I am not a yeariy sub-

scriber but purchase your most excel-

lent paper every week of a newsdealer

as 1 caif hardly spare the $2.(X> all at

once, as I am a working boy of 19 and

don't get much wages. An eariy an-

swer in The Journal will greatly oblige.

Wyandotte.

rVou can safely use the eggs and they

will hatch true to the breed As a rule

the previous sire has no effect on the

progeny of a subsequent mating. From

four days to four weeks is reqmred, how-

ever before absolute dependence can be

placed on the latter. There are occa-

sional exceptions to this rule, but they

are very rare.—Ed.]

A Correction.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I see in last week's Fanciers' Jour-

nal you made a mistake in regard to the

black breasted red game cock You had

it that Mr. A. E. Blunk took first and

second premiums at New York He did

not take second, as the same bird that

took second premium at the Philadel-

nhia Pa., took second at New York show,

which belongs to H. H. Harms & Bro.

So you will oblige us very much by cor-

recting it. H. H. HARMS & Bro.

PHiLLiPSBiJRO, N. J., March 6.

At this time of the year, perhaps, more

than at any other, the study of the ques-

tion of fowl foods, their proper quantity,

quality and variety, agitates the mind of

the poultry world, including professional,

amateur and novice, doubtless even

fowldom itself might be included, for

fowls foods are certainly the object of

liveliest interest on the part of the fowls.

With some poultry owners this deepen-

ing of interest results naturally from the

higher prices of poultry products, as the

fowls become a medium of greater profit

if wisdom is shown in the best use of

foods to gain those products. Foods also

are higher in price, and expensive feed-

ing pulls upon the purse strings in a

way to make itself felt more strongly. In

other quarters, especially farm quarters,

it may result largely from the fact that

winter is the only time when the ques-

tion of feed for the mature fowls is con-

sidered at all. for a great many farmers

are convinced that summer feeding is a

matter neither of necessity nor of profit.

Not that they have trisd it and thus for-

tified their position by proof positive

but that is the way it looks to them, and

thev stubbornly stand by their conclu-

sions, no matter how baseless they may

*^A° waiter of the day intimates that

there was never such a confusing and

contradictory mess of stuff written as ap-

nears in different fowl and farm publica-

tions in connection with the proper care

of poultry, and asserts that good judg-

ment and common sense are of more

value than advice. All this may be very

true for men's minds and the way they

eet at things differ as much as does their

personal appearance ; but it sounds very

bad when we reflect upon the facts that

the man who puts forth this small tirade

is himself a contributor of advice more

or less regularly to many ot these very

papers. It certainly takes good judgment

to act upon advice, be the latter good or

bad. or let us say rather to act upon that

which is goml and ignore the bad, and it

as certainly takes good judgment to raise

poultry successfully—which is, profita-

^The man of judgment is eariy con-

fronted by the query as to whether he

can reduce expenses and thereby increase

the profits by using the cheap foods

which are offered and recommended or

whether it will be more profitable m the

end to increase feeding expenses, trust-

ing to increase of product to increase the

actual profit. In the end it usually comes

to pass that every man tries these things

for himself, advice or no advice ;
but the

seconded experiments of others would

lead him to make his experiments with

more care, often on a smaller scale and

with less expense, and it is almost sure

that these recitals of experience will

bring out weak points, and show just

where astute watching is needed in order

to be sure that certain experiments really

prove what they seem to prove. This

mav be true, not merely in connection

with the feeding of fowls but m all lines

of effort. •n„„»
A few years ago a man m our village

who kept a goodly flock of hens, became

enamored of the good qualities-or at

least of the one quality of cheapness-of

sprouted malt, which could be procured

from the malt house at the rate of twenty-

five cents for a large bagful, probably

between two and three bushels. Ihis was.

of course, marvelously cheap ;
his hens

were apparently doing well, and he sang

the praise of cheap feed until your cor-

respondent was induced to invest in

several bags of the waste bariey. It is no

matter of regret, because of the experi-

ence gained, but it has rendered at least

one lover of fowls shy of every variety

of unusually cheap feed. This is not be-

cause of the cheapness—snreiy that is a

most desirable feature—but because a

remarkable decline from regular prices

is presumptive evidence of an equally

great decline in quality.
e ,. ^

The grain above mentioned—it it de-

served the name of grain, which is doubt-
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ful—was light, consisting of some quan-

tity of that which floated ; much of it wa3

sweepings of the malting floors filled

with dirt, and although some trouble was

taken to spread and dry the mass it was

invariably moldy and lumped. It may
seem to some who have not been drawn

into such an investment that it is not the

best of judgment to say that sound wheat

at $1 or even at $1.25 per bushel is far

preferable as a feed for layimg hens to

the stuff in question at ten or twelve

cents • but those who have had the most

experience will be the readiest to agree

with the assertion, for they can clinch it

with facts of their own, pointing unmis-

takably in the same direction. Ihe

strongest witness in its favor is the ac-

count book.

It is no new thought that a second or

third class feed, defective through mold

or otherwise, is not fit food for fowls,

more especially if it be desired that they

shall make a good egg record. But it is

a difficult thing to make the average man

believe it with a true working belief un-

til he has tried it for himself and noted

the ill effects of such feeding stuff. In

the first place, fowls do not like such ra-

tions, and it is poor policy to feed what

thev dislike. But a more serious reason

or at least one which will sooner appeal

to the general judgment »sj»at the

health of the fowls is soon affected for

the worse ; and we cannot afford to lose

any opportunity of impressing it upon

others, and even upon ourselves, lest we

become careless in this direction. tBat

our primary effort should always be to

keep birds in the most perfect condition

as regards general health. Failure here

means failure everywhere, as a flaw in

the foundation may topple the best built

structure to the ground. It »«eans failure

as to quantity of eggs, failure in oh am-

ing a good hatching percentage, failure

in rearing a healthy new flock to re-

place the old.

Although poultrymen are coming to

rate bran%t nearer its real value than

was formerly the case, it is far more rare-

Wthat those outside professional lines

ff^ve it its proper place among standard

Seding stuffs. It is a matter of regret

hat cornmeal is still the g/eat ^ an^-by

throughout the country. Doubt ess not

one of us would like to be compelled to

strike cornmeal from the list, but consid-

ering both chicks and eggs, can we not

the better spare cornmeal than bran ?

Some claim that bran especially if fed

raw. is a cause of bowel trouble, and th s

majJ be true if it be fed in excess. But

as an extreme case of the proper use of

bran, the story may be told of a neigh-

bor who raised a snmmer's crop ^1

ducklings entirely on bran and millc,

iTde from the gre'en feed and n^at whicli

their own diligent search could provide.

Probably no^ experienced poultryman

would have dared to attempt such a feat

Tnd it is not said that these Aocks ^ould

not have done better with a different ra-

Uon ; but it is a fact that they thrived on

the diet allowed them.

There still flounshes a proportion ol

doubters who boldly contest the usual

assertion that |i.oo to $1.25 per year is a

Sir average to allow for the cost of feed

^V?owlfor the year. These represent

U.O shades of opinion. Most of them

think this allowance too low A recent

kicker against established ideas insists

that it is too high ; thinks seventy-five

cents' worth of feed will keep a hen fat

and hearty. If this be true, then even

seventy-five cents is too much to allow,

forwe^want just enough to keep her

hearty without keeping her fat, that is

with most breeds. But any person of

good sense should be able to see without

argument that it is next to impossible to

g[?e a fair rate that will suit all parts of

the country and all degrees of confine-

ment. With grain in some parts of the

country held at double the rates it brings

eLwhere ;
with prices one-third higher

the country through, in so'".^
J^^''^^^*^?"

thev range in others; with feed for

yarded fowls costing from one-half more

to double what that for hens in free

range, with only winter feeding can pos-

sibly cost, how can we get a reasonable

average for all years and all districts?

Many a vear our fowls, always yard^

have cost us but $1.00 apiece ;
last year

owing to the hi^h price of grain, extra

high in the distnct around us. the ayer-

agl mounted to $1.48. Mr. Hunter gives

hfs average last year as |i 5»j ^"^^1}'''^^^

amount of meat which he feeds will prob-

ably account for this difference. But in

spite of this rise in average cost of teed
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we have continued to buv meat and bone

and, yes, shell, and to feed the best of

wheat largely to both fowls and growing

chicks, not being drawn away from this

practice even by the seductiveness of

wheat screenings "aljout as good as clear I

wheat"!?) at two-thirds the price.

AMERICAN WYANDOTTE CLUB.

Copy of the Oonstitution and By-
Laws of the Club.

Specialty Clubs and Their Work.

Editor Fanciers' Journai..

Before me lies a list of specials offered

by the New York exhibitors, in which

there are twenty-one specials, all offered

for one breed, "and to members of the

Buff Leghorn Club only." Here is pub-

lic spirit with a vengeance. Convert the

club into an individual, what would

you think of a man to offer a special to

the New York society for competition by

the man only who offered the prize.

What do you think of the patron who

offers a special and says donor does not

compete, which is the disinterested pa-

tron ? Tell us when clubs band to for-

ward and to secure the best interest for a

breed and to build it into public favor,

they will do well to give each patron of

their variety a chance. If the club is not

possessed of good enough birds to win, if

Its membership is so weak in the knowl-

edge of breeding as to need an absolutely

prohibitory tariff to enable them to win

they should have no protection from any

society. I mean this for any specialty

club in existence. The members of these

clubs sell their birds and eggs. They
have no more right to shut out any

patron from competing for public prizes.

If they want a meeting with closed doors

then let them make a club show, and

let it be understood that none but a club

member can attend. Were I the presi-

dent of any open and general exhibition

I would kick against any such side show

that would tend to injure the force and

honesty of the awards of an exhibition,

and no prize should be offered through

the society that all competitors do not

have a fair chance to win. The repetition

twenty-one times in this list of for mem-
bers of the club only, reads be-

tween the lines, selfishness, money with

no public spirit but personal gain. If the

breed is meritorious it will work its way

to the front by generous and legitimate

means.
The Bible tells us "the liberal soul

shall be made fat." A generous breeder

has many patrons. A club cannot afford

to take any position that an individual

cannot take to his best advantage. The
exclusive competition fur club members
has not a single feature to commend it.

If I could not breed well enough to com-

pete with my patrons then I would stay

out and let them win the prizes.

I. K. Fki,CH.

The Profitable Hen.

Before I read an article in the Rural

telling how the chickens had cleared the

farm of debt, I had been keeping forty

fowls, and found that the picture repre-

senting the profits of keeping poultry, as

shown on paper, and also the practical

side, bringing the owner in debt, were

true. I killed them all except five two-

year old hens, a cross between the Ply-

mouth Rock and Brown Leghorn, and

three pure brown Leghorn pullets, and

one Leghorn cock. The result has been

as follows from January i, 1891, to Janu-

ary I, 1892 : 1 401 eggs, realizing I20.64 ;

sixteen chickens, I4. making a total of

I24.64 ; cost of feed, $7.53 ;
profit. $17.11.

There was but one day in the whole year

on which I did not get an egg. There

has been no trusting to memory, for each

day the eggs were gathered and booked

by me. The feed also was booked every

time it was brought from the mill.—F. S.

in Rural New Yorker.

Mr. Rumbold's Brahmas.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Somebody has made a mistake. It

"lies" between your compositor and my-
self. If I wrote that no light Brahma
bred an dexhibited by me had received a

lower score than 94^ it was my mistake,

it should have been 90*4: . Please make
necessary correction and oblige

John Rumboi,d.

Cboptauk. Md., March 6.

CONSTITUTION.

T. This organization shall be known
as the American Wyandotte Club.

II. The object of this club is the im-

provement of the Wyandotte fowl, the

protection and mutual advantage of its

members.

III. The members of this club shall be

such persons as are interested in the

breeding of Wyandottes who are ap-

proved by the Exeoulive Committee and
who pay |i initiation fee and $1 annual

dues thereafter.

IV. The officers of this club shall be

a president, three vice-presidents and a

secretary-treasurer, who shall constitute

the Executive Committee and shall hold

office for one year, or until their succes-

sors are appointed.

V. The annual meeting of the dub
shall be held in connection with that one

of the winter shows which shall be

chosen by a plurality vote of the mem-
bers. Special meetings may be called by

the Executive Committee by giving no-

tice to all members at least two weeks

before the time of such meeting.

VI. Elections.—The officers of this

club shall be chosen at the annual meet-

ing except in case of resignation, suspen-

sion or death, when the office so made va-

cant shall be filled by appointment of the

Executive Committee, to hold until the

next annual meeting.

VII. Alterations or amendments to

this constitution and by-laws shall be

presented to the club in writing and shall

not be acted upon until at least one

month's notice of such proposed change

has been given to each niember by the

secretary, and must receive a tAO-thirds

vote to be adopted.

BY-LAWS.

I. The president shall preside at all

meetings of the club or of the Executive

Committee. In the absence of the presi-

dent the vice presidents shall preside in

order of seniority.

II. The secretary treasurer shall keep

the minutes of all meetings of the club

and of the Executive Committee ; con-

duct the correspondence of the club ;
pay

all bills upon a voucher signed by the

president ; close his accounts for the year

one week before the annual meeting and

present the same for examination to the

Auditing Committee ; when so directed

by the Executive Committee he shall

call for a postal card vote upon questions

of importance to the club ; shall insert

in the call for the annual meeting a list

of the business which he knows will

come before the meeting, and shall per-

form such other duties as legitimately

belong to his office.

III. The Executive Committee shall

pass upon all applications for member-

ship ; shall decide upon the method of

conducting trials for dishonesty and ap-

point judges for the same ;
shall appoint

an auditing committee and shall have

general oversight of club business in the

intervals between club meetings.

IV. The Auditing Committee shall ex-

amine the treasurer's accounts and re-

port as to their accuracy, and shall act

as tellers at the annual election of officers.

V. The election shall be conducted

under the following rules : At least one

month before the annual meeting the

secretary shall request each meml)er to

nominate two persons for each of the five

offices of the club. The nominating bal-

lot shall close at least two weeks before

the date of the annual meeting. The

Auditing Committee shall count the bal-

lots and make a list containg the two

names which have the highest number

of nominating votes for president, the

six names which have the highest num-

ber of votes for vice-president, and the

two names which have highest number

of votes for secretary -treasurer. This

list shall be sent to all members at least

ten days before the annual meeting. The

final election shall be by ballot at the

annual meeting, and only those persons

who have been nominated as above shall

be eligible for election. Ballots may be

presented in person or by proxy.

VI. Any member in arrears for an-

nual dues is thereby suspended and can

only be restored by full payment and a

vote of the Executive Committee. Any
member proven guilty of dishonesty in

his dealings thereby forfeits his member-
ship.

VII. Business at club meetings shall

be transacted under the ordinary rules of

procedure for deliberative bodies. Ques-

tions may be decided by viva voce vote,

unless a ballot or roll call shall be called

for. In all cases where proxies are used

a roll-call vote shall be taken.

the opinions of others, that the doctor

may hope to convert to his method of

thinking humble poultrymen who are

not doctors, and perhaps glad that they

are not. H. S. Babcock.

order of BUSINESS.

1. Calling to order.

2. Minutes of previous meeting.

3. Election of officers.

4. Reports of officers.

5. Reports ofcommittees.
6. Other unfinished business.

7. Announcement of result of election

ami inauguratiou of officers.

8. New business.

[The above was sent to us for publica-

tion by Secretary John R. Ayer, Peeks-

kill. N. Y.. and other poultry papers are

kindly requested to copy. Criticisms,

suggestions and amendments by Wyan-
dotte breeders are solicited.

—

Ed.]

Common Sense in Doctoring Fowls
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

If all installments of Dr. Roth's "Dis-

eases of Poultry" are as vigorous as his

"introduction." an entertaining series of

articles may be expected upon a subject

not generally considered inviting. Judg-

ing by the way he attacks one of the

writer's articles, it seems as if a mistake

must have been made in the author's

name. Ought it not to be Dr. F. Wroth
instead of Dr. W. F. Roth? Isn't the

"\V" misplaced?
It has been patent to the lay mind for

years that some doctors, in their prac-

tice, seemed to be lacking in common
sense, but it was after all a surprise to

have one of the profession frankly confess

this weakness, as Dr. Roth has done in

his "doing up" of the little plea for more
humanity and more judgment in pre

scribing for ailing fowls, which appeared

in the Poultry Monthly.
The doctor will have at least one inter-

ested reader of his series of articles by

which he purposes either to revolutionize

the treatment of sick fowls, or, throw ing

common sense to the winds, to resort to

the boldest empiricism. It is sincerely

to be wished that he will do the former

by the use of the mis-named faculty of

man— for common sense is quite uncom-
mon—brought under earful professional

training. In the meantime, until this

new sun sheds its light into the darkened

understandings of poultrymen, they will

be compelled to prescribe for such sick

fowls as they have according to 'their

limited knowledge of medicine, guided

by the exercise of their common sense

and the lessons of experience, unless they

are fortunate enough to live in calling

distance of Dr. Roth, and then they will,

of course, wisely consult him.

Scientific men have of late been agi-

tated over the relation of human and

animal diseases, and the results of their

latest investigations tend, at least, to

prove that in some instances the diseases

are identical, in others certainly very

similar. They have found, also, that a

germicide which wouM destroy the spe-

cific germ of a disease in man, would also

have the same effect in the lower animal.

If, then, these men with many learned

degrees after their names—none appears

after the name of Dr. Roth, not even

M D.—are not mistaken in their sup-

posed discoveries, wherein was the

article on "Common vSense in Doctoring

Fowls" one of a nature to make Dr. Roth

so wroth as he appears to be? When
boiled down this article was nothing

more and nothing less than a plea for

the intelligent administration of renie-

dies to fowls upon the principles which

should guide every intelligent jjhysician

in preset ibing for his patients, based

upon the supposed similarity of the dis-

eases which affect man and beast. If

such an argument as W\\% h^"no sense''

or common sense, it certainly is one that

appeals to those whose minds are similar

in organization to that of the writer, and

until better methods of treatment are re-

vealed, mere assertions and "unqualified

disapprobation" will have no terrors and

be powerless in convincing the misguided

of the error of their way. It is by deliv-

ering himself of the truths that he is big

with and not by lugging in attacks upon

Fantails at Louisville.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In your issue of February 20 I notice

an article by F. M. Gilbert, of Evans-
ville, Ind.. in reference to some unfavor-

able report on some of the exhibits at the

late Louisville show. Mr. Gilbert has
done me an injustice as an exhibitor in

the class he champions. As the writer

is the one that stopped him from having
a clean sweep. 1 having got the second
on cocks. Now, you are aware that Mr.
Gilbert had twenty birds entered in this

class and I had two. He makes the fol-

lowing tame excuse for not getting all

the premiums, viz., "the only one lost

being through the lack of condition of

one of my cocks that took cold during
the terrible weather." He must have
expected to do wonders with this unfor-

tunate bird, viz., to take second, third,

fourth and fifth before he could get a

clean sweep. As he makes no excuse for

the birds that got third, fourth and fifth

or the balance of his pets, I fail to see

how he could work such a miracle unless

there was some hook or crook in the busi-

ness. Neither does Mr. Gilbert offer

any excuse for birds that were boxed up
for forty hours and tossed and tumbled
around in express wagons. Could he
expect them to look their best under
such conditions? Now, Mr. Editor, I am
no betting man, nor do I need Mr. Gil-

bert's I500, but I consider myself a fan-

cier in the true sense of the term.

I understand Mr. Gilbert has promised
(and I lielieve he will keep it) that he
will send an exhibit to the New York
show next year. Let him send 40
or 400 of his very best birds, and if he
gets more points in this class than I do
I will agree to pay one year's fee for one
full page of The Fanciers' Journal to

advertise his victory and his stock on
one-half of the page, and make the ac-

knowledgment of my defeat on the other

half. If I get more points than he, he
to do the same for me. Is it a go, Mr.

Gilbert? You need not be afraid of

hooks or crooks or collusion with the

judges, as far as I am concerned, as I am
not personally actpiainted with any in

this country, but can trust my birds in

the hands of the judges appointed by the

New York Poultry and Pigeon Associa-

tion to judge their show. Very truly

yours. Alex. Hay.
Jersey City, February 24.

Mann's New Bone Cutter.

The Mann Bone Cutter is so well known
that anything new in its praise would
seem like threshing over old straw. How-
ever, there is a new machine just out

which is called the Post $15 Bone

Cutter. This is unquestionably the cheap-

est reliable machine of its kind ever

manufactured. It does not differ from

the higher priced machines except that

it is minus the iron tripod, which reduces

the cost greatly. It can be fastened to

any post and d'o as satisfactory work aa

if on top of the tripod.

We have often stated that the most
indispensable implement on the poultry

farm and even in the kennel is the Mann
Bone Cutter.

The machine has been thoroughly

teste<l, is very durable and does the work
claimed for it. We certainly advise all

readers to send for a catalogue.
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KEf YORK STATEPOniTRT SOCIETY.

An Immense Show to Be Held in

Rochester Next January.

ROCHESTER, Feb. 29.-A special meet-

ing of the New York State Poultry Society

was held at the Whitcomb House, Thurs-

day February 25. Members present.

President George Peer, Secretary F. E.

Dawley, Syracuse; Treasurer W. P.

Wheeler, Geneva ; F. M. Walling, Victor ;

W. T. Brace, Victor. J. Y. Bickuell, Buf-

falo- G. A. Widmer. W. H. Barbour, L.

D Ely T. C. Stanton, C. K. Hovey,

Frank Hilbert. F.J. Tobin, Dr. O. Stew-

art Bamber, of Rochester ; C. L. Peacock,

Fairport; S. P. Howard, same place.

President Peer called the meeting to order

and stated its object, which was to con-

sider the advisability of holding a show

"7^ Y* Bickuell moved that it is the

sense of this meeting that the society hold

a show somewhere on the line of the New

York Central Railroad next January, sec-

onded by Brace and carried "nanimously

U might be well to state r.ght here that

numerous letters from members of the

S^Tety who could not attend were re-

lied, favoring holding a show and

statTng that they would ratify any ac ion

of the meeting. It was then moved that

^uhifornTalb'allot be taken to detenn-e

the feeling in regard to what citv the

sSow shoved be held at. Seconded and

carried Ballot was then spread, the \ ote

Sing twelve for Rochester, one for

"rt^porifra^'aUmed advisable

tolcceptSew -mbers a,,d the foUow-

?o\rr^rWidSer^'T%Lr,
L D Ely. T. C. Stanton, C. K. Hovey,

^'^ y""'Sell moved that all thcje

who have subscribed to "sticker fund

Thall become members on payment of

sSch sum as shall raise the total amount

'°rBkkS tSn moved that the show

be held in Rochester, carried ""^"J^^ous^

Iv It was then decided to hold the

show in January 1893.
^^'""''Z^^^^f;

day, the 23d. and contiuuing """^ ^"-

day night, all birds to be mshowMon-
d»v nilht iudging to take place Tues-

day burtiii pSblic not to be admitted

until Wednesday, thus having all awards

out on first day that public are ad-

""'-nf^'is to be a breeders' show, by the

breeders and for the breeders, with score

cird judging, and the following gentle-

men wiU^'be asked to officiate as judges :

Messrs Pierce. Brown, Butterfield, Felch,

Th Drevensiedt and Bicknell Entry

fee was put at |i. moneys $4. |2. fj »°

single classes, society medal, vhc and he

for breeding pens.

Ducks, geese and turkeys in pairs, en-

try Si. and same moneys as poultry. 11

wi moved that President Peer be chair-

man of a committee of five to be ap-

pointed by him, at least two to live out

of Rochester, to decide on entry and

priis in pigeon and pet stock classes.

^The secretary was instructed to pre-

pare a circular setting forth the promi-

nent points of the show and issue the same

to the breeders generally.

A local committee to arrange for hall

and other matters of a like nature was

appointed in the persons of George Peer.

Z D Ely and Dr. O. Stewart Bamber.

Society then adjourned to meet in this

city at same place April 6. at 10 A M.

Action has been Uken thus early with

the view of combining the numerous

shows which take place through the state

tn one big show each year. Although it is

not expected nor hoped to do away with

others,^it was thought that a show in

which the breeders' interests were prom-

hient would meet with strong sup-

por" look at the list of judges the en-

Try fee and the premiums and decide to

come. —
-Whitfield's Exhibit at Indianapolis

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Under the above heading in THE Fan-

cier's Journal of February 13. H. P.

Clark says the judges on Cornish Indian

eames had no entry numbers or iustmc-

Efrom the secretary. What instruc

tions could the secretary give the judges,

as the judges employed were competent

to pass on birds without instructions

from anyone. .

Mr Clark was not there when tne

iudKi'ne was done, and does not know

whether the judges had the entry num-

bers or not. The judges had the entry

numbers, as it happened, and besi^des the

Whitfield birds were in a continuous

row with the Indiana birds, while four

other birds were assigned places in sep-

arate parts of the hall, so that it would

be impossible for the judges to overlook

these birds even if they had no entry

numbers. . , . -

They (Felch and Pierce, judges) knew

of all the entries in this class and judged

them according to their merit, Mr. Clark s

statement to the contrary notwithstaud-

ine Again, he says those birds that

were not judged" were sent in his care to

be sold, but that there were no buyers. 1

personally know of several Indian game

men who went there with the view of

buying if birds and prices suited, myself

among the number.
. ^, •„

Hetays no thanks are due the associa-

tion. Of this I have nothing to say fur-

ther than it would look better for Mr.

Clark to try to help the association of his

state along rather than try to cast reflec-

tions on the managemen^.
^ ^^^^^

ATCHISON, Kan., February 27.

she was not aware of the fact when she

wrote her piece.

« «

The first old bird race of the 1891 sea-

son flown by the Empire Club was from

Havre de Grace. The first returns were

as follows

:

Owner, Distance.

C. A. Mahr.Jr »-30.50

EH Morton 129 '3

Harry Wallccr i3i-94

Ben Elwell i27-50

T. Fred Goldman . . . iS?*'
•

« *

In loft.

1.39

1-41 J^

1.40

1.58J4

Speed.

I2I5-2
1186.8

ii8a.8
1181.0

1163.3

The next race was to have been from

Washington, D. C, 200 miles, but on ac-

count of bad weather birds were held

and race declared ofl". The third race of

the season was from Chariottesville, Va.,

distance, air-line, 300 miles ;
engaging

229 birds, from twenty lofts. The start

was at 6 A. M.; wind light, south, and

weather clear. The following is the result

of the fly:

Owner.
C. A Mahr. Jr., Newark .

Harrv Walker. Newark. .

Eli Morton. Brooklyn. . . .

T. F. Goldman. Brooklyn. .
i.a<^

I Prior, Brooklyn i.a2>4

W. Barwell, Newark .... i.i3

In Loft.

.
12.51^

, 1.01

Dist. Speed.
297.10 1270-7

298.54

295.73
30441
30446
29560

12473
1236.3
1215.6
1211.0

1201.5

MARCH 12, 18152.

Goldman will join with The Fanciers'

Journal in heartily condemning the

writer of such a base insinuation as the

one referred to. and we must confess our

surprise that the article found its way

into the American Stock-Keeper's col-

umns. The above record of the Empire

Club flights proves its entire lack of ver-

acity. Is it not time that patrons of the

sport were well informed as to the proper

channel through which to donate their

prizes ?
^

We might refer to *the little woman's

statement that the Empire Club had but

ten birds left at the end of the season

out of the hundreds that were started

on the road, and point to the fact that

Whitely alone had over forty'.birds return

from 500 miles, about a dozen of which

made the journey in one day and are now

in the hands of J. R. Husson, of New

York while Goldman, Mahr, Garra-

brants and others all had one-day re-

turns, Goldman upsetting all previous

records from the distance.
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Mr. Ewald's Wins.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I notice in the award list of the late

Louisville show several ro|sta^/?;^^„^

won first and second on white African

owl cock, also first on red African owl

cock^^rst on any other color English

owl hen, also second on any other color

short-faced tumbler cock and fourth kite

hen. Kindly publish same and oblige,

George Ewald.

Cincinnati, O., March 7.

•*•

••

The fourth race was from Rocky

Mount, Va ,
distance 400 miles, and was

again won by C. A. Mahr. Jr. The fifth

race from 500 miles was won by Mr.

Goldman, the secretary alluded to by

Mrs. Sterr as winning all the honors and

prizes. This proved to be the only race

Mr. Goldman won during the season,

however, although his birds always did

good work, as will be seen by the follow-

iug summary of the Empire Club young

bird races.
••

ON THE WINQ.

In the March 5 issue of the American

Stock-Keeper Mrs. E. S. Starr takes um-

brage at the sUtement of our New York

correspondent "Fritz," to the effect that

there was a probability of the League of

Homing Clubs and the Federation of fan-

ciers uniting in the appointment of a

joint committee to wait upon such pa-

trons of the sport as proposed to donate

prizes and fully advise them as to how

and by whom the authenticated and na-

tional* flights are managed, and into

whose hands such prizes should be placed

if it is desired to foster and encourage

pigeon flyers generally throughout the

states.

Mrs. Starr, in an endeavor to strength-

en her position, blends a lot of facts and

fallacies together in her own inimiUble

style, but we shall leave our correspond-

ent ''Fritz" to deal with her in these

matters, and simply select one state-

ment in which either by error or some-

thing worse she wanders widely from the

truth. In the third column of page nine

of the American Stock-Keeper of March

5 she writes as follows

The first race of this club was to have

been from Hamburg, Pa., about 100

miles, August 23. The entry. 32? birds,

from twenty lofts, in seven baskets. No

start, raining at liberation station ;
race

off The second race was from Pine

Grove, Pa., August 30. Entry 269 birds,

from twenty lofts. The start was by C.

E Logan, agent United States Express

Company, at 8 A. M., wind west, weather

slightly overcast ; at home, rainy and

misty, northeast winds. The slow velocity

and meagre returns tell the story better

than can be written. The following is

the result of the race

:

__„., In Loft. Distencc Speed.
Owner. ,m^ iiq 29 618.0

C. A. Mahr. Jr I-39H
J
g-^

WnrfHiteie,.::::f J
I;

The birds that reached home the same

day had no easy task before them, quite

a number coming in very late, and com-

pletely exhausted

Other statements in the letter are just

as far from being facts, although the

whole article is such a jumble of truth

and falsehood that it might deceive any-

one not versed in the records, and this is

the lady's evident intention, a simple

cast of the net for the small fry, but the

above very complete expose is apt to

Spoil the game.
•

Mr J. C. Conleyhas just returned from

a tour through New Jersey and New

York, made partly in the interest of the

League. A. M. Wood has also returned

from a tour of Pennsylvania, and again

started off for the South, where he hopes to

help along the League movement in Bal-

timore. Washington and neighborhood.
M,•%

•*

"AH agree that the interest in pigeon

flying in America was never so great as

at prisent. And what has caused it ? Is

it the great Empire City Club s work the

past season, of which all that is known of

it is that hundreds of birds were put on

the road, that of them all only ten re-

mained at the season's close, and the sec-

retory won all the honors and the prizes?

No ' It was the almost daily efforts to

win the prizes open to general competi-

tion and with no other limitotions than

concerned the proofs of performance.
*

• •

The insinuation therein contained that

the Empire Club's secretary won all the

honors and prizes is a deliberate mis-

statement of the facts, and well-versed

as Mrs. Starr is in the pigeon flying

news of the day, it is hard to believe that

Dist.

158.92

15596
157 5'

158.46

15469
156.27
170.28

170.30

15752

Speed
1177-7

H48.5
II4S5
"43 5
11297
1112.0

1021.

1

1019.5

9527

The third race was from Newport, Pa.,

September 6. Entry 76 birds, from 10

lofts The start was by C. W. Smith, at

o 42 A. M. ; wind west, and flying condi-

tions fairly favorable. The result was as

follows

:

, T ^A

C. A.Mahr, Jr i-39>*

W. Barwell »-4'

D. H. Evans lit .^
J. F. Jones 1-45 5-°

B. Elwell »-43

EUMoreton ivJu
T. F. Goldman 5?
T. J. Clarke

»'3P

Win. Bennert 2- '3

The fourth and final young bird race

was flown September 13 from Cresson.

Pa., engaging 28 birds from eleven lofts.

The start was at 10 A. M., by A. H. Gra-

ham who wired secretary, wind north-

east clear. The following is the result

of the race, and the only lofts whose re-

turns were protected by timers' certifi-

c&tcs

'

owner In Loft. Dist. Speed

jarrHousel S-^^ '^'^ ^^^
VM Moreton 5-34H

^g'J ^^ ^
W. Barwell 5 34 '"^ "9 13 |v

C. A Mahr, Jr 5-58 »32 »9 5/ a

I

Anyone who is acquainted with Mr.

From present appearances it can safely

be said there will be no series of match

races between the lofts of J. D. Munro

(backed by J. C. Conley) and J. H. S.

Milligan. Messrs. Conley and Milligan,

together with a few of their friends, met

at the Item office Monday evening last in

order to draw up articles for a series of

races, but. as was generally anticipated, a

match that would prove mutually satis-

factory could not be arranged. At times

the conversation got a little heated, but

never dangerously so, and when all

parted it was evident that the existing

differences in opinion as to the merits of

certoin lofts had in no wise severed the

friendly relations existing between the

principals prior to the controversy. This

is as it should be, and although fanciers

all will regret the lost opportunity of

witnessing an interesting series of races,

they will at the same time rejoice over

the happy termination of a controversy

which at one time bordered on the per-

sonal and threatened to finally separate

fanciers that are likely to do much more

in the interest of the sport by united

action in national matters of mutual in-

terest to the League and Federation than

could ever have been hoped for in case

of their relations remaining strained.

«
• «

At a recent meeting of the Falls of

Schuylkill Homing Club of Philadelphia

the following officers were elected to

serve for the ensuing year: President,

Samuel Tasker ;
secretory, William Jag-

ger- treasurer, Samuel Tasker; Com-

mittee of Arrangements, Frank More-

house, James Shaw. Patrick Churchill,

William Green and Samuel Tasker. The

club was reported in a very satisfactory

condition as regards finances, and two

new members were elected, each of whom

will strengthen the club from a flying

standpoint. The club has just joined

the League of American Homing Clubs

and will fly its races in harmony with

the rules of that powerful national or-

ganization.

The Acme Pigeon Club of Camden was

recently organized with a membership of

six active fanciers, who, during the en-

suing season, will fly their races under

the management of the League of Ameri-

can Homing Clubs. The officers for 1892

were elected as follows : William S. Har-

bison, president
; J. P. Moore, secretory

and treasurer.
»

* «

We congratulate Messrs. Moore and

Harbison on the success of their efforts

to establish a League Club in Camden,

and feel confident such earnest workers

will have little difficulty in securing the

additional mombers they are looking

for.

We are authorized to announce that in

order to increase the interest in pigeon

flying under national rules, Mr. A. M.

Wood will donate a gold medal suitably

engraved to the fancier making the best

record in the four old bird races of 1892,

viz., from two, three, four and five hun-

dred miles, the speed made by the con-

testant's first bird in each of the four

races to be taken into consideration, and

the best average speed for the four races

to win. The conditions of the competi-

tion are as follows

:

The prize shall be known as the A. M.

Wood medal.
The races must be flown under the

management of the League of American

Homing Clubs or the Federation of

American Homing Pigeon Fanciers.

There shall be but one trial by each

contestant from each station.

The medal shall be donated to the 1

owner of the loft which in the judgment

of the Executive Committee of these two

organizations has the best claim to it

under the conditions subject to which it

was donated, viz., for the best average

speed in the four old bird races from two,

three, four and five hundred miles.

Only such races to count m the compe-

tition, a report of which, officially ap-

proved or countersigned by the secretary

of either the League or Federation, is

forwarded to the office of The Fanciers'
Journal or the Philadelphia Item within

ten days of the race, although this time

will be extended if necessary upon notifi-

cation being given as to the cause of de-

lay. Fanciers competing for the prize

should stote the fact on their race slips.

• •

This prize is not given with the idea of

creating a rivalry between the League

and Federation, as each will fly on dif-

ferent dates, making perfectly even com-

petition an impossibility. It is given,

however, in furtherance of the avowed

views of the donor, that more prizes are

necessary to stimulate interest in the

sport. Who is the next donor ? There

is plenty of room for more.

POINTS IN THE FLYING FANCY.

A Weekly Review of Events in

the Flyinfif World.

^

continues in force. As in the past, a

leader can come to the annual meeting
in still more deadly armament than be-

fore, with the power to make nomina-
tions denied to the absent members, and
yet armed with their proxies to elect.

I need not touch upon other equally

defective and ridiculous rules governing
the working of the Federation outside of

its immediate headquarters in Philadel-

phia. Many are impracticable and
rarely lived up to. but all goes as we well

know.

In its incomplete and non-representa-

tive strength in flying sections outside of

headquarters, the organization presents

anything but an inducement to flying

men to enroll themselves with certain

sections.

course with such trifling things as prize

leg bands, or a "Council Diploma," the

real flying fancy have no use for, but I

will wager that there are no more World

gold watches, or valuable cups,or trophies

own for by her little handful of follow-

ers in the future under her management,
notwithstanding the futile efforts of

Messrs. Shepherd, Bockius and Brooks

some years ago to influence Mr. Childs

against her one-sided absurdities, Mr.

Theo. P. Green and the Royal Blue Line

Lofts of Woodbury, in the Homing Ex-

change for March, the paper of Jacob R.

Bockius and official journal of the Fed-

eration of American Homing Pigeon

Fanciers, and the announcement that

Mr. Green had fallen into line with the

Federation must have token the little

woman's breath away. Oh ! the base in-

gratitude of these pigeon flyers (?) Next ?

Take its Brooklyn and New York sec-

tion, yes even its boasted New Jersey sec-

tion, compare them with the keenness of

the competition to be found in the New
York section of the League of American
Homing Clubs, with its perfect man-
agement, valuable prizes and flying inter-

ests. In all reason, I ask why should a

flying fancier in the vicinity of New
York and New Jersey who really looks

for competition against the best at little

expense and personal bother and labor,

why, I ask should they hang on the Fed-

eration of American Homing Pigeon

Fanciers.

"Time cures all wounds." And I look

forward to the day of a united flying

fancy in all sections governed by the

League of American Homing Clubs, for

this organization fills the bill for our

large country and growing fancy better,

I am sure, than anything estoblished in

the past.

That excellent and authoritative hom-
ing pigeon fancier, Mr. John W. Logan,

of England, remarked to me in conver-

sation some time ago on Federation mat-

ters that he did not believe in ours as

organized, nor theirs in England. He
strongly protested against the northern

fanciers federating with the midland, for

as their flying interests were not identi-

cal, there could be no true confederation.

He* argued in favor of sections confed-

erating among themselves, and to gather

all the small clubs in each section around

it. This is precisely what the League

aims at. Mr. Logan alluded to flying

matters simply and not to government,

and therefore the League fills the bill, I

think, for the present at least.

As fully expected, the mention in my
last notes as to a committee being formed

to wait upon any newspaper or patron of

the sport who may give a valuable prize

to flying men through Mrs. E. S. Starr

to protest against and intelligently ex-

plain to the said patrons of the sport the

absurdity and non-representative compe-

tition connected with the matter under

such management, has brought the little

woman out in all her old time war paint

and fury.

It is only a question of time, Mr.

William Bennert, of Newark, N. J., one

of our oldest and most respected flying

fanciers and a strong and earnest Empire

City Club man, will not fly with the boys

this old bird season, as he leaves for a

trip through Germany, Belgium and

England early in May, to be absent sev-

eral months, but he is raising a few

"special" youngsters to represent him in

the youug bird races of the Empire

Club in August, and as he retoined a few

pairs of his old reliable birds in his re-

cent thinning down of stock he will be

on deck again in the spring of 1893.

"Ben" is very popular with the Empire

boys and sticks to the club and the

League like wax, for as he has often re-

marked, "here we have real fraternity

and competition."

I fully expected a prompt and furious

tirade of words from the little lady, for

I knew full well that this prospective

committee to be composed of our most

influential and prominent gentlemen

connected with the League aud Federa-

tion was something she fears and some-

thing that ought to have been done long

ago and kept up.

The French Government has of late

caused considerable worriment and

thought to the French. Belgian and Eng-

lish flying men by a projected law sub-

jecting all movements of birds to mili-

tory control, and forbidding all con-

cours, except such as authorized and ar-

ranged from the military centres. Not

only are foreign birds to be interdicted

but the French private fancier who is not

a member of some club must become one

and to a club officially recognized by the

government. Birds can only be trained

in conformity with the dictation of the

government officials. On the question

whether all foreign pigeons should be

interdicted from tosses in France, strange

to say. the great majority of French fan-

ciers respond in favor, but on the ques-

tion of submitting to a government con-

trol of their own birds they are decidedly

opposed. The fancy is a t^ueer com-

pound. Recent communications, how-

ever, to the foreign pigeon journals

would indicate that there is to be some
modifications in the projected law of in-

terdiction against the foreign birds which

will materially change the aspect of af-

fairs regarding the English fancy and its

privileges on French soil and also re-

garding the Belgain fancier, for under

date February 20 I have a letter from a

very prominent Belgian flying fancier,

who says the French government have

voted a duty of 20 francs per 100 K® on

all birds that enter France, which will

be a charge of eight centimes per bird, so

that will come to about two and one-half

francs per bird, or fifty cents for each

bird when the Belgian flying fancier en-

ters France for his long distance races.

one if proved satisfactory. I learn also

that the Union et Progres of Brussels

met recently to discuss the Lejenne aud
Vauden Planck machines referred to in

my late notes, and Ijoth were subjected to

practical testes with favorable results,

aud if they can be obtained in sufficient

numbers will be used in Brussels this

coming flying season.

I intend to follow thing up for the

American flying fancy, and if it is prac-

tical will endeavor to put it into use here

as soon as possible, for I have great faith

in its importance and practical use event-

ually.

They are already discussing the

Grand National of Belgium for 1S92, aud

the various societies will shortly be called

together to consider committee, place of

toss, entries, date, etc. A subsidy of

1000 francs is voted annually for this im-

portant event. I wonder if an annual

event of equal importance will ever be
inaugurated in America. Why not ? I

see no reason why there should not be

one from such large flying sections as

New York and Philadelphia, who in the

future will undoubtedly prove to be the

Antwerp and Brussels of America.

Vice-president Lausdale, of the League
of Clubs, has recently been visiting Chi-

cago, III., and making the acquaintance

of the flying fanciers of that enterprising

city. Lan^ale is a very effective and en-

tertaining talker, and you can rest as-

sured our Chicago friends learned all

about the League necessary.

Another of the old veterans stolen from

Mr. Husson's loft homed the other day,

and being something valued and very

choice our old friend's satisfaction can be

imagined. The birds evidently were not

stolen for the "pot."

BY FRITZ.

I have received this week a copy of the

by-laws and race rules of the Federation

of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers,

neatly gotten up in book form, but I can-

not say that I approve of the economical

idea of sandwiching a number of breed-

ers' advertising cards as appears through

a portion of the rules.

I see little improvement of importance

over the old absurd and dead letter system,

and even the new method of nominating

and electing its officers is entirely de-

fective and vicious, for votes may still be

recorded by proxy but only in the elec-

tion of officers. The same lax and ridic-

ulous system governing new members

Notwithstanding her lengthy comment

through the Stock-Keeper that this is

iust the very thing she desires and pre-

fers above all things, she shall be accom-

modated just so soon as the real flying

fancy of America (now represented upon

the rolls of membership of the League of

American Homing Clubs and Federation

of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers)

learn of any valuable prize that is put up

for pigeon flying under her management.

If she will be kind enough to notify the

real flying fancv of any such prize, either

through the prominent daily press that

she is constantly humbugging and filling

with her one-sided and ridiculous flymg

notes, or through the columns of the

Stock-Keeper, that unfortunately the fly-

ing fancy of America never sees—excel-

lent dog and poultry journal though it

be—and also Oriental Frills. I think

she will be quite surprised at the activity

and effectiveness of this proposed com-

mittee. I for one shall be active. Of

In case he goes to Germany he en

counters mostly hills, mountains and

woods which abound with hawks, so our

American flying fanciers have much to

congratulate themselves upon in our

glorious freedom and vast expanse of

free and beautiful country as compared

to our friends abroad. Inasmuch as the

prominent English flying clubs have just

now completed their long distance race

schedule and name Cherbourg, Ay-

ranches, Nantes and La Rochelle, it is

presumed they are to enjoy their former

privileges in tosse on French soil, at least

I hope so.

I visited the loft of the accomplished

secretary of the League, George H. Bow-
erman, the other day, and saw at least a

smart half dozen birds, perfect in feather

and health, including his crack old timer

Black Tom, a really grand worker, and I

am inclined to look for good results this

year from this small but well-regulated

loft. Last year George was a little "off"

although pluckily sticking to the race

schedule clean through. There is fire in

his eye this year, and he will at least

make Goldman, vlahr, Morton, Elwell,

Jones, Housel, Barwell, Prin and other

such good lofts hustle for Empire and

League honors. A recent valuable addi-

tion to the membership roll of the Em-
pire City Flying Club is in the person of

Mr. T. J. Ge'rth, a gentleman of consider-

able means identified with several large

commercial interests in Newark, N. J.,

and a warm fancier.

He was proposed by Mr. William Ben-

nert, and the club is to be congratulated

upon receiving such a lil^eral and pro-

gressive fancier as Mr. Gerth on its roll.

Mr. Gerth is by no means young in the

fancy, but like our old friend Mr. Milli-

gan, of Philadelphia, re-enters the sport.

In the pays of Charles Mink, of Newark.

N. J., who is a next door neighbor of

Mr. Gerth's, the Gerth loft was estab-

lished but non-active for some years.

Mr. Ralph S. French, of Melrose, Mass.,

is taking a deep interest in the League,

and will no doubt become a member of

the Boston Club Treasurer Harris is

now working up.

Geneses, III.. Savannah, Ga., and

Easton, Md., are the latest applicants for

information with a view to prospective

membership in the lycague of American

Homing Pigeon Clubs, and so the good

work goes on. I referred in some of my
recent notes to the "Automatic Verifier"

for use in pigeon races, and I learn from

one of my English correspondents that

in a short time they expect a perfect ma-

chine in England of English manufac-

ture, and will immediately forward me

When the Providence. Fall River.

Lowell, Lawrence and other eastern fan-

ciers commence to realize that they can

become an independent ^jart of the

League, managing their own affairs, hav-

ing a voice in the League councils, re-

ceiving League national champion diplo-

mas for competitions among themselves,

and national record signed by League

officials, then they will have no use for

the pigeon flving council of Mrs. Starr

or the Federation of American Homing
Pigeon Fanciers, for under the League

when the sectional race schedule is com-

pleted the successful flyer and winner of

diploma is known and decided, but under

Mrs. Starr and the Federation of Ameri-

can Homing Pigeon Fanciers a fancier

never knows how he stands until the

snow flies aud all attempts at record

breaking by the individual with the big

purse and leisure whenever he sees fit

IS only rendered impossible by short days

and wintry weather.
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INCOBRTORS flHD BROODERS

ARK THK

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERK AWARDED

2"F1RST PREMlOMS-2
AT THE

Great New York Slow of 1891

"noth catalogue. Circular free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

Jamesburg, New Jersey,
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HATCH CH1CKEM8 BY STEAjlJ.

ExclKIMCUMTOB
1.owe»t-prleed Flr.Ucl«- H*tf»'.«^.y!f.:l^

Simple, Perfect, flB^^M Self-BeguUtlng.

BUSINESS llEN

Breeding and Feeding Poultry for

Profit.

BY H. W. COLLINGWOOD.
Managing Editor of the Rural New Yorker.

n Warner Henrrstewart. James Rankin I.

K. KelX PhnanSer Williams Henry Hales

Dr F L. Kilbourne, C. H. Wyckoff, H. S. Bab

cock, C. E. Chapman and others.

we believe that this little book will meet with

a hearty reception at the hands of all that vast

number of pe^ople who are i«'t«rres ed m the do-

inir^of "the little American hen," and especi

ally in the me hods by which practical poultry-

me^n make her so profitable an egg and meat

machine.

PRICE, Pajer 40 cents, clotli 75 cents.

FOR SALE BY

FANCIERS' PDBLISHIH& COMPAUT

BOX 916, PHILADELPHIA, PA

iriAWKlNSpROUFTc
PRIZE

WINNING

P.ROCKS

AND

Wyaa

Have won the highest prizes «* .^he
'»Jf^J

shows in America and England. ,^«'*^«^l«^?
."If"^

ing birds and eggs for sale. Catalogue of Ameri-

ca's Greatest Poultry Farm free.

«76eow A.C.HAWKINS,
I.ock Box 9. Lancaster, Mass.
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PIGEONS.

The Home of the Homer.

MANN'S BONE GUTTER
r li— <ia FOR

POULTRY FOOD
Warranted to cut green

bones. me.it. Knstle, and all

without clog or thfficuliy. or

Mo.NKY Refunded.

It has been proved

CREENCUT BONE
is the most economical epar

producing food ni tl>e world.

TiwHl doublethenum-
ber of eggs, and make
tliem 25 per cent, more ler-

tile. Send stamp tor cata-

logue. Name this paper.

F. W. MANN,
P.tJunel5.-86.Aug.20.'«..

Mllford, M««.
5 J

66eow

"wiLLmM ELDRED,
BREEDER OF

•Royal! theo.

Blue ^- ^^^^^'

Line
Lofts

F. H.GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
* BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

=«rv.-^

POULTRY FOOD
I

WILL MAKE ,

HENS LAY
IN WINTER.

Lid BT«rywfc«re. L. B. lORD^rrg^^BnrlUgtoB^

Proprietor,

Woodbury,
New Jersey.

My lofts contain more Vomers with proven

records than can be shown by any other breeder

in America.

New Catalogue

bi^rds send for it before you purchase.

THEO. P. GREEN, Woodbury. N. J.

COCHIN HILL COCHINS.

THEODORE STERNBERG'S

Imported English Buns

Jhe recent sale of Mr*. Scnven and a grand

Gwydyr^klrel at head of yards. Egg8$5P«r .3

ELLSWORTH, KANSAS, U. S. A.

55-67

F. M. GILBERT,
BVANSVILL.E, IND.

(Thoroughbred Imported Stock).

DFNDRON, SURREY COUNTY, VA.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices

Ditfcl shipping facilities for l/if South. South-

ern buyers ^L s^ve expressage and a long rail-

road journey. ' '

FOR PIGEONS AND
all breeds of fowls.

Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices

of Indian Games, Minor-

cas TavasandB.P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20

vears' experience counts

in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

J. Y. BICKNELL,

314 Vermont Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

THE FINEST
—AND—
LARGEST

EXCLUSIVE LOFT
—OF—

WHITE FANTAIL
PIGEONS

In the world. Bred

for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,

which gives descrip-

tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-

taU. 94-146

T sweot the earth with my fans at Cincinnati

and^iJstnf^tt" at Lo-^viUe (last week), and

now have non hat I can possibly spare.

PHEASANTS-

CHINESE GOLDEN PHEASANTS

UOY AMHERST PHEASANTS, SILVER PHEASANTS

AND RING NECIC PHEASANTS.

FOR SALE BY

JAMES MORRISON, Gardener,

MR. SCHIEFFELIN'S PLACE-

P. O. BOX 48.
TARRYTOWN. N. Y.

PRICES, MARCH, 1892 :

Golden Pheasants per pair (supe'-»>) • • • ' ' *|°

Golden Pheasants, coks, superb, each .... 10

Golden Pheasants, cocks, i^i, each ... . • »

LadyAmherstPheasants, 1891, per pair. . . 25

Silver Pheasants, 1891. per pair •'

RingNeckPheasants,i89i,per pair ... . 10

Charges, 50 cents per pair for boxing.

TERMS—Cash on delivery in Tarrytown.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

Arnold's Buff Leghorns
Patrthe^^a^/a'ctK-^-wtn,^^^^^^^^^

Son semi sump fo? illustrated catalogue.

1 THE Fanciers' Journal has

more than doubled its circulation in

the past twelve months.

2 Excepting one monthly paper

it now has the largest circulation of

any paper of its class in the United

States.

3. It reaches the very best class

of readers.

4 It has the patronage of the

very best class of advertisers.

5 It accepts no questionable ad-

vertisements from unreliable breed-

ers

6 The readers of THE FANCIERS'

JOURNAL have confidence in its ad-

vertising columns in consequence.

7. There are over lOO PER CENT

more advertisements now than 12

months ago. Is not this significant?

8 A weekly paper reaches more

people than a monthly paper, con-

sequently an advertisement is seen

by more, and oftener at that.

q Uniform advertising rates are

always adhered to. Everybody

being treated alike, there is no com-

plaint.

10. The advertising rates, while

higher than in many class papers,

are as low as a first-class paper can

afford.

1 1 To those who are not ready

to advertise weekly we recommend

the perusal of our blue card, i he

latter gives monthly rates, which

are very reasonable.

12. Read a few extracts from

many letters

:

AUG. D
152-202 eow

ARNOLD,
DUlsbiirfir, I*a.

-BY-

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomelv illustrated. Practical and com-

prehSe. "it is an invaluble guide for the

amateur pigeon fanciers.

for profit
should have i»uro (iround
HEEF SCRAP, winch IS

Ttr«>ttr and Hone, collected from slaughter

Poultry like it and devour '» greed 'ly.Yo^i want

S'^BRoSKTYTr^Tl^E^'PoOD^^O.^^^
w"er St.; N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

CatalORn.^nf Wau-.hefl. Address.

HollyWatch Oo., Jersey Olty, N. J.

Price, paper, 50c. ; cloth »1.00.

FANCIEItS' .TOURNAT.,

Edward S. Schrnid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and P"ce ^'s^-

No 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D.C.

AGENTS WANTED.
Reliable agents wanted in all parts of the coun

try. For particulars address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

BOX 916, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

IPRIIITIIIB OUTFIT 15^
"OMI'LKVE, 4 .ph.»-t. rubber 'JP'i'JP' *•.•'"•"•"^J^

Linu 60-1 ^A> *n ho«.S.nt po.tp«.l 16«. • '" ^•;*;;|~
ILH.l.HliKKHOLL* BRO.e6C«rtl»ndl8l.».T.lU^

SINGLE COMB winTE i.j:gitorns.

First prize on breeding pel. at D7»"J«^'"J»'°^-
Eggs »iy> for 13. J.H.Hellerman.Doylestown.Pa.

"All sold thanks to your paper."

• • *

"ResuHed in the sale of all the bull puppies I

had."

.The pointer I advertised i".
^^f^^^f^^.^^J^^Ac'

NAL last week I have sold. This is quick, worn,

for your paper." „ « *

"Sold $72 worth of eggs, in one week. Thk

Fancikrs' journal did it.

* • •

"Could have sold double my producUon."

* * »

"The best advertising medium for high class

fancy stock."
^ ^ ^

"Sold sixty-three pigeons in one month."

1
• » *

"Have sold every bird that I could spare, and

more too."
* » •

"Surprised at the amount of letters received

from that litUe ad. in your valuable paper.

* * *

"The journal brought us excellent returns,"

writes a great incubator firm.

« • *

"My little ad. in your paper sold all my tame

I deer."
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POULTRY^

-THE-
•;4 ».

BuffCochins
The choicest English and Ameri-

can birds in my yards. For mat-

ings, prices, etc., address

H. A. Noeckel,
Lanedowne, Pa.

POULTRY.

BUFF LEGHORNS
POULTRY.

f ONE OF THE LARGEST
\ COLLECTIONS IN AMERICA.

AND BEST

All fr'^i'sto^k imported directly from the'yards of the most «>^t?d
*'':tr*,^" "Vnifv« Ynd^NDlANTEN pens of carefully assorted birds; also a few pens of S. C W. LEGHORNS and INDIAN

GAMES. Send for Illustrated Catalogue of

Shady Shotte Pouitpy F^^^-
E. A. SHELDON, President Buflf Leghorn Club, Proprietor.

Address all communications to • . j . r^=™»«/^ m v
152 203 A. C. CHAFFEE, Superintendent, Oswego, N. Y.

POULTRY.

I
We are So Anxious
TliHt you Hhoulil sf« our new circular on

I^DlflH GRIWES,
(Agitator Strain)

SHERWOODS, BARRED PLYM-

OUTH ROCKS, BLACK LANG-

SHANS and S. C .B. LEGHORNS.
At the great Philadelphia show, held January

7 to 12 showing only eight Indian Games we won
first and second on pullets, third and fifth on

hens, fourth on cock ; in sales class first on

cockerel and first and second on pullets. Fowls

and eggs for sale. Address all orders and cor-

respondence to

Fordhook Poultry Yards.
At Philadelphia, 1892, we made a clean sweep in the Novice Class with our "cw breed STIKll-

WOODS, having Won 4 firsts, 4 seconds. 4 thirds and special. If you want particulars write to

the intfoducers. Also 1st and special on Indian Game Hen, ist on Red Cap Cockerel 2 specals on

W. C. B. POLISH. In fact, on 28 birds entered we won prizes on each and every one. bena lor

Illustrated Catalogue describing all our breeds, also Collie Dogs

Poultry

I
Supplies,

32-83 W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY RIVERSIDE FARM.

The records will show the following as my winniugs at New York for the years

i8qo 1891, 1892 on my specialties : S. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White

Wvandoltes and R. C. White Legliorns. 33 firsts 19 Gold Specials, 6 Association

Silver Medals and 2 Silver Cups. "Like did begit like," "Uke will begit hke.

nnPT?) PLVMOUTH ROCKS Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record

DUri! fwvANDOTTFS of America's leading strains of above varieties. I

-' "
guarantee satisfaction.

101-151 J. FORSYTH. OWEGO. tioga county, n. y.

It lllustrati's

the nioHt coniplete line

ever offered.
FREE —
Johnson & Stokes,

SEEDSMEN
Ja 1 7 & 3 1 9 narket St. , Phlla. , Pa

#
#

G. M. WOODS & BRO.,

53-65 Leaman Place, Pa.

Briar Hill Poultry Farm
|[j

leghorns—Brown, White, Golden Duckwing,

Red Pile and Blue Pile. Game Bantams-B. B.

R Red Pile, Golden and Silver Duckwing White

Wyandottes, White P. Rocks nnd Pit Games.

EGGS AFTER MARCH 1.

STOCK FOR SALE IN THE FALL

At Orange, N. J., show. 1891, won five firsts

and one second At Waverly, 1891, won six firsts

and one second. At New York, 1892. won three

firsts, five seconds and two thirds. Address

B. H. Van Auken, Prop'r.,

138 Dodd Street, East Orange,

52-64 New Jersey.

LIGHT BRAHMAS .

PLYMOUTH ROCKS .

WYANDOTTES.

LANGSHANS

AND

- Collie Dogs-

J. H. Thompson, Jr.
Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BRKKDKR OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show ot America

New York. Februarv, 1891, my birds were award-

ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred

Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on

Barred Plvmouth Rock Hens . first, second and

fourth on Barred Plvmouth cockerel; first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plvmouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard. $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,

February, 1890, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILTS GRAND
SPECIALPRIZE,$100 IN GOLD.

for best Barred Plvmouth Rock Cockerel and

four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred

Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on

Barred Plvmouth Rock hen.

For awards on other varieties send for my
large circular free. Eggs from prire matings, $4

per 13, $7 per 26, $g per 39. Stock for sale. 39^1

pENt) For (fmcuLflR.

BLACK S WHITE MINORCAS
EXCl^USlVELY.

NEW YORK, 180a.

Black Minorca cock, 2d ;
cockerels. 2d. 3d and

5th • pullet, 1st; pen, ist and 3d; white Minorca

cock. 1st; hen, isl and 2d ; cockerel, ist ; pen,

ist; eggs, ist. C. R. DEHART,
5264 Dover, New Jersey.

LEBANON POULTRY YARDS.

LEBANON, N. J.

Single-comb White Leghorns, Silver laced Wy-

andottes and Mammoth Pekin Ducks. Send for

circular. 52-64

HOWARD YAN SICKLE, Prop'r.

Sandacre parm
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Buff Pekin Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game BanUms and Pekin Ducks. Prize

winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

p^ ^_ GAY LOR. Manager, Quogue. Long Island. N. Y.

STHPHEN SPENCER,
CQoi^i^is BliAINS, Hew ^ei^sby,

Breetler of High-class

LIGHT BRAHMAS.
My birds have been awarded the highest hon

ors at many of our leading shows. 100 *•*-•"

Fine Birds for sale

per setting.

Write for prices.
. Extra
Eggs $2

52M

10-61

«» —EXCELSIOR-
POULTRY FARM.

- Breeders aod Shippers of INDIAN
GAAIEM, BUFF LECSHORNfa,ud
60 other varietiea of land andwaterFowa
and EkKS. Send stamp for Oataloffne. A4-

F. 8. 8TAHL. Hgr., ({nincy. 111.

'J'bRHAM Poultry \Mp^
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

IT and Partridge Cochins. B

I egh"ns."and S. "s? Hamburgs. ^3 per 13 or !»6 per .30Eggs from Prize-winning Buff andPartridge^Coc^ins a P^ Rocks. S-^L. W^and^ottes.^^S^C W^

w^^'horns, and S. S. Ha
anS they of the BEST

But one yard

SIPOGI^ POI^ SALE AT fiLL <9lMES.

Address all orders and correspondence to

each variety kept

107 PREMIUMS FROM 117 ENTRIES

AT PHILADELPHIA'S GREAT SHOW. Sil-

ver Golden Duckwing Games, Red Pile Games.
W^hite Silver Gray and Colored Dorkings, White
and Black Minorcas, Single-comb White and
Rose-comb Brown Leghorns ; White, Black, Butt

and Partridge Cochins, Dark Brahmas, all kinds

of Polish and Hamburgs, Barred Plymouth Rocks,

B. B. Red and Red Pile Game Bantams, Ro.se-

comb Black and Silver Sebrights, Bufi" Pekins,

W. F. B. Spanish, also Black Langshans. Eggs,

U per 15, ii per 30. We pay express. No duty

Sn Fowls or Eggs. BURN & HANSLER.
53.65 Tilsonburg, Ontario, Canada.

WILLIAM G. KOEPPEN,
Rutherford, New Jersey, Box 113,

Breeder and Importer of

BLACK ROSE-COMB BANTAMS,
The highest honors at New York show, 189a.

First coc\, first hen, second cockerel, second

and fourth pullet.

Stock and Esgs For Sale. 52-64

34-85

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

ANNANDALE POULTRY FARM.

MITCHELL'S

PARTRIDGE AND WHITE COCHINS.

Winners of th" leading premiums at New York,

1890 and 1892. Send for circular. Correspondence

for Whites should be addressed to

Mitchell & RuBHell,
Lock Box 675, Bristol, Conn.

And for Pa tridge to
(;eo. W. Mitchell,

52^ Lock Box 675. Bristol, Conn.

WHITE BRAHMAS, RED CAPS, INDIAN GAMES.
n, „!, T on<,chans White and Barred Plymouth Rocks. White Wyandottes,

Light Brahmas, Black langshans Whit^
^"B,ack, Dominique and Red Pile Leghorns. Black

Erminettes, American Dominiques.S.C ana KC^^^ ^ Games. At MADISON
Minorcas, Golden and SdverSpangle^^

T,rEGRHAT PHILADELPHIA SHOW. .892,

SQUARE GARDEN. NEW YpKK_.__ANU » *^f„^'^^,p, ^t. „f H.o.oo won at Waverly. 189

At MADISON
i8q2. I won 16

SQUARE GARDEN. NKW YORK Awu
'^^i^^g-^^.^i'AL'of fcTo^won Vt Waverly. Y89.. for best

?i^ib^n^mThtsCt^ofS^^Je^7e^^^

Lynnhurst Poultry Yards.

Light Brahmas, Buflf Cochins, Asi-

atic and Japanese Bantams.

These yards won all the first and special prizes

at Philadelphia and New York, the two largest

shows held in America. 52-77

Swarthmore, I'a.

Jhe Lea Poultry yards,
INDIAN GAMES.

AI.EX. W. CUMMINGS,
DERBY, IND.

Breeds games for the pit, such as Shinholzer

and Brown Shawlnecks, red quills, invincibles,

blues, muffs, Japs and the celebrated Derby

Tcys Send name on postal for 1892 circular.

J"he largest one out. I also have Galloway cattle

and Poland China hogs. Good note preferred to

cash. Mention this paper.; 48-00

New
M-66

Stock and Eggs for sale. Hg^M^ fJ^J^t^^.^wSer
°' ''^ ""' ''"""

'"^l B^OR^.AND,
V York Show, 1892. For further information write to^^^

^^^^^^^^ ^^,^^^^^ county, N. Y

the

?

WOODSIDE POULiTt^V VAl^DS
At the Great Philadelphia Show I made a clean sweep on La Fleche. On Indian

Games won the two principal preminms, ist on Pen ist and Grand Challenge

TroTv on cockerels and Gold Specials for most typical males and best pen

TtSian Game eegs ^5 and $10 per 13. White Leghorns, White and Golden Wy-

andoftes Buff Pekin. Black Rosecomb and Red Pile Bantams A New York my

^en ont'idlan Games won ist and Grand Gold Special. Send for circular. Address

all correspondence to ^ ^ ANORUS, Proprietor,

^g^y
HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N. J.

HAZARD'S
8ILVER*SPANGLED*HAMBURG8

NEW YORK, 1H1>J.

The grandest victory ever won by one exhibi-

tor on any one variety. 15 ENTRIES. 11 PRE-
MIUMS. Also Association Special for best dis-

play, all varieties of Hamburgs competing.

JAMES E. HAZARD,
152-203 Elmira, New York.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per KM) lb

Granulated Bone, ' 104>
Ground Beet
Scraps, - - -

Calclte, - - - -

CriiMhed Flint, -

CruHheil Oywter
Shells,

1(K)

?«)0

Bag, 9.3.00

.3.00
•J.OO
'i.MO

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt ol

•*""*
C. H. DEMPWOI.F & CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.
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TheFanciert- Publishing Company wUl for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

Dooks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.

American Kennel Burges » 3-^

American Book of the Dog »

British Dogs (2 vols.) I>a]"^' §.00

PIGEONS.

Vero Shaw - - -
^ „ .

Record and Acc't Book,

with illustrations, by

Points', etc.; colored

Ashraont . .

Hammond .

Judging; new

CRKCK
DOGS.

mdtr

Book of the Dog
Breeders' Kennel
CoUie or Sheep Dog
Rawdon Lee ....

Collie Dog. History
portrait. . . ••••;''% '

Dogs, Diseases of. Df.f**'
•

Dogs, Diseases of. HUi
. .

Dog Breaking. Floyd . . .

Dog Breaking. Hutchinson

Dog Training, Principles of.

Dog Training ts. Breaking.

Doe Training and Points ot

and enlarged edition. Hammona . .

Dogs Management of. Mayhew i6mo

Do|s TheirTianagement and Treatment

in Disease. By Ashmont . . . . ... a~
F.nglishe Dogges. Repnnt of 157* . . . •

English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I . ... • • •

vntlifih K C S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each

iSlliS; K. C: S. Book.Vols XI to XIII,e.ch

Field Trial Training. White . . • • • •
•

Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

F« Terner, Bre^ine *and Raring ;

'
col-

ored portrait. Dalziel . . . • •.••,• ^"^
Glover'iAlbum, Treatise on Canine Di«- ^

FROM THE
3.00

I -50

i.oo

.80

a.oo

.50

3.00

50
1.00

•50

50
500
4-50
4-50
.50

1.50

Francis Whitely Lofts.

offer for sale about 300
J^ird, fj;oni^hisjele^

AdvertiumenU without
<'if/'«^J'"^.'fi^/,;,^

this heading for 20 eenU per hnefarArsttnurtton,^

IS cents per line each subsequent

seven words to line.

insertion, count

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without dxsplay

*'"Z'^^^^7J^„
this heading /or 20 cents per Itne for.firittnserUon

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Pedlfifreo Blank*.

»EDIGREE BLANKS FOR
1 10 cents per
Extended four-page

dos

FOUR GENER-
P^ ATIONS atTo^^nV^r doien, or 85 -"ts
X ^._ ._. Tt^k^r^A^A four-oaee blanks. 1

mailed

postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

33 S. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

wnts^Mch, or 50 cents per doien

Antwerp*.

FWARDELL TAYLOR. LA.NGHORNE. PA

^ largest breeder in America. Ash and sU-

v'eVbirds a specialty. Youngsters only for

sale. Uperpkir. From record birds and

priie winners. V>-fP-

brated loft, havin Mr.g purchased
This is an excellent

figures.
Address

55-56

opportu-
id a'

Prices a niatteVof correspondence.
^^S?^T^e v^lr^st cro^sl^W at low

JOS. R. HUSSON,
360 W. Fifty-seventh St., N. Y. City.

POULTRY.

St. Bernards.

I HAVE TIIEM.
iMPnRTED INDIAN GAMES

Bufl*L!g*S?r?s^Airva'r\?treJ of poultry p-.

RabbitsT Ferrets. Guinea Pigs,

Maltese Cats, Fine-bred Dogs. -, __ ,, >^

U COL/JOS. LEFFEL, Sprlnfiffleld, O.

Pigeons,
Shella'nd Ponies,

Circulars free

BER-
sired

bv Imported Benmore, sire of the

p?^ze rbugh-coated puppy at New York

?how last week. Andrew Laidlaw. Wood-

stock, Out. »

y

ST-
nPRNARD BITCHES.—TWO ST

.

^-
S552 Bitch Puppies ten m.onth» o d sir«^

bv imported Benmore, sire^ of ^theji«t

Baldhead Tumblers.

U
W. BIDDLE
of Short-face

Various.

NEW DOG WHISTLE. and

Ho^oKeep'a'doginthe city. Mills . .

Housi and?et Do|s, Their Selection, Care

o" Pri«' Dofs.- By Charles- k: Mason.

°^^?"tions and criticisms of nearer 1000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life, 5»
pages. Cloth $3.50; leather

Our Friend, the Dog. bUbles . . • • • •

Modern Triinine. Handling and Kennel

Management by B. Waters. . . • • • • •

MonogrSph of the German Mastiff or

Great Dane Dog . . i/ii.'-!.^

Pedl^ee Record Book, aoo pages, fifth gen- ^^

P^ke °Kennel' Re^^rd; full iekther.' '.. '. ^60

?S^nU of judging; new edition, correct to ^
Practical kennelGuide. stables, • • • •

Kctifal Training of the Shepherd Dog

Wickham. i'aP^r cover, 50c.; cloth . .

Prize Pugs of America and England.

as

•50

6.00

3.00

2.50

3.00

75

1.00

The loudest

A '^.hrillert^whirtl" cVerrivented. Something^ InSelv new Mailed on receipt of 25

cents Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box

916, Philadelphia. Pa.

RAINED DOGS FOR COON, BEAR, SQUIR-

HT?I deer fox, rabbit, quail, partridge,

WcS^ H. C. Graff, Kensington. Ohio.

r^HARLES SCHMENNER, 511

St., Baltimore. Md., fancier

Baldhead Tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ;
Gaddes stock. .

54-79

Homlnar Plffeons.

T Ohio,
sa-tf

A.

T.

IT. WOOdTbREEDER AND FLYER
homing pigeons, 4910 Baltimore Ave

West Philaaelphia.

FRED GOLDMAN, BREEDER
flyer of Homing pigeons, 832 Herkimer St.

Brookljrn, N. Y.

51-76

AND
T St..

51-76

FantallB.

-r-vOR 8ALE.-ONE PAIR WHITE FANTAILS,
pim^rted. grand birds, on approval t- r*-

IMPORTED LEG BANDS
Reg^teredfor Pigeons and Po^'l^y- «V^^S

rdi\^!" s^sra[rsr.?;>n^a?d-stre?r£^
York City. '^^^

IadleTbros;
narred Plymouth Rocks at the Great

v^Yo^ShowrrSgj. made a record unequalled

?;in^ exhSr a? iny International ^r five

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display inserted undet

seven words to Itne.

liable party, $i5-

town. Pa.

William S.

to re-

Lentz, Allen-
It

For Sale.

A.

Artists and Engravers.

T~M^EAN n PROSPECT STREET.
tharieit?wn.'Mass., oflers the following
^ Homers, Owls. Turbits, Fantails.

Tumblers, etc; all Ai, at low

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards

'"iSTer sheets, bill E"ds^priceJim,j|ched.

ules, labels, Ugs, etc.

and each year for

^he past'thrw'years birds from our yar
lilt y - _. . .. ^ i„,»T»«t show
years. We breed our winners

rds

I.oo

'm. B. Wynn

Portraits

(Cryer)

Rational Breeding, lU Theory and Prac-

8t"S^rnrrd"'hisioV/reariig. breeeding^
®
i>S^?s etc; col'd portrait ofphnlimmon,

Stonehenge on the Dog f"

The Dog i« Health andrDiseasc . . . . • 2-25

Teufelt^eTerner; or the Life and Ad-

ventures of an Artist's Dog . . . • • • •

The Spaniel and lU Training. By F. H. F.

Mercer

lil g?fvSJnT Dal.iei;ci>lored portrait

The Greyhound. Stonehenge;_25J>ortraits

The Mastiff, the History of.

The Setter. Laverack . . . . •

Training Trick Dogs; illustrated

T^^ical I>ogs. Chas. H. Mason
^ffilifeof3ipn«edogs; m leather

SrtheV^"SWn' '^'"^ ^"•"''"
50

tions, by Harrison Weir • 3"

Cloth
^^

POULTRT.

have
Cir-

brothers to our

Eggs $5 per 13. >8 per 26, $10

BRADLEY BROS..
Box 801. Lee. Mass.

ake^n fiVsVra-t theTargest show of the y«r.

cular free. Grand cockerels, brothers to

winners,.for sale,

per 39.

156-207

The Fanciers' Pub

uSing'co?, iSx"9i6."Philade phia. Pa.

Bantams.

BREED GAMES. GAME
TAL Bantams. Write .-- _
5oty. 47 Wellington Place. Toronto, ^^

AND ORNAMEN-
for wants. E. F.

I.oo

1.25

250

•75

I.oo

1.25

1.25

5.00
2.50

2.75

.25

4.00

2.50

THE KENNEL^

r PAMPHLET
ON

56-67

WwcTPRVFlT HAYWOOD & CO 'S

^r^rfwinning Bantams. Game and Orna-

S,"^tJ Eegs for hatching. Birds forsale.

Rutherford, N. J. 56-ttmental. Eggs
Address Box I57.

pigeons

;

Jacobins,
prices.

FR SALE.-BLACK, BLUE, RED, DUN AND
Silver Tail Turbits, I4 per pair. Williwn S.

Lent*, AUentown, Pa. 50-59

P°?otte^rf ^»£^acV;i<5"Scf.^"SfrS^ laSs
'•

pLir R^ B^rbs. i Red Barb Cock, i

Mir Blufoutchess good feeder., 26 pairs

Fumblers, also odd ^irds. Will make very

low price for the lot, or

hound.
56-59

ft CI ARK 1S05 GIRARD AVENUE.
pliiUd^lphS: o'Srl. and turbits. all ~lor..

will trade for fox

WIIXAR'> WILSON.
Wallace, Neb.

L.
Jacobins.

H.

ti

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary burgeon,

1893 BROADWAY, NKW YORK.

DOGS.

Barred Plymonth Rocks.
^

OF OUR RECORD
S=^a^nd^SiatiS?.''wi^n?erVat-large.t shows
^ for fo^fyefrs, «""'• -"d e«s for sale.

Bradley Bros., Lee, Mas* 54-60 eow

BAILY ARDMORE, PA.. HAS BOUGHT
Th^ celebrated Fitler Jacobins, imported

• Sre^Uy ™om the best L^ifu >?«» and "°-

5X-58 dot^t^ly the finest collection in America^

'
BAILY, ARDMORE. PA., FINEST IM-

PORTED stock. , ^ 1! ,
TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. I™Pog«'

F.

All

32 col-

By Hani-

AnEi^F'afm^H'H^'s'ildard: :
'.

l
'.

S^?*o??ouUry. lewis Wright.. 50 pl.te.

of prize birds and other *^^e^vings....

Capons and Caponiring. George Q. Dow

.

Duck C"lture. Rankin ...
?onltrT Book. W. B. Tepetmeien

oredillustrations; wood cuts.

PrXa'^fi Poultr^ Keeping^ S^'^P^rntM
"^

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wnght. .

Poultry Doctor. J. K. Diehl.

Poultiy Culture. I. K. reicn. . . ••.•_;,•,

sCrteen Years Experience in Artificial

poultry Raising. James ^^^'l^^^-^
The Philosophy of judging. By Babcock,

Felch & Lee
The Game Fowl. Cooper
Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace

CAGE BIRDS.

Canary Birds. Paper cover • •

ran^rie?andCage Birds.' Black8ton,Sway^

*^laSd and wiener. 56 colored plates and

Ch^5f^?an"?S;ge"Bird.. Bechstein. New
Edition.

. ^..,. . George J.Biiraesby.:
Birds. Adams ....
Barnesby

.25

.50

5-00

•25

.50

/scents per line each subsequent

seven words to line.

~Z c RTTTTMAN ALFRED CENTRE, N. Y..

TW. TUOUi^a. V."--:""-

and breeder of Jacobins.

Satlnettes.

^ EORGB W. PETTIT. ARTIST, loio
'^

ton Street. Philadelphia. Pa.

B
53-59

insertion, count

Artists.

9'oo

1-50

1.50

.25

1-50

.25

I.oo

5.00

•50

.50

•75

^-»pprTAL engravings made from photographs

'^'^^f dogs ?1?e plnciers' PubluWg Co., 32

Soutlf'niird^SU^hiladelphi^

Beagles.

b

EGGS FOR
from pure

FOR SALE CHEAP OR
young beagle bitches.

N.J.
Collies.

EXCHANGE TWO
Box 229, Gloucester,

it

Native Song Birds

Cage and Singing

The Canary. G.J.

15.00

i-5»

I.CO
•50

•50

r"
^ilLE^IcOLLlE PUPPIES BY LOTHIAN
KEEPER out of Lass of Glenboig. n.671

^h Strathnairnout of Young CountessK

•7« Jarh Also three White Wyandotte

J^^ke'rels, $2^Ja"h.' John McLachlan, Estill,

Minorcas, Red Cap
Fresh egk«. Write for prices

UFF LEGHORNS, INDIAN GAMES P.

ROCKS and Minorca eggs, $2 to $5 per 15.

CiSar free. Lewis C. Beatty. Washing-

ton, N. J.

HATCHING ONLY $1 PER 13

Tiuu.^bred White Cochins. Leghorns.

P Kx)ll Wyandottes and Minorcas. S.

L. Hibber'd, Lima, Pa. "

VJ- ffl?.S$r^r,3. CD. smith, Fort Plw.

N. Y.

rtAienirW POULTRY YARDS. HURFF-

Rv?Se N J High honors won at Phila-

ydJiihia Show Buff cochins. Light Brah
adelph«^m,

^^^^^^^^ ^^ck.. Send fc

It

CLIN-
ll-tf

Tnmblers.

^8ALK-MY LOFT PRIZE V INNING
?a?for Tum'bler^cheap. T. G.Tate. 57 C if-

ton Place. Brooklyn, N. Y. ^o 57

Various.

^ EORGE W.KENDIG.EAST BAPTIST AVE..^ ^v^it^ P« breeder white pigeons, fans.

Lt York. Pa..
,

turbiU, carriers. 53-59

MISCELLANEOUS.

mas.
Circular.

for

Golden Wyandottes.

Advertising.

Mo.
Cockers.

^OCKERS.-SELLING OUT MY
( kennel without reserve Write
^^ Andrew Laidlaw, Woodstock^Ont.

ENTIRE
for list.

55-56

^^rTsaLE.-COCKEREL $5. TRIO $7. NO
^^beuer birds in America. Order early E.

Keeney. Arcade, N. Y. 55 "t
Plymouth Rooks.

KITE PLYMOUTH ROCK EGGS, $1.50

New circular giving prizes won
M. Hart, Meriden, Conn. 52-56-60«r 13-

ree. A.

PIGKONS.

Ludlow,

Lewis Wright

.

Book of Pigeons, i^uaiow, Caridea and

^h^rs «) colored plates, showing differ-

ent vaH^i" of pfgeons and numerous

LoT^elSfer! f- finW and' homjnV pig-

Gilbert, paper 50c ;
cloth

Practical Pigeon Keeper.

Pitreon Standard (new) . • • •.

J^leoS Book. W. B. Tegetmeier

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer

MISCBLLANBOtJS.

American Anglers' Book Norris . . .

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure i-op. .

^l ffi? ?oints ^n^ciassification
(iUui-

Fiewl'cUer andTVap'shc^Ung. iogardus

Flv Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells

Pawnee Hero Stories 1

pScS'Vabbit Keeper/ funiculus:

The Sportsman's Directory.

TlTe^Art of Training' Animals- oaoer; U-

Cocker Spaniels.

SPANIEL BITCHES.-SEVERAL
in whelp to celebrated sires.COCKER

fine ones ... . .

Write for list of spaniels for sale,

Laidlaw, Woodstock.jOnt.

Andrew
55-56

Red Caps.

I1.50 FOR 13
SHARP'S RED CAPS.—EGGS .,- „ -

"^^ «chJnge. Dr. Charles L. La°«.
.^J*"

ian, N. Y. ^!ilfl.

TF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHrNO
T anywhere at any time ^-'^V.^^ j?~/«^cw
-*- Rowell & Co.. No. 10 Spruce Street New

York. ^^

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
^n the subiect of advertising will do well

?o"oJuin"a'^Jy of "B^k for Advertisers.^'

,«? naaca price one dollar. Maiiea, po»i

S.'Ja^.d o^n receipt of price
""l^'V^^^l

^rfful compilation from the American

Newspa^r Directory- of all the best paper.

•nJ claw journals ;
gives the circulation

and Class joui . s ^^ ^^^^ ^f ^^.

rdd?eriowell'. Advertising Bureau^^io

^1 • »

•

^

knd Folk Tales.

Will Wild-

paper;

8.0S

2.00

I.oo

2.00

.50

5.00

.50

550
.25

•50

2.00

2.00

2.50

2.00

1.50

I.oo

•50

Foxhounds.

:oR
PUP.
it

SALE.-A FINE FOX HOUND
Superb Kennels, New Lisbon. O.

T^OR SALE-SOME .
FINE-BRED YOUNG

H stock and a few trained runners.

W. E. Lecky, Holmesville, O.

€k>rdon Setters.

Address
51-56

Silver Wyandottes.

WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
oamc.'Finely mark^ birds bred by

Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y. 41 "

Wanted.

CvII'VER^ Games.

Spruce Street, N. Y-
^

Ducks.
"

»,,vfnTH roT ORED MUSCOVY DUCKS.

~roRDON~~SETTERS.-CHAMPION BEAU-

mSSt^Em6.« A.K.C.S.B. 8093); gf^test hvmg

Gordon Setter, f" J35; -•-- -r-, „nrold—Ch
28930, A.K.C.S.B. 20927), by H5?,^her Harold^ en

also Heather York (E.

•ather I

and

— ...ATcTwn-WHITE CHINA GEESE. H.

^^W.Vahl7 ""Market Street. Philadel-
W.
phia. Pa.

319
51-tf

MrvV New York, Trenton,clock New Yo^ Augusta, Hagerstown.
Chariesio^

Farrer Rackham. Easterly.
Stock or eggs.

Orange, N. J.
153-204

White Cochins.

BeTmont, ist Gl^^^^f
Jl'

^^"'1"^
,*.^^^^^and Comus (A.K.C.S.B. 11232), 2a ^.

each. All good in the field.

N. Y.

shows 1892 ;

Y. 1892. Fee $25

Owner, 938 Prospect^Avc.

Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits ana

Intelligence of Animals . . . • • • • • '-^

With Flrrod and Camera Samuels ... S-oo

Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell .... 2-5^

Woodcraft. Nessmuk ••••••• ' *
'

^[^
611 HinU and PoinU for Sportsmen. ... »-3"

Great Danes.

i^fvr^TOCK FOR SALE, BY PASHA OUT
"of'^ho^J^tYe? Addre^^for partjcnUrs

V ^ too-orard. 620 North Front Street,

43-94

WHITE COCHINS EXCLUSIVELY; BEST
"he U.S.

N. Show '91 and '92 Harry
birds in the U S.. winners at the great N.

Strickler. Glen-

castle, Pa.
56-57

Various

A. M. laggard, 629

Philadelphia, Pa^

Pugs.

Z^^i^j^^^^^^N SALE.-Chequasset Kennels,

^ Lancaster, Mass. 52-7oeow

P

P

^T^T^^TjfcMARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT

Drinking Fountain.

TMW REST DRINWNG FOUNTAIN FOR

"chick^Jr f"wls is the Pi"*l^«d J^tt *oer
easilv cleaned. Price, 75 cents each. )^

per

dozen Address Pineland Incubator and

8vti Brooder Company. Jamesburg^^ewjersey.

Rocks golden, silver and white WyandottesS single comb white Leghorns.^todt

and eigf for sale. Catalogue free. Address

Keesevllle. New York. » "

D TxrXTTjr estimates given for Circulars. Cards,

UshlnY^o.! Box?6! Philadelphia. Pa.

^E^a1.ge.-b,e.owlsforplymouth
EROCKTbtrred)^r B. B. R. Game BanUm

Eggs Also Brown Leghorn Cockerels. G.
- ^Lembeck. 46 Columbia Place, JerseyW
City, New Jersey

It

Various.

ALUMINUM AND
Pigeon Bands 3^0. and i^ic

Germantown, Phila.

NICKEL SEAMLESS
A. H. Kruger,

Phila. 55^7
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IN THE STUD.

M:entlnon Kennela*

St. Bernards,
PHCENIXVILLE. PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.8.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equal.

FEE, tlOO.

The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.8.B.1 8.337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, 985.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

IN THE STUD.

81 BERNARDS
AT STUD.

Ch. Sir Bedlvere, Fee, $150
Jim Blaine, - - *» 50

Ch. Pllnlimmon, Jr. " 40
Ijord Dante, - " 25
L.otharIo, - - - " 20

PUPPIES BY ABOVE USUALLY ON HAND.

WYOMING KENNELS.
149-200 MELROSE. MASS.

IN THE STUD.

H T STUD—POINTER

PROMOTION
FEE 9SO.

Winner (absolute) Central Derby, 1891, defeating

the great setter Wun Lung.

ENGLISH SETTER

KING'S MARK
FEE 986.

Winner in Seven Field Trials.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for

catalogue to

FAIRMOUNT KENNELS.
54.205 RAVENNA, NEBRASKA, or

Ninth St. and Columbia Ave., Phila.. Pa.

KT STUD. ^FEE 950.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rap.Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.

King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T C , at Lexington, N. C. December, 1890, and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land; ist. New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn
'89; ist, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

134-185 Babylon. L. I.

^Fox Terriers
.

«MiMi«i«y«»a>»MiMi >J.yi»»i« ''»'iiii iiiiiiinn« "

IN STUD.

Pitcher ^5

Starden's Jack ^5

Ch. Raby Mixer '5

Reckoner >5

Brockenhurst Tyke >5

Puppies from these well-known dogs

out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

IN THE STUD.

HT STUD,

STREATHAM

MONARCH

13iLL5mB Hbnnbls,

5.56 LANCASTER, MASS.

The Best Bull Terrier Living.

ADDRESS

JOHN MOORHERD, Jr..

1»ITT8BUUG, PA.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.

140-tf

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 77" • •

REGENT BRISK, 16,618

REGENT TIPPLER . .

Fee $25
,

'* 10

,
" 10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

JIT STUD

Ch. PAUL GLADSTONE
(3482)

VISCOUNT
(21671)

. Imported from the kennels of R. W. Purcell-

Llewellin, England, and pronounced by him the

best dog he ever sold to America.

FEE FOR EITHER, $50.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for

catalogue, etc.

MT. WASHINGTON KENNEL,
P. O. Box 304, Canonsburg, Pa.

Senninole l^ennels
CHESTNUT HILL. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ROUGH-COATED COLLIES
CHAMPION THE SQUIRE (20881) .^ • y^^^ *lo^

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - S50

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member, 35 per cent off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL - - S20
Puppies and Brood Bitches for sale. Dogs of

any breed taken to board, conditioned for shows,

kept at stud and sold on commission.

CHAMPION ROSLYN WILKES (a0888)

CHAMPION ROSLYN DANDY (17677)

ROSLYN CONWAY (2088«)

SIR KELPIE (14785)

ENGLISH

ti

SETTER

52-<6eow

BLACK WONDER.
No. 23,557. Whelped Jan. 30, 1890.

King ofblack pointers, and was the king of

all colors at the United SUtes Field Trials held

t Bicknell, Ind, 1891, winning the Derby arid

All-age SUke. He is a dog that knows how to

hunt and not afraid of briers. Fee ^5.
JOHN A. HUNTER,

56-o7eow Sandbom, Indiana.

SIR FREDERICK («1741) .••.,;,;,;
Winner of forty-four first prizes in England.

IRISH SETTERS
CHAMPION TIM C6816) • •

•

JERRY JABVIS (16847) (litter brother to Duke Elcho)

ENGLISH PUGS
* ' Winner of first Albany and second New York 1892.

Extended pedigree and list of stock for sale furnished on application.

36.00
30.00
16.00

60.00

26.00
30.00

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
29-80 CHESTNUT HILL, Phila., Pa.

•« 15.00

AT STUD—WOODALE KENNELS'
FOX TERRIERS Eee.

DOBBIN $20
By Ch. Venio—Brockenhurst Worry by

RafiSe.

STARDEN'S JACK... $16
By Ch. Result— Forest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS. • $10
By Raffle—Warren Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of P^^'* ^7?:
ning bitches always for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 47-73

POINTER AT STUD. FEE 1^35.

LAD OF KENT<'3"«
Sire Champion Bracket ; dam, Renie by Ch.

Tammany. Winnings and only times shown :

F?rTt puppy. New York, ,890; first open and

social forW brace with his litter «ser, Uiss

orK«it New York. 1891 ; first. Wilmington; first

and special, Glover^iHe ; first Albany and

sp«:ia?for best dog of any breed m the show.

N B —This low stud fee for three months to ap-

proved bitches. Address^^^^^^
^^^^^^

52-77 1015 Washington Avenue, N. Y.

FOR SALE
Prom the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

40-91

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

LANSDOWNE DESPERADO, Fee $16.

Venio. Dominie, Pitcher and Result ^J^OT'^.^J'

prominently in his pedigree-a rare and desira-

ble combination of "blood that tells.

LANSDOWNE TRITON - - Fee $10

By Raffle-Warren Dainty. Stud cards on ap-

pliaition. Post office and shipping address

LANSDOWNE KENNELS, Lansdowne, Pa.

WOX TERRIERS AT STUD.
^ GENERAL GRANT, a K.c.SB.474,.

Sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant-Warren Lady. Fee $10.

V EN DETTA , A KC.s.B. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest-Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee $10.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,

HT STUD-FOX TERRIER

RANTER ('^^^s»«4^5

FEE $10 00
By Pitcher ex Vene, own brother and same lit-

ter to Champion Dominie. "He should be most
suiUble for light, fine bitches, possessing im-

mense straight b .ne, a long punishing head but

coarse, with correct ears and body and as game
as it is possible to make them " See Fanciers
JOURNAL. Address HAMLET OWEN,
46-7oeow 117 Olden Avenue, Trenton, N. J.

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SPRAKE,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, i at

at Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE S20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARBY L GOODKAH,
laitf AUBURN PARK, ILL.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in

America." Pedigree and winnings free ;
photos,

50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
155-206 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

47-98
Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl. B. Tallmai),
140-U OAK LAWN, R. I

POINTERS.-BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEM, 6258. Fee 950

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-

dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-Si Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

HT STUD—ENOLISH SETTER

COUNT LEO,
Mack D.—Lady AlU, Lady AlU by Count

Roderigo—Bessie Belton. Evenly marked white,

black and Un, whelped November 14, 1889.

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. G. ELLIOTT,

40^1 483 Potters Ave., Providence, R. I.

THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

The Beagle Trials
OF 1891.

FEE ------ - - - $15

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
Glenside, Pa.

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
43-68 P. O. Box 676, ALBANY, N. Y.

Some Choice Pointer
Puppies for sale cheap.

^^''^iS^^^'f
?"*'"'

ct^Jaddress J- R- gURCJgfeU^.

B. F. LEWTIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

tt

ELM STATION,

Montgomery Co., Pa,

—In answering advertisements pleaes

mention this journal.

FOR SALB.
One handsome Irish Setter dog by Champion

Chief—Bizreena , thoroughly trained by pro-

fessional, two seasons' work, a first cla.ss shoot-

ing dog, no faults. One first season dog. best of

blood, very promising, and Pointer Bitch, hand-

some and well-bred, broken by Bolus, an extra

good one. F. L. Cheney, Pittsfield, Mass. 53 56

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.

Dr. Wra. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
i5i-ao2

BLUE BLOOD MASTIFFS
BEING OVER STOCKED.

I offer at low prices mastiffs sired bv Ormonde
from splendid bitches, includ ng a daughter of

Beaufort and Ch. Toozie, which bitch is dam of

England'sbest young dog Ilford County Member.
Also a granddaughter of Beaufort and Orlando

ueauion anu ^n. iu<j«.i«;, ..••v.. .,.»_.. .., —
England'sbest young dog Ilford County Member.
Also a granddaughter of Beaufort and Orlando

in whelp to Ormonde. Price f 100. Send stamp
for catalogue

151-202

CHARLES E. BITNN.
Peoria, Illinois.

Pugs of the Best Breeding

At reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNELS,
Box 82, Louisville, Ky. 4»-73

l!L_'.j
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FOR SAI.E-ENGI.ISII SKTTEU PUP!^,
hv Ch Rodergo, Ch. Gaths Mark and Dan

Ch Kildare. Ch. Dick Swiveller, Ch. Tim and

THE CANICURA COMPANY,
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

CANICURA CO.,
MauufacUirers of carefully prepared

Remedies for Dogs
WHOLKSA1.K AGKNTS:

VON LBNGERKB & ANTONIO. 246 Wabash Av.

CHICAGO.
VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St., N. Y.

- 246 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.

Cover yonrKennels & Poultry Honseswitli

i5i-'73

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for

Pouliry Houses

fi.50
per 100 sq.

eet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. F. SWAN. 38 Uey street, N. Y.

SV4f\U'^

Champion Seminole.
Send for Price List. 40-91

Morey Kernels ni Poultry Yarils

FAIRFIELD. COHM.

St. Bernards and Fox Terriers,

Wljite Plymouth \\A^ mid

SILVER 8EABRIGHT BANTAMS.

At the great New York show we won first on

White Plymouth Rock cock and second on hen

S S. Bantams first cock, first, second and fifth

hen, first and fourth pullet. S^- 4

Stock and Eggs For Sale.

MODEM TRAira&, HAHDLIN& & KEHML MAMGEMENT.

velopedby Held WorkField Trm Compem
CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLE

B. WATERS, Box 925, Chicago, III.

POULTRY.

PIGEONS. PIGEONS.

PIGEONS PIGEONS
H F{Af(E Shakgb to buy Some op mHE Besii

JACOBINS. FANTA.LS.,,d OWI^i; wV,i« a
^^^^^^^

what you want. Satisfaction or money refunded. GEO. tWMUU, "" i •

47-98

Over 100 Awards

Received in 1891.

mp. Ulhitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, England

(Hon Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply

Indian Game, Dorkmgs. Wyaudottes Creve«,

I^ Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD BREEDERS, $15 per trio; EXTRA
GOOD, $25; EXHIBITION, %io to $50 each at

Liverpijol Freight paid to New York for |io

extra on ^ to o birds. Eggs in season, $4 P«r

do/en OVER 800 BIRDS EXPORTED LAST
YEAR.

POULTRY.

CHEAP POULTRY FOOD.
We accumulate large quantities of damaged

rain by the frequent burning of grain ware-

houses and by the .salvage from wrecked car-

g^s and our disposition of the goods is largely
gucn, oiiv. r-

,, _,„,,„ r>r>ii1trvmen arC

POULTRY. POULTRY.

I

S. 8. MMBURGS, GOLDEN WYAHBOTTES,

PARTRIDGE_GOGK 8. G. B. LEGHORNS.

Eggs for hatching, la.oo for 13. |5 for 39- Visitors always welcome at my

lo poultry feeders. Very many R«"ll'-y'"^"
f^^

reeular feeders of our stock and they affect a

lafee saving in expense while getting fiooAvf^-

suits To tliose who have not experienced this

advantage we will mail a pound sample FREE.
on receipt of 10c. to pay postage and packing.

After trying our goo<ls and approving them,

as you surely will, send us the name of your

dealer and we will endeavor to arrange with him

to carry a stock and supply you conveniently If

he should not want to carry a stock we would

Then Lll you direct in lots of three tons and up-

wards. Write us.

PAINE BROTHERS,
MILWAUKKK, WIS,

57-65eow
MECHANICSVILLE, PA.

MISOBLLANBOUS

.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY

MOCKING BIRDS. RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

AND ALL OTHKR.

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

^ w. A. ful.i_e:r|

46-58

/?. /,

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence,

BREEDER OP

ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES.
BANTAMS AND

PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

sale in season. Orders for puppies booked to be

delivered in rotation.

BREEDER OP

HIGII-CIASS DARK BKAllMA roWlS
BIRDS FOR SALE AT ALL TIMES.

ootvwc wniST-At the Great Philadelphia Show, 1892. ist on cock, 1st on cockerel, ist on hen,
PRIZES WON-At me wrcai riiim H

cockerel, ist and ad on hen. ist and 2d on pullet.

2d on pullet. At B'°?^^^P\"«''"\°°J^^^ue«l.^t on pallet and six specials. At Gloversville,
At Elmira , 1 st on ^^^k ist on hen

'f^^^^^XJu pullet, , st and 2d on pen and all specials.
1st to 4th on cock, ist to 4th on hen, isi 10 410 ou j,"'

. FULTONVILLE, N. Y.
It

HflVF YPy EGGS TO SELL?

THE

SPORTSMEN

S

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,

Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.

BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRA TTS DOG

CAKBS. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

If so this is the season to advertise, and THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL

is the l^st medium to use. IT GOES EVERY WEEK, and a THREE

MONTHS* card gives more issues than a montiily does in a year, and all

of them at the season of the year to do the most good.

One-half Inch Cartl 13 times $8.0O.

One inch Caitl 13 times 16.GO.

Give it a trial.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
Send lor CaUlogue.

H. W^. VAHLE,
313 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

BOOK.

.A PRACTICAL BOOK.

PENNY IN THE SLOT
Now l»uzzle Given Away

!

Eclipses all other puzeles. How to
I

gel the Penny out of the case is the

trick. Easy when you know how-
impossible otherwise ! Sells like

wildfire at 10 cts. Agts. wanted. To
circulate our catalogue <>> great

DOLLAR SPECIATIES - the f
|

TYPEWRITER, 9 PHOTO OUT-
FIT )i PRINTING PRESS, * SEW- — ...

ING MACHINE, and 200 other new spmalties.

We will send i Puzzle and CaUlogue for 6c m
stamps to pay mailing expenses. t-Isi-ULAKS

FREE. R. H. INGEItSOLL & BRO., 65

Cortlandt St. New York City.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
- BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train

your dogs for the neld trials and a book that no dog-

inan can afford to be without.

F»RICE 50 CBNXS.
Send In Your Orders to This Office.

52-202eOW

OPIUM
Morpliinf> Habit Cured in 10
U> 'i» «lHy «. No pay till e«re«l.

DR. J. STEPHENS, Lebanon.Ohio.

Breeder of Pure Standard Single comb

WHITE It BLACK LEGflORNS.
Winners of two ist and two 2d premiums at

the Great Philadelphia Show, January, 1H92.

COLLINGSWOOD, N. J.

Eggs $2 per setting. 53-74eo''

Mme. BAILEY'S HAIR GROWER

will produce a Thick, Soft and Beautlftil

head of Long, Flowing Hair in 4 to 8 weeks

A purely vegetable compound. Endorsed Dy

leading phvsicians. Thousands of testimonials.

Two or three packages will do it. Price 50 cents

per package, o three for $1. Sent by mail, pre-

paid: Excelsior Supply Co., (sole agents)

Cooperstown, N. x. 47-59

26 cents
For 2S cents in silver I will print your name

and adaress and send it to
a^.^'^irtJ^'rhe ilnfted

Poultry and Bee Journals published in the United

States and Canada, and to ,00 home. »»t"ary Po-

litical and sporting papers and request them to

mail you .sample copies. You will get more pa-

wrs than you have Veceived during the past five

JIars Send to-day. Enclose a stamp for my
new price list.

___^^^^^^,^
F. D. BECK,

84tf Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

nil rt\ KemadyF-ree.lNSTANTIIEllir. Final

Ull L Vcureinlud*y«Neverrelarns; no pur^ej

ni Lil no »»ive: no suppository. ATictim tried
I llata^^ ia ^^in «,«„ remedy hM di«coT«red »
implecnr*. which he willmftilfreetohisfellowsuf-

forsra. A44m« 4.H.R««Vg8,B«i tl»Q,Htw lark atr,I.X.

VOL.. 8, NO. 12. )

>., 157. IWHOLE NO. PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, MARCH 19, 1892.
/PER ANNUMjJ»2.00
t SINGLE COl'Y, 5o.

V -.v ^N £-^

' <r\

'><1^

'M/
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THE ROYAL BLUE LINE HOMERS {Property oj Theo. P. Green, Woodbury, N. J.)
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PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

33 S. 3d ST., rniLADELPHlA, PA.

'
- KENNEL EDITOR

- POULT hY EDITOR

V.M.HALDEM^N -

J. H. DREVENSTEDT-

FflNCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

WM. H. CHILD, Business Manager.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES IN ADVANCE):

$2.00 PER ANNUM.
CLUBS OF FIVE OR MORE, $L50 EACH PER YEAR.

Foreign Subscriptions, 10s.

Subscriptions and Advertise-

ments received at the New York
oflace, Room 63, Times Buildinff.

der the name of Lansdowne Kennels for

the purpose of breeding and exhibiting

fox terriers. They have placed two

promising young dogs at stud, as will be

seen in our advertising columns, and as

Lansdowne is but six miles from the

city, they should do considerable busi-

ness, particularly as their dogs are of the

best breeding and therefore desirable

stud dogs. As a further inducement, the

proprietors of the Lansdowne Kennels

announce that they offer a futurity stake

of I50, divided into three prizes, for the

best three dogs sired by their stud dogs.

The competitiou for this stake will take

place at the next annual show of the

Keystone Kennel Club or the Philadel-

phia Kennel Club. If no show is held

in this city next year they will award the

premiums elsewhere.

last year are given, and this valuable rec-

ord, compiled for hand reference is

alone worth double the cost of the book

to anyone at all interested in dogs. This

book can be ordered through us.

« •

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all communications to

The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

P. O. Box, 916.

*
* *

Captain G. W. Schaefer's St. Bernard

bitch Vernon Beauty, vhc at the late

New York show in the novice class, died

of pneumonia last Sunday.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

The Fancikrs" Journal will be supplied by

newsdealers throughout the United SUtes and

Canada.
^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^

BRKNTANOS Union Square

W. J. STANTON 56 Dey St.

*

P. O. NEWS CO
E. S. 6CHMID . 3'

103 Adams St., Chicago, 111

I2th St., Washington, D.C.
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FIXTURES.

Dojir Shews.
April 6-9.—Boston Ma»w.

13-16.— Denver, Col.

20-23—Los Angeles, Cal.

Mav 4-7.—San Kancisco, Cal.

Sept. 12-16.—Toronto, Can.

Field Trials.

Sept 15.—Manitoba Field Trials Club.

Nov. 18—Ka?.tern Field Trials Club
28 —Philadelphia Kennel Club.

1893.
AuK 1.—Southern Field Trials Club.

Nov. 7,-United States Field Trials Club.

Mr. E. B. Sears is out in an announce-

ment to the press generally that owing to

press of business his kennel of eighteen

St. Bernards are for sale. Mr. Sears'

kennel includes the great Sir Bedivere,

together with such other well-known

dogs and bitches as Champion Plinlim-

mon, Jr., Lothario, Hepsey, Manon, Lady

Wellington, Lady Adelaide II.Kilmeney,

Jael, Wyoming Hesper and Hilda II. For

some time it has been apparent to Mr.

Sears' friends that in endeavoring to at-

tend both to his business interests and

the management of perhaps the finest St.

Bernard kennel in the world he has been

overtaxing his powers.
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Mr. James C. Green, the brother of the

man who bred Sir Bedivere, has been in

charge of the kennel department, but

owing to a difference of opinion between

the owner and his manager, Mr. Green

applied for and obtained his release last

week, and Mr, Sears, feeling that he can-

not possibly spare the time necessary to

the efficient management of so large a

kennel, has decided to dispose of the en-

tire collection, with the exception of La

Pucelle, Lady Janete, Princess, Guilda,

Wyoming, Prince and a bitch pup by

Lord Dante.

Another good collie is to cross the

"herring pond," say* the Stock-Keeper,

and find his home in New York. Scot-

land's Best, by Christopher out of Maid

o' Fortune, has been purchased from Mr.

Scott, Edinburgh, by Mr. Robert E. Todd,

New York. The Stock-Keeper described

this dog in its Dumfermline report, where

he won second in very good company, as

follows: "A black, tan and white, hav-

ing a nice head, collar and blaze up face,

has small and well-carried ears, in fact,

teeming full of quality but just two sizes

too small. We would just like more of

him in every way."
»*»

Another interesting item we clip from

the Stock-Keeper: "We have it on the

best authority that, after a month's rest,

the fee for Fullerton, the canine hero of

Waterioo, will be forty guineas, with an

annual limitation to fifteen bitches ;
but

the most extraordinary part of our infor-

mation is the equally xauthentic detail

that the whole of this wonderful dog's

first year's stud services have been be-

spoken by cable from America."
«

• «

One of the neatest calendars that has

reached our office has just been received

from the Seminole Kennels. It is a typo-

graphical beauty. The calendar is backed

by tinted card board on which are half-

tone illustrations of Champion The

Squire, Kash, Jr., Champion Stately and

a picture of their kennels, which is al-

ready familiar to the readers of The

Fanciers' Journal.

I.

2.

I.

2.

3-

I.

2.

3-

I.

2.

3-

I.

2.

3-

I.

2.

3-

R.
V.

*
» *

Sir Bedivere has quite recovered from

his sickness and looks fifty per cent bet-

ter than he did at New York. A full list

of the dogs which Mr. Sears is offering

reads as follows : Sir Bedivere, Champion

Plinlimmon, Jr., Lothario. Hepsey, Ma-

non, Lady Wellington, Lady Adelaide II,

Kilmeney, Jael, Hilda II, The Countess,

Princess Alma, a dog pup by Jim Blaiue—

Lady Wellington, a dog pup by Scotch

Bonivard. Princess Beatrice, Wyoming

Hesper, a dog pup, brother to the above ;

Paul, Mount, a bitch pup by Lord Dante

—La Pucelle.

Our Illustration.

The frontispiece this week gives a good

illustration of Theo. P. Green's famous

homing pigeons, a detailed account of

which appears in our pigeon flyiug col-

umns this week.

» »

Mr. Francis G. Taylor has purchased

from Mr. Harry Northwood the well-

known English setter Benzine.

»

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it hut a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

Messrs. George D. B. Darby and George

W. Price have formed a partnership un-

The barking of his dogs aroused Far-

mer James Hindiman, of Avondale, and

saved him and his family from death in

their burning home,
»

We acknowledge the receipt of the

American Kennel Club's Stud Book for

1891. It contains over 200 pages more

than did the previous volume, and no

one appreciates the immense amount of

work expended upon the present volume

than ourselves. Like last year, all the

field trial and bench show winnings of

PITTSBURG^ENCH SHOW.

The Duquesne Club's Second Annual

Exhibition of Dogs.

From Our Special Correspondent.

PITTSBURG, Pa.. March 16.—The Du-

tiuesne Kennel Club's second annual

llench show began here to day and prom-

ises to be a success. The catalogue con-

tarns 547 entries, 62 more than last year.

The judges are as follows : John David-

son English, Irish and Gordon setters,

pointers, greyhounds, deerhounds, bea-

eles fox hounds and Italian gr^hounds;

Miss Anna H. Whitney. St. Bernards,

Newfoundlands and Great Danes ;
George

Raper. all other classes. The awards

were :

Mastlflfe—CHALLENGE, D009.

1. Elkson. E. L. Kimball.

2. Moses, C. C. Cook.
CHALLENGE. BITCHES.

I. Neuglada.C. C.Coolc.
OPEN, DOGS.

1. Jefferson, J. B. Nelson.Jr.

2, Roger. A. J. Schroth.
OPEN. BITCHES.

I. Pharoah Queen, C. C. Co k.

2 Miss Beaufort, C. C. Cook.
1. Grace, T. W. Coon.

H. Flirt, S. W. Guthrie.
PUPPIES.

1. Roger. C. C. Cook.
2. McKinley, C. C. Cook.
H.Raymond, S. W. Guthrie.

Rongh-coated St. Bernards.
CHALLENGE. DOGS.

I. Victor Joseph, J. B. Lewis.
OPEN, DOGS.

1. Aristocrat. Ed. Booth.

2. Comte, C. R. Diffenderffer.

3. Othello, Dr. J. W. Dunlap.

R. Willand. E. H. Radell.

V Sir Melvale. Maryland Kennels.

Duke Leo, D. H. Hostetter.

Tristany, Niagara Kennels.
OPEN. BITCHES.

1. Lady Gladwyn, N. E. Booth.

2. Altonette, Ed. Booth.

3. Ellen Terry. E. Booth.

V Ininto Lomond. Niagara Kennels,

c' Gladys. E- E. Martin.
PUPPIES.

I. Sir Melvale. Maryland Kennels.

Smooth-coated St. Bernards.
CHALLENGE, DOGS.

1. Hector, Hospice Kennels.

2. Lord Hector, J. B. Lewis.
CHALLENGE. BITCHES.

I. Empress of Contoocook, Jacob Ruppcrt, jr

OPEN. DOGS.

1. Mascot Royal. A. Lackraan.

2. Keystone Mars. F. S. Haslage.

3. Adonis II, J. E. Wilkinson.

R. BenL, J. B. Lewis.

H. Keystone Monarch, James Baker.

OPEN. BITCHES.
1. Alpine Queen. Hospice Kennels.

2. Freewood Gaddig, J. B. Lewis.

Russian AVolf-hounds—Open, DOfis.

I. Argoss, Muscovite Kennels.
OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Seacroft Svodka, C. S. Hanks.

Newfoundlands—Open. doos.

I. Prince Hal, John Marshall.
OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Troy Lass II, John Marshall.

Bloodhounds OPEN, dogs and bitches.

I. Jack Shepard, R. G. H. Huntington.

Great Danes—Open, dogs.

I. Pedro. Shoquoquon Kennels.

2 Favor, Wolverine Kennels.

3 Duke, W. H. Shephard.
V. Tannhauser, C. C. Norns.

H. Seigfried. A. L. Wilson.
OPEN, BITCHES.

2 Nellie B.. John Altonback.

3. Minca III, Wolverine Kennels.

V.Mingo, W. S. Kerr.

German Ulmer Dogs.
OPEN. DOOS AND BITCHES.

Dan. G. B. McKinnie.
Queen Esther, G. B. McKinnie.

Deerhounds-CHALLENGE, dogs.

I Robber Chieftain, John E- Thayer.

2. Clansman, John E. Thaver.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

1. Theodora, John E Thayer.

2. Wanda, John E. Thayer.
OPEN, DOGS.

Hillside Warrior. lohn E. 1 hayer.

Hillside Rover, John E. Thayer.

Alpin. John E. Thayer.
OPEN. BITCHES.

Hillside Roraola. John E. Thayer.

Hillside Silvia, John E. Thayer.

Hillside Ruth. John E. Thayer.

Gr«»yhOUUdS-CHALLDNGE, DOGS.

1. Gem of the Seasou, A. W. Purbeck.

2. Omatus, A. W. Purbeck.
OPEN. DOGS.

Pious Pembrokei A. W. Purbeck.

Victor Hugo, Jennie Adams.
Rector. Gus Stitzer.

OPEN. BITCHES.

Bestwood Daisy, A. W. Purbeck.

Lilly of Gainsboro, A W Purbeck.

Ladv Clare, Knight Greyhound Kennels.
prppiES.

I. Sir Lancelot, Knight Greyhound Kennels.

Pointers-CHALLENGE. DOGS (55 Ibs. and over.)

1. King of Kent Westmnster Kennel Club.

2. Ponliac, George W. Lovell.

R. Tempest, Tempest Kennels.

V. Lord Graphic, J. R Daniels.

CHALLENGE, HITCHES (50 »hs. am^ over)

I Lass of Bow . Westminster Kennel Club.

OPEN, DOGS (55 'bs. and over)

Count Graphite, J. R- «aniels.

Westminster Uiake. F. G Davey.

iKhtfield Upton, C. G. Stoddard.

Shotmaster, B. T. Seitn.^r.

Brackett's Lad. E. Halpui-

Don Croxteth. H. W. Loeffler.

Dude N.. Ong and Seuttleworlh.

H.Saxon. E. Parker
Rapid Don, O D. Thompson.
Spot. S S. Van Patten.

OPEN. BITCHES (50 Ibs. and over.)

1. Revelation. T. G. Davey.

2. Ightfie'd Madge. T. G Davey.

1 Ncllofldstone. B. H. Sertnet.

R Belle of Naso, Mt. Washington Kennels.

v" LorH Graphic's Gem. J. R. Daniels.

H. Nellie. E. Probst
, ,v<, v

CHALLENGE DOGS (UUdcrSS IbS.)

1. Ossining. W. H Hyland.
OPEN, DOGS (.under 55 Ibs.J

1. Inspiration. J. H '* insL.w.

2 Bow ol Idstone, B. F. Sfiler.

V Graphic Topic. J R. Dauiels.

k. Axtel King John. T. G. Davey.

V Duke of Idstone. B. F. Setter.

H. Foxchase. R. V. Fox.

C. Don McBeth, W. D. Henry.

OPEN. BITCHES (under 5'- lbs.)

1. Lady Gay Spanker, T. G Davey.

2. Miss Rumor. T. G. Davey.

i Ce^l^N^enleCrJxteth^Faw^tt. John Fawcett.

v'. Pride of Idstone. B. F Seiter. •

Grace Croxteth, John Ward.

Fan, S. S. Van Patten.

Praiiie Belle. John McAleer
Siberian Girl. Charles Klorcke.

NOVICE—DOGS.
Bow Idstone. V. F. Seiter.

Molton Banner, F. W. Shaw.

„. Foxchase. R. V. Fox.

V Don McBeth, W. D. Denny.

H. Ned, E. Probst.
NOVICE—BITCHES.

1 Belle of Naso, Mt. Washington Kennels.

2 Lord Graphic's Gem. John R. Daniels.

V Prairie Belle. James McAleer.
PUPPIES—DOGS.

1. Dock Daniels. John Held.

2. Eon McBeth. W. D. Henry.

1. Dick M, Phil Morley.
. x,„„„.i

V.Westminster Ralph. Westminster Kennel

Club. „ ^^ .

H. Bismark Graphic, R. B. Davis.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.

Nice of Idstone, B. F. Seitner.

Miss Fawcett Graphic, J. Fawcett.

English Setters-CHALLENGE, dogs.

1 Count Howard, Rockingham Kennels.

2. Monk of Furness, P. H. Gotzain.

R Rockingham. Rockingham Kennels.

V Edge Mark, F. S. Brown.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

Princess Beatrice III, Rockingham Kennels.

Albert's Nellie. Dr. J. A. Hartman.

Nia, Mt. Washington Kennels.
OPEN, DOGS.

Model Yankee. J. Brett.

Real English. J. Brett.
,

• ^ .^
Rockingham, Jr.. Rockingham Kennels.

Benzine, H. Northwood.
Sir Frederick, Seminole Kennels.

Ightfield Rhuilas. T. G. Davey.

Tony Gladstone, Mt. Washington Kennels.

H Brandon, Jr., Norwood Johnston.

Rossman B., R. B. Burt.

Count Eric, Newell & McConnell.
OPEN, BITCHES.

Canadian LilHe, T. G. Davey.
Miss Frost, Mt. Washington Kennels.

Maude V.. Mt. Washington Kennels.

Liberty II, G. O. Smith.

H.

I.

2.

R.

I.

2.

I.

2.

R.

I.

2.

3-

R.
V.

I.

2.

3-

R.

V. Nellie Kitson, Fred Pastre.
Minnesota. Paul H. Gotzian.
Forest Heather, T. G. Davey.

H. Moll Llewellin.Mt. Washington Kennels.
Princess Irma, Newell & McConnell.

C. Noblesse Gladstone, Pittsburg Kennels.
Zoc, S. B. Hughes.

NOVICE—DOGS.
1. Brighton Benwell. T. G. Davey.
2. Count Eric. Newell & McConnell.
R. Pembroke's Blue Grouse, Scotts Woods Ken-

nels.

V. Roxie D.. J. F. Bell.

H. Grouseraont. J. A. Herron.
C. Lustre. W. S. Bell.

Captain Rex, John M. Clark.
Bever S.. Thomas Sankey.

NOVICE—BITCHES.
1. Maude V., Mt. Washington Kennels.
2. Minnesota, Paul H. Gotzian.
R.- American Dart. Harry Northwood.
V. Alice McBeth, W. D. Henry.
H. Hope's Lass, J. O'H. Denny.

Princess Irma. Newell & McConnell.
c. Noblesse Gladstone. Pittsburg Kennel Club.
Emma, Morris Harry.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
1. Wordsley Dude. Harry Northwood.
2. Hus, A. L. Wilson, agent.

3. Count Eric. Newell & McConnell.
R. Frank Northwood. Charles Howe.
V. Grousemont, J. A. Herron.
H. Bob Wallace. C. F. Schoeffer.

C. Vick Gladstone, George Bowman.
PUPPIES—BITCHES.

1. Princess Irma, Newell & McConnell.
2. Royal Princess. Charles Howe.
3. Rake's Creed, Frank Milham, Jr.

R. Zoe, R. T. Knox.
V. Dot, G. R. Broadberry.

Irish Terriers—Challbngb, doos.

1. Mack N.. W. N. Kuhns.
2. Kildare. F. C. Fowler.
I. Dick Swiveler. W. L. Washington.
V. Seminole, F. C. Fowler.

CHALLENGE. BITCHES.
1. Laura B., Seminole Kennels.
2. Elfreda, Dr. Wesley Mills.

OPEN. DOGS.
1. Duke Elcho, F. C. Fowler.
2. Rex Smith, G. O. Smith.
3. Troubadour, W. L. Washington.
R.Rookwood Dandy. C. T. Thompson.
V. Exile II. F. C. Fowler.
Tom Owen. F. K. Owen.

H. Red Biz. Fred. Pastre.
Tippecanoe. Phil. Diramel.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Noma. Mrs. S. Harlan Price.

2. Edna H.. F. C. Fowler.
3. Mollie D., W. L. Washington.
R. Alice Kent. P. C. Fowler.
V. Bess F., Curry Flower.
a. Duke, G. F. Kuhns.

NOVICE—DOGS.
1. Troubadour, W. L. Washington.
2. Exile II, F. C. Fowler.

NOVICE—BITCHES.
1. Mollie D., W. L. Washington.
2. Duke, G. F. Kuhns.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
1. Withheld.
2. Young Sarsfield II. John Fawcett.
3. Iroquois. W. L, Washington.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. Avondale. F. C. Fowler.
2. Kildare Winnie. W. H. Beazell.

3. Roxie Darby, D. L. Sayers.
R. Nellie Whiffet. Joseph Mills.

H. Lady Forest. Joseph Mills.

Gordon Setters

—

Challenob. doos.

1. Ivanhoe. Dr. S. G. Dixon.
2. Leo B., Dr. S. G. Dixon.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
1. Duchess of Waverley. Dr. Dixon.
2. Lady Waverley. Dr. Dixon.

OPEN, DOOS.
I. Rexraont, Fenwick Kennels,
a. Rex, Mr. Reardon.
3. Bob H.. A. E. Roussell.

OPBN. BITCHES.
1. Countess Roxie. H. F. Smith.
2. Maid of Waverly. Dr. Dixon.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
I. Waverly Toy. Dr. Dixon.
a. Tom, W. E. Lippeucott.

PUPPIES, BITCHES.
1. Waverly Girl. Dr. Dixon.

Collies—Challenge, dogs.

I. Roslyn Wilkes, Seminole Kennels.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Cora II, Seminole Kennels.
OPEN, DOGS.

1. Ormskirk Shep, J. Livingston.
2. Renown, Kilmarnock Collie Kennels.
3. Roslyn Conway. Seminole Kennels.
R. Sir Walter Scott III. John Hawkes.
V. Fletcher C, McEwen & Gibson.
c. Dainty Davie. W. J. Long.

Benn, S. W. Guthrie.
OPEN. BITCHES.

1. Mother Shipton. Kilmarnock Collie Kennels
2. Dot. Seminole Kennels.
3. Lady Bruce. S. W. Guthrie.
V.Bessie, G. W. Evens.
H. Glencher, W. J. Long.

PUPPIES—DOOS.
1. Russel, McEwen & Gibson.
2. Squire Scott. S. W. Guthrie.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. Nancy Scott. W. M. Gormley.
2. Vignette, McEwen & Gibson.

Poodles—Open, dogs.

I. Paris, Dr. S. G. Dixon.
3. Toby, C. Tegtmeier.

OPEN, BITCHES.
3. Beady. C. Tegtmeier.

Irish Water Spaniels—Open. dogs.

I. Flo, J. A. Allen.

Clumber Spaniels—Open, dogs.
I. Boss III. Mercer & Middleton.

open. BITCHES.
1. Lady Bromine, Mercer & Middleton.
2. Our Joan. W. S. Cobb.

Field Spaniels—Open, dogs (any color.)

I. Sansom. Andrew Laidlaw.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Bridford Glayds. Andrew Laidlaw.
2. RideauRat. C. E. Fenton.

Cooker Spaniels—Challbngb, dogs.

T. Black Dufferin, Luckwell & Douglass.
2. Red Rowland. W. B. Palmer.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
1. I Say. George Bell.

2. Amazement. George B«1I.

OPEN, Dogs.
1. Fascination, George Bell.
2. Jersey Boy, Charles Backus.
R. Obadiah. George Bell.

V. Jersey Obo, J. P. Willey.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Woodstock, Andrew Laidlaw.
2. May, S. B. Arthurs.
R. Maud S. 11. Andrew Laidlaw.
V. Verra, Philip Wolfenden.

La La, Prank P. Comstock.
c. Queen of Canada. Philip Wolfenden.

PUPPIES—dogs.
I. Fascination, George Bell.

PUPPIES—BITCHES

.

I. Woodstock Dora, Andrew I<aidlaw.

Bull Dogs—CHALLENGE, DOGS.

I. Harper, Illinois Kennels,
a. Bo'swain, Illwiss Kennels.

CHALLENGE. BITCHES.
I. The Graven Image, Illwiss Kennels.

OPEN. DOGS.
1. King Lud, Illwiss Kennels.
2. Pathfinder, Wheatley Kennels.
3. Handsome Dan, A. B. Graves.

OPEN. BITCHES.
1. Saleni. Wheatley Kennels.
2. Adiscombe Gipsy. Frank F. Dole.
3. Beckham Lass. Illwiss Kennels.

Bull Terriers—CHALLENGE, dogs.

I. Carney, Tubby Hook Kennels.
OPEN, DOOS (over 30 lbs.)

1. Streatham Monarch. John Moorhead. Jr.

2. Sir Monty II. G. W. Clayton.
3. Como II, Toon & Symonds.
c. Barney B., W. D. Brereton.

Keno, W. Wedgwood.
OPEN. BITCHES (over 30 lbs.)

1. Fancy. Tubby Hook Kennels.
2. Lady Dinah, J. C Mahler.
3. Queen Bendigo, John Moorhead, Jr.

V. Lady Vesuvius, J. Moorhead, Jr.

H. Topsy. W. D. Brereton.
OPEN. DOGS (under 30 lbs.).

I. Mister Dick. J. Moorhead, Jr.
OPEN. BITCHES (uuder 30 lbs.)

1. Luce. W. Wedgwood.
NOVICE, DOGS.

1. Billy Bulger, R. Carson, Jr.

2. Como II, Toon & Symonds.
H. White Prince, J. H. Kramer, Jr.

NOVICE—BITCHES.
1. Venus W., W. Wedgwood.
2. Topsy, W. D. Brereton.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
1. Billy Bulger, R. Carson, Jr.

2. Edgewood Flyer. F. F. Dole.

3. Wills King, J. H. Kramer, Jr.

V. Rex, John A. Robison.
Mr. Dick Bendigo, John Moorhead, Jr.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
I. Pittsburg Carmencita, J. C. Mahler,
a. Beauty, W. Wedgwood.
V. Lady Vesuvius. John Moorhead, Jr.

Topsy, W. D. Brereton.

Dachshundes—Challenge, dogs.

I. Windrush Rioter. E. A. Manice.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Janet, E. A. Manice,
OPEN, dogs.

I. Zulu II, E. A. Manice.
a. Fritz K., L. O. Seidel.

H. Feldman K., Jr., Bertha Backopen.
OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Bessie R., C. Klocke.

Beagles—Challbngb, doos.

1. Tony Weller, W. H. Child.
CHALLENGE. BITCHES.

I. June M., Middleton Kennels.
OPEN, DOGS.

Don, W. F. Rutter, Jr.

Pomp, Guy Weton.
Forest Prince, F. H. Taylor.

OPEN, BITCHES.
Mollie. W. F. Rutter Jr.
Fritzie, A. T. Bradrick and C. B. Smith.

Snow, Middleton Kennels.
Fern, F. H. Taylor.

PUPPIES.
The Hustler, A. V. Bradrick and C. B.

Smith.
RuflBan, S. B. Arthur.

Foxhounds—Open, dogs.

Willie H., A. V. Bradrick and C. B. Smith.
Parson, H. T. Thurl>er.

open, BITCHES.
Modest Girl, A. V. Bradrick and C. B. Smith
Beauty, A. V. Bradrick and C. B. Smith.

Bess, A. V. Bradrick and C. B. Smith.

R. Femur, H. T. Thurber.

Fox Terriers—CHALLENGE, dogs.

1. Raby Mixer, John E. Thayer.
2 Suffolk Toby, James Mortimer.

R. Starden's Jack, Woodale Kennels.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

1. Dona. John E. Thayer.

2. Blemton Brilliant, Morey Kennels.
OPEN. DOGS.

1. Starden's King. John E. Thayer.

2. Ebor Spendthrift, Toon & Symonds.

3. Dobbin, Woodale Kennels.

V. Hillside Ruffian, John E. Thayer.
Painter, Harry Northwood.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Miss Dollar. John E. Thayer.

2 Rowton Safety. Mt. Washington Kennels.

3. Woodale Refusal. Woodale Kennels.

R. Hanks' Damson, C. Stedman.

H Betsy Spaugler, John Moorhead, Jr.

Gretchen, E. C. Woolescraft.

Wire-haired—Open, dogs.

1. Suffolk Grip. James Mortimer.
2. Risca. Robert Lyon.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Suffolk Tassel, James Mortimer.

2. Suffolk Venus. James Mortimer.
PUPPIES—DOGS.

1. Harvard. John Moorhead, Jr.

2. Tedy, T. C. Torster.

c. Foxy H., Hamilton McGrew.
PUPPIES—BITCHES.

1. Woodale Damsel. Woodale Kennels.

2. Withheld.
H. Wardsley Rage. Harry Northwood.
Nancy Lewis, D. R. Lewis.

C. Muncie Topsy. Thomas E. Unks.

Irish Terriers—Open. dogs.

1. Hanover Boy. Walter J. Comstock.

2. Boxer IV, Walter J. Comstock.

3 Jack Briggs. Toon & Symonds.
CHALLENGE. BITCHES.

I. Dunmurry, Walter J. Comstock.
OPEN. BITCHES.

I. Crate. Walter J. Comstock.

a. Withheld.

I.

2.

I.

2.

V.

I.

2.

K.

I.

I.

2.

Scotch Terriers—Open, dogs.

1. Kilstor, Toon & Symonds.
2. Scotch Hot, Toon & Symonds.

open, BITCHES.
I. Bella, Toon & Symonds.
Dandle Dlnmont Terriers—Open, do<;s.

1. Kingo' the Heather. Edward Brooks.
OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Sarah, E. Brooks.

Bedllngton Terriers—Open. do<;s.

I. Qui Vive, M. A. H. Thelberg.

Skye Terriers.
CHALLENGE. DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Sir Stafford, Clifford A. Shinn.
open. DOGS.

Sir Roger, Walter Scott Leiber.
Bruce, Mrs. A. P. Smith.

open, bitches.
I. Bessie, Clifford A. Shinn.

Black and Tan Terriers.
challenge, dogs AND BITCHES.

I. Broomfield Sultan, Rochelle Kennels.
open, DOGS.

Prince Regent. Toon & Symond.s.
Salisbury', Frank P. Comstock.
Prince, Blake & Herberton.

c. Nelson, H. Winter.
OPEN, bitches (over 7 pounds).

Broomfield Madge, Rochelle Kennels.
Louis, Frank P. Comstock.
Gypsy Girl. Toon & Symonds.

OPEN, bitches (under 7 pounds).
Lady Clyde, H. Winter.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.
Withheld.
Rochelle Abdallat, H. Winter,

c. Pittsburg La.ss, J. C. Mahler.

Pugs—Challenge, dogs.
1. Prince. Howard Kennels.
2. Sprake, Mohawk Kennels.

challenge, bitches.
1. Sateen. Howard Kennels.
2. Beauty III, A. E. Pitts.

OPES, DOGS.
1. Bonsor, A. E. Pitts.

2. Little Duke. Howard Kennels.
3. Kash, Jr., Seminole Kennels.
C. Bob Ivy II, A. L. Wilson.

open, bitches.
1. Nobody's Baby. Howa'-d Kennels.
2. Sara Bernhardt, Eberhart Pug Kennels.
3. Toadie, Mohawk Kennels.
V. Bonita, Mohawk Kennels.
h. Dollie, J. P. Thompson.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.
1. Bonita, Mohawk Kennels.
2. Prince Boy, Howard Kennels.
H Golden's l,ady Bonsor, F. C. Hookway.

King Charles Spp,nlels—Open. dogs.

I. Calumet Ben d' Or. G. W. Fisher.

Blenheim Spaniels—Open, bitches.

1. Withheld.
2. Tiny. G. W. Waraback.

Italian Greyhounds—Challenge, bitches.

I. Sprite, Mt. Washington Kennels.
open, dogs.

I. Spring, Joseph Lewis.
OPEN, bitches.

1. Star. Joseph Lewis.
2. Lady Lee, Charles Steramler.

Dalmatian or Coach Dogs—Open, dogs.

1. Withheld.
2. Doc S.. Org & Shuttleworth.

Whippets—Open, dogs.

1. Withheld.
2. Tip, Campbell & Blake.

open, bitches.
1. Boston Model, George S. Thomas.
2. Maggie, Campbell & Blake.

H. Nellie Grey, Campbell & Blake.

Mexican Hairless.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Don, Mrs. Dr. Mahneke.
2. Juan Paraz, James A. Waugh.
3. Santa Poquita, James A. Waugh.
H. Coloro Cabaza, James A .

Waugh.
Pactola Opo. James A. Waugh.

Miscellaneous Class—dogs (under 30 lbs.)

I. Sheffield Lad, To an & Symonds.

HAMILTON DOG SHOW.

A Local Exhibition Given by the Ham-

ilton Kennel Club.

Many breeds of dogs, all sizes, were ex-

hibited at the local show of the Hamilton

Kennel Club, held in the Palace Rink,

March 10. The awards were:

Mastlflfe—Puppies.

I. Barton. James McFarlane.

St. Bernards—Open, ikxjs.

1. Bruno, Harry Sweetnian.
2. Nero. James Weller.
V. Sancho. T. Thompson.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Mary Jones, H. P. Breay.

PUPPIES.
I. Help. T.J. Senior.

Newfoundlands—Open. dogs.

I. Joe, John Baine.
H. Prince. George SmaM.

Jim. James Ormand. Jr.
prppiES.

C.Pompey, Frank Priestland.

Wolf-hounds—Open, bitches.

3. Gyp. John Stevens.

Greyhounds-Open, bitches.

1. Swift. R. F. Wodchouse.
2. Jess. W. Fulk.
3. Jess, S. G. Moore.
H. Hamilton Belle, W. Wright.

PUPPIES.
1. Oscar. M. Ten Eyck.
2. Tiger, W. Richardson.

3. Dick, Fred Kellond.
H. Rob. Thomas Geoghegan.
C. Barney. S. G. Moore.

Fox Hounds—Open. dogs.

1. Ranger, Wesley Vansickle.

2. Stormer. Wesley Vansickle.

C. Blucher, Wesley Van.sickle.

Wellington, Wesley Vansickle.

3-

I.

c.

BeuglfH—Open, bitches.

I. Juno, H. P. Hrcay.

llHrrlef.s—Open, dogs.

I. Ranter, Alfrt-il Barnard.
oi'ic.N. lureiiics.

C. Nancy, .•\U-xaiiikT .-Vrcliibalil.

I'ollltors -Ul'KN, lUTCllKS.

I. I<Hdy Lans<lowiic, Hunter & Smith.

KiikIIsIi s«>tti<rs -Opkn, dogs.

1. Tom. Joliii Hall.
2. Boheiiiiati l,a<UHe, GtH)rm' C. Hore.
3. Reppo, J. Howma 11.

V. Rover. ». WhitliiiR.
H. Rover, J. W. J.-iiild.

Towser. Riclianl Martin.
OI'KN, HITCHES.

1. Blue Dora, George C. lloie.

2. Queen Don, Gforge C. Hore.
3. Ella Kent, CeorKc C. More.

Irish s«>tt<«rH—opkn, iwgs.

3. Saiiily, J. W. Hlasdcll.

Wiitor Spunlel.s—Oi'i;n. hitches.

I. Tiny. H. Bryant.

Flehl Spaniel"*—Open, dogs.

1. Victor, Heiuy Wiiodhouse.
2. Reuben, Charles Wilson.
3. Tony. J. D. Reyiiolds.
V. Smut, George V. IJcllliouse.

Banio. B P. Dewar.
Dash. V,. Seesley.

OPKX, bitches.
I. Topsey. C. A. Hiickc.

PVl'I'IKS.

I. Bruno, Robert Ilarley.

Cocker Spanlol.s—Open, dogs (black.)

1. Fritz, Jr., .\ndrew Miirdock.
2. Black Jacket, W. J. Wallace.
3. King Raven, Joseph Kennedy.

OI'l.N, ItlTCllKS.

1. Molly Itawii. Joseph Kennedy.
2. Daisy, Henry TysDii.

3. May Brant, .-V. Murdock.
V. Hamilton Jet, Thomas Clappison.

Lady Raven, J. Kennedy.
PCIM'IKS.

1. Lady Brock, D. H. Turner.
2. Brock. Jr , I). K. Turner.
3. Nellie, George A. Truman.
V. Jay Kay, Joseph Kennedy.

open, dogs (i)ther than black.)
1. Bounce, Henrv Dawson.
2. Ginger. Alfred Barnard.
3. Chip, W. T. Kanisjiy.

OPKN, hitches.
1. Qucenie. W. McDonald.
2. Gipsey (juceii. W. McDonald.

PUI'PIKS.

1. Hamilton Red Jacket. W. McDonald.
2. Beauty, Fred Sturdy.

Tot. William Trochcr.

Collies—Open, dogs.

Jack. J. M. Lottridge.
Prince, J. Watt, Jr.

OPEN, bitches.
2. Barton Ella. T. R. Hellet.

PUPPIES.
I. Scott, A. L. Gartshore.
3. Glen. R. S. Bull.

DneliHiihndcs—Open, dogs.

1. Combat. F H. Mills.

2. Sport. F. H. Mills.

open, bitches.
I. Vixen. F. H. Mills.

Hull l>Ojr«— I'TPPIES.

I. The Diule, A. I). Stewart.

Bull Tt^rrlei-H-Open, doi:s.

I, Jacko. Mark OKourkc.
oi'KN. hitches.

1. St. Clair, Dr. tinffm.
rtppiKS.

2. Jack, D. Fole\

Smooth-<*oatc«l r«)X Terriers-Open, dogs

2. Trinimer. MurIi ("..iwley.

C. Muggins, H. .McCiillough.

Jeriy. Henry Feast.
OPEN, bitches.

1. HilNide Baroness. .\ I). Stewart.
2. Suffolk Riot. A D. Stewart.

3. Fan, Henry Geiger.

C. Topsv, K. Johnston.
prfPiKS.

1. Bonaily Breda,.X. I). Stewart.

2. Quiz, W. P. Liiids,iy.

3. Bonaily Blink Honny, James Crooks.

WIr«'-linlr<Ml— ()ri;N, iwMis.

1. Jack, George Joli!i>tone.

2. Wentworth Twig, J. Hendric.
OI'l.N, hitches.

3. Nell, John Hendrie.
H. Wentworth Belle John Hendrie.

Blac-k ami Tan Trrrli^rM—dpen, dogs.

2. J. M. Gibson, Kieharil Crooks.

V. Fly, John Brick.

Skyi; 'r«'rrlprM—opi.N, no<;s.

2. Skye, Rev. Thomas Georghegan.

Be<llliia:t«ii Torrlors—Open, dogs.

I. Danger. <",. C. Thotiip-,on.

Yorkshire Terrlt-rs-opicN, i»ot;s,

I. Jack, Thomas Church.
opi:.N. iinciii s.

1. Beauty, Thomas Church.
2. Jackie. C.J. l-i./sininions.

Pugs—Open, i«><,o.

1. Barnev, Miss Dodinan.
2. Laddie, Harrie Brown.

OPI.N, HITtllES.

1. Herb, W. McAllister.

2. Birdie, Miss Cri'-vc.

3. Floss, George KUiot.

Blenheim m»anlels—(3i>i;n, dogs.

I. Romeo. Mrs. Hartlield.

King CharU's Spaniels—Open, bitches.

I. Daisy, Henrv Itawilt n.

Kuhy .SjMinlels-OPKN. dogs.

V. Jaspat, Mrs. T\uner.
Toys and Pets-oriN, noos (under 7 lbs,)

1. Tiny. William .^pplegalh.

2. Tiny, M. (ialim.
OPEN. BITCUKS.

1. Minnie, M. K. Hes.scy.

2. Dolly. Mrs. Doiin.

3. Tiny, Mrs. Bcsscv-
Miscellaneous.

3. Cross St. Bernard and Newfoundland. F.

Sturdy.
H Tiger (Russian blootlhouud). Henry Baw-

den. O- B-
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WASHINGTONBENCH SHOW.

Criticism of the Dogs as They Ap-

peared on Tlieir Benches.

The second annual bench show of the

Washington City Kennel Club was quite

an improvement on their exhibition of

last year and was a success in every par-

ticular, notwithstanding the unfavorable

weather of the first two days.

The Bench Show Committee'.which en-

gineered the show consisted of J. H.

Gulick, J. H. Hunter, W. R. Traver, F.

S. Webster, G. I. Atwater, M. J.
Flaher-

ty and A.W. Hancock. The remaining offi-

cers of the club, S. W. Stinemetz and H.

E. Barrett were also present and working

with the others like beavers.

Mr. John Reed, as superintendent, had.

everything running smoothly from the

start. Judging began promptly on time

and all the regular awards were made

and posted the first day. The show was

well disinfected and the feeding by

Spratts Patent, vnder the direction of

"Medal" Murphy left nothing to be de-

sired in that direction.

The iudges were as follows : Miss Anna

H. Whitney, St. Bernards, Newfound-

lands and pugs ; Major J. M. Taylor, set-

ter • Mr. Charles Heath, pointers
;
Mr

W '

Stewart Diffenderffer, beagles and

. Mr Tames Mortimer all other breeds. A

full list of awards was given last week.

We eive comments upon the various

classes, excepting where the dogs win-

ning have been on the circuit and have

become well known.

MASTi FFS.—The mastiff class had four-

teen entries in all. Mr. Cook's Menglada

was alone in the challenge class for

bitches. She has a good head and muzzle,

is light in eyes, throaty and could be

better behind. Beaufort's Black Prince

and Merlin repeated their New York

wins in open dog class. The former got

the specials for best mastiff and also the

special for the best non sporting dog in

the show. Linwood Chief, third, has a

fair head, is light in eyes and carries his

ears badly, good in body and light in

bone. Jefferson, vhc, has a fair head,

which lacks wrinkle, is rather shallow in

chest. Duncan, he. has a plain head and

is pinched in muzzle, goml body, bad

feet and a trifle cow-hocked. Pharoah

Queen, first in open bitch class is a very

Sir bitch with good head, body and

limbs. Miss Beaufort, second is not so

good in head. Zoe, c. is a fiddle headed,

lieht-boued. light-eyed bitch. McKinley.

first in puppy class, is plain in head,

light in eyes, good body, too straight be-

hind. Other prizes were withheld, as

they were also "in the novice class.

ST BERNARDS.—The well-known en-

triesof Mr. Reick and Colonel Ruppert

saved these classes from mediocrity.

Comte. second to Aristocrat m the open

dog class is a nicely marked dog with a

eoodhead. He is too straight behind

Lady Gladwin and Altonelte were first

and second respectively in the open bitch

class, with Duchess of Arlington third.

She lacks breadth of skull and depth ot

muzzle, has good body and bone. Moun-

tain Queen, vhc. has a fair head body

and limbs, could be better behind. Jo-

sephine Marie Sanderson, he, is weedy

all through. Lady Marshall, c, is a nar-

row-headed, light-boned bitch. Sir Mel-

vale, first in puppy class, is a rather plain

doK and lacks character but will grow

better excellent body and bone. Duch-

ess of' Arlington, showing more charac-

ter, won over Sir Melvalo in the novice

But three smooth-coated St. Bernards

were shown in as many classes. Adonis

II first, in open class, is showing his age.

is getting throaty. He is not good be-

hind Psycho, second in puppy class, is

weak in head and light in bone and was

luckv to be noticed.

Great Danf^.—No challenge dogs

were present. Tiger, first in open dog

class. IS heavv in head, cheeky and too

straight behind. Duke, second, has a

fair head, good body and limbs. King,

he, is coarse and heavy in head, otelia,

first in bitches, has a proper head and

good body and bone.

BLOODHOUNDS. — But four dogs in

three classes. Mr. Winchell's Victor and

Judith were first in their respective

classes, and Belhus, Jr., a promising pup

bred by Mr. Winchell, took first in the

puppy class.

Newfoundlands.—Two bad ones were

shown, and first was properly withheld.

Major Moore, second, is too narrow m
head, fair body and coat Sir Carlo, c

is coarse and snipy in head and not right

in head.

Russian Wolf-hounds.—Three in two

classes. Argos, the new importation ot

the Muscovite Kennels, won nana"y

over Leekoi, beating him in head, front,

chest and hindquarters.

DEERHOUNDS.— A poor lot. Glen-

marth, first in novice class, won over

Maida II, second, in head, coat and bone.

Ron, vhc, is thick in skull, weak lu muz-

zle and not right in coat.

Greyhounds.— Mr. Purbeck's well-

known dogs saved the classes. Sir Lance-

lot, first in the puppy class, is a very

promising youngster.

Pointers.—Mr. Charles Heath made

his debut as a judge, and it was a com-

pliment to him that the classes were

strong and the breed well represented

King of Kent, better in head, front and

chest, won handily in the challenge class

for heavy dogs over Pontiac, second, and

Tempest, reserve. It was a very close

thing between the latter two. Lass of

Bow? in good condition, had the corre-

sponding class for bitches all to herself.

In the open dog class Graphite again

won over Westminster Drake. We pre-

ferred the latter dog as he shows more

quality and is a bit better in head and

hindquarters. Brack ett's Lad, a bit load-

ed at shoulders and light in loins took

his usual position after the first and sec-

ond prize winners. In the bitch class

Revelation very properly rePfated her

win over Ightfield Madge. Nellie, third,

has a good skull, is a bit weak m muz-

zle and light in bone, good in body and

limbs. Bev R., reserve, is rather heavy

in head and a trifle wide in front.

In heavy-weight challenge dogs Duke

of Hessen won easily over Ossining, be-

ing better in head, neck and front, btel a

B. had the corresponding bitch class all to

herself. , ...

Inspiration occupied his usual position

at the head of affairs in the open dog

class, with Black Wonder second. This

dog is built on the proper lines of a speedy

dol having excellent shoulders, legs and

feet He is a little weak in muzzle and

couid carry his ears better. Axjells

King Don had to be satisfied with third

place. Gun Gun, reserve, we over-looked

in our notes. Lady Gay Spanker and

Miss Rumor, first and second in open

bitch class, are now well known. The

former divided with Blemton Victor II

the special for the best sporting dog in the

show, and she deserved the hoHor for a

better bitch we do not know. Ridge-

view Bagatelle, third, has a good skul
,

is short in muzzle and a bit short-coupled,

good bone and shows considerable qual-

ity. Irene, reserve, has a fair head, light

eyes, good body and boue. She beats

Telie Kent in head and front.

Westminster Ralph, first in puppy

class, was not on bench when we took

our notes. Gun Gun was second and

Wanstall's Dan, rather heavy in head,

reserve The two commended dogs got

all they deserved. Croxie Kent, first in

bitch puppies, is heavy in head and weak

in muzzle, good body and legs. Mine,

second, was not on her bench. Shiela

reserve, is too round m skull and light

in eves. Effie Preston, he, has a fair

head, is rather light in bone. Hilda Hurd,

he, is weak in head and leggy.

Black Wonder won easily in the novice

class for dogs. Gus Thompson, second,

has a fair head, is light in eyes and heavy

at shoulders. Black Wonder's Sister

first in bitch class, is a bit loaded at

shoulders and could carry her ears better,

otherwise a good bitch. The other win-

ners have been noticed.

English Setters.—One of the strong-

est classes in the show. The large entry

and interesting string of dogs shown by

the Blue Ridge Kennels was one ot tne

features of the show. Cincinnatus and

Albert's Nellie were alone in their re-

spective challenge classes. The old dog

won the special for the dog having the

best field trial record over Toledo Blade

Toledo Blade stood at the head of af-

fairs in the open dog class. Don Glad-

stone, second, a bit weak in muzzle, beat

The Corsair, third, in head and is a little

better all over. Ightfield Rhuilas, re-

serve, and Antonio, vhc, are well known

Peggy Dortch, second m open Ditch

class, pressed the winner Gossip. Peggy

is an orange and white in color, not very

taking, but is a bitch of quality and sym-

metry, good head, muzzle, body, shoul-

ders, legs and feet. Prima Donna, re-

serve, is not right in muzzle, good body

and limbs. The other winners are well

known.
Mecca won over Monk of Teesdale in

doe puppy class, having the best of it in

head, Vront and chest. Don of the

Meadow, he, is not right in head. The

remaining dogs were a moderate lot.

Lady Breeze, first in bitch puppies, is a

bit heavy in skull and weak in muzzle.

Nellie of Trinidad, second, is snipy in

muzzle.

In the novice dog class Mecca again

took first, with Brighton Boswell, fair in

head, body and limbs but throaty, second.

Green's Lee, c, is coarse in head and

could be better behind. Roi D'l, first in

novice bitches, is a trifle weak in muzzle

and wide in front.

Irish SETTERS.—Mr. F. C. Fowler's

well-known dogs took all the prizes ex-

cepting that Noma again won over Edna

H., and very properly, too. We find on

carefully examining these two bitches

that Noma is better in muzzle, shoulders

forelegs, loin and stern. Mistakes will

occur in a hasty criticism of a big show,

we cheerfully acknowledge in this in-

stance we have erred. Flash Sarsfield,

commended in dog class, is weak in

muzzle, light in color and leggy. Lad of

Limerick, commended ^in puppy class,

has a poor head, badly carried ears and

is also leggy.

Gordon Setters.—In challenge class

for dogs Ivanhoe, better in head, muzzle,

eyes shoulders and hindquarters, won

easily over Beaumont, who is better in

color aftd coat. Leo B., reserve, might

also have been placed over Beaumont

who is growing coarse in head and could

be better behind. The challenge bitch

class was very strong, and Janet, a bitch

of rare quality, won over Duchess of

Waverly. who is beginning to show age,

but is still better in head and front than

Heather Bee, reserve. Rexmont, more

typical and better in head and coat, won

over Heather York, second, who shows

too much tan, particularly on hind legs

where it mixes with the black in a most

objectionable manner. Rex, third, has

a eood skull, bit short m muzzle, throaty

and seems weak behind. King Noble,

reserve, is rather weedy all through.

Flomont, first in bitch class, has white

on chest, neck and a little on hmd feet.

She is better in head than Maid of Wav-

erly but her objectionable white mark-

ings' should always count against her.

Countess Roxie, third, is poor in head,

eood in color and coat. Pnncess Louise,

reserve, has a fair skull, is weak in muz-

zle and could be better in her markings.

Dr Dixon showed two promising puppies,

the bitch particularly has a promising

future. She beats the dog in head, neck

and hindquarters.

Spaniels.—These classes were poor

in number, and outside of the well-known

winners were poor in quality. Criticism

upon the winners would be a repetition

of the last few weeks' comments.

Collies.—The winners in the collie

classes are the same dogs that were shown

in New York or Philadelphia, but their

positions were slightly "-^versed Orms-

kirk Shep. on the small side but better in

1

head^ou over Prince Wilkes, better in

' body legs, feet and coat. Del Wilkes,

third, got his proper place as he is not as

go^d a dog as Prince Wilkes. Duke, re-

serve, has a fair skull and muzzle but was

shown out of coat. Roslyn Charles is

rather heavy in head and could get his

ears up better.

In open bitches Nancy Hanks won

with Sadie Wilkes second and Duchess of

Fife third. We thought first prize laid

between Nancy and the Duchess The

former is better in skull, eye and tail,

while the latter is superior in muzzle,

Tars and coat. Lady Moll. vhc. was out

of coat, which could be better m quality,

and is bit wrong in muzzle, she has nice

ears Buzz, first in dog puppies, is on

tSe small side and is ifght in bone^

Duchess, first in bitch puppies, is soft in

coat and heavy in head.

BULL TERRiERS.-The winners have

been described recently excepting in the

open dogs and bitches under thirty

pounds. In this class Young Dick, a bit

Cheeky and trifle out at shoulders won

^asny over Mi. D^^^' ^^^ °i ^^^^rS
and growing coarse. Oxford, third, is

weak in muzzle, wide in front and could

be better behind.

BEAGLES.—In the challenge class

Tony Weller, better in condition, front,

chest and body, beat June M. Tomboy,

first in open class.won easily over Brittle,

who is pinched in muzzle and too toyish.

Hunter, third, is weak in muzzle, out at

elbows, soft in coat and light in bone.

Fairy's Lee, vhc, is coarse all through.

Daisy II, first in bitch class, is soft in

coat weak in muzzle and trifle wide in

front. It was a close thing between her

and Forest Queen, second, who 's oetter

in muzzle, body and bone. Lady Vic.

vhc, is weak in muzzle and wide in

front.

Fox Terriers.—Winners in challenge

classes are well-known. In open dogs

Dobbin, better in head, eye, front and

ears, but not so good in body, won over

Blemton Valor, second. Ebor Spend-

thrift, third, and Raby Trigger, vhc, are

both wrong in head, the former won on

body and coat. The Dean, c, if
thick in

skull, weak in muzzle and could be bet-

ter in coat, body and limbs. In the open

bitch class Damson, head and body, won

over Woodale Refusal. It is a very close

thing between these two bitches both ot

which could be improved in head.

In dog puppies Sparkler won easily

in head and l)ody over Harvard, as did

Woodale Damsel in the bitch class over

Chinquipin. Damsel is a trifle soft in

coat and could carry her ears better. We
did not see Blemton Valeria on her bench.

She won over Woodale Damsel in the

novice class. Our impression oi her in

the ring was that she is not first-class and

wants filling out and more muscle.

Irish TerRIERS.-These dogs were

properiy placed. Boxer IV, first, has

easily the best head, while Hanover Boy

is a grand dog from the neck back

Other terriers—There were all old faces

in the other breeds of terriers and con-

sequently comments upon them would

merely be a repetition.

Pugs —Classes poor. Robin Hood,

better in head, wrinkle and tail, won over

Dandy. Amiss Bijou, vhc. is a big. plain

doe, poor in ears and not square in muz-

zle Dolly, first in bitch class, is rather

plain in head and pinched in muzzle.

ORIGIN OF THE DOG.

Descended Vftrlonsly from Coyotesr.

Wolves and Jackals.

From the Washington Star.

People commonly imagine that in

speaking of dogs they are referring to a

single species which has many varieties,

but in reality the name is merely a con-

ventional one, under which are grouped

in popular pariance all of the domesti-

cated canidic. The North American

coyote is in fact much nearer to the grey-

hound, zoologically speaking, than the

pug is. It is simply a wild dog. So is

the wolf likewise. From just such wild

types man's faithful four-footed friends

are descended.
When Columbus discovered Amenca

he found that the Indians possessed dogs

They were direct descendants of the wild

coyotes of the plains. You can find a

beautifully mounted group of coyotes in

a glass case at the National Museuni-a

mile, female and youne one Their re-

semblance to certain domesticated dogs

is very striking. On the other hand, the

Eskimo dog is derived from the wolf.

Doubtless the first dogs which were

trained to serve mankind were thejack-

als of Asia, which are to this day very in-

telligent and docile when tamed. There

was! kind of dog kept by the ancient

Egyptian, which was evidently obtained

by breeding from a slenderiy built spe-

cies, that is wild in Africa at the present

^'merever the canidae have been found

by man the most docile of them have

been transformed into domesticated dogs.

Young ones were reared and bred from,

the best tempered and most intelligent

.^necimens being preserved from genera-

tfon to generation^ until finally the beasts

became gentle and aff-ectionate servants

Spreading over Europe from Asia, the

hSmanrace brought with it the tamed

progeny of the jackal, and from this orig-

fnal source are presumably derived niost

of the European breeds that are best

known fo-da?. By artificial selection

mankind has actually been able to create

races of useful brutes.

MR. HACKE'S BARZOIS.

They Participate in a Wolf Coursing

Contest Before a Large Crowd.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

On the invitation of Mr. P. H. Hacke,

of this city, a few representative gentle-

men and sportsmen of Pittsburg hied

themselves to Greensburg, Pa., yesterday

to witness the second exhibition of his

famous Barzois in a wolf coursing contest,

or to be more accurate, a coyote course.

Arriving at Greensburg at 2 o'clock we
at once repaired to the celebrated stock

farm owned by Mr. Hacke, and were

much surprised to see a very large crowd

already collected, which was composed

of all elements of society numbering be-

tween fifteen hundred and two thousand

people, and which completely surrounded

the field that had been set apart for the

course. After an inspection of the mag-

nificently appointed kennels and stables

we went to the field, where Dr. J. R.

Grimes, who was in charge of the affair,

and myself staked off a distance of 100
yards and selected one of the coyotes for

the first chase, but on bringing it to the
place where it was to be released it was
discovered that it was minus one foot, it

having evidently been lost when trapped
in the West. It was decided to have this

one shot and the remaining one, a fine

vigorous fellow, was produced and placed
at a distance of thirty yards of the station

prepared for the dogs to be slipped from.
Zloeem and Prokaza, two of Mr. Hacke's

recent importations, were brought into

the field and taken to the box which con-
tained the coyote, at the sight of which
they tugged at their chains with such
vigor that it took the efforts of two men
to hold each dog. Dr. Grimes took Pro-

kaza and I had charge of Zloeem. We
placed them about forty yards apart, at a
distance of about one hundred and ten

yards from the stake which the coyote
was to reach before the dogs were to be
slipped. The "varmint" was slow in

leaving his box, but as soon as he saw
liberty he put out at a gait that would
have done credit to a deer. When he
had reached a point about eight yards on
the near side of the stake, Zloeem broke
loose and went like the wind after the
game. Prokaza was not slipped until the
coyote had passed the stake by at least

five yards.

Right here let me say that if I had any
doubts of the speed and courage of these

dogs it was dispelled in a very few sec-

onds, for it was just thirty-one seconds
from the time the first dog was slipped

until the wolf was tripped up and on his

back, with Zloeem fastened to his throat

and Prokaza with a good strong hold on
the hind leg. It would have been but
the work of a very few moments for them
to have finished their quarry, had not a

thousand unruly and over enthusiastic

spectators rushed pell niell across the
field yelling like mad, and in less time
than it takes to tell it a circle was formed
around the combatants, if I may call

them such, for the dogs were having it

all their own way. A space not over six

feet in diameter was left for the fight, and
one of the spectators, supposing the

coyote to be dead, took hold of him and
pulled him away.
The dogs, although used to fighting

four-footed creatures, were completely
rattled by the noisy onslaught of a thou-

sand men making noise enough to fright-

en the devil himself, and broke through
the crowd in their effort to escape. The
coyote being released, gathered himself
together and made off along the course,

and had gained some two hundred yards
before the dogs caught sight of him amid
the struggling mass of humanity. They
spied the fleeing game simultaneously
and started in pursuit, closing up the in-

tervening gap in a remarkably short

space of time, and I doubt if any grey-

hound has given a finer exhibition of
speed than was shown right here by
Zloeem and Prokaza.
The kennelmau who had witnessed the

first escape of the coyote slipped another
dog, which also joined in the chase, but
owing to the outpouring of people from
every side the dogs lost sight of the coy-
ote frequently. The now thoroughly
frighted animal had crossed two fences
and was putting in his best licks and got

out' in an open field -where a good view
was to be had.
The excited dogs here made a grand

race and were again on the coyote in a
few moments, and when life was almost
extinct an officious member of the Phil-

adelphia Humane Society brutally kicked
the dogs off", drew a revolver and heroi-

cally emptied its chambers into the car-

cass of the unconscious and almost ex-
jired brute, risking the lives of the 011-

ookers in his efforts to make himself a
lero, and it was lucky for him that he
took hiuLself off very promptly, for the
enraged crowd, which was entirely be-
yond control with excitement, threatened
all sorts of vengeance and hurled the
vilest epithets at the object of their wrath
that tongues could utter. It was seen
that it was entirely out of the question to

proceed with this mob on the ground,
and this was the last of the coursing.

To Mr. Hacke's credit be it said that

he acted in all honesty toward the end
of having a fair race and giving the coy-
ote all advantage possible. He would
not allow the crippled coyote to be
coursed and only allowed the other one
to start after he had shown it to the
officers of the Humane Society, who
were there on his special invitation, and
had their opinion that the animal was a

fit subject and physically able to give a

good coursing exhibition, and further

that the arrangements were satisfactory

and fair to the coyote. The field in

which the start was made contained at

least twenty acres, and was surrounded
by a board fence, the bottom board be-

ing amply high from the ground to allow
for easy escape of the coyote, although
too close for the dogs to follow under,

they being compelled to take the top
rail, and had it not been for the mob that

broke in, everything would have been
finished quickly, in a most satisfactory

and sportsmanlike manner. But the

suffering of the coyote was no doubt pro-

longed by the mob scaring off the dogs
in the first part of the race.

I have given above the plain unvar-

nished facts of the case. I was in a po-

sition to see every move that was made
by both dogs and the coyote, and am of

the opinion that the two dogs that I saw
run could have caught the coyote in half

a mile with 500 yards start. A friend of

mine who went out with me to see the

relative merits of the Barzois and grey-

hound, who, by the way, has seen most
of the finest performers in the coursing

line from Master McGrath down to date

in both England and America, made the

assertion before the chase that he would
concede that the Barzois had more pluck

and greater killing power on larger game
than the greyhound, but he would not

believe they could equal his favorites in

speed until he saw a demonstration of it.

After he had witnessed this course he

frankly admitted that he had seen but

few of the fastest greyhounds that could

outclass the two Barzois that ran yester-

day.
Dr. Grimes leaves to-morrow night for

Colorado, where the match between Mr.

Hacke's Barzois and Mr. George McDou-
gall's deerhound, Alen Beck, and his

greyhound. Yonder-he-goes, in a wolf

coursing contest near Roggen, Col., on

the 28th instant. Dr. Grimes will take

with him seven of their recently imported

Barzois. and will have but a few days to

prepare them for the race, but is confi-

dent that although they never had any

practice at wolf hunting since they left

Russia, that they will nevertheless put up

a stiff race, and one worth going hun-

dreds of miles to witness. I shall leave

here in three days for Colorado to join

Dr. Grimes, and I hope to see a grand

contest and to have the pleasure of sev-

eral days' wolf hunting behind these

famous wolf killers.

W. L. Washington.
Pittsburg, Pa., March 13.

WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS.

Some Interesting Pickings and Pointers

Gathered Here and There.

From Our Special Correspondent.

New York, March 16.—It is just about

one year ago since Colonel Ruppert be-

came infatuated with St. Bernards. At

that time he was inexperienced and prac-

tically knew nothing, and experience is

always the best lesson. This Colonel

Ruppert was thoroughly initiated in

when buying Scottish Prince, who would,

had he lived, made Sir Bevidere smile,

and afterwards Aristocrat, Altonette and
others. He has now had his lesson by
putting his hands deeply into his pockets.

Knew "Whereto Go for Treatment.
Krom the Philadelphia Times.

A little dog came limping painfully

and whining piteously into the grounds of the

Pennsylvania Hospital yesterday. His strange

manner attracted the attention of Benny Lloyd,

one of the nurses, who made an examination of

the right foreleg, which the little fellow held up

to him for inspection. Benny found that the

bones were slightly crushed, and that the flesh

was badly lacerated. He took the dog into the

receiving ward and dressed the limb. While he

was doing so a man named Healy, living at 630

Pine Street, came in. saying that the dogs name
was Gyp, and that it had been run over by a

wagon. Gyp was carried home, and will

brought back to the hospital again to-day

treatment.

be
for

and what he has invested the last twelve

months is hardly credible, but in the near

future he will rest on his laurels, and his

one object now is to breed a good one,

and brood bitches that have earned their

name will attract his attention.

The Dutchess Kennels, when the dogs

have finished the circuit, will take up
their new abode at Third Avenue and
Ninetieth Street. The kennels, number-
ing twelve loose stalls, were finished last

Friday week, and as one rides on the

elevated they will notice an old land-

mark called "The Old Homestead." It

is here where they will romp round and
receive many visits from their owner, and
probably the kennel will go under that

name.
Our Baltimore friend, Mr. Diffenderffer,

has got the fever again, and like all true

lovers he's bound to come. This time

he's dickering after a good bitch, and Lady
Glad.win, if she were on the market, is

just about his weight, but she's not.

I have heard it rumored in my travels

that Mr. Sears was leaving the fancy en-

tirely, and that his whole kennel was for

sale. Moreover, a party was in treaty

for the lot excepting Sir Bevidere and
Hepsey, who were a little too high for

his color. Not wishing to rely on rumors
or rush into print without consent I wrote

Mr. Sears in reference and received the

following telegram : "Owing to press of

business my kennel of eighteen St. Ber-

nards, including Sir Bedivere and Hep-
sey, are for sale."

Round Sheffield "la grippe" was pretty

prevalent, but Mr. Raper says "he never

had time to catch it."

The owner of Ch. Beaumont. Heather

Bee and Heather York rushed right into

the jaws of death at Washington. He
cannot blame anyone but himself, for did

not the Alpine stocky major tell him in

the Field that Ivanhoe was a better dog
than Beaumont, and as he on this occa-

sion was the judge, he certainly qualified

his opinion by backing it up.

Everyone can change his mind. Colonel

Ruppert, if he goes to Europe at all, will

sail on Saturday week, March 26, and
will, as already stated, meet Mr. Reick in

"Parus." The St. Bernard friends on the

other side are waiting for them, and
elbow grease is being diligently applied.

Now Messrs. Smith, Shillcock, Dutton,

Betterton, Carter and Gosling, trot out

your Marvels and Young Butes with no
high falootin Sir Hereward prices, and
maybe we will bring them both back.

St. Bernards are certainly just now on
the "qui vive," and we must not for-

get Daniel Mann, who has the honor of

the first litter by Refuge II—Cleopatra.
There were thirteen in all and eight are

living with a great look of their sire. The
pick of the litter weighs nine and one-

half pounds at a month old, and two of

them have been sold to the New York St.

Bernard Kennels. The remainder are a

very even lot with not a weed among
them.
That grand bitch Narda is expecting

every day to drop also to Refuge II. and
the interest in these two bitches is not

only confined to "Sammy and his dad,"

but mater familias I can say right here

the "hauptsacke" of the Grammercy is

Kennels and even the "lady help" has a

finger in the pie—they both sit up all

night helping the mother, looking out for

a puppy that is liable to be crushed and

thus saving the life of many a youngster.

Mrs. Mann in her motherly way knows
what is to be done at the time of need

and both Cleopatra and Narda expect her

there.

Mrs. Foote has never been the same
since losing her Mexican hairless Me Too.

and for sweetness—allow me, please—

and truncated expression she dotes upon

a bull dog. Her wish and longing desire

is at laist fulfilled, for soon a Wincobank
retrousse urchin will don the floors of

New Rochelle.
The Medford Fancy Goods Company

is now under the sole management of
Mr. Bremer, and I understand that he
will at some future date go in for bench-
ing dogs at the shows. Already plans en-

tirely different to any other benching are

in his hands, and when he does we shall

see what American enterprise can im-

prove upon the English.

"John Read" fairly opened the eyes of

the Washington committee on how a

show ought to be run. Mr. Webster, the

live secretary, is quite jubilant over the

result. The boys, I mean those who were
in it, numbered ten, and they had no oc-

casion this time to sing "The heart bowed
down," for with the assistance of No. 11,

who was Mr. German Hopkins, they
never had such a time since the jubilee.

Mr. H. H. Huckbee, a nephew of Mr.
Reick's, will on the 14th of April become
a benedict, and combined with his

brother in-law, Mr. C. A. Hetzel, start a

kennel of St. Bernards at Mount Vernon,
to be called the Metropolitan or Empire
Kennels.
Mr. Raper returned from Boston and

reported at head(iuarters Saturday. He
thinks Mr. Thayer's bitches are immense,
and should be capable of turning out

something good with the blood he has.

At the end of this month he was due to

sail back, but I understand he has cabled

for Raby Palissy to be entered at Boston

and so will defer his stay until after that

fixture.

The "Broadway squad", preparatory to

going to Pittsburg paraded from 44.

They were the admiring envy of all the

passers-by and the amount of doggy in-

telligence was so marked that it ran down
from their knees and left an impression

upon the sidewalk.
Mr. Manice is somewhat dissatisfied

with the Dachshunde judging and infers

that Mr. Raper has never judged them.

In this he is away off. Perhaps he is not

a recognized judge of the breed on the

other side, but that doesn't say at all the

shows he judges at that he has not judged
them. Whether the PoUywog, the win-

ner, is truly better is hard to say. but one
thing certain, she was in excellent coat

and comes from the right stock of the

Scarsdale strain. Her parents were nat-

urally imported, but she is an American-

bred one. Dr. Ash, her owner, is fleet

surgeon to the New York Yacht Club,

and no one was more surprised than he

himself.

Dr. T. Sherwood is perhaps the cause

of all this eruption, as it was at his ur-

gent suggestions she ever became en-

tered. That reminds me, "Doc" doesn't

feel like leaving these shores so long as

the American dollars are warming his

pockets.
It's pretty tough when one Englishman

wants to do the good Samaritan to another.

Some time since a countryman arrived

with a string of dogs, and our friend

went down to the steamer to meet him in

and give him a welcome. He even went

so far as to offer him the use of his ken-

nels or stable for a day or so till he got

settled, but, no ; the knowing blasted

Britisher with a strong Hamlet dialect

said "Aye, I have heard of you smart

Americans before."

Mr. George Bell is a strong advocate, I

believe, for spaniel trials, and probably

will enter some of his cockers. I Say

and .\mazenient are perhaps typical for

bench show form, but they must do bet-

ter than at New York if they expect to

be in the money. Have they found those

two quail yet that were in range of the

garden ?

Mr. Woodcock, manager of Sanitas

Company on this side, sails for Europe

in June.
The So-vee Leekhor. first prize winner

at New York, left the show ill. His

temperature was 104 degrees, which was

very suspicious of distemper. That ac-

counts for his being absent at Philadel-

phia.

The fox terrier Vice Regal is a son of

Rational. Mr. Astley, with his usual

precision, picked him out as a rasper.

Quick Work.
Fanciers' Piihlishini:; Co.

On July n my short ad. appeared in Joir.nal ;

on the i,th I had inquiry from K. J. .Sawyer,

Menome", Mich , for description and price; an-

swered it on the 14th ; this morning received his

check and this afternoon delivered fox terrier

pup. Yours truly, O.H.Goodrich.

Chicago, July 16, 1891.
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AMERICAN PET DOG CLUB. POULTRYaN^^IGEONS^
Result of the Anmml Me€>tln« Held In

New York Last Month.

The annual meeting of the Pet Dog

Club, acconHng to the recent change in

the conslitutio.i, was held in the Madi-

son Square Garden, New York City,

Thursday evening, February 25, 1S92, at 8

o'clock, 'the president, Mrs. Wheatleigh,

iu the chair. The following members

were present : Mrs. Wheatleigh, Mrs.

McKee, Mrs. Cnnninghain, Mrs. Ran-

dolph, Miss r.annister, Messrs. T. Farrer

Rackham, A. G. Kberhart, W. J. Fryer,

Charles Wheatleigh, A. D. Knoblauch

and E. H. Morris.

Minutes of the last meeting were read

and approved. Treasurer's report read,

accepted ami ordered on file. The offer

from the Mineola Fair Association to

hold the show with it this spring was

considered insufficient and abandoned.

Date of the annual meeting was changed

and in future will be held in the month

of February, during the days of the

Westminster Kennel Club show.

Some few changes were made in the

constitution and by-laws, but 110 import-

ant alteration took place. Miss M. A.

Hughes, of New York City, and Messrs.

A K I'otts, of Columbus, O., and M.

Rothchild, of New York City, applied for

membership. Mr. T. Farrer Hackham

proposed that there be four vice-presi-

Seuts instead of one as hitherto, namely,

one each for the North. South. Fast and

West After a lengthy discussion on tlie

subject a motion by Mr. Fryer was car-

ried that there be only three.
.

Election of officers for the ensuing

vear resulttrd as follows : President, Mrs.

Charles Wheatleigh ;
vice-presidents,

Mrs S C. Barnum, of New York City,

for the East; Mr. A. G. Eberhart. 01

Cincinnati, for the West ; Mr. A. F Ger-

man, of Louisville. Ky., for the South.

Miss Marion E. Bannister was again

unanimously elected secretary for the

third time. Treasurer. Mr W J. Fryer

Executive committee, Mr. T. 1 frrer

Rackham, Mrs. W. R- McKee Mrs bo on

Winterbottom, Mr. A. Knoblauch, the

president, secretary and treasurer • trus-

tees, Mrs. Wheatleigh. Mrs. Frank Leshe

Wilde, Mrs. A. M. Cunningham. Mrs. M.

E. Randolph and Dr. M. H. Cryer ;
dele-

gate for the American Kennel Club, Mr.

T. Farrer Rackham.
The meeting was a very enthusiastic

and successful one and the club is niak

ing great slri<les. It contemplates hold-

ing a show of toy dogs in the fall, provid-

ine some suitable building can be ob-
'

• 1 T. F. R.
tained. _*•

PRAISE FOR "THE jOLRN.M."

NOTES IN PASSING.

We hope every true fancier has read

Mr Sternberg's notes in last week's

Fanciers' Journal. The chief charm

of the latter lies in the broad and liberal

sentiments expressed therein. Such

reading is educational and makes a man

feel better disposed towards his fellow

creatures.

and get disqualified by the scorinK sys-

tem ? Do tell us. Uncle, we are fairly

yearning for the information. Might we

also whisper to you that birds have won

first prize by the score card that were

clearly disqualified. We have seen such

birds, and no doubt Mr. Felch has. Then

as an argument against comparison sys-

tem it is valueless.
»••

•*
A subscriber wants to know whether

rain hurts fowls. Uncle Boyer would

probably answer in the affirmative, as

he usually provides his fowls with um-

brellas on a rainy day, and when the

wind blows over the cuckoo's nest he

furnishes them with chest protectors. As

a rule a healthy fowl is not injured by

being in the rain, but nine times out of

ten. fowls generally know when they

have had enough open air bathing. Very

young chickens, however, had best be

kept under cover on a rainy day. A gen-

tle summer drizzle will not injure even

young chicks, but cold spring rains and

showers are dangerous.

*•
The editor of the Poultry Bulletin un-

burdens his mind in regard to the reports

of the New York show as follows :

"The Fanciers' Journai. gave the

week following the show an excellent re-

port thereof, showing co^""'^"*^*^3^^^"'

ierprise, but we cannot help calling at-

ention to the illustration of the show

room they give. We know that the cut

was origuiaUy made from a P^^otograph

of the I891 show, for use by the New 1

York World. The arrangement of the

cages also gives this away but we thought

friend Dre5enstedt too old a bird to be

caught that way."
»

Oh ! no. Brother Warner, like yourself

we are a spring chicken rapidly approach-

ing the boarding-house stage. We pub-

lished the illustration because it gave a

fair idea of the arrangement of Spratts

cages. While our esteemed contempo-

rary was unfortunate in not securing a

few illustrations of the show, it neverthe-

less published the best show report of

any of the monthly papers. We are

pleased to note a lively resurrection of

the old and popular Poultry Bulletin.

«
« *

Mr. Felch in the same journal cites an

instance where an exhibitor sold all his

red caps because he had a score card at-

tached to every bird. Now of course

comparison judging would have left this

breeder high and dry with his red caps

pining away waiting to be transferred to

other hen coops. It is a pretty story,

but we will venture a statement now that

will have the merit of being the square

truth, viz.. that a certain firm not one

hundred miles from the Quaker City, has

sold more red caps and red cap eggs than

all other breeders of that variety in the

United States combined. Not one bird

was sold on the score card. The same

firm sold over 1500 settings of eggs in

1891, yet the birds in their yards are

never exhibited, or very rarely. Now,

Mr. Felch. why is this so? This is one

of the many nuts that we propose to have

cracked before the score card can claim

credit for really saving the fancy poultry

business from absolute ruin.

Uinly not antagonistic to the A. P. A. as

some would have it. The mission of the •

League is in a new direction, and before

another year elapses we hope to see it

partiallv fulfilled. The Fanciers'

JOURNAL, not being an official organ of

the League, the A. P. A. or the specialty

clubs, shall support or condemn freely

the actions of one or all. as the case may

warrant. That our opposition to some

of the methods of the A. P. A. is not a

solitary instance will be readily seen by

reading the following remarkable article

from the pen of George T. Pitkin in the

Fanciers' Gazette:

"It is rumored that there is a move on

foot to organize a new poultry associa-

t?on in thi West, which shall be entirely

independentoftheA. P. A., and which

will admit members only from the states

west of the east line of Ohio. It is pro-

nosed that this new association be organ-

ized in a manner similar in some respects

o the A. P. A., and that it shall issue a

standard of its own which shall more

closelv represent the views of western

breeders than does the one now m gen-

eral use. In other words, it IS proposed

to withdraw from the A. P. A. entirely."

•*

*
• *

TheCiMtUlHniof the >'cw York Uench

Show Highly C onimonfled.

Editor Fancikr.s' Journal.

You are to be congratulated and your

praises sounded loud with horn and cym-

bals for the very fair, impartial and com-

plete critique of the different breeds of

dogs benched at the last New York show.

Your comments, uoticeably fox terriers,

present an intelligtrut. careful and minute

examination of each dog that was re-

warded a pri/e or received mention, and

I notice whvre some papers have over-

looked bad faults in the prize winners

Thk Fancikks' JoiKNAL «as vcrv care-

ful to speak of them. This is what all

impartial people a<lmire, and this is what

your readers who cannot attend shows to

see for themselves must have. VVithout

fear or favor is vour motto, and this enti-

tles you to unstinted praise and com-

mends your paper to all.

It will not be a great while ere The
FvNCiKRS" Joi-RNAL will take a big long

stride and will be known as the leading

dog paper in the United States. 1 HE

ToVRNAL IS progressive and energetic,

and I would be willing to bet five to one

that next vear the awards and comments

„n the winiurs at the Westminster show

will be given to your subscribers the

same week that the show is held, and I

also wc.uM be willing to bet two to one

that I win my bet. Who wants to take

me up? Yours truly. Al>MlRKR.

PHii.AKKi.riiiv, Marcli 13.

Mr. Felch in the Ohio Poultry Journal

states: "That the comparison system

leads to ignoring the standard cannot be

denied, when it is true that whole classes

with half-bred males win first prizes, and

not a specimen in color that is described

by the standard ; and this occurred in

three of the four exhibitions named, with

a third purse given to this same half-

bred in the New York exhibition. This

is nothing; as the comparison system

propo^es. there will, as in England, be

uo pretense of being governed by any

standard. Personal caprice will rule,

and, as in New York, first prizes will go

to birds the standard of the A. P. A.

disqualifies."

I. K. Felch, in the Iowa Poultry Jour-

nal, remarks

:

"The lieht Brahmas should have, and

did once have, a broad skull -hich

over-arched the eyes. They had a full

?hroat. If they fail in this-if m«etv-five

in one hundred fail-then should not

ninetv-five in one hundred be cut in head

?n iudeine is the question. What right

ha^ aS to pass head as perfect when

thiy all have Ihese evils and therefore

faults in the standard description. We

have sa^d this is a hardy race. Is it not

a fict that the specimens with this broad

skull and full throat lay eggs and beget

terms that secure the hatching of a

g^r percentage of the eggs ? Then why

in judging ignore this- and fail to cut

where a deficiency appears?

**
We endorse most emphatically the

above description of the Brahma head,

and wish to add that at those "infernal

comparison shows of Philadelphia and

New York such a bird won first at both

places. Now, we believe, Uncle Isaac

says comparison judging ignores the

standard. After reading the above re-

marks by Mr. Felch we come to the con-

clusion that the boot is on the other leg.

•

* »

If Uncle Isaac Felch really believes

the above, and expects others to believe

it, we should strongly advise him to rise

up and explain what he means. Such

random charges are exceedingly danger-

ous. In the first place it is folly to assert

that comparison judging leads to ignor-

ing the standard. If it were true, why

all judges, including Mr. Felch, would

be guilty, for fall shows are always judged

by comparison. Does Mr. Felch ignore

the standard when judging at these

shows ?

•••

Where are these half-bred males that

win first prizes by comparison judges

The Fanciers' Journal has been

compelled to criticise adversely the ac-

tion of the ruling spirits of the A. P. A.

more than once. To oppose the old

society in any way is to bring forth

the unqualified wrath of its champions.

The latter are hasty enough to attri-

bute all sorts of diabolical motives to the

paper or person who dares even tread on

Iheir coat tails. It is well known that

the old methods cannot prevail much

longer, for the poultry fraternity has

progressed in intelligence and grown m
membership. A representative associa-

tion must be the hub from which radiate

the spokes that are encircled by the en-

tire North, South. East and West. The

personal ambitions of men must be sacri-

ficed and only those selected who are the

choice of the country at large. It is ob-

vious that the existing methods of hol^

ing meetings and elections do not secure

such desirable results. The clamor for a

national association has been great since

1876 The formation of the League of

American Poultrymen at New York is a

good thing for the fraternity. This

league will be representative and cer-

This is certainly a cool and audacious

proposition. The western breeders must

have a standard of their own to suit their

birds and views. The reason for this as

given by Mr. Pitkin is as follows:

"The breeders at the head of this

movement give many reasons why it is

advisable that a new association be

?ormed and why it is for the interest of

aU western breeders to join them in this

new departure. It is cl^^'^f^^^^^^^^.^y

forming the association referred to that the

Kenfe trade in Pure-bred poultry hat

now goes from the West to the East will be

heldIn the West and <listributed among

Sur western breeder, who will thus^ en-

abled to reap something of a reward for

Set efforts^ It is claimed that every year

many thousands of birds are Purchased

S the East by western breeders when

much better birds could be purchased

nearer home for less money. It is also

claimed that there is an element in the

Eas?^ connected with the A. P- A^which

£ bound to rule or ruin, and that de-

mands that all general or public interest

^^sacrified for the sake of some cranky

individual whim of their own. The

statement is also made that the "compari-

son Sng" idea, which now seems to

be quhe popular in the East, is danger-

ous to the welfare of all true fanciers

that it is a retrograde movement which

>^ll prove harmful in the extreme 4o all

breec?eTs The broad statement is also

made that this dangerous eastern element

is usine the A. P. A. as a means to ad-

vance their own personal interests re-

gardless of the results to the larger ma-

foritv of breeders in this country. Many

other reasons are given why this western

^S^ciltion should be ^rmed and why

every western breeder should join it.

Whether it is advisable for western breed-

ers to take this step is a question which

s?ouW be thoroughly discussed before

anv definite move is made.
«

» •

Broad and liberal planks for a new

platform indeed ! Sectional feeling will

be aroused to the detriment of the entire

poultry business. True fanciers will de-

precate such a movement most emphat-

ically. ^

The article condnues : "The writer

learned of this move by accident and is

therefore not at liberty to give the names

of the parties connected therewith, but

will state that the originators are some of

our very best fanciers who have never

held an office in the A. P. A., and who

would not accept an office if tendered

them."
* *

It is a pity that the names of these

"very best fanciers" must remain un-

known for the present. Their motives

however, are most eloquently expressed

in the concluding paragraph :

"If a certain amendment to ^h^consti^

tution and by-laws of the A. P. A. is

adopted at Los Angeles, and under their

amendment a certain member of the A.

P. A. should be elected president the

great American Poultry Association

would die a natural death before his term
of office would expire. In such case a

new national association would be formed
which would render the proposed west-

ern association entirely unnecessary. The
fact is that the member introducing this

monstrosity in not the author of it, but
is simply being used by a person who has
been working for the presidency of the

A. P. A. for years, and who knows that

his only hope is to have the A. P. A. con-

stitution so changed that the ghosts and
skeletons of 'cfead meviders' of the asso

ciation who never attend a meeting may
be use«l to boost him into an office whicn
he would disgrace, and which event

would surely disrupt the A. P. A. It is

to l)e hoped, however, that the meeting
at Los Angeles will 'nip this thing in the

bud' and render the election of this dis-

turber impossible."
*

Thus we see that the new western asso-

ciation is to be formed to punish one man
who wants to be president of the A. P. A.

and who has a lot of amendments ready

to be adopted. Well, the amendments

were not adopted at Los Angeles, and

Mr. Scudder. the author, can in the

meantime reflect on the position the gen-

tlemen from tlie West, those "very best

fanciers," have placed him in. If Mr.

Pitkin's article does not draw attention

it will not be his fault. He has bluntly

and unmistakably issued a manifesto.

We await the results with peculiar inter-

est *
The next election of the A. P. A.

officers means an eastern president and a

western secretary. The Fanciers' Jour-

nal suggests that the A. P. A. would do

a graceful act in acknowledging the

powerful, loyal and at times somewhat

reckless work in its interest of the most

noted character in the American fancy,

by making him the next president. We
refer to I. K. Felch, of Natick, Mass.

Uncle Isaac never sought the office, and

for all we know may frown on our sug-

gestion, nevertheless let the office seek

the man for a change.
»

«

Will there be two meetings of the A.

P. A. in 1893? If so, when and where?

Chicago certainly claims one of them in

October.
•*•

Why not give Canada a chance to enter-

tain the A. P. A.? No truer fanciers can

be found than across the border, and

these same fanciers have so often nobly

supported the poultry shows in the

States that the great and onlv A. P. A.

should favor them with its presence. We
know of the big vote that will go that

way if the A. P. A. really considers Can-

ada as an available place.

• «

We are indebted to the Woodside Poul-

try Yards for a very neat circular of the

specialties raised there. The proprietor,

W. J. Andrus, is young in years but old

in experience. His fine display of Indian

games at the Philadelphia show created

much favorable comment. He won first

on cockerel at Philadelphia and first on

breeding pen also, the latter again win-

ning first at the New York show. He

also breeds that grand French fowl the

La Fleche, single comb white Leghorns

and Pekin bantams. His circular is free

to all.

» *

Uncle Boyer is spinning some stiff yarns

in the Ohio Poultry Journal. His refer-

ence to spirits leads us to think that our

misguid d friend is sadly in need of a

spiritual adviser.

*

In the same paper Boyer makes a plea

for the good old common hen, and ad-

vises farmers not to sell ofif one hundred

good laying common hens in order to

buy ten thoroughbreds, and advises grad-

ing up the future flocks by using thor-

oughbred males. This is gootl advice for

farmers that really have good laying hens,

no matter how common they are, but we
believe the average farmer will do best to

kill or sell off his one hundred hens and

invest in ten thoroughbreds. It will give

him a better idea of the value of poultry

to begin with, and consequently better

care will be given to the fowls. With
better care conies better results, and the

farmer that once looked upon the old

hen as a necessary evil will regard her in

the future as a most interesting and valu-

able necessity. Nothing exceeds in

beauty, in pleasure and in profit a well-

kept flock of thoroughbred fowls. Boy-

cott the dunghill, especially that unfor-

tunate, nondescript, useless and ugly

barn yard rooster.

« »

Experienced advertisers always select

a paper that has an exclusive field of its

own. The Fanciers' Journal is just

such a paper.

Breeders who have eggs to sell in lim-

ited quantities should patronize our

classified advertising columns. Twenty

cents per line for first insertion and fif-

teen cents per line for all subsequent in-

sertions is both effective and cheap ad-

vertising. Remember these classified

columns are eagerly read by thousands

of our readers.

« •

Poultry Topics, a new poultry paper,

has just issued its fourth number, and

shows unmistakable signs of being con-

ducted by a liberal and progressive pub-

lisher. It is well printed on excellent

paper, and the selection of matter shows

discrimination in favor of a national and

broad policy.

« *

This reminds us that a poultry paper

is a newspaper, and not an organ of any

variety or association. The Fanciers'

Journal prints all the news and all

opinions whether favorable or unfavora-

ble to its editorial comments.

• «

When a society of intelligent but unso-

phisticated young fanciers are bam-

boozled sufficiently by a notorious poul-

try shark to boycott all new breeds, it re-

minds us of the dark ages when civiliza-

tion was at a standstill and all innova-

tions looked upon as criminal. In the

language of Uncle Isaac, "Bah !"

IN REGARD TO MR. HALE.

Mr. J. E. Dougherty Relates an
Incident.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Frank Hale's attack upon H. P. Clarke

in a recent issue of The Journal recalls

to mind a little circumstance which may
be of interest to those of your readers who
really desire to judge between the char-

acters of these two men.

At the Richmond, Ind., show last year,

where Mr. Hale acted as secretary, there

was a $5 special prize offered in the ken-

nel department by Messrs. Ganse & Bis-

sell, of Richmond. This prize was

awarded in its proper place by the judge

of the department. Mr. Hale gave his

lady friend iXM order for the special, it

was carried off by her and the person to

whom the special was awarded was de-

frauded out of it. The lady, it may be

well to mention here, had no entries in

the kennel department. As I do not wish

to bring others into this matter I will

not mention any more names, but we
have them and can produce them. And
furthermore, we can refer to any officer

or member of the defunct Central Indi-

ana Poultry and Pet Stock Association

who was present at that show, and we
think the standing of H. P. Clarke will

compare verv favorably with that of

Hale.
'

J
Lotus, Ind., March 9,

I expect to make a favorable showing.
I think so much of them that I expect to

make a show of them at Flaster in our
large show window, and also in the fall

at our country fair.

Of my white Plymouth Rocks I have
a pair left, also a pair of white W'yan-
dottes. but the Red caps and S. L.
Wyandottes but a single bird of each
breed. If you can say a good word for

the Sherwoods you can use my name as

a reference. Samuel S. Long.
York, Pa., March 8, 1892.

E. D.

Arbitrary Legislation.

That bright and invaluable periodical,

Printer's Ink, contains the following:

What a Boy Writes.

An editor receives many letters from

men and women of many minds. These

letters are frequently interesting and sin-

cere ;
sometimes they partake of the

flavor of "taffy" or "smearkase" and

occasionally a few smell of brimstone.

There is nothing in the letter line that

touches an editor more deeply than the

honest and plain words contained in the

letter from a boy or girl. The following

is an example :

DEAR Mr. Editor :-I thauk you so very much
for vour kindness in answering about my Wyan-

dottes, and am very happy to know they will

be all right. I like your paper better than any I

have ever seen. It helps me so much with my
chickens and pigeons. Have tried lots of things

suggested in Thk Journ.xl and have always

been benefited by them. My papa says U was

very kind of you. too, for taking the trouble to

answer a bovs letter. I wish you all that is

good. JO*'-

Philadklphia, Pa., March 12, 1S92.

We can assure our young friend that it

i
is a pleasure to answer all such letters as

INTESUEK TO KILL COITNTRV PAPERS.

One of the bills recommended by the National

Editorial Association of the United States, in a

circular is«-ued by its secretary, under date of

February 15, 1892. contains the following clause :

"The right to mail sample copies, except at the

rate of one cent for every four ounces or fraction

thereof, payable as aforesaid, shall be absolutely

denied to any newspaper or periodical the pub-

lisher of which iV directly or indirectly advertised

in such publication."

This clause means a great deal, and it is prob-

able that it will not be adopted before a discus-

sion has l>een had of its full significance. If it

becomes a law. the country editor will have to

cease announcing his willingness to do job

printing, and the editor of the Poultry Journal

will have to sell his hen.

We certainly agree with our contempo-

rary. If such a bill ever becomes a law

it means death to many country and

class papers. It may increase the circula-

tion of the great dailies and weeklies

that have nothing to sell, but how about

Harpers, Scribners. the agricultural and

poultry papers that invariably advertise

publications and even merchandise which

IS a part of their business. Must they be

deprived of this source of revenue ? In a

nutshell, if the publishers of Harpers'

Magazine wish to advertise their numer-

ous publications, they must patronize a

rival publication, and vice versa. If a

kennel or poultry publisher wishes to

sell a dog or hen. he must seek a rival

paper's columns. Such a law may be

acceptable to wise men that constitute

the National FMitorial Association, to the

publishers of thousands of periodicals

never. While we do not believe in any

periodical being used as a personal sale

organ of the publisher, the injustice of

the proposed law is too palpably appar-

ent. It should be amended or killed.

To Revise the Standard.

The following committees were appoint-

ed at the A. P. A. meeting held in Los
Angeles. Cal., February 12, 1S92. to re-

vise the American Standard of Perfection :

Light Brahmas—Philander Williams, Taun-
ton, Mass.; I. K. Kelch. Natick, Mass.; George
Purdue, East Orange, N. J.; Iv C. Comey, Sum-
merville, Mass.; George V. Fletcher, Belmont,
Mass.
Dark Brahmas—Newton Adams. Utica. N. Y.;

C. A. Sweet. Buffalo, N. Y.; H. A. Mansfield.
Waltham. Mass.; Charles K. Harkcr, San Jose,

I

Cal.; H. A Bridge, Columbus, ().

lUiKK COCHI.NS—George K. Peer, Rochester, N.

Y.; C. H.Johnson, Kushville, Ind.; I. K. Felch,

Natick. Mass.; H. A. Bridne, Columbus, ().; A.

P. Hazard, Georgetown, S. C.

Partrii>gk Cochins — George W. Mitchell,

Bristol, Conn; J. B. Foote. Norwood Park, 111.;

Philander Williams, Taunton, Mass.; H. C. G.

Bals, Indianapolis, Ind.; B. N. Pierce, Indianap-
olis. Ind.
White and Black Cochins — lieorge W.

Mitchell, Bristol, Conn.; W. T. Fenloii. Chicago.

HI; C. B. Cage. Shelbyville. Ind; F W. Hitch-

cock. Greenleaf, Kan.; U. K. Nichols, Monroe,
Conn.
Langshans—F. W. Underbill, Oyster Bay. N.

Y.; F. L. Sewell, Evanston, ill.; I. K. Felch.

Natick. Mass.; Ross A. Smith, Charleston, S. C;
H. G. Keesling, San Jose, Cal.

Red Caps—O. K. Sharp. Lock port. N.Y.;B.
T. Pace, Salem, Ind.; B. N. Pierce, Indianapolis.

Ind.; J. Y. Bicknell, Buffalo, N. Y.; G. O. Brown,
Baltimore, Md.
Games Malay and Game Bantams—Sharp

BuUerfield, Windsor, Can.; R. T wells. Montmtv
renci, Ind.; H. A. Bridge, Columbus. O.; I. K.

Felch, Natick, Mass.; G. O. Brown. Baltimore,

Md.
Hamuukgs—John Lovell. Jr.. Chestnut Hill.

Mass.; A. J. Tuck, Nashua, N. H.; D. Penning-

ton, Patterson. N. J.; J. Y. Bicknell. Buffalo, N.

Y.; George W. Chidsey, Klmira. N. Y.

Leghorns ani> Spanish—E. H. Kna'ip, Fa-

bius, N. Y.; Charles McCIave. New London, O.;

B. A. Fox. Island, Va.; Charles R. Harker, San
Jose, Cal.; James Forsyth, Owego, N. Y.

Dorkings—Henry Hales, Ridgewood. N. J. ;

George H. Warner, New York Mi Is, N. Y.; F. A.

Mortimer, Pottsville, Pa.; B. N. Pierce, Indian-

apolis, Ind.; J. Y. Bicknell. Buffalo, N. Y.
Wyandottes—J. H. Drevenstedt, Beverly. N.

J; Sid Conger, Flat Rock, Ind; E. B.Thompson,
Amenia, N. Y.;S. Tyler, Pasadena. Cal.; A. A.

Fillebrown, Ayer Junction, Mass.
Plymouth Rocks—G. O. Brown, Baltimore.

Md.; J. H. Thompson, Jr.. Paterson, N. Y.; Geo.

T. Pitkin, Chicago, ifl.; P. H. Scudder, Glen
Head, N. Y.; E. B. Thompson, Amenia. N. Y.

MiNORCAS— P:. a. Pierce, Indianapolis, Ind.;

D A. Nichols, Monroe, Conn.; F. A.Mortimer.
Pottsville, Pa ; H. M. Fales, La Salle. N. Y.; Wil-

lard Knapp, Fabius, N. Y.

JAVAS—J. Y. Bicknell, Buffalo. N. Y.; B. N.
Pierce. Indianapolis, In<l.; G. O. Brown, Balti-

more. Md.; Sharp BuUerfield, Windsor, Can.;

Charles McClave New Loudon. <).

Polish—Charles McClave, New London, O.;

Colonel R. J Hamilton, Springfield, Mass; W.
T Fonda. Rochester, N. Y : H. M. Thomas,
Camden. Del.; W. A. Jeffry, Wisconsin.
Fkknch—James Forsyth. Owego, N. Y.; George

A. Butters, Oak Park. 111.: George Seeger, Jr.,

Lafayette, Ind.; S. C. Aldnch, Hyde Park, Mass.;

James T. Brown, Los Angeles. Cal.

Bantams other than Games—H. S. Bai>cock.

Providence, R. I.; F Ziinmer, Gloversville, N.

Y • F. W. Gaylor. yu 'gue, N. Y : T. Farrer

Rackham. East Orange, N. J.; I. N. Baker.

Thornton. Ind.
TuRKEYS-L. N.Baker, Thornton. Ind.; Charles

McClave, New London. O.; Mrs. J. B. Howe,
KenUand, Ind.; H. A. Brown. Pawtucket, R. I.;

Mrs. A. L. Smith, Princeton Ind.

Water Fowls—H. A. Bridge, Columbus. O.;

E P. Cloud. Kennett Stjuart. Pa.; W. H. Todd.

Vermillion, O.; H. G. C. Bals, Indianapolis, Ind.;

John D. Mercer, Los Angeles, Cal.

Frizzles, Rvmpless. Silkies. Rissians. Etc.

—I K Felch. Natick. Va.-^!-: B. -N. Pierce, In-

dianapolis, Ind.; J. Y. Bicknell, Buffalo. N. Y.;

G. O. Brown, Baltimore, Md.; S. BuUerfield,

Windsor, Conn.

Praise for the Sherwoods.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Last March (1891) I bought of W.

Atlee Burpee & Co. six vSherwood eggs,

six white Plymouth Rock eggs, six white

Wyandotte eggs, six S. L. Wyandottes,

gave them to failliful hens with the fol-

lowing results : Six Sherwood chicks,

—The London Live Stock Journal

quotes from an old liook printeil in 1727

by Professor Brabley, a botanist at Cam-
bridge University. Here is his di.stinction

between fowls aiid birds: A fowl always

leads its voung ones to the meat, and a

bird carries the meat to its young. For

this reason we find fowls always make
their nest on the ground, while birds, for

the most part, build their nesls aloft, so

then, common poultry are fowls. He
says that he has known a common poultry

hen to lay thirty eggs before wanting to

sit. He used the'term pullcii for hens and

pullet for voung half-grown femalt- chick-four white Pivmouth Rocks, two white

Wvandottes, 'two S. L. Wyandottes. ' ens. He says that the flesh of white-feath-

Of these all of the Sherwoods matured,
\

ered and white-legged chickens is the

.=, c» p.^c...... -- — ^ . pvnrpssed 1 but lost one of them this winter with ; most delicate, tender and digfstihle. and
he refers to, and we

^^'^y^^ °^^^" ^jP'^^
roup the other five are beautiful birds, that of dark fowls hot and stin.ulaln.g He

^^^S" T^rl k^MFRS' OUrI^I wouW
,

ouTliens and one Cock. They were the especially praises the flesh of the game
read Thr Fanciers Journal worn i

^^^ take breed as white and tender, but a hnns that

:i"'write'rori arVdes'gi^g t^^^^ e"xl I extuent' care of themselves, even when
1

the fowls fight so much that it is difficult

periences with fowls, pigeons or pet stock
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COMPARISON OR SGORI GARB.

Not a Question of Preference, but

One of Facts.

BY NEW YORK.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

You know full well that the writer has

always and is at this time in full favor of

the score card. You also kuow that for

years I have been an exhibitor at the

leading shows both East and West. You
will also know from our talk at the late

New York show that I took special pains

to watch the results of their methods of

awarding prizes under comparison judg-

ing, as it is called (but I will call it

personal judgment for illustration). I

shall try to make these papers on this

subject of such a character that they may
be of benefit, and will now plainly say

that all errors I may mention are my
personal opinion, just as it was the opin-

ion of the person who made the awards.

There has been much said on both
sides, for and against each method. I

have had a hand in it, but now shall try
to show one vital point as to whether the
proper awards can be made better by
score or personal judgment. Judging of
all kinds is governed more or less by
comparison. We have seen birds scored
by the most competent judges at one
show where the general quality was only
medmm, and the same birds in better
condition a month later did not score so
well, in fact stood third to birds that did
not score any better than they did the
month before, and we can assure your
readers that the judge was of high qual-
ity, and he told us himselfthat the higher
grade of stock had its influence at all

times. Can this be other than compari-
son ? Some would say the judge was at
fault, but this is not a fact. There is not
a man living but who is influenced by his
surroundings. Take a well-dressed man
into the company of people in full dress
and he will at once compare his appear-
ance with theirs. Take the very best ex-
pert and let him grade a train load of
grain to first, second and third, then
shift the train, set in some higher grade
and he will regrade the whole lot, and no
one would think of questioning his ability

or his honor.
The standard itself is made or formed

by comparisons. When first compiled it

was better than the specimens it illus-

trated or descril>ed, soon it was found by
comparing its description that the form
must be improved, for the birds were
ahead of the model, so from time to time
by the ability of comparison the forms
have been improved, latterly hardly time
is allowed for the books to be printed be-
fore someone who has very strong per-
ceptive power begins to compare the
work and find weak points in it.

The true ponit at issue is, will the
specimens be as well judged and the
awards as properly made by personal
judgment as by the standard form of
judgitig? and to answer this we must
take several points that bear on the sub-
ject.

No doubt some men are very much
better judges than others, but when such
men as Felch and Pierce differ on the
application of our standard, does it not
become a matter of personal judgment.
It has happened but seldom that two ex-
perts have scored the same specimen the
same number of points, but no case has
come to our notice when the cuts, section

by section, have l)een the same. Now to be
sure which is right must be settled by who?
If we as individuals, then it is still per-
sonal opinion ; if by law or rules other
than the standard guide, then those who
apply the rules become as machines that
work in a guiding groove. None of us
would prefer this, so the whole matter
comes to this, the score card must be
made by the judge according to his best
personal judgment, and is a specimen of
his judgment via score card.

At the National Exhibition at Indian-
apolis sonic years ago, quite a difference
of opinion arose as to the awards by score
card. These same troubles cropped out
a year or two later at Toleda. No better

was the result at New York in 1885, also

1890, and at Buffalo in 1889 the matter

grew no better, and all the time these
diflFerences lay between and among the
highest quality of expert judges, each the
champion of his own personal opinion.
We have before us the score of a breed-

ing pen of five birds, scored by two ex-
pert judges, on none of the specimens do
they agree, and in our opinion both were
right, for they like all men, were influ-

enced by personal opinions and their
surroundings. Uncharitable people would
cry dishonest. Not so in the least, they
were both perfectly honest in their opin-
ions, and made the record accordingly.
The large number of complaints m the

last ten years, and open claims of dissat-

isfaction proves that many have ques-
tioned the certainty of the score card.

These complaints have not been centered
in any one direction, all who have judged
have had their share of these burdens to
bear, all of which were the outcome of a
difference of personal opinion as to the
standard. Who was in the wrong, can
anyone tell ? As all will agree that the
score card as made by different judges
differ as their opinions differ, so we are
forced to concede that this method is a
matter of personal judgment of the one
who applies the method.
Take Mr. Parker's letter in your Feb-

ruary 2oth number, he takes the grounds
that Philadelphia's show could have been
judged by the score card. Most cer-

tainly it could, but the management elect-

ed it should be otherwise. This was
well known long before the exhibition,
it was even made known what variety

each man should pass upon, so no one
could go to this point to display his stock
without full knowledge beforehand just

how it was to be, so no one has any right
to take exceptions to the methods of a
management who tell so plainly before-

hand how it will be, and who live so close

to their promises, but Mr. Parker or any-
one who can should try to tell us whether
the results were equally as satisfactory at

Philadelphia as at his January shoAS
mentioned. We shall try to show some
such points in these papers.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

Must Fowls Have Salt?
Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

Some time ago the above question

was asked, and as much as referred to

me for an answer. From my exj)erience

I am convinced that an excess of salt is

injurious

chickens,
and almost certain death to

They can endure, and as much
as the physical economy needs, must
have, a certain quantity of chloride of
sodium ; but this should be fed in im-
perceptible quantities, for the rule is that

the tissues gather enough sodium supply
out of the food to answer all purposes for

the uses of that mineral in the blood and
body.

It seems to act with even more vehe-
mence upon fowls than almost any other
creature. Hogs, we are aware, can neither

endure it, but the salt is not .so rapidly
fatal in them in an overdose as in fowls.

In fact, chloride of sodium is a poison,

and produces dangerous symptoms in

overdoses at all times.

The other day a lady told me that she
had poured out a quantity of table corn
which the cook had "over salted" and
could not be eaten. She noticed a few of

her fowls eat it, and next day was sur-

prised to find those birds all dead. The
same with a friend of mine whose mother
had emptied out some mackerel wash-
ings, which the birds ate, among them a
fine Leghorn male I had loaned him.
Next morning all were found dead that

had eaten the refuse.

Altogether, in both these instances,

the quantity of salt consumed should
hardly have produced dangerous condi-
tions, yet every bird died which had
eaten of it. The cases demonstrate that

fowls cannot bear but a minute quantity
of chloride of sodium, and that they are

very susceptible to its influence. I should
say that as an extra addition to the feed

they do not need it, and besides there is

great danger of killing* the entire flock.

As a physiological or rather chemical
constituent of the body tissue, the bird's

economy needs it, but the quantity will

be supplied sufficiently as held in solu-

tion in the food elements.
The chemico-physiological action un-

dergoing sufficient change to cause death
I am somewhat in doubt, and wish to

make more decisive observations from
post-mortems. • Dr. W. F. Roth.
Florin, Lancaster County, Pa., P«b. 29.

theThe Indianapolis Show and
Aots of Its Officers.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
For the sake of the reputation and

good name of Indiana fanciers in gen-

eral, I sought to cover up and keep
quiet the misdeeds of the late Executive

Committee of the Indiana State Poultry

Association. But since their shameless
secretary has insisted upon parading
those things before the public it is now
time to give a full history of the case.

Their first bit of crookedness appeared
sometime before the show. The special
prizes for the game department were all

secured by the Indiana Game Club and
were controlled entirely by this organi-
zation. The State Poultry Association
had nothing whatever to do with those
prizes. In spite of this fact the Execu-
tive Committee of the poultry association

tried to appropriate $80 worth of those
prizes, and did place them in the pre-

mium list so they could be won on varie-

ties other than game. But during the
show, when Bob Hale tried to collect one
of those misappropriated prizes, he found
that his association order was no good,
for the prize had already been paid upon
presentation of the original game club
order. My name as secretary of thejGame
Club was signed to the order. On ac-

count of this signature that committee
drew up their interesting resolution to

"have no further dealings" with me.
Quite a needless precaution, for aside

from spoiling some of their tricky little

schemes to get what did not belong to

them, I had nothing whatever to do with
the committee, and by the way it is in-

teresting to note that the men whom
Hale used fbr references as to my char-
acter are members of that same commit-
tee, a gang with which I do not mix at

all and ijever did. So, if there are any
who really wish to investigate "this

man Clarke's standing" they can proba-
bly get more trustworthy information
from the game fanciers of this section

than from the men named by Mr. Hale.

It is easy to guess what the game
breeders think of that committee, and in

order to show how those men are viewed
by the general poultrymen of the state it

will be necessary to give only one
sample, and an extract from a communi-
cation written to Mr. Whitsell by John
Bennett, the old black Spanish fancier :

"Rah for your spunk. Go for the fr—ds.

'The fire caused the financial ruin .' The
dogs and officers caused it."

Mr. Whitfield's Indian games were not

judged. Aside from any real testimony
the list of awards tells the story in a way
that cannot be gainsaid. I asked Mr.
Pierce why it was that all the prizes were
not awarded on cock and on breeding
pen, and he told me that the judges
Knew of no more entries. He knew of
the Whitfield exhibit but had forgotten

about them, and in placing the awards
he had in mind only the entries of Has-
let, Milhouse and Maish.
So there were 1014 birds in the show,

were there? Well, there were less than
630 chickens outside the game depart-

ment, which represents the smallest non-
game exhibit ever held in this city.

These figures are not from any padded
record in which breeding pens are given

numbers aside from the specimens they
contain. It is an actual show room
count, and includes even the four-legged

freak, the bantam in the "happy family"
and the dead chicken in the owl's cage.

Financially, as well as in other respects,

the show was a rank failure. The game
men paid their own judge, while the

association got all the income and then
wasted almost enough on the hire of
superfluous judges to have paid their

prizes in full. As it was, they paid sev-

enteen cents on the dollar. Mr. A. A.

Whitesell, a game fancier of this city,

has brought suit against the association

for the full amount of his prizes, and un-
less these prizes are paid within the next
few days there will be an auction sale of

coops out this way. The State Poultry
Association is in the soup, the Central

Indiana is deeply immersed in consomme
and both baptismal rites were performed
iu the name of Hale. H. P. Clarke,

Secretary Indian Game Club.

Indianapolis, Ind., Harch 7.

Largely Due to Leghorns.

Many people say : "Hens don't pay."

By asking them a few questions you will

find out why they don't. Here in Steu-

ben County, N. v., I have kept an ac-
count of the eggs from my flock for the
last four years. This year we had 56
hens, of which 6 were killed during the
fall, and from April 20 to November 20
we got 4817 eggs. The first two years of
the four we had all Plymouth Rocks and
mixed breeds and but eight Leghorns,
and for the last two we have had more
Leghorns, and this year nearly all are
Leghorns, and this fact I think accounts
for an increase in the number of eggs.
The number for the four years is as fol-

lows :

No. hens. Year. £kK*-
50 1888 4716
50 1889 4417
50 1890 5384
56 1891 7576

The following is the number per month,
with the average price

:

Average
No. Average Average price

hens, per day. per hen. per doz.
January . . 333 10 23-31 5 53-56 26 12-13
February . 542 19 10-28 9 38-56 lo 11-45
March ... 879 28 11-31 15 39-56 18 3-58
April . . . 1057 35 7-30 18 49-56 15
May .... 1017 32 25-31 17 55-56 16 9-1

1

June . . . 848 28 8-30 15 8-56 16 9-20

July .... 815 26 9-31 14 31-56 16 21-40

August . . 753 24 9-31 13 25-56 16 13-41

September 685 22 25-30 12 13-56 18

October . . 297 9 18-31 5 17-56 19 15-22

November 60 2 i 4-56 None sold
December . 290 9 11-31 5 10-56 24 11-25

7576 20 296-365 135 16-56 18

Seven thousand five hundred and sev-

enty-six eggs, or 631'^ dozens, at 18

cents per dozen, amounts to |i 13.64 or

$2 02 13-14 per hen. Of the feed I did
not keep an exact account, but it amount-
ed to nearly 120 bushels of oats, wheat
and buckwheat mixed, so as to make it

worth 50 cents per bushel, or |6o for the
feed.—M. S. Woodruff in Rural New
Yorker.

Silver Duckwing Game.
F. H. GRAVES.

No one who has ever seen a flock of

well-bred silver duckwing game hens

upon a green lawn will deny that they

were strikingly beautiful. Nothing in

the domestic fowl races can outshine the
duckwing, whether of the silver or gol-

den varieties. The silver cock, with its

white hackle, back and saddle, contrast-

ing with the black breast, under parts,

iridescent wing bar and tail takes the
pastry for good looks. When well-bred
he should have no black or even dark
stripes in hackle or saddle, says the
standard, though such cocks are scarce

and far between. The breast should be
black clear up to the throat, including
the thigh to the hock joint. The hackle,

back and saddle should not only be free

from black stripes but must be silvery

white, not brassy. The under parts must
be exempt from spots or blotches of any
other color. The hen, silvery grey, with
stripey hackle and fawn breast is extreme-
ly neat when coupled with good shape.

When properly selected the silver

duckwing will breed as true to color as

any flock of black reds—so true that the

uniformity in a flock of these hens is

sometimes marvellous. The great trouble

in breeding duckwings is in properly se-

lecting the hens. The breast is usually

too dark—too much on the robin-breasted

order. It should be a pale salmon in-

stead. Any inclination to sandy or ruddy
wing sides should be sedulously avoided.

In nine cases out of ten where one fails

to get good colored males the fault is in

the females. If the breeder wishes to

blot out the brassy tinge in males he
should never, under any circumstances,

use a golden or black-breasted red cock
for "fresh blood" or to secure "closer

feather." That old humbug has been ex-

ploded long ago. Close feathers can be

secured and kept by using only pure sil-

ver males. When a good strain is se-

cured the owner should not be afraid of

in -breeding—that what the silver duck-
wing needs. But it should be properly

done. No promiscuous in-breeciing, but
intelligent, careful in-breeding. The
writer has bred in line a flock of these

fowls since 1880, and they are to-day

larger, stronger and more vigorous than
when I secured them, to say nothing of
uniformity in color.

Keep a red eye iu both cock and hen,

avoid soft mealy feathers, keep the fe-

males bright in color, see that the cock's

sickles and coverts are narrow, breed to

a fixed shape, and there will be pleasure

in it for the true fancier, while he per-

fects a strain of the handsomest fowls of

all the standard game varieties.
i

DISEASES OF POULTRY.

BY DR. W. F. ROTH.

AI<I< RIGHTS RESERVED.

PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES.— II.

The diseases to which poultry is sub-

ject are largely due to lack of precau-

tionary measures. The saying goes, that

"an ounce of prevention is worth a pound
of cure," and if put iu practice is to the

practical poultryman the most appropri-

ate motto with which to decorate his hen
house, and cannot fail to bring profitable

returns. If, however, precaution is not

found on the programme of daily work
of the breeder or fancier, it matters not

how nluch enthusiasm, how much other

fowl knowledge he may possess, or how
many "Poultry Doctors" he may own,

his chicken experience will be fraught

with disappointment of almost daily oc-

currence. Precaution is the first factor

to success to the poultryman who has an

eye to business.

Its operation begins right where the

business begins, and that is in selecting

the site and model for the poultry house.

Little can be hoped from one who
starts out with poultry and possesses the

idea that any place is good enough as a

habitat for fowls. It is true, fowls can

accommodate themselves to circumstances

with considerable more grace (ifthey have

to, as is so often the case) than almost any

other domestic creature, yet it is need-

less to suppose that they can be made
anyway near profitable by such neglect.

They must have an abiding place, and

a comfortable, clean and appropriate one

as to surroundings.

We do not, however, propose here to

devote space as to how a poultry house
should be built. We leave that to the in-

telligent breeder, for since the fancier

may have a taste for design and the
breeder for business and economy, we
have the notion that both will appreciate

our suggestion sufficient when we say

that in whatever design a house is built,

it should be so constructed as to have
due regard to proper cleanliness and
ventilation. Convenience is a part of

these two factors. The ventilation should
be so adapted as to preclude all possibility

of drafts of air out of a regular, normal,

unfelt circulation, sufficient to carry off

all detrimental odors. The site should
be on a "sunny side" of somewhere, and
if possible so that sufficient warmth will

accrue without the necessity of a stove.

We do not advocate the use of artificial

heat in poultry houses unless there is no
possibility of keeping the temperature

above freezing by otlier means. Steam
is better than stove warmth. By arti-

ficial heat there is no small danger of

making "hot-house plants" out of the

chickens, and thus rob them of much of

the physical stamina and health vigor

their natures should possess.

(We submit this thought as a subject

for experimentalists to extemporize on.)

The next precautionary measure to be

considered, and one of the greatest im-

portance to be observed, is sanitation.

It is of no moment how expensive or

beautiful in design a poultry house may
be, or it is of no moment how thorough-

bred the inhabitants of it are, if filth and

stink surpass them in every nook and

corner, the idea of health and success is

not worth entertaining. Cleanliness is

next to Godliness, even in a poultry

house. On this we need not expand to

any great length, and wish it to suffice

when we say keep every whit clean, scru-

pulously clean. And to do this disinfect

frequently. No factor is more conducive

to sickness than want of disinfection. A
poultry house cannot be kept in a healthy

condition, even if cleaned regularly,

without it. Poultry journals recommend
carbolic acid, coal oil and lime as disin-

fectants and annihilators of vermin.

They are all disinfectants, and they ex-

terminate vermin also, that is true ; but

the carbolic acid and coal oil we should

condemn. Besides their abominably, pen-

etrating stink they help to exterminate
the fowls as well. Birds breathing in

continually the odor laden atmosphere
of either the acid or oil, or both, as they
must during the long, snowy and cold
spells in winter, cannot fail to become
contaminated to the marrow. We know
this to be a fact, and fowls thus flavored
are unfit for any purpose. Too excessive
use of carbolic acid or coal oil will pro-
duce disease, or predispose to it, and the
sooner the poultryman substitutes them
with Piatt's Chlorides the better for him
and his fowls. Vermin can be destroyed
otherwise, and for disinfection nothing
brings better and pleasanter results than
slaked lime or the chlorides. The latter,

sufficient for a poultryman 's use, can be
largely diluted, making them as cheap as
necessary. Slaked lime should, how-
ever, be used with some care, for its too
proniiscucus scattering over the birds in

the fresh state may bring on unpleasant
skin disease and irreparable damage to

the plumage. Coming in contact with
the naked eyes or mucous membranes,
violent inflammation can result, which
the uninitiated may mistake for roup.
How often cleansing and disinfection

should be accomplished we let the poul-
tryman decide, but so soon as the faint-

est foreign odor tickles the nasal append-
age then think of precaution, and at once
eradicate that odor.

Again, it is of no moment how beauti-

fully designed the poultry house, how
thoroughbred the stock, or how perfect

the sanitation, if the poultryman has no
knowledge cf properly serving food and
drink.
To furnish poultry with food and drink

so as to bring the best results—as to

health and profit—is a big lesson to

learn. It is not in the scope of our
article to discuss this topic more
than as a precautionary measure,
and in this particular it is worthy of

more than passing notice Fowls, as a

rule, especially among farmers, are crea-

tures of small concern, yet how well they
repay the one who properly interests

himself in them. But in no particular is

this lack of concern so manifest, detri-

mentally, as in feeding them. How
handy, how soon done, just to sling

down a few handfuls of corn, a dozen
fights, some get all, some none, off for

the forage, or to the roost, and the chick-

ens are fed (?). An insult to the word.

Fed? We thought to feed implies to

supply a prepared quantity of food, but

the way many fowls are supplied seems
to disqualify the meaning. During the

summer months when fowls have liber-

ties for forage they need but half '.he at-

tention they do in winter. ln_ fact, a few
varieties need scarcely any food beside

what they secure out, but during the

winter months of confinement and cold,

when the spice of their lives—variety—is

cut off, then is the time the breeder's in-

genuity must be brought into requisition

would he ward off disease and pecuniary
loss. To thrive and be profitalile chick-

ens must have a variety in the food line.

Chickens can live scarcely less on a

routine diet than most of the higher or-

der of animals, and to them variety of

the proper food means health and func-

tional fertility. Routinisni produces in-

activity, lethergy and over-development

in some parts of the body and lack in

others. Kvery organ in a fowl's physical

economy owes its noruial development
and activity to certain varieties of food,

and to supply this intelligently insures

prosperity in" the chicken family and egg

basket. The albuminoids, nitrogenoids

and fat producing foods must be on the

daily list, as well as a liberal supply out

of w'hich to manufacture the salts of the

body—the phosphates, carbonates, etc.

As to drink, pure, clean water is all

that is required ; but it should not suffer

to become contaminated with anv disease

breeding effluvia. Disease in barnyard

fowls we believe to be in most instances

traceable lo filthy drink. In fact, no
better medium for originating and spread-

ing disease exists than the watering cans

not kept clean. They should be cleansed

at least twice daily, and disinfected twice

a week with lime water or scalding.

Fowls are peculiar "critters" in their

drinking habits, and should have the

fountain handy when they want it, which

is verv often.
'
Little and often appears

to be "their motto for slaking thirst, and

herein lies a secret to health. Since a

fowl's food does not enter the stomach

directly, but is first retained in the crop

for a specific digestive purpose, it is evi-

dent that if an over-abundant quantity of

water is mixed with it, excessive satura-

tion, with possible fermentation, may
result. Such a consequence produces
indigestion, and eventually a bad train of

symptoms threatening other diseases. If,

however, water be constantly on hand,
the bird will merely saturate the contents
of the crop enough to maintain the neces-

sary moisture for healthy dige.stion, and
dyspepsia is a rare occurrence.
Our next precautionary measure is ex-

ercise. Anyone can conclude the results

of want of exercise, and it is no less true

in the fowl than in ourselves. Lethargy
causes inactivity of internal organs, and
consequently may produce various ail-

ments, as well as fatty degeneration of
the ovisac, which means no eggs. Be-

sides, a lazy fowl is a disgrace to a hen
yard, and should be starved into activity

or altogether exterminated. To create

industry in fowls we leave to the ingenu-
ity of the breeder, but unless fattening

they should be made to work. By this

we would not have the reader infer, how-
ever, that the birds must hawk and
scratch incessantly. After feeding it is

an invariable rule for the physical econo-
my to seek repose so as to give the first

steps in digestion unhindered freedom.
It is even so with fowls, and it is a ridicu-

lous idea to suppose that fowls must have
a continual full crop and consequent con-
tinual digestion.

The digestive organs of a fowl must have
intervals of repose as well as those in

man. To know just how to supply the
food so that each bird gets its (lualified

quantity is a study for the poultryman,
hut a cropful at a meal is a normal por-

tion. It should be remembered that suc-

cess with poultry is in a large measure
due to the proper quantity of food sup-

plied and how regular.

A last essential to precaution, and one
which every breeder and fancier should
establish, is a hospital. Just as soon as a

bird is ailing, no matter what the dis-

ease, it should be removed to this re-

treat. This place should be a fairly

roomy house, the size to be judged by
the number of birds kept, of an approved
sanitary construction, always in a state

of thorough disinfection, and so made as

to have "wards" for as many "patients"

as may become necessary. That is, each
bird should have a clean coop of its own,
so constructed as to preclude all possibil-

ity of contracting cold or otherwise in-

ducing a relapse for want of proper care.

Space forbids, however, of saying more
of this place for the sick at present. We
will say more as we go on.

The Indian Game.
"This breed is now having a 'boom,' and many

claims are made in its favor. It is a recent in-

troduction from Kngland.and its excellence is

based on its great preponderance of breast meat

on a compact body. Tbe games of all kinds

rank high us table fowls, and are rai ed by those

who wish to supply their own tabli^s, but the In-

dian game is one of the largest breeds also,

equaling the Brahmas in weight, though appar-

ently smaller. They are so solid and heavy

that but few can correctly guess the weight of an

Indian game. .\ bird apparently seven pounds
in weight is liable to pull the scale down at nine

or ten pounds, so compact is the IxkIv. yet they

have long legs and are very active."

We cut the above from the .\nierican

Poultry Yard. It is but a sample of many
such that have lieen used to boom the

breed during the past two years. To see

how true it is to facts and actual materi-

alization in the breed now that it has

come to have a standard. One has only to

read the weight clause put forth by the

Indian Game Club : Standard weight for

Indian game cocks 9 pounds, hens 7I2
pounds, cockerels 7,'^' pounds, pullets 5
pounds, the lowest weight not even

reaching that of the laced and white Wy-
andottes, while the average is the same.

With all their boasting for solidity and
greater actual weight as compared to ap-

parent size, the club has seen fit to re-

port them after claiming an equal weight

with the Brahmas. Seventh rate for

weight in the list of fowls will make
other's lists pan out in this way.

I. K. Felch.

MISTAKES WILL OCCUR.

A Gentleman from Virginia Cor-

rects a Few Statements.
Editor Fanciers' Joiknai..

In your issue of February 13, 1S92, you

publish the list of awards, etc., at the

late New York poultry show. No doubt

you copied from the catalogue issued

since, and are not amenable of course for

errors contained in that ])ublicati()n,

which is full of errors, notwithstanding it

was issued from liead(juarters. But we
doubt not your fairness as a journal and
educator of poultry rea<lers will permit
you to correct errors and gross misrep-

resentations (though unintentionally in-

serted in your journal), and especially

when such mistakes redound seriously to

the detriment and injury of certain ex-

hibitors and their exhibits. It is true

that in the present instance the injured

contestant is not a citizen of the city or

state of New York, nor any of the other
northern or western states, but he is of

the state of Virginia, and possibly being
such the management of the great show
deemed his interests were of small con-
cern compared to the interests of breeders

anil manufacturers of the great state

after which name the association in

named.
I will now state the case on its merits,

and leave to your judgment and decision

to say whether I am entitled to be set

right in your next issue. To begin at the

beginning, I would call your special at-

tention to the preinium list of the New
York Poultry and Pigeon Association for

1892, under the head of '•sundries, cla.ss

470," which reads "best exhibition coop,"

I2.00. Please notice there is nothing
therein to indicate any competition for

shipping coops.

In conformity with the text of this

class 470 I paid my entry fee, |i, and
sent and entered in this class my "Per-

fection Ivxhibition Coop" (patent applied

for and pending ^ circular of which I

send you. Now, 1 would call your atten-

tion to the catalogue of the association

issued since the contest, and the same
authority no doubt iroiii which you tabu-

lated your published report before men-
tioned, on page 67, under the head of
"Coops, class 47(),best exhibition coops,

1412, John B. Cooper, Winder, Va., after

that first, second, third and fourth prizes

awarded to Cunningham iS: Blair, Che-
nango, N. Y. (for what? Not for exhit)i-

tion coops, but for shipping coops.) The
exhibits of exhibition coops is not re-

corded therein as getting anything. My
only reason in writing you is to have
you accord justice where justice is due,

and I believe you will grant me the cor-

rection asked for in your next issue.

One other erjor 1 would call to your
attention. On page loi of catalogue ex-

hibits 2212, 2213, 2214 and 2215 the ex-

hibitor's name is given as J. D. Cooper,

which ought to be John IJ. and F. W.
Cooper, as to this concern the birds be-

long and under such firm name they

were entered and exhibited. You were

led into same error in your i.ssue of 13th

instant. In the publication of proceed-

ings of the Langshan club you gave me
another name. "William \\. Cooper,"
should be John B. Cooper. However,
this last is immaterial to me only for the

reason that there is a Mr. William K.

Cooper, and that gentleinaii might not rel-

ish the i<lea of having his name mixed in

with that of H. G. Keesling. and I cer-

tainly would not blame Mr. W. F). C. if

he kicked.
Gentlemen, I sincerely regret the ne-

cessity of occupying so nincli of your val-

uable'time reading this lengthy letter,

but to explain matters clearly I trans-

gre.ssed my usual rule when writing to

ec'itors, as I am well cognizant of how
much their valuable time is taxed, and I

trust you will pardon nie in this instance,

but I felt hurt and I think I was badly

treated in the premises. Yours truly,

John B. Cooper.

Transfer of Stock.

This is to certify that we have sold our

entire stock of black Minorcas, includ-

ing our prize winners, to the Homestead

Park Poultry Yards. 1195 Court .Street,

Syracuse, N. Y. Geo. W. Whkd,
Manager Torham Poultry Yards,

Hyde Yark, New York.

Election of Officers.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

At the annual meeting of Southwestern

Michigan Poultry Association the follow-

ing officers were elected : President, E.

W. Vosburg ; vice-president. C. J. Peck
;

secretary, John A. Gibb ; treasurer, W.
F. Winterburn. The next show will be

held in this city January 3-6, 1S93,

John A. Fibb, Secretary.

Kalamazoo, Mich., March 7.

I i|
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

In the last issue of the Fancier our

worthy friend Brother Abel, of Baltimore,

writes as follows :

"The League of American Homing
Clubs' constitution and by-laws and race

rules have been issued, and are by this

time in the hands of the fanciers. Sec-

tion 4, Article II. of the by-laws, i elating

to the duties of the secretary, among
other oblijiations imposes the following :

*He shall also supply the official journal

with the details of all League flying

evt nts as soon as received fn)m the club

secretaries for publication.' Are we to

infer from this that the official journal

alone will be given the news, and all other

papers are to suffer until the official or-

gan is issued? If this is the fact we
hardly think it consistent with what was
said in The Fanciers' Journal a few

weeks ago about the secretary of the

Federation not giving out the news to

all. Come, gentlemen, treat all alike,

and we assure you it will be to the benefit

of the League."

Had the editor of the Fancier contm-

ued his perusal of the by-laws he would

have found that Article XI reads as fol-

lows : "The official journal of the League

shall be Thk Fanciers' Journal of

Philadelphia, Pa., but the secretaries of

the various memberships can supply race

reports to such journals devoted to the

flying fancy and the daily newspapers

as they may deem best."

»
• »

It would scarcely be the correct thing

to co.iipel a secretary to send the news to

any but the official paper. vSuch ac ion

on the part of the secretary must always

be a labor of love, undertaken in the

best interest of the sport. It is the

avowed desire of the management of the

League, however, that the news of its

flights shall be published in all the papers

that will give the same prominence, and

the principal papers will be supplied

with the news direct by the race secre-

tary, who will take a number of copies

of the summary of each race. The re-

turns will always be open for inspection

of any other newspaper reporters that

may desire to publish the news, the feeling

in League circles being that everything

is to be gained and nothing lost by such

a course. It is in nowisife the desire of

the official journal to secure a monopoly

of the news, nor would it sanction such

action even if it was proposed, which is

not likely under a management whose

expressed ideas are so lil)eral.

»

There is a feeling abroad that Balti-

more was neglected in the selection of

League officers. As a matter of fact it

was, although unintentionally so. On
account of the indisposition of Mr. Sam-

uel \V. Taylor there was no representa-

tive present from Baltnnore at the League

organization meeting, and when the

nominations were made the earnest work

done by the Baltimoreans for the good

of the cause was for the moment over-

looked, and the officers were elected

without the Monumental City having

been even thought of. Had the omission 1

been noticed at the time there is no

doubt it would have been remedied, al-

though, as a matter of fact, a position on

the Board of Directors gives a person

nearly as much power in the nranagement

of League affairs as if he was an officer,

and every club in the League will have

one or more representatives on the Board

of Directors. It is not likely that such a

trifle will be allowed to stand in the way

of the hearty eo operation of Baltimore

with the other sections of the League,

but at the same time it is a matter that

must be remedied another season.

We are informed the pigeon flyers of

Wisconsin recently met and organized,

the result being the formation of the

Badger State Flying Club, with officers

as follows : President, A. J. Luebke

;

vice-president, W. F. Schuenke ; secre-

tary and treasurer, Edward F. Kroening ;

race secretary, A. W. Luebke. The mem-
l>ers are well experienced fanciers, many
of them having gained their experience

abroad, and as they are well supplied

with many tine imported Belgian and

FInglish homers, as well as noted Ameri-

can stock, they are likely to cut a promi-

nent figure in the homing world. A few

of the members recently pooled issues

and purchased the entire flock of F\ T.

Towers, obtaining numerous fine record

birds by the coup.
«

« •

The members of the Washington Feder-

ation are ardent supporters of the League

of American Homing Clubs, and after a

while will probably attract the entire

flying fancy of the capital to fly under

the League banner. This season, how-

ever, Lewis R. Turner and his fellow

members in the Washington Post Hom-

ing Club will fly under Starr manage-

ment. The local Federation is by far the

strongest organization in Washington,

compared with the Empire Club of New

York and vicinity and Philadelphia Fly-

ing Club. The Washington Federation

will have a big entry for the old bird

races, H. N. Lansdale alone having an-

nounced his intention to send about one

hundred and fifty down the road, while

Glorious, Wallace, Stockman and others

are sure to be well represented. The

members of this organization have a

grand future before them, being com-

posed of the best flying element of the

city, while the entire absence of boys

from the meetings and flights is a source

of considerable satisfaction to the Wash-

ingtonians.
«*

A regular stopping place of prominent

Washington fanciers is the bird store of

Edw. Schmidt, who is a universal fa-

vorite with fanciers of that vicinity. Mr.

vSchmidt sells nearly everything in the

way of live pets, monkeys and mice be-

ing rival attractions with fish or feathered

stock, and a short stay in his store suffices

to say that his customers are both numer-

ous and fashionable. He has several de-

partments to his store, one of which is

taxidermy, and it is here the dead pets

of his customers are again rendered life-

like and returned to their sorrowing

owners. The work connected with the

place can hardly be imagined by the un-

initiated, every department—and there

are hundreds of them—having to be

cleaned dailv,

» «

In response to a cordial invitation a

Fanciers' Journal representative vis-

isted the Royal Blue Line lofts at Wood-

burv, N. J., on Monday last, and accom-

panied by the proprietor, Mr. Theodore

P. Green, had the pleasure of a peep at

the celebrated feathered inmates. But

one glance was necessary to see that the

lofts were owned by a thorough fancier.

Evervlhing was cleanly and wholesome

looking, and it was at once evident that

Mr. Green's constant attention was given

to the comfort of his pets. The floors of

the lofts covered wit^i fresh bar sand to

the depth of about half an inch, while the

nesting places were similarly treated,

except that the nest boxes themselves

were about a quarter full of sawdust, over

which the birds had made their nests of

coarse straw. The mating places, as a

rule, were about thirty-six inches wide,

sixteen inches deep and eighteen inches

high, extending from the floor to the

ceiling on one and in some ^ases two

sides of each loft. Half of the width of

the nesting place is covered by a frame of

wire mesh, the other half being open.

•**
Mr, Green is the owner of four fine

lofts. Three of them are in the rear of

his large grocery store on Broad Street,

the other one being in a barn adjoining

his residence. His racers home to the

latter and to one of the former, the other

two lofts containing his Wagner birds.

Loft No. 2 the Wagner cocks paired to hi»

own hens, loft No. 3 the Wagner hens

paired to his own cocks. Each of the

lofts containing his prisoners is provided

with a fine large aviary, amply provided

with perches and shelves.

Mr. Green has flown his birds contin-

ually during the seven or eight years

that he has belonged to the homing fancy,

and of late years has had three baskets

of birds along the road at the same time.

His flights have for the most part been

made under the Starr management and

the results attained extremely satisfac

tory. His lofts contain some grand spec-

imens of the typical homer, but in spite

of the presence of so many speedy per-

formers it appeared to the visitor that the

proudest .smile flitted across the features

of the owner when he turned to the visitor

and pointing to an old blue checker cock

remarked : "That is my Theo, the first

that made the journey from 500 miles for

me. No money could buy him." Theo's

picture will be seen in the centre of our

frontispiece, together with the four Wag-

ner champions. Public Ledger, George

W, Childs, St. Thomas and S. O. Perry,

which were purchased early in 1891, to-

gether with about thirty-four or thirty-

five others from Mr. Henry Wagner, of

Roslindale, Mass.

• «

.Altogether Mr, Green has about two

hundred birds, and unlike many other

fanciers owning such a large number, he

undoubtedly knows the parentage of

every youngster, and has every one of

his old birds paired to suit himself, the

name of sire and mate being plainly

printed and posted up in each nesting

place. • _
During the coming season it is Mr.

Green's full intention to experiment

under the different managemeuts, and

find out for himself which will the best

answer his purposes. In the spring he

will put three baskets on the road, each

containing about thirty birds. Two of

these baskets will be flown under Starr

management and one under the Federa-

tion. In the fall he will try his young-

sters with the League of American Hom-

ing Clubs, probably again sending some

with his old favorite, E. S. Starr.

POINTS IN THETLYING FRNCY.

A Weekly Review of Events in

the Flying World.

BY FRITZ.

I am pained to record the death of
Alexander Lawson, of Gerraantown, an
excellent old-time homing pigeon fancier,

immensely popular and a splendid fellow

all round. I liked him. I well remem-
ber his laughing, honest face and small
but well-equipped loft. Since his return

from San Francisco, Cal , last fall he has
been ailing, and he passed away on Fri-

day last. He was an enthusiastic fancier

and turned out a number of good birds

and was a dangerous competitor. Alex,

the Great, one of the one-day, 1887, 500-

mile birds, was I believe bre«i from his

loft. Of late years he had not been ac-

tive in the sport, but he has left a host of

friends who will always remember him
with the kindliest feelings and respect.

Would that we had more like him.

«
* *

Mr. Green himself is a most ardent

fancier, and fully under!r.tands how to

handle and feed his birds in order to get

the best results from them during both

the breeding and flying season, and now

that he has determined to try his stock

in the wider range of competition off"ered

by the I^eague and the Federation, the

owners of the crack racers of these two

organizations must look to their laurels,

for he will prove a most difficult customer

to get away with
»

As Mr. Green has recently issued an

illustrated catalogue of his homers, those

of our readers who wish to be made more

familiar with the stock of the Royal

Blue Line lofts than is here possible can

gain all the information they require, as

he will mail a catalogue to each appli-

cant.

I have again to chronicle the robbery
of homing pigeons, the sufferers on this

occasion being the Tucker Bros., of Eliz-

abeth, N. J., members of the Jersey sec-

tion of the Federation of American
Homing Pigeon Fanciers, and also Fred
Pepin. The gang of thieves are mainly
boys, who sold the pigeons to gun clubs

at thirty cents per pair. One of the gang
learning that the police were after him
set 200 birds at liberty on Saturday night

that he had secreted in the garret of his

home. I hope these young rascals will

get their full punishment.

I have received this week a circular ad-

dressed "To the American Pigeon Fan-
ciers," signed Charles Duernick, of Bel-

gium. In this circular the American fan-

cier is informed (and no doubt many have
received them) that Monsieur Duernick,

one of the oldest fanciers in Belgium, of-

fers in all confidence guaranteed breeders

two to four years old that have flown 400
to 500 miles, bearing race marks of dif-

ferent societies, five pairs for $20, all car-

riage paid to New York or Philadelphia

and food and care while on the steamer.

During last autumn a very warm dis-

cussion occupied considerable space in

the columns of the Homing News of

England as to the bona fides or other-

wise of the transactions of Monsieur
Duernick, and it would have puzzled a

Philadelphia lawyer to have formed an

unbiased and correct opinion. Many fan-

ciers, on the other hand, reporting good
results from Dueruick's birds and as

many reporting them as worthless, and
his claimed records purely imaginary.

I would remind the American flying fan-

cier that while Belgium has undoubtedly

a grand and unlimited number of the

speediest and most reliable pigeons

known, she has also an unlimited num-
ber of worthless ones, and that really

first-class birds fetch at auction and pri-

vate sale in Belgium and England prices

far beyond the figures submitted by Mon-
sieur Duernick.

^XX^
I know that many of our American

flying fanciers have only been deterred

from importing some Belgium birds di-

rect on account of the cost and uncer-

tainty of getting the Simon-pure article,

as many applied to me for information on

the subject. They have now an oppor-

tunity to make the experiment at little

cost if they so desire.

^XX^
While on this subject I would impress

upon the mind of the young fancier who
contemplates purchasing stock in the

home market to purchase from such lofts

who are constantly active, lofts that are

well up in the season's races and repre-

sented year after year up to and includ-

ing the 500-mile toss. Watch closely the

columns of the journals devoted to the

sport, and inquire from the e<litors of our

pigeon flying news the names of such

representative flying men. There are

lofts—and good ones too. From such

lofts alone make your purchases, and for

reasons that must be obvious to all intel-

ligent minds. The lofts need not neces-

sarily be prize winners, for so very many
of our races are decided by mere acci-

dents and the closest of margins, and the

inexperienced very frequently only look
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to the winning lofts to recruit their stock
and ignores the quality of the birds of
the defeated lofts. Of course "nothing
succeeds like success," and once let a
fancier be at the head in an important
fly, then the stock of that loft is at once
in great demand, no matter whether it

has never accomplished anything note-
worthy before or drops to its former in-

feriority and inactivity afterwards.

^XX^
Good steady flying, not for one year

but a number of years, should be the
guide mark to all desiring to purchase
flying stock upon which to lay the foun-
dation of a good flying loft, and further-

more give preference to the fancier who
flies and keeps but few birds.

^xx-^
Brother Abel, of the Fancier, in his

March i issue touching upon the League
secretary's duties in supplying the official

journal with the details of all League fly-

ing events as soon as received from the

club secretaries, adds "are we to infer

from this that the official journal alone
will be given the news and all other
papers are to suffer until the official or-

gan is issued." Have no fears. Brother
Abel, it is dollars against doughnuts that

The Fanciers' Journal of Philadel-

phia, the official organ of the League of
American Homing Clubs will reprint all

League flying events in ample time for

the remainder of our American journals

giving space to the flying sport to em-
body them in their columns, published

as The Fanciers' Journal is every
Friday in the year. Furthermore, Article

XI of the by-laws of the League says :

"The secretaries of the various member-
ship can supply race reports to such
journals devoted to the flying fancy and
the daily newspapers as they may deem
best." Get in your fine work therefore

with the various sectional club secretaries

and you can get the news. Brother Abel,

but I think The Fanciers' Journal
will still be on deck with the news as

early and prompt as any of you.

-*xx^
The following notes written by H. Ken-

drick, Jr., in the Homing News of Feb-
ruary 26, addressed "To Beginners," are

so excellent and convey so much that I

quote them verbatim for the benefit of

the readers of The Fanciers' Journal :

"The breeding season is at hand. This fact is

doubtless more or less known to every pigeon
fancier. I simply mention it as a fact from
which to draw after conclusions. If the loft is

not now in spick and span order, well it ought
to be. There ought to be nothing left undone
which can t>e done. No leaks such as I often see

in various amateurs' lofts If there are an v attend
to them at once. I don't know of anything so
injurious and dirty looking than a stream of

water continually pouring into the loft. The
poor birds huddled up in one corner. Oh! a'.l

the horrors of pigeon keeping. Ah ! but then
where do you find this? some of our cleanly
readers may ask. Well, we do find it. I have
seen it and so have you no doubt. Let those take
the cap whom it fits. How people can ever hope
to breed anything or the having in such a loft

beats me. Then there is another thing young
fanciers are prone to forget, that is gravel If

fanciers knew the construction of their birds a

little'more they would never think of there being
without gravel. Picture a man without >.ny

teeth at all trying to enjoy a good beefsteak.

Don't let your homers be without gravel."

^xx^
To the foregoing I say Amen, and I

would add that at this season no doubt

many of our fanciers have young in their

pans from two to three weeks old. See

that your loft is clean and dry and an

abundance of fresh water in your foun-

tains, otherwise some morning you will

find vour youngsters dead in the pans

with hard dry food in their crops. Your
rank merry cocks are commencing to

drive the hens to second nest, and the

youngsters exposed to the cold. You
must be watchful. Far better to remove
the cock if very rauk for a day or two.

^XX^
Our German brethren are endeavoring

to improve the facilities in the transport

of their birds to the racing stations, and

in comparisoti with the conveniences,

etc, in Germany our American fanciers

have much to congratulate themselves

upon, I learn from the German journals

devoted to the flying sport that strenuous

efforts are being made to interest his

Majesty the Kmperor in their behalf to

secure the free transit of a conveyeur to

accompany the various section's birds.

This the railroad lines have declined to

do. The baskets are invariably shipped

by the freight lines, and have frequently

to lay over at stations awaiting transfers

in shipment. The rate paid by the fly-

ing men is fifty per cent less than regular

freight, and they have no such magnifi-
cent express company accommodations
to accompany passenger trains as we
have. The baskets of birds are packed
as freight, and at certain stoppings of
the freight train are liable to be covered
up by other freight lying at such stations

awaiting forwarding. By the proposed
accompanying of a conveyeur much of
this evil could be guarded against by the
conveyeur's vigilance in seeing that his

charges were not crowded and had neces-

sary ventilation, etc., and at least a great
part of the necessary evil of slow transit

remedied. Why a homing club should
object to pay a conveyeur's passage on a

freight train, which certainly could not
be much of an item, I am at a loss to

understand. Our American fanciers I

am sure would not intercede for any such
royal influence for any such picayune
item, but would cheerfully plank down
the conveyeur's passage,

^XX^
In the F^astern States the League of

American Homing Clubs is being rapidly

appreciated. Thanks to the efforts of

Treasurer J, C, Harris, of Boston, the
Lawrence, Mass., fanciers are commenc-
ing to organize in earnest and also the

Lynn flying men. I am in hopes of see-

ing excellent clubs formed in Medford
and also Woburn from the good mate-

rial there is there, and when once the
difficulty of getting the boys together is

overcome all will be clear sailing. Large
bodies necessarily work slow, and I think

a year's practical experience of the work-
ing of the League of American Homing
Clubs will have a tendency to increase its

popularity and gain many converts to its

ranks.

^XX^
That excellent old timer E. S. Ray-

mond, late of Fall River, Mass., and now
settled in Washington, D. C, writes me
recently that all his birds are down to

business, and he hopes to be heard from
in the young bird flights of 1892. Tliis

fancier has now in his breeding loft Ned
R., No. I, and Black Bes-i from the Gold-
man loft in Brooklyn, N. Y. Ned R.,

No. I, was sent to Goldman by Ray-
mond as a youngster in 18S5. and is a

son of the celebrated Posenaer and Lady
Florence, a crack pair of flyers and stock

birds formerly owned by E. O. Dmion,
of Northampton, Mass., and sold to Mr.

Raymond when I)amon quitted the fancy

in 1885 on account of ill health. Gold-

man flew this bird very satisfactorily in

many flights up to and including 500
miles several seasons, and he is the sire

of many good flyers flown from the

Goldman loft. Black Bess is a daughter

of Goldman's celebrated Black Jack and
Little Fritz and the dam of many good
ones, speedy and reliable. Now we will

see what Raymond can do with this pair

of stock birds, for the Belgians say "the

fancier makes the birds."

L + + J

It was very gratifying to me to find the

pigeon flying editors of The Fanciers'
Journal and Item responding so

promptly and effectively to the false-

hoods and misrepresentations used by E.

S. Starr in her pigeon flying column of

the Stock-Keeper of March 5. and I would

have made answer at length myself in

my last notes did I not thoroughly un-

derstand the little woman and her meth-

ods. Nothing would suit her purposes

better than to have The Fanciers'
Journal or Item or Homing Elxchange

or Fancier, or any other journal that

gives space to flying matter, engage in a

war of words and explanations with her.

This she shall never get from me. Her
methods and distortions of the truth are

too well known by the real flying fancy

of America and no heed is paid to them
whatever, and her influence and stand-

ing with this department of sport is nil.

As to her proven records and special

methods of catering to the flying sport,

all has long since been pronounced as

"bosh,'" and her slim following and con

stant change of base of operations and

flyers of pigeons is in itself sufficient an-

swer to her shortcomings and little value

in the sport.

ations of her little band of followers in

much the same light as the opera-going
public view the decade and retirement of

a once favored and gifted tenor, minus
the respect for this she is constantly for-

feiting.

^XX^
She has long ago outlived her useful-

ness. She has been entirely too self-

sufficient in her ideas, and while claim-

ing progres-iion in all she has undertaken
has positively declined to recognize it in

others.

^xx*-

If the little woman will accept a sug-

gestion from me in the spirit in which I

now tender it I will venture to say that

hereafter she attend to the wants of her

little band of followers, isolated fanciers,

new beginners and helpless and preju-

diced flying men, and leave the real

flying fancy of America in the League of

American Homing Clubs and Federation

of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers

alone, yes severely alone.

The flying fancy of America is year

after year growing larger and larger, and
this is a progressive age. I have no de-

sire to belittle the labor and usefulness of

the little woman in the past nor discour-

age nor disclaim the possibility of con-

tinued usefulness in certain fields in the

future and present, but she should cease

to claim herself a representative of the

.\merican flying sport, and to belittle

and distort facts and statements, as has

been her custom.

When she reports to the press and
journals the work of the little handful of

pigeon flyers that she caters to as "the

best of the season," "the best to .American

losts to date" and "the best work of the

year," etc, etc, she knows in her own
heart that it is not so, and that she and
her followers are but a very small factor

in the sport of American pigeon flying.

But by her energy and fertile resources

sherea(lily manufactures mountains out

of molehills, and pushes her claims with

the inexperienced and prejudiced by her

misstatements and distortions,

I shall in no way interfere with her

casting her net for' the small fry in the

fancy, but just so soon as she sets up
claims that are not true and makes state-

ments that are liable to deceive anyone
not versed in the sport just so promptly

will I endeavor to counteract the ill elfect

of such statements and criticisms through

the columns of The Fanciers' Journal,
that happily reaches the real flying fancy

of America weekly, and do it in such a

manner that will prove decidedly effect-

ive, and furthermore, without the pub-

licity and free advertising that she ap

parently seeks for herself and the journal

she represents.

POULTRY.

PROLIFIC

XX-

As to the proposed "vigilance" com-
mittee to which I alluded in my earlier

notes, and which gives her so much uii

easiness, I am pleased to learn that it

will be carried out to the letter, so bring

on the cups and watches, my little lady,

for the 1892 season, and we will show you

what the real flying fancy of America

can do when really united, and to this

end is making fair progress.

M

^^siuk r^^l

POULTRY FOOD
WILL MAKE

HENSLAYI
IN WINTER.

nWdlTerywhfre. I. B. inRD. Prop.. Rnrlington. Tt;

IMPORTED LEG BAXDS
Rejijislercil for' Pigeons ami I'ouliry, all sizt-s.

Send 45'. in stamps for sanipk- dozi-n. Discount
totiealers. H. Sniail, ns I.t-onard Street, New
York City. i53-2"4

some having records in Belgium of 200 to

800 miles.

Mr. Nyes. of Fairfield Avenue, has the

largest loft in the city, containing up-

wards of 150 birds of the best strains.

Mr. Louis Zeitz, of 526 Carroll .\venue,
has a fine loft and some noted bir s, be-

ing the owner of M. Thirionei's one <lay

prize winner ami J. No. 2. a uxx) miler

from Dr. Johnson's loft, and many others,

Mr. I'arnc'll, of (lak I'lrk, has also, a

fine loft. He is the proud owtier of birds

out of I'etroleiim, Black Tom and Leslie

P., and has ordered several pair of 1892
youngsters from Henry G. Thurston, of
Fall River. Mass.. which he will cuter in

the young bird races.

These are but a few of the gentlemen
in Chicago who possess rlioice birds and
who will make the sport entertaining for

those who imagine they have the best. As
soon as the season opens the menil)ers of

the club expect to train their binls as far

P'ast as the eastern fanciers will west-

ward, so as to compete with them in 1S93

at the Columbian Exposition.

The first meeting of the .-Mjilia Club
this year was held a few evenings ago to

organize ami arrange the preliminaries

for the spring training. Drs. Buckey
and Miinson were added to its list of

members, and the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year : I'or presi-

dent. Dr. R. Munson ; vice president, .Mr.

John Stackmati ; secretary, Mr. Reoiner

;

treasurer, Mr. S. Wallace.

All of the gentlemen present seemed
very enthusiastic ami inipatitnt for the

tiuie to come when the birds will be put

on the road. M,

su-Her claimed disinterestedness and

petvision of flights for proven public rec-

ord is the veriest humbug, and needs no

showing up by me to influence the real fly-

ing fancv of America, for they have long

since made up their minds on the sub-

ject, and regard her claims and the oper-

Our Washington Letter.

Mr, H. V. Lansdale has just returned

from a trip to Chicago, 111., where he

met many fanciers of credit to any club.

The Chicago fanciers haveorganize«l and

express confidence in winning the

World's Fennant in 1893. The president,

Mr. Edvxard Godfrieaux. of 205 Armitage

.Avenue, has probably done more to en-

courage the homing fancy than any man

in that city, having come from Belgiiim

eighteen years ago. He brought with

him his olil stock, and has improved his

strain of birds from year to year by im-

porting fnmi his old home. Many of his

birds have flown long distances. In con-

cert with J. Delinez he has built a com-
modious loft, and by weeding out all un-

suitable specimens' have together some
sixtv homers that cannot be excelled in

this'countrv. Mr. Deline/ is recently

from Belgium, where he originated a

strain of homers that are among the best.

MR. HAY'S CHALLENGE ACCEPTED,

F M. Gilbert "Will Show His Fan-

tails Against Alex. Hay's at

the Next New York Show.

Editor Fancifrs' Jour.nal.

The remarks of Mr. Alex. Hay in your

last issue are ([iiite uncalleil for. In my letter

defending my fans at Louisville I said nothing

regarding liis birds or those of any btxly else, but

simply h«ld up for my own. No doubt it was

rather surprisiuK to him. after swcopuii; all the

eastern shows with bin birds, to run up against a

Iqflof real fansat the world's show at Louisville.

I do not send my binls t<i all the shows, as it is

time and trouble wasted, and there is no real

pleasun- m meeting secoml grade birds and de-

feating Hum. Mr. Hay has quite a go-xl little

bird in his cock that won sj-rond at Louisville,

but 1 don't think that oui- bird will raise him an
entire loft t)f winners.
However, I am 'Mily too happy to accept hrs

challeny;e to show against him at the next N'ew

York show, th>.- wiititr to get one year's free ad-

vertising in Tilt; F.VN..ti.K>^ JotKN.M. and the

loser to pav for it. 1 have been laboring under
the impression that I had some one hundred
prize buds and not one prize bird and a lot of

fillers " and if Mr. Hav convinces nie that I am
wrong I will sell all mybirds. nr give them away,
ami buy some of his stock and begin over again.

It will be real hard to find tliat I have put in

thirty-live years breeding fans only to tind at

last froin .-in amateur that I have wasted all

these years. In tin- most I'licndly spirit,

I"". M. ('•It.BRRT.

KVANSVIM-E, Iiid., March 14, \^2.
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Tlree Years in Succession at tie Great New York Slows

Sharp's Indian Games
Have Never Failed to Win

All First, Special and Challenge Cups, on Cock, Cockerel, Hen and Pullet—a

record that no other breeder of any variety can boast of.

In competition with the finest specimens afforded by the best breeders of Europe and America,
our "Agitator Strain" has proved INVINCIBLE at Buffalo, 1889; Bpffalo, 1890; New York, 1890;
London Dairy, 1890; Crystal Palace, 1890; New York, i8qi ; Charleston, 1891 ; and at New York,
1892, we won 1st and 5th on Cocks, ist and 2d on Cockerels, 1st, sd and 3d on Hens, 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th
and 5th on Pullets, 2d on Pen, Challenge Cups for best Hen and Pullets, Gold Special for best 10
Cockerels and Pullets. At nearly every show of any importance from the Atlantic to the Pacific
our birds shown by customers have proved EQUALLY as INVINCIBLE. Ancestry and careful
breeding are essential to success. You cannot succeed without otir stock, which we constantly im-
prove from year to year. Our Golden Wyandottes won all firsts at the Great Philadelphia Show,
January, 1891. We breed ANDALUSIANS, WHITE INDIAN GAMES, BLACK MINORCAS,

WHITE LEGHORNS and CREVE CtEURS, ASEELS MALAYS and RED CAPS. Eggs $3, I5, |6, |8. |io and I25 per 13.

C. A. SHARR & CO., Lockport, N. Y.

"LILLIAN RISSELL."
First and Challenge Cup, New York, 1891

PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
Catalogue free.

INCIIBATOIIS.

XHB
PINELAND

INCOBflTORS AND BROODERS
ARE THE

STANbARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERE AWARDED

2-FIR5T PREMIOMS-2
AT THE

Great New M Show of 1891

Hundreds of the most successful poultrymen
use them exclusively. Send five cents for mam-
moth catalogue. Circular free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

143-181 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM.

Exciisio'iilMCUBikTpll
Lowent-priced FiraUcl
hlinple, Perfect,

Hatcher mudr.
I

Self-BeguUting.

Palento* and
|

Hole
•BforUirvrJ

^MPROVtO t.CtlJlC^INCuBftTOII.

:CfCHiTMl aulN<->"'-^

j&rant«ed to hate
larxer percental
fertile ^kkh nt h

[

niMt than any other incubator.
Send 60. for IUub. Catalogue.

GEO. H. STAHL. Quincy. III.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY
MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES-
AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and
Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc,

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
Send for Catalogue.

H. ^V. VAHLE,
313 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

PIGEOXS. PIGEONS.

PIGEONS PIGEONS
fl I^AF^B Change mo Buy Some op the Best

JACOBINS. FANTAILS and OWLS in white and blue African ; white, blue and silver Knglish,
and blue and silver Chinese in America. About forty pairs of owls to sell, and I warrant no Setter
stock in existence. I need room, therefore take advantaee of this offer. Write f>r prices and just
what vou want. Satisfaction or money refunded. GEO. EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati, O.
47-9S X

POUL.trY. POULTRY.

S. S. HAMBMGS, GOLDEN WYANDOTTES,

PARTRIDGE COCHIN S, 8. C. B. LEGHORNS.

Eggs for hatching, |2.oo for 13, I5 for 39. Visitors alway.s welcome at my
yards. WM. H. GREER,
57-65eow MECHANICSVILLE, PA.

HAVE YOU EGGS TO SELL?

If so, this is the season to advertise, and THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL
is the best medium to use. IT GOES EVERY WEEK, and a THREE
MONTHS' card gives more issues than a monthly does in a year, and all

of them at the season of the year to do the most good.

One-half Inch Card i;3 times $8.00.
One Inch Caitl 13 times 16.00.

Give it a trial.

CHEAP POULTRY FOOD.
We accumulate large quantities of damaged

grain by the frequent burning of grain ware-
houses, and by the salvage from wrecked car-

goes; and our disposition of the goods is largely
to poultry feeders. Very many poultrymen are
regular feeders of our stcKk and they affect a
large saving in expense while getting good re-

sults. To those who have not experienced this

advantage we will mail a pound sample FREE
on receipt of IQc- to pay postage and packing.
After trying our goods and approving them,

as jou surely will, send us the name of your
dealer and we will endeavor to arrange with him
to carry a stock and supply you conveniently If

he should not want to carry a stock we would
then sell you direct in lots of three tons and up-
ward.s. Write us.

PAINE BROTHERS,
46 58 MILWAUKEE, WIS.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.
Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

for profit
should have Pnre Ground
BEEF SCRAP, which is

Meat and Bone, collected from slaughter
houses. Dried Perfectly Sweet and ground.
Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them FREE. Ad-
dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO., 133
Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OP

ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,
BANTAMS AND

PF:aCOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS
POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

.sale in season. Orders for puppies booked to be
delivered in rotation. if

COCHIN HILL COCHINS.
THEODORE STERNBERG'S

lERported English Biiffs

Full feathered, rich colored, grand shape, great
weights. A son of the Old Matchless bought at

the recent sale of Mrs. Scriven and a grand
Gwydyr cockerel at head of yards. Eggs $5 per 13.

ELLSWORTH, KANSAS, U. S. A.

55-67

OPIUM
Morphiiif- Habit Cured In lO

vs. Noj>«

.

OR.J.STEPHENt, Ltbanon.Ohio.
ISto20dHys.

(Thoroughbred Imported Stock).

WM. ELDRED, Dendron, Surrey County, Va.
Stock and FIggs for Sale. Write for prices

Direct shipping facilities for the South. South-
ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. 19-70

Over 100 Awards

Received in 1891.

mtt. mhitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, England

(Hon. Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply
Indian Game, Dorkmgs, Wyandottes, Creves,
La Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD BREEDERS, $15 per trio; EXTRA
GOOD, $25; EXHIBITION, $20 to $50 each at
Liverpool. Freight paid to New York for |io
extra on % to 9 birds. Eggs in season, $4 per
dozen. OVER 800 BIRDS EXPORTED LAST
YEAR.

PIGEONS.
------ — —-- — - — - — —— — -•- — — ----- — -— — «^

The Home of the Homer.

Koyalj THEO.

Blue P.GREEN,

Line
Lofts

Proprietor,

Woodbury,
New Jersey.

My lofts contain more homers with proven
records than can be shown by any other breeder
in America.

New Catalogue
containing a full description of 36 pairs of my
noted breeders and illustrated with handsome
photo-engravings of world renowned flyers will

be mailed free to those interested in sporting
birds. Send for it before you purchase.

THEO. P. GREEN, Woodbury, N. J.

F. M. GILBERT,
BVANSVILLB, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND—
LARGEST

EXCLUSIVE LOFT
—OF

—

WHITE FANTAIL
PIGEONS

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,

which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

I swept the earth with my fans at Cincinnati
and did still better at Ix)uisville (last week), and
now have none ihat I can possibly spare.

Kdward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twellh Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
-BY-

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomely illustrated. Practical and com-

prehensive. It is an invaluble guide for the
amateur pigeon fanciers.

Price, paper, 50c. ; cloth 91.OO.

FANCIERS' JOURNAL.,

AGENTS WANTED.
Reliable agents wanted in all parts of the coun

try. For particulars address

Fanciers' Pdblishing Co.,

BOX 916, PHILADELPHLA, PA.

PBIIITIIIB OUTFIT 156
MPLE'i'K. 4 ft^phkbMa niblvt t;|M. tj-prholdrr. bMtl* Is-'

Uibte Uk. lak Fxl ud Tv K>en. Put up In nrai box vtth
Iraetkiu for un. rt*aifketkia rauaiitMd. Worth 6'>e BaM
' Markar. Cird Priatir, Mc Seu nuaii in I inlB<it*,|

5()0e*rd«tali<mr.R<i>t|)a(t{!kld 15e;3for 2&/-.('>t.frM.

'B.a.lllOIIRSOLL * RIU).««€MilaBdt8I.N. V.l'lt^
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POULTRY^

-THE-

-R@Mfe-
BuffCochins

The choicest English and Ameri-

can birds in my yards. For mat-

ings, prices, etc., address

H. A. Noeckel,
Lansdowne, Pa.

i^diaH gravies,
(Agitator Strain)

SHERWOODS, BARRED PLYM-

OUTH ROCKS, BLACK LANG-

SHANS and S. C .B. LEGHORNS.
At the great Philadelphia show, held January

7 to 12, showing only eight Indian Games we won
first and second on pullets, third and fifth on
hens, fourth on cock ; in sales class first on
cockerel and first and second on pullets. Fowls
and eggs for sate. Address all orders and cor-

respondence to

G. M. WOODS & BRO.,

53 65 Leaman Place, Pa.

POULTRY. POULTRY.

DIICT I Cr^^LJ/%DIVIC / ONE OF the largest and best
Di^rr LiCvSIriV^n INW t COLLECTIONS IN AMERICA.
All from stock imported directly from the yards of the most noted breeders abroad. We have now
TEN pens of carefully assorted birds; also a few pens of S. C. W. LEGHORNS and INDIAN
GAMES. Send for Illustrated Catalogue of

Shady Shot^e Poaltt^y F^^^^.
E. A. SHELDON, President Buff Leghorn Club, Proprietor.

Address all communications to
152-203 A. C. CHAFFEE, Superintendent, Oswego, N. Y.

POULTRY.

Fordhook Poultry Yards.
At Philadelphia, 1892, we made a clean sweep in the Novice Class with our new breed SHER-

WOODS, having won 4 firsts, 4 .seconds, 4 thirds and special. If you want particulars write to

the introducers. Also ist and special on Indian Game Hen, ist on Red Cap Cockerel, 2 specials on
W. C. B. POLISH. In fact, on 28 birds entered we won prizes on each and every one. Send for

Illustrated Catalogue describing all our breeds, also Collie Dogs.

I
We are So Anxious
That you should st-e our new cinulur 011

Poultry
Supplies.

It illustrates

tlie moHt coniitlete hue
____ fvtT offered.
r K b c

Johnson & Stokes,
SEEDSMEN

317 & 2IQ riarket St., Phlla., Pa.

;

32-83 W. ATLEE BURPEE A. CO., Philadelphia. Pa.

POULTRY RIVERSIDE FARM.

Briar Hill Poultry Farm
Leghorns—Brown, White, Golden Duckwing,

Red Pile and Blue Pile. Game Bantams— B. B.

R., Red Pile, Golden and Silver Duckwing White
Wyandottes, White P. Rocks and Pit Games.

EGGS AFTER MARCH 1.

STOCK FOR SALE IN THE FALL.

At Orange, N. J., show, 1891, won five firsts

anil one second At Waverly. 1891, won six firsts

and one second. At New York, i8q2. won three

firsts, five seconds and two thirds. Address

B. H. Van Aukcn, Prop'r.,

138 I)o<ia street. East Oranjufe,

52-64 New Jersey.

The records will show the following as my wiiitiiugs at New York for the years

1890, 1891, 1892 on my specialties : S. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White
Wyandottes and R. C. White Leghorns. 33 firsts. 19 Gold Specials, 6 Association

Silver Medals and 2 Silver Cups. "Like did begit like," "Like will begit like."

"nTTTITll PLYMOUTH ROCKS Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record

BUrr [vvYANDOTTKS of America's leading strains of above varieties. I

guarantee satisfaction.

I0I-I5I J. FORSYTH, OWEGO, tioga county, n. y.

I

LIGHT BRAHMAS .

PLYMOUTH ROCKS .

WYANDOTTES.

LANGSHANS
AND

III

gENt) For (JlRCULflR.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.
Box 16, Patterson, New York.

WH V* I*' 1 i 1** H 01^

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
At the Cireat Crystal Palace Show of America

New York. Fel)ruary, 1891. my birds were award-
ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; fir.st and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens ; first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

6rst on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, iSix), was awarded

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

(or best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, I4
per 13. $7 per 26, $q per 39. Slock for sale. 39-91

BLACK & WHITE MINORCAS
EXCLUSIVELY.

NEW YORK, 1808.
Black Minorca cock, 2d ; cockerels, 2d, 3d and

5th
;
pullet, I.St; pen, ist and 3d; white Minorca

cock, ist ; hen, ist and 2<1 ; cocktrtl. ist : pen,
ist; eggs, ist. C. R. DEHART,

52 64 Dover, New Jersey.

LEBANON POULTRY YARDS,

LEBANON, N. J.

Single-comb White Leghorns, Silver-laced Wy-

andottes and Mammoth Pekin Ducks. Send for

circular. 5*64

HOWARD VAN SICKLE, Prop'r.

Sandacre parm
INDIAN GAMKS, BUFF COCHINS,

Bufl Pekin Bantams, Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and

winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

Pekin Ducks. Prize

10-61 F. W. GAY LOR, Manager, Quogue. Long I.sland, N. Y.

LOOK! —EXCELSIOR-
POULTRY FARM.
Br«edera aad Shippers of INDIAN

CiAMEM, RUPPLEf;>HORNH,aiM]
60 other rarietiea of land andwater Fowl!
and Ett*. Send •tamp for Oatalocrae. A4«

F. 8. STAHL, Igr., <{iincf , 111.

107 PREMIUMS FROM 117 ENTRIES

AT PHILADELPHIA'S GREAT SHOW. Sil-

ver Golden Duckwing Games, Red Pile Games.
White Silver Gray and Colored Dorkings, White
and Black Miuorcas, Single-comb White and
Rose-comb Brown Leghorns ; White, Black, Buff

and Partridge Cochins, Dark Brahraas, all kinds
of Polish and Hamburgs, Barred Plymouth Rocks,

B. B. Red and Red Pile Game Bantams, Rose-

comb Black and Silver Sebrights, Buff Pekins,

W. F. B. Spanish, also Black Langshans. Eggs,

$4 per IS. $7 per 30. We pav express. No duty
on Fowls or Eggs. BURN & HANSLER.
53^5 Tilsonburg, Ontario, Canada.

foRHAM Poultry Yards
Le
aiui

ghorns, and S. S. Hamburgs.
d they of the BEST

WILLIAM G. KOEPPEN,
Rutherford, New Jersey, Box 113,

Breeder and Importer of

BLACK ROSE-COMB BANTAMS.
The highest honors at New York show, 1892.

First cock, first hen, second cockerel, second

and fourth pullet.

Stock and Esgrs For Sale. 52-64

SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.
rtridge

iS^ per 1;; or JgJ5 per JUK

Stogi^ pof? Sale at fiLL ©imes.

S. B.
Fees from Prize-winning Buff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes, S. C. W.
'**'

. - . .. . ,1.0 ..> — ukR ^„.. -i/k n,,t one yard of each variety kept

STEPHEN SPENCER,
ffloF^F^is Plains, Hkw ^ef^sey,

Breeder of Highclass

LIGHT BRAHMAS.
My birds have been awarded the highest hon-

ors at many of our leading shows. 100 Extra
Fine Birds for sale. Write for prices. Eggs $2

per setting. 52-64

Address all orders and correspondence to

3485

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER.
Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

ANNANDALE POULTRY FARM.
WHITE BRAHMAS, UED (APS, INDIAN GAMES.

Lieht Brahmas, Black Langshans. White and Barred Plymouth Rocks, White Wyandottes,

Errainettes American Dominiques. S. C. and R. C. Black. Dominique and Red Pile Leghorns. B ack

Mi"o?ras Golden and Silver Spangled Hamburgs. Dorkings and Pit Games. At MADISON
SQUARE C.ARDEN NEW YORK, AND THE GREAT PHILADELPHIA SHOW, 1892

first and 6 second premiums on 40 entries. Also, SPECIAL of $30.00 won
exhibit from the State of New Jersey. Price list and catalogue free

^ . «,exniDU irora mc ai-ic j j Address J. C. HAYNES, Annandale, New Jersey.

I won 16

Waverly, 1891, for best

The Lea Poultry yards^
INDIAN GAMES.

MITCHKLL'S

PftRTRIDGE AND WHITE COCHINS.
Winners of th*- leading premiums at New York,
1S90 and 1S92. Send for circular. Corresi>ondence
for Whites should be addressed to

Mitchell & HiiH-Hell,
Lock Box 675, Bristol, Conn.

And for Partridge to
Goo. "\V. Mitchell,

52-64 Lock Box 675. Bristol, Conn.

HAZA-RD'S
SILVER^SPANGLED^HAMBURGS

NEW YOKK, IMJI-i.

The grandest victory ever won bv one exhibi-

tor on any one variety. 15 ENTRIES, 11 PRE-
MIl'MS. Also .Association Special for best dis-

play, all varieties of Hamburgs competini;.

JAMES E. HAZARD,
152-203 Elmira, New York.

FOR POULTRY.
Bag, lUt.OO

Stock and Eggs for sale.^ Eggs $5 and $10 per setting of 13.

New York Show, 1892

54-66

Mv birds took eight pr'zes at the
J. BORLAND,For furtlier information write to

New Hamburgh, Dutchess County, N. Y,

AI^EX. W. CUMMING8,
DERBY, rSTD.

Breeds games for the pit, such as Shinholzer

and Brown Shawlnecks, red quills, invincibles,

blues, muffs, Japs and the celebrated Derby
greys. Send name on postal for 1892 circular.

The largest one out. I also have Galloway cattle

and Poland China hogs. Good note preferred to

cash. Mention this paper. 48-60

WOODSIDE POULiTl^Y YAl^DS
At the Great Philadelphia Show I made a clean sweep on La Fleche. On Indian

Games won the two principal premiums, ist on Pen, ist and Grand Challenge

Trophy on cockerels and Gold Specials for most typical males and best pen.

Indian Game eggs $5 and |io per 13. White Leghorns, White and Golden Wy-

andottes Buff Pekin, Black Rosecomb and Red Pile Bantams. At New York my
pen of Indian Games won ist and Grand Gold Special. Send for circular. Address

all correspondence to __ .^
\Sr. J. ANORUS, Proprietor,

46-97 HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N. J.

Bone Meal, - - Per KM* lb.

Graiiulate<l Boue, " ItH)
Ground Beet
Scraps, - - - '

Calclie, - - - - '

Crushed Flint. - '

Cru8he<l Oyster
Shells, - - - '

Send for our New Price
orders shipped promply by freight on
**""*

C. IT. DEMPWOLF & CO.,

' KM)

List and

a.00
a.oo

3.00
Samples. All

receipt of

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

Mme. B.\l LEV'S H.\IR GROWER

will produce a Thick, Soft and Beautiful
head of Loniir. FlowInKlIali* «" 4 to S weeks.
A purely vegetable compound. Endorsed by
leading'phvsicians. Thousands of testimonials.

Two or three packages will do it. Price 50 cents

per package, o- three for fi. Sent by mail, pre-

paitf Excelsior Supply Co., (sole agents)

Cooperstown, X. "\ . 4759
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THE KENNEL. THE KENNEL.

CANICURA CO.,
Manufacturers of carefully prepared

Remedies for Dogs
WHOI<KSAI,K AGKNTS:

VON LENQERKE & ANTONIO, 246 Wabash Av.
CHICAGO.

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St., N. Y.

THE CANICURA COMPANY,
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

246 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.
151-J73

DJKeHELSlf

FOK SALE- KX<;i.ISH SKTTKIt 1»ITPS,
bv Ch. K(xler )fo, Ch. Oath's Mark and Dan
Gladstone. IllISII SE'ITKll Pl'P.M, by
Cb. Kildare, Ch. Dick Swiveller, Ch. Tim and
Champion Seminule.

Send for Price I.ist. 40-91

IN STU1>.

GORDON SETTKKS.—CHAMPION BEAU-
MONT (K. 16166, A.K.C.S.B. .S093); greatest living
Gordon Setter, fee $35; also Heather York (E.
2S930, A.K.C.S.B. 20927), by Heather Harold—Ch.
lUlniont, i.st Gloversville, .Albany and N. Y.
shows ifS>2 ; ai'<J Conius (A.K.C.S.B. 11232), 2d N.
Y. iS92. Fee {25 each. All good in the field.

Owner, 938 I'rospect Ave., N. V. it

BOOKS.

1

iy

Pr[ize li^u^s^^

BY CRYER.

I?eing a compilation of the
pedigrees and winnings of
the I'ri/c Pugs of Knglund
and America
A valuable guide to the

intelligent breeder. . . .

PRICE, CLOTH, $1.00

.\DDkKSS

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

PAMPHLET

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed 'gratis) bv the author,

H. CLAY GLOVKR,
VotiM'iiijii'y 8iirjreoii,

tf l'.J»:'. HKO.VDWAY. NKW YORK.

FOR HAIvE.
At reasonable ])rices, a grand litter of St. Her-

nar I puppies bv KKI-UGK II out of CHAMPION
CI.EOI'.VIR.^ ' Apply I). MANN. Graninurcy
Kennels, 316 E. 20th St.. New York City. 57-69

Some Choice Pointer
Puppies for sale cheap. For pedigrees, prices,

etciiddress .J. K. 1»UKCEI.L.
=,()tf Gainesville, Va.

Morej Kennels and Ponltry Yards

F/imFIELD. COHH.

St. Bernards and Fox Terriers,

Wiiite Plymouth |ocl(8 ond

SILVER SEABRIGHT BANTAMS.
At the great New York .show we won first on

White Plymouth Rock cock and second on hen.
S. S. Bantams first cock, first, .second and fifth
hen, first and fourth pullet. 52- 4

Stock and Eggs For Sale.

POULTRY.

BRADLEY BROS.'
Harred Plymouth Hocks at the Great

New York Show, 1892. made a record unequalled
by any exhibitor at an^ International for five
years. We breed our winners, and each year for
the past three years birds frotn our yards have
taken;firsts at the largest show of the year. Cir-
cular free. Grand cockerels, brothers to our
winners,. for sale. Eggs $5 per 13, }8 per 26, $10
per 39. BRADLEY BROS.,

156-207 Box 801, Lee, Mass.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural. Live Stock, Poultry ot
Kennel Paper vou should send for my list of
papers. I can (urni.sh you any paper published
cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscril>e foi two or more papers you will get a
still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when vou write.
Send ten cents (silver) and I will send vour name
and address to the publishers of twentv-five
papers .nnd r.quest them to mail vou sample
copies.

ADDRESS

84tr

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

FOR PIGEONS AND
all breeds of fowls.
Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices
of Indian Games, Minor-
cas. lavas and B.P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20
years' experience counts
in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

J. Y. BICKNELL,
314 Vermont Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

BUFF WYANDOTTES.
No eggs for sale this season. S. L. Wyandotte's

yards headed by the i.st prize cock at New York,
' 1S92, and another of my own raising equally as
I

good. Indian Games (Sharp's Agitator), large.
I finely marked birds. Eggs, $3 per set ing ; two
settings, ^5.

IRVING CROCKER,
57-63 SENECA FALLS, N. Y.

I).\LBEY BROS., Washington C. H., 0.,
breed 25 varieties FANCY POULTRY.
Bigge.st Poultrv Yards in the West. STOCK
AND EGGS FOR SALE. Send loc. for hand-
somely illustrated descriptive Catalogue, show-
ing how to make a fortune raising poultry, giv-
ing receipts, instructions and mucn valuable in-
formation, worth five times the raonev.

Price IJst free. ' 57-66

ROOFIKG.

Co?er yoiirKenuels & Poultry Honseswitli

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for
Pouh'ry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

F. SWAN. 38 Dey Street, N. Y.

SINGLE COMB WIIITE LEGHORNS.
First prize on breeding pen at Doylcstowu show.
Kggs $1.50 for 13. J.H.Hellerman.Doylestown.Pa.

nil PA Remedyrree.lNSTANTREllEF. Final

I'll |a V cur«ni llida>,^ Never rfiurn.i: no purge;

I |LLlJ nosaive: no suppository. Avictira tried^^^^ in vain every rem-dy has discovered a
simpleciire, which he willmailfree tobiefellowBuf-
(erers. Addr«M J.U.BKKVK8,B«z taiN>,S«w Y»rkCI(/,|.T.

Catalogue of Watches. Address,
HollyWatob Oo.. Jersey City, N. J.

MISCELLANEOUS.

PENNY IN THE SLOT!
NeMT Puzzle Given Away !

Eclipses all other puzzles. How to
get the Penny out of the case is the
trick. Easy when you know how— '

iinpos.sible otherwise ! Sells like
wildfire at 10 cts. Agts. wanted. To
circulate our catalogue of great
I'OLLAR SPECIATIES — the $
TYPEWRITER, 9 PHOTO OUT-
FIT. 9 PRINTING PRESS, * SEW-
ING MACHINE, and 200 other new specialties.
We will send i Puzzle and Catalogue for 6c. in
stamps to pay mailing expenses. CIRCULARS
FREE. R. II. INGERSOLL &, BRO., 65
Cortlandt St. New York City.

|HR^^^» SPARK >iO>IKNTsl
^VI^V. ^ ^^^^ 18 Uw riinnii!<t OHDcr on

Sent ^^ftlA^^r^^
. 24 paKi'Sflnely
lu>tiated. Also
^^Instructive

on trlai^^^J^r^V^^ R^^^features,
:{ months '"r^V^VJhl W^^Wt«-
only \h cts. ( Btamos^^M. ~

^

V?«llaken). Adflress. Mnare^^^B <

Moments fubllshmK i^o.i ^% ^v ^A v^^^^B
61 Court St.. Boston, Mass. *wBfllB

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion,
IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photograph*
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publisning Co., 32
South Third St., Philadelphia.

Great Danes.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE, BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars
A. M. Jaggard, 629 North Front Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. 43*94

Pedlgrree Blanks.

PEDIGREE BLANKS FOR FOUR GENER-
ATIONS at to cents per dozen, or 85 cents
per 100. Extended four-page blanks, 5
cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed
postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

33 S. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Vaiious.

A

T

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box
916, Philadelphia. Pa.

RAINED DOGS FOR COON, BEAR, SQUIR-
REL, deer, fox, rabbit, quail, partridge,
woodcock. H. C. Graff, Kensington, Ohio.

Sa-tf

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 30 cents per line for first insertion,

75 cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
serien rvords to line.

Artists and Engravers.

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co., Box 916, Philade'phia, Pa.

Bantams.

I

w
BREED GAMES, GAME AND ORNAMEN-
TAL Bantams. Write for wants. E. F.
Doty. 47 Wellington Place. Toronto, Ont.

56-67

ESTERVELT, HAYWOOD & CO 'S
prize winning Bantams, Game and Orna-
mental. Eggs for hatching: Birds for sale.
Address Box 157, Rutherford, N. J. 56-tf

For Sale.

A S. STILLMAN. ALFRED CENTRE, N. Y.,
breeder of high class White and Black

• Minorcas, Red Caps and Black Javas.
Fresh eggs. Write for prices. 53-59

ROANOKE POULTRY YARDS, HURFF-
VILLE, N.J. High honors won at Phila-
adelphia Show. Buff Cochins, Light Brah-
mas. Barred Plymouth Rocks. Send for
Circular. 52-58

Golden Wyandottes.

FOR SALE.—COCKEREL $5. TRIO $7. NO
better birds in America. Eggs $2 per 13.

E. D. Keeney, Arcade^ N. Y. ss-tf

Sliver "Wyandottes.

SILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
Games. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y. 4t-tf

White Cochins.

WHITE COCHINS EXCLUSIVELY; BEST
birds in the U. S., winners at the great N.
Y. Show '91 and '92 Harry Strickler, Green-
castle, Pa.

'

57-58

lYanted.

WANTED.—WHITE CHINA GEESE. H.
W. Vahle. 319 Market Street, Philadel-
phia, Pa. 51 tf

Various

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets. Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched
ules, Isabels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per hne tor first insertion,
15 cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 511 W. BIDDLE
St.. Baltimore. Md., fancier of Short-face
Baldhead Tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
select from ; Gaddes stock. 54-79

Homing: Plgreons.

A,

T.

W

M. WOOD, BREEDER AND FLYER
homing pigeons, 4010 Baltimore Ave.,
West Philadelphia. 51-76

FRED GtJLDMAN, BREEDER AND
flyer of Homing pigeons, 832 Herkimer St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y. 51-76

HO HAS A BETTER RECORD THAN
this ? In 1890, Philadelphia Concourse
races, I won ist and 2d diploma from 100

miles; ist in special race from 200 miles
;

1st from 300, bred the winner of 400-mile
race, and was ist from 500 miles. In 1891 I

won the Item Championship loo-mile
Trophy, 3d diplc ma in 450-niile Inter-state
race, and was awarded ist, 2d, 3d and 4th
diplomas in the 150-niile young bird Con-
course race. Orders for youngsters filled
in regular order. J D. Munro, 4132 Market
St., Philadelphia, Pa. 53-5-7

For Sale.

FR SALE.-BLACK, BLUE, RED, DUN AND
Silver Tail Turbits, $4 per pair. William S.
Lentz, Allentown, Pa. 56-59

FOR SALE CHEAP.— I PAIR BLACK PIED
Pouters, I Black Pied Cock, i pair Black
Barbs, i pair Red Barbs, i Red Barb Cock, i

pair Blue Dutchess good feeders, 26 pairs
tumblers, also odd birds. Will make very
low price for the lot, or will trade for fox
hound. WILLAR!> WII^ON,
5659 Wallace. Neb.

S. CLARK,
Philadelphia.

1505 GIRARD AVENUE.
Owls and turbits, all colors.

51-63

Jacobins.

FBAILY, ARDMORB, PA., HAS BOUGHT
the celebrated Fitler Jacobins, imported
directly from the best foreign lofts and un-

51-58 doubtealy the finest collection in America.
BAILY, ARDMORE, PA., FINEST IM-
PORTED stock 44-58

TW. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer
^ and breeder of Jacobins. 7-58

F.

Satlnettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT, ARTIST, loio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Tumblers.

FOR SALE.—MY LOFT PRIZE V INNING
Parlor Tumblers cheap. T. G. Gate, 57 Clif-

ton Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. 57-58

Varions.

GEORGE W.KENDIG.EAST BAPTIST AVE.,
York, Pa., breeder white pigeons, fans,
turbits, carriers. 5359

MISCELLANEOUS.

Advertlslnar.

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.
Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well
to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"
368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-
age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals ; gives the circulation
rating of every one, and a good deal of in-
formation about rates and oth?r matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.
Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10
Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82

Ducks.

MAMMOTH C0L0RK;D MUSCOVY DUCKS.
Old Drakes, 14 to 16 pounds. Winners I40
clock New York, Trenton, Brooklyn, Wav-
erly, Charleston, Augusta, Hagerstown.
Stock or eggs. T. Farrer Rackham, F^st
Orange, N. J. 153-204

Drlnklns Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 per
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8vtl Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersev.

Exehanse.

wANTED. TO EXCHANGE. TWO FINE
young Irish Terrier bitches from prize
winning stock, good ratters, for equal value
in poultry, any large breed. Address Ed-
ward Lever, near 63d and Lancaster Ave.,
Phila., Pa. 57:5*

Various.

ALUMINUM AND NICKEL SEAMLESS
Pigeon Bands 3'^c. and 2>3C. A. H. Kruger,
Germantown, Phila. 55-6;

BROKEN BEAGLES, FOX HOUNDS, FOX
Terriers, Collies and one extra fine Coach
Dog, Chester White and Berkshire Hogs,
B. Plymouth Rock, Light Brahmas, White
Plymouth and Leghorn Pullets, Laying
and Common Pigeons. Send stamp for cir-

cular. Lewis H. Miller. West Chester,
Chester Co., Pa. it
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IN THE STUD.

Xlentlnon Kennels'

St. Bernards,
PHCENIXVILLE. PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.8.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equal.

FEE, ^lOO.

The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.8.B.18,337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, ^5.
Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.

42-93

IT STUD—POINTER

PROMOTION
FEE 950.

Winner (absolute) Central Derby, 1891, defeating
the great setter Wun Lung.

ENGLISH SETTER

KING'S MARK
FEE $35.

Winner in Seven Field Trials.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for

catalogue to

FAIRMOUNT KENNELS,
54-205 RAVENNA, NEBRASKA, or

Ninth St. and Columbia Ave., Phila., Pa.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

HANOVER BOY.
Full of Playboy blood, has small, perfectly car-

ried ears, winner of two firsts and an uncropped
special at Kennel Club Show, London.

FEE $15.00.

BOXER IV.
Winner of several prizes, long clean head, hard

red coat, sire of Bumptious Bonnet.

FEE $15 00.
Apply to

WALTER J. COMSTOCK,
5i-75eow Box 408, Providence, R. I.

AT STUD—WOODALE KENNELS'
FOX TERRIERS Fee.

DOBBIN $20
By Ch. Venio—Brockenhurst Worry by

Raffle.

STARDEN'S JACK $15
Bv Ch. Result— Fore.st Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS $10
By Raffle—Warren Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of prize win-
ning bitches alwavs for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 47-73

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.40-91

IN THE STUD.
|

IN THE STUD.

Seminole I^ennels
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ROUGH-COATED COLLIES
(;hampion the squire ciossi) fee $50.00
CHAMPIOX ROSLYX WILKES (80883) " 50.00
CHAMPION ROSLYN DANDY (17577) " 35.00
ROSLYN CON\VAY (30888)

" 90.00
SIR KELPIE (11735)

** 15.00

ENGLISH SETTER
SIR FREDERICK (81741) " 50.00

Winner of forty-four first prizes in England.

IRISH SETTERS
CHAMPION TIM (5816) "' 85.00
.JERRY .JARVIS (15347) (litter brother to Duke Elcho) " 20.00

ENGLISH PUGS
KASH, Jr. (17804) *' 15.00

Winner of first Albany and second New York 1892.

Extended pedigree and list of stock for sale furnished on application.

IN THE STUD.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

L,AXSI>OWNE DESPERADO, Fee *15.

Venio, Dominie, Pitcher and Result shows up
prominently in his pedigree—a rare and desira-

ble combination of "blood that tells."

LANSDOWNE TRITON - - Fee ^\0

By Raffle—Warren Dainty. Stud cards on ap-

plication. Post office and shipping address

LANSDOWNE KENNELS, Lansdowne, Pa.

HT STUD—ENGLISH SETTER

COUNT LEO,
Mack D—Ladv Alta, Lady Alta by Count

Roderigo—Bessie 'Belton. Evenly marked white,

black and tan, whelped November 14, 1889.

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. G. ELLIOTT,

40-91 483 Potters Ave., Providence, R. I.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in

America." Pedigree and winnings free
;
photos,

50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS.
155-206 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

H T STUD,

STREATHAM

MONARCH
The Best Bull Terrier Living.

ADDRESS

JOAN MOORHERD, Jr..

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUD.

Fee, fl50
** 50

k4

40
25
20

Ch. Sir Bertlvere,

Jim Blaine, - -

Ch. Plinliinmon, Jr.

Ijortl I>ante,

Liotliario, - - -

PUPPIES BY ABOVE USUALLY ON HAND,
j

WYOMING KENNELS,
149-200 MELROSE, MASS.

j

jlT STUD. FKE »60.
j

THE WELL KNOWN POINTER,

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, R'p
Rao. Zig-Zag. Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King oPKent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington. N. C. December, 1890, and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land : ist. New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn,
'89: ist, challenge. Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

134.1R5 Babylon. L. I.

pHJlNTKR AT STUD. FEE |>;J5.

LAD OF KENT <"-^>

Sire. Champion Bracket : dam, Renie by Ch.
Tammanv. Winnings and only times shown :

First puppy. New York. 1H90: first open and
special for best brace with his litter sister. Lass
of Kent, New York, 1891 ; first. Wilmington; first

and special, Gloversville : first Albany and
special for best dosr of any breed in the show.
N. B —This low stud fee for three months to ap-

proved bitches. Address
GEORGE JARVIS,

52-77 1015 Washington Avenue, N. Y.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, a k.C.s.b. 4742

sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee $10.

VEN DETTA, A K c.s.b. 20420

sire, Ch. New Forest—Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee $10.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,
4798 Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

TDog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl. B. Tallman,
140-tf OAK LAWN, R. I

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall .shows.

tf

KLM STATION,

Montgomery Co., Pa.

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
151-103

cFox Terriers.

j

IN STUD.

i

Pitcher $25

I Starden's Jack 25

j

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

I

Reckoner 15

Brockenhurst Tyke 15

I Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

IJiLLsmE Hennels,
5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

Unglo-imericnn Terrier \m±.
IN STUD.

SMOOTH FOX TERRIER.

EBOR SPENDTHRIFT STun Fee $10
WIRE HAIRED FOX TERRIER,

BARTON STING - Stud Fee $10
IRISH TERRIERS,

JACK BRIGGS - Stud Fee $20
VALLEY BOXER - stidFkeSIS

BLACK AND TAN TERRIER.
PRINCE REGENT - stud Fee $10

SCOTCH TERRIER,
KILSTOR - - - stud Fee $15
SCOTCH HOT - - - - $15

YORKSHIRE TERRIER,

CH. TOON'S ROYAL - sti" Fee $10

R. TOON,
2i6Fitzwilliam St , Sheffield, Kiig.

C. N. SYMONDS,
157-J03eow Salem, Mass.. U. S. A.

Address

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP. 771 1 . . .

REGENT BRISK. 16,618 .

REGENT TIPPLER . . .

Fee $25
10

10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNF:LS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md 65

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co.. N. Y.

140-tf

PI'l'a'SBUUG, PA.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - • S50

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member. 35 per cent off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL S20
Puppies and Brocnl Hitches for sale. Dogs of

any breed taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stnd and sold on commission.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
2980 CHESTNUT HILL, Phila., Pa.

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SF»RAKE,

Winner of 1st and Special at New York, ist

at Baltimore and 1st and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE S20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAN,
laitf AUBURN PARK, ILL.

M ASTIFF AT STID

ORMONDE
A son of the great Cambrian Princess, winner

of 1st Rockford, Freeport. Cltveland, L inciniiHti

and Chicago, and sire of isl ;Mid 2d prize bi ches
Rockford, Freeport an<l Chicago. iSyi. Some
grandlv bred pups for sale. Send stamp for

catalogue. CHARLES K. BIN.N.
I'eoria, Illinois.

catalogue
157-202

S2000.00

IN SPECIAL PREMIUMS.
iJ'iOO to the fitst of the (Champion Oath's

Mark «» Dan GlJ»dstoiie;p<'/ whelped in 1892 (or

after), who will win the United Stales Derby.

SftiOO on the same conditions as above at

l-;a*terii Derby.
J|jf.>(N> on the san.e conditions as above at Cen-

tral Derby.

|lti(M) on the same conditions as above at

Southern Derby.

*.">0 10 the fiist of the (Champion Gath's Mark
in Dan Gladl^niiiV/ whelped in 1^92 (or after),

who will win tiist place in open class at the

Weslniinsler Bench riliow, .New York.

jp.^O on the same c<itiditioiis as above at the

Ma.«iCoutah JJench show, Chicjigo, 111.

ii^'l^i on the same coiniiti<)ii>. as above, at the

New Kngland Bench show. Boston, Mass.

iS'i.'i on the .same condilioiis as above, at the

Duquesne Bench show, Pittsburi:. Pa.

!!H'.i5 on same conditions as above, at the Wash-
ington City B nchshow, Washington, I). C.

POINTERS—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN, 6258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 555O. Fee $35
Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-

dress

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS.
43-68 P. O. Box 676, ALBANY, N. V.

ffi'i^ on same conditions as above, at the Mary-
land Bench show, Haltinioie. Md.

IS 1 00 to the hiiVi/fi of the winner of EACH of

the above ten special offers.

NOTE I.- The owners of Champion Gath's

Mark and Dan Gladstone, reserve the right to

withdraw these preiiiiiiins only its the event of

the death of either of the above dcgs or their

di.squalirtcation for stud purposes.

NOTE 'i.—The Blue Ridge Kennel has now
opened its l)Ooks for the fall season of 1891 and
spring of 1S92 for (lath's Mark and Dan CAad-

stone, limited to 50 services each.

GATH'S MARK -

DAN GLADSTONE
FEE $75

50

The Blue Ridge Kennel

Pugs of the Best Breeding
At reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNEL
Box 82, Louisville, Ky. 4^73
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IF YOU VALUE YOUR DOG'S HEALTH
DO NOT BE PERSUADED TO PURCHASE

DANGEROUS IMITATIONS.
TV^HDE FR07VT CHEKP HMD INNUTRITIOUS INGREDIENTS

OF OUR

PATENT MEAT FIBRINE
DOG CAKES.

NOTE OUR NATV^E KND TRHDE MKRK.
OOR BI5C0IT5 CONTAIN

20 Per Cent OF MEAT AND
INGREDIENTS

Which we have the

EXCLUSIVE RI&HT IB USE

Made also with Greater or Less Per-

centages of Meat if Reguired.

TO OOlflERS op DOGS
Read tlie opinion cif AMERICAS FOREMOST AUTHORITY ON DOGS a« to the valtie of

SHRATTS PATENT DOG CAKES.
.xtvtttat^v- « ^JANUAR\ 31, 1890.

SPRATTS PATENT, I^IMITED.

GENTLEMEM.-lt is with great pleasure that I testify to the value of your DOG FOOD. I have used MANY TONS OF IT IN MY

KENNELS, and have yet to meet with a single instance where it proved unsuitable, or was followed by any ill effect whatever. It

is my custom to commence feeding puppies with it as early as the SEVENTH WEEK OF LIFE. The ''Cakes" I reduce to a fine meal

with which I thicken their milk This meal is fed once a day at first, oftener after a short time, and when the P^f'^'^^^'^
enough, the unbroken cakes become one of the most important articles of food. Since employing this method of feeding, THE FATALITY

AMONG MY YOUNG STOCK HAS BEEN MUCH LESS THAN FORMERLY, AND THEIR GROWTH HAS BEEN MORE RAPID AND HEALTHIER.

¥ary truly yours, "ASHIVIONT."

Write for particulars and pamphlet on

CANINE

SPRATTS PATENT (AMERICA), LIMITED,

239, 241, 243 and 245 East 56th Street, Ne\A/ York City

VOL. 8, NO. 18. \
WHOliE NO., 158. ;

PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, MARCH 26, 1892. /PER ANNUM, ga.OO
1 SINGJ.E COPY, Bo.

HILLSIDE KENNELS' FOX TERRIER CHAMPION RABY MIXER.
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IN THE STUD.

IVlentlion Kennels*

St. Bernsrcls,
PHCENIXVILLE. PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.8.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTU has no equal.

FEE, 9100.

The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.8.B.18,337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, 1135.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

IT STUD—POINTKR

PROMOTION
FEE 950.

Winner (absolute) Central Derby, 1891, defeating
the great setter Wun Lung.

IN THE STUD^
|

IN THE STUD.

Seminole J^ennels
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA. PA.

ROUGH-COATED COLLIES
CHAMPION THE SQUIRE («0881) VKK #50.00

CHAMPION ROSLYN WILKES («088;j) " 60.00

CHAMPION ROSI.YX DANDY (17577) " a5.00

ROSLYN CONWAY (3088^) ** 80.00

SIR KELPIE (14735) ** IS.OO

ENGLISH SETTER
SIR FREDERICK (31741) ** 6O.0O

Winner of forty-four first prizes in England.

IRISH SETTERS
CHAMPION TIM (5815) '* 85.00

JERRY JARVIS (15347) (litter brother to Duke Elcho) *' SO.OO

ENGLISH PUGS
KASH, .Jr. (17804) *' 15.00

Winner of first Albany and second New York 1892.

Extended pedigree and list of stock for sale furnished on application.

IN THE STUD.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - SSO

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $60

To Collie Club Member, 35 per cent off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL S20

ENGLISH SKTTKR

KING'S MARK
FEE 935.

Winner in Seven Field Trials.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for

catalogue to

FAIRMOUNT KENNELS,
54-205 KAVKNNA, NHBKASKA, or

Ninth St. and Columbia Ave., Phila., Pa.

AT STUD—WOODALE KENNELS'
FOX TERRIERS Fee.

DOBBIN $20
By Ch. Venio—Brockeuhurst Worry by

RafiSe.

STARDENS JACK • • • $15
By Ch. Result— Horest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS- ... $10
By Raffle—Warren Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of prize win-

ning bitches always for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 47-73

81- BERNARDS
AT STUD.

Ch. Sir Bedivere, Fee, $150
Jim Blaine, - - " 50

Cli. I'llnllminon, Jr. " 40
Liord Dante, - *' i35

T^tliarlo, - - - " 120

PUPPIES BY ABOVE USUALLY ON HAND,

WYOMING KENNELS,
149-200 MELROSE, MASS.

FOR :SALE
V From the largest and best kennels of this

.breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
40-91 LANCASTER. MASS.

poINTER AT STUD. FEK «35.

LAD OF KENT 3'^)

Sire, Champion Bracket : dam, Renie by Ch.

Tammany. Winnings and only times shown :

First puppy, New York, 1890: first open and
special for best brace with his litter sister. Lass

of Kent, New York, 1891 ; first, Wilmington, fir.st

and special, Gloversville ; first Albany and
specialfor best dog of anv breed in the show.

N. B.—This low stud fee for three months to ap-

proved bitches. Address
•^ GEORGE JARVIS.

52-77 1015 Washington Avenue, N. Y.

qFox Terriers^

IN STUD.

Pitcher . . .* $25

Starden's Jack 25

Ch. Raby Mixer IS

Reckoner 15

Brockenhurst Tyke 15

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

Puppies and Brood Bitches for sale. Dogs of
any breed taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stnd and sold on commission.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
29-80 CHESTNUT HILL, Phila., Pa.

yiLLsitiE Kennels,

5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

ST STUD,

STREATHAM

MONARCH
The Best Bull Terrier Living.

ADDRESS

JOHN MOORflEflD, Jr.,

PITTSBURG, PA.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.

140-tf

FOX TERRIERS

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

LANSDOWNE 1>KSPERA1>0, Fee $18.

Venio. Dominie. Pitcher and Result shows up
,rominently in his pedigree—a rare and desira-

ile combination of "bl xxl that tells."

L.ANSI)0>VNE TRITON - - Fee !»10

By Raffle—Warren Daintv. Stud cards on ap-

plication. Post office and shipping address

LANSDOVVNE KK.NNELS, Lansdowne, Pa.

I

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, a.k.C.s 8.4742

Sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee $10.

VENDETTA, a.k.c.s.b. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest—Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee $10.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,
^7.98 Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

AT STUD
dusky trap, 7711
regent brisk, 16,618 . . . .

REGENT TIPPLER

.Fee $25
.

" 10

. " 10

Puppies for sale from pri^e winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

THE KENNEL.

OiKKEiEl5p

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN, 6258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-

dress

IT STUD—ENGLISH SETTER

COUNT LEO,
Mack n —Lady Alia, Lady Alia by Count

RoderiRO— Bessie Belton. Evenly marked white,

bU-ick and tan. whelpeil November 14. 1889.

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. G. ELLIOTT,

483 Potters Ave., Providence, R.I.40-91

MASTIFF AT STUD.

ORMONDE
A son of the great Cambrian Princess, winner

of ist Rockford, Freeport, Cleveland, Cincinnati

and Chicago, and sire of 1st and 2d prize bitches

Rockford, Freeport and Chicago. 1892. Some
eraiKllv bred pups for sale. Send stamp tor

Luiogue. CHARLES E. BUNN.
,j_.^2 Peoria, Illinois.

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

FOR SALE-EXGLISII SET'TKR PUPS,
bv Ch Rodergo, Ch. Gath's Mark and Dan
Gladstone. IRISH SEPTER PUPS, by
Ch. Kildare. Ch. Dick Swiveller, Ch. Tim and
Champion Seminole.

Send for Price List. 40-91

roRKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in

America." Pedigree and winnings free ;
ohotos,

1 • '•• -- foiSocts A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
155-206 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

BLACK WONDER.
No. 23,557. Whelped Jan. 30, 1890.

King of black pointers, and was the king of

all colors at the United States Field Trials held

at Bicknell. Ind, 1801, winning the Derby and
All-age Stake. He is a dog that knows how to

hunt and not afraid of briers. Fee fSiln.

JOHN A. HUNTER,
Sandborn, Indiana.

HT STUD—FOX TERRIER

RANTER (A^<^^» '8^^^

FEE $10.00
By Pitcher ex Vene, own brother and same lit-

ter to Champion Dominie. "He should be most
suitable for light, fine bitches, possessing im-

mense straight bone, a long punishing head but

coarse, with correct ears and body and as game
as it is possible to make them ." See Fanciers'

JOURNAL. Address HAMLET OWEN,
46-7oeow 117 Olden Avenue, Trenton, N. J.

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

56-o7eow

ax STUD. FKE »50.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B.. 6264).

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip

Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.

King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C, December. 1890. and

on the bench has won 1st, Birmingham, Eng-
land; ist. New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn
'89; 1st, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

134-185 Babylon, L. I.

HT STUD

Ch. PAUL GLADSTONE
(3482)

VISCOUNT
(21571)

Imported from the kennels of R. W. Purcell-

Llewellin, England, and pronounced by him the

best dog he ever sold to America.

FEE FOR EITHER, $50.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for

catalogue, etc.

MT. WASHINGTON KENNEL,
52.66eow P. O. Box 304, Canousburg, Pa.

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SF»RAKB,

Winner of 1st and Special at New York, ist

at Baltimore and 1st and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAN,
laitf AUBURN PARK, ILL.

tt

ELM STATION,

Montgomery Co., Pa.

Pugs of the Best Breeding

At reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNEL
Box 82, Louisville, Ky. 48-73

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers

Dr Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
T CI-151-202

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
43-68 P. O. Box 676. ALBANY, N. Y.

FOR SAI^K.
At reasonable prices, a grand litter of St. Ber-

nard puppies by REFUGE II out ofCHAMPION
CLEOPATRA. Apply D. MANN, Grammercy
Kennels, 316 E. 20th St.. New York City. 57-69

Some Choice Pointer

-g'tf Gainesville, Va.

TDog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographi

or from life.

fl. B. TallmaD,
i4o^tt OAK LAWN, R. I
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FIXTURES.

Dog Shows.
April 6-9.—Boston Mass.

13-16.—Denver, Col.

20-23.—Los Angeles, Cal.
May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.
Sept. 12-16.—Toronto, Can.

1893.
Feb. 21-24.—New York, N. Y.
March 1-3.—Baltimore. Md.
June 13-17.—Chicago, 111.

Field Trials.

Sept. 15.—Manitoba Field Trials Club.
Nov. 18.—Eastern Field Trials Club.

28 —Philadelphia Kennel Club.
Dec. 6.—Central Field Trials Club.
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Our Illustration.

This week we give the portrait of Mr.

Johu E. Thayer's well-known and popu-

lar stud fox terrier Champion Raby
Mixer, a dog of true terrier character

that carries his years well.

Raby Mixer, bred by Mr. George

Raper, was whelped August 17, 1885, and
is by Raby Mixture, out of Richmond
Olive Bud, by Raby Tyrant out of Rich-
mond Olive. His pedigree is of the best
and runs back to the celebrated Belvoir
strain.

Raby Mixer's winnings are as follows :

First at Buffalo, Providence, Newport
and New York in 1887 ; second at Phila-

delphia and New York, first and special

for best stud dog at Boston and New
Haven in 1888 ; second and special for

best stud dog at New York, first and
special for best stud dog at Worcester,
special for best stud dog at Boston, first

at Philadelphia in 1889 ; first in challenge
classes at Boston in 1890 ; first in chal-

lenge class at Lynn in 1891 ; first in

challenge class at New York, 1891, win-
ning the Grand Challenge Cup offered by
the Fox Terrier Club for the best fox
terrier in show. Mixer beat at this show
every crack terrier in the country. First

in challenge class at Pittsburg, Pa., 1892.

A correspondent writing of this dog re-

cently, said: "After the above list of
winnings and beating such cracks as

Champion Lucifer, Rubicon and Bac-

chanal one must wonder what faults this

dog can have. They are certainly few
and far between, and when I say he is a

little too high on the leg and his coat

somewhat too open and soft, I've said

about all. His front is remarkable,

straight as an arrow, well under his

shoulders, neck, head, jaw, ears, hind-

quarters, feet and general contour truly

symmetrical, with every desired point

showing to advantage."

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

We call the attention of the members
of the Irish Setter Club to the communi-
cation of A. Redman in another column.
The suggestion of holding the trials in

Mississippi has several advantages, but

as long as the majority of the mem-
bers of the Irish Setter Club re-

side in the East it will be hard to get

them to take the trials so far West. We
would suggest the propriety of the west-

ern Irish setter men joining the club,

feeling certain that if they do the pres-

ent management will do everything pos-

sible to protect their interests. As long

as the eastern end has to pay the bills

they can hardly be expected to add to

the expense a long trip west for their

handlers. Applications for membership
are in order and can be made to any of-

ficer of the club or to the secretary, Dr-

Davis, 1338 Walnut street, Philadelphia,

Pa. We should be pleased to give space

to any suggestions in reference to the

trials.
«

« »

Mr. John Davidson's friends will regret

to learn that his pointer dog Ridgeview

Wagg, first in light-weight dog class at

Chicago, is dead.
#*

Mr. F. W. Chapman's kennel building

was burned down about 3 A. M. March
12, and resulted in the loss of the follow-

ing beagles : Tone, the field trial winner,

due to whelp in a few daj-s; Countess

Juno, winner of second in open class at

Boston last spring; Cora, the dam of

Royal Kreuger and Glenrose Molly.
*

« *

Speaking of the unfortunate accident,

Mr, Chapman says: "About 3 o'clock
Saturday morning I was awakened by the

most agonizing yells I ever heard in my
life, and hastily jumped out of bed to see

one of my kennels a mass of flames. It

took but a few seconds to dress, and soon
with the assistance of some kind neigh-
bors we managed to save Ring, Fitz Hugh
Lee, Wallagamump and Desdemona,
who were in the other end of the kennel,
and with the aid of a hose and several

buckets of water managed to subdue the
flames. It was a hard sight and some-
thing I never wish to go through again.

I would not mind losing the building,

but to have the poor dogs meet such a

terrible fate, is something fearful to

think of."

. Our readers will be sorry to learn that

Chappy, the fireman's dog, so entertain-

ingly written about in "Whiffs from the

Metropolis," died from his injuries Wed-
nesday morning.

«
« «

The Rochester Kennel Club has been
thinking seriously of giving a bench show
after the Boston fixture, but at a meeting
of the club last Tuesday it was decided
that the time was too short between now
and .\pril 12 to get ready for a first-class

show. The secretary was instructed to

claim September 6 to 9, which is the week
before the Toronto fixture, and dogs on
their way to Canada can participate in

the Rochester event.
*

• «

We hear that Messrs. McEwen & Gib-
son have imported from England a brace
of collies that are likely to do a great deal

of winning on this side. They are a pair

of youngsters and were selected by the
well-known judge, Mr. L. P. C. Ashley,
who, having carte blanche as to price and
unlimited time to find them, it may be
taken for granted he is sending some-
thing that will elevate the American ken-
nel standard. The dog is ten months old

and is by Edgbaston Excelsior out of

Ryland Lady by Seftan, sire of Metchley
Wonder. Edgbaston Excelsior is spoken
of as one of the best sires on the other
side and is by Christopher. The son of
these valued parents is described as a

very big dog with an immense coat of

capital texture. He is wontlerfully good
on his legs, is a beautiful mover and is

absolutely perfect in ears, with a tre-

mendously long head without flew on lip.

*
« «

His companion "en voyage" is a seven
mouths old bitch by the big dog Great
Alne Douglas, admitted to be the biggest

and best-headed and limbed son of

Metchley Wonder, and she is out of Mr.
Charles' best brood bitch. She is sable

aud white and is most beautifully

marked, with perfect ears, a beautiful

head and body and feet first-class. Both
youngsters are over distemper.

*
«- •

The Toronto Kennel Club at its second
annual meeting held March 17 elected

the following officers for the ensuing
year: President, J. B. Sweetman; vice-

presidents, R. C. Forshaw aud F. H. El-

more; secretary, H. B. Donovan ; treas-

urer, H. J. Hill; surgeon. Dr. Campbell;

Executive Committee, J. Smellie,, P. J
Keating, H. B. Donovan, H. Howard, T.

J. Fitzsimmons and F. Sheart.
»

« «

Our esteemed contemporary the Eng-
lish Fanciers' Gazette very justly com-
mends Forest antl Stream in getting out

their dog show extra and having it on
sale the last day of the show. Thk
Journal was on sale the following week
at the Philadelphia show. It contained

a full list of awards with criticisms there-

on, and all of this work was done by our-

selves, without any assistance. We are

so accustomed to being a week in ad-

vance of our contemporaries that we no
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longer consider it worth while to call at-

tention to our "beats" over them.

* *

The National Greyhound Club met
March 14 and elected the following of-

ficers for the ensuing year: President, N.
Q. Pope; vice-president, L. C. White;
secretary, H. W. Huntington

; treasurer,

C. V. R. Drake. The following gentle-

men were appointed a Bench Show Com-
mittee to arrange for a show in Brooklyn
in October : Messrs. George Shephard
Page, H. W. Huntington, C. F. R. Drake,
H. Osborne and J. H. Watson.

*
»

The English Setter Club will dine at

the Hotel Boyleston, Boston, April 6, at

8 P. M. Members and others can obtain
tickets by addressing Mr. Wilson Fiske,

102 Chambers vStreet, New York City.

PITTSBURG SHOW

Special Prizes at the Duquesne Kennel
Club's Show.

Mastiffs.—Best dog (2), Elkson; best
kennel, Cook's.

St. Bernards.—Best kennel roughs,
Dutchess Kennel; best kennel smooths,
Fernwood Kennels; best dog or bitch.
Empress of Contoocook; best dog, Hes-
tor; Ijest dog pup, Mascot Royal.
Great Danes.—Best kennel^ Wolverine

Kennels; best dog, Pedro.
Deerhounds.—Best kennel. Hillside

Kennels; best dog. Hillside Warrior.
Greyhounds.—Best keunel, A. W. Pur-

beck; best dog, Gem of the Season; best
bitch, Bestwood Daisy.
Pointers.—Best kennel, T. G. Davey;

best dog, King of Kent; best bitch, Lady
Gay Spanker; best pointer that has
started ni an open field trial of 1891 or
1892, Lady Gav Spanker.
English Setters.—Best kennel, Rock-

ingham Kennels; best dog in Western
Pennsylvania, Albert's Nellie; best dog
never shown before, Wordsley Dude;
best bitch. Miss Frost; best started in open
field trial of 1S91 or 1892, Edge Mark;
best dog, Count Howard.

Irish Setters.—Best kennel. Oak Grove
Kenuels; best dog, Mack N.
Gordons,— Best kennel. Dr. Dixon;

best dog, Ivanhoe.
Spaniels.—Best Clumber dog. Boss III;

best bitch. Lady Bromide; best cocker
dog. Fascination; best bitch. I Say.

Collies.—Best Americau-bred collie,
Roslyn Wilkes; best puppy, Russell; best
kennel, Seminole.

Bull Dogs.—Best Icennel, Illwiss; best
dog. King Lud; best bitch, Saleni.

Bull Terriers.—Best kennel, John Moor-
head, Jr.; best dog, Streatham Monarch;
best bitch, P^lgewood Fancy.
Beagles.—Best dog (2), Tony Weller;

best bitch, Fitzie.

Fox Terriers.—Best kennel, John E.
Thayer; best dog or bitch, Starden's
King.

Irish Terriers.—Best, Dunmurry.
Dandie Dinmonts.—Best, King o' the

Heather.
Skye Terriers.— Best, Sir Stafford.

Letter fkrom Mr. Holl.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In your "Whiffs from the Metropolis"
I think your correspondent is laboring
under a delusion, as I have never ex-
pressed any desire for cocker field trials

for the simple reason that I am not so
hoggish as some people would imagine.
I am perfectly satisfied with my bench
career, and will leave the field trials to
the people who profess to have the field

trial dogs, but if ever called upon to put
one of nu' bench show winners in the
field for a trial I shall be pleased to do
so, and it is more than likely that it will
upset the calculations of some of these
so-called working type of cocker. I no-
tice that most of our field trial men in
this country expect a cocker to do the
work of a setter, retriever or Chesapeake
Bay. They expect a cocker to range a
ten-acre field in five minutes and do the
work in a swfmp which would be a most
difficult thing for our best retrievers to
do.

This is where I disagree with the
sporting men of this country who expect
our cockers to do that which is impossi-
ble. Yours truly, G. BELL.
Toronto, March 21, 189a.
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THE IRISH SETTER TRIALS.

A Suggestion as to Time and Place of

Holding Them This Year.

Editor Fanciers' Journai..

Being deeply interested in the coming

Irish setter trials I was somewhat disap-

pointed that the members of the club

did not materialize in numbers sufficient

to hold a club meeting at the New York

show, in accordance with the by-laws and

constitution, and tbat by said action they

lost the use of the Eastern Club's ground

at High Point.

No use lamentating over the inatten-

tion which shows that where so many

are interested each one depends upon the

other and thus a failure. However, there

may have been but little business of im-

portance to attend to beyond electing

officers and keeping up the interest and

the organization. No doubt, owing to

long continued illness, Mr. Child would

have V)een pleased to be relieved of the

presiding office, yet now that he holds

over for another year I trust that good

health may be his lot, and that he may

be thus able to devote the time that his

wishes dictate to the advancement of the

Irish setter, especially as a field dog.

Had the meeting been held no doubt

the same officers would have been elected.

Yet I suppose there would have been

some change in the committees and some

new members added.
, , , c

Upon the secretary falls the burden ot

pushing the trials, attending to the large

correspondence and keeping the meeting

prominently before the public. Those

deeply interested will know that no bet-

ter man could be selected than Dr. Davis

as secretary. Being an enthusiastic red

dog man he is an earnest worker as well

and knows no such thing as jail. The

experience gained last year will assist

him to make the trials this year more

successful than last, providing he meets

with the proper support from the mem-

bers of the club. Dr. Davis cannot alone

make the trials go, but if all the red dog

men start as he does there will be a bet-

ter showing as to members than last year.

When it came time to select the grounds

for the trials of last year some of the

handlers were consulted, and they agreed

upon High Point and the ground used by

the Eastern Club, the reason being be-

cans'' they would be there anyway to at-

tend the other trial. This all proved to

be for the best last year

grounds might have
and the same

been for the be^t

place and double the number of starters

would fill, there are some hindrances

that must not be overlooked. The ma-

jority of trainers will be employed from

the ist of November until the 20th of

December with the United States, the

Eastern, the Philadelphia and the Central,

and could not be in Ohio during that

time. Should January be chosen there

is every chance of bad weather against

the meeting, as during most of January.

1892, the thermometer registered about

thirty degrees below zero.

Leaving this then as impracticable for

this year at least, I will draw a fair com-

promise as between the East, West,

North and South. It must be strictly

borne in mind that the later the tnals

are held the better will be the result, and

that to hold them in January or Febru-

ary the location must be so far south as

to'be reasonably sure of the weather be-

ing good during the week.

In looking the country over, my
thoughts go back to old Tennessee, the

home of the field trial winning English

setter. There at Grand Junction were

held the best of the earlv trials, and no

doubt the old hotel stands there yet that

can be used. Should this point not be

the best, then there is another that could

be selected, only a few miles away, that

if application is made right away could

no doubt be secured. That is the ground

of the Southern Club at New Albany.

Miss. This is the best open ground iised

by any club now holding trials and their

dates are the best of all. Just before or

at the close of their trials would be the

proper time and place, before being much

to be preferred.

Now don't all of us eastern men throw

up the sponge and say, "cannot go, can-

not send dogs so far."
.

Our dogs are sent to professional

handlers and they are all congre-

gated at that point at that time,

and if last year be taken as an ex-

ample, no one will attend the trials save

the secretary and Dr. Jarvis. and these

two can journev to that point without

much extra expense. This will give the

North West and South a fair showing, as

the East had it all her way last year. Re-

member that the trainers as a rule spend

the winter in the South, and that they

will not be far from New Albany at this

time of year, February i. This mchides
most of the western handlers and all the

northern ones.

Now let the gentlemen who love the

red dog and live in the territory other

than the eastern speak up and let it be

known to the officers and committee

what vou are willing to do. Let all who

will start dogs at New Albany or Granrl

Junction about February i either let it

RESULTANT LITTERS.

A Case Where a Bitch Was Bred to

Two Different Breeds.

Editor Fanciers' Journal. i

I have a valuable fox terrier bitch

which I recently sent to a noted kennel

to be lined by a champion dog. I am

notified by the proprietor of the kennel

that on the second day of her season she

was bred to the dog I ordered, but two

days after this, bv accident, she was

covered by a water spaniel. Not regard-

ing this, the kennelman again bred my
bitch to the dog of my selection on the

day after the "accident." Will you kindly

tell me through the columns of your ex-

cellent paper what will her puppies prob-

ably be, pure or mongrels ? E. H. M.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In reply to "E. H. M." I would cite

the following case exactly in point, which

is more satisfactory than ten bushels ot

"opinions." The mastiff bitch Eagles-

ford, bred by me and owned by Clinton

N Powell, Esq., of Omaha, Neb., was

bred to the mastiff Duke of Counaught,

and within a few days (two, I think) was

got at by a mongrel of boarhound type.

The bitch was fawn and the mongrel was

"yaller " Duke of Connaught was a

dark brindle, ancl the resultant pups were

not only of good mastiff type but were

brindle in color. This settled the pa-

ternity of that litter. I dislike express-

ing an "ooinion" of any sort, but may

suggest to "E. H. M." that the chances

are very much in favor of his having a

straight fox terrier litter, but that he will

do kennel interests a service by report-

ing the result of his bitch's whelping.

Facts are the only things of any value in

a case of this sort. Yours truly,

W. Wade.
HULTON. Pa., March 5, 1892-

supplying a varied diet as just indicated

has had little or no trouble with so-called

"surfeit" or "blotch," although the ani-

mal has not been allowed complete free-

dom to exercise himself. He ha* very

rarely been given raw bone and meat, so

that now he will have scarcely anything

to do with such food, preferring boiled

meat and bread or vegetables. As there

is quite a "craze" (current in some local-

ities) in poisouiog valualde stock, and as

a bit of fresh meat is usually made the

instrument for the conveyance of doses

of this nature, it is quite desirable at

times to have a dog that don't like food

of this sort.

Myron Sumner Perkins.

FEEDING THE DOG.

His Diet Should Be Varied, Accord Inar

to Circumstances.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Natural history tells us that the dog

belongs to an order of mammals known

by the term "carnivora," the meaning of

which is simply that the members of this

order of animals feed principally or en-

tirely upon flesh. We know also that

the domestic dog prefers meat and bones

I

to any other food, and that his teeth have

plainly been constructed for the purpose

this year, vet that is now out of the ques- K^ known through the sporting press or

tion
' So I beg your consideration oil. ,, :„„ t-», r»o,.icr.p.r«;nnn11v. This

other localities with other dates. If the

interest of the Irishmen living in Ohio,

Indiana. Michigan. Illinois, Iowa, Ne-

braska Kan'^as. Missouri, etc., are not to

be consi.lered as equal to that of the

eastern owners an<l patrons, then I would

suggest the grounds of the Central Club at

Lexington and the time January 10 to 15.

The grounds at High Point are not

better than these, and the later the trials

are held the better will the showing made

by the Derby starters be. The young-

sters need all the game work possible

previous to being started. This would

enable them to make a better showing as

compared with their English cousiusand

the best strains of the pointers.

There would not be ample time to com-

nlete the trials after the close of the Cen-

tral before holidays would demand the

presence of all interested at their various

homes. So. I sav, let January loth be

selected, then all can be ready a»d the

trials be better than last year. Yet those

who have run dogs there will bear nieout

ill the assertion that the cover is too dense

and will not admit of each dog having

equal chances upon game nor in show-

ing speed, range, etc.

Taking up the western end of the con-

troversy. I am inclined to be reasonable

INFLUENCE OF A PREVIOUS SIRE

M. B. Wynne in the Stock-Keeper.

Amidst the bustle of moving house I

received a letter from America stating,

"Professor Romanes is making investi-

gation to determine what is the rule as

to whether a previous sire leaves traces ot

himself on subsequent offspring." And

the question was put, "If a mastiff bitch

has a litter by a dog of some other breed

will the subsequent offspring by a pure

mastiff show traces of the previous sire,

and which is the most common, traces or

no traces?"

The writer asked me to give my opin-

ion from experience as a breeder, and

requested— if all the same to me—if I

would send reply by way of a communi-

cation to the Stock-Keeper. Hence these

lines, which I shall be glad if you can

find room for insertion, and trust they

may lead other breeders of experience

and standing to communicate their ob-

servations through your columns.

I may premise mv remarks by saying

it is not merely "a superstition," but an

opinion long held in the East, and also

by many breeders in this country as well

as in America, that the fact of crossing a

female with a sire of a different breed

renders her nature vitiated, and that in

all probability her subsequent offspring

will be affected by the former mesalli-

ance Such is not mere superstition, but

au opinion caused through certain facts

having been more or less observed and

vouched for.

But in all such cases most people lose

sight of the fact which should ever be

kept in mind clearly, viz.. Is the influ-

ence actual vitiated blood influence (I

use the term for the sake of perspicuity,

bv addressing Dr. Davis personally. This

will enable the worth v gentlemen to see

" which way the wind blows." I will say '

that New Albany. January 20 to February .

ic will meet the approval of one gentle-

man that has spoken to me to the tune of
^

eicht to ten starters.

Now gentlemen of the red color, and

the waste basket permitting, another

thing, and I am through with this for the

^^iTorder to get up more interest and

have a meeting of more importance at-

tached than merely the running ofourown

dogs I propose for vour consideration

an additional stake, to be known as "the

free-for-all." open to setters and pointers

not heretofore winning first in a recog-

nized trial. This will bring together the

dogs and admit of a comparison not

heretofore practicable. The entries w^iU

be large when held just V)efore or at the

close of the vSouthern trial.

A. Redman.

r^f tparinp anart the food and separating use mc iciu. .v.. ».->. -- -- i .
.

of tearing apari I

conveniently I and to avoid technicalities), or only men
it into portions that may be convenienuy

^ ^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ j^g,

, __.».__ ^^an for any extensive ':'*'•
. , ^ J.... :....,..^v.oKk, /«,iti

swallowed rather

operations of chewing. which latter is

true of the teeth of all herbivorous ani-

mals. But it must be allowed that the

condition of the dog in a state of domes-

tication, is far different from that which

governs the wild species. As the dog is

brought into close relations with ^^°'
1 ^^"^l';"' ;;V;";;;a^ such, I bel^ very

and adopts the latter's general «nodeon Pre^^^^^^^^^

life, it l)ecomes necessary to change his P0ssiWy,^«„^f
^^ ^.^ ^^ Onstlev's Arabian

food to correspond with his changed cir

tal > The latter may occur more or less

frequently and not even improbably (with

a pregnant female) without connection -

^ £- if a mastiff bitch was allowed to

plly constantly with a black retriever

(even a female) it might possibly affect

the color of her progeny to a certain ex-

tent in a few rare instances, but such

influence would be mental.

Mental influence may be caused bv a

rraiso for "'The Journal."

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I would like to say a few words of

praise for The Journal It is all meat

troversv I am inclmea 10 uc .c.«^w—
,
fromVeginning"'to end. and I look to its

a^?d J^ant fn7the sake of argument, at ^-eekly viMts to riie witl. great pleasu e^

?r.c, that the claims of this vast terri- 1 ^ especially admire the reports on the

nrvisrottobe i^n^^^^^ "or passe d by ! visits vou make the different kennels. I

withoVt due consideration. The east I ^et a good many ideas from them in re-

J^.h done trial and a few of the west- J,,d to construction and proper treat-

cumstances. ^ n , c *^,x

The exclusive diet of flesh is far too

heating aud forcing for any animal hat

is confined and restricted in his activities,

so the sooner the puppy is taught to like

the various vegetables and grains the

happier and more comfortable will his

existence become, and the more certainty

will the little fellow have of always hay-

ing plenty to eat, for however good his

master's intentions may be, yet it is not

every day that a quantity of fresh meat

is available for dog food. Furthermore,

it cannot be realized what a grievous bur-

den the lives some dogs are, the same be-

ing cccasioned by a mangy, humory

skin, brought on by devouring an ex-

cessive quantity of fat animal food and a

lack of sufficient exercise to tbrow^off the

resulting blood impurities. ^Su^DSjitute

for fat meats good corn or wheat bread.

eni .lo^s came forth. These were lim-

ited to two kennels, though, I believe.

This is not as it should be, as there are

manvreddog enthusia'^ts all over that

Inree aren. These men cla;m, and justly.

to., that they cannot afford to travtl

with their dogs to High Point. N. C. and

many propose Ohio as tie proper pomt
|

ment of the dogs that would be impossi-

ble to obtain otherwise. The 1;anciers

I TouRNAi. is a grand paper and ought to

be in the han.ls of every dog fancier in

t'le country. Its prire is such that it is

within the reach of all. Wishing you

, the best of success, I am yours truly.
' W. S. bemis.

nTw! g^rtingYha? Ohirwo'^lcfS; a good I kochks.s.. N. v.. March 1. 18,.

o7t nea^ boil^rpotrto^s^ beets kno.n an

or^tSriiutritioSs vegetable snbstances been mat.

and these troublesome skm disea-^es wi

not prove so vexatious. Then it is well

known that bloodv meat has « tendency

to make many dogs savage and untrust-

worthy, and oftentimes serious trouble is

provoked in just this way.
.

The writer has had some experience in

rearing the massive St. Bernard, and by

recorded case of Sir Gf Oustley's Arabian

mare, once mated with a Quagga, and

her subsequent offspring showing the pe-

culiar Quagga markings, though fainter

and fainter. .

But setting aside mental influence,

which is possible and in certain rare in-

stances undoubtedly has taken place, the

actual blood influence through the foetus

of a previous sire (barring any mental in-

fluence) amounts to nil as far as my ex-

nerience goes. I have known several in-

Sances of mastiffs accidentally having

litters by sires of different breeds (re-

trievers principally), but in no one single

instance that I have been able to ascer-

tain have subsequent litters by a pure

mastiff sire showed the slightest trace of

the former retriever sire.
.

Again, on one or two rare occasions 1

have known brindle puppies born of tw-

f.wn-colored parents, but 1 have nev r

instance of a mastiff having

been mated with a brindle sue subse-

quently thrv,wing brindles when mated

with a fawn sire. .

.

Further than this, setting color aside,

when breeding and exhibiting mastiffs

twelve years since. I could go into a (log

show and walking down the benches

(Sdthout any catalogue) tell the farnily

itrain of nearly every mastiff exhibited,
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although perhaps never having seen them
before.

Before now I have astonished commit-
teemen by telling them fairly accurately
the breeding of e^ch of the exhibits, pre-
vious to seeing any catalogue. This I
could not do at the present time, not hav-
ing kept up my knowledge aud observa-
tion of the various strains, and merely
mention it to give weight to the fact that
having mated my mastiff bitches with va-
rious sires in no instance have I ever been
able to trace the impression or influence
of a previous sire. The puppies always
came true to their sire or his or their ma-
ternal ancestry:
At one time, hearing and reading about

this "influence" theory, I thought it over
and tried to turn it to practical good, in-
stead of possible ill results. In the first

place, with a view to shorten the muzzle
and if possible to get rid of the houndy
type introduced by Quaker and Venus, I
mated on four different occasions maiden
mastiff bitches with pure bull dogs, and
subsequently mated them with pure mas-
tiffs, but in subsequent litters in no one
instance did I perceive the slightest trace
of the previous bull dog sires.

I next endeavored to turn mental iuflu-
ence to account, aud mixing a pot of soot
with oil with a paintbrush, very carefully
painted a fawn dog and bitch with dis-
tinct brindle bars before introducing them
for copulation.
The only result, a fearful mess ; my

hands and clothes showed considerable
influence of the soot and oil, but, alas !

every puppy when born came out a clear
fawn. Although disheartened by the
direful result to my clothes and no effect
on the puppies, I set to think out a
cleaner manner for experimenting. Pro-
curing some yellow linen I sewed some
black velvet (in most approved markings)
on to the yellow ground. This garment I

carefully fastened round the sire, with
sundry misgivings lest marks of the
strings and bows might appear on the
puppies, like the "children eight marked
with the umbrella" in the old song. But
having tried it for several times gave it

up in disgust, deeming mastiffs are
unimaginative brutes, and that proba-
bly Jacob's successes were due to some
supernatural influence.
My own experience is that a breeder

need not bother his head about the mat-
ter of any influence of a previous sire, un-
til he has a litter showing unmistable
signs of some such influence at work,
and then be very careful to trace out
what the influence really is, i. e. mental
or vitiated blood. But the old eastern
idea of a female once crossed forever af-

ter contaminated is a mere myth and
bugbear, as far as the general rule goes.

For my own part I have never yet been
sufficiently fortunate to come across an
instance so as to have the pleasure of
working out scientific experiments. At
one time I corresponded upon this sub-
ject with the late John Fisher, of Car-
head, the noted breeder of pigs, and still

have his letters.

I commenced breeding mastiffs as long
since as 1865, and only gave up in 1887,
thus had twenty-two years' experience,
at times breeding from ten to twenty lit-

ters a year, aud left very few theories
which I did not try to turn to practical
account. For the last few years I have
been endeavoring to breed a fresh mark-
ing and coloring in a certain variety of
fowls, but have never traced any influ-

ence, mental or otherwise, of a previous
sire, now in lop-eared rabbits, which I

also breed (for amusement, not for sale).

I still have by me the zebra-striped
body cloth, and should be happy to lend
or give it as a pattern to any mastiff
breeder seeking as I did to produce brin-
dles, i. e. barred offspring, owing to men-
tal influence from two fawn parents.

BONNIE BONDHU'S OWNER.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In your report of the Southern Field

Trials your reporter mentions Bonnie

Bondhu as the property of George A.

McLin. Will j'ou kiudly correct this

through your columns aud state that I

still own her. I have received numer-

ous inquiries from my friends and
acquaintances wanting to know if I have
sold Bonnie. McLin never owned her
but handled her for me in the A.ll-aged

Setter Stakes of the United States and
Central Field Trials. She won third at

the former, but at the latter I presume
she was considered a poor man's dog aud
not worth giving a trial. McLin was
compelled to run her in a rabbit burrow,
and the judges not satisfied with this
compelled McLin to keep her chained
fifteen minutes until Daisy Hunter could
be found. She got lost shortly after be-
ing put down. 1 met Mr. Hunter, owner
of Daisy Hunter, at Vincennes, Indiana,
on his way home from the Eastern Trials
and he informed me that Bonnie
Boiidhu's work was equal to that of
Daisy's in this heat, nevertheless my
bitch was thrown out and Daisy Hunter
was allowed another chance. Referring
to the Antonio Maid of Kent controversy,
Mr. Tracy claims that the judges (him-
self included) were bound to protect the
interest of Antonio's owner—or words to

ABOUT DOGS.

spectator in Christian Union.

A wealthy gentleman who believes

with Baron Cuvier that the dog is "the

completest, the most singular and the

most useful conquest ever made by man,"
and who is an exten.sive breeder of the

various families of the canine race,

showed a letter to the Spectator the other

day which had been received from a

man to whom the kennel owner had sent

a beagle. The letter said: "The dog you
sent me does excellent work on the trail

of a rabbit, but he will not point." The
Spectator smiled a little that anyone

THE GREYHOUND CLUB'S MEDAL.
During our absence at the dog shows the National Greyhound Club kindly sent

us electrotype of their new medal designed by Mr. H. W. Huntington, secretary of
the club. The obverse side of the medal shows a greyhound, Barzoi and deerhound,
ou the reverse is a wolf stag and jack rabbit with shield in centre. Messrs. Elking-
ton & Co., of Loudon, England! cut the dies, which are said to be very fine. The
medals will be given by the club at various shows and the competition will be open
to all.

OBVERSE.
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REVERSE.

that effect. I should like to know why my
dog did not receive this protection when
Mr. Tracy compelled my bitch " to run
her heat while she was chained." Surely
my money paid to entermy bitch entitled

me to at least a forty-five minutes run

—

thi.s, I believe, is the time allowed for

each heat. Bonnie was handled at the
Southern Trials by G. R. Howse, of
Trenton, and although she failed to get
into the money ou account of not re-

trieving. I am informed she ran a bril-

liant heat. She has greatly improved in

Mr. Howse's hands aud I expect to let

him handle her in next fall's trials.

However, I shall take care to run her in

trials where a man at least gets a run for

his money if he can't get to the mouey
with his dog. Yours truly,

L. Rausch.
St. I^uis, March 14, 1892.

should expect a beagle to point game,
but the dog lover's lip curled with scorn

that he should have given away a valua-

ble beagle to a man so ignorant of the

dog's capacity. "Do you find many per-

sons as ignorant as this gentleman in re-

gard to the purposes to which dogs can
be put?" the Spectator asked. "Do I

find them! It seems to me I hardly ever
find any other kind, and even among
men who give attention to dog breeding
there is frequently gross ignorance about
all other kinds of dogs except those to
which they give special
the ignorance of the
should be enlightened
the public and also for

dog."
"The worst thing that can happen to a

valuable dog," continued this disciple of

attention. But
general public
for the sake of
the sake of the

Cuvier, "is for him to fall into the hands
of a man who does not understand his
nature, has no work for him to do, or
who lacks the patience and the skill to
train him to that work. Good working
dogs have arrived at their present condi-
tion of excellence by having their nat-
ural instincts trained'to the highest pomt,
and it follows that from generation to
generation a part of this training be-
conies instinct and, therefore, so long as
the training is kept up and the breeding
carefully regulated the dog's intelligence
for the work he is specially fitted to do
increases. And it naturally follows that
if dogs are suffered to go without train-
ing this instinct will deteriorate very
rapidly. I hold, therefore, that a pointer
or a collie not trained for field work is
unfitted for breeding, it matters not how
perfectly either of them may be in those
excellencies of conformation which the
judges examine and reckon when award-
ing prizes in the bench shows."

" Dogs have otlier cruel masters who
are all unaware of their cruelty. We
find that people living in large and
crowded cities keep collies, mastiffs, St.
Bernards, pointers and setters, and other
dogs which need to have wholesome out-
door exercise to keep tham in good,
healthy condition. These dogs are very
companionable fellows and affectionate,
and the temptation to have them about
even when we have no adequate accom-
modation for them is great, but it is a
cruel unkindness to the dog. There are
small dogs just as companionable which
answer this purpose quite as well as the
big fellows, and they alone should be
kept as house-dogs in city homes. The
pug rather thrives in the house, though
he needs regular outdoor exerci.se, and
the pug is a great favorite with many
persons. The various toy terriers also do
well in the house. But such dogs do not
have in them enough of the ' dog ' to sat-
isfy some. To such I would recommend
the French poodle and the fox-terrier.
The French poodle is probably the most
intelligent of all domestic animals. He
can be taught to do everything but talk,
and he can make himself so well under-
stood that speech is unnecessary to him.
While the Fnucli poodle is the most in-
telligent of his race, the fox-terrier is the
most gentlemanlike and probably the
most courageous. He is naturally
cleanly, and dislikes filth of every kind
as much as the most careful housewife
who has ever made her husband and chil-
dren uncomfortable in her zeal for tidi-

ness. And his courage is beyond re-
proach. He knows no fear. There is

nothing so large or so ferocious that it

daunts him. Of course larger dogs and
other big animals have no difficulty in
killing this game little fellow, bnt, when
of the right sort, he will cheerfully die
rather than flee from any foe. however
formidable. As a destroyer of vennin he
has no superior, and as such he has a
practical value. He was originally bred
to be used in the hunting-field, to'worry
a fox from his hiding-place when Rey-
nard had sought a hole in the ground.
But the development of the speed of the
foxhonn<l has ))een so great that the fox
terrier can no longer keep uo with a pack
of hounds, and his original occupation is

gone."
"One of the loveliest dogs ever bred,

one of the gentlest anrl most loyal," con-
tinued the Spectator's dog-loving friend,

"has, by some curious misapprehension
of his qualities, fallen into such disre-
pute that the Legislature of the State of
Massachutts has enacted a statute which
makes it a misdemeanor for any one to
keep a dog of this breeding within the
confines of the Comniouwealth. This is

the bloodhound, which is generally sup-
posed to follow the trail of men, and,
catching them, to rend their human vic-

tims limb from limb. If this were the char-
acteristic of the dog. I should not blame
those who have contributed to his disre-

pute. But. as a matter of fact, a well-
bred and well-trained bloodhound would
no more think of jumping upon and
biting his quarry than would a pointer
spring upon the pheasant or partridge he
had scented. His business is not to kill

game, but to find it. I have seen a man
hunt in the hills of Vermont, the only
place where the pure English bloodhound
is bred, and when the dogs came up with
the men they had trailed they only
showed delight at their success, and, by
their cessation from barking, indicated
to the huntsman that they had found
their game. I have heard it said that
Mrs. Stowe, in her 'Uncle Tom's Cabin,'
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did much towards bringing upon the

bloodhound his disrepute. To see if this

were so I read over Mrs. Stowe's book

recently, and was surprised to find that

she only once alluded to bloodhounds in

all of her highly colored narrative, and

never a single time brought them on the

scene. She had other objects in view,

without going out of her way to malign

a family of dogs. But those who drama-

tized Mrs. Stowe's story used the blood-

hound with great realistic effect, and

none of the wandering troupes which

have played this drama has been so poor

that it has not had a pack of dogs But

I have never known a troupe to have a

pack of real bloodhounds. Instead, they

have mongrels of various kinds, but al-

ways mongrels that looked savage and

bloodthirsty. The bloodhound is not

onlv not savage, but does not look so.

On the contrary, he is amiable in dispo-

sition and has a singularly dignified and

benevolent expression."

PITTSBURG'S SHOW.

in the Va-Comments on the Awards

rious Classes.

From Our Special Correspondent.

The second annual bench show of the

Duquesne Kennel Club, held March 15-

18, was a pronounced success in quality

of entries and in attendance. The Audi-

torium building in which it was held is

not large enough for the number of en-

tries or the attendance at Pittsburg shows.

The jam of the crowds is not comfortable

for the people or the dogs. The oflBcersof

the club are a capable and hard working

group. Mr. John Read was a most satis-

factory superintendent, and one of the

officers stated, the best they ever had.

Spratts Patent made the best of the space,

and no other benching could have done

so well in the same space. The judging

was done by Miss Whitney taking St.

Bernards, Newfoundlands and Great

Danes; John Davidson, all setter classes,

pointers, greyhounds, deerhounds, Ital-

ian greyhounds, foxhounds and beagles;

Mr. George Raper, all other classes.

There was a good deal of dissatisfaction

expressed at the awards in a number of

classes, particularly with the English set-

ters and pointers, but in the main the

awards were correct. The judging was

done on an elevated stage at the rear end

of the building. Professor J. H. Burton s

dog circus gave satisfactory performances

at 4 and 8 P. M. daily.

The catalogue showed 547 entries, but

a number of dogs were entered in three

classes and several were in two, which

brings the actual number of dogs present

down some.
Mastiffs.—In the challenge class for

mastiffs Elkson and Moses met the

award going to Elkson, but I think the

con<lition of Moses was the only thing

leading to his defeat, in condition he can

beat Elkson. Neuglada was only entry

in bitch class and won. The open class

for dogs had three entries and were an

indifferent lot. First went to Jefferson,

second to Major Sellers, third was with-

held. The ears of the Major evidently

put him into second place. The bitch

class had four entries. Pharoah Queen

woneasilv. She was best in head but

was in poor condition. Miss Beaufort

had best body and bone. Grace won

third She is an ordinary bitch. The dog

puppies were a poor lot. Rodger was

first and McKinley second, third was

withheld. Lion in the bitch class was

unnoticed.
ST. Bernard.—Victor Joseph was en-

tered in the rough-coat class and was

transferred, leaving no entry. The open

rlass had eleven entries, with two absent.

Aristocrat was rightly placed first. Comte,

placed second, is best in head. Othello,

third, was best in coat and body. vVil-

lard won the reserve card. He is good

in skull, long in body and poor in color.

Sir Melvale, vhc, is a big, ungainly pup

py Tristany was fair in head but had

Cerv bad carriage of stern. The bitch

class had six entries, one absent (Topsy.

The awards were rightly placed and a 1

the bitches are well known. Lady Glad-

win N. was first. Altouetle second, Helen

Terry third, Quiuta Lomond vhc. Only

two entries in the dog puppy class. Sir

Melvale, mentioned, first. No entries in

the bitch class.

Hector won in the smooth-coat chal-

lenge class, with Lord Hector second.

Hector was placed over Aristocrat for

special for best dog in the show, which

was wrong. Empress of Contoocook was

only entry in challenge bitch class. She

won and was given special for best St.

Bernard in the show. It must have been

a close shave when compared with Lady

Gladwin. Mascot Royal won in open

class for dogs, and won easily. Keystone

Mars was second. Adonis II, third, was

better in skull and body but lost at other

points. Ben L. was reserve. There were

five entries. The bitch class had but two

entries, 'Alpine Queen, an easy first over

Fernwood Goldie second, a rather poor

one. The puppy classes had no entries

present.

Russian Wolf Hounds.—Argoss was

only entry present and won first as well

as special for best dog shown. The bitch

class had but one of the two entries pres-

ent, Seacroft Svodka.

Newfoundlands.—Prince Hal was

only entry present in dog class and was

first. Troy Lass II was alone in bitch

class.

Great Danes.—There were no entries

in either challenge class. The open dog

class had six entries. Pedro, with best

body and bone, won first. Favor, with

best head and neck and most typical,

won second. Duke, third, was only fair

in head and was wanting in bone and

substance. Pasha, reserve, was fair in

body and head and had a bad, light eye.

Tannhauser, vhc, was too light all over.

The bitch class had seven entries, three

absent. Ultime Flavis was first ; has a

small but coarse head, is not good in feet

and bad in stem. Nellie B., second, had

best head, neck and body. Minca III

won third. She is wrong in head, has

light eyes and was rather a poor speci-

men. Mingo was vhc. Minca III was

first in the puppy class. A class was

opened for German Ulmer dogs and two

entries made. They were bad Danes.

First went to Dan, second to Queen

Esther.

Deer Hounds.—Thayer's Kennels had
all the entries, and consequently won all

the prizes, as all were good enough to

win in their respective classes. Robber

Chieftain won in challenge class for dogs,

with Clansman second. In bitches Theo-

dora won first. Wanda, with best sub-

stance and quality, was placed second.

In open |class for dogs Warrior first.

Hillside Rover second, Alpine third, cor-

rectly placed, as were the bitches, with

Hillside Romola first, Hillside Sylvia sec-

ond and Hillside Ruth third. There

were no entries in the puppy classes.

Greyhounds.—A. W. Purbeck's Gem
of the Season was first, adding another to

his long list of winnings. Ornatus was

second. Master Rich, in poor condition,

won reserve card. It bitch class Pious

Pembroke won. Victor Hugo was sec-

ond, with Kector third. Neither of these

two were good. Bestwood Daisy, in bitch

class, was first. Lily of Gainsboro second

and Lady Clare third, all placed in same

order as at Washington. In puppy class

Sir Launcelot alone won first. The bitch

puppy was absent.

Pointers.—Mr. Davidson handled the

pointer class in a creditable way. The

classes were well filled and some of them

were very good. It was a little difficult

to decide whv some dogs were placed

over others, which will be noticed in

their order. King of Kent beat Pontiac

Tempest and Lord Graphic in order

named very readily. Lass of Bow had

no opposition in the class for bitches.

Both the winners were looking fairly

well. Pontiac was second to King of

Kent. Of thirteen entries in open class

Count Graphic .won. Drake seemed the

better dog. Ightfield Upton, a new dog,

was third. He could be improved in

head and hind legs, and better condilion

would inc: ease his chances of winning.

Shotmaster deserved his mention, and

were he better behind would prove a

good one. Dude, with a fair head and

bad eyes, is light behind, and will never

l)e able to get to the front in good coni-

pany. Don Croxteth is a coarse dog. with

a poor head and quite thick in shoulders.

He was classed too high. Bracket's Lad,

placed in same class, vhc, is a much bet-

ter dog. Revelation won in the bitch

class. Her condition and winning has

been improved in the circuit. Ightfield

Madge, as usual, second to her. Lord

Graphic's Gem, he, should have beaten

Belle of Naso for the reserve card, as she

is better in head, shoulders, chest and

forelegs. Nell of Idstone, I forgot to

mention, was third in this class. She is

good, with slight tendency to thickness

in shoulders and being a little out' at el-

bows. Ossining had no opposition in

light weight challenge dogs, and the

bitch class had no entries. Inspiration

won rather easily. He is well known.

Bow of Idstone, second, is a fair dog, but

not shown in good condition. Graphic's

Topic is fair in head, and for a dog of his

make up is unusually thick in neck.

Duke of Idstone, vhc, is not good enough

to win in good company. He is off in

head, not good at elbows or in hind legs.

The bitch class was the best of the pointer

class, and had several good ones. Lady

Gay Spanker added another win to her

long list. Her kennel mate. Miss Rumor,

second to her. Pattie Donald and Pride

of Idstone were close for second place.

With either winning the other should

have the reserve card over Lew Nellie

Croxteth, that won it. Nellie has a badly

carried ear on a poor head, and she is

loaded in shoulders. Fan deserved her

vhc letters. She is good in head, eyes,

legs and feet and otherwise fair. Bow of

Idstone was first of six entries in the

novice class, with Molton Banner, a rather

coarse dog, second. Foxchase, good in

head, with poor form and symmetry, had

the reserve card. He was straight at el-

bows and stifles. Don McBeth, a light-

boned dog, with poor head, was vhc.

Belle of Naso, already mentioned, was

again placed over Lord Graphic's Gem
in the novic class. Gem should have

won. Pairie Belle, a fairly good bitch,

reserved. First in the class for dog pup-

pies was won by Dock Daniels, a fair

puppy with the principal fault of not

standing quite well on his forelegs. Trap,

winner of second, has a fair head, off in

muzzle, good neck and stern. Dick M.,

third, is leggy. Don McBeth, vhc, has

been ' mentioned. Vic of Idstone, aside

from her head, is a promising puppy, and

was an easy winner. Miss Fawcett

Graphic was placed second. She is of

fine head and barely a fair puppy.

English Setters.—Count Howard

was placed over Rockingham,Edge Mark

and Monk of Furness in the challenge

class. Edge Mark, the best dog in the

class, is not of Mr. Davidson's type when

compared with that of the winner, but of

his type it is not understood why Monk
of Furness should not have won, except

that the judge under all circumstances

takes the Count as his dog when judged

by him. Certainly this time Count could

not compare with Monk in form, condi-

tion and movement, besides the Count

has grown sour and ugly in disposition,

both in the ring and in his stall. In his

stall he is kept confined behind a wire

screen. In the bitch class Princess Bea-

trice and Albert's Nellie met again with

the usual result. In the open class

Model Yankee was first. Real English

second. The first has better eye, but his

head does not bear close inspection.

Real English is not so good in eye, but

on the whole is equal in head, he is better

in shoulders and chest and is a better

mover, and should have won first be-

tween the two. Rochingham, Jr., off in

head, was placed third, a place that

should have been given to Rhuelas or

Benzine, in fact, the latter was as good as

anything in the class, though of different

type to the winners. Breeze Gladstone

was absent. Canadian LiHie was the

winner in the bitch class, with Miss

Frost second, a place that should have

been given to Liberty II, good at every

point except head, pud fair in that, her

quality and symmetry excelled that of

any bitch in the class. Miss Frost is

only fair in head, out at elbows and does

not stand at best on four legs, she was

not in good coat. Maud V. is not first-

class in head and coat and was shown

can Dart, a better puppy all around,

should have been second. Alice McBeth

and Princess Irma won vhc. Wordsley

Dude, good in head, thick in shoulders,

was first in dog puppies. Hus, second, a

racy puppy without lumber, was the best

one. Count Eric was third. In bitch

puppies none of them good. Princess

Irma was first. Royal Princess second,

Rake's Creed third, Zoe and Dot vhc.

Irish Setters.—Of the well-known

dogs Mack N., Dick Swiveler, Seminole

and Kildare. Mack N. was placed first, a

correct decision. Kildare, not so good

as Seminole, was put in second place.

Laura B. was again placed over Elfreda.

Duke Elcho won in the open class, with

Rex second. Both are known. Trouba-

dour, a promising dog, was third, with a

better head he would stand high, he is

good in body and color. Rockwood
Dandv was the reserve dog, with Exile

II and Tom Owen vhc. Norma again

beat Edna H. The verdict of three or four

judges have been this way. Mollie D.

was third, Alice Kent getting about her

usual position with the reserve card.

Bess F. was vhc. Troubadour and Exile

II were the only entries in the novice

Class for dogs, Troubadour winning the

place. In bitch novice class Molly D.

was first and Duck second. Duck is a

bitch of strong merit, far ahead of Mollie.

The latter can beat her in color only.

Irish water spaniels had one entry and

no award.
Clumber Spaniels.—Boss III was

only entry and winner in dog class. Lady

Bromine easily won from Our Joan in

bitches, as she is not up to standard.

Field Spaniels.—Samson won over

Rideau Rab in field spaniels. Bradford

Gladys was only entry in bitch class.

These are all well known.

Cocker Spaniels.—In challenge class

for dogs Black Dufferin, the best dog.

especially in head, won first. Red Roland,

rather coarse, won second. I Say won

first in bitches, with Amazement second,

both well known. Fascination was easily

first in open dog class, with Jersey a good

second. Obadiah was third, but had Jer-

sev Obo, vhc, been in good condition

places would have been reversed. Wood-

stock Dora was first. May, second, is

weak in muzzle and not good in front.

Maud S. II, reserve, was out of stall.

Verra, snipy in muzzle and only fair, was

vhc. Fascination was the winner also in

dog puppy class and Woodstock Dora in

bitch class. These are promising young-

sters.

Collies.—Roslyn Wilkes was alone in

challenge dog class and Cora II in bitch

class, both well known. In the open

class for dogs competition was close be-

tween Ormskirk Shep and Renown for

first place. Shep had best skull and coat,

Renown best bodv. legs and feet. Ros-

Ivn Conwav, third, had best head and

ears. Sir Walter Scott III had best coat.

In bitch class Mother Shipton was much

the best, and, with exception of ears a

good hitch throughout. Dot is sipall but

tvpical, but carries poor stern. Lady

Bruce third, is a common-looking bitch

and was shown too fat. Bessie was a poor

specimen in form, but had a good coat.

Russell was an easv winner over Squire

Scott in puppv class for dogs. Nancy

Scott, in bitch class, had best coat and

substance and won.

Poodles.—The classes were not good.

Dr Dixon's Paris won, second prize was

withheld and third given to Toby. Beady

was the only entry in bitch class First

and second was withheld and tnird

awarded to her.

Bull Dogs.—Harper beat Bo'swain in

challenge dogs class. He is best m body

and skull. The Graven Image was alone

in bitches and won. In open class, dogs.

King Lud was first without trouble. Path-

finder second and Handsome Dan third.

All are known. Saleni won in bitch class,

Adiscombe Gipsy, second, was closely

u «« nressed bv Peckham Lass. Gipsy was
too fat. Nellie Kittson was showMi too pressed by^^P

^^^ ^^^^
fat also, she is off m head a little. t<orest 1

ocsi-

Heather and Minnesota won in vhc class

also. The first is a nice young bitch,

the latter is not good in chest or loin,

and was not shown in good condition.

Brighton Burwell, a showy puppy, was

best in the twelve entries in the novice

class for dogs. Count Erie, second, is

fairiygood in head, a little throaty, and

is not good in fore legs. Pembroke s

Blue Grouse was decidedly a better puppv

for the place. He was as good i" nead

and better in body, legs and feet. Maud

V won first in bitch novice class ancl

Minnesota was placed second. Ameri-

BULL Terriers (over thirty pounds).

—Carney, well-known, was first in chal-

lenge dogs. Enterprise, only bitch en-

trv was absent. Streatham Monarca

was first in open class for dogs Sir

Monty II second. Como II third. Mon-

arch had no trouble in beating the lot.

Edgewood Fancv had no trouble in beat-

ing the bitch class. Lady Dinah, second,

lost in length of head, eye and forelegs

to winner. Queen Bendigo third, is

well-known. In class for dogs under

thirty pounds Mr. Dick, a poor dog, was

only entry present of two. Luce was
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alone also, a fair bitch only, winning
first. In novice class Billy Bulger, a
promising puppy, with good head, neck,
legs and feet, won. Como II was second.
Venus W. won in bitch class, with Topsy
a fair second. Billy Bulger beat a class
of eight puppies, with Edgewood Flyer a
close second. Flyer losing to winner in
legs and feet. Willis King was third,
only a fair puppy. Rex and Mr. Dick
Bendigo vhc. Pittsburg Caruiencita was
first in bitch puppies. She is full in eye
and coarse-in stern. Beauty was second.
Lady Vesuvius, vhc, is short in head and
has a ticked body. Topsy was vhc.

Bassett Hound.—Rowton Wagg was
only entry, a poor dog but was awarded
first.

Dachshunds.—Windrush Rioter, well
Icnown, was alone and first in challenge
dogs. So was Janet in bitch class. Zulu
II, well known, was first in open dog
class. F'ritz, a coarse dog. was second.
Bessie R., a moderate bitch, was first in
bitches. She was aloae.

Fox Terriers.—Raby Mixer was best
and won in the challenge dog class. It

was close between Suffolk Toby and
Starden's Jack for second place. Tobv
was best in shoulders and expression. Jack
took reserve card. Dona easily won
first in bitches, with Bletnton Brilliant
second. The open class for dogs had
eleven entries, Starden's King winning.
Ebor Spendthrift was second, he is fair

in head and has a good body. Dobbin,
third, is weak in body. Painter has
gone off and was vhc. Of nine entries
Miss Dollar was best in bitches, she was
in better coat and condition, and was im-
proved over her form in New York show.
Rowton Safety was an ordinary specimen
and second should have gone to Wood-
ale Refusal. Damson, reserve, is round
in skull, has fair ears, is poor in body
and off in coat.

Wire-haired Fox Terriers.—Suf-
folk Grip was an easy winner in dog
class. Eskdale Broom was second, with
Risca third. Suffolk Tassel won in

bitches, Suffolk Venus, fair in head and
soft in coat, was second. In dog puppies
Harvard won with Tedy second. Wood-
ale Damsel won in bitch class, was first

of a poor lot of seven, second was with-
held.

Irish Terriers.—The challenge dog
class had no entries. Dunmurry was
only entry in bitch class and won. In
the open dog class Hanover Boy was
first. Boxer IV second and Jack Briggs
third. These dogs are well known, have
been under the same ju<lge (Mr. Raper)
three limes and differently placed each
time. The two entries in bitch class

were not good. Crate was first, second
prize withheld.

Scotch Terriers —In open dog class

Kilstor was first and Scotch Hot second,
a reversal of the New York awards, also
by same judge. Bella won in the bitch
class, two other entries absent.

Dandie Dinmonts.— King o' the
Heather and Sarah were the only entries

in their respective classes and won first.

Bedlington Terriers.—Only one in

the show. Qui-Vive, awarded first.

Skye Terriers.—Sir Stafford, only
entry in challenge class for dogs and
bitches, given first. In open class for

dogs, with three entries, Sir Roger was
first and Bruce second, both well known.
In bitch class Bessie was alone and first

Black and Tan Terriers —Broom-
field Sultan won in the challenge class.

In open class, five entries. Prince Regent
was first, Salisbury second and Prince
vhc, placed the same, and described in

New York report. In bitch class Broom-
field Madge was first and Louie second,

a reversal of New York decision by same
judge. Gipsey Girl won reserve card.

No prize was awarded in the open class

for dogs under seven pounds. In the bitch

class Lad)' Clyde was first, and she is an
unusually good one, only lacking a little

in thumb marks.

In puppy class Rochelle Majestic was
first and Rochelle Abdallah second.

Neither were extra good.

Yorkshire Terriers.—The chal-

lenge class had no entries, the open dog
class but one and the prizes were all

withheld. The open bitch class had no
entry.

Pugs.—The challenge class had three
entries, all good ones. Penrice first,

Sprake second and Bob Ivy reserve.

Penrice has best skull, muzzle and win-
kle ; Sprake best color and body. The

Chicago decisions were reversed. In
challenge bitches Sateen, with best body
and color, won first. Beauty III. best
skull and wrinkle, won second, a rever.-al
of prize on same points. Bo-Peep II
got the reserve card. In open class for
dogs Bonsor won. Little Duke, with best
color and body, won second from Kash,
Jr. The hitch class had eight entries. No-
body's Baby was easily first, Sarah Bern-
hard was second and Toadie third, a re-
versal of New York decision in the two.
In puppies Bonita won. She is poor in
body and color, but was best. Prince
Boy was second.

King Charles Spaniels.—Calumet
Ben d'Or was the only entry and first.

In Blenheims, Tiney was the only entry,
a poor specimen and second prize was
given.

Italian Greyhounds.—No entry in
challenge dog class. In bitch class
Sprite, only entry, won first. In open
dog class Spring won, the other entry,
Roma, absent. In bitch class Star was
first and Lady Lee second, rightly
placed. Beatrice won in puppy class
and Prince Albert second, both fair pup-
pies.

Toy Terrier.s.—Only one entry,
Archer's Sally, and that was absent.

Dalmatian or Coach Dogs.—One
entry in each tbe dog and bitch classes,
rather poor specimens. In dog class Doc
S. was given second, in bitch class Queen
was given third.

Whippets.—In the open dog class
first was withheld and second awarded to
Tip, the only entry. In bitch class there
was four entries. Boston Model was
easily the best and won first, Maggie was
second.

Mexican Hairless.—A good class.
Don was first, Juan Paraz second, Santa
Parquita third, Coloro Cabaza vhc, and
Pactola Ojo he. Don, the winner, second
best of lot.

Miscellaneous.— Lead, said to be a
coon hound, was given second. He
should have been sent to foxhound class.

In dogs under thirty pounds Sheffield
Lad, shown by Toon and Symonds, was
only entry and first. In bitches Chi-
china, a Mexican dog, so-called, was the
entry. All prizes withheld.

WHIFFS FROM THE_METR0P0LI8.

Some Interesting Pickings and Pointers

Gathered Here and There.

From Our Special Correspondent.

The sporting weeklies, or, rather, the

doggy papers, are simply remarkable for

the manner in which they get news, or,

rather, "beats," and every "beat "is an

exclusive beat, or we had " this " a week
before the other. I notice The Fanciers'

Journal has more real picked-up out-

side news than all the others combined,

but we are so modest and allow others to

judge that when we furnish news to all

the other papers we don't get the credit

for it. In relation to Mr. Sears' selling

his entire kennel, "our special artist

right on the ground " was the cause of
his telegraphing it to all the New York
dailies and weeklies. It was he with the
detective eye that "got on " to the gen-
tleman in Canal Street who was willing
to buy the whole kennel that day if an-
other gentleman would relieve him of
Sir Bedivere and Hepsey.
To corroborate and satisfy our "ex-

clusive" contemporaries I publish Mr.
Sears' letter to me :

Melrose, Mass., March 20, 1892.
Dear Sir : Yours of even date, probably in-

tended for the 19th inst.. justto hand. Reg^ard-
ing the news you speak of, " my oflTering my
kennels for sale," you were the first to mention
It to me among the doggy paper men. I then
consulted Mr. Bramble, of the Boston Herald,
and said I would let all know it at once, hence
the telegranjs. I have no news of importance
just now. You may put the inclosed ad. in The
Fanciers' Journal in place of the one now
running and oblige yours truly,

E. B. Sears.

Since the sale of the Oriole Kennel's
Champion Volunteer, bought by Mr. C.
D. Purroy, has been a very sick dog.
He was sent out to the country and
brought in to be shipped to San Fran-
cisco, when immediately he began with
a violent attack of diarrhoea. Every mor-
tal thing under the sun was tried to

check it, but with no avail till he was
sent to some hospital up town where I'm

told he is now on his way to recovery.
The unfortunate part of it is that the
money is in hand, but our California
friend can be assured when "Jim " is

convalescent that he will be shipped.
When an English judge comes out here

t is only natural that the "eyes of the
world are upon him," any move he
makes is watched and a false one is

quickly criticised. Mr. Raper, like many
of us, has his faults and peculiarities and
may be they are odd and objectionable to
some, but withal he is too old a bird to
be caught with chaff, he has travelled
around among doggy men for many
years, it is his business, he knows what
to expect and is seldom " napping."
Thejapanese spaniel or "pug," Nank-i-

Poo, and Milwaukee Charlie are causing,
or will, some discussion. That the for-
mer should win in its class and meet the
same dog again for the special and not is

certainly one "of those things that no
fellah can understand." With the decis-
ion of Boxer IV and Hanover Boy being
reversed in a few days is liable to happen
often, but why in this case is answered
that the handler at Philadelphia didn't
know as much as our friend "what winks
the other eye" did, and hence his defeat.
Boxer IV can stand true at times and at
others he requires some assistance, but
even then Hanover Boy, if kept smart,
will down him every time. The peerless
Jeannette didn't relish her defeat by Pol-
lywog, and so Mr. Mauice and Mr. Raper
are asking a few questions through the
printer's devil which when it is thrashed
out will amount to nothing. The "two
gentlemen," or "two authorities," Mr.
Harry Goodman and Dr. Sherwood, are
on the programme, and will be expected
"to speak their little piece," but I ex-
pect to this and all the above that the in-
vincible and intrepid "George" will have
a "Roland for an Oliver," and the legal
and pointed way in which he has com-
menced to keep up his reputation as a
judge is fit for a Howe and Hummel.

What's this I hear about Messrs. L. &
W. Rutherfurd being offered I500 for
their fox terrier puppy Warren Daysman,
who did so well at New York. It's a big
price to refuse, and at this rate we shall
soon be shipping coals to Newcastle.

I must sympathise with Mr. Chapman
for his loss not only of his dogs but those
who were unfortunately there.

After this experience the "oil stove"
will probably be abandoned and a good
tight house with a warm box inside that
and plenty of straw, backed up with the
old adage, "the survival of the fittest,"

will be the safest in the long run, with
the danger of no fire.

Mr. Anglo-American Symonds has not
been well since leaving New York, but
reports at The Fanciers' Journal's
Paris Bureau that he will be on deck at
Boston. His pointer Devon Banger was
not in shape at New York, but intends
making the dust fly along with his latest
arrivedkennel mate Ruby VII at Boston
show. She passed through the customs
on March 17, is a winner of sixty firsts

on the other side, and also in pup to Mr.
Raper's great dog Naso of Strasbourg.
How's that.

Mr. Patrick, of Staten Island, is about
to become a fox terrier fiend, and, al-

though a novice at present, he has had a
good schooling. The first thing he wants
is a good coal—hard—or he won't look at
them. This is certainly a good founda-
tion, but, Mr. Patrick, a terrier can still

lie game and still have a soft coat.
The So-vee fiasco at Pittsburg is most

ludicrous and child's play to read. I

should think, from the exhibition dis-

played, that if Kash, Jr., Bonsor and
Cashier were turned down they would do
equally as well. If the Society for Cru-
elty to Animals will allow that kind of
sport we can hope to see terriers rabbit
coursing very shortly.

It is now nearly a month since the
New York show was held, and all the
American reports have been read, but
the anxiety of this week's steamer has
been overbounding. clearly showing that
no reliance, no weight, no dependence
can be put in any of them. They are all

waiting to see what Mr. Mason has to
say in the English Stock Keeper, and,
whether it is an enemy or a friend, what
he says, independent of the judges, goes.
"Our fragile friend," the member for

Chicago, is going in for some free adver-
tising, or else the owner of Pompous
Chief has a mortgage on the Philadelphia
Item and Despatch. Unrobe yourself,

Joseph, and come out in one color. Did
you whisper something soothing in one

ear and sing the "Jubilee" in the other,
or what did you say?

Mr. John Davidson struck the nail on
the right head this time at Pittsburg bv
fully coinciding with the views of Mr.
George Raper when awarding his dog
Rockaway first. I hear there was no fire

this time to mar the slumbers of one
German Hopkins, who saved the town
from destruction last year by having tlie

wind shifted.

The English setter dinner, to be held
at Boston, bids fair to be something elab-
orate. Mr. A. P. Vredenburg, secretary
of the A. K. C, has been invited and put
down for a speech. He is blessed with
an exceedingly fine voice, being very
distinct, concise and to the point.

Our spaniel friends will not have for-
gotten "Old Rod Hemingway," the first
president of the Spaniel Club. He is now
located at Redlands, Cal., and though he
has no dogs his interest is keener than
ever, stirred up as it is every week by
what he reads in The Fanciers' Jour-
nal. He inquires in his letter after
some of the old fancy, and is "aston-
ished" at I Say and Amazement, which
dogs he never saw but hears a great deal
of. We wish Mr. Hemingway well among
the oranges, and shall endeavor to keep
him posted on "the long and low
craze."

The Fanciers' Journal is quite a
favorite with the English Fox Terrier
Chronicle, and we would like to be cred-
ited with some of its news. The last
month they forgot us.

Dr. Ash, the owner of the Dachshund
bitch Pollywog, refused I500 for her at
the New York show, and, I'm also sorry to
say, she caught the distemper, butis com-
ing round nicely and will be entered
next year.

The St. Bernard bitch Uarda, belong-
ing to D. Mann, is in a very critical con-
dition and not expected to live. She was
in whelp to Refuge II and dropped Fri-
day week sixteen pups, all (^ad with
the exception of one. and which, I hear,
Cleopatra, whose litter is five weeks old,
is taking care of. The cause, they think,
is that she caught sight of a cat and in-
jured herself some wav in jumping
around. We hope to hear that the bitch
will be saved and we know she will re-
ceive all the comfort and care possible
from Mrs. Mann and her family.

We are to have another dog show on
a large and novel plan in connection
with the new Horse Show Association,
to be held at One-hundred-and-fifiy-fifth
street on their extensive grounds. The
association has nothing to do with the
Madison Square Garden one, and it will
be mostly open air. The horse show
commences on May 9. but the proposed
dog show will be in the fall. They pur-
pose having blood hounds, fox hounds,
pointers and setters working. Birds will
be put down, as they have any amount of
ground.

At the Engine house. No. 14, between
Broadway and Fifth Avenue, on Eigh-
teenth Street, is a bull and terrier dog
weighing about fifty pounds. He is from
the word "go" a fireman's dog. The
moment the bell strikes and the horses
are off he is mad with delight aud runs
with them in front of the horses. In his
excitement he gets severely hurt and has
been run over times innumerable, and
broken legs and bruises he thinks noth-
ing of. At a fire everybody knows him
because he perches himself on the box.
On Sunday night the engine went over
him breaking his legs, and he is now in
a sling with his feet just touching the
ground, and will be for the next six
weeks. The dog was brought to this
country by Mr. William Waldorf Astor,
he is a wonder, a curiosity, and the
amount of pain and punishment that he
can stand is marvellous. At the engine
house the firemen worship him and
"Chappie" is his name, and it is well
worth a visit to see the treatment he has
now to put up with. A gentleman in
the neighborhood is going to save his
life if it costs a fortune for veterinary
fees, so you can imagine what outsiders
think of him.

The news that Mr. Sears' kennel was
for sale has been cabled to Mr. Reick,
who landed safely last Monday.
Mr. Knowles Crosky, the owner of

Lord Bute, is willing that the stud fee to
his dog be deposited with Mr. Vreden-
burg, secretary of the A. K. C, until the
bitch has proved in whelp or be returned
again free.
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POULTRYanP PIGEONS,
NOTES IN PASSING.

Twenty pages are again necessary this

week, as many valuable articles have ac-

cumulated. The Fanciers' Journal

never cheats its readers or its contribu-

tors.

# »

Read the argument pro and con the

score card in this number. The question

is an important one at present, so every

breeder can have his say in print.

*
« «

Here's what an old breeder and judge

writes in regard to scoring : "Scoring|can

be done and truthfully, I know, but not

many men whom I have met can score

ten birds consistently, and I know the

reasons why some of its strongest advo-

cates write so much against comparison

judging. * * * This is what is play-

ing havoc with scoring. Breeders are be-

ginning to know which are best birds

better than most of the judges who use

score cards, and that's where the rub

comes in."
*

» «

The above short extracts are from a

long confidential letter, the author of

which we are not at liberty to name at

present. However, the whole thing in a

nutshell is almost contained in the con-

cluding sentence.
«

* *

It is strange indeed that the advertisers

in The Fanciers' Journal go on sell-

ing hundreds of birds without being com-

pelled to use score cards. Right here we

•will state that one of the former secreta-

ries of A. P. A. manfully refused to sell

birds on their scores, and he did a very

large business. There is one fact that no

score card advocate dare deny, viz. : Prin-

ters' ink will sell more birds than all the

score cards in the United States.

*
* *

The bitter fight against the scoreless

English Cochin has resulted in an im-

mense demand" for them. Why? Be-

cause the English Cochin fills the ideal

of the majority of Cochin breeders.

Read the English Cochin standard in

this issue an<l then refer back to the at-

tacks against the English breeders and

their birds. The readers of The Fan-

ciER.s' Journal are intelligent and fair-

minded enough we are certain to see the

real animus of these attacks. That hor-

rible vulture hocked spectre has van-

ished into very thin air.

* •

We have arranged a symposium on the

score card versus comparison question

this week for the benefit of our readers.

All are entitled to careful perusal, as the

character of the writer is easily reflected

in the commutiications. The stalwart

and conservative views are well expressed

in the different articles.

« *

Remarks Uncle ^Boyer in the German-

town Telegraph : "Hens will lay better,

as a rule, on cold but fair days than dur-

ing wet, muggy or foggy weather. That

accounts for the continual rise and fall

in the egg market during the winter

months," to which the hens and commis-

sion men sing "Ta-ra-a bum de-re."

"A lantern and a rubber coat are in-

dispensable on a poultry farm."—Ger-

mantown Telegraph. So are the hens.

«
* *

In reply to numerous inquiries from

members of the A. P. A. as to how many

eastern members attended the Los Ange-

les meeting, we regret to state that only

five attended. The five were :
President

Scotten, Richard Twells, G. O. Brown,

Sharp Butterfield and H. A. Bridge, the

latter three being present in the capacity

of judges. George Peer, the secretary,

was unable to be present owing to sick-

ness. The only eastern exhibitor was

Philander Williams, who was not there

in person, however.
»

* «

Twenty-three new members were en-

rolled at the meeting, which gives the

Pacific Coast a nice representation, but

we fear it will be a long time before the

A. P. A. meets again in California. The

distance is greater than the members'

purse, and we again reiterate that the

old itinerant plan of holding the annual

meetings of the A. P. A. is impracti-

cable.
•••

A young exhibitor enquires which

barred Plymouth Rocks, the dark or

light birds, score the highest. This is a

question hard ;to answer, as we do not

know just what our friend means by

light and dark birds. The highest scor-

ing Plymouth Rock, as far as color is con-

cerned, is the light bird, for it only has

the true blue tint so desirable. We have

seen well-barred birds but very dark in

plumage score way up in the nineties,

but a close examination will reveal very

little of the coveted blue tint. Such

birds are often bad in beak and legs, yet

they will score high under some judges

and low under others. It is one of the

incongruities of our scoring system.

« •

The war against the League of Ameri-

can Poultrymen is in progress. One

writer, under a nom de plume, kindly

quotes enough from the published report

to place the editor of The Fanciers'

Journal in a false light. But let that

pass. Mr. Felch labors hard to down the

League and uphold the A. P. A. It is

the same old story, but let it go at that.

*
« *

The Fanciers' Journal believes

that the prime object of such a new

league is to control the shows and not

dabble in making standards or anything

else that the A. P. A. does.

the general practice in rearing these fowls is to

caponize them at six months old, and then, as

soon as they have recovered from the operation,

they are fattened, and are ready for market in

from two to three months. They are fed on

millt, buckwheat and maize and are not closely

confined, but allowed to run in a small space.

For the last three weeks they are subjected to

the process called cramming, which was success-

fully performed at the Dairy show in 1877. An-

other point is the shape of the fowls when shown.

Those accustomed to exhibiting place them in a

mould in a linen cloth and press them, and then

they come out long, oval, smooth and plump.

After being washed with milk they are ready for

market or for exhibition."

If American poultrymen would take

the same trouble in preparing fowls for

market a new era in prices for choice

poultry would begin.
»

* *

For choice table poultry, especially

capons, we would advise crossing Lang-

shan females with a La Fleche male.

Such poultry would sell equal to Ward

McAllister's famous mutton. The palates

of the wealthy must be tickled with

something out of the ordinary run of

food.

The following we clip from the Even-

ing Telegraph

:

"Mr. Tegetmeier, who for thirty years has been

one of the greatest living authorities on poultry,

has just uttered a vigorous denunciation of the

evils resulting from breeding for prizes. He says

:

' I do not hesitate to affirm, as the result of my
experience of half a century, that no one breed

of fowls has been taken in hand by the fancier

that has not been seriously depreciated as a use-

ful variety of poultry.' His point is that breeders

have concerned themselves chiefly with the pro-

duction of birds of fine size, plumage, and mark-

ings, without reference to the quality or flavor of

their meat or their capacity as layers, in which

all-important points prize chickens exhibit great

and progressive deterioration. The worst of it is

that non -exhibitors pay fancy prices for prize

birds in order to improve the strain of their own

private poultry yards, and thus help to perpet-

uate worthless varieties to the exclusion of the

every-day unpretentious, but toothsome and pro-

lific chicken. This is only one more illustration

ofthe well-known fact that breeding for points

is apt to result in the production of monstrosi-

ties. There are abundant examples of it in

every dog show, to say nothing of pigeon shows,

in which many of the prize birds are simply

freaks.'
"

The ordinary six-pound dunghill will give

away to eight and ten-pound cross breeds.

*\
Who produced the magnificent weight

that makes the Brahma fowl and Pekin

duck the peer of all heavy fowldom ?

The fancier. While the latter may have

killed certain breeds by neglect and too

close attention to fancy points, he has

nevertheless placed the best fowls in a

utilitarian sense before the public.

«
« *

We have often stated that there is noth-

ing in common between the fancier and

market poultryman, and we again

reiterate it. The dealer in eggs and car-

casses has no use for the beautiful, but

he is shrewd enough to purchase the

thoroughbreds from the fancier, and

while he mixes and crosses his flocks the

thoroughbred blood will tell. Literally

speaking, the market poulterer kills

more breeds than the fancier.

* *

A new care and joy as well has been

entrusted to E. B. Thompson, of Ame-

nia, N. Y. It's a boy. May the latter

prove a worthy son of "Old Coriander."

The Fanciers' Journal extends its

hearty congratulations.

«*•

A number of interesting communica-

tions have been crowded out of this issue

notably one by Dr. Walker on the Gape

Worm, which will appear next week.

From our California letter we glean the

facts that 572 California and 6 Eastern

birds were on exhibition. Certainly

some of the A. P. A. members who were

enthusiastic for Los Angeles might have

shown their enthusiasm in a more sub-

stantial manner.

Mr

ORIENTALS AT NEW YORK.

Mr.

*
» •

«
» «

Let the old society attend to that. To

say that the League is organized for the I

purpose of advocating comparison judg-

ing is a square-toed falsehood There is

nothing in the constitution to prove such

to be the case, and if the League is lib-

eral enough to let societies adopt what-

ever system suits them best it will do a

good thing. The day is past when a few

self-constituted, interested, loyal, selfish,

wise and otherwise critics can dictate to

intelligent people what they must do

and must not do. Such methods savor

strongly of the school boy flavor. But

it is a good advertisement for the "little

fellows" all the same.

Mr. Tegetmeier is an old gentleman

who has written and said much on poul-

try topics for more than a score of years

in England. He has no doubt had am-

ple opportunities for witnessing the de-

cline of many breeds, and it would be in-

teresting to know just how many breeds

the fanciers have killed. Mr. Teget-

meier also forgets to state that without

fanciers we would still be breeding jungle

fowls.
«

» »

«
• *

From the English Stockkeeper we clip

the following :

"Capons ofthe La Fleche breed were chiefly

favored bv the exhibitors. According to the cor-

respondent of Bell's Weekly Messenger, the fat-

tening of capons is a specialty in France, and in

the section of the catalogue devoted to poultry

it has the first place. The first thing the visitor

notices are the fowls and turkeys staged with

their backs uppermost, the wings being dressed

under the breast, which is not open to view. The

back is considered by French epicures to supply

the choisest morsels of the meat and tat which

can be got off^the fowl, and they say that if the

back is well lined with flesh that the breast is

sure to be right. La Fleche lay on an enormous

amount of fat, and ,one pair oi capons, which

took the first prize, were sold for /"4. Indeed,

in the ordinary way of business, it is nothing un-

usual in Paris to get 28. a pound for them. The

pair weighed eighteen pounds, and consequently

their value m a Parisian shop would have been

36s.
,

"Our readers may be interested to know that

Fanciers made fancy breeds, and will

keep on making them for ages to come.

The comments of our daily contempo-

rary ure really amusing, especially where

it says that " The worst of it is that non-

exhibitors pay fancy prices for prize birds,

in order to improve the strain of their

own private poultry yard and thus help

perpetuate worthless varieties to the ex-

clusion of the every day unpreteniions,

but toothsome andprolific chickenX It is

not often that we italicize a quotation,

but the above is sorely in need of it It

places a value on the common fowl that

is simply "out of sight."

« *

What will Brahma, Wyandotte, Dork-

ing and game breeders say to such state-

ments? The writer of the latter evi-

dently never tested the value of a thor-

oughbred game cross with common fowl.

If he once does, he will never be guilty of

making such doubtful statements again.

« •

Nothing builds up a common lot of

fowls better than judicious crossing,

using of course only thoroughbred males.

Groves Replies to

Owen.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

When requesting you to make the cor-

rection in my name, I had not the

slightest intention of making any mis-

statement and still adhere to same,

"Honors about equal," and did not think

Mr. Owen would have taken umbrage.

I will give the whole "facts" and leave

you to decide. In the barred class Mr.

Owen showed eight birds, I showed two.

My hen by the accident named had its

wing injured, was called stiff" wing and

disqualified. Result, walkover. Now
the competition. I showed ten birds,

was awarded ten premiums. Mr. Owen
showed eighteen birds, was awar.led

nine premiums. If these premiums are

valued at 4, 3- 2 i for i. 2, 3, 4 premiiinis

I received 24 an average of 2 2 5 per bird,

Mr. Owen 27, or i >2 per bird. Now,

give Mr. Owen 19 for his walk-over,

makes 46 for 26 birds, or i 10-13 per bird,

my 12 birds 24, or 2 per bird. Give

honor to whom honor is due without

fear or aff"ection as the premiums were

awarded by a thoroughly competent and

conscientious judge. I think Philadel-

phia wins. Not being an advocate of

free advertising, hope the above are

plain facts. Yours truly,
^

R. S. Groves.

SOLD ALL HIS POUTERS.

An Advertisement in "The Jour-

nal " Brought Inquiries from

All Parts of the Country.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I wish you would please announce in

The Fanciers' Journal that I have

sold all my pouters. I receive letters

every day inquiring about them. They

come from all parts of the country, from

which it is plain to see that The Jour-

nal is a good advertising medium.

Herman Bauer.

Columbus, O., March 21, iSgt.
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The Views of Several Prominent

Breeders.

COMPARISON OR SCORE GARD.

Not a Question of Preference, but

One of Facts.

BY new YORK.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 96.

We hardly think it necessary to say

any more as to whether the method of

score card judging has its errors or draw-
backs, but we must say we think it an

unpardonable error for anyone to charge
dishonor on a judge who differs with him
as to opinion of the score of a specimen,

but when dishonest methods are used

either in winning or awarding prizes it

should become a matter of public knowl-
edge.

As to the fact whether New York show
could have been as satisfactorily han-

dled by score card as by comparison, let

your readers judge from the following :

There was 2340 fowls, including single

entries, pairs and breeding pens. When
we went to the hall Thursday morning
we secured a catalogue, already out, and
found the award cards in their places and
some of the judges gone ; many had fin-

ished their work by noon the day before,
and exhibitors were enjoying the pleasure
of examining the prize winners.
We remember well h.nving been to

other exhibitions when one judge at Mr.
Parker's rate of figuring could have
scored the whole exhibition in three days,
but by actual fact three judges did not
finish it in four days. As an exhibitor
will say, I have often gone to shows on
Wednesday of one week and did not
know by the following Monday who won
in my class, and there was not over 500
specimens in the show to score, and good
experts had the show in hand. But
many of these statements have no bear-
ing on the point as to whether the results
were equally satisfactory to the exhibi-
tor under comparison as by the score
card.

We did not have this feature as well in
mind during the Philadelphia show as at
New York, so will draw our illustrations

entirely from the latter. With us it is

not a point whether the score card is the
belter, but whether the awards were
properly placed at New York or not, and
when not properly placed was it the fault

of the system or the man. First let us
say that in our judgment there was not
any more errors made here than at other
shows we have attended where score
cards were used by competent men, and
also say in advance that no disrespect is

intended to anyone with whom we may
not agree. We simply give our opinions
and reasons for same, in fact have no
knowledge as to who judged many ofthe
classes.

The light Brahma class had two errors,

one in cock birds and one in pullets.

There was two better birds in the former
class unnoticed than won vhc, he and c.

These facts become a matter of opinion
between us and the judge, and no matter
what form of judging might have been
used this difference of opinion would
still remain, but for a judge to have
placed any pullet in the show ahead of
No. 82 (that one second) by the standard
and score card, would have been a mistake
that every one who understood light

Urahmas would have seen in a moment.
Here is a case where we think the score
card in the hand of an expert would have
made quite a difference, while under com-
parison the judge personally preferred
the other bird.

In the buff Cochin class man^ of the
birds that won were most certainly dis-

qualified by the standard. None of these
birds could have won under the standard,
for they had very stiff hocks, so here it

is plainly shown that birds disqualified

by the standard won prizes at this show
;

so one point is settled, that non-standard

specimens can win when judged by com-
parison.
The cock and cockerel that won first

in this class were the finest we have seen
for many years, and how a judge could
pass from them, place the awards as he
did and overlook No. 121 and 123 for
second and vhc we can only account for
by thinking it was a matter of taste and
not standard qualities. Here is a class
where the score card would have worked
wonders.

In partridge Cochin cockerels the two
best specimens were unnoticed. Experts
in this class were quite surprised at this,
but being a matter of taste in the variety
the very same results might have been
reached by the score card, so here is a
point of difference that might happen
in any way of judging. In the other
class above mentioned the score card
would have changed the result, here it

might not have done so.

Personally we considered the Langshan
class very well handled, but to test the
minds of breeders of this variety we ques-
tioned some on this point and found only
one who objected^ and his objections
were quite plainly personal opinions as
to a few points in the variety.
We never attended an exhibition of

any size without hearing more or less dis-
satisfaction from the Plymouth Rock
men. We would rather act as expert on
a hive of bees than to have judged this
class at New York, and to the credit of
both judge and exhibitors we are glad to
say we scarcely heard a murmur, while
on the other hand we closely watched an
expert who was quite carefully inspecting
the Plymouth Rock breeding pens, who
said, after one hour's close attention to
them : 'Well, no question but the awards
are right here." The judge had eleven
grand pens to select between, and no one
could have changed the result by anv
method known to fairly place an awartl.
We are very particular as to some points
in this variety, and should have made
but one change in the whole awards, but
this, we admit, is a personal preference,
and but one judge that we know of mi^ht
have been of our opinion. So, we must
admit, this class was as successfully han-
dled by this method as we ever saw it by
the other.

In the Wyandotte classes we could find
no fault ourselves. One expert, who is

for the card only, said that by his method
the award in one case would be changed.
If the score card would have only made
one change in the seventy- five awards in

the whole Wyandotte classes, most cer-
tainly those who judged these classes
had very good personal judgment and
did their work well.

In many classes it was easy sailing, as
in all exhibitions, while in the new breeds
it is a matter entirely of personal prefer-

ence in some and common consent in the
others. So anyone has the right to his
opiuion. But even in these classes all

went as smooth as in the others.

To sum up all the errors of the show,
we find but two cases where we feel sure
the score card could have changed the
result. First, in the light Brahma pullet
we think a change would have been
made, and in the buff Cochin class we
know the result must have been different
by score card, but when we consider that
New York is the stronghold ofthe Cochin
Club of America, and that their rules say
that vulture hocks as described by the
standard shall not disqualify or bar the
bird from competition, and when you
know the association provided classes for

buff Cochins under these rules, all must
allow that the score card could not have
been used in this class. So the whole
claim here must be laid aside, and this

leaves but one case where an old advo-
cate of the score card can say our way
would have changed the results in the
awards at the late New York show.

In our next we shall try to tell whether
comparison judging should be generally
used or not.

[to be CONTINUED.]

MR. HEWES EXPLAINS

'TheAnd Incidentally Instructs

Fanciers' Journal."

Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

The Fanciers' Journai^ for March
12 to hand, one would think from the

tone of it that the editor of the poultry

department had fell dead in love with

Mr. Felch and myself.

Our ideas of the score card and our

criticism ofthe Philadelphia show don't

rest well with him. He starts out by
calling Mr. Felch a Pooh Bah (I don't

know what that is, we have none of them
in Missouri, but we have the James boys,

so we are as well off), and the writer a

know nothing. He then goes on to state

that he has never descended to person-

alities and does not intend to. That is

right ; don't do anything you would re-

gret when you get sober, for you are full

now. Full of comparison judging and
the Philadelphia show. It may be to

the financial interest of the journal you
represent to advocate this kind of work,

but right down in the bottom of your
yeart you know just as well as Mr. Felch
or myself that you are 100 years behind
the times when you advocate such a sys-
tem. In all the points you have tried to
coyer you have not proved one single
point for comparison work. You know
that the purchasers of stock, and those
especially that are lookitig up the list of
awards to see who has good stock to sell,

get but little or no information out of
your big list of awards for the Philadel-
phia show.
Another thing, you know that at every

big show there is always a lot of first-class

birds that would be valuable as breeding
birds that can't win even a fourth pre-
mium, but would sell high with a score
card. What are they worth without a
card to a purchaser 1000 miles away.
You can't sell them for $5 apiece, and
you know it just as well .is anyone.
With this point before you, are you

doing justice to your advertisers when
you advocate the system that has him
pay entry fee on ten birds when anyone
with good common sense could see that
no two of them would ever so much as
be considered for a fourth premium. The
big claim that is made for coniparison
judging, and about the only claim there
is to make, is the work can be done in
shorter time.
But great heavens, fifteen judges ought

to score any show in one day. I don't
believe that comparison judging will save
time in one class out of five. That has
been my experience in judging both by
the card and comparison. Of course in
a big class there is always some birds
that are not in it. It is useless to pay
auy attention to them, but the winners
are scored virtually, if they are not scored
on paper they are scored in the judge's
mind, and those very birds that are
passed by are the very ones that need a
card the most. They are usually the
property of some uew beginner, who
don't know where his birds are defective,
and if given a card will try to improve,
W'here if passed by without so much as a
kind word he thmks he has not been
treated right ; that the big breeder won
because he was solid with the judge, and
you are in luck if you ever hear of the
amateur again.

I for one am not bitterly opposed to all

specialty clubs. I have made myself
plain on that subject in two articles, so
what is the use of wasting time, neither
is the A. P. A. the only idol that I wor-
ship, neither do I swallow at a gulp
everything they advocate, be it right or
wrong ; but I do object to specialty clubs
trying to set up laws of their own in di-

rect violation of standard laws, and I do
believe the A. P. A. is to-day and always
will be head and shoulders above any
specialty club on earth.

I don't claim perfection for the stand-
ard, and am thoroughly convinced that
it is wrong on two sections of one of the
varieties I breed, but there is an honora-
ble way to have it remedied, and I have
no fear that it will have all the considera-
tion when the standard is again revised.

If some of the croakers in this country
had their way the standard would be re-

vised every thirty days instead of every
five years, and even then they would not
be satisfied.

I don't know to who you refer when
you say the Indian game men have re-

ceived opposition at the hands of the A.

P. A. No Indian game man can lay that to

my door. If the shoe fits some one else

let him wear it.

You are going to explain that later on.

Please explain what you know about the
score card being the cause of the delay
at Buffalo at the same time. You can't

judge birds by comparison very well if

they are scattered all over a show room.
One thing more. You ask why your ar-

ticle was not answered in The Journai..
I will answer you candidly. When I

write an article I want it to have a read-
ing some time before it gets old, and my
first article to The Journal was six
weeks finding daylight. I do not in-
tend to open up my battle regardUss of
your ammunition. I am not just a little

bit scared. I run 6500 miles j)er month
on an average, and have not the time to
pick up trouble with those who differ
with me. Thko. Hkwk.s.
Trenton, Mo., March 19.

SCORE CARDS.
A Veteran Breeder's Criticism.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Following the successful closing of the

Philadelphia and New York shows, the

readers of poultry literature are treated

to the same old screed that was hurled at

the New York As.sociatiou more than a

year ago, when they decided to dispense

with the score card.

The unqualified success of their venture

was a bitter pill to the score card advo-

cates at that time, and a repetition ofthe
do.se this year, first at Philadelphia and
again at New York, seems to have made
them mad. While they fail to make any
new pomts or say anything that has not
been said a hundred times before and as
many times refuted, they manage to in-

stil a little more venom into their de-
nunciation of a system they are power-
less to combat. Although these wails are
somewhat monotonous, they doubtless
act as a safety valve and add to the tran-
quility of the last days of the authors as
score card apologists. In view of the
universal good feeling exi.sting among
comparison converts, I doubt whether a
single one can l)e found who in his heart
would deny these well-meaning friends
comforts of these little kicks preceding a
final dissolution.

These thoughts were suggested while
reading an article in the Fanciers' Ga-
zette a few days ago. The writer took
for his text a few editorial notes on the
Philadelphia show as printed in Fan-
ciers' Journal. He made a good show-
ing for his side, if it were possible for

dogmatic assertion and claims unsup-
ported by facts to accomplish that end.
Like all of his class, he assumes too much
and would have us take for granted things
which do not exist. In the first place,

we must accept the score card as infalli-

ble, as a safe and sure guide both to
buyer and seller, and as an indispensa-
ble means of educating the beginner in

poultry cultuic. Now, everxoue ac
quainted with the system knows this to
be pure nonsense, but thinking that
perhaps this gentleman may be a
novice as regards its inner workinjis
and as unfamiliar with comparison judg-
ing of score cards as he evidently is with
comparison judging of poultry.

I will copy from a meniorandum for

bis benefit the facts of which came under
my own observation during the last show
season. A barred Plymouth Rock cockerel
scored at Kalamazoo 94 points, at De-
troit 89 points. A light Brahma cockerel
scored 94 at Battle Creek and S9 at De-
troit. A white-creste<l black Polish hen
94 at Battle Creek, at Detroit di-<quali-

fied. A single comb brown Iveghoru pul-

let scored 95 at Kalamazoo and by the

same judge cut down to 91 at Battle

Creek two weeks later.

Where does the educating process come
in in these ca.ses ? Where is the safety

to the distant buyer who takes these

high scores as his guide, and they are the
ones used in advertising. How would it

be if the buyer is anxious to improve
the combs of his flock ? He sees by one
of the scores that the comb of one spec-

cimen is cut only one-half for shape, but

the other card cut two for the same de-

fect. What a humbug ! In the language
of another, rats ! These illustrations do
not stand alone. Such cases are as old as

the system itself, and yet there are thou-

sands who are pinning their faith to the

score card, and believe that the whole
industry would be knocked into a cocked
hat without it.

The writer alluded to asks of what
value to the exhibitor is the vhc. he and
c. Of what value, let me ask him. is a

95-point score card on an 89-point bird ?

The vhc, he and c represent precisely

what the letters signify, while the score

card too often represents a fraud. Still, I

believe the scoring system is correct theo-
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retically, but human nature has not

reached that stage of development where
it is practicable.

It is sometimes said that a breeder is

not competent to judge poultry unless he
has received his credentials from the A.

P. A. This is about ou a par with the

other claims alluded to.

It is quite reasonable to suppose that a

breeder of average intelligence is fully as

competent to judge of his specialty as

the man whose knowledge of that breed

is gained by a study of the standard only.

And this leads me to remark that the

breeder who cannot pick out his best

birds without scoring or having them
scored must be either a very modest man,

novice or a fool.

I am aware, Mr. Editor, that this sub-

ject does not merit all this space, but I

haven't time to write less.

Irving Crockkr.

COCHINS AND COMPARISON.

George "W. "Weed's Questions and
Opinions.

Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

I would like to ask a few questions :

First. Were not the prize Cochins spoken

of by you in your last issue entitled to

the same honor if they had been scored

by some one qualified to use the score

card ? Second. In what way would you

cut them more, as they were shown there

(at New York) in judging them by stand-

ard rules than you would by the Cochin

Club rules.

Now, as I understand it, the so called

English Cochins were to be exhibited in

a class by themselves, and I don't think

that the ones referred to by you were so

shown. [Because the exhibitor was sure

that thev would win under any rules.—

Ed.]
'

,Now I don't want you or any one else

to think that I am opposed to the Eng-

lish type, for I am not. What I would

like is some fixed type so that we can

breed to it, and right here let me say that

that is the reason that 1 am opposed to

comparison judging, for m my experi-

ence with fowls under that system of

judging it is impossible for a breeder to

jcnow which fowl to take in order to win.

It don't seem to me that any judge who
has a thorough knowledge of a variety

will have anv hesitation in recording his

opinion of a'specimen of that variety on

a score card, and with all due respect to

yourself and vour ability as a judge, I

think that those that are the most stren-

uous for comparison judging are those

that have such little faith in their own
knowledge that they don't want to record

it on a score card.

But, Mr. Editor, the trouble is not

with the system, for if a man is qualified

to judge and is honest the best bird will

generally get the blue ril)bon. Such men
as Zinimer. on bantams; Cothran. on

Hamburgs. and Drevenstedt, on Wyan-

dotts, is all that we ask for, but unless

there is more care taken in the selection

of judges I very much doubt that the

comparison shows will receive the sup-

port from exhibitors that they have in

the past. GEO. W. Weed.

[Our friend is slightly in error regard-

ing his statement that judges who oppose

the score card do so because they wish to

cover up their ignorance of scoring. If

anything, the contrary is true. A judge

that really respects his judgment and his

honesty will hesitate to give scores that he

believes correct because the latter are apt

to be too low. We know several old

veterans who lament the fact that birds

are scored too high. But high scores are

wanted, as a rule, and if they are not

forthcoming there is a wild howl from

the young breeders. Mr. Weed for-

tunately is too old a bird to expect high

scores, but after he has collected the score

cards of an annual circuit of the shows

he can ponder over the strange discrepan-

cies in the cards as made by different

judges.

—

Ed.]

The Views of a Prominent Young
Exhibitor.

This subject has been pretty well talked

over, and the many columns devoted to it

in our numerous poultry journals do not

need repetition.

But there is a new side to the question

which has recently been brought before

my notice by a letter from a friend and
brother poultryman, who says, "anyone
of experience can tell the best bird in a

class of ten or twelve, but can he tell

just where and how much better that

one is?"
I confess that this is a poser. In other

words, this one bird is better than any of

the others, but not having been compared
there may be plenty that are way ahead

of the one in quality.

But then the scores of the same bird

differs in the hands of different judges

and under different circumstances. A
bird may be in good condition at one

show and two pounds off the next.

Also the average quality of the scores

will influence the average of all scores

every time, there will be fewer 96 point

scores in shows where there is but one

good bird in each class than where there

is a majority of 92 pointers, and it is be-

yond the power of any judge to make it

any different. They unconsciously judge

by comparison. This may look like a

very radical view, yet a little observation

will prove its correctness.

We quote further, "why do we have a

standard giving point if not to be used ?"

Alas, why ? The breast of a Leghorn

should be plump and well rounded, and

it has eight points allotted to it. The
breast of a Brahma should be full and

round, and it has ten points allotted it.

The breast of a Wyandotte should be

plump and well rounded, and it has seven

points allotted it.

I do not suppose either the description

or number of points are exactly the same

as in the standard, but the variation in

number of points, while the description

is almost identically the same, will be

found throughout the book.

The champions of comparison say we
are no breeders if we cannot score our

own birds. Right, we say. Of course,

one of the big guns could do it equally as

well or better, but they are far from being

infallible. They can run up a score card

as quick any of us, and the task of judg-

ing a show is a thankless one anyway.

It seems to be the impressions that

those who show at New York want com-

parison judging, in order to restrict com-

petition. This is a very erroneous im-

pression as the object of the New York

show IS to increase rather than diminish

the number of entries. Comparison judg-

ing was first selected in the interest of

the show public. Naturally the visitors

to a show want to see which are the win-

ning birds, and they do not care to wait

till the last day of show either. Look-

ing at the matter from this standpoint,

comparison judging is a step in the right

direction. No society can hold a show

without public patronage, and the public

will not support what has no interest for

them. The sooner societies realize this

the better.

We do not forget that exhibitors have

just a few rights, and if they believe a

score is a necessity to their business

why any judge will gladly score them for

a verv small sum per bird. This is the

view 'l take of the matter. New customs

have to combat prejudice, and if the new
way is better than the old it will gain in

popular favor.—George F. Howell in

Poultry Press.

furthest. The judge, we will say, finds

fifteen entries ip that class. He has them
brought in a room and all put in the

walking pen. In ten minutes he can
throw out each bird that has no chance
and have five left to |fill the five places.

Then he naturally can pick out the worst

of the five and give him "commended,"
for you never find five fan cocks that run

so close as to cause him any trouble. Then
he takes the fourth best and gives nim his

place, and so with the third. By this

time the competition has grown very

close, we will say, and he has two cocks

very much alike. Let him put them side

bv side in his small judging coop, watch
tliem when still, stir them up to see their

motion and decide which he thinks the

better of the two. This one gets first and
the other second and the class is done,

and he is ready for the hens. A half

hour is a good long time to devote, and
almost any good judge can run through
a class in fifteen minutes.
Who cares what a bird scores ou a card,

and what real good does the card do him ?

What he wants to kpow is v/hether his

bird gets a place, and that settles it.

Whenever men select horses, cattle,

dogs, chickens, clothes, watches, or, in

fact, a thousand things by reading about

them instead of looking at them, then I

will say that the score card is a great

thing, and not before. Out of all my
birds I don't know what one scores. I

don't care, and I don't ^think any other

breeder does.

If the theory held good a man could

send a score card on approval instead of

a bird on approval. Who would buy
pigeons that way ?—F, M, Gilbert in the

Fancier.

Our California Letter.

Score Card vs. Comparison.

As so much has been said of late re-

garding the abolishment of the score

card and the substitution of comparison

judging, allow me a little space for a

word in behalf of the latter. It is the

only way to judge pigeons ; it is the only

way to gain time, so that people will not

have to wait till the last day of the show

to see what birds won. It is not only the

most speedy way, but the most correct

wav.
When a lady is picking out a dress she

does not write up what she thinks of one

piece of goods and then of another, and

then decide ; she puts the two pieces side

by side. A boy buying knives does the

same. A man picking out the best of

two horses gets them side by side—if he

can. Even the man picking out his

birds to send to a show puts them side by

side to select the best ones. This is the

easy and natural way, and is the only

way to judge pigeons at a show.

For instance, let us take white plain

fantail cocks. There are five places-

first, second, very highly commended,
highly commended and commended.
How long would it take to judge the

class ? Not over half an hour at the very

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

We are home again from our two

weeks' vacation in southern California,

where the time slipped by so pleasantly

among fanciers at the show and friends,

who placed their orange groves and flow-

ers at our disposal, that it seems only

yesterday that we left San Jose bound for

Los Angeles.

Ours was a merry party and resembled

more a lot of school boys at recess than a

collection of ancient and bald-headed ed-

itors, fruit growers and chicken cranks.

Boyish pranks would hardly be looked

for in such company, yet when Charles

R., the sedate editor of the Fanciers'

Monthly brought the whole car to the

windows by yelling "jack rabbits" when

only a few thousand sheep could be seen,

or George H., of Orchard and Farm,

challenged a wealthy wheat grower of

Stockton to deadly combat with snow-

balls during a stop at Tehachasi, or a

long-bearded, bald-headed "cuss" from

the Willows slipped an icicle down the

back of the "originator of white Lang-

shans," it readily appeared that they were

only boys of larger growth,

A Market for Better Stock.—I am sure

that everyone of "our party" will agree

that throughout the great length of the

San Joaquin Valley, across the plains of

Tulare and Kern, over the Tehachapi

Mountains and the famous "loop," down
again to the 2000-toot level, where lies

the Mojave desert, then through moun-

tain passes where bee ranches were the

only signs of civilization, and gradually

on to Los Angeles, we did not see a sin-

gle fowl that bore any evidence of being

a thoroughbred, yet that expanse of oyer

400 miles of mountain and plain is rapid-

Iv filling up with enterprising husband-

men, who are making the desert a garden

and orchard. Great irrigating canals are

seen everywhere and the crops that these

barren plains will produce with the aid

of plenty of water is almost beyond

belief. Here lies a future market

for fine stock of all kinds. Turkey rais-

ing is already an important and profita-

ble industry on the Tulare plains, and

there is no reason why poultry raising in

all its branches should not be entered in-

to with great success. A visitor at the

Los Angeles show has located a farm in

Antelope Valley (which is only a part of

the Mojave desert), and has raised some

chickens there the past year. He says

that they do well there, although the al-

titude is about 2000 feet and it is quite
windy at times.

The show at Los Angeles was a sur-
prise to everybody, not excepting those
intimately connected with its manage-
ment. What all expected to see was a
grand show of 1500 eastern birds and 1000
California birds, a grand total of 2500
cacklers and crowers. We went into the
show room with expectancy in our eyes
and cotton in our ears. The sight was not
dazzled nor the hearing impaired, in fact

we ventured to put on our glasses and
remove the cotton from our ears and took
the advice of a small l)oy to "purchase a
catalogue if we would see the show cor-

rectly." With the help of the catalogue,
our l>est glasses and uncovered ears we
discovered six of the 1500 eastern birds
and 372 of the 1000 California birds.

Too dazed to comprehend the situation,

we took a two days' outing at beautiful
Glendora, among the orange groves and
flowers. We ate the sweetest oranges,
gathered the rarest flowers at will, saw
tenderest vegetables growing in the open
air and feasted our eyes on rocky and
snow-covered mountains above and the
far-reaching plain below checkered with
orange and olive groves and green fields

of alpalpa and barely.

After two days' visit at this delightful

place we again returned to Los Angeles
and the poultry show. On the way to the
show room we were informed that the
show was of such proportions that it re-

quired the united efforts of three crack
Eastern judges to score the birds. Again
our hopes soared heavenward and we
were happy. Our informants failed to add
that the three judges finished their task

in less than one day, and cruelly laughed
when we saw the same thin catalouge,

the air of vacancy and the stillness that

pervaded the show room.
Again we seemed bewildered and

sought a railroad time card. It was late,

and no train left the Angel City until

5.30 A. M. We walked the dark streets

and waited. The early train was a flier,

and carried us rapidly away from the

chilly air and disappointments of the

southern metropolis. We visited Pasa-

dena, Pomona, San Bernardino. High-
land. Mentoue, Redlands. Riverside,

Orange, Sante Ana, Anaheim and other

points of interest, including the lovely

Quaker town of Whiltier, and again re-

turned resolved to see that show if there

wasn't a bird there except the special car

load of six birds from the East.

We saw the exhibition and then at-

tended the meeting of the A. P. A. Some
one called for "a California story" during

a cessation of business. Did the Califor-

nians respond ? Not much. They wouldn't

attempt it in the face of the Eastern

record. Let's see, 1500 divided by 6
equals 250, or an Eastern story. Again,

1000 divided by 372 equals 2, or a Cali-

fornia story. Surely California was not

in it, and silence prevailed.

But aside from the general disappoint-

ment caused by broken promises and
perhaps too much faith in them when
made, the show was really not so bad,

while in both quality and numlx;rs the

Petaluma show was far in the lead, the

hall and location were not as good as at

Los Angeles. The light was all that

could be desired and the arrangement of

the coops and the classes was excellent.

Among the birds worthy of special men-
tion were the Houdans shown by James
T. Brown, of Los Angeles. They were by
all odds the best Houdans ever shown in

California. The black Spanish class was

extra good as a class, and the hen shown
by S. S. Chase was very fine. Mr. Albee's

barred Plymouth Rock cock was an extra

good bird', and would have been given

first place at a glance by anyone at all

familiar with the breed. Philander Wil-

liams sent out a fine partridge Cochin

cock, one of the best that has yet ap-

peared in California. He found an eager

purchaser in Robert Conder, of San Ber-

nardino. The third prize white Leghorn

hen was a beauty and a valuable bird.

Why she failed to take first prize is one

of the mysteries, and the same may be

said of Mr. Albees' black Langshan hen.

She was given third, when she was de-

clared the best hen in the show by every

Langshan fancier whose attention was

called to it. Mottled Anconas, buff

Brahmas, buff Leghorns, mottled Lang-

shans and Andalusians made their first

appearance at Los Angeles.

Financially the show was not a success,

but a fund of experience was accumu-

lated that will be valuable in the future

management of California shows.
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California Langshan Club.—According
to notice the Langshan breeders who
happened to be at the Los Angeles show
held a meeting and organized a club.
Twenty-five names were enrolled at the
meeting, and no doubt many others will
join during the year, for the club has
promised to make it interesting for Lang-
shan fanciers to come in and help push
the Langshans into still greater notice.
Rules were adopted similar to those of

the American Club, but were made to
cover black, white and mottled Lang-
shans and any other varieties that may
appear and prove to be straight Lang-
s'lans.

Following is the list of officers and
members :

President, H. G. Keesling, San Jose
;

vice presidents, John McFarling, Calis-
toga

; George B. Bixby, Orange
; Charles

R. Harker, San Jose
; James T. Brown,

Los Angeles ; secretary and treasurer,
O. J. Albee, Lawrence

; Executive Com-
mittee, W. O. Moore, Merced ; Mrs.
Flora McP'adden, Santa Ana; George
H. Croley, San Francisco

; Robert Con-
dee, San Bernardino ; W. H. H. Jones,
Pasadena ; Madison H. Critcher, Santa
Cruz

; members, George W. Knox, G. H.
A. Goodwin and T. F. Phillips, Los An-
geles ; S. E. Morton and George F. Fil-
mer, San Francisco ; Ralph L. Hunt,
Pasadena; Mrs. J. E. Sylvester. George
E. Phelps and Mrs. J. W. McLellan,
Santa Ana

; Mrs. J. Walmsley, Orange
,

George H. Lee, Redlands; Mrs. S. J.
McFailand, Napa, and J. C. Steadmau,
Los Angeles.
The club proposes to offer special cash

prizes at the principal California shows,
to be competed for by members.
Those Miserable \Vhite Langshans.

—

I cannot help but feel sorry for poor Pat
Jacobs, for after partaking of a splendid
dinner, in which a couple of white Lang-
shan cockerels figured prominently, I

note your clipping of what he says regard-
ing the white Langshans at the Philadel-
pliia show. If he is in earnest in his war
on the whites he has my sympathy, for
he has tackled another subject similar to
oyster shells, etc , and the verdict will go
against him. But no one knows when
Pat is in earnest, and I have heaid it said
by those who ought to know that he
makes his startling assertions in order to
gain notoriety, and I guess that is about
what he is working for in the white Lang-
shan matter. At any rate, the white
Langshans will stand or fall upon their
own merits, and not upon the sayso of
of any poultry editor or other writer.

There are "miserable" specimens of
all breeds and varieties, and they get into
the shows sometimes. Some of the most
" miserable " specimens that I have seen
in a long time are some light Brahmas
or bulT Cochins. I might write of some
"miserable" specimens of Houdans,
white Leghorns, Minorcas and other
older breeds than the white Lang-
shans that have appeared at our Cali-
fornia shows the past winter, but if I

should be so rash and the editor dropped
the worthless stuff into the waste basket
he would do me and his readers a favor,

most assuredly.
I cannot refrain from giving a word of

advice to anyone who may want to know
something of white Langshans, and it is

this : Write to some practical breeder of
Langshans who has seen the straight

stock, either at shows or elsewhere. If

he says they are tra.sh and not worthy of
a place among thoroughbred fowls, and
you believe his opinion is honest and
not biased, then don't invest until you
have seen them with your own eyes.

H. G. Keesling.

Entries Overlooked at Ne-w York.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In regarding to the awarding of prizes

on exhibition coops at the last New York
show, Mr. Cooper is not alone in his call

for fairness.

I entered several birds in the show,

and having no shipping coop convenient

to send them in used an exhibition coop,

and entered the same in class 470, paying

the entry fee of |;i.

The day before the opening of the show
I was at the Garden looking after the ar-

rival of my fowls. I then asked Mr. Pur-
due where he wanted the coop placed,

and distinctly saying to him that it was
entered for competition. He told me to

put it in one of the boxes and he would

get it when it was wanted. The coop re-
mained in this box for two days, when I

again asked Mr. Purdue about it. He
then had it brought down and placed
along with four shipping coops that were
entered as exhibition coops. These coops
were awarded first, second, third and
fourth premiums, the exhibition coops
belonging to Mr. Cooper and myself be-
ing overlooked . When I asked the cause
of this I was informed that our coops
were not found when the awards were
being made.

In a late number of The Journal a
letter from T. Farrer Rackham says Mr.
Cooper was awarded first on exhibition
coop. As the regular premiums were all

awarded to Cunningham & Blair, I hard-
ly think Mr. Cooper will receive any-
thing more than a ribbon for his prize.

But in case he does receive cash, am I

not entitled to second prize ?

As I do not manufacture or sell exhibi-
tion coops this matter is not of any great
importance to me. but I like to see justice
where justice is due. Yours truly,

Charles S. Hungerford.
New York City, March 19, 1892.

ENGLISH COCHINS.

Secretary Tooker Corroborates the

Statements in "The Journal."

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Your remarks in regard to the English

Cochin on page 179, fourth column, are

quite apropos. You might have in-

cluded also my second and third prize

buff pullets at New York, both being

full feathered American bred English

Cochins. They were good enough to

help win the solid silver cup given by

the Torham Poultry Yards for the best

two young pairs. My friend Weed called

them very fine. To my knowledge the

greater number of the winning buffs the

past season have been the full feathered

American bred English Cochin. Many
have come from the yards of F. C. Hare,

of Whitby, Ontario. While the cockerel

winner at the Bay State show, at Worces-
ter, Ma.ss., in January last, with a score

ofgsl^ by Stevens, was bred by Theodore
Sternberg of Kllsworth. Kansas. All in

addition to Mr. Nevius' winners at New
York and Philadelphia.

Wm. Wallace Tooker,
Secretarj'-Treasurer of the Cochin Club of

America.

How about Sharp's winners at Worces-

ter?

Toronto Poultry, Pigeon and Pet

Stock Association.

The above association held a regular

monthly meeting on Thursday, the loth,

at Temperance Hall, President Miles in

the chair.

The meeting was large and enthu-

siastic. Several new members were

elected. Mr. Dilworth moved that smok-

ing be repressed during the meeting, and

after a hot tussle the motion was carried.

Mr. Daniels showed partridge and

white Cochins and Langshans and Mr.

Niles showed dark Brahmas. Judges,

Messrs. Dilworth, Patterson and Otter.

Mr. C. F. Wagner showed pouters and

Mr. W. Fox showed pouters and trum-

peters. Mr. Wagner succeeded in get-

ting first in pouter hens with the black
pied hen first at Louisville, Ky., after a

close tussle with Mr. Fox's red pied hen
second. The winner was in the better

fettle or it might have been otherwise.

Mr. Wagner's blue pied cock was easily

first, though thick in girth, second to a

fine black trumpeter. Judges, P). F.

Doty and J. MacKenzie.
After the awards were decided Mr.

Barber moved that hereafter all awards
be made bj* comparison. This was car-

ried unanimously, and shows the general
feeling of the principal fanciers within a
radius of about twenty miles. There can
be no doubt but that it will come to this

throughout America very soon. The
meeting of the Industrial Board poultry
delegates will be held next week and
many changes were recommended to our
delegates, principal amongst which is the
adding of a cash third prize throughout

the list and additional silver medals,
more classes for breeding pens, etc.

There was some discussion over the
Canadian poultry exhibition at the
World's Fair. The liberality of the gov-
ernment will, it is thought, enable us to
make our presence felt at Chicago.

Anon.

English Cochin Standard.

For the benefit of the readers of The
Fanciers' Journal who have been in-

terested in the Cochin controversy we
give the standard for Cochins as recog-
nized in England. It will be noticed
that our English fanciers considerer "vul-
ture hocks" objectionable instead of de-
sirable, as some of our American writers
would have us believe.

general characteristics—Cock.
Beak.—Short and stout at base, tapering to the

point and slightly curved.
Comb.—Single, rather small, fine in texture,

perfectly straight and upright, evenly serrated,
free from side sprigs and symmetrically curved
from the base of the beak to the back of the
head.

Head.—Rather small and neat iu proportion to
the size of the bird.

Eye.—Bright and expressive.
Deaf Ear.—Well developed and fine in texture,

hanging nearly as low as the wattles.
Watlles.—Rather long, fine in texture and

neatly rounded at the bottom.
Pace.—Smooth and fine in texture.
Neck.—Short, well curved, carried rather for-

ward and abundantly covered with long hackle
feathers, which should reach well on to the
back.

Breast.—Very broad, deep, full and rounded in
appearance.

Back.—Short and broad, rising towards the
tail and well furnished with saddle feathers,
which should be soft and long.

Wings—Small, the primaries tightly clipped
up under the secondaries, the whole carried
close to the body. The ends hidden by the
saddle.

Tail.—Small and full, rising slightly from the
saddle, free from sickle feather.

Tail Coverts.—Soft and abundant, curving
over and nearly covering tail.

Thighs—Short, thick and wide apart, abun-
dantly covered with sfjft feathers.

Hocks—Completely covered with short feathers,
which should curl round the joint and stand well
out. Stiff feathers, called "vulture hocks," ob-
jectionable, but not a disqualification.

Fluff.—Very full, abundant and so 't, standing
out so as to almost hide the thighs.

Leg and Leg Feather—Legs short thick and
heavily feathered on the outside. The feathers
should stand out well from the leg.

Toes-Strong and straight, the middle and
outer toes well feathered to the end.
General shape.—Broad, deep, massive and

rounded in appearance, the cariiage bold, the
head carried rather forward and the fore part of
the body rather low.

HEN.

Beak.—Short and stout at base, tapering to the
point, and slightly curved.

Comb—Small, single, straight, evenly ser-

rated and fine in texture.

Head.—Small and neat.

Eye.-Bright and expressive.

Deaf Ear.—Rather large.

Wattles.—Small and neatly rounded.
Face.—Smooth and fine in texture.

Neck.—Short, carried rather forward and
abundantly covered with soft hackle, feathers
reaching well on to the back.

Breast.—Broad, deepf full and rouiuled.

Back.—Short and broad, first rising into an
abundant cu.shion and then falling slightly to

the tail.

Wings.—Small and tightly clipped up, the

points buried in the cushion.

Tail.—Short and almost covered by the cushion.

Tail Coverts.—Very abundant and soft.

Thighs.—Short, strong, set wide apart and
abundantly covered with soft feathers.

Hocks.—Well covered with soft feathers, curl-

ing round the' joints. Stiff feathers, called "vul-

ture hocks," very objectionable, but not a dis-

qualification.

Fluff.—Very abundant and soft, and standing

out well from the body and thighs.

Leg and Leg F'eathers.—Legs short, thick and
heavily feathered on the outside. The feathers

should stand out well from the leg.

Toes.—Strong and straight ; the middle and
outer toes heavily feathered to the end.

IIGeneral Shape and Carnage.—Broad, deep,

massive and well rounded ; the head carneil

rather forward ; the forepirt of body slightly

drooping; the cushion carried rather high.

POINTS OF COLOR IN BUFF, LEMON OR
CINNAMON COCHINS.

COCK.
Comb, Face and Wattle.— Bright red.

Deaf Ear.— Bright red, free from tinge of white.

Beak.--Deep yellow.

F'ye.—Orange or pearl, the former preferred.

Plumage.—Any shade of buff from light lemon
to rich cinnamon ; the color to be perfectly uni-

form throughout, allowing for the greater lustre

on the hackle and saddle feathers and of the

wing bow ; the wings to be free from splashes of

black or white and the tail perfectly free from
white and with as little black as possible.

Legs.—Bright yellow.

HEN.
Comb, Face, and Wattles—Bright red.

Deaf Ear.—Bright red. free from any shade of

white.

Beak.—Yellow.
Eye.—Orange or'pearl, the former preferred.

Plumage.—Any shade of buff from light lemon
to rich cinnamon ; the color to be perfectly uni-

form throughout.

Legs.—Bright yellow.

POINTS OF COLOR IN PARTRIDGE
COCHINS.

COCK.

Comb, Face, Deaf Kar and Wattles.—Bright
red.

Beak.—Yellow, shading to horn color.

Head.—Dark red or orange.

Eye.—Orange or pearl, the former preferred.

Hackle.—Orange or golden red, each feather

having a glossy black stripe down the centre.

Back and Shoulder Coverts and Ring Bow.

—

Rich dark red.

Greater and Lesser Coverts.—Metallic black.

Primary Quills.—Bay on the outer web, black

on the inner.

Secondary Quills.—Part of outer web forming

"wnig bay," bay color; remainder of feathers

forming "wing butt," bl.nck.

Saddle.—From a bright golden color to a rich

orange red, each feather having a metallic black

stripe down the centre.

Breast.—Rich black.

Under Part of Bo<ly and Thighs.—Black.
Tail.—Glossy metallic black.

Legs.—Yellow, feathers.

HEN.
Comb, Eace. Deaf Ear and Wattles.—Bright

r»d.

Beak.—Yellow, shading to horn color.

Head.—Light brown or yellow, finely pencilled.

Eye.—Orange or pearl, the former preferred.

Neck.—Golden yellow, each feather striped

with greenish-black down the middle.

Remainder of Plumage.— Light brown, every

feather to be distinctly pencilletl with a darker

shade and uniforni over the whole body, the pen-

ciling to follow the outline of the feathers; a

light shaft objectionable.

Legs.—Dusky yellow.

POINTS OF COLOR IN WHITE COCHINS.
COv-K AND HKN,

Comb, Face and Wattles.—Brilliant red.

Deaf Ear.—Brilliant red, free from any tinge

of white.

Eye.—Orange or pearl, the former preferred.

Plumage.—Pure snowy white, glassy and free

from all creaniy or yellow tinge.

Legs.— Bright yellow, pale legs in old birds a

fault, but not a disqualification.

POINT.i OF COLOR IN BLACK COCHINS.
COCK AND HEN.

Comb, Face, Deaf Ear and Wattles.—Brilliant

red.

Eye.-Red or Black.

Plumage.—Rich glossy raven black, perfectly

free from feathers of any other color, and sound

to the r»)ots, the more nittallic sheen the better.

l^egs.—Dusky yellow preferred ; dusky legs
without the yellow not a <lisqualification.

POINTS OF COLOR IN CUCKOO COCHINS.
C(K"K AND HKN.

Comb, Face, Deaf l%ar and Wattles.— Retl.

Beak—Yellow, sometimes black marking.
Eye.—Red.
Plumage.- Light bluish-grey ground, each

feather barred across with bands »)f darker grey
or blue, the marking to be uniform throughout,
ami the colors shading into each other, so that
no distinct line or separation of the colors is per-
ceptible.
Legs.—Pale yellow.

COCHINS.
NU.MERICAI. VAI.l'K OJI'OINTS-COCK OR IlKN.

POINTS TO BK DKnrCTKD 1OK DKl KCTS.

Defective color or nuirking in partridge or
cuckoo 20

Want of size 15

Bad head and comb 10

Slip wings 10

Want of fluff 5
Want of cushion 5
Length of leg 5
Defective leg feather 10

Want of general shape 10

Want of condition 10

Total 100

A perfect bird to count 100 points.
Fatal Defects—Any bodily deformity; legs any

other color than yellow (except dusky yellow in

blacks); total absence of leg feather ; foul-colored

feathers in plumage.
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THE NEW BUFF BREEDS.

G. H. Brackenbury's Manifesto.

The Bufif Wyandottes and Ply-

mouth Rocks Scored.

Some time ago we received an article

from Mr. Brackenbury, of Auburn, N. Y.,

which has been crowded out. However,

we publish it in full in order to give our

readers an idea of the author's opinions

of new buff breeds and of other breed-

ers, who like himself are manufacturing

"buffs" of all kinds. The article is as

follows

:

BUFF IMPERFKCTION.

I have read the article "Pro-et-Con" on new
buff breeds by "Kugene" and others, also our

show reports, aud last, which are of far more
importance to me, the letters received from every

breeder to whom I have written for information

as to description of the so called buff Wyandotte

and buff Plymouth Rock.
,. ._, i, j

I have selected two or three reliable breeders

at each show where these buffs were exhibited,

and with one or two exceptions, people who
were nothing more to me than that I had seen

their names in advertisements, so have ample
reason to believe these descriptions are correct,

because they correspond so minutely.

Little would I care how much they exhibited

these fowls were it not for the fact that a large

majority of the fanciers are unable to see the

fowls in their imperfection, and for these 1 can-

not help but feel a pity in my heart, knowing
full well that they are the victims whose hard,

honest cash will be "scooped in." I should not

have believed that those who saw the fowls

would have invested in them, but it seems that

there are one or two exceptional cases.

It is not my purpose to describe these buH
fowls that have been bred in purity for twenty-

five years in the farmers' barnyards, but to sug-

gest to the reader who is contemplating purchas-

ing .stock or eggs to "go slow" before you let

vour honest cash slip from your grasp, just

write to a friend or to some reliable breeder who
has met them at shows where exhibited for a

description of them, then make an allowance for

the fact that a few of the very best were pur-

chased at the large shows, and even if they were

not you would probably not get an egg from

these "best birds ' that have been shown. And
do not write to one only but to two or three.

I would also suggest that if you are thinking ol

investing in the fowls, to first request the breed-

ers of whom you think of purchasing to send you

hackle feathers from male and female. If the

breeder sends them critically examine the male's

hackle for "shear work," and if the feinale s

hackle has little corners pinched out of each tip

vou can be sure there was once black there. I

"would not advise buying those that the feathers

come to you fixed, or eggs of the party who fix

If they refuse to send you feathers then by all

means dont lei them get hold of your money,

but instead mate up "Cochin cock with wrhite

Wyandotte hens." It would pay all who looking

wistfully for a chance to get in the buff boom that

is surely coming to spend the cash for these tood

thoroughbred breeds lu place of buying scrubs,

for mark you they will yet have to get m an in-

fusion of Cochin and white Wyandotte blood

before they can hope to rid their fowls of the

striped chestnut hackles and uneven color.

The«^ are facts that my four years' of experi-

menting has taught me, for I have iiiade buffs

and know full well that I can make a buff variety

to any breed that now exists, and am assisting

Mr J F Frost, the originator of the true solid

DufirPU mouth Rocks, in his matings, also one

other buff breeder to perfect a breed that is truly

a noveltv and which will be heard from tn due

time These gentlemen have been at their re-

spective breeds quite a length of lime, as both

have fowls two years old

Mr Frost is a man after my own heart, and

believes in getting his butTRocks -truly worthy"

before iie will consent to exhibiting or placing

them on the niarkel. His are solid buff hackled

in both male and female, no chestnut hackle,

striped with bl.ick, in his buffs. This I know
for a fact, for 1 have seen a few of them. The
reader will please note that there are at least a

few honest men who are making the genuine,

true I e. (solid) buffs, not one of them are hunt-

ing through the farmers' barnyards for buff

"scrubs" out of which to make the next quick

dollar. 'We dont have to do this for we possess

knowledge taught us by experience. That is just

where the other fellows are lame. I doubt their

ability to make a buff fowl.

I have read what vour correspondent has to

sav under the caption of "The Buff Perfection"

(page 89). and will himplv say in reply that there

are about ten of us breeders (not including the

doctor, whom I perceive is quite a young man)
who are working (not bragging) for solid bufl

hackled buffs, and we h ive them (not striped

with black) and we are trving to keep the buff

bJom in check until we have enough to supply

at least a sir.all per cent of the demands that

will most surely follow the first appearance of

"our kind of buffs." for I know full well that had

we shown the past sea.son a boom would have

been upon us and we not had half enough per-

fect fowls at home in our yards to guarantee our

exhibiting those nearest perfect, and then we
knew they were safe at home, for sometimes I

have heard of such thinj^s as a bird or two will

stray into some other fellow's coop.

I believe the gentleman will learn a le.sson or

two during the next nine or twelve months,

several of them, one of which will be to learn

the knack of eating humble pie, which he is so

fresh in offering. 1 enclose a clipping which

please piiljlish :

"H. F nuffiiigton, of Fall River, sold ton buff

Wyandottes to Irwin Crocker for J425 : A. B. Al-

drich several biff Plymouth Rocks to the Hon.

James Forsvthe, of " )wcko, for J.joo
"

Note thal'i'iilials are all wrong, also note that

it has a decided Fall River look about it which

together with the doctors efforts to stir the boys

upunder the buff (ini)perfection would indicate

that the weak little Hall River boonilet is soon

to be a thing of the past. I wrote to Mr. Irvmg
(not Irwin) Crocker and received a reply that he

purchased only six birds, and that the price

mentioned in clipping was wrong; price |too

1 am in correspondence with not less than a

dozen breeders, too (Brother Drevenstedt is one
of them), who are hard at work making solid

buff Wyandottes. Not one of these men will

place a striped hackled, black-tailed fowl in the

show room next winter. I expect to meet these

gentlemen's birds in the show room next season,

and expect some of them at least will show birds

perhaps as good as my own, and I think unless

our Fall River friends use a great deal more
skill that they will yet have to buy fowls from
some of these breeders, for they won't feel satis-

fied with their own after meeting the "true" buff

Wyandottes.
Gentlemen, let the buff Wyandottes be solid

buff, that would be in keeping with the name.
Buff means buff and nothing else. Let us not

disgrace the name of Wyandottes by any other

than a solid buff, and let them be kept out of the

market until they are solid, for there is no room
for striped-hackled, black-tailed buffs in the fan-

ciers' yards. Open the bars and let these poor
nameless things go back to the farmers' barn-

yards from which they "evoluted," and where
they have basked on the sunnyside of the dung
heaps for twenty-five years in purity. Yours for

the cause, G. H. Brackenbury.

right in two cases and wrong in two
cases, as they had found colored feathers

in G. K. Holbrook's, Saugus, Mass., and
James Dermody's, Rockville, Conn.,

birds, but in E. Westcott's South Fram-
mgham, Mass., and A. W. Gardiner's

birds they could not find any trace of

coloring in any form. They then gave

Westcott and myself back our %i each.

Holbrook and Dermody have been
dropped from the Black Leghorn Club.

A. W. Gardiner.

CHIPS FROM THE POULTRY BLOCK.

Fleeing Fancies Nipped on
"Wing for Our Readers.

the

[We beg to inform the above writer

that J. H. Drevenstedt is not interested

in buff Wyandottes, and that all his stock

was sold to a breeder in New York State.

It was as near Wyandotte as could be

had, being descended from golden Wy-
andottes. The male birds was an excel-

lent buff wnth clean legs, no feathers on

the shanks, while the hens were good
color, excepting black in hackle, tail and

wings. We know that these birds bred

true, and if they get clear buff chickens

it was because such are difficult to get in

any breed of that color.

Mr. Brackenbury's white Wyandotte-

buff Cochin cross that he proclaims the

only true buff Wyandottes apparently are

simply "cross breeds," and it will take

sometime to eradicate the feathered legs.

We saw those Fall River birds at the

New York show, aud really saw excel-

lent buff Wyandotte and Plymouth Rock
birds there, better in color than some of

the old standard Cochins. We know
nothing of the pedigree of these birds,

but if they can reproduce themselves, see

no reason why they should be condenmed
in such unmeasured terms as Manufac-

turer Brackenbury uses. It is always

well to go slow before condemning other

breeders. Such men as Irving Crocker

and James Forsythe know thoroughly

well what they are doing when they in-

vest in new breeds.—Editor Fanciers'

Journal.]

BY TRIXIB.

DYED BLACK LEGHORNS.

Secretary Gardiner Explains Mat-
ters.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

J notice in last week's Journal that

you think the names of the parties that

colored feathers at the Hartford show on

black Leghorns ought to be published.

For the protection of E. Westcott, South

Framingham, Mass.; E. L.Jones, New

Haven, Conn., and myself I will give the

names of the parties that were pro-

nounced to have black Leghorns at the

Hartford show with colored feathers.

Mr. Ball was wrong in two cases, also

right in two cases. He said there were

colored feathers in Westcott's, Gardiner's,

Holbrook's and Dermody's birds. I was

red-hot at Ball and told Mr. Baily, the

corresponding secretary of the show, that

I should enter a protest against it, as I

had no birds with colored feathers. Mr.

Westcott was very much surprised at the

charge and thought there was some

crooked business going on. We had a

special meeting about the matter, and the

directors of the Hartford show were pres-

ent and said if we were not satisfied with

Mr. Ball's decision to enter a protest. I

drew up the protest and Westcott, Hol-

brook, Dermody and myself signed the

same and each one gave the society |2,

as that was the amount asked to enter a

protest. I told them if they had a chem-

ical expert in the place I was willing to

pay my share and have the birds ex-

amined. The Hartford society said they

would get the chemist and it would not

be any expense to us. A chemist was

called in and examined all of my birds

and Westcott's and part of Holbrook's

and Dermody's.
Mr, Bailey then came out and said he

I

would like to have us come into the office

'

a few minutes. We did so and were in-

I troduced to Mr. Marwick, the chemical

expert. The latter said he had examined

all the birds brought to him and in quite

a number found colored feathers. Mr.

Bailey then said they found Mr. Ball was

This is the second harvest of the poul-

try man, and prices are nearly or quite as

good for eggs during the Lenten season

as they are during the holiday festival.

There are several reasons for this condi-

tion of things, but the principal are a

greater consumption than at other sea-

sons, then a part of the product at this

season never reaches the market, but are

used in incubators, natural and artificial.

We often receive letters inquiring which

is absolutely the best incubator. There

is as much difference in the opinion of

practical poultrymen as there is as to

which is the best breed of fowls. I

believe nearly all will do what they

are recommended to do, provided

the one who has control of them does

his duty the machine. No machine ever

made will give even a fair hatch unless

intelligently handled. You may depend

upon that.

It is about time to hear complaints that

the eggs shipped to customers were not

fertile and never had been, because

"every darned one was rotten." A letter

of that kind makes the poultryman

smile, however much pent up sulphuric

fumes may be vainly seeking an avenue

to escape at the other end of the line.

"When ignorance is bliss it is folly to

be wise." So I have often been told, but

I hardly think that this applies to the

"know-alls," who jump upon the back

of the man who has been so unfortunate

as to sell them one or more settings of

eggs. They expect the chick just from

the shell to possess all the perfections of

the matured 95-point exhibition fowl.

I was one of the first to take up with

that worthy breed, the Langshans, and

the first season I had them I was so un-

fortunate as to receive an order for two

settings of Langshan eggs from a woulil-

be fancier out in the then wilds of Kan-

sas. I received notice of their safe ar-

rival, but after those eggs hatched did

I not get it ? Why, after reading his let-

ter I was fully convinced that I was a

greater scoundrel than Jack the Ripper.

Laugshans, so this man had somewhere

heard, were black, and all these chicks

were more or less white.

I have always, for years, at least, made

the point of putting a self addressed

postal card in the egg basket the last

thing before stitching on the cover. I,

and, I believe, everyone else, likes to

hear in what condition the eggs were re-

ceived by the customer, and if we fur-

nish him the material he will let us know
all about it. If there is anything wrong

about our method of packing them it is

to our interest to find it out.

A New Club Organized.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

At the office of the Western Garden,

March 7, 1892, was organized the Des

Moines Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-

tion for the purpose of increasing the in-

terest in poultry, dogs and pet stock.

Officers were elected and the work has

begun in earnest. There are 150 mem-
bers to begin with, all full of vim and in-

terest. All who wish to join can do so

by sending $1 to the above association in

care of H. W. Taplev, secretary. I send

the above thinking it may be of interest

to your readers. W. M, Garton.

Des MoiNBS, Iowa, March 16, 189a.

Poultrymen Meet,

The Pennsylvania State Poultry Asso-

ciation held their third annual meeting

at 32 South Third street yesterday and
the following gentlemen were elected of-

ficers for the ensuing year : President,

Philip J. Walsh, Burmont, Pa. ; first vice-

president, Morris, G. Temple. Pocopson,

Pa.- second vice-president. N. B. Dana,

Radnor. Pa.; secretary aud treasurer, H.
A. Noeckel, Lansdowne, Pa.; directors,

George R. Corson, E. C. Vahle, N. B.

Dana, Jos. R. Riday, William Ehinger ;

delegate to State Board of Agriculture,

E. C. Vahle.
— ^

DEHART'S POULTRY YARDS.

The Home of the Prize Winners at the

Great New York Show.

There is a fascination in the breeding

of fine poultry that tempts many to en-

gage in it, but it involves so much of

labor, care and expense that a majority

of those who become breeders soon grow

tired and abandon the fancy. Mr. C.

Robert DeHart, the proprietor of the

Central Poultry Yards, near Dover, is not

of the latter class. From boyhood he

has had a liking for fine poultry and has

handled good stock. This has led him

to improve his stock, adopt the best de-

vised methods for their care, and to give

all details of the work his personal at-

tention. Latterly he has been giving his

attention to the white and black Minorca

strains, and has brought his stock to such

a degree of perfection that at the recent

poultry show held in Madison Square

Garden, New York—the greatest the

country has eve r witnessed—he carried

off the highest honors in the Minorca

classes. Of this exhibit The Fanciers'

Journal says : " Minorcas are excel-

lent. The whites ofC . R. DeHart are the

best in America. They are really beauti-

ful birds. His black Minorcas are also

in with the leaders."

With sixteen entries at the great New
York show Mr. DeHart captured four-

teen regular prizes and one special. Of
these seven were firsts, three were sec-

onds, two were thirds, one was a fourth

and another a fifth. In black Minorcas

he received first aud third prizes on pen,

second for cock, second, third and fifth

for cockerels and first for pullet. In

white Minorcas he swept all the highest

honors, with first for pen, first for cock,

first for cockerel, and first and second on

hens. The Colgate gold special prize for

the best display of Minorcns fell to his

lot, and he also carried off the special

prize for the best dozen of eggs exhibited

at the show, which stood the test of size,

color, form. etc. At the recent Philadel-

phia exhibition Mr. DeHart also carried

off a large proportion of the honors in

the way of prizes.

The success thus obtained is not be-

cause of any fortuitous circumstances,

but is the direct result of capital and in-

telligent labor expended by Mr. DeHart

in the culture of fowls. About a year

ago the Era noticed the work he was en-

gaged in, but upon a visit this week we

found it so greatly extended and im-

proved that we feel inclined to give it

more particular notice, both because of

its importance as a local industry and as

showing what intelligent methods will

do for anything connected with the farm.

About five acres of ground in all is de-

voted to these yards in order to give the

fowls ample room for exercise in the

open air. Each sub-division of the house

or pen is connected with an enclosed

yard made of wire screen fencing of suf-

ficient height to pre"ent the fowls from

flying out. Each yard is about 115 feet

long by 12 feet wide, and a well has been

recently dug which allows a flow of

water to the rear of the yards. There are

eighteen of these yards in all, including

one for ducks that extends to the canal,

and in their construction nearly 25,000

feet of wire screen fencing was required.

By this arrangement the fowls have un-

restricted freedom to a large run-way out

doors aud may seek shelter in storm or

darkness without any aid. A gentle

slope keeps the yard always nicely drained

and pleasant.

The building with which these yards

are connected is a two-story structure in

the centre, with long wings extending
from each side, which are a single story
in height. The whole is 208 feet long
and 14X feet in width. The entire build ^

ing is covered, sides as well as roof, with
extra heavy water-poof sheathing paper,
coated with paint, so as to exclude all

cold. The arrangements for ventilation
and pure air are pefect, and as the build-
ing faces to the East the light of the
morning sun, admitted by the aid of
sash, aflbrds additional warmth iu the
winter season.

Each of the wings extending from the
central structure is divided into pens,
which are I4;<xi2 feet in dimensions,
and each pen is provided with the most
f)erfect facilities for the feeding and the
aying of the fowls and for their general
comfort. The wing extending westward
is devoted entirely to the fine selected
stock for breed purposes, and the ordi-
nary observer, eveu though he may not
be a connoisseur, cannot fail to be at-

tracted by the aristocratic feathered bi-

peds who have won such great distinc-
tion among the first families of their race.

All these fowls are of the Minorca
strains, for Mr. DeHart has decided to
abandon the breeding of all other varie-

ties and devote his attention exclusively
to these. The first pen of black Minor-
cas is presided over by a lordly cock, who
struts about in conscious pride, as he has
good right to for he headed the first

prize in the New York exhibit last year
aud carried it off again this season. He
is also proud of his family for it includes
the first pen of pullets and the first prize
pullet of the great show. The second
pen of black minorcas is headed by the
second prize cockerel of the national ex-
hibit, and the head of the household in

another pen is a proud young fellow who
bagged the second prize for cockerels at
both the New York and Philadelphia ex-
hibits. Another household is under the
dominance of" a bird who headed the
third pen at New York, besides having
l>een in the next pen of blacks. A beau-
ful pen of whites is headed by the first

prize cockerel of the Philadelphia show,
who also headed the first prize pen at the
Madison Square exhibit. These facts

will show that every family is made up
of select scions of the feathery tribe,

with pedigrees that are sure to make
their progeny valuable to fanciers.

The pens in the east wing of the build-

ing are all devoted to laying stock. They
are of the same size and have the same
appointments as the others. Each pen
contains a flock of twenty-five hens, with
no male binls, and because of the extra
care taken with them the eggs are of
such unusual size and fine appearance
that they command an extra price in the
fancy groceries of the city to which they
are shipped. The eggs and fowls from
the breeding pens are sold at figures that

help to make the profit of this extensive
establishment. In all there are about 350
laying and breeding fowls.

In the central tv\o-s'ory structure there
is a room upon the first floor. 24 by 14^^
feet in size, devoted to the preparation of
food for the fowls. An interesting ma-
chine, called a bone cutter, takes the
fragments of butcher shops and cuts the

bones and adhering meat into fine bits

and makes a food which is found to be very
beneficial to poultry. There is also a
corn cracker, a machine for grinding
vegetables, and a large stove for cooking
food and supplying hot water. Other ap-

Eliances for the care of fowls are also to

e found here.

In the second story is an office, fur-

nished with the necessary appliances for

the transaction of business, and the walls

of which are decorated with the prize

badges and medals which Mr. DeHart has
carried away from the leading poultry
shows in the country. These are mounted
in frames, and being hung upon the pens
at exhibitions, show that the exhibitor

has been steadily maintaining the merit
of his breeding establishment.

A room adjoining this office is arranged
for the i)reparation of fowls for exhibi-

tion purposes, and here the competing
birds are carefully looked after by the

proprietor and his capable assistant,

Richard Bidgood, for some time before

they are shipped to the shows. Here is

also to be seen the great prize-winning
pen of white Minorcas—a household pre-

sided over by a feathered lord who has
never been beaten in a prize competi-
tion—a bird which was the first prize

cock at the New York and Philadelphia

shows of 1891 and again at the New York
show of 1892. He wears his honors with

becoming grace and at every exhibit has
been a public pet because of his docility
and intelligence. He is mated here with
the first pen at Philadelphia, the first pen
at New York, and the first and second
prize hens at New York. With such a
family this season it will be surprising if

the scions of his flock are not heard from
iu coming exhibitions.

Altogether Mr. DeHart's poultry estab-
lishment is probably the best equipped of
its kind in the State, and old breeders
who have visited it have expressed their
pleasure respecting its completeness.
The reputation which the establishment
made at the New York show has resulted
in quite a number of inquiries for both
stock and eggs.—Era, Dover, N. J.

Notes In Season.

MATING.

What are the proper ages at which to

breed from birds in order to secure good,

healthy progeny ? At this early season

we have not such a selection as we will

have later ou. From April onwards we
can use a different class of stock birds

and proceed on quite a different method.

Just now we must in no case depend on

mature male birds, geese and ducks ex-

cepted.

younger, but I would not use old birds of
the large breeds earlier. Such varieties
as Cochins and Brahmas should not be
used at all after they are three years old.
I have had trials of both when three years
old, and will never use such again. Very
old cocks are said to be useful for autumn
broods, but I have never tried them. A
cockerel may now be mated with six hens
over one year old. If he has an unlim-
ited run he may have twelve or fifteen

hens.

INFLUENCE OF THE MALE BIRD.

In choosing a male bird it should be
borne in mind that the chickens are in-

fluenced by him as to comb, color and
largely in general contour. The cock-
erels especially follow their sire in shape.
The male bird influences the size of the
cockerels more than the pullets. Is this
true with many animals? It is certainly
true in fowls. Turkeys are not an excep-
tion. From a large male bird large cock-
erels will be bred, but the pullets will not
be equally good if from moderate hens.
The influence of a cock of any pure
breed will, of course, be

GREATER WHEN MATED WITH CROSS-

BRED HENS.

I have seen Brahma cocks mated with
moderate sized barndoor hens, and the
result was surprising. But when the
same bird was mated with pure bred hens
of similar size, such as Leghorns, thepro-

SILVER WYANDOTTE "WILLIAM PENN."

Winner of First Prize at the Great Philadelphia Show, January, 1892.

The above beautiful and typical Silver Wyandotte male was bred by Dr. A. T.

Beckett, of Salem, N. J., whose splendid exhibit of Wyandottes at Philadelphia

will long be remembered. The above bird is no chance specimen, but conies from

a great line of winning sires and dams.

A COCKEREL MUST HEAD EVERY PEN
till the month of March is pretty well ad-

vanced if good broods are to be had. In

the early season mature cocks of the

larger breeds are very risky, so much so

that those who want to breed a good lot

of early chickens should avoid them.

And those who sell eggs for hatching

will have to avoid them else their char-

acter will suffer, to say nothing of the

worry and torments of bad reports of

eggs sent out. I do not know anything

more annoying than to get letters about

UNFERTILE EGGS.

People's money has been received,

they have gone to expense paying car-

riage, then trouble caring brooding hens,

and after the term is up only a few chick-

ens, perhaps none. Naturally they com-

plain, and though the seller has done all

he could in the way of packing, seeing to

freshness and purity, he is blamed or

complained at. My rule for a long time

has been to have a pen for my male

birds. In this I keep the mature cocks

which I consider too valuable to part till

the beginning of April, when I remove
the cockerels which have been used up

till that time, and

REPLACE THEM BY THE OLD BIRDS.

At this season a cock under three years

old is quite as reliable as one a year

more important. The influence he has
here is very much greater than if mated
with hens of his own variety.—Kennel,
Farm and Poultry Yard.

duce was not nearly so large. The in-

fluence of a pure-bred male will be greater
or less, according to the class of hens he
is mated with. The externals are mainly
influenced by him and the internals are
influenced by the female. It has been
often written that the hen has all to do
with the size of the offspring. I never
have found this to be true. She has more
to do with the size than the male bird,

but he has some influence in that re-

spect.

BREEDING PURE BREEDS AND CROSS

BREEDS.

In breeding pure breeds the male biul
has not nearly so much to do with the
size as the female. In fact, I might say,

as a rule the hen has to be depended on
for size. I have sometimes bred from
small male birds, which were otherwise
desirable, and I have never found the
chickens perceptibly less than when
larger birds were used. This, however,
cannot be taken as a reason for using
small males. In my case they were gen-
erally late birds, which were on that ac-

count small, though they were of large

enough blood. Wlien a cockerel has to

be bought from a distant breeder it is

better to have a bird of good size, but if

his parents are known to be good in this

point, his being a late chicken, and
small, will not influence his offspring in

any way, provided mature hens are mated
with him. In breeding cross-bred chick-

ens the size of the male bird is much

Grist from t lie Flour City.
Editor Fanciers' Journ.\i,.

Some days since, in coinpmy with an-

other fancier, Mr. G. C. Cross, I visited

the model poultry house of this vicinity.

I refer to M. Kleasen's, located on the

northern limits of the city, Init easily ac-

cessible by street car, if one knows which
one to take.

It was not that in our case, as the di-

rections we went by, which were ob-

tained of Mr. George Iv. Peer, were either

not lucidly given ( r our dull comprehen-
sion scored another win. Anyway, we
transferred to a Hudson street car in-

stead of a North Avenue car, rode to the

end of the line, alighted in the mud, in-
quired of a late iinporlation from the
" Faderlad " if he knew of a poultry es-
tablishment thereal)outs, received a blank
stare in reply, but a lunlge in the ribs
from Mr. Cross and the words "chicken
house" instead of " poultry establish-
ment " from him to the "late importa-
tion" brought a gleam of intelligence
across the .stolid features, but our rising
hopes were cast down by the mono-
sylable " nine."
Our next attack was made on two indi-

viduals who emerged from a "grocery,"
licking foam from their mustaches and
talking (hie) Kngli.sh. I'roni them we
learned that the only "chicken house" in
the neighborhood was ownetl by them,
and that they had a few "white Legerns"
and "black Minoricans," also some
"doves," "pouters and carriers, you
know." This information was Accom-
panied by an invitation to visit said es-
tablishment, which was accepted on the
strength of the remark that "Pa may
know where Kleasen's is."

It is not best to dwell on the short so-
journ at this "chicken house aud d)ve
loft." Suffice it to say that the occupants
were Hot maligned by the names given
them.
From "Pa" we learned that "another

feller keeps doves over here," and that
his stock came from Kleasen's, so "Pa"
led the way and we followed to the other
"fellers," who came out tucking sauer-
kraut into his mouth, and soon as he
could speak gave us the directions to
Kleasen's, that is he thought he diil,

but to us "go over tlu re, turn that way,
go through the vacant lot." etc., was
pure Greek. Then "Pa," who was bet-
ter up in "pure German" altliough not
of that nationality, exj)lained matters so
that we had an idea of the direction at
least.

We then thanked them, and, saying
good-day, attempted to get away, but
were not allowed to go until we were im-
pressed that both our friends had birds to
sell, both "doves and chickens." A
walk of half a mile brought us to the
l)Oultry establishment we were looking
for, and a bright little fellow playing out-
side called his father, who very kindly
conducted us through the building and
displayed his bantam family and two
trios of buff Leghorns, the latter from
Mr. Daniels" establishment, Canada. Mr.
Kleasen's poultry house is 40 bv 20, one
story and a half with gable roof, divide«l

into nineteen pens by woven wire net-

ting, every pen having an inclosed run
outside. There is a hallway through the
centre of the building lengthwise and a
short one from the side to the centre.

The loft above will be arranged for

pigeons* nd nuke an excellent place, as

It is roomy and well lighted with win-
dows in the roof and at the ends.

The building is comfortably heated by
a stove aud well lighted by windows all

around.
The pens are strewn with dead leaves

and the grain thrown on these, which
gives the birds exercise scratching for

the grain.

Among the many varieties of bantams
are the following: Silver Sebrights,

golden Sebrights, buff Pekins, black
Japanese, black tailed Japanese, white
game, silver <luckwing game, while
booted and white Polish.

Mr. Kleasen takes The Fanciers'
J0URN.\L and gave three very good rea-

sons for preferring it to several others.

First, " It comes every week ;
" second
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"It has the best show report ; " and third,

it publishes them promptly.
Mr. Kleasen draughted the plans for

not only his poultry house but also his

house and barn, and speaking of the

poultry house it is a model of its kind.

A meeting of the local poultry and
pigeon fanciers was held last evening at

the room of the Jersey Cattle Club, in

Powers' Block, to discuss matters in con-

nection with the big show to be held here

next winter.

L/etters were read from fanciers in and

out of the state speaking very highly of

the prospects of a breeders' show, show-

ing that the show will undoubtedly have

the unqualified support of the breeders.

The Binghampton fanciers write that

there is quite a possibility of their giving

up a show next year and throwing their

support to Rochester. It looks now as if

George Weed, of Hyde Park, will be

asked to superintend, "We are going to

try to have as good as the best of every-

thing, judges, superintendent, etc., ex-

cept one thing, and that is absolutely

going to be the best and largest ever held

in the Empire State, I refer to the show
at Rochester in 1893. Octagon.
Rochester, March 1 7, 1893.

The New York State Poultry
Society's Annual Meeting.

The annual meeting of the New York

State Poultry Society will be held at the

Whitcomb House, Richester, N.Y,, April

6, at 10 A. M.
All members of the society are earn-

estly requested te be present, as business

of great importance will be brought be-

fore the meeting.

Every fancier in the state should send

to the secretary for a copy of the consti-

tution and by-laws and application

blanks and should join the society, as it

is doing more to keep the interest in

thoroughbred fowls at white heat than

all the other organizations of like char-

acter in the state.

The society's grand breeders' show
will be held in January, 1893.

George E. Peer, of Rochester, is the

president and F. E. Dawley, of vSyracuse,

the secretary.
•

CARE OF HOMERS.

Advice to Beginners.

A correspondent of the Feathered

World offers the following advice to be-

ginners : First of all conies the construc-

tion of a good dry and a comfortable

house for the birds, which most fanciers

can easily put together in a way most

suitable and convenient to themselves,

the chief consideration being, as I have

said before, in other words, plenty of

light and ventilation (at same time free

from draughts). After having the house

in readiness, conies the selection of the

birds. For my part I should say purchase

from some friend who has a proved loft

of birds. If possible obtain a good pair

of black checkers which are ruling birds

of the day, and they sell well, especially

for the show pens. But, as your readers

know, a homer is for homing purposes,

and although a bird may have good mark-

ings, it is not bound by any means to be

a good homer. To be such for outward

looks, I prefer a well-made bird, possess-

ing good broad chest, not over long in

body flights, and a well stand-up bird,

with a bright and brisk appearance. If

you can obtain such a pair and you know
that they are of a long-distance strain,

purchase them. There are often such

birds offered from five shillings to ten

shillings per pair, buy them and have pa-

tience until you can get some of their

young ; do not mind al)out flying the old

ones— if you do fly them, in nine cases

out of ten vou are' bound to lose iheni

;

keep them for stock purposes, and train

progeny. I once purchased a pair from a

large importer, an«l gave him ten shillings

for them ; he said they were imported

from Belgium, which I very much doubt,

but, however, they were good looking

birds, and both turned out to l^e hens. I

then gave five shillings for a male bird

(they were all checkers), and after mating

him to one of the hens, I was able to get

a few youngsters, and although I was not

in a position—through lack of time—to

groperly train them, I was successful in

aving them fly upwards of thirty miles

before they had barely left off squeaking,

viz., about eleven weeks old, and one of

them afterwards bred a winner of a five

pounds fly—eighty miles. To all begin-

ners I would say, get a first-class pair to

start with. None of your "four-penny

strays" forme. A fair-price bird, about five

shillings, pays best in the end. Give
them plenty of exercise, morning and
evening, if you are not at home all the

day. I used to give mine about one
hour's exercise in the morning, and two
or three hours at night, until I was able to

give them their liberty entirely. By per-

severance you can soon get them to go
into their pen for their morning and even-

ing meal, and when at business (if from
home) you know they are safe, and after

a little time, when they are attached to

their home, you can give them their lib-

erty by means of a trap, as follows: Cut

a hole though the woodwork and get piece

of board about fifteen inches long by four

inches broad, to swing on two pieces of

wire about one-eighth thick in the center

of the board, held at each side by two
small staples, and inside your pen sus-

pend a leaden ball about one pound in

weight. Under the ledge nail a strip of

wood to keep the ball from overbalancing

the ledge inside the pen, and if Master

Puss tries to get at your birds, as soon as

he jumps on the rest down he goes to the

ground, and the wood drops into its place

again, and your birds can go in and out

at their pleasure. These means have

taken a great weight from my mind, be-

ing surrounded as we are by cats, and I

could leave my birds without any anx-

iety, knowing they were safe from such

intruders.

Most people will not pay more than a

shilling for a homer here in the black

country, but my experience has taught

me that such birds which will not com-
mand a higher price are even dear at a

shilling, for unless they are well bred and
cared for they will soon go astray, prob-

ably into your next door neighbor's, who
will say he has not seen them and all

the while he has them. Those fanciers

who reside in the black country know
only too well that there are plenty of

these dishonest persons about who take

a delight in trapping their neighbor's

birds.

When I first took up the fancy I lost

many in tliis way, three or four a week,

but after I went' in for the better class,

I was never afraid of losing my birds.

During last summer I bred a lot of

youngsters, and not one deserted me,

and some have visited their house after

disposel, and one youngster I sold which

I had not flown nure than a foriuight

came back after being a prisoner for

three months. I repeat my advice, get

a good pair of stock birds and take care

of them. The pair above named, which

I gave ten shillings for, paid nie the

money back two or three times over.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

In another column will be found a de-

tailed account of the last regular meeting

of the Philadelphia Flying Club, and it

will at once be seen that the new organ-

ization is quickly getting into ship-shape

for the coming season.

The club is already entitled to the max-

imum representation on the Board of Di-

rectors of the National League, and, in

accordance with the laws of that body,

has already named its four repsesenta-

tives, this being the number allowed each

club having a membership of twenty-five

of over in the League.

in the ranks of the South End Flying

Club, of Philadelphia, the members being

divided in opinions as to the relative

merits of the League and Federation.

The League sympathizers, who were in

the majority, finally came to the conclu^

sion that it was useless to keep up an

organization that was divided against

itself, and succeeded in having the club

disbanded. They have now all joined

forces with the Philadelphia Flying

Club, while the members favoring the

Federation are to be found in the ranks

of the Star Homing Club, an arrange-

ment that appears to be mutually satis-

factory.

«

The League rules call for the delegates

from each club of the same vicinity to

meet early in the spring and decide upon

a race schedule for the old and young

bird seasons, in order that all may fly

from the same point on the same day

and time. It will be remembered that

the Falls of Schuylkill Homing Club and

the Acme Pigeon Club, of Camden, have

decided to fly under League manage-

ment, and it is therefore important that

these two organizations should at once

elect their delegates to the League Board

of Directors, in order that a consultation

of all the delegates of Philadelphia and

vicinity may shortly be held to decide

upon the schedule

«
« *

A representative ofthe League of Amer-

ican Homing Clubs spent the past week

in and around Pittsburg, and announced

his intention of making an earnest ef-

fort while there to stir the fanciers of the

Smoky City into line. The League has

now been represented by one or another

of its officers at all the principal flying

sections, and can now well afford to wait

for the good results that are likely to fol-

low the canvass made in its behalf.

*

••

Transfer of Stock.

George Ewald has sold to J. N. Skiles,

of Pittsburg, Pa., one pair black Chinese

owls, cock and hen, first at Louisville ;

one pair black English owls, cock first at

Louisville ; one pair blue African owls,

one pair white African owls, one pair

blue Chinese owls, one pair silver Chinese

owls. These are all fine birds and well

bred.

It was in view of the fact that such a

meeting will be held in the near future

that the members of the Philadelphia

Flying Club discussed the race schedule,

and while deeming it unwise to instruct

their own delegates as to dates and dis-

tances, suggested a course and general

programme that is quite likely to be

adopted. As this schedule arranges for

the two hundred mile flight to take

place on Decoration Day, it is within the

bounds of possibility that the Philadel-

phia members of the League and Fed-

eration may have a liberation at this

point on the same date, in which case it

would be advisable for the two bodies to

make such arrangements as will insure

there being no undesirable developments.

The two lots of birds could be liberated

an hour apart without putting a handi-

cap on either, and if a mutual agreement

to that effect was made it would avoid

the possibility of a misunderstanding

with the liberator
«

"The Fanciers' Journal" on Top.

Editor Fanciers' Journai..

Business is picking up. Am getting

letters every day, the most coming from

readers of The Fanciers' Journal.

W. J. Andrus.

Hackensack, N. J., March 15, 1892.

A Popular Pigeon Book.

The first edition of Gilbert's Pigeon

Keeping and Hints to Beginners is nearly

exhausted. The demand for this excel-

lent little book has been very large, and

deservedly so. It is the best American

book of its class and has the merit of be-

ing right up to date. The price is within

the reach of all. The second edition

goes to press in April.

—. « m •

Do not adve rtise once or twice in a pa-

per and think that is enough. Adver-

(ising to be successful must be continued.

A feature in the proposed schedule is

the inclusion of a race from 100 miles, a

departure that was gladly welcomed by

the whole club, it being the universal

opinion that a first-class race can be

flown from such a distance while at the

same time the fixture proves a very pop-

ular concession with the beginners.

Although not generally known, it has

been fully decided upon that the club

will pay the expenses of shipment in all

of its five regular races, and those who

in past years have been in the habit of

paying f^rom two to four dollars for each

of the long distance flights in addition to

their club dues, will rejoice under a

management that will ship the birds and

attend to the liberation without the cost

of an extra cent from its membership.

The members of the Richmond Hom-

ing Club which recently came into the

Philadelphia Flying Club as a body have

done considerable work for the good of

the League, R. F. Drinkwater having

been especially industrious in this re-

spect. Samuel Tasker and his friends

have also done good work at the Falls of

Schuylkill, and the club that will repre-

sent that section in the League this com-

ing season will be made of the right kind

of material.
.*•

T. Fred Goldman, of Brooklyn, has

now had his breeders mated up for some

time, and can boast of a loft full of as

nicely raised youngsters as can well be

imagined. He has already obtained some

1892 representatives from his crack 500-

miler, and in fact has had the good for-

tune to obtain fine hearty youngsters

from nearly all of his most celebrated

breeders, notwithstanding the severe

weather which has been so disastrous to

many fanciers.

••
How have the mighty fallen ! We

hear the bird McGrew, one of the pion-

eers in the 500-mile one-day record busi-

ness, has been disposed of for a |io bill,

Jim Bell, the popular young secretary of

the Philadelphia Flying Club, being the

purchaser. A few years ago the owner

would not have been tempted to dispose

of this bird for five times the amount,

and yet if the bird can still breed the

blood is still there, and Mr. Bell may at-

tain first-class results by mating it to a

young hen of known good quality.

*
» *

The club is making a great effort to

secure handsome headquarters within

hailing distance of the Adams express

office, and although success has not yet

been actually achieved at the present

writing, the committee on the look out

has an office in view which, if secured,

will answer the purpose nicely.

•%
For some time there has been trouble

«
• *

What with the work done by the

League and the work done by the Feder-

ation during the present season, the

sport is getting a bigger boom than it

ever had before, and if the two bodies

can keep from clashing, and even be

coaxed into working in harmony on mat-

ters of mutual interest, the division of

forces may not prove such a bad thing

after all. Keep up the good work, boom

and advertise the sport to the best of

your ability, gentlemen, and keep up the

march of advancement
*

« «

It is with sincere regret we have to

chronicle the retirement from the fancy

of such an able and old fancier as S. G.

Morton Maule, the 1891 president of the

Federation of American Homing Pigeon

Fanciers, but such is the case. Mr.

Maule expects shortly to move from his

present quarters, and has offered to dis-
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pose of his birds and entire flying outfit.

This looks very much like a permanent
retirement, and as removal can scarcely

be classified as an all-sufficient cause for

such action, Philadelphia fanciers have

been trying to fathom the mystery by
some more plausible explanation, but

only one has been hit upon, and should

that prove true it will come in the shape

of a black eye to those who are expect-

ing clieaper shipping rates in 1892.

•

POINTS IN THE FLYI NIi FANCY.

A "Weekly Revie-w of Events in

the Flying "World.

BY FRITZ.

Mr. Lewis Turner, of Washington, D.
C, in a recent interview with the pigeon
flying editor of the Item, remarked "that
the League of American Homing Clubs,
with E. S. Starr as race secretary, would
be quite the thing, but even without her
he may be tempted to try his flights un-
der League management next summer
with youngsters.

This is a case where Race Secretary
Bowerman, of the League, should mail
Brother Turner a copy of the League
constitution and by-l.iws, for he is evi-

denlty not posted. If he were he would
know that the office of race secretary is

in the League as about important as the
proverbial fifth wheel to a coach."

The I^eague very sensibly has abolished
the office, for it has been a humbug from
the start.

^XX^
When the little madam occupied the

lofts in Courtland Street, New York, and
the New York, Newark, Keyport and
Brooklyn boys used to climb the two
rickety flights of stairs, bringing their

pigeons for countermarking and ship-

ment in Federation flights, then the of-

fice of race secretary held by the little

woman had some significance and im-
port, for after the boys left their baskets

she countermarked and shipped, and
conjointly with the several secretaries, she
arranged the timers for the following

race day or received the certified tele-

grams of arrivals.

This was disinterested management
and flying under Federation management
in the true sense of the word.

^XX^
But now, why it is simply traveling on

the old time reputation.

To the resident fanciers in her imme-
diate vicinity she was indeed a race sec-

retary in all that the word implies, and
could be so to-day. but to order birds

sent to a liberator and by him taken from
the baskets and countennarke<l, and to

await certified telegrams from the owner
on arrival in all kinds of out-of-the-way

villages and towns, is a departure from
the old time and honored rule that won't
stand, and could not be applied to large

shipments of birds from the main flying

sections.

It is arrant nonsense to contend that

the record can be protected to-day in

flights made to the different flying sec-

tions by the supervision of any race sec-

retary stationed in Philadelphia or New
York except for their immediate vicinity.

For this reason the League of American
Homing Clubs has abolished this office,

and just so thorough as was E. S. Starr's

supervision and protection of the flights

made in New York, Newark and Brook-

lyn years ago, ju.stso thorough and com-
plete is the record protected by the hon-

orable and efficient Board of Manage-
ment in each section of the League to-

dav for itself.
-•.++-1-

This management now does for its own
section what E. S. Starr formerly did for

it, and what it in turn subsequently did

for the Federation secretary stationed in

Philadelphia, nothing better, nothing
worse.

-*IX^
The supervision and modus operandi

to-day is identical with other days, ex-

cepting in the days of Race Secreteries
Shepherd, Munro and Conley, when
the boys used to chip in five cents per
bird to the race reporter, who forwarded
it to the race secretary in Philadelphia,
and yet. strange to say, you can find fan-

ciers who prefer and insist upon flying
under Federation rules and manage-
ment. (?)

-^xx^

Take, for instance, the loyal Brooklyn
section of the Federation, represented by
a little handful of fanciers. Their secre-

tary writes to and arranges with the lib-

erators, ships and countermarks the birds,

places the timers and within ten days
sends a report of the fly to the Federa-
tion race secretary, Jones, of Philadel-
phia, who has had no more to do with it

than the man in the moon.

Now, in the name of all reason, I ask
all thinking and intelligent men to tell

me wherein lies the Federation manage-
ment? Wherein does the flight differ

from those of the Empire City Flying
Club of that vicinity or of those of Wash-
ington, D. C; Detroit, Mich.; Buffalo,

N. Y., or elsewhere?

It certainly differs with that of the
Empire City Flying Club in that
The competiton is not one-tenth so
keen, nor the management and protec-
tion of the record so thorough and com-
plete, nor the sport so enjoyable in all

Its bearings.

And so it is with the claimed proven
records under American flying rules of
E. S. Starr.

^XX^
In such clubs as the "Empire City,"

of New York; "the Washington Fed-
eration," " the Philadelphia I'lving
Club," "the Detroit Federation" 'and
other organizations in the League, the
race committees and secretaries super-
vise and attend to the countermarking
and shioment, locate timers at. all lofts

engaged, representing contra interests,
and thus the matter is centered down to
a point, controllable and beyond doubt,
where the timers, watches in hand,
await arrivals in friends interests and
check to a second each bird as it alights,
and is presented for confirmation.

Compare this with the reporting by
certified telegrams from out of the way
villages and towns and the countermark-
ing done by liberators, who in many
cases know little and care less in the
matter of countermarking and handling
.ind liberating pigeons.

^XX^
Let the thinking fancier consider the

inaccuracy of the time-pieces that gov-
erns these certified telegrams in the out
of the way places and frequently in cities

and furthermore the possible relations
between operators and fanciers in these
small towns flying for so claimed na-
tional honors and valuable prizes.

My attention was called to this possi-

bility some years ago while visiting a
certain fancier, resident in a small town,
of whose integrity there was not the
slightest doubt, but as to the quality and
accuracy of the time-piece in the tele-

graph office, and the thoroughness of the
operator I found much to question

.

-*xx^
As for Brother Turner's indulging in

the idea of E. S Starr as race secretary

to the League, or any association that is

really representative of American pigeon
flying, the thing has been tried before

and has not been a success.

^XX^
Inasmuch as the League does not rec-

ognize individual flights for record, I

hope to see Mr. Turner and his friends

flyiug with the Washington, D. C, sec-

lion of the League another season.

^XX^
Speaking on the subject of question-

able certified telegrams in the protection

of the record, I am pleased to learn that

the "Automatic Verifier" of Monsieur
Lejenne that I have referred to in my
past notes, has been brought to a very

perfect condition and so reported to the

Federation of Antwerp of the Scaldis

Club, and will be used in the Concours
of 1892. I am awaiting advices from
Europe on this important question and
shall not lose sight of the matter.

I see the fanciers of New York and vi-

cinity in the Empire City Flying Club,
who have just arranged their race sched-
ule for old brids for the coming season,
will stick to the course from the south-
west, commencing from Delaware,
Mav 8.

-^xx^

The general opinion appears to prevail
among l\\ iiig men that it would be un-
wise to change the route for their speedy
old reliable veterans of the road, but I

have always firmly believed our birds
\\ ill home equally well from any direc-

tion trained provided the wind and at-

mospheric conditions are favorable for

speed.

+••

Yet when it is taken into consideration
that a corps of old, reliable and efficient

lit)erators exist over the southwest course
and that very many of our best old birds
have earned their records from this di-

rection (which experience would stand
them in good need in case nasty
weather is met), I am not surprised that
the majority in favor as against the west-
ern route over the Alleghenies carried
the day.

-*xt^

It is reported that cx-president of the
Federation, Morton Maule, is retiring
from the fancy, which will no doubt be
received by very many with regret. The
Item of the i8th refeiring to Mr. Maule's
contemplated retirement thinks that the
main cause is on account of the exorbi-
tant charges made in shipping to the
short distance points, and as Mr. Maule
has been one of the prime movers in the
effort to secure cheaper rates of trans-

sportation, his present action is looked
upon as significant of failure.

^tx^
It is true that our flying men are

charged too high a rate for the forward-
ing of their birds, but to the thorough
and enthusiastic flying fancier this is not
in itself sufficient reason to cool their

ardor or influence them to give up their

sport, and I think Mr. Maule has weigh-
tier and more reasonable points to ad-
vance for his withdrawal than exorbitant
shipping rates. Oh no, good flying men
don't quit on this account solely.

-*xx-^

I have to record the withdrawal from
active interest in the sport the name of
another flying fancier well known and
prominent in flying circles, that of Dr.

H. T. Aten, of Brooklyn, N. Y. This
gentleman, I regret to say, has been in

ill health for some time past, and his

large and excellent loft of birds has al-

ready been largely distributed.

The old veteran Von Moers did some
grand work with Alen's birds during the
1889 flying season, and much, if not all,

of the prominence given to this loft was
the result of Von Moers' careful and ju-

dicious handling of the stock, confirming
the oft repeated adage, " 'Tis the fancier

makes the birds."

I see that our Pittsburg friends are re-

ported as unusually active this year, and
hope in their flights from the West to

make "Yankeei?) flyers bestir them-
selves." This the New York Sun re-

ports in a recent issue, and adds, "An-
other club will be organized within a
month at Homestead and still another at

Jeannette, all to fly under the American
pigeon flying rules. This will give New
England the strongest competition it has
ever had."

What think you of this, American
pigeon flyers of New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Washington, etc. ? Bosh.
The veriest humbug.

^XX^
While I do not wish to discourage the

Pittsburg fanciers, nor belittle their com-
ing season's work, and wish them every
success and enjoyment of their sport,

even under the supervision and manage-
ment of the little madam, yet New Eng-
land lanciers are not to be gulled into

any such belief, and are too well posted
to know that the competition for prizes

under Mrs. Starr's management is robbed
of considerable honor and worth, because

the strongest competitors New England
ever had—and has to-day—will not be
against them. Very much like the play
of " Hamlet " with Hamlet left out.

^XX^
.\nd such stuff as this is constantly

going the rounds of our local press.

^Xt^
This same New York Sun publishes

that ''only nine birds have earned a
record for five hundred miles or over in

the day," when I can add twenty to it.

^XX^
It is unnecessary for me to say here

who writes this stuff for publication.
And the American flying fancy stand it

bravely, but how long is it to continue?
Just so long that men of narrow minds,
stupid prejudices and a desire for news-
paper uetoriety will be a party to it.

Young and inexperienced, old and preju-
diced.

When they act and reason as men

—

and real flying men—and realize that the
future of American pigeon flying can only
be advanced and assured by a certain
unity and the sport handled by men, then
this misrepresentation of the sport to the
public through the newspapers will cease.

MX^
This has in many cases been the true

reason of many of our flyidg men quit-

ting, sectionel quarrels and bickerings,
petty jealousies, strifes, ax grinding and
an unreasonable and incomplete protec-
tion of their records and work.

The Item of March 18 very sensibly
remarks :

" If the sport is to be fostered

and the intere.-it increased the results of
the races and other matters of interest

must be published as they occur." This
the official journal of the lyeague of Amer-
ican Homing Clubs, The Fanciers'
Journal will do, and do promptiy. and
furthermore, in course of time will be re-

garded as the true authority in pigeon
flying matters, publishing not alone
weekly all work done in the League, but
backing it up by counteracting the poi-

son in the distations and misrepresenta-
tions of the sport that we so frequently
read in the daily press.

1 learn that vice-president of the
League, A. M. Wood, contemplates visit-

ing the Pittsburg flying fanciers for a few
days, and I am sure no better man could
l)e selected to confer with our Pittsburg
friends and discuss with them the real

objects and advantages of the League of
.\merican Homing Clubs. Success to

you Arthur.

^XX^
I am pleased to note the Philadelphia

Flying Club is flourishing and stands to-

day one of the largest and most influen-

tial in the fancy. This association of
pigeon flyers is l)y far the largest club in

members in .Vnierica and has some ex-

cellent material in its make up. Splen-
diiUy equipped now and officered, it is

one of our representative American clubs

that .\merican fanciers can be proud of.

When you read in the daily press and
elsewhere that in the new clubs forming
in Pittsburg New England will have the

keenest competitors this year that she
has ever had, does it ever strike you that

such powerful clubs of pigeon flyers as

the Knijiire City Flying Club of New-
York and vicinity, the Philadelphia Fly-

ing Club, the Washington I'ederation,

the Detroit Federation, etc., etc., are in

existence ? Just imagine for a nioinent a
national trophy to be flown for by the lit-

tle handful of flying men under Mrs.
Starr's management with the crack birds

of the foregoing clubs not in it. Would
any flying fanciers care for such honor?
I hope not. Then let them fall into lino

and rebel against any such absurdity.
. «-—

SHORT FLIGHTS.

George Bowerman expects to make his

presence fell in the races of the Empire
City Club this season. If care and atten-

tion will attain such a result George will

surely get there

The aluminum bands are growing in

favor, and few others will shortly be seen

in use.

John D, Munro has already raised six-

teen fine pairs of youngsters this season,
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and the fact that he has lost but one

little one out of the whole lot speaks

volumes for his ability as a faucier.

W. S. Torkington, Jr., is lying perdu

iust now, but he has a lot of fine birds

in his loft, and is sure to be heard from

as soon as the race season opens.

The retirement of S. G. Morton Maule

from the fancy must be a big blow to the

Federation. He was an ardent advocate

for cheaper shipping rates, and did some

tall hustling w ith this end in view.

C. A. Mahr, Jr., has gathered to-

gether such a name for himself of late

years that there is hardly a prominent

loft in the country that does not contam

some of his celebrated stock.

H V. I.ansdale, the president of the

Washmgton, I). C, Federation, owns a

loft containing fullv two hundred birds,

and he will probably start more birds

along the road in the spring than any

fancier in the capital.

Dr. Reg. Munson is one of the enthusi-

astic Washington fanciers and has taken

upon himself considerable work for the

good of the fancy.

There is a rumor afloat that a certain

prominent Baltimore jngeon flyer, who

has also a penchant for pit games, un-

dertook to show the League representa-

tive over the Rlonumental City by the

light of the moon, and that the pair

failed to "hie away home" until the

small hours of the morning. Fie ! Sam-

uel, can this be true ?

G L. Goldbeck. one of the officers of

the Philadelphia Flying Club, will make

a bid for the manufacture of seamless and

open bands next year.

The fanciers of Easton, Md., are or-

ganizing, and there is a probability of a

strong League section being started there

shortly.

Theodore P. Green, of Woodbury, N.

T the owner of the Royal Blue Line

lofts will give the Federation and League

mankgements each a trial during tae

coming season.

There will be another race for the Item

Ten-mile Challenge Trophy on April i8

Faster Monday, and the competition will

l.e under the management of a conimittee

representing every section of Philadel-

phia.

It has not vet been publicly announced

whether the' Fmpire City Flying Club

will take the western or southwestern

route, and fanciers all are eagerly await-

ing definite news on the subject.

J C Conlev, although no longer the

tiossessor of a loft of flyers, still con-

tinues to work hard in the interest of the

sport.

The Keystone Fhing Club members

are well satisfied with their selection of

J H. S. Milligan as the club secretary, in

place of I). S.' Rogers, resigned.

T F Keates, one of the members of

the Philadelphia Flying Club, is stock-

ing his loft with the best birds obtainable.

He should make a good showing in the

1892 flights of his club.

Philadelphia Flying Olub.

The third regular meeting of the Phil-

adelphia Flying Club was held on Friday

evening, March 18, at Early's Hall, on

Arch street, James A. Stovell, president,

in the chair, and J. C. Conley acting as

secretary, in the enforced absence of J.

H. Bell.

Over thirty of the sixty odd members

having answered to roll call, the dues for

the month current were collected. Owing

to the absence of Mr. Bell, chairman, the

theatre benefit committee, which was

next called upon to make a report, were

unable to give a final statement of

the results of their labors, although

the statement was made that the com-

mittee so far had a balance on hand of

I124.75 as the club's share of the ticket

money, while there was yet about I20.25

to be collected from members in whose

hands tickets were placed for sale. This

report was accepted and the committee

instructed to turn over the amount to the

club treasurer and continue their labors

until the outstanding balance was col-

lected.

The club next took up the election of

four delegates to the League Board of

Directors, and Messrs. Wood, Conley,

Prinz and Thompson were the ones

chosen. These gentlemen were then re-

(luested to consult with the delegates of

the Falls of Schuylkill and Acme Hom-
ing Clubs and arrange a race schedule for

the old and young bird seasons. By a

unanimous vote the delegates were also

advised that if it could be arranged with

the other delegates, the Philadelphia

Flying Club would prefer to fly its races

over the southwest course and from 100,

200 300, 400 and 520 miles (Greer's

Depot,) with the first two races on May 21

and 30 respectively. A special club race

from Montgomery, Ala., distance 850

miles, was also arranged.

The Executive Committee having been

authorized to purchase several large

shipping baskets, record books and sta-

tionary, a motion was made that a com-

mittee of four be appointed to secure and

furnish a foom for headquarters, same

not to cost over $15 per month the mo-

tion being carried, the president ap-

pointed on the conimittee Messrs.

Barker. Bell, Conley and Tracey.

A few moments later the meeting ad-

journed, every one being satisfied with

the work accomplished. A. M. w.

HOMING PIGEONS SOLD.

Blue

Wood was in Pittsburg the great-

of last week and interviewed

many western fanciers during his ab-

sence.

A. M
er part

A Pleasant Visit.

On March 13 a visit was paid to the

loft of President T. Fred Goldman by

Ely Morton, Ben El well, C. P. Schwenck

and J. G. Gunning. Here the visitors

saw a splendid loft, the interior of which

being something magnificent and one of

the finest ever seen. Within this loft

there are some very noted birds, among

them being the record breaker. Saxon G.

Mr. Goldman had the pleasure 011 the

above date of having fifteen pairs of birds

hatched. , . . v. t. a
This loft will without a doubt be heard

from during the old and young birds rac-

ing season.

List of Purchasers of Royal

Line Homers.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Below you will find the names and ad-

dress, also number of leg bands of pig-

eons sold. Theo. p. Green.

H W Beck, 226 North Eighth Street, Philadel-

Ohia Pk., 149 and 150 ; GeorRe Metzgar. btreeter

Kk Wate?town. N. Y.. 506 and 508: «<^o'-ge W.

M^ineer. 9 South Gay Street, Baltimore. Md.
ieraXesXC; Lather B. Nye 936^ O Street N.

W. Washington. D. C. 407 and 4o8. George W.

Mathers, Media, Pa.. 441.442 and 48o,F. P- PeP»°.

?S Broad Street, New York, 515. '^\f\XV'l:
Harry McDaniel. Dover. Del., 446 and 398. C. L.

onrien ^o North Tenth Street. Camden, N. J.,

?o S 3i»and3i9; J-
Samuel Stouppe, Home-

f&vL eleven pairs. 435. 438, 4^- 4«^- 439. ^o,

^^Q 4^0 4^1. 4-52, 503, 492, 324, 461, 514. 515. I»/-^«-.
449. 450. 431

. 4.i . T>^^ -^^^ Edward Mason

.

Arr^?Street ^Fr'ankfort, pl*, 3.6 and 3.7; Charles

ft Alfn Haddonfield.N.J.. 495 and 4?6; Alton

S: Pratt.' Pearl Street. North Weymouth Mass,

22H and 122; T. F. Keater, 3240 Miller Street,

Philadelphia. Pa.. 12.085. 12,086. >2.o84 -nd 12.079;

KraiikH Sawyer, Woburn. Mass.. 300 and 360.

iiB Nutter P. b. Box 2020. Boston, Mass., 577

and s?" Fred Hardcastle, Maynard, Mass., 575

and s?6 Arthur Douglass. Waflingford. Conn .

?.»'V37: J- J- Tracy. 1136 Passyunk Ave.me,

Philadelphia, 547. 584. 604 and 605. t- C- fe[«;y

Ir Wellesley Hills, Mass.. 579. 580. 554 and 555.

Robert L Collins. South Manchester. Conn., 537.

«6 5,2 and 533; William J. Strank. .220 Katghns

Avenue Camden. N. J.. 606, 607. 608. 609, 5^7 and

•fA W W Arnold. 96 Kullerton Avenue. Mont

cHir N J 339. 587 and 5S8: G. H. Hanson. 704

S-TisomStree. Philadelphia. Pa., 525 and 526;

I w A ^eeiis 4^34 prairie Avenue. Chicago, 530.

'

^,; I3, and ?52, R. T. Lunham, 4234 Frame Ave-

uu^ Chicago: M9 and 550; C.M.Dunn. 217 Scot-S Str'eel Or'ange. N. J., ^8
«°J

M9; Jam-«

Wilkson, Priceburg, Pa. SSf;
W. den Engles

man 249 Gowlwin Street. Patterson. N.J.,505

^,d5.3f Stanley Wood. Stafford Springs. Conn

^fioaud 561- John Delany. ^\\ Rondo Street, St.S Kn..%i6 and 5.5: Frank Kakuska 4^2

West Kighteenth Street, Chicago. 558 and 559. A,

r Parmalee New London, Conn.. 5-8. 533. 55o

?nd 557- W A Heng.tenberg. 105 Chambers

Street, N. Y., 645 and 646.

Empire Oity Plyingf Olub.

The regular monthly meeting of the

Empire City Flying Club, of New York

and vicinity, was held at its rooms, No. 5

Park Place, New York, on the evening of

the i6th, the president, T. F. Goldman,

in the chair, twenty members being pres-

ent. The March meeting is always one

of importance, as the race schedule for

old birds is then adopted, and this meet-

ing proved no exception to the rule.

Some of the members seem to be heartily

in favor of the Western course, with a

view to having a race from the World's

Fair grounds in Chicago, 111., in 1893.

But the old southwest course, over

which so many remarkably speedy flights

have been made, was finally adopted by

a vote of 15 to 4. The young bird races

of the club will no doubt be over the

western course. The schedule of dates

and stations for the old bird races of 1892

are as follows : May 8, Wilmington, Del.,

100 miles; May 15, Washington, D. C,

200 miles; May 22, Charlottesville,Va., 300

miles; June 4, Rocky Mount, Va., 400

miles; June 18, Statesville, N. C, 500

miles. From the 200 miles station the

club's birds will compete for a $25 gold

medal presented by the president. From

the 500 miles station the president offers

a I75 silver cup as the first prize. Other

prizes will be given for the 100, 300 and

400 miles races. The condition of the

club, both in membership and finances,

is very flattering. At this meeting eight

new members were elected and five ap-

plicants for membership will be voted for

at the April meeting. The club's flying

equipment will be ample for the accom-

modation of the increased membership,

and with good working committees in

charge of the several necessary details ot

a racing season there is every reason to

believe that the season of 1892 will prove

a most enjoyable one for the fanciers ac-

tively engaged. Certainly, the competi-

tion will be strong enough for the most

eager when it is considered that forty

different lofts will be engaged, which

comprise some of the oldest and strongest

homing pigeon lofts in the country. The

flights of the club's birds will a so be in

competition for honors and diplomas

awarded by the League of American

Homing Clubs, whose membership now

extends to all the principal flying centres

on the continent.

Geo. H. Bowerman, Sec'y.

Newark, N. J.,
March 19, 1892-

The Carrier Pigeon.
From the Daily News, England.

The carrier pigeon has rather lost

credit on the Stock Exchange since this

fleet-winged messenger has been beaten

by the tapes and the wires ; but it ap-

pears from Mr. Tegetmeier's statements

that he still holds his own in a more

private way. This excellent authority

knows a gentleman living five miles

from a post town who receives his

morning newspaper every day by means

of his pigeons, and sends into the post

town his daily orders to his agent by

the same means, though not by the

same birds. Pigeons, we are informed,

are at this time occasionally used by

country medical practitioners, who have

to take long rounds in their vehicles,

and who are, perhaps, many hours away

from their residence, to convey back to

their house, or their assistants left in

charge, orders to despatch medicine or

appliances immediately on receipt of the

pigeon telegraph. In one town Mr.

Tegetmeier is acquainted with a local

police inspector who has to traverse in

jolice inspector who has to traverse in

lis trap considerably distances of coun-

try He frequentlv takes with him one

or two dirds, so that when away from

his basis of operations, if he requires

extra assistance, or has to send from any

part of the countrv a message to the

central police-station, he writes the mes-

sage on a piece of paper, attaches it to a

pigeon, and in this way ensures its im-

mediate delivery. In several instances

the services of these birds are said to

have been of the greatest value in fur-

thering the ends of justice and in ensur-

ing the detection and arrest of criminals.

All homing fanciers should read The
Fanciers' Journal. It gives the

brigTitest and most reliable news.

Our Rochester Letter.

From Our Special Correspondent.

Little was done at the last regular

meeting of the Rochester Homing Club,

except arranging to employ a surveyor to

survey disUnces between lofts, the elec-

tion of James Eaton to membership, the

changing of the name of the club to the

Rochester Flying Club and the passing of

a motion that new members shall not be

taxed for old bird races, but shall be for

young bird races whether flying or not.

A special meeting was held last Friday

to elect officers and arrange flying sched-

ule The first object was attained but

the last was not, being left in the hands

of a committee. The following officers

were elected : President, James F. Eaton;

vice-president, J. F^ Tobin; secretary and

treasurer, A. P. Mack; race representa-

tive N E. Delaney; Race Committee,

Vogel, Mack and M. Vaisey. There was

a full attendance at this meeting Ex-

President Delaney being up from Mount

Morris and much interest was expressed

in the sport for the coming season.

Nearlv every member ordered some new

birds through Mr. Mack, who does most

of the business and is the life of the club

He has recently completed a loft at the

rear of his house anlwiU have electric

connections between the loft wires and a

gong in the house, so that the tune of his

practice races can be taken ^^th^ ^certain-

ty-

ROCHESTER, March 19, 1892.

THIS HEN KNOWS SOMETHING.

She Has a Preference for Hu-
man Society and Likes to Slide.

From the New York Sun.

Nearly all the children in this little

settlement, especially the girls, are will-

ing to vouch for the soul of the gray-

speckled chicken that is now watching

the construction of a snow-slide down

Jones' hill. The fact that the lower ani-

mals do possess souls has been declared

so emphatically at some of the prayer

meetings that some of the good people

have come to believe it. To be sure, the

minister has not given authority for this

declaration, but Elder Howard is a strong

speaker and he has brought conviction

home. . , , .

The little girls say the hen can almost

talk and they are almost convinced that

she understands all that is said to her.

Her preference for human company is

decidedly marked, and she seems to care

very little for the other chickens that

strut around her. As soon as one of the

little girls conies in sight off goes the hen

as fast as her fat legs will carry her.

Then something like the following con-

versation occurs

:

^ . . . „\

Little Girl (in very affectionate tones)

—Halloo you, my chicky?

Speckled Hen (eagerly)—Kur—kur
, r..Li_ r-;-! ^Tjrr.«7 rlr> vnii feel this mc

Octagon.

Little Girl—How do you feel this morn-

ing, my chicky ? ., • 1

Speckled Hen (edging up to the girl

and rubbing against her)—Kur—kur—

"-The shades of inflection in the hen's

voice are remarkable, expressing joy, en-

treaty, affection, eagerness and satisJac-

^^°Tlie appearance of the children with

their sleds this morning excited her ex-

tremely, and she has been watching them

fixing the slide. Last winter no 'double

ripper" party was complete without the

hen She would ride down in the lap of

some pretty girl and would ''kur-kur at

the top of her voice just like any lively

youngster. Once or twice she was for-

gotten in the excitement, and then she

ttood at the top of the hill and scolded

most vehemently until some notice was

taken of her. She evidently knows what

the present slide means, and comes out

in the snow while the other hens mope

in their coops. The owner of this won-

derful fowl has determined not to kill her

under any circumstances.

POULTRY.

PROLIFIC

POULTRY FOOD
WILL MAKE

HENS LAY
IN WINTER.

Stld iTcrywhere. L. B. LORD, Frop., BnrlUgtoB.Tti

MISCELLANEOUS.

BRADLEY BROS.'
Karred Plymouth Rocks at the Great

Niw York Show, 1892, made a record unequalled
by any exhibitor at any International for five

years. We breed our winners, and each year for

th .' past three years birds from our yards have
taken firsts at the largest show of the year. Cir

cular free. Grand cockerels, brothers to Jour
winners, for sale. Eggs $5 per 13. 18 per26, $10

per ^Q BRADTKY BROS..
I 6-207 Bqx 801, I<€e, Mass.

Morey Kennels and Ponltrj Yards

FAIRFIELD, CONN.

St. Bernards and Fox Terriers,

Wtiite Plymouth Ijoc^s ond

SILVER 8EABRIGHT BANTAMS,
At the great New York show we won first on

White rivniouth Kock cock and second on hen.

S. S. Hantams first cock, first, second and fifth

hen, first and fourth pullet. 52- 4

Stock and Eggs For Sale.

^THE

SPORTSMEN^S
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

52-202eOW

BOOKS.

BUFF WYANDOTTES.
No eggs for sale this season. S. L. Wyandotte's

yards headed by the ist prize cock at New Yoik,
"1892. and another of my own raising cqu.Tlly as

gocxl. Indian Games (Sharp's Agitator), large,

finely marked birds. Eggs, f3 per set ing ;
two

settings, J5.

IRVING CROCKER,
57-63 SENECA F.A.LI.S, N. Y.

OH LOOK I —EXCELSIOR-
POULTRY FARM.
Breeders and Shippers of INDIAN
GAMES, RI'PFI.EnHORNS.and
(M) other varieties of land and water Fowif
and Ekks. Send Btamp for Catalofrne. Ad*
drew F.S.8TAHL,Hgr.,(jninc/,Ill.

Before You Subscribe
For anv .^gricnltnral, Live Stock, Ponltry 01

Kennel Pajier vou should send for my list of

p-pers. I can fiirnish you any paper published
cheapei than the publi.sher's price, and if you
subscribe foi two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. Alwavs enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five
papers and request them to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRESS

84tr

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

LANGSHANS!
Itlack, AVhlte and Mottled.

I am the onlv fancier in America who imports
Langshans direct from the Langshan District,

and who breeds them pure without introducuig
blood from other strains or breeds. My White
and Mottlf-sare not made varieties, but diiect

iniporiHtions.
««-K<;GS: Black, $3 per i.^. White, f.s per

13 After April 15. Black, $2 per 13. White, J3
per 13. No eggs of the Mottled variety for sale

now. I ran .save you money by prepaying ex-

press charges.
5«< 70 ir. CJ. KKE^T.ING. San JOBe, (al.

GRIND
Grahnm Flou

YOUR
Bone>

OWN
Meal,

Oyster ^brllN,
r A lorn, iu the_ « 11, Ili lliO

*!#*# lOOj^rr cent
keeping F

FAR.»I FF,KI» i>llI,bS. Circulars an(ltentiiuoniiiU
•OV\

more made
.^Ill.l.Sandin keepinf Poulti y. Aim l>0\% E

K

FAR.»I FF,EI» .>llI,bS. Circnlarsa!
est on application. U'lLiSON lil<0&>.Ka(>toD.P».

5883

MISCELLANEOUS. ROOFING.

1
II

i^gize fu^s-$-j-

BY CRYER.

Being a compilation of the
pedigrees and winnings of
the Prize Pugs of England
and America
A valuable guide to the

intelligent breeder, . . .

PRICE, CLOTH, $1.00

ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
-BY-

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomely illustrated. Practical and com-

prehensive. It is an invaluble guide for the
amateur pigeon fanciers.

Price, paper, 50c. ; cloth 91.GO.

FiNCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY
BOX 916, PHILADELPHIA. PA.

tt

THK

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only $125 per year.
Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany. N Y

A NEW IJOOK

WYAND0TTE8
The late.st and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ng, Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl

A handsomely printed book of 60 pages.

PRICE, 50 CENTS.
Address

FANCIERS' PUBL1SI1IN« CO.,

33 South Third Street,

-tl Philadelphia.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYER

ONLY 25 CENTS, POSTPAID.—READ WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

This book has been written more especially
for the novice. It teaches the rudiments. It

;jives away many things that have been hereto-

fore kept secret. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,
BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANN'S BONE CUTTER
FOR

POULTRY FOOD
Warranted to cut gretn
bones, meat, gristle, and all
without cl»g or difficulty, or
MoNuv Kefundku.

It has been proved

GREEN CUT BONE
is the most econonuc.il eag
producinif food in the vvoiia.
It will double the num-
ber of eggSi and nuke
tlicin 2s per cent, more fer-

tile. Send stamp .for cata-
logue. Name this paper.

U F. W. MANN,
PatJunel5,'86. Aug.20,'89. miiford, iVla»it.

Sj 66eow

Kdward S. Schn:iici,
Successor to Louis Schniid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALK.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

Vo. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

IMPORTED LEG BANDS
For Pigeotis and Poultry, numbered and

lettered, all sizes. Send 40 cents in stamps for

sample dozen. 11. Smail, 85 Leonard Street,

New York City. 153-204

Cover yonr Kennels & Ponltry Honseswitli

^^^p^^S^» SPAKK M03IKNTS
^^^^a ^m . ^^0^h^Is tlif fnniilcsl paper on

Sent^^^^^
^^^eartli. '24 naKes.linclv

^^^P^ illu>trat«-d. Also
^^V ^^^^ lust r u CI 1 V

c

on trlal^^^^^^M m^^B^^ featiirt's.

3 mondm Tor ^^m m» VV^^^. etc.

onlv l.')ct3. (stamps^^^7^Mm ^^^*
taken). Addrf'ss. S nare^^^K '^V ^a a^^^
MomiMils I'nlillshlni; t •>•. ^^^V^B^^^^
r.l <'ourt St., Ko^ion, >i isx. « "^^'^^^^^

#»
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) bv the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

tf 1893 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

PENNY IN THE SLOT!
New l»uzzle Given Away !

Eclipses all other puzzle.s. How t'

gel the Penny out of the case is tht

trick. Easy when you know how-
impossible otherwise ! Sells liki

wildfire at ID cts. .\gts. wanted. Ti

circulate our catalogue of grea
DOLLAR SPKCIATIKS — the *
TYPKWRITKR, * PHOTO OUT
FIT. !Nl PRINTING PRESS. » SEW-
ING MACHINE, and 200 other new sptcuilties.
We will send i Puzzle and Catalogue for 6c. in
stamps to pay mailing expenses. CIRCl'I,.\RS
FREE R. If. INGER.><OLL> A: KRO., 6s
Corllandt .St. New York City.

FOR PIGEONS AND
all breeds of fowls.
Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices
of Indian Ganies, Minor-
cas, lavas and B. P. Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20
years' experience counts
in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

J. Y- BICKNELL,
314 Vermont Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

nil rO RemedyFree. INSTANTRELIEF. Final
Ull k V curuin lUday.t.NevKrreiurnH: 110 puree

:

I |Ltu nosaive: noHuppository. A viciiiu tried^^^^in vain every rem dy has disonvered a
•im pie cure, which he will rani I frpp to his fellow suf-
ferers. Iddreu i. U.KiCKVKS, Box 3*90, Kew York i'U7,K.y.

STANDARD
HOOFVUG

TBAOC M»>«»^

C.\N be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. F'xtra
Heavy Felt for

Poultry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq,

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. F. SWAN, 3R Dey Street, N. Y.

Loft

RECORD BOOK.
Convenient and indispensable in

recording the breeding of your

birds.

PRICE ^2.
For sale by

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY
Box 910, Philadelphia.

peux paets
1. The Fanciers' Journal has

more than do'ibled its circulation in

the past twelve months.

2. E.xcepting one monthly paper

it now has the largest circulation of

any paper of its class in the United

States.

3. It reaches the very best class

of readers.

4. It has the patronage of the

very best class of advertisers.

5. it accepts no questionable ad-

vertisements from unreliable breed-

ers.

6. The readers of THE FANCIERS'

Journal have confidence in its ad-

vertising columns in consequence.

7. There are over lOO PER CENT
mure advertisements now than 12

months ago. Is not this significant.!*

8. A weekly paper reaches more
people than a monthly paper, con-

sequently an advertisement is seen

by more, and oftener at that.

9. Uniform advertising rates are

always adhered to, Hverybody
being treated alike, there is no com-

plaint.

10. The advertising rates, while

higher than in many class paper«<,

are as low as a first-class paper can

afford.

11. To those who are not ready

to advertise weekly we recommend
the perusal of our blue card. The
latter gi\es monthly rates, which

are very rea.^onable.

12. Read a tew extracts from

many letters :

"All sold thanks to your paper."
• • «

"Resulted in the sale of all the bull puppies I

had •'

• « •

"The nointcr I advertised i»« Fa.ncif.rs' Jovr-
N.\L last wetk I have sold This is <iuick work
for your paper."

• •

"Sold 572 worth of eggs in one week. Thk
Fa.vcieks' Journal did it."

• * «

"Could have sold double my production."
« « «

"The best advertising medium for high class

fancv stock."
» • *

"Sold sixty-three pigeons in one month "

• * *

"Have sold every bird that 1 could spare, and
more too."

• •

"Surprised at the amount of letters received

from that little ad. in yonr valuable paper."
« * «

"The JotRNAi- brought us excellent returns,"

writes a great incubator firm.

« * »

"My little ad. in your paper sold all my tame
deer."

K CAN FURNISH

KLFXTROTYPKS

OP ALL

LKAUiNc brf:kds of
PIGKONS

Size oi Pouter herewith for 50
each.
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BREEDERS' DIRECTORY. THE KENNEL.

Advertisements in this column will be inserted

as follows: Two lines three months, $3; six

months, $5.50 ; one year. $10. Rates for insertion

under more than one heading on application. In

writing the undersigned please mention Fan-

ciers' Journal. '

HOMING PIGEONS^

A. M. WOOD, 4910 Baltimore Avenue,

West Philadelphia, Pa.

T. FRED GOLDMAN, 832 Herkimer

Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. ^^

J. A. STOVELL, 10 South Broad Street,

Philadelphia, Pa,

THEODORE P. GREEN, Woodbury, N.

J. See large advertisement.

THE KENNEL.

FANTAILS.

M. GILBERT, Evansville, Indiana.

EWALD, Box 501 Cincinnati,GEORGE
Ohio.

OWLS.

L. S. CLARK, 1505
Philadelphia, Pa.

Girard Avenue,

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

SATIN ETTES.

GEORGE W. PKTTIT, Artist, loio Clin-

ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CANICURA CO.,
Manufacturers of carefully prepared

Remedies for Dogs
WHOLKSALK AGENTS:

VON LENGERKE & ANTONIO, 246 Wabash Av.

CHICAGO.
VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St., N. Y.

THE CANICURA COMPANY, - 246 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
151-173

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display tnserted undet

this heading for 30 cents per line for first insertion

m cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

For Sale.

PIGEONS.

TURBITS.

L. S. CLARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

JACOBINS.

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

B"

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

T-^INE PUPS ON
*H i^ancaster, Mass.

SALE—Chequassct Kennels,
52-7oeow

Artists.

SPECIAL, engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St., Philadelphia.

AS. STILIvMAN, ALFRED CENTRE. N. Y
breeder of high class White and Black

• Muiorcas, Red Caps and Black Javas.

Fresh eggs. Write tor prices. 53-59

ROANOKE POULTRY YARDS. HURFF-
VILLE N.J. High honors won at Phil-

adelphia Show. Buflf Cochins. Light Brah-

mas! Barred Plymouth Rocks, bend for

Circular. 52-5»

AG. BOWLES, JR .
PONKAPOG. MASS-

Houdans. Langshans and R. C. B. Ban-
• tains. Eggs $1 per 13. 5»-70

UFF LEGHORNS. INDIAN GAMES. P.

ROCKS and Minorca eggs, $2 to $5 per. 15-

Circular free. Lewis C. Beatty, Washing-

ton, N. J.
5870

BLACK PLYMOUTH ROCKS. LT. BRAH-
MAS, Red Caps, Pekin Ducks. Eggs
prize winners $1.50 per setting

Mead, Jr., Box 246, Danbury, Ct.

PRIZE WINNING B. |P. iROCKS, B. AND P.

Cochins. Eggs |i .50 for 13. F.W.Webster,
Methuen.'Mass. 5»

EGGS FOR HATCHING FROM R.C WHITE
and Brown and S. C Brown Leghrnsaiid

S. S. Hamburgs. I1.50 for 13. $2-5o tor 20.

Fowls for sale. Five English beagles. 5

mos old. H. T Brown. Harford. Cortland,

county. N. Y. 5**

HENRY HALES.-MY DORKINGS TRI-

UMPHANT wherever exhibited. Ten prizes

awarded at New York last February. Send

for catalogue or inquire, with stamp, lor

birds Eggs of Silver Gray, colored or

white, $3 per setting, two for I5. Iua»a«i

Game eggs I4 per setting. Ridgewood, N. J.

Advertisements without display inserted unde-

this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for*

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

Docks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
American Kennel. Surges | 3-oo

American Book of the Dog 5.00

British Dogs (2 vol.s.) Dalziel 1300
- - ..

^ j.^

3.00
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored

portrait
Dogs, Di.seases of. Dalziel

Dogs, Diseases of. Hill

Dog Breaking. Floyd

I 50

1.00
.80

3.00

•50

Baldtaead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER. 5" W. BIDDLE
St.. Baltimore, Md., fancier of Short-face

Baldhead Tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddes stock. 54-79

Homing Plgreons.

from
G. W.

58-61

A.

T.

M. WOOD, BREEDER AND FLYER
homing pigeons. 4910 Baltimore Ave..

West Philadelphia. 51-76

FRED GOLDMAN, BREEDER AND
flyer of Homing pigeons, 832 Herkimer St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y. * 51-76

For Sale.

-rM3R SALE.-BLACK, BLUE, RED, DUN AND
H Silver Tail Turbits, $4 per pair. William S.
1:^

Lentz, Allentown, Pa. 56-59

T-*OR SALE CHEAP.— I PAIR BLACK PIED

i*

L.

Pouters, I Black Pied Cock. 1 pair Black

Barbs, i pair Red Barbs, i Red Barb Cock, i

pair Blue Dutchess good feeders, 26 pairs

tumblers, also odd birds. Will make very

low price for the lot, or will trade for fox

hound. WILLAR) WILSON.
56-59 Wallace. Neb.

S. CLARK, 1505 GIRARD AVENUE.
Philadelphia. Owls and turbits, all colors.

51-63

Jacobins.

5860

Indian Cjame.

Cireat Danes.

OUNG STOCK FOR SALE. BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars

A. M. Jaggard. 629 North Front Street,

Philadelphia, Pa. 4394

Various.

HAVE A VERY FINE INDIAN GAME
cock of 1 891 I will sell for $5; a splendid

bird; inquire soon. Henr>- Hales, Ridge-

wood, N. J.
5»

Golden Wyandottes.

FOR SALE.-COCKEREL $5. TRIO $7. NO
better birds in America. K;gg8 |2 per 13-

E..D. Keeney, Arcade, N. Y^ 55-t'

Silver "Wyandottes.

FBAILY. ARDMORE. PA.. HAS BOUGHT
the celebrated Fitler Jacobins, imported

• directly from the best foreign lofts and un-

51-58 doubtedly the finest collection in America.

PA„ FINEST IM-
44-58

W. TUGGLE. Columbus, Ga. Importei

BAILY. ARDMORE,
r . PORTED stock

T. and breeder of Jacobins. 7-58

Satlnettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, loio

ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
CLIN-
ii-tf

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirelv new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box
916, Philadelphia. Pa.

TRAINED DOGS FOR COON. BEAR, SQUIR-
REL, deer, fox, rabbit, quail, partridge,

woodcock. H. C. Graff, Kensington, Ohio.
52-tf

r>ILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
Games. Finely marked birds bred by

Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls. N. Y. 4'-"

White Cochins.

b

Fo.xhounds.

SOR SALE-ENGLISH FOXHOUND, TWO
I years old. l.-irge, handsome, thoroughly

broken on fox; an extra fine hunter. Price

$40. W. S. Lambert, Honestlale, Pa. 58

WHITE COCHINS EXCLUSIVELY; BEST
birds in the U. S., winners at the great N.

V. Show '91 and '92 Harry Strickler, Green-

castle, Pa. 57-58

Wanted.

WANTED.-WHITE CHINA GEESE. H.

W. Vahle. 319 Market Street, Philadel-

phia, Pa. 5' "

Tumblers.

R SALE.-MY LOFT PRIZE V INNING
Parlor Tumblers cheap. T. G. Gate, 57 Clif-

ton Place, Brooklyn, N. 5758

Various.

GEORGE W.KENDIG.EAST BAPTIST AVE.,
York, Pa., breeder white pigeons, fans,

turbits. carriers. 53-59

MISCELLANEOUS.
AdvertlsluK.

I

Barred Plymouth Rock*.

Greyhounds.

FOR SALE-CHOICEGREYHOUND. WOULD
exchange for a gfjod gun or fancy poultry.

Write giving description. H. L. Gibbs,

Corsicana. Texis. 58-60

I'olnters.

.END FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
\ and matings. Winners at largest shows

for four years. Fowls and eggs for sale.

Bradley Bros., Lee. Mass. 54-60 eow

Bantams.

N THE STUD—TO A FEW APPOVED
bitches liver and white pointer Shenango
Chief. No. 11,093 (Trinket's Bang—Cre-
niorne). 4 years old. well broken. Fee I25,

or will be taken out in pups. Address L.

F., Box 91ft, Philadelphia. .^^-59

Fox Terriers

FOR SALE
Terriers.

CHEAP. THRF;E FINE
Idell, 216 N. 23d St. Phila.

FO.X
5S

BREED GAMF^. GAME AND ORNAMEN
TAL Bantams. Write for wants. E. F.

Doty. 47 Wellington Place, Toronto, Ont.

'ESTERVELT, HAYWOOD
56-67

WEbTtiKVnui, riAi v»v/v^i-r & CO 'S

prize winning Bantams. Game and Orna-

mental. F:ggs for hatching; Birds for sale.

Address Box 157, Rutherford, N. J. 56-tf

Various

Mastiffs.

^GLISH MASTIFF BITCH ; REGISTERED
Dr. G. T. Greenleaf, Englcwood P. O.,

1
111.

58-60

-i-\RINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards^

,

Letter Sheets. Bill Heads, Price Lists, Schea

ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co., Box 916, Philade phia. Pa.

^^

F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at anv time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street. New
York. 3782

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well

to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"

368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a

careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers

and class journals; gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters

pertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau. 10

Spruce Street, NY. 3'-82

Ducks.

M'
AMMOTHCOLORED MUSCOVY DUCKS.
Old Drakes. 14 to 16 pounds. Winners $40

clock New York, Trenton, Brooklyn, Wav-
erly, Charleston, Augusta, Hagerstown.
Stock or eggs. T. Farrer Rackhani, F:ast

Orange, N. J.
153-204

Various.

Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00

Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . . 50

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Haniraond . i.oo

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond ... .50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont 2.00

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 50

English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 500
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50

English K. C. S. Book,Vols. XI to XIII,each 4.50

Field Trial Training. White 50

Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions • 1-50

Fox Terrier, Breeding aud Rearing ; col-

ored portrait. Dalziel i.oo

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-

^^g^g • 'S®

How to Keep a dog in the City. Mills . . 25

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training 5°

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588

pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00

Modern Training. Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.50

Monograph of the German Mastiff or

Great Dane Dog u^ • •

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-

eration
Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .

Points of Judging; new edition, correct to

date
Practical Kennel Guide. Stables
Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickham. Paper cover, 50c.; cloth . . .

Prize Pugs of America and England.
(Cryer)

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan • •

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

points, etc.; col'd portrait orPlinlinimon,

Stonehenge on the Dog
The Dog in Health and Disease

Teufel the Territr ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.

Mercer
TheDog.by Idstone ....
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits

The Mastifr, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated

Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits

trom life of 31 prize dogs; in leather . .

Youatt on the Dog
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With soIUustra-

tions. by Harrison Weir 50

Cloth 75

POULTRY.

All About Broilers. Boyer 25

An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard 50

Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. George Q. Dow . .25

Duck C"lture. Rankin 50

Poultn Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

oredillustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-

son Weir .•••.• 900
Prohtaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 2.00

Poultry Doctor. J. F;. Diehl 25

Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch . . 1.50

Sixteen Years ICxperience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin 25

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,

Felch & Lee i«>
The Game Fowl. Cooper 5-00

Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace 50

CAGE BIRDS.

Paper cover

2.00

2.50
.60

.50

.75

I.oo

I.oo

I.oo

1.25
2.50

2.25

•75

I.oo

1-25

1.25

5-00
2.50

2.75
.25

4.00
2.50

.50

.75
anary Birds

Cloth
Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-

land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations i5-0O

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition • • •

i-5<>

Native Song Birds
Cage and Singing
The Canary. G. J.

For Sale.

FOR SALE.-A I FEMALE KING CHARLES
Spaniel. Male Pug. pedigreed. Pomona
Kennels, Germantown, Phila.

Pedigree Blanks.

PEDIGREE BLANKS FOR FOUR GENER-
ATIONS at ;o cents per dozen, or 85 cents

per 100. Extended four-page blanks 5
cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed
postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

33 S. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS^
Kxrhanue.

WANTED, TO EXCHANGE, TWO FINE
voung Irish Terrier bitches from prize

winning slock, good ratters, for equal value

in poultry, any large breed. Address Ed-
ward Lever, near 63d and Lancaster Ave.,

Phila., Pa. 5758

ALUMINUM AND NICKEL SEAMLESS
Pigeon Bands 3'/4c. and 2>ic. A. H. Kruger,

Germantown, Phila.

-p^ONALD McVICAR—THE

Drinking Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain

easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, |8 per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8vti Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

55-67

PARK FARM
Kennels. Allamuchv, Warren Co., New
Jersey; dogs boarded, trained for the field,

and prepared for exhibition; excellent ac-

commocfations; a life experi nee in the

management of large kennels; training

for the field and woodcraft; instructions in

field and trip shooting given to young
gentlemen; board at farm or hotel; first-

class shot snccess assured; no risk good

fishing. Young men fond of field and
other sports—Park Farm desirable pl.ice

spend vacation; charges moderate; highest

references. Agents. G. W. Price, Girard

College, Philadelphia W. Davison. 24

West Ninth street. New York. 58-90

George J. Bamesby
Birds. Adams ....
Bamesby
PIGEONS.

Book o! Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts ••••.•••.•

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S. Clark ...
Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F.M.

Gilbert, paper 50C ; cloth . . •.•••
Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright

.

Pigeon Standard (new) . • • •

Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer
MISCELLANEOUS.

American Anglers' Book. Norris ....
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Book of the Game Laws. . . . . . ... .

Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) :••.•;;• j
Field Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus

Fly Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells

Pawnee Hero Stories i

Grinnell .••.••••
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . .

The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild

wood .: '••»

The Art of Training Animals ;
paper ;

il-

lustrated .•;,•,•., J
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals
;

' * *

With Fly-rod and Camera. Samuels . . .

Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell ....
Woodcraft. Nessmuk
611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen . . . .

Stories and Folk Tales.

.00

.50
•50

8.00

2.00

I.oo

i.;o

•50

5.00

•50

5-50
.25

50

2.00
2.00

2.50

2.00

150

50

1.50
500
2.50
I.oo

1.50
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POULTRY.

-THE-

BuffCochins
The choicest English and Ameri-

can birds in my yards. For mat-

ings, prices, etc., address

H. A, Noeckel,
Lansdowne, Pa.

IHDIAH GA]VIES,
(Agitator Strain)

SHERWOODS, BARRED PLYM-

OUTH ROCKS, BLACK LANG-

SHANS and S. C .B. LEGHORNS.
At the great Philadelphia show, held January

7 to 13. showing only eight ludian Games we won
first and second on pullets, third aud fifth on
hens, fourth on cock ; in sales class first on
cockerel and first and second on pullets. Fowls
and eggs for sale. Address all orders and cor-
respondence to

G. M. WOODS & BRO.,

53 65 Leaman Place, Pa.

Briar Hill Poultry Farm
leghorns—Brown. White, Golden Duckwing,

Red Pile and Blue Pile. Game Bantams— B. B.
R., Red Pile, Golden and Silver Duckwing White
Wyandottes, White P. Rocks and Pit Games.

EGGS AFTER MARCH 1.

STOCK FOR SALE IN THE FALL
At Orange, N. J., show, 1891. won five firsts

and one second. At Waverly. 1S91. won six firsts

and one second. At New York, iKgs. won three
firsts, five seconds and two thirds. Address

B. H. Van Auben, Prop'r.,

138 Dodd Street, Ea-st Oitviige,

52-64 New Jersey.

LEBANON POOLTRY YARDS,

LEBANON, N. J.

Single-comb White Leghorns, Silver-laced Wy-
andottes and Mammoth Pekin Ducks. Send for

circular. 52-64

IIOWAUD VAN SICKLE, Prop'r.

107 PREMIUMS FROM 117 ENTRIES

AT PHILADELPHIA'S GRF:AT SHOW. Sil-

ver Golden Duckwing Games, Red Pile Gnines,
White Silver Gray and Colored Dorkings, White
and Black Minorcas, Single-comb White and
Rose-comb Brown Leghorns ; White, Black, Buff
and Partridge Cochins, Dark Brahmas, all kinds
of Polish ana Hamburjjs, Barred Plymouth Rocks,
B. B. Red and Red Pile Game Bantams, Rose-
comb Black and Silver Sebrights, Buff Pekins,
W. F. B. Spanish, also Black Langshans. F'ggs.

J4 per 15. $7 per 30. We pay express. No duty
on Fowls or Eggs. BURN & HANSLER.

53-65 Tilsonburg, Ontario, Canada.

WILLIAM G. KOEPPEN,
Rutherford, New Jersey, Box 113,

Breeder and Importer of

BLACK ROSE-COMB BANTAMS,
The highest honors at New York, 1S92. First

cock, first hen, second and fourth cockerel, sec-

ond and fourth pullet.

Stock and Eksp^ For Sale.

A few Black red and Game Pile Bantams for

sale cheap. Must close out. 52-64

AliEX. W. CUMMINGS,
DERBY, IXD.

Breeds games for the pit, such as Shinholzer
and Brown Shawlnecks, red quills, invincibles,

blues, muffs, Japs and the celebrated Derby
greys. Send name on postal for 1892 circular.

The largest one out. I also have Galloway cattle

and Poland China hogs. Good note preferred to

cash. Mention this paper. 48-60

MAPLEWOOD FARM.
BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS-
Eggs for hatching from Buff Plymouth R'.cks.

Buff Wyandottes and Buff Leghorns, $6 per set-

ting ; two settings $10. Buff Pekin Bantams 52

per setting. Buff Cochins. White Leghorns,
White Wyandottes and Barred P. Rocks. $1.25

per setting, three settings $3. I am a member < f

the Buff Leghorn Club. AIsd agent for the Mon-
arch Incubator. Send for circular.

R. G. BUFFINTON,
58-70 Lock Box 677, Fall River, Mass.

POULTRY. POULTRY.

Bllfir I imUJODMO / ONE OF THE LARGEST AND BEST\Jr r L.LVJiriWmNO t collections m AMERICA.
^UiS'^^'"

**°*^
r
'"^ported directly from the yards of the most noted breeders abroad. We have now

J^7SrJ'cf°''o°'^f ^''^'V.l'y
assorted birds; also a few pens of S. C. W. LEGHORNS and INDIANGAMES. Send for Illustrated Catalogue of

Shady Shotiz Poultry Fat^in.
E. A. SHELDON, President Buff Leghorn Club. Proprietor,

Address all communications to
^52-203 A. C. CHAFFEE, Superintendent, Oswego, N. Y.

Fordhook Poultry Yards.
tmr/^l'*'''***^'^'^'*' '^^' ^* made a clean sweep in the Novice Class with our new breed SHER-WOODS, having won 4 firsts, 4 seconds, 4 thirds and special. If you want particulars write to
the introducers. Also ist and special on Indian Game Hen, ist on Red Cap Cockerel, 2 specials on
W. C. B. POLISH. In fact, on 28 birds entered we won prizes on each and every one. Send for
Illustrated Catalogue describing all our breeds, also Collie Dogs.

32-83 W. ATLEE BURPEE A, CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY RIVERSIDE FARM,

The records will show the following as my winnings at New York for the years
1890, 1891, 1892 on my specialties : S. aud R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White
Wyandottes and R. C. White Leghorns. 33 firsts. 19 Gold Specials, 6 Association
Silver Medals and 2 Silver Cups. "Like did begit like," "Like will begit like "

Bm?l?l^^^^°"'^"
ROCKS Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record

DUrrj WYANDOTTES of America's leading strains of above varieties. I

guarantee satisfaction.

J. FORSYTH, owEGO. tioga county, n. y.101-151

LIGHT BRAHMAS .

PLYMOUTH ROCKS .

WYANDOTTES.

LANGSHANS
AND

Mi

gENt) For (flRCULflR.

^Sandacre parm:
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Buff Pekin Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks,
winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

Prize

10-61 F. W. GAYLOR. Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.

^orhaM PbULtRY Yards
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Eggs from Prize-winning Buff and Partridge Cochins. B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wj-andottes, S. C. W.
Leghorns, and S. S. Hamburgs. |l.'l per \li or ^5 per 30. But one yard of each variety kept
and they of the BEST.

Stogi^ pof? Sale at fiLL ©imes.
Address all orders and correspondence to

34-85

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

ANNANDALE POULTRY FARM.
WHITE BRAHMAS, KEl) CAPS, INDIAN GAMES.

Light Brahmas, Black Langshatvs, White and Barred Plymouth Rocks, White Wyandottes,
Krminettes. American Dominiques, S. C. and R. C. Black, Dominique and Red Pile Leghorns, Black
Minorcas Golden and Silver Spangled Hamburgs. Dorkings and Pit Games. At MADISON
SQUARE GARDEN, NEW YORK. AND THP: GREAT PHILADP:lPHIA SHOW, 1892, I won 16

first and 6 second premiums on 40 entries. Also, SPP'CI.^L of $50.00 won at Waverly. i8yi, for best

exhibit from the State of New Jersey. Price list and catalogue free.

Address J. C. HAYNES, Annandale, New Jersey.

^The Lea Poultry CJards^
INDIAN GAMES.

Stock and Eggs for sale. Eggs $5 and $10 per setting of 13. My birds took eight prizes at the

New York Show, 1892. For further information write to .J. BOKI.1AND,
cA^ New Hamburgh, Dutchess County, N. Y.

WOODSIDE POUliTl^Y YAfjDS
At the Great Philadelphia Show I m.ide a clean sweep on La Fleche. On Indian

Games won the two prnicipal premiums, ist on Pen, ist and Grand Challenge

Trophv on cockerels and Gold Specials for most typical males and best pen.

Indian Game eggs $s and |io per 13. White Leghorns. White and Golden Wy-
andottes, Buff Pekin, Hlack Rosecomb aii<l Red Pile Bantams. At New York my
pen of Indian Games won ist and Grand Gold Special. Send for circular. Address

all correspondence to

A?Sr. J. ANnRUS, Proprietor,
46i)7 HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N.J.

POULTRY.

We are So Anxious
That you should see our new circular on

Poultry
Supplies.

It illustrates

the moat complet* lln*

pp —

g

ever oChrvd.

Johnson & Stokes,
SEEDSMEN

217 & 319 Harket St., Phila., Pa.Pa.K

J. H. Thompson, Jr.
Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OF
BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America

New York, February, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following : Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens : first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-
ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;
first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-
play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD.

lor best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, $4
per '3. l7 per 26, $q per 39. Stock for sale. 39-91

BLACK S WHITE MINORCAS
EXCLUSIA'KLY.

NEW YORK, 1808.
Black Minorca cock, 3d ; cockerels, 2d, 3d and

Sth ; pullet, ist; pen, ist and 3d; white Minorca
cock, 1st ; hen, ist and 2d ; cockerel, isl ; pen,
ist ; eggs. ist. C. R. DEHART,
52 64 Dover, Now Jersey.

STEPHEN SPENCER,
CQofjF^is Plains, I^bw ^bi^sey,

Breeder of High-class

LIGHT BRAHMAS.
My birds have been awarded the highest hon-

ors at many of our leading shows. 100 Extra
Fine Birds for sale. Write for prices. Eggs |2
per setting. 52-64

MITCHELL'S

PARTRIDGE AND WHITE COCHINS.
winners of th^ leading premiums at New York,
1890 and 1892. Send for circ\ilar. Correspondence
for Whites should be addressed to

MUehell <fe Itiissell,
Lock Box 675, Bristol, Conn.

And for Partridge to
Goo. W. Mitchell,

52-64 I.ock Box 675, Bristol, Conn.

HAZARD'S
8ILVER*8PANGLED*HAMBURG8

NKW YORK, 18»3.
The grrandest victory ever won by one exhibi-

tor on any one variety. 15 ENTRIES, 1 1 PRE-
MIUMS. Also Association Special for best dis-
play, all varieties of Hamburgs compctini;.

JAMES E. HAZARD,
152-203 Elmira, New York,

FOR POULTRY.
Bono Meal. - - Per 10<> lb. Bag, 9.1. (K>
GranulHted Kone, " lOO " y.75
Ground Beet
Scraps, - - - " 100 .3.00

Calclte, - - - - " 800 "iAiO
C;ru8hed Flint, - " aOO " S.OO
Cni8he<l Oyster
.Shells, - - - " 300 " a.OO

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. H. DEMPWOLF & CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

Mme. B.MIEV'S HAIR GROWER

will produce a Thick, Soft and Kcatitlf^il
head of Lone, Klowlnu: Hair in 4 to 8 weeks.
A purely vcKt"t''»ble coiiipouud. Endorsed by
leading physicians. Thousands of testimonials.
Two or three packages will do it. Price 50 cents
per package, o- three for $1. Sent by mail, pre-
paid. Excelsior Supply Co., (sole agents)
Cooperstown, N. Y

.

47-59
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Ttiree Years in Succession at tie Great New York Shows

Shat^p's Indian Games
Have Never Failed to Win

All First, Special and Challenge Cups, on Cock, Cockerel, Hen and Pullet—

a

record that no other breeder of any variety can boast of.

"UU-IAN RUSSKLL."

yirst and Challenge Cup, New York, 1891.

our "Agitator Strain'' has Proved INV^NCI«^« at «unau. ^oc^^^^
New York

London Dairy. 1890; Crystal Palace 1890 New York 18^
i -

^"«^'^ ^^ ^^ ^„ '^ ,st. jd. 3d, 4th
1S92, we won 1st and 5th on Cocks, i^t and 2d on C^kerels isi ja an

^ j^.^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^

and 5th on Pullets 2d «» f^"'
Cha"^"|%Cup8 fo^

^^^
^^,^^P.^

^^ ^^^ p^^jfi

Cockerels and Pullets. At nearly every show planyimix)r«
Ancestry and careful

our birds shown by. customers have proved tQUALLY as l^^^
^^ instantly im-

breedingareessentialtosnccess You cannot suc^^^^^^
^^^ ^^^^^ Philadelphia Show,

Over 100 Award$

Received in 1891.

mit. mhitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, England

(Hon. Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply

Indian Game. Dorkings, Wyandottes, Creves,

La Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD BREEDERS. $15 per trio; EXTRA
GOOD. $25; EXHIBITION, $20 to $50 each at

Liverpool. Freight paid to New York for $io>

extra on 1 to 9 birds. Eggs in season. I4 per

down OVER 8co BIRDS EXPORTED LAST
YEAR.

.reeding are essential to
«"5-««;,i ^^VyaXttes wln7^^^^

ca,.„.ue.„ ^ ^ SHARR Se CO., Lockport. N. V.
HAWKINS

n
'

I

INCUBATORS.

THE

PINELAND
IHCOBflTORS AND BROODERS

ARK THE

STANDARD HIACHIMES of AMERICA

AND WERE AWARDED

2.-FIRST PREHIUM5-2
AT THE

Great Nei Yorl Slow ol 1891

moth catalogue. Circular free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

,^j.,8,
Jamesburg. New Jersey.

PIGEONS. PIGEONS.

PIGEONS PIGEONS
fl I^Ai^E Change to Buy Some op iihb Best

JACOBINS. FANTAILS and OWI^ in
-^J't^ fnd blue Afncan

;
w^^^^^^

Twar^^lnt^^lJiSr
ind blue and silver Chmesem America Abo t fort^^^^^

^^^^ '^^te for prices and just

stock in existence. I need room, therefore take aavaniagcu _ Cincinnati, O.
what you want. Satisfaction or money refunded. GtO. tWMUU, »"* a;; .

47-98
.

PRIZE

WINNING

P.ROCKS

AND

Wyaii-

POUIiTRY. POUIiTRY.

HMF vnu EfiES TD SELL?

Have won the highest priees at the largest

STowsTn America and England Selected breed-

ing birds and eggs for sale. CaUlogue of Ameri-

ca's Greatest Poultry Farm free.

52 76eow A.C.HAWKINS,
Lock Box O. LAnoRster, Mass.

If so this is the season to advertise, and THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL

is the best medium to use. IT GOES EVERY WEEK, and a THREE

MONTHS' card gives more issues than a monthly does m a year, and all

of them at the season of the year to do the most good.

One-half inch Card 13 times $8.00.

One inch Card 13 times 16.00.

Give it a trial.

Arnold's Buff Leghorns
Winner at England's largest shows, Crystal

Palace the Dairy and others. Also winning a 1

SSe prizes on all entries made at Americas

{^o large^st shows. New York and Ph'ladelphja.

At New York we won sixteen specials ; at fniia-

del?hiawont;re$2ogold special for best collec-

tion. Send stamp for illustrated catalogue.

hatch chickehs by steam.

ExcIlIiorMNCUBATOR no

CHEAP POULTRY FOOD.
We accumulate large quantities of damaged

T^in by the frequent burning of grain ware-

hlu^s and by the salvage from wrecked car-

ats and our disposition of the goods IS largely

fo poultry feederr Very many pouUrymen are

rceular feeders of our stock and they anert a

Ke saving in expense while getting good re-

sults To tTiose who have «ot expenen^d this

advantage we will mail a pound sample FREE
on r^^pt of 10c. to pay postage and packing^

After tVving our goods and approving them,

as you s^refywiU.^end us the name of your

dcaVr and we will endeavor to arrange with him

to carrv a stock and supply you conveniently Ij

heXuld not want to^rry a stock we would

then 2^11 you direct in lots of three tons and up-

wards. Write us.

PAINE BROTHERS,
^^j8

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Lynnhurst Poultry Yards.

Light Brahmas, Buff Cochins, Asi-

atic and Japanese Bantams.

These yards won all the first and special prizes

at Philadelphia and New York, the two largest

shows held in America.

58.76eow Swarthmore, Pa.

AUG. D
153-202 eow

ARNOLD,
DIllsbiirK, Pa.

DALBEY BROS., Washington C. H., 0.,

brei »6varletl^ FANCY POULTRY.
Biggest Poultry Yards in the West. STOCK
AND EGGS FOR SALE. Send loc. for hand-

»omel?illustrated descriptive Catalogue, show-

ing hoVto make_a fprtune^raism^
"^^ilJLi^ting now lu iii€»»»- » •— • - — .{

ine receipts, instructions and niucr.

formatlon, worth five times the money.
Price List flree. 57-66

PIGEONS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY

MOCKING BIRDS. RE? BIRDS.
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
Bend lor Catalogue.

H. MT. VAHLE,
31a Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

^. 3fl£. NI
Breeder of Pure Standard Single-comb

WHITE 5 BLACK LEGftORNS.
Winners of two I St and two 2d premiums at

the Great Philadelphia Show, January, 1892.

COLLINGSWOOD, N. J.

Eggs $2 per setting.
53-74eow

for'profit
should have Pure Ground
BEEF SCRAP, which is

\f«ftt and Bone, collected from slaughter

houfes DRIED PERFECTLY SWEET and ground

Joultry like it and devour it^"dily You wan
eatnr.lpsand orices—we send them FREK. aq

dTr^s? BROOKLYN AZOTINE &.FOOD CO.^3
wlter St.. N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36^7

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence. R. I.

BREEDER OF

ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,
BANTAMS AND

PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.

Fowls and eggs for
'—'— -* •n b-

if

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best Uble game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall. 3^-44

Royal Blue line loltg.

THEO. P. BREEh.

WOODBORY. HEW JERSEY.

COCHIN HILL COCHINS.

THEODORE STERNBERG'S

Imported English Baffs

irXy'dy^^klielalh^adof^Tds. Eggs$5^r 13.

ELLSWORTH, KANSAS, U. S. A.

55-67

A circular for a stamp. r"v»in c..." -m- -

sate in sea^n. Orders for pupp.es booked to be

delivered in rotation.

AGENTS WANTED.
Reliable agents wanted in all parts of the coun

try. For particulars address

(Thoroughbred Imported Stock).

WM ELDRED, Deudron, Surrey County, \ a.

ern buyers can save expressage aim « b

road journey.

Fanciers' Pablishing Co.,
|||p|||||

BOX Q16. PHILADELPHIA, PA. Ul lUIH
Morphine H?bU_Cured in^l^OjrphlT.- --^
to 30 days. No
DR. J. STEPHEN!

f<ay
till cured.

,
Lebanon.Ohio.

New Catalogue
containing a full description of 36 Pa»" o^ ™?
no"ed brefders and champions, illustrated with

Sandsome photo-engravmgs of world renowned

flters send for it before you purchase.

MAILED FREE.

fTmTgilbert,
BVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OF—
WHITE FANTAIL

PIGEONS
fin the world. Bred

for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,

which gives descrip-

tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-

^ tals. 94-146

'„St hit. 00. h.l . »n po...b.y .p....

VOI... 8. NO. 14. )WHOLE NO., 160. / PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, APRIL 2, 1892. fPKR ANNITM, 92.00
I SING.'.E COl'Y, 60.

ORIENTAL TURBIT {Reproduced from Poultry England), .
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88 8. 3d ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

V.M.HALDEMAN -

J. H. DREVENSTEDT -

KENNEL EDITOR
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES IIN ADVANCE):

$2.00 PER ANNUM.
CLUBS OF FIVE OR MORE, $1.50 EACH PER YEAR.

Foreigrn Subscriptions, IDs.

Subscriptions and Advertise-

ments received at the New^ York
office, Room 53, Times Building.

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all communications to
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Class Matter.

The Fanciers' Journal will be supplied by
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NEW YORK CITY.

BRENTANO'S Union Square
W. J. STANTON 56 Dey St.

vious meeting, which was held on Febru-

ary 4 preceding, and at which there were

but five members, which was no quorum
and which meeting ante-dated Mr. Den-

nehy's application for membership. In

other words, he was elected before he

had made application at a meeting which

had no quorum. Under the constitution

of the Great Dane Club seven members
are required to constitute a quorum. I

attended this meeting myselfand entered

my protest to the club against allowing

Mr. Dennehy to compete when he was

not a member, but the chairman, Mr.

Fox, overruled everything I said and

fixed Mr. Dennehy's election as afore-

mentioned."

» •
Mr. H. B. Vondersmith has purchased

from Mr. T. G. Davey the well-known

English setter dog Canadian Jester.

«
« «

American Field gets in a good whack

at President Harrison, who indulges in a

shooting trip for ducks every spring. In

a picture on the last page the President

is shown leaving his boat filled with his

game, while in an upper corner is a view

showing sealers clubbing seals. Below

is the following suggestive sentence :

"* Seals should be protected during the

breeding season,' but not ducks when I

want to shoot them in the spring."
*

« «

p. O. NEWS CO
E. S. SCHMID .

. . 103 Adams St., Chicago, 111

317 i2th St., Washington, D.C.

PHILADELPHIA, APRIL 2, 1892.

FIXTURES.

Dog 8ho"WS.
April 6-9.—Boston Mass.

13-16.—Denver, Col.
20-23.-1,08 Angeles, Cal.

May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Sept. 69.—Hamilton, Can.
12-16.—Toronto, Can.

1893.

Feb. 21-24.—New York, N. Y.
March 1-3.—Baltimore. Md.
June 13-17.—Chicago, 111.

Field Trials.
Sept. 15.—Manitoba Field Trials Club.

Nov. 18.—Eastern Field Trials Club.
28 —Philadelphia Kennel Club.

Dec. 6.—Central Field Trial* Club.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it hut a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

Mr. W. vSlewart Diffenderffer has lost

from distemper and pneumonia his St.

Bernard dog Sir Melvale by Scottish

Prince out of Hepsey.

%
Have you seen the picture of President

S. L. Boggs in last week's Forest and

Stream? Isn't he an innocent with his

eyes shut? Does he always have his

"mug" taken that way? He has the

same pose he took when we visited the

Salvation Army barracks at Toronto. It

won't do, Brother Boggs.

••
The Great Dane Club, which is claimed

by eastern men to be an exclusive Chica-

go organization, is being stirred up by a

row among its members, Mr. Joseph Zil-

linger claiming that he was beaten out

of the prizes he should have won by Mr.

Thomas Dennehy, who was not a mem-

ber of the club when his dog was awarded

the club's specials at the late Chicago

show. Mr. Zillenger writes: "A meeting

of the club was called for Friday night,

the nth of April, at which meeting the

president, Mr. Fox, made a motion that

Mr. Dennehy be elected to membership,

and that his membership begin the pre-

On another page our readers will see

that the Philadelphia Kennel Club has

already begun to work at its inaugural

open field trials. All the members are

enthusiastic, and there is not the slight-

est doubt but that these trials will be a

grand success from the start.

• «

On more than one occasion within re-

cent years we have read of the collie be-

ing bred So narrow in head as to lack

brain room, and had consequently be-

come stupid, lacked intelligence, etc.

Now we read in the English Stock-

Keeper this week that a novel wager has

recently been made in Birmingham. Mr.

L. P. C. Astley is to play three hands at

"•nap" against Mr. W. R. Rumball's

collie bitch Scot, by Metchley Wonder-
Lady of the Lake. The aflFair is to come

off next week, and we shall publish par-

ticulars of the game. Scot is a wonder-

ful instance of superhuman intelligence

and patient training, and can do endless

tricks with cards, numbers, etc., and her

friends are ofiFeriug 6 to 4 on her for the

coming event. Her owner will back her

to play nap, crib and dominoes against

any person, and there is quite a flutter

over the event amongst the doggily in-

clined in the hardware capital. Surely

while collies can play cards they cannot

be accused of lacking intelligence.

•
* •

Mr. R. E. Todd, of New York, has re-

ceived from Mr. Scott, of Edinburgh,

his recently purchased collie Scotland's

Best by Christopher out of Maid o' For-

tune.

» »

The Hamilton (Canada) Kennel Club

claim dates September 6 to 9 for their

annual bench show.
*

« *

We are indebted to the Beverwyck

Kennels for an artistically arranged pho-

tograph showing six of their game little

fox terriers. The card is appropriately

headed "A Beverwyck Bouquet."

« *

Mr. Knowles Croskey writes us as fol-

lows : "Last night near midnight Lord

Thorndale, the pride of the Menthon

Kennels, died suddenly of pneumonia.

Under separate cover I mail you a pho-

tograph of him. He leaves behind him

one son, who, if he lives to grow up, will

prove a wonder. The Wachovia Ken-
nels of Salem, N. C, are the fortunate

owners. At four weeks of age this pup
weighed twenty and one-quarter pounds.

He is a rich orange, and is perfectly

marked. I regret very much I did not

own a bitch so I could have secured a

pup by him."
«

» *

Mr. Wade brings his interesting and

valuable communication on "The Influ-

ence of a Previous Sire" to an end in this

issue. We agree with him that for all

practical purposes the "accidented"

bitch is perfectly safe to breed from, and

will throw proper pups excepting in rare

cases, when the mongrels can be drowned.
*

« «

Mr. James Mortimer writes us: "In

your list of awards in pointer puppy

class at Pittsburg show you have West-

minster Ralph very highly commended.

This is an error. Westminster Ralph

won first prize in the dog puppy class at

Washington, but was absent from Pitts-

burg owing to a mild attack of distemper

which set in on his arrival home from

the former show.

"

«

*
» *

Mr. George Shep&rd Page, proprietor

of the Dunrobin Kennels, Summit, N. J.,

died this week of paresis. He was about

50 years of age, and is well known as an

inventor and capitalist. His favorite

breeds of dogs were greyhounds and

deerhounds. Of the former breed he

owned Charles Davis and Maud Torring-

ton. His best known deerhounds are

Olga, Dunrobin Lufra, Argyle, Bevis,

Alida, Buar and Duncan. Mr. Page

stocked the Passaic River with black

bass, carp aud rainbow trout several

years ago.
•*

Few men were better known in field

sports and fishing circles. He was pres-

ident of the Chatham Fish and Game
Protection Association, that controls over

10,000 acres of low land along the course

of the Passaic River. He was the founder

af the Quassac Sportsmen's Club, the

headquarters of which are on the Range-

ley Lakes. He was an honor to the ken-

nel world aud will be sadly missed.
*

The Boston entries number 702, divided

as follows:

WORKING COCKERS.

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAI..

The Character of Work Expected of
Them In the Field.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Mr. Bell's letter in your last week's is-

sue has tempted me to write a few words

on the subject of field cockers. He says

some men "in this couutry expect a

cocker to do the work of a setter." Very

true, and I am one of them. If a man
likes cockers and does not want to keep

a dog unless he is of some use in his way
his cockers have got to do a setter's work

in order to be useful in this part of the

country, and I think this must be the
case in almost anyj part of New Eng-
gland.

I expect it because I have found by ex-
perience in shooting over them that they
can do it, finding as many birds and
lasting as long as a setter if they are

built for it. Longer legs are not the only
points necessary to make them better for

this kind of work than the bench show
winners, for besides their longer legs

they should have better shoulders, backs,

chests, legs and feet than a great many
bench show winners possess. A dog of
this kind is as beautiful in its way to me
as Mr. Bell's dogs are to him. I think I

admire his dogs almost as much as he
does, but cannot believe they are "in it"

for field work in New England with the

type of dog I speak of.

There must be quite a number of cock-
ers of this type whose owners keep
them out of the shows because they are

a little too long-legged to con form to the
popular idea of what constitutes a show
cocker, and it seems to me that if a class

were made for field cockers it would call

out some good dogs showing as much
characteristic breeding and quality as

any of those which are now winning.
Yours truly, H. B. Tallman.
Oak Lawn, R. I., Mass., 1892.

MR. FELLOWS TO MR. BELL.

Mastiffs 14

St. Bernards .... 69
Great Danes .... 3
Bloodhounds .... 4
Deerhounds .... 12

Greyhounds 14

Barzois 5
Chesapeake Bay . . 3
Pointers 73
English setters ... 55
Irish setters .... 42
Gordon setters ... 28

Spaniels 37
Beagles 39
Dachshunds .... 11

Foxhounds 15
Collies 35

Poodles 5
Bull dogs 9
Bull terriers .... 21

Boston terriers ... 60
Fox terriers .... 60
Dandie Dinmonts . 5
Scotch terriers ... 5
Irish terriers .... 25
Black and tans ... 6
Skye terriers .... 3
Yorkshires 6
Toys 3
Pugs 17

Toy spaniels .... 18

Miscellaneous ... 6

Total 702

• •
The "good grey poet," Walt Whitman,

is dead and a loving friend of dogs and

birds is no more. While his poetry

lacked rhyme and rhythm, it portrays

character, events and passions. Here is

his philosophy of life, his hatred of cant,

his revolt against arbitrary power :

*
* »

1 think I could turn and live with animals, they

are so placid and self-contained ;

I stand and look at them sometimes an hour at a

stretch.

They do not sweat and whine about their condi-

tion ;

They do not lie awake in the dark and weep for

their sins

;

They do not make me sick discussing their duty

to God ;

Not one is dissatisfied—not one is demented with

the mania of owning things ;

Not one kneels to another, nor to his kind that

lived thousands of years ago ;

Not one that is respectable .or industrious over

the whole earth.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I suppose that Mr. G. Bell is trying to

get a whack at me when he writes as he

does about " upsetting the calculations of

some of these so called working types of

cockers." Of course, that must be a kick

at me, and I must assure Mr. Bell that if

he ever does enter one of his modern dogs

at a field trial they will surely get left. I

don't rememl>er to have seen a dog of his,

except Obadiah, that I would care to

train for the field, and I would not train

him now, as his head is getting too large

for a cocker. The man who never sees a

dog only in the house can know but very

little about his work iu the field, and
when he writes such nonsense as he does

about a cocker ranging a ten-acre field in

five minutes then I say he knows nothing

at all about a cocker's work. That ten-

acre stiff" is as bad as the other one about

the quail in high stubble. Now, Mr.
Bell, you don't work cockers in a ten-

acre field nor in high stubble, for there is

no high stubble. You only use a cocker

on quail to scatter the coveys or to drive

them out of thick cover. That is what
they sent for my dogs to do at the first

Robins Island field trials.

A cocker's legitimate game is wood-

cock and ruffed grouse. They are nearly

always found in thick cover. If Mr.

Bell's dogs cannot retrieve a cock or

grouse from a swamp he had better trade

them off for cats and then shoot the cats.

I do not expect a cocker to do any-

thing that is impossible, but I do expect

them to work all day and every day in

the open season. My dogs can and do
retrive anything we shoot, from a snipe

to a crane or goose. I have a twenty-six

pound bitch that retrieved a twelve-

pound goose half a mile away. I've had
a cocker retrieve ducks all day long from

a swift current full of floating ice that

would cut a boat through in fifteen min-

utes. I say, and I am prepared to prove

it, that nothing in the way of ordmary
work is impossible for a cocker to do, but

mind that I don't call a creeping, crooked-

legged thing, with a head like a mule, a

cocker. Again, I remark that "you can't

teach your granny how to suck eggs."

Yours truly, J. Otis Fellows.
HORNBLLSVILLB, N. Y., March 26.

WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS.

Intereatlnsr Pickings and Pointers
Gathered Here and There.

Prom Our Special Correspondent.

I have just received a short note from
Mrs. Belliu with the sad news that her
husband is dangerously ill and will not
be able to judge at Boston.

Mr. T. S. Bellin has not been long
amongst us, and Boston would have been
his maiden show iu this couutry had he
been well enough to judge. The Fan-
ciers' Journal took great interest in

Mr. Bellin, as they were the first to dis-

cover him and introduce him to the dog-

gy people, and they feel sure that their
charge would have rendered a good ac-
count of himself. This will be a disap-
pointment to many of the terrier fratern-

ity, who wanted some new blood, and it

will I know be a bitter disappointment
to Mr. Bellin himself, who was very anx-
ious to make a start. We, however,
hope next week to report better news,
and still at the same time condole with
Mrs. Bellin, whose short note impresses
a great deal.

The boys at Pittsburgh had "a good
time," that goes without saying, and the
unfortunate affair of Harry Goodman af-
forded fun and indignation. The com-
mittee, which is made of good stuff and
always ready to put its hands into its
pockets, will probably lose the money
handed over to free "Harry," which is a
secondary consideration. It seems to
me a fine state of affairs when the word
of a bumptious, thick-headed copper
shall be taken before that of well-known,
respectable citizens. Well, such is law
among the "perlice," and unless you
have a "pull" it's no use "a kickin"—
see.

Mr. E. H. Morris was busy, as usual,
and made several good sales at Pittsburg.
This gentleman informs me that he will
not go to California as intended, but will
take a trip across the "briny." It's the
fashion nowadays, and we must keep up
with the times aud "Hedwin his halways
hup to date."
Mount Morgan, own brother to Lord

Bute, I have had the pleasure of seeing.
Very little so far has been said of him,
because his owner, Mr. E. A. Lynde, is
not known to the fancy. This is wrong,
and the dog should be studied and not
the reputation of the owner. When you
see him you will be greatly suprised. It
is reported generally that he is a small
dog. That may be alongside Lord Bute,
Donald and Lord Melrose, notwithstand-
ing he will measure from thirty-one to
thirty-two inches at the shoulder, and is
by no means a little one. It is not fair to
criticise the dog here, but I cannot get
away from the fact that he is rich in
color, very taking, brimful of quality, a
capital mover and typical all through.
Mr. Lynde has retired from business and
thinks the best way to enjoy.the luxuries
of this world without worrying too much
and to keep the mind gently occupied
will be upon his small farm of some ten
acres in the raising of poultry, combined
with a gootl stud dog and a few brood
bitches. This is quite right. Mr. Lynde

;

stick to the few and begin easy and slow.
We don't want you to get too deep into
the mire aud then leave the fancy.
Mount Morgan will not be at the stud till

the end of May. By that time he will
have been with us three months. In
England he won his laurels in good com-
pany, and outside of Sir Bevidere, and as
far as I can judge one dog by himself, he
should make all over here smile if his
owner can be induced to show.

Mr. George Langdon, of Irish setter
fame, lives right in the city of Yonkers.
He will not only take care of the inner
man, but may be induced to drive you to
Mount Vernon, where his wonderful
mange cure can be seen to be working
wonders.
Thanks to the English Stock-Keeper

of March 11, we are able to furnish a list
of the "recruits," and to prevent any fu-
ture mistakes it will be as well to assign
to each a number.

G. Bush No. I, A. Smith No. 2, Dr.
Foote No. 3, E. Brooks No. 4, F. Com-
stock No. 5, W. Comstock No. 6, Mitch-
ell Harrison No. 7, R. Durkee No. 8,
John Hawkes No. 9, H. W. Lacy No. 10
(this is the unkindest cut of all) Victor

Haldeman No. 11 (he was breeding set-
ters in 1874), Bardoe Elliott No. 12, H.
Twyford No. 13, R. Keasbey No. 14, R.
Mayhew No. 15, Dr. Mills No. 16, W. C
Reick No. 17, A. Purbeck No. 18, N. QPope No. 19, J. Ruppert. Jr., No. 20, W,
Russell No. 21. C. Rathbone No. 22, F
Taylor No. 23, J. H. Watson No. 24, Mr.
Hauks No. 25.

I understand Mr. E. Bardoe Elliott has
been dubbed the "professor."

Mr. E. Lynde has bought from the
other side a St. Bernard bitch pup thir-
teen months old, by King Boniface. She
will be bred l)efore leaving to Marvel or
Sir Hereward.

I would'nt be surprised to hear that
Mr. F. A. Mortimer, of Pottsville, Pa.,
had bought Plinlimmon, Jr. ; anyhow a
dog that has won over seventy firsts.

Mr. George Raper is alive, and has
been ruralizing the past week with Brit-
tle. On Saturday he took an early train
to Babylon and spent the Sunday over
with Mr. Mortimer. Some two weeks
since he cabled for his wire-haired ter-
rier Raby Pallisy, but up till now noth-
ing has been heard whether he is on the
water or not.
A "new recruit" will enter the grev-

hound field in the shape of Mr. Horatio
Ne:son, Dover Plains, N. Y., who bought
from Mr. Pope a couple of puppies by
Lord Neverstill, out of Prima Donna.
They have been suitably registered Bari-
tone and Tenor, and if nature treats them
kindly they will eventually run at the
coursing meetings.

Colonel Ruppert sailed on the Aller
la.st Saturday. He will be absent a month.
The dogs are no longer at Poughkeepsie
but at the "Old Homestead," adjoining
the brewery on Third Avenue and Nine-
tieth Street. The kennel name still re-
mains Dutchess, and the postal address
is simply 1639 Third Avenue. This we
should like all to remember. You news-
paper men, you reporters, you are always
getting it wrong.
The young pointer, Westminster Ralph,

went home sick after Washington and
was not at Pittsburg.
At headquarters No. 2 I find Mr. A.

Clinton Wilmerding had to succomb to a
few days' rest. This is about the time of
year that the "Black Duke" takes a va-
cation, but what with business and the
idea that everything would stand still
without him he concluded this time he
wouldn't. The result is, the machinery
gave out, and he will probably change his
mind.
Our only German had a pretty good

excuse last year in getting the grippe at
Pittsburg, but this time Washington
came along a week before, and the two
Victors have had the bally influenza de
la grippe o'reno, with a dash of malaria
chucked in, getting eleven pounds off the
homo and three pounds off the canine
{canino), but they are not dead yet, D.
v., they will weigh in at Bosting and
do the best for their breeders. These are
the words of the poet.

It's no use talking, as the old woman
says, and it gets pretty monotonous to
blow your own trumpet, but one cannot
help remarking how our contemporaries
are coming up in dog news, the keenness
with which they try to outrival each
other. Several years ago they very me-
thodically went their own staid way, but
now its an oil painting to an oil painting,
and if they don't stop pretty soon every
subscriber will expect a pound of tea
with each copy. The public can thank
the little Journal for all these luxuries.
It probed them on, it was a new incen-
tive iu the field and woke them up.
Mr. E. Bardoe Elliott left for Boston

last Tuesday—the show is a week later.
A visit to the eastern kennels I'm told.
Like old hunters, we lead the way,
others follow. We've been there before.
Champion Volunteer, after having tried

the patience of all the veterinarians in
New York for dysentery, returns to New-
market and indulges in the like cure like
by taking a drop of the poison that
nearly killed him. On reaching home
he dived into Spratts biscuits and milk,
the diarrhoea stopped immediately and
he is now quite well.

Mr. Purroy's Venio pups will land
here the middle of April. One he ex-
pects to show on the fall circuit and prob-
ably Rifleman also.

Mr. Granger, of the Regent Kennels,
writes me that Brisk is sold. Where I

don't know, but most probably for Cali-
fornia.

In Irish terriers another good one will
make his appearance at Boston. Mr.
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Comstock has brought Merle Grady,
whose winnings as under will speak for
themselves : Winner of Irish Terrier Ju-
venile Challenge Cup 1891, first and
special Derby, first Darlington, first and
special Leeds, first Liverpool and others.
One more, Mr. Comstock, to make a
male quartet invincible. You now have
Hanover Boy, Boxer IV and Merle
Grady.
A meeting of the Advisory Committee

was held at 44 Broadway, all members
being present excepting Mr. W. C. Reick,
who is absent in Europe. The following
matters were acted upon :

The charges preferred by Mr. Thomas
Shillcock against Mr. G. W. Patterson
were laid over for further evidence.
The charges preferred by Mr. F'. H. F.

Mercer against Mr. J. L. Littel. It was
found Mr. Littel was not guilty of any
fraudulent act, and that Mr. Mercer did
not prove his case.
The rules to govern the bench show of

the World's Fair were adopted.
There were two fox terriers and two

Italian greyhounds at the Pittsburg show
in violation of the rule governing the
a^fe of puppies, and said dogs were duly
disqualified.

The A. K. C. has purchased the Lon-
don Field from Mr. James Watson, from
Vol. I to 22 inclusive. The price paid is

a bargain, and the work will be of great
benefit to the A. K. C.

Re fox terriers large litters. In an old
English Stock-Keeper I find Mr. F. W.
North had a bitch whelp ten strong,
healthy puppies, and Mr. Sewell's reply
is to get two foster-mothers. That's one
ahead of the "only" German.
To show how the value of a dog goes

up after he has won a prize and what he
was thought of before, can be illustrated
with the wire-haired fox terrier Ebor
Snowberry. Before New York show his
owner would have taken I15 for him,
but when the numbers were up and he
got second Mr. Lyons wanted |ioo.

A man to be a judge of a dog is a diffi-

cult thing to determine and many argue
or think or try to ram it down your
throat that before you are competent
you must be an owner, a breeder, an ex-
hibitor of that certain breed or breeds.
How many men are there that have bred
winners and don't know the first thing
about their points, and the man with the
money behind him can always buy and
keep good ones. It is only natural he
should gain some knowledge and should
be able to carry iu his eye his recognized
good one. Then, again, the man that is

among them, all the time at different
shows, should surely get a doggy eve if

he applies himself, independent of your
brother or your uncle being an exhibitor,
breeder or judge. The only way to find
out, I should say, is in the manner in
which he expresses himself
From the pen of Mr. Hepner, Chicago,

will appear monthly in the Kennel Ga-
zette during the summer the comparison
of the American Great Dane to the Ger-
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man.
It is time Irish terriers were a shining

light in this country. Mr. Comstock has
laid out a lot of money judiciously for
the very best. They are a very hardy
dog. very companionable, capable of
standing any amount of hardship and can
always hold their own in a rough and
tumble. The little stud card he issues is

very "unique." Aha there, Frenchy
No. 2. is that a "criticism" or a "uni-
cism?" It's undoubtedly not English.
The Irish terrier Crate has arrived and

been exhibited. When a new dog comes
out the public expect more than a pass-
ing or ordinary comment, but like many
others that have come out this circuit
you are not able to form any idea ofwhat
she is like.

Improving a Doff.

Prom Good News.

Lady—Why did you have your dog's
tail cut off?

Boy—To make him more affectionate.

Lady—Hem ! Did that do it ?

Boy—Yes'm. He can wag all the time- now
without gettin' tired.

The Grip Attacks Doors.

It is reported from various parts of
Saxony that many dogs have been attacked of
late by influenza. The symptoms are complete
loss of appetite, aversion to water, inclination to

bite, and water in the eyes. The disease is epi-

demic, and death is not infrequent.—Lancet.

As to the sleeping place, for a dog
should have some regular habitation and
not be obliged to shift his quarters as he
best can, a corner of any dry shed will do
very well, if a portable wooden bench
about a foot high and of a size propor-
tionate to his be placed in a back corner
and bedded with pine shavings and straw.
This bench should have a board back and
sides, about half a yard high and a ledge
of a few inches in front to keep in the
bedding. Where the shed or stall in a
stable does not offer there must be a ken-
nel. This also must be a fair size—which
is what most people would call too large—
lor the dog, and the main part of the ar-
rangement will be to secure that the rain
and wind cannot drive in on the animal,
which as kennels are usually contrived
is almost always the case. There are
two ways of preventing it. One is to
make the kennel with the hole at one end
of the side

; thus the rain and wind drives
in sideways, while the dog is out of the
way. Such a kennel is strongly recom-
mended by the high authority of Mr.
Vero Shaw and can be placed anywhere,
Or a common kennel, large enough, can
be placed just the opposite to its usual
position, or with its face to the wall and
about two feet distant from it.

The sheltering wall will then act as a
weather guard. A mere barrel, with one
end out. placed on its side and turned
the same way will make a very fair ken-
nel, and in either case it is wonderful
what a difference a wall so used makes
to the comfort of the animal. Either
kennel or barrel must be raised two or
three inches clear of the ground to en-
sure its being dry, and white-washed with
hot lime several times a year, always
choosing warm, drv days. The less a
dog is chained the' better. It sours his
temper more or less and makes him mis-
erable, being contrary to all his instincts.
Many dogs must, however, be chained
at night, even if at liberty in the day.
Never chain a dog to his kennel, which
is never secure and may produce acci-
dents, but have a post well driven into
the ground close by, and chain to that by
a strong chain and ring securely fas-
tened. Straw or pine shavings (the yel-
low, lurpentiny sort) make the best lied-
ding—sawdust and hay are bad. The
bedding must be renewed regularly once
a week, and it may be needed oftener,
depending on the dog's habits and the
weather, for it must always be dry—damp
may soon cause rheumatism. The l)ed-
ding must be thoroughly cleared away,
regularly brushed clean out of every cor-
ner with a strong, brisk brush and taken
away to the manure heap or burnt. In
hot weather dogs are more comfortable
without straw or anything else. Now
aud then the Kennel may want a scrub-
bing. Thus discourses a writer in Cas-
sell's book of Sports and Pastimes for
January.

•

Hunting with Bloodhounds.

In lieu of genuine hunting, which is

temporarily at a standstill, the novel idea of
starting off a youth on foot, and sending two
bloodhounds in pursuit of him half an hour
later, has commended itsell to certain sports-

men residing in the neighborhood of the Quorn
as a capital way of killing time. The opening
run was a great success, for, after striking the
line of a passing and naturally very perturbed
traveller on the high road, the hounds were with
difficulty stopped and transferred to that of the

legitimate quarry. Travelli:ig at a tremendous
pace, and with music almost equal in volume to

the cry of a pack of foxhounds, they ran all

round Quorn village, their owner, regardless of
snowdrifts, galloping in pursuit and taking the

fences just as they came. The end of the run
was somewhat singular, as directly the blood-

hounds got up to the fugitive they evinced their

delight by springing up to him and trying to

lick his face.

The Mt. Holly, N. J., Agricultural Fair

Association will hold a dog show in con-

nection with their annual fair m Septem-

ber next. Mr. John E. Diehl will be one
of the judges.
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INFLUENCE OF A PREVIOUS SIRE

I

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

As it is quite possible to weary an

audience by too loug continuance of

a subject, be it of ever so much import-

ance, I propose to make this my last con-

tribution on this question, holding that

I have overwhelmingly proved my con-

tention that the influence of a previous

sire is exhibited only in the most insig-

nificant minority of cases, and that for

all practical purposes the breeder owning

an "accidented" bitch need worry as lit-

tle about it as the owner of an English

setter or pointer over a failure to win at

New York show.

Our wise "Uncle Dick" contributes

these instances : A black cocker bitch

was served at first heat by a white Pome-

ranian, and had the litter that should

have been expected from such an oil and

water mixture. A toy black and tan had

her first litter by a mongrel Yorkshire

terrier, the next by a Malteseish terrier,

the third by all the dogs round the cor-

ner, one puppy of this third litter weigh-

ing thirty and a half pounds, while the

bitch onlv weighed six pounds. A black

cocker bitch had her first litter by a

Scotch terrier. In each of these cases

the bitches, subsequently bred to dogs of

their own breed, showed no vestige of

their foreign mates, the black and tan toy

living to be twelve years and producing

two splendid pups, true black and tans

at eleven years old. The crowning tri-

umph of "Dick's" genius, however, was

that no less than four spaniel bitches of

his breeding suffered accidents in the

hands of their subsequent owners, who

were all determined to kill them, when

Dick succeeded in persuading them from

their canicide manias, and the "ruined"

bitches were given to him. He bred

them until their pups demonstrated that

"influence" hadn't got round that way,

and actually sold three of them back to

their foi mer owners !

Mr Roberts in your issue of January

to cites the instance of a collie bitch con-

tracting a mongrel alliance without sub-

sequent traces.
. „, , • n

Mr C. E. Bunn, of Peona. IlL, kindly

collected the following instances at the

Chicago show: Two pug bitches had

mesalliances, one with a cocker dog, the

other with a bullish mongrel, and a grey-

hound bitch had an alliance with an Irish

setter dog. All had mongrel litters and

none ever showed any traces in subse-

quent litters.
. T- 1- t

Dr Glover gave me these : An English

setter bitch of high type had a litter by a

black mongrel resembling the sire very

much. A white bull terrier bitch had a

liver and white litter by a pointer of that

color. In both cases the bitches subse-

quently produced only pure pups to dogs

of their own breed.

Mr H L. Goodman contributes these:

Two pug bitches of his sent to a noted

stud dog got at liberty and interviewed

all the dogs on four legs, and had four-

letreed" litters. Another pug bitch came

in use while at sea, and no other dog

being available Mr. Goodman very sensi-

blv put her to a fox terrier to ensure de-

velopment of her milking functions (this

is a piece of sound sense that all breeders

should practice ; letting bitches go over

their earlv heats very often affects their

subsequent flow of milk), she had a litter

predestined for the bucket, but all three

of the bitches subsequently produced

pure pups without the slightest trace of

stain. ,. ..,

Mr. John Lewis supplies a very strik-

ing instance : The well-known pointer

bitch Fan Fan, dam of many winners and

some champions (if I remember aright)

had her first pups to a setter.

Mr. John G. Waters, of Elmore, O.,

writes me of another significant case: The

English setter bitch Rompdale had her

first litter by a mongrel of the bull dog

persuasion, but to Mr. Arnold Burges

Dashing Berwyn she threw a full litter ot

good English setter pups.

Dr E. L. Kimball, of Jackson, Miss.,

writes that a mastiff bitch had a compos-

ite litter by an assortment of dogs, but

subsequently threw a litter of good mas-

tiffs to a dog of the breed, one of these

subsequent pups having been bought at

a good price by a well-known western

breeder.
Dr. J. P. Gray cites these instances: A

pointer bitch had a mongrel litter, a New-

foundland bitch had a litter by a spaniel

and a bull terrier bitch had a litter of as-

sorted parentages, and in neither case

was there any traces of these mesalliances

in subsequent progeny, and remarks that

wnen a young man he had a bitch that

was bred to dogs of different breeds at

each heat, yet no litter showed traces of

a preceding sire.

Mr. Frank Dole reports a case of a bull

terrier bitch having her first litter by a

black setter, and while she subsequently

became the dam of winning bull terriers,

she never showed any traces of the first

sire. Mr. John Brett says that the noted

English setter bitch Dip, sister to the

noted Darkie, had her first litter by an

assortment of dogs, and subsequently al-

ways produced high-class English setters.

But here is a case that is a case. Mr.

Ben Lewis tells me that the famous

pointer bitch Beulah had her first litter

by the well-known Irish setter Berkeley

and had some typical Irish setter-dropper

pups, and her succeeding litter comprised

the famous Beaufort, his brother, Brad-

ford, and, if I remember aright, another

good one. It would be superfluous to say

that neither Beaufort nor Bradford showed

any " influence."

Mr. Joseph Myers tells me of three dis-

tinct instances of English setter bitches

having mongrel litters, one by a com-

pound Spitz-foxhound, another by a

Newfoundland and the third by a coon

dog, and none of them ever showed any

traces of their first mates in their many
subsequent litters by English setters.

Count Noble being one of the succeeding

sires.

Dr. Gray also contributes a most strik-

ing instance of an "influeuce." A
pointer bitch of good breeding had her

second litter by a Newfoundland. In her

third litter, by a pointer dog, two of the

puppies were black, curly-coated mon-

grels ; in her fourth litter, also thorough-

bred, 'came one more mongrel, but in

many subsequent litters by pointer dogs,

no traces of the mongrel alliance were

ever seen. This case is particulariy im-

portant as showing that even when the

rare occurrence of a bitch being " influ-

enced" does manifest itself, the effect

dies out with time, and I might add that

Dr Gray, in giving this instance, added

that it was his belief, founded on careful

observation, that this " influence " did

not occur in one case out of a hundred.

Of course in an inquiry of this sort,

actual instances are the main things, but

for the satisfaction of breeders it may be

of service to say that I have not found

one breeder who gives full credence to

the influence notion ; one or two hold in

a rather shadowy way, that there may be

something in it, while the vast majonty

scout it as nonsense, in the language of

our only "German" "it's all bloody

rot."
, , .

Now eliminating the two cases of

pointer bitches, whose breeding was un-

known and whose appearance, as well as

that of one of the dogs one was mated

with was so far from resemblance of

good blood that the cases are inconclu-

sive I round up with an even fifty

cases of bitches having mongrel litters

which were never followed by any traces

in subsequent litters to three well de-

fined instances where the influence of a

previous sire was shown, and it seems to

me that such a proportion should satisfy

anyownerofan "accidented" bitch

that he need not worry himself over the

matter Even if the bitch should show

it the " influence " will be confined to a

few of the pups only, the others being as

pure as though no previous mongrel alli-

ance had been contracted.

I would again most earnestly impress

on readers of THE Journal the very

great obligation any one will put me

under by enabling me to secure an ani-

mal cleariy showing the influence of a

previous sir? for purposes of experiment.

I would gladly pay the price of the choic-

est pointer pup for such a one as cited by

Dr Gray that showed the curiy coat of

the Newfoundland, who was sire of the

preceding litter. I would expect such a

pup to be as well formed a pointer as

any in the litter and to be as good a field

dog, for I have not found or heard of a

ca^ where the influence showed itself in

anything but color and coat, showing

that even when this influeuce does occur

it is only skin deep after all. Yours truly,

W. Wade.
HULTON, Pa., March 19, 1892.

From the Stock Keeper.

Business has not prevented my usual

weekly delight in reading through your

interesting articles, though it has until

now prevented me from using my pen

in answer to some. Mr. M. B. Wynne's

article under above heading has, how-

ever, fairly drawn me. Not so much on

the one question of previous sire as on

that of mental effect upon produce. The

best way to argue these points, I take it,

is to give instances in support of or

against the theory in question. In this

case I must take the opposition bench,

and without further preamble state my

reasons. Years ago—I am beginning to

hesitate to count those years in full—at

all events whilst at Gloucester Infirmary

the county possessed a famous roadster

stallion. This sire was in great request

among the surrounding breeders, and

that solely on account of his make, shape

and action, not for his color, which from

a sale point of view was objectionable,

and that more especially as he had a

nasty knack of reproducing it. Well. I

must get on. A certain gentleman

wanted to use the horse, but hated greys;

consequently his mare was teased and

tried by a brown horse, then blindfolded

and covered by the grey. Her foal was

brown when it came to town. The great

point was this, however, the idea caught

on The stallion's leader was provided

with a brown hackney, which he rode

and used to try all mares, who were then

served, blindfolded, by the grey. Never

again and I saw plenty of his stock, did I

see a grey got by that grey horse.

But to come to the dogs. I believe it

is not an unknown fact among collie men

that Mr. Arkwright (I trust this gentle-

man will forgive me introducmg his

name) wanting merle puppies brought a

dog of that color with him when he came

to Birmingham to use Champion Rut-

land (black and tan) to his bitch. The

nierie dog was kept constantly in view,

the black and tan as much out of sight as

possible; result, merle puppies. Again

Mr Walker, of Dachshund fame, can tell

the eff'ect of surroundings upon the pro-

duce. A red Dachshund bitch was kept

in a newly whitewashed place continual-

Iv always the same vivid white surround-

ines- result, white Dachshund puppies,

who'remained that color some months

and then gradually took on their natural

coat. I can, if necessary, add many other

instances of the effect of color upon the

female mind in horses, dogs and even

pigeons (though Mr. Ludlow could tell

you more about the latter than I can),

but these are whole colors. Unlike Mr.

M. B. Wynne, I have never tried to im-

port bars into color. No, I must "bar

that.—Bedell Benson.

a white enamelled flat dish to drink from,

which was filled with clean water every

few hours. To these causes I attribute

the result. A had eight pups, two with

white feet and chest and six having white

legs, feet, chest, belly and half tail, two

of them having a broad white collar as

well. Perhaps the most remarkable

thing was that four of the pups began to

lose the white almost immediately after

birth, and by the time they were six

weeks old had only a slight greyish ap-

pearance about the legs, and which en-

tirely disappeared when they cast their

puppy coats ; the others remained as

they were born in coloring. B and C
had fourteen puppies and ten puppies re-

spectively, all of which had white feet

and chests only. I never bred from B
and C again, they died soon afterwards

but A had litters afterwards by Courtier,

Gunville and Major Cabot, and each lit-

ter had pups with white forelegs and

feet, which turned quite black when the

puppy coat was cast. Another bitch that

owned the white and black Trafalgar for

her sire and the black Lady Waiting for

her dam, was very nearly all black. She

threw five pups to my Landseer dog, all

black, bar feet and chest, yet the next

time she threw only one colossal pup,

which was all white with the exception

of an evenly-marked black head.

I had a pure-bred Welsh terrier a few

years ago that got served by a small,

curly retriever. We drowned the pups,

all except one to take away the milk, and

which we gave to a neighbor when
weaned. It grew to about thirty-Six

pounds weight and was half curly black-

and-tan. Her next litter was to her own
brother, and great care was taken to pre-

vent accidents. There were four pups

reared. Three of them were like sire and

dam, and when full grown scaled under

twenty pounds, but the fourth came like

the previous retriever cross and scaled

nearly forty pounds !

I could give many other instances of

peculiarities in breeding, but no doubt

every breeder can do the same, so I will

no longer trespass upon your valuable

soace.—Mixture.

I read with much interest Mr. Wynne's

letter on the " Influence of a Previous

Sire," and the influence of the surround-

ings' upon the progeny of a bitch. I

venture to give my experience in trying

to breed white and black Newfoundlands

from black ones. I had three Newfound-

land bitches of the best type and of the

very purest black blood, Joe Sadler, Nel-

son I and Captain Murphy being the

sires or grandsires. I purchased an

almost entirely white Newfoundland dog

from the captain of a trading vessel, who

brought him from Newfoundland himself,

a very typical dog, but a cripple. This

dog served all three of the bitches within

a fortnight. A had had pups before to

black dogs, and none of her progeny had

ever shown white markings beyond a few

hairs on the chest. B and C were maid-

ens I allowed the two latter to run

about the place as the liked, but fastened

A in a wooden house which was white

washed throughout, floor included ;
there

were shutters all the way around, which

I removed so as to allow the sun to shine

in the whole day long. You can imagine

what the glare was like inside She fed

from new white enamelled bowls and had

I am glad my former letter has, to use

an old sporting expression, "drawn the

badger," and I thank both Dr. Benison

and "Mixture" for their communicated

experiences. As "B. B." says, what we

want are instances cleariy "in support of

or against the theory in question." And

if "B. B." re-reads my former article he

will see he is not on "the opposition

bench," but merely furnishing illustra-

tions of what I laid down as might be

taken for fairly admitted premises. His

instance of the "grey stallion" only goes

to prove that mares are impressionable.

The merle puppies again that "mental

impression" may take place in dogs

"even without any connection." And

the whole of his communication only

goes to prove that mental impression is

possible, and at times does take place. If

he refers to my letter he will see that is

exactly what I stated. And the only

thing I may have to admit is that in-

stances of modified mental influence are

not so "rare" as my experience may have

led me to state. I have gone thus fully

into detail with "B. B.," lor while thank-

ing him he and others will, I think, read-

ily perceive. .

Mental impression and any influence

of a previous sire—owing to mental im-

pression—is the very thing (for the sake

of scientific breediug and data to be ob-

tained through interchange of experi-

ences and which renders the press of

such value to us breeders) we want to

eliminate from our communications on

the subject of "The Influence of a Pre-

vious Sire." It is quite true I introduced

it and perhaps failed to make it clear

that I did so in order that others should

avoid that rock which obfuscates so many

breeders' common sense on this subject.

"Mixture's" letter is much more to the

point, and while he seems very ignorant

(he must excuse me for saying so) of the

laws which govern nature, his communi-

cation amounts to this: A. was a black

Newfoundland, had litters of black sires,

never threw a puppy with a white mark

until after having a litter by a white sire,

subsequently she threw puppies with

faint white markings, which faded. Sum-

mary' this may have been due to nothing

more than mental impression. No. 2.

Welsh terrier, sired by retriever in sub-

sequent litter, threw one puppy which

for weight favored idea of influence of
previous sire. Query.
Had that puppy the coat of a retriver

and other characteristics ?—/. e. in make
and shape—suggestive of the influence
of the previous sire ? This is the sort of
information we need. I thank both "B.
B." and "Mixture " for having tried to
support the influence of a previous sire,

but in spite of even such works as Youatt-
Cecil on the horse I believe the influence
of a previous sire (passing mental impres-
sion) to be only a myth. I shall be glad
if evidence can be produced to cause me
to alter my opinion, and, for the sake of
scientific breeding, shall be very glad to be
sat upon.

It may possibly assist this inquiry to
quote the following from "The Horse,"
by William Youatt, revised edition by
Cicil, 1859, page 34: "A gentleman, whose
experience in breeding race-horses was ex-
tensive, was wont to declare that the sire
ought never to be changed, alleging that
a mare having stock by different horses
would give birth to succeeding foals hav-
ing resemblance in some points to her
fomer partners." Again, page 83, " It is

curious to remark that when a thorough-
bred mare has once had foals to common
horses, no subsequent foals which she
may have bred by thoroughbred horses
have ever evinced any pretensions to
racing qualities." (Can this be substan-
tiated?—M. B. W.) There may be an
exception, but I believe I am correct in

stating that there is not. It is laid down
as a principal " that when a pure animal
of any breed has once been pregnant to
one of a different breed, she is herself ^
cross for ever after, the purit}' of her
blood having been lost in consequence of
this connection."
By way of comment I may say this is

very clearly put. and on good authority,
yet, in spite of Youatt and Cecil, I deem
It (unless it can be substantiated) sheer
humbug. Youatt then mentions Sir
Gore-Ouseley's Arab mare crossed witk a
zebra, and Blaine's statement of a chest-
nut mare crossed with a quagga, and
their subsequent offsprings exhibiting
zebra and quagga markings, but I may
point out such is no proof, as it may be
explained away through being due to
mental impressions, which we must
eliminate if^ we want to arrive at facts,

and old-fashioned notions must be given
up as myths sometimes, as. for example,
Jemmy Thacker's statement, "There
never was a good greyhound that was a
brindle." FuUerton shows, if nothing
more, the rule may have an exception.

—

M. B. Wynne.

Barks froiT) Gotbari).

From an Occasional Correspondent.

The Turf. Field and Farm of a recent
date was rather spicy on the kennel
pages. The writer, who signs himself
Can Can, wields a caustic and trenchant
pen and his nom de plume is well taken.

Americans like spicy reading even to

the point of personalities, but I'm afraid

Can Can is getting a trifle too Masonic.
It weakens his argument and does the
honorable Mr. Mason no great amount of
good.

I can feel with the author of "Our
Prize Dogs" When he uses the other dog-

gy writers as he would ninepins in a

bowling alley. The fact is these alleged

dog scribes have no business on earth at

all. Let us whisper to Can Can that

"where ignorance is bliss 'tis folly to be
wise."

It seems that Brer Lacy is Can Can's
bete noir. The kennel editor of the For-
est and Stream is a very quiet chap, per-

fectly harmless. He would rather fold

his tent like the proverbial Arab and
steal away from anything like a rumpus.
Still, he has made the Forest and Stream
a very respectable kennel organ, better

certainly than it ever was in the past.

In criticising dow shows it is hardly to

be expected that one man can do all

breeds in a manner that will satisfy every
bilious dog owner. It is well enough for

Mason to jump on the incompetent crit-

ics, but we don't envy the latter even if

competent. No matter how good their

"dog eyes" may be, a disgruntled exhibi-
tor will think otherwise.

With judges the same rule holds good.
If exhibitors would consider that the
opinion of the judge is but the opinion of
a solitary individual they would growl
less. A judge, no matter how honest
and competent he may be he cannot con-
trol the opinions of his brother judges.
It is pleasant when judges agree, but
certain types in certain breeds will be fa-

vored by certain judges. To respect uni-
formity of type from all judges is a trifle

"agin human nater."

Take the setters, for instance. Is there
not a wide space between the heavy Eng-
lish and the more racy American type ?

The j udge who favors the one is bound
to disfavor the other. It is no doubt true
that some judges favor both types, as
their moods dictate.

When in Rome it is policy to do as the
Romans do. It has been demonstrated
that the heavy Euglish setter is not suit-

able for American field work. Why then
adhere to such a type ? Climate works
changes in the type of the human race.

This is easily seen in the second and
third generations of foreign-born parents.
English solidity gives way to racy and
lithe Americans. This is but a straw out
of a big sheaf. The question is nn inter-*

esting one and needs thorough discus-
sion. Being a Rambler, I throw out the
hint to more learned and scientific canine
experts.

I hear from a Quaker City friend that
the surplus of that "hasty pudding"
show of the Keystone Kennel Club is not
quite as large as one thousand simoleans.
but sufficient to encourage the manage-
ment to try again on a larger scale next
season

.

I received several Philadelphia papers
which contained marked article on the
collies exhibited at the Keystone show.
The writer, however, had a serious griev-
ance against one of the reporters of a
nameless sporting paper. The reporter
"stuffed," so to speak, the writer and
owner of Pompous Chief with praise of
the latter, and in his report saw fit to
condemn the dog rather severely. This
is the allegation. The allegator has been
heard from, and now it rests with the
other fellow to rise up and explain.

Rambler.
New York, March 29, 1892.

kennetj register.

p. K. C. FIELD TRIALS.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

At a meeting of the Field Trial Com-
mittee of the Philadelphia Kennel Club,

held Monday, March 14, the following

matters of interest were passed upon:

Fourteen hundred dollars in purses will

be offered in the Derby and All-Aged

Stakes divided up as follows: Four hun-

dred dollars to the winner of first, two
hundred dollars to the winner of second,
and one hundred dollars to the winner of
third in the Derby, and the same division

in the .\11-Aged Stake.
In the Derby Stake the entries will

close on May 15. A forfeit often dollars

must accompany each nomination, a sec-

ond or additional forfeit of ten dollars

must be paid on September 15, and bal-

ance, ten dollars, must be paid on night
before starting of the stake.

The all-aged nominations will close

October i. A forfeit often dollars must
accompany each nomination, and the
balance, twenty dollars, must be paid on
night before starting of the stake. In
Members' Stake, open only to members
of the Philadelphia Kennel Club, entries

will close November i. Ten dollars to

enter and ten dollars to start.

Prizes : Fifty dollars to first, thirty

dollars to second and ten dollars to third.

In addition there is the prize of the Item
bowl, to be competed for in this stake,

together with other cups and "special "

inducements.
Francis G. Tavler, Secretary.

—It is related that a Georgia dog re-

cently swallowed a silver fork without
injury to himself.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made on our blank fonns which will

be furnished free by sending to this office

for them.
SALES.

W.ATLEE BURPEE & CO. have sold the fol-
lowing :

Sable collie bitch puppy (Fordhook Squire-
Daisy Dean), to Dr. A. O. Hooker, Sau Jose.
Cal.

Black and tan collie dog puppy (Fordhook
Squire—Daisy Dean), to W. H. Woolsey,
Aiken. S. C.

Dark sable collie dog puppv(Foordhook Squire
—Daisy Dean), to C. H. iCing & Co., Casper,
Wyoming.

Pair sable collie puppies ^Rutledge—Lady
Scot), to George A. Fletcher. Milton, Mass.

Sable collie puppv (Rutledge—Lady Scot), to
A. R. Tatuni. Wi'lmington. Del.

Sable collie bitch puppy (Clifton Chiel—Ford-
hook Roennetta), to Jesse V. Ferrel, Platte
City, Mo.

Sable collie bitch puppy (Fordhook Squire-
Daisy Dean), to A. R. Tatum, Wilmington,
Del.

Sable co!lie dog puppy (Clifton Chief—Ford-
hook Roennetta), to Dr. A. O. Hooker, San
Jose, Cal.

Black and tan collie dog puppy (Fordhook
Squire—Fordhook Pansy), to Jesse V. Ferrel,
Platte City. Mo.

Fordhook Nell II (24.046), sable collie bitch
puppy, to Jeremiah Long. Porters Falls, W.
Va.

Fordhook Roma (24,047), black and tan collie
bitch puppy, to J. C. Freydig, Alpena, W.
Va.

Dark sable collie bitch puppy (Fordhook Squire
—Daisy Dean), to H. h. Dykeman, Osage,
Iowa.

Light sable collie bitch puppy (Clifton Chief—
Fordhook Roennetta) to C. H. King & Co.,
Casper, Wyoming.

Black and tan collie bitch puppy (Bard of Ford-
hood—Sable Beautv), to A. B. Reeds, Oak-
land, 111.

White and black collie dog puppy (Champion
Squire—Dinah), to A. B. Reeds, Oakland,
111.

HILLSIDE KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass., have
sold the following: Fox terrier dog Hillside
Clown (A. K. C, 22,272), to H. Hathaway, Jr.,
New Bedford, Mass.

Fox terrier bitch Hillside Gamble (A. K. C,
22,279). to F. L. Goddard, Tacoma, Wash.

Fox terrier dog Hillside Hector (A. K. C,
22,275), to F. L. Goddard, Tacoma, Wash.

Fox terrier dog Hillside Auditor (A. K. C,
22.271), to Miss Bostwick, New York, N. Y.

Deerhound Hillside Reginald (A. K. C, 22,375),
to Ike Foster, Bathgate, North Dakota.

Deerhound bitch Hillside Princess (A. K. C,
22,383), to Mr Doughty, Clementon, N. J.

Fox terrier bitch Hillsicle Maid (A. K.C..22,28o),
to Gilmore. New York, N. Y.

Deerhound Hillside Ranado (A. K. C, 22,373),
to C. B. Robinson, Louisville, Ky.

J. E. DOUGHERTY. Lotus, Ind., has sold the
fo'i'owing : Two black and tan collie puppies
(Bass A. K. C, 12.656—Zetta) (Grizzie—Tri-
color Dan), to B. F. Carman, Ladoga, Ind.

Sable and white collie dog pup (The Squire-
Active, E. 21,065), to J. D. Hobson, Blooming-
dale, Ind.

Black and tan collie bitch pup (Bass—Zetta),
to W. M. Hobson, Bloom ingdale, Ind.

F. B. ZIMMER, Gloversville, N. Y., has sold
the following : Beagle dog Pusher (Rambler
—Elora Spottie), to W. Dorn, Glovesville,
N. Y.

Beagle bitch Pussey (Rambler—Elora Spottie),

to Mr. Kirkpatrick, Elizabeth, N. J.
Beagle bitch Patty (Rambler—Elora Spottie),

to John Mickle, Coxsakie, N. Y.
White, black and tan ticked beagle bitch Rip-
ple (Drummer— Violet), to Julius Miller,

Gloversville. N. Y.
Black and tan licked beagle dog Detmair Blue
Cap (Drummer—Violet), to George Corson,
Plymouth Meeting, Pa.

White, Black and tan beagle bitch Juuio (Blue
Cap—Minehaha),to James Teeti,Gloversville,

N. Y.
White, black and tan be.igle dog Sammy (Sam
—Maudlin, to Mr. Streeter, Allentown, N.Y.

Bnndleand white bull terrier Boxer, Jr. (Boxer
—Myrtle), to J. C. George, Rome, Ga.

WM. H. HYLAND, North Tarrj-town, N. Y.. has
sold the following: pointer bitch (Champion
Pommery Sec—Lady Judy), to Mr. Henry
Wagner. Monticello, N. Y.

English Setter dog Sir Dick (22.8S7) (Bravo 13.'

045—Vic 3,858), to Mr. John Rogers, Mount
Holly, N. J.

EBERHART PITG KENNERS, Cincinnati, O..

has sold the following : Pug dog Signo (20,619)

(Bradford Ruby II—Pearl), to Mr. S. L. Wil-
liams, Chicago.

Pug dog Tobie (Spokane—Lady Verne), to Mrs.
E. A. Orr, Cincinnati, O.

DR. H. W. DORSEY, Washington, D. C, sold
his beagle dog Jubile (Lee II—Flirt), to Mr.
F. B. Zimmer, Gloversville, N. Y.

J. L. JOLLEY, Denver, S. C, sold his beagle dog
Doc (Sam—Beauty), to Mr. W. S. Gates,
Chagrin Falls, O.

Beagle bitch Ina (Dan—Clavton's Jolly), to Mr.
W. S. Gates. Chagrin Falls, O.

J. E. DOUGHERTY, Lotus, Ind., has sold the
fable and white collie puppy (The Squire-
Active E. 21,065), to Mr. John Robertson,
Waveland, Ind.

Collie dog Dude (A. K. C. 11,591), to John Haz-
lett, Russellville, Ind.

SWISS MOUNTAIN KENNELS, Germantown
Pa., have sold the following :

St. Bernard bitch puppy, by Archduke—Hecla
to Mr. P. J. Ford. Wilmington, Del.

St. Bernard bitch puppy, by Archduke-Hecla,
to Dr. Mattison. Ambler, Pa.

St. Bernard dog puppy, to Archduke—Blush, to

J. Pitzman, St. Louis, Mo.
St. Bernard bitch puppv, same litter, to Mr.
Eberhart. Philadelphia. Pa.

St. Bernard bitch puppy, bv Swiss Nero—Theo,
to Mr. J. H. Vose, Hende'rson, N. C.

St. Bernard bitch Blush, whelped December,
1888, by Leo—Nell, to Mr. Hurle, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

St. Bernard bitch puppy, by Archduke—Dart,
to Mr. W. Eberhart. Philadelphia. Pa.

Cocker spaniel bitch puppy, by Snowball

—

Parvin's Queen, to K. B. Ulrich, Salem.
N. C.

Cocker spaniel dog puppy, by Brantford Red
Jiicket -Brownies., to K. S. Smith, Pittsburg,
Pa.

NAMES CLAIMED.
JOHN L. JOLLEY (Denver. S. C.) claims the

name Luna for l>eagle bith (Sam—Shina),
whelpetl June 26, 1891.

J. O. GABRIEL (Westover. Pa) claims the name
Ben Hessen for pointer dog (Duke of Hessen
—Hedge Rose).

G. W. WELD (New York) claims the name
Huguenot Kennels for his kennel Irish ter-
riers, etc.

VISITS.
W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.S (Philadelphia)

Collie, The Bard of Fordhook (11,631), to
Meg (9677), March 9, 1892.

Collie Fordhook Quality (14,046), to F'ordhook
Flossie (11,654), March 10, 1S92.

Collie The Bard of Fordhook (11,631), to Perth-
shire Lassie (4249), December 22, 1S91.

Collie The Bard of Fordhook (11.631). to Ford-
hook Phoebe (-'5,510), January 26, 1892.

C M. ROUNDS' pointer bitch Dutchess of Kent
(19.153). to K. S. Avis' Trinket's Chief, Jr.
(19,152), March 4, 1892.

MR. GIBSON'S, Canada, fox terrier bitch Belvoir
Trick.sey, to Hillside Keiinell's Pitcher
(^1.325). January 27, 1S92.

MR. G C. CROSS', Rochester, N. Y., fox terrier
bitch Belle, to Hill.side Kennell's Champion
Raby Mixer (6963), January 25, 1892.

HILLSIDE KENNEL S Lancaster, Mass., fox
terrier bitch Hillside Mwlel (12,626), to their
Pitcher (21,325). January 19,1892.

Fox terrier bitch Meersbrook Nan (6998), to
their Pitcher in 325), January 14, 1S92.

Deerhound bitcn Brazen (6220), to their Cham-
pion Robber Chieftain (6218), January 11, 1S92,

Fox terrier bitch Spinet (23.695). to their
Brockenhurst Tyke (23,118), December 30,
1891.

Fox terrier bitch Lady Reckon (6996), to their
Pitcher (21,325), December 27, 1S91.

Fox terrier bitch Hillside .Spinster (20.071), to
their Brockenhurst Tyke (23,118), December
17, 1S91.

Fox terrier bitch Champion Richmond Dazzle
(7003), to their Pitcher (21,325), December 15,
1891.

Fox terrier bitch Hillside Vivia (20,074), to their
Pitcher (21.325), November 1. 1891.

Fox terrier bitch Hillside Freda (12,628), to
their Pitcher (21,325), October 34, 1891.

JAMES B. BLOSSOM'S (New York). Gordon
setter bitch Psyche, by Roy (A. K. C. S. B.
11,24'*), — Dott (11,263), to his Champion
Beaumont (8693), December 27, 1891.

O. W. VOLGER'Snmgh coated St. Bernard bitch
Mountain Queen to King Regent, September
26, lS9i.

F. A. MORTIMER'S rough-coated St. Bernard
bitch La Bonivarde to King Regent, Novem-
ber 7, 1891.

CHF.STNUT HILL KENNELS' rough coated
St. Bernard bitch Donna Silva to King Re-
gent, November 21, 1H91.

D. McCLINCH'S roughcoatetl St. Bernard bitch
Betsey Bobbett to King Regent, Noveml)er
28, 1891.

P. H. JACOBS' rough-coated St. Bernard bitch
Lady Buffet to Ben Ormonde, Noveml)er 30,
1891.

SWISS MOUNTAIN KENNELS' rough-coated
St. Bernard bitch Lady Blanca to Lord Bute.
November 11, 1S91.

Suiiray, ro»ighcoate<l St. Bernard bitch, to
King Regent, December 24, 1S91.

Lady Castlereagh, rough-coated St. Bernard
bitch, to owner's King Regent, September
23, 1891.

Dart, rough-coated St. Bernard bitch, to King
Regent, October S, 1891.

Hecla. rough-coated St. Bernard bitch, to King
Regent, October 25, 1S91.

Loraine, rough-coated St. Bernard bitch, to Ben
Ormonde, November 11, 1891.

Lottie, cocker spaniel bitch, to Snowball, Octo-
ber 14, 1S91.

JOHN HAWKES' collie bitch Grange Nellie to
his Sir Walter Scott III, January 20. 1892.

J. E MCDONALD'S pug bitch Bonnie to Eber-
hart Pug Kennels' Bradford Ruby II, Janu-
ary 12, 1892.

GLKNDYNE KENNELS' (Bristol. R. I) Irish
setter bitch Sedan to their (ilen Jarvis(Elcho,
Jr.—Maid), January 29.

DAN THOMPSON'S (Providence, R. I.) Irish
setter bitch Nellie (Watts— Romain) to Glen-
dyne Kennels' Glen Jarvis(Hlcho, Jr.—Maid),
January 29.

JOHN H. LAW'S (Cincinnati. O.) nug bitch
Cleo to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Bradford Ruby
II, February i, 1S92.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS' pug bitch Miss
Phyllis (Imported John Bull— Phyllis II) to
their Eberhart's Hustler, February 3, 1892.

GEORGE W. FISHER'S King Charles spaniel
Royal Floss (Young Royal—Imported Flos-

sie), to Imported Champion Roscius (Gar-
wood Prince—Countess), January 12, 14, 1892.

WHELPS.
HILI^IDE KENNELS' (Lancaster, Mass.) fox

terrier bitch Hillside Ruth (12.627) whelped
one bitch by their Pitcher (21,325), November
2^. 1892

Hillside Sapphire (15.052). fox terrier bitch,

whelped tour bitches by their Russly Joker
(20.070). Noven'ber 18. 1891.

Freya (54M8). fox terrier bitch, whelped one dog
and three bitches by their Russly Joker, No-
vember 20. 1891.

Hillside Leda (12.683), fox terrier bitch, whelped
two dogs and one bitch by their Pitcher
(2t,32s), November 10, 1891.

Berga (6219). deerhound bitch, whelped one dog
and three bitches by their Ch. Clansman
(12,683), October 6, 1S91.

WM. ULRICHS fox terrier bitch Little Trotter
whelped seven dogs and two bitches to Hill-

side Kennels' Little Pitcher, February i.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS' (Cincinnati, O^
Midget .Vellie (if). 299). whelped two dogs and
three bitches by Bonsor, March 8.

W. ATLt;E BURPEE & CO.S Fordhook Smilax
(14,049) whelped six dog by Ch. Christopher

(21,676), February 6, 1892.
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POULTRY an" PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

Thk Fanciers' Journal last week
contained thirty-six solid columns of

poultry and pigeon matter. This beats

all records in both hemispheres for a

weekly paper.

•*•

The following rejuvenated chestnut is

travelling the rounds of the daily press:

"A hen roosts on a roost, still she is no

rooster." This is on par with the latest

that "the tariff on eggs has thrown ofiF

the foreign yolk."
«

« «

If it was not for the hen many of our

comic writers would be minus a fertile

field to cultivate the microbes of puns

and jokes at her expense.
*

« «
It seems that awarding a pair of drakes

first prize at the Philadelphia show as "a

pair," which was really a joke on Editor

Cloud's part, has started up that Virginia

saint again. The latter, as usual, wastes

valuable space in moralizing over things

he knows nothing about. The pair of

drakes referred to were of the wild Caro-

lina or wood duck species. Being the

only pair entered the blue ribbon was

pinned on their cage. The fact is, not

one out of a hundred poultrymen would

know a wood drake from a wood duck.

« «

That reminds us of the Newbergh

show in 1888, when an old veteran breed-

er sent a pair of grey call ducks to the

exhibition, but both turned out to be

drakes. Like Editor Cloud, he had to

face the music. *
These are natural mistakes and are

usually amusing, except to such a bil-

ious individual referred to above.

It is suggested that an examining

board, consisting of five old veteran

judges be appointed to examine all other

judges and those aspiring to be judges.

This is about on par with many other

suggestions emanating from the same

source. Intelligent fanciers will rebuke

such an absurdity by treating the sug-

gestion with the contempt it deser\'es.

•
» *

The Fanciers' Journal would be

glad to see more of our best breeders se-

lected as judges, for there is no denying

the fact that they are as capable, and of-

ten more so, than many professional

judges.

The problem of washing versus clean-

ing pigeons for exhibition is well ex-

plained in the following communication

by an ardent fancier which we find in

the Feathered World

:

" I have tried my hand at washing for a long

time now, and could always get the dirt off, but

I was never satisfied with the result. I found it

always took a week or ten days before the lustre

and sheen was as it should be, especially in

the case of magpies. In cold, wintry weather

I think it is very little short of cruelty

to give birds of any kind a warm bath

and then expose them in a draughty show

room, or, worse still, in the open air. I re-

member at an Easter show held in the North

last year a team of magpies arrived, and the sec-

retary told me himself that when he penned the

birds he wiped the thick soap off with his hands.

They were all arood birds and won. When the

show was opened to the public it was pitiful to

see the poor birds huddled up and shivering. So

much for washing. Now for cleaning. I showed

five magpies not many days ago, all clean and in

the pink of condition. They were very much

soiled seven days before the show. Owing to the

cold weather I dared not wash them, but I tried

the following method of cleaning, which, as re-

gards the fuller's earth, I found out accidentally.

On the Monday before the show I smeared all

the white parts with moist fuller's earth. This

hardened, and by Tuesday night had all been

picked off by the birds, leaving them great deal

cleaner. I smeared them again with a better re-

sult by Wedneseay night, for the dirt was all off.

On Thursday I took some very fine chalk and
dusted them well with it, rubbing them gently

with a silk handkerchief. I did the same on Fri-

day. The particles of chalk got into the feathers,

and the birds seemed to take great delight in

shaking themselves and pecking out what they

could not shake out. I gave them a final rub

with the silk handkerchief (without the chalk)

on the Saturday morning before taking them to

the show, and they appeared without a spot. If

fanciers will try this method of cleaning I think

they will find it successful."

%
From Rochester, N. Y., come enthusi-

astic reports as to the poultry show to be

held in the Flour City next January.

With Rochester and New York City in

the field, the Empire State will verily be

an empire of poultrymen. The state

alone can show a marvellous collection

of fine birds, notably of the American va-

rieties, but in addition Canada, New Jer-

sey, Pennsylvania. New England and

possibly the West will send birds to the

above shows. At Rochester the scoring

system will be adopted, and The Fan-

ciers' Journal hopes to see it thor-

oughly tested at a large show. Whether

it fails or succeeds will make no differ-

ence in our policy. We support all shows

that are honestly conducted.

There are rumors afloat to the effect

that the two rival South Carolina poultry

associations may bury the hatchet and

combine for the good of each other and

the poultrymen of that state. This is a

consummation to be devoutly wished for,

no doubt, but as long as that slippery gen-

tleman, the Honorable Mr. Ross A. Smith,

has a finger in the pie consolidation is

highly improbable, if not impossible.
•

» •

The March Southern Fancier has a very

amusing, albeit imaginary, article on that

celebrated hog, " the-man-who-expects-

the-earth-for-a-dollar." Its about time

that this genus homo was called down.

Good birds cannot be sold for a dollar,

but the dollar buyer expects ten times

more than the buyer who willingly pays

five or ten times that amount.
•

• «

It is the same thing in buying and sell-

ing eggs. A man that will pay only one

dollar for a setting of eggs deserves little

sympathy if he gets poor results from the

latter. No reputable breeder of experi-

ence can afford to sell eggs from his best

yard at one dollar per dozen. Some

breeders will not sell eggs from their best

fowls at any price, and while five dollars

for thirteen eggs may seem high to

many, it is nevertheless cheap if the eggs

are from the best birds. If the breeder

sets thirteen choice eggs instead of dis-

posing of them he will get considerably

more than five dollars for the progeny.

eon flying department of The Fan-
ciers' Journal. The gentleman in

charge of it is a thorough fancier, while

the brilliant and trenchant pen of "Fritz"

cannot fail to instruct and amuse. The
success of this feature of The Fanciers'

Journal has been so pronounced that

we are satisfied as to the great boom that

will overtake the homing fancy. Con-

ducted on broad and national principles

the sport will thrive, and the fact that

The Fanciers' Journal gives the news

of all flights makes it the real representa-

tive journal of the sport. Nearly all live

homing pigeon fanciers read The Jour-

nal. As a medium for the sale of hom-

ing pigeons The Fanciers' Journal is

unequalled.
*

« «

The editors of America's own practical

poultry papers, Farm-Poultry and the

Poultry Keeper, have buried the hatchet

and formed a combination for mutual

gain it seems. Although an extreme

mating, it should breed good results.

The Poultry News for March has a

prosperous look. We miss some of Edi-

tor Cloud's breezy squibs, however. Prob-

ably Cloud, Jr., has "pied" some of pa-

pa's thoughts.

» •

The News remarks : "The fanciers,

for the most part, were sold out early

this year," That's rather rough on the

fanciers and their creditors. Brer Cloud.
*

Mr. "Featherlegs" in the Poultry News

remarks: "He has no love for games,

not even the typer-famous Indians, and

while their table qualities are par excel-

lence, they are not a bird to take the

place of many of our other choice, and as

a cross they do not improve any breed for

any other purpose—rather deteriorate

—

for as layers they have no record to

boast of." Tut, tut, Featherlegs, don't

be so hasty. A game cross is one of the

best that can be made. The experience

of hundreds of breeders in both Europe

and America can corroborate this. The

Indian Game has been found espfecially

valuable for crossing on other breeds,

and we are even prepared to say that In-

dian Games are good^ layers, better than

is commonly supposed.%
Speaking of Indian Games brings to

mind a letter received from a breeder.

The latter among other things writes:

"In spite of what Mr. I. K. Felch says

in The Fanciers' Journal, I bred a

cockerel which at less than five months

of age brought down the scale at 8^
pounds. What Brahma can better this ?

The cockerel I got from Sharp & Co. has

now at twenty months old attained a

weight of over el iven pounds and run-

ning with eight or nine hens."

lacings, and single laced birds are not
disqualified. Color is rather secondary

;

shape is the primary consideration.
«

« «

A new feature has been added to our

advertising columns, viz., a Breeders*

Directory. The latter will prove a most
striking and valuable method of keeping

an advertiser's name before the public at

a small cost. Less than twenty cents per

week for a yearly advertisement of two
lines is within the reach of all.

«
« *

In writing to our advertisers kindly

mention The Fanciers' Journal. It

creates at once a good feeling between ad-

vertisers and purchasers, besides giving

The Journal the credit due to it.

*
» *

Secretary Holmes dropped in The
Fanciers' Journal office last Saturday.

Since the Philadelphia show he has been

compelled to make up for lost time, and

is at present so busy that his countenance

is pallid, while his fiery energy is but a

memory of show week. He informed

us that the demand for stock and eggs

from the Fordhook Poultry Yards is very

large, the Sherwoods especially being in

demand. The amount of business done

by this farm would astonish the uninitia-

ted. Over 600,000 catalogues were mailed

this season by Messrs. W. Atlee Burpee

& Co., the proprietors of Fordhook Farm
and Kennels.
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«
« «

In advocating high prices for choice

eggs we do not condemn the low-priced

eggs in toto. We are aware that many

young breeders have good stock and lack-

ing experience consider $1 enough for a

setting of eggs. They will rarely cover

the stationery, postage and advertising

expenses in selling at such a low figure.

•
• •

We regret to state that owing to the

illness of Mr. Pettit the publication of

his comprehensive series of articles on

Oriental Frills has been interrupted.

They will be continued in the near fu-

ture, and when completed will be printed

in book form, which will add a most

thorough and invaluable pigeon treatise

to our very meagre American list of

books devoted to fancy pigeons.
«

* *

We recommend to our readers the pig-

»
* *

In regard to lacing, the above writer

remarks: "In last month's Fanciers'

Gazette it is stated that the single laced

bird cannot be compared in beauty to the

double laced. I grant this to the fancier.

The public, however, at least in my ex-

perience, goes for the bird of the brigh-

est color, and invariably \\s\\.ots spot the

single laced as being the prettiest bird."

4
« «

Our correspondent is no doubt correct

in his conclusions, but the great point in

obtaining a handsome double laced bird

is to have the black pencilling very n ir

row, the bay ground not too dark and

very clear, while the inner lacing of the

feather is very small and partially cover-

ed by the overlapping feathers. Such

birds are rare and often appear single

laced. They are, however, very hand-

some. The standard allows one or more

Specialty Clubs and Their Work.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Before me lies an amusing tirade from

the pen of I. K. Felch. His idol, the

A. P. A. and the contaminations which

are part and parcel of it, has so deranged

his mental equilibrium that he can see

nothing good outside of the "Old kelic,"

and has started out on a campaign of

general destruction. He wishes to dic-

tate to the poultry fraternity, and would

even (if able) compel associations and

individuals to entrust him with the dis-

bursement of their funds.

The specialty clubs were not born

without cause. For their birth they are

mdebted to the misrule and mismanage-
ment of the A. P. A., which made them a

necessity.

Specialty clubs do not pretend to rep-

resent the fraternity at large, but solely

the variety or breed whose name they

bear. To protect the birds of their

choice and also their members cover their

duties. Why should they be required to

offer their money to parties who are too

selfish to help them along? The world

over a club looks after the interest of its

members and grants no consideration to

outsiders. Will Mr. F. name a club sup-

ported by a few gentlemen catering to

the pleasure and comfort of the general

public? He cannot do it. None exist

outside of charitable organizations. On
Mr. F.'s theory it would l)e just as cor-

rect to ask him to divide his earnings as

judge with other professional judges.

If, in reading between the lines,

wish to find " selfishness, money,
no public spirit, but personal gain," you
must take the writings of these self-

styled Solons, who would crush specialty

clubs because they are too selfish to join

them and contribute to their support.

Why cast slurs at liberal club members
who are willing to donate cheerfully

their honest earnings for ihe purpose of

lx>oming their favorites. By so doing

they sufficiently help outsiders without

allowing to compete for specials. If the

kickers wish to compete let them first

join the club, and not look for support to

their more liberal brethren. What has

Uncle Isaac done to benefit the fraternitv ?

Does he assist poultry shows ? No ! He
does not exhibit and does not contribute

to their suppo't. but, on the contrary,

posing as an infallible judge, he looks to

them lor part of his support, and the ac-

tive, real workers are compelled to chip

in to foot his bills.

Bible quotations and others are very

well, but has Mr. F. forgotten this one :

" Whom the gods wish to destroy they

first make mad." G. P. RBYNAUD.

you
with

DISEASES OF POULTRY.

BY DR. W. F. ROTH.

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

ROUP.—III.

We hope our two introductory articles

have aroused sufficient interest in our
major subject to merit a careful consid-

eration by everyone interested in poul-

try of our efforts as we go on. We shall

not follow or outline any particular or-

der, nor do we deem it necessary in a se-

ries of articles of this class to classify the
diseases as they effect individual sections

of the physical economy. The only clas-

sification, if such it be, we aim at is to

take up as near as we can the order of
prominence and frequency of the poultry

ailments with which the breeder and
fancier has to do, leaving for last the
minor and less frequent afflictions.

We regret that there are no works of a

pathological, physiological or even thera-

peutic character on fowls at our com-
mand, and so must content ourselves

with what experience and observation

has taught us. If we could be the means
of effecting an interest in behalf of our
feathered beauties to a degree as to cul-

minate in the treatises j ust mentioned we
would feel that we had done our share,

and if we were not entitled to a stone

monument some charitable judge might
score us vhc, he or c. At any rate, we
(the fraternity) need such books.

We shall open our series by first call-

ing attention to perhaps the most trouble-

some, fatal and most frequent disease

which scourges the poultry yard—roup

—

unless some would classify cholera first.

We are sure none other need be more
dreaded if this breaks out in its most viru-
lent epidemic form. None other perhaps
has received more frequent description

—

or attempted description—has had more
means of cure suggested, nor has been
oflener misconceived and worse treated.
It has been the cause for innumerable
"cures" being originated, booms of poul-
try journals and even "Poultry Doctors."
Every journal has had its say, every sub-
scriber almost, and still the plague keeps
on attacking the poultry flocks and wip-
ing them out of existence. It is verily
a disease calling for first attention, and
we hope to be pardoned for devoting our
consideration to it at some length.
Roup has by all inference, been a pro-

genitor to the thought which instigated
the little "Poultry Doctor," by Boencke
and Tafel, of which we made reference
in our first article. This book claims
spongia as the sovereign remedy for roup,
and so much of a stir has the medicine
occasioned in the way of positive asser-
tions of cure, of doubt and of failure that
we must notice its qualified connection
to some extent. We fear, however, it

has more boom than virtue, as it stands
related to roup. This little " Poultry
Doctor" begins its description oi roup as
follows :

" Under this heading (roup) is grouped
too often the whole series of catarrhal af-

fections. If Webster's Unabridged is

opened and ' roup ' looked up the in-

quirer is referred to ' roop.' Turning to
that word he is again referred to ' Croup.'
and that really is roup. Dunglison's
• Medical Dictionary ' gives the same de-
rivation." Now we give so much space
to this quotation because of its claim of
authority and the consequent misleading
conclusions it must create. That "roup"
is "croup" is a surprising assertion and
must astonish every physician who sees

it. Webster says no such thing. When
we come to "croup" it is defined as "the
crop or craw of a bird " and a "goitre."
Under the medical definition it has no
application to the disease as applied to
fowls. Besides, roup, as conceived by
poultrymen, is not at all a disease akin
to croup in children. To our mind
"roup" is a misnomer for the disease

and should be termed "distemper,"
Roup is epidemic, croup is not, unless
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diphtheritic. Roup in the fowl is not a
tracheal disease so much as a naso-
pharyngeal, and produces death not so
much by asphyxia as by blood poisoning.
"It appears," like the darkev said, "a
little 'spicious," as though the above
quotation from the "Poultry Doctor"
was forced into existence for the sake of
spongia, and in our fourteen years' ex-
perience as a homoeopathic physician we
have never seen the remedy to do good
in any symptoms analogous to roup as
epidemic in fowls. As to the testimony
printed in the Poultry-Keeper regarding
spongia, we doubt whether all cases, so-
called, were genuine roup, for we fail to
see how cases of this disease, as some
have testified, can run on six months
without being fatal, notably if " roup " is

"croup." There may be cases of chronic
catarrh, as sequelae to roup, but the dis-
ease itself will run its course rapidly,
and either prove fatal, resolve cr change
into a chronic catarrhal form. It is far
easier to fall into error than to get out
of it.

Symptoms.—The first indication, and
this is but identical to many other fowl
complaints, one has that roup is coming
is a general indisposition of one or more
of the birds. They mope around and
look chilly, the feathers appear to stand
"on end," and if the sun shines they
will keep where it is. There is a sort of
shunning society, that is, the effected
ones have no energy or desire for scratch-
ing or the company of others. When
in the house they get into the most ob-
scure corner, and as the disease advances
absolute dread of contact becomes a
symptom. If the bird is picked up there
is an apparent heat around the head and
under the wings, the eyes are diffused
and lustreless, and if the poor creature
could speak she would say, "Let me
alone or kill me, I don't care which, for
I am too miserable to live."

After the stage of incubation, or chilly
stage, comes a thin, watery discharge
from the nostrils and an acrid watering
from the eyes. An occasional pip or
sneeze, ended by a sort of ga^p as though
of gapes. Now the mucous lining of the
nose and eyes begin to swell and close
the passages for air and tears, and the
inflammation gradually assumes a puru-
lent character, discharging an offensive,

stringy, slimy matter, showing that the
deeper structures are becoming involved.
The eyes become closed, first with an

ugly, slimy substance, which is corro-
sive and ulcerating in character and fin-

ally changing into a hard, cheesy look-
ing crust forever excluding light. This
same substance eats away the nasal sep-
tum and often the thin bony protection
of the brain. The entire head assumes
a swollen, unsightly, discharging mass
of stinking matter and the distressed
bird is indescribably miserable.
Of course, it is needless to say that the

bird eats scarcely anything from the out-
set and later nothing, but with all there
may be diarrhoeic discharge, which is a
characteristic of very low vitality. Per-
haps a trite definition for roup would be
the head transformed into a great boil

of the most malignant type. The inflam-
mation nearly always attacks the throat
and even the windpipe, but is purulent,
ulcerating in character. In some cases
the affection is but one-sided and if

checked will often not attack the others.

In fact the disease usually begins on one
side and later extending to the other.

Without a doubt the disease is septic in

its pathological effect on the tissues and
should 'consequently be treated as a con-
tagious ailment. Some say it is conta-
gious, while some say not. We have seen
it ravage whole flocks of one variety,

while another breed went scot free in the
same yard. Leghorns would die off like

flies in autumn, while Plymouth Rocks
and Wyandottes in the same pen re-

mained unaffected. The same with In-

dian Games and Rocks, the former died,

the latter remained well. The matter of
contagion is one for the experiment sta-

tions to decide, and while they investi-

gate we believe in treating the disease
from that standpoint. It is not croup,
but a malignant distemper of a most
poisonous character and needs summary
eradication from the poultry yard as soon
as the first case presents itself in an un-
mistaken form,

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

GOMPARISON OR SCORE CARD.

Not a Question of Preference, but

One of Facts—Shall it Be

Generally Adopted.?

BY NEW YORK.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
1
3,

Do not advertise once or twice in a pa-

per and think that is enough. Adver-
tising to be successful must be continued.

For New York or any other large poul-
try exhibition we should favor compari-
son judging, unless the association could
afford to pay enough expert judges to do
the work in one day. Those who have
any knowledge of the management of
these exhibitions are fully informed as to

the cost of such a way of judging, and
they know that almost every'association

formed has been compelled to go out of
business, having died from the expenses
of running their exhibitions.

To be of the most value to the exhibi-

tors at a large exhibition the awards
should be made inside of not longer than
forty-eight hours after the opening; at

smaller places it makes but little differ-

ence for the successful ones must tell the

people of their honors after they go
home. In New York few sales are made
until after the awards are up, so it is a

matter of considerable importance to the

winner that the awards should be made
as early as possible. This can be done
by comparison inside of twenty-four

hours, and could be done almost as quick
by score card experts, providing the as-
sociation could stand the expense of
same.
But few, if any, will take sides against

the great value of the score card as an
educator. It helps even the veteran, and
to the amateur it is like the polar star to
the navigator, it is an interesting chart
that can be studied with profit by all.

The standard is the foundation on
which all poultry improvements have
been modeled; it is the medium through
which expert breeders taught their fellow
fanciers how to produce fine stock. The
score card is the written opinion of our
birds, per the judgment of the expert who
should have made a study of the stand-
ard; they are of great value to those who
are anxious to improve their stock, it is

to them the guide post for advancement.
Many send their birds to the shows sim-
ply to obtain them, hoping for nothing
more, and for these reasons their use
will never end, even though public opin-
ion may become divided as to their
value.

Pardon us if we say it is not much dif-

ference if judges differ as to the making
of the card, providing they are close to-

gether as to the total value. This simply
proves the breeder is right when he dif-

fers from them, providing he understands
himself and the birds he breeds. This
proves our point of personal judgment.
The card may be right or wrong, and

of what value is the breeder's opinion of
it who neither understands the breed nor
the standard for them, but let him fully
understand both and he will soon prove
the error in the card, if one is made. As
soon as he proves his knowledge of the
situation his opinion is valued by all.

Such breeders as these were selected at

New York to award prizes on varieties

they understood, and this is the reason so
few errors were made. It was the per-
sonal judgment of men who fully under-
stood the breed and their standard value.
All local exhibitions should continue to
secure the very best experts to judge their
exhibit, and it should be done by score
card for above reasons mentioned. It is

also a good policy to change experts from
year to year, so that one man's opinion
shall not be the only guide in that local-

ity, for it is hardly possible that one man
can be so constituted as to know more
about all standard breeds than any other.
We know of experts whose opinion we
value very highly on some breeds, but
their love for these breeds makes their
opinion of form in others more or less

prejudiced. For this cause they are not
proper guides for all breeds, and for these
reasons it is well to secure the services of

different experts from time to time, so as
to gain the benefit of the experience of
different men, who may be able to trans-
mit some new ideas of form and color
that will be of benefit to some who could
not accept the opinion of others as just
the proper model as described in the
stanaar(l.

Comparison judging is not of recent
birth, it was in use long before any stand-
ard was formed. By these means the
shows of early days were judged, and fairs
have always been judged in this way. Its
bad reputation came to it not from its in-
ferior methods, but from keeping bad
company, or, in other words, because
people who knew nothing of the true
make-up of fine fowls were selected to
make the awards. The results of these
abuses caused true breeders to cry for ex-
pert judges by the standard, and those
who do not stop to consider have lost
sight of the fact that these experts judge
all fairs by comparison.

It is quite true that those interested in
fine stock of all kinds are drifting towards
standards for their stock. Some have
formed them, but it is almost an unheard
of thing for any of them to use a score
card in judging, and though this is true,
still the use of the card with poultry is
quite valuable and .should be continued,
but we should not lose sight of the fact
that these cards are largely the personal
opinion of the expert who makes them.
When the question confronts us as to
whether we should throw asicle the score
card and depend upon comparison for all

future time we shall vote no, and feel
quite well assured the majority will be
strong on this side. At the same time
our own personal observation has taught
us, quite against our will, that a compe-
tent corps of breeders, selected for their
ability as breeders and specialty experts,
can make the awards quite satisfactory
to all concerned, with fewer errors than
are often made by the experts of smaller
shows, and the only feature absent in the
result is that those who do not come with-
in the magic circle do not have a score
card to tell where they stand, but those
who cannot score their own birds, that
they mate and breed, cannot hope to pro-
duce stock beyond the 90 point mark,
and should be content to secure the
standing of their stock when score cards
are made,

[to be continued.

THE CLEVELAND SHOW.
President Allen Replies.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
My attention has just been called to an

article in your paper of February 13,

1892, signed J. Ames Alfred, that is very
unjust and the most of it is false. In the
first place he says our first exhibition
was held in the armory ; that i.s false.

Second. He says we had birds there from
Canada ; that is false, too. Third. He
says the coops were piled three deep

;

that is another falsehood, and if he was
informed some of the birds were fighting
all the time that was false also. He says
it looks a little strange that three or four
birds should tie for the same prize. If he
knew as much as a last year's hen's nest
he would know that it happens in eve ry
show where the classes are large. He
says he and his friends arrived tlie night
before they came to the exhibition, and
I am afraid they took breakfast at the
wrong place and their vision was not
very clear, but the kickers die hard. In
regard to the room, it was narrow, as my
friend says, but the ventilation was good,
and I heard no complaint of any odor in

the room. The room was disinfected
every morning, and thereby ventilated.

We were disappointed in the room we
expected to get. As the market house
company was unable to get the room fin-

ished that we were to have we had to
take the narrow room, as it was too late

to get another place. But there are al-

ways kickers who have poor birds and
can't win, so they set up a howl and
abuse the association. It is the judges
that score the bird. If some of the
howlers would take a hold and help and
stop their howling and kicking it would
be a good deal better for the fraternity.

This association has always paid every
dollar of its debts, sometimes had to go
down in their pockets to do it, but no
howl, no kick. The Cleveland associa-

tion is here to stay. I think it would
have been more honorable if my friend

J. Ames Alfred had signed his right name.
Albert Allen,

President C. P. and P. S. Association.
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WESTERN CORRESPONDENCE.

KANSAS CACKLES.

Bright and Interesting Items from
the Far West.

BY THEODORE STERNBERG.

Claverhou-ie and liis dragoons riding

down ihe Independents in the Scottish

Highlands for opinion's sake is an exam-
ple of intolerance at which even lo-day

the world shndders. The members (some
of them) of the A. P. A. are small pota-

toe vfhicles for the dissemination of the

same spirit, and the result will be the same.
Intolerance in the final outcome injures

only those who rely ou it to promote
their own ends.

The poultry fancy is a grand, wide-

spread love for the beautiful m form and
feather. This love in the genuine fancier

is tolerant of other's opinions. You may
write it down as an axiom that one whose
argument is a sneer, whose reasoning is

only an assumption of superiority, who
tolerates only those who sul)mit to his

say so, is not a genuine fancier, but one
who seeks to use au honest sentiment for

selfish ends. When such a person says

this only is good, all else is bad, such a

person harbors a large-sized, illy-con-

cealed gentleman in his home wood
pile. ^
Let every genuine fancier, let every

square man, write over the doorway to

his own think shop the motto, Tolerance

to the opinions of others.

But some smart Alick will say, Mr.

Sternberg, you should take a large-sized

dose of your own medicine. You have
written some very bitter thinj^s yourself

Just so, but that was retaliation. I was
attacked. I made the defense an offen-

sive defensive. I wished to rub in the

very lesson I am now pressing. Intoler-

ance provokes combats, it settles noth-

ing, it strengthens the defensive. What
has come out of the attack on the Cochin
Club of America? Just this, from a little

handful of Cochin fanciers who loved the

Cochin and believed they were right has

grown—thanks to the very attack—

a

strong, useful club, which will be of
great value to the Cochin, to the fancy

and to the A. P. A. if it can learn a les-

son.

It seeras to me that the old Anti-Bel-

luni Drawer of Harper's Magazme was
packed fuller of good things than most
anything else. I remember reading when
a child one story which runs something
like this : One afternoon a lot of farmers

and others were in the village store earn-

estly discussing the several religious

creeds. The Methodist thought his the

only way to Heaven, the Baptist was sure

he alone had a cinch on the business,

while the Presbyterian argued that every-

one who did not score over 90 points ac-

cording to the score card of his church
.would be datnned eternally. The dis-

cussion waxed hot and hotter until it

almost reached the point when profanity

was necessary to properly emphasize the

reasons advanced for the several beliefs.

A fight was on the tapis, when an old

farmer spoke up ; said he, I believe this

whole business to be like taking a load

of wheat to All)any to sell. When you
get there they don't ask you which road

you came, but only if your wheat is

good.

Ladies and gentl&men of the poultry

faucy, do not let the quarrels of profes-

sional disputants as to which is the best

way to the poultry heaven, the score card

or comparison judging, shatter your in-

terest in the fancy, or your faith in

human nature, either. These things are

but the chips which float on the curling

cre-ts of the waves. They are not ol«l

ocean itself The Tincy existed before a

score card was invented. It will continue

to exist even though every cross old

rooster and every fussy setting hen in

the fancy will cease to crow or die a set-

ting.

The poultry press quite generally in

the states of Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska
and Kansas seems to take very kindly to

the newly formed National Association.

Throughout the West is a very pro-

nounced wish to have a standard for each
of the breeds done up in a separate pack-

age and sold at a cheap and popular
price. These are real demands which
must be listened to.

Somehow or other the symposium in

Fanciers' Gazette for February calls to

mind the reasons given by the lamented
Artemus Ward, which led up to his mar-
riage with Betsy Jane. Says Artemus :

" Our farms jined, and it was plesant in

the early spring time to see my mother
and Betsy Jane's mother down at the
spring a-bilin' soft soap together and en-

joyin' themselves abusin' their nabors."
It will be remembered that Artemus
thought out the famous Mackerel Brigade,

which solved all disputes and was a har-

monious body, all the privates being
brigadier-generals and thus scoring alike.

What a wonderful amount of argument,
of biting sarcasm, of withering scorn, of
annihilating reason is compressed in the
words, "English baby." The sirocco

sweeping up from the Saharan desert is

only a one caudle-power scorcher when
compared to the electric plant of the uni-

verse, which is required to produce the
burning power of "English baby." If

you can only work in somewhere "Eng-
lish baby " you take the prize at the
cake-walk. There is something very
funny about this whole business. The
chap who lands at Castle Garden at Sat-

urday early Monday morning goes down
to the wharf and yells at his brother as

he leaves the just in port ship, "English
baby." When his brother asks, " Why,
John, don't you know your own brother ?"

Saturday's arrival puts his fingers to his

nose and says, " I've got into the stand-

ard and am on the police force to

keep you out. Go home, you ' English
baby.' "

Eliminate from our breeds of poultry

all the varieties we have received directly

from England and there is but the Leg-
horn left, and that is Italian and a mem-
ber of the Mafia Society. Why, we have
not got a native American fowl at all,

" English baby." I can see with the

mind^'s eye a particularly handsome gen-
tleman, who. concealing himself amongst
the beautiful feathers of his imported
Jacobin pigeon, yells "English baby" at

someone else. The latest recruit to the

breeders of the lordly Langshan dries the

salt water which is still dripping from the

glossy feathers of his beautiful English
bred fowl and yells " English baby " at

the Cochin which came over in the same
ship.

trust, a combine, whether it be in selling

a standard or in the keeping, judging and
the profits thereof in particular hands or

in damning all breeds of fowls not bred
in the trust.

Scattered here and there in the above
notes the discerning mind can find the
thread of a moral which must be
heeded.

Fanciers, treat all new ideas, all new
methods fairly. Remember we are all

striving for the same ends, or should be,

that is, the elevation and dignifying of
the fancy. Don't ever get the fallacy in-

to your head that anything can be jumped
on with both feet and stamped out, and
above all things, let the apostles of intol-

erance refrain from biting off more than
they can chew.

As an example of high-toned intol-

erance we quote the following from that

widely-known paper, the Northern Fan-
cier, published in Alaska. Of course, the

editor thinks he is helping the A. P. A.,

but he aint : "There are a lot of wild-

eyed, red-headed-whisky-drinking, to-

bacco-chewing galloots down South who
still persist in breeding the antiquated,

short - legged, plump - breasted, long-

feathered, hard-fighting, handsome, old-

style game fowl, and these ignorant

moonshiners insist that these games are

good. Don't these Secesh know that the

standard of perfection is the law, and it

says that a game fowl must have long,

stilty legs and not be able to fight a little

bit. That all other games are discjuali-

fied. Nevertheless these state rights

southerners persist in raising just the

kinds of game fowl they prefer without
any regard to the authority of the stand-

ard, utterly oblivious of the fact that to

fancy anything not in the standard is an-

other case of rebellion to be jumped on
with both feet. The Atlanta fool-killer

is busy at home."

It is just such kind of writing that is

playing the devil with the A. P. A. The
very first thing the old society has to

learn is that it cannot drive anyone. We
trust the Alaska paper will take the hint

and put a little more sugar in their's.

Cochin Hill, March 14, 1892.

association would be made up from all

parts of the United States in proportion
to its population. Instead it is a free-for-

all fight. Until there is something of this

kind done the West will be slow to help
in advancing the interests of the A. P. A.
She don't feel like it for the reason that
she is "not in it." She loses courage,
and who would not ?

Perhaps you might say that the ma-
jority of the poultry interests are in the
East, and they always will be so long as
things continue as they are. Now, how
can we remedy this matter ? How can
the West get her just dues? I hear ru-

mors of a western A. P. A.; also of west-
ern specialty clubs. Of course, this is

not exactly the thing. But can you or
anyone else tell us how we are going to

get an equal representation ? This we
must have within the next twelve months.
We have just as good fowls in the

West as in the East, but we have no of-

ficial backing to put a gloss on them. As
far as material is concerned we are well
prepared. We have Theodore Sternberg,
C. A. Emry, Theodore Hewes, F. W.
Hitchcock, E. A. Haslet, S. W. Fry, Mrs.
Taylor and scores of others that I could
mention. We demand representation in

one form or another.

[The above contains considerable truth
and certainly demands the attention of
all broad-minded poultry men. If our
correspondent will read the rules of the
League of American Poultrymen he will

notice that the latter intends to cover the
very ground he mentions. The editor of
The Fanciers' Journal also advocated
similar rules for the new Wyandotte
Club ; in fact, has always fought for

equal representation from the East, West,
North and South in all the clubs. What
is more, we intend to keep it up. The
Indian Game Club has a western presi-

dent, and the A. P. A. is certainly blessed
the same way. There may be an eastern
clique that wishes to control the A. P. A.,

but we can assure western breeders that
it is not very formidable at present. The
A. P. A. has done much that is good,
and also done much that is of question-
able value. Both the A. P. A. and the
new League must adopt broad and modern
methods in the future to gain the respect
of the poultrymen of America.—Ed.
Fanciers* Journai*.]

MISSOURI RIPPLES.

Too Much East and Too Little

West in Specialty Clubs.

BY F. H. PETTS.

Then there's the standard stolen bodily

from the English poultry books, made
over a little, but absolutely cribbed from
Tegetmeier, Wright and other English

books and papers, "English baby," how
it cuts. And that scale of points, with

the immaculate score card itself stolen

in the cradle from England and raised on
a nur-'ing-bottle in America. How many
of the blind followers of certain Ameri-
can apostles know that this very score

card system is an abandoned English

baby, disowned at home. Dear fancier,

when you sneer at an English baby do
you mean the miserable infant you stole

thirty years ago, or the stalwart, useful

baby of to-day?

I have devoted much time and read

much in an effort to get at the philoso-

phy of the whole matter, and find that to

England and to English writers we owe
whatever of that philosophy has been
put into print and copyrighted in this

country. "English baby," strike it out

of our poultry literature and we have no
literature.

History repeals itself. The majestic

Langshan had to endure the opprobrium
of being an English baby of uncertain

ancestry. It had to beat its way in the

teeth of the same senseless blow as have
the later importations. Everything new
is met with the same attack, but what
does history say of the results. The cry

of F^nglish baby has nourished and
strengthened the very infant which it was
intended to destroy. Perhaps the public

gladly welcome the aforesaid baby be-

cause—yes because of the identical ene-

mies it has.

If there be one
other that western

thing more than an-

people dislike it is a

I have watched and waited patiently

for the past five years for the American

Poultry Association to drift westward,

but I am sorry to say that it does not drift

worth a cent. Of the new officers elected

we can readily see that those who are now

at the helm propose to keep it in the East

under their protecting wings. Look at

the various specialty clubs : The Lang-

shan, president from Rhode Island, secre-

tary from Connecticut; Wyandotte, presi-

dent and secretary from New York, and

in fact, every poultry specialty club must

be manned by a picked crew from the

East. Now, gentlemen, don't under-

derstand me to say that you are Hot cap-

able of managing them, but why, under

the sun. is it that the West is not better

represented ?

It's getting so nowadays that every

new association that springs up must be

controlled by the East. Are the west-

erners a set of doughheads, without

brains with which to manage such mat-

ters ? Occasionally we hear of a west-

erner being tacked on to the rear of some

committee to fill up. It really seems to

me as though the A. P. A. should be

managed differently. By that I mean as

to representation. As it is, a breeder

with the necessary cash can come in and

no questions asked. Would it not be

better to allow so many members from

each state ; one representative to every

Congressman elected from said state, to

be elected bv the poultry -breeders of that

state. I believe that there should be

some basis of representation whereby the

Mr. Brackenbury Explains.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I regret very much that you published

the communication I sent you fully a

month ago, and I have wished many
times since I had not written it at all,

and have been congratulating myself

thlit my article (as I supposed) had surely

been chucked in your waste basket ere

this, else I should most certainly have

requested you to put it there. At the

time I wrote that article I had a touch of

the "green eye" and was spurred on by

Dr. Aldrich's article in reply to "Eu-

gene." I have learned since the show at

New York City, through an Auburn

friend, that there were some pretty good

buffs at the New York show.

I have had some correspondence with

Mr. Aldrich and have apologized public-

ly for some of my utterances, and now
you come out with one I wrote two or

three days after the New York show,

which makes it necessary for another

apology. If these fowls are really worthy

why I am doing these gentlemen a great

injustice and regret that I have allowed

myself to say ought against t hem at all.

I trust you will not "pigeon hole" this

for so long a time as you did the other,

but give it room in you next issue. I

was greatly interested in Brother Stern-

berg's notes of a few weeks ago in The
Fanciers' Journal on new breeds, and

wish to thank him for our fellow fanciers

(and myself) who are working on the

various new breeds. I enjoy many things

I find in The Journal, among the rest

I enjoy the notes by ye editor, also writ-

ings by "Trixie," Brother Babcock and

Dr. Roth. Sincerely yours,

G. H. Brackenbury.
Auburn, N. Y., March 26, 1892.

If you have a good business advertis-

ing will m.-.ke it better ; if a poor busi-

ness advertising will make it good.
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THE ASEBL.

I am constantly receiving applications
from gentlemen for a standard of Aseel,
but I have refrained from complying
with the request, as I am aware that one
was drawn out some years since at the
time when I was a member of the poultry
club and the late Mr. A. Comyus its

honorable secretary. The standard was
.

prepared according to a prescribed
form applicable to all breeds of poultry,
and after revision by me was sent to Mr.
Comyns for confirmation by the boultry
club and its publication with that of sev-
aral other classes. Whether this was
ever published or even accepted I am ig-

norant, and I certainly have never seen
it, or indeed any of the standards that
were published, or have I a copy of it,

and I um unable to procure it from the
Poultry Club, to whom I have applied.
As it would doubtless be considered pre-

sumption on my part to promulgate for

the guidance of others a standard, I

venture as one who has been a breeder of
Aseel, and had during my residence in

India the best strains since the year 1845,
and being selected as a judge in England
for this special breed, to give a few re-

marks, which on perusal may be found
useful should you deem them worthy of
a place in your paper.

Aseel.—This is the name by which
the breed is known and styled in India,

and has been adopted in England for

some years in order to distinguish it from
that which is designated Indian Game
(a breed not known to the natives of
India), and originated in England by the
late Sir Walter Raleigh Gilbert upwards
of sixty years since, when he imported
from India some red .Aseel into Corn-
wall, and there crossed them with the
Derby black reds. Sir Walter (then Gen-
eral) Gilbert personally gave me this in-

formation in 1846. The word Aseel
(Arabic) is an adjective, signifying thor-

oughbred, high caste, pure, original,
and has no plural, as in our English word
game ; thus Aseels and games are a per-
version of grammar and nomenclature.
Color.—Of this there are several, thus,

black red, grey, buff, white, black-span-
gled (black and red), and others mixed,
the. best fighting birds being the black
reds and greys. However, there is no
dependence on color or the production
of it, and a good bird may be of any
color.

Carriage.—This is a most important
point, and can be best exemplified by the
bird when standing erect, having its eye
perpendicular to its toe nails and its
sickles, in the case of cocks, about an
inch from the ground. The back short,
broad and flat, drooping from the
shoulders to the root of the tail, which
latter should be very thick and muscu-
lar. The breast or chest also broad and
flat, receding from the neck hackle and
meeting the prominent part of the thigh.
The wings well up and close to the body
and not showing beyond the stern.

Eye.—Pearl, white or pink, very prom-
inent, lustrous and clear and the lid not
overhanging and thus producing a scowl
as in the Malay.
Legs and Feet.—May be of any color,

standing evenly apart, the shank per-
fectly flat and stout, a fine, close scale,
devoid of all roughness or irregularity;
the claws sninll and compact, what is

termed "duck footed" is no drawback or
disqualification and exists among the
best strains which do not roost on
perches or are generally confined on flat

flooring. The Aseel may be coop-d for
months in an ordinary show pen without
injury.

Plumage.—Scanty, hard and smooth;
the neck hackle short, close and wiry.
very difficult to break, and the tail feath-
ers in cocks sound close and tapering to
fine points and not profuse. OM birds
frequently produce whitish or parti-
colored sickles and flights, but this is

of no detriment. The breast bone and
tops of the shoulders devoid of feather,
the red skin showing through.
Comb, Face, etc.—The comb small and

what is known as "pea comb," bright
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red, tough and gristly, not overiapping.
The ear lobes and wattles small and
hard and the face covered with a hard
bright red skin of fine texture without
wrinkles or puffiness. The comb and
wattles should not be dubbed nor should
they require the operation.
Head, Beak, Neck, Shoulders.—The

head broad between the eyes and deep
through horizontally; the beak verv
strong at the base, slightly curved and
hard as ivory. The neck also slightly
curved, not too long, devoid of flesh,
thick, strong and very muscular, stand-
mg out of a pair of level, broad should-
ers, the butts being well away from the
body at that part and slightly raised.
Crow of the Cock.—Is a very certain

criterion of the bird's origin. The shrill,
cheery, short cry in almost a falsetto in-
dicates that a well-bred one is at hand,
and I could discover it in the largest show
held.

Hens.—Have the same characteristics,
according to sex, as the cock, but with
diminutive pea-comb. The best hens
produce few eggs, seven or eight, when
they become broody. They are excellent
sitters and mothers and easily handled,
but most hostile to stray chickens, which
they will destroy if they can lay* hold of
them. I advise their not being allowed
to sit, and the employing the coninion
fowl for the purpose of rearing chickens

American Exhibition Game and
Game Bantam Club.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

At the annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Exhibition Game and Game Bantam
Club held at the Madison Square Garden
February 6, 1892, the following officers

were elected : President, T. Farrer Rack-
ham; vice-presidents, R. D. Wiutrop and
Richard Twells; secretary and treasurer,

S. W. Doubleday.

The awards of the game club specials
were as follows:

For best standard game male, aiiv variety Jio
in gold, to A. K. lUiinck's black-red "cockcre'l."

For best standard game female
|io in gold, to A. K. Bluncks blacic

1-or best game bantam female, any variety
,Mo in gold, to B. C. Thornt MI'S yellow "dnckwine
pullet. *

For best game bantam male, any variety «io
in gold, to B. C. Thorntons black-red cockerel.
For best standard red pile game, $10 in gold, toJames Rennie's red pile cock.

k ", 10

For best game bantam male or female any va-

hw/X' ?5 I" ^''b^ °^ ''"''^'' '^"P' '« B. B. Thornton's
black- red cockerel.

For best game bantam male, any variety *>ingold to B. C. Thornton's black-red cockerel.'
For most typical game bantam male or femaleany variety silver cup, to B. C. Thornton's black-red cockerel.

For best display of game bantams, Jm in goldto Sandacre Farm. > < o •" «""•,

any variety,
;-red pullet.'

WHITE ASEEL COCK, AVALANCHE.

Winner of first prize at Madison Square Garden, New York, February. 1S92.
Owned and bred by C. A. Sharp & Co., Lockport, N. Y.

and the cooping of the broody Aseel till

her cluck is over, but not out of sight or
hearing of those she has been accustomed
to run with, or a battle difficult to quell
will ensue among all when again put to-
gether. On no account should a stray
hen be put on the roost with others at
night. The strange voice will at once set
the conflict going, and in the morning
cock and hens will be found battered to
pieces and rendered worthless.

Handling is the last remark and can
be best explained that it is one of the
most monotonous qualificatious, and that
the bird, cock or hen, should remain
equally balanced on the palm of the hand,
and should feel to the touch all over as if

made of wood, wire and whipcord. The
Aseel cannot be handled too much, and
can be exercised by being moved about
outside the pen without being allowed to
escape ; this it will thoroughly enjoy,
and thus become thoroughly healthy and
tame.

I exhibited at Birmingham a cock that
had been penned on a table for nine
months, and had during that time never
been on the ground. He was in perfect
health and plumage, and with a pullet, a
sister, gained first prize in the variety
class at the winter show, Bingley Hall.
Charles F. Montresor, Bengal Civil Ser-
vice (retired) in Poultry, England.

The club is in a most prosperous condi-
tion. In 1SS9 it had sixteen members,
while this year it has forty-three, and not
a man is carried forward who has not
paid his last year's dues.

S. W. Doubleday, Secretary.
T. Farrkr Rackham, President.

GRATIFYING RESULTS.

How "The Journal" Scoops in

Orders for Mr. Noeckel,
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I desire to continue my card in your
paper as the results are entirely gratify-
ing. While I do not receive a large num-
ber of inquiries, yet whenever I hear
from your readers requesting circular the
order almost invariably follows. I have
sold to some of the foremost breeders
through your medium.

H. A. Noeckel.
Lansdowne. March 25, 1^02.

Orders from Everywhere.
Editor Fancikr.s' Journal.
The Fanciers' Joi'r.nal brings calls

for circulars from all the states and Cana-
da. It is a good advertising medium.

A. W. CUMMINGS.
Derby, lud., March 17. 1892.

Rules of the California Lan^ehan
Club.

I. That a poultry club be and is hereby
jstabli.shed, to be called and known by the
name of the California Langshan Club.

II. That the object and purpose of thisclnb is
the honorable protection and extended cultiva-
tion of the Langshan fowl as introduced from
the Langshan district in China, into the United
States, as well as to protect by cooperation the
interests of the breeders of this most useful fowl.

III. That this club recognizes in the white
Langshan and the mottled Langshan meritor-
ious varieties and recommend that they and all
other pure-bred Laugslians shall compete on
the .same footing with the blacks.
IV. That to promote the above objects as many

and as liberal prizes as the funds will permit be
olTered for the competition of the members of
the club at such leading shows as the E.vecntive
Committee may determine, and that a notifica-
tion of such shows be .sent to each member.
V. That the management and direction of the

club shall be yested in the following permanent
officers (who shall be ex-officio members of the
Executive Committee), viz.. president, four vice-
presidents, secretary and treasurer and an Exec-
utive Committee ofsix members.all ofwhom shall
retire annually, but be eligible for re electionHve members of the Executive Committee shallbe necessary to form a quorum for the transac-
tion of business, and the actions of said Execu-
tive Committee .shall be subject to appro'val or
rejection by a majority of the members of theclub, who may vote by proxy if nece.«,.sary
VI. That the annual membership fee shall betwo dollars, payable to the .secretary at the time

ofeIection,and two dollars thereafter shall bedue and payable on the first day of January ofeach and every year, and upon the failure to pay
for three months after the same shall becomedue and payable, and after receiving due notice
?uch member iii arrears shall be considered sus-pended for non-payment, and his or her name
erase<l from the register of menibeis, which said
register shall be kept by the .secretary an.l shall
be the record of the membershinof the club
.,.^'11 '*''•''.' ^"y "•einl)er who, in the opinion of
the Executive Committee, behaves dishonorablvmay be expelled by a two thirds vote of said
committeee, but not until such member has hadan opportunity to defend himself.
VIII. That any member who shall be accu.sed

and convicted of breeding cross bred birds asLantshans shall be dealt with as provided in
Section VII of these rules.

pio^mea in

I-X. The certificates of membership .shall besigned by the president and secretary, and sud-
P

i. .i.'i'"*
members as youchers oJ the same

X. That new members be supplied with a copy
of these rules and sign a paper expressing their
willingness to abide by the same.
. ^\- CV*' >»«">tHTs in good standing only shall
be eligible to compete for club prizes.
XII. That numl>ers wishing to compete for

club prizes do enter their names and pay their
fees, etc., through the secretary.
XIII. That non-ineinbers of the club who shall

ofler special prizes (of not less than $15 in value)
for competition by members shall be entered in
the register as patrons of this club.
XIV. That one meeting l>e held yearly to be

c^led the "Annual Meeting." for the election of
officers, passing of accounts, etc., the date and
place shall be deci.led upon at the annual meet-
ing if possible. If not so decided to be left to a
niajoritv vote of the Executive Committee.
XV. That the secretary is hereby authorized to

call a special meeting at any time should an
emergency require such meeting.
XVI. That the secret.iry shall enter in a book

the minutes of all committee or other meetings
together with the names of the members attend-
ing the same.
XVII. That no alteration shall b«- made in any

rule of the club, except at the annual meeting.
XVIII. That members of the Executive Com-

mittee be permitted to vote by proxy on forms
provided for the purpose.
XIX. That :i report of all the meetings and

proceedings of the ?lub be prepared bv the sec
retary, and sent to the poultry papers for publi-
cation.

\V. H. H. Jo.Ni s. )

r.KoR«.K H. Ckoi.kv. S-Committee.
O. J. ALiir. j

Indian Games Sold.
Mr. William Ki«lred, of Dendron, Vir-

ginia, last week purchased one cockerel
and seven pullets of the lot of Indian
Games sent over by Mr. George T. Whit-
field, of Colebridge, EIngland. to be ex-
hibited and sold at the rhil.i(icl])hia
show. The excellent quality of these
birds as breeders will add considerable
value to the already elegant yards of In-
dian Games owned by Mr. lifldred. The
latter, after a tliorouj^li trial, is convinced
of the superior merit of this grtat race of
fowls, and will breed the latter exclusively
in the future.

Dr. Roth Complimented.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I am more than pleased w itli the series

of Dr. Roth on Diseases of Poultrv.

They are very intere.sting, entertaining

and instructive, and it would paj- anyone
who does not file The Journal to take
the trouble to clip these articles out and
put them away for future reference as
they will be of great value to all poultry-
men. B. C. Thornton.
Philadelphia, Pa., March 38, 1893.
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

We notice the members of the Empire

City Flying Club have adopted their old-

bird schedule for 1892, and by a vote of

15 to 4 have decided to fly over the south-

western route. As the members of the

Philadelphia Flying Club have already

come to a similar decision it is safe to say

the movement in favor of western flights

is knocked on the head so far as the

League of American Homing Clubs is

concerned, as there is little doubt the

other clubs of the League will follow the

lead of their New York and Philadelphia

brethren.
*

* »

It is well known that great induce-

ments have been held out favoring a

World's Fair liberation, and that eastern

fanciers would have a chance of some

valuable prizes by making the trial. The

risk of heavy losses owing to the moun-

tainous regions to be crossed on the

flight, however, has proved a beie noir to

our pigeon flyers, who consider the game

would be hardly worth the candle.

«
» *

Should this grand chance to bring the

remarkable characteristics of the homer

before the eyes of the whole world be

neglected, it is hardly likely that another

such opportunity would present itself,

and the failure of our homing fanciers to

grasp such a glorious opening for boom-

ing the sport would undoubtedly prove

a future cause of serious regret.

•*.

We are fully aware of the fact that the

western course has its difficulties, and

that there are many obstacles to be en-

countered by a bird homing from any

point beyond the Alleghenies. These

obstacles are by no means unsurmount-

able, however, as has been frequently

proved in the past. Only last year John

D. Munro, of Philadelphia, had five re-

turns from 525 miles westward, alxjut 100

miles this side of the Windy City.

«
« »

Far from criticising the clubs for not

adopting the course, however, we thmk

their action was perfectly right and judi-

cious. It should not be by club flights

that the goal should be reached and the

honors gained, but by the union of a few

of the owners of well-stocked lofts who

could well afford to put to one side a few

of their reliables for a trial of this kind,

the successful termination of which

would mean so much to the flying fancy

at large.

•%
It is not necessary that this step should

be taken in 1892, but early in 1893 we

hope to see some such movement inaugu-

rated.

that being a matter for his own judgment

entirely.
*•

We can vouch for the statement, how-

ever, that Mr. Green told Messrs. Wood
and Conley that he intended shipping a

basket of old birds under Federation

management in the spring, and would

take equal pleasure in trying a basket oi

young birds with the League in the fall,

while Mrs. Starr to the contrary notwith-

standing. We have every reason to be-

lieve that Mr. Jones received a similar

assurance, at any rate, so far as the Fed-

eration flight is concerned.

* *

In conclusion, attention might be called

to the statement made by the little lady

in regard to advertising, as Mr. Green

also had a little to say upon the same

subject, his remarks being to the effect

that he sold more birds through his ad-

vertisement in The Journal than

through all other sources, and that an-

other year he expected to drop all other

ads. and enlarge that in this paper. This

would indeed be a bitter pill.

*
« »

The Post Club of Washington has been

reorganized and names these officers for

1892 : President, William Pickles ; vice-

president, L. A. Schmid ; secretary-treas-

urer, Lewis Turner ; race secretary, A. G.

Glorius; Executive Committee, the above

named with G. and C. Pumphrey and

Wilbur Stewart. The race dates and

stations as named are : May 27, Rocky

Mount, Va.; June 3, Danville, Va.; June

9, Morgantown, N. C; June 16, West-

minster, S. C; June 30, Atlanta, Ga.

**•

The Starr Homing Club of Philadelphia,

a Federation organization, held its regular

monthly meeting March 21. Messrs. John

L.Gill,3d, and A.K. Caterson were elected

to membership, and a committee was ap-

pointed to procure a new shipping bas-

ket in order to meet the increased re-

quirements of the members.

• »

A list of the number of birds likely to

be shipped by the members was taken

and it was found that the thirteen lofts

would be represented by a total of 303

birds. The club secretary, William

Clementson, writes that the club aims to

reach the top, and gives as its motto ora

labora, kindly interpreting the same for

his less learned readers as signifying

prayer and labor. The result of the sea-

son's flights and the percentage of returns

from the five hundred miles station un-

der this new system of training will be

watched with an unusual degree of inter-

est, as it is doubtful whether the efficacy

of prayer as applied to pigeon flying has

ever been tried before.

the 1892 races with eight lofts. The fol-

lowing is the race schedule agreed upon :

May 21, Odenton, Md 100 miles

May 28, BarboursTille, Va 210 miles

June 4, High Point, N. C 380 miles

June 18, Greets, S. C S'o m\\c&

The schedule for the young birds is :

August 13, Odenton, Md 100 miles

August 27, Barboursville. Va 210 miles

This is the club of which Mr. L. A.

Mehler is president, but though Mr.

Mehler is a member of the Federation,

and has also many friends in the League,

it is quite likely this club will again fly

under the Starr regime.
*

« *

By the way, her ladyship comes out

with the list of prizes for winning fights

made under her management in 1892 in

the last issue of the American Stock-

Keeper. There are eleven prizes in all,

and in this are included a number of leg

bands and other articles of little or no

value. The advantages offered by the

League and Federation are far superior,

and Mrs. Starr cannot hope to control

more than the mere handful of scattered

fanciers who have fallen to her lot in the

past.

«
« »

In spite of the prompt manner in

which Mrs. E. S. Starr was called down

in these columns two or three weeks ago

in regard to her misstatement of facts

concerning the Empire City Club flights,

we notice she again bobs up serenely in

a recent issue of the American Stock-

Keeper, and, entirely ignoring all refer-

ence to the question upon which her as-

sertions were challenged, proi eeds to as-

sert that Mr. Theo. P. Green will not

fly under either League or Federation

rules during the coming season.

«
« *

The members of the Richmond Hom-

ing Club are getting their birds into good

trim for the season's work by holding a

series of short club races from points in

and around the city. The last event of

this kind was flown from Third and

Mifflin streets against a strong north

wind, the honors being distributed as

follows : First. C. Hart, whose bird flew

5 miles 412 yards in 9 minutes and 30

seconds ; second, T. Hentz, 4 miles 1155

yards in 9 minutes and 42 seconds ; third,

J. Raugh, 4 miles 995 yards in 9 minutes

and 58 seconds. The others were close

behind.

Since reporting last week the transfer

of the bird McGrew from the loft of

George Waitt, of Keyport, N. J., to that

of James H. Bell, of the Philadelphia

Flying Club, we have been furnished

with the following interesting report of

the bird's earlier days :

"McGrew was hatched in 1885 from imported

MoUer stock. In the autumn of that year it was

used with other of the Waitt birds as messengers

from the judge' 8 boat for the New York press in

the international yacht races, carrying the re-

porter's work to Keyport, from whence it was

forwarded to New York either by bird, by spe-

cial messenger by train or by wire. It was one

of Mr. Waitt'8 collection of messengers at the

American Institute Fair in December.

"In the Spring of 1886 it and five others were

put on the road for record. Its journeys were :

Lancaster, Pa., 40 miles, when one bird dropped

out; Newport, Pa., 200 miles; Steubenville, O.,

300 miles, when three birds were reported next

day and two the fourth day; Springfield, O., 300

miles. The sUrt in the last race was by T. F.

McGrew. Jr., in the presence of Springfield's

notables at 4.23 A. M.. local time, June 26. The

two birds. Queen and McGrew, were found in

the loft at 5.30 P. M.
*

« *

"The birds were countermarked in New York

previous to sending, and no one knew their des-

tination until the day of liberating. The liber-

ator, Mr. McGrew, did not know of their coming

until they arrived. Mr. Conover, the appointed

watcher, reported the countermarks by wire the

same evening. His written report was in brief:

'Mrs. Waitt claims to have seem the birds at 4

o'clock. His boy caught the birds, but instead

of bringing them home, as he was told, put them

into the loft. Waitt went from my store at 5

o'clock to look for himser, and came kack at

5.33 P. M., bringing one bird and the marks ofthe

other. Waitt talks of killing the boy, but I

guess it's only his Ulk. I sent a telegram to

Goldman ; I thought it would give him an appe-

tite for supper.' McGrew's lofl number was 15,

its messenger service number 2024, and its regis-

tered number for record flying 8395."

many of our birds meet such a fate at the

hands of the trapper, gunner and profes-

sional and amateur shots that we never
hear about ? How many find their way
into the pigeon dealers' hampers as a

supply for gun clubs? Their name is

legion, as anyone may find out by at-

tending a shooting match and see the

seamless banded innocents slaughtered.

There are no doubt many flying fan-

ciers, old at the sport, cynical and flushed

with victories in the past, who are apt to

remark that birds that don't know
enough to home are N. (G., and better

shot or out of the way than in the coop
and they don't want them. And the

same by younger fanciers as an excuse.

-^xx^
This may be all very true, and I am

quite sure that there are many hundreds
of worthless experiments turned out by
our flying fanciers every season, but I

hope the number will grow less every

year, and by intelligent and restricted

breeding render the chances of such
items as I have quoted finding their way
into the press as exceptional and not the

common occurrence, as is now the case.

^XX^
The seamless band is a badge of re-

spectability and superiority over the com-
mon pigeon, and should ensure for its

wearer a certain degree of respect and
safety from the common fate of its plebian

brethren. But does it ? In some cases

yes, but by a vast majority not.

-*XX^
The banded homer is even eagerly

sought for, for the supply to gun clubs,

being an undoubtedly swifter and harder

flyer than the common birds, and I have
heard of cases where the bands have been
actually removed from the birds before

passing into the hampers for shipment to

the dealers and shooting grounds.

^XX^
In my judgment scores of young birds,

through being overworked by their own-
ers and injudicious handling and treat-

ment, find their way into the hands of

the dealers and gunners' hampers an-

nually, and if all breeders bred fewer birds

and gave them more opportunity to de-

velop there would .be better general

average flying done and less cases of lost,

shot and killed.

^XX^
When a breeder of homing pigeons

bands the youngsters in the nests he is

actually identifying himself with the

qualitv of the bird and is assuming more
or less of a true sportsman's responsibil-

ity. Many band indiscriminately, and in

doing so aire unconsciously launching so

many little boomerangs, that in scores of

cases return to them through the columns

of the pigeon journals and daily news-

papers—caught, lost, shot and killed.

^XX^
Flying fanciers, band and breed less

birds and be more familiar with vour

breeding. When you put your band on

the youngster remember you are adver-

tising the strength or weakness of your

loft. Give your young birds a chance to

develop and remember the homer offered

for sale for food in Fulton Market, New
York, bearing a Federation seamless

band.
^XX^

POINTS IN THEaYING FftNCY.

A "Weekly Review of Events in

the Plying World.

BY FRITZ.

» »

It is not our purpose to enter into any

controversy with the little madam at this

or any other time, nor do we desire to in

any way influence Mr. Green as to how or

with whom he shall fly his birds in 1892,

»
» «

Plenty of exercise of this character will

do the birds no harm at this season of

the year, and we shall expect to hear

good news from the Richmond flyers

later on.
«

» «

The. Belleview Club will compete in

I read a few days ago in a New York
newspaper that a party bought a few

pigeons in Fulton Market for a member
of his family who was ill, and after the

birds had been dressed one of the chil-

dren found on one of the severed legs,

just above the claw, a metal band marked

W 9636.

I mention this in the hope that it may
catch the eye of the owner or breeder of

W 9636. Perhaps it has done so already.

MX^
What a sad reflection such an item

aflFords to a flying fancier. And yet, how

In my last notes I referred to the with-

drawal from active interest in the flying

sport of that esteemed and well-known

fancier, Dr. H. F. Ateu, of Brooklyn, N.

Y,, owing to ill-health. I am now pleased

to learn that the doctor is slowly yet

surely regaining his strength and has not

quite lost all interest in the flying sport.

He has a few pairs of good birds still in

his loft, and looks forward to flying with

his club associates this coming season. I

hope so.

^XX^
I have had a number of inquiries of

late from fanciers throughout as to the

eligibility of young birds of 1892 hatch to

fly for League honors that are not banded

with official League seamless bands.

^IX^
For 1892 the League will have no of-

ficial seamless band.

At the meeting of League delegates

held in Newark late in January last it

was decided that owing to the League

going into existence at a date that pre-

vented the adoption and manufacture of

Vol. 8, No. 14.

an oflScial seamless band for 1892 in time
for general and necessary distribution,
the League would for thefvear i892recog'-
nize all official seamless bands issued
here, whether Federation of American
Homing Pigeon Fanciers, Washington
Federation or Empire City Club, and all
1892 seamless bands issued individually
by Mr. A. H. Kruger or E. S. Star.

At the first annual meeting of the
League, to be held in December next, an
•official League seamless band for the sea-
son of 1S93 will be adopted.

-^xx^
In the last issue of the Fancier, of

Baltimore, Brother Abel remarks : "In-
dications point to the consolidation of
the two leading bodies of homing fan-
ciers after the coming season. This, if
consummated, will soon place the fancy
in the position it should have stood for
the last three years." Not for the last
three years. Brother Abel, but for the
past seven years, at least. I am not so
sanguine as our esteemed editor of the
Monumental City on the question of con-
solidation, yet nothing would afford me
greater pleasure and satisfaction than to
see a unity of all our flying clubs under
one head, the League of American Hom-
ing Clubs, as originally discussed and laid
down in Philadelphia in October of last
year, and the day will come when you
will see it. The sooner the better. But
I dare scarcely hope for it so soon as after
this season.

-^xx^
The League of American Homing

Clubs and its official weekly journal, The
Fanciers' Journal, of Philadelphia,
has undoubtedly come to stay, and its
members are a very representative body
of American homing pigeon fanciers, in
fact more representative as a national
body than the gentlemen who constitute
the Federation of American Homing
Pigeon Fanciers, and most emphatically
so over the mere handful of fanciers who
fly under Mrs. Starr's supervision.

-^xx^
This is no mere idle statement but

facts, and the sooner the leading spirits
of the Federation of American Homing
Pigeon Fanciers realize the true situation
and make an effort to bring the entire
flying strength into the League the soon-
er will the periodical misrepresentations
and constant distoitions of Mrs. Starr l)e-

come weakened and eventually cease, for
all will eventually be drawn into the one
national organization.

^xx^
The foundation of the League of Amer-

ican Homing Clubs is sound, practical
and paiticularly adapted for our large
and growing sport, with its large and
active flying sections through different
states. The pre-existence and longer es-
tablishment of the Federation of Ameri-
can Homing Pigeon Fanciers gives it not
a particle of right to precedence or con-
tmuity over the League of American
Homing Clubs for the large secession
from its ranks has proved conclusively
to the thinking flying fancier and non-
prejudiced that it has been tested and
proved wanting.

^XX^
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the races year after year. This shows
the power of the man as well as the
birds." This is the true sport of pigeon
flying. ^ ^

MX^

The League of American Homing
Clubs is undoubtedly better calculated to
control and keep in harmony the Ameri-
can flying fancy than the Federation of
individuals, for the sport of American
pigeon flying is one of competition and
not one of flights for individual record
simply, as Mrs. Starr insists.

^XX^
Each flying section for itself and by it-

self on the same day and under the same
conditions.

^XX^
That eminent authority, Mr. John W.

Logan, of England, once wrote that "a
fancier flying in keen competition who
knows the game and loves his birds
would rather win a race with them and
be a thousand times prouder of their 800
or 900 yards velocity gamely done against
a head wind than an absurdly over-rated
and much-lauded 1400 yards when they
were flown home by a wind behind
them," which the individual flying for
records waits for and with nothing to in-
terfere with his little handful in their be-
ing flown uninterruptedly home. "I
don't value an over-rated 1400 yards a
minute once in a season, or once in a
lifetime, but a constant being well up in

" How have the mighty fallen ! We
hear the bird McGrew, one of the pio-
neers of the 500 mile one-day record busi-
ness, has been disposed of for a |iobi!l."
The foregoing editorial comment by the
pigeon flying editor in last week's issue
of The Fanciers' Journai, set my
thoughts wandering away back to the
summer of 1887. I can well recall the
circumstances. On the day the bird Mc-
Grew was tossed in Springfield, Ohio, I

was sailing up the Sound with my fam-
ily to spend the day at a summer resort
there. The wind was blowing a perfect
gale from the west straight as an arrow.
I knew George Waitt. of Keyport. N. J.,had birds at the 500 miles western sta-
tion awaiting liberation, and I remarked
the fact to my wife, saying if he gets a
toss to-day with such a wind Ned Damms
one-day record (at that time deemed al-
most invincible) will be beaten. This
wind kept up the entire day, stiff" from
the west. On our return home in the
evening, and just as we were sitting down
to supper, I received a telegram from
Elias Conover, of Kevport. N. J., advis-
ing the one-day return of McGrew in
company with Queen, both found in loft
at 5.30 P. M., and so Ned Damm's grand
one-day 500 miles journey of 1885 was
eclipsed, and Conover added to his tele-
gram, being a decided joker in those
days : •• I thought it would give you an
appetite for supper." So he really hit it

very pat.

^XX^
And to think of the grand bird beine

sold for |io !

^

^Xi^
In Belgium or England he would have

brought I50 at least.

^xx^
I read a remarkable and decidedly in-

teresting experiment with homing pig-
eons in a recent issue of a German pigeon
journal, which may interest our American
flying fanciers, although I can scarcely
thiuK would be regarded in our country
as being sportsmanlike or of value to the
fancy, but in practical Gennany, with its
severe military influences, much i.s, of
course, done that we Americans would
not nor could not countenance.

^XX^
A homing club, the Columbia, located

in Barmen, had for experiment 123 birds
locked up in the city of Mainz on the
Rhine, which is near Frankfort, for 100
days. These birds were liberated in light
cloudy weather at 9 40 A. M. Sunday,
.March 6, the distance say about 90 or 100
miles or less. At the home station the
weather was decidedly nasty. At 11 A. M.
March 6 a severe snowstorm set in and
continued until the evening. After this
severe cold weather set in and up to
March 12, seven days after toss, not a
sinj^le bird had made home. One-half
of this liberation had been trained dur
ing the winters of 1890 and 1891, having
been locked up in the same city of
Mainz 107 days and then liberated and
successfully and promptly homed, which
proved conclusively to our German
brethren that thorough homers will work
successful after such imprisonment, but
the present fly, which they term "a real
unfortunate toss," proves conclusively
what I think we all here knew, that in
snow and severe cold weather onr hh^s
cannot be expected to work.

This German journal in making edi-
torial comment on the toss remarks
further that "while of course none are
home yet still some will no doubt make
home by-and-by when the sun shines,"
etc.

^XX^

^35

I scarcely think the American flying
fancy will be induced to make similar
experiments here after what I have re-

ported to them.

^XX^
In a recent issue of the Item, of Phila-

delphia, I notice a communication from
the secretary of the Star Club which is

decidedly original, amusing and alto-

gether novel.

^XX^
He says the club intends to fly 303

birds, is in a very healthy condition, the

members all workers, their birds of the
best and the dues at the popular price of
twenty-five cents per month makes
the club the most economical at the
same time efficient, as the club have all
the equipments that go to make a first-
class club. The members are determined
not to be left in the march of progress.
The club will fly for the prizes offered by
the Federation and its aim is the top,
our motto being "oro labora" (firaver and
labor).

I have had considerable experience as
a secretary to several popular flying
clubs in my day and I have no hesitancy
in pronouncing twenty five cents per
month as dues sadly inadequate to a suc-
cessful club's legitimate requirements.
No matttr what the membership, such
monthly dues may be popular with some,
but to talk of shipping 304 birds and ar-
rangmg a race schedule beyond 500
miles I am afraid the Star Club wdl find
a decided debit balance against them
when the flying season is over.

^XX^
As to flying for the prizes offered by

the Federation outside of its ridiculously
contested diploma, this is a decidedly
new feature in that organization, for if
my memory serves me correctly the Fed-
eration has never yet given anv prize for
competition from its funds.

The nearest the officials of that organ-
ization ever came to giving a prize was in
January of 1889 at an adjourned annual
meeting. I quote the following from the
Federation official journal. The Homing
Exchange: "It was moved that ^175 be ap-
propriated out of the Federation treas-
ury for a cup to be flown for from a dis-
tance of 400 to 450 miles during the
month ofJune and for a one day record,"
etc., etc. Mr. John Shepherd made the
motion, which was promptly seconded
by Mr. Goldman and carried without a
dissenting voice. The motion from Mr.
Shepherd was prompted by the inquiry
of Mr. Goldman as to what the organi-
zation intended doing with the respecta-
ble surplus then in its treasury, Mr. Gold-
man contending that he saw nothing in
the constitution and by-laws of the Fed-
eration that prevented it from giving a
trophy to its members to fly for, and
having money in its treasury that he
could see no reasonable use for.'he hoped
some member would move to put some
of it where it would do the most good,
and Brother Shepherd moved.

^XX^
It is needless for me to remark that the

cup was never purchased nor given, and
in that year the Federation officials never
even held a meeting from the one annual
to ihe other.

Now with regard to the motto of the
Star Club "oro labora"—prayer and labor—what are we to infer from this strange
connection ? When the labor of coun-
termarking and shipment for a race is

over does Brother Clementson lead the
boys in prayer? praying for good luck in
good winds, clear weather and full re-
turns, or is a regular Friday ceremonv
session of prayer a prominent feature of
the club?

-XX-

I hope Brothers Conley, Whiteman,
Prinz. Bell. Munro et al., of the Phila-
delphia Flying Club will not overlook
this decidedly novel feature in fixing up
their organization, and thus not get left

in the march of progress(?).

^XX^
By the way, in discussing novelties, I

read in a recent issue of the Homing
News of England a decidedly interesting
and novel method whereby fanciers can
determine the sex of the young while
the birds are sitting. Many, of course,
follow the common rule of selecting the
smaller of the two youngsters as the hen
and are frequently mistaken. The fol-

lowing is claimed as reliable, and if so,

the knowledge is decidedly of value to
flying men : "Hold the egg lengthways
between the finger and thumb and look
at it through the light. If the vacuum
or pocket be found to be on the upper or
lower part of the egg, but very slightly
to the side, the young enclosed may be
booked as a cock bird of the future ; if,

on the contrary, the vacuum be altogher
at the side, whether left or ri^ht, the
young may be counted as a hen."

The completed census of homing pig-

eons in Paris shows for military service
about 700 lofts of birds, representing
14,000 pigeons. Think of that New York
and Philadelphia fanciers—and this out-
side of Belgium.

A Letter From Washington.
I notice in your excellent paper some errors in

Washington news under head of " Short Flights. '

'

Von say H. V. I.ansdale, president of the Wash-
ington, DC. Federation (and this is not the first
time you have mentioned him as president).
Now, it should be distinctly understood that H.
V. Lansdale holds the very important position of
secretary of the Washington, I). C, Federation,
and a most excellent secretary he is. too, and to a
very great extent the prosperity of the Federa-
tion depends on the secretary, more so in fact
than on any other one officer. The Federation
at its last annual election elected Mr. R. B.
Young as its president, and he has presided at
every meeting of the Federation since that time.
Mr. Young is a young fancier, having been in
the fancy only about two years, but the boys
hope to see him do some good work this year.
The Federation has changed ronsidcrable in

its personnel in the past twelve months, having
taken in several of the best fanciers of the city,
and also having dropped nearly all the kickers.
The few who are left are about to go out and
join the 'Starr routers," and your correspondent
thinks peace will reign in future. Well, good
bye, "Starr routers," we hope the protecting
skirts of Mrs. Starr will keep you from all harm,
and that her motherly care will nurse you to
manhood, and hope experience will teach you
something about pigeon nying, so that if you
ever want to join another club of flyers or fan-
ciers you will look twice before you kick once.

R. C. HOMKR.
Washington, D. C, March 29. 1R92.

SUPPLIES.

PROLIFIC

<

iv jf\

2^1.r

POULTRY FOOD
WILL MAKE

HENS LAYl
IN WINTER.

|s*M Irrrjwkrrt. L. B. LOKD. Prep. . Barliart«a, Tt:

I

We are So Anxious
That you should see our new circular on

Poultry
Supplies.

It Uluntratos
the most complete line

pprp ever offered,

Johnson & Stokes,
SEEDSMEN

a 317 & 319 narket St., Phila., Pa

FOR POULTRY.
Koue Meal. - - Per 1<N» lb. Bag. 9:t.<M>
Graniilat(><l Hont», " HM) "

'i.lH
Ground Heet
Scraps, - - - " HM> .'I.OO

Calclte, - - - - • «oo -i.iHi
Crushed FMiit, - " y<MJ " a.OO
CriiHhe<l Oyster
Shells, - - - ' '>o<> 9.<M>

send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt ol
price.

C. II. nEMI'WOLFdtCO.,
York Ciienilcal Works, York. I*a.

K CAN FURNISH

ELKCTROTYPES

OF ALL

LEADING BREEDS OF
PIGEONS

Size ol Pouter herewith for 50
each.
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"ULUAN Rl'SSELI..'

First and Challenge Cup, New York, 1891.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WHITE LEGHORNS
Catalogue free.

C. A.

INCUBATORS.

Tliree Years In Snccession at tie Great New Tort Slows

Sharp's Indian Games
Have Never Failed to >^in

All First, Special and Challenge Cups, on Cock, Cockerel, Hen and 'Pullet—

a

record that no other breeder of any variety can boast of.

in competition with the finest specimens afforded by the best breeders «f K'^-^P^^^^^^.^^merica,

our "Agitator Strain" has proved INVINCIBLE at Buffalo, 1889; Buffalo 1890; New \ork. .890

?ondon Oairv iC • Crystal Palace, 1890; New York, 1891 ;
Charleston, 1891 ;

and at New York;

;o we wonVst a^d stK Cocks, ist a?.d 2d on Cockerels, ^^t, 2d and 3d on Hens, '«t, 2d, 3d. 4th

i-wiciho.. Pullets 2d on Pen Challenge Cups for best Hen and Pullets, Gold Special for best 10

roi^rels and Piillets At ne'arly every show of any importance from the Atlantic to the Pacific

.nd^CRKV?! C^ll'RS^ A&Els*S?WYS'.*d RED CAPS. Egg. »3. I5, »6, ^, .,o .„d $=5 P" .3.

SHARR & CO., Lockport, N. Y.

POUL.TRY.

AN UNPARALLELED RECORD
AT THE

GREAT PHILADELPHIA SHOW
-MY-

•Silver Wijaodotte^-

Won every FIRST premium and every SECOND
except on cock, who won third in the hottest

competition ever known. Stock and eggs for

sale.

istwem203

A. T. BECKETT,
SALEM, NEW JERSEY.

THE

PINELAND
IHCOBflTORS AND BROODERS

ARK THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WKRK AWARDED

2-FIR5T PREM10MS..2
AT THE

Great New Yorl Show of 1891

Hundreds of the most successful pouUrymen

use them exclusively. Send i\\e cenls for mam-
moth cataloKue. Circular free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

Jamesburg, New Jersey.

POUIiTRY. POUIiTRY.

S. S. HAMBURGS, GOLDEN lYANDOTTES,

PARTRIDGE COCHINS, 8. C. B. LEGHORNS.

Eggs for hatching, |2.oo for 13, $5 for 39- Visitors always welcome at my

mm GaMs.
FIVE TRIOS OF

Choice Yoiina Bird$.
FOR SALE AT *15 PER TRIO.

My stock is all from Sharp's Agitator strain,

and an extra choice pair imported for me by

Messrs. C. A. Sharp & Co. in 1890. No better

birds in America. Eggs $5 per 13. Address

59 A. M. BOWMAN, Salem, Va.

57-65eow
MECHANICSVILLE, PA.

HAVE YDU EGGS TO SELL?

WILLIAM G. KOEPPEN,
Rutherford, New Jersey, Box 113,

Breeder and Importer of

BLACK ROSE-COMB BANTAMS,
The highest honors at New York, 1892. First

cock, first hen, second and fourth cockerel, sec-

ond and fourth pullet.

Stock and Ekks For Sale.

A few Black red and Game Pile Bantams for

sale cheap. Must close out. 53-64

143-181

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM.

ExceKior incubator—.— WILL DOIT..
Lowent-prlced Firat-claai* HRtcher inade.

81mplc, Perfect, "'" " ""

pATtNTtO
I

Self-BeguUtlng.

If so this is the season to advertise, and THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL

is the best medium to use. IT GOES EVERY WEEK, and a THREE

MONTHS' card gives more issues than a monthly does in a year, and all

of them at the season of the year to do the most good.

One-half inch Card 13 times f8.00.

One inch Caml 13 times 16.00.

Give it a trial.

PIGEONS. PIGEONS.

PIGEONS w PIGEONS

ratcntM ud i

Hoi'
fortarvrj

Thousandg in siir-
rr«-n>4lul opfratidii. L

Iciuaranteed to batch)
1 a larjcer perceulage 1

of fertile eggn "' '•*•

rn>l than any other incubator.
Send 6c. for Illus. Cat&loKue.

fGEO.H.STAHL.QuincyJII.

fl I^AF^B (9HANGE I^O BUY SOME OP THE BEST

TArnmNS FANTAILS and OWLS in white and blue African : white blue and silver English

what you want. Satisfaction or money refunded. GEO. EWALD, "ox 501, «-»"»-'""-". "•

47-9«

107 PREMIUMS FROM 117 ENTRIES

AT PHILADELPHIA'S GREAT SHOW. Sil-

ver Golden Duckwing Gaines Red Pile Gam"
White Silver Gray and Colored Dorlcings WhUe
and Black Miuorcas Single-comb White and

Rose-comb Brown Leghorns ; White, Black Buft

and Partridge Cochins. Dark Brahmas, «» k"|d9

of Polish and Hanjburgs, Barred Plymouth Rocks,

B B Red and Red Pile Game Bantams^ Rose-

comb Black and Silver Sebrights, Buff Pekins.

W F B. Spanish, also Black Langshans. Eggs,

S^'oer IS $7 per 30. We pay express. No duty

Tn'^ow^sorWs. BLTRN & HANSLER.
53.65 Tilsouburg, Ontario, Canada.

MISCELLANEOUS. ^

^THE BEST PLACE TO BUY

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

AND ALL OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

Roiial Blue Line L,oftg.

THEO. P. GREEN.

WOODBORY, NEW JERSEY.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

MITCHELL'S

PIIRTRIDGE AND WHITE COCHINS.

Winners of th" leading premiums at New York,

1800 and 1892. Send for circular. Correspondence

for Whites should be addressed to

MItctaell & Russell,
Lock Box 675, Bristol, Conn.

AndforPa-tridgeto ^^ .^^^.tchell,
52-64 Lock Box 675. Bristol, Conn.

New Catalogue
containine a full description of 36 pairs of my
Zed breeders and champions, iUuslrated with

handsome photo-engrav.ngs of world-renowned

flyers Send for it btfore you purchase.

MAILED FREE

WHITE FANTAIL
PIGEONS

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

My birds have won
every prize and every
special shown for,

with two single bird

exceptions, duri n g

the last two years, and have been shown only at

thebest and largest shows in America.

No birds for slle until June, when a limUed

number of young, all from ,P"" ^
'°"fj^f

' ^^
be .sold at $10 per pair. Don't write "»1^« >«"

mean business. ^

H 7^Z7^TR.*D 'S
IsiLVER^SPANGLED^HAMBURGS

NEW YOUK, 18«a.

The grandest victory '^i"^^" ^^^1" irP^^RE-
tor on any one variety. 15 ENTRIfc^, 14 t-KR

MirMS Also Association Special for best dis-

play all varieties of Hamburgs competing.

JAMES E. HAZARD,
Elmira, New York,

152-203

No.

PET AnilMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
Bend for Catalogue.

H. AA/. VAHLE,
313 Market Street and 46 N. q^-ti. Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

H. S. BABCOCK.
17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OF

ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,
BANTAMS AND

PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls and ^Kpj9\
sale in season. Orders for puppies bookedfto be

delivered in rotation.

POULTRYv

BUFF WYANDOTTES.
NO eggs for sale this season. »•J- Wyandotte^s

vards headed by the ist prize cock at New \oik,

ff and another of my own raising equa ly as

Sind an Games (Sharp's Agitator,, large

Sy marked birds. Eggs. $3 per set ing
;
two

settings, I5. -*f^^r*fcrroIRVING CROCKER,

^. WHITE PEKIN BANTAMS:;^
The rarest and most beautiful of all. CHAM-

PIONS OF THE WORLD. Winners at Charles-

ton 1^1 New York. 1891-92 ; Philadelphia. 1892.

Al^ PrUe Winni^iir WHITE PLYMOUTH
ROCKS GOLDEN WYANDOTTES and BLACK
LANGSHANS. Stock and Eggs for Sale.

A. P. GROVES,

ROOFING.

5:-^2,
SENECA FALLS, N. Y.

Coyer yonrRemels & PonltryHonseswitli

OPIUM
Morphinr Habit Cured In 10
to ao days. No
DR. J RTEPHENI

^ay till cured.
, Lebanon,Ohioi

LANGSHANS!
Black, White and Mottled.

I am the only fancier in America who imports

I angshans difect from the
\rf"^f.^^j t,^'^^'^^''

and who breeds them pure without >"Jfo*l»'^'^|

b ood from other strains or breeds My Wmte

and Mottles are not made varieties, but dnect

'X- kII^S : Black, $3 per 13- ^^'^^^/|^
-r>^N?Ss^V?l^McJtlJ^'va^et^g^
llow I^nslve you money by prepaying ex-

K' 'h 'g.'kEE9LING, San Jose, Cat.

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavv Felt for

Pouliry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-

ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. F. SWAN. 38 D«y street, N. Y.

nil PA RemedyFree.lNSTANTRELIEF. Final

IJII L V cure in lUd»y:<.Never relurii«: no pur^e:

r\\ lal nosftive:no»upposilory. A victim tried

I IkkW ,n vain every rem dy h«8 discovered »

simplec.ire, which hew-HniMl fr^e toh.ifellow Buf-
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POULTRY.

-THE-

BuffCochins
The choicest English and Ameri-

can birds in my yards. For mat-

ings, prices, etc., address

H. A. Noeckel,
Lansdowne, Pa.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.
RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

. DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.
Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

COCHIN HILL COCHINS.
THEODORE STERNBERG'S

Imported English BiiHs
Full feathered, rich colored, grand shai>e, great

weights. A son of the Old Matchless bought at
the recent sale of Mrs. Scriven and a grand
Gwydyr cockerel at head of yards. Eggs $5 per 13
I am a member of the Cochin Club of America,

ELLSWORTH, KANSAS, U.S.A.
55-67

Over 100 Awards

Received in 1891.

mtr. Ulhitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, England

(Hon. Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply
Indian Game. Dorkings, Wyandottes, Creves,
La Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD BREEDERS, $15 per trio; EXTRA
GOOD,|25; EXHIBITION, J20 to $50 each at
Liverpool. Freight paid to New York for |io
extra on 3 to 9 t)irds. Eggs in season, $4 per
dozen. OVER 8co BIRDS EXPORTED LAST
YEAR.

(Thoroughbred Imported Stock).
WM. ELDRED, Dendron, Surrey County, Va.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices
Direct shipping facilities for the South. South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. 19-70

BRADLEY BROS.'
Barred Plymouth Uocks at the Great

New York Show, 1892, made a record unequalled
by any exhibitor at any International for five

years. We breed our winners, and each year for
the past three years birds from our yaras have
taken firsts at the largest show of the year. Cir-
cular free. Grand cockerels, brothers to Jour
winners, for sale. Eggs $5 per 13, $8 per26, |io
per 39. BRADLEY BROS.,

156-207 Box 801, Lee, Mass.

Morey Kemls it Poultry Yaris

FAIRFIELD, CONN.

St Bernards and Fox Terriers,

WliilB Plymoutli Ijocl^s onil

SILVER 8EABRIGHT BANTAMS.
At the great New York show we won first on

White Plymouth Rock cock and second on hen.
S. S. Bantams first cock, first, second and fifth

hen, first and fourth pullet. 52-' 4

Stock and Eggs For Sale.

POULTRY. POULTRY.

BUFF LEGHORNS f ONE OF THE LARGEST AND BEST—— ^—-.^••'m.'.^vi^ I COLLECTIONS IN AMERICA.
All from stock imported directly from the yards of the most noted breeders abroad. We have now
oSlfr'^Sendrr'auVrlt^r^^^ ^ '"^^ P"'^ of S. C. W. LEGHORNS and INDIAN

Shady Shot^e Poalti^y Fa^m.
E. A. SHELDON, President Buff Leghorn Club, Proprietor.

Address all communications to
152-203 A. C. CHAFFEE, Superintendent, Oswego, N. Y.

Fordhook Poultry Yards.
-i,rr^AIVL''^5?^'R''''*'

'^92. we made a clean sweep in the Novice Class with our new breed SIIEU-vyqODS, having won 4 firsts, 4 seconds, 4 thirds and special. If you want particulars write to

w^A°n°^^7T^«^ f° '/'.^""^
"^"u'^i °" ^"'^'^" *^*'"*' "^"' ^^^ °" ^^'^ Cap Cockerel, 2 specials on

T1, : : j^^- ,
I"/act, on 28 birds entered we won prizes on each and every one. Send for

Illustrated Catalogue describing all our breeds, also Collie Dogs.

32-83 W. ATLEE BURPEE A, CO., Philadelphia. Pa.

POULTRY RIVERSIDE FARM
The records will show the following as my winnings at New York for the vears

1890. 1891, 1892 on my specialties: S. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans White
Wyandottes and R. C. White Leghorns. 33 firsts. 19 Gold Specials, 6 Association
Silver Medals and 2 Silver Cups. "Like did begit like," "Like will beeit like "

PLYMOUTH ROCKS Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record
j WYANDOTTES °^ America's leading strains of above varieties. I

guarantee satisfaction.

'°' '51 J. FORSYTH, owEGo, tioga county, n. y.

BDFFi;

LIGHT BRAHMAS .

PLYMOUTH ROCKS .

WYANDOTTES.

LANGSHANS
AND

Hie

gENB For (?iRcuLaR.

Sandaere parm
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Buff Pekin Bantams, Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize
winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

10-61 F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.

^ORHAM Poultry Yards
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Eggs from Prize-winning Buff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes, S. C. W
Leghorns, and S. S. Hamburgs. J^ per Hi or Jjlo per iW. But one yard of each variety kept
and they of the KJ5.ST.

^ 3 v

Stogi^ poi^ Sale at fiLL ©imes.
Address all orders and correspondence to

GEO. W. VyEED, MANAGER,
34-85 Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

ANNANDALE POULTRY FARM.
WHITE BUAIIMAS, RED CAP.S, IMHAX GAMES.

Light Brahmas, Black Langshans, White and Barred Plymouth Rocks, White Wyandottes,
Erminettes, American Dominiques, S. C. and R. C. Black, Dominique and Red Pile Leghorns. Black
Miuorcas, Golden and Silver Spangled Hamburgs, Dorkings and Pit Games. At MADISON
SQUARE GARDEN, NEW YORK. AND THE GREAT PHILADELPHIA SHOW, 1892, I won 16
first and 6 second premiums on 40 entries. Also, SPECI.'KL of $50.00 won at Waverly, 1891, for best
exhibit from the State of New Jersey. Price list and catalogue free.

.\ddress J. C. HAYNES, .\nnandale, New Jersey.

^The Lea Poultry Cjards^
INDIAN GAMES.

Stock and Eggs for sale. P^ggs $5 and $10 per setting of 13. My birds took eight prizes at the
New York Show, 1892. For further information write to J. HOUIjAXI),
54 66 New Hamburgh, Dutchess County, N. Y.

WOODSIDE POOliTl^Y YAt^DS
At the Great Philadelphia Show I made a clean sweep on La Fleche. On Indian

Games won the two principal premiums, ist on Pen, ist and Grand Challenge
Trophy on cockerels and Gold Specials for most typical males and best pen.

Indian Game eggs $5 and $10 per 13. White Leghorns. White and Golden Wy-
andottes, BufF Pekin, Black Rosecomb and Red Pile Bantams. At New York my
pen of Indian Games won ist and Grand Gold Special. Send for circular. Address
all correspondence to

WT. J. ANDRUS, Proprietor,
46^7 HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO.. N.J.

POULTRY.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.
Box 16, Patterson, New York.

IJRKKDKK OK
BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
At the Great Crystal Palace Sliow o( .\inerica

New York. February, 1891, niv hir<ls were award-
ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Kock Hens; first, second and
fourth on Barred riymoutli cockerel; first, sec-
ond and fourth on Barred I'lvnioulh Kock pullet;
first on breeding yard. $25 in gold for best dis-
play of Barred Plymouth i<ocks. At same show,
February, 1S90, was awarded

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIALPRIZE,$100 IN GOLD,

lor best Barred Plymouth kock Cockerel and
four best Pullets : first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth R<x:k hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. F;ggs from prize matings, (4
per 13, $7 per 26, $q per 39. Stock for sale. 39-91

IJ4DIRH GAIVIES.
(Agitator Strain)

SHERWOODS, BARKED PLYM-
OUTH ROCKS, BLACK LANG-

SHANS and S. C .B. LEGHORNS.
At the great Philadelphia show, held January

7 to 12, showing only eight Indian C.anies we won
first and second on pullets, third and fifth on
hens, fourth on cock ; in sales class first on
cockerel and first and second on pullets. Fowls
and eggs for sale. Address all orders and cor-
respondence to

G. M. WOODS & JJKO.,

5365 Leaman Place, Pa.

Briar Hill Poultry Farm
Leghorns—Brown, White, Golden Duckwing,

Red Pile and Blue Pile. C.anie Bantams— H. B.
K., Red Pile. Golden and Silver Duckwing White
Wyandottes, White P. Rocks and I'lt (;aines.

EGGS AFTER MARCH 1.

STOCK FOR SALE IN THE FALL.

At Orange, N. J., show, 1891, won five firsts
and one second At Waverly, 1S91. won six firsts
and one second. .\t New York. i.Sq2, won three
firsts, five seconds and two thirds. Address

B. H. Van Aukcn, Prop'r.,

138 J>o<l(l StrtH't, Kiist Onin^e,
52-64 New Jersey.

LEBANON POULTRY YARDS.
LEBANON, N. J.

Single-comb White I.egliorns, Silver-laced Wy-
andottes and Maminoth Pekin Ducks. Send for

circular. 52-64

IIOWAUnVAN .SKKM :, I'mp'r.

STEPHEN SPENCER,
fflOI^I^lS 1?LAINS, REW ^EF^SEY,

Breeder of High-class

LIGHT BRAHMAS.
My birds have been awarded the highest hon-

ors at many of our leading shows. 100 Extra
Fine Birds for sale. Write for prices. Kggs $2
per setting. 52-64

AT.EX. ^V. Cl^MMlXCiS,
I>KltI$Y, INI).

Breeds games for the pit, such as Shinholzer
and Brown Shawliiccks, red <iuills. invincibles,
blues, muffs, Japs and the celebrated Derby
greys. Send name on postal for 1S92 circular.
The largest one out. I also have (lalloway cattle
and I'oland China hogs. Good note preferred to
cash. Mention this paper. 48-60

BLACK S WHITE MINORCAS
KXCIASIVKLV.

NEW YORK, 1803.
Black Minorca cock, 2d ; cockerels. 2d, 3d and

5th ; pullet, 1st; pen, ist and 3(1; white Minorca
cock, 1st ; hen, ist and 2d ; cockerel, ist pen
ist; eggs, ist. C. R. DEHART,

52-64 Dover, New .JorHoy,

MAPLEWOOD FARM.
BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS-
Kggs for hatching from Buff Plymoutli R.cks,

Buff Wyandottes and Buff Leghorns, J6 per set-
ting ; two settings $10. Buff Pekin Bantams $2
per setting. Buff Cochins, White Leghorns,
White Wyandottes and Barred P. Rocks, fi.25,
per setting, three settings $3. I am a member of
the Buff Leghorn Club. Also agent for the Mon-
arch Incubator. Send for circular.

R. G. BUFFINTOX,
58-70 Lock Box 677, Fall River, Mass.
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BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.
Advertibt-mcMits in this column will be inserted

as follows : Two lines three months, $3 ; six
months, $5.50 ; one year, |io. Rates for insertion
under more than one heading on application. In
writing the undersigned please mention Fan-
ciers' JOUKNAI,.

HOMING PIGEONS.
A. M. WOOD, 4910 Baltimore Avenue,
West Philadelphia, Pa.

T. FRED GOLDMAN,
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

832 Herkimer

J. A. STOVELL, 10 South Broad Street,

Philadelphia, Pa,

THEODORE P. GREEN, Woodbury, N.

J. See large advertisement.

FANTAILS.
F. M. GILBERT, Evausville, Indiana.

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501 Cincinnati,

Ohio.

T. G. GATE, 57 Clifton Place, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

OWLS.
Iv. S. CLARK, 1505

Philadelphia, Pa.

Girard Avenue,

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

SATIN ETTES.
GEORGE W. PETTIT, Artist, loio Clin-

ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

TURBITS.

L. S. CLARK, 1505
Philadelphia, Pa.

Girard Avenue,

JACOBINS.
GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

DOGS.

Advfrtisementz without display inserted under
thir heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion,

15 cents per line each subsequent insertion , count
seven words to line.

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32
South Third St., Philadelphia.

Great Danes.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE, BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars
A. M. Jaggard, 629 North Front Street,

Pbiladelpnia, Pa. 43-94

Various.

T>vONALD McVICAR—THE PARK FARM
JJ Kennels, Allaniuchy, Warren Co., New

Jersey; dogs boarded, trained for the field,

and prepared for exhibition; excellent ac-

comraooations; a life experince in the
management of large kennels; training
for the field and wo<3craft; instructions in

field and tr.-ip shooting given to young
gentlemen; board at farm or hotel; first-

class shot snccess assured; no risk; good
fishing. Young men fond of field an"d

other sports—Park Farm desirable place
spend vacation; charges moderate; highest
references. Agents, G. W. Price, Guard
College, Philadelphia W. Davison, 34
West Ninth street, New York. 58-91

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box
916, Philadelphia. Pa.

TRAINF;I> DOGS FOR COON, BEAR, SQUIR-
REL, deer, fox, rabbit, quail, partridge,
woodcock. H. C. Graff, Kensington, Ohio.

52-tf

A

Greyhounds.

THE KENNEL. THE KENNEL.

CANICURA CO.,
Manufacturers of carefully prepared

Remedies for Dogs
WHOLESALE AGENTS :

VON LBNGERKB &; ANTOINB, 246 Wabash Av.

CHICAGO.
VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St., N. Y.

THE CANICURA COMPANY,
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

246 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.
151-173

MISCELLANEOUS.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted unde*

this heading for 20 cents per linefor first insertion

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

For Sale.

A.
S. STILLMAN, ALFRED CENTRE. N. Y^
breeder of high class White and Black

Mmorcas, Red Caps and Black Javai.

Fresh eggs. Write for prices. 53-59

AG. BOWLES, JR.PONKAPOG.MASS.-
Houdans, Langshans and R. C. B. Ban-

• tams. Eggs $1 per 13.
58-7o

BUFF LEGHORNS, INDIAN GAMES, P.

ROCKS and Minorca eggs, $2 to $5 P" >5-

Circular free. Lewis C. Beatty, Washing-

ton, N.J. 5870

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS, LT. BRAH-
MAS, Red Caps. Pekin Ducks. Eggs from

prize winners I1.50 per setting, o. w.

Mead, Jr., B0X246. Danbury, Ct. 5»-*i

HENRY HALES.-MY DORKINGS TRI-

UMPHANT wherever exhibited. Ten P"z"
awarded at New York last February. Send

for catalogue or inquire, with stamp, lor

birds. Eggs of Silver Gray, _,colored or

white, $3 per setting, two for $5. jnoiaf
58-60 Game eggs $4 per setting. Ridgewood, N. J.

GAMES, EGGS $t per it. HEATHWOODS.
Irish Grays, Irish black reds and Ironclads,

Indians I2 per 13. C. D. Smith, Fort Plain,

N. Y. 51-55-59

ROANOKE POULTRY YARDS, HURFF-
VILLE, N.J. High honors won at Ph«la-

adelphia Show. BuffCochins, Light Brah-

nias. Barred Plymouth Rocks. Send for

Circular. 5^-59
.

Golden Wyandottea.

FOR SALE.-COCKEREL |5. TRIO $7. NO
better birds in America. Eggs %i per 13.

E. D. Keeney, Arcade, N. YV. 55-tf

Silver WyandotteB.

rAlLVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
Games. Finely marked birds bred by

Irving Crocker, Seueca Falls, N. Y. 4'-"

Wanted.

S

WANTED.-WHITE CHINA GEESE. H.

W. Vahle, 319 Market Street, Philadel-

phia, Pa^ 51"

Bantams.

FOR SALE—CHOICE GREYHOUND. WOULD
exchange for a good gun or fancy poultry.
Write giving description. H. L. Gibbs,
Corsicana, Texas. 58-60

I
BREED GAMES, GAMK AND ORNAMEN
TAL BanUms. Write for wants. E. F.

Doty. 47 Wellington Place, Toronto, Ont.
56-07

WESTERVELT, HAYWOOD & CO 'S

prize winning Bantams. Game and Orna-

mental. Eggs for hatching; Birds for sale.

Address Box 157, Rutherford, N. J. 56-tf

Varlons

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-

ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' «»••»-

lishing Co., Box 916, Philade phia, Pa.
Pub

Game Bantams.

VOR SALE.-FIRST PRIZE COCK, FIRST
and 2d prize hens and ist prize pullet at

Madison Square Garden 1892, and another

hen quite the equal of first and second.

This is without doubt the best pen of Pyle

Bantams in America, bar none. Price |50 ;

worth lioo, B. C. Thornton, Sta. A.. Phila.,

Pa. 59-62

Pointers.

r THE STUD—TO A FEW APPOVED
bitches, liver and white pointer Shenango
Chief, No. 11,093 (Trinket's Bang—Cre-
morne). 4 vears old, well broken. Fee $25,

or will be taken out in pups. Address L.

F., Box 916, Philadelphia. 58-59

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Baldliead Tumblers.

Mastiff^.

CHARLES SCHMENNER. 5" W. BIDDLE
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of Short-face

Baldhead Tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddes stock. 54-79

ENGLISH MASTIFF BITCH; REGISTERED
Dr. G. T. Greenleaf, Englewood P. O.,

111. 5860

Pedlgrree Blanks.

Pf:digree blanks for four gener-
ations at 10 cents per dozen, or 85 cents
per 100. Extended four-page blanks, 5
cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed
postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

33 S. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Irish Terriers.

\0R sale-several dog and BITCH
pups by Jack Briggs—Beechgrove Jessie II.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick,
Md. 59^

Ilomlos Plgreons.

A.

T.

PIGEONS.
For Sale.

FOR SALE.—BLACK, BLUE, RED, DUN AND
Silver Tail Turbits, $4 per pair. William S.

Lentz, AUentown, Pa. 56-59

T-*OR SALE CHEAP.— I PAIR BLACK PIED
t

L.

O

Pouters, I Black Pied Cock, i pair Black
Barbs, i pair Red Barbs, i Red Barb Cock, i

pair Blue Dutchess good feeders, 26 pairs
tumblers, also odd birds. Will make very
low price for the lot, or will trade for fox
hound. WILLAR!) WILSON,
56-59 Wallace, Neb.

S. CLARK, 1505 GIRARD AVENUE.
Philadelphia. Owls and turbits, all colors.

51-63

SCAR SIEFERT. 300 SPlilNGFIELD AVE.,
Newark, N. J.,will sell out cheap. Priests,

Wing Trumpeters, Swallows, all colors,

white bars, Horn Jacobins. Morehead Jaco-
bins, Archangels, the largest Runts ever
shown. Antwerps 50 cents apiece. Send
stamp for reply. 59-63

Fantalls.

I EO. N. HOFFMAN. 171 1 WEST LAUVALE
r St. Baltimore, Md., has for sale Black and

White Fantails. Prices very reasonable
and satisfaction guaranteed. 59-60

MISCELLANEOUS.

Kd^vard S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OP ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street. N. W. Washington. D. C.

IMPORTED LEG BANDS
For Pigeons and Poultry, numbered and

lettered, all sizes. Send 40 cents in stamps for

sample dozen. H. Small, 85 Leonard Street,

New York City. 153-204

Advertlslnff.

I
F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING

anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well
to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"

368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a

careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best pa{>ers

and class journals; gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82

Ducks.

MAMMOTH COLORED MUSCOVY DUCKS.
Old Drakes, 14 to 16 pounds. Winners $40
clock New York, Trenton. Brooklyn, Wav-
erly, Charleston, Augusta, Hagerstown.
Stock or eggs. T. Farrer Rackham, East
Orange, N. J. 153-204

Various.

ALUMINUM AND NICKEL SEAMLESS
Pigeon Bands 3^c. and a>ic. A. H. Kruger,
Germantown, Phila. 55-67

FOR SALE—POWERFUL FIELD GLASS,
cost $30, for $10. Address Box 392, Cincin-
nati, O. 59

Drinkins Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 pei
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

^8-ti Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

POULTRY.

M. WOOD, BREEDER AND FLYER
homing pigeons, 4910 Baltimore Ave.,

West Philadelphia. 51-76

FRED GOLDMAN, BREEDER AND
flver of Homing pigeons, 832 Herkimer St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y. 51-76

EGGS ! EGGS !—Fifteen for $2; strictly

high class. P. Rocks, Lt. Brahmas, Br. and Wh.
Leghorns, Blk. Langshans, S. L. Wyandottes.
Bronze Turkey eggs, 8 for |2. Send ns your or-

der and get eggs that will hatch you some

Nice Prize Winners.
Come to see our stock. Circulars free. Bloom-

ingdale Stock Co., Box 329, Richmond, Va. 59-71

DALBEY BROS., Washington C. H., 0.,

breed 25 varieties FANCY POULTRY.
Biggest Poultrv Yards in the West. STOCK
AND EGGS FOR S.\LE. Send loc. for hand-
somely illustrated descriptive Catalogue, show-
ing how to make a fortune raising poultry, giv-

ing receipts, instructions and much valuable in-

formation, worth five times the money.
Price List free. 57-66

* SPARE MOMKNT8
is the funniest paper on]

Sent
on trial
3 months for
only 15 cts. (stamps
taken). Address, Spare
MomenU Publishing Co.,

61 Court 8t., Boston, Mass

earth. 24 pai;e8,flnely
]

Illustrated. Also]
Instructive]

features,]
etc.

GRIND
YODB OWN
Bone* Meal,

Grahani Fl*ar a Con
Oyster 8bella;
r a Corn, in tl

CSHANDMIirii'nTwy lOP per cent. m>

inth*

FARMFEEO ftllfXM. OiroaUrsaii<lt««tiin<mi«la
MBt oa appUoatioa. WIJLSON BKOS. Eaatoo, Pa.

58-83

Mme. BAILEY'S HAIR GROWER

will produce a Thick, Soft and Beautlflil
head of Longr, Flowing: Hair in 4 to 8 weeks.

A purely vegetable compound. Endorsed by
leading phvsicians. Thousands of testimonials.

Two or three packages will do it. Price 50 cents

per package, or three for $1. Sent by mail, pre-

paicL Excelsior Supply Co., (sole agents)

Cooperstown, N. V. 47-59

for profit
should have Pure Ground
BEEF SCRAP, which is

Meat and Bone, collected from slaughter

houses. Dried Perfectly Sweet and ground.

Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them FREE. Ad-

dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE &FOODCO.,iM
Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

THE

-BUSINESS flEl^-

Breeding and Feeding Poultry for

Profit.

BY H. W. COLLINGWOOD.
Managing Editor of the Rural New Yorker.

With special articles by P. H. Jacobs, J. H. Drev-

enstedt, C. S. Cooper, C. S. Valentine, Arthur

D. Warner, Henry Stewart, James Rankin, I.

K. Felch, Philander Williams, Henry Hales,

Dr. F. L. Kilboume, C. H. Wyckoff, H. S. Bab-

cock, C. E. Chapman and others.

We believe that this little book will meet with

a hearty reception at the hands of all that vast

number of people who are interested in the do-

ings of "the little American hen," and especi-

ally in the methods by which practical poultry-

men make her so profitable an egg and meat

machine.

PRICE, Pajer 40 cents, cloth 75 cents.

FOR SALE BY

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Box 916, rhiladelphla. Pa.

Satlnettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, lOio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. n-tf

Various.

GEORGE W.KENDIG.EAST BAPTIST AVE.,
York, Pa., breeder white pigeons, fans,

turbits, carriers. 53-59

¥
OR PIGEONS AND

all breeds of fowls.

_ Four sizes ; flexible
rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices
of Indian Games, Minor-
cas, JavasandB.P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20

vears' experience counts
in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

J. Y. BICKNELL,
314 Vermont Street, Bu£Ealo, N. Y.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry ot

Kennel Pai>er you should send for my list of

p-ipers. I can furnish you any paper published

cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscril>e foi two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if you subscribe for only

one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five

papers and request them to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRESS

84tf

F. D. BECK,
Box II, WelUburg, W. Va.
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IN THE STUD.

Mentlnon Kennela'

St. Bernards,
PHCENIXVILLE. PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Roug h-coated St. Bernar

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.8.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equal.

FEE, ^100.
The Hand.some Rough -coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.8.B.18,337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, »35.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

ST STUD—POINTER

PROMOTION
FEE 950.

Winner (absolute) Central Derby, 1891, defeating
the great setter Wun Lung.

ENGLISH SETTER

KING'S MARK
FEE |(35.

Winner in Seven Field Trials.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for
catalogue to

FAIRMOUNT KENNELS,
54-205 RAVENNA, NEBRASKA, or

Ninth St. and Columbia Ave., Phila., Pa.

AT STUD—WOODALE KENNELS'
FOX TERRIERS Fee.

DOBBIN $20
By Ch. Venio—Brockenhurst Worry by

Raffle.
'

STARDEN'S JACK $15
By Ch. Result—Forest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS $10
By Raffle—Warren Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of prize win-
ning hitches always for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 47-73

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
40^1 LANCASTER, MASS.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

LiANSDOVNE DESPERADO, Fee *16.
Venio. Dominie, Pitcher and Result shows up

prominently in his pedigree—a rare and desira-
ble combination of "blood that tells."

L.ANSI)OWNE TKITON - - Fee »10
By Raffle—Warren Dainty. Stud cards on ap-

plication. Post office and shipping address

LANSDOWNF: kennels, Lansdowne, Pa.

AT STUD—ENGLISH SETTER

COUNT LEO,
Mack D —Lady Alta, Lady Alta by Count

Roderigo— Bessie Belton. Evenly marked white,
black and tan, whelped November 14, 1889.

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. G. ELLIOTT,

40K)i 483 Potters Ave., Providence, R. I.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in
America." Pedigree and winnings free ; photos,
50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

155-206

P. H. COOMBS.
I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

J^T STUD. FEE *50.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C, December, 1890, and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land ; ist, New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn,
'89; 1st, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

I9t>l58 Babylon, L. I.

IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

Seminole I^ennels
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ROUGH-COATED COLLIES
CHAMPION THE SQUIRE («0881) FEE «50.00
CHAMl»IOX ROSLYN WILKES (S0883) " 50.00
CHAMPION ROSLYN DANDY (17577) «' 35.00
ROSLYN CONWAY (8088«) » JiO.Oi)

SIR KELPIE (14735) »' 15.(M)

ENGLISH SETTER
SIR FREDERICK (81741) *« 50.00

Winner of forty-four first prizes in England.

IRISH SETTERS
CHAMPION TIM (5816) • 85.00
JERRY JARVIS (15347) (litter brother to Duke Elcho) " 80.0U

ENGLISH PUGS
KASH, Jr. (17804) »< 16.00

Winner of first Albany and second New York 1892.

Extended pedigree and list of stock for sale furnished on application.

H T STUD,

STREATHAM
MONARCH

The Best Bull Terrier Living.

ADDRESS

JOHN MOORrtEflD, Jr.,

140-tf

PITTSBURG, PA.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.

poiNTER AT STUD. FEE $35.

LAD OF KENT -^e)

Sire, Champion Bracket ; dam, Renie by Ch.
Tammany. Winnings and only times shown :

Hirst puppy. New York, 1890; first open and
special for l)est brace with his litter sister. Lass
of Kent, New York, 1891 ; first. Wilmington; first

and special, Gloversville ; first Albany and
special for best do? of any breed in the' show.
N. B.—This low stud fee for three months to ap-
proved bitches. Address

GEORGE JARVIS,
52-77 1015 Washington Avenue, N. Y.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, a k.c.s.b. 474a

sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee $10.

VEN DETTA, A K.c.s.B. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest—Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee $10.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,
47-9S Box SOI, Cincinnati, O.

MASTIFF AT STUD.

ORMONDE
A son of the great Cambrian Princess, winner

of 1st Rockford, Freeport, Cleveland, Cincinnati
and Chicago, and sire of ist and 2d prize bitches
Rockford, Freeport and Chicago, 1892. Some
grandly bred pups for sale. Send stamp for
catalogue. CHARLES E. BUNN.

157-202 Peoria, Illinois.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

HANOVER BOY.
Full of Playboy blood, has small, perfectly car-

ried ears, winner of two firsts and an uncropped
special at Kennel Club Show, London.

PEE $15.00.

BOXER IV.
Winner of several prizes, long clean head, hard

red coat, sire of Bumptious Bonnet.

PEE $15.00.
Apply to

WALTER J. COMSTOCK,
5i-75eow Box 408, Providence, R. I.

rOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.
Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
43-68 p. O. Box 676, ALBANY, N. Y.

Pugs of the Best Breeding
At reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNEL
Box 82, Louisville, Ky. 48-73

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

iSi-aoa

GFox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher I25

i
Starden's King 25

' Ch. Raby Mixer 15

I Reckoner ic

I

I Brockenhurst Tyke 15

I Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

BiLLSlDE HeNNELS,

157-208 LANCASTER, MASS.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 7711 Fee I25REGENT BRISK, 16,618 " 10
REGENT TIPPLER " 10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.
For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
* Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEM, 6258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-
dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

Jlnglo-Americon Terrier l^ennels.

IN STUD.

SMOOTH FOX TERRIER.

EBOR SPENDTHRIFT STUD Fee $10
WIRF:-HAIRE» fox TERRIER,

BARTON STING - stud Fee $10
IRISH TERRIERS,

JACK BRIGGS - stud fee $20
VALLEY BOXER - Stud Fee $15

BLACK AND TAN TERRIER,

PRINCE REGENT - Stud Fee $10
SCOTCH TERRIER,

KILSTOR - - - Stud Fee $15
SCOTCH HOT - - - - $15

YORKSHIRE TERRIER,
CH. TOON'S ROYAL - Sn d Fkk $io

R. TOON,
2i6 Fitzwilliam St., Sheffield, Eng.

Address

i57-203eow
C. N. SYMONDS,

Salem, Mass., U. S. A.

Some Choice Pointer
Puppies for sale cheap. For pedigrees, prices,

etc., address J. R. PI RCELL,
56tf Gainesville, Va.

IN the stud.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - SSO

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member, 35 per cent off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL S20
Puppies and Brood Hitches for sale. Dogs of

any breed taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on coinniission.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
29 80 CHESTNUT HILL, Phila., Pa.

THE KENNEL.

FOR SALE.

WyorRiDg Kennels
ENTIRE LOT OF

ST. BERNARDS.
Catalogue on Application.

WYOMING KENNELS.
149-200 MELROSE, MASS.

O^KEHHElillf

FOR SALE-EXGLISII SF/rFER 1»IT1».S,
bv Ch. Roder go, Ch. Oath's Mark and Dan
(Yladstone. IRISH SE'lTER l»l'l»S, by
Ch. Kildare, Ch. Dick Swiveller, Ch. Tim and
Champion Seminole.

Send for Price List. 40-91

B. F. I^EWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

tf

KLM STATION,

Monteomerv Co.. P«.

#»
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) hv the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
VeteriiiJipy Surgeon,

tf 13»:i HROADWAY, NEW YORK.

TDog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl. B. Tallman,
140-11 OAK LAWN, R. I.

AGENTS WANTED.
Reliable agents wanted in all parts of the coun

try. For particulars address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

BOX 916, PHILADELPHIA. PA.
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with cords to suit the most fastidious.

Added to this is plenty of animation and

an elegant poise, making a combination

of rare excellence unequalled in America

and probably only surpassed by one Eu-

ropean specimen. His winnings com-

prise thirty first prizes on the continent

of Europe and in England, with similar

honors at the shows of the United States

and Canada.

and at the proper
given by the club

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

Thk Fanciers' Journal will be supplied by
newsdealers ihroughout the United States and
Canada.
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Our Illustration.

The subject of this week's illustration

is the corded poodle Champion Dexter,

owned by Mr. Edwin H. Morris. The

French poodle (caniche) has always been

found where fashion has sway. In olden

times, when Rome was the centre of

civilization, the ladies of high degree

were not content until "something more

faithful than man" was provided upon

which to lavish their affections, and their

pets were sculptured in has relief trimmed

a la Francaise. Paris in its turn required

carpet heroes, and as long as fashion

fiivors the French capital so long will

this dog have his <lay. for the Parisian

belle finds imitators in Lotidon, at Eng-

land's fashionable resorts an<l in Amer-

ica, where there is a constant strain to

be up with the times, the society belles

of all the leading cities are affected with

the dernier cri. It is smgular that in

this instance a sporting dog has been

made into a pet, and one of the most in-

telligent and sagacious of the cauine race

has been chosen by the <levotees of T-sh-

ion, who are not generally credited with

great insight. In this dog is therefore

found a queer combination of instinct for

wild ducks and water, kindness with

children, docility and obedience with la-

dies, faithfulness on guard, quickness in

picking up tricks, and, in short, they are

the philosophers, clowns and dudes of

their species.

After a series of importations and dis-

appointments Dexter, the well-know

English crack, was sent over, and he

seems to have been just what was wanted,

a dog of medium size, tagged to the

ground, the coat being not only profuse

but correct in texture, color, and fault-

less in the cording. Having since his

arrival been trimmed in the most ap-

proved style, he is always an attraction

at the bench shows. The head is very

important, and here Dexter is parlicutar-

ly good, he has a marvellously expres-

sive face and eye, a skull with room for

brains, ears capitally placed, long and

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.
— The Spanish Student.

William Barnes, of Philadelphia, Pa,,

met his death this week while in the dis-

charge of his duty. He was one of this

city's brave fire laddies, and while he was

killed by being thrown from a hose car-

riage in going to a fire, he was noted as

a man who never feared to face death in

any form. Mr. Barnes was a breeder of

cocker spauiels, and owned Red Doc,

Hazel-Obo and other good ones,
*

• *
Fred Kirby has bought the prize win-

ning Irish setters Norah, Bonnie Kath-

leen and a couple more whose names we
have forgotten,

•*
The Executive Committee of the Eng-

lish Setter Club held a meeting iu New
York last Monday and elected the fol-

lowing judges : Bench shows, W, Tall-

man, Major Taylor, John Davidson, Dr.

Glover, P, H, Bryson and J, M. Tracy
;

field trials, W. Tallman, Dr. Rowe, Major

Taylor, Mr. Duryea. J, M. Tracy, Patrick

Henry, P. Lorrillard, W, B. Wells, J, O,

Donner and P, H. Bryson.•
It is rumored that President Brown

has sent in his resignatian to the Phila-

delphia Kennel Club, This is to be acted

upon at the next meeting, but we hope

will be deferred until after the discus-

sion of Colonel Ridgeway's King's Mark

lunch and the annual reunion around

the Item Bowl.

THE BOSTON SHOW.

Fine Weather, Fine Dogs and Fine

Attendance—Seven Hundred

Dogs on Exhibition.

Special to The Fanciers' Journal.

THE eighth annual

bench show of the

New F)ngland Kennel

Club IS at this writing

in progress. With pleas-

ant weather and dog

a "fad" in fashionable society, the show

promises to be, as usual, a successful

venture financially.

The catalogue numbers 700 this year

against 627 last year and sotne classes are

considerably better both in number and

quality. The St. Bernards, pointers, set-

ters, Boston and Irish terriers are the

classes showing the most improvement.

Owing to the serious illness of Mr. T.

S, Bellin, one of the judges, the classes

of terriers that had been assigned him

were mostly given to Mr, Mortimer, The

judges and their classes were as follows :

Mr, John Davidson had pointers, setters,

bloodhounds, fox hounds, beagles, Chesa-

peake Bavs and spaniels, excepting toys;

Dr, John ' S. Saunders, Bcsten terriers
;

Mr. H, W. vSmith, deer hounds, grey-

hounds and Barzois; Mr. James Morti-

mer all other classes. Dr. Glover was
the veterinarian, Mr, John Read superin-

tendent and Spratts Patent did the bench-

ing and feeding. It is needles to add

everything was done just exactly right

time. The dinner
to exhibitors and

frieuds has now become a fixture, and a

most enjoyable one it is.

Being very much crowded lor space,

we can make no further comments this

week. Below we give the full list of
awards

:

MaStlffS-CHALLENGE, DOGS.

I. Ch. Sear's Monarch, E- B. Sears.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Merlin II, Mrs. Charles Wallack.
2. Ilford Caution II, H. A. Harris.

3. Ben Hur. A. D. McClellan.
v. Bruce, John M. Stafford.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Gerda II. Dr. C. A. Longest.
2. Madge Minting, George W. Glazier,

c. Ruby Gem, Bradley Kennels.

PUPPIES— DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Withheld.
2. Punch, H. A. Harris.

RouKh-coated .St. Bernards.
CHALLENGE, DOGS,

I. Aristocrat, Jacob Ruppert, Jr.
R. Plinlinimon, Jr.. E. B. Sears.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Lady Livingston, E. H. Moore.
R. Mauofi, E. B. Sears.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Sir Bedivere, E. B. Sears.
2. Lord Melrose, E. H. Moore.
3. Jim Blaine, E. B. Sears.
R. Lothario, E. B. Sears.

V. Imperator, Edwar;! Booth.
H. Prince Draco, Medfotd Hillside Kennels.

Rex Withington, E. VVithington Robinson,
c. Roderick Dhu. Alex. Mcintosh.

Leo, R. Leighton. •

Duke, Henry Beirineister.

OPEN. BITCHES.

1. Lady Galdwyn, Jacob Ruppert, Jr.

2. Lady Sneerwell. E. H. Moore.
3. Hepsev. E. B. Sears.

R. Lady Adelaide II, E. B. Sears.

V. Princess Saffron, Medford Hillside Kennels.
Altonette, Jacob Ruppert. Jr.

Lady Melrose, K. H. Moore.
Florette, Swiss Mountain Kennels.

H. Dorothy IV, Miller and Folsoni.

Lady Elizabeth, Richard Barry.
Lady Vaughn, L,ewis K. Brown.

C. Bayadese, Geo. W. Patterson.
Geraldine, Swiss Mountain Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Wyoming Prince, F.. B. Sears.

2. Sir Milo, R. B. Fay.
H. Clau.s, C. Kammerer.

Smooth-eoated St. Bernards.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Empress of Contoocook, Jacob Ruppert, Jr.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Leicester. D. P. Foster.

2. Alton II. E. H. Moore.
3. Belisarius, Dr. C. A Lougest.
V. Scottish Leader. Swiss Mountain Kennels.
H. Earl of Beaconficld, Tiot Kennels,
c. Pluto, H. C. Delano.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Judith. G.P. Wiggm.
2. Lady Hanway, H. Rudolph Sack,

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I, Alton II. E H. Moore.

Great Danes—Open. dogs.

1. Withheld.
2. Thorolf, Miss Jewell.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Belley, Oscar Vogel.

Bloodhounds.
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Jack the Ripper, Geo. W. Glazier,

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Belhus, Geo. W. Glazier,

2. Bruno, Charles H. Innes.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Benison, Geo. W. Glazier.

Deerhounds—CHALLENGE, dogs.

I. Robber Chieftain, John E. Thayer.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Hillside Romola, John E. Thayer.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Hillside Raven. John E. Thayer,
2. Alpir, John E. Thayer.

Bernard.

V. Tosso, A. W. Purbeck.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Hillside Ruth. John E. Thajer.
2. Hillside Silvia, John E. Thayer.
V. Scotch Mi.st. Mrs. Lotta S.

"

H. Phyllis, John E. Thayer.

Gri'yhounds.
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES,

I. Bestwood Daisy, A. W. Purbeck.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Pious Pembroke, A. W. Purbeck.
2. Imperator, D. D. Leraley.

OPEN. BITCHES.

1, Lilly of Gainsboro. A. W. Purbeck.
2. Ladv Clare, A. W. Purbeck.
V. Marguerite, Manataug Kennels.

PUITIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

Withheld.

Barzois—Challenge, bitches.

I. Svodka, Shas. S. Hanks.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Argos, H. P. Huntington.
2. Leekhoi, Charles S. Hanks.
V. Napoleon, W. W. Dud'.ey.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Flodeyka, Charles S. Hanks.

Chesapeake Bay Dogrs-OPEN, dogs.

1. Cleveland, Calvin G. Dean.
2. Wave R., George W. Randall.

Polnters-CHALLENGE. DOGS (55 Ibs. and over.)

I. Lad of Kent, George Jarvis.

R. Ponliac, George W. Lovell.

CHALLENGE. BITCHES (50 Ibs. and over.)

1. Revel III. Charles Heath.

OPEN, DOGS (55 lbs. and over)

f Duke of Dexter, Chas. D. Roberts.
• ) Count Graphic. J. R. Daniels.

2. Dare Go, C. A. Parker.
R. Devon Banger. Toon & Symonds.
V. Spot R.. George W. Lovell.

Grandee, G. H. Vickery.
H. Murat. Spencer Kellogg.
Van of Dare, C. A. Parker.

C. Nox, F, D. Smith.
Schuyler, A. HoUis White.

OPEN, BITCHES (50 Ibs. and over.)

1. Patti, Charles Heath.
2. Lass of Kent, Gearge Jarvis.

3. Ruby VII. Toon & Symonds.
R. Peggie, Wra. H. Hyland.

CHALLENGE DOGS (uuder 55 lbs.)

I. Ossining. W. H. Hyland.

OPEN, DOGS (under 55 lbs.)

1. Arthur. Charles Heath.
2. Graphic Topic, J. R. Daniels.

3. Rock II. Charles E. Conuell.
R. Ridgeview Dazzle. S. S. Banks.
V. Grousedale, R. R. Moore.
H.Skip, John L. Heard

Dashing Grenade. George Massey.

OPEN, BITCHES (under 50 lbs.)

1. Bloom. Charles Heath.
2. Patti Donald. J. R. Daniels.

3. Bronx Valley Revel, Bronx Valley Kennels.
B. Dona Diana of Alta Vista,Francis Larkin.Jr,
V. Ossining's Flash, A. L. Brooklyn,
H.Clancarty, J. H. Winslow.

Lass of Kippen. G. W. Lovell.
Bella, Banks and De Russy.

C. Sally P. II, Charles Heath.

PUPPIES—DOGS.

1. Pinckney, Gardner Williams.
2. Dasn A.. George W. Lovell.

R. Van of Dare. C. A. Parker.
H. Rialto Pride. George E. Thompson.

PUPPIES—BITCH ES.

X. Wild Lily, George W. Lovell.

2. Clancarty, J H. Winslow.
V. Nell, Paul Sterling.

Ridgeway Venus, Dr. John R. Daniels.

H. Beauty, H. A. Butirick.

£ngrlish Setters—Challenge, dogs,

I, Kent II, Cohannet Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I, Albert's Nellie, Dr. J. A. Hartman.

OPEN. DOGS.

1. The Corsair, E. O. Damon.
2. Rockaway, George Raper.
3. Prince L., Andrew J. Lewis.
R. Royal George. Daniel C. FuUon.
V. Sam of Darlington, G. A. Coleman.

Raven Oak, Lester A. Pearl.

Sir Frederick, Seminole Kennels.
Rowdy Rod, Greenfield Hill Kennels,

H. Norman, Dr. W. S. Kendall.
Warkwick Rake, Dr. James E. Hair,

C, Claude, Fred H. Clarke.
Rose's Whim. E. O. Damon.
Forest Tatton. Arthur E. Davis,

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Blue Nell. J.
W. Lawson.

2. Spectre, William Bryce.

3. Blue Jennie. Nelson Mcintosh.
R. Queen of Kent, Mrs F. V. Freeman,
V. Tan s Lassie, F. W. Whillock.

Jessie Noble II, Fred H. Clarke.

Lillian B . Lester A. Pearl.

H. Eudora, G.J. Lewis.
Lady Monarch, Nelson Mcintosh.

C. Nettie Morris, Gred H. Clarke,

Nellie Gladstone. E. A. Hight,

PUPPIES—DOGS,

1. Rosecroft Matador. Rosecrofl Kennels.

2. Kent Noble. Noyes Billiugs.

R.Victor Hugo. T. M. Aid ich.

H. Rock Noble. Charles H. Goodell.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.

1

.

Doretta, George E. Scheffler.

2. Rod's Girl, F. V. Preeman.
V. Jeanette R., H. W. Richards.
H.Gussie Noble II. James Tuniilty.

c. May Flirt. Fred I.^ird.

Irish Setters—CHALLENGE, dogs.

I. Tim. Seminole Kennels.
V. Duke Elcho, F. C. Fowler.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Laura B., Seminole Kennels.
OPEN, DOGS.

Pride of Palsv, F. H. Perry.

Rookwood Dandy, C. T. Thompson.
Kildare Glenmore, F. C. Fowler.
Exile II, F. C. Fowler.
Blue Rock. Dr. William Jarvis.

Sarsfield. jr.. Frank Prendergast.

Montauk, Seminole Kennels.
Rex S., G. O. Smith.
Huntington, Nat. Brewer, Tr.

Sport, Daniel Thompson.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Edna H., F. C. Fowler.
2. Alice Kent, F. C. Fowler.

3. Maid of Borstal. Nelson Mcintosh.

R. Mollie Asthore, J. J. Scanlon,

V. Bonny Kathleen. Mrs. Price.

Gyneth, Seminole Kennels.
H. Millie. Mrs. J. F. Williams.

c. Rose Morton, Seminole Kennels,

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Minnie L.. Francis Larkin. Jr.

2. Frank L., Francis Larkin, Jr.

R. Fanchon, F. B. Pierce,

c. Prince. Charles T. Tukesbury.
H. Patroclus. T. M. Pierce.

Gordon Setters—Challenge, dogs,

I. Tryus. Inwood Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

Ranger B., Noyes Billings.

Heather York, James E. Blossom.
Count Noble, Inwood Kennels.
Dash L., Charles H. Leonard.
Duke C, Arthur Comer.
Rex, William Reardon.
Gordon Grouse, Mount Pleasant Gordon
Kennels.

Gordon Dash, Mount Pleasant Gordon Ken-
nels.

Tipstaff, E. C. Alden.
King Noble, Inwood Kennels.

H

C.

OPEN, BITCHES,
1. Flomont, James B. Blossom.
2. Countess Roxie, H. F. Smith.
3. Lady Gordon, Johu W. Graham.
R. Nell. C. E Mofley.
V. Queen Noble, Inwood Kennels.

Ven and Litter, M. VV. Murray.
H.Josephine II, Thomas Dean.
C. Belle Beamount. H. H. Douglass.

Norah, Mount Pleasant Gordon Kennels.
PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Duchess. Mount Pleasant Gordon Kennels.
Spaniels—CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.
I. Beverly Negus. Rowland P. Keasby.
,v. Newton Abbott Laddie. J. F. Kirk.

Field Spaniels—Open, dogs.
(black, over 28 pounds.)

I. Newton Abbot Farmer. Ancient and Mod
ern Spaniel Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES,
1, Rosedale Bess, J. F. Kirk.
2. Nancy Lee Obo, Bradley's Kennels.

Cockers

—

challenge, dogs.
(any color, not over 28 pounds.)

1. Fascination, Ancient and .Modern Kennels.
V. Cherry Boy. Charles G. Browning.

challenge, BITCHES.
I. I Say, Ancient and Modern Spaniel Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS (black, not over 28 pounds).

1. Jersey Obo, J. P. Willey.
2, Victor, H. C. Brondson.
R. Black Baby, G. L. Tair.
V. Sancho Panza. Wni. Sumner Bolles.
H, Ben Rabbi, James Donovan.

Brush, James Donovan.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Woodstock Daisy, James Donovan.
2. Woodstock Dora, Dole & Thomas.
R. Queenie W.. J. P. Willey.
V. Lady. J. M. O'Brien.
H. Beatrice, James Donovan.

Bessie Beard, J. P. Willey.
C, La La. Frank P. Comstock,

Cleo III, James Donovan.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

.(any other color, not over 28 nounds,)

1. Bini. G. L. Tarr.
2. Daisy, H. B. Tallman.

Irish "Water Spaniels.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Mike O'Donahue, F. B. Tyrrell.
2. Curley, C. C, Prescott.

PUPPIES—DOGS OR BITCHES.
1. Fascination, Ancient and Modern Spaniel

Kennels.
2, Woodstock Daisy, J. Donovan.
R. Woodstock Dora, Dole it Thomas.
V. Shasta II. Miss M. M. Morse.
H. Smudge, Miss M. M. Morse.
C. Sniike. Frank M. Balch.

Beagles—Challenge, dogs.
I Storm. Somerset Kennels.
R. Tony Weller, W. H. Child.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Lou, Glenrose Beagle Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS (13 inches and over).

1. Pulboro Crafty. Waldingfield Kennels.
2. Puzzle, Samuel J. Pettingill.

3. Orlick, Waldingfield Kennels.
R. Niagara Bay, kiiigwoo<i Beagle Kennels.
V. Spartaciis, John Doneby.
H, Thunderer, WaldiiiKfiekl Kennels.

Sport K.. Ringwuod Ueagle Kennels.
C. Royal Hunter. R. W. Pope.

OPEN, BITCHES (13 iuches and over).

1. Belle of Voodbrake, Somerset Kennels.
2. Lufra, Waldingfield Kennels.
3. Fannie, Moses L Brown.
R. Juno II, National Beagle Kennels
V. Marvel. Somerset Kennels.
H. Fitzil, The Field Kennels,
c. Nauly, Ringwood Beagle Kennels.

I Molly. W. F. Rutti r, Jr.

OPEN, DOGS (under 13 inches).

I. Clyde, Bradford S. Turpin.

OPEN, BITCHES (iiiider 13 inches).

1. Topsv S., National Beagle Kennels.
2. Tony II, H. G. Nichols.
R, Lonesome. W Idingfield Kennels.
V, Ruby, Moses L. Brown.

PUPPIES—DOGS.

1, Thunderer, Waldingfield Kennels.
2, Ratler, Moses L. Brown.
R. Mouche, Ringwood Beagle Kennels.
V. Dandie, Jacob W. Detinen
H. Bonnel. Moses L. Brown.
C. Music, Moses L. Brown.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. Charm, Somerset Kennel.
2. Virginia M.. National Beagle Kennels.
R. I.^dy Pilot. Ringwood Beagle Kennels.
H. Kanell. Geo. W. Proctor.
c. Mabel. Geo. W. Proctor.

Dachshunds—DOGS and bitches.

1. Zulu II. FIdward A. Manice.
2. Fraulein Waldech II, Philip Dexter.
R, Punch. Louis Reveillaud.
V. Bumble, Guy Lowell.

Linda, Louis Reveillaud.
H. Otto, Louis Reveillaud.
c. Bismarck. Philip Dexter.

Foxhouud.s—Open, dogs.

1. Dave Crockett. A McDonald.
2. Willie H., A. V. Bradrick.
R, Waltham Jewel, National Beagle Kennels.
V.Joe J., O. F. Joslin.

Deacon, Dr. H. T. Thurber.
H. Parson. Dr. H. T. Thurber;
C. Boxer. L. N. Edwards.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Modest Girl, \. V. Bradrick.
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2. Madame Nordica, Whitcomb & Pierce.
V. Femur, H. T. Thurber.
H. Bess, A. V. Bradrick.

Col IK'S—Challenge, dogs,
I. Roslyn Wilkes, Seminole Kennels,

CHALLENGE. BITCHES.

I, Cora II, Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Orraskirk Shep. J. Livingston.
2. Renown, Kilmarnock Collie Kennels.
3. Prince Wilkes, Frank K. Carswcll.

R. Royal Scot, Robert B. Palfrey,
V. Scotson, George A. Fletcher.

Roslyn Conway, Seminole Kennels.
H. Scot II.. H. Rudolph Sack.

Scotsman. McEwen & Gibson.
Robley. George A. Fletcher,

c. Al de-ber, B. Alton Smith.
Hector, C. A. Bennet.
Proctor. Fletcher B. Proctor,

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Highland Floss, Lambert Stansfield.
2. Blue Ruin, S. Pierpont Morgan.
3. Mother Shipton, Kilmarnock Collie Kennels.
R. Nancy Hanks, Frank R. Carswell.
V. Lucky Locket. George A. Fletcher.
H. Ruby Scot, Geo. A. Fletcher.

Miss Wancy, Frank R. Carswell.
Helen Douglass, McEwen & Gibson,

c. Jessie II, Fletcher D. Proctor.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

J
f Clare Renown, Robert T. Carey.
( Helen Douglass, McEwen & Gibson.

2. Roxie, H. Rudolph Sack.
R. Duchess C, J. B. Cronin.
H.Carlo, Mr. S. Cunningham,
c. Catharine, J. C. Phillips.

Poodles—dogs a.nd bitches,
1. Dexter, E. H. Morris.
2. Blickjack, Robert I. Carter.
V. Bean, .\llan F. Campbell,
H. Bell, Allan F. Campbell.
c. Folelette, Allan F. Campbell.

Blill Dogs—CHALLENGE. DOGS AND BITCHES.
I. Saleui, Wheatly Kennels.

OPEN. DOGS.
1. Pathfinder, Wheatley Kennels.
2. Handsome Dan. A. B. Graves.
V. Carrisbrook, John Coles.
C. Mike, Charles R. Marsh.

OPEN. BITCHES.

I. Adiscorabe Gipsy, Frank F. Dole.

Bull Terriers—Challenge, dogs.
I. Carney, Tubby Hook Kennels.
R. Prince Bendigo, W. Fred Church.

challenge, BITCHES.

1. Edgewood Fancy, Tubby Hook Kennels.
2. Marguerite. H. A. Harris.

OPEN, dogs (30 lbs. and over).

1. Edgewood Flyer, Frank F. Dole.
2. Diamond King, Retnor Kennels.
V.Green Hill General. James Donovan.
C. Spike, Herbert M. Howes.

OPEN, BITCHES (30 Ibs. and over).

1. Winning Wagtail, Wagtail Kennels.
2. British Queen, Retnor Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS (under 30 lbs.),

1, Dusty Miller, Retnor Kennels.
2. Slavi'n, Harry P. Kirby.

OPEN, BITCHES (under 30 lbs.)

I. Lumotit Kit, Herbert M. Howes.
PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Edgewood Flyer, F. F. Dole.

Boston Terriers—OPEN, dogs (over 20 lbs.)

1. Tumbler. John I. Taylor.
2. Prince Walnut, Bayon Kennels,
3. Ben.-McMullen & O'Brien,
V. Tom Sayres, Tom Plant.
H. Towser, McMullen & O'Brien,
c. Triraount King, Triraount Kennels.

oPE.s, BITCHES (over 20 lbs.)

MissThora. Andrew Tyner.
Nellie, Norfolk Kennels.
Daisy, Norfolk Kennels.

V. Jenny. W. H. Carroll.
H. Nancy, M.J. Holian.
C. Tug, Thomas J. Kenny.

OPEN, DOGS (20 lbs. and under).

Rossie Richards, Henry N. Richards.
Grip, John Shepherd.
Grotoii Tiger. Austin Potter.
Dinnie. Patrick Donahue.
Bullv, J. L. & E. Motley.
Dick. F. H. Howard.

OPEN, BITCHES (ro Ibs. and under).

Famous. Ernest A. Bigelow.
Trixy, Ernest A. Bigelow.
Peg, \V. H. Shaw.
Meagles, J. B. .McCulloch.
Fanchon, J. Stewart.
P ggie, W. S. McKay,

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES,

Judy. John I. Tavlor.
Buffer. William Wheeler,
Daisy, M. J. Holian.
Dandie II, Jerry Hefferan.

H. Ninus, Weimer & Lincoln,
c. Bell, Thomas Dunn.

Fox Terriers—Challenge, dogs,

Blemton Victor II., Blemton Kennels.
Lucifer. Blemton Kennels.

CHALLENGE. BITCHES.

Dona. John E. Thayer.
Rachel, Blemton Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

Starden's King, John E. Thayer.
Rabv Pallisy. George Raper.
Vandal. W. & A. S. Cushraan.
Dobbin, Woodale Kennels.
EborSpendthri'^t, Toon & Symonds.
Blemton Valor, Blemton Kennels.
Btockenhurst Tyke, J. E- Thayer.

H. Sashiy Verderer, Miss Hope Goddard.
Bleni on Volo, Blemton Kennels,

c. Beverwyck Rebel. Clarence Rathbone.
F^iidclippe Spice, Toon & Svmonds.
Hillside Rufnau, John E. Thayer,

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Miss Dollar, John E. Thayer,
2. Grouse II.. Charles Stedman Hanks.
3. Spinster, Blemton Kennels.
R. Dudley Toilet. John E. Thayer.
V. Woodale Regina, Woodale kennels.
H. Damson, C. Stedman Hanks.

\Vlre-lialred Fox Terriers.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Suffolk Teazle, Cainsmuir Kennels
2. Risca. Robert Lyon.
V. Tic Tac, J. A. Poole.
H. Barton Siiiig, Toon & Symonds.

F^bor Snowbery, Robert Lyon.

PUPPIE.S—DOGS.

1. Vandal, W. 8c A. S. Cushnian.
2. Beverwyck Punster. Clarence Rathbone.
V. Woodale Dividend, Wootlalc Kennels.
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H. Seacrofl Romulus, Charles S. Hanks.
C. Woodale Deacon, Woodale Kennels.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. Beverwyck Moonray, Clarence Rathbone.
2. Seacrofl Boaster, Charles Stedman Hanks.
V. Seacrofl Ottilia, Charles Stedman Hank.s.
H. Seacrofl Ascot, Charles Stedman Hanks.
C. Seacroft Fuss. Charles Stedman Hanks.

IDandle DInmont Terriers.
OPEN—DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. King o' the Heather. Edward Brooks.
2. Sir Robert, John Ferguson.
V. Heather Madge, Edward Brooks.
H.Sarah. E. Brooks,
c. Meg of the Mill, G. M. Carnochan.

Scotch Terriers-Open, dogs.
1. Kilroy, Henry Brooks.
2. Kilstor, Toon & Symonds.
V. Scotch Hot, Toon & Symonds.
H. Kilbar, Henry Brooos.
c. Zembra, Henry Brooks.

Irish Terriers,
CHALLENGE—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Dunmurry, Walter J. Comstock.
OPEN, DOGS.

1. Boxer VI, Walter J. Comstock.
2. Hanover Boy, Walter J. Comstock,
R, Jack Briggs, Toon & Symonds.
V. Shaun Boy, Peter R. Clancy.
H. Breda Choice. W. A. Dupee.
c. Master Kilder II., H. A. Harris.

OPEN. BITCHES.
1. Crato, Walter

J.
Comstock.

2. Little Maid, Thomas Pulvertafl.
V. Brina. Captain F. Ruxton.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.
1. Colleen Ruth, Thomas Wise, Jr.
2. Nancv III.. P. Clancy.
H. Norah III., Trimouiit Kennels.
C. Lilly, Thomas Pulvertaft.

Black and Tan Terriers-Open, dogs.
1. Salisbury, Frank E. Comstock.
2. Jasper. Frank E. Comstock.
V Prince Raglan. Toon & Symonds.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Queen III.. Frank P. Comstock.
2. Louis, Frank P. Comstock.

Skye Terriers—Open, dogs and bitches.
1. Sir Stafford. Clifford A. Shinn.
2. Lovet, John B. Nelson, Jr,
R, Islay, C. H. Smith.

Yorkshire Terriers.
open, dogs (5 pounds and over).

1. Withheld.
2. Don, Hiiddersfield Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES (5 pounds and over).

1. Venus, Toon & Symonds,
2. Withheld.

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES (under 5 pounds).

1. Charlie, Huddersfield Kennels.
2. Prince, Huddersfield Kennels.

Toy Terriers (other than Yorkshire).

DOGS AND BITCHES (7 pouuds and under).

1. Jerry, Morris Rothschild.
2. Lady Tersey, S. Charles Swett.

Pugs—Challenge, dogs and bitches.
I. Curtis, Mrs. M. M. Ballentine.

OPE.V, DOGS.

1. Robin Hood, Mrs. M. M. Ballentine.
2. Tip Top, Ancient and Modern Spaniel

Kennels.
R. Kash, Jr., Seminole Kennels.
V. Budge, Mrs. J. Smith.
h. Wink, Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Midget. Seminole Kennels.
2. Lena, L. F. Clarke.
V. Alpha, Dr. Stearns.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Tip Top, Ancient and Modern
Kennels.

2. Pet, J. Smith
Toy Spaniels.

CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES (any variety).

I. Calumet Dendor. G. W. Fisher.

King Charles Spaniels.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Cockney Charlie, Tom Plant.
2. Dora, Mrs. William Borrowscale.
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Spanie.

Blenheim, Prince Charles.Ruby Span-
lelS-OPEN, DOtlS AND BITCHES.

1. Tiney, G. W. Wamback.
2. Little Lady. Mrs. R. E. Pease.

•Japanese Spaniels.
OPEN. DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Prince, Robert Russell.
2. Withheld.

Miscellaneous.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES (over 25 pounds),

1. Sheffield Lad, Toon & Symonds.
2. Fuldia Maud, Bradley Kennels.
V, Yolo Sport, Bradlev Kennels,
H.Dan, C. M. Blodget't.

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES (under 25 pounds.)

1. Boston Model, George S. Thomas.
2. Prince, B. Lewis,

Specials.

St. Bernards.—Best kennel of four or more
smooth coated. E. B. Sears; best American-bred
smooth bitch, P'mpress of Contocook; best dog,
Alton II; best American-bred rough dog, over
twelve months. Lord Melrose; best bitch, Lady
Melrose; liest American-bred rough dog under
twelve months, Wyoming Prince; best St.
Bernard dog in show. Sir Bedivere; second best,
Leicester.

Deerhounds.—Best dog. Robber Chieftain; best
bitch. Hillside Romola.

Poirters.—Best kennel of four or more, C.
Heath; best American pointer Arthur, C. Heath.

English setters.—Best kennel of four or more,
F. H. Clarke.

Irish setters.—Best kennel of four or more,
Oak Grove Kennels.

Gordon setters.—Best kennel of four or more,
Inwood Kennels.

Soaniels.-Best kennel of four or more, J. P.
Willey.

.
Beagles.—Best kennel of four or more, thirteen

inches or over, Somerset Kennels; best beagle
owned and bred bv exhibitor, Lufra; best in
show, Lou; b.;st dog in open class, Pulboro
Crafty; best bitch. Belle of Woodbiake.
Fox hounds—Best kennel of four, Seminole

Kennels; best American-bred collie in open class
Prince Wilkes; best bitch. Blue Ruin; best collie
iu puppy class, Helen Douglass.
Bull dogs.—Best specimen, Salent; best Amer-

ican-bred dog. Handsome Dan.
Bull terriers.—Best dog, Carney; best bitch.

Winning Wagtail.

Boston terriers.—Best kenne'. Auburn Ken-
nels; best dog, Rossie Richards; best bitch.
Famous; best (log 25 to 35 pounds. Tumbler; best
bitch, Miss Thorn.
Fox terriers.—Best kennel, Blemton Kennels;

best dog or bitch in s'.iow, Blemton Victor II.;
best bitch in open class. Miss Dollar; best ex-
hibit of four, Blemton Kennels.
Dandie Dinmonts.—Best dog or bitch, King of

the Heather; best brace. King of the Heather
and Heather Madge,
Scotch terriers —Best dog or bitch, Kilroy

best brace. Kilstor and Scotch Hot.
Irish terriers—Best American bred dog, Shaun

Boy; best bitch. Colleen Ruth; best puppy.
Colleen Ruth; free service to bitch wiuniiig
special. Colleen Ruth.

A CLUB Ul.WER,

The New England Kennel Club Gives
a Dinner at Hotel Thorudlko.

Special to Fanciers' Journal.

The following sat down to a sumptuous
dinner, after which was a meeting fully

organizing the club:

W, A. Power, Dr, J, W. Hayward, G.

E. Osborne, G. E. Schaeffer, W. Med-
berry, C. S. Hanks, C. H. Innes. C. Hig-
gins, N. L. Chafiin, G. A. Vickburg, G.

\V, Lovell, J, W. Newman. C. T. Brow-
nell, K, H, Clarke, John Davidson, K. R.

Sperry, F, D, Freeman, J. S. Mills, G. L,

V, Tyler, T. M. Aldrich. H. W. Lacy. C,

D. Roberts, N, C, French, Mr, Dexter,

A, A. Savage, S. D. Pearl, Noyes Billings,

N. T. Brown, C. A. Parker, J, C, Shnrp.

S. Hammond, Jr., William Loring, W. C,

Baylies, C, W. Carter, Jr., A. R. Sharp,

A. M. Tucker, D. A. Goodwin. Jr., E. O,

Damon, F. W. Whitlock, Major J. M,
Taylor, C. A. Evans, G, E. Stickney,

The necessary steps were then taken

to incorporate the New Englahd Field

Trial Club, The by-laws were adopted

and the election of officers: President,

W, A, Power; vice-presidents, Dr, J. W,
Hayward, G. E. Osborne, D. A. Good-
win, Jr., and H. Dulton, Jr; secretary, G.

E. Stickney; treasurer, J. L, Wells; Board

of Governors, in addition to above offi-

cers, E. O. Damon, A, M. Tucker, C. D.

Roberts, F, W. Whitlock, V. L. Bassa,

Dr. F. L. Hawkins, F. H. Clark, G. W.
Lovell.

The stakes to be run for : The Derby,

|io to nominate and ^lo to fill, entries

closing August i.

All-aged Stake, Jio to nominate and
|»io to fill, entries closing November i.

Voted to hold Amateur Stakes, open
only to amateurs, $5 to nominate and J5
to fill, entries closing November i.

Voted to begin trials Tuesdav, Novem-
ber «.

The prizes for the Derby are : First,

I200; second, $if)o; third. $50. All agetl

Stakes the same value. Amateur Stakes,
three cups for first, second and third.

Applications for membership were
presented and passed upon as a whole :

A. A. Savage, C. A. Evans, H. W. Lacv,
C. B. Dubov, Dana Pearson. G. E. Sche'f-

fiin, H. C. French, Dr. H. Bishop. S. C.
Bradley, Dr. F. W. Kendall, K. Brooks,
Bayard Thayer, Dr. J. E. Hare, C. A.
Parker, J. H. Seeley,
The Committee on Game guaranteed to

' have plenty of quail on the ground.

j

Mr. F. W. Whitlock proposed that the
, Stake Committee be empowered to .select

i
the judges, and this was pas.sed upon.

I This concluded the regular business,

j

when free andeasy discu.ssions were the
order. Major Taylor and G. E. Osbo'ue
argued the point of \%ide ranging and
Honest John cliipi)cd in that the dog who
ranged wide and found no hirds wasn't
worth a . No, he didn't say that.

Tom Aldrich was of the same opinion.

BrockENHURST.

In answering advertisements, please
mention Fanciers' Journal.
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WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS.

Some Interesting Pickings and Pointers

Gathered Here and There.

The Lansdowne Kennels are coming out

strong and intend booming fox terriers

round "Philly." They should do well to

the breed, and as they have the field to

themselves, no rival kennels, all the

more fortunate. The inducement they

oflfer to intending breeders to their stud

dogs is fair and square, and both Des-

perado and Triton possess the wmning
blood of the day, and if properly mated
should produce "tarriers" that no one

need be ashamed of.

Everyone tells me you must go in for

beagles, they are the coming little sport-

ing dog. I have numbers of inquiries,

and so on. Well, there's no reason why
they shouldn't be. There's nothing
more attractive, both in the city and
country, than three couple of these musi-

cal boxes. The trials will most probably

be held this year at Nanuet. where they

can be seen to advantage. The club has

decided on October 26 as its date. Mr.

Kreuder's idea is to make a start a day or

two before the shooting season opens,

thus giving us plenty of game and not so

much of that "tir'ar patch," the marks of

which I shall carry to my grave. Mr.

Dossinger Poesey. I verily believe there

was onlv one rabbit, and he gave us a

week's sport. Still, it was "real elegant

sport," Mr. Trailer, and the man who
s;it in front of a fire would enjoy it, fully

imagining, if he read Thk Journai., that

he was there. This is the kind of theo-

retical sport that a man reads about in

picture l>ooks, but seldom sees, and he

tries to "kid" to himself that he's enjoy-

ing himself. If he is it takes very little

to amuse him. The beagle trials, to be

popular and a success, must have plenty

of rabbits. Two hours', aye, three

hours' tramping, with a thorn in your

side and another in your eye, is "too

amoosin' " and far from pleasant. After

all, we did have a jolly week, especially

at lunch time on the "green grass."

which was greatly assisted and surper-

seded by the "blue grass." I'm looking at

Mr. Kreuder.

Both the New York Herald and Sun
had a full description of the firemen's

dog Chappie, and. as reported, he died of

his injuries. Besides his hip being

broken his bowels were all crushed in, so

Mr. Sherwood informs me, who made
the autopsv. Engine Company No. 14

is, I understand, one of the crack fire

brigades, and when any notable person-

ages come over they are taken there to

see the horses and men hitch up. It is

in a swell part of the city, near Fifth

Avenue, and New York's millionaires of-

ten are its visitors, and I hear they are to

get another dog from Mr. William Wal-

dorf Astor to replace Chappie's box, but

never the old dog himself.

The Fox Terrier Club stakes for the

year 1892 close at the Boston Show.

Talking about ordinary veterinary sur-

geons who are strictly horse doctors and

as a rule never apply themselves at col-

lege to the "diseases of the dog," and

generallv do not know how to handle

doys except too severely, appears more
evident to me every day. A celebrated

St. Bernard on coming to this country

had a sore on the tip of his tail. The
vet in charge thought the best way to

cure it would be to cut a point or two off.

No doubt, but it doesn't suit a dog

man, and may be all right for a "boss,"

but flocking St. Bernards is not yet the

fashion.

In the F:nglish Stock-Keeper some

time back I read where a prominent St.

Bernard fancier advocated cutting the

dew claws off; that he had done it, with

the result they moved straighter behind,

with no tendencv to being cow-legged. I

vonder the St. Bernard Club don't

make a rule that it will be compulsory.

Surelv it is not an eye for beauty, they are

useless, ugly appendages, uncomfortable

to the dogs' and a source of annoyance at

all times. It was only last ^eek I saw a

dog lame from a dew claw having twisted

itself round and growing rij^ht into the

flesh fully half an inch in length.

The fox terrier Regent Brisk has not

gone to the Pacific coast, but is now the

property of Mr. Nelson, of Philadelphia.

This gentleman owns the mastiff Jeffer-

son and at one time General Grant, the

fox terrier.

Mr. T. S. Bellin, who through illness

was not able to judge at Boston, is suffer-

ing from low fever, bordering on typhoid.

He had a relapse last Saturday, but the

doctor speaks hopefully of his recovery.

It will be some weeks before he can re-

sume his business duties.

Our St. Bernard kings, Messrs. Reick
and Ruppert, are, I believe, expected in

England to-day, and "I'm just expecting

a wire to say so." The colonel is not

going to leave us, although in the sum-
mer the "gee-gees" will occupy his atten-

tion, and Marty Bergen has been engaged
as his rider.

Some one must be a "fabricator of the

truth," and who is it? Mr. Goodman's
reply to ^Ir. Manice, that he didn't say

this or that about Mr. Raper and the

Dachshunde, is rather confusing, but

surely something has been said or Mr.
Manice is a bold manufacturer. You've
had your little fling in print and the in-

trepid, truncated George is two points

ahead, so now produce your witnesses or

retire gracefully.

Mr. Raper's stay is drawing to a close.

Last Friday week he inspected the train-

ing stables at Sheepshead Bay and Satur-

day saw him at Staten Island teaching

the young wire hairs how to shoot. On
Saturday, after the Boston show, where,

I expect, he will have taken Mr. Bellin's

place, he sets sail for his native shore

amidst wailing and gnashing of teeth.

Mr. Manice is endeavoring to organize

a Dachshunde club, and at the next New
York show he will give a cup valued at

|200, to be competed for by a sweepstake
of Is each, the winner each year to take

the stakes, and when an exhibitor wins it

three times to take the cup.

I'm told on good authority there is no
such thing in Australia as rabies. This

can probably be accounted for in a great

measure to the custom authorities. A
dog shipped to Australia is quarantined

in government kennels for six months
before being allowed into the possession

of its owner. This is rather severe, and
it would certainly be very awkward
round show time if in force over here.

On board the boat Pilgrim to Boston

the bull dogs Carrie, belonging to the

Wheatley Kennels, and Monarch VI, of

the Retnor Kennels, died of suffocation.

Carrie, as the boat was starting was nearly

dead, but after some time spent on her

she came to and we thought all right for

the night, but she expired on reaching

Newport. Monarch VI, in charge of

Mr. Whalen, on his return from supper

opened his box and was lifeless.

Saleni and Pathfinder, if left another

minute, would probably have shared the

same fate, also the bull terrier Diamond
King. The boxes were not suitable for

bull dogs, not allowing enough air, and
at the same time the men on the dock
handled them like bags of potatoes and
not as live stock should have been. They
are greatly to blame, and it is time the

companies were made to suffer.

HOW MUCH DO ANIMALS KNOW.

Some Instances of the Remarkable In-

telligence of Dogrs.

The Star of last Saturday contained an

article entitled "Animals' Thoughts," the

tenor of which was that dogs, horses,

etc., gain little information through the

senses of seeing, hearing and touch; that

for their ideas of the external world they

depend almost exclusively on the sense

of smell.

While the article in question was un-

doubtedly correct in its conclusion that

this world is to an animal an extremely

different world from what it appears to

us, yet it appears that this must be a

matter of degree rather than essential

and fundamental difference. For in-

stance, the article said that "a horse,

with its digits imprisoned in a horny

hoof, is in a particularly bad case," and

argues that "as it is one of the elementary

teachings of psychology that our percep-

tion of space in our vision of the world

comes to us through our fingers." there-

fore that animal can have but little idea

of distance. Yet every observer knows

that a horse in some way does obtain an

idea of distance and can calculate very

correctly whether an obstacle is too high

for it to leap over or a stream or gully too

broad for it to jump across.

AN INTELLIGENT PUG.

Our present household pet is a pug

dog—if it be proper to call her a dog

—

with no special sagacity. Like most

others of her age and sex she is a great

lover of candy, which seems to indicate

that the sense of taste is developed along

the same lines in animals and in men. I

have just shown her a caramel and then

suddenly snapped it to the furthest cor-

ner of the room. She thinks it has

dropped somewhere near me and noses

about eagerly, covering a circle three or

four feet in diameter. Failing to find it,

she looks up into my face inquiringly. I

silently point to the corner of the room,

six or eight feet away. Her eyes follow

the direction in which I point and she

goes straight to the caramel. When her

much-boasted nose fails her her eyes

show her very accurately the direction

and distance indicated by my finger.

SHE KNOWS WHERE HER HARNESS IS.

I say in quiet, ordinary tones, "Where's

your harness?" The harness is a con-

trivance whereby when she and I walk

abroad I prevent her from wandering too

far away and falling into the clutches of

the dog-catcher. She has such implicit

faith in humanity that I have never had

the heart to explain to her the functions

of the dog-catcher in our modern system

of civilization. But at the word "har-

ness" she jumps from her bed. bounds

into the next room, plants herself with

paws against the wall and turns to me
with an appealing look and bark that

asks me to take it down, fasten it about

her and accompany her in her morning
walk.

THIS CANINE WAS WISE.

bringing the rabbit in his mouth—hold-

ing it carefully so as not to harm it.

One Sunday morning I failed to find

my blacking brush in its usual place—on
a projecting board in the cellar way. I

commented, possibly in somewhat un-

christian language, upon the melancholj'
fact that whenever I was in a special hur-

ry to find anything it was reasonably
certain to be somewhere else than in its

customary place. A few minutes later

the dog came upstairs, bringing in his

mouth my missing blacking brush, which
had fallen down cellar, and laid it at my
feet, wagging his tail with self-satisfac-

tion at the thought of the tears he was
saving the recording angel on my ac-

count.

DRIVEN FROM HOME.

One afternoon a lady, at that time a
member of my household, on her way
across the front porch, not looking par-

ticularly where she was stepping, stum-
bled over the dog. Somewhat vexed,
she exclaimed : "Get out, you big brute

;

you are always in the way. I wish you
would go home and stay there." I did
not learn of her hasty remarks and its

results until several hours afterward,

when I came home from my work. On
my way home I met the dog, apparently
awaiting me at the foot of the hill, about
a quarter of a mile from the house. I

pett'.d him for a moment and invited

him to follow me, but with an air of
quiet dignity he rejected my invitation.

I never saw him again. He did not re-

turn to his former master. He evidently

had not forgotten how he had cast him
off and given him away.

When thinking of this "brute," with
his intelligence, affection, self-respect

and sensitiveness to undeserved reproach,

I have often wondered sadly what be-

came of him in his declining years—in

what unsheltered nook, amid what pangs
of hunger, cold and desolation the wan-
ing light of that noble life went out.

These are a few of many experiences

with animals that cause me to believe

that the article copied into last Satur-

day's Star was in error in emphasizing so

sharply the difference Ijetween the mental
operations of so called "brutes" and
those of human beings. The longer I

live the more strongly I am convinced
that the "gulf" between the psychical

operations of animals and those of man
is narrower, and not wider, than is com-
monly imagined. J. L. McCreery.
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The beagle Bill Nye was shot while

hunting a rabbit by an ignorant, irate,

stupid farmer. He had run th?i cotton

tail under a barn and was barking at it.

Mr. Farmer's excuse is, "he thLUght the

dog mad." but before Mr. Hyland gets

through we hope to hear that he has paid

for bis madness and stop this kind of

funny business which prevails in many
country and city places.

Bill Nye was a winner in the late beagle

trials and the only dog that gave Tony
Weller a bit of hustling. He was as fast

as a streak of lightning, and this year

would probably have given Frank Forest

a brush. We are sorry for Mr. Hyland's

loss, and still more so for Bill to have

ended his life whilst doing duty, but we
hope there is some of his progeny left.

If you have a good business advertis-

ing will m-.ke it better; if a poor busi-

ness advertising will make it good.

The last dog I had before this came to

me and left me under circumstances that

always awakens within me a pang of re-

gret. I was spending the evening at the

house of his owner, when I became ac-

quainted with the animal and expressed

my admiration for his intelligence and

affection. "All right." said the man of

the house, "you can have him, he is of

no use to us and is eating his head off."

Two hours later when I started to go

home the dog went with me. When I

opened the door next morning what was

my surprise to find him on my front

porch, with the evident purpose of stay-

ing—and stay he did for several months.

He was one of the noblest animals th it

ever made a man feel ashanie<l when he

recollected what race he belonged to. I

can give but one or two illustrations out

of many of his surprising intelligence.

One day my daughter was searching

all about the house, inside and out, for

her pet rabbit, when the dog came up

behind her. "I don't want you," she

said, "I want my rabbit." The dog left,

but in less than five minutes came again,

A Letter ft*om Mr. Bell.

I have read Mr. J. Otis Fellows' letter

with considerable amusement. I should

very much like to see his dogs, especially

the twenty-six pound one which retrieved

a twelve-pound goose from half a mile

away. They must have been a dilapi-

dated pair on their return.

I wonder if Mr. Fellows thinks that it

is a sportsman-like thing to allow a

cocker to do work of that kind or to re-

trieve ducks all day from a swift current

full of floating ice which would cut a boat.

All I have to say on the subject is that

that is not cocker work. There are other

breeds for those purposes and retrieving

of that nature should be left to them.

The letter shows great ignorance of the

object of retrieving. The best retriever

is the dog who brings his game, carrying

it clear from the ground and without any

teeth marks upon it. No true sportsman

would allow his dogs to do that which

nature never intended them to do, and

this is where I disagree with Mr. Fel-

lows' letter. It is quite evident that his

grannie has got quite a few white hens

,

for he seems to be all the time sucking

the eggs. Yours truly. G. BELL.

A Letter from Mr. Wllkenson.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Will Mr. William Tallman please ex-

plain to me why he took the card from

my English setter Sir Item Windam after

he gave him first in the local class at the

recent Philadelphia show and gave it to

Count Belton, a coarse puppy, bad in fore

legs, badly coupled,with bad movement ?

Yours truiy, William Wilkenson.

INFLUENCE OF A PREVIOUS SIRE

Another Communication for E. H. M.'s

Perusal.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Perhaps I cau give your correspondent,

E. H. M., some consolation. In June,

1891, I took my mastiff bitch to the dog
aud left her several days. I let her fol-

low me home, thinking she was entirely

out of heat, and did not think of her for

two or three hours. I then went to look

for her, and, much to my disgust, found

my collie dog lined to her. I, however,

locked her up until sure she was out of

heat and at the proper time she whelped
two pure mastiff pups.

My brother has a very fine white and
red Lewellyn-Irish setter bitch. She has

never been bred to anything but a pure

setter dog. Last fall she came in heat

without being noticed and formed a mes-

alliance with a collie dog. My brother,

as soon as he was aware of the fact, had
her served twice by a fiue setter dog.

When the pups came (eight) they were
of good color, but every single one of

them had collie heads and ears. If the

dog to which E. H. M. bred his bitch was
vigorous 1 think that she will have a

straight litter of fox terriers. I believe

the first dog generally sires the pups. I

will anxiously await his report.

Will some of your "previous sire" ad-

vocates please crack this nut : There
lives in this neighborhood a woman, now
about seventy or seventy-five years old,
who while enciente with her first child
was badly frightened by a snake of some
kind. When the child was born (a boy)
he was marked with what he calls a
"snake finger." That is, a finger which
has instead of the usual nail two small
round nails coming out on the side of his
finger, which gives it very much the ap-
pearance of a snake's head. This, how-
ever, isn't all. This boy's father was
killed about the time of his birth, but
the mother, being rather easy, kept on
having children, and two or more of the
children have this same "snake finger."
I believe one daughter has two of them.
I do not know whether the mark has
been transmitted to the grandchildren
and great-grandchildren or not, but could
easily find out, as I know the family
well. This son is about flfty-five years
old, lived on my father's farm for a long
time and has frequently told me how he
came by that finger.

Is it not just possible that the thor-
oughbred mare bred to the quagga,
which is always lugged in by the previ-
ous sire advocates to prove their side of
the question, is similar to this ? It would
be rauk nonsense to say contamination
has anything to do with these snake
fingers. I don't believe in contamination—"mother marks" are as "thick as pig
tracks."

I think such freaks may be caused by
powerful mental excitement, fear or aver-
sion, by breeding back to an unknown
sire, but never, never, never by contam-
ination. Enough for one time.

Virginia.
»

A BADGER HUNT.

A graphic account of a badger hunt was
recently given in Baily's Magazine. The
sport is one which finds much favor with

Irish terrier fanciers, and not unnatural-

ly so for their is no truer test of a dog's

gameness than that of bringing him into

close quarters with a burly brock. It is

not everywhere, however, that such quar-

ry can be obtained, though as the writer

of the account in question reminds us,

the race of badgers is not by any means
extinct in Britain. Badgers are naturally

shy creatures, and any repetition of dis-

turbance will speedily cause them to

shift their quarters, hence the difficulty

of getting at them. Beyond their human
enemy they have none to fear for nothing

preys upon them. Their strength and
skill in defense are ample protection for

them against any wild beasts in this

country.

The ruling instinct in the badger char-

acter is a dislike of publicity. He ob-

jects to being looked at under any cir-

cumstances, but most of all does he dis-

like observation in broad daylight. He
invariably makes haste to efface himself
from view if by any means this cau be
accomplished. There is at first sight a

touch of anachronism about his hoary
person—a certain out-of-date-Rip Van-
^Vinkle-like air, and his demeanor (when
disturbed) has a diffident, not to say sul-
ky, awkwardness which irresistibly sug-
gests that he is couscious of his oddity.
Suddenly confronted with an enemy, his
first idea is to shuffie off and bury him-
self—an operation which he cau conduct
with amazing celerity—but when the en-
enjy becomes too persistent in. his atten-
tions the badger will turn and confront
him. When he does, woe be it to the ca-
nine or other foe which shall prove to be
more rash than experienced in the en-
counters. Although of a hot temper
(when meddled with) the badger never
provokes hostilities, and as a rule is

more desirous of avoiding a quarrel than
ofjoining issue in battle. Once, how-
ever, brought fairly to bay, his inde-
cision vanishes and he stands forth as
"game a bit of stuff" as anything that
can be entered against him.
The badger "earth" to which the writer

in our contemporary repaired with his
comrades was situated on a steep,
darkly-wooded slope, which rose up from
a stream in the meadow below. Two
helpers, armed with spades and a pick-
axe, accompanied the gamekeeper, who
went with them, as also did three cross-
bred, vicious-looking dogs and a particu-
larly plucky veteran, a wire-haired ter-

rier named Snap. The three mongrels
were at once tied up awaiting emergen-
cies, and a deep trench was cut ri^ht
across the intricate passages and galler-
ies of the badger's stronghold.
On being slipped at one of the leading

holes Snap disappeared and was not seen
for upwards of half an hour. There were
signs which betoken that our friend the
badger is at home—muffled sounds of
tussling, half smothered, snorting barks,
with grunlings and swaying two and fro,

all distant and far below ground. With
undiminished faith in Snap, the keeper
patiently bided his time, hoping that the
enemy would eventually be cornered. He
assumed a nonchalant air, talked to the
helpers, who listened. intently, first at one
hole, then at another, and finally strolled
over to where we quietly awaited the
issue of events.
Sundry refreshments, both edible aud

potable having been discussed and pipes
lighted, aud a feeling somewhat akin to
distrust began to pervade the whole of
us. Then one of the men bustled up and
presently descended deep down into the
trench. Here he wedged himself so far

into one of the main galleries that from
above his wildly waving boots alone were
visible.

The keeper, walking listlessly over,
listened attentively, then roused himself,
and, pointing to a certain spot, solemnly
asserted that "the dog is barking solid

just here, and here the badger is," and at

once proceeded to jam a long-pointed
iron bar deeply down beyond the spot,

thus eventually preventing the retreat of
the animal in that direction.

Whatever might have been the state of
affairs below, the immediate effect was a
smothered exclamation from the man in
the hole. He withdrew precipitately,

and the subterranean sounds of strife

drew nearer and nearer. The badger
was evidently making a determined effort

to route the dog, for presentiy hideous
sounds of mauling and worrying were
heard and the combatants approached the
open trench.
A few seconds and out tumbled two

struggling bodies rolling over each other,
both covered with sand and dust and
both showing blood streaks here and
there. Instantly the game-keeper leaped
down into the trench, his keen eye on the
two writhing forms, then suddenly stoop-
ing, with outstretched hand the long
grey body is deftly seized, held out at

arm's length and a boar of thirty pounds
IS tailed and bagged.

Do not advertise once or twice in a pa-

per and think that is enough. Adver-
tising to be successful must be continued.

DOG SHOW JUDGES.

From the Stock-Keeper.

Judges at dog shows are beginning to

chafe at the trying duty imposed by the
long lists ot specials now in vogue. Be-
fore their introduction, or we might say

development, when a judge had got
through his classes his task was done, or
he might still perhaps have a cup to

award to the best in the show and an-

other to the best of either sex in the open
classes, but anyhow his hard work was
practically over. Mais nous avons change
tout cela, now when the last class has
filed out, and the judge, with a sigh of
relief exclaims, "Thank goodness, that's

over !" the steward of the rack gloat-

ingly reminds him of "the specials," and
without hesitation we dare to assert that

these exasperatingly confused specials,

with their cuuningly devised conditions,

are like the extra turn to the judicial vic-

tim on the rack.

They are so many, and consequently to

avoid clashing all the devilish ingenuity

of the human mind is exercised in con-

triving intricate conditions. So all the

winners begin crowding into the ring

again, and not winners only, for the well-

schemed terms will often let in an he re-

cipient for a special of money value

equal to the first or second prize. But
the confusion which ensues is the worst
part of it. The wretched judge is utterly
helpless, he is the only person present
without a catalogue, so how can he tell

whether this or that dog belongs to a
member of one of the nuuierousspecialist
clubs that now donate prizes to the same
breed. The judge does not know the
names of the owners, the dogs, their
ages, nor any of the particulars at all that
are essential when awarding the specials.

He is completely in the hands of his ring
steward, who probably is an eminently
agreeable local personage, but gloriously
ignorant of the breed, its owners, history,
and so forth ; his assistance, therefore,
when the specials come on the tapis can
be estimated at nothing.
The judge in that case has to fall back

on the exhibitors, who surround the per-
plexed creature with their catalogues in
one hand and chain (with a dog at the
end of it) in the other so encumbered
they make dabs at the pages with a pen-
cil and all talk together, and each one
puts a different, usually his own, con-
struction upon the specials. It is lucky
enough if the babel, to which the dogs
add their cries as their feet are occasion-
trodden on, do not develop into a quar-
rel. What usually happens is this, one
or more of the exhibitors who are ac-
quainted with the breed and the club
pick out from the catalogue the dogs
that are eligible for each special, an<l

then they say to the judge, "There you
are, it's between this lot," and he makes
his choice. Then the next special. "Oh,
well," says an exhibitor, "that must go to
Dash, because he beat Bang in the novice
class," thus that is settled, "Well, and
then Brown gets No, 22, of course," adds
the second exhibitor. "Yes," replies his
colleague, "and I take 23 with Stornier,"
and thus they continue, that is when
things go smoothly, until the list has
been gone through, and the judge, being
assured that that is- all, feels grateful for
their assistance and walks away with a
peaceful mind.
Which he preserves till about three days

after the publication of the prize list in
the Stock-Keeper, and the postman com-
mences to leave letters that make his
life a burden. An exhibitor who was
not at the show will write to ask him if

his dog Rattle was led out for special 22,

as he was certainly eligible. The owner
is very polite, he only wants to know be-
cause without wishing to question the
judge's opinion he has always considered
Rattle a much superior terrier to Judy,
who received the special and has been
badly beaten by Rattle on several pre-
vious occasions. Of course, the poor
judge cannot enlighten his correspond-
ent. How should he be able to tell when
he did not know either Rattle or Judy?
Then follow letters from the secretary of

the show and of the specialist club, pro-
ducing convincing proofs that this dog
had no right to compete for that special,

nor to win that, and so on ad nauseam.

The worst of it is, the majority of these
complaints are just and require justifica-
tion, which mortifies those who thought
they had won, and make- the judge most
miserable. However, so it is. and we
hope that this literally truthful account
of "special" difficulties will inspire hon.
sees, with the desire to appoint somebody
at shows where they give their specials,
and beg him to be responsible for their
being properly competed for and won.

[If the A. K. C. would only do away
with these special prizes that are local, or
have a string attache<l, it would save
both judges a great deal of useless labor.
-Ed. F,J,]

—-«

KENNEL. KEGISTEIl.

We make no charge for entries in this
column; all we ask is that registration he
made on our blank forms which will
be furnished free by sending to this office
for them,

VISITS.

national REAGI.K KEXNKI.S' l>ilch Vir-
ginia M, (Diamond Forest—Topsy S.), to Ch.
Kitzhugli Lee (7605), March 5.

TopsyS. (Ch. Frank Forest—Juno II), to Ch.
Tony Weller, March 19, 1S92.

RICHARD GRAHAM'S (Mexico. Mo.l pug bitch
Ladv Desmond (21,689), to Kherhait I'ug
Kennels' Ebcrhart's Cashier, March 15, ih<ji.

TYSON & HULL'S cocker spaniel Lady Aber-
deen to Ch. Black Dufferiu, March 20, 1892.

J. G. JORGF:nSEN'S cocker spaniel Margueritta
toCh. Black Dufferiu, .Match 19, iSy^.

LUCKWELL & DOUGLAS' cocker spaniel Wood-
land Kate to Ch. BLick Dufferiu, March 24,
1S92.

^*

Cocker spaniel Woodland Daisy to Ch. Black
Duke, March 18. 1892.

Cocker spaniel Montie to Ch. Black Duke,
March 14, 1892.

Cocker spaniel Woo<1Iaud Belle to Ch. Black
Duke (S494), March 6, i?<92.

Cocker spaniel Jude to Ch. Black Duke (8404)
Feb 29, 1892. ^ ^''

Cocker spaniel Woodland Susie to Ch. Black
Dufferiu, February 23. 1892.

Cocker spaniel King Fharo's Sister (20,557), to
Ch. Black Duffenn (20,043), February 20, 1892.

C. G. BROWNING'S cocker spaniel Elfrtda to
Ch. Black Duke (8494), .March 7, 1892.

L. W. C I'ALMER'^ cocker spaniel Dora to Ch.
Black Duke (8494), February 28, i,>,92.

L. FARF:\VF:lL'S (Toronto) cocker spaniel Miss
Brant to Ch. hlack Duke (8494), January 26
1892.

J F. KIRK'S (Toronto) cocker spaniel Koredale
Jet to Ch. Black Dufferiu (20,043), January 24,
l'-92.

CHARLES SEAKLES cocker spaniel to Ch.
Black Dufferiu (20,043), January 3. 1892.

JOHN HOI'F'S cocker spaniel Little Ladv to Ch.
Black Dufferiu (20,043), Dtcemi>er 14, '1891.

HILLSIDE KENNELS' (Lancaster, .Mass.) deer
hound bitch Hillside Heather to the Ch,
Robber Chieftain (62l^), March 25, 1892.

Deer hound bitch Hillside Ruth (15 058) to their
Ch, Robber ChicTtain (621S), March 26, i8ya.

SALES.
EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O

,

sold their pug bitch Wynona (Douglass 11,
11.804—Lady Verne, 17,013) to Mr. Geo. K.
Reinraan. Pittsburg, Pa.

Phyllis «9rSQi, deerhound bitch, to their cham-
pion Robber Chieflaiu (6218), March 23,
1892.

Lorna Secunda (6225). deerhound bitch, to their
Champion Baron (6209), March 15. 1892.

Heather Belle (6222), deerhound biich, to their
Hillside Warrior (14,944), March 13, 1S92.

Lady Mixture (7757), fox terrier biich. to their
Starden's King (24.676), March 13. iS.j2.

Hillside Ruth (12.627). fox terrier bitch, to their
Starden's King (24 767), March 8, iSy2.

Richmond Olive (7004), fox terrier bitch, to
their Stirden's King (24,767). M.nrch 16, .892,

Dudley Toilet (22.406), fox terrier bitch, to their
Reckoner (6964), March 2, 1892.

Hillside Sapphire 15.052). fox terrier bitch, to
their Brockeuhurst Tvke (23,118), February
28, 1S92.

Miss Dollar (23,119), fox terrier bitch, to their
Starden's King (24 767), February 28, 1S92.

Princess (7001), fox terrier bitch, to their
Pitcher (21,325), February 21, 1892.

LOUIS BIDDLE'S (Philadelphia, Pa ) fox ter-
rier bitch Hope to Hillside Kennels' Reckon-
er (6964), February 20, 1892.

Coronet, fox terrier bitch, to Hillside Kennels'
Raby Mixture (6963), March 3, 1S92.

CLARF;NCF: RATHBO.VES (Albany, N. V.) fox
terrier bilrh Beverwyck Becky (22,686) to
Hillside Kennels' Starden's King (24,767),
February 20, 1S92.

VV. S. PRFISGRAVE'Sfox terrier bitch to Hill-
side Kennels' Pitcher (21,325), February 19,

1892.

WHELPS.
HILLSIDE KENNELS' (Lancaster, Mass ) fox

terrier bitch Hillside Model (i 2 626) whelped
one dog and one bitch to their Pitcher (21,325),
March 19, 1S92.

Meersbrook Nan (6998), fox terrier bitch,
whelped three bitches to their Pitcher (21,325),
March 15. ifk^z.

Hillside Vice 1 -'4.770), fox terrier bitch, whelped
two dogs and three bitches to their Blemton
Volunteer (6958), March 6, 1S92.

Spinet (23 695), fox terrier bitch, whelped one
dog aiul twt> bitches to their Brockeuhurst
Tyke (23,118), March 3, 1892.

Lady Rackon i(<'^». fox terrier bitch, whelped
six bitches by their pitcher (21.^25), February
28.

Hillside Spinster (20,071), fox terrier bitch,
whelped one dog and two bitches to their
Brockeuhurst Tyke (23,118), February 16,

1892.

Richmond Dazzle (7003), fox terrier bitch,
whelp;d one dog and two bitches to their
Pitcher (21,325), February 14.
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POULTRYan^ PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

April is the month of chickens. Thou-

sands of downy little thoroughbreds will

emerge from the shell and under the

genial influence of vernal sunshine and

more temperate breezes thrive and grow.

It is what may be termed the natural

hatching season, and our advice is to set

as many eggs this month as possible, es-

pecially of the larger and slow-maturing

breeds.
*

Many chickens were hatched last

month, but the March of 1892 was a roar-

in^', blustering, shivering blot on the

calendar. Too much snow and too little

sunshine made chicken culture very try-

ing. Still, early chickens must be had to

supply the early market, made necessary

by the increasing poultry shows iu the

fall of the year.

4< »

The chickens of such breeds as games,

Leghorns, Polish and Hamburgs are

rapid growers, and, if anything, will do

better when hatched in May and June.

Vegetable and animal food is then very

plentiful, and nothing is more indit^pens-

able in raising good stock of the above

breeds than this. The tender grass and

fat grubs, bugs and insects rush the quick

feathering chicks through the dangerous

early period of their existence in great

shape. Unlimited range is what they

want, and this means limited grain food.

We must develop the muscle and bone

and not the fat, and nature's method is

the correct one. The failure to raise

Leghorn, game and Hamburg chickens

successfully is due to close confinement

and heavy grain feeding. This is a leaf

from the book of experience and not a

theory.
*

« *

When chickens have a free range the

grain food is best given in the natural

state, 7. e. dry, either the whole grain or

crushed, according to the size of the

chickens. Whole wheat is excellent and

so is cracked corn. A mixture of the

two kept before the chickens at all

times is the simplest and best method of

supplying food. For very young chick-

ens dry food answers equally well, espe-

cially a mixture of bran, cracked corn

and rolled oats. The assertion that dry

bran causes bowel trouble is a mistake.

It is safer, especially in hot weather, to

feed it dry than scalded. An excess of

bran food, however, is apt to prove too

laxative.

« «

The ghoulish glee with which certain

editors of poultry and pigeon papers

publish the "wax figure" story regarding

a deceased fancier is certamly in very

bad taste and a cruel and unjust libel on

a dead man's family. What is more, the

story is as absurd as it is untrue. This the

above-mentioned editors could have easily

ascertained by reading the papers. Rel-

egate sewer journalism to the eager daily

cesspools of that commodity.
*

• «

Montana hens despise common "grit,"

judging by the following from the Phila-

delphia Record :

"An important discovery of precious stones is

reported in the vicinity of Helena, Montana,

amethysts, opals, emeralds, etc ,
lying around

in profusion, and are found in many cases in the

gizzards of poultry. Happy the state where the

spring chickens are stuffed with emeralds and

where, no doubt, the Easter eggs are being laid

in iridescent tints."

« *

Our Knylish contemporary, Poultry,

under an editorial caption of "Improv-

ing Fowls," remarks :

'•We have before had the pleasure of mention-

ing the importation of fowls from the United

States to this country, and it therefore gives us

pleasure to announce that Messrs. Abbot Bros.,

Hinghara, have just received a large consign-

ment of golden Wyandottes from America,

which have been bought up by their agent in

the States from several of the most successful

breeders. All of the birds have scored over 90

points out of a possible 100, and many 97 points.

These birds have been put into the breeding

pens, and will doubtless prove a great acquisi-

tion to their new owners."
«

* «

When the English breeders view "many
of the 97 point" birds we hope they will

be very charitable in their criticisms of

the American score card, and not snicker

too audibly. We have yet to find a 97-

point golden Wyandotte in America.

The best score nearer 90 points than 100

points. Such scores as mentioned above,

if they really exist, throw ridicule on the

scoring system.

« *
Buffalo will have a great exposition

next summer. The dates are August 17

to 26. George M. Robinson, the prince

of managers, will pilot both the Buffalo

and Elmira fairs. A. S. StiUman super-

intends the poultry at both and also at

Horuellsville, N. Y., and Westfield, Pa.

«
• •

Uncle Isaac Felch is on the turf again

with his favorite hobbies, viz., symmetry

must go and the decimal scale. After

reading Mr. Felch's article in the Poul-

try Monthly the absurdity of the sym-

metry cut in the scores is painfully ap-

parent. As to his decimal scale, it is an

improvement over existing scales.

•
• »

The series of articles on "Comparison

versus Score Card," written by New
York, is concluded in this issue. Such

articles certainly cannot fail to make

breeders and exhibitors think. The

writer believes in the score card, but has

the fairuess to accoid comparison judg-

ing the merit it deserves.
*

« *

One of the best practical poultry books

ever issued is "The Business Heu," pub-

lished by the Rural Publishing Com-

pany. The editor, Mr. H. W. Colling-

wood, has devoted much study and time

on poultry matters in the past five years,

and the excellent poultry matter printed

from time to time in the Rural New
Yorker was due to Mr. Collingwood's

ability in securing from practical poul-

trymen valuable information on all sub-

jects pertaining to poultry culture. The

book contains the most important articles

that have appeared in the Rural New
Yorker, in addition to some specially

prepared for it. The book is well printed

and should be in the hands of every

poultryman. We can supply our readers

with the above at forty cents each.

for Europe ou the 26th of this mouth to

select stock. He will ship fifty pair of

bronze turkeys to Liverpool, England,

on the 13th of this mouth.
«

Mr. Vahle expects a lot of white swans

from England by the next steamer to ar-

rive and reports them nearly all sold in

advance.

» *

It is amusing to read the highly goody-

goody attacks on new breeds in some of

our esteemed exchanges. The writers

seem to forget that all old breeds were

new breeds once upon a time. To con-

demn a meritorious novelty is blind folly

or narrow selfishness. No doubt some

of the so-called new breeds are scrubs or

dunghills, and such need severe criticism.

The breeds of fowls novv existing, like

the many varieties of flowers, admit of

many new types resulting from crossing

and selection. Both will multiply for

years to come, and while old favorites

may be forgotten new ones will spring up

constantly. The A. P. A. can shut the

door to all new breeds, but it cannot

prevent their existence and popularity.

doctor, aud it was certainly cruel to have

ignored him by selecting so many in-

competent directors when he was ou
earth.

*
« «

The doctor should be more careful in

his statements, however. The j5io,ooohe

claims were appropriated for poultry ex-

periments were in reality for cattle,

swine and poultry investigation, the

hens, as is customary, getting the small

end of it. Mr. Wheeler, who has charge

of the poultry experiments, is thoroughly

capable, both practically and scientifical-

ly. It is a pity that the good work at

Geneva should be ignored, while some of

the less important experiments are criti-

cised to suit the aims of opposition. Such

methods are, to say the least, question-

able.

* *

We notice in one of our exchanges that

a "puff" is given to a breeder who sold

birls that won first honors for the pur-

chaser. To herald such a fact does gross

injustice to the latter and proves the

seller, if he sanctioned the publication of

the above, lacking in business judgment.

When a fancier sells birds to win in the

hands of another the latter should reap

the benefit. He pays for it in hard cash.

It would be about as legitimate to rob

him of the cash as of the honors.
»

« »

Another reprehensible method pursued

by tricky advertisers is to claim prizes

won at New York (everybody wants the

New York trade mark) when they had

no birds entered at the show held there.

It is done on the principle cited in the

above paragraph.
«

« «

H. W. Vahle, the well-known dealer in

fancy fowls, pigeons and cage birds, sails

*
« »

Mr. Sternberg iu this issue presents

some interesting correspondence re the

importation of fancy fowls under the

McKinley bill. As he succeeded iu get-

ting his importation through the Cus-

tom House free of duty, it will readily

be seen that all similar cases should be

treated likewise in the future. Hereto-

fore appeals have availed nothing, the

Custom House officials being sustained

by Secretary Foster in their course of

charging three cents per pound duty on

all fancy fowls. Yet the McKinley bill

makes the entry of the latter into Amer-

ica free, as The Fanciers' Journal

stated more than once. In Mr. Stern-

berg's case the President acted more

promptly and decisively it seems than the

government officials would have done if

appealed to alone.
*

« •

From the weekly New York Times we

clip the following:

"The Maryland Farmer says very truly: 'We

constantly wonder how farmers can willingly

consent to be defrauded ot the real work they

need done by this wasting of means on fancy

professorships in agricultural colleges, so-called,

which in reality do nothing, or worse than noth-

ing, for the farmer and his children.'

"One of the most flagrant instances of this

waste of public money in this direction is af-

forded by the Geneva (N. Y.) station, where

there seems to be an utter want of any original-

ity in the pursuit of knowledge that may be use-

ful to the farmers, who have paid their full

share, if not more, of the quarter of a million

dollars spent on this costly but useless institu-

tion. A costly poultry department there kept

up, and on which at the start $10,000 was spent,

is engaged in such childish work as feeding tal-

low to the hens, and full-grown men make chem-

ical analyses of the eggs to discover if any result

can be traced of the tallow in them. This is

about as wise, or otherwise, as it would be to

feed fried fat to the hens for the production of

fried eggs or omelets. This institution has been

unfortunate from the first in having been placed

under the control of incompetent directors, who

have shown not a spark of genius in the conduct

of the work of it. And the present management

seems to be an improvement (?) on the first in

its entire absence of fitness for the control of a

scientific experiment station as well as a practi-

cal worker.
*

* »

The author of the above attack is

Henry Steward, formerly of Hackensack,

N. J., but now of North Carolina, and a

well-known agricultural writer. Among

other accomplishments he is also a phy-

sician and novelist. His attack on the

poultry experiments made at Geneva are

in line with the systematic attacks made

against the New York Experiment Sta-

tion ever since the latter's birth. Noth-

ing at the latter will ever satisfy the irate

SPRAYER FOR POULTRY HOUSES.

The above illustration gives a faithful

representation of the syrayer manufac-

tured by Rumsey & Co., which was de-

scribed in The Fanciers' Journal a

few weeks ago. For applying whitewash

and petroleum it is excellent.

The Stockman says : "The most val-

uable property of hen manure is am-
monia. If allowed to liberate it loses its

value as a fertilizer. For the better

preservation of the droppings a loose

earthen floor of dry road dust is l>est. for

it catches all of the droppings of the

fowls when not on the perches, and the

frequent dusting covers them and pre-

vents the liberation of the ammonia.
Common ground plaster is excellent to

mix with the manure. It can be sprin-

kled freely on the droppings during

night and put awav in barrels in a dry,

cool place till needed. The dropping

board should be movable, taken out

every morning and scraped into the

barrel and then shake a heavy layer of

plaster over the manure each time; about

ten parts of plaster (gypsum) to one of

manure. A fine tooth rake, made pur-

posely for this use. will gather the loose

droppings, which can be treated in the

same way.

—The Mallard duck is the original of

all our Rouens, Pekins. Cayugas and

other varieties, the male of which has the

recurved feathers in his tail. No wild

breed but the Mallard has these, and the

Mallard resembles the Rouen drake in

plumage almost exactly, though in pro-

portions the latter is fuller and deeper,

especially behind.—American Poultry

Yard.

—The weight of hen's eggs ranges from

fifteen to twenty-four ounces per dozen.

A weight of twenty-two and one-half

ounces may be taken as a fair average

for good sized eggs, although a weight

of nearly four ounces is not unknown for

single specimens.

DISEASES OF POULTRY.

BY DR. W. F. ROTH.

ALI, RIGHTS RESERVED.

ROUP.—III.—CONTINUED,

Roup should not be confounded with

common catarrh, as we fear is oftener the

case than not, tor both, according to the

commonly accepted idea, have the same
cause. Roup is epidemic in a flock, ca-

tarrh is not. Roup is characterized by
an offensive discharge and breaking down
of tissue, while catarrh is rarely so ; roup
is caused rather by bad sanitary condi-

tions and poisonous efffuvia of a disease

breeding character, which is developed
atid intensified by atmospheric influence,

while catarrh is but a common cold.

Roup is a disease of particular circum-
stance as to its origin and generally as

to season, catarrh is unseasonable and of

insignificant origin ; roup attacks indi-

vidual breeds of the same flock ; catarrh

affects any bird exposed to cold ; roup
has a fatal tendency, catarrh has not.

With this differentiation it would seem
to us that an error in diagnosis should
not occur. That there may be sporadic

cases of roup is possible, but such is rarely

the case.

Treatment.—Since roup is in its epi

dcmic torm a septic disease the treat-

ment must to a large degree be antisep-

tic, aud altogether so as to precautionary

measures. As we have said, its origin

may consist in bad sanitary conditions,

influeuced by an unfavorable atmosphere,
and the first essential, therefore, in com-
bating the disease is a thorough renova-
tion and disinfection.

So soou as the first case presents itself

unmistakably place it in the hospital, or
away from the rest of the flock. Remove
all the birds from their quarters aud give
the entire iuside a coat of whitewash,
made antiseptic above its own effect by
enough carbolic acid to give a faint odor.
Omit no crevice, and by way of certainty
no better mode exists than to put the
whitewash on with a force spray. Don't
make a whitewash water, but a good ar-

ticle which has body aud holds when
put on. To make it hold throw a table-
spoonful of salt in a bucketful when mix-
ing. After it has dried fumigate with
sulphur and charcoal nnd follow this up
with a spray (from a vaporizer) of Piatt's

Chlorides, diluted as directed for such
disinfections. If possible let the quar-
ters remain empty after disinfection at
least a week.
The birds to be returned, and which

we presume have not taken the disease,
should also be fumigated with gunpow-
der stirred in molasses and burned ou a
hot brick or fire-shovel. The medical
treatment of the diseased birds is by no
means as easy as the inventors of roup
cures would have us believe. There is

altogether too much uncertain matter
published iu every journal concerning
the treatment of this disease, and neither
disease nor the medicaments employed
are well euough understood. The rule
is, failure. The first stage is, as we have
said, the stage of chilliness— the stage of
systemic permeation of the poison, and
this is combated by tincture of aconite
and veratrum viride. The dose is so
regulated as to give each bird a drop
every two or three hours. And here we
might say that in a disease of this char-
acter medicine will act with more prompt-
ness and certainty by administration by
the mouth direct than by putting it in
the drinking water, as so often recom-
mended. The latter is a good method,
but the former more certain and better.

Often if the disease is attended to in the
chilly stage no other remedies are needed
than the two above mentioned, but as a
rule the symptoms are overlooked or not
understood until the second stage breaks
in, and then infection has already taken
hold and deeper acting remedies are re-

quired. This is what we suggested to
our friend whose Indian Games were vic-

tims, mentioned in our first article : His

entire flock of about forty or fifty were
a fleeted, not a few having died, the dis-
e ise manifesting itself in its most malig-
nant form. We ordered, as above ad-
vised, complete fumigation of the quar-
ters. The affected birds were all placed
in a box covered with a blanket or any
kind of cloth and made to inhale the
vapor of this solution, five drops poured
on a very hot brick :

Acid carbol. gran., 20 grains.
Gum camphora, i dram.
Alcohol q. s., 2 oz.

This was done morning and evening.
In the drinking water was dissolved
potassium nitrate ( saltpeter ), a tea-
spoonfuU to a quart of water, and in
the feed sulphur (powdered) enough to
make three grains to a bird once a day.
Improvement followed at once, aud no
more died out of the flock except two,
which were beyond any possible relief.

We believe this procedure will answer
for all severe types of roup. When the
symptoms are in the second stage, but
not so rapidly fatal, and possibly more
sporadic in nature, the red iodide of
mercury or \\x& iodide oj arsenic in one-
hundredth graiu doses three times a day
will cure readily. The former calls for a
thick, mattery, offensive discharge from
mouth and eyes with cankerous looking
throat, the latter a more thin and watery
discharge, with cotnparative freedom iu

the throat. These two remedies should
be put up by a druggist and administered
in pilule form. We might go on with
"cures" almost witout number, but from
a careful study of the disease— its nature,
malignancy and septic origin—we are
convinced that what we have suggested
in the above few remedies will answer in

the majority of epidemics. We are not
an advocate of many cures, for in tliis

fact lies confusion and failure at the
hands of the uninformed and inexperi-
enced poultrymau.
Treatment by local application of

medicaments in roup we would not ad-
vise. It is not a local affection, and no
result of material benefit can accrue ; be-

sides, there is no small danger of infec-

tion if the poisonous discharge comes in

contact with an abraded surface or the
mucous membrane on the body. Com-
plete isolation, thorough disinfection,

and undisturbed rest to the birds, along
with the treatment suggested, will bring
speedy aud permanent results, with but
few fatal cases.

The birds should be kept on light yet

nourishing diet. Shorts prepared with
milk is excellent. Hard boiled eggs are

good. Milk as a drink is first-class, and
buttermilk or sour milk is nutritious and
appetizing. Finely chopped onions given
in moderate quantities are an excellent
anti-scorbutic. Give only twice a week.
Potatoes, mashed and mixed with shorts,

aie also desirable. No corn, oats, wheat
or other vegetables are recommended
until recovery outside to danger of re-

lapse has progressed. We would not ad-

vise placing the recovered birds with the
rest of the flock until sure certainty of
complete health is seen—best not until

they begin laying.

Fanny Field, in her usual knowing
way, just before venturing on a long se-

ries of "cures," says: "No roupy fowl on
earth ever was or ever will be worth all

the time, trouble and drugs it takes to

cure one after the disease has reached
what one poultry raiser aptly termed the
'stinking stage.' " Now, it is just this

very kind of advice which is the bane of
valuable birds, and the confusion of the
breeder who knows no better, for we
might just as well not treat at all as not
to try and save in the worst stages of the
disease. The same might be said of hu-
man life when a case of scarlatina, diph-

theria or malignant catarrh has reached
the "stinking stage," and while we do
not place the value of a fowl beside that

of a human being, yet the fact that life

is life in both, and disease acts on the
tissues alike and can be cured in one, is

it not worth while to save in the other,

especially since some of our breeders
value birds at three figures? Surely the
'"drugs" for a whole flock need not cost

over one dollar at the most, and the
friend we alluded to in this article saved
all his valuable Indians for less than fifty

cents, and many, among them an im-
ported hen valued at two big figures, had
already gone in the "slinking stage."

Best of all they are all cured, thoroughly
cured, and laying, and judging by the
beautiful glossy plumage they must be
iu excellent health. No, we admonish
every fancier and breeder who has valu-

able birds not to kill too soon, nor to en-
tertain the idea that recovered birds are
henceforth valueless. If cured, which
means a normal restoration of all func-
tions by virtue of nature having thrown
off (by the assistance of the remedial
agents intelligently employed) every
vestige of the disease, the bird will be the
same creature of vigor and fertility as be-
fore the attack. We know this from ex-
perience.

Another point and we will conclude.
Ill another part of this treatise we have
said that roup is caused by bad sanitary
conditions, etc., which appears to be the
generally accepted theory ; also that it is

contagious. Every writer who has his or
her say on this topic cries out dirt and
contagion. But facts are facts, aud some-
times they stir up our thinker wonder-
fully. We have seen roup attack, as said
before, one variety and omit another in
the same pen. Contagious, is it ? We
have seen flocks fall victims whose habita-
tion was cleanly as could be made, disin-
fected, ventilated, free from vermin and
most carefully fed. Dirt, was it ? Also,
no new neighbors had been introduced
whose nostrils might have been a means
of conveyance. We have also seen one
breeder's pens devasted by the epidemic,
while every other one around him had
not a "case." Now. what's the matter?
Is it contagious or not or is it caused by
filth or not ? This matter should be
definitely concluded. We have the same
experience in treating the human family,
and we are taxed at times to our wits'
end to find a cause for a trouble which
lays low a whole family and none other
in the neighborhood. We have an idea
that roup is originated by the develop
nient of a microbe peculiar to the disease,
and which has its birth by a favorable con-
dition of the atmosphere acting upon cer-
tain effluvia^ at certain seasons of the
year, or any time this favorable condition
to development may transpire. Scientists
nearly all now ag-ree that septic diseases
have their origin in a microbe peculiar to
the disease it represents. There may be
a roup microbe, a cholera microbe, a
gangrene microbe, and so on, or they
may all be one family, but separate
species. Be the cause of roup what it

will, it should be a matter of investiga-
tion by our experiment station philoso-
phers. We know that if our advice in
this article is intelligently followed the
disease can be successfully conquered.

[to be CONTINUED.]

The (iaPE Worm
Is yoT a r^YTH.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Through the kindness of J. Y. Bick-

nell, Esq., the well-known poultry judge,

of Buffalo, I received a copy of your
Journal of January 23 containing an
article to which he called my atten

tion, entitled "Is the Gape Worm a

Myth," by Hugh Dalziel. Esq., of May-
bury, Woking, England. With your
permission, it will afford me pleasure to

answer the objection he raises to my
work on this subject. I am glad he gives

due credit to an American citizen. Dr.

Wiesenthall, of Baltimore, for first call-

ing public attention to the gape worm.
It is impossible in the present state of

science for anyone, whether they are

European or American, to be well-posted

on all subjects iu natural history. The
only way we can advance on any of these

subjects is for some one to devote them-
selves entirely to its study. True science

has no bounds, knows no Europe nor
America, no Asia nor Africa, gladly wel-

comes knowledge from whatever source

it comes. Anyone who is fully up to

the times on the subject will not for a

moment deny the existence of the gape
worm.

I am of the opinion Mr. Dalziel is

rather too severe on Miss Fanny Field,

for I must confess I fail to see wherein
his knowledge is far ahead of her's ou
the subject, for he says: "How our
chickens get infested with them, and how
we are to prevent that, and, failing pre-

vention, cure them when so infested, are

the practical questions for the poultry
raisers." I am happy to inform Mr.
Dalziel that if he will keep his chicks
from eating earth worms uhich contain

the embryos of the gape worm he will

never lose any more of them with the

gapes. The theory which Mr. Thomson
Gray quotes is correct. Mr. Dalziel says:

"Well, I think intelligent readers of The
Fanciers' Journal will agree with me
that Dr. Walker's .statements require

proof, and as being quite opposed to the

opinions of our most advanced lielmin-

thologists, such as Rudolphi, Drisiug,

Von Siebold and CobboM, and contra-

dicted by the well-known fact that quite

young chicks suffer from gapes, we must
decline to accept his theories."

Now, to be frank with Mr. Dalziel, if

he has never seen anything more than
the quotation from Mr. Thomson Grav,
I cannot blame him for not acc-pting it

without farther proof. But I must say I

believe it will be conceded by all fair-

minded men (including Mr. Dalziel, for
I have no reason to doubt bis sincerity)
that no theory should be rejected in toto
without fairly investigating its merits.
Now, in regard to its being opposed to the
opinions of our most advanced helmin-
thologists, / deny that such is the case.

On the contrary, I affirm it is exactly in
accord ivith their views on the subject,

although I have never seen the slightest
mention made that the earth ivorm was
thought of by any of them to be the
original host of the gape worm. In fact,

Mr. Dalziel himself gives us the proof
that such is the case in his quotation
from Dr. Cobbold as follows: "By what-
ever mode the young escape the shell, it

is clear that they are already sufficiently

developed to undertake an active migra-
tion.W change of hosts is probably neces-
sary, but in the first instance they either
enter the substance of fungi or other
vegetable matters, or they bury them-
selves in the soil at a short distance from
the surface. The italics in the above
quotation are my own. Whoever wishes
to consult the original can find it in
"Cobbold on Parasites," page 445.
Now, when Cobbold says, "A change

of hosts is probably necessary," every-
one who has made a study of parasites
will clearly understand his meaning. To
those not familiar with the subject I

would say it expresses the belief that the
embryo of the gape worm enters some
other living animal, through which it ob-
tains access to the chicks. 'Ihat his
opinion on this subject was correct is

fully confirmed by my work, which
demonstrates that the common earth
worm is the animal in question. The
wisdom of the Creator, which is manifest
in this method of propagating the species,

is clearly shown, for there is notiiing
which chickens and many species of
birds devour more greedily than earth
worms. A chick two days old will eat
them readily. It must be confessed,
however, that the poultry raisers' inter-
ests do not seem to have been taken into
account any more than they are in the
methods used for the continuation of
many species of injurious insects. Dur-
ing the years 1S83, 1S84, 1S85 and 1S91 I

devoted much time to the study of this
interesting question and am tlioroughly
satisfied there is nothing connected with
the subject which cannot be satisfactorily

explained by the theory that the earth
worm is the bearer of the embryo gape
worm to the fowl. I have fed many
young chicks with infected earth worms,
which were carefully washed in pure
water to remove all d:rt and embryos of
the gape worm or eggs, which might
without this precaution adhere to them.

In every instance they all had the gapes
in about seven days. These chicks were
kept in a barn or box where they could
get nothing but what was fed them, their
food being cornmeal mixed with pure
water and the earth worms. In some
cases two or three of a brood which were
fed with earth worms were marked, and
only those fed with earth worms ha»l the
gapes, although the others were treated
precisely alike except being fed the
earth worms. Not only this, but the em-
bryo of the gape worm has been found in
the earth worm at all seasons of the year.
I have found twenty in a single earth
worm. They live in the intestine of the
earth worm and are found by dissecting
the worm under a microscope, as they
are much too small to be seen with the
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nailed eye. Mr. Dalziel says this theory
is contradicted by the well-known fact

that quite young chickens suffer from
gapes. In order to show him he is mis-

taken I will quote him from my work
experiments on feeding three different

chicks. Experiments 7, 8 and 9:

April 21, 1884.—Fed three chicks, two
days old, each five earth worms from the

same place from which the others were
obtained. Repeated the feeding on
April 22, 23, 24, 25. 26 and 27. On April

28, about seven days from the first feed-

ing, all had the gapes. One was now
killed and syngami found in the trachea,

also three pairs in the lower part of the

left lung and one pair in the lower part

of the right lung. Continued to feed the

two remaining chicks earth worms until

May 5, just two weeks from the first

feeding, when one was killed and the

lower part of the trachea found crowded
with syngami. One of these measure*!

seven eighths of an inch in length and
two or three others three-fourths of an

inch. They contained fully developed

eggs, as did also the excretion of the

chick just before it was killed. This

proves that the embryo of syngamus in

the earth worm is developed to maturity

in two weeks from the time it obtains en-

trance to the chick. The last chick was
killed seventeen days from the first feed-

ing, when in articnlo mortis.

In the lungs of each of those killed at

fourteen and seventeen days from the

first feeding embryo syngami were found

in various stages of development. I deem
it of the greatest importance, contrary to

Mr. Ualziel's idea, that the chickens

should be quite young when used for

these feeding experiments. My reasons

for this are that I have found by experi-

ment when chicks are six or eight weeks
old it is very difficult, and often impos-

sible, to produce a severe case of the

gapes in them. I believe this can be

satisfactorily explained, because, in the

first place, the trachea of the older chicks

is much larger and would hold a greater

number of syngami without filling it up,

and thus obstructing their respiration

and giving rise to the characteristic symp-
toms of the disease, the wide opening of

the mouth to obtain more air.

In the second place, older chicks are

much stronger and readily throw out of

the windpipe a large number of the gape
worms, which are unable to retain their

hold on the trachea against the stronger

expulsive eff'orts of the older chick to

obtain the necessary air for its existence.

I have found large numbers of the young
gape worm thus expelled in oesophagus

of these chicks. Now, if I am correct in

this matter, of which / have not the

slightest doubt, the disease can be entire-

ly prevented by keeping chicks from eat-

ing earth worms which contain the em-
bryos of the gape worm. All earth worms
do not contain the embryos, any more
than all hogs contain trichinae. Those
only contain them which live in ground
over which chicks or birds having the

gapes have run.

The eggs of the gape worm pass out

through the intestines of the fowl and are

scattered over the ground, where in about

three weeks' time if the weather is quite

warm they hatch and the young enibryo

comes forth to find its way into the in-

testines of the earth worm, which being

picked up and swallowed by the chick

enables the gape worm to complete the

cycle of its life and attains its perfect de-

velopment. This is not a matter of con-

jecture. I have hatched the eggs and
seen the emV»ryos come forth similar to

those I have found in the intestines of

the earth worm. I have traced the same
embryos through the cESophagus of the

chick into the lungs and trachea, and
have observed them in all stages of their

existence. The time has also been care-

fully noted in which these changes take

place.

I have fed earth worms in which none
of these embryos could be found to

chicks a long time without their ever be-

ing afl"ected with the disease. Again, I

have made inquiries in several localities

where rro earth worms are found to see

if fowls had the gapes in those places.

My invariable reply has been, no gapes

here. Still farther, I believe that all

species of birds which have the gapes

will be found to be worm-eating birds.

Look at the list, turkeys, domestic cock,

pheasant, black stork, magpie, robin,

green woodpecker, starling, etc. I know
of but one, the swift, which has been

said to have the gapes, which is not a

worm-bating bird. This one is included

in the list by Cobbold, but as he gives us
no evidence on this point nor his author-
ity for the same, it seems highly proba-
ble, in view of all the facts we have on
the subject, that a mistake has been made
in including this bird in the list. I

should be pleased if Mr. Dalziel and
others of the readers of The Fanciers'
Journal would feed some young chicks
with earth worms from under or by the
side of coops where the chicks have had
the gape, keeping them on a floor where
they can get nothing except what is fed

them. Wash the earth worms in water
to remove the dirt and also eggs and em-
bryos of the gape worm which might ad-

here to them. Let the chicks be young,
not over two weeks old, and feed two or
three in the brood, having them marked
so as easily to distingush them from the
others. Report the result to this paper.
Finally, I shall be pleased to answer any
questions on the subjec through this pa-

per if the editor does not object. Very
truly yours, H. D. Walker.

'

Franklinville. N. Y., March 30.

New York one bird was thirty-one days en route.

I am a great lover of pets and animals and a

cruelly to them deeply moves me. I resent it.

When a coop of fowls is imported which on their

face show they are for breeding purposes and

not for consumption common humanity should

speed them on their journey. I do not know that

you can do anything in the premises, but I think

it my duty to call your attention to the matter,

to the end that if the long journey can be short-

ened at New York then good will have been

done. I have the honor to be respectfully your

obedient servant. Theodore Sternberg.

WESTEM CORRESPONDENCE.

TARIFF ON THOROUGHBRED FOWLS,

Important Correspondence Be-

t-weeen the Q-overnment and

an Importer—Decided in

Favor ofAdmitting Fan-

cy Fo-wls Free.

Treasury Department, 1

Office of Secretary, J

Washington. D. C, March 8, 1892.

Mr. Thbo. Sternberg, Ellsworth, Kan.

Sir: The department duly received your letter

of the 14th ultimo, addressed to the President

and referred :to this department, in which you

complain of the injurious detention in the Cus-

tom House at New York of fowls imported by

you. The matter was duly submitted to the Col-

lector of Customs at New York for investigation,

and the department is now in receipt of a letter

from that ofl&cer, a copy of which is herein en-

closed, from which it would appear that with

due care on the part of the importer or his agent

in making prompt entry of imported live fowls

they would not be liable to injury while in the

custody of the government. Respectfully yours,

O. L. Spaclding,
Acting Secretary.
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OR SCORE CARD.

The Strong Points of the Former.

BY A NEW YORKER.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23 1.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

As there is but little general knowledge

amongst fanciers regarding the ius and

outs of importing fowls, and as I have

been through the mill, perhaps it will be

of interest to publish the following, the

permission of the President to so publish

having been given. I might also add

that I have written very many letters m
reply to inquiries regarding importing.

I wish to see a free interchange of fowls

between our country and other countries,

and really hope the time is not far dis-

tant when we shall freely exhibit our

American birds abroad and foreign-bred

birds are freely exhibited here, and may
the best birds win. There should be

neither sectionalism nor nationality in

the fancy. The correspondence explains

itself.

American Express Company,
)

European Department, >

65 Broadway. )

Reference No. 10,091.

New York, February 12, 1892.

Theo. Sternberg, Ellsworth, Kan.:

We have advice of one package consigned to

our care from Bremen to you and now in the

course of examination by the New York Customs

authorities. As a rule they take a week, and

frequently a longer period, for such examination

before the amount of duties, ii any, is ascer-

tained. We desire, however, to assure you in

advance that there will be no delay on our part

in attending to the necessary details to hasten

delivery as much as possible and the immediate

forwarding of goods as soon as released. Should

we find it necessary we will communicate

further. Yours respectfully,

[Signed] The American Express. Co.

Per O. L. Spengler.

Ellsworth, Kan., February 14, f892.

To the President :

The enclosed card discloses a condition of af-

fairs regarding the importation of fine fowls for

breeding which causes everyone who loves pets

to be angry. The package is a single oufT Cochin

cockerel. It is apparent on sight that he is a

thoroughbred and is imported for breeding pur-

poses. The long journey from Liverpool to this

place is necessarily severe on a fowl, but to have

it detained for days at our Custom House is a

cruelty which no law or construction of a law

should permit.

I have made a number of importations of

fowls, and the condition of some of them when

received was deplorable. Several have never re-

covered from the long delay and shortly died.

The birds are not cared for in the Custom

House.

I had one bird come via Boston. It was but

fourteen days from Liverpool to this i>oint. Via

Office of the Collector of Customs, \

Port of Nsw York, March 3, 189.-. j

Hon. Charles Foster, Secretary of the Treas-

ury, Washington, D. C.

Sir: This office is in receipt of department

reference (J. M. C.) of the 23d ultimo for report

on a letter addressed "To the President" by Mr.

Theodore Sternberg, of Ellsworth, Kan. , in which

he anticipates detention in this Custom House of

a fowl imported for him by the; American Ex-

press Company, and complains generally that

imported fowls are delayed and not properly

cared for on arrival at this port.

Reporting thereon, I have to say that upon in-

vestigation it appears that the fowl in question

arrived at this port in the steamship Cufie from

LiveriMol on the 12th ultimo, consigned to the

American Express Company.

Upon production of the bill of lading and entry

number 23,971. by the said consignees of one

hamper, addressed to Theodore Sternberg, Ells-

worth, Kansas, containing one fowl, a free per-

mit for its delivery was issued on the same date.

I am informed by the importer that it was

forwarded to destination on the 13th ultimo.

Upon reference of the complaint of Mr. Stern-

berg to the Appraiser he reports as follows re-

garding the practice of his department in the

examination of live fowls :

"If importers notify this office of the arrival

of fowls consigned to them an examiner is sent

at once to make the examination, but this notice

is seldom necessary, as the examiner generally

reaches the importing vessel on his regular

rounds before the permit authorizing the de-

livery is lodged with the discharging officers.

Delivery is never delayed through failure of

the examiner to make the necessary examina-

tion.

"As steamships do not, as a rule, remain in

port a week it would be impossible to delay the

delivery of the fowls that long, unless the im

porter should fail to make entry, in which case

the fowls would be sent to the general order

stable and be detained until entry was made,

and in that case only would the care of the fowls

devolve on a person connected with the customs

service.

"If timely entry is made the fowls pass di-

rectly from the care of the ship's Stewart to that

of the importer's agent."

It would therefore appear that with due care

on the part of the importer or his agent in mak-

ing prompt entry of imported live fowls, they

would not be liable to injury while in the cus-

tody of the government. Respectfully youjrs,

J. J. Crouch, Sp. D'p'y Collector.

Treasury Department, )

Ofeice of the Secratary. J

Washington, D.C, March 23, 1892.

Mr. Theo. Sternberg, Ellsworth, Kansas.

Sir : In conformity with your request you will

find enclosed herewith copies of the card of the

express company and of your letter of February

14, addressed to the President.

You are further informed that especial in-

structions have been sent to the Collector at New

York to facilitate the entry and delivery of fowls

imported for breeding purposes.

O. L. Spaulding,
Acting Secretary.

The particular bird mentioned in the

above correspondence came through

promptly and in good condition. It will

be noticed that it passed /r^^ of customs.

Theodore Sternberg.

The true value of the score card de-

pends upon the expert who makes it. If

he is an expert breeder of the variety

and understands fully the standard points

of same the card should be a perfect

chart of the bird, but when this expert

has this great ability to score a Brahma,

is it not expecting almost too much to

hope for equal ability with games or Leg-

horns ?

The good all-round judge is very like

the general purpose horse, but few satis-

factory ones have been produced, and
while many can do their work quite satis-

factorily in a large majority of cases, but

few could go to a show like New York
when the winners of the season come to-

gether and judge the whole exhibit with

equal satisfaction. The drift of the times

is toward specialty work. The growing

demand is for greater perfection, and to

obtain this each one must apply himself

to his or her special calling and strive to

secure the very highest mark of ex-

cellence. But few, if any, have been

able to reach the highest pomt in several

different directions, while many have

gained the desired standing in their spe-

cial lines. This being the fact in other
walks of life, why not in poultry ? All

know the finest prize winners are pro-

duced by those who pay attention to one
or two varieties. Seldom do we find those

who handle a number of breeds among
the prize winners at our leading exhibi-

tions. It is more than can be expected of

one person that he may be able to fully

understand the form and color of many
birds and produce each of high quality.

How often we see Cochins of a Brahma
form produced by a true lover of the lat-

ter. How could it be possible for such

to properly pass judgment on Cochin
form ?

Comparison judging, as used at New
York, brought into service twenty-seven

competent breeders, nearly all of whom
have quite a reputation as producers of

high-class stock. These men passed upon
the quality of classes they l)est under-

stood. One old veteran, well-known to

us, had the males of one variety to pass

upon and the females of another, and his

work was perfectly and quickly done.

Such an expert breeder could not be em-
ployed to judge a show, but he willingly

left his business for two days to donate

this time for the benefit of the manage-
ment.

Comparison judging poorly done is far

worse than the same quality of work by
the score card, for poor work by the

score card shows for itself just when the

personal opinion of the judge was at

fault, but by the comparison work it is

simply a poor job, caused by lack of

ability, and the exhibitors can make the

best of it, but when perfectly done by an

expert in the variety not a murmur is

heard, and the successful ones are quite

proud of winning under the judgment of

such men.
To sum up the whole question, the

awarding of prizes on poultry becomes a

mattrt of personal opinion of the judge,

who must use as his guide the Standard

of Perfection, and his judgment will be

perfect in proportion to his understand-

ing of the variety and his ability to ana-

lyze form and symmetry, form being

shape and structure, symmetry being

proportion and adaptation of the form.

When these points are well understood

you can depend on the results being al-

most, if not quite, perfect. Now, in the

face of these facts and the difficult task

of fully grasping perfect form, how can

it be possible for any oue man to fully

grasp these points in the most perfect

manner on fifty styles, not to speak of

the many colors in some classes, and

make use of all these forms in as perfect

a manner as the specialist can on his

specialties. For this reason comparison

judging as used at New York is almost
perfect, for here you have the opinion of
the specialty breeder, who is well up in
his class, as to what birds in the classes
are the better, and, as proven by the re-

sults, the work is most admirably done
in this way to the almost perfect satisfac-
tion of all.

In closing these papers, let us say that
in either way of judging all depends
upon the ability of the judge, and when
a corps of specialty experts can be had as
judges of an exhibition the most perfect
work will be done, and those who have
only seen the New York exhibition on
paper should prepare their very best
specimens for next year, and come with
them to Madison Square Garden, the
grandest place on earth for such a show,
and test the ways of doing there. Be not
a blind prophet on futures unknown, nor
look from afar through smoked glass,
but see for yourself and then cast your
opinions as we have done.

CHffS FROM THE POETRY BLOCK.

Pleeinsf Fancies Nipped on the
Wing- for Our Readers.

BY TRIXIE.

Yes, spring, balmy spring, is once
more with us, and also countless thous-

ands of young chicks of all breeds and of

no breed have recently made their ap-

pearance in this unfeeling world. Upon
our care of them depends the amount of

cash with which to buy Christmas

egg-nog.

Once upon a time, something less than

a thousand years ago, I believed with

many others that the proper food for

young chicks for two or three days after

leaving the nest was hard-boiled eggs,

but having cut ray eye teeth, as it were,

I no longer invite death by compelling

the young things to eat such indigestible

stuff.

I give them egg to eat, but they are

not hard boiled nor even cooked at all,

I break the eggs in a dish, beat them up
thoroughly and mix rolled oats and
bread crumbs with them until the whole
mass will readily crumble between the

thumb and finger. Before hatching all

the embryo had was egg, and nothing

can, in my opinion, come nearer to na-

ture's own food than the above.

Take bread and soak it in milk until
soft, then squeeze out all the milk that
you can get out and feed your chicks.
Milk, like eggs, is an almost perfect food
and may be readily made to take the
place of the eggs. In addition, we
would recommend that you give them
a pan of milk every day for drink. Any
kind is good, it does not matter if it is a
little sour or "blink."
You can buy the small and cracked

grains of rice from your grocer at a very-

low price, and if cooked until soft and
drained dry it makes a valuable chick
feed. The rice water drained from the
cooked rice should be saved and given
them for drink. Of all things, don't feed
wet and sloppy food to your young
chicks, or for that matter to fowls of any
age.

Friend Brackenbury, you had better
read the editorial foot note to your last

communication. Ha"en't I told you
time and again that if a male of one
breed be mated to females of another
breed that the progeny will be cross-bred
and nothing more? Now, you may take
those cross-bred fowls and by proper
matings establish a new breed, but in jus-

tice to other breeds you should give it a
new name and not name it after one of
its' progenitors. That is how new breeds
are made, I am well aware, but just why
we should call a Wyandotte-Cochin cross-
bred fowl a Wyandotte is too many for
me at this stage of the game.
We may cross two or more varieties of

one breed and call the progeny after the
same name because its blood is straight,

uncontaminated by any out-crosses, but
when we make these violent crosses of
distinct breeds it stands to reason that
the product is neither the one nor the
other. I at one time visited a farmer in

search of some pigs for feeding. He had
Chester whites and Poland China, so he
told me. I found one black sow with a
litter of 9 or 10 pigs, about the half of
which were white, while the rest resem-
bled the Poland China. He assured me
the black pigs were pure Polands, and
the whites were also pure Chester. The
sire of these wonderful pure-bred pigs
was a Chester, while the dam was a Po-
land China. As both sire and dam were
pure-bred, so must the pigs be pure-bred.
Is that the way we do? Name those that
resemble the sire after his breed, and
those that resemble the hen after her's.
That must be the plan, but, candidly, I
don't take much stock in such ji style of
nomenclature. I shall say more about
new breeds, buffs especially, in my next.
Does Uncle Westley Malick read The

Fanciers' Journal? If he does I rec-
ommend for his perusal the article in
kennel department of last week's issue
upon "The Influence of a Previous Sire."
He believes, or so it would appear from
his many letters upon the subject, that
once contaminated by a male of another
breed that the taint remains as long as
both male and female are upon deck.
Uncle is a good fellow generally, breeds
good games, but, to my way of thinking,
he is very luney upon this subject. Hope
he'll read the entire article above referred
to.

BUFF "WYANDOTTES.

Irving Crocker Replies to George
H. Brackenbury.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

To say that I was both surprised and
amused only half expresses my feelings

while reading G. H. Brackenbury's arti

cle on the "New Buff Breeds" in the

last number of The Fanciers' Jour-
nal. At first I thought it a piece of free

advertising only of the most transparent

kind, an effort to bring the writer and
his fowls into notice while criticising

others and their methods. But further

on the supreme egotism of the man,
glossed over with a thin showing of sym-
pathy for the poor victims of these con-

scienceless breeders from Fall River,

stood out in bold relief through the

whole tirade. His advice to the would-

be customers of these same breeders was
plainly inspired by a desire to rob them
(the breeders) of any laurels they may
have won at Philadelphia and New
York.

But to get at the true inwardness of

the whole thing one had to read between

the lines. There we find the cause of

the lamentation in the fact that other fan-
ciers had succeeded in bringing out some
very fair buff Wyandottes and buff
Rocks and were ready to supply the de-
mand for them, while Mr. Brackenbury
was still wrestling with the white tails

and feathered shanks of bis white Wyan-
dotte-buff Cochins. It is not pleasant to
be thus forestalled, and no doubt the
many extravagant and unguarded expres-
sions in this article had their origin in

the feeling of disappointment caused
thereby. Mr. B. has my sympathy, but
I fancy it is not sympathy he wants but
revenge. To get even with these dung-
hills and drive them from the face of the
earth he even goes so far as to give away
his own matings, a secret he has guarded
for years, even to the extent of advertis-
ing over an assumed name when he
wanted a Cochin male with "light leg
feathering."
Now, Mr. Brackenbury and his select

few may possess all that is just, good,
true and immaculate as regard buff Wy-
andotte breeders, as he intimates, aud
not given to "bragging," but one cannot
read the whole of this article without
feeling that one member at least is

somewhat overrated and not deficient in

the latter qualification (or disqualifica-

tion).

To bolster up hisrather lively imagina-
tion and at the same time make a point
against Mr. BuflBngton and Dr. Aldrich,
Mr. B. asks to have published a clipping
from a New York paper in relation to a
purchase which I made while at the New
York show. In attributing this notice to

the gentlemen from Fall River he is as
much mistaken as he is in many other
assertions in this same article, itself a

huge mistake from first to last. I have
recently learned that the author of that
notice is in no way interested in buff
Wyandottes and is a stranger to both the
gentlemen mentioned. It is true that
Mr. Brackenbury wrote me to verify the
statement, but when he intimates that I

replied to his question he is mistaken. I

considered it a matter which did not con-
cern him in the least an«l did not reply,
and being away from home at the time,
there was no one competent to reply for
me. If in that transaction I am oue of
the "poor victims" for whom Mr. B. has
so much sympathy, I will say that it is all

wasted; that if I was swindled I have not
yet found it out. Furthermore, I would
suggest that he reserve his sympathy for
the victims of future sales where feathered
shanks will figure more or less prom-
inently.

I trust the readers of The Journal
will excuse this bit of personal mention.
It was made necessary by Mr. Bracken-
bury's inexcusable zeal.

Irving Crocker.

"Whitfield's Exhibit at Indianapolis.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

When I sent my exhibits to the In-

dianapolis show I should have hesitated

doing so could I have foreseen the heart-

burnings it has caused. I have learned

the lesson that certainly the Indiana

State Poultry Association does not want
English exhibitors, and to prevent it

they decided to make the one (myself)

pay the penalty for infringing upon their

exchequer, as a warning to others, by
charging me over I13 for entry fees, and
although I am told I won over $25 for

prizes, they have conveniently over-

looked it. Have they paid anyone ? I

think, Mr. Editor, it behooves the Ameri-

can poultry papers to show this part of

their proceedings clearly to the fancy, as

the English papers would here. It would

be more to the credit of Mr. Frank Hale,

the secretary, and that of the Indiana

State Poultry Association, to settle their

little accounts than try abuse. I prefer to

accept the statements in the leading Amer-
ican papers that my Creve Cceiirs ex
hibited at Indianapolis and New York
were the best ever exhibited in America.
Such birds do not require "fraudulent
scores" even when "short of weight on
account of sea voyage" If this must be
a penalty then good-bye to all long dis-

tance exhibitors. Mr. Haslett's letter in

your issue of March 12 is particularly in-

teresting when one sees between tiie

scenes. If we refer to the American
Game Fowl Monthly for March we read
as follows

:

"The way the Cornish Indian Games
were judged at Indianapolis does inter-

est some persons, particularly Mr. G. T.

Whitfield, the English exhibitor. Mr.
B. N. Pierce, one of the judges in this

class, has told me since the show that
neither he nor Mr. Felch knew of any
entries in this variety except those of
Messrs. Haslet, Milhouse and Maish."
How .' *is this compare with Messrs.

Frank Hale aud Haslet's letters ? Mr.
Haslet in his letter speaks of the price of
my birds. For the benefit of your read-
ers I may say that as an all-round price

J!6 was the price for each bird, but I pre-
sume this was too much for Mr. Haslet
and his friends, even when all charges
were paid, not very heavy for birds who
had won prizes over here. I always send
my birds to show prepared to accept the
judge's awards, they trouble me little, but
I do object to reflection being cast upon
me and my exhibits when at agreat deal of
expense and trouble I endeavored to as-

sist at one of the "should-be" leading
American shows, and what I am curious
to know is, whether they ever pay the
awards.
Thanking you for the insertion, truly

yours, Geo. T. Whitfield.
CoLEBRiUGE, Gloucester, Eng., March 22.

—One of the most essential matters in

poultry raising is to have the pullets for

next year hatched early. Something can
be gained in crossing, and we would
suggest using a Brahma rooster when the
hens are small and a Leghorn if they are
large. March is the best month during
which to hatch them.—American Foaltry
Journal.

Dr. Owen Corrects Mr. Groves.
Editor Fa.ncikrs' Journal.

Owing to absence from home it was
only yesterday that I noticed in your is-

sue of March 26, 1S92, Mr. Groves' letter

headed "Orientals at New York." My
letter to you (to which the above was a
reply) carefully disclaimed any criticism

of the judge, and was certainly not in-

tended for free advertising, and this com-
munication is especially addressed to

you; you may publish or not, according
to your own wish without regard to

mine.

Mr. Groves carefully and intentionally

suppresses some facts and entirely mis-
represent others. He omits, for example,
the fact that I showed no bluette hen,
but substituted a silvcrette simply to fill

the cage, and also that he sluSwed a
barred cock. He also states tliat the
wing of his barred hen was injured by an
accident at the show, whicli is simply un-
true, as I saw the bird when it was first

caged and it then had a bad wing. Of
entries actually present in competition,
mine took six firsts, Mr. Groves one.

I am greatly surprised that your jour-
nal should publish so absurd a claim as
Mr. Groves' and am sure that any fancier
on reading the awards will be equally
surprised. Henry E. Owen.
New York Citv. April 4, 1S92.

[We can assure Mr. Owen that we
know nothing regarding the justice of
the claims cf the disputants, and injus-
tice to both parties have inserted their
letters.—Ed. F. J.]

SPANISH GAMES.

BY F. H. GRAVES.

The Spanish pit game is one of the

prettiest and quite a rival in this respect

to the old-style English pit fowl, which
they resemble in many respects. They
are low stationed fowls and short in leg,

very full feathered, symmetrical and ex-

tremely active. There are no certain col-

ors, though black red and brown-red
are the most common. The Spanish
cock has very long hackle and saddle
feathers, long wings and larj^e full tail.

The head is small and fine, tapering in
shape, with upper part of neck thin or
narrow when viewed from the rtar, giving
a game appeara-.ce. No fowl is quicker
or more scientific in the pit, not except-
ing the pure eld English game or any
other. The Spanish are not large, run-
ning in weight from three and one-half
to five pounds perhaps, for the cross
hens in proportion. They are valuable
to cross upon large game for pit pur-
poses adding speed an(l motion.
There are probably not many genuine

Spanish game in America now though
there are a few, but several of the most
noted pit fowls of llie South are said to
have Spanish blood in their make-up.
The Clairborne is an instance. These
were said to be a cross of Spanish and
Old Finglish, the' latter being of the
strain known as Lord Sefion's.

Even the Boys Like It.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I am a boy 14 years old. I get your
paper of a newsdealer every week. I

like it very much, and I have found
things in it that was worth twenty times
the price of the paper.

Arthur M. O'Connell.
Lansing, Mich., March 25, 1892.

A Good Investment.

Fanciers' Publishing Co.

Dkak Sikb : My atl. in your esteemed paper
has sold all my Wyandottes. The money spent
in advcrtisiiijj with yon has proved a very gcxxl
investment. Tm; l-A.stiKKS' Jocrnal must
have an .\i circulation. My correspondents hail
from tvtry stale in the South, even "all the way
from Texas." Yours tmly, Wm. Eldred.
Dendron, Va.. Xovcmber 19, 1S91.

Many Iiuiiilrles.

F. Rowland, of Woodhridge, N. J., the famous
duck breeder, remarked at the New Vurk show
that The Fanciers' Journal brought him more
inquiries for stock than he could supply of the
latter.
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The American Homing News, a Balti-

more weekly, devoted entirely to hom-

ing pigeons, has just made its appear-

ance, and announces its independence

from the start. Its initial number is a

good one and full of interesting news and

notes from all the flying centres. We
wish it every success.

We are pleased to learn from W. B.

Garrabranls, president of the Federa-

tion, that the New Jersey central section

is stronger than was at first supposed,

although we also notice that he makes

his statement good by the use of the

names of fanciers on the roll of the Em-

pire City Flying Club. Conrad A. Mahr,

Jr., can hardly be classed as a Jersey cen-

tral man, when his flights are all made

with the Empire Club, while it is the

general impression that Moretou also

belongs to the latter organization.

«
• *

It is a pleasure to notice the prompt

manner in which Theodore P. Green,

of Woodbury, N. J., has called down

Mrs. Starr for the misstatements con-

tained in her organ of March 19. The

little madam can scarcely expect a gen-

tleman of Mr. Green's calibre to back

her up in such ridiculous and spiteful

attacks.

to all points under the 100 limit, leaving

the rates as they now are for longer dis-

tances. In case this effort proves unsuc-

cessful a trial will be made to have the

charge of fifty cents for the return of

empty baskets dispensed with. We wish

the committee every success, and only

regret that but one club is represented

thereon.
*

« •

The Washington Federation is now
stronger and more harmonious than ever

and will be represented in the League

by a membership of about twenty expe-

rienced and reliable fanciers. A certain

few of the members have recently organ-

ized the Post Homing Club of Washing-

ton, and as their views were apparently

diametrically opposed to the majority

the two factions will no doubt thrive bet-

ter apart. We must be permitted to

think, however, that the Post contingent

will live to regret the hasty action which

will of necessity compel them to play sec-

ond fiddle in Washington pigeon flying

circles.

trial of William Clementson's motto,

"prayer and labor ?" The reverend Wil-

liam never got to 500 miles yet, and we

think he will have to hold daily sessions

to get there at all, if all his birds are like

the one advertised as found the other

day, and which the finder was so puzzled

over that he described it as a tumbler.
•

POINTS IN THE HJING FANCY.

A "Weekly Review of Events in

the Plying 'World.

BY FRITZ.

*
It looks rather comical to see J. C.

Bockius coming out in an editorial in

support of the only lady race secretary,

but after the rather severe dressing he

has recently received from our corre-

spondent, Fritz, we can fully understand

his anxiety to get even at any cost.

*
« «

*
« *

It is full time that every League club

elected its delegates to the League Board

of Directors, in accordance with Article

VI, Sections i, 2 and 3, of the constitu-

tion, which reads as follows:

"Kach member shall be entitled to be repre-

setittd at every meeting of the League as follows:

Clubs of five members and less than ten, one

delegate; clubs often members and less than 6f-

teen, two delegates; clubs of fiften membrrs and

less than twenty, three delegates; clubs of twen-

ty-five and over, four delegates.

"Every member must appoint its delegates to

represent it at all meetnigs of the League, and

such delegates must be of clubs in good stand

ing, and are then entitled to a vote for each dele-

gate at all meetings, either in person or by

mail.

•The appointment of every delegate shall be

in writing, duly certified by the club's chief ex-

excutive officer and secretary, and must be

lodged with the League secretary immediately

after appointment."

• «

We urgently call the attention of

League delegates also to the necessity of

arranging their old and young bird race

schedules in accordance with Article IX,

vSection 8, of the constitution. This

schedule must be lodged with the League

secretary as soon as made out. The

League secretary is George H. Bowerman,

20 Monmouth vSireet, Newark, N. J.

« •

The Keystone Flying Club of Philadel-

phia has laid out its old bird schedule on

the southwest course, and has rather sur-

prised the majority of local fanciers by

making the jumps of an average of only

fifty-seven miles between each liberating

station. The races will be eight in num-

ber, and the club will feel its way South

as follows :

Miles.

May 14. Odenton, Md 100

May 18. Manassas, Va 150

May 21. Orange, Va 200

May 28. Lovington.Va 250

June 4. Kedford City, Va 300

June II. Greensboro, N. C 37°

June 18. Charlotte. Va 45o

June 23. Spartansburg, S. C 5<»

The club has appointed Messrs. Goebel,

ISIaule and Sheppard a committee to

make another trial for cheaper shipping

rates, and we understand an effort will

be made to gain the sanction of the

Adams express people to a return to the

old method of twenty- five cent shipments

The March issue of the Exchange re-

ferring to certain charges of mismanage-

ment on the part of the 1891 Federation

ofiicials said editorially: "We unhesitat-

iugly pronounce the above charges not

only unwarranted but untruthful, and

challenge the subscribers to the circular

to a more specific explanation of this in-

consistent declaration." This specific

explanation was given in the next issue

of The Fanciers' Journal, with the

promise that if this one charge of gross

mismanagement was not suflScient others

equally bad could be substantiated. The

one charge, to the effect that in the 500-

mile race the birds of the Philadelphia

section were sacrificed to benefit and re-

dound to the credit of John Shepherd

and a number of Federation officers, who

sent a basket of birds down to the same

station in a separate basket, has proved

entirely sufficient for the editor of the

Homing Exchange, however, and he

asks for no more explanations. Had he

done so, we have the material to furnish

him.
•%

We regret to learn the Federation of

American Homing Pigeon Fanciers is

losing caste by having opened its mem-

bership roll to the negro, pigeon flyers

that were otherwise undecided as to

whether to enter the League or the Fed-

eration, deciding in favor of the former

on account of their objection to frater-

nizing with the colored fancier in the

latter. The objection to pigeon flying by

many people is more on account of the

people met with than anything else, and

the League has done well to make such

a strict rule in regard to the election of

new members that none but desirable

fanciers can hope to have their names

favorably considered.

« *
Two new homing clubs have recently

been organized in Baltimore, Md. The

Oriole Homing Club, with the following

officers : President, O. J. Hatter ; vice-

president, Charles Oberender ; treasurer,

P. J. Hatter; race secretary, A. Wester-

man, and the Clipper Flying Club ofl5-

cered by S. W. Taylor, John D. Abel and

C. W. H. Burns,

Welcome, little stranger. The Ameri-

can Homing News, published weekly by
the Homing News Publishing Company,
of Baltimore, Md. The initial number
bearing the foregoing title, under date

April I, is now before me, and I hasten to

extend to it a warm welcome and hearty

wishes for its success, as I would to all

new ventures devoted to the interests of

the flying fancy, and more particularly

when specially dedicated to the homing
pigeon.

The sheet is small, lint its editor is a

hustler and it will grow. Of this there is

no doubt, and with such a fearless

weekly hustler to spur it on as The Fan-
ciers' Journal the outlook for the

American flying fancy is encouraging,

and the installation of the new weekly

journal should be doubly welcome to all

good flying men.

I hope Its columns will abound with

good, honest criticism to encourage, ele-

vate and instruct the fancy and its pro-

prietary follow the platform laid down in

its introductory editorial.

The tardy monthly has had its day.

Upon this point all intelligent flying men
are unanimous.

Mr. Theodore P. Green will fly his

birds this season under the League. Fed-

eration and Mrs. Starr—American Hom-
ing News. In the spring Mr. Green will

experiment under the management of the

Federation of American Homing Pigeon

Fanciers and Mrs. Starr and in the fall

will try his youngsters with the League

of American Homing Clubs.—The Fan-

ciers' Journal. The story is told that

Mr. Green will fly his birds under Fed-

eration rules this year, but Mr. Green

says it's no such thing.—The American

Stock-Keeper. Theodore P. Green, of

Woodburv, N. J., says : "I am booking

and selling lots of youngsters for $5 and

|io a pair. My only trouble is to breed

them fast enough to fill my orders."—

Homing Exchange, April i. A natural

sequence, you pays your money and you

takes your choice.

The Roseville loft will be sadly missed

in the make-up of the Empire Club the

coming season. — Homing Exchange,

April I. Just al>out as much as its owner

was missed from the ranks of the Federa-

tion of American Homing Pigeon Fan-

ciers in 1888, when the editor of its of-

ficial journal, the Homing Exchange,

published challenges against him headed

•'Old Axle Grease" accommodated "A
Rogue or a Gentleman. Which?" etc.

The Empire City Flying Club stands

on too solid a foundation with its forty

odd members, perfect management, am-

ple treasury, splendid prizes and thor-

ough discipline to miss any single indi-

vidual from its ranks, and more particu-

larly such an one as the Homing Ex-

change refers to, and the editor knows it.

^XX^
Guess again, Jake, and perhaps the

Item and Journal may secure a few more
effulgent rays from the Exchange to

carry them over until the flying season

opens(?).

^XX^

for The Journal individually. Our old

friend Carleton, who long had been one
of the leading spirits there, is at present

out of the fancy, owing to a change of

residence, but is still with the boys in

spirit. They are about getting designs

for a silver trophy to cost $200 to be

flown for annually, three successive wins

to constitute ownership.

This will be an active and important
section of the League next year. They
secured their supply of bands from Eng-
land for this season.

The columns of Epervier and Le Mar-
tinet, the leading pigeon flying journals

of Belgium, abound with comments on
the recent action of the French Govern-
ment regarding liberations of homing
pigeons in their section. The Belgium
fanciers are almost unanimous to train

from Germany, and I really think the

majority of Belgium societies will thus

fly from the East, owing to restrictions.

A very excellent course has already been
mapped out towards Berlin (about 450
miles). English tosses are not so re-

stricted.

From the English Homing News I

learn that the prospect is not very bright

of the Lejuue Automatic Machine (which

I have referred to in past notes) coming
into general use in England unless a

very considerable reduction is made in

the cost, which at present is fixed at /"lo.

But I have hopes of learning something
more definitely on the subject and of

other equally desirable machines at a

much less cost.

^XX^
At a recent meeting of the London,

England, F'lying Cub I learn from the

columns of the Stock-Keeper that a sub-

ject recently came up for discussion

which we in America have long ago dis-

posed of. It reports that "considerable

discussion took place as to the desirabil-

ity of stamping the race birds with the

name of the town from which the race

took place and the adoption of distin-

guishing numbers and letters instead.

It was decided that in the case of the old

birds the latter should be adopted, as it

was felt by those present that many good
birds which bore their continental race

marks were detained by unprincipled per-

sons.

yXX-

*
* *

In conclusion, fancier friends, have

you yet tested the efl&cacy of a practical

From a correspondent in California I

have a very interesting letter this week :

The Fanciers' Journal is now on file

at the rooms of the Pacific Coast Pigeon

Society, and is eagerly looked for weekly

by all the boys, although many subscribe

Surely our method of countermarking

by the neat leg bands bearing the letters

and numl)ers on the inside should recom-

mend itself to our English brethren.

^XX^
I read an interesting article recently

concerning a pigeon race in New Zealand

from 375 miles, which took place on Jan-

uary 9 of this year. Great interest was

taken in the match, as it was the largest

yet flown in New Zealand. Eight birds

compete)!, and up to 5.30 P. M. same day

six of them had honied. The si art was

at 5 A. M., weather dull and cloudy. The
winner in 10 hours, 8 minutes, 8 seconds,

869 yards per minute velocity, a very

creditable performance, and the remain-

der very close up, evidently all coming
together. And thus the flying sport is

advancing the whole world over.

^XX^
In my last notes I mentioned briefly

regarding the census of homing pigeons

in Paris. The following from "La Na-

ture" mav prove interesting to our Amer-

ican fanciers: "The census decreed by

the law of 1877 at the request of the mil-

itary authorities was brought into opera-

tion at Paris from January i to January

15, 1890. The figures ol)tained show the

importance the rearing of pigeons has

acquired since the war of 1870. In 1890

there were 608 owners, trained birds

6619, untrained 6658. In 1891, owners

697, trained birds 7012, untrained 6977.

The census does not merely regard the

rough number of birds, as in the case of

horses. It is supplemented by a strict

inquiry regarding the morality and mili-

tary situation of each owner of homing
pigeons, and also the direction of the

training of the birds, so that in the event

of a declaration of war the military

authorities would be able to take posses-

sion of the lofts and employ the pigeons.

This inquiry also makes it possible to

find out those owners who have made

false declarations or who are not author-

ized. The great majority of breeders are

'A

of French nationality, but there are, how-
ever, twenty-seven Belgians, one Rus-
sian, one Spaniard, one Swiss, one Aus-
trian and four Germans.

^XX^
In Belgium there are some 600,000 rac-

ing birds kept by the various fanciers,
which no doubt in time of emergency
would be placed at the disposal of the
government.

-^xx^
In the last issue of the Homing Ex-

change President Garrabrants seems ex-
tremely desirous of booming his New
Jersey central section of the Federation
at the expense of the Empire City Flying
Club, and takes umbrage at the comment
in a recent issue of The Fanciers' Jour-
nal, and the weakness of his arguments
is only increased by evident ill humor.

He says that out of the forty odd birds
sent by the New Jersey central section of
the Federation last June forty homed, and
that either Ben Elwell, Eli Moretou or
himself can send that many birds to the
500 miles station any season and get
them home, too, and "we just represent
three of the Newark's five."

Come, Garry, you are riding too high
a horse, and are off. You have a few
good birds, of that there is no question,
and furthermore, I think you know how
to care for them, and that you fly your
birds for the love of the sport, but when
you speak such bosh about what you can
send 500 miles and get home, too, you
are not talking like yourself and a good
fancier, and when you speak of Ben El-
well, Eli Moreton and Conrad Mahr you
are alluding to three loyal and active
pigeon flyers of the Empire City Flying
Club, and furthermore your own crack
one day 500 miles flying was done in

conjunction with the Empire City Flying
Club.

^XX^
Furthermore, the comment in The

Fanciers' Journal that you refer to

was editorial comment in au issue of
February 13, and not so far out of the
way after all, for it merely instanced what
might be, not what had been in the past,

the Newark five and Jersey five now be-
ing in the Empire City Club and League.

-^xx^

February 13 is not a recent issue, but a
decidedly old one, and if you took a live

weekly journal you would so regard it.

And why wait a month and a half to let

the editor of The Fanciers' Journal
know that you took offense at his com-
ment of February 13, and even now he
might never know it if I did not here re-

fer to it, and tell him this was one of the
"effulgent rays" shed by the Homing
Exchange. Somewhat late in striking,

but nevertheless effulgent(?).

^XX^
Hereafter, Garry, whenever anything

appears in The Fanciers' Journal not
quite to your judgment or likes, just re-

ply to it through The Fanciers' Jour-
nal, so that all flying men can read it

while it has some force and is fresh, not
six or seven weeks old.

^XX^
As for your comment on the World's

400 miles trophy fly, the less said about
this race the better. That race, to all

intelligent minds, speaks for itself, and
the glorious uncertainty of pigeon flying

under unfavorable conditions was fully

illustrated, but the succeeding 500 miles
race proved correct work, under perfect

flying conditions, and Garry and the
New York central section wasn't in it

good enough to win.

It is current in pigeon flying circles in

the city of Newark, N. J., that Francis
Whiteley contemplates a trip abroad this

coming summer and has informed certain

fanciers that he expects to bring back
with him from Antwerp twenty pairs of

the choicest and speediest birds he can
procure there, with which he will show
the American flying fancy that he is still

in it.

•^xx^

I hope he will, and if he does it will

only confirm what I have advanced ia

former notes as to the renewed activity of
the Roseville loft at no distant day.
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Hot Shot from Washington, D. O.
From Our Special Correspondent.

A report is going the rounds to the

effect that Messrs. Turner, Glorious and
L. A. Schmid are to form a club, and they
will defy the world in competition. Mr.
Glorious is offering bets of |io to ^100
that he will enter one bird against seven
and win the race or races at a distance

from 22 to 100 miles. The combine has

not yet been named, but it is quite likely

its title will be the Post Combinatiou
Club. The combine has a method of

training birds and conditioning its birds

that for novelty cannot be excelled, aud
the fancier who does not adopt the sys-

tem will, it is supposed, have to acknowl-

edge defeat, as it will be utterly impossi-

ble to compete successfully with such

management.

The method is a secret, but secrets

benefit so few that your correspondent

will have to commit a daring act and lay
before your readers the facts, so that all

fanciers of this country and Europe may
be benefited. The following are a few
of the rules adopted by the Post Combi-
nation Club:

I. After breeding as many youngsters
from your best flyers as possible ^say up
to April i) for young bird races in Aug-
ust, proceed as follows:

II. Separate the cocks from the hens
by erecting a partition across the loft,

which must oe of wire mesh to enable the
birds to see each other, thereby keeping
their blood warmed up to summer heat.

Their anxiety to mingle together will

harden and develop their muscles.
N. B.—While separated feed on small

corn, peas, wheat and hemp. I will add
for the benefit of those who use this mode
of training that the above-mentioned
grain and seed may be purchased of Mr.
Ed. Schmid, 712 Twelfth Street N. W.

III. Once every six weeks during con-
finement give a little assalcetida in drink-
ing water. Birds must also have a bath
once a month at least.

IV. One week before beginning to
train for races remove the partition and
give the birds their liberty, and to your
surprise your gieat difficulty will be to
get them to stop at your loft, their speed
being so great they have been known to

fly fifty miles past their lofts before being
able to stop.

If the above instructions are carried
out you need not breed your fast birds,

the method itself being speedy.
Many oM fanciers are very uneasy, and

the young ones undoubtedly would drop
out if it was not for the encouragement
they receive from the older members, for

the competition which now stares them
in the face is something dreadful.
The above-mentioned trio have de-

clared themselves satisfied to fly under
Mrs. Starr's direction, aud have hood-
winked two or three young members
into their club simply to help to defray
expenses. At the end of the season very
much chagrined they will see their mis-
take.

The members of the Washington Fed-
eration are very cautious about talking,

and would only say when spoken to

about these gentlemen that Mrs. Starr is

welcome to them, and will stay rid of
them. I understand these gentlemen
have made slighting remarks about the
League and its constitution. In reply I

will say that the gentleman who wrote
the constitution and by-laws of the
League has forgotten more about pigeons
than these gentlemen will ever know.

Wide Awake.

Washington NeAVS.

From Our Special Correspondent.

The fanciers of this city are beginning

to bestir themselves, looking forward to

the spring training, aud already on each

fair day baskets of birds may be seen

going to various points in this vicinity for

liberation preparatory to the regular

training, which will begin in about two

weeks. There are many very finely bred

birds here, which should be heard from

with honor before the season is over.

The stock of Messrs. Wallace and Stock-

man is well-known and needs very little

mention. They have each about fifty

old birds to put on the road. Some of

them they expect to send as far as a

thousand miles.
'

Professor Kasper has also about fifty i

carefully selected flyers and will no I

doubt maintain his past reputation as a I

careful trainer. He is trying an expert-
;

ment this year, and that is, having sepa-
^

rated his cocks from the hens last .\u- I

gust, he does not intend to put them to- !

gether until after the spring flying sea-
son is over, his idea being that the birds

\

are more or less weakened by breeding.
Some of the hens lay in spite of this pre-
caution, however, but the tendency is re-

duced to the minimum.
Dr. Buckey and the veteran fancier,

Mr. Raymond, have joined forces aiul

will present a bold front. They have
spared no pains to get the best stock and
provide convenient and commodious
quarters for their birds. Mr. Raymond
has gotten back many of his old prize
winners, among them Ned R., that flew
500 miles in one day.
Mr. H. V. Lansdale has the largest loft

in this city, both in point of numbers
and as regards room. No one is more
enthusiastic and works hartkr for the
promotion of interest in the homing pig-
eon fancy, both in this city and in gen-
eral. He will send from 150 to 200 birds
down the road.

Not among the least of us is Mr. Ed-
ward Devlin, Jr. His birds are generally
from Mr. Sam Wallace's strain, which is

a sufficient recommendation. He was
heard from several times last year in the
young bird races, and this spring has
about twenty oltl birds to start with that
have been tested. We were very sorry
to hear that one of his best was shot a
few days ago by a duck hunter a few
minutes after it had been tossed for a
little exercise fly.

The immortal Heller, formerly active
as a fancier, has been sojourning with us
for the past two weeks ?nd taken in the
various lofts of the city. He seems to
have lost none of his old enthusiasm.
We hope his visit at the national capital
has been a pleasant one. M.
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A
peui pacts

1. The Fanciers' Journal has
more than doubled its circulation in

the past twelve months.

2. Excepting one monthly paper
it now has the largest circulation of

any paper of its class in the United
States.

3. it reaches the very best class

of readers.

4. It has the patronage of the

very best class of advertisers.

5. It accepts no questionable ad-

vertisements from unreliable breed-

ers.

6. The readers of THE FANCIERS'
Journal have confidence in its ad-

vertising columns in consequence.

7. 1 here are over 100 PER CENT
more advertisements now than 12

months ago. Is not this significant.''

8. A weekly paper reaches more
people than a monthly paper, ton-

sequently an advertisement is seen
by more, and oftener at that.

9. Uniform advertising rates are

always adhered to. Everybody
being treated alike, there is no com-
plaint.

10. The advertising rates, while

higher than in many class papers,

are as low as a first-class paper can
afford.

1 1. To those who are not ready
to advertise weekly we recommend
the perusal of our blue card. The
latter gi\es monthly rates, which
are very reasonable.

12. Read a few extracts from
many letters :

"All sold thanks to your paper."
* « «

"Resulted in the sale of all the bull puppies I

had."
* * «

"The pointer I advertised in I'".\nciers' Jour-
nal last week I have sold This is quick work
for your paper."

* * «

"Sold $72 worth of eggs in one week. The
Fancikrs' Journal did it."

* • •

"Could have sold double ray production. '

« • *

"The best advertising medium for high class
fancy stock."

« « •

"Sold sixty-three pigeons in one mouth."

"Have sold every bird that I could spare, and
more too."

* * «

"Surprisevl at the anmunt of Iftters received
from that little ad. in your valuable paper."

• • •

"The JofRNAL brought ns excellent returns,"
writes a great incubator firm.

« « «

"My little ad. in your paper sold all my tame
deer."
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"IJUJAX RUSSELL."
First aud Challenge Cup, New York, 189

PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
Catalogue free.

Tliree Years in SnccmioB at t&e Qreat New Tort Shows

Shai^p's Indian Games
Have Never Failed to Win

A// First, Spec/a/ and Challenge Cups, on Cock, Cockerel, Hen and Pullet—a

record that no other breeder of any variety can boast of.

In competition with the finest specimens aflforded by the best breeders of Europe and America,
our "Agitator Strain" has proved INVINCIBLE at Buffalo, 1889; Buffalo. 1890; New York, 1890,
London Dairy, 1890; Crystal Palace. 1890; New York, 1891; Charleston. 1891 ; and at New York;
1892, we won ist and 5th on Cocks, ist and ad on Cockerels, 1st, 2d and 3d on Hens,.ist. 2d, 3d, 4th
and 5th on Pullets, 2d on Pen, Challenge Cups for best Hen and Pullets. Gold Special for best 10

Cockerels and Pullets. At nearly every show of any importance from the Atlantic to the Pacific

our birds shown by customers have proved EQUALLY as INVINCIBLE. Ancestry and careful
breeding are essential to success. You cannot succeed without our stock, which we constantly im-
prove from year to year. Our Golden Wyandottes won all firsts at the Great Philadelphia Show,
January, 1891. We breed ANDALUSIANS, WHITE INDIAN GAMES, BLACK MINORCAS,

WHITE LEGHORNS and CREVE CCEURS. ASEELS MALAYS and RED CAPS. Eggs $3, $5, J6, $8. $10 and ^25 per 13.

C. A. SHARR & CO., Lockport, N. Y.

INCUBATORS.

PINELAND
INCOBflTORS AND BROODERS

ARK THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERE AWARDED

2-FIRST PREMI0MS..2
AT THE

Great Hew M Slow of 1891

Hundreds of the most successful poultrymen
use them exclusively. Send five cents for mam-
moth catalogue. Circular free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

142-181 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM.

EEsiOR INCUBATOR
I.owe«t>prirpd First-clasa Hatcher inHde.
Simple, Perfect* ^QBg^Q Helf^Kcgulating.

POUIiTRY. POUIiTRY.

HAVE YOU EGGS TO SELL?

If so, this is the season to advertise, and THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL
is the best medium to use. IT GOES EVERY WEEK, and a THREE
MONTHS' card gives more issues than a monthly does in a year, and all

of them at the season of the year to do the most good.

One-lialf Inch Card 13 times $8.0O.
One inch Card 13 times 16.00.

Give it a trial.

PIGEONS. PIGEONS.

PIGEONSPIGEONS
^ I^AI^E (0HANGE IPO BUY SOME OP THE BESII

JACOBINS, FANTAILS and OWLS in white and blue African ; white, blue and silver English,

and blue and silver Chinese in America. About forty pairs of owls to sell, and I warrant no better

stock in existence. I need room, therefore take advantage of this offer. Write f)r prices and just

what you want. Satisfaction or money refunded. GEO. EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

47-9S

fPWlNlCD •-

Royal Blue L,ine Lioltg.

THEO. P. GREEN,

WOODBORY. NEW JERSEY.

"^
f^^'^.:^'5^, v2::

-

Tboasands in anc*
LceMMlul operHtiou. I

lUuarknteed to hatch 1

1 a lanter percentac*
of fertile eggs at lt*$

mtt than any other inoabfttor.
Send 60. for Illua. Catalogue.

c£

frntmnitm aad
Hol«
tortarrr,ta.ru«JGEO. H. STAHL. Quincy.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

AND AIJ. OTHKR
i^ANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

New Catalogue
containing a full description of 36 pairs of my
noted breeders and champions, illustrated with
handsome photo-enjjravings of world-renowned
flyers Send for it before you purchase.

MAILED FREE.

POULTRY.

JiS

«P'

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and
Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
oend for Catalogue.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

sale in season. Orders for puppies booltea to be
delivered in rotation. if

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE. IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OF

—

WHITE FANTAIL
PIGEONS

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

My birds have won
every prize and every
special shown for,

with two single bird
exceptions, during

the last two years, and have t)een shown only at

the best and largest shows in America.
No birds for sale until June, when a limited

number of young, all from prize winners, will

be sold at |io per pair. Don't write unless you
mean business. 94'46

^S*"--^

POULTRY.

BUFF WYANDOTTES.
No eggs for sale this season. S. L. Wyandotte's

yards headed by the ist prize cock at New York,

1892, and another of my own raising equally as

good. Indian Games (Sharp's Agitator), large,

finely marked birds. Eggs, $3 per set ing
;
two

settings, $5. _
IRVING CROCKER,

57.63 SENECA FALLS, N. Y.

H. ^W^. VAHLK,
319 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

WILLIAM C. KOEPPEN,
Rutherford, New Jersey, Box 113,

Breeder and Importer of

BLACK ROSE-COMB BANTAMS.
The highest honors at New York, 1892. Fir^

cock, first hen, second and fourth cockerel, sec-

ond and fourth pullet.

Stock and EarSTS For Sale.

A few Black red and Game Pile Bantams for

sale cheap. Must close out. 52-64

LANGSHANSI
Black, Whlt« and Mottled.

I am the only fancier in America who imports

I angshans direct from the Langshan District,

and who breeds them pure without introducing

blood from other strains or breeds. My White
and Mottles are not made varieties, but diiect

importations.
«S» EGGS : Black, $3 per 17,. White, $5 per

13. After April 15, Black, |2 per 13. White. $3

per 13. No eggs of the Mottled varietv for sale

now. I can save you money by prepaying ex-

press charges.
^-70 H. G. KEE%LING, San Jose, Cal.

POULTRY.

107 PREMIUMS FROM 117 ENTRIES
AT PHILADELPHIA'S GREAT SHOW. Sil-

ver Golden Duckwing Games, Red Pile Games,
White Silver Gray and Colored Dorkings, White
and Black Minorcas, Single-comb White and
Rose-comb Brown Leghorns ; White, Black, Buflf

and Partridge Cochins, Dark Brahmas, all kinds
of Polish and Hamburgs, Barred Plymouth Recks,
B. B. Red and Red Pile Game Bantams, Rose-
comb Black and Silver Sebrights, Buff Ptkins,
W. F. B. Spanish, also Black Langshans. Eggs,
$4 per 15. $7 per 30. We pav express. No dfuty

on Fowls or Eggs. BURN & HANSLER.
53-65 Tilsonburg, Ontario, Canada.

MITCHELL'S

PARTRIDGE AND WHITE COCHINS.
winners of th*^ leading premiums at New York,
1890 and 1892. Send for circular. Correspondence
for Whites should be addressed to

Mitchell & Russell,
Lock Box 675, Bristol, Conn.

And for Partridge to
Geo. W. Mitchell,

52-64 Lock Box 675. Bristol, Conn.

i_i TS^ZA'R'D 'S
SILVER^SPANGLED^HAMBURGS

^ WHITE PEKIN BANTAMS^
The rarest and most beautiful of all. CHAM-

PIONS OF THE WORLD. Winners at Charles-
ton, 1891 ; New York. 1891-92; Phil delphia. 1892.

Also Prize Winning WHITE PLYMOUTH
ROCKS, GOLDEN WYANDOTTES and BLACK
LANGSHANS. Stock and Eggs for Sale.

A. P. GROVES,
5^-68 Chestnut Hill, Philada., Pa.

Arnold's Buff Leghorns
winner at England's largest shows. Crystal

Palace, the Dairy and others. Also winning all

possible prizes on all entries made at America's
two largest shows. New York and Philadelphia.
At New York we won sixteen specials ; at Phila-
delphia won the $20 gold special for best collec-

tion. Send stamp for illustrated catalogue.

AUG. D. ARNOLD,
152-202 eow DlUsburar, Pa.

HAWKINS
PRIZE

WINNING

P. ROCKS
AND

Wyan-

Have won the highest prizes at the largest

shows in America and England. Selected breed-
ing birds and eggs for sale. Catalogue of Ameri-
ca's Greatest Poultry Farm free.

52-76 eow A. C. HAWKINS,
Lock Box 0. Lancaster, Mass.

MISCELliANEOU8.

^THE

SPORTSMEIV^S

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

OPIUM
Morphine Habit Cared in 10
to ao dwyn. N€» pay till cured.
DR. J STEPHENS, >-«banon,Ohi».

NEW YORK, 1802.
The grandest victory ever won by one exhibi-

tor on any one variety. 15 ENTRIES, 14 PRE-
MIUMS. Also Association Special for best dis-

play, all varieties of Hamburgs competing.

JAMES E. HAZARD,
152-203 Elmira, New York.

| Meulion FanciERS' Journal

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Taclcle of tine Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND
HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.
52-202e0W

nil rA KemedyFree.lNSTARTIIELiCF. Final
Ull la V curuiii lUtiayn.Mevt-rreluriis: iiu purse!

I ILLU noHSive: no suppository. Avictim tried'^'in vain every rem dy has discovered a
impleciire, which he will mail free to his fellow saf-

farers. Ad4r«M J.U.BKKVIU,li«x Sl»0,K«w VerkCU7,I.X.

SUPPLIES.

MANN'S BONE GUHER
FOR

POULTRY FOOD
Warranted to cut green
bones, meat, gristle, and all
without clog or diflTiculty, or
Money Refunded.

It has been proved

GREEN CUT BONE
is the most economical eear
Trodiicing food in the world!
twill doublethe num-
ber of eggs I

and make
them 25 per cent, more fer-
tile. Send stamp for cata-
logue. Name this paper.

^^ F. W. MANN,
Pat June 15, '86. Aug. 20,'t<9. ITIilford, IVIaM.

54-66eoMr

We are So Anxious
That you should see our new circular on

^Poultry
Supplies.

It lllu8tr.Hte!<i

the moat complete line

—p-i^ ever offered.

Johnson & Stokes,
SEEDSMEN

217 & 219 riarket St., Phila., Pa.L

FOR POULTRY.
Bone MeBl. - - Per 10<) lb. Bag, 93.OO
GraniilHted Bone, " lOO " 3.7S
Ground Beet
Scraps, - - - " 1(K) 3.00

Calcitp, - - - - " 300 3.00
Crushed Flint, - " SOO " S.OO
CruHhed Oyster
Shells, - - - " 900 " 8.00

Send (or our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

price.
C. n. DEMPWOLF <& CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

YOUR
BonetGRIND

raham Flat

S5HANDMILLJly 100 percent.

OWN
Meal,

.r, L ... «}i»lcrSh.ll»,
Craham Floar a, Corn, in tba

(F.Wilaon's
Patent).

'per rent, more made
Alaol>a\VKI( .>TIM..Sand

CircnUrsandteetimoniiila
WIL,80N BU08.KMton.P».

in keepinc Panltry.
FARi»I FKED iflllXM. CfrcnUrsand'teeVimon
ent on applicAtion.

66-^J

K CAN FURNISH

ELECTROTYPF.S

OF ALL

LKAUINO BREEDS OF
PIGEONS

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c
each.

PRINTING OUTFIT 155
•X)MI'1.>/.K. 4 k phklicu ruhKr tjpc. Ijpcholdfr, botU* la.

Icliblc Ink, lak I'MJ an*i I'wfr.rrs Ku i up in nr,l boi vtth
tlnctioni for u*.. Sm.i.fftrtion r<ivAnt«.d Worth 5<>e. Ben
Uaflo Marker. Tud Vt\uin. etc ^^tn n.m. * in 1 niBurc,'
priDur><^»c«H^«n bour.^ntpMtpaM 1 f^-, '.' for 3&r.rat.frM.

R.H.I>(iF:KSOLL A lli(U.«d« orlUadlSI.K.Y.ntJk

46-97 eow

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only J1.25 per year.
Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany. N Y.

Loft

RECORD BOOK.
Convenient and indispensable in

recording the breeding of your

birds.

PRICE $2.

For sale by

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY
Box 916, Phlladelpliia.

POULTRY. roUL.TllY

Dl UrC I ir^LJODMO / ONE OF THE LARGEST AND BESTDwrr ^CvanV^nMO I COLLECTIONS IN AMERICA.
\\\ from stock imported directly from the yards of the most noted breeders abroad. We have nowTEN pens of carefully assorted birds; also a few pens of S. C. W. LEGHORNS and INDIAN
GAMES. Send for Illustrated Catalogue of

Shady Shoi^e Poaltt^y J^EiPtn.
E. A. SHELDON, President BufT Leghorn Club, Proprietor.

Addre.ss all communications to
'52203 A. C. CHAFFEE, Superintendent, Oswego, N. Y.

POULTRY RIVERSIDE FARM.
The records will show the following as my winnings at New York for the vears

1890, 1S91, 1892 on my specialties : S. and R. C. Brown Leghorns. Houdans, White
Wyandottes and R. C. White Leghorns. 33 firsts. 19 Gold Specials, 6 .\ssociation
bilver Medals and 2 Silver Cups. "Like did beeit like " "Like will he«it like "

PLYMOUTH ROCKS Send for illustrated circular gTS.TgfulT prize record

J WYANDOTTES °^ America's leading strains of above varieties. I
guarantee satisfaction.

'"''51 J. FORSYTH, owEGo. tioga county, n. y.

BDFFi;

Sandaere parm
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Buf! Pekin Bantams, Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks Prizewmners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.
^citm i^ucics. rnze

10-61 F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.

1. K. FELCH & SON,
NATICK, MASS., U. S. A.

LIGHT BRAHMAS, PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WYANDOTTES,
LANGSHANS AND COLLIE DOGS.

SEXD FOR CIRCULAR. g^-ja

^The Lea Poultry CJards^
INDIAN GAMES.

Stock and Eggs for sale. Eggs $5 and Jio per setting of 13. My birds took eight prizes at theNew York Show, 1892. For further mformation write to j. BORLAND
New Hamburgh, Dutchess County, N. Y.

54-66

-THE-

BuffCochins
The choicest English and Ameri-

can birds in my yards. For mat-

ings, prices, etc., address

H. A. Noeckel,
Lansdowne, Pa.

Over 100 Awards

Rceeived in 1891.

(Xltt. CUhitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, England

(Hon. Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply
Indian Game, Dorkings, Wyandottes. Creves,
La Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD BREEDERS, $15 per trio ; EXTRA '

good, $25; E.XHIBITION, |20 to I50 each at
Liverpool. Freight paid to New York for $10
extra on % to 9 birds. Eggs in season, $4 per
dozen. OVER 8co BIRDS EXPORTED LAST
YEAR.

1

Morey Kennels aai Poultry Yards
I

FAIRFIELD, CONN
\

St. Bernards and Fox Terriers,
\

W|ite Plpouth |ogI(8 md

SILVER SEABRIGHT BANTAMS.
At the great New York show we won first on

White Plymouth Rock cock and second on hen
S. S. Bantams first cock, first, second and fifth

hen, first and fourth pullet. 52- 4

Stock and Eggs For Sale.

Breeder of Pure Standard Single-comb

WHITE & BLACK LEGHORNS.
Winners of two ist and two 2d premiums at

the Great Philadelphia Show, January, 1892.

COLLINGSWOOD, N. J.
Eggs $2 per setting. 53-74eow

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.
RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
_ BROWN REDS.THE BEST PIT GAMES.

OLD ENGLISH SH.^WLNKCKS.
DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap m fall. 32-44

BOOKS.
AMERICAN KENNEL. CL.UB

Stud Book.
Blanks for registering in the ofiicial Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.
the ofiicial monthly publication of the club, con-
tains the judges' reports and certified prize li.sts
of the diflerent shows, Stud Book registrations
and numt)ers of each month's entries and all
kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars i)er annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

—Id answering advertisements pleaes
mention this journal.

AGENTS WANTED.
Reliable agents wanted in all parts of the coun

try. For particulars address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

BOX 916, PHILADELPHIA. PA.

BOOKS FOR FANCIKRS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

Dooks on receipt of published price:

KKN.NEL.

American Kennel. Burges | 3.00
American Hook of the IX)g 5.00
British Dogs (2 vols.) Dalziel 1300
Book of the Dog. Vero .Shaw s.co
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Kawdon Lee i.so

Collie Dog, Hi.story, Points, etc.; colored
portrait i.co

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel .80
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill 2.C0
Dog Breaking. Floyd so
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . . 50
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. i.oo
Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . . .so

Dogs, Management of. Mayliew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont a.00

Englishe Doggcs. Reprint of 1576 50
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.00
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50
English K. C.S. Book,Vols. XI to .\III,each 4.50
Field Trial Training. While 50
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-
sions 1.50

Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing ; col-
ored portrait. Dalziel i.oo

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases 50

How to Keep a dog in the City. Mills . . 3$
House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training .50

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
cages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables . 3.00
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters j.c^o

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great D.-tne Dog 2.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration

. 2.50
Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60
Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date JO

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickhani. Paper cover, 50c.; cloth . . , i.oo
Prize Pugs of America and England.

(Cryer) i.oo
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan i.oo
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeetling,

points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon, 1.25
Stoneheiijje on the Dog 2. .so

The Dog in Health and Disease 2.25
Teufel the Terru r ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog .75

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.
Mercer i.oo

The Dog, by Idstone 1.25
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 jwrtraits 5.00
The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynu 2.50
The Setter. Laverack 2^75
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits
from life of 31 prize dogs; in leather. . 4.00

Youatt on the Doe 2 50
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir cm
Cloth %

POULTRY.
All About Broilers. Boyer 75
An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard .50
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. George y. Dow. .25
Duck C"lture. Rankin y)
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-
ored illustrations; woou cuts. By Harri-
son Weir 500

Prohtanle Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 2 00
Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl 25
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch i.jj
Sixteen Years F^xperience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin 25
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee i.oo

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5.00
Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace .50

CAGE HIRDS.
V anarv Birds. Paper cover »>

ClSth 75
Canaries and Cage Birds. Black.ston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 15.co

Chamt>er and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
F'dition i.r©

Native Song Birds, George J. Barnesby. . i!to
Cage and Singing Birds, .^danis 50
The Canary. G.J. Barnesby 50

PIGEONS.
Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-
ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts a.CO

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. ByDr. L.S.Clark . . . 2.00

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F.^I.
Gilbert, paper 50c ; cloth i.oo

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . i!so
Pigeon Standard (newi ^o
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.C0
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer ,kq

MISCELLANEOrS.
American Anglers' Book. Norris .... 5.50
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .2s
Book of the Game Laws .^
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) 2.00
Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus 2 00
Fly Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells 2.50
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.
Grinnell 2.00

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniciilus . . . 1^50
The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-
wood i.co

The Art of Training Animals; paper; il-

lustrated 50
Glimpses of Animal Life; the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals i.;^o
With Fly-rotl and Camera. Samuels . . . 5.00
Wild Fowl Shooting. LeflBngwell .... 2.50
Woodtraft. Nessmuk 1.00
611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen . . . . 1^50
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PIGEON
BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

Advcitistiiiftits in tliis column will he inserted
as follows: Two lines three niontlis, $3; six
months. $5.50 ; one year. $10. Rates for insertion
un<ler more than one heauiuff on application. In
writinjj the nndersigned please mention Fan-
ciers' Journal.

HOMING PIGEONS.
A. M. WOOD, 4910 Haltimore Avenue,
West Philadelphia, Pa.

T. FRED GOLDMAN. 832 Herkimer
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

J. A. STOVKLL, 10 South Broad Street,

Philadelphia, Pa,

THEODORE P. GREEN, Woodbury, N.

J. See large advertisement.

FANTAILS.
F. M. GILBERT, Evansville, Indiaua.

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501 Cincinnati,
Ohio.

PARLOR TUMBLERS.
T. G. GATE, 57 Clifton Place, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

OWLS.
1/. S. CLARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

SATINETTES.
GEORGE W. PETTIT, Artist, 1010 Clin-

ton Street, Philadelpliia, Pa.

TURBITS.
L. S. CLARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

JACOBINS.
GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

PIGEONS ALL VARIETIES.
JOHN SPEALLER, 12 10 North Fourth

Slreet. Pliiladelphia. 60-72

SWALLOWS.
G. A. PICK, 1300 N. Washington SL,

Baltimore, Md. 160-211

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

thir heading /or 30 cents per line for first insertion,

IS cents per line each suhfequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

PUfiTH.

T-*INE PUPS ON S.\I.K.—Chequasset Kennels'

j^ Lancaster, Mass. 52-7oeow

Great Danes.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE, BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars
A. M. JaRgard, 629 North Front Street,

Philadelphia, Pa. 4394

Various.

DONALD McVICAK—THK PARK FARM
Kennels. Allaninchy, Warren Co., New
Jeisey; dogs hoarded, trained for the field,

and prepared for exhibition; excellent ac-
commodations; a life experi nee in the
niananement of large kennels; training
for the field and woodcraft; ijistructions in

field an<l tr -.p shooting given to young
gentlemen; board at farm or hotel; first-

class shot snccess assured; no risk; good
fishing. Young men fond of field and
other sports— i'ark Farm desirable place
spend vacation; charges ino<lerate; highest
references. Agents. G. W. Price, Girard
College. Philadelphia W. Davison, 24
West Ninth street. New York. 58-91

ANEW DOG WHISTLF:. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. I-"Hnc?ers' Publishing Company, Box
916, Pliiladelf hia. Pa.

TRAINKI) DOGS FOR COON. RF.AR, SQUIR-
REL, deer, fox, rabbit, quail, partridge,
woodcock. H. C. Graff, Kensington, Ohio.

52-tf

Greyhonnds.

F0RSALF,—CH0ICF:GRKYH0UND. WOULD
exchange for a good gun or fancy poultry.

Write giving dcr^cription. H. L. Cibbs,
Cor.-icana, Tex s. 58-60

Ma>tltrs.

ENGL1:->H M.\STHF HITCH ; REGISTERED
Dr. G. T. Greenkaf, Englcwood P. O.,
Til 58-60111.

Irish Setters.

-»OR SALE CHEAP.—IRISH SETTER PUPS
"* bvGeii. Bhicher (19,0^4) out of registered

bhche*. G. W. Standen, Elyria, O 60-61

Irl>«h Terriers.

\OK SALE — SEVERAL DOG AND BITCH
pups by Jack Hriggs—Beechgrove Jessie II.

l>r. Win. Crawlord Johnson, Frederick,
Md. 5960

THE KENNEL. THE KENNEL.

CANICURA CO.,
Manufacturers of carefully prepared

Remedies for Dogs
wholf;sale age;nts:

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINB, 246 Wabash Av.

CHICAGO.
VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St., N. Y.

THE CANICURA COMPANY,
vSEND FOR CIRCULAR.

246 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.
151-173

DOGS.
Pedlgrree Blanks.

vEDIGREE BLANKS FOR FOUR GENER-
ATIONS at 10 cents per dozen, or 85 cents

per 100. Extended four-page blanks, 5

cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed
postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

33 S. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted undet

this headingfor 20 cents per line for first insertion,

15 cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

For Sale.

AG. BOWLES, JR., POUKAPOG. MAS.S.,

Langshan eggs Ji per 13, Houdan eggs, $2
• per 13. 6070

BUFF LEGHORNS, INDIAN GAMES. P.

ROCKS and Minorca eggs, $2 to $5 per 15.

Circular free. Lewis C. Beatty, Washing-
ton. N.J. 5870

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS, LT. BRAH-
MAS, Red Caps, Pekin Ducks. FIggs from
prize winners $1.50 per setting. G. W.
Mead, Jr., Box 246, Danbury, Ct. 58-61

HENRY HALES—MY DORKINGS TRI-
UMPHANT wherever exhibited. Ten prizes

awarded at New York last February. Send
for catalogue or inquire, with stamp, for

birds. Eggs of Silver Gray, colored or

white. |3 per setting, two for J5. Indian

58 60 Game eggs I4 per setting. Ridgewood, N. J.

ROANOKE POULTRY YARDS, HURFF-
VILLE, N.J. High honors won at Phila-

adelphia Show. Buff Cochins, Light Brah-

mas. Barred Plymouth Rocks. Send lor

Circular. 52-59

FOR SALE—ONE TRIO BUFF WYAN-
DOTTES, one trio buff P. Rocks, $25 per

trio; one trio buff Leghorns, fair birds, |i^;

one trio verv fine buff Cochins, $8; one tuo
buff Pekin 'Bantams, score 92"^^ each, $8;

one trio white Wvandottes, $6. Send or-

der at once. Will warrant them to give

satisfaction. R. G. Buffinton, Box 677, Fall

River, Mass. 60-61

PURF^BRED ENGLISH BLACK-BREASTED
Red Game from Lvons, Eton, Game,
Rainsforth Pope, Matthews, Bell and Gib-

son's strains. Partridge Cochins from
Goodall, Butterfield, Lady Gwydyr, Tom-
linson and Friar Bennett. Apply Rudding-
ton Hall, Nottingham, F^ngland. 60 67

Golden Wyandottes.

FOR SALE.—COCKEREL fc. TRIO $7- NO
better birds iu America. Eggs |2 per 13.

E. D. Keeney, Arcade. N. Y. 55"

Silver AVyandottes.

vILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
) Games. Finely marked birds bred by

Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y. 4'-t'

Barred Plymouth Rockii.

^END FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
) and matings. Winners at largest shows

for four vears. Fowls and eggs for sale.

Bradley Bros., Lee. Mass. 54-60 eow

Wanted.

W
W

ANTED.—WHITE CHINA GEESE. H.
W. Vahle, 319 Market Street, Philadel-

phia, Pa. 51 tf

ANTED—A MAN EXPERIENCED IN
managing the broiler business, incubators
and brooders. Address J. F. Dorrance,
Dorrance, Luzerne Co.. Pa. it

Bantams.

W
BREED GAMES, GAME AND ORNAMEN
TAL Bantams. Write for w^ants. V,. F.

Doty. 47 Wellington Place, Toronto, Ont.
5607

f:stervf;lt, haywood & co 's

prize winning Bantams. Game and Orna-
mental. Eggs for hatching; Birds for sale.

Address Box 157, Rutherford, N. J. 56-tf

Various

jRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., Box 916, Philade phia. Pa.

Game Bantams.

VOR SALE—FIRST PRIZE COCK, FIRST
and 2d prize hens and 1st prize pullet at

Madison Square Garden 1892, and another
hen quite the equal of first and .second.

This is without doubt the best pen of Pyle
Bantams in Americi. bar none. Prif'e $50 ;

worth |ioo, B. C. Thornton, Sta. A.. Phila.,

Pa. 59-61

Plymouth Itocks.

HITE PLYMOUTH ROCK FIGGS, $1.50

jer n. New circular giving prizes won
rec. A.M. Hart, Meriden, Conn. 52-56-60

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted undet

this heading/or 20 cents per line for first insertion,

15 cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNF;R, 511 W. BIDDLE
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of Short-face
Baldhead Tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
select from ; Gaddes stock. 5479

For Sale.

L.

O

S. CLARK, 1505 GIRARD AVENUE.
Philadelphia. Owls and turbits, all colors.

51-63

SCAR SIEFERT, 500 SPRINGFIELD AVE-.
Newark. N. J. .will .sell out cheap. Priests,
Wing Trumpeters, Swallows, all colors,
white bar.e, Horn Jacobins. Morehead Jaco-
bins, Archangels, the largest Runts ever
shown. Antwerps 50 cents apiece. Send
stamp for reply. 59 62

Pantafls.

GEO. N. HOFFMAN, 1711 WEST LAUVALE
St. Baltimore, Md., has for sale Black and
White Fantails. Prices very reasonable
and satisfaction guaranteed. 59-60

Homlngr Plgreons.

AM. WOOD, BREEDER AND FLYER
homing pigeons, 4010 Baltimore Ave.,

* West Philadelphia.
'

51-76

TFRED GOLDMAN, BREF;DF;r AND
fiver of Homing pigeons, 832 Herkimer St.,

• Brooklyn, N. Y. 51-76

Satlnettes.

/-\ EORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, loio

(j ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
CLIN-
ii-tf

Homerf •

J.'
. TIETJEN, TR . SAVANNAH, GA
entire loft of Homers for sale cheap.

. MY
It

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertising.

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

EVERY ONE IN NFIFID OF INFORMATION
on the subject of adverti.sing will do well
to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"
36S pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a

careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals

;
gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.
Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82

Ducks.

M

A

AMMOTH C0L0RF;D MUSCOVY DUCKS.
Old Drakes, 14 to 16 pounds. Winners I40
clock New York, Trenton, Brooklyn, Wav-
erly, Charleston, Augusta, Hagerstown.
Stock or eggs. T. Farrer Rackham, F:ast

Orange, N. J. 153-204

Various.

LUMINUM AND NICKEL SEAMLESS
Pigeon Bands zViC. and 2>ic. A. H. Kruger,
Getmantown, Phila. 55-67

Drinking: Fountain.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Bdward S. Sctimld,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.
Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

IMPORTED LEG BANDS
For Pigeons and Poultry, numbered and

lettered, all sizes. Send 40 cents in stamps for
sample dozen. H. Small, 85 Leonard Street,
New York City. 153-204

«
Sen
on trla
3 months
only 15 cts. (stamps
taki^n). Address, Spare
Moments Puhllstilng Oi>.,

fil Court St., Boston, Mass

SPAKK MOMENTS
la the fiinuiest paper on

earth. 24 pax<-'8,flnely

Illustrated. Also
struct! ve

ures,

for profit
should have Pure Ground
BEEF SCRAP, which is

Meat and Done, collected from slaughter
houses. Dried Perkkctly Swf.kt and ground.
Poultry like it and devour it g^reedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them FREE. Ad-
dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO., 133
Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

FOR PIGEONS AND
all breeds of fowls.
Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices
of Indian Gaines, Minor-
cas, Javasand B.P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20
vears' experience counts
in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOK
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain
easilv cleaned. Price, 75 cents each. |8 pei

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and
\%-U Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

POULTRY.

EGGS ! EGGS !—Fifteen for $2; strictly

high class. P. Kocks, I.t. Brahmas, Br. and Wh.
Leghorns, Blk. Laiigshans. S. L. Wyandottes.
Bronze Turkey eggs, 8 for $2. Send us your or-

der and get eggs that will hatch you some
Nice Prize Winners.

Come to see our stock. Circulars free. Bloom-
ingdale Stock Co., Box 329, Richmond, Va. 59-71

DALBEY BROS.. Washington C. H., 0.,

breed 25 varieties FANCY' POULTllY.
Biggest Poultrv Yards in the West. STOCK
AND f:GGS for S.\LE. Send loc. for hand-
somely illustrated descriptive Catalogue, show-
ing how to make a fortune raising poultry, giv-

ing receipts, instructions and much valuable in-

forniation, worth five times the money.
Price L.I«t free. 57-66

|

J. Y. BICKNELL,
314 Vermont Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

THE

-BUSIl^ESS HEN-

Breeding and Feeding Poultry for

Profit.

BY H. W. COLLINGWOOD,
Managing Editor of the Rural New Yorker.

With special articles by P. H. Jacobs, J. H. Drev-

enstedt, C. S. Cooper, C. S. Valentine, Arthur

D. Warner, Henry Stewart, James Rankin, I.

K. Felch, Philander Williams, Henry Hales,

Dr. F. L. Kilbourne, C. H. WyckoflT, H. S. Bab-

cock, C. E. Chapman and others.

We believe that this little book will meet with

a hearty reception at the hands of all that vast

number of people who are interested in the do-

ings of "the little American hen," and especi-

ally in the methods by which practical poultry-

men make her so pro5table an egg and meat

machine.

PRICE, Paper 40 cents, clotli 75 cents.

FOR SALE BY

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Box 916, rhiladelphia. Pa.

Before You Subscribe
For anv Agricultural, Live Stock. Poultry or

Kennel" Paper you should send for ray list of

p'lpers. I c.in furnish you any paper published
cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscribe foi two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten ceiils (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five

papers and rrquest them to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRESS

84tf

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

Artists and Engravers.

PRINTING estimates riven foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., Box 916, Philade. phia. Pa.
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IN THE STUD.

Menthon Kennels*

St- Bernards,
PHCENIXVILLE. PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.8.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTF: has no equal.

FEE, ^lOO.
The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.8.B.18,337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, <J35.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

H T STUD—POINTKR

PROMOTION
FEE :|50.

Winner (absolute) Central Derby, 1891, defeating
the great setter Wuu Lung.

KNGLISH SETTER

KING'S MARK
FEE *.35.

Winner in Seven Field Trials.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for
catalogue to

FAIRMOUNT KENNELS,
54-205 RAVENNA, NEBRASKA, or

Ninth St. and Columbia Ave., Phila., Pa.

AT STUD—WOODALE KENNELS'
FOX TERRIERS Fee.

DOBBIN $20
By Ch. Venio—Brockenhurst Wbrry by

Raffle.

STAROEN'S JACK $15
By Ch. Result— Forest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS $10
By Raffle—Warren Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of prize win-
ning hitches alwavs for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 47-73

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
40-91 LANCASTER, MASS.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

l,AN!i?l)OWNE DESPERADO, Fee »15.
Venio. Dominie, Pitcher and Result shows up

prominently in his pedigree—a rare and desira-
ble combination of "blood that tells."

LANSDOWXE TRITOX Fee |110

By Raffle—Warren Dainty. Stud cards on ap-
plication. Post office and shipping address

LANSDOWNE KENNELS, Lansdowne, Pa.

HT STUD—ENGLISH SETTER

COUNT LEO,
Mack D.—Lady Alta, Lady Alta by Count

Roderigo—Bessie Beltoii. Evenly marked white,
black and tan, whelj)e(i November 14, 1889.

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. G. KILLIOTT,

4<»^X 483 Potters Ave., Providence, R. I.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in
America." Pedigree and winnings free ; photos,
50 cts. A limited number of his puppies (or sale.

155-206

P. H. COOMBS,
I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

j^T STUD. FEE f50.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rao. ZigZag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C, December. 1S90, and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Fliig-
land : ist. New York, Troy. Albany and Lynn,
'89; ist, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

134-158 Babylon, L. I.

IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

Seminole fennels
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ROUGH-COATED COLLIES
CIIAMPIOX THE SQUIRE (30881) FEE ^ioO.OO
CHAMPION ROSLYX WILKES (3088.3) " 60.00
CHAMPIOX ROSLYX DAXDY (17577) " 3.5.00
ROSLYX COXWAY (20883) 30.00
SIR KELPIE (14735) »* 15.00

ENGLISH SETTER
SIR FREDERICK (31741) " 50.00

Winner of forty-four first prizes in England.

IRISH SETTERS
CHAMPIOX TIM (6815) • 35.00
JERRY .lARVIS (15347) (litter brother to Duke Elcho) » 30.0O

ENGLISH PUGS
KASH, Jp. (17804) " 15.00

Winner of first Albany and second New York 1892.

Extended pedigree and list of stock for sale furnished on application.

BEAGLE IN STUD.

CHAMPION TONY WELLER,
THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

THE BEAGLE TRIALS, 1891.
FEE, 5»J5.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
60-72 Glenslde, Pa.

ST STUD,

STREATHAM
MONARCH

The Best Bull Terrier Living.

-ADDRESS

JOHN MOORflEflD, Jr.,

140-tf

PITTSBURG, PA.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.

poiNTER AT STUD. FEE $35.

LAD OF KENT .3^
Sire, Champion Bracket : dam, Renie by Ch.

Tammany. Winnings and only times shown :

First puppy, New York. 1R90: first open and
special for best brace with his litter sister. Lass
of Kent, New York, 1891 ; first. Wilmington; first
and special, Oloversville ; first AU)any and
special for best do? of any breed in the' show.
N. B.—This low stud fee for three months to ap-
proved bitches. Address

GEORGE JARVIS,
51-77 1015 Washington Avenue, N. Y.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, arcs B 4742

sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee Jio.

VENDETTA, A KC.s.B. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest—Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee |io.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,
47-98 Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

MASTIFF AT STUD.

ORMONDE
A son of the great Cambrian Princess, winner

of ist Rockford, Freeport, Cleveland, Cincinnati
and Chicago, and sire of 1st and 2d prize bi'ches
Rockford, Freeport and Chicago. 1892. Some
grandly bred pups for sale. Send stamp for
catalogue. CHARLES E. BUNN.

157-202 Peoria, Illinois.

BLACK WONDER.
No. 23.557. Whelped Jan. 30, 1890.

King of black pointers, and was the king of
all colors at the United States Field Trials held
at Bicknell. Ind, 1S91, winning the Derby and
All-age Stake. He is a dog that knows how to
hunt and not afraid of briers. Fee 935.

JOHN A. HUNTER,
56-o7eow Sandborn, Indiana.

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.
Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
43 68 P. O. Box 676, ALBANY. N. Y.

Pugs of the Best Breeding
At reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNEL
Box ii2, Louisville, Ky. 48-73

qFox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher I25

Starden's King 25

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner 15

Brockenhurst Tyke 15

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

yiLLsiDE Kennels,

157-208 LANCASTER, MASS.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 7711 . . .

REGENT BRISK, 16,618 .

REGENT TIPPLER . . .

Fee $25
" 10
" 10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.
For .stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
* Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN, 6258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-
dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co.. N. Y.

[ T STUD

Ch. PAUL GLADSTONE
(3482)

VISCOUNT
(21571)

Imported from the kennels of R. W. Purcell-
Llewellin, England, and pronounced by him the
best dog he ever sold to America.

FEE FOR EITHER, $50.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for
catalogue, etc.

MT. WASHINGTON KENNEL,
S. L.. HOGGS,

52-66eow P. O. Box 515. Pittsburg, Pa.

H T STUD—FOX TERRIER

RANTER (A KcsB 18429)

FEE $10.00
By Pitcher ex Vene, own brother and same lit-

ter to Champion Dominie. "He should be most
suitable for light, fine bitches, possessing im-
mense straight b ne, a long punishing head but
coarse, with correct ears and body and as game
as it is possible to make them ." See Fancikrs'
Journal. Address HAMLF;T OWEN,
46-7oeow 117 Olden Avenue, Trenton, N. J.

Game ItantaniH. Irlnh Terriers.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

151-203

IN THE STUD.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - S50

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member, 35 per cent off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL - - S20
Puppies and BrotKl Hitches for sale. Dogs of

any breed taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stnd and .sold on comniission.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
29-So CHESTNUT nil. I„ Phila, P.t.

THE KENNEL.

FOR SALE.

Wyoming Kennels
ENTIRE LOT OF

ST. BERNARDS.
Catalogue on Application.

WYOMING KENNELS,
149-20" M EI.ROSE, MASS.

Mention Fancif.rs' Joirnai..

Q€KENNEi51[E

FOH SALK-ENGMSir SF/rFKU I»l l*s.
l)v Ch. Ko<ler go, Ch. Oath's Mark niid Dan
t;!adstone. IKISII SKlTKll I'l'I'S, bv
Ch. Kildare, Ch. Dick Swiveller, Ch. Tim anil
Champion Seminole.

Send for Price List. 40-91

Mention Fancikrs' JotRNAi,.

B. F. I^EWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

tt

KLM STATION,

Montsfomrrv Co.. P'*.

^ PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Maile<l (gratis) bv the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Vetorhmry Siii'^rt'oii,

tf ia»;j HUOADW.VY. NKW YOKK.

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl. B. Tallraan,

140-tl OAK LAWN, R. I.

Some Choice Pointer
Puppies for sale cheap. 1"'T pedigrees, prices,
etc , address .1. K. I'llUKLL,
56tf Gainesville, Va.
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SQUIRED
^^EV(•W^TERpf^OOF

u.^ ^'CONICALW 'Draper SHOT shells

THE NEW SQUIRES' ** CONICAL/*
4—

:

It is with the greatest pleasure that I offer to the sportsmen of

America In entirely new shell specially made for American NVood

anT other nitro powders, and I am so gratified with the result of

every test they have been put to that I have prepared for a sale

of several millions in 1892.
. ^ ^ * _

Perhaps the most convincing argument I can use is to quote from

a letter received sometime since from theCartridge Company who are

making the shells. They say : - We send you to-day the frst sh.p-

ment of your shells. Will you allow us to congratulate you on these,

for thev are by far the best shells we have ever made, both m head,

base and in pocket, and also in body of shell which is made of your

extra firm blue paper. The pocket of the shell, you will notice, is just

delp enough to take the primer in, with a good shoulder to hold the

anv^l f"rm ; then the conical-shape flash hole will easily carry all the

?lame into the powder. The extra strong primers with the conical

bas^ makes this shell, not even excepting Eley's. the best we have

ever^^en.^^^^
testimony for you ? And entirely unsolicited at that.

And from a CartridgeCompany whoare pushing their own shells and

have heretofore claimed the best cheap shells in the world.

And now, dear reader, these shells are for sale. A thousand 12

gauge will cost you but $500. or 55 cents a hundred, and 10 gauge

c cents a hundred more. . - *
^

For the price they are the greatest shell on earth for American

Wood Powder or any other nitro, and there is bound to be an

*""r"Vofa glSg and I'm going to keep at you till you order

some. Send for a few hundred of these shells now.

J. H.Thompson, Jr.
Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America

New York. February. ,891. "^V b'^'^V'^nn" Barred
ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred

Plymouth Rock Cock; first and special, on

Barred Plymouth Rock Hens : first second and

fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard. $25 i" eo\d for best dis-

;[av of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show

.

February. 1890, was awarded

W K.VANDERBILTS GRAND
SPEC1ALPRIZE.$100INGOLD

lor best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and

four best Pullets ; ^first and special on Barred

Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on

Barred Plymouth Rock hen. j /x, «„
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize ratings U
pcri3, $7 per 26, $q per 39- Stock for sale. 39-91

(Agitator Strain)

SHERWOODS, BARRED PLYM-

OUTH ROCKS, BLACK LANG-

SHANS and S. C .B. LEGHORNS.
At the ereat Philadelphia show, held January

7 to 12 showing only eight Indian Games we won

^fiJst and second on pullets, third and fifth on

hens, fourth on cock ; in sales class first on

cockerel and first and second on pullets. Fowls

^d eggs for sale. Address all orders and cor-

respondence to

G. M. WOODS & BRO.,

52-65 Leaman Place, Pa.

Shoot Squires' ** CONICAL" Shells and Win.

POULTRY. POULTRY. POULTRY.

(Thoroughbred Imported StockV

WM ELDRKD. Dendron. Surrey County. \a.

Stock and Kggs for Sale "^^rite for prices

Pirfct shipping facilitit s for Ihf South. South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. '^7°

ANNANDALE POULTRY FARM.
WHITE BKAIIMAS, ItEI) CAPS. INDIAN GAMES.

,,„h. Brahma.. B.«U ...-.;«»-.".<: WM.. -•l,S-^J|^»f,>'„SSri.K',E:.''BlS

JrhibU from the s1.,e of N.w J.™y. Pnce
"J -^.^''^^Jl^JfES, Ann.«d.le, N.w J„«,.

Briar Hill Poultry Farm
Leghorns—Brown. White. Golden Duckwing.

•aik Pile and Blue Pile. Game Bantams—B. B.

S Red PUe Golden and Silver Duckwing White

Wyandottes. White P. Rocks and Pit Games.

EGGS AFTER MARCH 1.

STOCK FOR SALE IN THE FALL

AtOranee N. J., show. 1891. won five firsts

an^ one^L^cond. it Waverlyr^.89, won six firsts

and one second. At New Yo«-.l^^'8*»»:;^°"J^*''^"

firsts, five seconds and two thirds. Address

B. H. Van Auken, Prop'r.,

138 Dodd Street, East Orange,

52-64 New Jersey.

STEPHEN SPENCER,

CQoi^i^is BiiAiNS, Hew 5ei^sey,

Breeder of High-class

LIGHT BRAHMAS.
My birds have been awarded the ^'g^?'* l^of

ors at many of our leading shows. 100 fc-««

Fine Birds for sale. Write for prices, fcggs $2

per setting.
^^"^

BRADLEY BROS;
Barred Plymouth Kocks at the Great

New York Show, 1S92. made a record unequalled

by any exhibitor at any Internationa 'or hve

vear« We breed our winntrs, and each vear for

the past three years birds from our yards have

taken firsts at the largest show of the year. Cir-

cular free. Grand cockerels, brothers to our

winners, for sale. F.sigs !s per ;3. *« per26. |io

ocr ^q BRAUI.KY BROS ,

PY56.%7 Box 80., Lee. Mass.

Fordhook Poultry Yards.
, •, J I 1,- ,«l/^, «,.. made a clean sweep in the Novice Class with our new breed SITER-

At Philadelphia, 1892.
^f ™*^^J_„nds !Thirds and special. If you want particulars write to

WOODS, having won 4 ^"i'.i^ff,''"^';' Vian Gam^^^^ ist on Red Cap Cockerel. 2 specials on

Slustrated catalogue describing all our breeds, also Colhe Dogs.

ATLEE BURPEE &, CO., Philadelphia. Pa.
32-83 W.

AI.EX. >V. CUMM1NG8,
DERBY, IXD.

Breeds games for the pit, such as Shinhf Izer

and Brown Shawlnecks, red qu.lls. invincible.

Wues muffs. Japs and the celebrated Derby

greys. Send" name on postal for ,892 circular

The largest one out. I also have Galloway cattle

and Polind China hogs. Good note Preferred to

cash. Mention this paper. ^°°°

GOGHIN HILL COCHINS.
THEODORE STERNBERG'S

Imported English Buffs

The recent sale of Mrs. Scriven and a grand

rwvdvr cockerel at head of yards. Eggs $5 per 13

?rm a member of the Cochin Club of America.

A.

55-67

ELLSWORTH, KANSAS, U. S,

WOODSIDE POUliTt^Y YRt^DS
\t the Great Philadelphia Show I made a clean sweep oti La Jleche. On Indian

G^^ies wot the two pt?ncipal pretniutns. ist on Pen ist and Grand Challenge
Uatnes ^^""

^"J , -^ (^^^jj Specials for most typical males and best pen.

'ZuLrOame egt 15 andToler 13. White LYgborns. White and Golden Wy-

,; .. 1^^ Ruff Pekin Black Rosecomb and Red Pile Bantams. At New \ork my

pen onmJlan Games won ist and Grand Gold Special. Send for circular. Address

all correspondence to ^^ ANDRTJS, Proprietor,
HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N.J.

46-97

LEBflHOH POOLTRY YARDS,

LEBANON, N. J.

Single-comb White I.eghonis, Silver-laced Wy-

andottes an.l Mammoth Pekin Ducks. Send for

52-64
circular.

HOWAUI) VAX SIC KLE, Prop'r.

"ToRHAM Poultry ^Mos
S. B. SEXTON. PROPRIETOR.

, ,,^^ ^ ^ ^

and they of the HE^l.^^^^^
POI^ SALE AT ^UU ©IMES.

Address all orders and correspondence to

BLACK & WHITE MINQRCAS
EXCLUSIVELY.

NEW YORK, 1802.

Black Minorca cock, 2d ; cockerels, 2d 3d and

sth pullet, ist; pen. 1st and 3d; white Minorca

g;k,^rs\ ; hen: V^t and 2d ;
cock-;;^^^^^^"'

1st eggs, ist. C. R. DEMART

,

5264 Dover, New Jersey.

i MAPLEWOOD FARM.
BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS-
F.ggs for hatching from Buff Ply'"""^^^''*;)!^-

RulTWvandottes and Buff Leghorns. $6 per sct-

Une two settings $.0. Buff Pekin Bantams $1

^f 'seufng Buff Cochins, White Leghorns.

Whitf Wylndottes and Barred P. Rocks $1.25

per setting, three settings $3. I am a member of

the Buff Leghorn Club. Also agent lor the Men-

arch Incubator. Send for circular.

R. G. BUFFINTON,
Lock Box 677, Fa" River, Mass.

3485

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

5870

Lynnhurst Poultry Yards.

Light Brahmas, Buff Cochins, Asi-

atic and Japanese Bantams.

These yards won all the first and special priee«

at Ph^'I/elphia and New York, the two largest

8how9 held in America.

58 76eow Swartlimore, Pa.

wi
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A TOULOUSE GOOSE {Reproduced from Poultry, England.)
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58. from the official liquidator of a de-

funct kennel journal. However, it was

not allowed. The defense was that Mr.

Charles Wheeler, who judged, refused to

award the prize, as there was no repre-

sentative bobtail sheep dog there, and,

furthermore, no exceptional merit had

been shown. It will be remembered that

Mr. Wade offered this special for the best

bobtail showing exceptional sense, and

soon. Mr. Bowden brought "the bob-

tail" to court. It was a little Welsh col-

lie with a short tail. Mr. Wheeler would

have committed an inexcusable error had

he handed over this prize.

*

We had just received a drawing from

our artist of Hope's Mark when we were

informed of his death. His portrait will

appear in The Journal next week.
«

» »

p. o.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

The Fanciers' Journal will be supplied by

newsdealers ihroughout the United States and

Canada. ^^^ yORK CITY.

.... Union Square
.;..;. 56 Dey St-

. 10.^ Adams St., Chicago, 111

, 317 12th St., Washington, D. C.

BRENTANOS . .

W. J. STANTON

P. O. NEWS CO ,

E. S. SCUMIU .

PHILADELPHIA, APRIL 16, 1802.

FIXTURES.

Dog: ShoMTS.

April ao-23.—Los Angeles. Cal.

Mav 4-7.—San haii..i>«.w, cal.

Sept. 6 9.— Hamilton, Can.
12-16.—Toronto. Can.

1893.
Feb. 2i-24.-New York, N Y.

March i-a.-Balinnore Md.

June i3-i7.-«>;hicago, 111.

Field Trials.

Sept. i5.-Manitoba ^'le^^^'I'^^'f,,^!"^-

Nov. I8.-Eabtern Field Trials Llub.

28 —Philadelphia Kennel Club.

Dec. 6.—Central Field Trials Club.

We had the pleasure of meeting a rep-

resentative of the Androscoggin Kennel

Club at the Boston show. The club will

hold a show at Lewiston, Me., May 17 to

19. The prizes will be |8, |5 ^^^ a di-

ploma.
«

» •

The Fanciers's Gazette ays the well

known Irish terrier Merle Grady, who

has done a lot of winning of late, left

Liverpool for New York. He was

shipped by Mr. Tom Beverley to Mr.

Comstock through Spratts agency.

We hope the Stock-Keeper will dis-

crimi^ate between what The Fanciers'

Journal says and what its correspond-

ents write to it. We are not giving

"cheap Jack injunctions" in the editorial

columns "just yet." These remarks will

also apply to "Can Can," who will per-

sist in misrepresenting those who incur

the ill will of the conceited know-all.

»
» «

Two weeks ago Patti lost her pet dog

Ricci and was inconsolable, now her

friend Mile. Fabbri mourns the death of

her Mexican dog Quick. The charming

contralto eulogized Quick thus : "Oh. ze

pauvre leetle Queek. He woze too good

FIELD TRIALS CLUB MEETING.

A Committee Appointed to Select

Oronnd for Holdlnir Their Sec-

ond Annual Trials.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

At the annual meeting of the United

states Field Trials Club, held in Chicago, Feb-

ruary II, a committee was appointed by the pres-

ident to select grounds on which to hold the

club's second annual trials, which will begin

Monday, November 7.

The committee decided at its first meeting to

consider only a central location, as the date of

the trials precluded the possibility of holding a

successful meeting in the far South. This de-

cision left but three locations to be considered,

vir.. Earl Park, Ind., Carlisle. Ind., and Eliza-

bethtown, Ky.

The Earl Park preserve being mostly prairie,

the committee decided to pass it by, leaving

Elizabethtown and Carlisle "in/or first." These

places were visited and found to be very desira-

ble. The citizens afforded us every opportunity

for a thorough examination. The grounds at

Carlisle are without quesiion the best in Indiana,

and possibly may have more birds than the

irrounds at Elissabethtown. but the latter place

Bas the advantage in larger and better watered

fields and more railroad and hotel facilities.

After canvasshig the "maUer thoroughly we have

decided to give the p

„ ly

^riaeu lu give ».^ j^reference to Elizabethtown

Elizabethtowrn is located at the;unciion of the

Chesapeake and Ohio and I^ouisville and Nash-

ville Railroads, forty-two miles south of Louis-

ville, is central iu its location and easy of access

from all parts of the country. The presfye

contains about 60,000 acres, which is sufficient to

enable the club to set apart a certain amount for

the use of handlers to train and exercise dogs

oil without entering the grounds selec ed for the

trials. Some of the fields in the preserve con-

tains 300 acres, which will enable a wide ranging

due to display his quality.

The preserve set aside for the trials will be

posted immediately and the usual penalty will

be enforced again*t all trespassers.

The grounds will be stocked at once with 500

quails, and as fifteen bevies have been found on

?hese grounds in a days hunt with two dogs

owners and handlers can rest assured that there

will be plenty of birds.

Visitor -i will find a genuine Kentucky hospi-

tality awaiting them.
William M. Kerr, ) ^, ^j^^^
P. T. Madison. j

Indianapolis, lad.. April 9, 1892-

Mr. Fellows Answers Mr. Bell.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

To Mr. Bell I would say that no doubt

but my letter was very amusing; some

folks are easily amused. How many

times have you seen my dogs? I know

that you saw my twenty-six pound dog

at least four times. It don't hurt my

do IS or a goose to be wet. The dogs

Live Stock at the World's Fair.

The Committee on Live Stock of the

Board of World's Fair Managers of Penn-

sylvania have a small amount of money

appropriated by the State Commission

for the purpose of securing an exhibi-

tion of live stock at Chicago that will be

creditable both to the state and to the

exhibitor. To use this to the best ad-

vantage the committee desires to receive

any suggestions from the stock and poul-

trymen of the state that they may have

to offer. The following plans have been

suggested, viz.: First. To offer aid in

transportation charges, attendance and

sanitary securities at Chicago. Second.

To offer additional prizes for Pennsyl-

vania stock taking prizes at Chicago.

Third. To offer prizes for the best stock

from the state that may be exhibited at

Chicago, whether it receives any prizes or

not.

If the latter plan is adopted, should the

judging be done here or at Chicago ?

If done here, should it be done by ask-

ing for an exhibition of the stock at some

point or points in the state ?

Or should it be done by a committee of

experts going to examine the stock at

their homes and judging it by points ?

Perhaps the best plan would be to call

a meeting of the various stockmen (horse,

cattle, sheep, swine, poultry, dogs, etc.)

at some point in the state and take the

whole matter under consideration.

The opinions of stockmen, with any

suggestions they may have to offer, are

desired bv the comniiltee, and to this

end they invite all interested to corre-

spond with their secretary, giving their

opinions or suggestions.

The committee not having the addrefs

of all the stockmen in the state, this will

place all in correspondence who so de-

sire. Address John A. Gundy,
Sec. to Com. on Live Stock.

Lewisbitrg, Pa.

I.«tter fi-om Mr. Bell.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I am glad to find from the letter of Mr.

H. B. Tallman in your last issue that he

admires the dogs which I have recently

placed on exhibition. I have no fault to

find with his letter beyond remarking

that according to my views a cocker

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

1 thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current herein town.

— The S/>anish Student.

During the recent Boston show Mr. E.

B. Sears sold the rough coated St. Ber-

nard Wyoming Prince, first in the puppy

class, to Major J. M. Taylor for I500.

Major Tavlor bought the d ig for a cus-

tomer, mV. J. C. Graham, of New York.

Owing to delay in the mails this note

failed to appear last week.

•%
Mr. Hoggs writes us that Joe I^wis has

ceased to be kennel manager of the Mt.

Washington Kennels. Mr. Vern. E.

Wallace, of Waynesburg, Pa., will in the

future manage and handle Mr. Boggs'

dogs, which have been removed to

Waynesburg, where the kennels will in

the future be located.
»

* »

It is rumored that Joe Lewis has ac-

cepted a position with the Oak Grove

Kennels, at Moodus, Conn. Judging by

the item of news, it is evident Mr. Fow-

ler proposes to run his red dogs in the

field trials this fall.

«
«

The ctock-Keeper says the special

prize offered by Mr. W. Wade. Hulton,

Pa., for the best bobtail sheepdog worker

atthelasttilals in Derbyshire was the

subject of dispute in the City of London

County Court on Tuesday last. As a

contra account Mr. Bowden claimed ^5

too beautiful to live,

in zis climate can live. Mme. Patti, she

haf three dogs since her leetle Riki
;
ze

one wif no hair, he died. For me, ah

nevair. I will nevair love anoder dog.

Ah, Queek, mon petit chien—Pettigiani,

Pettigiani, pass ze wataire ;
I go to

faint."
•*•

Donald McVicker, for many years in

charge of the Messrs. Rutherfords' fox

terriers, has started the Park Farm Ken-

nels, where, in addition to the general

care and training of dogs, he proposes to

give practical instruction to young men

in shooting and the general arts of the

field. This, we think, is a new departure

for this country, but one that has not

been taken up too soon, as the aid of a

good "coach" will save time and be of

great assistance in increasing the pleas-

ures of the field. We wish him success

in his new enterprise.

T«» wo7e too i?ood "''J* "• " K"^^*- *^ — " inai accorumj; w ...j .
le x^oze 100 g . paper collars or patent leather should be kept for proper cocker work,
Sapristi, nobody tlon i we p

pc
^.^ri^^ed in I as I exnlaine^ more fully in my jrevioua

Mr. O. W. Brooking has purchased Mr.

Parry's entire interest in the Forest

Beagle Kennels and will in future con-

duct the business at Lynn, Mass.

••
Mrs. J. K. Emmett has sold her late

husband's St. Bernards, Jura and Gloria, »o

we are informed, to the Mount Zion Ken-

nels.
•*•

Two Barzois consigned to C. S. Hanks

arrived per steamship Indiana in Phila-

adelphia on Thursday, April 14, from

Europe. Harry Jones has charge of them

and will keep them at his kennels.

shoes. That the goose was retrieved in

good shape is proven by the fact that it

is still alive. "Ignorance of retrieving,"

that's good, and I reply that the best

dog for the work is one that don't drag

his belly in the mud, and the object in

retrieving is to get the game with the

least trouble to yourself. Nature did in-

tend a cocker to retrieve, and I never

yet have sold a pup that I would not

guarantee to be a natural hunter and re-

triever. ,., ,, «.
Don' talk about "sportsmanlike. The

dog wanted to retrieve the ducks, I let

him do it and I am sure he liked the

fun, for when he heard the guns the next

flight he ran away and went to retrieving

again, although the weather was much

colder than in the morning.

How does it strike Mr. Bell to have

cockers track wounded deer. I can as-

sure him they do it, as a pair I sold to

B. A. Osborne have done it for four

vears. . . ,
' A man who never worked a cocker or

fired a gun is not the man to tell us about

cockers or their work. I'll bet one of

erannie's white hens against one of Mr.

Bell's black crocodiles that he don't know

the difference between a galliloo bird

and a woodcock, or what makes a gun

Icicle

The more Mr. Bell writes the more he

shows how ignorant he is of a cocker and

his work, for a cocker always was a gen-

eral utility, all-round dog. I can show

him a dog that will run rabbits wiih the

beagles, or a fox with the fox hounds,

and he runs so cunning that he is always

in at the death. When after birds he

will not notice fur. He goes to the post-

office for the mail, and will carry a note

a mile and return with an answer. Yours

for work, J. OTIS Fellows.

as I explained more fully in my j revious

letter. Yours truly, G. Bkll.

A Dissipated DoK.

From the St. Louis Republican.

"Did you ever hear of a dog that would

drink beer and go on sprees? Well, Ive got

one," said Representative Donnell, of Madison

County, as he replenished his cob pipe from his

tobacco bag. "Yes, suh ; its a water spaniel,

about two years old, and he's a dissipated little

rat. There are about ten saloons in Frederick-

town, and my dog has the run of them. He will

walk up to the bar keeper and put out his paw,

and everybody knows what he means by that.

" 'Want beer ?' says the bar keeper.

'••Bow-wow,' says the dog, who thereupon

squats on his hind legs and waits for the tipple.

"The bar keeper draws him a glass of beer

puts it between the dog's paws and in a few

minutes the dog has lapped up every drop of the

beer. He will do that several times a day for

three days, when he swears off, and you cannot

get him into a saloon for a week."

—Willsville, Mo., is said to have 1740

inhabiUnts and 3400 dogs.

The Bull Bitch Carrie Dead.

From the New York Sun we learn

that

:

"The famous bull bitch Carrie, lately im-

ported by Messrs. E. D. Morgan and W. Hoblies,

oftheWheatly Kennels, Plainfield, was care-

lessly handled and was taken out of her box

nearly dead. After four hours she came to, only

to die on reaching Newport.
" Pathfinder and Salem were in the same pre-

dicament, but survived. Money could never

have replaced this loss to the canine world, as

Salem is considered by all judges as being the

best specimen in America. Trenor L. Park, of

the Rctnor Kennels, who is makinh a voyage

around the world on his yacht, the Sultan, will

be surprised to hear that his favonte and great

prize winner, Monarch VI.. is dead. The

weather was greatly against the dogs, and the

boxes they were in had not sufficient ventiU-

tkm."

THE BOSTON SHOW.

Coniments on the Awards of the Va-

rious Breeds.

The eighth annual bench show of the

New England Kennel Club hasnow passed

into history. Financially the show was

no doubt a success. Among the exhibi-

tors there was some dissatisfaction that

no money was given in the challenge

classes. This kept many good dogs at

home and lessened the quality of the

exhibition. As we already said last week,

when we exclusively gave the full awards

of the show, the classes that were to have

been judged by Mr. Bellin were divided

between Mr. Mortimer and Mr. David-

son. This caused some complaint from

exhibitors, who knew how the old judges

would place the awards and had come to

get a new man's opinion. Owing to the

additional task imposed upon Messrs.

Mortimer and Davidson the judging was

not completed until the afternoon of the

second day of the show.

The club gave its customary dinner to

exhibitors and friends the first day of the

show. Thi« charming social feature is

particularly Bostonian, and is always en-

joyable, bringing together as it does so

many interesting persons. The next
evening a goodly number gathered around
the table to pariake of the New England
Field Trial Club's dinner, while on the
following night a little more than a
baker's half dozen sat down to the Eng-
lish Setter Club's dinner. Boston is too

far down East to get up a successful

meeting of setter men. This should be a
New York fixture in the future.

Among the visitors and exhibitors

we noticed the following : Doctor J.

Frank Perry, E. B. Sears, Mrs. Smith,
proprietor Swiss Mountain Kennels;
George W. Glazier, John E. Thayer,
Charles S. Hanks, George Jarvis, G. W.
Lovell, Robert Leslie, George E. Os-
borne, G. E. Shaeffer, E. R. Sperry, T.

M. Aldrich, Mr. [Dexter, E. O. Damon,
D. A. Goodwin, Jr., J. L. Wells, G. E.
Stickney, F. M. Tucker, C. D. Roberts,
George Bell, J. P. Willey, Walter J.
Couisiock, Frank Dole, Mr. Hobbie and
Mr. Symonds. The press was represented
by Major J. M. Taylor, Harry Lacy, E.

H. Morris, Dr. Power, Harry Twyford,
H. Fitzgerald and yours truly.

As we said last week, the management
was as usual excellent. The Bench Show
Committee and Superintendent Read
left nothing to be improved upon in that

direction, while Dr. Glover, as vetema-
rian, performed his duties in his always
efficient manner.
The judging was done by Mr. Morti-

mer taking mastiffs, St. Bernards, collies.

Great Danes, bull terriers, bull dogs, fox
terriers, Scotch terriers, Irish terriers,

Dandie Dinmont terriers, Yorkshire ter-

riers, toy spaniels, poodles, pugs and
miscellaneous classes. Mr. Davidson
had pointers, setters, bloodhounds, fox
hounas, beagles, Chesapeake Bay dogs,

Skye terriers and all spaniels but toys.

Dr. John S. Saunders scored the Boston
terriers, and H. W. Smith looked after

deerhounds, greyhounds and Barzois.

Mastiffs.—A poor representation of
the breed with fourteen entries. The
plain-headed but good-bodied Sear's

Monarch was alone in the challenge
class for dogs, while in the correspond-
ing bitch i;lass there were no entries.

In the open dog class the well-known
Merlin II won the blue ribbon, being
better, particularly in skull and muzzle
and showing more mastiffcharacter, over
Ilford Caution. Ben Hur, third, is fair

in skull, short in muzzle, which lacks

depth; light in eyes and not straight in

front, while in hindquarters he is too

straight. Bruce, vhc, has a plain head,

light eyes and does not carry ears well,

lacks substance and massiveness, particu-

larly in hindquarters.
Gredda II, first in bitch class, has a

good skull and muzzle, nice ears and
dark eyes, is throaty, bad at pasterns and
behind, does not move well. Madge
Minting, second, is a plain one and lacks

character, ears too large, she is throaty

and light in bone. Ruby Gem, c, is a
weak-headed, light-eyed, leggy bitch.

Punch, the only puppy in the class, so

poor that first prize was withheld and he

Mr.was given the red ribbon. He won
Wade's special for the best mover.

St. Bernards.—Apart from the prize

winners the entries were poor in quality.

In challenge class for rough-coated dogs
the long-faced Aristocrat won over Plin-

linimon, Jr., who is light in muzzle and
lacks the St. Bernard character of the

other dog. Plinliiumon, Jr., has a deeper
chest, better spring of ribs and better

coat, while Aristocrat excells in bone,
color and condition. Lady Livingston
won easily over the rather plain-headed
Nanon in the bitch class. The former
could be better in ears and eyes, while

the latter is weak in muzzle and some-
what small in size. Both are good in

body and bone.
Sir Bedivere the superb, of course,

stood at the head of affairs in the open
dog class. He was in grand condition,

better than when at New York. Lord
Melrose second, Jim Blaine third and Lo-
thario reserve occupied the same relative

positions to each other that they did re-

cently at the New York show. Lord
Melrose we noticed is a bad mover. He
is a bit flat-sided and weak in hindquar-
ters and high on limbs. We thought him
in luck in beating Jim Blaine, whose
worse fault is his swag back. He is a bet-

ter mover than the dog placed over him.
Lothario lacks marking, is good in head
size and bone, is not right in forelegs.

Iniperator, vhc, is a new face. He is by
Alton, but is far from being a crack. He
is very bad in hindquarters and could be

improved in front. He is a nice orange
and white, but lacks shadings. He has a

fairly good head, which falls away be-

fore the eyes, he is throaty and has an

excellent disposition. Prince Draco, he,

is a plain-headed, weak-muzzled dog,

lacking character, is straight in hind-

quarters. Rex Withington, he, is weak
in muzzle, light in eve and cow-hocked.
Three commended dogs were in luck iu

being noticed.

Lady Gladwyn won in the open bitch

class, with Lady Sneerwell second and
Hepsey third. The winner of first is a

bitch of character and quality. Her ex-

cellent head is slightly marred by big

ears and a houudy eye. While she is a

trifle light in bone, she is excellent in

front and hind quarters. We do not un-

derstand Lady Sneerwell's win over
Hepsey, unless it was because, as we were
infortned by a spectator, Hepsey moved
badly in the ring. We had her off the

bency afterwards and found her move-
ment about as usual. She has always
been out at hocks. Lady Sneerwell loses

to Hepsey iu head, front, bone and con-

dition and beats her in color and hind-

quarters. Altonette, plain in head and
lacking in massiveness, and Princess

Saffron, good in bod^ and coat, fair in

skull and muzzle, which lacks depth, too

straight behind and throaty, were both

vhc. Dorothy IV, he, is long in face,

fair in body and limbs. Lady Elizabeth,

he, we did not see. Florette, vhc, has a

nice head, good body and limbs. Geral-

dine, c, is not good in head, and, like

Bayadese, c, got all they deserved.

The puppy class was a poor lot outside

of the first and second prize winners.

Wyoming Prince, first, is a very promis-

ing youngster, and was sold by Mr. Sears

to M'ajor J. M. Taylor for I500. The gentle-

man for whom Major Taylor purchased

the pup is of New York. Sir Milo, sec-

ond, is a fair dog in head, bone and body.

Clans, he, the only other one noticed,

was quite common, but was worth about

the price at which he was catalogued for

sale, namely $10.

No entries in the challenge class for

smooth-coated dogs. In the bitch class

the beautiful headed Empress of Contoo-
cook won. She shows too much haw in

eye and wrinkle in face and has, conse-

3uently, a houndy look. In the open
og class Leicester repeated his New
York win, with Alton II, a new one, sec-

ond. Alton also won first in the puppy
class, and we regret his early removal
from the show, as that prevented
our getting a glimpse of him. Belisar-

ius, third, is plain in head, good in front

and weak behind. Scottish Leader, vhc,

better in head and hindquarters, might
have exchanged places with the winner
of third. Scottish Leader could be bet-

ter in eyes, ears and front. He will cer-

tainly be the better dog a year hence.

Earle of Beaconsfield, he, has a fair

skull, is not right in muzzle, convexed at

pasterns, narrow in chest and straight

behind. Pluto, c, is a fiddle-faced dog of

no character.
But two entries in the open bitch class.

Judith, better in head, body and bone,

won easily over Lady Hanway. Alton

II, mentioned above, was the only puppy
shown.

Great Danes.—But three entries in

two classes. In open dog class first prize

was withheld. Thorol^ second, is not

right in head. Rubey, not noticed, is a

decided cripple at pasterns. Belley, first

in bitches, is a weak-headed, ordinary
specimen.
Bloodhounds.—Four entries in three

classes, all well known. Jack the Ripper
was alone in the challenge class. Bel-

hus, first in open dog class, had an easy

win over Bruno, as he shows more char-

acter and is better in skull, peak, muz-
zle and ears. Benison, a bitch of qual-

ity, was first in open bitches.

Deer Hounds.—Mr. Thayer's well-

known entries scooped all the prizes.

Robber Chieftain, better all over, and
particularly in head, won handily over
Clansman in challenge class for dogs,

while in corresponding class for bitches

it was a close thing between Hillside Ro-
mola and Wanda, the former winning on
condition.

In open dog class Hillside Raven,
rather neavy in head and short in neck,

but good in body and limbs, won over
Alpine. Tosso, vhc, is heavy in skull

and short in muzzle, good body and
limbs. In bitches the small and plain

Hillside Ruth was placed over the more
typical Hillside Sylvia, who is also on
the small side, but who is better in all re-

spects, particularly in head, ears, shoul-

ders and coat. Scotch Mist, vhc, is

wrong in front and behind and should

have exchanged places with Phyllis, he

Greyhounds. — Fourteen entries in

four classes and those of Mr. Purbeck the

only good ones present. The typical

Bestwood Daisy won in the challenge

class, while in the open class for dogs

Pious Pembroke, better in skull, muzzle,

chest, loin, legs, feet and hindquarters,

beat Imperator, who had the advantage
in shoulders and front. Lilly of Gains-

boro had an easy win in the bitch class

over Lady Clare. Prizes in puppy class

withheld.

Barzois.—Five entries in three classes.

Svodka alone in challenge bitch class.

In open dog class Argos won over Leek-

hoi, a decision which we indorse, for he

is particularly better in chest and limbs.

Napoleon, vhc, has a poor head, like-

wise feet. Flodeyka was alone in the

bitch class, and, of course, won.

Chesapeake Bays.—Two entries in

the open dog class, one of which, Cleve-

land, was a very good specimen of the

breed. He took first over Wave R., who
was beaten in head and coat.

Pointers.—One of the best repre-

sented breeds in the show. In the chal-

lenge class for heavy dogs the refined

Lad of Kent, looking well, won over the

coarse Pontiac. Both dogs are faulty in

front. In the corresponding bitch class

Revel III was alone. Belle Randolph
was entered in this class, having been

transferred. We weighed her and found

she pulled down the beam at forty-nine

and a half pounds.
Duke of Dexter repeated his New York

win in the open chss. He is the best

headed dog in the class, but loses in

other respects to Dare Go, second, who
easily beats him in front and hinclquar-

ters, legs and feet. We thought Dare Go
the better dog, because Duke is leggy,

not right at shoulders and pasterns, high

on legs and weak in middle. Count
Graphic, third, pressed the winners. He
has a light eye but a good head, neck and
front, but seems a bit coarse behind.

Devon Banger, reserve, is coarse and out

of condition ; he is wrong in head, leggy

and has poor feet. Spot R., vhc, won
third at the New England field trial last

year. He has a nice head but is wrong
m front, being thick at shoulders and not

right at pasterns. Grandee, vhc, is a

p.ain headed dog, and could be better in

pasterns. He has a good neck, shoulder,

chest, loin and tail, and altogether is

better than the reserve dog. Murat, he,

is throaty, out at shoulders and leggy.

Van of Dare, he, is plain in head, light

in eyes and could be better at shoulders

and in hindquarters.

Patti, first in heavy bitches, had no
right to win in that class, as she weighed

but forty-four and a half pounds on the

second day of the show. It is ridiculous

to say she could have lost five and a half

pounds in twenty-four hours. George

Jarvis protested the awards, but his pro-

test was thrown out ; why we could not

learn. It is a bad piece of business all

through, bad for Mr. Heath's man to try

and get a prize which he was not entitled

to and baa for the club iu not righting a
wronged exhibitor. No club can afford

to ignore an exhibitor's just claims. In

this instance no doubt Mr. Jarvis hoped
to beat Patti with Lass of Kent, and for

that reason did not protest her before the

Erizes were awarded. Ruby VII. third,

as a good skull, fair muzzle, badly car-

ried ears, is thick at shoulders, too round
in barrel and straight iu stifles. Peggie,

reserve, is fair in head, throaty, too light

in bone and could be better in hindquar-
ters. She was better than Ruby VII.

Mann's Zelle, vhc, was transferred from
the light weight class and we missed tak-

ing notes on her.

In the light-weight challenge classes

Ossining and Belle Randolph scored an-

other win each. Arthur, first in open
dogs, won handily over Graphic's Tonic,

second, and Rock II, third. He has a
nice head, excellent neck, shoulders,

chest, loin, hindquarters and stern.

Graphic's Topic is good in skull, weak in

muzzle, light in eye, lacks spring of ribs

and is light in bone. Rock II pressed
him closely, as he is equal in head, short

in muzzle and beats him in bone and
chest. Ridgeview's Dazzle, reserve, is

coarse, being thick in skull, short in

muzzle, cheeky, loaded at shoulders and
coarse in stern. Grovesdale. vhc, is fair

head, light eyes, badly carried ears,in
. „ . .

good front,"but weak behind. Skip and
Dashing Grenade, both he, are wrong iu

head and ordinary specimens.
In light-weight open bitches Bloom,

first, has a proper skull, but is a trifle

weak in muzzle and light in hindquarters.

She has a good front, chest, loins and
fe -t. Pattie Donald, second, is weak in

muzzle and behind, thick in shoulders

and coarse in stern; still, she was worth
more than her catalogued price, J50.
Brown Valley Revel, third, is poor in

head, light in eye and light in bone.

Dona Diana of Alta Vista, reserve, is a
fair bitch, too long in couplings. Ossin-

ing's Flash, vhc, is snipy in muzzle, good
front, chest and limbs, but bad behind.
Bella, vhc, is plain iu head, coarse in

ears and not as good as Flash. Clancarty,

he, is a youngster and may improve with
age, as tie shows quality. Is now weak
in muzzle and light in eyes, but good in

body and limbs. The winners in the

puppy class were a fair lot.

English Setters.—A fair lot of dogs.

Kent II, in excellent coat but soft in

flesh, was alone in the challenge class

for dogs, as was Albert's Nellie, in

grand condition, in the corresponding
bitch class.

In the open dog class The Corsair won.
His head is plain, being a bit wide in

skull and short in muzzle. He has

an excellent body and limbs. Rocka-
way, Mr. Raper's dog, purchased at the

New York show, is not right in skull

either. He is better than Corsair in muz-
zle, but loses to him in body and limbs

as he is flat-sided and has poor action.

Prince L., third, is stylish looking but is

short in muzzle, throaty and weak at

stifles. Royal George, reserve, is of the

same type as the preceding dog and is a

little better Ijehind than he is. Raven
Oak, vhc, has a fair head good front

and chest, could be improved l)ehind.

Sir Frederick and Rowdy Rod are differ-

ent types, as our readers well know.
They deserved their three letters. War-
wick Rake, he, is also a good one and
was worth another letter. Rod's whim,
c, who won first in the All-Aged Stake of

the New England field trials, was pegged

back on account of his poor head, his

running gear is all right.

Blue Nell, first in open bitches, is a

good one all through. Her head is right,

she has well-sprung ribs, good legs and

feet, is a trifle throaty. Spectre, second,

is a good bitch but a bit weak in muzzle

and lacks spring of ribs. Blue Jennie,

third, has a good skull, weak muzzle,

proper chest, legs and feet, was shown
too fat. Queen Kent, reserve, is not

right in skull, bit weak in muzzle, has

good feet, well-sprung ribs, excellent

loins and quarters. Tan's Lassie, vhc,

has a fair head, trifle light in muzzle,

good body, loin, legs and feet equal to

some higher up. Jesse Noble II, vhc. is

plain in head, snipy, nice body and limbs,

thick and culy in coat. Lillian B., vhc,

is a good bitch and shows some
quality.

In dog puppies Rosecroft Matador,

better in head and body, won over Kent
Noble who is also cloddy and too heavy.
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is entirely too big

quite coarse. Do-
Victor Hugo, reserve,

now and will become ^ - .

retta, first in bitch class, is plain in bead

but otherwise a nice pup. Rod s Girl,

second, will not develop well, she is al-

ready sway-backed and lacks quality.

Jeannelte R., reserve, is light in muzzle,

out at elbows and wide in front.

Irish Setters.—An excellent bunch

of entries, both in numbers and quality.

In the challenge dog class there were five

entries, all present. Champion Tim, in

bad condition, took the blue ribbon. His

grand head and Irish setter character

could not be overcome. He will eventu-

ally be beaten if not shown in better

shape. Duke Elcho, in fine fettle, was

vhc Champion Laura B. was alone in

the bitch class, and of course won. In

spite of her age she is still a grand bitch.

In the open dog class Pride of Patsy, a

little better in head and probably f.lso in

hindquarters,won over Rockwood Dandy,

who is improving right along. It was a

close thing between them. Kildare Glen-

more, third, was in good condition, but

would show better with a few pounds

more flesh. He has a good head and

muzzle, chest and lom, legs and feet

could be improved a trifle. When he

fills out he will be a hard one to beat.

Exile II is a trifle coarse all through and

a shade light in color. Moiitauk, yhc,

could be improved in muzzle, shoulder

and front. Excellent coat, chest and

loin, nice ears and good color, seems a

bit straight in stifles. Blue Rock vhc,

is a grand field dog. While he lacks

quality, he has plenty of substance, vital-

ity and strength. Body and limbs good.

Sarsfield, Jr., vhc, could be better m eye,

ear muzzle and pasterns, good color,

body and hindquarters. Rex vS., he has

gone off- and was shown too light which

makes him flat-sided. He got all he de-

served in his present condition. Hunt-

ington, he, is a fair dog. heavy in head

and trifle curly in coat. Sport, c, is not

a show dog.

Edna H. won over Alice Kent in open

bitches. Thev are about equal in head.

The former is better in front, chest and

hindquarters. Maid of Borstal, third, is

beaten by Alice Kent in head, eye and

color only. Mollie Asthone reserve,

shows some white on chest and toes, but

otherwise has good dark color. She is

out at toes, like Alice Kent, which she

beats in body and behind. Bonny Kath-

leen vhc. IS wrong at shoulders and

front, too short in neck, good coat and

color. Gvneth, vhc. has a fair skull,

good eye.'weak muzzle, weak at pasterns,

good hindquarters, poor feet. The re-

mainder of the class were quite mod-

erate.

Minnie L , first in puppy class, won on

head and color; she was out at toes

Fanchon. reserve, is light in bone and

weak in head, good color and coat.

Gordon Setters.—The largest col-

lection of Gordons this year. Tynes was

alone in the challenge class. He has a

proper coat and color, is thick in ear and

loaded at shoulders, too short in neck,

good body and limbs.

Ranger B.. first in open dogs, coaild be

better in front ;
good in head, body and

hindquarttrs. also coat and markings.

Heather York, second, loses to the win-

ner in head and tan markings. He has

too much of the latter, and it mixes writh

the black on his hind legs in an obiec-

tionable manner. Count Noble, third, is

too light all through and is too straight

at shoulders and behind ;
fair head and

good neck. Dash L., reserve, is sway-

backed, bad in color and lacks tan mark-

ings. Duke C, vhc, is thick i" liead,

K<K)d legs, feet and color. Rex, vhc, has

a fair skull, is short in muzzle, thick at

shoulders and only fair in body and

quarters. King Noble, c, is wrong in

head and not good in color.

Flomont, better in head, neck and

shoulders, won over Countess Roxie,

who beats her in color and coat. Lady

Gordon, third, is off in head, fair color

and markings. Neil, reserve, pressed

Lady Gordon. She was shown too fat^

else might have exchanged places with

the former. Queen Noble, vhc, was also

too fat to show her form. Ven, vhc, has

a poor head and was out of shape, as she

was nursing a litter of pups. Josephine

II he has good coat and color but poor

head and eyes. But one pup was shown,

and we did not see her.

Field Spaniels.—But six entries in

four classes. In the challenge class

Beverly Negus, better in head, front and

coat, won over Newton Abbott Laddie,

who is q«iie out at shoulders and wide

in front. Newton Abbott Farmer was

alone in the open black dog class.

In the class for bitches Rosedale Bess,

better in head and front, had an easy

win over Nancy Lee Obo, a very moder-

ate specimen. Jack, alone in the any

other color class, is a bad one, wrong in

skull, eyes and front.

Cocker Spaniels.—A fair collection

but poor outside of the well-known win-

nersT In the challenge class for dogs

Fascination, better in head and hind-

quarters and show more cocker character,

won over Cherry Boy, better in front and

body. Champion I say won in the bitcU

class over Black Duchess, who is beaten

in head, front and bone.

Jersey Obo, first in the open class for

black dogs, had an easy win over Victor,

thick in skull and throaty. Black Baby,

reserve, is weak in muzzle, not straight

in front and could be better in coat.

Sancho Panza, vhc, is heavy in head and

not straight in front. Ben Rabbi, he is

wrong in skull and muzzle. Brush, he,

has a very bad head.

In the bitch class Woodstock Daisy

and Woodstock Dora, occupied their

usual respective positions. They are lit-

ter sisters and are of the same good type

the former being a little better all

through. Queenie W., reserve, and Bes-

sie Beard, he, we missed seeing. Ladv,

vhc, WHS not on her bench when we took

our notes. Beatrice, he, is weak in bone,

snipy and out at elbows. Cleo III, c, is

wrong in head.
. ^ j a

In the any other class for dogs and

bitches but two were shown, both poor

ones. Bim won, being better in head

and limbs.
... « „

In the puppy class for any variety Fas-

cination, Woodstock Daisy and Wood-

stock Dora were respectively first, sec-

ond and reserve. Shasta II. vhc, is

coarse in head and not straight in front.

Smudge is not right in head or eye.

Smike, c, is wrong in head, front and

body.

Irish Water Spaniels. — Mike

O' Donahue, first, is a fairly typical speci-

men. Curley, second, is quite ordinary,

wrong in head and coat.

The following classes were reported by

"Brockenhurst:"

Beagles.—The judge. Mr. John Da^

vidson, gave the best of satisfaction, and

whether he was right or wrong in his

type he kept to it, and the winning dogs

in each case had to be well set up, plenty

of l)one and, above all, plenty ot driving

power from behind.

Challenge dogs brought out Storm.

Tony Wellerand Frank Forest, so placed.

The winner is a coarser dog all through

than Tony Weller, who is full of quality

and different type, and only loses to hini

in strength of jaw, loin and hindquar-

ters where he falls away considerable.

Storm could be more decided in stop and

better in muzzle, but back of that is well

made and looks a worker. Frank For-

est was handsomely beaten by both. He

has a bad expression, terribly out at el-

bows, a bad front, but back of that all to

be wished for.

Challenge bitches.—Lou was alone.

She is very typical all through, especially

in head and muzzle. The latter is nicely

decided, and in length and depth just

what is required. She rightly won the

special for the best beagle in the show

over Belle of Woodbrook, Storm, Pul-

boro Crafty and Topsy S., possessing

more quality, symmetry and decisively

in expression and formation of head.

Belle of Woodbrook, to my thinking, was

her nearest opponent, with Topsy S. very

close.

Open dogs, thirteen inches and over,

were a very uniform lot. The winner,

Pulboro Craftv, is lately imported He

is capital behind, a good lom, could be

deeper in chest, the best-fronted one in

the class, well-boned, a good head, stop

and muzzle, but lacks quality and the

whiskers on his muzzle add to this, witn

a look of a wire-haired terrier. Puzzle,

second, ran him close. He is better

sprung in his ribs and deeper but heavy at

the shoulders and out, and had he been

a little harder in flesh would probably

have changed places. Orlick, third, is

well set up, but loses considerable in ear,

expression and squareness of muzzle to

Spartacus. vhc. who also is spiky in muz-

zle which I liked for third. Sport K..

he, is a good one, off in front, would

probably have beaten Niagara Boy, re-

serve, had he shown himself, who is too

"long in muzzle and falls oflf a bit behind.

Thunderer's, he, main faults are lacking

stop and coarse in muzzle.
, » j

In bitches the winner. Belle of wood-

brook, was soon picked out and had

plenty up her sleeve, beating her nearest

opponent, Lufra, in general build, muz-

zle, more bone and lower to the ground.

Fannie, third, is too spiky, not decided

enough in stop, big feet, but good else-

where. Juno II, reserve, has no depth

of muzzle, and loses also in skull, stop

and ears to Fitzil, he.

Open class dogs, under thirteen inches.

—Clyde was alone and not looking well;

far from it

.

.

Open, bitches.—Topsy S., first, is an-

other beauty, and so often described, with

beautiful expression and quality, scoring

over Tony II in head and muzzle. The

latter is exceedingly well sprung in ribs,

with a capital body and stern, but veij

pinched in muzzle. Forest Daisy, thu-d,

IS too small and snipy. Lonesome, re-

serve., has grand bone and fair all over, a

good eye, but too cheeky and spiky.

Ruby, vhc, is good in head, fair muzzle,

with no body and poor condition.

Puppies, dogs.—First, Thunderer, pre-

viously described, won handily, but will,

I am afraid, be too coarse. Rattler, sec-

ond, is deficient in stop and skull, other-

wise fair. Mouche, reserve, I failed to

make a criticism upon. Bonnel, he, is

too long-faced at present, no depth to

muzzle and wants age. Dandie, vhc, has

more to him for his age, but is too de-

fined between the eyes and skull and fine

in muzzle. _.

Puppies, bitches.-The winner. Charm,

was a long way the best, all right for

fcize, bone and make-up, but too long and

sharp in muzzle. Virginia M., second, is

out at elbow, not stop enough and a light

eye Lady Pilot, reserve, is too small.

Fanell, vhc. should have exchanged

places with Lady Pilot. She has good

bone, at present long-bodied, will let

down with age. good ears, but too long

in muzzle. Mabel, c, is very much out

at elbow and also too long in muzzle.

Dachshundes—Dogs and bitches .--

The whole lot were bad, and Zulu II,

with his two principal faults, a bad

mouth and knuckling over somewhat,

was an easv winner, beating the others

at most every point. Fraulein Waldeck

II, second, is good in coat, bone and

body, fair in crook, not long enough in

muzzle, ears set on all right but not

long enough, no peak and no depth ot

chest. Punch, reserve, is too big and

no quality. Bumble, vhc, has a bad eye

and ear. no strength of jaw and knuckles

over, but fair elsewhere.

FoxHOUNDS-Dogs.—In general they

were a measley, bodyless lot, and I failed

to see any pretense to shape.

Dave Crockett, first, is better in head,

stronger in muzzle, more body and better

legs than Willie H.. s-cond. Waltham

Jewel, reserve, is light of bone and 110

muzzle. Joe J., vhc, is too small. In

bitches the two best were Modest Girl

and Madame Nordiea. The former is

better made and put up, shorter backed

and better front, but wrong in head and

snipy in muzzle. Nordiea scores in head

and bone, but loses in straightness of

legs is too long-backed and too high be-

hind. The remainder, both in dogs and

bitches. I do not like and cannot say

much for.
,

_ ,

COLLIES.—In challenge classes Roslyn

Wilkes and Cora II were as usual and

alone. . ^ 1 • 1

Open, dogs.-The winner, Ormskirk

Shep. rightly won. He has his faults,

which are verv palpable, a too gaily car-

ried tail, out at elbow and very proppy in

gait. Renown, second, is something like

the winner in get-up, perhaps more of

him He is thickish in head and not so

good in coat. Prince Wilkes, third, is a

different type to the two above, much

bigger and covering lots of ground and

does not represent quality, although a

big fine dog, and hard to place, with

few noticeable faults. Roslyn Conway,

vhc should not be shown in the shape

he is, because with any kind of a coat on

and a bit of flesh he should beat the lot.

He is brimful of quality, nice expression,

although too prominent over the brow.

Royal Scot, reserve, should have changed

places with Conway. He is wel put to-

gether all round, but very plain and

?oarse in head. Scot II, he. is strong in

head and loses to the others in body and

bick. Scotsman, he. a late importation,

will have to considerably alter before

setting a river on fire. Now he is too

domed in skull and not much quality.

Al-de-ber, c, is a little beauty, and be-

ing too small, was outclassed. He h&»

no real bad defects, is very typical and

brimful of quality. Scoteon and Robley

I failed to see.

Open bitches.—Two good ones came

out in Mother Shipton and Highland

Floss, the latter winning. Its a very

near thing between them, but I preferred

Mother Shipton, who got third and

scores most decidedly in head. Blue

Ruin, second, no doubt a good one, is

very full in eve and shows age. Nancy

Hanks, reserve, might have been third

easily. Helen Douglas, he, is only a

puppy, with a good face and expression,

her ears are heavy and set on too wide.

Puppies, dogs and bitches.—Helen

Douglas, first and just described here,

had an easy win . Roxie and Duchess, so

placed, were off" the bench and probably

home. Clare Renown, vhc, is bigger than

the winner, but also thick in ears and

wide set on. The others were nothing

striking.

POODLES.— The well-known Dexter

with his rich tan and corded coat coming

in was far ahead of the others both in

head, body and legs. Black Jack, sec-

ond, loses'in tan and coat, is leggy and

light in body and low. Bean and Bell,

both he, not much between them, the

former having the best coat.

Bull Dogs—challenge class.—Saleni,

the only entry, was in excellent condi-

tion, much better than at New York.

Open dogs.—Pathfinder, al^o a differ-

ent dog than at New York, with about

ten pounds more weight on, towered

above the others. Second went right to

Handsome Dan. Although small in head

is more broken up—more wrinkle—but

catchy than Carisbrook. with his im-

mense skull, but too tight skinned and

long in muzzle, not set back enough.

In bitches Adiscombe Gypsy was alone,

owing to the unfortunate death on her

wav to the show of Carrie, and the same

must be mentioned of Monarch VI in the

dog class. Gypsy is much better than

the average, though small in head and

has lots of wrinkle.

BULL Terriers—challenge dogs.—

Prince Bendigo. looking well and put

down in nice condition, had to succumb

to Carney, who didn't look fifty per cent

as slick as at New York, in fact he was

not as showy, and appeared in the ring

to stand lower at the shoulder, although

he won handily.

In the bitches Edgewood Fancy, in

fine trim, scored over Marguerite in

head and eye, but loses somewhat in body

and tail.
. . j t^u »

Open dogs—over thirty pounds.—That

good young dog who only wants age

and letting down, Edgewood Flyer, won

over Diamond King, second. The latter

was a very sick dog and could not show

himself at all. Flyer has plenty of bone,

a good head, eye and expression, feet a

trifle open, plenty of animation, but

wants more beef on. Greenhill General,

vhc is terribly thick in head and leggy.

Bitches — over thirty pounds.—Win-

ning Wagtail, first, was looking much

fitter and better shape than at New
York and easily defeated British Queen,

who has a short neck, light eye, bad ex-

pression and bad tail. The winner is

shorter-bodied, better-boned, a better eye

but cheeky.
.

Open dogs—under thirty pounds.—

Dusty Miller, the New York winner, haa

an easy win here. He is weak before

and has a light eye, could be better m
front, capital body and stern and good

tail. Slavin, second, a good head too

large in eye but good color, a bad front

and splay-footed wants more beef on and

carries his tail up.

In bitches Loumont Kit, the winner, is

gone at the shoulders and head.

In puppies, dogs and bitches. Edge-

wood Flyer, previously described, was

alone.

Boston Terriers.—In open class,

over twenty pounds, last year's winner

was again to the front, but as I had not

got used to the type I preferred Towser,

who perhaps showed more bull dog m
him than the standard called for. Ihey

were judged by a score card, certainly

very methodical, but a long time m get-

ting to the same results which I, as an

-experienced judge" on this breed, came

to in much less time. The order was

Tumbler, Prince Walnut and Ben, with

any dog lialde to be changed. In the

bitch class I picked Miss Tbora, who had

the cleanest neck ancTshoulders of any

and was more to the type required, with

a flat skull, a decided stop and strong,

square muzzle. This proved to catch the

judge's eye about half an hour or so

later, with Nellie and Daisy as runners-

up. Tug, c, I thought, would have been

in the money, and I don't see where they

defeat her. Jenny, vhc, just won from
Nancy, he. who has too much cheek,

otherwise a good one. The bitches, as a

whole, were not so good for type as the

dogs just judged before them. In open
dog", twenty pounds and under, Rossie

Richards, first, was a decisive winner.

Groton Tiger, second, is better in muzzle

than Grip, third, but not so flat in skull

and scores again in body. Dick, c, is too

weak in muzzle and light-bodied.

Bitches, twenty pounds and under.

—

The order was: Famous, first; Trixy, sec-

ond; Peg. third. If I may disagree with

the judge, I preferred Trixy for first,

and thought she would walk in an easy

winner. She was fair in head, but a bet-

ter top, belter body, straighter legs and

the best fronted one of the breed in the

show. Peg, third, has a squarer head and
jaw than the winner, but was a bad

shower. Famous, first, loses considera-

ble I should think on her head, which

widens out.

Fox Terriers.—They, as usual, were

a great attraction to the show, and the

quality included all the cracks, with the

exception of Messrs. Rutherford's chal-

lenge dogs. Blemton Victor II was an

easier winner here than at New York and

easily disposed of Lucifer, who is wear-

ing well, who in turn handily beat Raby
Mixer and Starden's Jack. The latter is

improved since New York and Mixer

a )out the same.
In bitches Dona for the first time had

the satisfaction of taking the blue from

Rachel. This she could have done a

long time ago had it not been that

Rachel was Rachel traveling undername
and her long list of victories. I don't

wish to infer that Dona was ever in the

same street as Rachel when in her day.

but she should have beaten her on pre-

vious occasions. Dona possesses a grand

head and a mouth that is wearing well,

eyes somewhat too full, good expression,

ears trifle large but well placed and a

nice shape, in neck, shoulders, body,

spring of ribs and stern not necessary to

be improved upon. Her front legs are

well under her and she's not afraid to

stand still, standing true on her pasterns

but marred by her feet being too open.

Her coat could be better, but she has

lots of quality and stands well over her

ground.. Rachel, much as I admire her,

should retire gracefully on her laurels

and never be allowed to be beaten again.

As she stood in the ring she was never

before so much out at elbows—a deform-

ity—and her ears she didn't get up at all.

Ebor Nettle was looking well.

In open dogs Starden's King, shown in

good shape and already described, re-

peated his New York win easily. Raby
Pallisy, imported for this show by Mr.

George Raper, "is a tarrier," and shows

himself well in the ring and a good one,

and although his faults are prominent he

was an easy second. His ears are not

the best shape, neck thick, shoulders

heavy, not straight fronted and doesn't

stand well on his feet and off" in coat. All

this is set off with a good outline, body,

deep and well-sprung ribs, loin and hind-

quarters and a good head. Vandal,

third, came out at New York, and was a

hundred per cent better here, had evi-

dently been in good hands, where he had

developed himself into another dog. He
looked to stand an inch higher at the

shoulder, which he can do still more and

his loin and stern were brought out. He
has an excellent coat and plenty of bone

and good legs and feet. In expression

he has greatly improved, but his ears are

still badly carried and he lacks height.

Reserve went to Dobbin, who is still so

tucked up that Brockenhurst Tyke could

easily have taken his place, and he looked

and showed himself well. Ebor Spend-

thrift, vhc, has seen his day. He is wide

in front and coarse in head. Sashiy

Verderer, he, should have been higher,

and I'm sorry to say I missed him in the

ring. He is a well made one all round,

with a good long face, could be stronger

in muzzle and loin and a hard coat.

Blemton Volo, he, a useful sort, strong-

ish in head and not quality enough.

Blemton Valor, vhc. is an unfortunate

dog. and were it not that his teeth are

ground down he would run the winner

mighty close.

Open bitches.—Miss Dollar, first, bet-

ter in coat than at New York but very

tucked up in loin, won quietly from a

good sort, a rare stamp, in Grouse II,

who stands a bit wide and feet somewhat
large and open, but a grand-bodied bitch

and well-ribbed up with a nice stern and
carriage, straight bone and plenty, hard
coat and a trifle doggy in head.

Spinster, third, won rightly from Dud-
ley Toilet and Woodale Regina. The
latter should not have been shown. She
appeared to have just got through nurs-

ing pups.
In wire-haired dogs and bitches the

winner, Suffolk Teazle, is as much too

big as Barton Sting, he. is too small. He
is also very leggy and large in ear. The
little chap should certainly have been
second, whether he showed himself or

not. Risca, second, was in bad condi-

tion, is wide in front, domed in skull

and not long enough in muzzle. Tic

Tac, vhc. is a bad shower and bad in

front. Ebor Snowberry, he, may have
been a good one, barring his head,

which widens out and is coarse, ears large

and badlv set on, front gone and long

feet.

In dog puppies Punster had to give

way to the much improved and already

described Vandal. He is on the leg at

present, but looks like maturing favor-

ably. Woodale Dividend, vhc, and Sea-

croft Romulus, he, are only fair.

In bitches Beverwyck Moonray, first,

a hardy, well-furnished pup, spoiled by
her ears, romped in from a large compe-
tition of one kennel. Seacroft Boaster,

second, was the best of the remainder,

and is only fair. The kennel prize was

ihe greatest surprise, for as the winnings

went Mr. Thayer certainly had it, and,

on the other hand, figure as you may. I

think he was entitled to it. Raby Mixer,

the worst on his team, had not gone off"

so much as Rachel. Then again, put it

this way: Victor, v., Starden's King is

slightly in favor of Victor; Dona, v.,

Rachel is greatly in favor of Dona;
Lucifer, v., Raby Mixer is in favor of

Lucifer, but Miss Dollar, v.. Valour must
be, according to the position of Valour

and the way he is handicapped, in

favor of Miss Dollar.

Dandie DiNMONTS—Open dogs and
bitches.-King of the Heather rightly

won. He scores over Sir Robert in coat,

length and strength of jaw and longer

and lower to the ground. Sir Robert is

curley in coat and has been previously

descriiaed as longer and lower to the

ground and stronger of jaw than King of

the Heather, but I cannot see this, and
where he does score, if it is a point, is in

straightness of front. Heather Madge,

vhc, though lacking in top-knot, lays all

over the other bitches. Sarah, he, is off"

in color of coat and a bit curly. Meg of

the Mill, c, is gone behind.

Scotch Terriers—Dogs and bitches.

—Kilroy. a new one and a big one. is the

best one to come over so far. He is too

high on the leg, but a "napper," whose

fault is too wide set on of ear. Kilstor,

second, our comical old favorite, was

beaten by him, He is typical and takes

some beating, losing mostly on his front.

Scotch Hot, the New York winner, was

next, which I cannot understand. Kib-

bar, he, is bad in head and Zembra, c,

had too much coat.

Irish Terriers.—Challenge dogs and

bitches.—The peerless and now well-

known Dunmurry was alone, looking ex-

ceedingly fit.

Open dogs.—The up and down motion

of Boxer VI and Hanover Boy is still on

the go. Boxer, first, can only score in

cleanness of head, expression and eye.

In strength of jaw I fancy Hanover boy,

and for depth of chest, body, coat, color,

bone and general get-up most certainly.

Boxer is short of brisket and a rotundity

when fattened, and his legs are not so

well under his shoulders, and what the

other loses in head he doubly regains

elsewhere.
Jack Briggs, reserve, loses in his gait

and lightness of body, but is capital in

color, bone, head and expression. Shaun
Boy, vhc, is coarse and thick.

In open bitches the new one Crate was

far ahead of anything. She is not a Dun-

murry, but that doesn't say she is not a

good one, in size perhaps too much on

the fox terrier, spiky somewhat in face

and could be stronger in muzzle, but

very clean, good bone, legs and feet and

a bit light behind, coat all right for color,

but could have more and better eais.

Little Maid, second, and Brina, vhc, were

moderate.
In black and tan terriers, open dogs,

the order was Salisbury, Jasper and

Prince Raglan. The latter is thick and

common in head and too full in eye, but

better in coat and tan than Jasper, and
also tail; neither are flyers.

In bitches Mr. Comstock's Queen III

and Louis, in good condition and so often

described, was the order.

Skye Terriers—dogs and bitches.

—

Sir. Stafford and Lovat were pitched to-

gether again, and as Mr. Bellin did not

judge nothing serious happened for Mr.

Davidson corroborated the New York
win, in which they were both described.

Yorkshire Terriers.—open dogs,

five pounds and over.—Don, second,

alone, first being withheld. He is fully

large, no t.-n and not long enough in

coat.

In bitches Venus, in her glory, had an

easy win over Lilly, a moderate one, sec-

ond being withheld.

Dogs and bitches, under five pounds.—
Charlie, first, is better in tan, coat and

color than Prince, second.

Toy Terriers—dogs and bitches.—

Jerry, first, is much better in head than

Lady Jersey, not so apple-headed and

full in eye.

Pugs—challenge dogs and bitches,

—

Curtis, first, leggy and light body, with

no trace, rightly beat Cassina, who is

smutty in head, light eye and pinched

nose and very bad tail but capital body,

tern and carriage.

In open dogs Robin Hood, first, won
rightly. He is out at elbows, bad be-

hind, light in color and a long nose. Tip

Top, second, loses in breadth of skull,

better in muzzle and color, bit light in

bone and wants age. Kash, Jr., reserve,

beats Wink, he, in size, ears and wrinkle,

but he is not short enough in muzzle,

light in eye and smutty in color. Budge,

vhc, is an immense-headed dog, capital

eye and plenty of wrinkle, falls away be-

hind, but his size keeps him back.

In open bitches Midget, first, is good

in body, ears, nice and small, with a

good Arinkle and skull, but muzzle

might be a trifle shorter. Lena, .second,

was lost out of building. Alpha, vhc,

has too long a face, with small ears but

no trace.

Puppies.—Tip Top, first, already de-

scribed. Pet was too sick to be han-

dled.

Toy Spaniels—challenge dogs and

bitches, any variety.—First, Calumet Ben-

d'Or, better in head and body than Nan-

ki Poo, but loses in coat and feather.

King Charles Spaniels—dogs and

bitches.—First, Cockney Charlie, who has

a good head, squarer and stronger muz-

zle, l)etter coat, falls off" behind, than

Dora, who is too toppy in head, peaky in

muzzle and leggy.

In Blenheims Tiney, first, has a better

head, muzzle and body and also a better

set of ears than Little Lady, second.

Miscellaneous classes.—George Thomas
had two good ones in Sheffield Lad, a

Pomeranian, and Boston Model, a min-

iature greyhound, or rather whippet.

Report of Committee on Running Rule* was

read by Mr. Turpin. who acted in place of the

chairman, he being absent, and ;it was moved

that the report be accepted.

Adjourned.

Regular quarterly meeting of National Beagle

Club was held at Mechanics' Hall April 7, 1892.

President Chapman called the meeting to

order at 8.15. Minutes read and approved.

Treasurer's report to April i, 1892 :

Total receipts from all sources $95 9»

Total expenditures 23 73

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLIB.

Secretary's Report of Quarterly and
Executive Meetings.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Regular quarterly meeting of the National

Beagle Club adjourned to Mechanic's Hall, April

7, 1892. Executive meeting held at 266 Washing-

ton Street, Boston, Mass., April i, 1892.

Meeting called to order by president. At roll-

call President Chapman, Vice-Presidents B. S.

Turpin and W. S. Clark, W. A. Power and H.

V. Jamieson were present. Minutes of execu-

tive meeting held February 6, 1892, read and ap-

proved.

President reported his interview with Bench

Show Committee of New England Kennel Club

while acting as a committee of one, and it was

voted that special as printed in New England

Kennel Club catalogue be approved.

Vice-President Turpin reported in relation to

auditing of the club's book to January i, 1892, in

fulfillment of a vote of the club. A misconstruc-

tion of the vote of the club by the secretary de-

layed the fulfillment of the vote, and he read two

letters from the secreUry and treasurer, who

held that the club's books should not go out of

his possession, and that nothing in the vote of

the Executive Committee so instructed him, and

he therefore respectfully declined to send hooks

out of his possession until such vote therefor was

taken. He furthermore invited Mr. Turpin to

his house to audit the books or would bring them

to any meeting of the club. In relation to above

it was moved that Mr. Turpin be sent the books,

papers and vouchers, etc., by express, the same

to be returned by express one week from date of

receipt. Carried.

No report from Committee on Constitution.

Balance in treasurer's hands $7218

Voted that report be accepted. Communica-

tions read and filed. Following communication

from Mr. F. C. Phoebus was read and on motion

was referred.
Boston, April 7, 1892.

Gentlemen ofthe Xational Beagle Club :

Dear Sirs: As unfortuitous circumstances

prevent me from being present at your meeting

to-night, which fact I earnestly and seriously re-

gret, I feel it my duty to address you, not only

for the purpose of expressing such regrets but at

the same time to express an opinion on a cer-

tain matter which will no doubt come before

you, viz., raising the standard of measurement

and changing the value of certain points in scal-

ing our little favorite, the beagle hound, who in

times past not only contributed to our pleasure

in the field but has often loaded our game bags

in a manner most surprising.

I am of the opinion that our present standard

of fifteen inches should be raised to sixteen

inches. Beagles seldom exceed the latter height,

while many do exceed the presentstandard, and

often the choicest puppies of the litter as they

reach their growth become practically useless for

bench show purposes, though symmetrical in

form and perfect specimens of the beagle types,

yet they pressed the standard too strong and

must be ruled out or sufier disqualification.

There is no question but that this idea is becom-

ing a firmly fixed one. Nothing in universal na-

ture is actually a fixed fact. Though certain

laws governing such nature may seem to be

fixed changes are constantly taking place.

But I do not care to trace an argument increas-

ing the standard of this class of dogs through all

the realms of natural causes, but suffice it to say,

it is a subject upon which we can harmoniously

act, inasmuch as those of us favoring the small

dog have asked for and obtained permission to

increase the original standard from twelve to

thirteen inches. We who favor the larger dog

can reasonably expect that they will assist us in

pressing our claim to an added inch on our

choice (which to keep the proportion of the pre-

viously existing standard proportionate should

really be sixteen and one-quarter). I recall dis-

tinctly (though then not a member) that when

the matter of increasing the standard of the

twelve-inch beagle to thirteen inches I suggested

that three-quarters of an inch be given to the

smaller type, while a whole inch be given to the

fifteen-inch class, merely to preserve the propor-

tionate differences.

Being honorable gentlemen and members of

the same club we are compelled to admit that

consistency, as regards this matter of measure-

ments in the different beagle classes, loses none

ofher virtues or prestige as a jewel. Then let

us adopt this extra inch rule. By so doing our

many visiting friends at our various enter-

taining displays cannot be barred from seeing

such members of this class on the bench as are

now relegated alone to the field, though almost

pel feet in symmetry, grace of action and qualifi-

cation to attract and call forth admiration.

On the second proposition, viz., points of scal-

ing, as such scale exists to-day the head of the

beagle is given thirty-five points, more than one-

third of the entire value of the whole dog.

While I desire that our beagles should have ex-

clusively beagle type as to head, that fact can be

just as well expressed in its full value by twenty-

five as by thirty-five, giving the ten points so

taken to the running gear, viz., legs, feet and

hindquarters, which with the prestige of another

inch at shoulder would give better form for the

bench, and substance ojinpetcnt to stay in the

chase, be^des increasing his will, desire and

ability for many repetitions when each pre-

ceding chase was over.

During my experience of eighteen years in

breeding and handling beagles the best speci-

mens of the dog for field quality and general ap-

pearance were from 15 inches fuU to i.sJi inches

full, viz.: punch and Saad, winners in Washing-

toniD.C. in in-vz: Old Racer, Dorsev's Mars,

Phoebus, Caisar and hosts of others, all disquali-

fied under the present standard, though never

beaten in the fi-ld. It may never be my priv-

ilege to participate in any of the events which

will arise under your management, yet I am

none the less deeply interested in the improve-

ment in this breed of sporting dogs, who, when

in full cry after the fleet Mollie, stir the most

lethargic soul into activity as the chase goes by

and stand enraptured at the many-noted tonijucs.

Perchance, in the future state of existence these

grand favorites may be our companions. If so,
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when free from care and worriment, Injury or

anxiety, we can condone the present suffering

and denials in view of the opportunity then be-

fore us.

Let me, in conclusion, thank the gentlemen of

this club for courtesies extended to me during

my sojourn here,and should my health improve 1

shall hail with gladness the time when Boston's

dog show day again dawns. Truly yours,

F. C. Phoebus.

Mr. James T. Flannelly, 444 Hanover Street,

Boston, was elected to membership.

It was voted that running rules be adop'ed as

read and the following amendment be added :

Entries.—Rule 3, section 2. Entries shall be

mailed to the secretary in sealed printed en-

velopes (to be mailed with entry blanks) en-

dorsed 'Field Trial Entries " All entries so re-

ceived to be opened and acted upon at an Execu-

tive Committee meeting.

Voted, that where the National Beagle Club

offers a special prize, whether it be cash or silver

or whatever the prize may be, said special prire

be sent to the Bench Show Committee previous

to opening of the show, and any such prize not

awarded be returned to the club. Messrs,

Brooking. Clark, Turpin and Rutter in the af-

firmative; Messrs. Power and Jamieson in the

negative.

Voted that a copy of the standard of the Na-

tional Beagle Club be sent to whoever may be

the accepted judge at every show.

Voted, that AJr. Phoebus' letter be published

over his own name in connection with the report

of this meeting.

Voted, that $5 for best dog and $5 for best

bitch be donated to the Toronto Bench Show,

open to members of the National Beagle Club

only.

Voted, that a sufficient number of copies of the

running rules be printed.

Adjourned.

Respectfully submitted,

H. V. jAMiESOi*. Secretary.

which has no meaning to it. For in-

stance, Barzois in Russia is not the name
of the breed of this dog. but translated

means a swift dog. Psovoi or Psovie

means hair lying a certain way, and also

applies to this dog. I think the plain,

old-fashioned name of which they were

known of before and has some sense and

meaning to it, viz., Russian wolf hound

is quite good enough for an English-

speaking race, without running any dan-

ger of losing your teeth.

Our St. Bernard readers will be pleased

to hear that Nardo, who gave birth to

thirteen puppies and nearly died is out

of danger. Mr. French gave great at-

tention to the case, and combined with

the untiring care of the family she safe-

ly pulled through.

Mr. H. A Harris, through George

Thomas, has bought the smooth fox ter-

rier Raby Palissy from Mr. Raper. Mr.

Harris is not tired of bull terriers and

will always keep one or two, but at the

same lime he thinks they soon get

cheeky. Mr. Raper will later on send

him out some suitable brood bitches.

We most cheerfully welcome Mr. Harris

to the fold, and as he is a true fancier

and a gentleman I've no doubt the "tar-

riers" will stick to him like leeches.

They always get the cream.

The last of the spring circuit ended

with Boston, and the boys and the dogs

will take a rest until the fall circuit,

namely, the Canadian tour.

POULTRY an° PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

The following is an exact copy of a

startling announcement which appeared

in the Philadelphia Record of April 11:

AN BC3K>-LAYINa ROOSTER.

It Is Double-Barreled and Aston-

ishes the Doctors

Lancaster, Pa., April lo.—A rooster

that lays eggs is attracting great atten-

tion in West Lampeter Township. This

strange fowl is owned by E. E. Eshle-

man, a well-known and reputable miller.

Since March 6 it has laid thirty nine per-

fect eggs. In the barnyard it fulfills the

usual duties of a rooster and it has a

large red comb and wattles. Dr. J. H.

Musser, of the Lancaster County Medical

Society, to test the accuracy of the state-

ments took the fowl two weeks and had

it confined and closely watched. Since

that time it has laid twenty seven eggs.

This, in our estimation, caps all pre-

vious eflforts. It is certainly a double-

barreled fake, but very ingeniously got

WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS.

Interestlnur Plcklniirs and Pointers

Gathered Here and There.

From Our Special Corresxwndent.

Mr. James Mortimer leaves on Satur-

day for Denver, where he is judge. When
he gets to San Francisco Mr. J. R. Mar-

tin, who has been purchasing quite a

ntim1)er of good terriers, he will see some

old faces. Among the latest is Blemton

Brilliant.

places just now are the xandy stores.

The abortive attempts to make an al-

leged Easter egg look pretty is too pain-

fully apparent in most of the show win-

dows. One enterprising "taffy puller,"

however, dropped the usual methods and

in one of his show windows two real

hens with broods of chickens are the

drawing cards. Nothwithstandiug the

fact that the hens are common dunghills

and the feeding troughs a huge wash

basin, crowds of people look eagerly at

I

this very common attraction.

•*•

The little chickens are in great demand

it seems as souvenirs of Easter. One

dealer sells a large number of the little

fellows at fifty and seventy-five cents

each for such purposes.

» •

While a few of our score card cham-

pions are rubbing their hands in glee

and even preaching a funeral sermon

over the creature of their own imagina-

tion, "the English baby," comparison

judging loses no ground in the vicinity

GRIST FROM THE FLOUR OITY.

ten up. Perhaps dur correspondent, Dr. of New York, it seems, for preparations

The English Setter Club dinner at Bos-

ton was not an enthusiastic gathering.

I notice they have a deal to say on paper

alxjut their dogs when writine to the

journals, such as my dog So and So, and

I went across the fields ; he sat down and

scratched himself, then flushed a bevy of

birds ; the finest piece of work I ever

saw done. He's bv Get Up ex Sit Down,

and so work a "free ad." But when it

comes to a dinner, in which they have to

pay—no "free lunch"—they are non est

Covers were laid for forty, and those

present were Major Taylor and E. B.

Elliott, of the American Field ;
W. A.

Power, of the Stock-Keeper, and Messrs.

Fiske and Whitlock made a quartette.

This is a slight comparison to the New
England field trial dinner, where covers

were laid for fifteen and forty-one turned

up.

Prince Bovis Galatin is sending two

Russian wolf hound bitches in whelp to

Mr. Hanks. They are due to arrive this

week. He in return is sending him two

of his best fox terrier bitches. This is

something like shipping coals to New-

castle, only it's Russia.

Egmont. the St. Bernard puppy, sec-

ond at New York, and sold to Mr.

Simon, of Philadelphia, has joined the

majority. He died a week ago of dis-

teniper and acute diarrhoea.

The bull terrier Diamond King, who
was nearly suffocated on going to Boston,

was a very sick dog during the shovv. Dr.

Glover deserves great praise for his at

tention and the dogs's life would not

have been spared except for him.

You gentlemen of Barzoi, Povoi, Psovie

or, easier, So-vee denomination, is it not

time that vou agreed amongst yourselves

what is tlie proper name to dub your

dogs, or are vou not going out of your

way to find' a fresh and difficult one

Everything passed ofif verj' nicely at

Boston. There were the usual amount

of kickers, and it is impossible, however

nice each one of "a comittee" may be, to

please everybody. The hall itself is

about as good and perhaps better than

any other in the country for size and con-

venience. The attendants and manage-

ment under John Read was up to date

and albright, and as one exhibitor often

remarks, "very albright," the quality of

the dogs was quite up to the standard,

though not equal in numbers to previous

years. The prize money, ah; here comes

the rub, had fallen off considerably, the

challenge classes were remarkably no

ticeable, for the "club's silver medal,"

value 1 don't know, and whatever their

value may have been, say from |20 to

jio, the majority of owners, handlers

and agents prefer to have the "oof,"

"spondulicks" or "the ready," and if

we are exhibiting for fame, honor and

glory we want something to look upon

in after years that looks a bit substantial.

Although exhibitors often say "we don't

want the money ; the handler gets that,"

that's perfectly k'rect, but when there's

no money in it the exhibitor then has to

pay the handler, and that's where the

•hoe pinches, and soon pricks the corn

of a true fancier. No, no; Messrs.

Lewis Thomas & Co. don't travel the

country from New York to Chicago for

medals, whatever their value may be,

and those are the kind of men that swell

the entries, and they are the ones to be

considered.

Roth, who lives in the same county with

the "gallus egg mill," can enlighten our

readers on the anatomical and physiolog-

ical structure, with a little pathological

and therapeutical knowledge thrown in.

•
* «

Next week Dr. Roth begins an ex-

haustive article on gapes, which will

be followed by one on cholera. Preserve

all these articles for future reference. In

the meantime all questions relating to

diseases of fowls will be promptly an-

swered by the doctor either by mail or

if preferable, in the columns of The Fan-

ciers' JOURNAI,.
* *

The average poultry illustration is not

calculated to inspire great respect of the

artist's ability, and when the circuit of

the poultry periodicals has been com-

pleted the readers of the latter are glad to

bid a hearty good-bye to the over-done

old cut. With the introduction of new

breeds some of these old cuts have

a new use, and now we see ancient illus-

trations of silver Wyandottes masquer-

ading as golden Wyandottes. Such

dodges are sadly out of place in these

days of more intelligent and progressive

poultry culture. We prefer the annual

stereotyped bill of fare of cuts dished up

by an esteemed contemporary. The lat-

ter at least does not change the labels.

It's a treat to see "Honest John" at a

show, and though his decisions some-

times are sneezers yet he can always tell

his reason. The canny way when he

says, "where did I touch that dog be-

fore?" he can spring on them at New
Orleans, where he will be judging this

week.

"John Naylor" was conspicuous by his

absence at New York, Philadelphia and

Boston, but I understand he will be at

New Orleans with a string of dogs. Let's

hope there's only one black and tan in

the show, and no more of that Montreal

business, because you are a long way

from home, John, and Murphy is not by

your side, but what was the name of the

black and tan bitch that won in the dog

class, which the latest English expert

had passed over when looking for her

tan.

The two "dromios," Messrs. Elliott

and Symonds, are naturally well matched

and its pretty difficult to tell the t'other

from which. They will not appear to-

gether all 1893 at New York. When Mr
Svnionds entered the ring alone with

Venus in a glass case those ignorant b\-

sianders thought they were to be treated

to a little music, and a "dago" remarked,

"it's ze munkey and ze organ.

A reader wants to know if the buff Co-

chin illustrations in the Philosophy of

Judging are the American ideal of Co-

chin shape. We presume they are, but

Mr. Felch, who supervised the making

of the cuts, can answer the question more

satisfactorily that we can. Our views on

Cochin shape and poultry illu^t"t^<>°«
i„ buff Leghorns will be noticed.

are too radical to accept those alluded to '» "" ^^

as ideal of America or anywhere else.

are being made for the show of 1893 on

a larger and grander scale than ever. It

may possibly dawn upon certain writers

and some editors of poultry papers that

the world does not revolve around their

axel—axe might be better—but it don't

knick in with the metaphor.

#••

The Poultry Bulletin for April comes

out in a new overcoat. It reminds us of

eating a Charlotte Russe after a plate of

hash to see the old cover and then gaze

on the new one. The latter is very at-

tractive.

•••

One of the neatest and best monthly

publications among the newcomers is the

Breeder and Fancier, published in Belle-

vue, Nebraska. It is devoted to poultry,

bees and pets, is excellently printed,

well edited and should accomplish much

good. We wish it success.

« «

The Virginia Leghorn dealer, after

reading California and other poultry

journals of recent issue, can very ap-

propriately sing, "They're after me."
•

August D. Arnold received last week

from England per steamer Europe five

buff Leghorn cockerels from the yards of

Mrs. Kay. Mr. Arnold reports them to

be a magnificent lot of birds. This

makes the sixth importation of buff

Leghorns by Mr, Arnold, and as the

pioneer in esublishing the breed in

America, Mr. Arnold has pluck ily spent

much money to secure the very best in

order to keep up his reputation as a

leader in this variety. We venture to

state that next fall a great improvement

*

Probably the most interesting little

book ever written on a purely practical

subject is "How to Rid Buildings and

Farms of Rats," The author, "Pickett,"

has a happy, humorous style that imme-

diately commands the reader's attention.

The excellent devices suggested for

"knocking out" the cunning rat is sup-

plemented by clear and effective meth-

ods of destroying mice, minks, weasels,

hawks, owls, etc. It is a most valuable

and complete book, and one that every

poultry raiser should own. It is pub

lished by the Rural Publishing Company.

Price, 20 cents. Copies can be had from

this oflSce.
«

« •

On one of the great thoroughfares of

the Quaker City the most attractive

OOOHINS AT NEW YORK.

Sharp Butterfleld Corrects "New
York."

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

"New York" is all at sea in some of

his criticisms on the New York show. I

judged the buff cocks, not the cockerels,

and "New York" seems to think the

same judge judged both classes. There

were no disqualified birds in cocks. Of

partridge cockerels he says the best two

did not win. If he had taken the best

two cockerels out he would have found

on close examination why they did not

get a place. They were both disquali-

fied for white on tail, and if it was not

for that probablv "New York" and ex-

perts aud myself" would have all agreed.

Sharp Buttkrfield.

Wumsoa, Canada, pril 4, 189a.

Annual Meeting of the New York
State Poultry Society—Prepa-

rations Made for Holding
a Show in Rochester.

From Our Special Correspondent.

RoCHKSTER, April 9.—The annual

meeting of the New York State Poultry

Society w as held at the Whitcomb House,

in this city, April 6, at 10 A. M. Mem-
bers present: President, George E. Peer,

Rochester; secretary, F. E. Dawley, Syra-

cuse; B. D. Sarr, Marcellus Falls; H. O.

Travis, Canastota; W. F. Brace, Victor;

J. F. Tellinger, M. Kleason, E. O.

Wades, Frank Hilbert, W. H. Barbour,

Dr. O. Stewart Bamber, T. C. Stanton,

all of Rochester; S. P. Howard, C. L.

Peacock, N. S. Perkins, of Fairport; J.

Y. Bicknell, Buffalo; S. C. Stillman, Al-

fred Center, E. M. Prossman, Batavia;

George W. Phelps, Mount Morris, S. H.

Ellis, Wellsboro.
President Peer called the meeting to

order and made his annual speech, which

gave the members a chance to visit, as

after the first few words it was evident

that no material change had been made
in the substance and delivery of the

same.
The minutes of the special meeting

held February 25 were read and the ac-

tion then taken in regard to the place

and time of holding a show next year

was ratified.

The following committee was appointed

to nominate officers for the ensuing year:

F. E. Dawley, E. O. Wades, J. Y. Bick-

nell. ^ .

While this committee was engaged m
their task President Peer read letters

from numerous breeders expressing a

determination to support the Rochester

show and their appreciation of the fact

that it is to be a breeders' show, by the

breeders and for the breeders, as I once

before remarked in these columns. I

might remark that I have always been

non-coinmittal in regard to comparison

or score card judging, believing that both

had their good and bad points, but from

the way every letter we get reads in fa-

vor of score cards I am well nigh con-

vinced that the card system numbers the

most advocates.

The Nomination Committee reported

the following ticket: For president,

George E. Peer; first vice-president,

James Forsvth, Owego; second vice-pres-

ident, J. F.Knox, Buffalo; secretary, F.

E. Dawley, Syracuse; treasurer, W. P.

Wheeler, Geneva; directors (county), J,

Y. Bicknell, Erie; H. O. Travis, Madi-

son; W. T, Brace, Ontario; J. E. Hazard,

Chemung; L. D, Ely, Monroe; A, H.

Ellis, Essex.
The foregoing ticket was elected by a

unanimous vote, A local show commit-

tee was then elected, consisting of the

following gentlemen: George E, Peer, E.

O, Wader, Dr. Bomber, L. D. Ely, W.

F. Brace, This committee was empow-

ered to hire judges and superintendent

and make all arrangements for the ex-

hibition.
Numerous suggestions in regard to

coops, hall, etc, were then made and will

be duly considered by the committee.

The sticker subscription list was circu-

lated and added to.

Reports by several members showed

that not quite oue half of the one thou-

sand dollars necessary to run the show

had been raised, and it is believed that

the entire amount will be raised by vol-

untary subscription.

After the discussion of some of the

minor details the society adjourned.

E O. Wader, of this city, had on ex-

hibition a number of poultry pictures,

drawn from life, which excited much fa-

vorable comment, and opinions were

freely expressed that Mr. Wader was one

of the coming poultry artists.

The members of the society were in-

debted to Mr. Wader for a box of fine

cigars.

After the adjournment the bhow Com-

mittee organized, with Geo. E. Peer,

chairman and E. O. Wader secretary.

Octagon.

"Reynaud'B Tirade."

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have read the above and am led to

ask have "the gods" got his case in

hand, for he is evidently mad?"

Does he read the premium lists? Does

he speak the truth when he says I. K.

Felch & Son do not contribute to the

poultry exhibitions? Have they ever re-

pudiated a special they have offered?

Does he know we have never paid $5 and

|io in cash instead of single fowls offered,

and have $5 and even $10 in cash refused

when offered in place of fowls offered?

Does he know of a single case when we

have sent out as a special a fowl that was

not first-class? He must deny and refute

all this to establish his assertions as

truth when he says, "Does he assUt

poultry shows? No/' If he had said I.

K. Felch does not assist and support com-

parison judging or give prizes to socie-

ties not loyal to the A. P. A., I would

stand the soft impeachment.

No, we never offer premiums that

every fancier, breeder and purchaser

of fowls and eggs cannot compete for,

and doing this have a right to criticise

those who give prizes for a select few to

compete for.

Were we to contribute to the judges it

would be for the benefit of all, not for a

few. Judges pay out in expenses and pre-

miums incurred from their connection as

judges not less than ;f5o a year. Does

our lefl-handed friend R, go that deep

into his pocket, even for his select few?

Let him come down to an argument and

show wherein special clubs who antag-

onize the A. P. A. are a greater benefit to

the fraternity, and leave out personal

flings and personalities. Take all the

clubs that he has a right to claim, but

please let alone the Light Brahma Club,

the Black Langshan Club, the American

Cochin Club and Plymouth Rock Club,

for he must not dare claim that these

clubs were born in the misrule of the A.

P. A., or that they are acting in opposi-

tion to the A. P. A. They have at least

left their standard in the hands of the A.

P. A., and none can look upon the

Black Langshan Club's action but with

praise.

They have placed a worthy breed

square in the first file of thoroughbred

fowls aud secured the respect of the fra-

ternity, and have in all their legislation

retained the respect of the fraternity,

and we should be surprised to see a single

member in either of those clubs stand up

and say their organization was the result

of misrule in the A. P. A. Can Mr. R.

say his action and his pet club has not

acted to nullify the law of the A. P, A, ?

I can stand being called your oppo-

nent, Mr, R. I can stand the mud
and stones hurled at us by you and your

followers. The readers of The Jouknal
are too much used to the spectacle to be

amused thereby, and as I am callous

as to their effects we would suggest that

you by argument showed wherein clubs

in opposition to the A. P. A. are doing

the greater good. I pity you in the

task, but you have chosen your po-

sition and cannot blame the fraternity if

they expect that much from you, and

while you are doing so I will do what

little my ability will warrant in defend-

ing the A. P. A and in some way create

rival associations to make this fight in-

teresting, yes, I am a foe to comparison

judging, the Poultry League and specialty

clubs for the purposes of fastening upon

the standard fowls imperfectly bred as

thoroughbred. That is squarely my posi-

tion. I take all the responsibility of it.

I ask no quarter from my opponents or

enemies. I shall not stay long with you.

but I shall fight it out on these lines to

the very last, claiming the right to ex-

press my honest opinions on all the poul-

try questions of the day. It is plain to

the reader that we do not belong to the

same gunboat. I- K. Felch,

true." The^en was well when she was

shipped to New York, and is now recov-

ered. I wish Mr. Owen to understand I

am as truthful as he is, and hope he will

be more careful how he expresses him-

self. As regards the bluette hen, I will

show her against the one Mr. Owen was

going to show at that time, aud let the

winner take the two. If there is any

absurdity it is Mr. Owen answering the

request for correction in spelling my
name, which was not written for publica-

tion. I shall not notice any further cor-

respondence. R. S. Groves.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa., April 12, 1892.

Crocker, as per my former article, and

received a reply signed "Harry Crocker"

(a son of Mr. Crocker). I have that let-

ter Inow in my possession somewhere.

That reply read verbatim as per copied

in my article, and simply mentioned the

buff Cochin-white Wyandotte cross as a

first cross, to be followed up by another

cross of Wyandotte blood I trust Friend

Crocker will not again insinuate that I

am dishonest for he knows better than

that (so do manv more). You will meet

the "true buffs" in the not distant fu-

ture and will admire them, too.

George H. Brackenbury.
Auburn, N. v., April ii, 1892.

A Stray Homer.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

A carrier pigeon marked E, C, 2200,

91 or 16, on leg band, came in my yard

the evening of April 10. It seemed to be

hurt. It owner can be found it will be

shipped to him promptly.
*^

S. L. HEADLKV.
Union, Union County, N. J.

"Mistakes "Will Occur."

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have just read the letter in your issue

of the 19th inst. from the "gentleman

from Virginia," in which he seeks to

correct sundry typographical errors in a

former issue, such as the misspelling of

his name, etc., all of which is probably

interesting reading—to him, and possibly

to Mr. Cooper, whose name got mixed

with mine in the report of the Langshan

Club meeting, and from which contam-

inating influence the "gentleman from

Virginia" seeks to relieve him.

As none of your readers will know the

reason for the slur unless they hap-

pened to attend the Langshan Club

meeting, a little explanation may be

of as much interest as the spelling of

a name is to anyone not the owner

thereof.

Some time last fall 1 received from Mr.

Cooper a catalogue of Langshans and

sundry poultry appliances, and I noted

therein the statement that the white

Langshans were a made breed, etc.

This was interesting, coming, as it did,

from a member of the American Lang-

shan Club, and I immediately wrote for

an explanation of the statement, which

to me was so contrary to objects and rules

of the club. The answer to my query

was as follows : "As to the white Lang-

shans not being a made breed, the first

may have been a sport from the black,

yet I believe those now in the majority

are made birds of other breeds mated

with Langshans."
To say that I was astonished at this

open heresay of a member of a club

whose principal object was the protection

of the purity of the Langshan fowl is

stating It mildly.

After due deliberation I prepared a

charge against Mr. Cooper for breeding

and offering for sale impure white Lang-

shans, my sole object being to get an ex-

pression from the club at its annual

meeting regarding the purity of made

white Langshans. What Mr. Cooper's

defense was I have not been able to learn

(although I have written the secretary

twice for information), except that he, in

conjunction with Pat Jacobs took up the

time of the club in charges and spiteful

insinuations against my stock. I sup-

pose that we will know more of the matter

when the report of the club meeting is

officially published. In the meantime

the breeders of made white Langshans are

offering their cross-bred birds to all who

want white Langshans and do not know

the pure from the impure.

Would it not be a matter of general in-

terest to Langshan fanciers to read Mr.

Cooper's defense to my complaint as

read before the Langshan Club ? I am

sure that The Fanciers' Journal will

gladly devote the required space to any

pertinent matter regarding the purity of

the Langshan. Also, if Mr. C. or anyone

else has charges to prefer against my
stock either in the club or in The Jour-

nal.
'

I am ready with an answer that

will be brief and to the point.

Thanking you in advance for the time

and space I have occupied, I remain

yours for Langshan purity

ELECTION OP OFFICERS.

Annual Meeting of the Mohawk
Valley Poultry and Kennel Club.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

At the annual meeting of the Mohawk

Valley Poultry and Kennel Club, held at

Fonda, N. Y., April 9, the following of-

ficers were elected :

President, A. E. Blunck, Johnstown,

N. Y.; vice-presidents, F. H. Wilmarth,

M. F. Button, lion. H. Judson, Glovers-

ville; George W. Weed. Hy<le Park, N,

Y,: W, J. Arkell, Canajoharie, N, Y.; Ed,

Rosa, Schenectady, N. Y.; P. V. Schuy-

ler, Fulton ville, N. Y,; treasurer, Charles

McEwen, Gloversville, N, Y.; secretary

(poultry), W. A. Fuller, Fultouville, N.

Y ; secretarv (kennel department), F, B.

Zimmer,* Gloversville. N. Y,; assistant

secretary (kennel department), Lyman
W. Clute, Ballstou Lake, N. Y; record-

ing secretary. H. C. Alvord, Gloversville,

N, Y.; directors. Dr. W. C. Wood, Glov-

ersville; J. A. Miller, Cauajoharie; J. A,

Spraker, Spraker's; F. W. Ottylor, Sara-

toga; George Rosa, Schenectady; George

D. Mosher, Johnstown; S. E. Morgan,

Johnstown; J. W. Miller, Kingston; H.

F. Pearce, Washington Mills; Karl Bar-

ney, Schenectady; delegate to A. K. C,
Will Littauer, (iloversville, N. Y. ;

super-

intendent (poultry). George C. Williams,

Gloversville; superintendent (kennel de-

partment), Ray Hillabraant, Johnstown.

It was voted to hold the next show at

Gloversville, N. Y., early in January,

1803. Y. B. Zimmer.
Gloveksvillb, N. Y.. April 12, 1S92.

» • —

ASSOCIATION MEETING.

The Annual Meeting of the Bay
State Poultry Association,

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

At the annual meeting of the Bay

State Poultry Association the following

officers were elected: President, H. S.

Seeley; vice-presidents, Daniel Love, J.

H, Woodhead, Leicester; C, C, Harring-

ton; recording secretary, J, H. Starkie;

corresponding secretary, C. A. Ballon;

treasurer, Daniel Love; auditors, J. H.

Starkie, W. J.
Wheeler, E. T. Spencer;

Board of Directors. E. T. Spencer, W. J.

Wheeler, H. K. Stevens, J. H. Starkie,

R G, Bailey, Hartford; A, C. Rice, Au-

burn; H. K. Stone, Sutton; W. H. Buch,

Webster; E. F. Badmington, Rockville,

Conn.; C. N. Bruce, Westboro; W, C,

Cadv, 'Southbridge.

Horticultural Hall was engaged for our

fifth annual show, January 3, 4 an« 5.

i8qv Fraternally yours,

C. A. Ballou, Cor. Sec'y.

WoRCKSTKR, Mass., April 4. '>^J-

Mr. Groves Explains.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I am surprised at the assertion of Mr.

Oweu saying I carefully and intention-

ally suppress facts and misrepresent

others, also in regard to the statement of

my hen being injured "was simply un-

San Jose, Cat.

H. G,

,
March 30, 1892,

Keesling,

Brackenbury's "Brief."

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I think my apology in last Journal

was ample (no need of a repetition) and

I do not care to enter into any contro-

versy at this sUge. I wrote Mr. Irving

Rings for Pigeons.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Having noticed the advertisement of

H. Sniail in your journal, I called on

him and purchased some of the rings for

use in my loft, although I use a solid

ring on ali of my young birds each year

I find the Sniail ring very useful as a loft

ring to keep track of the breeding birds,

and would recommend it to all fanciers

wishing to mark their birds while breed-

ing
^ D. E. Newell.

New York City, April 4. 189a-

Do not advertise once or twice iu a pa-

per and think that is enough. Adver

tising to be successful must be coutiuued.
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Indian (Jhme Pullet, " Princess."

Vrinuer of ihc First and feo Cup at New York, February, 1891.

iNbiflN (JflME 1)EN, " Impress. •

Winner of First, Special and I30 Challenge Cup at Madison Square

Garden, New York, February 3 to 10, 1892. Weight

when in condition, 9X pounds.

i

m^
iNDIflN (JSME (?OCK, "J. IJ. D."

Winner of First and I25 Gold Special at Madison Square Garlen, 1891,

iNlDIflN QaME (JOCKEREL, " ^MPEROR."

Winner of First Prize at New York, February 3 to 10, 1892.

OUR CALIFORNIA LETTER.

Facts and Fancies from the Pacific

Slope.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Not even the most fastidious fancier

can find any fault with the past winter's

temperature and the very accommodat-

ing manner in which the rains have

come, just when they were needed and

just euough at each time.

In an experience of nineteen years in

the Santa Clara Valley I do not recall

such a perfect season for the comfort of

man and beast. Whether tbfs delight-

ful weather has been the best for the

various crops of fruit, cereals, etc., re-

mains yet to be determined, but for get-

ting out and raising chicks it would be

difficult to order any better arrangement

than has been provided for us.

As I write on this last day of March

California, and this valley in particular,

seems to demand more love than ever

before. The day has been perfect after

a delij^hlful rain, and through the clear

air the valley, hills and mountains show

to best advantage in their green mantle

adorned with blossoming orchards av.d

wild flowers, and as a contrast old Fort

H tmi'.ton and the higher points of the

coast range are capped with snow.

Locally, at Live Oak Fruit Farm,

roses, lilies and heliotrope are blooming

in gieat profusion, while the grounds

roundabout are alive with chicks, that

revel in the mellow earth full of sprout-

ing steds and earth worms. The or

chards never bloomed as profusely as

this year. Cherries and prunes are par-

ticularly full of blossoms. The fowls

seem to partake of the general good

feeling in view of such visible evi-

dences of a prosperous season, and

range unlimited among the trees, scra'ch

ing, wallowing, crowing and cackling
and it r-eenis a^ if the hens never before

shell out as now.
Trade.— I'he demand for stock and

eggs is on the increa'-e generally, owing

as Cockerel, and again First as Cock, at New York, 1892.

FOUR TYPICAL INDIAN GAMES i^red and Owned by C A. Sharp & Co., Lockport, N. Y.)

to the influence of the shows and the
very favorable wea' her for raising chicks.

Considerable inquiry for stock comes
from Anstralia and New Zealand, and
some orders have been forwarded from
San Franci-co wiihin a few days. Here-

t lore the English types of thoroughbred
fowls have had the preference at the colo-

nial shows, but now there seems to be a

change more favorable to Ameri<'an
stock, which if rightly met by our fan-

ciers who are favortrd with orders from
there will no dou'>t lead up to a largely

intTc'a-ed trade. Writing of the tra«le

with our .Ansiralian fiieiids reminds me
that the shipment of fowls to foreign

countrits is not generally unilers'.ood by
fanciers, and instances have come to my
notice where fowls en route have been
stranded at San Francisco for want of
proper arrangement for resliipment there.

Stock may be sent all over the United
Sta'es without pre-paying express
charges, but the sieauiship companies
will not receive them without full pay-

ment to the point of desiination. or a
guarantee from responsible parlies known
to iheni. The express companies will

not guarantee freight charges, and in the
failure of any authorized agent of the

shioper to appeir and attend to it the

fowls are sold in San Francisco. As a

matter of course, these rules are arbitrary

and work a hardship on innocent ship-

pers, but is it far easier to comply with
them than to attempt to ol)tain any
chinjre of rules. Then there are the Cus-

tom House demands, abundantly decor-

ated with red tape, that are always a

source of trouble to the uninitiated. And
last but not least, the welfare of fowls

making a journey by sea demand proper
coops for such a voyage, and very differ-

ent ones from those used to ship fowls by
rail, all of which demand the good offices

of some friend or other agent at the sea-

port from which they depart for foreign

countries to see that all goes well. Cali-

fornians have been fortunate in having
their consignments looked after by resi-

dent fanciers of San Francisco with whom
they are acquainted, but those farther

away are left to the tender mercie«of the
transportation companies.
The Score Card vs. Comparison.—Pa-

riflc coast fanciers are taking a quiet but
lively interest in all tl e arguments and
articles that appear on this subject.

While few, if anv, of our fanciers are

wholly satisfied with the score card sys-

tem, they are yet iu no hurry to proclaim
in favor of comparison judging. Our
coast fanciers are an independent lot

and have no sympathy with the fossilized

ideas that seem to bind some writers to

o'd institutions simply because they are

old. We try to be progressive and are

looking for best methods of judging as

well as raising fine stock, regardless of

whose methods they are. Of one thing
we are sure. We don't want any more
judges who are supposed to be qualified

to judge a whole show, either by score

card or comparison. That is settled. In
our experience any, or almost any,

breeder who has bred a variety for a year
or two and read the standard is better

qualified to judge that variety than any
professional who has had no practical ex-

perience in breeding them, although he
may have been judging them for years,

rhose who attended both of our Cali-

fornia shows had an interesting object
lesson of professional and non-profes-

sional judging, and, without figuring the

cost at all, I am sure that the latter gave
the better satisfaction.

A California Fighter.—A friend has
sent me a copy of the Poultry-Keeper
for March and says that '"he hopes I will

enjov reading it, as Jacobs has given me a

roasting therein," etc. Well, well, how
my reputation grows ! Here I am credited

with a virtue thsit I never aspired to ! It

is possible that others of my good quali-

ties have been mentioned in back num
bers of the Hammonton broiler paper,

and I am almost tempted to order some
of them out of curiosity, for otherwise I

have no use tor the "fat sitting hen" or-

gan. However, this is a personal matter
and I would pass it unnoticed were it not
that in the item referred to, and also in

another column, misrepresentations are

resorted to that effect others also. In

regard to a controversy with B. A. Fox,
I did write a letter in answer to one from
said Fox, in which he impudently in-

sinuated awful things if my coniplaint

against Mr. Cooper was not withdrawn,
to which answer I received a letter too

silly and blasphemous to deserve notice.

Mr. Fox is the man who was going to

bring out five hundred brown Leghorns
to the Los Angeles show. On the

strength of some very foxy stories he in-

dnced Mr. O. J. Albee to order some
b-.rds of him that would do wonders in

the way of winning prizes. The first lot

were ordered in August, 1891, so as to get

here in ample time to be prepared for the

show at Petaluma in December. The
birds arrived during the progress of the

show. One was dead and the others

nearly so owing to carelessness in ship-

ping. Mr. Albee very unwisely ordered
more birds, to be here in time for the

lyOS Angeles show, and they arrived at

Lawrence the day that all Central Cali-

fornia hi- ds must leave for the South, and,

of course,unfitto bcsho«n without weeks
of recuperation. 'Jo say that Mr. Albee
was indignant is a feeble expression of

his feelings at being twice foiled in an at-

tempt to get what he ordered.

The above facts are well-known to

many fanciers jn this section, to whom
they were repeated by Mr. Albee. Mr.
Albee intended to present the matter at

the A. P. A. meeting, but was persuaded

to postpone it by one who said that he
would see that Mr. Fox gave ample satis

faction for his very evident negligence

and trickery. Mr. Albee is indeed slow

to wrath or he would have shown him
up long ago.

When an editor is found supporting
such men as Fox his opinions of others

to whom he is not friendly might reason-

ably be taken with a little seasoning.
H. G. Keesling.

Selling Eggrs ft*om New Varieties.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Selling eggs from old varieties has

enough of trials in it to cause some fan-

ciers to give up the practice and to make

others do it with relunctancy. Yet eggs

are sold, and will continue to be sold, by

the majority of poultry breeders.

But selling eg^^s for hatching from new

varieties has all the vexatiocs that come

from thia branch of business when old-

established varieties are kept with some

that belong to itself alone. New varie-

ties have imperfections to be weeded out,

and the percentage of really fine birds

that can be hatched is necessarily much
smaller than with the older varieties.

The result of such sales is apt to be a

well-spread dissatisfaction. The buyer,

though he ought to have been prepared

for the result, expected far better speci-

mens than he received. He has paid his

eight or ten dollars for a dozen eggs and

has got perhaps two or three fine chick-

ens with four or five inferior ones. Al-

though the two or three fine ones may be

worth four times what they have cost

him, he seems to forget all that and esti-

mates the results upon the basis of the

culls. He kicks. He condemns the

seller. He condemns the variety. He
thinks he has been cheated. He feels

that the breeder is a fraud and his va-

riety a cheat. And yet the good chick-

ens he has he will not sell for double,

treble or quadruple what they cost him.

The eggs of a new variety should never

be sold for hatching until the breeder is

certain that the average quality of the

chickens hatched will answer reasonable

expectations. A new variety is a promise

rather than a realization. Its reputation

depends upon the realization of its

promise. There is no easier way to de-

stroy the reputation of a promising va-

riety than to sell eggs for hatching from

it loo early. Suppose it has produced
reasonably well one season. Suppose
the chickens have bred true to descrip-

tion, with but a small percentage of un-

recognizable specimens. It is not abso-

lutely certain they will do the same the

next season, and if they do not the va-

riety better be in the yards of its origina-

tor than in the possession of its freshly

made admirers.

I know from personal experience that

there is such a thing as pushiug a new
variety forward loo quickly. I know
that when it is done there comes a set-

back lo its future that it takes a number
of years to recover from.

The buds which open very early in the

season often are blighted by frost and
bear no fruit, while those which wait un-

til the season is more advanced produce

a heavy crop. Let me take one of my
own varieties for an example, the pea

comb barred Plymouth Rock. I believe

no f wl ever started with a fairer prospect

of success than this. It had great practi-.

cal merits. The demand was large and

in my inexperience of what was l)«st, al

j

though a Iviscd by an older breeder than

I
myself not to sell an egg for several

years, I did sell many eggs before the

variety was thoroughly perfected. Then
came after a } ear or two of great pros-

perity a cessation of demand, except

irom practical poultrymen, who have al-

ways bought this fowl for their use. My
receipts upon the variety dwindled rapid-

ly, but I had faith in the fowl and kept

on improving it, and after a time the

demand began lo grow again, and it con-

tinues to grow. The prospects for its fu-

ture are once more rosy. But had I ob-

served ihe counsel given me this set back

in popularity would not have occurred

The eggs would have been hatching at

home, the stock carefully culled and the

reputation of the variety been made, not

upon its culls but upon its best speci-

mens. This lesson taught me that how-
ever valuable a variety one had—and the

more valuable the gr< a er reason for

caution—it paid me to hold it back for a

year or two after one thought he had it

perfected, in order "to make assurance

double sure and take a bond of fate."

I find that there are breeders advertis-

ing eggs for hatching from varieties that

are not so far perfected as the pea comb
barred Plymouth Rock was when it made
its debut, and I expect to see their varie-

ties undergo a somewhat similar experi-

ence unless they are warned in lime and
heed the warning. I know a few breed-

ers of some of these new varieties who
are wisely declining to sell any eggs,

and if they continue in

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

The ten-mile race for the Item Chal-

lenge Trophy will be flown on Monday
next, and as there are forty-five entries

for the event it should prove quite an in-

teresting contest for such fanciers as de-

light in the short distance variety of

pigeon flying. The trophy, a very hand-

some cup, with two well-designed pigeons

perched on the top of the lid, is at pres-

ent held by D. Woodhead, of Manayunk.
who will endeavor to retain possession of

it on Monday next by flying two of his

speediest birds. There are many long-

distauce fanciers who hold flights of this

character in contempt, but it is doubtful

whether they have any plausible explana-

tion for their aversion, as the training the

birds get in these flights undoubtedly
renders them all the more fit for the

greater tests of speed and endurance in

the longer races to follow.

«
» •

Distance, Time of

Miles. Start.

. . 100 . . . 12 00 M.

. . 300 . . . 7.00 A. M

. .300 . . . 7.00 A. M
.400 . . . 5.30 A. M

C. 520 . . . 5-30 A. M

this course until

they perfect their fowls they will be the

ones, mejudice. who will have the trade

in those varieties.

To breeders contemplating selling

eggs from new, imperfected varieties my
aavice would be that given by Punch to

one contemplating marriage, don't.

H. S. Babcock.

The delegates of the League clubs of

Philadelphia and vicinity met recently

and adopted a schedule for the old bird

flying season, the dates and liberating

stations suggested at the last meeting of

the Philadelphia Flying Club, proving

generally acceptable. This schedule is as

follows :

Date. Station.

May 21, Odenton, Md. .

May 30, Orange. Va . . .

June 9. Bedford City, Va
June 18, Lexington, N. C.

June 30, Greer's Depot, S. C. 520

In case of bad or threatening weather
at time appointed for liberation it was
decided that the birds must Ije held over

until the first favorable day, unless the

indications proved favorable before 2 P.

M. in the 100 mile flight, before 11 A. M.
in the 200 mile race, before 10 A. M,
from 300, 7 A. M. from 400 miles and 6

A. M. from 520 miles, but on no account

should the birds be liberated after this

time in any of the races.

•
• •

The Philadelphiaus will have several

good prizes to compete for, as in addi-

tion to those already assured The Fan-
ciers' Journal will offer them a prize

well worth winning.

»••

The Journal will also offer good
prizes for the Empire City Club and
Washington Federation to compete for,

and possibly one other section may be
similarly favored. In addition to these

prizes there will lie the A. M. Wood
medal for competition under League or

Federation management, and the Amer-
ican Homing News trophy for the best

average speed from one hundred miles

or over made by one of its subscribers

under the management of either the

League of American Homing Clubs, the

Federation or E. S. Starr.

•
« •

The South End Homing Club of Phila-

delphia, which was disbanded a few

wc'ks ago on account of a division of

opinion as to the relative merits of the

League and the Federation, has been reor-

ganized, and can hereafter be counted as

a staunch member of the League. The

following officers will serve for 1892:

Piesident, Thomas Dwyer ; vice-presi-

dent, James J. Tracy ; treasurer, G. L.

Goldbeck ; secretary, Lewis Johns ; mem-
bers, Fred Gilch, J. C. Duburg, William

Haas, Edward Hall and James Easier.

The members will train as a club up to

the loo mile station, and from that point

on t J vh^ distance limit they will com-
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pete iu the races of the Philadelphia Fly-

ing Club.
«

« «

The Item of Sunday last contained a

suggestion to fanciers to have the dis-

tances from the liberating stations to the

home loft measured before the com-

mencement of the flying season in order

that no delay si onli arise after a race in

the publication of the official returns and

speed.

» •

This suggestion is a very wise one, and

has been carried out by the Empire City

Flying Club ever siuce its organization.

The Philadelphia Club by-laws also cover

this point, and there is no doubt every

individual member of the League will be

required to furnish his club secretary

with the location of his residence and

the distance of his loft from the nearest

street corner in order that the correct

distance from each of the race stations

can be accurately determined. This in-

formation, obtained from the properly

qualified surveyor, will cost each mem-

ber only 1 1, a very cheap rate in com-

parison with charges made for a similar

service some years ago.

••
The following pointer from the Hom-

ing News (England) will prove of value

to homing fanciers :

"Many fanciers there are who, for various

reasons, are desirous to raise youngsters of one

sex only, and wno, acting on the common rule

that the lesser of the two squabs in the nest is

the h<:n, proceed forthwith to act in accordance

with that knowledge. Sometimes, however, a

misUke occurs, for birds will at times produce

two of the same sex, and most (likely the par-

ticular sex the fancier does not require. This

method at best is extravagant, resulting in need-

less waste of power to the parent birds. A
more reliable test to decide the sex of the young

birds may be put into operation while the birds

are sitting. It is as follows: Hold the egg length-

ways between the finger and thumb and look at

it through the light ; if the vacuum or pocket be

found to be on the upper or lower part of the

egg, but very slightly to the side, the young en-

closed may be booked as a cock bird of the

future ; if, on the contrary, the vacuum be alto-

gether on the side, whether left or right, the

young one may be counted as a hen. Here there

are simple means for knowing to a certainty the

sex of the forthcoming youngster. The knowl-

edge is valuable, especially to homing fanciers.''

«
* *

The American Homing News of April

8 contains the following :

" It is intimated that in the wild rush to pop-

ulate the ranks of the Federation that their

emissaries actually descended to the cellar in

persistently setting forth the manifold advant-

ages in that body, and the person pursued did

reluctantly give his biight American dollar, and

only gave his name simply to be rid of the un

welcome visitor, notwithstanding his vehement

declaration that he wouldn't fly a single bird

under Federation management. Then, too, it is

asserted that whole families' names were taken,

and even servant girls. This seems decidedly

colored, but can it be refuted ?
"

There is no doubt the story could be

refuted, but what is the use? Anyone

smiple enough to believe such a yarn can

scarcely l>e considered a desirable mem-

l>er for any organization.
*

At this time when the president of the

new League of American Homing Clubs

is working so hard to further the inter-

ests of that lx)dy and attaining such pro-

nounced success iu his efforts, backed

up as he is by influential fanciers all

over the country, it must make some of

the Federation leaders feel a little small

to think of the dire calamity they pre-

dicted would follow the election of Mr.

Goldman to the chief executive office.

As a matter of fact, it is extremely doubt-

ful whether a single president of the Fed-

eration has ever taken upon himself the

work and continual expense cheerfully

assumed by this gentleman.
*

* *

One of the few Federation leaders who

fully appreciated the executive ability of

Mr. Goldman at early as November,

1891, before he had been tried either as

president of the League or its member,

the Empire Flying Club, was Mr. Wil-

liam Verrinder, Jr., and he then wrote as

follows

:

"The management of the many races flown so

successfully the past seasons by the Empire Fly-

ing Club, of this vicinity, points to this club's

able secretary, T. F. Goldman, Ksq., as being

the gentleman to pilot a larger body of fanciers

to a successful finish. We have none his equal

in this vicinity and few his superior, if any, to

my knowledge in the country that have contin-

ued to take an active interest in the sport of fly-

ing pigeons for the past ten years. This gentle-

man richly deserves the unanimous support of

all true lovers of the sport for pleasure to be

their chief executive ofiicer for 1892. Should they

be so fortunate as to receive his consent to serve

them, we may look forward to not only a re-

united fancy on the Atlantic sea road but some

of the large flights we read oftaking place abroad

being flown over on this side of the water, and

one day 500-mile records being made by all that

have the birds of the mettle that this severe

strain gives, for cerUinly all that many others

can do to develop speed and endurance our

fi iend Fritz seems to have the faculty to not only

bring out in his champion 500 mile loft but to in-

fuse his associates with his energy that their la-

bor is rewarded with full one-day returns from

this long journey."

This is big praise, but fanciers all will

agree with Mr. Verrinder. T. F. G. is

the right man in the right place.

*
» »

The members of the Richmond Homing

Club had a good race from the Philadel-

phia City Hall on the loth inst., with

the following restilt:

Miles. Yards. Min. Sec.

I. R. F. Drinkwater . 4 393 »» 5 3°

J. J. Ranch 3 889 in 5 25

3. C. Hart 4 393 >n 6 45

The club will start training for the

long distance races on the 20th inst.,

with al>out sixty-five birds.

POINTS IN THE FLYING FANCY.

A "Weekly Review of Events in

the Flying World.

BY FRITZ.

In support of the assertion made iu

The Journal some time ago to the ef-

fect that it would prove a paying ven-

ture for a few well established pigeon

flyers to send birds west in 1893, with

Chicago as the objective point, we can

now present the fancy with the vie as of

the chief of the live stock department.

World's Columbian Exposition, who

fully makes evident that such fanciers

who train west will receive encourage-

ment from his department, both in the

way of prizes and cheaper shipping rates.

As The Journal has favored a World's

Fair liberation and in a quiet way done

much to forward the same, it was only

fitting that its editor should be one of

the first recipients of the following letter,

a copy of which has been forwarded to a

few leading fanciers of the East:

Chicago, April 8, 1892.

BuiTOR The Fanciers' Journal.

It is the wish of this department to have in-

cluded in the pigeon exhibit at the World's Col-

umbian Exposition as a special feature a large

and representative exhibit of carriers, to be lib-

erated by the Signal Corps of the array, and rec-

ords made of their flight.

' This deparment will recommend to the Com-

mittee on Awards of the National Commission,

if satisfactory assurances are given of a credita-

ble exhibit, that special certificates or medals

shall be issued for winning in these flights.

A request has been presented through the

traffic department to the express companies ask-

ing for special rates for trial trips. May I ask

you to submit to this department any sugges-

tions you may have to offer in this connection.

Very respectfully yours, W. I. Buchanan.

Chief Department of Agriculture, in charge De-

partment of Live Stock.

The above is an oflfer which should not

be allowed to pass by unaccepted, and

we hope some organized action will be

taken both by the League and the Fed-

eration which will ensure a good ex-

hibit and a speedy flight. Of course, a

few birds will be sacrificed in the effort,

but they will be lost in a good cause and

the benefits derived from the undertak-

ing will more than counterbalance the

value of these few unfortunates.

"What becomes of our homers ?" "Wo
bleibeu unsere Tauben ?" This question

has been freely discussed through the

columns of the English. German and
BelgiumJournals devoted to the sport of

pigeon flying, and many theories have
been advanced for our missing birds.

We, too, in America have frequently

asked ourselves the question. Theories
have frequently been exploded by cold

facts, and I think in no branch of sport

is theory so frequently upset by contra

facts as in the breeding and flying of

homing pigeons.

Apart from the generally accepted

cause assigned for our missing birds

—

that of being shot—I am reluctantly com-
pelled to believe that in very many cases

the cause may be attributed to illegal and
dishonest detention in strange lofts, su-

perinduced no doubt frequently by a re-

currence of poor flying conditions, habit

acquired of staying out over night, poor

physical condition of the bird and also

miperfectly trained and undeveloped
faculties for homing.

I have frequently lost birds in whom I

had every reasonable right to have con-

fidence, both from their breeding and
previous work and condition. I am al-

luding now entirely to young birds in

their first season of flying, and not to old

tried veterans.

The question when applied to our old,

well-tried veterans may be readily dis-

posed of—killed or detained—and par-

ticularly when the flying conditions were

severe and the physical and mental con-

dition of the bird unfit for such journey.

Now with regard to youngsters, I in-

cline mainly to the theory of detention

in strange lofts. Of course very many
are wiped out by the gunner, but the

great majority are not. So very many of

our flying men overwork their young
birds in their first year that I am not at

all surprised at the immense losses that

occur annually, and young birds readily

form new associations. It is by this

overexertion, imperfect handling and
conditioning, and inconsiderate ship-

ments that end so disastrously and in

very many cases extends an ill effect to

other and better conditioned and in every

way superior occupants of the basket.

I have recently had several young cocks

return to my lofl that have been missing

from a toss at the 150 miles station since

August of last year.

This race was flown under extremely

unfavorable flying conditions, and the

immense losses could very reasonably be

attributed to it.

The last return to my loft was a young
black checker cock, seamless band, E. C.

998. This bird flew entirely satisfactory

from all points up to the loo-miles sta-

tion inclusive, and his sire and dam,

grand sire and grand dam. brothers and

sisters have all flown speedily and relia-

ble for me in past seasons.

^XX^
He returned to my loft the other day

fat and strong, but with the secondary

flight feathers of both wings cut down to

the wing coverts and the primal flights

bearing an unmistakable crease of hav-

ing been bound with cotton or string.

^XX^
Upon one of his feathers my name

stamp was legible, and he still bore his

saamless band, E. C, 998.

-^XX^

I think this instance which I relate is

only one of the very many similar oc-

currences and bears out my arguments

that very many missing birds supposed

to be shot are illegally and dishonestly

detained at strange lofts, where the poor

creature may have stopped for refresh-

ment and rest, and in a disordered men-

tal and phvsical condition, and young at

that.

Shame be upon the fraud—I cannot call

him fancier—who would so detain a

stranger at his loft. The great majority

of our racing birds now bear seamless

bands, and the ownership can readily be
got at by a postal card to A. H. Kruger,
of West School Street, Germantown. Pa.,

or E. S. Starr, box 295, Philadelphia. Pa.,

and the columns of the pigeon flying

journals are cheerfully open to all desir-

ing to make aunouucemeuts of caught or

shot.

I know of no more despicable and un-

fancier-like act than the compulsory de-

tention of another man's bird, and I

write this in the hope that it may reach

the ear or catch the eye of him who has

detained and mutilated my black

chequer, E. C. 998, whose ownership
spoke for itself and whose quality as-

serted itself when opportunity offered for

escape from the hands of a rascal and
jailer of homing pigeons.

I am pleased to note the satisfactory

progress the League of American Hom-
ing Clubs is making in the East under
the able and active work of Treasurer J.

C. Harris.

^XX^
Boston, Woburn and Lynn are now

actively engaged in arranging for the

old bird flying in May, and no doubt
Lawrence and Lowell will not be far be-

hind.

^XX^
In a recent conversation with Secre-

tary Webber, of Lynn, the outlook is

very encouraging. The membership is

not large, but the quality is all that can

be desired and in unity. There is no
doubt when in full swinging order the

eastern section of the League will be an
excellently managed and enjoyable one,

taking in the clubs of Boston, Woburn,
Lynn, Lawrence, Lowell, etc., all within

a necessary League radius and flying over

that superb straight western course

through New York.
^XX^

They have had little to encourage

them in the past, their flights being re-

ported simply in the local press and their

memV)ership in the Federation of Ameri-
can Homing Pigeon Fanciers of no ap-

parent advantage to them. But all are

now enthusiastic in forming their east-

ern section and having their sectional

and independent League diplomas and
honors to fly for and rueekly reporting

through the columns of the official jour-

nal. The Fanciers' Journal.

-^%X^
And so it will prove throughout. Vicin-

ities heretofore unrecognized and with

no inducements to become active will

spring up with renewed vigor and life

and be heard from.

^XX^
The middle of May is near. This

means pigeon flying, and suggests at-

tention to detaili. Significantly promi-

nent is the question of good liberators

and thorough care in shipping. Over-

haul your baskets, flying fanciers, see

that your feed and water tins are all iu

good shape and, above all things, don't

overcrowd your baskets. The fewer

birds the better. Arrange fully with

your liberators a few weeks ahead and
don't be stingy with your fee. Be ex-

plicit in your instructions, and don't fail

to ship with your baskets an ample sup-

ply of good feed in case your birds are

detained at the station. All points of

information as to liberators, shipping

and conducting satisfactorily a schedule

of races and League requirements will be

cheerfully replied toby Secretary Bower-

man, 20 Monmouth Street, Newark, N.

J., by enclosing stamp for return.

^XX^
In a recent issue of the American

Stock-Keeper I note the Belleview Club,

of Philadelphia, Pa., in offering a trophy

for competition under American pigeon

flying rules to the bird having the best av-

erage for speed from 100 miles or over, the

result is to be obtained by dividing the

sum total of the average speeds made by

the number of journeys in which the

bird was liberated and to be at least

four.

^XX^
While I commend the liberality and

energy of this excellent little club, I

cannot but take exceptions to the pro-

posed method of obtaining an average

velocity.

->rXX^

Inasmuch as the distances flown are

unequal, the only accurate method to

adjust an average velocity is to add to-

gether the total time occupied by the

bird in the several flights and add to-

gether the total distances flown and work
out as one race.

^XX^
I define average velocity such a veloc-

ity as if utiiforinly made by a racing pig-

eon and continued through the whole

time of all the races would produce the

same result in distance as is actually

produced by the bird with a varying ve-

locity 'Hiring the pame lime. To take a

race of short duration, with a high aver-

age velocity, and to combine this high

average rate with a low average rate,

made during a prolonged race, is not to

put any vnlue on the staying power of a

bird engaged.
^XX^

The system proposed by the Belleview

Club management does not take cogni-

zance of this staying power, the one that

I refi r to does.

^XX^
Despite the croakers who are constantly

predicting the failure of the League, and

there are manv who never hesitate to be-

little it and attempt to mar its progress,

I take great pleasure in knowing that its

influence is spreailing throughout and is

making rapid headway iu vicinities but

little identified with the national organi-

zations of the past.

^XX^
Oregon, California, Colorado and even

Canada are commencing to warm up
towards the National League of Homing
Clubs, and the day will come when the

League official journal will weekly chron-

icle the work of these distant flying sec-

tions, and in their independent work for

League honors and recognition the sport

will continue to make headway and
bring into its ranks very many hitherto

indiff"erent and spoiling for want of recog-

nition, publicity and encouragement.

^XX^
In some of my former notes I quoted

the method of determining the sex of

eggs, being influenced by position of air

vessel. In a late issue of the English

Homing News I see that a correspondent

ridicules the nietho<l and quotes good

authority in support of his argument to

the contr.Try. Flying fanciers can now
make a practical test of the system this

season, and I should be pleased to learn

the result of their experience through

the columns of The Fanciers' Journal.

^xx^
In a recent issue of the Feathere.i

World I note the following comment :

"We think that the long distance hom-

ing instinct in pigeons is deci«letlly con-

trolled bv the exercise of the parent

bir Is, and if pigeons are kept confined

fro n generation to generation the progeny

would eveniually deteriorate in this re-

spect." Exactly so, and for this very

reason I advised all young fanciers in

some ol my recent notes to confine their

purchases of stock to lofts constantly ac

tive and well up iu the races year after

year.
^XX^

I regret to note the death a few weeks

ago in England of Mr. T. J. Denne. Un-

der the nom de plume of "Carrier" Mr.

Denne wrote many excellent and highly

interesting articles, and his writings

were always received with consideration.

^XX^
According to the English Stock-Keeper

of late flate the weather up to the pies-

ent in England has been most unfavora-

ble to those who paired up their birtls to

obtain earlv youngsters, cold winds pre-

vailing, and very many leading fanciers

have had bad results. I think much of

the same can l)e said with regard to many
of our .\ineiican fanciers.

-^xx^

It is remarkable and highly amusing

to a flying fancier to read some of the

stuff one frequently sees published re-

garding htmiing pigeons. In a lecture

recently given by Mr. W. B. Tegetmeier

m London on "Pigeons for Land and Sea

Service," the lecturer is quoted as saying

that an acquaintance of his was in the

habit of having his daily newspaper
brought to him by a pigeon.

The newspaper was rolled into a small

compass and attached to the neck of the

bird by a piece of string. The task was
rather a severe one when the bird had to

fly a considerable distance, but in the

case of his friend the bird had a journey
of five miles only.

Just imagine one of our birds with the

Sunday edition of the Philadelphia Item
or New York World tied to its neck to

fly five miles.

The American Homing News of Balti-

more makes editorial comment in its is-

sue of the 8th inst. that every secretary

of a homing club or of any body of hom-
ing pigeon fanciers should consider it a

pleasure as well as a duty to forward all

items of news not only to one paper but

to all.

^XX^
Correct, and I quite agree with the

American Homing News, but I would in-

clude in the list of paj>ers so favored only

the weekly and semi-monthly journals

devoted to the flying sport. Let the

tardy monthly and later appearing jour-

nals cull from their more enterprising

and liberal contemporaries.

^XX^
Secretary Motz, of the Pittsburg, Pa.,

Homing Club, in a letter to the editor of

the American Homing News, most em-
phatically disclaims against the state-

ment that all Pittsburg fauciers will fly

under the Starr management this year,

for his club has never flown under that

bauner, and will not this season.

Bravely spoken Jacob, ifour club will

be enrolled in the League another season,

for in this organization your capacity for

own management is fully consiaered and
recognized, aud is as it should be.

^XX^
"It seems that the Federation aud

League are engaged in a veritable 'trade

and barter' for members."-The Fancier,

April.

^XX^
Oh no. Friend John, to be elected a

member of the Federation of American

Homing Pigeon Fanciers it is only neces-

sary to have a dollar sent to the secretary.

To be elected a member of the League

requires a club of five members at least,

and must be voted upon favorably by

two thirds of the Board of Directors,

which is composed of the delegates from

all the clubs represented iu the League.

This is a very different process, and pre-

cludes the possibility of such an abuse

ot power and manipulating as we have

seen during the past few years.

POULTRY. POULTRY.

i^iir-f- I E-^^l_l/NI3IVI^ / ONR of the larorst and bestg^pr LtVjMwKINO 1 collections IN AMERICA.

All from stock imported directly from the yards of the most noted breeders abroad. We have now
TEN pens of carefully assorted birds ; also a few pens of S. C W. LEGHORNS and INDIAN
GAMES. Send for Illustrated Catalogue of

Shady Shotte Poulti^y Fs^^«.
E. A. SnELUON", President Buff Leghorn Club. Proprietor.

Address all communications to
. » j . ^ vt «

,52.203 A. C. CHAFFEE, Superintendent, Oswego, N. Y.

ANNANDALE POULTRY FARM.
WHITE BRAHMAS, UED CAPS, IXDIAN GAMES.

light Brahmas. Bl-ck Langshans, White and Barred Plymouth Rocks. White Wyandottes,

Krminettes American Doniiniques. S C. and R. C. Black. Uominiqueand Red Pile Leghorns. Black

Minorcas Golden and Silver Spangled HamburRs. Dorkings and Pit Gaines. At MAOlbON
SQUARE GARDEN. NEW YORK. AND THE GREAT PHILADELPHIA SHOW, 1892, I won lb

first and 6 second premiums on 40 entries. Also. SPECIAL of $50.00 won at Waverly. 1891, for best

exhibit from the State of New Jersey. Price list and catalogue free.
^ , ^,

Address T. C. HAYXES, Annandale, New Jersey.

Fordhook Poultry Yards.
At Philadelphia, 1892, we made a clean sweep in the Novice Class with our new breed SITER-

WOODS, having won 4 firsts, 4 seconds, 4 thirds and special. If you want particulars write to

the introducers. Also ist and special on Indian Game Hen, ist on Red Cap Cockerel. 2 specials on

W. C. B. POLISH. In fact, on 28 birds entered we won prizes on each aud every one. Seud for

Illustrated Catalogue describing all our breeds, also Collie Dogs.

3J-«3 W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

WOODSIDE POUliTt^V VAt^DS
At the Great Philadelphia Show I made a clean sweep on La Fleclie. On Indiau

Games won the two principal premiums, ist on Pen, ist and Grand Challenge

Trophy on cockerels and Gold Specials for most typical males and best pen

Indian Game eggs I5 and |io per 13. White Leghorns. White and Golden Wy-

andottes, Buff Pekin, Black Rosecomb and Red Pile Bantams At New York my
pen of Indian Games won ist and Grand Gold Special. Send for circular. Address

all correspondence to _ . ^^ W. J. ANORUS, Proprietor,

46-^7
HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO.. N. J

8, S. HAMBMS, GOLBEH fYANDOTTES,

PARTRIDGE COCHINS. 8. G. B. LEGHORNS.

Eggs for hatching, $2.00 for 13, |5 for 39. Visitors always welcome at my

y^'^** W^M. H. GRBER,
57-65eow

MECHANICSVILLE, PA.

I. K. FELCH Sc SON,
NATICK, MASS., U. S. A.

LIGHT BRAHMAS, PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WYANDOTTES.
LANGSHANS AND COLLIE DOGS.

SEND FOB CIRCUI.au. fo^

A Letter ftram Mr. G-arrabrante.

I write asking permission to reply to

your correspondent Fritz, Fanciers' Journal,
April 9. 1892. Well! well! extremely anxious, ha,

ha the idea, to l)oom the New Jersey central

section of the Federation at the expense of the

Kinpire City Flyine Club, and also the though of

Garry getting in iu humor over a little honest

comment which appeared in The Fanciers'

JotTRNAL, February 13. in regard to our section.

(The honesty of this commeut is shown | by its

being rectified at once on attention being called

to it, for which the editor will please accept the

thanks of our section.

)

Fritz, I won't say you are weak, or that you

are off, but it looks so.

Fritz, you certainly can read, for you write a

good deal. Now, please tell me how you could

possibly construe, or misconstrue, or distort in

any way my article which appeared in the Hom-
ing Kxchauge to read as follows:

That out of the forty odd birds sent by the New
Jersey central seciion of the Federation last June
forty homed, and that either Ben Ellwell. Eli

Moretonormvselfcan send that many birds to

the 500-mile station any season and get thera

home. too. and "we just represent three of New-
ark's five."

, ^ , ,

I have the Homing Exchange l>efore me, also

The Fancikrs' Journal, so you do see I Uke a

live weekly.
.. .. , .v

For the benefit of the fanciers who take this

widespread weekly and may not take the Hoiu-

ing Exchange. I will quote from it, that justice

and equity be given both to Fritz and mysell: Of
the forty odd birds shipped to Winston, N. C ,

by
the New Jersey Central section forty homci.

Ooes this look like ten or fifteen for a 500 mile

station? Why, bless your dear heart, Ueii Ell-

well. Eli Moreton or myselfcan send that many
birds to the 500-inile sUtiou any season (and get

them home, too.) ..,.•,•»
Therefore, gentlemen and fanciers, I think it

is plain that ten or fifteen birds was what I said

either Mr. Ellwell, Mr Moreton or myself could

fly and get home from the 500-niile station, and I

still adhere to it, so, mv dear Fritz, I am not rid-

ing a horse that's too high, and what is more, I

am not off. I won't say anything about you.

Be gorra ! Have you the ordocity to gira me
a handful of taffy after talking to the pigeon

fanciers like this about me through the papers.

Be gorra, I don't like it. »w . »»
Now, see here, Friu, I did not say that Mr.

Ellwell. Moreton or Mahr were not loyal to the I IJ TUomOSOrl. If.
EmpireClub. Don't be afraid, FrUz. don't be J, PI. I I IU 1 1 1 pOW I I, J I •

afraid, I won't steal them ! ^ . , f„„
You know they are level-headed men and fan-

ciers and you can't tie them with a string If

thevwant to belong to two clubs that is nothing

to you. Yes, my best 500 ''^^of'!, V'*kTJ1!.i'^
the Empire Cluft. and I am glad of it, but feel a

ittle sore to think a bird bred across the water

heat me but facts are hard ; facts are hard.

I guess you have noticed I take The Fanciers'

lotTRNAL, and I think that's pretty lively. The

rea^nl waited a month and a half before I

«ll^d the attention of the editor to Ihe article

was to show him I was not in illhumor about
,

.

Oh ' ah ' So you told the etlitor all about it,

and he did not know anything about its being in

TheIournal? Thais strange hay. Fritz, on

the quiet, don't say The Fanciers' Jo.knal

ktch^es effulgent rays fnmi the Honung F^-

chanire. On the quiet, that means lots of light,

and the editor of ihe Fanciers' Journal if he

should find it out. might not Itt you put any-

thing in his paper any more. Well. »-niz. I don t

like your remarks for a cent, and according to

my judgment they are w ouk. and therefore ac-

cept your invitation to answer through The
Fanciers' Journal. . . .

I cannot Say how much force there is in my re-

marks and hone they are not too fresh. I also

hooe that every fancier will compare the two

copies of The Fanciers' Journal Saturday,

April 9. and Saturday. April 16. should the edi-

tor see fit to give me space for my answer. 1-ritz,

I again disagree with you. The 400 miles race

for the 'Wot Id's trophy " was to me a most won-

derful example of the power, dt termination and

knowledge possessed by the homing pigeon.

You rertainly do not look with pride on a

homer that comes along wit .1 a fl<K:k with a good

tail wind, and when it is pitted against head

winds and bad weather comes late every tune.

If von d ), I do not. For fear of being accused of

meaning anything wrong against any one iiidi

vidual bird, I wilUtate th-it a bird niu^t have a

level head aud be in first class condition to fly

over the large number of cities between its home

and the 506 miles station. .

No. FrUz, I gree this time. Garry didn t win,

but vvas near it—near it. j .t. r .„ . i
With kind regards to Fritz and the fancy, I

remain truly, W B. Garrabrants.
'

Sec'y N. J. C. Section.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BKKKPKR OK

BARRED 4 WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

.\t the Great Crystal Palace Show ol .America

New York. Fcbriiarv, 1S91. mv birds were award-

ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred

Plvmouth Rock Cock : first and special, on

Ba'rred Plvmouth Rock Hens: first, second and
fourth on Barred I'lvniovith cockerel: first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plvnioiitli R>>ck pullet;

first on breeding vard. $25 in goUl for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks .At same show,
Februarv, 1S90. was awarded

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

for best Barred Plvmouth K.^k C'.ckrrel and

four best Pullets : first and sprcird on Barred

Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on

Barred Plvmouth Rock hen.

i For awards on other vanities s« ii<l for my
' large circular fr»-e. K^:gs from prize inatuiKS, $4

per 13. $7 per 26. $» per 3^. St'ck for sale, .-^q-ji

I^DIRH GAMES,
I Agitator Strain)

i SHEKWOODS. B.\URKI) PLYM-

i OUTH ROCKS. BL.\CK LANG-

SHANS and S. C .B. LEGHORNS.
At the great Philadelphia sh<»w, held January

7 to 12, showing only eight Indian Games we won

first and second on pullets, third and fifth on

hens, fourth on cock: in saks cl.iss first on
' cockerel and first and second on pullets. I-ow'i

and eggs for sale. Address all orders and-^:-

respondence to

G. M. WOODS & BRO.,

gj.,^^ Leatnan Place, Fa.
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Tliree Years in Succession at tie Great New York Slows

Sharp's Indian Games
Have Never Failed to Win

>!// First, Special and Chai/enge Cups, on Cock, Cockere/, Hen and Pullet—

a

record that no other breeder of any variety can boast of.

"LILLIAN KUSSKLL.
First and Challenge Cup, New York, 1891.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WHITE LEGHORNS
Catalogue free.

In competition with the finest specimens afforded by the best breeders of Europe and America,

our -Agitator Strain" has proved INVINCIBLE at Buffalo, 1889; Buffalo 1890; New York, 1890

,

London Dairy. 1890: Crystal Palace. 1890: New York. i8qi ; Charleston. 1891 ;
and at New York;

1802 we won I St and 5th on Cocks, ist and 2d on Cockerels, ist. 2d and 3d on Hens, ist, ad. 3d, 4th

and'sth on Pullets, ad on Pen, Challenge Cups for best Hen and Pullets Gold Special for ^st Jo
Cockerels and Pullets. At nearlv every show of any importance from the Atlantic to the Pacific

our birds shown bv customers have proved EQUALLY as INVINCIBLE. Ancestry and careful

breeding are essential to success. You cannot succeed without our stock, which we constantly im-

prove from vear to year. Our Golden Wvandottes won all firsts at the Great Philadelphia Show,

?annarv 1^1 We breed ANDALUSIANS. WHITE INDIAN GAMHS, BLACK MINORCAS.

and CREVE CffiURS. ASEELS MALAYS and RED CAPS. Eggs $3, I5, |6, $8. $io and $25 per 13.

POULTRY.

107 PREMIUMS FROM 117 ENTRIES

AT PHILADELPHIA'S GREAT SHOW. Sil-

ver Golden Duckwing Games, Red Pile Games,
White Silver Gray and Colored Dorking.s, White
and Black Minorcas, Single-comb White and
Rose-comb Brown Leghorns; White, Black, Buff
and Partridge Cochins, Dark Brahmas, all kinds
of Polish and Hamburgs, Barred Plymouth Recks,

B. B. Red and Red Pile Game Bantams. Rose-

comb Black and Silver Sebrights, Buff Pekins,

W. F. B. Spanish, also Black Langshans. Eggs,

$4 per 15. $7 per 30. We pav express. No duty
on Fowls or Eggs. BURN & HANSLER.

53-65 Tilsonburg, Ontario, Canada.

C. A. SHARR & CO., Lockport, N. Y.

INCUBATORS.

THE

PINELAND
INCOBflTORS AND BROODERS

ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERE AWARDED—

2.-FIR5T PREMIUMS-2
AT THE

Great New M Slow of 1891

Hundreds of the most successful poultrymen

use them exclusively. Send five cents for mam-
moth catalogue. Circular free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO,,

Jamesburg, New Jersey.

POULTRY. POULTRY.

HAVE YOU EGGS TO SELL?

If so, this is the season to advertise, and THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL
is the best medium to use. IT GOES EVERY WEEK, and a THREE
MONTHS' card gives more issues than a monthly does in a year, and all

of them at the season of the year to do the most good.

One-lialf Inch Card 13 times $8.00.

One Inch Card 13 times lO.OO.

Give it a trial.

MITCHELL'S

PARTRIDGE AND WHITE COCHINS.
Winners of th*: leading premiums at New York,
1890 and 1892. Send for circular. Correspondence
for Whites should be addressed to

Mltetaell «fe Russell,
Lock Box 675. Bristol, Conn.

And for Partridge to
Geo. "W. Mitchell,

52-64 Lock Box 675. Bristol, Conn.

^ WHITE PEKIN BANTAMS:;^
The rarest and most beautiful of all. CHAM-

PIONS OF THE WORLD. Winners at Charles-

ton. i8qi ; New York. 1891-92: Phil delphia. 1892.

Also Prize Winning WHITE »'LYMOUTH
ROCKS. GOLDEN WVANDOTTES and BLACK
LANGSHANS. Stock and Eggs for Sale.

A. P. GROVES.
55-68 Chestnut Hill, Philada., Pa.

143-181

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM.

ESwR INCUBATOR
Lowenuprlred FlraUclaM Matcher made.
Kimpie, Perfect, flHHM S^lTiUeguUtlBg.

PIGEONS. PKiEONS.

PIGEONS W^'<i PIGEONS
fl I^Ai^E Change to Buy Some op the Best

TACOBINS FANTAILS and OWLS in white and blue African : white, blue and silver English,

ind blue and silver Chinese in America. About forty pairs of owls to sell and I warrant no better

tt^k in existence. I need room, therefore take advantage of this offer. Write f )r prices and just

wh^t you want Satisfaction or money refunded. GEO. EWALD, Box 501. Cincinnati. O.

47-9« ^

PATfNUD

.MPRO^toCKCCi":^
-'-'""

ThooflUMla in ««•
LceMMtui operuiioii.
lUuarantfled to h»tcbl

I
» IvKer peroeoUc*

I
of fertile egga »( <<««

I
rnrt than any other inonbator.

I Send 80. for Illus. Uat«lne:ae. _

^rZlGEO. H. STAHL.QulncyJII.

Roijal Blue L,iiic L,ofts.

THEO. P. GREEN,

WOODBORY. NEW JERSEY.

MISCELLANEOUS

.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES.

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

AND ALL OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS,

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

Morey Keiels ai Poultry Yarfls

FAIRFIELD, COKII.

St Bernards and Fox Terriers,

Wljite Plpouth Ijocl^s ond

SILVER SEABRIGHT BANTAMS.
At the great New York show we won first on

White Plymouth Rock cock and second on hen.

S. S. Bantams first cock, first, second aud fifth

hen, first aud fourth pullet. 52-4

Stock and Eggs For Sale.

New Catalogue
containing a full description of 36 pairs of my
noted breeders and champions, illustrated with

handsome photo-engravings of world-renowned

flyers Send for it b.fore you purchase.

MAILED FREE.

POULTRY.

WHITE FANTAIL
PIGEONS

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

My birds have won
every prize and every
special shown for.

with two single bird
exceptions, during

the last two years, and have been shown only at

the best and largest shows in America.
,

No birds for sale uutil June, when a limitecl

number of young, all from prize winners, will

be sold at $10 per pair. Don't write unless von

mean business. 94'4o

BLACK & WHITE MINORCAS
EXCL.USIVEIA\

NEW YORK, 180«.
Black Minorca cock, id ; cockerels, ad, 3d and

5th ;
pullet. 1st; pen, ist and 3d; white Minorca

cock, ist; hen, 1st and 2d ; cockerel, ist : pen,

ist ; eggs, ist. C. R. DEHART

,

52-64 Dover, New Jersey.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOH HATCHING.
dend tor Catalogue.

H. W^. VAHLE,
31J Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OF

ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,
BANTAMS AND

PEACOMB PLYMOCTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

Orders for puppies booked to ot
sale in season
delivered in rotation. if

POULTRY.

BUFF WYANDOTTES.
No eggs for sale this season. S. L. Wyandotte's

vards headed by the ist prize cock at New York,

|8q2 and another of my own raising equally as

gTOd. Indian Games (Sharp's Agitator), large,

finely marked birds. Eggs, $3 per s«t ing ;
two

settings, $5. _ __
IRVING CROCKER,

SENECA FALLS, N. Y.
57-«3

WILLIAM C. KOEPPEN,

Rutherford, New Jersey, Box 113,

Breeder and Importer of

BLACK ROSE-COMB BANTAMS.
The highest honors at New York, 1892. First

cock, first hen, second and fourth cockerel, sec-

ond and fourth pullet.

Stock and Ekkh For Sale.

A few Black red and Game Pile Bantams for

sale cheap. Must close out. 52-64

LANGSHANSI
Black, AVhite and Mottled.

1 am the only fancier in America who imports

I angshans direct from the Langshan District,

and who breeds them pure without introtiucing

blood from other strains or breeds. My white

and Mottles are not made varieties, but ditect

importations. „,. -. ,, „„,
mg- EGGS : Black. $3 per 1.^. White, fs per

13 After April 15. Black, $2 per 13; White, |.?

per 13 No eggs of the Mottled varietv for sale

now. I can save you money by prepaying ex-

ores* cliarjjcp.

58 70 H. G. KEESL.ING, San Jose, Cal.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN RBDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.
Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

Briar Hill Poultry Farm
leghorns—Brown, White, Golden Duckwing,

Red Pile and Blue Pile. Game Bantams—B. B.

R. Red Pile, Golden and Silver Duckwing White
Wvandottes, White P. Rocks aud Pit Games.

EGGS AFTER MARCH 1.

STOCK FOR SALE IN THE FALL

At Orange, N. J., show, 1891. won five firsts

and one second At Waverly, 1891, won six firsts

and one second. At New York. i8q2. won three

firsts, five seconds and two thirds. Address

B. H. Van Auken, Prop'r.,

138 Dodd Street, East Oranjjre,

52-64 New Jersey.

OPIUM
Morphine Habit Cared In 10
to^Otluyfi. No pay tin cured.
OR. J-8TEPHEN8, Lcbanon.Ohie.

•H 7VZ7^1R.*D 'S
8ILVER*8PANGLED*HAMBURG8

NEW YORK, IHMi.
The grandest victory ever won by one exhibi-

tor on iny one variet/. 15 ENTRtES, 14 PRE-
MIUMS. Also Association Special for best dis-

play, all varieties of Hamburgs competing.

JAMES E. HAZARD,
152-203 Elmira, New York.

STEPHEN SPENCER,
(DoF^F^is Plains, Rew 5bi^sey,

Breeder of High-class

LIGHT BRAHMAS.
My birds have been awarded the highest hon

orsat many of our leading shows. 100 ^''*"

Fine Birds for sale

per setting.

Write for prices.

Extra
Eggs |2

5264

Mention Fanciers* Journal.

Vol. 8, No. 16. XHE FANCIERS' JOURNAL^. il6Q

SUPPLIES.

rWe are So Anxious
That you obould see our new circular on

[Poultry
Supplies.

It illustraten

the most complete lln*

FREE ever offered.

Johnson & Stokes,
SEEDSMEN

a 17 & 2 19 ilarket 5t. , Phila. , Pa.|

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per lOO lb. Bag, «3.00
,r-< I^.-^^ 1>.r>...r> <• 1<Uk '* 2.7n100 S.75Granulated Bone,
Ground Beet
Scraps, - - - " 100

Calclte, - - - - " 900
Crushed Flint, - " SOU
Crushed Oyster
Shells, i - - " QOO - .

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt ol

**""
C. H. DEMPWOL.F & CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

3.00
S.OO
2.00

2.0O

GRIND
YOUR
Bone,

OWN
Meal,

OyHtcr 8bt IIh,
riO

ti;HANDIIIIILLp.te.t)

Graham Floar < Coriu in the
(F.WU»on's

wV lOOjper cent
_ ^ Jtry. Alsol'CnVEK A
FARM Peed nfllXN. CircuUnuKltMtinioniiila

Jper cent, more made
Also I'CnVEK M 1 1 . 1 .S and

MBtoaapplieatioa. WU.SON BUOS.Eutoo.JPa.

E CAN FURNISH

ELECTROTYPES

OP ALL

LEADING BREEDS OF
PIGEONS

Size ot Pouter herewith for 50c

each.

PBINTIHO OUTFIT 15^
OOMl'LKiK, 4 »ph«l«t. rul.h.T tjji.. tjp.holdrr, bottl. U-
lebbl. Ink. Ink 1 »d md fw^.tr,. Put up in Be«l bol vltk

lir.«ion« for uK. fi»jif«<-lion (uknntMd Wortt. 5<)c. BMtl

lisen Muktr Cud ("riDtrr rw bru ntiB I i> 1 mlBut*,'

BUDOicardika bour.ftrnlpMlpkld l&e;2far 36c.CM.ftM.

ll.nUKilSOLL * HUU.ftdr»rtUadlSI.K.Y.l1|^

POULTRY.

-THE-

-R@fflfe-
BuffCochins

The choicest English and Ameri-

can birds in my yards. For mat-

ings, prices, etc., address

H. A. Noeckel,
Lansdowne, Pa.

Over 100 Award$

Received in 1891.

mp. mhitfield,
Coiebridge, Gloucester, England

(Hon Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply

Indian Game. Dorkings. Wvandottes Creves,

La Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD BREEDERS, $15 per trio; EXTRA
GOOD. $25; EXHIBITION, $20 to $50 each at

Liverpool. Freight paid to New York for $10

extra on % to 9 birds. Eggs in srason $4 per

do«n. OVER 8co BIRDS EXPORTED LAST
YEAR.

Perfection in Cheap Shells

t NEW WA,lE:f\PF\OOF

"CONICAL
ry\V PAPER SHOT SHELLS

THE NEW SQUIRES' ** CONICAL."

It Is with the greatest pleasure that I offer to the sportsmen of

America an entirely new shell specially made for American Wood

and other nitro powders, and I am so gratified with the result of

every test they have been put to that I have prepared for a sale

of several millions in 1892.

Perhaps the most convincing argument I can use is to quote from

a letter received sometime since from the Cartridge Company who are

making the shells. They say : " We send you to-day the first ship-

ment of your i,hells. Will you allow us to congratulate you on these,

for they are by far the best shells we have ever made, both in head,

base and in pocket, and also in body of shell which is made of your

extra firm blue paper. The pocket of the shell, you will notice, is just

deep enough to take the primer in, with a good shoulder to hold the

anvil firm; then the conical-shape flash hole will easily carry all the

flame into the powder. The extra strong primers with the conical

base makes this shell, not even excepting Eley's, the best we have

ever seen."
Isn't that testimony for you ? And entirely unsolicited at that.

And from a CartridgeCompany whoare pushing their own shells and

have heretofore claimed the best cheap shells in the world.

And now, dear reader, these shells are for sale. A thousand \i

gauge will cost you but $500, or 55 cents a hundred, and 10 gauge

5 cents a hundred more.

For the price they are the greatest shell on earth for American

Wood Powder or any other nitro, and there is bound to be an

immense sale for them. ^
I've got a good thing and I'm going to keep at you till you order

some. Send for a few hundred of these shells now.

Shoot Squires' *' CONICAL" Shells and Win.

POULTRY. POULTRY.

The Lea Poultry yards^
INDIAN GAMES.

POULTRY.

stock and Eggs for sale. Eggs $5 and $10 per setting of 13

New York Show, 1892. For furtner information write to

54-66

My birds took eight pr'zes at the

J. bohLand,
New Hamburgh, Dutchess County, N. V.

POULTRY RIVERSIDE FARM.

The records will show the following as my winniiiRS at New York for the years

1800 i8qi, 1892 on my specialties: S. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White

Wvandottes and R. C. While Leghorns. 33 firsts. 19 Gold Spec.a s 6 Association

Silver Medals and 2 Silver Cups. ''Like did begit like," "Like will begit like."

Ti-rr-nTi) PLYMOUTH ROCKS Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record

DUl!rr.,rvAvr.nTTFs of America's leading strains of above varieties. I
UUl 1 j WVANDOTTES guarantee satisfacliou.

,oi.j5, J. FORSYTH, owEGO. tioga county, n. y.

(Thoroughbred Imported Stock).

WM. ELDRKl>. Deiidron, Surrey County, v«.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices

Direct shipping facililits for the South. South-

ern buyers can save expressage aud a long rail-

road journey. '9"70

BRADLEY BROS.'
Bnrred Plviiiouth Rocks at the Great

New York Show, 1892. made a record unequalled

by any exhibitor at any International for five

years. We breed our wmners, and each vear for

the past three years birds from our yards have

taken firsts at the largest show of the year. Cir-

cular free. Grand cockert-ls. brothers to our

winners, for sale. Egg'' is per 13. J8 per 26, fio

per ^9. BRADLEY BROS..
156-207 Boat 801, Lee, Mass.

MAPLEWOOD FARM.
BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS-
Eggs for hatching from Buff Plymouth R cks.

BuffWvandottes and Buff Leghorns. $6 per set-

ting ; two settings $10. Huff Pekin Bantams %i

per setting. Buff Cochins. White Leghorns,

White Wyandottes and Barred P. Rocks. Si.«

per setting, three settings >3 I »"'
f "'f"'R5/

°*

the Buff Leghorn Club. AIsd agent lor the Mon-

arch Incubator. Send for circular.

B. G. BUFFINTOX,
jg-TP l,ock Box 677, FaU River, Maw.

Sandacrc parm
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

BufI Pekin Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize

winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

F. W. GAY LOR, Manager, Quogue, Long Island, N. Y.
10-61

^bRHAM PpyLtRY YaMS
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

ana they of the BEST.
Stock poi^ Sale at ^ll ©imbs.

AddreaB all orders and correspondeuce to

34-»5

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
Hyde Park, DuteheM County, N. Y.

COCHIN HILL COCHINS.
THEODORE STERNBERG'S

lERported English Baffs
I-uJl feathered, rich colored, grand shape, great

weights. A son of the Old Matchless bought at

the recent sale of Mrs. Scriven and a grand

Gwydyr cockerel at head of yards. Eggs $5 per 13

I am a member of the Cochin Club of America.

ELLSWORTH, KANSAS, U.S.A.
55-67

LEBANON PODLTRY YARDS.
LEBANON, N. J.

Single-comb White Leghorns, Silver-laced Wy-

andottes and Mammoth Pekin Ducks. Send for

circular. 5»^

HOWARD VAN SICKLE, Prop»r.
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PIGEON
BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.
Advertisements in this column will be inserted

as follows: Two lines three months, $3; six

months. $5.50 ; one year, f 10. Rates for insertion

under more than one heading on application. In

writing the undersigned please mention Fan-
ciers' Journal.

FANTAILS.
GEORGE EWALD, Box 501 Cincinnati,

Ohio.

HOMING PIGEONS.

THE KENNEL. THE KENNEL.

A. M. WOOD, 4910 Baltimore Avenue,

West Philadelphia, Pa.

J. A. STOVELL, 10 South Broad Street,

Philadelphia, Pa,

THEODORE P. GREEN, Woodbury, N.

J. See large advertisement.

T. FRED GOLDMAN, 832 Herkimer
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

JACOBINS.
GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio. ^^_
OWLS.

CANICURA CO.,
Manufacturers of carefully prepared

Remedies for Dogs
WHOLESALE AGENTS

:

VON LBNGBRKB «Sc ANTOINB, 246 Wabash Av.

CHICAGO.
VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St., N. Y.

THE CANICURA COMPANY, - 246 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Bdward S. Schmld,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
151-173

POULTRY.

For Sale.

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Ciuciunati,

Ohio.

L. S. CLARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pa.

PARLOR TUMBLERS.
T. G. GATE, 57 Cliftou Place, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

PIGEONS-ALL VARIETIES.

JOHN SPEALLER. 1210 North Fourth

Street, Philadelphia. 60-72

SATINETTES.

r noWLES TR.. POUKAPOG, MASS..

gan^g^'sSn e|*g« ?•Wr .3. Houdan eg^s |a

per 13.

BUFF LEGHORNS. INDIAN GAMES. P.

"^ RbcKS and Minor«^
%«^^^X\t^ ^^a^shing:

Circular free. Lewis C. Beatty, Wasning

ton, N.J.
^'

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS. LT, BRAH-

MAS Recaps. Pekin Ducks Eggs from

prize winners $1.50 per setting. G. W
Mead, Jr., Box 246. Danbury, Ct. 5«-6i

ROANOKE POULTRY YARDS, HURFF-
VILLE N J. High honors won at Phila-

adelphia Show. Buff cochins. Light Brah-

mas Barred Plymouth Rocks. Send for

Circular. ^

-r-^OR SAIE-ONE TRIO BUFF WYAN-

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted undei

thts heading/or 20 cents per line for first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 5" W- BIDDLE
St. Baltimore. Md., fancier of Short-face

Baldhead Tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddes stock. 54-79

IMPORTED LEG BANDS
For Pigeons and Poultry, numbered and

lettered, all sizes. Send 40 cents in stamps for

sample dozen. H. Smail, 85 Leonard Street,

New York City. 153-204

jSent
in trial
J months for

I

only 15 cts. (stamps
I
taken). Address, Spare"'

Moments Publlsliing Co. ^
Court St.. Boston. Mass. •

SPARE MOMENTS
the fiinnitf't paper on
jeartli. 24 paxes.flnely
"" """ustrated. Also

istructl ve
^features.

etc.

For Sale.

O

GEORGH W. PKTTir, Artist, 1010 Clin-

ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SWALLOWS.
"""

G. A. PICK, 1300 N. Washington St.,

Baltimore. Md. 160-21

1

F°SoTTES one trio buff P. f^\\J'^?^J.
-L^

trio one trio buff Leghorns, fair birds |.^

one trio very fine ^"ffCochins $8, one tiio

buff Pekin Bantams score g^A "^3'*?:
one trio white Wyandottes, ,Jf-^^^^

V'
derat once. Will warrant them to give

i'ti>fU"on R. G. Buffinton. Box 677^aU

River. Mass.
"^'

TxURE BRED ENGLISH BLACK-BREASTED
P Red Game from Lyons, Eton, Garne.

Runsforth Pope. Matthews, Bell and Gib-
K.un&iuiii^! r^p . or./.l.itis from

TURBITS.

L. S. Clark, 1505 Girard Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

DOGS.
Advertisementi without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion,

JS cents per tine each subsequent insertion, count

seven tuords to line.

Great Danes.

linson anu r HOI "'-•••— "• ---^' <;« At
ton Hall, Nottingham, England. 60 67

Blue Andaluslans.

S. CLARK, 1505 GIRARD AVENUE.
Philadelphia. Owls and turbits, all colors.

51-63

SCAR SIEFERT. 390 SPRINGFIELD AVE..
Newark, N. J. .will sell out cheap. Priests,

Wing Trumpeters. Swallows, all colors,

white bars, Horn Jacobins. Morehead Jaco-

bins. Archangels, the largest Runts ever

shown. Antwerps 50 cents apiece. Send
stamp for reply. 59 02

Satlnettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, 1010 CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ti-tf

FOR PIGEONS AND
all breeds of fowls.
Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, be.st quality. Send
for rates, also for prices
of Indian Games, Minor-
cas, Javasand H.l'.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20

years' experience counts
in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

J. Y. BICKNELL,
314 Vermont Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertising.

A E. BLUNCK. JOHNSTOWN. NEW YORK,
has the best. Eggs. $3 for ^*"'^^^

"i.^.

Brown I<e»homs.

BROWN LEGHORN PULLETS FOR SALE.

FgKs for setting, $. - A Cantrell. K«d8^ Av^..

Roxborough, Philadelphia. 61-73

White Plymouth Rocks.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE. BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars
• *( t^„^nrA fLtr, Mnrt h Krnilt Street.A. M. Jag^ard, 629 North Front Street,

Philadelphia. Pa.
'

43-94

Various.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box
916, Philadelphia. Pa.

TRAINED DOGS FOR COON. BE.^R, SQUIR-
REL, deer, fox, rabbit, quail, partridge,

woodcock. H. C. Graff. Kensington, Ohio.
.S2-tf

Irish Setters.

ATTHE GREAT PHILADELPHIA SHOW.
Tanuary. '92. I won five prizes on four en-

tries, W. P Rocks and R. C. B. Legs. Eggs

from the prize stock. $1 per 13. Ji.75 per 26.

W.W. Kulp, Pottstown, Pa. ti-bj

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well

to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"

368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. ConUins a

careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers

and class journals ;
gives the circulation

rating of every one. and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters

perUining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street, N. Y. 3i-8'

Ducks.

Bantams.

FOR SALE CHEAP.-IRISH SETTER PUPS
by Gen. Blncher (19.0M) o»t of registered

bitche*. G. W. Standeu, Elyria, O 60-61

Pedigree Blanks.

wKDIGREE BLANKS FOR FOUR GENER-
ATIONS at 10 cents per dozen, or 85 cents

per 100. Extended four-page blanks. 5

cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed

postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

33 S. 3d St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

T BREED GAMES, GAME AND ORNAMEN
I TAL BanUms. Write tor wants. E. F.

•*• Doty. 47 Wellington Place, Toronto, Out

WESTERVELT. HAYWOOD & .
CO -S

prize winning Bantams. Game and Orna-

mental. Eggs for hatching; Birds forsale-

Address Box 157. Rutherford, N. J. 50-"

MAMMOTH COLORED MUSCOVY DUCKS.
Old Drakes, u to 16 pounds. Winners J40

clock New York, Trenton. Brooklyn. Wav-
erly, Charleston. Augusta. Hagerstown.

Stock or eggs. T. Farrer Kackham, East

Orange, N. J.
153-kH

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry or

Kennel Paper vou should send for my list of

papers. 1 cin furnish vou any paper published

cheapei than the publisher s price, and if you
subscribe foi two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if vou subscribe for only

one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five

papers and rrquest them to mail vou sample

copiea.

ADDRESS

F. D. BECK,
84tf Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

PILES
Ramsdyrree. IMSTANT RELIEF. Final

curt) I II 10»J»y.....Nev«Trt;lurn»: no pur^ej
no Ha ve : no iiuppoiiitory. A viciiin tried

III vain every rem dy lias discovered •
implaciire, which he will m nil free to bin fellow sul-

fcrvra. A44rm* J.U.IlKKVIU,ltox SllH»,S«w VerkCtt/.H.Y.

Various.

Red Pyle Games.

A E. BLUNCK, JOHNSTOWN, N. Y..

breeder of prize show bird?. Eggs. I3-
0I-O3

Artist.

HENRY ERDMAN. ARTIST AND
GRAVER of Poultry. Pigeons, etc

Maple St., Philadelphia, Pa.

EN-
8 6

6i-tf

ALUMINUM AND NICKEL SEAMLESS
Pigeon Bands z%c. and 2>ic. A. H. Krueer,

Germantown, Phila. 55-67

Drlnklnir Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain

easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 pei

dozen. AddreM Pineland Incubator and

\8-tl Brooder Company, Jamesburg. New Jersey.

Artists and Engravers.

Various

Black and Tan Terriers.

FOR SALE-MALE PUPS $2.50. PARENTS'
weight. 7'/i lbs. Perfectly marked. W. W.
Kulp Pottstown, Pa. 161

POULTRY.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-

ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., Box 916, Philade phia. Pa.

Exhibition Games.

B

Advertisements without display inserted undet

thts heading for 2ocents per line for first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Golden Wyandottes.

»OR SALE.-COCKKREL $5. TRIO $7. NO
• better birds in America. Eggs J2 P^r 13.

E. D. Keeney. Arcade, N^Y. 55-t'

LACK-BREASTED RED GAMES, THE
finest in America. Seven entries at New
York show won three first, thrte second

one third and American Game Club special

prizes. Send stamp for circular. Eggs,

$s for 13. A. E. Blunck. Johnstown, N. Y.,

successor to E. R. Spaulding. 61-62

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards

letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, tags. etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., Box 916, Philade phia. Pa.

POULTRY.

Game Hantams.

Silver AVyandottes.

SILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
Games. Finely marked birds bred by

Irving Crocker. Seneca Falls. N. Y. 4«-"

Wanted.

WANTED.-WHITE CHINA GEESE. H.

W. Vahle. 319 Market Street, Philadel-

phia, Pa. 51 tf

VOR SALE—FIRST PRIZE COCK, FIRST
I and 2d prize hens and ist prize pullet at

Madison Square Garden 1892, and another

hen quite the equal of first and second.

This is without doubt the best pen of Pyle

Bantams in Americ<», bar none. Price $50 ;

worth |ioo, B. C. Thornton. SU. A., Phila.,

Pa. 59-62

PIGEONS.

Homing: Plareons.

EGGS ! EGGS |-Fif\een for $2, strictly

high clisT. P. Rocks, Lt. Brahmas. Br. and Wh.
Leghorns, Blk. Langshans, S. L. Wyandottes.

Bronze Turkey eggs, 8 for $2. Send ns your or-

der and get eggs that will hatch you some

Nice Prize Winners.
Come to see our stock. Circulars free. Bloom-

ingdale Stock Co., Box 329. Richmond, Va. 59-71

DALBEY BROS., Washington C. H., 0.,

breed «6 varieties FANCY POULTRY.
Biggest Poultry Yards in the West. STOCK
AND EGGS FOR SALE. Send loc. for hand-

somely illustrated descriptive Catalogue, show-

ing how to make a fortune raising poultry giv-

ing receipts, instructions and much valuable in-

formation, worth five times the mouey.
Price List free. 57-66

THE

-BUSWKS HEN-
Breeding and Feeding Poultry for

Profit.

BY H. W. COLLINGWOOD,
Managing Editor of the Rural New Yorker.

With special articl-sbv P. H. Jacobs, J. H. Drev-

enstedt, C. S. Cooper. C. S. Valentine, Arthur

D. Warner, Henry Stewart, James Rankin. I.

K Felch, Philander Williams. Henry Hale«,

Dr. F. L. Kilbourne, C. H. WyckofT, H. S. Bab-

cock, C. E. Chapman and others.

We believe that this little book will meet with

a hearty reception at the hands of all that vast

number of people who are interested in the do-

ings of "the little American hen," and especi-

ally in the methods by which practical poultry-

men make her so profitable an egg and meat
machine.

PRICE, Paper 40 cents, cloUi 15 cents.

FOR SALE BY

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Box 916, riiiladelphia. Pa.

In answering advertisements, please

mention Fanciers' Journau

A
T

M. WOOD, BREEDER AND FLYER
homing pigeons, 4910 Baltimore Ave^

• West Philadelphia. 5^-76

FRED GOLDMAN, BREEDER AND
flyer of Homing pigeons, 832 Herkimer St.

• BrooUyn, N. V, 5»-76

for profit
should have Pure Ground
BEEF SCRAP, which is

Meat and Bone, collected from slaughter

houses, Dried Perfectly Sweet and ground.

Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want

samples and price»-we aend them FREE. Ad-

dre.; BROOKLYN AZOTINE \fOOT>CO.,m
Water St., N. V. City. Mention thia paper. 36-87

A NEW BOOK

WYANDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ng, Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl.

A handsomely printed book of 60 pages.

PRICE, 50 CENTS.
Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

33 South Third Street,

.y PhiladelpUa.
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IN THE STUD.

Menthon Kennela*

St. Bernards,
PHGENIXVILLE. PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coated St. Bernard

• LORD BUTE (A.K.C.8.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equal.

FEE, flilOO.

The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.S.B.18,337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, J|3o.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
43-93

IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

Seminole Kennels
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ROUGH-COATED COLLIES
CHAMPION THE SQUIRE (30881) ^EE »50.00

IN THE STUD.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

CIIAMl»ION ROSLYN WII.KES (20883)

CHAMPION ROSLYN DANDY (17577)

ROSLYN CONWAY (80888)
SIR KELPIE (14735)

ENGLISH SETTER
SIR FREDERICK (81741)

Winner of forty-four first prizes in England.

IRISH SETTERS

IT STUD—POINTER

PROMOTION
FEE 950.

Winner (absolute) Central Derby, 1891, defeating
the great setter Wun Lung.

CHAMPION TIM (5815)

JERRY .1ARVI8 (15347) (litter brother to Duke Elcho)

ENGLISH PUGS
KASH, .Ir. (17804)

Winner of first Albany and second New York 1892.

Extended pedigree and list of stock for sale furnished on application.

60.00
35.00
30.00
15.00

50.00

85.00
80.00

15.00

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - SSO

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member. 35 per cent off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL S20
Puppies and Brood Bitches for sale. Dogs of

any breed taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on commission.

ENGLISH SETTER

KING'S MARK
FEE ^5.

Winner in Seven Field Trials.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for

catalogue to

FAIRMOUNT KENNELS.
54-205 RAVENNA, NEBRASKA, or

Ninth St. and Columbia Ave., Phila.. Pa.

AT STUD-WOODALE KENNELS'
FOX TERRIERS Fee.

DOBBIN $20
By Ch. Venio—Brockenhurst Worry by

Raffle.

STAR DEN'S JACK ... $15
By Ch. Result— l-orest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS- .... $10
By Raffle—Warren Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of prize win-

ning bitches always for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 47-73

BEAGLE IN STUD.

CHAMPION TONY WELLER,
THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

THE BEAGLE TRIALS, 1891.
FEE, SI5.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
60-72 Glenslde, Pa.

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
40-91 LANCASTER, MASS.

JIT STUD,

STREATHAM MONARCH.
"The best Bull Terrier to-day in either Eng-

land or America."—(ieorge Raper.

ADDRESS
JOHN MOORHEAD, JR.,

61-12 prrrsBURG, pa.
A lot of fine puppies for sale.

r-Fox Terriers.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

LAN8D0WNE DESPERADO ^- •^s-

By Rosador (Venio—Rosati)—Desperate (Domi-
nie—Sensation).

LAN8D0WNE TRITON ^- *io-

By Raffle—Warren Dainty. Stud cards on ap-

plication. Post office and shipping address

LANSDOWNE KENNELS, Lansdowne, Pa.

HT STUD—ENGLISH SETTER

COUNT LEO,
Mack D —Ladv Alta, Lady Alia by Count

Roderigo-BessieBelton. Evenly marked white,

black and tan, whelped November 14, 1889.

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. G. ELLIOTT,

483 Potters Ave., Providence, R. I.

poiNTER AT STUD. FEE f35.

LAD OF KENT<3«'>
Sire, Champion Bracket : dam, Renie by Ch.

Tammany. Winnings and only times shown :

First puppy, New York, 1S90: first open and
special for best brace with his litter sister. Lass

of Kent. New York, 1891 ; first, Wilmington;
Gloversville and Albany; first challenge New
York and Boston. 1S92. N. B.—This low stud

fee for three montlis to approved bitches.

Address
GEORGE JARVIS.

52-77 1015 Washington Avenue. N. Y.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, a k c.sb 474^

Sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee $10.

VENDETTA, A KC.S.B. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest-Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee $10.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,

IN STUD.

Pitcher $25

Starden's King 25

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner 15

Brockenhurst Tyke 15

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
29-80 CHESTNUT HILL, Phila., Pa.

THE KENNEL.

FOR SALE.

yiLLSlDE HeNNELS,

157-208 LANCASTER, MASS.

WyomiDg K^DDels
ENTIRE LOT OF

8T. BERNARDS.
Catalogue on Application.

WYOMING KENNELS.
149.300 MELROSE, MASS.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 7711 Fee $25
REGENT BRISK, 16,618 " 10

REGENT TIPPLER " 10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address RE(iENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

Mention Fanciers' Journai-.

e^KEHRElSlf

4798 Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

40-91

MASTIFF AT STUD.

ORMONDE
A son of the great Cambrian Princess, winner

of TSt Rockford, Freeport. Cleveland, Cincmnati

and Chicago, and sire of 1st and 2d prize bi ches

Rockford, Freeport and Chicago. 1892. Some
erandlv bred pups for sale. Send stamp for

ratalo^e. CHARLES E, BUNN,
,cy.^2 Peoria. Illinois,

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in

America." Pedigfree and winnings free ;
photos,

50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
155-206 I Exchange Block, Bangor. Me.

HT STUD. ^EE f50.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip

Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.

King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes). C. F
T. C. at Lexington, N. C, December, 1890. and

on the bench has won ist. Birmingham Eng-

land ; ist, New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn
'89; ist, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and

Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS, MORTIMER,
Snpt. Westminster Kennel Club,

tj4.ijl Babylon, I,. I.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

HANOVER BOY.
Full of Playboy blood, has small, perfectly car-

ried ears, winner of two firsts and an uncropped

special at Kennel Club Show. London.

FEB $15.00.

BOXER IV.
Winner of several prizes, long clean head, hard

red coat, sire of Bumptious Bonnet.

FEB $15.00.
Apply to

WALTER J. COMSTOCK,
5i-75eow Box 408. Providence, R. I.

POINTERS—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEII,t2s^. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5550. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-
dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels.

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
43-68 P. O. Box 676, ALBANY, N. Y.

i[nglo-AiiiericDn Terrier \m±.
IN STUD.

SMOOTH FOX TERRIER,

EBOR SPENDTHRIFT STUD FEE $10
WIRE-HAIRED FOX TERRIER,

BARTON STING - sttdFeeSio
IRISH TERRIERS,

JACK BRIGGS - stud Fee $20
VALLEY BOXER - stidFke$15

BLACK AND TAN TERRIER,

PRINCE REGENT - Stud Fee $10
SCOTCH TERRIER,

KILSTOR - - - STUD Fee $15
SCOTCH HOT - - - - $15

YORKSHIRE TERRIER.

CH. TOON'S ROYAL - stud Fee $10
R. TOON,

216 Fitzwilliam St , Sheffield, Eng.

C. N. SYMONDS.
Salem, Mass., U. S. A.

FOR SALE-ENGLISH SEITKU PUPS,
bv Ch. Roder ro. Ch. Gath's Mark and Dan
(.ladstone. IRISH SK'll'KR PUPS, by
Ch. Kildare, Ch. Dick Swiveller, Ch. Tim and
Champion Seminole.

Send for Price List. 40-9«

Mention Fanciers' Journai-.

tl

Game Bantams. Irish Terriera.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
I5t*MS

Address

157-203COW

B. F. IvEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

ELM STATION,

MontKomery Co.. P»

PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) bv the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surjireon,

tf 1893 BROADWAY, NKW YORK.

#»

Pugs of the Best Breeding

At reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNEL
Box 82, Louisville. Ky. 4»-73

—In answering advertisemenU please

mention this journal.

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl. B. Tallman,
i4o-tt OAK LAWN, R. I.

Some Choice Pointer

^tf Gainesville, Ya.
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REAR YOUR PUPPIES
-ON-

VOI^. 8. NO. IT. >

TVHOLE NO., 162. /
PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, APRIL 23, 1892.

/PER ANNUM. 93.00
1 SINGJ^E COPY, 5c.

SPRATTS PATENT PUPPY CAKES.

In 5-lb. Caittons, 5 & 10-lb. Tins. 25-lbs., 50-lbs. & 100-lbs. Bodies.

PAMPHLET ON CANINE DISEASES
-AN I

FULL LIST OF FOODS AND MEDICINES POST FREE

M r. Joseph J. Price, Albany, N. Y.. writes : "Please ship per express one Can

PUPPY
It 'works like a cliarm.

Of All Grocers, Druggists and Sfaorting Goods Houses.

SPRATTS PATENT (AMERICA), LIMITED,

>, 241, 243 and 245 East seth Street, New Vork City
BLUE RIDGE KENNELS' HOPE'S MARK,
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Our Illustration.

Otir frontispiece this week is a portrait

of the Blue Ridge Kennels' English set-

ter Hope's Mark, who recently died from

distemper contracted at the New York

show. At that show, it will be remem-

bered, he won first in the open dog

class, first in the field trial class

for dogs and bitches that had been

placed at any public field trial in Amer-

ica, the I50 cash prize for the best Eng-

lish setter in the open classes with a pub-

lic field trial record, the English Setter

Club's silver medal for the best English

setter with a public field trial record, the

New York Herald's bron/.e medal for the

best English setter in the .show and was

one of the team which won the West-

minster Kennel Club's prize for the best

exhibit of four. This was the only time

he appeartd on the bench. In field

trials he ran his fir.>t race la.st fall in the

Iniltd vSlales Field Trial Club's Derby

and won first, and afterwards beat the

pointer lilack Wonder as absolute win-

ner. On his journey to the Eastern trials

he contracted a severe cold, which

brought on an attack of diarrhoea, but

notwithstanding his condition he was

run. At the Central Trials he won third

in the setter Derby and at the Central he

divided third in the Derby.

Hope's Mark was by Oath's Hope, out

of Lady M.,by Don Gladstone out of Lady

l-:igin. He was whelped January 8, 1890,

and was bred, trained and handled by

Mr. D. E. Rose. Our readers will re-

niember he was owned by Mr. R. L.

Shannon when he started in the United

States Trials. Mr. Hulman, who saw him

run in private, was so taken by his style

and ability tiiat he immediately took the

train for Louisville and frankly told Mr.

Shannon he had a fine dog and that he,

Mr. Hulman, had come for the express

purpose of buying him.

The Blue Ridge Kennels, notwithstand-

ing their great string of excellent field

dogs, will sadly miss their brilliant dog,

Hope's Mark.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

Just as we go to press Mr. Harry Twy-

ford telegraphs us Mr. Edward Booth, of

the Duchess Kennels, has bought from

Mr. Houck, of the Ridgefield St. Ber-

nard Kennels, his entire kennels.
*

« «

Mr. Freeman Lloyd, in his weekly

communication to the Shooting Times,

says: "There is always a controversy on

amongst the setter men in America, and

in some cases our cousins have appeared

foolish." We think it is Mr. Lloyd and

the editors of the papers in which these

effusions are published that are the ones

who appear foolish. These so-called con-

troversies are written by very wise but

certainly not modest men, and are in re-

ality nothing but stud dog advertise-

ments. Notice how "my dog" appears

in almost every paragraph.
*

» •

Another form of free advertising in the

reading columns is the so-called news

that Mr. bitch has been bred to

Mr. dog. Those wanting pups

immediately write and engage them,

while the honest advertiser who pays for

his advertisement loses just so many

sales. In this connection we will quote

from a letter not long since received.

Before quoting the writer we must say

that Thk Fanciers' Journal was the

only kennel paper which did NOT pub-

lish as news matter his communication

on breeding. The letter to us in reply

to ours declining to publish reads as fol-

lows: "Your favor of does not prob-

we are pleased to see the same encourag-

ing and growing interest taken in this

game and loveable dog. We take some of

the credit to ourselves of making known

the interesting accomplishments of the

breed. While living in Delaware a few

years since we used them in rabbit hunt-

ing, and disposed of many for that pur-

pose. Of course they cannot trail like a

beagle, but they jump "bunnie" out of a

thicket in short order while the shooter

stands outside and pops him over as he

runs by.

Much of the advancement of the Irish

terrier in England is the iijdefatigable

energy of the club's secretary. Dr. R. B.

Carey. Foremost among the satisfactory

work achieved by the club this year, con-

tinues the Stock-Keeper, is the victory

of nature over surgery, and lovers of the

Irish terrier have proved themselves

worthy of their dogs by delivering them

from the hideous barbarism of cropping.

Good drop ears are so rapidly increasing

on the bench that we "may hope very

soon to be quite surprised at the presence

of a mutilated exhibit. It will take a

little time to get the ears as they are

wanted, but breeders now feel very little

regret if an otherwise good specimen has

large or ill-carried ears. Time is re-

quired, as it should not be forgotten that

for a number of years Irish terriers have

been bred for a cropping ear, so a coarse

prick ear with plenty of muscle and sub-

1 stance was wanted, and now something

quite different is required.

found interesting. Mr. Wrigley writes

that journal as follows:

'"We have had Mr. Freeman Lloyd's Barzoi

Whirlwind up here, and as he was desirous of

giving him aitrial we had three spins, one with

Whirlwind and a greyhound, another with the

greyhound and a deerhound of mine, and an-

other with Whirlwind and the deerhound. In

the firat course they went up neck and neck to

the hare, but the Barzoi overshot her a good

thirty yards, and never had another look in and

the greyhound won. In the second, greyhound-

deerhound course, the deerhound led up to the

first turn, and then she also was not one-third as

smart as the little Greentick bitch, and was

thoroughly beaten. In the final with Whirlwind

and my young deerhound Deira, a smart puppy,

Whirlwind led a good ten lengths to the hare,

who turned, and then the deerhound killed as

neatly as ever you saw, tossing the hare about

six yards up in the air.' It will thus be seen

that Mr. Lloyd's Barzoi is as speedy as this

Greentick greyhound bitch, and ten lengths bet-

ter than a smart deerhound, and that he fails in

cleverness to the greyhound, which is just what

we expected. However, practice and training

will soon Improve this."

« «

As a wolf killer the Barzoi is a dead

failure in this country. He has been

proved to lack the courage and ferocity

which his friends claimed for him.

•%

•%

ably call for a reply, but I assure you I

was not foolish enough to be offended

by your refusal to publish my communi-

cation, only I wanted all others to be

treated the same way. I am aware it is

. poor judgment for one man to suggest to

another how to run his own business,

but a newspaper seems to be public prop-

erty, so I may be allowed to suggest you

adhere to your decision and nol allow

'advertising notes' in your reading

column. I think you make a mistake if

you do. Your paper cannot be so inter-

esting to your readers. To my mind

is simply ruined by its multi-

tude of such notes. Of course, if you do

allow such notes in your paper in the

future I shall have to favor you with some

few letters from time to time, but my ad-

vice is 'don't.' Yours ."

«
• »

This gentleman was an advertiser, so

could not be classed with the free ad.

shark, who, by-the-bye, always censures

the paper that has favored him simply

because it gives his opponent the same

privileges. •

The Irish terrier's ear, according to the

club's staudard, is thus described by the

Stock-Keeper

:

"The club ear should be of medium weight,

not very thin and papery or it will never carry

itself correctly, but will fold and hang sideways

or fall back like a greyhound's. A very thin ear

is usually large ; nor must the ear be too thick,

for if so it will not (assuming it is the right size)

fall flat enough. The texture and muscle in a

thick oral flap are usually strong enough to half

prick it, and, as some of our readers know, this

entails much anxious attention in the ring, and

nlaces a tall man at a great disadvantage with

the short exhibitor, whose hand just rests on the

rebellious ear, which can be soothingly manipu-

lated and calmed down into a quiescent position.

As to size of ear. it should not be so small as the

fox terrier's nor so large as we are used to see on

the Airedale. The carriage is most important,

the ear should not fall perpendicularly with a

lifeless appearance at the side of the head, such

an ear is usually set on rather low ;
equally in-

correct and far more objectionable is the ear

placed on top of the head with the point carried

toivatds the eye. The proper po ition of the

Irish terriers ear is to be set on rather high, so

that when the dog is alert the inner sides ap-

proach each other, concealing the width of skull;

the ear should then fall very flat, with no roll,

but rather an indentation, in a downward direc-

tion, that makes the tip point by the side of the

eye, and not to it."

• *

In re the Irish terrier's ear Thames

Tattler in our Dublin contemporary says:

The Normandy field trials ar« over,

and resulted in the English entries win-

ning all the prizes. The International

Stake closed with twenty seven entries,

eleven of which were from England. The

winners were Mr. R. J. Lloyd Price's

pointer bitch Saul, first; Dr. Wood's

English setter Fred, second; Mr. T. Mul-

and's English setter Earl of Miora,

third; Mr. Fred Lowe's Ben of Kipping,

vhc, and his Di of Kipping, he; Mr. Ed-

mond's Hatfield Bang, he. The Shooting

Times says: "The winner Saul is well

broken and made no mistake. Fred,

second prize, flushed badly twice, the

last time he was down. Earl of Moira,

third prize, made some splendid points,

but was unsteady to wing. Ben of Kip-

ping, there is no doubt, was one of the

best dogs in the stake and did some

splendid work, but lost his chance by

taking a look at a hare. Hatfield Bang,

he, is a good dog, but not quite steady

behind.

The Pet Dog Club have decided to hold

a show during Thanksgiving week in a

hall in Madison Square Garden.

»
* *

Mr. H. J. Bennett, of Trenton, N. J.,

has sold to Mr. W. S. Gates, of Chagrin

Falls, O., the champion beagle Little

Duke.
• *

Up to the time of going to press we

have not learned that Mr. Herbert G.

Nichol's Great Dane Melac had been re-

covered. He was stolen from Harry

Goodman's kennel last week.
*

« «

Judging from the cheerful and satisfied

tone of the club's report, the Irish terrier

breed is'in a highly prosperous condition,

says the Stock-Keeper. In this country

"As it is the fashion, or rather was, to crop

Irish terriers, some practical views on the sub-

ject will be perhaps interesting. It is generally

understood that the removal of part of the ear

gives the dog a better chance when in a row,

worrying vermin, or fighting with another dog.

I Bsked an old sport—a typical 'pit' man-the

other day his ideas on the subject. 'Why,' said

he, 'they're all wrong. When a dog is being

chewed on his ear that does no harm. When

there's no leather the orifice of the ear is in-

jured in a terrible fashion. Give me a fighter

with his ears on,' continued ray informant, and

he added with some amount of confidence, 'and

no one can say I don't know what I'm talking

about.'

"

«
• •

The relative speed of greyhounds,

deerhounds and Barzois has been much

commented on of late, so the result of a

series of trials that Mr. John Wrigley,

Jr., has sent the Stock-Keeper will be

« »

It is said that equal parts of carbolic

acid and water will at once renjove any

dog fake in the way of paint, coloring or

nitrate of silver.
«

• •

Says Thames Tattler in The Kennel,

The Farm, The Poultry Yard (excruciat-

ing name that):

Some years ago, when an article on a "Man

and Dog Fight" appeared in a London daily,

everybody pooh-poohed the idea that such could

happen in these days of civilization. But only a

few months ago such took place at an East End

club. The match was that J^mes Oxley, a man

well known in the neighborhood of Shoreditch,

would not stall off for thirty minutes a dog called

Crib, owned by Robert Green. The match came

off in a pit at a club not many yards away from

the Britannia Theatre, Hoxton, and excited con-

siderable interest amongst those "in the

know." ^
» »

As I have just interviewed some of the prom-

inent people who brought about this sickening

match, I am in a position to state that for twen-

ty-one minutes Oxley kept the dog off simp'.y by

the use of his fists. But at this moment the dog

made a desperate effort to get past the man'»

guard and did. jumping over his lelt shoulder,

wheeled round and fastened on to the man's

right ear and dragged him to the ground. At

soon as possible the dog was choked off. but the

upper half of Oxley's ear had disappeared.

»
» «

As I before remarked, this is no cock and bull

story and the writer is prepared with further

particulars if this record of a remarkable contest

'tween man and beast is disputed. I had a long

conversation with Oxley last night, and he

seemed to be very proud of the fight in which he

took such a prominent part. He is a well In-

formed man, of considerable intellect, and not

the one you would expect to take part in such a

degrading exhibition.

The Fox Terrier Chronicle comments

thus on Mr. Raper's visit to this country:

"Mr. Raper's visit must prove of un-

mixed good to the American fancy, and

his thoroughly sound judgment should

materially alter the present unsatisfac-

tory state of things prevailing 'over

there.'

"

•
» «

Well, Mr. Raper has come and gone.

We found him to be an excellent judge

and an entertaining gentleman, but as

for altering the present state of things

—

it's all nonsense. Mr. Raper placed his

dogs just as our American judges have

heretofore done. We assure our esteemed

contemporary that the present state of

things prevailing over here are very satis-

factory notwithstanding a moss covered,

back-number judge is no longer given a

job and seldom an opportunity to adver-

tise his conceit in our kennel papers.

*
» «

In the al I- important case of "Common
wealth vs. Depuy. appellant," the Su-

preme Court of this state has decided

that dogs may be stolen. Not, however,

with impunity. On the contrary, a ma-

jority of the bench has ruled that there

is such a thing as property in four footed

beasts of the canine kind, and that the

law passed to bring about this condition

in 1889 does not offend against the con-

stitution of Pennsylvania. The decision

of the Lackawanna County Court is sus-

tained.

•
• »

It seems that one Depuy made off with

a spaniel dog valued I30, and when

branded as a thief, claimed that there

was no law in the state making dogs per-

sonal property. Says the Supreme Court

:

"We need not discuss the rule of the

common law upon this subject, nor its

wisdom. This case turns upon the act of

May 15, 1889. P. L. 222, entitled 'an act

for the taxation of dogs and the protec-

tion of sheep,' the sixth section of which

provides : 'That all dogs in this Com-

monwealth shall hereafter be personal

property, and subject of larceny, etc'

It is urged that this act was unconstitu-

tional, for the reason that the said pro-

vision of section sixth is not fully ex-

pressed in the title of the act. We can-

not assent to this proposition. One of

the objects of the act, as expressed in the

title, is the taxation of dogs. Hence,

when the Legislature seeks to lay a tax

upon what was not property at the com-

mon law* we think it entirely germane

to the object of the act to declare that

the property taxed shall hereafter be per-

sonal property, and a subject of larceny."

«
« •

A handsome English mastiff died on

Wednesday at Winchester, O., from the

affects of alcoholism. The dog had, it is

reported, been a hard whisky drinker for

more than a year.

« •

Last Thursday, on the steamer Indiana,

arrived the two Russian wolf hound

bitches sent by the Prince Bovis Galatin

to Mr. Charles S. Hanks, of the Seacroft

Kennels, Manchester-by-the-Sea, Mass.

Mr. Harry Jarrett, proprietor of the

Chestnut Hill Kennels, immediately took

charge of the emigrants for Mr. Hanks,

and removed them to the kennels at

Chestnut Hill. We missed seeing them

on the steamer, so Tuesday morning we

made a pilgrimage to the famous collie

kennels for the purpose of having a look

at the Muscovites.

On reaching our destination we found

that en : of the bitches had already been

shipped to Mr. Hanks. The remaining

one, Kinjat by name, we found in a very

bad state, having arrived from her long

voyage in a miserable condition, but un-

der the care of Mr. Jarrett she may pull

through. She won the bronze medal at

the St. Petersburgh show in 1891, and is

now in whelp to Zoierka. Three more,

a dog and two bitches, are on the Mis-

souri, which is due to arrive here May
II. They are also consigned to Mr.

Hanks by his nibs, the Prince.

*•
We saw the brace of fox terriers which

Mr. Hanks is sending to the Prince in

return. They are a very nice pair.

«%
Another large kennel building for the

accommodation of the Pennbrooke Hunt

hounds is being erected near the Chest-

nut Hill Kennels. When finished we

will make another trip out there and tell

our readers of the improvements.

••
While waiting for Mr. Jarrett, whose

invitation for an extended drive we had

promptly accepted, we had the pleasure

of seeing some of Mr. Mitchell Harri-

son's hunters being put through their

matutinal exercise of high jumping. We
saw the great Cohasset put through his

paces. This grand horse won first at the

New York horse show for his six con-

secutive jumps over five feet six inches

high hurdles.

* »

Well, we were soon behind Jarrett's

three minute mare Ruby, the same one

he rides to the hounds, but she's as

steady as a cart horse and as fleet as a

greyhound on the road. It was a typical

spring morning and we spun merrily

along to the music of the robin and the

black bird.

grandsire on both his sire's and dam's

side. Belmont's first litter produced

Hanover Jack, who won two firsts at the

Crystal Palace. Cora, the bitch, is by

Stanley out of Nettle. She will be bred

to a noted dog before leaving Ireland.

WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS.

*

Mr. Alfred Geddes, secretary of the

Ottawa bench show, announces the dates

for this year as September 27 to 30. The

premium list will be about the same as

last year, as the Fair Association would

grant no increase of money.

Interestlnur PlekliiKi^ nnd I>ul titers

Gathered Here and There.
What's in the air round Boston? The

alcoholic constituency contained in the
harmless little bean seems to be causing
ructions everywhere. Mr. Green has sev-

ered his connection with the Wyoming
Kennels, and, as Mr. Sears says, "it's no-

body's business; we simply agree to dif-

fer." Then Mes-rs. Brooking and I'arry,

of the Frank Forest Beagle Kennels hnve
separated amicably to both parties, the

former buying from Mr. Parry his half

interest. The kennel address iu future

will be Lynn, Mass.

THE NEW BEAGLE STANDARD.

*#
We stopped to have a look at the

Maplehurst Kennels. They keep mas-

tiffs, pugs and collies. Miss Ramsden

showed us a collie, litter sister to Mr.

Watson's bench show winner Duchess of

Fife, which will certainly beat Mr. Wat-

son's bitch if they ever meet in the saw

dust arena.

« •

Our next stop was at Haywood's, where

we saw a wonderful retrieving Chesa-

peake Bay dog and a good specimen of

the breed also. Mr. Haywood is a poul-

try fancier, and his chicken and brooder

houses were exceedingly well arranged

and kept iu excellent condition. His

large flock of White Leghorns cannot

help, in their comfortable surroundings,

filling the egg basket daily. After a

hasty glance in the stables, where we saw

some promising colts, we were once

more in the vehicle, homeward bound,

and our time to catch our train was so

short that we could not stop on the road

to read the monument which said some-

thing about Washington's army having

camped on that spot for the night. Our

curiosity is now excited, and we insist

upon another trip out there, Mr. Jarrett.

We must see just what that inscription

refers to.
»

» •
We read in the Canadian Kennel Ga-

zette that Mr. F. H. F. Mercer is coming

to the states for his health. We sincerely

hope Mr. Mercer may find his health

here and never lose it again.

Dr. W. H. Drummond, of Montreal,

Can., is importing a brace of Irish terriers

from Belfast, Ireland. The dog is Com-

misariat, and is by Apprentice Boy out of

Belmont. Champion Playboy is his

Editor F'anciers' Journal.

I have just read Mr. Phoebus' appeal

to have the beagle standard raised to

sixteen inches, and I say to the National

Beagle Club don't do it. If they must

have big dogs let them go in the harrier

or fox hound classes, where they belong.

The National Beagle Club standard says

beagle means small. Then why not keep

them small ? If sixteen inch dogs are

better than fifteen why not eighteen

inches better than sixteen ? If you start

this raising the standard in five years you

will have a beagle as tall as a P-so-v.

There are too many classes now at the

trials, and it is not fair to have small

dogs compete against large ones at a

show, for everything being equal, a large

dog shows to better advantage than a

small one.

In my own beagle trials I was soon im-

pressed with the fact that the little dogs
made the most sport and were sure to

drive the rabbit out. I soon found out

that the best dogs for the work and the

sport were under fourteen inches, short

coupled, cobby dogs, with well arched

loin. Four or six that will run so you
can cover with a towel will give more
sport than all giant beagles you can find

in Jersey.
I never had more fun in my life than I

did iu January while on a visit at Covert,

N. Y. With my partner, Mr. Wixem,
we hunted with two packs of different

speed, all under fourteen inches, some
under ten inches, but they could all run,

and keep running all day. We got all

the rabbits we wanted to carry. I know
I fired eight shots and got eight rabbits.

I really believe that if we had used large

dogs we would not have bagged oyer

three rabbits, as the large dogs drive

them out of the country before they turn

them, while with the little dogs driving I

suppose Mollie thinks there is no use of

going far from home.
I suppose some one will say I am not a

beagle man, but I can assure you I worked
beagles single and in packs as long ago
as 1855. Yours truly.

J. Otis Fellows.
HORNELLSVILLE, N. J., April IJ, 1892.

Mr. Edwin Morris was the busiest man
in the show, and at various times he was
seen to be holding forth to a large crowd
of "intelligent" listeners. The special for

best Bo.ston terrier pup under two weeks
old under a glass case he was asked to

decide aud gave great satisfaction.

The only paper that didn't have a re-

porter was the Police Gazette, an<l as we
knew the various reporters representing

the press and Mr. Morris was not one of

them, it is possible after all they diil

have a reporter. This was rumored to

me.

The "recruits" at Boston showed up
in great shape, and the cry was "What's
your number ? " Outsiders couldn't un-

derstand it, and on explanation they

were told that a man generally had a

name until he listed into some regiment
and then he was given a number. We
were not alluding to the Tombs, Black-

wells Island or Sing Smg.

Now is our fragile friend. Recruit No.

12, a Major of the English army, and is

he a sample of an imported officer ? I was
seriously asked the question, and the

young man assured me that when he
addressed No. 12 as major that he didn't

deny it, but further impressed him it was
so. Come, now. No. 12, we don't mind
your having the distiiiguished honor of

being a plain recruit, but promotion like

this is too rapid and hardly digestible.

Had you been a Sheffield sprinter or an

acrobat it would have been a "go," but

major, that's too much.

The Boston terriers were out strong,

and they certainly have made a name in

Boston, for I hear from Tom Plant that

the demand is greater than the supply.

I'm sorrv not to be an admirer, not even

of one of the pillars of the breed, to wit,

Tom Sayers, who already has had dedi-

cated to him a most appropriate piece of

poetry, which, I heard.will be published

in the British Fancier, but I think not.

it's too select. "Then It's a Go" would
probably not be understood by Her
Majesty, and could not very well be ex-

plained. If so her subscription might be

cancelled. Stich men like Mr. Plant will

do well to elevate the pre>tige of the

Boston terrier, and lets congratulate our-

selves that they will confine themselves

to Boston and always keep the prefix

(Boston) is our strong desire.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have read Mr. Phoebus' request for a

change in the l>eagle standard to sixteen

inches in height, and am glad to see that

this matter has been brought out for dis-

cussion, and I hope to hear from others

on the same subject. Mr. Phoebus takes

up considerable space, but I fail to note

any very convincing reasons why the

change should be made. If he has any

not set forth in his letter I would like to

hear them, and have no doubt, Mr. Edi-

tor, you would be pleased to give him
space in The Fanciers' Journal. To
return to his letter and the reasons set

forth for the change, they can be summed
up as follows: First, several years ago a

number of good dogs happened to meas-

ure fifteen and one-half inches. Second,

occasionally good puppies run over size

and become therefore of no value as show
dogs. Both of these statements are no

doubt true, but at the same time they do

not convince me that we would benefit

the beagle by the change. If, however,

Mr. Phoebus or anyone else considers the

sixteen-inch dog the superior in the

field let us know the reasons, and if they

overbalance the advantage of the small

dog then let the standard be changed.

"Oakview."

The English Stock-Keeper of April i,

quotes from The Fancier.s Joirnal a

paragraph alluding to the departure oi

our two St. Bernard enthusiasts, which is

coupled with a jocular "Cheap Jack in-

junction" that several gentlemen who are

breeders shall use plenty of 'elbow

grease" and "trot out" their marvels,

etc. I trust the gentlemen therein named
are not too thin-skinned and will look

upon it in the same light as the w titer in-

tended it to appear. But how about our

contemporary and the editor who guides

us in such a fatherly way—he who is so

full of propriety and journalistic etitjttette,

and he who never makes a personal joke

and never allows himself to be trii)ped

up. Much as we in America admire the

Stock-Keeper and weekly look forward

to its publication, I most candidlv think

that it's a case of those "who live in glass

houses should not throw stones," for on

perusing its columns I could often ptint

very sarcastic, uncalled-for reflections

that it has made against Americans who
have taken them in the right spirit and

allowed them to pass without any com-

ments.

Some people are inclined to get

"swelled heads" and presume that after

awhile their authority is never ceasing,

and it is evident the Stock-Kieper thinks
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it can publish what it likes because it has

age behind it, and we, the younger ones,

must swallow it and allow it to go un-

noticed, and, moreover, we must follow

in its wake and probably do and say as

they desire and always with their ap-

proval. Indeed they are onmipresent.

It strikes me after the Queen received

those "two Micks" and the giver was

presented himself that the office at 169

Fleet Street was hardly large enough for

its previous occupier. To vent his exalted

position he would kindly correct Thk
Fanciers' Journal to be more select in

its choice of language. We are very ac-

commodating. What next is your pleas-

ure, please ?

Mr. Reick leaves Liverpool on the

steamship Umbria Saturday, April 23,

which will probably arrive here on April

30. ^
The wolf-coursing contest between

Messrs. MacDougall and Hacke is the

cause for much comment just at the mo-

ment, and I notice advice now it is all

over is pouring in from all sides. The

old adage, "No use crying over spilt

milk," will justly fit in, but when one

thinks he cannot understand why Mr.

Hacke should place such implicit confi-

dence in his dogs when he really had no

practical proof that they would kill

wolves. He had never seen them, afld

was only basing his faith that this breed

in Russia was used for that purpose.

That is so, but as already mentioned, they

are hunted in packs, and here only two

were used, and. as we all know, there are

cowards in the pluckiest of breeds. So

we must not run away with the idea that

the Russian wolf hound is no good, but

hunt them properly belore we decide.

T.eekhoi, Mr. Hanks tells us, com-

pares more to the Russian type, and after

seeing the standard just published I can

agree with him. Further, that Leekhoi

when sold to him had no pluck, and on

that only was he able to get him from the

Imperial Kennels. Maybe there are

others in the country that have the same

failing, but after the late fiasco I should

advise practical tests before you make

any more wagers.

Mr. Diffenderffer is gradually coming

back to the fancy. I hear he has bought

from Mr. vSawyer, Menominee, Mich.,

the St. Bernard bitch Bernie.
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The Greijbodnd

and CoiJrsir)^

BY HUGH DALZIEL.

NO. 8-WARP AND WOOF.

The fox terrier Champion Volunteer

lefi New York April 6 for Mr. C. A. Sum-

ner. Los Angeles, Cal., arriving safely on

April 13. His new owner is perfectly

satisfied with him, as he will mate him

with the coarse bitches out there.

'' We see in beasts that those that are

weakest in the course yet are nimblest in

the turn, as it is betwixt the greyhound

and the hare:' —Bacon.

We have now got the warp or long

threads of our fabric, consisting of early

descriptions and notices of the grey-

hound, spun out from the first to the

sixteenth century, and we must now

weave in the woof or cross yarns in order

to make a substantial cloth, and this

woof must consist of the earlier descrip-

tions of the art or sport of coursing

from these early days to those of "good

Queen Bess," in whose reign the laws of

coursing were first reduced to order.

As I have before said, Ovid, B. C. 43.

A. D. 17, must, I think, have been famil-

iar with coursing the hare with grey-

hounds to have described the motions of

the pursuer and pursued with so much

spirit and minuteness as he has done.

Having given a citation from Golding's

translation of this classical writer, I think

it will not be amiss to give a second from

Dryden's " Ovid's Metamorphosis,"

which, with its poetical embellishments,

is yet a matter of- fact description of a

single-handed course, as every follower of

the leash will recognize.

"As when th' impatient greyhound slipp'd from

far,

Bounds o'er theglebe to course the fearful hare,

She in her speed does all her safety lay,

And he with double speed pursues the prey
,

O'erruns her at the sitting turn, and licks

Hischaps in vain; and blows upon the flix;

She 'scapes and for the neighboring covert

strives,

And, gaining shelter, doubts if yet she lives."

If we compare the foregoing from Ovid

with a similar passage from Gray's Rural

Sports, written in the first decade of the

eighteenth century, we see at a glance

how the sport of coursing, and conse

quently the greyhound had been kept

pure, as it is this day, by restricting the

sport to stringent rules and breeding

from such dogs only as had proved to

run true.

inferior to the Carians or Cretans, save

in the one point of speed.

"These dogs are called Segusians, de-

riving their name from a Celtic people,

among whom I suppose they were first

bred and held in repute, but all that can

be said about them has been anticipated

by the elder Henophon. For they are

manifestly nothing different from others

in their mode of finding or hunting their

game, having no peculiarity, unless one

were inclined to speak of their shape,

which I scarce think worth while, ex-

cept merely to say that they are .shaggy

and ugly, and such as are most high-bred

are most unsightly, so that the compari-

son of them to mendicants on the high-

ways is popular with the Celts, for their

voice is dolorous and pitiful, and they do

not bark on scent of their game, as if

eager and savage, but as if plaintively

whining for it."

The beagle or Agas^us therefore may
be considered an indigenous British dog

in the sense of being co-existent with

the earliest inhabitants of whom we have

any record. . .

In confirmation of Arrian's description

of the beagle, the following prose trans-

lation from Oppian, taken from British

Dogs and translated for me by my friend

Dr. Carter Blake will be interesting:

"Among the noble breeds of dogs that

are used for hunting let me note those

whose breeds have been sedulously pre-

served. Thus we see that in Britain

there have been especially cherished

those dogs that have been termed Agas-

ssei. All these are adapted by their form

to search for their adversaries even in

their own burrows, for which their appar-

ently feeble aspect does not unfit them.

Their gliding motions, their feeble loins,

their wire-like hair, fits them for this

purpose, and we are enabled to see that

their powerful jaws belie the impression

of their feebleness. This breed of dog is

especially known as the Agassei, and its

derivation stands apart, so that those who
know them merely from the aspect of

their form may naturally be led into the

impression that they are a feeble breed

of hounds. Such a conclusion is, how-

ever, not warranted when we look at

their achievements within the bur-

REMINISCENCES OF FOX TER-

RIERS AND FOHERRIER MEN.

Brilliant was a false alarm. Her owner

is not aware that she has left his kennels.

Mr. James Mortimer left New York to

judge at Los Angeles and San Francisco

last Wednesday week.

In a previous issue of The Journal

Mr Wilkenson is desirous that Mr. Tall-

man, who judged at Philadelphia, explain

why'he took the card from his setter Sir

Item Windani. I am at liberty to say

that "Billy" explained personally at the

show "why" to Mr. Wilkenson, and

further that his dog was never entitled to

it or given the ribbon except in mistake

by a stewaid in the ring. Also the puppy

he has reference to is from four to five

years old

.

By now the irrepressible Mr. George

Raper will be "guessing" in Scotland

and looking for "cherry stones on the

mountain dew." If asked, where's New
York the prompt reply will probably be,

John Finlayson's, Ann Street.

I am sorrv to say that Mr. Williams,

664 Carroll'Street, Brooklyn, died very

suddenly. Mr. Williams was in fox ter-

riers lately importing Holcombe Jill,

which he sold to Mr. John E. Thayer.

George Jarvis and Lad of Kent are still

to the front. Although there are half a

dozen to beat him, George says I m
showing him why don't they come up and

down me?

"If for sylvan sports thy bosom glow,

Let thy fleet greyhound urge his flying foe.

With what delight the rapid course I view!

How docs my eye the circling race pursue!

He snaps deceitful air with empty jaws,

The subtle hare darts swift beneath his paws;

She flies, he stretches; now with nimble bound

Eager he presses on. but overshoots his ground;

She turns, he winds, and soon regain the way,

Then tears with gory mouth the screaming prey."

—Gray's Rural Sports.

Before touching on Arrian's descrip-

tion of coursing with greyhounds it may

be as well to say that he nowhere treats

of sagacious hounds following their game

by scent, except in passing references,

and the only Celtic dog he ;descnbes be-

sides the greyhound is our little beagle,

and as his remarks are brief and to the

point it may be interesting to give them

here, and a good reason for the quotation

will appear when further on we consider

the several methods adopted by the Celts

in coursing, and into which the beagle

entered as a finder of the game :

"But such of the Celts who hunt for

the beauty of the sport and not as a

means of livelihood never make use of

nets And yet they have a variety of

dog not less clever in hunting on scent

than the Carian and Cretan, but in shape

sorry brutes. In pursuit these give

tongue with a clanging howl like the

yelping Carians, but are more eager when

they catch the scent. Sometimes, indeed,

they gladden so outrageously, even on a

stale trail, that I have rated them for

their excessive barking—ahke on every

scent, whether it be of the hare going to

form or at s{)eed. In pursuing and re-

covering her when started they are not

rows.
The Cretan and Carian hounds referred

to by Arrian were breeds much larger

than the beagle, and described as quick-

scented and fleet.

We still in England and Wales pre-

serve the shag-haired beagle, although

the smooth-coated, with their glossy skins

and bright coloring, have long been the

most fashionable.

Probably many readers will be ac-

quainted with the treatise on hare hunt-

ing by Blane, published in 1778. It con-

contains a most partial translation of

Arrian, only about one-fifth of the lat-

ter's treatise, and Dansey says it is in

many instances seriously incorrect.

It is perhaps neces.sary to warn readers

that the Blane referred to is not to be

confounded with Delablere Blaine, a pres-

ent century man, who wrote on the nat-

ural history of the dog and on canine

pathology, reducing the latter subject to

accordance with the science of his time.

I say this because Mr. W. B. Wynn, in

his book on the mastiff, fell into this as-

tonishing error and may have misled

others in consequence. I may further

warn readers of Wynn on the mastiff that

his statements and quotations must not

be accepted without careful examination,

seeing that in addition to the serious

error just pointed out, he falls into the

still more astounding one of saying,

"Arrian, who wrote A. D. 130, mentions

the pugnaces of Britain, observing that

they were getting scarce in their purity,

etc etc.," whereas, in fact, Arrian did not

write a word about mastiffs, bull dogs or

war dogs of Britain, Mr. Wynn having

confounded the writings of Arrian with

those of his translator, Dansey, who

wrote about 1830 a treatise on the Canes

Venatici, which includes a chapter on the

Canes Bellicosi or Pugnaces.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

A Dog Tries Suicide.

READING, Pa., April 9.—Disliking re-

moval from a country home to one in the city, a

Mr Hertwig's dog broke away from its new

owner at the Seventh and Penn Streets crossing

ofthe Reading Railroad, ran a little way ahead

of a fast approaching express, leaped upon a

stone wall and then with seeming deliberation

cast its body in front of the locomotive just in

time to be dashed to piece*.

Old Turk in Fanciers' Gazette.

As stated in my last communication, I

kept two kennelmen, both of whom were

exceptions to the general rule, being kind

to the dogs and careful and attentive

men. This was necessary as I was fre-

quently from home attending shows, of-

ten a month at a time, and I recollect

once being six weeks away. I used to

return home dogs that were becoming

stale through being too frequently shown,

so that they might have a rest, and a

fresh batch was sent out to meet me at a

certain show. These shows were princi-

pally in Lancashire and Yorkshire and

other parts in the north. It sometimes

occurred that I had a day or two inter-

vening, and then I used to get a good

place for the tykes with me, and I gen-

erally selected certain places as centres,

where I made my headquarters, working

that district round until it was finished.

But sometimes shows were very awk-

wardly fixed. For instance, I recollect

once having to pack up at Newcastle-on-

Tyne late at night, travel all night, and

appear fresh on the field, tykes and all,

at Ormskirk, near Liverpool, at 9 o'clock

next morning.

Among the first purchases of fox ter-

riers by Mr. Murchison was a terrier

called Draco. I heard of this terrier be-

ing in Manchester, and with Mr. Murchi-

son I went and saw him at Mr. Peter

Taylor's M. R. C. V. S., from whom we

purchased him. This terrier proved very

successful for a time on the show bench,

winning, amongst other prizes, first at

Birmingham, where he was sold to an

admiral of the fleet, whose name I now

forget, and for whom he won several

prizes. I never saw a terrier like Draco,

nor should I care to see another. He

was a corker and not at all a bad looking

terrier in make, shape and form, and

always wide awake and full of go, but

his markings (save the mark!) would do

credit to our best Dalmatian dogs or sil-

ver-spangled Hamburg fowls. He was

literally spotted (uot ticked) from his

nose to end of tail with round black spots

the size of a threepenny piece, the spots

being distinct and well divided. I don't

know how he was bred.

The next was an importation from the

late Mr. William Cropper—a bitch

named Ino, in whelp to Old Trap. When
this bitch's puppies were about a month

old she was missing, and search was

made for her everywhere about the

village and surrounding neighborhood,

but she could not be found. When one

of my men went to get the boiled flesh

out ofthe boiler in the evening 1ie found

poor Ino's body literally boiled to atoms.

Although the boiler was much above the

ordinary height from the ground, she

must have got somehow or other on the

top after the meat and slipped in when it

was boiling, for no cries or any noise

whatever was heard by anyone, so that

her death was a very speedy one. I can-

not just now recollect exactly how and

when others came, but we soon had a

host of terriers, including the renowned

Trimmer and his sire, Rap, Old Trap,

Grove Nettle, Trimmer II, Daphne, For-

mosa, Ladybird, Themis, Bellona, Pin-

cers, Renard, Turco, Trinket (not the one

shown at Laycock's Dairy Yard show).

Vanity, Vicious and others too numerous

to mention. .

Soon afterward Mr. Murchison pur-

chased Old Jock from Mr. Cropper, but

this dog, like the others that had come

from Mr. Cropper's, was not to be seiit—

I was to go and fetch him from Minting

House, the residence of Mr. Cropper,

near Horncastle, Lincolnshire, a long

wavfrom the kennels at Titchmarsh,

The instructions I received respecting

the old dog could not have been more ex-

plicit had I been going to escort a prince

of the royal blood. I was to take train

to Horncastle and then hire on to

Minting, as there were no trains there.

I was to lock the old dog up in a good
box and keep the key after I had got

Possession of the dog and let no one
ave it. I was then to hire and come on

by relays of horses and traps all the way
from Minting to Titchmarsh. This I did

and arrived at the Great Northern Hotel,

Peterborough, about one o'clock on the

night of the first day. After refreshing

the inner man and getting another horse

and trap, off we started again, arriving at

the kennels at 6 A, M., having had about

enough. I had no sooner had a wash
and breakfast than a stranger came riding

up on his bicycle—the telegraph boy,

with a message from Mr. Murchison,

askiug if I had arrived safe, etc. I drove

down to Trapston and wired back, and
there I was kept nearly the whole of the

day sending and receiving messages to

and from Mr. Murchison, The next day

Mr. Murchison came down, bringing

some gentlemen friends with him to see

the old dog and other members of the

kennels and witness a bit of fun with

some of the younger members and the

"old gray gentleman."
The next excursion was after we had

heard that Mr. Sarsfield's (of Durham)
noted bitch Fussy had got a litter of five

puppies (four bitches and one dog) to

Rival, once Mr. Murchison's. Nothing

would do but I must hie over to Durham,
although a very long way from North-

ampton, and select a brace of these pup-

pies at ten guineas each for Mr. Murchi-

son. This I did, bringing away the only

dog pup there was, and what I considered

one of the best of the bitches. This was

in the year 1870. Mr. Sarsfield purchased

Fussy about two years prior for ^5,when
she was exhibited at Birmingham show,

in consequence of the bitch being timid

and not carrying her ears right. Fussy,

however, proved herself to be one of the

best, if not the best, fox terrier of her

day. She won first in open class at Bir-

mingham the next year, following it up
the next year by winning the champion
prize, her daughter, Mr. G, H. Proctor's

Patch, winning first in open class same
year. Fussy was also first in the cham-

pion class at the Crystal Palace the same
year. She and her progeny (foremost

among which was Mr. Proctor's Patch)

won all before them for a length of time.

However, as I mean to treat more on

Fussy and her progeny at some future

period, I will relrain from saying more
at this time.

HINTS TO BEGINNERS.

From the Stock-Keeper. .

The success that has attended the

"Hints to Beginners" which are appear-

ing in our poultry columns having con-

vinced us that a similar series of articles

upon the treatment of dogs would be ap-

preciated by many readers of this portion

of the Stock-Keeper, we have decided to

commence the publication of the same

forthwith, in the hopes that their appear-

ance may lessen the difficulties that beset

the junior members ofthe fancy.

In the first place, there are two great

points to be taken into consideration by

the tyro betore he can indulge his doggy

inclinations to their full extent, the one

being, what variety of dog does he in-

tend to keep ? whilst the other is the

preparation of proper accommodation for

the reception of the animal or animals

which he proposes to secure. In arriving

at a conclusion upon the former question,

not only has the subject of kennel room

to be taken into account, but the occupa-

tion and habits of the prospective owner

himself—assuming that he intends to see

to the welfare of his pets personally-

must be considered.

A busy man, to whom almost every

half-hour of the day is precious, or an in-

valid, would not be acting wisely were he

to invest in dogs of a variety that re-

quires a large amount of attention or a

great deal of violent exercise to get into

condition. Likewise the person who in-

tends keeping his dogs out of doors

would be foolish to attempt to keep the

larger breeds in a circumscribed space.

A little judicious control should therefore

be placed by the beginner upon his inclina-

tions, but he may solace himself by the

reflection that he will assuredly derive a

far greater amount of satisfaction from
seeing his dogs healthy and in good con-

dition, even if they are not exactly of the

breed which he would have selected from
choice, than he would obtain from hav-

ing a number of unwholesome-looking
animals around him.
To comtneuce with, it may be stated,

once and for all. that the long-coated

breeds are more difficult to manage, and
cause more trouble to their owners than

the short-haired varieties, as the long

jackets, when once out of order, often

take a very long time to regain their

former appearance. On the other hand,

if time can be spared by their master to

bestow upon their toilets, the long-coated

breeds are certainly the more picturesque

looking, and are, therefore, the greatest

favorites with the public. Big dogs, it

must be remembered, require a far greater

amount of long, steady, slow exercise

than the smaller ones, and for the suf-

ficient reason that their heavily built

frames are liable to bear too weightily

upon the feet and legs, with the result

that cow hocks, badly formed shoulders,

twisted pastern and splay feet are wont

to appear more frequently amongst them
than in the case of the smaller varieties.

A big dog, too, is not usually in the habit

of leaping and gambolling about his mas-

ter after the fashion of a little one, and
consequently should, especially whilst a

growing puppy, be given a good deal of

slow walking exercise.

In referring to walking or outdoor exer-

cise, it must once and for all be observed

that this is most necessary for the proper

development of any breed. Desirable, if

not absolutely essential, as the addition

of a yard is to any kennel, a very short

experience of dogs and their habits is re-

quired to teach one that the animals will

not exercise them.selves sufficiently, un-

less some direct encouragement is held

out to them to do so. They vastly prefer

lying about in the sun and rarely peram-

bulate their quarteers after the fashion

of a wild beast confined in a cage. Con-

sequently it will be seen that the begin-

ner in making his selection of a breed

must consider not only the coat, but the

proportions of the breed which he pro-

poses to keep. This important matter

having been decided upon, the question

of kennels has to be faced.

Beginners, and, in fact, many old fan-

ciers, must be reminded that the three

great dragons in the path of successful

breeding are dirt, damp and draughts.

Therefore these three great big D's must

carefully be avoided by all who hope to

make a name for themselves in the ca-

nine world. No animal can possibly be

expected to thrive in an atmosphere of

filth, and therefore every reasonable pre-

caution should be taken in the erection

of a kennel to avoid the collection of any

sanitary impurities. This portion of the

question may, however, be left until a

later paragraph in our hints, and we will

therefore proceed to treat with the archi-

tectural surroundings ofthe kennel.

.\ssuming that the youthful owner is

fortunate enough to possess a good-

sized weather-proof shed in his yard or

garden, his labors will be very materially

diminished, and we will therefore at once

suggest a few hints as to how the prem-

ises in question may be utilized to the

best advantage. As we have already said,

damp and draughts are alike prejudical

to the health of dogs, and consequently

if the walls are wet and running with

moisture it is imperatively necessary that

precautions should be taken, either by

repointing the wall or casing the inte-

rior with woodwork to remedy this evil.

All cracks and crevices must also be

stopped up, as although fresh air must

be supplied in an intelligent manner

draughts are fatal to the animal's devel-

opment. Any little faults in the above

respects having been remedied, and it

having been ascertained that the roof is

water-tight, the condition of the- floor be-

comes the next subject for consideration.

An earth or brick floor is an impossibil-

ity in any well-regulated kennel, as

both absorb the impurities which ema-

nate from the dog. with the result that

the atmosphere of the house becomes pes-

tilential and the animals contract disease.

Under ordinary circumstances boarding

is not to be recommended, and therefore

either cement or asphalt maybe regarded

as the best flooring for indoor kennels.

The la.st named of these sub.stances is

warmer than cement, but when exposed

out of doors to the rays of the run it is

apt to swell and become soft, so that in-

jury soon befalls it, therefore, for all gen-

eral purposes cement is to be recom-

mended to philokuons as the best floor-

ing for their kennels.

A window protected by iron bars or

stout wire netting should always be sup-

plied, and it is a good plan when practi-

cable to have the doors made in two sec-

tions, an upper and a lower, as in the

case of barns, so that a temporary wire

guard may be fixed in place of the for-

mer when it is desired that the dog may
be confined to his kennel. Above all

things, it is necessary in a large shed, or

in fact any one where the floor is not of

wood, that a suitable bench be provided

for the dogs to lie upon. The breadth

of these and their height from the ground
must of course depend upon the variety

of dog that is kept, but in all cases meas-

ures should be taken to prevent the ani-

mals from creeping under their benches,

and to ensure this a few strips of wood
or a breadth of wire netting may be fixed

along the front, but care must be taken

to so arrange matters that the cleansing

out of the space beneath the beds may be

easily accomplished.
The ventilating apertures should be as

high up as possible, so that all draughts

may be avoided, and it is a good plan to

so arrange them that a current of air may
l)e obtained when desired. Each venti-

lator should be provided with a small

door, so that if desired it may be closed,

as during the prevalence of cold and

easterly winds the dogs require additional

protection.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

going mad, and he could not be sup-

pressed the whole way home. Since

Larry has learned to count he never
misses meeting that train, and if I am not

in it, which rarely happens, I am told he
returns home very sad and sorrowful.

Larry does not make friends easily, but

when he does he is the most faithful little

fellow living."
.--«-•

KENNEL. IIEGISTEU.

A CLEVER DOG.

Australian L^rry, AVho Has Been
Around the World Five Times.

Larry is a native of Australia, having

been born in Melbourne. His owner says

of him: "Larry has been five times around

the world with me, and I believe under-

stands many things nautical, though he

does not say so. He is now leading a

quiet life, having, like his master, tired

of a seafaring existence, and decided that

a home on terra firma and a 'missus'

have their charms. Larry is a very well

educated young gentleman. He is quite

a musician, and has entertained many a

passenger on a long voyage with his

songs. If asked, 'Sing a song, Larry,'

he at once sits up on his hind legs and

does as he is bid. His range is immense,

for when told to sing tenor he pitches

his voice in a high key, and if bass is

preferred he becomes a very Santley.

Unlike many of his brethren, the piano

has rather a soothing effect on him, nor

is he averse to singing in general, but he

is discriminating, and there are two or

three songs that his mistress sings which

upsets his equanimity. He first accom-

panies her through half a dozen bars,

and then runs out of the room a' fast as

his legs will carry him. This invariably

happens with the same songs.

"Larry has excellent manners, too.

He always comes into the dining room
on his hind legs in the morning and pre-

sents a paw to his master and mistress,

and. having walked once around the

table in this fashion, demands his break-

fast, which awaits him in the corner, but

which he would never touch without be-

ing told to 'take it.' There is not much
ceremony about this light bread and

milk meal, but when dinner time arrives

Larry spreads his cloth. He fetches a

folded newspaper out of the basket,

brings it to the hearth rug and there most

ingeniously unfolds it and then sits down
before it awaiting his plate or an occa-

sional bone. After his dinner he has a

nap. but as the clock strikes four he is

off like a shot for a mile's run to meet

his master's train. His greeting when I

arrive is always a warm one, and we then

tramp home together.

"One day not long since poor Larry

had a mean trick played on him, the

author of which he surely does not sus-

pect. The hall clock was put ahead an

hour. At the stroke of four he departed

on his errand as usual. For a whole

long hour he waited in suspense on the

platform, and I shudder to think of all

the terrible railway accidents that took

sh«pe in his little brain until at last the

train steamed into the station. My re-

ception when I did arrive was so over-

whelming that I feared poor Larry was

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made on our blank forms which will

be furnished free by sending to this office

for them.
SALES.

HILLSIDE KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass., have
sold the following;

Hillside Penelope ( 2,38i),deerhound bitch, to

W. X ScUar, London, England.
Hillside Freedom (22,278), fox terrier bitch, to

Mr. Stewart, Washingion, D. C.

Hillside Savonara (22,3>>5), deerhound bitch, to

Mr. McChesney, Socorro, New Mexico
Hillside Gift (Russly Joker—Warren Lady),
fox terrier bitch, to Mr. Kleyker, Kalamazoo,
Mich.

Hillside Regent (22,374). deerhound, to Mr.
Beecher, New York, N. Y.

Hillside Boa/. (22,372), deerhound. to Mr. W. I.

Star, Eau Clare, Wis.
Hillside Regina (22,385), deerhound bitch, to

Mr. Beecher, New York, N. Y.

Hillside Rex (22,376^, deerhound, to Mr. Mc-
Chesney, Socorro, New Mexico.

F. B. ZIMMER, Gloversville, N. Y., sold his St.

Bernard dog Zim (Imp. Crystal—Faith) to

Alfred OaksTord, Gloversville, N. Y.
Lion (Imp. Crystal—Faith), St. Bernard, to

Rev. J. Z. Armstiong, Gloversville, N. Y.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Philadelphia,

have sold the following:
Fordhook Rover (24, ih8), black and tan collie,

to R. B. Lebby, Charleston, S. C.

Fordhook Paragon (14,038), collie, to Mr. Rich-

mond Pearson, Asheville, N. C.

Dark sable collie bitch puppy (Rutledge, 8675—
Lady Scott, 6011), to Albert R. Taber, Fort

Motte, S. C. ^ ,
Black and tan collie dog puppy (The Bard of

Fordhook, 11,631—Sable Beauty, ^52I), to H.

B. Thompson, Eastoii, Pa.

Black and tan collie bitch puppy Lady Jane II

(24,045). to C. H. Sampson, Grant's Pass.

Oregon.
Fordhook Hecta (24,042), black and tan collie

bitch puppv, Clifton Chief—Fordhook Roen-
netta, to J.'M. Phillips, Madison, Ind.

Sable collie Fordhook Marc (24,043), to J. C.

Freydig, Ali>eua, W. Va.

Jack Clifford II U4.044) sable collie dog puppy,
Fordhook Squire—Fordhook Pansy, to Jere-

miah Long. Porters Falls, W. Va.

Dark sable collie dog puppy. The Bard of Ford-

hook (11,631)—Sable Beauty (6521), to I. M.
Heim, Schuylkill Haven, Pa.

REGENT KFNNF:LS sold their bitch puppy
(Dusky Trap—Rosalind) to Mr. H. D. Kensett,

F:astvine. Va. ..,..»,
Hitch puppy (Dusky Trap—Rejoice), Mr. to J.

C. Kennedy, New Orleans.

NAMES CLAIMED.
H.\RRY S. KF:nSETT, Eastville, Va., claim«

the following names:
Kensington Verdict (Regent Brisk, 16.618-

Roslyn W.,(777a), for smooth fox terrier bitch,

whelped August 1, iSyo- „ ,

Kensington Flint (Dusky Trap, 7711-Roslyn

W, 7772). smooth fox terrier bitch, whelped

October 9, i8i>i.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS. Cincinnati O.,

claim the name I.ady Cashier for pug bitch

(Eberharfs Cashier-Peggy Pryde), wheli>ed

February 22, 1892.

Cashier's Son for pug dog (Eberhart s Cashier

—Peggy Pryde), whelped February 22, 1892.

VISITS.

W ATI FE BURPF:K & CO.S collie Fordhook

Scot (1 1 ,599) to Lady Haig (7416), March 15.

1892.

KD CALDWELL'S (Altooua. Pa.) King Charles

spaniel Queen Ma.ige to Ed. Proberfs Imp.

Salem Charlie, April 14. 1^92-

HAKRY KENSF:TTS (Eastville, Va.) smooth

fox terrier Kensington Venlict to Regent

Kennels' Regent Tippler. February 2. 1892.

CHARI FS F. GENTZ, JR'S, Dachshunde bitch

Una L. (7669): to W Loefllers Hundesport

Rerirmaiin, March 9, 18^2.

Dachfhu'ul bitch FVlizabeth to W. Loeffler's

Hundesport Bergmann, March n, 1S92.

TAMFSB. BLOSSOM S (New York) bred Mr.Geo.

"Mei-^ter's Gordon setter bitch Fly (J.-ickson-

Michy. 16,328), to^his Champion Beaumond.

January 26, 1892.

HILLSIDE KENNF:LS' (Lancaster. Mass.) dwr-

hound Brora (14.98O. to their Champion Rob-

ber Chieftain (621S), October 7, isgi.

M SOUER'S (Gloversville. .V. Y. > beagle Nellie

(Soite-I aiirel). to F B. Ziinmer's Jack Ban-

nerman (Champion Bannerman-Kate), Jan-

uary 2. ,. ,

F B ZIMMERS (Gloversville, N. Y ) English

beaele Champion Twinkle (Champion Lee—
Site) to his Jack Hauntrman (Champion

Raunerman-Kate). January 17- . ^ ,,^

BeagleTSMvrtleiRan.bler-Elora
Blue Bell).

tohisJackBannerman (Champion Banner-

nerman—Kate). January ifi.

vf B T ORII I ARDS (Jersey City, N. J.) fox ter-

rief bitch to Hillside Kennels' Ck Rahy

Mixer (6963). January 8, 1892.

MK I INDSAY'S (Montreal. Canada,) fox terrier

bUch to Hillside Kennels' Pitcher (2..3i.s).

November 25, 1891.

MR W I ULLRICH'S fox terrier bitch Trot to

HUiside Kennels' Pitcher (21,325), December

^' '^'- WHELPS.

HARRY D KENSETTS (Eastville, Va.) Ken

siUKton Verdict (Regent Brisk-Roslyn W.)

whelped five dogs anS two bitches by Regent

Tippler, April 5, 1892.
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POULTRY an*^ PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

thorough fancier as Thomas Powell.

What the latter don't know about brown

Leghorns is not worth knowing.

than at many shows where the score card

was used.

Trixie in a western exchange remarks:

"Comparison judging since the Phila-

delphia and New York shows has been

receiving some pretty severe scoring.'' ,.

Please tell us where and by whom, Prob- "2000 Leghorn chicks" man.

ably by somebody who was not at either

show.

•*
Before Tom Powell entered Mr. Cres-

son's employ he furnished and selected

winning brown Leghorns for a number

of breeders, among them the celebrated

•%

«
» «

He continues his reveries by stating:

"There were 200 entries of brown Legnorns at

Philadelphia, and only twenty could receive

prizes. One hundred and eighty paid entrance

fees without receiving the least benefit, where

had the card been used they would have at least

received the benefit of being scored. What

benefit co\ild that be if they failed to "get into"

the charmed circle? . Why much if you wish to

sell them. You have their score, signed by a

competent judge, to prove their degree of perfec-

tion ."

» »

Who told you there were 200 brown

Leghorns at Philadelphia? We never

heard of such a number being at Phila-

delphia or anywhere else. The brown

Leghorns in the open class were not a

very great entry at Philadelphia. Neither

was there any kicking, although the best-

posted brown Leghorn breeder in Amer-

ica, Thomas Powell, handled Mr.Cresson's

(his employer) birds, and the best-posted

judge on the same variety, James For-

syth, awarded the prizes.

*•
As to the birds that failed to get a

prize, they were sold in all instances

where the exhibitor cared to dispose of

them. The fact is, Trixie, the fanciers

around Philadelphia are rather an intel-

ligent lot, who buy birds on their own

judgment. When you get to the Quaker

City some day you will find that out, and

considerable more, too.

» «

Dr. Roth tackles the gape worm ques-

tion in this issue. He gives the Alpha

and Omega of the whole subject. Pre-

serve it for future reference.
«

* *

A reader wants to know what has be-

come of the League of American Poultry-

men. We do not know. Being a pon-

derous body it is apt to move slowly.

»
« *

Among our foreign exchanges the Brit-

ish Fancier looms up as a formidable com-

petitor for the leading position among

papers of its class. It is certainly one of

the handsomest and best edited papers

v\e are acquainted with. Although but

three months old, it shows signs of unus-

ual prosperity.

* «

The New York Stale Poultry Society is

hustling for its first great show, to be

held at Rochester, January 23 to 28, 1893.

F. K. Dawley, of Syracuse, is the secre

tary. Uncle Rackham may superintend

the show.
« »

A letter from our old friend Requa in-

forms us that in 1893 he will be in har-

ness again and proceed to do up the

brown Leghorn exhibitors at the shows.

We knew "Old Peerless Requa" couldn't

stay away fram the chicken coops for any

length of time, so "unexpected was ex-

pected " With Forsyth, Requa, Smith,

Galli'iger and a few other reliables in the

arena the single comb brown Leghorn

will be a feature of the big "93" shows.
«

« »

Mr. George V. Cresson, the newly

elected president of the Philadelphia

Poultry and Pigeon Club, is also a strong

admirer of the brown Leghorn, and will

no doubt have a grand exhibit at the

Mr. Felch makes a strong plea for score

card judging in this issue. While his

arguments are not new, they are well

put, and entitled to careful consideration.

*»
It might be well to inquire here of Mr.

Felch why he advocates another scale of

points in his Philosophy of Judging, and

why he believes the symmetry section

should be abolished. If scoring under

the present system is correct why these

radical departures.

Personally we agree with Mr. Felch

that the symmetry section ought to go.

The usual one point cut nearly all birds

get in section is a very opaque method

of educating breeders. Our candid opin-

ion is that it is a farce.

•»
The assertion that seven birds can be

scored in fifteen minutes we object to.

That it may have been done we do not

deny, but we have in our possession score

cards made at this pace and they defy all

attempts to fit them to the birds. If scor-

ing must be done, it must be done very

carefully, and that takes time. The lat-

ter is really the chief objection to its use

where all specimens are to be scored.

•
* «

Here is a question often asked : " If

scoring birds is the correct method of as-

certaining its value why is it that judges

refuse to score the same bird over again

if requested to do so?"

This reminds us of an episode a num-

ber of years ago, A pair of silver Wyan-

dottes arrived rather late at a certain

show and were left in the original ship-

ping coop. The score cards were at-

tached to the latter, the cockerel scoring

951^ and the pullet 95 points. Such ex-

traordinary high scores naturally excited

our curiosity. We decided to inspect the

birds more closely. Unfortunately we

could not take them from the coop, as

the door was securely fastened by screws,

and we afterwards learned that the judge

had scored them without taking them

from the coop. This is uot a solitary in-

stance by any means.

system we are apt to get something bet-

ter; at least we hope so.

*
« *

We are also sorry to state that breed-

ers use score cards, especially those foot-

ing up high in the nineties, to get rid of

tl'.eir stock. The only one to suffer is

the purchaser.

« »

•••

We never heard of an intelligent, ex-

perienced and successful breeder of fowls

who ever scored his fowls before mating

them. Such a method is opposed to all

laws of scientific breeding.

Now a word as to kicking and protests.

There was more of both at the score card

show of 1890 held in New York than at

both the 1891 and 1892 shows, held un-

der comparison rules.

• *

Arthur E. Felch sends us the follow-

ing

This brings to mind the fact that if a

bird scores 90 points at 9 A. M. it should

score the same at 10 A. M. of the same

day. Will some of our score card advo-

cates kindly tell us why they cannot score

a bird two or three times in succession

and obtain the same score ? If scoring is

correct a bird should not fluctuate in the

scores, at least within the limits of the

day.
•**

There is another important point to

decide, viz., can shape be scored cor-

rectly ? When we read of the quick work

done by some score card judges we often

wonder how it is that they can yank a

bird out of the coop, cut each section for

color and then proceed to score shape.

Take a Leghorn, for instance. When a

judge approaches the coop birds of this

breed are not always in a natural posi-

tion. They are excited, and the true

shape is seldom observed, yet they get

scored all the same. If the latter is done

quickly an injustice is apt to be done to

the bird.
«

« «

With everything favorable, shape is

most difficult to value correctly. Is it a

wonder then that veteran breeders be-

come skeptical regarding score cards?

Think these matters over, reader, and see

if the comparison advocates have not

just grounds for their opposition of the

scoring system.

* *

The very stale argument that compari-

son judging is done by simply looking at

the birds without taking them from the

coops, while by the scoring system every

bird is thoroughly examined, is not justi-

fied by facts. At Philadelphia and New

"Among your 'Notes in Passing' in a

recent issue of The Fanciers' Jour-

nal, in speaking of some golden Wyan-

dottes that have been exported under a

score of 97 points, you remark: 'When

the English breeders view many of the

97 point birds we hope they will be very

charitable in their criticism of the Ameri-

can score card and not snicker too

audibly. We have yet to find a 97 point

golden Wyandotte in America. The best

score nearer 90 points than 100 points.

Such scores as mentioned above, if they

really exist, throw ridicule on the scor-

ing system.'

"I agree with you that we have yet to

find a 97-point golden Wyandotte, and

that the l)est score nearer 90 than 100

points, but why do you ridicule and

blame the score card for what some

human being put on it ? Who shipped

the birds, and, above all, who scored them

or who did the marking ? Is the card to

blame because some man abused it to

further a sale ? Is it to blame because

incompetent men are hired by associa-

tions under the title of 'judge' to ap-

ply it?

"Is the knife to blame for an unsuc-

cessful operation because it was guided

by an unskilled han<l ?

"Is an engine to be blamed for not safely

landing you at your destination because

a 'so called' engineer, who did not un-

derstand his business sat in the seat of

the one who did?
"Do you judge of the shooting quali-

ties of a gun when manipulated by a

poor marksman ?
, n

"1 trust that our English breeders will

not 'snicker too audibly,' unless they

snicker at the right objects, viz.. the one

who marked the card, the breeder who

was foolish enough to think he was get-

ting 97-point golden Wyandottesat this

staee of their existence and the paper

that published the puff. Put the blame

where it belongs, viz.. on the hand that

guided the pencil and the brain that

guided the hand and not on the score

card."

Uncle Mike Boyer dropped in to see us

on Tuesday. Between plowing white

sand and picking worms from his grape-

vines he gets little time for visiting the

Quaker City. He reports the broiler

business at Hammonton as "so-so."

«

Franklane L. Sewell, the artist, sailed

for Europe on Saturday, April 23. He

will hobnob with the aristocratic gallus

tribe and the fanciers of England, Bel-

gium and France and will return in time

fer the New York show.

« »

The next Philadelphia show will take

place the first week in January, 1893, so

we are informed.
— '

"CHESTNUTS."

A "Weedy Letter.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I think the above a very good title for

the never-to-be-talked - too - mnch-about

subject, "score card judging." I have

carefully followed the arguments for and

against in The Journal and other pa-

pers, and I have drawn the following

conclusions: First, that the score card

system is liked and championed by

breeders, while on the other hand I find

that some of the chief "nurses," I mean

•

no (lour)i nave a gi<iuu ^a.^.^v -. .,
, • , . 11 j tt,^

next Philadelphia show. He is fortunate York the judges certainly handled the

in having as manager of his yards such a I birds as carefully, and often more so,

We must remind our friend that the

very fact of sending out such score cards,

no matter who scored the birds, will

throw ridicule on the system. The

Fanciers' Journal never ridiculed the

scoring per se, but criticised the abuse of

it and doubted its practical value, and

the more we read of such scores the moie

convinced we are that uniformity and ac-

curacy in scoring is indefinitely post-

poned until the millennium reaches the

poultry world. By severely criticising a

advocates, of "comparison" don't seem

to own, breed, advertise or exhibit (or

yes, by-the-bye, I find upon consulting

that book of errors, the New York cata-

logue, that there were two entries made

by one comparison advocate, or rather by

his wife), and even those are willing to

admit that the score card is just as good

for the winner and a great deal better for

the loser than comparison.

Now, in regard to judging, don't it

seem foolish to you to suppose that if a

man is qualified to judge that he is more

apt to give justice in taking the fowl sec-

tion by section than he is to run from

one coop to another and take the fowl in

its entirety? Now in conclusion, I will

say that I honestlv think that "compari-

son " "League," "sorehead" and all other

evils and enemies to the A. P. A. would

if brought to the test end as did the "vul-

ture-hocked Cochin" entry at Phily and

New Y'ork, they would not be "in it."

George W. Weed.
Hyde Park, N. Y., April 18, 1892.

[According to the above such men as

Sharp, Forsyth, Purdue. Thompson,

Nevius, Crocker. Newell, Crawford,

Seely, Andrus. Haynes. Gunn. Beckett

and many others are not breeders. Well,

well, Bre'r Weed, we are astonished at

your statements. Before you class the

above genuine fanciers among the "sore-

heads." etc., consider what they have

done for the fancy. Score card advocates

should certainly be tolerant of the opin-

ions of such men, even if they do not

agree with them. As to the English

Cochins, they were in it decidedly at

Philadelphia and New York, winning

first honors at both places. Even in dis-

cussing English Cochins it pavs to be

conservative and careful in making state-

menU. Read the English standard (or

Cochins. Bre'r Weed, and you will find

our English cousins decidedly opposed

to vulture hocks, and while the Cochin

Club of America does not believe m «iis-

qiialifving a bird for such hocks, it cir-

laiuly'considers them a defect, and show

specmiens will rarely be found wuh
them Standards and scale of points

have existed iu England long before we

adopted them, and it is certainly nothing

to boast of on the score of originality as

far as America is concerned. A true

fancier never considers nationality or sec-

tionalism in the fancy. A fancier is such

in every land and clime.—Ed. F. J.J

DISEASES OF POULTRY.

BY DR. W. F. ROTH,

all rightsJreserved.

GAPES.— IV.

continued from page 247.

Science has made wonderful progress

in the line of finding out

"Where schizotnycetes grin in Rlee.

Where microbes [and gapes] dig their holes,

Where germs feel free to split in three

And exult in their septic soul.'.;

•Where the still small sobs of the spores endure

Where blue bacilli bore,

Where of cultures pure, an adjacent sewer—

[Or a manure pile with its drain],

Will always provide a score-

Some gonococci, duplex and small

(They were born at a picnic the previous fall,

And by agile turn and twist in flight

Had escaped the maw of the phagocyte),

Were mourning each to the other twin:

'What sort of a hole is this we're in?'
"

But while these "horrid germs" are

still in a large measure a mystery to the

scientist, yet they begin to fear dismal

consequences, as evidenced by their chor-

used lamentation in the following lines:

"And now Pasteur, and Koch, aod Klein,

Cobbold, Walker and Laveran,

Can call us all by name.

They know our family history,

Our pedigree, posterity,

And just from whence we came.

"But now our tricks, so dark, are o'er,

And what we've done with germ and spore

Is fully comprehended.

Professors make nice diagrams

Of u«, as well as cryptograms,

Alas! our dream is ended."

Apparently this is manifesting great

anxiety on the part of the "horrid germ,"

and, we are inclined to think, an unwar-

ranted one. at least so far as the gape

worm is concerned. This fellow seems

to have eluded definite comprehension

as regards his birth and development.

Scientists have chloroformed chickens,

extracted worms, found them as we poul-

try cranks find them, studied over them,

measured them and their eggs, gave

them big names, and finally told us that

the onlv way to get rid of them is "that

they miist be totally destroyed after their

removal. If they be merely killed and

thrown on the ground the mature eggs

will probably remain uninjured; and

when decomposition sets in the ydVing

embryos will, sooner or later, escape

from the shell, migrate in the soil or

elsewhere, and ultimately find their way
—how, we cannot tell—into the air pas-

sages of certain birds, in the same man-

ner as their parents did before them."

Anything more vague than the above

quotation we have never read as a con-

clusion to a scientific investigation,

especially so interesting a one as this un-

der consideration. Fannie Field is right

in this when she says that she don't know
where the gape worm comes from, and

she "don't know anybody who does

Wtiow.
'

'

Hugh Dalziel, of England, takes Fanny

to task for saying this, but we are sure

the learned writer in his article in Janu-

ary 23, 1892, issue of The Fanciers'

Journal, has certainly not given us the

desired information. He has quoted

Cobbold and Von Siebold as the scien-

tists who apparently told him "what

causes the worms;" but in the next par-

^u ..,:c<>o ii,£. TA«itif- "Hnwoiir chick-

our'chickensTget infested" will remain a

mystery a hundred years more.

What theories have been advanced re-

garding the sclerostoma syngamu^ or gape
worm, has been very interesting reading

—

most theories are—yet, as Lewis Wright
says, "the missing link," t. e., "the his-

tory of the egg and its development"
until we find the chicks gaping from the

"horrid" worms in their windpipes is yet

a "how, we cannot tell." This we do
know, however, about this fellow's his-

tory :

As said above, his ancestors were dis-

covered in the trachea of gallinaceous

fowls beyond a hundred years ago. Per-

haps long before that, even, but in 1797
seems to have been published the first in-

telligent symptoms indicative of his

wormship. This was by one Dr. Wiesen-
thall, of Baltimore. Quoting Mr. Dal-

ziel's quotation, these are the symptoms
described by the doctor :

agraph raises the point: "How our chick

ens get infested with them, and how we

are to prevent that, and failing preven-

tion, cure them when so infested, are

the practical questions for the poultry

raisers."

Yes, we know how to cure them, but

"how our chickens get infested" Mr.

Dalziel, Cobbold, Von Siebold or any

other scientist has not as yet positively

told us. We know of the existence of

the gape worms for over a hundred years

back—pretty old fellow,*, as all these

"horrid germs" are—and we fear un-

less Spencer Cobbold gets to poultry

raising on a practical scale, that "how

"There is a disease prevalent among the gal-

linaceous poultry in this country called the gapes

which destroys eight-tenths of our fowls iu many
parts, aud takes place in the greatest degree

among the young turkeys and chickens bred

upon old established farms. Chicks and poults,

in a few days after they are hatched, are found

frequently to open their mouths wide and gasp

for breath, at the same time frequently sneezing

and attempting to swallow. At first the affec-

tion is slight, but it gradually becomes more and

more oppressive, and it ultimately destroys.

Very few recover. They languish, grow dis-

spirited, droop and die. It is generally known

that these symptoms are occasioned by worms

in the trachea. I have seen the whole windpipe

completely filled with these worms, and have

been astonished at the animals being capable of

respiration under the circumstances."

The doctor says: "It is generally

known that these symptoms are occa-

sioned by worms in the trachea." This

implies that the disease had received its

name, and the real cause of it to be

"worms," even quite a time before Dr.

Wiesenthall's description of it in medical

language. But where the "worms" came
from is omitted in this interesting eluci-

dation of a hundred years ago. They
knew of the "worms" then, believed in

their presence, which Fanny Field also

does, but how "the chickens get infested"

is believed a mystery by many to this

day. (Our experiment stations should

find out). It is easy enough to extract a

gape worm from the trachea of a chick

—

anyone can do that—place it under a

microscope, and discover that it is really

composed of two worms—a male and a

female—count the eggs and measure

them, and suppose that they flourish by

an everlasting continuity of the sexes

—

"one of the most remarkable facts ever

recorded iu natural history"—and then

conclude from our investigations what

we please. We can also see, as Cobbold

says, that the next generation of gape

worms must come from the eggs—that's
a natural inference—and we can too in-

fer, like he, "By whatever nio<le the

young [matured embryos in the egg]*

make their exit from the shell, it is man-

ifest that prior to their expulsion, they

are sufficiently developed to undertake

an active migration. Their next habita-

tion may occur within the bodies of cer-

tain insect larvae, or even in small land

molusks; but I think it more likely [not

positive] that they enter the substance

of vegetable matters or bury themselves

in the soil at a short distance from the

surface.

There is nothing obscure about this

opinion which any practical, intelligent

poultryman cannot surmise for himself,

but w'hen we come to the egg—Mr.
Wright's"missinglink"—"how our chick-

ens become infested" conies up in all the

confusion which such entozoic problems

generally produce. vSo soon as some
learned professor elucidates conclusively

the incubation of the egg, where this

transpires, and under what conditions,

then are we in a position to successfully

prevent infestation. As poultrymen we

dont care very much, either, whether the

worm hatched is a trematoid or a round

worm, jut so we can find out how he or

she, or both, have managed to exist for

so long a time without successful discov-

ery of propagation. We do not believe

that the egg migrates "within the bodits

of certain insect larvse." If it does we
would like Cobbold to find out into the

larvcc of what species of insects.

Reasoning by comparison with the

habitat and development of the ova of

•Within the brackets isours.-W. F. R.

the entozoa invading the intestines of

man, it may be possible for the egg of

the sclerostoma syngamus to find an in-

termediary stage in land mollusks; but it

is far more likely, as Cobbold states, that

it "enters the substance of vegetable mat-

ters," or the soil. Certain it is that there

must be an intermediary stage; that is, a

stage of maintenance for the egg from
the time it is discharged from the body
of the parent until again picked up by
the chick. If that stage is in the soil,

then Dr. Walker can lay claim to his

earth worm theory, and with good ground.

His theory is that the ova of the gape
worm is liberated after its (the woruis)

discharge from the trachea, and finds its

way into the body of the earth worm.
The chick eats the worm, the digestion

of which frees the ova of the sclerostoma,

and thus finds its way into the lungs of

the bird, where, by passing throiigh cer-

tain developing metamorphoses it grows
into a full fledged gape worm. Dr.

Walker is evidently aware of the migra-

tory power of the ova; but we fail 10 com-
prehend how it can find its way back
into the trachea after being once swal-

lowed aud only freed in the intestinal ca-

nal, considering that the peristaltic action

of the intestinal tract is invariably the

opposite to the journey the ova has to

take to reach its favored place of loca-

tion—the trachea. Besides, all other en-

tozoa which are swallowed iu the ova form
so far as we are aware develop to maturity

in the intastines. To illustrate: If joints of

a tape worm from a human being are eaten

by a pig the ova they contain at once de-

velop (in the intestines of the pig) into

cysttcercus cellulosoe of this animal.

These find their way into the interstitial

tissue of the muscles, and produce what
is known as measly pork. Persons eating

such pork will develop (from the cysticer-

cus) tape worm. The species of tape

worm {Tirnia crassicolles) found in the

cat are produced by the cysticercus/asci-

olaria in the mouse. The cysticercus pis

iformis in the rabbit develops the ser-

rated tape worm (
Tivnia serrata) in the

dog. The cysticercus tennicollis found

in sheep, oxen, etc., develop the Tocnia

marginata in the dog, and coenuris cere-

dralis found in the brain of sheep devel-

ops the Twnia coenurus in the same an-

nial. All the transformations in develop-

ment of these different larvx' obtain

their ultimate perfection in the intestinal

tract, and if Dr. Walker's theory is cor-

rect, then it would appear as though the

gape worm were an exception to the gen-

eral rule. It is hardly probable, however,

that the ova would travel by way of the

intestitial tissue, and finally land in the

trachea, though this is possible, and we
confess after considering all theoiies thus

far advanced, as much respect for this

of Dr. Walker's as for any.

Another point in favor of the earth

worm theory is the habits of this wrig-

gling dainty of the chick. It is rare for

gapes to occur early in the season. Chicks

reared to certain maturity before the soil

opens are, as a rule, exempt from the

affliction. Such as come later, i. e.,

about the time the earth worm makes its

appearance, usually become infested

until frost again compels it to seek

deeper shelter. Earth worms do not

come to the surface except on cloudy and

rainy days, early morning or late evening

—when the dew is on—and during the

night. At home we were cautioned every

year not to leave the chicks out \o\\ the

ground) early in the morning, nor on

wet and drizzling days. Mother had an

idea that gapes were caused by "wetness,"

but she knew nothing of the habits of the

earth worm. The disease is also most

prevalent under circumstances that seem

to suit the habits of the earth worm as to

dry and moist soil. Few cases seem to

show themselves during the hot and dry

summer weather, and we might suppose

because the worm cannot come to the

surface. It often happens that a severe

rain storm drops an abundance of worms
into the dry chicken yard on a midsum-

mer day. Chicks revel on them, aud as

a result we have noticed many cases of

gapes. They may have been caused by

the worms and they may not. At any

rate. Dr. Walker's theory is worthy of the

highest regard aud merits a thorough in-

vestigation. Mr. Dalziel, however, says:

"We must decline to accept his theories

as being quite opposed to our most ad-

vanced helminthologists « and

contradicted by the well-known fact that

quite young chicks suffer from the

gapes." The authorities whom Mr. Dal-

ziel quotes have not, in our opinion, up-

set Dr. Walker's theories, from the fact

that they have failed to give a satisfac-

tory account of the intermediary stage of
the ova, or, in other words, how our
young chicks become viotiins in the first

place. Dr. Walker has given ///i" opinion
on this stage, and he should not change
it so long as the "most advanced helmin-
thologists" fail to account for it. Then,
again. Dr. Walker's theory is not at all

affected by the fact that other species of

birds become victims of the scelofostotna

syngamus—partridges, pheasants, mag-
pies, etc. These birds eat worms as wt-U

as young chicks, even quite young chicks,

and the metamorphosis of the ova can

obtain by the same phenomena in the

former as in the latter. Really, it is more
likely to hold good in the wild bird than

iu our domestic, since this subsists largely

on earth worms.
However, we do not wish to be under-

stood as being a strict advocate of Dr.

Walker's earth worm theory, but we do
feel justified for giving credit where
credit is due and sincerely appreciate the

good grounds of any opinion. (The chief

trouble we have in passing judgment
upon any theoretical dissertation is the

sensitivenes of the theorist thus dissected,

and scarcely ever can the ot)eration be

performed, however impartial, without

some demostrative effort of resistance on
the part of the subject in hand).

Now, Dr. Walker's theory strikes us as

a plausible one, but for the matter of

temperature, if this be a point against it.

In our foregoing remarks we have made
frequent allusions to the srlcrosloma syn-

gamus as a worm. Of this we are sure,

and have been for more than a hundred
years; but it is not very long since later

peculiarities of this pest have been dis-

covered. Beside the fact that he lives by

a continual sexual continuity, or. in other

words, there are always two worms as

one—a male and female—M. Megnin has

demonstrated that the ova do not hatch

within the body of the female, that an

intermediary stage is necessary, and that

this can not obtain with retained vitality

to the egg below a temperature of sixty-

eight degrees I'ahrenheit.

[to be CONTINUED.]

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

Annual Meeting of the Philadelphia

Poultry and Pigeon Club.

A largely attended meeting of the

stockholders of the Philadelphia Poultry

and Pigeon Club took place at the Colon-

nade Hotel on Thursday evening, April

14. Nearly one hundred and fifty shares

of stock were voted. The following di-

rectors were chosen for the year : George

V. Cresson, Philadelphia; Daniel S. New-

hall, Philadelphia; W. Atlee Burpee,

Philadelphia; W. W. Harper, Chestnut

Hill. Pa.; C. C. Royce, Ilatboro, Pa.;

Phil. J. Walsh, Philadelphia; W. H.

Child. Glenside. Pa.; M. vSchofield. Phil-

adelphia; H. A. Noeckel. Lansdowne;

A. P. Groves, Chestnut Hill; J. A. Wende-

roth. Philadelphia.

The directors elected the following of-

ficers: President. George V. Cres.son;

vice-presidents, Daniel S. Newhall, W.
Atlee Burpee, W. Warner Harper; secre-

tary, H. A. Noeckel; treasurer. J. Kinlen

Smith.
This is uncjuestionably the beet list ot

officers that could have been selected, the

high character of all cr nceriied, as well

as being active fanciers, will give the

Philadelphia Club a splendid administra-

tion.

Mr. Holmes, the former secretary, re-

tired on account of other important busi-

ness engagements and will be found an

active member of one of the important

committees.
Arrangements were made to pay off as

.soon as po>sible all debts incurred at the

last show. As over seventy-tive per cent

has already been paid, the remaining

twenty-five' per cent will be wiped out

shortly.
,

New members are continuously com-

ing in, and there is great enthusiasm

manifested regarding the next show to be

held.

The directors meet this week to com-

plete arrangements for the show.
— -•-—

—Do not advertise once or twice in a

paper and think that is enough. Adver-

tising to be successful must be continued.
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fESTEM CORRESPONDENCE.

KANSAS OAOKLES.

Bright and Interesting Items from

the Far "West.

BY THEODORE STERNBERG.

The writer is in many things quite old

fashioned. He loves old friends best and

is slow at forming new ones. The old,

old breed of fowls are his favorites. The
Dorking was his first love, and he, like

any other lover, still keeps carefully

placed away m his mental sanctorum the

pictures of the grand birds of his early

youth. Then, as is the case with others,

he had other flames, the pencilled Hani-

burgs, golden and silver, the Derby

Game, white-faced black Spanish and
Sumatra, all at one time or other pleased

his eyes, and their memories are very

pleasant to him.

But then as now he was willing that

others should prefer some others of the

beauties in form and feather, respecting

the taste of others, he always uisisted

upon respect being paid to his own. I

have written many lines for publication

in quite recent years in favor of the full-

fledged Cochin, and in repelling attacks

on it, but not a word, not a line, not a

thought derogatory to other varieties or

others' tastes has been penned by me. I

have never found it necessary to run

down another breed in order to make a

?lace in the fancy for my favorites,

here is room, ample room for all varie-

ties of fowl and for all the new ones

which will ever be found.

success, but will always be more or less

a financial failure.

Poultry exhibitions are the seed time,

not the harvest.

Financial results to the exhibitor are

incidents to and not the immediate ob-

jects of a poultry show. Don't think for

a moment that I do not wish the winner

joy. I do. His happiness and pride I

share, but that is only another pleasure

to be enjoyed by the few, but all the

fancy can find pleasure in comparing
notes and fowls, in renewing old acquaint-

ances, in forming new ones, in having a

glorious good time and letting our fancy

run riot. If you have birds on exhibi-

tion be at your coops and politely answer

the thousand and one questions asked by

the sight-seeing public, let each inquirer

feel that you are there to answer ques-

tions and give information. It will add

to the show, it will make the next one

better, it will pay you.

How often have I attended shows where

the exhibitors from first to last were all

gathered in a corner breathlessly watch-

ing an individual in a close-buttoned

linen coat (suggestive of lice) who with

solemn judicial air, was cat hauling a

poor unfortunate chicken, scoring it they

said, scaring it I thought. The whole

performance was not edifying to the pur-

chaser of a ticket who came for amuse-

ment and information, neither does such

a scene add to the artistic attractions of

the show, and how often have I had to

leave the scene where I expected pleas-

ure, without a single question answered,

without a single wish which took me
there gratified. So it is with others. If

the object of poultry shows is with some
only to have fowls scored, why, get to-

gether for that purpose, pay your own
expenses and bar the public. It don't

need a show to score fowls; that can be

done anywhere else better.

The New Indian Game Standard.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Cornish Indian game breeders have

waited long and with considerable anx-

iety for an American standard for that

already widely distributed breed. Al-

though the official standard is not, I be-

lieve published at this writing. The Fan-

ciers' Journal, with characteristic en-

terprise, secured a copy for publication

in its issue of February 20, entitling it to

the distinction of being the first poultry

journal to put the new standard in print.

Though on the whole the standard is evi-

dently the result of considerable study

aud deliberation on the part of the com-

mittee who drafted it, it is, in the opin-

ion of the writer, faulty in some of its

details. The Standard Committee may

question the propriety of criticisms at

this time, but so far as I am concerned,

and I am jointly concerned with every

other Cornish Indian breeder, I feel free

to express my opinion regarding the mat-

Had not the most egregious error in
. i,„j •- ii.- n^i:^.. ^f Via

The genuine fancier says to the world

at large, come into the fancy and taste

the pleasures to be found in it, which in-

creases in the proportion that it is

shared. The more fanciers the more

pleasure to each one. If you don't like

my particular fancy, select for yourself

out of the old or the new, but join the

ranks of the fancy, that is the point.

To induce others to become fanciers,

to extend, to dignify the fancy, to put

the careful, loving breeding for form and

feather on the high plane of being a pur-

suit in which the richest and the poorest

of the land may and do partake on equal

terms should be the object of all clubs,

all associations aud all exhibitions.

Poultry exhibitions are not bargain coun-

ters to enable dealers to sell their stock

by making some cheap device to attract

the crowd.

Poultry exhibitions are art galleries in

feather and should take their place in

line with other exhibitions artistic in

character for the purpose of reaching and

educating the public. They are object

lessons in l)eauty—beauty of a kind ac-

cessible to all. As the great art exhibi-

tions of the painter's skill and genius

slowly but surely advances the national

taste in just that proportion does the

recompense to the artist come. So in

the poultry fancy the reward to the

fancier conies as the quick result of an

awakened interest in the possibilities for

pleasure to be found in our feathered

pets.

Here then is the keynote to successful

poultry exhibitions. From first to last

the main idea should be to please the

si^ht-seeing public, attracted first by

curiosity, held in silken bonds by the

kindled love which is latent in every

breast. Time and opportunity will make

a fancier of each visitor to an exhibition

so conducted that each visitor shall de-

part pleased with what he saw; pleased

with the thought that the fancy thought

only of pleasing him.

From what I have written it will be

noticed that in my opinion an exhibition

held bv persons whose first and highest

object 'is to get for their fowls score

cards which they can advertise for the

purpose of making sales of stock is not

founded upon the solid rock of continued

The number of fowls shown does not

make the show. It is the quality of the

birds and the manner in which their

beauties are framed. Never let a bird (I

am speaking of large shows) be shown
which does not add to the appearance of

the show, which is the unit. Never let a

bird be shown except in a coop which is

attractive in itself and which displays the

fowl in its fullest beauty. No old fowls

in moult, no immature chickens should

be exhibited. Let the arrangement of

the varieties, the harmony of color, the

whole business be so placed on view that

the harmonies are all preserved, so that

the show itself shall be symphony in

color and cackle.

The placing of the coops, the entire

arrangenieiit must then be the result of

the trained artistic eye. Think of the

show as a unit and not an aggregation

to be seen under separate tents for one

admission.

I am writing only of the exhibitions

which are distinctively poultry exhibi-

tions, such as state shows and greater.

The holding of such shows is a business

of itself and requires rare tact as well as

somewhere or other at least one real

artistic eye, one quick to detect and rem-

edy a false note in color or position.

Fanciers, work on the line indicated and

you will be surprised at the position the

fancy will occupy in a few years. The

word crank as applied to a lover of fowls

will have passed out of the language.

To the selfish exhibitor who wants to

nag the whole thing I say, you make a

mistake. Push the whole fancy, forget

yourself, and your reward will be greater

in the end. Fellow-fanciers, one and all,

let's go in on the family ticket.

One thing fanciers really need. That

is a small two-setting sized incubator, ar-

ranged so one setting can be put in one

week and another next, with a small

brooder attached to keep chicks in for a

week or so. this incubator to be con-

structed so no smell comesfrom the lamp,

the whole thing being intended to be set

up in the room where the base burner is;

one we can take right into the house

where we live. The uses aud the de-

mand for such an incubator suggests it-

self to all fanciers. Who will make a

fortune by catering a Uttle to the fancy

and forgetting for a moment the broiler

business and market poultry.

Cochin Hill, April 4.

ter. - ^ .

the new standard, in the opinion ot the

writer, been made in opposition to the

desires of what I believe to have been

the majority of Cornish Indian breed-

ers and as expressed by some of them,

myself included, then my criticism

would be inopportune. On the con-

trary, long before the Standard Com-
mittee met and the adoption of the stan-

dard on January 11 numerous articles

were written advocating the importance

of making the Cornish Indian a market

fowl in shape. At least one of the com-

mittee, Mr. Drevenstedt, was in favor of

market shape, because, with others, he

believed that the fowl was essentially a

market fowl, and as such should be bred

to market shape. But all to no avail, as

the majoritv of the committee were in

favor of a long-legged fowl. I do not

care to again discuss the advantages of

short-legged, blocky Indians over the

long-legged sort, but I am confident the

standard, in this particular at least, will

be a disappointment to the large mass of

those who v ill breed these fowls for mar-

ket purposes and not for exhibition

alone. It is with no selfish motives that

I advocate shorter legs, as I have the

same opportunities to breed long legs

that Mr. Babcockhas, but because I think

I am right. I have been asked to sug-

gest such changes in the new standard as

agree with my views. This I will do, and

the suggestions may go for what they are

worth. I will not repeat the adopted

standard, but the changes only that in

my humble opinion would have been best

if made, the balance to go as it is :

MALE SHAPE.

Head rather wide from cheek, short,

brow and other points to remain un-

changed. (Object, to keep out exhibi-

tion game and more Malay blood.)

Comb lower and narrower in front and

rear than centre. (Because this is proper

pea comb.)
Back flat from side to side, caused by

shoulders being carried high. (Because

this gives proper slant to back and be-

cause a back sloping to either side from

backbone is unsightly in a market fowl

or any other.)

Tail short, carried low, not much
fanned. (This was left out of standard

published.)
Wings rather short. (Because to get

short plumage wings must be kept short

with tail.)

Thighs and shanks.—Thighs mod-

erately short and large. Shanks mod-

erately short, thick and stout. (Because

a long legged fowl is subject to leg weak-

ness, and because short-legged blocky

fowls are best adapted for market pur-

poses and to keep out exhibition game

and more Malay.)

dark, in my opinion, to get properly col-

ored hens.
In the color of hen I think the com-

mittee did well except where it says,

"ground color, bay," the standard should

state what shadfe of bay. There are a

variety of degrees of bay; that is, there

are several shades that would be called

bay. I think that a moderately light

bay (the standard could give the shade)

contrasts better with the black lacings

than a dark or deep bay, and such hens
are prettier and more distinctly marked.
I think the standard should read, "One
or more lacings of lustrous black," and
that lacings should be narrow, regular in

outline and distinct. I am in favor of

double lacings, if narrow and distinct, in

preference to one or single, but more
than two give the hen too dark an ap-

pearance, and, unless very narrow, are

apt to be blotchy. Such birds are not

nearly so showy as those with two or

even single-laced birds. I am not and
never was in favor of extremely dark In-

dians, either in males or females. My
experience is that the yellowest skins,

yellowest and richest colored shanks
come from stock not too dark in plum-
age. Let us have a market fowl in all re-

spects such as the Cornish Indian Game
can be if properly bred with that end in

view. F. H. Graves.
ViROQUA, Wis., April 13, 1892.

SCORE CARD VERSUS GOMPARISOH.

SCORING AND COMPARISON.

"What an Old Exhibitor Has to Say,

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have been reading and hearing so

much about the two ways of finding out

the value of a bird, and being an exhibi-

tor for the last twenty years, showing

more birds and taking more premiums

than any other exhibitor or firm in

America, I think I ought to know by this

time, showing to as many as forty-five

shows and fairs in a season, show to four

shows a week, taking over |iioo in a

year. My experience in having my birds

scored I will give you one instance.

The golden duckwing game cock scored

at Winsted, Conn., by Crosby, 95 points,

getting sweepstakes for best golden duck-

wing game in show; the next the same

bird scored 84^^ points, the same bird

scored next week 93 points, the next

week was disqualified by Uncle Isaac

Felch for a crooked back, the next week

winning again by 90 points, so I do say

no two judges score the same birds alike.

I have no use for any more score cards.

They don't amount to anything to me; I

am greatly in favor of comparison judg-

ing-. I ^'^^ ^° *^^ ^^'^ cards on the coops

the first day or early the second day, and

not to have to wait until the last day of

the show, about noon, before all pre-

mium cards are put up, and then it is too

late to settle up and get your pay, but

you get the promise that the next

week you will get your pay, but you may
have to wait three months, and very of-

ten never get but a part, if any, of pre-

miums won, but you must send entrance

fee before the birds can be rut in posi-

tion or entries placed on the books. I

have had out I300 entrance cash at dif-

ferent shows scattered around in differ-

ent states, and some of it I never got at

all, and if vou do, have to write time and

again and fairly beg to get your entrance

cash back, losing the premiums entirely.

We all know expressage is hi^h. and a

great deal too high, that goes with the

rest. These few lines are the truth, and

I would advise that several of the small

shows would go in together, strong

enough to pay all premiums, and pay the

last day of the show, and your shows

would be a success. L. B Gu> N.

female shape.

Head wide from cheek to cheek, short.

Comb same shape as cock's, smaller.

Back flat from side to side, shoulders

carried high.

Wings rather short.

Tail rather short, carried low, but a

little higher than that of cock.

Thighs and shanks.—Thighs

short and large. Shanks rather

thick and stout.

Cock's color, as given, just suits me.

The majority of Coroish cocks are too

rather
short.

Do not expect that the incubator will

hatch a better percentage than the hen,

for it won't.

Do not hatch with an incubator unless

you have a brooder to raise the chickens

in.

Do not begin experimenting with a

machine until you know all about it.

Do not get made if the eggs won't hatch

right. Ten chances to one it is your

fault and not the incubator's.—German-

town Telegraph.

theThe Sagre of Natick Defends
Score Card.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

To call heat of discussion personalities

so long as any point is presented that has

a bearing upon the question ^ould not

be condemned. But to call names, to stig-

matize when hypothetical cases can be

presented and ill fully saved, is not the

part of a gentlemen in debate.

I trust in the discussion of this ques-

tion so prominently b«fore the poultry

breeders of America that this thought

may be considered and a fair discussion

had.

I was talking with a man who had by

comparison judging given disqualified

specimens a first prize when he said, "I

did not see the disqualification, for had I

seen it I most certainly should not have

made the award." Now, why did he not

see it? Simply because he was not led

by the system he was working under to

examine in detail each section and com-

paring each section in its turn with the

demands of the standard. He was set-

tling a question on the general impres-

sions given him by the two specimens as

their outward appearances indicated. He
was simply comparing outward merit,

and knowing full well that as the visitor

had no right to examine he was tolerably

safe from criticisms, for the award was

apparently right. But the score card

acts positively by computing each and

every merit, whether of the surface or

hidden from general view, and the larg-

est aggregate of merit becomes the win-

ner, which in many instances does not

seem apparent to the general beholder.

Now, by comparison the award of first

prize brings some criticisms to the judge

if he gives the first prize to the specimen

whose positive merits entitles him to

win, unless it is apparent to visitors,

while by the score card—it being a cor-

rect enumerator of fault in both speci-

mens—protects the bird having the posi-

tive merit, and protects the judge from
censure for placing the specimens second

in the list that in surface merit seem to

be the best. This is the difference be-

tween comparison and score card system

in this particular case. These are among
the prominent cases which bring conten-

tion and heart burnings between compet-
itors, exhibitors and judges. This is why
these things become so much more hotly

contended in conipar son shows than they

do when the score card is used. In the

one case the judge has to spend his time

defending his judgment, while in the

other the score card explains all aud
leaves the judge to attend to the work
he has been engaged to do. In compari-

son shows it will take a judge longer to

convince exhibitors of his position than

to do the work, and he may be called on
to do this more than once, while he can

refer the whole visiting public to the

score card record, which, if correctly

made, will convince all that his awards

are right.

Secondly. The score card does not fall

into the fault of giving an award upon
any one section, nor, if correctly applied,

does it give undue credit for merit in any
one section, while by comparison it is

very apt to do. A surpassingly good

neck or tail in a Brahma by comparison

judging is very apt to sustain a bad

award if the winner be the possessor of

such. Such a bird can be perfect in such

and only score six points of merit, yet he

may be three points faulty in comb and
two in shanks and feet and one point

flatter in the breast than the less favored

competitor in neck and tail. All these

differences the score card shows in a

positive manner, while by comparison

these two excellencies, so coveted by a

breeder, would control the judges to

place the specimen first in the awards. In

olden times this was true—apparent
merit. Superficial examinations became
the rule and personal taste and likings of

the judges controlled and was so sure to

influence that hard words, contentions
and hot discussions were the rule of

every show held, and the result was a

standard and a score card, by which use
we for twenty years have had not one
tithe the contention in our exhibitions.

To-day we hear twice the fault found in

our fall shows, where comparison is the
rule. Why ? Because we find pitted the

judge's idea of which is best with that of

the breeder, who has both his judgment
and his affection for his pets to pacify.

To wit, the judge has a close class, he re-

sorts to scoring in secret to satisfy his

own unbiased judgment and finally de-

clares one the winner. Yet two competi-

tors, each has a pride in the possession

of these competing specimens. Is it

strange if the one who fails to win con-

demns the judge, while the one who
wins praises the judge's ability ? But in

that case the judge can only state his

case, which does not alter the folly what-

ever. But at our winter shows the score

card record is compared by the loser with

his birds, and if he finds in his birds by
examination the defect enumerated on
the score card he ceases to censure. He
then looks over the score card ofthe win-

ner and finds he, too, is cut for just what
of defect is found, and he becomes con-

decide the second place consumes much
more time, when the two fighting for

second position take the second and
third positions and the fourth and
fifth being settled he proclaims the work
done. But does the score card judge fool

round, bobbing from one to the other,

till he has scored as vacillating conditions

ofjudgment as he has of muscular ac-

tion. No, he simply goes to work and
scores all, and the' footing settles the

business at once if a tie appears. He set-

tles it on the weight clause, or by giving

it to the one who has the least radical

defects, to wit, if one specimen has a de-

fect in any section so bad as to be^ut
two points and the other has no section

so bad, the one having so glaring a de-

fect is placed second to the other's first,

and all is done in a moment by fixed

rules of judging found in the standard

or usage by the judges, and all secured

while the comparison advocate is bob-

bing from one coop to the other trying

to settle the question on outward show
and apparent merit, ignoring the ques-

tions of positive merit, which he could

ascertain by the score card for a certainty.

Alter the awards are made, what panacea
for those in the balance of the class has

the comparison system to offer? None.

A FINE PLYMOUTH ROCK COCKEREL.

The above illustration represents Bradley Brothers first prize cockerel at the

late New York show. The bird was an excellent one in shape and color. Brad-

ley Brothers have gained an excellent reputation in the past few years as breeders

of fine Plymouth Rocks, and their debut at such a large show as the one

tioned above was very successful.

men-

vinced and satisfied with the position his

birds are placed in the awards. Com-
parison cannot, from the very circum-

stances in these cases cited, present in

such positive terms as the score card the

facts governing the cases, nor does it

leave the case as a result of judging so

clear to visitor, exhibitor or breeder as

does the score card. There is no argu-

ment in the matter.

Cost of the two systems.—While it has

not an argument to determine which of

the two systems are best, yet I willingly

discuss its bearing on the question.

First, if the question is reduced to time

occupied to do the work, then we can

only take the time to consider by score

card the specimens that comparison con-

siders, which would be to discard all

specimens which were at a glance safe to

pass as having no chance to win. To do

Ihis will leave five to seven specimens to

be scored in each class. The time to

score them would not consume at the

most fifteen minutes. Will a compari-

son judge take less time? If not then

there is no claim to saving time. The
comparison man goes over the whole

seven specimens every time he places a

winner, first the first prize—this in nine

times in ten is an easy matter—next to

Only to the very poorest, which a score

might prevent a sale at a high price, for

a novice might be led to pay as much
for them as better ones if not scored. This

becomes a doubtful merit to say the

least, for when the novice becomes edu-

cated up to the possibilities of the breed

he would see he was taken advantage of

by the breeder, who should know these

specimens were relatively poorer than

the balance of the class.

But what have they to offer to that

large number of entries between these

poor and inexperienced breeders it may
be here entered and the winners that are

strictly first-class. Have they a thing to

otfer them to make them satisfied w-ith

their expenditures to make the exhibit

and fill the pens of the society making
the exhibitions? Not a thing. They
have done nothing for them, so no good
can come. But how is it with the score

card system. Can they do them or a

buyer any good by giving them a score

card record to show the exhibitor and

the buyer what the opinion of the judge

is of their merit.

. If the judge's fiat which says which is

first enables the owner to sell at a large

I

price then his judgment is worth the

same to those owning the others in that

by it they may sell at a relative price de-
cided by his score card record, for he has
determined all, unless premiums enough
are given to give each specimen one,
then score cards must be given to deter-
mine it. At least, the score card system
can do this and the comparison system
does not do this. Now the exhibitors
must determine whether they will score
all or not. It is for them to say whether
they will spend money enough to give
each exhibitor a score card or wether
they will score only the winners. In the
latter case the time taken to judge by the
same help need be no greater. Local
judges who are exhibiting also in the
same show will make the shows purely
local, and ere long you will hear the same
accusations going about we used to hear
before the score card system came in

use, that A is judging B's Brahmas and
B is judging A's games. Each is win-
ning all the prizes in his class. There
being no score card to protect either
specimen or judges, contentions will fol-

low. We have been through it all. We
are not the child that has not been burned
with fire and I know comparison is a
fire which burns in poultry judging, be-
cause it gives no protection. It has no
collateral evidence to prove its being in

the right, while the score card system
has the award of the judge and the score
card as collaterals to prove by what rule

the judge has worked and to sustain his

judgment. These are some of the rea-

sons why I am not for comparison judg-
ing. You may tell us judging is intui-

tive work. Poor intuition if it cannot
work out in percentage that intuition of
judgment into mathematical accuracy
on a score card. Until the judge can do
this he better not offer that intuition for

sale. Intuition may secure a result, but
any result that cannot be made into a
written description of fact surely should
not be valued by intelligent breeders
and exhibitors.

Does comparison reach beyond the ex-
hibition ? No. It simply determiues the
winners. There its mission stops short.

Does the score card do more ? Show
me the breeder or exhibitor so short-

sighted as to deny that it does infinitely

more. Its use at first was to score simply
those in the class which seemed to have
a reasonable chance to win a prize and
show the relative difference between the
prize winners and as an explanation|of
the judge's work. But to secure large
classes exhibitions were compelled to

score all not disqualified. This has led

to other uses, and the demand for the

score card among breeders is no small

item. Breeders score their stock to mate
it. They secure the score of a competent
judge that they may the more readily

sell in th \\. they can thereby give expres-

sion to the merit of their stock by un-

biased judges, and thereby is the score

card benefiting all who secure its intelli-

gent use. The breeder derives a benefit,

the buyer a benefit, the specimen in that

it gets credit of every point of positive

merit it possesses, and, above all, the

judge gets protection for his intelligence

in applying it. The standard is sustained

and protected by it, for without its use

all standards become neglected; at least

it is a fact that in communities where
comparison was the rule in the past

standards have been ignored, and for

all these reasons I support the A. P. A.

and its standard and score card judging.

I. K. Felch.

Boyerlete.

Here are some "mistakes," and they

are daily made:

Setting hens in the regular hen house.

Feeding fattening food for egg produc-

tion.

Yarding young stock with old.

Keeping old fowls, thus feeding dead

stock.

Running incubators in the kitchen.

Allowing sick fowls to remain in a

flock of well ones.

Feeding irregularly.

Letting the birds roost on trees.

Building houses without scratch pens.

Allowing the manure in the hen houses

to accumulate.

Giving physic to well fowls.—M. K.

Boyer in Germantown Telegraph.

Do not attempt to run an incubator un-

less you are willing to attend to it pet-

sonally.
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

Cheaper shipping rates are now as-

sured, but exactly how much the reduc-

tion will be has not yet been decided

upon. The daily papers even seem to be

a little in doubt as to what company will

in future handle baskets of homing pig-

eons shipped for liberation. The Item,

in which the news was first published,

announces that the Pennsylvania Rail-

road will again take charge of the mat-

ter, while the Press states that the Adams

Express Company will continue the ser-

vice at a cheaper rate, having agreed to

return empty baskets free of charge

;

whereas last season fifty cents was the

general tariff on empty baskets returned.

and at the same time, in case any "green"

birds are to be started, it gives a good

idea of what is expected of them. Now

is indeed the season of hard work for

the successful fancier, for he who re-

mains idle at this season of the year

especially will be greatly disappointed

with his stock when the race season

opens, for birds have to be in the pink of

condition to home speedily from any of

the long distance stations.

» *

the rate will gradually increase, a ship-

ment of a one hundred pound basket to

Baltimore, for instance, costing forty

cents. This rate and the increased facil-

ities for shipping will be a great boon to

all fanciers.
*

* *

There have been several parties work-

ing for cheaper rates, and different meth-

ods have been tried with the same end in

view. One committee has been ding-

donging at the Adams Express Company

and another at the railroad company,

while at the same time a few individual

fanciers have been working at both com-

panies. Success has at last been met

with, both as regards cheaper rates and

increased facilities. Last year when the

express companies hauled the birds

they could be conveyed only on the trains

to which an express car was attached
;

while now they can l)e shipped to any

point on the Pennsylvania railroad sys-

tem by the first train that stops at that

station.
« «

A representative of The Fanciers'

Journal, who is also connected with the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company, called

on F. J.
McWade, Esq., general baggage

agent, a few days ago and in alluding to

previous conversations on the subject,

asked him if any decision had yet been

arrived at as to what facilities would be

offered to the fl ying fancy in 1892. He

replied that the transportation of homnig

pigeons had been transferred to the

Adams Express Company a year or so

ago on account of the fact that homnig

pigeons unaccompanied by their owner

could not be classified as excess baggage,

and should be shipped as express matter,

to accept which was in direct violation of

the contract between the Adams Express

Company and Pennsylvania Railroad

Company.
^

• « »

Since this class of business had been

transferred to the express company, Mr.

McWade continued, many complaints

had been made, first on account of the

increased rate and secondly on account

of the train service not being adapted to

pigeon training. The numerous com-

plaints caused the express company to

decide eventually to arrange for the rail-

road company to again take charge of

the shipments to all points on their sys-

tem, and this is what will be done, al-

though not at the old rate of twenty five

cents per shipment, as the railroad com-

pany will still classify and ship the birds

at express rates, no charKe being made

for the return of empty baskets, however.

«

This news will gladden the hearts of

many fanciers who had absolutely decided

to keep their birds at home rather than

entertain such an expensive hobby.

«
*

Another day or two and the training

season is upon us. It is well, therefore,

to commence giving the flyers a sufficient

amount of exercise to fit them for the

work that is before them. For this pur-

pose a few liberations from points in and

around the city will answer the purpose,

fhe letter of Mr. W. B. Garrabrauts

was published in last week's Journal,

notwithstanding the fact that it was

thought possible it might cause consider-

able subsequent correspondence, simply

because the writer holds the position of

president of the Federation of American

Homing Pigeon Fanciers and had a cer-

tain right to present his side of the ques-

tion, a right which The Journal will

always recognize, so long as the corre-

spondendent keeps within proper bounds.

An exchange of views between the presi-

dents of the League of American Homing

Clubs and the Federation of American

Homing Pigeon Fanciers should prove

rather interesting reading.

The ten-mile race for the Item trophy

and three prizes, value. $25, $15 and $5

respectively, was flown on Easter Mon-

day, but owing to the wet day and the

head wind which prevailed throughout

the entire race, the time made by the best

birds was by no means speedy, while

some failed to show up at all during the

time the watchers awaited their arrival

It cannot be definitely stated who are the

prize winners until the distances are offi-

cially measured, but from a rough esti-

mate it would appear as if the following

men take the lead in their respective sec-

tions : J. Krouse and D. Woodhead, J.

Sharp and F. Moorhouse, G. Fredericks,

J. H. S. Milligan and M. Cromwell, F.

Deakin and J. Gerhard. The following

is a complete summary of the races :

«
» •

The attention of members ofthe League

of American Homing Clubs is called to

the letter of Secretary Bowerman, which

appears in another column. Any club

secretary who has not yet fulfilled all

the preliminary duties of his position

will there see them clearly defined, and

as the race season is now nearly upon us

there should be no hesitation in perform-

ing the last few requirements of the

League rules. A close observance of

these rules is essentially necessary to se-

cure smooth sailing and a protection of

the record, and there is not the slightest

doubt the League Board of Directors ^^ill

insist upon a strict compliance with the

letter of the laws. Let there be no lag-

gards.
^

« *

Mr. A. G. Cook, the competent libera-

tor at Odenton, who will take charge of

all the Philadelphia shipments to the

100 miles station, writes us that as there

were a great many birds forwarded to

him last year for liberation on Sunday,

the following particulars will prove of

value to Philadelphians shipping birds in

his care. Train 37. leaving Broad Street

at 3.50 A. M. and arriving at Odenton at

7.15A. M., is the proper train. Some

sent their birds by express last year,

thinking probably they would reach

Odenton earlier, but on Sunday the first

Adams Express out of Baltimore arrives

at Odenton at 9 A. M. During the week

it arrives at 748 A. M. Anyone desiring

birds liberated at Odenton at 6 A. M.

should send their birds on Train 33, leav-

ing Broad Street at 401 P. M. and arriv-

ing at Odenton at 8.11 P. M. Last year

several baskets were marked to be lib-

erated at 6 A. M. when they did not ar-

rive until 7.15 A. M.
«

• «

Upon going to press we learn that the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company has just

issued a notice to its baggage agents to

the effect that baskets of homing pigeons

will hereafter be handled by the com-

pany at regular excess baggage rates for

full weight. All baskets less than one

hundred pounds to be charged at the one

hundred pound rate, baskets over one

hundred pounds to be charged for at their

actual weight. Empty baskets to be re-

turned free. Under this system there

will be no charge less than twenty-five

cents, which amount will carry a basket

weighing one hundred pounds or less

about fifty miles, beyond which distance

Arrive
io.334»
10.43.41

10.5451
10.50.10

11.12.51

11.23.29

"•34 40
11.42 15

11.53"
12 02 01

12.13.09
12.20 01

12.32.26

12.43-57

Time out.
M.S.
18.48

18.41

>9-5'

14.10

17-51
18.28

19.40
17- «5
28.22

17.01

18.09
1501
17.26

18.57

MANAVUNK.

Start.

W. Warren 10- '5

H. Brooks lo-^S

W. Warren io-35

J. Krouse io-45

Otto Frick 10 55

I. Krouse "•<'5

C. H. Carpenter . . . 1115

J. Maisey "-^S
Wm. Parkinson . . . II.35

I>. Woodhead . . . . ii-45

S. Johnson ii-55

D. Woodhead .... 1205

S. Johnson i2->5

H. Crowther 12-25

FALLS OF SCHUYLKILL.
Time out.

• Start. Arrive. M.S.

J.Stiowden 10..5 •037 -16 22.^6

W.Senner 1025 «o-5'-25 2625

L. Tasker Jo 35 »'«3 05 28.05

W Child J0.45 11-0505 20.05

G.- Child 10.55 i|>9-39 ^4 39

P.Chuichville. . . .11-05 11-2841 23 4>

F. Moorhouse. . . . u.i5 "-32-5' 17.51

J. Homer ir.25 "^S 57 23.57

J.Shaw "-35 "50.04 1504

KENSINGTON.

Start.
A. M.

L. R- Nuskey .... 10.15

John Fox 10.25

M. Wharton .... io35

George Fredericks . 10.45

K. F. Drinkwaler . . 10.55

W. Weber 1105

C. Hart "-'5

J. R. C. Nuskey . . . "-25

R. F. Drinkwater . . ii.35

H. Heuson «l-45

C. Hart "55
John Barger 1205

W. Buck i2-«5

I George Walch .... 12.25

Arrive. Time out.
H. M. S.

10.4J.08 27.08

No return
10.59.57

11.05 19
12.01.04

ii.3'*.'4

II 4> 34
11 52 19

12.03.27

12.1959
12 40.44
12.27.48

12.3736
12.4904

2457
20.19

1.06 04
33.24
2634
27.19
28.27

34.59
45.44
22.A9
22.36

24.04

PHILADELPHIA-SOUTH OF MARKET STREET.
Time out.

M. Cornwell . .

M. Cornwell . .

J. H. S. Milligan

J. H. S. Milligan

M. Smith ....
PHILADELPHIA—

start.
. 10.15

. 10.25

. 10.55

. 1065

. 11.05

Arrive.
10.42.51

10.42.51

11.0543
11.1403
No return.

F. Deakin .

M. Sullivan

J.
Gerhard

NORTH OF MARKET STREET.

Time out.

start. Arrive. M. S.

. 10.30 10 4653 *o.53

. 1040 No return.

. 10.50 11.05 13 '5.13

POINTS IN THEH-YING FANCY.

A "Weekly Review of Events in

the Flying World.

BY FRITZ.

Mr W B. Garrabrauts I see very

promptly replies to the remarks made by

me ill recent notes, and I am equally

prompt in accepting his correction on

the fortvodd birds point. While I admit

the oversight or misconstruction on my
oart vet the remarks appearing in my
notes were prompted less by the number

of birds quoted than by the general brag-

aiue tone of his communication tx) the

Exchange, and the ridiculous and un-

f^ncierlike claim of being able to send

even ten or fifteen birds to the 500-mile

station and getting them home too. with

such certainty. The names of Messrs.

Morton. Elwell and M'-^^/J" .^^'^^^'^u-

nients of probabilities used by Mr. Garra-

brauts so freely in connection with his

own individual efforts and the New Jer-

sey central section, struck me further-

more as misleading and unwarranted, and

that the work and identity of these gen-

tlemen was with the Empire City Flying

Club and not the New Jersey central sec-

tion of the Federation.

I am not at all frightened about your

stealing these gentlemen. Garry, for were

you or vour confreres able to do so you

would have done so long ago and an-

nounced the conquest with the customary

brass band and red fire through your of-

ficial journal.

Sour grapes, Garry. Yes, it is just be-

cause they are level-headed men and fan-

ciers and declining to be tied with a

string that they stick to the Empire City

Flying Club, and likely to do so and to

their fullest strength and identity, no

matter whether they may occasionally fly

a bird or two with any outside club or

clubs.

As for your remark that the 400-mile

race for the World's Trophy was a most

wonderful example of the power, deter-

mination and knowledge possessed by

the homing pigeon, my answer is, Oos/i,

and if Whitely, Spangehl, Bowerman,

Jones, Walker, Elwell, Morton, Housel.

Prim, Watjen, Aten and many others

were asked their opinion they, too, would

answer bos/i, for out of nearly 300 birds

tossed but four got in the same day, and

the dun hen of Mr. John Cadoo, of

Brooklyn, that came within «« /ce of

capturing the trophy, surprised Mr. La-

doo just about as much as you were siir-

prised at getting a bird home, and all the

grand lofis flying against you without a

feather home.

No. Garry, this race was just as I re-

marked about it, and the less said about

it the better, and, furthermore, the Hom-

ing Exchange, whom you serve so failh-

fullv. has indulged in the "roasting

business with importunity so long that I

presume you rather consider that it has a

first mortgage on roaslology and is its

own game, but you are mistaken.

You will find "the It^l/e man or bi^^

man, with a very small bump of observa-

tion on his head or in his eye," as men-

tioned b>' vou in your communication to

the Exchange, is quite iip to the standard

of anything on the staff of the Federa-

tion's official journal and abundantlv able

to deal out "roastology" with the best-

even W. B. Garrabrauts.

If occasion demands he may by and

bv be able to write much of interest and

rap heads which are held higher than

I am pleased to learn you take and

read The Fanciers' Journal, Garry,

and I hope you will use its columns more

freely in the future than you have in the

"The day on which a few fanciers first

assembled and united themselves for the

purpose of testing, one against another,

the merits of their respective pigeons,

that dav saw the foundation of the Co-

lombop'hile sport." The foregoing re-

mark, which I quote from a foreign jour-

nal, has the true ring to it and conveys

the true mission and object of the hom-

ing pigeon fancier.

Competition is the true sport of pig-

eon flvinji ; not competition by one loR

individually or a few^ on different dates

and under different conditions, but all

together, as near as practicable, and over

the same course and under equal condi-

tions.

M. S
27.51

17 51

2043
1903

The day of individual f^y^^Sj<>\/^.^-

ords is past, and the practice should be

discouraged and discountenanced by al

good flving men and the modus operandi

of the' League of American Homing

Clubs encouraged and sustained.

This individual work or work of a few

in repeated efforts has much 111 it to re-

tard and discourage the sport. It not

alone affords the flymg fancier of leisure

and means advantages over his bret iren

with smaller purses and enforced atten-

tion to business or day's labor, but is de-

cidedly unfair in opportunities to secure

favorable flying conditions for speed.

I remember the efforts of Hunt, of Fall

River, Mass., in 1883, who won first

honors in the Federation competition

from the 200 miles station with Hermit.

A fter repeated trials he caught a 1349 yard

velocity and was the winner, but such

efforts make us the laughing stock of the

flying fancy abroad.

In a late issue of the English Homing
News H. Kendrick, Jr., has another ex-

cellent article dedicated "To Beginners."

He starts out by advising the young fan-

cier who knows hardly anything about

the fancy to join a society.

I have frequently urged the same thing

upon many of our young American fan-

ciers. Many say what's the use, I am
not going to fly. Others remark. I will

wait until next season, and some plead

that their birds are not of mature age or

good enough in quality.

Now these excuses are in my judgment

all wrong. By becoming a member of a

good club the young fancier can gain

more practical knowledge of breeding

and flying homing pigeons in a few

months than he could by theoretical

study from books in years, and further-

more by a friendly association with fly-

ing men he picks up many items of in-

terest and instruction, and his enthusi-

asm is better sustained and stimulates

him to persevere.

In no other branch of sport exists so

many discouraging elements as in the

flving sport. Air castles soon topple

over, pet theories explode and the fond-

est hopes and expectations frustrated and
never realized.

It has frequentiy been remarked by

flying men that the returns in the sport

do not commence to make amends or

pay for the labor, expense and disap-

pointments, and in many cases this is

really so, and has uudoubiedlv caused

the retirement of nianv from the sport.

But onre get them coming right and win

a well contested race or being well up it

is remarkable how much encouragement
au'l renewed energy and determination

spring into life, and how easily forgotten

and lightly treated becomes the former

disappointments and losses, and lost

labor is scattered to the winds.

I am pleased to learn that Professor

Joseph Kasper. of Washington. D. C.
"has recently joined the Washington sec-

tion of the League of American Homing
Clubs. This gentleman has long been

well and favorably known in the flying

sport although not entirely active. I con-

gratulate the Washington Federation

upon securing so desirable and welcome

an associate as Professor Kasper will

prove. This gentleman was the breeder

and flyer of the birds Minstrel and Lo-

hengrin, who made, in 1885 I believe, an

excellent journey from the 500-mile sta-

tion the second day.

From all I learn there are quite a

number of voung fanciers now springing

up in Washington, D. C, and the better

element and worthy followers of the

sport will undoubtedly make application

and be admitted to this important section

of the League of American Homing
Clubs for the 1893 season.

I have received from W. J. Buchanan,

the chief in charge of the department of

agriculture of the World's Fair Commis-

sion, a communication similar to that re-

ceived and published by the editor of

The Fanciers' Journal in last week's

iority of our flying men are going over
the southwestern course this year with
old birds it does not necessarily imply
that a change to the western course for

1893 is improbable.

^XX^
While of course a change to the west-

ern stations with old birds tl:is year would
be an advantage and a desirable experi-

ence for continued operations next year

from this direction, yet I think if the

flying fancy will train their 1892 young-
sters west this coming fall a successful

and creditable exhibit and flights can
be arranged for 1893 at and from Chi-

cago.

When the gentlemen in charge of the

department of live stock at the World's
Fair will post the Eastern fanciers as to

the date of the proposed exhibition and
the value and nature of any proposed
trophy, and recognition of the efforts by

the flying fancy of America I think the

leading spirits in the American flying

fancy will be better able to consider the

question and take action upon it.

When this is done I am sure the two
organizations will promptly appoint rep-

resentatives to act. and if the induce-

ments by World's Fair Commission are

adequate to what is asked from the flying

fancy, I am sure the exhibit and competi-

tion will satisfy the most exacting.

^xx^
The date of the necessary exhibit and

value of the proposed trophies to be

flown for are both highly important ques-

tions to the American flying fancier, and
until these questions are more definitely

known and understood no practical step

can be taken by any of the national

bodies satistactorily.

^XX^
The American Homing News of April

15 touches, under the head of "Random
Notes." upon the race problem in con-

nection with pigeon flying in criticism of

a correspondent in a contemporary de-

ploring the opening of the gates of the

Federation of American Homing Pigeon

Fanciers to the negro, an<l that many
have joined the League in preference to

the former simply because they disliked

fraternizing with the negro pigeon flyer.

NOTICE

I think this is a tempest in a tea pot.

The negro pigeon flyer is a rare bird. I

fail to find in the 'League consiitution

and by-laws any article touching upon

the exclusion of a club composed of

negroes, and, furthermore, I doubt

whether such a novelty exists in the

I'nited States of America as a club of five

negro homing pigeon flyers.

^XX^

issue.

^XX^

I quite agree with the American Hom-
ing News that the intelligent, gentle-

manly negro has a perfect right to in-

dulge in his hobby in whatever manner
or in whatever organization he may see

fit to league himself, and if such a rare

bird existed as a club of five such and

bore a gocwl character for intelligence and

respectability and capacity for self-man-

agement, as demanded by the League

constitution, and was so favorably re-

garded by the other 'fanciers of that pam
licular section. I am sure the gates of the

League are open to such a member.

^XX^
The editorial comment of The Fan-

ciers' Journal was made no doubt

upon this subject merely to illustrate the

strictness of the rule of the League gov-

erning memliership over that of the Fed-

eration of individual fanciers, for so very

many have in the past chipped in their

little dollar to obtain this important (?)

privilege and so easily acquired in the

latter organization, that the League

specially provided in its constitution

conditions to preclude the possibility of

any undesirable element ever becoming a

factor in its government.

I can only add to the editorial com-

ment of the editor that I trust some or-

ganized action will be taken by the offi-

ci I's of the League of American Homing
lubs and Federation of American Hom-

ing Pigeon Fanciers ensuring a repre-

sentative exhibit and flights from the

World's Fair grounds next year.

This is a matter that I think both or-

ganizations referred to should act upon

in concert. Just because the great ma-

A Stray Homer.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

A stray homing pigeon dropped into

our town a few days ago marked by baud

on leg A 33.

Let us know by proof where it belongs

and we will gladly return it. Hastily

yours, S. B. Arthurs.

BrookviLLE, Pa., April to, 1892.

To Members of the League of

American Homing Clubs.

Newark, April 18.—The flying season

being now close at hand and the mem-
bers of the League clubs being actively

engaged in their training flights prompts

me to call their attention to several de-

tails which it is necessary for them to at-

tend to before the flights for record are

begun. The League, of course, gives

full power to each section to manage

their flights and local interests as they

may deem best, consistent with the con-

stitution, by-laws and race rules of the

League. But it also places in the hands of

League delegates certain duties to per-

form, which, if properly done, will make

the season of 1892 a memorable one in the

history of American homing fancy. For

with the excellent material with which

the League clubs are composed success

in everything under a fancier's control

must follow if the League rules are lived

up to. And I might urge upon club sec-

retaries to see to it that every member of

his club is thoroughly posted on the

League requirements. There are no

doubt clubs who are now League mem-
bers who have added new names to their

roll or who have possibly dropped some.

Ill either case will secretaries notify me
ot such changes ? All new club members
must be enrolled in the League or recog-

nition will not be made of a club mem-
ber's birds' flight on the League record

books. I shall also require, in acconl-

ance with Article IX. a copy of the air

line distances to all loft- of a section fly-

ing for League honors. Bearing the

surveyor's name and address, such copy

to be lodged with me ten days prior

to the opening of the flying season.

This is quite important, and club secre-

taries will oblige me and at the same
time aid in getting the League in perfect

shape to transact its business before ihe

birds are ready lor their first record

flights by sending me copy of distances

at once, also the name of their League

delegate, together with his address.

Some of the members are delinquent in

this particular, and I take this means of

again re(juesting their attention. In the

course of a few days I shall nnil to the

secretaries of all League clubs blank race

reports, which are now in the printer's

hands. All races for League honors

must be reported to me for recording

and publication in the official paper. The
Fanciers' Journal, on these blanks.

Secretaries will please be careful that

every detail of the flight is reconled on

League blanks and the same signed by

Iheir club's delegate to the League before

mailing to me.
These reports must be forwarded to

me within ten days after each flight.

Club secretaries will also please mail to

me as soon as determined a copy of their

race schedule, proposed dates and sta-

tions to be flown from. I would also

call attention to the fact that all flights

for League record must be upon the da e

appointed, or off, excepting from the

500-niile station, when the race is on un-

til flown. In case, however, when the

birds of a section are at the liberating

station awaiting toss and are held over

the day appointed for the fly on account

of bad weather or other causes, the fly

for League honors may be continued in

force until flown if the majority of the

lofts engaged so agree, all returns then

to be reported by certified telegrams to

club secretary, notification of which must

be sent by club secretary to me immedi-

ately. In case the birds of any section

are held at liberating station a length of

time deemed injurious, the entiie section

or any of its members may order them
returned in the baskets as shipped, but

must notify me of such action at the time

of notifying the liberator to ship back.

Any section having its birds rttiirned

by express can attempt another liberation

from the same station later by notifying

me and throwing their race schedule for-

ward as occasioned by the delay. Prompt-

ness on the part of club secretaries in

making their several reports to me \yill

insure prompt attention and publication

of our races in the official journal, to

which I am require<l to furnish a com-

plete report. I sincerely hope my brother

secretaries will do there whole duty in
complying with the above requests, and
the League of American Homing Clubs
will during the coming season sliow to
the fanciers of America by practical

working what it claims to be, the most
perfect and enjoyable system of pigeon
flying yet organized on this continent.

Very truly, Geo. H. Bowerman,
Secretary of League of American Homing
Clubs.

"Washington Federation.

Washington is all excitement now so

far as those interested in homing pigeons

are concerned. The reason why, yester-

day w as the first fly of the season . The
birds, to the number of 200 owned by

members of the Washington Federation,

were liberated at Fairfax Court House,
Va., 22 miles distant, at 10 A. M. All

came home in good season so far as we
have been able to learn. The birds will

be kept busy from this on, /'. e., provided
they show a tendency to return to Wash-
ington. The stations next in order are Cal-

verton.Va.. 44 miles; Orange Court House,
Va.,75 miles; Cavesville. Va.. 120 miles;

Chatham, Va.. 200 miles; Concord. N.

C. 300 miles; Greers. S. C. 400;^ miles;

Suanee. Ga., 5io|^ miles.

There will be one or more prizes or

medals contested for in each race after

the 120 miles station is reached. Among
those who have offered prizes are The
Fanciers' Journal, Messrs. A. Gates &
Co., E. A. Mertz, E. S. Raymond, Dr.

Bnckev, G. Wallace, John Stockman, H.
Lansdale. R. B. Youngs, E. S. Schniid

and others.

The Washington Federation is still

growing, notwithstanding the recent loss

by the willnlrawal of the members to

form, or. rather, reorganize the Post

Club. Professor Josef Kasper and Mr.

H. C. Kidwell. both experienced fanciers,

are our latest acquisitions.

Mr. S. Wallace reports that he has
banded more than sixty young birds al-

ready, and expects to band quite a good
many more.

At the last meeting of the Federation

Mr. S. Wallace an<l Dr. R. Muiison were
elected delegates to represent the Wash-
ington Federation to the League of Hom-
ing Clubs. M.

-•-—

INFORMATION WANTED.

Do Dealers Sell Homers with
Marked Bands?

F;diTOR FANCIER.S* JOURNAL.

Mr. Gohlman's reference to his binl

that was detained despite its plain marks

of ownership leads me to say that in a

lot of homers purchased last fall from a

New York Citv dealer I find the following

seamUss bands: E. C. 892 91. W 1891, W
4672, W 10.916. Can Mr. Gohlman. or

anyone else, tell me anything about these

bir«ls. Charli-s L. Lamu, M. D.

Meridian, N. Y.
»--•

Special Prizes OflFered.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In order to make it interesting for the

fanciers of my two specialties and give

all an equal opportunity to compete for

the prizes, I offer the following specials

to be competed for at the New York
show in 1S93. I make it this early that

all may prepare themselves for the com-

petition. All birds must be bred by the

exhibitor and have the Starr seamless

band with the owner's initials :

Ten dollars for the best collection

of barbs, embracing the five colors, and

one pair at least of each color must be

shown by each competitor; five dol-

lars for the best black cock or hen, five

dollars for the best «lnn cock or hen, five

dollars for the best red cock or hen, five

dollars for the best white cork or hen.

fi ye dollars for the best yellow cock or

hen. ,, ,

Ten dollars for the best collection of

carriers of the two colors, black and dun,

to be shown at least one pair of each;

five dollars for the best black cock or

hen, five dollars for the best dun cock

or hen. All bred in 1892.

I should like to hear of specials some-

what similar to the above offered by the

fanciers of other breeds. In this way we

can assure a full entry in all of the classes

and have a show of fine birds and prizes

worth competing for. D. E. Newell.
New York City, Aprils, 1892.
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"LILLIAN RUSSELL.
First and Challenge Cup, New York, 1891.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WHITE LEGHORNS
Catalogue free.

Tliree Tears In Snccession at tlie Great NewM Shows

Shai^p's Indian Games
Have Never Failed to Win

All First, Special and Challenge Cups, on Cock, Cockerel, Hen and Pullet—a

record that no other breeder of any variety can boast of.

In competition with the finest specimens afforded by the best breeders of Europe and America,

our "Agitator Strain" has proved INVINCIBLE at Buffalo, 1889; Buffalo, 1890: New York, 1890,

London Dairy, 1890; Crystal Palace, 1890; New York, 1891 ; Charleston, 1891 ;
and at New York;

1802 we won ist and 5th on Cocks, ist and 2d on Cockerels. 1st, 2d and 3d on Hens, ist, 2d, 3d, 4th

and '5th on Pullets, 2d on Pen, Challenge Cups for best Hen and Pullets, Gold Special for best 10

Cockerels and Pullets. At nearly every show of any importance from the Atlantic to the Pacific

our birds shown by customers have proved EQUALLY as INVINCIBLE. Ancestry and careful

breeding are essential to success. You cannot succeed without our stock, which we constantly ira-

nrove from vear to vear. Our Golden Wyandottes won all firsts at the Great Philadelphia Show,

lanuary itoi We breed ANDALUSIANS, WHITE INDIAN GAMES. BLACK MINORCAS,
and CREVE CfEURS. ASEELS MALAYS and RED CAPS. Eggs $3, l5. $6, $8. $10 and J25 per 13.

POUIjTRY.

HAWKINS

M

i

C. A. SHARR Se CO., Lockport, N. Y.

PRIZE

WINNING

P.R0CK8

AND

fjan-

Have won the highest prizes at the largest

shows in America and England. Selected breed-

ing birds and eggs for .sale. Catalogue of Ameri-
ca's Greatest Poultry Farm free.

52-76 eow
JLock Box 0.

A. C. HAWKINS,
Liancaster, Mass.

INCUBATORS.

THE

PINELAND
INCOBflTORS AND BROODERS

ARE THE

STAMDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERE AWARDED

2.-FIRST PREMIOMS-2
AT THE

Great New Yort Slow of 1891

Hundreds of the most successful poultrymen

use them exclusively. Send five cents for mam-
moth caUlogue. Circular free. Address

PINELANO INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

142-181 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

POUIiTRY. POUIiTRY.

HAVE YOU EGGS TO SELL?

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM

E»iElii'l°INCUBATpR
l^we«t-prlced PlraUcli
Staple, PerCect*

iM^^OOvf C t»-'t

WILL DO IT.«'
HaCcher made.
S«if-EegaUUtti.

SC'? INCtDfcTOK

If SO, this is the season to advertise, and THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL
is the best medium to use. IT GOES EVERY WEEK, and a THREE
MONTHS' card gives more issues than a monthly does in a year, and all

of them at the season of the year to do the most good.

One-half Inch Card 13 times $8.00.
One inch Cai*d 13 times ICi.OO.

Give it a trial.

PIGEONS. PIGEONS.

PIGEONS PIGEONS
fl I^AI^E (sHANGE TO BUY SOME OP THE BEST

JACOBINS, FANTAILS and OWLS in white and blue African : white, blue and silver English,

and blue and silver Chinese in America. About forty pairs of owls to sell, and I warrant no better

stock in existence. I need room, therefore take advantage of this offer. Write f )r prices and just

what you want. Satisfaction or money refunded. GEO. EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

47-9«

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
of the quality that always win.

At Philadelphia, 1892, my birds scored the

greatest record ever won by any breeder in the

world of this variety. All the first prizes but

one and every important special out of twenty-
four offered, including two silver cups.
The records of my Plymouth Rocks at New

York, Charleston and Buffalo are well known.

ALSO
SILVER «fe BUFF 'WYANDOTTES

of the finest breeding.

EGGS—One setting, $4 ; two settings, $7 ; three

settings, $9.

Profusely Illustrated Circular Free.

Address
E. B. THOMPSON,

6a-i3 Amenta, Dutchess Co., N. Y.

ft»le

TlMOMndi in «ur>
kceaaful operatiou.
lOnarmnteed to b*tch
la larxer p«ro«nUc«
I
of feitil* e(g* at Um

I
roft than anj other inoabfttor.

I
Send 60. for Dlna. Oatalocaa.

^6CO.H.STAHL,0uincy;ilL

Roijal Blue l4ne lolt^.

THEO. P. GREEN,

WOODBORY. NEW JERSEY.'

MISCELLANEOUS. .

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

AND ALL OTHER
FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE,' IND.

THK FINKST
—AND

—

LARGKST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

New Catalogue
containing a full description of 36 pairs of my
noted breeders and champions, illustrated with

handsome photo-engravings of world-renowned
flyers Send for it before you purchase.

MAILED FREE.

WHITE FANTAIL
PIGEONS

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

My birds have won
every prize and every
special shown for,

with two single bird
exceptions, during

the last two years, and have been shown only at

the best and largest shows in America.

No birds for sale until June, when a limited

number of young, all from prize winners, will

be sold at $10 per pair. Don't write unless yon

mean business. 94" '46

107 PREMIUMS FROM 117 ENTRIES

AT PHILADELPHIA'S GREAT SHOW. Sil-

ver Golden Duckwing Games, Red Pile Games.
White Silver Gray and Colored Dorkings, White
and Black Minorcas, Single-comb White and
Rose-comb Brown Leghorns; White, Black, Buff

and Partridge Cochins, Dark Brahmas, all kinds

of Polish and Hamhurgs, Barred Plymouth Rocks,

B B. Red and Red Pile Game Bantams, Rose-

comb Black and Silver Sebrights, Buff Pekins,

W. F. B. Spanish, also Black Langshans. Eggs,

$4 per IS. $7 per 30. We pav express. No duty
oTn Fowls or Eggs. BURN & HANSLER.
53-65 Tilsonburg, Ontario, Canada.

POULTRY.

MITCHELL'S

PARTRIDGE AND WHITE COCHINS.

winners of th" leading premiums at New York,
1890 and 1892. Send for circular. Correspondence
for Whites should be addressed to

Mitchell «fe Russell,
Lock Box 675, Bristol, Conn.

And for Partridge to
Geo. W. Mitchell,

52-64 Lock Box 675, Bristol, Conn.

POULTRY.

H. S. BABCOCK,
Mo. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OF

ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,
BANTAMS AND

PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

BUFF WYANDOTTES.
•

No eggs for sale this season. S. L. Wyandotte's

yards headed by the i.st prize cock at New York,

1802 and another of my own raising equally as

good. Indian Games (Sharp's Agitator), large,

finely marked birds. Eggs, $3 per set ing ;
two

settings, $5.

IRVING CROCKER,
57-63 SENECA FALLS, N. Y.

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES
Fowls andA circular for a stam _

sale in season. Orders for puppies booke
delivered in rotation.

rs foregg!
d to be

if

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
Aend for CaUlogue.

H. W^. VAHLE,
319 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADBLPHIA.

WILLIAM G. KOEPPEN,
Rutherford, New Jersey, Box 113,

Breeder and Importer of

BLACK ROSE-COMB BANTAMS.
The highest honors at New York, 1892. First

cock, first hen, second and fourth cockerel, sec-

ond and fourth pullet.

Stock and Ejcgs For Sale.

A few Black red and Game Pile Bantams for

sale cheap. Must close out. 52-64

^ WHITE PEKIN BANTAMS;)^
The rarest and most beautiful of all. CHAM-

PIONS OF THE WORLD. Winners at Charles-

ton. i8qi : New York. 1891-92 ; Phil»delphia. 1892.

Also^ Prize Winning WHITE PLYMOUTH
ROCKS, GOLDEN WYANDOTTES and BLACK
LANGSHANS. Stock and Eggs for Sale.

A. P. GROVES,
Chestnut Hill, Philada., Pa.55-68

LANGSHANS!
Black, ^Vhlte and Mottled.

I am the only fancier in America who imports

I angshans direct from the Langshan District,

and who breeds them pure without introducing

blood from other strains or breeds. My White

and Mottles are not made varieties, but duect

importations. „,. .. »
lia- EGGS : Black, $3 per 13. White, $5 per

13. AAer April 15. Black, $2 per 13; White, I3

per 13. No eggs of the Mottled varietv for sale

now. I can save you money by prepaying ex-

press charges.
58 70 H. G. KEESLING, San Jose, Cal.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.
Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

OPIUM
Morphine Habit Cored In 10

ytj. No pay till cured.
StEPHENtf, Lebanon.Ohio.

to soda]
DR. J-

HAZA-RD'S
SILVER*SPANGLED^HAMBURGS

NKW.YOUK, 18»3.
The grandest victory ever won by one exhibi-

tor on any one variety. 15 ENTRIES, 1 * PRE-
MIUMS. Also Association Special for best dis-

play all varieties of Hamburgs competina.

JAMES E. HAZARD,
152-203 Elmira New York.

STEPHEN SPENCER,

CQoi^i^is Plains, Hew ^bi^sby,
Breeder of High-class

LIGHT BRAHMAS.
Mv birds have been awarded the highest hon-

ors at many of our leading shows. 100 Extra

Fine Birds for sale Write for prices. Eggs |2

per setting. S'-M

Mention Fanciers' Journal.
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POULTRY. POULTRY.

M^IIP-r* I P" ^^ 1-1^ ES Kl <^ / ONE OP THE LARGEST AND BESTg^rr Lt.V3iri\JMINO 1 COLLECTIONS IN AMERICA.
All from stock imported directly from the yards of the most noted breeders abroad. We have now
TEN pens of carefully assorted birds; also a few pens of S. C. W. LEGHORNS and INDIAN
GAMES. Send for Illustrated Catalogue of

Shady Shot^e Poaltt^y pat^fm.
E. A. SHELDON, President Buff Leghorn Club, Proprietor.

POULTRY.

Address all communications to

152-203 A. C. CHAFFEE, Superintendent, Oswego, N. Y.

ANNANDALE POULTRY FARM.
WHITE BllAIIMAS, RED CAPS, INDIAN GAMES.

Light Brahmas, Black Langshans, White and Barred Plymouth Rocks, White Wyandottes,

Errainettes, American Dominiques. S. C. and R. C. Black, Dominique and Red Pile Leghorns. Black

Minorcas, Golden and Silver Spangled Hamburgs, Dorkings and Pit Games. At MADISON
SQUARE GARDEN, NEW YORK, AND THE GREAT PHILADELPHIA SHOW, 1892, I won 16

first and 6 second premiums on 40 entries. Also, SPECIAL of $50.00 won at Waverly, 1891, for best

exhibit from the State of New Jersey. Price list and catalogue free.

Address I. C. HAYNES, Annandale, New Jersey.

Fordhook Poultry Yards.
At Philadelphia, 1892, we made a clean sweep in the Novice Class with our new breed SHER-

WOODS, having won 4 firsts, 4 seconds, 4 thirds and special. If you want particulars write to

the introducers. Also 1st and special on Indian Game Hen, 1st on Red Cap Cockerel, 2 specials on

W. C. B. POLISH. In fact, on 28 birds entered we won prizes on each and every one. Send for

Illustrated Catalogue describing all our breeds, also Collie Dogs.

Briar Hill Poultry Farm
Leghorns—Brown, White, Golden Duckwing,

Red Pile and Blue Pile. Game Bantams— B. B.

R.,Red Pile, Golden and Silver Duckwing White
Wyandottes, White P. Rocks and Pit Games.

EGGS AFTER MARCH 1.

STOCK FOR SALE IN THE FALL
At Orange, N. J., show, 1891, won five firsts

and one second. At Waverly. 1891, won six firsts

and one second. At New York, 1892, won three
firsts, five seconds and two thirds. Address

B. H. Van Auken, Prop'r.,

138 Dodd Street, East Orange,
52-64 New Jersey.

BOOKS.

MISCEIiliANEOUS.

BY CRYER.

Being a cotnpilation of the

pedigrees and winnings of
the Prize Pugs of England
and America
A valuable guide to the

intelligent breeder. . . .

PRICE, CLOTH, $1.00

ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHIU., PA.

3a-83 W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

WOODSIDE POUliTl^Y Yflt^DS
At the Great Philadelphia Show I made a clean sweep on La Fleche. On Indian

Games won the two principal premiums, ist on Pen, ist and Grand Challenge

Trophy on cockerels and Gold Specials for most typical males and best pen.

Indian Game eggs $s and |io per 13. White Leghorns, White and Golden Wy-
andottes, Buff Pekin, Black Rosecomb and Red Pile Bantams. At New York my
pen of Indian Games won ist and Grand Gold Special. Send for circular. Address

all correspondence to

W. J. ANDRUS, Proprietor,
HACKENSACK. BERGEN CO., N.J.46-97

Lynnhurst Poultry Yards.

Light Brahmas, Buff Cochins, Asi-

atic and Japanese Bantams.

These yards won all the first and special priies

at Philadelphia and New York, the two largest

shows held in America.

58 76eow Swarthmore, Pa.

-THK-

THE

SPORTSMEN^S
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,

Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND
HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRA TTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.
52-202eOW

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

BuffCochins
The choicest English and Ameri-

can birds in my yards. For mat-

ings, prices, etc., address

H. A. Noeckel,
Lansdowne, Pa.

BOOKS.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
|

„, ^rrr-^

At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America I A„^^IJ»_ D-.-C-f I r^rrV\r\yv\e>
New York, Februarv, 1891, my birds were award AmOlU S DUTT LegnOmS
ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred i

Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens ; first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,

February, 1890, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD.

tor best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets : first and special on Barred

Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, U
per 13, |7 per 26, |q per 39- Stock for sale. 39^1

IHDIAH GRIVIES.
(Agitator Strain)

|

SHERWOODS, BARRED PLYM-

OUTH ROCKS, BLACK LANG-
,

SHANS and S. C .B. LEGHORNS.
\

At the great Philadelphia show, held January .

7 to 12, showing only eight Indian Games we won
first and second on pullets, third and fifth on

|

hens, fourth on cock ; in sales class first on
cockerel and first and second on pullets. Fowl?

and eggs for sale. Address all orders and Csji -

respondence to

G. M. WOODS & BKO.,

53-65 Leaman Place, Vt.

winner at England's largest shows. Crystal
Palace, the Dairy and others. Also winning all

possible prizes on all entries made at America's
two largest .shows. New York and Philadelphia.

At New York we won sixteen specials ; at Phila-

delphia won the $20 gold special for best collec-

tion. Send stamp for illustrated catalogue.

AUG. D. ARNOLD,
152-202 eow Dlllsbupfir, Pa.

V. W. NIRPES
Breeder of Pure Standard Single-comb

WHITE 5 BLACK LEGHORNS.
Winners of two 1st and two 2d premiums at

the Great Philadelphia Show, January, 1892.

COLLINGSWOOD, N. J.

Eggs $2 per setting. 53-74eow

46-97 eow

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only $1.25 per year.

Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N Y.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY,

ELECTROTYPES

OP ALL

5 LEADING BREEDS OF

PIGEONS

Size herewith for 50 cents each.

Address

Over 100 Awards

Received in 1891.

mtt. mhitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, England

(Hon. Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply
Indian Game, Dorkings. Wyandottes. Creves,

La Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD BREEDERS, $15 per trio; EXTRA
GOOD, $25; EXHIBITION, $20 to I50 each at

Liverpool. Freight paid to New York for |io

extra on ^ to 9 birds. Eggs in season, I4 per

dozen. OVER 800 BIRDS EXPORTED LAST
YEAR.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYER

ONLY 25 CENTS, POSTPAID.-READ WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

This book has been written more especially

for the novice. It leaches the rudiments. It

gives away many things that have t>een hereto-

fore kept secret. Address

FANCIEU.S' PUBLISHING COMI»AXY,

BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA,

Loft

RECORD BOOK.
Convenient and indispensable in

recording the breeding of your

birds.

PRICE S2.
For sale by

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY

Box 916, Philadelphia.

peui pacts
1. The Fanciers' Journal has

more than doubled its circulation in

the past twelve months.

2. Excepting one monthly paper

it now has the largest circulation of

any paper of its class in the United

States.

3. It reaches the very best class

of readers,

4. It has the patronage of the

very best class of advertisers.

5. It accepts no questionable ad-

vertisements from unreliable breed-

ers.

6. The readers of THE FANCIERS'

Journal have confidence in its ad-

vertising columns in consequence.

7. There are over 100 PER CENT
more advertisements now than 12

months ago. Is not this significant?

8. A weekly paper reaches more

people than a monthly paper, con-

sequently an advertisement is seen

by more, and oftener at that.

9. Uniform advertising rates are

always adhered to. Everybody

being treated alike, there is no com-

plaint.

10. The advertising rates, while

higher than in many class papers,

are as low as a first-class paper can

afford.

11

.

To those who are not ready

to advertise weekly we recommend
the perusal of our blue card. The
latter gives monthly rates, which

are very reasonable.

12. Read a few extracts from

many letters

:

"All sold thanks to your paper."
« • •

•Resulted in the sale of all the bull puppies I

had "
• • •

"The oointer I advertised in Fanciers' Jour-
nal last week I have sold. This is quick work
for your paper."

When answering advertisements please

\
mention Eanciers Journai,.

AGENTS WANTED.
Reliable ajrents wanted in all parts of the coun

try. For particulars address

fanciers' Publishing Co.,

• • «

"Sold $72 worth of eggs in one week. Thb
Fancikrs' Journal did it."

• « •

"Could have sold double my production."
• « «

"The best advertising medium for high clas*

fancy stock."' • • •

"Sold sixty-three pigeons in one month."
• • •

"Have sold every bird that I could spare, and
more too."

"Surprised at the amount of letters received

from that little ad. in your valuable paper."
« • «

"Thk Journal brought us excellent return*,"

writes a great incubator 6rm,
• • •

"Mr Uttlc ad. in your paper sold all my Ume
deer/'

BOX 916, PHILADELPHIA. PA. | Mention Fanciers' Journal.
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PIGEON
BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.
Advertisements in this column will be inserted

as follows: Two lines three months, $3; six

months, $550 ; one year, $10. Rates for insertion
under more than one heading on application. In
writing the undersigned please mention Fan-
ciers' Journal.

FANTAILS.
GEORGE EWALD, Box 501 Ciuciunali,

Ohio.

HOMING PIGEONS.
A. M. WOOD, 4910 Baltimore Avenue,
West Philadelphia, Pa.

J. A. STOVELL. 10 South Broad Street,

Philadelphia, Pa,

THEODORE P. GREEN, Woodbury, N.

J. See large advertisement.

tT FRED GOLDMAN, 832 Herkimer
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

JACOBINS.
ATWOOD B. HOSKINS, Glen Riddle,

Pa. 62-13

THE KENNEL. THE KENNEL.

CANICURA CO.,
Manufacturers of carefully prepared

Remedies for Dogs
WHOI.KSALE AGENTS:

VON LENGERKB & ANTOINB, 246 Wabash Av.

CHICAGO.
VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St., N. Y.

THE CANICURA COMPANY, - 246 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.

POULTRY.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
151-173

POULTRY.

silver Wyandottes.

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio^

OWLS.
GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Ciuciunali,

Ohio. ^^
L. S. CLARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

PARLOR TUMBLERS.
T. C. (iATE, 57 Clifton Place, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

PIGEONS-ALL VARIETIES.

JOHN SPEALLER, 1210 North Fourth
Street, Philadelphia. 60-72

SATINETTES.
GEORGE W. PETTIT, Artist, loio Clin-

ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SWALLOWS.

SILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN^
Games. Finely "larked birds bred by

Irving Crocker, Seueca Falls, N. Y.

Wanted.

41-ti

WANTED.-WHITK CHINA GEESE. H.

W. Vahle. 3«9 Market Street. Philadel-

phia, Pa. 51"

For Sale.

G. A. PICK, 1300 N. Washington St.,

Baltimore, Md. 160-21

1

TURBITS.
L. S. CLARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

AG. BOWLES. JR., PONKAPOG. MASS.,

Langshan eggs |i per 13, Houdan eg|5. |2

• per 13.
'

BUFF LEGHORNS. INDIAN GAMES P.

ROCKS and Minorca eggs, $2 to $5 P" 'S-

Circular free. Lewis C. Beatty. Washing-

ton, N. J.
5870

ROANOKE POULTRY YARDS. HURPP-
Vll I K N 1. High honors won at Phila-

adeiphia Show. Buff Cochins. Light Brah-

mas; Barred Plymouth Rocks, bend lor

Circular.
^^'"

PURE BRED ENGLISH BLACK-BREASTEp
Red Game from Lyons, Eton. Oarne.

Rainsforlh Pope. Matthews. Bell and Gib-

son's strains. Partridge Cochins from

Goodall. Butterfield. Lady Gwydyr. Tom-
linson and Friar Bennett. Apply *^"dding-

ton Hall. Nottingham, England. bo bj

AS. STILLMAN. ALFRED CENTRE. N.Y..

breeder of high-class White and Black
• Mfnorcas. Red Caps and Black lavas.

Fresh Eggs. Write lor prices. t>i-66-eow

EGGS FOR HATCHING FROM R.C WHITE
aud Brown and S. C. Brown Leghorns and

S. S. Hamburgs. $150 ^^^ .'3. J^ 50 ^or 2„6-

Fowls for sale. Five English beagles five

months old. H. J. Browu, Hartford, Cort-

land Co., N . Y.

Golden Wyandottes.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for jocents per line for first insertion,

15 cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven ivords to line.

Indian Games.

FOR SALE—INDIAN GAMES. JAMES
Frayne and Agitator strains one cock and
four pullets, fine large birds. Price $12. J.

F. Johnson. East Haddam. Conn. it

EGGS I EGGS I—Pi'teen for $2; strictly

high cla^s. P. Rocks, Lt. Brahmas, Br. and Wh.
Leghorns, Blk. Langsbans, S. L. Wyandottes.
Bronze Turkey eggs, 8 for $2. Send us your or-

der and get eggs that will hatch you some
Nice Prize Winners.

Come to see our stock. Circulars free. Bloom-
ingdale Stock Co.. Box 329, Richmond. Va. 59-71

DALBEY BROS., Washington C. H., 0.,

breed 86 varieties FAN<;V POULTRY.
Biggest Poultrv Yards in the West. STOCK
AND EGGS FOR SALE. Send loc. for hand-
somely illustrated descriptive Catalogue, show-
ing how to make a fortune rai.sing poultry, giv-

II valuable in-ing receipts, instructions and mucli ._.

formation, worth five times the money.
Price List free. 57-66

for profit
should have Pure Ground
BEEF SCUAP, which is

Meat and Uoue, collected from slaughter
houses, Dried Perfectly Sweet and ground.
Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them FREE. Ad-
dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO.. 133

Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted undei

this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 5" W. BIDDLE
St.. Baltimore, Md., fancier of Short-face

Baldhead Tumlilers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddes stock. 54-79

For Sale.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Kdward S. ScHmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illu.strated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

DOGS.
Puars.

r»INE PUPS ON SALE.—Chequasaet Kennels,

^ Laocaster, Mass. 5J-7oeow

Great Danes.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE. BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars

A. M. Jaggard. 629 North Front Street.

Philadeiphia. Pa. 43 94

Pointers.

ZIP, AN EXTRA FINE S MONTHS OLD
pointer dog, dam and sire both pedigreed
dogs and shipped from Virginia. Will sell

cheap if sold soon. This is a rare ch nee

to get a most excellent dog. G. M. Moss,

Great Bend, Kan. it

Knfl:li»>li SetterH.

FOR SALE.-COCKEREL fc. TRIO $7. NO
better birds in America. Eggs |2 per i3-

E. D. Keeney. Arcade. N. Y
^

55-t«

Blue Andalusians.

A E BLUNCK, JOHNSTOWN, NEW YORK,
has the best. Eggs, $3 for thirteen.

01-02

o

S. CLARK, 1505 GIRARD AVENUE,
Philadelphia. Owls and turbits, all colors,

51-63

SCAR SIEFERT. 390 SPRINGFIELD AVE.,
Newark. N. J. .will sell out cheap. Priests,

Wing Trumpeters, Swallows, all colors,

white bars. Horn Jacobins, Morehead Jaco-

bins, Archangels, the largest Runts ever

shown. Antwerps 50 cents apiece. Send
stamp for reply. 59 62

Satlnettea.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, lOio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ntf

IMPORTED LEG BANDS
For Pigeons and Poultry, numbered and

lettered, all sizes. Send 40 cents in stamps for

sample dozen. H. Smail, 85 Leonard Street,

New York City. J53-204

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hib.t at the fall shows.

Ilomingr PlKeons.

Brown Leghorns.

BROWN LEGHORN PULLETS FOR SALE.
Fggs for setting, $1 . A Cantrell. Ridge Ave.,

Roxborough, Philadelphia. o'-73

White Plymouth Rocks. ^^^

A
T

M. WOOD, BREEDER AND FLYER
homing pigeons. 4010 Baltimore Ave..

• West Philadelphia. ' 51-76

FRED G(jLDMAN, BREEDER AND
flyer of Homing pigeons. 832 Herkimer St.,

• Brooklyn, N. V. 5>-76

MISCELLANEOUS.

tt

KLM STATION,

Montaromery Co., Pa.

A

ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES FOR SALE
at a sacrifice (Breeze Gladstone—Dora
Belle, 2o,8c6). whelped December »8. 1-91.

G. S Raynor. Riverhead, N. Y. 61 64

Various.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company. Box
916, Philadelphia. Pa.

TRAINED DOGS FOR COON, BEAR, SQUIR-
REL, deer, fox, rabbit, quail, partridjfe.

woodcock. H. C. Graff. Kensington. Ohio.
52-tf

DONALD MCVICAR-THE PARK FARM
Kennels. Allamuchv, Warren Co.. New
Jeisey: dogs boardecf, trained for the field,

and p'repared for exhibition; excellent ac-

commodations; a life experi nee in the

management of large kennels; training

for the field and woodcraft; instructions in

field and tr p shooting given to young
gentlemen; board at farm or hotel; first-

class shot success assured; no risk: good
fishing. Young men fond of field and
other sports—Park Farm desirable place

spend vacation; charges moderate; highest

references. Agents, G. W. Price, Girard

College. Philadelphia W. Davison, 24

West Ninth street. New York. 58-91

DOGS TRAINED AND FITTED FOR THE
field trials, also broken for private shoot-

ing. One or two trained dogs for sale. W.
B. Stafford. Trenton, Tenn. 162-tf

TTHE GREAT PHILADELPHIA SHOW.
lanuary, '92, I won five prizes on four en-

tries. W. P. Rocks and R. C. B. Legs. Eggs
from the prize stock, $1 per 13. $1-75 l'*',^^.

W.W. Kulp. Pottstown. Pa. 61^63

Bantams.

BREED GAMF«4, GAME AND ORNAMEN
TAL Bantams. Write for wants. E. F.

Doty, 47 Wellington Place, Toronto. Ont.
56-07

ESTERVELT, HAYWOOD & CO 'S

prize winning Banlams. Game and Orna-

mental. Eggs for hatching; Birds for sale.

Address Box 157, Rutherford, N. J. 50-tl

Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Advertising.

W
Red Pyle Games.

AE. BLUNCK. JOHNSTOWN. N. Y.,

breeder of prize show bird?. Eggs, J3-
• 01-62

Artist.

HENRY ERDMAN. ARTIST AND EN-
GRAVER of Poultrv. Pigeons, etc. 8 6

Maple St., Philadelphia, Pa. o»-tf

Various

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at anv time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street. New
York. 37-82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well

to obtain a copy of "'Book for Advertisers."

i68 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a

careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers

and class journals; gives the circulation

rating of everv one, and a good deal of in-

formation abo'ut rates and other matters

pertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, lo

Spruce Street. N. Y. 31-82

PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Snrjjreon,

tf 12»:J HUOADWAY. NKW YORK.

* SPARK 31<).>iKNTS

Ducks.

M

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets. Bill Heads, Price Lists. Sched-

ules, Labels, Tags. etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co.. Box 916. Vhiladf phia, Pa.

Exhibition Games.

B

Pedigree HIanks. ^
jEDIGREE BLANKS FOR FOUR GENER-

ATIO.NS at 10 cents per dozen, or 85 cents

per 100. Extended four-page blanks. 5

cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed
postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

33 S. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

LACK-BREIASTED RED GAMES. THE
finest in America. Seven entries at New
York show won three hrst. thr. e second,

one third and American Game Club special

prizes. Send stamp for circular. Eggs.

|5 for 13. A. E. Blunck. Johnstown, N. Y..

successor to E. R. Spaulding. 61-62

AMMOTH COLORED MUSCOVY DUCKS.
Old Drakes, 14 to 16 pounds. Winners ^40

clock New York. Trenton, Brooklyn, Wav-
erlv Charleston, Augusta. Hagerstown.
Stock or eggs. T. Farrer Kackham. Flast

Orange, N. J.
i53-204

*
Sent
on trial
3 months for
only 15 cts. (stamps
taken). AiMrt'ss. Spare
Moments PubllsliInK Co.
fit Court St., Boston. M:is<»

the fimiiltst paper on
earth. 24 paxes.flnely

u^trated. Also
lustrnctl ve

at n res.
.etc.

Various.

ALUMINUM AND NICKEL SEAMLESS
Pigeon Bands 3^c. and 2j4c. A. H. Kruger,
Getmantown, Phila. 55-67

Drinkins Fountain.

Game Uantams.

t
TAOR SALE.—FIRST PRIZE COCK, FIRST

and 2d prize hens and 1st prize pullet at

Madison Square Garden 1892, and another

hen quite the equal of first and second.

This IS without doubt the best pen of Pyle

Bantams in Americi, bar none. Price J50 ;

worth Jioo, B. C. Thornton, Sta. A., Phila.,

Pa. 59-62

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 pei

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

^8-ti Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

Artists and Engrravers.

FOR PIGEONS AND
all breeds of fowls.

Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices

of Indian Games. Minor-
cas, Javasand B.P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20

years' experience counts
in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

J. Y. BICKNELL,
314 Vermont Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards

letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, tags. etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., Box 916, Philade phia. Pa.

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St., Philadelphia.

Before You Subscribe
For anv Agricultural, Live Stock. Poultry 01

Kennel' Paper vou should send for my list of

papers. 1 can furnish vou any paper published

cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you

subscribe foi two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if vou subscribe for only

one Always enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five

papers and rrquest them to mail you sample

copies.
ADDRESS

84tf

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

nil rA Remedyrree.lNSTANTREllEF. Final
Ull L V cureiii 10(lityn.iNKV<-r returns: no purge:

I II Taj DO »a ve: no suppository, a vicilin tried
' '^'^'in vain every rem dy has discovered a
timplccure, which he will mail frpe to his fellow suf-

fanrs. A44r«M J.II.RKKVKi,Box SiMiRvw VarkCitj.l.T.
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IN THE STUD.

NIentlion Kennels*

St- Bernsrds,
PHCENIXVILLE, PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.8.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equal.

FEE, *100.

The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.S.B.18,337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, $35.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

Seminole fennels
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ROUGH-COATED COLLIES
c;hampiox the squire (3088I) i^ee ^so.oo

IN THE STUD.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

[T STUD—POINTER

CIIAMITOX KOSLYN WII.KES (80883)
CHAMPION ROSLYX DANDY (17577) .

ROSLYN CONWAY (20883)
SIR KELPIE (14735)

ENGLISH SETTER
SIR FREDERICK (31741)

Winner of forty-four first prizes in England.

IRISH SETTERS

PROMOTION
FEE »50.

Winner (absolute) Central Derby. 1891, defeating
the great setter Wun Lung.

ENGLISH SETTER

KING'S MARK
FEE *35.

Winner in Seven Field Trials.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for

catalogue to

FAIRMOUNT KENNELS.
54-205 RAVENNA, NEBRASKA, or

Ninth St. and Columbia Ave., Phila.. Pa.

CHAMPION TIM (5815)

.TERRY JARVIS (16347) (litter brother to Duke Elcho)

ENGLISH PUGS
KASII, Jr. (1780A)

Winner of first Albany and second New York 1892.

Extended pedigree and list of stock for sale furnished on application.

60.00
35.00
SO.OO
15.00

60.00

25.00
SO.OO

15.00

AT STUD—WOODALE KENNELS'
FOX TERRIERS Feb.

DOBBIN $20
By Ch. Venio—Brockeuhurst Worry by

Raffle.

STARDEN'S JACK • . • $15
By Ch. Result— Forest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS .... $10
By Raffle—Warren Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of prize win-

ning bitches always for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels. Troy. N. Y. 47-73

BEAGLE IN STUD.

CHAMPION TONY WELLER.
THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

THE BEAGLE TRIALS, 1891.
FEE, S5I5.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
60-72 Glensltle, l*a.

ST STUD,

STREATHAM MONARCH.
"The best Bull Terrier to-day in either Eng-

land or America."—George Raper.

ADDRESS
JOHN MOORHEAD, JR.,

61. 12 l»I'l''r.SlJURG, PA.
A lot of fine puppies for sale.

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
40-91 LANCASTER. MASS.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

LAN8D0WNE DESPERADO r- »>«•

By Rosador (Venio—Rosati)—Desperate (Domi-
nie—Sensation).

LAN8DDWNE TRITON "ee ,10.

By Raffle—Warren Dainty. Stud cards on ap-
plication. Post office and snipping address

LANSDOWNE KF;.NNELS. Lansdowne. Pa.

poiNTER AT STUD. FEE »36.

LAD OF KENT "^i

Sire. Champion Bracket ; dam, Renie by Ch.

Tammany. Winnings and only times shown :

First puppy, New York. 1S90; first open and
special for best brace with his litter .si.ster. Lass

of Kent, New York. 1891; first. Wilmington;
Gloversville and Albany ; first challenge New
York and Boston. i!>92. N. B —This low stud

fee for three months to approved bitches.

Address
GEORGE JARVIS.

1015 Washington Avenue. N. Y.52-77

TIT STUD—ENGLISH SETTER

COUNT LEO,
Mack D—Lady Alta, Lady Alta by Count

Roderigo— Bessie 'Belton. Flvenly marked white,

black and tan, whelped November 14. 1889.

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. G. ELLIOTT.

40-91 483 Potters Ave.. Providence, R. I.

pox TERRIFIRS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, a k.c.sb. 4742

Sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee $10.

VENDETTA, A.KC.s.B. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest—Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee $10.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

4798

GEO. EWALD,
Box 501, Cincinnati. O.

MASTIFF AT STUD.

ORMONDE

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in

America." Pedigree and winnings free ;
photos.

50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
155-206 I Exchange Block, Bangor. Me.

II T STUD. FEE $50.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B.. 6264).

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rap, Zig-Zag. Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes). C. F.

T. C. at Lexington, N. C. December, 1890, and
on the bench has won ist. Birmingham. Eng-
land ; 1st. New York. Troy, Albany and Lynn,
•8q; ist. challenge, Worcester. Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

Babylon, L. I.

A son of the great Cambrian Princess, winner
of ist Rockford. Freeport. Cleveland, Cincinnati

and Chicago, and sire of ist and 2d prize bi'ches

Rockford, Freeport and Chicago, 1S92. Some
erandlv bred pups for sale. Send stamp for

catalogue. CHARLES E. BUNN.
,57.202 Peoria. Illinois.

HT STUD

Ch. PAUL GLADSTONE
(3482)

VISCOUNT
(21571)

Imported from the kennels of R. W. Purcell-

Llewellin. England, and pronounced by him the

best dog he ever sold to America.

FEE FOR EITHER, $50-

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for

catalogue, etc.

MT. WASHINGTOX KENXEL,
S. L.. BOGCJS,

52-66eow P. O. Box 515, Pittsburg. Pa.

Pugs of the Best Breeding

At reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNEL
Box 82. Louisville, Ky. 48-73

—In answering advertisements please

mention this journal.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - SSO

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member. 35 per cent off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL - - S20
Puppies and Brood Bitches for sale. Dogs of

any breed taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stnd and sold on commission.

C:
Fox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher $25

Starden's King 25

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner 15

Brockenhurst Tyke 15

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

IJiLLsmE Hennels,

157-208 LANCASTER, MASS.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
29-80 CHESTNUT HILL. Phila., Pa.

THE KENNEL. ^
FOR SALE.

Wyoming Kennels
ENTIRE LOT OF

ST. BERNARDS.
Catalogue on Application.

WYOMING KENNELS,
149-200 MELROSE, MASS.

Mention Fanciers' Journal.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP. 7711 Fee $25
REGENT BRISK. 16.618 *' 10

REGENT TIPPLER " 10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KF;nNF:lS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co.. Md. 65

POINTERS.—BFINCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN, 6258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-
dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co.. N. Y.

Q^eilELSllf

HT STUD—FOX TERRIER

RANTER (A KCSBM8429)

FEE $10.00
By Pitcher ex Vene, own brother and same lit-

ter to Champion Dominie. "He should be most
suitable for light, fine bitches, possessing im-

mense straight b ne. a long punishing head but
coarse, with correct ears and body and as game
as it is possible to make them ." See Fanciers'
JOIRNAL. Address HAMLKiT OWE.N.
46-7oeow 117 Olden Avenue, Trenton, N. J.

BLACK WONDER.
No. 23,557. Whelped Jan. 30, 1S90.

King of black pointers, and was the king of

all colors at the United States Field Trials held

at Bicknell, Ind, 1891, winning the Derby and
All-age Stake. He is a dog that knows how to

hunt and not afraid of briers. Fe« .<^J5.

JOHN A. HUNTER,
56o7eow Sandborn. Indiana.

loX TERRIERS FOrSALE^
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
43-68 P. O. Box 676. ALBANY. N. Y.

FOU SALE-EXCiLISII SETTER PUPS,
bv Ch. Roder go. Ch. Oath's Mark and Dan
Gladstone. IHlSfl SE'rrEU I'l PS, by
Ch. Kildare. Ch. Dick Swiveller. Ch. Tim and
Champion Seminole.

Send for Price List. 40-9>

Mention Fanciers' Joi-rnal.

FOR SALE.

Two Handsome Imported Great Danes.

Second and third prize winners at the last New
York Show. 1892.

TYRAS.—Two years old. son of Duke Bis-

marck's travelling dfog ; color, dark black, white
breast : about 34 inches high ; trained for room
and carriage, good swimmer, high jumper,
gentle and obcihent with children.
C^KSAR.—Kleven months old, half brother

later litter lo Tyras ; color, dark blue ; already

30 inches high and trained just like the above.
Both dogs have no bad habits, most intelligent,

watchful and can be seen at

DR. L. PEINE,
310 E. 53d St., Now York.

German Veterinarian.

N. B,— Pedigrees guaranteed and particulars

on application. 62

Bog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl. B. Tallman,
140-U OAK LAWN. R. I.

Some Choice Pointer

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson. Frederick. Md.
iSi-aoa

Puppies for sale cheap
etc.. address J. R

59-lf

For pedifiTees. prices,

purcelL,
Gainesville. Va.

In answering advertisements, please

mention Fanciers' Journal.
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SUPPLIES.

MANN'S BONE GUTTER
FOR

POULTRY FOOD
Warranted to cut Sreen
boiRs. meat, gristle, and all

williout clog or difficulty, or
Money REn;NDnD.

It has been proved

GREEN CUT BONE
is the most economical egg:

Producing food in the world.

twill double the num-
ber of eggs, and make
them 25 per cent, more ler-

tile. Send stamp for cata-
' logue. Name this paper.

lU F. W. MANN,
P»t June 15,m Aug. 20/89. WHford, !»•.

54-66eow

IWe are So Anxious
^ That you should see our new circular on

^Poultry
Supplies.

It Ulustrateii

the moHt complete line

__ _ _ ever offered.

FREE
Johnson & Stokes,

SEEDSMEN
2i7&ai9narket5t.,Phna.,Pa

FOR POULTRY.
Bono Meal. - - Per lOO lb. Bag, fS.OO
Granulated Bone, " lOO " 3-75
Ground Beet
Scraps, - - - IW)

CAloite. - - - - " 200
C^IShla Flint, - " aOO '

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt ol

P"**'
c. H. DEMPWOLF & CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

3.00
3.00
2.00

8.00

GRIND
YOPB OWN

rmaaaa BODC, Aleal,
UlllllU Oyster Kbell*,

Grahaai Fleer i Corn, in th*

WV 100 prr rent, more mmd*
In kM^&C Pekltry. Atao PmyKIC MIM.Mand
FARMFKKU M1I.L.S. OirCTUrsandt^rtimonuU
WBt <w applioMiao. W1JL80N BUO». SMton. Pa.

PBIilTllia OUTFIT 15'
X)mij;'. K 4 » ph»l)«. rubber tjjM, Ijp. holder, *»«>>^>-'

iehbl, luk.ink I'vl.i.rtT.w.tr, '^";P'"'^'~"?«*l
hm-UMii for u*r S*a.f.rtio. ru.rmi.u.d Worth aOe. BMM

U««. M«k« rud Prlnu, ,tc (*.«.».• i. lml.»t^'

,au bn e»Mi mi hour. (Vnt fattftH 1 *«. ' for 2St.C»l.ft».

H l'««RR80LI-* BRO.«4«»rtl»»dt8l.ll(.T.a»^

POULTRY.

More? Keiels and Poultry Yarls

FAIRFIELD, CONM.

SL Bernards and Fox Terriers

Wljite Plpoutli Ijoclis ttni

SILVER SEABRIGHT BANTAMS

.viiit^e^Pi^oiiKo^r^rrnd^rdr^^^
SS Bantams first cock first, second and fifth

hen, first and fourth pullet. 5' 4

Stock and Eggs For Sale.

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAI^. APRIL 23, 1892.

Perfection in Clieap Shells

»*S QUIRES
I NEW•W^TERf>(^00^ ^.

u» "''CONICALW PAPER SHOT SHKIXS

THE NEW SQUIRES' •* CONICAL. »»

It is with tlie greatest pleasure that 1 offer to the sportsmen of

America an entirely new shell specially ""f.^fV^^^^merica"

and other nitro powders, and I am so gratified with the result of

every test they have been put to that 1 have prepared for a sale

of several millions in 1892.
, ^ * *««^

Perhaps the most convincingargument I can use is to quote from

a letter received sometime since from the Cartridge Company who are

making the shells. They say : - We send you to-day the first ship-

ment of your i.hells. Will you allow us to congratulate you on these,

for they are by far the best shells we have ever made, both m head,

base and in pocket, and also in body of shell which is made of your

extra firm blue paper. The pocket of the shell, you will notice, is just

deep enough to take the primer in. with a good shoulder to hold the

anvil firm ; then the conical-shape flash hole will easily carry all the

flame into the powder. The extra strong primers with the conical

base makes this shell, not even excepting Eley's. the best we have

ever seen '*

Isn't that testimony for you ? And entirely unsolicited at that.

And from a CartridgeCompany whoare pushing their own shells and

have heretofore claimed the best cheap shells in the world.

And now. dear reader, these shells are for sale. A thousand la

gauge will cost you but $500. or 55 cents a hundred, and 10 gauge

5 cents a hundred more.
. , * 1

For the price they are the greatest shell on earth for American

Wood Powder or any other nitro, and there is bound to be an

Immense sale for them.
I've got a good thing and Tm going to keep at you Ull you order

some. Send for a few hundred of these shells now.

Shoot Squires' '* CONICAL" Shells and Win.

POULTRY. POUIiTRY.

The Lea Poultry yards
INDIAN GAMES.

Mv birds took eight prizes at the

J. BORLAND.Stock and Eggs for sale. Eggs $5 and |io per setting of 13.

New York Show. 1892. For furtlier information write to
. „ „

New Hamburgh, Dutchess County, N. V.
54-66 ______

POULTRY RIVERSIDE-^M.

(Thoroughbred Imported Stock).

WM ELDRHD, Dendron, Surrey County, Va.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices

^JSshippinf facilities for the South South-

ern buyers can sive expressage and a long rail-

road journey. ^'

The records will show «>•' foUowi"8 - n,y winn^gs^t^^^^^

,890, .89., .89= on "y^P^'^/'Sorns 3^iirsls T^^ ^ Association
Wyandottes and R. C-W^b.te Leghorns 3? nrei 9 ^ "Like will begit like."

PLYMOUTH ROCKS

WYANDOTTES

101-151

s. "Like aia Degit iiKc, ivi--'^ »»»" •--&".

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record

of America's leading strains of above varieties. 1

guarantee satisfaction.

J. FORSYTH, owEGO. tioga county, n. y.

MAPLEWOOD FARM.

BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS-
i.V.« for hatching from Buff Plymouth R.>cks.

Bu¥^%'a^dcSesa^d Buff Leghorns ^T^r^^^^^^

tf s:uTnS;""klV Coc?"ns. Whfte Leghornl

t^h" Buff "Ikhorn C^"b >1^ agent lor the Mon-

arch mcubltor. Send for circular.

R. G. BUFFINTON.
jg 70 Lock Box 677, Fall River, Mass.

I. K. FEILCH & SON,
NATICK, MASS., U. S. A.

LIGHT BRAHMAS, PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WYANDOTTES,

LANGSHANS AND COLLIE DOGS.

BRADLEY BROS.'
Barred Plymouth Rocks at the Great

New Yort^Show. 1892, made a record unequalled

by Iny exhibitor at any International for five

vears We breed our winners, and each vear for

fhe past three years birds from our yar^s have

^^^ners, for sale. Kfs^S
rY

.3. 58 P" -• *-

^l^^^o^ BOX 80.. Lee. Mass.

SEXT> FOR CIRCULAR.
60-72

BLACK & WHITE MINORCAS
exct^usi\t:l.y.

Send for illustrated catalogue.

Eggs, $3 per 15 ; $6 per 30.

BatlsfiActlon to all.

C. R. DEHART,
jj^ Dover, New Jersey.

n^pRHAM pOULtRY "^W^
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

« r..^«, prlre-winning Buff and Partridge Cochins, B

LcgSfr'ns.'an'd rs^Hambu^gs. «3 per 13 or 95 per 30.

anS they of the BEST. . rt, ^ Z^j^i,^^
Stogk poi^ Sale at ^\ih. feiMBS.

P Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes, S. C. W.

But one yard ofeach variety kept

GOGHIN HILL GOGHINS.
THEODORE STERNBERG'S

Imported English Bdffs

JhV re^nt sale of Mrs. Scriven and a grand

^ wvdTv^^klrel at head of yards. Eegs J5 P?^r U
f^m a^m^l^r of the Cochin Club o! America

ELLSWORTH, KANSAS, U. S. A.

55-67

AddrcM all orders and correspondence to

34-»5

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
Hyde Park. Dutchess County, N. Y.

LEBflHOH PODLTRY YARDS.

LEBANON, N. J.

Single-comb White Leghorns, Silver-laced Wy-

andotte. and Mammoth Pekin Ducks. Send for

52-04
circular.

HOWARD VAN 8ICKXE, Proper.
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heavy in whelp to Refuge II, and we

congratulate Mr. Reick,

« »

FANCIERS' P0BLI5HIN6 CO.,

WM. H. CHILD, Business Manager.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES (IN ADVANCE):

$2.00 PER ANNUM.
CLUBS OF FIVE OR MORE, $1.50 EACH PER YEAR.

Foreign Subscriptions, lOs.

Mr. John E. Thayer has lost the well-

known stud fox terrier Pitcher. The dog

had quite a reputation as a successful

sire, and at the time of his death was not

quite seven years old. He was bred by

Mr. J. J. Pini, and was brought to this

country by Mr.H. Twyford, whose brother

had sold him to Mr. John A. Logan, Jr.,

who afterwards disposed of him to Mr.

Thayer.

a strong team of collies. Mr. Armstrong

will have charge of the kennels.
* •

Seminole kennels have purchased from

the Chestnut Hill Kennels, the collie

bitch Roslyn Crissey, by Christopher out

of Bertha II. Crissey is a full sister to

Chrysolite, first in dog puppy class at

New York and one of the most promising

young dogs coming on.

* •

Chestnut Hill Kennels have leased the

collie bitch Scottish Girl for breeding

purposes.

*
* *

Subscriptions and Advertise-

ments received at the New York

office, Room 53, Times Building.

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all communications to

The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia. Pa.

p. O. Box, 916.

* *

From our English exchanges we learn

that an Irish kennel club is about to be

formed on the same lines as the English

and Scottish clubs. A big show at Dub-

lin will probably be a yearly fixture.

The popular Judge, Mr. Jas. Mortimer,

will judge the Androscoggin Kennel

Club's show at Lewislon, Me.. May 17 to

19, after which he will visit England, ar-

riving in time for the kennel club's show

in June.
»

« «

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

»
« *

The Fanciers' Jocrnal will be supplied by

newsdealers throughout the United States and

Canada. ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^

BRENTANOS .

.

W. J. STANTON .

H. K. TWYFORD

.... Union Square
56 l)ev St.

Bay Ridge, L. I., N. Y.

P. O. NKWS CO . . . 103 Adams St ChicaKO III

E. S. SCHMID . . 3«7 "th St., Washnigton, D. C.

PHILADELPHIA, APRIL 30, 1892.

FIXTURES.

, Dog Shows.
May 4-7.—San Faucisco, Cal.

Aug. 31-Sept. 3—Lexington, Ky.

Sept. 6-9.—Hamilton, Can.
12-16.—Toronto, Can.
19-22.—London, Can.
27-30.—Ottawa, Can.

1893.
Tan. 10 14 -Charleston, S. C.

Feb 14-17.—Baltimore Md.
2l-24.-New York, N. Y.

28 March 3.—Baltimore. Md.
28 March 3.—Klmira, N. Y.

March 7-10 —Chicago, 111.

June 13-17.—Chicago, 111.

Field Trials.

Seot IS —Manitoba Field Trials Club.

Nov." i8.-Eastern Field Trials Club

28 —Philadelphia Kennel Club.

Dec 6.-Central Field Trials Club.

Our Illustration.

Our Silver Sebright bantams illustrated

on our title page, were drawn from life

by Mr. Sewell, from the noted winners

of the Morey Kennels and Poultry

Yards. The proprietor of the latter, Mr.

Chas. D. Bernheimer gained considerable

notoriety by winning the bulk of the rich

prizes at the grand New York show, with

his Sebright bantams. Nothing but the

best is the motto of the i^roprietor and it

is doubtful if finer collections ot these

handsome little birds can be found in this

country than those in the yards of Mr.

Bernheimer. __

Lyman W. Clute, assistant secretary of

the Mohawk Valley Poultry and Kennel

Club, writes that the annual meeting of

the club was held at Eonda, N. Y., April

9. It proved to be an enthusiastic one

in every sense of the word. Although

chicken men were in the majority, I can

assure all that kennel matters were fully

discussed. The fifth annual show will be

held at Gloversville, N. Y., although the

dates have not yet been fully decided,

but our present outlook is decidedly en-

couraging. The most important feature

of the show this year is that arrange-

ments have been completed for the use

of the Fulton Street Rink, which will be

fully appreciated by both exhibitors and

visitors Fourteen new members were

elected, which proves that northern New

York is coming before the public. The

following officers were elected: President,

A. E. Blunck, Johnstown, N. Y.; vice-

presidents, F. H. Wilmatch, Hon. H. S.

Judson, Gloversville; Edw. Rosa, Schen-

ectady,; P. V. Schuyler, Fonda; George

W. Weed. Hyde Park; W. K. Arkell,

Canajoharie; M. F. Button, Gloversville;

treasurer, Charles McEwhu, Gloversville;

secretary poultry. W. A. Fuller, Fnlton-

ville; secretary kennel, F. B. Ziinmer,

Gloversville; assistant secretary kennel,

Lyman W. Clute. Ballston Lake; record-

ing secretary, H. C. Alvord, Glovers-

ville; directors, F. W. Gaylor, Saratoga;

Dr. W. C. Wood. Gloversville; J. A.

Spraker, Sprakers; A. E. Morgan. Johns-

town, and J. W. Miller, Kingston.

The Androscoggin premium list is now

out. In the challenge classes, silver

medals are given. In the principal open

classes the prizes are |8, I5 and diploma.

Other classes. $6, $3 and diploma. Pup-

py classes, $3 and $2. Entry fees in all

classes. |2. 50. Entrie close May 5. ad-

dress communications to the Androscog-

gin Kennel Club, 170 Lisbon street,

Lewiston, Me.
*

« *

The following railroads will carry three

dogs free when accotnpanied by owners

or caretakers: Maine Central and Grand

Trunk; also the following express com-

panies will return dogs free when full

rates have been paid coining to the show:

United States, Merchants and Americans.

« *

An Executive Meeting of the National

Beagle Club will be held at 266 Washing-

ton street, Boston, Mass.. April 29, 1892,

at 7.30 P. M.
*

* »

»

Mr. H. G. Nichols' Great Dane Melac

has been found, and his owner and keep-

er are now happy.

The Irish setter Alice Kent, given in

the catalogues of the spring shows as

breeder unknownwas bred by Mr. Nelson

Mcintosh. TheV)ilch has proved herself

to be this year acre lit to her breeder.

« •

Mr. A. H. Gil more, of Boston, Mass..

has just imported from the St. Helen's

Kennel. England, a handsome little ruby

Spaniel, four and one-half pounds in

weight.

They say some people are feeling

pretty sore about that Washington ride,

says Forest and Stream. Does that jour-

nal refer to the riding master whose bill

one of the party neglected to settle.

There is some talk of having an Irish

setter stake and an all-aged stake for

dogs owned in the United States added

to the programme of the International

Field Trial Club.

«
* »

THE KENNEL.

Forest and Stream says: "Some one on

this side has offered Mr. T. Stretch a

price on his crack collies Ormskirk Or-

monde and Ormskirk Hilda, but it is

not known whether a deal has been con-

summated." On a venture, we would

say the offer was made by the Seminole

Kennels.

ported for the club last year. The pup-

pies have been distributed by lot among

the members living near Radnor, Bryn

Mawr and Ardmore, and already there is

much rivalry among the possessors as to

who shall turn out the best hounds in the

time appointed.

» »

"Typographer" writes knowingly of

fox terriers in the Fanciers Gazette, as

follows:

"If only breeders were sure that a leggy, light,

flatsided. shallow-bodied terrier would have to

be content with vhc, however good he might be

in head and ear, front and quality, we should see

many less of these on the benches. Another

point of importance is the size of terriers, which

has increased latterly to a considerable e;ttent

The aim of every breeder should be to produce a

terrier as near to his ideal as may be. not to

breed an animal very perfect in some points

which he knows are essentials to success under

certain judges.

« «

"Fashion unfortunately reigns in dogs as else-

where, though to a less extent. We must en-

deavor to remember that perfect symmetry is

only possible where all parts are in due pro-

portion. If only more breeders would strive to

produce a typical terrier and then improve de-

tails by judicious crosses, using strains well

known in their tendencies very carefully, we

should have less of the wordy war between up-

holders of the past, worshippers of the good old

times, and the modern school, who somewhat

self-sufficiently scoff at their seniors. A terrier

should be a 'moderate' dog (except in the sense

of general excellence), all his component parta

duly forming a symmetrical whole; an abnor-

mally long lean head on a short, compact body

would look out of harmony, but there is little

danger of the young breeder producing such an

animal at his first attempt.

*
« »

"What I wish to lay stress upon is the necessity

for all-round excellence rather than partial per-

fection. Let us try to breed terriers compact,

deep-chested, strong-backed little tykes, ready

for fun or fight, then we can begin to improve

their heads, straighten their legs, give them

mor< bone and better coats, by mating them with

those of their fellows whose excellence is found

individually and by heredity. The produce of

this out-cross should be mated back to our typi-

cal stock, so that we lose not our type, our con-

stant preoccupation. In the matter of bone, I

think we of later time have been faddists to some

extent. In this we have earned and merited the

opprobrious title of 'fanciers;' let us beware of

•fancy' in relation to terriers. There is no valid

reason why a terrier should have heavy bone.

He has no great weight to carry like the sixteen-

stone hunter, on whose model some of us would

have him built, and the legs and feet of a hound

(in a terrier) are usually accompanied by an

equally hound-like expression and ears. The

golden mean in bone is to be striven for, inas-

much as the tyke with moderate bone, well-

sprung ribs, good quarters and sloping shoulders

will always beat in activity, not merely

pace, the proppy-shouldered, bedpost-fronted,

crouching-quarter^d, hound-limb idol of some.

I intentionally caricature the result of certain

modern tendencies as being fatal to type and

character.

»
* *

Our entertaining and erudite corre-

spondent, xMr. Hugh Dalziel, who has

recently been quite ill, is now resting at

Sandown, Isle of Wight, and our readers

will be pleased to learn that he is already

much better in health.
*

# «

*
»

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spaniih Student.

At a meeting of the Bench Show Com-

mittee of the Industrial Exposition, To-

ronto, Canada, C. W. Postlewaite was

elected chairman and C. A. Stone secre-

tary and superintendent. The judges

will be selected at a meeting this week,

when the premium list will also be sub-

mitted.
•*

Notwithstanding the report that

E. H. M. writes us: "A few weeks ago

I wrote you askhig what the resultant

litter would probably be of a fox terrier

bitch bred one day to a fox terrier and

then got at accidentally by a water span-

iel. In the answer you requested me to

let you know the breed of the resultant

The British Fancier is now a regular

weekly visitor to our oflSce, and it is most

cordially welcomed by all our staff. It

is the peer of its older contemporaries in

news and is superior in letter press and

typography.
» »

Owners of large kennels know the

great mortality of puppies and the diffi-

litter It gives me pleasure to state that I
culty of rearing the youngsters. Mr

the facts completely uphold Mr. Wade's \

Charies E. Mather.
«^*^f

^''^ ^.'^

,^^\^,^f
.

answer. Yesterday the bitch dropped
^

nor Hunt, proposes a plan which should

three puppies, all of which are perfectly meet with success. He has offered a

pure fox terriers." Score another point special silver cup for the member of the

for Mr. Wade.
*•

Mr T. Pierpont Morgan is now build-
r^otwunstanuiug «.uv. .v.^^ --

,

j r 7 ..1 ..^ *„„.„. i,z»..

Princess Florence was barren, she is now ing a large kennel and will get together

« •

"As regards heads, I fear we have lost much

that is typical. Where are the heards of Olive

and Belgrave Joe. of his son Belgravian, and the

latter's daughter, Bell Dame sans Merci? In this

respect, at least, the present must bow to the

past, and the modern breeder strive for the lean

head and flatter skull that his predecessors de-

lighted to honor. Let us bear in mind that

neither "front," legs and fet, "quality" nor

character and expression are the goal for which

we should work, but the production of a thor-

oughly typical all-round terrier, a workman and

a gentleman, hardy, game and a gay shower. In

1
the above remarks I have made no allusion to

the very best of our terriers, for in them we find

either the compact, typical terrier we so de-

sire to see universal, or their superlative ex-

cellence in every respect, but type atones for

this one failing A word of warning to the tyro:

Take rather as your model the well-bred park

cob than the racing thoroughbred."

*
«

Our reporter's comments on the Den-

ver show were a long time in reaching us

as they only arrived this week. We had

come to the conclusion that our able rep-

resentative had been overcome by the

rarified atmosphere of Denver, and weclub who will bring up in his private

residence the best pair of puppies from .
• • u -»

the celebrated English pack of the Duke seriously thought of running jn a short

of Beaufort's which Mr. Mather im- ' obituary notice, with turned rule border.

One thing in our correspondent's favor

when he enters the next world is that he

is tough—too tough to cook. The
"roastings" he has received from "know
all" critics have not even singed him.

Another point in his favor, it's only the

good that die young; a good man cannot

be called young. Can can you see the

point.

»

Apropos of other worlds, we recom-

mend to dog men who contemplate leav-

ing this terrestial sphere, Mr. Vero

Shaw's appropriate work, "Dogs for Hot
Climes."

»

Captain Clipperton, her Majesty's con-

sul in this city, remarked to a friend a

day or two ago, upon noting a paragraph

in the Ledger about the Queen's accept-

ance of a present of Irish terriers : "If

the Queen knew when she was well off

she would let them alone. I have a few

on my place, and the farmers all round

are laying for them with shotguns, while

I am constantly billed for chickens, pigs

and the like that the four footed imps

destroy."

A COCKERS CAPACITY.

Mr. Bell Replies to Mr.
ter.

Fellows' Let-

EuiTOR Fanciers' Journal.

It is an old saying, but nevertheless a true one.

"Give a man rope enough and he will hang him-

self." This is what J. Otis Fellows has doue in

trying to tell us what a cocker ought to do in the

field.

It was not my intention to reply to any more
of his letters, but I shall just show briefly the ig-

norance of his statements in your issue of April

16. He says, "let a cocker retrieve the ducks;"

it does not matter in what kind of a place which
may be appointed to him, let the dog do it be-
cause he likes it. You might as well say, let a
game bull terrier, ten pounds weight, fight
against one filty pounds weight; he will do it be-
cause he likes it, just the same as cockers will

retrieve live geese twelve pounds weight, out
that does not say that a sportstran would allow
his dogs to do this kind of thing.
Mr. Fellows says: "A man who never worked

a cocker or fired a gun is not the man to tell us
about cockers or their wotk." Allow me to tell

the gentlemen that I shot woodcock over c< c'^er

spaniels thirty years ago. and have had sufficient

experience to know the dog at his woik and ap-
preciate and understand his capabilities, and I

have acquired such a sincere affection for the
breed that I would rather sacrifice one of them
than abuse it as Mr. Fellows does. Cockers
never were intended to run on the tracks after
deer.

I would suggest that these wonderful cockers
(for they seem capable of doing anything in rea-

son or out of reason, especially the latter) be
sent down to settle the great wolf hunt, which
has been all the rage these last two or three
weeks in the papers.
Now just a word in regard to the twelve-pound

Koose being alive. It is very probable if the
truth were known that instead of the dog re-

trieving the goose the goose retrieved the dog.
Prav, is the dog alive?

I once went to an exhibition of dogs, and saw
some magnificent specimens in their different

classes, but the dog which attracted all the at-

tention and admiration of the children and the
ignorant was a "clown" poodle—enough said.

G. Bell.

Toronto, Canada, April 23, 189a.

Useful Advice for I>og Owners.

A Yorkshire veteran, who has made a

specialty of dogs and their diseases, gives

some useful advice on the subject of ken-

nel management. With all other writers

on such matters, he tells us that in order
to keep dogs in good health it is essential

that attention should be paid to strict

housing, feeding and exercising them.
The kennel should be large and the floor

elevated above the ground twelve or
eighteen inches. The planks should
either be drilled with holes or placed one
inch apart for the escape of wet and for

ventilation of the bed. An eastern aspect

should be avoided. The food should be
changed occasionally. Constantly feed-

ing a dog on one particular diet is not

advisable. Exercise should be allowed
regularly; it is necessary for all dogs,

especially young ones, where the devel-

opment of bone and muscle is required.

In sickness good nursing and kindness is

a great help towards the recovery of a ca-

nine patient. Warmth, comfort, cleanli-

ness, pure air. good food and water, and
regularity in the administration of medi-
cine where it has to be given, are all mat-
ters requiring the attention of the nurse.

—The Kennel, the Farm, the Poultry
Yard.

WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS.

Some Interesting Pickings and Pointers

Gathered Here and There.

From Our Special Correspondent.

The "noble" fox terrier Raby Palissy
seems to have upset the British equilib-

rium among the doggy fraternity. The
British Fancier and Stock-Keeper won't
have Briar Lacy applying such a word to
an animal of the teirier order; it is not
fitting and should only be used to much
larger ones. I cannot conceive what our
friend was doing. He has been severely
reprimanded and must not do so again.
We say so, and that is sufficient.

But I'm told our friend "the printers'

devil" is answerable for this serious mis-
take, and it should have read "noted fox
terrier."

Well, that's a little "too thin" for our
cousins and you will not choke them off

with that "noted" for 'noble" is too pal-

pable and you must give them more proof.

The only way out of it will be to produce
the original copy and have the whole
staff swear to it.

After falling down the government
stairs and then being thrown out of a car-

riage, breaking every possible bone, and
after being sealed in a plaster of paris

jacket for about three months, and after

being given up for dead, he in his mortal

piece of flesh, presented himself at head-
quarters, 44 Broadway, last Friday. That
1 had done something wrong in my
younger days for which I was not pun-
ished for, was what fled through my
mind when his 225 pounds of Canadian
mutton addressed me in the name of

Dog Whip, alias F. H. F. Mercer.

He had come on from Canada a week
ago, and v;ill probably go out West to

settle, leaving Johnny and another at

Spuyten Teufel. I was surprised to see

him' and barring he went a little "dickey"
on one of his forelegs he was the Mercer
of old. Fragile, No. 12, and that "tired

feeling" turned up, and afterwards he had
an appointment at i o'clock at the Hoff-

man House, which he kept in the follow-

ing manner: Thinking the Fifth Avenue
Hotel was the Hoffman he leisurely

walked in and sat down for an hour and
a half before he discovered his error,

whilst three well-known reputable gen-

tlemen paced the halls of the Hoffman,
pulling their moustaches, agreeing he
was no gentleman, and would show him
up in Dog Chat or Shooting and Fishing,

when he made his appearance and so ex-

plained.

Mr. William Tallnian is to be kennel
editor of Shooting .and Fishing, taking
charge on May i . It is needless to re-

mark that a more practical man could

not be found, and that he will bring up
the kennel department of that paper to

where it belongs is the wish of all his

friends, which are many. We shall look

forward to some sound, solid facts from
the pen of Billy, now that he has donned
editorial frills.

pion Plinlimmon—Lady Wellington;
Lady Challymead, by Marquis of Staf-

ford—Lady Lowden; Ridgefield Belle,

by Kinglimmon—Monz; Dolly S., by
Beauchamp—Queen of Scotland. They
left Albany by boat on Thursday last,

and will be shipped to Maywood, N. J.,

where they will run on a farm and be
conditioned for sale.

Mr. Hobbie is just about over the loss

of his bull bitch Carrie, and those fatal

boxes will never again be used. How
any dog could live in them is a mystery
to me. and a bull dog above all, unless

the thermometer is below zero.

Cardinal Wolsey, of the same kennels,

since New York, has had a bad case of

distemper, but he with the others is now
very tit.

What are you going to get over now
to replace Carrie? was my next question,

but like a clam at high water, he wouldn't
enlighten me. and that knowing, merry
twinkle in his left eye impressed me that

he very probably had another Saleni in

his kennel, already getting fit for next

New York show.

As already exclusively mentioned in

The JouRNAi, last week, Mr. Ed Booth,

of the Dutchess Kennels, just for a spec-

ulation, bought out Mr. W. C. Houck,
of the Ridgefield Kennels. Albany.

Among them was Kinglimmou, by Cham-

In Albany everybody swears by The
JouRNAl,, and it certainly has revolu-

tionized terriers in that part of the state.

Mr. T. S. Bellin it discovered and intro-

duced him to the public, and then Mr.
Whitney, a coming fancier, was its next
haul, and the latest from my special cor-

respondent is that Mr. Houck has sold

his St. Bernards and is going in hot and
heavy for fox terriers and already pur-

chased four from Mr. Clarence Rathbone
just as a starter. I can assure Mr. Houck
if he was fond of St. Bernards that he
will be more so of "tarriers," and that

there's lots of fun in store for him if he
gets under the wing of Messrs. Craig,

Jones, Clarke and Bellin, for they will in-

troduce him to the Tippler Coon, and
then he is a terrier crank for the balance
of his life.

Mr. E. E. Lynde,Yonkers, who recent-

ly imported Mount Morgan, has three
brood bitches coming over.

From my I^ondon correspondent, who
has had his detective camera upon
Messrs. W. C. Reick and Colonel Rup-
pert since they landed on British soil, he
cables they have as yet bought nothing,

but have been to see Salvator Rosa. We-
nona and Alta Bella. Wenona is a new
one, of which they made a great fuss

about, but she has not been shown much.
Mr. Reick sailed last Saturday, and
should be in New York to-day or Sun-
day. Colonel Ruppert is prolonging his

visit, and will journey north, taking in

all the principal kennels on his way and
wisely seeing all the dogs before he de-

cides to purchase any. if any at all, and
will set sail for this country on May 15.

Mr. A. C. Wilmerdiug is "wieder ge-

sund." and can be seen at headquarters

No. 2 as usual. He was trying to run the

candle at both ends, and had an idea

they couldn't get along without him. The
doctor has order him to rusticate in the

hills of Morristown. N. J., and to ride in

daily on I'.is untrained broncho, and I've

no doubt the popular president of the

Spaniel Club will be greatly benefited and
restored to his normal self.

Mr. Rutherford tells me that Warren
Daysman is not sold, but had distemper

badly and now all right, and is a better

dog than he was at New York.

Last Monday I was afforded the pleas-

ure of my first visit to the Hempstead
Farm Kennels, and if any one envies the

life of Mr. A. D. Lewis it is myself. They
have some 400 acres of land, splendid

location, most suitable buildings and
plenty of them, stabling for oyer 100

horses, besides prize cattle, pigs and
poultry. The latter they make a spe-

cialty in Langshans, comprising the late

New York winners. Mr. Otter Sewell's

beau ideal of a "dream" I saw in the

white cockerel, so much spoken of, and
I shall pronounce him with a "capital

station." In dogs, Wootton Game owned
the ranch, with Duke of Hessen a run-

ner up, and I must tell you I saw a bea-

gle, one of the right sort, that would
soften the heart of Mr. Kreuder. One
of the boarders who stood out most
prominent as being devoid of chest de-

velopment was a setter belonging to Mr.

John L. Sullivan. Our pugilistic friend

has certainly not a doggy eye in that re-

spect.

Canada, some years ago cockers caught
his eye, and he has f )ur of Dick Obo's
strain at the present time.

The true fanciers when simmered down
are very few. You take most of the dog
men to-day in a large way— it is purely
business. They like the dogs so long as
they pay for the kennel inannger's salary,

their own keep and can win a few prizes,

but when that ceases they hate to see
them, they are a white elephant, and
sacrifice the whole lot.

The fox terrier Pitcher is no more, he
having ditd one day last week. I heard
at Boston he was slowly dying, and I

judge of old age, although he was not
eight years old. His career in this coun-
try lasted about twelve months, he was
originally imported by Mr. Logan, where
it we rememher on account of his reputa-
tion as a stud dog, being the sire of the
cnck Donionie and niauy other winners
he had bcoked to him during the New
York show of iSgr, twenty bitches at

$25 each, thus paying for himself before
be left the old country. Since Mr. Thayer
bought him the papers will show that he
was doing a great deal at the stud and
that gentleman writes nie he more than
paid for himself, for the short lime he
was at his kennels. He was a remarka-
ble little dog and I hope he nicked well

with some of his bitches in this counrry,
and though he has joined the majority,

his name will long remain ripe in the
memories of terrier men.

The regular executive meeting of the
Spaniel Club was held at 875 Bway.
Messrs. Oldham, Keasby. Morris and
Wilmerdiug being present.

Mr. Raper true to his promise, wrote
whilst crossing the ocean aboat six col-

umns containing a full report of the

New York show for the Kennel Gazette
to come out this next issue.

The secretary to the Great Dane Club
of America. Mr. A. H. Hepner will have
a long article on the (>reat Dane also.

I'm sorry to say that according to the
rule George Jarvis was unable to bring
his Boston protest before the A. K. C.

The rule clearly states that an appeal

must be made within seven days.

I think the Pointer men could improve
on that rule and every Pointer shall be
weighed by an official of the club at the

time of entering the building, and that

weight to go on record for that show only'

George Jarvis will attend Lewiston show
with a string of dogs including Lad and
Lass of Kent, besides Messrs. Blossom's,

Purroy's and others.

I hear Mr. John Davidson voluntarily

commented upon what a grand set of feet

Lad of Kent hfid. Can there be such a

difference of opinion.

Mr. E. Bardoe Elliott has left Bath
Beach and is temporarily staying at Bajr

Ridge, L. I., prior to his leaving for Chi-

cago, which he expects will be about the

middle of May.

Many are desirous of getting that num-
ber of The Journal containing a list of

the recruits. It came out Saturday,

April 2.

It is rumored there will be nothing left

of the pugnacious kennel editor and their

special correspondent in the sweet by»

and-bye.

I may mention on May 7 the American
Pony Racing Association hold their first

meeting this year at the Hempstead Farm,
and a special train will leave Long Island

City for the ground at i o'clock.

I heard casually that Mr. Huntingdon
had taken a place at Lawrence, L. I.,with

the intention of breeding dogs.

Mr. Floyd Vail, although not in point-

ers, is stiil in the fancy in a proper spirit.

When he was judging at Hamilton, in

In Mr. Wiltnerdiug's ofTice in B. way is

an engraving of the Duke of Newcastle,

and Col. Litchfield called "the return

from shooting" dated 1792. Anybody
that is a connoisseur will greatly appre-

ciate it and there you will see some
Clumber Spniiiels which will do our
Canadian friend gooil, Mr. F. H. F.

Mercer. There's not much alteration

according to the picture in them now
excepting to-day they are perhaps, and
only a little strong in head and muzzle.

Mr. F. R. Hitchcock kindly gave it to

our "Kodak fiend" thinking it was more
appropriate in his possession.
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THE DENVER SHOW. the various classes were placed as fol-

lows ;

The Quality Better and the Entries

Larger Than Last Year.

From Our Own Correspondent.

The Continental Kennel Club Company

gave its third annual show at Coliseum

Hall, Denver, on April 13 to 16, the days

being Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday. The weather during the time

was typical Colorado \veather, mild and

dry for this season of the year. The ad-

mission fee was increased to fifty cents

from twenty-five cents, the charge on

former occasions. This had the* proper

effect of drawing nothing but Denver's

best people, of which a fair portion vis-

ited the show daily. The gate receipts

will this year just about cover expenses,

but whether it does or not the show has

come to stav. Nearly every member is

not only able but willing to make up a

small defficiency should it be necessary.

Entries are improving in number and

quality from former shows, the West

especially being better than ever repre-

sented Among those particularly worthy

of mention are the St. Patrick Kennels,

of Denver, and Mr. H. C. Lowe, of Law-

rence, Kan , with their splendid strings

of greyhounds, perhaps the most useful

dog for that part of the country. While

speaking of greyhounds 'it is not out of

Mastlflfh-CHALLENOK, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Mo<le, Badger & Clark.

OPB.-C, DOGS.

1. Hector, Badger & Clark.
2. Lyon, F. W. Millington.

R. Prince, John Gaul.
v. Denver Caution, F. W. Helmreich.
H. Duke of Denver, Dellwood Farm.
C. Max, Dellwood Farm.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Countess, M. Miller.

2. Duchess, Badger & Clark.

Rouffh-coated St. Bernards.
OPEN, DOGS.

1. Don El Paso, Mvrtle Kennels.
2. Caleb, Burr R. Geddes.
R. Prince Bedivere, A. C. Shallenberger.

v. Bonaparte, Edward Eddy.
H. Aldebran, J. J. Haddart.
c. Montrose II., Harlan & Robinson.

OPEN, BITCHBS.

1. Alta Berna, A. C. Shallenberger.

2. Lady Glenwood, Fred Ewing.
R. Nellie J., Edward Jones.

v. Countess Lona. A. C. Shallenberger.

c. Leonia, Chas. McMillen.

POPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHK9.

I. Montrose XL, Harlan & Robinson.

Smooth-coated St. Bernards.
OPEN, DOGS.

1. Victor, S. H. Waldo.

OPEN, BITCHES.

Yonla, A. C. Shallenberger.

place to mention that by special invita

lion from the Bartels Rros. Mr. John Da-

vidson, W. L. Washington, Porter and

Blatham, of Denver, and the writer started

one fine morning early, accompanied by-

six of as good greyhounds as any kennel

might be proud of, for the wide ranges

some ten miles out of Denver, after the

wily jack, and perchance a coyote or two.

After reaching the hunting grounds the

party did not have long to wait before a

large buck jack was started. This fellow

had undoubtedly been kept in good

training by the covole during the winter,

for he led the hounds at a killing pace

for nearly a mile and one-half, when he

was pressed so close that he took cover

in a welcome hole.

The first part of the race was in plain

view of the whole party, but after a bit

the jack made for a hill and over it, when

both hounds and hare were lost sight of.

About this time a wire fence was sighted

directly in front, and through which both

hare and hounds had passed. When
seeing the fence in his way, and as the

horses were nearing it at a break-neck

pace, Oukel John got so excited that he

Jumped out of the buggy. He landed

head first into the business end of a large

bunch of cactus, of which this country

raises a large and healthy crop. But even

this did not stop him. He went through

the fence like a scared coyote, and raced

up the hill likeayearhng. But he did

not go far, the light air of this latitude

soon brought Onkel John to a stand still,

gasping for breath and very much dis-

Kusled that he did not see the finish.

The jack was afterwards pulled out of

the hole. After an hour's rest he was

given a hundred yards start of a pair of

hounds, but his fleetness had left him.

After a short course he fell an easy prey to

his pursuers. At this time some coyotes

were discovered some two miles off, but

before we could get the hounds sighted

another jack was started, which lost us

the coyotes. After seeing these jacks run

I have about come to the conclusion that

there is only one thing faster than a well

coyote trained jacked in the spring, and

that is a streak of greased lightning.

Other Western kennels that deserve

mentioning are those of Badger and

Clark, of Ouray, Col., who are going in-

to masUffs quite extensively. Then there

"is A. C. Shallenberger, of Alma Neb.,

St. Bernards; Kellie Cookson of Glen-

wood Springs, Col., cockers; Mr S. H.

Lavertv, of Denver, clumbers and cock-

ers and many others that I might men-

tion. The officers of the club were on hand

at regular hours and each did his share

of the work. Mr. R. W. Isenthal, the

Secretary of the Bench Show Committee

also acted as Superintendent and did his

dual duties in a business like and satis-

factory manner. The club owns its own

benching and the dogs were fed on Spratts

and cooked meat. The show was kept

clean and odorlessduringthe whole time.

Mr John Davidson judged all classes and

as a whole did his work in his usual

business like manner. The awards in

.. Queen Vera, A. C. Shallenberger
V.Jean. Harlan & Robinson.
H.Thunole, Harlan & Robinson,

c. Biddie, Harlan & Robinson.

PUPPIES—DOGSlAND BITCHES.

1. Valkvre, A C Shallenberger.

2 Jeani Harlan & Robinson.

V. Biddie, Harlan & Robinson.

H. Thunole, Harlan & Robiuson,

Great Danes.
CHALLENGE—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Pedro, Shognoquon Kennels.

OPEN, DOG9.

1. Hindoo, A. S. Tooke.
2. Don Juan, John McAuhffe.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I Charraion, Herbert Nichols.

2. Belle, A. S. Tooke.
V. Volga, A. S. Tooke.
H. Juno, A. L. Weston.

Newfonndlauds.
OPEN—DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Withheld.
2. Jim. K. P. Penfield.'

Bloodhounds—Open, dogs.

I. Jack Shepard, R. G. Huntington.

Barzols—Open, dogs.

1. Pospekh. V. H. Hacke.
2. Zloeem, P. H. Hacke.
V. Osmadav, P. H. Hacke.
H. Odinor, P. H. Hacke..

c. Oudaff. P. H. Hacke.

open, BITCHES.

I Prokaza, P. H. Hacke.
2. Zanoza. P. H. Hacke.

Greyhounds—Open. dogs.

Lord Neverstill, H. C. Lowe.
Prince Charley, H. C. Lowe.
Saint, Chas. Barrows.

OPEN, BITCHES.

Pearl of Pekin. St. Palmer KenneU.
Little Climber, H. C. Lowe.

K Comedy, H. C. Lowe.
V. Miss McGinty, St. Patrick Kennels.

H. Belle of Kllham, American Coursing Club.

C.June, J. W. Shaw.

PUPPIES—DO<;S AND BITCHES.

I Lord Severnettle. J. H. Gowcr.

2. Punch. L. H. Blethen.

V. Senorita, R. W. Byi ns.

C. Saucy Bob, Chas. Barrow.

Poluters-OPEN, DOGS (55 pounds and over)

1 Count Graphic. John R, Daniels.

2 Gov. Fritz, F. B. Alsip.

V. Aberdeenshire Boy, Alex. Simpson.

OPEN. BITCHES (50 pouuds and over).

Nellie Buckles. Alex. Simpson.
Graphic s Rose. John R. Daniels.

OPEN. DOGS (under 55 pounds).

I Graphic's Topic. John R. Daniels.

2. June. John R. Daniels.

OPEN, BITCHES (uuder 50 pounds).

I Dido, L. M. Aldrich.

J. Bangle R.. Mrs. Bret Cassidy.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Aberdeenshire Boy, Alex. Simpson.

Kngllsb Setters-OPEN, doos.

Frank Doncaster, M. C. Wiles.

Donald Furness, W. S. Howland.

KinK Leo, Ernest E Thomas.
Manifee Doncaster. M. C. Wiles.

Denver, Ernfest E. Thomas.

H King Leo's Pointo, E. Thomas,

c. King Leo's Perry. E- Thomas.

OPEN. BITCHES.

Sis, John Jones.

I.

2.

V.

I

2.

R

I.

2.

1.

2.

R.
V.

2. Crazy Queen. Seymour Warren.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Sandy. J. W. Fleming.

Irish Setters—Open, dogs.

1 Dawn, F. G. Patterson.

2. Sir Sharon, Kildarc Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

1 Mohawk Fancy, Mohawk Kennel*.

2. Vic Acushla. S D. Barnes.

Gordon Setters.

CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I, Tommy II. C. E. Paris.

open, BITCHES.

I. Topsy II, Emma Nell Bein.

Chesapeake Bays.

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Withheld.
a. Wyoming Belle, B. S. Marshall.

Irish Water Spaniels—Open, dogs

1. Tough, Milward Hewitt.
2. Fritz, Charles W. Smith.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Lillv Pad. C. M. Hampson.
a. Rags, Milward Hewitt.

Clumber Spaniels—Open, dogs.

I, Bustler, Somerset Weston.

open, BITCHES.

I. Lady Florence, S. H. Lavertv.
.'. Denver Lass, S. H. Laverty.

Field Spaniels—Open, dogs.

I. Newton Abbott Torso, T. E Taylor.

3. Don. C. M. Graflf.

R. Pippo, H. Bohra.
V. Fleet, Mrs. Bert Cassidy.

H. Pedro, C. M. Graff.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Denver Dell. S. H. Laverty.

2. Topsy, J. C. Dressier.

R. Fanny, H. Bohra.

Cocker Spaniels.

CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. KingofObos, Ancient and Modern Spaniel

Kennels.
OPEN, DOGS.

1. Bob Obo. Jr., Kellie Cookson.
2. Amusement, Ancient and Modern Spaniel

Kennels.
R. Rideau Romulus. Kellie Cookson.

V. Rex G.. F. Guicerman.
H. Puck. Preston Power,
c. Laddie III, Harlan & Robiuson.

OPEN. BITCHES.

I. Queen of Spades, Ancient and Modern Span-

iel Kennels.
2 Tiney Obo, Kellie Cookson.

R, Vampa Nellie, Kellie Cookson.

V. Kalula, Herman Bohm.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Bob Obo, Jr., Kellie Cookson.

2. Amusement, Ancient and Modern Cocker

Kennels.
R Yampa Kulu, Mrs. Bert Cassidy.

V. Yampa Nellie, Kellie Cookson.

H. Puck, Preston Power.

Collies—CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHBS.

I. Maney Trefoil, Carlowrie Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Denver Jack, W. L. Rouse.

2. Oscar, W. J. McDonald.
R. Rob Roy III, W. H. Nicholson.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I Louie Long, Carlowrie Kennels,

a. Heatherting, Carlowrie Kennels

best dog in show, M. C. Wiles' Frank Doncaater;

best bitch. J. Jones' Sis.

Irish Setters.—Best bitch in open class, Mo-

hawk Kennels' Mohawk Fancy.

Cocker Spaniels —Best kennel. Ancient and

Modern Spaniel Kennels.

Collies.—Best kennel, Carlowrie Collie Ken-

nels- best collie exhibited by a member of the

Collie Club, Carlowrie Collie Kennels' Maney
Trefoil.

Bull Dogs.—Best kennel, llwiss Kennels.

Pugs—Best kennel, Howard Pug Kennels;

best in show, Mohawk Kennels' Toac le.

I.

I.

I.

I.

a.

V.
u.

R. Spoiled Miss. Carlowrie Kennels.

V. Mermaid, Carlowrie Kennels.

PUPPIES— DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Denver Jack. W. L. Rouse.

2 Princess Shiela. Carlowrie Kennels.

R. Rob Roy. III. W. H. Nicholson.

Bull DOgS-CHALLENGE. DOGS AND BITCHES

I. Bo'swain. llwiss Kennels.

OPEN. DOGS.

African Monarch, Ilwiss Kennels.

OPEN. BITCHES.

Peckham Lass, Ilwiss Kennels.

Bull Terriers-OPEN, dogs.

Sir Monty II. George W. Clayton.

OPEN. BITCHES.

Chatauqua Lottie. George W. Clayton

Beagles -OPEN, dogs and bitches.

Dottie R.. R. C. Rinearson.

Fox Terriers—Open. dogs.

Dixie Tartar. G. W. Sentell. Jr.

Blemton Match, Kemton Park Kennels.

Little Tot. Burr P. Geddis.

Jo Jo, F. M. Shouler.

open, bitches.

1. Nellie, L. Ogilvey.

2. Tuggy. F. M. Shouler.

V. Susie, George Willie.

H. Flossie, W. E. Foster.

Skye Terriers—Open, dogs and bitches

1. Florence May, Thomas Kilpatrick.

Toy Terriers—Open, dogs and bitches.

I Tony, W. O. Brinker.

2. Diamond, Frank S. Wild.

Pugs—Challenge, dogs and bitches.

I. Sateen, Howard Kennels.

OPEN,, dogs.

I Little Duke, Howard Kennels.
2' Jay Bacon. W. H. Bacou.

V. Punch, J.J. Huddard.

OPEN. BITCHES.

1 Todie. Mohawk Kennels.

2 Nobody's Baby, Howard Kennels.

R Lady Talent, F. M. Adams.
V. Bonita, Mohawk Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHBS.

I. Penrice Boy, Howard Kennels.

Italian Greyhounds.
OPEN, DOOS AND BITCHES.

I. Dude v., V. Van Trump.

Miseellaueous-DOGS and bitches.

I. Fritz, E. H. Howard.

Specials.

To the handler showing the largest number of

dogs in best show condition, first prize J65. Har-

ry L. Goodman; second prize I35, John H. Nay-

lor.

Mastiffs—Best kennel, Messrs. Badger &
Clark's; best mastiff. Badger & Clark's Moae.

St. Bemards.-Best kennel. A. C. ShaUenberg-

er's; best rough coat in show, A. C. Schallen-

berger's Alia Berna.

Barzois.-Best kennel, P. H. Hacke.

Greyhounds-Best kennel, H. C. Lowe.

Pointers.-Best kennel, Dr. I. R- Daniels; best

in show. Dr. J. R. Daniels' Count Graphic; best

bUch?Aiex. Simpson's Nellie Buckles.

English Setters-Best kennel, E. F. Thomas';

Comments on the Awards.

Mastiffs.—The challenge class had

but one entry, Mode, a dog of fair size,

good head properties, not quite straight

in front, he worked himself into the

challenge class by following the Canadian

circuit.
, ^ . .

The open dog class had five entries ot a

rather weedy quality. Hector, first, won

third in puppy class at Chicago. Lyon,

I
second, should have changed place with

Prince, reserve, the former is long in coat

and plain faced. Prince is better in head,

coat and character.

The bitch class had seven entries but

all but two were absent. Countless, first,

is of fair size, with a loug head and nar-

row skull, eye a shade light, left ear not

well carried. Duchess, second, should

have been returned unnoticed. The only

puppy entered was absent.

ST. BERNARDS.-No entries in challenge

class. The open dog class was filled with

six entries of all type and colors. First

went to Dou El Paso a very catchy look-

ing dog having beautiful color and well

marked head not right, body short, coat

kinky, muzzle not deep enough, I liked

Caleb, second, fully as well, showed more

character throughout, a bit undersized,

and not quite straight in front. P"nce

Bedivere is long and handy in head, bad

color, the rest were ordinary. AlU
Berna, first in bitches, is shallow in body,

washed color and light in thigh, she has

a bad eye and is not in coat. Lady Glen-

wood, second, had been removed when

we called. Nellie J.,
reserve, was placed

too high for one with bad color and curly

coat and the worst of head. Countess

Lona, vhc, should had her place, she has

no face shadings, but is of good size with

plenty of bone. Leoma C, is a bad

Leonberg. Montrose IL, a medium

puppy had a walk over.

Smooth - coated St. Bernards. —
Victor, first, the only entry in open

dogs should have been satisfied with

third. The bitches were better. Yonla.

first is a grand bodied bitch, deficient m
fore-face and light in bone. Queen Vera,

second, a brindle and white, has a small,

houndy head, with a good body, and is

an easy mover. The balance are not

worthy of special mention. Valkyre,

first, in puppies, is of good color, light lu

bone and straight behind. Jean, second,

should have been satisfied with a letter.

Great Danes.- In challenge class

Pedra had a walk-over; he is well known.

Hindoo was first in open dogs. He is too

loug in coat, ears badly cut. in fact, not

cut at all but just chopped off. Don Juan,

second, is a coarse, blue dog. Bismarck

was absent, and Lea was no Dane at al..

Charmion fairly smothered her competi-

tors in open bitches, being best in sim

and general character. Belle second,

should have changed places with Volga

vhc Juno, unnoticed, should have had

at least he. She is of good size but was

heavy in whelp.

Newfoundlands.—Two entries, first

rightfully withheld. Second went to

Jim, a dog of some merit.

Bloodhounds.—Jack Shepard,

known, won first; he was the

entry.

Barzois.—The two classes were

by Mr. Hacke's dogs. They will be re-

membered as the dogs that did not kill

the wolf.

Greyhounds.—Mr. Lowe's entries,

Lord Neverstill and Prince Charley, were

placed as written. Monk Bishop was ah-

sent
The bitch class was the best I have ever

seen at one show. After some delay

Pearl of Pekin won from Little Climber,

and rightly so. Pearl scores in chest,

bone, pastern and second thigh while

Climber is the better in head and neclc.

Comedy, reserve, is another go<Mi one,

but not shown in the be|t of condition

.

Irish Lass was absent, and Miss McGin-

ty is not yet full developed.

Of the four puppies shown only two

were worthy of notice. Lord Severnet-

Ue, first, is a promising youngster, but al

well
only

filled

present is long in coat and heavy in ear*

Punch, second, is the better in coat but is

straight behind.

Pointers—Open dogs, over 55 pounds.

—First, Count Graphic, well known
;

second went to Governor Fritz. Light

in muzzle, feet too flat, not straight in

front. Aberdeenshire Boy, vhc, is light

in ej'e and left ear partly cut off. has a

good body and well sprung ribs. Bitches

over 50 pounds.—Nellie Buckles, first, is

a nice animal, with a most perfect head,

ear not well set, good bone and feet,

shown a bit flat. Graphic's Rose, sec-

ond, is light in eye, bone, skull domed
^nd shelly in body.

Dogs under 55 pouuds.—Two entries.

Graphic's Topic and June, both owned
by Dr. Daniels ; they won as written.

Light weight bitches. Dido, first, beat

Bangle R., at every point. Patti Donald

was absent. Aberdeenshire Boy was the

only entry in the puppy class and won.

English Setters.—No challenge

dogs or bitches, but Frank Doncaster

proved himself a good one in open dogs

He has a beautiful head, eyes full of ex-

pression, splendid coat, lots of bone aud

good feet. Second went to Donald Fur-

ness, a dog a good deal of the same
stamp except in head. Muniffe Doncas-

ter, a full brother to the winner, was like

him, an orange and white, of good qual-

ity. The balance were good dogs but

of no special merit.

There are few better bitches seen any-

where than Sis and Crazy Queeu ;
they

were placed as written. There were two

puppies entered, but Jim Dandy was ab-

sent and Saudy was not at home when
we called.

Irish **etters.—Dogs had two en-

tries, neither worthy of notice. Dawn,

first, is good for about vhc. Sir Sharon

is the better dog, shows more character,

but is flat-sided and straight behind.

Gipsy H., the only entry in open

bitches, was absent. Mohawk Fancy had

no trouble defeating Vic Acushla in pup-

py class.

There were but two Gordon setters

shown in the two cla-sses, both fair speci-

mens.

Wyoming Be!le represented the Ches-

apeake Bay dogs. She was not good
enough for first but received second.

Irish Water Spaniels.— Four en-

tries in two classes, a fair lot but no fly-

ers.

Clumbers.—Three entries and not a

bad one.

Field Spaniels—Open dogs.—All of

good stamp but curly in coat, except

Newton Abbott Torso, who won first

with ease.

The winners in the bitch class were

transferred from the cockers. Denver

Dell, first, and Topsy, second, are of

cocker type but too heavy in weight

Cockers—Challenge dogs and bitches.

—Two entries, of which Lady Ubo was

entered to compete for specials only,

therefore the well-known King of Obos

had a walk-over.

The open class for dogs had eight en-

tries, of which Pippo and Fleet had been

transferred to the field spaniels. Bob

Obo, Jr., was given first, a decision we
cannot endorse. He is an unfurnished

puppy, light in muzzle, out at elbows and

kinky in coat. The prize belonged to

Amusement, who stands on the l)est of

legs aud feet, perfect coat and good

lenght of body, he is a little too much
filled out under the eyes. The balance

were all too curly in coat. The same

holds good in bitches, except Queen of

Spades, who was given first. It is well

here to mention that it is the belief of

most that the drv climate has a tendency

to curl the coat. Bob Obo, Jr., and

Amusement again won first and second

in puppy class.

.CoLLi^—Challenge dogs or bitches.

•^Maney Trefoil, the only entry. He had

a most wonderful coat, frill and mane,

but is thickening a little in skull. In

open dogs Denver Jack was placed first

;

is of good size, little short of coat. Os-

car won second. The bitches were ahead

of the dogs for quality. Louise Long
won, but we preferred Heathertwig, bet-

ter in coat. The old Lady Spoiled Miss

won the reserve card. Two good pup-

f1es were shown * in Denver Jack and

rincess Shield. They were placed in

the order written.

The Illinois Kennels won everything

iu bull dogs.

. Bull Terriers.—Two entries iu the

two classes, both owned by George W.
Clayton.

Fox Terriers.—Nothing special was
shown in either the • o; or bitch cla>s.

Dandy Dinmont Terriers.—Border
Clinker II, the only entry, was absent.

Skyk Terriers.—But one entry, of
niodera'e quality.

Toy Terriers.—Two neat little black
and tans of tlie apple-headed order.

Totiy, a bit better in coat, won over Dia-

mond,

Puos.—The challenge class for dogs or

bitches had four entries, but as Sprake
and Curtis were absent, and Bo Peep II

was to compete for specials only it left

it a walk over for Sateen. In the open
dog class Little Duke won from Jay
Bacon second. The latter had a swelling

on his neck, which had to be lanced on
the morning of the show ; had it not

been for this he should have and no doubt
would have won easily. Robin Hood
was absent. Toadie won easily in hitches.

NoVjody's Baby, second, is small iu skull

and deficient in wrinkles. Bonita was
properly placed. Penrice Boy had a

walk over in puppy class.

Italian Greyhounds.—The only one
shown was most too large for his cage.

Aside from his size he was very good.

Miscellaneous Class —But one en-

try a Pomeranian df the first onler.

G.

what some men with a thousand years'

experience never will acquire.

The ladies as a rule love dogs in that

peculiar gushing manner so characteris-

tic of the sex When I see a rosy-cheeked,

bright eye<l girl kiss one of tliose nosey
little spaniels or pugs I feel a brutal dis-

like of the beast. Of course, the latter

can't help it, but the r. c. and b. e. girl

might find osculatory practice on dogs
better at home, where the sterner sex can-

not intrude.

^tt-

Patti'sRicci was a dog that lived with-

out hair, yet now a cockney has it that

he died for the want of hair.

Ramblkr.

CALIF0RN1.\ DOG NEWS.

POULTRY an° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

A writer in the American Agriculturist

remarks: "Poultry, small fruits and bees

work harmoniously together. On a plat

of fifty acres a perfect paradise could ex-

ist under proper management. A better

living, more happiness, peace and con-

tentment can be derived from such a life

than is enjoyed by some of the richest

merchants.
*

« »

Barks froiT) Gotban).

Prom an Occasional Correspondent.

The British Fancier is a new child born

in the field of the English fancy. It is a

lusty, healthy infant, that grows amaz-

ingly fast and will, I dare say, soon leave

some of its ancient contemporaries far in

the rear. There is such an enterprise about

this newspaper decidedly refreshing. It

"caught on" among American doggy
men.

George Raper I believe handles the

kennel department of the British Fan-

cier, which may help to gain for it a

number of friends in this country, as Mr.

Raper has left behind a very favorable

impression, I am told.

As The Fanciers' Journal is the

only paper iu America carried on the

same lines as the English Stock-keeper

and the British Fancier, it must sooner

or later reach the same important posi-

tion in the American as the above men-
tioned papers do in the English kennel

world.
U + + J

I read a great many sporting journals,

aud must admit that the absence of per-

sonal controversies in The Fanciers'

Journal is in decided contrast to the

average run of papers. It is highly

commendable and gives a character to

the paper that is bound to be respected

by all intelligent fanciers. Keep it up.

I was discussing doggy matters one

evening in the Hoffman House cafe

with a party of sports. The latter care

more for a Sullivanesque jaw on a bull

terrier than for all the arguments in the

kennel papers against too much cheek

on the terrier. Said one of the "boys:"

"The dog papers make me sick. A lot of

duffers write on the points a dog should

have to win, and when a man buys a

bench winner the chances are he can't

run a goose off" a trot or fasten his jaws

on a sponge. What'll ye have?"

After liquid restoratives were applied

the question was discussed with but one

result, dogs for work and dogs for show
are not in the same class. I am not a

party to the agreement, but confess there

IS a heap of truth in the conclusion

reached.

-^Xt^

Is long experience in the show room

and kennel necessary to make a man a

good judge? I don't believe it, and with-

out wishing to belittle any veteran's abil-

ity, I must say that there ate men capa

ble of criticising and judging dogs that

have had no practical training as hand-

lers or showmen, but whr.se intelligence

and "dog eye" enable them to acquire

From Our Special Correspondent.

The meeting of the Interstate Coursing

Club that opened at Madra, Fresno

County, March 22, had an attendance of

fully three hundred lovers of greyhounds

and coursing. The attendance from San

Francisco was very slim, in fact so few

were present it was decided to reduce the

size of the purses in order to help meet

the expenses of chartered cars. First

was cut down to $240, second to I140.

third to $70 and winners of the courses

|t2o each.

In the absence of Mr. John Grace, who

was to judge, Mr. Frank Cooney, of San

Jose, was appointed in his stead. Sky-

rocket won first, I240 ; Don C, second,

|ii4o ; Nettie third, I70. Dashaway,

Queen Bess. Banshee Boy, Firenzi, Whip
and Catherine Hayes each won f2o.

It is reported that our cousins in the

antipo<les ha"e originated a rough-coated

ten pound blue and tan dog with a "top-

not" for additional beauty, that they have

named the Australian rough terrier.

Charles Hug, of the Oceanic Steamship

Company, owner of Boxer, the first thor-

oughbred Euglish bull dog ever exhibited

in California, has recently imported from

Australia Rowdy, another dog of the

same breed. Mr. Hug will show several

of his dogs at the California Kennel Club

bench show, May 4 to 7, 1892.

Entries for the C. K. C. bench show

point to a large and successful exhibi-

tion. Besides a long list of valuable

specials, they offer $5 and diploma for

first and diplomas for second and third

'prizes.

A. Russell Crowell has taken charge

of the kennel department of P.icific Field

Sports, a sufficient guarantee that it will

be well conducted and readable.

Thorougl b.-ed drgsin Cal fo iiia are not

"as thick as licks on a rotten log," but it is

encouraging to see a slow but sure in-

crease in the number of good locking

dogs that we meet. .\ l)etter (piality of

dogs or any other domestic animals is

proof positive of advanced intelligence

in man.
If a thoroughbred dog is not readily at

hand try your hand on the best dog you

can see that suits your purpose. There

is a big lot of intelligence in the coni-

monest mongrels, which may be used if

properly drawn out. At any rate a well

trained mongrel is better worth his grub

than an untrained thoroughbred.

Monterey.

Theoretically, the above is very plausi-

ble; practically, it will rarely "pan out"

successfully. Each of the three branches

require expert knowledge, and it is rarely

we find combined in one individual all

these (jualifications.

KENXKI^ IlEGlSTEIl.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration he

made on our blank forms which will

be furnished free by sending to this office

fior them.
WHELPS.

J. H. and J. A. HUNTER'S English setter bitch

Daisy Hunter (Gath's Hope—Daisy F)
whelped three dogs and seven bitches to

Champion AntoniinRoderigo—Bo Peep). Feb-

ruary 28.

FOREST BEAGLE KP:NNELS' beagle bitch

June Rose whelped eight dogs to Champion
Fitz Hugh Lee, April 12.

F. L. CHENEY'S Irish setter bitch Onota Peg
(Chief—Hizreena) whelped five dogs and four

bitches to owner s Henniore Shamrock (Mus-

kcrry-Avoca), March 11.

Daisy (Chief— I.eigh), Irish setter bitch,

whelped three dogs and four bitches to Ins

Onoka Dou (Chief—Bizreena), March 22.

EUHKHART PUG KENNELS' (Cincinnati, O.)

Sara Bernhardt (2o,>79) whelped two dogs
and two bitches to Spokane (I3,f)02), April 13,

1892.

Poultry on a fruit farm is both benefi-

cial and profitable if not carried on too

extensively. The French people know
how to combine the two most admirably.

Vineyard and poultry yard are almost

one and the same in France, as fowls

need practically no yarding where grapes

are grown, except when the latter reach

the luscious stage.

* *

Where small fruit culture is practiced

it is well to remember that a flock of

hens can pick ripe berries as fat as the

human family, and probably enjoy them

as well. This necessitates the confining

of the fowls in yards, and that means

coiisi«lerable extra work at a season when

a fruit farmer is apt to be extremely busy.

It is well to study your own qualifications

thoroughly be fore attempting to dove-tail

two such important branches, with the

expectation of enjoying great happiness

and accumulating snug fortunes.

*
• ft

B.. Summit, N. J., writes: "What is

the proper temperature for a brooder?"

Eighty live degrees the first week and

eighty degrees afterwards, gradually re-

ducing temperature to seventy degrees

by the sixth week. Remember that this

does not mean the heat of the floor of

the brooder, which should never l)e over

seventv degrees. By closely observing

llie chickens one can soon tell whether

the heat is too low or too high without

resorting to thernionieteis.
*

« •

Where Leghorn, Game and Hamburg

chicks are reared in brooders, place the

latter outdoors on the lawn or field and

give the chicks a chance to range. This

is indispensable with the youngsters of

the above breeds if good strong chicks

are desired.

« ft

The question is often asked, "Which

breed of hens make the best mothers?"

Having tried most of the natural incu-

bators, we prefer the game hen. We
made a test lately between Wyandotte

aud Indiau Game hens, and the latter

were far superior to the former, both in

the number of chickens hatched and the

subsequent care of tlieni. An Indian Game

hen will defend her brood most vigilantly

against cats and other vermin. The only

objection to Game hens is their cannabal-

istic desire occasionally to slaughter the

chicks of other hens. By exercising a

little care this trouble can be avoided.

»
ft ft

One of the greatest mistakes made by

some poultry writers is to extol excessive

weight as a chief merit in market fowls.

Valuable goo<ls are often done up in

small packages, and no man that has

eaten a slice of chicken meat cut from a

game fowl will deny its superiority over

the meat of the Jumbo breeds. Because

the Inilian Game does not weigh as much
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as'the Brahma leads some people'.to sup-

pose that it is not as profitable as a mar-

ket fowl. As Indian Game cockerels at-

tain the weight of nine pounds readily,

we should advise comparing the dead

carcass of such with a twelve-pound

Brahma or Cochin. Both the eye and

the knife of the carver will not hesitate

to select the Game carcass as superior.

* *

S. L. Roberts, of California, formerly

of Nebraska, confides the following se-

cret to the readers of the American Poul-

try Journal: "Those New Yorkers have a

great big axe to grind, and with it they

wish to split the head of the A. P. A.

wide open, the head not having allowed

the tail to wag the body. The axe is

comparison judging."

* *

As the above gentleman is entirely un-

known to the New York Anarchists and

what-not-else, his remarks are of a value

best estimated as tiii.

»
» »

The officers of the New York and Phil-

adelphia poultry clubs are abundantly

able to take care of their interests, and

we might add that in both clubs are men

who are counted among the best mem-

bers of the A. P. A.

The above mentioned Mr. Roberts not

being a member of the A. P. A. his va-

porings are like those of others in the

same boat. They wish to tickle the A.

P. A. by defending it. and at the same

condemning those who happen. I to find

fault with the old society.

•*
In regard to the committees appointed

at the A. P. A. meeting held in Los An-

geles, to make or revise the standard, we

consider a mistake has been made in the

Buff Cochin Committee. Such represen-

tative breeders as D. A. Nichols, Theodore

Sternberg and George Perdue should

have been considered, especially in view

of the fact that Messrs. Sternberg and

Perdue favor a full feathered Cochin.

The gentlemen appointed while capable

enough to make a Standard to suit their

views, will hardly represent the Cochm

breeders of the United States. A grace-

ful act would have been to acknowledge

those who differ with you and give them

a chance to plead their case.

*
« •

Uncle Mike Boyer in the March issue

of the Guide and Friend, remarks: "Send

us your experience—and cash." This is

asking too much, for as a rule men. en-

gaged in the poultry business .seldom

have both experience and cash, but of

the former there are "oceans" at hand.

•%
It is getting customary in some poultry

papers to publish biographies (?) of

famous (in more ways than one) poultry-

men. As the subjects write and prepare

the copy themselves, skeptical readers

may be pardoned for smiling when they

read of the angelic life and ways of these

hunters after fame and dollars. Genuine

biographies of certain individuals would,

however, have a wholesome effect.

«

Poultry Topics, the new Missouri

paper, has changed owners. Our West-

ern correspondent, F. N. Petts, has se-

cured control. We wish him success in

this new venture.
»
»

In the "Business Hen" a statement is

made that there are three varieties of

Minorcas—black, white and red. Several

readers have written to us regarding the

red variety. We never heard of such,

and wrote to Mr. Felch, who sends the

following reply: "Way back in 1854 when

Minorcas were first heard of, none but

the black variety was ever named as

such. They dropped out as the white-

faced black Spanish took their place,

they being produced from the Minorca.

Nothing more was heard of the latter

until some seven years ago, when a move

was made to resuscitate the Minorca with

the result your readers all know, and the

introduction of the whites or albinoes

from the black. vSome three years ago I

read a short article in some English paper

where a would be wise one tried to make

it appear that there was a reddish brown

variety of Minorcas. I think it a canard

however. No such breed was heard of in

1854, nor beyond this squib I speak of,

did I ever hear of a pure bred Minorca

that was anything but a pure black, until

the apology for such appeared in the

shape of the white variety. Andalusians

came from the old time black Minorca

mated to white Spanish or white Leg-

horns. They are the nearest thing to

Minorca blood I know of for color other

than blacks and I believe now that the

birds in the article referred to above were

the result of the cross I mention, throw-

ing chickens a dark brown red, the same

as seen in the pair of Langshans called

wine-color I have heard of. I do not be-

lieve in any absolute pure bred Minorca

except a b/ack one."

handsomest catalogue of poultry we ever

saw came to us last week. It contained

a description of James E. Hazard's sil-

ver-spangled Hamburgs, and like the

latter was up to the high-water mark of

merit. A handsome catalogue filled with

intelligent and honest descriptions of a

breed is bound to attract the attention of

all intelligent fanciers. We are certain

that Mr. Hazard's excellent catalogue

will be the pioneer of many more such

in the future. All interested in Ham-

burgs should send for the above to James

E. Hazard, Elmira, N. Y.

DISEASES OF POULTRY.

BY DR. W. F. ROTH.

ALL RIGHT.S RE.SKRVED,

CAPES.—IV.

•*•

"A girl of Burlington, N. J., fell while

walking in the yard of her home. The

prostrate girl was attacked by a game

cook and severely spurred about the head

by the chicken's spurs," was the news

sent to a Philadelphia paper recently.

Jersey "lightning" and game cocks are

dangerous, and no mistake. The two

combined make a Jersey cocking main

mighty interesting

*
*

The latest thing in the poultry fancy is

the proposed "Decimal Score Card Asso-

ciation." The father of the latter is, of

course, Uncle Isaac Felch.

In the American Poultry Yard of last

week, the constitution, by-laws and the

score cards of this new creation of Felch,

were published. We are also informed

that there is a simon-pure club organ-

ized adopting the above. Mr. Felch will

act as temporary secretary of the Phanton

Association.

• «

The object of this association is to have

all birds scored by the decimal system,

and be loyal to the A. P. A. Had any-

body but I. K. Felch started such amove,

his loyalty would have been pooh-poohed,

and probably the sage of Natick would

have dipped his cold steel pen in red ink

and denounced it. As usual "it all de-

pends whose ox is gored."

«
« •

M. K. Boyer, in the Germantown Tele-

graph, remarks:

"We must not believe all we read," is an old

saying, but true—and very applicable to the

poultry business. For instance, one breeder of

thoroughbred Brown Leghorns advertised that

he had "thirty acres devoted entirely to his

breed." when in reality he had rented thirty

acres, confined his birds to about an acre or two,

in small runs, and the balance of the place was

devoted to weeds, etc. We have seen men of ex-

cellent education—b.uikers, lawyers, ministers

and professors, who were fairly "roped in" by

these fairy tales from the pens of flighty writers.

Last fall a most learned judge of the New Jersey

Courts called upon us for detail.^ in the running

of a mammoth poultry farm like he read about.

After we explained matters he admitted that he

felt ashamed at l)eing caught "napping."
*

» •

The above is no doubt true, but hardly

equals the trick of a sharp dealer

some years ago. The latter wishing to

make his pouttry buildings appear Ixjth

numerous and imposing had a good part

of the village photographed to help the

effect. The bait was good and for a time

the dealer made money. He is dead to

the poultry world now.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27c.

We are informed that the ova of cer*

tain entozoa are not affected by cold, even

to the extent of freezing, and it would

seem from M. Megniu's experiments that

the gape worm is not capable of propa-

gation lower than the above named tem-

perature. If such be the case, we must

look for the intermediary stage in a

locality or latitude where the ground

temperature sustains above 68°. Megnin

"concludes that no host or bearer is ne-

ce.ssary," and that in all probability the

water is the vehicle of sustenance to the

intermediate stage of the ova. How.

then, does the ova maintain life in a

locality where frost enters the ground, or

where the temperature, even to the earth

worm's abode, must sink below 68°?

Either Dr. Walker or Megnin is wrong;

or is it possible for the spring bird—the

"early bird that catches the worm"— to

be the bearer of the gape worm from a

clime where his ova can maintain life

throughout the year? By this process

both of the learned men couM be cor-

rect.*

*We specially commend the reader to a very

able conclusive, and interesting contribution to

ThkIoirnai. OK April 9 issue by Dr Walker,

in reiily to Mr. Dalziels article to which we made
allusrou in this treatise, and we again wish to

express our highest opinion for the Doctor s re-

search from the fact that his study of the scleros

toma is thus far of all we know entitled to the

foremost consideration. As the Doctor requests,

his theory is entitled to the most searching trial.

« *

The breeding pen score card to be used

by this new association is carrying a

hobby or a theory a trifle too far. The

highest scoring pen would win, and yet

the mating of the cards often prove far

worse than that of a lower scoring pen.

« *

If scoring must be done, let it be sim-

plified and confined to exhibition speci-

mens. No breeder of intelligence and

experience will bother about scoring his

breeding birds. A breeding pen scored

at a show gives only the individual value

of the bird as a show specimen, and not

as a breeder.

Coming Shows.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Kindly insert the following in your

journal. The North Baltimore Poultry and

Pet Stock Associations, held their annual

meeting Wednesday evening, April 13,

1892, and elected the following officers for

the ensuing year: D. E. Peters, presi-

dent; J. C. Bartose. first vice president;

G. W. Wilkinson, second vice-president;

Will Zedaker, secretary; A. L. I'fau,

treasurer; J. H. Helfrich Hall, superin-

tendent; J. C. Bartose, A. Kleckner and

B. B. Rockwell, executive committee.

Our next exhibition will be held Decem-

Ijer 27, 28, 29, 1892. We expect to make
this the largest show in northwestern

Ohio. Yours,
Will Zedakkr, Secretary.

North Bai.timore, Ohio, April 24, 1892.

« «

Mr. Robert Colgate, president of the

New York Poultry and Pigeon Associa-

tion, will sail for Europe shortly, so we

are informed, and remain there for son:e

time. We regret to hear that he contem-

A Tough Ttirkey.

A good story is told of an old lady

who lived near Helensburgh, and was

reputed to have a famous breed of tur-

keys. On one occasion she sold one of

these to a man named B .
When

t....^.. -b cooked and served up at table it was

olales eiving up the breeding of fancy found to be so tough as to be quite un-

U-f. but trust it .a, prove on,y for a ^f^^^J^-^C^,^!^!:^^::^
short time, as the fraternity can ill afford

to lose such a thorough fancier.

Frank Gaylor, vvho was Mr. Colgate's

manager, is now settled at Saratoga

Springs, having assumed charge of Col.

Hilton's extensive poultry farm.

time afterwards, Mr. B said to her:

"What did ye mean, Jean, by selling yon

turkey to me?" "What was wrong wi't?"

"It wasn't good at all," said the man.

"No guid?" quoth Jean. "It was bound

to be guid. It won the first prize for

eleven years at Helensburgh cattle show."

—English Stock-Keeper.

—Brown Leghorn crossed on partridge

We receive many circulars and cata-
j

Cochin gives not only a beautiful but a

logxies every year, but the neatest and 1
valuable farm fowl

the lousk theory.

Lewis Wright, in his "Book of Poul-

try," and than whom there is no better

nor more reliable authority, gives large

space to the theory of a Mr. Halsted,

and which seems to be believed by many

in this country and in Flngland. In fact,

the advocates of it claim large demonstra-

tive proof by experience. We can serve

the best purpose for Mr. Halsted's ground

by quoting his own language as given by

Mr Wright. He contributes to Wright's

book as follows: "A number of years

ago. in examining some young clucks

just taken from the nest, I noticed on

the heads some large insects. I found

the head of the insect embedded in the

skin of the chick's head, and so deeply

that when I pulled them off the cbick

would cry out in pain. I have found from

two to a dozen on a single chick. I took

the pains to pick all these insects oft the

heads of that brood, and examined them

everv few days until six weeks or more

old, removing what few ticks made their

appearance after the first operation. I

did not follow it up in other broods, re-

moving these more as an experiment, to

see what would follow. As the season

advanced our chickeus commenced to

die off with the gapes. Some entire

broods died, others in part but 0/ t/iis

brood I did not lose one chick. The next

season I resolved to try it on a larger

scale, but found the picking-off insects a

tedious operation. 1 tried application of

cold grease to the head, but it would not

answer. Then tried mercurial ointment,

and killed a good many little chicks; then

kerosene oil, with a like result; next

melted lard, and was partially successful

with that, still I had a few cases amone

those anointed. Finally I compounded

an ointment of

—

Mercurial ointment, one ounce.

Pure lard, one ounce.

Flower of sulphur, half ounce.

Crude petroleum, half ounce.

This is applied to th^head of the chick

in a semi-fluid state, and now for six

years I have not lost a chick when the

ointment has been applied at the time of

taking the chickens from the nest.

"To test the matter even more thor-

oughly I had a brood of chicks come ofl^,

five of which 1 were Brahmas'and seven

common barnyard chicks. The five

Brahmas and one of the common chick-

ens were anointed, the others not.

Every one of those not anointed had the

^apes and five of them died, and not an-

other chicken in the yard had it. I have
had friends try the same experiment in

yards where thev were troubled with the

gapes with nearly the same result.

"It is well known that on all animals

that do not perspire the parasites that

infest the body make their way to the

nostrils to drink. And in some cases

(sheep) the parasite either penetrates the

nostril and there deposits its egg, or de-

posits it at the opening of the nostril.

and it is conveyed back by natural

causes. This egg in time becomes a larva

or worm and causes disease. In the

chicken the worm follows the nostril

back until it reaches the opening of the

trachea and there makes a lodgment; as

they grow they gradually fill the open-

ing and thus produce the gasping for

breath, which is called the gapes."

We have quoted this opinion at length

for the benefit of all who may be

of an investigating turn of mind, and
leave it to the reader to form what con-

clusion he may; and while it is a plausi-

ble theory we cannot vote our opinion in

favor of it. The sum total of the facts

advocated by Mr. Halsted, and one Mr.

Black, who is strong in his opinion of

gape propagation by the louse route, is

that to keep the chicks free from lice

means freedom from gapes. Mr. Black

says: "I contend that the worm is caused

by the larger species of the louse, that

lay their young in the chicken's mouth.

Like the maggot from the blow fly, that

begins at once to crawl, so the worm
finds it ways into the opening of the

chicken's windpipe." It is possible that

chicks kept free from lice may remain

free from gapes; but if such be a fact,

our opinion is that it is owing to

cleanliness and the disinfection neces-

sary rather than the extermination

of ' the parasites, for we have seen

lousy birds from babyhood up to remain

free from gape infection. .And on the

other hand, we have seen chicks that

never knew what a louse was to become
victims of the scteroi,toma, aud succumb
to his inevitable torment in a short time.

We must say with Mr. Wright that "any
such theory as this [the louse theory], in

the precise' form adopted by Mr. Black

or Mr. Halsted, is utterly untenable."

From all we could learn theoretically

and from actual observation we can not

conclude otherwise but that the inter-

mediary stage of the ova of the sclerosto-

ma syngamus is in the soil, and that it

belongs to the entozoa whose larvui are

not destroyed by heat or cold as obtains

from regular results of the seasons. The
precautionary measures adopted by our

farmers appear proof to this assertion.

When their flocks become victims they

remove the chick quarters from the in-

fected locality to one free from the pest

—

so far that there is no danger of the

chicks wandering on the previously in-

fected ground. In this way they remain

free from the infection often altogether,

and at the worst at least three and four

years. This we know to be a fact, and it

goes to prove that contamination occurs

from the soil. The louse i<lea is un-

known to these plain country folk, for it

is to them a matter to be expected that

chicks get lousy, and theirs are as a rule

so every year. No species of lice cause

gapes.

Let thus far suffice. We have given

enough of the sclerostoma's history to

satisfy the reader with what is at present

known of this enemy of the young chick;

but must confess with Fanny Field that

where he comes from, or rather how he

propagates, we don't know anyone who
does know with certainty. We partially

know his habits, and his creation must

have been "from the beginning." but the

intermediary stage of his (or their) ova

—where he comes from, or in the lan-

guage of Mr. Dalziel, "how our chickens

get infested"—with a few other interest-

ing peculiarities, is what no one has as

yet told us. We would like to know,

first, his earliest history prior to the time

mentioned in this article; second, the in-

termediary stage of the ova; third, why
the partiality to young chicks up to a

certain age, and why so select in his at-

tacks as to certain species of birds? These

are a few peculiarities we would like in-

vestigated, for it would seem that the

mucous lining of the trachea of all galli-

naceous fowls and birds were alike

adapted to his tastes, as well as at all

ages. .\re adult fowls not affected be-

cause of being strong enough to expec-
torate the worm? or is there a constitu-

tional dyscrasia objectionable to his

abode? Plenty of facts for investi>rators

to wade in, and a most interesting fellow
to deal with this gape worm is.

Pathology.—The pathology of gapes is

inferential and simple. The worm fas-

tens itself to the mucous membrane of
the trachea and derives nourishment from
the blood it sucks. That it needs air as

part of its subsistence is a characteristic

different from all other entozoa in the
matured state with which we have any
acquaintance, and should be a prominent
factor in making investigations pertain-

ing to it. A few worms generally do not
produce death, and, if no more produce,
are coughed up and the victim recovers.

It is onlv when a sufficient quantity of

them exist that dangerous symptoms en-

sue. These collect in bundles and so

obtrude the trachea as to deprive the

lungs of sufficient air, which causes car-

bonization of the blood and finally as-

phyxia. The symptoms incident to this

condition we hardly deem necessary to

give, more than to say that as carboniza-

tion progresses there is loss of strength,

later on loss of appetite, and the poor
victim has nothing to do but labor for

breath and wait for the inevitable chok-

ing. There is no constitutional trouble

other than ensues from carbonization,

and to avoid this means to get rid of the

worm, which practically is usually all

that is required in the

Treatment.— It seems every poultry-

man who has gapes in his flocks has his

own way of getting rid of the trouble.

Internal remedies are of no consequence

in treating the complaint, more than per-

haps such as tone the weakened, decar-

bonized tissues to rally after the worm is

destroyed, and for this purpose we would

use a small quantity of sulphate of iron

in the drinking water, and pulverized

Peruvian bark in the feed—sav a tea-

spoonful to about twenty chicks. To
feed any of the stinking, strong stuffs so

often recommended as gape cures is as

bad as the disease and of no use what-

ever as curative agents. If the entozoa

were infesting the bowels as tliey do in

man and beast various vermifuges might

be of service; but since the seat of trouble

is in the trachea, and altogether a local

one there, the most effective means are

found in such iuhalents as loosen or de-

strov the worm, without causing material

damage to the chicks. But withal, great

care should be exercised while treating

diseased birds this wav. Naturally a

chick can endure suffocative fumes

longer than a gape worm, yet just to

know how long a fumigation will suffice

experience will soon dictate. We never

keep chicks longer in a fumigating box

than from two to four minutes—rarely
the latter—rather repeat the operation of-

tener. Now as to the remedies em-
ployed.

It IS now about thirty years since we
first took an interest in chickens,, and we

also had gapes among ours then. Mother

was a matter-of-fact reasoner, and often

had ideas that would seem ridiculous to

manv of our present young fanciers, but

it was a fact, nevertheless, she had

•'good luck" with chickens, and her way

of curing gapes has been our way since,

and we never lost but very few since we
were a boy. We feel safe in saying that

we did not lose a dozen chicks from gapes

in thirty years. Our process was. and

still is, the old fashioned way of fumiga-

tion with carbolic acid in a canvas-cov-

ered box, and this, if properly performed,

will "cure" in all cases, unless it be such

as are beyond remedial help which is

when there is not sufficient vitality left to

expectorate the worm. We alwavs per

form the operation in the morning

placing all the affected chicks in a box

sufficient roomy, and high enough so as

to prevent their jumping up. Our way is

to heat a brick so hot that it "sizzle"

steam, on which we pour two or three

drops crude carbolic acid, and with a

fire shovel hold under the canvas A
better wav is to perforate the bottom of

the box and allow the fumes access from

below. Rarely more than two operations

of three minutes each are necessary.

Perhaps a solution of the following,

used in the same manner, will suit many
better:

Gum camphor, one scruple.

Acid carbol. gran., half scruple.

Alcohol, q. s.. one ounce.

This is

to be preferable to the,crude acid,for not
being so offensive.

.'"^

Then there is the old] process of ex-

tracting the worm with a feather tip or

looped horse-hair or silver wire. This
will do, but it is a slow means and dis-

couraging when one sees a hundred or

more chicks before him to be operated

on. It is likewise not so easy an opera-

tion in the hands of a bungler and nerv-

ous operator, and to know when the

worms are all "caught" is neither as easy
as two times two. We do not recommend
it unless where there are but a few
"patients" requiring operation, and then
a silver loopea-wire should he the instru-

ment. The operation is best performed
by holding the "patient" between the

knees so firm, yet not injuriously tight,

as to preclude all possibility of motion,

then draw the head upward and slightly

forward by a steady pull on the lower
mandible; pass the wire close along the

base of the tongue with a slow spiral

motion, watching its entrance into the

trachea. The wire should be four inches

long from the loop, and can be safely

passed from two-and-a half to three

inches. Great care must be exercised

that the bronchi are not injured, and the

operation should be performed in a good
light.

Mv-gnin, as noted before, holds that

water is the vehicle for the development
of the intermediate stage of the ova of the

gape worm. His treatment consists,

therefore, in "doctoring" the water to

destroy the ova, and using offensive

drugs—garlic and asafoetida—in the feed.

This he does to pheasants and gives be-

sides each bird seven and a half grains of

gentian, and seven and a half grams asa-

foetida—fifteen grains—and says large

birds need more. We pity the large

birds, and we shouldn't care to be under
his treatment were we a small bird. No
good can come from such indiscriminate

dosing.
The treatment of the worm is simple

and effective, if at all inielligenily

applied; but his history is absorbingly

interesting and instructive.

[to be continued.

not apply to Mr. Keesling, but he has
attempted to push every man to the wall

who is a competitor, always beginning
on "my fruit" and winding up with
either an attack on some one or a "good
word for himself."

I am having his record hunted up by
California parties, and more will be
known of him after awhile, either good
or perhaps not, but one thing needs no
investigation, which is that he knows
how to attend to the affairs of others
better than his own sometimes. So far

as I am concerned I can only reply to

his remarks with "shoo fly." which about
expresses the view I take of his effusions

and self-praise. P. H. Jacobs.

bv

Mr. Jacobs Replies to Mr. Kees-
ling.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

It is rather out of place for me to step

aside to notice remarks from correspond-

ents, but as allusions are so frequently

made to "Pat Jacobs" (a name by which

I am almost unknown among my friends^,

I will briefly state the cause.

I have letters from California in which

the writers state that Mr. Keesling does

not represent their sentiments, and that

he has not added his "weight and influ-

ence" (whatever that is) to strengthen

California associations.

Mr. Keesling's attack on Mr. Cooper's

stock comes with little grace, considering

that charges were preferred against Mr.

Keesling in the Langshan Club meeting

for selling eggs to Mr. Gallagher, of Nor-

ristown. Pa., that brought forth some-

thing Mr. Gallagher does not claim can

be described as a breed. As Mr. (Valla-

gher was not a member of the club the

charges were laid aside.

I have been guilty of doing nothing to

Mr. Keesling except to prevent him from

"working in on me" without paying

adver rates, and though he has succeeded

in gettmg 'something for nothing" from

others by pretending to defend somebody,

he has not been successful with me. That

is where his cor:i feels sore.

If our eastern breeders could not turn

out in force at Los Angelts, itvvas owing

to the distance, expense and time. I am
sure that their hearts and best wishes

were there.

It may here be stated that Mr. Keesling

counts only one in California, and his in-

fluence out there is not sufficient to cause

an earthquake, even if he has a Lang-

shan club of his own, which he gave out

would be 'my own, if you please," in

advance.
His contempt for the "fat sitting hen

organ" was not so supreme until the

aforesaid "fat sitting hen organ" de-

nounced "dead beat" free communica-

tion advertisers, aud explained that any

novice could cross white binis with Lang-

Preservation of Eggs.

Rev J. Menzies, The Manse, Fordoun,

nnpressed with the importance of the

egg j^upply for the nation, the necessity

of taking steps to increase the supply

and also to improve the methods of pre-

serving them, has for some time been

experimenting in the matter with satis-

factory results. Mr. Menzies' method is

as follows: i. Procure a rack, any length

or width, bored as closely as may be by

an augur which will make a hole the size

of an ordinary egg cup. 2. Thickness of

rack one inch. 3. Keep from rays of

6un. 4. One rack to be superimposed on

another, with sufficient space between to

allow of the eggs being moved without

disturlnng the others. 5. Particularly,

the eggs must be put in the rack the day

they are laid, the small end down.

"One of our staff," says the Dundee

People's Journal, "called at Fordoun

Manse the other day, where he was most

courteously received and had an oppor-

tunity of testing (or rather tasting) some

eggs which had been laid in June of last

year and which were so fresh and well-

flavored that no one would have dreamt
that they had been stored at all. Mr.
Menzies favored our representative with

the following brief notes on the subject :

'My physiology may be at fault, but it is

this: In' an egg there are lirst, the lime-

stone shell, preservative in itself; second,

the enveloping' menibrane, air-tight;

third, the albumen from which that sub-

stance comes; fourth, the yolk, where
the bird is produced; fifth, the germ eel',

in a membrane of its own, at the head of

the egg. The destruction of the egg for

eating jiurposes comes from the cell be-

ing broken and thus percolating the rest

and not having warmth producing rot—
that is «leath. Temperature <levelopes

or destroys life, a law which is provable

from the egg of a hen to that of a croco-

dile or a snake. What the teniperature

should be for preservation, /. e. the

bursting of a germ cell, I cannot as yet

say and probably will never have the

chance of sa>ing, as my work lies in

other «lirections. In my own case the

experiments have been conducted in the

larder at the back of the manse, on
which the sun never shines ami where

the temperature is seldom above 45°.

Whether they will be good after trans-

portation or not, whether they will yield

chickens or not, I cannot say, but having

gone so far I mean to try. Those who
have pleniv of leisure might now try for

themselves. .\ hen I <ys about 1 20 eggs

in a year. We pav for imported eggs

close on /,"3.000,000 a year, aud so far as

I see that could be kept in our own
pockets.'"

n'exceile'nt remedy and ought
I

shans and ma^f "mottles.' This may

Start in Pigeon Keeping.

Unless you have some personal knowl-

edge or a good fancier close at hand, do

not start with the higher and more costly

breeds. We recommend long-faced tum-

blers to beginners. They are very pret-

tv and amusing and at the same time

capital breeders and nurses. Of the

more popular and high-cultured varie-

ties. Dragons may be mentioned as cap-

ital breeders al.so. "but here the competi-

tion is keen, as also in the show homer
classes. Magpies also are free and good

breeders, but they do not improve with

age. Owls and turbits, if good in beak

properties, are very troublesome to rear.

Try tumblers and homers,—Feathered

World.
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CHIPS FROM THE POULTRY BLOCK,

Fleeing Fancies Nipped on the

Wing- for Our Readers.

BY TRIXIK.

Pennsylvania must be taking the fever

badly. Within the past week I have re-

ceived sample copies of no less than two

new poultry papers, viz., the Poultry Na-

tion and Game Bird. The title of the lat-

ter naturally strikes me in a tender spot,

especially as it j^ovesthe report of several

interesting flies.

All mankind was born with the bump

of sport well developed, and while what

is sport to one may not be to another,

so it is that some of our sporting gentry,

Uncle Mike for instance, can see no sport

in cock fighting. Anyone who has once

kneeled al the pit side is ever afterward

a devotee of the noV>le sport, no matter

if in later years he also kneels in his

closet in private, a cocking main will

draw him for the time from his devo-

tions.

Our Los Angeles friends must be as

great kickers as we eastern moneybays.

After working and pulling all the ropes

connected with the machine to secure

the presence of the great antl only A. P.

A. to kick at the bill presented by their

specially imported judge is too bad,

boys.
Those seven eastern birds, so we see

by Fanciers' Monthly, had a bad effect

on the show, as they kept the local birds

at home, afraid to meet the conquering

hosts that had spanned a continent to

feasi upon good, rich California blood.

Thev, the California fanciers, now feel

like kicking themselves for not defend-

ing their own dunghill. Like many of

our celebrated eastern magnates who
never exhibit, they found that they had

better birds at ho'me than these cham-

pions from the east.

Did you ever give a moment's thought

to the fact thai in many breeds the Eng-

lish and American types are quite differ

ent? Fanciers' Monthly for April takes

the Wvaudotte ;ind illustrates these two

types.' An American would scarcely rec-

ognize the English birds as Wyandottes

at all. I like the Wyandotte much the

best as it gives us a neater, trimmer and,

I think, a hand.somer fowl.

Well, I never! Why, our poultry fan-

ciers, editors and writers, act for all the

world like they were doggy men. They

snap, growl and snarl at each other just

like thev. the doggy ones, are in the

habit of doing. These shows annually

appear to work up more bad bloo<l dur-

ing the three exhibition months than

can be cooled off and purified during the

remaining nine. If we fail to get the

lion's share of the premiums there has

either been a collusion between the judge

and exhibitor that did get them or the

judge is jealous (suffering Moses!) of us

and takes this plan to keep us down on

the ground floor—he floors us.

Begin a war of extermination at once

or you will rue not doing so as the sum-

mer advances. Don't vou know that the

pestiferous little cuss, the louse, is abroad

in the lan<l.

The old setting hens are being eaten

up alive by iheui and the little chicks

will be hatched lousy. Dust that faith-

ful old biddy effectually with insect pow-

der of some kind or other, no matter

what, so it has sufficient strength to

cause the lice to "climb the golden

stairs" in a body—not one left to mourn

the departed.

Uce are the poultryman's worst enemy,

especiallv when young chicks are upon

hand, the old fowls may linger along

for a long time before they die outright,

but the voung things soon succumb to

their ravages. If you propose propagat-

ing lice you must look to them for your

profits, for most assuredly you'll reap

none from vour poultry plant. They are

an abomination and should be boycotted

by all poultry "cranks."

Gapes are another serious drawback,

but I know of no way by which we can

effectually free ourselves from their

ravages. I have seen many preventative

measures recommended, tried everything

I ever heard of and invented a score or

more myself, but allee samee they would

take the' dreaded gapes, and when they

do get them we must work like a Trojan

or lose all—nearly all our chicks.

I've heard it said that along the Jersey

coast gapes were entirely unknown.
Well. I don't doubt it in the least, for a

part of the Jersey coast that I once saw

was decidedly too poor to even propagate

a gape worm. That I suppose to be the

locality where gapes are unknown.

FRENCH BREEDS OF POULTRY.

C O. Brown in Baltimore Sun.

It is doubtful if there is any country

that equals France in raising poultry—

that is, making as perfect a success of it,

and where poultry raising is so univer-

sally carried on. It is not the large poul-

try farms that produce the noted supply

of poultry that finds its way to the French

markets, and is also shipped in enormous

quantities from France to England. It is

the small poultry keepers, or as they are

in France called, the "cottagers." Al-

most every village resident has his small

flock of poultry, and the fowls are al-

lowed free range in most instances, and

as their accommodations afford ample for-

ber of holdings throughout the rural dis-

tricts is only about 8,000,000 the full sig-

nificance of these figures will be under-

stood. On an average the peasants of

France can look to making something

like /I a head out of poultry alone.

Though hardly any well-to-do French

familv contrives to live without consum-

ing both an omelet and a poiilet in some

shape or other during the day. the eggs

laid and the chickens slaughtered in such

enormous numbers are by no means mo-

nopolized by their producers. Millions

of French eggs find their way into the

English market and all over Europe.

The innkeeper who desires to please his

customers lets it be known that the fowls

he places on his table are all ponlels de

Bresse. Nor does the popularity of

French poultry rest on any mere senti-

mental basis,

"The habits oftheir patron bird are bet-

ter understood bv our neighbors than

any other people,' and they contrive to

feed their cocks and hens in a manner
which produces the maximum of soft,

white flesh and the minimum of gristle

and sinew. Possibly a climate neither

too hot nor too cold renders the rearing

\
less difficult, but at any rate the French

fowl vs. facile pHnceps. The English birds

I
are apt to be tough, the Italian are so

I

skinny and diminutive as to afford little

1 more satisfaction to a hungry man than a

! pigeon, while the German are flavorless

Kngraved Kspecially for The Fancikrs Journal.
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aging grounds for the size of the flocks

there is in consequence a great part of

the season that the fowls can almost find

their own food. It is claimed that the
,

sale of eggs and chickens for the table

constitutes a very important branch of

French agriculture and is one of the mos.t

reliable sources of wealth of the peasant

proprietors.

According to recent returns it is shown

that there are no less than 45,000,000

hens in France, more than one to every

man, woman and child. The Paris corre-

spondent of the London Standard says:

"One-fifth of the hens each year are con-

sumed as food, realizing something near

/1,000,coo, and in addition 2,000,000 ca-

pons are also sold for eating, the.se latter

lieing worth another /20o,ooo. The

hens actually engaged in laying at any

one time are put down at 35,000,000, and

their annual product in the shape of eggs

is reckoned to be worth over 7,250,000

sterling. In other words, the total value

to France of her poultry, drawn both

from the eggs laid and the birds slaugh-

tered, is hardly less than ^9,000,000 a

year.

"When we remember that the uum-

and uninteresting. But in France it is

possible to eat a fowl with complete sat-

isfaction
"

Doubtless the fact that the French or

cottagers' system enables the main care
\

of the poultry to devolve upon the women
accounts in a grt«t degree for the marked

success secured in their rearing. It is

quite evident also that the runs the flocks

enjoy are carefully guarded against over-

crowding. The women have more time

than the men. Especially is this so on

small farms, which enable them to look

after poultry in a more business-like and

systematic manner. The eggs from un-

usually good hens are saved to set. Un-

profitable hens are the indifferent layers

and these are disposed of. The qualities

of the French breeds of poultry are the

small amount of offal in dressed poultry,

small bones and extra quantity of meat,

especially on the breast, and the tender,

juicy sweetness of the breast meat. Eggs

average much larger than do those -of

other breeds.

At the head of the French breeds the

Houdan is justlv entitled to stand There

is no reliable information recorded that

gives the origin of the breed. Some
authorities claim it was originally the re-

sult of a cross between the Sultan ami

CrevecfEur, while others consider they

! are of Dorking and Crevecoeur origin,

i and still others think Polands and

Crevecoeurs were their progenitors. The
fine characteristics and the natural ten-

dency of the breed to occasionally throw
chicks with feathers on legs and between

their toes would naturally seem to afford

quite strong evidence that the Sultans'

and Crevecoeur cross may have had
something to do with their origin.

Among the principal characteristics of

the Houdans is their docile nature. If

treated kindly they become very tame,

and seem to court petting; this is also the

case with the Sultans. The flesh of the

Houdan is of very fine quality. In color

it resembles that of a white-skinned tur-

key. There is a large amount of breast

meat for the size of the fowl. In this

country there is not as much attention

given to this popular breed as should be

the case. The chickens are remarkably

hardy and very rapid growers, feathering

very quickly. Houdans have mottled

plumage of black and white feathers,

black slightly predominating; large, full

crests of same colors, beards or "whisk-

ers," or, as it is sometimes called, "muff-

ling," well developed, which should

stand well out on the sides so as to ap-

pear to be forming a connection with the

crest. The toes are five in number, and

the fifth or upper toe should point up-

ward.

The Houdans in this country in the

Northern States have not proved to be

very good winter layers. Their eggs are

larger than any other breed, except pos-

sibly the white-faced black Spanish. The
Crevecoeur fowls ar..- of pure black plum*

age throughout, crests and beards, but

have four toes only. They are somewhat

heavier than the Houdans, a trifle longei-

legged, and are about equal in table

aualities, but are not as good layers, nor

o their eggs average quite as large. The

comb consists of two small, horn shape

branches.

The La Fleche are not as hard as the

two breeds already named and require a

warm or mild cUmale. Their eggs do

not hatch as well as do the others. They

excel the others, however in laying

qualities. When fully matured the fowls

are easily fattened. In plumage they

are pure black, and they have a comb
somewhat in appearance like the Creve-

coeurs. Among the minor breeds in

France may be named the Bredas or

Guelders; they have no combs whatever.

They are usually black, somewhat feath-

ered on the legs and generally slightly

vulture hocked. They are fair layers of

good-sized eggs. They are not bred with

the uniformity of the other breeds. The

La Bresse are of two kinds, blacks and

grays. They have single combs and white

ear lobes. The com I) in the hen falls

over on one side. They are good layers

and wonderful foragers, and will not

thrive unless they have perfect freedom.

The French have a sj^ecial method of

preparing this breed for the table, which

gives the body a great length, with

pointed ends.

As soon as the fowls are killed they are

immediately plucked, and while still

warm they are wrapped in two linen

cloths. These cloths have a particular

shape. The first is of fine texture and is

bound very tightly around the body; the

second cloth, of very coarse material, is

then bound around and drawn very tight

and stitched up, after which it is damp-

ened. The fowls are kept in these cloths

for thirty-six hours, then taken out, when

they are long in shape, with pointed

ends, the wings and legs being tightly

pressed into the sides of the body. The

flesh of the La Bresse is very white and

the skin thin and tender, and, though

they have a peculiar appearnce when

served on the table, they are splendid

eating.' Courtes-Pattes are very peculiar

looking, and, as the name indicates

"short feet," are more strictly speaking

an exceedinglv short legged variety.

They are black plumaged. Their general

appearance is much like the "Creepers,'

which were occasionally seen in this

country twenty years ago. They are very

precocious and hardy, are excellent layers,

steady sitters and perfection as mothers.

They may be kept in a garden, as their

legs are so short they will do little dam-

age by scratching.

Du Maus, aside from the comb, which

is what is termed a rose comb, are almost

perfect counterparts of the La Fleche,

and are black also. They are only fairly

good layers of good sized eggs. They are

exceedinglv hardy and are fine table

fowls The Barbezleux strongly resem-

ble the La Bresse, though they are some-

what heavier and longer in the legs.

Black plumage, with a high metallic

lustre, is one of their characteristics, and

large white ear lol)es and single combs.

They are one of the most prolific layers

of the French breeds, are somewhat wild

and like to steal their nests. They are.

however, all thinjjs considered, regarded

as good all-around fowls for the farmer.

Coucon de Rennts is a breed very com-
mon in some parts of France.

In color it is almost the same as the

Plymouth Rocks of this country, and,

like them, has a single comb, though

larger than that on the Rocks. They lay

plenty of large eggs and put on flesh re-

markably quick. The Mantes is an odd-

looking variety, with plumage splashed

with black and white, single combs, no

cre>t, but with whiskers and beards.

Their bodies are large. Their tails have

the appearance of being half pulled out

They are classed as good layers, extra

good table fowls, and the young chicks

grow niarvelously fast. They are not to

be relied upon as mothers. The Houdan
is the most extensively bred of any of the

French breeds in this country. In fact,

none of the others, except a few Creve-

coeurs, are bred here. There has been

some complaint about the last named not

proving hardy in this country. The
writer has found them equally as hardy

as the Houdans. All heavily-crested

fowls need extra care when first imported

10 keep them dry until they get a little

acclimated. A water-clogged crest soon

after the birds arrive in this country is as

debilitating as the voyage, if not more so.

At the last Philadelphia show there were

some of the finest Crevecoeurs ever

exhibited in this country.

JUDGINQ.

Comparison Is the Natural Method.

G. p. REYNAUD.

How should the relative merits of spe-

cimens be ascertained ? There are at pres-

ent two general factions in poultrydom :

The first, comparison free of subdivision,

the second, score card, subdivided into

advocates of the Fletcher, the Felch, the

Bicknell, the Pierce, the n«'W composite A.

p. A. and other minor systems. In other

words, the comparison camp is united

and of one mind. The score card camp,

while possibly larger, is divided into a

lot of insignificant factions, each advo-

cate of the card system having a card of

his own, which, of course, is the only

correct one.

Comparison applied by a competent

judge passes minutely upon all sections,

as directed by the standard of perfection,

and guarantees the correct placing of

awards without the useless waste of time.

It is the natural method by which all

human l>eings pass on the relative value

of their likes and dislikes. It is the

method used by all breeders (score card

advocates included) in selecting their

breeding pens, their show birds and spe-

cimens for sale. Not one breeder ever

attempts to score his own birds or any

specimen he may wish to buy ;
he relies

solely on his eyes, and by their aid he

compares the specimen with the ideal

impressed on his mind.
Comparison is the method used in

judging turkevs, geese, ducks, etc., also

pigeons. The score card was given a

short trial with these last and abandoned

in quick order, proving not only unsat-

isfactory but actually hurtful. Compari-

son is used also at summer and fall

shows, and proves satisfactory. In Eng-

land, the home and heaven of fancy

poultry, comparison reigns supreme, and

gives general satisfaction to such an ex-

tent that in said country a score card ad-

vocate is looked upon as a curiosity

In this country of progress, breeders

sought to improve on the method, and

some one possessing inventive genius

devised the score card. At first, even in

its crude state, it pleased the fancy, as

novelties are liable to, but many faults

were soon discovered demanding imme-
diate and radical changes. In conse

quence important modifications were

made, and these still proving unsatis-

tory, were followed in quick succession

by change after change. Score card

apostles sprung up like mushrooms, and
dissentions increased from day to day,

leading to another change (but not a final

one) at the last meeting of the A. P. A.,

when a compromise, composite score

cards was adopted, comprising" but not

uniting the views of several apostles or

inventors, and not satisfying any. Il

was accepted as an improvement 011 old

card, good enough to do the work with

until the next meeting, when possibly

one inventor might command a majority

and have his own creation adoptecl or

when at least a few more modifications

might be made.
And so il must go on, for the score card

advocates are sub-divided into numerous
factions, all more or less dissatisfied with

the present card, and claiming each for

his favorite an approach to perfection

which all other factions deny.

Meanwhile the progressive element of

the fraternity, recognizing the mistake

that had been made in giving up com-
parison and adopting a system which

though perpetually changed is no nearer

perfection than it was twenty-six years

ago, resolved to put a stop to useless ex

perimenling and to return to nature's

system.
Many favored comparison, but feared

to speak up boldly and incur the wrath

of the A. P. A. Someone must make the

first move. Wlio would dare? New York
set the example. Managed by expe-

rienced breeders, who had the courage of

their convictions, the question was intel-

ligently discussed and resulted in the

flag of comparison being unfolded at

Madison Square Garden over the greatest

poultry exhibition ever held in America.

Philadelphia followed the example set by

New York and now both enjoy a record

which no other city has ever equaled;

1891 may have been an experiment, 1892

stamped it as a complete success.

The score card system debars some of

the most scientific judges from officiating

at shows because besides scientific knowl-

edge of poultry it requires a mechauical

study and knowledge of the card itself,

without which it cannot be applied. Un-

der its use an expert judge of poultry can-

not qualify and obtain recognition from

the professional judges unless, he will

first carefully commit to memory the me-

chanical workings of the card.

Such well-known experts as Newton
Adams and Irving Crocker are debarred

from judging, though they have no su-

perior and few equals; Purdue, of light

Brahma fame; Forsyth, the monopolist

(in premiums), and E. B. Thompson,
who has never met with defeat, do not

belong to the charmed circle of profes-

sional judges, and still no amount of

scoring will ever equal their rapid and

accurate comparison.

Is it right that honest, scientific, capa-

ble judges should be ignored because

they lack the necessary mechanical

knowledge to apply a score dard in which

they have no faith ? Will any one claim

that Perdue cannot award premiums by

comparison on light Brahmas, as cor-

rectly as Felch or Williams will do it by

the card. Will anyone study the proud

recoril of Forsyth and Thompson and

claim that because they favor and use

comparison they are incapable of passing

reliablv on the relative merits of speci-

mens in their respective favorite varie-

ties ?

Will any one claim superiority over

Newton Adams as regards dark Brahmas

and claim greater value and correctness

for the card of a professional over his

judgment ?

Will anyone deny the thorough knowl-

edge of Irving Crocker as regards Wyan-
dottes and di.sdaiu his opinions simply lie-

cause they are not based on a card. On
a perpetually changing card, considered

perfect by no one, just good enouo;h for

use until something better is evolved,

which something better is still far out of

sight owing to the many differences of

opinion among score card advocates.

Manv other prominent breeders might

be named, but the five gentlemen named,

enjoying national reputation, sho ild

furnish sufficient food for reflection.

Comparison has no charmed circle of

privileged individuals, it recognizes thor-

ough knowledge wherever found and

seeks perfection by requiring specialists

to do the work now left in the hands of

all around judges. Its advocates base

their support of it 011 tirm convictions,

the method accepted in Kn><land for all

varieties of the feathered tribe, used in

America at summer and fall shows, used

all the year for all birds excepting poul-

try proper, used by the best breeders in

mating, selling and purchasing, should

certainly compare favorably with a

methodUnknown outside of .\merica and

used here only during a limited time of

the vear on only one class of the great

featfiered tribe.' If the score card is best,

why not make il universal ? If it is not

best, whv impose it on the most import-

ant and largest class ? Let the inleliigent

breeder think thoughts itiul argue argu-

ments. (• P. RKYXAUn.

" ORIENTAL TURBITS."

Whole Seeds for Young Fowls.

Mr. Tegetmeier recently wrote the fol-

lowing article in the Field, entitled

"Whole wSeeds for Voung Fowls and

Pheasants" : "Fftr many years I have

been in the habit of advocating and of

using whole seed in preference to ground

meal for chickens. I have done this on

the grounds of what I believe to be con-

venience and common sense. The chick-

ens that I have reared without ever hav-

been fed on meal have equalled in size

and surpassed in constitutional vigor

those that have been fed on soft food.

Nothing can exceed the plumpness and

high condition of partridges and wild-

bred pheasants in favored localities, and

yet these birds get no soft food whatever.

The parent birds s ratch insects and small

seeds out of the ground, and the gizzards

of the voung birds are sufficiently power-

ful to grind and digest them in the most

perfect manner. When grain is ground

into meal it is greatly changed, the em-

bryo, which is alive and capable of germ-

inating, is, of course, killed, a large num-

ber of the starch cells are broken and the

gluten is exposed to the air. In this con-

dition, even if kiln dried before grinding,

the meal rapidly absorbs the moisture

from the atmosphere and becomes pun-

gent and rancid. All those who use that

most wholesome food, oatmeal, for por-

ridge.know the difference between freshly

ground meal and such as has been pre-

pared for any length of time, even a

few weeks. Then, again, a great portion

of the more nutritious part of the food re-

mains in the inner skins, which are re-

move<l bv grinding.

"Untouched grain or seeds, on the

other hand, have their contents protected

from the air, and the embryo is in a

fresh, living and gro-ving condition. If

these seeds are moistened and exposed

to the air they do not become rancid like

meal or grits, but commence to grow.

The starch of the seed is converted into

sugar, and becomes soluble and in the

best possible condition to support the

growth of the voung plant or of the

young chicken that eats it. These facts

induce me to believe that the use of small

seeds, such as canary seed, millet and

dan is more advantageous than the em-

ployment of oatmeal, often pungent

from age, or grits, which were possibly

decorticated some months ago. would be.

Hence it was with much pleasure that I

read the following notice in the Times of

Mondav. November 16: 'A peculiar fea-

ture of the past week has been the in-

creased sales of canary seed, which is

becoming a popular food for horses and

cattle, as' well as for pheasants and poul-

try. Prices have gone up, and now
stand at 36s. per 464 pounds. Some of

the finer sorts, for which there is a fancy

demand, sell, however, up to 52s.' It is

not without a certain degree of satisfac-

tion that I note that the public are adopt-

ing the views that I have advocated so

many vears. The price quoted would, I

presume, be equivalent to 4s. 6d.a bushel

of 57 pounds, or, in other words, a frac-

tion under a penny a pound for as good

food as could possibly be offered to grow-

ing gallinaceous birds."

Editor F.\nciers' Journal.

I noticed in your issue of .\pril 2, a cut

of an Oriental Turbit from Poultry, Eng ,

will you kindly inform me through The
Fancikr.s' JOfRNAL whether said cut

represents the correct type. I have re-

cently imported several pairs of birds

purporting to be Oriental Turbits and for

which I paid enough to have received

good birds, they differ considerable from

your cut and I would like to know the

correct type, should they have while

spots on tails similar to satinetts and
Blondinelts ? My birds are smooth head-

ed and have solid tails. If you have the

Oriental Turbit standard at hand can't

vou publish it? Would be much obliged

for any information you can give me but

would rather not liave my letter pub-

lished. H. E. S.

Boston, Mass., April ai, iSo^

A Query Answered.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Can you give me the name of some re-

liable English poultry breeder, as I want

some Hamburg and Leghorn eggs sent

to Ireland ? L I- PoE.

[George T. Whitfield. Colebridge,

Gloucester, England.—En. F. J.]

Do not buy a "self-regulating" machine

thinking it needs no regulating.

ANSWERED BY HENRY KRDMANN.

The name Oriental Turbit is improper-

ly placed under the cut of your issue of

April 2, as there is no such breed. The
cut represents a Satinelte, and the name
Oriental was given to the Satinelte, Blon-

dinette, Turbiteen and Vizor, to show
what class and l)reed they ranked vyith,

for the Turbit is a much older variety,

and differs in several characteristics, for

it should not be hooted, and it is shaped

a little more compact, not so long in the

legs, and is white, instead of colored in

tail, although a great many years back it

was the fashion lo breed them colored in

tail and shoulders too, in Turbits as well

as Orientals. There are plain headed as

well as crested birds bred, certainly there

should not be anv white spots in tail, if

the fashion is still to breed them so th«re

is no stantlard on such a bree<l as Orien-

tal Turbits. In America it is, and has

been the fashion to call birds also Turbits

that are all white with solid colored tails,

solid white' solid reds, yellows, blacks,

duns, blues, silvers, that are crested, but

in England they are not and never were

clas.sed in the Turbit class. They call

them caped Owls. This is about the best

information I can give you. and if I can

do anything more ju.sl write, and I y^\\\

be happy to comply.

Loniarevity of FowIb.

I have in my possession, hearty and

well and as sprightly as any pullet, a

common little bantam hen. of what I call

the partridge kind, l)eing like that bird

in markings and about the same size.

She can be proved lobe over fifteen years

of age, and laying at the present time.

She has laid her third egg this season,

and last season laid as many as five eggs

in one week, and brought up a brootl of

five chickens of the common fowl kind.

I always set her as the season comes

round, as she is a capital mother and

tends her brood and fights for them much
better than a common fowl, and contin-

ues to to look after them till they be-

come much bigger than herself; in fact,

it is quite amusing to see her perching

at such times, with her wings spread out,

trying to hover her brood. She has been

kept in an enclosed run with a number of

common fowls, but I have now given her

a roaming commission and she wanders

all over the garden, singing and croak-

ing as happv and lively as any two-year-

old. She has brought up innumerable

broods of both bantams and common
fowls in past seasons.—Our Country

Home.

Age of Owls and Turbits for Show
Pen.

Unlike many other varieties, owls and

turbits improve considerably in show

points up to the end of the fourth or fifth

year. They compete well up to seven

years, then a downward course sets in.

owing to shriveling of beak, enlargement

of wattle and eye-cere. Suitable food for

these consists of sound maple peas, small

thick beans, tares and barley. When
feeding voung of from ten to twenty days

a little dari and very small maize may be

adtled at the evening meal. Mates for

red cocks niav Ik: either sound reds, yel-

lows or blacks.—Feathered World.
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there are obstacles to be met, they ear far

from being unsurinountable, aud we liope

the majority of fanciers will decide to go

West with youngsters this fall and again

in the old bird season of 1893. The ad-

vantages to be gained by such a course are

to,i great to be passed by unaccepted.
*

« »

. Brooklyn, N Y.
. Philadelphia, Pa.

. . Newark, N. J.

ON THE WING.

Mr. W. J. Buchanan, the energetic

chief of the department ofthe live stock of

the World'i Fair exposition, does not in-

tend that eastern fanciers shall miss the

opportunity of exhibiting their pets at the

fair grounds in 1893 and making a public

test of their speed and homing qualities

by a flight from Chicago to the hotne lofts,

630 miles away. He has again written a

number of prominent eastern fanciers

asking for suggefctions as to the best

method of bringing about such an exhi-

bition and subsequent flight, and it can

be plainly seen that should the matter

fall through it would not be the fault of

Mr. Buchanan.

The following dates and stations have

been selected for the old bird race of the

.\merican Star Club of Baltimore, Md.

Warren ton Junction, Va., eighty-four

miles; Covesville, Va., 160 miles; Bedford

City, Va., 210 miles; Greensboro, N. C,

301 miles; Spartansburg, S. C, 427 miles;

Clarksville, Ga., 510 miles. Gold medals

of a handsome design will be offered for

the winner of the 200 and 500 mile races,

besides small prizes of a minor character

from every station. The club has within

the radius of its membership a comple-

ment of 350 birds, and issues a challenge

to fly any Baltimore flying club from 200

to 500 miles for a stake of from I25 to

$50. Mr. Frank Kotmair is hopeful of

getting birds from 800 or 900 miles. This

club will not fly under any of the three

flying organizations. It seems that they

were dealt unfairly with some time ago

by the Federation and the Starr manage-

ment, and harbor distrustful ideas con-

cerning these and anv similar bod v.

member of the Philadelphia Flying Club,

and will this season fly his birds for

League honors. He is a bright young

fancier and likely to take a prominent

part in the races of his club. He recent-

ly returned to Philadelphia from a six

weeks' sojourn in Media, where he was

honored by being elected an honorary

member of the Media Homing Club.
«

» *

We must confess to a certain feeling

of satisfaction over the severe dressing

E. S. Starr gets in the last issue of The

Fancier. The subject of the rebuke was

one dealt with some time ago in The
Journal, viz.. the insinuation of fraud

on the part of one of the ablest and most

respected fanciers of the East. It was at

once proved to be a mistake on the part

of the little madam, aud she has since

tried to wriggle out of her untenable po-

sition, but for the nonce has been fairly

cornel ed, aud appears to have lost a good

friend into the bargain. Nothing to be

gained by scurrilous attacks upon per-

sons of known integrity, and Mrs. Starr

and her allies in Washington will do well

to nppreciate the fact.

South End Homing Club will enter a fine

lot of birds in tlie races of the Philadel-

phia Flying Club for League record. Mr.

Goldbeck aud his friend of the south

end of Philadelphia, have done good

service in the interest of the League of

American Homing Clubs.

*

Wonder if that man of unknown pro-

portions with the small bump of obser-

vation could explain Garry's idea in fly-

ing with such a dimiuitive club of un-

knowns as the Jersey Central section,

when a finely equipped club like the

Empire Flying Club is at hand. Can he

fear competition or why is this thusly ?

Why hide his light under the Jersey

Central bushel ? It is possil)le that he is

afraid of faster compauy, or can it be the

Sunday flights. Roastology, ha, ha !

POINTS IN THE FLYING FANCY.

A Weekly Review of Events In

the Flying World.

BY FRITZ.

» •
»

A number of fanciers have already de-

cided to train their own flock of birds to

Chicago next year, but this is not what

is desired by the World's Fair people,

who request that some organized action

be taken, in order that the exhibition of

birds may be the greatest of the kind

ever offere<l. Under these circumstances

Thf. JoiR.NAL has advised Mr. Buchanan

that the only manner by which such a

desirable result can be attained, is for

him to at once enter into correspondence

with Messrs. Bowerman and Jones, sec-

retaries of the League aud Federation

respectively, and suggest to each an

early consultation of their Ixiard of man-

agement, aud a definite reply as to what

action will >« taken.

* »

In this connection we might say that

it is a mistaken idea that speedy flights

over the Western course are improbable,

as such is far from being the case, many

retuarkable flights having been made

over this course, while it is doubtful

whether there was ever such a "Water-

loo" iu a Western flight, as occurred to

the members of the Philadelphia section

last year in the 500 mile concourse from

the southwest.

* *

Of recent years there has been but lit-

tle flying done from the West with old

birds. With the possible exception of

the trials of a few members of the Bel-

mont Homing Club last seasou, but still

it is not so long ago that Mr. Joseph H.

S. Milligau tried a uumber of his birds

from the West, aud few will forget the

fine performances of his birds Alfonso,

Dick Orgau and otheis. No! although

*
« •

Our weekly contemporary in Baltimore

publishes this week a tirade of abuse

from a correspondent who writes over

the nom de plume of "Sleepy," and

makes editorial comment that the letter

"is not written iu good taste and has a

decided partiality to the vulgar." The
Journal received two similar communi-

cations from the sauie correspondent,

and considered them fit subjects for the

waste paper basket. In view of the edi-

torial, we are surprised similar actiou

was not taken in Baltimore. The reason

no further reference is made herein to

the reqirtrks contained iu the letter which

finally found its way into print is there-

fore obvious.

* *

The avowed desire of Mr. D. E. Newell

that he would like to see a grand exhi-

bition of barbs and carriers in New York,

anil his generous offer of prizes iu this

connection, can hardly be snid to "gee"

v^ith his proviso that all the birds exhi-

bited must wear the Starr seamless band.

The insertion of this clause will cause his

entries to dwindle dow n to less than a third

of what they might have been had he

decided to recognize the seamless bauds

of all reprsentative bodies of fanciers.

«
»

The Kensington Homing Club met the

other evening and decided upon the fol-

lowing schedule for the old bird race

season :

May 21 F.lkton 30 miles.

May 28. Magnolia »o miles.

June 4. Odenlon i<» miles.

luneii. Manassas 150 miles.

June 18. Orange, C.H 200 miles.

June 25 Danville 270 miles.

•
» *

Attention is again called to the fact

that all fanciers flying for League houois

must have their distances measured be-

fore the race seasou opens. Those who

have not already had these measure-

ments made should at once furnish their

club secretary with the exact location of

their loft, forward him a dollar for the

five measurements, and have the same

taken, as it takes the surveyor some little

time to work out the large number of

measurements he is required to make at

this season of the year, aud in case of

delay the last comers are liable to lose a

record for the first race.

* »

During the coming season Thf. Fan-

ciers' Journal proposes giving full aud

accurate accounts not only of the League

flights but of all others iu which care is

taken to protect the record. Club secre-

taries are there foie requested to mail the

result of their races to The Journal of-

fice at the earliest possible moment after

the event takes place if they desire to

have published a reliable record of their

flights. No reliable club is barred out,

as The Journal fully recognizes the in-

creased interest taken in pigeon flying,

and fully intends to keep up with the

times by devoting as tmich space to the

news as the sport calls for.

* «

W. Hargrave has a fine lot of birds to

put on the road this spring, and is likely

to again hold his prominent position in

the flights of the Fanciers' Club.
*

» •

George H. Bowerm in finds plenty of

scope for his abilities as a secretary now-

adays. His present position is no sine-

cure, but George fills the bill to p^ rfec-

tion. A wise choice.

Young fanciers as a rule are averse to

continue the flying of any of the birds

that may have acquitted themselves

creditably from the 500 miles station, for

I am freciueutly asked the question :

"Would you not recommend me to breed

from So and So this year, and not fly

him?" etc., etc.

One of the first Philadelphia fanciers

I

to take advantage of the new shipping

I
rule was Mr. John Diggle, who appears

to be going in for the sport with a ven-

geance this year, if the shipment of five

large baskets full of homers to Fairville

last week is any criterion. The baskets

were forwarded aud returned by the

Pennsylvania Railroad Compauy, the

charge for the service, liberation and all

being |i. 25 for the five baskets. Cheap

enough.

Wonder whether Charlie Hub will re-

ceive better treatment at the hands of his

Federation friends this year? He has de-

termined to try it again, and he owns

birds that are likely to win, if that is all

that is necessary

« *

»

Mr. W. Thornton Inues, of Philadel-

phia, who is at present receiving so much

notice on account of his purchase of the

i>uda NcUe iuiics and Watrous, is a

Ferdinand Prinz, vvho last year took

such a prominent place in the Philadel-

phia concourses, is now an officer of the

Philadelphia Flying Club, aud will this

year fly for League honors. Ferdinand

is a thorough fancier, and well up in all

the little winkles that come only from

long experience in the flying fancy.

Gus (Goldbeck, Lewis Johns and the

o.hci iiu-iiil.crs of the nc\>ly organ i^ed

They seem to think that the fact of his

having homed from the 500 miles point,

even if several hours or many behind the

winners, it is suflBcieut to stamp him
as a more fit and desirable subject for the

breeding loft than the training basket.

In their anxiety to havedesirable stock

to breed from and to keep in their lofts

their 500 miles representatives which
they regard with more or less pride, the

young fancier is apt to fall into a very

common error of the sport, and handi-

caps himself more or less, and very fre-

quently the older fanciers do also.

While I admit that one of the missions

of the true homing pigeon fancier is ex-

cellent reproduction in his birds and the

establishment of a strain that he can

honestlv claim as his own, yet I decided-

ly object to the fancier curtailing his

flying experiences and chances for the

.sake of reproduction by undeveloped

birds, and recommend warmly a contin-

uous flying of his best birds in prefer-

ence to keeping them at home for a re-

production of which he has no legitimate

needs, beyond a few pairs for the autumn
training, which need not withdraw them
from the road.

A fancier who owns, or thinks he owns,

a good speedy bird should fly it, and

also those fanciers who possess birds

that have worked only ordinary, for in

this case it is more neccssarv. This

practice of keeping birds at home simply

because he has distinguished himself

with a high average velocity, accom-

plished in very many instances under ex-

ceedingly favorable flying conditions, is

all humbug, and to consign a bird to the

breeding of stock simply because he has

proved himself a soo-miler is equally

senseless, and in many instances delusive

and wrong.

It is bv continuous service under vary-

ing flviiig conditions year after year that

the sterling qualitv of a homing pigeon

is estabiished. and h? need not be neces-

sarilv idle in the lest of reproduction by

anv 'means while uiuler^oing this service.

But. of course, tlie flying fancier must

limit his supply of young birds to his le-

gitimate needs and' not beyond.

A visit by anv of our flying fanciers to

the prominent Belgium lofts would speed-

ily illustrate to them how closely the

Belgium fancier foMows this practice. In

almost all of ihc ciavk lofis theic vete«

rans can be fouud who are well up in

the long distance races year after year.

Take the loft of Mons. J. Pletinckx for

instance. In the dissolution sale between

be and his brother. Mons. K J. Pletinckx

which occurred in 1HS6, a blue cock

named Le Vierzon was a great favorite

with both of the these great fanciers.

Mons. J.
Pletinckx bought him then at

the age of fifteen years at a big price. He
had already won prizes in all important

flights, and continued to be well up in

1887. 1888, 1889, and still a winner from

the long distances in 1890. The Le

Eperier of Brussells, referred to the

episode as an "extraordinary event," and

it was. In 1S84 this wonderful bird was

given a rest, and with this exception he

had worked hard everv year competing

in fifteen grand national races, each of

over 500 miles, including flights from

Bilbas, 650 miles three times. Many
other birds in this celebrated loft have

worked well up year after year, and so it

is with all the' prominent lofts there.

Thirionet, Gits, Servais, Grooter, Del-

motte, Rev. Carpentier. Posenaer. Boone,

Juuion, Offermans. Mills. Barker and

scores of others, all fly their crack veter-

ans and best birds aud so should all

good flving men here.

At a recent meeting of the London

(England) Flying Club a resolution was

carried unanitnously that no member be

allowed to wire a bird in after 8 P. M.

on the dav of toss or before 8 .\. M. the

following' morning. I can imagine the

effect of this remarkable announcement

on such flving men as Samuel Hunt and

Francis Whiteley, with their views on

average velocity. Phew !

u-
I desire lo call the attention of all fly-

ing members in the League of American

Homing Clubs to Secretary Bowerman 's

excellent letter in last week's issue of

The Fancikr.s' Journal. It can be

read with considerable benefit to all con-

reineii.aiid 1 hope will be promptly acted

upon.

The training season is now fairly under

way. and all vicinities are hard at work
conditioning their l>irds for the coming

races next month. I would caution the

young fancier flying birds of immature age

and experience against the common error

of being represented in the races from

the greater distances so long as they can

scratch up a bird or two to send.

aud has little to learn in the sport of fly-

ing and breeding homing pigeons.

Ivanhoe in last week's American
Homing News says: "With the advent of

the flying season, conies a character who
plays a role of prominent conspicuity,

he of debased character who lies in se-

cluded ambush with charged gun for the

merciless slaughter of a harmless pig-

eon. There should be some organized

steps taken for the extermination

of this unnecessary adjunct to the

sport of pigeon flying." Quite true but

I think the man who holds a bird, and

mutilates it to make doubly sure it.s im-

prisonment an«l without reporting it or

making no effort to ascertain its owner-

ship, is more respon ible for our miss ng
birds than powder and shot or hawks.

Appropos of missing birds, I desire to

thank the party who has been boarding

my splashed hen E. C 999 si"ce last

summer, for giving her liberty recently

for I was very much pleased to find her

occupying her accustomed corner in my
loft the other day, despite a badly muti-

lated wing. If h'e has bred any young

from her I shall be pleased to supply him

with the missing link in their pedigree.

My seamless band is still on her leg.

Tliis is the season for missing birds

working homewards.

MX-^
The American Homiug News iu refer-

ring to the make-up of the American Star

Club, of Baltimore, for this year says :

"This club will not fly under any of the

three flying organizations. It seems that

they were dealt unfairly with some time

ago by the Federation and the Starr

management and harbor distrustful ideas

coucerning these and any similar body."

Baltimore seems to have been particu-

larly unfortunate section in this respect.

For this reason I should think the League

of American Homing Clubs would rec-

ommend itself to the pigeon flyers of

the Monumental City in preference to

anything now in existence. A perusal

of its constitution and by-laws cannot

but illustrate to these gentlemen that the

entire management of their flying mat-

ters being in their own bauds, aiul their

local interests aud govt rnment something

the League does not presume to inter-

fere with, this distinctly independent

and free action should preclude the pos-

sibility of any future dissatisfaction or

couipl'aint. au'd be particularly recom-

mendable to the flvers of this section.

POULTRY. POULTRY^

f one of the laroest and best
1 collections in AMERICA.pypr I FGHORNS

1 from stock imported directly from the yards of tVe most noted breeders abroad
and^ND?^N

RN pens of carefully assorted birds : also a few pens of b. C W
.
LEGHORNS ana i?,in.A:>All

TE
oamEs Send for Illustrau-d Catalogue of

Shady Shope Poaltpy ^Qpm.
E. A. SHKLIXJX, Pre.xident Huff Leghorn Club, Proprietor

I

Address all communications lo
^ ^, CHAPPEE, Superintendent. Oswego. N. \

ANNANDALE POULTRY FARM.
WHITE Bll.VlIMA.S, HED CAl'iS. INDIAN G.VMhS.

T i<,^^ Rralmno Rl;.irk I aneshans White and Barred Plymouth Rocks. White Wyandottes,

ErmVn'eUes^ AlSa.fDominiqu'lt and R C. B>ack. Dominique and Red PUe Leghoriui^B^^^^^

fi?s^a,fd6Se^ondpr;nSso,T4oen Also. Sl'ECI.^L of $50.00 won at Wavcrly. .89.. for best

exhibit from the Stateof New Jersey. Price
'i^X-s^rcl^A^NES, Annandale. New Jersey

S. 8. HAMBURGS, GOLDEN WYANDOTTES,

PARTRIDGE COCHINS. 8. G. B. LEGHORNS.

Eggs for hatching. $2.nn for i,^. $5 for 39- Visitors always welcome at my

57-65eow
MECHANICSVILLE. PA.

Fopdhook Poultry Yards.
At Philadelphia. 1892, we made a clean sweep in the Novice Class with our new breed SHER-

WOOD'4, having won 4 firsts, 4 seconds, 4 thirds and special. If you want particulars wnte to

the introducers. Also isl and special on Indian Game Hen, 1st on Red Cap Cockerel, 2 specials on

VI'. C. B. POLISH. In fact, on 28 birds entered we won prizes on each and every one. Send for

Illustrated Catalogue describing all our breeds, also Collie Ifna*.

32-83 W. ATLEE BURPEE 4, CO..

IMilladelphla, l>a.

WOODSIDE POUliTf^Y YAt^DS
\t the Gieat Philadelphia Show I made a clean sweep on La Fleche. On Indian

Games won the two principal premiums, ist on Pen. 1st and Grand Challenge

Trophv on cockerels and Gol.l Specials for most typical males and best pen

Indian Game eggs $5 and |io per 13. ^Vhlte Leghorns. W hite and Goldeti Wy-

andottes Buff Pekin. Ulack Rosecomh and Red Pile Hantams At NewVork my
pen of Indian Games w<m ist and Grand Gold Special. Send for circular. Address

all correspondence to
.^r .^^-^ .^ tc^ r-» • *

W.J. ANORUS, Proprietor,

*(>9:
HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N. J.

This futile chase of the "will o' the

wisp" always ends disastrously. The old

experienced fancier, with his team of ma
tured and tried hirds, will undoubtedly

distance vou, and you will commence the

up hill w'ork again next year as weak as

before. Go slow. If your birds work

well from 100 and 200 miles rest content. 1

Go no further, and by this means yon are

laying the foundation of improved work

from the further distances another year

with fitter representatives.

^xx^
I have a postal card from Dr. Charles

L.Lang, of Meridian, Cayuga County,

N. Y., asking for some information about

seamless banded birds E. C. 892 of 91 is

sue, \V. 1891, 4672 and 10,916, which he

says he bought in New York City from a

dealer last fall. If the doctor \vill drop

a line to each of the four gontlemen he

can perhaps learn the information de-

sired: W. J.
Osgood, Newark. N. J.; J.

Prior, 234 Bainbridge Street, Brooklyn,

N. Y.;^J. R. Husson, 360 West Fifty

seventh Street, New York City; C. P.

Schwenck, 200 Atlantic Street, Brooklyn.

N. Y. I submit the foregoing in answer

to the doctor's letter published in your

last week's issue.

I had the pleasure of an extended in

terview with that excellent old time pig-

geon fiver William E. Vernnder. Jr.. the

other day, and was very pleased to find

that althongh at present inactive in the

sport he still retains much of his old time

enthusiasm. A very entertaining t'lker

is Verrinder upon the subject of pigeon

flying, and one iu whom the hobby is

undoubtedly deep-rooted and would be

hard to eradicate. It would not surprise

me to see this gentleman in active har-

ness again and hustling alter a few-

pairs of youngsters from the Hii-»son and

Slahr lofts. "Billy" is a great developer

A pleasant aud interesting meeting of

the Empire Citv Plying Club of New
York an<l vicinitv was held the other

evening and first, second and third prizes

arrangt«l ft)r all ihe races in its schedule

from i«x> miles to 500 inclusive. Cups,

medals, boxes of cigars, silk umbrellas,

young birds, canarv bird and cage aiKJ

several cash prizes were liberally and

promptly subs.ribed by the members lo

increase the interest and enthusiasm in

the club's work, aud nothing left undone

wherebv the sea'^on's sport might be

marred' The Messrs. Bowerman. father

an<l son. the old veteran Von Moers. Mr.

lung and Eli Morton are the gentlemen

who will superintend and attend to all

the racing detail as a race committee

and the old secretarv. Mr. (ioldman will

hold himself in readiness to take the

place of anyone of these gentlemen in

cases of possible emergency or inability

to act on shipping or race days, which

ensures for the club a continuance of

that careful and correct management it

has justly aud fairly earne.l during the

past two years.^
^XX^

The Philadelphia Flying Club and

Washington, D. C, Federation are fol-

lowing in precisely the same line, anrl 1

hope other sections also, and with the

Empire City Club of New York can just-

ly claim to represent enjoyable and per-

fect pigeon flving, and in their keen

competitions and equitable work mu^t

challenge the admiration of all good fly-

ing men and silence the croakings of

those for "proven records" and "Federa-

tion management" only.

Visitor in Loft.

EnrroR Fancieks' Journal.

A homing pigeon marked 339. T. P. G.,

also 15.278, came to my loft. Owner c&n

have the same by sending to

Eli Morkton.

410 South Tenth Street. Newark, N J.

Empire City Flying Club. I

The regular monthly meeting of the
j

Empire City Flying Club of New V'ork

and vicinity, was held at its rooms on
,

Wednesday evening. 20th inst. Owing 1

to the enforced absence of PresidL-nt T. '

F. Goldman, First Vice Thos. J. Clark,

was the presiding officer, twenty-four

members answered roll call. The prin-

cipal business of the meeting was the
'

completion of final arrangements for the
,

season's old bird races. The schedule of

which I gave you in my last letter. The

club now consists of forty active members
|

who will no doubt in our first race from '.

lix) miles fly nearly 5.x) birds. What an

honor to be the winner with such compe

titioii. Tlie prizes all ilonattd by the

members are 100 miles, first, silk umbrel-

la- second, box cigars; third, box cigars

donated by J. G. Corsen. A. M. Jung and

J. T. Jones.

Two hundred miles. $25 gold medal

donated by T. F. Goldman, president;

300 miles, handsome gold watch charm

donated bv Geo. H. Bowerman, secre-

tary; 400 miles, first prize, value of ;Jlo

bv Wni. Horlon; second prize, value $5

bv Ben Holder; third prize, a fine canary

donated bv C. P. Schwenk. an importer,

and a cage to the winner donaled by J.

G. (Running, Jr. Fioni the 5'J" ""l^";

station, the beauliful silver cup <lonated

bv the pnsidcnl. valued at <75 will be

the coveted prize and (or the holder ol

I second honors a gold breast pin donated

; bv Thos. Bowerman will be the prize.

! The committee on equipments were in

struoted to purch;ise two new large

baskets for use iu the first race. May S.

Evervthing was reported in a fiounshing

I

condition and the prospects of an active

' ami successful season are most encourag-

iug The ofTiciitl report f»f the result I

our races will be forwarded to you as

soon as determined. Very truly,

Geo. H. BowiiRMAN. Secretary.

Nkw.\rk, N. J., .\pril 2^^.

DR. LANG'S HOMERS.

Secretary Bow^erman Identifies the

Bands.

Issue of bands reported on birds by

Charles L. Lang. M. I)., Meridian, N. Y.,

were to the following : K. C. 89.291, Jus-

tus Prior, 234 Bainbridge Street, Brook-

Ivn, N. Y.; W., 1891. C. P. Schwenk, 200

Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn. N. Y.; W..

4672, I. R. Husson, 360 W. Fifty-seventh

.Street', New York City; W., 10.916. W. J.

Osgoo<l. Newark, N. j.

George H. Bowerman.
Nkwakk. N j . April 26, tS.42.

.

The Mookee.

This pigeon is of Indian culture, to

some extent it resLinbles the Capuchin,

but it is in no wa> related to it. It is a

pigeon of peculiar bodily actiou, the

head and ueck are in constant motion as

is the case with the Fantad, which may

not be entirely unrelated to it. With the

exceptitmofthe crown of the head, exten-

ding from the juncture of the mandible

inastraight line with the eyes to the

back of the craniuni. wliich is while, and

the two or three exlreuK- flight tc-athers

which are also white, the whole body .f

the Mookee is of tlark sha.le. generally

of lusir.ms black or red ^r>n\w\ color;

the carriage is very erei t—the back of

the head lieing ornaniente<l with a very

close fitting pointed peak-the eves are

black—the upper mandible of the beak
'

shoid.l be white, the lower one black.—

Feathered W«»rld.
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"LILLIAN RUSSELL."
First and Challenge Cup. New York. 1891.

Three Years 1e Snccession at tie Great New York Sliows

Sharp's Indian Games
Have Never Failed to Win

All First, Special and Challenge Cups, on Cock, Cockerel, Hen and Pullet—

a

record that no other breeder of any variety can boast of.

in competition with the finest specimens afforded by the best breeders of Kurope and America.

onr'AXtor Strain" has proved INVINCIBLE at Buffalo, 1889: Buffalo 1890: New York. 1^90.

London Da rv. .890: Crystal Palace. .890; New York, 1891 ;
Charleston 1 891 ;

and «» New York:
4" we won ^ St and 5th on Cocks. ,st and 2d on Cockerels, -st-^^d and 3d on Hens y;t 2d. 3d. 4th

and sth on Pullets, 2d on Pen, Challenge Cups for best Hen and Pullets Cold Special for best 10

Cockerels and Pullets. At nearly every show of any importance from the Atlantic to the Pacific

01^ birds shown by customers have proved EQUALLY as INVINCIBLE. Ancestry and careful

breeS are essential to success. You cannot succeed without our stock which we constantly im-
ijicciiiits «•^-

,,.._,^„ij„_ ii7.,„.,^^»t«.= .ur..i oil fireis nf the {.reat Pliiladelohia Show•ntial to success. you iraunui 3UL«.^:tn v»ii...v,..i "". "\"'""/. : ", •, j , ,.;„

tovear. Our Golden Wyandottes won all fir.sts at the (.reat Pn»la«*''P,'>'» „^^ ^
January. 189.. We breed ANDALUSIANS. WHITE INDIAN GAMES, BLACK MINORCAS,

PLYMOUTH ROCKS. WHITE LEGHORNS and'cREVE cmURS. ASEELS MALAYS and RED CAPS

Catalogue free.

Eggs J3. $5, $6, $8, Jio and $25 per 13.

II

C. A. SHARR & CO., Lockport, N. V.

INCUBATORS.

XHK

PINELAND
INCOBRTORS AND BROODERS

PIGKONS.

PIGEONS m^m^
f{ I^AI^B (sHANGB TO BUY SOMB

PHiEONS.

PIGEONS
OP THB BBST

POUIiTRY.

Briar Hill Poultry Farm
Leghorns—Brown, White, Golden Duckwing,

Red Pile and Blue Pile. Game Bantams—B. B.

R. Red Pile, Golden and Silver Duckwing White
Wyandottes, White P. Rocks and Pit Games.

EGGS AFTER MARCH 1.

STOCK FOR SALE IN THE FALL

At Orange, N. J., show, 1891. won five firsts

and one second At Waverly, 1891. won six firsts

and one second. At New York. 1892. won three

firsts, five seconds and two thirds. Address

B. H. Van Auken, Prop'r.,

138 Dodd Street, East Oi^ange,

52-64 Ne-w Jersey.

-ARE THE-

TACOBINS FANTAILS and OWLS in white and blue African : white, blue and silver English

ind blue and silver Chinese in America. About forty pairs of owls to sell, and I warrant no better

tt^x'k in existence. I need room, therefore take advantage of this offer. Write f )r prices and jusi

wTat you wlnt Satisfaction or money refunded. GEO. EWALD , Box 50.
.
Cincinnati, O.

47-98

SUHDARD MACHINES of AMEHICA
! J^oUal BlUC 14110 l.oft?.

AND WERE AWARDED •'

2.-FIR5T PREMI0HS..2
AT THE

Great New Yorl Show of 1891

Hundreds of the most successful poultrynien

nse th-m excluslvelv. Send five cents for mam
moth catalogue. Circular free Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

THEO. P. GREEN.

WOODBURY, NEW JERSEY.

143 iRi Jameshurg. New Jersey

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM

ExciK INCUBATOR
I,«we«t-priced Plrst-cl
Simple, Pcrfect«

WILL DO IT, -
Ilatrher inaar.
Seir-BegulBtioff.

Half l
•rartararj

..arROvtot.cc.i.c^'NC-""--

_ Tbooaands in 8UC>
,

kceaMfuI operatiou. I

IGuaranteed to batch
1 a laruer percentage
I of fertile e«(a n< I'—

I
rn$t than any other inoabator.

I
Send do. for Illus. Catalogaa. _

^GEO.H.STAHUQuincyJII:

New Catalogue
containing a full demription of 36 pairs of ray

noted breeders and champions, illustrated with

handsome pholo-engraviugs of world-renowned
fivers Send for it before you purchase.

MAII.EI> FUEK.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND—
LARGEST

EXCLUSIVE LOFT
—or—

WHITE FANTAIL
PIGEONS

rin the world. Bred

I
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

My birds have won
every prize and every
special shown for,

with two single bird

exceptions, during
the last two vears. and have been shown only at

thebest and largest shows in America.

No birds for sale until June, when a limited

number of young, all from prize winners, will

be sold at $10 per pair. Don t write unless >'ou

mean business. 94 '4"

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
of the quality that always win.

At Philadelphia, 1892. my birds "^ored the

greatest record ever won by any breeder in the

world of this variety. All the first prirea but

one and every important special out of twenty-

four offered, including two silver cups.

The records of my Plymouth Rocks at New
York, Charleston and Buffalo aie well known.

ALSO

SILVER & BUFF WYANDOTTES
of the finest breeding.

EGGS—One setting, $4 ; two settings, $7 ; three

settings, $9.

l»rofiiseIy Illustrated Circular Free.

Address ___.
E. B. THOMPSON.

62-13 Amenia, Dutchess Co., N. T.

107 PREMIUMS FROM 117 ENTRIES

AT PHILADELPHIA'S GREAT SHOW. 8U-

ver Golden Duckwing Games, Red Pile Games.
White Silver Gray and Colored Dorkings, White
and Black Minorcas, Single-comb White and
Rose-comb Brown Leghorns ; White, Black, Bult

and Partridge Cochins, Dark Brahmas, all kinds

of Polish and Hamburgs, Barred Plymouth Recks.

B B Red and Red Pile Game Bantams, Rose-

comb Black and Silver Sebrights, Buff Pekins.

W F. B. Spanish, also Black Langshans. Eggs.

$4 per 15. $7 per 30. We pay express. No duty

mi Fowls or Eggs. BURN & HANSLER.
53^5 Tilsonburg, Ontario, Canada

POULTRY.

POULTRY.

-THE-

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

AND ALL OTHER

FANCV CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

BuffCochins
The choicest English and Ameri-

can birds in my yards. For mat-

ings, prices, etc., address

H. A. Noeckel,
Lansdovrne, Pa.

Over 100 Awards

Received in 1891.

aif. Uihitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, England

(Hon Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply

Indian Game. Dorkings. Wyandottes Creves,

La Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD BREEDERS. $15 P«r trio; EXTRA
GOOD.$2S; EXHIBITION, %2o to $50 each at

Liverpool'. Freight paid to New York for $10

^xtra on t to o birds. Eggs in stason, $4 per

dozen OVER 8co BIRDS EXPORTED LAST
YEAR.

MITCHELL'S

PARTRIDGE RND WHITE COCHINS.

winners of th" leading premiums at New York,

1890 and 1892 Send for circular. Correspondence
for Whites should be addressed to

Mitchell A RuB»ell,
Lock Box 675, Bristol, Conn.

And for Pa-tridge to
Goo. AV. Mitchell,

52-64 Lock Box 675. Bri stol, Conn.

^ WHITE PEKIN BANTAMS-;^
The rarest and most bv"t'f"l of ''^- CHAM-

PIONS OF THE WORLD. Winners at Charles-

ton, iHoi ; New York. 1891-92 : Phil delphia. 1892.

Also Prize Winning WHITE PLYMOUTH
ROCKS, GOLDEN WYANDOTTES and BLACK
LANGSHANS. Stock and Eggs for Sale.

A. P. GROVES,
Chesinut Hill, Philada., Pa.55-68

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OK

ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,
BANTAMS AND

PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

sale in season. Orders for puppies booked to be

LANGSHANSI
Hlaek, White and Mottled.

I am the only fancier in America who iniports

I aneshans direct from the Langshan District.

and who breeds them pure without introducing

blood from other strains or breeds. My White

and Mottles are not made varieties, but rtitecl

importations. ,,,.•• ,. ^.^
V'EGGS: Black, $3 per I.V ^^

^"^f- 5.: P^'^

IX After April 15, Black, $2 jK^r 13.. White, $3

1
per 13 No eggs of the Mottled varietv for sale

t now. lean save you money by prepaying ex-

press charges. „ ^ , <, ,

58 70 H. G. KEESLING, San .Jose, Cal.

delivered in rotation. if

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes. Aquariums,

Plain and Ornamental Cages. Dog
Poultry Supplies. Seeds, Food, etc.

e<;gs fok hatching.
Aend lor Catalogue.

H. W. VAHLE.
313 Market Street and 46 N. 9th St

PHILADELPHIA.

etc.,

and

WILLIAM G. KOEPPEN,

Rutherford, New Jersey, Box 113,

Breeder and Importer of

BLACK R08E-C0MB BANTAMS,
Thehiahest honors at New York. 1892. First

cock, first hen. secon<l and fourth cockerel, sec-

ond and fourth pullet.

Stock and K«g» For Sale.

\ few Black red and Game Pile Bantams for

sale cheap. Must close out. 5204

iHDIAfl GAJVIES,
(Agitator Strain)

SHERVVOODS, BARRED PLYM-

OUTH ROCKS, BLACK LANG-

SHANS and S. C .B. LEGHORNS.

At the great Philadelphia show, held January

7 to 12. showing only eight Indian pames we won

first and second on pullets, third and fiftli on

hens, fourth on cock ; in sales class first 011

cockerel and first and second on pullets How'

and eggs for sale. Address all orders and -j;

respoudeuce to

F. H.- GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowl*.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS. SUMATRAft.
PHOKNIX.

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.
Young stock cheap m fall. 32-44

STEPHEN SPENCER,

Q)oi^F?is Plains, Hew ^bi^sby,
Breeder of High-class

LIGHT BRAHMAS.
M\ birds have been awarded the highest hon-

ors at niauv of our leading shows. lOQ. Extra

Fine Birds for sale. Write for prices. Eggs $2

per setting. 5^ "4

leet,

OPIUM
.«lu.|Miin ..Hbit Cured in 10
to -JO a>ij ». N« pay till cured.
OR. J HTEKHENS, Lebanon.Ohio.

<;. .M. WOODS & HHO.,

53 '^5
Lcaman Place, Fa

BUFF WYANDOTTES.
No eggs for sale this season. S. L. Wyandotte's

v.^rds headed by the ist prize cock at New York,

1802 and another of my own raising equally as

ir(X)d. Indian Games (Sharp's Agitator), large,

finely marked birds. Eggs. f3 per set ing
;
two

""'"*"'''
IRVING CROCKER,

57-63 SENECA FALLS, N. Y.
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Perfection in Cheap Shells

NEVv WA,TERpF\OOr

"COTSICAL
PAPER SHOT SHELLS

THE NEW SQUIRES' ** CONICAL.''
< '

—

It is with the greatest pleasure that I offer to the sportsmen of

America an entirely new shell specially made for American Wood

and other nitro powders, and I am so gratified with the result of

every test they have been put to that I have prepared for a sale

of several millions in 1892.

Perhaps the most convincing argument I can use is to quote from

a letter received sometime since from the Cartridge Company who are

making the shells. They say : " We send you to-day the first ship-

ment of your ishells. Will you allow us to congratulate you on these,

for they are by far the best shells we have ever made, both in head,

base and in pocket, and also in body of shell which is made of your

extra firm blue paper. The pocket of the shell, you will notice, is just

deep enough to take the primer in, with a good shoulder to hold the

anvil firm; then the conical-shape flash hole will easily carry all the

flame into the powder. The extra strong primers with the conical

base makes this shell, not even excepting Eley's, the best we have

ever seen."
Isn't that testimony for you ? And entirely unsolicited at that.

And from a CartridgeCompany whoare pushing their own shells and

have heretofore claimed the best cheap shells in the world.

And now, dear reader, these shells are for sale. A thousand la

gauge will cost you but $500, or 55 cents a hundred, and 10 gauge

S cents a hundred more.
. ^ .

For the price they are the greatest shell on earth for American

Wood Powder or any other nitro, and there is bound to be an

immense sale for them.
I've got a good thing and I'm going to keep at you till you order

some. Send for a few hundred of these shells now.

Y/f/hoc /7d3roii6Vdy

Shoot Squires' "CONICAL" Shells and Win.

POULTRY._

More! Keiels and PoDllri Yaiils

FAIRFIELD. COHK.

St. Bernards ami Fox Terriers

Wt|ile Plyiiioutti Ijocl^s oni

SILVER SEABRIGHT BANTAMS
At the KO'iit ^•'w York show wc won tir>l on

While I'lvniouth Rock cH>ck and second on hen

S S. Hantanis first cock, first, second and filtli

hen, first and fourth pnlkt. 5^- 4

Stock and Eggs For Sale.

MAPLEWOOD FARM.
BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS-
Kggs for hatching from Buflf Plymouth R'.cks,

Buff W\andoltes and Buff I.ejfhorns, $6 per set-

tinji • two setlhiRS $io. Buff Pekin Bantams %i

per setlinK. Buff Cochins. White Leghornh,

While Wyandottes and Barred P. Rocks. $1.35

per setting, three settings $3. 1 am a member ot

the Buff Leghorn Club. Also agent tor the Mon-
arch Incubator. Send for circular.

U. G. BUFFISTOX,
58 70 Lock Box 677, Pa" River, Mass

BLACK & WHITE MINORCAS
EXCLUSIVELY.

Send for illustrated catalogue.

Eggs, $3 per 15 ; $5 per 30.

SutlMtkctioit to uU.
C. R. DEHART,

5264 DovtM-, New Jersey.

(Thoroughbred Imported Stockl.

W.M KI.DRKD. Dendron. Surrey County. V«.

-lock and Kggs for Sale. Write for prices

Ditect shipping lacilili<:s for thf Soulh. South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. "*"70

BRADLEY BROS.'
ItHri-ed IMvniouth Koek* at the Great

New York Sh»)W, iSgi. ma<le a record unequalled

t)y any exhibitor at anv International for five

vears. We breed our winners, and each vear for

Ihf past three years birds from our yards have

taken firsts at the largest show of the year. Cir

lular free (".rand cockerels, brothers to our

winners, for sale. Kirgs }s \n-T 13. «H per i6. $10

per ,9 BRADI.KY BROS..
,^620- Box 801, Lee, Mass.

POULTRY. POULTRY. rOUJLTRY.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.
Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OF

BARRED A WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE 4 GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great CrvsUl Palace Show of America

New York, February, 1891. my birds were award-

ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred

Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on

Barred Plymouth Rock Hens : first, second and

fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel: first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,

February, 1890, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILTS GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE. $100 IN GOLD,

lor best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and

four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred

Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on

Barred Plymouth Rock hen.

For awards on other varieties send for my
large circular free. Eggs from prize raatings, U
per 13, $7 per a6, $0 per 39. Stock for sale. 39-9«

The Lea Poultry yards

SUPPLIES.

^^^ ^.w-^ — — —' — — -- ~-

^We are So Anxious
1. i^ \ ,ju sliiiiiKl s*t; our new cIrcuUr on

INDIAN GAMES.
stock and Eggs for sale. Eggs $5 and $.0 per setting of .3. My birds took '^iK^J

j^^^-^J
"-

New York Show, 1 89i. For further information write to J- BUiti.A.'^ *^,

54-66
New Hamburgh, Dutchess County, N. Y.

POULTRY RIVERSIDE FARM

The records will show the following as my winnings at New York for the years

.^ ,^H i8q2 on mv specialties: vS. and R. C. Brown Leghorns. Houdans, White
itig-j, 189 ,

1^92 «"
r^white Leghorns XX firsts 19 Gold Specials, 6 Association 1

s'^l\:fMe1^^
did begit lile,- "Li^e will begit like."

T^^TITH) piY?S^^^ ROCKS ^ Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record I

U Uj'kL of Americas leading strains of above varieties. I

DUr r I WYANDOTTES ^„^ra..tee satisfaction.

Poultry
#
^
#
^

Supplies^
11 lUu^'t^llt••<^ #

the Mumt nimplete Ihitt ^
_ ever offered. W

FREE ^_ ^
Johnson & Stokes, ^

^SEEDSMEN A
217 & 210 narket St.. Phila. , Pa.[^

101-151 J. FORSYTH, owEGO. tioga county, n. y.

GOCHIN HILL COCHINS.
THEODORE STERNBERG'S

Imported English Biiffs

Full feathered, rich colored, grand shape, great

A son of the Old Matchless bought at

I. K. FEILCH &
NATICK, MASS., U. S. A.

LIGHT BRAHMAS. PLYMOUTH ROCKS. WYANDOTTES.

LANGSHANS AND COLLIE DOGS.

SEND FOR CIIU L l.AR.

FOR POULTRY.
Itouf Meal. - - l'«r lOO lb

(iniuuluttMl Houis 100
Grouuil Beet
Scnips, - -

Calelte, - - -

CruHhcHl FUut.
Cruwhetl Oynter
SllOllH.

'.24M)

Bag, f:i.04l
J. 75

«.oo

Send for o\ir New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt ol

'*"''*'

C. H. 1>EM PWOI.F A CO.,

York Cheinlfal NVorkw. York, Pa.

60-72

weights.
the recent sale of Mrs Scriven and a grand

1 am a member of the Cochin Club oT America

ELLSWORTH, KANSAS, U.S.A.
55-67

LEBflHOH PODLTRY YARDS.

LEBANON, N. J.

Single-comb White Leghorns, Silver-laced Wy-

andottes and Mammoth Pekin Ducks. Send tor

drcuUr. • ^264

HOWARD VAN SICKLE, Prop'r.

ToRHAM Poultry Yards^
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

and they of the BEST. 5- „^
SliOGI^ POF? SALE AT ^LL felMES.

Address all orders and correspondence to

kniiin^'oi'K OWN

f^rahum Flour « torn, in tha

CRHANDIKIILL^fer-
^^^^^^^ Ulw 100 VfT rrnt. more maaa

tnkMp^Ponltrj. Also PmVFK .Wll,l-S»nd
F4R ^IFKKU .»flI-l..S. CircnlarflantltKBtinionijli

mtoB sppliMtion. niLSON BU08.KmWii.Ps.

5883

'JM^

34-85

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
Hyde Park, Dutchess County, NY.

PBIMTIIIG OUTFIT 15g
'"OMI'U.K. 4 » ph»l>«J rublvr tjpe. lJ|>»l>ol<J,r.l««rt^'

ifiibu iDk.uk F-ittd i.«..r,
»'''';i»';? "j*~2il

liwctloo. for u». 'iw.hetioi. »uM«w.d^W«ti Wi»J»l

til. WU <»rd,u bw g«t i>«««»»i^i»«;«» "^S'iJJ^'
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PIGEON
BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.
Advertisements in thisculunin will be inserted

UN follows: Two lines three months, $3; six

months, $5.50 ; one year, $10. Kates for insertion

under more than one heading on application. In

writing the undersigned please mention Kan-
ciERS' Journal.

FANTAILS.

GEORGE EWAIJ), Box 501 Ciiicinuati.

Ohio.

HOMING PIGEONS.
A. M. WOOD, 4910 Baltimore Avenue,

West Philadelphia, Pa.

J. A. STOVELL. 10 South Broad Street,

Philadelphia, Pa,

THEODORE P. GREEN, Woodbury, N.

J. See large advertisement.

T. FRED GOLDMAN. 832 Herkimer
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

JACOBINS.

THE KENNEL. THE KENNEL.

CANICURA CO.,
Manufacturers of carefully prepared

Remedies for Dogs
WHOI,i;SAI-E AGKNTS:

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE, 246 Wabash Av.

CHICAGO.
VON LENQERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St., N. Y.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE CANICURA COMPANY,
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

246 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.
X51-173

POULTRY.

Advfrirsfmfnts without display '«^'^''^'' ".''^;

this heading for 20 cents per l*^' Mfi'^'^.y'^'J'Zt
15 cents Per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

EdAvard S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIROS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH. AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

IMPORTED LEG BANDS
For Pigeons and Poultry, numbered and

lettered, all sizes. Send 40 cents in stamps for

sample dozen. H. Smail, 85 Leonard Street,

New York Citv. 153-204

ATWOOD B. HOvSKINS, Glen Riddle,

Pa. 62-13

For Sale.
AdvertlslnK.

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

OWLS.
GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio
.

L. S. CLARK. 1505 Girard Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pa.

PARLOR TUMBLERS.
T. G. GATE, 57 Clifton Place, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

PIGEONS ALL VARIETIES.

A
B

R

JOHN SPEALLER, 1210 North Fourth

Street. Philadelphia^ 60-72

" SATIN ETTES.
~"

GEORGE W. PETTIT, Artist, 1010 Clin-

ton Street, Philadelph ia, Pa.

SWALLOWS. ~~~
G. A. PICK, 1300 N. Washington St.

Baltimore, Md. 160-211

TURBITS.

L. S. CLARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

DOGS.

G. BOWLES, JR.. PONKAPOG. MASS..

Langshan eggs $1 per 13. Houdan «?gK8. »»

per 13.
**"

I

UFF LEGHORNS. INDIAN GAMES. P.
,

ROCKS and Minorca eggs $2 to $5 P^r iS-
]

Circular free. Lewis C. Beatty. Washing-

ton. N.J.
58701

OANOKE POULTRY YARDS HURF^-
VILLE N. J. High honors won at J'hiia-

adelphia Show. Buff Cochins. Light Brah-

mas Barred Plymouth Rocks, bend lor
j

Circular.
5»-i«

T>»URE BRED ENGLISH BI'ACK.BREASTED
P Red Game from Lyons, Eton, <^arne,

^ Rainsforth Pope. Matthews. Be 1 .
and Gib-

sons strains. Partridge Cochins from

Goodall. Butterfield. Lady Gwvdyr. Tom-
linson and Friar Bennett. Apply Ruddi'ig-

ton Hall. Nottingham, England. bo-b;

EGGS FOR HATCHING FROM R. C WHITE
and Brown and S. C. Brown I-^-Khorns and

S. S. Hamburgs. $i 50 for 13. 5^ 5°
^^°V.t

Fowls for sale. Five English beagles fixe

months old. H. J Brown. Harford, Cort-

land Co., N. Y.
-

Silver Wyandottes.

S'

ILVER WYANDOTTES AND INl^IAN
'^ Games. Finely '"^'•''l^ „»*"^;J%^'^,,^^

Irving Crocker. Seueca Falls. N. Y^ 4^11

Goltlen Wyandottea.

t-or" sal'e.-cockerel $5. TRIO %r NO
M better birds in America. Eggs, fa per I3-

*
E. D. Keenev. Arcade. N. Y.

Krown I.«Khorns.

I
F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING

anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co.. No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 3782

VERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well

to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"

168 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a

careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers

and class journals; gives the circulation

rating of everv one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters

pertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street. N. Y. 31-82

HEVW^* SPARK, MOMENTS!
1^^^M 1 ^^^k ^^ <' iiiiiiitsl paper on!
^^^^ j/#j^^^^^eartli. ',^4 pa^es.nneiy

S e D t ^^^^n^V#^
illustrated. Alsoa
^llustructlvel
^H^^ feat n re s, 1

3 months for ^^^V JH

1

vV^^^^^etc. 1
only 1.^ ct9. (stamps ^^4^^ rAw ^y^^^* 1
tJiken). Address. Spare"^^™ L ^^^m ^B fl ^^I^H
Moments Put.llslilnK Co.,^^^^r ^A v^^^^H

|61 Court St., Boston. M.iss. .^^^SZ^^^^H

Ducks.

MAMMOTH COLORED MUSCOVY DUCKS.
Old Drakes, 14 to 16 pounds. Winners $40

clock New York, Trenton, Brooklyn, Wav-
erly, Charleston, Augusta, Hagerstown.

Stock or eggs. T. Farrer Kackham, Flast

Orange. N. J. I53-«H

T710R PIGEONS AND
pj' all breeds of fowls.
1^1 Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices
of Indian Games, Minor-
cas, Javas and B.P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20

years' experience counts
in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

J. Y. BICKNELL,
314 Vermont Street. Buffalo, N. Y.

For Sale.

riNB GERMAN HARES. ARTHUR W KIRK
" Fores Grove. Pa. 63-66.

«tf^

Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per line Jorfint insertion'

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, cvunt

seven words to line.

Cofker Spaniels.

Two PEDIGREED FEMALE BLACK AND
tan Cocker Spaniels, six months old :

pedi-

greed Male Pug. six months old ; Female
Pug, seven months old, jio each. Pomona
Kennels, Germantown, Phila. it

CJreat Dant's.

rOUNG STOCK FOR SALE. BY PASHA OUl
of show bitches. Address for particulars

A. M. Jaggard, 6^9 North Front Street,

Philadelphia, Pa. 4394

BRilWN LEGHORN PULLETS FOR SALE.
Fggs for setting, |. . A Cantrell, R.dge Ave..

Roxborough, Philadelphia. 6i-73_

"White IMymouth llofks.

T THE GREAT PHILADELPHIA SHOW,
lanuarv, gz. I won five prizes on four en-

tries \V. P. Rocks and R. C. B. Legs. Eggs

fr..m' the prize stock. $1 per 13. »-..75 V^'^.f-
W.W. Kulp. Pottstown. Pa. _Il_

liantaniH.

BREED GAMES. GAME AND ORNAMEN
TAL Bantams. Write for wants. E. h.

Doty. 47 Wellington Place. Toronto. Ont.
' 5D-07

Tarlons.

ALUMINUM AND NICKEL SEAMLESS
Pigeon Bands 3'/4c. and 2>ic. A. H. Kruger.

Getraantown. Phila. 55-6;

Drinkinir Fountain.

A

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN POK
chicks or fowls is the Pincland Fountain

easilv cleaned. Price. 75 cents each. $8 pei

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

AS-ti Brooder Company. Jamesburg, New Jersey.

Artists and Engravers.

Artist.

KnellKta Setter**.

ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES FOR SALE
at a sacrifice (Breeze Gladstone—Dora
Belle. 20.806). whelped December 2S. i^q\.

G. S. Rayuor. Riverhead, N. Y. 62 64

Various.

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirelv new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box

916. Philadelphia. Pa.

rr* RAINED DOGS FOR COON. BEAR. SyUIR-
REL. deer, fox. rabbit, quail, partridjje.

woodcock. H. C. Graff, Kensington, Ohio.
52-tf

OGS TRAINED AND FITTED FOR THE
field trials, also broken for private shoot-

ing, one or two trained dogs for sale. W.
B. Stafford, Trenton, Tenn. 162-tf

A

1

D

HEXRY ERDMAN. ARTIST AND EN-
GRAVER of Poultry, Pigeons, etc^ 8 6

Maple St.. Philadelphia. Pa. ll „
Wanted.

w
T

ANTED.-WHITE CHINA GEESE. H.

W Vahle. 319 Market .Street. Philadel-

phia, Pa. 5' tf

,0 BUY PF:aFOWLS.—SEND LOWEST
orice for Male and Females Schmids Bird

Store, 712 I2lh St.. N. W., Washington.

1> c *^^^

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards

letter .sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co., Box 916. Philade phia. Pa.

Artists.

CaPECIAL engravings made from photographs

of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry ot

Kennel Paper vou should send for my list of

papers. I cm Curnish you any paper published

cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you

subscribe foi two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate ihan if vou subscribe for only

one Alwav>. enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten ceiiU (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five

papers and r. quest them to mail you sample

copies.
ADDRESS

ii4tf

F. D. BECK,
Box II. Wellsburg, W. Va.

RemedyFree. INSTANT RELIEF. Final
curuKi l0Uii>s..>evrr returu*: iiu pur^ejPIICq:

I ||_LlJ i>o»* '«! •"> Huppository. ATiclim trii_
'™^*^iii vniii ev»irv rfin dy lias di!»coTered a

»impleciir». uliicn h<» will tnnil free tohiifellow suf-

f«r«rs. AMrcM J.U.UKktlM,B«x Sti»0,II*w ¥*rkat7,H.X.

b South Third St., Philadelphia.

POULTRY.

BOOKS.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

-BY-

PIGEONS.
Advertitements zvithout display inserted unde,

thti heading for 20 cents per line for first inset tio»

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Kaldhead Tumblers.

"HAZA*R*D'S
8ILVER*SPANGLED*HAMBURG8

NEW YORK, 1892.
The grandest victory ever won by one exhibi-

tor on anv one variety. 15 ENTRIES. 14 PRE-
MIUMS. ' Also Association Special for best dis

play, all varieties of Hamburgs competing.

JAMES E. HAZARD,
152-203 Elmira New York.

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomely illustrated. Practical aad com-

prehensive. It is an invaluble guide for the

amateur pigeon fanciers.

Pedigree Blanks.

kEDlGREE BLANKS FOR FOUR GENER-
ATIONS at locents per dozen, or 85 cents

per 100. Extended four-page blanks,
5

cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed

postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

33 S. 3d St., Philadelphia. Pa.

CHARLES SCHMENNER. 5" W. BIDOLE
|

I St Baltimore, Md.. fancier of Short-face
^^ Baidhead Tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddcs stock. 54-79

For 8ale.

EGGS I EGGSl—P'*^««" 'or $2; strictly

highclass. P. Rocks. Lt. Brahmas. Br. and Wh.
Leghorns. Blk. Langshans, S. L. Wyandottes.

BronzeTurkey eggs, 8for$2. Send us your or-

der and get eggs that will hatch you some

Nice Prize Winners.
Come to see our stock. Circulars free. Bloom-

ingdale Stock Co., Box 329, Richmond. Va. 59-71

Price, paper, .'><>c. ; cloth 91.OO.

FANCIERS' PUB. CO.. BOX 916. PHIU., PA.

L,
S. CLARK,
Philadelphia.

1505 GIRARD AVENUE.
Owls and turbits. all colors.

51-63

Fox Terriers.

FOX TERRIER BITCH BROCKENHURST
Belle (No. 10.936). Address Geo. C. Cross

No. ti4 Mill St.. Rochester, N. Y. 63-64

Various

Satluettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, loio CLIN-
ton Street. Philadelphia. Pa. ii-tl

DALBEY BROS., Washington C. H., 0.,

breed 85 varieties FAN'C^Y POULTRY.
Biggest Poullrv Yards in the West. STOCK
AND EGGS FOR SALE. Send loc. for hand-

somely illustrated descriptive Catalogue, show-

ing how to make a fortune raising poultry, giv-

ing receipts, instructions and much valuable in-

formation, worth five times the money.
Price List free. 57 66

Homlns; Plgreons.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-

ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

A,

T,

M WOOD, BREEDER AND FLYER
homing pigeons, 4910 Baltimore Ave
West Philadelphia. 51-76

FRED GOLDMAN, BREEDER AND
flyer of Homing pigeons, 832 Herkimer St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y. 5i-7«

for profit
should have Pnre Ground
liEEF >»CRAP, which is

Meat and Bone, collected from slaughter

houses. Dried Perfectly Sweet and ground.

Poultrv like it and devour it greedily. You want

samples and prices—we send them FREE. Ad-

dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO., IM
Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

Loft

RECORD BOOK.
Convenient and indispensable in

recording the breeding of your

birds.

PRICE S2.

For sale by

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

AGENTS WANTED.
Reliable agents wanted in all parts of the coun '

try. For particulars address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

BOX 916, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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IN THE STUD.

Nlentlnon Kennels*

St. Bernsrds,
PHOENIXVILLE. PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Riugh-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.8.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equal.

FEE, iiflOO.

The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.8.B.1 8,337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, *3o.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application

IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

Seminole Kennels
IN THE STUD.

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

42-93

IT STUD—POINT F;R

ROUGH-COATED COLLIES
CHAMPION THE SQUIRE (40881) *'*^K

CHAMPION ROSLYN WILKES (30883)
*'

CHAMPION ROSEYN D.VNDY (17577) '|

ROSLYN CONWAY («0882)
\^

SIR KELPIE (14735)

ENGLISH SETTER

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

PROMOTION
FEE «i50.

Winner (absolute) Central Derby, 1891, defeating

the great setter Wun Lung.

SIR FREDERICK (.41741)
Winner of forty-four first prizes in England.

IRISH SETTERS
CHAMPION TIM (5815)

JERRY JARVIS (15347) (litter brother to Duke Elcho)

ENGLISH PUGS
KASH, Jr. (17804) -^

Winner of first Albany and second New York 1892.

Extended pedigree and list of stock for sale furnished on application.

$50.00
50.00
35.00
yo.oo
15.00

50.00

as.00
•.20.00

15.00

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - S50

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member, 35 per cent off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL S20
Puppies and Brood Bitches tor sale. Dogs ol

any breed taken to board, conditioned for shows,

kept at stud and sold on conuuissiou.

ENGLISH SETTER

KING'S MARK
FEE »35.

Winner in Seven Field Trials.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for

catalogue to

FAIRMOUNT KENNELS.
54.205 RAVENNA, NEBRASKA, or

Ninth St. and Columbia Ave., Phila., Pa.

BEAGLE IN STUD.

CHAMPION TONY WELLER.
THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

THE BEAGLE TRIALS, 1891.
FEE, *I5.

OAKVIEW KENNELS.
60-72 Glenslde, Pa.

AT STUD—WOODALE KENNEL&'—FOX tf:rrif:rs— fee.

DOBBIN $20
By Ch. Venio—Brockenhurst Worry by
RafBe.

STARDENS JACK • $15
By Ch. Result— horest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS: ... $10
By Raffle—Warren Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of prize win-

ning bitches always for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels. Troy, N. Y. 47-73

HT STUD,

STREATHAM MONARCH.
"The best Bull Terrier to-day in either Eng-

land or America."—George Raper.

ADDRESS
JOHN MOORHBAD, JR..

61-j.j priTSHURG, PA.
.\ lot of fine puppies for sale.

-^ POINTER AT STUD. FEE $35.

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
40-91 LANCASTER, MASS.

LAD OF KENT 3.^)

L

,-Fox Terriers.

IN STUD.
I

Pitcher $25
j

Starden's King 35
'

Ch. Raby Mixer 15
j

Reckoner . 15

Brockenhurst Tyke 15

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

yiLLSltlE HENNELS,

157-208 LANCASTER, MASS.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

29-80 CHESTNUT HILL, Phila., Pa.

THE KENNEL.

FOR SALE.

Wyoming Kennels
ENTIRE LOT OF

8T. BERNARDS.
Catalogue on .Application.

WYOMING KENNELS.
,49.,,,Mj MELROSE, MASS.

Mention Fa.nciers' J«»ik.nal.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

LAN8D0WNE DESPERADO
By Rosador (Venio— Rosati)—Desperate (Domi-

nie— Sensation).

LAN8D0WNE TRITON
By RafHe—Warren Dainty. Stud cards on ap-

plication. Post office and shipping address

LANSDOWNE KENNELS, Lansdowne, Pa.

Sire. Champion Bracket : dam, Kenie by Ch.

Tamnianv. Winnings and only times shown :

First puppy. New York. \^\ first open and
special for best brace with his litter sister. Lass

of Kent. New York, 1K91 ; first. Wilmington:
Glovcrsville .ind Albany ; first challenge New
York and Boston. 1S92. N. B.—This low stud

fee for three months to approved bitches.

Adtlress
GFORCE JARVIS,

1015 Washington Avenue, N. Y.5^-77

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

PiKKEHNELSS

Fee J25
10

10

DUSKY TRAP, 77IJ

RFXENT BRISK. 16,618

REGENT TIPPLER

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KF;NNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

Ket* SIS.

Fee »10.

HT STUD—f;nglish sf;tter

COUNT LEO,
Mack D —Ladv .\lta. Lady Alta by Count

Roderigo—Bessic'Delton. Evenly marked white,

black and tan. whelped November 14, 1889.

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. O. ELLIOTT,

4S3 Potters Ave., Providence, R. I.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, a KC SB 474^

Sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee |io.

VENDETTA, a K c.s.B. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest—Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee $10.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,
^-.yg Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

MASTIFF AT STUD.

ORMONDE

40-91

\ son of the great Cambrian Princess, winner

of ist Rcckford, Freeport, Cleveland, Cincinnati

and Chicago, and sire of ist and 2d prize bitches

Rockford, Freenort and Chicago, 1892. Some
craiidlv bred pups for sale. Send stamp tor

fatalogue.
^ CHARLES E.. BUNN.

,c-.202 Peoria, Illinois.

POINTERS -BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN, (258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le D IABLE, 5550. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. .Ad-

dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels.

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co. N. Y.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in

America." Pedigree and winnings free
;
photos,

50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
155-206 1 Exchange Block, Bangor. Me.

1

IIT STUD. FEE *50.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip

Rap. Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.

King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F
T. C, at Lexington, N. C, December. 1890, and

on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land : ist, New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn.
•89; ist, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90- Puppies for sale. Apply to

-JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

Babylon, L. I.

Unglfl-AraeriGDn Terrier i^enils.

IN STUD.
"

SMOOTH FOX TERRIER.

EBOR SPENDTHRIFT STCD Fee $10
WlRE-HAIkEI) FOX TERRIER.

BARTON STING - stud Fee $10
IRISH TERRIERS.

JACK BRIGGS - stud fee $20
VALLEY BOXER - stidFek$15

BLACK AND TAN TERRIER,

PRINCE REGENT - Stud Fee $10
SCOTCH TERRIER,

KILSTOR - - - Stud Fee $15
SCOTCH HOT - - - - $15

YORKSHIRE TERRIER,

CH TOON'S ROYAL - stud Fee $10
R. TOON,

216 Fitzwilliam St., Sheffield, Eng.

^''""
C. N. SYMONDS.

i57-203eow Salem. Mass., U. 3. A.

IRISH TKRRIFIRS AT STUD.

HANOVER BOY.
Full of Plavbov blood, has small, perfectly car-

ried ears, winner of two firsts and an un.-ropped

special at Kennel Club Show, London.

FEE $15.00.

BOXER IV.
Winner of several prizes, long clean head, hard

red coat, sire of Bumptious Bonnet.

FEE 815.00.
Apply to

WALTER J. COMSTOCK,
5i-75eow Box 40S, Providence, R. I.

KOH s.\i,k-en<;msii settku i'in»s,

bv Ch Ro<lcr po. ih. Gath's Mark and Dan
(.ladstone IHlsIl SE'ITEU I'U1»S, by

Ch. Kildare. Ch. Dick Swiveller, Ch Tim and
ciiampion Seniiiiwle.

Send for Price List, 4«>^i

Mention Fancikks" Jot rnal.

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl, B. Tallman, •

i4o.tf OAK LAWN, R. I.

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain

Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
P, O, Box 676, ALBANY, N, Y.

Some Choice Pointer
uppies for sale cheap. For pe<ligTees. prices,

tc address .1. K. PURCELL.
cQ.lf Gainesville, va.

43-68

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers

Dr Wra Crpwford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
151-202

Pugs of the Best Breeding

At reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNEL
Box 506, Louisville, Ky. 48-73

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take 'U>ns to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

ELM STATION.

Monteomerv Co.. Pa.
ti

—Iti answering advertisements please

mention this journal.

^^^ PAMPHLET

^jjr DOG • DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary 8nrf?eon,

tl 1893 BROAl>WAY, NEW YORK,
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DOG
OcNUINfl

DOG
OeNUINe

PATENT
6TAMH^D.

CAKES

8TAMPL0.

CAKES

POUL-TRY
Pears Chieks from the Shell

^f II I I

—~

COLD NIGHTS are a common cause of mortality in Young Chicks. lo

GUARD AGAINST THIS add a little of our "CARDIAC TONIC POWDER"

to the food before shutting up at night.

IN PACKAGES OF ALL SIZES.

DOG
CeNUINB

_ m n M . ,

SPRATTS |9C

"The Common Sense of Poultry

Keeping," 12c. Post Free.

DOG
OeNUINe

'^myi.wm1/5

'• CONTAINS FULL AND PRACTICAL INFORMATION ON POUL-
|

. CONIAIX ^^^ RKARING, HOUSINO. FEEDING.
-n-ic

•TAMPtD.

CAKES
Of All Dealers, or of

STAMPtO.

CAKES

SPRATTS PATENT (AMERICA), LIMITED,

241. 243 and 245 East 56th Street. New York City

VOIi. 8, NO. 10. )

WHOLE NO., 164. /
PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, MAY 7, 1892. (PER ANNUM, «l«.00

1 SINGF.E C01»Y, 5e.

GKORGE BELL'S COCKER SPANIEL. CHAMPION I SAY,
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Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

been holding annually, since 1884, field

trials open to members only. These

trials have grown steadily in interest and

importance from year to year, so after

last year's trials it was determined to

open them to the public in the future.

In accordance with this decision arrange-

ments were made to secure grounds at

High Point, where the club's trial will

follow immediately after those of the

Eastern Field Trials Club,

*•
The Philadelphia Kennel Club's trials

have always been noted for the good fel-

lowship amongst the members, and it is

hoped that this pleasant feature may be

extended, and that in addition to a very

successful inaugural trial there may be a

large and representative gathering of

sportsmen at High Point in November.

*»
The prizes for the Philadelphia Ken-

nel Club's Derby are $400 for^ first, $200

for second and |ioo for third. Entries

for it close May 15. For premium lists

and entry blanks apply to Francis G.

Taylor, secretary, 608 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

James E. White, of the city railway ser-

vice at Washington, the seal of the Post-

master-General on Russian leather, a

badge of the mail service of San Antonio,

Texas, dated April 4, 1892. a badge of the

Congressional Club, a George Washing-

ton medal, made of white nickel, a rib-

bon containing the words "The Travel-

ing Pilgrim," a check for a quart of milk,

one for a loaf of bread and another for a

cup of coffee, also a miniature bale of

cotton. At Washington he will be pre-

sented with a Maltese cross which will

contain the inscription, "Good luck, God

speed our faithful friend." At Baltimore

he is to receive a miniature battle monu-

ment. He is now on his journey west-

bound for Chicago.

Prince IV out of Moll IV, third ; F. C.

Lowe's English setter bitch Di of Kip-

pen, by Roderick of Lahn II out of Dido,

fourth.
«

The Fanciers' Journal will be supplied by

newsdeXs throughout the United States and

^^"^^''- NEW YORK CITY.

BRENTANO-S ^"^^fiSvS?W. J. STANTON • • • .5 T J v'
H. E. TWVFORD Bay Ridge, L,. I., N. v.

p O. NEWS CO . . . 103 Adams St ..Chicago 111

E. S. SCHMID . . 317 I2th St., Washington, D. C.

* *

PHILADELPHIA, MAY 7, 1892.

FIXTURES.

Dog Shews.
May 17-19—Androscoggin. Me.

Aug. 31-Sept. 3-Lexington, Ky.

Sept. 6 9—Hamilton, Can.
12-16.—Toronto, Can.
19-22.—London. Can.
27-30.—Ottawa, Can.

Oct. 25-28.-Omaha, Neb.

Nov. 23-25 —New York.

1893.

Tan. 10 14 —Charleston, S.C.

Feb u-17.—Baltimore, Mn.
2i-24.-New York, N. Y.

28 March 3.—Baltimore. Md.
28 March 3.—Klniira. N. Y.

March 7-10.—Chicago, 111.

June 13-17.—Chicago, 111.

Field Trials.

Sect IS.—Manitoba Field Trials Club.

Nov' 6 -International Field Trial Club.

8 —New K.nKland Field Trial Club.

IS —American Field Trials Club.

Nov. ifti-Flastern Field Trials Clulx

28 —Philadelphia Kennel Club.

Dec 6.—Central Field Trials Club.
.

1893.
Feb. -Southern Field Trial Club.

H. V. Jamieson, secretary of the Na-

tional Beagle Club, writes that an execu-

tive meeting of the National Beagle

Club was held at 266 Washington Street,

Boston, Mass., April 29, 1892. The fol-

lowing gentlemen were present: Messrs.

Chapman, Turpin, Clark, Brooking,

Powers and Jamieson. Mr. Powers,

chairman of the Committee on Constitu

tion, read his report, which was accepted.

The Committee on Incorporation was

given more time. Auditing Committee's

report was read and accepted. Communi-

cations from members were read and

filed. W. Manard, Westfield, N. Y., was

elected to membership. It was voted

that the constitution be accepted by sec-

tions. It was also voted that the consti-

tution be set up, and that sufficient num-

ber be printed, same to be returned with

vote in favor or against its adoption. The

secretary was instructed to write a final

letter to clubs in question, asking for offi-

cial list of winners of N. B. C. specials

that same may be paid. Failing to re-

ceive such, he to communicate with the

A. K. C. for further instructions.

"Die Hard" Naylor has been elected

justice of the peace for the township of

Lyons, Mass., and in the future must be

addressed as Squire Naylor. If our friend

knows as much about law as he does

about Scottish serriers he will be a shin-

ing light in his new profession. Give it

to the dog thieves and poisoners heavy,

John.
•*»

The Eastern Field Trials Club has

named the following judges tor the com-

ing trials: Messrs. H. B. Duryea, R. L.

McCook and Colonel Arthur Merriman.

The United States Club are still looking

for the third man to act with Colonel

Sloo and Mr. Bryson.

••*

The pug dog Kash, Jr., owned by the

Seminole Kennels, was killed by a St.

Bernard on April 25. Kash, Jr., was win-

ner of the following prizes: At Charles-

ton, New Orleans and Greenville first in

the puppy class; first in open class at

Albany, and second in New York to

Bonsor. We give a picture of Kash, Jr.,

on another page.

« »

Seminole Kennels, Chestnut Hill, Pa.,

have purchased the pug bitch Midget,

first at Boston. She is the dam of Mr.

Pitts' Champion Beauty III, and is a

valuable acquisition to the Seminole

Kennels.
*

« «

«

Our Illustration.

Our frontispiece this week is a portrait

of Ihiit typical black cocker spaniel bitch

Champion I Say. We have criticised her

frequently and our readers interested in

this breed are well acquainted with the

many good points of this exceptionally

good bitch.

Her winnings are as follows: Last year

she won four firsts at To onto, two firsts

at Kingston, first at Hamilton, Montreal

and Ottawa. First in challenge class at

Cincinnati. In 1H92 she captured first at

the following shows in the challenge

class. Rockford, Freeport, Chicago.

New York, Philadelphia, Washington.

Pittsburg .ind Boston, also fifteen specials.

"Owney, the Post Office Pup," spent

twenty-four hours in the local post office

recently. Owney is a Scotch terrier be-

longing to the post office at Albany, N.

Y., and he began his travels some time

ago with a postal clerk, a friend of the

dog's owner and who merely intended to

take him on his trip, while on the road

he lost the dog and when it turned up

again it was in the possession of a postal

clerk on another train.

«
»

Oak Grove Kennels are still picking

up Irish setters when they can find one

first-class. They have just purchased the

beautiful bitch Noma. The price paid, we

are informed, was $375.

«
» »

English journals just received give the

result of the Kennel Club's eighteenth

field trial Derby as follows: Pointers,

H. Drory's Master of Meirelbeke, by

Drake of Meirelbeke out of Fly of Meirel-

beke. first; W. Arkwright's Tap, by

Rapp VI out of Sella Price, second; D.

M. Moriarity's Gleuara, by Grouse V. out

of Rita, third; E. C. Norrish's Sanford

Octagon, our Rochester correspondent,

writes that Mr. J.W. Whitney's mastiff

bitch Princess is dead. She was killed

in a fight in which she and three other

bitches were engaged. By her death

the Flour City Kennels lose one of their

best brood bitches. She was by Cham-

pion Ilford Cromwell out of Breda II.

«
« •

Princess was the dam of Melrose Prince

and Philamon, both well known on the

bench. Our correspondent informs us

that the death of this bitch was not due

to any careless act of Mr. Hughes, who

by-the-bye, has the dogs under his care

in better condition than they ever were

before.

» »

Dr. O. Stewart Baniber, Rochester, N.

Y., has picked up a beagle bitch by

Champion Royal Kreuger, and thinks

she will nick well with his Jack Rowet.

•••

The National Greyhound Club will

hold their show in Brooklyn during

Christmas week in the Claremont Avenue

Rink.
«

* «

W. J. Beck, Columbus, Ind., secretary

of the American Field Trial Club has is-

sued a circular, in which he says: The

American Field Trial Club will hold its

first trials at Columbus, Ind., on the 21st

day of November, 1892. Nothing but

member 8 stakes will be run, bat no one

is barred from becoming a member.

Membership fee is $5. The owner of the

dog must be a member. Anyone may

handle the dog in the trials. When one

becomes a member he may enter as

many dogs in as many classes as he likes

without again paying the membership

fee. It may be that you would not de-

sire to remain a member longer than the

close of the trials. If so, your withdrawal

would be cheerfully accepted, though in

case you Should desire to remain with us

we would endeavor to make your stay

both pleasant and profitable. If you re-

main a member no longer than the trials

you would not be asked to pay anything

in the way of dues."

»
« «

Since then, Owney has been in charge .

. e <i r a<.

of neariy every railroad postal clerk in Druid, by Pring's Don out of Sanford s

THE KENNEL.

the United States, and has traveled on

almost every railroad in this country.

He has taken a strong fancy to traveling,

and while en route will sit at the door of

the car and take in the landscape like an

experienced traveler.

Quince, fourth.
«

« *

«
« *

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town
— The Spanish Student.

The attention of our readers is called

the announcement in our advertising

columns of the Philadelphia Kenirel

Club's open field trials. This club has

He wears a collar bearing the "Owney,

Albany Post Office." Some one recently

put on him a set of dog harness upon

which have been fastened a strangely

varied collection of medals, coins, tin

tags and brass checks, numbering at

present seventy-one medals and mottoes.

Among the liadges are the following. A

McKinley protection badge made of sheet

metal and covered with lead to represent

tin; a German silver medal from the

office of the general superintendent,

The winners in the setter Derby were

J. K. Millner's Airie, by Fraech out of

Roseanna, first ; Rev. R. O'Callaghan's

Elphin II, by Tryconnel out of Kinvara,

second; J. A. Campbell's Garrish, by

Muskerry out of Nenagh, third ;
C. Aus-

tin's Tim Sullivan, by Sullivan out of

Molly IV, fourth. Absolute winner Mr.

Millner's Airnie.

Membership applications must be in

office of secretary by July i. The trials

will be open to pointers and English and

Irish setters. Each breed will be run

separately, with an absolute All-aged,

absolute Derby and absolute puppy. The

entry fees in the two former stakes are

$5 first forfeit and $5 to start. In Puppy

Stake, $S first forfeit, nothing to start.

Entries close, Derby, August i; All-Aged,

September i; puppy, November i. The

Derby is open to all dogs whelped on or

after January I, 1891. The puppy is open

to all puppies whelped on or after No-

vember 24, 1 89 1.

« «

»
* »

The All-Aged Stake for pointers and

setters was won as follows : T. Lauder's

E:nglish .setter bitch Sweep's Delight, by

Johnnie May out of Tibbie Dunbar, first

;

D. Moriarty's pointer dog Glenbeigh, by

Grouse V out of Rita, second ;
G. Ar-

thur Wood's English setter dog Fred, by

Mr. W. B. Wells, secretary of the In-

ternational Field Trials Club, writes us

the third annual trials will take place at

Chatham, Out. The Amateur Stake in

November 6 and the Open Stake the fol-

lowing day.
*

* *

Two more dog show fixtures are an-

nounced. The Western Michigan Ken-

nel Club will hold its first annual bench

show, September 19 to 23, at Grand

Rapids, Mich. The Omaha Kennel Club

will hold its first annual bench show Oc-

tober 25 to 28 at Omaha, Neb.

WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS.

Some Interesting Pickings and Pointers

Gathered Here and There.

From Our Special Correspondent.

Mr. William Tallman, kennel editor of

Shooting and Fishing, is flushing birds

all over the city. The boys have already

concluded it among their weeklies and
yesterday, Friday, was "Old Foremans"
maiden bow to the printer's devil.

"Can Can" says, in relation to the

Blemton Kennels getting the kennel
prize at Boston, that the press was muz-
zled. I don't see it at all. The Fan-
ciers' Journal, very plainly came out

disagreeing with the award, and so did

the American Field. The Forest and
Stream, I must admit, was not very de-

cided and made a slight mention that

Mr. Thayer with his four "had more than

a look in," but still they were not muz-
zled. The Turf, Field and Farm didn't

say anything at all, and its evident that

they are the only ones muzzled. It is

not too late to hear from them "why"
the Blemton Kennels won the kennel

prize.

The press is not accountable for a

judge's actions. They may not always

agree with him, but we suppose the

judge, right or wrong in his decision,

doesn't expect us to shoot him on sight

because we differ. Mr. Mortimer has

his reason, no doubt, and I at present, for

one, couhl never agree with him.

I think Honest John Davidson's re-

mark is very applicable, "so long as ye

reporters all disagree on my judging then

I'm all right."

We have all been to the Eden Musee
probably, and seen the Rogue's Gallery,

and many of us saw the Forest and Stream
containing the report of the Boston show,

with a photo of "some popular handlers."

Briar Lacy, we know, is a "dabster" in

£
holography, and could it be possible in

is haste that he gave the printer

the wrong negative, who thus gave
us a delightful, cheerful and hand
some group in mistake. "Accidents will

happen to the best regulated families,"

so let no lawsuit be the result. I, like

nianv others, knew immediately it was
a mistake, because knowing all the

names we failed to recognize the fea-

tures.

Mr. Phoebus' challenge to Uncle Dick

is about as strai^thtforwar-l as it's possible

to make them, and if it is taken up in

the right spirit will make it quite excit-

ing at the Androscoggin show. Our
friend's challenge is quite touching and
romantic in itself when he alludes to the

short term of his life on this earth, and
it's evident befoie he leaves us he wants

to have the satisfaction of knowing who
has the best beagles, and also like a true

sportsman "he will die game." Mr.

Phoebus, we caru't have you leave us

yet, and if jour "medicine man" can be

squared to change his opinion let us

know, and that we shall see you for some
shows to come is not only the wish of

"yours truly" but also of Uncle Dick and
Wixom. If you will wait till the trials

that "bald-headed masher" will give you
a spin with his "Razor Back" through
Pothmyer Dorsey's "brar patch" and
down in the swamp. The "razor back"
is a goer from goersville, in fact, you
can't see liim.

One word for Mr. Free advertiser pom-
pous Boger, who gets a daily paper to

allow him to vent his spleen on that poor,

delicate, fragile No. 12, and when it is all

over what does it amount to "that a re-

porter said one thing in his opinion and
wrote another." 1 call it very artful of

this gentleman to bring himself before

the public by sending to all collie men a

copy of his woes.

On most reliable authority and to show
you how much Mr. Boger is a doggy
man, not mentioning a colUe man, I

must tell you that at Philadelphia show
he took a bitch into the ring when other

dogs were exercising, and she was on
heat. The result we can imagine, whilst

he was slashing right and left at the

dogs to keep them off, their owners ob-
jecting, and with a threat by one to re-

taliate on his bitch, he says, "If you do
I will get you arrested." He was fur-

ther told that he should know better than
bring a bitch in her condition into the
ring at all when so many ladies and gen-
tlemen were at the ring side. Let us
laugh aud lay a little stress on the R-
rested.

One more. On coming to the New
York show in 1890 with his pug that was
to clear the deck and set the building on
fire, there were some "collies" on the

train to be exhibited, and one among
them was rather odd looking, so he
asked "what kind of a dog that was." I

hear also that Pompous Chief is a very

stylish dog, but nevertheless pip-jawed,

and that the second prize winner, had he

been more matured, would have won.

The credit of breeding Pompous Chief

must go to where it belongs, namelv,

Mr. Henry Jarrett, of the Chestnut Hill

Kennels. It was he, when he sold

the dam to Mr. Boger, who said : "You
buy her, and I'll bred her to Roslyn
Wilkes for you." Morever, Mr. Boger,

with his four vears' experience of collies

(including 1890, when, coming to New
Yotk), can thank his mother that he has

Pompous Chief to-day. It was she who
liked the dog and picked him out for a

pet, and through no judgment of Mr.

Boger's, who didn't pretend to know so

much about collies until after his dog

There's "doo els" in the air, San Fran-

cisco is some distance, so nobody will

get hit. New York and Coney Island

beach is handy, and "Briar" Lacy has

been allowed to live another week. He's
not dead yet.

In the most remote places TijE Jour-
nal, or a representative is to be found,

and the keenness with which it is looked

forward to on Saturday for breakfast or

Sunday during church hours is most as-

tonishing. Many have remarked to me
that without TheJournal they wouldn't

know the days of the week. In fact, it

reaches the creme de la creme without,

any free advertisers springing their little

tales upon us about their setter so-and-so

when they were out West. There's that

"criticism" again.

Mr. Carswell, of Wilmington, has been

so far a very lucky breeder, and luck

seems to favor him again. This time a

litter by Christopher and Lady Mars and
all likely to be winners are his fortune.

So much so that Mr. Jarrett, who doesn't

put on any frills and who generally gets

there in his quiet way, went down to

have a look at them. The puppies were

at walk, and as they drove along each

one they came to was better than the

last. The fifth and last one, to Mr. Jar

rett's thinking, was a bit too long in the

coupling and there were several other

bad faults, but the "wily Frank" knew
what he was up to and could see Jarrett,

had won first.

Mr. Boger."
"I will get you R-rested,

If any of our dog men have a "pull"

in Jersey could they not use it? Imag-

ine only a thick headed, ignorant, nurab-

skulled politician that would shoot a dog

when doing his duty. You will remem-
ber reading in one of the Sunday papers

where a barber had a dog who was pas-

sionately fond of his child. A cus-

tomer was in the habit of teasing the dog ,

by making him believe he would take

the child. On this day he took hold of
1

the child, the dog growling furiously,
!

and got as far as the door, when the dog
bit him. What did this "cur" do but

get a warrant from some justice to have

the dog shot. Why the Lord allows such

unfeeling, ignorant idiots to live I don't

know.

That reminds me that Mr. John Naylor

when in Canada was quite a politician,

and had it not been for myself and Mr,

Mercer the whole of the Canadian army
would have been demolished by this Go-

liath. I must congratulate Mr. Naylor

on his appointment to justice of the

peace, aud if he ever comes East we will

take him over to Jersey to fin<i his

brother with a "pull."

Now the dog shows are over and noth-

ing much to occupy our attention, there's

sure to be a "splosion" this summer.

vulgarly specking, was "dead stuck" on

the puppy. Finally he bought him, pay-

ing the biggest price yet paid for a collie

puppy three months old in this country.

Mr. Jarrett says he never before saw such

an even litter and so good, and that the

puppy he bought is a better one at its

age than the sensational Roslyn Dolly

was. Mr. Carswell in return thinks he has

one left that will beat it. Well, we shall

see what we shall see at New York in

1893. _
The Barzoi bitch recently imported by

Mr. Hanks is still at the Chestnut Hill

Kennels She gave birth last Wednes-

day week to ten pups, but the bitch was

in such shocking condition on her ar-

rival, afler being for six weeks on the

water, that it is doubtful if she will live.

However, a foster mother, Iduna, a collie,

has been procured from Mr. F. Cars-

well.

If Sir Bedivere is sold next week, I

shall not be surprised. I came across

I

two strangers, who looked like business

and wanted a photo of him. They are on

the wav to Boston to have a look at the

king pin of St. Bernards.

"And brown and bronzed was he," can

safely be said of Mr. W. C. Reick who
returned from Piurope last Saturday. He
and Colonel Rupert went to mostly all

the large kennels. The Duke of Maple-

i

croft, a son of Princess Florence they

were particularly struck with. Weiiona,
a litter sister to Heusey, caught their eye
and young Bute was not quite up to their

expectations. Salvator Rosa is a grand
one and marvel appears to be doing all

the stud work. Mr. Reick made one pur-

chase ill a puppy six months old and
weighing now 100 pounds from Mr. Shill-

cock, by Marvel out of a sister to Prin-

cess Florence. Alterations and exten-
sive runs leading to the water are being
made at the New York vSt. Bernard Ken-
nels now, and next year they will be
located at Jerome Park, where Mr. Reick
has purchased land and is already build-

ing kennels there.

Col. Rupert up to the time of this

writing had not purchased anything.
Last Wednesday he left Liverpool on the

City of Rome, a little sooner than he an-

ticipated. He has got his eye 011 a dog,
and I should not be surprised when he
lands to see one of the noted cracks with
him.

Lord Bute, the St. Bernard for sale

^3500. How does this startle the doggy
world? No sooner do we hear of some-
body starting a kennel than we have to

announce a grand sale, a clearance sale.

Its just like Macy or any other dry goods
house who have bought somebody's stock

cheap and going to get rid of it at any
price.

Madame Bedivere, who is in pup to

Lord Bute, and all of them are to be sold.

Where are the genuine lovers of dogs
who keep them for pleasure, willing to

spend so much yearly on them and not

all the time thinking of the filthy lucre.

You will generally find the man who
keeps them for his love will make all the

money he wants, but the other way
"pizness, mein freund" doesn't last long.

I don't say the propietor of Lord Bute

was this way, but we have so many who
spring up like mushrooms and are "non
est" the next minute that one soon loses

faith.

The trio are separated. Six thousand

miles is the limit of two, one in Frisco

and the other in England, and the third

has been seen in New York alive, and
not as rumor had it, I am pleased to say.

From two reliable sources, I am safe to

say that Mr. German Honkins, manager
of the Blemton Kennels, has left the em-
ploy of Mr. .August Belmont. It was ru-

mored to me some time ago, but, as I

thought, without foundation. What Mr.

Hopkins' intentions are I don't know,
but that Mr. Belmont will have a good
man to keep up the reputation of the

kennels which he greatly helped to make
what they are, must be the endorsement

of the fancy. To replace Mr. Hopkins
is nearly next to impossible, from a ter-

rier point of view, as we all know there

can be only "one tiermau."

Mr. George Raper no sooner sets foot

on British soil than he is busy judging.

The first thing on landing at Queens-
town he writes John Finlayson a long

letter, and either before or afterwards,

most probably before, he drank the

health of all the boys in New York.

Mr. Rathbone writes me he has sold

to Mr. Houck two fox terrier bitches (not

four), Beverwyck Raven and a Russley

Joker puppv. Mr. T. S. Craig who swears

by Tippler has a litter by him out of

Blemton Arrow.

He also tells me he has bought a Dusky
Trap bitch that can beat more than will

beat her aud that Mr. C. Whitney since

the Albany show has been in Japan.

The Anglo-American Kennels are

somewhat elate«l over their pointer bitch

Ruby VII, who whelpeil three dogs and
two bitches to Mr. George Raper's Naso
of Strasbourg on April 16. vSonieofthe

boys think it funny that George is assc-

ciating himself w'itli sporting dogs. I

can tell them, that's where he belongs,

having had practical experience and

early training from a boy. The moors of

Scotland every year saw him and his

dogs, which he used to break hiinsell,

and they didn't play at hunting, or even

tilk about it, but had game to show.
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THE lOS ANGELES SHOW.

The Largest and Best Ever Held by

the Southern California Club.

From Our Own Correspondent.

The Los Angeles Times of the 24th,

says: "The fourth annual bench show of

the Southern CaUfornia Kennel Club,

which closed last night, proved an un-

qualified success, and as had been pre-

dicted completely eclipsed all previous

effort- of that organization. Judging from

the attendance, double the amount of in-

terest was taken in the exhibition this

year as compared with that which pre-

ceded it, a fact which alone speaks

volumes for the future in store for the

club and its commendable object."

With the exception of some seven or

eight entries from San Francisco, the

show was made up entirely of local en-

tries, many of which were far above the

average in point of quality and would cut

a considerable figure iu the best eastern

shows.

The following is a list of the officers of

the club, all of whom are ardent fanciers

as well as sportsmen. The president,

Mr. Holbrook who is well known in

southern California as a first-class shot,

admires the Knglish setter. Mr. Bench-

ley, the treasurer, Mr. Riefer and Mr.

Vaudervoort run two pomters. Mr. 1.

Bright who is a great duck shooter

enthuses on the Chesapeake Bay dog and

Irish water spaniel, while Mr. Sumner,

the verv efficient and courteous secretary,

Mr T S. Carey and Dr. Weldon are de-

voted to smooth and wire-haired fox

terriers. . , , r^i

The officers of the', club weru as fol-

lows: President, J. F. HolbrQok; vice-

presidents. Dr. Kannon, T. Bright. J. H.

Kiefer. Robert Vaudervoort, John bchu-

Kiacher; secretary, C. A Sumner; treas-

urer K. K. Benchley; l>ench show com-

mittee J. F. Holbrook, Tony Bright, L.

A Summer, J. H. Kiefer E K. Bench-

lev F W. Ingalls. T. S. Casey, A I

.

Robinson. K. S. McKnight. Dr. Weldon.

John Schumacher; superintendent, H. W.

Wilson; veteriuary surgeon. Dr. 1. Cow-

^""he building was large, well lighted

and well ventilated, but a little too far

from the business portion of the citv.

Exhibitors and dogs were equally well

cared for by Mr. H. W. Wilson, the

superintendent, who has had some con-

siderable experience in such matters in

the East.

The awards were as follows:

MastllTrt-OpKN. Dotis.

I. Draco A, S.Tyler.

2 Aniado. Mrs. D .rathea I.unimis.

S. Bishop. M K. Bragdon
V. Mnro A.. E. TempTar Allen

H. Wodan, Charles. U. Willard.

OPEN. BITCHES.

1. Phyllis, M. K. Bragdon.

2. Lomita Hilda, Mrs. J. M. Mitchell.

St. Kernards-OPEN, dogs.

I Republican. J. n Martin.

2. Grand Chancel! .r. John Hcflfernan.

OPEN, HITCHES.

1. Withheld.
2. Withheld.
3. Gypsev, Mrs. N 1 Goucher.

Xewfoiuullands-OPEN. dogs.

1. Scott. J. B. Banning.

PUPPIKS—DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Rover. Malt Bunker.

Great Danos-DoGS and bitches.

'
I. Rhonr.. A. G. Freeman.

I>eorliouu<ls-OPEN, dogs.

1. Trojan. Mrs. H. W. Vail.

2. Cervus. Chiis Krempel.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I Flora, Chris. Krempel. .^ _, ,^

2. Lady of the Lake. Osgood & Edmonds.

<;ro.vhoun«lH-OPEN, dogs.

1. Leo, G. W. Gonlon.
2. Lap, S. Tyler.

3. Handy, Ned Carr.

V. Nemo, J. U. Schieck.

H.Romeo, George Robson.

C.Topsy Fleet. J. K .Maclintock.

OPEN. BITCHES.

1. Pronto. S. Tyler.

2. Sick. J. B. Proctor.

3 Deno. G, W. (iordon.

V. Flv, S. Tyler.

H. Primrose. G W. Gordon.
Fannie, E. Watson.

PUPPIES—DOGS.

I. Charleston. W. F. Barber. Jr.

2 Wallace Go-Bv, J.
Tonnemacher.

V Dor, J. W. Hazelett.

H. Slugger, J. W. Hazelett.

c. Hector II, S. Tyler.

I.

2.

3-

I.

2.

I.

2.

3-

H.
C.

I.

2.

R.
V.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.

1. Lilvhaha. J.M. Cota.

2. Brindle Duchess. Mrs. G. Robsou.

V. Valley Queen, S. Tyler.

H. Queen, Mr. Rose.

Foxhounds—Open, dogs.

1. Yoicks, A. B. Anderson.
2. W^arrior, D. H. Burks.

V. Dixie, Thad Lowe.
open, BITCHES.

1. Music, Thad Lowe.
2. Patty, Thad Lowe.

Pointers—Challenge, Dops.

I. Kan-Koo, K. K. Benchley.

OPEN, DOGS (over 55 rounds.)

Ah Sing, H M. Tonner.

Jap, A. P. Kerckhoff.
Hindoo, M. M. Conn.

OPEN, bitches (over 50 pounds. .)

Amaryllis, H. M. Tonner.
Gypsy, Mr. Chambers.

OPEN, DOGS (under 55 pound.)

1. Ko-Ko, Frank W. Ingalls.

2. Idstone Bang, J H. Kcifer.

3 Ray F., Frank J.
Garrison.

V. Done P., Frank J. Garrison.

OPEN, bitches (under 5 pounds.)

Tippetta. H. Y. Evans. Jr.

Kioto, Edw.K.Benchlev.
Bessie lane, B. D. Slandcford.

Fraulein. Frank J. Garrison.

Herma, W. F. McCann.
Nellie, Homer C. Katz.

PUPPIES—DOGS.

Spot, J. W. England.
Lemon. E. B. Tufts.

Quail, J. H, Keifer.

V. Baldy, J. H. Keifer.

H Commodore, B. D. Standeford.

Point M, A. E. Messerly.

Spot, W. Garms.
H. Colonel, J. B. Banning.

OPEN. BITCHES.

1. Lilly C..H F.Payne.'

2. Princess Claude IL, Jos. Singer.

Irish Setters-OHBN. dogs.

1. Brace, Chas. J. Aheborn.

OPEN. BITCHES.

I. Nora Mavourneen. J. W. England.

2 Ladv JosieC, Mrs. L. L. Campbell.

Gordon Setters-OPEN, dogs.

I. Donald, C. H. Brown.

OPEN. BITCHES.

1. Ladv Clare Jane Jno. W. Edwards.

2. Withheld.
PUPPIES—BITCHES.

1. Withheld.
2. Dessy. H. E. Green.

EdkIIsU Sottors-OPEN, dogs.

1 Kast, G. A. Van Derbeck.

2 Stamboul, J. F. Holbrook.

3. Roy T.. H. M. Tonner.

V Prince Charles, Godfre>lFritz.

Spanlels-OPEN, dois ^all br.-eds over 28 lb-)

I. Withheld.
Withheld.
Gip, T. B. Glover.

OPEN, BITCHES (all breeds over 28 lbs )

Withheld.
Withheld
Betty. H. Findley.
Reno. G. Hoffman.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Withheld.
2. Withheld,
c. Bess, H. r.. Potts.

Cocker Spaniels.

OPEN. DOGS (not over 2S lbs.)

Withheld. j ^ ^, .

Dan Slater. F;dward S. Slater.

Duke. Fred. S. Cox.

OPEN, HITCHES (not ovcr 28 lbs.)

Flirt. Fred. S. Cox.
Withheld.
Withheld.

Iletrlevers-OPEN, dogs.

Withheld.
Nigger. Llewellyn Bros.

Rov. C. Milligan.

Chesapeake Bays-OPEN, dogs.

Laddie, R. L. McKuight.

Collies—Open, dogs.

Fordhook Bravo. J. B. Banning.

Perris. C. R. Johnson.
Laddie, Mrs. A. B. Anderson.

Shep, A. P. Baird.

PUPPIES—dogs and BITCHES.

Perris, C. R. Johnson.

Bull Terrlers-OPEN, bitche,s.

Twilight. W. H. Collins.

Withheld.
Tip, Will T. Ward.

PUPPIES—DO<lS AND BITCHES.

1. Twilight, W. H. Collins.

2. Withheld.
Fox Terriers.

CHALLENGE-DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Blemton Volunteer, C. A. Sumner.

OPEN, DOGS.

1 Blemton Reefer, Kobicke & Martin.

2 Blemton Vesuvian, C. A. Sumner.

3. Jack C, Warren Campbell.

V Winks, Fred. Smith.

H Fnsco Joker. Geo. w. Debenhara.

C.Jock, Jr., Geo. W. Ford.

OPEN. BITCHES.

I Winifreda, John W. Mitchell.

2. Bonnie Buzz.C. A. Sumner,

3. Golden Chip. J. B. Martin.

R Bonnie Bess. C. A Sumner.

V Blemton LiUia". John H. Bullock.

Golden Patch, A. B. Anderson.

H Fashion. W. W. Hitchcock.

C. Bonnie Belle. C. A. Sumner.

Frisky Viola. Thos S. Casey.

Nettle II.. W. B. Morehcad.

Fliit A. B. Anderson
Vi. Mrs. A. R. D. Patterson.

PUPPIES—DOGS.

I. Randy, S. W. Fergusson.

2. Hampden Tip. F. Stokes
K.Frisco Joker. Geo. W. Debenham.
V. Ready. A. B. Anderson.
H.Gleiidalc Frolic, E W. Bowrnig.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.

1. Roxv. S. W. Fergusson.

2. Boniiie Buzz, C. A. Sumner.
V. Golden Chip, J. B. Martin.

H. Rags. Geo. W. Ford.

Sweet, A. B. Anderson.

Skye Terrlers-OPEN, do(;s and bitches.

i' jrry, Jennie & F. H. Nelnies.

Alrdale Terrlers-OPEN, dogs and bitches.

1. Red Venus. A. W. Sketchley.

2. Budger II.. A. W. Sketchley.

l>achsliumls-OPEN, dogs and bitches.

1. Waldena, Henry Pfirrmann .

Toy Terrlei-s-OPEN, dogs and bitches.

I. Lady. J. C. Blackingtou.

Pugs-Open, dogs

1. Withheld.
2. Neal. W. E. Christie.

open, BITCHES.

I. Withheld. , .

2 Queen, W. E. Christie.

I Topsy, W. E. Christie,

t. Judy, Mrs A. B. Anderson.

puppies—BITCHES.

I. Pug. S. G. Spiers.

^. Belle, Mrs. P. Dukes.

SpltZS-OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Doady. Mrs. E- R. Cleveland.

Miscellaneous Dogs and bitches.

I. Mustache (Russian terrier), Gus Reglen.

Specials.

Best kennel greyhounds. S. Tyler. Best kennel

foKunds.Thadlowe Best kennel P>'|«. W^^^-

r rietie Best kennel fox terriers. C. A. buniner.

A long list o7specials were given. The first prize

winner in each class got one or two.

2.

c.

1.

2.

c.

I.

2.

3-

I.

2.

3-

I.

2.

3-

I.

2.

3-

V.

I.

3.

C.

Comments on the Awards.

Mastiffs, which as usual were first in

the catalogue, were, with one exc.^ption,

a sound, active lot of large dogs. Amado.

winner of second, has the most charac

ter in head, but his ears are very badly

set and carried, his eye is light and he

moves badly. In type an^^^^^'-^f^"^.^^

was ahead of the class. Draco A
,
the

winner, has a fair skull and muzzle, good

eve a big dog and active. Bishop third,

b small. Phyllis and Lomita Hilda the

winning bitches, are litter sisters. Both

are lacking in sqnarness and depth of

muzzle, but have size and bone in their

favor and are excellent movers

The rough-coated St. Bernard Republi-

can had no trouble in defeating Grand

Chancellor, a large, lengthy puppy, who

needs time. Hector couhl hardly pass

muster iu this company and third prize

was withheld. First and second prizes

were withheld in the bitch class and

third given to Gypsey, whose lack of

size and washy color are against her.

Two fairish Newfoundlands were

shown, and one small but well-

made Great Dane bitch Trojan, the

winning deerhound, shows age but is a

very typical specimen, particularly good

in head, coat, size and bone. He was

shown too fat. Cervus, second is a

smaller dog. of good type, but did not

move well. Flora, first in bitches is a

trifle small, and Lady of the Lake, shown

with a litter of puppies, was sadly out ot

coat and, as might be expected, in poor

condition. i. ^ ^„
There were twenty-five greyhound en-

tries, with no absentees. The winning

dot! Leo is rather heavy in shoulder, but

has good legs and feet, chest, back and

loin and wonderful quarters. Lap, sec-

ond, was a bit soft in condition and lacked

muscle in quarters and thighs. Handy,

third, is short in neck and heavy in

shoulder. Nemo, vhc, is light in bone

and faultV in pasterns and feet Romeo

he was in bad condition. Pronto the

winning bitch, was hardly in show form

being low in flesh and disfigured by a

nasty bite on her quarter, but there was

no setting away from her good Itngthy

neck, clean shouldt^rs and beautiful out-

line Silk, second, is short in neck and

a trifle leggy, but was shown in love y
condition. Deno, third, is too flat in

ribs and loin. Fly. vhc, was, or might

have been, an easy second. Primrose

he is light in bone and faulty in leet

Charleston and Wallace GoBv. first and

second in dog puppies and L'lbhaha,

first in bitches, are .ut of the same litter,

a nice level lot of puppies that will be

heard from again. a ;^ r.f

Yoicks, the winning foxhound, is 01

the English type, with grand bone, legs

and feet and fannsh shoulders. Warrior,

second, has fair substance but is out of a

lighter mould. Dixie, vhc, has good legs

and feet but is straight and heavy in

shoulder and faulty in pasterns. Music

and Patty, fi.st and second in bitches,

occupied similar positions ast year.

Pointers were a good collection. Kan-

Koo, the only entry in the challenge

classes, is a very well put up dog, standing
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on capital legs and feet and a grandly

made back of his shoulders, which are a

trifle thick, as he is also in skull, and his

eyes might be darker. In open heavy

weight dogs Ah Sin had an easy win,

second prize going to Jap. a bit plain in

front of eye and not quite as good m
shoulders and ribs as the winner. Hin-

doo, third, is plain in head, light m eye

and too long and flat in loin.

Amaryllis, the only entry in the heavy

bitch class, has a lovely head, eye and

muzzle, ears fine and beautifully carried,

lovely neck and shoulders and only needs

a trifle more bone and a bit more sub-

stance in stifles and second thighs to put

her quite in the first flight.

Ko-Ko. the winning light-weight dog,

ha. a rather thick skull and sour expres-

sion; a very fair dog in other respects

Idstone Bang is weak in front of eye and

has a shortly docked tail, which he car-

ried at a right angle with his back. An

active, good moving dog, with a fair

share of good pointer character. Ray F.,

third, is very plain in head and stands

out at elbov\s.

Tippetta, first in light bitches, carriers

her stern too gaily, skull good, eye shade

liiiht. might have more length and

squareness of muzzle. Kioto, second,

was shown too light in flesh, is a bit

heavy in shoulders and a trifle swayed

in back. Bessie Jane, third, is plain in

front of eye, lacks depth of chest and is

too straight behind. Gypsy was trans-

ferred to the over-weight, but was after-

wards transferred to the heavy class and

awarded second.

A verv good class of dog puppies was

headed' by Spot, his litter brothers.

Lemon, (^uail, Baldy and Point M., be-

ine respectively second, reserve, vhc and

he Commodore, also he. is very heavy

in skull, but has a good body and capital

legs and feet. In bitch puppies first prize

was withheld.

Euelish setters were not so well repre-

sented as pointers. Sam K. Gladstone

was absent, being excluded by the veter-

inarian, but could have won easily had

he been in good condition. Kash, tlie

winner, is a nice, easy moving, young

doe with a plain ish head but good neck,

shoulders, legs and feet; age should im-

prove him. Stamboul, second, was out

of feather, is faulty in ear and has a very

long stern. He has a very fair head,

which is scarcely chisseled out enough in

front of eye good shoulders egs and

feet and good coat. Roy 1 ., third, is a

sound, useful dog, with good bone drops

away too suddenly from point of hip to

set on of stern, and is a trifle straight be-

hind. Prince Charles and Spot vhc,

have nice coat and feather and good

bodies, but are too heavy in head and

move badly. Lily C won easily in

bitches from Princess Claude II, fair in

head, curly in coat and very high in

^^B^ace had a walkover in Irish setter

dons, and in bitches Nora Mavourneen s

more typical head and better size and

bone gave her an easy win over Lady

los e C , a smart, active little bi ch,

w?th good body, coat and color, but plain

'"iJrGordons, dogs, Donald had a walk-

over. Ladv Clara Jane, a very neat but

undersized bitch, was first in bitches, and

all other awards withheld.

Spaniels were a very poor collection.

As most of the prizes were withheld it

will be scarcely necessary to go into a de-

srriotion of them.

A very fair Chesapeake Bay dog was

shown and awarded first, and tw^ curly-

coated, spaniel-like dogs were shown as

"couTe? were only so-so. Fordhook

Bravo, the winner, has much the best

head eye, carriage of ears and expres-

sfon Ferris, secSnd, has a short, thick

skull, small ears, which are not well car-

ried, and a very good coat. I^addie

third is a large, well-made, good-coated

dog with a xevy thick, coarse head and

Sy drop ears. Shep. vhc, is shor

and insignificant in head, heavy ear, full

eye, fair coat, which is. however, too

^"hi bull terriers Spotless Prince, who

had been injured, was absent A rather

nice-headed bitch was sent fown from

San Francisco and awarded first, all

other prizes being withheld.
.

In the challenge class for fox terriers,

Blemton Volunteer was alone. As usual,

he was looking very >.ell, does not carry

enough coat and has certainly put on a

mtle muscle. In open dogs, Blemton

Reefer shown very low in flesh had an
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easy win from Blemton Vesuvian, a grand

bodied, good coated little dog, a size

small, and too close to the ground.

Jack C, third, has a thick head and
heavy ears which are not carried closely,

heavy shoulders, short neck, good bone

legs and feet, and nice size. Winks, vhc,
carries his stern very badly, is a size

larger and does not stand plumb straight

in front. Frisco Joker, he, would not

show or might have done better. A very

fair class ol thirteen bitches were headed

by Winifreda a rare good sort, with

plenty of go in her, and enough size and

punishing power to back it up. She is a

trifle overdone in ear and stands a bit

wide in front. Bonnie Buzz, second, has

a punishing jaw, good skull, nice ears

and excellent coat, she is too close to the

ground for the present style. Golden

Chip, third, is very much on the same

lines but soft in coat. Bonnie Bess, re-

serve, a better size shown fat and is cow-

hocked. Blemton Lillian, vhc. has gone

cheeky. Golden Patch is short in head

and wide in front, good straight bone and

nice ears. The remainder were under-

sized and toy ish. Dandy the winning

dog puppy is leggy and must stop grow-

ing. He has a really good head, ears

well carried, good bone and the right

texture of coat.

Hampden Tip, second, is a nice bodied

puppy with a long head which will grow

thick and has heavy ears. Ready, vhc,

is too small, his onlv serious fault. Glen-

dale Frolic, he, has a nice head with

beautifully small ears, but he is very

light in bone and short of coat. The
winning bitch puppy, Roxy, was wrongly

entered in the dog class, she is a litter

sister to the winning dog puppy, but

unlike him she is almost too small for

her age. Bonnie Buzz, second, and

Golden Chip, vhc, were in theoptncla?s.

Two very fair Airedale terriers were

shown. A bad coated Skye and a fair

toy completed, the remainder of the ter-

rier entries. A very nice puppy was

alone in the Dachshund class Pugs were

not a brilliant collection, all of them be-

ing too long in face and poor in color. A
Spitz and a Russian terrier wound up the

list of entries. Special prizes were in

abundance, but were sensibly offered and

in most cases were decided by the awards

in the regular classes.

— « »

HINTS TO BEGINNERS.

NO. II.

From the stock-keeper.

Having arranged his shed or outbuild-

ing so as to suit the requirements of his

pets, the beginner will have to take into

consideration the materials that will have

to be supplied for bedding and floor

covering. It is not in the least necessary

that dogs should be given anything to

lie upon, save the bare boards of their

benches in the warm weather, but during

the winter months common humanity,

let alone expediency, necessitates that

some precautions should be taken to in-

sure their being kept warm and snug.

The best material by far for a dog's

bed is straw, as hay breaks up and flat-

tens down, and sawdust works its vay

into the eyes, ears, and coats, to the tor-

ture of the dog and dismay of the attend-

ant who is responsible for the condition

of his jacket. Pine shavings are popular

with some owners as a form of bedding,

andduiing the period of the year that

elapses between the snow of winter and

the heat of summer, shavings may be

used without harm, but they are not warm

enough for bedding in very cold weather.

Moreover the same objection applies to

them as has been brought against hay,

for shavings possess a great tendency to

be ea>=iily beaten down upon the bench,

and so become useless as a warm bed-

ding. It is desirable that the floor of the

shed should be strewed with sawdust, or

peat moss litter, iu order that all impuri-

ties may be absorbed, and the evacuations

from the animals rendered more easy of

I
removal.

iA All large kennels should, if possible, be

[i/provided with a yard in which the dogs

may exercise themselves if they will, and

take the air upon a fine day. This yard

may be partially coverecl over if the

owner so desires it but be this as it may,

it should always be paved or cemented,
and if constructed upon a gentle slope, so

that it may be the easier swilled out, a

good deal of trouble will be saved the

kennelmau. A few boards nailed on to a

piece of quartering make a capital bed

for the dogs to lie upon in this outside

yard, and it is desirable to resort to some
such expedient for preventing the ani-

mals from lying upon the cold floor.

Disinfectants, such as Jeyes' Fluid or

Sanitas, should be used in every well

regulated kennel, for an occasional judi-

cious sprinkling of the benches, wood-
work and floors with some such com-
pounds places a great check upon the

spread of disease and assists in the ex-

termination of vermin. It may here be

remarked that fleas and such-like pests

are amongst the most serious difliculties

that the dog owner has to resist, and
therefore due attention should be paid to

the periodical lime-whitening of the ken-

nel. Every crack and cranny of the

benches and other portions of the inte-

rior should be thoroughly visited by. the

whitening brush, and if a little parffin

oil is added to the mixture before apply-

ing it the vermin nuisance is likely to be

still more effectually repidsed. Every

kennel and yard should be scoured out

at least once a week, and this attention

should be even more frequently t-udeied

during hot weather if the place is at all

crowded with dogs.

Suitable food and drinking vessels

should always be provided, as unless

some precautions are taken in these re-

spects the water is apt to become impure

and the food spoiled or wasted. It is

best to have the water troughs made
either of stoneware or of enameled iron,

as these are the more easily kept clean,

and a capital food vessel for ordinary cir-

cumstances may be found in the round

tin baking pans, which may be obtained

for a few pence from any ironmonger.

A good (leal of difference of opinion

exists between dog owners upon the sub-

ject of watering their pets, some authori-

ties maintaining that their troughs should

always be full, whilst others hold that

dogs, like horses, should be watered at

regular intervals. Under any circum-

stances the water should l)e perfectly

pure and clean, and j erhaps it is well to

regulate the supply, as some dogs are

disposed to drink more than is gi>od for

them. Habit undoubtedly has a very

good deal to do with this propensity, for

it is notorious that greyhounds, whose

liquid nourishment is chiefly supplied in

the form of sloppy food, are as a rule very

shy drinkers of water. The question of

feeding dogs may, however, be left over

until the subject of kenneling has been

finally disposed of, as it is evident that

very few dog owners, let alone a begin-

ner, are so fortunately situated as to find

a suitaole building ready at hand for the

accommodation of their pets.

The forms of kennels that are so regu-

larly advertised in our columns each and

all present many features of great value

to dog owners, and certainly a great deal

of ingenuity has been expended in the

construction and design of many of them.

The subject of expense is, however, one

that has to be considered by most begin-

ners, and therefore many an inviting

range of kenneling has to be regretfully

passed over hi favor of a humbler and

lower-priced invention. A very good

impromptu kennel may be made out of

an old petroleum barrel, but care must be

taken to free the inside from the obnox-

ous smell that clings to it long after

its contents have been drawn off. The

best wav for arranging this is to place a

handful' of shavings or hay inside and

and set alight to it, when the remains of

the petroleum will ignite. After permit-

ting it to blaze for a minute or so. the

barrel may be turned over on its end,

mouth dowi. wards, when the flames will

be extinguished, and then cleaned out

and allowed to stand for a day or so, it

will be fit for the reception of the dog.

In inclement or cold weather, an old sack

or piece of carpet may be tacked up over

the entrance so as to form a ciirtain and

protect the dog from snow, rain, or wind.

It is never a good plan to keep a dog

on the chaiu if it can possibly be avoided,

and in the case of young animals the

practice is strongly to be condemned, as

constant tugging at his chain is apt to

wring the animal's shoulders and drag

him out of shape. A few yards of iron

dog fencing will, however, entirely ob-

viate the necessity for chaining up a

valuable pup, and', therefore, it is very

desirable that some lengths of these mov-
able hurdles should be at hand in every

kennel, as they are very useful for meet-

ing emergencies that may suddenly arise.

One great objection to the ordinary

kennel is its dranghtiiujss. which is cer-

tainly reduced by the adoption of the

idea suggested by Mr. Vero Shaw in the

"Book of the Dog," which consists of

placing the entrance hole at the side in-

stead of at the end. It is a difficult matter,

too, in the case of most kennels to get at

the interior to clean them out; and when
the sides are made movable, there is a

risk of the woodwork swelling, and
draughtiness being the result. Neverthe
less, it is absolutely necessary that the

kennels should be kept sweet and clean,

for if vermin once get possession of the

cracks the Hie of the unfortunate occu-

pant is rendered a misery to him, and his

health is materially affected.

INFLUENCE OF A PREVIOUS SIRE.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I observe this question has been dealt

with in your columns and in England for

sometime back, it has been a stock sub-

ject in most journals that treat of kennel

matters. The widest and fullest discus-

sion has been in the Bazaar newspaper, a

household journal in which a very wide

range of subjects are treated, gardening,

farming, domestic pets, literature, music,

arts, etc., etc., and in which the kennel

and poidtry have always held a promi-

nent place.

At the instance of Professor Romanes,

author of "Evolution of Animal Intelli

gence," etc.. etc.. the question of the in-

fluence of a sire on some of the progeny

of a future pregnancy says another sire

was initiated by Mr. Everett Millais in

the Fanciers Gazette, and soon the dis-

cussion extended to other papers.

The letters of Mr. W. Wade. Hultou.

Pa., have been appreciated in this coun

try, as they deserve to be, for Mr. Wade

has not merely shown an intelligent in-

terest, as he does about everything lu-

touches, but he has been exceedingly

industrious in collecting facts bearing on

the question.

Some confusion arose from the terms

in which the question was originally

expressed, and for which I am not free

from blame, so far as our journal is con-

cerned. There are really two questions;

first, does the sire of one litterof puppies

—to confine ourselves to dogs—affect or

leave his paternal mark on any of the

puppies of a subsequent litter; and sec-

ondlv, if that is proved in the affirmative

in what proportion of cases does this

occur ?

The first question seems to me, after

all the discussion about it. to l>e left very

much where it was. It is natural to

most of us to readily find arguments to

support preconceived opinions, and

therefore many cases related and results

attributed to the influence of a previous

sire might, if more scientifically investi-

gated, have been shown to be traceable to

other causes.

So many cases, however, remain, given

by experienced breeders and men of intel-

ligent observation, that I cannot reject

the old belief in the occasional influence

of a previous sire, .\hilst it must, I think,

be conceded that it is not of such fre-

qnent and regular occurrence as practi-

cally to interfere with the pursuits of the

breeder.

In all such discussions there are a num-

ber of people take part who are not mere-

ly cock-sure that such and such is an es-

tablished fact but they are still more

cock sure—if that is possible—that tluy

know the how and the why of it in all its

fullntss.

One Bazaar correspondent declared for

"mental impression." and had no doubt

that everyone was insane who followed

Darwin, and thought that if the thing ex-

isted, it being a physiological fact, must

have a physical explanation, whether we
understand it or not.

Such a writer was, of course, sure to

trot out the Patriarchal Jacob and his

peele<l hazel sticks, but it is surely too

late in the history of the human race to go

to (ieuesis for our science. In the letter

of the Rev. M. B. Wynn, which you pub-
lished, that gentleman expresses the

opinion that "probably Jacob's successes

were due to some supernatural iullu-

euce." I know nothing of suin-rnalural

cattle breeding, and Mr. Wynn failed in

his attempts at supernatural mastiff

breeding, and it appears to me that if we
are to accept the story of Jacob's suc-

cesses in breeding speckled calves at all,

the more natural solution is to suppose
that the patriarch annexed somebody
else's speckled bulls and turned them out

to graze with Labau's heiters, a course of

conduct which his antecedents shows him
to have been quite capable of
The most curious cases given in the cor-

respondence I have referred to were in-

stances that appeared to be well estab-

lished, in which the influence of a pre-

vious sire being shown iu the second
generation. The whole of the cor-

respondence on the subject has been
sent to Professor Romanes, and 1 for one
am curious to know what he will make
of it when he has sifted the rubbish out
and given due consideration of the facts

remaining.
It is evident that we have much to learn

on such subjects. How common the ar-

gument that nature intended man to

practice monogomy. because the sexes

are born nearly equal in nuuibtrs. but

those who use the argument are mostly
ignorant ofthe fact that iu horses and dogs
the proportion of the sexes at birth are

very much the same as in mankind.
Then on our allied subject we have in

this month of April, iSy2, the kennel ed-

itor of the Loudon Stock-Keeper deliver-

ing himself of his wisdom iu thiswise

respecting breeding: "If the bitch con-

ceives at the first service, then the sec-

ond service will have no effect."

Thus with a To Isnappian wave nper-
ffL'tation and double fcetation are swept
aside in defiance of well-established

facts.

In a second letter the Rev. M. B.

Wynn has diverged into a treatise on
color breeding, respecting which beholds
that close in-l)reediug, and instances the

various herds of our British wild cattle,

stating that their white color is the result

of forced iu-breeding." But if that were
so our park deer shonld be white, so

should that domestic i)et. the mouse, and
a host of animals that never seek mates
outside their own families.

Mr. Wynn further says in effect that

in breeding white dogs light should be

excluded during the act of engendering,

and says in support, "this can at once

be seen by the bleaching of vcget.i-

bles and plants where the light is

excluded." I confess I cannot see the

cases to be parallel, and I have an inter-

esting set off" against the argument. A
neiglil)or of mine grows in pots under
gla.*-s some thousands of the rose re.ii 1 of

the Garden for cutting for the l.oiuU.n

market. These roses when on the plant

are a very pale yellow. They are cut

the day before they are sent tomaiket
and placed in water /// a pcrjcctly dark
cupboard, and come out next morning
with the yflUnv color very vtuch deepened

and darkened. This is a rever^al ol the

unquestionable fact Mr. Wynn brings

forward—illogically, I think—in support

of this theory. Yours truly,

Hugh Dalzikl.

A Prcrtentntlon.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

We would like t.i acknowledge i through

the columns of Thk Fancikk.s' Jour-

nal) the kindness of Mr. Edwin H.

Morris in presenting us a well di velojied

Gordon pup, which we have named
Moutclair, to replace one we bought, out

of the same litter at six weeks old,which

was recently lost while iu the trainer's

hands.
We also consider ourselves lucky in

purchasing Rexmont (when others want-

ed him at a high figure) after his last

two first prize wins, which entitles him

as "challenge." Yours truly.

Smith Bro.s.

The Host Advert lslii« >f««illiiin.

Editor Fancif.rs' Joik.nai..

I am having already from my first ad-

vcrtiscmeiU several answers to correspotulciits,

aiitl I fiillv believe it is the l)est advertisement

that has ever been noticed, ami I have paid out

lots of money that way. Yours truly.

Chaklks N. Sy.monds.

(Toon & Symonds.)

Salbm, Mass., March 2, 189^.
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POULTRY an° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING. .

May is a glorious month for the feath-

ered tribe. Nature is at her best and the

bursting buds, growing leaves and shoot-

ing grass blades makes the animal king-

dom respond by growing "for keeps."

It is a month conducive to the growth of

the little chicks, and a good start in the

next four weeks means more than half

the battle in raising good stock.

•••

Hen coops are simple affairs, but often

extremely filthy ones. The best coop is

one having a moveable floor. The latter

is easily cleaned, and while the hen is

cooped a daily cleaning is advisable, if

not absolutely necessary. It takes but a

few minutes to do it. After scraping the

floor sprinkle it with land plaster, or in

gape infested localities whh air-slaked

lime. Once a week spray the inside of

the coop with kerosene oil. With these

precautions little trouble will be had in

raising good chickens.

Dr. A. T. Beckett reports the demand

for silver Wyandotte eggs to be exceed-

ingly large this spring. The fact is, the

"boys" are all anxious to get some

chicks from the doctor's fine strain of

birds.

Advices from Amenia, N. Y., indicate

that E. B. Thompson has his hands full

in supplying the demand for Plymouth

Rock eggs. Altogether, fanciers report

trade exceedingly good.
«

« •

Hundreds of new fanciers have sprung

up all over the country in the past few

years, and their trade is the harvest for

the old fancier.

* *

The Poultry Keeper has discarded its

old dress and with the April number be-

gins a new volume by appearing in new

type and enlarged pages. It is nearly

double the size as of yore, and at the old

price of fifty cents per annum should

prove "ago."

The colored supplement of the Belgian

Mentor Agricole is really a fine piece of

color printing. It gives an excellent

representation of two famous homing

pigeons. *
We have often been struck with the

superior colored plates of pigeons exe-

cuted by the French and Germans, and

believe there is some hope of eventually

securing good chromos of fowls. At

present the fowl chromos in this country

are anything but artistic.

«
« •

The attempt to deride, belittle and be-

jingo the English type of Cochin has

resulted in an enormous demand for the

same. This conclusively proves that the

majority of American fanciers are intel-

ligent and keen enough to see the merits

of a breed, even if it has the English

trade mark.
« *

Next week we will publish an interest-

ing article on bufi" Cochins from the pen

T. F. McGrew, Jr.", whose long experi-

ence with them enables him to write

authoritatively on the subject.

In an agricultural exchange we find

the following

:

"As hot water remains warm longer than other

agencies used in hatching young chicks and

ducklings, it is therefore now more extensive'y

used ui the manufacture of incubators. The

water retains the heat over night, even though

the lamp may by accident go out before it can be

attended to. The sale of hatching machines, as

well as brooders, has become a business of con-

siderable magnitude, with large profits to the

makers. The farmers are taking hold of artifi-

cial means of rearing chicks as they never did

before. The old hen is fast being supplanted."

«
• *

*

For practical purposes, i. e., hatching

chickens for market, the incubator has

supplanted the hen, and both hot water

and hot air incubators have reached such

a degree of perfection that dismal fail-

ures to hatch eggs can seldom be laid to

the machines.
*

« «

Complaints will be made against every

incubator in the market from time to

time. Unskilled operators will play sad

havoc with the best incubator on earth,

and before condemning any or all artifi-

cial hatching it is well to investigate the

operator's methods of handling the lat-

ter.

The hen, however, will never be sup-

planted, as fanciers still depend on her

for hatching and rearing thoroughbred

chicks, and only where large numbers of

the latter are raised will the hen be

pushed aside.

»%
Mr. Sternberg's suggestion to incuba-

tor manufacturers, made in a recent is-

isue of The Fanciers' Journal, is a

good one. What fanciers need is a relia-

ble incubator that can be filled from time

to time with small lots of eggs.

*
We regret to ootice from time to time

that some of our contemporaries appro-

priate articles from The Fanciers'

Journal without giving the customary

credit. As we pay in cold cash for many

of the articles appearing in this journal,

it would certainly be moving in true

journalistic lines by crediting the source

from which our contemporaries get their

supply.

when they have the same standard to judge

from."

Mr. Felch in the Poultry News tries to

convey the impression that The Fan-

ciers' Journal is mistaken when it

states that the League of American Poul-

men is not in opposition to the A. P. A.,

and that he believes the Poultry News is

right, because the editor of the latter

states the reverse to be the case.

»*»

As neither I. K. Felch or E. P. Cloud,

the editer of the News, were present at

the League meeting their remarks must

be taken with "a barrel of brine."

**»

There are members of the League, no

doubt, who do not care for the A. P. A.,

and never did, but they simply hold their

individual opinions, and not those of the

League.
*»

We publish in this issue an interesting

article on pigeon lofts and nests by F.

M. Gilbert, author of "Hints to Begin-

ners." The latter book has had a very

large sale, the first edition being entirely

exhausted. The article referred to above

will constitute a new chapter in the sec-

ond edition, which will be ready about

May 15.

•%
A personal letter addressed to the

writer contained the following: "I am

glad of your stand on comparison judg-

ing. I believe in it, if properly done. I

know in Games that the score card is no

evidence (as a rule) of merit or otherwise.

The failing of the score system is more

emphatically demonstrated in the Game

class than in any other, I believe. I

have known of the poorest Game speci-

mens at a show to get the 'highest score,'

and this, too, at one of the 'great' shows

with heavy weight j udges. y? /ad.
'

'

•
« «

The writer of the above is one of the

best-posted breeders of Games in the

West. The letter is a sample of many

received by The Fanciers' Journal.

As the writers are invariably old and ex-

perienced breeders, their comments on

the scoring system are significant. Where

there is so much smoke there must be

some fire.

* »

To show the interest intelligent read-

ers are taking in this score card versus

comparison controversy we reprint from

the Poultry News the following from one

of its correspondents:

•'Comparison Judging.—The rooster appre-

ciates the honorable stand The Fanciers' Jour-

nal takes in defense ot this method. Only a

journal of the highest merit and most gentle-

manly aspirations invites advocates of both sides

to ventilate their opinions in good parliamentary

style in its columns. This rooster is not yet con-

verted over to the comparison fold, but certainly

Uncle Isaac must do better than he has yet if he

hopes to retain his prestige as a disputant for

the score card. He cannot convince everyone that

comparison judging either kills the shows or

the sales of stock, since it seems to this old bird

as though he must first reconcile the fact why

judges fail to arrive at one computation of scort*

We publish in this issue some com-

ments by I. K. Felch on statements that

appeared in THE Fanciers' Journal.

We had no reference to Mr. Felch in par-

ticular, when we made the assertion

that judges as a rule refuse to rescore

birds. We did not know whether he did

or did not rescore birds, but know that

the job is not relished by any judge.

Even Mr. Felch admits that a variation

of half point is possible in his own judg-

ment. The half point often grows to one

and a half and even more points. This

every exhibitor knows who sends his

birds to diflFerent shows.

•
• •

The more you sift the score card

method, the more you will find compari-

son at the bottom of it. Some openly

confess this, others deny it, but in their

hearts know it to be the fact. There are

exceptions possible to the above.

*
• «

Mr. H. A. Noeckel, secretary of the

Philadelphia Poultry and Pigeon Club,

has sold his entire collection of buff"

Cochins, including his imported prize

winners, to Emil Graff, 1925 Venango

Street, Tioga, Pa. The latter is an enthu

siastic admirer of the full feathered

Cochin, and we congratulate him on se-

curing such a magnificent collection of

birds.
«

«

We publish in this issue the official

standard adopted by the Indian Game

Club. The publication was delayed owing

to revisions necessary in the original

copy. Mr. Sharp who completed the

written standard was delayed in his

work, and now that the standard com-

mittee's work is completed, impatient

members of the club and others who are

only too ready to attribute the delay to

"clicks," "rings," etc., should cease their

chatter.

To Coriander.

You judge of sombre mein and ugly brow.

Will you never come to see ?

The stinging sarcasm of your—

'How dare you speak to me ?"

—A. Victim.

—Do not advertise once or twice m a

paper and think that is enough. Adver-

tising to be successful must be continued.

The Indian Game Standard.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Mr. F. H. Graves certainly hit the nail

on the head when he wrote, "The stand-

ard committee may question the pro-

priety of criticisms at this time." He

seems to have overlooked the fact, noted

editorially in this publication, that the

copy published was not official and that

it contained statements which were not

adopted by the committee. When the

official report is published the committee

I have no doubt, certainly as one I shall

be glad of criticisms properly made, will

invite the fullest expression concerning

the correctness of the standard.

The committee, composed of men with

a considerable experience in breedmg the

Indian game, and having the benefit of

the free discussion which was held prior

to the adoption of a standard, sought to

embody in the standard finally adopted

the requirements which would best serve

to advance the interests of this excellent

breed. They were obliged to comprom-

ise some points to secure an agreement,

but each member participating in this

labor, cheerfully submitted to the will of

the maiority.

The ' making of a standard for any

breed—where, as is almost invariably

the case, there are many personal ideals

to be harmonized—necessitates numerous

compromises. Had Mr. Graves been on

this committee he would doubtless have

found that it would have been impossible

for him to force his personal ideal in its

entirety upon the committee, and I feel

sure that he would have seen the advan-

tage as well as the necessity of yielding a

point here and there in order that har-

mony might prevail.

It seems to me that one who reads the

official standard correctly will see that it

does not call for stilty birds and that the

market qualities have been preserved so

far as was consistent with the natural

beauty and inborn breeding tendency of

the fowl, and that fully as useful and a

much handsomer fowl will result from

conformity to this standard than would

have been the case if a different one had

been adopted. .

With some of Mr. Graves' criticisms I

was in sympathy, especially in respect to

the back, but other members of the com-

mittee thought difl-erently, and gave very

plausible reasons for their position. Mr.

Graves will find that it is believed by

some breeders in this country and m
England that this slight side slope of

the back, confined almost entirely to the

ridge of the backbone, is absolutely

necessary to secure the proper carriage of

the fowl. . . £p •
1

The tail was not left out of the official

standard and was probably described.

The wing called for in the standard—

«'of medium length"—is a more accurate

description than the one suggested by Mr.

Graves. An Indian game's wmg extends

the length, or nearly the length, of the

body, and such a wing cannot be properly

described as other than of medium

^°t was thought advisable to leave the

ground color of the hen bay without

qualification, but in the notes which will

be published and which are explanatory

and interpretative of the formal require-

ments, it is provided that golden bay,

other things equal, shall be preferred.

It is also provided in the formal print

of the standard that the lacings shall be

narrow. , , j j
It will thus be seen that the standard

as adopted by the committee really an-

ticipates most of the objections urged by

Mr Graves, and that he will have much

less cause for criticism than he imagines

I was sorry that a defective report should

be published, but the reason for it was

satisfactorily explained by the poultry

editor of this publication. He was with-

out blame in the premises, and tried to do

The Journal's many readers a favor in-

stead of misleading them, as unfortu-

nately proved to be the case. I hope

that this letter will be read by others in-

terested in the Indian Game, and that

they will reserve their criticisms until

they have the official text before theni.

Then if it seems wise to them to criticise

the work done by the committee, they

will at least save themselves from the

chaerin of criticising what never was

adopted. H. S. Babcock.

INDIAN GftME STANDARD.
scanty, smooth and

8 Carriage

3
2 .

3
3
3

3
7

Official Standard Adopted by the

American Indian Game Club

at Philadelphia, Jan-

uary 8, 1892.

Disqualifications.—Decidedly wry tails,

crooked backs, artificial coloring or trim-

ming of feathers, combs other than pea,

or irregular pea; solid white, blue or

black shanks; feathers on shanks or feet.

Standard Weights.—Cock nine pounds,

cockerel seven and one-half pounds, hens

six and one-half pounds, pullets five

and one-half pounds.

Scale of Points.
SHAPE. COLOR.

f Neck 2

j Body 2

1
Tail 2

I.
Wings 2

. Beak i 2

. Head i i

. Eyes I 2

. Comb 3 o
. Wattles 2 o

. Lobes I 2

. Neck 4 3

7 Back 4 3
10 Breast 6 4
8 Body and Stern . . . 4 . . . . 4
8 Wings 4 4
8 Tail 4 4

4 Hardness of feather.

6 Condition.
10 Weight.
8 Legs and feet .... 4 4

The Male.

Beak.—Strong, well curved,stout where

set on head, giving to the bird a powerful

appearance.
Head.—Of medium length and width,

crown slightly projecting over the eyes.

Eves.—Full, of good size and with a

bold and fearless expression.

Face.—Smooth and fine in texture.

Comb.—Pea, small, firm and closely set

upon head.
Wattles.—Very scanty, smooth in tex-

ture and even.
Earlobes.—Small, and fine in texture.

Neck.—Medium in length and slightly

arched.
Throat.—Dotted with small feathers.

Hackle.—Moderately short, just nicely

covering base of neck.
Back.—The top line of the back slight-

ly convex, sloping downward from base

of neck to tail and slightly sloping from
each side of back bone. Very broad
across shoulders, well filled iu at the base

of neck, carrying its width well back to

juncture of the thighs and then narrow-

ing to the tail.

Breast.—Wide, deep, well rounded at

sides, projecting forward slightly be-

yond the wing fronts when the bird is

standing erect.

Body and Stern.—Body well rounded
at sides, keel bone straight, stern well

tucked up.
Wings.—Medium in length, stout and

closely folded, the fronts standing out

prominently from the body at the shoul-

ders, and points well rounded when
folded and should be closely tucked at

ends, and held about on a line with tail

coverts.

Tail.—Rather short, compact and close-

ly folded when the bird is standing at

ease, and carried at a slight elevation.

Sickles and coverts very narrow.

Thighs and Shanks.—Thighs round,

stout, of medium length and well apart.

Shanks of medium length, not stilty,

stout in bone and smoothly scaled.

Feet.—Large, clean and flat, the toes

long, clean, straight and well spread, the

hind toe set low and extending backward.
Nails strong and well shaped.
Plumage.—Short, hard and very glossy.

Body.—In hand firm, compact and
muscular.
Carriage and Style.—Very erect, upright

and commanding, giving an appearance
of vigor and activity.

Size.—Large, the larger the better,

other qualities being equal.

The Female.—Shape.

Beak.—Strong, well curved, stout where
set on head, giving the bird a powerful

appearance.
Head.—Of medium length and width,

the crown slightly projecting over the

eyes.

Eyes.—Full, of good size, with a bold

and fearless expression.

Face.—Smooth and fine in texture.

Comb.—Pea, very small, firm and
closely set upon the head.

Wattles.—Very
even in texture.

Ear Lobes.—Small, and fine in texture.

Neck.—Medium in length and slightly

arched.
Throat.—Dotted with small feathers.

Hackle.—Moderately short.

Back.—The top line of back slightly

convex and sloping downward from base
of neck to tail, and slightly sloping from
each side of back boue. Very broad
across shoulders. Well filled in at the

base of neck, carrying its width well back
to the juncture of the thighs, and then
narrowing to the tail.

Breast.—Wide, deep, well rounded at

sides and projecting forward slightly be-

yond the wing fronts, when the bird is

standing erect.

Body and Stern.—Body well rounded
at sides, keel bone straight. Stern well

tucked up.
Wings.—Medium in length, stout and

closely folded, the fronts standing out

prominently from the body at the should-

ers, and points well rounded, when folded,

and should be closely tucked at ends,

and held about on a line with tail coverts.

Tail.—Rather short, compact and close-

ly folded when the bird is standing at

ease, carried at a slightly greater ele-

vation than that of the cock, due to th«

slightly less erect carriage of the bird.

Thighs and Shanks.—Thighs round,

stout, of medium length and well apart.

Shanks of medium length but not stilty,

stout iu bone and smoothly scaled.

Feet.—Large, clean and flat, the toes

long, clean, straight and well spread, the

hind toe set low and extending back-

ward, the nails strong and well shaped.

Plumage.—Short, hard and very glossy.

Body in Hand.—Firm, compact and
muscular.
Carriage and Style.—Erect, upright

and commanding, similar to that of the

male, but not quite so erect.

Size.—Large, the larger the better,

other qualities being equal.

The Male.—Color.

Beak, Head and Eyes.—Beak yellow,

or yellow striped with horn or horn color,

the first preferred. Head black, eyes

yellow, or approaching pearl.

Comb, Wattles and Earlobes.—Bright

red.

Neck.—Hackle green glossy black,

with brown crimson shaft to each feather.

Back.—Green glossy black and dark

crimson red intermixed, the black greatly

predominating. Saddle like the back,

but with a somewhat larger proportion of

dark crimson red.

Breast.—Rich glossy black, free from

any other color.

Body and Stem.—Black.

Wings.—Wing front black, wing bow-

green glossy black and dark crimson red

intermixed, the black greatly predomi-

nating. vVing coverts, forming the wing

bar, metallic black. Primaries black, ex-

cept a narrow edging of bay on the out-

side of lower web. Secondaries, upper

web black, lower web about one-third

black, next to shaft of feather, the re-

mainder being bay.

1«ail.—Black ; sickle feathers and tail

coverts glossy, greenish black.

Legs and Feet.—Thighs black, shanks

and feet rich yellow or orange.

The Female.—Color.

Beak, Head and Eyes.—Beak yellow or

yellow striped with horn or horn color,

the first preferred. Head—Black, or

black laced with bay. Eyes—Yellow or

approaching pearl.

Comb, Wattles and Earlobes.—Bright

red.

Neck.—Hackle glossy black, with a bay

shaft to each feather, the black greatly

predominating.
Back.—Ground color bay, each feather

laced with one or more narrow lacings of

lustrous black, the lacings following the

contour of the web of the feather.

Breast.—Ground color bay, each feather

laced with one or more narrow lacings

of lustrous black, the lacings following

the contour of the web of the feather.

Body and Stern.—Body, ground color

bay, each feather laced with one or more
narrow lacings of lustrous black, the

lacings following the contour of the

wed of feathers. Stern black, or black

tinged with bay.

Wings.—Bow and coverts bay, each

feather laced with one or more narrow

lacings of lustrous black, the lacings fol-

lowing the contour of the web of the

feathers
;
primaries, black except a nar-

row edge of irregularly pencilled bay

upon the outer part of the lower web
;

secondaries, upper web black, lower web
black next to shaft of feather, with a

broad margin of irregularly pencilled

bay.
Tail.—Main feathers black except the

two upper or deck feathers, which are

irregularly pencilled. The main feath-

ers may also be irregularly pencilled.

Coverts bay, laced with one or more nar-

row lacings of lustrous black, the lacings

following the contour of the web of the
feathers.

Legs and Feet.—Thighs black, more
or less laced, but solid black not to be
considered a serious defect; shanks and
feet rich yellow or orange.
Note i.—In the plumage of the female

the ideal should have the plumage laced

over the entire bird, from the crown of
the head to the end of the tail and to

the junction of the thighs with the
shanks. This is seldom attained.

Note 2.—Either single or double lac-

ings are allowable, but double lacings

should always be given preference, other
qualities being equal.

Note 3.—Inasmuch as the beauty of
the female consists in the vivid contrast

between the glossy black of the lacings

and the bay of the ground color, and as

this contrast can be best observed when
the lacings are narrow and the ground
color a golden bay, these are points
which should be kept constantly before

the mind of the breeder.

Note 4.—In males, on top of wings at

joints, and on lower part of breast are

frequently found bare spots, and as these

bare spots are a natural characteristic of

the breed, they should not be regarded
as defects in judging.
Note 5.—Dubbed and undubbed male

birds may compete together, but from
the score of the male bird shall be de-

ducted three points, the full value of the

comb.

NATIOK NOTIONS.

I. K. FELCH.

The question Mr. Drevenstedt raises

when he asks why I advocate a new score

card, is another question altogether

from a question of which is best, a score

card system or comparison. The throw-

ing of the item in here to detract from
the merit of my argument per favor of

the score card, is not to the point. He
has known that I have opposed sym-
metry like himself. I think it ought to

go. The best possible score card should

be produced, one that shall secure the

greatest despatch.

He objects to seven birds being scored

in fifteen minutes, when a man has

selected his seven birds just as the com-
parison judge has his seven. I see no
reason why both have not their speci-

mens well in hand, and I pity the man
who cannot in one and a half minutes
hunt out all defects, and what cause

there is for more than thirty seconds to

call the list off to a clerk is more than I

can understand.

the others. The half point's difference
will show in the score.

Again the specimen might have two
of the doubt. The judge mav cut one
and let the other go ; while the second
time he might let the one cut before go,

and his card in these two sections be dif-

ferent, but in the aggregate the same.

So could Mr. Comparison have placed
first and second, and Mr. Superintendent
conies along before he puts up the cards

and says, I think vou have "dulled" a

little. I am afraid these two num-
bers are wrong, for I think the num-
ber given for first prize is the best, and
away goes Mr. Comparison to .see. He
was in serious doubt in the first place,

and now that someone else declared in

favor of the second bird he let it influ-

ence him and coolly says to Mr. Superin-
tendent, "You are right, put first here
and second there.

There is no record behind him; he can
do it and no one is the wiser. I have seen
just this thing done. We have seen it

done on a bet, too, that the man acting
as judge could be disturbed by conversa-

tions behind him.

Now, neither of these things touch the

question at all. It is, which system is

best for our poultry exhibitors to use,

which the surest in the awards, which
does the most good for the whole fra-

ternity, breeders, exhibitors, judge;

which the safest and liable to be the

most impartial. I say my judgment is in

favor of the score card.

I notice the answer to A, E. Felch.

When yon say "The Journal never ridi-

culed the score card, per se, but criticised

the abuse of it." "The onlv one to suf-

fer is the purchaser, when breeders use

these high score cards to sell their stock,"

This I believe embodies the pith of your
reply.

But how is it when by comparison
judges give first prizes to a pen in which
three out of five are disqualified, and a

purchaser pays $50 for them because

they won first prizes?

He says it is for the time it takes

score which he objects to the system.
to

Are not these so far as the purchasers

go two of a kind with the preference in

favor of the score card, that while it may
have given a high score it secures the

purchaser from buying disqualified

birds.

To me the score card has the best of it.

Either svstem can be abused, but the

score card cannot be without showing it

on the face of it. while comparison may
cover and deceive to the greater extent.

A PRACTICAL LETTER.

But we are discussing the question,

which system is best. We have said that

where no more specimens are considered

by the one judge than by the other, the

work should be as quickly done. It is a

fair premise to assert that where much
labor is expended, more good is accom-
plished.

Mr. Drevenstedt should not have

brought into his comments the questions

of some judges refusing to rescore, be-

cause he is talking of my article and pre-

sumbly to me as my name is used. He
knows' that so far as I go that I never yet

refused to re-score, except when the same
birds h ave been scored two or three

times before. Let him write to the super-

intendent of any exhibition and see if I

do not do it, so prevalent is it that prob-

ably not a show passes that I do not do
it.

I do not think any competent judge

will refuse, for there is not a chance of

over half point variations in these scores.

The reason is this, we are instructed un-

less a defect is worth in our judgment
half point to give the specimens the

benefit. Now, a specimen might be one

to have these doubts, and it might be cut

at one of the scorings and passed by at

I l)egun three years ago to raise chicks,

hatching by hens and raising in a brooder

house by hot water heat. I raised about

500 the first season and they grew well

until about eight or ten weeks old, and

then there seemed to be something lack-

ing in their food that they needed to

carry them along as they should go. Be-

ing confined in-doors, with only a small

vard, they could not gather what goes to

make up' a plump, fat, yellow -skinned

chick. So when I dressed them I found

I had large frames, with sharp breast

bones, with very little fat and no color

at all. I did not give it up with one trial,

but before I started in last year I pro-

cured a Mann Bone Cutter and begun to

feed my hens cut bone. In the month of

Februa'ry I gathered nearly 1800 eg^s

from TOO light Brahma pullets. Theejigs

being verv fertile and bringing out strong

chicks, I began feeding it to my chicks

when one week ol«l, and gave them all

they could eat until they went to mar-

ket' I raised about 1300 last year, and the

quality was the kind to have in the Bos-

ton market, as thev sold readily at the

highest prices. This year I began to

hatch December i, and at present have

3000 as fine chicks as one could wish to

look at, the heaviest of which weighs at

present twelve pounds per pair, and to-

day I gathered seven eggs from a pen of

December pullets. It is unless to sav I

am still feeding green bone, for I should

not know how to raise chicks without it.

I use incubators instead of hens for

hatching. F- R- York.

Framinoham, Mass., May 2, 1892.
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WESTEM CORRESPONDENCE.

KANSAS CACKLES.

Bright and Interestinar Items from
the Far West.

BY THEODORE STERNBERG.

The writer was admitted to full fellow-

ship in the A. P. A. at the Los Angeles

meeting, and having paid in his jio is

entitled to kick whenever he feels like it

without having his loyalty to the A. P.

A. called in question.

About eighteen months ago, in conver-

sation with a well-known western judge

and writer, I asked this question: "Judge,

why is it that whenever a writer not of

the A. P. A. criticises the standard that

the A. P. A. chaps forthwith proceed

to jump on to him all along the line,

when anyone at all familiar with our

poultry literature sees constantly sharp

criticisms on the standard made by the

members of the association?" Quoth he:

"Fellows on the outside have no right

to kick. Join the A. P. A. and you can

kick all you want to." I joined, and so

am a duly licensed kicker, according to

and by the autliority of the unwritten but

accepted law of that time-honored associ-

ation.

Let me give a few sample kicks quite

recently made. In the Western Poultry

News for November, 1891, a well-known

A. P. A. judge, speaking of the disquali-

fication of white in whig of brown Leg-

horns, says: "I have seen some of the

best males in the country thrown out at

one show for white in win^s, and the

same bird win first premium in ten days

at some other show. Better make such

sections a defect and cut for them; then

breeders will not resort to any such

trickery."

tail? If you have, you have seen more
than the old man has. Don't you know,
I can disqualify every cockerel at the

state show this winter by the standard ?

But keep your clothes on; I don't propose

to do it. .She standard should read

males instead of cocks, and unless the

committee that revised the standard on
this variety tell me different 1 shall think

my standard reads that way."

Now, I like the straightforward way in

which the A. P. A. judge who wrote

the above says he will not disqualify

brown Leghorn cockerels for white or

grey at root of tail. The standard does

but he won't. This is right. I agree

with Felch, that nature is above the

standard. I agree with the judge who
ignores the standard when it conflitswith

his brown Leghorns.

But then arises the amusing inquiry in

the mind of the fun-loving and fair-

minded public who have read so much
about the divine sanctity of the standard,

how it is that this divinity "which doth
judge a king" is only a battle-cry to

down the unbelievers with, while in the

ranks of the faithful the aforesaid cancti-

ty don't count.

I wish to add whatever of weight my
opinion may have to the position taken

by the judge quoted. Remove all dis

qualifications except for deformities.

Make defects of these matters. Then

the best bird will still win and trickery

will not be resorted to.

In the same conversation in which I

was seeking for knowledge, I asked the

same judge this other question. How is

it judge, not only from my English let-

ters but from my American correspond-

ence I know that many of our leading

buff Cochin breeders have been con-

tinually importing fowls from England

and that the sales to American breeders

by English fanciers have been very large

for these many years? Now judge, what

becomes of the hocks on these imported

birds? Said he: "Theo., ihese chaps pull

the hocks out, show the birds and win.

Then breed the hock off and import

again." I could see it with the naked

eye, and my respect for the disqualifica-

tions in the standard ended. And when

men whose letters I held telling me of

their importations, in print over assumed

names, and in private correspondence,

attack the Cochin Club of America, and

yell hocks, I want to tell them they have

the contempt of honest men.

Have I not the private letters trying to

induce me to "stand in with the boys?"

Don't I know that it is exceedingly hard

to keep up the full feather in Cochins?

Don't I know that it can only be done by

frequent recourses to pronounced vulture

hock. When a writer says he can and does

breed Cochins and never uses a vulture

hock or has them in his yards he may
s ly that to the marines. The vulture

hock disqualification enables the know-

ing ones to play the same kind of trick

suggested above in brown Leghorns.

I again quote from the article men-

tioned in the Western Poultry News, viz :

"One other little point I want to call

Leghorn breeeders' attention to. The

standard says among other disqualifica-

tions white or grey in any part of the

plumage except at the root of tail and

under color of the hackle of the cock.

Say, did you ever see a Leghorn cock-

erel that did not show grey at the root of

Still another very edifying illustration

of the lesson we are trying to inculcate

is to be found in Poultry Monthly for

April last. On page 103 is printed the

decimal scale of^ points. Now, the scale

of points in the standard is very diflFerent.

Which is the best, or whether either

scale is of any account, is not just now
the question. Suffice it to say, that the

decimal scale makes an entire change in

the standard system of determining the

value of a bird. If adopted it wipes out

the system which for years some mem-
bers of the A. P. A. have claimed to be

the perfection of poultry reason.

The right to believe the standard not

perfect, the right to try and improve it,

the right to suggest changes, etc., is the

right of anyone without being abused for

it. But here is the fun, the writer of the

article says: "I claim their is no more
loyal member of the A. P. A. than I am."
Why, when attacking the sacred scale of

points, is it necessary to raise the voice in

protestations of fidelity when at the same
time the axe is uplifted to cut out the

foundation of the whole edifice? But the

writer goes on and says: "I say this deci-

mal scale can be used by any judge, and
it cannot be construed as heresy." What
does this sentence mean? It is a deliber-

ate written attempt to induce the judges

of the A. P. A. to ignore the scale of

points of the standard and use a system

the A. P. A. has more than once refused

to adopt. The members of the Cochin

Club of America, as well as all others

who remember the Cochin controversy,

can get a good deal of fun out of the

decimal scale when they put this and
that together.

Tail, shape and color 'o

Legs 'o

Condition and weiK^t '»

Total loo

The author says, "force every breed to

compete by having its standard applied

by this scale."

In Poultry Yard of April 23, is the

score card to go with the score, and the

constitution, which says the whole busi-

ness is copyrighted. Now I expect to see

a wild rush to adopt the above scale,

score scards, opposition constitution, and
all, by the numerous breeders of games
and ganie Bantams. To them it is of

great moment that the comb of the cock

should be worth 10 points. True they

cut it off now, and so could not get a

cock to score over 90 by the decimal sys-

tem, but under the new scale the comb is

of value. We rather suspect that Anthony
Comstock had a hand in getting up the

decimal system.

If it be true that the decimal system is

the only true method of ascertaining the

precise degree of merit in a fowl and we
have all along been scoring by a wrong
system, the unsuspecting amateur who
relied for protection in his purchase on
the score card of a false system, has been

badly fooled by the "I'll never desert Mr.

McCawber." and now finds out that his

\. P. A. doll w <s stuffed with saw dust,

and the poultry world is hollow. We re-

spectfully submit to the new organization

that to introduce their new line of goods

they take in part payment all the old

score cards which are out and issue nice,

new ones ground out by the decimal

system.

saw. Such birds would not get a notice at our

smallebt English shows. Cochins have not lost

caste in England. On the contrary, they are

much increasing favor, and real good birds are

fetching high prices. Of course, not so high as

thirty-five or forty years ago, when single birds

have been sold for as much as $500 each, but I

have sold birds myself within the last fifteen

years for as much as $125 each, and within the

last six months I have sold single birds for $50

and $75 each, prices that I think prove they still

hold the premier position of any breed of

fowls.

You are at liberty to make what use you like

of this letter, or that portion that answers your

questions, and will you post me any paper in

which you may make use of it? Most truly

yours. H. TOMLINSON.

Cochin Hill, April a6.

QAPES.

Theory, Experiment and Experi-

ence.

C. S. VALENTINE.

There is one thing to be said in favor

of the decimal system. It certainly

should find favor with all poultry fan-

ciers who have got as far as the multipli-

cation table in the fancy. For certainly

the tens are the easiest to learn and to

remember, ten times one is ten, etc.

But there is more fun yet. In the

American Poultry Yard for April 23, is a

constitution for an organization ofjudges

who if they organize under it, .?nd act

according to its provisions will do many
things not in the standard and a whole

lot of things in direct conflict with the

standard. Whether the proposed con-

stitution is a good thing we cannot now
pause to consider. Any changes in the

scale of points is in direct antagonism

to the standard of the A. P. A. The
creating ofan "any other variety class" is

in conflict with the standard. I call upon

all the specialty clubs, upon every out-

side organization, and especially the

Cochin Club to join me in preventing the

foul crime of matricide or parricide,

or infanticide, which ever it is. Shall

we stand idly by and see the A. P. A.

butchered in its own house by one of its

own family, even if the hand which

clasps the bloody knife is attached to the

same body whose lips keep saying as an

accompaniment to the deed: "I'll never

desert Mr. Micawber."

THE UECIMAL SCALE OF POINTS.

Perfection

Head and adjuncts (beak, eye, ear lobes, wat-

tles)
"

Neck, shape and color 'o

Back, shape and color 'o

Breast, shape and color 'o

Body and fluff, shape and color 10

Wings, shape and color '<>

All scales of points are simply arbi-

trary. There is no possibility of making
a mathematical axiom of any combina-

tion of figures inteded to represent the

relative values of the different parts of a

fowl. It could not be done with the hu-

man figure, and it cannot l)e done at all.

They may be used possibly as a matter of

convenience sometimes, but not under

the claim of mathematical accuracy.

It is perhaps well to remember right

here that the poultry fancy and beauti-

ful, well-bred fowls will continue to be

reared and shown, even though all clubs,

societies and scales of points perish. But

I like after all to see the interest even in

the smallest point in the fancy shown,

which all the discussions and reaching

out proves to exist. One of these fine

days the pot will cease to boil and we
will sugar off a satisfactory product.

I have just received the following very

interesting letter from H.Tomlinson, the

veteran English Cochin breeder. Those

of us who have Wright's poultry book

will remember that it is Mr T.'s buffs

which are illustrated in the book. The
winners of 1860-61, and this illustration

has been referred to in the Cochin con-

troversy what Mr. Tomlinson says is of

value:

Gravelly Hill, Birmingham, Eng., )

March 28, 1892. )

Theodore Sternberg, Esq.

DEAR Sir: I am in receipt of your fa-

vor of the nth. • • • In answer to your ques-

tions, the English breeders have favored the

fuller-hocked birds for the last ten or fifteen"

years. They have found it quite impossible t

get the abundance of foot feathers without th

hock, and we go for as much foot and toe feath

ers as it's possible to get. We were obliged to

put up with the heavy-hocked birds with quite

strong, quilled feathers. We have succeeded in

getting the full foot and toe feathers, and we

have with careful breeding got out of the heavy,

strong, feathered hock and got them now with

the soft curled hock. I do not admit that Co-

chins have lost any of their useful qualiUes by

reason of fuller feather. The fuller feather gives

them a much handsomer appearance, they com

mand greater notice and are now realizing bet-

ter prices than the scanty feathered Cochins of

past years. The illustration of Cochin cock and

hen on circular sent me, "American Buff Cochin

Club." in my opinion are about the worst I ever

The English scythe swung by Mr. Dal-

ziel mowed a wide swath when he laid

low at one sweep Fanny Field, Brother

Hunter and myself and the United States

and French Governments. But some of

us may still be able to bob up serenely,

and, like the hen that has lost her head

in the mowing field, get in some very

lively—although I hope not so erratic

—work. Dr. Walker has had his say

about the gapes, and as the originator of

the very interesting discussion on this

subject lately carried on in The Fan-

ciers' Journai,, it seems to be my turn.

It is, however, with no wish to antago-

nize these gentlemen that I dissent some-

what from their conclusions.

The able doctor's theory is very plausi-

ble. As he says, it explains the difficul-

ties of the question very well, and of

course this is all that can rightfully be

demanded of a theory; and he is sure

that it is borne out by the facts. Proba-

bly it is not generally known that this

theory was brought to the notice of our

government some years ago, and that

many of his latest experiments, previous

to 189 1, were conducted uuder govern-

ment employ for this special purpose.

Yet, while his own experiments seemed

to prove the theory at all points appar-

ently to his full satisfaction, the control

experiments conducted by the govern-

ment bureau through the use of infected

earth worms and other material furnished

by Dr. Walker, were not so conclusive.

And some of the worms believed by him

to contain the gape worm embryos coiild

not there be shown to be infested with

these embryos, but only by those of other

parasites.

Dr. W. gives it that the embryos of

syngamus enter the intermediate host,

which he believes to be earth worm alone.

The report from the Bureau of Animal

Industry asserts that without doubt the

ova of the syngamus are swallowed by

the earth worms, as are also particles of

earth, leaves, etc.

Another point might be noted. Many
of Dr. W.'s experiments showed the dis-

ease appearing in about seven days. The
government authorities give about thir-

teeen days (with a temperature of 76° to

80° F.) for the development of the ova.

Megnin gives twenty-eight to thirty days

as the time required in a temperature of

68° to 77° F., while baby chicks, which

received the ripe ova from a pipette di-

rectly into the esophagus, developed the

disease fatally in thirteen to nineteen

days At one time Dr. Walker found the

trachea "crowded with syngamV up to

three-quarters and seven-eighths of an

inch in length just two weeks from the

first feeding with earth worms, and his

experiments seem to show that the

chicks do not become affected from the

ova, but from the embryos alone. He
also found "a large number" of syngamt

in the trachea and embryos in the lungs

ten days after the first feeding with the

infected worms.
But my own experience with scores of

flocks points in another direction. It

has been that they do not, as a rule,

show the disease until from two to three

weeks old. And the first noticeable

symptoms are not the gaping and sneez-

ing together, as mentioned by Dr. Wei-
senthal, but the peculiar snip or sneeze is

first noticed, then a few days later the

gaping. It seems to me that the natural

deduction from this (remembering that

the period of development of the ova
ranges somewhere near two weeks and
upward) would be that the chicks are

usually infected with the ova; that the

hatching of the ova is at about the lime
mentioned by the bureau, and that the

growth of the embryos ^adually fills and
finally crowds the e.srp'.iagus, producing
the gaping and eventually suffocation.

The one point which the government
authorities would concede as bfing fully

demonstrated was this: "Earth worms
from infected places do contain the em-
bryos, and chicks may contract gapes by
feeding upon worms that contain the em-
bryos of syngamus." An additional state-

ment affirming that this " is not the only

ivay by which the parasite gains eulrance

into the body of the chick." Dr. Walker
insists that it is the only way, for he
says: "I am happy to inform Mr. Dal-

ziel that if he will keep his chicks from
eating earth worms which contain the

embryos of the gape worm he will never

lose any more of them with the gapes "

Mr. Wright and others are mentioned
as advancing the theory that mediate

hosts other than the earth worm may be

the bearers of the gape worm ova, espe-

cial attention being called to the poultry

louse. Without going into the merits of

this theory, I may say tha«. I know farm-

ers who have never heard of it, Mior

probably even the name of Lewis Wri^^ht,

who are immovable in their bel ef that

the chick that is free from lice is and
will remain free from infection with the

gapes. They are as positive in their

claim that this theory is borne out by

their experience as is Dr. Walker in his

assertion that his theory has been con-

clusively demonstrated by scientific ex-

periment.
But the only real use we have for any

theory is that from it we may deduce a

rational method of procedure. For any
theory viewed siniplvrt^a theory vie need
not care h fig ; l)ut a theory as to cause

usually suggests a method of preventing

that cause from working. Dr. W. says

that the origin of gapes in poultry is

through the earth worm alone. If this

were admittid it would naturally follow

that chicks and earth worms must be

kept apart in some way ; by the destruc-

tion of the latter if that were easier, it

being strictly in the line of prevention,

which the proverb declares better than

cure. No earth worms no gapes, accord-

ing to the theory. To this end Dr. W.
has in previous years suggested covering

the ground of infected yards with salt or

saturating it with a solution of one or

two pounds of salt to the gallon of water.

Limited range without grass is a neces-

sary feature of this plan.

Mr. Dalziel's scoffing remarks upon the

merits of onions or garlic as an aid in

overcoming the evil effects of the gapes

are ill considered. Truly his regard for

two great governments must be small,

when he can say of their reports of ef-

fectual work in this line-: I don't be-

lieve it." Nothing is mor*^ easy than to

say of any po^isible statement I don't

believe it ; neither argument nor intel-

lect is necessary to the man who wishes

to use this as a weapon. I think it

wholly unworthy of Mr. Dalziel, and it

is much easier, it seems, to believe in a

patent medicine. The ostensible reason
• for this is that it consists of some essen-

tial oils. The force of the reasoning is

somewhat, yes. decidedly, weakened
when we consider the fact that garlic,

onion and asafoetida—the anthelmintics

mentioned in a former article—furnish

essential oils, they also penetrate all the

secretions of the system.

Farmars hate to buy extras for the

fowls. If we nmst buy. no doubt ease

and simplicity of use would be as well

served by the patent stuff as in any way,

if only—an important point—it could be

used with the food. But it is to be in-

troduced by means of a feather into the

windpipe Mr. 1). says. Is this the method

of the mummies who laugh? To exer-

cise patience to go through the mechan-

ical process of removing the worms with

a feather may "answer well" if one has

but a dozen or so of valuable chicks.

Even then I would far rather rely upon

the simple onion. But to recommend
such means with large flocks seems to

me impractical nonsense. To destroy

the worms ejected by fire I think would
be utterly impracticable also.

I have not contended that onions—or

better, the tops—are an absolute cure,

but only that the chirks will be saved
and will suffer very little. As a preven-
tive, however, used from the first, they
have given practical immunity. Possibly
the onion of Bedfordshire and the garlic

of Spain are among the "wrinkled and
dried-up mummies of effete old Europe"
—to quote Mr. Dalziel. In that case they
might be, as he says, worthless, but giv-

ing rank American o\\\o\\& have overcome
American syngami, and I am confi<lent

that they can do it again.

The season for rearing chicks is upon
us, and it will cost little but the trouble

to try the experiment in a thousand
yards. I would ask only that it be thor-

ough. Of course, it is somewhat trouble-

some to prepare onions in large quanti-

ties, but inasmuch as they serve also as

food and the chickens thrive well on
them, perhaps we need not look upon it

as too troublesome, and they need only
be fed for six weeks or thereabouts.
What we want, if it is to be had. is a

cure that is simple, cheap, no trouble to

prepare, and that can lie administered to

the chicks by wholesale. If the discus-

sion of this subject should chance to

bring to light a remedy of this nature
the poultry keepers in the many infected

districts would have abundant cause to

bless The Fanciers' Jouknai.. Or the
Geneva (N. Y.) station, with which so

much fault has been found (perhaps not

always with perfect justice) might well

turn its attention in this direction. I

know a prosperous farmer living about
six miles from there who lost 200 chicks
in a season from gapes. A successful ex-

periment, or a discovery along the line

suggested would be an excellent thing
for the reputation of the station.

thick coating all over the walls, before

you make the nests, for after they are

made you cannot get into the little cor-

ners w'ith a brush. Now make a line of

nests all around the 'room on the floor.

Make them eighteen inches square and
have the partitions in this shape:

The point in a low building like this is

that on a pretty tlay one can stand off

and see his pets on their nests ami need
not go inside to frighten them. The
wildest birds soon become used to a low
loft and grow .'.s tame as chickens. Some
use the lower room of a house of this

kind to keep chickens in, but I do not
believe in keeping the two kinds of pets

so close logetlur. It is far belter to have
the chickens in anoiher part of the yard.

WELL PRINTED.

PIGEOI KEEPING,

HINTS 10 BEGINNERS.

i.S

Then put a little base board all along

the front, three inches high, to keep the

young from straying out and a slanting

roof all around. vSet the slant so steep

that the birds will not care to stand on

it, and have it so smooth that it can be

scraped. Next drop your perches down
from the rafters, and have them hang
four to six feet from the floor, not

higher. You want to keep your birds

low down at all times. Hang these

perches in a square inside of the nest

boxes, so that ihe droppings will strike

the smooth floor and not the tops of same.

If your entrance is at one end, use only

three sides for nests and reserve the other

end for seats for yourself and friends.

Thus you have an uninterrupted view of

a good, clean neat loft, and every bird

not on the nests can be seen at a glance.

This gives you a clean, unobstructed

floor, and vour hoe goes over every inch

of it along'the front of the nests, under

the perches and everywhere. In the cen-

tre of the floor arrange a large box, w itli

sides, sav, three inches high, and in this

Warm Praise ft-om Ono of Our
Advertisers.

EniTOR Fanciers' Jour.nai,.

Please accept our hearty thanks for the

display of our cut in your paper of April

23. The manner of placing it, that is

with plenty of space as a relief, brought

out the picture in its best style. It was

beyond what we haiclly <lared hope for.

Evidently \our printer understands his

busiiies-s. And then, too, it was printe<l

so evenly and dislincily, showing all th-'

little markings without too niucli ink or

any blur, Uk.\ih.ey Bros.

I<EE, Mass., April 26, iSy.>.

GRIST FROM THE FLOUR CITY.

From Our Special Correspondent.

W. H. Barbour, poultry fancier and

breeder of Belgian hares, suffered a se-

vere loss last week l)y some animal, pre-

sumably a cur of lov\- degree, obtaining

entrance to his breeding establishment

and destroying forty fowls and eight

Belgian hares. This is hard luck, but

Mr. Barbour is a true fancier, and the

next day was making arrangements to

How to Build Lofts and Nests.

F. M. GILBERT.

birds, and they should not be allowed to

feed regularly on any bare floor. Your

floor and the south side of your loft

would look something like this.

ihem to hold a ineeliiig in coiiiuctioii

wi'h one of the way tlowti east j oullry

shows next winter, there to make some

In response to many inquiries, I will

give plans of two lofts, one for an upper

room and one to be built on the ground,

so as to meet the wants of those who

have plenty of room and like to give

their birds their freedom and enjoy the

pleasure of seeing them on the lawn, and

also those who have nothing but the up-

per story of a stable, for instance, to util-

ize.

In chapter two of the "Hints" I give a

description of my own loft, but will try

and present some cuts which will give a

better idea. In the first place, a good

looking loft has its good effect on the

visitor at first glance. A dark, ungainly

looking loft, with rough boxes of all

sizes and shapes tacked around in all

sorts of corners and at all sorts of

heights, will "kill" the looks of a fine

lot of birds. Again, such a loft cannot

be kept clean, and cleanliness is almost

as much of a necessity as is food.

Say, for instance, you have the loft

of a stable that you wish to metamor-

phize into a nice stylish loft. First, clean

out everything in it and go over the floor.

Make it level and smooth, so that it can

be easily scraped. Stop up every crack,

and, in fact, it is good policy to put in a

new oak floor unless the old one is in

good repair.

Now begin and cut two small windows

up near the comb of the roof, one in each

end. These should have sliding win-

dows and be left open except in cold

weather. They give perfect ventilation,

allow the foul air to escape, and keep

the loft pure at all times. The draught

is thus clear above your birds and not on

them and hence cannot hurt them. Next

cut two large windows on the south side

and use them for light and heat. Have
them near the floor, and keep them

closed at all times. Now go to work and

whitewash thoroughly. Have a good

If you have plenty of yard room by all change in the personnel of some of the

means build your pigeon house in the committees on standards, ami then ad-

vard. Let it face the south, have your journ to Chicago. This looks like a pri-

vate scheme, as it seems hardly right

that it should go right back east afti r

only one western meeting. Now, I think

that most of the poultryinen want no

meeting until ihe fall of 1S9;, at Chicfigo,

but if there is to be a meeting before

that time it certainly should be held at

Rochester, in connection with the "great-

est (poultry^ show on earth," January 23

to 28, iSg3, which, by the way, George

W. Weed, of Hyde Park, N. Y., will su-

perintend.

windows in front and your entrance at

one end, with steps leading to the sec-

ond floor from the outside. I believe in

having it two stories high, as on the

ground never struck me as being the

place to keep pigeons. They naturally

like to be up a little ways an<l seem to

feel more at home, as it were. The floor

of the loft should be made of good oak.

The lower room can be used for any

purpose, or to keep odd birds in. It can

also be used as a mating room. In fact, it

is handy for anything. If you have a

garden keep tools in it, or use it as a hot-

house. The point in having the door to

the second floor outside is thai the floor

can thus be kept unbroken. The steps

can be put at either end The whole

back of this loft and the sides, also the

Octagon,
KOCHESTEK, N. Y . May 5, 1892.

—We hear that a lad case of cinker in

place just under the windows, can be
i

^^j^^ monlh was cured by removing the
utilized for nests. A little shed over the

loft hole is an absolute necessity as a cat-

guard. A house like this is an ornament

to any yard and costs little to build. It

can be built of any size to suit the ideas

of the fancier. The windows should

slide back, so that the whole front can

be thrown open in nice weather, and the

open place be covered with wire netting.

pus, syringing the inoulli out with strong

Castile soap and wat'-r and ajplxing pul-

verized borax to the places aflected. We
have effectually cured cases with pow-

dered alum.—American Poultry Yard.

—This is the month to sec ure pullets

that can be depen<leil upon to lay the

eggs next winter.
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ON THE WING.

following notice to each of their mem-

bers :

"For the purpose of obtaining the cor-

rect distances from our several race sta-

tions to your loft will you kindly fill out

the following form and return the same

by mail AT onck :

Name »

No -Street,

City-

Wliii h side of street, E, W., N. or S. ?

side. Between Street

and Street.

Feet from Street.

*
• *

The owner of a dark red pigeon banded

No. 7785 can obtain same upon applica-

tion to Geo. W. Eckert, Allentown, Pa.

«
• «

The League can boast of a strong sec-

tion in the New England States, thanks

to the efforts of Treasurer J. C. Harris

and a few other enthusiasts.
«

We publish in another column a Wash-

ington letter signed R. C. Homer, com-

menting upon Sleepy's letter in the

American Homing News, because the

writer keeps well within the line of cour-

tesy. Had "Sleepy" done the same his

letter would have been similarly treated.

Rank abuse can find no space in these

columns, however.
«

» *

The members of the Richmond Hom-

ing Club have trained their birds down

the road as far as Elkton. They had a

club race on May i, and will fly with the

Philadelphia Flying Club under the man-

agemeiit of the League of American

Homing Clubs from 100 miles and over.

«
* *

For example:

JAMES S SMITHERS,

549 Fanciers Ave., East Side.

Between League Ave. and Federation St.

Seventy-five feet from League Ave.

This notice should make it clear to all

what information the surveyor requires

in order to make correct measurements,

and those who have not furnished their

club secretary with the desired informa-

tion should do so at once.
«

« •

The members of the Atlantic City

Homing Club will fly their first race next

Saturday from Magnolia, Md., distance

100 miles. The remainder of their sched-

ule is as follows:

May 18. Manassas, Va 166 miles.

May 21. Orange, Va 215 miles.

June 4. Bedford City. Va 310 mi es.

June 18. Lexinvfton, N. C 400 miles.

June 30. Spartanburg, S. C 5>6 miles.

The race from Orange comes very

quickly after that from Manassas, but in

case of bad weather or indiOferent returns

a change will be made.

» *

The Empire City Flying Club has been

well taken care of in the matter of prizes.

And there will be much more interest

taken in the races on this account. Other

clubs desiring to strengthen their mem-

bership roll will do well to see that they

are well provided for in this respect, as

good prizes always prove an incentive to

spirited competition.

» •

In this connection we might point to

one good result of the establishment of

the League of Homiug Clubs, viz., the

several offers of small prizes on the part

of the Federation, a departure made ne-

cessary in order to keep the old hulk in-

tact. It remains to be seen, however,

whether the fact will be swallowed.

Another season will tell. We fear not.

ark, N. J.; a treasurer in Boston, and a

Board of Directors representing not only

the above points but Baltimore, Milwau-

kee, Detroit, Rochester, Lynn, Lowell,

Providence, San Francisco, New York

and other flying centres. The remainder

of the letter is on a par with the above,

and calls for no comment beyond the

announcement of the fact that charier

members of an organization cannot well

be balloted for, and without "Chevalier"

has a special plan of his own to suggest

it is difficult to see how the matter he al-

ludes to can be remedied. "What queer

things we see when we haven't a gun."

*

POINTS IN THEFLYING FANCY.

A Weekly Review of Events in

the Flying World.

BY FRITZ.

We have been asked to name a few

good training stations, distant between

100 and 200 miles of Philadelphia, on

the southwest course, and would suggest

Odenton. Md., Bowie. Washington, D.

C , Manassas Junction and Orange Court

House.

* «

The racing season is now opening and

in a week or two The Fanciers' Jour-

nal will commence the chronicling of

the work accomplished by the various

flying sections throughout weekly. From
advices received from all points the pre-

liminary trainings appear to have been

attended with little loss, and I think full

entries will be in order for the opening

races at least as is invariably the case.

I desire to further caution the young
fancier against becoming relax in his

close attention to his flying stock. A
very common error with spring flying

men wV.en once they have arrived at the

last stage of their personal training, and

ready to put their entry into the club's

baskets for the first race. Many seem to

think that their labors are now at an end,

and all that is necessary is for them to

bring their birds every week for counter-

marking and shipment to the club secre-

tary and readily fall into their former

inactivity contenting themselves with the

simple labor every morning of refilling

their water fountains and replenishing

the feed hopper, leaving the birds from

the time of their return from one flying

stage to another entirely to their own re-

sources and daily freedom with but a

passing glance day by day until the next

shipping day arrives.

We have many wiseacres in the flying

fancy who always look wise and mysteri-

ous when the subject of conditioning

birds is introduced, and there are very

many who claim to possess a special

excellence in this important feature of

pigeon flying, pet theories of their own,

but invariably remain as dumb as an

oyster when asked to divulge or explain

his important preparation or course of

handling.

« •

The rule in force in the League making

it compulsory for members to have the

distan' e from the liberating stations to

the home loft measured before the com-

mencement of the race season is a wise

one, and makes a prompt, full and cor-

rect report of every race a matter of lit-

tle difficulty.

« •

In order that no one shall fail in this

duty, we append a copy of Article IX of

the by-laws :

'The air line distances to all lofts of a section

flying for League honors must be made by

inathematic.il calculation by one competent,

professional surveyor for each section, and a

copy of the same bearing the surveyor's name

and address lodged with the League secretary

for recording on League books ten days prior to

the opening of the flying season."

* *

In order that this rule shall be Strictly

adhered to the Empire City and Phila-

delphia Flying Clubs have sent out the

In reply to numerous inquiries: A, M.

Wood will donate a gold medal for com-

petition under League or Federation

rules for the best combined average

speed made in the four races from two,

three, four and five hundred miles, re-

turns to be made toTHE Journal within

the specified time of ten days. The

Fanciers' Journal will donate a hand-

some badge for competition by the mem-

bers of the Washington Federation, and

will also give prizes to be competed for

by the Philadelphia and Empire City

Flying Clubs, these being the three

largest sections in the new League.

To the young and inexperienced fly-

ing fancier I will say that the perfect con-

dilioning of pigeons for a race is by no

means a secret and artistic process known
and open only to a few. Common sense

and labor are the main factors, together

with a real love for the sport. A lazy

fancier and a careless one will never

make his mark in the flying world and

repeat it.

«*
It is rather amusing to read some of

the ridiculous letters that have found

their way into print lately. The latest

is one signed "Chevalier," in the last is-

sue of the Germantown Monthly. In it

the writer finds fault with the selection of

League officers on account of their not

having been selected with "a national

spread." Why such persons care to air

their ignorance in the papers is a perfect

mystery. The League has a president

in Brooklyn, vice-presidents in Washing-

ton and Philadelphia, a secretary in New-

In my judgment, when the first seven-

ty-five miles of the training has been

accomplished the real labor of the flying

fancier only commences, and from now
out his judgment and energy is to be

brought into play to the fullest extent.

A regular morning exercise of a half

hour or so is absolutely essential for the

working homing pigeon, and before feed-

ing, but many young fanciers are apt to

complain that they cannot get their birds

to go up and stay up. 'Tis true at this

season of the year, when the old birds

are very wedded to the inside of the coop

in consequence of having young or sit-

ting males, it is a difficult task to have

them voluntarily go out and stay up for

a morning fly, but they must be made to

do so, and the persevering fancier will

find that after a while they will take to the

enforced task readily, and as the early

hatched youngsters are now getting

strong on the wing they can be made to

render a valuable service as flying com-

pany to the racers in training.

After the morning work they will

readily enter the coop, and your feed

must be of the best. Peas and vetches,

together with hulled oats, are the correct

and strengthening food for the racer. On
warm sunny days see that they have an

abundance of cool water for bathing pur-

poses as well as for drinking. The bath

tub is a superb institution and works

wonders, and no racing loft should be

without it. After my birds are returned

from a fly or race and are rested and

cooled off they go to the bath tub as

regularly and with as much relish as they

respond to my whistle for food or a treat

of a few handfuls of hemp, millet, rape

and canary seeds, which I throw them

invariably before shipping and after their

return.

It is these constant little attentions and

enforced exercises that keeps your birds

hard and strong and gradually brings

them into that perfect condition to fit

them for the grand wind up from the 500

miles station, perfect plumage, bright

restless eye, firm and compact body and

what we call fit.

^XX^
There is not a flyingseason passes by but

what I see lots of birds brought to the

Race Committee for shipment that are

more fit for the table than a racing sta-

tion of 200, 300, 400 and 500 miles. It is

witl\in the power of any of our young

flying fanciers to bring their birds into

fit racing condition if they are patient,

attentive and watch their birds closely,

giving them the best of feed and abun-

dance of fresh water, a clean, sweet loft,

ample ventilation, and enough exercise

daily without fatiguing them. Work
them. But if they think all this is too

much trouble, and feed indiscriminately

with lots of hemp seed, cracked corn and

the whole large chicken corn, and not

only permit their birds to loaf around in

the sunshine all day, but feed and bring

up youngsters also as I know many do,

then they will find no cups or medals or

winning diplomas adorning their homes,

and before the 400-mile station has been

done they will have seen "their fondest

hopes decay" and the goal of their am-

bition as far off" as ever.

I trust the various club secretaries

throughout will promptly report to the

League secretary the result of their flying

events, in order to ensure their speedy

and early publication weekly in the offi-

cial journal, also the necessary informa-

tion to be lodged with League secretary

as to race schedule, membership and offi-

cial distances demanded by the League.

In case no suitable professional surveyor

can be obtained in any particular vicin-

ity. Surveyor Peter Witzell. of 830 Broad

Street, Newark, N. J., can be communi-

cated with on the subject. His fees are

exceedingly moderate, his judgment and

ability unquestioned, and all will find

him the right man in the right place.

.
^tx^

I see the first fly for tne "Columbian

prizes," engineered by the little madam,
has opened the season with a vengence,

the birds of Paul Connolly, of Boston,

claiming 1707 vards velocity per minute

in a fly Mav i from Madison Square Gar-

den, New York City, to Boston, Mass.,

distance 174 miles. Pittsburg, Pa., will

please make a uote of this for the madam
remarked over a moi.th ago in sounding

the praises of new clubs forming in Pitts-

burg and vicinity that this will give New
England the strongest competition it

ever had. This must be a sockdologer

for Pittsburg aud at the very start too.

Cruel, oh cruel.

^XX^
I am pleased to note the arrival this

week of a new English journal devoted

exclusively to the racing pigeon. The
Pigeon Racers' Journal, edited by an old

friend and superb fancier, Mr. Alf Darby-

shire, of Farmouth near Balton, England.

The name and energy of this gentleman

is a sufficient guarantee for a readable

and enjoyable pigeon flyers' journal of a

higher order, and I extend my hearty

congratulations upon its excellent initial

number, May issue, aud wish it every

success.

The Fanciers' Journal commending
editorial on Mr. Geo. H. Bowerman,

secretary of the League of American
Homing Club, says that he finds plenty

of scope for his abilities as a secretary

nowadays, that his present position is no
sinecure, but George fills the bill to per-

fection. A wise choice. Correct, and I

desire to echo the compliment loudly,

aud would further ask that all flying men
show their appreciation of his valuable

services by giving prompt and strict at-

tention to his official requests, and so re-

duce insteading of adding to his labors,

lor such excellent working secretaries are

by no means common in the American
flying world.

^tx^
That popular old timer, Mr. William

Bennert, of Newark, N. J., who contem-
plates a trip to Europe about the end of

May, is by no means idle with his birds

this season, as many might imagine, but

will be with the boys of the Empire City

Flying Ciub in their first three races up
to 300 miles anyway. He has his eye on

the president's $25 gold badge to show to

his English, Belgian and German breth-

ren. I should be delighted to see him
land the winner from the 200-mile sta-

tion, but the task in such competition is

no child's play.

^XX^
Monsieur Albert de Nooght, of Ant-

werp, in a recent interesting letter on
the working homer to the Fanciers' Ga-
zette, winds up with the following beau-

tifully expressed sentiment, which I can-

not resist from repeating: "There is no
doubt that this is a worthy fancy. How
great the pleasure, how great the joy, how
great the satisfaction must be for a true

fancier who after having devoted many
years to a careful selection and a long

aud expensive training at last has ar-

rived to such a point that he can consider

his birds as good as any living, his name
always recorded amongst the prize win-

ners in all the races. It is undoubtedly
not without much satisfaction that giv-

ing a glance over the past he may state

that his persevering efforts have been
crowned with a real and deserved suc-

cess."

^XX^
The Liverpool Homing Society intend

trying a new system of marking their

race birds, which they expect will do
away with stamping and also prevent any
attempts at fraud. The means to be em-
ployed are the "Rosoor" rings which are

made of thin rubber folded and sealed

up. Inside are the race numbers, which
can only be got at by cutting the ring.

Along with each ring is a small envelope,

also sealed, with a duplicate number of

the one inside the ring and a separate

reference number on the outside. The
rings are slipped off" the envelope aud by
means of a special machine are put on
the bird's leg, and the small envelopes

are enclosed in a large one, with the

competitor's name on and this is then

put into the race box. This club is the

first in England to use this very ingeni-

ous method as a preventative against

fraud.

-^XX^

Surely our simple method of brass

countermarking bands is preferable to

all this elaborate and complicated pro-

cess, and with our careful supervision

and management of races for record I

see little for us to learn from our breth-

ren abroad in the protection of the

records.

or blast the reputation of one of our most
respected and honored flying fanciers the
author has made a ghastly and miserable
failure. The malignment of a man's
character must be based on a more sub-
stantial principle than mere tirade. There
is in the connection that which savors of
the beast fanaticism. Such an ostenta-
tious display of invective is only calcu-

lated to emanate from cue of abreviated
mental capacity."
Now, I must say the above editorial

comment is but too true, and I am very
sorry a member of the Post Club should
have shown himself no in such a bad
light.

The Washington Federation is the
happy recipient this week of a beautiful

silver cup worth I35, presented by the
popular druggist, Mr. Mertz, corner
Tenth aud F. Streets N. W., to be flown
for from the 200-mile station, Chatham,
Va., May 22; also a fine suit of clothes
from Sacks & Co., the popular clothiers,

Seventh and Pennsylvania Avenue, aud
quite a number of other very valuable
prizes, a detailed list of which will be
published as soon as complete.

I am sorry to note that Mr. S. Wallace
is sick in bed with a heavy cold, but
trust he will be able to be out in a day
or two.

I am glad to note that our secretary is

well and in good spirits and ready for the
flying season. I hope he will have some
record birds when the season ends.
Our president has a very large loft, 25X

28 feet, but he has not over sixty birds. I

heard him say he thought he might have
as many record birds at the end of the
season as either Mr. Phillips or Mr.
Lansdale, with their 150 starters each,

but he will have to hustle. He went
down to Calverton and saw the birds lib-

erated the other day, but did not bring

all his birds home. He had a very pleas

ant time, and found Mr. W. W. Camp-
bell a very pleasant gentleman and a

very careful handler of birds. He also

says Calverton is a good liberating station,

the country round being very level and
clear as far as the eye can see in every di-

rection. R. C. Homer.

LANCELOT'S KNIFE.

Dissecting the Kickers.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

There seems to me to be a mixing up

of matters in general in the homing fancy, aud

particularly so is that the case with certain Bal-

A Washington Letter.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have before me your paper of April

9, and have just read the letter signed

Wide-Awake. I also have before me the

Homing News, of April 22, and have just

read the letter signed Sleepy. Neither

Mr. Wallace nor myself wrote the former

letter, but I think Sleepy injures his cause

when he complains of his scurrilous let-

ter not being published in a first-class

paper like The Fancier-'^' Journal.

Again I think the Homing News puts

him to the deepest shame when after

printing the letter it says editorially,

"There is published this week in extenw

a communication from Washington which

should be sealed with the stamp of con-

demnation from all fanciers irrespective

of principals. In attempting to demean

timore and Washington men. I cannot call them

fanciers for their writings would belie the name.

And with your kind permission I should like to

call attention to some of the ridiculous remarks

made by some of these people through the col-

umns of our several journals. The American

Homing News, one of the latest, if not 'one of

the finest," sheets claiming to be devoted to our

sport has, I assure you, undertaken a .severe

task, that of carrying water on both shoulders.

Surely the Federation seeks no extra support

other than the Homing Exchange. Neither does

the League require anything more than it now

has in The Fanciers' Jol-rnal, an ably edited,

prompt and newsy sheet. Uut since the adveut

of the American Homing News and its "Ivan-

hoe " Baltimore fanciers seem to be making a

great effort to do something that will be pleasing

to all factions in the fancy, and some of them

presume to assume an air of very much injured

innocence. Such a position is, to say the least,

confusing to even an intelligent fancier.

Had the .\merican Homing News editor re-

ceived the assurance that he would get a weekly

letter from Fritz, I am of the opinion his policy

would have been clearly defined. "Ivanhoe's"

Random Notes, are certainly written at random.

In No. 3 of the Homing News, we learn that

"when the League counts noses, the Fed. as the

small boy says, "isn't in it." The Empire City

Flying Club gets a puff on its magnificent prizes

and perfect fly organization aud the Fed. is in-

formed it is "an opponent not to be despised."

In No. 4 "Ivanhoe" gets on another tjick and

poses as a peace maker among his local friends

and asks "why this animosity in your bosoms."

Let "Ivanhoe" drop his nom de plume and show

his face and I venture the opinion that he is one

of the most disappointed ones in B.iltmiore, at

not holding office in the League of clubs, but for

policy sake he continues to carry water on both

shoulders. My dear boy, go carefully, or some

will surely be spilled. The editor must certainly

have been short of matter or very short sighted

to publish such a letter as that of "Sleepy" in No.

4, yet even that was not enough to fill his col-

umns, he fills his remaining space by denounc-

ing the article of "Sleepy." Great journalism

this. No. 5 of the Homing News is also interest-

ing. "Ivanhoe" is now highly amused at the

various methods employed by the League to boom
itself at the expense of the Federation, pats the

Federation on the back for its "discreet and

stated silence, and assures it that in the ominous-

ly impending fray it will prove worthy of the

steel of his opponents." In this same letter

"Ivanhoe" again compliments the Empire City

Flying Club on its valuable prizes, and the

memories to be freshened in the years to come,

and carry the winner back to the time "when he

flew with the boys under the banner of the

League of American Homing Clubs and led by a

genial and efficient general" (T. Fred. Gold-

man.)

He goes on to say the club's foundation can

never crumble so long as fanciers of recognized

ability govern. I might with propriety here

call "Ivanhoe's" attention to the fact that the

president and secretary of the Empire Club

have the honor to hold the same relation to the

League. I simply mention this fact to freshen

the memory of "Ivanhoe" at the present time.

Nor are the American Homing News and "Ivan-

hoe" the only ones who are generally becoming

mixed. My attention was called to a communi-

cation in the May issue of the Homing Ex-

change by "Chevalier," also from Baltimore.

He, too, makes a bold attempt to do something

for the Baltimore fanciers by way of explana-

tion as to the why and wherefore of Baltimore

not being wedded to the League. His claim that

the League has no national scope, and only na-

tional in name, is simply nonesense. He claims

the League .stretched its laws in electing two of

Its officers. One was not the nam for the place

and the other was not a delegate from a club,

there being no club in that vicinity. This no

doubt refers to Treasurer Harris, of the League.

"Chevalier," let nie inform you that the League

of clubs was organized and officered perfectly

legitimately, and in claiming it stretched its

laws in the election of its officers shows plainly

you know nothing of the matter you write

al>out. The only apparent mistake made by the

proniotors of the League from a Baltimorean's

view is the fact that Baltimore did not get an

officer. Have patience, become better posted in

the fancy, read more and write less, and some

day you may get there. Your remarks about

the office of race secretary are simply ridiculous.

May I ask when did "Fritz" ever strive high and

low for the office ? Certainly not in the League,

for it has no such useless office.

I remember a lew years ago, when Fritz was

secretary of the Kings County Club, the office of

race secretary was offered to him on a silver sal-

ver, and he agreed to server the Federation as its

race secretary for one year, providing he be al-

lowed to overhaul its past records and have cer-

tain rules amended for a better protection of the

record. If you <vill run your eye over the official

reports of a Federation meeting held in the

American Institute Fair, when these iron bound

rules were read by "Fritz," you will see why
and how it came about that he was not elected.

But for fear this may trouble you too much, let

me tell you it was because the Philadelphia, Pa.,

found the rule too strict that they objected, and

"Fritz" withdrew his name at once. Had he

been willing to serve under the then existing

rules his election was assured unanimously. Be-

fore taking such an active part in criticising and

praising this one or that one you had better go

back a year and read up the back numbers of

that most brilliant sheet, the Homing Exchange,

whose editor "has not lost all his chivalry for the

weaker sex." Did you ever read of the "Starr-

eyed goddess," the great and only dispenser of

proven records, and this editor's chivalric (?)

comments on her methods, particularly during

his incumbency as president of the Federation.

"Chevalier," you are a long way off your course,

aud you are actively engaged with a few other

Baltimore men in barking up the wrong tree. I

sometimes love a fight as well as the most bold

•chevalier, but it adds spice to the fray if there

be something to fight about. My opinion is-

froni the writings I have read, particularly from

Baltimore—that an eflTort is being m .de to get

the leading organizations ofAmerican pigeon fly-

ers in a wordy war. Now, if either you or any

jther fancier choose to enter into a debate

through the press of our sport as to the relative

merits of League or Federation I am sure you

can be accommodated, both with a debater and

space, for any and all gentlemanly argument di-

rected only to the points under discussion,

Lancelot.

Extortionate Express Rates.

F'niTOR Fanciers' Journal.

Can no move be made towards a reduc-

tion in the ra'es of expressage in sending hom-
ing pigeons for training? If better and fairer

rates will not be given the sport of flying homers
will be a thing of the past in western New York.

To illustrate, in 1SS9, under the double first-class

rales with l)askels returned free, I paid the ex-

press company J14 for training: in iS9(, under

the reliej clause, which reads, fifty cents will be

charged on the basket full or empty, I paid the

express company J28. Under this clause if a

small basket, say one foot six by one foot, con-

taining four birds, goes to the four mile station,

the charge for sending the four birds aud return-

ing the small basket is |t, while under the

double first-class rates the same basket contain-

ing four birds cost 40 cents. We want relief

from those rates, and we want it quick. Why
can we not have the same rates given from the

American and United States, Wells Fargo and

all the rest of them as the flyingfaiuy of Philadel-

phia has received from Adams Express Com-
pany ? We are powerless here in Rochester, the

power being vested in James C. Fargo, president

Anierkcau Express Company, 6s Broadway, New
York. I am satisfied if the case was brought to

his notice by some of the gentlemen fanciers of

New York City or Brooklyn that he would be

satisfied to give the relief asked for by the hom-

ing fanciers of western New York.

N. E. DeLanv.
Mou.NT Morris, N. Y., May 2, 1S92.

Flying in Ohio.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
The Columbus North End Homing Club has

decided to fly its birds over the northwest course

to the 203-mile station which biiugs us within

115 miles of Chicago. Flying begins May 15 at

Main City, 18 miles; Milfor Centre, 26 miles, May
19; Bellefountain, 4S miles. May 24; Botkins, 71

miles. May 30; Mercer, 95 miles, June 5; Decatur,

Ind., 115 miles, June i2;Claypole, Ind., 160 miles,

June 19; Plymouth, Ind., 200 miles, June 26; Val-

paraiso, 250 miles; Chicago, 315 miles. The

club is yet in its infancy and may take in the last

two stations, but propose to find out the mettle

their birds are composed of therefore made

the limit at 200 miles, but will go farther if the

returns warrant. Herman Bauer.

C0LU.MUUS, Ohio, May 3, 1892.

A Strong League Club in Boston.

The Boston Homing Club was formed

April 27 at the Herald office, with the following

officers: J. C. Harris, President; A. M. Leavitta

vice president; C. B. Caswell, secretary and

treasurer; F. C. Cooke, A. T. Berry, John Hicks,

Race Committee. The above club will fly as

part of a section of the League of American

Homing Clubs. Prospects look bright

Beans.

When answering advertisements please

mention Fanciers Journal.

OUR NEWARK LETTER.

Bowerman'8 Comments on Sundry
Topics.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

One of the most interesting announce-

ments you have yet made to the fl\ing

fancy was that of the new arrangements

made in the shipment of birds with the

Pennsylvania Railroad Co., in your issue

of the 23d. The fanciers in this vicinity,

I can assure you, were prompt enough in

availing themselves of its benefit-. One

of our members and a most enthusiastic

one too, Mr. Kli Moreton, was seriously

considering giving up his training, fOne

shipment alone with the return of the

basket per A<lams' Kxpress Company,

having cost him 52 for a fly from about

thirty miles. Bui how soon do things

change and the advantage of a weekly

journal is the reason. Instead of giving up

his training, Mr. Moreton on Sunday last

tlew two baskets of birds, one lot forty

miles, and the other sixty miles for the

moderate sum of fifty cents, baskets re-

turned free. The gentlemtn who have

succeeded in bringing the above arrange-

ment into elTect are worthy of unstinted

praise. The time is not fir distant, I pre-

dict, when the leading homings clubs of

America will send a convoyeur with

their birds. The adtlitional co.-t over i. nd

above the nsual liberator's fee wouhl be

trifling and there would be the assurance

that the birds would receive better care

at the hands of a fancier than they would

from the most conscientious liberator.

When the number of birds and their value

to their owners is considered does it not

warrant the persons in charge of the rac«

to do all in their power to aid in a speedy

.Hiid safe return of these valued pets to

their owner's lofts. I hope the time is

not far distant wiieu this (no doubt ex-

travagant idea to the small clubs) method

of having our birds liberated will be

adopted. The probable number ofbird-*

that will be entered in the tir-^t race of

the Kmpire City Flying Club from Wil-

mington, Del., May 8, is 400, the entry is
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limited to fifteen to each niember, other-

wise these figures couUl easily be doijbkd.

When the cost of j^eltiiij; this number
of birds in condition to enter a schedule

of races fVom 100 to 5(X) miles is consid-

ered, I am convinced that in a short time

the benefit of a convovenr to liberate

the birds and care for then) in route to

the race station would be felt, and its

good effect would strengthen the lofts of

American fanciers. I should like to see

the Empire Club of New York and

vicinity an<l the Philadelphia Flying

Club of Philadelph a. Pa., which are

without cavil the leailing clubs ou the

continent, take the initiative in this sug-

gestion at the earliest possible opportu-

nity. ,, ,

Mr. \Vm. Bennert, the owner and breed-

er of the famous Sergeant Dunn, s dls

May 27 for an extended tour of Europe.

Mr. Bennert intends to visit the fanciers

of Belgium, and takes with him a num-
ber of gold bands, with which he intends

to decorate the winners of races he in-

tends witnessing. On the occasion of

his last visit abroad Mr. Bennert brought

home with him some German miJitary

strain of homers. At this time, how-

ever, Mr. B. says he shall not bring birds

back with him, "Eor there are as good

birds in America now as there are any-

where." And, I may add, as good fan-

Tiers, too {some of them). In your edi-

torial notes in issue of 23d you express

the opinion that "an exchange of views

lietween the presidents of the League of

American Homing Clubs and the Fede-

ration of American Homing Pigeon Fan-

ciers should prove rather interesting

reading." My experience tePs me that

the less discussion there is between the

officers of the two organizations the bet-

ter it will be for all concerned. The time

is near at hand when all our journals

will have more interesting matter in the

shape of race reports than an exchange

of views would be. This ground was

gone over very thoroughly last fall and

winter, and the League is the result of

the Federation leaders' work. Let it

proceed on its way i« success, and not

waste anv more tune or space in artju-

ment, which proved of no avail when the

League leaders were prepared to do al-

most anvthing for a united fancy. Let

its workings be judged during the com-

ing season, and thev will have more

weight than all the arguments thnt can

be published, au<l if the . leaders of the

two organizations should ever couie to

the same mind there would be no sore

to heal. Geo. H. Bowerman.
Newark, N. J.. April 26, 1892.

Tliree Years in Succession at tlie Great New York Shows

Sharp's Indian Games
Have Never Failed to Win

All First, Special and Challenge Cups, on Cock, Cockerel, Hen and Pullet—

a

record that no other breeder of any variety can boast of.

i.Mdo^foai?y. ST':.'"""! Pal«<i- '^:- ^'^ r."!=-. _'«?.' =
Charlerton, ..8,.

;
and at New York;our

J"«&''eE'aS"pu?irt..°"Ar"aMy ever? »l.oS of any ;!"?»«;>»« ,?,?"'
'J'

*'
.".SSy °. .d c?reVul

£?e?dSatT.Cr.'iru"S,';°Vo,?c°.;1o.%«u^^^

P,.VMOfT„ KOCk;, WH.TE ..BOHORNS ^J^^JTu i^VK^^SSts^M^tk^i'tAno C.PS. Egga ,3. ,5, ^. .«. .» -"d ,.5 per .3.

Catalogue free.

"LII-LIAN RUSSELL.
First and Challenge Cup, New York, 1891.

C A. SHARR & CO., Lockport, N. V.

INCUBATORS.

THE

PINELAND
INCOBflTORS AND BROODERS

PIGKONS. pi(;eons.

PIGEONS PIGEONS

-ARK THK-

STAHOARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERE AWARDED

2-FIR5T PREMmM5"2
AT THE

Great New Yort Slow of 1891

Hundreds of the most successful poultrymen

use them exclusively. Send five cents for m«in-

inoth catalogue. Circular free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

,42.181 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

HATCH CHICKENS by STEAM.

'Improved EXCELSIOR Incubator.

.r, hntch 1 larger p«rcenta«e of fcrtile egp* «t jewjc.wt

^ F^Ai^E (Change to Buy Some op the Best

TAroniNS FANTAILS and OWLS in white and blue Af-ican : white blue and silver Knglfshf

what you want. Satisfaction or money refunded. GEO. EWALD, box 501, ^^inciiiiidii, w.

47-9«
. .

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILL.E, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OF—
WHITE FANT.\II.

PIGEONS
In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus onlv is sold.

My birds have won
everv prize and every
special shown for,

with two single bird
exceptions, duri n g

the last two vears. and have been shown only at

the best and largest shows in America.

No birds for sale uutil June, when a lunitert

number of young, all from prize winners, will

be .sold at $10 pe, pair. Dont write unless yon

mean business. 94-'4«>

Royal Blue line lofts.

THEO. P. GREEN.

WOODBURY, NEW JERSEY.

Ii-S

:MB. WEBBER TRAVELS SOUTH.

The Lynn Homing Club Secretary

Visits Washington and New
York.

•£mTOR Fanciers' Journal.

Mr. Walter P. WeWjer, the energetic

and < fficient secretary and treasurer of the Lynn

Homing Club, has just returned from a very

pleasant trip South, where he vi.sited some of the

fanciers, his only regret was that time was so

limited, that he could not visit more of them, for

as he remarked they were thorough bred fanciers

an.l perfect gentlemen, as he was received with

open hands in every quarter, and treated as if he

had been an old friend, in fact the fraternal spirit

shown has given him a higher opinion than ever

.,rthe fancy, and enthused new life in regard to

the sport.

He spent some little time with Mr. Wallace in

Washington, and had an exceedingly pleasant

lime inspecting the Treasury Department, at the

same time indulging in the thing nearest his

heart,
• 'pigeon ta k."

He next visited our worthy president, Gold-

man and the way he extolled him as a pigeon

fancier, was a caution, says Webber, his whole

soul is in his loft, he is pigeon everywhere, his

house is full of trophies and works of art par-

taining to his birds and their successes, in fact

he is the beau ideal of a pigeon fancier, and the

tight man in the right place. "So say we all."

His next visit was to the Messrs. Bowerman, of

Newark, New Jersey, where every hospitlily

and courtesv was extended. After dining with

Secretary George H.. he paid a visit to their lofts

where he had the pleasure of handling a fine lot

of birds, and as he expressed it, they are in it

sure this season.

He remarked that he found his trip more than

agreeable, and while the anticipation of its pleas-

ures were agreeable, at the same time the reali-

zation far exceeded the anticipation, and he looks

forward with great pleasure to the time when he

can meet those true and gentlemanly fanciers

once more.

Lookoutfor Lynn this season. Beans.

MISCELLANEOUS.

^ThE BEST PLACE TO BUY

MOCKING BIRDS. RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS,

New Catalogue
containing a full description of 36 pairs of my
noted breeders and champions, illustrated with

handsome photo-engravings of world-rcuowuea

flyers Send for it before you purchase.

MAILED FREE.

POULTRY.

-THE-

BuffCochi
The choicest English and Ameri-

can birds in my yards. For mat-

ings, prices, etc., address

H. A. Noeckel,
Lansdowne, Pa.

POULTRY.

Over 100 Awards

Received in 1891.

aiP. Ulhitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, England

(Hon. Secretary Indian Game Club) can supply

Indian Game.' Dorkings, Wyandottes Creves,

La Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD BREEDERS. $15 per trio; EXTRA
GOOD $25; E.XHIBITION, $20 to J50 each at

Liverp^oL Freight paid to New York for $.0

extra on 1 to g birds. Eggs in season. $4 P*r

dozen OVER 8co BIRDh^ EXPORTED LAST
YEAR.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc^

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
dend for Catalogue.

H. y^. VAHLE,
}I9 Market Street and 46 N. 9*^ Stieet,

PHILADBLPH IA

.

A KT5W BOOK

WYANDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Mating. Breed

ng. Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl

A handsomely printed book of 60 pages.

PRICE, 50 CENTS.
Address

FANCIERS'PUB. CO., B0X916, PHIUmPA.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange. Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OF

ARGONAUTS. INDIAN GAMES.
BANTAMS AND

PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls a*^.^|K«
'°I

sale in season. Orders for puppies booked to be

delivered in rotation. "

LANGSHANS!
Black, White and Mottled.

I am the onlv fancier in America who imports

I aneshans difect from the Langshan District,

and who breeds them pure without '"i'-«ducing

blood from other strains or breeds. My White

and Mottles are not made varieties, but diiect

importations. „,i.-,« •^ »•.«> EGGS : Black, $3 per i.v White $.s per

II After April 15. Black, $2 per 13. White. $3

neriV No eggs of the Mottled varietv for sale

Sow I can save you money by prepaying ex-

p,res.
'^J-fffKEESI.ING, San .To«e, Cal.

WILLIAM G. KOEPPEN, I

Rutherford, New Jersey, Box 113,
,

Breeder and Importer of

BLACK ROSE-COMB BANTAMS.
The highest honors at New York. 1892. First

cock, first hen. second and fourth cockerel, sec-

ond and fourth pullet.

Stock anrt Ekrh For Sale.

A few Black red and Game Pile Bantams for

sale cheap. Must close out. 5^ ^4

OPIUM
Habit Cured In lO

to 20 days. No pay till cored. c^Ac
MorphJnr
to 20 days- --

,.

DR. J STEPHEN!

IJ4DIAH GAJVIES,
(Agitator Strain)

SHERWOODS, BARRED PLYM-

OUTH ROCKS, BLACK LANG-

SHANS and S. C .B. LEGHORNS.

At the great Philadelphia show, held January

7 to 12, showing only eight I"^ian Games we won

Lst and second on pullets, turd and fifth on

hers fourth on cock; in sales class first on

o^k'rel and first and second on pullets. Fow »

^d eggs for sale. Address all orders and -o:-{

respondence to

G. M. WOODS & BIIO.,

Leaman Place, Pa-

AN UNPARALLELED RECORD
-AT THE-

GREftT PHlLRDELPHlll SHOW
-MY-

POULTRY.

BUFF LEGHORNS
POULTRY^.

r ONE OF THE LARGEST
t COLLECTIONS IN AMERICA.

BOOKS.

AND BEST I AMERICAN KKNXEL CJATD

All from stock imported directlv from the yards of the most mted breeders abroad. We have now
TEM pens of carefully assorted birds; also a few pens of S. C. W. LEGHORNS and INDIANpe
GAMES. Send for Illustrated Catalogue of

•Silver WLjaodotte^-
Won every FIRST premium and every SECOND
except on cock, who won third in the hottest

competition ever known. Stock and eggs for

sale.

A. T. BECKETT,

Shady Shot^e Poulti^y Ir^nm.
E. A. SHELDON, President Buff Leghorn Club, Proprietor.

Address all communications to

152-203 A. C. CHAFFKK, Superintendent, Oswego, N. Y.

istwem203 SALEM, NEW JERSEY.

Lynnhurst Poultry Yards.

Light Brahmas, Buff Cochins, Asi-

atic and Japanese Bantatns.

These vards won all the first and special prizes

at Philadelphia and New York, the two largest

shows held in America.

8^val•tlllnol•o, Pa.
58 76eow

Arnold's Buff Leghorns
winner at England's largest shows. Crystal

Palace, the Dairy and others. Also winning all

possible prizes on all entries made at America's

two largest shows. New York and Philadelphia.

At New York we won sixteen specials : at Phila-

delphia won the $20 gold special for best collec-

tion. Send stamp for illu.strated catalogue.

AUG. D. ARNOLD.
152-202 eow DIllsburB;, V«'

ANNANDALE POULTRY FARM.
AVIHTE ltIlAIIM.\S, ItEI) CAI'S, INDIAN (i.VMES.

Light Brahmas, Bl:ick Langshans, White and Barred IMvniouth Rocks, White Wyandottes.
Erminettes, American Doniiniques, S. C. and R. C. Black, Dominique and Red File Leghorns. Black

Minorcas. Golden and Silver Spangled Hamburgs. Dorkings and Pit Games. At MADISON
SQUARE GARDEN, NEW YORK, AND THE GRF;AT PHII.AI)KLPHI.\ SHOW. 1S92, I won 16

first and 6 second premiums on 40 entries. Also, SPECIAL of J.so.oo won at Waverly, iSyi, for best

exhibit from the State of New Jersev. Price list and catalogue free.

Address T. C. HAYNKS, Annandale. New Jersey.

sTUD BOOK.

:^. irl. nippes
Breeder of Pure Standard Single-comb

WftlTE Zt BLACK LEGflORNS.
winners of two I St and two 2d premiums at

the Great Philadelphia Show, January. 1892.

COLLINGSWOOD. N. J.

Eggs $2 per setting. 53-74eow

Fopdhook Poultry Yards.
At Philadelphia. 1892. we made a clean sweep in the Novice Class with our new breed SHEK-

WOODS, having won 4 firsts, 4 seconds, 4 thirds and special. If you want particulars write to

the introducers. Also ist and special on Indian Game Hen, ist on Red Cap Cockerel, 2 specials on

W. C. B. POLISH. In fact, on 28 birds entered we won prizes on each and every one. Send for

Illustrated Catalogue describing all our breeds, also Collie Dogs.

32-83 W. ATLEE BURPEE i CO.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Blanks for registering in lUe official Stiul Book
will be mailed on application.

THE AIVIERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly pul-licatiou of the club, con-

tains the judges' reports ami certified prize lists

of the different shows. Stud Book regisi: .Tlions

and iiutnhers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official cliaracler. Subscrip-

tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

im Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway New York.

#'
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surj^eon,

t( \'IW,\ HROADWAY, NEW YORK.

PIGEON KEEPING

WOODSIDE POUliTt^V Yfll^DS
At the Great Philadelphia Show I made a clean sweep on La Fleche. On Indian

Games won the two principal premiums, ist on Pen. ist and Grand Challenge

Trophy on cockerels and Gold Specials for most typical males and best pen.

Indian Game eggs Js and $10 per 13. White Leghorns. White and Golden Wy
andottes, Buff Pekin, Black Rosecomb and Red Pile Bantams. At New York my
pen of Indian Games won ist and Grand Gold Special. Send for circular. Address

all correspondence to

^^r. J. ANDRUS, Proprietor,
HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO.. N.J.

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

-liV-

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomely illustrated. Practical and com-

prehensive. It is an invaluble guide for the

amateur pigeon fanciers.

Prlcis paper, i'Oc'. ; cloth l»l .<»0.

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

4697

BRADLEY BROS.'
Barred IMynxmth llocks at the Great

New York Sho'w, 1892. made a record, especially

1 cockerels, unequalled by any exhibitor at any
1 iterantion.il for five years. We breed our win-

ners, and each vear for the past three years bir< 8

from our yards have taken firsts at ihe larg< st

show of the year. Circular free. Birds for sale.

Eggs $5 per 13. ?8 per 26. $10 per r,9.KK « H o
'ijRADLEY BROS..

156-207 Box 801, Lee. Mass.

HAWKINS

(Thoroughbred Imported Stock).

WM. ELDRED. Deiidrou, Surrey County, Va.

Stock and Eggs (or Sale. Write for prices

Direct shipping facilitits for the South. South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. '9-7o

PRIZE

WINNING

P.ROCKS

AND

fjan-

Morej Keiels ai Poiiltrj Yards

FAIRFIELD, COHH.

St. Bernards and Fox Terriers

Wtjite Plyniflulli Hoclis onrt

SILVER SEABRIGHT BANTAMS
At the great New York show we won first on

White Plymouth Rock ci>ck and second on hen

S. S. Bantams first cock, fir.st, second and fifth

hen, first and fourth pullet. 5*- 4

Stock and Eggs For Sale.

Have won the liiKliest prizes at the largest

shows in America aiil Kiigland. Selected breed-

ing birds and tgi:s f r s.ile. Catalogue of Amen
ca's Greatest Poultry Kami free.

52-76 eow A. V. HAWKINS,
Ix)ek Box 9. J.,ftnenster, Mass.

Mention Fanciers' Journal.

MAPLEWOOD FARM.
BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS-
Eggs for hatching from Buff Plymouth R cks.

Buff Wy.indottes and Buff Leghorns, $6 per set-

ting ; two settings $10. Buff Pekin Bantams $i

per setting. Buff Cochins. White Leghorns.

White Wyandottes and Barred P. Rocks. $1.25

per setting, three settings $3 I am a member ot

the Buff Leghorn Club. Also asent lor the Mon-
arch Incubator. Send for circular.

R. G. BUFFINTOX,
58 70 Lock Box 677, Fall River. Mass.

Briar Hill Poultry Farm
I eghorns—Brown, White, Golden Duckwing,

Red Pile and Blue Pile. Game Bantanis-B B.

R Red Pile, Golden and Silver Duckwing White

Wyandottes, White P. Rocks and Pit Games.

EGGS AFTER MARCH 1.

STOCK FOR SALE IN THE FALL

At Orange. N. J., show. 1891, won five firsts

and one second At Waverly, 1891, won six firsts

and one second. At New York 1892, won three

firsts, five seconds and two thirds. Address

B. H. Van Auken, Prop'r.,

138 Dodd Street, YZiXst Omii«e,

52-64 New Jersey.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
of the quality that always win.

At Philadelphia, 1892, my birds ^^cored the
greatest recortl ever won bv any breeder in the
world of this variety. All the first prizes but
one and every important special out of twenty-
four offered, incliKiing two silver cups.
The records of my Plymouth Rocks at New

York. Charleston and Buffalo a:e well known.
ALSO

SILVER & BUFF WYANDOTTES
of the finest breeding.

EGGS—One setting. $4 ; two settings, $7 ; three
settings, $9.

Profusely Illustrated Circular Free.
Address

E. B. THOMPSON.
62-13 Amenln, Dutchess Co., N. Y.

107 PREMIUMS FROM 117 ENTRIES

AT PHILADELPHIA'S GREAT SHOW. Sil-

ver Golden Duckwing Games, Red Pile Games,
White Silver (irav and Colored Dorkings, White
and Black Minorcas, Single-c<mib White and
Rose-comb Brown Leghorns; White, Black, Bufl

and Partridge Cochin.", Dark Brahmas. all kinds

of Polish and Hamburgs, Barred Plymouth Rrcks,

B B. Red and Red Pile Game Bantams. Rose-

comb Black and Silver Sebrights, BuflT Pekins,

W F. B. Spanish, also Black Langshans. Eggs,

$4 per is J: per 30. We pay express. No duty

0^1 Fowls or Eggs. BURN & HANSLER
53.65 Tilsonburg, Ontario, Canada.

Loft

RECORD BOOK.
Convenient and indi^pensiible in

recording the breeding of your

birds.

PRICE S2.

For sale by

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

MITCHELL'S

PARTRIDGE BND WHITE COCHINS.

Winnersofth" leading premiums at New York

1890 and 1.S92. Send for circular. Correspondence

for Whites should be addressed '.o

Mitchell & Russell,
Lock Box 675. Bristol. Conn.

And for Pa tridge to
Geo. AV. Mitchell,

j

52-64 Lock Box 675. Bristol. Conn.

BLACK & WHITE MINORCAS
EXCTXSIVELV.

Send for illustrated catalogue.

Eggs, $3 per 16 ; $5 per 30.

Satisfaction to all.

C. R. DEHART.
52.64 Dover, New .Jersey.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS. SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX.

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

^. WHITE PEKIN BANTAMS:)^

THE

-Buswjss \m^
Breeding and Feeding Poultry for

Profit.

BY H. W. COLLINGWOOD,
Managing Editor of the Rural New Yorker.

With special articl-sby P. II. Jacobs, J. H. Drev-

ensledt, C. S. Cooper, C. S. Valentine, Arthur

D Warner Henry Stewart, Janus Raiikm, I.

K Felch Philander Williams. Henry Hales,

Dr. F L Kilbourne, C. II. WyokotT, H. S. Bab-

cock C. E Chapman and otlu rs.

PRICE. Pancr 40 cents, clolli 75 cents.

FOR SALE hV

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA.. PA.

The rarest and most beautiful of all. CHAM-
PIONS OF THE WORLD. Winners at Charles-

ton 1S91 ; New York. 1891-92: Phil delphia, 1892.

Also Prize Winning WHITE M.YMOUTH
ROCKS, GOLDEN WYANDOTTES and BLACK
L.\NGSHANS. Stock and Eggs for Sale.

55-68

A. P. GROVES,
Ches'nut Hill, Philada., Pa.

STEPHHN SPl:NCFR,

CQoi^i^is IpLAiNS, Hew ^ei^sey,
' Breeder of Hiyh class

,
LIGHT BRAHMAS.

! Mv birds have been awarded the highest hon-

ors at many of our leading shows. 100 Extra

Fine Birds'for sale. Write for prices. Eggs f2

I

per setting, S^'^

How to Rul Buil«linsis and Farms

of Rats and Other Pests of

Like Character.

BY PICKETT.

The be«t book ol its kind tver published.

Tells iu clear, humorous language how to .le-

stroy r t« mice, weasels, minks, skunks, hawks.

owls. etc.

iMiH'i: 'JO ("i:nTs.

ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.
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PIGEON
BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.
Advertisements in this column will be inserted

as follows. Two lines three months, $3; six

months, $5.50 ; one year, $10. Rates for insertion

under more than one heading on application. In

writing the undersigned please mention Fan-

ciers' Journal. ^^
FANTAILS.

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501 Cinciunati,

Ohio.

HOMING PIGEONS.

F1EL.D TRIAIiS. FIEIiD TRIAIiS.

A. M. WOOD, 4910 Baltimore Avenue,

West Philadelphia, Pa.

J. A. STOVELL, 10 South Broad Street,

Philadelphia, Pa, ^^

THEODORE P. GREEN, Woodbury, N.

J. See large advertisement.

T. FRED GOLDMAN, 832 Herkimer

Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

JACOBINS.
~~^

OREIN TO THE NA/ORLD -

CLUB'S iHIAL DEBBY.

CKSH RURSES $TOO.
First Prize. $400; Second, |20o; Third. $.00. First forfeit of $10 to accompany nomination;

second forfeit of $10 payable September 15. and $10 additional to start.

ENTRIES POSITIVELY CLOSE MAY 15, 1892.

For Rule.. Blanks, etc.. apply to FRANCIS G. TAYLOR, Secretary, OOH Chestnut

Street, Philadelphia, Pa. All-Aged Stakes advertised later.

POULTRY.

H7\Z!PtTVD 'S
8ILVER*8PANGLED^HAMBURG8

NEW YORK, 1803.
The grandest victory ever won by one exhibi-

tor on any one variety. 15 ENTRIES, 14 PRE-
MIUMS. Also Association Special for best dis-

play, all varieties of Hamburgs competing.

JAMBS E. HAZARD,
152-203 Elmira New York.

THE KENNEL. THE KENNEL.

ATWOOD B. HOSKINS, Glen Riddle,

Pa. ^i'l_

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio.^
OWLS.

"

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

L. S. CLARK. 1505 Girard Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa^

CANICURA CO.,
Manufacturers of carefully prepared

Remedies for Dogs
WHOLESALE AOENTS :

VON LENQERKE & ANTOINB, 246 Wabash Av.

CHICAGO.
VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St., N. Y.

EGGS I EGGS I—Fifteen for fz; strictly

high class. P. Rocks, U. Brahnias, Br. and Wh.
Leghorns, Blk. Langshans, S. L. Wyandottes.
BronzeTurkey eggs, 8for$2. Send us your or-

der and get eggs that will hatch you some

Nice Prize Winners.
Come to see our stock. Circulars free. Bloom-

ingdale Stock Co., Box 329, Richmond, Va. 59-71

THE CANICURA COMPANY,
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

246 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.
151-173

DALBEY BROS., Washington C. H., 0.,

breed 85 varieties FANCY POULTR^^
Biggest Poultry Yards in the West. SlOCK
AND EGGS FOR SALE. Send loc. for hand-

somely illustrated descriptive Catalogue, show-

ing how to make a fortune raising poultry giv-

ing receipts, instructions and much valuable in-

formation, worth five times the mouey.
Price List free. 57-66

PARLOR TUMBLERS.
T. G. GATE, 57 Clifton Place, Brooklyn,

'

n. Y.

PIGEONS-ALL VARIETIES.

JOHN SPEALLER, 1210 North Fourth

Street, Philadelphia^ 60-72

SATIN ETTES.

POULTRY. PIGEONS.

Advertisements without '^f^'"^ '"t'/''^.^r£'
this heading for Tocents pet I***' f°^fi^^\\^l'^'^l',

JS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.
.

For Sale.

GEORGE W. PETTIT, Artist, 1010 Clin-

ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SWALLOWS.
G A PICK, 1300 N. Washington St.,

Baltimore, Md. 160-211

TURBITS.
~~~

L. S. CLARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

DOGS.

A
B

R

Advertisements without display inserttd undet

thii heading fnrio cents pet line /of first insertion

,c,rfntspft line each subsequent insertion, count

seven U'ords to litu.

PuflTS.

x-»INK PUPS ON SALE.—Chequassct Kennels,
*-• Laucasier. Mass. 53-7oeow
.A.

Great Danes.

YOUNO STOCK FOR SALE. BY PASHA OLT
of show bitches. Address for particulars

A M. Jaggard. 629 North Front Street.

Philadelphia, Pa. <3-94

A

r BOWI KS TR.. PONKAPOG, MASS.,

Ean^gsS 5gs I. per .3. Houdan eg^s $.

per 13.

UFF LEGHORNS. INDIAN GAMES P.

ROCKS and Minorca eggs, $2 to f5 I^r >5-

Circular free. Lewis C. Beatty, wasnmg
ton, N.J.

^'

OANOKE POULTRY YARDS, HURFF-
VILI F N J. High honors won at Phila-

ade^pL Show. Buflf cochins. Light Brah-

mas Barred Plymouth Rocks. t>end for

Circular.
^

ITRKBRFD ENGLISH BLACK-BREASTED
HFD GAMES from Lyon. Heaton, Garne

K'Viit^forlh Pope. Matthews, Bell and Gib-

^o 'rstrains PARTRIDGE COCHINS from

G^a I b" tterfield. Lady Owydyr, Tom-

H.X, and Friar Bennett s strains. Apply

Ruddii.gton Hall, Nottingham, Eng. bo 67

c ciTiTIMAN ALFRED CENTRE, N.Y.,

Ire^dlV^f 'mgh'^ass White and Black

Minorcas, Red Caps and Black Javas.

Fresh Eggs. Write for prices

Advertisements without display inserted unde>

this heading for 30 cents per line for first insertwv

li cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

for profit
should have Pnre Ground
BEEF SC'UAP, which is

Meat and Bone, collected from slaughter

houses, Dried Perfectly Sweet and ground.

Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want

samples and prices-we send them FREE. Ad-

dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO., 133

Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

MISCELLANEOUS.

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 511 W. BIDOLE
St. Baltimore. Md., fancier of Short-face

Baldhead Tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddes stock. 5479

For Sale.

1505 GIRARD AVENUE.
Owls and turbits, all colors.

51-63

8. CLARK,
Philadelphia.

Satlnettes.

/-> EORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, 1010 CLIN-

(j ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ntf

62-66-eow

Sliver Wyandottes.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Kd\varci S. Sclinnid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIROS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOP.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

\'o. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

IMPORTED LEG BANDS
For Pigeons and Poultry, numbered and

lettered, all sizes. Send 40 cents in stamps for

sample dozen. H. Smail, 85 Leonard Street.

New York City. 153-204

Advertisements without display inserted under

thi' heading /or 20 cents per line for first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven v/ords to line.

T Advertising.

Eniclibh Setten*.

ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES FOR SALE
at a sacrifice (Breeze Gladstone-Dora

Belle, 20.806), whelped December 28- i^9'-

G. S Raynor, Riverhead. N. Y. 62 64

Various.

TTVWU WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
'"'^Imes'^'i^l^eVy'' marked birds bred by

Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y. 4' "

Golden Wyandottes.

Wr SALE-COCKEREL l5. TRIO $7^ NO
H better birds in America. Eggs U per 13-

"*
E. D. Keeney. Arcade, N. Y.

Brown I^eghorns.

I

»tf-

A

T

D

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and

shrillest whistle ever invented. Something

entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box

916, Philadelphia. Pa.

RAINED DOGS FOR COON, BEAR, SQUIR-

REL, deer, fox, rabbit, quail, partridge,

woodcock. H. C. Graff, Keiisington. Ohio.
52-tl

OGS TRAINED AND FITTED FOR THE
field trials, also broken for private shoot-

ing One or two trained dogs for sale. W.

B. Stafford, Trenton. Tenn. '":"_

^r^ROWN LEGHORN ^ULLETrS FOR SALE

K Fggs for setting, $t . A Cantrell. Riage avc.^ Roxborough, Philadelphia. _]L.

"White Plj'mouth KocJ^;

AT THE^GREAT PHILADELPHIA SHOW.

from the prize stock, $. per 13, $• 75 P" 26.

WW. KuTp, Pottstown, Pa. '"'°3

F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 3782

VERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject qf adverti.sing will do wel

to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,

^68 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a

careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers

and class journals ;
gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters

pertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street, N. Y. 3»-82

Dncks.

M
Bantams.

Pedigree Blanks.

P'
EdTgREE blanks for FOUR f'-ENER-

ATIONS at 10 cents per dozen, or 85 cents

per 100. Extended four-page blanks s

cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed

postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

33 s. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Fox Terriers.

^^ TERRIER BITCH BROCKENHURST
Belle (No. 10.936)- Address Geo. C.Cross

No. 114 Mill St., Rochester, N. Y. 6364

BREED GAMES, GAMK AND ORfAMEN
TAL Bantams. Write for wants. E. F.

Doty, 47 Wellington Place. Toronto, Ont

Artist.

TTENRY ERDMAN, ARTIST AND EN
H GRAVER of Poultry, Pigeons, etc. 816

AMMOTH COLORED MUSCOVY DUCKS.
Old Drakes, 14 to 16 pounds. Winners ^40

clock New York, Trenton, Brooklyn, Wav-

erlv Charleston, Augusta. Hagcrstown.

Stcxrk or eggs. T. Farrcr Rackham, F^st

Orange, N. J.
I53-204

For Sale.

>INE GERMAN HARES.
Fores. Grove. Pa.

ARTHUR W. KIRK
63-66.

Various.

Maple St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Wanted.

6i-tf

King Charles Spaniels.

;^I'^Xi:i:Z^O KING CHARLES PUPS.
I Male and Female, > months old ;

also Fe-

male Skve. 4 mouths old. Address P O.

Box 275, Wilmington, Del. 04^

WANTED.-WHITE CHINA GEESE. H.

W. Vahle. 319 Market Street, Philadel-

phia, Pa. 51

"

TO BUY PEAFOWLS.-SEND LOWEST
price for Male and Females. Schmids Bird

slore. 7'2 i2lh St.. N. W., Washington,

DC. "3 ""

ALUMINUM AND NICKEL SEAMLESS
Pigeon Bands 3Hc. and 2>Jc. A. H. Kruger,

Geiraantown, Phila. 55-*>7

C>ALE OR EXCHANGE.-TWO CANVAS CA-

NOES ; nearly new , weight 25 lbs.; jointed

paddles. H. C. Clapp, Waverly, N. Y. 64

Drlnklns: Fountain.

S'

Cocker Spaniels.

.OR SALE.-FIRST-CLAS S COCKER i^PAN
I lEL Puppies , also Bitches in whe p to Rert

Roland W. B. Palmer. Woodstock, Ont.
64-07

PIGEONS.

Homing Pigeons.

T.

M WOOD, BREEDER AND FLYER
homing pigeons, 4910 Baltimore Ave.,

West Philadelphia. S'/O

FRED G;*LDMAN, BREEDER AND
flyer of Homing pigeons, 832 Herkimer St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y. 5'-7t>

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOk
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain

easilv cleaned. Price. 75 cents each, .$8 pei

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator an<l

^8-ti Brooder Company. Jamesburg, New Jersey.

^Artists and Engravers.

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards

letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers i ub-

lishing Co., Box 916. Philade phia. Pa.

FOR PIGFiONS AND
all breeds of fowls.

Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices

of Indian Games, Minor-

cas. Javas and B. P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20

vears' experience counts

in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

J. Y. BICKNELL,
314 Vermont Street, Buffalo, N. V.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural. Live Stock Poultry 01

Kenuef Paper vou should send for '"VJ'.st oj

papers 1 c.m furnish you any paper P«>bl.shed

?h?apei than the publisher's price, and if you

subscribe foi two or more papers yi'" ^,^1 Sf,;,^

=tiU lower rate ihan if vou subscribe for only

one A Iwavs enclose a 4tamp when you write^

Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name

and address to the publishers of twenty-five

papers and request them to mail vou sample

copies. __^poRESS—

84tf

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

Artists.

nil rft RemedyFree.mSTAiTRIlIir. Final

IJII LV cureiii lUila>.-..Nev.rrelurii-.; no purRej

pll ! no!*a ve: no suppository. Avictiiu tried

I ikkWin vdin every rem dy has discovered a

simplec.ire. which be willmnil free tohisfellow 8uf-

fewrs. Ad<lr«M J. M. Rm£VB8,Box 8«»0,S.w ¥01* CUy,a.¥.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs

of dogs. The Finciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St., Philadelphia.

BOOKS.

AGENTS WANTED.
Reliable agents wanted in all parts of the conn

try. For particulars address

FANCIERS'PUB. CO.. B0X916. PHIU..PA.
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IN THE STUD.

MentHon Kennels*

St- Bernsrds,
PHCENIXVILLE. PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.8.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equal.

FEE, ^lOO.

The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.8.B.18,337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, <^35.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

Seminole FJennels
CHESTNUT HILL,

HT STUD—pointf;r

PROMOTION
FEE ^50.

Winner (absolute) Central Derby, 1891, defeating
the great setter Wun Lung.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ROUGH-COATED COLLIES
CHAMPION THE SQUIRE (•^0881) FEE ^SO.OO

CHAMPION ROSLYN WILKES («0883)
CHAMPIO:!^ ROSLYN DANDY (17677)
ROSLYN CONWAY (a088«)
SIR KELPIE (14735)

(» 50.00
(t 35.00
(( so.oo
i( 16.00

IN THE STUD.

ENGLISH SETTER
SIR FREDERICK (81741)

Winner of forty-four first prizes in England.

IRISH SETTERS

ENGLISH SETTER

KING'S MARK
FEE #35.

Winner in Seven Field Trials.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for

catalogue to

FAIRMOUNT KENNELS,
54-205 RAVENNA, NEBRASKA, or

Ninth St. and Columbia Ave., Phila.. Pa.

CHAMPION TIM (5815)
JERRY JARVIS (15347) (litter brother to Duke Elcho)

ENGLISH PUGS
KASH, Jr. (17804)

Winner of first Albany and second New York 1892.

Extended pedigree and list of stock for sale furnished on application.

50.00

35.00
80.00

15.00

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - SSO

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member, 35 per cent off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL S20

AT STUD—WOODALE KENNELS'
FOX TERRIERS Fee.

DOBBIN $20
By Ch. Venio—Brockenhurst Worry by

Raffle.

STARDEN'S JACK • • • $15
By Ch. Result— Forest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS. .... $10
By Raffle—W arret! Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of prize win
ning bitches always for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 47-73

BEAGLE IN STUD.

CHAMPION TONY WELLER,
THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

THE BEAGLE TRIALS, 1891.
Piipples for Sale.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
60-72 Glenslde, Pa.

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
40-91 LANCASTER, MASS.

H T STUD,

STREATHAM MONARCH.
"The best Bull Terrier to-day in either Eng-

land or America."—George Raper.

ADDRF:5S

JOHN MOORHEAD, JR.,

61-12 PITTSBURG, PA.
A lot of fine puppies for sale.

OFox Terriers.

»OINTER AT STUD. F££ 935.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

LANSDOWNE DESPERADO "- »i«.

By Rosador (Venio—Rosati)—Desperate (Domi-
nie—Sensation).

LANSDOWNE TRITON Fee 910.

By Raffle—Warren Dainty. Stud cards on ap-

plication. Post office and shipping address

LANSDOWNE KF;NNELS, Lansdowne, Pa.

LAD OF KENT c^'^)

Sire, Champion Bracket : dam, Renie by Ch.

Tammany. Winnings and only times shown :

Fir.st puppy. New York. 1R90; first open and
special for best brace with his litter sister. Lass

of Kent, New York, i«9i ; fi"t. Wilmington;
Gloversville and Albanv ; first challenge New
York and Boston. 1892. N. B —This low stud

fee for three months to approved bitches.

Address
GEORGE JARVIS.

1015 Washington Avenue, N. Y.

IN STUD.

Pitcher $25

Starden's King 25

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner 15

Brockenhurst Tyke 15

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

Puppies and Brood Bitches for sale. Dogs o(

any breed taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on commission.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
29-80 CHESTNUT HILL, Phila., Pa.

Mention Fancikks' Journal.

THE KENNEL.

FOR SALE.

})lLL5It)E HeNNELS,

157-208 LANCASTER, MASS.

52-77

JI T STUD—ENGLISH SETTER

COUNT LEO,
Mack D —Ladv Alta. Lady Alta by Count

Roderigo—Bessie Belton. Evenly marked white,

black and tan, whelped November 14, 1889.

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. G. ELLIOTT,

40-91 483 Potters Ave., Providence. R. I.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT. a.k.c.s.b. 4742.

Sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee |io.

VENDETTA, a.k.c.s.b. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest—Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee |io.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,
47.^ Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

MASTIFF AT STUD.

ORMONDE

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 7711 Fee $25
REGENT BRISK, 16,618 " to

REGENT TIPPLF;R " 10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address RF'GENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

Wyoming Kennels
ENTIRE LOT OF

ST. BERNARDS.
Catalogue on Application.

WYOMING KENNELS,
149.300 MF:LR0SE. MASS.

Mention Fancif.rs' Jovrnai..

POINTERS—BFINCH SHOW AND FIFXD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEM,tzsS. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-
dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

O^KEHHELSlfE

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

A son of the great Cambrian Princess, winner

of ist Rockford, Freeport, Cleveland, Cincinnati

and Chicago, and sire of ist and 2d prize bitches

Rockford, Freeport and Chicago. 1892. Some
irrandlv bred pups for sale. Send stamp for

catalogue. CHARLES E. BUNN.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in

America." Pedigree and winnings free ;
photos,
foisects. A limite

155-206

number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
1 Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

HT STUD. FEE »50.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER,

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip

Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.

King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C. December, 1890. and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land ; ist, New York, Troy. Albany and Lynn,
•89; ist, challenge. Worcester, BuflTalo ar

Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

Babylon, L. I

157-202 Feoria, Illinois.

TIT STUD—FOX TERRIER

RANTER (^^c^»'«^^^>

FEE $10 00
By Pitcher ex Vene, own brother and same lit-

ter to Champion Dominie. "He should be most

suitable for light, fine bitches, possessing im-

mense straight b ne, a long punishing head but

coarse, with correct ears and body and as game
as it is possible to make them ." See Fanciers
Journal. Address HAMLET OWEN,
46-7oeow 117 Olden Avenue, Trenton, N. J.

BULL TERRIER AT STUD.

CHAMPION CARNEY,
(A. K. C. S. B. 24.986).

To a limited number of approved bitches.

TUBBY HOOK KKNNELS,
64 Inwood, New York City.

FOU SALE-EN GI.ISII SE'ITKB Pl'l»M,
by Ch. Roder go, Ch. Gaths Mark and Dan
Gladstone. IKI.->*II ME'riEK ITPS, by
Ch. Kildare, Ch. Dick Swiveller, Ch. Tun and
Champion Seminole.

Send for Price List. 4«>-9«

Mention Fanciers' Journai..

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS.
N. Y.

71 T STUD

Ch. PAUL GLADSTONE
(3482)

VISCOUNT
(21571)

Imported from the kennels of R. W. Purcell-

Llewellin, F^ngland. and pronounced by him the

best dog he ever sold to America.

43-68 P. O. Box 676, ALBANY,

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photograph?

or from life.

fi. B. Tallman,
140-tt OAK LAWN. R. I.

FEE FOR EITHER, $50.

and

BLACK WONDER.
No. 23,557. Whelped Jan. 30, 1890.

King of black pointers, and was the king of

all colors at the United Stales Field Trials held

at Bicknell. Ind, 1891. winning the Derby and

All-age Stake. He is a dog that knows how to

hunt and not afraid of briers. Fee ^o.
JOHN A. HUNTER.

56 07eow Sandborn, Indiana.

—Ill answering advertisements pleast

mention this journal.

Send forBroken dogs and puppies for sale,

catalogue, etc.

MT. WASHINGTON KENNEL,
S. L. BOGGS,

52-66eow P. O. Box 515. Pittsburg, Pa.

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.

Dr Wra.Crpwford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
151-202

Some Choice Pointer
Puppies for sale cheap. For pedigrees, prices,

etc . address
59if Gainesville, Va.

Pugs of the Best Breeding
At reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNELS,
Box 506, Louisville, Ky. 48-7^

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

tf

ELM STATION,

VoTiteomerv Co. Pa.

Mention Pakcibm' Jourhaj*.
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SUPPLIES.

MANN'S BONE GUTTER
FOR

POULTRY FOOD
Warranted to cut green
bones, meat, Kristle, and all
wiilidiit cliiR or (litficulty, or
MONIiV RliFUNUKU.

It has been proved

GREEN CUT BONE
is the most economical eear
pro(liiciii({ lood ill the world,
itw.li aouble the num-
ber of eggs, and make
them 25 per cent, more fer-
tile. Send stamp for cata-
logue. Name this paper.

F. W. MANN,
Pat June 15, '86. Aug. 20 ,'•«). OTilford, IVIaM.

54-66€OW

1
We are So Anxious
'lliat you ahould see our new circular on

Poultry
Supplies.

It Illustrates

^1 the muHt complete line
W ____ ever offered.

^ FREE
d Johnson & Stokes,
^ SEEDSMEN

I217 & 219 riarket St., Phila., Pa.

;

FOR POULTRY.
Itoue Meal. - - Per 1(M> lb
(immiluted Hone, " lOO
Groiiutl lloet
Scraps, - -

ralclte, - - -

Crnshe*! Flint,
CriishtMl O.VMter
SllfllK,

100
200

200

Bag, 93. (M)

3.00
3.00
2.U0

2.00
Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped proniply by freight on receipt of

price.
C. II. DEMPWOLF&CO..

Vork C'lie?nl<-Bl Works, York, Pa.

GRIND
YOCR OWN
Bone, Aleal,
Ofntcr Shells,

riraham Flour A Corn, in tha

w*# lOOpercent. more made
tn keepinf ronltrj. Alaol>Cf%^FI .«? I l.l,>> and
FAK.>I FFKU i>lllXM. Circalaniana teHtimonials
•ent on application. W1L.NUN UU08. Easton.Pa.

PBIMTIHG OUTFIT 155
OOMl'LK'i K. 4 k pli»t«i.< rul)l..T Ijpi. ijp«hol<li-r. WtU^In-
itlibU' Ink. ink 1 .>1 ui'l t wF>.rra I'uf up in nrmt boi vltb

tinrtiiina for u*-. .^a i.fftrtion icuarmiitM^ Worth A'le. BmI
'Uo.n Muk.r. Ckrl I'rinM*. rtc ^^l• B>m • In 1 nlnuM,
lnnnui<>>e»rHa»Dhc>nr.!<.BtpcMtpki'l ir>c,'.'f<>r 26c,('kt.ftw.

R.H.I!«(i>i;K.SOLL * HR(>.«a<'oHlmBdl8<.K.V.l'il>

MISCK LL.ANEOU8.

THH

SPORTSMEX^S
lYAREIIOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,

Sporting Goods,
Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of tlie Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS. ANIMALS. FISH AND RKPTILKS

MOUNTKD AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNKI). POCKKT AND
HUNTINC. CUTLKKY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG

CAKES. SOAP A\D MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.
52-2'> "tMIW

Perfection in Cheap Shells^^^^^ ^ ^ m » a • m M • •••• ^^

SQUIRES

u "'CONICAL
^c\^O PAPER SHOT SHELLS

THE NEW SQUIRES' ** CONICAL."
< ^

It is with the greatest pleasure that I offer to the sportsmen of

America an entirely new shell specially made for American Wood
and other nitro powders, and I am so gratified with the result of

every test they have been put to that I have prepared for a sale

of several millions in 1892.

Perhaps the most convincing argument I can use is to quote from

a letter received sometime since from theCartridge Company who are

making the shells. They say : •' We send you to-day the first ship-

ment of your shells. Will you allow us to congratulate you on these,

for they are by far the best shells we have ever made, both in head,

base and in pocket, and also in body of shell which is made of your

extra firm blue paper. The pocket of the shell, you will notice, is just

deep enough to take the primer in, with a good shoulder to hold the

anvil firm; then the conical-shape flash hole will easily carry all the

flame into the powder. The extra strong primers with the conical

base makes this shell, not even excepting Eley's, the best we have

ever seen."
Isn't that testimony for you ? And entirely unsolicited at that.

And from a CartridgeCompany whoare pushing their own shells and
have heretofore claimed the best cheap shells in the world.

And now, dear reader, these shells are for sale. A thousand 13

gauge will cost you but $5.00, or 55 cents a hundred, and 10 gauge

5 cents a hundred more.
For the price they are the greatest shell on earth for American

Wood Powder or any other nitro, and there is bound to be an
immense sale for them.

Tve got a good thing and I'm going to keep at you till you order

some. 5end for a few hundred of these shells now.

VOL. 8, NO. 20. )

WHOLE NO., 1«5. ;
PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, MAY 14, 1892. (PER ANNUM, «12.0<

1 SINGLE COPY, 5e.
00

^W /^e\0 Yor/C' fe

Shoot Squires' ** CONICAL" Shells and Win.

POULTRY. POULTRY. POULTRY.

^•"•^ilf.^pPtrnii'XvorkiThe Lea Poultry yards,
BREEDER OP

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYAND0TTE8.
At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America

New York. Februarv, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following: Second and fif\h on Barred
Plvmouth Rock Cock ; first and .special, on
Barred Plvmouth Rock Hens; first, .second and
fourth on ilarred Plvmouth cockerel: first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding vard. $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Ply'mouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIALPRIZE,$100 IN GOLD,

for best Barred Plvmouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets : first and special on Barred
Plvmouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, $4

per 13, $7 per 26, $q per 39. Stock for sale. 39-91

INDIAN GAMES.
stock and Eggs for .sale. Eggs $5 and $10 per setting of 13.

New York Show, 1892. For further information write to

Mv birds took eight pr'zes at the
.1. BOKLANl),

54-«6 New Hamburgh, Dutchess County, N. Y.

POULTRY RIVERSIDE FARM.

COCHIN HILL COCHINS.
THKODORE STERNBERG'S

Imported English Btiffs

Full feathered, rich colored, grand shape, great

weights. A son of the Old Matchless bought at

the recent sale of Mrs. Scriven and a grand
(*.wvdyr cockerel at head of yards. Eggs $5 per 13

1 am a member of the Cochin Club of America

ELLSWORTH, KANSAS, I. S. A.

55-67

The records will show the following as my winnings at New York for the years

1890. 1891, 1892 on my specialties : S. and R. C. Brown Leghorns. Houdans, White

Wvandottes and R. C. White Leghorns. 33 firsts 19 Gold Specials, 6 Association

Silver Medals and 2 Silver Cups. "Like did begit like," "Like will begit like
"

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record

of America's leading strains of al)ove varieties. I

guarantee satisfaction.

J. FORSYTH, owEGO. tioga county.

Miver ivici

BPF}
PLYMOUTH ROCKS

WVANDOTTES

101-151 X. y.

1. K. FEILCH & SON,
NATICK, MASS., U. S. A.

LIGHT BRAHMAS, PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WYANDOTTES,
LANGSHANS AND COLLIE DOGS.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 60-72

46-97 eow

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The t)est magazine of its

kind. Onlv fi.25 per year.

Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N Y.

LEBANON PODLTRY YARDS,
LEBANON, N. J.

Single-comb White Leghorns, Silver-laced Wy-

andottes and Mammoth Pekin Ducks. Send foi

circular. 52-64

HOWARD VAN SICKLE, Prop'r.

T^ORHAM PoULtRY Y^RDS
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

F?es from Prize-winning Buff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes, S. C. W.

Lephorns. and S. S. Hamburgs. ^3 per 13 or f per ,30. But one yard of each variety kept

and they of the BEST.

Stogi^ pof^ Sale at fiLL ©imes.

Address all orders and correspondence to

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
^^, Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

WHITE PIGMY POUTER {Reproduced from Poultry, England.)
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PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

33 S. 3d ST., PniLADELiPIIlA, PA.

V. M. HALDEMAN -
'^

- KENNEL EDITOR

J. H. DREVENSTEDT -_^- POULTRY EDITOR

FJINCIERS' POBLlSfiING CO.,

WM. H. CHILD, Business Manager.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES (IN ADVANCE)!

$2.00 PER ANNUM.
CLUBS OF FIVE OR MORE, $1.50 EACH PER YEAR.

Foreign Subscriptions, 10s.

Ten dollars forfeit must accompany

nomination, addition forfeit $10, payable

September i, and |io to start. For entry

blanks, address P. T. Madison, secre-

tary-treasurer, Lock Box 4, Indiadapolis,

Ind. As we announced not long since the

trials will take place at Elizabethtown,

Ky., beginning November 7.

opinions of other authorities upon this

subject. A communicatioin from Mr.

Kreuger on the same subject arrived too

late for this issue, but will appear next

week.

«

The judges for the trial will be Mr. P.

H. Bryson and Colonel A. G. Sloo. the

third judge yet unnamed.

•.

* »

Subscriptions and Advertise-

ments received at the New York
office, Room 103, Times Building.

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all communications to

The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

p. O. Box, 916. _^

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

The Dog Fancier says: "The board of

the World's Fair managers for the state

of Michigan has appointed the followiug

special committee on dogs: Eugene

Glass, Battle Creek, chairman; Chas. H.

Ruhl, Jackson; E. L. Kimball, Jackson,

and P. O. Riley, Crosby. The commit-

tee will have a meeting soon, and pre-

pare a plan of work. It is hoped and

expected that the dog men of the state

will assist the committee in placing

Michigan in the front rank of state ken-

nels exhibits."

* *

The Fancikrs' Journal will be supplied by

newsdealers throughout the United btates and

Canada. ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^

BRENTANG'S Union Square

W.J.STANTON . . • • • 5^"*J V
H. B. TWYFORD Bay Ridge, h- I., N. Y.

P. O. NEWS CO. . . 103 Adams St Chicago, III

E. S. SCHMID . . 317 I2th St., Washington, D.C.

PHILADBLPHIA, MAY 14, 1802.

FIXTURES.

Dog Sho-ws.

May 17-19.—Androscoggin, Me.

Aug. 31-Sept. 3—Lexington, Ky.

Sept. 6-9.—Hamilton, Can.
12-16.—Toronto, Can.
19-22.—London. Can.
27-30.—Ottawa, Can.

Oct. 25-28.—Omaha, Neb.
Nov. 23-25—New York.

1893.
Jan. 10-14.—Charleston. S. C.

Feb 14-17.-Baltimore, Md.
2i-2l.-New York. N. Y.

2S March 3.—Baltimore. Md.
2K March 3 —Klmira, N. Y,

March 7-10.—Chicago, 111.

June 13-17.—Chicago, 111.

Field Trials.

Sent IS.—Manitoba Field Trials Club.

Nov. 6 -International Field Trial Club.

8 —New Knglaiid Field Trial Club.

IS —American Field Trials Club.

Nov. ift.-Eastern Field Trials Club

28 —Philadelphia Kennel Club.

Dec 6 —Central Field Trials Club.

1893.
Feb.-Southern Field Trial Club.

On another page we publish a communi-

cation from Mr. Boger. We will make

no comments upon his statements at

present. We are satisfied our newsy cor-

respondent in the metropolis would have

made no assertions he could not prove.

As there were several gentlemen around

the ring when Mr. Boger led his bitch in,

we would like to hear from them the par-

ticulars as witnessed by them. Mr. Boger

as a member of the bar does not look

upon being a dog fancier "particularly

creditable." In this respect he differs

from Senator Higgins, Hon. John S.

Wise, Francis S. Brown and other better

known lawyers.

A celebrated Dandie is dead, says the

Stock-Keeper. Mr. Thos. F. Slater's

Champion Tweedmouth, K. C. S. B.

10,879, was found dead in his kennel on

Easter Sunday. He had a very success-

ful show career, having won thirty-nine

prizes, of which twenty-six were firsts,

and six champion prizes, besides a num-

ber of silver cups. In 1885, when Mr.

Chas. Cook, of Edinburgh, compiled his

book entitled "The Dandie Dinmont

Terrier," he selected Tweedmouth for

one of his seven etchings, which were

beautifully executed by the well-known

artist, Mr. W. Hole, A. R. S. A. The

author also published his pedigree in ex-

tenso to show that he was one of the

very few remaining dogs of the well-

known Blackwood House strain, that

could trace their undoubted pedigree to

the dogs owned by James Davidson, of

Hindlea, or Charlieshope (the original

"Dandie Dinmont"). His brother, Tiger

II, two years younger, by same sire and

dam, is still alive and hearty.

Mr. Geo. S. Mott is the new superin-

tendent of the Westminster Kennel Club
*

* *

At a recent meeting of the Executive

Committee of the Canadian Kennel Club

the following resolution was adopted:

"That the Executive of the C. K. C. sus-

tain the action of the Ottawa Kennel

Club in re suspension of V. H. F.

Mercer."

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town
— The Spanish Student.

Attention is called to the change in the

stud card of Mr. John E. Thayer, and

also to the announcement in said card of

his generous offer of a {fioo prize for the

best pup sired by any of his stud dogs in

1892. Prizes to be competed for at the

New York show for 1S93. Donor not to

compete. No one has done more to ad-

vance the interests of the fox terrier than

the proprietor of the Hillside kennels.

»
« *

Our readers will please note the adver-

tisement of the United States Field

Trials Club's second annual Derby stake,

for setters and pointers whelped on or

after January i, 1891. Each breed will

run separately, prizes $250 to first; |2(X)

to second and I150 to third, winner of

first in each stake to compete for title of

absolute Derby winner and |2oo addi-

tional, $100 of which is donated by the

American Field.

* *

Our Chicago correspondent tells of the

cold-blooded murder of Mr. W. H. Wells.

The assassin, one Kane, shot him down

in a cowardly manner, and was very

nearly lynched by a vigilance com-

mittee.
«

« «

Mr. Roger Williams, secretary of the

the Blue Grass Kennel Club, writes us:

"Please announce that we have arranged

with Mr. John Davidson to judge all

sporting classes at our coming show,

August 31-September 3. Mr. George H.

Hill will be the superintendent in charge.

We have secured Tattersall's Pavillion,

adjoining the State Fair Grounds, and as

the fair will be in progress at the time a

good attendance is assured. We had 463

entries at our inagural, and we have

every reason to believe that we will pass

the coveted 500 mark. Premium lists

will be issued June 10."

«
» »

There is an effort being made to or-

ganize a Missouri field trial club.

* •
The malignant, vindictive, cowardly

and un-American attack of Turf, Field

and Farm, upon its former kennel editor,

Mr. Lacy, is the most contemptible ever

witnessed in journalism.

••
Breeder and Sportsman, says, re the Los

Angeles show, "Mr. James Mortimer

judged all classes to the satisfaction of

all and the club is in hopes to see the

gentleman again visit the coast as judge

of the shows." They could not get a more

able or popular man in all America.

We regret that considerable interesting

matter is crowded out this week.
-' •

Barks \im Gotbari),

*
* *

*
Entries for the Derby close June 1.

We publish this week a communica-

tion from "Glenside" and Mr. Pottinger

Dorcey against raising the height of

beagles, Mr. J. Otis Fellow and Mr. W.
Hr Ashburner are also against Mr. Phoe-

bus' proposed change of the standard.

We should very much like to have the

From an Occasional Corresi>ondent.

Dr. Cryer has a rival. John L. Sulli-

van will write a book on "pugs."

Who are the "pugnacious kennel edi-

tor" and "his New York correspondent"

that are to be fired from their respective

berths, as stated in the Turf, Field and

Farm. Looks as if some fellow's wish

was father to the thought.

^XX^
One of the beagle bench winners is

accused of "playing the limit" by being

stretched to decrease his altitude. This

is bad as the young miss of 16 summers
who sat on her father's lap so that she

could pass off for a 12-year-old and pay

half fare on the train.

-^XX^
Reading the kennel pages of Turf,

Field and Farm nowadays reminds me
what one Irishman said about another

Irishman's possessions: "Ould Malachi

may be all right, but the trouble is that

everything he has is all gold ; what any-

body else has is only brass." This seems

to be applicable to some of the corre-

spondents of that paper.

^XX^
Brier Lacy has been done up in a Ma-

son jar, if the kennel pages of the Turf,

Field and Farm are any guide.

^XX^
The exchange of pretty words between

an English editor and an .American cor-

respondent of the latter's paper is only

equalled by the nmtual appreciation they

have of each other's importance in the

kennel world. Great minds like birds of

feathers often flock together.

The attacks on Brier Lacy in the Turf,

Field and Farm are becoming too fre-

quent and persistent. They amount to a

systematic persecution, and to the ma-
jority of fanciers a e neither interesting

or pleasant. They are positively nause-

ating, and no matter how well Mr. Lacy's

1 opponents are fortified by facts to sup-

port their attacks, they have succeeded

m diverting public opinion from the

victim to themselves. There is such a

thing as overdoing a good thing.

^XX^
Lacy has lost no friends by these ill-

considered attacks. On the contrary, he
has gained the sympathy and respect of

those who never claimed to be his friends

by his gentlemanly silence.

-^Jl-l-

I sometimes think if all severe critics

who cannot see either ability or honesty

in other kennel writers would combine
to start a real model kennel paper what
a great it would be—for them.

-^XX^
Why do kennel editors allow the col-

umns of their department to be filled up
with personal letters that are simply
stupid reading to all except the authors?

The transparent attempt to advertise

the writers' dogs is the sole object, as a

rule, of all such personal letters.

^xx-^
Who cares whether Zephyr Soapstone

is a better dog than Soapstone's Boy, or

vice versa. Francis G. had better let the

Breeze blow through Gladstone's whis-

kers and give the kennel world a rest.

I never thought you Philadelphians so

"dog-gone" until I read in the Field and
occasionally in the Turf the screeds of

the English setter men residing in your
village.

Hardly have the setter men begun their

personal battles when the spaniel and
beagle men begin operations. Perhaps
the editors and writers believe as W. H.
Vanderbilt did, "The public be d d."

^xx-^
.

I am waiting almost impatiently for

Irish setter men to open hostilities. The
fact that the Irishman's champion, Billy

Child, is still confined to his room may
account for the blissful peace, as far as

Philadelphia is concernecl.

^XX^
But Child always stirred the Irish set-

ter men up for the good of the breed.

Just now the latter needs considerable
stirring up, or it may become extinct.

-^xx^
The Ann Street Kennel is flourishing.

Dog's Head Bass is the favorite breed dis-

cussed there, if the rumors that reach my
ears are true. Brockeuhurst ought to

know.
^XX^

Jim Mortimer did well in California.

He "caught on" with the boys, both as

a good fellow and a good judge, so I am
informed.

^XX^
The collie breeders are being treated

to a red-hot, spicy rumpus just now. A
gentleman by the name of Boger is mak-
ing the dull season mighty interesting

for several doggy scribes. Mr. Soger's

ardor will cool no doubt with riper ex-

peiience among dog men. The latter

are used to being "touched up" on their

shortcomings.
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Two thousand dog licenses were re-

cently issued in the metropolis. This no
doubt means that that number of dogs
were worth the fee. Would that such

were true. Many a cur enjoys immuni-
ty from the dog catcher because he is

licensed.

^XX^
A pretty dude, led by a sphynx-like

bull dog, is a familiar sight on Broadway.
The dog is decidedly the manlier looking

of the pair, however. Rambler.

At the Gate.

St. Peter: Who are you?

Applicant: Can-Can of the Turf, Field

and Farm.

St, Peter: Oh, have you concluded

quoting Lacy's "the greyhound is not a

deep-chested dog."

Applicant: No.

St. Peter: (Shutting the door). Go to

h—I.

—Do not adveritise once or twice in a

paper and think that is enough. Adver-

tising to be successful must be continued.

WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS

Some Interesting Pickings and Pointers

Gatiiered Here and There.

From Our Special Correspondent.

Pitchers death is greatly felt round
Gloversville. Mr. Alvord, a new begin-
ner, intended sending some bitches to
him. I might add that Ranter, a brother
to the crack Dominie and son of Pitcher,
should do some useful work.

George Bell and Uncle Dick in their
controversy are just about neck and
neck. Someone was heard to remark
that it will be a "close shave" at the
finish

.

What does "exclusive" news mean?
There is so much of it flying round in

The Journal that we don't appreciate
it ourselves. Our contemporaries think
we have a marvellous knack of getting
news that they wish we came out Tues-
day instead of Saturday. I see the Bos-
torf Stock-Keeper is going in for Scrip-
ture, and I have made a note that the
Scribes and Pharisees kept black and
tans or some other kind of terriers.

An addition has been made at 44
Broadway in the shape of "Walker's In-
ternational Dictionary." At first I

thought it was French into English, but
was disappointed.

Mr. F. S. Webster, secretary to the
Washington Kennel Club, is in business
here and has been for twelve months
nearly. No. 738 Broadway will reach
him.

Mr. Edward Booth's private purchase
of St. Bernard's arrived safely and in

about a month he hopes to have them
fit.

You will be pleased to hear that Mr.
Bellin, of Albany, who on account of
sickness was unable to judge fox terriers

at Boston, is just beginning to walk
about, but not yet at business. It will be
about six weeks since he was taken sick

with low fever, and he says it has made a
wreck of him.

A man must be a breeder and owner of
dogs before he is competent to judge.
Not always, and in fact very seldom. If

so, I know of several in New York who
are competent. What's the matter with
"Poji" Isaacsen, of the Fulton Kennels,
Fulton Street, New York? and I know of
several more.

I think the secretary of the American
Kennel Club should be arranged like an
P/dison phonograph machine so that he
can be charged, and all that would be re-

quired for those common every day,
wearying reporters, who look upon him
as the salvation rock for news, would be
to turn the crank, apply their ears and
those who had been there before would
do the rest.

The various ways in which he is ap-
proached and by each one who repeats
his same address on every greeting that
it is easy to distinguish who they are.

From a third party who remained in our
secretary's presence (specially engaged
by The Journal) one afternoon this

week the news-gatherers in their pano-
ramic manner came tripping in and all

for the one object of "What's noo."
A. V.—(Clearly and milk like). I was

just down in this direction this after-

noon, I suppose there's nothing new.
Sec. No.

¥. S.—(With a flap of his dorsal fin).

Have you any news! Sec. (loudly). No,
S. and F.—(The maiden). Can you tell

me anything. Sec, No,
P\ J.—Will you give me .some bread

and butter for my wife and child this

week. Sec. No bread.

With these continual interruptions is it

possible for an accountant to keep books.

The club house of the A. K. C, so much
talked about, and I'm .sure all visiters to

the present offices will say "so much
needed," is being freely and favorably

discussed. Its bound to come because as
I understand the committee in charge are
workers and have already prepared a
long statement of their ideas and pro-
posals and more so, they have found
another house in the vicinity of Thirty-
fourth Street, and nearer Fifth Avenue,
which will be most adaptable for the club,
and if occasion requires, an outside club
will take the upstairs part, thus lighten-
ing the expenses to commence with.

The present offices to strangers are not
what people coming from outside expect
to find. They do not do justice to the
prestige that the A. K. C. holds. In
short, members want more for their
money, and 44 Broadway at present
doesn't impress them that it has the
weight it has.

How much more sociable it will be
when a dogy man, say from Chicago,
comes East and wants to meet some of
the shining lights that he so often reads
about. At present when he comes to
New York, unless personally known, he
never comes in contact with any.

I'm very much down on the present
offices, they are dark, dingy and just like
entering "a dungin cell," and only fit to
grow nmshrboms in.

Stanlens King's first produce must be
accredited to Mr. Rathbone. He has two
puppies of his get, whelped last month.

We are all alive yet. Not even have I

heard the report of a pistol nor have I

.seen the flap of a coat singed.

Last Friday I fully expected to be able
to report something of a very starling

nature. The meeting of a "mysterious
five" raised my suspicion. It was at the
Astor House that I first saw Harry Twy-
ford with his jaunty style enter the ro-

tunda, then came E. Bardoe Elliott with
his professional air, and across from him,
all absorbed and profoundly ignorant of
their presence, was Clumber Mercer.
Presently, as if shot out of the mouth of
a cannon, stalked in Billy Tallman, and
finally, as if at a given signal, they all

simultaneously met, when Brier Lacy
made his thirsty appearance at the bar.

What was the meaning of all this?

flashed through my bewildered noddle
when raised to the highest pitch of a
blood curdling excitement. It was noth-
ing more, however, than a dinner given
by Messrs. Lacy and Mercer to Mr. E.
Bardoe Elliott, now kennel editor of the
American Field, preparatory to his leav-

ing for Chicago, and the others were
guests.

After quenching their fever with a little

of Hood's Sarsaparilla for "that tired

feeling," tliey adjourned to a Delmonico
restaurant, the jolliest and free and easi-

est time ever indulged in by dog men can
go on record.

The arrangements were most unique,

and our hosts must have spent some time
in selecting the biU of fare which began
with "editor soup" and finished up with
"running cheese a la flat-chested grey-
hound." Mr. Lacy, in the chair, made
some curt remarks complimenting Mr,
Elliott on his appointment, feeling sure
that he would soon make the American
Field one of our doggy papers. The king
pin of the evening was Billy Tallman.
who spoke for some time on retrieving

and field trials generally, but decidedly
to the point. RIessrs. Mercer and Twy-
ford also added generally to the fun, and
our Chicago friend, under compulsion,
sung the "Jubilee," but was completely
outclassed by Billy Tallman in his ren-

dering of "the heart bowed down," who
more than astonished us by singing in a

deep profundo basso voice.

Sometime back I reported in The
Journal that Blemton Brilliant was sold

to J. B. Martin, of San Francisco, and
then had to withdraw it "as the owner
was not aware that she had left his ken-
nels." Where there's smoke there's

generally fire, for, as we all know, now
she is where I prematurely mentioned.

In the Forest and Stream of April 28

they quote from the English Stock-

Keeper of April 4, "the relative speed of

greyhounds, etc." by Mr. John Wrigley,
Jr. A casual reader of kennel news may
be astonished at the height the hare was
thrown, namely six yards (eighteen feet),

by a deerhound, Mr. Wrigley says: "In
the final with Whirlwind and my young
deerhound Deina, a smart puppy. Whirl-
wind led a good ten lengths to the hare,
who turned, and then the deerhound
killed as neatly as ever you saw, tossing
the hare up about si.x yards in the air."

Now, in his excitement Mr. Wrigley per-
haps drew a little upon his imagination
because the more one looks at the height
of a room and compares that with a dog
who has just run a couse at full speed
the more he thinks it impossible unless
that dog has got a most phenomenal
neck and built on the lines of an ele-

phant's trunk, with possibly an electro

battery inside it. What does Mr. H.
Lowe say about it, not that we wish to
doubt Mr. Wrigley, but to satisfy many
inquirers.

Mr. Phoebus' desire to have the stand-
ard of the beagle raised an inch has not
met with the approval of the beagle men
so far. I can show several letters from
beagle owners where they are against it

and all to one accord "that probably in

a few years hence some one may want it

seventeen inches." Now why should it

be raised. How many dogs are there be-

sides , that are so good, and ought
to get in under the sixteen inch dodge.
Oh no, says Tony Weller, I don't mind
tackling little ones and others about
Frank Forest's size.

"Bradley" in the last issue of Forest
and Stream, writes the proper game of
the beagle is the hare, and that they run
him down and kill him. Is what is

generally known, and was known at the
last trials and the previous ones, "the
rabbit" called a hare and is the hare
called a Jack rabbit, if so, explain this

conundrum. Rabbits in England gener-
ally burrow, here you have some that do
and some that don't, but the hare proper
and I believe the Jack rabbit is after his

style, is not going to be caught by a
beagle, unless it be a double distilled

FuUerton. I remember at the last trials,

Mr. Dorsey had sent on from his place

some of his beagles, and when he in-

formed us that they would run the rabbit

down, "We all smiled and winked the

other eye," even doubting their perform-
ance on a rabbit, but now Mr. Bradley

comes out with the startling information
that they run and kill the hare. I under-

stand Mr. Kreuder has some Belgian

hares for the next trials. What's the bet-

ting on the number killed as Mr. Bradley

describes. Speak your little piece "Best-

ing."

We always take care of our advertisers,

but when a man thinks of advertising in

The Journal and casually mentions it

to his friends we are not responsible. It

appears such was the case with a man
out west who owned a setter by Roderigo,

and she had pups, before the advertise-

meut was even sent us he had to engage
two typewriters to answer his correspon-

dence. If men 'out West," who are some-
times guilty of working free "advs." in

their papers will take advantage of The
Fanciers' Journal this way they surely

will not expect us to pay for their type-

writers.

Take my "ad." out, I have not been to

bed for a week. How much do I get for

that, says the man wlio didn't sleep.

There's an old saying that you must go
away from home for news. The Fan-
ciers' Gazette (England) tells us that Mr.

E. D. Morgan has had a pack of fox-

hounds and other live stock consigned to

him. Probably there's another bull dog
or two in the live stock.

The "mysterious five" after their fes-

tivities went to Koster &. Bial's, and the

question of propelling power was practi-

cally demonstrated by one of the artists,

who walks on his hands to be in front,

and it was concluded by all that Car-

mencita's was just the reverse.

Mr. James Mortimer was expected to

leave San Franci.sco last Saturday and
should arrive here to-day.

Colonel Rupert arrived on the City of

New York, bringing, in addition to Mr.

Reick's puppy, two St. Bernard bitches

for himself. One a litter sister to Mar-
vel, the other a sister to lA)la IV, who is

a smooth, belonging to Mr, Gosling.

The New Vork St. Bernard Kennels
were not long in disposing of their Mar-
quis of Ripon, who is now the property
of the Bayard Kennels, Peabody, Mass.

Mr. Rapcr's intention when leaving
New York was solely to attend the Dub-
lin show, where he had entered his setter
dog for competition. The mail follow-
ing his departure announced that his en-
try had been received too late, but on
arriving at the show, unconscious of this,

he was doubly repaid by judging in some-
one else's place. So Rockaway brought
him luck immediately in the old country.
The next we shall premise will be a blue
ribbon for himself.

Mr. Trenor L. Park, who has l>een sail-

ing in foreign waters in his yatch, the
Sultana, returned to New York last week,
leaving her still on the other .side. It

will be remembered that he enthuses iu

bull dogs and bull terriers, being the pro-
prietor of the Retnor Kennels, and his
Monarch VI died whenj going to Bo.stou.
If he should be with us at the next New
York show, Messrs. Morgan and ilobbie
will not have it all themselves.

I hear Mr. C. D. Parroy, proprietor of
the Wilton Kennels, is at home sick.

P'or the last twelve months or more it

has been iu everybody's mouth, "Have
you seen or heard anything of Percy
Ohl?" To his friends, which are many,
he is resting quietly at Plain field, having
had a very hard time of it, and he is not
yet the Percy of old, who had a smile
and helping hand for everybody, and al-

ways a good story to tell or listen to.

Although he has been kept (juiet, his
love for a dog and the man who has one
is as ripe as ever, and when he heard that
Mr. Wilmerding was staying at Major
Baches, of Morristown, some twenty
miles from Plainfield, there was nothing
left to do but that his wife should drive
him over. There he remained the whole
day, spellbound, I'm told, talking dog,
dog, dog, and at every word his eyes
sparkled with delight, as he thought of
old times being raked up anew. With-
out you, Mr. Ohl, the fancy is not com-
plete, and the boys are expecting to see
vou round at next show season.

Mr, Mercer's Johnny, of whom nobody
tver heard anything about, joineil his

master at Spuyten Duyvil last week, Mr.
Mercer is undecided what to do, but will

probably take a trip to Ivuroi)e.

BROCKICNHURJiT.

Canada at tbo World'H Fair.

Editor Pancier.s' Journal.

It is gratifying to know that the matter

of the exhibit of Canadian dogs at the

World's Fair iu 1893 has been taken up

by the Canadian government. No pains

will be .spared to gel together a thorough-

ly representative lot of animals, and it is

not too much to expect that from 4(kj to

500 dogs will be sent on from the Do-

minion.

The expense of shipping the dogs to

Chicago will be borne by the Dominion

government, and as no entry fee will be

charged the humblest fancier who has a

dog worth showing will be able to .send

him on to swell what will undoubtedly
be the largest and finest bench show ever

held within the memory of man.
A Canadian superintendent will be ap-

pointed by the Canadian government to

collect entries, arrange for shipments and
attend personally to the wants of Cana-

dian exhibitors ami their dogs at the

show.
The Cannadian Kennel Club has unan-

imou.sly recommended Mr. A. I). Stew-

art, of Hamilton, Out , for the position,

and that gentleman lias signified his

willingness to accept it, A better choice

could not possibly have been made, Mr.

Stewart is the right man in the right

place, and Canadian breeders may now
rest assured that their interests will be

thoroughly looked after down to the

minutest details. Yours truly,

Andrew Murdoch,
President Haiuillon Keuuel Club
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MR. BOGER'S REPLY.

HoTiikoH ExcepMoim to Broc^kenliurst's
lloiuarks.

Kditor Fanciers' Journal.

As the kenoel editor of The Fan-

ciers' Journal, you owe it to yourself

and for the reputation of that publica-

tion, in view of the lies about me pub-

lished in your issue of to day, to see that

the truth is sometimes published here-

after in your columns. I don't know

who your "Metropolis" reporter is, but

if I ever find out I will not hesitate to

walk up to him, even if upon the street,

and call him a bare-faced falsifier—just

what he is. He knows well enough that

my correspondence regarding the con-

troversy with Reporter Elliott was not

given to the daily press of Philadelphia

for free advertising of myself, as he

deliberately intimates, and you know that

as a member of the bar I don't look upon

free advertising of myself as a "dog fan-

cier" particularly creditable. The plain

truth is that I was forced to give the cor-

respondence publicity through my fears

that the sporting journal for which Elliott

is reporter would not publish it as origi-

nally submitted in manuscript. Those

fears not only proved well founded, but

the last communication sent that journal

by me regarding the controversy was not

published at all, aud probably because it

clearly established Elliott's duplicity and

distortion of truth, by his own written

admission. My dispute with Elliott is

not what your reporter resolves it into,

or that he "said one thing and wrote an

other," but that he said one thing aud
wrote another which was simply "stuff,"

for instance, that my dog had not the two
(outer and under) coats which every col-

lie is supposed to have whether a first

prize winner or not.

If your reporter has read the corre-

spondence in full, neither can I realize

how he could have believed himself when
writing that I sent copies of my own
communications to collie men to bring

myself "before the public." I Won't think

there is anything particularly desirable

or creditable to be brought before the

public as either a dog exhibitor or dog
owner, as I was forced to do in my con-

troversy with Elliott through his own
dishonorable actions.

The "stuff" your reporter wrote alx)Ut

the bitch in heat, which I had in the ring

at the Philadelphia show, is also false.

So is his statement that I said I would
"get" a certain person "arrested" if he
declined to keep his dog away from the

bitch. Your reporter says he has this

story from "most reliable authority."

Now, ff he is a fair, scjuare, honorable

man, tell him to reveal in your columns
the name and address of his authority, so

that I may deal with that party directly.

No citizen of Pennsylvania is liable to

arrest for such a declination or refusal

referred to, and such a remark as charged

to me would indeed have been Ixath

ridiculous and ignorant. The facts are

these: I knew of no place for the evacua-

tion of the bowels of the bitch but the

show ring. Therefore, I waited until it

was cleared of every solitary dog and
then took her in to remain not more than

fiye minutes. Presently, about three or

four other dogs came in, and then one

who appeared to be very pugnacious and
indeed the only one of the lot that at-

tempted and persisted to resist my efforts

to keep him away from the bitch by

threateningly swinging a slight stick in

front of him. Finally the owner called

out in stentorian tones, and evidently

presuming that I was one of the custom-

ary ignorant, "hangers on" at shows,

"Sav there, don't you hit that dog." I

replied like a gentleman, "I'm not trying

to hit him. but won't you try to keep him
away from me," for I began to fear that

the dog might attack me while protect-

ing the bitch. The owner answered "no,

you have no right in there anyhow." I

replied, "my dog has as much right in

here as yours."
However, he made no attempt what-

ever to keep his dog away, and I could

really get the bitch no further out of the

reach of his dog, as I was all the while

standing with her over in the furthest

corner of the ring. He was standing
outside the ring, leaning on the rail, and
as he declined to heed me I went over to

him and said very calmly: "I tell you
now politely and not at all as a threat

that I am but defending my own property
(the bitch) against your dog with that

stick, and if your dog attacks aud injures

me while doing so I will hold you respon-

sible in a court of justice for damages."
I meant every word I said, but did not
say a word about "arresting" anyone.
Neither was a solitary lady around the

ring, as your reporter wrote, and hence I

was not told by anyone "that I should
know better than to bring a bitch in her
condition into the rin^ when so many
ladies were at the ring side," as your re-

porter wrote. The last remark of mine
to the dog's owner had some effect at

least. He became more polite and oblig-

ing aud calmly replied: "I can't keep
him off; why don't you take the bitch

some other place?" I said: "If you will

show me a place I will." He then an-

swered: "Why there's a place down-
stairs." I said: "Well, if you can inform
me of any other place I'll willingly take

her out." I did this at once, and took
the bitch to the place mentioned down-
stairs, which I found answered the pur-

pose, and although a stable in the rear of
the shoA- building was in use by other
bitches in heat for the very purpose for

which I had taken the bitch into the

ring upstairs. I had no feeling whatever
against the owner of the dog referred to,

nor do I believe he has against me and I

had never even thought of the incident

again since it occurred. I would not have
even referred to it here had your reporter

not given it publicity.

When your reporter wrote that in 1890,

while on a railway train and looking at a

collie which was "rather odd looking," I

asked "what kind of a dog that was," he
probably told the truth for once about
me. I don't know who his "most reli-

able authority" for this particular story

is unless it be a Mr. Carswell, of Wilming-
ton, Del., who was the only person on
the train in charge of collies with whom
I conversed. Po.ssibly my question was
asked because the collie was so "odd,"
as your reporter asserts, that it looked
like a dog of some other breed; and in

such a case the question, if I asked it at

all, was a very natural one for not only
myself but also any other person to pro-

pound.
What your reporter wrote of Mr. Jar-

rett is true in every respect. He did say
when I bought from him the dam of
Pompous Chief that he would breed her
not only to Roslyn Wilkes but any other
•log in his kennel, and he kept his word,
too, as he has always done with me. I

have no differences with him at all;

they are all with Elliott. Harry
Jarrett always treated me right and
I admire him very much; I will do
anything I can for him, aud if he
wants a puppy for a house companion he
can have the use of my dog absolutely

free of charge. When your reporter

wrote that the "credit of breeding" my
dog belongs to Harry Jarrett I agree with

him in this respect, too. Although I

bred him I give my friend Jarrett the

credit. But when your reporter wrote
that I "didn't pretend to know so much
about collies until after his (my) dog
had won first" he "got away" from the

truth once again. I never so pretended
to him or anyone else. Let him mention
a single name hereafter in your columns
for his authority. The truth is, I know
nothing whatever additional about col-

lies since my dog won its prize. Your
reporter must have been awfully rattled.

Who in the world is he? Such a fabrica-

tion as he wrote for your columns is

known among newspaper men as a

"fake," for which he would be instantly

"fired" if a reporter on a Philadelphia
daily newspaper. C. W. BocER.
Philadelphia, May 7, 1892.

THE BEAGLE STANDARD. HINTS TO BEGINNERS.

A Member of the Beagle Clab Enters
Ills Protest Against a Change.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Referring to Mr. Phoebus' request to

alter the beagle standard, making the

height sixteen inches instead of fifteen,

I think it would be a great mistake, and

as a member of the beagle club, I desire

to enter my protest against the change.

While I think Mr. Phoebus is honest in

his belief and desire for the change I

think that the influence of the change on

the beagle would be very undesirable.

In this connection I would say that the

question of size in beagles should depend

greatly on the work they are expected to

do and the country in which they are to

be hunted, I believe Mr. Phoebus uses

his dogs in a comparatively open coun-

try where he can follow on horse-back
and that they are expected to run down
and kill the hare.

If such is the case a sixteen-inch dog
has advantages over the smaller one, and
I think he would find an eighteen-iiich

dog possessed some advantages over his

sixteen-inch brother, and if this was
adopted the distinctive type of our dog
would be lost. Now we know that near-

ly all beagles are used to shoot over and
are not expected to catch the hare, and I

think are largely used in thickly covered
country, and for this purpose a small dog
that can work in aud through cat briers,

will afford more shots than the larger

dogs. I have hunted in Maryland and
Virginia over both beagles and fox

hounds, aud my experience is that a

hare will make large circles in front of

the fox hounds, and that where they have
been run much with the fox hounds they

soon learn that a cat brier thicket means
security and there they will stay. With
a beagle this is changed, they are not

hurried off into the next county, and if

they try the cat brier thicket, our Mr.
Beagle can follow them quite handily. It

is my experience that a hare evidences

very little fear at the following of a

beagle, as I have repeatedly seen one run

in the grass ahead of my dogs some
thirty or forty yards, squatting every little

while until they came within a few yards.

In conclusion, I would say that for use

in the rough country throughout eastern

Pennsylvania aud the cat brier swamps
of New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland,

I think a dog fourteen inches high will

give more satisfaction than any other. I

think more attention should be paid to

getting our beagles short in coupling and
with good arched loins, I am opposed to

the long bodied type that indicates Bas-

sett blood. I know the objection to short

coupled bitches as not being so prolific

but I think if we could breed a few good
ones and get nearer to a uniform type it

would be better for the breed.

"Glknside."

no. III.

be acting wisely if

time to acquiring

management. We

A Correction In "AVhllTs."

EniTOR Fanciers' Journal.

In your "Whiffs from the MetrofKjlis"

column published last week Mr. Floyd

Vail is said to have judged at a bench
show here some years ago. I am afraitl

the writer of the paragraph has con-

founded Hamilton with some other Can-
adian city, for there has been no bench
show here, with the exception of the one
given last year, for at least a score of
years. Yours truly, A. D. Stewart.

Hon. Secy H. K. C.

Hamilton Canada, May 5, 1892.

Mr. Dorsey's Objections.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have received Fanciers' Journal
of April 16 and 23, and have read Phoe-

bus' letter. I can't agree with him.

Fifteen inches is high enough. My aim

is to breed beagles fourteen to fourteen

and one-half inches, as the most of my
best dogs have been in and al>out those

heights. As to the beagle's head scoring

too many points, I deg to differ again.

The head is our index of purity, and the

framersofour standard rightly appreci-

ated its worth. I have seen half-breeds

have excellent bodies, but when one
would carefully examine their heads

would find registered unmistakably im-

pure. Therefore I reiterate, thirty-five

points is not too much for our safeguard.

Yours truly, PoTTlNGER DORSEY.
New Market, Md., May 7, 1892.

The I^ove of the Dog.

Ouida, the novelist, writes: "The sym
pathyofyour dog is unfailing, unobtrusive. If

you are sad.so is he, and if you are merry, none

is so willing to leap and laugh with you as he. For
your dog you are never poor The attachment
of the dog to man outweighs and almost obliter-

ates attachment in him to his own race. There
is something shocking to our high opinion of
him in the callousness with which he will sniff

at the stiff body of a brother doe; he will follow

his master to the grave -"

on it."

ana sometimes die

From the Stock-Keeper.

Having made all the necessary arrange-

ments for the accommodation of his pets,

the beginner before proceeding to in-

vest in his dogs will

he devotes his spare

the details of kennel

cheerfully concede that a good bed to lie

upon, a clean floor to walk upon and a

good roof over their heads are requisites

that go a very long way towards making

the lives of dogs happy, but an additional

amount of comfort may be gained by

their receiving proper treatment in other

respects.

The question of food is an ever present

one to the owner of dogs, and upon this

subject, perhaps more than any other, do

authorities differ. To commence with, the

number of meals that should be provided

per diem is a debatable one amongst ex-

perts, but for our own part we are of the

opinion that for fancy dogs a light snack

in the morning and a hearty meal at

night will meet the requirements of most

varieties. In suggesting this arrange-

ment we are perfectly well aware that the

owners ofmany leading kennels only pro-

vide their dogs with a single meal a day,

but still, when it can be so arranged, we
prefer the two meals a day regime.

Twenty-four hours is a long fast for any

animal, and the do^, bein^ naturally of

a gluttonous disposition, will be induced

to bolt his food at an extra quick rate if

it is placed before . him when he is very

hungry. The reasons why we suggest

that the lighter meal should be supplied

in the morniug and the heavier at night

are the following. If a dog is well fed

before he is finally shut up he will sleep

more peacefully, and also warmer as the

process of digestion which is going on
in his inside will assuredly increase his

temperature, consequently he will be the

better enabled to resist the cold. On the

other hand, a few mouthfuls before the

labors of the day are commenced will act

as a stay and support to the dog through

the fatigues of a walk or violent exercise,

and therefore we are personally in favor

of two meals per diem, the former of

which is not to be a heavy one.

As a rule, there are quite enough scraps

to be found about an ordinary establish-

ment for the support of an ordinary dog,

but in hazarding this assertion we are

alive to the fact that all establishments

are not ordinary, and all dogs are not to

be included in the common order of

things. To explain our meaning, we may
point out that the scraps that fall from a

bachelor's table could scarcely be ex-

pected to provide for the wants of a St.

Bernard or Great Dart*, whilst the broken

pieces that remain over after a dozen

persons have dined might reasonably be

expected to be more than a toy terrier

could consume with benefit to his

health.
The appetites, too, of individual dogs

vary very considerably, and consequent-

ly, assuming that the animal is not a

glutton, the quantity of his evening meal
may be just as much as he will eat with

gusto. In the morning about one-quar-

ter as much may be supplied him, in our

opinion, with advantage, but that, as we
have suggested before, is a matter of

judgment. Under pny circumstances it

is a bad plan to leave food in front of

dogs for them to pick about and nibble

at, for this has the effect of ruining the

most robust of appetites. Directly a dog
ceases to peg into his food with a will

the vessel containing it should be re-

moved, when it will be found that by the

time when the hour for the next meal

comes around he will usually be quite

ready to tackle his breakfast or his sup-

per, as the case may be.

Beginners, however, must realize the

fact that there is the greatest difference in

the world between a shy feeder and a

dainty dog. The former can only be re-

garded as an unfortunate and unhappy

—

because dyspeptic— beast, while the lat-

ter is simply the result of the injurious

treatment he has received at the hands of

an inexperienced or thoughtless master

or mistress, usually the latter. It is

nauseous to a true dog fancier to be told

by an owner that "my dog won't touch

biscuits," or "quite refuses to eat vege-
tables.

'

' One never hears such assertions
made without thinking kindly of the
memory of the old country vet. who
made a fortune out of his practice of doc-
toring the pampered pets of his lady
clients. His regime was simple as its ef-

fects were undeniable, and he always
worked upon the no cure no pay princi-
ple, with profit to himself and benefit to

his patients. The dyspeptic pug or bloated
poodle was shut up in an old brick oven
in an outhouse, together with a pail of
water, a piece of fat bacon, an onion and
the sole of an old shoe. When the bacon
—after a day or two's fasting—had been
consumed, and a start made upon the
onion, the practitioner used to write to

his clients aud say the dog was getting
better, aud when the old shoe was finally

tackled the patient was pronounced to be
cured.

Now we do not suggest that quite such
heroic measures should be adopted by
readers towards their pets, but at the
same time we most strongly advise that
all dainty dogs should be starved into
partaking of wholesome food. When the
creature refuses to eat; assuming, of
course, that his health is all right, remove
his tin from him and present it again at

the next meal time, and so on until he
takes to it, which, in the vast majority of
instances, will not be long. The shy
feeder, that bete noir of dog fanciers and
show men, has, of course, to be treated
with consideration, for it must be remem-
bered that his fastidiousness is probably
due to a weak digestion, or some other
form of ailment. Every care should,
therefore, be taken to get them to pick a
few pieces, and if the loss of appetite con-
tinues, the services of a competent veter-

inary sugeon should be enlisted in behalf
of the invalid.

Variety in their diet we consider to be
as advantageous to the hcalih of dogs as

it is to that of men, for no animal can, by
any possibility, continue to enjoy one
continuous course of unvarying diet, let

alone thrive upon the same. As a staple

food for dogs there is nothing better than
the meat and beetroot biscuits that the
experience aud experiments of vSpratts

Patent have placed upon the market, as

the beetroot not only tends to keep the
bowels in good working order—a great
desideratum when dogs kept in confine-

ment are concerned—but being a fatten-

ing substance, it has the effect of adding
quite a considerable quantity of flesh to

the ribs, which materially adds to the
show condition of the animal. It is

somewhat remarkable to consider how
easily the condition of a dog's inside be-

comes affected by injudicious feeding,
valuable exhibition animals being mar-
tyrs to the ill effects of constipation, and
therefore the beetroot contained in the
biscuits forms a most useful adjunct to

their meals.
Oatmeal is too laxative in its effects

and too heating to suit all dogs, but
(onus a capital change of food, but it

should always be given to them well
boiled and mixed up with the liquor in

which either bones or sheep's or an ox's
head has been stewed. A portion of the
meat from the latter may also be given
with the meal and soup, and the addition
of some well-boiled green stuff—cabbnge,
turnip tops or even nettles—is always to

be recommended.

Every dog should have a bone—a big
one with not too much meat on it—to

gnaw occasionally, as the process of de-

molishing the bone promotes the secre-

tion of saliva and assists digestion, for it

must be remembered that a dog bolts

and does not masticate his food. Bis-

cuits may be given dry, or soaked in

broth, it being somewhat curious to find

that most dogs prefer to drink the broth
and have the biscuits dry, the pleasure of
gnawing them up very probably having
something to do with the selection.

A capital food for shy feeders may be
made from bullock's windpipes and the
palates of sheep's heads well stewed up
with a little pearl barley, with a few
currants added when cold, the tartness

of the latter apparently adding an irre-

sistible flavor to the dish which very few
dogs will refuse to partake of unless they
are in health. In the summer months,
of course, both bullock's and sheep's
heads are cheap, and may readily be pro-

cured, but in the winter the substitutes

we have just mentioned are very valuable
and acceptai)le additions to the canine
menu.
Opinions differ as regards the results of

flesh as a food for dogs, but for our own

part we have no hesitation at all in
recommending an occasional full feed of
sound cooked horse flesh. In the first

place the taste of meat is dear to every
member of the race; in the second, it is

a welcome change, and thirdly, we are
very much of the opinion that, pro
vi ding the flesh is sound, an occasional
meal of the kind is most conducive to the
health of the dogs.

[to be continued.]

ANIMALS' THOUGHTS.

Their Scope Uegrulated Not by Touch
and Sight, but Probably by Smell.

From the London Globe.

It is very doubtful, indeed, whether
people appreciate how great is the gulf

between our human thoughts and feel-

ings—thoughts more than feelings—and
those of the lower animals. One hears

commonplaces of the possibility of an
extra sense, and so on, often enough, but

the entire difference of mental basis that

must exist between us and the cats, dogs

and horses which we fancy we under-

stand, seems hardly ever to be conceived.

In one direction all animals are alike

—

all dread death and physical injury, all

eagerly seek and accept suitable food,

all have in their earlier years that ten-

dency to release the serious business of

after life which we call play.

These common needs and inclinations

furnish a mental substratum, a lingua

franca, that roughly may all comprehend,

but into its crude, almost formless com-
munications what an infinite amount of

ourselves we are inclined to read in,

without further justification.

The lion in the menagerie sprawls,

with his greeu-gray eyes staring out, it

seems, into the infinite. "Splendid fel-

low," we say; "noble creature ! He is

thinking of the blue mountains that

bounded his desert world." About as

much, dear poetess, as you, when you

have that look upon your face, are think-

ing of the summation of infinite series or

katabolic metaboly.

Let us first analyze a little the elements

in the picture of the universe painted on
our own minds. It is a harmony in space
and time. You think of a thing as a
form having a position in what you call

space, and changing as the minutes,
hours and days slip by. The human
world is a world of pictures, our mem-
ories are sight images that we raise from
their sleep in our brains for a little while.

We seem to live at the back of our eyes.

The human world is a visible world par
excellence.

But since the days of Bishop Berkeley
we have come to perceive more and more
distinctly that the eye sees so clearly,

not by its own virtue but as the result of
the education afforded it by our hands.
At first the world of the child must be a

flat confusion of shapes, which it learns

to interpret by the movement of its hands
over the forms it sees. The vision is at

first without depth, without relief, with-

out modeling or atmosphere. Professor
Preyer's little boy, many months old,

tried to snatch the lamp in a railway car-

riage several feet beyond arm's length.

Those born blind, who at a later age
have been restored to their sight by med-
ical skill, and who consequently have
not learned to connect sight and touch
impressions, fancied all the things they
saw touched their eyes. Indeed, it is

one of the elementary teachings of psy-

chology that our perception of space in

our vision of the world conies to us
through our fingers.

And the lion has no fingers. Neither
do the cat, the dog and the horse possess

these necessary media to a nice discrimi-

nation of shapes and position. The
horse, with its digits imprisoned in a
horny hoof, is in a particularly bad case.

It is impossible to believe that the paint-

ing on the eje of these creatures is inter-

preted by them with anything like the
delicacy or truth that we can attribute to

what we see. Moreover, a certain "yel-

low spot of distinct vision" common to

us and apes is absent from their eyes.

The horse frequently seems to use his

eyes independently of ?J\ch other, un-

doubtedly the majority of animals do so,

how then can we imagine in their rase,
for a moment, such a single picture of a
world as we in our waking moments look
out upon? A few simple experiments
with a cat will convince anyone that she
cannot distinguish a hand, with empty
fingers, held toward her from one con-
taining any not too odoriferous edible. A
bull makes no distinction between the
display of a red pocket handkerchief atul
the shedding of blood.
And while the animal may not, and in

all probability does not, refer its world
to a spaced picture aud think in visible
images as we do, there is no doubt that
in other respects its sensations may have
a definition of mental value (juite un-
known to the equivalent sense in our-
selves. We may "carry faces to the
heavens" and stalk about the temporary
lords of the world, but for all that> our
noses are poor things.

The human nose is an apologetic pim-
ple compared with the magnificent organ
of the horse or dog. Our sense of smell
is, when contrasted with our sight and
hearing, singularly undiscriminating.
We can arrange sounds into series; we
know E is between C and F; we appre-
ciate octaves and harmonies. Similarly
we can put the colors into order, decide
upon the amount of blue in a purple and
get almost the emotion at the sight of a
white star in the blue of the summer twi-
light or of the amber sunlight glinting
between the blades of grass.

But this serial arrangement, this sort-

ing and selective choice, is entirely be-

yond our rudimentary senses of smell.
To us the idea of the scent of the violet

being a rich harmony or the suggestion
that the frying of onions is a discord or
that patchouli aud the new mown hay
are pleasant things in different times and
keys sounds utter nonsense. Our noses
are entirely too dull to effect the analysis
necessary before scents can be distin-

guished as complex and sorted and re-

combined so as to be made an lesthetic

pleasure.

But with the animals we have named
all this is different. Half the head of a

horse or adult dog is nose. It is proba-
ble, therefore, that the dog's mind is

based essentially on impressions of smell.

He perceives the crafty Ulysses through
all disguises that hide him frmo human
detection, sniffs him and is satisfied.

The stories of the faithful do^ crawling
to his master's picture aud licking the
boots of it, show a lamentable want of

imagination—even of common observa-

tion.

Anyone who has watched a lo.st dog in

the street must, or, at least, ought to.

perceive that the animal has only the

vaguest idea of what its adored master
looks like. Only on that supposition can

its movements be understood. The cre-

ature is looking for a smell image with
its nose. And a sense with such analyti-

cal power as the dog's olfactory percep-

tions exhibit must certainly be capable

of harmonic and discordant arrangements
and effects.

Now here our reason takes us beyond
our powers of realization. How the great

external paints itself on the mind of a

dog we can speculate, but not picture.

But that a dog's thought and a dog's

mind run on different lines and pass

through phases entirely outside the scope

of our experince is beyond all question.

We have our own universe to inhabit;

into the most familiar animal's world we
may as little hope to enter as into the

worlds around the uttermost fixed stars.

But suffering, and loss and gain, anger

and delight, aie wider things than think-

ing, and through these we .stretch across

the gulf and establish a vague but often

very strong sympathy with the minds we
cannot span.

A Letter from Mr. Fellows.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Mr. Bell's rope was not long enough,

so I .shall prove that no matter how well

posted he is re fighting bull terriers that

he knows simply nothing about the work

a cocker should do, aud with your per-

mit I will give extracts from letters pub-

lished in the various sporting papers in a

future letter.

I did not say Mr. Bell never fired a

gun, but I say now that he must tell the

woodcock yarn to the marines. I have

just received a letter saying, "the ouly

cock Bell ever hit was a wooden cock
(faucet)." It is nonsense to talk about
shooting thirty years ago, for if a man
ever killed woodcock over a cocker span-
iel he never stops as long as he is able to
walk.

I know very well what Mr. Bell's affec-
tion for a dog amounts to; it is expressed
thus, |. %, $ and c, c, c.

About tracking wounded deer, I would
say that Mr. Bell should read the papers.
I can name a dozen gentlemen who use
cockers, and one man that uses a cocker
and a Dachshund; they must not run on
the track, but work it out just as any
well-trained cocker does and never get
out of short gun range. Mr. N. A. Os-
good, the canvas canoe man and treasurer
of the Michigan State Sportsman's Asso-
ciation, has tried all kinds of dogs for
tracking or finding wounded deer, but
now uses cockers only.
Never mind, Mr. Bell, about the wolf

hunt and clown dogs now, its cocker's
work and retrieving that we are talking
about. You aren't hurt yet, stand up
and take your gruel like a man. When
I am done with you, you will know
something about a working cocker.
Yours truly, J. Otis Fellows.

P. S.— I have just received a letter

from Mr. John Davidson (4, 29th), who
says: "I have been using my cocker
spaniel on snipe. She is a wonder. I

have hunted dogs ever since I was able
to carry a gun and I never saw the equal
of this bitch for activity, spirit and en-
durance before. Mud or water has no
effect on her. A full half day did not
tire her in the least, through mud, water,
rushes or anything that came in the
way. She is no crocodile though. No
racehorse ever was more truly or hand-
somely joined; straight as an arrow on
her legs and so beautifully proportioned;
not too long for her length, her action
and muscular development is almost be-

yond belief for anything of her size. She
can retrieve anything." Now, let me
ask which do the sportsmen of America
think knows the most about a cocker's
work, John Davidson or George Bell?

J. o. F.

DEATH OF ALBERT'S DUCHESS.

A Winner In the I». K. C. Field TrInU
Phmhcs Away.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Dear brother sportsman, sadly must I

report the death of that valuable little

bitch Albert's Duchess. All the readers

of The Fanciers' Journal will remem-

ber the brilliant heats at the P. K. C.

field trial in 1S90, where in the Derby

she won first. In 1S91 she won second

in the all aged stake at the Philadelphia

Kennel Club's field trial. Albert's Duch-

ess was bred by Dr. Hair, at Bridgeport,

Conn., and was owned by Dr. John A.

Hartman, of Latrobe. Pa. This little

pet or baby as she was called in my
family had been placed in my kennels at

Luray, Va., July 21, 1S90, atul was trained

by me and handled at both trials and
was a great credit to me.
Now as to her death in KS90, she was

kicked by my horse on the head l)etween

the eye and ear which caused an abscess

for a few months; finally ithcaKd up and
was no more trouble unt'l last week,

when her head swelled up twice its

natural size, her eyes were shut and her

jaws became locked, she seemed t« l)e

deaf, she remained thus for four days and
finally passed away into the unknown
laud.

Brother sportsman, oh what a sad time

it was to me and my little family, my
good little wile and I. and in fact my ten

year old son all grieved for her. Duch-

ess was one of the family in the dining

room, in our bed room and in f;ict no

place in the house was denied her, but

all of no good now, she is gone for ever

and I hope is in peace. While I pen these

sad lines her only daughter by Joe Lewis

is fondly playing at my feet.

This puppy 1 named Beau Ideal, and

surely is not miss-nanu-d for she is a

mental, model of beauty. If I and Beau

Ideal will both live to stc the Eastern

trials, I will prove to the sportsmen that

she is the best and handsomest puppy

that ever inhaled the free air of America.

Yours truly, PROf. J. O. ScuuYLKR.

Li.NCu:.NTON, N. C. Mayl2, 1892.
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CHICAGO CHAT.

Interesttnu: Items Gathered About the
Windy City.

Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

Dr. Rowe, of the American Field, is

still confined to his house. A second at-

tack of la grippe is what is keeping the

doctor at home. In the meantime Can
Can can fire away with impunity.

Charles E. Rowland, who will be re-

membered as the genial secretary of the

Toledo Kennel Club, passed through

Chicago to-day, en route home. Charlie,

though nearly out of dogs, has still a

warm corner in his heart for man's best

friend. He says Toledo could give a

paying .show during the fall, but what is

necessary is a little more backbone in the

members.
The Illwiss Kennels bull bitch Lady

Nan whelped on May i ten puppies, nine

of which were dogs, to that celebrated

little dog King Lud. This is the largest

litter of bull puppies I have heard of and
is certainly the largest litter ever whelped
in this country. Two of the puppies

have since died, the balance are doing

well. Ed. says this, in a measure is

making it up for the loss of Nobby
Twist.

R. J. Sawyer, of Menominee, Mich.,

has sold to Mr. George W. Methews, Jr.,

of Chicago, the St. Bernard dog Mascot
Chief. The price is quite a long one.

So Can Can had actually been asked to

judge. Oh, mo; for terms to judge at

some of the western shows. Thanks to

Can Can for keeping it fresh; it would
soon be forgotten and Can Can with it

were it not that Can Can himself keeps

it before us in public print. I have al-

ready been asked to judge at some of the

fall .shows, but don't see the necessity of

letting all the world know about it.

The Mascoutah Kennel Club held

its annual election of officers last

evening, result: Byron L. Smith, presi-

dent; W. J. Bryson, first vice-president;

William Borden, second vice-president;

John Lincoln, Jr., was re-elected secre-

tary.

Mr. Benjamin Rosenbery, the assignee

of the estate of George H. Covert, will on

the loth instant declare a dividend of 25

per cent. No doubt this will be welcome
news to the many creditors. Covert, it

will be remembered, was the proprietor

of the Killartiey Kennels. In August

last he made an a.ssignment, and on the

2 1 St of November, in pursuant to an or-

der entered by the Connty Court of Cook
County, 111., the entire kennel, some
fifty dogs in all, were sold at public auc-

tion at the Mohawk Kennels, Auburn
Park. 111. The highest price paid was
for Tearaway, I215, and the lowest $1 for

a puppy. A little less than |iooo was
realized.

Yesterday I received a neat little pam-
phlet containing the charter, by-laws and
rules of the Hermitage Kennel Club, of

Nashville, Tenn. The club has lately

been admitted to membership in the A.

K. C. At its initial meeting a few days

ago the following gentlemen were elected

a Board of Directors for the coming
year: R. A. Lasseter, Robert C. Stockton,

W. H. Peck, H. B. Morrow, J. H. Ackleu,

William C. vSmith, Frank Searight, Judge
J.M.Dickinson, C. L. Ridley, General

W. H. Jackson, F. M. Dorris, J. A. Cock-

rill, K. E. Duncan and John F. Ful-

gham.
The directors then elected from their

own number the following list of officers :

President, Judge J. M. Dickinson ; first

vice-president, General W. H. Jackson
;

second vice-president, William C. Smith;

secretary and treasurer, Henry B. Mor-

row.
Mr. Ed. A. Woodward and William

Mariner, proprietor of the Illwiss Ken-

nels, have imported anther bull bitch for

breeding purposes. Her name is Nautch

Girl, by Don Pedro—Juno II. She is a

light weight, yellow and white in color

and is about fourteen months old. She

has a good, deep, roomy body and should

prove a valuable addition to their al-

ready strong kennel of bull dogs. She

came through Spratts Patent and arrived

in excellent condition. There are more

to follow.
. - . , ,

I am peisonally acquainted with nearly

all these gentlemen, and can only say a

more representative botly of gentlemen,

each one thoroughly fit for the place he

is chosen, is seldom elected. The club

is talking of holding its first show under

the wing of the A. K. C. next December.

May success crown their efforts. H.i,.0.

POULTRY an° PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

Hens are apt to become possessed of

the incubating fever more frequently this

month than fanciers desire. How to

break up a setting hen has been the

theme of many poultry scribes. It is

needless here to refer to the many tricks

practiced in order to "break up" the hen.

Like the methods employed to cure a

balky horse, success is only attained with

the consent of the subject.

shows, we are informed, and the fanciers

of both cities will help to make the

Rochester shoA a success.*
This is a wise move, as the three cities

are too near to each other to warrant

holding three shows in one month.

« •

*
« «

There is, however, a simple and

humane way of breaking up a setting

hen,, which, if taken at the start will as a

rule prove successful. As soon as the hen

becomes broody, place her in wire cage.

The latter should be put in the yard or

shed, the hen having a full view of the

rest of the flock. Do not feed the hen,

but give her water to drink.

•*

The Philadelphia Club in its quiet way

is preparing for another great show in

the Quaker City next winter. Many

prominent citizens of Philadelphia have

become highly interested in poultry and

pigeons, and have taken stock in the

club.
*

It is now contemplated by the directors

of the above club to secure permanent

quarters where all poultry periodicals

can be kept on file and social intercourse

between fanciers become more frequent.

uess and independence has opened the

eyes of many fanciers on the merits of

the Cochin fowl, and won a substantial

victory in dispelling the unsportsmanlike

prejudice that existed among fanciers

against all B^nglish birds.

«
» *

* «

In a day or two, she will become de-

cidedly uneasy and anxious to get out of

her prison. We seldom found more than

forty-eight hours necessary to cure

broody hens by this method.
«
* «

If pullets are never allowed to set and

hatch a brood, the chances are favorable

of obtaining a strain of fowls that will

become almost non-setters.

This means a decided step in the direc-

tion of advancing knowledge and secur-

ing concerted action on all poultry and

pigeon matters.

« «

Much depends on the breed, however,

and the man that will make a race of

non-setting Partridge Cochin will deserve

a monument.
« »

We publish another letter from Brer

Weed in this issue. As our friend think«»

we are as intolerant as he is, we will as-

sure him that Thk Fanciers' Journal
supports all shows that are honestly con-

ducted. It respects the honest opinions

of men that favor the score card as much
as those that favor ccmparison, but when

score card advocates imply as Brer Weed
did, that no "breeders" favor compari-

son we feel bound to "call the turn." We
know Brer Weed to be honest in his be-

lief on everything he says, but he owes

many intelligent fanciers and breeders

who favor comparison judging an expla-

nation as to the term "breeder" he used.

We have had several inquiries regarding

his strange statement. This the intoler-

ance on his part we referred to. As to

other questions found in his letter of this

week, we do not deem it necessary to

reply as the ground has been gone over

until it is packed hard.

* «

We will simply add that The Fan-

ciers' Journal will royally support the

Rochester show, the same as it does the

Philadelphia, New York and other

shows, but it will not attempt to kill off

one show because the system of judging

is different from that of other shows. If

Brer Weed knew of the systematic at-

tempts to injure the New York show in

1 891, he would condemn the methods

employed, notwithstanding the fact that

the men were score card advocates.

The Fanciers' Journal is an inde-

pendent weekly newspaper of the fancy,

and not an organ of any club or clicque.

It has stirred up fanciers to discuss the

different .systems of judging and the

benefits will sooner or later be substan-

tially seen.

*

George Weed ought to make a hustling

superintendent at the Rochester show,

and the New York Poultry vSociety have

done well in securing his services.
»

Binghamton and Elmira will hold no

E. C. wants to know whether the A. P.

A. and the specialty clubs expel mem-
bers for crooked dealing. Nearly all

specialty clubs we believe have made

provisions for such an emergency, and

the A. P. A. has an Advisory Board which

settles all disputes between members,

and if one of the disputants fails to abide

by the decision of the board he can be

expelled from membership, in the dis-

cretion of the Executive Committee. It

is doubtful if a non-member could ob-

tain satisfaction, however, by making

charges against a member of the A. P.

A. If a man has been found guilty of

crooked dealing the courts will supply

the quickest and best remedy. The

poultry press will do the rest.

We do not like to see American money

go to England for Cochins that ought to

be bred in this country, and since the

Cochin Club of America has taken "the

bull by the horns" and will follow the

luiglish method of breeding Cochins it is

to be hoped that the United States will

be able to produce Cochins fit to meet

the English-bred birds and beat the Brit-

ishers at their own game.

* *

•%
In this connection we might add that

the Advisory Board of the A. P. A. has

never had a case involving honesty on

the part of its members brought before

it. We have heard of several instances

where charges were to be made against a

member, but some pacific individual al-

ways stepped in and called off "the dogs

of war."

« «

It is always unpleasant and difficult to

get rid of an undesirable member in any

club, and the safest rule is not to admit

such. To become a member of the A. P.

A. it is only necessary to pay $10 and

secure the signature of two bosom friends

who happen to be members, and the job

is completed. Both the A. P. A. and the

specialtv clubs might make the path a

little more difficult.

The American Poultry Journal remarks:

"The Fanciers' Journal, of Philadel-

phia, suggests I. K. Felch for president

of the A. P. A. a year hence. How does

that strike the advocates of judging Ijy

comparison in the beany East." Very

consistent, we should say.

*
« »

The April New England Fancier ar-

rived behind time, but made up for its

tardiness in giving a very interesting il-

lustrated article on crested breeds, which

fanciers interested in Polish and French

fowls would do well to read.

«

American Cochin Breeders should not

fail to read the letter of Mr. Tomlinson's

published in our last issue. It will give

a better idea of what English breeders

are doing with Cochins than the mere

guesswork of w ritcrs who never set foot

on English soil and really know little of

the subject they attempt to write upon.

•%
The Fanciers' Journal by its fair-

In a number of exchanges we find com-

plaints that the show dates of 1893 are

very conflicting, and the usual wail that

such should happen is indulged in by the

writers.

*»
The League of American Poultrymen

was organized for the very purpose of

avoiding such trouble, and the short-

sighted policy of some of our contempo-

raries in opposing the League is not cal-

culated to bring about a well-organized

svstem of holding shows.*
As long as Mr. Felch and a few of his

followers continue to oppose anything

that has not the A. P. A. trademark,

chaos will reign. It is time for the poul-

try press to handle this question fearless-

ly. The Fanciers' Monthly seems to be

on the scent, and a Pacific Coast Associ-

ation is talked of, which is to regulate

the circuit of shows in that country.

The Fanciers' Journal has no sym-

pathy with those who want the League

to kill the A. P. A.. The latter has its

owu mission to perform the same as the

I.^ague. Both associations will be crit-

ically watched in the future.

*
The statement made by a few people

that the League was organized to advo-

cate comparison judging is the veriest

bosh.

* *

Our English contemporary. Poultry,

in commenting on the article that ap-

peared in The Fanciers' Journal re

comparison judging, remarks

:

"As is pretty well known, all judging was done

in the United States by means of the scoring

card, which, however, satisfactory, was naturally

a very slow and often a very tedious business.

Some short time ago, however, 'the English

baby,' or comparison judging was advocated,

and several shows adopted it. As was only to

be expected, this at once led to long discussions,

and many practical men ranged themselves on

either side, each declaring their system the best.

We are quite convinced our American friends

will bustle round' til they do get a satisfactory

sy-tem, and although 'the English baby' has all

along suted us. it by no means follows that it

will suit them."
*

* *

This is a healthy and sensible way of

looking at the question.

•*»

The discouragers of corn as food for

laying hens, as well as all scientists who

concock "well balanced rations," should

read and ponder over the following ex-

tracts from an interesting article written

by A. L. Crosby for the Country Gentle-

man :

"I know little about corn, its growth, cultiva-

tion, curing, feeding ; though I have been grow-

ing and feeding it all my life. What I used to

think I knew would fill a volume. A Farmer's

Daughters says: 'I do advocate the use of corn,

but under certain restrictions.that it goes to make

one of the parts of what scientific feeders call

'a well-balanced ration.' Well, what is 'a well-

balanced ration ?' The chemist analyzes eggs,

for example, and finds they contain certain

amounts of albuminoids, carbohydrates and fat.

He jumps at the conclusion that the leed of the

hen must have been similar constituents in

about the same relative proportions, in order to

supply the materials for the hens to make eggs.

All well and good, so far, but he goes farther and
tries to find a combination of feeds that will

supply these substances in the right quantity

according to his analysis of the feed ! This is

where he errs. He does not take into considera-

tion the fact that the hen—or other animal—can

convert substances not fat into fat, or use the

other constituent parts of the feed for a different

purpose from that which the chemi.st supposed

it would be used."

"Here is an example: You can feed hogs upon
corn and water—nothing else—and they will

grow, and get very fat (I have done it often be-

fore I got scientific enough to know better); you

kill those hogs and convert them into bacon,

then hire a lot of colored hands to work on the

farm and feed them upon that fat bacon, and

corn bread "riz" with hog's lard! Those hands

will work day after day, month after month, and

year after year; in the heat and the cold, the wet

and dry, retain their health and strength and

live to a good old age. Every one who
lives below Mason's and Dixon's line knows this

to be true. Where does the 'balancing' come in

in this case? But you say, 'the men eat .some-

thing else beside corn bread and bacon.' Not

much else; a few potatoes, in the spring some
greens, in the fall some cabbage; but, to make
matters worse, they eat enormous quantities of

molasses—in the summer as well as the winter.

If you analyze the corn the hogs eat, you cannot

possibly find enough fat to account for the fat in

their bodies. This has been proved by Sir John

B. Lawes, in England.

•%
"My (formerly) opposite neighbor once tested

a Jersey cow for butter; made a week's test. The

cow had, along with others, the run of an orch-

ard grass pasture, which was poor; in addition

she had three pints of cornmeal morning and

night. She made over sixteen pounds of butter

in one week. Orchard grass, occording to Prof*

Stewart's table j in his book 'Feeding Animals,'

contains 40-100 of one per cent, of fat, and com
(same ruthority) contains three i 10 percent, of

fat. Where did the Jersey get the materials from

which to make over sixteen pounds of butter in

one week? As I said before, I know very little

about corn, but as Prof. Henry of the Wisconsin

Experiment Station once said that oats con-

tained an active principle'that the chemist can-

not find, I have come to the conclusion that corn

also has something in it that the chemist, so far,

has failed to discover."

"But to go back to the hens. A Farmer's

Daughter says: 'Mr. Crosby does not say what

breed of chickens he has been so successful with

keeping them upon corn and corn alone for

months at a time, yet with such good results in

egg yield.' My first experiment was made with

grade light Brahmas, a breed supposed to lay on

fat too rapidly for the egg business if fed much
corn. I fed those hens for a year with an almost

exclusive diet of whole corn, giving them a few

crackiins twice a week for part of the time.

They had the ' \\n of a smal! yard, but never had

free range for a day. They paid a net profit of

$1.25 per hen over cost of feed, and this was al-

most entirely from the sale of eggs at market

price. Of late years I have been feeding Plym-

outh Rocks and Dominiques. Last summer and

summer before they were fed nothing but corn,

and for months in the warm weather of 1890,

they were fed on damaged corn taken from a

vessel sunk in the Chesapeake Bay. I had read

so often that hens wouldn't eat damaged grain,

or if they did it would make them sick or kill

them, that I was a little doubtful ^about feeding

this corn, but I risked it, and—at fourteen cents

a bushel—it made cheap eggs. I also fed this

damaged corn to my growing chicks, but they

had free range, and so 'balanced' it. Yes, my
Rock hens do get fat, very fat sometimes, but

they keep on laying.

« *

"I have not made a big average record of eggs

per hen, because I have always had too many
old hens on hand; they lowered the average. I

don't wish to lead anyone astray in feeding

hens. I tell my experience, and others may not

find it to correspond with their's, but if one has

hens to feed, and corn is the cheapest and

most accessible food he can get, I would advise

him to try it for himself, watching the results

carefully, and if the hens lay all right go ahead

wilh the unbalanced ration. I believe we have

got to balance our minds before we can balance

our rations scientifically; we have got into cer-

tain grooves, have worn them smooth, and it is a

'heap' easier to slide along in them than to get

into new ones and wear them smooth—and have

all the old 'groovers' laughing at us in the

meanwhile."
»

« *

Look out for that American nocturnal

pilferer, the skunk. The warm nights

create a restiveness in its soul and a de-

sire for chicken. It stealeth out softly

soon after the sun hath retired, and
chicken coops that have no high floors

and door^ are doomed. The skunk is

gluttonous in his habits, and a brood of

chickens will make a fair meal. The
best way to catch skunks is to bait a

steel trap with a dead chicken. Not be-

ing possessed of the cunning of the rat

the skunk is easily trapped. What to

do with such a catch is not as simple as

with animals not having as "keen scent."

A well directed bullet from a rifle will

prove the safest method of sending

its soul to the happy hunting grounds.

CHIPS FROM THE POULTRY BLOCK,

Fleeing Fancies Nipped on the

Wing for Our Readers.

BY TRIXIE.

I have been reading with much inter-

est "Diseases of Poultry," by Dr. Roth,

but his last eff"usion took all the wind out

of my sails. How anyone, a learned M.

D. ^especially, can recommend mercurial

ointment is more than I am able to com-

prehend.

Being an allopath, no other would

make use of mercury in any form, he

undoubtedly knows better than do we
the effects of that mineral poison upon

the system. With due respect to the

learned doctor, I would say, let the drug

alone; don't use it yourselfnor administer

it to any animal under your care and

protection.

The ointment compounded by the doc-

tor will be just as effective were he to

leave the mercurial ointment out entire-

ly, and for my part I have found salty

grease, such as meat fryings, to answer

the purpose admirably; it acts like a

charm on the big-head louse, can't

recommend it to effectually prevent the

gape worm.

Brer Jacobs has donned his war paint

again. lu the main he is entirely right,

and "right wrongs no one." Entirely too

many ink slingers use their talent, if they

have any, in trying to blacken the fair

name of some brother fancier that has

incurred their displeasure. I'm sorry to

see even The Fanciers' Journal does

a little of this on itse own hook.
[Where, when and how? The Fan-

ciers' Journal has never by word or

deed blackened the "fair fame of a

brother fancier." It has criticised, even
severely, the methods of individuals that

are a menace to the fraternity, and doing
so protected its readers and echoed the

sentiments of all decent and honorable
fanciers.

—

Ed. F. J.]
I like to see a man's name signed to

that which he writes of a controversal

character, but when he signs it at both
ends it's piling it on a little thick. Mr.
Reynaud, when you again give us a few

lines from your pen you might bribe the

office "devil'* to set up your name in the

centre of the article, enclosing it in

brackets. When a letter is more than

one column in length we are apt to for-

get who the writer is before he reaches

the conclusion. In that case much of

the force of the argument is lost on the

desert air.

Mr. Editor, Uncle Mike has bid you
and I come up to "peace and plenty"

poultry yards, his home, and see for our-

selves. Let's go. You fill your grip

with good old Philadelphia ozone, he'll

furnish the Jersey lightning, and I know
where I can borrow an Irish grey. I'd

invite Cloud but then he does not visit

Uncle Mike any more.
"Feather Legs," a crank who writes

for the News, has been in the poultry

business some thirty years, and, so he

says, has not yet learned that hard boiled

eggs are not easily digested, hence not

suitable food for young chicks. I have
but little faith in his powers of observa-

tion, if in th»t time he has not learned a

thing or two about what to and what not
to feed young chicks.
Week before last you called me down

for saying that 200 brown lyCghorns were
entered at the Philatlelphia show. Now,
if you look over the files of your paper
you'll find that statement made by one
of your own correspondents, and you
did not contradict him.
Borrowing papers is the worst thing in

poultry culture I've had to contend with.
I've received every issue of Fancikrs'
Journal, commencing with Volume V.,

but in looking over my file I find quite a
number gone, so in the future I'll neither
borrow or lend, and the rest of my
readers would do well to adopt the same
rule.

The Leagua of American Poultrymen
has it in their power to do the fancy
much good or harm, and it now looks to

me as though the latter is all we may
reasonably look for at its hands. It was
formed, I now believe, with the sole ob-
ject of nurturing that English baby. No
wonder Uncles Isaac and Beniamin are
down on it. I had hoped for better

things to grow out of it, but I am doomed
to disappointment, so it appears now.
New York and Philadelphia, like the old

man of the sea, have a death grip upon
its throat, and if it fails to do their bid-

ding they'll strangle it without mercy.
That is the present situation as it appears
to an outsider. There is a certain P'ng-

lish influence over in New Jersey that'll

do the work, if it is possible for it to be
done at all. We'll watch and pray.

German or Belgium Hares.

The following letter was received re-
garding the above.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Will you kindly tell me the'difference
between'the German and Belgium hares?
Also where I can purchase genuine im-
ported full grown German hares. I wish
to get good stock and am imformed that
some parties are selling Belgium rabbits

for German hares. Please answer.
F. Jennings,

Rhinebeck, N. Y., May 5, 1882.

ANSWERED BY JOHN E. DIEHL.

Belgium hares and German hares are
the same thing. Our common wild rab-

bit is often crossed with the above which
of course makes an inferior specimen.
Genuine Belgium hares can be obtained
from H. W. Valile, 319 Market Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

May 10, 1892.;

Transfer of Stock.

From R. vS. Groves to Mr. J. G. Najole,
both of Philadelphia, Pa., four pairs fine

white African owls.

Brer Weed Explains.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have just found time to take a hasty

look through the last three or four weeks

papers I then noticed your remarks to

my last letter. Now Mr. Editor, will

you please tell me when and where I

have ever said anything against "Eng-

lish Cochins." You claim that the birds

that have won at Philadelphia and New
York are English type, all right we will

say that they are. Now the point that I

wish to get at is this, those very birds

won their honors in the open and regular

class, and there is nothing in the stand-

ard as recognized by the A, P. A. against

them, the only point of difference that I

can see in the two standards is in the

"hock feathering," and I for one can see

no beauty in a "Vulture Hock," the whole

thing in a nutshell is that a few mem-

bers of the New York and Philadelphia

societies wishing to show their contempt

for the A. P. A., and its standard granted

classes lor disqualified birds, and to show

that the A. P. A.'s standard must be

about right, there was not one bird

entered at either show in the disqualified

class. Now in regard to "comparison."

I've read a little article that hits it about

right. At a certain school they granted

prizes for the l>est record made in each

class—one little boy won one premium
and came home quite elated, he was

asked how he won it, and he says teacher

asked me how many legs a horse had?

and I told him five. Well but that was

not right. Oh well, the others said six,

and by "comparison" he won it. There is

an article in the last Ohio Poultry Jour-

nal by V. F. Porter. Now Mr. Editor

just read it carefully and tell us if its not

good argument, another thing you claim

"fairness." My last was called a "weedy
letter" because in favor of score cards. In

the same issue Mr. Gunn's article is

what an old exhibitor has to say, which

was right, of course. You ask me to be

tolerant of the opinions of others, why
don't you set the example. Another

thing and then I'm done. Mr. Gunn
complains of having to wait some three

months for premium money and lays it

to the score card. Well, well, what next?

How about Philadelphia and New York.

Well the breeders of the New York State

Poultry Society are going to try and give

a show under score card rules, and have

the cards up the first day that visitors

are admitted, and pay the premium

money the last day of the show, and

friend Gunn and all others are asked to

send along their birds and try and see if

a score card advocate can handle a show.

Geo. W. Weed.
HVPB Park May 9, 1892.

A New Association.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The Northwestern Iowa Poultry and

Pet Stock Association was organized on

May 9, 1S92. The officers elected are:

President, A. D. Tollefrow; vice-presi-

dent, J. W. McWilliams; treasurer, W. F.
Thomas. The show will be held in De-
cember of this year.

T. F. RiGGS, Secretary.

Sioux City, May 9, 1892.

A Strange Homer.

A carrier pigeon was captured at Cen-

treville. Elk County, Pa., which was

picked up so nearly starved that it was

unable to longer care for itself, and was
given to Roland Berky, who keeps a
hotel at Centreville. The pigeon wore
on one of its legs a gold ring, on the in-

side of which was engraved "Louis A.
Mehler, Philadelphia, Pa.

Cackles.

From Germantown Telegraph.

—A deaf and dumb young man is in

the broiler business in Hammonton, N.J.

—A poor roof on the hen house costs

more than a new one.

—Find a retail market for your goods

if you can. Middle men are an expense

to you.

—With the advent of warm weather

will come the grand army of lice. Are

you prepared for them ?

—The average egg is produced at an

expense of one cent. Anything over

twelve cents a dozen is clear profit.

—The black Minorca is in for a uew
boom. It is a good layer of large eggs.

—Fowls must have meat in winter, but

it should never be fed them raw.

—Visits to the barn yard do not add to

the flavor of eggs.

The poultry business needs sober and

industrious men. None others need ap-

ply.

—The silver Wyandotte leads all other

in the American class.

—Roup is produced by a bad cold that

is neglected.

—A West Chester man has a pullet six

months old that astonished not only her-

self but the Variiuni family and the hen

kingdom by the production of an egg

measuring six and a quarter by seven

inches and weighing three ounces. The

pullet weighs only four pounds.

—Dark Brahmas are beautiful fowls

and usually good layers and market

fowls. The craze for the new breeds

have, in a measure, drawn many who
otherwise would keep and rear them.

They never were as highly esteemed as

their cousins, the light Brahma, yet pos-

sess many valuable quantities that are

worthy of the attention of farmers and

breeders of thoroughbred stock. If you

keep Brahmas keep both varieties that a

comparison can be made.
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DISEASES OF POULTRY.

BY DR. W. F. ROTH.

AU. RIGHTS RESKRVRD.

CHOLKRA.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 295.

With perhaps a parallel in roup, this

disease is the most fatal, and mo«t rapid-

ly so, of any which ravages the poultry

yard. The malignant poison strikes at

the very fountains of life, and often

proves fatal in a few hours. Such ma-

lignancy, however, is unusual, especially

in a latitude north of 39°, yet under any

circumstances and in any latitude where

summer heat attains the disease has a fa-

tal tendency, and if not counteracted

with certainty and dispatch will not stop

until the entire flock is destroyed.

Fortunately the epidemic is not so fre-

(juent in this latitude as in a more south-

ern, where the heat of the mid-summer

months exerts its influnence with strong-

er disease-breeding force. Some writers

have endeavored to assimilate chicken

cholera with cholera as epidemic in the

human family, and each occurring at

the same time. This may hold good on

one side, but we are also aware that

cholera in fowls occurs when the genus

homo is free from it. That fowls become

affected when cholera attacks man is rea-

sonable principally on the ground of con-

tamination by becoming infected with

the germs probably from poured out dis-

charges, or even atmospheric; but as the

poultryman conceives chicken cholera it

has no such origin, nor does it stand re-

lated to what medicine terms Asiatic

cholera. We believe it to be a disease

incident to fowls only, and to have its

origin in a microbe peculiar to itself,

though that in the human family may be

of the same species.

It seems to l)e more prevalent in mias-

matic localities; /. i\, such localities

where the conditions of the soil, influ-

enced by the heat of the sun, can give

birth to disease germs. And if such be

the case we can look for it under any
conditions where miasmatic poisons

attain, which may be in any poultrycan , J ., .

,

vard not properly cared for. Principally,

also, chicken cholera is a summer com-
plaint, though it may in rare instances

occur until late in autumn. Frost, how-
ever, kills the microbe, and puts an end
to its ravages until a favorable tempera-

ture once more assumes.

Next, then, if it is so malignant and
rapidly fatal, the question is, is it conta-

gious? Some assert that is, and others

just as capable of passing an opinion say

it is not. From the nature of the dis-

ease, its malignant type, its microbitic

origin, indiscriminate attack of all breeds

of old and young, we are led to conclude

that it is. At any rate, we shall consider

it so, and after fully discussing the symp-
toms, we think our reader will agree with

us. We hope to be pardoned, however,

for saying that we l>elieve genuine

chicken cholera to be a rare disease

among our fowls. The nature of it is

foreign to this latitude, even this coun-

try, and what has l>een taken by many
chicken folks to be cholera was nothing

more than summer diarrhea of a choleric

nature. We have seen but few epidem-

ics, and when it does come a general devj

astation over an entire neighborhood or

district is the result. The virus is far-

reaching, rapidly fatal and makes vic-

tims indiscriminately, though the more
feeble, with vitiated constitutions, are

the first to succumb.
Cause. Kvery disease has a cause, and

so has chicken cholera; but while we
know that its origin is found in a mias-

matic microbe, just where the fellow

comes from in the first case, scientists

have failed to say. When we say the

cholera microl)e has its birth in miasuia,

we must also say that it has to be a mias-

ma peculiar to its birth alone, for miasma
exists in many forms continually. Then

when we have the miasma and the mi-

crobe just born in it, we can't say what
causes either. Atmospheric and caloric

influences must exist, and a favorable

vehicle for these constituents to act upon,

but to combine or dissect either or all to

reach a result is where scientists are

baffled. Scientists have created what we
shall term artificial microbes, genuine

cholera microbes, which, by inoculation

have produced the same symptoms as the

epidemic, but the chemical metamorpho-
sis which obtained in the crucible, could

not be found in the hitherto supposed

cause in nature. In short, we know what

causes cholera, and we don't know. A
general idea is that chicken cholera

originates in uncleanliness and bad

sanitation. We doubt it. Diarrhea does,

and diarrhea may be almost as severe as

cholera, and destroy just as many birds,

but the orijjin of both is far from identi-

cal. Fanny Field says cholera can be

transmitted by introducing new birds

from other yards. Perhaps it can, yet

all the instances which Fanny quotes in

her *'Doctor" were to our mind probably

no other than bad cases of diarrhea. Our
observation has been that cholera travels

by other means than sick birds, for we
have seen farmers' flocks wiped out one

after the other until a district for miles

around was depopulated of fowls, and in

no instance was a bird transferred from

one farm to another. It may be that the

farmers themselves carried the microbes

(Fanny calls them "horrid germs") in

their clothes from one flock to the other.

It is so with Asiatic cholera in the human
family, and we lean strongly to the be-

lief that it is even so in fowls. The great-

est precaution, therefore, in preventing

chicken cholera is to guard against trans-

mission. I'ncleanliness predisposes, and

as it were prepares the system for a more
easy invasion by the disease, but we can

not altogether put the blame to this form

of neglect unless it be an unpardonable

case.

As \.o prevention, we refer the reader

to our article on ''precautionary meas-

ures." If the instructions therein are

followe*!, it is certainly not for want of

proper care that a flock need suffer from

an attack of cholera; besides, we shall

have more to .say when we come to dis-

cuss the treatment of this disease.

Symptoms and Pathology. In a severe

attack of cholera there are scarcely any
premonitory symptoms, i. e., symptoms
by wliich the onslaughter of the disease

can be known, or possibly avoided. The
attack is sudden, and by its rapid course,

quickly fatal. It strikes at the most vital

parts, and drains the vitality out in an
astonishinglv short time. We have seen

birds in a cholera stricken yard walk

about in apparent health, and in less than

two hours be dead. We have seen them
drop off the roost without the least cere-

mony, and in many instances the appear-

ance was such that it was next to impos-

sible to detect the true cause. It seemed
as though every breath inhaled was laden

with the most malignant gases, which
penetrated into every fiber of the body to

stop their life giving energies. So it

seemed, but it was altogether different.

Perhaps the first symptom present is the

abnormal thirst. The bird scarcely leaves

the fountain, and in so doing walks more
like being drunk, a staggering, uncertain

gait. There is complete lack of ambi-

tion, and unlike in roup, the bird cares

not whether one kicks it about or lets it

alone. A general don't care look is all

over the miserable creature. The head
and wings begin to droop, the tail drops

below its level, the knees become shaky,

and all the while the thirst increases

rather than decreases. A cholera bird

drinks so much water that one would
suppose it was drowning internally, but

with all the drinking there is a drying

up and emaciation of tissue. This is

characteristic of cholera. The lace be-

comes pale and hard, pinched like, and
the wattles, ear lobes and comb dry up
and colorless, or dark. With the drink-

ing, there is an impoverishing diarrhea,

and if this diarrheic discharge were re-

tained, and measured to compare with

the water consumed, it would considera-

bly overreach the latter in (quantity. As
a rule, the diarrhea is without much
color, though if any, it has a bilious

stain, or degenerated bile color, that

looks much like gold dust or brimstone
stirred in water. It is also more or less

frothy, and conies away as though shot

out of a squirt gun. All this while there

is a panting for breath. At first just an
occasional gape, later more rapid hreath-

ing, and finally a genuine effort at get-

ting air. The eyes are luslerless and

closed. The bird, when the disease is

fairly well advanced, just opens ihem for

drink and forced attention, later not at

all. Death ensues virtually from cramp,

which grasps the heart muscle and holds

it firm, as well as the other muscles of

the body. We have seen dead birds so

distorted and drawn out of shape, that

the agony suffered must have been akin

to strychnine poisoning—the "hardest"

death one can imagine. Such is a case of

genuine chicken cholera in its epidemic

form, and now that these symptoms are

so tenihly f«tal, and in so brief a time,

would it not l>e interesting to know just

how the disease behaves to britig about

this mortal result ?

The principal pathological change as-

sumes in the small intestines. The inner

coat at first becomes hyperaemic—a sort

of inflamed swelling—and from this ex-

udes a paste-like substance at first, and

later a thin, watery exudation. The villi

—the small, thimble-like microscopic

corrugations which act as absorbents in

health—break down, and instead of per-

forming their functions of absorption,

seem rather to reverse it, and pour out

the nourishing element in the blood,

along with all the water contained in it.

This accounts for the abnormal thirst

without any quenching power. The
water taken just runs through the intes-

tines, and that in the blood and tissues is

eliminated at the same time, and thus

causes a literal drying up of the tissue

structures of the body entire. This dry-

ing up process affects every organ in the

body. It is visible in the facial append
ages, the muscles, the brain and lastly

the heart. As the last vestige of moisture

disappears muscular cramps ensue, and

this grasps the heart and forever holds

it The panting breathing is also owing

to the lack of moisture in the blood, for

not sufficient water exists to absorb the

oxygen inhaled, which returns cold

(cholera, cold breath), and there is con-

sequently an over-absorption of carbonic

acid gas, with asphyxiating tendencies.

As the water is thrown off from the

bowels the blood calls for a supply some-

where, and this demand it satisfies, so

long as it lasts, out of the tissues. When
this is all taken up the tissues shrivel

and become hard and the blood assumes

a dark, tarry, semi-coagulated consist-

ence, too thick to flow from the blood

vessels when cut. Whatever patholog-

ical change obtains throughout, the en-

tire economy is all owing to the lack of

water supply to the various organs, and
as this affects each organ so will be the

pathological change peculiar to it. The
stomach, liver, pancreas, kidneys all suf-

fer in their way and uniformly, so that

by the time death ensues the body dies

all over at once.

Such is, in brief, the terrible phenom-
ena which transpires in the bird's econ-

omy when dying of this dread disease,

and well may we dread it, for what we
do to relieve must be done with certain-

ty, with understanding and dispatch.

Treatment.—As in roup, this disease

has its share of "cures," and we doubt

very much whether any of them is a

cholera cure. Fanny Field, and Fanny
is a most knowing woman, gives eleven

cures, and says she could go on and give

"some thirty or forty more recipes," but

that she "don't see any sense in it."

That's right, Fanny, we don't either, and

we just beg to inform you that not one

recipe you give is "a cholera cure."

They are all diarrhea "cures," so called,

and we believe such to be the case with

nearly all alleged "cures." The fact is,

genuine chicken cholera is so infrequent,

and when it does appear so characteristic

and rapidly fatal, that most "cures"

when administered according to direc-

tions fail, not only from being improper
remedial agents, but also for l>eing too

infrequently administered. Cholera

"cures" are indeed rare, and we wish no
one to be deceived into wasting much
time on diarrhea medicines for this dis-

ease. Diarrhea "cures," according to

the allopathic regime, are principally as-

tringent medicines, and these fail utterly

because there is no astringent reaction to

be obtained in bowels affected with chol-

era. What treatment is to be accom-
pUshed must be done quickly and without

delay, as well as prophylactic, for when
the system has gone beyond the reaction-

ary stage every case is hopeless. If there

is a prophylaxis that remedy is sulphur.

It should be fed in five grain doses to

each fowl daily while the epidemic lasts,

or better, divide the dose and administer

twice a day. The tincture of veratrum
alba (white' hellebore) is also said to be

a good prophylaxis, one drop three times

a day to each bird, or enough in the

drinking water to give the latter a slight

taste, say a teaspoon ful to a quart of

water. And right here we wish to say

that in tliis disease the medicines should

be administered with care and a certainty

that the bird treated gets the full medi-

cinal value of the remedy. No indiffer-

ence is pardouaV)le. If the fowls are not

valuable and no time can be spared to

properly treat them, the best remedy is

destroy them and burn the carcasses.

(Kill a cholera bird by breaking the

neck. Spill no blood, as in it lies infec-

tion).

Since the stages of chicken cholera run

such a rapid course, we are almost at a

loss to advise how to begin treatment.

We watch the symptoms and prescribe

accordingly. Epidemics do not all char-

acterize themselves with like attacks.

Some are noted for their rapidly fatal

results, while others are more mild in

beginning, are characterized by certain

preliminary symptoms, and run a more
steady course. By this we do not mean,
however, that any epidemic (of cholera)

is of a tedious character and offering

much time for consideration, but, as we
said in our opening, the disease at times

runs its course in a few hours, while at

the most thirty six hours is a long grace

for a cholera "patient." So soon as we
notice a sick bird it is removed to the

hospital, and if no hospital, away from
the flock. We then observe whether the

thirst is excessive or only moderate, for

by this symptom we are mostly guided
in selecting our remedy. If also tiiere is

marked loss of vital force—prostration

—

suddenly or by degrees. Then we make
our selection from three medicines, cavi

phor, arsenious acid or veratrum alba

(white hellebore). One of these reme-

dies will usually meet the symptoms of a

cholera epidemic. Camphorated opium
(paregoric) is a valuable remedy in mild

forms of cholera and often cures many
cases. I'eralrum alba, however, is the

medicine covering a cholera case most
completely, and in its indication we find

the vital energies give way rapidly, there

is great thirst and the bird can't ^etdone
drinking; at the same time there is a vio-

lent diarrhea, seemingly draining the

bird of every drop of fluid in its body.

By feeling the bird's head it will be

found cold, and the comb and wattles of

a pale or purple color. The water swal-

lowed sometimes returns from the crop.

With such symptoms this remedy will

cure, where a cure is possible, and also

save from attack the rest of the flock.

The remedy found to cure the sick

birds should also be used as a prophylaxis

for the healthy remaining in a yarA
where cholera exists. Put the medicine

in the drinking water, a teaspoonful of

the tincture in a pint of water. We re-

member once using at home the pow-
dered root of this drug, a teaspoonful to

a quart of feed, and we lost no more
birds.

Camphor is a remedy when the epi-

demic IS of a rather mild form, and the

thirst and diarrhea not so violent and
rapidly exhausting. To do good it must
be administered in alcoholic solution,

known as tincture of camphor, and in

such a way that it can not solidify, or re-

turn to its insoluble gum form by contact

with water. Its action being quick and
transient, the dose must l)e repeated quite

frequently—every half hour or an hour,

ami two or three drops to a bird.

Arsenious acid is called for when the

bird appears very thirsty, but seems
afraid to drink. It goes to the fountain

often, but takes only a sip or two, and
then walks away again. The diarrhea is

of an exhaustive and corrosive character

and the appearance of the facial appen-

dages is pale and flabby. Buy the first

decimal dilution at a homoeopathic
pharmacy, and use a teaspoonful to a

quart of water. This preparation is more
reliable, and not so dangerous as the

crude acid from the drug shops.

Iodide of arsenic \s said to have cured

chicken cholera, but we fail to identify

its pathogenesis with the disease. It is

rather for diarrhea, and likely the cases

cured were none other. The second

decimal trituration of the homoeopathic
article is the most reliable, one-half an

ounce to a quart of meal fed ad libitum.

Perhaps the most prevailing character-

istic symptom of an epidemic is the

severe cramp accompanying the progress

of the attack. If such is the case, the
curative agent is arsenite of copper,

known as Scheele'% green, or Paris green.

A dose is one-tenth of a grain to a bird,

worked in a pill of dough, or ten grains

into sufficient vehicle to make 100 pills.

Best is to but it in pill form put up in the

required dose by some reliaole druggist.

Give four doses a day.
With these remedies, selected iutelli-

geutly according to the indications given,

chicken cholera can be successfully

treated. The selection of them and their

virtue as curative agents is not a matter
of conjecture like most "cures" recom-
mended, but a conclusion based on path-

ogenetic knowledge of their relation to

the pathological changes undergoing
from an attack in progress. The agents
recommended are all violent poisons.

So is the cholera poison, and Hippocrates
already taught that a "poison must be
antidoted by a poison." The haphazard
diarrhea "cures" of heaps of stuffs and
spices, castor oil, peppermint, pine tar,

lard and a whole drug shop beside, are

worse than the cholera, and kill more
birds. If the flock is not one of valua-

ble fowls we don't object to experiment
as much as the owner may feel like, but

where birds mean money value in good
round sums of two and three figures

apiece, we want "cures" on which you
can rely. For these our efforts are dedi-

cated, and to the intelligent fancier and
breeder who estimates his fowls worth
making an effort to save.

So soon as cholera appears among a

flock of fowls Ijegin the fumigation and
disinfection crusade, so clearly defined

in our articie on roup, to which we refer

the reader.

In conclusion, we again beg the reader

to study closely so as to be sure of the

difference between genuine cholera and
summer diarrhea. The mistake is too

often made, and while we feel the neces-

sity of a differential diagnosis in this ar-

ticle, we refrain from taking space, for

the reason that we shall endeavor to de-

fine each disease so distinctly and conclu-

sively as to leave no doubt to the most
uninformed.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]
•

BUFF COCHIN FOWTjS.

Their History as Known to the
Writer.

T. F. M'GREW, JR.

As a prelude to our knowledge of them

in this country, we will give a slight his-

tory of their improvement in their native

land.

The most complete encyclopedia of

poultry lore is Mr. Joseph Wallace. He
went to Pompeii as secretary to one who
was hunting for rare birds, where they

found a cup that had been dug from the

ruins and on one side was a perfect

Game cock, proving how early these

fowls were known.

But let the Gamecock crow and claim

his early ancestors, he can hardly claim

more honors than our Cochins.

The Cochin family is one of the oldest

distinct breeds of fowls known to the

world. Records show they were known
to scientists 300 years ago. The propensity

of the Chinese to either enlarge or dwarf

almost everything v/liether plant or ani-

mal no doubt led to their great size.

Records of the Mi-Ans at Hoangho
show that fowls like the buff and par-

tridge Cochins were raised by the brother-

hood 1500 years ago. This goes to show
how long fowls of their kind have been
known to these people.

At other points the colors were mixed,
but the Kinkee (Golden Flower) colored

birds were the most esteemed, both as to

antiquity and purity, showing that the

original' must have been the golden
color.

Naturalists say that a black or white

Cochin is an improbability, if not an im-
possibility, as a natural product of a

tropical country. Yellow or some of its

varieties of color, and not black or white,

would be the natural colors.

Early visitors to the country found
red, grey and yellow fowls of larger size,

all mingled together, but unnamed. The
very slight attention paid to fowls at that

early day no doubt caused the report as
to color to be quite imperfect, but always
do we find from every source that the
yellow was prominent.
When brought from there they always

had the name given them of the country
from which they came, as Shanghai,
Hong Kong or Cochin Chinas, as it might
be.

The earliest record of these fowls made
by other than natives was made by Dr.
Brown, who kept them separate from
1840 in their native laud and brought
them to this country in 1847. The same
breeds were introduced into England as

early as 1843, ^"d in 1846 many of a
golden color were seen in both England
and Ireland. Some of them had small
single combs, pencilling in hackle, black
tails and smooth yellow le^s, while others
had some feathers on their legs. There
were also some of both a partridge and
grey color, both single and double or pea
combs were among them, their legs were
quite long, so were their backs, which
tapered towards the tail, making them
?[uite narrow across the back just in

rout of the tail. They had neither fluff

nor cushion, and were as closely feath-

ered as a Brahma and stood more erect

than they do at the present time.

They were quite deficient in breast. This
form and their long legs made them any-
thing but handsome, as we now look at

Cochin form.
We had but little to do with the early

improvement of the Cochin fowls. Our
English cousins sent them to us in good
form as early as i860. Soon after 1865

they came in goodly numbers. Soon the

expert handling of such men as Williams,
Hearstine, Crosby and Todd brought
them into great favor. These were fol-

lowed by Doolittle, Pool and Johnson,
theu Conner and Spaulding came into

prominence, all of whom have produced
improvements in both form and color,

until now they look like birks of an-

other nation and their form and color are

quite attractive.

We had our first direct imported speci-

mens in 1869. From this date we will

tell of them as we have known them in

our midst. We say many of the importa-

tions of this year, both buff and partridge

Cochins, and secured some of the best of

them. In comparison with Cochins of the

present day, they were quite inferior. The
male bird I had could and did eat from

the top of a barrel, he standing on the

upper side of a slight elevation or hill

on which the barrel stood. The females

had more or less pencilling in their hackle

and the males had both black and gray

in their w ings. The tails of both were

quite dark, in some cases quite black or

shaded with black, and but few had any
middle toe feathering. Our male bird

was of a reddish buff color. Pure buff

wings were seldom found in a female,

never in a male and they had the long

backs that some prefer even to this day.

Our experience of years has taught us

that to the deep colored birds naturally

belong the long backs, while the close

Cochin shape is a belonging of the lighter

or lemon-colored birds. To improve or

darken this color and hold the form has

and will be a hard task.

From this date 1869, to the present day,

we have taken special notice of all impor-

tations that have attracted attention and

we continually noticed that the lighter

colored specimens had the best Cochin

form, their backs even shorter, cushion

and fluff more plentiful, while the darker

colored ones had long backs, with less

cushion and fluff, longer legs and less leg

and toe feather, we only remember one
imported bird of a rich deep color that

had fine form with short legs. Of him we
will speak later.

All early importations had pale col

ored quills making the feathers look as

though they had a white stripe through

them, all had while undei color especially

in the neck, and some had bluish color

in their under color on back. We remem-
V)er well going a long distance to see a

rich colored bird of great reputation (in

the advertising colunms) that not only

had black in color of back and
wings but well up in his hackel and
down in his fluff, he proved <^uite a mis-

fortune to all who had of his blood in

their yards. Old Victor, as he was called,

proved to be the best producer of his

day, he produced large, handsome col-

ored bir^s with rather long backs and
legs, this blood united with other im-

ported blood went largely into the foun-

dation of the Gold Dust strain.

The best made bird ever imported was

shown old Chicago King, and while he
was on paper, no true picture of him was
ever produced. He was most perfect in

form and color, he won more than any
other buff ever imported, built up for the
West the reputation they held so long for

buff Cochin fowls, he had a perfect

Cochin head and comb, his shape and
color was super!) and he produced the
grandest line of both males and females
that even bred up to that day, he pro-

duced both shape, color and fine feather-

ing, his stock had full breasts and short

legs and they reproduced their kind. If it

could be traced his blood would be found
in more prize winners than of any Cochin
that were lived, he sold for ^50 when
three years old and produced chicks in

his fifth year.

Giant was most carefully handled for a

big name, but never produced of a qual-

ity to repay those who imported and bred
him. He was a large coarse bird and
gained from four to four and a half points

for over weight. His stock was all quite

large. The fact that so inferior a bird

could make so high a score prompted us

to make a fight against the allowance for

over weight, never dreaming that in a few
years breeders would ask for a reduction
in weights, for in those days both males
and females were shown that gained from
two to four points for over weight, we
now believe if the allowance had been
continued, size would have been main-
tained which would have been best even
if some did score over one hundred
points.

Mr. Johnson had at Cleveland, in 1881,

the finest specimen of a dark colored bird

that had been imported up to that time.

He was considered by all who saw him as

the most promising producer yet im-
ported, his whole make up was grand,

but for some cause, this bird was not

heard of as a producer.
A few years later two fine specimens

imported were shown at Indianapolis,

one of them proved a valuable bird. He
won under Felch, Bicknell, Pierce Con-
nor and Stevens. He was used in the

yards of Doolittle. Connor and myself.

This bird produced a large number of

prize winners both male and female. From
Chicago King females he produced the

best stock. He and his stock won sixteen

prizes at the New York show of 1885, and
his stock won the honors at Buffalo in

1889. All these birds were of a soft

medium color, they produced short backs

and legs, full cushion and superb leg and
toe feathering. But few buffs were im-

ported after this time by the older fan-

ciers. Many new fanciers have come to

the front in the last few years and some
of them have drifted towards vulture

hocks, or winged hocks, this was added
to them by our English cousins and we
hardly think many of our breeders will

ape them and their fancy.

THE ENGLISH OWL.

Robert I.eech in Stock-Keeper. Knglaiid.

The English owl should be a bird of

medium size, smaller than the Antwerp

or Dragon, and larger than the turbit,

archangel, etc. The most popular colors

are blue, powdered blue, silver, pow-

dered silver, blue and silver checkers;

there are also reds, yellows, whites, blacks

and duns, though they are much more

uncommon. The general appearance of

the bird should be compact, short in

body, broad and full across the front or

chest. In carriage and general style

equal to the African, sprightly and
smart; flights well carried above the

tail.

The most important property, the head,

should be perfectly round; round every

way, in fact, just like a marble. Take a

wood ball, say one and three-quarters

inches in diameter and chisel out the va-

rious properties, beak, wattle, gullet and

eye, without destroying the outline of the

perfect globe, snd there you have an

ideal head, one to breed up to.

The eye should be placed in the centre

of the head, equidistant from the top,

front and back; the larger and more
prominent the better, with a bold, wild,

watchful appearance.
The cere which surrounds the eye

should be fine and of a light or damson
color, the finer the better, not partaking

of the barb in texture, nor yet in color.

The beak of an owl is one of the most

important properties and one most diffi-

cult to get to perfection in setting. In
the first place it should be strong, short
and thick, the under mandible equal in
thickness to the upper. The upper and
under mandible should fit close and par-
allel on a downward curve, the under
mandible forming the continued curve of
the head, giviug a down-faced appear-
ance. The lower mandible being short
and thick, should quickly break off into
the gullet.

The wattle of the owl should be fine

and smooth in texture, without the ap-
pearance of an indentation on its surface,
and cannot be better described than as
represented by a split bean opened, with
the flat surface of each half placed against
the skull just above the beak.
The gullet is a fine double skin, free

from flesh, extending from the under
mandible, or jewing, to the frill, and is

much admired and valued according to
its size; the larger, of course, the better.

All owls do not develop a small
growth under the lower mandible termed
the jewing, a property that does not make
nor mar an owl. It more usually comes
with age, and in birds that are inclined to
be in the least straight-faced has a ten-

dency to improve them.
The frill is the next property, and is

one of importance. Producing this pretty
little freak of nature is not difficult, nor
is it difficult to retain and reproduce. In
consequence I consider we (lo not suffi-

ciently value it, as so many of our win-
ning birds at the present time have not
more than a few reversed feathers, or
parted on one side only. A perfect frill

should have the feathures thrown from
each side, so as to form a perfect line

from the gullet to the bottom of chest.

Another form of adornment is the rose,

which is thrown from all sides and repre-

sents the flower so called. Nothing adds
so much to the beauty of the vanety as
the frill or rose. My reason for making
this statement is that in showing my birds

to friends who are not fanciers this prop-
erty has been the first to be admired and
commented upon.

In general outline the Owl should be
cobby and plump, short in flights and
tail, not long on leg like a Dragon, nor
yet so short as a Barb, but stand a medium
height, carrying flights and tail well off

the ground.

The feet and legs to the middle joint
should be free from feathers and of a
brilliant red. In silvers the lieak and
nails should be skin or flesh color; in

blues and blue checkers the beak and
nails should be black.

Having attempted to descril)e my ideal

of a perfect owl, I will now name a few
of the faults or defects. The first and
one of the most difficult to breed out is

a flat skull, that is where the line of the
perfect curve or circle of the head is

broken by an indentation. .Another

great fault in many of the specimens ex-
hibited at the j)resent time is a stop l>e-

liind the wattle, which breaks the sweep
of the skull from the l)eak to the heatl,

giving a tumbler-headed apjxiarance. In

many owls the beak is put on too straight,

/. c, too much at right angles with the

head, looking very much like the arm on
a lamp post.

In some specimens where the beak has

a down-faced appearance the mandibles
fit together straight, without the down-
ward curve in the fitting; this I consider

a defect. .\ thin or weak beak is of little

use for either exhibition or breeding,

and a poor under mandible is also a

great objection. A small eye is a bad
feature, and a sunken eye is equally ob-

jectionable. Coarse, heavy wattle and
eye cere in young birds are very much
against llicni, and where developed by
age in older specimens are a detriment.

Defects, matured by age should not, how-
ever, count against a bird in the same
way that natural bad properties do.

White rumps in blues, powdered blues

and blue checkers are much too preva-

lent at the present time and should be

discouraged. Washy bars in blue and
kity bars in silvers are defects that offend

the eye. Defects in feathers are the eas-

iest to reine»ly, and should l)e so valued

in comparison. In breeding they are

lost in the first cross if properly mated.

Long flights and tail feathers are very

unsightly as they spoil the general ap-

pearance and carriage of an owl so

much. The two last named defects are

usually developed with strength of beak,

and have most undoubtedly come in with

the Antwerp cross. Birds dropping

flights are unsightly, and usually of weak
constitution.
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ON THE WING.

Well, we are right in it at last. The

flying season is right upon lis, our birds

have gone through the preliminary train-

ing stage, and we are ready for the races.

That the season will he a busy one is be-

yond question. There are more clubs

than ever and more members in the

clubs. This means keen competition for

Uie prizes, and competition of the charac-

ter prouiised means a great boom for the

sport.

« «

Tyast week we asked for the race sched-

ules of the leading clubs. Some were

forwarde<l, while others neglected to do

so. Below wdl be found a rough list of

races to be flown during May. Secre-

taries can assist us in rendering the list

more complete later on:
Distance.

Date. Club. Race Station. Miles.

May 8. Washington Fed 120

8. Knipire City . . . Wilniinpton, Del . 100
"

8. Jersey City Hei'ts VVilinington, Del . 100
"

14. Keystone, Phila . Odentoii, Mel . . . 100
'*

14. Star, Phila. . . . Odeiiton, M«l . . .100
"

15. H;mpire Citv . . . WashiuRlon, D.C . 200
"

15. Broukyn if. C . . Unrlinj;lon. N. J .

" 15. Washington Fed 200
"

15. Jer.sey City Hei'ts Havre de Grace..125
"

17. Fanciers' H. C . . Bowie, Md . . . . loS
" 18. Keystone .... Manassas 150
" 21. Philadelphia F.C. Odenton 100
"

21. Keystone F. C . . Orange, Va . . . . 2f)o

" 21. Star Orange, Va . . . . 200
*' 21. Belleview, Phila . Odenton 100
"

22. Knipire City. . . Charlottesville,Va, 300
" 22. Washington Fed 300
'*

22. Jersey City Hei'ts Washington, D.C . 200
" 22. Boston League . North Adams . . . 100
" 23. Fanciers' H. C . . Manassas 152
"

.8. Keystone F. C . I.ovingtoii, Va . .250
" 28. Star Lovingtoii, Va . . 250
"

28. Belleview .... Barboursville, Va . 210
'• 29. Bo -ton League . Fonda 200
"

29. Jersey City Hei'ts Charlottesville,Va. 3(X)

" 29. Washington Fed 401
"

30. Philadelj)hia F.C. Orange Ct. House . 2(X)
"

30. Fanciers' H. C . . Charlottesville, Va.225

«
» •

The above list is far from being com-

plete, but we will gladly make it more so

upon being furnished with the data
»

« «

The Philadelphia Flying Club has been

presented by Mr. Z. H. Whiteman with

the handsome punch bowl valued atfioo,

which he won several years ago in keeti

competion with other I'edcration mem-
bers in a race from 300 mile station.

This cup was originally presented by

the Item, and as business and pleasure

combined have called Mr. Whitenuiu to

the wild and wooly West, he is no longer

actively engaged in the fancy. Notwith^

standing this fact, however, he keeps

well posted in pigeon flying matters, and

as nearly all his old friends and associates

are members of the Philadelphia Ikying

Club, he shows his regard for the wel-

fare of the club, of which he is also a

member, and in fact one of the prime

movers in its organization, by presenting

it with this valuable and prized trophy,

with the full and free consent of the

original donors, for, as Mr. Whiteman
tritely remarks, "It is not that I love the

bowl less, but the sport more."
*

Mr. Whiteman has named a committee

to have full charge of the conditions

governing the contest for the cup, and

the following is a result of their labors :

* *

1. The competition shall be confined

to members of the Philadelphia P'lying

Club.

2. The best combined average speed

made by any one bird in the following

three races

:

May 30. Orange, Va 200 miles.

June 9. Bedford City 300 miles.

June 18. Lexington, N. C 400 miles.

By combined average speed is meant

the rate of speed made by the bird in

flying the eniire 900 miles.

3. No bird's speed will be taken into

consideration as competing for the prizes

unless that bird also has a three-day

record or less from the 500 mile station,

although the last named race will not

count in computing the speed.

4. Only one day records to count.

« •
The idea of the third condition is that

the winner of the bowl will be the proud

possessor of both bird and prize at the

close of the season. Whereas, if the con-

dition was omitted, the bowl might go to

the owner of a bird that was subsequently

lost at the 500-mile station.

»
»

The fourth condition necessitates a one

day flight by the winner in each of the

races from 200, 300 and 400 miles. In

case no bird accomplishes this feat, the

cup will be held over until the young bird

season, when it may be donated for

similar competition in the three young
bird races of the same club.

«
« •

The bowl is now upon exhibition at J.

A. Stovell's store, 10 South Broad Street,

Philadelphia. It is of excellent design,

and richly ornamented. There will be

other prizes awarded for the best average

.speed in individual races, which we will

publish later.

« «

W. S. Torkington, Jr., and 'John Gill,

both of West Philadelphia, will fly a

match race from Odenton to-morrow, for

four bushels of peas. Mr. Torkington

will fly his celebrated bird young Harri-

son, and Mr. Gill one of his best long

distance flyers. Both gentlemen are

members of the Philadelphia Flying Club.

»

The difi"erent clubs belonging to the

League of American Homing Clubs will

have plenty of good prizes to fly for this

year. The Empire City, Washington

Federation and Philadelphia Flying Club

lead the way in this respect, these three

organizations having one or two prizes

for every race flown, in addition to the

regular league and club diplomas. Good
prizes are an incentive to keen competi-

tion and we are pleased to see the league

members so fully appreciate the fact.

* *

The bird forty minute.-; with its record

of 1707 yards per minute under the Starr

management, made a big bid for the little

madam's prizes. This was a remarkable

flight under the rules for proven record,

but was a little too good to be swallowed,

and we understand technicalities have

been found by the committee on account

of which the record can be thrown out.

The public would be gullible indeed to

take any stock in such performances.

»%
The Keystone and Star Clubs of Phila-

delphia, fly from the 100 mile station to-

day, and to-morrow the Empire City Fly-

ing Club holds its 200 mile race, having

already flown from 100 miles May 8, on

which date the Washington Federation

also flew from a little over the sane dis-

tance. The first race of the Philadelphia

Frying Club will be flown May 21, from

Odenton, Md.
«

The Boston section schedule, to be

flown by the Boston, Lynn and Wobum
clubs under League management, com-

mences May 22, and will be found in

another column.
«

* »

J. G. Hunt sent eighteen birds to Clay-

mont on Tuesday and had eighteen re-

turns. John has some good birds and is

likely to do well the coming season.

• »

The Fanciers' Journai< will also of-

fer a handsome badge to the Washington

F^ederation, to be awarded to the winner

of the race specified in'.the letter signed

R. C. Homer in this issue.

«
« *

A cup will also be donated by The
Fanciers' Journai, to the Philadelphia

Flying Club, to be awarded to the win-

ner of the 300-mile race from Bedford

City.
«

• «

The Fanciers' Journai. has decided

to donate a silver cup to the Empire City

Flying Club, to be awarded to the win-

ner of the 400-mile race from Rocky
Mount, Va. This will make another

prize to the long list already in the hands

of the management of this popular club

for distribution.

POINTS IN THE FLYING FANCY.

A Weekly Revie-w of Events in

the Flying World.

BY FRITZ.

I am frequently asked the question how
far birds should be flown in their first

and second year. And whether it is not
preferable to refrain from flying young
birds entirely during their first year.

Personally I am decidedly in favor of
training the youngsters of March and
April hatch in August and early Septem-
ber up to 75 or 100 miles, by careful and
easy stages, all tosses to be given in the
direction of the final station from the
very start. This tossing from all points

of the compass or at least the four car-

dinal points is a senseless and sup>erfluous

practice, long since discarded and ignored
by our best flying men. It is simply
taking unnecessary risks without any
apparent benefit in view beyond giving
the birds an enforced exercise and teach-

ing them to leave the baskets, which they
get in their morning flights around home
and acquire readily in a few tosses in the
flying direction.

Still we have many excellent flying

men who do not train their young birds

in their first year, and who contend that

a year is necessary for them to form and
develop before putting into the training

baskets, but my expterience has taught
me that the birds trained short distances

in their first year are the most reliable

and speedy the year following as com-
pared against those who have never been
trained at all, their hothing faculty and
sight having been sharpened and culti-

vated.

As to the distances to go with young
birds in their first and second year,

opinions vary on this point as widely as

they do on the question of feed and mode
of training. It is the question best
answered by the fancier himself, at least

such a fancier who thoroughly under-
stands the capacity and construction of
his birds—through seasons of trial and
experience—for no prescribed course can
be advocated for all. Some birds are
more precocious in their infancy than
others, and some are more solidly put
together and less subject to fatigue than
others. Some have the organ of sight
more keenly developed, and some with
large unwieldy bodies are supplied while
young with wing power and flights in-

adequate to their weight and size. Many
valuable birds are.I am sure, lost annually
simply through the want ofjudgment on
the part of their owners, and an inatten-

tion to their physical construction and
intimate knowledge of their behavior
and condition during the early stages of
the training.

Furthermore the conditions during the
several stages of training have to be
seriously considered. A journey of 150
miles made under perfect flying condi-
tions of weather and wind has been less

fatiguing and injurious to a young bird
than a journey of fifty or seventy-five

miles made in bad weather. When once
a journey of fifty or seventy-five miles
has been made by a young bird under
trying conditions my experience has
taught me that it is imprudent and dis-

astrous to force further trial upon the
bird from any further distance that year.

The few days recuperation that it gets

from one shipment to another in the club
races is sadly inadequate to the demands
of nature, and I have frequently in my
capacity as a club secretary, seen birds

presented for countermarking shipment
that it would be an act of mercy to kill

right on the spot, than to so cruelly force

to a renewed battle that both its moral
and physical condition so loudly and
clearly proclaimed against.

I say, therefore, the fancier himself
must be the right and only judge of the
capacity of his birds, being governed by
the behavior of them in the early stages

of the training, their physical and moral
condition and the flying conditions un-
der which the journeys have been made.

Our birds do not attain their full vigor

and form until three or four years old.

By not going beyond 75 or 100 miles in

their first year you are acting wisely and
for a fair representation and better work
from them in their second year; and in

their second year by not going beyond
200 miles with them—all conditions hav-
ing been favorable—you are intelligently

gathering together a number of birds

whom you know thoroughly, and as

three-year-olds decidedly fit to work for

you clean up to the goal of the flying

fancier's ambition, the 500-mile station,

and do it possibly in the day.

^XX^
That celebrated authority. Dr. Chapins,

says in his writings: "The homing pig-

eon is not in full form before three years

of age, and if in its fourth you subject it

to too severe and rude labors you ex-

haust it quickly, and at the age of four

or five years, when it should be in the
plentitude of its powers and vigor it com-
mences to decline, jumps of medium de-

gree tax it, and even if it does not repose

on the road on the way it can scarcely

even keep up with the rear guard." To
this system we prefer that of certain

fanciers who the first year subject their

birds to but a few very moderate trials,

continuing to form and develop them
during the second year, and only in the
third year impose upon them such a
journey as any over 400 miles. The lofts

of these fanciers are objects for admira-
tion and contain subjects fit for tourna-

ments on the grandest scale.

-^tx-^

In my early experience in the flying

fancy I did two things that I deemed
smart at the time, but which I have since

been roundly ashamed of. These were
in sending a young bird, not six months
old, to a 53omile station (and getting it

home, too, after many days), and also

shipping a grand atid speedy 500-miler,

after doing the journey, to a iioo-mile

station, which never homed to my lofl.

In my notes of April 2 last I made
mention of a very disastrous liberation

of 122 birds by the Columbia Homing
Club, of Barmen, Germany, from the city

of Mainz, on the Rhine, near Frankfort,
and which had been locked up for 100
days as an experiment by the German
fanciers. I since learn through the col-

umns of a German journal devoted to

the flying fancy, that up to six weeks af-

ter liberation but nineteen birds had
made home, ten reported caught at va-

rious lofts, and two were reported as

killed by birds of prey. The journal re-

ports the German fanciers as all heartily

regretting the folly of their experiment
and the absurd destruction of as grand
and reliable a lot of homing pigeons as

ever owned by a German club. Foolish
flying fanciers exist across the big pond,
just the same as in our own country, and
yet I think little danger exists of the
Americeu flying fancy ever indulging in

such an experiment.

There has been some severe "roasting"
going through the columns of our pig-

eon flying journals of late, and I have
found myself in the "pan" on more than
one occasion. I have remained silent,

however, although the desire to overhaul
some of these would-be scribes has been
well-nigh irresistible. I love a roast when
the other chap is fairly being roasted, but
how often we see many that don't get
their deserts, and frequently get them
unjustly. Some get criticised too keenly,
while others more deserving of it get off

scot-free. I wish to inform some of these

decidedly amateur and unposted scribes

that my unknown friend "Lancelot," in

last week's Fanciers' Journai, hits the
right nail on the head when he remarks:
"Have patience, become better posted in

the flying fancy, read more and write

less, and perhaps some day you may get

there." This is excellent advice, and I

hope will be followed. If not, I may be
induced to take a hand in, and it is dol-

lars against doughnuts that I divulge, or

make public, something that will lay on
your stomach as heavily as the prover-

bial amateur doughnut, and don't you
forget it, "Chevalier," "Ivanhoe." et al.

^XX^
I am pleased to note the recent forma-

tion in the city of Boston of the new
Boston Homing Club, with the energetic

treasurer of the League of American
Homing Clubs, Mr. J. C. Harris, as its

president. With such excellent names
as our old friends Cooke and Hicks on
its Race Committee the prospects, as re-

ported by your correspondent "Beans,"
indeed look bright.

^XX^
I am amused at the frequent comments

I hear and read about "the Federation's

discreet silence. "(?) It reminds me so

much of the story of the man who was
asked to take a seat in a crowded as-

sembly, and who remarked that he was
very desirous of doing so, had nuich to

sit down upon but most unfortunately

he had no place to put it.

^xx-^
It is equally amusing to hear and read

about the remarks of certain fanciers and
scribes regarding the absurd claim of the

League of American Homing Clubs to

having any national scope.

^XX^
May I be permitted to ask whether the

vaunted claim of the Federation of Amer-
ican Homing Pigeon Fanciers to being a

national organization has any just or

reasonable foundation or has had for

years? The League, as The Fancikk.s'

joURNAl, of May 7 editorially remarks,

has a president in Brooklyn, N. Y., vice-

presidents in Washington, D. C, and
Philadelphia, Pa.; a secretary in Newark,
N. J., and a treasurer in Boston, Ma,ss.,

and a Board of Directors representing

not only the foregoing chief flying sec-

tions of the American flying fancy, but

Maryland, Wisconsin, Michigan and
points of prominence in New York State

and Massachusetts and elsewhere. Can
the Federation say the same ? I think

not, and bless your soul the League of

American Homing Clubs has only just

been hatched. A veritable "squeaker."

What will it be after this year's practical

illustration of its workings? I am al-

ready in receipt of advices from sections

unheard of and heretofore neglected,

who will fall into line at the end of the

vear, and from others now sitting on the

fence awaiting a practical illustration of

the League workings and from those al-

ready paid up in the Federation for 1892,

who will chip into the League for 1893,
undoubtedly..

The Federation, I am pleased to note,
through the issue of its official journal,
the Germantown Monthly, has an excel-
lent and energetic race secretary in Mr.
Jones. I can only attribute several re-

cent improvements in its make up to this
eentleman's active and creditable service.

The League of American Homing Clubs
has at least infused some new life into
that organization, judging from the
labors of its executive recently in ses-

sion in Trenton, N. J., and the announce-
ment of certain prizes to be flown by its

members, the gift of the Federation.

^XX^
I indulge in the hope that the member-

ship have better luck in receiving the
promised prizes than the membership of
past seasons received.

^XX^
Our old friend Bob Caverly, of Wash-

ington, D. C, has very recently joined
the ranks of the Benedicts. Bob has
owned many good homers in his day,

but I question whether there is in his

well kept lofts at this writing any homer
who will be able to compare with Bob for

the next few months on "homing quali-

ties," and perhaps for years. I hope so.

Bob is a good fellow, and I am sure he
has secured a good "mate" for life, and
in the long journey of life before them. I

wish them the most perfect of "flying

conditions." A perpetual sunshine, and
T am sure "favorable winds" will waft to

the happv couple the heartiest wishes
and congratulations from the entire fly-

ing fancy. And in all of which I desire

to add mv full share.

^XX^
Dear me, I am perfectly pained to read

the editorial comment in last week's
issue of the American Homing News of

Baltimore, concerning "Chevalier," who-
ever he may be.

~^XX^
If this thing keeps up, very interesting

disclosures will lie in order, and the re-

sult—well, I am positively afraid to pic-

ture the result—for the situation is be-

coming so complex. Next, perhaps it

may be "Fritz."

be flown from the 200 mile station is a hand-
some gold medal, presented by the club's presi-

dent, T. F. Goldman, and there will no doubt
be a much stronger competition in the 200 mile

race than in the one above reported, as many of

the club members regard a 100 mile fly as simply

a training station.

Geo. H. Bowerman, Secretary.

Empire City Flying Olub.

The first race in the spring series of the

Empire City Flying Club of New York and

vicinity was flown on the 8th inst. from Wil-

mington, Del., air line distance 100 miles, thirty-

six lofts competing. Entires were limited to

fifteen birds or less, the total entry being 376

birds. The birds were shipped to Adams ex-

press agent, J. W. Cook, who liberated those of

the New York section at 9 A. M. and those of

the Newark. N. J., section at 9.01. Telegram of

start to club secretary stated : "Birds liberated 9

A. M. Atmosphere clear, wind strong from the

West." At home the wind blew very heavy

from the Northwest, which precluded the possi-

bility of very fast speed being made. The re-

turns, however, reported to the club's secretary

were very full and complete. The distance of

the several lofts competing, time of arrival of

first return'; and average speed in yards is given

below :

Distance, Time Speed,

Washington Federation Schedule.

The following schedule comprises the

series of five races to be flown in compe-

tition for prizes, etc.

:

First race. May 8, from Covesville, Va.,

air line distance 120 miles. Fir.st prize,

a pair of gold leg bands; second prize,

one pair solid silver leg bands, donated

by Dr. Buckey, a prominent dentist, of

Washington, D. C, only one prize to go

to a loft.

Second race, May 15, from Chatham,

Va., air line distance 200 miles. First

prize, a beautiful solid silver cup, valued
at $50, presented by Washington's most
popular druggist, Edward P. Mertz; sec-

ond prize, a handsome leather-bound
book, "Authority on Pigeon Culture,"
donated by Ed. S. Schinid, "the bird

man," of 712 Twelfth vStreet N. W.
Third race, May 22, From Concord, N.

C. air line distance 301 J^ miles. First

prize, a suit of clothes, presented by
Washington's well-known clothing firm,

Messrs. Saks & Co.; second prize, #5
gold piece, donated by Dr. R. Munson,
one of our favorite fanciers.

Fourth race. May 29, from Greer's, S.

C, air line distance 401 miles. First

prize, trophy offered by The Fancikr.s'
JOURNAi,, of Philadelphia, Pa.; second
prize. Is gold piece, presented by the

noted violinist. Prof Josef Kaspar.
Fifth race, June 11, from Suanee, Ga.,

air line distance 5io>^ miles. First prize,

gold medal, valued at $30, donated by
four of the members of the Washington.
D. C, Federation, Messrs. Youngs,
Stockman, Wallace and Lan.sdale; second
prize. Is gold piece, presented by E. Ray-
mond, a popular member of the F'edera

tion.

This will end the old bird flights of

1892. In August and September will oc-

cur the young bird races from 73, 120 and
150 mile points.

The returns of the 120-mile race

just in, and are as follows:

Brooklyn Flyers.

The new Brooklyn Homing Club, a
young organization of pigeon flyers of
Brooklyn, N. Y., had their first training

fly together from Cranbury, N. Y., dis-

tance air line al)out forty-five miles, on
Sunday last the Sth inst.

The entrv was twenty-eight birds front
five lofts. The start by Mr. W. O. Gib-
sou, at 7 A. M., winJl west and clear,
and resulted as follows :

Owner In I.oft. Reg. No.
Win. Chapel 8.40 R. C. 674
J- Millf-r S.50 J. M. 17
J. Boldigheimer S.54 K. C. 1145
I.. Kaeliii 10.00 K. C. 1844
Fred Schnible lo.o?"^ R. C. 80

Our'next fly and first'club race is to be
at Burlington, N. J., May 15. We are
only young beginners in the flying fancy,
hut have good advisers and friends in our
honorary members, Mr. Goldman, of
Brooklyn, N. Y., and Mr. Jos. vSchoU, of
the Empire City Flving Club, and we
hope to get there, and next year join the
League of American Homing Clubs.

Respectfully,

Louis Kaki^in, Secretary.

are

Boston and Vicinity Section.

The Boston HomiiiK Club held its second reg-

ular meeting last night. The following delegates

were present from the I.ynii and Woburii Clubs:

President Samuel Armstead and W. P. Webber
from Lynn, and J. Curliii from Woburn.
After .some discussion the following stations

and dates were adopted, to be flown as sectional

flights by the above clubs:

North Adams too miles May 22

Fonda 200 " May 29

Oneda 260 " .... June 5

Niagara Falls 400 " .... June 19

St. Thomas 525 " July 2

To be flown under the management of the
I^eague of American Homing Clubs.

A special meeting was called for next Monday
for the purpoae of balloting on new members.
The club certainly has started under very favor-

able auspices. We have ten charter members
and two applications for membership to Xte acted

upon at the next meeting. C. B. Caswell.
Secretary and Treasurer.

Owner.
Dr. R. Munson
H. C. Kidwell
Albert Lake .

Joseph Noble .

J. H. Stockman

Number.
W F 2310

. W 5S40

. W9840

. W F 2053
W F 170

Name
Alpha

Average
speed.

1066

1058
1056
1052
1048
J045

1043
1041

1032
1013
1012
1002

995
976
907
702

Name.
C. A. Mahr, Jr.
Geo. I.. Mahr ,

Wm. Book, Jr. ,

Kli Morelon . .

Wm. Barwcll . ,

G Brucato . .

Jos. SchoU . . .

T. F. Goldman
Justus Prior

Arrival. Yards.

11.48 1057.00

11.48 1057.00
11.48.30 1053.46
11.48.30 1039.50
ii.49ut5 1030.20

11.56.30 1019.40
12.09.00 998.91
12.10.30 99244
12.12.00 9S5.15

U.59I3 978.00

11.59 96206
12.14.30 940.20
12.15.00 93902
12.05.36 931.80
12.12.40 928.20

12.13.15 926.17
12.13.15 924.00
12.10.00 922.92
12.13.00 920.78
12.13.00 916.85
12.11 9'3-9i

12.10 904-.S4

12.24.30 892.80

12.30 891.48

12.40 886.41

12.21.55 874.20

12.45 872.04

12.19.30 832.80

12.34.16 819.00

12-43-35 793-80

12.59 786.84

1247 777-34

The next nice will be flown from Washington,.

D. C, May 15, airline distance 200 miles. The

Empire City Flying Club is one of the lead

in- clubs of the League of American Homing

Clubs, and all its races are flown in competition

for League honors and diplomas. The prize to

Miles.

, 100.30
100.30
100.20

9^-93
98.80

, 101.70

107.27
, 107.41

, 107.46

G. H. Bowerman 9905
Ben Klwell 97-30

Jos. S. Ivcrson •0392
John Bellard 104.04

Wm. Holltday 98-55

Win. Shephard 101.09

HeniiaK Schmidt 101.62

c.eorge Howarth 100.97

T'lomas Bowerman . . . 99 "
Conrad Hebbler 101.00

J;iS W. Huusel IOJ.02

J. G. Corson 99-i8

Wm. Hortou 97 65

J. Erdman 104.99
Jiniesl I'lipke 106.37

C. P. Schwenk 105.12

J. T. Jones 100.97

F. J. Clark m 37
R. N. Pearstl 100.78

Wm. Buckuer 99-30
Wm. Johnson 100.40

A M. Jung 106.42

Wm. Htiinert 9980

Ed. Devlin W F 2148 . . .

S. Wallace Open No. i Kaspar
H. V. Lansdale . . . W F 1419 Mason B.

J. Roth W F 736 ...
A. C. McLean .... W F 393 ...
R. B. Youngs .... W F 376 ...
B. F. Miller W F 2218 . . .

Dr. C. M. Buckey . . W 5879 • •

George W. Phillips . W F 1858 . . .

R. C. Moore ...
Dr. H. Darling ... W F 902 ...

Telegram received by Race Secretary

Reamer from W. E. Birch, agent Adams
Ivxpress Company at Covesville, Va.

Five baskets of birds liberated at 8 A. M.
Contrary wind.

Dr. R. Munson is the winner of the

League diploma and the pair of gold leg

bands. He receives the first League di-

ploma issued by the Wa.shington, I). C,
Federation. Dr. Munson deserves much
credit in winning this race, being one of

the youngest fanciers in the club and an

indefatigable worker for the fancy.

His bird. Lady Alpha, the winner, was

bred by Samuel Wallace and is of his

Jay-Eye-See strain of birds, which have

proved themselves more speedy than any
other birds in Washington.

Mr. H. C. Kidwell is an experienced

fancier and the lucky winner of the silver

leg bands.

H. V. Lansdalk, Secretary.

Detroit Flyers.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The Detroit Federation has adopted

the following schedule for the old bird

races:

46 miles May 16

May 20
May 28

June 4
June II

June 21

June 30
Jnly II

Britton, Mich . . .

N. Marenci, Mich
Auburn, Ind . . .

S. Whitley. Ind . .

Logansport, Ind .

Siuuey, 111 ... .

Litchfield, 111 . . .

Steelville, Mo .... 500

C. H. Gale, Secretary

Detroit, May 8, 1892.

73
125
160
200
300
400

A "Washington Letter.

F^DITOR FaNCIKRS' JOIRNAL.

This has been a lively and happy day
for the Washington Federation, and I may say

the mo.st successful in their history. Being the

first race of the season eighteen members en-

tered 23.1 birds in a race from Covesville, Va., i2o

miles. The weather was fair and the birds were
liberated at 8 o'clock A. M., with the wind dead

against them, but notwithstanding this a good

average fly was made. The first prize was won
by Dr. R. Munson, average v. locity 1066 yards;

second prize to Mr. Ki<lwell, average velocity

1058 yards per minute. There were twelve lofts,

which made an average of over 1000 yards per

minute, which I think a very goo<l showing

against a strong head wind. The prizes for this

race were first, a gold leg band ; second, a silver

leg band, both donate<l by Dr. C. H. Buckey, and

best of all every one seemed happy. Not a kick

was heard from any source, and most of the

competitors had tlieir birds nearly all home be-

fore 2 o'clock P. M., a result which caused great

rejoicing, as this brightens the prospect for the
future races, which are as follows: May 15, Chat-
ham, Va., 2(to miles, first prize a beautiful silver

cup, worth- $35. tloiiate<l by F;<lward T. Mertz,
•Irnggist, corner Eleventh and F Streets, N. W.;
second prize a beautifully illustrated Ixjok Pigeon
Standard, donated by Edward S. Schiuid, the
popular bird store man. 712 Twelfth Street, N.
W. May 22, from Concord, N. C. ,301^4 miles,

first prize a fine suit of clothes, donated l)y Sacks
& Co., the largest and most popular clothing
house in our city, corner Seventh and Market

;

second j)rice 55 in gold, donated by Dr. R. Mun-
.soii. May 29, from Greer's, S. C, 401 miles.

There will be two prizes, first Fancikrs' Jour-
nal badge, second «5 in gold from Prof. Kasper.

June II, from Suanee. Ga., 501 >4 miles, first a

gold medal, donated bv Messrs. Stixrknian, Wal-
lace, Lansdale and Youngs, and called by the

boys the big four prize ; second <s in gold, do-

nated by Dr. S. Raymond. With your kind per-

mission I would lilie to give a little of my expe-

rience as young fancier in flying birds. I often

have birds come home from a station after being
out over a week and too late to ship to the next
station, and I sometimes put them right in the

next fly. Is it a goo<l plan or not ? I would like

10 hear from old fanciers I had a cock bird of

last fall's hatch shipped to forty-lour miles April

25 returned to mv loll May 7- I P"t 'i"" "Kht in

tile basket the same evening and shipped him in

the race, and he was the first bird to alight on

mv loft to-day, coming with anolher.which went
in'ahe.ad of him, both making 1000 vards per

minute. The question is, did I do right or not ?

R. C. Homer.

WASiii.NtiTO.v, 1). C, May S, 1892.

[A bird that returns behind time we would
prefer not to ship to the next station, thinking •
number such might delay better birds.—Ed.]

II
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SUPPIJFS.

We are So Anxious
That you ttliuuld see our new ciroulttr on

^Poultry
Supplies.

It Illustrates

tlie muHt complete line

—— _— ever offered.

Johnson & Stokes,
SEEDSMEN

317 & 319 narketSt., Phila., Pa.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal. - - Per lOO lb.

(jrHnulateil Houo,
Ground lUn^t
Serapw, - -

Calclte. - - -

CruHlJtMl Flint,
Cruwhenl Oynter
Shells,

100

aoo

Bag, 4(:i.(M>

•J. 75

3.00
3.00
3.00

3.0<>
Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders 8hippe<l proniply by freight on receipt ol
price.

C;. H. l)EMl»WOLF dfc CO.,
York <'hen»lfal \V'ork«. York, l*a.

GRIND
YOPH
nonet

OWN
Meal,

Wee Years in Snccession at tie Great New York Sliows
>

sharp's Indian Games
Have Never Failed to MTin

A// First, Spec/a/ and Challenge Cups, on Cock, Cockerel, Hen and Pullet—

o

record that no other breeder of any variety can boast of.

In competition with the finest specimens afforded by the best breeders of P^urope and America,
our "Agitator Strain" has proved INVINCIBLE at Buffalo, 1889; Buffalo. 1890; New York, 1890,

London Dairy, 1890; Crystal Palace, 1890; New York, iSoi ; Charleston, 1891 ; and at New York;
1892, we won 1st and 5th on Cocks, ist and 2d on Cockerels, ist. 2d and 3d on Hens, ist, 2d, 3d, 4th

and 5th on Pullets, 2d ou Pen, Challenge Cups for best Hen and Pullets, Gold Special for best 10

Cockerels and Pullets. At nearly every show of any importance from the Atlantic to the Pacific

our birds shown by customers have proved EQUALLY as INVINCIBLE. Ancestry and careful

breeding are essential to success. You cannot succeed without our stock, which we constantly itn-

prove from year to year. Our Golden Wyandottes won all firsts at the Great Philadelphia Show,
January, 1891. We breed ANDALUSIANS, WHITE INDIAN GAMES, BLACK MINORCAS.

PLVMOITTII ROCKS, WHITE LEGHORNS and CREVE C(EURS, ASEELS MALAYS and RED CAPS. Eggs I3, $5, |6, |8, |io and $25 per 13.

"LILLIAN RUSSELL."
First and Challenge Cup, New York, 1891.

Catalogue free.

C. A. SHARP Se CO., Lockport, N. Y.

/ M0
- . Uyttter ^b< IIh;

^_ ^^ C»rabam r lour a Corn, in the

JTJMHANDIKIILLm^ 4IU 100 percent.
Ponltry. Also l>m\ I !• >l _EKU i>lII.1iM. GircalarsaniiieHtiiiiuniKU

I application. HILHON BUOM.li^MtoD.Pa.

58- «3

(F.Wilson's
Patent),
more made

>l ILLS and

^^
'BINTIHG OUTFIT 15^

|(X)Ml'lJC\h. 4 fttph*)i«a rubber type. typ« holder, Ujttlc In-

1 1rlihU Ink. Ink VmiX and TwiH^ert. Put up v\ n**!! boi wlib
llir^cttoni for u«p. S* i4r»c(ion ru^ruiucd Worth &<>f. Baft;

jliiian Mwker Cftrd l^ink«. do Srtu nam« t in 1 infaut««

Ipnnuif)'*" c&r>l« nn hour.Kf«tpA«tp*i>1 1.V:'i for 2&<-.rat.fr«*

^R.Ifl.lM.KKKOLLA IIKO r.5rorlUndtm.K.V.llt>

U^%^« SPAI{K >IOMRNTS|V\W. '^^^Js II.. liimili'st paper on

^^^^^
irlli. ly pay.s,llnely

• *
^^lllii-triit<d. Also

Sen ^^liist ructi vc
on trlal^«L^#^^^^^ It ut II res.

3 nioittlis for ^•^W Jk V^^^^.<'tf.
onl\ Iftfta. (stamps "^^^,Mm^ ^P^k.*
t.'ikcn). A.l<lr«-s. Snare^^H ^^w ^B A^^^h
M<.ni«-nt8 I'lilillsliliij: «'<>., ^^^^r ^^k v^^^^B
fil < i.iirt St.. H<>-(i>n. M 1--

. *^^^^>^^^^B

POULTRY.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.
Box i6, Patterson, New York.

HRKKDKR OK

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
At the Great Crystal Palace Show ol America

New York, February, 1S91. my birds were award-
ed the following : Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth RtK-k Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens ; first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel: first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard, J25 iii gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

lor best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four V>est Pullets: first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth R(X-k hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. F'ggs from prize niatings, $4

P^r «3. I" per 26, $g per 39, St')ck for sale. 39-91

INCUliATOllS.

THE

PINELAND
INCOBflTORS AND BROODERS

ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERE AWARDED

2-F1R5T PREM10M5-2
AT THE

Great New Yoil Sim of 1891

Hundreils of the most successful poultrynieii

use them exclusively. Send five cents for mam-
moth catalogue. Circular free. Ad<lress

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

142-181 Jaiiie.-.bur>r, New Jersey.

HATCH CHICK ENM bv STEAM.
Improved EXCELSIOR Incubator.
Shirfilf, I'^ifrel nml Si-h'.lir</iiliilin<j. ThouB-

, andain succofwful optratiim (iuaranteed

to hnt<-h n laruer percenta«o of lertile «<fjt»< at lexsctMit

than any other lucubator, «.to. ll..sTUIL,«(ii>nrx,llk

ISH

MISCELLANEOUS.

HAZAKD'S
8ILVER^8PANGLED*HAMBURG8

NKAV VOKK, iSJIti.

Tlie grandest victorv ever won bv one exhibi-
tor nil any one variety. 15 liNTRIES, 1 1 PRE-
MIUMS. ' Also Association Sjiecinl for best dis-

play, all varieties of Hamburgs competini;.

JAMES E. HAZARD,
152-203 Elmira New York.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY
MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES
AND ALL OTHKR

fANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

EGGS! EGGSI-l^ifteen Tor i2: strictly

hi^'h cla-s. P. k)cks, Lt, Bralimas. Hr. and Wh.
Leghorns. Blk. Laiigshans, S. L. Wyandottes.
Bronze Turkey eggs, 8 for |2. Send us your or-
der and get egg?, that will hatch you some

NI<*t> Prizo Winners.
Come to .see our slock. Circulars free, BliKini-

itigdale Stock Co., Box 329, Richmond, Va. 59-71

nil rO'*^'^B^y^''^«-l'*STANTRELIIF. Final
Ull Ib V cureiii litiliiy.i.NKVi'r ri'lurn.i: impurKe;

I |LLu no.Ha ve: noHupposilury. A victim tried
^^

1 n vain every mm <iy has diHcovered a
Bimpleciire, which he willmail free tohisfellow auf-
forvrs. A<t4r«M4.U.KKKVK!i,V«x M)M),N«<r y«rkt1t/,N.Y.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and
Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOK IIATCIIINCJ.
send lor Catalogue.

H. W^. VAHLE.
}I9 Market Street and 46 N. gth Stieet,

PHILADELPHIA.

A NKW JJOOK

WYANDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ng, Feeding and Judging the Wyantlolte Fowl

A handsomely printed book of 60 pages.

IMUCE, 50 CKNTS.
Address

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHIU., PA.

S. S. HAMBUSGS, GOLDEN WYANDOTTES,

PARTRIDGE^GHINS. 8. C. B. LEGHORNS.

Eggs for hatching, |2.oo for 13, $s for 39. Visitors always welcome at my
yards.

\Sr]VI. H. GRKKR,
57-65eow MECHANICSVILLE, PA.

PIGEONS. PIGEONS.

PIGEONS PIGEONS
^ I^Ai^B Change to Buy Some op the Best

JACOBINS, FANTAILS and OWLS in white and blue African ; white, blue and silver English,
and blue and silver Chinese in America. About forty pairs of owls to sell, and I warrant no better

stfxrk in existence. I need room, therefore take advantage of this offer. Write f )r prices and just

what vou want. Satisfaction or money refunded. GEO. EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

47-98

Koijal Blue I^nc I^oft^.

*

THEO. P. GREEN,
WOODBORY. NEW JERSEY.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLB, IND.

THK FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

New Catalogue
containing a full «lescription of 36 pairs of mv
noted breeders and champions, illustrated witn
handsome photoengravings of world-renowned
flyers Send for it bt fore you purchase.

MAILED FREE.

POULTRY.

BuffCochins
C!{cltisively.

I have imported direct from England a niim-

iK-r ol prize winning Ifiiff Cochins which

for size, shape, color and heavy feathering

stand unrivalled in Ameiica. A limited number
of .settings for sale on account of limited breed-

ing space. Write for circular.

EMIL GRAFF,
64tf Successor to II. A. Noeckel.

Cochin Hill, Tioga, Phila., Pa.

HALBEY BROS., Washington C. H., 0.,
breed 25 varieties FANCY POULTRY.
Biggest Poultrv Yards in the West. STOCK
AND KGOS FOR S.\LE. Send loc. for hand-
somely illustrated descriptive Catalogue, show-
ing how to make a fortune raising poultry, giv-
ing receipts, instructions and much valuable in-

formation, worth five times the money.
l*rlce List free. 57-66

for profit
should have Pure C« round
HEEF SCRAP, which is

Meat and Itnue, collected from slaughter
houses. Dried Perfectly SWKET and ground.
Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them FREE. Ad-
dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO., 133
Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

WHITE FANT.^IL
PIGEONS

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

My birds have won
every prize and every
special shown for,

with two single bird
exceptions, during

the la.st two years, and have been shown only at

the best and largest shows in America.
No birds for sale until June, when a limited

number of young, all from prize winners, will

be .<iold at f 10 per pair. Don't write unless yon
mean business. 94146

POULTRY.

Over 100 Award$

Reeeived in 1891.

mit. Ulhitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, England

(Hon. Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply
Indian Game, Dorkings, Wyandottes. Creves,
La Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD BREEDERS, $15 per trio; EXTRA
GOOD, $25; F;xHIBITION, |20 to $50 each at
Liverpool. Freight paid to New York for $10
extra on ^ to 9 birds. Eggs in season, $4 per
dozen. OVER 800 BIRDS EXPORTED LAST
YEAR.

IflDlflH GAMES,
(Agitator Strain)

SHERWOODS, BARRED PLYM-

OUTH ROCKS, BLACK LANG-

SHANS and S. C .B. LEGHORNS.
At the great Philadelphia show, held January

7 to 12, showing only eight Indian Games we won
first and second oii pullets, third and fifth on
hens, fourth on cock ; in sales class first on
cockerel and first and second on pullets. Fowl*
and eggs for sale. Address all orders andcv^:-
respondence to

G. M. WOODS & BRO.,

53^55 Leaman Place, P«.

POULTRY.

BRADLEY BROS.'
Barred Plymouth llocks at the Great

New York Show, 1892, made a record, especially
on cockerels, unequalled by any exhibitor at any
Interantional for five years. We breed our win-
ners, and each year for the past three years birds
from our yards have taken firsts at the largest
show of the year. Circular free. Birds for sale.

Kggs %s per 13, f8 per 26. $10 per 39.

BRADLF:Y BROS.,
156-207 Box 801, Lee, Mass.

(Thoroughbred Imported Stock).
WM. ELDRED, Dendron, Surrey County, Va.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices
Direct shipping facilities for the South. South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. 19-70

MAPLEWOOD FARM.
BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS-
Eggs for hatching from Buff Plymouth Rocks,

Buff Wyandottes and Buff Leghorns, $6 per set-

ting ; two settings >io. Buff Pekiu Bantams $2
per setting. Buff Cochins, White Leghorns,
White Wyandottes and Barred P. Rocks, $1.25
per setting, three settings $3. I am a member of
the Buff Leghorn Club. Also agent lor the Mon-
arch Incubator. Send for circular.

5870

R. G. BUFFINTON,
Lock Box 677, Fall River, Mass.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, W^IS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.
Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

LANGSHANSI
Black, AVblte and Mottled.

I am the only fancier in America who imports
Langshans direct from the Langshan District,

and who breeds them pure without introducing
blood from other strains or breeds. My White
and Mottles are not made varieties, but direct

importations.
mir EGGS : Black, $3 per 13. White, $5 per

13. After April 15, Black. $2 per 13. White, $3
per 13. No eggs of the Mottled varietv for sale

now. I can save you money by prepaying ex-
press charges.
58-70 H. G. KEESLING, San Jose, Cal.

107 PREMIUMS FROM 117 ENTRIES

AT PHILADELPHIA'S GREAT SHOW. Sil-

ver Golden Duckwing Games, Red Pile Games,
White Silver Gray and Colored Dorkings, White
and Black Minorcas, Single-comb White and
Rose-comb Brown Leghorns ; White, Black, Buff

and Partridge Cochins, Dark Brahmas, all kinds
of Polish and Hamburgs, Barred Plymouth Rocks,

B. B. Red and Red Pile Game Bantams, Rose-
comb Black and Silver Sebrights, Buff Pekins,
W. F. B. Spanish, also Black Langshans. Eggs,

$4 per 15, $7 per 30. We pay express. No duty
on Fowls or Eggs. BURN & HANSLER,

53-65 Tilsonburg, Ontario, Canada.

^ WHITE PEKIN BANTAMS:)^
The rarest and most beautiful of all. CHAM-

PIONS OF THE WORLD. Winners at Charles-

ton, 1891 ; New York. 1891-92 ; Phil«delphia. 1892.

Also Prize Winning WHITE PLYMOUTH
ROCKS, GOLDEN WYANDOTTES and BLACK
LANGSHANS. Stock and Flggs for Sale.

A. P. GROVES,
55-68 Chestnut Hill, Philada., Pa.

POULTRY. POULTRY.

Dl ICT I ^^LJ/^ DIVIO / ONK OF THE LAR(iEST AND BESTDv/ri L.LVJin \J r% INO I COLLECTIONS in America.
All from slock imported directly frcjui the yards of the most noted breeders abroad. We have now
TEN pens of carefully assorted birds; al.so a few pens of S. C. W. LEGHORNS and INDIAN
GAMES. Send for Illustrated Catalogue of

Shady Shope Poultir^y pat^m.
E. A. SHEI.,DON, President Buff Leghorn Club, Proprietor.

Address all communications to
152-203 A. C. CHAFFEE, Superintendent, Oswego, N. Y.

ANNANDALE POULTRY FARM.
"\VIHTE KRAIIMAS, RED CAPS, INDIAX (iAMES.

Light Brahmas, Black Langshans, White and Barred IMymouth Rocks, White Wyandottes,
Emiinettes, American Dominiques, S. C. and R. C. Black, Dominique and Red Pile Leghorns. Black
Minorcas, Golden and SiU-er Spangled Hamburgs, Dorkings and Pit Games. At MADISON
SyUARE GARDEN, NEW YORK, AND THE GREAT PHILADELPHIA SHOW, 1S92, I won 16
first and 6 .second premiums on 40 entries. Also, SPECIAL of $50.00 won at Waverly, 1891, for best
exhibit from the State of New Jersey. Price list and catalogue free.

Address I. C. HAYNES, Annandale, New Jersey.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
of the quality that always win.

At Philadelphia, 1892. my birds »icored the

greatest record ever won by any breeder in the

world of this variety. All the first prizes but

one and every important special out of twenty-

four offered, including two silver cups.

The records of my Plymouth Rocks at New
York, Charleston and Buffalo aie well known.

ALSO
SILVER & BUFF WYANDOTTES

of the finest breeding.

EGGS—One setting, $4 ; two settings, $7 ; three

settings, $9.

Proftasely Illustrated Circular Free.
Address

E. B.THOMPSON.
63-13 Amenta, Dutchess Co., N. Y.

Fordhook Poultry Yards.
At Philadelphia, 1892, we made a clean sweep in the Novice Class with our new breed 811 KK-

WOODS, having won 4 firsts, 4 seconds, 4 thirds and special. If yon want particulars write to

the introducers. Also ist and special on Indian Game Hen, ist on Red Cap Cockerel, 2 specials on
W. C. B. POLISH. In fact, on 28 birds entered we won prizes on each and every one. Send for

Illustrated Catalogue describing all our breeds, also Collie Dogs.

32-83- W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO..

Philadelphia, Pa.

WOODSIDE POUltTt^V YAl^DS
At the Great Philadelphia Show I made a clean sweep on La Fleche. On Indian

Games won the two principal preminms, ist on Pen, ist and (irand Challenge
Trophy on cockerels and Gold Specials for most typical males and best pen.

Indian Game eggs f5 and |io per 13. White Leghorns. White and Golden Wy
andottes, BufF Pekin, Black Rosecomb and Red Pile Bantams. At New York my
pen of Indian Games won ist and Grand Gold Special. Send for circular. Address
all correspondence to

W. J. ANDRUS, Proprietor,
46-97 HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N.J.

^The Lea Poultry CJards^
INDIAN GAMES.

stock and Eggs for sale. F'ggs |5 and |io per setting of 13

New York Show, 1892. For furtner inlormation write to

54-66 New Hamburgh, Dutchess County, X. Y

Mv birds took eight prizes at the
.1. HOHLANl>,

POULTRY RIVERSIDE FARM.

The records will show the following as my winnings at New York for the years

1S90, 1891, 1S92 on my specialties: S. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Iloudans, White
Wvandottes and R. C. White Leghorns. 33 firsts. 19 Gold Specials, 6 Association

Sifver Medals and 2 Silver Cups. "Like did begit like," "Like will begit like."

nTTpri| PLYMOUTH ROCKS Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record

IjUIIJ; [wyandottes °^ America's leading strains of above varieties. I

guarantee satisfaction.

101-151 J. FORSYTH, owEGo, tioga county, n. y.

L K. FELCH & SON,
NATICK, MASS., U. S. A.

LIGHT BRAHMAS, PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WYANDOTTES,
LANGSHANS AND COLLIE DOGS.

SEND FOR CIRCUI^AR. 60-7

ToRHAM Poultry Yards
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Eggs from Prize-winning Buff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes, S. C. W.
leghoriis and S. S. Hamburgs. ^JJ per l.'J or $)5 per ;JO. But one yard of each variety kept

and they of the BEST.

SfPOGi^ POF^ Sale at flLL ©imbs.

Address all orders and correspondence to

BOOKS.

PIGEON KEEPING

34-85

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
-HV-

F. M. GILBERT.
Haudsoiuely illustrated. Practical and com-

prehen.sive. It is an invaluble guide for the

amateur pigeon fanciers.

COCHIN HILL COCHINS.
THEODORE STERNBERG'S

Imported English Biiffs

Full feathered, rich colored, grand shape, great

weights. A son of the Old Matchless bought at

the recent sale of Mrs. Scriven and a grand

Gwydyr cockerel at head of yards. Eggs $5 per 13

I am a member of the Cochin Club of America

ELLSWORTH, KANSAS, U. S. A.

55-67

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OF
ARGONAUTS, INDI.\N GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

P0INTF:RS and SCHIPI'KRKES.
A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

Orders for puppies booked to besale in season,
delivered in rotation.

OPIUM
MorpliiiK* Habit Cured In 10
to 'iit tlii^ s. Nojmy till cured.
DR. J <%TkPHEN8,Lebanon,Ohio.

i'rifo, papor. rAW. ; cloth $l.()0.

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916. PHILA., PA.

Loft

RECORD BOOK.
Convenient and indispensable in

recording the breeding of your
birds.

PRICE 82.
For sale by

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

THE

-BUSINESS HEN-
Breeding and Feeding Poultry for

Profit.

BY H. W. COLLINGWOOD,
Managing lulitor of the Rural New Yorker.

With special articles by P. H. Jacobs, J. H. Drev-
eiistedt, C. S. Cooper, C. S. Valentine, Arthur
I). Warner, Henry Stewart, James Rankin, I.

K. Felch, Philaniler Williams, Henry Hales,
Dr. F. L Kilbourne, C. H. Wyckoff, H. S. Bab-
cock, C. E. Chai>inaii and others.

PRICE, Paper 40 cents, clotli 75 cents.

FOR SALE BY

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

How to Kid Buildings and Farms

of Rats and Other Pests of

Like Character.

BY PICKETT.

The best book of its kind ever published.
Tells in clear, humorous language how to de-

stroy rats, mice, weasels, minks, skunks, hawks,
owls, etc.

PIIH'K UO CKNTS.
AI)I)Ri:SS

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYER.

ONLY 25 CENTS, POSTPAID.—READ WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

This1>o<3k has been written more especially

for the novice. It teaches the rudiments. It

gives away many things that have been hereto-

fore kept secret. Aildress

FANCIEUS' I»l'ltMslIIV(J CC)M1»AXY,

BOX 01". PIIIL-ADHLPHIA, PA.

ELECTROTYPES

OK ALL

LEADING BRF:EDS OF

PIGEONS

^Size herewith for 50 cents each.

Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY

IJox 91<», Philadelphia.

V
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PIGEON
BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.
Advertisements in this column will be inserted

as follows: Two lines three months, I3 ; six
months, $5.50 ; one year, $10. Kates for insertion"
under more than one heading on application. In
writing the undersigned please mention Fan-
ciers' Journal.

FANTAILS.
GEORGE EWAIvD, Box 501 Ciuciuuati,

Ohio.

HOIVItNG PIGEONS.
A. M. WOOD, 4910 Baltimore Avenue,
West Philadelphia, Pa.

J. A. STOVELL, 10 South Broad Street,
Philadelphia, Pa,

THEODORE P. GREEN, Woodbury, N.

J. See large advertisement.

T. FRED GOLDMAN, 832 Herkimer
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

JACOBINS.
ATWOOD B. HOSKINS, Glen Riddle,

Pa. 62-13

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

OWLS.
GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

It. S. CLARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pa.

PIGEONS-ALL VARIETIES.
JOHN SPEALLER, 1210 North Fourth

Street, Philadelphia. 60-72

SATIN ETTES.
GEORGE W. PETTIT, Artist, loio Clin-

ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SWALLOWS.
G. A. FICK, 1300 N. Washington St.,

Baltimore, Md. 160-211

TURBITS.
L. S. CLARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

DOGS.

Advertisements vnthout display inserted under
his heading for 20 cents per line Jorfirst insertion'
IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven tuords to line.

Ciroat Danes.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SAI.K, BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Adtlress Un particulars
A. M. JaKjjard, 629 North Front Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. 4394

Various.

A NKW DOG WHISTLH. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box
916, Philadelphia, Pa.

TRAINED DOGS FOR COON, BKAR, SQUIR-
REL, deer, fox, rabbit, quail, partridge,
•""'^"'""'' H. C. Graff, Kensington, Ohio.

52-tf

OGS TRAINED AND FITTED FOR THE
field trials, also broken for private shoot-
ing. One or two trained dogs for sale. W.
B. Stafford, Trenton, Teiin. 162-tf

woodcock.

D
Pedlgrree Blanks.

PEDIGREE BLANKS FOR FOUR GENER-
ATIONS at 10 cents per dozen, or 85 cents
per 100. Extended four-page blanks, 5
cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed
postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,
33 S. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Cocker Spaniels.

FOR SALE.—FIRST-CLASS COCKER SPAN
lEL Puppies ; also Bitches in whelp to Red
Roland. W. B. Palmer. Woodstock, Ont.

6467

English Bcaifles.

BEAGLF: PUPPIES AND GROWN STOCK,
fine as silk, from $5 upwards. Send stamp.
A. C. Krueger, Wiightsville, York County,
Pa. 65-67

For Sale.

FINELY BRED POINTFIR AND SF:TTF;r
Puppies for sale, also broken dogs, training
for private shooting a specialty. Conn
Valley Kennels, Northampton, Mass. 65-68

Various

rINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
I.,etter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, I.^bels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co.,Box9i6, Philadelphia, Pa.

When answering advertisements please
mention Eanciers Journal.

FIEIiD TRIAIiS. FIEIiD TRIAIiS.

OREN TO THE WORLD .

H PHILADELPHIA ONM CLUB'S ANNUAL DEEBY.

CKSH PURSES $700.
First Prize, $400; Second, |20o; Third, $100. First forfeit of |io to accompany nomination;

second forfeit of|io payable September 15, and |io additional to start.

ENTRIES F>OSIXIVEI^Y CI^OSK MAY 15, 1892.

For Rules, Blanks, etc., apply to FRANCIS G. TAYLOR, Secretary, 008 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. All-Aged Stakes advertised later.

Be Unitei States Field Trial Clalis Secoi Annnal Field Trials

To be run at Elizabethtown, Ky., beginning with the Derby, Monday, Nov. 7, 1892.

SETTERS. FOR SETTERSANDPOINTERSWHEL.PED POINTERS.
$250 to First. ON OR AFTER JANUARY 1, 1801. . $250 to First.
$200 to Second. r.pu /?/?/:/:/) rn run ^fparatfiy ^^OO to Second.
$160 to Third. ^'^^^ Bfi£ED_romV_SEPARATELY. ^^^q ^^ Third.

TOTAL STAKE $1400.

Winners of First in each stake to compete for Title of Absolute Derby Winner and $200 addi-

tional, $ioo of which is kindly donated by the American Field. Entries close June 1,1892. Firs^

forfeit $10, which must accompany nomination; additional forfeit |io, payable September i; $10 to

start. For Rules, Entry Blanks, etc., address

65-66-67 P. T. MADISON, Secretary-Treasurer, Lock Box 4, Indianapolis, Ind.

THE KENNEL. THE KENNEL.

CANICURA CO.,
Manufacturers of carefully prepared

Remedies for Dogs
WHOLESALE AGENTS:

VON LENQERKE & ANTOINE, 246 Wabash Av.

CHICAGO.
VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St., N. Y.

THE CANICURA COMPANY,
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

246 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.
151-173

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display inserted unde*
this heading /or 30 cents per line/or first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

For Sale.

AG. BOWLES. JR., PONKAPOG. MASS.,
Black Langshan and Houdan eggs, $1 for

•
13. 60-70

BUFF LEGHORNS, INDIAN GAMES. P.

ROCKS and Minorca eggs. $2 to $5 per »5-

Circular free. Lewis C. Beatty, Washing-
ton, N. J. 5870

ROANOKE POULTRY YARDS. HURFF-
VILLE, N. J. High honors won at Phila-

adelphia Show. Buff Cochins, Light Brah-
mas. Barred Plymouth Rocks. Send for

Circular. S^-^f

PURE-BRED ENGLISH BLACK-BREASTED
RED GAMES from Lyon. Heaton, Game,
Rainsforth Pope. Matthews, Bell and Gib-
son's strains. PARTRIDGE COCHINS from
Goodall, Butterfield, Lady Gwydyr, Tom-
linson and Friar Bennett's strains. Apply
Ruddington Hall, Nottingham, Eng. 60 67

Silver Wyandottes.

aLVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
) Games. Finely marked birds bred by

Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y. 4i-tf

Golden Wyandottes.

FOR SALE.—COCKEREL $5. TRIO $7. NO
better birds in America. Eggs $2 per 13.

V,. D. Keeney, Arcade, N^Y^ 55-tf

Bro'wn Lieshorns.

BROWN LEGHORN PULLETS FOR SALE.
Eggs for setting, $1 . A Cantrell, Ridge Ave.,
Roxborough, Philadelphia. 61-73

Bantams.

I
BREED GAMES, GAME AND ORNAMEN-
TAL Bantams. Write for wants. E. F.

Doty. 47 Wellington Place, Toronto, Ont.
56-07

Artist.

HENRY ERDMAN, ARTIST AND EN-
GRAVER of Poultry, Pigeons, etc. 816
Maple St., Philadelphia, Pa. 6i-tf

"Wanted.

WANTED.—WHITE CHINA GEESE. H.
W. Vahle. 319 Market Street, Philadel-
phia, Pa. 51 tf

O BUY PEAFOWLS.—SEND LOWEST
price for Male and Females. Schmid's Bird
Store, 712 lalh St., N. W., Washington,
D. C. 63-66

T

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted uud,-

this heading for to cents per hue /or first iusetti <
,

IS cents per line each subsequent inset lion, count
seven words to line.

nomlng: Pleeons.

U

A,

T.

OST.—ON MAY 8, FROM A FLY IN WIL-
mington, Del., R. C.C, 765: B. C. C..S21 and
B. C. H.. 53R6. If this reaches the eyes of
any one that knows of these birds, will they
please conlmunicate with John (i. Gunn-
ing, No. 34-38 Chamt)ers Street, New York.
These birds are stamped on the wing with
name and address, and it is no trouble for
honest fancier to find out to whom they be-
long. John G.Gunning, Jr., 84 Chambers
Street, New York. 65

M. WOOD, BREEDER AND FLYEK
homing pigeons, 4010 Baltimore Ave.,
West Philadelphia. 51-76

FRED GOLDMAN, BREEDER AND
flyer of Homing pigeons, 832 Herkimer St.,
Brooklyn. N. Y. 51-76

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER. 511 W. BIDDLE
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of Short-face
Baldhead Tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
select from ; Gaddes stock. 54-79

Satlnett«s.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, loio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ix-tf

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading/or 20 cents per Itne for first insertion,
IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

Advertising.

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.
Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37.82

EVERY ONE IN NFiED OF INFORM.\TION
on the subject of advertising will do well
to obtain a copy of "Book for Adverti.sers,"
368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-
age paid, on receipt of price. Coiilams a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals

; gives the circulation
rating of every one, and a good deal of in-
formation about rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.
Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10
Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82

EXCHANGE-SOLID r4K. GOLD HUNTING
case, 16 size watch, Elgin movement, 11
jeweled watch for 10 or 1 2 or 16 g. shotgun.
W. U. Bvaus, Red Oak, la. 65

MISCELLANEOUS.
Incubators.

FOR SALE—A 100 f:gg IMPROVED EXCEL
sior Incubator in good condition. Price
I'S- E. D . Jones, Yorkshire, N. V, 64-66

Ducks.

M AMMOTH COLORED MUSCOVY DUCKS.
Old Drakes, 14 to 16 pounds. Winners $40
clock New York, Trenton, Brooklyn, Wav-
erly, Charleston, Augusta, Hager.stown.
Stock or eggs. T. Farrer Kackham, East
Orange, N. J. 153-204

For Sale.

I^INE GERMAN HARES. ARTHUR W. KIRK,
Forest Grove, Pa. 63-66.

Various.

ALUMINUM AND NICKEL SEAMLESS
Pigeon Bands 3^c. and 2>aC. A. H. Kruger,
Gerraantowu, Phila. 55-67

Drinking: Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain,
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 per
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

^8 ti Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

Artists and £nMrravei*s.

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32
South Third St., Philadelphia.

POUIiTRY.

WILLIAM G. KOEPPEN,
Rutherford, New Jersey, Box 113,

Breeder and Importer of

BLACK ROSE-COMB BANTAMS.
The highest honors at New York, 1892. First

cock, first hen, second and fourth cockerel, sec-
ond and fourth pullet.

Stock and Fares For Sale.
A few Black red and Game Pile Bantams for

sale cheap. Must close out. 52-64

^MISCELLANEOUS.

B. F. IvKWTIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hib.t at the fall shows.

tt

ELM STATION,

Montiromery Co., Pa.

Edward S. Schniid,
Succes.sor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRO FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGF;oNS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Mention Fanciers' Jourmaz~

FOR pigf:ons and
all breeds of fowl.«!.

Four sizes ; flexible
rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices
of Indian Games, Minor-
cas, Javas and B. P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20
years' experience counts
in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

J. Y. BICKNELL,
314 Vermont Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

LEG BKNDS.
ENGLISH ENAMEL CONFERENCE BANDS

for Pigeons, 55 cents per dozen; Copper Bands for
Pigeons or Poultry, 40 cents per dozen. H.
Small, S5 I<eonard St. New York City. 153-204

r\ r- I THERE AREl TOVER 300
J '*\ r'rO papers in the U. S. and Canada,
^^)V ^^)^ for farmers, breeders and fan-

^ r ciers. If you send me 25c. in
silver, I will print your name

and address and send it to all of them and 100
home, literary, political and sporting ones in
addition and request them to mail you sample
copies Don't neglect this opportuuity. Send a
stamp for my new price list.

-ADDRESS

84tf

F. D. BECK,
Wellsburg, W. Va.

—In answering advertisements please
mention this journal.

VOL. 8, No. 20.
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IN THE STUD.
I

IVIenthon Kennela*

St. Bernsrcls,
PHCENIXVILLE, PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.8.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equal.

FEE, *100.
The Handsome Rough -coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.8.B.18,837)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, 935.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

;T stud—POINTER

PROMOTION
FEE 950.

Winner (absolute) Central Derby, 1891, defeating
the great setter Wun Lung.

ENGLISH SETTER

KING'S MARK
FEE 935.

Winner in Seven Field Trials.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for
catalogue to

FAIRMOUNT KENNELS,
54-205 RAVENNA, NEBRASKA, or

Ninth St. and Columbia Ave., Phila., Pa.

AT STUD—WOODALE KENNELS'
FOX TERRIERS Fee.

DOBBIN $20
By Ch. Venio—Brockenhurst Worry by

Raffle.

STARDEN'S JACK $16
By Ch. Result—Forest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS $10
By Raflle—Warren Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of prize win-
ning bitches always for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 47-73

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
40-91 LANCASTER, MASS.

X TERRIERS AT STUD.po

LAN8D0WNE DESPERADO •"» •'«•

By Rosador (Venio—Rosati)—Desperate (Domi-
nie— Sensation).

LAN8D0WNE TRITON ^- ••«•

By Raffle—Warren Dainty. Stud cards on ap-
plication. Post office and shipping address

LANSDOWNE KENNELS, Lansdowne, Pa.

HT STUD—ENGLISH SE'fTER

COUNT LEO,
Mack D.—Lady Alta, Lady Alta by Count

Roderigo—Bessie Belton. F'venly marked white,
black and tan, whelped November 14, 1889.

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. G. ELLIOTT,

40-91 4S3 Potters Ave., Providence, R. I.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in

America." Pedigree and winnings free ; photos,

50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
155-206 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

ST STUD. FEE 960.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER,

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rap,Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C. December, 1890, and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land ; ist, New York, Troy. Albany and Lynn,
'89; ist, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

Babylon, I,. I

IN THE STUD.
|

IN THE STUD.

Seminole I^ennels
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADLLPHIA, PA.

ROUGH-COATED COLLIES
CHAMPION THE SQUIRE («0881) FEE igtSO.UO
CHAMPION ROSLYN WILKES (S0883) '» 50.0C)
CHAMPION IIOSLYN DANDY (17577) " ;J5.()0
ROSLYN CONWAY (80888) " 2«>.()0

SIR KELPIE (14736) " lo.OO

ENGLISH SETTER
SIR FREDERICK (81741) »» 50.00

Winner of forty-four first prizes in England.

IRISH SETTERS
CHAMPION TIM (8816) •» S5.0t>
JERRY .lARVIS (15347) (litter brother to Duke Elcho) " 30.00

ENGLISH PUGS
KASH, Jr. (17804) *« 15.OO

Winner of first Albany and second New York 1892.

Extended pedigree and list of stock for sale furnished on application.

BEAGLE IN STUD.

CHAMPION TONY WELLER,
THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

THE BEAGLE TRIALS, 1891.
Papples for Sale.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
60-72 Glenslde, Pa.

H T STUD,

STREATHAM MONARCH.
"The best Bull Terrier tonlay in either PJng-

land or America."—George Rapcr.

ADDRESS
JOHN MOORHBAD, JR.,

61-12 PITTSBURG, PA.
A lot of fine puppies for sale.

poiNTER AT STUD. FEE fjilTt.

LAD OF KENT «3^>
Sire, Champion Bracket : dam. Renie by Ch.

Tammany. Winnings and only times shown :

First puppy, New York, 1&90; first open and
special for best brace with his litter sister, Lass
of Kent, New York, 1891; first, Wilmington;
Gloversville and Albany; first challenge New
York and Boston, 1892. N. B.—This low stud
fee for three months to approved bitches.

Address
GEORGE JARVIS.

52-77 1015 Washington Avenue, N. Y.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, ARCS B 4742

Sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee |io.

VENDETTA, A.K.C.S.B. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest—Ch. Bbor Nettle. Fee $10.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,
47-98 Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

MASTIFF AT STUD.

ORMONDE
A son of the great Cambrian Princess, winner

of ist Rockford, Freeport, Cleveland, Cincinnati

and Chicago, and sire of ist and 2d prize biiches

Rockford, Freeport and Chicago, 1892. Some
grandly bred pups for sale. Send stamp for

catalogue. CHARLES E. BUNN.
157-202 Peoria, Illinois.

I
RISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

HANOVER BOY.
Full of Playboy blood, has small, perfectly car-

ried ears, winner of two firsts and an uncroppe<l

special at Kennel Club Show. I^ondon.

PEE $15.00.

BOXER IV.
Winner of several prizes, long clean head, hard

red coat, sire of Bumptious Bonnet.

FEE $15.00.
Apply to

WALTER J. COMSTOCK,
Box 408, Providence, R. 1.5i-75eow

Some Choice Pointer
Puppies for sale cheap. For pedigrees, prices,

etc , address J. R. PURCELL,
c«v.tf Gainesville, Va.

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

cFox Terriers

IN STUD.

Starden's King 25

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner 15

Brockenhurst Tyke 15

$100 prize for the best puppy sired bv
any ofthese dogs in 1892. Tobeconiixfteil
for at New York, 1893. Donor not to com-
pete.

Puppies for Sale.

yiLLsiDE Kennels,
157-208 LANCASTER, MASS.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

Fee $25
10

10

DUSKY TRAP, 7711
REGENT BRISK. 16,618
REGENT TIPPLER
Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNEI.S, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
* Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEM,t,2sn. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5550. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-
dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

Jinglo-Americon Terrier (ennels.

IN STUD.

SMOOTH FO.\ TERRIER.

EBOR SPENDTHRIFT STinFEK $10
WIRE-HAIRED FOX TERRIER.

BARTON STING - Stuu Fee $10
IRISH TERRIERS,

JACK BRIGGS - Stud Fee $20
VALLEY BOXER - STrnFKK$15

BI,.\CK AM) TAN TERRIER,

PRINCE REGENT - sni. Fke$io
SCOTCH TERRIER.

KILSTOR - - - STrDFEE$15
SCOTCH HOT - - - - $15

YORKSHIRE TERRIER.

CH. TOON'S ROYAL - srt i. Kii $io
R. TOON,

216 Fitzwilliam St , Slieffield, Eng.
Address

C. N. SYMONDS,
i57-203eow Salem, Mass., U. S. A.

BULL TERRIER AT STUD.

CHAMPION CARNEY,
(A. K. C. S. B. 24,986).

To a limited number of approved bitches.

TUBBY HOOK KENNELS,
65 luwood, New York City.

IN THE STUD.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - SSO

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member, 35 per ceut off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL S20
Puppies and Brood Bitches for sale. Dogs of

any breed taken to boanl. coiulitioiied for shows,
kept at stiiil and sold on commission.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
29-80 CHESTNUT HII.I., Phila.. Pa.

Mention Fanciers' Jour.nal.

THE KENNEL.

FOR SALE.

ENTIRE LOT OF

ST. BERNARDS.
Catalogue on Application.

WYOMING KENNELS,
'49-200 M EI,ROSE, MASS.
Mention Fancikrs' Jof r.nal.

FOU SALK-KXfiMSII SETTER Pl'P.'^,
l)v Ch. R()<Ur K<>, Cli. C.ath's Mark an.l Dan
(.ladstont IltlSlI SE'n'EK ITfS, by
Ch. Kild.Trc. Cli. Dick Swiveller, Cli. Tim and
Cliampion SemitiDlc.

Semi for Price I.ist. 40-91

Mention Fancikrs' Journal.

-1^^ PAMPHLET

^r DOG - DISEASES
Mailt'il (gratis) bv the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Siirureon,

t( \'iW,\ BI{().\1»WAV, NEW VOUK.

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted fnmi photograph*

or from life.

fl. B. Tailman,
Moti OAK LAWN, R. I.

rOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From lhi>MiiiL;lil«itil sli>cU .iiiil the lavorite strain.

Semi foi circular to

4.V!^6

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
V. U. n<).\ 676, AI.H.^NY. N. Y.

Pugs of the Best Breeding

At rcasimable prices. FALLS CITY KENNELS
Box 506, Louisville, Ky. 48-7*
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^\ DOG r CKKB-S ^

CAUTION

!

(With Beetroot).

CAUTIOfl!

SEE ALL YOUR

DOG CAKES
ARE

THUS STAMPED.

CAUTIOI^ I

BEE ALL YOUR

DOG CAKES
ARE

THUS STAMPED.
!

THE COMMON SENSE OF 006 DOCTORING.

MAILED FOR 28 CENTS.
PAMPHLET ON CANINE DISEASES MAILED FREE.

SPRATTS PATENT (AMERICA), LIMITED.

Accept Only I

SPRATTS PATENT POULTRY MEflL-

IH Of^IGI|4Ali

i
BAGS

i^
^

20 CENT
PACKET

•fSUCCESS • IN • REARING • VOUNG • CHICKS • IS • CERTHIN-f

OF ALL FEED DEALERS AND GROCERS OR OF SPRATTS PATENT (AMERICA). LIMITED.

239. 241, 243 and 245 East 56th Street. rfJew Vork City.

VOI^. 8, NO. 31. )

WHOLE NO., 166. (
PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, MAY 21, 1892. PER ANNUM, $3.OO

SINGLE COPY, 6c.

^^5EE=W^>r^-^
^^'^^^f^Au'^'^-Z..

SEIACROFT KENNELS' PSOVOI, LEEKHOI.
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FIXTURES.

I)o^ Shows.
Aug. 31-Scpt. 3—Lexington. Ky.
Sept.69— Hamilton, Can.

i;«-i6.—Toronto, Can.
19-22.— lA)ndon, Can.
27-30.—Ottawa, Can.

Oct. 25 28.—Omaha, Neb.
Nov. 23-25—New York.

1893.
Ian. 10 14 —Charleston, S. C.

i<cb. 14-17.—H-ltimore ^''^•

21-24.—New York, N. Y.
2S March3.—Haltimore. Md.
2S March 3.—Klmira, N. Y.

March 7-10.—Chic;(go, 111.

June 13-17.—Chicago, 111.

Field Trials.
Sept. 15.—Manitoba Field Trials Club.

Nov. 6.—International Field Trial Club.
8.—New Fngland Field Trial Club.

IV—American Field Trials Club.

Nov. iS.—FI.Tstern Field Trials Club
28 —Fhiladelnliia Kennel Club.

:. 6.-Ceiitr.il Field Trials Club.

1893.
Dec.

Feb.—Southern Field Trial Club.

Messrs. Washington Coster. William

Tallman and Dr. Jarvis, a triumvirate of

tried and competent men.
*

Our Illustration.

This week we give an excellent picture

of Mr. Charles Steadman Hanks' Psovoi

dog Leekhoi, winner of several first and

second prizes. Mr. Hanks has now

about the best kennel in America of this

bree<l, and he is still adding to it the

best specimens he can obtain abroad.

The subject of our illustration is consid

ered by many the most typical specimen

in this country.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS

We regret extremely that we have to

announce the death of another good St.

Bernard. Lord Bute has joined the great

majority, following liis illustrious ])rede-

cessors, which included among their

number such famous dogs as Prince Re-

gent, Scottish Prince, Ben Lomond, Al-

ton, Hesper, Plevna and Watch. Lord

Bute enjoyed the distinction of being

"the largest dog in the world." He
stood thirty-six inches high at shoulders,

and weighed in coinlition about 250

pounds. He was by Champion Save out

of S.drina, who is by Champion Plin-

limmon. Lord Bute was a winner of

twenty-eight first prizes and cups in

England, but was never shown in this

country. Mr. Knowles Croskey, pro-

prietor of the Menlhoji Kennels, pur-

chased Lord Bute, through Mr. James

Watson, from Mr. Sliillcock last fall, at

a cost of ;f4ooo.
»

Mr. Croskey informs us that Lord Bute

has been more or less an invalid ever

since he owned him, and he has always

cared for him just as he would a child.

The last nine weeks of his life he showed

great debility, and expired rather sud-

denly May 13. The cause of his death

was embolism of pulmonary veins and

heart, causing congestion of lungs. In

his heart was found three clots as large

as ordinary oysters, and one still larger

in pulmonary veins. The lungs were

congested, as the clots, or one of them,

plugged tip the passage way back to the

heart, and causing the dog to drop

dead. At several points the right lung

had adhered lo the sides, showing

an old trouble, and in all probi-

bility Bute at some time in the past was

near death's door and by bleedi.ig was

relieved. The autopsy showed that for

at least two years Bute has been in bad

health.
*
«

Mr. Croskey has left in his kennels

Madam Bedivere, who is now almost due

to whelp to Lord Bute, and he looks for-

ward to getting one from her to take the

place of Bute. In Lord Thoriulale, Jr.,

he has a worthy son of i. worthy sire, and

with the half do/.en of good brood bitches

the Menthon Kennels will not retire to

the background just yet awhile.

Ped^o, by Dickson out of Die, first in

pointers ; G. A. Wood's lemon belton

Fred, by Prince out of Moll IV. first in

setteis. The absolute winner is not yet

announced.
«

ft «

Entries for the United States Field

Trial Club's Derby close June i. P'orentry

blanks address P. T. Madison, secretary-

treasurer. Lock Box 4, Indianapolis, Ind.

ft

ft »

We have received a neat little circular

from Mr. H. W. Huntington's Marlbor-

ough Kennels. Mr. Huntington informs

us he has secured the services of his for-

mer keunelman, A. B. MacGregor, and

will use his sixty-acre farm solely for

kennel purposes.

« *

Mr. Harry L. Goodman advertises a

number of Great Dane puppies for sale

in this issue : Champion Melac> the sire,

needs no introduction ; Minca II, the

dam, took first at Chicago last year.

«
* *

The pet dog show at the Royal Aqua-

rium, has been the important fixture this

week in England. There were one

hundred and fifty-four entries of toy

spaniels, one hundred and forty one

pugs, fifty Pomeranians, flfty-one Schip-

perkes and fifty-one Yorkshire terriers

and other toys.

• «

Commenting on the show The Ken-

nel, The Farm, The Poultry Yard says:

"Pugs, as will be seen from the entries, are

steadily growing in favor, and there are few more

shapely dogs to be found than a well conditioned

corky little pug, who is all confidence and a good

follower. But of late years I am afraid we are

losing color in this breed, and the apricot fawn

with the black distinct trace down the back is

scarce. People have been breeding for black

masks and ears, and the objectionable smutty

color has become intermixed with the body coat

to an alarming extent.
»

ft •
"Pomeranians are growing in favor, and well

they might, considering they are such sharp lit

tie fellows, with plenty of symmetry about them.

I have heard there is no dog so quick and smart

as a house dog as the Pomeranian. I believe they

are used greatly on the continent as guards for

carriers' carts, also as sheep dogs, but the latter

are generally much larger than the ones we are

used to see in Britain. To be more correct, I

think the little black fellows that we so much
admired on the bench here ought to be called

Spitz, lor the Pom. proper is a big dog, and I

doubt if F:nglish judges would look at him.

«•

ft

exhibit under
pounds."

the usual show weight, five

ft

« «

ft

* ft

Mr. Charles .Steadman Hank's Psovoi

bitch Kinjat, whose arrival in such a

The disqualification of Mr. Mercer by

the Canadian Kennel Club for entering

Mr. Little's Clumber Newca.-tle at Otta

wa without the owner's consent, was

rather harsh, as no harm was done New-
castle nor his owner and no fraud perpe-

trated. We are informed that personal

matters were at the bottom of the severe

sentence.
*

Lansdowiie Kennels have our thanks

for photographs of their fox terrier stud

dogs Desperado and Triton and brood

bitch Dimity. They are bright and lively

lookiug tvkes.
«

« ft

True to his promise, the assignee for

George H. Covert paid a dividend of

twenty-five per cent on the loth. This

winds up the whole affair, and Mr. Coveit

will be heard of no more. Too many
dogs, too little judgment and a short

purse were the cause of his dowfall, all

reports to the contrary notwithstanding.
ft

« ft

Mr. E. Bardoe Elliot (the professor)

has at last reached Chicago. He will

take charge of the kennel reportorial

chair on the American l*"ield next Mon-

day.
*

ft ft

"Square Deal" Eberhart kindly fur-

nishes us with the following news : "We
have just purchased at a long price the

young pug Patsy Boliver, a son of our

Eberhart's Cashier, and will bring him

out at Lexington show as a specimen of

what Cashier can do with a thirty-ponud

bitch. He weighs twelve pounds, with a

tail like his site, and will take a lot of

beating. Our Humane .Society has just

signed a contract with the city lo take

charge of the dog catihiiig business.

The city appropriates 52000 per year and

turns this over to the society, who will

build at once a new poind, and all un-

licensed dogs caught which the society

cannot sell or fiiul homes, for will be de-

stroyed in a humane manner. This is as

it should be, and is what we fought so

hard for last year."
ft

» «

From the Fanciers' Gazette we learn

that Spratts Patent, t.cting for Mr. I.ow-

rie, Newcastle-on-Tyne. shipped per the

•Schipperkes hold their own. and it must be steamer Europa, a bull teriier dog con

said that the reason for this is the activity of the

club. There is a great difficulty in introducing a

new breed of foreign toy dogs into this country

for the simple reason that there are so many
home-bred varieties so pleasing to the eye and

signed to Mr. Dever, Peoria, 111.

ft ft

Mr. H. G. Elliott has changed his ad-

dress to Nantucket. Mass. In addition

serious condition caused her detention at aristocratic in appearance. Therefore, the Schip- to his kennel of English setters he pro-

I thought It but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town
— The Spanish Student.

The entries for the Philadelphia Ken-

nel Club's first public Derby numbered

sixty-five on Tuesday. Letters from a

distance may run them over seventy.

The jtidges, we learn unofficially, will be

the Chestnut Hill Kennels until in bet-

ter shape to travel, is, we are pleased to

learn, getting on very nicely. The pup-

pies she whelped since her arrival are

doing finely with the foster mother pro-

vided > y Mr. F. R. Carswell.
ft

ft ft

The winners at the English National

F*ield Trials were as follows: I'oiuter

puppies, R. G. Mawson's Blanche of

Bromfield, by Mars out of Juno, first ; H.

Drory's Master of Meirell)tke, by Drake

©f Meirelbeke out of Fly of Meirelbeke

second ; F. C. Lowe's Sir Thomas of Kip-

pen, by Poliles out of Clicquot and A. P.

Heywood-Lonsdale's Dice, by Ightfield

Dick out of Perdita, equal third.

*
« •

Setter puppies. C. J. Cotes' black,

while and tan Dash, by Dash out of Nov-

ice, first
; J. K. Millner's red Airnie, by

Fraech out of Roseanna, second ; C. F).

Wace's black, white and tan Ben, by Don
out of Clara, third.

ft

ft ft

Acton Reynald Stakes for aged point-

ers or setters, Elias Bishop's Senor Don

perke has had an uphill battle, and he holds his

own; but that is about all.

«
* «

"Now we come to the Yorkshire terriers, those

charming little dogs turned out in such bloom

and coat, and here is the secret of Mrs. Foster's

success, for she knows how to "do" and show

them. I shouldn't like to hazard a guess as to

how much money Mrs. Foster will carry back to

Bradford this week, for she generally exchanges

poses to shortly take up some good breed

of water dogs.
ft

ft ft

Every pilgrim on the Canadian circuit

knows Mr. J. D. Shaw, better known as

Oh Shaw, of Kingston, and will be

pleased to learn he has moved to the

more lively city of Toronto, where he

a few for notes and gold while at the London ' will present all doggy friends the free-

shows. Mrs. Foster is know^n far and wide, and . (^om of the city, as was his custom at

those who go to the show for pet dogs this week
, j^iurrgtOtl

will at once consult her if they require a York-
'

•

shire terrier.

^*, We publish in another column a ci>ni-

"I don't think I shall be too personal when I muuicalion from a prominent <)og fan-

write that Mrs. Foster has made a fortune out of cter of this city a letter re the Boger con-

these little terriers. I have heard of rows of
j

^j.Q^.gj.j.y,^ ^^^ ^.g assure OUr esteemed
houses in Bradford that have been paid for with , .', a.. n ,.*„., .. ut. !,;..

friend the matter will stop with th:s
dog money, and all the more credit to the lady

who has owned, bred and exhibited the little

beauties.
«

ft ft

"One more division of the show remains, and

that is the toy terrier ilepartment. We have had

but few good black and tans for the past ten

years. I think you can count them on both hands.

Jubilee Wonder is about the best of them, and

Perfection, just dead, was also a gootl specimen.

But if we started splitting straws then fault could

be found in both of these, for they were too big,

and had to be reduced in condition to t>e fit to

issue. "Brockenhurst" sends us Ittters

from J. Otis Fellows and Frank Dole

saying that he, Brockenhurst, is correct.

We were also present at the time, and

can vouch for the truth of the particu-

lars as given. Murphy, Spratts Patent

manager, was there, also the Seminole

Kennels' man, Conners, and Mr. Hei-

merle. Why. even the man selling mi-

croscopes noticed the ludicrous affair.

Mr. Boger will be more careful in the

future before he attempts to impugn facts

as published in The Journal.
ft

ft ft

W. H. Wells, better known to exhibit-

ors of dogs as Billy Wells, was murdered
at Lemont, 111., a village some twenty-

five miles southwest of Chicago. The
daily press has this to say about the mur-
der. Billy Wells will be remembered by

exhibitors at western shows as the man
who handled Max A., the Irish setter

who beat Dick Swiveler and other good
ones at Baltimore last year in the chal-

lenge class. Billy was a great lover of

dogs and a whole souled fellow, well

liked by everybody who knew him. He
gave a $25 special at the last Chicago

show. At the time of his death and for

many years previous he held the posi-

tion of superintendent of the Illinois

Stone Company. The above was crowded

out last week.

WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS

Some Interesting Pickings and Pointers

Gathered Here and There.

From Our Special Correspondent.

We have all heard ofJumped-up-Mush-
room Boger, and we are all sick and tired

of hearing his name. The boys at Phil-
adelphia had a practical proof of his do-
ings, and those who didn't have seen
and can judge from his writings what he
is. Now, had Mr. Boger kept quiet I

would not have divulged to the public
what I did, and they simply were a few
facts that lie, Mr. Boger, thought no one
knew of, and which were, as you can
plainly see from reading my "WhifFs"
and his reply, quite true. I am still

more surprised to find he is a lawyer, and
expected him to know better. What
lawyer, as he does, would first of all say
I was false, and then admit later on that
he did so and so. F'or instance, he
writes: "The stuff your reporter wrote
about the bitch in heat is also false,"

and then following this he admits he did
it and explains why. Whether he said
"R-rested" or not I leave you to imagine
from what he said he did say, viz., "I
tell you now politely and not at all as a
threat that I am but defending my own
property against your dog with that
stick, and if your dog attacks and injures

me while doing so I will hold you respon-

sible in a court of justice for damages."
Now, imagine a man in the heat of pas-

sion gettiug all those words off—it isn't

possible. What proof has Mr. Boger,
may I ask. I have forwarded on to-night

two letters from responsible parties back-
ing up what I said and clearly showing that

Mr. Elliott and myself have not lied

about it.

I expect my friend Mr. Boger will go
without his breakfast till he has read
The Journal. I notice he has another
of his "ads" in the Item. What a bless-

ing it is that some people have long
purses, and can afford to pay for such
luxuries. I don't see that I in "Whiffs
from the Metropolis" was very far out
in what I said last week. Of course, be-

ing a lawyer, he expects me to quote
word for word most minutely and tech-

nically the exact words he used, and
whether he said "R-rested" is what is

troubling his fevered and most excitable

brain. To puzzle a Philadelphia lawyer
is a difficult thing, they say, but he
would like "my authority," and to deal

with him. Now, "my authority" cannot
be bothered with collie experts of four

years' study, and moreover he pays for

his advertising, and his dealing with him
directly wouldn't prove that he (Mr.

Boger) didn't say "R-rested." You are

too pur-lite for a doggy man, and if that

"lady female dog," alias bitch, had not
made any evacuation at all this unneces-

sary, but perhaps amusing, writing would
have been spared. If you will write me
a nice letter I will suggest to you a word
for "evacuation" which is equally as po-

lite and also as expressive, but "evacua-

tion" for a "lady female dog" is not ap-

plicable. I've heard it applied to troops

in case of war, I think.

Mr. Free Advertiser Spacious and Elab-

orate Boger, you pass lightly over send-

ing copies of your'small minded wpes to
men interested in collies, that you don't
know only by name. Also let me thank
you on behalf of the public for your
valuable information as a "lawyer," that
uuder the circumstances the poor dog
handler could not have been "R-rested."
(Lay a little stress on the R please, kind
readers.)

You say I err from the truth several
times. If strangers read my article and
your reply they will say, "I've got you
on toast," and all that you want me to do
is to further prove it, that is entirely un-
necessary, it would be advertising j'ou,

which is your chief object. I feel that
you are already indebted to me for so
much space, and any remuneration you,
wish to make, I will give it most heartily

to some insane asylum—catcli the point?

See?

The horsey fever was in vogue last

week. It conimenced first with pony
racing at the Hempstead I'ann, and then
the United States Horse and Cattle Show
held fotrh in open air. This was a novel
venture to New Yorkers, and it took them
a day or two to catch ou. The mode of
getting to the grounds was tedious and
unless trains can be run direct from cer-

tain points in the city, it will never be a

success. Let alone this the weather was
so threatening most of the time that

financially the society was loser.

Mr. John A. Logan, Jr., didn't bring
his string of hackneys ou for the reason
that he was giving a private show of his

own. I say private, but anybody could
have seen it. At his stock farm in

Youngstown, Ohio, he has an eighth of

a mile track, and everything fully equip-

ped in his usual good style. The whole
of Youngstown was there and many from
Washington, Cleveland, Pittsburg and
Chicago. The programme was a minia-

ture Madison Square, including dog-carts,

tandems, coach and four, etc. When one
thinks that this afternoon's performance
was given by the stock of one gentleman
we can begin to realize the magnitude of

it.

The fox terrier Oriole Sullivan was
rightly named, for a mere kick from a

horse is not sufficient to knock him out.

It appears the hackney Bonfire in dis-

playing his agility kicked Sullivan sense-

less, aye, lifeless, so much so the grooms
gave him a day to come round, and at

night-time they threw him on the dung
pile and covered him well over with lit-

ter. Next morning you can judge their

surprise when they saw .Sullivau walking
about in a forty-foot ring waiting for

Bonfire. This is' no fairy tail but the al>-

solute truth.

Everyone by now has heard of the

death of the St. Bernard Lord Bute. We
are getting so used to these surprises

that it is like "pouring water on a duck's

back." But surely this state of things

caimotbe allowed to go on. What is the

grand secret? Why do these large dogs

die so suddenly and so soon after their

arrival? There must be something radi-

callv wrong in our treatment and so con-

trary to the manner in which they were

raised that we ought to know. We should

find out as near as possible their way of

living from a puppy, noting every little

possible detail, and when in this country
try to accomplish the same. One thing

we know we cannot imitate, that is the

climate, but surely with precaution we
can have a substittite. Next to Plinlim-

mon. Lord Bute will rank as a phenome-
nal stud dog, being the sire of a great

trio, all living to-day, viz.. Sir Hereward,
Young Bute and Salvator Rosa, the lat-

ter presumably the best in England. I

mention these three because they are

away above the average, and their re-

spective owners paid very large prices

for them.

tlemen and dog fanciers realize the fact

that a dog is not a machine, then we can
breed dogs ourselves and thus save the
life of many good animals, but as long as

this one object remains, money, money,
never will we have a true fancier or dog
lover, and never shall we do auy good to
the breed.

As already stated in the New York
papers but perhaps not seen by our large

circulation and particularly those out in

the far, far West, Colonel Ruppert on
boarding the steamer at Queenstowu for

New York, was very nearly arrested—on
mistaken identity—as a forger, swindler
or anything else. He was invited below
in the saloon, and cross questioned by
the detectives and entirely filled the bill

for the man they wanted, and only
escaped not by "the skin of his teeth,"

but by the skin on his fingers or rather

his thumb. After a thorough examina-
tion of about five minutes on his hands
\>y another of the detectives, he was not
the man they wanted, because two days
previous to this the forger proper had cut

his thumb when shaving, and the de-

tective was looking for the scratch. Now
this was pretty smart, and had it hap-
pened in a country "where you ain't got
no pull," they would have hustled him
off in quick time.

In re Mr. Boger.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

F'or goodness sake please call a halt

right here. Your paper has until now
been most gratifyingly free from per-

sonal abuse and from real or ])retended

i
personal grievances. But I am afraid you
are giving way, and the first thing we
know we will ojien The Joitrnal and
find (like the other sporting papers)

column after column of personal views as

to whether dogs should or should not re-

trieve at field trials, atid as to whether

Mr. Boger told So and So that he would
have him arrested or simply held respon-
sible in a conrl of justice, etc., etc. Now
Mr. Editor, these discussions have no
possible interest for ninety-nine out of
every one hundied of your readers. If

Mr. Boger really feels as badly tf)wards

Brokenhnrst as his letter would seem to

indicate why oti earth does he not take a
trip over to Hay Ridge and punch his

head ? I am glad to see Mr. Boyer does
not like to be thought a "dog fancier,"

perhaps he will drop out. he can do us no
good.
By keeding The J()IRN.\l free from

these petty personalities, you will greatly

oblige. "A Doc. Fancier."
Philadelphia, Pa., May 14, 1892.

In honor of this noble and benevolent

breed—the St. Bernard—we feel the loss

of Lord Bute, and it may be years before

he is replaced for what he has done at
j

the stud. Mr. KnowUs Croskey has also
;

our sympathy, but if rumor can be relie«l '

on, w'hich is very current, we are inclined
j

to think that he, Lord Bute, was over-
|

taxed in his duties. Some three ot| four I

months back I heaul of over fifty bitches

that claimed his services and that twenty

had been served. Well, the sooner gen-

This may be news to the Colonel him-
self, the man they wanted they found
afterwards in the steerage, he was on
hand all the time.

The two bitches he brought over were
Countess Madge, by Champion Pouf

—

Mossie. born February 10, 1889, and Miss
Hannah, by Watch—Countess Grafen-

reid, born March 11, 1890. The former
is a rare stamp, with an exceptional body
and such hin(fquarters. In head she has
a white lace, and then comes that little

word "if" she had the shadings what a

grand-un she would be.

The Irish terrier dog Shaugn Rue ar-

rived a fortnight ago on the steamship

City of Chicago. He is imported by
Thomas Wise, of Hoboken, N. J., from
Mr. Toner, of Liverpool ; breeder, Billy

Graham, sire Charlie, by Breda Rattle,

dam Pompadour. Shaugn Rue is by no
means a bad oue, and will probably be

shown at Lewislon, and if Hanover
Boy, Boxer and George Thomas' pick are

not there we will venture a win for him.

George Jarvis left by boat last Saturday
night with his string.

Mr. James Mortimer en rout from Cali-

fornia stopped off at Chicago, and arrived

in New York on Sunday night, looking

very well for his trip, and expressed him-
self well pleased with everybody ou the

Pacific Coast, but he was decidedly thin-

ner, and on explanation it was easy to

understand. That well-known phrase,

"never allov/ yourself to run down," will

justly fit in.

While in Chicago he took a last fond

look at the delicate, fragile frame of Mr.

E. Bardoe P:iliott, who had likewise just

arrived from New York to fulfill his po-

sition as editor of the Field.

My confrere or compere, "The Ram-
bler," draws Brock enhurst's attention to

the Ann Street Kennels. I've already

paid them several visits, and hope one
day to describe the inmates thereof fully.

Further, with "Rambler's" assistance. I

think it more than possible that I could

take the "froth off" a pint of " 'alf and
'alf," "don't yerknaw" readily this 'or-

rid 'ot weather.

Mr. C. D. Purroy, proprietor of the

Wilton Kennels of foxterriers is "wieder

gesund."

"Just the apple of his eye," is Mr. A.

C. Wilmerding's latest purchase of a

cocker, and just what he wants for the

stud. Well, if anyone should know a

cocker, it is he. Rollo W. by Matchon
out of Dolly Obo by Obo II, is the strain.

He is a black, white and tan. and has

been running ou Mr. Willey's farm in

Maine. On the bench each time he was

placed second to Cherry Boy twice, but

now he is chasing him and expects to

overtake him.

FOR CAN.\I)IAN HKEEDEKS.

Editor Fancier.s* Journal.

It will, I think, interest you to know
that the Canadian Kennel Club has de-

cided, with a view of encouraging Cana-

dian breeders, to give annually in the

future, at one show during the fall cir-

cuit, special diplomas for first, the best

kennel of not less than four dogs or

bitches ; second, the best brace of dogs

or bitches ; third, the best dog ; fourth,

the best bitch.

These diplomas, which will be offered

for all recognized breeds, can only be

competed for by Cauatlian members of

the Canadian Kennel Club, and will

without doubt be keenly sought after.

The possession of the diplomas will be
in itself a high honor, and the .idvertise-

ment received by the lucky winners will

well recompense them for any trouble

taken to win the distinction.

The classification of the diplomas is

thoroughly good, for it will readily be
seen that the winner of the kennel prize

showing four <logs may easily be beaten
in the competition for the l)est brace,

whilst both may lose to others in the

competitions for single dogs or bitches.

The diplomas referred to will not in

auy way affect the customary diplomas
and special prizes offered by the various

bench show coininiltees.

The Canadian Kennel Club is only
seeking how to encourage her own mem-
bers and stimulate Cauatlian breeders.

She never du\ a better thing or tot>k a

wiser step, and in her present effort she

deserves and will. I feel sure, receive the

hearty support of all true doi^ lovers.

Yours truly. A. D. .Stewart.

Hamilton, Ont., May i^).

Mr. Tnllmaii on Trial.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I note the remarks of your New York

correspondent that Mr. Tallman ex-

plained person.ally to Mr. Wilkinson at

the show why his dog did not get the

blue ribbon.

With all respect to Mr. Tallman, I say

that the gentleman is mistaken, as he

and Mr. Wilkinson never met. I saw

the gentleman in the ring at the show,

that was all. I want to know if Mr. Tall-

man will be kind enonj,'h to say where

Sir Item Wind'em's weak pt)ints are.

You say the dog was never entitled to

the ribbon.

I agree with tiie geutleniau there, but

will sav that if Sir Item Wimrem has as

many bad points as the Anurican Field

gave' the oue that got the ribbon I do not

want it. I am sorry after eight years*

bree<ling to own oue so easily beaten.

Hoping that .Mr. Tallman will give the

points asked, I am respectfully yours,

William Wilkinson,

HI
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SAN FRANCISCO'S ^HOW.

The California Kennel Club's Show a

Financial Success.

special Correspondence.

The bench show of the California Ken-

nel Club, held in San Francisco on the

4th, 5th, 6th and 7th of May although

fiuancially successful scarcely represeuted

the quality of the sporting dogs, espe-

cially in greyhounds and English setters,

owned on the Pacific coast. Mastiff

dogs were lieaded by Ingleside Crown

Prince, a very typical dog, by Ilford

Chancellor out of Madge Minting. Lion

and Duke have no claims to special men-

tion. Bitches were an undersized lot and

first and second prizes were withheld.

Hector, the winning Great Dane, has a

good head and is very typical, and to

this he owes his position, as he is a trifle

flat-ribbed and straight behind. Jumbo,

second, a litter brother to the winner, is

inferior in head and size. Caesar II is a

very fair dog, weak in froirt of the eye

and only moderate. Hector, vhc, is too

massive, coarse in head and throaty.

Several promising puppies were shown.
St. Bernards, a * rather small group.

were relieved from mediocrity by the

very typical California Alton, by Alton—
Corrette. Were he a couple of sizes

larger he would be very hard to beat.

Judge was on exhibition only, and Gillot,

by his better condition, just managed to

beat Grand Chancellor. The bitches were

not up to the dogs in quality, although

Lady Gladys, barring a plainish head,

which lacks markings, is a very fair bitch.

Smooths do not seem to go in California,

although more suited to the warm cli-

mate.
Newfoundlands, as is usually the case,

were conspicuous by their lack of merit.

Greyhounds were not as plentiful nor

as high in quality as one would expect,

but Examiner, the winning dog, and
Lady Emma, the winning bitch, could

give a creditable account of themselves

in almost any company, and this may be

also said of the deerhounds.

Fox hounds were the usual collection

as to type and quality, but there was no
denying the merit of Paddy, whose gen-

uine claims could not be overlooked.

The well known Duke of Vernon and
Sally Brass II were alone in the heavy-

weight challenge classes. In open dogs

Wade Hampton, a very timid dog in the

ring, beat Pat P. in head, ear, neck, out-

line and quality.

Vera won in the bitch class from Queen
Croxteth T. whose coat and skin were in

bad condition. Gypsey Queen's obesity

disposed of whatever claims she might
have had to first or second money and
True M. is bad in eye and carries a very

course stern which has been docked.

The light-weight challenge bitch has

seen a better day, but now shows age,

and Kent of Bloomo the open light

weight dog winner needs time. Several

very fair puppies were shown sired by the

Duke of Vernon.
English setters were not up to the

average, although Sam K. Gladstone

and Lady Trippo are both put up for

work. Gordons were poor and the Irish

setters, baring the actual winners, would
scarcely be noticed at an ordinary show
in the East.

Cocker Spaniels are growing in favor

here, also Chesapeake Bay dogs. Eng-
lish retrievers and Irish water spaniels.

Collies were a very miserable lot of

prick eared, coatless creatures, and
nearly all the prize money was withheld.

Dachshunde were fair and are evidently

popular. A nice little beagle was shown
and one crop-eared bull dog with good
skull, stop, eye depth of jaw, and well

out in front.

Bull terriers were a wretched lot. Spot-

less Prince was absent and we hear died

on Wednesday last. All awards were
withheld and aopendages, but the bitch

class was graced by the presence of Twi-
light, a nice headed puppy by Hinks out

of Starlight.

There was a very light entry of fox-

terriers. Le Lagos won easily in dogs
from Bounce and Spot, the former wide
in front and short in neck, the latter

weedy and short of coat. The winning
bitch is a brindle marked one. A poor

black and tan terrier was awarded third

prize in his class. Captain^Wm. Taylor,

of the good ship Netherby, showed a very

nice drop eared Skye terrier bitch, and
Dr. Pillwax exhibited a good black Spitz

dog. Poodles, pugs, Italian greyhounds
and Yorkshire terrie s were very moder-
ate. Biddy Egan, a rather soft coated

Irish terrier, won in the miscellaneous

class, a fair sort barring her rather soft

coat and large ears. The awards are:

Mastiffs—Open, doos.

1. Ingleside, Crown Prince, Gavin McNabb.
2. Lion, Napoleon Kennels.
3. Duke, Napoleon Kennels.
H.Toby, J. C. Boyd, Jr.

Lion E., Miss Minnie F. Elliott.

OI"EN, UITCHES.
1. Withheld.
2. Withheld.
3. Vernist, W. S. Whitewell.
c. Nellie II, V. rttubenranch.

Great Danos—Open, dogs.

1. Hector, P.P. Muffe.
2. Jumbo, Albert Wiemann.
3. Caesar II, A. W. Schreiber.

V. Hector, Albert Johnson.
H. Caesar, Perham W. Nahl.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Leda, Albert Johnson.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Nora. J. F. H. Wohler.
2. Bell, Charles Dresser.

3. Carlos, Louis Hirsh.
V. Prince, H. L. Brooks.
H.Bismarck, C. Freundschuch.

Rough-coated St. Bernards—Open, dogs.

1. California Alton, F. H. Allen.

2. Gillot. William Poole.

3. Grand Chancellor, John Heffernan.

V. Mark Anthony R.. A. T. Regensberger.

H. Rover, M. McAllister.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Lady Gladys, E. P. Schell.

2. Victoria, G. S. Gracie.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. St. Elmo, J. B. Coryell.

Smooth-coated St. Bernards.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Withheld.
2. Withheld.
3. Loris, M. Regensberger.

Newfouudlands-Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Nero, R. B. Monks.
2. Prince, M. J. Doolin.

3. Jack, Napoleon Kennels.
V. Moses, D. I. Mahoney.
c. Nigger, G. Haub.

Greyhounds—Open, dogs.

1. Examiner, C. S. Wieland.
2. Donnard, Mrs. H. McCracken.
3. John W., C. S. Wieland.
V. Shrimp, F. P. Howard.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Lady Emma, C. S. Wieland.
2. Lady Olgar, C. S. Wieland.
3. Bessie, H. McCracken.
V. Amhita. G.J. Bucknall.

Lady Cleveland, W. Dalton.

puppies—dogs.
1. Withheld.
2. Withheld.
3. Badge, C. S. Wieland.

puppies—BITCHES.

I. Minnie, C. S. Wieland.

Deerhounds—Open, dogs.

1. Scott, Mrs. George Eggleson.
2. Nero, N. A. Robinson.
3. Stag, E.J. O'KelL

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Swifl, Colin Salmond.
2. Queen, N. A. Robinson.

American Foxhounds—Open, docs.

1. Paddy, F. W. Sanderson.
2. Carlo, C. Roos.
3. Duke, B. D. Lacagette.
V. Ike, J. W. Bourdet.
H. Prince. B. D. Lacagette.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Julie, W. H. Staniels.

2. Princess, John W. Bourdet.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Slob, Jr., Mrs. W. H. Staniels.

Pointers,
CHALLENGE, DOGS (55 Ibs. and over.)

I. Duke ol Vernon, Henry Huber.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES (50 Ibs. aud OVer.)

I. Sally Brass II, Henry Huber.

OPEN, DOGS (55 pounds and over.)

1. Wade Hampton, Bernard Powers.
2. Pat P., Mrs. B. F. Napthaly.
3. Sir Fourth, John R. Corj;ell.

V.Jack Robinson, R. W. Bliven.

Billy, H. G. Brulon.
H. Clover, Robert Liddle.

c. Billy K., James Stanton.

OPEN, BITCHES (50 pouuds and over.)

1. Vera, H. C. Golcher.
2. Queen Croxteth T., B. N. Dow.
3. Gypsy Queen, J. B. Lewis.
V. TrueM.. Frank Merrifield.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES (under 50 Ibs.)

I. Patti Croxteth T., A. B. Truman.

OPEN, DOGS (under 55 lbs.)

1. Kent of Bloomo, A. B. Truman.
2. Rap, Ramon E. Wilson.

3. Fire, John R. Anson.
V. Croxteth T., B. W. Paxton.
H. Tom, John Bergez.

OPEN, BITCHES (under 50 pounds.)

I. Meg Merrilles, A. B. Truman.
PUPPIES—DOGS.

1. Duke, Jr., H. R. Brown.
2. Grand Duke, H. J. Brand.
3. Dick, J. B. Lewis.
V. Tick, L. Carrigan.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.

1. Midget P., T. L. Potter.

2. Dede, Charles J. Harris.

3. Betsy B., C. O. Crown.
V. Lillie K., Thomas Mahon.

English Setters—Open, dogs.

1. Sam. K. Gladstone, W. G. KerchofT.
2. LeeR., M. D. Walter.

3. Bob Gates, Jr., George Crocker.
V. Shot, Felix Delean.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Lady Trippo, Thomas HiggJ--

2. Beasy, David Kerrigan.
3. F'lora, L. Schneider.

PUPPIES—DOGS.

1. Earl of F^ssex, Thomas Higgs.
2. Duke of Laurel, J. D. Harvey.
3. Dan Ardo, U. L. Craig.

V. Al. K., R. K. Gardiner.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.

I. Belle B., John W. liourdet.

Gordon Setters—Open, dogs.

1. Ben Nevis, R. B. Woodward.
2. Pluto, Richard Hamos.

open, bitches.

1. Fanny, Robert Liddle.
2. Withheld.
3. Lady Merren, G. L. Roland.

PUPPIES— dogs.

I. Black Frank, Jr., Mrs. M. M. Roland.

Irish Setters—CHALLENGE, dogs.

I. Mike T., A. B. Truman.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Lady Elcho T., A. B. Truman.
OPEN, DOGS.

1. Nemo P., Percy McPartland.
2. Emmelt, D. F. Cummins.
3. Ben Harrison, W. Larsen.
V. Sport, John Killalee.

H. Ponto, John F. Hinrichs.
C. Nemo F., Mrs. J. T. Flemming.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Lightning, A. B. Truman.
2. Lady Juno, Howard Black.
3. Dora. John H. Yoell.
H. Pansy, H. F. Mann.
c. Fannie, Charles Gillert.

PUPPIES

—

dogs.

1. Blarney, Henry P. Bowie.
2. Tim, W. F. Gunn.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. Ruby M., H. F. Mann.
2. Kate Kearney. Miss Howard.
3. Maggie, Julis Tous.sant.

Field Spaniels—Open, dogs.

1. Sport, Geo. Crocker.
2. King Bee, F. R. Webster.

Cocker Spaniels—Open, dogs.

1. Bronta, A. C. Davenport.
2. Snipe, A. M.Thomson.
3. Duke, Sydney Vernon.
V Nip K., Enterprise Cocker Spaniel Kennel.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Brontilla, Enterprise Cocker Spaniel Kennel.
2. Betty, Enterprise Cocker Spaniel Kennel.
3. Maud E., A. C. Davenport.
V. Belle Dot E., A. C. Davenport.

Julie, Mrs. B. F. Napthaly.
C. Mollie Mc, J. C. McVay.

Nellie, Joe Acton.
PUPPIES—Do<;s.

I. Blackbird E., A. C. Davenport.

Irish "Water .Spaniels.

PUPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Gafney, Fred Farnsworth.
2. Biddy, Fred Farnsworth.

lletrievers—Open, dogs.

1. Dude, Fred C. Klein.
2. Dash, W. Robins.
3. Sport, E. T. Harvey.

Chesapeake Bays—Open, dogs.

1. Trout, Thos. Higgs.

open, BITCHES.

1. Bess, Thos. Higgs.
2. Pearl, Fred Farnsworth.

Collies-Open, dogs.

1. Withheld.
2. Withheld.
3. Roslyn, Jr., O. J. Albec.
H.Don, Mrs. Jos. A. Morehead.
C. Glen, John L- Davidson.

PUPPIES—dogs and BITCHES.

H.Gaflf, O.J. Albee.

Dachshunde—Open, dogs.

1. Jabberer. E. D. Beylard.
2. Tickel, Harry E. Miller.

3. Findi. Earnest Wagner.
open, BITCHES.

1. Brinhilde. E. D. Beylard.
2. Dachs, F. C. Klein.

3. Beauty, Mrs. F. H. Powers.
V. Waldine, E. A. Wagner.

Beagles—Open, dogs.

I. Flute II., F. P. Howard.

Bull Dogs—Open, dogs.

I. Boxer, Napoleon Kennels.

Bull Terriers—OPEN, bitches.

1. Twilight, W. H. Collins.

2. Lady Napoleon, Napoleon Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Twilight, W. H. Collins.

Fox Terriers—Open, dogs.

1. Le Lagos, Dauntless Fox Terrier Kennels.
2. BouncT Napoleon Kennels.
3. Spot, Miss E. Hager.

open, BITCHES.

1. Nellie, Mrs. Robert Liddle.

2. Hillside Gaudy, Dauntless Fox Terrier Ken
nels.

3. Chippie, T. J. Dorgan.
H.Gipsy, W. B. HinchlifTe.

puppies—dogs and BITCHES.

1. Dauntless Suzette, Ms. W. H. McFee.
2. Withheld.
3. Jip, Napoleon Kennels.

Black and Tan Terriers—Open, dogs.

1. Withheld.
2. Withheld.
3. Frank, Mrs. A. B. Truman.
Toy Terriers—Open, dogs and bitches.

I. Rosie, S. L. Sachs.
Sky Terriers-Open, dogs and bitches.

I. Sally, W. Taylor.

Yorkshire Terriers—Challenge, dogs.

I. Wash, F. W. Sierp.

Toy Spaniels—Open, docs and bitches.

1. Withheld.
2. Withheld.
3. Ted, Mrs. Laura A. Sierp.

l*UKs—Open, dogs.

1. Punch, Mrs Britton.
2. Ben Butler, Mrs. H. L. Miller.

,

open, bitches.

1. Mint, Gale H. Hardy.
2. Pugsy, Mrs. Britton.

3. Leland, Gale E Hardy.
H. Pearline, Napoleon Kennels.

puppies—dogs and bitches.

1. Punch, Mrsi. Britton.
2. Ko Ko, Mrs. K. J. Ferguson.
3. Anna Rooney II, (Sale H. Hardy.

Italian Greyliounds.
open, doos and hitches.

I. Fanny, Napoleon Kennels.

White Poodles—Open, dogs and bitches.

I. Tom, Phillip Lewis.

Black Poodles—Open, dogs.

I. Carlo, A. Carpenterx.

Spitz-Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Quick, Dr. Pillwax.
2. Dick, Jas. J. Jamison.

Miscellaneous
dogs and bitches (over 25 lbs).

I. Biddy F:gan. E. L- Eyre.

Specials were given in nearly all

classes and were won by the winners of
first.

TORONTO'S LOCAL DOG SHOW.

Over 300 Entries—A Success in Every
Particular.

The local show of the Toronto Kennel

Club was held May 6. Mr. S. F. Glass

judged St. Bernards and Mastiffs. Mr.

T. G. Davey had setters, pointers, Dach-

shunds, beagles, harriers and fox terriers,

and Mr. J. F. Kirk all other classes. The
awards were as follows:

Mastlflfe—Open, dogs and bitches,

I. Minor, J. Massey.

St. Bernards—Open, dogs.

1. Elector, J. S. Williams.
2. Sir John, George Bell,

v. Maxyino, W. M. Moore.
Premier, A. J. Grover.

OPEN, bitches.

I. Beulah, J. S. Williams,
a. Sperlo, W. Cooley,
3. Flo, H. F. Gordon.
V. Cora, A. Tre.

Jennie, H. Lyon.

puppies—dogs and bitches.

1. Safety, C. H. Howard.
2. Premier, A. J. Grove.
3. Hero, Miss Clara H. Shilton.

V. Koscoe, J. W. Isaac.

Great Danes—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Bismarck, A. McL- Howard, Jr.
2. Captain, D. Gordon.
3. Don Cicsar, Jr., Shirley Stewart.
C. Rocker, J. K- Robertson.

Greyhounds—Open, dogs.

1. Fawn, F. L. Maybe.
2. Common, R. Hulse.
3. Misterton, Fred. Habart.
H. Voltaire, E. R. Marks.
C. Blucher, Fred. Habart.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Erminie, Hynes& Sheedy.
2. Bed of Stones, H. P. Thompson.
3. Nellie, Campion Bros.
V. Elsie II, J. T. Fothenngham.
c. Princess Peatrice, Campion Bros.

PUPPIES—DOGS.

I-. Frank, E. Alberti.

2. Ormond, R. Hulse.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
I, Topsy, E. Alberti.

Foxhounds—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Banjo, Fred. Habart.
2. Bugle, H. F). Cooper.
3. Trueman, Fred. Habart.

Harriers—Open, doc;s and bitches.

1. Diplomat. J. F.Scholes.
2. Dash, R. Hulse.

Pointers-Open, dogs.

1. Hector, J. G. Robertson.
2. Shot, T. & J. Mackle.

English Setters—Open, dogs.

1. Spot, C. S. MacDonald.
2. Jake, J. Kennedy.
3. Chief, John Fogg.
V. Ponto, R. A. Shutt.

open, bitches.

1. Forest Lou, C. A. Stone.
2. Canadian Spert, W. Leach.
3. Forest Gladys, C. A. Stone.

Irish Setters—Open, dogs.

1. Roany, D. Brvson.
2. Rex. B. F. Bull.

3. Fla.sh, J. Quinney.
V. Moncreath, S. McCurl.

open, bitches.

I. Bella, E. McRea.
Gordon Setters—Open, dogs and bitches

1. Jeff, Miss C. Bethune.
2. Victor, W. Patterson.

Collies—Open, dogs.

1. Toronto Wonder, Mrs. H. P. Harrison.
2. Driver II, Captain Horston.
3. Bonnie Charlie, R. Brown.
V. Turk, Miss Helen^Dick.
H. Scottish Prince, H. Robertson.

open, bitches.

1. Nancy, Mrs. H. P. Harrison.
2. Nellie, Campion Bros.

3. Jennie, George Stephenson.

PUPPIES—dogs and bitches.

1. Flurry IV, A. Hastings.
2. Ben Nevis, J. S. Williams.

Field Spaniels—Open, dogs.

1. Newton Abbott Farmer, Geo. Bell.

2. Raven, R. J. Keating.
3. Billy, Miss Maud H. Douglas.
H. Sport, J. Davidson.

Cockei* Spaniels—Open, dogs (black).

1. Black Brant, L. Farewell.
2. Dono, J. G. Mitchener.
3. Tuck, G. B. Sweetman.
H. Nip, G. B. Sweetman.
C. Five Fins, 1. K. L. Kennels.

open, bitches.

1. Topsy, L. Farewell.
2. Icho, R. Hul.se.

H. Gyp. I. K. L. Kennels.
c. Maid of the Mist, E. R. Mark.

puppies—dogs.

I. Fas^cination, George Bell.

PUPPIES—bitches.
1. Topsy, L- Farewell.
2. Maid of the Mi.st, E- R. Marks.
3. Cassie, P. J. Keating.
V.Tripp, Mrs. Fairclough.

Cocker Spaniels.
open, do<;s and hitches (other than black.)

1. Canadian Girl, Trebilcock & Rogers
2. Queen, Trebilcock & Rogers.
V. Northern, S. J. Giles.

Dachshunds—Open, dogs.

1. Duke, J. F. Scholes.

2. Doc, Miss Mary Reid.

3. Pat, G. T. Irvin.

V. Bismarck, Campion Bros.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Lena, T. C. Blogg.
2. Queen Hilda, J. S. Morgan.
3. Maybrook, A. Douglass.

Beagles-Open, dogs (over 13 inches.)

I. Roscoe, J. Smillie,

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Melody. J Smillie.

2. Beauty, Mr. Vasey.

OPEN, DOGS (under 13 inches.)

1. Tramp, J. H. Ames.
2. Guy, J. G. Mitchener.

OPEN. BITCHES.

C. Royal Queen, Campion Bros.

Bull Terriers—Open, dogs.

1. Siloric, J. Smillie,

2. Dan. R. Cureston.

3. King, W. Fox.
H. Starlight, J. F:ider.

OPEN. BITCHES.

I. Vesper Bell, H. Ham mall.

Fox Terriers-Open, dogs.

1. Pewter, T. J. Fitzsimmons.
2. Pepper, J. O. Bennett.

3. Robert Burns. Mrs. A. L. Davidson.
V. Ruby, Miss M. L. Howard.
c. Pawnbroker, F. Esmond.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Vic, T. O. Bennett.
2. Flash, F. Armstrong.
3. Blemton FMelweiss, George Bell.

V. F;iora Tatters, T. J. Fitzsimmons.
H. Pocquette, J. O. Bennett.

PUPPIES—Do<;s.

1. Pewter. T. J. Fitzsimmons.
2. Pawnbroker, F. F^smond.

3. Ruby. F. J. Armstrong.
H. Jack, D. Gordon.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.

1. Vic. J. O. Bennett.
2. Ardcn Joan, C. M. Garrett.

Irish Terriers—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Peggy, P. Brown.
2. Blarney, P. Brown.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Blarney, P. Brown.

Bedliiigton Terriers.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Jumbo, W. Chalmers.
2. Duke, W. Hugdon.
3. Tcrrv, W. Morris.

V. Bed, J. S. Gordon.
H. Piper, Mr. Mycott.
c. Nellie, A. Trebilcock.

Blucker. Hynes & Sheedy.

Skye Terriers—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Mac. J. F. Scholes.

2. Friday, Dr. Spencer.

Yorkshire Terriers.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Lady, F. J. Dinnigan.
2. Tatter, G. P. McDonald.
3. , A. F^ Thorley.
c. Fringe, J. F. Scholes.

Pugs—Open, dogs

1. Lord Baltimore, S. H. Thompson.
2. Jerry. Fred Burgess.

3. Nig, Mrs. C. Blyth.

H. , W. Francis.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Rustic Kitty, S. H. Thompson.
2. Toppy, Mr.>;. Webster.

PUPPIES— dogs AND BITCHES.

I. Tip Top, George Bell.

Kins Charles Spaniels-Open, dogs.

I. Royal Duke, A. Trebilcock.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Topsy, Trebilcock & Rogers.
2. Rosy, B. Davis.
3. Ruby, Trebilcock & Rogers.

Prince Cliariesi,and Ruby Spannlels.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Romeo, A. Trebilcock.

Poodles—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Pretty, F. H. Elmore.
2. Frost, Mrs. M. McFaul.
3. Flossie, F. H. Elmore.
H. Jocko, Miss.Smith.

Italian Grcyliounds.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Dainty Lass, R. P. Forshaw.
Miscellaneous (over 30 pounds).

1. Fritz. A. Trebilcock.
2. Belle, B. Hulse.

UNDER 30 POUNDS.
1. Daisy, W. J. Milling.
2. Jubilee, Mrs. Woods.
3. Jim Queen. Jeffrey Foote.

—--

HINTS TO BEGINNERS.

NO. IV.

From the Stock-Keeper.

Having now proceeded so far along the

path that leads to success in dog keej)-

ing as to have his kennels properly ar-

ranged and a supply of proper food at

hand for the nourishment of his pets, the

beginner vvill have to be taught the best

methods of general treatment.

The question of exercise is a point to

which too much attention can scarcely

be directed, as by neglecting this most

important subject much evil will cer-

tainly befall the dogs. Of course it must

be remembered that not only different

breeds, but individual animals of the

same variety, vary considerably as re-

gards the amount of exercise that is re-

quired to keep them in health. As was

stated in an earlier chapter, a series of long

walks are very necessary to the proper

development of the legs and joints of the

heavier breeds, but in the case of such

animals as terriers, and even larger ani-

mals, which, being of active build, will

run and jump about, the long rambles

are, although desirable, not absolutely

essential.

A vast amount of healthy violent ex-

ercise may be gained by a lively dog who
will run after a ball and retrieve it to his

master, and for this purpose a good sized

solid india rubber ball is the liest to use.

When the animal will not retrieve a

couple of persons tossing the ball back-

wards and forwards from one to the other

and making the dog pursue its flight at

every throw will provide plenty of run-

ning about for the tyke if they give him

a quarter of an hour or so a day. In this

method many fighting dogs are given a

portion of their exercise, and the sys-

tem possesses the. advantage of being

able to be conducted in a small space.

Some dogs, and the possession of such
an animal is a veritable blessing to his

fortunate owner, will exercise themselves
for hours, if allowed to continue for so

long, by jumping up at a dried cat skin

or some similar object which is hung up
just out of their reach or su.spended from
a stick nailed to the side of an outhouse.

Sometimes if a rat is caught and the ani-

mal is placed in a trap above the dog's

head the animal may be taught to imbibe
a liking for leapiug at the cat skin, but

some will take to the amusement natur-

ally.

Not only does exercise keep the dog's

bowels in good order and ensure a fine

appetite, but it produces muscle and that

fine condition of the coat which is so es-

sential to success upon the show bench.

It must be remembered too that all

breeding animals, unless healthy, cannot
by any oossibility be expected to produce
sound offspring, and therefore once .ngain

the subject of exercise must not be over-

looked. One or two good long walks a

week and a daily scamper or two should
under ordmary circumstances be suffi-

cient for most dogs, but, as we have sug-

gested above, constitutions differ and cir-

cumstances likewise alter cases. A dog
that is required to be cherry ripe in or-

der to take part in some particular event

will of course require more exercise to

get fit ; when this is so, and the animal

IS in hard work, it is well that a larger

supply of meat should be provided for

him, as he cannot only stand the in-

creased liberality of fare, but it will do
him good in every way.
When they come in from exercise all

dogs, assuming that they belong to a

well regulated kennel, should be well

rubbed down and dried with rough towels

if the day is wet. In all cases, however,

a minute inspection of the legs and feet

should f)e made after a walk has been
indulged in, as this, if properly con-
ducted, will frequently lead to the dis-

covery of a thorn, or splinter or piece of
glass, which, if not removed, would lead
to trouble later on. So particular are
some owners of hounds upon this point
thdt they (it being of cour.se impossible
to wash the feet of an entire pack or
string of greyhounds if they came in

late at night) insist upon each animal be-
ing walked through a shallow vessel

containing broth, which ensures the feet

being well licked when the hounds re-

gain their benches. When it is wet
weather and the animals have to be
taken out, it is always right that they
should be sheeted ; and dog cloths of all

sorts and sizes are now easily procured.
In very heavy rain it is perhaps judicious
to resort to waterproof clothing, but as a
rule this is not advisable, as the material
being non-porous is a terribly trying one
to have to wear.
One more hint before the subject of

exercise is concluded, and that is, never
let a dog—which he will be unless he is

in good hard condition—be tortured by
having to run long distances behind a
vehicle. In such cases the animal should
run a mile or so at first, and then be
taken into the trap, for it is downright
cruelly, and also injurious to his health,
to compel the poor untrained creature to

gallop for a long journey behind a fast

trotting horse, as many thoughtless
owners are freqtieutly in the habit of
doing.

Grooming dogs i^ a very necessary op-
eration indeed if their appearance is at

all a matter of solicitude on the part of
their master. We do not advocate, too
frequent combings out of the coat, how-
ever, as this frequently entails the thin-

ning out of the hair, but a periodical

brushing is very strongly to be recom-
mended. In the case of long-haired
breeds the bristles of the brush should,

of course, be of greater length than those
which are required for the short-coated
varieties, the ordinary dandy brushes and
body l)rushes which are used in stables

being very serviceable articles for the
purpose of grooming dogs.

Of course an occasional bath, more or
less frequent, according to the variety of
animal that is kept, is essential for health,

but a series of too frequent ablutions,

especially in the case of dogs wliosa coat
should be harsh to the touch, is not to be
recominended. A jacket soon becomes
softened by the application of soap, and,
therefore, the longer the period that

elapses between the date of his tub and
the day of a show the better it will be for

many a dog's chance of success. Of all

the ordinary varieties of soap, we believe

ordinary blue mottle or Sunlight to be
the best, but there are several very valu-

able cotnpounds dispensed by firms who
specially cater for dogs which ftilfil the

object for which they are manufactured
admirably. Nalilires, for instance, is an
excellent preparation, and so is Spratts

Patent dog soap, for the latter not only
cleanses the skin but possesses the addi-

tional advantage of making things very
unpleasant for any vermin that may have
taken possession of the animal's hide.

The best possible bath for a dog is half

a paraffin barrel with a hole in the bot-

tom, in which a cork may be fixed.

Place this tub over a sink or drain, if

possible at a convenient height from the

ground, and pour in a sufficient quantity

of warm water, taking care to have a pail

or can full of cold water handy in the
absence of a tap. First saturate his skin

with water, then apply the soap, rub it

well in, and lastly swill and rinse him
thoroughly. Then remove the cork and
let the dirty water run off. Douche him
with either colil or lukewarm water to

get rid of the suds and close the pores of

the skin. Rub him as dry as you can
with clean rough towels and place him
on some fresh straw to enable him to

complete the latter process. On no ac-

count should the dog b*; allowed to run
about loose until quite dry, neither should

he be returned to a dirty bed or be per-

mitted to roll upon an unclean piece of

carpet or he will by his rolling about
make himself more (lirty than he was be-

fore. Some dogs suffer terrible torments
from the water getting into their ears

whilst they are being washed, and in such

cases a humane master may stuff the ori-

fices with tow or cotton wool, which will

materially reduce the troubles of his pets.

Finally, before the subject of general

management is concluded, we may .sug-

gest that a periodical dose of flowers of

sulphur be administered to each occupant
of the kennel in order to keej) his blood
cool and bowels in good order. .About
every week or ten days in the spring and
summer, aud less frequently in the win-
ter months, are the proper intervals at
which the dose may be given, and a tea-
spoonful mixed up in milk or given in
sloppy food is the right proportion for a
forty pound dog. When fleas are preva-
lent the bedding and benches may be
sprinkled with terpentine or paraffin oil,

aud the animal should be well washed
either in Spratts soap or else in water to
which a strong solution of quassia chips
has been added. These chips can be pur-
chased at almost any chemist's, and a
handful, large or small, as depends upon
the size of the dog, may be tied up in
muslin and left to soak all night in a jug
or vessel which has been filled with boil-
ing water. When wanted for use, the
liquor, which is death to fleas, may be
poured into the bath, whilst the chips in
the muslin can be thrown away.

[to bf. continued.]

THE BEAGLE STAXU.XKI).

Another Authority on tlie lieaKle Em-
phatically Opposes A C'liauKo.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

In answer to your request for my opin-

of the proposed change of the standard

height of the Knglish beagle, you may
add my name to the list of those who
most emphatically oppose such a meas-
ure.

The National Beagle Club can feel

proud of its record so far, but should it

tamper with the standard that has done
the breed so much good since its adop-

tion I predict that the harmony which
now evidently prevails in its ranks will

be marred.

There is no necessity for enumerating

reasons for the opposition to such a

change. No logical reasons have been

given—and never will—why such a
change should be made.
My acquaintance and experience with

the beagle fraternity at large is of con-
siderable scope, and as I let them file by
me mentally I fail to see but two (Mr.
Phoebus one of them) who woultl favor,

such a change.
Should the N. B. C. have any inten-

tions of attempting such ;> change—but I

give that body credit in believing that

such a possibility does not exist—then
let us have their best reason for so doing
that can be produced, and I am confi-

dent that our little favorites will find de-
fenders of their cause in plenty.

As for myself, the standard to which I

endeavor to breed will never exceed fif-

teen inches—rather less if any change
must be made—and that for basket bea-

gles not over twelve inches. They do
the work I require of them to my entire

satisfaction, and any additional size

would only impair the quality of the
work.
Just as every other breeder, I have

bred some oversized specimens and some
as good as any man has produced. They
have, with the other extreme, been
classed as weeds. Let every breeder seek

to breed to fit the stan<lar<l, and not en-

deavor to have the standard changed to fit

his breeding.
If larger (logs are desired and required

for work which does not suit our favor-

ites, then let harriers and fox hounds
perforin it. That's what they're for.

As to a change of the point scale of the

standard, a few minor changes may be of

benefit, but I would just as vigorously

oppose a reduction of the points given to

head qualities in the present standard.

There is where you find the character

and quality of every breetl, and most
particularly so in the little beagle.

The wonder of it all to me is that a

letter of one man. with no logic whatever

advanced, should bring about a discus-

sion. A. C. Krukokr.
Wrightsvilm;. York Co., Ta., May 16.

Mrs. Bingo: "My dear, while I was at

the tobacconist's the other day buyiiig

those cigars for your birthday your St,

Bernard dog came in and tried to pull

me out. What do you suppose he meant?"

Bingo: "He probably wanted to save my
life.".—The British Fancier.
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ANDROSCOGGIN DOG SHOW.

i

About One Hundrotl and Fifty Dotfs.

The Show a Suceoss.

Special to Fanciers' Journal.

Lkwiston, Me., May 17, 1892.—The

first bench show of the Androscoggin

Kennel Club, oi)ened at the Skating

Rink this morning under favorable

auspices.

There area little less than one hun-

dred and fifty dogs on the benches, but

the quality is very good in some classes.

Several well known kennels are here, in-

cluding Wyoming, Toon and Symonds,

F. C. Fowler, J. B. Blossom, George

Jarvis, Glen rose, O. W. Brooking, Mana-

taug, Wilton, White Oak Hill and a lot

of others.

The Imilding is all that could be asked

for and is large enough for a show twice

this size. The management are doing
all they can to help matters along. Mr.

James Mortimer began judging at 10

o'clock, and at the present writing the

awards are as follows:

MASTIFFS—Open, dogs.

1. Frank, Elmer K. Brown.
2. Fritz, S. R. B. Piugrce.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Madge Minting, George W. Glazier.

2. Galatea. F. R. Conant.
3. Pansy, H. Rowe.

ROUGH-COATKID ST. BF:RNARDS.
CHALLENGE, DOGS.

I. Sir Bedivere, E. B. hears.

OPEN, DOGS

1. Wyoming Hesper, K. B. Sears.

2. Rudolph. W. H. Miles.

3. Prince V, T. F. Donohue.
OPEN, HITCHES.

I. I^dy Adelaide, H. B. Sear.s.

BLOODHOUNDS.
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Jack the Ripper, George M. Glazier.

OPEN, DOGS.

I. Belhus, George W. Glazier.

OPEN, BITCHES.

Delfin. George W. Glazier.

DEERHOUNDS—Open, doos.

Tasso, A. W. Purbeck.

GRF:YHOUNDS—Open, dogs.

Pious Pembroke, A. W. Purbeck.
Mick, Abel l.ezotte.

Ruby, H. C. Day.

open, BITCHES.

Lady Clare, A. W. Purbeck.
Marguerite, Manataug Kennels.
Lady Laville, Manataug Kennels.

POINTERS—Challengi;, dogs.

I. Lad of Kent, George Jarvis.

OPEN, dogs (55 lbs. and over).

1. Duke of Dexter. Charles D. Roberts,
a. Devon Ranger, Toon & Symonds.
3. Don Graphic, K. T. Wilson.

OPEN, BiTCHKSj(over 50 lbs.)

I. Lasslof Kent, George Jarvis.

OPEN. BITCHES (uuder so^bs )

1. Bloom of Kent. W. C. Root.
2. Donyo, C. W. Curtis.

I.

I.

3.

3-

I.

2.

3-

3. Bonita, J. B. Littlefield.

f;nGLISH setters—Open, dogs.

1. Withheld.
2. Withheld.
3. San Pablo, F. C. Fowler.

open, BITCHES.

1. Blue Nell, J..W. Lawson.
2. Withheld.
3. Withheld.
V. Topsy F., F. C. Fowler.
H.Cleo.T. R. Catland.
C. Saddie, D. F. Long.

puppies—DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. San Pablo, F. C. Fowler.
2. High Low Game, F. L. Crosby.

IRISH SF:TTERS—Challenge, dogs.

I. Duke F^lcho, F. C. Fowler.
R. Seminole, F. C. Fowler.

challenge, BITCHES.

1. Noma, F. C. Fowler.
R. Edna 11., F. C. Fowler.

OPEN, dogs.

1. Kildare Glenmore.
2. Kildare Elcho, W. J. McCarthy.
3. Exile, F. C. Fowler.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Onota Belle, F. C. Fowler.
2. Bonnibel, F. C. Fowler.
3. Maid of Barstol, Nels<jn Mcintosh,
v. Alice Kent, F. C. Fowler.

GORDON SETTIiRS—CHALLENGE, bitches.

I. Heather Bell, James B. Blossom.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Heather York, James B. Blossom.
2. Dash L., Charles H. Leonard.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Flomont, James B. Blossom.

cockf;r spaniels.
OPEN, DOGS (not over 28 lbs).

1. Rex T., F. H. Topham.
OPEN. BITCHES (iiot over 28 lbs.)

I. Woodstock Dora, Dole & Thomas.
BEAGLES—OPEN, DOGS (13 inches and over.)

1. Diamond Forrest, National Beagle Kennel.
2. Tomboy, O. W. Brooking.

OPEN, BITCHES (13 inches and over.)

1. Forrest Queen, O. W. Brooking.
2. I<ady Flute, R. W. Pope.
3. Parthenia, Glenrose Beagle Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES (uiidcr 13 iuches.)

I. Butterfly, Glenrose Beagle Kennels.

FOXHOUNDS—Open, dogs,

1. Boxer, L. A. Edwards.
2. Meecher, H. T. Thurber.
3. Fred, Mower & Strout.

V. Jack, A. D. Mower.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Fenner, H. T. Thurber.
2. Gipsey, Mower & Strout.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Fenner, H. T. Thurber.
2. Beecher, H. T. Thurber.

COLLIES—Challenge, bitches.

I. Roslyn Mischief, Manataug Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Renown, Kilmarnock Collie Kennels.

C. Strap, G. St. L. Abbott.

Open, bitches.

I. Mother Shipton, Kilmarnock Collie Ken-
nels.

puppies—DOGS and BITCHES.

1. Withheld.
2. Withheld.
3. Lady Martha, Manataug Kennels.

POODLES—Open, dogs and bitches.

I. Black Jack, R. J. Carter.

BULL DOGS—Open, dogs.

I. Carisbrook, John Coles.

open, bitches.

I. Bessie, W. F. Rutter.

BULL TERRIERS.
open, dogs (30 lbs. and over.)

I. Comet, Toon & Symonds.

LewisTON, May 17.—The remainder

of the awards are:

FOX TERRIERS—Open, dogs.

1. Ebor Spendthrift, Toon & Symonds.
2. Warren Tripper, Wilton Kennels.

open, bitches.

1. Venus, Toon & Symonds.
2. Warren Sharkle, Wilton Kennels.

IRISH TERRIERS—Open, dogs.

1. Sharon Rue, Thomas Wise, Jr.

2. Valley Boxer. Toon & Symonds.

open, bitches.

1. Colleen Rue, Thomas Wise, Jr.

2. Salem Witch, Toon & Symonds.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.
challenge, dogs and bitches.

I. Matchless, George S. Thomas.
OPEN. dogs.

I. Prince Raglan, Toon & Symonds.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Rosette, Toon & Symonds.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS—Open, bitches.

I. Venus, Toon & Symonds.

PUGS.

—

Challenge, dogs and bitches.

I. Curtis, Mrs. M. M. Ballentine.

OPEN, doqs.

1. Robin Hood, Mrs. M. M. Ballentine.

2. Smut,,Gesrge E. Macgowan.
OPEN, bitches.

I. Fancy, L. F. Clark.

MISCELLANEOUS—Heavy weight.

I. Sheffield Lad, Toon & Symonds.

light weight.

1. Boston Model, George Thomas.
2. Piuk, W. Farr.

SPECIAL prizes.

Best St. Bernard, Sir Bedivere; best pointer.

Lad of Kent; best FInglish setter. Lawson 's Blue
Nell; best kennel Irish setters. Oak Grove Ken-
nels.

FOREIGN DOGS.

Kelsey in the Fanciers' Gazette.

Considering how much we are indebted

to foreign countries for many of our most

popular breeds of dogs, it is surprising

that committees of dog shows do not

more frequently provide classes in which

foreign dogs can be exhibited. Of course,

they can be shown in variety classes, but

this is not satisfactory, and, moreover,

offers no inducement to an exhibitor who
cares to take his chance in these classes

to make more than one entry. I am
aware that soma consider that foreign

dogs are not wanted in this country,

where we have so many breeds of our

own. but they forget that the St. Bernard,

Great Dane, Bassethound and Dachshund

have come to us from abroad, and so

popular have these breeds become that

no show of any importance is to be found

without a class, and in most cases several

classes, being provided for them. The
Schipperke and Barzoi are among the

latest foreign bree«is which appear to

have taken a hold on the public favor,

and it will not be long, I imagine, before
a separate section in the Kennel Stud-
Book will be provided for them, when

they will also become numbered among
our English breeds.

There still remains a number of foreign

breeds, of which specimens are to be
found in this country, and which would
be exhibited if classes were provided for

them. There is another reason why for-

eign dogs should not be so neglected in

compiling a schedule, for there are few
committees who can afford to be inde-

pendent of gate money, and there can

hardly be two opinions that foreign

classes, when given, prove a source of

attraction to visitors.

The public have frequent opportunities

of seeing our various Engli.sh breeds, al-

though they may be able to see the best

specimens only at dogs shows. There
are, however, many foreign dogs, the

existence and appearance of which the

public are entirely ignorant, and as there

IS no public collection of dogs, which is

in many respects to be regretted, there is

no opportunity of becoming acquainted

with many scarce breeds except at dog
shows. On behalf of those owning for-

eign dogs and the public, I would there-

fore ask committees to consider, when
they are preparing their schedules,

whether it is not desirable to give classes

for such breeds of foreign dogs of which
specimens are known to be in the coun-

try.

I will now comply with your request,

and say a few words on the different for-

eign dogs which have at various times

come under my notice, and will com-
mence with

THE ESQUIMAUX.

This dog more nearly resembles the

wolf in appearance, though not in dispo-

sition, than any other. The average

height of the Esquimaux is about twenty-

two inches at the shoulder, although the

long coat gives them the appearance of

standing higher. The bitches as a rule

are rather smaller. The head should be

as wolf-like as possible, with the oblique

eye, the ears not large, pricked forward,

body rather long, tail very bushy, car-

ried over the back, chest deep and not

wide, and it is needless to say that they

must be possessed of good legs and feet

to enable them to perform the long jour-

neys which they are frequently called

upon to undertake in their native coun-

try. The coat is peculiar, and consists

of an outer and under covering, the late

ter being like soft wool and the former
longer and much harsher, and standing

out from the body, more especially along
the back. This is admirably adapted to

protect the dog against the intense cold

experienced in the Arctic Regions, but it

is one of the points to which anyone at-

tempting to breed Esquimaux would re-

quire to pay special attention, for it is one
which I imagine would be easily lost

without great care.

It is a great mistake to suppose that

the Esquimaux is a treacherous or bad-

tempered dog, although with the Esqui-

maux, as with all other dogs, much de-

pends upon the person having the charge

of them. It is thirteen or fourteen years

since I commenced to keep and breed
Klsquimaux, and I have sometimes owned
as many as twenty at one time, but have
never possessed a bad-tempered dog. If

they get over distemper, which they fre-

quently have in a bad form, they live for

many years, and I still have the first

bitch I bred, and she is now in good
health and in her thirteenth year.

The best specimen which has been ex-

hibited since the days of Sir John Frank-
lin, a well-known winner a few years

since, was Mrs. Brough's Myouk, a very

typical dog, and I much regret that I did

not breed from him before death cut

short his career. As I am frequently

asked how I feed my foreign dogs, I may
mention here that they are fed just the

same as my mastiffs, although the Esqui-

maux is very partial to fish when it can

be obtained.

KENNEL. REGISTER. POULTRY an" PIGEONS.
We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be
made on our blank forms which will

be furnished free by sending to this office

for them.
VISITS.

EBERHART pug KENNEL'S (Cincinnati, O )

pug bitch Lalla Rooke (17.005) to their Brad-
fo'd Rubv II (9727), May 7, 1892.

Pug bitch, 'East Lake Virgie (9727) to their Grip
(19,976), May 8, 1892.

MRS KNIGTH'S (Cincinnati, O.) pug bitch
Sister to Eberhart's Cashier (13,901), May 8,

1892.

W. ATLFIE BURPEE & CO.'S R. C. S. Collie,

Clifton Chief (10,445) Fordhood Roennetta
(17,772), April 23 and 24, 1892.

R. C. S. Collie, Fordhook Bard (11,631) to Ford-
hook Fashion (11.652), April 8 and 9.

R. C. S. Collie, Clifton Chief (10,445) to Fordhook
Frisk (11,656). April 20 and 21.

Fordhook Quality (14.046) to Fordhook Ruby
(20,337), April 18 and 20.

SHENANGO KENNF:lS' Hoyt's KatetoShenan-
go Kennel's Hoyt's Dow, .\pril 12, 1892

Pansy Blossom, Italian greyhound bitch, to
Shenango Kennel's Milo, December 16, 1891.

Wee-Wee, black and tan terrier bitch, to Bob
Hope, January 12, 1892.

Lina, Italian greyhound, to their Mih), March
6, 1892.

F. L. WOODBRIDGE'S Italian greyhound
Queeuie, to Shenango Kennel's Milo, March
9, 1892.

ELBERT SMITH'S Italian greyhound Glady's,
to Shenango Kennel's Milo, March 20, 1892.

M. H. RAULETT'S Italian greyhound Gip, to
Shenango Kennel's Milo, March 25, 1892.

E. P. KREMER'S Irish setter bitch Dora (Chief
—Doe) to F. L. Cheney's Henmore Shamrock,
April 5, 1892.

SHF:FFIF:LD kennels* pointer bitch Fanny
Sheffield (23.6^7) to G. R. Bellman's Graphite

(15,354), April 13.

SALES.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO. (Philadelphia) col-

lie dog Robert Elphinston (Ch. Christopher
—Fordhook Smilax), to John D. Sloane, St.

Paul, Minn.

SHF;NANG0 KENNEL'S Dimple Toy, black
and tan terrier, .(Bob Hope—Daisy), to I. S.

Johnson, Bangor, Maine.
Irish terrier dog, puppy, whelped November 6,

1891, to F. B. Painter, Olean, N. V.

FENWICK KENNEL'S Gordon setter Royalty,
(Zango—Salmont), to Gu? Fleischmann, Buf-

falo, N. Y.

WHELPS.

W. ATLEE BURPF:E & CO.'S Heather Belle

(6000), whelped one dog and three hitches by
the Bard of Fordhood (11,631), April 30.

SHENANGO KENNEL'S M'liss (15,646), whelped
three bitches by Regent Vox, March 12, 1892,

Pansy Blossom, whelped one dog and two
bitches, by Milo, February 15,. 1892.

NAMES CLAIMED.
W WILKINSON, West Philadelphia, claims the

name Heather Nellie for Gordon setter bitch

by Royal Duke Rose.

F W. STOUTENBURGH Des Moines, Iowa,
claims the name Capsecoolias. for English
setter dog, whelped by Toledo Blade, Belle S»

April 16, 1891.

THE NORWEGIAN .SHEEP DOG.

This dog is very like an Esquimaux,
for which they are frequently mistaken,
but when seen together the difference is

apparent. They are not nearly so wolfish

in expression, are more compactly built,

the coat lies closer to the body and the

ears are frequently thrown back, which
is not the case with the Esquimaux, and
are larger. They are far more commonly
to be met with, and are handsome and in-

telligent dogs, many of them being ex-

cellent rat killers, quite equal to any ter-

rier. They are often advertised and of-

fered as Esquimaux, not from any wish
to deceive but from ignorance.

A DOG HURT WITH JEALOUSY.

The Affection ofHusband and WifeToo
Much for Illm.

Erora the London Spectator.

That dogs are affectionate is univer-

sally allowed, and that they are jealous

no observer can doubt, but that a dog

may show true philosophy in accepting a

hard situation is occasionally proved.

A young man had for some years owned

a dog which was his constant companion

Recently, however, he married and

moved with his wife and dog into a house

on the opposite side of the street from his

father's house, his old home.

The dog was not happy, for attentions

which had oace been his own were now

given to the young bride. His master

tried to reconcile him to the altered state

of affairs and the bride endeavored to win

his affection, but he constantly showed
his displeasure and misery.

One day the master came home and sat

down, putting his arm about his wife.

Jack was lying by the fire, and he at once

rose, approached' the two and made the

usual exhibition of his disapproval.

"Why, Jack," said his master, "this is

all right. She is a good girl," and as he

spoke he patted his wife's arm.

Jack looked up at him, turned away
and left the room. In a moment they

heard a noise, and going into the hall

found him dragging his bed down stairs.

He reached the front door and whiued to

be let out. The door was opened and he

dragged the bed down the steps and
across the street to his old home, where

he scratched for admittance. Since then

he has never returned to his master, and

has refused all overtures toward recon-

ciliation.

NOTES IN PASSING.

Silver Wyandottes are supreme favor-

ites in England, and the fanciers of that

country have tried hard to improve the

breed. The following illustration of a

noted Wyandotte, the cup winner of late

Palace show, we reproduce from Poultry:

*
« *

American Wyandotte breeders will be

startled to note the laced tail and general

Sebright bantam plumage. It is certainly

departing from the accepted ideal, which

should be darker in plumage aud black

in tail. That such a bird as the above is

handsome no one will denv, and we favor

more open laced birds than are commonly
seen at American shows, but laced tail

feathers should be condemned.
«

« *

It would be interesting, however, to

know just how such Sebright plumaged

birds have been produced. Perhaps

Poultry will explain.

» »

W^e have received any number of com-

plimentary words regarding Dr. Roth's

exhaustive and valuable articles on "Dis-

eases of Poultry." One reader uf The
Fanciers' Journal who like the author

of the articles is a physician remarked to

us: "Dr. Roth's articles are very credita-

ble attempts to make plain in a clear and

scientific manner the causes and cures of

poultry diseases, especially in the face of

so little data on the latter."

*

While there are always critics and

scoffers who are willing to pick flaws in

deeds of others, it would be well for such

individuals to follow Dr. Roth's example

and study out the problems of diseases

that affect poultry. In doing this the

untrained mind will suddenly discover

insurmountable obstacles.

« «

The Fanciers' Journal, in securing

Dr. Roth's articles for publication, has

rendered a service to the poultry frater-

nity. Its thorough discussion of the

gape worm question is also of decided

value, and the fact is beginning to dawn

upon fanciers that a weekly paper con-

taining the cream of the best writers of

both continents is indispensable.
*

« «
The great demand for back numbers

is a sure sign that they have a permanent

value.

« «

In selecting fowls for practical pur-

poses, it does not always follow that the

highest priced birds are the best. The

reply of a witty Irishman—on being

asked what was the difference between

an Indian Game and an Irish grey—was

"Och, about tin dollars, sir." The seem-

ing jest of this remark has a broader

significance than one would suppose.

est thing on tap. The chief promoter of

this new organization, we hear, was de-

nied admission to the Brown Iveghorn

Club in the past, so he will start a little

club of his own, it seems.

« «

Specialty clubs are apt to do much to-

ward increasing the interest in the breeds

they represent, but there is a limit to the

sporadic kind that flourish at the ex-

pense of similar clubs and the fraternity

in general.
*

A number of typographical errors ap-

peared in our last week's issue. We ad-

vised haying "tight" floors and doors to

all coops as a protection against skunks
Our proof reader, however, failed to note

that the compositor made it "high." Mr.

Sternberg also makes a correction in one
of his articles.

*
*

A "Browu Leghorn League" is thelat-

« »

If that Hammonton George Washing-
ton, Uncle Boyer, can be believed, the

fraternity may lose one of its brightest

lights, Robert A. Braden. The latter, so

Uncle Mike told us, is devoting his spare

time in reading Scripture, and may blos-

som out into a full-fledged preacher be-

fore many moons. Whether compari-

son judging or the "circulation liars"

have caused Braden to think of leaving

the fraternity we cannot say.

•
» •

Cuckoo Pekin bantams are among the

latest novelties in the chicken line. A
pair were exhibited at the late New York

show. They came from England, and

were bred by that well-known Bantam

fancier, W. F. Entwistle. The latter in

the British Fancier gives the history of

these cuckoo bantams as follows:

"These are a very recent introduction, in fact,

the first time that a pair of this variety was ex-

hibited was at the Bawtry show, in September,

i8s8, when Master Frank K. Entwisle exhibited

three pairs of them, which produced quite a sen-

sation, one pair winning the silver cup. In color

they were quite as perfect as any shown since,

though they are now much improved in shape,

cushion, softness of tail and abundance of foot

and shank feather. We first pro<luced cuckoos

in this way: While crossing black Pekins and
white booted with the double intention of

strengthening the blacks and producing white

Pekins we reared, amongst others, one a rather

dirty looking white, so very excellent in shape,

etc., that we thought it good enough to show as

a white Pekin at the Dairy show, so we had it

caught and washed, but to our surprise it would

not come a better white than when first put into

the soapsuds. We tried a thorough good soak-

ing, washing and rinsing and then had her care-

fully dried, and on the following morning we
had a careful look at her. We discovered faint

but regular bars of stone color on a milk-white

ground. We at once saw that in this pullet we
had a more valuable prize than a pure white

would have been, and we mated her with her

sire, a black Pekin cock, for the next season.

From this mating we had distinct cuckoo mark-

ings, and these pullets we mated with a cuckoo

cockerel, which Mr. Leno kindly sent us, and

which he bred from his imported Chinese cuckoo

cock, we believe the only one ever sent from

China. Then we bred in and in and back to the

pure black Pekins, until they have provetl them-

selves capable of, now and then, beating all

other colors of Pekins. In the year 1890 our

cuckoos were so vastly improved that at several

shows they scored well, and we were persuaded

to part with several pens, among which were the

winners of both cockerel and pullet cups at the

Crystal Palace, where classes were provided for

cuckoos.

'A brother of the above birds won the cup at

the Palace show last season under the late Mr.

Beldon, this bird being considered perfect in

every point except size, and he certainly is a trifle

large, but we are breeding from him again this

year, and expect some great things from his

produce. Last season we mated some of our

best black Pekin hens with this cock, and among

the produce were some of the most perfect

shaped pullets we have yet raised, but instead of

being either black or cuckoo, as all had been

previously, there were several that our young

people called magpie because they were black

and white irregularly marked. These are mated

with the most perfect shaped cuckoo cockerel

for this .season, and the produce will be kept
separately from the other cuckoo to note the re-

sult. In our cuckoos we very rarely have any
red or straw-colored feathers. Should any show
them.selves in a cockerel, though objectionable
in a show binl, it need not, in my opinion
(though we kii' w that this opinion is contrary
to the generally accepted theory, and that be-

cause so many people do not keep separate and
distinct pens for cuckoo cockerel breeding and
cuckoo pullet breeding, and consequently wish
to avoid, as far as possible, any straw or red
color in their cockerels' hackles or saddles), be
considered any fault in a pullet breeder, rather
it may be taken as an indication that the cock-
erel would be able to increase richne.ss of color
in the bars of his pullets, just as in the case ot

the blacks. In breeding cuckoos with cuckoos
it may be safe to proceed in this way for four or
five years together, but then it is advisable to

use pure black to keep up the proper depth of
color.

"Cuckoo Pekins should have very sound
orange yellow legs, and orange beaks are gen-
erally preferred, though personally we do not
dislike a little dark markings on the beak of a
cuckoo Pekin, as it seems quite in harmony with
the featharing.

*
*

"And now we must try and describe the color

and marking of the cuckoos. Thes^e points vary
very considerably from a pale, almost white
ground, with cloudy and indistiuct markings, to

a beautiful soft French grey ground with dark
slate bars. The more cle.nrly defined and the
finer the markings the better. Not only does the
ground color vary, as well asthecolor of the bars
or markings of the feathers, but also in different

birds the pattern of the markings varies consid-

erably. There are cuckoos shown with the same
pattern of markings as the dark Brahma and
partridge Cochins—concentric circles of pencil-

ling, one within the other, iy., in the hens—but
this is not correct. The marking we require in

Cuckoo Pekins is a series of clearly defined bars
(and we prefer narrow one) across each feather

from the head, down the hackle, breast,- thighs,

wing, back, saddle and tail, and in fact, each
feather throughout the whole bird, both cock and
hen, must have this distinct barring or series of

bands across the feathers. In some birds we
have counted nine bars across the hackle or sad-

dle feather of a cockerel, but seven bars make
the feather look well. A less number would not
be so good. In hens across the saddle feathers,

five bars are sufficient and as the feathers on
other parts of the b<xly are not so long, a propor-

tionately less number of bats are required. The
same description of marking is required on the

feathering of the legs, feet and toes, aud the

more distinct the better."

*
« •

Robert J. Burdette in that excellent

publication. Food, furnishes a poem en-

titled On Information and Belief, in

which occurs the following:

The egg I eat was never laid.

By any cackling, feathered hen,

But from the Lord knows what, 'tis made
In Newark, by uufeathered men.

»
« «

In this progressive age when honey is

extracted from rags, and car wheels are

made from paper, the evolution of the

artificial egg will be watched with inter-

est by poultrymen and others.

ORIEITTAL TURBITS AGAIN.

Henry Erdmann Replies to the

Fancier.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The following I clip from the Fancier:

"No doubt many of our readers take
The Fanciers' Journal, and for fear

they may be led astray by the descrip-

tion of an Oriental Turbit, as offered by
Mr. Henry Erdmann, we give herewith
the description of an illustration in the
latest published work on pigeons, by
Richard Woods, of an Oriental Turbit,

and also the author's description. The
illustration represents a perfect owl in

shape, carriage, head and beak, and is

white all over with the exception of the

wings and tail; the primary flight feath-

ers are white; the tail free from any white
spots. The illustration from which we
derive our description is the property of

Mr. P. Verdon, of Liverpool, Eng., and
a winner of many prizes at leading

shows.
"Mr. Wood's description is as follows:

'In color and markings the Oriental Tur-

bit is a fac-simile of the English breed.

except that the tail is colored aud the
head plain, that is, not peaked.'
"No doubt friend F;rdtnann has not

seen the latest aud best work on pigeons.
We would advise him tn get it at once."
The Fancier should be rat her a little

more careful, and not quite so hasty in
acting for those who are trying to com
bine two old names aud giving it to a new
breed, just as our poultryineu did a few
years ago with the Wyandottes, calling
them American Sebriglits and Sebright
Cochins until the proper name of Wyan-
dotte was selected, thus not infringing
on an old established name.

I think fanciers should l)e able to give
to a new breed a dislinrt and original
name, and not rob the breeders of Tur-
key of the Oriental which was applied to
their frills, satinettes, Ijloiidiuettes, tur-
biteens, etc., or Ivnglish breeders of the
name turbit, establislied many years ago
by combining the two names, thinking
they have an original one.

I don't think "Friend Knlniann" cares
much and he don't think your latest work
on pigeons would be much of an instruc-
tor to him, or to young beginners, if the
Fancier advises purchasmg a copy be-
cause the author has combined two old
names into one. I call that a poor
advertisement.
German breeders never steal names

when they name a new breed, they
always have an original name to apply,
so wily should not others be able to do
the same? IIunry FIrdmann.
Philadelphia, Pa., May 16, iS<j2.

Roosts.

There is no advantage in placing

perches one above another, stair fashion,

in the hypotenuse of a triangle. It is no
economy of room. If they be thus ar-

ranged, the distances of the perches

from each other must be measured on
the base of the triangle, from the fact

that the droppings fall perpendicularly.

They should be far enough apart to avoid
soiling of the plumage.

If there is no economy of space in this
arrangement there is no argument for it.

Fowls will jump from the lowest perch to
the next and so on to the highest, and
then quarrel. They all want the highest
place. It is preferable to have the
perches placed on a level, also the plat-

form to catch the droppings. It may be
just high enough to be handy in clean-
ing, and the perches about one foot al)ove

it. All perches should be movable, so as

to facilitate the application of kerosene
when necessary, to every part.

The "reason why fowls strive for the
highest place in the roost, is because they
possess an instinct whicli teaches them
that the higher they get the .safer they
are. So it is a fact, that wheu the
perches are of unequal height, the strong-
est fowls occupy the highest place. Prob-
ably the air is as pure three feet from the
floor, as higher. F'owls, when crowded
in a tight apartment, by their respiration,

give off considerable carbonic acid gas.

This being heavier than common atmos-
phere, sinks to the floor, and many have
a deleterious effect on fowls roosting very
low. Deleterious fumes are also evolved
from decaying animal and vegetable
matter.

Perches should be at least two inches
wide and rest firmly in a slot or mortise.

Fowls will cling to one edge of a wide
perch, and the width \\ill give opportunity
to rest the weight on the shanks. A very
narrow perch makes it necessary to bear
the weight on the beastlione, mainly in

one spot, and thus it becomes bent to one
side. This deformity is caused in many
instances by roosting on the chine of a
barrel, or on the small limbs of trees.

Old fowls have their bones hardened so

that they will stand the pressure without
bending, but all should have wide perches.

—Poultry World.

Transfer of Homers.

T. M. Rivel, Philadelphia, to F:. E.

Perry, Wilmington, Del., X 1591, W 7615
and 329 ; record 215 m. ; N 2596 and X
1605, record 510 m.

»-^-

—A hen, like a cow, regulates her outgo
by hen income. Feed is everything.

—Fowls compelled to hunt for their

living generally hide the eggs from their

owner. They work on tlie reciprocity

plan.

11
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WESTERN CORRESPONDENCE.

KANSAS CACKLES.

Bright and Interesting Items from
the Far West.

BY THEODORE STERNBERG.

I am not kicking over the proof-read-

ing of my correspondence in The Jour-

nal of Mav 7. I only rise to remark

that the cha'p who dropped out the line

"comb, 10" from the decimal scale of

points meant doubtless to cut combs all

round. Please put a comb on all the

breeds again, and caution the chap who
cut it off not to do so any more.

•• One of the most striking differences in

the faucv, East and West, is the large

number of ladv fanciers, advertisers and

writers in the West, and so far as can be

gathered from the press so few ladies

who are in the fancy East. Some of our

very best writers, our leading breeders

and exhibitors here in the West are la-

dies. Why is this so? To my mind the

poultry fancy is peculiarly adopted to

the gentler and handsomer- sex. In Eng-

land many of the leading fanciers are la-

dies. Those who have made name and

ducats in the fancy are ladies. From
Queen Victoria down the women of Eng-

land have been and are ardent fanciers.

Ivet's have some of them in America.

Ladies enter the fancy, rear fowls to ex-

hibit, to sell.

As a fad, the intelligent rearing and

exhibiting of fine fowls is more enter-

tainitig and interesting than most any

other hobby. It is fashionable abroad.

There the poultry yard, fdled with fancy

fowls, is one of the necessary appurte-

nances to every country home. It should

be not only the fashion here for ladies to

be fanciers but to many the fancy opens

up a field for adding to the daily income

not to be despised. Think of it, ladies.

Organize ladies' clubs and make the fan-

cy one of the pleasures and profits for

the intelligent, home loving woman. Let

some one of the prominent ladies of

America undertake the making of the

rearing of fancy pouUry fashionable-

fashionable to personally care for the

fowls, fashionable to show them to visit-

ing friends, fashionable to exhibit at the

great shows, and they will have done
much to give health and vigor, and m
many instances self-sustaining occupa-

tion, to the ladies of our land.

When one reads the English papers

he is struck with the great interest there

in cage birds. Why, Poultry and the

Feathered World have a large share of

their readuig matter and a larger share

of their advertising columns devoted to

cage birds. The fancy is one, whether

it finds expression in poultry, birds, pig-

eons, rabbits, etc. I should like to see

The Fanciers' Journal, add a cage

bird page to its weekly feast of dog,

poultry and pigeons, and while about it

take in rabbits, also.

From private letters recently received,

I learn that the fanciers in the West are

earnestly talking up the permanent loca-

tion of a great show to be a friendly rival

of Philadelphia and Madison Square
Garden, to be held at Kansas City, Mo.
Truly the interest in the fancy is growing,

and its shows bid fair to be placed on
solid foundations. A great show must
be permanent as to place and date, so

one can breed to suit that particular

show.

In Mr. H. Tomliuson's letter in The
Journal of May 7, he speaks rather

contemptuously of the cut used by the

American Buff Cochin Club as its fron-

tispiece to the proceedings of its last

meeting. When it united with the

Cochin Club of America, I thought it a

good joke at the time to see a club which
advocates full feathered Cochins use one
of Lee's scanty feathered birds as an
illustration of Cochins, but honors are

easy. The buff club which don't want full

feathered Cochins and hates the English

bird uses on its literature the picture

of an imported Procter hen. It strikes

me that there ought not to be much
trouble for level-headed men to unite in

one grand Cochin club, and all together

keep our pets just ahead of the band.

Speaking of score cards, the one argu-

ment of any moment to my mind in

favor of the card is that the system
attmpts to provide a card upon which
sales can be made. There is no doubt
but that the fancy needs something to

send to intending buyers so an idea of

what the bird offered is, can be readily

obtained. Does the score cards suffi-

ciently fill that bill? Does an award of

prizes reading: Games, cocks, Jackson,

94; Jones, 93 ji, convey any more real in-

formation than in Games, Jackson won
first on cocks; Smith, second?

The ordinary score card conveys just

about as much information as a cypher
telegram does to one who does not have

the key. Pick up a score card on the

street, what can you tell about the

bird? Nearly Nothing at all. Take
a partridge Cochin cock. The card

reads neck, color i. Now, what is the

defect, the particular defect for which
the cut is given? The card don't tell

you. The whole thing is Greek. The
trouble is the card don't go far enough,
men and brethren. Take your standard
where it describes a breed, make a de-

scriptive list, print it in brief form on a

carci, and then either at home or at your
local show have the poultry judge fill in

the description of all and each defect in

the fowl, just what the defect is. If it be

white in hackle, let the card say it; if it

be irregular striping of the hackle, say it

on the card, etc. Then you have a de-

scriptive list of a bird which you can
send out, one that any intelligent person

who is familiar with the breed or can
read the standard can easily compre-
hend, and by it form a mental picture of

the bird.

Now, understand me. If the advocates
of the score card wish to make the card

what they claim for it and a thing of use,

go further and make the card a descrip-

tive list of each defect in detail. If a

cut is wanted to indicate the amount of

the defect, remember that these things

are only arbitrary, not founded on logic

or mathematics, but only used for conve-

nience. Then for the purpose of deduct-

ing defects (perfection needs no mark)
you may as well call each section 10 as

any other number, and thus far I favor

the decimal plan.

Comparison, either mental or visual, is

after all the way in which all judging for

the purpose of awarding prizes is done.
The only difference I can note is that one
man who is an expert in oranges selects

the best one by comparing one with the
other, and the all-round judge separates

the oranges into as many sections as

possible and passes on a section at a

time, thus demonstrating his personal
courage.

But in my mind it is not of much mo-
ment whetherjudging be done in the lump
or in sections. The real matter of import-
ance is lots of grand successful shows,
that is what helps the fancy, good
shows, well attended by the public. This
extends the fancy and makes business,

and all this racket about score cards
building up the fancy is only leather and
prunella.

The American Poultry Association
should gladly welcome every effort to

advance the fancy. Even though we
gods of the A. P. A. have a different rule

of our own, we should say to New
York go on, hold your show as best suits

you. We shall write no private letters

urging persons not to attend or exhibit

there. We wish you God speed, and if

after a time without a fight, without ob-

stacles being placed in your way by A.

P. A. members, you demonstrate your
way to be the best, then the A. P. A.
will adopt it and make it standard, and
then it is our way also.

gantly claim perfection for their own
crude acts. Let the A. P. A. be digni-

fied, not hunting for fights, not claiming
everything in sight, not fearing every
new move in poultrydom. Let it sim-

ply officially and through its individual

members preserve silence and let time
prove all things to be good or bad. The
good will always live, and the A. P. A.

pos.se5ses in itself the power of self per-

petuation by avoiding strife, by not
offensively crowding its rules on the

fancy. And whenever a good thing for

the fancy is discovered by making it

standard, where there is an honest divi-

sion of opinion in regard to what a breed
shall be, make a double standard. In

short, the A. P. A. must not be a drug
on the fancy, not a chalk line which all

must walk, but a wide and beautiful

boulevard upon whose graveled walks,

shaded with leafy trees, all are cordially

invited to enjoy the air, only limited by
the keep off the grass outside of the
pathway. Then all fanciers will love

the A. P. A. and yield it cheerful honors.

More flbout

The Gapes.

The A. P. A. is only one of the tools

used by the fancy, it is not the fancy it-

self. The A. P. A. can recommend, it

cannot enforce. Its strength consists in

the wisdom (if any) of its reccommenda-
tions. Its weakness is in the use mem-
bers make of their membership to arro-

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I am very glad Mr. Valentine has

called the attention of any who may not

have been aware of the fact, that I made
some experiments in 1885, for the Bureau

of Animal Industry. I presume, how-

ever, there are very few who are not as

well posted as himself on that subject,

for it is a matter of public record in the

report for 1885. I was employed four

and one-half months from May 15 to

October i, 1885. Nothing will please me
better than to have any unprejudiced

scientific man read the experiments there

detailed and draw his own conclusions

therefrom. Further, I would state that

in my work I had the kind and valuable

assistance of the late eminent Professor

Joseph Leidy, whose knowledge in this

department, without a doubt, exceeded

that of any other man on this continent.

When I began this investigation, which

I carried on for nearly two years before I

was employed by the bureau, I wrote Dr.

Leidy asking for information on the sub-

ject. He replied under date of August

II, 1883, as follows: "The source of the

gape worm syngamus trachealis, of

chickens, has not been discovered. If

you have an opportunity of investigating

and determining its origin, you may do

much service to science. It would be

found only in the embryonic or larvae

condition, in some intermediate host."

After my first two successful experiments
in feeding earth worms to chicks, on
September 29 and October 9, 1883, I

wrote him the results. His reply dated
October 20, 1883, was as follows: "Yours
of October 19, duly received. From the

observations given, I think it highly pro-

bable the earthworm may be the source

of the syngamus, but now begins the

'tug of war,' to trace the course of the

parasite. I shall be glad to hear the re-

sult of your investigation." I am under
the greatest obligations to Dr. Leidy for

many kind letters of advice and encour-
agement in this work. In all my corre-

spondence with him afterwards, he never
intimated that he thought this was not
correct. Thus you will see that this

eminent man's opinion was entirely dif-

rerent from that of the Bureau of Animal
Industry.
Again, if you will consult a review of

my work by Lord Walsingham, a well-

known scientist of England, published
August 2, 1888, page 324, in Nature, an
English periodical, you will see what he
thinks. We will quote the closing sen-

tence. "We believe Dr. Walker's dis-

covery has been received in America with
some incredulity (he refers here to the
report of the bureau which I sent him),
but, apart from the careful observations
and experiments on which he relies, the
accuracy of which there seems to be no
good reason to dispute, the field experi-

ence of those who have had the best

opportunities of forming an opinion on
the subject, would tend to support the
probability that his conclusions are in the
main correct." His opinion is of much
greater importance, because he was the
gentleman who offered the prize which
was awarded to Dr. Megnin, before my
work was commenced. He had given
much attention to the subject, and would
therefore be well calculated to form a

correct judgment.
This article of Dr. Megnin 's was pub-

lished in the United States Agricultural
Report for 1884, and was the one which
the Bureau of Animal Industry accepted
as correct. Now, I think probably the
bureau acted in good faith, but were mis-
led by the fact that the gape worm could
be hatched in water and fed to chicks by
man and thus produce the disease. They
did not take into consideration the fact

that nearly all the nematoid worms, to

which class syngamus belongs, can be
brought to maturity the same way.
Nevertheless they have intermediate hosts,

which act as a bearer exactly as the earth
worm acts as a bearer to the gape worm.
They differ from most of the tape worms,
which necessarily have to pass through
an intermediate host, in which they are
partially developed, to prepare them for

a final development in their last host.

To illustrate: Trichinae belong to the ne-

matoid worms, the same class as the gape
worm, and could be propagated in man
by drinking them in water, but did you
ever hear of this taking place in nature ?

No. They get them from their interme-
diate host, the hog. I do not believe the
Creator in his infinite wisdom has de-
signed that the gape worm should be
without a bearer, for you can easily per-

ceive what would become of the poor
worm in these Northern States were such
the case. The soil is often frozen to a
great depth, and they would be utterly

destroyea. Besides this it could not be
pickea up by the chick except by the
merest accident, for it is so small it could
not be seen. No; this is not so. It has
been wisely decreed that the earth worm
should be its intermediate host, in the
intestine of which it finds all the nour-
ishment necessary to sustain it. When
winter comes it is carried deep into the
ground, out of all reach of cold, and in

spring is brought again to the surface

ready to be picked up in the worm and
pass through the remaining portion of its

existence in its final host, the fowl. The
difficulty of finding and identifying the
embryonic gape worm in the earth worm
is greaL It was about one year before I

was sure I had the correct embryo. Thus
you will see it is not to be wondered at if

the Bureau of Animal Industry did not
find it in a short time. Now I have not
the slightest faith in it being an acci-

dental host of the earth worm, tempora-
rily taken in with leaves, grass, etc. If

so why should we find it, as I have often

done, in many earth worms in an infested

locality in midwinter, down deep in the

ground, in the same position as in sum-
mer, in the intestine of the earth worm ?

Why did it not pass off with leaves and
other matter used as food instead of re-

maining throughout the year? I have
found twenty in a single earth worm.
In all my experience I have never found
a single ovum of the tape worm in the

earth worm. If the embroy was taken
in as an accidental host I see no reason

why we should not at times find some of

the ova in the earth worm. All the

chicks to which I fed infested earth

worms had the first symptoms of the gapes
in about seven days, which was exactly

the time it took when the embryos were
fed in water.

Now, by considering
will readily see why the

contract the disease by
eggs. It is because the

chick is so rapid that

pass through before the embryos could
hatch. This is illustrated by finding the

perfect eggs in the foeces of chicks, af-

ter fourteen days from the first feeding

with earth worms, that is when the syn-

gami attain their maturity in the trachea

of the chick, Mr. Valentine says: "But
my own experience with scores of flocks

points in another direction. It has been

that they do not, as a rule, show the dis-

ease until from two to three weeks old,

and the first noticeable symptoms are

not the gaping and sneezing together, as

mentioned by Dr. Wiesenthall, but the

peculiar snip or sneeze is first noticed,

then a few days later the gaping. It seems
to me that the natural deduction from

a moment, you
chick does not
swallowing the
digestion of the
the eggs would

this (remembering that the period of de-
velopment of the ova ranges somewhere
near two weeks and upward) would be
that the chicks are usually infected with
the ova; that the hatching of the ova is

at about the time mentioned by the bu-
reau, and that the growth of the embryos
gradually fills and finally crowds the
oesophagus, producing the gaping, and
eventually suffocation." I am afraid this
theory of Mr. Valentine's will not hold
good when closely examined, for the first

chicks which contracted the disease iu
the spring would have to pick up the
eggs from the ground where they had re-

mained through the winter. These eggs,
unlike the eggs of some insects, do not
stand cold for such a length of time, as I

know by experiment. The same holds
good in regard to the embryos; besides
both are so small they could not be seen
by a chick. Dr. Megnin, in the supplement
to his essay, as his final conclusion says:
"See United States Agricultural Report,
1884. page 283, 'The birds are infected by
drinking the water containing these em-
bryos.' " Now, how do young chicks in
the early spring first get these parasites?
Certainly not in this way in our climate
for the water and embryos would have
frozen a hundred times during the win-
ter and spring. They get them by eating
the earth worms, their intermediate host,

just as other parasites of this class are
propagated. The report says, as Mr.
Valentine states, that chicks may con-
tract the gapes by feeding upon earth
worms that contain the embryos of syn-
gamus is demonstrated, but it has also
been demonstrated that this is not the
only way by which this parasite gains
entrance into the body of the chick. I

must confess I have never seen chicks
drinking water from the ground and con-
tracting the gapes in this way, and I do
not known as it has ever been demon-
strated they have done this.

I will concede that if they should take
iu the live embryos of syngamus from
the ground in drinking water, they would
have the gapes, so, also, if man should
drink the embryonic trichinae in water,
instead of eating them in pork, he would
have the greatly to 1^ dreaded trichino-

sis. But the question is not what might
happen, what does actually take place in
n ilure. Besides this, you have the fact,

as before stateil, they cannot endure the
cold of winter on the surface of the
ground. Now, it is very easy to account
for tbe slow manner in which Mr. Valen-
tine's chicks are infested. Infested earth-

worms may not be very plenty where his

chicks lun. They may not get any of
them until a week or ten days old, and
then pick up one or two earthworms con-
taining a small iiumljer of the embryos,
after a day or two some more, and thus
the disease wonld projjress slowly, and
they wouhl l»e two or three weeks old be-

fore it would be well marked. It gener-
ally in my experience, commences as he
says, with a slight cough or effort to throw
out the worms, caused by the irritation in

the windpipe, then when the worms grow
so as to obstruct the passage of air, the
gaping commences. In regard to pre-

vention, you can either keep your chicks
on a floor or on ground over wiiich in-

fested chicks or birds have never run, or,

if this is not convenient, kill the earth-

worms in the soil by saturating it with a
solution of common- salt, one or two
pounds to Uie gallon of water. Finally,

Mr. Editor, on looking at the sheets I

have written, I see I must close, although
not half thiough. I will therefore say,

the claim I make is that the earthworm is

necessary as a bearer, not as a host in

which any part of the development takes

place, but, that within the intestine of
this animal, the embryo gape worm finds

a proper place to live, and be nourished,

also, in cold countries, to be carried down
below the reach of freezing, and iu the

spring brought to the surface, and also

placed in the best possible condition to

obtain access to birds, for there is noth-

ing which they eat more greedily than
earthworms. Now, this is not a mere
theory on which Mr. Valentine places so

much stress. It is a collection of facts

wiiich have been carefully worked out
and the conclusions at which I have
arrived roni these facts are I believe cor-

rect. Lastly, if Mr. Valentine doubts the

truth of^ these things, w ill he be so kind
as to conduct a series of experiments
himself, or induce some one else to do so.

Any questions on this interesting subject

I am ready to answer to the best of my
ability. H. D. Walker.
Frankunvillk, N. Y., May lo, 189a.

MR. STBRNBBRO- CRITICISED. ONE RAINY AFTERNOON.

The Sage of Natick Supplies In-

formation.

Editor Fanciers' Journai^.

"White or grey in any part of plumage
except at the roots of tail and undercolor

of hackle and saddle and the sickles in

cocks," the sickles only referring to cocks,

especially white, Vjalance refers to all.

His reaching for technicalities for an ar-

gument is neither worthy of him as a

man or breeder, besides the intention of

the committee that reported was, as re-

puted to have the reference, gives it by
the judge in question.

We beg to differ. The A. P. A. refused

to abandon symmetry by voting in "pro-

files" as an illustrated meaning for sym-
metry, that the score card might repre-

sent the standard, but political intrigue

was too much for the advocates of a deci-

mal system, for in defiance of all present

they repealed the profiles when the pres-

ent standard was adopted. This left the
score card representing something not
found iu the standard. Now if the C. C.
of A. can see fun because their club was
in direct opposition to the A. P. A. and
the decimal score is in direct harmony
with the A. P. A.'s written standard, we
accord them all the laughter they want.
We come into this fight to show that our
.card is in harmony, and ask that we have
the privilege of using it, and show that
by it we apply every line of the written
standard and nothing of a private nature
to distribute its direct application.

In his attack on the decimal card sys-

tem, we simply deny the allegation, and
as the burdeu of the proof is on him let

him show wherein it antagonizes the A.

P. A. Burlesques will never hurt the
truth. What all are working for is the
best and surest plan to secure the great-

est accuracy in applying the standard.
If we show by its use that all the breeds
score nearer alike, it will be one point in

our favor. We are here to stay and to

refute all arguments and to comment on
all sarcasm. We only ask that the oppo-
nents present their side; we will do the
same. We will leave the breeder to say
which they will accept and support. If

it is found we can better serve the Games
by excepting them from the rule it will

be excepting a mighty small per cent of

all the show, but I am of the opinion that

even the Game men will be better satis-

fied.

All standards are arbitrary. They
would be worthless if not. The scale of
points is simply the means to appply the

law which is arbitrary. When the score

card represents something not found in

the standard then it should be called

erroneous.
I note in the letter of the English

breeder quoted by Mr. Sternberg this

clause: "We have with careful breeding
got out of the heavy, strong feathered

hocks, and get them now with soft curly

hocks." This is a long way from vulture

hocks, which are strongly condemned in

England and always have been here in

America. I. K. Fki,CU.

Natick, Mass., May 16, 1892.

Dr. Roth Explains.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I am much pleased that your valued

correspondent "Trixie" reads my contri-

butions on Diseases of Poultry "with

much interest." I desire that they be

instructive as well, and would respect-

fully say that all readers, especially

"Trixie," wonld observe carefully my
ideas advanced, and that no misconstruc-

tion l)e placed on any thought promul-
gated.

If "Trixie" read carefully he should

have observed that the '•mercurial oint-

ment" he refers to is //<7/t)«r prescription,

nor recommended by me, but a quota-

tion from Wright's book. And he should

also have noted that I am not an allo-

path had he read my contribution on
roup with that caie which interest gen-

erally begets.

In the last article (cholera) the word
"onslaughter" should be onslaught.

W. F. Roth.
Florin, Pa, May 14.

The strange Musings of a Poul-
tryman.

BY GEORGE W. WEED.

Yes, it is raining, so I set me down in

our incubator room and see before me a

large pile of "chicken papers." Let's

look through them and see what we
find.

First, know Mr. Editor, that I sub-

scribe for some fourteen, besides which I

receive "sample copies" without num-
ber. Ah! here we are told "how to set a

hen." Next, we find a writer who has
taken unto himself a mighty task—noth-

ing less than revising "Webster." The
chances are that by the time he gets

through "buff Wyandottes" will be about

perfect. Now we have picked up one
that for ancient cuts "takes the cake."

We turn to publisher's notes, and find

them nothing but a string of "ads." of

something that the editor has to sell. We
try another, and iu it we find that the
"gape worm" is transmitted through the
agency of the earth worm, but in the
very next paper that I pick up we find
another able writer offers I50 in gold to
any one proving the earth worm theory
to be correct. Ah! what have we here?
A little six by seven sheet printed out in
the western wilds, in which is a depart-
ment called "Cacklings by Critic."
Croakings by a crank would also make a
good title for the same. From the "far
West" to "way down East" we go for

the next one in the heap, and we find it a
journal devoted exclusively to its adver-
tisers. To get a "mention" take an "ad."
is its motto. Next we "go West" again,
and if our "Poultry" was as much be-
hind in hatching as this paper generally
is we certainly would have to make a
"Pet " of them to keep them from freez-

ing. Ah! what have we here? How ap-
propriate for this "Cloudy" afternoon.
As so much of it is "Featherlegs" and
its so small I .should say it was a Pekiu
Bantam. And now we have a "Monthly,"
and many Ho(l)mes are made glad by
receipt(s) of same. And now, Mr. Edi-
tor, do you think thai a "Poultry Keeper"
or "Raiser" should want the "World" in

addition to a good "Poultry Yard." If

he should he might rather be a regular
"Stock-Keeper" and done with it. But I

find that in a "Country Home" a "Prac-
tical Poultry man's" best "Guide and
Friend" is to keep a "Journal."
May 14, 1892.

P. ROX HEARD FROM.

He Measures Lances With Trixie.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

It is with reluctance that I again ask

for some of your valuable space, but it

strikes me that "Trixie" is again suffer-

ing from a severe attack of mental

strabismus or else was badly in need of a

subject to write about in The Journal
of the I4lh inst. He begins by taking

exceptions to Dr. Roth's treatment of

gapes, and shows his lack of knowledge

of what he was reading by giving the

doctor credit for what somebody else

recommends. If he had looked closely

he could have seen the quotation marks,

and further, if he was not acquainted

with their, meaning he could have read

"we have quoted this opinion," etc.,

showing plainly that it was Mr. Halsted

who recommended mercurial ointment
instead of Dr. Koth.
He then advises everybody to let the

drug alone, and says no one but an allo-

path would recommend it. Now, if he
had taken a National Dispensatory he
would have found it used by all M.
D.'s, allopath or homoeopath, and that

the amount of mercury used by the

homoeopath is sometimes greater than

the allopath uses. Then the amount of

mercury in mercurial ointment is only

about one-third, or thirteen parts lard,

seven parts mutton suet and ten parts

mercury, which is further diluted by Mr.

Halsted's recipe by one ounce of lard

and half an ounce of pctrolt uiii. tin- sul-
phur not effecting the nieri in \ . W rluips
"Trixie" hadljcttcr read up'a little lie-

fore he calls down the Uarncd M. 1)
"

He makes a great ado about Mr. Kt v-
naud's name appearing twice in the .s.une

article, which, by the way, is jirob.ihlv
no more Mr. Keynaud's fault ih.iu it is

'Trixie's." It looks to me as if it uas an
over sight of the printer's, anil then K»>ing
to the proof rea<ler esraptd his notice.
But, Mr. lulitor, it strikes me that it is

better to have jour name to an ailicle
two or even three times tlial is readable
than to use a nam de f>lti>iic to a hatch
of questionable tutli frutti.

He then closes his letter by giving He
League of American PouUrymeu a slap,
which to my mind is entirely uncalled
for. Surely the League is coinpused of
men whose integrity and honesty of pur-
pose IS beyond reproach. It looks as
though the score card advocates were
about run out of ammunition to fire at
the comparison system and were jirejxir-

ing to attack the advocates of the laller.

They evidently intend to 'die with their
boots on." Yours, P. Ro.x.
Norwood, May 17. 1S92.

ENGLISH PIGEON NOTES.

food for soukakhr.s.

As a rule nature supplies young pig-
eons with all food necilful through their
parents, but should these neglect parental
duties we would recommend you to give
squeakers well-soaked small maple peas
and dari, with a mixture of small grit.

PIGEONS FOR TAHLE.

None are better than a cross between
an .Antwerp and common homer, though
the ordinary ICnglish trumpeter, being a
large bird and a prolific breeder, may
hold its own in this unenviable contest.
Once the puptl of the eye is affected, as
you describe, there is nothing to prevent
eventual blindness.

PlGKON.S SOILED WITH TAR.

The worst of the tar can be removed
by rubbing the feathers with sweet oil.

This will suffice to enable the birds to lly

and lake care of themselves; for a per-
fect change of appearance the moultmg
season should be awaited. Tinnblers
should not be "tossed," they should be
taught to take the wing on emerging
from the loft.

EGG MR EARING.

This is due probably lo the thinness of
the shells or possibly to the weight of the
birds. I*or the former use Spralls I'ood

Mixture. It contains abundance of both
shell an<l bone-making material, adding,
if you like, a good supply of old mortar
rul)bish. If the fault be due lo the size

of your birds yon cannot do better than
keep a good supply of mongrel sitt«rs

ami feeders. For this purpose none are

better to rear large pigeons than a cross

l)etween a London Beard and Norwich
Cropper.

—Feathered World.

Another from the Wild "West.

Here is another yarn from the wild

West, which, as usual, first appears in

the Philadelphia Record : "The chicken

raising industry is likely lo have a boom

iu T^Iontana. A citizen of Butte, in that

state, who killed a rooster for dinner the

other day, found several nuggets of gold

in its crop and gizzard. He at once
staked out a claim on the thirty-one re-

maining nieinbers of his Hock and began

mining them. The result of this opera-

tion had a cash value of 5>^7- 'fbe suc-

cessful miner is now buying up all the

chickens he can find ami setting tin 111

to work at scratching fiir their dealb.

The Montana chickens are not .ms wise as

the old OreeK cock that -Ivsop tells us of.

He turned away from a piecious stone,

preferring a grain of barley."

—If the turkeys are kept tame they are

easily managed.

—Mix powdered charcoal in with the

soft food; it aids digestion.

—Good management is necessary, but

when given the turkey can readily be

made profitable on the farm.
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Oare of Young Turkeys.

A newly hatched turkey is perhaps the

weakest, most helpless ami most depend-

ent of all young fowls. Until twenty-four

hours ohl a poult cannot even stand upon

its legs, but drops hopelessly into a sitting

posture, with feet spread apart like a child

essaying its first steps. As to wanting

anything to eat, why the little fellow

ga/.es at you in mild amazement if you

offer a crnml), then settles back comfort-

ably for another nap, burrowing its head

confidingly in whatever is nearest him.

Accepting this state of body as natural

—one could hardly say that the mind
ever has any sway over the actions of a

young turkey—the prudent poultry

keeper simply gives the little creature

what it craves, warmth and repose, un-

til it shows a desire for activity and

sustenance. During this helpless state

the njothcr hen, especially if she be one

of the twenty-five pound turkeys that we

read about, is not the best guardian of

her little ones, for despite her fondness for

them she is apt to crush some in the

nest, probably in her anxiety to accom-
modate herself to those hatching later

on. I always found the safer plan was
to remove the young poults when a few
hours old, and keep them in a warm
flannel lined basket, taking them out in

the sunshine after awhile for a short

airing, to teach them the use of their

legs and offer them something to eat.

The first food given is egg custard,

which I found the poults could manage
better if thickened slightly with soft egg
bread . The egg custard is made by pour-
iiig into a shallow pan placed over the

fire one pint of sweet milk and two well

I.eaten eggs, and stirring the mixture un-

til it boils and assumes the consistency
of jelly. If the brood of turkeys is

small half this may be prepared at once,

r>r the cu>tard nnist be ma<ie fresh every
day. P'gg bread is a great favorite with
Southern people, and in many households
it ujay l)e seen on the breakfast table all

the year round. Children especially are

verv fond of it, and it is only the scraps

which are left that usually find their way
to the young turkeys. The receipt calls

for one jnnt of good buttermilk or clab-

ber, two eggs beaten till light, one level

te:ispoouful of soda, one heaping tea-

spoonful of salt and enough fine corn
meal to make a thin batter. A small
(pianlitv of sweet cream added to the

batter just before cooking makes the

bread take on a beatiful brown and much
im|)roves its flavor. When prepared for

the table we like this bread made without
shortening, though if cooked for the

poults alone it would be well to add a

little lard or dripping. The crumb of

egg bread broken in egg custard the lit-

tle turkeys consider a most delectable

meal, and mine always ate it with avidity

b».fore they would touch anything else.

On the thinl day. I put the poults with
iheir mother in a roomy, well-ventilated

TOO]) out on the short grass. At evening
is the best time to do this, but before

loving tliem for the night, l)e sure to see

th (t each «>ue is warmly hovered. I have
faiiid one of the foolish little things dead
next morning, not two feet away from
its tnothcr, having strayed that far with-

oi;t knowing Iionv to return. Their food
once a day should now be slightly

sprinkled with black pepper, and tender
g" en food offered, a> the tops of grow-
uiy onions chopped fine, lettuce or cab-

b tge Sweet milk is given once in a

shallow pan containing small gravel so

th it the young poults may not get them-
s Ives wet tliough even then the pan of
milk should remain within reach only a
few minutes every day.

Sh uld anything like diarrhea appear,
boil the milk, ami if that doesn't stop it,

give each ponlt one drop of laudanum as

often as necessary. Crumbled egg-shells,

fine gravel and sand should be kept
witliin reach. The best coop I ever had
was tw(» l)y three feet, tall enough for the

hen to stand upright, and though well

ventilated under the eaves, yet close

enough below to confine the young
])oults. A good Ijoard roof should pro-

ject on evtrv side to keep the rain from
beating in, and the whole so light as to

be easily moved to a clean spot every
('ay.

Short green grass makes the best floor,

though care should be taken to place the

coop on ground that drains itself natur-

ally, lest water collect at night after a
rain. It is a good idea to have several

broods come off at once and run together
during the day, but at night each hen
should have a separate coop and the
poults be divided; for unlike chickens,
young turkeys of nearly the same age do
not know or care which is their mother,
and have a fancy for crowding together
even to suffocation.

When five days old, if the weather be
warm and bright, the young brood with
the mother should be let out for a few
hours' run. Watch them carefully,

though, for if there is any accessible dan-
ger they are sure to get into it. The
mother at first is so charmed with her
liberty and so proud of her little ones
that she is almost as foolish as they are,

though afterwards she sometimes be-

comes quite wary and prudent. At the

first sign of fatigue, however, they should
at once be recooped—many a young
turkey, and little chicken, too, has
perished outright from over-fatigue. As
the poults eat very little at once, they
should be fed often—five times a day at

first, then three times after they are old

enough and may run out all day.

Fresh air, wholesome food and plenty
of exercise are three essentials for the
well being of young turkeys. When one
month of age egg-bread scalded in sweet
milk may be substituted for custard, and
clabber be given to drink instead of
sweet milk. At this age some dry grain

may be offered, as wheat, oats or buck-
wheat, which may compose one-half

their daily rations when the poults are two
mouths old, the nicest of the table scraps

being also substituted for egg-bread. The
greater pait of their food consisting of in-

sects and tender verdure of wild growth
they can gather for themselves, but this

must be intelligently supplemented if

we expect rapid development.
Until the poults are past all danger of

drowning it is well to restrict their range
to a lot near the house, so as to be able

to recoopthem should a shower threaten,

and no matter how balmy and clear the
evening always see them safely sheltered

at night. A good dry run is absolutely-

necessary for the health of turkeys, either

old or young, and it is useless to attempt
to keep them on damp, cold or marshy
grounn.

After the young flock begin to take a

wide range two meals a day are sufficient

—in fact, many persons stop feeding them
altogether at tnis time; V)ut I have no-

ticed that flocks which are fed far outweigh
those which are not. A male of the va-

riety known as Manmioth Bronze has
weighed thirty-two pounds at seven
months only.—A Farnier's Daughter in

Country Gentleman,

Cooked Meat for Fowls.

It is too much the practice to feed

raw meat to poultry under the mistaken

idea that as the worms and insects which

they seize with such avidity are uncooked

so should be any meat given them by

their owners.

But the early worm which Biddy takes

in her empty crop, soft, pulpy and

crushed by the bill before it descends the

gullet, is one thing, and the coarse, dry,

stringy, fatless flesh thrown to them "in

the rough," and the tough, is quite an-

other, even if the carcass of horse or

sheep so bestowed is not still more objec-

tionable on account of disease. True,

these nearly "dry bones" may serve to

while away a weary hour in the monoto-
nous life of the poultry yard. But for

real aid and comfort to the fowls save all

your refuse meat, and buy in addition

"liver, lights, heart and all," as the old
story runs, from the shambles, and boil

all together for two hours or more. Then
chop finely and mix with meal in the
water in which they were boiled. This
dry, rich mess, showing bits of meat,
like the raisins in plum pudding, will be
a dish fit to set before any "queen of the
(poultry) harem," and she and her maids
of houor will pay you for it in more than
words, as your egg basket, high with
pearls, will show on many a succeeding
day.—Poultry World.
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ON THE WING.

It is a pleasure to note the measures

that are being taken in several of the

eastern states for the protection of the

homer. Among a miscellaneous collec-

tion of code amendment bills signed May

15 by Governor Flower, of New York

State, was one which provides that on

and after the passage of this act it shall

be unlawful for any person or persons to

shoot, maim or kill any Antwerp or

homing pigeon either while in flight or

at rest, and any person guilty of killing,

shooting or maiming such pigeons shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor, and for each

offense shall pay a fine of not less than

%\o or more than I25,

the wind and weather was favorable, the

time made was excellent.

—Do not adveritise once or twice in a

paper and think that is enough. Adver-
tising to be successful must be continued.

« «

We notice that the birds of Conrad A,

Mahr, Jr., have lost none of their speed

during their enforced rest of several

months. He and his father are credited

with the first returns in the 100 mile race

of the Empire Flying Club,

» «

Dr. Reginald Munson was probably the

first winner of a League diploma. The

genial doctor has a fine lot of birds on

the road this season, and is likely to

make his fellow contestants bestir them-

selves if they wish to have any prize

winners,
*

* «

The match race from Odenton between

the birds of Messrs. W. S. Torkington,

Jr., and John L. Gill, of Philadelphia,

ended in an easy victory for the former,

whose bird, although tossed fifteen min-

utes later than its opponent, homed over

half an hour earlier. Mr, Torkington

flew his crack bird, Young Harrison,

which was the only bird to home to Phil-

adelphia in one day in the 400 mile Con-

course race, although about 200 others

were flown,
»

» •

The date of the race for the Item 100

mile challenge trophy has been fixed for

Wednesday, May 25, and as at this time

Philadelphia fanciers will all have their

birds in the neighborhood of Odenton,

the entry should be large and the compe-

tition keen.
«

The Keystone and Star Clubs were un-

fortunate in having v\et weather on Sat-

urday last, the day originally fixed for

their 100 mile flight. The race was post-

poned until Sunday, however, when, as

«
« »

It will be seen from the account of the

last meeting of the Philadelphia Flying

Club, which appears in another column,

that the management has, like the Em-
pire City Flying Club and Washington

Federation, taken good care of its mem-
bers in the matter of prizes. This 's as

it should be. and will bring in plenty of

new members after a while when it is

found the races are properly managed.

•**
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We understand a couple of gunners at

Charleston recently fired into the birds

of Messrs. Stovell and Wood immediate-

ly after the liberation. Six birds were

killed and several wounded. If the

owners pursue the vigorous policy com-

menced the offenders will probably be

brought to justice. They will richly de-

serve all they get.
«

» »

There is, as usual, considerable kicking

being done in Fedration circles. The
present trouble is in connection with the

last loo-mile flight made by the Keystone

and Star Clubs of Philadelphia. There

was bad management somewhere, and as

a consequence the birds returned from

Odenton all covered with filth and in such

terrible condition that syringes and baths

were in order for the next few days. This

is not the only matter of criticism, how-

ever, for there are several fanciers who
state that although it was found out that

the birds were not liberated on schedule

time oil Saturday there were only a few

received the information as to what time

they were liberated on Sunday, many
supposing they were to be let go at 8 A.

M, as on Saturday, As a consequence a

number of the contestants lost fine rec-

ords, not caring to go to the expense of

telegraphing the arrival of birds which

they supposed had been on the wing over

three hours, whereas they had been tossed

at 9 A, M., and only on the wing a trifle

over two hours. The favored few who
were furnished with this inside informa-

tion, of course, reported their birds and

took the records; at least, this is the

claim of the growlers. The management

are trying to place the blame of the dirty

condition of the birds upon Mr. Cook

,

the liberator, but this will not work.

Anyone who knows Mr, Cook knows that

he has handled pigeons too long to make
a mistake such as this, and, moreover, he

sent to Philadelphia a schedule of trains

on which birds should be shipped in or-

der to avoid just such misfortunes as the

one referred to. No, the fault lies in

gross negligence at home, and the sooner

the fact is realized and steps taken to

avoid a repetition of the fault the better.

We would wager dollars to doughnuts it

was not the fault of Mr. A. G. Cook.
«

« •

Match races from 100 miles between

W, S, Torkington and Mark Smith, and

from 200 miles between J. A. Stovell and

J, H, S, Milligan, are now on the carpet.

* «

Below will be found the principal

flights of the week :

Distance.

Date. Club. From Miles.

May 18. Keystone , , . . Manassas 150
" 20. Detroit Fed . , . N. Marenci , , , , 73
" 21. Philadelphia F.C. Odenton 100
" 21. Keystone F. C . . Orange, Va .... 200
" 21. Star Orange, Va .... 200
" 21. Belleview .... Odenton 100
" 22. Empire City . . . Charlottesville.Va . 300
" 22. Washington Fed 300
" 22. Jersey City Hei'ts Wa-shington, DC . 200
" 22. Boston League . North Adams ... 100
" 23. Fanciers' H. C . . Manassas 152

«

The Philadelphia Flying Club will fly

the first race of the season to-day, Oden-

ton, Md,, being the liberating station,

»
« *

A committee that refuses to allow its
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race secretary to give or even sell the

Federation reports of races to an author-

ized representative of the press, is not fit

to be in charge, or to represent a body
that pretends to be national. Such action

is deserving only of the sharpest censure

from all honest fanciers, as should it be

maintained the sport will be a considera-

ble loser by the deal, there being nothing

like a free report of the races to promote

increased interest.

« «

For the Federation to take such action

is surprising. For years the manage-

ment has been compelled to rest content

with the publication of the news month-

ly, and now a chance is given them to

spread the news, and they blindly refuse

the offer, because it is made by the

authorized agents of papers that have

criticized the management of the Fe(fera-

tion races in the past. If this is not a

case of "cutting off the no.se to spite the

face," we would like to hear from one.

It must be a matter of great satisfaction

to the few fanciers that are still flying

under Federation management to see the

accounts of the League races and the

Starr races published in all the leading

sporting papers, while no reports appear

of the Federation flights, and the general

public, together with persons just enter-

ing the fancy, have not the remotest idea

there is such a thing as a Federation, and

of course, if they wish to join anything,

they join the League or fly with Mrs.

Starr, the only mauagements they have

heard of,

•»
If such a suicidal policy as this does

not disgust the few remaining members
of the Federation before the year is out,

we shall be considerably surprised. For

the disgusted ones we would say the ad-

dress of the secretary of the League of

American Homing Clubs is as follows:

G. II. Bowerman, 20 Monmouth Street,

Nevvark, N. J. Apply for membership in

a national organization that is truly

national, progressive in spirit, thoroughly

harmonious, and which aims at the ad-

vancement and not the deterioration of

the sport.

« *

A. K. Caterson and the Schreiber

Bros, are in the lead in the race of the

Starr Club from the loo mile station.

Caterson who had the furtherest to fly

made the distance in a fraction over two

hours and twenty-six minutes. The

Schreiber Bros, covered the distance in

two hours and twenty minutes.

.•
The Keystone members cannot yet tell

who won their 100 mile race, as owing to

the fact that many of the men have not

had the distances measured, no accur-

ate decision can be given. All are re-

ported to have made good speed.

POINTS IN THE FLYING FANCY.

A "Weekly Review of Events in

the Flying World.

BY FRITZ.

A correspondent to The Fancikrs'
Journal writes as follows: "In ttie May
issue of the Poultry Bulletin they give

the description of a homing pigeon, say-

ing that the head should be round or

arched, and as I have always believed it

should have a flat skull, I would like to

know whether I am in error." I would
say in answer to this corresondent that

the following appears to be the generally

accepted idea of what the homing pigeon
should look like : Bright restless eye,

deep chested, with massive shoulders,

broad, firm and not too long flights and
a broad, well rounded head. Now a bird

so constructed one would imagine that

its make-up should ensure for its owner
a good showing as a worker, but from
my experience in breeding and flying
homing pigeons I have owned the most
veritable "duffers" who nos.sessed all

these generally accepted points of he.id,

eye, flights, etc., and had them distanced
and miserably defeated by birds from my
loft whose make up was the entire oppo-
site type, lightly built, very ordinary
flighted and small, narrow, flat skull.

From this there can be no question
but that the working homer cannot be
judged by appearance. The training
basket is the only sure test, and eveu
then this is very frequently rendered
useless by undue haste and abuse of the
bird's powers while young. Without
brain power and necessary physical
strength the homing pigeon is of little

value—I may say, worthless—and while
I have owned lots of birds that appar*
ently possessed all the physical requisites
for a racer, yet their poor work and fail-

ure proved conclusively to me that they
must have lacked brain power to direct
them, or perhaps defective eyesight.

If the bird has brains, which will soon
be demonstrated, it is immaterial whether
the head be high and broad and round
or low and flat, and more particularly as
it is a clearly established fact that the
brain of the homing pigeon lies in the
back portion of the head. The brain of
a human being is connected with the
body at the base of the skull, and so is

that of a homing pigeon. It is therefore
conclusive to me that many of my fine,

large birds with broad and well rounded
heads that I owned in years gone by aud
never got home from any respectable
distance, although coining up fully to the
srandard type of a homer, and were
beautiful to look at, had in their large,

well rounded heads considerably more
bone than brain, and were worthless.

^XX^
I regret to learn that the American

Homing News, with its issue of May 13,

bids adieu to all and retires "until such
a time when the management think the
American flying fancy is in need of an
exclusively independent homing week-
ly."(?)

^XX^
In thus withdrawing this bright little

journal I think the management are not
acting wisely, and more particularly

since we are assured in its editorial leave-

taking that it had received sufiicient sup-
port to warrant its continuauce for one
year without the outlay of one dollar.

It is furthermore to be regretted in the
editorial comment that the management
came to the conclusion that it would be
better to stop the publication of the
American Homing News in order that

they would thus be spared the task of
showing how rotten the homing fancy is.

XX-
Surely if such is the case no more fit-

ting time than the present could be found
for the continuance of an exclusively in-

dependent and fearless homing weekly,
and one whose policy and mission was
outlined so clearly and fearlessly in its

initial issue but a few weeks ago.

^XX^
I am indeed sorry that its management

has in the face of so fruitful a field of
labor as stated withdrawn from the task,

aud left The Fanciers' Journal to con-

tinue the good work single hauded and
alone, and I am inclined to think that very
many will in cousequence question the

fitness or right to the French phrase
tacked on at the end of its death song
"Sans peur et sans reproche."

The Board of Appeal of the Council of
Pigeon Flyers, at a recent meeting held
in Providence, R. I., to consider the claim
of Mr. Daniel Connelly, of Boston, for

his velocity of over 1700 yards per min-
ute in a recent journey of his birds from
New York city to Boston, under the
proven record system of the little madam,
have answered no, the proofs being in-

complete, and from carelessness or other-
wise the most essential rules had not
been complied with. I may add that
these most essential rules referred to are

rules that in the work and management
of the Empire City Flying Club, or any
club flying for record in the League of
American Homing Clubs, are rules al-

ways observed and faithfully carried out;

in fact, their omission is, I may say, an
impossibility.

xx^
The handsome silver cup presented to

the Empire City Flying Club of New
York and vicinity by The Fanciers'
Journal as a first prize in their 400-mile

race, which takes place from Rocky
Mount, Va., June 4, was on exhibition

at the club rooms at the club's regular

monthly meeting, held the i8th instant,

and was greatly admired and coveted by
all. It is a beautiful prize and will un-
questionably be well contested. The
members all fully appreciate the liberali-

ty of The Fanciers' Journal, and
such patronage imdoubtedly adds a keen
interest to the sport and makes good
fanciers.

^x%^
Pittsburg, Pa., can now take heart

U^

this fancier have ac-i-oniplished wouM rip-

pear to be a strong confuitiatioii ol liis

argumentp. And yet if you take the
great majority of our bt-st ihing nien at
home and abroad yon will find them to
a man loud in denouncing the ]ir;ictiie,

?nd the results of their l)ird's work umier
an entirely different course of feediuij
equally conviming. .Surely

faiuy abounds with many
theories,

^XX^
It really is so. and in my \o\v,\ and

varied experience I have seen s^o verv
many generally accepted and vet tlieo-

ries in connection with the breeding.! lain-
ing and racing of lioniing pigeons explod-
ed, that I think in no other sport and
hobby is the beginner beset with so inanv
puzzling and unexplainable obstacles.

the llyii .^

conniciing

In a postal to the madam Mr. Con-
nelly asks whether he is going to get
that record or not, and adds that he will

spend every dollar he has to get that rec-

ord, as it was won fairly and he don't in-

tend being cheated out of it, adding
that he don't intend to be the loser by
any of the madam's representatives' care-

lessness,

^XX^
Surely the proven record system is fast

dwindling down to the simple and com-
mon every-day kind which the madam
has dealt in for years, for this is not the
first occasion we have been regaled with
items of this kind and apparent disgust

on the part of its followers. Boys, sliow

your manhood, and fall into line with
either the League or the Federation,

I quote the following from a recent is-

sue of the Fanciers' Gazette, of England:
"The practical fancier who attends per-

sonally to his hobby is the true fancier.

In whatever line it may be, if by his own
endeavors he proves successful, it gives

him genuine pleasure, and self applica-

tion is a sure road to success. The man
who trusts to others, or buys to win, is

ambitious of position only; he is not a
fancier at heart, he merely gratifies a

wish, a fickle fancy, which soon fades

away," An excellent sentiment, and one
our young fanciers can well afford to re-

member.
^XX^

There could l>e no more fitting and I

better illustration of the importance of

clubs or fanciers having their birds for

liberation consigned to the care of good
flying men, than in the case of the birds

of the Empire City Flying Club of New-
York and vicinity, liberated by that

genial and excellent fancier Sam Wal-
lace last Sunday in Washington, D. C,
for at home and vicinity the weather
up to the last minute of the time placed
as the .imit for a start was discouraging,

and bad for a race, and when the tele-

gram received from the accomplished
Samuel arrived saying "birds stf.rted

grandly at 10 A, M.," all knew and felt

that the keen pleasure of a good race was
owing entirely to the liberator's excellent

judgment aud patient awaiting of im-
proved flying conditions. The start

ordered at seven and no later than ten.

The result was a grand fly, and it is dol-

lars against doughnuts that if the birds

had been iu the hands of the officials at

the Signal oflice judging from former
experience the Empire City Flying Club
would have had no race. Here's to you,

Sam, you are now ranked among the

princes of liberators. May your shadow
never grow less.

^XX^
That the sport of pigeon flying is ad-

vancing in the Capitol City, can be readily

understood by glancing over the list of

valuable and useful prizes the boys of

the Washington section of the League
have to fly for as published in the last

issue of the official journal.

It is remarkable with what persistence

some of our flying men adhere to old

time notions and customs. I saw in the

loft of a really good fancier the other
day a supply of corn to the birds that at

this seasou of the year my birds would
not get in a month's time. When ask"d
why he supplied such a profuse quantity

of the fattening and heating grain, he
answered, "I give my birds nothing else,

and believe it to be the proper and best

food tor my birds."

-^xx^
The really good work that the birds of

—t-++-t—

I note that very many of our An ing
men are acquiring the habit of giving
their birds occasional handful^ of tlu-

small seeds, such as canary, millet t iiiul

rape, particularly before shipping to a
race and after tiie return cf the birds.

This has long been my custom and is I

think an excellent thing. Voiir l)irds

commence to look for it, regar<i it as a
special treat, and renders tlu in more at-

tached to their home, n.inl furthermore is

a healthy and agreeable relish and change
from their customary feed of the larger
hard grain.

An Incorrect Report.

As we go to press a telegram from
President Goldman advises us tli.it the
Empire City Flying Club's report in lliis

issue is incorrect, and that Secretary
Bowerman will mail re\ised rejxirt for

next week's issue of The I-'ancikks'

Journal, We regret that the tele.!L;raiu

was received too late for withdrawing the
report iu this issue.

Good Speed to Alantic City.

The Atlantic City Homing Club had

its first race for Federation record .Sun-

day, May 15, 1S92. Ou account of the
rain on Saturday the birds were lieM over
until .Sunday and were liberated at .Mag-

nolia, M<1., 100 miles at S .\. I\I., and the

birds all came together. The first bird

passed the bob was J. ,\. Webber's W,
30S6, B. C. C, at 10.05 A. M ; the next.

Charles .\rata's C. 246, Blue C, at io.i»7
;

the next, W. K. Laudenslager's H 277.^,

R. C, C. at 10.36. This bird should have
had seccud place, as it passed the hiih at

10.06, but he did not report it at the tele-

graph office until 10.36, so that gives liim

third place. The other two meinb-Ms ilid

not report their l)irds by telegraph O.

D, Stickney's N. 1702, black, entered at

10.10 and \V. Jannan's N. 561 1, B. C. at

10.13. The birds m.ide excellent linie.

covering the distance iu two hours ami
five minutes, making a little over 1400

yards per minute. Unr ii'jxt race wll be

from Manassas, Va.. 166 birds. May iS.

J. A. Wkhmkr, Secret.iry.

PHILADELPHIA FLYING CLUB,

Prizes Offered and Arrangements
for Races.

.V meeting of the Philadelphia I'lying

Club was held May 13 at 1321 Arch

Street, the chd)'s headfjnarters. the pres-

ident, Mr. J, A. Stovell, in the chair.

Meeting opened iu due form, roll called

and absentees noted, miuutes of last

meeting read and approved.
It was moved and seconded that an as-

sessment of ten eeiils per bird In im-

posed on any ineniber who ships over fif-

teen birds. Carried.

It was moved and secoinled that any
member who is in arrears is not eli-ible

to participate in any of the club's rac< •*

unless such arrearage is paid the niglit of

shipment of the birds. C.irrieil,

Mr. J. C. Conley, on behalf of Mr.

Z. H. Whiteinan, offered a Jioo pun. ii

bowl to the owner of the bird niakivii

the best combined aveiage speed Iroiii

200, 300 and 40(j miles, {)rovi<ling the

bird homes from the 500 mile st it on

within three davs.

Mr. A. M. Wood, on behalf of The
Fancier.s' JoUkXAl., ollcred a trophy to

the Philadelphia Flying Club, to be flown

for under whatever conditions the club

may see fit,

Mr. J. D. Munro, on behalf of Mr.
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James J. Tracy, ofTered a liaiulsoiiie

waU-h charm lo the owner of th« bird

m.ikiiij< the best averaj^e speed from the

4a)-uiile station.

Mr. J. A. Stovell ofTered a prize to the
owner of the bird returning first from
the 5(X)-mile station.

Mr. J. I). Munro offered a silk umbrella
to the owner of the bird making the best

average speed from the 2oomile station.

Upon molion a vote of thanks was ten-

deied to each of the prize donors.

It was moved and seconded that Mr.
G L. (loldbeck l)e a])])ointed a commit-
mitlee of one to design and make a gold
medal, to be presented by tlie Philadel-

phia Flying Club to the owner of the

fiird making the best average speed from
the Kxvmile station. Carried unani
mously.

It was moved and seconded that the

prize donated by ThK FanciKRS' JoI'k-

NAL be given to the owner of the bird

making the best average speed from 200

mile station, to which there was an
amendment offered making the distance

yxy miles. Motion as amended carried.

It was agreed that in order to win the

prizes birds flying from 100, 200, 300 and
4(xj miles must return on day of libera-

tion, and that all prizes not awarded shall

be held over until the fall.

Owing to the fact that Mr. Conway has

not responded to the proper notice, it

was moved and seconded that his mem-
bership on the Race Committee be dis-

continued, and that the club elect his

successor. Carried. Mr. H. W. Beck
was unanimously elected to All the

vacancy.
It was moved and seconded that room

No. 3 of Barley's Hall, No. 132 1 Arch
Street, be rented for Saturday afternoon,

May 2J, and that returns from the 100

mile race um-t be made there on the af-

ternoon of liberation. Carried.

It was moved and seconded that if May
21 is an unfavorable day that the birds be
liberated the first favorable day there-

after, in which case returns to be by cer

lifted telegram. Carried.

Upon motion the meeting adjourned
to meet at the call of the secretary.

J. H. Bell, Secretary.

Jine in northeast direction, and in sixty

seconds not a bird was in sight. It was
the finest start I have ever seen.

H. V. LansdaIvE, Secretary.

Washington, D. C, May 16.

«

Empire City Flying Club.

The second race in the old bird series

of the Empire City Flying Club, of New
York and vicinity, was flown on the 15th

inst., from Washington, D. C, air line

distance 200 miles. The total entry was

348 birds, 105 from New York section;

243 from Newark section. The birds

were shipped by Adams Express to

Samuel Wallace, of Washmgton, D. C,

who cared for them and liberated them at

10 A. M. Telegram to the secretary

stated 'birds liberated at 10 A. M., fin-

est start I ever saw. lintire flock being

out of sight inside of one minute. Wind
light, S. W." These conditions no doubt
prevailed throughout the entire course.

The first returns to the lofts where the

conditions of the race were fully com-
plied with are given l>elow :

Distance, Time Speed,
Name. Miles. Arrival Yards.

Adolphjung 20.^.57 1.41.01 1621.19

Beu Holder i97-40 2- 5-39 U14 .^o

R. N. Pcarsall 19798 2.15.40 1362.88

T. J. Cark 208 52 2.33.30 )34i-84

Th )inas Howerman . . .196.31 2.18.15 133787
T. F. Goldman . . . • • 204 56 2.3100 1328.50

Jos.Scholl 204.42 2.33.15 1316.66

Geo. Howarih I9««7 2.26.45 1307.5'

Geo. H. Bowermau . . . 196.25 2.26 00 1298.49

Wm. Johnson 197.60 2.28.30 1295.25

William Harwell 196 2.29.30 1280

Wm. Horton 194-82 2.28 00 1279.41

D. H. hvaiis 197.08 2.33.00 1270 55
Ben Klwell 194 5" 230.00 1267.85

Conrad Hebhler 198.20 2.34. 5 1257.42

Wm. Huckner 19650 2.42.15 1225.29

John Ballard 201 19 2.54.00 1204.40

Wm. Bennert 19700 2.53.30 1181.32

Wm. Shepherd 198.29 3- 900 1129.41

John G. Corson 19635 3'7oo 1090.14

John Erdman 202.14 3 37 40 1053.60

The next race of the series will be

flown from Charlotte ville, Va.,300 miles,

May 22, 1892.

Prom Washington.

The 200mile race from Chatham, Va., is

a thing of the ])ast. It was a grand success.

Birds were liberated at 8 A. M., condi-

tions favorable. The result is as follows:

Name, color Average
Owner. Reg. No. and sex. speed,

.. ,. ,. iircr ..c. (German Gold,
R. B. Yonngs . . . WF 362 1 1, c. c. 1516

Albert Lake . . . W 9840 Bi'li ch. hen 1452

W. Hixon H 9304 Blue hen. 1447

S.Wallace . . . . H 14.135 Blue cock. 143.5

Joseph Noble . . . W F 1999 Slate ccxrk. 1417

H. C. Kiihvell . . H 9250 Blue hen. 1413

Kd. Devlin . . . . W F 1353 U'ue ch. hen. 1404

J. H. Stockman . . W F 1824 Blue ch. cock. 1395

A. C. McUaii . . . W F 427 Blue hen. 1311

Dr. R. Mnnstm . . H 10.815 Blue cock. 1210

B.H.Miller. . . . H 16,872 Blue C(x?k. 1197

H. V. Laiisilnk- . . W F 1029 Slate cock. 1176

Geo. W. Phillips . H 585S Blue hen. 1142

J. Roth W F 1616 Blue hen. 1097

Dr C. M. Buckey . W 5879 Re<l ch. cock. 1032

Another handsome prize captured by a

young fancier. The older members of

the club look on with amazement. Mr.

k. H. Youngs has had but two year's ex-

perience in the fancy and is the winner

uf Mr. Mertz's elegint sdver cup. also a

League diploma He may well feel proud

of the speed his bird made in this race,

it being the best average speed ever made
from that ilistauce in Washington. The
bird, German Gold, is but seven months
old and is bred out of imported stock.

Mr. Youngs savs, owing to his age and
success, he will take him off the road

until next season.

Mr. Albert Lake, winner of the second

prize, "Authority on Pigeon Culture,"

presented by Ed. S. Schmid, of 712

Twelfth vStreet, is a fancier of some expe-

rience and deserves ntuch credit for the

excellent fly his bird made. On the

whole, the race was a closely contested

one, all birds making a good average

speed.
Mr. Samuel Wallace and myself had

the pleasure of lil)erating seven large bas-

kets of birds for the Empire City Flying

Club at Washington, I>. C. on May 15,

1S92. The morning was cloudy and

threatened ram, but at 9.30 the clouds

broke and the sun shone beautifully.

We placed the baskets iti a row, drew

the rods, placed a man at each basket,

and at the call of one, two, three the lids

were thrown back, a cloud of birds

raised, made a half circle, took a straight

The Capuchin.

This is a charming little pigeon, not

frequently seen in En;^land— it is also of

Oriental origin, rather small in bodily

proportions, beautifully erect and slight-

ly in carriage. It possesses a broad shell

chest at the back of the head extending

from ear to ear, but fitting very closely,

compactly, and evenly to the skull. The

head is round and full at the front, the

beak short and of moderate substance,

and very black in colour—the wattle is

very white in colour and fine in texture

—the eye-cere is very thin and dark in

color, the iris of the eye is of the most
silvery white. The whole of the body-
plumage is of the most lustrous dark
.shade generally of ebony black, with the

exception of tlie tail and tail coverts from
a line clean cut at the base of the rump,
which to the tip the feathers should be of

purest white. Besides all whole colors

there are alsa barred blues and silvers,

but in all shades the lustrous sheen on

the body of the pigeon is only equalled

by the more varied irradince of the

Archangel as described in another chap
ter.—Feathered World.

—In a carrier the nariowness of its

head is decidedly one of its greatest

beauties, particularly if long and straight,

with a slight hollow or dent in the mid-
dle, the contrary of round or barrel-

headed as it is called; if possible the head
should not run out wide at its back, but

be even all the way through, not any
wider behind than in front. There are

many points in the head of the carrier

worthy of the study of any true fancier.

—Ohio Poultry Journal.

—The pigeon louse is a very trouble-

some bug, especially so among birds that

have crooked or deformed beaks which
prevent their pruning their feathers pro-

perl v. Short Face Tumblers and Owls
and Turbits are as liable as any to these

lice, and should be examined freely by
blowing up the feathers about the vent.

A little blue ointment is sometimes very

effective if put on carefully, but its great-

est fault is the danger of the bird getting

some in its mouth when spread thickly

on the feathers.

POULTRY.

Lynnhurst Poultry Yards.

Light Brahmas, BuflF Cochins, Asi-

atic and Japanese Bantams.
These yards won all the first and special prizes

at Philadelphia and New York, the two largest

shows held in America.

5876eow 8\vartliinoi*e, Pa.

Arnold's Buff Leghorns
winner at Kngland's largest shows, Crystal

Palace, the Dairy and others Al.so winning all

possible prizes on all entries made at America's
two largest shows. New York and Philadelphia.
At New York we won sixteen specials ; at Phila-
delphia won the $20 gold special for best collec-

tion. Send stamp for illustrated catalogue.

AUG. D. ARNOLD,
152-202 eow Dlllsburg, l*a.

MISCELLANEOU8.

THE

SPORTSMEN^S
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMAL.S. FISH AND RKPTII.KS

MOUNTKD AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND
HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

52-202eOW

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

tt

ELM STATION,

Montgomery Co.. Pi.

Kdward S. Sclimid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRO FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH. AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street. N. W. Washington, D. C.

Mention Fanciers' Journal.

fOR PIGEONS AND
all breeds of fowls.
Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices
of Indian Games, Miuor-
cns. Jiivas and IJ. P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20
years' experience counts
in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

J. Y. BICKNELL,
314 Vermont Street, Buffalo, N. V.

t^ f-
I

thekf: ARE; over .^00

) *>v r'rC paptrs in the U. S. and Canada,
/^ll I ^ for farmers, breeders and fan-

*^ Vv^t
Q\^x'f,. If you send me 25c. in

silver, I will print your name
and address and send it to all of them and 100

home, literary, politiail and sporting ones in

addition and r. quest them to mail you sample
copies. Don't neglect this opportunity. Send a
stamp for my new price list.

ADDRESS

84tf

F. D. BECK,
Wellsburg, W. Va.

I 46-97 eo*

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only I1.25 per year.
Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N Y.

Fancier's Library.

The Fanciers' PubllshliiK Coinpany
will forward any of tlwese books by mail, post-

paid, on receipt of price. Registration 10 cents

extra. Our resposibility ceases after goods are

mailed.

Kennel.

American Book of the Dog I5.00
Collie or Sheep Dog (illustrated) Rawdon
Lee 1-50

Collie, History, Points, etc. (colored por-

trait). Dalziel i.oo

Collie or Sheep Dog, Practical Training of,

Wickham. Paper cover, 50 ; cloth . . . i.oo

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel So

Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog, Principles of Training. A.shmont . .50

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. i.oo

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. Ashmont 2.00

Dogs of the British Isles. Stonehenge . . 6.00

Dog, the Illustrated Book of the. Vero
Shaw. Cloth JS.oj; half morocco . . . 13.00

Dog the, Idstoue 1.25

Dog in Health and Disease. Mills .... 2.25

Field Trial Training. Luke White 50
Fox#rerrier (illustrated). Lee 1.50

Fox Terrier, Breeding aad Rearing. Dal-

ziel I 00

Greyhound, the. Dalziel 1.25

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-

eases 50

How to Keep a dog in the City 25

House and Pet Dogs, Their Selection, Care
and Training .50

Moilern Training and Handling. Waters. 2.50

Monograph of the Great Dane 2.00

Mastifl", History of. Wyun 2 50

Our Prize Dogs. Mason. Cloth . . . 3.50

Our Prize Dogs. Mason. Leather .... 6.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fiflh gen-
eration . 2.50

Pocket Kennel Record 50
Points of Judging; 5°
Prize Pugs of England and America.

(Cryer) 1 .00

Rational Breeding. Millais ....'... i.oo

St. Bernard, history, breeeding, etc . . . . 1.25

Spaniel and its Training. The, Mercer . i.oo

Training Trick Dogs 2s

Typical Dogs. Mason. Leather 4.00

Poultry.

.\11 About Broilers. Boyer 25

A.i Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard 50

Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. George g. Dow . .25

Duck C"lture. Rankin 50

Poultr' Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

oredillustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-

son Weir 9C0
Prohtanle Poultry Keeping. Stephen Bealc 1.50

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 2.00

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl 25

Poultry Culture. I. K. Felch 1.50

Sixteen Years F^xperience in Artificial

Poultry Rai.sing. James Rankin 25

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee i.oo

The Game Fowl. Cooper. 5.00

Wyaiidottes. Joseph Wallace 50

C'at(o lllrds.

anary Birds. Paper cover 50
Cloth 75

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition i.f*

Native Song Birds George J. Barnesby. . i.<o

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50
The Canary. G. J. Barnesby 50

l*lg;eou8.

Book ot Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts 8.C0

I.ofl Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. Paper, 50 cts. : cloih . . 2.00

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F.M.
Gilbert, paper 50c ; cloth 1.00

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50

Pigeon Standard (new) 50
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.C0

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer 50

Miscellaneous.

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .25

Book of the Game Laws 50
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) 2.00

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . . 1.50

The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-
wood I.CO

The Art of Training Animals; paper; il-

lustrated 50
Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell .... 2.50

Woodcraft. Nessrauk i.oo

THK FANCIKRS* JOTJRNAI^. 349

BOOKS.

~~-sts=s:

gitize Fu^s^t
BY CRYER.

Being a compilation of the
pedigrees and winnings of

the Prize Pugs of England
and America
A valuable guide to the

intelligent breeder. . . .

PRICE, CLOTH, $1.00

ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

SUPPLIES.

MANN'S eONE GUTTER
ron

POULTRY FOOD
Warranted to cut green
bones, meat, Kristle. and all
without clog or difficulty, or
Money Refunded.

It has been proved

GREEN CUT BONE
is the most economical teg
producing food in the worltl.
It will double the num-
ber of eggSi and make
them 25 per cent, more fer-
tile. Send stamp for cata-
logue. Name this paper.

F. W. MANN,
Pat.JuMel9,'86. Aug.20,'8<J. milford, ITIanM.

51 66eow

#
^

#
^

I

We are So Anxious
That jou should see our new circular on

Poultry
Supplies.

It lIlustratMi

ttie most complete line

Pp PP ever offered.

Johnson 6c Stokes,
SEEDSMEN

317 & ai9 riarketSt., Phila., Pa

FOR POULTRY.
Houe Meal. - - Per KM) lb. Bag, $.'{.< N)
(jruiiulated Hone« " lUO "

"i.l'i
Ground Keet
Scraps, - - - " 1(K) :j.<M)

Calclte. - - - - " 2(M» 'i.CM)
CruHhe«l Flint, - " 30<> " 2.00
CrushtMi Oy.ster
Shells, - - - *• «00 " 9.0<»

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped proniply by freight on receipt o'
price.

C. II. DEMIMVOLF&CO..
Vnrk Chemical \VorU«. V»»rk. i'«.

GRIND
YOUR
Hone,

OWN
Meal,

r^p
^ . ... Oyster 8beliN,

^^ _ t»*'*''a™ Honr a Corn, in tha

. . T— S^\ **"?. lOOpM" <"^nt. more made

FARM FKKI) ;>riI.I.N. OircnUrBmndtegtimonials
MBtoBApplioAtkm. WlL.80NBROtt.£Mton.Fa.

'RINTING OUTFIT 15^
|<'U.MI'I.>.', >.. 4»ipb»hM. niblvr t;|W.tj|« holder, botU* Id-

I
IrltliU- Ink, Ink V%A viA Xnt^^tn Put up in n.at boi vttb

i.>ni for uar. S4afr*eii'>n fusnoit-vd Wunli 5<le. BmiI
.Muktr. Card Printw. eu tvt. Dun. • io 1 ainttM/

rinw6<.>evJ>»n boar..^<«t|ia>t{«i4 ISciSfor Kr.CM.frM.
.ll.l>(.r.R.SOLI. * HRIIAarnrlliBdtHl.ll.T.l'ltJk

CMMM MHH

Sent
on trla
3 months for
only \h ct.s. (stamps
t.ikin). Address, Spare
Moments Puldlshinx Co.,
•'.1 Court St., Bo-^ton, Ma-ss.

SPAKK 3IO.MKNTS
Is thf fiituili'>t paper on

;'artli. "24 paj/i's,flnclv

illu>trat«<l. AI.>io

t riicf I vc
at uri's.

POULTRY.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.
Box i6, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYAND0TTE8.
At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America

New York. Kebniary, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens : first, second and
fourth on Barred Plyinonth cockerel; first, sec-
ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;
first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best di.s-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At .same show,
February, i>^qo, was awarded

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECiALPRIZE,$100 IN GOLD,

for best Barred Plymouth Kock Cockerel and
four best Pullets; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize niatings. $4
per 13, $7 per 26, $q per 39. Stock for sale. 39-91

When answeriug advertisements please

mention Eanciers Journai..

nil rO RemedyPree.lNSTANTREllEF. FinalJ 1 1 k^ cure I II lOday^.Nevc rrf iiirn.s: no purKe;

I ILttJ "O *»*»«: nosuppii.sjtory. A victim tried
in vain every rem dy has discovered a

simple cure, which he wil I mail free to his fellow suf-
ferers. AddrcM J.il.BiilCVSti,Boz S*tN>,New Yerkat/.H.T.

"MI.LIAN KUSSKI.K."
First and Challenge Cup, New York, 1891.

Tliree Years in Snccession at tie Great New Yori Sliows

Shai^p's Indian Games
Have Never Failed to Wiii

AU First, Special and Challenge Cups, on Cock, Cockerel, Hen and Pullet a

record that no other breeder of any variety can boast of.

In competition with the finest specimens afTordcd bv the best breeders of Europe and Aincrici
our "Agitator Strain" has proved INVINCIBLE at Buffalo, iS.Sg ; Buffalo. iS.xi; New York iSoo"
I<oii(lon Dairy, 1S90 ; Crystal Palace. 1S90 ; New York, 1S91 ; Charkstmi, itoi ; and at New York'
1S92, we won ist and 5th on Cocks, ist and 2d on Cockerels, i.st, 2d and ',d on Hens, 1st 2d v' ith
aii(4 5th on Pullets, 2d on Pen, Challenge Cups for best Hen and Pullets. Cold Special for best 10
Cockerels and Pullets. At nearly every show of anv importance from the Atlantic to the Pacific
our birds shown by customers have proved EyUAIJA' as INVINCIBLE. Ancestrv and careful
breeding are essential to success. You cannot succeed without our stock, which we constantlv im-
prove from year to year. Our Golden Wvandottes won all fir.sts at the C.reat I'hila<l(lpliia Show
January, 1891. We breed ANDAI.USIANS. WHITE INDIAN GAMES, BLACK MINORCAs'PLYMOrrtl ROCKS, WHITE LEGHORNS and CREVE CfEURS, ASEELS MALAYS and RED CAPS

Catalogue free.
Eggs $3, $5, $6, $.S, $10 and $25 per 13.

C. A. SHARR 8c CO., Lockport, N. Y.

INClJliArOIlS.

XHK

PINELAND
INCUBATORS AND BROODERS

ARE Till-

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AM) Wl'kl-; AWAKDEn

—

2"fIR5T PREMI0M5-2
AT THE

Great New Yoil Slow of 1891

Hundreds of the most successful pouUrymen
use them exclusively. Send five cents for mam-
moth catalogue. Circular free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

1421S1 Jaiiie>biiri;. NeM- JiTsey.

HATCH CnrC'KENS bjr STEAM.
Improved EXCELSIOR Incubator.
Simplf, IVr/rrt iinil Sfl/.Hri/iil'ilhni. Thons-
andnin succexBfulopt'rjition (Suar.intoed

t(>~h!\tch a larjfer percent«(ie of fertile nggn at IpsHcoat

than any other Incubator i.Ko. U.hTAIlL,«<uiiir}.IIU

i-s

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE BEST PLAGE TO BUY
MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES.
AND ALL OTHKR

c'ANCY CAGE BIRDS.
• FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and
Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGC;S FOK HATCiriXG.
Send lor Catalogue.

H. W. VAHLE.
(I) Market Street and 46 N. gth Slieet,

PHILADELPHIA.

A NEW JJOOK

WYJINDOIIES
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ng, Eeeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl

A handsomely printed hook of 60 pages.

1»RICE, 50 CENTS.
Address

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

PIGEONS. PIGEONS.

PIGEONS PIGEONS
fl F^AF^B Change to Buy Some op the Best

JACOBINS, FANTAILS and OWLS in white and blue African ; white, blue and silver English
and blue and silver Chinese in America. About forty pairs of owls to sell, and I warrant no better
stock in existence. I need room, therefore take advantage of this offer. Write f )r prices aiul just
what you want. .Satisfaction or money refunded. GEO. EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati o

47-9'*

Roiial Blue l4nc I^oftj^.

'

THEO. P. GREEN,
WOODBORY, NEW JERSEY.

New Catalogue
containing a full description of 36 p.iirs of my
noted l)reedcrs and champions, illustrated with
liandsonie photo-engravings of world-renowned
flyers Send for it bi-fore yon purchase.

MAILED FREE.

POULTRY.

BuffCochins
Eijcldsiuely.

I have imported direct from Kngland a num-
ber of prize winning; ItiifT C:oc'liInH which

for size, shape, color and heavy feathering

stand unrivalled in Anieiica. A limited numbt r

of settings for sale on account of limited breed-

ing space. Write for circular.

EMIL. CiRAFF,
64-ti Successor to II. A. Noeckel.

Cochin Hill, Tioga, Phila., Pa.

R M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THK FINKST
—AND

—

I.ARdKST
fixclusivf: i.oft

—OF—
whitk fantail

pigf;ons
In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is .sold.

My birds have won
every prize and every
special shown foi,

with two single bircl

exceptions, during
the last two years, and have l)ee!i shown only at
the be.st ami largest shows in America.
No birds for sale until June, when a limited

number of young, all from prize wiiiiifrs. will
be sold at 5'" pc pair. Don't write tiiiU-ss you
mean business. 94-146

POULTRY.

Over 100 Awards

Received in 1891.

mp. OUhitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, En}.iland

(Hon. Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply
Indian C.anie.' Dorkings, Wvandottes. Creves,
I.a Fleche, Buff I.eghorns, Aseclsand Malays,

GOOD BKKKDKKS. $is l)er trio; KXTKA
GOOD.fzs; KXHIBITIO.N, J.-o to $50 each at

Liverp<K>l. Freight paid to New York for fio

extra on 1. to 9 binls. K;;gs in s<ason, $4 per
dozen. OVKR 8co BIRDS KXI'ORTKD LAST
YKAR.

D.\LBEY BROS., Washington C. H.. 0., I

breed 85 varieties FANCY POULTUV.
Biggest Poultrv Yards in the West. STOCK '

AND F.GGS FOR S.\LK. Send loc. for haiid-

soinely illustrated descriptive Catalogue, show-
|

ing how lo make a fortune raising poultry, giv-
;

ing receipts, instructions and much valuable in-

formation, worth five times the money.
I'rice I.lst free. 57 66 I

V. }J^. NIPPES
Breeder of Pure Staiulard Single-coinh

WHITE & BLACK LEGHORNS.
winners of two ist and Iwo .^d preiiiiums at

the <;reat Philadelphia Show. January, \>^12.

COI.I.INGSWOOD, N J.

Eggs $2 per setting 53-7.»eow

for profit
should have Pure (ji round
HP:EF SCU.\P, which is

Meat and Hone, collected from slaughter

houses. Dried Perfkctly SWEKT and ground.
Poultrv like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them FRKF^ Ad-
dress BROOKLYN AZOTINF: & FOOD CO., 133

Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

MAPLEWOOD FARM.

BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS-
F'ggs for hatching from Buff Plymouth R<x:8,

BuffWvandottes and Buff I.eghorns, $6 per set-

ting ; two settings f 10. Buff Pekin Bantams %i

per setting. Buff Cochins, White I.eghorns,

White Wyandottes and Barred P. Rocks, $1.25

per setting, three settings I3 I am a member of

the Buff Leghorn Club. Also agent for the Mon-
arch Incubator. Send for circular.

R. G. HUFFINTON,
58-70 Lock Box 677, Fall River, Mass.

HAZA-RB'S
8ILVER*SPANGLED^HAMBURG8

NEW VOIJK, mU'i.
The grandest victorv ever won bv one exhibi-

tor on any one varielv. I.". KNTKIKS, II PRK-
MIUMS.' Also .\ssociatioii Special for best dis-

play, all varirtits of llamburgs conipetinc

JAMES E. HAZARD,
152-203 Elmira New York.

EGGS I EGGS !— Fifteen for $2; strictly

i hiKh cla-s. P. Rocks, I.t. Brahmas, Br. and Wh.
Leghorns, BIk. Langshans, S. L. Wvandottes.

Bronze Turkcv eggs, S for $2. Send us your or-

der and get eggs that w ill hatch you some

Nice l»rl/.e Winners.

Come to see our stock. Circulars free. Blo<im-

ingdale Stock Co. , Box 329, Richmond, Va. 59-71
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PIGEON
BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.
A<lvertiseinenls in this column will be inserted

as tollows: Two Hues three mouths, $3; six

months, $5.50 ; one year. $10. Kates for insertion

under more than one heading on application. In

writintf the undersigned please mention Fan-
CIKKS' JOUK NAI..

FANTAILS.

r,I<:ORGK KWAIJ), Box 501 Cincinnati,

Ohio.

HOMING PIGEONS.

A. M. WOOD, 4910 Baltimore Avenue,

West Philadelphia, Pa.

jT^^TsTOVRLTv, 10 South Broad Street,

rhiladelphia. Pa,

THKODORE P. GRF;KN, Woodbury, N.

J. vSee large advertisement.

T. FRED GOLDMAN, 832 Herkimer
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

JACOBINS.
ArWOOD B. HOSKINS, Glen Riddle,

Pa. 62-13

GHORGKEWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

OWLS.
CiKORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

_()ln(K

L. S CI/ARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,
Philailelphia, Pa^

PIGEONS-ALL VARIETIES.

JOHN vSPEALUvR. 12 10 North Fourth

Slret-t, Philadelphia. 60-72

SATIN ETTES.
GKORGlv W. PKlTIT, Artist, loio Clin-

ton vSircet, Philadelphia, Pa.

SWALLOWS.
G. A. I'ICK, 1300 N. Washington St.,

Baltimore, Md. 160-211

TURBITS.

L. S. Ci-ARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pa.

DOGS.

Advfrtisentfttts without display insertfd undft

hts heading fm 20 centi pn Hue Joifirst insertion'

1^ cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

FINK PUI'SON SAI,K.—Chequasset Keunels,
Lancaster, Mass. sa-joeow

(jiri'Ut Danes.

YOUNO STOCK FOR SALK. BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars

A. M. Jag^ard, 629 North Front Street,

Philadelphia, Pa. 4394

St. Kernards.

jvT. BKRNARI) IT I'lKS BY CHAMPION
^ Vict 'f Jo-^eph; large and promising speci-

Miens. One Bitch I'uppy 7 mos. old, weight
110 lbs.; also a fine Dog iS mos., with rcg-

i.>-ttrid pedigrees. Will sell above cheap to

make room. F. I,. Woodbridge, Fivergrecn
Kennels, Newark, Ohio. 66-tf

c
Pointer!*.

L(»SINC OUT SAIJv—TWO POINTER
nitchcs, one year old; a litter of six Uog
pui)s ! >ur weeks old.the bloud of three great
champions, Croxteth, Seusiition and Faust.
Bitcht^s, J;!o ;.

pups, Jio. Sire and dam reg-
istered. High prices are desirable, but I

am bound to sell at once. Make no mis-
take, no better pointer bloo<l in this world.
The register No. is sure guarantee. Dr. D.
F: Kelley, .Ashtabula, O. 66

Tie Uniteil Slates Field Trial ClDlis Seconi Anial Fielfl Trials

To be run at Elizabethtown, Ky., beginning with the Derby, Monday, Nov. 7, 1892.

SETTERS. I'OR SETTERSANDPOINTERSWHELPED POINTERS.
$250 to First. ON OR AFTER JANUARY 1, 1801. $250 to First.

$200 to Second. nj,pu ddccd m run ^fparatfiy '^^^^ *° Second.
$160 to Third.

^^^^ BREEJJV_RUN_SEPAR/\TbLY. ^^^q ^^ Third.

TOTAL STAKE $1400.

Winners of First in each stake to compete for Title of Absolute Derby Winner and $200 addi-

tional, |ioo of which is kindly donated by the American Field. Flntries close June 1,1892. Firs^

forfeit |io, which must accompany nomination; additional forfeit $10, payable September i; |io to

Start. For Rules, Entry Blanks, etc., address

65 66-67 P. T. MADISON, Secretary-Treasurer, Lock Box 4, Indianapolis, Ind.

THE KENNEL. THE KENNEL.

THE CANICURA COMPANY,
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

CANICURA CO.,
Manufacturers of carefully prepared

Remedies for Dogs
WHOI.KSAI.E AGF:NTS:

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE, 246 Wabash Av.

CHICAGO.
VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St., N. Y.

- 246 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.
i5«-«73

DOGS.

Collies.

PIGEONS.

y^OLUE PUPS. |5 TO $8 EACH; ALSO BITCH
t in whelp $12 ;

pedigree stock. C. C. Paine,
^^ South Randolph, Vt.

For Sal«*.

66-68

MNELY BRED POINTER AND SETTER
< Puppies for sale, also broken dogs, training

for private shooting a specialty. Conn
Valley Kennels, Northampton, Mass. 65-68

Advertisements ivithoui display inserted undt
this heading for 30 cents Per line for first insertt"

i^ cents per line each subsequent inset tion, count
seven words to line.

For Sale.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted nndet

this heading for locents per line for first insertion

ic, cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven urords to line.

WHITE FANS, TURBITS, ANTWERPS. GEO.
W. Kendig. E. Baptist Av.,York, Pa. 66-67

Ilomlug Plereons.

A
T

M. WOOD, BREEDER AND FLYER
homing pigeons, 4010 Baltimore Ave.

• West Philadelphia. '
51-76

FRED GdLDMAN, BREEDER AND
flyer of Homing pigeons, 832 Herkimer St..

• Brooklyn. N. V. 51-76

Baldhead Tumblers.

For Sale.

A
A
B

R

S. STILLMAN. ALFREDCENTRE, N.Y.

breeder of high-class White and Black
• Minorcas, Red Caps and Black Javas.

Fresh Flggs. Write lor prices. 62-66-eow

G. BOWLES, JR., PONKAPOG, MASS..
Black Langshan and Houdan eggs, $1 for

13.
^70

UFF LEGHORNS, INDIAN GAMES, P.

ROCKS and Minorca eggs, $2 to $5 per 15.

Circular free. Lewis C. Beatty, Washing-
ton, N.J. 58-70

X^OANOKE POULTRY YARDS. HURFF-
VILLF:, N. J. High honors won at Phila-

adelphia Show. Buff Cochins, Light Brah-
|

mas. Barred Plymouth Rocks. Send for

Circular. S^-^f

iURF: BRED ENGLISH BLACK-BREASTED
RICD GAM K;S from Lyon, Heaton, Game,
Rainsforth Pope. Matthews, Bell and Gib-

.sonsstrains. PARTRIDGE COCHINS from
Goodall, Butterfield, Lady Gwydyr. Tom-
linson and Friar Bennett's strains. Apply
Ruddington Hall. Nottingham, Eng. 6067

CHARLES SCHMF:NNF:r. 511 W. BlDi)LE
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of Short-face
Baldhead Tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
select from ; Gaddes stock. 5479

Satlnettes.

t;ORGE W. PFrrTIT. artist, ioio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

MISCELLANEOUS.

silver Wyandottes.

Advertisements without display inserted undet
thir headingfor 20 cents per line for first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

Advertlsinar.

I

SILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
Games. Fiuelv marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker,'Seneca Falls, N. Y. 41-tt

Various.

ANF;W DOG WHISTLF:. The loudest and
shrillest wliistle ever invented. Something
eiilireiy new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box
916. Philadelphia. Pa.

TR.MNEI) DOGS FOR COON, BF:.\R, SQUIR-
REL, deer, fox, rabbit, quail, partridge,
woodcock. H. C. Graff, Kensington, Ohio.

52-tf

DOGSTRAINHI) AM) FITTED FOR THE
field trials, also broken for private shocH-

iiig. One or two trained dogs for sale. W.
B. Stafford, Trenton. Tenn. 162-tf

Golden Wyandottes.

FOR SALE.—COCKEREL $5. TRIO $7- NO
better birds in America. FIggs <2 per 13.

E. D. Keeney, Arcade, N. Y^ SStf

Brown Leghorns.

BROWN LEGHORN PULLFVrS FOR SALE.
Fggs for setting, $i. A Cautrell, Ridge Ave.,

Roxborough, Philadelphia. 61-73

F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P
Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

AVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
^. on the subject of adverti.-iing will do well
"* to obtain a copy of "Book for Ad\ertisers."

36S pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-
age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a
careful compilation from the American
Newspapier Directory of all the best papers
and class journals; gives the circulation
rating of every one, and a good deal of in-
formation about rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.
Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10
Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82

Bantams.

I
BREED GAMFIS, G.^MK AND ORNAMEN
TAL Bantams. Write for wants, f:. F.

Doty. 47 Wellington Place, Toronto, Ont.
56-67

Incubators.

FOR SALE—A 100 EGG IMPROVED EXCEL
sior Incubator in good condition. Price
$15. E. D. Jones, Yorkshire. N. Y, 64-66

Ducks.

MISCELLANEOUS.

LEG BKNOS.
ENGLISH ENAMEL CONFERENCE BANDS

for Pigeons. 55 cents per dozeu; Copper Bands for
Pigeons or Poultry. 40 cents per dozen. H.
Small, 85 Leonard St. New York City. 153-204

ELECTRIC ENGINE.
Bleccricity tlie niiig wnn-
derl'ul and prevalent force

In nature, demonstrated
as a motive power within
the space of 8 Inches and
at the cost of only ONE
DOLLAR. A real

" practical Electric
OT UK, com-

plete with but-

tery and suffi-

cient materials
to run It at a
speed ot 1200
revolutions a
minute for 76

liouni ; for 21 , This Is not a catch-penny enfrlne bu t one scien-

tlBcally made; well packed In wood box, complete and (juHr-

antetnl. By Express $1.0<>; By Mail 85e. extra for postaao.

New «4 p. ill. Catalogue of over looo necessary articles, !• REK.

B.H.INOEBSOLL&BK0.66t'ortUndtSt.N.V.t'ity

Artist.

Cocker Spaniels.

^OK S.\LK.— FIRST CLASS COCKI:r SPAN
I IF;L I'upjjics ; also Bitches in whelp to Red

Roland. W. B. Palmer. Woodstock, Ont.
6467

B

I'liKli^^it ISoai^les.

EACiLK PrpplHS AND GROWN STOCK,
fine as silk, from $5 upwards. Send stamp.
A. C. Krueger, WiighLsville. York County,
Pa. 6567

H f:nry f:rdman, artist and en-
GR.AVF:r of Poultry, Pigeons, etc. 8.6
Maple St.. Philadelphia, Pa. 6i-tf

AVanted.

w
T

ANTED.—WHITE CHINA GEESF:. H.
W. Vahle, 319 Market ftireet, Philadel-
phia, Pa. 51 tf

O BUY PI:aFOWLS.—SEND LOWEST
price for Male and Females. Schmid's Bird
Store, 712 12th St.. N. W., Washington,
D. C. ^:^.

liantanis.

MAMMOTH C0L0RF;D MUSCOVY DUCKS.
Old Drakes, 14 to 16 pounds. Winners $40
clock New Vjrk, Trenton, Brooklyn, Wav-
erly, Charleston, Augusta, Hagerstown.
Stock or eggs. T. Farrer Rackhani, F'ast
Orange, N. J. I53-2Q4

For Sale.

flNE GERMAN HARES.
Forest Grove, Pa.

ARTHUR W. KIRK,
63-66.

A

BANTAM HF:aDQUARTF;RS, HAYWOOD &
Co., Rutherford, N. J. Eggs
ing.

for h.itch-

66-69

Various.

LUMINUM AND NICKEL SEAMLESS
Pigeon Bands 3'/6c. and 2\ic. A. H. Kruger,
(ieimantown, Phila. 55-67

DrlnklnK Fountain.

THE BF;ST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOK
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 pei
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

^-ti Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.
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A
peui pacts

1. The Fanciers' Journal has

more than doubled its circulation in

the past twelve months.

2. Excepting one monthly paper

it now has the largest circulation of

any paper of its class in the United

States.

3. It reaches the very best class

of readers.

4. It has the patronage of the

very best class of advertisers.

5. It accepts no questionable ad-

vertisements from unreliable breed-

ers.

6. The readers of THE FANCIERS'

Journal have confidence in its ad-

vertising columns in consequence.

7. There are over lOO PER CENT
more advertisements now than 12

months ago. Is not this significant.?

8. A weekly paper reaches more
people than a monthly paper, con-

sequently an advertisement is seen

by more, and oftener at that.

9. Uniform advertising rates are

always adhered to. Everybody
being treated alike, there is no com-

plaint.

10. The advertising rates, while

higher than in many class papers,

are as low as a first-class paper can

afford.

11. To those who are not ready

to advertise weekly we recommend
the perusal of our blue card. The
latter gives monthly rates, which

are very reasonable.

12. Read a few extracts from

many letters

:

"All sold thanks to your paper."
* « •

"Resulted in the sale of all the bull puppies I

had."
* « •

"The tjoiuter I advertised in Fanciers' Jour-
nal last week I have sold This is quick work
for your paper."

"Sold I72 worth of eggs in one week. The
Fanciers' Jodrnal did it."

• « •

"Could have sold double my production."
• • •

"The best advertising medium for high class

fancy stock."

"Sold sixty-three pigeons in one month."
• * •

"Have sold every bird that I could spare, and
more too."

• • *

"Surprised at the amount of letters received

from that little ad. in your valuable paper."
* • «

"The Journal brought us excellent returns,"

writes a great incubator firm.

* * «

"My little ad. in your paper sold all my tame
deer."

—In answering advertisements pleast

mention this jouruaL
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IN THE STUD.

cFox Terriers

IN STUD.

Starden's King 25

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner 15

Brockenhurst Tyke 15

|ioo prize for the best puppy sired by
any ofthese dogs in 1892. To be competed
for at New York, 1893. Donor not to com-
pete.

Puppies for Sale.

yiiiL5it)B "Kennels,

157-208 I,ANCASTER, MASS.

AT STUD—WOODALE KENNEI<S'
FOX TERRIERS Fee.

DOBBIN $20
By Ch. Venio—Brockenhurst Worry by

Raffle.

STARDEN'S JACK $15
By Cli. Result— I'orest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS $10
By Raffle—Warren Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of prize win-
ning bitches always for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 47-73

FOR SALE
From the largest and best keunels of this

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
40^1 LANCASTER, MASS.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

LAN8D0WNE DESPERADO r- ,.5.

By Rosador (Venio—Rosati)—Desperate (Domi-
nie—Sensation).

LAN8D0WNE TRITON "«« ,.0.
By Raffle—Warren Dainty. Stud cards on ap-

plication. Post office and shipping address

LANSDOWNE KENNELS, Lau.sdowne, Pa.

a T STUD—ENGLISH SETTER

COUNT LEO,
Mack D.—Lady Alta, Mac D. by the famous

Count Noble. Lady Alta by Count Roderigo—
Bessie Belton. Evenly marked white, black and
tan. Whelped November 14, 1S89.

40-91

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. G. ELLIOTT,
Nantucket, Mass.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in
America." Pedigree and winnings free ;

photos,
50 cts. A limited number of his puppies (or sale.

155-206

P. H. COOMBS,
I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

Mastiff at stud.

ORMONDE
A son of the great Cambrian Princess, winner

of ist Rockford, Freeport, Cleveland, Cincinnati
and Chicago, and sire of 1st and 2d prize bitches
Rockford, Freeport and Chicago, 1892. Some
grandly bred pups for sale. Send stamp for

catalogue. CHARLES E. BUNN.
157-202 Peoria, Illinois.

Mention Fanciers' Journai..

AT STUD. FEE f50.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C, December. 1890, and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land ; ist, New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn,
'89; 1st, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

Babylon, L. I

IN THE STUD . IN THE STUD.

Seminole fennels
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ROUGH-COATED COLLIES
CIIAMPIOX THE SQUIRE ('30881) FEE «i50.(>O
CHAMPION ROSI.,YX WILKES (30883) " 50.00
CHAMPION llOSLYN DAXDY (17577) *' 35.00
ROSLYN CONWAY (30883) " 30.00
SIR KELPIE (14735) ** 15.OO

ENGLISH SETTER
SIR FREDERICK (31741) « 50.OO

Winner of forty-four first prizes in England.

IRISH SETTERS
CHAMPION TIM (5815) .' 35.00
JERRY .lARVlS (15347) (litter brother to Duke Elcho) " 30.0O

ENGLISH PUGS
KASII, Jr. (17804) " 15.0O

Winner of first Albany and second New York 1892.

Extended pedigree and list of stock for sale furnished on application.

BEAGLE IN STUD.

CHAMPION TONY WELLER,
THE ABSOLUTE WINNF;R OF

THE BEAGLE TRIALS, 1891.
Puppies for Sale.

OAKVIEW KENNELS.
60-72 Glenslde, Pa.

71 T STUD.

STREATHAM MONARCH.
"The best Bull Terrier to-day in either Eng-

land or America."—(ieorge Raper.

ADDRESS
JOHN MOORHEAD, JR.,

61-12 PITTSBURG, PA.
A lot of fine puppies for sale.

poINTER AT STUD. FEE flt35.

LAD OF KENT c^'^)

Sire, Champion Bracket ; dam, Renie by Ch.
Tammany. Winnings and only times shown :

First puppy. New York, 1.^90; first open and
special for best brace with his litter sister, Lass
of Kent, New York, 1891; first, Wilmington;
Gloversville and Albany ; first challenge New
York and Boston, 1S92. ' N. B—-This low stud
fee for three mouths to approved bitches.
Address

GEORGE JARVIS,

52-77 1015 Washington Aveuue, N. Y.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, a. k.c.s.b. 4742

Sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee |io.

VENDETTA, A KC.SB. 20420.

sire, Ch. New Forest—Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee |io.

Puppies out of fine well-bred liitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,
4798 Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

JI T STUD

Ch. PAUL GLADSTONE
(3482)

VISCOUNT
(21571)

Imported from the kennels of R. W. Purcell-

Llewelliu, F:ngland. and pronounced by him the

best dog he ever sold to America.

FEE FOR EITHER, $50.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for

catalogue, etc.

MT. WASHINGTON KENNEL,
S. L. BOGGS,

52-66eow P. O. 150x515, Pittsburg, Pa.

HT STUD—FOX TERRIER

RANTER (A K.c.s.B. 18429)

FEE $10 00
By Pitcher ex Vene, own brother and .same lit-

ter to Champion Dominie. "He should be most
suitable for light, fine bitches, possessing im-

mense straight b ne. a long punishing head but

coarse, with correct ears and body and as game
as it is possible to make them." See Fa.nciers'

JoiRN.^L. Address HAMLET OWEN,
46-7oeow 117 Olden Avenue, Trenton, N. J.

Some Choice Pointer
Puppies for sale cheap. For pedigrees, prices,

etc , address J. K. PURCELL,
jg-tf Gainesville, Va.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - S50

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member, 35 per cent off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL m
Puppies and Brood Hitches for sale. Dogs ot

any breed taken to Iward. conditioned for shows
kept at stud and sold on commission.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
29 80 CHESTNUT HILL. Phila., Pa.

Mention Fanciers' JouKNAX..

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
' Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEM, 6258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-
dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

Mention Fanciers' Joornai..

BLACK WONDER.
No. 23,557. Whelped Jan. 30, 1890.

King ofblack pointers, and was the king of
all colors at the United States Field Trials held
at Bicknell, Ind, iS^i, winning the Derby and
All-age Stake. He is a dog that knows how to
hunt and not afraid of briers. Fee !!*U.'i.

JOHN A. HUNTER,
56 o7eow Sandborn, Indiana.

Mention Fanciers' Journal.

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
43-86 p. O. Box 676, ALBANY. N. Y

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photograph^

or from life.

fl. B. Tallman,
140^" OAK LAWN, R. I.

Pugs of the Best Breeding
At reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNELS.
Box 506, Louisville, Ky. 48-7^

Game HautniiiH. Irish TorrlerM.

Dr. Win. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
151-302

"i^*^K<*>^i^*^*^">.*

TH£ KENNEL.

FOR SALE.

WyorRiDg Kennels
ENTIRE LOT OF

81. BERNARDS.
Cutalogue on Application.

WYOMING KENNELS,
149-200 MELROSE, MASS.
Mention Fancikks' Joirnai..

Q€KEHHEL51f

FOR SALK-KXGLISII SETTER lU'I'S,
bv Ch. Ro<ler go, Ch. Oath's M.-irk and Dan
(;i.-»dstone. IRISH SK'n'KR TIPS, bv*
Ch. Kildare, Ch. Dick Swivelkr, Ch. Tim and
Champion Seminole.

Send for Price List. 40-91

Mention Fanciers' Journal.

CbarapioD Melac
PUPF»IKS.

I have for sale a number of puppies, both
sexes, by the above celebrated dog, out of Miiica
II, first prize wirncr at Chicago. is<^i. I am ot-
fering these puppies, stveii months old and over
distemper, at a bargain. Having bought cheap
will sell cheap. (Jiiick sales and small profits.

ADDRESS

llarnj I. Coodman,
Auburn Park, III.

Mention Fancikrs' Journal.

GREAT DANES.
A choice lot of puppies out of ('oliiiiibluii

Flora, 1st at Fre«*p«>rt, n\ at Roekt'ord,
iSyi, by tliat elfgaiit>i)Uiig imporled do;;, FrItZ.
Four dogs and six bitches, brindle, bhie .T'd
black. Dogs $50, bitches «,;5. Frank s. .Vmler-
son, 1S3 N. Peoria St., Chicago, 111. (•5()6

Great Dane Puppy for Sale. Address Box
897, Philadelphia, Pa. 666S-70

4^
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by tlie author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Siirjreoii,

tJ iy»:j RROADWAY, XK\V YORK.

To those who are desirous of pur-

chasinjz dogs in the vicinity of New
York, outside or abroad, and where

a satisfactory inspection is required,

address for particulars and terms

Harry E, TWyford,

BAY IJIIHiK, Near New York.

Dogs also boarded under his care.

Pedl^rroo 11 la 11 kH.

kKDIORKK BLANKS FOR FOUR OENER-
ATIONS at u) cents per dozen, or S5 cents
per 100. l':xteiided four-paije blanks, s

cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed
postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co,
33 S. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

'.:(1
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POULTRY.

HAWKSNS
F»KIZE

WINNING

'. ROCKS

AND

i^U-

3S

Have won I In 1 ijflid pvizt-s at the larx^'sl

sliiiws in AiiK-i:o;i iui'l Kii.land. ^ek-cttd bretd-
ii!!;; I)inl^ and < Kf f'l sale. Catalo lie of Ameri-
ca's t.rtaleM I- uliiy Harm free.

.S2-6eow A. C. HAWKINS,
Kock IJ«»x O. J^ucasitop, Mass.

BRADLEY BROS.'
llarred IMymoiitli llock« at the Great

New York Show, 1892, made a record, especially
on cockerels, uncqnalled by any exhibitor at any
Interantional for five years. \V'e breed our win-
ners, and each year for the j>ast three years birds
from our yards have taken firsts at the large.st

show of the year. Circular free. Rirds for sale.

KgKS J5 per' 13, iH per 26. f10 per 39.

BRADI.KY BROS.,
156-207 Box 801, Lee, Mass.

(TliorouRhbred Imported Stock).
WM. ELDRKI). Dendron, Surrey County, Va.

Stock and Kkrs for Sale. Write for prices
Direct sliipping facilitits for the South. South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. 19-70

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, W^IS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RHl) INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
HGMTINr. INDIANS.

MALAYS, SIMATRAS.
IHOKNIX.

STA.N'DARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.
Young stock cheap lu fall. 32-44

LANGSHANSI
Itlai'k. Wlilte ami Mottleil.

I am the only fancier in America who imports
I.angshans direct from the Langshan District,

and who l»reeds them pure without intrcxlucing

bl(M)d from other strains or breeds. My White
and Mottles are nut made varieties, but ditect

importations,
»*- EGGS : Black, f3 per 13. White, $5 per

13 After April 15, Black, $2 per 13. While, $3
per 13, No tgx'^ «f lh«^ Mottled varietv for sale

now, I can save you money by prepaying ex-

prcs- charges,
s8-o II. <;. KEKslJNfi, San .lose, Cal.

^. WHITE PEKIN BANTAMS:;^
The rarest and most beautiful of all. CHAM-

PIONS OF THE W(JRI.D. Winners at Charles-

ton 1S91 ; New York. 1891-02 : Phil delphia, 1892.

Also Prize Winning WHITE "LYMOUTH
ROCKS, GOLDK.N WYANDOTTES and BLACK
LANGSH.VNS. Slock and Kggs for Sale.

55-6S

A. P. GROVES,
Chesmut Hill, Philada., Pa.

POULTRY. POULTRY.

f ONE OF THE LARGEST
t COLLECTIONS IN AMERICA.

AND BESTBUFF LEGHORNS
All from stock imported directly from the yards of the most noted breeders abroad. We have now
TEN pens of carefully assorted birds; also a few pens of S, C. W. LEGHORNS and INDIAN
GAMES, Send for Illustrated Catalogue of

Shady Shot^e Poulttry ^^rm,
E. A. SIIELDOX, President Buff Leghorn Club, Proprietor.

Address all communications to

152-203 A. C. CHAFFEE, Superintendent, Oswego, N. Y.

ANNANDALE POULTRY FARM.
AVIIITE HKAIIMAS, KEl) CAI»S, INDIAN GAMES.

Light Brahmas, Bbck Lang.shans, White and Barred Plymouth Rocks, White Wyandottes,

Krmiuettes American Dominiques. S C. and R. C. Black, Dominique and Red Pile Leghorns. Black

Minorcas, (iolden and Silver Spangled Hamburgs, Dorkings and Pit Games, At MADISON
SQUARH; garden, new YORK, and the great PHILADELPHIA SHOW, 1892, I won 16

first and 6 second premiums on 40 entries. Also. SPECIAL of I50.00 won at Waverly. 1891, for best

exhibit from the State of New Jersey. Price list and catalogue free.

Address L C. HAYNES, Annandale, New Jersey.

Fordhook Poultry Yards.
At Philadelphia, 1892, we made a clean sweep in the Novice Class vi'ith our new breed SIIER-

WOODS, having won 4 fir.sts, 4 seconds, 4 thirds and special. If you want particulars write to

the introducers. Also ist and special on Indian Game Hen, ist on Red Cap Cockerel, 2 specials on

W. C. B. POLISH. In fact, on 28 birds entered we won prizes on each and every one. Send for

Illustrated Catalogue describing all our breeds, also Collie Dogs.

32-83 W. ATLEE BURPEE 4. CO.,

Philadelphia. Pa.

WOODSIDE POUliTt^V VAt^DS
At the Great Philadelphia Show I made a clean sweep ou La Fleche. On Indian

Games won the two principal premiums, ist on Pen, ist and Grand Challenge

Trophy on cockerels and Gold Specials for most typical males and best pen.

Indian Game eggs $s and |io per 13. White Leghorns, White and Golden Wy-
andottes, BufFPekin, Black Rosecomb and Red Pile Bantams. At New York my
pen of Indian Games won ist and Grand Gold Special. Send for circular. Address

all correspondence to

W. J. ANORUS, Proprietor,
HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO.. N.J.46-97

The Lea Poultry CJards^
INDIAN GAMES

Slock and Eggs for sale. Eggs ^5 and $10 per setting of 13. My birds took eight pr'zes at the

New York Show, 1892. For further miorraation write to J. KORLiAND,
54-«6 New Hamburgh, Dutchess County, N. Y.

POULTRY RIVERSIDE FARM.

The records will show the following as my winnings at New York for the years

1890. 1S91, 1892 on my specialties : S. and R. C. Brown Leghorns. Houdans, White
Wvandottes and R. C. White Leghorns. 33 firsts 19 Gold Specials, 6 Association

Silver Me<lals and 2 Silver Cups. "Like did l)egit like," "Like will begit like."
PLYMOUTH ROCKS Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record

BDFF} WYANDOTTES

101-151

of America's leading strains of above varieties,

guarantee satisfaction.

J. FORSYTH, OWEGO. TIOGA COUNTY, N Y.

L K. FELCH & SON,
NATICK, MASS., U. S. A.

LIGHT BRAHMAS, PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WYANDOTTES,
LANGSHANS AND COLLIE DOGS.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 60-7

BARREO PLYMOUTH ROCKS
Of the quality that always win.

At Pliiladclnhia. \^^)2. my l>irds -scored the

gre.-itest recort! ever won bv any breeder in the

world of this varietv. Alt the first prizes but

one and t very important special out of twenty-

four oflVrid. inclu<ling two silver cups.

The records of mv Plymouth Rocks at New
York. Charleston and Bu'flTalo a e well known.

ALSO
SILVER & BUFF WYANDOTTES

of the finest breetling.

EGGS—one setting, $4 ; two settings, $7 ; three

settinj;s. 59.

rrofust'ly Illtistrattxl CIrcMilar Free.

Address ^
E. B. THOMPSON,

62-13 Ameula, Dutchess Co.» N. Y.

ToRHAM Poultry Yards
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Eggs from Prize-winning Buff .Tud Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wvandottes, S. C. W.
Leghorns, and S. S. Hamburgs. $;j per l.'l or !j»5 per 30. But one yard of'^each variety kept
and they of the IJEST.

Stogi^ poi^ Sale aii fiLL ©imes.

Address all orders and correspondence to

34-S5

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
Hyde Park, Dutches.s County, N. Y.

COCHIN HILL COCHINS.
THEODORE STERNBERG'S

Imported English Biiffs

Full feathered, rich colored, grand shape, great
weights. A son of the Old Matchless bought at

the recent sale of Mrs Scrivcn and a grand
G.wydyr cockerel at head of yards. Eggs $5 per 13

I am a member of the CiK-hin Club of .\mcrica

ELLSWORTH, KANSAS, U. S. A.

55-67

H. S. BABCOCK,
N6. 17 Butler Exchange. Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES
A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

sale in sea.son. Orders for puppies booked to be
delivered in rotation. if

OPIUM
.Uoiphin - Habit Cured In lO
to 'JO (Ihv*i. No pay till cured.
DR. J <%TEPHENtf, l-ebanon.Ohio.

BOOKS.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

-BY-

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomely illustrated. Practical and com-

prehensive. It is an invaluble guide for the

amateur pigeon fanciers.

Price, paper, 50c. ; cloth $1.00.

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

Loft

RECORD BOOK.
Convenient and indispensable in

recording the breeding of your

birds.

PRICE $2.
For sale by

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA,, PA.

THF

-BUSINESS HEN-
Breeding and Feeding Poultry for

Profit.

BY H. W. COLLINGWOOD,
Managing Editor of the Rural New Yorker.

With special articl-sby P. H. Jacobs, J. H. Drev-
enstedt, C. S. Cooper, C. S. Valentine, Arthur
D. Warner, Henry Stewart, James Rankin, I.

K. Felch, Philander Williams. Henrv Hales.

Dr. F. L. Kilbourne. C. H. Wyckoff. H. S. Bab-
cock, C. E- Chapman and others.

PRICE, Paper 40 ccuts, clotli ?5 cents.

FOR SALE BY

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

How to Rid Buildings and Farms

of Rats and Other Pests of

Like Character.

BY PICKETT.

The best book of its kind ever published.

Tells in clear, humorous language how to de-

stroy rats, mice, weasels, minks, skunks, hawks,
owls, etc.

PRICE 20 CENTS.
ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA.. PA.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYER.

ONLY 25 CENTS, POSTPAID.—READ WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

This book has been written more especially

for the novice. It teaches the rudiments. It

?;ives away many things that have been hereto-

bre kept secret. Address

FANCIERS' PUBI^ISHING COMl»AXY,
BOX 916. PHILADPXPHIA. PA.

ELECTROTYPES

OF ALL

LP:aDING BREEDS OF

PIGEONS

Size herewith for 50 cents each

Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPAN
Box 916, Philadelphia.

VOL. 8. NO. 5^•^. )

WHOLE NO., l«7. ;
PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, MAY 28, 1892. /PER ANNUM, 93.OO

\ S1NGJ-.E COl'Y, 6c.

—^i«^ 5^it^, Jr zL Tf^ a^c^ci^^o^^
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PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

33 8. 8d ST., Pnil.ADELPniA, PA.

V.M.HALDEMAN -

J. H. DREVENSFEDT

- KENNEL EDITOR

- POULTRY EDITOR

FANCIERS' POBLlSflING CO.,

WM. H. CHILD, Business Manager.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES (IN ADVANCE):

$2.00 PER ANNUM.
CLUBS OF FIVE OR MORE, $1.50 EACH PER YEAR.

Foreign Subscriptions, 10s.

Subscriptions and Advertise-

ments received at the Uevr York
ofllce, Room 193, Times Building.

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all communications to

The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

P. O. Box, 916.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

Chanee of Address.—When a change of

address IS desired both the old and new address

should be given.

Now Subscriptions can commence at any
time during the year and with any number de-

sired.

Canvassers "Wanted in every town to so-

licit subscriptions. Terms sent on application.

The Fanciers' Journal will be supplied by
newsdealers throughout the United States and
Canada. _NKW YORK CITY.

BRENTANO'S Union Square
W. J. STANTON 56 L>ey St.

H. E. TWYFORD Bay Ridge, L,. I., N. Y.

P. O. NEWS CO
B. S. SCHMID .

. . 103 Adams St., Chicago, 111

31713th St., Washington, DC.

PHILADELPHIA, MAY 21, 1802.

FIXTURES.

lyog Sho-vrs.

Aug. 31-Sept. 3—Lexington. Ky.
Sept. 6 9.— Hamilton, Can.

6-9.—Rochester, N. Y.
12-ib.—Toronto, Can.
19-22.—London, Can.
20 23.—Grand Rapids, Mich.
27-30.—Ottawa, Can.

Oct. 2528.—Omaha, Neb.
Nov. 23-25.—New York.

1893.
Jan. 10-14.—Charleston, S. C.

Feb. 14-17.—Baltimore, Md.
21-24.—New York, N. Y.
28 March 3.—Baltimore. Md.
28 March 3.—Klniira, N. Y.

March 7-10.—Chicago, 111.

June 13-17.—Chicago, 111.

Field Trials.
Sept. I <;.—Manitoba Field Trials Club.
Nov. 6.—International Field Trial Club.

8—New Kngland Field Trial Club.
15.—American Field Trials Club.

Nov. 18.—Flastern Field Trials Club
28 —Philadelphia Kennel Club.

Dec. 6—Central Field Trials Club.

1893.
Feb.—Southern Field Trial Club.

would like, but men should not grumble

at that.

"Laureate is probably attracting as much
attention as any dog in the show. He
won the challenge cup in the show. The

special for' the best toy spaniel in the

show and equal for special for best dog

in show."

THE KENNEL.

to enjoy playing j"ust ahead of them and

bothering the little chaps by slipping

through the fences, around trees and

stunips,[etc."
«

« *

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town
— The Spanish Student.

Mr. C. A. Stone, secretary and super-

intendent of the Toronto show, writes us:

"At a meeting of the Bench Show Com-

mittee of the Industrial Exhibition As-

sociation, held yesterday afternoon, sev-

eral judges were selected, and upon their

acceptance their names will be published.

The Canadian Kennel Club will oflfer

diplomas for best kennel, best brace, best

dog, best bitch and best dog and bitch

pointer and English setter with a field

trial record owned by members of the C.

K. C. A new feature at bench shows

will be sweepstakes in a large number of

breeds for the best dog or bitch whelped

on and after January i, 1891, Canadian

or United States bred, who have never

won a money prize. Two dollar en-

trance, divided forty, thirty, twenty and

ten per cent. All the money in the

sweepstakes will be divided, but com-

petitors must be entered in their regular

classes at the show.

••
Seminole Kennels have issued a new

price list of their famous kennel of collies,

Irish setters and pugs. Those contem-

plating buyiug should write for this cir-

cular.

Mr. C. S. Wixom, Covert, N. V., has

had more than his share of bad luck re-

cently. On April 30 he lost that grand

beagle bitch Champion Una in parturi-

tion. Una was a winner of thirty-three

prizes, and was one of the very best show

bitches in America, besides she was a

very fair one in the field. Last Saturday,

May 21, the greyhound Champion Mem-
non died quietly in Mr. Wixom's kennels

of old age. He was 14 years old at the

time of his death, and he retained all his

faculties until the very last. An hour

before he died he looked up knowingly

at his owner, wagged his tail and tried to

lick his hand. Memnon had in England

and America, on the bench and in the

field, won sixty-five prizes, and by his

death is lost the best all-round greyhound

ever seen in America.
«

« *

Our Illustration.

Our friend the artist, F. L. Sewell, who

is now on a visit in England, has kindly

sent us a drawing representing a couple

of ladies showing their Blenheims at the

recent Pet Pog Club's show, held at the

Royal Aquarium. Mr. Sewell writes us

"noticing that the pet dog show was on

yesterday, I went over, and as a result

sent this little sketch to The Journal

with my compliments. It is a charming

exhibit of doggy gems, nearly all entries

made by ladies. The full number of

entries was three hundred and fifteen.

The fair owners of the little dears are out

in full force, seem to be enjoying it and

add not a little to the beauty of the show,

in fact they lend quite an esthetic air to

the saw dust, the tressels and long rows

of wire cages. To be sure they stop the

aisles up and prevent many an eager con-

noiseur from examing as steadily as he

In re the beagle standard, Mr. Wixom
says : "I think there is little prospect of

the National Beagle Club raising the

standard to sixteen inches, judging from

the different opinions that have been

expressed through the press. For my
part, I would rather see it lowered to

twelve and fourteen inches. I think

beagles from twelve to thirteen inches

make better rabbit dogs than larger ones.

It's quite out of the question for any

beagle, harrier or fox hound to catch

and kill a cotton tail in this section, as

they go to ground at once if hard pressed.

Consequently the small dog that runs

true and sticks is the dog for our use. I

have a friend a few miles from here who
has three twelve-inch beagles of my
breeding, and he uses them almost ex-

clusively on red foxes. He kills more

foxes than any man whom I know.

Sometimes the fox and dogs are so near

each other that he dare not shoot. Foxes

have little fetr of a small dog, seeming

Seminole Kennels, Chestnut Hill, Pa.,

can sympathize with the bad luck of Mr.

Wixom, as they have recently lost sev-

eral valuable dogs. Since Kash, Jr.'s

unfortunate ending two Irish setters,

both prize winners, have died, namely

Gynneth and Montauk, a son of Cham-

pion Elcho, Jr. Last week their stud

dog Roslyn Conway, a half-brother of

Wellesbourne Charlie, by Egbaston Fox
out of Edgbaston Bess, died from pneu-

monia. Conway won first prizes at Free-

port and Gloversville, and several second

prizes in hot competition.
«

« «
Fortunately, Conway has left behind

him a most promising youngster, with

which his owners expect to do some win-

ning.

« «

Howard Bros, have sold the pug bitch

Ruby F. to Seminole Kennels. Ruby F.

is by Bradford Ruby, and is now in whelp

to Champion Penrice.

»%
Secretary Madison informs us that the

judges for the United States Field Trials

Club's trials are Colonel A. G. Sloo, Vin-

cennes, lud.; P. H. Bryson, Memphis,

Tenn., and Major J. W. Renfroe, Atlan-

ta, Ga.
*»

We have received a circular from the

Bonaily Kennels, Hamilton, Can., owned

by Mr. A. D. Stewart. As Mr. Stewart is

going in for bull dogs exclusively he has

decided to dispose of his present kennel

of fox terriers by raflfling them off.

*
« «

A special meeting of the National

Beagle Club will be held at 226 Wash-

ington Street, Boston, on June 4, at 7

o'clock P. M., to act on amendments.
«

* *

It is now required by the law of the

United States that dogs sent here must

have a certificate of pedigree to five gen-

erations on the sire's side and four gen-

erations on the dam's side. Mr. Hugh
Dalziel, Heather Brae, Maybury Hill,

Woking, Surrey, England, compiler and

editor of the Kennel Pedigree Books, as-

sists in compiling these pedigrees from

public records, and certifies to their cor-

rectness on special forms, which the

Consul General of the United States,

London, has approved as fulfilling all the

requirements of the Department of Agri-

culture of the United States. Mr. Dal-

ziel will forward to intending English

exporters of dogs the requisite pedigree

forms on application, accompanied by

stamped addressed envelope.

suppose that in Russia the Barzoi is ever

wanted to kill the wolf, his sole duty

consisting in holding it until the hunts-

man rides up, yet he is so concerned at

the aspersions cast upon the courage of

the breed through the maladroit adver-

tising tactics of Messrs. Hacke and
Grimes, that he issues the following

challenge to those who have libelled the

noble Russian breed in Brother Jona-

than's land. Mr. Blees undertakes to go
to the United States with a correct leash

of Barzois, viz., two dogs and a bitch,

and he engages to kill a wolf with these

dogs. Conditions: That if he should ful-

fil his promise the people on the other

side who accept his offer are to buy the

leash of Barzois at ^200 each. This is a

fair, sportsmatilike cha'llenge, the price

asked would cover Mr. Blees' outlays

and pay him for loss of his time, besides

putting our cousins into possession of

three hounds capable of exterminating

wolves. We venture to hope that the

Colorado ranchers will stand by their

word and show the world some sport, at

the same time securing the protection for

their stock for which they have expressed

their willingness to pay any price."
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«
* *

We call attention to the change in the

advertisement of Wyoming Kennels.

They are now offering their dogs in stud

at half price. Mr. Sears is a business

man and believes in making business in

a dull season.
«

« *

A psovoi expert, Mr. Blees, of Russia,

is now in London, and he has been giv-

ing the Stock-Keeper some interesting

information regarding the breed. By-

the-bye he says this breed of dogs should

be flat-sided. One would suppose this

would limit the capacity of the heart and

lungs. A dog with a contracted chest

would soon have to give up the chase.

•*•

The Stock-Keeper says: "Mr. Blees

has followed the recent comic history of

the breed in the United States, and al-

though he says it is perfectly absurd to

The most unique and probably the

most interesting feature at Point Breeze

last week was the trotting Irish setter dog
Doc. His owner, little Willie Ketchum
of Brighton, Out., drove him two quart

ers beating ponies on both occasions, the

first in fifty seconds and the second in

fifty- three. Doc has perfeet horse action

and trots in great form. He has done

many faster quarters than his best one

yesterday, and is said to have done a

mile close to 3.20. He is five years old

and weighs fifty-five pounds. His driver

is twelve years of age and weighs sixty-

eight pounds. The sulky weighs

twenty-one pounds, so that Doc has to

pull after him eighty-nine pounds.
«

• »
After his races he is as lively as a

kitten, and as soon as his harness is off

frolics around and plays with his pretty

little master in the liveliest manner.

Doc has been trotting since he was two

years old and in his three years of faith-

ful service has netted his master |i6,ooo.

•*•

Doc also beat Albert McCurdy, an un-

attached bicyclist a quarter mile dash

the time was forty seven and a quarter

seconds.

• •

Seminole Kennels will have at the

horse show next week their little black

stallion Superb. This petite specimen

of horse flesh is only thirty-eight inches

high.
*

« »

Mr. E. H, Moore, Melrose, Mass., has

suffered a serious loss by fire. His stable

was burned last week, and the high wind

carried the flames to his new house

which is also badly damaged. His loss

will amount to |2o,ooo on which there is

but I9000 insurance.

• •

What is the matter with our two New
York contemporaries, both feel obliged

to allude to Owney, the "railroad" dog,

which has certainly never been "written

up" in their columns. We, of course,

give all the news and when Owney came

to our town from New York, we inter-

viewed him, as an enterprising newspaper

man should, and published the beat on

our "live" contemporaries, hence these

tears.

• *

It is very evident that Mr. C. H. Mason

will not judge at Toronto this year if

"Self Respect" can prevent it. "Self Re-

spect" writes the Canadian Gazette as

follows: "Ability to do the work assigned
is a prime requisite, but it is by no means
the only one. There is no reason why
we should employ at any show in this

country a man who is both at logger-

heads with the rest of the kennel world
and hostile to us or at least holds us in

contempt. Yet such a man has been
employed at Toronto show for some
years past, and I wish to enter my pro-

test against his employment in future,

feeling sure that many if not all will

agree with me.
•••

"It is perfectly well known to those

who are conversant with kennel affairs

that Mr. C. H. Mason is no longer em-
ployed as a judge in the United States,

and that he has lost ground as a reporter

and critic, and this because of a persis-

tent attempt to write down practically

all other leading judges, editors, report-

• ers—in fact one might say everyone
almost with the exception of a small

clique of supporters."

« «
"Self Respect" is wrong in saying Mr.

Mason is no longer employed as a judge
in the United States for he had a job at

a little show up in "York state" last

year. Give the d— , "Mephisto," his due.

•«
Dr. O. S. Bamber, secretary of the

Rochester Kennel Club, writes us: "At a

meeting of the Rochester Kennel Club
on May 20, the following officers were
elected: President, Warham Whitney;
first vice-president, J. R. Fanning; second

vice-president, G. E. Peer; secretary, Dr.

O. Stewart Bamber; treasurer, Harry
Yates; veterinary, Dr. Albert Drink-

water. The clash in dates for show with

Hamilton, Canada, was discussed and
the secretary was instructed to corre-

spond with the Hamilton Club, with the

idea of effecting a compromise agreeable

to both. The Rochester Kennel Club
claimed the dates September 6 to 9, in

the March number of the American
Kennel Gazette before Hamilton had
claimed ihem in any kennel paper pub-

lished in the 'States,' and were totally

unaware that Hamilton had claimed the

same dates with the C. K. C."

THE A. K. C. MEETING.

New Members Elected and Neiv Head-
quarters Spoken of.

The quarterly meeting was held last

Thursday week. May 19, at 44 Broadway.

The president and vice-president being

absent. Dr. Cryer took the chair. Those

present were as follows: T. Farrer Rack-

ham, W. Stewart Diffenderffer, G. Muss
Arnolt, H. B. Cromwell, James L. An-

thony, Dr. Foote, C. D. Bernheimer,

Harry E. Twyford, A. Heppner, James
B. Blossom, Major J. M. Taylor, E. H.

Morris and W. Tallman. New creden-

tials, including some of the above, viz.,

F. A. Cheney, of the Elniira Pet Stock

Association; G. H. Goodrich, of the Mas-

coutah Kennel Club; E. S. Arnold, of

the Tri City Kennel Club; Gearge A.

Chabot.ofthe Bexar Field Trial Cliib,and

the Hon. J. H. Acklen, of the Hermitage

Kennel Club. The Western Michigan

Kennel Club applied for membership
and were admitted, with G. B. Thomas
as delegate. The Louisiana and Kansas

City Clubs were both dropped from the

rolls.

The Secretary's report was read and
adopted, likewise the reports of the treas-

urer, Advisory Committee, Stud-Book,
Committee on Rules, Importations, Re-
moval of Offices and Committee on Ex-
press Companies.
The Committee on the World's Fair

and the Dog License Law in New York
and Brooklyn were dismised.
The appeal of F. G. Tavlor re the per-

quisites of the club. The" members pres-
ent were in favor, when put to the vote,
"that he should have what he calls
for."

The question of leasing the show pur-
poses of a dog was not allowed, as the
rule clearly states "that a dog must be
the bona fide property of the exhibitor.
The case of the St. Bernard being reg-

istered and not eligible to the stud dog,
and its owner being cognizant of the
fai;t and then showiug the dog under its

false number was referred to the Stud-
Book Committee.
The owner claimed it was the fault of

the Westminster Kennel Club, who
merely gave the dog as listed, and they
going over an old catalogue had come
across the old Stud-Book number, which
since then had l>een rejected.
The disqualification of Charles N.

Nelles, now that he had paid all the
charges preferred against him, wished to
be reinstated. As there were still sev-
eral charges to be preferred it was laid
over for further consideration.

In the case of F. H. F. Mercer, the
Canadian Kennel Club, had to be sus-
tained according to the treaty between
the two clubs.

The licensing of vets, was referred to
the Committee on Rules.
Mr. F". L. Whitman made a claim of

I36 for expenses of delegate from Chica-
go to New York. The secretary was in-
structed to send for an itemized bill, and
further, the |ioo appropriated for dele-
gates to be rescinded, and also agents for
the A. K. C. to be abolished entirely.
The removal of the present offices was

most enthusiastically endorsed. Mr.
Anthony spoke most cheerfully for the
outlook, and it was resolved that the
committee be authorized with power to
act and go ahead with the good work.
At the next meeting they will present a
form showing just what they will have as
a guarantee and how the club is to be
worked.
The treasurer's report from January i

this year to May 18 showed a balance of

I8473.61, with expenses including this
year's Stud-Book (1500. 11) of $3793.90,
leaving an actual balance of I4679.7I.

BrockenhursT.

WHIFFS FROMTHE METROPOLIS

Some Interesting Pickings and Pointers

Gathered Here and There.

From Our Special Correspondent.

One man dead in Philadelphia, another
shot fired, but the distance was too great
to be effective, aud only the "Turf" was
grazed.

Uncle Dick says "I didn't hear that
word R-rested. How could I ?"

Mr. Mortimer was to have sailed last

Wednesday, but sails to-day, Saturday,
at 6.30 A. M., on the Alaska. His chief
object in going to Europe is to take a
general look around at the different stock
farms and to pick up any new ideas that

will be beneficial to the Hempstead
Farm. On his return he will take charge
of the horses and the dogs and Mr. A.
D. Lewis will devote his attention gen-
erally to the farm. It can be surmised
that if there are any good dogs floating

round cheap they will be also "picked
up."

Princess Jflorence, the St. Bernard,
whelped last Tuesday week, May 17, to

Refuge. How many I am unable to say,

but at present there is only one pup liv-

ing.

It was indeed a pleasant chat we had
with Mr. Diffenderffer at the A. K. C.

meeting. He informed us only $50 stood
between his having Lord Bute, and he
had come to the conclusion the more you
let these big fellows to themselves and
not so much fussing the better for them.
He astonislied us somewhat when avimit-

ting that the head on a beagle was the

last thing he looked at when judging,

alvvays taking first the feet, and they to

be compact ; in short, he wanted a work-
man and driving power behind. Quite

right, but a head comes first every time,
whether it's man, woman, horse or dog.

»

The A. K. C. Club house will be a great
institution and what is decidedly wanted.
The committee have a house in view,
and mcst suitable, for the nominal rent
of I3000, part of which will be re-let to
reduce the expenses if necessary. It

will be taken on a five years' lease, with
the option of renewal. There will be
500 life members at Jioo a year apiece,
and in all a limit of 2500 members. The
dues per year for a member living in the
city will be |2o, for an out of town mem-
ber |i2. Before anything is done suffi-

cient will be guaranteed to run it five
years, aud there is no reason why it

should not be self-supporting. The pres-
ent club, such as it is, has more than paid
its way, and the expense of this one will
liot be very much more and better able
to pay for itself.

I refrained last week from referring to

the disqualification of Mr. Mercer.
There's no doubt but what he made a
mistake, and that he presumed somewhat
on friendship, but taking all in all, the
other good qualities and what he has
done for the Canadian shows I think his
punishment too severe. Suspension,
say for six months, it would have been
ample. "It was his first offense," and he
acknowledged it.

I hear great things of Mr. Sears' young
dog Wyoming Hesper, that he is the
coming dog. I can quite imagine it for

I saw he and his brother Priuce, about
Christmas time, and predicted a great
future for him then. The cry so far has
been that an American bred one of any
note cannot be produced. Give Hesper
a little more time and if my informant is

right he will be able to take caVe of him-
self in any company.

Readers of The Fanciers' Journal
will have come across the name of Dr.
Sherwood who for many years was assis-

tant to Dr. Sewell, of London, the great-
est canine specialist on the other side.

Last Thursday week he was taken sick
and called a doctor in who pronounced it

diphtheria and scarlet fever. The doctor
did all he could to get him in a private
hospital, but failed and as the law is very
strict in these cases he had to report it to

the board of health who lost no time and
took him immediately to one of the hos-
pitals specially adapted for his case. We
all know the reputation these hospitals

have and if any of our doggy community
have any influence it could not be better

bestowed than Dr. Sherwood.

I see the American Field has another
of its well seasoned chestnuts. "We are

obliged to arid four more pages this week
making the number forty." Let us re-

member the week, it was the advent of
Mr. Elliott's accession to the stool and if

these "additional fours," keep cropping
up what a volume we shall get.

It is rumored and most enthusiastically

spoken of that Boston will hold another
show this year, but not under the pre-

vious management, the entrance fee to

be $5. Lewiston contemplates the same
idea in cotniection with the state fair,

but not at that entrance fee.

Talent will tell. George Thomas had
seventeen dogs at Lewiston and won
fourteen firsts and three seconds.

Mr. Robert Lyons, New Brighton, S.

I., is importing three more wire-haired

fox terriers next month. One among
them should do them all up over here.

He is Raby Tyro by Carlisle Tyro out of

Quautock Nettle.

Last May 21, 1S91, the registrations to

that date were 1540. This was consid-

ered high water mark and unprecedented.
But May 21, 1892, just smothers last year,

with the number of 1861, or rather 321

more.

I met Harry Twyford the other day,

who was looking far from well. He
looked and seemed to be falling away.

He admitted "collies" had been chasing

sheep in his wooly head and sleepless

nights had been the result. What vim

more astonishing was that; he'd just read
The Journal and made up his mind to
have Bay Ridge. With a little encour-
agement I whispered at parting, "that a
reporter's life was not a happy one."

Of all the papers that have been great-
ly needed at 44 Broadway, is the English
Stock-Keeper. At last the propelling
power of the secretary has been moved
wnd he will again write to make the
exchange aud this time it will be a "go."

From my special correspondent on the
spot he wires one, "Lewiston Show,
clean, the cleanest, no drinks, nice
people."

Mr. John A. Finlaysou, proprietor of
the .\nn Street Kennels, corner of Thea-
tre Alley, is more than astonished to
think he is alive and has lived for the
last three years !withouti'reading The
Journal. At a most solicitous request
we have put him down as a su!)scriber,
and instead of the boys going to head-
quarters No. 3 with a copy in their pock-
ets to show "Boniface Jhonny," he can
next week turn the tallies.

A PRIZE DOG STORY.

Some time ago the proprietors of the

People's Journal offered a prize for the

best doggy anecdote. The winner turned

up in a Mr. Scotland, of Govan, and his

story ran as follows: A gentleman who
was in the habit of driving home in a
hansom cab always took his dog, called
Scoti, with him. One day instead of
taking a cab he was walking home when
he all at once missed Scoti in a crowd.
He looked for him. but in vain. At last

he reached home. About two hours after
his arrival a hansom cab drove up to the
door and out jumped Scoti. The cab-
man rang for his fare, and thinking the
cabman had caught the runaway the gen-
tlemen asked him how and where he had
found him. "Oh, sir," said cabby, "I
did not hail him at all, he hailed me. I

was standing at a corner waiting for a
fare when in jumped the dog. I shouted
through the window but he would not
stir. I got down and tried to pull him
out, but he only barked, as much as to
say. "Drive on." As I seized him by the
collar I read the name and address, so I

just let him sit still and shut the doors,

and I drove on till I stopped at this gate,

when out jumps my passenger and walks
into the house as though he had been a
regular fare.

Laufcnnge Anioiiu Dotfs.

A dispatch from Lawrence, Kan., to

the New York Herald says: ^Probably the most
convincing and remarkable evidence that ani-

mals can talk to each other was witnessed near

hear a few days ago on the farm of Wm. Sey-

more. Seymore has two dogs which are accus-

tomed to remain in the barns, and have become
firm friends with the horses. To such an extent

has this friendsnip progressed;tliat when any of

the horses or either of the dogs have been away
from home for any time, immediately on their

return they rush together and rub noses and give

other evidences of <lelight ai meeting. The dogs

and horses go to the pasture together and return

home at evening in company. This remarkable

and close friendship has been noted by many and

much coiniiieiited upon, but the climax was
reachf.'. wl-.eti one of the dogs came rushing from

a small jii cc of timber about half a mile from

the b:ini 11 ran hurriedly up to the other dog

and wlnn d ami barked in a (jueer manner aud

then ran to the house. The second dog at once

jumped to his feet and started oflfon a run to the

woods as fast as he could go. The first dog

hunted aiound tho place until he found Mr. Sey
mote, and then by barks and strange antics rft-

tracUd Ins It iilion and started back toward the

limber. Mr Sevinore paid little attention to him

until he was told what had occurred at the barn,

where the two dogs apparently held conversa-

tion, and then he followed to the woods. The

dog went straight into the woods, and there Mr.

Seymore found that one of his horses had fallen

down in a small water course which was so nar-

row and .steep that it was impossible for the ani-

mal to rise. The horse was lying perfectly still,

while the second dog was s tting by its head,

licking its face and showiug by its attentions

that it intended to comfort the horse all that was

111 its power. The fact that the hors- was lying

in an outof-the-wav place, with the additional

fact that the sccoiul dog did not he.-iitatc bul

went directly to where it had fallen, was plain

evidence of the fact that the first dog had told

the story and given directions or finding the

horse that was in trouble.
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bflUeoce of a

|i I

previous Sire.

BY EVERETT MILLAIS.

In the fall of last year you did me the

honor of asking me lo contribute an ar-

ticle to your then forthcoming Christmas

number, and while I was at the time un-

able to accede to your wishes, which I

trust on a future occasion to comply with,

I was sufficiently aware of an article

which was about to appear in your num-

ber to mterest me highly in it.

I had Vieen informed by a friend in

America that an article was about to ap-

pear on the question of the influence of

a previous sire, and hearing who the

author was, and feeling that it might help

him to support his views if he had the

latest scientific views on the subject be-

fore him, I took the liberty of penning

him the article which appeared in my

name under that of Mr. Wade's.

Now, far be it from me to claim for my-

self the honor of having brought into the

world the theory which I advanced in

that communication as the answer to the

oft-asked question, how do you account

for the phenomenon?

Who put forward the theory, or how-

it first started, I am unable to say, but I

found on talking the matter over with

some of our most noted physiologists and

biologists that the theory I put forwanl

was not only the general belief as to the

cause of the phenomenon but in their

opinion the only possible answer to the

question.

It will therefore be seen that the the-

ory among scientific men is a general

one, and where 1 have added to it is to

be found in the views I expressed when

observe that the modification to be

ound in the produce of a subseqent

sire is generally in that portion of the an-

imal frame which is derived from the

epiblast. I admit, however, that it is

also to be noted in the other portions of

the blastoderm.
Following the publication of your

Christmas numl)er, on the 2d of January,

there appeared iu your columns a reply

to it from the pen of Dr. Mills, of Mon-
treal, but not being in possession of your

numbers 1 was unable at the time to reply

to him, except on two points which

struck me when I glanced over his

letter.

These will be found in your issue of

February 6, accordingly I need not again

refer to them, except to say that in my
letter I promised to reply to Dr. Mills,

and I would ask you, sir, now that your

issues from Christmas to date are at hand,

to do me the courtesy of accepting this

coihmunication as my promised reply.

Let us foi a moment forget that there

is any such thing as influence of a

previous sire, which we all admit. Let

us examine the influence of a previous

sire on his own ofi"spring. In doing so

it would not be advisable to take two an-

imals of the same family, strain or va-

riety, since the likeness of the produce to

the sire or dam might be argued on the

ground of selection, heredity or atavism.

Here, however, I might remark, that

should we do so, and could we take hap-

hazard KKJ puppies of any breed, the

great majority would have a greater re-

semblance to the sire than the dam.

Let us, however, take a collie and a

pointer bitch, two diflfereut breeds, and

compare the progeny, first with the dam
and then with the sire. It requires but

a momentary glance if we were asked to

look at these puppies to see at once that

they are mongrels, for they bear the bar

sinister on their backs, as it were.

I would ask Dr. Mills, or any compe-

tent judge of type, where this bar sinister

seen, even in pujjpies of a day
is to Ije , . »

.

old? We would not see it in the struc

ture, we could not if we were to examine

the internal organs see anything differ-

ent from pure-bred puppies of a similar

age, but we would see it in the coat, in

that portion known as the skin and its

appendages, in that portion of the frame

which is derived from the epiblast.

If we were to see them in adult age

their bastardy would be still more ap-

parent, and I would again ask Dr. Mills

which parent they would most re-

semble.

If we take the dam, they would be

found with a thick coat, semi-prick ears,

and if the sire were wall-eyed it would

not unlikely be seen in them, too. As to

figure, they would more resemble the

wild dog than the pointer. If we com-

pare them with the sire, there would be

no hesitation in at once coming to the

conclusion that they take more after him

than the dam. What does this teach us?

Nothing more than what careful breeders

and phvsiologists have remarked for

years in all varieties of life, viz., from

the male parent is mainly derived the

external structure, configuration and out-

ward characteristics—James Howard, on

the Physiology of Horse Breeding, 1878.

Dr. Mills will, I think, allow that this

corresponds to the epiblast, consequently

we mav say that as a general rule the

type of an animal is derived from that

portion of the blastoderm, and it is the

epiblast over which the male parent has

the greater influence.

Now let us go a step further and as-

sume that the pointer bitch at her next

heat is carefully guarded from forming

another mesalliance and in due time has

a litter to a pure bred pointer. Let us

also assume that two puppies in the litter

show the influence of the previous sire,

and that the rest resemble the putative

male parent, i. e., the pointer.

Where do those two which under nor-

mal circumstances should have been born

typical pointers show that they are under

the influence of the previous sire? Is it

not in the coat, and in a less degree in

the structure, speaking from an anatomi-

cal point of view ? I think it will be al-

lowed that it is so, and furthermore, that

the variation from pointer type to that

of collie consists in the re-occurrence of

a phvsiolojiical phenomenon which I

have already noted, viz., that from the

male parent is derived the external struc-

ture, etc., etc.

Now with this fact in our minds, it is

absolutely impossible that the putative

sire I the pointer) could in reality have

Ijeen the sire which influenced his pro-

geny to approach collie type. In other

words, that it was the collie who fertil-

ized the epiblastic portion of the ova

from which these two puppies sprang.

It is, however, apparent that the

])()inter was the sire of the rest of the litter,

and this being the case the question is,

how can we account for this extraordi-

nary and uulooked for occurrence ? It

is to this point that I would draw the at-

tention of vour readers, and particularly

Dr. Mills, for while I, as I understand

these matters, point out that it is due to

an abnormal condition of the bitch which

allows spermatozoa of the previous sire

lo enter immature ova in the ovary and

partially fertilize these ova, which re-

quire a second fertilization when mature

to cause complete fertilization, Dr.

Mills, on his part, scouts such a hypo-

thesis, and argues that it is due to an ab-

normal condition of the bitch, brought

about by nietalx>lism during the placen-

tal connertion of her previous litter

whilst in utero.

In other words. Dr. Mills denies the

posibility of the first sire having any-

thing to do with the produce of the sec-

ond, or that the first can in any way fer-

tilize ova which will become mature at a

second heat.and gives it as his opinion that

we must look for the causa causans of

this singular phenomenon, in what is

nothing more or less than direct infec-

tion of the bitch through the agency of

a third party, viz., the produce of her

liason with the collie dog.

That this is the difference between my-
self and Dr. Mills is evidenced by his

letter of February 27, for while he admits

the view I expressed on the 6th of Feb-

ruary, viz., that the phenomenon is

hardly common, which amounts to a

statement that it is abnormal, and he ad-

mits the fact that it is possible for the

ova of one breed of rabbit to be taken

from the real dam and incubated by an-

other without any change of type. He
further remarks :

"About the only point on which Mr.

Millais and- myself may possibly really

differ is this : Is it possible for the foetal

connection to be maintained without the

mother being affected by the foetal blood

and metabolism ? As I understand these

relations I am bound to answer no, and

if this be correct then the dam may in

consequence influence the future off-

spring."

It will be thus seen what Dr. Mills*

exact views are, and in placing them
again before your readers may I, with all

due deference to Dr. Mills, point out

that if it were possible for the foetal con-

nection to be maintained without the

mother being affected by the foetal blood

and metabolism, which Dr. Mills niost

explicitly explains he cannot believe,

then every bitch in this world, according

to Dr. Mills, which had once formed an

alliance with a dog of differing breed,

would show the influence of this mes-

alliance in her future litters, and that in-

stead of being of uncommon occurrence,

we should look upon a bitch that did not

conform to Dr. Mills' views as abnormal.

In other words, in his letter of Feb-

ruary 27 Dr. Mills allows that I am right

in saying that the occurrence is uncom-
mon, and in the same letter says that ac-

cording to how he understands fcetal

connection and metabolism it must be

very common.
In what light can we accept Dr. Mills'

statements when we take into considera-

tion the fact that Mr. Wade can only get

one or two cases of influence in bitches

which have formed mesalliances, and a

very large number which have not, a

number which personally I could largely

add to.

In brief. Dr. Mills allows the fact that

influence is due to an abnormal condi-

tion of the bitch. I allow that it is due

to the same cause, whilst we have further

direct proof from Mr. Wade that the

phenomenon is the rare occurrence, and

not the rule, i. e., that it is abnormal.

Thus while we all agree that abnor-

mality is at the root of the phenomenon,
we disagree. Dr. Mills and I, hopelessly

as to the cause of a bitch becoming
abnormal. I putting it down to a natural

defect, Dr. Millsto what amounts to infec-

tion.

Having now, I trust, clearly paved the

way for an examination of Dr. Mills' evi-

dence for his side of the question, and

my own, I propose to go more deeply into

the matter.

Let us take Dr. Mills' first. The hypo-

thesis on which Dr. Mills combats my
views is, that during the placental con-

nection of the foetus, begot by mesal-

liance, the mother becomes affected by

the foetal blood and metabolism. Your
readers are all aware what is meant by

fcetal blood, but to some the word meta-

bolism may prove a stumbling block. I

shall therefore explain it, as in what I am
about to say, it will have occasionally

to be used.
Dr. Mills explains the word as "cell

life," which hardly in my opinion gives

its English svnonym, and v;hich hardly

explains itself; for we find that metabol-

ism is of two kinds, viz., anabolism and
katabolism. or a building up and a break-

ing down, thus the cell life which goes

on during foetal life, is principally of an

anabolic nature. In youth it is also ana-

bolic with some katabolism, at puberty

it is pretty evenly balanced, and in old

age it becomes katabolic. Let us there-

fore take the metabolism which goes on

in the non-pregnant female at puberty.

Cell life is dependant on food, just as

the complex mass of cells known as a

living creature is, and it would be advisa-

ble to observe what food consists of, how
it reaches cell life and other matters of

interest. Food is of two kinds, viz.:

What we call food in the common accep-

tation of the word, and air. The former

going down the alimentary tract, the

latter the respiratory.

In the case of the former, it passes

through various mechanical and diges-

tive processes until it reaches the lesser

intestines, where the bulk of it is ab-

sorbed, part of which is thrown directly

into the blood, and part into the same
medium after passing through the liver.

What is not absorbed during its passage

through the body is thrown out at the

vent.
In the case of air, it passes lo the lungs,

where it enters fine blood vessels and is

carried at once by the red corpuscles of

the blood to its destination. Thus we
find that the blood is the medium of con-

veyance of nutrition to the cells of the

body whereby anabolism is affected.

The same medium, however, acts as dust-

man to the body, for we find that it car-

ries away the debris of cell life brought

about by anabolic changes, to the kid-

neys and the skin where they are expelled

from the body.
This being the case, the metabolism

which goes on in the non-pregnant
female is obviously limited to the renewal

of cells and the carting away of » token
down ones.

Now let us take the metabolism of the

foetus. The foetus in its earliest stage is

one single cell which was a product of

the ovarian tissue and which starts life

on its own accomit as a separate organ-

ism, directly it is fertilized by coalescence

with the male cell the spermatozoon is

generally said to take place in the fallo-

pian tube or uterus (that is under normal
conditions). This fertilization, however,

may take place in the ovary, and it

immediately descends the fallopian tube

to the uterus commencing its anabolism

at the expense of its own contents.

These quickly become used up, and it

has then to search for more food, and it

effects its object by throwing out a root

which passes into the sinuses in the uter-

ine wall.

I need not here describe the placental

connection, for Dr. Mills has already

done so. Suffice it for me to state that

the foetus elaborates its own blood supply

and its own organism at the expense of

the food it abstracts from its dam. I

may, however, point out that its blood

stream is essentially distinct from that of

the dam, the two never becoming coal-

esced.

During its uterine life, the foetus

grows at a very rapid rate, its metabol-

ism being of an anabolic nature, thus as

far as food in the common acceptation of

the word, there is scarcely a vestige of

katal)olism, all going to build up the

rapidly growing creature.

With regard to air, however, the fresh

supply is taken up by the root, from the

same source as the food, and as it is used

up it must be returned, consequently the

katabolism which takes place in foetal

cell life is guaged by the return of CO2.
This is the metalx)lism which goes on

in the foetus. Now let us take the meta-

bolism in the pregnant female. She has

naturally the same duties to perform as

she had as regards herself when she was
non-pregnant, and in addition she has to

convey away through her blood to her

lungs the CO2 of the foetus. What
debris too of cell life from the foetus that

is passed to her blood she would
naturally excrete by her kidneys. Con-
sequently the whole difference as far as

metabolism is concerned in the pregnant

female, is, that she has to submit to do-

ing double duty, i. e., allow her foetus to

absorb its food from her, and convey
away what it rejects.

Now as this is the metabolism which
goes on in the non-pregnaut female, in

the foetus, and the pregnant female, I

would ask Dr. Mills to say what the

exact metabolic change is that occurs in

the female, and what it is that she re-

ceives from the foetus that causes this

change.

Dr. Mills does not intend us to believe,

so I understand his views, that some-

thing which the foetus passes to its dam
in a previous pregnancy causes a meta-

bolic change in its power of assimilating

food, but rather that the something

causes a variation in the nature of its

cells, which cells, when in a second preg-

nancy, cause a variation in the type of

one or more of her forthcoming off-

spring.

In one of his letters Dr. Mils instances

the varying dispositions of cells by show-

ing that while some dogs die under dis-

temper others appear immune to the dis-

ease though living with their moribund
brothers and sisters. I would in no wise

contradict Dr. Mills on this point, at the

same time Dr. Mills will be the first to allow

that in this case the variation in the cells

is a physiological differentiation in the

power of the cells to withstand a micro-

bic product of a toxic nature, and that

immunity is not arrived at by variation

in form.
Again, if we take a well-known dis-

ease which does cause variation and de-

fects in the offspring to that of the pa-

rents we find one at hand in syphilis. In

this disease it is perfectly possible, and

not an unfrequent occurrence, that while

a man is sufficientlv recovered as to be

incapable of infecting his wife while non-

pregnant, he can do so through her foetus

when she does become pregnant. The
result of this is that the foetus, wrhich

was the agent of infection, while itself

being born blind, deaf, mute, idiotic or

with some other deficiencv in its struc-

ture, renders its mother liable to further

bearing children of this character.

Here we have an instance of malforma-
tion and defect, the result of a toxic pro-

duct of an infecting agent of a bacterial

nature, but Dr. Mills, I am certain, will

not go so far as to assert that the varia-

tion from the parents amounts to varia-

tion in type; that is to say. Dr. Mills will

not assert that the infecting agent will

affect the mother so seriously as to cause
her, a European, lo give birth to a negro
or a child of Tartar type.

If it were possible for the foetus of the
first sire to infect the system of the dam
so as to cause her to repro<luce at a fu-

ture pregnancy to another sire animals
of the first sire's type, the variation must
be accounted for by some agent which
causes variation in the ova of the dam
long before she has access to the second
sire, and this being the case, it is evi-

dent that it is the ovary that is at fault.

But we have to remember that it is the
male that gives type to the offspring, and
the type in the phenomenon being that

of the previous sire and not the putative

parent, we can only come to the

conclusion that the first sire in some way
has a finger in the pie, or accept the

hitherto unmentioned and impossible

doctrine that the unborn foetus of the

second sire is sired by the foetus 6f the

first.

This is what Dr. Mills' argument
amounts to, for by no influence can we
account for variation in type, either by
foetal connection or metabolism; further,

it is only by the male element of a cer-

tain type that the same type, or a varia-

tion towards it, can be brought about. If

an instance in point is required to illus-

trate Dr. Mills' views, it would be as

follows, my argument being that what
applies lo one form of life applies to all,

VIZ., that when the impregnated ovum
leaves the ovary it is a separate being,

and the sole difference between the mam-
malian foetus and the fowl being that the

former has to exist for a limited space as

a parasite.

If we take the fowl it is the same as

the vegetable, namely, it is sent into the

world with a food supply which, the mam-
malian being without is obliged to look

for in a special manner. This being the

case. Dr. Mills' argument can be thus il-

lustrated : A laborer takes some green cab-

bage seed which has a supply of food

sufficient to keep it alive until it reaches

what equals the uterus, mother earth.

Here it at once puts forth a root, the umbil-

ical cord, and from the earth draws its

food supply. In due time it appears

above the earth, it is born

.

It then puts forth fresh roots. In other

words, it is at first suckled and gradually

comes to maturity.

The following spring the laborer sows

red cabbage, and to his surprise finds not

only red cabbage but some green.

His argument is that the green cab-

bage of the previous year influenced the

ground and caused it the following to

produce green cabbage as well as red,

and he bases this argument on the fact

that it is impossible for the green cab-

bage to have fertilized the ground with

green cabbage seed for he eat every

green cabbage before it came to seed.

It does not strike him that this phe-

nomenon might be the outcome of some
seeds lying dormant through abnornial

circumstances, such as delayed vitality

or that he placed them too deep in the

ground. But if he asked any practical

gardener he would be at once informed

that it is not an uncommon thing for

seeds to lie dormant for a year, and if he

were a man of an inquiring nature he

would learn before long that in the mak-
ing of railways a flora appeared in cer-

tain spots which was never previously

known to exist in the memory of man.

I ask Dr. Mills if he can deny such a

statement as this, and if it is not a fact

that in the sudden and abnormal appear-

ance of such flora as I allude lo we have

not the answer to the question, what is

the cause of the phenomenon ?

Undoubtedly we have, for in it we see

an instance of the power of a fertilized

ovum to lie dormant for years under ab-

normal circumstances, and if this can

take place in the vegetable kingdom why
not in the animal ?

Dr. Mills may argue that there is this

difference. Mr. Millais contends that it

requires a second fertilization localise an

already fertilized ovum to produce a

foetus.

Dr. Mills would be right in calling at-

tention to such a difference, and the rea-

son I contend that in the case of the
mammalian dormant ovum a second fer-

tilization is required is this :

If a second were not required then we
should see the strange anonioly of a bitch
at her second and even third and fourth
heat, and as long as such dormant but
fertilized ova remained in her ovary, be-
coming pregnant without previous copu-
lation with the second, third and fourth
putative sires of offsprings which were
begot by the first, a condition which ex-
ists in some of the fowls.

If her ova were fully fertilized and lay
dormant and she did conceive at a sec-

ond heat without the attentions of a sec-

ond male, the influence of a previous
sire would be at once palpable to the
mo.st ignorant man, but as a second fer-

tilization is required it is owing to this

fact that men cannot grasp the phenome-
non in its true light, and it is further

owing lo this fact that the produce so
affected do not show quite so much per-
sonal resemblance to the first sire as they
otherwise would.
Which of the two theories, I would ask,

is the more probable, that of influence
through affection by fecial blood and
metabolism, or that which is in accord-
ance with the lules of nature?
Undoubtedly the latter, for the former

is supported by no evidence and the lat-

ter by, if not direct, such a mass of
circumstantial and that drawn from anal-

ogy, that it is something more than a

hypothesis, it is a chain with a missing
link.

THE BEAGLE STANDARD.

A Letter Supporting Mr. Phoebus'

Views.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have now before me your issue of

April 23, almost a month ago. Therein

I note an article by J. Otis Fellows, of

Homellsville, N. J., purporting to be a

reply lo Mr. Phoebus' letter lo the Beagle

Club, ill which he suggests the raising of

the standard of the large class of beagles

from fifteen inches lo sixteen inches.

When I sal down to write you on this

suject I thought I would confine myself

exclusively to this letter of Mr. F.'s, but

when I come to follow its lines carefully,

I fail to see where he has said anything

in the way of argument to support his

"don't do it," which seems only arbitrary

and commandatory.

He does stale one fact, when he says

"a large dog shows to better advantage

than a small one." He should, if he is

a breeder of pure bred dogs, have added,

provided the dog is not a cur or mongrel.

The smaller (in quantity) they are, the

better they are generally. He again

says: "If sixteen inch dogsIf sixteen inch dogs are better

than fifteen." Well, now, maybe they

are—one thing he does know, if he has

kept any kind of track of beagle events,

since the class standard was raised from
twelve to thirteen inches, a number of

thirteen inch dogs have beat the crack

twelve inch ones, so if thirteen inch dogs
which could get only letters can come
out of their class and help form another

and win money, why should not a sixteen

be better than a fifteen inch dog. Then
he goes on to say "why not eighteen

lietter than sixteen?" He must certainly

breed a multiplicity of dogs, and when
he wrote the word "eighteen" must have

been thinking of some other breed than

beagles. Because they don't gtozv so big,

and can't be bred that size. I would not

wonder but that he makes a specialty of

the little type of beagles, and, because so

many of them grow to be larger than he

wants, that he thinks beagles will keep

on growing until they become as large as

a "P-so-v," whatever that is. But I want

to tell him that if he gets a pair of beagles

ofpure breed fifteen and a half inches

high, he need not fear of their producing

such as will go over that height, with all

the forcing of growth and kind treatment

he niav lavish upon them, no more than

he can increase the size of other kinds of

hounds without an admixture of other

blood than their own breed.

Even then some of the litter, by reason

of sickness, or being mastered by others

at the feeding trough will be small, but

don't be discouraged with the small ones,
for if they regain health and strength
they will produce equally as well as the
other more favored ones. Nature seems
to permit these dogs to reach nearly six-

teen inches. I say nature, because there
they stop and produce after that up lo

the standard which nature seems to have
fixed.

I once took a great fancy to the little

beagle. I had a pair between twelve and
thirteen inches high. I liked them first-

class, but when I concluded to raise from
them, four out of the litter of five grew
to be fifteen and a qtiarter inches, and
thongh they were far superior lo their

sire and dam in the field, I fell that I had
been stuck by a pair of dogs that would
not produce their kind as to size. When
I began to inquire regarding such things
(I was green then), I was told "that's

nothing. You should have stunted the
pups." Well, I bred those young bitches
to dogs of their size, and treated the pups
just as I had done their mother's, and I

never got but one above her height.
Though I had thought well of the

original pair of small ones, I thought
much belter of their large produce.
They were more in earnest, they pushed
their game with more vigor, they could
kill the rabbit and repeat it many times
a day (which the parents never could do),

they were ready and willing lo work every
day. There never seemed to be a lime
when they lagged in their work. They
had a different style of hunting from
their parents. While the parents run
slow and with noses low down, the young
dogs, after the rabbit had been afoot a
few minutes, lifted their heads, yet al-

ways ran true lo the trail. TI16 grass cut

the noses and lips of the old ones, but
not of the young ones. I should here
say that I used these dogs in eastern

Kansas and western Missouri. Used
them solely for rabbits. Sometimes I

have taken them to start the jack rabbit

for a pair of greyhounds.
My dogs were just like Mr. Fellows',

only there was more dog. I never could
cover them with any towel I ever owned.
One reason was because, first. I could
not catch them when running to try it

and the next reason, I never used a towel

so large that I had lo spend time in

hunting an unused place to wipe my face

on, which certainly would have been the

case had the towel been large enough to

cover four or six of any kind of beagles

I ever saw, even in a state of rest.

When I first read "We got all the ral>-

bits we wanted to carry" I said "Good
dogs;" but the next sentence caused me
to say "Poor rabbit, dogs chasing you
and man with big gun after you, you cer-

tainly must die. If you can tliiuk. as

the gentleman supposes you can, it would
have been more cointnendable for you to

have let the dogs catch you tiian fall a

victim to a murdering gun when you
can't fly." I never met anyone l^fore

who thought a fool rabbit could think.

I claim to know .souie of their habits,

and always attribute their execution lo

instinct. I know, loo, that no set of

dogs, however fast or slow, can drive a

common grey rabbit out of the vicinity

in which he is used lo running. Not
even taking the shot gun into considera-

tion. Now again, I don't care how large

or small, fast or slow, a pack of dogs may
be when turned down on a white hare,

there is going lo be a straight away race

lo his point of turning, which is gener-

ally some distance away. Can it be pos-

sible that Mr. Fellows has hunted with

beagles for thirty five years and never

missed one rabbit with his gun, and thus

never learned their habits besides depriv-

ing himself of all the great and sports-

manlike pleasures of the fielil, namely,

the chase and the "merry cry?"

Heretofore I have i)erused some of Mr.

Phoebus' writings, I think 111 18S4, when
another subject on lieagles was under

consideration. I have met some mem-
bers of his family also, and judging from

writings and family 1 don't think he is a

man that would ' make an "appeal" to

any set of men. An appeal is a prayer,

a pleading, beseeching, begging or sup-

plication. The article which appeared

in the report of the meeting of the Bea-

gle Club struck me as a gentlemanly and

straightforward proposition to an equally

gentlemanly set of men, and did not

have one of the ear marks of an appeal.

I am out of dogs, and have been for

some years, but 1 am of opinion that I

shall go over into New Jersey this autumn

and find Hornell.sville, and procure just

as nearly as I can a pair of beagles like I

previously owneil. and see if I cannot
again raise large dogs from small pa-
rents. I have learned that it is frcquenllv
done. If I succeed / shall be satisfied

that the small beagle is not a distinct and
.separate class. I am not i\n\\ a dog man,
though I love the animal in any pure-
bred shape, but I cannot see the reason
for depriving many of the best of any
breed of dogs from striving for the honors
conferred in shows and other places,

whatever the name be. I should fix the
standard to take in the best of the kind.
Such a state of affairs conld never exist

among horsemen. It would he termed
vile jockeying atid squelched. Sixteen
inches is small enough. If a dog is bred
as a beagle he is a beagle despite his

inches.

To "Oak view," perhaps like myself,
"on the wing," I would say, I like losee
a man asking for reasons and admits that
when he has them he will consider them.
If applicable lo the case in hand he is

ready to endorse them. My dogs were,
with the exception of the original pair,

fifteen and a (juarter inches higli. I had
one a quarter of an inch larger, but ac-

cording lo the rule all of them would
have been kept away from shows and per-
haps other events just on account of that
one-quarter of an inch. I kept two out
of each litter, so in all I had ten alone
time; others I gave away. lutlividually

they were all excellent field dogs. I

seldom met any but my own in the field,

and I never knew them to lose a rabbit.

Sometimes they would drive them under
a haystack or building.

I once asked General Rowetl as to the
merits of large and small beagles. He
was a noted breeder of Illinois. He re-

plied: "Individually I prefer the full fif-

teen inch dog, and think, in fact know,
much merit could lie added to the dog for

all purposes if we bred him to his natural
size, which I judge would not exceed fif-

teen and three-quarter inches."

I do not suppose that Mr. Phoebus in-

tended to reach the full measure of six-

teen inches when he made the suggestion,

but I will assure you there are a great

many fine beagles in the country that are

over fifteen, and so they are barred by a
limited measure. I am of the opinion
the managers would find benefits coming
from their admission. As for me, should
I ever resort lo the field, nothing will

suit me until I own a pack of beagles, and
I would not give a continental for any
under fifteen inches and would rather

they be a trifle over. If it bars ine from
entering any of the places where dogs are

judged on their various merits why I'll

stand it. I know such dogs can kill their

game. When my boys take up the sport

I want them to leave the gun at home
when they hunt rabbits and let their

dogs do the killing. If they are ever

compelled to hunt rabbits for a living

and shoot them, then field spaniels an<l

half-bre<l shepherd dogs will give them
more shots than all the beagles in the

country. T. M. ScoTT.

Bridoewater, Va., May 22, 1S92.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS.

tlojf. \vIu1j)im1 March,
-Mcrcv), Nalimke Kcii-

Full List of Entries for the Derby

Stake.

The entries for the Eastern Field Trials

Club's fourteenth annual Derby closed

with sixty-eight nominations, the same

number as last year. They are as fol-

lows :

Entrllsh SfttcTs.

Addie T.— I.ivtT, white and tan l)ilch, whelped
March 3, iV)i (R<ideri(4<>—Maggie Oladstone).

Pierre i.onllard. Jr.

Alice.—Orange and white
1891 {Nahmkc;Philip-
nels.

Bem-e.—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped

June 24. 1S91 (Roi d Or— Nellie Bly), F. R.

Hitchcock.

Bei.i.e of KENTfCKV.—Black, white and tan

bitch, whelped Jniie 2\.i^^i ll»a<i Wilson—
Bohemian dirl), Fairnioiinl Kennels.

Bess.—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped May
30, 1S91 (Chance—Bessie Avent). K. K. Hitch-

cock.

Bio S.— Blue bellon dog. whelped July 10. iSgi

(Tennessee Dictator—Tennessee Uvy), K. F.

Myles.

Cecil H.—Black, white and lan dog, whelped

January S, i>^9i (Dr Maclin—Coselte), K. I,.

Shannon.

Chevalier.—Bl.ick. white and tan dog whelped

January 7, iSyi i jean Val Jean—Lucy Avent),

Aveut and Thayer Kennels.

Cricket.-Bl.ick and white bitch, whelped Janu-

ary 3, 1891 (Rotlerigo—Juno A.), F. R. Hitch-

cock.

Chinaman.—Black, white and Un dog, whelped
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May 30, 1891
Hitchcock.

(Chance—Bessie Avent), F. R.

and tan doK,
Gladstone—Lilly

Dan Burges.—Black, white
whelped May 14, 1S91 (Dan
Burgess), J. M. Freeman.

Dkssie Hope.—Orange and white bitch, whelped
May9. 1S91 (Gaths' Hope—Stockings), P. T.
MaUison.

Dick Fox.—Black, while and tan oitch, whelped
April 8, 1891 (Chance—Countess Rush), Blue
Ridge Kennels.

Dot Rogers—Black, white and tan bitch,

whelped March 3, iSot (Roderigo—Glad-
stone's Girl), Pierre I.oriflard.

Fan.—Black and white bitch, whelped May 2,

1891 (Nat Gootlwin-Royal Myrtle), Herbert
Meriara.

Fannie.—Blue belton bitch, whelped January

;;
27, i8yi (Gus Bondhu—Lady Dixie), F. F.

Myles.

Fay.—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped April
10, 1891 (Uau—Princess Belton), F. h. Myles.

Fra Turner Sun i-lower.—Black, white and
tan bitch, whelped April 11, 1891 (Dick Tur-
ner—Babe Gladstone), C. S. Cross.

Flirt.—Black and white bitch, whelped April

17, 1891 (Dakota—Rose), Randolph Kennels.

Flyaway.—Black and white bitch, whelped May
3, 1891 (Rowdy Rod—Kva), Herbeit Merriam.

Gale Noble.-Black, white and tan bitch,

whelped March II, 1891 (Breeze Gladstone-
Katie Noble), H. K. Deveraux.

Gaiety.—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped
February 13, 1891 (Uone Jack—Gay Rhoebe),
Royal Robinson.

Gladeola.—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped
January 15, 1891 (Blake—Estelle) Pierre
Lorillard, Jr.

Guy's Lady.—Black and white bitch, whelped
May, 1891 (Guy—Belle). Geo. T. Leach.

Hamlet.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
Mav 30, 1891 (Chance—Bessie Avent), Avent
ancl Thayer Kennels.

HoosiER Girl.—Orange and white bitch,whelped
January i, 1891 (Dad Wilson—Daisy Hunter),
Jos. H. and J. A. Hunter.

HoosiER Lady.—Ltver, while and tin bitch,

whelped January i. 1891 (Dad Wilson—Daisy
Hunter), F. R. Hitchcock.

Hope's Mint.—Otauge and while dog, whelped
January, 1891 (Gath's Hope—Dashing Lady),
Blue Ridge Kennels.

Hope's Trap.—Lemon and white bitch, whelped
April, 1891 (Gath's Hope—Trap, Jr.), Geo. E.
Gray.

Kingston.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
Mav 30, 1S91 (Chance—Bessie Avent), Avent
ana Thayer Kennels.

Lady Brooks.—Black, white and tan bitch,

whelped April 8, 1891 (Chance—Countess
Rush), Blue Ridge Kennels.

Lancier.—Chestnut, white and tan dog, whelped
May 9, 1891 (Gath's Hope—S.ockiugs), Blue
Ridge Kennels.

LOCHINVAR.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
Mav 30, 1891 (Chance—Bessie Avent), Avent
aim Thayer Kennels.

LoRlST.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped May
15. '891 (Chance—Haydee), Avent and Thayer
Kennels.

Maiden Mine.—Lemon and white bitch, whelped
{anuary 8, 1891 (Vanguard—Georgia Belle),

'ierre Lorillard, Jr.

Modoc.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped May
21, 1891 (Dan Gladstone—Princess Joy), F. F.
Myles.

Nat Goodwin II.—Black, white and tan dog,
whelped May 2, 1891 (Nat Goodwin—Royal
Myrtle), Herbert Merriam.

Philip II.—Orange and white dog, whelped
March, 1891 (Nahmke Philip—Mercy), Nanm-
ke Kennels.

Princess Ray.—Black, white and tan bitch,
March 2, 1891 (Prince Lucifer- Princess Lill),

Geo. A. McLinn, Agent.

Proctor Knott.—Black, white and tan dog,
whelped January, 1891 (Gath's Hope—Dash-
ing Lady), Blue Ridge Kennels.

Psyche.—Black bitch, whelped Mav, 1891 (Mani-
toba Toss—Pitti Sing), Thos. Johnson.

Quail.—Black and white dog, whelped April 17,

1891 (Dakota—Rose), C. W. Tate.

Rod's Sue.—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped
March 3, 1891 (Roderigo—Gladstone's Girl),

Pierre Lorillard, Jr.

RONAIR.—Black and white dog, whelped January
3, 1891 (Roderigo—Juno A.),Avent and. Thayer
Kennels.

Roxie.—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped
March 27, 1891 (Jean Val Jean—Queen Ella
Noble), F. F. Myles.

Schley.— Black, white and tan dog, whelped
May, 1891 (Chance— Lufra), Pierre Lorillard,

Jr.

Shandow.—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped
January 7, 1S91 (Jean Val Jean—Lucy Avent),
Avent & Thayer Kennels.

Sling.—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped
January 6, 1891 (Rowdy Rod—Maud), Bert
Crane.

Speedaway.—Black and white bitch, whelped
May 3, 1891 (Rowdy Rod—FIva), Herbert Mer-
riam.

Spike's Girl.—Black, white and tan bitch,
whelped May 25, 1891 (Chance—Spike), Pierre
Lorillard, Jr.

Spot Cash.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
January 8, 1891 (Vanguard—Georgia Bellej,

H. K. Deveraux.

Unnamed.—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped
September i, i89i( Rowdy Rod—Celeste C),
Greenfield Hill Kennels.

Victor Hugo.—Brown ticked dog, whelped,
1891 (Gene—lopsy), W. Hay Bockes.

Pointers.
Bankrupt.—Liver and white dog,whelped March

20, 1891 (King of Kent—Lass of Bloonio), W.
T. Hunter.

Bessie Ranger.—Liver and white bitch,
whelped March 9, 1891 (Major G.— Belle), T.
G. Davey.

Chin Chin.—Brown ticked bitch, whelped Janu-
ary 13, 1S91 (Rip Rap—Fany iiijou), Field
Trial Kennels.

Conscript.—Black and white dog, whelped June

26, 1891 (King of Kent—Hops), Field Trial
Kennels.

Cosset.—Brown ticked bitch, whelped June 26,

i89i(Kingof Kent-Hops), Field Trial Ken-
nels.

Croxie O'Bannon.—Liver and white bitch,

whelped April 2, 1891 (King of Kent—Croxie
Wise), R. L. Shannon.

Dennis.—Liver and white dog, whelped April 2,

1891 (King of Kent—Croxie Wise), F. R.
Hitchcock.

Graceful II.—Liver and white bitch, whelped
May 8, 1891 (DukeofHessen—Concave), Luke
W. White.

Hempstead Blossom.—Liver and white bitch,

whelped May 8, 1891 (Duke of Hessen—Wool-
ton Game), Hempstead Farm Kennels.

Hempstead Game.—Liver and white bitch,

whelped May 8. 1891 (Duke of Hessen—Wool-
ton Game), Hempstead F'arm Kennels.

Jingo.—Liver and white dog, whelped May i,

1891 Mainspring—Queenie II), Field Trial

Kennels.

ToHN Paul.—Lemon and white dog, whelped
July 3, 1891 (Rip Rap—Petticoats), Field Trial
Kennels.

Merry Duchess.—Liver and white bitch,

whelped August 2, 1891 (Duke of He.ssen—
Merry Legs), Hempstead Farm Kennels.

Onward.—Liver and white pointer, whelped
April 21, 1891 (Wise—Velce V), G. W. Amory.

Searspring.—Liver and white ticked dog,
whe'ped May 1, 1881 (Mainspring—Queeme
II), Field Trial Kennels.

ANDROSCOGGIN DOG SHOW

Comments on the Awards in the Vari-

ous Classes.

From Our Special Correspondent.

This show, the first ever given by the

club, was open to the public the 17th of

the month, and, everything considered,

was quite a success. The Bench Show
Committee are all new at the business,

but got along very well, and seemed to

be willing to do almost everything possi-

ble to please the exhibitors.

The benching, although of the old

style, was put together in a very neat and
attractive manner, and was ready early

Monday afternoon, and the greater part

of the dogs were on the benches Monday
night. The building is just the right sort

for a dog show, being very light and well

ventilated and could accommodate 400
dogs easy. The attendance in the day
time was very small, but during the even-

ing a fair crowd visited the show, and the
club will come out whole, or nearly so.

Catalogues were out early, and Mr.
Mortimer, who took all classes, got to

work about 1 1 o'clock, finishing about 5
o'clock in the afternoon.

The superintendent and secretary,

Messrs. Lawrence and Catland, were on
hand at all times and took right hold,

and did everything possible to make ex-

hibitors at home and looked after the
comforts of the dogs that were entered
without anyone to attend them. A num-
ber of old faces we noticed here, among
them being H. VV. Lacy, E. B. Sears,

James Mortimer, George Thomos, W. F.

Rutter, Jr., Joe Lewis, George Jarvis,

William Ledyard, George Berry and
others. A brass band was on hand in

the evening in front of the building, and
was quite a drawing card.

The boys all stopped at the De Witt
House, only a few doors from the show,
and were well taken care of and fed. The
club was in luck in having fine weather
while the show lasted, as the show had
hardly closed when it commenced to

rain, and it lasted several days, and had
it happened during the show they would
no doubt have been some ways behind in

their receipts. We understand the club
will hold a show next year right after

Boston, and should they do this a much
larger entry will no doubt be secured.

The comments on the awards in the dif-

ferent classes follow

:

Mastikks - Open dogs—This was a poor class.
Frank, the winning dog, is not right in head,
ears too large, has a very.good body, cow-hockea
and moves badly. Fritz, the second prize win-
ner, is undersized, too large in ear, poor legs
and feet and lacks character. No other prizes
were given o th balance of the class, a weedy
looking lot.

Madge Minting, the winning bitch,well known
as one of the best sired by Champion Minting,
was out of coat but looked very well and won
with the greatest of ease from her two opponents,
who lose to her in muzzle, skull, body, bone and
character.

St. Bernards.—Sir Bedivere, looking well,
had the challenge class all to tiimself and was
quite a dr*wing card. In open dogs Mr. Sears
showed a new one just turned a year old, a good
bodied, strong-limbed, well-marked son of old
Hesper, very good in head but with the same
fault as his sire, too straight behind and a poor
mover, but we liope to see him partly outgrow
this as he gets older. He was out of coat here,
but by another year should be able to give a
good account of himself Rudolph, the second
prize winner, loses to the other in head, color

and character, but excels him in hindc^narters
and is a much better mover. He won easily from
Prince V, a large, coarse, bad-coated, common-
looking one, that was lucky in getting third.

His owner was very indignant, as he expected to

win the special for the best dog in the show over
Sir Bedivere and immediately took his dog f.om
the show. We understand the club will prefer
charges against him.
Lady Adelaide had the bitch class all to her-

self Two very ordinary puppies were shown,
both wrong in head, coat and character, but are
quite young and will doubtless improve some-
what.
Bloodhounds.—These dogs were from the

well-known kennels of Mr. Glazier, of Salem,
and attracted great attention, many seeing one
of this breed for the first time. Mr. Berry, the
handler, had his time pretty well taken up in

explaining the good qualities of the dogs and
their use, and the ladies seemed to be very much
interested. Tack the Ripper, well known and
well shown, nad the challenge class all to him-
self.

Belhus was also alone in the open dog class

and looked well. Delfin, the open bitch win-
ner, is hardly first-class, lacking in skull, peak
and body, moves badly and has a poor tail.

Deerhounds.—Only one entry in this breed
in Tosso, shown at Boston last month, wrong in

head and muzzle but a very good bodied dog.

Greyhounds.—The White Oak Hill Kennels,
of Poland, Me., had a kennel for exhibition only.

The well-known Balkis Cassandra, Highland
Chief and Oldstone, all looking well. The
manager informed us that the kennel will go in

forbreedieg all the noted strains of greyhounds
and foxhounds. They have the largest exercis-

ing yards in the country, also seven acres en-

closed for breeding jack rabbits which are to be
used to test the merits of the greyhounds. Foxes
are also abundant and the merits of the different

strains of foxhounds can be well tested here.

The kennels are in charge of Mr. F. G. Stewart,
formeily of Hoosick Falls, N. Y., well known to

most old foxhound breeders, and under his care

the venture should be succeseful as his heart is

certainly in his work and a better man for the
position could not be found, and he hopes at no
distant day to see coursing matches held on the
grounds owned by the kennels, which are said to

be suitable for the purpose. In open dogs. Pious

Pembroke was an easy winner, excelling the sec-

ond prize winner, Mick, all over, who beat Ruby,
third, in head, body and loin. Outside of the win-

ner a'poor lot. Laay Clare, well known, won well

in bitches from Marguerite, who stands too low
on her legs, wrong in head, and ribs might be
better sprung. A good boned little bitcn that

shows lots ofquality. Lady Laville, third, has a

poor head, not deep enough in.chest, ribs not well

sprung and light in bone.
Pointers.—Lad of Kent had the heavy weight

challenge class all to himself as it was said that

Tempest's owner had heard Lad was coming; and
although he was entered did not show up. In
open heavy weight dog. the well known Duke of
Dexter won with ease from Devon Ranger who
was looking well, not a bad headed dog, good
body and bone knees and feet not just right, and
a poor mover, third went to Don Graphic who
was shown too fat, a fair bodied dog, plain head-

ed, thick in shoulders and wide in front, strong

loiii and quarters and looks like a worker in the

field. , ...
In bitches Lass ofKent wasalone, shown a little

too fat, good bone, body, feet and quarters. A
high quality one that cannot be kept back, no
matter what the company is, and has every action

of a good worker in the field, The lig'.t weight
open dog class had one competitor, Bracket's Lad,
transferred from heavy weights, a high class dog
with a good head, neck, body, loin and quarter,

a trifle out at shoulder and a little cheeky.
Dictator did not make his appearance. In light

weight bitches Bloom of Kent, a handsome little

one, had an easy win, she is a little cheeky, flat

in ribs, good legs and feet, shoulders, neck and
chest. The second prize winner, Donyo, was hog
fat, wide in front, thick in shoulders, cheeky and
moves badly. Bonita third, also too fat, is wide in

front, cheeky, thick in shoulders, and open
footed. In puppies the only entry is too young
to compete under the rules, and was barred out.

English Setters.—First and second were
withheld in this class and third given to a puppy,
San Pablo, shown in poor condition and out of

coat, good in bone, body, legs and feet and a fair

headed little dog for his age. ten months, and it

looked as if he was a little roughly used. Rob-
ert Gladstone, unnoticed, did not seem to feel

well and did not show to advantage ; wrong in

head and muzzle, neck rather short and hardly
strong enough in bone, has a good body and a
nice mover. In this class he might have been
given three letters at least. In open bitches

Blue Nell was the only good one. She was in

very good shape but moves poorly. Second and
third withhelcl, vhc going to Topsy F., shallow
in chest, good neck, plain in head and thick in

shoulders. Cleo, he, was hog fat, thick in

shoulders and a poor mover, showing up badly.

Saddie, c, is little more than a mongrel, being
out of a coarse red bitch, not an Irish setter by
any means, and was lucky in getting noticed.

In puppies San Pablo, described in open class,

came first, second going to a large, coarse, bad
fronted one in High Low Game.
Irish Setters.—The Oak Grove Kennels

made the best showing in the hall, all their dogs
being benched together, and it was very attrac-

tive. Joe Lewis now has charge of the kennels,
and will look after them at the bench shows in

the future, and will no doubt get his share of the
prizes.
In challenge dogs Duke Elcho won handily

from SeminoTe, who loses in head, muzzle, loin,

ribs and feet. As usual it was Noma and Edna
H. in challenge bitches, the latter losing in con-
dition and head, but shown at her best would
press the first prize winner hard. Kildare Glen-
more, a nice made one, with a head more like

Mack N.'s than any we have ever seen, and im-
proving, good body, strong loin and quarters,

food color and nice coat. He is probably the
est young dog on the bench at the present time.

Second went to Kildare Elcho, a very good one,
who is not the other's equal in head, muzzle,
body, loin or quarters. Exile II, third prize, is

good in Ixxly, loins and quarters, is wide in front,

head not right and too light in color. Anota
Bell, the winning bitch, is plain headed, good
legs and feet, good body and nice color. Bonni-
bel. second, is also plain in head, too short in
neck and might be better in color, good body,
legs and feet. Maid of Borstal, third, is coarse
in skull, leggy, good body and chest and good
color. Alice Kent, vhc, is strong in lOiU and
hindquarters, noor body and undersized, good
color, weak in head and muzzle.
Cocker Spaniels.—Two entries in open dogs.

Rex, the winner, is two short in head, too full

under the eyes, curly coated and carries his tail

too gaily, fair body and good in bone. Dixie was
thrown out for being over weight.
In bitches the well-known Woodstock Dora

was alone and looked well.

Beagles —There was a good showing of this
little hound, several good ones being shown here
for the first time. The open dog class had Dia-
mond Forest for the winner and he done it easily.

He is not perfect by any means, still his faults

are not serious, good body, hardly strong enough
behind, head very good but a trifle short, muzzle
not quite square cut enough, ears don't hang as
well as they might, cheeky, not quite clean in
throat, co.it a trifle open and soit, a well made
one that presses the standard very close and if

shown in high flesh would go over size. Tom-
boy, second, is well known and was looking
well, a stylish one, that with a better head and
front and stronger in bone would be in the front
ranks. Bross, third, is throaty, long cast, muz-
zle not square cut enough and and a little loaded
in shoulders.

Forest Queen, the winning bitch, is very stylish

and showed up well, has nice head, well carried
ears, good muzzle, deep chest, good body and
coat and full of quality. Lady Flute, second, is

a poor shower and was lucky in winning from
such a good one as Parthenia, who beats her in

about every point. The former is light in skull,

poor muzzle, good ears, wide in front, thick in

shoulder and light in bone. Parthenia is a little

light in muzzle, and skull a little flat, and ears
rather small, has good body, loin and hindquar-
ters, deep chested, good bone and a very useful
looking bitch that will go to the front ranks.

In the under thirteen-inch class the only one
to show up was Butterfly, a nice disposition and
taking little one, with a good body and hind-
quarters, coat a little short, good chest, ears well
carried, muzzle might be heavier, forelegs not
just right, nice eye, and, taken all in all, one of
the best little ones we know of.

Foxhounds.-A motley looking lot faced the
judge,no two alike, and about all crooked in fore-

legs and bad in shoulders. We were disap-
pointed in not seeing a better lot as this is a sec-

tion of the country where they are greatly used,

and a lot of good ones are said to be owned. In
the open dog class, Boxar,the winner.shows age,

but beats Beecher second, in head and muzzle,
not so long coupled and stronger in loin and
quarters. Fred, third, is a poor one, bad in front,

coarse in head and moves poorly.

In bitches, Fennur won over alpoor one in Tip-

pey excelling her in body bone,
_
ribs and fore

fei Fennur won in the "puppy class over Par-

soli, beating him in front, oody, rib and chest.
legs

Collies.—Roslyn Mischief was alone in the

challenge class, not a flyer by any means. Re-

nown won in the open class, everything else be-

ing withheld from a poor lot Mother Shipton
was alone in the open bitch class. A poor head-

ed and bad muzzled one was shown nog fat in

the puppy class and was given third, first and
second being withheld.

Poodles.—Black Jack the only entry was in

good shape and was given first, notnght in head
and poor hind quarters.

Bull Dogs.—Carisbrook was the winner in this

class and shown in good form. The children had
a great time with him and not one of them en-

ioyed it more than he. They were a little scared

of him till they found out his disposition was all

right, as his face certainly goes against him. The
other entry was a mongrel. Bessie the winning
bitch is light in bone, and pinched in muzzle, and
not out enough in front, but is well under-

shot.

Buli. Terriers.—Out of quite a number of
entriesJComet II was the only bull terrier shown,
the balance being simply mongrels. He is thick

in shoulders wide in front has a good tail poorly
carried, and a nice shower. All otner prizes were
withheld.

Fox Terriers,—Kbor Spendthrift was the
winner in open dogs over Warren Tripper, who
IS beat in head and muzzle, and the former
l)etter in front and more of a terrier all over

In open bitches Venus, not in good shape and
out of coat, beating Warren Sparkle in head and
muzzle, better quality of coat and character
throughout.

Irish Terriers.—Four very good ones showed
up in this breed, and the owner of the winners
has Joe Lewis to thank for it as the dogs were
setting on the platform of the depot at Boston
and would not have been shipped till the follow-

ing morning and would have been too late for

the judging only for his interference and expla-
nation.
In the open class Shaun Rue has a good head,

ears very well carried, very goo<l jaw, a little un-
dershot, coat all faded out and open and feet not
very good. Valley Boxer, second, we liked the
t>est. He is not so good a shower and is a little

leggy, but has a good head and muzzle, good
coat and nice color.

Colleen Rue, the winning bitch, is not right in

head, little light in eye, good body and bone and
coat not right, having black hairs mixed in with
it. The second prize winner, Salem Witch, has
a very Tgood head and muzzle, poorly carried
natural ears, good body and bone and full of
quality and must have been very close to the
first prize winner.

Black and Tan Terriers.—This was not a
large class but the quality was good. The win-
ners are all well known and have been often de-

scribed. Matchless had the challenge class all

to herself, as also did Prince Raglan the open
dog class, both in fine shape.

Rosette, the winning bitch, is a nice made one.
well marked, strong in body, legs and feet, and
looks to t>e a good useful bitch.

Yorkshire Terriers.—Out of the half dozen
entries Venus was the only good one, and was
given first. She is well known, and was shown
as fine as silk. All other prizes were properly
withheld.

Pugs.—Curtis, well known, wasalone, and was
given the challenge prize. Robin Hood, also

well known, won handily from Smut, who is a
giant, and must weigh close on to thirty pounds.
The bitch class had one entry. Fancy, who was
given the prize

;
poor head and long, pinched

muzzle, wide front and poor tail.

Miscellaneous Class.—In heavy weights
Sheffield Lad came in with a large, curly coated,

fat black dog called a Newfoundland, the former
winning. All other awards were withheld. In
the light weight class Boston Model, the whip-
pet, had no trouble in beating her only oppo-
nent, Pink, a large, poor coated, maltese terrier,

I who was given second.

POULTRY an° PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

Old Jupiter Pluvius and the young de-

scendants of the venerable Gallus Ban-
kiva have been engaged in a tussle during
the merry month of May.

« «
The latter has been unusually wet

throughout the country, especially in the

West where heavy floods have destroyed

stock, crops, homes and human life.

»

Chickens are not fond of wet weather,

and a wet hen is a most pitiful and sorry

spectacle. Reports from many quarters

indicate that the early crop of chickens

will be below the average.

« »
In parts of New Jersey and on Long

Island, chickens have not suffered so

much from wet weather, the soil being

sandy and comparatively dry. This is a

wonderful help in a wet season, as broods

will forage even in the rain. On a sticky,

heavy clay soil covered with luxuriant

vegetation, young chicks have a hard

time of it.

* «

The advantage of good, dry coops and
plenty of shed room is obvious in such

seasons and localities where the soil is

watersoaked.

• *

In wet weather the sweepings of barn

floors such as hay seeds, chaff, etc.,

make excellent bedding for the chicken

coops.

* «

It is now that we hear the frequent ad-

vice, "Give the chicks a little cayenne

pepper or condition powders. They
are good for them in cold, wet mornings."

We do not believe in these "bracers" for

healthy chicks. No doubt others will

disagree with us and keep on giving

tonic, etc. Some men must have a cock-

tail or "suthin' to cut the fog" in the

morning. Men and chickens in normal

condition can dispense with all such

aids (?) to health and digestion.

«
» •

If a chicken gets cold, it seeks the

tropical temperature of the old mother

hen, and a few minutes there will do

more to cheer and warm up its chilled

body than all stimulating spices.

* •
Where hens and young chickens are

confined in small yards, charcoal and

ground beef scraps should be fed. The

charcoal can be kept in a covered trough

before them at all times. The scraps can

be mixed with the food every morning.

•%
The ground meat scraps advertised in

The Fanciers' Journal are the best in

the country.
*

• »

I. K. Felch relates the following in the

American Poultry Yard: "A brood of

chickens, sixty-one days old, hatched

March 10, was weighed May 10. Eleven

cockerels weighed twenty-nine pound

two ounces; largest one, three pounds

one ounce; smallest one, two pounds four

ounces; largest pair, six pounds even.

Eleven pullets weighed twenty-four

pounds eight ounces—largest one,

two pounds eight ounces; smallest

one, two pounds even; largest pair,

only one ounce short of five pounds. Is

there a breeder or a reader who knows
for a fact of twenty-two chicks, every one

hatched on that day, that can equal or

beat this record? I must say it is the

banner record to my knowledge."
»

The above chickens were light Brah-

mas, and their weight is simply phenom-

enal. Mr. Felch concludes by saying

:

"Every word of this can be substan-

tiated. Now tell us, you doubters, does
not the light Brahma boom the breeders

of them by their inherent merit instead

of their being boomed by the breeders ?

It has been said that they are 'the best

breed on earth.' I say they are 'the

kings in poultry culture ;' that they sup-

port their owners, and are not supported
by them.'*

«
* «

This knocks the Scotch Brahmas(?)
and Astrachans into oblivion, as far as

"records" go. Now, Uncle, tell us how
these chickens were fed and handled.

*
* *

The Poultry Yard remarks: "The
Game fowl is generally conceded to bear
the same relation to other fowls that the
high bred racer does to the remainder of
the equine species." The comparison is

happy and "sporty."
*

« «
We are indebted to F. W. Fullerton

for a new descriptive catalogue of his

famous Fairview Poultry Farm. The
latter is located at Goshen, Orange
County, N. Y., and promises to be one
of the largest and best equipped poultry
ranches in the Empire State. Located
in the garden spot of the state, the con-
ditions for rearing fine stock are unsur-

passed. We shall visit the farm next
summer and give a detailed description

of the buildings, stock, etc.

«
« »

The first show under the Felch deci-

mal score card system will be held Jan-
uary 10 to 16, 1893, at Waterloo, Iowa.

Uncle Isaac will do the "figgerin'." As
the secretary hails from Independence
and the show will be held in Waterloo,

both names have a significance in select-

ing the new system.

« •

We publish George W. Weed's expla-

nation regarding a statement made by
him in a former article. We knew Weed
would not knowingly impeach the nu-

merous breeders who favor comparison
judging. After all, there are two well-

defined parties in this controversy, and
both are entitled to respect.

« •
As new systems of scoring and judg-

ing fowls are fashionable, there is some
talk among Philadelphia fanciers in re-

gard to importing a "French baby" and
letting it squeal at the next show. This

will give the "English baby" a chance to

recuperate its vigor and health.

Frank Sewell, the artist, is at present

sketching canines in England, and will

send before the autmun zephyrs arrive a

full page portrait of the renowned "Eng-
lish baby."

*
« »

Sewell will also send something new
in the way of illustrations of the feath-

ered tribe to The Fanciers' Journal
which will appear in the columns of the

latter during the summer months.
»

* «

The above promised features and the

presidential campaign will divide the at-

tention of the poultry fraternity.

» »

The following advice, clipped from an

agricultural exchange, is worth atten-

tion : "Purchase a bottle of crystalized

carbolic acid, place it in a vessel of warm
water to dissolve, clean out the poultry

house, rake up all the old straw, feathers,

corn husks, broken cobs, etc., cart them

off" to your vineyard or some place where

they will do some good, place the 'furni-

ture' back where it belongs. Pour six

buckets of water in a tub and into this

pour half of the carbolic acid. With a

force pump, if you have one, if not, use

wisps of straw, hay or a new broom,
sprinkle all over the inside of the house
and the yards outside. If the fleas are

troublesome, give their rallying ground
a good sprinkling, they will leave with-

out taking time to say good-bye."
«

« «

Crop-bound fowls if neglected will die,

and often the most careful treatment

will fail to restore them to an active life.

The gre^t point is to treat the fowls be-

fore the food in the crop begins to fer-

ment. The following treatment sug-

gested by the Feathered World is excel-

lent: "Over-stuffing themselves with

food is a frequent cause of this trouble.

We know of a case of a farmer who had
a large number of adult fowls taken ill

by eating hay and straw. The hay being

full of seeds was consumed wholesale,

and the straw in question wa<« oat straw,

which was being used for feeding bul-

locks in a yard where the fowls roamed
about. The result vvas a .arge number
of fowls with their crops literally clogge<l

up with entwined lumps of straw and
hay. The best way of dealing with crop-

bound fowls is to wash out the crop, and
as there are two ways of doing this, an

easy and a clumsy, we may as "well know
the easy one. Take the fowl and stretch

out its neck at full length. Open the

mouth wide and pour down as much
warm water as the crop will hold. Work
the lump about with the hand so as to

cause the water to soften and separate

the mass, and then again stretch out the

neck towards the ground (as if just about

to dislocate it) and gentle pressure will

bring out the contents. Having removed
the solid matter rinse out again with

water. Give a teaspoonful of castor oil

and allow to remain without food twenty-

four hours. There need be no anxiety,

the bird will be quite right again."

« «
In extreme cases the crop must be cut

open and the contents removed. This is

not a dangerous operation if carefully

performed. Make an incision about one

inch long, and by gently kneading the

crop the contents can be removed

through the opening. Use warm water

to which a little carbonate of soda has

been added for rinsing the crop out, and

be sure that every parlicle of food is re-

moved before the openings are sewed up.

Feed the bird on milk for a few days

and soft food for a week or two.
*

* *
Theodore Sternberg's comments on

score card and comparison judging and

their relation to the A. P. A. in last

week's Fanciers' Journal should be

read by every f.<ncier. There is a broad

conservative ring to his argument that

no intelligent man can fail to respect.

«
» «

As the next A. P. A. meeting will be

held in Chicago the chances are that

Theodore and Isaac will meet in debate.

A lively but pleasant time is promised.

came out over two weeks before the rest.
My wife, taking particular pleasure in
and care of them, iu working around her
flowers, she gathered every worm she
found and fed them to the little chicks.
We have a fish pond near the house and
a little boy nearly every day would dig
worms to fish with. When he came back
he always brought his bait cup to the
house. The worms left were invariably
fed to these two broods of little chicks.
Not one ever had gapes. If this experi-
ence on the worm theory is worth any-
thing you are welcome to use it in your
paper.

J. V. KKNNKin'.
White Post, Va.. May 16, 1892.

—«-•

Com Cheap and Necessary Grain.

Indian corn, which is indigenous to our

country, and was unknown to the East-

ern Continent when Columbus dicovered

the New World, is the one unmistakable
article of food which all classes and con-

ditions of grain-eating creatures should

use more or less constantly. It grows
from Maine to Florida; it is cultivated

from the banks of Newfoundland to the

slope of the Pacific; it is at once the cheap-

est, and all things considered, the most
v\holesome diet that can be used in

America. The tendency of our dry,
breezy climate is too dry to preternatural
thinness the inhabitants, to induce dys-
pepsia and its inevitable accompaniments
of nervousness and constipation; and the
fine wheaten flour which forms so large
a part of our national food helps to in-

crease this evil tendency of our climate.
Nature offtrs Indian corn as a corrective
of this unwholesome tendency, and he is

a wise man who regards his good health
and good '.ooks enough to use, at least

once every day, some one of the count-
less preparations of this staple produce of
our country. Reasoning from analogy,
we know that the same rule applies to
our poultry yards; and no amount of
other food, with this grain wholly left

out, will pro«luce such good results as
when Indian corn in its different forms is

given as a part, at least, of the daily food
of fowls. It is their favorite grain, and is

indispensable in fattening them for mar-
ket, as well as in promoting the thrift

and growth of chickens, when used with
discretion.—Poultry World.

The Gape Worm Again.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have just read with some surprise

the letter of Mr. H. D. Walker in your

paper of April 9, page 247, in which he

states positively that chickens will in-

variably have gapes if feed on or allowed

to eat earth worms. I cannot agree with

him. The earth worm is as abundant on

the farm one season as another. How
does Mr. Walker account for the fact

that some years not a chick on the farm

will have gapes and the next a large ma-

jority will die from them ? Last spring

not one of our chickens was troubled

with them. The first two broods hatched

Pigeons Dying in Shell.

"Young Fancier" writes: "What is the

cause of young pigeons dying in the

shell? Being a subscriber to your valua-

ble journal I beg liberty through its

columns to ask the above question from

some old experienced fancier, and if there

is any remedy.

I have had nineteen pairs of eggs and
only hatclud five youngsters, and in

every case the young birds have died in

the shell after the eggs have been chip-

ped by the young bird and, to all ap-

pearances, ready to come out."

ANSWERED BV a. M. WOOD.

The reason the eggs do not hatch after

once being chipped is probably on ac-

count of the parent not being a steady

setter, causing a weakness in the young-
sters which hinders them from forcing

their way out of the shell. The best

remedy is to assist them out by carefully

denting the shell around the place already

chipped.

—If the Game cock is wanted only for

a breeder don't dub him. There is no
necessity for it; besides I believe there is

a certain amount of vigor taken from the

cock by dubbing—at least there is none
added. If the bird is left until nearly or

quite maturing there is often consider-

able loss of blood, from the effects of

which some will never fully recover the

vitality possessed before the dul)bing pro-

cess took place. It is a safe rule to leave

the breeding bird as nature made him

—

in his most perfect and natural condition.

After breeding, if he is wanted for the

show, then dul).

—Keep your house clean and neat, as

this is of great importance and advanta-

geous to the health of your birds. If the

droppings be allowed to remain about

they will cause a very unhealthy odor,

and this is in a great degree injurious to

healthy birds.
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DISEASES OF POULTRY.

BY DR. W. F. ROTH.

ALT. Rir.HTS RESERVED.

DIARRHEA—CATARRH OF nOWELS.—VI.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 329.

Causes and Conditions. — Breeders

whose yards and runs are noted for clean-

liness, and whose feeding is noted for

exactness and regularity, are often af-

flicted with an attack of diarrhea among

their flocks, and consequently puzzled

regarding the origin of the trouble. Let's

see Big things often materialize out of

little things. In some out of the way

corner may he a broken fountain, an old

preserve can, or some other apparently

insignificant object about which there

was no concern. During the latest

shower tliis unthought of vessel rained

full of water. Previous it may have been

scratched over with dirt, and this is now

soaked into the bottom. The sun conies

out after the shower and pelts us with a

temperature of ninety in the shade. It is

too hot to think, so while we try to keep

cool diarrhea germs are hatching in this

little pest cup down in the corner.

When the temperature is so extrava-

gant fowls get very thirsty, and they are

not at all choicy either out of what they

drink. One sip out of this overlooked

nuisance will start the complaint, and

the wonder is, where did the disease

originate? Probably the watering trough

or fountain was neglected for a day—not

washed out and disinfected in the morn-

ing. With a temperature like the above

and the ad<Htion of a little dirt or man-

ure, perchance, it is a matter of but a very

short time for the water to become un-

healthy to such a degree as to cause diar-

rhea. In fact, it should not be allowed

to get too warm even if clean. From no
source is there more cause for precaution

than from water becoming stagnant in

any little hole or vessel to which the

fowls may have opportunity. Bad water

and summer diarrhea go together.

Another source of diarrhea is bad sani-

tation of the quarters. Unclean liness

during hot weather means sickness and
loss of stock. Vitiated atmospheres pre-

dispose to disease, and diarrhea is usual-

ly the trouble during summer. There-

fore there should remain no droppings

under the roosts over night, especially

in houses where ventilation can not be

had so satisfactorily. Coops for chicks

should be so constructed as to be easily

taken apart every day, cleaned and dis-

infected. Chicks over night in coops

where cleanliness is neglected will soon

contract diarrhea, and all the more read-

ily if there is the slightest error in drink

and diet. It is a factor conducive to

health in summer if chicks and fowls

have a protection from rain and heat in

the form of some structure consisting of

nothing but a roof and just high enough
from the ground for the birds to get un-

der and allow of free circulation of air

besides, rather than that they should

have to seek refuge in the coops or hen

house.
Diarrhea, however, is not confined with

its attacks to the summer months only,

and in this it differs from cholera. It is

a disease whose pathological result is due

to inflammatory processes, and conse

queutlv may appear any time of the year.

It is just as likely to occur during

fall and early spring as during summer.

The two former seasons being weather

changing to various extremes subject the

birds to a variableness hard to control,

and if a cold, with concomitant errors in

diet, is not avoided the result is almost

sure to end in diarrhea.

Brooder hatched chicks and old birds

are perhaps the easiest victims. Both are

feeble in digestive functions owing to

age, and any little indiscretion will bring

on bowel complaint. Young chicks as a

lule contract it from over-feeding, and

I'aiiiiv Field says, mostly "by over-feed-

ing nieat," also' from lack of grits, say

some. This we doubt, for young chicks

need no grits .save phosphate of lime,

which ought to be fed in the "powdered
bone" form mixed in the feed. It is not

injurious, however, to feed soluble grits

sparingly, and they rather stimulate

digestion. To sum up briefly, then, the

causes of diarrhea may be enumerated as

follows: Damp ground where the birds

are wont to lounge, much rainy weather

which prevents the plumage from drying,

improper management of feedi»g, which
means food that has soured, too mushy,
or even too dry and indigestible, too

much of one kind of diet, bad water,

damp or vitiated roosting places, and
possibly poisonous substances. When
fowls have lice, diarrhea is not an infre-

quent concomitant, and if the pest is

not destroyed will kill the birds. In such

a case, diarrhea is but a symptom, and is

evidence of a run down sy.stem.

Symptoms.—Since diarrhea in many
instances is the result of indigestion, we
notice that the bird is reluctant to eat,

and eats but a little. It stands around
apparently tired, and when driven away
has that careless, indiff"erent gait evi-

denced by an exhausted constitution.

Perhaps the first symptom that should

attract attention, and which is manifest

when the bird is yet of a lively mood as

it appears, is the calcareous looking dis-

charge sticking to the vent. In fact, so

soon as this calcareous substance mani-
fests itself in the droppings, the suspici-

ons should become aroused and treat-

ment begun. M. first there is no general

diarrheic discharge, but more of semi-

consistent form, putty like, and loads on
the vent in unsightly lumps, with the

above tired, iudilTerent disposition and
slacking of the appetite. This may go
on for some days—a week or more—and
then come more acute symptoms. The
bird will refuse to eat altogether, the

prostration Ijecouies more marked, and
the discharges assume a liquid, diarrheic

passage of frequent occurrence. There is

probably more thirst than natural, espe-

cially if the complaint is caused by colds,

whence there is along with the other

symptoms considerable fever. There is

loss of weight, drooping of the wings and
tail, and the comb and facial appendages
become purplish or pale red. The eyes

sink into the sockets, and the nostrils

appear deep set. If the liver sympathizes

or is also affected by the inflammatory
process, as is usually the case in digestive

disorders, the discharges are watery,

slimy and streaked with clayey, calcare-

ous and greenish substances, which all

is evidence of a deep seated complaint.

In summer the complaint easily merges
into a dysenteric condition, which we
shall consider as a distinct disease later

on. Death from diarrhea, while due to

inflammation with its pathological re-

sults, is rather caused by exhaustion than

from the above process.

CHIPS FROM THE POULTRY BLOCK,

Fleeing Fancies Nipped on the

"Wing- for Our Readers.

BY TRIXIE.

[to be continued.]
»

THEWATERLOO (IOWA) SHOW.

Will Use the Felch Decimal Sys-

tem of Scoring,

Editor Fanciers' Journal,.

The Wapsie Valley Poultry Club (in-

corporated) will hold their annual show

at Waterloo, Iowa, January 10 to 16,

1893-

Mr. I. K. Felch will do the judging by
the decimal system of scoring.

John M. Parker, Secretary.

INDKPENDENCE, lowa, May 18, 1892.

My Explanation.

f:ditor Fanciers' Journal.

After reading your last issue I made

up my mind that I had said something

that needed an apology, and so I went

through our Journals to find the offen-

sive article. I found it as follows:

That the "score card system is liked

and championed by breeders, while on
the other hand some of the, etc., etc."

Now, I think, friend editor, that that

some lets me out without an apology.

If a man is a breeder no one knows it

better than himself, and he knowing it

also knows that the "shoe" did not fit

him and, of course, need not put it on,

and I can assure you no one has greater

respect for the breeders you named than

George W. Weed.
Hyde Park, May 15, 1892.

Who the vSam Hill is "Comparison?"

He wrote me to know how I stand as be-

tween the League of American Poultry-

men and the A. P. A. on judging fowls.

He did not say that the League was

ready to nurture the new way, compari-

son, but from the manner he put the

question he left that impression upon my
mind—strongly.

When it comes to the matter of judg-

ing I must side with the A. P. A., as

only by a method similar to their score

card can we ever hope to see merit win,

as it should, in the show room. The

score card can and will be greatly im-

proved in the near future, and I doubt

not but that these comparison champions

are unintentionally hastening the day by

their vigorous denunciation of the very

agent that has become instrumental in

building up our large American show
circuits.

The only seeming arguments against

the score card is the length of time

necessarily consumed in .scoring the

fowls and the impossibility of getting the

premiums placed the first day of the

show. We, so has everyone who attends

the shows, regretted this very matter,

but the fault does not lie with the sys-

tem but the show managers. They ex-

pect one man to do the work of two or

more.

The friends of comparison to be abso-

lutely certain of overcoming this diffi-

culty employ a large number of com-

parers and then loudly boast of the fact

that all premiums are awarded the first

day of the show. We don't oVjject to

this—we like to see it so—but would

rather you would tell us candidly the ex-

act number of comparers required to do

the job on schedule time.

Uncles Isaac and Benjamin can judge

as many birds in a day and give everyone

of them a card as can any two you can

name who are hugging and fondling

that blessed English baby. It is folly to

expect one or two men to place all the

awards at a large show, I care not what
method is made use of, in a few short

hours. It ''can't be did," as we all know.

The plan of specialty judges, as adopt-

ed by New York and Philadelphia, is a

good one always, provided that they

are competent for the work assigned

them. No one can become equally

familiar with all breeds. He has his fa-

vorite breed, his beau ideal, and all un-

conscious to himself he will favor those

birds of other breeds, with entirely dis-

similar characteristics that more nearly

conform to the ideal of his favorite breed.

Give us a Leghorn, Hamburg, Polish,

Dorking, Asiastic and American judge for

all our large shows and we'll have fewer

dissatisfied exhibitors, and even the

chronic kicker will find it a difficult mat-

ter to find sufficient grounds for com-
plaint.

When it comes to the score card I am
loval to the A. P. A., but in all things

else I'm independent. I want and hope

to see an official head to the fancy poultry

business that has vim and energy. The
ranks of the A. P. .\. is largely composed
of back number fanciers. Those who
were once active fanciers, but now are

not to the "marrow born," having drifted

from the active field of poultry culture.

My hope rests in the belief that sooner

or later all the specialty clubs and show
associations will combine and form a

National Poultry Association that will

strictly prohibit individual membership.
In other words, I want to see an associa-

tion of delegates become the official

head. The delegates would be selected

by their associations because of their fit-

ness for the position, and as they, the

delegates, would be accountable to them,

they would make it a point to return

with "clear skirts."

"Comparison," whoever he may be,

wanted also to know who was my choice

for the superintendent of the World's
Fair. Like Brother Abel, I want first

that he be a full blooded American with

big American ideas and being a West-
erner, I of course, prefer that he
should hail from our section. Bridges,

Hathway, Pierce and Bast ha"e been
mentioi ei for that important position.

All are good, but I prefer Uncle Benja-

min to any other. Oh, he's an editor, is

he ? What of it? Can't an editor be en-

trusted to do anything except handle a
pair of office .shears? Some people must
have an exalted opinion of the qualifi-

cations of the editorial craft.

I never knew until lately, how much I

missed by not being at the Philadelphia
show. So Edw ard set 'em up all around,
as a bribe was it, to close the boy's

mouth about two drakes or ganders,
which being judged as a pair. Well, we
must see that poultry editors are not
employed in the future as judges, but if

they must we suggest they get a ten year
old country boy to give 'em some point-

ers on this point. I laughed until I

cried when a friend wrote me about
those drakes or ganders, I forget which
it was. I made the same mistake once,

I bought a trio of Embden geese and all

proved to be ganders. I sel tcthem
myself.

THE SOUTH AROUSED.

A Great Show to Be Held in

Charleston.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I beg to enclose you the following list

of the officers elected at a recent meeting

of southern breeders, held in Augusta,

Ga., on Wednesday, May 18, at the Ar-

lington Hotel:

Ross A. Smith, president, Summerville,

S, C. ; R. S. Deener, vice-president, Bates-

ville. Ark.; J. Alwyn Ball, treasurer,

Summerville, S. C; John B. Gadsden,

secretary, Summerville, S. C.

Directors: Ross A. Smith, Summer-
ville, S. C; R. S. Deener, Batesville,

Ark.; George M. Downs, Atlanta, Ga.;

J. B. Cooper, Winder, Va.; W. A. Schrock,

Camden, S. C; Loring Brown, Boling-

broke, Ga.; Dr. S. T. Lea, Cokesbury,

S. C; B. T. Smith, River View, Ala.;

Scott Maxwell, Van Cluse, S. C; Henry

P. Cook, Graniteville, S. C; J. Alwyn

Ball, Summerville, S. C; J, E. Green,

Hillman, Ga.; John B. Gadsden, Sum-

merville, S, C.

Executive Committe: J. Alwyn Ball,

Summerville, S. C; Loring Brown, Bol-

ingbroke, Ga.; W. A. Schrock, Camden,

S. C.;R. S. Deener, Batesville, Ark.;

John B. Gadsden, Summerville, S. C.

Following is the report of the meeting:

For some time past the project has been

on foot to organize among the Southern

breeders a "Great Southern Poultry and

Pigeon Exposition," such exposition to

be held at such locality as would be de-

cided upon by the southern breeders.

With that end in view a correspondence

was opened with most of the prominent

breeders of the south, and a call was

issued for a meeting to be held at Augus-

ta, Ga., on May 18, for the purpose of

organizing. In response to this call a

meeting was held at the designated place,

many prominent breeders being present,

and numbers of letters were received

from such as were unable to attend, of-

fering their assistance and support.

Promptly at 3 o'clock the meeting was

called to order, with Mr. Gus Vondeleth,

of Augusta, Ga., as temporary chairman,

and Mr. Henry P. Cook, of Graniteville,

S. C, as temporary secretary. The meet-

ing then thoroughly discussed the ad-

visibility of holding a "Great Southern

Exposition of Poultry and Pigeons." It

was unanimously decided that the show

should be held. It was shown that most

of the local southern shows had signified

their intention, through some of their

prominent members, to hold no shows

themselves, but that they would unite

with the breeders of the south and hold

one grand show, not of or for any one

section of the south, but for the benefit

of the entire south. As the American
Poultry Association, the mother of the
industry, would hold no show the coming
season, therefore the meeting argued that
no better time could be selected for hold-
ing the show than now.

It was shown by reference to the record
of various southern breeders that they
had nothing to fear from northern breed-
ers, but that by bringing them south with
their birds we could show to the world
that the south has as good birds as can
be found north, southern birds having
already in comparison with birds from
the north held up their side of the fence
and in some instances had held up both
sides successfully. The meeting then
discussed the best place for ho'ding the
show, and various places were suggested.

Atlanta, Georgia, was first choice, but
the meeting not having any evidence of
proper support in that city, and not wish-
ing to jeopardize the interests of the show
by any undue or uncertain selection, de-
cided upon Charleston, South Carolina,
that city having offered to give the show
its hearty and financial support.

It was then decided that January 10 to

14, 1893, should be the dates of the show.
These dates were already secured by the
South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, chartered, of Charleston,
South Carolina, but the directors of that
show resigned those dates in favor of the
"Great Southern," and stated that they
would hold no local poultry show them-
selves, but would reserve the privilege of
holding their dog show on the same
dates. The dog show would, of course,

have nothing to do with the "Great
Southern Show," but at the same time
would be an additional attraction to such
parties who would attend the "Great
Southern." The meeting then went into

an election for officers. Before an elec-

tion was held, Mr. Ross A. Smith moved
that a nominating committee be selected

to suggest officers for the association, the
motion was adopted and the following
gentlemen appointed on that committee:
Mr. Vanderleth, Mr. Maxwell and Mr.
Brown. Mr. Smith then made an im-
pressive address to the meeting, and
stated plainly that it had been his high-
est ambition and aspiration to be elected

president of the "Great Southern Show,"
and that he had been earnestly working
for the past two seasons to effect this

organization, that he felt this show would
be of untold benefit to the south, that he
had its welfare deeply at heart, and that

whether in or out of the ranks he would
work for its success, that he had been ad-

vised and knew that personally he was
not favored for the position by some of

the southern breeders, that he was as am-
bitious still as before to be elected presi-

dent, and that he had been tendered the

support of many of the breeders for the

position, but that in the interest of har-

mony and peace he would sacrifice his

ambition, and do all in his power to help

the show and to place it on the high road

to success. The committee then with-

drew, and after consulting together sug-

gested the enclosed list of officers for the

"Great Southern Show," to hold office

for one year. The committee suggested

that as Charleston, South Carolina, had
been selected as the locality for holding

the show, the president, treasurer and
secretary should be selected from that

locality. They stated that they had given

Mr. Smith's remarks thorough considera-

tion, and recognizing his ability and ex-

perience in matters pertaining to poultry

exhibitions, suggested that he be elected

president, and earnestly called upon all

the breeders in the south to throw aside

all personalities and to unite together to

make this show an ornament and an

honor to the south. The meeting then

unanimously elected the officers sug-

gested by the nominating committee and
adjourned in due form.

As secretary of the "Great Southern

Poultry and Pigeon Exposition," I call

upon my fellow-breeders at the south to

send me their names in order that I may
furnish them with such matters of inter-

est as may pertain to the show from time

to time, and I request that all who are

interested will join with us in making
this show a success. Mr. George M.
Downs, Atlanta, Ga., the editor of the

Southern Fancier, and Mrs. R. S. Deener,

of Batesville, Ark., editress of the South-

ern Poultry Keeper, have offered the use

of the columns of their papers to all

who may be interested. Anything that

you can do, friend breeders, in the \yay

of writing up the show or in expressing

published by these papers. We want to
hear from you, and we want you to un-
derstand that you have as mu'h right in
this enterprise as any of the names men-
tioned. This show is of the south and
is for the benefit of the south. It is

yours, friend breeder and fancier, as well
as ours. We, the officers, are your ser-

vants. We are put here to do your will
and to run this show successfully ; we
can do it only with your support. Help
us, support us and we will make it a suc-
cess

; without your help we will proba-
bly run it into the ground.

I have not been able as yet to send this
report to the northern papers, but will
do so, and I extend to our northern
friends a hearty welcome to our show
room and an honest "tussle" for the
honors.
To you, friend breeders of the south,

I say again "together, all together for

the Great Southern Breeder's Benefit."
Respectfully, John B. Gadsden,

Secretary "G. S. P. and P. Ex."

"Tote Fair, Tote Fair."

Editor Fanciers' Journal,

The above heading we notice in a

Western paper, which in its case seemed

pat in the reference. We adopt it for

present use.

Drev., does Felch oppose everything

not having the A. P. A. trade mark?

Don't you think that little "passing

note" of yours would have looked nearer

right and nearer the thing if you had

said Felch opposes all opposition to the

A. P. A.? [Nearly the same thing.

—

Ed.

F.J.]

Do you not know that Felch often op-

poses the action of the A. P, A., and is

very liable to again?

Do you think for one moment he op-

poses anything but what he in his judg-
ment believes is not for the best interest

to the American poultry culture?

Drevenstedt, one thing you must con-
cede, that I believe that which I write.

You bave a perfect right to criticise that

judgment, but in so doing confine your-

self to the strict truth so far as you
comment on what I actually do.

You are at liberty to use all the sar-

casm, or joke your uncle to the full bent
of your inclinations, but "Tote fair" in

so doing.
Criticise any error of the A. P. A., hold

up to the light its errors. Such a course

may prevent its committing others, but

don't look for any other society to take

its place equally faulty. The friends of

the A. P. A do not uphold its faults, they

even criticise them, but they believe its

a much shorter road to eradicate its er-

rors and defects than to create a new so-

ciety to take its place. They think
should some of its members even come
to its support with the same zeal they

work to build up an opposing society

the work of reform would be quickly

done.
I am exceedingly glad to hear you say

the League was not organized to boom
comparison judging, and that such a

declaration is all bosh. Now, come out

and work in harmony with your declara-

tions, and your humble servant will have

less to say of its actions in

tion. I.

such a direc-

K. Felch.

vanced as the Asiatics at seven months.
In other words, they have acquired suffi-

cient maturity to go through the winter
successfully, having body and feathers
enough to resist the cold and keep up
their growth.
And then there are the bantams that

can be hatched still later, September be-
ing a good month in which to have them
appear. Bui they need a warm house
these late hatched bantams, in order to

Erotect them against severe cold that
rings on a succession of complaints.
Still, personally, for large and small

breeds, and even for bantams, I prefer
chickens hatched in the months of April,

May and June. But it not infrequently
happens that when these months are
passed and the breeder rounds up his
flocks he discovers that he has not n *arly

so many chickens as he ought to have.
The early eggs were not fertile, or if fer-

tile were not strongly fertilized, and the
chickens died in the shells or appeared
upon the scene too weak to live. What
is he to do?
Two courses are open to him. He can

rear what he has and have them ready
to enter their winter quarters well grown
and strong. In this case the few will be
satisfactory but the expected profits will

be small. Or he can hatch late in the
season, have a lot of chickens that require
extra attention, some of which he will

probably lose, but have enough to fill

the orders that will come on in the spring
when these chickens are well grown. If

he takes this latter alternative he will

have in the end more money and also

more labor.

I have tried both methods. I know
that I prefer reasonably early-hatched
chickens, but I also know that from very
late broods I have sometimes obtained
the finest and most valuable specimens
of the year's rearing. And I say for the
benefit of those who have failed with
their early clutches of eggs, that if they
are willing to take a little extra trouble

they need not hesitate to hatch chickens
all through the month of June, and even
well into the month of July. They will

probably get more chickens from each
setting of eggs, and they may also lose

a somewhat larger per cent of those
which they hatch. I have known breed-
ers to rear nearly every one of a late

brood, but if they come off in the hot-

test part of the year some generally suc-

cumb to the influence of the intense heat,

unless carefully protected by shade.

To sum up the whole matter, it may be
stated that early chickens, as a rule, are

the most desirable, though early eggs are

by no means so reliable as those laid

later in the season. That later broods
are generally layers, and if carefully

reared and extra precautions are taken
may be kept growing so as to mature into

fine specimens ; that, as usually cared
for, there is a larger percentage of mor-
tality among late than among early

hatched chickens, and that the breeder
who has not the early chickens must'de-
pend upon late ones or lose a considera-

ble part of the benefit of the season.

H. S. Babcock.

drop down where they belouj,'. There is

nothing to make the fealhtrs "luMK-h"
and they grow as nature intended.

Hatching Chickens.

The advice to hatch early is, generally

speaking, good advice. This is particu-

larly the case with the largest and most

slowly maturing breeds. An Asiatic re-

quires some seven or eight months yi

which to become fairly well matured,

and such a degree of maturity ought to

be reached in New England by the first

of November, unless that month hap-

pens, as it occasionally does, to be fairly

warm. Under any circumstance this de-

gree of maturity ought to be reached by

December i. Asiatics ought to be

hatched as early as May i, though they

will do fairly well when hatched by the

ist of June if there is a warm fall.

But there are many breeds which mature

more rapidly and can be hatched and sat-

isfactorily reared at any time before the

ist of August. Give them four mouths

•PRUNING" YOUNG FANS.

BY F. M. GILBERT.

Fig. I.

Figure i is the perfect tail. If the
wings strike it the very elasticity of the
feathers throws them off.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

At the recent show at Louisville I

think I can say in candor my display of

fans created a sensation, and the remark

was made quite often, "He must 'fix up'

his birds to get such fine tails."

Well, I do, and as its no secret I will

tell the rising fanciers how it is done.

What would we think of a careful (?)

gardener who let his bushes and young

trees grow as they pleased? We would

say he did not know his business. A
clip here and another there makes the

young tree grow up straight and in per-

fect proportion, and it is the same way
with' young fantails. Half the bad,

bunchy and split tails we see are caused

by neglect, pure and simple.

The young fan is clumsy. He don't

know what his rapidly growing tail is for.

Often he thinks it is simply a rest for his

wings, and whenever he decides that this is

the case good-by to a perfect tail. The
perfect fan drop's his flights down under

the tail, and if he has been "pruned"
rightly when young, even if the wings

Fig. 2.

F'igure 2 is the imperfect tail. There
is a split in the centre where the young
bird has been allowed to run his head
through, and on each side are the
bunches and splits where his wings have
caught and pulled the young tail out of
shape. One side has pulled more than
the other. This whole thing can be rem-
edied with a little worsted string and a
pair of shears. Tie the two centre feath-

ers together to keep his head out, and
cut the flights just as soon as he shows a
tendency to catch. It won't hurt him.
and by the time he moults he will be so
used to dropping his wings that he will

never catch. Don't cut tlie wing square
off" as that looks botchy. but cut each
feather toxvards the bird's body. You
will find it will not mar the binl's ap-
pearance.

But the great thing to watch is a ten-

dency to "wry" tail, which comes in the
best of birds. How often do we see a

grand, fine tail carried away over to one
side like this?

This tail would be perfect if it had only
been "pruned." When I fiuil a young
bird with a tendency to wry I clip all the
weight off the low side, and the rump
circle naturally being tender comes back
to its proper position.

your views in regard to the same will be ' in which to grow and they are as far ad- . catch for a moment at times they soon

When a tail is trininied this way there

is nothing to prevent its straightening,

unless, as is sometimes the case, the l)iid

inherits a wry carriage and has a twist to

its rump from the time it conies out of

the shell. In that case the l)ird is better

with its head off, as there is a'osolutely no
future before it and il will transmit its

faults to its progeny.

An old bird can be helped for the time

being only, but a young bird can lie

"brought up in the way he should grow"
just as a young tree can.

EVANSVILLK, Ind.. May 23, i>^2.
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ON THE WING.

As a general thing, match races be-

tween single fancies, for money stakes

are to be deplored, being apt to engender

I litter feelings and sever friendship of

yi ars standing. There are exceptions to

this as to every other rule, however, and

the events that have recently been brought

olf in Philadelphia, first between Messrs.

Gill and Torkington, and again between

the last named and Mr. Milligan, or as

it has been heretofore published Mr.

Smith may truly be chronicled in this

category. •

« «

W. S. Torkington, Jr., has an excep-

tionally fine bird in his blue checker

cock young Harrison, but young Gill

thought he had a better, until a match
race fnmi 100 miles for four bushels of

peas satisfied him to the contrary. The
gossip incidental to a race of this charac-

ter reached the ears of Mark Smith, who
assists in training and flying the birds of

J H. S. Milligan, as well as his own, and
this same Mr. Smith having just made a

first-class flight from Odenton, with one
of Mr. Milligan's birds, he at once made
it public that he would make a match

race against any bird in Philadelphia for

twenty-five or fifty dollars a side.

*

This remark was made on Sunday in

the presence of Mr. Torkington, who
asserted his likelihood of taking up the

challenge, an action that was not taken

until the following Tuesday morning,

however, when the acceptance of the

challenge was sent through Mr. Milligan,

the owner of the bird. Through an un-

fortunate chain of circumstances the

Smith bird was shipped to the 150 mile

s'ation with the birds of the Keystone
Plying Club for liberation Wednesday,
but notwithstanding this fact, the match
was made for Friday, and after the

Smith Inrd had returned from the 150

mile flight on Wednesday, it is reported

to have been brought back and liberated

at a point about eighty-five miles distant

on Thur.srlay, a miserable day from fly-

ing. On Thursday night Mr. Smith and
Mr. Brook Thomas took the two birds to

Odenton, the 100 mile station, and lib-

erated them Friday morning. The Tork-
ington bird was tossed at 9 A. M., the

Milligan-Smith bird at 9.30. The first

bird went right away without a circle,

but the other alighted on a neighboring

barn and there stayed for fully eight

minutes, when in turn went straight a

way for home. The Torkington bird,

which had possibly a mile further to

travel, honied at 11.47, the other at

exactly 12 o'clock. Mr. Torkington won
the stakes as a matter of course.

It is not surprising, however, that Mr.

Milligan is ready for another match, and
it is unfortunate that owing to Mr. Tork-

ington's desire to fly his bird in all the

long distance races of his club, the race

is not likely to be repeated.
*

« *
There is a probability of a match race

for fifty dollars a side shortly taking

place between the birds of J. A. Stovell

and J. H. S. Milligan from the 200 mile

stationt however, and we learn a deposit

to bind the match has already^beeu made.

» *
Mr. Stovell has been doing very good

work from the training stations, and is a

probable winner in the first race of the

Philadelpnia Flying Club, although the

fact that the birds were reported by cer-

tified telegram has hindered a prompt
and accurate return of the race. Mr.

Milligan, it is said, has also been doing

very good work in the early flights of his

club, so the race should prove both close

and interesting.

«

The Atlantic City Homing Club has

now got to work in earnest, the second
race from Manassas, Va., distance 166

miles, having already been flown. The
start was at 10.27 A. M., wind south and
sky cloudy. The first return was to the

loft of the secretary, J. A. Webber, his

blue checker cock passing the "bobs" at

3.43 P. M. The second return was to the

O. D. Stickney loft at 4.01 P. M., the

bird being the black hen W. 3099. The
best speed was 924 yards per minute. A
head wind, and a drizzling rain prevailed

at Atlantic City when the birds homed.

J. A. Webber had twelve birds return to-

gether, and Mr. Stickney two. The next
race will be from Orange, Va., distance

215 miles, and will be flown today, or if

wet, the first clear day following.

» •
The Keystone and Star Clubs, of Phila-

delphia, fly from Lovington, Va., dis-

tance 250 miles, while the Bellevue Club
flies from Barboursville, Va., 210 miles.

On Sunday the- Boston League section

flies from Fonda, 200 miles, the Jersey

City Heights Club from Charlottesville,

Va., 300 miles, and the Washington Fed-
eration from the 400 mile station.

»
• «

In spite of the continued wet weather
the speeds made this year have been
wonderfully good, the different flying

clubs having been fortunate in sand-

wiching their flights between the storms.

The flights of the Empire City Club and
the Washington Federation from the 200
mile station was very fine, while the

same clubs did exceptionally well in the

100 mile flights.

* «

The Detroit Federation will commence
their long distance schedule to-day,when
they fly from Auburn, Ind., a distance of

125 miles. The sport is booming in De-
troit, and the fanciers are more active

than ever since the inauguration of the
League movement.

«
• «

We are not yet able to give an official

report of the first race of the Philadel-

phia section of the League, as the birds

of the Philadelphia Flying Club were
reported by certified telegram, and con-

sequently it is necessary that the dis-

tance from the home loft to the different

telegraph stations should be measured
before the speed can accurately be de-

termined. Mr. James A. Stovel is the

apparent winner, having made the dis

tance in two hours and thirty minutes
with his bird Reg. No. 14,396. Tork-
ington, Wood, Johns Prinz, Munro and
Hunt are all bunched for second place,

and nothing can be determined until the

distances are ascertained. The Philadel-

phia Flying Club shipped 255 birds from
twenty-seven lofts and the Falls of

Schuylkill Club shipped about 60 birds,

making a total of 315 for the section.

The birds were very comfortably housed
in the new and admirably equipped bas-

kets recently provided by the club man-
agement, and in spite of the wet weather

all returned in good order, thanks to the

excellent provisions made for their com.
fort at Odenton by that prince of libera-

tors, Mr. A. G. Cook.
«

• *
Brook Thomas and Mark Smith were

well treated at Odenton on the occasion

of their recent visit. A smoking hot

breakfast of the choicest viands, a most
interesting chat over the table with Lib-

erator A. G. Cook and a glance at the

facilities provided for housing the birds

being the subjects of the greatest inter-

est. It is stated the breakfast was par-

ticularly entertaining after the long and
dusty ride in the cars, and then Brook
always could do justice to anything of

that kind. It took some time to replen-

ish Mr. Cook's larder, but we suppose it

is all right again by this time.
«

• «
The letter from Mr. A. G. Cook, the

Odenton liberator, published in another

column, proves conclusely what was
stated in The Journai, last week, viz.,

that whatever the condition of the birds

returning from the 100 mile liberating

station of the Keystone and Star Clubs

Mr. Cook was in no way answerable for

it. He is far too experienced to make
such a mistake. The condition of the

baskets may have had much to do with

it, the Star baskets being in especially

poor condition.

• «
Eleven members of the New Jersey

Central section of the Federation shipped

146 birds to the loo-mile station on the

western course last Friday, but as the

race was only counted as a training flight

the speeds made have not been forwarded

to us. The entries of this section for the

next flight will be augmented by the

birds of S. P. Craige, P. Campbell and
E. Tucker.

.••

We have not yet been furnished with
a complete League schedule, some of

the secretaries being a little negligent in

this respect, but we give this week a

fairly representative schedule, which is

published in good shape for reference.

SCHEDULE OF LEAGUE RACES.

Date.

May 21.

"
22.

"
22.

"
24.

"
28.

" 29.
" 29-
" 30.

"
30.

June I.
"

4.
"

4.
"

5-
"

5."
8.

" 9-

"
II.

"
12.

"
15-

"
IS.

'. 18.

" 19-
" 21.
" 30.

" 30.

July 2.
" II.

Club. From
Distance.
Miles.

100

200
no
150
J 25
300
200

200

AcmePijj. Club, > ^j^„. „ vrj
Camden, N j] j Odenton, Md . .

South BBltimore Bedford City. Va
Boston League . North Adams . .

Acme Pig. Club . Manassas, Va . .

Kelroit Federat'n Auburn Junction
South Baltimore Lexington, N. C .

Bo-ton League . Little Rock, N. Y
Philadelphia F.C. ) r»..»„„„ tt
Falls ofSchuylki;^'^*"8e, Va . .

Rochester H. C . Kenedy, N. Y . . .100
Acme Pig. Club . Bedford City, Va . 300

Rocky Mount, Va . 400
S. Whitby, Ind . . 160
Spartansburgi S.C. 400

. Lyons, N. Y ... 300
Acme Pig. Club . Lexington, N. C .400
Philadelphia F.C. ) j,^r^ ^ ^.. „
Falls ofSchuylk'l /

^^'°'^<* ^^^V' ^a. 300

Detroit Fed . . . Logansport, Ind . 200
South Baltimore Mt. Airey, Ga . . . 500
Acme Pig. Club . Spartansburg, S. C 500
Empire City F. C Statesville, N. C . . soo
Philadelphia F.C. \r „. xr «
Falls of Schuylk'i;^"'"8:*°''' N. C. 400

Boston League . Niagara, N. Y . . 400
Detroit Fed Sidney, 111 .... 300
PhiladelphiaF. C. ) ^ . ^ ,. ^ «
Falls of Schuylk'l /

^^^" » Dep't.S.C 500

Detroit Fed . . . Litchfield, 111 . . 400
Boston League . St. Thomas, Can . 500
Detroit Fed . . . Steelville, Mo . . .500

Kmpire City . .

Detroit Fed . .

South Baltimore
Boston League
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We are informed that Prof. Marion, of

the Naval Academy, Annapolis, who
travels between Washington and Annap-
olis, via Odenton, has quite a lot of
birds in his loft at the Naval Academy,
and will frequently liberate his birds at

Odenton this season. Prof. Marion, who
witnessed the liberation of several flocks

on the occasion of his last visit to Oden-
ten states that the United States steamer

Constellation will leave Annapolis the

first week in June to go to New England,
via the coast, and as he has had a small
loft built on board the ship he wculd
take pleasure in receiving a few birds

from one of the fanciers in Philadelphia

of New York and liberating them along
the coast at any distance desired. The
professor's address is, Prof. Marion, U.

S. Naval Academy, and should any fan-

cier desire to avail himself of this oppor-

tunity he is at perfect liberty to do so.

«
« «

The note in The Journal of last week
regarding the Empire City flight was
written in haste, just as we went to press,

and might by the uninitiated be taken as

a reflection- upon the ability of the secre-

tary. Such was not the intention, how-
ever, as his equal would be very hard to

find. ' It appears that some of the re

ports mailed bore the postmark of the

day after the race, and in the club report

these names were ruled out. Some very

satisfactory explanations were subse-

quently made, however, and it was de-

cided that several of those previously

ruled out should be accepted. A strict pro-

tection of the record is the aim of the

fanciers of the Empire City Club, and it

can be depended upon that this will be

attained, even though occasionally the

innocents—through their own negligence

—are obliged to suflFer.

POINTS IN THE FLYING FANCY.

A Weekly Review of Events in

the Flying World.

BY FRITZ.

The old bird flying season may now be
said to be well advanced, and the annual
weeding-out process has, I am sure,
yielded the usual crop, and the boys are
now watching and handling their entries
for the further distance races with care
and high expectation. " 'Twas ever
thus."

I think all flying men of exf>erience
will bear me out in the statement that up
to the 200 mile station very many regard
these flights with indifference, and a cer-
tain lack of warmth exists in the work.
I think much of this is produced by the
general feeling that the distances up to
this point do not bring into play all the
quality and other points of a crack racer,

and that luck is a very important factor

in the contests. In fact, many do not
hesitate to afl&rm that the birds of very
ordinary make-up can and do come with
the speediest from these distances, and
just as likely to win.

Whether this is so or not I am not at

present prepared to write about, but I

fc,m quite sure by the time the boys have
done the 300 mile station the "wheat is

well winnowed from the chaff"," and now
comes the time when age, stamina,
gameness, quality, condition and a good
fancier's careful handling commences to

assert itself and real racing begins.

It is for this very reason that I have
frequently cautioned and advised the
young fanciers to be content with work
up to the 200 mile point with their birds
of immature age, and let the fanciers

with their old tried veterans do battle for

the remainder of the schedule. It looks
hard and requires considerable self-de-

nial, but I am quite satisfled from my

experience that it is the only true road
to success eventually.

By the exercise of this magic word
patience, you will in a few seasons be
enabled to hold your own handsomely,
and keep up with the boys in all they
undeitake or at least let them know and
feel that they have been flying a 500-mile
pigeon race when they are through.

That despicable character, the pigeon
thief, is at his work again. I regret to
learn, and this time in Brooklyn, N. Y.
The loft of the well known flying man
Mr. J. Prior was broken into by a couple
of these contemptible cracksmen last

Saturday evening late, and forty odd
birds carried away in a sack. A man
who eyed them suspiciously, gave them
chase. When they dropped the sack and
took to their heels. The sack was taken
to the station house and nine of the birds
were found dead and a number in a
crippled condition. These rascals do not
appear to have brains enough to teach
them how to care for their plunder when
they get it. The lash would be too good
for these inhuman wretches. Flying
men look to the windows and doors of
your coops.

A correspondent in a recent issue of
the American Stock-Keeper writes to that
journal as follows: "A homing pigeon
has arrived at my loft lettered and num-
bered. Owner can have same by proving
property. Kindly insert the above in

your valuable paper in order that the
owner may be found." Anyone would
think that the going astray of a homing
pigeon was a matter of rare occurrence.
Just imagine every fancier who thought
the bird referred to might prove to be a
valuable bird each had lost writing to this
correspondent on the subject. Great
heavens, what a mail he would have.
How absurd not to publish the letters

and numbers of the bird.

The little Madam in a recent publica-
tion says that a number have written to
her asking how to proceed to fly under
American rules, or, as several have ex-
pressed it, "to fly American." This is

decidedly fresh and quite taking, but all

true flying men will be convulsed with
laughter at the thought of applying
any such national importance to the fly-

ing work accomplished by the little

handful of the Madame's followers down
East. Furthermore, the title is very in-

appropriate, and can hardly be said to

apply to any of the Madame's arrange-
ments or schemes.

To fly American is to fly in keen com-
petition, all on the same day, over the
same course and under equal conditions.

Pigeon flying is a sport, and there can be
no true sport without keen competition.
The mission of the American flying fan-

cier is precisely identical with that of his

English, French, German and Belgian
bretheren. The question of gambling
on the results of the races does not de
tra.n one iota from the real sport. The
competition is there, and the idea or de-

sire for gain is optional with the fancier.

He knows his birds are pitted against

many good ones, and be it a slow, hard-
fought race against the head winds or a

speedy one under favorable conditions,

he has the secret gratification of know-
ing that his success was gained in true

sport and on equitable grounds.

-^xx-^

This flying for individual record as

mainly catered to by the little Madame
is far from being the mission of the
American flying fancier. )f it was I

should quit the pursuit, as I would call

it, to morrow. Oh no ! to fly American
is to enter your birds like true sportsmen
in the club or section races and take
your chances with others on an equitable

ground. The keener the competition
the greater the honor. This gainmg dis-

tinction and notoriety by the fancier of
leisure and big purse who picks his

weather and flies single-handed alone or

against insignificant competition of a
little handful of birds is one thing, true

pigeon flying is another. The former is

simply a selfish pursuit, demonstrating
what a homing pigeon can do with every-
thing in its favor, but with no element
of sport in it, while true pigeon flying or
to fly American gives the working man
a chance to put his birds in the same

basket with those of the rich and fly

against him inch by inch on an honest,
manly and equitable ground as a club
member.

^tx->-

This system of repeated and individual
continuous efforts permissible to secure
a trophy or record is one that should be
condemned by all good and honest fly-

iiig men. Years ago I favored it, but I

did not know as much then as I did af-

terwards. It is vicious and unfair in all

its bearings, and if it was American pig-
eon flying the sport to-day would not
commence to have the representatives it

has, and furthermore the man of liesure
and means who flies alone would un-
doubtedly be on top first, last and al-

ways.

^XX^
In justice to that capable and hard-

working fancier. Secretary G. H. Bower-
man, I wish to call attention to the note
published in last week's issue of The
Journal, under the heading of "An In-
correct Report," which many might pos-
sibly look at in the wrong light. Incom-
plete would have been a better term than
incorrect. As many who don't know the
facts of the case might be inclined to
form some very erroneous opinions, I

desire to state that owing to several stu-
pid blunders made by several of the com-
petitors and the neglect of several of the
timers to mail to Secretary Bowerman
their reports in proper season after leav-
ing the coops they were stationed at, in

making up his report for the press he
necessarily had to leave out mention of
certain coops and, perforce, compelled
to throw out several in view of certain
irregularities in their reports. It was no
error of his. At the regular monthly
meeting of the Empire City Flying Club,
held on the i8th inst, the matter came
up for discussion and adj ustmeut, and as
a number of lofts were reinstated Presi-

dent Goldman ordered the recall of the
report sent to the official journal, and
which Secretary Bowerman was to re-

place by a complete and re-adjusted one,
but unfortunateiy it was too late for that
issue of The Journal.

^XX^
While upon this subject of errors in re-

porting it also seems remarkable how
many stupid blunders are constantly
made by the timer and the owner of the
coop. And yet how simple and still how
perfect is the system of protecting the
flying record when faithfully followed.
The timer of Tom Jones is sent to check
the arrivals of a competitor, and vice

versa all around. He goes strictly in the
interest of his friend whom he protects.

He must have a good time-piece and it

must be set correct. Arriving at the
coop his first business is to see whether
his time is confirmed and accepted by
the owner. If correct then all is well.

If a difference exists and the owner dis-

putes it, then after an arrival is checked
both owner and timer go to some relia-

ble source and compare. This is readily

adjusted, and immediately after leaving

the coop report and countermark are to

be proiuptly mailed or delivered to the

secretary.

Surely all this simple process can be
carried out without the frequent blunder-

ing and wrangling that in my long ex-

perience as a flying club secretary I have
witnessed.

^XX^
Members of a flying club should see

that their representatives serving as

timers are thoroughly coached in the ser-

vice required from them, and that they

go on their mission armed with abso-

lutely correct time to mark plainly and
clearly the time to a second the bird en-

ters the coop, get the owner's signature

to the reporting blank and immediately
mail to the secretary after signing

themselves, and also compare their

lime with others at every opportunity.

^XX^
This method is really the most perfect

in protecting the flying records in our

hands at the presnt day, and is so sim-

ple that the most inexperiened should

be able to follow the course laid^down

readily and intelligently.

-^xx^
And yet .how frequently the report

reaches the^ secretary bearing but the

alighting time of the bird instead of the

in time, often unsigned by either the

owner or timer, and occasionally without

any signature at all. Sometimes the
time IS put down so illegible and confus-
ing by the timer that the secretary can
make no head or tail of it, and frequent-
ly bands and report are put into the tim-
er's pocket and lay there forgotten until
late in the evening or next day.

^XX^
The.se are but a few of the shortcom-

ings of careless and incompetent timers
and owners, and until all take a more
intelligent interest in the important work
of thoroughly protecting the flying
record, disputes unpleasantness, wrang-
lings and hard feelings are bound to crop
up annually.

^XX^
In the local press I read a few days ago

that sportsmen having an interest in hom-
ing pigeons will be pleased by the sign-
ing of Governor Flower at Albany, N.
Y., of the Willard bill which will make it

a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of
from |io to I25 to kill, maim, shoot, de-
tain or entrap an Antwerp or homing
pigeon when the owner's name is stamped
in feather or tail.

This same law exists I believe through-
out New Jersey and Pennsylvania, and
yet it is a question in my mind whether
the losses in the flying fancy have been
remedied or reduced any by the laws.

And how about those birds which do not
bear the owner's name stamped on feath-

ers, or when your bird is shot how could
the gunner determine whether the bird
had a name stamped upon its feathers,

and after being shot, how readily the
feathers bearing the name can be pulled
to escape the law.

^XX^
A correspondent in the English Hom-

ing News of a recent issue says, there
seems to be some difference on this sub-

ject of marking birds. I am in favor of
stamping these valuable pets. A bird un-
stamped gets shot and should the shooter
be seen by a fancier or officer how on
earth are we to know what became of our
birds or the officers to find out. I strong-

ly advise fanciers to stamp their birds

with name and address. Should they ^et

into honest fanciers' hands they would in-

form the owner.

^XX^

Yes, but on the other hand how fre-

quently they get into dishonest fanciers'

hands, and the stamp on the bird is a

ready index of the value of the bird, and
if the name of a well known and success-

ful flying man it is an extra temptation to

detain it for breeding purposes at least.

-^XX^

No, I am not in favor of stamping your
name on the wings of your birds, old or

young. An old timer if he gets the chane
will return to his old quarters and fre-

quently a youngster also. And I am
further firmly opposed to his publishing

the list of purchasers of seamless bands
annually by the Federation of American
Homing Pigeons Fanciers through its

official journal as is its custom. The in-

formation should be in the hands of its

recording secretary and only obtainable

through him. The reason for all this is

obvious to all intelligent minds. I was
instrumental in getting this custom abol-

ished once, but the absurd practice was
subsequently reintroduced. Why, the

Lord only knows.

them on the inside. When I went back
in half an hour to look at them I found
they had turned them over and made the
bottom wet. I did not put them in again,
but left them on the outside to let the
birds get at them the best they could . I

think if you inquire of the Keystone
members you will find that their birds
were in good condition. I liberated at 9
A. M. Sunday, as I was instructed to do.

I have been liberating birds for six
years, and this is the first time to mv
knowledge that my good care of birds
has been questioned, and I want to state
now that I do not care to handle any
person's birds unless they can place full

confidence in me and my honesty. Last
Saturday night I had the birds in my
station with plenty of ventilation, and
slept in my office to look after them, and
no one put a hand on the birds but my-
self. I would be glad if you would give
this space in your journal' Respectfully,

A. G. COOKK.

A. G. Oooke Clears Himself.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I notice your remarks on page 346 in

The Fanciers' Journal of May 21 in

regard to the Keysttue and Star fly of

Sunday, the 15th, and do not think it

would be just to myself to let it pass

without making a few remarks to show

that I acted honestly all through, and did

my very best. When the birds arrived

here it was raining very hard, and some

of the lot got wet before I could get them
under shelter. The two Star baskets had
quite a number of birds in them, espe-

cially the one painted a brick color.

There was no drinking cup of any kind

in this basket. At first I placed my
drinking cups on the outside and used

a brick to raise them high enough to

reach the opening, but the birds could

not get at them, and I placed three of

Empire City Flying Club.

The complete returns reported to the

secretary of the Empire City Flying Club
of the race from Washington, D. C, May
15 are as follows :

Time Av'g
Name. Distance. Arrival Speed.
A. M. Jung 203.57 1.41.03 1621.19
Ben Holder 19740 2.05.39 I4'4 30
A. A. StoU 197-50 2. II.30 1382 10
R. N. Pearsall I97-9S 2.15.40 1362.88
Eli Moreton 196.13 2.15.15 1352.35
T. J. Clark 208.52 2.33.30 1341.84
Thomas Bowerman . . .196.31 2.1S.15 1337 87

iT;-l?"f.f
'9''<'7 2.21.45 1332.48

T.F. Goldman 204.56 2.3100 132S.50
C. A. Mahr, Jr i97-5o 2.23.00 1^21.67
Jos.Scholl 204.42 2.33.15 1316.66
Geo. Howanh 19S.17 2.26.45 '307-.SI
Geo. H. Bowerman .... 196.25 2.26.00 1298.49
G. Brucato 198.87 2.29.45 '297.53Wm. Johnson 197.60 2.28.30 1295.35
G. L. Mahr 197 50 2.29.00 1292.19
William Barwell 196 2.29.30 1280.00
Win. Horton 194.82 2.2800 1279.41
D. H. Kvans 197.08 2.33.00 1270.55
Ben Klwell 19450 230.00 1267.85
Conrad Hebbler 198.20 2.34 05 1257.42
J. Prior 204.61 2.47.00 1254.-5
Win. Buckner 196.50 2.42.15 1225.29
Wni. HoUiday 19572 2.41.30 1223.6S
John Ballard 201.19 2.54.00 1204.40
Win. Beunert 197.00 2.53.30 1181.3a
Wm. Shepherd 198.29 3.C9.00 1129.41
John G.Corson 196.35 3.17.00 1090.14
John Krdman 202.14 3-37 4*^ 1053.60

Geo. H. Bowerman, Secretary.

Ne-w York and Vicinity.

The New York City Flying Club's

race from 300 miles, Charlottesville, Va.,

scheduled for Sunday, 22d, did not come
off, owing to cloudy, unfavorable weather

at the liberating station. On Monday,

however, the weather cleared and the

birds were liberated by Adams express

agent, J. M. Murphy, at 9 A. M., weather

clear, wind stiff from southwest. There

were a few lofts who reported byceitified

telegram to the secretary simply for

personal gratification, all competition

for League and club honors being off.

At this writing I am in receipt of very

full returns of countermarking bands
from competing lofts and evidence of

over 1290 yards per minute 4iaving been
made to many lofts. Thus far our birds

are all doing good work, and I predict a

most hotly contested race from the 400-

mile station for The P'ancikr.s' Journal
trophy, to be flown June 4. In the event

of tlie weather proving unfavorable on
the day appointed for the race the con-

test will undoubtedly remain open until

the first fair day after. In this race there

will be no less than six handsome prizes

to fly for, the prizes from the 300 miles

goii.g over to 400 miles.

Mr. William Hennert, of the Empire
Club, sails for F:urope on the steamer

Columbia on the 26th. He will make an

extended tour, and has the best wishes

of all his club members for an enjoyable

trip and safe return to his adopted home.

George II. Bowerman. Secretary.

—For the cure of going light Mr.

Buttles recommends the removal of the

sick bird to a light and dry place and

give regularly three times a day half a

teaspoonful of pure co<l liver oil, feed

mainly on hempseed, with occasionally a

little pure wheat, bread crumbs, un-

cooked rice and cracked corn.

—-Do not adveritise once or twice in a

paper and think that is enough. Adver-

tising to be successful must be continued.
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POULTRY.

bradSTbros;
llarred IMynioiith Rocks at the Great

New York Show, 1892, made a record, especially

on cockerels, unequalled by any exhibitor at any
Interantional for five years. We breed our win-

ners, and each year for the past three years birds

from our yards have taken firsts at the largest

show of the year. Circular free. Birds for sale.

Kggs $5 per 13, J8 per 26. $10 per 39.•KK *3 F- o * BRADLKY BROS..
156-207 Box 801, Lee, Mass.

POULTRY. POULTRY.

^kwp^
(Thoroughbred Imported Stock).

WM. ELDRHD. Dendrou, Surrey County, Va.

Stock and Hggs for Sale. Write for prices

Dirfci shipping facilities for the South. South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. 19-7°

__.-_— , r-^^l_I^M3IVI^ / ONE OF THE LARGEST AND BEST

RUPP LEGHORNS Icoixectionsin America.

All from stock imported directly from the yards of the most •^^o^'^^'^'^^d^" ^jJ^P^NS YndYndFaSTEN pens of carefully assorted birds; also a few pens of b. C. W. LEGHORNS ana iwrnAw

(iAMES. Send for Illustrated Catalogue of

Shady Shot^e Poaltt^y pattm.
A. SHKLDOX, President Buff Leghorn Club, Proprietor.

A. C. CHAFFEE, Superintendent, 0.swego, N. Y.

K.
Address all communications to

152-203

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RKU INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.
Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

ANNANDALE POULTRY FARM.
AVIIITK HIIAIIMAS, RED C APS, INDIAN GAMES.

Lieht Brahmas Black Langshans, White and Barred Plymouth Rocks White Wyandottes^

Frnrine es aSc^u Dominiques. S. C. and R. C. Black, »o»niniq"f and Red Pile Leghorns Black

Minorcas Golden and Silver Spangled Hamburgs. Dorkings and Pit Games At MADISON
S( nARE GARDEN Nt^^ YORK, AND THE GREAT PHILADELPHIA SHOW 1892, I won 16

fi^sYaifdei^SpreniiumsL 40 entries. Also. SPECIAL of $50.00 won at Waverly. ,89., for best

PTchihit from the State of New ler.sey. Price list and catalogue tree. ,,...»exhibit irom ine siaieoi xncw jc
j Address T. C. HAYNES, Annandale, New Jersey.

Fordhook Poultry Yards.
At Philadelphia, 1892, we made a clean sweep in the Novice Class with our new breed SHER-

WOODS, having won 4 firsts, 4 seconds, 4 thirds and special. If you want particulars write to

the introducers. Also ist and special on Indian Game Hen, ist on Red Cap Cockerel, 2 specials on

«'. C. B. POLISH. In fact, on 2S birds entered we won prizes on each and every one. Send for

Illustrated Catalogue describing all our breeds, also Collie Dogs.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,

Philadelplila, Pa.

on Canine Dis-

Care

32-83

LANGSHANS

I

niaek. White and Mottled.
I am the only fancier in America who imports

I angshaiis direct from the Langshan District,

and who breeds them pure without intro<lucing

h\ooA from other strains or breeds. My White

and Mottles are not made varieties, but diiect

importations.
«*- EGGS : Black. $3 per 13. White. $5 per

13 Atter April 15. Black. $2 per 13.. White, I3

I^r 13. No eggs of the Mottled vanetv for sale

now. I can save you money by prepaying ex-

press charges.
58 70 II. G. KEE«H-.INO, San Jose^Cal.

5i^ WHITE PEKIN BANTAMS:;^

WOODSIDE POUliTl^V Vnt^DS
At the Great Philadelphia Show I made a clean sweep on La fleche. On Indian

Games won the two principal premiums, ist on Pen, ist and Grand Challenge

Trophy on cockerels and Gold vSpecials for most typical males and best pen

Indian Game ej^RS $5 and |io per 13. White Leghorns, White and Golden Wy-

andottes, Buff Pekin. Hlack Rosecomb and Red Pile Bantanjs At New York my
pen of lAdian Games won ist and Grand Gold Special. Send for circular. Address

all correspondence to , ^^
W^. J. ANORUS, F»roprietor,

HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N.J.
46-97

POULTRY RIVERSIDE FARM.

The rarest and most beautiful of all. CHAM-
PIONS OF THE WORLD. Winners at Charles-

ton 1801 : New York. 1891-92 : Phil delphia. 1802.

Also Prize Winning WHITE PLYMOUTH
ROCKS. GOLDEN WYANDOTTES and BLACK
LANGSHANS. Stock and FIggs for Sale.

A. P. GROVES,
Chestnut Hill, Philada., Pa.55-68

COCHIN HILL COCHINS.
THEODORE STERNBERG'S

Imported English BiiHs
Full feathered, rich colored, grand shape, great

weights. A son of the Old Matchless bought at

the recent sale of Mrs. Scriven and a grand
Gwydyr cockerel at head of yards. Eggs $5 per 13
- member of the Cochin Club of America

The records will show the following as my winnings at New York for the years

1800 1801, 1892 on mv specialties: S. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White

Wvandoltes an.l R. C' White Leghorns. 33 firsts 19 Gold Specia s, 6 Association

Sifver Medals and 2 Silver Cups. "Like did begit like,""Like will begit like.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record

of America's leading strains of above varieties. I

guarantee satisfaction.

J. FORSYTH, owEGo, tioga county, n. v.

BUFF}WYANDOTTES

Fancier's Library.

The Fanciers' PubllshlnK Company
will forward any of these books by mail, post-

paid, on receipt of price. Registration 10 cents

extra. Our resposibility ceases after goods are

mailed.
Kennel.

American Book of the Dog . I500
Collie or Sheep Dog (illustrated) Rawdon
Lee ; •, • • j' •

Collie, History, Points, etc. (colored por-

trait). Dalziel
Collie or Sheep Dog, Practical Training of,

Wickham. Paper cover, 50 ; cloth . . .

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel

Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog, Principles of Training. Ashmont .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. Ashmont

Dogs of the British Isles. Stonehenge . .

Dog. the Illustrated Book of the. Vero
Snaw. Cloth J8.00 ; half morocco . . .

Dog the, Idstone
Dog in Health and Disease. Mills ....
Field Trial Training. Luke White ....
Fox Terrier (illustrated). Lee
Fox Terrier, Breeding aud Rearing. Dal-

ziel
Greyhound, the. Dalziel

Glover's Album, Treatise
CSLS6S ..••*•••••

How to keep a dog in the City . .. .

House and Pet Dogs, Their Selection,

and Training
Modern Training and Handling
Monograph of the Great Dane
Mastiff, History of. Wynn
Our Prize Dogs. Masou. Cloth

Our Prize Dogs. Mason. Leather ....
Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-

eration
Pocket Kennel Record
Points of Judging; .............

Prize Pugs of England and America.
(Cryer)

Rational Breeding. Millais

St. Bernard, history, breeeding, etc ... .

Spaniel and its Training. The, Mercer .

Training Trick Dogs
:

• • '

Typical Dogs. Mason. Leather

Poultry.

All About Broilers. Beyer 25

An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard 50

Book oT Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5 «>

Capons and Caponizing. George Q.Dow. .25

Duck Culture. Rankin .5°

Poultrv Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored'illu.strations; wood cuts. By Harri-

son Weir • • A • ,• 900
ProhtaDle Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wnght. .

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl

Poultry Culture. I. K. Felch .

Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin • • • •

The Philosophy of Judgfing. By Babcock,

Felch & I^e
The Game Fowl. Cooper
Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace

Case Birds.

Waters

.

1-50

1.00

1.00
.80

•50

• 50
1.00

3.00

6.00

13 00
1.25

2.25

.50
1.50

I.OO

1.25

.50

.25

.50

2.50
3.00

2.50

6.00

2.50

.50

.50

I.OO

I.OO

1 25
I.OO

•25

4.00

101-151

L K. FELCH & SON,
NATICK, MASS., U. S. A.

LIGHT BRAHMAS, PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WYANDOTTES,
LANGSHANS

SEND FOR CIIUJUI.AR.

AND COLLIE DOGS.

1-50
3.00

.25

1.50

•25

I.OO

5.00
•50

60-7

"TorHAM Poultry Y^RDS
S. B. SEXTON,

I am a

ELLSWORTH, KANSAS, U. S. A.

55-67

H. S. BABCOCK,
Mo. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence. R. I.

BREEDER OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.
A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

for puppies booked to be
if

PROPRIETOR.
B. P. Rocks, S. L

an

Eees from Prize-winning Buff and Partridge Cochins
fcggs irom r

^ ^^^j.^^gg ^3 per 13 or «15 per 30. But one

BKST.
Leghorns, and S

d they of the

Wyandottes. S. C. W.
yard of each variety kept

Stogi^ B0^ Sale at ^uu (Simes.

Address all orders and correspondence to

a
sale in season. Orders
delivered in rotation.

34-85

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

anary Birds. Paper cover
Cloth .;•„• \.\-- \.;

•

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition „• • ' L ' '

Native Song Birds. George J. Bamesby. .

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams ....
The Canary. G.J. Bamesby

Pigeons.

Book ol Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts -•••:•••.•

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. Paper, 50 cts. ; cloth .

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F.M.

Gilbert, paper 50c ; cloth . . . ... . .

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wnght

.

Pigeon Standard (new) • . • •.

Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer

Miscellaneous.

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Book of the Game Laws . . . . . ... .

Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) A • •• •
I

'

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus

The Sportsman's Directory,

wood ••«••••"•*'**•'*'
The Art of Training Animals ;

paper ; il-

lustrated ^ • • •„
Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell ....
Woodcraft. Nessrauk

Will Wild-

BuffCochinsPvcr lOO Awards

Received in 1891.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
Of the quality that always win.

At Philadelphia. 1892, my birds •scored the

greatest record ever won by any breeder in the

world of this variety. All the first prizes but

one and every important special out of twenty-

four offered, incliuling two silver cups.

The records of my Plymouth Rocks at New
York, Charleston and Buffalo aie well known.

ALSO

SILVER & BUFF WYANDOTTES
of the finest breeding.

EGGS—One setting, U \ two settings, $7 ;
three

settings, $9.

Profusely Illustpated Circular Free.

^''^"''
E.B.THOMPSON,

-13 Amenia, Dutchess Co.* N. Y.

E55cl^sively.

I have imported direct from Kngland a num-
ber of prize winning Huff Cochins which

for size shape, color and heavy feathering

andunrivalled in America. On account of lim-

ited breeding space I will sell a small number ol

settings at $5 from inii>orted Buffs, and $3 per

setting from domestic birds, produced directly

from imported stock.

EMIT^ GRAFF,
64-ti Successor to II. A. Noeckel.

Cocliin Hill, Tioga, Phila., Pa.

for profit
should have Pure Ground
HEEF SCRAP, which is

Meat and Bone, collected from slaughter

houses, Dried Perfectly Sweet and ground.

Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them FRKE. Ad-

dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO., 133

Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

Snr. Oihitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, England

(Hon Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply

Indian Game, Dorkings, Wyandottes, Creves,

La Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD BRHEDERS, $15 per trio; EXTRA
GOOD, $25; EXHIBITION, $20 to $50 each at

Liverpool. Freight paid to New York for |io

extra on ^ to 9 birds. Eggs in season, $4 pet-

dozen. OVER 800 BIRDS EXPORTED LAST
YEAR.

•50

.75

i-5«
I.CO
.50

.50

8.00

3.00

I.OO

1.50

•50
5.CO

•50

•as
.50

3.00

1.50

I.OO

50
3.50
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THE

-BUSINESS ]iB-

Breeding and Feeding Poultry for

Profit.

BY H. W. COLLINGWOOD,
Managing Editor of the Rural New Yorker.

I.

Hales,
S. Bab-

EGGS ! EGGS !-Fifleen for $2; strictly

high class. P. Kocks, Lt. Brahmas, Br. and Wh.
Leghorns, Blk. Langshans, S. L. Wyandottes.

Bronze Turkey eggs, 8 for $2. Send us your or-

der and get eggs that will hatch you some

Nice Prize Winners.
Come to see our stock. Circulars free. Bloom-

ingdale Stock Co. . Box 329, Richmond, Va. 59-71

With special articles by P. H. Jacobs J. H. Drev-

enste^t, C. S. Cooper, C. S Valentine Arthur

D Warner, Henry Stewart, James Rankin,

k' Felch, Philander Williams, Henry

Dr. F. L. Kilbourne, C. H. Wyckoff, H.

cock, C. E. Chapman and others.

PRICE, Paper 40 cents, clotli 75 cents.

FOR SALE BY

FANCIERS' PUB. CO.. BOX 916. PHILA.. PA.

VOL. 8, NO. 22. THB FANCIERS* JOURNAIv. 365

Tiree Years in Snccession at tie Great New Yort Shows

Shat^p's Indian Games
Have Never Pailecl to WTin.

A/f First, Special and Challenge Cups, on Cock, Cockerel, Hen and Pullet—a

record that no other breeder of any variety can boast of.

In competition with the finest specimens afforded by the best breeders of Europe aiul America,
our "Agitator Strain" has proved INVINCIBLE at Buffalo, 1S89 ; Buffalo, 1890, New York. 1890,
London Dairy, 1890- Crystal Palace, 1890; New York, 1S91 ; Charleston. 1891 ; and at New York;
1S92, we won 1st and 5th on Cocks, ist and 2d on Cockerels, ist, 2d and 3d on Hens, ist, 2d, 3d, 4th
aud 5th on Pullets, 2d on Pen, Challenge Cups for best Hen and Pullets, Gold Special for best 10

Cockerels and Pullets. At nearly every show of any importance from tlie Atlantic to the Pacific

our birds shown by customers have proved EQUALLY as INVINCIBLE. Ancestry and cart-ful

breeding are essential to success. You cannot succeed without our stock, which we constantly im-
prove from year to year. Our Golden Wyandottes won all firsts at the Great Philadelphia Show,
January, 1891. We breed ANDALUSIANS, WHITE INDIAN GAMES, BLACK MINORCAS

PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WHITE LEGHORNS and CREVE CCEURS, ASEELS MALAYS aud RED CAPS. Eggs $3, $5, $6, $8, $10 and $25 per 13.

Catalogue free.

BOOK8.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYER:

ONLY 25 CENTS, POSTPAID.-READ WHAT
IT CONTAI.VS.

"LILLIAN RUSSELL."
First and Challenge Cup, New York, 1891.

C. A. SHARR &. CO., Lockport, N. Y.

INCUBATORS.

THE

PINELAND
INCOBRTORS AND BROODERS

ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERE AWARDED

2"Fm5T PREM10M5-2
AT THE

Great New M Show of 1891

Hundreds of the most successful poultrymen
use them exclusively. Send five cents for nmm
moth catalogue. Circular free. Address

PINELANO INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

This book has been written more especially
for the novice. It teaches the rudiments. It

gives away many things that have been hereto-
fore kept secret. Address

FAN< 1KU.S' l>l itLISlIlN<J COMPANY,
BOX 9ib PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PIGKONS. PHiEONS.

PIGEONS PIGEONS
fl I^Af^E (sHANGB TO BUY SOME OP THE BESOI

JACOBINS, FANTAILS and OWLS in white and blue .African : white, blue and silver English
and blue and silver Chinese in America. About forty pairs of owls to sell, and I warrant no belter

stock in existence. I need room, therefore take advantage of this offer. Write f>r prices and jus
what you want. Satisfaction or money refunded. GEO. EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

47-^

Roijal Blue I^nc I^oft^.

'

THEO. P. GREEN,

WOODBORY, NEW JERSEY.

143-181 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

HATCH CHICKENS bjr STBABL
Improved EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simple, PrrffCt and Sel/.Neguldlinif. ThoQS

t

OQB-

andsinsnccesefulopemtion (lusmnteed

toliAtch a larjrer percentage of fertile e«ff8 at letwcoat

than any other Incubator i.Ko. U.bTAML,Vuinrj,llL

kh

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY
MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES.
AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

New Catalogue
containing a full description of .^6 pairs of mv
noted breeders and champions, illtistralcd wiin
hundsome photo-engraviugs of world-renowned
flyers Send for it before you purchase.

MAILED FKEE.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLB. IND.

THK FINEST
—AND

—

LAKdEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OF—
WHITE HANTAIL

PIGEONS
In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

My birds have won
every prize and every
special shown foi

with two single bird
exceptions, during

the last two vears, and have been shown only at

the best and largest shows in America.
No birds for sale until June, when a limited

number of young, all from prize winners, will

b« .sold at $10 per pair. Don't write unless vn
mean business. 94 I 6

SUPPLIES.

POULTRY.

"HAZAH*D *S
8ILVER*8PANGLED*HAMBURGS

NEW YORK, lSS)-i.

The grandest victory ever won bv one exhibi

tor on any one variety. 1 5 ENTRIES, 11 PKi:
MIUMS. Also Association Special for best di>

play, all varieties of Hamburgs competinc.

JAMES E. HAZARD,
152-203 Elmira New York.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
liend for Catalogue.

H. WT. VAHLK,
jij Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

A NEW BOOK

WYANDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ng, Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl

A handsomely printed book of 60 pages.

PRICE, 50 CENTS.
Address

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

MAPLEWOOD FARM.
BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS-
Eggs for hatching from Buff Plymouth R ck*.

BuffWyandottes and Buff Leghorns. J6 per set-

ting ; two settings $io. Buff Pekin Bantams $i

per setting. Buff Cochins, White Leghorns,
White Wyandottes and Barred P. Roclis. $i 25

per setting, three settings $3. I am a member of

the Buff Leghorn Club. .Vlso agent for the Mon-
arch Incubator. Send for circular.

R. G. BUFFINTON,
58-70 Lock Box 677, Fall River, Mass.

We are So Anxious
That yuu ubould Bee our uew cLrcuUkr od

Poultry
Supplies.

It Illustrates

the moat complet«ltn«
____ ever offered.

Johnson & Stokes,
. SEEDSMEN

317 & 319 narketSt., Phila.d

peui pacts
1. The Fanciers* Journal has

more than doubled its circulation in

the past twelve months.

2. Excepting one monthly paper

it now has the largest circulation of

any paper of its class in the United

States.

3. It reaches the very best class

of readers.

4. It has the patronage of the

very best class of advertisers.

5. It accepts no questionable ad-

vertisements from unreliable breed-

ers.

6. The readers of The Fanciers'

Journal have confidence in its ad-

vertising columns in consequence.

I 7. There are over lOO PER CENT
more advertisements now than 12

months ago. Is not this significant?

I
8. A weekly paper reaches more

people than a monthly paper, con-

sequently an advertisement is seen

by more, and oftener at that.

I

9. Uniform advertising rates are

always adhered to. Everybody

being treated alike, there is no com-

plaint.

10. The advertising rates, while

higher than in many class papers,

are as low as a first-class paper can

afford.

11. To those who are not ready

to advertise weekly we recommend

the perusal of our blue card. The
latter gives monthly rates, which

are very reasonable.

12. Read a few extracts from

many letters

:

"All sold thanks to your paper."

FOR POULTRY.
1 lione Meal, - - Per HM» lb. Bag. »;i.<K>

(irniiiilHtPtl Itoue,
(iroiiiul Iteer
StTaps, - - •

f^alflte. - - -

CruHhe«l Flint.
Crushe«l Oyi^ter
Shells.

lOU •i.*(*

\(H\ .l.rtO

a<>» 3.00
300 1* 3.00

'<!.<M)

1

BOOKS.

fifize Fu^s*^
BY CRYER.

Being a compilation of the

pedigrees and winnings o^

the Prize Pngs of England
and America
A valuable guide t \ the

intelligent breeder. . . .

PRICE, CLOTH, $1.00

ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

arders shipped proniply by freight on receipt ol

or^ce. „
C. 11. I)KMl»WOf.F»trrO..

A. '5

YOUR
Bonet

OWN
Meal,GRIND

Ulw 100 p^r rrnt. more made
Also VifWVM .1111 , 1 ,S and

Oyater Sbellm
GrahHin Fioar a Corni in th*

in keeping Paultry.
F.\K>I F1;KI> .>III,1,M. Circulars and te«timonial«
wnt on applicAtion. WlLiSU.N UUOS.lMUitou.rft.

58-83

•'Resulted in the sale of all the bull puppies 1

had"
• « •

"The oointer 1 advertised in Fanciers' JofK-

NAL last week I have sold This is quick work
for your paper."

"Sold $72 worth of eggs tn one week. Thk
Fanciers' Journal did it."

• « «

"Could have sold double my production."
• « •

"The best advertising medium for high class

fancy stock.*
• •

"Sold sixty-three pigeons in one month."
• <* •

"Have sold every bird that I could spare, and
more too."

"Surprised at the amount of letters received

from that little ad. in your valuable paper."
• • «

"The Jot'RNAL brought us excellent returns,"

writes a great incubator firm.

• • •

"My little ad. in your paper sold all my tame

deer."

kKDIOREK BLANKS FOR FOUR OENER-
' ATIONS at 10 cents per dozen, or 85 cents

per 100. Extended four-paKe blauks, s

cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed

po-itpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co

33 S. 3d St., PhiUdelphia, Pa.
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PIGEON
BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.
Advertisements in this column will be inserted

as follows: Two lines three months, $3; six

months. $5.50 ; one year. $10. Rates for insertion

under more than one heading on application. In

writing the undersigned please mention Fan-
ciers' Journal. ^^^"*

FANTAILS.

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501 Ciucinnati,

Ohio.

HOMING PIGEONS.

A. M. WOOD, 4910 Baltimore Avenue,

West Philadelphia, Pa.

J. A. STOVELL, 10 South Broad Street,

Philadelphia, Pa,

THEODORE P. GREEN, Woodbury, N.

J. See large advertisement.

tT FRED GOLDMAN, 832 Herkimer
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

JACOBINS.
ATWOOD B. HOSKINS, Glen Riddle,

Pa. 62-13

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

Tlie Unitefl States Meld Trial Cls Secoiiil AmalM Trials

To be run at Elizabethtown, Ky., beginning with the Derby, Monday, Nov. 7, 1892.

SETTERS. FOR SETTERSANDPOINTERSWHELPED POINTERS.
$250 to First ON OR AFTER JANUARY 1, 1 891. $250 tO First.

IfSS^T^SS'''' '''" /?/?f'fZ) TO RUN SEPARATELY. ^?^^to Iwrd"^*

TOTAL STAKE $1400.

Winners of First in each stake to compete for Title of Absolute Derby Winner and |20oaddi.

tional.liooofwhich is kindly donated by the American Field. Entries close June 1,1892. First

forfeit $10. which must accompany nomination; additional forfeit $10, payable September i; |io to

start. For Rules, Entry Blanks, etc., address

65 66^7 P. T. MADISON, Secretary-Treasurer, Ix)ck Box 4, Indianapolis, Ind.

THE KENNEL. THE KENNEL.

OWLS.
GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Ciucinnati,

Ohjo^

L. S. CLARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa,

PIGEONS-ALL VARIETIES.

JOHN SPEALLER, 12 10 North Fourth

Street, Philadelphia. 60-72

SATIN ETTES.
GEORGE W. PETTIT, Artist, loio Clin-

ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SWALLOWS.
G. A. PICK, 1300 N. Washington St.,

Baltimore, Md. 160-21

1

TURBITS.

L. S. CLARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

CANICURA CO.,
Manufacturers of carefully prepared

Remedies for Dogs
WHOLESALE AGENTS

:

VON LENQERKE «fe ANTOINE, 246 Wabash Av.

CHICAGO.
VON LENQERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St., N. Y.

THE CANICURA COMPANY, - 246 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

thir heading for 30 cents per hne for first insertion,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion , count
seven words to line.

Advertlslns.

I

K

F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

tAVERY one in NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well
to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"

368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals; gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.
Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82

Artist.

HENRY ERDMAN, ARTIST AND EN-
GRAVER of Poultry, Pigeons, etc. 816

Maple St., Philadelphia, Pa. 6i-tf

Drinklns Fountain.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 151-173

DOGS.

Tralnlnff*

DOGS TRAINED AND FITTED. FOR THE
field trials, also broken for private shoot-

ing. One or two trained dogs for 8ale_. w.

B. Stafford, Trenton, Tenn. 162-tf

Miscellaneous.

A

DOGS.
Advrrttsements without display inserted under

hts heading /or 30 cents per line Jorfirst insertion

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven wot ds to line.

Cooker Spaniels.

FOR SALE.-FIRST-CLASS COCKER SPAN
IEL Puppies ; also Bitches in whelp to Red
Roland. \V. B. Palmer, Woodstock, Ont.

64-67

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The *°"^«=^Ll°^
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something

entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box

916, Philadelphia. Pa.

TRAINED DOGS FOR COON, BEAR, SQUIR-

REL, deer, fox, rabbit, qua 1, partridge,

woodcock. H. C. Graff. Kensington, Ohio.

FINELY BRED POINTER AND SETTER
Pupp.es for sale, also broken dogs, training

for private shooting a specialty. Conn

Valley Kennels, Northampton, Mass. 65-6»

WHITE KNGLISII Bull Terriers and

Cocker Spaniels. Grown dogs and puppies all

well bred and some prize winners. Send for list.

James Donovan, P. O. Box 1379. Boston 67-70

POULTRY.

White I/eghoms.

FOR SALE.—Hens. Rose and Single Comb
White Leghorns. F. H. West, Evans, N. Y. 67

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 pet

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and
^8-ti Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

Liegr Bands.

Wanted.

WANTED.—WHITE CHINA GEESE. H.
W. Vahle, 319 Market Street, Philadel-
phia, Pa. 51 tf

Miscellaneous.

Collies.

l»upi>leM by Champion The Squire, Roslyn
Wilkes and Sir Kelpie out of prize winning
bitches. Send for price list. Seminole Kennels,

Chestnut Hill, Pa. ^66-tf

COLLIE PUPS, $5 TO $8 EACH; ALSO BITCH
in whelp $12 ;

pedigree stock. C. C. Paine,

South Randolph, Vt. 66-68

A LOT OF finely bred collie puppies. Ad-

dress Wm. B. Carswell, Wilmington, Del. it

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted undn

this heading for 30 cents per line/or first insertion

,5 cents per line each subsequent insertion ,
count

seven words to line.

Bantams.

EnKllsh BeaKles.

B
EAGLE PUPPIES AND GROWN STOCK,

fine as silk, from $5 upwards. Send stamp.

A C Krueger, Wiightsville. York County,

Pa. 6567

EzchanKe.

TO EXCHANGE.—Two Fox Terriers of

gcKKi blood, male and female, nine months old,

lor ptTfoniiing Titinbler.s, or Pekm or Rouen
Ducks. O. R. Smith, Middleboro', Mass. 67

T BREED GAMES. GAME AND ORNAMEN
I TAL Bantams. Write for wants. V,. ¥.

-*- Doty, 47 Wellington Place, Toronto, Ont.

BANTAM HEADQUARTERS. HAYWOOD &
Co., Rutherford, N. J. Eggs for ha^h-

ing.
^-^

Brown Iieghorns.

AG. BOWLES, JR., PONKAPOG, MASS.,
Black Langshan and Houdan eggs, $1 for

• 13. 60-70

BUFF LEGHORNS, INDIAN GAMES, P.
ROCKS and Minorca eggs, $2 to $5 per 15.

Circular free. Lewis C. Beatty, Washing-
ton, N.J. 58-70

ROANOKE POULTRY YARDS, HURFF-
VILLE, N. J. High honors won at Phila-
adelphia Show. Buff Cochins, Light Brah-
mas, Barred Plymouth Rocks. Send for

Circular. 52-tf

PURE-BRED ENGLISH BLACK-BREASTED
RED GAMES from Lyon, Heaton, Game,
Rainsforth Pope, Matthews, Bell and Gib-
son's strains. PARTRIDGE COCHINS from
Goodall, Butterfield, Lady Gwydyr, Tom-
linson and Friar Bennett s strains. Apply
Ruddington Hall, Nottingham, Eng. 6067

EGGS.—15 of either kind |i, from pure-bred
fowls, Langshans. P. Rocks, B. Leghorns, B.

Spanish, R. C. W. Leghorns, L- Brahmas. Fowls
in fall. P. Y. Barnes, Shiloh, Ohio. it

EGGS for Hatching from prize S. C. B. Leg-
horns, B. P. Rocks and S. L. Wyandottes, Ji per

13. or |2 per 30. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send
for circulars. S. K. Mohr, Hilltown, Pa., P. O.

Box 200. 67-70

EGGS for Hatching from 11 varieties of pure
bred poultry. Write J. O. Bartlett, Lancaster,
Wis. It

ALUMINUM AND NICKEL SEAMLESS
Pigeon Bands z%c. and 2>ic. A. H. Kruger,
Germantown, Phila. 55-67

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.. .'s

South Third St., Philadelphia.

Graphite Paint for Roofe.

It was the opinion of the members at the fifth

annual convention of master Painters, Harris-

burg. January, 1892, that the best qualities of

lead or mineral paints will not last longer than
two or three years; and that most of them will

not last over one year. Graphite paint, however,
was most strongly recommended. Graphite
paint is manufactured by the Joseph Dixon Cru-

cible Co.. Jersey City, N. J., and they have some
interesting circulars on the subject, which they
send free on request.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Mention Fanciers' Journai-

BROWN LEGHORN PULLETS FOR SALE.
Fggs for setting, $1 . A Cantrell. Ridge Ave.,

Roxborough, Philadelphia.
'^' •"

Buff Leghorns.

61-73

Great Danes.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE, BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars

A. M. Jaggard, 629 North Front Street,

Philadelphia, Pa. 43-94

Irish Setters.

KAltGAlNS.—The Red Irish Setter Bitch

Flirtv 22 774, by Ch. Dick Swiveler— Flirt (16,094).

Slu- was whelpfd May 8, 1890. wiih free service

loCli Tim (5815); first $35 takes her. Also the

kcl Irish Setter Bitch Rose Palraerston (im-

l,<)ru<i). by Woolsery (Eldon, E. 10,301—Rivulet)

-Men Aroon. She won first prize, novice

cl,«s- Toronto, 1891. with free service to Jerry

larvis ( IS.M7). lil^er brother to Duke Elcho; first

J25 takfs her. Address Seminole Kennels, Chest-

nut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa. 66-70

Poodles.

BUFF LEGHORN Eggs per Setting, $3^01;

two settings at one order, $,. Send for my fine

large illustrated circulars. Address Colonel J.

Leffel, Springfield, Ohio. f>l

Ducks.

PIGEONS.

LEG BKNDS.
ENGLISH ENAMEL CONFERENCE BANDS

for Pigeons, 55 cents per dozen; Copper Bands for

Pigeons or Poultry, 40 cents per dozen. H.
Small, 85 Leonard St. New York City. 153-204

IPBIMTIWG OUTFIT 15g

:^\
OMHUtVE. 4 »lph«b«u rabKtr t7|W, tjp* holder. botU. la-'

itibW lak. Ink Pad ud TwM^n*. Put up In n.at bol witb

hliraotiooj for \im HkLUhetion rukTmstwd Worth StJe. BMtl
Mn Mwkw. Cwd Prink*. et< H«t< nun. • ii I mlaut*,'

aiinBH&0>l<>v<l.uiho«r.8Mtpamp*id ISe.S for 3&c,C»t.ftM.

riLH.IHtiKKSOLL k HRU.«&('ar(UBill8t.N.T.(-|ty

MAMMOTH COLORED MUSCOVY DUCKS.
Old Drakes, 14 to 16 pounds. Winners $40

clock New York, Trenton, Brooklyn, Wav-
erly Charleston, Augusta, Hagerstown.

StcKk or eggs. T. Farrer Rackhani, F^st

Orange, N. J. 153204

Advertisements without display inserted undei

this heading for 30 cents per line for first insertion,

75 cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 5" W. BIDDLE
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of Short-face

Baldhead Tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddes stock. 54-79

Homing Plgreons.

Exchanse.

BL.VCK COKl>KU Poodle Puppies 8 weeks

old . ut «)( prize winner, Fritz—Styx. Write lor

prices. M. W. Reid, Box 1094, Amsterdam, N.

V 67-70

St. Bernards.

BERNARD PU PIES BY CHAMPION
Victur Joseph; large and promising speci-

•neiis. One Bitch Puppy 7 raos. old, weight

110 lbs.; also a fine Dog 18 mos., with reg-

istered pedigrees. Will sell above cheap to

make room. F. L. Woodbridge, Evergreen
Kcunels, Newark, Ohio.

.

66-tf

EXHIBITION B. B. R. Game Bantam Cock,

winner 5th prize 1892, New York, and four Hens,

for English Setter Puppy, 6 months old, of good

field stock. Arthur C. Ketcham, Yonkers, N. Y.
67-70

Golden Wyandottes.

FOR SALE-COCKEREL $5. TRIO I7. NO
better birds in America. Eggs $2 per 13.

E. D. Keeney, Arcade, N. Y. 55-tf

A.

T

M. WOOD, BREEDER AND FLYER
homing pigeons, 4910 Baltimore Ave.,

West Philadelphia. 5^-76

FRED GOLDMAN, BREEDER AND
flyer of Homing pigeons, 832 Herkimer St.,

• Brooklyn, N. V. 51*76

HOMING PIGEONS $125 pair, 11 for I5. to

close. C. W. Johnson, Cranford, N. J.

nil rA Remedyrree. INSTANT RELIEF. Final
Ull L V cure It) lu days. Nev»r returns; nopur^e:

I 11 ral no salve: no suppository. A victim tried
' '™"*^'in vain every rem liy has discovered a
simple cure, which he will mail frfletohisfellow suf-

tenra. A44rMS J.a.RlUCVB8,BM SS90,l«w Yatt aty.l.V.

FOR PIGEONS AND
all breeds of fowls.

Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices

of Indian Games, Minor-
cas, lavas and B.P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20

years' expxerience counts
in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

J. Y. BICKNELL.
314 Vermont Street, Buffalo, N. V.

Satlnettes.

Indian Games.

CORNISH INDIAN GAMES.-Frayne
and Agitator Strain'. Trio, $10; eggs, J3 for 13;

$j for 26. A. J. Morony, Milan, O. 67-68

Silver Wyandottes.

SILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
Games. Finely marked birds bred by
Jrvinjf Crocker, Seueca Falls, N. Y. 41-t'

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, loio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. u-tf

Miscellaneous.

wHITE FANS, TURBITS, ANTWERPS. GEO.
W. Kendig. E. Baptist Av.,York. Pa. 66-67

PRINTING estimates given fot circulars, cards,

letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

r\ I- I THERE ARE OVER .300

J K rrP papers in the U. S. and Canada,
/ iV IS for farmers, breeders and fan-
^^s^ \^ /* ciers. If you send me 25c. in

silver, I will print your name
and address and send it to all of them and 100

home, literary, political and sporting ones in

addition and request them to mail you sample

copies. Don't neglect this opportunity. Send a

stamp for ray new price list.

ADDRESS

84tf

F. D. BECK,
Wellsburg, W. Va.

When auswering advertisements please

mention Fanciers Journal.

Vol. 8, No. 22. XHK FANCIBRS' JOURNAL^ 3^7

IN THE STUD.

pFox Terriers

IN STUD.

Starden's Kln^ t^SS

Ch. Raby Mixer 16

Kockoner 16

Broekenhurst Tyke 16

$100 prize for the best puppy sired by
any ofthesadogs in 1892. To be competed
for at New York, 1893. Donor not to com-
pete.

Puppies for Sale.

BiLLsmB Hennels,
157-208 LANCASTER, MASS.

AT STUD—WOODALE KENNELS'
FOX TERRIERS Fee.

DOBBIN $20
By Ch. Veiiio—Broekenhurst Worry by

Raffle.

STARDEN'S JACK $15
By Ch. Result—Forest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS $10
By Raffle—Warren Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of prize win-
ning bitches always for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 47-73

Deei^F?ouRD eueeies
FOR SALE

From the largest and best kennels of this
breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
40-91 LANCASTER, MASS.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

LAN8D0WNE DESPERADO "- •>»•

By Rosador (V'enio—Kosati)—Desperate (Domi-
nie—Sensation).

LAN8D0WNE TRITON ^- ••<»•

By Raffle—Warren Daintv. Stud cards on ap-
plication. Post office and snipping address

LANSDOWNE KENNELS, Lansdowne, Pa.

H T STUD—ENGLISH SETTER

COUNT LEO,
Mack D.—Lady Alta, Mac D. by the famous

Count Noble. Lady Alta by Count Roderigo—
Bessie Belton. Evenly marked white, black and
tan. Whelped November 14, 1889.

40-91

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. G. ELLIOTT,
Nantucket, Mass.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in

America." Pedigree and winnings free
;
photos,

50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
155-206 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

M ASTIFF AT STUD.

ORMONDE
A son of the great Cambrian Princess, winner

of 1st Rockford, Freeport, Cleveland, Cincinnati
and Chicago, and .sire of 1st and 2d prize bitches
Rtx.kford, Freeport and Chicago, 1892. Some
grandly bred pups for sale. Send stamp for

catalogue. CHARLES E. BUNN.
157-202 Peoria, Illinois.

Mention Fanciers' Journai..

ST STUD. FEE »60.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rao./ig Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C, December, 1890, and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land : 1st, New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn,
'89; 1st, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

Babylon, I<. I

IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

Seminole I^ennels
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ROUGH-COATED COLLIES
CHAMPION THE SQUIRE (30881) FEE )SioO.()0

CHAMPION llOSLYN WII^KES (20883) " 50.()0
CHAMPION KOSLYN DANDY (17577) " .30.00
SIR KELPIE (14735) " 15.OO

ENGLISH SETTER
SIR FREDERICK (SI 741) " 50.00

Winner of forty-four first prizes in Eugland.

IRISH SETTERS
CHAMPION TIM (5815) 35.00
JERRY JARVIS (15347) (litter brother to Duke Elcho) »* SO.OO

ENGLISH PUGS
WINKS (3003 7) (grandson of Ch. Loris.) " lO.OO

Extended pedigree and list of .stock for sale furnished on application.

Specimens of the above breeds for sale, including several good stud dogs, brood bitches in
whelp and puppies of the highest grade.

Mention Fanciers' Journal.

BEAGLE IN STUD.

CHAMPION TONY WELLER,
THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

THE BEAGLE TRIALS, 1891.
Puppies for Sale.

OAKVIEW KENNELS.
60-72 Glenslde, Pa.

H T STUD,

STREATHAM MONARCH.
"The best Bull Terrier to-day in either Eng-

land or America."—George Raper.

ADDRESS
JOHN MOORHBAD, JR.,

61-12 PITT.SBUUG, 1»A.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.

poiNTER AT STUD. FEE $85.

LAD OF KENTi3"6,
Sire, Champion Bracket ; dam. Renie by Ch.

Tammany. Winnings and only times shown :

First puppy. New York, 1^90; first open and
special for best brace with his litter sister. Lass

of Kent, New York, 1891; first, Wilmington;
Gloversville and Albanv ; first challenge New
York and Boston, 1892. N. B.—This low stud

fee for three months to approved bitches.

Address
GEORGE JARVIS.

53-78 1015 Washington Avenue, N. Y.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, a.k.c.s.b. 4742

Sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee $10.

VEN D ETTA, A KC.s.B. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest—Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee $10.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,
4798 Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

I[iiglo-Aiericon Terrier lm±.
IN STUD.

SMOOTH FOX TERRIER.

EBOR SPENDTHRIFT STUD Fee $10
WIRE-HAIRED FOX TERRIER,

BARTON STING - Stud Fee $10
IRISH TERRIERS,

JACK BRIGGS - Stud Fee $20
VALLEY BOXER - STunFEE$l5

BLACK AND TAN TERRIER,

PRINCE REGENT - Stud Fee $10
SCOTCH TERRIER,

KILSTOR - - - STUD Fee $15
SCOTCH HOT . - - - $15

YORKSHIRE TERRIER,

CH. TOON'S ROYAL - stud fek $10
R. TOON,

3x6 Fitzwilliam St., Sheffield, Eng.

Address

i57-203eow

C. N. SYMONDS,
Salem, Mass., U. S. A.

Some Choice Pointer

,g'.jf
(Gainesville, V'a.

Game Bautams. Irish Terriers.

Dr Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
151-303

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - SSO

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member, 35 per cent off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL m
Puppies and Brood Bitches for sale. Dogs o(

any breed taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stnd and sold on commission.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
46-97 CHESTNUT HILL, Phila., Pa.

ST. BERNARD DOGS
AT STUD, AT HALF PRICE.

Lothario - - $10.00
Lord Dante - - 12.50
Ben Hur - - - 13.50
Wyoming Hesper - - 15.00
Plinlimmon, Jr. - - 20.00
Jim Blaine - - - 25.00
Sir Bedivere - - 75.00
The above dogs are well known and further

comment is unnecessary. Brood bitches and
puppies for .sale.

WYOMING KENNELS,
149-200 MEI.ROSE, MASS.

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN, 6258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 555O. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-
dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

THE KENNEL.

Q^KEHHELSS

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

HANOVER BOY.
Full of Playboy blood, has small, perfectly car-

ried ears, winner of two firsts and an uncropped
.•special at Kennel Club Show. London.

FEE $15.00.

BOXER IV.
Winner of several prizes, long clean head, hard

red coat, sire of nmnptious Bonnet.

FEE $15.00.
Apply to

WALTER J. COMSTOCK,
5i-75eow Box 408, Providence, R. 1.

FOX TERWERSTOR 8ALE~
From thoroughbred slock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
43-86 P. O. Box 676, ALBANY, N. Y.

FOU SALE-KNCJI.ISII SKTTKIC I'l l»s,
bv Ch. Ko<ler go, Ch. Oath's M:iik jiiul Dan
Gladstone. IKISIl SKTTKU ITl'S, l.y

Ch. Kildare, Ch. Dick Swiveller, Ch. Tim and
Chanipion Stininole.

Send fur Price List. 40-91

Mention Fancikks' Jouk.na^.

CbampioD Melac
F»LJHF»IKS.

I have for sale a number of puppies, both
sexes, by the above celebrated dog, out of Minca
II, first prize winner at Chicago. iS<)i. lainol-
fering these puppies, s; ven inoiUlisoM and over
distemper, at a hargaiii. Having bought cheap
will sell cheap. (Juick sates and small profits.

ADDRESS

llarnj 1^ Goodman,
Auburn Park, 111.

Mention Fanciers' Joi;rnal.

GREAT DANES.
A choice lot of puppies out of Coliiiiililiiii

Flora, ist at Freeport, 2d at H<><.-kr<>r<l,

iSgi.by that elegant young iinjwrtetl dog, Fritz.
Four dogs and six bitches, brindle, l)lue ami
black. Dogs $50, bitches 5.\s- Frniik S. Ander-
son, 1S3 N. I'eoria St., ciiicago, 111. f>.S-66

#'
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary isurjreon,

tf 1S9» BUOADWAY, NKW YOHK.

To those who are desirous ot pur-

chasing dogs in the vicinity of New
York, outside or abroad, and wiiere

a satisfactory inspection is required,

address for particulars and terms

Happy E. Tuiyfopd,

BAY llIlMiE, Near Now York.

Dogs also boarded under his care.

Mention Fanciers' Jouknai,.

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

ti

ELM STATION,

Montgomery Co., P«.

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl. B. Tallraan,
140-U OAK LAWN, R. \.

Pugs of the Best Breeding

At reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNKLS,
80x506, Louisville, Ky. 48- 7^

—In answering advertisements please

mention this journaL
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DOG
QCNUINB

DOG
GENUINE

PATENT
STAMPLO.

CAKES

eXAMPUD.

CAKES

POUL-TRV
Pears Chieks from the Shell

COLD NIGHTS are a common cause of mortality in Young Chicks. To

GUARD AGAINST THIS add a little of our "CARDIAC TONIC POWDER"

to the food before shutting up at night.

IN PACKAGES OF ALL SIZES.
DOG
C£NUINe

(1

The Common Sense of Poultry

Keeping," 12c. Post Free.

} CONTAINS FULI^ AND PRACTICAI^ INFORMATION ON FOUL-
5 TRY REARING, HOUSING, FEEDING.

DOG
CCNUINC

eTAMPtO.

CAKES
Of All Dealers, or of

STAMPtD.

CAKES

SPRATTS PATENT (AMERICA), LIMITED,
241, 243 and 245 East 56th Street, Ne\A/ York City

vor.,. 8. NO. 'i-.i. \WHOLE NO., 108. /
PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, JUNE 4, 1892.

f PFU ANN I'M. IS^'i.VO

\ SINGLE COrY, 6c.

ANTWERP COCK {/Reproduced from Feathered World, England.)
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THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town
— The Spanish Sludent.

We have just received another invoice

of Hugh Dalziel's "British Dogs." These

are of the new and enlarged edition, com-

ing in two volumes of about 500 pages

each. Many of our readers are well ac-

quainted with Mr. Dalziel's works, . His

"British Dogs" is the most erudite and

exhaustive work on this subject ever pub-

lished, and everyone interested in dogs

should have a copy of this well printed

and beautifully illustrated standard text

book. Tlie persons who have been pa-

tiently waiting for this new edition can

tiow send to us for the books.

An adjourned meeting of the National

Greyhound Club was held in New York,

May 23. It was decided that three

bronze medals should be given at the

Toronto show. The action of the

"Psovoi" committee was indorsed and

the name stands "Psovoi" for the breed

known as Russian wolfhounds. Messrs.

A. L. Fitzgerald, A. L. Page and W. R.

Caminoni resigned. The treasurer's re-

port was read and accepted showing a

balance of ^^52. 61. A resolution of con-

dolence was passed on the death of Mr.

George Shepard Page. The old commit-

tee on judges was {disbanded and a new
one appointed, composed of Messrs.

Osborn, Whiton and Drake. Mr. h. F.

Bartels was elected to fill the vacancy on

the boord of directors owing to Mr. Fitz-

gerald's resignation, and Mr. Van Hosen

will fill the vacancy caused by Mr. A. L,.

Page's resignation. Additional members
on committees were elected as follows:

Prize Committee, C. F. R. Drake; Com-
mittee on Membership, Messrs. II. Os-

born and James Mortimer; Committee on

Publication, C. F. R. Drake. The fol-

lowing new members were elected:

Messrs. A. C. Usher, Horatio Nelson, W.
D. Blenes, T. W. Bartels. L. F. Bartels.

George McDougall, Charles Barrow,

James Mortimer, C. B. Crouse and H. W.
Smith. Colonel North and Mr. George

Raper and the president of the National

Coursing Club of England were elected

honorary members. Mr. James Morti-

mer was put on the Board of Governors

in the place of Mr. George S. Page,

deceased.

•%
Nothing succeeds like success. Our

esteemed contemporary, the English

*^tock-Keeper, announces the permanent

increase in the size of that journal to

forty pages.

•**

Dr. John A. Hartman has sold the

English setter bitch Champion Albert's

Nellie to Mr. Fred E. Fisher, Ypsilanti,

Mich.
•••

The International Field Trials Club

have changed the date of their trials from

November 6 to November 7 and 8. The
Amateur Stake will be run on the 7th

and the Open Stake on the Sth, at Chat-

ham, Ont.
«

« *

Mr. John Moorhead, Jr., had the

misfortune to lose his bull terrier bitch

Queen Bendigo last week. She was in

whelp to Streatham Monarch, but owing

to having received an injury three weeks

ago she died in whelp. The post-mortem

showed eight magnificent puppies. Hard
luck.

« •

Mr. C. A. Stone, secretary Toronto

show, writes: "The following specials

have been donated to the Industrial Ex-

hibition Association's Bench Show of

Dogs to be held at the city of Toronto,

September 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16. The
National Beagle Club offers I5 for dog
and J5 for best bitch exhibited by a

member of that club. The Collie Club of

America offers a silver medal and also |20

for the best American bred collie under

two years of age exhibited by a member
of that club, also a bronze medal for the

best collie in the novice class (if no nov-

ice class, then in puppy class) exhibited

by a member of the collie club. The
American Spaniel Club offers the follow-

ing handsome specials. Silver cup, value

;Pioo, for the best field spaniel. Silvei cup,

value 1 100, for the best cocker spaniel.

George H. Whitehead trophy, value ^^25,

for best cocker stud dog and two of his

get |io in cash for best kennel of field

spaniels, not less than four, and |io in

cash for the best kennel of cockers not

less than four."
*

* «
We call attention to change in stud

card of the Lausdowne Kennels. Stud

cards, with photographs, will be sent on
application.

**•

We are literally swamped with matter

this week, and the latest news from New
York is crowded out in consequence.

*
* »

The Pacific coasters are loud in their

praise of Mr. James Mortimer. The
Breeder and Sportman of last week gives

him the following send off: "Judge Mor-
timer won the admiration of every one
with whom he came in contact by reason

of his just awards. He proved himself

thoroughly competent, and performed
his duties with a promptness and decision

^jhich left no doubt in the minds cjf J»ny

one of his well defined ideas on the sub-

ject of judging. His awards left little to

which exception could be taken. He
will doubtless be invited to come again

to this coast in the same capacity."

*

The secretary of the American Pet Dog
Club says the club will not hold a show

in November.

P. K C. FIELD TRIALS.

Full List of Entries for the Derby

Stake.

Editor Fanciers' Journal,.

Enclosed please find the list of entries

for the Derby Stake of the Philadelphia

Kennel Club, to be held at High Point,

N. C, commencing November 28, 1892.

It is certainly with much satisfaction

that I am able to furnish you with a list

of this size for publication. Our entries

closed with seventy nominations. Being

the first open field trials held by our

club it was but natural that we should be

anxious to secure a large entry.

As the list will show, our club has re-

ceived the encouragement of the largest

and most influential breeders and own-

ers in the land. With the list of entries

I am able to furnish you officially with

the names of the judges. It has been the

earnest endeavor of the gentlemen com-

posing the Field Trial Committee to se-

cure the services of men competent to ful-

fill the onerous duties of the jwsition.

The judges are Washington A. Coster,

William A. Tallman and Dr. William

Jarvis. The entries are as follows:

Euslsh Setters.

Addie T.—Liver, white and tan bitch, whelped
March 3, 1891 (Roderigo—Maggie Gladstone),
Pierre L,orillard, Jr.

Agness Booth.—Black, white and tan bitch,
whelped October, 1891 (Booth—Queen Yashti),

John Leisinring.

Belle.—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped
June 24, 1891 (Roi d'Or—Nellie Bly), F. R.
Hitchcock.

Belle of Delaware.—Lemon and white bitch,

whelped February 9, 1891 (Breeze Gladstone
—Delaware), S. Murry Mitchell.

Belle of Kentucky.—Black, white and tan
bitch, whelped June 23. 1S91 (Dad Wilson-
Bohemian Girl), Fairmount Kennels.

Bess.—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped May
30, 1891 (Chance—Bessie Avent), F. R. Hitch-
cock.

BoNAiR.—Black and white dog, whelped Janu-
ary 3. i^^Q' (Roderigo—Juno A.), Avent and
Thayer Kennels.

Brighton—Clip —Black, white and tan bitch,

whelped April 5, 1891 (Canadian Jester—Las-
sie), Ihonias Hallam.

Chevalier.—Black, white and tan dog whelt)ed
January 7, 1891 (Jean Val Jean—Lucy Avent),
Avent and Thayer Kennels.

Chinaman.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
May 30, 1891 (Chance—Bessie Avent), F. R.
Hitchcock.

Clem Gladstone.—Black, white and tan dog,
whelped April 6 1891 (Paul Gladstone—La-
tonia),J.L. Sneed.

Cricket.—Black and white bitch, whelped Janu-
ary 3, 1891 (Roderigo—Juno A.), F. R. Hitch-
cock.

Dashing Rod.—Black and white dog, whelped
September 4, 1891 (Rowdy Rod—Celeste C),
C. H. Littleton.

Dick Fox.—Black, white and tan oitch, whelped
April 8, 1891 (Chance—Countess Rush), Blue
Ridge Kennels.

Dot Rogers.—Black, white and tan bitch,

whelped March 3, iSot (Roderigo—Glad-
stones Girl), Pierre Loriflard, Jr.

Duff.-Black bitch, whelped June 6, 1891 (Toss
—Pitti-Sing), W. F. Hunter.

Flyaway.—Black and white bitch, wheloed May
3, 189J (Rowdy Rod—Eva), Herbert Merriam.

Full Tilt.—Black white and tan bitch, whelped
September 4, 1891 (Rowdy Rod—Celeste C),
S. C. Bradley.

Gaiety.—Black, while and tan bitch, whelped
February 13. 1891 (Lone Jack—Gay Rhoebe),
Royal Robinson.

Gale Noble.—Black, white and tan bitch,

whelped March II, 1891 (Breeze Gladstone-
Katie Noble), H. K. Deveraux.

Gladeola—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped
January 15, 1891 (Blake—Estelle) Pierre

Lorillard, Jr.

Grouse.-Liver and white dog, whelped Febru-
ary 14, 1891 (Pedro—Jeanne), Joseph F. Fox.

Hamlet.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
Mav 30, 1891 (Chance—Bessie Avent), Avent
aii<f Thayer Kennels.

Hoosier Girl.—Orange and white bitch.whelped
January i, 1891 (Dad Wilson—Daisy Hunter),

John A. Hunter.

Hoosier Lady.—Liver, white and tan bitch,

whelped January i. 1891 (Dad Wilson—Daisy
Hunter), F. fi. Hitchcock.

Hope's Mesjr.-iOrange and white do^. whelped
January, 1891 (^^th's Hope—Dashing Lady),
31ue Ridge Kennels.

Kendal.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
Ocober, 1891 (Booth—Queen Vashti), John
Leisining.

KiNGBToN.—niack. white and tan dog, whelped
May ,^0, 1891 (Chauce—Bessie Avent), Avent
and Thayer Kennels.

Lad.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped May 3,
1S91 (Kdge Mark—Clip Glenrock), Francis S.
Brown.

Lady Bklton.—Black and white bitch, whelped
January, 1891 (Tennessee Bob—Dixie Belton),
C. W. Barker.

Lady Brooke.—Black, white and tan bitch,
whelped April 8, 1891 (Chance—Countess
Rush), Blue Kidge Kennels.

Lancier.—Chestnut, white and tan dog, whelped
May 9, 1891 (Gath's Hope—S ockings). Blue
Ridge Kennels.

LocHiNVAR.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
May 30, 1891 (Chance—Bessie Avent), Avent
and Thayer Kennels.

LORRiS.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped May
15, 1891 (Chance—Haydee), Avent and Thayer
Kennels.

MaidknMink—Lemon and white bilch, whelped
January 8, 1891 (Vangua rd—Georgia Belle),

Pierre Lorillard, Jr.

Mecca.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
April 6. 1S91 (Paul Gladstone—Latonia),T. E.
Snreve.

MoLLiE G.—Liver and white bitch, whelped
.^.ugust, 1891 (Tom Dran— Flirt), John N.
Lewis.

Nat Goodwin II.—Black, white and tan dog,
whelped May 2. 1891 (Nat Goodwin—Royal
Myrtle), Herbert Merriam.

Oksino—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
April 21, 1891 (Rod Gem—Winnie Davis). E.
W. Clark, Jr.

Proctor Knott.—Black, white and tan dog.
whelped January. 1S91 (Gath's Hope—Dash-
ing Lady), Blue Ridge Kennels.

Report,—Lemon and white dog, whelped Feb-
nirv 14. 1891 (Breeze Gladstone—List Noble),
F. G. Taylor.

RoiiRR's Si'AKK.—Black, white and tan bitch,

whelped May 13. 1891 (Roger—Dora Deane),
L. Gardner.

Ri;sHMOR<;.— Black, white and tan dog, whelped
September 4, 1891 (Rowdy Rod—Celeste C),
C. H. Littleton.

Shadow.—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped
January 7, 1891 (Jean Val Jean—Lucy Avent),
Avent & Thayer Kennels.

Snap.— Black, white and tan dog, whelped May
2, 1S91 (Nat Goodwin—Royal Myrtle),|Francis
S. Brown.

Speedaway—Black and white bitch, whelped
May 3, 1891 (Rowdy Rod -Eva), Herbert Mer-
riam.

Speck's B.—Black and white bitch, whelped
April 26, 1891 (Clipper W.—Perseverance), E.
Comfort.

SiHJT Cash.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
January 8, 1891 (Vanguard—Georgia Bellej,

H. K. Deveraux.

St. Anthony.—Black, white and tan dog,
whelped September 4, 1891 (Rowdy Rod—Ce-
leste C), J. H. Winslow.

Stanford.-Orange and white dog, whelped
April 21, 1891 (Rod Gem—Winnie Davis), E.
W. Clark, Jr.

Sue Gladstone.—Black, white and tan bitch.

whelped March 3.1891 (Roderigo—Gladstone's
Girl), Pierre Lorillard, Jr.

Tan— Black, white and tan bitch, whelped May
2, 891 (Nat Goodwin—Royal Myrtle), Her-
l)ert Merriam.

IrlHh Setters.

RocKwooD Dandy.—Red dog, whelped March 6,

1891 (Desmond II—Fly), C. T. Thompson.

RocKWooD E.STELLE.—Red bitch, whelped April,

1891 (lim— Estelle), C. T. Thompson.

Pointers.
aspiration.—Liver and white dog, whelped

April 26, 1 89 1 (Dick Swiveler—Bloomo II), J.
H. Winslow.

Bradley.—Liver and white dog, whelped July
4, 1891 (King of Kent—Lass of Kent), George
H. Payne.

Brighton Leda.—Liver and white bitch,

whelped May. iSoi (Devonshire Nero—Arm-
strong's Mag), Thomas Hallam.

Chin Chin.—Brown ticked bitch, whelped Janu-
ary 13, 1891 (Rip Rap—Lonnie Jiijou), Char-
lottesville Field Trial Kennels.

Conscript.—Black and white dog, whelped June
26. 1*591 (Kingof Kent—Hops), Charlottesville

Field Trial Kennels.

Cosset.—Black, white and ticked bitch, whelped
June 26. isqi (King of Kent—Hops), Char-
lottesville Field Trial Kennels.

Clancarty.—Liver and white bitch, whelped
April 27. 18^1 (Beppo III—White Fawn), J. H.
Winslow.

Fan Fan II.—Liver and white bitch, whelped
May 7, 1891 (Duk of Hesseu—Fan Fan), C. E.
Connell.

Graceful II.—Liver and white bitch, whelped
May 8, 1891 (Duke of Hessen—Concave), Luke
W. White.

Hempstead Blossom.—Liver and white bitch,

whelped Mav 8, 1891 (Duke of Hessen—Wool-
ton Game), Hempstead Farm Kennels.

Hempstead Game.—Liver and white bitch,

whelped May 8. 1S91 (Uuke of Hessen—Wool-
ton Game), Hempstead Farm Kennels.

Jingo.—Liver and white dog. whelped May i,

1S91 (Manispring—Queenie 11),Charlottesville

p'ield Trial Kennels.

lOHN Paul.—Lemon and white dog, whelped
Julys. 1891 <Rip Rap—Petticoats), Charlottes

ville Field Trial Kennels.

Mkrry Duchess.—Liver and white bitch,

whelped August 2, iSyi (Uuke of Hessen—
Merry Legs), Hempstea<l Farm Kennels.

Redemption—Liver and white dog, whelped
September 17, 1891 (Graphic—Vandalia), J. H.
Winslow.

Searspring.—Liver and white ticked dog,

whe p'-d May i, 1881 (Mainspring-Queenie
II), Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels.

Francis G. Taylor,
Secretary P. K. C.

WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS

Some Interesting Pickings and Pointers

Gathered Here and There.

From Our Special Correspondent.

A little trip last Sunday to the Rock-
land Kennels, Nanuet, was bound to be
enjoyed when in the company of Mr.
Kreuder. The dogs were all looking
well, and I don't suppose if I were to de-

scribe the symmetry, color and coat of

each that it would be very interesting,

because they have all recently been crit-

icised. I saw several new faces, and one
among them a mottled blue. Deuce
by name, more than caught my eye.

He was picked upon a farm in Maryland
and never yet shown. He is a small one,

coming in the thirteen inch brigade, and
from a. little spin in the afternoon he is a

worker also. Racer, Jr., and Roy K.
were looking more than fit. The former

is a surprise to himself, and I wouldn't
have known him. The latter is a pet of

the boy in charge and he has such a

shine on him that he parts his hair down
the centre.

The Belgian hares spoken of and "gen-

erally caught by the merrie little beagle"

(so tiiey say), a batch of thirty will be

put down the first week of next

month.

The mascot of the last beagle trials,

Mr. John Bateman, was at Nanuet last

Saturday, just giving a few of his i<leas of

what should be done at the next. I'm

sorry to say he has a poor opinion of us

as "rabbit hunters," and outside of the

handler of Tony Weller he couldn't find

one in the crowd. To this he might have
added my friend Clarke, and with just a

squeeze I'll let in Parry for the sake of

June Rose.

)t is impossible to plea.se everybody,

and it seems several are insulted because

they were not invited to that dinner of

the "mysterious five" given to Mr. P^l-

liott. George Bell, for instance, would
have come on from Canada, and all that

he has muttered ever since, "Oh, what it

nmst have been to be there."

It is not generally known, but the

greyhound show to be held in December
at Brooklyn is for all breeds of dogs.

Hessen, he sold to George Jarvis, 10 15
Washington Avenue, New York City.

Mr. James Mortimer sailed last Satur-

day on the Alaska. A party of his close

friends wished him bon voyage, and,
owing to the unseasonable hour at which
the steamer left, it prevented many more
from wishing him the same. He went
aboard about 3 A. M., full of commis-
sions to bring back little reminiscences
of the "old country," and one among the
number is rather odd. It is about two
pounds of bacon. The last words I heard
as he climbed up the gang-plank was :

Good-bye, Jim, don't forget that bacon.

Last week I told you what he had prin-

cipally gone for, and he will be away
about two months, if he doesn't get home-
sick, arriving now just in time for the
Kennel Club show, which takes place on
June 8. His wife and children are still

at Babylon, and will remain there until

his return. His dogs are «t the Hemp-
stead F'arm.

From the poet laureate

Who is living at Nanuet

the following is the latest from his pen:

Come one, come all

And visit the stalls.

Where the good beagle hounds

Do plentifully abound.

It is simj ly surprising the latent talent

that abounds among do^ men of the

beagle fancy. Why was this not kept fcr

the trials? It would have been so much
in "harmony" with the wag of Roy K.'s

tail.

My friends in Staten Island think they

have a perfect right to name a terrier in-

dependent of the A. K. C, to wit, the

"vStaten Island terrier," and when I asked

what kind of a dog it was they informed

me the strong peculiarity of the breed is

"Don't know what it is," but they pre-

dominate on the island and run true to

type, showing a decided mixture ofmany
breeds.

The first week in November the follow-

ing sportsmen will take their annual

looked forward-to vacation in Gilford

County, N. C: Messrs. Jarvis, Root,

Fletcher and Halpin, accompanied by

their bit of dog flesh, viz.. Lad of Kent,

Lass of Kent, Blume of Kent, Rock Bel-

ton, Bracket's Lad, Fletcher's Boy. That
reminds me, Blume of Kent won first at

Lewiston in very nice company. She is

by Lad and his maiden exhibition puppy,

and her owner, Mr. Root, is just tickled

to death.

Mr. G. Muss Arnolt is in bad luck. His

Meally's Lass was in whelp to Lad of

Kent but injured herselfsomehow, losing

all the pups. His beagle Melody II has

three pups to his Harkaway, and he tells

me Tony Dart, a pointer, by Duke of

When in California he saw several of
the old faces which have drifted out
there. Mr. Hemingway, an old cocker
crank, was one of them, who I believe is

about 100 miles from Los Angeles. The
ranch of Lucky Baldwin was also visited,

and the vastness and elegance of the

place is almost beyond describing. Suf-

fice it to say, there is 50,000 acres, and
all fenced in, post and rails. The Palo
Alto Stock Farm likewise he visited,

where there are 700 brood mares, not

counting yearlings and others. The
great Palo Alto him.self was put through
his pacings especially for our "Long
Island Farmer," and he did his mile

comfortably in 2.19. His record, you
know, for a stallion has not yet been ap-

proached, viz., 2.083^. With all this and
much more, combined with the superb
climate, Mr. Mortimer had a grand time
in California.

In San Francisco they are ahead of us

East here for sport. Greyhound cours-

ing, I understand, takes place every Sun-

day, and to my thinking there is no sport

equal to it unless it may be horse racing.

It has this advantage, that there's no
jockeying the dogs, and when you bet on
a greyhound you are sure to get an hon-

est run for your money, without any in-

terference and without any pulling.

In greyhounds they are pretty strong,

but they don't make any great "hurore."

We don't hear of any do^s coming over,

but they are coming just the same.

There's several Irishmen out there who
know their business and have things

down to fine points, so we mustn't be led

away with the idea because their bench
shows are small that they haven't any
dogs, but moreover they go in for the

genuine sport and real enjoyment and
not much for the name, the mere sake of

having a dog to win a prize. Well, so

much for California and its various clubs,

and not forgetting their members as a

whole, who are mighty fine fellows.

gentlemen," although I suppose its very
much like the fox and the grapes.

Moreover, Tony is just aching to get at

Frank Forest. Last year he caught a

chill as there wasn't a dog outside of

June Rose (a bitch) that could moisten a

hair on the end of his tail. I can also

inform you that "the sprinter on the
barb wire fence" who handled Tony in

his final heats has already been engaged
to again accompany him and the two of
them have figured it up just how much
money, not mentioning side bets, they
will take out of these trials.

What is a "free advertiser?" If Geo.
Jarvis were to write The Fanciers'
Journal that he got up every morning
at 6 A. M., with Lad of Kent and I<ass of
Kent, and went across Fleetwooil Park
and that Lad pointed fifteen bevys in fif-

teen minutes and that Lass would whelp
to Lad on July 23, and that the pups he
would sell for $^0 apiece, I should call

that a "free ad." Some papers who are
short of news are only too pleased to

accept such as newsy matter, but who,
except in the vicinity of New York, care
one iota about George Jarvis and his

matutinal exercihc. But if I choose to
tell the readers of Thk Journal that
George Jarvis had a stud advertisement
for three months in our paper and from
it he had fifteen bitches (which is per-
fectly true) that is talking shop and
nevertheless advertising George Jarvis,

but we don't make a practice of this nor
do we consider it news matter. In short,
a free advertiser is he who writes you a

"wily" letter all about himself, but if a

correspondent choose to mention so an<l

so that lets the individual out.

stand the
tropolis.

noise and bustle of the me-

Mr. Cleather, manager of Spratts
tent, sails for Europe on June 15.

Pa-

Mr. German Hopkins, who for many
years so successfully managed the Blein-
toii Kennels, has since his resignation
been very (juiet but with an eye to busi-
ness all the time. I wi.sh he would pre-
pare me for these sudden shocks. On
Saturday he makes the startling an-
nouncement that he has bought a place
at Hempstead, L. I , and intends breed-
ing for himself and taking a few board-
ers. Good, and I wish him success. He
has bicd them before, and champions at
that, two in one year is his record. So
now let us prophesy some home bred
ones, and in about two years from now
"he will be sending coals to New Castle."
Mr. Hopkins has bought the stables of
Mr. K. D. Morgan, consisting of eight
twelve feet square loose boxes with a big
floor over them, a big barn, a house and
two acres of ground. What more would
Chamberlain himself want, unless possi-
bly, and Donold McVicar would say, a
"Koo." The loo.se boxes were built a
few years !)ack Ijy Mr. Morgan at great
cost for his race horses. The property,
unfortunately, didn't belong to him, and
when he wished to buy it the owner put on
an outrageous price, so the sale fell

through and they remained dormant till

the only "German" got them at his
price, which I know is most satisfac-

tory.

The grej hound bitch Spinaway, who
was shipped just after the New York
show to be bred to Colonel North's I'ul-

lerton, is due to whelp this week. The
probability is that her journey across the
pond will have been fruitless. Talking
to her owner the other day, he says she
is larger in loins and her ribs are de-
cidedly more sprung. We all know that
greyhounds in whelp carry tl;em high,
so let's hope that one at least will be the
issue. If so a bull terrier bitch has al-

ready been procured as a foster mother
who whelps about the same time. The
pluck of her owner must be admired.
Two hundred and fifty dollars for the
service of a dog is no joke. I should
propose next time she is sent that she
whelps over there. But here's the rub.

They are not then American-bred, and
that pleasant Mr. McKinley works in his

fine points. Then again, we are told the
man who conceives the idea of breeding
two dogs together is the "breeder," so

why must they essentially be born Amer-
ican if such is the case. That's one of
those things no fellah can understand.

It was announced in some of the daily

papers, I think, that Fullerton's services

for the first year had been claimed by
Americans. Such is not the case.

Dr. Sherwood writes me that he thinks

he is getting all right, and hopes to be

out of the hospital next week. The
nurses and the doctor are very kind to

him and he is being well looked after.

The beagle, Frank Forest, seems to be

creating a tremendous bubble out West.

Whether he was the absolute winner or

not is the point in question as I under-

stand. In the trials of 1890, I am in-

formed there was no such thing as

"absolute winner," so how is it possible

for him to claim such honors. Frank
Forest did in 1890, all that was required

of him, but his victory cannot be com-

pared with, nor was it one quarter as

decisive as Tony Weller's. The fellows

from Boston who are puffing Frank up

know full were he didn't have to do the

work Tony Weller did. I don't claim

that he couldn't do it but he simply

didn't have to. Not onlv did Tony have

to beat all the dogs in his d «ss but the

bitches in the corresponding class and

likewise the dogs and bitches under

thirteen. Did Frank have to do all this?

To sum it up, Frank was the winner of

1891, and Tony Weller was the "absolute
"

1891. There is no getting

that fact, you "Hosting

All greyhound men of course know,
but we beginners don't, that greyhouuils

only come in use generally once a year.

It is not necessary for any discussion to

ensue, but such I've always understood,

not couuting exceptions to all rules.

The greyhound show to be held in

Brooklyn, including all other breeds,

will take place the last week in Novem-
ber. The American Pet Dog Club claim

the same date, but as the former have

the claim our little friends must retire

gracefully and no clashing if both are to

be successful and get the support of all.

Big roomy bitches capable of holding
a belly of whelps and plenty of bone and
terrier character is the motto of my
friend. Let him get these at his price
and, like a kodak, he will do the rest.

Mr. August Belmont called in his fox
terrier pups from walk a short time back.
He had "German" judge them, some
twenty in number. The score card goes
for condition chiefly, but a Blemton Vic-
tor pup received the honors.

A fortnight to-day Lass of Kent jour-
neyed to Babylon to visit King of Kent.
Unfortunately the Union didn't come off,

and it was a fruitless jaunt. As she was
going off and the opportunity could not
be resisted she was bred to her brother.

Lad of Kent. Worse things than this

have been done and often resulted favor-
ably.

I have to record the death of the fox
terrier Valet, belonging to Mr. Fred
Hoey, Long Branch, N. J. Valet did
(luite some winning, and, I if remember
rightly, won the challenge cup in 1S89 at

New York, when Mr. .August Belmont
judged. He died a few days before the

Boston show. His name was usually

pronounced Val-et by many that should
know better, and, as the little chap has
gone, let's hope the next Valet will Ije

pronounced Valley.

Mr. Kreuder turned down his Belgian

hares last Sunday about thirty in all.

The old ones he is keeping to breed more
from and as they drop their young
monthly in about four months time he
will l>e able to turn down another batch,

and so on after that monthly. Arrange-

ments, that stock will be plentiful at the

trials, he has secured in the shajx; of a

preserve, that swarms with rabbits and
which has never been shot over for four

years. Flora K., he has nude an exchange
with Mr. Wixom for Zillah, .sister to

Fannie Racer.

winner" of

away from

After the action of the American Ken-
nel Club the Committee on Removal of

the present office, 44 Broadway, met yes-

terday week and decided to move up
town. The house in view will not be

leased until they, the committee, have on
hand |io,ooo, at least such is their inten-

tion. They will issue in all the papers

notices of application for membership.

I object to being addressed as the "Re-

cruiting Sergeant," by members of the

press. The "Spotter" is more applica-

ble.

"Percy Ohl" was in town for three days,

but had to leave, as he was unable to

Where is my partner, the "Rambler."

who makes those Ittlle .spmts and short,

curt remarks ? He can gr. atly be likened

unto the busy mostiuilo, who appears

suddenly, but goes away, leaving a little

"sting" to remember him by.

Mr. D. H,

is in town.

Bryson, of Memphis, Tenn.

As already announced, the Queen of

St. Bernards, Princess Florence, was un-

fortunate in not rearing her three pup-

pies, the onlv survivor went the way of

the others. The weather that week was

terribly against her, being cold, raw and

damp. In Lady Bountiful. Lady Halmer

and another one Mr. Reick hopes to re-

trieve his losses, as these puppies appear

strong and thriftv. Brockenhurst.
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LIST OF NA/INNING RUGS FOR THE YEAR 1891.

Table Oivin« tlie l^i«t of tlie I'riiicipal Shows Held in AiTierica Together vsrith the Names of

the Judges and Whinners in Their Respective Classes.

Where Held.
Date.
1H91.

Binghamtoii, N.Y. January

Jackson, Mich . . January ,

Canton, O.*. . . . January
Charleston, S. C . January .

^few Orleans, La . January
Indianapolis, Ind* January .

Klmira, N Y.* . .January .

Greenville, S.C .January ,

New York, N. Y. . February

Baltimore, Md. . . March .

Pittsburg, I'a. . . . March .

Washington, D C. March .

Lynn, Mass .... March .

Boston, Mass.. . . April . .

Chicago, 111 April . .

Cleveland, O . . 'April . .

April
April

Los Angeles, Cal
Denver, Col . .

San Francisco,Cal. April
Kingston, Can

Wilminton, Del

Hamilton, Can
Toronto, Can .

Montreal, Can
Ottawa, Can .

Lexington, Ky.
Cincinnati, O*

-CHALLKNGK CLASS-

I)oO. Bitch.

illoblvy . . .

Bob Ivy (dc)
Vesta . .

vesta ((/)

J. Otis Fellows . No entry No entry

Geo. H. Hill . . Lord Nelson . . . Judy III

Jos. Lewis . .

H. \V. Lacy . .

John Davidson
H. L. Goodn:an

Otis Fellows
John Davidson

Miss Whitney

Jas. Mortimer

Jas. Mortimer

Vesta . . ,

1. Vesta 1

2. Bessie (g) J

Bo-Peep II

I.
'-'

;BobIvv(«) .

ji. Kash ) .

'2. Bob Ivy J .

jKash
L . . I. Bessie ia)\
Bob Ivy , yp„i3 'I

„ . , I. Vesta 1 .

"Ob Ivy L Bessie!
Nellie Bly(/)

Lacy iVesta (/)

-OPKN DOG class-

First. Sfcond. Third.

Miss Whitney

R. F. Mayhew
H. W
John Davidson

.Miss Whitney

1. Kash
2. Bob Ivy Cg)
Bob Ivy (a) .

}:

John Davidson .

,. C. Waddell .

John Davidscn .

September In. W. Lacy . .

. September jK. Bardoe Ijlliott

. September. Miss Whitney .

. September .Miss Whitney .

. September.! John Davidson .

. September .John Davidson .

September. !f. C. Wheeler .

. October

No entries . . .

Lord Nelson {/)
No entries . . .

Bob Ivy

Bob Ivy (/) .

Bob Ivy . . ,

Bob Ivy . . ,

Bob Ivy (/)

Vesta
2. Bo-Peep
Vesta . .

n):

No entries

No entries
Bessie . .

2. Bessie
Bessie .

Bessie
R. Bessie

Rockford, 111. . .

Freeport, III . . .

GlOTcrsville, N. Y,

December

December

December.

F. C. Wheeler .

H. L. Goodman

H. L- Goodman

C. H. Mason . .

Eberhart's
Ca.shier(a)

Bob Ivy . . .

^

Bob Ivy . .

I

No entries

Sateen {e)

Sateen . .

Nellie BIy

Max (a)

Penrice (*)..,
Penrice (a) . . .

Bradford Rowdy
Bradford Rowdy
Juliet C/) . . . .

Penrice («) . . .

Bradford Rowdy
Sprake (a) . . .

Sprake

Penrice

No entries . ,

Eberhart's Cashier

No entries ....
Kash, Jr
K sh, Jr
Little Cricket . . .

Frank C. Harper's.
Kash, Jr . . . .

Eberhart's Cashier

Lord Baltimore

B ..stlake Curtis

Prince II . .

Little Jewel
Prince II . .

Sprake (A b)

Eberharfs
Cashier (7)

Bobby (a) . .

No entries .

Ben Butler .

Curtis (/) . .

Bismark . .

Kash, Jr . . . .

Budge
Fritz Emmet . .

Bberhart's Cashier

Eberhart's Cashier
Eberhart's Cashier
Curtis
Curtis
Bonsor

Dixie . . .

Penrice (k)

Penrice ,

Curtis

|No entries .

Stingo (vhc)

No entries .

No entries .

No entries .

Judy (vhc, r)

No entries .

No entries .

-opf;n BITCH class-

First.

Saxon ....
No entries . .

Ben Hur (vhc)

Bitters . . . .

Penrice
Terrace
No entries . . . ,

Buttsie
Kash, Jr

Prince Royal . .

Curtis
Curtis
Fritz Knimett . .

Fritz Hmmett
Bradford Ruby II

Bradford Ruby II
Curtis

Rob Roy

Kash, Jr

Budge (vhc)

Little Toots

Bismarck (vhc, r)

No entries . . . .

Toby
Fritz Emmet . . .

Fritz . .

Rowdy . ,

Kash, Jr
Pete . .

Dixie (»«)

Nellie Bly . .

Rustic Queen .

Sateen . . . .

Nellie Bly . .

Nellie Bly (e)

.

Viva
Mab
Lady Victoria

Dollie . . . .

Cassina . . .

Second.

No entries

MableE .

No entries
Daisy K .

Lady . . .

Cassina

Lena
Cassina

Beauty III (1) . .

Cribbage (e) . .

Queen . .

Daisy Dean (a) .

Puss in Boots .

Lady Victoria (/t)

Diamond Dot .

Sateen
Sateen
Sateen
Sateen
Beauty III . . .

Dick
Kash, Jr (vhc, r) ,

Kash, Jr (vhc, r)

Bradford Rowdy

No entries ....
Sateen (vhc). . . .

L'y Thurman (vhc)
No entries

Lady Vic . . .

Nellie Bly

Rustic Queen .

Trixie . . . .

Little Bessie .

Lady Victoria

Nellie M . . .

Nellie M . . .

Mint

Mint
Button
No entries . . .

Toodles . . . .

Cribbage . . . .

Diamond Dai.sy

Mable E . . . .

Mable E . . . .

Cribbage . . . .

Cribbage . . . .

Fannie K . . .

Third.

Dais K. (vhc)

.

No entries. . .

Daisy K. (vhc).

Yuma Yuma. .

Korn (vhc, r)l.

Lady (vhc). . .

Rustic Kate. .

Toadie.

Mable E.
Mable E-

Lady Clover

Frisk ....

Midget (vhc, r). . .

Lockie
No entries

Pearl dejardin'. .

{Diamond Queen
Fleta

Fannie K. . .

Cribbage
Judy II

Princess Nellie . .

Eastlake Virgie
Lady Clover . .

Cribbage . . .

Little Duchess

Fannie K (tn). . .

Peggie Gillivan
(vhc, r)

Little Dutchess
(vhc. r)

• Not a Kennel Club show, (a) Best pug in show. (* ) Best pug dog in show, {c) Second btst dog in show ; best pair with Vesta. («/) Best bitch in challenge class, (e) Best bitch in open class

(/) One class for dogs and bitches, (.c) Pug Breeders" Challenge Cup. (A) Best American bred pug. (/) Best bitch. (/) Best dog in open class. (*) Best pug in open class. (/) Name changed from

Eastlake Curtis. (»«) Equal second. ^ ^^^^^

HINTS TO BEGINNERS.

NO. V.

From the Slock -Keeper.

The treatment of the brood bitch and

the manageinent of her pups during the

earliest portion of their existence are sub-

jects to wliich the fullest attention must

be paid by the owner of any kennel who

wishes to make a name for himself. Of

course, it is most desirble that the bitch

should be in perfect health, not only at

the time of seivice, but during the period

of gestation and whilst suckling her

whelps, otherwise the latter are sure to

be more or less affected in constitution.

It is consequently very necessary to see

that the prospective mother of a family

is kept free from mange, and that her

blood is in good order, as it never can be

exactly prophesied when she may l)e

ready to be used for breeding purposes.

Some bitches will be in profit three or

even four times a year, but twice in that

duration of time is perhaps nearer the

average. It is unwise to introduce her to

the male animal until the red discharge

has just ceased, and a second visit after

an interval of a clear day, is a wise pre-

caution to take when it can be arranged

for.

It is not desirable to leave the two

animals together alone as a general rule,

nor should the female be unnecessarily

exctied or over-fatigued after service;

but, on the contrary, the proper method

is to leave her as quiet as possible for a

few hours. This being so, the careful

owner will usually endeavor to arrange

for some person that she kno- s and is

fond of to take her over to the kennel of

the dog; and it may be added that the

proprietor of the latter animal is always

glad that this should be done, for if the

bitch should prove barren it is more sat-

isfactory for all parlies concerned. The
practice of the owners of all stud dogs
differs somewhat when such misfortunes
arise, but the fairest arrangement to

agree to is a gratis visit for the same
bitch, or a service at half fee for another
matron belonging to the same owner.
The period of gestation in a bitch lasts

for sixty three days, and during its earlier

stages it is quite unnecessary that any
special treatment ^hould be accorded her.

At the same time a du»- allowance of

healthy exercise should be given, and
her food must be plentiful and of sound
quality. She must not, however, be al-

lowed to get too fat, and, in fact, if a

brood bitch be permitted to get into this

state the chances of her proving barren

nor having a bad labor are materially in-

creased. At the eud of the sixth week
at latest it is time to take precautions to

avoid her injuring her forthcoming pro-

geny by over-exertion or by leaping on
and off chairs or the l)euches in her ken-
nel. It is a good plan, too, where it is

possible, to introduce her to her quar-

ters in which it is proposed that she
should whelp, but a reasonable amount
of gentle exercise must be given her, and
every attempt must be made to keep her
spirits up. Some bitches when in this

condition become very low spirited and
pine when left by themselves in a strange
kennel, and then it is a good plan to

leave her pet playmate with her, assum-
ing that she has one, until almost the
very last day previous to her whelping.

We have staled above that it is a bad
plan to allow pregnant bitches to leap on
and off benches, and therefore their beds
should always be made on the ground of
their breeding quarters. The floors of
these should always, if possible, be
boarded, or at least that portion should
l)e upon which the bitch and her pups
will lie. The reason for this is that the
mother when her young ones are bom
will hollow out the straw of her bed in

such a manner that the whelps lie upon
the floor, her motives being no doubt the
increased facility obtained thereby for

licking them and cleaning up of all im-
purities.

It is a thoroughly bad plan to place the
bed of a brood bitch in a box with sides

—

however low they may be—or in a ken-
nel with a lop to it; as in the one case she
may injure Ixjtli her whelps and herself
when getting in and out, and in the other
it will be a very difficult matter to reach
her or them if it should be necessary to
do so. Some bitches become most irrita-

ble when they are on pups, and resent
the slightest interlerence with themselves
or their offspring; whilst others appear to

invite society, and rejoice to see their

master or attendant about them. All

j

visits from inquisitive strangers or chil-

dren should be discouraged; and from a
day or two before the date when the

' whelps are due until they are old enough
j to get about, and even then, no unneces-

sary handling of them should be per-

mitted.
The day before the bitch is expected to

pup she should be given a gooa dose of
salad oil, and her diet should consist of
strong broth and scraps. A bountiful
supply of fresh clean water should always
be near her bed at this time, and the
owner or attendant when he looks in

from time to time to see how matters are

going on, must be most careful to avoid
startling or exciting her in the least. It

is always best to leave matters to nature
so far as possible, but occasions arise

when assistance become imperatively
necessary. In such cases it would be
sheer insanity for the beginner, unless he
possesses some medical knowledge, to

interfere; and even then, if a proper
qualified veterinary sugeon can be found
it is better tt^resort to his services. An
experienced owner knows how to act

upon an emergency, but the novice, of
course, does not, and therefore, we re-

peat, he should confine his sphere of use-

fulness to running for the assistance

which should have been previously ar-

ranged to be forthcoming if required.

Here it may be stated that many a valu-

able canine life has been sacrificed

through leaving such important matters
until the last.

When the bitch has been delivered of all

or some of her pups a little warm gruel

should be given her, and her diet should
consist of this for the first day or so,

every care being taken that the supply is

{)lentiful, and that each installment is not
eft long enough beside her to become
sour. Then good broth and scraps,

mixed with Spratts beetroot biscuits may
form her fare. Every precaution must be
taken to avoid fever, and therefore the
supply of meat must be limited, whilst

the bitch must be kept absolutely quiet

or she may destroy her pups. Assuming
that she has a sufficient yield of milk to

nourish all the whelps she has brought
into the world, the youngsters will do
well enough until about the ninth day,
when their eyes open, and very soon af-

ter that event occurs they will, after a
little coaxing, begin to lap from a
saucer.

Haifa dozen pups are quite enough for

most mothers to do justice to, and if it

is desired to bring up more, or if she has
no nourishment for them, a fosler mother
may be tried, or they may be brought up
by hand. The fosler mother, like her
human prototype, the wet nurse of our
youth, is a terrible nuisance to have
about a place, and as may very natural-

ly be supposed it is not only a most dif-

ficult mat'er to get one whelping about
the same time as the bitch, but when she
is procured it liecomes a still harder
task to induce her to do her duty by
her charges. There is no artificial food
for very young pups to beat Nestle's

Condensed Swiss Milk, given diluted in

water and warm from a feeding bottle,

and after a few days they may be given
Spratts Patent Puppy Food with the best

possible results. In the cas* of the larger

breed, a goat will be found to be an ad-

mirable foster-mother, and she can \)C

brought into the place where they are

and held down whilst they suckle her in

turns. There is, of course, always great

trouble entailed in feeding the helpless

puppies at frequent intervals, but the

greatest risk they run at the earliest pe-

riod of their existence is from cold. The
absence of animal warmth kills off scores

of canine orphans of a tender age, and
therefore a warm comer near the kitchen
fire, which should be well made up the
last thing at night, is the place for them
—provided always that the cook be pro-

pitious.

Many and many have been the argu-

ments that have been raised upon the

subject of cows' milk as a diet ujr pup-
pies, and several experienced breeders

are of the opinion that this article pro-

duces worms. Whether this is so or not

we cannot positively assert, but we very

much prefer goats' milk, and are there-

fore aovocates of the system which pro-

vides for the lacteal beverage taking the

form of Nestle's production mixed with

water. At the same time we very strong-

ly advise that good sound broth be large-

ly given to whelps who are considered

valuable, and this can readily be ex-

tracted from bullocks' or sheep's heads,

bones, or from old scraps of lean meat.

Mix up with the broth crushed Spratts

biscuits, and feed the youngsters five or

six times a day in small quantities, tak-

ing care that no food is left beside them,

and above all things see that their bed
and the floor of the kennel is kept

scrupulously clean, but do not meddle
with the former until the whelps are a

week or ten days old, as the bitch under-

stands her duties in this respect.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

—An explorer to Brazil was offered by
an Indian chief a present of his son and

two daughters in exchange for a dog; he

was not particular as to the breed or size.

The traveler unfortunately had not a dog
stowed away in his grip, and so could not

becon e the owner of the royal offspring,

says the Dog Fancier.
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THE BEAGLE STANDARD.

Another L.etter SupportiDg Mr. Phoe-
bus.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In regard to the beagle standard, I

must say that I am in favor of the large

dog and give you my reasons. I believe

breeders would get better results from

breeding to a well built dog from fifteen

to sixteen inches high, and that in a

short time we would see less light-boned,

weedy-looking specimens on the show
bench. I believe also that a dog fifteen

to sixteen inches high will do better

work in the field and give a better day's

sport than the smaller dog. Now it seems

tJ me the best way to settle this would be

at the N. B. C. field trials next October.

Let all who are interested come and

bring their dogs and see for themselves

which does the better work, the large or

small ones.

I am sorry to see that different ones

who have already given their ideas on
this matter seem to be of the opinion

that Mr. Phoebus wants to have the

standard raised just for his own dogs,

which I am positive is not the case. At
the Boston show I am almost sure the

majority of beagle men present spoke
favorably of the large dog as a fielder,

and I am surpiised that they have kept
quiet so long. I can't see, really, what
Mr. Phoebus has to gain, supposing the

standard is raised to sixteen inches. He
has dogs that can and do win under the

present standard, in the best of company.
I t)elieve his ideas are that much better

work can be done by a larger dog than a

small one, and I fully believe he had the

interest of the breed at heart when he
snoke of raising the standard. I would
like to see this matter well discussed, but

gentlemen please do it in a gentlemanly

way, leaving out all personalities, and
sav just what in your opinion is the

l)etter dog, and it will come out all right,

and one of tl e grand' st breeds of little

<logs on the face of the earth will l>e

iK-nefited by it. W. S. Clark.
Linden, May 28, 1892.

"Uncle Dick" Posts Mr. Scott.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

If Mr. T. M. Scott does not think I

replied to Mr. Phoebus' letter to the

Beagle Club then it will be hard to con-

vince him that this is a reply to his in

your issue of May 28.

In the first place, I will admit that my
education has been neglected, I am not

a Russian scholar, but as near as I can

get at it Psovoi (Russian wolf hound) is

a Pso V in good United States. Sabe,

now?
Of course, a large dog shows to better

advantage than a small one, and that is

the reason they divide pointers, bull ter-

riers, etc., by weight. We know nothing

about curs and mongrels. The Hornell-

Harmony Kennels have no use for any-

thing but thoroughbred stock. I have

kept track of the judging of the beagle

events since the standard was raised,

1892 in particular, and the most of it

was just simple rot, but I know of a l)ea-

gle under thirteen inches that can beat any

beagle in America under a judge that has

bred and worked beagles. I said if six-

teen inches was better than fifteen, why
not eighteen inches better than sixteen

inches. It's the old, old story. If you
cannot breed to the standard then make
the standard to fit the dog. Because they

dogrow so big and can be bred to any
size. I can show here in this city pure

Rowett beagles that I have measured
within the last hour that are seventeen

• id one-half and eighteen and one-quar-

ter inches at shoulder, and they are bred

in and in. I can take this pair and raise

the height to twenty-two inches in five

years. Nothing is impossible to a breed-

er. I have made the statement before

that I could in ten years breed a white

dog with one black spot on it and put

the spot in any place called for, and no
one has ever doubted my ability to do
it. Mr. Scott cannot teach me anything

about breeding and what can be done.
Have I not seen a working spaniel de-
velop in ten years into a creeping rep-
tile?

It's not of mucl^ use to breeders and
sportsmen to discuss this subject with
Mr. Scott, because the country we hunt
over is so different; good dogs for the
level open lands of Kansas, Missouri and
New Jersey would be useless here in the
Allegheny hills or most any part of New
England, and I venture this assertion
that no pack of beagles can catch two
rabbits here in a month, and a fast dog
is of no use at all to hunt our Mollie cot-

ton (Lepus Sylvaticus), for if they are
pressed they hole at once; you want a
stayer, one that will keep going all day
and every day.
We did not stop the beagle to see if a

towel would cover them. I used the ex-
pression just as Mr. Scott does "merry
cry," but since he has raised the ques-
tion I thought I would try it, aiid cut a
roller towel and it just covered fourteen
beagles at rest. We often send eight
beagles 1000 miles in a crate sixteen by
sixteen by thirty inches.

I am a practical man, I shoot for fun
and the pot. The merry cry is no good
to me now as I am deaf. Now let me
ask Mr. Scott which was the worst mur-
der or the most sportsmanlike to kill as

I did eight clean kills in eight shots, or
to kill as his dogs do, run the poor things
until they can run no longer and then
tear them to pieces?

Mr. Scott, if you don't think a rabbit

thinks then try a small dog and you will

believe differently. The little beagle
twelve and thirteen inches will run the
white hare or the red fox better than a

fifteen or sixteen inch beagle, for they
play just ahead of the dogs, but press

them and they hole at once in this state

and where I have hunted in New Eng-
land and Canada. Rabbits, hares and
foxes do not go straight away from me
and my dogs.

If Mr. Scott thinks a rabbit is a fool

then common sense and decency should
prompt him to let raV)bits alone.

He need not have kept his fifteen and
a half inch dogs away from a show, or at

least from all shows. If they wanted to

measure his dogs he could stretch them
out as others do, or he could show under
only such judges as those I can name,
who think a lieagle should be as large as

a fox hound.
I say that Mr. Scott knows nothing

about our kind of rabbits if he thinks

field spaniels or mongrels will give any-

one more shots than l^eagles.

Mr. Scott will not find Hornellsville

in New Jersey, they may raise big

beagles in that state, but its not large

enough for Hornellsville and "Uncle
Dick."
Who told Mr. Scott that an appeal was

a prayer, ap'eading, beseeching, begging
or supplication, 1900 years ago it was not.

I am posted on the Bible. "I appeal to

Catsar, Actsxxi." To appeal is to refer

to a superior judge, to refer to another

for a decision to call or remove a cause

from an inferior court. "Be sure you
are right then go ahead." I still insist

that Mr, Phoebus did appeal and I

appeal to the sportsmen of America to

say who is right, Mr. T. M. Scott or

Yours truly, J. OTIS FELLOWS.
Hornellsville, N. Y., May 28, 1892.

ask your correspondent to call to-nior-

row evening if he assured her that man,
in his own person, rated her head above
her motive power, and considered it of
far more importance to the world at large

than the symmetry of her withers, etc. ?

It seems to me that your correspondent
must have been in winter (juarters a long
time if he so readily can disparage the
best qualities of a woman in training for

the bench. My own theory on this point

is that you might with some reason judge
a woman's head first when she's "uncer-
tain, coy and hard to please," but when
she's a ministering angel it's quite a dif-

ferent thing.

W. STEW.\RT DiK1'KN1>KRK1"KR.

Bai.timork, M.iy 28, 1892.

Mr. DlfrenderfTer Corrects *'Brocken-
hurst."

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Your paragraph under "Whiffs" in this

week's number concerning my theory

upon the judging of Ijeagles charges me

with losing sight of the hound's head

qualities until 1 have first looked his feet

over. Your correspondent further ob-

serves that what I want is "a workman

and driving power behind. '

' Parentheti-

cally, I never heard of the driving power

before, but that seems immaterial. I do

confess to the belief that the first requi-

site in a beagle is good motive power,

backing up my opinion with the query,

do thoroughbred or trotting horse owners

rely more on a racing animal's phreno-

logical perfections or on his body con-

tour and the physical possibilities lurk-

ing under an appearance of motive

power ? This disposes of the dog and the

horse, but the woman in that "Whiff" is

still to be judged. Here we are all more

at home, I hope. But what woman would

DOGS IN LA BRA 00 K.

C. H. Faniham in Harper's Magazine.

Dogs are an iniporianl and interesting

element of Labrador life. A horse would

be of little use in this country, made up

in summer of unscaleable rocks and

water, and in the winter of deep untrod-

den snow; and he woiild cost in feed

more than he is worth. Dogs here live

on the product of the sea-fish and can

travel over snow and ice. A hogshead

of herrings per dog is either salted down
or else protected from the flies and the

air by a layer of cod blubber—the liver

after the oil has been extr.icted; in the

fall the salted fish are fresheneil by soak-

ing ten days in water, and then piled on

a scaffold to freeze and keep all winter.

Sometimes the flesh of the seal and the

whale is used for dogmeat. The dogs are

fed but once a day, in the evening, when

some of this fro/en fish is chopped t>ff and

thrown to them. In the summer ihcy

shift for themselves by hunting along

the beaches for fish and refuse. With

wolfish heads, busy tails, and rough

ragged coats, they have a wild and

mournful look, hungry and sneaking;

they seem to be a cross between the wolf

and the Esquimau and Newfoundland

dogs. They generally are treated as

beasts of burden, not as domestic pets;

and when you are not afraid of them they

appeal to your sympathies as the dumb
class of Labrador victims. Their ferocity,

however, keeps your sympatiiy within

bounds; they cannot be left in frcecrom,

when a fauiily leaves them nnwalched at

their home they are hoppled by passing

one fore foot through a loose collar. The
kennels are log huts so low that they can-

not stand up straight to fight. In some
places the kennel is under the house;

when two or three teams are confined

there the floor olten shakes, and the night

is a season in Pandemonium with their

fighting or their wolf like howling. Not-

withstanding all these measures of safety,

they sometimes kill and devour one
another. The jealousy and hatred of

rival dogs can never be subdued, antl I

should add that they form also very loyal

alliances for defense and amuseuient.

When you see the vital need of master-

ing such animals at once you almost ap-

prove of their brutal treatment. All

teams, of course, are not blocxlthirsty ;

but some caution is required in handling

even the best. The usefulness of dogs in

such regions as Labrador makes it im-

practicable to do without them ; they are

the horses of the Arctic regions, and life

itself often depends upon their services.

A team of from three to six dogs will

draw two or three people twenty leagues

per day. In spring, when the show is

covered with a good crust, they can go

from 90 to 100 miles a day, and six dogs

will haul a cord of green red spruce.

The words of cammand are, "Ra-ra,"

haw; "Ak," gee;. "Ha," ho ;
"Puit," get

up. The harness consists of a collar and

a girth connected by horizontal straps,

and the trace starting from the girth on

the dog's back. Each dog pulls the sled

by his own trace ; that of the "leaders"

is from forty to sixty feet long, the others

are successively a few feet shorter. When
the snow is coveted with a sharp granu

lar cmst the dogs wear boots made of

sealskin. The whip is a formidable ob-

ject. The lash is about fifty feet long,

thick as a broomstick at the upper end

and the handle is only a foot long. Some

skill is needed to whirl this above your
lu-ad without cutting off your own ears.

The crack of this whip, like the shot of
a small rifle, makes the entire pack
tremble, liut even this weapon is not
always effective in keeping order.

As soon as two teams see each other 011

the road they break forth in wolfish

howls anil fly outward to meet in a fight.

The drivers shout, ".\k, ak!" and crack
their whips, but often the brutes rush
pell-mell at one another. The sleds run
into them, there is a general roar of the
canine "mill," and shouts of men pull-

ing, beating, swearing; someone may he
hitten; at last the teams are separated and
anchored at a safe distance apart by turn-

ing the sled over an<l sticking the points

of the runners into the snow. Thus
every meeting on the road is interesting.

Their comelek is a sled about ten feet

long and two and a half wide, with low,

broad, pointed runners, rising in front,

and having shoes made of the jaw l)ones

of a whale. The floor consists of narrow
cross ])ieces fastened to the tops of the
ruinieis with rawhide thongs. For long •

journeys a coach-box is lashed to the

comelek. In this two passengers may sit

facing each other and enjoy the protec-

tion of furs, while the driver perches on
the front end of the box and liolils on to

his long whip trailing on the snow. A
winter journey in this clear, bracing air,

and among these picturestjue rocks

decked with flashing ice, is an interest

-

ing experience; and if a storm comes on
the sagacious leader of the team will win
your gratitude and admiration by taking

you lo some house. Hul the (logs are

not always 'successful. The cold some-
times is so intense that it freezes the

stomach of a dog, where the hair is short,

and even kills him. And if they are not

properly fed they may give out on a hard
journey.

DOr.S HOLD OFFICKKS .\T BAY.

St. Iti-rnainlH KoHlst the Arrost oi'ThoIr

Master.

Two burly policeman were kept at bay

a long time one night by two big St. Ber-

nard dogs. They are owned by John

McGuire, of Flalbu.sh, and were guard-

ing their master as he lay dead drunk on

the sidewalk. One of the (officers bor-

rowed a base ball bat and almost killed

one of the dogs. The St. Hernards fol-

lowed their master to the police station

and slept in front of his cell iloor.

.V I»oK TruliuMi ns n Pickpocket.

Jeremiah Corcoran, 19 years old, says

tlio New York llcraUl, was arrainRfd before Jus-

lice Kilhretli on a charRe of disonUrly conduct

an<l was sent to the Island ft>r ten days. Police-

man Powers, of the Madison Street Police Sta-

tion, h.id caught Corcoran in Cherry Street,

where he was sitting on the sidwalk shaking

dice with small newsl)oys and bootblacks and

winning thtir money. A lar^c crowd had gath-

ered around the gamblers and blockaded the

.street until Powcr.s intcrftred and arrested Cor-

coran. The policeman said of Corcoran that he

liad been in prison m.iny times on vnrioua

charges, from throwing stones up to robbing

drunken men. The police had l)een seeking

him for a long time for a unitiue trick he played,

bill for which he could not l>c punished l)efore

for lack of evidencp. Corcoran some months ago

owned a large black dog which he had trained

to jump at people passing in the streets and to

catch hold of their watch chains. The dog

would then tear their watches out and

run away with them. This dog had been

chased many times but always escaped, until

about two weeks ago, when he w.ts caught

by the dog catchers and killed iK-fore the police

heard of the captu-e and had a chance to have

the master identified by the dog. Since the dog

was killed Corcoran had been arrested before

and taken to the Tombs Police Court, but as he

had been very careful to get rid of all stolen ar-

ticles no evi<lence could be furnished against

him at that time and he was therefore dis-

charged.

MoiifiiinK lor Ills Mu»tor.

The beaulifid setter dog Zeno, owned

by the Lite Ur. Jttcr, of Norfolk, Va.. who died

last Monday, presents a remarkable instance of

the affection which a dog has for a kind tnaster.

Since the death ol Dr. Jeter Zeno refuses to leave

his master's side, lying by the bier and occa-

sionally moaning. He looks supplicatingly at

each visitor, but refuses to be enticed away and

rejects all food.
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The GreijboiJod

and Coiirsio^

BY HUGH DALZIEL.

NO. 8-WARP AND WOOF.

It will be noted by the observant reader

tbat the primary idea in the sport of

coursing was the trial of speed between

the greyhound and the hare, and that in

early days single-handed courses, that is,

a course with one greyhound only, was

not uncommon, and many such courses I

as a mischievous boy have enjoyed with

my school companions in a country

where nearly every farmer kept a grey-

hound and hares abounded. Neverthe-

less, had our indulgence in the sport

been known to our elders we would have

smarted for it, for coursing with a young

greyhound and a cunning old collie did

not tend to improve the manners of the

long-tail. Gradually the plan of pitting

one greyhound against another in the

pursuit of the hare, so that their relative

speed, bottom or staying powers and
cleverness in working might be tested,

grew up and was at last made the funda-

mental law of coursing.

It has always been recognized by
coursers that not more than a brace of

greyhounds should be slipped at a hare,

and that the hare should not be taken
at any disadvantage, but be allowed a

fair and natural start of the dogs, so that

she might the better try their mettle.

The only exception to this view that

I have anywhere met with is Turber-

ville, and his is a qualified expression of

opinion. He says: "If the greyhounds
be yong and slowe you may course with

a lease at one hare, but this is seldonie

seene, and a brase of dogs is ynowe for

such a poor beast." The distance of the

start allowed to the hare before slipping

the greyhounds was called in our old

English books law, and the term is pre-

served in modern coursing. Ben John-
son, in the "Had Shepherd," says:

"But you must give Y\ex Ja7v, and you shall see

her

Make twenty leaps and doubles."

Turberville, in the "Book of Venerie,"
says of this law: "It should be twelve
score yards or more, according to the

ground and country where she sitteth."

Nothing approaching this law is allowed
in modern practice. On this point Ar-

rian says: "Those are the strongest hares

which have their forms in open and ex-

p>osed places, for from boldness they do
not conceal themselves, but seem to chal-

lenge the dogs. When coursed they do
not fly to the woods or groves, however
near, for immediate liberation from dan-
ger, but stretch away to the open coun-
try. During the contest if they are pur-

sued by slow hounds they moderate their

own sp>eed according as they are pressed,

but if their pursuers are fast they run
with all their might.

"Often when they have turned aside to

the campaign country if they perceive a

fleet dog following so close as to over-

shadow them they throw them off by
frequent tricks and turns and again make
for the woods or wherever they know of

a place of refuge, and this should be

deemed a proof that the dog has beaten

the hare. For coursers, such at least as

are true sportsmen, do not take their

dogs out for the sake of catching the

hare but for the contest and sport of

coursing, and are glad if the hare meet
with an escape. If they fly to any thin

brake for concealment, though they may
see her trembling in the utmost distress,

they will call off their dogs, and more
particularly so when they have rim

well.

"Often, indeed, when following a

course on horseback have I come up to

the hare as soon as caught and myself

saved her alive, and then, having taken

away my dog and fastened him up, have
allowed her to escape. And if I have
arrived too late to save her I have struck

my head with sorrow that the dogs had
killed so good an antagonist."

What a contrast the sentiments of this

fine old Greek courser shows to the con-

temptible practice of chasing hares be-

fore a multitude of gamblers, mostly
ignorant of the noble sport, in enclosed

grounds of 700 by 400 yards, where the

hares have been hand fed, and have
often to be kicked from the brattice

work. Is it my face against such mis-

named sports from its mtroduction, and
I am glad to observe that its popularity

in England has been very short lived.

There is nothing in the exalted senti-

ments of Arrian that a true sportsman
will blush to own, there is nothing in

them that can be appreciated by what
Somerville has styled "the mean, mur-
derous, coursing crew, intent on blood

and spoil."

The objects and feelings of the genuine

sportsman and those of the Ruddygores,

who seek merely to indulge in the most
brutal instincts must ever remain irrecon-

cilable. Wild animals killed in the

chase will generally endure death in

silence, but both hare and rabbit in the

first grip of the dog's jaws, will often

give a scream, which more than one emi-

nent sporting writer has likened to the

cry of a child, or as we may say quoting

from Southey's stirring poem of the

Severn"Young Edmund's dying scream."

I remember reading a statement of one

of our law judges to the effect that hares

took their death silently, but he was cer-

tainly wrong, and some few years ago

when enclosed coursing meetmgs were

common in our suburbs, and complaint

was ma<le by those living near that the

dying screams of the creatures sounded
so like that of an infant as to strongly

effect sensitive ladies unwillingly sub-

jected to the horror, the Stock-Keeper
made fun of the comparison of the

screams, but that is not to be wondered
at, for the probabilities are that the editor

never in his life saw a hare coursed and
killed.

Turberville recommends that the cours-

ers should range themselves by the side of

the covert, that the hare, when beaten

out or walked up may by sight of them
be induced to take to the "champagne"
that is, the open country, but although

it is usual to beat from the wood or

spinney, in order to make sure of an

open course, it is common enough to see

a strong hare take to the open of her own
free will.

Continuing, Arrian's remarks on en-

couraging the dog by the voice, he says

"I am aware how strong the inducement
is to halloo when following a course, and

even a dumb man might oreak forth, as

is related of Ihe son of Crosus.

"It is proper sometimes to speak to the

greyhounds, for they are pleased at hear-

ing their master's voice and have the

consciousness of his presence and of

their brilliant running not escaping his

notice as an encouragement and reward

for their exertions."

Such encouragement by voice is no
longer indulged in public coursing, nor

do our greyhounds need it, for those of

courage and that have l)een well entered

to the game exhibit extreme keenness to

chase the hare, straining on the collar

till slipped. There is, however, a natural

disposition to halloo, as if to at once in-

spirit the dogs and call their attention to

their flying foe, as we may note in the

words of the Rev. E. W. Barnard, to

whom coursing men owe more than has

been recognized and of whom I will have

more to say hereafter :

"I'll wander with greyhounds still,

(Halloo ! Halloo !)

And hunt for health on the breeze worn hill.

And wisdom too."

POULTRYan'' PIGEONS.

I remember "Robin Hood," of the

Field, a master of every coursing detail,

stating in one of his reports of a Lan-
cashiie meeting, that a popular courser

owning one of the favorite greyhounds
at the meet had such control over her

with his voice that he could by a call

stop her in the middle of a course. Such
a thing is most unusual, but given by
such an authority may be accepted with-

out hesitation. I regret that at the time

of writing I cannot put my hand on the

passage nor can I remember the name of

the courser or his greyhound.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

Mr. Raper has sent out to Mr. John
Finlayson, a Yorkshire terrier never yet

exhibited that will have to give a good
account of himself at our shows. The
sender when writing says "he's a York-
shire," From that «ve can infer there's

something behind him. Champen Ted
is his sire.

NOTES IN PASSING.

White swans are in great demand it

seems. H. W. Vahle received a splendid

lot from Europe recently and all were

sold before they had become accustomed

to the wonderful surroundings of the

great Market Street emporium.
«

« «

Seventy-five dollars per pair is the price

asked for swans, and it seems as if Amer-

ican fanciers might take this as a tip and

breed this graceful water fowl for revenue.

*
* *

Vahle sells live curios of all descrip-

tions, fK>m the Mississippi bullfrog down

to the Jersey mud turtle. The number

of rare cage birds, pigeons, fowls, dogs,

etc., disposed of by this enterprising firm

is astonishing. Philadelphia is evidently

the fanciers' supply depot.

The Poultry Keeper remarks: "The

Fanciers' Journai, does not approve of

making known that a breeder bought

the birds which he may have exhibited.

It rather believes that such matters

should be 'kept dark.' No doubt it is

a 'breach of confidence' for a breeder to

sell to another a lot of birds for exhibi-

tion and then publish the fact that he

sold the birds that won. But is it right

for a man to claim a reputation which

belongs to another? Is a man a 'breed-

er' who has to depend on someone to

sell him his winners, and is it proper

for such a 'breeder' to advertise stock

for sale by virtue of the prizes so won?

Is it not a false representation and an

undeserved reputation, especially as such

'breeders,' not having as good stock of

their own breeding, keep the purchased

birds to supply themselves with stock,

and sell eggs from the birds which they

raised themselves, on the strength of

the reputation of purchased birds, from

which they sell no eggs at all."

«
» »

The Fanciers' Journal has no de-

sire to keep such matters dark, but as

long as exhibitors pay for birds they are

entitled all show room honors. Buying

birds does not insure their winning al-

ways, as the editor of the Poultry Keeper

ought to know. An exhibitor must han-

dle his birds in a thoroughly competent

manner in order to win, the same as men

do with purchased race horses. The

breeder is not on exhibition in either case.

»
* «

We would not have commented on the

above had not our contemporary de-

fended B. A. Fox at the expense of the

latter's customed, Mr. Albee. To those

who know Mr. Fox, his "claiming the

honors" is no surprise, but it is the first

public instance where a dealer and a

poultry paper countenance a breach of

confidence. Whether the principle involv-

ed is right or wrong,the unwritten law ex-

isting should debar the seller from claim-

ing the honors. He received money and

is a party to the bargain.

Fanciers' Journai, is always pleased

to speak a good word for the stock of

honorable breeders, and men like Dr.

Lea are bound to help elevate the fra-

ternity.

.••

Mrs. Judy and big Jim Seeley are hav-

ing a friendly set-to in the Stock Keeper

on the merits of the score card. The

former being a disciple of Uncle Isaac's

naturally defends the card, while the

latter hits straight from the shoulder

against the old system. Seeley was one

of the first to expose the fallacies of the

scoring system and as his brows l>ecome

more wrinkled with age, his convictions

in favor of comparison judging become

stronger. This seems to be the case with

all comparison converts.
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•*»

Papa Clotid's Poultry News for May
fairly bristled with good things. It is

certainly one of the brightest and meat-

iest poultry paper published.

« *

The Poultry News remarks: "We ex-

pect to give a few illustrated biographies

of noted hen men this summer, I ut we

reserve the right to compile the biograph-

ies." To which the suffering fraternity

will say "Amen." Fake biographies are

sickening and dishonest.
«

• »

«
• «

The Southern Poultry Keeper under

Mrs. Deener's management is becoming

popular and the south has its poultry in-

terests well taken of by the above paper

and the Southern Fancier.

We regret to learn, however, that J. H.

Davis has left the latter paper. As a

writer on poultry topics, he was among

the best. .
Considerable fault is found with asso-

ciations that fail to apply the weight

clause at their shows. Where birds are

scored the weight clause should be con-

sidered, but weight is not a superiative

factor iu a prize bird. Hundreds of birds

have beeu cut from one to six points in

weight that were immeasurably superior

to those that escaped the penalty.

•%
Where the weight clause is omitted,

breeders should not, of course, claim the

score of the bird without stating that

weight was not considered.
«

» •

Now that the subject has beeu agitated

in different quarters, a thorough discus-

sion would prove of beneflt.|

From personal experience we can stale

that we never would show birds if com-

pelled to feed for and force their weight

as is done very often.
«

• *

Weight properly belongs to market

fowls and should not be considered in

the show room except for ducks.

••
This may be a radical departure, but

many years'observation in the show room

leads us to pi otest against the present

method, if the best bird is to win.

A genuine breeder of first-class stock

need not resort to such tricks. His stock

is his reputation and his trade will never

suffer. He need not call on Christ or the

saints to pull down the business of an-

other fellow fancier to bolster up his

own business.

» »

Dr. S. T. Lea's new circular has been

received. The doctor's Langshans are

justly famous throughout the South, l)e-

ing of the very highest quality and pos-

sessing breeding qualities not excelled

by any other strain in this country. Ths

If "size" were substituted in place of

"weight" we would get nearer the true

value of birds depending on their small-

ness or largeness. Disqualifying weights,

however, may be indispensable. They

will act as a check to careless judging.

To give an illustration in connection

with the above we will state that birds

enjoying the liberty of the fields, orchards

and pastures are in the best possible con-

dition. The combs are red, the feathers

glossy and the general appearance de-

notes rugged health. Yet such a bird

may fall one or two pounds short of the

standard weight. In the show room the

bird will often fail to win and the prize

go to a bird stuffed and pampered for

weeks in a coop simply to get that extra

pound or two. Of the two birds, the

former is intrinsically the best as a show
specimen and as a breeder.

*
» «

Health and stamina must be main-

tained in thoroughbred fowls, and the

above remarks may point to a moral.

They will at least bear "chewing over."

«
» «

We call attention to the change ap-

pearing in the advertisement of the

Shady Shore Poultry Yards. The price

of eggs has been reduced one-half for the

remainder of the season. This is an ex-

cellent opportunity for securing eggs

from one of the finest and largest flocks

of buff Leghorns in America at a low

price.
»

• «

The Great Southern International

show, recently organized, promised to

concentrate the efforts of different socie-

ties into one channel, but later develop-

ments, as indicated by Dr. S. T. Lea's

card appearing iu this issue, prove that

harmony is still "at sea" in the Caro-

linas.
«

• «

We believe Ross A. Smith would have

shown more unselfish interest iu south-

em poultry matters by declining the

presidency of the new association. Mr.

Smith ought to be aware by this time

that the opposition to him is to a certain

extent warranted, and a representative

southern man, agreeable to all factions,

should have been elected.

•
» «

There are plenty of good fanciers in

the South who could "fill the bill," and

The Fanciers' Journal in its opposi-

tion to Mr. Smith performs a mission of

value to the future welfare of the south-

ern poultry industry. It acknowledges

the ability of Mr. Smith as a hard worker

and a good organizer, but such work can

be performed by him in the ranks as well

as at the helm. One-man power is al-

ways objectionable and un-American.

•%
A representative southern poultry As-

sociation, organized on a broad and lib-

eral basis is sorely needed. Such an as-

sociation could embrace the entire South

and hold shows in Atlanta, Charleston,

New Orleans, Nashville and other cities

by alternating the latter every year. Two
southern shows each year could be well

supported, especially if conlucted on

business principles. Exhibitors must

have a guarantee that the premiums they

win will be paid.

»*»

The Western Garden and Poultry Jour-

nal has absorbed another poultry paper

called Chickens, making the third it has

consolidated with its own. The Western

Garden and Poultry Journal is a well-

conducted monthly paper, devoted to

horticulture and poultry.

* «

The Bantam Club is the last good thing

uncorked. On another page in this issue

a report of its organization appears. The

club ought to prove a success from the

start. The only thing small about it is

the bantam.
«

« «

The selection of W. B. Alherton as

president of the club is proper. He is a

bantam sure enough, but Jim Seely is

out of his class. What's the matter with

Colonel Leffel as an ofl&cer of the club ?

fancier in the worldHe is the smallest

for his age.

•*»

All pigeon breeders recognize the con-

venience of a specially ruled and indexed

loft register. We are now prepared to

furnish a new and complete one bound

in paper free to any of our subscribers

who will send us one t.ew subscriber at

$2 or will mail the same for 50 cents in

stamps.

» «

The Feathered World is responsible for

the following: "There is no better way
of ridding a garden of caterpillars, flies,

beetles, et hoc genus otnne, than to turn a

brood of ducklings in to roam at their

own sweet will. They do absolutely no
harm whatever to the beds until they

become large and heavy enough to leave

an impression of their foot upon the soil.

It is best, however, if you go in for rear-

ing a large number of ducklings to re-

serve your garden for the youngest, for

this very simple reason, that the meat

food they obtain there gives them such

a start in life that if you don't have some

ready to kill at from eight to ten weeks

old you don't know how to take advan-

tage of a good opportunity."
*

« »

The above advice is good, but let the

ducklings be very young and the straw-

berries very green.

DISEASES OF POULTRY.

BY DR. W. F. ROTH.

ALL, RIGHTS RESERVED.

diarrhea—catarrh of bowels.—VI.

continued from page 360.

DECLINES OFFICE.

Dr. Lea Refuses to Have Anything
to Do With the Great South-

ern Exposition Show.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I notice an article in your last week's

issue in regard to the formation of the

"Great Southern Ex^Keition Show," to

be held in Charleston, S. C, with one
Ross A. Smith as president. Please al-

low me space in your valuable columns
to say that I declined to accept an office

before said meeting, and again refuse to

have anything to do with the scheme
whatever. S. T. Lea.

CoKESBURV, S. C, May 29, iPgz.

HONOR WHERE HONOR IS DUE

The Great Value of "The Fan-

ciers' Journal" as an Adver-
tisingr Medium.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I am not given to pufiing publications

of any kind, for as a general thing they

do enough puffing themselves, and as for

receiving returns for advertising, why of

course we expect it, and that is what we

pay our money for, but having such good

success through The Fanciers' Jour-

nal, I will have to speak of it, or rathea

I will enclose a letter to show how far

The Fanciers' Journal reaches and

also (please excuse the egotism) to show

that The Journal's advertisers give sat-

isfaction :

Nanaimo, B. C, May S, 1892.

Geo. W. Weed, Esq., Hyde Park, N. V.

DEAR Sir : The pair of bantams came
to hand in excellent condition on the 5th

inst., and the pullet laid the following

day. A detailed opinion of the birds is

unnecessary. The stag's tail is much
better than you led me to expect, and, in

a word, they are the best purchase of ban-

tams I have made for yeais. Next show

season 1 hope to send tliis pair with other

exhibits to Victoria, Seattle and Petaluma

shows, and I am satisfied they will feel

quite at home in the best company this

coast can furnish. I have jiist figured

that these two birds laid down here cost

me less than the price (in England) of a

single stag I bought some time ago, not

half as good as this one.

Thanking you for the despatch and at-

tention you gave my order. Yours

truly; S. w. L.

George W. Weed.
HYDB Park, N. Y., May 31, 1893

In young chicks the symptoms are, as

a rule, not so long spun out and death

results in a comparatively shorter time.

The same in old, phlegmatic hens whose

vitality borders on collapse from any

cause.

In some cases the disease runs its acute

course, and gradually merges into a

chronic form. The symptoms are about

the same though in a less violent form

in the acute stage than if the tendency

is fatal.

Also, the inflammatory process maybe
differential in its locality in the aliment-

ary canal. There may be a distinct stoma-

titis—acute dyspepsia—with a sympto-

matic diarrhea; the disease may locate

itself in some part or the whole of the

small intestines; it may be wholly con-

fined to the large gut—dysentery—or it

may be an inflammatory process at the

extreme end of the large bowel, and is

generally caused by irritation from the

laying process, a broken egg interna, or

as concomitant to inflammation of the

egg duct.

To differentiate between these various

conditions, we refer the reader to the

symptoms of each affection under its ap-

propriate heading, discussed later on.

Pathology.—The disease being catarrh-

al in nature, we find the inner coats of

the intestine hypeneinic, slightly swollen

and infiltrated. From this iufiltrated,

injected mucous lining exudes a serous

fluid of a slimy, viscid consistence, and
this mingling with undigested food coa-

lesces into the characteristic diarrheic

discharge. At first there is not total loss

of absorptive function, but as the dis-

ease progresses the sul>mucous mem-
branes Income affected, absorption ceases

and the bird dies of exhaustion. In rare

cases there may ensue ulceration of the

bowels, and in still rarer perforation.

Treatment.—So soon as diarrhea is no-

ticed remove the affected birds to dry

quarters, bedded with straw and cleanly

in every particular. One desideratum to

success in treatment is rest. Feed rather

sparingly and on diet that is easily di-

gested. Bread that has been dried by

lieat. soaked with scalded milk is excel-

lent, especially for young chicks. Feed
no meat in any form. Boiled rice, scalded

wheat or dry oatmeal. Milk as a drink,

previously heated to simmering, is a

drink par excellence. Corn carefully

browned and broken up fine, or popcorn

is a proper coarse food, and cases have

beeu cured by this alone. Just recently

our own flock suffered from an attack of

diarrhea, the result of a cold incident to

bad March weather. We set them to

rights in a few days by the following

prescription

:

Tr. opii, Yz dram.
Tr. aconit, % dram.
Essence peppermint, yi dram.

Fl. extr. ipecac, 10 minims.

We allowed no feed or drink for ten

hours previous to administering the med-

icine. Then we gave a light quantity of

pure wheat, and placed the medicine in

a quart of pure water before them just

l>efore going to roost. Next morning all

the affected ones were much imp'oved,
and the discharges were healthy in a few-

days. One great feature in treating

diarrhea is that the birds be not

overfed or improperly so, for we
are sure when we consider the del-

icate inflammatory and hyperiL-mic

condition of the mucous lining of the

stomach and bowels during an attack of

intestinal catarrh that the greatest error

lies in pouring down indiscriminately

one diarrhea "cure" after the other com
posed of ingredients not at all adapted

to the diseased condition, as well as feed-

ing too liberally. The bowels are not in

a condition for the performance of their

digestive (absorptive) functions, neither
can they, and should therefore have rest.

We advise feeding but little, and it is

surprising how easy the trouble is dealt
with successfully.

If the diarrhea is the result of indiges-

tion from overfeeding, or errors iu feed-

ing, //'. ipecac, one-fourth of a dram to a
quart of water will usually cure. Sum-
mer diarrhea caused by bad water, bring-
ing on a long train of acute symptoms,
rapid prostration, considerable thirst,

very fluid and frequent discharges, loss

of appetite, with an early fatal tendency
—are successfully countenictcd by arse-

nions acid, the third decimal dilution of
the honucopathic preparation, half an
ounce to a quart of pure drinking water.

If this is not obtainable. Fowler's solu-

tion may be substituted, half a dram to a
quart of pure water, but this is not so
reliable. Calomel in one-sixth grain
doses, pill form (should be put up by a
druggist), will cure an obstinate diarrhea
that lias become chronic, when the dis-

charges appear composed of a tenacious
greenish yellow slime, semi-consistent,

and voided with a never-get-done effort.

One hundred pills made of the following

prescription answers for many cases

where there seems to be a bilious trouble

with indigestion as a leading symptom,
or vice versa:

Ginger, five-sixth dram.
Cayenne pepper, one and one-fourth

drams.
Licorice, pulv., one and two-third

drams.
Sulphur, one and two-third drams.
Calomel, one-tenth dram.

The birds are indisposed, mope around,

very little or no appetite, and scarcely

any thirst, the discharge is greenish

watery, streaked with white. A pill

morning and evening will cure in a few
days. Put a few drops sulphuric acid

in the drinking water. We make the

pills into working form by the use of

castor oil and a little flour. For young
chicks, which usually get diarrhea from
cold or indigestion, the complaint from
the former cause can be relieved by the

prescription given in our own instance,

and the latter by this recipe:

Powdered bone, one ounce.

Powdered rhubarb, one scruple.

Powdered gentian, one scruple.

Powdered charcoal, one half dram.

Powdered ipecac, one-fourth dram.

A sort of condition powder, this quan-

tity for one quart of soft feed at three

sparing meals a day. To a (pi irt of the

drinking water throw a bit of new lime

the size of a hazelnut, and let slack—

a

lime water for indigestion in babies, you

know. With our suggestions ihus far

given we believe diarrhea in fowls can

be successfuly managed. Of course,

along with the curing of the trouble

must be observed proper sanitation as ad-

vised in our "precautionary measures,"

which mean, prevent the causes. If there

is a prophylaxis against (liarrhea we
should recon'imend sulphuric acid as the

remedy—ten or fifteen drops to a quart of

drinking water. Blue stone (sulphate of

iron-copperas) we have also seen do much
good in maintaining the summer health

in fowls—even cure bad cases of diarrhea

—a bit the size of a cherry stone to a

quart of water. There are numerous

"cures" beside such as we have offered,

but the desideratum is their appropriate-

ness, their specific indication, and a cer-

tainty that the combination is a thera-

peutic one. We believe more birds are

lost by bad treatment, or perhaps more
properly, excessive treatment, than from

the disease itself, and it seems to us just

as necessary to employ medicaments as

intelligently in the treatment of fowls as

under any other circumstances. We pity

our dumb animals often as we observe

cases suffering indescribable tortures of

pain and death wholly the result of

Ignorant vetrinarianism, and our sym-

pathy extends the same to our feathered

family. If we knew no more about medi-

cine and tlie therapoiitic application of

drugs than the every day chicken crank

who is not an M. D., we should never

attempt to write a "Poultry Doctor"

"stuffed" with advice for the benefit of

older roosters who "knew more as we

did."
[TO i«E continued.]

—In answering advertisements please

mention this journal.
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KANSAS CACKLES.

Bright and Interesting Items fVom

the Far "West.

nv TIIKODORK STERNBERG.

Regarding gapes in chickens. We
Inve plenty of earth worms in this part of

Kansas, Imt I have never seen or heard

of a case of gapes in this locality. I re-

nieuil)er when a boy in dear old Otsego
County, N. Y., that the gapes were the

icMTor of chicken raisers, but I cannot
recall of ever having a case of the gapes
amongst my pets. The neighbors' chicks

had it. It was all around nie. At the

lime my boyish idea was that the causes

of my freedom from the trouble were
that my fowls being all thoroughbreds
and brought from a distance was one rea-

son; another, no close breeding was tol-

erated; again, chicks were kept out of

the rain and morning dew, and every-

thing was kept cleanly. One of the very

worst things in a community is the habit

of changing eggs from house to house. I

would not do this. If I wanted new
blood I got it from a different locality,

different soil, etc.

I early learned, or thought I learned,

and think so yet, that perfection in

feather is more the result of proper com
binations than close breeding, with the

advantage of keeping up vigor with new-

blood. I demonstrated to my own satisfac-

tion that the desired color in rabbits was
best obtained by combinations of color

in breeding. I have for many years re-

garded a perfectly feathered and marked
fowl as a result and not a cause to be re-

lied on to reproduce itself. In breeding

the silver pencilled Hamburg thirty-five

years ago I got my finest marked pulkt by

breeding a very light cock to very dark

hens, aud perfection was often the

compromise. I am strongly ot the opin-

ion that the greatest foe to the fancy is

the teachings of those who too much rely

on close breeding.

Health, vigor, fertility and the beauty

which goes with perfect health are of the

utmost moment in holding fanciers to

the fancy. The real charm of a fowl,

the beauty which catches the eye is that

indescribable in words something akin

to the play of the features in the human
face. It is the tout ensemble. The whole
business. You see it at once or you don't

see it at all. It is not the subject of

measure and rule, it cannot be divided up
into sections and dissected as we quarter

an apple. Ueauty is a unit, and admits

of no fractions. Therefore the hand-
somest game cock at the show announces
that fact himself to every intelligent eye,

and the bird which requires a diagram to

illustrate its beauty, is barren of the

divine attribute.

li
<

The most l)eautiful bird at the show in

any class is necessarily the best of its

class. If it requires a special study of a

score card, etc., to be able to appreciate

poultry- beauty and to detect it, then

the fate of the fancy will be a bad one.

Would-be fanciers are advised not to go
near the water until they have learned

how to swim. A fancy which appeals to

the cultivated eye of every day intelli-

gence must do so with materials and in

a way the ordinary mortal can under-

stand. The public does know the best

bird in each class and knows very well

when a prize is rightly awarded. I had
rather take the general opinion as to

which is the handsomest variety and the

most beautiful of that variety than any
score card ever made, which does not

agree with the popular judgment.

Take the business end of it. The bird

which pleases best the public sells the

best, for the jmblic is both judge and
jury when it comes to purchasing. A
•lefect which does not mar the beauty of

a bird is only an arbitrary and not a real

•lefect. Take white in wings of the brown
Leghorn. The white is not visible ex-

cept after catching the bird and extend-

the beauty of the bird and is to my mind
a worse than useless disqualification.

Those serious hidden defects which the
score card disclose are after all not se-

rious to the fowl or to the fancy, and un-
til it be demonstrated that a 95-point

bird will almost invariably reproduce 95-

point birds, the handsomest fowl, as it

appears standing naturally, will always
be the best one in my eye and in the eye
of the great majority.

Mr. Gunn and his pile Game cock,
about whose variegated scores he writes

so amusingly in a recent Fanciers'
Journal, calls to mind an anecdote a

friend told me some years ago. Said he:

"I modestly submitted some fowls to a
celebrated score card expert for the pur-

po.se of being instructed. Says the judge,

bring me the pullet you think the best

one. I took a pullet from the pen and
stood in awe and wonder as the judge
showed me the various defects in my fa-

vorite and discoursed on the want of
knowledge on the part of amateurs. He
finished with giving the bird a score of

92. Bring me another, said the judge. I

returned to my coop, made a show of
getting another bird, and brought back
the same pullet. There, said the judge,

is a much better bird. Unless you have
your fowls scored you will never be able

to pick out your best ones. See here,

this bird is better in comb, under color,

etc., and he scored this same identical

pullet this time at 93K. and I put her
back in the coop profoundly impressed
with the value of the score card to sell by,

and loaded down with knowledge and
thoroughly convinced that it is easier to

know everything than one thing."

To my personal knowledge a pen of

white Leghorns which had readily ob-
tained at the hands of many different

judges scores ranging from 94 to 97)^ and
had never been beaten, at one of our
smaller shows ran against another expert
score card judge, one who has been many
years a judge, and j'ou can fancy the
feelings of the owner when his favorites

returned with cards from 84 to 87, the
whole |KMi Ijeing cut down an average of
ten points each. Surely a system which
admits of such wide margins is open to

.some explanation at least, and the man
up a tree may fail to see and appreciate

the profound philosophy of the whole
business.

I have often wondered whether or not
the whole sc >re card system of judging
was not a cleverly devised scheme to

fasten on the fancy a certain lot of

judges who by the well-known and
ancient plan of "you scratch my ear and
I'll tickle your elbow," perpetuate their

respective cinches on the business of judg-
ing a sort of mutual admiration society,

as it were.

Let me put this conundrum to the
fancy. Given the score card, as the only
means by which sales can be made.
Then comes the relative value of the cards

to be determined by the name of the

judge who does the scoring. Then if a
bird sells higher under the score of a cer-

tain iudge, to get good prices you have to

secure that judge. Then tell me, who
controls your business, you or the judge
whom you have permitted to get a twist

on your nose? Then remember that

newspaper notoriety in a judge passes

current with most people as the coin of

the realm, and with all due respect to

newspapers, like common mortals the

paj)er stands by its friends.

acquired by mutual association. Cer-

tainly if we all were members of a club
which was actively pushing our favorites,

we would get acquainted and soon learn

which of the members best knows the

breed and upon whose judgment we can
best rely. I may be utterly wrong in

this thought and hope I am. However, if

the object of the fight against specialty

clubs is to retain judging in certain

lines as a matter of business for the

judges, certainly no belter way to do so

could be found than to keep the breeders

of each variety from getting together.

United the breeders of a variety stand

divided they are at the mercy of design-

ing men and do not control their own
breed as they should do.

CHIPS FROM THE POULTRY BLOCK.

Fleeing Fancies Nipped on the

Wing for Our Readers.

BY TRIXIE.

Fanciers, one and all, study the breed
you breed If you attend to your own
breed, you should become an expert in

it and be able to give pointers to every

all round professional judge in the lantl.

If you do not know your own breed a

little bit, you are at the mercy of the

professional. What the fancy needs is

the intelligent breeder. But this studied

attempt so noticeable of late to force the

all round professional judge on the fancy

must be checked or the fancy will soon
have a rough road to travel.

I have sometimes thought that the ob-

jection to specialty clubs has its origin in

a desire to keep the breeders of the

^ . - several breeds from knowing each other,

agirs wings, therefore it does not mar ' and acting together on the knowledge

Ananias must be abroad in the land

once more. Last week the Orange

County Farmer regaled its readers with

the story of a rooster, a Fennsylvania

rooster, that actually lays eggs, and not

to be outdone by any insignificant hen,

he lays "'two or more" daily.

This wonder (?) is half white Leghorn

and half white Plymouth Rock, so said,

and has been closely confined 'all alone,"

without the least chance of a friendly-

disposed member of the gentler sex aid-

ing him in his deception, yet all the same

at close of day there was the egg or eggs

to confound the skeptic. Next. Send a

diploma (liar's diploma) to the man who

hatched this marvel—story.

"Chicken Crank" in one of our west-

ern papers spreads himself thusly

:

"Brown Leghorns are hardy enough, but

how long will he have to grow to be too

large to go in the shell he came out of or

how many of them will it take to make

a family mess ? What lamentable igno-

rance this "Crank" displays. He knows

no more about Leghorns than I do about

heaven. All hearsay.

Everyone, "Chicken Crank" excepted,

knows that while the Leghorn at maturity

is not a large fowl, there is none that

grow more rapidly when young than do

they. Until of good broiler size we can

fairly see 'em grow. It makes me lx>il-

ing mad to see such audacious monkey-
ing with the truth as .some would-be au-

thorities indulge in.

"Chicken Crank," who lives in "north-

west Arkansas," has never seen any Mi-

norcas, "also many other breeds I have
never seen," yet he sets down and tells us

exactly which is the best table fowl, the

best farmer's fowl and the best fancier's

fowl. Truly is a "little learning a danger-

ous thing." Why, some of our old fogies

who have bred and judged all breeds under
the sun for years and that know each

breed "like a book" cannot even yet de-

cide to their own or anybody else's satis-

faction these same knotty questions.

"Chicken Crank" must be a genius or—.
Brother Petts, judging by the May

issue of Poultry Topics, is going to give

old Missouri a first-class poultry paper.

She has a host of fanciers of the right

stripe, and should they do their duty he

will do his. One thing I like about it,

and all other poultry papers published

"out West," is the number of lady cor-

respondents. They do not indulj>e, like

their lord and master, in idle controver-

sies, but every letter they write is a page

from their own book of experience, and
that makes their writings valuable to

every man, woman or child that reads

them.
Someone, I do not just remember who,

has asserted that the near future will

find all, nearly all, breeds with a buff re-

presentative of the breed. It does look

that way at present, but rest assured they

the baffs, are not going to carry the coun-

try by storm to the utter exclusion of all

others. No, my sirs, we'll still continue

to breed white, black, brown, cuckoo,

laced, spangled, pencilled ones just the

same as we have all these long years, and
don't you forget it.

Buff is a favorite color of mine, a lucky
one, and when I was an unregenerate
frequenter of the race course and regatta
I always wagered niy "boodle" upon the
horse whose jockey showed the greatest
amount of "buff " in his make up, also
the oarsman sporting "buff trunks" or
shirt carried my money. Since "mend-
ing my ways" I've often cast longing
eyes toward the buff Cochin, but drat
them I found them entirely to hard to
breed true to please me, and I feel toler-

able certain that these newly made ones
will be all the more determined to throw
something like one hundred per cent, of
culls.

Were 1 breeding any of these newlj'
made buff breeds I would visit the oflice

of some Notary Public and "under oath"
decline to self or breed anything that
was not a genuine buff and buff alone. A
buff fowl is a beauty, but to be such it

must be buff and nothing but buff from
point of bill to the toe nails Black tail

feathers is not an "added attraction," but
a detraction, aud if these new ones ever
expect to have a lasting and secure foot-

ing they must be bred without them.
Like "Chicken Crank" many of these

new ones, I've never seen, but many of
my correspondents have, and from their
reports I think their originators would
have been wise if they had kept them
hid from view until this and other de-
fects were overcome. Many of our
originators think that when they have
made one or two crosses, they have per-
menately established a new breed. Never
were they in greater error. When we
cross two breeds, it takes long years of
careful breeding to overcome the ten-

dency to revert back to one or both of
its ancestors.

We cross the Plymouth Rock and buff
Cochin with a view to the creation of a
buff Plymouth Rock, All we desire from
the Cochin blood is the color. We may
get this and will eventually, if not at first

cross, but while we do so. we also engraft
some of the Cochin peculiarities, such as

feathered shanks. This is in direct

variance to the Plymouth Rocks and we
must devote several years to breeding out
this defect, for we could not .send out a
fowl with feathered shanks and expect
anyone to believe it is a pure Plymouth
Rock, yet we, some of us. may be tempted
by the boom that is on at present to sell

eggs for hatching of the cross-l)red fowls

as buff Plymouth Rocks.
I do not object to thus crossing, but I

do object to putting them upon the
market before the undesirable (in a P.

R.) qualities and peculiarities of the
Cochin are bred out. It will take you
time to do so but it will be time well

spent, and the fanciers of the land will

ri.se up en masse and "call you blessed."

It is none of my funeral, but my love of

the fowl kindgom is such that I like to

.see each and every breed with its "best

foot foremost," and that cannot be unless

we cover the ground well before they are

introduced.

GAME NOTES.

BY F. H. GRAVES.

A Siamese Egg.

There was on exhibition at the Herald

oflice last evening a freak of nature which

will undoubtedly occupy in the hen

world a position similar to that of the

Siamese twins in the human world. This
peculiar creation consists of two eggs,

nearly full sized, joined by a neck, alxjut

the size of a lead pencil, connecting the

small ends of the two eggs. This neck
is a filmy substance not so hard as the

egg shells, although the latter are un-

usually fragile. The eggs are not entire-

ly separate, aside which may be illus-

trated thus, A. the angle representing the

joined ends. It will be seen that the

two eggs touch each other at the angle

and at this point neither egg has a shell

but each has a separate inner tissue,

making two distinct eggs. The hen that

produced this monstrosity is the property

of Mrs, T. S. Paine, of 22 Briggs Place.

vShe was born on June 6, 1891, and is

therefore less than a year old. She
stands one and one-half feet high and

weighs ten pounds. This ambitions hen

belongs to the light Brahma family of

which she is one of the most aristocratic

members.—Rochester Herald, May 9,

1891.
•

—Do not adveritise once or twice in a

paper and think that is enough. Adver-

tising to be successful must be continued.

In speaking of the superiority of Game
hens over others as mothers the editor of
The JOURNAiv states that by test he finds
the Indian Game far superior to the Wy-
andottes, the Game hatching more chicks
and giving them subsequently better care,

and that the Indian Game defends her
brood most vigilantly against cats and
other vermin. He adds, however, that
the only objection to Game hens is their
canabalistic desire to slaughter chicks of
other hens. Although with little care
this need prove no real objection, it is

nevertheless true that this pugnacious
disposition is more or less prominent in

hens of this breed. In fact, nearly all the
Orientals (here 1 use the word to denote
that certain class of fowls of the Malay
type, which has no reference to the long-
tailed kind, Malay Games or jungle
fowls) show this trait in a greater or less

degree. In England, as long ago as

there was anything written regarding
the Malay, this quality was always
referred to and always existed. If

we were inclined to believe all that

shallow theori.sts say in claiming a dis-

tinct origin for the Malay, Indians,

Japs, etc., this quality alone would make
us skeptical. The writer finds the Japs,
Indians (Aseels, and all), and the Malays
are similar in disposition, and as a rule

the more pronounced that certain Orien-
tal shape the more strongly marked this

pugnacity, showing conclusively the ex-

istence of a common blood in all the

varieties of this type of fowls. I believe

the statement that "the canabilistic ten-

dency is an objection to Game hens" is

incorrect in that wording, but is true only
of the varieties named or those contain-

ing that blood, I have had unlimited ex-

perience in rearing chicks with pit Game
hens, and with rare exceptions have
found the true Game hen free from this

objectionable quality. And in these few
exceptions I have always believed there

existed a touch of Oriental blood, though
perhaps not apparent. I have found, too,

that though some standard Game hens
are death to chicks of other hens, they

are as a rule those of the type nearest

approaching the Malays, generally be-

longing to the leggiest, high-.shouldered

and coarsest strains. Tlie pit Game hen
will defend her brood in a manner that no
Indian or Malay can imitate, yet when it

conies to handling she is more gentle

than the latter, and so far as killing

chicks of another brood is concerned,

she is no more given to the practice than

the common fowl.

I endorse what Kditor Drevenstedt

says regarding weight in market fowls.

It is not the largest breeds on foot that

are the most profitable. I prefer a mod-
erate-sized, compact fowl to a lage, corky

one every time. I would suggest the

comparing of a nine-pound Indian Game
or Malay with the eleven-pound Cochin.

Take an Indian Game cockerel that

weighs nine pounds on foot and an eleven-

pound Cochin cockerel. Pluck and draw
them and then compare weight. Com
pare again after roasting. "Prove the

pud."

Speaking of table games, one of the

best kinds is made by crossing the old

yellow-legged Heathwood with the Cor-

nish Indian or Malay. The best results

I l)elieve are produced by using the pit

cock to the Indian or Malay hens. The
Heathwood is rather short-legged and
stocky in build, or should be. Fowls of

this cross should weigh pretty well, are

excellent in shape and have flesh of the

highest quality. Such cross-bred fowls

are hardy, good layers and handsome to

look at. The Heathwood is one of the

best "all around" Game varieties, though
when pure are not so large as Cornish

Games. To those who fancy Game
fowls and care nothing for pure blood I

would advise to try the cross referred

to.

It has been satisfactorily demonstrated
that the Phoenix Games are good layers,

and though their eggs are a little under-

si/.e they count when sold by the dozen.

The fowls are small and light eaters and
on the farm range are profitable as well

as verv ornameutal.

Profitable Poultry Keeping in Lon-
don Back Gardens.

As a regular subscriber to your valua-

ble paper, I have read with interest and
pleasure all the various letters which
have appeared of late upon the subject of

keeping poultry, with profit, in limited

spaces. It is indeed astonishing to note

the money leaving this country for eggs

which could be easily produced here, if

only half the attention given to the mat-

ter abroad were paid to it at home. Nor
is this competition decreasing—not even
likely to—the cry is "still they come,"
as may be gathered from the following

translation, made from a recent report of

the Dutch Consul General at Toronto,

Canada: "Eggs and poultry were former-

ly only shipped to the United States,

ueaily 13,000,000 dozens having been

sent to that country in 1890; but since

the McKinley tariff, dealers have com-
menced to ship eggs and poultry to Eng-
land, where they arrive in good condi-

tion and find a ready market at paying

prices." If the English public of London
each and all kept a few hens (as do the

German middle and lower classes, the
eggs being collected by house-to-hou.se
collectors) they might, in time, knock off

a couple of the "O" row of our present
import total.

It may be of interest to those London
lovers of eggs and poultry who do go in

for hen-terprise to learn how I have made
back garden poultry both pay and please.

Like most other things on to-day's
market, my experience has also been
"made in Germany" (one of the chief
competitive countries), and to this fact,

thanks to their common-sense way of
treating fowls, I attribute my success.

It seems to be the general idea that a
large amount of space is of prime ne-
cessity. No one can dispute that the
more one has the better, but I affirm that
10 wis can be kept and bred successfully

in a cramped and limited back garden.
My garden (save the mark), the usual
London one, sixteen feet long by eight

feet broad, is the happy hunting ground
of ten healthy hens and a cock. The
first cry I generally hear when mention-
ing my hobby to friends is, "It must be
very disagreeable, if not unhealthy."
Thanks to regular sweeping and water-

ing with diluted Condy's Fluid (at a cost

of three pence per month) my run (?) is as

sweet as possible; neither has the earth

when turned up that peculiar musty odor
I have so often noticed when digging up
an old run or so not treated in this way.
A small portion of the run is covered
over in case of wet; both here and in the

fowl house I throw the a.shes from the

fires, well mixed with sulphur, those

from the covered run being thrown away
once a month, whilst those in the house
are changed twice a week, I never use

straw in the nest boxes, simply very fine

powdered ash mixed with sulphur. On
such a bed I have successfully reared

several fine broods. The house, which
has a moveable slideboard for the drop-

pings, I will cleanse once a month with
Condy's Fluid; the slide-board I wash
once every two days, the droppings being
burnt in the kitchen fire. I feed mid-
dlings in the morning, kitchen waste at

midday and good corn mixture at night.

I avoid all cheap mixture at lod. a peck,

and buy good food, eight bushels a time,

thus saving a shilling or more. To in-

duce exercise I throw the seed under
and amongst the ash run, whereby the

fowls must come "up to the scratch" if

they are hungry. Green meat, such as

cabbage leaves, potatoes, marrows, etc.,

I chop into dice and cast as far apart as

I can. They also get an occasional mus-
cle-reviver from the neighbors' cats—

I

always pity them when they leave in a

hurry. Cat's are quite a chicken's tonic

in this respect. The drinking water is

changed twice a day; in sloppy, moist

and muddy summer weather 1 grate a

little nutmeg into it. This is a splendid

cure for colds and damp in vogue in Ger-

many. The water I keep under cover to

avoid the addition of dirt, dust and any

other unsoot-able adjuncts. I at least

thrice a week supply the fowls with some
horse manure— a small bucketful—which

they demoli.sh almost in toto. Few im-

agine, I fancy (amateurs at least), how
conducive this is to health. My dustmen

for 2d. also supply me now and again
with ro.id sweepings, which are by no
means to be despised both as a "bath"
and as a means of ainu.setnent.

As regards disea.se, I find that the Lon-
don amateur is too ajit to wait for outward
and visible signs. When these have ap-
peared it is generally too late. Drooping
wings, rough plumage and moping may
induce you to examine a hen. Vou then
find, perhaps, signs of roup etc. Then
you dose her

;
perhaps .she gels well,

perhaps she doesn't. If she does she is

not much good. I have a hen now, an
old pet, whom I cured from the roup
eighteen months ago. She has never
laid an egg since, and is as thin as
charity.

If a German sees a mopy hen he slays

it ; but it doesn't come to that abroad.
By smelling at the beak of every hen two
or three times weekly ajiproaching sick-

ness may easily be delecte<l. If any sus-

picion of foul breath is observable, the
German makes a pill of weak tobacco,
which he dips in glycerine ami makes
the patient swallow. This he repeats
till the breath is sweet. Only last week,
on my return from a few days' visit, I

found a hen (when testing after dark) on
the perch with very fcetid breath. I

opened the l)eak and found a small yel-

low spot on the tongue. Three tobacco
pills, and she was as well as ever. Both
for table and laying purposes I find that

cart horse among fowls, the Cochin, to

be the best. I get from five to six eggs
per diem regularly, whilst a ^-yearohl
hen I killed the other day for table pur-

poses weighed (trussed for cooking)
eleven and a (juarler pounds. How's
that for a back garden ?

Never any sign of gaj)c have I seen in

my chicks. This is due, I'm sure, to

watering the run with Conds's Fluid.

To conclude : Dating from July i last my
expenses for fiwd, sulphur, etc., etc.,

have been £1 6s. This is balanced by
/"2 5s in eggs alone, irrespective of sale

of chicks, hens over 2 years old eaten

and death of one hen—killed by a fall-

ing slate. Peace be to her hashes.

—

.\.

II. Jacobs, in the I'eathcrc.l WorUl.

for the good of the little follows who are
too small to speak fur themsi-lves.
Bantam lovers, our success is in your

hands. We ask you to do what lies in

your power to help us.

F. L. Wkston, Secretary.

HE FOLLOWED DIRECTIONS.

How Sambo Took the Chicken.
From Jtulfje.

Culprit—Yes, sah, I tuck de chicken.

I was gwine to make some chicken pie,

and I tuck de cook book and read de di-

recshusn and hit say, "Take one chicken."

Hit don't say buv one chicken or borry
one chicken. Hit say take one chicken.
Hit don't say whose chicken ter take, .so

I jess tuck de first one I could lay ban's
on. I follered de ilirecshuns in de book,
sah.

THE LATEST BABY.

Editor Fancier.s' Journal.

We wish to introduce to you, the poul-

try fraternity and lovers of bantams, the

Bantam Club of America. In response

to a demand from many bantam fanciers

a meeting was called in Boston, May 25,

for the purpose of forming a club.

An enthusiastic meeting was the result,

and letters from all over the country

urging the formation were received.

It was unanimously voted to call the

new organization the Bantam Club of

America,

The following officers were chosen :

President, W, B, Atlierton, Newton

Lower Falls, Mass,; vice-presidents, H.

S, Ball, Shrewsbury, Mass,; L, J, Up-

ham, Webster, Mass.; F. B, Zimmer,

Gloversville, N. Y.; T, H, Adams, Pau-

tucket, R, I.; R. S. Deener, Batesville,

Ark.; H. D. Hendrick, Birmingham,

Conn.; J. F. Knox, Buffalo, N. Y.; secre-

tary, F. L. Weston, Medford, Mass.;

treasurer,W. H. Fitton, Worcester, Mass.;

FIxecutive Commiltee, C. E. Rocken-
styre, Albany, N. V.\ W. M. Hughes,

Newport, R. I.; J. H. Seeley, Bridgeport,

Conn.; S. W. Crook, Plain ville, Ma.ss.;

F. D. Lewis, Anisterdam, N. Y.; W.J.
Middleton, Waverly, Mass.

With "no axes to grind," under the

control of no rings and responsible to no
cliques, we start with but one object, the

advancement of the interests of all varie-

ties of bantams.
To the specialty bantam clubs we have

no antagonism (nearly all our members
being also members of the other clubs),

and we hope to see tliein unite with us

in the interests of their pets, to make
the Bantam Club of America something

to be proud of.

The initiation fee is |i and yearly dues

$\, which can be forwarded to the secre

tary or any of the oflScers, who will gladly

furnish any information regarding the

club.

We start with twenty-six members, and
want every man, woman and child who
owns, breeds or loves a bantam to join us

Breast Bone.s.

Many breeders sutler (juite a loss yearlv

through malforinatiou of the breast bone.

We say this is often needless, as a little

extra care with the chick will obviate the

trouble. For this rea.son young chickens

should be furnishe<l with a separate shelter

and perch. This arraugenient need not be

expensive. An old door even in.iy be

brought to service for this purpo.se. Let

one end rest on the ground, and by elevat-
ing the other a few feet, one side aiiil the
roof are forinetl. Boards nailed on the
other si<les coinidele tlum. No Irotit is

needed, unless it \hi a netting at night to
keep out marauders. Inder this roof fit

up some low. Hat perches, and leave the
young l)irdsto adapt tliem.sclvcs to their
position, which they will reatlily do.
This deformity is generally brought

al)out through overcrowding aud jostling
of the young chicks by their elueis, and
in getting above their height, as when
roosting 111 trees, they may sit on small
twigs, and in alighting take too long a

(light to reach the giound. A cheap shel-

ter, like the one ilescribed, will answer
until the birds are well matured, when
they can be placeil w iih the old ones with-
out harm. This deformity is far more
common than would first be su])]»osed.

Even among " thoroughbreds" ii is not
unusual to luid fully fifty per cent of the
chicks all effected. This is all nenlle>s,

w hen so little care woidd to a great extent
prevent the evil, though not entirely, as

there are in some c»iiistitutional causis
for malformation of tiie breast l>oiie.

All Artists,

J-roai the Poiillry News.

We note with pleasure the growing

worth of Thi-; Iv\Ncii;ks' Joiknal,

Philadelphia. It is now t)ur formost

poultry, dog and pet stock paper. Its

editors ami the management generally

are all artists in their way. It is receiv-

ing the support due it and we are glad to

see it.

Caekles.

Be sure that the hens have plenty of

clean, convenient nests provided.

With proper treatment, Pekin ilncks

will average 140 eggs in a year.

Keep one or two varieties and breed

them up to the highest stand.ird.

Always make the nests so that they can

be easily taken down and cleaned.

Generally it is not best to \>\cV. the

geese untilthe goslings are all liatched.

The best use to make of a stunted

chicken is to fatten uji well and Ihrn eat.

Broilers generally bring the highest

price the latter part of April and the first

of May.

Water should be supplied to the young
poultry in a way that they cannot wet

themselves.

Too rapid a growth with the young
chickens often causes leg weakness; it is

not necessarily fatal.

In a majority of cases as the weather

gets warmer less corn will be needeil

than earlier in the season.

It is often the case that failing to pro-

vide the hens with a good variety is the

cause of their not laying.
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Second Vice President,
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ON THE WING.

kicking on account of having left the

Federation, and others desiring to again

enter that body. In the first place Sto-

vell, Munro and Torkington are still

members of the Federation and have not

left it, although so disgusted with the

rottenness rampant in its management

that they will not take any part in its

flights. As to any one that has left it,

coming back again. Well, it may be so,

but there would have to be such a big

change in the personnel of the manage-

ment, that we do not think this German-

town sheet will live to chronicle many

such cases. No, this unsophisticated

editor makes a grievous error in suppos-

ing that the adoption of a policy so clear-

ly indicative of his feelings of jealousy

and envy toward a paper which has

taken the lead in the fancy on account of

its supplying the public weekly with

news which he is compelled to hold over

for a month will redound to the benefit

of the sheet he edits. Far better would

it be for the good of this envious Ger-

mantown editor if he were lo crawl back

into his shell, and write nothing, than to

publish venomous attacks on those who

have done more to increase the popular-

ity of pigeon flying during the last year

or so than he has done in his life.

* «

A Germantown monthly pigeon paper

that has long out-lived its usefulness, and

that is simply kept going on account of

its being the only medium possessed by

the remnants of the old Federation of

American Homing Pigeon Fanciers has

thought well to criticise the action of the

Fanciers' Journal for casting reflec-

tion upon the management of the Key-

stone City U)o mile flight from Odenton,

Md., and remarks that our statement

that others than the liberator were lo

blame, falls very flat when it is known

that there were beside this club's birds,

tliose of the Violet, Star, C. H. Jones

clubs and a basket from Germantown,

and the birds all came back in the same

pitiable condition, wet and dirty. This is

just the very admission that we wanted,

and proves conclusively that it is not in

single instances the present Federation

management fails to properly care for

the birds shipped under its rules for

record, but that the fault is general.

Not only were the Keystone birds badly

caiedforat this end, but those of the.

Star, C. H. Jones, et. al., were sent away

in an equally uncared for predicament.

Of course, when the Germantown paper

wt tit to press, the letter from the Oden-

ton liberator which appeared in last

week's Journal, had not yet been pub

lished, and consequently its editor, Jacob

C. Bockius, thought the b'ame for the

condition of the birds could be foisted

upon the liberator without the general

public being any wiser. Mr. Cooke, the

liberator, happens to l)e a gentleman

that is pretty well read, however, and as

he keeps posted in the pigeon flying

worM, he quickly called a halt on the

rumor that was being circulated, charg-

ing him with the blame, and gave a de-

tailed account of the state the birds were

in when received. In the face of this

letter, the Germantown editorial in turn

falls remarkably flat. An editorial in

this Germantown monthly is such a rare

occurrence that the editor must be par-

doned for ii'aking mistakes. When sud-

denly awakened from his lethargy, by

the old man at the rudder, he takes the

quill and essays to check the rapid in-

crease in the numbers of the new and

progressive League of American Homing

Clubs. Such arrant nonsense as he writes

about Stovell, Munro and Torkington

The unconcerned manner in which

this man makes a personal attack upon

a friend of several yeans' standing and

allows some clown under the noni

de plume of "Chevalier" to do the same

in a rather coarser vein, is a perfect sur-

prise, and throws some light upon the

epithet that has long been applied to

him of "Dollars and Cents Jalce."

* •

ting their birds in the section basket as

heretofore, sent them down to the same

station and to the same liberator, but

with special instructions regarding them.

The birds of the section and this special

basket were in the hands of the same

liberator at the same time, and yet the

birds of the Philadelphia section were

liberated in a northeast storm and liter-

ally slaughtered, while the special or ex-

ecutive basket was held over and the

birds liberated on a grand day, with all

the weather conditions favorable. Is it

not fair to suppose that under these cir

cumstances, which are true in every par-

ticular, some trickery was resorted to,

and this management is not to be trust-

ed ? We think so. From this charge

we can exonerate only Messrs. S. G.

Morton Maule, the president, and Mr.

John D. Munro, a member of the Race

Committee, who were not p.esent when

the shipment was made, and therefore

were not in the deal. It might be added

that it was in this very race that John D.

Munro's Black Robin was spirited away,

and nothing could make the canny

Scotchman believe the bird will ever re-

turn from this trip, for he thinks it was

never sent. This is the manner we an-

swered this Germantown editor, and

challenged him to disprove a word of our

statement, but in spite of continued

prodding he answers nothing. Can it be

that he forgets in a month ? It is a long

time, and we plead guilty to getting a

little tired of waiting ourselves.

.•
The following is the remainder of the

old bird schedule of the League of Amer-

can Homing 1 igeon Clubs:

1655 and 1654 yards per minute respec-

tively. Unfortunately, on account of the

high rate of speed attained by the birds,

a number of arrivals occurred before the

watchers put in an appearance and with-

out even being noticed by the owners. It

is quite likely that some of these would

have shared the prizes with the birds of

Mr. Beck.
*

BOWIE RACE.

One hundred and thirty -six birds from

ten lofts. Birds liberated 8,55, May 17,

wind N, E., clear and calm:

Owner. Reg. No. In loft. Speed.

Charles E. Hub . . . H 1885 11.40.5t "63
P. F. Bolay H 276 11.46.30 1131

Louis Hoser . . . . 7H 11.51-30 >o84

W. Hargrave .... H 221 11.55.45 1058

Dr. Frank Devlin . W 12.7'»9 11.58 1031 i-io

J. C. Bockius.
. . . {w^734} '^ '*'•''

F. R. Barnes W 2121 12 1020

A. H. Kruger .... W 743 12 o4 1006?^

G. F. Loeblenz . . . W 1345 12.35.22 855

K. Marshall, not timed, all home at evening.

• «

The following shows the leaders in the

race. The start was at 12 noon:

Distance.
Name.
H. W. Beck .

H. W. Beck .

H. W. Beck .

J. D. Munro

Miles
101.99
101.99
101.99

99>,3
Yards.
. 179.68

Well, a truce lo such twaddle, for we

have no reply for the Baltimorean who is

ashamed of his name beyond the fact that

we are a little surprised that even in its

present distressing straits the Federation

should nestle under the sheltering wing

of one who but a few short years ago it

denounced so strongly. We have a long

letter from the same person sharply at-

tacking Mr. Abel, of Baltimore, and in-

dulging in the worst kind of personali-

ties and abuse, but we happen to have

met Mr. Abel upon the occasion of a re

cent visit to Baltimore, and know him to

be a thorough gentlemen and one who

has done much good for the fancy. We
should not have published the letter had

we not been in possession of this infor-

mation, as personalties are not our forte.

The result of the non publication of this

letter is the attack of •'Chevalier," which

our Germantown Sunday school friend

has no scruples about publishing.

Date. Club.

June I. Acme Pig. Club
" 4. Empire City . .

4. Detroit Feci . .

" 5. South Baltimore
" 5. Bo.ston League
" 8. Acme Pig. Club

Distance.
From Miles.

Bedford City, Va . 300
Rocky Mount, Va . 400
S. Whitby, Ind . 160
Spartansburg, S.C 400
L\ons, N. Y ... 300
Lexington, N. C . 400

Arrived.
1.45.02

1.48.27

1.48.29

1.46.15

I 52
1.47.27

15015
i.47.3o|

159
1.50-30

1-57-50

1-52-45

1-54-59
2. 0.20

2.C5
3.13

2.24.10

2.33.30

233 20

Speed.
1709
1655
1654
1653

1599
1599

Found in loft

Found in loft

Pound in loft

Found in loft

July

9. Philadelphia RC. 1 Bedford City, Va 300
FallsofSchuylk'l) "

11. Detroit Fed . . . I.,ogan sport, Ind .200

12. South Baltimore Mt. Airey, Ga . . 500

15. Acme Pig. Club . Spartansburg, S. C 500
iK. Empire City F. C Statesville, N. C . .500

,8. Philadelphia F C. I i^exiiigton, N. C . 400
FallsofSchuylk'l)^ *
Boston League . Niagara. N. Y . . 400

Detroit Fed Sidney, III .... 300
Philadelphia F. C. ) Greer's Dep't.S.C 500
Fallsofschuylk I j

^

Detroit Fed . . . Litchfield. Ill . . 400
Boston League . St. Thomas. Can . 500

19-

21,

30.

30
2

II. Detroit F'T Steelville, Mo . . . 500

«
» •

«
* *

The ridiculous part of the whole affair

is the fact that some mouths ago The
Journal made a direct charge of mis-

management against the Federation man-

agement, and this Germantown paper in

its sub-sequent issue, about a month later,

challenged us to prove the charge. We
are not apt to make charges without ac-

tual proof, and the following number of

The Journal contained an account of

the race that split up the Federation and

proved that its management was rotten

to the core and using its powers to secure

better records for its own birds than

could be made by other fanciers engaged

in the same race. The race referred to

subsequently became known as the "ex-

ecutive" race, on account of those flying

in it either all being officers of the Fede-

ration or members of race or other im-

portant committees. These men had all

been flying their birds with the Philadel-

phia section until the 500 mile station

was reached, and here it was the trickery

occurred, for the oflBcials instead of put-

Below will be found the report of the

race of the Germantown section from

Bowie, Md., distance 108 miles, and from

Manassas, Va., 152 miles. At the last-

named station another piece of gross mis-

management or carelessness on the part

of those issuing the instructions caused

the liberation of the basket of the birds

an hour earlier than the other in spite of

its being announced at home that ar-

rangements had been perfected for a

simultaneous liberation.

p. McLaughlin
Mark Smith . . .

J. G. Hunt ....
L. &F. G.Schrieber
Ed. Miller
W. S. Torkington ,

L. Johns
Ferd Prinz . , , .

Geo. Goebcl . . .

J. S. Kane ....
T. Lee
J. H. S. Milligan .

Geo. Dauley . . .

M. Collier
John Collier . . , .

The wind was strong from the south-

west over the whole course. We think

this beats the American record, far sur-

passing the old flight of the bird Van Op-

stal, June 20, 1883, which flew from Cum-

berland, Md., to the lofl of John Abel,

Baltimore, Md,, distance 117 miles,

speed 1384 yards per minute; also casting

into the shade the more recent 15 10 yards

per minute flight reported to have lieen

made to the loft of Jacob Eberle, Phila-

delphia, from the 100 mile station on

May I, and which we have no reason to

doubt the validity of

POINTS IN THEMNG FANCY.

A 'Weekly Review of Events in

the Flying World,

BY FRITZ.

« »

MANASSAS RACE.

One hundred and twenty-three birds

from eleven lofts. Birds of Hub, Devlin,

Hayes, Barnes and I^oeblenz let go at 7

A. M., the others at 8.50, weather clear,

wind light from the northwest:

Owner.

P. F, Bolay .

W. Hargrave .

A. H. Kruger
Louis Hoser .

Charles R. Hub
G. F. Loeblenz

jz 5077

1

Reg. No. In loft.

12.225/4

12.24^^

J2.257I
12.28^
II-44K
>i-52}4

Speed.

1263

1250
1238
1230
922
900

276

;

. W 1322
-W 12,771

. H 13

- w 1557
. W 1346

* •

The fourth race for the Item 100 mile

Challenge Cup has been flown and the

trophy won by H, W. Beck, of the Phil-

adelphia Flying Club, The speed made

bv the birds engaged in the race was

phenomenal, the winner attaining 1709

yards per minute, Mr. Beck also won

second and third prizes, with speeds of

During the past two weeks several re-

markable flights have been accomplished

by the birds engaged by various flying

sections, and the homing fraternity are

commencing to realize that when spe-

cially favored with perfect flying weather

the birds are capable of attaining a veloc-

ity entirely beyond expectations.

In consequence I note several instances

where unfortunately the lofls were un-

protected by timers, and even the custom-

ary watchful eve of the owners was not

where it should have been, and the re-

sult, birds in loft and time of arrival un-

known,
^XX^

This is to be regretted, and should

serve as a caution, for both timer and

owner should be prepared to note arriv-

als from the earliest possible moment a

bird could reasonably be expected to

make home, or even unreasonably,

^XX^
Another objectionable feature, and one

entirely inexcusable, is that the prompt
publication of certain excellent work ac-

complished recently is being delayed

purely on account of the distances not

having yet been measured and adjusted

bv the surveyor,

-^xx^

For this there is no excuse. All dis-

tances should be in the hands of the sec-
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retaries before the flying season opens,
and in all well regulated and correctly
managed clubs this is done before a bird
is countermarked and shipped, and is as
essential as the customary care bestowed
upon the flying equipment or other de-
tail.

Article 10 in the by-laws of the League
ot American Homing Clubs reads: "The
air-line distances to all lofts of a section
flying for League honors must be made
by mathematical calculation by a compe-
tent surveyor professionally for each sec-

tion, and a copy of same bearing the
surveyor's name and address lodged with
the League secretary for recording in

League Looks ten days prior to the open-
ing of the flying season." Stirely this

law is clear enough and can be readily
complied with. It should be.

^XX^
The steady and excellent work accom-

plished so far this season by the New
York, Philadelphia and Washington fly-

ing men is very flattering, and bears out
my predictions in earlier notes. The
American flying fancier is commencing
to grasp a more intelligent conception of
the powers of his birds, and the care and
handling to get good results. As the
fancier improves so do the birds, and I

am sure a few years hence the flying

work of the American fancier will rank
second to none,

But there must be no back-sliding or
short comings, A strict and faithful ob-

servance of all rules and laws governing
the various clubs and associations de-

voted to the sport is as essential to the
perfect enjoyment of the flying fancy
and thorough protection of the record as

the very care bestowed upon the birds

themselves. All flying men should be as

familiar with the laws and rules of their

clubs and associations they fly under, as

they are with the requirements of their

l)irds. One is as necessary as the other,

and the very first thing the young fan-

cier should do is to make himself famil-

iar with all the necessary details con-

nected with the protection of his flying

records, and follow them faithfully.

I have many times noted in the foreign

journals devoted to the flying fancy

comment expressing surprise at the

American fanciers in not sending a con-

voyeur with their birds, and frequently

attVilmting disastrous flights to stupid

blunderings of the liberators in tossing

the birds in bad weather here. No doubt
we have many such cases on record, but

they are happily growing less frequent,

and I am sure the corps of liberators now
in use over our southwestern and west-

ern courses are an intelligent and very

obliging body of men, and becoming
more keenly alive to what we require

from them as the seasons come and go.

^XX^
Judging from several Belgian and Ger

man pigeon journals of recent issue now
l)efore nie the fanciers over there seem to

be receiving quite a share of such blund-

erings on the part of liberators, and hard
luck this year themselves. A flying club

in Possneck, Germany, who stated the

flying season very successfully, and with

trifling loss, had an experience at the 100

miles station they won't soon forget.

Their entry of 164 birds was consi^^ned

to a lil)erator wi'.h complete instructions.

And very positive as to liberating only

under perfect flying conditions. They
were :et go, however, in poor weather.

The start on Sunday, May i, none home
the first day, and only thirty-two birds

reported by Wednesday noon. No such

losses having occurred in twenty years'

experience. The clubs are so exercised

over the slaughter of their birds by the

liberator's stupidity that they have

actually petitioned the German Minister

of War to have him punished. Our
European brethren are therefore not

quite so free from these annoyances as

many might think, and in spite of their

military discipline and surveillance, and
convoyeurs, etc.

^XX^

I had the pleasure of bidding our old

friend, William Bennert, good bye and
bon voyage on board the steamer Colum-
bia last Wednesday evening, bound for

Hamburg. The old flying fancier was in

the best of spirits, and intends visiting

all the principal flying sections abroad

before returning home late iu the fall.

He takes with him a dozen or so very
handsome gold leg bauds intending to
place them upon some of the winning
birds in certain races he expects to see
flown abroad, and they are indeed very
neat and appropriate souvenirs, and will

no doubt be highly appreciated by the
fanciers, each bearing a suitable inscrip-
tion.

^XX^
"Ben" is heart and soul with the Em-

pire City Flying Club, and hinted to me
that it was his intention while abroad to
send the club something from Belgium
as a prize in the young bird racts.

From Mr. A. G. Cooke's letter pub
lished in Thk Journal of last week in

defense of the charge that he had not
properly cared for the birds of the Key-
stone and Star Clubs in their recent fly

from Odenton, I quote the following

:

"The two Star Club baskets had quite a
number of birds in them, especially the
one painted a brick color. There was no
drinking cup of any kind in this basket,"
etc. In a comniunication to the Homing
Fvxchange of February last issue, the
secretary of the Star Club says : "In the
year just closed we have learned much
from experience. We have settled some
very complex questions in the Federa-
tion ; the sectional bubble has been
boomed, bursted and laid aside for (let us

hope) better management. We will up
hold the dignity and honor of the old

Star Club, which, I may say, has always
stood as high in the halls of legislation

and shone as bright as its birds have upon
the wing, etc," The May issue of the

Homing Exchange says : "One of the
most prominent and enterprising pigeon
flying clubs in the city of Philadelphia is

the Star Club. Club after club has passed

out of existence, but the Star still shines

as bright as ever, etc,"

The Item of February 21 publishes a

communication from the secretary of the

Star Club, in which he says : "The club

was never in better form than it is at

present. All the members are in shape
and determined to play their birds for

their full merits," etc. In the Item of

March 24 the same secretary of the Star

Club writes : "The club has all the equip-

ments that go to make a first-class club

—committee appointed to purchase a new
basket to hold 100 birds. (?) The mem-
l)ers are determined not to be left in the

march of progress. Our aim is the top,

and our motto 'Ora labora' (prayer and
labor),"

Now, what are we to think of all this?

And then read, "There was no drinking

cup of any kind in this Star Club basket,

etc." I leave the flying fanciers of

America lo draw their own conclu-

sions.

By the merest chance a few days ago

I learned that a basket of birds from the

New Jersey central section of the Feder-

ation was at the express office in Newark
N. J., going forward for liberation at a

station in Pennsylvania over the western

course, and being in the vicinity I took

a look at them. I was naturally curious

to see how this celebrated section shipped

their birds, and how they looked, and I

must confess I was somewhat disappoint-

ed. Judging from the downcast looks of

the few birds huddled up together in the

not too clean looking basket one would

think they were lieing shipped to a shoot-

ing ground instead of to a point of lib-

eration. I can scarcely believe my old

friend Garry superintended this ship-

ment, or had any of his bright and hap-

py looking cracks in that basket.

I frequently note in the journals de-

voted to the flying fancy certain cures

for "going light," "stiff"wing" and other

ailments of the homer, and am frequent-

ly asked for such cures. My advice to

the young fancier who has such cases in

his loft is to ignore them all and use the

knife. No successful flying loft was ever

produced with doctored birds. Occa-

sionally when a valuable old-time stock

veteran is a little off simple remedies can

be administered to save him, but as soon

as a youngster or one of the workers de-

velops any such ailment his value and

day of service is ended. Better by far to

remove such from the loft at once than

to lay up disappointments for the fu-

ture.

^XX^
It is remarkable that both in the Wash-

ington, D. C, and New York fly from
the 200-mile station the highest honors
(and away up at that) were gained by
comparatively young fanciers. I hope
their good work will not turn their heads
and be a means to induce them to risk

their birds from the further distances,

particularly the 400 and soo-mile sta-

tions. Birds of immature age may work
grandly from 200 or even 300 miles in

good weather, but 400 and 500 miles in

many cases buries them. The last straw
frequently breaks the camel's back.

I am in receipt of a comniunication
from a fancier complaining that several

pairs of his birds at nest have recently

quit their eggs, and he cannot under-
stand the cause of the strange action; and
further note several pairs of youngsters
about a week old do not seem to tlirive

and he rarely sees the p.irent birds cov-

ering them.

-^xx^
For the benefit of this correspondent

and other young fanciers I wouhl s»ate

that there are two very important rea

sons to account for the apparently
strange behavior in his birds.

Many pigeons are not what we term
close sitters and quit their nests at the

slightest noise or disturbance. Changes
around the loft, and particularly in close

proximity to their nest-box, very fre-

quently tends to induce them to quit the

sitting entirelv,

^XX^
While there are very many what I term

shy hens and who invaria])ly quit their

nests upon the owner's entrance to the

lofl, yet such rarely quit their eggs en-

tirely unless constantly disturbe«l by
noise, and sit closer as the date of hatch

approaches. When the fancier has such

shy hens at nest with young he must
disturb them as little as possible until

four or five days old, otherwise he will

be apt to find the youngsters trami;led

flat as a dime piece when he expects to

band them,
^XX^

But a very frequent can.se for birds

quitting their eggs and the aiiparent

backwardness of young.sters is uncleanli-

ness on the part of their owner. With
the early hatches of February and March
the weather then being cool, and the sur-

roundings in the loft fresh, a negligence

to clean out nest pans and boxes is rarely

productive of any ill effect from insects,

but during the later months if the nest

pans are not changed, and clean, pun-

saw dust substituted and the surround-

ings made fresh and sweet evL-ry week,

pigeon lice will commence to swarm in

thousands, and to such an extent that

the sitting hen finds the duty she has

assumed as unendurable, and frequently

quits.

By pigeon lice I do not refer to the

long common feather louse found at-

tached to the flight feathers and fre

qnently on the neck plumage, but to the

small, round tick, black or red in color.

These are the pests that frecpiently com-

pel the hen to quit her eggs and young-

sters also. By neglecting your pans and

nest boxes is a very fruitful cause of

getting these ticks. And you will find

them coveiing the eggs, and if young-

sters in the pans thickly congregated

around the head and neck.

^XX^
And the careless fancier by lifting up

the nest pans will find them underneath

swarming in thousands,

I think the foregoing covers the points

referred to by my correspondent and if

upon examination he finds my insect

explanation as fitting his case, let him at

once get a (piart of the common kerosene

oil, thoroughly scrape and clean out all

nest boxes and pans, substitute clean,

pure saw dust, sprinkle the pans and

boxes well with the kerosene and also

anoint the youngsters lightly with

some and he will find a marked improve-

ment in the settings of his birds, and the

progress of his youngsters.

New Jersey Central Section of the
Federation,

Eoitor Fancikrs' Journal,

Our birds were shipped to White Ha-
ven, Pa., air line distance ux) miles from
Plaiufield, N, J., for their first fly together

on May 20, and as it is only a training

fly will only report our entries:

16

«5

9
7

27

3
2

27

O.Tpt.Titi Do.iiie, Pl.-iiufii'lil

J. H. Doaiie, I'lainlithl
U. Marstcil, I'laintield
I'". K. Stevens, lM:iiii field

K. I'epin, Kli/.aln-th

M. Stevens, Dimellen
I. H. Crai^e, Diniellen
Hen ICUvell, Newark
W. 15. Gairabrants, Newark 22
F. Sniidt, Newark 12
W. Loiupinjj, Newark 6

Total 146

S, P, Craige. P, Campbell and E, Tuck-
er will enter the 150 mile fly from W'il-

liainsport. Pa., which takes phice Satur-
day, May 2S, 1S92, weather perinittiug.

W, B, Gark.mjrants, Secretary,

N. J. C. Section orihe Feileratioii.

New.\rk, N. J., May 20, 1S92.

Federation Flights.

Editor Fancihrs' Journal.

The New Jersey Central Section of the

Federation of the American Homing
Pigeon Fanciers, flew a 150 mile race on

Saturday, May 2S. The total number of

birds entered was one hundred and forty-

nine. They were sent to F. J. Zimmer-

man, Adams I''xpress Agent at Williams-
port, who wired 'birds liberated at II

A. M., wind east." .All the entries, <lis-

tauce,tiuie of arrival and average speed is

as follows:

Kiitercd.
lien l':ilwell, Newark . . .25
W II. (larrahraiils, Newark. iS

W. LonipiiiK, Newark . . . <y>

I'". Siniilt, Newark ... .12
I". l'ei>in. IvlizaWetli ... 25
i'.Caiiipl)ell,rerlh .\nibi)y.i4

S. I'. Craijje, HiKlistowii. .09

I. N. Doaiie, I'lainlield . 15
Captain Doane 12

K. M irstin 04
F. K. Slevins 09

Dist. Arriv. Spee«l.
15M0 2}^\ 1250
154.63 220 13S5

154 .Si 249 I14U

150-35 243 1231

15333 220 1346

154 78 Not reported
Not rej>orted

145.02 215.30 13CXJ

145.02 221.35 >2I9
144.21 321 971
1 14.77 306 1030

To al 149

The birds will be shipped tomorrow,
June 2, 1S92, Ridgway, Pa., 240 miles, for

the second lly.

W. B. Garraiirant.s, Secretary.

Newark, N. J.. June i, iSg2.

Publish All Records.

I^DiToR Fancii:rs' Journal.

Having become deeply interested in

the pigeon flying sport iluring the past

two years, I was pleased to see so much

space given to it in TnK Fancir.s' Jour-

nal. If the latter will persist in its

course to publish all flights, whether

under League, Federation or Starr

nianageiiient, it will be a god send to all

conservative fanciers, as the Homing

Exchange is simply a I'edcration mouth-
piece and the daily' papers of New York
and Philadelphia only print the flights

under Mrs. .Starr's nianagenieiit. Why
great newspapers should be so short-

sighted as to allow Mrs. Strar to ignore

what is news to their readers and publish

what is news to only a few pigeon flyers

is a mystery.
I have no objection to reading accounts

of flights under vStarr inanagement, and

if I wanted a record should certainly fly

under it, as nobody else would l)e "in

it" as far as the nev\spapers go. That is

why I am anxious to see Thk Fancikrs'

Journal publish all flights. Only then

can one determine what American birds

are doing.
I often read in the daily papers of

record-breaking performances, but on

comparing the records with those made
under other managements they fall to the

ground.
Sportsman.

New York, June i, t^)2

The Working Homer in Belgium.

,

I know that you have many readers

interested in the working homer, and as

a resident in Antwerp these birds natur-

ally come often and conspicuotisly under

my notice, I am therefore penning thtse
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few notes in the hope they may prove of

interest.

Before giving any information about

tlie way generally used here for training

our working homer it would perhaps be

v\ell to say a few words about the origin

of these clever bird?, which excite admi-

rntion in almost all parts of the world.

With this object it would be useless to

hark back to the times of Buffon.who de-

scribes homers in his wonderful works,

or take up the origin of these birds from

its very beginning. This would turn me

from my aim, my intention only being

to review the time when these birds re-

ceived their training for longdistance

flving. The various crosses effected since

1830 to give to the homer the necessary

type and training for long and quick fly-

ing have first taken place at Antwerp,

then Liege, Brussels and successively

other towns of Belgium. Antwerp fan-

ciers are said to be the first who intro-

duced the races which are now practiced

on such a large scale in all parts of Eu-

rope, and to have contributed much, if

not the most, to the intelligent crossing

which has given to homers that high de-

gree of instinct, velocity and perfection

which they have attained.

Any more considerations would bring

us too far from our subject. Let us now

come to the training and try to trace a

gooil line to follow. A novice who has

not any experience in the matter cannot

expect to succeed in this at once. It is

only after a certain time, or many years—

if he is not directed by some experienced

person—that he gets to understand how

these birds should be matfd, brought up

fe<l and trained so as to secure a good

strain for long distance flying,

young amateur should try to get,

mouth of March or April,

youngsters. l>eloiiging to as many differ-

ent well-known strains as possible so as

to avoid consanguinity. At the same

time besides these he should secure two

or three good, typical, well-built homers

to start immediately breeding with.

The results obtained out of these are to

l>e mated with the youngsters before re-

ferred to.
.

When breeding time is over, or at the

end of the year, a careful selection is ne-

cessary, such birds only l)eing kept which

seem to have the wanted type develop

ment vigor and health. If the result

has not been very good the first year, no

courage is to be lost, and the same sys-

tem is to l>e applied once more. Although

the ai)ove method seems rather long J)e-

fore competition in the races can be be-

it is, however, much safer, and to be

the first time ten, the second time twen-

ty-two, etc. Then, after a few days' rest,

they fly from 60 kilometres distance, and

three days after seventy. When this dis-

tance has been reached, they fly every

week from places fifty kilometres further,

until a space of 400 10490 kilometres is

attained. In case the weather proves

very much against them during the long

races, or when they look knocked up

very much, it is advisable, and even ne-

cessarv, to keep them back until in good

condition. Flying long distances with

unfavorable weather is enough to spoil a

young pigeon at once, and in conse-

iquence great attention should always be

paid to this.

The training for i -year old birds begins

in May. Before a bird be entered to

compete in the first race of the year it

should alwavs have a short training, and

be sent on 'trial some time before, by

making it fly from a distance of 100 kilo-

metres in three or four stages. (I am
speaking here of a pigeon which has had

its training when young.) Such pigeons,

when a little trained before the races, get

an immense advantage over the others

when the day of the race comes on. The

best time to enter them is when they

have eggs or voung ones ^when the race

is not too long). Then they hurry to

find their loft and their mate. Homers,

to fly successfully and with the greatest

rapidity possible, needless to add, should

always be in a perfect condition, and it

will be well, perhaps, to say a few words

concerning the food thought best by

many amateurs to suit them during the

different periods of the year.

From the beginning of December—
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a few forward

preferred to the way often used by young

amateurs, who, in order to be able to

the races from
who. in order

coiiii>ete and take part in

the first vear they keep homers, buy a

hole veil known loft. This manner,w
besides being often very expensive, sel-

dom leads to a lasting success, as the be-

ginner has not got the necessary know-l-

edge to direct a good mating and inlelli-

ueiit interbreedings. We should not

forget the Italian proverb, ''(]ni va piano

va sano, qui va satio va lontano. .
•

Careful training is to enable them,

either helped by the recollection of places

or by their natural instinct, to find their

loft again with the greatest rapidity pos-

sible Opinions differ as to the means

which make pigeons find their way home

from long distances. Some fanciers

think that it is a natural instinct born in

them and more pronounced according to

the strain the birds belong to; others

maintain that it is the recollection of

places; others have different ideas. I am

liot, however, going to pronounce myself

in one or the other, as such cannot be

stated with any certitude whatever.

It is best to train a pigeon always in-

one and the same direction. Our Ant-

werp fanciers, almost as a general rule,

educate their Homers to fly from the

south, an.l nearly all the races take place

from this direction, taking a sbort or

long distance iu the same line. The fol-

lowing is the plan generally used for

training young homers. The training

of these usually begins at the end of

Tune. The first week they make them

fly from about forty-four kilometres

which is the time when fanciers separate

the cocks from the hens during two

months—the food should be less excit-

ing say peas mixed with wheat and

peeled barley. During the breeding sea-

son, which begins in February or the be

ginning of March, they should be fed

twice a day. early in the morning and in

the afternoon with tares and wheat ;
dur-

ing the training or when they compete

in the races thev should be fed on small

red beans, tares'and a small proportion of

maize ;
while durii.g the time they moult

their food shouhl consist of an equal

mixture of buckwheat, wheat, small red

beans and tares. Of course opinions

greatly differ on this as on many other

points, but this method has always

proved to be a good one.

Before finishing these notes it might,

perhaps, be interesting to show what a

good trained homer can do ^s regards

fast flving over long distances. The fol-

lowing is one of the best oflicial records

of which the truth cannot be denied, and

full proofs can be given : The Zoological

Gardens of Antwerp organized in 1877

an import ant race from Beaugency

(France), situated from Antwerp 432 kilo-

metres. Over locx) birds were entered.

The start was given from Beaugency at

6.15 A. M. on the 26th of August. There

w IS a strong southwest wind prevailing

and the sky was cloudy. The first prize

pigeon, belonging to Mr. T. B.Van Dyck,

of Antwerp, flew the distance of 432

kilometres in only four hours and twenty

minutes, making' 1661 metres a minute

(1817 yards a minute). The result was

considered wonderful and one of the best

records.

The above instance shows the velocity,

the following will give an idea of their

power as regards the distance: Ever)'

year at the end of the season takes place

the races from Bordeaux, 836 kilometres,

Marseilles 950 kilometres, Bilbao 980

kilometres, Si. vSebastien (Spain) over

loco kilometres. One year they were

sent as far as Rome, more than 1100 kilo-

metres, but, of course, as the birds were

stopped iu their flight by the Alpine

mountains, which they had to fly round,

one will not be surprised to hear that

out of the iio<) .;irds only one-tenth suc-

ceeded in returning home.

There is no doubt that this is a worthy

fancv. How great the pleasure, how
great the joy. how great the satisfaction

must be for a true fancier who, after

having devoted many years to a careful

selection and a long and expensive tiain-

ing. at last has arrived to such a point

that he can coniider his birds as good as

any living—his name always recorded

amongst the prize winners in all the

races. It is undoubtedly not without

much satisfaction that giving a glance

over the past he may state that his perse-

vering efforts have been crowned with a

real and deserved success.—Albert
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Three Years in SiiccessioD at the New York Shows

SHAHP'S l/NDIAM GAMES
Have Never Failed to Win

All First, Special and Cliallen(;<) Cups on Cock, Cockerel, lieu
and Pullet—a record that no other breeder of any

variety can boast of.

In competition with the finest specimens afforded by the best breeders of Europe and America
our "Agitator Strain" has proved INVINCIBLE at Buffalo, 1889; Buffalo, 1890; New York 1800
London Dairy, 1890; Crystal Palace, 1890; New York, 1S91

; Charleston, 1891 ; and at New York'
1892, we won i.st and 5th on Cocks, ist and 2d on Cockerels, 1st, 2d and 3d on Hens, ist 2d 3d 4th
and 5th on Pullets, 2d on Pen, Challenge Cups for best Hen and Pullets, Gold Special for best 10
Cockerels and Pullets. At nearly every show of any importance from the Atlantic to the Pacific
our birds shown by customers have proved P'QUALLY as INVINCIBLE. Ancestry and careful
breeding are essential to success. You cannot succeed without our stock, which we constantly im-
prove from vear to year. Our Golden Wvandottes won all fir.sts at the Great Philadelphia Show
January, 1891. We breed ANDALUSIANS, WHITE INDIAN GAMHS, BLACK MINORCAS'PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WHITE LEGHORNS and CREVE C<EURS, ASEKLS MALAYS and RED
CAPS. Eggs fz, $5. |6, $«. $10 and $25 per 13. Catalogue free.

C. A. SHARP & CO., Lockport, N. Y.
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PIGEONSPIGEONS
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J.\COBINS, FANTAILS and OWLS in white and blue African ; white, blue and silver English
and blue and silver Chinese in America. About forty pairs of owlsto sell, and I warrant no bettci
•>t<Kk in exi.stence. I need room, therefore take advantage of this offer. Write fir prices anil ju^i
what you want. Satisfaction or money refunded. GEO. EWALD Box 501 Cincinnati O

Koijal Blue I411C I^oftg.

THEO. P. GREEN,

WOODBURY, NEW JERSEY.

New Catalogue
containing a full description of 36 pairs of my
note<l breeders and chaniptons, illustrated with
handsome photo-engravings of world-renowned
flyers Send for it before yon purchase.

MAILED FREE.
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Pifize Pu^s^*
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the Prize Pugs of England
and America
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intelligeut breeder. . . .
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PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
-BY

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomely illustrated. Practical and com-

prehensive. It is an invalnble guide for the

amateur pigeon fanciers.

Price, paper, 50c. ; cloth 91>00.

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

ELECTRO TYPES
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LEADING BREEDS OF

PIGEONS
Size herewith for 50 cents each.
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FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND—
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EXCLUSIVE LOFT
—OK—

WHITE FANTAIL
PIGEONS

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.
My birds have won

every prize and every
special shown foi
with two single bird
exceptions, during

the last two years, and have been shown only at
the best and largest shows in America.
No birds for .sale until June, when a limited

number of young, all from pri/e winners, will
be sold at $io per pair. Don't write unless von
mean business. (^4 1,6
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A NEW JJOOK

WYANDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed

ng. Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl
A handsomely printed book of 60 pages.
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ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYER

ONLY 25 CENTS. POSTPAID.—RKAD WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

This liook has been written more especially
for the novice. It teaches the rudiments. I'l

gives away many things that have been hereto-
fore kept .secret. Address

FANC lEIlS' PUBLISHING ( OMPAXY,
BOX 916. PHILADKl.PHIA, PA.

pcoi pacts
1. The Fanciers' Journal has

more than doubled its circulation in

the past twelve months.

2. Excepting one monthly paper
it now has the largest circulation of

any paper of its class in the United
States.

3. It reaches the very best class

of readers.

4. It has the patronage of the
very best class of advertisers.

5. It accepts no questionable ad-

vertisements from unreliable breed*

ers.

6. The readers of THE FANCIERS'
Journal have confidence in its ad-

vertising columns in consequence.

7. There are over 100 PER CENT
more advertisements now than 12

months ago. Is not this significant?

8. A weekly paper reaches more
people than a monthly paper, con-

sequently an advertisement is seen
by more, and oftener at that.

9. Uniform advertising rates are

always adhered to. Everybody
being treated alike, there is no com-
plaint.

10. The advertising rates, while

higher than in many class papt•r•^,

are as low as a first-class paper can
afford.

11. To those who are not ready
to advertise weekly we recommend
the perusal of our blue card. Tht*

latter gives monthly rates, which
are very reasonable.

12. Read a few extracts from
many letters

:

"All sold thanks to your paper."
• • •

"Resulted in the sale of all the bull puppies I

had."
« « •

"The pointer I advertised in Fa.ncikrs' Joi'r-
NAL last week I have sold This is quick work
for your paper."

"Sold I72 worth of eggs in one week. Thk
Fanciers' Journal did it."

• • «

"Could have soM double ray production."
• • *

"The t>est advertising medium for high class
fancy stock."

• w *

"Sold sixty-three pigeons In one month "

« « *

"Have sold every bird that I could spare, and
more too."

• • «

"Surprised at the amount of letters received
from that little ad. in your valuable paper."

« • •

"The JofRNAL brought us excellent returns,"
writes a great incubator firm.

• • •

"My little ad. in your paper sold alt my tame
deer."

jKDIOKKK BLANKS FOR KOIK C.KNI:K-
ATIONS at vo cents pt-r dozen, or S5 cents
per 100. P^xtended four-pace blanks, 5
cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed
postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co
a •. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

I|
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PIGEON
pprrnFRS' DIRECTORY.

KENNEL.

"Advertisements in this column will be n.serted

*x11r^^c Two lines three months, $3, six
as follows, iwo lines 11 y

J fr insertion

rd"eV"^o^^e^than"o^.^ehea!i^Ko;;'a^pJnc^^

wrmn^^he undersigned please mention I an-

CIERS' JOURNAL^ ______^

FANTAILS.

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501 Cincinnati,

Ohio.

OTTO CrENGELL, Maple Avenue El-

XT %' t)0-00
mira, N . \.

HOMING PIGEONS.

THE KENNEL.

A. M. WOOD, 4910 liallimore Avenue,

West Philadelphia, Pa.

jTaTsTOVEUv, 10 South Broad Street,

Philadelphia, Pa, -

THEODORE P. GREEN, Woodbury, N.

J. See large advertisement. ^^

THE CANICURA COMPANY,
SKNU FOR CIRCULAR

CANICURA CO.,
Manufacturers of carefully prepared

Remedies for Dogs
WHOLKSALE AOKNTS:

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE, 246 Wabash Av.

CHICAGO. e, M V
VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St., N. Y.

. 246 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.
151-173

MISCELLANEOUS^

Edward S. Bclimld,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH. AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGKONS OH ALL KINUS FOR SAI.K.

Send for illustrated cataU.i-.ue and P"f |"!V

No 317 Twellh Street, N. W. Washington. U. C.

Mention Fanciers' Journal. ^^

DOGS.

PUtfS.

MNE PUPS ON SATEr-Chequasset Kennels.

I Lancaster, Mass. ^

POULTRY.
Wanted.

T. FRED GOIvDMAN, 832 Herkimer

Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. Poodles.

JACOBINS.

ATWOOD B. IIOSKINS, Gleu Riddle,

Pa. ^^13.

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501. Cincinnati,

Ohio,

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio. _

L. S. CLARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

t^ ^''^S"^r'^:'!^-terdani. N

Y.

wTnTED -WHITE CHINA GEESE. H-

^?!^Va^1•le 319 Market Street. Philadel-

phia, Pa. _____-_i-_-

POUTERS.

EDW. S. SCHMID, 712 12th St. N. W.,

Washin^^ton, D. C. 6880

Dir.roNS-ALL VARIETIES.

D

no n.s.; also a fine J^?,f >^,,Xve^ cap fo
istered pedigrees ^U^^l

^e VEvergreen
make room. K. L. WooaDriugc. x:,

^^^
Kennels. Newark, Ohio.

Training* _

OfiSTRAINHD AND FITTRU FOR THE

B. Stafford, Trenton, Teun,
'

162-tf

lOHN SPEALLER, 1210 North Fourth

Street, Philadelphia. ^-1^

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

"w^ft^^xoress^id. from prize winning

M Fyegge. Box 325. DeWitt. Iowa. it

Ar noWI ES IR., PONKAPOG, MASS..

Sla?k Sgshan and Houdan eggs.^i for

* 13-

BUFF LEGHORNS. INDIAN GAMES. P.

ROCKS and Minorca eggs $2 to fS Pf' '5-

Circular free. Lewis C. Beatty. Washing-

ton. N.J.
^'^

ROANOKE POULTRY YARDS, HURFF-
VII IF N 1 High honors won at Phila-

adJlphia Show Buff Cochins. Light Brah-

mas!^ Barred Plymouth Rocks. Send for

Circular. ^

•a£ici<< for ILitchine from prize S. C. B. Leg-

ho^s^B. P. R^ks aiul S. L- Wyandottes, $. per

ror $2 net V. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send

fo'rcirful^rs.'°S. K. Mohr. Hilltown. Pa.. P a
Box 200.

LEG BKNDS.
KNGIISH ENAMEL CONFERENCE BANDS

fo 'Sgeon"5^ce„ts per do.e.i; CopPer «B;ids for

Pipeons or Poultry. 40 cents per do^eu. 11.

S.S 85 leotiard St.. New York City. .53-204

PRIMTINB OUTFIT 15^
OOm-UlVB, 4 »lph»t^ rubber ijpe.tjpe holder bottle In.'

Llibl. luk. I»k V^ «d r, e..er.. Put up '^^^'^^^^i
llreotion. for u»e. 8» J.f«-twn nu»rM>to.d W or h 50c BMtl

•iLlI.INtiKKSOLIi * BK0.65(ortl«B<lt8».N.l.llt*

RemedyFree. IHSTAHT RELIEF. Final

cureinlOtlayM.Neverr«luriis:iiopur^e.

no salve: no suppository. A vicliiu tried

.——^ in vain every rem dy has discovered ft

simple cure, which h« vvil fmail free to hisfellowsuf-

ferers. Addr.ii J.U.RICKVK8.B«x 8«ttO,»ew YorkCltr.H.Y.

SATINETTES.

GEORGE W. PETTIT, Artist, loio Clin-

ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SWALLOWS.
r A EICK 1300 N. Washington St.,

'Bal'tiniore, Md. ^^^'^

TURBITS.

L. S. CLARK. 1505 Girard Avenne,

Philadelphia, Pa.

<^,its Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box

916, Philadelphia, Pa.

I Wcit H. C. Graff, Keosmglo... Ohj.o.

wiii'i'K VNGLISII Bull Terriers and

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted unde. I

this head ng for 20 cents per line lorfir^tinseUion

% cents pefline each subsequent inseition, count

seven words to line.

irtOR PIGEONS AND
»' all breeds of fowls.

1ft Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, best quality. Send

for rates, also for prices

of Indian Games, Minor-

cas lavas and B.P.Rocks.

Nothing but the best ;
20

years' experience counts

in mating, breeding and

satisfying customers.

J. Y. BICKNELL,
314 Vermont Street, Buflalo, N. Y.

PAMPHLET

DOGS.

~~Mdi^itsements without display insertfd under

hth^di^T^r 30 cents pet line Jor first \nsertion

^^cents p7riine_eack
subsequent insertion, count

seven words to Itne.

POULTRY.

Baldhead Tumblers.

7;^irARLErsCHMEm«iR. 51 1 ;W- B^^DLK
( St Baltimore. Md., fancier of Short-face^ Baldhead Tumblers exclusively, »'ave 100 to

- -* -*

'

•——1» o4*77select from ; Gaddes slock.

Homing Pigeons.

Colllos.

"S^t. •-'Se'nd'flirl^ri^'usL Sem/uole Keniiels,

Chestnut Hill, Pa.
^

;^OLLlE PUPS,'$5 TO $8 EACH ALSO B^TCH

( in whelp |i 2 ;
pedigree stock. C. C. 1 aine.^ South Randolph, Vt. «> 68

A LOT OF finely bre.l collie puppies. Ad-

drVss Wm. B. Carswell, Wilnm.gton. Del. tf

Advertisements wiihout display
^^^^^^^^

^l^rJl^tstr'fl^r'e^^^^^^^^^^^^

seven words to line.

Bantams^

JL JJty, 4? Wellington Place. Toronto, giit

ANTAM HEADQUARTERS, HAYWOOD
^^^

Co., Rutherford. N. J. *VgB» •"• ^^
iug.

M WOOD, BREEDER AND FLYER
homing pieeons, 4910 Baltimore Ave

West Philadelphia. 5i-7d

,
FRED GOLDMAN, BREEDF:r AND

flyer of Homing pigeons, 832 Herkimer bt

• Brooklyn, N. Y. 5i-7«>

HOMING PIGEONS $' 25 pair, n for $5. to

close. C. W. Johnson, Cranford, N. J.

A,

T

II^DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

15893 BROADWAY, NKW YOltK.

Satlnettes.

KnellHli Setters.

SPI^KNIIII) Puppies about a vtvear old bv

S. Brown. 6c« Chestnut St., Phila.,Pa^ w 7'

'
Foxhouutls.

"^iVX'rON^OXHOl^'J* Kennel, Puppies

and old do'Js for sale. E. C. Rottman. Bentun.

Ohio. .___ —

B
Brown Iieglioms.

^ EORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, lOio CLIN-

Q. ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ntf

PRINTING estimates given fot circuars, cards,

ettcr sheets, bill ^eads price lists, sched-

ules, labels, tags. etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

lish ng Co.. BOX 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

tf

THERE ARE OVER TfiO

O C rVr papers in the U. S and Canada.

/ iCrS for farmers, breeders and fa 1-

Zj\J\^/* ciers If you send me 25c. in

silver. I will print your name

;„*'i;'r'K:;rr«r.''Sii^^ --s»
stamp for my new price list.

ADDRESi

84tr

F. D. BECK,
WcUsburg, W. Va.

*-' Roxborough. Philadelphia^ 61-73

Ducks.

M

Groat l>aii*'s.

^^i^w^rnCK. FOR SALE, BY PASHA OUT
orshow^Mtches. Ad.lress for particulars

A M JaKsJ^rd. 629 North Front Street.

Philadelphia. Pa.

~
. irisli Setters.

i^lMOTH COLORED MUSCOVY DUCKS.

1n!l Drakes 14 to ,6 pounds. Winners J40

orange. N.J. ___jL^^^ -

For Pigeon Breeders.

MISCELLANEOUS. Loft Registcrs.
. -ii. _..j j;rj.int, iti^erifd tinder I

Advertisements without display
'^^'^'fj^.f'*

thi' heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion

% cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line. ___^

Advertlslnjr.

43 94

Exclianae.

Vx1i7bIT10n"b. B. 5. Game Ba'Uam Cock,

I

"VAHf VINS -The Red Irish Setter Bitch
BAKGAIN^. » "

j^^i,.t.,er-Flirt (ir.c.Ji)

Flirty, ";774. by t-'^^ Uu:k .^w
^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^.^^,, .^

Shewas whelpe«l Mayo • /.
Also the

to Ch. Tim (ss.s). ''^ft,,;3,S^^*^J.almersto,i (im-

^^^ ^r'bv Woolsc?r(E»'>"". I'- io.3o.-Rivulet)
ported), by wooistiv v . .

pr /e. novice

IMPOirrEDNENAXjIl (E. K C^^^^^^^

28 987) .^"'l thre^
r « 4oTw elpcTl Scpteinbcr

Twyford. Bay Ridge, L.^-.N. V.

^

Irish Terriers.

Golden Wyanrtottes.

T^OR SAI K.-COCKEREL $5.. TRIO $7- NO
TH^bcmrbirds in America^ Eggs I2 per p.
*

K. D. Kceney. Arcade, N. \^ J511_

Indian Games.

"TTnTxVmi INDIAN GAMES.-Frayne
and'?Jit'a\or"st..inV Trio $.0 eggs. I3 ror^3;

$5 for 26. A. L Moronyj^ltlan^O^ 6/ t>»

Silver Wyandottes^

.T,m7o wV^NDOTTF.S AND INDIAN

S"' Games'' Fh^yn-^^ed birds bred by

•^ Irving Crocker. Seneca Falls, N. Y. 4' "

Wanted. ^^^^

F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHI^G
anvwhere at anv time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 spruce Street New
York. 37»2

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of adverti:.ing will dp we

to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers

Ss pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

Ige paid, on receipt of price Contains a

careful compilation from the American

Newspaper Directory of all the best papers

and class journals; gives the circulation

ratine of every one, and a good deal of in-

fonnatfon abo^it rates ancf other matters

tiertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau 10

Spruce Street, N. Y. 3i 82

We can furnish very complete

Loft Registers in two sizes.

100 page size, paper cover, 50 cents

100 page size, cloth bound, $2.00

For sale by

Fanciers' PUblishingCo.

Box 916 Philadelphia, Pa.

Artist.

HENRY ERDMAN, ARTIST AND EN-

GRAVER of Poultry, Pigeons, etc 8.6

Maple St., Philadelphia, Pa. 6i-tl

~^wi«TI TFKUlKltS.-Cle.irance sale, three

disposal. Huguenot Kennels. P. u. box i m

Rochelle, N. Y. ^

Drinking Fountain.

~\ PIN FLAND outdoor brooder, in perfect

ord^er^and cheap., Address Fancier, 28 S. D^a-

ware Ave., Philadelphia.
^'"^

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountan.

easily cleaned. Price. 75 cents e.ich fh pet

do/en Address Pineland Inci.bator an.i

,S-tl flSer Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

T^Tpvciai engravings made from photograpi s^
of dogs The Klnciers- Publishing Co., 3

South Third St., Philadelphia.S

THE FftNGlERS' MJRML

The leading weekly papier of its

class in the world. Sixteen paj^^es

handsomely illustrated. Subscrip-

tion price. $2.00 per autuini ;
sam-

ple copies. 5 cents. Address

FRNC1ER8' PUBLISHING CO.,

Box 916, Philadelphia. Pa.

VOL. 8, No. 23.

IN THE STUD.

IN STUD.

Starden's King f86

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner 16

Brockenhurst Tyke 16

|ioo prize for the best puppy sired by
any of tliese dogs in 1892. To be competed
for at New York, 1893. Donor not to com-
pete.

Puppies for Sale.

yiLLSlDE HeNNELS,
157-208 LANCASTER, MASS.

ST STUD—WOODALE KENNELS'" FOX TERRIERS Fee.

DOBBIN $20
By Ch. Venio—Brockenhurst Worry by

Raffle.

STARDEN'S JACK $15
By Ch. Result— Hore.st Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS $10
By Raffle—Warren Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of prize win-
ning bitches always for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 47-73

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.4091

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

LAN8D0WNE DESPERADO -ee ,.5.

By Rosador (Venio—Rosati)—Desperate (Domi-
nie—Sensation).

LAN8D0WNE TRITON ^<« '-o-
By Rafile—Warren Dainty. Stud cards with

photo, on application. Post office address

LANSDOWNE KENNELS, Lansdowne, Pa.

H T STUD—ENGLISH SETTER

COUNT LEO,
Mack D.—Lady Alta. Mac D. by the famous

Count Noble. I^dy Alta by Count Roderigo—
Bessie Belton. Evenly marked white, black and
tan. Whelped November 14, 1889.

40-91

15 AT $15 EACH.
E. G. ELLIOTT,
Nantucket, Mass.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in
America." Pedieree and winnings free ; photos,
50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS.
155-206 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

MASTIFF AT STUD.

ORMONDE
A son of the great Cambrian Princess, winner

of ist Rockford, Freeport, Cleveland, Cincinnati
and Chicago, and sire of ist and 2d prize bitches
Rockford, Freeport and Chicago, 1892. Some
grandly bred pups for sale. Send stamp for
catalogue. CHARLES E. BUNN.

157-202 Peoria, Illinois.

Mention Fanciers' Journai«

^T STUD. FEE f60.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rap, Ztg-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C, December, 1890, and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land : ist. New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn,
'89 ; ist, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. WestpiiDSter Kennel Club,

« BabylQn, I,. I

XHB FANCIERS* JOURNAI^ 3f^3

IN THE STUD.
j

IN^ THE STUD.

Seminole I^ennels
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ROUGH-COATED COLLIES
('HAMPION THE SQUIUK (520881) jtkK «50 OOCHAMPION KOSLYN WILKES (20883) '4* 50 OOCHAMPION ROSLYN DANDY (17577) t* ao OO
SIR KELPIE (14735) " loioo

ENGLISH SETTER
SIR FREDERICK (31741) »« 50.00

Winner of forty-four first prizes in England.

IRISH SETTERS
CHAMPION TIM (5815) .i 05.OOJERRY JARVIS (15347) (litter brother to Duke Fllcho) " So!oO

ENGLISH PUGS
WINKS (8003 7) (grandson of Ch. Loris.) k IO.OO

Extended pedigree and list of .stock for .sale furnished on application.
Specimens of the above breeds for sale, including several good sliid dogs, brood bitches inwhelp and puppies of the highest grade.

t, . u

Mention Fancieks' Jocknal.

BEAGLE IN STUD.

CHAMPION TONY WELLER,
THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

THE BEAGLE TRIALS, 1891.
Puppies for Sale.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
60-72 tileuslde. Pa.

poiNTER AT STUD. FEE «135.

LAD OF KENT 3"')

Sire, Champion Bracket : dam, Renie by Ch.
Tammany. Winnings and only times shown :

First puppy. New York, 1890; first open and
special for best brace with hi.s litter sister. Lass
of Kent, New York, 1891 ; first, Wilmington;
Gloversville and Albanv ; first challenge New
York and Boston, 1892.

' N. B.—This low stud
fee for three months to approved bitches.
Address

GEORGE JARVIS.

53-78 1015 Washington Avenue, N. Y.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, A k.c.s.b. 4742

sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee $10.

VENDETTA, A KC.s.B. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest—Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee $10.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,
4798 Box 501, Cincinnati. O.

Some Choice Pointer
Puppies for sale cheap. For pedigrees, prices,

etc . address J. R. PITRCELL,
59-lf Gainesville, Va.

BLACK WONDER.
No. 23,557. Whelped Jan. 30, 1890.

King of black pointers, and was the king of
all colors at the United States Field Trials held
at Bicknell, Ind, 1891. winning the Derby and
All-age Stake. He is a dog that knows how to
hunt and not afraid of briers. Fee 935.

JOHN A. HUNTER,
56-o7eow Sandborn, Indiana.

Mention Fanciers' Journal.

H T STUD—FOX TERRIER

RANTER (A Kc SB 18^39)

FEE $10 00
By Pitcher ex Vene, own brother and same lit-

ter to Champion Dominie. "He should be most
suitable for light, fine bitches, possessing im-
mense straight b ne, a long punishing head but
coarse, with correct ears and body and as game
as it is possible to make them." See Fanciers'
JOURNAL. Address HAMLET OWEN,
46-7oeow 117 Olden Avenue, Trenton, N. J.

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
43 86 P. O. Box 676, ALBANY, N. Y.

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
151-202

When answering advertisements please

mention Fanciers Journal.

CHE8TNUTJLL KENNELS,

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - SSO

WELLESDOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member, 35 per cent off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL S20
Puppies and Brood Hitches for sale. Dogs ol

any breed taken to l)oard. conditioned for shown
kept at stnd and sold on commission.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
4697 CHESTNUT HILL, Phila, Pa.

ST. Bl'RNARD DOGS
AT STUD, AT HALF PRICE.

Lothario

Lorti Dante
Ben Hur
Wyoming Hesper
Plinlimmon, Jr.

Jim Blaine

Sir Bedivere

5>Jo.oo

12.50

13.50
15.00
20.00

25.00

75.00
The al)ove dogs art- will known and further

comment is unnecessary. Broo<i bitches and
piippus for sale.

WYOMING KENNELS,
149-200 .M 1:1, ROSE. MASS.

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
^ Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEHf, 6258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT fe UABLE, 5556. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-
dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

To those who are desirous of pur-

cha-inji dogs in the vicinity of New
^'irk, outside or abroad, and where

a satisfactory inspection is required,

address for particulars and terms

flarry E. TuJyford,

BAY RIIXiE, Near New York.

Dogs also boarded under his care.

Mention Fanciers' Jouknal.

Pugs of the Best Breeding
At reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNELS,
Box 506, Louisville, Ky. 48-7^

THE^KENNEL.

FOR 8ALK-EN(;iJSII SK'ITEU Pl'P.S,
by Ch. Ro<ler go, Ch. Oath's Mark and Dan
Gladstone. IRISH .SE'ITKR 1T1».S, by
Ch. Kildare, Ch. Dick Swivellcr, Ch. Tim and
Champion Seminole.

Send for I'rice List. 40-91

Mention Fancikks' Journal.

CbarRpion Melac
F»U1'F»IKS.

I have for sale a iiiiniber of puppies, both
sexes, by the above celebrated dog. out of Mtnca
11. fir.si prize wiiMii-r at Chicago, iSyi . lamot-
iVring thtse puppies, .siveii iiioiiths old and over
distemper, at a bargain. Having bought cheap
will .sell cheap, yuick sales andsinall profits.

ADDRESS

llarnj I^. Goodman.
Auburn Park, III.

IMciiiiou Fanciers' Journal.

fireat l>aiie Dog Pupi)y for Sale. Address
Bux .Sy7 lMiila<ieli.hi.", I'a. 66 6S-70

BRITISH DOGS
-BY-

HUGH DALZIbL.

Two volumes, profusely illus-

trated.

55.00 l*er Vol., l»o»tpaid.
ADDRESS

FanciersTtiblishingCo.

Box gi6 Philadelphia, Pa.

B. P. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take <logs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

tt

ELM STATION,

Montgomery Co.. Pi»

IDog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photugraph^

or from life.

fl. B. Tallman,
140-tf OAK LAWN, R. L
Mention Fanciers' Joiknai,.

AMKRK'AN KKNNKL i \A \\

sTUD BOOK.
Blanks for registering in the <.>fficial Stuil Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains the judges' reports ami certified |)rize lists

of the diflereiit shows. Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official cliaiacter. Sub.scrip-

tioii, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

tf No9. 44 and 46 Broadway New York.

When answering advertisenients please

mention Fanciers' Journal.

'I'

si
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POULTRY.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POULTRY. POULTRY.

BUFF LEGHORNS
. .. ,• 1. : t^.} .iir.-,-iiv from the vards o

AND BKST

Of the quality that always win.

At I'liiladclnhia. 1R92, my ^'^rda >-cored the

ureattst rco.rc evr r wuii l.v any breeder in the

world of this varie^^ All the first prj/.es but
woiiu VM ii

"?,..., ^.w.^iai Milt of Iwentv-ivorlii ()I lliis viiiic»5'. i^i" »•>- 'V . .

one and every important special out of twenty-

four offered, including two silver cups.

The records of my Plymouth Rocks at New
York, Charleston and Huff"alo aie well known.

ALSO

SILVER & BUFF WYANDOTTES
of the finest bree<linK.

KOOft-One setting, $4 ; two settings, $7 ;
three

settings, $9.

l»rolii»ely IlluHtrutoa (irciilar Free.

^''""' E.B.THOMPSON.
.13 AintMila, Duttrlicws Co.. N. Y.

AN UNPARALLELED RECORD
AT TIIK

GREAT PHILADELPHIA SHOW
MY

•Silver Wijaodotte^-

Won every MkST premium and every «KCOND
except"" cock, who won thud in the hottest

conii,etition ever known. Slock and eggs for

^'^^
A. T. BECKETT,

f ONK OK THK LARC.EST
__.,__ i_i-*jii^^,,,-..w i COLLECTIONS IN AMERICA.

oXmiTs. S«..1 for
""»"»"-;!„™"ir?"8°r«.luccl o„.-hall after Juu. ..

Shady Shore Poultpy papm.
E. .vTsiIELDON, President Buff Leghorn Club, Proprietor.

Ad<lre.ss all communications to
^ ^ CHAFFEE. Superintendent, Oswego. N. Y.

152 203
'

' —

POULTRY.

HAWKINS

ANNANDALE POULTRY FARM.
WllllK IIKAIIMAS, KKl) I AfS. INUIAN UAMES.

5yJARK<-.ARl.l-N. Ni;w VOKK ANI) '^^WO A , of Iso oo »o„ al Wavcrly. .8.;,, for b.sl

^a;:;r'^:^:C'g oV N^w iJ?^!"?^.« ig£y^»^^ An..a..aa,.. N.w jer..y.

Fordhook Poultry Yards.
A. H.n,..,„..., ,S,„ we ,,.a.,. a c..„ .we.P i„ >- «ov,ce C'- wU. „„ „.» >.«a S.,KU-

WOODS, having won 4 firsts, 4 seconds, 4 thirds '»"^\«P^^^^;-
^ ^ Cockerel, 2 specials on

rTr^'L<''^s-i:':^^r:^:^^^^^'^-^^ ^v„, „,«/...<. for

Illustrated Catalogue describing all our breeds, also Collie Dogs

I'UIZK

WIWIXC.

\?i:cK^

AND

.it.les

nave won the highest prizes "^ /»'.•-: .\''/«^^^.

shows in America and England .^'-l"'--'^^
'Vnert

ing birds and eggs for sale. Catalogue of Ameri-

ca's Greatest Poultry Farm free.

52 76eow A. C HAWKINS,
Lock Box O. l.anea»ter, Mass.

Mention FancikkS' Jouhna«.

32-83

istweni2n3 SALEM, NEW JERSEY.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional IJrecder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENI-X,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. H. REDS, RED PILES

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN rf:ds.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNIXKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall. 3244

W. ATLEE BURPEE 4 CO.,

IMillttdelpUia, Pa.

W60DSIDE POUllTt^V Vflt^DS
M the Ore„t l.hnacR.,p.,,a Sl.ov, . ma.le a clean sweep o„ Ua K.g=b._^ O.Mu*au

Gau.es .on ll.e Iwo P^'-^'Ijf' P'n";^"f^'; ,,',tttypica males and best p^

^:t^J:!^ti r.f.sfaTcrta '^ofalp^itl'S for clreula. A.U,ess

all correspondence to
.^ j ANORUS, Proprietor,

HflP.KENSACK. BERGEN CO., N

V. in. NIPPES
Breeder of Pure Standard Single-comb

WHITE 5 BLACK LEGHORNS.
Winners of two I st and two 2d premiums at

the Great Philadelphia Show, January, 1892.

COLLINGSWOOD, N. J.

Eggs $2 per setting. 53-74eow

J.

4697

Lynnhurst Poultry Yards.

Light Brahmas, Buff Cochins, Asi-

atic and Japanese Bantams.

These yards won all the first and special prizes

at Philadelphia and New York, the two largest

shows held in America.

58-76eow Swartliiiiore, Pa.

POULTRY RIVERSIDE FARM.

BRADLEY BROS.'
Itarriil IMvinotith KockH at the Great

New Yc'rk Show. iHyi, ma<le a record, especially

on cockTrel^ unequalled by any exhibitor at any

? tenimioi al for five years. We breed our vyin^

, err.ml e ich year for the past three yeai^sbir.ls

from or vards have taken firsts at the largest

8h!!w of the year. Circular free. Birds for sale.

EeKS Js per 13, fH per 26. $10 per :,9.
toKKs >5 !'«-> J. ' »UKADLEY BROS.,

,56.207 Box 801. Lee. Mass.

The rcconis will show the following as ^y^^^:^^^:^:^:^:^!^ )

,890, 189;. •S92 on t"yXte \ ;4on;s 33 fi^ts % Gold^ 6 Association '

Wvandottes and R. <-• White l-e^norn^. is y „ , ^ j^^^^
,,

SilverMeaalsa;i.l.SiWerLups^^^L^^^^^

of America's leading strains of above vanelies. I

guarantee satisfaction.

J pORSYTH, OWEGO. TIOGA COUNTY, N. V.

jilver Aledais

mmzANDOTTES

101-151

I.

(Thoroughbred Imported Stock).

WM i*LI)Rl-:D, Dendron, Surrey County. \a.

StcKrkaiid Eggs for Sale W"te for pnces

nitect shipping facilitits for tlir South South-

ern buyers can J^ve expressage and a long rail-

road journey. ^'

K. FELCH &
NATICK, MASS., U.S. A.

LIGHT BRAHMAS. PLYMOUTH ROCKS. WYANDOTTES,

LANGSHANS AND COLLIE DOGS.

Arnold's Buff Leghorns
Winner at England's largest shows. Crystal

Palace the Dairy and others. A so winning a I

uossUde prizes on all entries made at America's

Two arge^st shows. New York and Philade phia.

At New York we won sixteen specials ; at Phila-

delphia won the $20 gold special for be.st collec-

tk)u. Send stamp for illustrated catalogue.

AUG. D. ARNOLD.
Dill»biire, I'B.

152-202 eow

SKNI) rOK <1UC:UI-AU.
60-7

V- WHITE PEKIN BANTAMS-;^

tun. i.S. .
New York,

>^'-^-VrE PI Y Olrni
Also Prize Winning WHI FE PL^ MYi' »

"

HOOKS, GOLDEN WYANDOTTES and BLACK
1 ANGSHANS. Stock and Eggs for Sale.

A. P. GROVES,
55-68 Chesinut Hill, Philada., Pa.

TORHAM PPULTRY YaRDS
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

and they of the H ESI.
7;:., iLwrna

S'IK)GH POI^ SALE m fllili felMBS.

Address all orders and correspondence to

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange. Providence. R. I.

BREEDER OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

.^ale in season. Orders for puppies bookec

delivered in rotation.

to be
if

348s

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
Hyde Park. Dutchess County, N. Y.

BuffCochins

MAPLEWOOD FARM.
BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS-
KRg> for hatching from BufT {,''>•'""'''''

«^*;!i^-

TS.ifT Wvaiidottes and Buff Leghorns. f6 per set-

J two settings $.0. Buff Pekin Bantams J2

^r^ 'scUhig Bnir Cochins. While Legh.,rns

\vhite Wyandottes and Barred P. Hocks $.25

per setting, three settings $3- I «"" « '"5'"^7
"'

the Buff Leghorn Club.^ Also agent lor the Mon-

arch Incubator. Send for circular.

U. G. HUFFINTON,
58 70 Lock Box 677. >-all Kiver, Mass.

THK

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind, only $125 P^'-,?;^^''^

Single copies, 12c. Address

FEKHIS PUBLISHING CO..

481 Broadway, Albany, N Y

E5scliisively.

for SI /.e. >^"''PV., iiiievica On account ol lim- 1

and unrivalled in "^
"";.\ ft-ii a small number of

ited breeding s^KK. I lU^^^^^^^ p^^ 1

seuinf irom domest^'Vlrds, produced directly

from imported stock.

KMIL. GRAFF,

64 ti Succussoi- to II. A. xVocekel.

Cochin Hill, Tioga, Phila., Pa.

Over 100 A\vard$

Received in 1891.

air. Ulhitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, England

mon Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply

ffi an Gaine.^ Dorkings. Wyandottes Creves,

LaVleche. Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD BREEDERS. $i.S per trio; EXTRA

YEAR.

LANGSHANS

I

HIack, White and Mottltxl.

I am the only fancier in America who imports

I aircshans difect from the I.angshan District.

a,td who breeds them pure without '" ^jxlucing

b ood from other strains or breeds. My White

an^lottles are not made varieties, but diiect

"X EGGS- Black. $, per t.v White $5 per

1^ After April 15. Black. $2 per 13.. White, I3

oeriT Noeggsofthe Mottled vanetv for sale

{Jow ican^ve you money by prepaying ex-

^To' 'h.'g. KEESI.ING, Sau Johc, Cal.

goghinIiill cochins.

THEODORE STERNBERG'S

Imported English B(i!f5

the re^nt 'a^e of Mrs. Scriven and a grand

r wvdx^cockerel at head of yards. Eggs $5 per 13

?rm a meml"r of the Cochin Club of America

ELLSWORTH, KANSAS, U. S. A.

67-79

46-97

for profit
should have I'lire <i round
HEKF SCUAT, which is

KuuTy K; u'andT^ur 't gre-JUy You want

^'^'''L^OOrLYrAToTINF r^Oo'\?fe..'i2^

w"t« S? S Y. CUy ^Teutioa this paper. 36^7

e-^^r'CI FOGS !—Fifteen for $2; strictly

hig^h^c&s?.' P^k9k^?U. B-l'"l-»'-.irs
1 ^.Thorns Blk L,angshans, S. L. vv>an"0"eh.

L'ro'nzJTurkeyeggs.'k f- J-.^^-^^- ,re"
"'

der and get eggs that will hatch you some

Nice Prize Winners.

rnme to see our stock. Circulars free. Bloom-

iugd"lc St^k CO . BOX 3a9. Rwbmond. Va. 59-71

HAZARD'S
8ILVER*8PANGLED*HAMBURG8

NEW YORK, 180a.

The grandest victory -ve^
-«^^yEl"'irp''RE:

;riUMl"^A?sVXsSatii? f^elfai^r itst dis-

play, all varieties of Hamburgs competing.
^ JAMBS E. HAZARD.

152-203
Elmira New York.
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NEW YORK CITY.

classes for this breed were very strong

and the entries double those of last

year." "A better lot of dogs were never

brought before a judge in this country

than the open class for dogs."

» «

We read in Forest and Stream Mr.

Lacy's report of same breed at Toronto,

'though in numbers not as large as last

year." Mr. Mason replied to Mr. Lacy

as follows: "It is a matter of fact that

there were twenty-two entries last year

and thirty-one this year." Mr. Lacy

then says: "Our reference to numbers

applied more particularly to open classes

where there were two more entered in

1890 than this year." Mr. Lacy has

been abused by "Can Can" ever since he

published the above.
«

Judges are frequently consulted by us

about their awards, but Mr. Mason is the

only one that ever volunteered to furnish

his own "pufls." His dropsical bump of

self-esteem is evidently assuming alarm-

ing proportions and will soon equal those

of his compatriots, Charlie Mitchell and

Vane Millbank.

* «

Mr. A. H. Heppner writes us that Mr.

Charles Fischer, of Brooklyn, N. V., re-

cently imported at the cost of $400, a six

months old harlequin Great Dane and

that on its arrival it was stolen from his

kennels. Our Brooklyn and New York

readers are requested to be on the look-

out for this dog.

BRHNTANOS

.

U-. 1. STANTON .

H. E. TWYFORD

Union Square
56 Dev St.

Bay Ridge, I.. I., N. Y.

»*•

P O NEWS CO. . . 10s Adams St., Chicago, 111

E. S. soil MI I) ti7 1 2th St.. Washington, D.C.

DAMKKEl.L & UPHAM, School and Wash-
ington Streets, Boston, Mass.

PHILADELPHIA, JUNE 11, 1892.

Secretary Jamieson sends particulars

of the special meeting of the National

Beagle Club, held for the purpose of act-

ing upon the proposed amendments to

the constitution and by-laws. There be-

ing but five members present, the meet-

ing adjourned "sine die."

•*

Our Illustration.

The bull terrier Champion Carney

(24,9^6) whose portrait we give on the

front page, is a grand young dog. with

plenty of bone, good body, clean neck,

small l)lack eyes, excellent coat, well-

carried stern, good legs and feet, a showy

and game terrier.

He was bred by Mr. J. Lea, Biiming-

ham, Ktiv:land. and is by Gully the Great

out of Rose. He is still a vonngster, be-

ing whelped Februarv, 1890.

His winning are: First and special at

Gloversville and Albany, equal first at

Chicago, second at New York, first in

challenge classes at Philadelphia, Wash-

ington and Pittsburg.

Carnev was imported by Mr. Frank

Dole, who sold him to his present owners,

the Tubl>y Hook Kennels, New York.

Messrs. K D. Hayes and C. F. R. Drake,

the proprietors of Tubby Hook, have a

most desirable stud dog in Champion

Carney.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought It but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town
— The Spanish Student.

"Can Can" a perverter of facts, says in

Mason's own organ, "at the last Toron-

to show Mr. Mason went around dictat-

ing notes to Mr. Haldeman, in order that

the learned gentleman might present a

decent report in his paper." Mr. Mason

judged at Toronto, and wishing to make

a most favorable impression before the

kennel worid, he came tons and r^-

questcd that we say some nice things

about him which we took down at his

dictation as follows: Greyhounds—"the

An executive meeting of the club was

then held and transacted the following

business: Communications were read

and filed. The secretary was instructed

to send out printed copies of the amended

constitution and by-laws within five days

to all members in good standing, together

with notice of meeting to be held July

I. Mr. W. A. Power offered the follow-

ing resolution : "Whereas the field trial

record of the beagle Frank Forrest has

been a source of considerable discussion,

and whereas Frank Forrest fairly won

the special for best beagle in trials of

1S90, whereas we believe the difierence

between 'the best dog in the trials' and

'the absolute winner' to be technical va-

riations only, and whereas we believe it

to be the duty of the National Beagle

Club to protect its members as far as pos-

sible; Therefore be it resolved, That

Frank Forrest be and hereby is declared

the 'absolute winner' and entered as such

on the records of the club."

The secretary was instructed to send

the above resolution to the secretary of

the A. K. C, with letter worded thus:

"We would like to pass the accompanying

resolution. Has the A. K. C. any objec-

tion to same? We ask advice, as we wish

to act in harmony with the spirit as well

as the letter of the A. K. C. rules. The

meeting then adjourned.

•••

The above resolution is the most uncall-

ed for piece of special legislation that has

occurred in doggy affairs in a long time,

and it is one that we think is calculated

to injure the future usefulness of the

club. It is unnecessary to state that

Frank Forrest did not win the title of

"absolute winner" of the beagle trials of

1890, because there was no such title

considered at that time. The Beagle

Club has no more right at this late day

to confer this title than they have to say

he won the trials of 1891. If the Execu-

tive Committee has the power to bestow

this honor it will be unnecessary to hold

any further field trials. The awards can

be made at the committee meetings,

thereby saving the trouble and expense

of the trials.

Mr. L. Gardner writes us: "It grieves

me to notify the public of the death of

my celebrated English setter Roger

(8252), which occurred on the 13th ult.,

after an illness of but two days. I was

absent from home at the time. Mr. B.

Vilian, who had charge of Roger in the

stud, telegraphed for H. T. Foote, D.

V. vS., but through a chain of circum-

stances the doctor did not arrive at the

kennels until just after Roger's demise.

When Mr. Vilian had described the

symptoms of Roger's illness to Dr. Foote

he expressed the opinion 'that inflam-

mation of the liver' was the cause of his

death. Thus another great and good dog

has passed away and left behind a mem-

ory radiant with grand achievements on

the bench, in the field and stud. While

my kennel sustains a great loss in the

death of Roger, I am not left without

some ot his get to perpetuate his name

and for his mantle to fall upon, notably

Roger's Spark (23.879), out of Dora Deane

(11,389), now in the hands of Mr. John

N. Lewis, Ramsey, N. J., and entered in

Philadelphia and Central Derbys. Also

Blue Roy and Rapture, out of Sunol

(18,851), full sister to Fanny Murnan. I

also have in whelp to Roger Lucy Glos-

ter (23,878) (Champion Gloster—Lady

Gay Noble), due on the 8th inst., and

Dora Deane (11,389), due on the nth

inst. If I can have the good fortune to

raise these two litters some of them will

be heard from in the Derbys of 1893.

Roger was whelped December 13, 1885,

was by the great Count Noble—Queen.

His winnings are as follows: "Second

at New York, 1888; second at Boston,

1888; first at New Haven, 1888; first at

Buffalo, 1888; second at Richmond, 1888;

second and special at NewYoik, 1889;

second New York. Divided fourth prize

in All-Aged Setter Stake Eastern Field

Trials, 1888. Won third prize in All-

Aged Setter Stake Central Field Trials,

1889. Won first prize (j;iooo) in Free for

All Stake Central Field Trials, 18S9, de-

feating the Memphis and Avent Kennels'

celebrated setters Chance and Rowdy

Rod and the noted pointers Roger Wil-

liams and Lebanon."

shipped per steamer Helvetia, which

sailed on the 21st inst, the Clumber span-

iel dog Friar Bob, from J. T. Hinks, Esq.,

Stoneygate Grove, Leicester, to J. T.

Little, Esq., Goddard Avenue, Brook-

line, Mass., and the pug bitch Bradford

Nellie, from W. Holdsworth, Esq., Fins-

bury Drive, Bolton, near Bradford, to T.

T. Ballantyne, Esq., the Journal, Peoria,

111., U. S. A."
•%

A Rouen, France, butcher, his mana-

ger and his wife were last week convicted

of selling dog sausages and sentenced to

respectively six, six and three months'

imprisonment.

•••

The British Fancier has something

complimentary to say about our corre-

spondent "Rambler," but has fallen into

two errors. "Rambler" is not a confrere

of "Can Can," but a contributor to The
Fanciers' Journal. He is not a Phil-

adelphian, but an old New Yorker.

* •

•%
Mr. John A. Logan, Jr., did well at the

recent horse show held near this city

last week. He was the third highest

prize winner, his winnings amounting to

I850.

Mr. Joseph Hatton, in his Cigarette

papers, says: "For any lover of dogs it

was a sight a few days ago to be ever re-

membered to see Irving and his English

terrier Fussy—the one reclining on a

couch, the other sitting on a chair by his

side. Fussy is a dog that a famous

jockey sent to Ellen Terry. 'One thing

I can say for him, young as he is, said

the famous rider, 'you can never lose

him.' Miss Terry gave the dog to Irving

to console him for the loss of Charley, a

little Scotch terrier that always knew

when his master was going to play The

Lyons Mail, and used to go and hide

himself in the lowest depths beneath the

stage until the shooting was over. Fussy

was accidentally left behind on the rail-

way somewhere near Southampton when

Irving was going to America. The dog

found his way home after some days and

arrived footsore and half starved. He is

Irving's constant companion at the the-

atre and at home, and when Irving at

the beginning of last week had to lay up

and could not go to Whitehall to wrestle

with Henry VIII Fussy knew he was ill.

He sat on his chair watching the great

actor, moved when he moved, sighed in

an almost human way when Irving

sighed, and said as plainly as if he could

speak, 'Awfully sc rry, not very well my-

self; we must Ijear it; I know how you

hate disappointing the public; I feel the

same; have a cup of tea and give me a

biscuit; a little better after that; so glad,

dear, kind friend."
*

» «

The English Setter Club will hold a

special meeting at 44 Broadway, New
York, June 15, at 4 P- M.

•••

The Rochester Kennel Club is trying

to get a quorum together and arrange for

its dog show.

The Avent & Thayer Kennels have

lost quite a number of young dogs from

distemper.
*

* »

•
Mt. Holly, N. J., fair win have a dog

show this year, September 12 to 16. En-

tries close September i, fee ^^3. Prizes

|io, silver medal and diploma, champion

prize a ^lo gold medal. Mr. John E.

Diehl will superintend the show.

*
« »

The American Field Trial Club has

changed their dates to November 21.

which will conflict with the Eastern Field

Trial Club's fixture.

Mr. William Wilkinson, Philadelphia,

Pa., has purchased three Irish setter pups

by Muldoon out of Pearly Elcho, and

will have them trained for the Irish set-

ter trials this fall.
*

* »

A kennel club is being organized at

Montreal, Canada.
*

« «

»
» »

Spratts Patent

Stock-Keeper as

wrote the English

follows: "We have

The judges appointed this year for the

Industrial Exhibition Association's bench

show of dogs to be held at the City of

Toronto, Canada, September 12, 13, 14

and 15, are Mr. James Mortimer, of New

York City, who will take the following

classes: Mastiffs, bloodhounds, St. Ber-

nards, Newfoundlands, Great Danes, deer-

hounds, bull dogs, Boston terriers, Scotch

terriers, Dandie Dinmont terriers, Skye
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terriers, black and tan terriers, Yorkshire
terriers, toy terriers, poodles, pugs and
the miscellaneous classes; Mr. C. H. vla-

son, New ifork City, Irish water spaniels.

Clumbers, cockers, field spaniels. King
Charles, Blenheim, Prince Charles, Ruby
and Japanese spaniels, greyhounds and
wolfhounds; Mr. John Davidson Mon-
roe, Mich., pointers, English, Irish and
Gordon setters, collies, foxhounds, bea-

gles, harriers, whippets. Dachshunds and
retrievers; Mr. F\ C.Wheeler, Cincinnati,

Ohio, late of London, Ont., fox terriers,

bull terriers, Irish terriers, Bedlington

terriers and Italian greyhounds.

*%
Mr. Roger D. Williams writes us: "It

is with regret that the Blue Grass Ken-
nel Club announces that it is forced to

postpone the date of its bench show.

The Tattersall, of London, owners of the

building, have notified us that they have
contracted to have it torn down and re-

built, and as there is no other suitable

building here no other course is left us.

We hope to be able to follow the Cana-

dian circuit the latter part of October."
»

« «

We publish elsewhere the report of the

committee appointed by the A. K. C. to

arrange for a social club. Blank appli-

cations for membership can be obtained

from the secretary of the A. K. C. Life

memberships will cost |ioo, resident

memberships |2o per year and non-resi-

dent |i2 per year.

WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS

Some Interesting Pickings and Pointers

Gathered Here and There.

From Our Special Correspondent.

From my Russian correspondent who
should know as much about a Barzoi as
anybody in America, I cull the following:
"The three most valuable Barzois that
ever left Russia, are on the steamship
Conamaugh due to arrive in New York
on June 10. One a stud dog was chosen
for the Imperial Kennels, he is a trifle

heavy and not so long in head as Leek-
hoi, but otherwise better in coat and tail,

which is about perfect. The other two
are bitches and pronounced by Prince
Galatzin, master of the Imperial Kennels,
and Colonel Dietz, the hunter, to be
exceptionally good specimens, and both
supposed to be in whelps to the stud
dogs of the Imperial Kennels."

These dogs were consigned to C. Sted-
man Hanks, Boston, and it is safe to say
that he has now the cream of Russia con-
sisting of studs from the kennels of
Prince Galatzin, Prince Vasilchekoflf and
S. S. Karayeff, the latter boasts of
eighty generations in his strain carefully
recorded, and as there was no registry
kept till within a few years it shows how
the love for the breed must have been
inherited from father to son. He is con-
sidered by Russians the most successful
breeder, having numbers of bitches
standing 30^^ inches at the withers. Old
Riezvie, the sire of Leekhoi, is looked up-
on here as the most famous dog for size

and stud purposes, and next to him
Leekhoi was the highest at the withers.
A few points that we strive to get may
be of interest to you and your readers
which are the points desired by the Im-
perial Kennels, viz., very long, narrow
heads and very long tails, the longer the
better, deep chests, very fine, long thick
coat, and light colors, remember light
colors, and the high roach back being
extremely desirable. The color first

choice is white; second, light grey and
spotted; third, light reddish; fourth,
light reddish spotted. Black being most
especially undesirable because we Rus-
sians claim it shows in-breeding with the
Persian dog which is thought to be
detrimental to Barzoi blood.

Whilst on the subject of Barzois, the
white bitch that came on the Indiana for
Mr. Hanks did not prove fruitful, she

will, however, next time be bred to
Leekhoi. I can also state that this gen-
tleman very emphatically disapproves of
the word Psovoi being applied to these
houuds, and says it is all wrong. I

imagine that Mr. Hanks should know
what is most appropriate to them and
perhaps more so than some who have
made "a deep study of this breed" only
for a few months.

The St. Bernard Club proposes holding
a show this fall probably in connection
with the horse show. They must bear in
mind the greyhound show the last week
in November, and between the two they
should accept their choice.

Our condolence this week must be ac-
cepted by Mr. Elliott Smith by the un-
timely death of his wife. It happens
that Mrs. Smith had been ill for some
time and was staying in Paris for her
health, and had so far recovered that her
husband left her, fully expecting ere
long she would join him on this side.
The day afler his sailing she died, and on
his arrival here a cablegram was waiting
to announce to him the unwelcome news.
Mr. Elliott Smith was once president of
the American Kennel Club, and is now
one of the Board of Governors of the
Westminster Kennel Club, a member of
the Union Club and Eastern Field Trial
Club.

May I be allowed to congratulate the
Philadelphia Field Trial Club upon its

large number of entries, the success of
which, I shall venture, is due to its being
open to all.

A false alarm. The English Stock-
Keeper announced that it would be on
file at 44 Broadway. It was a little pre-
mature and caused disappointment to
several who journeyed purposely to the of-
fice to ^et a "squint" at its valued pages.
The editor seems to wonder why it was
not on file before. I know that several
years ago the secretary wrote the Stock-
Keeper, proposing the exchange and no
reply followed. A few weeks back, at a
suggestion, he wrote again, with the
same result, but is weekly expecting a
copy to speak for itself.

It is not very often that The Fanciers'
JOURNAI, quotes English news as Ameri-
can "noos," not that we don't believe in
anything good, but purely on the system
"of every tub standing on its own bot-
tom" so American news for American
people. As we so far have had the
credit of being the "pioneer" of new in-
ventions among doggy journalism and
done more to hustle our contemporaries
than any one paper we should like in
future a little acknowledgement, some
reciprocation, or rather journalistic
etiquette. From the English Stock-
Keeper I take the liberty of quoting the
following and at the same time I must
thank the editor for not, vulgarly speak-
ing, "doing me up." He certainly lets

me down lightly and can stand a joke as
well as the next man: "The versatile
writer of 'Whiffs from the Metropolis' in
The Fanciers' Journai. is riled and
like a tater all on end' at being 'biled'

in our whisper cauldron for his flippant
allusion to some of our amateur St. Ber-
nard men who do not hawk their dogs
for sale the manner of Saturday night
costermongers. Still we are sorry if we
have hurt the feelings of our confrere
afad beg him to pay us out by continuing
to blow his entertaining 'Whiffs' in this
direction with the hope that they will
cool our swelled head."

I must admit this is exceedingiy witty
and no one could laugh more than I did.
But let me say it was not my intention to
liken the St. Bernard "gentleman" to
costermongers and also it takes a very
great deal to "rile" me. However, I'm

Eleased my "whiffs" are entertaining and
ope to "blow" them for sometime to

come, and if the editor of the Stock-
Keeper will only pay us a visit to this
side and soon, I will endeavor with his
permission to be the first to "blow" him
off to a "Manhattan" with a cherry at
the bottom.

It is high time that something be said
of one of the most thriving and popular
clubs in America to-day. That is the
"Liars' Club." It will be fitting for me

to describe the growth of this club, which
is confined chiefly to "dog men," and,
most remarkable to announce, never was
a member proposed that was not elected
and fully eligible. The club is a branch
of the Amalgamated Society of Liars,
and was started at the New York show
of 1891. Mr. German Hopkins is its

president and originator, and has ap-
pointed representatives in every city of
the States and Canada. The object of
the society is to continue its good work,
to elect as many members as possible.
Once elected you are a member for life,

and there are no dues. Mr. Hopkins
permits me to say that he wishes to re-
tire from the presidency, and will be
pleased to receive the name of anyone
eligible as his successor. The secretary
encloses the club card, which is as under:

UNITED STATES

AMALGAMATED SOCIETY OF UARS.
i^Un-limiUd.)

Being satisfied from testimony and ex-
perience of your qualification and fitness,

you have been unanimou.sly elected a
LIFE MEMBER of this society. Yours
truly, Boss Liar, Secretary.

"Will beagles follow a drag?" was a
query in one of the papers. I should not
hesitate in saying they will, although I

have been trying to find out if they have
already been used, and I shall not be
surprised to hear this fall that a club has
been organized in New Jersey, where on
a Saturday afternoon we can take the
train and follow these little chaps on
foot. More anon concerning this project.

An idea is prevailing that a dog to have
exercise must have unlimited ground,
such as 600 acres to run over is often re-

marked. I suppose a dog, according to
this theory, couldn't exercise say in six
acres, and still have the continent of
America to run over at her leisure.

For God's sake take my ad. out till

I've answered 500 letters. Is this news
for the nineteenth century.

Since the death of Lord Bute the owner
of Mount Morgan, a full brother of the
late crack, feels somewhat uneasy that
the reputation of his dog may be some-
what impaired as a stud dog, although he
sired winners on the other side, and be-
fore offering his services at stud he will

wisely see practica 1 demonstrations of
his capabilities so that intending breed-
ers can be assured of his qualifications.

The Seacroft Kennel of fox terriers are
giving their attention to raising puppies,
and this from the useful brood bitches
they have should be encouraging to its

owner. Grouse II, second at Boston,
was an eye opener to connoisseurs, and
probably he has one or two more of the
same ilk. In puppies Seacroft Boaster
catches his owner's eye and looks like

making something.

Mr. W. C. Reick will probably leave
for the West this week, being absent for

about one month.

Mr. Albion Page, of the Dunrobin Ken-
nels, announces his intention of leaving
the fancy, and will only keep as a com-
panion Maud Torringtion. The name
of Dunrobin is very pretty and unusual.
Dunrobin Castle, Scotland, it is taken
from, belongs to the Duke of SutherlaiKl,

whom the late Mr. Page was an inti-

mate friend of. The greyhounds and
deerhounds came from the Duke's estate,

of which old Dunrobin was the head.

Breeders are more than satisfied with
the registration blanks issued by the A.
K. C. They save the owner an enormous
amount of trouble, besides giving to each
purchaser a guarantee. For %\ you have
a book of them containing twenty-five
registrations. One thousand has been
sold, and to meet the demand another
thousand has been ordered.

By writing the secretary of the A. K.
C, New York City, entry blanks for the
World's Fair dog show can be procured.
The entrance fee is very small, I1.50 be-

ing charged for each entry. Spratts Pa-
tent will have the honor of feeding and

benching, and this alone will make ex-
hibitors feel easy.

"George," or rather George Gaul, who
has been connected with the Westminster
Kennel Club for years, and who knows
more about pedigrees than anyone I

know, leaves for the Hempsterd" Farm
Kennels the middle of next month, and
will locate himself there as assistant to
Mr. Mortimer.

On good authority I hear Miss Whit-
ney is offering her kennel of St. Ber-
nards for sale.

At the Spaniel Club meeting they
elected the following as their judges. A.
C. Wilmerding, C. M. Oldham, C. H.
Mason, J. Otis Fellows, J. F. Kirk,
James Watson, A. Laidlaw, G. Bell,
James Mortimer, J. Lnckwell.

Mr. C. D. Purroy has sold a Veuis
pup, Wilton Splinter, to W. F. Porter,
Sharon, Pa.

A final postponed meeting of the New
Jersey Kennel League will be held at the
Continental Hotel, Newark, on June 10,
at 8 P. M. Mr. E. H. Johnson is the
secretary pro tem.

Some of the papers had it that he had
been offered and refused I4000 for
Leicester. No such thing at all and no
such offer, Leicester is not on the mar-
ket. He belongs now to a private gen-
tleman and never will be sold. Mr.
Foster is now- state detective for New
Jersey, and both he and Leicester can be
seen on duty at the Eldorado, Hoboken

.

A Dr. Hemmersley did offer "Dan" a
pair of trotters costing ;?28oo in exchange
for his dog, and most probably this grew
into I4000.

Mrs. Webster has been unfortunate with
one of her "Japs." she valued at I50CJ.
She had them out boarding in a private
family, where the unfortunate one slowly
pined away. Not being satisfied she had
a post mortem made by Dr. vSherwood,
who attributed the death to a small peb-
ple about twice the size of a pea, which
was lodged in the stomach.

Brer Lacy, you are not guilty of many
mistakes outside of "flat-chei^tcd grey-
hounds" and "noble fox terriers." but
who are we to lay the blame to of last

week's issue, one paragraph cut into two
and then another one leads off with that
infernal "bar" for "par," and then to top
it all you mention Mr. Mortimer as hav-
ing sailed the week l>efore.

Mr. Thomas Wise, the owner of the
Irish Terriers Shaugn Rue and Colleen
Rue, feels elated at his success at the
Lewiston show. The bitch has been bred
to Mr. Comstock's Boxer IV. He
expects a bitch out in whelp next week.
The Irish terrier is gradually on the rise

and once the "dudes" take to them, then
they will be established. "Every dog
has his day" and it's their turn next.

The St. Bernard bitch Lady St. Goth-
ard, the dam of Champion Kingston Re-
gent, winner of eight firsts. Lady Glad-
wyn second at New York to Princess
P'lorence and second at Boston, beating
Hepsey, Marquis of Ripon, Lord Dante
and others, is at present on a visit to this

country, and can be seen at the Duchess
Kennels.

The representatives of the sporting
press, particularly dog papers, are be-
coming a nuisance, in fact, they are
worse than "book canvassers." They
are not content in going singly to get
"noos," but the fragile, delicate ones wiio
might get hurt for being inquisitive, go
about in "couples." Better would it be
if the papers formed a combine some-
thing after the Associated Press or en-
gage "Brockenhurst" jointly to give it

them all at once.

"Dan Foster." There's only one Dan
Foster in American and there's only one
smooth St. Bernard dog in America,
namely, Leicester. Mr. Foster informs
me he is no longer in business, having
sold out his establishment, goods and
chatties to one Herr Steinnicker, who
will trade under the name of "Dan Fos-
ter" for the next six months.

Brockenhurst,

i-Ji
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HINTS TO BEGINNERS.

VI.NO

From the Stock-Keeper.

Last week we endeavored to instil into

the minds of the l)eginners who are read-

ing our hints the best method of treating

the brood bitcli before and just after the

production of her pups. The latter when

their eyes are once well opened upon this

world of trouble, unless very delicate in

constitution, soon begin to look out for

themselves, so far as food and exercise

are concerned. It is never a good plan,

however, to overfeed the youngsters, for

it must ever be borne in mind that a pup-

py exercises no discretion whatsoever

over the control of its appetite. A good

stomachful about four times a day is am-

ply sufficient for them when first weaned,

and of course their food should always be

of a sloppy nature.

At about six weeks old the whelps may

be removed from the mother, but the ex-

act date of the separation nmst depend

very nmch on the conditions which gov-

ern each individual case. A strong dam

with a bountiful yield of milk can carry

her imps longer without injury to her-

self or them than a weakly one; and, on

the other hand, a thriving, lusty whelp

will be able to stand by himself sooner

than if he were a sickly or delicate little

thing. The beginner must rather be pre-

pared for trouble when the time for wean-

ing arrives, and it is well to effect the op-

eration gradually by removing the bitch

from her whelps for a few hours at a time

and then prolonging the period of sepa-

ration until she only is returned to them

at nigbt. After this she can be compelled

to bid them a final adieu, and it is re-

markable how soon the youngsters get

over their bereavement.

The bitch, as a rule, requires no very

special treatment when removed from

her offspring, but a dose or two of cool-

ing metficine will always be to her ad-

vantage. It occasionally happens, how-

ever, that there is a trouble in drying up

the milk, and that the teats swell and be-

come sore; in fact, a similar occurrence

sometimes takes place whilst the pups

are suckling their dam. Rubbing the

stomach with camphorated oil very fre-

quently brings relief, and the application

of vaseline to the sores will also do good

in an ordinary case. In cases of severe

milk fever, of course, the advice of a

qualified practitioner must be sought, but

we have known the following practice

succeed when a single teat has become

swollen and clogged with sour milk.

Take an ordinary sodawater bottle and

rinse it out with water as hot as it will

staiid. When the water has been poured

out. and before the steam has escaped,

from the bottle, press the mouth of the

latter gently over the inflamed teat, so

that the pressure is placed equally all

round its base. By doing so it will often

be found that the steam and pressure

combined have the effect of softening the

obstruction, and then when the bottle is

removed after a minute or so, it is possi-

ble to draw off by milking a few drops of

the greenish looking fluid which is caus-

ing the suffering. Under any circum-

stances the camphorated oil may be ap-

plied, as prevention is always belter than

cure.
Most puppies lose condition pretty fast

when first separated from their dam, but

if treated properly they are by no means

slow in picking' it up again. At this

period of their existence they are almost

certain to be troubled by worms, and

therefore should be subjected to a course

of phvsic after a short, though judicious,

period of starvation has been inflicted, so

as to ensure their bowels being emptv

when the medicine is administered.

Small does of freshly-grated areca nut-
stale stuff is of very little use—or of san-

tonine mav be given them in order to re-

move the parasites from their insides,

but the exact amount of each dose must

depetid upon the size and strength of the

puns.
Of the two remedies we incline to areca

nut, for although it is a dirty physic to

administer it is not so likely to upset the

whelps, and, unfortunately, santonine is

apt to produce fits; otherwise the latter

is a good remedy, and being a crystal it

is very easy to give, the more so as the

dose for a young dog would be very mi-

nute. vSuch remedies as oil of male fern,

turpentine, ground glass or Indian pink

should never be applied to whelps for

they are too powerful in their effects and,

in fact, Indian pink, though a certain cure

for worms, is far too dangerous to be ad-

ministered in any but the most danger-

ous cases, being quite a kill or cure rem-

edy in most hands.
Assuming that everything has gone on

well with his litter, the beginner should

see that the youngsters comprising it are

comfortably anu warmly bedded in a

roomy kennel that is free from damp and

draughts. Fresh air is a necessity for

pups if they are to do well, and they

flourish amazingly if they are blessed with

sunshine to bask in. A yard is therefore

a grand addition to their kennel, and the

question of plenty—not too much though

—of good healthy exercise is one that

must not be lost sight of Puppies are

mostly very shy when in the presence of

strangers or away from their own espe-

cial domain, and consequently no oppor-

tunitv should be lost for getting them ac-

custo'med to the outside world. Then

there is a splendid opportunity provided

for the attendant to exercise the golden

gift of patience, as the youngsters at first

are often very trying, but a modicum of

firmness, combined with a great deal of

kindness, should soon have the eflfect

of getting them over their timidity.

The youngsters generally get their sec-

ond mouth at about nine months old, but

long before this age is reached they be-

gin to shed their milk teeth. These should

sometimes be removed when they are

clearly interfering with those that are

coming up. lor many a mouth has been

spoiled entirely by the neglect of the

owner to attend to such details. At

the same time there is no necessity for

inflicting unnecessary pain upon the pup-

py by prematurely extracting a tooth,

and therefore the beginner should not

be in a hnrry to operate upon his pets'

mouths. Teething troubles may always

be mitigated, if not actually avoided, by

keeping the juveniles' blood in good or-

der, and therefore they should be well

supplied with green food, and, what is

more, it should be so mixed up with their

food that they are compelled to eat it.

A Httle milk of sulphur in their dinners

now and then will also have the most

beneficial results, but the presence of a

great lump of sulphur in the water is of

no service whatsoever; in fact, so far as

medicinal purposes are concerned, half a

brick would be almost as efficacious.

Every pup should be taught his name
as soon as possible, and he will soon an-

swer to it if encouraged to do so by a lit-

tle petting or a morsel of sugar or bis-

cuit when he comes up in reply to a call.

Above all things, the beginner must be

advised not to knock his puppies about,

and to avoid crushing their spirits in any

way for a cowed puppy means a cowed

dog, than which a sorrier spectacle could

not exist.

Finally, let us observe that a puppy
should never be chained up if it can pos-

ply be avoided, for if he is he not only

loses a great deal of exercise but he is

very apt to drag his shoulders and other

jointsout of shape in his struggles for

freedom. At the same time let him get

used to wearing a collar and being lead

about. It frequently takes a long time

and many lessons to get dogs to lead

properly, more especially so away from

home, and therefore a few minutes a day

bestowed upon this portion of a whelp's

education will be well spent. Many and

many a good dog has lost a prize owing

to his nervousness in the show ring and

disinclination, through timidity, to show
himself Therefore we counsel you, Mr.

Beginner, to bring your dogs up in the

way they should walk.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

REMINISCENCES OF FOX TER-

RIERS RND FOX TERRIER MEN.

Dog I^w In Boston.

More than 32,000 dog licenses were is-

sued in Chicago last year. So far this year about

8000 licenses only have been issued. During the

present month bogus dog catchers have taken

up dogs in various parts of the city, presumably
for the purpose of selling them afterward. In

this wav a good many valuable dogs have been

stolen, for, of course, the thieves are smart

enough to take only such victims as would com-
mand a fair price.

The lavr which authorizes the summary kill-

ing of a dog because its master owes the city |2

is a very curious and, we think, shocking one.

In lowti it has been declared unconstitutional.—

Chicago News.

Old Turk in Fanciers* Gazette.

Owing to the great number of puppies

bred and purchased by Mr. Murchison,

the majority of them had to be placed

out at walks until they were old enough

to be drafted out. I am pleased to say

this was the best country I ever was in

for obtaining good and suitable walks.

I had them located not only in the vil-

lage but all around the district, within a

radius of about seven miles. I would

like to mention one, Charles Geary by

name, who was without exception the

best rearer of puppies I ever knew. If

he had a fault it was that Charles would

keep the puppies in too good condition

—i. e., fat. He was original in his way;

a retired farmer with independent means,

his brother farming two farms, Chartes

living in one of the farm-houses situated

in the village of Tichmarch. It was a

large roomy house, and had plenty of

outhouses. Only a portion of the build-

ings were used for agricultural purposes.

Charles was well in with all the farmers

around, and it being a great sheep coun-

try, his larder for the tykes was never

short of good carcasses of mutton, which

he knew how to prepare for the young-

sters, and he always had them free from

disease and healthy. A shilling per week

was what I paid for keep of each pup up

to six months old, and Charles generally

had six, or he would sometimes take one

litter at weaning time. Go down to his

house in the early morning, no matter

how cold it was, and there he was clean-

ing out the inside ot their sleeping apart-

ments, and the tykes galloping about the

straw yard. Two or three hours after

breakfast you would meet him, always

dressed the same, with cap, a kind of

keeper's coat and waistcoat, knee cord

breeches, grey stockings, and strong

boots, a dog whip of his own making

round his neck and tied in front across

his waist coat, a dog whistle suspended

from button-hole in his coat, a large en-

graved silver snuff-box (a present) in his

left hand, while in his right he carried a

good old-fashioned silk pocket handker-

chief; in stature Charles was about five

feet eight inches, sixty years of age.

strong and stout built, but by no means
over-burdened with flesh; add to this a

merry, laughing, genial countenance,

and you have the best man I ever came

across to rear puppies. You never knew
when or where you would meet him

when out with his team exercising; in

bad weather he would generally keep

about the village, but when the weather

was at all favorable, you might meet with

him anywhere from one to seven or eight

miles away from home.
Charles was one of the greatest snuff

takers I ever knew, and he would some-

times say to me, "Look here, why be-

sides the little dogs giving me the great-

est enjoyment I ever had in having them

about me, etc
,
you see the money (gen-

erally 24s. per month) you pay me for

keeping them helps to keep me insnuflF.'»

Charles was a great favorite of Mr. Mur-

chison's and when he came over, either

by himself or with any of his friends, to

see the terriers I usually arranged for

Charles to bring his team up to the

Manor House for Mr. Murchison and his

friends to see. At the lima appointed

we all turned out into the yard and

awaited Charles' coming, and it would

not be long before you could hear hitn

coming along the road calling out to his

tykes, and then a most peculiar noise,

loud and sounding, would be heard,

something like the blast of a French

horn, at which Mr. Murchison would

give me a slv glance and burst out laugh-

ing as both he and I knew what it was.

The yard would be clear of terriers with

the exception of Old Trap, Old Jock and

Grove Nettle, and these were never ken-

neled but generally in attendance. The
yard door would then open and in would

walk Charles and his team, Charles' face

beaming with smiles and he in full drcss
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would walk up to Mr. Murchison first,

with his snuff box open, and offer him a

pinch and then pass it around, and then

another blow by Charles of his nasal or-

gan that would sound with the varia-

tions he executed on it like a fanfare of

trumpets. I have not heard of him for

some years, so I expect he has nowjoined
the majority.

, . , i.-. r
At certain periods I was in the habit ot

driving to the various walks and bring-

ing all terriers in that were from nine to

ten months old, also any I saw that I

felt confident would never grow up to

show form, and in their places would

leave others younger. When I had got

them all home I had them in the pad-

dock, and drafted all out that 1 consid-

ered did not come up to the standard.

These were speedily got rid of, inasmuch

as the demand was always much greater

than we could supply. They went away

at high figures without advertising, and

there was always some bespoken entered

on my books. These were supplied in

the order of application.
^

On one occasion, when I was bringing

such puppies home, I met with and pur-

chased a goat. This I took home and

turned into the paddock. The next day

I told one of my men to let the young-

sters we had brought home the day before

into the paddock for exercise. This he did

without stopping to notice how things

went on, for in a short time after he came

running up to the house calling out

:

"Master, come in a minute; the young

terriers you told me to turn out are kill-

ing the goat." I hurried into the pad-

dock, when a rare sight met my eyes.

There was the poor goat down at full

length on its side, with about ten terriers

hold of it in some part or other—a regu-

lar tug-of-war, for each was pulling his

own way, hanging on to the poor goat

like grim death, and if anyone had been

in the closest proximity without being

able to see they would certainly not have

known there was anything going on, no

barking or yelping, but all going on a.«»

quiet as possible. We had the greatest

difficulty in getting the little varmints off,

and when we had done so, their blood

being up, and finding nothing else to go

, at, they set to fight amongst themselves,

' and it was several days before they be-

came reconciled. Mrs. Goat had to dis-

appear, but, owing to her long hair she

seemed none the worse for the milling

she got.

About this time a farmer residing about

four miles from me sent me word that a

badger had been seen by his men several

times on his farm on some high rough

gorsy land adjoining a big wood,and asked

me if I would take the terriers over some

day. I consented, and along with Charles

made arrangements to have a man watch

the badger leave his earth, and then

have the hole stopped up. When we
had notice next morning off we started

with about half a score of terriers, some

old tried ones and some forward young-

sters. We found the grey gentleman

was from home. After beating about

amongst the gorse, brambles, furze, etc.,

for an hour or more I was made aware of

a commotion, when out came one or two

of the youngsters faster than they went

in, crying out as if murdered ;
but blood

will tell. In they went again, and for a

time there was a row I can tell you. Very

shortly out came the "old man" making

for his lair, and when in the open the

team made short work of him. He was

a fine dog badger, weighing twenty-eight

pounds.

STIFLE JOINT LAMENESS.

A. J. Sewell, M. R. C. V. S., in Kennel Gazette.

Nothing more serious can happen to a

big dog than to badly sprain or otherwise

injure the stifle joint; it is far worse than

a broken leg, for that in most cases can be

cured and the dog is sound and well in

the course of a couple of months; but a

severe sprain of the ligaments, or an in-

flammatory condition set up in conse-

quence of a blow to this weak and most

complicated of joints, is a very serious

matter, for under the best circumstances

the limb never again regains its full

strength, though in many cases the dog

may sufficiently recover in course of time

to be able to walk round for a short dis-

tance, but any unusual exertion at once

makes the weakness of the part apparent,
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which is still more noticeable after a rest

following a run.

Many of the cases do not terminate fa-

vorably, but as the result of the accident
the dog often becomes a confirmed crip-

ple, being permanently lame.
Of late years this form of lameness has

seemiugly become of very frequent oc-

currence. This, to a certain extent, is

perhaps to be accounted for by the in-

crease in numbrs of large dogs bred and
kept. Then, again, I do not think dogs,
especially those of the larger breeds, are
as strong as they used to be, partly from
want of exercise and partly from the
modern mania of making dogs as fat as
bullocks. This fattening process is com-
menced as soon as puppies are weaned,
and as a consequence the legs often give
way; at any rate, they become weak from
the great weight of the body and are
therefore much more liable to sprains and
strains.

All dogs are liable to injure the stifle as
people are to injure the knee, which is

the corresponding joint, but no doubt
the big ones, as St. Bernards, mastiffs and
Great Danes are more liable to this form
of accident and consequent lameness
than small dogs. Toy terriers and pet
spaniels, etc, are very apt to dislocate

the patella, which is the small bone situ-

ated in front of the stifle joint. In little

dogs with weak hind legs this bone has
a tendency to slip inwards, which makes
the dog extremely bandy. This is not a
serious matter if the case is taken in hand
early, as the dislocation can be easily re-

duced and kept in its place for a time
with an adhesive bandage.
Returning to the subject of this paper,

stifle joint lameness, it is astonishing how
easily this part may be injured, for

anything that causes a sudden twist of
the leg, as the dog slipping upon some
greasy ground when galloping, or being
knocked over by another when playing,
or getting the foot fixed and struggling
to get it free, or a blow to the part may
so injure the joint that inflammation is

soon set up, and how it will terminate it

is very difficult for some time to tell.

The Symptoms.—The lameness in most
cases comes on quite suddenly, and is

very acute, the dog scarcely being able
to put the foot to the ground, in fact it is

often carried for some time; the joint is

tender to the touch, but not to that ex-
tent one would expect from the extent of
the lameness, but this is accounted for by
the inflammation being at first deep
seated and thus protected from pressure
by the external boney material, and this

being the case also accounts for the seat

of lameness at first being often over-
looked by owners of dogs. When the
limb is extended, however, which is best

done by lying the patient down on his

side, with the lame leg uppermost, and
then taking firm hold of the stifle with
one hand, and with the other drawing
the foot forward, unmistakable pain is

induced, showing clearly the injured
parts. The position of the lame leg

when the dog is standing at rest is also

very indicative of stifle lameness. It is

as follows: the leg is placed behind the
sound one, the toe just resting on the
ground, and, as the result of the con-
stant pain, the dog keeps just raising the
foot from the ground. In course of time
the joint becomes generally enlarged;
this IS particularly noticeable on the in-

side, where an oval, hard swelling forms,
due to expansion of the heads of the
bones. The joint also becomes very
stiff, and movement now causes a good
deal of pain, and, as the result of the
limb being kept constantly at rest, it be-
comes much wasted; in fact, to about half
the size of its fellows, and the continued
pain, too, lowers the dog's constitution,

and there is a general loss of condition.
In course of time, perhaps months in
some cases, as the inflammation subsides,
the dog is just able to put the foot to the
grounel when he walks, but the back is

arched and locomotion is evidently diffi-

cult, and when at rest the toes only just
touch the ground. The foot, as during
the acute stage, is still being frequently
raised, which makes the dog appear fid-

getty, and the weak leg is still kept be-

hind the sound one, which position seems
to give the dog the most ease.

Later, about eight or nine months after

the accident, the dog commences to walk
fairly well, but any extra exertion always
increases the lameness; however, in the
course of another four or five months, if

everything goes on satisfactorily, the dog
is able to take a fair amount of exercise,

but never regains that freedom in move-

ment which he had before the accident
happened, but the leg is carried as if the
joint were stiff, which it is; the limb is

more flexed than the sound one, and the
parts remain thick, hard, and enlarged,
especially on the inside of the joint.

Some dogs with upright legs, previous-
ly stated, are predisposed to this form of
lameness; and, in such cases, it often
happens that, when one stifle has been
seriously injured, and in consequence of
all the weight of the body being thrown
on the other limb, the corresponding
joint of that leg also becomes similarly
affected, and the animal then, as can be
imagined, is a dreadful cripple; he is

only able to rise from the ground with
the greatest difficulty, and, when up,
stands with back arched and evidently
afraid to move. When locomotion is at-

tempted the dog goes, as it were, all in a
heap, with back up and the legs carried
forward as stiff as if they were wood.
In these cases it is often supposed that

the back is injured, and I have frequently
seen a blister applied to the loins, the
supposed seat of the mischief; but a care-
ful examination of the legs should always
prevent such a mistake.

Treatment.— If the injury is recognized
directly the dog goes lame, and energetic
treatment be at once adopted, the case
may sometimes be cut short, and, with-
out the joint is very severely injured in-

deed, the dog may by the end of a month
be sound; but, as is often the way, the
injury is treated lightly at first, and the
dog allowed to move about on the
damaged leg, the owner thinking it only
a slight sprain, and as a result the case is

aggravated and, perhaps, prolonged for

months.
Directly a dog has injured the stifle

joint he should be placed in a quiet
closed kennel without any bench, where
he can neither see nor hear other dogs,
the object being to keep the dog at per-

fect rest. From this kennel he should
never be removed until all the inflamma-
tion has subsided.
A free dose of purgative medicine

should be at once given, and repeated in

three or four days. The diet at first must
be light. The local treatment should at

first consist of hot fomentations with
poppy-head tea, made in the following
manner: about six poppy heads should
be crushed and soaked in a gallon of
boiling water for half an hour, and then
strained and applied with a swab of
flannel, which should be dipped in the
fluid, then well squeezed, and applied
around the joints. To keep it hot a roll

of dry flannel should be put over the wet
one.
During the fomentation the poppy tea

should be kept hot over the lamp.
(Fomentation to l>e of any use requires

to be done for at least an hour at a time,

and repeated several times a day.)

This tieatment should be continued for

a week or so, or until the inflammation
has to a certain extent subsided, then the
following liniment it recommended, which
should be applied with friction to the
joint twice a day:

Methylated chloroform, one ounce.
Tincture hyoscyamus, one ounce.
Spirits camphor, two ounces.
Soap liniment, three ounces. Mix well.

After a month if the lameness con-
tinues and the joint is thickening, espe-

cially when the bone is enlarging on the
inside of the joint, a stronger liniment is

needed, such as the colorless tincture of

iodine, which should be applied once a
day with friction to the inside of joint.

In some cases when the skin is tender
this remedy causes a good deal of skin
irritation. When such occurs the lini-

ment should be discontinued for a time,

but repeated again as soon as the redness
disappears.

If after three or four months the dog
still continues very lame a good strong
blister should be tried; for this the liquor

epispasticus is about the best. The hair

should be cut off- closely over the joint,

and then the blistering fluid painted on
with a brush. Three or four layers

should be given, allowing a few minutes
between each for drying. The remedy is

to be repeated again the next day if

necessary.
The dog must not be allowed to lick

this blister.

In some cases I have fired the joint

with good effect. However, whatever other
treatment is adopted, absolute rest for

two or three months in bad cases is

necessary. After that, when the inflam-

matory stage has passed, walking exer-

cise is beneficial, and later swimming in
deep water is useful, as it brings all the
muscles of the limb into action and re-
laxes the joint, but the swimming to be
of use requires to be repeated twice a
day for half an hour or longer and con-
tinues for a month or more.

In some of these cases the dog gets in
a very low condition and goes off his
feed; then tonics should be given and
the quality of food improved.

In conclusion, I may say that I have
known dogs recover sufficiently to take
slow exercise and to be successfully shown
even after being lame for a yet r.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB.

The Report of the Committee on Re-

moval.

Whereas, It has been thoujjht advisable by
the members of the American Kennel Club that
a social department be added as one of tlie fea-
tures of the organization, and whereas under
a resolution passed at a meeting of the Kx-
executive Committee on the 25th day of Febru-
ary, 1IS92, the president, Mr. Belmont, was
requested to apnuint a committee who should
report to the club a special plan outlining sf)me
definite method for accomplishing such pin pose
and for "devising ways and means" for the re-
moval of the American Kennel Club, etc.,

Therefore, acting under said instructions, and
under the appointment of your president, your
commiltee begs leave to report as follows :

After careful inquiry and search we are of the
opinion that a club house suitable for offices,
together with the social features of a club, can
be obtained in a desirable location at a price not
to exceed the sum of $3000, from which, de-
ducting the present rent of the business offices,

would have a sum of $2500 for the rent of the
club proper.

In addition to the rental to be credited on ac-
count of business offices of the club, we have
found that, if it is thought desirable, the rent
can still further be reduced by leasing certain
portions of any ouilding the club might take for
offices for other organizations, thus reducing the
rent of $2500 per year to a sum not probably ex-
ceeding $1500, or, at the most, |2ooo.

In order, therefore, to start the social depart-
ment of the club there will be needed (juite a
sum of money foi rent, furniture, house fixtures
and various incidentals usual in such cases.
Your committee are strongly opposed, how-

ever, on business principles to incurring any
debt by the club or of diverting any of the money
no/V on hand for the purposes described.
They, however, are of the opinion that no

trouble will be experienced in carrying out the
wishes of the club without in anv way trenching
either on the funds or credit of tfie present asso-
ciation. In this view they have devised and offer

for your consideration and approval the follow-
ing plan:

MKMBKRSHII'.

The social department- of the American Ken-
nel Club sliall consist of such a number of mem-
bers, not exceeding, however, 2500, as the club
may, through its (fiily appointed and elected offi-

cers, from tune to time prescribe—of these only
500 shall be eligible to election without the pay-
ment of an initiation fee.

Of the 500 there shall be too life members, who
shall become such on election and the payment
ofjKweacli in advance; 21x1 shall be resident
members, who shall be elected and become
such on payment of $20 each annually in ad-
vance.
Two hundretl shall be non-resident members,

who shall be electeil and become such on the
payment of $12 each annually in advance.
The balance, viz., 2000 members, shall be

elected only, and become such, and in such ad-
ditional numbers from time to time, and be di-

vided in such proportions t>etweeii resident and
non-j-esident members as the club may hereafter
determine, but no additional life membership
snail be permitted, nor shall any additional iiieai-

bers beyoud the first 500 be elected hereafter
without the payment of an initiation fee in addi-

tion to the annual dues.

PRIVII.EGES OK MEMBKRSHIP.

Each duly qualified and elected member shall

be entitled to all the privileges of the club
house, and receive in addition all the publica-

tions of the club as long as he remains a mem-
ber.
The committee have not thought it expedient

to enter into any further details, such as draw-
ing up rules or regulati6ns. believing that their

duty ends with the presenting of a general, feas-

ible and definite plan, which, when adopted by
the association, can and will be further devel-

oped.
They, however, give it as theiropmion that tl •

life memberships will be readily taken, a large
number being already guaranteed, and the
same may be said ot the resident and non-resi-

dent memberships, and they feel warranted in

the statement that if the club approves of the
suggestions and general scope and plan as here-

in outlined, the committee will charge itselfwith
obtaining, within a reasoable time, the pledge of
a sufficient sum of money to defray not only all

cost of rent, fitting up of club, library, billiard

room, reading room, etc., for at least two years,

but have on hand therealter a considerable sur-

plus besides, without trenching on any of the
funds of the present association.

The committee beg to oflTer the consideration

not only of the association, but for the public

who are interested in dogs, <log shows or field

trials, the advantages of having a reputable,

quiet and orderly place of meeting on terms of

social intiinacv and acquaintance, thus advanc-
ing the interests of the doggy public and the de-

velopment of the various breeds of dogs now
owned in America and elsewhere

lAMES L. ANTHONY,
H. B. Cromweli.,
C. 1>. Bkknheimer.

The matter of |lhe report of the Committee
on Removal coming up at the American Kennel

Club meeting of May 19, 1R92. Mr. Anthony,
chairinau of the cominiltie. said :

I feel it incumbent upon me to sav something
supplemental to the report. The riport of this
committee was unaninious. The o)uclu>.ions
therein stated were arrived at after coiisiikrabU'
and careful discussion. We have nut with a
great deal of encouragement from tlio public,
from men who desire to become iiiembi rs of the
club, and if the Executive Committee will adopt
that report and refer it back to this counuiltie
with power, I will outline to the genllemeii
who arc here the intention and purposes of this
committee. It is our intention to lake that re-
port, as submitted to this club, and give it cur-
rency in all the sporting papers ot .^nierica. and
to add to that a footnote or a ktler from the
committee asking all those who desire to become
members of the American Keuuel Club to for-
ward their applications to the coiiiiiiittee, care
of the secretary-treasurer of the Keniu-l Club,
and including the amount of dues necessary to
become a member for either one of the tliree
clas.ses, and the committee propose stating in
that note that none of this inonev will be used
until a club house is provided, and that the dues
of the current year shall begin when this club
house is leased, so that they will not be paying
their dues withut some privileges. We want to
know what our financial standing is to be before
we go to any expense. We know we can get at
least twenty-five life niemlx rs, which is I2500,
and we are assured we can get (luite a l.Vrge
number of resident meiiibers and a very large
number of non-resident members. Our idea is
to have the majority of this 500 filled up before
we assume any obligations, and to have this
money that is sent to the coniiuiltee held in
trust, and not used by them until we have head-
(piarters for the club, and then we propo.se to
say :

"Oentlemeu, we have these applications, we
have this amount of mouev," f iid in tlie mean-
time the Committee on Riiles will have franie.l
in their constitution a social departiueiit. and
then we shall have the whole thing right in a
nutshell. We propose to have this club house
inaugurated by fall, so that the memberships
shall begin at that time, and they can go there
and enjoy the privileges of the club house. I

have now outlined to you briefly the pur]»o.ses of
the committee, and if you approve, and will
adopt the report, and authorize the committee to
aci in furtherance of this, with power, upon
some such plan, the committee leel they are
competent to carry out the wishes of the cliib,

Dr. Foote— I mov that the report of the com-
mittee be adopted, and that the committee be
given power to act. This committee have tlone
a great deal of work, and they are willing to go
oil with the work. We cannot afford to remain
i<lle in this work if we hope to be started by the
fall. The sooner we act the better. There is n
great deal of talk about it. We have heanl con-
siderable about the present hea<l(|iiarters of the
club being iiiade(|uate, and that some steps
should be taken to entertain out-of-town visitors,
and I cannot see how we can <lo better than to
proceed with this committee, and give them the
power to act.

Motion seconded and unanimously carried.

New York, June i, 1S92.

In pursuance of the authority vested in

them by the American Kennel Club, the
undersigned hereby give public notice
that all parties desiring to avail them-
selves of the privileges of the Social De-
partment of tlie club may obtain the iie-

ce.ssary blanks for any of the three
cla.sses of niember.-ihip on application to

the secretary at No. 44 Hroadwav, New
York City.

The committee have already received

a large number of applications, but their

final action will depend upon the

support tiiven the club by the general
public who are interested in such matters.

Ja.s. L. .Anthony,
H. \\. Cromwki.i,,
Chas. I). Bernhkimkr,

Coinuiittee.

folnn Hearing Dors.

(Signed)

There is an important group of about

forty coins containing outlines of dogs

which deserve careful study. The inter-

est of some of them is mainly mythical

as with La;laps, then hounds of .\ctaeon

presented to Cephalos by I'rocris, or with

the dog of Segeste, which symbolized

the river Crimisus. The coins afford no
evidence of the development of a spaniel,

there being no example of a pendulous
ear, or of a mastiff, though bulldogs were
undoubtedly known in tlie arenas of Im-
perial Rome. But they prove conclu-

sively that the ancients had four kiu«ls

of dogs—the wolf dog, the hounds, the
greyhound and the terrier. The L'nihri-

ans had their wolf hounds, the Apulians
of Asculuni their greyhounds, the more
rugged hunters of the Tuscan forests

their fox dogs. The favorite dog of Ar-

temis Lephria, as on coins of Patrae and
Sparta was a greyhound, while .Xctmu's

dogs must have been lialf-br.->d deer,

hounds. Rhegium, if the coins may be
trusted, had his sheep dogs; the Macedo-
nian city of Menda its terriers and Cti-

mae. just above the bay of Naples, to

which all the luxuries of the ancient

world were brought, its pc odles.

k\

In answering advertisements mention
The Fanciers' Journai..
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The GreijboiJDd

BY HUGH DALZIEL.

NO. 8-WAIlP AND WOOF.

[continued from page 374-]

We now come to the modes of cours-

ing practiced by tbe ancient Celts, as re-

corded by Arrian, and to those bred to

coursing in this country it will appear

very striking that modern practice has

preserved some features at least of all the

ancient modes. I have myself seen a

spaniel used to quest and start the hare

for the greyhounds in slips, just as the

old Celts did with Agasxus or beagles,

but that is a very uncommon practice

nowadays We still, however, have a

corresponding practice in the use of

"finders," called "pickets" or "pickers,'

or anciently, as by Turberville "teazers,"

for discovering the lair of the red deer to

be hunted with slow hounds. That the

practice of using sagacious dogs to

start the game was long continued m
England is shown by instructions given

by Edmund de Langley, A. D. 1380, rela-

tive 10 placing the greyhounds outside

the coverts. He did not. however, ever

approve of spaniels being used in the

coursing field. The same thing is shown

in Scott's Marmion.

"Ana foresters in greenwood trim,

Lead in the leash the gazehound grim,

Attentive as the bracket's bay

From the dark covert drive the prey

To slip them as he hastes away.

The startled quarry dounds amain.

As fast the gallant greyhounds strain."

—Marmion,

The practice of sending out hare find-

ers to mark the hares in form, exists now

onlv in a modified form. Inquiries are,

of course, naturally made previous for a

coursing meeting from those who know

the ground both as to the plentifuUness

of hares and where they are making their

forms, but as to any methodical marking

of them bv finders that is not done.

In such' coursing grounds as Altcar,

where the great Waterloo cup meeting

run off, the hares are regularly beat out

of the spinneys the night before the

coursing, and have consequently to be

in the meadows, and as those meadows

are intersected by the sluggish river Alt

and numerous wide ditches, called fend-

ers in Lancashire, and the great number

of wooden runs or little narrow bridges

by which stock are crossed for the con-

venience of the hares inordinary times,

are removed, there is no question as to

where the hares are to be found, the

difficulty being in the selection by the

slipper of strong running ones, from the

crowd of hares forcibly congregated by

the means described.

Speaking generally, the practice of

coursers who with few exceptions follow

the pastime on foot, is to walk abreast,

the slipper in front, the judge, generally

on horseback or sometimes as within my
Lancashire coursing experience mounted

on a high step-ladder, the ground is

systematically covered in breadths, the

i heaters and onlookers always walking

the ground in the direction they wish to

start the hare, so as to ensure as far as

possible the best stretch of coursing and

that most open to view. When a hare is

seen on her form, the <liscoverer calls out

so ho, lifting his arms, that all may stand

and the slipper advance with his brace of

preyhounds, which seeing the hare start

from her form, become eager and are

slipped as soon as puss has got so far

in advance as to constitute what is con-

sidered fair law.

This it will be seen corresponds very

closely with Arrian's description, only

that alike in private and public coursing

in England, we appoint a slipper and do

not leave it to owners to slip their dogs,

which would inevitably lead to confusion

and to the hare being grosely outnum-

bered and killed without the possibility

of showing sport, which consists iu a

trial of speed, cleverness and endurance,

Here is Arrian's description of the

method of coursing: (Page 1 17-122.)

"The more opulent Celts who live in

luxury course in the following manner.

They send out hare finders early in the

morning to look over such places as are

likely to afford hares in form, and a mes-

senger brings word if they have found

any and what number. They go out

themselves, and having started the hare

slip the dogs after her and follow on
horseback. But others who have no
hare-finders go out on horseback, col-

lecting a large party of fellow sportsmen

together, and coming to likely lying-

ground when a hare is started they slip

their dog. While others again who are

more of workmen at the sport sally forth

on foot, and if anyone accompanies them
on horseback it is his duty to keep up

with the dogs. They beat the ground in

regular array with an extended front,

proceeding iu a straight line to the com-

pletion of a certain extent of country,

and then wheeling about in a body re-

turn iu the same way by the side of their

former track, omitting as far as possible

none of the likely lyin^.

"But it is necessary if many dogs are

taken into the field that they should not

be left at random and without arrange-

ment, for when the hare is started from

her form not a t»an could refraim from

slipping his hound after her; one from
eagerness to see his own dog run, and
another from being startled and beside

himself at the hallooing; and the hare

would be caught iu consequence of the

crowd and confusion of the dogs without

a struggle and the whole value of the

spectacle destroyed, on which account a

steward should' be appointed over the

sport, should match the dogs and give

orders to the field; if the hare started on

this side you and you are to slip and no-

body else, but if on that side you and

you, and let strict attention be paid to

the orders given.

"The Celts sometimes course with a mix-

ture of sagacious and swift-footed hounds,

and while the dogs of scent are trying

they stand apart with the greyhounds,

leading them in their hands where it is

most probable the hare will direct her

course that they may slip them at her

when she breaks cover. And here the

greyhound answers the same purpose as

Xeuophon's nets. But the courses in

this way are irregular and confused, and
the hare, however good, is generally so

terrified at the barking of the finders

that unless she gets far enough ahead to

be able to recover herself she is easily

caught, being frightened out of her

wits.

"Whoever, therefore, is a good slipper,

should not let go his dog while the hare

is at all bewildered (unless he would de-

stroy the sport), but should allow her to

make her first turns and then slip.

"Let it be deemed unlawful to slip a

young hare, but rather in obedience to

mv namesake, spare such for the god-

dess." In connection with this part of our

subject I cannot refrain from quoting

Turberville of the sixteenth century, to

show how close we all along kept to

ancient coursing practices.

"To course ye hare you must send

either hare finders before you to find

some hare sitting or else yourself with

your company may range and beat over

the fields until you either find a hare sit-

ting or start her. 1 have marked ye hare

finders in their seeking of a hare in

Northamptonshyre, and they will never

beat but one end of a furlong, and that

shall be the end which is dowue the wind
or from the wind, for they hold opinion

that a hare will not (by her wit) sit with

her head into the vpind. He that will

seek a hare must go over thwart the

lands, and every land that he passeth

over, let him begin with his eye at his

foot and so look downe the land to the

furlong's end, first on the one side and
then on the other, and so he shall find

ye hare sitting in her form. As soone as

he espieth her he must cry sa how.

Then they which lead the greyhounds

may come near and you may appoynt
which greyhounds shall course. Then
let him which found the hare, go towards

her and say up pusse, up, until she rise

out of her forme,"

POULTRY AN"PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

Editor Hunter, of Farm-Poultry, drop-

ped iu for an afternoon chat on Monday

of this week. He was on his way to

Hammonton, New Jersey, to attend one

of P. H. Jacobs' famous strawberry fes-

tivals, and incidentally to visit the broiler

establishment and Uncle Mike Boyer.

Brother Braden has satisfactorily ex-

plained why he was compelled to turn to

the BOOK, but we had no idea that Uncle

Mike's puffing of condition powders was

the cause, Boyer must have been out of

condition when he wrote it.

«
*

T. Farrer Rackham, owing to his

largely increasing business in poultry

supplies, has removed from East Orange,

New Jersey, to the building occupied by

Spratts Patent iu New York City. He

has fitted up a large and well stocked

ware rooms where he hopes to meet all

his friends in the future. Like Muldoon

he cries "come with may and I'll trate

yer dacint." We wish Uncle Thomas

success.
«

« »

The following was clipped from the

New York World ofJune 4,and will prove

interesting, "A game cock and Aldemey

bull belonging to H. T. McDermott, of

English, have been dividing the honor of

ruling the barnyard. While feeding last

evening the bull undertook to stamp the

cock to death and had to yield the 'belt'

to the cock, which knocked one of the

bull's eyes out in the first round. About

one year ago this same cock in one day

killed seven geese, which had attacked

him in a gang, eleven turkeys and three

roosters singly. When the owner beheld

the havoc he threw the cock into a pen

with an old sow condemned of chicken

eating. But within ten seconds he had

knocked both her eyes out and was on

the pen crowing lustily. The cock is

three years old and to-day is prized be-

yond any animal on the farm."

peared in our esteemed contemporary,

the Country Gentleman, The pump and

bucket are well drawn, but the fowls are

anything but typical iu shape, the male

bird being a fair type of Plymouth Rock,

and lacking entirely the graceful car-

riage of the Leghorn fowl. Such an of-

fense ought not to be repeated. It is a

libel on one of the greatest races of fowls

extant.

••

If ducklings are fed on ground oats and

barley mixed with bran they will develop

rapidly and shell out eggs by the time

the turkeys lose their heads.
*

• «

"A Farmer's Daughter" writes in the

Country Gentleman: "Remember that

young growing chicks require food of a

different character fyom that suitable for

adults. To make rapid and vigorous

growth chicks must be liberally fed on

foods rich both in albuminoids and car-

bo-hydrates, as they are at the same time

making flesh, feathers, fat, bone, muscle

and tendons. Equal quantities of boiled

cracked corn and whole boiled wheat are

good, though some meat should be added,

and as a greater variety cooked vegeta-

bles and table scraps. All this, how-

ever, will not take the place of what they

can glean in a wide range, so make them

forage early and late and scratch for the

unwary bug and juicy earth worm."
»

* »

Boiled cracked corn and wheat are not

necessary. Give chickens a good pas-

ture, plenty of shade and plain corn will

do the rest. Corn, grass and bugs make

a complete chicken menu.

•*»

*
» «

The above occurred in Indiana, a state

noted for pit games and statesmen. The

game cock is after all the king pin in

fowl bowling alley.

Red mites, those little blood suckers

that work in the mantle of darkness,

breed prolifically in June and during hot

weather. They inhabit the crevices of

the roosts. Kerosene oil sprayed into

these places and on the roosts, walls and

floors will destroy the parasites. Lime

and sulphur does not kill the latter.

* «

For lice on fowls use tobacco dust or

California Bubach powder. The latter is

very powerful and can be diluted one-

half with wheat flour.

« *

«

Bradley Bros, have reduced the price

of their barred Plymouth Rocks since

June I, and this invites liberal trade

most certainly, as the reputation of the

above firm is of the very best.

•*•

Worcester, Mass., wants the A, P. A.

in 1893. It is proposed to meet in that

city, elect officers and then adjourn to

Chicago during the World's Fair and

complete the standard work. The scheme

is a nice one, but western breeders are

likely to oppose it.

%
The breeding season being about over,

the disposal of the old hens becomes

necessary. The most profitable way is

to sell tliem alive at market prices, keep-

ing the yearling or two-year-old hens

over for another season.

We have no objection to a meeting of

the A. P, A, in Worcester, but the elec-

tion of officers should be deferred until

the Chicago meeting, as a larger and

more representative attendance of mem-

bers can be secured there.

* »

The latter should be turned out to pas-

ture on a farm and fed on oats princi-

pally. When leaves begin to fall in the

autumn these hens will have nearly

moulted, and should be in grand health

and ready to lay

*
• »

Rye sown in poultry yard aftords quick

and abundant green food for fowls. By

having alternate yards for chickens and

fowls a small plot of ground can accom-

modate a surprising number of the

feathered tribe.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]
'

A Small Mistake.

"That's an Ai dog of yours." said a

bystander.
"I thought he was a K9," said the

owner.—Boston Globe.

We learn that James Rankin has some

700 light Brahmas averaging five pounds

each that were hatched early in Febru-

ary. They are intended for roasters to

supply the dainty palates of the sum-

mer girl and her "deah fellah" at the

shore and in the mountains. What

Grandpa Rankin don't know about prof-

itable poultry culture is hardly worth

knowing.

•
On sandy soils where natural shade is

lacking the large growing variety of

sweet com will afford excellent protec-

tion to chickens from the rays of old Sol.

•••

*
« •

An illustration representing a pump,

bucket and a pair of white Leghorns ap-

August D, Arnold, the pioneer buff" leg-

horn breeder, has reduced the price of the

eggs from his famous yards for the bal-

ance of the season. This is a rare chance,

as it is not too late to hatch Leghorns.

When answering advertisements please

mention Fanciers Journai*.
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SOUTEM CORRESPONBENCE

DOWN IN DIXIE.

N«ws and Notes From the South-
land.

Prom a Staff* Correspondent,

We are just now entering the heated

term which matures our cotton, corn,

rice, cane, goobers and garden truck

generally. But the "heated team" in the

south does not at all correspond nor

compare with the heated term of the

Northern or Eastern States. There is a

mistaken idea prevalent, that we, of the

South, bake, stew and blister under the

scorching rays of the sun during the

summer months. The fact is that it is

much more pleasant here in summer than

it is anywhere north or east away from

the coast. I have spent several summers
in New York City, and I unhesitatingly

declare that I suffered much more from

the heat there than I ever did in the

south. It is more oppresively hot in New
York when the thermometer marks 80°,

than it is with us when the mercury
touches 95, which is not often, 85° to 90°

being the normal summer heat. It is

always cool in the shade here, which is a

peculiar feature of the climate, no differ-

ence how hot it is in the sun, just step

into the shade, and one is cool enough.

Then the nights are delightful, a blanket

being needed to cover the sleeper most
every night in the summer season. Then
we have plenty of cool mountain resorts,

mineral springs, and streams where the

fishing is good every mouth in the year,
and where game abounds for the lover of
the gun. In fine, the summer season
here is the finest and best part of the
year.

POULTRY GROWTH.
By reason of climate and soil the South

should be, as it is destined to become,
the great "poultry incubator" of the
United States. This may not be an apt
phrase, but it is a meaning one. It is

only a few years since poultry culture
was thought of here as a fine art or a
profession, or a business to be engaged
m for profit. Here and there lovers of
the "fancy" kept a few fowls imported
from the North. In many instances these
fowls were not taken care of, were not
bred for feather or fine points, because
their owners were ignorant of the pro-
cess. They were allowed to run at large,

became mixed with common stock, and
in a little while had retrograded, lost

their identity and finally degenerated
into crosses, with no semblauce of the
original. But people kept on getting

NKW VARIETIES,
and by degrees the poultry interest in-

creased until the "hen fever" became
contagious and widespread. And, paren-
thetically, I remark, if there is any dis-

ease that is catching, that is dreadfully
contagious, that takes hold of a person
with the grip of a vise and holds one
lik sin and haunts one in all his sleeping
or waking hours, it is an attack of the
"hen fever," for which there is no possi-

ble cure other than to build a hen house
and stock it with the "fancy." Some-
times the patient is cured in a brief in-

terval of mouths, the hens are sold off"

and the hen house turned into a wood
shed. Again, the disease becomes
chronic and lasts while life remains. In
the latter case the feathered beauties be-
come part of a man's family, and it is

hard to tell with some which they think
the most of, their family or fowls. But
the

HEN PEVER SPREAD

until to-day poultry breeding is one of
the great growing industries of the South,
and it is the boast of our breeders that as
fine birds can be seen here at our annual
shows as can be produced on the foot-

stool. This has in a great measure been
brought about by

THE POULTRY PRESS

of the North, which sent thousands of
specimen copies into the Southern States,

thus stimulating the love for fine fowls
and booming the industry. Now the
South has several poultry journals of its

own, prominent among which are the
Kentucky Poultryman, published at
Providence, Ky., the Southern Poultry
Keeper, of Bates ville. Ark., and the Con-
soliaated Fanciers' Journal, of Nashville,
Tenn. With the growth of poultry breed-
ing follows, as a natural consequence,
the growth of poultry literature, as one
is dependent on the other for success.
And I notice with pleasure that our poul-
try journals take rank with other publi-
cations of the day and are being sought
after and sustained. And the time will
come when a good poultry paper like

The Fanciers' Journal will be just as
much of a necessity in every intelligent
family as the county local paper or the
city daily paper.

THE CHARLESTON SHOW.

Charlestown is billed for a big show in

January, 1893. As the South Carolina
people were "first in war, first in peace,"
and stand first in the array cf southern
states as breeders of fine birds, the show
will no doubt eclipse anything before at-

tempted. Now, whether this show is to

be a consolidation of the two South Car-
olina poultry associations I cannot tell.

There is nothing in the proceedings that
show this to be the case, nor is it known
whether Columbia will hold a show the
coming winter or not. For the sake of
harmony, for the sake of the poultry in-

dustry of South Carolina, I hope that
there never will in the future be but one
association in South Carolina, and that
all breeders of the state will meet and
fraternize and forget the past, and build
for the future at the show of '93. The
president of the association, Ross A.
Smith, is a northern man, full of energy,
ambition, enterprise and determination.
He will make a good official, and will

devote hit time and energy to advertising
the show and to making it a big success.

KENTUCKY BREEDERS

are also arranging to have a big show in

i^3> which will be held at Lexington or
Cynthiand. The old "Blue Grass State"
is just beginning to make up iu the mat-
ter of fine fowls. A State like Kentucky,
famous for its handsome women, brave
men, fine stock and acres of waving
blue grass and clover, ought to Ijeconie

famous for its fine fowls, as it will be in

the near future, as the industry there has
taken on a substantial boom. The Ken-
tucky Poultryman is of the opinion that

the coming first exhibition of the Ken-
tucky Poultry and Pet Stock Association
should be confined to Kentucky breeders
alone, which may be decided iu the affir-

mative by the association. With such
men as Shelby Kinkead, J. F. Barbee,
Phil Norris, Theotlore Campbell and W.
S, Wright to boom the show and cham-
pion the association, the Kentucky poul-
try show is bound to be a success, and
will lay the foundation for sometliiug
great in the future, as well as stimulate
the growth of poultry culture iu the Blue
Grass State.

TENNESSEE BREEDERS

are also talking of a big show at Nash-
ville, in January, 1893, Tennessee is the
banner chicken raising state of the
South. I mean common chickens, mar-
ket poultry, chickens, turkeys and other
fowl grow almost spontaneously iu Ten-
nessee, which supplies the entire south
with fowls and eggs. Go where you will,

in Georgia,SouthCarolina,Alabama, Flori-

da, and other Southern States, and you
will find Tennessee chicks and chicken
coops. Hundreds of tons of fowls are
shipped south every year from Tennes-
see, and the supply does not seem to

diminish. Lately Tennessee has turned
its attention to fine fowls, and thus the
boom goes on in the south.

GEORGIA

for some cause does uot raise much
market poultry. Just why I can't tell.

Surely the demand would justify large
broiler farms here, as I noticed in Atlan-
ta that broilers were worth $6 per dozen
in April. But cotton is king here yet,

and until farmers learn to diversify their

crops, quit cotton in a large measure, and
raise more poultry, hops, cattle, corn,
wheat, oats and rye, they always will be
poor and behind hand as they are to-day.

J. H. Davis.
»

Shipping Coops and Express

Rates.

Editor Fanciers' Journal,

Having observed the shipping habits

of several of your most prominent eastern

breeders this year, I hope I need not
apologize for offering a few hints and in-

stituting one or two comparisons. None
of the shipments mentioned are less than

3000 miles, and some of them were over

3500. All the shippers are as well known
to your readers as advertising and prize

winning can make them, and yet there is

the strongest diversity in their ideas

about what a proper shipping coop should
be to convey valuable fowls across the

continent. A few weeks ago I received

a single bautaiu hen from the Atlantic

seaboard. She weighed fifteen ounces
and the express charges were exactly $5.

Outrageous overcharge you say. Not at

all, for the coop, feed and water weighed
over nine pounds! And this, mind you,

was a "neat cottoned coop." Again,
while in the express office the other day
I noticed a fine collie in an "ark" bear-
ing the label of one of your famous east-
ern kennels, and learned from the agent
that the package on/jy weighed 105
pounds. I don't even know the con-
signee or how he enjoyed paying the I36
charges. But let me tell you of a model
shipment. Last February I received
from a Quoted New York firm a trio of
Indian Games, hen and a pair of well-
growu younj^slers. Weight of birds tweu-
ty-oue pounds, weight of coop, feed and
water, seven pounds, total twenty-eight
pounds, charges |io.

True, they seemed to be packed close
enough to stifle in eight hours, not to
say days, but they were in beautiful con-
dition, and both females began laying
within a week after their arrival. This
coop was one-quarter and three eighth
inch basswood, half-pyramid frame and
cotton sides. Veterans, I say, "Go ye
and do likewise." When you are ship-
ping thousands of miles, and we tender-
feet will know enough to appreciate an<l

imitate your methods when we find them
saving us scores of dollars in a season.
No one will pretend to gainsay that ex-
press companies do and will overcharge,
especially ou packages that cause the
messengers and clerks unnecessary
trouble, for they are only too human in

that respect, but ) will venture to say
that for every case of overcharge for

which the express people are to blame,
there are ten in which the fault lits at

the shipper's door. Another thing, take
your light coops to the express office

with nothing in them but the birds, an
empty water tin and dry chaff" or other
absorbent on the floor of the coop. Ship
them, see them weighed and the weight
marked on the package—make a note
of it for your customer's information

—

lAen produce your little bag of wheat and
oyster shell and put iu your five or eight
days' allowance, no more than you would
supply if you were paying double rates

on it, produce your lipped filling can,

fill the narrow, deep tin within the
coop, tie the spare can to the end of the
coop so that it can be ea.sily used and
replaced, and the express agent who ob-

jects or wants the shipment reweighed
doesn't know either his own business or
the interests of his employers,

S, W, LOBU,
Nanaimo, Vancourvers' Island, B. C, May 27.

dinner I can see no sting in the advice
given. With regards to "I'leetwood," I

remain fraternally, Gko. W. Weed.
Hydk Pakk, June 7.

—In answering advertisements please

mention this journal.

Taking Advice.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Did you read "Fleetwood's" criticism

and advice to myself iu last Poultry Bul-

letin ? I did. and then went direct to

the broiler yardaud, selecting three nic«

fat chicks, took them up to the "gude

wife" to "fix up" for dinner. I have

just partaken of said dinner, and really

feel too full for utterance. Why, just im-

agine a nice fat chick nicely dressed with

new Guernsey butter and "done to a

turn." And do you know when 1 first

read the article I thought it was written

in irony and sarcasm. Yes, I even asked
Mr. Sexton's cook for a description of

some tramps she had fed some chicken

to, thinking by said description to recog-

nize "Fleetwood;" but after the aforesaid

The Sicilian Fowl.

The vSicilian is an old breed, well'and
favorably known before the advent of the
rose comb Leghorn, into the making of
which latter breed there is a strong sus-

picion that some Sicilian blood went.
The sudden and great popularity of the
Leghorn for a time obscured the merits
of the Sicilian, and it was for quite a
period entirly lost sight of by poultry

fanciers. Hut though it disappeare<l from
public notice, it continued to be bred by
those who cared more for the number of
eggs produced than for any "fad" or

fashion in poultry, and in this manner
has been preserved to the present time.

I have taken considerable pains to

learn about the characteristics of the

fowl, and have personally interviewed

some who kept it and have received let-

ters from others, and the testimony is

unanimous that it was one of tl.e most
wonderful layers that ever appeared. I

have been unable to find a single person

who had anything different to report.

The fowl ix)ssesses the general Mediter-

ranean type, that type which has given

us such layers as the Leghorns, Spanish,

Minorcas, Andalusians and .\nconas. It

resembles, therefore, in general shape

the Leghorn fowl—having the same
sprightly carriage, well develope<l and
gaily carried tail, and possessing, also, a

similarly vivacious disposition. In size

it is about a pound heavier than the

Leghorn, which is a positive advantage,

for one of the complaints against the

really useful Leghorn is that it is too

small.

In color the cock is largely of a rich

buff—the head, hackle, back, breast and
body being of this hue. Indeed, except
the tail, the outside coloring of the Sici-

lian cock is buff. The tail is black, and
black is also found in the flights.

One of the peculiarities of the Sicilian

is its comb. This is technically know as

a cup comb. The comb is round, with-

out a spike behind, hollow in the centre,

and the corrugations that usu/iUy cover a
rose comb are confined to the rim of the
cup. This makes the comb look like a
red crown upon the head of the tbvvl.

The Sicilian is the only breed, so far as I

am aware, that possesses such a comb.
Back of the comb there is occasionally

found an incipient crest, not much
larger than a marrowfat pea, un noticea-

ble upon a cursory view, but discernible

upon careful examination. All speci-

mens do not have this little crest, and
probably it will be entirely era<licated, as

has been done with the La Fleche fowl,

if the Sicilian falls into the hands of fan-

ciers.

The female has a plumage of light

buff, a very peculiar shade, marked with
irregular pencilings of black. These
pencilings upon the ground color pro-

duce almost an olive green effect. The
comb is like that of the male, though
much smaller, and consequently does not
display the crown-like character to so

good advantage.
The legs of both sexes are a light yel-

lowish willow, the chicks being yellow-

legged when first hatched, but gradually

changing to this willow shade. It would
not seem to be very difficult, if it were
thought desirable, to ])reed the fowl to

yellow legs, as yellow predominates in

the coloring of the shanks now.
The eggs are white, sometimes tinged

with a creamy hue, and the adult fowls

lay large eggs, as large in proportion to

their size as those of the Leghorn. As
they are larger than the Leghorn, so their

eggs, as a rule, are also larger. It is per-

fectly safe to say that the eggs are of a

good marketable size, and that they will

produce no unfavorable criticism in this

respect when offered for sale.— 11. S. B.

in Country Gentleman.

4

When answering advertisements please

mention Fanciers' Journal.
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DISEASES OF POULTRY.

BY DR. W. F. ROTH.

Ahh RIGHTS RKSKRVKD.

DYSKNTKRY.—VI I.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 375-

CAUSES AND CONDITIONS.

Lewis Wright says, *'This disease is

really diarrhea developed to the desper-

ate stage," but we are prone to classify

it as a disease peculiar to itself, and gen-

erally epidemic. We should place it be-

side cholera, and almost as fatal. Its

chief characteristics are the bloody dis-

charges and uever-get done tenesmus

during or following each discharge. If

these features are not present the com-

plaint can hardly be called dysentery.

The treatment must be sure and without

delay.
For causes, we refer the reader to our

articles on cholera aud diarrhea, though

by this we do not mean to say that dys-

entery is produced identically as either

or both these diseases. We mean tnat

the sanie causes which produce cholera

and diarrhea microbes, may also produce

the dysenteric germ. Miasmatic in-

fluences seem to produce dysentery in

its epidemic form, and sporadic cases

come from any source that produces en-

teric inflammation. Such cases, then,

are those that are considered cases of

diarrhea run to the "desperate" stage,

and to these our causes of diarrhea in

that article are applicable

Pathology.—Thft pathology of dysen-

tery is interesting. The disease is an at-

tack upon the large intestine exclusively

and we believe it to be a rare one among
fowls. What cases we have seen were of

the sporadic variety, aud only a few of

them, and we are inclined to believe that

the average poultrymau is unable to cor-

rectly diagnose between a bad case of

diarrhea, or even cholera, and dysentery.

To make certain of the diagnosis consists

best in post-mortem examination, a pro-

cess we never neglect on a first case that

appears to us in the least doubtful. It is

of the most imperative importance to

know, when a wholesale attack of diar-

rhea sets in among the fowls, which of

the three diseases—cholera, diarrhea or

dysentery—it is. We might say here,

that a superficial differentiation can be

made from the following decisive facts:

Cholera is very prostratmg from the on-

set and rapidly fatal, rarely running a

course of over thirty-six or forty-eight

hours; diarrhea is seldom epidemic, la

caused by various sources, and runs a

tedious course; dysentery is character-

ized by more thirst than diarrhea, but

less than cholera, and with the discharges

is the never-failing tenesmus or bearing

down as a finishing eflbrt, and when
ulceration ensues in the bowel blood in-

variably accompanies every discharge.

The pathological change which obtains

in dysentery is that of an inflammatory

ulceration of the gut. The first stage is

one of hyperuiuiic infiltration, with little

blisters here and there at the seat of in-

flammation, which is usually confined to

the convolutions of the bowel. Next
these little blisters break, the epithelium

peals oflf, and the denuded surface coales-

ces more or less into one or more patches.

From these exudes a peculiar slimy fluid

which soon becomes blood -streaked as

the disintegrating process eats into the

deeper structures of the bowel wall. The
ulceration assumes a gangrenous nature,

and this gives various shades of color to

the blood—brownish, dark, black or

greenish bown.
When the inflammation remains pretty

much at one place recovery is usually

the rule; but when it spreads or attacks

the deeper structures manifested by the

dark, black or brownish blood mixed with

the discharges, the end is fatal. In such

instances the walls of the gut perforate,

the peritoneal cavity becomes invaded

and remedies are of no avail.

Symptoms.—The onset of dysentery is

much like that of diarrhea. There is

noticeable, however, that the bird has

more thirst than with the latter disease,

and there is evidently more distress, since

the discharges are all accompanied with

pain. Prostration follows by degrees as

the disease progresses. Dysentery at-

tacks geese aud turkeys as well, though

the symptoms differ slightly. In geese

the discharges are characteristically

whitish and the disease runs a rapid

course of three or four days. Turkeys

are particularly susceptible to bowel

complaint, especially when closely con-

fined and lacking somewhat in attention

to feeding. The discharges are bloody

and the skin assumes a waxy, delicate

appearance, the vent becomes sunken,

appetite disappears and death soon fol-

lows.
Treatment.—So soon as there is a cer-

tainty of the fact thatnhe disease is dys-

entery the affected birds should be re-

moved to the hospital, or away from the

well ones. In fact, whether the trouble

be dysentery or not the birds should be

separated. Sick birds should never min-

gle with the well. If the attack super

venes in the form of an epidemic follow

our rules of precaution and disinfection

recommended in the article on cholera.

The contagiousness of both complaints

seems about alike. The first symptoms
are best met by calomel.

Calomel, five grains.

Rhubarb, ten grains.

Chalk, twenty-five grains.

This quantity made into twenty-five

pills, and a pill given every six hours un-

til an abatement of the symptoms, then

$top. Often this will cure. But if the

disease has advanced to the stage of

blood in the discharges quite markedly

then corrosive sublimate is the remedy.

Indeed this is by many considered a spe-

cific in dysentery, and the pathogenesis

of the remedy almost warrants the asser-

tion. In fowls we would recommend
pills of one fiftieth of a grain each,

to be administered at intervals of three

hours. When this remedy fails it is

almost needless to look for any other

for we know of none so adapted to the

pathological state ensuing from dysen-

tery.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

in the food. When the chickens are

about two weeks old the bread and milk

is reduced to one meal per day, the

Feeding the Chickens.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

There are many methods employed by

successful rearers for feeding their chick-

ens. It would be the extreme of hardi-

hood to say that there was only one right

method. That is a good and a right

method which issues in success.

There may be better methods than the

one to be here indicated, but out of the

many which I have tried I have never

found one more successful. I can say

more than this, I have found none so

successful. By its use I one season reared

to maturity thirty out of thirty-one

chickens hatched. It is true that by

having that season so few chickens I

ought to have reared a larger percentage

than when many are hatched, but at

other times when I have had many

chickens this has been with me a suc-

cessful method, by the use of which a

handsome percentage of the chickens

have been reared.

As soon as the chickens are a day old

they, with the hen, are removed to a

coop with a board bottom, raised a few

inches above the ground. The hen is

confined to this coop, the chickens run

free. Over the bottom is sprinkled a lit-

tle air-slaked lime, upon which is placed

dry earth, sometimes loam, sometimes

sand, as happens to be the more conve-

nient. And then the chikens are fed.

At first their food consists ofgood home-
made wheat bread, crumbled and soaked

in milk. For about a week this is their

•ole diet, given three times a day. After

this one meal of bread and milk is taken

away and^nely cracked corn, very finely

cracked, and steam-cooked oatmeal,

mixed perfectly dry and in equal parts,

is given. One needs to use a little cau-

tion about feeding oatmeal, as too much
of it may cause diarrhea, the droppings

becoming soft and sticky and clogging

the vent. If such a condition arises dis-

continue the oatmeal for a day or two,

and then give a smaller proportion of it

cracked corn and oatmeal is given for

one feeding, and millet seed is used for

the third. This diet is further varied by

adding a few beef scraps to the oatmeal

and cracked corn. At four weeks of age

or thereabouts the bread and milk may
be wholly discontinued and good sound

wheat be given for one meal, and in a

few weeks thereafter the diet consists of

equal parts of cracked corn, of the usual

size as it is purchased and whole wheat,

beef scraps being added once a day, or

once every other day.

The chickens have fresh water from

the start, their drinking cups being wash-

ed and refilled every time they are fed.

Were it convenient to do so, I should

like to have them fed when young five

times a day, but it is not, and so they

have to get along with three times. But

they do very nicely with this further

time between their meals.

The green stuff they are expected to

pick for themselves, which is usually

clover, a patch of which is sown every

year for their express benefit.

When they are four months or so old,

the feeding is reduced to twice a day,

this, perhaps, is not necessary but with

plenty of grten food to employ them aud

two liberal feedings on grain they make
satisfactory growth.

It will be observed that outside of the

bread and milk fed, the food is given

perfectly dry. By so feeding, I have

found in my experience less mortality,

less sickness and equally as good growth

for the chickens. At least, I mean, that

at maturity they are as heavy as they

would have been if fed upon ground

grains wet with boiling water. I am in-

clined to think that by feeding of ground

food properly wet up the chickens can

be more rapidly fattened and that, per-

haps, if thev are to be killed when quite

voung they would be at that immature

age heavier. But I have always found

my chickens sufficiently fat for health,

and they are usually fit for the table at

any age when chickens should be killed.

If I knew that wet up messes would

make them heavier when three or four

mouths old than they are now when fed

dry, I should still continue the method of

dry feeding as best adapted to my pur-

pose of producing healthy, vigorous

breeding and exhibition stock, as being

more economical of time, more con-

venient and cau ing less loss in the num-

ber reared.

Others may have tried both systems,

the wet and the dry, and have come to a

diflferent conclusion, but for me, after

many years of trial, the dry system seems

to be by far the more profitable and more

successful. H. S. Babcock.

The Gape Worip.

An Interesting Article from the

Other Side.

BY HUGH DALZIEL.

Swollen Crops in Pigeons.

From Feathered World.

Care should be taken in selecting corn

for pigeons to see that it is not too new.

Swelling of the crop frequently results

from neglect of this precaution; audit

often happens that pigeons kept on a

farm where they have liberty and are al-

lowed to obtain their own food at har-

vest time become sufferers from this com-

plaint. In case of confined pigeons the

grain supplied should be perfectly dry

and sweet. The best method of treat-

ment if a bird becomes ill in this way is

to give a good dose of castor oil, and af-

terwards fast for a day In an urgent

case, if the bird shows signs of collapse,

stimulants such as sal volatile—or per-

haps the readiest would be brandy—must
be administered, and if possible a part or

the whole of the contents of the crop re-

moved. Essence of ginger or cayenne

in one or two drop doses are useful as

temporary stimulants of the digestive or-

gans. ^^^^^
Hatch young guineas under hens.

It is easier to overfeed than underfeed.

Geese must have plenty of good grass.

With an incubator it never pays to save

work.

Sell the young geese, they bring the

best price.

Care must be taken not to feed musty
grain.

Properly managed geese can be made
very profitable.

Quick growth and development must

come from nutriment.

I was at once interested, pleased and

instructed by the valuable contribution

of Mr. H. D. Walker in The Fanciers'

Journai, of April 9, and glad that my
own letter of January 23, seems to have

produced it. I am obliged to your cor-

respondent, as I think anyone of your

readers must be, and I tender Dr. Walker

my thanks for the valuable information

he has given us. I have no copy of The
Fanciers' Journal in which my own
letter appeared, but Dr. Walker's quota-

tions from it are sufficient. That gentle-

man would understand that I am not a hel-

minthologist, and I hope I did not convey
the idea to any reader that I wished to

pose as such. I have always written as a
"fancier," willing and anxious to assimi-

late the results of scientific research bear-

ing on the well being of our live stock,and
I have constantly endeavored to show
my fellow fanciers how much to their

interest it is to follow scientific leading

rather than that of the empyrics.

I presume your correspondent to be
the Dr. Walker quoted by my friend,

Thomson Gray in his "Poultry Ailment."

and the helminthologist referred to in

the quotation, I shall give further on
from Professor Newmanu's Parasites of

the Domestic Animals.
I have not seen Dr. Walker's work,

but I shall certainly consult it the next

time I go to the British Museum Library.

It seems to me that in his coniniunica-

tion of April 9, Dr. Walker supplies the

further proof I required to convince me
that the earth worm is an, if not the only

intermediary bearer of the gape worm.
At present I am in this position as a

learner. I can accept Dr. Walker's
proof that the earth worm is an inter-

mediary bearer, but with other scientists

declaring, one that a finger may be the

intermediary, and others that no inter-

mediary is needed, I can justify myself

in not at once accepting the statement in

Thomson Gray without further evidence,

and also because my own observation

and inquiries made of game keepers and
others seems strongly in favor of some
other intermediary host or of no such

host beiug necessary.

In the natural soil of the locality in

which I live we have no earth worm, we
do not find these among our pines and
heather nor in the land these have grown
on when broken up for culture, until we
have introduced the worms in the

manure. Now my own observation im-

pressed me that the chickens I have seen

here suffering from gape worms could

not have received them from earih

worms.
I was confirmed in this by a game

keeper who on this land rears about 500

pheasants yearly, and has suffered severe-

ly from gapes in his poults.

Again, I confess I cannot reconcile the

green woodpecker being subject to gape
worms with the theory of the earth worm
being the only intermediary bearer, for I

learn from Macgillivray—and my small

library affords no other author on the

subject—that their food consists of "lar-

vae and insects obtained by digging into

the bark and wood of decayed trees.

They also eat ants, berries and various soft

fruits," and I don't see where these birds

get worms, hunting as they do the

thicket of our pine woods.

I now quote from "Newmann's Para-

sites aud Parasitic Diseases in Domesti-

cated Animals." Fleming's translation,

just published by Ballire, Tindall & Cox,

London, pages 608 and 609: "The ova of

the syngamus are developed to a varia-

ble degree in the uterus of the female,

according to its age and size. When it

is twenty mm. to twenty-two mm. long

the embryo is completely formed (Cob-

bold, Megniu). These ova are not laid,

and they can only escape from the body

of the female in case of rupture, which,

in ordinary circumstances results from

cadaveric decomposition.

"The ova—whether embryonated or not

—fall on damp ground or in pools of
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water and are hatched in from seven to
forty days, according to the temperature.
Ehlers has shown that the embryo has no
need ofan intermediate host in order to

become transformed into an adult worm.
In birds which he caused to ingest ova
containing embryos, in about twelve
days he found coupled individuals, and

—

after seventeen days—females full of
cggs- [The italics are mine.—H. D.]
"Walker has observed that the embryo

remain alive in the digestive canal of the
earth worms, and that when birds swal-
low these they become affected with syn-
gamus. Megtiin has given the 'gapes' to
a parrot by feeding it with a certain num-
ber of syngamus collected from pheas-
ants. It has been noted that affected
birds often cough up the parasites, and
their companions immediately swallow
them with avidity. This is evidently the
way in which syngamus is propagcited. ^^

[The italics are mine.—H. D.]
Cobbold evidently was uncertain in re-

spect of the migrations of the syngamus,
for in his work "Parasites of Man and
Animals," page 446, he says, when
speaking of the prevention of gapes, "If
the parasites are merely killed aud
thrown away carelessly the eggs will sus-

tain no injury. Decomposition having
set in, the young embryo will sooner or
later escape their shells, migrate in the
soil or elsewhere, and ultimately find
their way into the air passages of birds
in the same manner as their pareuts did
before them." And on this point New-
mann observes: "The way in which the
embryos reach the respiratory apparatus
is not known. Perhaps they become ad-
herent in the pharynx during degluti-
tion, and afterwards pass directly into
the trachea."

I am sure Dr. Walker will admit I had
reasonable grounds for non-acceptance
of the earth worm theory when I wrote,
and that quite independent of my own
observations, about which and those of
other fanciers I am fully convinced they
are generally too lax—most of us are too
easily satisfied with apparent proofs when
these support an already adopted theory,
and all such observations are valueless
against research conducted with scien-
tific accuracy.

I regret I cannot this season carry out
the experiments with chickens suggested
by Dr. Walker, but I hope others will do
so and give results through the columns
of The Fanciers' Journal.

I cannot agree with Dr. W. F. Roth's
way of treating this subject. I think
when the scientists have discovered for

us the mnnner of propagation, they have
advanced us a good way in our knowl-
edge, and although the life history of
the gape worm may not be clearly known
in ail its phases, the knowledge already
gained as the best help to solving that
which is still left doubtful. I do not
think that the "intelligent poultrymau"
would ever have "surmised for himself"
that which scientists have already taught
us of this worm, and whether I think
rightly or wrongly in this, it is an indis-

putable fact that the "iutelligent poul-
trymau" did not do it.

Dr. Roth says, "As poultrymen don't
care very much either, whether the
(gape) worm is a trematode or a nema-
tode." I, as a poultrymau, beg to be
excluded from that "we," and when Dr.
Roth says he "does not believe that
the egg (embryo) migrates within the
bodies of insect larvae," we must all re-

member that the belief of one man or
millions of men does not alter a fact. I

observe Dr. Roth fails to comprehend
how "the egg or embryo of the gape
worm being swallowed by the chick can
find its way back into the trachea."
That appears to be one of the puzzles in

the cycle of life of this parasite which has
yet to be unraveled, but the statement
following, that "all other entozoa which
are swallowed in the ova form so far as

we are aware develop to maturity in the
intestines," seems to me to be contra-
jlicted by one of the illustrations used by
Dr. Roth. The tape worm of the dog
known as Tccnia coenurus when its eggs
are left ou the grass with the excrement
of the dog, being ingested by the sheep,
finds its way to the brain, becoming the
coenurus cerebralis which causes '"gid" or
"sturdy" in sheep, and in eating the
heads of such sheep, the dog swallows
the coetuirus which again changes its

forms, bearing an intestinal tape worm in

the dog. We do not know why this

creature can live only in the brain of
the sheep in its cystic form and only
in the intestines of the dog in its tape

worm form. But, contrary to Dr. Roth's
view, as I understand him', the fact that
these changes of habitat are known,
and the migration understood, is of very
great practical value to both dog owners
and flock masters, although we do not
know why the worm selects the cerebro-
cavity of the sheep or how it gets there,
and so in like manner what we already
know of the life history of the gape worm
is of practical use to the poultryinan,
although doubtless he would occupy still

better vantage ground if we knew more.

PRILLS.

Pigeon Notes and News from the
Hub.

BY ORIENTAI,.

The formation of specialty club No 2

may now be considered to be fairly under
way on the road to success. This club
is organized for the improvement in
breeding and exhibiting of turbits, and
will be known as the American Turbit
Club. Although the idea was first pro-
posed by me some time since, yet it was
the energetic work of Mr. Charles J.
Tanner, of Louisville, who put in the
work of organizing. I hope every pigeon
fancier in the United States will send
their names to Mr. Tanner and become
members of this club. There is no vari-

ety of pigeons more popular than the
turbits, and a good collection of fine

birds is a sight not easily forgotten. All
the assessments will be voted as prizes at

some show to be held next winter, and it

is to the interest of all to put their
shoulders to the wheel and make these
prizes worth their winning. The month-
ly assessment of fifty cents will allow
good prizes to be distributed among the
young birds bred this season if everyone
who is interested in this grand variety of
pigeons will subscribe his share. I think
the monthly subscription much prefera-

ble for all interested, and every member
stands ready to do what is expected of
him before the show time conies round.
It is not always so when you reckon ou
promises, as they are sometimes easily

forgotten.

I was somewhat surprised to see a
"long editorial" in the Baltimore Fan-
cier, May 15, scoring the fanciers who
had taken an active part in organizing
the turbit club. "The only pigeon jour-
nal in the world" seems to be much of-

fended l>ecause he had not been invited
to become the official organ of this club.

Editor A. has probably forgotten the last

A. C. A. meeting when the members in

meeting at Louisville voted the Fancier as

their official organ. Perhaps this was
very pleasing to Editor A., but how
about the readers of the other journals?
Why did not this gentleman rise and
thank the members of the American Col-
umbarian Association for their kind ap-
preciation of his able efforts in behalf of
the pigeon fancy in America and decline
the favor, as it would be unfair to the
journals? Oh no, nothing of the kind,
but in issue February i, 1892, I find an
editorial thanking the members of the
A. C. A. for their kindness.

In the same issue I find the following:
"The first specialty club of America was
organized at Louisville, Ky., January 23,

afid we had the distinction and honor of
giving to its name.'' I presume this edi-

tor is looking for more distinction, and
perhaps the American fanciers would do
well to bear in mind when they intended
forming a club for any variety of fancy
pigeons that the right thing would be to
inform Editor A. of their intentions and
invite him to honor them with a name.

Now, with regard to the Turbit Club
aud those fanciers who proposed the for-

mation of such club, any ofthem were at

liberty to inform any one of the journals
respecting the idea. There was no se-

crecy intended, and I have no doubt but
the editor of the Fancier knew all about
it before Mr. Charles J. Tanner (the pro-

posed secretary) saw fit to make the an-

nouncement in the Consolidated Fan
cier (of which journal he is the Louis-
ville editor).

I think Editor A displays a vast

amount of selfishness when he writes

about the members of the Turbit Club
''trying to create enmity'' because they
did not see fit to ask him to bestow us a
name for our organization.

It may be necessary for some fanciers
to call on the Fancier for assistance quite
often, but I have no doubt many of the
American fanciers are about disgusted at

being told every now and again how
inncXi '' IVe are doing for you and the
pigeon fancy" Every little helps, and
I trust Editor A in helping others
helps himself at the same time, so I fail

to see where he does anything "for love."
If the pigeon fanciers of America woul<l
take hold and support a weekly paper
like The Fanciers' Journal they
would soon be getting more news (than
they get in the columns of our semi-
monthly contemporary) every week, be-
sides having such news reported earlier.

A letter in English Poultry, May 12,

1892, respectiug Challenge Trophies at

Barnstaple show brings to my mind the
rapid strides the turbit pigeon has made
among my school mates within the last

twenty years. The last time I visited

the Barnslaple show, England, some
twenty-two years since, there was only
one class for turbits, all colors .•oinpeti-

ing together. A pair of young blue
wings won first, and was catalogued for

the small price of |io. It is needless for

me to say that they found a purchaser at

such a price, but I can assure you that
the quality of this young pair of birds
was such as to cause considerable com-
ment around the show pen at that lime,
and they were really claimed by one of
the committee before the feeding was
done. At the show there in 1S91 I fiud,

according to the official catalogue, that
turbits had thirteen classes, with a total

entry of 169 birds, all shown singly. The
strongest competition was thirty-two en-
tries in class for stock birds niismarked.
I also notice in the catalogue prices a
large number of the birds being entered
at £100 and ^200 each. There is no
doubt, if all the notable sales of this

variety which have taken place in Eng-
land within the last fifteen years was
recorded, that there has been more
money spent on good turbits than any
other single variety in the fancy. A
large number of turbits have changed
hands at ;^5o each, and I have no doubt
but that it would take double that amount
of bona fide cash to become the owner
of some of the "cracks."

No doubt the English Turbit Club has
done much towards the popularity of this

pigeon, and, with the kind assistance of
the American fanciers, it is the desire of
the American Turbit Club to try to popu-
larize the same variety in .America, and
by the donation of good cash specials for

the young bird classes we hope to en-
hance the value of the winners. I trust

the fanciers will see it is for the benefit

of all breeders to push this club along
and make the prizes of such value that a
fancier will be proud to exhibit them to

his friends. Even the non-fanciers take
more interest in anything which brings
its owner something of value than the
birds which only win a prize card with
a face value sometimes less than $1.

I think it would be a good idea for the
fantail fanciers to push for the organiza-
tion of a club for that variety. There are

probably a hundred fanciers in this coun-
try breeding fantails and a large major-
ity of them have good birds. In fact, if

you take into consideration the strictly

American fantails which stock could be
traced back for say ten years it is doubt-
ful if you could find a single variety

showing more quality than the fantail.

I can remember a large number of
wonderful fine birds in this variety

which came to my notice fifteen years

ago. If half a dozen of the leading fan-

ciers would start the ball a rolling, I

think they would soon find others will-

ing to join hands, and before the big

show time they would find they had a

snug little treasury to draw from for

special prizes for this popular variety.

Many other of the most popular varie-

ties could do the same. Rest assured,

brother fanciers that the best way to

popularize your fancy is to give the

variety you are mostly interested in the

first "lift," and a little money which
perhaps would be spent for no good,
might be the means of making your

stock earn you considerable if lai<l away
in a club treasury fiir one year to be
donated as prizes at some furthcotning
exhibition.

Another s})ecial variety I am invself
personally interested in, and that is

Oriental Frills. Now I atn well aware
that there are not many fanciers at pres-
ent interested in the i)r-ediiig of these
most beautiful of all fancy jiij^eons. Per-
haps on a count we niijj;ht lind at least
twenty fanciers in the dilTerent varieties.
Now if these twenty fanciers would only
give their opinions on this important
subject Ihrouf^h the columns of Tmk
Fancihrs' Journai. jjcrhaps they would
surprise one another to see how much
niight accomplish in a short time. There
is no doul)t a good exliil)it of Orientals
in any leading show would be the chief
centre of attraction in the pigeon classes
on account of the great variety of colors
combined with beauty of formation of
body.

We have two very enthusiastic fanciers
of these varieties located here in the
ICast, Messrs. IMake iS: Johnson, Wyom-
ing Mass., who have iniporte<l some
thirty pairs of l)londinetles, satinettes,
turbiteeiis and Oiiental turbits. These
two gentlemen, with the assistance of
Messrs. Petlit, Ivwald, Owens, Ormsbv,
Groves, Smith, Wagner,niight do consiil-
erable towards bringing about such a club,
and by so dt)ing I think they would find
many others who would become inter-
ested in the breeding of Oriental frills

before long. Although I have at some
time in pigeondoni bred almost every va-
riety of (amy i-igi on, yet I confess that
the breeding of Orientals is to me the
most interesting of all fancy pigeons.

My short time of three years in the
breeding of blondinettes has shown me
that they can produce a color that I

never saw in all the other varieties com-
bined before 1 imported these, but of
eight young from one pair I have not
been able to get two birds alike in color,
so that my interest is intensified by
wondering what I am going to get in the
next nest, lint if one bird was more
beautiful than the other seven I think I

would award the honor to an arrow

-

pointed sulphurette. The wings of this
bird reminded me of a very rich yellow
"topaz" color, with arrow-pointed mark-
ings of rich salmon dun, while the nest
niateofthis bird was a very light blue
laced of excellent marking and quality.
Such a contrast of color cannot be pro-
duced from any other pigeons that I have
become acquainted with during my con-
nection of more than thirty years in the
pigeon fancy.

A fancier came to me to day to know
the reason so many of his young pigeons
were dying. No doubt many of the rea<l-

ers of The Fancikk.s' Jouknai. are won-
dering at the same reason. S<Mne years
since I was trouble<l with a lot of very
fine young barbs going wrong when they
were from ten to tweut}- days old. Af-
terwards I found the same trouble with a
lot of turbits I was breeding. The cause
of my trouble was the growth of a can-
kerous deposit at the root of the tongue.
When this gets a start on a young bin! it

is all good day, or at least it was so with
them in most cases six or .seven years
since. I happened into a book store one
day, and there for the first time I saw a
copy of J. C. Leyell's work on pigeons,
price $4, and I can assure my readers
that I never spent ;f4 to better advantage,
for within its pages I found what I liad

been looking for many years. In one
ounce of water add five grains of nitrate

of silver. This solution should be ap-

plied to the mouth ami throat of young
birds when four or five days old willi

small cainel-hair brush, and if continued
every four or five d:iys until they are a
mouth old I doubt if you loose half the
young which is too often credited to bad
feeding on the part of the parents.

Plant a few egg gourds to use next
winter for nest eggs.

The hens with yoinig chickens must be
kept out of the mud.

A well fed and well cared for fowl is

always in good condition.

Generally, fowls that are two years old
make the best for breeding.

II

^i!l
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

The Bellevue Club of Philadelphia flew

their second race—distance 20c) miles—

with the following result

:

Time Speed
out yds. per

Name. Bird. minutes, minute.

E. Senderling, Lady I'lorence . . 373 994-5

I,. Mehler. Comical Cuss 374 993 o

I,. Mehler, Wedge Hen 374 993°

J. McFadden, Hell Bov 3«t 9<;7«

C. Mehler, Blue Jim, Jr 37H ^^5
E. Senderling, Blue Ned 398 933 «>

C. Mehler, I.azy 436 833 o

The atmospheric conditions weie unfa

vorable.

•%
John L. Gill takes the first prize, first

League diploma and first club diploma

in the 200 mile race of the Philadelphia

Flying Club. The second and third club

diplomas go to Fred Prinz, the fourth

diploma to John D. Muuro, fifth to Lewis

Johns and sixth to John 1). Munro. The

race was a good one and the speed made

very creditable.
*

«- »

W. H. Hillebrecht, Jr., of the Oakland

Club, Pittsburg, Pa., lead in the E. S.

Starr races, with a speed of 1 169.7 yards

per minute for a distance of 100 >^ miles,

this being the best speed made to Penn-

ylvania lofts under Starr's management,

t far below the speed made in flights

r national records or by the birds which

ecently flew in competition for the Item

oo-mile trophy.

« »

As a result of the Empire City 100-

mile race Conrad A. Mahr, Jr., will get

the silk umbrella, donated by J. G. Cor-

sen, while George L. Mahr and William

Book, Jr. , will each get a box of cigars,

donated respectively by Messrs. A. M.

Jung and J. T.Jones. The first prize in

the 200-mile race was a beautiful gold

medal, donated by the president. Mr. T.

Fred Goldman. It was won by Adolph

Jung, with the phenomenal speed of

1621.19 yards per minute. As the 300

mile race was declared off", the prizes

will be given for competition in the 400

mile race, making no less than six fine

prizes for this all-important flight.

* «

The prize wiuners in the Washington

I'ederation are, for the 120-mile race. Dr.

R. Munson first, a pair of gold leg bands.

Second prize, won by H. C. Kidwell, one

pair solid silver leg bauds. Both prizes

were donated by Dr. C. H. Buckey, a

prominent Wa.shingtou, D.C., dentist. In

I he 200-mile race R. B. Youngs captures

the League diploma and first prize, a

beautiful solid silver cup, valued at $50,

presejitcd by Edward P. Mertz, the most

popular druggist in Washington. Mr.

Albert Lake wins the second prize, a fine

leather-bound book, entitled "Authority

on Pigeon Culture," donated by Edw. S.

Schmid, the well-known proprietor of

the bird store at 712 Twelfth Street N.

\V. The third race, we presume, was

called off" on account of the unfavorable

weather.
« •

The following is the remainder of the

old-bird schedule of the League of Amer-

ican Homing Pigeon Clubs:

Distance.

Date. Club. From Miles.

June 8. Acme I'ig Club . Lexington, N. C .400
•• 9. I'hila.klphia F.C.

j. nedford City, Va 300
Falls of Schuvlk'l )

'

•'
II. Detroit Fed : . . I.ogansport, Ind .200

•* 12 South Balliitiore Mt. Airey. f.a ... 500
'•

IS Acme I'ig. Club . Spartansburg, S. C 500
•' IS. F;mpire Citv F. C Statesville, N. C . .500

', 18. Philadelphia F C. I Lexington, N. C . 400
Falls of bchiivlk 1)

^
" 19. Boston League . N'iagara, N. Y . . 400

" 21. Detroit Fed Sidney, 111 . . . -3^0
•' 30. Philadelphia F* C. t Greer's Dep't.S.C ioo

Falls ofSchuylk'i; . ^ . , .,,
" 30 Detroit Fed . . . Litchfield, 111 . . 400

July 2. Boston League . St. Thomas, Can . 500

•• II. Detroit Fed . . . Steelville, Mo . . .500

The match race for $50 a side between

a single bird owned by James A. Stovell

and a single bird owned by Jos. H.

S. Millligan has at last been arranged,

and each party has posted a forfeit m the

hands of the pigeon flying editor of the

Item. The race is to take place on the

last day of July, and the birds will be

tossed separately. The forfeit money has

to be increased on July 10, and the full

stake posted on the night of shipment.

Now, who will win?

ner with a speed of 1226 yards per min-

ute. Rich Callaghan is second, about

five seconds later, and John Diggle, close

up, is the probable third.

••»

*
» »

We understand that the unsophisti-

cated little editor of that fast-fad-

ing Germantown monthly did not

like the roasting he received in

The Journal last week, nor did we de-

light in administering it. If he will now

pursue the even tenor of his way and

hold to the dignified silence that Ivanhoe

advises the fancy is so becoming, we will

allojv his monthly sheet to die a natural

death. Editorials have never been his

forte, and he only exhibits his own mis-

taken notions when tempted to try

them.

The members of the Jersey City

Heights Club flew from Wilmington,

Del., May H, distance 105 miles. The

start was at 8.12 A. M., wind unfavora-

ble. Entry twenty-seven birds from five

lofts. Summary of first returns:

Owner. Distance. In loft. Speed.

. 104 76 II 32 921.89

. 10s. 06 11.43 876.33

means of conmmnication would be pos-

sible, to be kept in constant intercourse

with the shore. This prompt service, it

is claimed, would be a great advantage

to the government. The experiments

will be continued during the entire cruise

of the ship, and will be watched with un-

usual interest."
«

» •

11.43 „. ™
1 1. 4.5 872.73

11.45 871.57
12.0/ 79073

**•

The second race of the Philadelphia

Flying Cluo was flown from Orange

Court House, Va., on May 30, Decoration

Day, the distance being about 200 miles.

The birds were counterniarked at 10

South Broad Street, and shipped to des-

tination on Saturday night, the four new

baskets of the club being thoroughly

prepared for the comfortable transporta-

tion of the feathered pets.

*
* *

The start was at 7.45 A. M., May 30,

weather being clear and calm and wiud

light from the south. The following

summary shows the spee«l made by the

first return to each loft:

Distance Speed.

Name Miles. In loft. Yds per mm.
I. L. Gill >95-7'> 12.22-30 ^A'^j

K Prinz 197 12 •2.27.53 . '" J^

J. D. Munro . . .196.03 12.28 1219

L.Johns 196.06 12.28.57 '215

J. A. Stovell . . . 19532 12.29 2J 120 J,

O. Goldbeck . . . 196 59 123230 i'99'/i

I.I.Tracy. . . . 197.'3 1239.20 nSo

WS.&C.ToW'gtdn 195.86 i2 4o..'.5 1164

C. McCloskey . .200.12 1.01.29 1112J4

E. Miller ^03 21 1.09.31 "o3

A. M. Wood .. .19496 1257 "oo

H. W. Beck . . . 198 '9 >• 7-20 18:)^

I. G. Hunt .... I9v88 I. 4- o 1079J4

J. H. Bell .... 197 59 '• 9 >"73j^*

G. Hangsterfer . . 199-69 i-2o 1049 • 5

W. Thompson . . 197 61 4 ,

K. F Drinkwater.201.94 . . . one nay

C. Hart 201.94 . . one day

E. Mason .... 203.36 ...
T.G.Myers . . .19^^67 ... one day

G. H. Dauley . . unm'sured 17.45.20

O Schober . . .unm'sured 1.12.25

J.Carroll. . .
.unm'sured 1.18.37

Only those who have their distances

measured are counted in competition for

the diplomas and prizes.

»

John L. Gill's lucky winner is the bird

Bright Eyes that has always flown well

for him, but which was recently beaten

by the bird Young Harrison, owned by

W. S. Torkingtou, in a match lace from

the 100-mile station.

*
* *

The birds of the Keys'.one Homing

Club were shipped to Bedford City ou

the evening of Decoration Day, Monday,

May 30, but in spite of the fact that fine

weather with southwest winds prevailed

in Philadelphia nearly the entire week,

the birds were not liberated, the weather

being stormy and easterly winds prevail-

ing in Bedford City.
«

»

On Monday last, however, favorable

conditions prevailed along the whole

course and a liberation was effected in a

moderate south by southwest breeze.

Owing to the heavy handicap the birds

had undergone in being penned up for a

whole week, it was not expected that

good time would be made, but under the

circumstances the returns were very

good. J. Shepherd is the probable wiu-

Fted Boesch . .

A. Stotffler . .

AI0117.0 Stites . . . . los 62

W. F; Htisteiberg . 105.48

Win. Rosenbohm . . 105.58

«
* «

The second race of the same club was

from Havre de Grace, May 15, distance

135 miles. The start was made at 9.25

A. M. Entry twenty-seven birds from

five lofis. Conditions favorable. Sum-

mary of first returns:

owner. Distance. In loft. Speed.

Fred Boesch 135. '6 12-37 1239

A. Stot-nier :35-46 12.41
^

I2i6.37

W. f:. Heisterberg . 135 88 I2.43J4 1204.78

Wm Rosenbohm . . 135 98 12 44 1202.64

Alonzo Stites . . . .13602 1248 117929

*

J. A. Webber is a hard worker and

does much for the fancy in Atlantic

Citv.

• »

Bockius is feeliug very sore just now,

his wings have been clipped.

*
« «

Bockius complains of his news being

clipped, whilst the news columns of his

supplement are a direct reproduction of

matter already printed in both The

Journal and the Item. There is a pro-

verb concerning "those who live in glass

houses."
«

• «

In relation to the notice published in

Thk Journal of last week concerning

the birds to be liberated and used on the

practice cruise of the United States ship

Constellation, we append the following

clipping from the Baltimore Sun of June

3: "The United States practice ship Con-

stellation, which will sail on the cadets'

summer voyage Monday afternoon, will

have aboard a number of homing pig-

eons, to be used as a means of commu-

nication between the ship and points

ashore. The birds will be liberated at

intervals, and are expected to bring offi-

cial messages from the practice vessel to

the Naval Academy, where a loft or cote

has recently been established. If the

experiment should prove successful the

government will probably find it profita-

ble to the navy to encourage the homing

pigeon service with the small appropria-

tion needed to carry out the plans of the

projectors of the enterprise. At present

the facilities for training birds at the

Naval Academy are limited, no govern-

ment appropriations being available. At

Fortress Monroe, the first stopping place

of the ship, it is possible several trained

birds from Baltimore, Philadelphia and

New York will be taken aboard and later

despatched with information from the

cruising grounds. The headquarters at

Washington will also be posted of the

whereabouts of the vessel through winged

messengers from that city. A loft of

birds to accompany the ship will no doubt

be sufficiently trained toward the close

of the voyage to be useful in conveying

messages ashore. The practicability of

the homing pigeon service has teen sat-

isfactorily tested by communication with

the ships of war anchored off" Annapolis

and from vessels plying between Balti-

moie, Annapolis and other points. If

these experiments should be successful

they will demonstrate the pos.sibility of a

vessel cruising along the coast at a dis-

tance of over 100 miles, where no other

Just as we are going to press a dispatch

from Washington furnishes us with the

information that the birds of the Wash-

ington Federation were liberated at

Greer's Depot, distance 400 miles, on

June 7. H. C. Kidwell is the winner,

with a speed of 1035 yards per minute ;

J. H. Stockman second, with 1034 yards
;

S. Wallace third, 1032 yards; R. B.

Youngs fourth, 968 yards. The race was

very close. The full returns and account

of the race will be sent to us by our regu-

lar Washington correspondent, and will

appear iu The Journal next week.

•%
The following are the entries for the

300 mile race of the Philadelphia Flying

Club, a total of 205 birds from twenty-

three lofts

:

A. M. Wood 8

F. Prinz 23

J. J. Tracey I3

J. A Stovell .... 29

James Carroll .... 5

H. W. Beck 5
G. Hangsterfer. ... 4

C. McCloskey .... 7

L. Johns 15

E Mason 2

O. Schober 2

F. W. Gilch I

T. F
Gill 16

F. Keates i

J. D. Munro 11

G. Goldbeck 6

R. F. Dinkwater . . 4

J. H. Bell 8

W. Thompson . . . i

W. & C. Torkiugton. 21

J. G. Hunt II

J. Donley ..... .''

E. Miller 7

SHORT PLIGHTS. •

The speed made bv the birds in the

Item loo-mile race was phenotnenal.

1709 yards per minute, the average speed

of H. W. Beck's winner, surpasses all

previous records from the distance.

About ten other birds also beat the

record.

President T. Fred Goldman, of the

League of American Homing Clubs, will

pay a visit to Philadelphia shortly.

George H. Bowerman's gold watch

charm goes to the winner of the 400 mile

race of the Empire City Flying Club on

account of the 300-mile race being de-

clared off".

It is announced that another race for

the Item ten-mile challenge trophy will

be flown June 25. The entries for this

event close June 18.

The Philadelphia Flying Club mem-
bers shipped to the 300 miles station on

Tuesday night. The birds were to be

let go on Thursday morning at 7 A. M ,

or not later than 10 A. M.

W. Thompson has had hard luck in the

first flights of his club, his losses being

too numerous to be pleasant.

Fred Boesh's birds appear to be out-

flying those of the other members of the

Jersey City Heights Club, although A.

Stoeffler is also doing good work.

Jake Eberle's 100 mile record was

quickly broken, and by over a dozen birds

too.

Paul W. Krouse has taken the lead in

the flights of the Quaker City Club,

which is comprised of eleven active mem-
bers.

In the 135-mile race of the Jersey City

Heights Club there were twenty-five

birds home of the twenty-seven birds

liberated by 2 P. M. The sUrt was at

9.25 A. M. This was a good return.

The Trenton section of the Federation

is not in very great luck in the matter of

returns. Dickson has done fairly well.

Stovell vs. Milligan from 200 miles on

July 31, is a sure go.

John L. Gill has withdrawn his birds

from the Star Club races and he is now
flying them altogether with the Phila-

delphia Flying Club. He has tried both

and finds the management and equip-

ment of the League Club far superior.

Bob Caveriv has recently been mar-

ried. He has the good wishes of the

fancy.

The most concise and intelligible re-

ports of races are those of the League of

American Homing Clubs iu general, and
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the Empire City Flying Club in particu-
lar.

R. B. Young's made a grand record
from Chatham. A speed of 15 16 yards
per minute takes a lot of beating.

The Washington Federation 300 mile
flight irom Concord, N. C, was declared
off. The birds were held over several
days for fine weather.

One of the latest discoveries is that
birds are sometimes stolen from the
basket during transportation. This is a
matter for the express companies to
ferret out.

Albert Lake takes a prominent place in
the flights of the Washington Federation.

J. D. Munro's birds appear to be doiug
as well as ever.

The Keystone Flying Club's birds
were shipped May 30, but not let go until

June 6, in spite of which a speed of over
1200 yards was made.

C. McCloskey is traveling in fast com-
pany, but he manages to hold his own
very nicely.

George Dauley would have been
amongst the leaders if he had his dis-

tance from the 200 mile station measured.

POINTS IN THE FLYING FANCY.

A "Weekly Review of Events in

the Flying World.

BY FRITZ.

The Homing Exchange for June re-

marks editorially that ** Messrs. Stovell,
Munro and Torkington are kicking
themselves for ever being hoodwinked
into leav.ng the Federation, and this
same punishment will be indulged iu
later on by others in an attempt to again
gain entrance into that representative
body." Representative fiddlesticks.

Were it a representative body and filled

the bill for the American flying fancy,
and, furthermore, had made any deceut
kind of an attempt to extend a fraterual
spirit towards the flying fancy outside of
its little narrow circle of chosen ones,
and proved by actions instead of words
so loudly and frequently cock-a-doodle-
dooed by its official journal that it was
the educator of the fancy and every-
thing else that is pure and good and de-
sirable to the American flying fancy,
there would have been to-day no Empire
City Flying Club, no League of Ameri-
can Homing Clubs, no Washington Fed-
eration, no Philadelphia Flying Club, no
Detroit Federation, no eastern section of
the League, fewer followers of Mrs. Starr,
in fact, no such wholesale desertion
from its membership roll as there has
been during the past few years, and by
scores of our best and thoroughly repre-
sentative flying men. All this speaks
more eloquently and forcibly than words.

The Messrs. Stovell, Munro, Torking-
ton et al. were by no means hoodwinked
into leaving the Federation. F'ar from
it. They are still members, but, like
very many others on its roll, as published
by the official journal, they are decidedly
passive members. It has been for several
years past quite the correct thing for
numliers of fanciers to be members^?) of
the Federation, and why, the Lord only
knows. The adoption of Federation
seamless band, the desire to fraternize
and belong to something, the persuasion
and influence of Federation workers, all

this has materially helped to swell its

membership, but if I were to dissect or
analyze this membership roll and show
to the American flying fancy the names
of those who have done flying work un-
der the management of the association
and the names of those who have simply
chipped in their little dollar for the year
without flying a bird as Federation mem-
bers, the importance and real benefit of
the much lauded national organization (?)

would indeed present a sorry picture.

The Messrs. Stovell, Munro and Tork-
ington, like many others, were simply
disgusted and driven from active mem-
bership in the Federation. Patience had
ceased to become a virtue, and nothing
but heroic measures was in order. Ho-
meopathic doses had been swallowed
long enough. It was ripe time to turn

to something less spiritual perhaps but
decidedly more practical.

^XX^
The floating promises and shadows of

sjjort, unity, fraternity and integrity (?)
will o'-the-wisp-like, had ceased to at-
tract. The phantom ship so frequently
alluded to by warm P'ederatiou admirers
as the "grand old ship of state (may the
Lord forgive John Shepherd for coining
this termi is indeed drifting heavily, and
like the charred and blackened hull of
the traditional Sea King, must even-
tually founder, but not in the silence of
the deep, but amid the jeerings of scores
of disgusted and thoroughly representa-
tive flying men of the American flying
fancy.

^XX^
This same monthly journal further re-

marks editorially: "It is just such selfish-

ness and dishonorable conduct begotten
of jealousy and personal malice which
disgusts honorable and fair-minded fan-
ciers and keeps many others who would
be a credit to the sport from entering its

ranks. Is it not pretty near time such
fanciers (?) were unmasked?" Quite cor-
rect, and this is the very reason why
scores of honorable and representative
flying men have nothing to do with the
Federation of American Homing Pigeon
Fanciers to-day. It is indeed pretty
near time some were unmasked, and
when the unmasking begins, which looks
quite encouraging from the way the wind
is now blowing, I shall take a hand in if

necessary, and the balance of credit will

I am quite sure not be in the hands of
the Federation of American Homing Pig-
eon Fanciers. More than one pate that
is held pretty high to-day is liable to be
cracked. Unity, fraternity and integrity!
Bah! Bosh! A libel on a grand motto.

The attack made upon Mr. Arthur M.
Wood are fair instances of selfishness,

etc., begotten of jealousy and personal
malice. They are cowardly and con-
temptible and if the Federation's official

monthly "imagines that such a line of
warfare will carry weight with sensible
and level headed fanciers" it is very
much mistaken.

-^xx^
But a short time ago the editor of this

official monthly in writing of Mr. Arthur
M. Wood, thought him a fine, manly fel-

low, and regretted that he had been mis-
led and fooled, and made a tool of by Mr.
Goldman to enable him (Mr. G.) to carry
out his selfish ends. About the same
time, however, Mr. John Shepherd, who
was perforce compelled by a peculiar
chain of circumstances to again take a
warm interest in this "Picayune monthly
sheet" and its editor, writes to Mr. Gold-
man deploring the circumstances which
inducea Mr. Goldman to take such a
lively interest in Mr. Wood, et al., late

of the Federation, and this competent
authority furthermore sympathizes with
Mr. Goldman in permitting himself to be
so imposed upon and led astray by Mr.
Wooa, et al., assuring Mr. Goldman that

they were simply using him as a tool, etc^

You pays your money and you takes
your choice. Later ou I may be induced
to draw more vivid pen pictures of some
of our would-be leaders and scribes.

While I am writing in this vein of hu-
mor I desire to say a word or two to
Monsieur Chevalier, whose letter in the
Federation official monthly I have read,

dedicated to A. M. Wood & Co. Your
attack upon Mr. Wood is on a par with
the sheet it appears in—very light. For-
tunately for the flying fancy, you cannot
inflict such productions upon it more
frequently than once in each month.
This is fortunate indeed. I, however, for

one, shall await your next with interest,

inasmuch as you promise a few pertinent
queries to "Lancelot," alias Fritz. From
what I have read from "Lancelot's" pen
I have every confidence in that scribe's

ability to answer you with interest, in

fact the gallant knight invites you or any
other fancier to enter the lists against
him I believe, but you must drop consid-

erable of the "Billingsgate" that charac-
terizes your recent communication on
"A. M. Wood & Co." in the Federation
official monthly.

^XX^
Before you commence, however, my

courtly (?) friend, let me inform you that

excessive modesty—a marked character-

istic in me—forbids my permitting you

to ignorantly rush headlong into further
ridiculous errors. The excellent and
sound letter from "Lancelot" that ap-
peared in The Fanciers' Journai^ a
few weeks ago was not from my pen.
You pay me an undeserved compliment
in the charge. Anything and everything
in the flying fancy line that comes from
my pen is signed "Fritz." Now, nearly
everybody knows who Fritz is, but very
many have not the remotest idea who
"Chevalier" is. I think, however, I can
make as good a guess as to the identity
of "Chevalier" and "Lancelot" as most
anyone, so fire ahead with your queries
to "Lancelot," Mr. Chevalier, and its

dollars against doughnuts that he will
say something in return as hard to digest
as many of the remarks from "Ivanhoe,"
only far nearer the true mark, and if not
I can. Nons verrous.

^XX^
A correspondent writes to me asking

whether the reporting by telephone to
the club secretary can take the place of
a certified telegram in flying for League
honors when no timer is stationed at the
coop. The League rules allow one min-
ute for the catching of the bird arrived,
and a time allowance of 6 minutes to the
mile in reporting to proper official, dis-
tance to be traveled on foot. Therefore
when this official receives report over
telephone his calculation of average
velocity can only be governed by the
time he receives the number of counter-
mark through the telephone less the one
minute allowed for catching bird and
time for distance from the loft to the tele-

phone, and when the countermark band
IS delivered or mailed to secretary the
day race is flown.

^XX^
I see no reason why a report so de-

livered should be excluded in the protec-
tion of the records, but the competitor so
acting is liable to be a loser by the
transaction for no provision can be made
for the time that will necessarily be lost

in getting the club secretary over the
telephone which is bound to occur more
or less as we all know by experience. I

don't think for this reason alone that the
telephone can ever replace the certified

telegram as a means of reporting arrivals,

and would not recommend its use.

^XX^
I am a little surprised at the failure of

the Homing Exchange to report in its

June issue tlie work done by such staunch
Federation clubs as the Kings County,
Brooklyn and Bedford clubs. What
has become of them? I know the gentle-
men have been flying their birds. Is

their management so lax, or have their
losses been so severe that they prefer no
report public ot their flights. Such
retirement is scarcely consistent with
such prominent and conspicuous identi-

fication with Federation flying matters
conmion with these gentlemen around
about the time of Federation executive
and annual meetings. Show us more
management and flying work, gentlemen.
Mr. Piatt, the secretary of the Brooklj'U
section, informed us through the columns
of the Federation official journal of
April that the section is iu a very pros-

fKirous condition, and will probably he
known by its records in pigeon flying

as a leader.

Through the colunnis of the English
Homing News of recent date I learu that

the Manchester Flying Club's birds, 1060

in number, were liberated at Swindon in

favorable weather, etc. The Fancikrs'
Journal, at.d also the Homin>( Ex-
change in recent issues also make mei.-

tion of many very respectai)le flij^hts of

birds of American homing clubs, all in-

dicative of the true sport of pigeon fly-

ing, keen competition and under equal

flying conditions.

In recent publications of the New York
Press and American Stock Keeper we
learn that three l)irds of soand-so wtre
started for record, etc., the ^evell hirds

of so and so, etc., the nine birds of so-

and-so, will be flown only on the first

favorable morning, etc., all flying for the

prizes and records under different condi-

tions of wind and weather, under Mrs.

Starr, and literally demonstrating noth-

ing practical as to the reliable quality of

the various little lots engaged for the

prizes, and what is the result? Consider-

able notoriety through the press, the pub-

lic misinformed and misled, and the best

birds engaged frequently not in it when

the prizes are distributed, and above all
things anytiiing l)ut representative of
American pigeon flying. 'Tis a pity,
etc.

The Fancier under the head of its
hmoing department June i remarks:
"Unusually good time has been made in
the first flights of the season. Are we to
attribute it to the improved (juality of
the birds or to the condition of the
wialher."

To both. Friend John, but the best of
birds must have good flying weather,
otherwise they cannot work speedily, and
the scrul)s or poorly conditioned chaps
invariably trail behind many hours, very
many only too willing to take up new
quarters by the way.

The Empire City Flying Club shipped
some 214 birds I believe to Rock v Mount,
Va., in competition for the handsome
trophy donated by TiiH Fancikrs' Jour-
nal, and this 400-mile race should be a
clinker. Tw;o hundred and fourteen well-
tried birds is not a common entry for a
4(»-mile race, and is decidedly indicative
of the advancement and improved
strength of the American flying fancy,
for from all appearance other important
sections of the Lergue, such as Philadel-
phia, Washington and the East will be
well represented in the further distance
stations.

At about this date our flying clubs are
about to venture the fur. best distance
stations of 400 and 500 miles, and to all
such I say, give your birds engaged plen-
ty of room in the baskets. Where you
formerly shipped forty and fiftv birds iu
a basket let fifteen or twenty now suffice.
There is nothing that will knock birds
quicker out of condition than to be
crowded in the shipping basket. Fur-
thermore as these long distance tosses
are necessarily only to be effected under
favorable or rea.sonable flying conditions,
see that a sufficiency of good feed ac-
companies the birds and ample accom-
modations for drinking water, for you
know not how long your bird may be
held at the stations. If prolonged be-
yond a few days make necessary ar-
rangenients to have your birds turned
loo^e into a large airy room to enable
them to exercise their flights and have a
bath, and on a favor.' hie morning the
liberation effected by throwing open the
windows and the birds driven out and
off. It makes a vast difference to your
birds, and all pa.st experiences prove it.

Be not niggardly in your remiineratiou
to liberator and do not let an extra out-
lay of a few dollars mar the wind-up of
your season's work and stand in the way
of what you are all striving for, a one-day
500-mile journey to beat the grand work
accomplished by the birds of the lunpire
City Flying Club of New York and" Vi-
cinity from Statesville, N. C, in July of
1891.

•-—
New Jersey Central Section Race

from Ridgeway, Pa.

Editor Fancikr.s' Journal.
Birds were coiisignetl to and liberated

by Mr. K. D. Schadt-, .Vilanis t.xprcss .n^cnt This
gentleman took jjoml care of and wired birds
liberated at 7 40 A. M., June '>, 1S92, wind. li|{ht
from the west, liiitry, time of arrival, distance
and average speed as follows:

Owiit r. Kntered. Dist. Arriv. Speed
Hen KlUvell 23 z.jo 41 124630 13S1

W.lt.darrabraiits . . .12 24-'. y7 12.52. 1371
F. I'epin 2> 2.\\.^\ 12.'3. I36t
K Siiiidt 7 244.^16 r.01.30 1341
W. Loiiiping . . . . I 242>7 1.26. 1235
E fucker S 24205 I.2.S. 1224
F. R. Meviiis 6 232.(15 1.2530 1185
I. N. Doaiie 17 232.^ 3.13. 903
I". Campbell 10 24235 1. 10 *

H. M *rstiii 3 2.32. Not reported.

Total 112

P. Campliell's tele^jrani was not correct, he
seiKliiig otilv the enimlermark 011 the bird and
not his luiniber and color. Next race shipping
dale, Monday, June 13, at Ail.iiii-. F:xpress Coin
pa ny office.

'

W. H. <'..\rka»kants.

New.\KK, N. J , June 7. 1*^12.

—>«

WASHINGTON NEWS.

Bad Weather Spoils the 300-mile
Flight.

Editor Fancikk.s' Journal.

The Washington Federation has been

unfortunate so far as the weather is con-

cerned, for the race from Concord, N. C,
was declared off, on account of stormy

weather, the birds being held for several

A
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days before liberation. The majority

have finally reached home, but were all

in a more or less dilapidated condition.

The fly from Greers, S. C, was to

have come off June 5. 1H92, but, while

the weather was fair here and the Signal

Service on personal application reported

fair weather all the way down to Florida,

still our liberator at Greers telegraphed

that rain still continued with him. The

Race Connnittee met, decided to not de-

clare the race off, but if timers are not

available to decide on the catch-and-show

plan as provided in the League rules, so

as this goes to press we si ill wait the

telegram from Greers saying that the

birds are on the wing.
_ .

Mr. R. H. Youngs had eleven birds in

the 300-mile fly. and in spite of bad

weather all returned in good season.

Messrs. S. Wallace and H. C. Kid well

shipped a small basket with thirteen

"birds to Concord. N. C, that number

having been crowded out of the regular

shipment, and as only three of the whole

lot came home Mr. Wallace wrote the

liberator, and he (the liberator) answered

that only nine birds reached him. so that

leaves at least four unaccounted for. Mr.

Wallace has reuorted the matter to the

express company and they have promised

to investigate it. We sincerely hope

that the guilty parties may be brought to

justice and this petty pilfering stopped

POULTRY.
I

POULTRY.

__,-__ - r-^^ll/^ni^l^ / ONE OF THE LARGEST AND BEST

RUPp LEGHORNS icoixKcnoNsm America.

r^fro.,. stock imported directly fro... tl.c yards of the "^^^ ^^^^'f'^'^'^'^f^'^^^^ ^,fd^ND?ANTEN pens of carefully assorted birds; also a few pens of b. C. W. I.KOHOKNb ana hsuiai^

<-.Xm1«. Se„d for
'"""-"^^^-SSf^auc^l o.,e-hall aft.r Jnne ,.

Shady Shopc Poultpy ^Qvm.
E. A. SllEI.,l)ON, President Buff Leghorn Club, Proprietor.

,
Address all communications to

^ ^ CHAFFEE. Superintendent. Oswego. N. Y.

POULTRY.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS

ANNANDALE POULTRY FARM.
WIIITK BKAIIMAS, IJKD ("A1»S, INDIAN GAMES.

T i^ht nrahmas Black Langshans, White and Barred Plymouth Rocks White Wyandottes^
I.igni Hranmas, ni.*».ts. i^.m^. . ..

,

iii.,ok Dnminioue and Red Pie Leghorns. Black
Krminettes, American IJominiques, S. C. and R. C. "'•>f^'''M"'"'""l ,'".,.'o„,_„ »% madiSON

STrk' G^A^l^^FN^ti?rVo£l^^
^^sVJifd^^eSe^cS'p'JeSms on 40 entries. Also, SPECI.XL of $.sa«, won at Waverly. 189.. for best

exhibit from the State of New Jersey. Pr.ce '-\ -;! -;;»[;:«/rA?^^^HS. Annandale. New Jersey.

At Philadelphia. 1892, my birds >^cored the

greatest record ever won by any breeder m the

world of this variety. All the first prizes butWOriU Ul lllin vniivvj. ^» ~ - r.

one and everv important special out of twenty-

four offered, including two silver cups.

The records of mv Plvmouth Rocks at New
York, Charleston and Buffalo a. e well known.

ALSO

SILVER & BUFF WYANDOTTBS
of the finest breeding.

EGGS—One setting, $4 ; two settings, $7 ;
three

settings, I9.

Profusely Illustrated C Irciilar Free.

^''"" E.B.THOMPSON.
-13 Amenta, Dutchess Co., N. 'V .

Fordhook Poultry Yards.
At Philadelphia, 1892, we made a clean sweep in the Novice Class with our new breed SIXER-

WOODS, having won 4 firsts, 4 seconds, 4 thirds and special. If you want particulars wn e to

the intro<i.icers. Also ist and special on Indian Game Hen. ,st on Red Cap Cockerel. 2 specals on

W. C. B. POLISH. In fact, on 2S birds entered we won prizes on each and every one. Send for

Illustrated Catalogue describing all our breeds, also Collie Dogs

32-83 W. ATLEE BURPEE A, CO.,

IMiIladelphla, I»a.

"M."

NEW YORK AND VICINITY.

(iood Speed by the Empire City

Flying Club.

The fourth race in the old bird series

of the Empire City Flying Club of New

York and vicinity was llown yesterday

from Rocky Mount, Va., air line distance

400 miles. The birds, 212 iu number,

entered from twenty -eight lofts, were

liberated at 5.05 A. M. by VV. H. Akers,

who wired weather clear, wind south-

west, good start. The race was sched-

uled for Satunlay, the 4th, but owing to

unfavorable weather the birds could not

be liberated before the 6lh. Arrivals to

be reported bv certified telegram to secre-

tary. Following is given the official re-

turns to the lofts correctly reported:

I^fls Distance. In I.oft. Certified
''^

P.M. P.M.
Ben Holder . . . .40240 206 ^ '5°9

<; II. BDwcrman .40I-2.S 2-«4 2.25.^6

Kli Moreton . . .4o««.S 000 2.25.00

T F Goldman. . 409 .S" 2.40 245.(0

Th.s Howennan 401 31 ctermk dl v d 2.5400

Win. Harwell . . .401.00 0.00 30230

C. P. Schwenk . 4'>7-27 3-29 3-38 00

IJen KUvell . . . .W 50 .Si« 3-20.oo

Jos S Iverson . .4060' 3 50 4.00.00

Win. Horton . . .
.^yy.S2 6.00 7.0000

The lofts of the Messrs. John p:rdman

William Hook. C. llowarth. A. A. Stoll,

G.I. Mahr and C. A. Mahr. Jr., have

recoid only for ri turns day of liberation,

actual time' of arrival not being duly cer-

tified. Allowance is made of six min

utes to the mile in reporting arrivals at

telegraph office. The distance to be cov-

ered on toot over the nearest traveled

route until the-e .lis ance- are measured

the average velocity of the birds can not

be given, but the spc-td made is about

I3<x) yards per niiiuite, which is a fine

performance from siu h a dislaiice. The

race was for hoaors in the League of

Ameiican Homing Clubs. The tifth and

fin.il race will ^e fr>m Slatisville, N. C,

500 miles, June iS

Geo. H. BowkRMAN, vStcretary.

Lynn Homing Club.

The 2()o-mile race of the Lynn Homing

Club of Lynn, Mass.. was flown on May

29, from Little Falls, N. Y. The weather

was clear and wind light from the south-

west. The entry was twenty eight birds,

and the start was at 9.30 A. M. The first

return was Samuel Arnistead's bird, a

distance of 203.06 miles; in loft at 4 "3

P. M.;with an average speed of 909

yards. Walter P. Webber found two

birds in his loft at 6 P. M., as tinier had

gone, bands were shown to secretary, and

one dav record secured. The remaining

birds were not reported till the following

moruiug.

WOODSIDE POULiTl^V VflHDS
At the Great Philadelphia Show I made a clean sweep on La Fleche. On Indian

Gameswon the two principal premiums, ist on Pen ist and Grand Challenge

Trophy on cockerels an<l Gold Specials for most typical males and best pen

T,u ian Game eggs $5 «"»! #10 per 13. White Leghorns. White and Golden Wy
andottes Buff Pekin Black Rosecomb and Red Pile Bantams. At New York my

pen oflidian Games won ist and Grand Gold Special. Send for circular. Address

all correspondence to ^ j^^j^ruS, Proprietor,
HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N.J.

BRADLEY BROS.'
llarred Plymouth Uoeks. Eggs from

our New York prize winners reducea to f3

per dozen. $8 for 39. Now is the time to engage

prime stock of either sex from our breed ng

yards, at a low price, quality considered. Also

50 yearling pullets for practical purposes, low.

Circular free.
^^^^,^yy rROS..

Box 801. Lee, Mass.
156-207

(Thoroughbred Imported Stock).

WM. EI.DRKD. Dendron, Surrey County. Va.

Stock and Kggs for Sale. Write for prices

Dirfct shipping facilities for the South. S^outh-

ern buyers can save ejcpressage and a long rail-

road journey. '9-70

46-97

POULTRY RIVERSIDE FARM

The records will show the following as my winnings at New York for the years

18Q0 i^i 1892 on mv specialties : vS. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White

Wrandottes^id R. C White Leghorns. 33 firsts .9 Gobi Speca s, 6 Association

Silver Me.Tals and 2 Silver Cups:" "Like did begit like." -'Like will begit like."

nmm) Plymouth rocks Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record

n HHr ........ of America's leading strains of al>ove varieties. I

DUl i IwYANDOTThs
^^j^raiitee satisfaction.

J. FORSYTH, owKoo, tioga county, n. y.
101-151

^. WHITE PEKIN BANTAMS j)^

The rarest and most beautiful of all. CHAM-
PIONS OF THE WORLD. Winners at Charles-

ton i8qi ; New York. 1891-92; Phil delphia, 1892.

Also Prize Wiuui«r WHITE PLYMOUTH
ROCKS G0LDP;N WYANDOTTESand BLACK
LANGSHANS. Stock and Eggs for Sale.

A. P. GROVES,
55-68 Chestnut Hill, Philada., Pa.

,

I. K. FELCH 8c SON,
NATICK, MASS., U.S. A.

LIGHT BRAHMAS, PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WYANDOTTES,

LANGSHANS AND COLLIE DOGS.
SEND FOli C1K( I I^AH.

60-7

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

brehdp:r OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PKACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

Orders for puppies booked to be
t

..*ale iu season,
delivered iu rotation. if

"PoRHAM Poultry Y^Rds
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

and they of the IJEST.

Stogi^ pof^ Sale at ^uu ©imes.

Address all orders and correspondence to

34-85

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
Hyde Park. Dutchess County. N. Y.

BuffCochins
Eiscllsively-

I have imported direct from Knjiland a num-

ber ol prize wlnnlnji lUiir Coehlns which

for size shipe, color ami heavy teatlii.ring

and unrivalletf in Ameiica. On account of lim-

ited breeding space I will sell a sm,^ll number ol

settings at $5 from imported Ruffs, and $3 per

setting froin domestic birds, produce<l directly

from imported stock.

EMir. GUAFF,
64-tt Successor to II. A. Nw^ckel.

Cochin Hill, Tioga, Phila., Pa.

Over 100 Awards

Received in 1891.

aiP. Olhitfield,
Colebridge, Gloucester, England

(Hon Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply

Indian GameT Dorkings, Wyandottes. Creves,

La Fleche. Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD HRKKDKRS. $15 per trio; FIXTRA
GOOD J25; EXHIBITION. $20 to $50 each at

Liverpool. Freight paid to New York for $10

extra on % to 9 birds. Eggs in season. $4 per

dozen. OVER 8co BIRDS EXPORTED LAST
Yt;AR.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS. SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX.

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS. RED PILES

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

for profit
should have Pure Ground
UKEF >C'KA1*, which i«

Meat and Hone, collected from slaughter

houses. Dried Perkkctly Sweet and ground.

Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them FRFIE. Ad-

dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO.. 133

Water St., N. Y. CUy. Mention this paper. 36-87

LRNGSHflNS.

Black. White and Mottled.

I am the onlv fancier in America who imports

I aiigshans difect from the Langshan District,

and who breeds them pure without introtlucing

blood from other strains or breeds. My White

and Mottles are not made varieties, but duect

importations.

58 70 II. G. KEESLING, San Jose, Cal.

EGGS ! EGGS !—Fifteen for $2; strictly

hi^ cla«s P. Rocks, Lt. Brahnias. Br. aud Wh.
I e^horns. Blk. Langshans, S. L. Wyandottes.

Bronze Turkev eggs. 8 for f 2. Send ns your or-

der and get eggs that will hatch you some

Nice Prize Winners.
Come to see our stock. Circulars free. Blooni-

ingdale Stock Co. , Box 329, Richmond, Va. 59-71

HAZARD'S
8ILVER^8PANGLED^HAMBURG8

NEW YOItK, 18»tJ.

The grandest victory ever won by one
f
xhibj-

tor on any one varietv. 15 ENTRIES, 11 PRE-
MIUMS. Also Association Special for best dis-

play, all varieties of Hamburgs competiiu>.

JAMES E. HAZARD,
152-203 Elmira New York.
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INCUBATOR8.

THE

PINELAND
INCOBflTORS AND BROODERS—arf; the—
STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERE AWARDF:!)

2-FIR5T PREMI0M5"2
AT THE

Great New Yori Slow of 1891

Hundreds of the most successful poultrymen
use them exclu.slvely. Send five cents for lunm-
raoth catalogue. Circular free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO..

143-181 Jamesburg. New |rse\.

HATCH CHICKENS by STEAM.
Improved EXCELSIOR incubator.
Simple, Pf-r/rel and Sel/.hf!>iil'i(i"!l. Thoas-

, - ands in successful operation (Snaranteed

to hatch n Urger percentage of fertile eKffs at less cost

th»n auy other Incubator •to. ii.hT.UlI.,<tNiiir).iil.

POULTRY.

MAPLEWOOD FARM.
BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS-
Eggs for hatching Irnni Buff I'lymouth R cks.

Buff Wyandottes and Huff Leghorns. $6 per set-

ting ; two settines $io. Buff Pekin Bantams $2
per setting. Buff Cochins, White Leghorns,
White Wyandottes and liarred P. Rocks, $1 25
per setting, three settings $3. I am a member of

the Buff Leghorn Club. Also agent lor the Mon-
arch Incubator. Send for circular.

58-70

K. G. HUFFIXTOX,
Lock Box 6-'7, Hall River, Mass.

COCHIN HILL COCHINS.
THEODORE STERNBERG'S

Imported English Biiifs

Full feathered, rich colored, grand shape, great
weights. A son of the Old Matchless bought at

the recent .sale of Mrs. Scriven and a grand
Gwydyr cockerel at head of yards. Eggs $5 per 13

I am a member of the Cochin Club of America

ELLSWORTH, KANSAS, U. S. A.

67-79

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE BEST PLAGE TO BUY
MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES
AND AM, OTHKK

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS.

FANCY PIGEONS.

POUIiTRY. POULTIIY.

Three Years in Succession at tlie New York Shows

SHA-RP'S l/NDIA/N GAMES
Have Never Failed to Win

AH First, Special ami Challen>;(< Cups on Cock, Cockerel, Hen
and I'lillet—a recoivl that no other breeder of any

variety can boast of.

In competition with the finest specimens afforded by the best breeders of Europe and America,
our "Agitator Strain" has proved INVINCIBLI'; at Buffalo, 1S89 ; lUiffalo, 1S90

: New York, 1890,

London Dairy, 1890; Crvstal Palace. 1890; New York, iSui ;
Charleston, 1891 ; and at New York;

1^92, we won 1st and 5th'on Cocks, ist and 2d on Cockerels, 1st, 2d and 3d on Hens, ist, 2d, 3d, 4th

and 5th on Pullets, 2d on Pen, Challenge Cups for best Hen and Pullets, Gold Special for be.st 10

Cockerels and Pullets. At nearly every show of any importance from the Atlantic to the Pacific

our birds shown by customers have prosed EQUALLY as INVINCIBLE. Ancestry and careful

breeding are essential to success. You cannot succeed without our stock, which we constantly im-

nrove fro'ii year to year. Our (lolden Wvandottes won all firsts at the Great Philadelphia Show,
lanuarv 1891 We breed ANDALUSI.\NS, WHITE INDIAN GAMES, BLACK MINORCAS
PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WHITP: LEGHORNS and CRp;VE C(EURS, ASEELS MALAYS aud RED
CAPS. Eggs f3, $5, '$6, $8, fio and $25 per 13. Catalogue free.

C. A. SHARP & CO., T.ockport, N. Y.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquanums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and
Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOU HATCHING,
dend for Catalogue.

ten
on trl

j
3 montha for
only 15 cts. (stamp

I

liken). Address. Spare
Moments Puhllslilng Co

\<\\ Court (St., Boston, Mhss
wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

SPAliE 3H>.>1ENTS
Is tlu' fnn!ii<>t pap<r on

earth. 24 pa>ii»,Qn<l>'

Illustrated. Also
instructive

features,
etc.

PIGEONS. PIGEONS.

PIGEONS PIGEONS
fl I^Af^B Change to Buy Some op the Besii

JACOBINS, KANTAILS and OWLS in white and blue African ; white, blue and silver English,

Tdid line and .silver Chinese in America. About forty pairs of owlsto sell, and I warrant no better

stock in existence I need room, therefore take advantage of this offer. Write f)r prices and just

what you want. Satisfaction or money refunded. GEO. EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

4 Mh

H. ^V. VAHLE,
313 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Koyal Blue lane I^oft^.

'

THEO. P. GREEN,

WOODBORY. NEW JERSEY.

New Catalogue
containing a full description of 36 pairs of niy
noted breeders and champions, illustrated with
handsome photo-engravings of world-renowned
flyers Send for it before yon purchase.

MAILED FIIEE.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND—
LARGEST

EXCLUSIVE LOFT
—OF—

WHITE FANTAIL
PIGEONS

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

My birds have won
every prize and every
special shown foi

with two single bird
exceptions, during

the last two years, and have been shown only at

the best and'largest shows in America.
No birds for siile until June, when a limited

number of voung, all from prize winners, will

be .sold at Sfo per pair. Don't write unless you
mean business. 94 14^

SUPPLIES.

BOOKS.

Jil

li>r[ize l^u^s^^

BY CRYEK.

Being a compilation of the

pedigrees an<l winnings of

the Prize Pugs of Pjigland

and America
A vahiable guide to the

intelligent breeder. . . .

PRICE, CLOTH, $1.00

adurf;ss

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

We are So Anxious
That you should see our new circular on

^Poultry
Supplies.

#
*

I
^
^
4
^

It Illustrates

the moat complet* lln*

__ _ P ever offered.

Johnson & Stokes,
SEEDSMEN

b 17 & 219 riarketSt., Phila., Pa

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

-BY

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomely illustrated. Practical and com-

prehensive. It is an invaluble guide for the

amateur pigeon fanciers.

FOR POULTRY.
Hono Monl. - - Per KM) lb. Bag, f.1.<M>
(iraiiulated Houo, " lOO "

'i.l'y

(1round Iteet
Scraps, - - - " 100 .3.00

CaRlto. - - - - " 300 3.00
CruHhed Flint, - " 300 " 3.00
CrtishtHl OvMter
Shells, - - - •• 300 " 3.<M>

Send (or our New Price List and Samples. All

irders shipped promply by freight on receipt oJ

orice.
C. II. DEMPWOLF & CO.,

Nork <»»«MnU'Hl AVorkH. York. I'a.

Fancier's Library.

Tho Fanciers' J'lihllslilnjx <'oni|mny
will forward any of these books by mail, pust-

paitl, on receipt of price. Registration m ceuis

extra. Our resposibility ceases after goods are

mailed.

Kennel.

.\merican Book of the Uog .' . $5.00
llntish Dogs. Dal/iel. 2 Vol. Kacli . 5,00
Collie or Sheep Uog (.illustrated) Rawdon

I-te 1.50
Collie, History, Points, etc. (colored por-

trait). Dal/.iel 1.00
Collie or Sheep Dog, Practical Training of,

Wickham. Paper cover, 5'J ; cloth . . . 1.00

Dogs. Diseases ot. Dal/.iel .8c

Dog Hreaking. Kloyd 50
Dog, Principles of Training. Aslimont . .50

Dog Training vs. Hreaking. Hammond . i.oo

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. Ashmont 2.00

Dogs of the British Isles. Stoneheiige . . 6.00
Dog, the Illustrated Book of the, Vero
Shaw. Cloth i'S.o); half morocco . . . 13.00

Dog the, Idstone . .• 1.25

Dug in Health and Disease. Mills .... 2.25

Field Trial Training, l.uke White .... .50

Kox Terrier (illustrated). Lee 1.50
H'ox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing. Dal-
ziel 1.00

Greyhound, the. Dalziel 1.25

(Mover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases 50

How to Keep a dog iu the City 25
House and Pel Dogs, Their Selection, Care
and Trainin|{ .50

Modern Training and IIan<lliiig. Waters. 2. so

Monograph of the Great Dane 2.00

Mastiff, History of Wynn 2 50
Gur Prize Dogs. Mason. Cloth 3.50
Our Prize Dogs. Mason. Leather .... 6.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2.50

Pocket Kennel Record .50

Points of Judging: 50
Prize Pugs of P^ngland and America.

(Cryer) i.oo

Rational Breeding. Millais i.oo

St. Bernard, hi.story, breeeding, etc ... , 1.25

Spaniel and its Training. The, Mercer . i.oo

Training Trick Dogs 2,s

Typical Dogs. Masou. Leather 4.00

Poultry.

.All About Broilers. Boyer
An Kgg Harm. H. H. Stoddard
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of urize birds and other engravings. . . .

Capons and Caponizing. George y . Dow .

Duck Culture. Rankin
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; woo<l cuts. By Harri-
son Weir

Prohlaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. .

Poultry Doctor. J. K. Diehl
Poultry Culture. I. K. Felch
Sixteen Years Kxperience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. Jaines Rankin ....
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Helch Sr Lee

The Game Fowl. Cooper
Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace

(litre Itlrds.

anary Birds. Paper cover
Cloth

Chamber an«l Cage Birds. Bcchstein. New
p;dition

Native Song Birds George J. Barnesby. .

Cage ami Singing Birds. Adams ....
The Canary. G.J. Barnesby

I'lfTcons.

Book ot Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. Paper, 50 cts.; cloth . .

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, P.M.
Gilbert, paper .sue ; cloth

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright

.

Pigeon Stanilanl (new)
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier
Pigeons and Rabbits. Dclamer

Miscellaneous.

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Book of the Game Laws
Cats : Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated)
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cunicuhis . . .

The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-
wo<xl

The Art of Training Animals; paper; il-

lustrated
Wild Fowl Shooting. LefTingwell ....
Womliraft. Nessmuk

GRIND

z>/

Price, paper, 50c. ; cloth 91-00.

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

tCLPXTRO TYPES

OF ALL

LRADING BREEDS OF

PIGEONS

Size herewith for 50 cents each.

Address

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHIU., PA.

A NEW BOOK

WYANDOTTES
The lattst.and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ng, Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl

k handsomelv printed lK)ok of 60 pages.

IMMC E, 50 CENTS.
Address

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

.25

•50

500
•25

.50

9.00

1 50
2.00

•25

1-50

•25

I.OO

5.00

•50

.50

•75

I.fO
I.CO
.50

•50

8.00

2.00

1.00

'•50

50
500
•50

•25

50

2.00

1.50

I.oo

•50
2.50
1.00

YOUR OWN
Hone, Aleal,
OvBter (obelln,

Grahnm Floor a lorn, in the

tSHANDIKIILL^lti'n'rr
%tfw 100 per rent, more made

tn keepmar foultrj. Also FO\\ Fl< .>flM.Nand
FAK.H FKKU iflll.LiN. OircnlarsandtefitininniaU
•ODt on applicAtion. \%'11.$«0> IIUOM. Eaatou, P*.

5J^-^3

THE

-BUSIHjSS HEN-
Breeding and Feeding Poultry for

Profit.

BY H. W. COLLINGWOOD,
Managing Editor of the Rural New Yorker.

With special articl sbv P. H. Jacobs. J. H. Drev-

enstedt. C. S. Cuoper. C. S. Valentine, Arthur

I). Wariier, Ikiirv Stewart, James Rankin 1

K Felch. Plulaiider Williams. Hiiirv Hales,

Dr. F. L. Kilbonrue, C. H. WyckoiT, H. S. Bab-

cock, C. E. Chapman and others.

PRICE, Paper 40 cents, clotli 75 ceuls.

FOR SALE BY

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHIU., PA.

i

^rll
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PIGEON
BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.
Advf rtist iiieiits ni this c Imiiii will he inserted

as follows: Two lines three iiioiiths, $.^ ; six

months. J.s 50 ; one \ear. f 10. Rates for insertion

Hti<1er more lh;iii < iiV hea<iinK on application. In
writing; the undtTsiniiecl please mention Han-
CIKKS' JOUKNAI,.

FANTAILS.
GEORGE IvWALI), liox 501 Cincinnati,

Ohio.

OTTO C. ENGELL, Maple Avenue. El-

niini. N. Y. 6H-80

HOMING PIGEONS.
A. M. WOOD, 4910 Baltiuiore Avenue,
West Philadelphia, Pa.

J. A. STOVELL, 10 vSouth Broad Street,

Philadelphia, Pa,

THEODORE P. GREEN, Woodbury, N.

J. See large advertisement.

T. FRED GOLDMAN, 832 Herkimer
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

JACOBINS.
ATWOOD B. nOSKINS, Glen Riddle,

Pa. 62-13

GEORGE KWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio

OWLS.
GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio. __^
L. S. CLARK. 1505 Girard Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

POUTERS.
EDW. S. SCHMID. 712 I2th vSt. N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 6880

PIGEONS-ALL VARIETIES.

JOHN SPEALLER, 1 210 North Fourth
Street. Philadelphia. 60-72

SATIN ETTES.
GP:0RGE W. I'ETTIT, Artist, 1010 Clin-

ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SWALLOWS.
G. A. PICK. 1300 N. Washington St.,

Baltimore, Md. i6(j-2II

TURBITS.
L. S. CLARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

DOGS.
Adverttuments without display insertfd under

his hradtng/or 20 cents per lineforfirst insertion"

t^ rents per line each subsequcfil insei lion, count

seven words to line.

Collief).

l»iipi>IOK bv Champion The Squire, Roslyn
Wilkes and Sir Kelpie out of prize winning
bitches. Send f.>r piicc list. Seminole Kennels,
Chestnut Hill, Pa. i66-lf

A I..OT OF finelvhred collie puppfes. Ad-
dress Wm. IJ. Carswell, Wilmington, Uel. If

Kni;llsh Setters.

SPLENl*!!) Puppies .ibout a vcar old bv
field trial winners, Kd^e Mark and Nat (Ujotl-

win. out of approved bitches. Address Praiicis

S. Ilrown. 6<« Chestnut St., Pliila., Pa. 68-71

FoxhonndH.

liKNTON F<)XIIOl>'l> Kennel, Puppies
and old dogs for sale. K. C. Koltmau. Benton,
Ohio. >t

CSront Dnnos.

Yor.NG STOCK FOR SALK, HY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Addre^^s for particulars

A. M. Jaxjjard, 629 North Front Street,

Philadelphia, Pa. 43 94

Irish Setters.

THE KENNEL. THE KENNEL.

CANICURA CO.,
Manufacturers of carefully prepared

Remedies for Dogs
WH0LF;SALE AGENTS:

VON LENGERKE <& ANTOINE, 246 Wabash Av.

CHICAGO.
VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St., N. Y.

THE CANICURA COMPANY,
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

HAIWJAINS.—The Red Irish Setter Hitch

Flirty, 22,774, byCh. Dick Swiveler— Flirt (16,094).

She was whelped Mav 8, iS</i. wuh free service

toCh Tim(5t>i5): l"""st J33 takes her. Also the

Red Irish Setter Bitch Rose Palmerston (im-

ported), by Woolsery (FUdon. F:. 10,301— Rivulet)

—.Aiken .'\roon. She won first prize, novice

class, Toronto, 1R91, with free service to Jerry

Jarvis (15.347), litter brother to Duke Fllcho: first

f2S takes lur. Address Seminole Kennels, Chest-

nut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa. 6»V70

iMPOHTKi) m:xa<;ii (E K. c. s. n
2R9S7) ami three bitch puppies by Champion
Ponto (F:. K. C. S. B. 22,405). whelped September
4 isyi. For jjedinrees, prices, etc., addre.ss H. F;.

Twvford, Bay Ri<lge, L. 1., N. Y. tf

Poo<lles.

246 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.
151173

DOGS.

St. Bernards.

vT. BERNARD PUPPIES BY CHAMPION
^ Victor Joseph; large and promising s|>ec>-

' mens. One Bitch Puppy 7 "los. old, weight

iiolbs.; alsaa fine Dog 18 mos., with reg-

istered pedigrees. Will sell above cheap to

make room. F. U Woodbridge, Evergreen

Kennels. Newark, Ohio. oo-^'

Terriers.

CATA LOGUES of Anglo-American Terrier

Kennels now ready. Send to Ceo. S. Thomas^
Mgr.,Toon &Symonds, Props., Salem, Mass. bg

Training.

DOOS TRAINED AND FITTED FOR THE
field trials, also broken for private shoot-

ing. One or two trained dogs for sale. W.

B. Stafford, Trenton, Tenu. i62tl

MIscellaneous.

A
A COCKER Spaniel at a bargain. H. G.

Arnold, 646 Third Street, Louisville. Ky. 69

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box

916, Philadelphia, Pa.

TRAINED DOGS FOR COON, BEAR, SQUIR-
REL, deer, fox, rabbit, quail, partridge,

woodcock. H. C. Graff, Kensington. Ohio.
52-tf

WHITE ENGLISH Bull Terriers and

Cocker Spaniels. Grown dogs and puppies, all

well bretland some prize winners. Send for list.

James Donovan, P. O. Box 1379, Boston 6770

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertion,

1^ cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Bantams.

I
BREED GAMF.S, GAMH AND ORNAMEN
TAL Bantams. Write for wants. E. F.

Dotv. 47 Wellington Place. Toronto, Ont.
56-07

BANTAM HEADQUARTERS, HAYWOOD &
Co., Rutherford, N. J. Eggs for h.ntch-

ing. 66^

Bro-wn I.,eghom».

BROWN LEGHORN PULLETS FOR SALE.
Fggs for .setting, $1 . A Cantrell, Ridge Ave.,

Roxborough. Philadelphia. 61-73

Ducks.

MAMMOTH COLORED MUSCOVY DUCKS.
Old Drakes, 14 to 16 pounds. Winners $40

clock New V jrk, Trenton, Brooklyn, Wav-
erly, Charleston, Augusta, Hagerstown.
Stock or eggs. T. Farrer Rackham, Fiast

Orange, N. J.
i53-204

Exehanse.

EXHIBITION B. B. R. Game Bantam Cock,

winner 5th prize 1892, New York, and four Hens,

for English Setter Puppy, 6 months old, of good

field stock. Arthur C. Ketcham, Yonkers, N. Y.
67-70

Golden Wyandottes.

FOR SALE.—COCKEREL $5, TRIO $7- NO
better birds in America. F;ggs |2 per 13.

K. D. Keeney^Arcajle, N^ Y^ 55^'

Silver Wyandottes.

SILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
Games. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seueca Falls, N. Y. 41-tf

Wanted.

BLACK C(>I{1>EI) Poodle Puppies S weeks
ol<l. (Ut of prize winner. Fritz—Styx. Write for

prices. M. W. Reid, Box 1094,

Y^

I'oluters.

Amsterdam. N.
67-70

A I*INEL.ANI> outdoor brooder, in perfect

order and cheap. Address Fancier, 28 S. Dela-

ware Ave., Philadelphia. 6869

ANTED—WHITE CHINA GEESE. H.
W. Vahle, 319 Market Street, Philadel-

phia, Pa. 51 tfw

POULTRY.
Mlscollaneous.

BUFF LEGHORNS, INDIAN GAMES. P.
ROCKS and Minorca eggs, $2 to $5 per 15.

Circular free. Lewis C. Bcatty, Washing-
ton, N.J. 58-70

ROANOKE POULTRY YARDS, HURFF-
VILLE, N.J. High honors won at Phila-

adelphia Show. Buff Cochins. Light Brah-
mas. Barred Plymouth Rocks. Send for

Circular. 52-tf

EGGS for Hatching from prize S. C. B. Leg-
horns. B. P. Rocks and S. L- Wyandottes. $« per
13, or $2 per 30. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send
for circulars. S. K. Mohr, Hilltown, Pa., P. O.

Box 200. 67-70

ROSE COMB White Leghorns, 15 eggs. $2.

Geo. Schwab, 119 Adams St., Pottstown, Pa. 69-71

FOR SATjE.—Pen of Partridge Cochin Ban-
tams. F. Briggs, Bloomfield Avenue Bridge,
Newark, N. J. 69

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted unde
this heading for 20 cents per line for first insertio»,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

Baldhead Tumblers.

u/->HARLES SCHMENNER, 511 W. BIDOLE
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of Short-face
Baldhead Tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddes stock. 54-79

Uomlng; Plgreons.

A.

T.

M. WOOD, BREEDER AND FLYER
homing pigeons, 4910 Baltimore Ave.,
West Philadelphia.

'

51-76

FRED Gf>LDMAN, BREF:DER AND
flyer of Homing pigeons, 832 Herkimer St..

Brooklyn. N. Y. 51-76

Satlnettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, 1010 CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

"l^RINTING estimates given '01 circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co., Box 916. Philade phia. Pa.

V

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertising.

I

MISCELLANEOUS.

Kdward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH. AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington. D. C.

Mention Fanciers' Journai-

F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.
Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well
to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"
368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-
age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals

;
gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.
Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82

Artist.

HENRY ERDMANN, ARTIST AND EN-
GRAVER of Poultry. Pigeons, etc. 8.6
Maple St., Philadelphia, Pa. 6i-tf

DrlnklnK Fountain.

Thf: best drinking fountain fok
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, J8 pei
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

^8-li Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

LEG BKNDS.
ENGLISH ENAMEL CONFERENCE BANDS

for Pigeons, 55 cents per dozen; Copper Bands for

Pigeons or Poultry, 40 cents per dozen. H.
Small, 85 Leonard St. New York City. 153-204

r->PECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publisning Co., -jj

South Third St., Philadelphia.S

M iHcel laneous.

I CAN furnish a limited number of high-class

Pointers suitable for next year's Derby. P. T.

Madison, Lock Box 4, Indianapolis, Ind. 169

EGGS, express paid, from prize winning
Hamburgs. I). Hrahmas, B. P. Rocks, Golden Se-

brights and B. Pekin Bantams, at $2 per setting.

M. F. Yegge, Box 325. DeWitt, Iowa. it

A.
G. BOWLES. JR., PONKAPOG, MASS.,
Black Langshan and Houdan eggs, $1 for

13. 60-70

PBINTIHQ OUTFIT 155
MfLEVB. 4 kipbabMa rubber Ijp., tjp. holder. bottU In-

ieliblc lak, Ink fad uid Tw<K.en. Put up in nr»t boi with.

Idlnotioni for uas. Ha-lafaction rutfkatawl. Wurtli Uh. Bmi]
|tiB«a Mwk.r, Oftrd Prinlev. etc- Het. nami i in 1 minut«.|

l>rinH &0i> okrdt an hour.SMl poatpaid 1 6e; It for 26e.Cat.ftM.

k.H.lNURR80LL * KRU.6&rartUndtHt.N.Y.CtlJk

fill rO RemedyFree.mSTAIITRELIEF. Final
Ull L V curu I II ludit>.->. Never rmurii.s; iiu purge;

I ILlU "0»4ive; no suppository. A victim tried
* '^^''in vain every rem dy has discovered a
Bimplsciire. which he willmailfree tohisfellow 8uf-
feiwra. Addr«Hi.U.IUCKVK8.Bax StttU.Hew VorkCUy.H.V.

r\ f I
THERE ARE OVER ."^oo

J »^ /^rO papers in the U. S. and Canada,
y ^J I IN for farmers, breeders and faii-

^^ W ^ • pjp^j, jf yQy send me 25c. in
silver, I will print your name

and address and send it to all of them and 100

home, literary, political and sporting ones in

addition and request them to mail you sample
copies. Don't neglect this opportunity. Send a
stamp for my new price list.

-ADDRESS

84tf

F. D. BECK,
Wellsburg, W. Va.

OPIUM
Morphine
to 20 dllVH
DR. J "TE

Habit Cared in lO
Noj»ay till eure<l.

PHEN8. Lebanon,Ohio.

How to Rid Buildings and Farms

of Rats and Otlier Pests of

Like Cliaracter.

BY PICKETT.

The best book of its kind ever published.
Tells in clear, humorous language how to de-
stroy rats, mice, weasels, minks, skunks, hawks,
owls, etc.

PRICE 20 CENTS.
ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA.,PA.

FOR PIGEONS AND
all breeds of fowls.
Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices
of Indian Games, Minor-
cas, lavas and B.P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20
vears' experience counts
in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

J. Y. BICKNELL.
314 Vermont Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYER

ONLY 25 CENTS, POSTPAID.—READ WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

This book has been written more especially
for the novice. It teaches the rudiments. II

gives away many things that have been hereto-
fore kept secret. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,
BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

For Pigeon Breeders.

Loft Registers.
We can furnish very complete

Loft Registers in two sizes.

100 page size, paper cover, 50 cents

100 page size, cloth bound, $2.00

For sale by

Fanci^rsTiibllsbingCo.

Box 916 Philadelphia, Pa.
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IN THE STUD.

qFox Terriers

IN STUD.

Starden'B King: i^2G

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner 15

Brookenhurst Tyke 15

|ioo prize for the best puppy sired by
any ofthese dogs in 1892. To be competed
for at New York, 1893. Donor not to com-
pete.

Puppies for Sale.

yiLLSlDE HeNNELS,
157-208 LANCASTER, MASS.

AT STUD—WOODALE KENNELS'
FOX TF;rrIERS Fee.

DOBBIN $20
By Ch. Venio—Brockenhurst Worry by

Raffle.

STARDEN'S JACK $15
By Ch. Result— Forest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS $10
By RafHe—Warren Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of prize win-
ning bitches always for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 47-73

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, a.k.c.s.b. 4742
Sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee $10.

VENDETTA, A.KC.s.B. 20420.

sire, Ch. New Forest—Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee |io.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,
47 98 Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

LAN8D0WNE DESPERADO "•"> »'«•

By Rosador (Venio—Rosati)—Desperate (Domi-
nie—Sensation).

LANSDOWNE TRITON *•«> •>o.
By Raffle—Warren Dainty. Stud cards with

photo, on application. Post office address

LANSDOWNE KENNF:lS, Lansdowne, Pa.

^T STUD. FEE »50.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C. at Lexington, N. C. Decenilier, iSgo. and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham. Eng-
land : ist. New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn.
'89; 1st, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

Babylon. L. I

poiNTER AT STUD. FEE <135.

LAD OF KENT •^''e,

Sire, Chami>ion Bracket ; dam. Renie by Ch.
Tammany. Winnings and only times shown :

First puppy, New York. 1890; first open and
special for l)est l)race with his litter sister. Lass
of Kent, New York, 1891; first, Wilmington;
Gloversville and Albany ; first challenge New
York and Boston, 1S92. " N. B—This low stud
fee for three months to approved bitches.
Address

GEORGE JARVIS,

53-78 1015 Washington Avenue, N. Y.

P0INTF:RS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN, 6258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-
dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

Some Choice Pointer
Puppies for sale cheap. For pedigrees, prices,

J. U. PURCEL,!..,etc., address
59-tf Gainesville, Va.

IN THE STUD.
|

IN THE STUD.

Seminole I^ennels
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ROUGH-COATED COLLIES
CHAMPION THE SQUIRE (30881) FEE «|i5().00

CHAMPION ROSLYN WILKES (iOSS.I) " 50.00
CHAMPION ROSLYN DANDY (17577) «' 3O.0O
SIR KELPIE (14735) »* 15.00

ENGLISH SETTER
SIR FREDERICK (81741) ; *« 50.00

Winner of forty-four first prizes in England.

IRISH SETTERS
CHAMPION TIM (5815) •* S5.o<>
JERRY JARVIS (15347) (litter brother to Duke Elcho) * SO.OO

ENGLISH PUGS
WINKS (30037) (grandson of Ch. Loris.) »« lO.OO

Extended pedigree and list of stock for .sale furni.shed on application.
Specimens of the above breeds for sale, including several good stud dogs, brood bitches in

whelp and puppies of the highest grade.

Mention Fanciers' Journai..

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - SSO

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member, 35 per cent off".

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL S20
Puppies and Brood Bitches for .sale. Dogs o(

any breed taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stnd and sold on commission.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
46-97 CHESTNUT HILL, Phila., Pa.

MASTIFF AT STUD.

ORMONDE
A son of the great Cambrian Princess, winner

of ist Rockford, Freeport, Cleveland, Cincinnati
and Chicago, and sire of 1st and 2d prize bitches
Rockford, Freeport and Chicago, 1892. Some
grandly bred pups for sale. Send stamp for

catalogue. CHARLES E. BUNN.
157-202 Peoria, Illinois.

Mention Fanciers' Journal.

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed ip this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
40-91 LANCASTER, MASS.

BEAGLE IN STUD.

CHAMPION TONY WELLER,
THE absolutf: winner of

THE BEAGLE TRIALS, 1891.
Piipplos for Sale.

OAKVIEW KENNELS.
60-72 Glenside, I*a.

COUNT LEO,
MackjD.—Lady Alta. Mack D. by the famous

Count Noble. Lady Alta by Count Ro<lerigo—
he by the peerless Roderigo, he by Count X blc,

evenly marked white, black and tan. Broken by
the field trial trainer Geo. McLin. and pronoun-
ced by him a very high class dog for private
shooting. Foe ^15. A handsome litter of pup
pies for sale.

E. G. f;lliott,

40-91 Nantucket, Mass.

JACK MODOC,
(A. K. C. S. B., Vol. IV, No. 5664).

Black and white English setter dog Winner
in field trials, viz , diviiled 3d, American Field
Trial.s, when 14 mos.; 2d at V.. F. Tri.-Hl><, i>-8«.

Fast, stylish, enduring ; with remarkable nose
Stud fee $25. For particulars address

69-tf

BUCKELLEW KENNKLS,
Saratoga Springs, n; Y.

QtKENNELSS

FOR SALE-ENfiLISII SETTER PUPS,
bv Ch. Rotler go, Ch. Gath's Mark and Dan
Gladstone. I1{ISII SF/ITKR PIPS, by
Ch. Kildare, Ch. Dick Swiveller, Ch. Tim and
Champion Seminole.

Send for Price List. 40-9

Mention Fanciers' Journai..

Unglo-AmeriGon Terrier \m±.
TN STUD.

SMOOTH FOX TERRIER.

EBOR SPENDTHRIFT STin Fee $10
WIRKIIAIRKD FOX TERRIER,

BARTON STING - Stud Fee $10
IRISH TERRIERS,

JACK BRIGGS - Stud Fee $20
VALLEY BOXER - StidHii:$15

BLACK AM) TAN TERRIER,

PRINCE REGENT - Stud Fee $10
SCOTCH TERRIER,

KILSTOR - - - studFei$15
SCOTCH HOT - - - - $15

VORKSHIKK TK;rRIER.

CH. TOON'S ROYAL - sn i. Fek $10
R. TOON,

216 Fitzwilliam St., Sheffield, F'ng.

C. N. SYMONDS,
Salem, Mass., U. S. A.

Address

i57-203eow

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

HANOVER BOY.
Full of Playboy blood, has small, perfectly car-

ried ears, winner of two firsts and an uncropped
special at Kennel Club Show, London.

FEE $15.00.

BOXER IV.
Winner of several prizes, long clean head, hard

red coat, sire of Bnmi)tious Hoiinet.

FEE $16 00.
Apply to

WALTER J. COMSTOCK,
5i-75eow Box 408, Providence, R. I.

B. F. I^EWIS,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

tt

ELM STATION,

Montcomerv Co.. P«

Pugs of the Best Breeding
At rea.sonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNELS,
Box 506, Louisville, Ky. A^'fi

THE KENNEL.

ST. BKRNARD DOGS
AT STUD, AT HALF PRICE.

Lothario

Lord Dante
Ben Hur
Wyoming Hesper
Piinlimmon, Jr.

Jim Blaine

Sir Bedivere

J^JO.OO

12.50

13.50

15.00
20.00

25.00

75-00
The above dogs are well known and further

comment is unnecessary. Urood bitches and
puppies for sale.

WYOMING KENNELS,
MKI.kOSE, MASS.149-200

Champion Melac

I have for sale a number of puppies, both
sexes, by the above celebrated dog, out of Mtnca
II, first prize wiiMier at Chicago, tS^i, I am ot-
fering these puppies, seven months oKl and over
distemi)er, at a bargain. Having bought cheap
will sell cheap, (jnick sales and small profits.

ADDRESS

llarnj L. Goodman,
Auburn Pari<, 111.

Mention Fanciers' Journal.

IRISH SETTER AT STUD.

LIMERICK.
For Pedigrees and Particulars address

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
69-tf <.'l«>iisldts I'a.

#"
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterlnai'y Sui*j;eon,

tf !-.»»;{ H1M)AI)WAY, NEW YOUK.

AMKIUCAN KEXNKL CLI:B

Qtud Pook.
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.
the official monthly publication of the chib. con-
tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the different shows. Stud Hook registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all
kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two<lollars j)er aiiiuim.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

tf Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway New York.

"Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

ft. B. TallrRan,
Motf OAK LAWN, R. I.

Mention Fancikks' Jot knai,.

To those who are desirous of pur-

chasing dogs in the vicinity of New
York, outside or abroad, and where

a satisfactory inspection is required,

address for particulars and terms

Harry E. TWyford,

BAY IIIIHM:, Xoar Nov York.

Dogs also boarded under his care.

Mention Fancii ks' Joukna:..

Game HHiitanis. Trisli Terriers.

Dr. Wra. Crawford Johnson, Freilerick. Md.
151-202

Hi

,
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Spratts Patent•* MEAT FIBHINE,* VEGETABLE

CAUTIOfl!
(With Beetroot).

CAUTIOfl! CAUTIOfl!

SEE AlAu YOUR

DOG CAKES
ARE

THUS STAMPED.

SEE ALL YOUR

DOG CAKES
ARE

THUS STAMPED.

, ,0, ^-K V.ZC- Of a Fox T.rrier xvill require from one to one and a half biscuits a aay
;

the size of a Pointer or Retriever from thr.e to

four biscuits a day. and a dog the size of a Mastiff from five to six biscuits per day.

Dog, Podltry, and Gam? Foods and Medicines

SPRflTTS PRTENT GOD LIVER OIL*
f^(D

^'r>

== DOG CAKES s:^^
(WITH BEETROOT),

Fop Dogs Recovering from Distempep-

Ramphlet on Canine Diseases Rost Free.

CORE FOR DISTEMPER IN DOGS, fl H21O Antiseptic Rern^dy, $1.00 per boJs, raailed free.

Is entirely FRHE FROM POISON and most effective in the destruction of Lice, Fleas and Ticks, and in keeping the

DOG SOAP, skin free from Scurf. 25c. per Tablet, mailed free. Per box of 3 tablets, 75c.

Of all Grocers, Druggists and Sporting Goods Houses.

SPRKTTS •»•

241, 243 and 24-5 East S6th Street, Ne\A/ York City.

<*,*fi
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THE KENNEL.

C3URRBNT REPORTS.

him he had a devil in him as big as a

woodchuck, but he did not think he

would ever be handsome—the old gentle-

man was pretty near right, too.

*
* *

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town
— 7"*^ Spanish Student.

On another page we give a good coun-

terfeit presentment of the well known

and popular dog fancier and judge, Mr.

J. Otis Fellows, better known as "Uncle

Dick." He is one of our oldest Spaniel

breeders (as was his father before him)

but is thoroughly down on the long and

low type which he has appropriately

named alligators.

We have endeavored to get a pedigree

of our friend Uncle Dick, but his mod-

esty prevents him from giving us a de-

tailed family history. His father told

The subject of our illustration is not

yet fifty years of age, but in fun, trouble

and experience he is aVjout one thousand

years of age. He comes of a seafaring

family, his father was a captain and ship

owner for forty-eight years and his

grandsire sailed the first vessel on Lake

Ontario. His mother's ancestors came

over on the vlayflower, and General

Putman was his great uncle.•
Uncle Dick writes: "I had so much

whaling at school that I went on a whal-

ing voyage. I was little Dick then and

they changed it to Dick Turpin. Now
that I've had all the nouesense knocked

out of me it's Uncle Dick." He ran

away to Callio, and, coming home by

way the isthmus and Galveston, where

he heard of gold being found at Pike's

Peak, off to the gold diggins he went,

but of course got no gold. This was

about 1857.

» *

He then learned the machinist trade,

and when the war broke out he went to

the front, and was a sailor, engineer and

probably a speculator (bounty jumper)

for all we know. He served through the

war honorably and with more than his

usual bad luck, for he has been a most

unfortunate individual, having been

shot, cut with a knife in the skull so that

it required the efforts of two men to pull

the knife out. He was shipwrecked

three times, had yellow fever and scurvy.

*
• «

In 1868 he had part of an oil well tor-

pedo burst in his hands, and has heard

nothing since. Six years later he was

caught in a belt and was carried around

the shaft many times, and when he was

rescued his legs were fractured, his right

arm gone and was bruised and mashed

from head to foot. Despite his loss he is

counted one of the crack pigeon shots in

his neighborhood.
«
« •

Uncle Dick is now a country tiuker,

and is able to repair anything from a

mouse trap to a locomotive. In spite of

his continued hard luck Mr. Fellows is

one of the most pleasant and jolly men
in the fancy. No man is more popular,

yet he is not one of those who carry

water on both shoulders. He is most de-

cided in his opinions and is forcible in

expressing them. But he has a good

heart and never bears a grudge; in this

particular he is worthy of emulation. We
hope our esteemed friend has passed

through all his trials and can now, in the

afternoon of his eventful life, sit leisurely

in the shade and coutemplate the de-

clining sun.

• «

Mr. Fellows, with his partner, Mr. C.

S. Wixom, are owners of the Hornell-

Harmony Kennels, and are breeders of

Spaniels, Beagles, Foxhounds, Grey-

hounds, Welsh Terriers, Pointers and

Russian Wolf-hounds.

«
» •

Seminole Keunels writes us: "We beg

to advise that we have just purchased

from the Kildare Kennels the young

Irish Setter dog Troubadour, which

we have renamed Merry Monarch. His

former owner says he is quite the equal

of Champion Kildare at his age. He
was whelped October, 1890. He is

without doubt the making of a crack

and should have no trouble in cleaning

up the open class in the fall. This ad-

dition has placed us on a pretty strong

footing on the bench, as our challenge

class team, Champions Tim and Laura

B., as is well known, is invincible and

in better condition than they have ever

been, and, barring accident, are good for

a long time yet, frisking and playing in

the kennel yard all day, tiring out many
of the younger dogs. '

'

*

Mr. H. C. Bates, secretary Kingston

Kennel Club, announces September 19

to 22 as the dates for the club's annual

bench show.
«

• •

The National Beagle Club will hold

their first annual bench show at Nanuet,

N. Y., October, 24, 1892.

*\
The United States Field Trial Club is

to be congratulated upon the large Derby

entry, which we attribute to the club's

popular and efficient officers and the

well-known ability aud fairness of its

judges. The Central Club's entry will be

close after the successful western club.

It has over one hundred entries we are

informed.
«
• •

The National Beagle Club's Executive

Committee held a meeting June 10 to ar-

range for field trials. Their Derby en-

tries will close August i aud in all other

classes October i. The committee re-

quest suggestions of suitable judges.

The following rule was inserted in the

Field Trial Rules under the heading "In-

structions to Judges." The judges may
withhold any or all prizes for lack of

merit. A committee of three on prizes

was appointed by the chair as follows :

O. W. Brooking, W. S. Clark and W. A.

Power. Entries for the bench show will

close October i.

«
• •

The National Greyhound Club have

kindly donated the following specials to

be competed for at the Industrial Ex-

hibition Association's bench show of

dogs to be held in the City of Toronto,

Canada, from the 12th to the 15th of

September: Club medal for best Grey-

hound, club medal for best Deerhound

and club medal for best Psovi.

• «

A correspondent gives the following to

the Asian : A circumstance which I should

say was an uncommon one in the annals

of shikar happened the other day, A
gentleman while out shooting in the

Eastern Dun in a canebrake started a

leopard and cub. Amofig his dogs that

were beating was a powerful Euglish

Greyhouud. This dog drove off" the

leopard and killed the cub. This dog

also killed a very powerful lungoor (grey

monkey), one of the largest size, standing

fully three feet nine inches or four feet.

One of the spaniels had cut this lungoor

off from the tree for which it was making

and it turned upon the dog and bit it in

the neck very severely, its tusks being as

large as a small leopard's. It then tried

to strangle the dog, when the Greyhound

came to the rescue. It caught the lun-

goor by the nape of the neck and with

one crunch killed it.

• «

Bull Terriers, says Fancier's Gazette,

have singularly escaped that distinction

which interesting aud amusing anecdotes

of the intelligence and cleverness of

most other varieties have secured for

them. A correspondent, however, has

come to the rescue, and supplies a tale of

a brindle Bull Terrier he has, who
couples an out-standing dislike to cats

and policemen, while he lives peacefully

with all other men and most other ver-

min. One evening recently, although

muzzled, he took to chasing a cat through

a hedge a considerable distance from

home. By some means or other the

muzzle got torn off, heuce the cat, alas!

suffered an inglorious martyrdom, and

after the deed was done Jack came
meekly home, carr3riug the muzzle in his

mouth, and, with the air of injured inno-

cence, begged to have it put on, before

further prosecuting his usual evening

prowl.
•*»

The committee appointed by the To-

ronto Kennel Club to secure a reduction

in dog license fees, for thoroughbred

dogs, have been successful.

•*»

A faithful old house dog owned by

Melchoir Brown, of Reading, Pa., is more

than a dozen years old. He lost all his

teeth a long time ago, and had great

trouble in eating. Mr. Brown recently

took the dog to a well-known local den-

tist and had a full set of false teeth made
for the animal, which he now uses with

as much skill as any person could. At

first it required considerable watching to

prevent the dog from swallowing his

grinders, but he soon grew accustomed

to them. His master is now trying to

take them out aud wash them with his

tongue.
*

• *

Patrick McHenry, of Manayunk, keeps

a small cigar store, and adds to his in-

come by serving a number of his neigh-

bors with their morning and evening

papers. Of late Patrick has received a

good many complaints about the non-

arrival of the papers, and, as he is a most

conscientious man of business and serves

his customers with clock-like regularity,

he was sorely puzzled to solve the prob-

lem of what became of the jouruals after

he had tossed them upon the door steps

or into the vestibules of those who de-

clared they never reeeived them. It

was puzzling, because Patrick had watch-

ed again and again, but could never de-

tect any evil-minded tramp or small boys

following him to pilfer along his route.

The mystery was not solved until last

Tuesday, when it was discovered that a

cunning little scamp had trained a big

Newfoundland dog to steal about half a

dozen papers every day, which the

youngster would sell at the railroad sta-

tion and then squander the receipts upon

corn balls and other dainties dear to the

juvenile palate. The dog was trained to

lay down upon a folded paper, i.nd, as

he had a large lump or two of shoe-

maker's wax stuck to his belly and is a

heavy animal, the papers would stick to

him and he would trot off" to his young

master, who would wait around a cerner

near by.

•••

The Kennel, the Farm and the Poultry

Yard has discovered another cure for

hydrophobia: This time it comes from

Milan, and takes the form of an injection

under the skin of the virus, in what is

termed its "'fixed" form. The story

goes that at the institution for the cure

of hodrophobia at the place in question

a man who had been bitten by a dog and

had undergone the Pasteur treatment

was nevertheless attacked with the dis-

ease. Paralysis had set in from the

waist downwards, and his life was de-

spaired of when Professor Murri thought

of making subcutaneous injections of

the virus in its fixed form. Little by lit-

tle all the serious symptoms disappeared

aud the man is said to have been quite

cured. The Milan papers say that if

further experiments of the kind, as is

probable, give the same result, a real

curative and not merely preventive,

treatment of the terrible disease will have

been found.

-^
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WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS

Some Interesting Pickings and Pointers

Gathered Here and There.

From Our Special Correspondent.

I pity those who have not the gift or
rather the intellect of distinguishing
jocular reading matter from funereal,

matter-of-fact, monotonous squibs that

a school boy is accustomed to write.

The Journal rather prides itself on
its subscribers and advertisers and gives

them the cfedit of being the best, and I

will add a selected or "choseu few."
They admire our reading matter because
it is crisp and snappy, quick to the point,

no beating about the bush, aud above all

we have the news. And another thing
we present the news in a form that is

cheerful to read and carries one's mind
to the pleasant associations that should
alwavs be counected with dogs.

so
to

Surely none of our subscribers are

wanting in their "upper story" not
be able to distinguish what is a "guy
from "decorated news" which is made
palatable easy reading and not so funer-

eal^ If we were to confine ourselves

exclusively to dog news proper, what
would it amount to, nothing more than
"births, deaths and marriages." Often
has it been expressed to me, let alone the
fact that many go without their Saturday
breakfast till they've read the Journal,
"I've waded through the others, there's

nothing in them, no snap to them, no
vivacity, just like taking a dose of castor
oil."

It places me in an awkward position to

hear these remarks about our contem-
poraries, but its so aud I must admit our
little paper compared to them all is just

like a glass of champagne to a mug of
beer. To return to the subject of

"decorated news" aud those who are

jealous of it and to those few who have
not the "keeu sense for the ridiculous,"

I notice they are ever too ready to copy
it and not give The Fanciers' Journal
the credit of it.

The Fox Terrtei- Valet is dead. Why,
We all had this before. I had the pleas-

ure of a chat with Mr. Fred Hoey the

other day. He was on the elevated rail-

road going up to Morris Park races. It

appears Valet was out boarding at Ben
Lewis' keunels, aud died last January,
from what he doesn't know. He also

tells me that the colt of the year. Sir

Walter, was his, and he purchased him
last year at Haggin's sale. Dr. Ktiapp,

the colt's present owner, is a member of

the Westminster Kennel Club, and his

name we have often seen as distinguish-

ing himself at the traps shooting live

pigeous. He certainly has a flyer iu Sir

waiter, the winner of the Great Ameri-
can Stakes, and last Saturday the Eclipse

Stakes. His first "grand coup" he was
considered flukv, but last Saturday he
proved beyond doubt to be every inch a

race horse, possessing pluck and stamina.

His sister, a yearling, was sold last Mon-
day night at Tattersall's for ^4100.

Mr. H. Phillips, whom we all know in

New York, reports "good biz," and
among his selection of dogs, outsiders

I mean, for Mr. Phillips ranks as one of
our foremost Japanese experts and is a

member of the Pet Dog Club, I saw more
than an ordinary specimen of a little

Yorkshire, who during the week or so

that he has had the pleasure of basking
in the window under this canine empo-
rium roof has been doing his prettiest on
many occasions.thus paying for himself,

which goes to show he is thought well of.

What his price is I don't know, but Mr.
Phillips doesn't want all the pudding,
and you will get good value for your
money.

"decoration" Mr. Phil-

that during the last

Without any
lips assures me
twenty years he has imported no less

than 1500 Toy dogs to this country.

Other papers please copy.

"First come first served" is the motto
of F. G. Senn. It appears a gentleman
wanted a Jap, the price for which was
|2oo. Thinking he might do better he
went his way, and on coming oack to

clinch the bargain the "Jap" had flown.

Why, says he, when too late, I'll give you

I300. Perhaps the original price vyas not
high enough, but F. G. will have it so
next time.

At the Dutchess Kennels all is excite-

ment and preparation. Mr. Booth is

prepared to sit up all night for a month,
and Albert Prey, his assistant, knows
just how many young Aristocrats will be
walking round, in fact, he has a door al-

ready to open to let them have their first

romp. The Empress of Contoocook is

heavy in whelp to Aristocrat, and due
last Sunday. A house away from the
main kennel has been fixed up for the
occasion, and a change of luck in the St.

Bernard world will commenct: rij^'lit now.
A horse shoe nailed on the door is most
noticeable, and, although we don't be-

lieve in "fairy tales," we are willing to

accept any omen for a change of luck.

One of the three Russian Wolf Hounds
consigned to Mr. Hanks, died in giving
whelps the day before the steamer sailed

from Riga, from the effects of the jour-

ney and the condition she was iu. The
Steamship Coneinaugh with the dogs on
board has been delayed but should arrive

the latter part of the mouth.

The Central Park Kennels, of which
John Whalen is the proprietor, was
visited by his "nibships" last week. I

was in search of a cracking Fox Terrier

that could down them all, and recently

imported was the report that reached

my ears but he like all good things was
ciuickly purchased, so I'm still in the

(lark. Mr. Whaleu had gone to Staten

Island (let us wink the other eye) pro-

bably in search of some Staten Island

Terries to pick up at a "quid" a piece.

However, Mrs. Whalen introduced me
to the inmates and among them was the

Bull Terrier Carney in tip top condition

and the Bull Dog Beudigo, a fair one in

his time, but not in it now. There were
some thirty boarders and all cleanly

kenneled in a big, airy aud light base-

ment, and all under complete control.

The Mastiff Merlin, I was told, had
just arrived, he was hardlylnot recogniza-

ble and has been a very sick dog.

The jovial proprietor of the Beverwyck
Kennels, Albany, who takes things as

they come and travels under that saying,

"blessed is he that expects nothing and
he shall—etc.," is more than pleased

with his little tykes and reports a great

demand for his stock. This can easily

be accounted for. Mr, Rathbone is a

terrier man, he enjoys their company
and tests their gameness. It isn't prize

winners so much that he wants, but a

terrier and a symmetrical representa-

tive of the breed. On the bench this

year puppies of his own breeding have
had more than their share of wiuning,

and rightly earned them, too. He has

the brood bitches, and breeds them to

the best imported dogs. The first litter

by Starden's King is in his kennel, and
in July he will have ten bitches whelping

to the various stud dogs, and as experi-

ence is the best teacher we shall proba-

bly see some better puppies of Beverwyck
strain next year.

Mr, Houck is creeping slowly and has

made a venture at breeding by mating
Beverwyck Raven to the Woodale's
Dobbin.

Mr. T. S. Bellin is on his feet again

and has made a trip to Canada. While
iu Montreal he purchased from the Mon-
treal Hunt Club, which is a very swell

hunt and has the most perfect kennels

and the finest strain of Fox Hounds that

it's possible to have, several couple of

hounds for the "noble" (drag) fox hunt-

ers of Albany. As I stated before, Al-

bany will soon give us a lead in dogs in

their proper form and use, and the men
behind it are not so much for show but

the genuine article. Keep them moving,

Mr. Bellin, we admire your enthusiasm.

I think the National Beagle Club are

exercising their power too much, or

rather the few gentlemen who were pres-

ent at the meeting, and I question if the

absurd idea which they have passed upon

is valid. Frank Forest was not the ab-

solute winner in the year 1890. Tone,

the wiuning bitch in the fifteenth class,

could not run her final heat with Frank

because she was on heat. Belle Ross, the

winner in the thirteenth class, was v;ith-

drawu, and for why I should like to
know. Now to be an absolute winner
the dogs I should conscientiously say
must be produced and run. vSuch school
boy business is dead wrong. Why, what's
the matter with making Tony Weller the
absolute winner 1890 and 1891. It's just
as ridiculously right as the other, and I

am surprised at those present agreeing to
such utter rot.

The rules that pupjnes must now be
between six and twelve months old was
taken advantage of at the last San Fran-
cisco show. Our wily secretary of the
A. K. C, who pulls our ears occasion-
ally, dro])ped on to the miscreants and
four dogs were disqualified. .\t Pitts-

burg this year, when the rule was green,
the same thing happened and they were
likewise chastised.

The number of dog men that are deaf
is marked and we don't like to be told of
our afflictions. I dropped in to see Brer
Lacy last Monday and was yelling at his

right ear as usual when he said, "Not so
loud, please," and at the same time he
held a fan between his teeth. Being
thick and slow at catching on I still

shouted till he appeared mad and kept
pointing to the fan and saying,"! can
hear as well as you, don't shout." The
sequel is Mr. Lacy had paid some f,6 for

a vulcanite fan, which is very flexible,

and by putting it in his mouth and plac-

ing his "eye or high" teeth on it and
bending the fan somewhat and by your
talking to the fan iu your natural tone he
hears very nicely and thus saving the
speaker volumes of lung power. I sug-

gested a while back that Mr. Vredenburg
be set up as a phonograph, and I sup-

pose we will have to call this experiment
of Lacy's a "fanograph." Reporters aud
"uoos" canvassers, if not too late now,
may use this next week.

Mr. Hamlet Owen the owner of the
stud foxterrier Ranter, writes me that he
has two grand litters by him out of
Blemton Vice and Oriole Triumph.

Next week we shall have a full list of

the entries for the Central Field Trials.

Mr, C. H. Odell will mail to-day and at

the same time a copy to all the papers. I

did manage to squeeze out that the en-

tries exceeded 100.

the bitch he gave the special to at Phila-
delphia? A sixteen-hand hor-e would be
over eight feet long in body and wtiuld
be a client for a dime museum according
to that.

The New Jersey Kennel League met as
stated. The details I've not learned, ex-
cepting they elected officers. Mr. E. II,

Morris, I understand, is the power Ije-

hind the throne and the prime mover,
"H'edwiu" is always enthusiastic and a
worker, aud when he puts his shoulder
to the wheel "it's a go."

The Empress of Contoocook wheIiK;d
lust Sunilay at 3 A, M. successfully. I

saw one of the litter, who takes strongly
after his dad, and shows evident sigus of
being a very deep rich orange.

Bkockknuurst

The English Setter Club called a meet-

ing at 4 o'clock, Wednesday last, at 44
Broadway, particulars of which will ap-

pear next Saturday.

Mr. A. P. Vrendenburgh and his wife

took advantage of the hot weather last

Tuesday by paying Mr.James B. Blossom
a visit. It appears the owner of Beau-

mont, Heather York and other Gordons
divides his attention to "growing roses."

aud the sight to behold in his garden
combined with the aroma thereof is cal-

culated to impress one for the remainder

of his life. Some 700 different bushes

E
resented themselves and assisted to this

rilliancy they were all in full bloom.

The dogs are allowed to exercise them-

selves in this spacious arena of fragrance

from 7 A. M. until 12 o'clock, and re-

markably to relate not even a branch is

broken. Jack roses and Adelina Patti's

export themselves till they are common
and a nuisance, but the rose to come is a

"Beaumont Blume," and with such luxu-

ries we shall be on the look out. The
sweet expression ou our "genial sec."

must stop "blossoming" or else the Gor-

dons will all be a "bed of roses."

I am frank to confess that Mr. Diffen-

derffer has clean knocked me out the

first time. I cannot grasp his letter, the

meaning of it. Although he does not

deny what I socially stated, he must re-

member that the standard points given

to the head is, I believe, 30 or 35, so Us

evident t» me that the head comes first

in a Beagle and only natural they should

be set up as little workmen. The wo-

rn the "Whiff" is rather amusing, and I

think we must draw the line. All that

we see of a woman usually is her head, so

by her face she must be judged. I don't

know anything of, to quote Mr. Diffen-

derffer, "the symmetry of her withers,"

not even if she be a "ministering angel
"

NEW JERSEY KENNEL LEAGUE.

Kloetlou of oniuerH and Ai>i>oIutuiuut
of < 'oiuiuItteoH.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
At a meeting held at the Continental

Hotel, Newark, N. J., on Friday evening

last the following officers were elected:

President, Mr. Edward H. Radel; vice-

president, Dr. Edwin Field; treasurer,

Edward R. Christopher; secretary, Mr.

E. H. Johnson, and an Executive Com-
mittee, with the president, secretary and

treasurer, Messrs. W. O. Kuebler, Edwin
H. Morris, E. A. Dillhoff, T. Farrer
Rackham aud Frank Lint/., with power
to add to their number and select two
more vice-presidents from the charter
members.
Among the thirty odd menil)ers who

were elected at this meeting were Mr.
Kruser, a member of Governor AI)lH:tt's

staff; Mr. G. H. Muirhead, secretary of
the Inter-State Fair Association; Mr.
Rowland P. Keasby, secretary of the

American Spaniel Club; ex-Alderman M.
A. Hanchell aud many well-know dog
men aud prominent citizens, making a

combination with a strong, young, am-
bitious element, which argues well for a

great career for the League.
The vacancies were left in the vice-

presidents aud Executive Committee in

order that the officers should l)e elected

from different sections of the state, and
that the League should be thoroughly
representative.

The secretary and treasurer were ap-

pointed a committee to print and circu-

late the constitution and by-laws, and
Mr. Christopher was given instructions

for incorporation.

The League has proposals for Whippet
racing. Sheep dog trials and l)ench shows

from the State Fair Association, aud it

proposes to take iu hand much practical

work, besides seeing that the regulations

coucerniug dogs throughout the state are

equitable and humane.
The president of the League is known

in connection with a very typical St.

Bernard, which he exhibited last spring,

and, being a gentleman of wealth, he

has taken his duties up in a spirit of oi>en

heartedness and enthusiasm, inviting the

members of the Executive Committee to

hold their first meeting at his residence.

E. H, M.

read and ap-

How would my frieud like to purchase a —j„

horse built ou the same lines as June M., aoston. Tuesday, June 28, at 2 P. M.

Now Eutrluud Field Trhil Club.

A meeting of the Board of Governors

of the New England Field Trial Club

was held at the rooms of the American

Stock-Keeper, Monday, June 13, at 2 P.

M., President Power iu the chair.

Present: Messrs. Ilayward, Tucker,

Lovell, Stickney and Power.

Records of last meeting

proved.
Dr. J. W. Hayward, for the Committee

on Game aud Grounds, reported pro-

gress.
Communication from M. C. D. RoiH.'rts

read and filed.

Voted to admit Mr. O. W. Dotuur to

membership.
Dr. Hayward, chairman of the Lom-

mittee on Judges, reported progress.

Voted that the Committee on Judges

be instructed to invite Messrs. N. Wal-

lace, of Farmington, Conn.; Washington

A. Coster, of Saratoga Springs, N. Y.,

and John Davidson, of Monroe, Mich.,

to judge at the coming trials.

Adjourned to 266 Washington Street,

.t
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HINTS TO BEGINNERS.

NO. VII.

Prom the Stock-Keeper.

The beginner having, let us hope,

reared his puppies successfully, will

doubtless be anxious that they should

develop into animals that will do credit

to the establishment whence they hail.

Very naturally a great deal of their future

excellence will depend upon whether

they are well bred, but still there can be

no gainsaying the fact that care and at-

tention will have something to do with

the extent of their improvement. An ill-

reared pup seldom grows into a well-

grown dog, and a very fruitful cause of

ill health is overcrowding in the kennel.

Many owners of dogs and especially

beginners, shrink from disposing of their

puppies lest by doing so they should al-

low the bright particular star of the litter

to slip through their fingers. Conse-

quently iu cases where ample space is not

available, and in some instances where

their master's pocket is not a very deep

one, the youngsters suffer from being

packed too closely together, from

neglect, or from the want of proper

amount of suitable and nutritious food.

Everyone must .see that it is impossible

for any living thmg, and especially so

during the period of its infancy, to thrive

as it should do in a badly ventilated

house where ii inhales a vitiated atmos-

phere, yet this is the lot of many and

many a promising puppy. Injudicious

feeding is likewise responsible for many
a disappointment to the novice, whilst

the absence of exercise is yet another
frequent cause of ill-luck to <log owners.

First, then, let us impress upon begin-

ners once and for all the absolute neces-

sity for taking means to prevent them-
selves getting over-dogged, if we may
coin the expression. That the question

of drafting whelps from their kennels is

a very difficult one, we do not for one in-

stant deny, but the nettle must be
grasped sooner or later, and it is alwavs
l>est to effect the clearance before the
youngsters suffer from the ills that must

• eventually beset them if |)ermitted to

continue. Of course, if the advice of a
practice*! breeder is available, and the
mdividual in (juestion can be relied on
to give an unbiased opinion, the begin-
ner should avail himself of the same. i)ut

if not he must try and do the best for

him.self. When the whelps are from six

to ten months old, it is always a difficult

matter to decide upon their respective

merits for the future, as during the hob-
bledehoy stage of their existence all

breeds of dogs are gawky and plain.

Generally speaking it has been my
experience that the best-looking puppies
in the nest have been the earliest to re-

gain their proper form and to retain it;

but on the other hand, there are instan-

ces innumerable forthcoming to prove
that the ugly pup of the litter has sud-
denly taken it into his head to "come
on" and develop into the swell of the
family. Still, if the beginner is in doubt,
we recommend him to remember what
the different whelps looked like when
very young, and to base his selections

uj>on their then appearance.
It very often happens that an owner

who is not particularly anxious to ex-
hibit his dogs but rather prefers to breed
a certain variety, will refuse a verj' tempt-
ing offer for the best looking puppy in

the litter and yet dispose of another one
—nearly as handsome—for a mere song.
In acting after this fashion we do not
consider that he is well advi.sed, for it

frequently occurs that the plainer look-
ing relative is the better animal at the
stud, and until a dog or bitch has been
given a chance it is quite impossible to
estimate their respective values. It is,

we think, an enormous mistake, unless
under very exceptional circumstances,
for a breeder to refuse a big offer for a
good looking dog, and especially so if

the animal is likely to remain in this
country, so that his services would l)e

available for stud purposes if required.
Naturally enough, if the animal is a fa-

vorite the case is altered, or if it hap-
pens to lie a valuable sire or successful
matron, whose offspring command a

price in the market, it is a different mat-
ter; but speaking generally and in a

business sense we strongly advise all be-

ginners, especially if not exhibitors, to

"put their dogs iu their pockets" if a
long pi ice is bid.

Most owners of large kennels who en-

ter largely into the pursuit of exhibiting
their dogs are in the habit of entrusting

their puppies to other people to "walk"
for them, and the advantages of this

boarding out system if conducted under
favorable circumstances are so obvious
as to need no describing. At the same time
every precaution should be taken to en-

sure the whelps receiving proper at-

tention, as there is the injudicious friend

on the one hand who stuffs a dog with
heating food, and on the other the nig-

gardly person who half starves him, to

be avoided. Unless very sure of one's

man it is therefore a good plan to send a
bag of Spratts biscuits with the pup, for

as these articles contain both meal and
vegetables in the shape of beetroot the

pups are sure to get a certain amount of

each of these sorts of food even if neg-

amount of fresh air should be afforded

the sufferer, but at the same time all

draughts and damp must be particularly

avoided. The temperature of the hospi-

tal should be kept as equal as possible at

about 60°, and every possible means
should be taken to keep up the patient's

strength. Solid foods are not to be
given, and iu fact as the appetite fails

few dogs with distemper upon them
would look at even the choicest morsels.

Strong beef tea and port wine as drenches
should be given, and when the animals
begin to pick up a bit a little fish thor-

oughly boiled to a jelly will often tempt
them, and will be found beneficial, had-
docks' heads being very good for the

purpose. Above all things isolation of

the infectual animals is imperatively
necessary, and all their bedding should
be destroyed at once, the benches and
drinking vessels, etc., being thoroughly
sluiced with disinfectants such as Jeyes'

compound, or Sanitas, or Hakeman's
Zydoclide, and the condition of the re-

maining members of the kennel ought to

be a matter of almost hourly solicitude,
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lected in other respects. On the days
when the biscuits are given them dry

the gnawing that goes on assists them in

cutting their teeth ; and they are also easily

crushed up, and mix well with broth and

other substances. All this can be ex-

plained to the person in whose charge

the pups are to "be left, and then there

is a better chance of the youngsters being

done well by.

Distemper is a terrible scourge to

many kennels, but its ravages can usual-

ly be minimised by a strict attention to

cleanliness ane proper diet. It is by no
means a necessity that every dog should

suffer from the ailment, any more than

it is for every human being to have
whooping cough or scarlet fever, ^et

most dogs do suffer from the complaint,

which is one that an affected animal is

peculiarly susceptible of communicating
to another. We have no intention of in-

cluding any veterinary notes in our

hints, but at the same time, a few words

upon the treatment of a dog whilst suf-

fering from distemper may not be out of

place. In the first place, a reasonable

attendedso that if affected they may be

to at once.
It is deplorable to witness the suffer-

ings of some animals when suffering

from a bad attack of this fearful disease,

their frames being racked by the charac-

teristic cough, and their eyes and noses

quite closed by the thick discharge that

issues therefrom. Some relief may be

afforded them by bathing these organs

with warm water, but the sufferers rapid-

Iv lose flesh and strength whilst the at-

tack lasts. Nursing, of course, has a

great deal to do with their ultimate re-

tovery, and much depends upon the

nature of the seizure, many dogs getting

over their troubles quite easily, whilst

others suffer very much indeed. Perhaps

Greyhounds, Bloodhounds and St. Ber-

nards present the most diflBcult ca.ses,

and are more susceptible of distemper

than other breeds, but the case of any

highly bred dog whose strength is below

par is always liable to become a grave

one unless the most vigorous efforts are

made to control the advance of the dis-

ease.

Edmund de Langley condenftis the use

of finders, saying: "The spaynel wil

make al the ryot and al the harme." We
now come to a passage in Arrian where

he compares hunting and coursing as

these two modes of sports were known to

him, and it will be seen his own proclivi-

ties biassed him in favor of coursing.

"Such are the methods of coursing

adopted by those who have fleet hounds-

and horses, they neither ensnare the

animals with toils, nets or springes, nor

employ in short, any other tricks or wily-

inventions, but contend with them in a

straightforward trial of speed. And to

me the spectacles appear nowise akin,

the former being like thievish depreda-

tion, the latter like a battle fought out

with main strength, the one class of

sportsmen resembling pirates in their

clandestine attack, while the other are as

openly victorious as were the Athenians
over the Medes in the naval engagement
at Artemisium, or at Salamis and Psytta-

lia or again at Cyprus."
It was not so with Somerville, our

poet of the Chase, who was wedded to

fox hunting, and loved the music of the
hound, "strong, heavy, slow but sure."

"Whose clanging voice awake the
mountain echo in her cell, and shake
the forest." And whose enthusiasm in

;
the one form of sport led him to express

f the unjust censure on the followers of
the leash already quoted.

And even the mayster of game seems to

show a leaning to the sport afforded by
the slow hounds of nasal sagacity when
writing of hunting with these, he in

comparing uses the words: "It is a thiev-

ish form of hunting to shoote with
gunnes and bowes, and greyhound hunt-

ing is not so martial a game."
Sir Thomas Elyot, in "The Gover-

nour"—an old book in the British Mu-
seum which will well repay perusal by
those having the opportunity—says:

'Hunting with greyhounds is a right

good solace for men that be studious,

or theim to whom nature hath not given

personage or courage apt for the wars;

and also for gentilwomen which feare

neither soune nor wynde for appayryng
their beauty. And peradventure they
shall be thereat lesse idell than they
shold be at home in their chambers."

Turberville, in "The Booke of Hunt-
yng," is strong in his panegyrics of the

sport, saying, "Coursing with greyhounds
is doubtless a noble pastime, and as meet
for nobilitie and gentlemen as any of
the other kinds of Vonorie, especially

the course of the hare, which is continu-

ally in sight, and made without any great

travaile, so that recreation is therein to

be found without unmeasureable toil and
payne." And so we might go on quot-

ing in praise of coursing from autnors

ancient and modern almost without

end.
It is only in such scattered remarks

that we get any special reference to

coursiug or precise directions for con-

ducting the sport, from Arrian down to

quite modern times.

It is made clear to us by references

here and there that the Greyhounds of-

ten run in collars and were held by a

leash passed through it, and slipped by
the holder letting go of one end and so

releasing the straining dog—in fact, as

we shall see further on, the lock slip now
in use is of quite modem invention.

King Henry VIII, the gentleman or

ruffian, who was so very much married,

given to coursing, and the indus-was ^ „
trious Jesse has put it on modern reCoid

that "Sir William Pykering received for-

ty-five shillings for a course that he won
of the King's grase in EUham Park

against his dog, aod another person
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twenty-two and six pence for bets that he
won of the King in Eltham Park. Also
the Lord Rochester, forty-five shillings for
a wager he won with a brace of Grey-
hounds at Mote Park."
Matches between two Greyhounds,

each fancied as the best by his
owner, were very common until quite
a recent period, continuing until long
after the institution of clubs and the va-
rious stakes in which the competitors are
drawn to run against each other by lot,

and through the states by fixed rule.

Such matches were usually decided by
three courses.

Indeed, so common were such matches
that many celebrated ones are on record,
of which the most painfully pathetic is

that recorded in the Sportsman's Cabinet,
when Lord Oxford, of coursiug fame,
had matched his celebrated Greyhound
Czarina, a yellow bitch, whelped 1791,
against another famous long tail, when
in defiance of all health his lordship at-

tended on his pony, and persisted in fol-

lowing the dogs to see his favorite win,
which she did handsomely, but at the
moment of victory his lordship was
seized, it is supposed, with apoplexy, fell

frt m his horse on to his head and almost
immediately expired.

The last coursiug match I «aw made
never came off, but it is interesting be-
cause one of the dogs was a red-colored,
rough-haired Greyhound, the last of the
kind I ever saw course a hare, that .hav-
ing won a sixteen-dog stake, in which
all the dogs but himself were smooth,
bis owner was challenged by the owner
of a defeated dog to a match of three
courses, to be run two days after. Un-
fortunately that same night some mis-
creant cut the hough sinews of the rough-
coated victor. This was in 1848, and the
last rough-haired public performance of
which I have seen any record was Gil-
bertfield, that won some important stakes
in the year 1836.

Leaving "bluff King Hal" hoping he
paid his coursing bets, we get on to the
solid ground of modern coursing in the
code of laws drawn up by command of
Queen Elizabeth by the Duke of Norfolk
au<l called "The Laws of the I.^ash or
Coursing," and which, by the way, are
by Nicholas Cox in "The Gentleman's
Recreation" (temp. 1677) wrongly
ascribed to Gervase Markham.

Norfolk's Laws of the Leash were as
follows. They are given in Laplin's
Sporting Dictionary, published in Lon-
don, 1803, in which they are introduced
in the following words:
"The laws of coursing were arranged

in the reign of Queen Elizabeth by the
Duke of Norfolk, and were sanctioned by
the acquiescence of the nobility, gentry
and sporting world, who then followed
the diversion, and have since been con-
sidered the fixed anterior for the deci-
sion of all l>ets, by which they are regu-
lated al the present day.
"The person appointed to let lose the

Greyhounds, was to receive into his slips

(or thongs) those Greyhounds matched
to run against each other, so soon as he
came into the field, and .hen to follow
next the hare finder, or him who was to
start the hare, until he came to the form,
and no horse or foot men were to go be-
fore, or on either side, but directly be-
hind for the space of about forty yards or
thereabouts." These words in reality
constitute number one of Norfolk's rules,

and as I find by close comparisons of
several copies that Gervase Markham 's

form of them seems to be the most ac-
curate I select his version instead of
Taplin's. Markham, I may observe, was
a volumnions writer on sports, hus-
bandry, etc., and readers of Scott's Rob
Roy will recognize him as the mentor of
the hunting squire of Osbaldistone Hall.
Markham published late in the sixteenth
and early in the seventeenth benturies.

It may be worth while to note here
that of the coursing terms in use three
and a half centuries ago, but two have
become obsolete. The fewterer is now
the slipper, and the term cote is absent
from the National Coursing Clubs rules,

which with that King of Scottish cours-
ers, Mr. Bormon, I very sincerely regret.

Rule II.—That not above one brace
of Greyhounds do course a hare at one
instant.

)^ Rule HI.—That the hare finder should
"... K've the hare three sohoe's before he
]ji put her from her lear, to make the Grey-
hounds gaze and attend her rising.

Rule IV.—That the fewterer shall

give twelve score law ere he loose the

Greyhounds except it be in danger of
losing sight.

RuLK v.—That dog that giveth the
first turn if after the turn be given there
be neither cote, slip nor wrench extraor-
dinary. I say he which gave the first

turn shall be held to win the wager.

Rule VI.—If one dog give the first

turn and the other bear the hare, then he
which bare the hare shall win.

Rule VIL—If one give both the first

and last turn and no other advantage be
between them the odde turn shall win the
wager.

Rule VIII.—That a cote shall be more
than two turns and a go-by, or the bear-
ing of the hare equal with two turns.

Rule IX.—If neither dog turn the
hare then he which leadeth last at the co-
vert shall be held to win the wager.

Rule X.—if one dog turn the hare,
serve himself and turn her again, those
two turns shall be as much as a cote.

Rule XL—If all the course be equal
then he which bears the hare shall win
onely; and if she be not born the course
must be adjudged dead.

Rule XII.—If he which comes first in
to the death of the hare takes her up
and saves her from breaking, cherisheth
the dogs and cleanseth their mouths from
the woll or other filth of the hare, for
such courtesie done he shall in right
challenge the hare; but not doing it he
shall have no right, privilege or title

therein.

RlJLK XIII.—If any dog shall take a
fall in the course and yet perform his
part he shall challenge the advantage of
a turn more than he giveth.

Rule XIV.—If one dog turn the hare,
serve himself and give divers cotes vet
in the end stand still in the field, the
other dog without turn giving, running
home to the covert that dog which stood
still in the field shall be adjudged to lose
the wager.

Rule XV.—If any man shall ride over
a dog, and overthrow him in his course
(though the dog were the worst dog in
opinion) the party for the offense, shall
either receive the disgrace of the field or
pay the wager, for between the parties it

shall be adjudged no course.

Rule XVI.—Lastly, those which are
chosen judges of the leash, shall give
their adjudgments presently before they
depart from the field, or else he in whose
default it lieth shall pay the wager, by a
general voice and sentence.

Here note that it lieth in the power of
him that hath the office of the leash con-
ferred on him to make laws according to
the customs of counties and the rule of
reason. Having so far woven in the
woof of our nets so as let us hope to
frame a fairly substantial and durable
material, and as the somewhat dreary
prose of the waft may have induced
drowsiness in the reader, let us add a
slight fringe to our cloth, and close this
part of the subject with a verse of a
rousing coursing song:

The well breathed Greyhound o'er the plain,

Had long ago been sung;

But dreading the exalted theme,
Hach poet held his tongue.

And a coursing we will go, brave boys.

And a coursing we will go.

Then fill each glass, a bumper fill,

No daylight there be Tound,

Drink, drink, the leash, halloo! my boys,

And let the toast go round.

And a coursing we will go, brave Ixjys,

And a coursing we will go.

EDUCATED DOGS.

Menevensis in the Stock-Keeper.

There is just as much difference in the

sagacity of dogs of any one breed as be-

tween the average sagacity of different

distinct breeds of dogs. Most dogs

—

with the exception perhaps of the Grey-

hounds kept for public coursing—are the

more useful the more they know. But

to the pot hunting Greyhound and

Lurcher cunning and sagacity are almost

everything. We may here, however,
abandon any further mention of these
and turn our attention to other varieties

of the dog.
Many dogs used for sport and as com-

panions may be made more useful or in-

teresting than they generally are if a lit-

tle more attention was given to their in-
dividual peculiarities, inherited or ac-
quired. Some persons maintain that to
teach sporting dogs amusing tricks spoils
them for the field—on what ground I

cannot discover. One of the best sports-
men I have known, who was, of course,
possessed of excellent dogs, well trained
for field work, always taught them a va-
riety of tricks, and not to any prejudice
to their working qualities. They were

I the perfection of steadiness on the stub-
bles, the moors, the marshes or in
cover.

In the household many little peculiari-
ties of manner observed in a dog may
J3y

a little attention be developed to an
interesting degree, and those displayed
hi the field might also be utilized' for
sotne useful purpose. Owners should be
quick to appreciate any peculiar action
on the part of a dog and turn it to ac-
count. It may be in the field, the ken-
nel or the fireside that the germ of what
may be converted into sporting use or
household amusement shows itself. The
slightest suggestion of an original action
or turn of mind should not be over-
looked, and if worthy of development
should be encouraged iu the required di-
rection.

I forget how early in life my Spaniel
Georgie first found a rabbit; he was at
least very young. On a few occasions
when entering upon his sporting career,
he barked at a rabbit before he drove it

from its form in the thick shrubs or
brushwood of a fence. I encouraged this
trait so far, that soon, whenever he knew
that there was a rabbit in a clump of
gorse, briers, or other such place, he
always called me by barking, and would
not rouse the rabbit from her sheltered
form until I came up and bade him enter.
He was, however, a plucky Spaniel all

round, and feared nothing. In a large
cover he would rattle away and drive
everything before him. But where there
were small detached, isolated bushes he
would always call me to the spot by
barking at me, with his tail often turned
to the bolting run of the rabbit. Often
when returning homewards at the end of
a long day's rabbiting, I have heard
Georgie some distance behind calling me
for a last shot. I could have wished the
rabbit anywhere rather than I should
have to turn my tired footsteps backward.
I never, however, broke faith with him,
but instantly went to his relief, for the
lesson he acquired was very useful in a
day's shooting on rough ground. Oh!
how pleased Georgie was when I joined
him, and how delighted when after he
had bolted the rabbit I bowled it over!
Many years ago I had a favorite wavy-

coated Retriever, that I used at all kinds
of game—more particularly, however,
with snipe and wild fowl. I sometimes
also took him out in a single slip rabbit
shooting and coursing. On one occa-
sion, having knocked over two rabbits
successively at a short distance from each
other, I gave Pilot the command, "Go,
fetch!" He took up the rabbit which
was nearest to him, while on his errand,
and coming backward a few steps he
looked round at the other rabbit, and
then anxiously gazed at me. He seemed
sorely puzzled. He wagged his tail,

looked fitfully back and fore; now at the
rabbit, and now at his master. He had
never been in such a situation liefore.

What was he to do.-' The fact is, I never
expected him to do more than retrieve

one rabbit at a time. I, however, quickly
appreciated his suggestion, and by word
and signs encouraged him to endeavor
to bring me both rabbits on one journey.

It took a few minutes careful direction

by me and study and experiment by
him before he accomplished the task of
lifting two rabbits together by his mouth.
The difficulty was in placing the rabbits

in such a position that when grasped by
the teeth both would be held equally
firm and in the most convenient form for

carrying; not one by the body and the

other by the head or the leg, for this is

likely to impede the movement of the
dog. He eventually achieved his ob-

ject, and with a little after-tuition he be-

came quite skillful at placing a conple of

dead rabbits in a proper position and re-

triving a couple of them at one journey.
I am, of course, aware that dogs that

will gather and carry more objects than
one at a single retrieve are not extreme-
ly rare, but this was the way in the days
of my youth I taught my young retriever

the accomplishment.
It goes without saying that many

tricks of dogs are unworthy of attention

or development. They at least cannot be
utilized for any practical purposes. They
may afford evi<lence of canine sagacity,
but of a character that one would sooner
not cultivate. On one occasion I took
Pilot out in a retriever slip while cours-
ing with lireyhounds. On returning
homeward along a highway with my
friends he was unloosed and I gave him
a hare to carry. After following us for a
considerable distance he evidentlv found
his burdeii rather heavy and wished to
get rid of it. It was soon discovered by
one of us that he was missing. He
quickly appeared, coming out of a gate-
way close by, but without the hare.
When tf.ld to "seek" he scampered all
around, making pretence of looking for
something. Near by in the field whence
he came was a brook, on the other side
of the brook a large plot of marshy
ground. I tried him along l)oth sides of
the brook and the .idjoiniug land but to
no effect.

He appeared as active and livelv as
possil)le MS if seeking for something lost,

and apparently evinced the greatest
anxiety to discover it. He flushed a
duck here, a moorhen or snipe there, and
leaped in and out of the brook suiflling
^t its banks. One particular and muddy
place at the edge of one of the banks he
passed and repassed over many times in
a su])posed endeavor to assist us in our
quest. There the mud appeare<l to have
been tampered with and nicely smoothed
over. On probing and investigating this
spot, behold the hare he had himself
buried only a minute befote! The sham-
ming of that animal—one of the keenest
scenting Retrievers I have ever seen

—

was quite a study in the sagacity of the
dog. It is, perhaps, needless to say I

did not encourage him in that kind of
trick, for I found no means of converting
it to any useful purpose.

UNITED STATES FIELD TRIALS

Full List of Entries for the Derby

Stake.

KniTOR Fanciers' Journal.

The entries for the United States Field

Trial Club's second annual Derby closed

June I with one hundred and six nomi-

nations, sixty-one Knglish Setters, one

Irish Setter and forty-four Pointers.

Knclosed is the list:

KiigUHh Setters.

Appoi.lo Him..—Black, white and t.in dog.
whftped May 9, iSyi (Ben lllill—Uolly S.), J.
Shelly Hudson.

Bauv IJt.cK.—Black,white and tan hitch, \v]i(-l|>e(l

April 21, iS.^1 {,ti\ue King— Kate), F. k. Har-
ris.

Bki.le of KENxrcKV.— Black, white anti Ian
bitch, whelped June 23, lS.^i (I>a<l Wilson

-

Bohemian CM), Hairmounl Kennels.

Bkrsik Jink.- Black, white and tan bitch,
whelj>ed May 30, 1S91 (Chance—Bessie Avcnt),
W. T. Himte'r.

Brighton Ci.ii'.—Black, while ami lan bilch,

whelped April 5, 1^91 (Cana<lian Jester—Las-
sie), T. G. Davey.

Boh Di'iiLEV.—Black, whiteand tan clog.whelped
January, 1S91 (Siiuoiiides—Daisy h'.), D. F,
Wilkin.

Cai'SICORMAs —Blue beltoii dog, whelped April

15, 1891 (Toletio Blade—Belle S .), T. W. Stout-
enburgh.

Cecil H.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
January 8, 1891 (Dr. Maclin—Cosette), J. L-
Adams.

Cleg.-Black, w^hite and Itaii bitch, whelped
August I, i.Si (Gun — V'ictoria Lavarack), J.

W. Shriver.

Clem Gladstone.—Black, while and tan dog,
whelped April 6, iSyi (Paul Gladstone—La-
tonia),J. L. Sneed.

Count Noiilk III.—Black and while dog,whelped
May i-t. 1S91 (Count Noble, Jr.—Dashing
Flora), A. A. Bogen.

Dan Bur(;es.—Black, white and ton dog,
whelped May 14, 1S91 (Dan Gladstone—Lilly
Burgess), J. M. Freeman.

Dan's Dan.—Black, whiteand tan dog, whelped
April 10, iSgi (Dan Gladstone—Helton's I'rin

cess), T. H. Poindcxter, Agt.

Dan's Lady.-Black, white and tan bitch,

whelped May 14, 1891 (Dan Gladstone—Lilly
Burgess), Theo. Goodman.

Dessie Hope.—(Jrange and while bilch, whelped
May 9. 1S91 (Gaths' Hope—Stocking^), F. T.
Madi.son.

Dick Fox.—Black, while and tan oitch, whelped
April 8, 1S91 (Chance—Countes.s Rush), Blue
Ridge Kennels.

DiRECT.-Black, while and tan doji. whelped
Augnst I. 1S91 iGun—Victoria Lavaraok), J.

N. Shriv.u.

Dixie's Ron.—Black and white dog, whelped
April. 1891 (R(><lerigo—Dashing Dixie). W. G.
Peters and J. K. Guinotte.

Dot Noble.—Black, white and lan bitch,

whelped February I, 1S91 (Cincinnalus—Fly
Noble), Geo. S. Slarr.

Duff.-Black bitch, whelpetl May 5. 1R91 (Toss

—Pitti Sing), W. T. Hunter.
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FLiN<i.—Black white and tan bitch, whelped
January 6, 1S91 (Dick Bondhu—Coscltc), liert

Crane.

Fly.—Black and white bilch, whelped November
29. 1891 (Tipton—Maud), W.Dani-ls, Agt.

GaIkty.—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped
February 13, iSyi (I.one Jack—Ony Rhoehe),
Koyal Robinson.

Calr Nohlk.—Black, white and tan bitch,
whelped March 11, 1R91 (Breeze Gladstone-
Katie Noble), H. K. Deveraux.

Glai>stoni:'8 Pet.—Black, while and tnn bitch,
whelped March, 1S91 (Roilerige-Gladstone's
Girl), W. T. Hunter.

HoosiKR Girl.—Orange and white bitch,whelped
January i, 1891 (Dad Wilson—Daisy Hunter),
Joseph H. andjohn A. Hunter.

HoosiKR I.ADY.-Liver, white and t<»n bitch,
whelped January i, 1891 (Dad Wilson—Daisy
Hunter), F. R. Hitchcock.

Hope's Merit.—Orange and white dog, whelped
January, 1891 (Gath's Hope—Dashing Lady),
Blue Ridge Kennels.

HoiT.'s Pride.-Lemon belton dog, whelped
August 21, 1K91 (Oath's Hope—Georgia Belle),
Manchester and Wartrace Kennels.

Hope's Trap.—Lemon and white bitch, whelped
April, 1891 (Gath's Hope—Trap, Jr.), Geo- K.
Gray.

JKAN Meda.—Black, white and tan bitch,
whelped April 23. 1891 (Jean Val Jean—An-
dromeda) Will Wilson.

Juno Suith.—Black and white bitch, whelpetl
May 17, 1891 (Rowdy Ro<l—Flame Gladstone),
K. D. Gaw, agent.

Kate B.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
January 8, 1S91 (Nanguad—Georgia Belle), J.
W. Miirnan.

Kingston.—Black, whit** and tan dog, whelped
Mav 30, 1891 (Chance—Bessie Avent), Avent
anti Thayer Kennels.

Lai>v Belton.—Black and white bitch, whelped
January, 1891 (Tennessee Bol)—Dixie Belton),
T. M. Long.

Lady Brooke.—Black, white aii<l tan bitch,
whelped April x, 1891 (Chance—Countess
Rush), Blue Ridge Kennels.

Laogard.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
March 3, 1891 (Ro<lerigo—Gladstone's Girl).
Mea<low City Kennels.

Lancikr.--Chestnut, white and tan dog, whelped
May 9, 1891 (Gath's Hope—S ockiiigs). Blue
Ridge Kennels.

Lillian Rhsskll.—Black, white and tan bitch,
whelpecl May 15 (Philip Gladstone—Lou K.)
The Jackson ahd Denmark Kennels.

LocHiNVAR.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
May 30, 1891 (Chance— Bes.sie Avent), Avent
and Thayer Kennels.

Nancy Foreman.—Black, white and tan bitch,
whelped lanuary 18, 1891 (Dan Foreman-
Hope's Lucille), A. J. Gleason.

Orsino.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
April 21, 1891 (Rod Gem-Winnie Davis), E.
W. Clark, Jr.

Pembroke's Bll'k Grouse.—Black, white and
tan dog, whelped March 4, 1S91 (Pembroke's
Don—Sue of Hatshie), Scott's Wood Ken-
aela.

Pink.—Black, white and tan dog, whelpetl Janu-
ary 8, 1891 (Vanguard—Georgia Belle), Man-
chester and Wartrace Kennels.

Princess Ray —Black, white and tan bitch,
whelped March 2, 1891 (Prince Lucifer— Prin-
cess Lill), George A. McLinii, agent.

Proctor Knott.—Black, white and tan dog,
whelped January, 1891 (Gath's Hope—Dash-
ing Lady), Blue Ridge Kennels.

Ranger B.—Lemon and white dog, whelped
January 8, 1891 (Vanguard—Georgia Belle),
Manchester and Wartrace Kennels.

Rap-Kye-Dan.—Black and white dog, whelped
May Q. 1S91 (Ben Hill—Dolly S.), Will Wilson.

Rex-the-King.—Black, white and tan dog,
whelped January 2,1891 (Laddie Browdre—
Phillis), the Jackson and Denmark Kennels.

Rowdy Dash.—Black, white and tan dog,
whelped May 17, 1891 (Rody Rod—Flame
Gladstone), J. L. Adams.

RuiiY Bondiu? -Black and white bitch, whelped
July 18, 1891 (Dick Bondhu—Cosette), T. W.
Stontenburgh.

Sanciio.—Black dog, whelped February 19, 1891
(Tipton—Maud). W. Daniels, agent.

Shadow.—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped
January 7, 1891 (Jean Val Jean—Lucy Avent),
Avent & Thayer Kennels.

Stewart Hill.—Chestnut and white dog,
whelped January 2, 1S91 (Ben Hill—Kate Q.),
Bradford Kennels.

Sport.—Leinoii and white dog, whelped Janu-
ary 8, 1S91 (Vanguard—Georgia Belle), Man-
chester and Wartrace Kennels.

Spot Cash.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
January 8, 1891 (Vanguard—Georgia Belle),

H. K. Deveraux.

Sir Kent —Blue belton dog, wl;e1ped April 8,

1891 (Kent II—Nicolette), J. L. Adams.
Stocking's Hope.—Black and white ticked

bitch, whelped May 9,1891 ((Path's Hope-
Stocking.-), J. McDowell.

St'nki.«»wi:r.—Black, white and tan bitch,
whelped April, 1S91 (Dick Turner—Babe
Gl.ulstone), N. B. Nesbett, agent.

Teal SciiwiNr.E.—Black, white and tan dog,
whelped March 2, i8<ji (Royal—Juno), Henry
Schwinge.

ToLEi>o SiE.— Black, white an<l tan bitch,
whelped April 16, 1S91 (Toledo Blade—Belle
S.), Manchester »c Wartrace Ktnncls.

Irlnh Setters.

Erin IL—Red bilch, K. B. Bishop.

Pointers.
AnoALLAii Shell.— Liver and white dog,

whelj)eil March 17, 1891 ((irand Duke—Rose
King Don), J. B. Turner.

Bankrupt.—Liver and white dog,whelped March
2o, 1891 (King of Kent—Lass of Bloomo), W
T. Hunter.

Bang's Star.—Liver and white dog, whelped
June 25, 1S91 (Trinket's Bang—Pearl's Fan),
Lewis Stiiehmer.

Brandy.—Liver dog, whelped August 7, 1891
(Wetmore Guy—Wetmore Bud), C. H. Wet-
more, agent.

Bessie Ranger.—Liver and white bitch,
whelped March 9, 1891 (Major G.— Belle), T.
<i. Davey.

Biz —Liver and while dog, wlieliKd March 20,

JS91 (King of Rent—Lass of Bloomo), W.
Kinkle Smith.

Bonnie Lass.—Liver and white bitch, whelped
June 21, 1891 (Flarl of Kent—Carloita), Ed A.
Gordon.

Boy's Faust.—Liver and white dog, whelped
July 24, 1891 (Spotte<l Boy—Sallie Ale), Ru-
dolph Schn'iidt.

Croxie Kent.—Liver and white bitch, whelped
April 2, 1S91 (King of Kent—Croxie Wise),
Bob Cooper.

Croxik O'Bannon.—Liver and white bitch,
whelped April 2, 1891 (King of Kent—Croxie
Wise), R. L. Shannon.

David C.—Liver and white dog, whelped June
8, 1891 (Duke of Hessen—Princess Margue-
rite), Joseph Cnigoii.

Daisy Soewell.—Liver and white bitch,
whelped April 15, 1891 (Ossian—Devonshire
Jilt), J. L. Adams.

Don C—Black and white dog, whelped May,
1891 (Rank—Flip), George A. Castleman.

Earl of Kent.—Liver and white dog, whelped
July, 1891 (King of Kent—Sal), Gus F.
Schrever.

Ginger Ale.—Black and white bitch, whelped
May 15, 1891 (Osborne Ale—Pearl's Dot), R.
L. Shannon.

Kent's Boy.—Black and while dog, whelpe<l
May 2, 1891 (King of Kent—Vera Bang), T. T.
Achford.

Kent's Maid.—Liver and white bitch, whelped
April 19. 1891 (King of Kent—Galena), H. J.
Reginald, agt.

Kent's Mike.—Liver and white dog, whelped
April 13, 1891 (King of Kent—Croxlill), J. F.
Pautler.

Kent's Queen.—Liver and white bitch, whelped
May 5, 1891 (King of Kent—Vera Bang), John
Bolus.

Lady Alice.—Liver and white bilch, whelped
April 15, 1891 (Ossian—Devonshire Jilt), J. H.
Poindexter.

Lady Peg.—Liver and white bilch, whelped
March 20. 1891 (King of Kent-Lass of
Bloomo), W. T. Hunter.

Lad OF Rush.—Liver and white dog, whelped
March 16, 1891 (Rush of Lad—Topsy L).. J. L.
Adams.

Leda.—Liver and white bitch, whelped Mav,
1S91 (Devon Nero—Meg), T. G. Davy.

Magpie.—Black and white bitch, whelped July
25, 1891 (Rube—Black Fanny), J. A. Baliner.

Mainos.—Black and white bilch, whelped Janu-
ary 1, 1891 (Castleman's Rex—Castleman's
Ne'll), J. B. Castleman.

Mame.—Liver and white bitch, whelped April i,

1891 (Brown Stout—Pearl's Pride—R. L.
Shannon.

. Maid of Ossian.—Liver and white bitch.whelped
April 10, 1891 (Ossian—Pickwick), J. B. Mc-
GufTen.

Monkey Smokeless.—Liver and white dog,
whelped April 15, 1S91 (Ossian—Devonshire
Jill). C. W. Meeker.

Nellos.—Black and white bitch, whelped Aug-
ust 2, 1891 (Castleman's Rex—Ca.stlemairs
Nell), J. C. Castleman.

OsNELL.—Black and white dog, whelped August
2, 1S91 (Castleman's Rex—Castleman's Nell),

J. B. Castleman.

Princess Dolly.—Liver and white bitch,
whelped June S. 1891 (Duke of Hes.sen—Prin-
cess Marguirile), Joseph Crugon.

PoMME DE Terre.—Liver and white dog,
whelped June 19, 1891 (Ossian—Clipaway 11),
T. G. Barston.

Rid<;eview Beppo.—Liver and white dog,
whelped February 11. 1891 (Beppo III—Reve-
lation), Graphic Kennels.

RiDOEViEW Climax.—Liver and white bitch,
whelped June 23, 1801 (Tribulation—Bloomo
II), Harold Slrebeigh.

RiDGKViEW Duchess.—Liver and white bitch,
whelped April, 1S91 (Beppo III— Blithsonie),
Drake-Sheflon Kennels.

RiDGEViEW Drake.—Liver and while dog,
whelped April i, 1891 (Beppo III—Blilhsome),
Drake Shetton Kennels.

RiDGEViEW Patch.—Liver and white bitch,
whelped May, 1891 (Beppo III—Lady Nor-
rish), Drake-Shefon Kennels.

RiDGEViEW TES.SNKY.—Liver and white dog,
whelped April 6, 1891 (Beppo III—Blithe-
some), D. L. Darby.

Springate.—Liver and white 'bitch, whelped
August 22, 1891 (Castleman's Krup—Springa),
David Castleman.

Ten Sleep.—Liver and while dog, whelped De-
cember 30, 1S91 (King of Kent—Woolton
Game), F^dgemont Pointer Kennels.

Troublesome.—Liver and white bitch, whelped
July 9, 1891 (Tribulation-Pride of Idstone),
Edgemont Pointer Kennels.

ToscAR.—Liver and white dog whelped April,
1S91 (Ossian— Nellie K.), J. Guinotlee.

Varko.—Liver and white bilch, whelped August
2, 1891 (Castleman's Rex—Castleman's Nell),

J. B. Castleman.

Yours truly,

P. T. Madison,
Secretary-Treasurer.

National ltoa|2;1o Clnb.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Please claim the date October 24, 1892

for first bench show of National Beagle

Club at Nanuet, N. Y. Entries close Oc-

tober I, 1892. Also October 25, for third

annual field trials of National Beagle
Club, to be held at Nanuet, N. Y. Derby
entries close August i, 1892; All-Age en-
tries close October i, 1H92.

H. V. Jamieson,
Secretary N. B. C.

POULTRYan" PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

We have received from England an

excellent monograph of the Indian

Game fowl by George T. Whitfield, and

published by the Fancier's Gazette. This

book should be in the hands of every

lover of Indian Games. The American

portion of the book is supplied by O. K.

Sharp, W. A. Burpee, H. S. Babcock and

J. H. Drevcnstedt. We congratulate the

editor on the manner in which he has

gathered in concise and interesting form,

the valuable data concerning one of the

best of modern fowls.
*

The Philadelphia Poultry and Pigeon

Club has been unfortunate in not having

had a quorum present at the directors'

meetings, which has delayed the import-

ant business before the club. At a meet-

ing held last week it was decided to hold

the next show at the Tattersall's build-

ing during the second week of January,

.893.

« «

The following conmiittees were ap-

pointed: Show, A. P. Groves, J. H.

Drevenstedt, D. S. Newhall, Jos. Wen-
deroth, Franklin Roberts; press and ad-

vertising, W. W. Harper, H. L. Holmes,

Phil. Walsh. As all the above are active

workers it is to be hoped that no time

will be lost in making arrangements for

what promises to be an immense show.
«

George V. Cresson, the president of

the club, has gone to his home in Nara-

gansett, R. I., for the remainder of the

summer.
«

* «

Unusual activity was noticed on Mon-
day noon at the "Pennsy" depot. A
delegation of pigeon flyers received the

right honorable president, T. Fred Gold-

man, of the League of American Homing
Pigeon Fanciers in a fashion characteris-

tic of the fraternity. Mr. Goldman

spent a few days in the (Quaker City, and

unless all signs fail he enjoyed himself

completely.

• •

The Fanciers' Journal is glad to

accord Mr. Goldman the honor ofhaving

worked harder and accomplished more

in the interest of American pigeon flying

sport than any other individual. He is a

true sportsmen, and his eflbrts to put

pigeon flying on the level with other

American sports is being crowned with

success. A strong l)eliever in square

competition and a stout detester of pri-

vate records, his trenchant pen has

worked to advantage in making sports-

men of what formerly were simply pig-

eon fanciers.

••
With such noted pigeon fanciers as

Goldman, Wood, Con ley, Prinz and Beck

invading the sanctum of the editors of

The Fanciers' Journal all topics ex-

cept pigeon flying were boycotted and

the kennel editor took to the woods,

* «

The Fanciers' Journal again calls

attention to its pigeon flying department,

which is one ofthe leading features every

week. It is certainly the most complete

summary of pigeon flying published, and

one of our foreign contemporaries seems

to appreciate the fact by quietly stealing

.some of "Fritz's" thunder and publishing

the same as original matter.
«

« »

B. A. Fox vents his spite against the

new IvCague and the comparison shows

of New York and Philadelphia by mak-

ing a senseless attack against all three in

the Poultry Herald. The same individ-

ual flooded the .secretaries of both shows

with letters trying to have a few judges

removed that were obnoxious to him. He
did this by threatening not to exhibit

his hundred (?) birds if the men were not

removed. As no attention was paid to

his letters, the motives of his .suljsequeut

attacks are apparent.
«
» »

A sample of this man's ignorance we
quote: "These people are destroyers of

the American Poultry Association. The
American League of Poultrymen should

have been termed 'an English syndi-

cate,' to overthrow the American Stand-

ard, they have taken a step too far and

the people have arisen 'en tnasse^ and

are crying halt! These same people have

picked up unknown stock as near a color

as can be found, and are pushing them

on the market as thoroughbreds—utterly

disregarding the standard and the con-

stitution of the A. P. A."

•%
It is a mystery to us why reputable

journals allow such misleading and false

statements to appear in their columns

without comment. Such men as Henry

Hales, Col. Hamilton, Jas. E. Hazard, P.

T. Underbill, T. B. Terry, Newton

Adams, George Purdue, James Forsyth

and dozens of other representative and

honest fanciers who helped organize the

League, are a silent refutation of the

absurd statements made by the above

mentioned individual.

*
» «

A writer who signs himself "Meteor"

and who is evidently ashamed of his own
name makes the following statements in

the Fancier's Gazette: "Shall we have a

National Wyandotte Club or Association

that shall embrace all (4) varieties and

one that shall be loyal to the A. P. A?

Can we, who sympathize with the score-

card and the A. P. A., join this American

Wyandotte Club.? /, for one, cannot and

will not Had the Amenia, N. Y. Club

remained neutral I should have become

a member ere this, but when it conies to

downing the pill they ask the Wyandotte

breeders of America to swallow (the com-

parison baby), it's a little too big a dose

to go down good and easy, and for the

above reasons, I, for one, am not *in it.'

Let us have a National Wyandotte Club

or Association that shall be loyal to the

A. P. A! I^t us meet at one of our larg-

est score card shows next winter, and

form such an association, and make a

Standard for the four varieties: Golden,

silver, white and black, same to be

placed in the hands of the A. P. A., for

acceptance, or to l>e rejected, as it sees

fit. What says my brother Wyandotte

breeders?"
*

Meteors arc usually bright objects that

fall with a "dull sickening thud" to the

ground and 'iisappear. Judging by the

ignorance displayed in the above state-

ments they will follow the example of

the "heavenly body."
*

« »

The American Wyandotte Club has

been organized, and as it contains many
of America's best breeders it is next to

libellous to assail its motives. Neither

comparison judging nor loyalty to the

A. P. A. entered into the discussion of

the meeting. It is true that the club has

appointed committees to prepare stand-

ards of the diff^erent varieties. As mem-
bers of the committees are also members

of the A. P. A. only good can result.

«
« •

f
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talk about disloyalty comes from a very

few, who, with the increasing power of

the minor clubs, see their own influence

waning.
•»

The fraternity has reached a period of

its existence where godfathers, guardians

and nurses are not required. The

breeders are having their innings just

now.

inP. H. Jacobs, in the June Poultry

Keeper, remarks: "Chicago will no

doubt be the next meeting place of the

American Poultry Association, and it will

be the World's Fair Exhibition. Get

ready with your birds. Begin to prepare

now by forcing them in growth and se-

lecting the best."

«
« *

As the poultry show to be held in con-

nection with the World's Fair does not

occur until October, 1893, the above ad-

vice is a little previous.

FRILLS.

Pigeon Notes and News from the

Hub.

BY ORIENTAL.

If a vote of the members of the A. P.

A. was polled a large majority of it would

favor the specialty clubs making the

standards of the breeds they foster. All

I have come across two extreme cases

of canker lumps in the throats of two
young turbits in my loft since giving the

readers of The Journal my advice re-

garding such cases. Being two birds of

fair quality I set to work to bring them
around again. I have succeeded in do-

ing so by applying the solution twice a

day, night and morning.

The lumps have now entirely disap-

peared and the two birds' throats seem
to be as clean and healthy as any in the

loft. I mention this because I know
sometimes when I am going the rounds
of my young stock that some of them fail

to get my attention, and it may be so

with others. As the lotion is perfectly

harmless I would advise fanciers who
breed from fifteen or twenty pairs to ap-

ply the mixture every two or three days,

bO the disease will not get too far ad-

vanced before being detected. When
you find any suspicious white spots then

apply the extra dressing as I have
advised above, and I feel assured every-

thing will be all right in a short time.

Don't attempt any cutting or picking

with knife or sharp stick, because such

work is liable to cause the throat to be-

come filled with blood and your young-
ster will die of suffocation.

Another common ailment in the breed-

ing of stock about this time is to find a

young hen which hasy«5/ laid to become
suddenly mopy and refuse to set, I

have had two such cases this season, and
as soon as I detect a bird in the condi-

tion Ipull the whole tail. Separate the

sick hen for three or four days and feed

plenty of hemp and canary seed. This

is generally suflBcient to bring her

around, but should she continue to grow
worse and refuse to eat the seed given

her, then I would advise the young fan-

cier to take equal parts of pulverized

charcoal, cayenne pepper and common
butter. Mix the whole into a stiff paste.

Give the bird two pellets night and morn-
ing, just as large as she can swallow.

This is an old English remedy forgoing
light, and I am sure it will cure ninety

per cent of such cases if attended to in

season. I have used it for twenty-five

years and find it very beneficial to young
birds just beginning the moult.

There is no better means of detecting

anything wrong with your birds than to

watch them bathe. Should you notice

any bird which seemed adverse to taking

the bath you will most assuredly find

such bird under the weather when
examined. An experienced fancier can

always tell when a bird is going wrong,
but a young fancier will sometimes let

such birds linger along for days until

they become so weak as to be almost past

recovery. When you catch one of these

birds which arouses your suspicion, you
will generally find the breast bone feels

sharp and the bird is not in as good flesh

as some you have handled. Now is the
time to begin on such birds, don't let

them go with the expectation that they
will come round without any assistance.

I pull the tails at once and keep a close

watch on them the next two or three
days. If they begin to eat within that

time all right, if not I resort to the char-

coal pills. Tliere are about four varieties

in the pigeon fancy which you are liable

to depreciate the value of by pulling

the tails. These are almond tumblers
satinettes, blondinettes and fantails.

The first variety on account of changing
color with age is sure to become ad-

vanced in tail color before the body color

is moulted if the tail is pulled, but I

think a poor colored bird ts better than
no bird.

The same rule will apply to Satinettes

and Blondinettes. Should you have a

perfect marked tail in either of these

varieties, and from any reason either

catching or sickness the tail is pulled,

most assuredly when the tail grows
again the tail spots will be much larger,

and in some instances I have found the

tail to grow almost white with just a

colored lacing around the edge. Such
tails detract a great deal from the bird's

value as a show specimen. Therefore
keep a close watch and exert yourself to

bring such birds round again as soon as

possible, but if the bird gradually grows
worse than I would sooner loose the tail

property than the whole bird.

I remember one instance where a fan-

cier was willing to sacrifice the bird be-

fore pulling the tail. Some years since

I visited Mr, H. Colell's loft in Brooklyn.
While there I saw a very fine black pout-

er cock going light, "and going fast." I

advised Mr. Colell to pull the bird's tail

and try my remedy for going light. Mr.
Colell, in the course of our conversation,

having informed me that he had refused

|ioo for this bird many times, but he
refused to do anything which would mar
this fine bird's plumage, on account of

his place with many others in a large

glass case after death. Anyone who has

had the good fortune to see Mr. Colell's

stock at home in Brooklyn will remem-
ber the collection under the glass cover,

many of them being birds which had
cost long figures and possessed of fine

quality. Fanciers should be careful and
not pull the centre eight feathers of a

fantail when sick. If you do so the bird

will probably have a split in the centre

when grown.

were purchased iy Birmingham, Eng-
land, from Mr. Ludlow's grand collec-

tion. Among the recent arrivals were
two yellow whiteside tumbler hens. This
is a very rare marking in tumblers in

this country, and these two are the first

two birds of this marking which have
come to my notice.

Perhaps it would not be out of place

to give some of the fanciers who are in-

terested in long face, muff leg tumblers
some idea of the marking of a ivhiteside.

I do this mostly on account of "an ardent
fancier" who wrote in a pigeon contem-
porary that a solid headed saddle back
tumbler was none other than a white-

side.

Not so, "my friend," the marking of a
whiteside is the exact reverse of the wing
turbit. Where the turbit is white the
whiteside tumbler should be colored, the
muffs also being colored. These birds

are the offshoots from the rose wing and
mottle family, and are very difficult to

get true to marking, the bird when it

leaves the nest generally being of a solid

color, and it may not become perfect in

whiteside markings for at least two
moults. After leaving Mr. L 's place we
crossed the street to Mr. J. Furgeson's
loft, who is one of the largest importers
of long face show tumblers in New Eng-
land. Mr, Furgeson's last lot was six

pairs of what is known in England as

black country rollers. The black coun-
try birds are generally bred without any
regard to marking, color or anything
pertaining towards good looks, the only
essential points being good flyers and
long clean rollers, and I have no doubt
these new arrivals have the latter qual-

ities, for they certainly have nothing in

the way of looking good that would
cause one of our street pigeons to look

on them with envy. Nevertheless you
can find plenty of good looking show
birds in this foft, birds which are re-

ported to have won prizes in Birming-

ham, England, in the best of company.
All those imported were selected in Eng-
land by Mr. Landon, secretary of the

Long-Faced Tumbler Club of England
Whenever I take a trip to Bo>lston Sta-

tion I am sure to spend a few pleasant

hours, because tumblers were my first

fancy, and I can stand and watch a good
flock of performers with as much inter-

est and pleasure as I did thirty years ago.

When it comes to breeding this variety

for the show pen I know of none which
require more care and skillful judgment
in mating to produce the standard mark-
ings.

Some fanciers seem to worry consider-

ably about their pigeons having a slight

attack of diarrhea, I always keep plenty

of oyster shell in the loft and have not

had any ill effect from this disease. Some
writers recommend old lime, V)ut the

lime from buildings nowadays is mighty
dangerous medicine on accoinit of other

compounds used in making the mortar.

Again, many walls are painted, and
paint is sure death to pigeons if they

should unfortunately eat any. A fancier

asking my advice some time since in-

formed me that he had cured an aggra-

vated case by giving the bird lime water
to drink. I should think this would be

worth trying, because sick pigeons will

readily drink when you cannot induce

them to eat anything.

Information reached me the other day
that a fancier with whom I am acquainted

had just returned from England with a

lot of birds. In the lot were some sati-

nettes and blondinettes, also some fine

Birmingham rollers. Being interested in

these varieties I made haste to get a

chance to inspect the quality of the new
arrivals. It is strange how much one
becomes interested when they hear of

any new visitors "from across the sea."

I found my old acquaintance at home,
and after the usual congratulations when
meeting one who had traveled so far to

get new stock, at the invitation of Mr.

R. S, Latimer we made our way to his

loft to inspect the "foreigners," some of

which pleased me very much.

Some of the santineties and blondi-

nettes are very good in head and beak
quality, and ought to breed Mr. Latimer

some good young, I understand they

Considering the "rapid strides" this

variety has been making in popular favor

among the fanciers of the United States

the last ten years, why would it not

be a good idea to start a specialty club

for long face tumblers. Laving before

me are the rules of the English long face

tumbler club which holdsj its meet-

ings (monthly) second Wednesday in

each month at the Market Hotel, Station

Street, Birmingham. The total mem-
bership according to latest report was

fifty one, with an annual subscription

often shillings, about I2.50. Although

these birds have been very popular as a

show bird in and around Birmingham
for thirty or more years, yet it is only

within the last eight or ten years they

have received the reconciliation of show
committees in the south of England,

This popularity has been brought about

by various members located outside of

Birmingham working in cooperation

with their local associations. The gen-

eral plan is for a specialty club to ask an

association to allot so many classes for

any special variety, the association called

on will generally do so providing the

specialty club will make good whatever

they may loose through lack of entries

in giving prizes for these extra clas.ses.

The club guaranteed to make good all

losses; but the entries may be sufficient

to prevent them from being required to

turn over a single penny. Whenever an

association finds out the classes of any
particular variety is well supported at a

previous show, they are quite will-

ing to continue the classification without

further guarantee. Therefore I think it

is to the interest of all fanciers of high

class fancy pigeons to immediately set to

w^ork and form specialty clubs for all

varieties in which they may be interested

and push forward the work of getting

your favorites recognized at the leading
shows, such as Philadelphia and New
York.

What a collection of these birds would
be sent from New England lofts if these
two show committees would offer %\.n

first, ^5 second and |2 for third prizes
in a few of the different varieties. All
this can easily be done by fanciers con-
tributing monthly to a fund to be held
as guarantee that these associations shall
not incur any loss through lack of en-
tries in making up the prize money.
What say you, boys? Don't you think it

about time some of you took a hand in
booming your own special fancy, and
not keep your birds at home year after
year because you do not consider the
prize money of sufficient value to induce
you to send your birds so far for so little?

Don't lay back thinking some individual
fancier is going to sweep the deck and
win all the honors. You all have an
equal chance, and it would be the means
of finding more ready purchasers for

your surplus stock. Do something to-

wards helping your own fancy along and
you will soon find others willing to take
an interest.

Most of the breeding reports have been
very unsatisfactory so far. Many fan-

ciers complain of poor "hatches," many
of the young dying in the shell. A large
number of young have been killed through
the ever-changing weather of New Eng-
land.

Mr, John L, Murray reports only one
young bird over three weeks old, a yel-

low Jacobin, so far out of about twenty
pairs of breeders.

Mr. Charles F. Haven, although he is

breeding from a greater number, yet he
finds it liard to raise a fair percentage of
the good ones hatched, many of them dy-
ing after getting well along.

Mr. O. W. Bowman, popularly known
as "Bob," who has resided at 174 Cam-
bridge Street, Boston, has removed to

Needham, Mass., where I understand he
has built him a large loft. Bob is one of
the boys who will never tire of the fancy,

no matter what his success may l)e in a
season.

I can congratulate myself that I have
been very fortunate this season, having
brought out about seventy-five per cent

of my first round of eggs, all of which are

doing well, I have about fifty pairs of
eggs due to hatch during the month
June,

of

A Frill Club Wanted.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I notice in your la.st issue the sugges-

tion of "Oriental" as to forming a club

of breeders interested in breeding the

Omental Frilled varieties and am very

much in favor of it myself, I would

like to see such a club formed in sea.son

so that we might exhibit as a club in the

next New York show. Should like to hear

from some of the other fanciers either

favorably or otherwise. It would seem to

me that it would be a benefit to us all.

H, E. Johnson.
Boston, Mass., June 13, 1892.

—A Lancaster County (Pa.) corre-

spondent of the Country Gentleman thus

describes a fowl freak: "I have a fowl

that we always considered a full devel-

oped cock, and by his appearance and

actions among the flock we never had

the faintest idea that he was anything

else until we housed him to fatten for

table use. Then the feed boy took eggs

from his coop at different times until he

had five before he made it known to us.

Then we gave it our attention, and 'he'

laid three eggs per day for three succes-

sive days, March 6, 7 and 8, then two a

day, and for two or three days one a day,

until they numbered twenty-three full-

sized eggs. After 'he' quit laying 'he'

was liberated, and did up two of the

male members of his flock in great shape,

which before he was put up to fatten had

the better of him. 'He' does not have a

single action or feature like a hen."
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Bright and Interesting Items from

the Far West.

BY THKODORE STRRNBRRG.

The great mass of those who raise fowls

do so for meat and eggs for sale in the

open market. Let me suggest to such
persons a plan I tried many years ago
and liked, and of recent years have rec-

ommended to many.

Select two breeds, one to be of the non-
sitting varieties the other to be one of
the large sitting kinds. Let the hens
run together and have a free range. For
the early hatches let the cocks of the
large breeds run with the hens. Later
on confine the large cocks and turn the
smaller roosters out with the flock.

Without going into detailed explana-
tions, this plan shows at a glance that a

sufficient number of pure breeds of each
variety can be raised to keep up the

stock, and for market puposes there are

the vigorous cross-breds.

It is easier to confine the cocks than it

is the hens, but better yet, if two neigh-
bors pursue the same plan. Each can
keep one lot of cocks and exchange.
Then all the birds have free range. The
point is here: For meat supply and hardy,
quick growing chicks the cross of two
thoroughbred varieties is far and away
above either as pure, but it must end
with the cross ; they must not be bred
from. The stock must be pure-bred
This system of breeding can be carried

on and yet that beauty which comes of a

uniformity in color in the whole flock

can be had. Take partridge Cochins and
brown Leghorns, white Cochins and
white Leghorns, buff Cochins and buff

Leghorns, black Cochins and Minorcas,
light Brahmas and silver pencilled Ham-
burgs. These are but illustrations. The
combinations are very numerous.

The great poultry shows should pro-

vide classes for market poultry, not only
for live fowls but for dressed ones also,

and these classes should include chicks
of broiler age both dead and alive, in-

cluding the roaster period as chicks as

well as for the adult fowl. There is a

practical side to poultry exhibitions which
can be made attractive as well as useful.

Suppose, for instance, the pen of birds

from which the exhibited market fowl

was bred was also required to be shown,
what an object lesson it would be. Such
a class as I have indicated would be one
of the most attractive and drawing cards
on the whole list. I^et the classes run
chicks six weeks old and under, eight

weeks old and under, twelve weeks old

and under for broilers. These are but
illustrations. There will be no trouble

in this age of incubators and brooders of
having the poultry at the right ages for

any of the winter shows.

The "Note in Passing" regarding the

breaking up of setting hens is very near
a practice I have long followed. The
hens should be in light places, where
they can see the flock. The editor says,

"Plenty of water and little feed." I feed

setting hens as well as those I want to

break up as heavily as possible. Hens
that are undergoing breaking up I feed

fresh bone liberally. It only takes from
three to five days before Biddy responds
and is laying again. Nearly all my hens
lay in about two weeks after hatching,

although they still run with and brood
the chicks.

It is amusing to note the charming in-

nocence of logic in the illustration of

the good old adage of "whose ox is

gored." by Mr. McGrew, in his very in-

teresting brochure in a recent Fanciers'
Journal on buff Cochins. Those who
imported English buffs in the eighties

calmly ignore the fact and the dates,

and speak of those who imported in the

nineties as "aping." Well, the recent

importers retort, don't be angry, boys, if

you are behind the times, we shall not

abuse you for monkeying with the

English buff" in 1880. They are all

"English, you know." What was good
then is l)etter now. I do not want to

hurt anyone's feelings, but the buff hens
at Cochin Hill have earned in eggs sold

since February i, 1892, an average of $25
to each hen. Yes, the full feathered Co-
chin which is riding on the engine can
afford to look back at the round hocked,
scantily-feathered bird which is hoofing

it on a tie pass and say, if you would be

a little more pleasant to me I would help
you to a ride, and speak a good word for

you with the head brakeman. There is

room enough on the train for both of us.

We are first cousins, and should not

quarrel.

In cold climates the freezing of combs
is quite a serious affair. It not only
makes the bird look badly, but it inter-

feres with early chickens and makes the

keeping of some very beautiful and use-

ful breeds quite out of the question. The
late Francis Rotch, of Butternuts, N, Y.,

to whom I am indebted for the greater

part of what I know about pets, bred

large numbers of colored Dorkings. His
plan was in the fall, when he had selected

his breeding cockerels, to cut comb and
wattles off as smoothly and carefully as

is now done with exhibition Games. I

followed the same plan, and dubbed
Dorkings and black Spanish, The solid,

square and massive Dorking cocks wrhen

thus treated really looked fine, and a

nicely trimmed black Spanish was as

swell as a gentleman in a dress suit. The
cocks seemed all the better for the ope-

ration, and a clean trimmed head looks

much better than one with a comb or

wattles partly frozen off, and then the

birds were always vigorous and active.

If I ever live again in a severe climate I

shall pursue the same plan.

I am going to give something away,
and in doing it am endeavoring to do a lit-

tle goo<l. Take a cook book and observe

how all the various soups are based on
beef stock. In truth, most of the several

varieties of soup are only beef soup
flavored. The beef stock is the foun-

dation stone, so to speak, of the

structure of which some French name is

the cap stone. In art, if the change from

soup to painting is not to abrupt, the

old masters painted madonnas. The
Dutch masters painted their madonnas
with beautiful features, but the face is

Dutch. The Italian masters made the

faces Italian. The Spanish painted Span-
ish faces. Thus the great painters of

each country in depicting ideal female

loveliness did it in the form of their own
racial surroundings. They could not help

it.

Man does not create, he only depicts

what he sees. He combines, but does

not originate, all of which is but a pre-

lude and excuse for the fact in our poul-
try illustrations that every one of the

pictures of one well advertised poultry

picture maker, has as its beef stock

the light Brahma, he must have first

learned to draw from a cut of the light

Brahma, and cannot get away from it.

Whether the cut to be made is to be a

Cochin or a Plymouth Rock, this artist

takes his light Brahma and cuts away a

little here, adds a little there, in short he
flavors his light Brahma soup with Cochin
sauce or Plymouth Rock cream and
serves it labelled according to order. But

the Brahma foundation is easily seen.

Another artist has for his soup stock the

Langshan, and no matter what is called

for he takes down his Langshan stock,

adds the necessary flavoring and there

you are. Our other artists are copyists of

these two. It is only in the free hand
drawings of one of these artists that we
see an attempt to depict the breed to be

illustrated without going to the soup
stock.

In the finished elaborate drawings of

each, the Brahma or the Langshan
foundation is very pronounced. Now
the writer is not an expert penman and
writes a shockingly bad hand. He writes

with his fingers, his wrist and forearm

are not used as they should be, so as to

write a readable and easy style. This is

the cause in one sense of the badness of

many of our poultry cuts which illumi-

nate our poultry press and go so far in

creating false impressions as to how fowls

really look. The great majority of our

artists have not fully acquired command

of their pencil, necessarily resulting in

stiflF, unlife-like pictures. Add to this the

other reason of having a stock upon
which any named variety is grafted, and
we can readily see how the public are

misled and not educated as they should
be by the majority of the poultry cuts

which are run upon an unsuspecting
fancy.

So far as I know there is only one of

our artists who has ever drawn a Cochin
that resembles h Cochin. These criti-

cisms are made in all kindness, and by
one who believes the artist to be the

great educator. Of course, I understand
that poultry art is fully up to the prices

paid for its production. But it is about
time that our poultry papers should pub-

lish drawings which do not have to be
labelled in order to indicate the breed
represented. I am positively delighted

that one of our artists, one who is really

an artist, has undertaken to visit Europe
in the study of his art. I look for much
good as a result.

All of which goes to show that we will

not be ready by 1893 to adopt outline or

any other kind of drawings as an authori-

tative part of the standard. Ideal cuts.

Scat ! Out with the thought. Give us, as

near as we can get them, exact reproduc-

tions of our best live birds as guides not
as standards. There is nothing so unsat-

isfactory as somebody else's ideal if made
a standard. My idea is that Sewell should
paint from life, each year the best of
the leading breeds of that year. That
this selection be made at the New
York show. A special or champion
class being made for that purpose.

The illustration as the champion of the

year being the prize contended for. The
portraits to be reproduced in color and
sold to continue the fund. No ideal as

thought out one year will do for next
year, for the ideal changes. The main
characteristics of the breed, of course,

remain unchanged always, but in the de-

tail there will always be diflferences from
year to year. An ideal shape adopted
and used as a measure, unyielding un-
changeable, means death.

When we have learned to tame and
teach our fowls which are to be illus-

trated so they will stand for their pic-

tures, and a bird worthy of an illustra-

tion merits the time and patience neces-

sary, then the photograph will give us

shape, and the artist will color it, and the

chromo process will put it into every fan-

cier's house, as a mark to indicate the

state of the breed for the year.

I always did have a kindly feeling to-

wards anyone with whom I have ever

"locked horns," therefore I am much
pleased to note in a recent Fanciers'
Journal that Mr. Broadax Felch is not

dead, but has only been in retirement for

a time on account of his health. I am
also gratified that the gentleman has
kept up with current events and has not
forgotten me. I have no controversy

with him over his loxio business. It

don't interest me at all. I'll take my
chances with the Games and stay out,

but now that the Felch part has again

come to the surface I beg that he will

persuade his friend Broadax to inform
the readers ofThe Journal how he is

getting along with his importation of

"fifteen or twenty light-weight vulture-

hocked" Langshans? and whether the

decimal scale makes "middle toe feath-

ers optional," so as to fit his Langshans,
and how many chickens he has this sea-

son.

I came very near becoming famous all

at once not very long since. This is how
it nearly happened. In my morning
mail I received a letter, of which from
memory I give the following copy:

Office of the Pug Doo and Titmouse, )

Boston, Mass. j

[Con_fid<fnh'al.]

Theodore Sternberg, Ellsworth, Kansas.

Dear Sir: The Pug Dog and Titmouse (pal>-

lished weekly at $1 per year, fifty-two numbers

and a chromo) is the paper which reaches the

best class of readers who are interested in pug

dogs and titraouses. Your name is known to us.

We desire, however, to make every reader of the

Pug Dog and Titmouse familiar with the name,

personal appearance and private history of one

whom we t)elieve has but to be known through

the columns of the Pug Dog and Titmouse to en-

able him to grasp the earth and hold it, and pos-

sibly also to become president of the great So-

ciety of Pug Dogs and Titmouses, of which this

paper is the acknowledged hand organ with two
monkies and a bear.

A gentleman of your rare powers of diacern-

ment must doubtless be aware of the power of

the press to make famous those who appreciate

that power in general and the especial cinch the

Pug Dog and Titmouse has on fame. It is not

putting it too strongly to say that the Pug Dog
and Titmouse can make or break anyone. It is

our earnest wish to advance your interests,

therefore we beg that you will send us a three

-

column, double-leaded, spaced biography of

yourself. You need not be at all bashful in set-

ting yourself out in the best possible light,as the

biography will appear in print as if prepared in

the office of the Pug Dog and Titmouse. Do not

be economical in the use of tafiy. Spread soft

soap all over yourself. Also send us a photo-

graph of yourself if sufficiently handsome, if not

buy one which will suit you. We also want a

photo of your favorite titmouse. We will pub-

lish the biography and illustrate the same with

elegant engravings made from the photos fur-

nished.

We charge nothing for this, not a cent, only

furnish the biography and photos. Thus at once

you will become famous and have a tail hold on

the earth.

While we charge nothing for ourselves for a

publication which places you on the top brick of

the smokestack of the temple of fame, it will not

be out of place to remark incidentally that the

cost to us of the engravings will be |io. The

plates after publishing in the Pug Dog and Tit-

mouse will be your property and you can easily

procure their insertion in the country press, or

in any of the patent insides in the land. We
have the honor to be, etc..

Publishers Pco Doo A^tD Titmouse.

Fame winked at me but at a bad time.

Business was dull, the |io was not in our

jeans. Of course, I conld not impose on

my friend, the very generous editor, and
not remit the decimal. Thus I missed

fame. I was called, but could not see it.

"'Twas ever thus. I never nursed a

sweet trio of queens or kings but when it

came to draw and fill the other fellow

took the pot," etc., as Lord Byron so

nicely put into poetry, the miss-in-life.

Tearfully I add that I did not send

biography, photos or |io. Another fel-

low must have swallowed the hook baited

for me, for I soon saw biography and
pictures of another illuminating the

pages of the Pug Dog and Titmouse, and

I can hear even now his name proclaimed

morning, noon and night from the sum-

mit of the temple. His strain of tit-

mouse is commended in the Pug Dog
and Titmouse, and my pet titmouse is

maligned in the same issue. I lost fame,

but wife says I saved |io.

THE LANOUAOB OF POWIiS.

How Hens Hold CJonveraation.

Henry Hales in Rural New Yorker,

Among all races of animals, wild or

domesticated, imitation of the human

voice is confined to a few species of birds,

mostly of the parrot family, and a few

also of the crow and starling families.

Evidently the power of voice did not

keep pace with evolution in animal de-

velopment, as it is entirely wanting in

what is called the higher order of ani-

mals, mammals. That language in birds

is not entirely confined merely to imita-

tion is proved beyond doubt, as its exer-

cise is frequently connected with such

circumstances and surrotmding objects as

to show on the part of the feathered

speakers decided intelligence and suscep-

tibility, extending far beyond what is

generally understood by instinct In all

probability poultry (Gallus Bankiva) are

gifted with the greatest variety of expres-

sive sounds of distinct meaning, perfect-

ly understood by all their own species,

and many of them by other birds and
animals.
Taking in its broad sense, language is,

as Milton says, "but the instrument con-

veying to us things useful to be known."
The unwritten languages of savages are

as much to them as the refined, written

languages of civilization are to us. The
language of pooltry, like the call notes

of all birds, is universal, unchangeable.

Cocks or hens from all parts of the world
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use the same sounds expressive of feel-

ings, objects and passions, varying only
in degree with size, from the diminutive
bantam to the massive Cochin, These
great variations in voice seem to have
escaped the notice of early naturalists.

Like so many other wimders in nature, it

wiis left to Gilbert White to record his

observations on this subject. He says:

"No inhabitants of a yard seem possessed
of such a variety of expressive and so
copious a language as common poultry,"

It is not only the notes sounded, but the
meanings given by modulations and in-

flection that add greatly to the effect of
many expressions.
The piping of the newly hatched chick

is well known to those interested in the
hatch and waiting to care for them, and
the mother's assuring "cluck," "cluck"
(the rallying call) is kept up as long as

they need her care. As the chicks grow
larger the piping is succeeded by a chir-

ruping note. When settling to rest un-
der the mother's feathers, there is a
light trilling song of satisfaction, but
hear how quickly this is changed to a cry

of alarm if a hand is thrust under the
hen to pull out a chick. The declama-
tion of the hen is also very decided,

even if it is not accompanied with a

sharp peck lo enforce its meaning. A very
amusing cange of topics may be pro-

duced by throwing a large beetle before

the chicks; not only will these utter a

shout of surprise, but the hen will also

give her advice in a voice that says,

"Look out! Re careful!" Change the

subject by giving them a little nicety

an«l see how quickly madame's voice

changes to a note that brings up all strag-

glers to participate in the treat.

Tht re seems to be a perfect accord be-

tween the notes of the hen and the un-
derstanding of her familv. How well

the little things know a note of warning
at the approach of a hawk or any other
dangerous enemy; see how quickly they
obey and take shelter under the mother,
who keeps up her defiant declamation
ill danger is passed. She has a word of

warning also for any little waifs that may
perchance peep into the coop. Some-
times with the first brood in spring, the
mother will be inclined to leave them be-

fore thev have age or confidence enough
to care for themselves, in which case the
forlorn, whining note pining for her is

perfectly intelligible to anyone; so is also

the sad, pining cry of a sick chick; one
accustomed to the care of the little

things can almost tell if it is a cry of

death. Who could believe that the first

croaking and gurgling as heard in the

voices of a bullfrog and a peacock would
ever culminate in that clear, ringing

crow which in ancient times (when there

were no clocks) summoned all good peo-

ple to get ready for another day? As
Gilbert White has it, "The cock has been
distinguished in all ages as the country-

man's clock or alarm." The poet, too,

compares him to a watchman:

The crested cock whose clarion sounds
The silent hours.

As he develops sufficient importance
he sends forth notes of invitation to the
gentler sex to come and share some
dainty morsel or perhaps to see how
nicely he can bolt it himself. No sounds
made by poultry are so expressive and
almost human as those made when an in-

truder approaches their nnjsts at night.

Step lightly to their house and yon will

hear a faint, thrdling noise made by the

C(x:k first and answered by the hens.

This long drawn out, tremulous sound
seetns to say. "Listen ! What is that

strange noise ?" Should you approach
near enough to alarm them a sharp tut.

tut, is instantly given as a warning of
danger. Catch hold of a bird and a pierc-

ing cry is given with a strong powerful
voice which cannot be mistaken for any
other sound. The former part of this

nocturnal performance is very prettily

described by Simeon Pease Cheney in an
article "Barnyard Solos;" it is given with

descriptive musical notes with minute
analysis. But these notes are not in one
sense musical, so that a piano could imi-

t »te them. The only instrument that can
define such peculiar expressive sounds is

the violin, and that in the hands of an
Ole Bull.

The loquacity of the cock is astonish-

ing if one listens attentively. When sid-

ling up to a hen he has a coaxing,

whisp>ering delivery, or when he finds a

^ood place for a nest, his fine muttering
invitation to a hen is exceedingly char-

acteristic. So is the talk of a flock

asking for food when starting with their

feeder to the corn crib. The eye of the
cock is continually on the alert for an
enemy, so solicitous is he for the safety
of hia harem The appearance of a hawk
is announced in decided terms, instantly
calling the attention of all the farmyard
inhabitants.
The pullet when about to lay utters a

very pre ty cackle; if disturbed on the
nest she uses an entirely different ex-
pression, but when the egg is laid what
rejoicing! which is chorused by all the
family.

These sounds do not include all the
language of poultry; there is probably a
reserve for remarkable occasions. I was
once a witness to one unusual demonstra-
tion; while engaged in a quiet occupation
in an out building on a warm, sunny day,
I heard from the poultry a very peculiar
noise, such as I had never heard before.

I hurried out to ascertain the cause,
when I found a lot of hens all forming a
circle around a live snake, coiled up, not
knowing how to escape.

OUR CALIFORNIA LETTER.

'

CHIPS FROM THE POULTRY BLOCK,

Fleeintr Fancies Nipped on the
"Wing for Our Readers.

Facts and Fancies from the Pacific

Slope.

Editor Fanciers' Jotjrnal.

I note P. H.Jacobs' letter in the April

30 issue, and in answer, beginning with

his closing paragraph,, I will say that I

am glad that he is "having my record

hunted up," and if he desires I will give

him some references that may help him.

When he has it complete I hope that he

will condense it into readable shape and

publish it in The Fanciers* Journal,
so that the wide awake fanciers may read

it.

The last paragraph but one I will pass

by as it is so plainly spiteful in spirit.

The California Langshan Club.—In

his efforts to misrepresent Mr. Jacobs

misquotes a letter that I wrote to B. A.

Fox, and it is evident that he and Fox

have joined issues to do me battle, the

latter because I would not scare when
asked to withdraw my charge against

Mr. Cooper, and the former because
The paragraph in my letter to Fox

BY TRIXIE.

I give it up—won't say another word

about comparison, because Cloudy says

"its getting me in bad repute." I think

the subject is getting a little stale my-
self. Last News says "its come to stay,"

and knowing what Edward would say

were he poetically inclined I've bor-

rowed a little verse very appropriate

—

from his side of the fence:

The June bug leaves the last of June,

The lightning bug in May,
The t>edbug takes his l)on net off

And says, 'I've come to stay.' "

I owe an apology to Dr. Roth. I am sure

it was unintentional, and I can't see how
I made the mistake. Glad that you don't

endorse mercurial ointment more than I

do. The large head louse may cause all the

trouble from gape worms, can't say as to

that. Don't think that matter is satisfac-

torily determined as yet, and until it is

I'll hold my peace, we have too many
theories upon hand now.

Mr. "P. Rox," I'm neither an allopath

or homcEopath. So as far as I am con-
cerned your learned dissertation upon
the use of mercury does not interest me.
Better become a contributor to some
medical journal where your knowledge
would be appreciated. Again, my little

fling at Mr. Reynaud was not intended
for him but the office "devil." I know
he did not countersign the article in

question. I've had the same thing to oc-

cur with me.
What lamentable ignorance some edi-

tors who run a poultry department dis-

play. Here is one instance of the

many: "There is no particular breed that

lays eggs of uniform color." Thanks for

the information. We have always ex-

pected to find an egg with a white shell

in the nest occupied by a Leghorn, Min-
orca, Spanish and breeds of a like char-

acter, and we have the first Brahma or

Cochin egg to see that was encased in a

white shell.

Uncle Isaac has a paf}er all his own
now. or one would think so after reading
a copy of the Farmer and Fancier. Six
articles from one p>en is rather too much
to appear in one issue of a small twenty-
five cent paper.

It is with much regret that I learn of

the death of Mr. Jerome Payne, of South
Oil City, Pennsylvania. The first pure-

bred fowls I ever owned were purchased
from him. I then and afterwards found
him to be a man of his word, and the

breeder of the best games I ever saw.

Would win in the show room aud were at

home in the pit. They would win their

fight or die game. He will be greatly

missed by game men.
Give your fowls plenty of shade these

hot June days. To keep in perfect

health, shade is as essential as sunshine.

All yards should have a number of trees

or shrubs growing in them, but if they

have not plant some and then build them
artificial shades until such a time as they

will produce sufficient shade.

reads as follows: "We will form a Lang-
shan club at Los Angeles next month.
You may call it 'my club' if it pleases

you, and 'mention it in the paper or not,

as you like. You may rest assured that

the California club will be a live one and
will declare war from the start on all

made aud impure Langshans.' "

The above is in answer to a sentence in

the letter of the Fox to me, which reads

as follows: "Some have already claimed
that you want a Langshan club of your
own and have requested me to mention
it in the papers."

I enclose both letters for your pe-

rusal.

Garbling correspondence is Mr. Ja-

cobs' favorite method of misrepresenta-

tion.

The Los Angeles Show.—If "the
hearts and best wishes of eastern breed-

ers were theae" I am sure that they were
not very audibly felt, probable owing to

•'distance, ex|>ense and time." Did
those breeders who promised to send

birds to the show ever consider that "dis-

tance, expense and time" cut any figure

when our California fanciers employed
three judges to score the fowls that (iid

not come, or seut nice cash orders for

stock and after a "time" received forty

pound packing cases, which were ex-

pressed the whole "distance" at double
rates? I refer now only to those who
promised to send birds, and not to those

who did not so promise. California fan-

ciers have, I am sure, great respect for

the eastern fancy as a whole, but they

would not be true Californians did they

not condemn in no uncertain language
broken promises or other evidences of

fraud.

Free Adds., clc.—I do not remember of

ever sending Mr. Jacobs any matter for

publication except once when I seut him
a true copy of a letter I wrote to the

editor of the Mirror and Farmer, of

which Mr. Jacobs fills up the poultry

columns. He garbled my letter so as to

make it read opposite its real meaning.

At my request he promised to publish

the letter entire in the Poultry Keeper,

but failed to keep his promise. I have
correspondence to prove this.

I don't understand why Mr. Jacobs

keeps referring to free ads., etc., in the

Poultry Keeper, for I have never desired

or asked for an advertisement in that

paper either paid or free. It is not a

fancier's paper in any sense and of no
use to me as an advertising medium

I have already taken up too much
space with this subject which I fear is of

little interest to your readers and will

skip the other paragraphs of Mr. Jacobs'

reply by saying that I am sorry to have
used the term "Pat" Jacobs if it is offen-

sive. It is the term generally used here

and I suppose was correct.

fresen'ing Eggs.—The season of cheap
eggs is approaching and the ever recur-

ring question of how to hold them over

until prices rise, will come up for con-

sideration. The methods for preserving

eggs are legion and a few are practica>>le

but the many are not. Probably the

greatest obstacle in preserving eggs on

anything more than a very limited plan

is the difficulty in getting perfectly fresh

eggs to t)egin with. With fresh and in-

fertile eggs the work of preservation is

half accomplished, but t In- \ are not ob-
tainable and c<jnse<intinlv the same
difiioulties are met and failures rtcorded.

Hut now a different ph.ise t)f c-j^y j>res-

ervation presents itself, or is jirt^enled
rather by a Dr. lUirnett who hails from
Haywanls in Alameda c<ninty, and about
twenty miles from SaJi Francisco. The
"doctor" is a retiied dentist, and also a
fruit grower, and it was while sulphuring
fruit before drvinj.,', that he made the
wonderful discovery that he is willing to
part with in county installments for a
goo<l big sum. .\ccordin}i to the doctor's
statement the ej,'i's are placed on ordi-
nary fruit trays and into the sulphur box
where they are treated to the fumes of
sulphur and six other substances that
may not be detected by siylit, smell or
taste but are necessary to complete the
process. The eggs are left in the box the
usual lime for sulphuring fruit, viz.,

forty minutes to an hour, but a longer
time will not harm them. This process
not only preserves the eggs so that they
look and taste like fresh eggs after a
lapse of eighteen months, but the most
wonderful part of it is that they will also
hatch. The "doctor" went to Patchmer
during the show last winter and probably
expected to sell "county rights" like hot
cakes to fanciers there on the strength of
his statement that the eggs subjected
to his process would hatch m six, twelve
and even eighteen months thereafter.
On the contrary, he found lliem exceed-
ingly skeptical and was told by several
flatly that they tlid not believe his state-

ments. He then offered to leave some of
the ejigs that he lia<l with him that ha<l

been sealed by a notary public three
months before to be tested by a commit-
tee. The committee was appointed but
has as yet made no report ot the hatch
He also agreetl to send some of his

procei^d eggs to the committee, to be
kept by them for three months or more
and then incubated, but has so far failed

to make good his promise.
lUxrley and (.'rasshoppers.—Mr. James

Quick, of Patterson, way up in the Sierra
Nevada Mountains, is owner of a gold
mine, but also an enthusiastic fancier of
fine poultry, has had an experience in

feeding some crushed barley that is out
of the general run. Now, barley is an
excellent grain for poultry and grown to
perfection in most parts of California. It

seems, however, that some enterprising
granger on San Joacjuin plains where
grasshoppers and jack rabbits make life

a burden to new settlers, in view of a
short crop of barley gathered up both
grain and grasshoppers, and the mixture
went to market unchallenged, ami Mr.
Quick obtained a l«)t of it for horses and
chickens. Of course, the horses objected
to the mixture, but the hens found it a
grand treat, and now California fanciers

are on the lookout for ^jras^liopper bar-

ley. Mr. Quick's experience with the
grasshoppers ought to l)e a pointer for

some eulerprisiiig resident of the San
Joaquin valley to dispose of the thousands
of jack rabbits that are killed on the

"drives" in a like manner. How would
"rabbit meal" do for a grouml mixture
of dried rabbits and barley?

Barley alone is a good feed for chick-

ens that have a large range and is much
cheaper than wheat.

The crushe<l barley so generally used
in California for horse feed is made l)y

running the grain between rollers that

are set just right to flatten out the grain

without breaking it up. It should !« fed

dry in feed boxes, so that the fine patti-

clts may be gathered up and used in solt

feed.

Coasl Shows.— The several associa-

tions of California. Oregon, Washington
and British Columbia have all made a

grand rush for the month of January as

the time for the next winter's shows.

This is a great mistake and should be
remedied as soon as possible.

The latter part of December and Janu-
ary. February and March are all good
months for ponltty shows, and with so

much latitude there is no need of crowd-

ing all the shows into one mouth. If

California was .is densely poi)ulaleil as

some eastern sections where several shows
are held in a radius of one or two hun-

dred miles it might be advisable to hohl

them in rotation, so that fowls might be

entered in all of them, but our shows are

too widely scattered to make such a pro-

ceeding either possible or ])r,:ctical. Five

hundred mile trips between shows is

wearing on health of fowls, to say noth-

ing of expense. H. G. KKKSI.ING.
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LIVELY LEGHORN RECORD.

A Flock with an Average of 104
Eggs.

In selecting my breeding flocks of

poultry for the present season's breeding

I have become more than ever convinced

of the necessity of taking considerable

time for the work, and my flocks, as now
made up, are the result of an almost

daily application of considerable time

and study to determine and select the

very l>est layers during five months

—

from September i to February i—a time

of year when the ordinary hen is ex-

pected to lay but very few eggs—not

nearly enough to pay her way. Owing
to a failure to hatch successfully early

last spring with the incubators then in

use, the majority of my pullets were

somewhat late, and not considered so

suitable for breeding this season as the

older hens, therefore any present breed-

ing flocks are selected from am*ng the

two or three-year-olds, all of which have

moulted during the period named and

given me an opportunity to judge as to

their usefulness at that time. That their

laying has been quite satisfactory is

shown by the fact that at no time during
the moulting period did they lay less

than an average of ten eggs per day for

each flock of fifty, and that low average
did not extend over a i)eriod of more
than six weeks.
Now, while I did not keep an exact

account of the cost of feeding these flocks

separately, nor of the money received for

their eggs at that time, very little knowl-
edge of arithmetic will be necessary to

show anyone at all acquainted with the
cost of feeding hens, and the market
price of grain and eggs at the time (No-
vember and December) that they were
not "eating their heads off"" to any great

extent, as is the case with the average
hen during at least three or four months
of the year. Another thing that is very
gratifying to me is that my last season's
l>reeding flock selected at that time from
pullets hatched in April and May pre-

vious for their excellence as fall and win-
ter layers are, with very few exceptions,
included among the breeders selected for

this year, thus proving the falsity of the
theory advanced by many that a hen that
is an extra good layer in her early life

soon "lays out" and becomes useless for

egg production. In fact, all my experi-
ence in breeding and keeping hens for

eggs is contrary to that notion, as I find

that a hen once a good layer is always a
good layer if properly fed and cared for.

]{y this I do not claim that one that is

an extra layer in her first and second
years will lay as many in her fifth and
sixth, but that she will excel amoag
others of her own age.

My stock of hens kept during 1891
were at the beginning of that year com-
posed of 250 pullets, 235 one-year-old, 137
twoyear-old hens, 612 in all. I lost from
various causes during the year thirty-one
and received from the entire number
9700 dozen eggs; which, allowing the
average number of hens kept during the
year to be 600, gave me an average of

'94 ^Kgs P^*" ^^^"- I regret that I did
not keep a separate record of the lots

from birds of different ages during the
entire year. Judging from my observa-
tions of their laying during the )'ear,such

a record would have shown but little dif-

ference between the one and two-year-
olds, on account of the difference in age,

but that difference would have been ni

favor of the younger lot only during the
winter and fall. This agrees with what I

have noticed several times when hens
have been kept to five and six years of
age—that the decrease in egg production
on account of age was greatest during
fall and winter, when eggs are usually
high in price, and this is to my mind one
of the strongest arguments against keep-
ing very old hens. There was a very
marked difference in favor of the pullets,

which was no doubt considerably due to

their improved breeding, but more on
account of their splendid winter laying,

not having had to undergo the process of
moulting as was the case with the older
lots.

A record of this lot of 240 hatched in

April and May, 1H90, shows a daily aver-

age of 151 eggs from December i, 1890,

to February i, 1891, with an increase to

over 200 per day in the April following.
A breeding flock of 50 selected from
them gave a record for 30 cousective days
in April and May, of a fraction over 47
eggs per day; the lowest number during
any one day was 43, the highest 51 on
two difl^erent days. Now, perhaps, some
one will ask, where did the extra egg
come from ? Did some one hen lay two
eggs on those days ? I don't know; that
might have been the case, or an egg
might have been laid late the day before,

after the eggs for that day had been
gathered. I believe, however, that it is

not so uncommon a thing as some imag-
ine for an extra good laying hen to occa-
sionally lay two eggs in one day.—C. H.
Wyckoff in Rural New Yorker.

Watercress for Poultry.

In towns, where a supply of geen food

has to be specially provided by fanciers

for their stock, there is no money better

spent than in purchasing from time to

time a bunch of nice fresh watercress for

either fowls or pigeons. Not only is it a

stimulating change of food, but its action

upon the bird's system is very beneficial,

as it is a most useful natural aperient,

and may often be the cause of warding
off" ailments which would otherwise ne-

cessitate perhaps considerable loss and
expense, by correcting the system before

the ailment shows itself. For pigeons a
bunch should be securely tied and sus-

pended by a string within reach of the
birds; for poultry it may be thrown down
like any other green food and will quick-
ly be devoured.—Feathered World.

Cackles,
in chicks is caused by

ON THE WING.

—Diarrhea
catching cold.

—In putting up a wire poultry fence

never use a top rail.

— Efforts are being made to start a

blue Langshan breed. What next ?

—Look out for the sudden changes of

weather. March winds are dangerous.

—Hard work tells. Even a poultry
farm flourishes in the hands of a careiul

and persistent worker.

.—Creeper brown Leghorns and single

comb Wyandottes are among the new
breeds. Do we need them ?

—A good cure for indigestion is to open
the mouth and pour down all of the
water the throat will hold.

—Where a large number of poultry are

kept better results can l>e secured by
dividing into small flocks.

—Setting hens are in demand in some
sections, and in an era when incubators
and brooders are so cheap.

—More chickens can be hatched dur-
ing the winter in the incubator than un-
der hens and at a less exj>ense.

—To secure plenty of eggs avoid over-

feeding, give plenty of milk and a variety

of grain with a gootl supply of pure
water.

—Provided proper care is given confin-

ing in small yards is not a bad plan of
keeping poultry, especially in small
towns.

—The comb of a healthy fowl is a
bright scarlet; if any other color it is

almost a sure sign that something is

wrong.

—Don't be tempted to run a thousand-
hen farm. Thev make goofl subjects for

fairy tales, but they cannot stan<l stern

reality.

—It is too often the case that breed is

relied upon too much for eggs instead of
good feed and care with comfortable
quarters.

—The State Experiment Stations are
now beginning to dabble in poultry mat-
ters. The Telegraph's wish is being ful-

filled at last.

—"Bumble foot" is in most instances
caused by having high roosts. The fowls

that are heavy are the ones thus troubled,

and in flying down from the roosts the
feet are bruised. — Gerniantown Tele-

graph.

—"Why shouldn't I be tough?" rue-

fully remarked the incubated spring
chicken. "I never knew the pieaning of
a mother's fostering care."

The secretaries of the various League

clubs throughout the vStates should bear

in mind that a report of the races of their

clnb should be in the hands of the League

secretary, Mr. G. H. Bowerman. 20 Mon-

mouth Street, Newaik, N. J., within ten

days of the actual date of the race. This

is a duty that each secretary owes to the

membership of his club, and should in

no case be neglected, as such neglect not

only causes dissatisfaction, owing to the

non-publication of the flights in the offi-

cial journal and other papers, but is apt

to lose the wiuner of the race a national

diploma for his recording. Those secre-

taries who have been derelict in this re-

spect should at once see that the missing

reports are sent to Mr. Bowerman, and

that those of the future races are sent in

promptly. The League has started out

to show the fancy how pigeon races can

be flown and managed under an experi-

enced and representative government,

and there must be no lagging behind iti

the onward march of improvement. The

League rules arc plain and specific on

this as on other points, and if the

League delegates and club secretaries

will implicitly obey them, the League

flights and workings will be the admira-

tion of the entire fancy, for more perfect

race rules and by-laws it would be diffi-

cult to find.

•%
On Monday and Tuesday of this week,

Philadelphia was treated to a visit from

Mr. T. Fred Goldman, the president of

the League of American Homing Clubs,

and all the prominent fanciers of the

Philadelphia League Clubs turned out to

bid him welcome and share a few of the

advantages that are always to be gained

by a conversation with our esteemed

friend "Fritz."

« «

Owing to his official capacity as the

president of the League, Mr. Gohlman is

fully versed in the progress the new

national body is making in the popular

estimation, and he expressed himself as

more than pleased in this respect.

Already the League membership is far

in advance of that of the old Federa-

tion of American Homing Pigeon Fan

ciers (a body which of late years has

been rapidly losing ground), and the

reports from the different flying centres

are so gratifying that it is confidently

expected the membership roll will l)e

doubled in 1893. All the League clubs

have been well taken care of in the mat-

ter of prizes, no less than one, and fre-

quently two or more, expensive trophies

being put up for competition in one race.

As the League clubs also manage matters

so that the members are not assessed for

either countermarking fee or shipping

expenses, there is little wonder its ranks

are rapidly becoming augmented. An-

other year or so and there is not likely

to be any competition left. Commodi-

ous rooms for meetings and good accom-

modations for countermarking the birds

is another attractive feature of the League

flights that is sure to count in the long

run, especially when the members of the

only forniidable rival are reduced to the

extremity of countermarking their birds

in a passageway on South Broad Street,

as Messrs. John Shepherd, James Work
et al. were seen doing on Monday even-

ing last. It will be remembered how

hot it was on the night in question, and

it was really too funny for anything to

see those two old stagers sweltering over

the pigeon baskets. They have lived

long, but they have still much to learn

in the pigeon flying business apparently.

Well, the point we make is that fanciers

can get much better accommodations

than those in the League.

The members of the Richmond Hom-
ing Club have decided that it will prove

much better for them to resign their

membership in the Philadelphia Flying

Club and start another League section or

club in Kensington. They will then be

able to ship their birds without bringing

them into the city, and will at the same

time considerably simplify matters in

other ways. The members of the Rich-

mond Homing Club have taken a wise

course, and with such hustlers as Drink-

water, Hart and Ranch in the van they

are liable to build up a strong section in

the northeast end of Philadelphia. We
wish them luck in the new move.

»
» *

The members of the Philadelphia Fly-

ing Club had the worst of luck in the

liberations from the 300-mile station,

Bedford City, "Va., a strong northeast

wind prevailing over nearly the entire

course, although a gentle breeze from

the west fanned the checks of Liberator

Hubbard when he loosed the flock on

Friday, June 10. In consequence of the

very adverse conditions there was a regu-

lar slaughter of the innocents, and out

of the 205 birds shipped by twenty-three

lofts but five birds returned in the day.

The liberation was at 7.46 A. M., and the

first return to the loft of James H. Bell

at 5.26>^ P. M. J. A. Stovell was

second, at 7.21, with the well-known

bird Volunteer, once owned and flown

by Mr. James C. Conley. J. D. Munro
was third, at 7.30 P. M., W. S. Tork-

iugton, Jr., fourth, at 7.33 P. M., and

James A. Stovell fifth, with his second

bird at 7.55 P. M. J. Carroll one

day record. Bright and early the

next morning nearly every one had

returns, and before nightfall of the sec-

ond day the majority of the birds were

home. Several good birds have not yet

been heard from, however.
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« «

The California Homing Clnb is blessed

with a very enthusiastic lot of members,

and they have managed to accumulate a

very fair lot of homers, as will be seen

by the speed made in their two first races,

brief summaries of which are given be-

low. The speed made by T. C. Collins'

bird in the second race is remarkable,

and has only been equalled in this coun-

try by the birds in the race for the Item

100-mile trophy, and this was flown un-

der exceptionally favorable conditions of

weather:
FIRST RACE.

Dis- In
Name. tance. Tossed. Lofl.

T. W. Lydecker 38 8.30 9 ayji
T. W. Lydecker 38 8.30 9.27)^
T.W. Lydecker 38 8.30 9.27)^
E.G. Koenig 49^^ 9-3o u-40^
A. N. Bayley 38 9.00 10.45^
T. C. Collins 49 10 00 I2.i8}4

G. T. Marsh 51 8.13 ii.i3»

Name.
T. C. Collins .

P. Selbv, Jr. . .

G. T. Marsh . .

A. N. Bayley .

G. T. Bertoluci

In
Loft.
10.13^

2.42H
9.19

Yds. per
Minute.
1603.64
1328.30

979- > 3
667.29

51

SECOND RACE.

Dis-
tance. Tossed.

. 118 8.00

. 100 12.30

.118 5.50

. uo 6.30
. 118 11.02^

•
« «

The Star Club flew its birds from'4oo

miles last Friday, and, owing to the

wretched weather, there was not a single

return on the day of liberation. Some
of the birds—we believe five—were re-

ported the second day, but the losses

were very heavy.
«

» «
William Clementson, who made such

a splurge in the Item recently and subse-

quently made himself the laughing stock

of the fancy by his "ora labora" letter,

is about to retire from a body which so

poorly appreciates his literary and pig-

con flying ability, and wl' hear he is

willing to sell out both his stock and fix-

tures. Mr. Clementson made a good

start as a secretary, being perfectly will-

ing to do all the work the position called

for, but he appears to have lost the con-

fidence of his fellow members, owing to

the bad breaks he has made when left to

his own judgment.
*

On Sunday last the members of the

Richmond Homing Club had a five-mile

"twirl" from Market Street Bridge. The
following were the leaders:

Time
Name. Tossed. In Loft. Out.
C. Hart 11.05 II. 12. 25 7.25
C. Hart 11.10 11.20.40 10.40

K. F. Drinkwater . .11.15 11.26.43 11.4s

J. Kauch 12.10 12.20.52 10.52

POINTS IN THE FLYING FANCY.

A Weekly Review of Events
the Flying World.

in

BY FRITZ.

As I predicted in my notes of last week
the race of the P^mpire City Flying Club
from the 400-niile station. Rocky Mount,
Va., proved indeed a clinker. The start

at 5.05 A. M., June 6, under favorable

conditions with 212 birds, representing
some twenty -eight lofts. There was a con-
stant flow of arrivals from a few minutes
after 2 P. M. until 3 o'clock, which is

really .splendid work, and I was not sur-

prised at the performance for I knew
that many grand birds were en-

gaged . In fact, a finer lot and a more
representative race it would be difficult

to conjure up or find. A number of lofts

reporting are disqualified for irregular

telegrams, which is to be regretted, all

l)eing well up. The fly was exclusively

for League honors, the general club
prizes being declared off" owing to the

birds being held over on account of un-
favorable weather several days.

The I/cague is very exact and clear in

its race rules bearing upon certified tele-

grams, and there is no excuse for any
fancier who does not follow them, nor
should there be. A copy of the rules

lias been put into the hands of all lofts

represented in the League membership
roll, and no plea of ignorance can be ad-

vanced or entertained for a moment. All

certified telegrams must be as follows,

which is the correct form.

To
(Registered

mark)

— , Secretary,
number) (counter-

John Smith loft, in li>ft

delivered operator

Operator.

The telegram must be signed by the

operator and not by the owner, and yet

many do not seem to understand this

very important condition. It is about
time they did.

If they will but reflect for a moment
they will readily see that the following

form of a certified telegram frequently

sent as such has really little or no certifi-

cation in it, and is one that could never

be accepted in the protection of the fly-

ing record, but so many use it:

G. H. BowKRMAN, Secretary.

John Smith loft, registered forty-nine,

countermark 62S, in loft 2.12. delivered

operator 2.16. E. Grant, Operator.

John Smith.

Any flying fancier could send such a

telegram to the race oflicial as soon as

he ascertains the countermark on his ar-

rival, and could hand it in at any tele-

graph office at any time, pay for same
and have it forwarded as an every day
common business telegram, putting any
time of arrival to suit him and the case

and any imaginary name for the operator.

It would go as any cipher telegram.

But the certified telegram signed by the

operator is quite another matter. It

needs explanation and ^oes on record,

and he certifies to the time you handed

in your message bearing the counter-

mark, and, furthermore, the dispatch is

alwaws open for coufirniation.

I am by no means an admirer of re-

porting arrivals by certified telegrams
as followed here in America, and by far

prefer the tinier at loft, but there are in-

stances when such protection cannot be
put into force and the telegram is the
next best thing we have, and at present
the only means, and for this reason the
League rules on this subject should be
strictly adhered to and no transgt ession

of any kind countenanced.

I regret to learn that the Washington,
D. C, section of the League, have had a
very unfavorable experience at the 300
and 400 miles stations, and in marked
contrast to the flattering opening of their

races from 100 and 200 miles. This is

indeed to be regretted, for I attach much
importance to their working from 300
and 400 mile points as influencing the
continued good working from the final

and extreme distance of 500 miles. A
severe experience from the 400 miles
point will nine times out of ten render
the birds unfit for good work from 500
miles, and very reasonably too. The bird

is both morally and physically unfit for

the severe work of a one day journey
from this distance. In the case of our
Washington friends, their birds were un-
fortunately held at the 400 mile station

from Saturday, the 4th inst., until Tues-
day, the 7th. Kighty-four birds all told,

were shipped and started at 5.29, and
but eight birds reported home that da^,

and up to the nth inst. but fifteen in

all. Contrary winds prevailed over the
entire course flown while in the vicinity

of the home lofts a perfect gale was in

force.

The weather maps issued by the Wash-
ington Weather Burcan point out a

severe gale and rain storm in North
Carolina that the birds undoubtedly en-

countered. Taking it altogether. I am
deeply sorry our Washington fanciers

met such hard weather for their birds.

From private sources I learn and upon
good authority that this fly has fairly

and fully illustrated to the Washington
flying men that the much lauded strains

of kettledrums, T. P. G.'s and White-
ley, do not possess the speed, gameness
and stamina that has been so frequently

claimed for them.

What with disqualifications on account

of irregularity in telegrams and timers,

unsettled weather, and races off, and
other disagreeable occurrences in a pig-

con flyer's career, many would contend
that his "lot was not a happy one" to

hear him grumbling, but once let them
come right and fast, and a slashing good
race, and presto. What a change, Rich-

ard is himself again, and ready to submit
to another dose of disappointments. Job
must have been a pigeon flyer, I think.

None but pigeon flyers can boast of the

patience that is necessary and character-

izes the sport.

In a recent issue of Zlitschrift fur

Brieft and Euknude (the leading Ger-

man journal devoted to the flying sport)

a correspondent and fancier under the

head of "Wo bleiben unsere taubeii"

tells of birds returning to his lofl re-

cently that he had lost in a flight during

1890, and still bearing their seamless leg

bands with his initials and numbers, one
bird actually bearing countermarks of a

race apparently in progress somewhere,
and the name of a club stamped upon
the flights. From this the fancier re-

marks that it is very easy to solve the

problem of where do our birds remain.

So American fanciers can see by this that

our brethren in Germany too have their

troubles in this respect, and which sub-

ject I have touched upon in former

notes. It is a common evil.

^XX^
"Paul W. Krouse has taken the lead

in the flights of the Quaker City Club

which is composed of eleven active

members."—Fancikrs' Journal, June
II. He deserves it,an enthusiastic fancier

and good fellow is Krou.se. I remember
him well away back in the days of Jim
McGoughey, Jim and Krouse were great

chums in pigeon flying. I "sed to de-

light in hearing Jim relate the "Ash hen

affairs," which no doubt many Philadel-

phiuus remember.

"John Gill has withdrawn his birds

from the Star Club of Philadelphia races,

and he is now flying them altogether
with the Philadelphia Flying Club. He
has tried both, and finds the manage-
ment and equipment of the I^eague club
far superior."

—

P'ancikrs' Journal,
June II. Level-headed fellow is Gill. In
other words he wants more equipment in

the shape of ample water tins for his

birds and less "ora labora."

^XX^
Already have many of the Belgian fly-

ing clubs renounced the eastern course
or German line adopted this year, owing
to the interdiction by the French Gov-
ernment, and once more turn to the
French country for the tossing of their

birds.

^XX^
I have read a mass of matter published

on this subject, and felt that the Belgian
flying men would soon return to their

former course to fly over. Bad weather,
incompetent liberators and poor accom-
modations over the eastern course line of

railroad, and lastly, but mainly, certain

concessions made by the French railway
interests as to reduction in the charges
for transporting the Belgian pigeons
which counterbalance the effect some-
what of the increase in the new French
customs duty. All this has induced
many of the Belgian flying clubs to re-

new their flights through France and re-

nounce the German course, and
no doubt many rejoice at it. The
average American fancier can scarcely

imagine the amount of vexation and dis-

agreeableness that has been the lot of

the Belgian flying men early in the sea-

son this year in connection with the

change from the French course to the

German.
^XX^

That our American League of Hom-
ing Clubs has created a favorable im
pression abroad is evident from the fol-

lowing from a correspondent published

in the June issue of the Pigeon Racers'

Journal of England: "The homing fancy

has made such immense strides during
the last few years that I think the time
has arrived for flying fanciers to consider

the expediency of forming a parent asso-

ciation for the control of the sport.

Might we not follow the lines of the new
American League of Homing Clubs! I

would venture to invite an official of that

league to assist us at the present time by
giving in your next issue an outline of

the work performed by that League, and
particularly to state what inducement is

held out to clubs to become affiliated."

^XX^
I think "our George" can post our

English cousins and show them all they

ask. The correspondent is H. E. Reilly,

honorable secretary Kensington Homing
Society, England.

^xx^
A letter from League vSecretar>- George

and a copy of the League by-laws to Mr.

Reilly will, I am sure, be very welcome
and valued highly.

Our Belgian brethren so far this year

have not flown any very speedy races,

but the Manchester Flying Club, one of

the leading if not the strongest English

clubs have very creditable rcconls from

the 100 and 200 miles stations. In the

Swindon races 125 miles, May 18, io6fj

birds competing, the average velocity of

the wiuner was 1325.S yards ])er minute,

others following in close order down to

1 100 yards. The Pick ford loft the win-

ner. In the Bonruemouth race flown

May 25, 980 birds competed and the same
loft that won in the Swinden race came
out the victor, with a velocity of 1525

yards, distance 184 miles, (luite an honor

to win both races in such competition

and at such velocities. In this last fly

when the weather through the Midland
counties of England, was beautifully fine

the velocities averaged very high, many
lofls following the winner in clo.se order

from 1507 yards per minute down to

1305.

In a recent issue of the Pigeon Racer's

Journal, that eminent secretary of the

vSouthern Counties Flying Club, Mr. 11.

Stanhope remarks that the average num-
ber of birds he keeps is ten pairs all told,

and which he considers (juite as many as
can be thoroughly looked after by tlu-

owner himself. 1 have long been of this
opinion and the sooner .Vmerican flying
fanciers come down to his way of think-
ing the sooner will our average flying
work improve. What we want is plenty
of lofts, but fewer entries and of good
quality. Mr. Stanhope's experience as a
very successful flying fancier extends
over a number of years, from 187S to the
present time and his counsel is worthy of
very respectful consideration.

^XX^
The Stock Keeper, England, May 27,

remarks: "The protection of homers
from the depredations of the pot hunter
is as little supported abroad as it is at

home." Our readers are no doubt well
aware of the endless dilTi?ulty our pro-
tection societies have had to keep the
ball rolling. The same laxity of interest

and support obtains in Belgian societies,

but the Protection Society of Bassin de
Charleroi is not without enterprises.

^XX^
To bring grist to the mill, it has

inaugurated a monster public sale of
young pigeons which have been given to

the society for the purpose in response to

its appeal to fanciers in Belgium. This

is indeed enterprising, and yet I always

labored under the idea that \.\\i\ homing
pigeon throughout Belgium. France and
Germany, was so uuiver.sally respected

as to almost preclude the possibility of it

becoming a target for the pot hunter.

Ivngland and America undoubtedly •lake

the cake" for pot hunters. And yet as I

have previously remarked in earlier

notes I attribute Imt a very small per-

centage of our annual lo.sses to the shot

gun.

^XX^
I have frequently read of remarkable

freaks connected with the breeding of

homing pigeons, and also remarkable
instances connected with the sport, but

the following which I read in the I'eatli-

ered World of May 27, beats everything

hollow, I think. Mr. F. W. Crips writes,

"it will no doubt interest a great many
pigeon men to know that I saw a cat

(one of seven) that sat on eggs taking

turns with the parents, and both of

which hatched out. The cat sits on them
by night with the old birds all making a

happy family in a box against the wall."

Truly a gem and worth a trifle to a fan-

cier troubled with rats.

Russian military men have been experi-

menting with a moveable pigeon loft

from which dispatches are sent by pig-

eons to various parts of an army camp.
Army officers are .also training falcons

to catch pigeons so that in ca.se of war

the former can capture the cneiuy's

messenger birds. This is truly serving a

double purpose, and apart from its prac-

tical value in time of war is another

argument from a flying fancier's view

that all these national disputes and
differences be adjusted by peaceful arbi-

tration, and the large standing armies of

Euro]>e cut down like our own i)eacefnl

and happy laiul.

Carrier Pigeons in the Navy.

From the Baltimore American.

The United States steamer Phlox arrived

at Annapolis on the 14th inst. from the

United States practice ship Constella-

tion, having left it at 7 o'clock Monday

evening at Hampton Roads. The Phlox

brought from the Constellation four car-

rier pigeons, with dispatches from the

ship, and set the birds at liberty at Point

No Point, fifty miles below Annajiolis.

The birds arrived at Annapolis at 1 1 .55

A. M. One had lost its dispatch from its

quill, but the others were safe. One
message was that they had visited Nor-

folk, the second was that all were well on

board and the third was a dispatch

Superintendent Phythian.

to

—A lantern and a rubber overcoat are

indispensable on a poultry farm.

—There is one decided advantage with

the poultry business and that is. there is

no monopoly.

—Double yelked eggs, flat eggs and

other unnatural forms are caused by the

hens being too fat.
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THE TURBIT.

BY HKNRY ERDMANN.

The various poin4s and properties of

excellence which this pigeon should pos-

sess ought to be recognized by the most

superficial of connoisseurs. Having
heard many complimentary allusions to

Mr. Charles J. Tanner's stock, I visited

his lofts when in Cincinnati, O., last

January a year ago to satisfy ray curi-

osity. He has the finest collection that

it has ever been my pleasure to examine,

and, in addition to the above-mentioned,

a very good lot of Jacobins. In conver-

sation with several old fanciers we learned

that some thirty years ago there were

some really beautiful specimens of this

pigeon extaut, notably some owned and

seen by myself, but since those days cul-

tivating and breeding of the turbits as

well as other fancy stock seems to have

degenerated, and now there are very few

fanciers who still take the pride our

fathers took in the matter. But to return

to our subject. This pigeon, as far as I

have learned, derived its name from the

word Tablot, which signifies shield-

bearer. It seems incomprehensible to

nie why our American fanciers do not

endeavor to cultivate and improve the
lireeding of difficult and rare birds in-

stead of breeding from birds that have
Ween more or less perfected in other
hands, as everything is at their command
to success, requiring only more study of
points and perseverance to make it a
success. In the first place, I should rec-

ommend any fancier who was making
turbits his specialty to pair good turbit

c«>cks to medium-sized owl hens to im-
prove the head, beak, frill and reduce the
size, as all our turbits are too large.

Color and marking should always be
looked to in the male. All that is wanted
could be got, as there are but two quali-

ties, the peak and the shoulder markings
tiiat the owl don't contain. The point
of cleanliness of thigh, so much needed,
.s greatly improved in the owl cross.

The desirable points of the turbit are,

first, the beak, which should invariably

be flesh in color (some are slightly

St lined with black, a great disadvantage
ill close conipetitiou), it should be short,

thick and down-faced, the shorter the
better, and the moie blunt it appears at

i s point or the more substance it has at

the extremity of its beak the shorter as
w>.'ll as the more valual)le does it make
the l)ird appear. Tiie appearance of
sh >rtness is greatly increased by the up-
per as well as the lower wattle, which
1 1 II proves greatly with age. It should i)e

full and smooth and evenly divided, so

as to appear the same on l>oth sides, and
lo rise high up above the beak, which
not only improves but greatly sets off

the head. Next comes the gullet, which
should be, as in the owl, as full as pos>i

ble, i. e., not only from top to bo'tom,
l>ut as well as from front to back. Depth
is as valuable as fullness, and age mi-
l>r>>"es the fullness of the gullet to a cer-

tain extent. The next point is the skull,

which should be short and broad and
nicely rounded in front. It should be
bro.ul in front compared to the size of
the bird, and well bulged out in all direc-

tions. The cheeks should be full.

Next comes the crest or peak, as 'tis

generiilly termed. In America the shell

crested birds are generally preferred, but
in England it is just the reverse, they
prefer peak crested and it is in fact the
most difficult of the two to breed, as well

the most attractive. It should stand well

up and be evenly formed, and come to a

fine sharp point which will also be ac-

companied with a mane. Next comes
the frill or the purle. or as 'tis often

t' rnied 'rose frill " This should stirt at

t he lower end of the gullet with two points,

one on each side, and have as nmch
length and depth as possible, clean down
to the breast and evenly divided from
the middle, and should touch the butts

of the wings. Turbit breeders are great-

ly in tieed of this property, for there are

very few turbits found coming up to the

standard, or anywhere near it in our day,

and if breeders would only have a little

more patience and study in the selection

of points as every thing is at their com-
mand to success, they would soon get

what they wanted. The turbit's eyes are
dark or "ball eyed" and should be large
compared to the size of the bird, and be
near the top of the head, which greatly
sets oflF the bird. Turbits should be
broad across the shoulders, short in the
flights and tail, tight and close in feather.

They should carry their wings up close

against the sides, and by no means droop-
ing, although age and sickness often causes
this to happen. The smaller, shorter and
more compact the bird is the better. In
this respect it follows very closely after

its sister, the owl, and should be well up
on its pins. When young and in good
health, the thighs should be short, same
with legs, causing the body to be low
set, the neck should be short and thick,

with the head well thrown back, causing
a good upright carriage. Any signs of
feathering on the feet or legs is a bad
fault and should be carefully watched
and avoided. Great care should be taken
and is necessary in mating these birds up
properly for the breeding of color to

avoid getting that fowlness of thighs so
often found, and in producing the shiny
depth of color so hard to preserve or per-

petuate. Now if a fancier or a breeder
should own a first-class cock, let it be
either black or yellow, then let him pair

his yellow cock to the best black hen he
owns or should it be a black instead of a

yellow one then let him mate it to a deep
colored yellow hen, but either of these

must be sound in color.no faded or washed
out color. From my experience he will

produce duns and blacks in general and
very seldom a yellow, if so, he can pair

that up to a red. One of these duns bred
so cross back again to either black or yel-

low, produce the most beautiful and Ins

trous colors which this color and cross

imparts, any two colors constantly bred
together soon produces washed out birds,

as they are generally termed. Reds and
yellows are generally paired and bred to-

gether. A black bred from the black and
yellow cross would be my choice for im-
proving the reds.

Attention should always be paid to

mating up a young to an older or more
matured bird, which will produce better

heads, shape and beak. Blues aiid sil-

vers should occasionally be crossed to-

gether, but if brown barred it should be
avoided as it not only spoils the progeny
but is very difficult to breed out. Expe-
rience has taught me that when a breed-

er's stock of blues and silvers run brown
barred he should cross a bluish black
hen with either a blue or silver cock.
This will soon correct the fault and breed
black barred birds. The wings should
be a light blue with deep black bars and
invariably have ten white flights on each
side. In concluding this article I cannot,

too strongly urge the necessity of our
fanciers to be up and doing with renewed
energy their duty in the breeding of fan-

cy pigeons. Our exhibitions cannot at-

tain that success which they should as

long as fanciers exhibit birds in pairs,

which should not be done, as it has a

tendency to discourage a breeder, if not
worse. Birds should be judged by one
who understands his business, and it

should be done before the show opens
Birds should be judged singly. I hope
that these few lines will not be read in

vain, and that they may meet with the
approbation of the fancy in general.

Scrofula.

Scrofula is a disease that in one way or

another is rcspousible for by far the great-

est part of the mortality in the feathered

world. It shows itself in so many dif-

ferent forms in all kinds of stock—for
example in Carriers and Barbs where,
unhappily, the best and most perfect

birds are those on which it has the firm-

est hold—since their feeding on rich food

opens the door for its inroads—or in

fowls when it attacks the liver and lungs,

causing "lightness" and certain death.

In the joints of birds, too, chiefly in

those of the wing, where it forms hard
lumps or deposits, which are practically

incurable in most cases, and in many
other ways, too, is it apparent amongst
the feathered world. Perhaps the two
greatest evils that cause this scrofula are

pampered and overfeeding, but worst of

all in-breeding. Breeding from per-

fectly healthy stock, unrelated, and feed-

ing upon plain, sound food, frequently

changed, plenty of exercise, no coddling

but simple, common sense principles of

management are all that is necessary to

keep scrofula away.—Feathered World.

THE SMERLE.

From Feathered World.

I was delighted to read your editorial

note on the pretty little smerle. As an

all-round flying pigeon it has no equal.

For homing purposes they have ever

been my favorities, and I am glad to say

my stud of these "foreigners" is as pure

to-day—unsulliecl by any cross—as they

were when they first took my fancy. As

homers, especially in bad weather and

adverse winds, their indomitable pluck

stands them in good stead. Time after

time have I watched my smerles tearing

off with half a gale of wind behind them,

only to watch them later coming back in

the teeth of the wind, and doing so

easily. The great height they fly keeps

them well out of range of those detesta-

ble creatures, the "pot-hunters," and

also enables them to fly in a clearer at-

mosphere, which, of course, makes their

work easier, also increasing their pace.

Experienced lovers of these Liege
smerles say they don't attain their best

till four or five years old. My experience
is they are quite able to perform any feat

that the ordinary homing Antwerp can.

This season I had one young hen, only
about fifteen weeks old, do sixty-nine

miles at a velocity of over 1200 yards per
minute, and this with a strong north
wind, which was all against her. I don't
claim this as wonderful, nor do I pre-

sume to say one word against the ordi-

nary homer. Far from it, for I have
some grand birds that have done many a

long fly from France and Sicily Isles, etc.

As I only keep the smerles as a hobby
and simply to use in private flying, I

never have raced, although my name
does stand on the members' roll of two
flying clubs. I have never yet seen any
variety of pigeon play so cleverly when
on the wing as my smerles do. Within
several hundred yards of my residence
are some high trees, and it is a treat in-

deed to watch the clever manner these
muscular little rascals dash through the
branches and tiee tops, just as if playing
hide-and-seek.

In breeding for flying abilities only,

color has had but little attention paid
thereto. I have had them all colors.

'Tis said, "A good horse is never a bad
color," and nothing could be more ap-

plicable to the true smerle. Some of my
best still have small feathers on their

legs, and I have now grand performers
that can boast of slight frill, also large

round skulls and short beaks, rather thin

than thick, which I think denotes a
cross. Their small eyes are keen indeed,

and the cere I like as small and fine as

possible'. In the best specimens the cere
is like a lot of tiny beads.

As the beak wattle and eye cere are no
help to them in flying, there is no reason
for their being other than small and fine,

for all "lumber" should be thrown asi<le,

where it can "lighten" the bird. They
are rather wild, restless creatures in the
loft, ever ready to dash away should the
trap lie opeu. When in hand they never
cease struggling to get free, and, as you
say, "play" their tails in a most charac
teristic manner.
The Smerles are wonderfully hardy

and capital feeders. I have found them
do better on tick beans and barley, with
the best tares, than anything else.

The crossing of a pure smerle with
ordinary homers has, in my opinion,

greatly benefited the latter, so that the
infusion of smerle blood has been used
with the best results in many lofts whose
representatives are constantly to the fore

in the summer races. At one time classes

were .schedule<l for smerles, but the Lon-
don Colunibarian Society are the only
"flying" club that deign to notice this

useful variety. The sour-headed "show
homer" of the present da) has driven all

legitimate flying or working homers from
the show pen. and it is to be regretted,

for of all varieties of the pigeon family

the working homer and smerles (how
much pleasanter "the messenger" or

"the traveller" would sound) are the only

useful members of it. The show homer
is perhaps the most popular of all pig-

eons that are bred for the exhibition pen
alone at the present time. There would
be no objection to this, were it not that

the show homer has done incalculable

injury to the worker, for many inferior

specimens pass iuto the hands of begin-

ners, who purchase birds bred from
great winners un<ler the impression that

they are getting h(,iners whose winnings
have been earned on the wing, and only
discover the truth when the progeny be-

gin their education on the wing, and
then disgusted, the fancy probably loses

a promising recruit. Not for an instant

do I wish to imply all show homer men
would act so contemptibly, though it is

a fact this has been done, and may be
<lone again, unless the name is altered

t rom the working homer to something
that will readily distingush the real arti-

cle from the one that owus a title so apt

to mislead.
As David Copperfield said, "not to

meander my.self, etc." In housing the

Smerles and the Working Homer 1 have
a loft about fourteen feet long, twelve
feet wide and seven feet to ridge. This
is divided down the centre with cord net-

ting, such as is used by gardeners to pro-

tect the fruit. I give this the prefereuce

over wire netting, as the birds are less

likely to injure themselves should their

wings strike it. On the wooden floor is

an inch of gravelly sand, which is a grand
thing to help digestion. Besides this

they have a constant supply of shells

smashed up by a Norcombe crusher, also

Jenkinson's perfect gravel. This is in-

valuable, and keeps the birds in first-class

condition. The drinking w ater is renewep
twice a day in summer if necessary; the

fountains, designed by myself, are scald-

ed weekly. The bith is given daily no
matter how cold, so long as it does not

freeze. This enables the birds to please

themselves, and it hardens them, and
keeps them in grand order.

The sexes are separated directly the

first sign of moulting is seen. The cocks
get half the "day out," the hens the

other. Unless any smerles are very

valuable for stock purposes, I rarely at-

tempt to physic them, for any with weak-
ly constitutions get the happy dispatch.

It is my principle never to breed from an
untried bird. By this means I have re-

duced my stud to those birds that give

me every satisfaction. Another thing, I

fly from all directions, and make use of

the birds as messengers, and thereby, in

suitable weather, am independeut of tele-

grams. There are two mottoes, old ones,

1 admit, that should be ever remembered
by fanciers—"Cleanliness is uext to god-

liness," and "A7/ despt'randum."—A
Smerele Fancier in the Feathered World.

POULTRY.

HAWKINS
AAAa PRIZE

WINNING

P.ROCKS

AND

Wjan-

"*

Have wuii ilic ..i^lioi prizes at the largest
shows ill America aiul HtiKland. Selected breed-
ing birds and eggs for sale. Catalogue of Ameri-
ca's Greatest Poultry Farm free.

52 76eow A. C. IIAWKIKS,
Ix>ck Box 9. I.Anca»ter, >fass.

ILIentiou Fanciers' Journai..

iZ. in. NIPPES
Breeder of Pure Standard Single-comb

WHITE Zt BLACK LEGHORNS.
Winners of two I.St and two 2d premiums at

the Great Philadelphia Show, January, 1892.

COIJ.INGSWOOD, N. J.

Kggs $2 per setting .S.> 7 J«''>w

HAZARD'S
8ILVER*SPANGLED*HAMBURG8

NEW YORK, IHWi.

The graiKlest victorv ever won bv one rxhiln
tor on any one variety, l.'i KNTRiKS. II PKH
MIUMS. ANo Assfxjiation Special for best dis

play, all varieties of Hainhurgs compeliii-j.

JAMES E. HAZARD,
152-203 Elmira New York.

tT.fS
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POULTRY.

BRADLErBROS.'
Barred Plymouth Hocks. Eggs from

our New York prize winners reduced to $,^

per dozen, $8 for 39. Now is the time to engage
prime stock of either sex from our breed ng
yt.rds, at a low price, quality considered. Also
50 yearling pullets for practical purposes, low
Circular free.

BR.^DI.KY BROS..

156-207 Box 801, Lee, Mass.

MAPLEWOOD FARM.
BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS-
Eggs for hatching (rom Buff Plymouth R-.cks,

Buff Wyandolles and Huff I.eglmnis. f6 per .set

ting; two settings fio. Huff Pekin Haiitains $2
per setting. Buff Cochins. Wliite Leghorns.
White Wyandottes and Haired P. Rocks, fi 2s
per setting, three settings $3 I am a member of

the Buff Leghorn Club. Also ai^ent lor the Mon-
arch Incubator. Send for circular.

II. a. BUFFI NTON,
58 70 Lock Box 677. Fall River. Ma.ss.

H. S. BABCOCK,
IVo. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence. R. I.

BRKKDKR OH
ARGONAUTS, lNi>IAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES
A circular for a stamp. Howls and eggs foi

sale ill season. Orders for puppies booked to be
delivered in rotation. if

POULTRY.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Profes.sioiial Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, be.st table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SU.MArRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMF:S.
B. B. REDS, RED PILFUS

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS
Young slock cheap in fall. 32-44

IJOOKS.

^^^V^.^^^^^* si*ai{h: :»h»>ik\ts
w^^^W^m . ^^^M^^8 the riiiiiiii ~t pi»(HT on
^^^^^r tJ MM

9

^^^ eai-tli. 'i4 Diiiccs.tiiiflv

A ^^^^Jm mMM i^B^^IIIii-l rated. Also
S P n t ^^^A.^^% ^^V ^^^^. In s t r 11 c 1 1 V

f

Mil trlml^^Lj^^m m^^^^^^ Ttatiircs.

1 months for
~^m mt Wm^^^^ etc.

only 1.^ cts. (stamps^^^^.^Aw^B^.

«

t ikiii). Afldre-s, Snare^^ ^MMm^^^
Monii-nlH i'lihlNlilMi; <'<>.. '^k^V ^B1^^^
fil Court St.. H..-I «^^B.'.^^^H

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
-BV

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomely illii.strated. Practical and com-

prehensive. It is an invaluble guide for the

amateur pigeon fanciers.

Price, i>aper, 50c. ; cloth 91.00.

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, Pr'ILA., PA.

B-RITISH DOGS
—BY—

HUGH DALZIEL.

Two volumes, profusely illus-

trated.

^5.00 Per Vol., Postpaid.
ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHIL^, PA.

THE

POULTRY MOMTHLY.
The best magazine o( its

3 kiiul. Only J1.2.S per year.^ Single copies, 12c. Address

FERKIS PUBLISHING CO.,

46-97 eow 481 Broadway, Albany, N Y

POULTRY.

Dl icrr I Cr <^ LJ /^D IVIO / one of the largest and bestDv^rr L.L\Jin \Jn I^O t collections in America.
All from stock imported directly from the yards of the most noted breeders abroad. We have now
TEN pens of carefully a-ssorted birds; also a few pons of S. C W. LEGHORNS and INDIAN
GAMP^S. Send for Illustrated Catalogue of

Prices of eggs reduced one-half after June i.

Shady Shore Poalti:^y Farm.
E. A. SIIEI.,I)ON, President Buff Leghorn Club, Proprietor.

Address all communications to
152-203 A. C. CHAFFEP;, Superintendent, Oswego, N. Y.

BOOKS.

ANNANDALE POULTRY FARM.
AVIIITK HIt.\IIMAS, llKl) CAPS, IXDIAX (JAMES.

Light Brahmas, Blvck Langshans, White and Barred Plymouth Rocks, White Wyandottes.
P^rmitiettes. American Domini(|ues. S. C. and R. C. Black, Dominique and Red Pile Leghorns Black
Minorcas, Gulden and Silver Spangled Hamburgs. Dorkings and Pit Games. At MADISON
SOUARE GARDEN. NEW YORK, AND THE GREAT PHILADELPHIA SHOW, 1K92, I won i'

first and 6 .second premiums on 40 entries. Al.so. SPECIAL of $50.00 won at Waverly, 1891, for be.st
exhibit from the Slate of New Jersey. Price list and catalogue free.

Address I. C. HAYNP^S. Annandale, New Jei stv.

Fordhook Poultry Yards.
At Philadelphia, 1892, we made a clean sweep in the Novice Class with our new breed SlIER-

WOODS, having won 4 firsts, 4 .seconds, 4 thirds and special. If you want particulars write to

the introducers. Also ist and special on Indian Game Hen, ist on Red Cap Cockerel, 2 .specials on
W. C. B. POLISH. Ill fact, on 28 birds entered we won prizes on each and every one. Send for

Illustrated Catalogue describing all our breeds, also Collie Dogs.

3a-83 W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

WOODSIDE POUliTf^Y YAl^DS
At the Great Philadelphia Show I made a clean sweep on La Fleche. On Indian

Gainfs vion the two principal premiums, 1st on Pen. ist and Grand Challengt
Trophy on cockerels and Gold Specials for most typical males and best pen.

Indian Game eggs I5 and |io per 13. White Leghorns. White and Golden Wy
andottes, Buff Pekin. Black Rosecomb and Red Pile BantatiLs. At New York m\
pen of Indian Games won ist and Grand Gold Special. Send for circular. Adtlres>

all correspondence to

W. J. ANORUS, Proprietor,
4697 HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., IM. J.

POULTRY RIVERSIDE FARM

The records will show the following as my winnings at New York for the years
1890, 1891, 1892 on my specialties: S. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Hondans, Whit*-

Wyandottes and R. C White Leghorns. 33 firsts 19 Gold Specials, 6 Association
Silver Mednls an<l 2 Silver Cups. "Like did begit like." "Like will l)egit like

"

nriTI'ri
l

Plymouth rocks Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record

ijUrr f \vYANUOTTFS of America's leading strains of above varie.iis. I

gnarantee-satiNfaciion.

101-151 J. FORSYTH, owKGO. tioga coi-niy, n y

1. K. FELCH & SON,
NATICK, MASS., U.S. A.

LIGHT BRAHMAS, PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WYANDOTTES,
LANGSHANS AND COLLIE DOGS.

.SEND FOIt CIUC;UL.AR. 60-7

"PoRHAM Poultry Yards
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Eggs from Prire winning Buff and Partridge Cochins. B. P. Ri

Leghorns, and S. S. Hamburgs. 9i\ per 13 or 95 per 30. But
and they of the BKST.

Rocks, S. L. Wyandolles, 'i C W.
one yard of each variety kept

Stogf; poi^ Sale at ^uu Simes.

Address all orders and correspondence to

34-85

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER.
Hyde Park, Dutchess Couiily. N. Y

BuffCochins
EJjcItisively.

I have imported direct from England a num-
ber o( pHze winning Buff Cochins which
for size, shape, *>lor and heavy feathering
are unrivalled in Ameiica. On account of lim-

ited breeding space I will sell a small number of
settings at I5 from imported Buffs, and f.^ per

|

setting from domestic b'rds, produced directly
i

from imported stock.

EMIL GRAFF,
64-ti SuecesHor to II. A. NoecktU.

Cochin Hin, Tioga, Phila., Pa.

Over 100 Awards

Received in 1891.

for profit
should have l*iiro (j round
HEEF ><:UA1*, which is

Meat and Boue, collected from slaughter
houses. Dried Perkectly Sweet and ground.
Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them FREE. Ad-
dress BROOKLYN AZOTINH & FOOD CO., I33

Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 3647

air. Oihitfield.
Colebridge, Gloucester, England

(Hon. Secretary Indian Game Club) can suppl>
Indian Oanie. Dorkings. Wyandottes Creves.
La Fleche. Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays

GOOD BRKEDKRS, $15 per trio: K.XTKA
GOOD $25; EXHIBITION, $io to $50 each al

Liverpool Freigbt paid to New York for $ir

extra on ? to q birds. Eggs in sfasoii. {4 |iei

dozen. OVER 8c o BIRDS EXP0RTF:I) LAST
YEAR

1

EGGS I EGGS l-Fifteen for $2: strictly

high class. P. kocks, Lt. Brahmas. Br aii<l Wli
Leghorns, Elk. Langshans. S. L. Wyandottes
Bronze Turkey eggs, 8 for $2. Send us your or-

der and get eggs that will hatch you soiiie

Nice Prize Winners.
Come to see our stock. Circulars free. Bloom'

ingdale Stock Co. . Box 329, Richmond, Va. 59-7-

ize p^u^s^^

BY CRYER.

Being a cotnpilation of the
pedigrees and winnings of

the Prize Pugs of luigland
and America
A valuable gu'de t.i the

intelligent breeder. . . .

PRICE, CLOTH, $1.00

ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA.. PA.

peui pacts
1. The Fanciers' Journal has

more than doubled its circulation in

the past twelve months.

2. Excepting one monthly paper

it now has the largest circulation of

any paper of its class in the United

States.

3. It reaches the very best class

of readers.

4. it has the patronage of the

very best class of advertisers.

5. it accepts no questionable ad-

vertisements from unreliable breed-

er«.

6. The readers of THE FANCIERS'
Journal have confidence in its ad-

veising columns in consequence.

7. There are over 100 PER CENT
more advertisements now than 12

months ago. Is not this significant.^

8. A weekly paper reaches more
people than a monthly paper, con-

sequently an advertisement is seen

by more, and oftener at that.

9. Uniform advertising rates are

always adhered to. Everybody
being treated alike, there is no com-

plaint.

10. The advertising rates, while

higher than in many class papers,

are as low as a first-class paper can

afford.

1 1

.

To those who are not ready

to advertise weekly we recommend
the perusal of our blue card. The
latter gives monthly rates, which

are very reasonable.

12. Read a few extracts from

many letters

:

"All sold thanks to your paper."
• • •

"Resulted in the sale of all the bull puppies I

had"
• • •

"The oointer I advertised in Fanciers' Jovr-
NAL last week I have sold This is quick work
for your paper."

• « «

"Sold $72 worth of eggs in one week. Thk
Fanciurs' Journal did it."

• • w

"Could have sold double my production."
• • •

"The best advertising medium for high class

fancy stock."
• « •

"Sold sixty-three pigeons in one month."
• « *

"Have sold every bird that I could spare, and
more too."

• « •

"Surpnsevl at the amount of lettrrs received

from that little ad. in your valuable paper."
« • •

"The Journal brought us excellent returns,"

writes a great inaibator firm.

• • •

"My little ad. in your paper sold al! ray tame
deer."

IB

II

When answering advertisements please

mention Fancibrs Journal.
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PIGEON
BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.
Advertiseiutnts in thisculuniii will he inserted

as follows: Two lines three months, I3 ; six

months, $5.50 ; one year, f10. Kates for insertion

under more than one heading on application. In
writing the undersigned please mention Fan-
ciers' Journal.

FANTAILS.
GEORGK EWALD, Box 501 Ciuciunati,

Ohio.

OTTO C. ENGELL, Maple Aveuue, El-

inira. N. Y. 68-80

HOMING PIGEONS.
A. M. WOOD, 4910 Baltimore Avenue,
West Philadelphia, Pa.

J. A. STOVELTv, 10 South Broad Street,

Philadelphia, Pa,

THEODORE P. GREEN, Woodbury, N.

J. See large advertisement.

T. FRED GOLDMAN, 832 Herkimer
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

JACOBINS.
ATWOOD B. HOSKINS, Glen Riddle,

Pa. 62-13

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

OWLS.
GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

L. S. CLARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pa.

POUTERS.
EDW. S. SCHMID. 712 12th St. N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 68 So

PIGEONS-ALL VARIETIES.

JOHN SPEALLP:R, I2IO North Fourth
Street, Philadelphia. 60-72

SATINETTES.
GEORGE W. PKTTIT. Artist, 1010 Clin-

ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SWALLOWS.
G. A. KICK, 1300 N. Washington St.,

Baltimore, Md. 160-21

1

TURBITS.
L. S. CLARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

DOGS.
Adverttsements without display ifisert.-d under

his heading/or 20 cents per line forfirst insertion'

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

Collies.

]*uppleH by Champion The Squire. Roslyn
Wilkes and Sir Kelpie out of prize winning
bitches. Send for price list. Seminole Kennels,
Chestnut Hill, Pa. i66-tf

A IX)T OF fiuely bred collie puppies. Ad-
dress Wm. B. Carswell, Wilraiugtou, Del. If

Englitvh .Setters.

SPI..KN1HI) Puppies about a year old by
field trial winners, hd^e Mark ana Nat Good-
win, out of approved bitches. Address Francis

S. Brown, 608 Chestnut St.. Phila., Pa. 68-71

Greut Danes.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE. BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars

A. M. Jaggard, 629 North Front Street,

Philadelphia, Pa. 43*94

Irish Setters.

HAltGAINS.—The Red Irish .Setter Bitch

Flirty, 22,774. by Ch. Dick Swiveler— Flirt (16,094).

She was wheli>ed May S, 1S90, with free service

toCh. Tim(5Si5); first $35 takes her. Also the

Red Irish Setter Bitch Rose Paliuerston (im-

ported), by Woolsery (Eldon, f:. 10,301—Rivulet)

—Aileen Aroon. She won first prize, novice
class, Toronto, 1891, with free service to Jerry
Jarvis (15.347), litter brother to Duke Fllcho; first

I25 takes her. Address Seminole Kennels, Chest-

nut Hill. Philadelphia, Pa. 66-70

IMPORTED NEXAGII (E. K. C. S. B
28,987) and three bitch puppies by Champion
Ponto (K. K. C. S. B. 22,403), whelped September
4, iSyi. For pedigrees, prices, etc., address H. E.

Twyford. Bay Ridge, L. I., N. Y. If

l*tiirs.

^INK PUPS ON SALE.
' Lancaster, Mass.

-Chequasset Kennels
52-7oeow

Poodles.

BI.,ACK CORDED Poodle Puppies 10 weeks
old, out of prize winner, Fritz—Styx. Write for

prices. M. W. keid, Box 1094, Amsterdam, N.
Y; *7-7°_

Pointers.

I CAN furnish a limited number of high-class
Pointers suitable for next year's Derby. P. T.

Madison, Lock Box 4, Indianapolis, Ind. 169

THE KENNEL. THE KENNEL.

CANICURA CO.,
Manufacturers of carefully prepared

Remedies for Dogs
wholf.salf; agf;nts:

VON LENQERKE «& ANTOINE, 246 Wabash Av.

CHICAGO.
VON LENQERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St., N. Y.

THE CANICURA COMPANY, - 246 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.

SFIND FOR CIRCULAR. 151-173

DOGS.

St. Bernards.

vT BERNARD PUPPIES BY CHAMPION
Victor Joseph; large and promising .speci-

tuens. One Bitch Puppy 7 «"os. old, weight

no lbs.; also a fine Dog 18 mos., with reg-

istered pedigrees. Will sell above cheap to

make room. F. L. Woodbridge, Evergreen

Kennels, Newark, Ohiju. 66-tl

Terriers.

CATALOGUES of Anglo-American Terrier

Kennels now ready. Send to Geo. S. Thomas,
Mgr., Toon & Symonds, Props., Salem, Mass. ^

Tralnlus;.

DOGS TRAINED AND FITTED FOR THE
field trials, also broken for private shoot-

ing One or two trained dogs for sale. W.
B. Stafford, Trenton, Tenn. 162-tf

Miscellaneous.

FOR SALE.—The beautiful St. Bernard dog

I ord Malcolm, imported last fall, born August

30 1888. A grandson of the late Plinlimmon,

rich orange with perfect markings. SUnds 34

inches and weighs in condition over 200 pounds.

He is a perfect pet. warranted sound, gentle and
every way safe. Satisfactory reason given for

selling. Price low if sold at once. Address C.

C Chambers, 166 Meadow Street, Waterbury,

Conn. 70-71

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers" Publishing Company, Box
916, Philadelphia. Pa.

RAINED DOGS FOR COON, BEAR, SQUIR-
REL, deer, fox, rabbit, quail, partridjfe,

woodcock. H. C. Graff, Kensington, Ohio.
52-tf

WHITE ENGLISH Bull Terriers and

Cocker Spaniels. Grown dogs and puppies all

well bred and some prize winners. Send for list.

James Donovan, P. O. Box 1379. Boston 67-70

A

T

POULTRY.

Advertisements tvtthout display inserted under

this heading /or 2ocents per line for first insertion,

J5 cents per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Bantams.

I
BREED GAMF:s, GAMF. AND ORNAMEN
TAL Bantams. Write for wants. E. F.

Doty. 47 Wellington Place, Toronto, Out.
56-07

Brovm Letcborns.

BROWN LEGHORN PULLETS FOR SALE.
Fggs for setting, $1 . A Cantrell, Ridge Ave.,

Roxborough, Philadelphia. 61-73

Ducks.

MAMMOTH COLORED MUSCOVY DUCKS.
Old Drakes, 14 to 16 pounds. Winners $40

clock New York, Trenton, Brooklyn, Wav-
erly, Charleston. Augusta, Hagerstown.
Stock or eggs. T. Farrer Rackham, 239-245

East 56th St. New York City. 153 204

Exchanee.

EXIIIBITTON B. B. R. Game Bantam Cock,
winner sth prize 1892, New York, and four Hens,
for English Setter Puppy, 6 months old, of good
field stock. Arthur C. Kelcham, Youkers, N. Y.

67-70

Golden TVyandottes.

T^OR SALE—COCKEREL $5. TRIO $7. NO
H better birds in America. Eggs $2 per 13.t

E. D. Keeney, Arcade, N.
Eggs J2 per 13.

Y. 55-tf

PartrldKe Cochins.

PAllTRIDGP: Cochin pullets, $1.50 each.

Vernon Hanens, Stanton, Mich. it

Silver Wyandottos.

SILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
Games. Fiuely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y. 41-tl

"Wanted.

WANTED.—WHITE CHINA GEESE. H.
W. Vahle, 319 Market Street, Philadel-

phia, Pa. 5» tf

MIscellaneons.

A.
G. BOWLES, JR., PONKAPOG, MASS.,
Black Langshan and Houdau eggs, |i for

13. 60-70

POULTRY.
Miscellaneous.

BUFF LEGHORNS, INDIAN GAMES, P.
ROCKS and Minorca eggs, $2 to $5 per 15.

Circular free. Lewis C. Beatty, Washing-
ton, N.J. 58-70

EGGS for Hatching from prize 8. C. B. Leg-
horns, B. P. Rocks and S. L. Wyandottes, $1 per
13. or $2 per 30. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send
for circulars. S. K. Mohr, Hilltown, Pa., P. O.
Box 200. 67-70

ROSE COM B White Leghorns, 15 eggs. $2.

Geo. Schwab, 119 Adams St., Pottstown, Pa. 69-71

SILVER Spangled Hamburgs, superior
stock; also mammoth Bronze Turkeys and Light
Brahmas of best blooil. Henry E. Tremain, Hill
View Farm, Lake George, N. Y. 70-71

iW PAIRS of Tumblers, all varieties for .sale.

Geo. Prentiss, S05 Franklin Street, Wilmington,
Del. It

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted uniie>

this heading/or 20 cents pet line for first insertion

,

IS cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

Baldhead Tumblers.

Charlf:s schmf:nner, 511 w. biddle
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of Short-face
Baldhead Tumblers exclusively, have loo to
select from ; Gaddes stock. 5479

Homing: Plflreons.

T.

M. WOOD, BREEDER AND FLYER
homing pigeons, 4910 Baltimore Ave.,
West Philadelphia. 51-76

FRED G(<LDMAN, BREF;DER AND
flyer of Homing pigeons, 833 Herkimer St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y. 51-76

Satluettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, 1010 CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertising.

I
F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING

anywhere at any time write to George P.
Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well
to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"
36S pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-
age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals ; gives the circulation
rating of every one, and a good deal of in-
formation about rates ana other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.
Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82

Artist.

HENRY ERDMANN, ARTIST AND EN-
GR.WER of Poultry, Pigeons, etc. 816
Maple St., Philadelphia, Pa. 6i-tf

Drlnklns Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, J8 pel
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

^tl Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

C>PECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publisning Co., .'3

South Third St., Philadelphia.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Kdward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washingfton, D. C.

Mention Fanciers' Journai..

b

FOR PIGF:oNS AND
all breeds of fowls.
Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices
of Indian Games, Minor-
cas, lavas and B.P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20
years' experience counts
in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

J. Y. BICKNCLL,
314 Vermont Street, Buffalo, N. V.

LEG BKNDS.
ENGLISH ENAMEL CONFERENCE BANDS

for Pigeons, 55 cents per dozen; Copper Bands for
Pigeons or Poultry, 40 cents per dozen. H.
Small, 85 Leonard St., New York City. 153-204

PBINTIHQ OUTFIT 15g
M I'LKVK. 4 kiphkbMa rubtwr tjps, t}pe holder, t«>tU<i In-

l.lil>lc luk, luk i'lul .ud Twe4;.era. Put up in Ui'lkt boi wlUi
lilrecUan. for ufo. Sk^jhotloa (uanutMd Worth 6<Jo. BMtl
linen Muker. Cwd I'Tintv, eU. SMa nun. • in 1 inlnuM,!
MntiUKioardinnhour.HMitpMtpald l&c:2for 2&c,C»LfVM.
B.H.1KUKK80LL* HRU.e&CortUndtHt.N.V.CiUb

nil rA RemedyFrea.lNSTANTREUEF. Final
Ull la V cureiii lUday».N«ivurruturus; iiu pur^e:

I |LLu iiOHaivu: nuuuppusilory. Aviotim tried^^^"in vain evHfy reiir dy has dinc(ivered a
Hiinpleciire, whioti he will tnuil free to liinfollow huN
(eram. Addnm J.U.IU(KVKti,lt«x S<iN),li«w YgrkUti,N.l(.

rN r-
I

THERE ARE OVER .^oo

J "N /^rO papers in the U. S. and Canada,
^^11^ for farmers, breeders and faii-

^ r * ciers. If you send me 25c. in
silver, I will print your name

and address and send it to all of them and 100

home, literary, political and sporting ones in
addition and request them to mail you sample
copies. Don't neglect this opportunity. Send a
stamp for my new price list.

84tf

-addrf;ss

F. D. BECK,
Wellsburg, W. Va

OPIUM
Morphino IlHblt Cured in lO
to 'JO tliivH. Noj>ay till cureii.
DR. J STEPHENS, Lebanon.Ohio.

How to Rid Buildings and Farms

of Rats and Other Pests of

Like Character.

BY PICKETT.

The best book of its kind ever published.
Tells in clear, humorous language how to de-
stroy rats, mice, weasels, minks, skunks, hawks,
owls, etc.

PRICE 20 CENTS.
ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUB. CO.. BOX 916, PHILA.. PA.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYER

ONLY 25 CENTS, POSTPAID.-READ WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

This book has been written more especially
for the novice. It teaches the rudiments. K
gives away many things that have been hereto-
fore kept secret. Address

FANCIEIW PUBLISHING COMPANY ,

BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Fop Pigeon Breeders.

Loft Registers.
We can furnish very complete

Loft Registers in two sizes.

100 page size, paper cover, 50 cents

100 page size, cloth bound, 92.00

For sale by

Fanci?Ps'P(ibIishiDgCo.

Box gi6 Philadelphia, Pa.
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IN THE STUD.

pFox Terriers

IN STUD.

3tarden>» KIuij: $S5

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Ileokouet* IS

Brockenhurst Tyke 15

|ioo prlre for the best puppy sired by
any ofthese dogs in 1892. To be competed
for at New York, 1893. Donor not to com-
pete.

Puppies for Sale.

BiLLsms Kennels,
157-208 LANCASTER, MASS.

AT STUD—WOODALE KENNELS'
FOX TERRIERS Fee.

DOBBIN $20
By Ch. Venio—Brockenhurst Worry by

Raffle.

STARDEN'S JACK $15
By Ch. Result—Forest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS $10
By Raffle—Warren Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of prize win-
ning bitches always for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 47-73

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, a k.c.s.b. 474a-

Sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee $10.

VENDETTA, A.K.c.S.B. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest—Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee $10.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,
47-98 Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

LAN8D0WNE DESPERADO *«> «»•
By Rosador (Venio—Rosati)—Desperate (Domi-

nie—Sensation).

LAN8D0WNE TRITON *<« ,.0.

By Raffle—Warren Dainty. Stud cards with
photo, on application. Post office address

LANSDOWNF: kennels, Lansdowne, Pa.

IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

OAK OROVE KENNELS,
THE LEADING

IrM Setter Keaneli! of America.

Puppies for sale at reasonable j)rices out of prize

winning bitches by the celebrated Champion KII-

dareU8140), winner of fifty three first and sin-cial

prizes. The peerless Challenge Duke Elcho (14,W7),

who is without question the finest Irish Setter in

America, is a coninlete picture of his famous sire,

Cliampion Elcho, Jr., and is winner of first prize in

the o\)en class at Chicago, New Y()rk, Philaael|)hia.

Wa.snington and Pittsburgh. Cliallenge Semmole
(JOOfW). Litter brother to Champion Kildare and win-

ner of first prize in the open class at Kingston,
Hamilton, Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal, also win-

ner of first prize in the Challenge clas.s at Washing-
u>n, D. C. All three of the above dogs at stud, fee

of each $i&. We won first prize for the best kennel
of Irish Setters at K<x;kford, Freeport, Chicago,
New York, Philadelphia, Washington, Pittsburgh,

Lewiston and Boston, which is the only times we
have ever shown our dogs as a kennel. S»^nd for

ijatalogue containing photographs and price list.

Address, Qak Grovs Kennels, Moodus, Conn.

Mention Fancikks' Journal.

Seminole J^ennels
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADHLPHIA, PA.

ROUGH-COATED COLLIES
CHAMPION THE SQUIRE (30881) FEE <{ii>O.OU

CHAMPION llOSLYN WILKES (30883) *' 50.00
CHAMPIOX llOSLrYN DANDY (17577) " 3U.OO
SIK KULPUS (14735) •» 15.00

ENGLISH SETTER
SIR FREDERICK (31741) ' 50.00

Winner of forty-four first prizes in England.

IRISH SETTERS
CHAMPION TIM (5816) •' 35.00
JERRY JARVIS (15347) (litter brother to Duke Elcho) " 30.OO

ENGLISH PUGS
WINKS (30087) (grandson of Ch. Loris.) " lO.OO

Extended pedigree and list of stock for sale furnished on application.

Specimens of the above breeds for sale, including several good stud dogs, brood bitches in
whelp and puppies of the highest grade.

Ifentiou Fancikks' Journal.

IN THE STUD.

ST. RKRNARI) DOGS
AT STUD, AT HALF PRICE.

CbampioD Melac

I have for sale a number of puppies, both
sexes, by tlie above celebrated dog. out of Minca
II, first prize wii:ner at Chicago, 1891. I am ol-

ferinK these puppies, stven months old and ovei
distemper, at a bargain. Having bought cheap
will sell cheap. Quick sales and small profits.

ADDRESS

Harry 1^. Goodman,
Auburn Park, 111.

Mention Fanciers' Journal.

SoERe Choice Pointer
Puppiet^ for sale cheap. For pedigrees, prices,

etc., address J. R. PURCELI,
^tf Gainesville, Va.

Lothario

Lord Dante
Ben Hur
Wyoming Hesper
Plinlimmon, Jr.

Jim Blaine

Sir Bedivere

jSio.oo

12.50

13.50
- 15.00

20.00
- 25.00

75.00
The above dogs are well known and further

comment is unnecessary. Urood bitches and
puppies for sale.

WYOMING KENNELS,
149-200 MI<;Lk()SH, MASS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - S50

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member, 35 per cent off.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL m
Puppies and Brocxl liitches for sale. Dogs ol

any breed taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stnd and sold on commission.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
46-97 CHESTNUT HILL, Phila., Pa.

BLACK WONDER.
No. 23,557. Whelped Jan. 30, 1890.

King ofblack pointers, and was the king of
all colors at the United States Field Trials held
at ISicknell, Ind, i8c)i, winning the Derby and
All-age Stake. He is a dog that knows how to
hunt and not afraid of briers. Fee !t|>3o.

JOHN A. HUNTER,
56-o7eow Sandboru, Indiana.

Mention Fanciers' Journal.

n T stud-fox TERRIER

RANTER (^Kc SB 18429)

FEE $10.00
By Pitcher ex Vene, own brother and s<inie lit-

ter to Chani])iun Dominie. "He should l)e most
suitable fur lijjht, line bitches, posses.sing im-
mense straiRlit b ne, a long punishing head but
coarse, with correct ears and body and as ganu-
as it is possible to make them." See FanciivKS'
JOIKNAL. Address HAMLF;T UWEN,
46-7oeow 117 Olden Avenue, Trenton, N. J.

MASTIFF AT STUD.

ORMONDE
A son of the great Cambrian Princess, winner

of ist Rockford, Freeport, Cleveland, Cincinnati
and Chicago, and sire of 1st and 2d prize bitches

Rockford, F'reeport and Chicago. 1892. Some
grandly bred pups for sale. Send stamp for

catalogue. CHARLES E. BUNN.
157-202 Peoria, lUiuois.

Mention Fanciers' Juukna:^.

^T STUD. FEE »50.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C, December, ihyo, and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham. Eng-
land ; 1st, New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn,
•89; 1st, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

Babylon, L. I

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

!

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.40-91

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESS£li/,()25S. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 555O. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-
dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

BEAGLE IN STUD.

CHAMPION TONY WELLER,
THIi ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

THE BEAGLE TRIALS, 1891.
Puppies for Sale.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
60-72 Gleuside, Pa.

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

X Challenge ReJjrnont. X
This young Gordon Setter, the finest son of

Champion Bellmont, at stud until he becomes a
champion, to a limited numl)er of approved
bitches. Fee $25. True Gordons from Rhonald-
Rhine and Gordon Castle strains for sale.

70 82

FENWICK KENNELS,
Deep River, Conn.

COUNT LEO,
Mack"D.—Lady Alta. Mack D. by the famous

Count Noble. Ladv Alta by Count Roderigo—
he bv the peerless Roderigo, he by Count Nnble,

evenly marked white, black and tan. Broken by
the field trial trainer Geo. McLin, and pronoun-
ced bv him a very high class dog for private

sViooting; Fee.litis. A handsome litter of pup-
pies for sale.

E. G. ELLIOTT,
40-91 Nantucket, Mass.

JACK MODOC.
(A. K. C. S. B., Vol. IV, No. 5664).

Black and white English setter dog Winner
in field trials, viz , divided 3d. American Field

Trials, when 14 mos.; 2d at E. F. Trials, 1888.

Fast, stylish, enduring ; with remarkable nose
Stud fee I25. For particulars address

69-tf

BUCKELLEW KENNELS,
Saratoga Springs, n; Y.

B. F. i^K\sris,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

tt

ELM STATION,

Monteomery Co., Pa.

To those who are desirous of pur-

chasing dogs in the vicinity of New
York, outside or abroad, and where

a satisfactory inspection is required,

address for particulars and terms

Harry E. Tu)y!ord,

BAY RIDGE, Near New York.

Dogs also boarded under his care.

Mention Fanciers' Joukna:..

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
151-203

^T STUD. FEE »lO.

IMPORTED GREAT DANE

CHALLENGE PEDRO,
(.\. K. C. S. B 20,420.)

Winner of ist Baltimore. 1S91 ; 1st Washiugtim,
1891; i.st New York, 1892: ist I'itt.sliurg. 1892.

Also special for best dog and 1st challenge cla.ss,

Denver, 1892, only times shown.

SIIAQUOQIAN KENNEL.S,
70-82 Lyons, Iowa.

AT STUD.

Ch. PAUL GLADSTONE
(3482)

VISCOUNT
121.572

Imported from the kennels of R. W. I'urcell-

Llewelliii, England, and pronounced by him the
best dog he ever ««olil to America.

FEE FOR EITHER, $50.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send fot

catalogue, etc.

MT. AVASIIIN'CJTON KENXEL,
S. L.. UOUliS,

6<^-eow P. O. Box 515, I'iltsburg, I'a.

poiNTER AT STUD. FEE ««».'>.

LAD OF KENT' :'')

Sire, Champion Bracket : dam, Keiiie by Ch.
Taniniany. Winnings an<l only limes shown :

First puppy. New York, iSyo; first open ami
special for best brace with his litter sister. Lass
of Kent, New York. 1891 ; first, Wilmington;
Oloversville and Albany ; fir>.t cliallenge New
York and Boston, iSv2. N. B —This low stud
fee for three months to approved bitches.

Address
GE0R(;E JARVIS,

53-7S 1015 Washington .\ venue, N. Y.

^ PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Siir^yeoii,

t» lawa HUOADWAY, NEW YOUK.

TDog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photogrHph.*

or from life.

fl. B. Tallman
140-tt OAK LAWN, R. I.

Mention Fancikks" J»)i knal.

Pugs of the Best Breeding
.\t reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNELS,
Box 506, Louisville, Ky. 48-7*

Groat Dane Dog Puppy for Sale. Addres.«

Box 897. Philadelphia. Pa. 66-6.8-70

In answering advertisements mention

The Fanciers' Journal.
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MISOBLLANBOUS^

"^THE BEST PLACE TO BUY

MOCKING BIRDS RED BIRDS.
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES

AND AM. OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS

POULTRY. POUIiTRT.

Three Years in Succession at the New York Shows

SHARP'S IMDIAM GAMES
Have Never Failed to Win

Vll First, Spoelal and ( rhallen«o CU.ps ou Cook, Co«»corel, Hen

ami I>..11et-a record that no other breeder of any

variety can boant of.

our "AKitator Strain" ^hs proved IN\INCiHi.r.
cJiarleston 1891; and «» N^wJ"^."/

lannarv, .H<^.. We
.''"^^^J^,^ ..'^^ V^. .\roRNS and CRKVK CCHURS. ASEEUb MALAYb anfl KKU

M YMOrTH Rt)CKS, WVtIlh I^.*'"'''*';:' "
Catalocue free. ^., _^

CX.-S KkKs J3. $5, *6. JS. Jio and $2, ^''^'^^'^^^^p^p & CO.. Lockport, N. Y.

FanciepVLibrary.

The Fanciers' Publlshlnu: Company

will forward any of the»e books by mail, post-

paid, on receipt of price. Registration 10 cents

extra. Our resposibility ceases after goods are

mailed.
Kennel.

American Bdokpf the Dog .. • • • •

?^ro?sleep"^T(inu«'~

Come. HistoW. "Points.etc: (colored por-

Comi'irShiepDog.PracticklVrM^^
Wickham. Paper cover 50 ; cloth . . .

Dogs, Diseases of. DfeUlel

DogBreaking. Floyd .

- Tiplei

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquanumii, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
dend for Catalogue.

H. V^. VAHLE,
jij Market Street and 46 N. gth Stieei,

PHILADELPHIA

ruiKoNs.
PHJEONS.

{^1 Prindpfes of Training. Ashmont

Kl'Training vs. Breaking. Hammond

PIGEONS PIGEONS

THR

SPORTSMEN^S
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,

Sporting Goods,

Sporting Bootes.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.

BIRDS. ANIMALS. FISH AND RKPTILKS

MOUNTKD AND AI.I. KINDS OF

SKINS TANNKD. POCKKTAND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOO

CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

Roijal Blue l4nc I.ofts.

THEO. P. GREEN.

WOODBURY, HEW JERSEY.

H RARE ©HANGS m BUY SOME OP THE BES^J

F M.GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OF—
WHITE FANTAIL

PIGEONS
In the world. Bred

for pleasure only and
surplus onlv is sold.

My birds have won
every prize and every

special shown foi

with two single bird

..

,

._^_^ exceptions, during

,h. l.« l«o y~r., ..d l.»« >«;'"•£"" °""' *'

mean business. ^

Dog Training vs. "•^'^"'•"k- ^"xrMtment
Dogs, Their Management and Treatmeni

in Disease. Asnmont ; . . .

D^gs ofThe British Isles. Stonehenge .

Doe the Illustrated Book of the. Vero

Shaw Cloth $8.00 ; half morocco . . .

Doe the. Idstone ;,:,,1 • • • •

Do| in Health and Disease. MiHs . . .

Field Trial Training. Luke White ....

Fox Terrier (illustrated). Lee . . . . • •

Fox Terrier. Breeding aad Rearing. Dal-

xiel ,-.•,

and Training . . ••••:.••
'wate'ra

Modern Training and Hanging. Waters

.

Monograph of the Great Dane
Mastiff. History of. Wy°OA,l»i, • ' ' *

*

our Prize Dogs. Mawn. Cloth ....
our Prize Dogs M"on- }^%f^^ -en-
Pedigree Record Book, aoo p«ge«, nttn gen

eration •

Pocket Kennel Record

Points of Judging; . • • • •^'.L,* V«'
'

Pri« Pugs of England and America.^^^

Rational Breeding. M'"**." • 'A • * * '

St. Bernard, history, breeeding, etc^ . .

Spaniel and its Training. The, Mercer .

Training Trick Dogs . • • • : •

Typical Dogs. Mason. Leather

Poultry.

$5.00
5.00

I -50

1.00

I.OO
.80

.50

.50
I.OO

3.00
6.00

13.00
1.25

2.25
.50
1.50

I.OO
1.25

.50

.«5

•50

3.50
a.oo

3.50
3.50
6.00

2.50

.50

.50

I.OO
I.OO

1.25
I.OO

.25

4.00

New Catalogue
containing a full

'^^^f
'l'"«"

°'':,?ust''ral''^''wU?l
noted breeders and c»'a"'P'°"f '

'J "^J.'^renoJIied
handsome photo engravings of world renownea

flyers SeiKl for it b fore you purchase.

MAILED FllEE.

lNCUnATOR8.

SUPPLIES.

52-202eOW

POULTRY.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS

HATCH CHICKENS bjr STEAM.

I •"•:!)' iw«.i and Stn-R'9*'<^\"f> Thooa-

IWeareSo Anxious
^ That you Bbuuld Bee our new clreul« oo

Poultry
Supplies.]

It tUuMtrateti

the most complet* Iln«

— A FRI

world of this variety. All the />r« P;'f„,^.„„.r^,^USr;=nr^^^/r twenty

^The'';JcldTS'mv^'rvniou\h'^ ffis at New

York Cl^de^n and Buffalo a,e well known.

ALSO

SILVER & BUFF WYANDOTTES
of the finest breeding.

EOGS-Oi.e setting. $4 ; two settings, $7 ;
three

"rr:ffu^ly llUiHtrntod Circular Free.

Address
^ B.THOMPSON,

.,3 AnienlB, Dutchess Co., N. Y»

POULTRY.

COGfN"HllL COCHINS.

THEODORE STERNBERG'S

Imported English BaHs
PuU feathered, nclicolor^^^^^^^^

J317

Johnson
SEE

ipriarketSt

•v«c offered.

& Stokes,
-SEEDSMEN

Phlla.

FOR POULTRY.

weights. .. -

the recent sale ol

(Thoroughbred Imported Stock).

vvM ^•I I)KKD Dendron, Surrey County. \a.
\\M. *^''*"^*^:l^„' r„V Sale Write for prices

Stock and Hggs for Sale, wr t

road journey. ^______^______

Arnold's Buff Leghorns
Winner at H"K'-'^':,£eTr\t5^":i„,Snpl

Palace, the Dairy «"'^ ^V ^J^-,„Jdrarknierfcas
possible pri/.es on al» ^"^.'^^^ "T,d Philadelphia.

S!:r'se^rtlU^fSU?rt^lcatalogue.
Kggsbalanceofsea.sonhalf pnce^

AUG. D. ARNOLD.
l>UlHburK, !•».

152-202 cow *

3 WlBl*-"''--^" "--^ •

ELLSWORTH, KANSAS, U. S. A.

67-79

LflNGSHflNS.

Blach, White and Mottled.

importations.

5870 H. G. KEEHMNG, San .lose. Cal.

Lynnhurst Poultry Yards.

Light Brahmas. Buff Cochins, Asi-

atic and Japanese Bantams.
jjccial pr
two largest

Bone Meal, - - Pf/ lOO lb. Bag. f|.0O

Granulated Bone, " 10« **•"

Ground Beet
.. 100 8.00

Scraps, - - - .. iJ^X 3.0O
Calclte, - - - -

.. *J»" .. a.oo
Crushed Flint, - aOO ***~

crushed OysUjr ^^ .. ^^
sendlor^bur New Price Lilt and Samples, All

Sers shiiJJJd promply by freight on receipt oJ

''"**
C. H. DEMPWOLF A CO.,

York Chemical Works. York. Pa.

i^" ^.^Fafm
*'

h'- H^lfJddird : :
.'

:
:

S^k^of FouUnr. i«wi. Wright.. jopUte.

?o"u^r^- .

-- Tepr-. i^^^
ored illu«traUons; wood cuU. By *i*rn

pronta'^S'pouUr^ Keeping\ Step^^^^

Practical Poultry K«P"- Le''" Wright.

.

Poultry Doctor. J- ^ Djehl.

Poultry Culture. I. K. Keicn. . . . •,>•,•,

Sixteei Years Experience in Artificial

^Poultry Raising James R«"kin^^
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcodt,

Felch & Lee
The Game Fowl. Cooper
Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace

Cafce Birds.

»nary Birds. Paper cover

ChaSbi'Jkndd.^Bird.-- BWhitHn.NeW

Na^if^niBird-..- George J^n.e.by. '.

Cage and Singing Bird.. Adam* ....
The Canary. G.J. Barnesby

Plg^eons.

Book ol Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and

others so colored plates, showing differ-

ent ^rie?ie. of pigeon" "<* numerous

L^ff^eSS^rjOT finW knd* homing 'pig-

eons wW"- P^P*"-' ^ ^^' • *'*°'
« M

Pigeon kee^g. Hint, to Beginner.. P.M.

Gilbert, paper 5^ ;
cloth ... • • .• ^.

•

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wngni

.

Piecon Standard (new) . . • • •

Pileon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier

rtS^nsand RabbiU. Delamer

Miscellaneous.

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

^i, ?h?ir P<Sntl iSd Cisssifiction (illu^

pSfS\ Rabbit K^;' ^-iSl',rWild-
The Sportsman's Directory. Will wiia

TlTe^Art of Training' Anim«u"; paper
;

il-

lustrated. ..... ••_^'J^t{
Wild Fowl Shooting. LHBngw«ll ....
Woodcraa. Nessrauk

.»5

•50

5.00

•as

.50

9.00
1-50
3.00

•as

1.50

.as

I.OO

5.00

•S*

.50

.75

i.5»
i.o*

.50

•SO

8.00

3.00

I.OO

1.50

•50

5.00

•SO

.as

.50

3.00

1.50
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•50
a.5P
I.OO

THE

These vavds won all the fi^-J-^^
special pmes

at Philadelphia and New YorK., vn

shows held in America.

58 76eow
Swarthmore, Pa.

A NEW BOOK

WYftNDOTTES
The latest:and best work on the MaUng, Breed-

„g Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl

A handsomely printed book of 60 pages.

PRICE, 60 CENTS.
Address

FAHCIERSr PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA..PA.

-BUSINESS llEfl-

Breeding and Feeding Poultry for

Profit.
II,

J_ BY H. W. COLLINGWOOD,

Managing Editor of the Rural New Yorker.

cock.'c. K. Chapman and others.

PRICE, Pajer 40 cents, cloUi 75 cents.

FOR SALE BY

FAMCIER8' PUB. CO. BOX 916. PHILA.,PA.
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES IIN ADVANOE)!
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CLUBS OF FIVE OR MORE, $1.50 EACH PER YEAR.

Foreifirn Subscriptions, lOs.

Subscriptions and Advertise-
ments received at the Ne-w York
office, Room 103, Times Building.

Make all remittances payable and ad-
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The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia. Pa.
P. O. Box, 916.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

C;han^o of Address.—When a chanRe of
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time during the year and with any number de-
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FIXTURES.

Do^ ShoTVS.
Sept. 6-9.— Rochester, N. Y.

12-16.—Toronto, Can.
19-22.—London, Can.
30 23.—Grand Rapids, Mich.
27-30.—Ottawa, Can.

Oct. 24.—Nanuet, N. Y.
25-28.—Omaha, Neb.

Nov. 23-25.—New York.

1893.
Tan. 10-14.—Charleston, S. C.

Feb. 14-17.—Baltimore, Md.
21-24.—New York. N. Y.
2R March 3.—Baltimore. Md.
28 March 3.—Elniira, N. Y.

March 7-10.—Chicago, 111.

June 13-17.—Chicago, 111.

Field Trials.

Sept. 15.—Manitoba Field Trials Club.
Oct. 24.—National Beagle Club.
Nov. 7 —International Field Trial Club.

8.—New Hngland Field Trial Club.
15.—American Field Trials Club.
18.—Fjtstern Field Trials Club.
28.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

Dec. 6.—Central Field Trials Club.

Feb.

1893.
-Southern Field Trial Club.

do not see his name in the list of "cham-
pions of record" in Jthe May number of

the American Kennel Gazette. He must
certainly be entitled to have champion
placed before his name after the brilliant

list of victories given above.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

This is an important matter and should

be settled promptly.

Our Illustration.

Mr. Arthur W Purbeck owns a fine

kennel of Greyhounds, and one of the

very best is the grand dog Gem of the

Season. He was imported by Mr. Pur-

beck last year, and. if we are not mis-

taken, he was purchased by Mr. George

S. Thomas for the owner. Gem of the

Season was handled by Thomas, and un-

der his management won first in open

classes at New York, Kaltimore, Pitts-

burg, Washington an<l Lynn; first in

irhallenge classes at Cleveland, Hamil-

ton, Toronto, Montreal and Ottawa in

1891. This year he has won first in the

following challenge classes : Albany,

Chicago, New York, Philadelphia,Wash-
ington and Pittsburg, yet in spite of this

long list of wins in challenge classes we

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town

— The Spanish Student.

We beg to acknowledge the receipt

from Mr. H. V, Jamieson, secretary of

the National Beagle Club, of a collection

of photographs of his Beagles, among
others Challenge Twintwo and Valen-

tine. Mr. Jamieson is quite a successful

amateur photograher in addition to be-

ing a successful breeder and thorough

sportsman.
•*•

The celebrated Collie Ormskirk Or-

monde has just changed owners in Eng-
land. Messrs. Holme & Holliday have

just paid the stiff price of 700 sovereigns

for him. Ormskirk Ormonde is about a

year old, and is a winner of three Derbies

and several first prizes at import-

ant shows. He was bred by Mr. Tom
Stretch and is by Ormskirk Chess out of

Princess Margaret.

•%
The idea of Turf, Field and Farm in-

timating that " Bruckenhurst " would
"take water" under any circumstances is

simply absurd.

••
At a regular meeting of the Pacific

Kennel Club the following officers were

elected for the ensuing year: President,

Ramon E. Wilson; first vice-president,

Fred Webster; second vice-president, E.

P. Schell; recording secretary, Horace

Orear; financial secretary and treasurer,

Clarence Haight. The club now num-
bers eighty-seven members. It will be

noticed that Mr. E. P. Schell, who re-

cently resigned from the California Ken-

nel Club, of which he was president, has

been elected second vice-president of the

Pacific Club. There is not now any

probability of the two San Francisco

clubs joining hands. They will fight

each other to the bitter end, and, as a

consequence, we predict the next show
held in San Francisco will be a failure,

as was almost the last one, owing to in-

ternal dissensions.

*•
The Breeder and Sportsman says Mr.

Mortimer has been commissioned by Mr.

Henry Huber, of San Francisco, to pur-

chase for him while in England the best

Pointer dog he can find in that country.

•
• •

The correspondence between Hamilton

and Rochester re show dates explains it-

self We regret exceedingly that Ham-
ilton has been obliged to give up her

date, as it is one of the most pleasant

cities of the Canadian circuit. The Lon-

don club not being able to come to any

arrangement with the Western Fair has

abandoned the idea of holding a show

this year. This, fortunately, will avoid

a clash with the Kingston fixture, which,

by-the-bye, is very popular, and we
doubt if Ix>ndon could have drawn much
against it. Kingston is a small town,

yet it gives a first-class show.

%
The unfortunate trouble between Ham-

ilton and Rochester should be made im-

possible ill the future by the Canadian

Kennel Club and the American Kennel

Club arranging so that conflicting dates

cannot be claimed in either country.

« «
Tony Weller has been taught by his

master to fan himself with his ears this

warm weather. Great idea, that.

« *
Mr. F. H. F. Mercer has resigned frpm

the Spaniel Club and other kennel or-

ganizations to which he formerly be-

longed. He ofifers his dogs for sale, as

will be seen in our advertising columns,

and will sever his connections entirely

with everything pertaining to the exhi-

bition of dogs. Mr. Mercer's retirement

offers an excellent opportunity for some-

one to start right in at the top with ex-

hibition dogs.
«

Mr. Charles H. Mason will judge at

the Gloversville show this year.
«

Mr. Mitchell Harrison, fromerly pro-

prietor of the Chestnut Hill Kennels,

had a narrow escape from death Friday

afternoon of last week. Mr. Harrison

had been showing a party of friends one

of his jumping horses which was at pas-

ture in a field adjoining the stables of

the Chestnut Hill Stock Farm. As a

thunder storm was brewing the guests

repaired to the Harrison mansion and
Mr. Harrison, who was mounted on one
of his runners, remained near the enclos-

ure for a few moments after his friends

had left

•••

Starting for the house, he had not

ridden more than one hundred feet when
a stroke of lightning struck the horse

which he and his friends had been

examining and instantly killed him.

The shock was so great that Mr. Harrison

was thrown from the horse he was riding,

which was also thrown down. Both man
and horse lay on the ground stunned for

several minutes. Mr. Harrison certainly

had a very narrow escape. He had just

refused an offer of I1500 for the horse.
«
» •

We learn from a Canadian correspon-

dent that the Montreal Exhibition Com-
pany, having spent so much money in

enlarging their grounds, cannot build a

structure in which to hold a dog show
this year. They were advised not to use

the small building again, in which the

show was held last year. Dates are

claimed for the week following Toronto

next year and the Montreal committee

will then show us that they know how to

run a first-class show.

•••

Those interested in Irish Setters will

note the leduction in the stud fee of Sem-
inole Kennels' Jerry Jarvis. He is a lit-

ter bother of Duke Elcho.
«

* »

All our English contemporaries give

Mr. James Mortimer, who has just ar-

rived, a warm welcome.
*

« »
Mr. Brailsford, who handled Mr. Hey-

wood-Lonsdale's dogs at our field trials

a few years since, was interviewed by
the English Stock-Keeper, from which

we quote the following interesting

pars.

:

#
« •

"Mr. Brailsford said that an American

trial is a tremendous test, and brings out

what nose, endurance and pace there is

in a dog, and the one to put down to win

a trial is the dog that works in a deter-

mined manner, has a good nose and
knows the habits of the quail, a splen-

did little bird with more scent than the

English partridge. He has a wonderful

opinion of the sportsmen he met in

America, and said that he and his man

Cameron were never short of ground
over which to break his dogs on quail be-

fore the trials. In Canada invitations

came from all quarters, and the place

was swarming with quail, the two guns
often accounting for thirty brace in an

hour or so.

"Those who have not shot quail over

dogs will be interested to know that they

are sharp, shrewd and fast little birds,

and you must be quick to get your sec-

ond barrel in. When the bevy flushes

they make for the timbers and lie very

close, and if the dogs are sharp you can

get seven or eight points before they

take refuge in the thick brushwood,where

it is next to impossible to see dogs
work.

•••

"Mr. Heywood Lonsdale will again

run dogs at the American field trials this

year. Among others that are to be sent

over will be the Pointer Prawn. We
have seen this dog run in England, and
he is a good one. He will be handled

by Cameron, who broke him. Cameron
is now the head breaker and handler to

the Hempstead Kennel Club. The other

dogs to cross have not yet been selected. '

'

« «

The second volume of the St. Bernard

Stud Book and Show Record, edited by
Hugh Dalziel, is now out, and can be

furnished from this office. Specialists

find Mr. Dalziel's Collie, St. Bernard and
Fox Terrier stud books of incalculable

value, as pedigrees are more carefully

and fully compiled than the Kennel
Club's Stub Book.

•%
The Southern California Kennel Club

has elected the following officers for the

ensuing year: President, J. F. Holbrook;

vice-presidents,Tony Bright, J, H. Kiefer,

Frank W. Ingalls, John Schumacher and
T. J. Casey; secretary, C. A. Summer;
treasurer, E. K. Benchley; delegate to

A. K. C, James Watson, Philadelphia.

*
* «

Mr. James Watson has resigned his

position of sporting editor on the Press

of this city. It will be very hard to re-

place him as an all-round writer on sport-

ing topics.

* «

The American Field Trial Club has

changed the date of its trials to Novem-
ber 15. The former date conflicted with

the Eastern Club.

••
The $X2 a week editor of a New York

contemporary says Kingston's dates

clash with the New York show. How
so? Kingston's dates are September of

this year and New York's February of

next year.

« «

We had our first outing this week and
enjoyed an hour's sport pulling weak fish.

It beats hooking the sucker judge all to

pieces.
«

tt *

This reminds us that Philadelphia's

Izaak Walton, Mr. J. H. Winslow, goes

to Maine next week on his annual fish-

ing trip.

»
* »

"Liars should have good memories" is

an old and true saw. Were we "non-
committal" in our Hamilton report on
Greyhounds? Turn to page 181, Vol. 7,

No. 12, and you will see we were very

decided in our opinions. Another lie

nailed.
«

The dogs are now wearing their loud-

est pants.
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CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.

Full List of Entries for the Derby

Stake.

The entries for the Central Field Trial

Club's Derby closed June i, with one

hundred and seven nominations, sixty-

one English Setters, one Irish Setter and

forty-five Pointers. They are as follows:

Enslish Setters.

Allegro.—Dog (Roderigo—Maud Val Jean),

A. C. Shallenberger.

AddieT.—Bitch (Roderigo—Maggie .Gladstone),

P. Lorillard. Jr.

Brighton Clip.—Bitch (Canadian Jester—lyas-
sie), T. G. Davey.

Chevalier.—Dog (Jean Val Jean—Lucy Avent),
Avent and Thayer Kennels.

Cricket.—Bitch (Boderigo—Juno A.). E. R.
Hitchcock.

Chinaman.—Dog (Chance—Bessie Avent), F. R.
Hitchcock.

Cecil H.—Bitch (Dr. Maclin—Cosette), J. L.
Adams.

Clem Gladstone.—Dog (Paul Gladstone—La-
tonia), J.Iv. Sneed.

Dessie Hope.—Bitch (Oaths' Hope—Stockings),
P. T. Madison.

Dick Fox.—Dog (Chance—Countess Rush), Blue
Ridge Kennels.

Dot Rogers.—Bitch (Roderigo—Gladstone's
Girl), H. Lorillard, Jr.

Doff.—Bitch (Toss—PittiSing), W. T. Hunter.

El Rey Del Mondo.—Dog (Toledo Blade—Jes-
sie Gladstone). El Grato Kennels.

Fan.—Bitch (Nat Goodman-Royal Myrtle),

Herbert Merriam.

Fra Turner Sun Flower.—Bitch (Dick Turner
—Babe Gladstone), C. S. Cross.

Flyaway.-Bitch (Rowdy Rod—Eve), Herbert
Merriam.

Fling.-Bitch (Rowdy Rod—Maud), Bert Crane.

Flirt.—Bitch (Dakota—Rose), Randolph Ken-
nels.

GLADSTONE'sPET.—Bitch(Roderige—Gladstone's
Girl), W. T. Hunter.

Gale Noble.-Bitch (Breeze Gladstone—Katie
Noble), H. K. Deveraux.

Gaiety.—Bitch (Lone Jack—Gay Rhoebe),
Royal Robinson.

Gladeola.—Bitch (Black—Estelle). P. Lorillard,

Jr.

Guy's Lady.—Bitch (Guy—Belle), Geo. L. Leach.

Hamlet.—Dog (Chance—Bessie Avent), Avent
and Thayer Kennels.

HoosiER Girl.—Bitch (Dad Wilson—Daisy Hun-
ter), Joseph H. andjohn A. Hunter.

HoosiER Lady.—Bitch (Dad Wilson—Daisy
Hunter), F. R. Hitchcock.

Hopes Mint.—Dog (Gath's Hope—Dashing
Lady), Blue Ridge Kennels.

Hope's Trap.—Bitch (Gath's Hope—Trap, Jr.),

Geo. E. Gray.

Jean Meda—Bitch (Jean Val Jean—Androme-
da) Will Wilson.

Juno Smith.—Bitch (Rowdy Rod—Flame Glad-

stone), N. T. Harris.

Kingston.—Dog (Chance—Bessie Avent), Avent
and Thayer Kennels.

Ky-Ko.—Dog (Tom—Ightfield Sophie), C. F.

Joyce.

Lady Belton.—Bitch (Tennessee Bob—Dixie
Belton), T. M. Lawry.

Lady Brooke.—Bitch (Chance — Countess
Rush), Blue Ridge Kennels.

Lancier.—Dog (Gath's Hope—Stockings), Blue
Ridge Kennels.

Lochinvar.—Dog (Chance—Bessie Avent), Avent
and Thayer Kennels.

LoRRis—Dog (Chance—Haydee), Avent and
Thayer Kennels.

Lottie Bevan.—Bitch (Duke of Birmingham-
Rowdy B.), H. S. Bevan.

Mecca.—Dog (Paul Gladstone—Latonia), T. E.
Shreve.

Maiden Mine.—Bitch (Vanguard—Georgria Bell),

P. Lorillard. Jr.

Miss JiTNO.—Bitch (Roderigo—Juno A.), Avent
and Thayer Kennels.

Nat Goodwin II.—Dog (Nat Goodwin—Royal
Myrtle), Herbert Merriam.

Nahmke Philip II.—Dog (Nahmke Philip-
Mercy), E. W. Durkee.

Nahmke Alice.—Bitch (Nahmke Philip—Mer-
cy), E. W. Durkee.

Orsino.—Dog (Rod Gem—Winnie Davis). E.
W. Clark, Jr.

Paul Dombey.—Dog (Chance—Nettle Bevan),
H. S. Bevan.

PEER.—Dog (Peg Bid—Tempest), F. R. Hitch-
cock.

Princess Ray —Bitch (Prince Lucifer—Prin-
cess Lill), George A. McLinn, agent.

PROCTOR Knott.—Dog (Gath's Hope—Dash-
ing Lady), Blue Ridge Kennels.

Rap-Eye-Dan.—Dog (Ben Hill—Dolly S.), W.
Wilson.

Rod's Sue—Bitch (Roderigo—Gladstone's Girl),

P. Lorillard, Jr.

Rowdy Dash.—Dog (Rowdy Rod—Flame Glad-
stone), H. L. Adams.

Ronair.—Dog (Roderigo—Juno A.). Avent and
Thayer Kennels.

Roger's Shark.—Dog (Roger—Dora Deane), L.

Gardner.

Shadow—Bitch (Jean Val Jean—Lucy Avent),
Avent and Thayer Kennels.

Speedaway.—Bitch (Rowdy Rod—Eve). Herbert
Merriam.

Sir Kent.—Dog ((Kent II—Nicolette), H. L.
Adams.

Spot Cash.—Dog (Vanguard—Georgia Belle),

H. K. Deveraux.

St. Anthony.—Dog (Rowdy Rod—Celeste C), J.
H. Winslow.

Spikbr Girl.—Bitch (Chance—Spike), P. Loril-
lard, Jr.

WiNNEPEG.—Dog (Manitoba Toss—Pitti Sing),
Thomas Johnson.

Irish Setters.

Erin II.—Bitch (Tyrconnal—Kinvarra), E. B.

Bishop.

Pointers.

^.spiration.—Dog (Dick Swiveller—Bloorao III),

J. H. Winslow.

Bankrupt.—Dog (King of Kent—Lass of
Bloomo), W. T. Hunter.

Bradley.—Dog (King of Kent—Lass of Kent),
G. H. Price.

Bessie Ranger.—Bitch (Major G.—Belle), T.
G. Davey.

Carell.—Dog (Rex—Nell), J. B. Castleman.

Chin Chin.—Bitch (Rip Rap—Fannie Bijou),

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels.

Conscript.—Dog (King of Kent—Hops),. Char-
lottesville Field Trial Kennels.

CosETTE.—Bitch (Kin^ of Kent—Hops), Char-
lottesville hield Tnal Kennels.

Clancarty—Bitch (Beppo III—White Fawn), J.
H. Winslow.

Croxib Kent.-Bitch (King of Kent—Croxie
Wise), W. N. Lipscomb.

Croxib O'Bannon.—Bitch (KingofKent—Croxie
Wise), R. L. Shannon.

Daisy Soewbll.—Bitch (Ossian—Devonshire
Jilt), J. L. Adams.

Dennis.—Dog (King of Kent—Croxie Wise), F.

R. Hitchcock.

Duchess of- Highlands.-(Beppo III—Belle),
Elliott Smith.

Early Dawn.—Dog (Duke of Beaumont—
Mam'zelle), Randolph Kennels, agent.

Flonne.—Bitch (Rip Rap—Balgoronki), C. H.
Odell.

Grace IV.—Bitch (Duke of Hessen—Concave),
Luke W. White.

Graceful II.—Bitch (Duke of Hessen—Con-
cave), Luke W. White.

Ginger Ale.—Bitch (Osborne Ale—Pearl's Dot),

R. L. Shannon.
Hempstead Blossom.—Bitch (Duke of Hessen

—Woolton Game), Hempstead Farm Ken-
nels.

Hempstead Duchess.— Bitch (Duke of Hessen
—Merry Legs), Hempstead Farm Kennels.

Hempstead Game.—Bitch (Duke ot Hessen—
Woolton Game), Hempstead Farm Kennels.

Hunt's Croxie.—Bitch (King of Kent—Croxie
Wise), Bob Cooper.

Jingo.—Dog (Mainspring-Queenie), Charlottes-

ville Field Trial Kennels.

JOHN Paul.—Dog (Rip Rap—Petticoats), Char-
lottesville Field Trial Kennels.

Kent Elgin.—Dog (Kingof Kent—Vera Vang),
G. S. Ashford.

Kent's Maid.—Bitch (King of Kent—Galena),H.
J. Reginald, agent.

Lad of Rush.—Dog (Rush of Lad—Topsy L), J.

L. Adams.
Lady Peg.-Bitch (King of Kent—Lass of

Bloomo), W. T. Hunter.

Luck of Hempstead.—Dog (Duke of Hessen—
Merry Legs), Hempstead Farm Kennels.

Leda.—Bitch (Devon Nero—Meg), T. G. Davy.

Manitoba Shop.—Dog (Coton—Pysche),
Johnson.

Mainos.—Bitch (Rex—Nell), J. B. Castleman

Nellos.—Bitch (Rex—Nell), J. C. Castleman

Onward—Dog (Wise C—Valce V), G.
Amory.

PETE.—Dog (Rogfer Williams—Ruby), C.

Odell.

Redemption.—Dog (Graphic—Vandelia), J
Winslow.

RiDGEViEW.—Bitch (Beppo HI—Blithsome),
Drake-Shefton Kennels.

RiDGEViEW Duke.—Dog (Beppo III—Blithsome),
Drake-Shefton Kennels.

RIDGEVIEW Patch.—Bitch (Beppo III—Lady
Norrish), Drake-Shefton Kennels.

RIDGEVIEW Beppo.—Dog (Beppo III—Revela-
tion), J. L. Anthony.

RUFFLE.—Bitch (Rip Rap—Dexter's Dolly),

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels.

Sear Spring.-Dog (Mainspring— Queenie),
Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels.

Trim.—Dog (Roger Williams—Ruby), C. H.
Odell.

Veno.—Bitch (Rex—Nell), J. B. Castleman.

deprived me of one day in the year of

1892, which is a blank, and I think the

only way to catch up will be to spend a

day in Philadelphia, on the proviso that

a delegation from the office meets me at

the Pennsy Depot a la Fritz.

Whilst on the subject of mistakes, our
readers all know that our editor likes a

joke, and to vent his spleen on me for

correcting Brer Lacy about his broken
up "pars," he just quietly tipped the
wink to the composer, who played "in-

nocent me" the same trick. It's useless

"to kick against the man who pulls the

wires," as we say in our ward, so look it

over this time, but if it occurs again there

may be a funeral.

Mr. T. H. Terry received a short letter

from Mr. Mortimer, who had just landed
on the other side, saying they had had a

nice passage excepting the two last days,

but he never missed a meal.

One of Mr. Purroy's Rifleman pups,

and which he expects to see develop into

something worthy of its sire, had hernia.

A medical student of the Physicians and
Surgeons, desirous to perform the opera-

tion, did so successfully, and the pup is

eating and doing well. Peritonitis, I'm
told, follows these operations, but the

chances are against it.

It will be well to mention who John
Whalen is, as his services at a later date

may be valuable. He came to this coun-

try a little while before the Westminster
show, hailing from that well-known town
Birmingham, generally called by many
"Brummagem" or "Brum." He has all

his lifetime been connected with dogs,

but chiefly Bull Terriers, and in the art

of manipulating what is required in that

breed he stands pre-eminent in Brum,
and will be very much needed over here.

Like all big, stupid, silly-hearted men,
he must fall a victim to matrimony, and
the widow of John Maddon is the lucky

captivator of this 180 pounds of English

bull beef. Suffice it to say, with his part-

ner for life, who knows how many beans

make five, they are doing a thriving

business, selling' lots of dogs and every

week importing more.

T.

w.

H.

H.

near a bench show judge will come near
spotting the winner for the field.

For field judge, Mr. Pottinger Dorsey
and the late owner of Frank Forest, Mr.
Parry, if elected would make a reliable
pair.

Mr, J. A. Spracklin, of Woodstock,
Can., has applied for membership to the
Spaniel club. The old man has been
breeding many years of which Messrs.
Bell and Ludlow are cognizant, and
many are the puppies he has sold them,
that have turned out great winners. He
will be a welcome addition to the club
and out of the hundred puppies he has at
persent, there will probably be a winner
or two.

In the American Field last week Mr.
T. S. Woodward has a big paragraph all

about Frank Forest, the Beagle. When
it is all summed up it tells us what a stud
dog he has proved hitnself. No one de-
nies this, Mr. Woodward, but it is get-

ting away from the original subject,

absolute winner. When mentioning
what Frank has done on the bench and
his number of wins he is one behind
Tony Weller. The next rub, has Frank
ever beaten Tony? No. On the con-
trary, Tony Weller met Frank at Boston
this year and beat him, so it is needless
to count up the number of wins in the
future. That's one for Tony on the
bench. Now for the field. You speak
as if the trials had been in existence a
number of years. Let us go back twelve
months when the papers were discussing

the fact that Frank would not run in the
trials of 1891. Why? Was it because
Tonv Weller was entered? It looked
like it.

And now, because Tony Weller is de-

clared the absolute winner, they wish to

transfer that honor 011 Frank when he
never ran, or earned that distinction.

This is ridiculous and trickery. With re-

gard to his get they would not have had
the boom but for his field trial "win" of

1890. .ind Tony had not l)een used much
till this year on account of his "absolute

win" in 1891. and before you can say

anything about this part, let us wait till

1893 and see results.

WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS

Some Interesting Pickings and Pointers

Gathered Here and There.

From Our Special Correspondent.

Where am I? What has happened?
I went to church Sunday, of course, and
as usual, but how I put Saturday in has

been a mystery and still remains so. Last

Saturday for the first time since The
Journal was born my copy failed to

reach me. This is surely a record, and I

do hope it will never occur again. I

didn't go without my breakfast on ac-

count of its absence, like some of our

readers, but I lost my bearings for the

following week, and I shall not feel

righted until to-day.

"Mistakes will happen in the best regu-

lated families," but the young ladies in

charge of mailing The Journal have

Brer Lacy, our fishing crank, will ru-

ralize this summer at Rochelle Park,

about two miles from Hackensack, N. J.

Many from the other side and those

who have imported many dogs will be

familiar with Jim Preece, Toxteth Park,

Liverpool, who had quite a dog store in

that town and was known as a Bull Dog
fancier. Mischief, if I remember rightly,

was his famous bull bitch. The engineer

of the steamship Alaska tells me he has

been dead nearly twelve months, and

his dogs and business have been allowed

to die out also. I believe many dogs

come over now as coming from him un-

less the name of "Jim Priest" has been

confounded.

What's the matter with Dogs of the

Day? No issue since last November I'm

told.

Mr. Phoebus, of the Somerset Kennels,

is going South for his health, and on his

return his medicine man expects to have

him quite cured. We sincerely hope so.

Mr. Kreuder is busy with the Belgian

hares. On Monday last he had a great

day. For particulars on that subject

write him. On July 15 he will turn

down twenty-five more.

Do not be surprised to hear that the

Rockland Kennels have bought the

entire kennel of one of our largest

breeders. If this is so, they will have a

combination that cannot be touched on

the bench or field. Make your guesses

my children, its easy. The offer is with-

out reserve and to be concluded by July

I.

The selection of judges for the next

Beagle trials is not yet decided. By a

prominent breeder two sets of judges are

proposed, two for the bench and ditto

for the field. This is a capital idea and
will afford the opportunity of seeing how

The twists and turns of a puppy l)efore

growing into maturity is much like the

ugly duckling. This has often l)een

practically demonstrated with .some of

our winning dogs on the bench today.

The Fox Terrier Champion "Lucifer as in

pnesenti" is one, and a year ago his pecu-

liar name was translated in this journal.

He was so ugly and unpromising when a

Eup
that he looked like the devil. Now,

ow about Lad of Kent. His owner had
no conception a year ago that he would
make the dog he has, and at the New
York show of 1891 he could have been

bought for |ioo, but an old breeder con-

versant with the blood said hold on to

him.

The Turf Field and Farm in alluding

to the "Liars Club" and "Brockenhurst"
evidently thinks the latter has stolen a

march on A. C. Wilmerding and credits

this gentleman with being the father of

the "Liars Club." I still adhere that it

was at the New York show of 1891, where

it was first originated and Mr. Wilmerd-
ing has admitted to me that it was about

that time that he saw the club's cards

and had more struck off and copied. So
may I be allowed to take "Hood's Sar-

sap'arilla" instead of water, and if you
are not a meml)er "Jimmy" you shall be

initiated with the "grip" and all its

degrees.

No one was more surprised than Geo.

Jarvis himself when Mr. Anthony sent

one of his best bitches to him, and the

union was expected to come off la.st

Tuesday between Ridgeview Lass and

Lad of Kent.

Dr. Sherwood came out of the hospital

on Monday. He was looking naturally

as if he had just got over a severe illness.

The doctors told him on coming out that

they thought he would have died. He
will this summer take charge of Dr.

Giffen's practice who is going to New-
port and Saratoga for the season.

Brokknuurst.
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HAMILTON VS. ROCHESTER.

Correspondence from the Secretary Re

the Clash of Dates.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Hamilton, Can., June i6,

I regret to have to inform you that our

proposed bench show will not be held

next September at the time of the regu-

lar Canadian fall circuit.

This is a very great disappointment to

us, and our plans and arrangements have

all been upset at the eleventh hour by

the action of a sister organization from

whom we expected help and sympathy

instead of apparently determined and

unnecessary opposition.

It is only fair to us that our position

should be fully explained, and 1 crave

space in your valuable columns for this

purpose, so that our friends may see just

how the matter stands and judge for

themselves whether we are right or not

and whether or not we have been gener-

ous ourselves in our efforts to arrive at

an amicable understanding.

In the first place, we announced pub-

licly at the conclusion of our bench show

last year that we would hereafter give an
annual show during the week mimedi-
ately preceding the Toronto fixture.

In February of this year we made claim

officially with the C. K. C, for our dates,

6th to 9th of September. In March (one

month later) the Rochester Club claimed
the same dates as those already chosen
by us.

After much correspondence, which
looked as if it was not likely to bring

matters to a head, although we explained
our position very fully, and showed the

Rochester Club that our show must be

held, if it was held at all, as a part of

the Canadian fall circuit, we offered, in

good faith and in the hope that our offer

would be considered a fair and generous
one, to submit the matter at issue be-

tween us to arbitration, but, to our sur-

prise, the Rochester Club finally an-

swered us, declining to alter its dates in

spite of our priority of claim, and refus-

ing flatly to agree to the proposed arbi-

tration.

This was not the treatment we ex-

pected at the hands of a body of brother

sportsmen, but we feel that two la'ge

shows could not be carried out success-

fully so close to one another on the same
days, and therefore rather than that both
should l)e hurt, we have decided, very

much against our will, to withdraw from
the field, although our fall circuit will

thereby be necessarily impaired and our
own club injured in reputation.

I enclose a copy of the correspondence
which has passed between the two clubs

in the matter above referred to, and ask

you as a matter of fair play to us to pub-

lish it in full. I am, dear sir, yours

truly, A, D. Stewart,
Hon, Sec. Hamilton Kennel Club.

Hamilton, Can., May 7, 1892.

Harry Yates, Esq., Rochester, N. Y.

Dbar Sir.—I am instructed by my committee

to ask you if the Rochester Kennel Club intends

to give a show this year, and if so on what

dates.

Our club has claimed dates 6th to 9th of Sep-

tember, and we understand that your club has
settled upon the same dates. If this is the case

I am instructed to ask your club if it will kindly
choose other dates so as to avoid a clash which
would certainly hurt both clubs.

We cannot unfortunately alter our dates, as

we form part of the Canadian fall circuit and the

dates a'l around us are claimed by other clubs.

I presume vour club can easily arrange dates to

precede our show without hurt or inconvenience
to yourselves and shall be glad to hear of this

from you.
I regrret exceedingly that even an apparent

clash should be threatened, and can assure you
we would gladly change our dates if it were pos-

sible to do so to prevent it.

We claimed our dates last October.in <Iue form,
with the C. K. C, and we leave it to you as
brother sportsmen to try and so arrange matters
as to make the best of the muddle for all con-
cerned. Wishing yoti much prosperity and as-

surmg you of our sympathy, yours truly,

A, D. Stewart,
Hon. Sec. H. K. C.

and I cannot say what will be the action of the
club until after that meeting.
Personally I will be very glad to have the show

changed as I understand the position y^u are in,
but I cannot offer much encouragement from the
rest of the club as I do not think they will be
willing to change. However,we will let you know
the first of next week. Yours very truly,

Harry Yates,
Secretary.

Rochester, May 29, 1892.

A. D. Stewart, Esq., Hamilton, Canada.

Dear Sir —In reply to your favor of the 7th

inst., addressed to Harry Yates, in which you re-

fer to the clash in dates, I am instructed by the

Rochester Kennel Club to communicate with you
with the idea of arranging matters satisfactorily

to both clubs. Owing to our warmer climate we
are unable to make dates any earlier, even a
week, and we suggest that as it is so early, it is

quite possible you can yet arrange to follow the
loronto fixture, instead of preceding it by re-
questing Lutidon, Montreal and Ottawa to move
their dates ahead one week, thus allowing us to
come in line and complete a large fall circuit.
This would seem the best solution of the problem
because we can draw dogs which you might not
and these would go direct from here to Toronto,
from whence it ought to be an ea.sy matter to get
them to Hamilton, whereas, if you show before
Toronto it is even money at least that vou would
not get these do^s, while if we were snowing at
the same time (just prior to Toronto) we would
get these dogs on their way to Toronto as the dog
meu in the States would surely give us the prefer-
ence over Hamilton.
This is a much more lengthy document than I

had intended writing and as you will note, by
difference in color of ink, my pea has run out
ere this.
The best of feeling prevails here toward our

"Canadian cousins," and we rely on their well
known reputation of sportsmanship and unsel-
fishness to act on our suggestion and not only
save the two clubs further trouble but all dog
men and the fraternity at large.
Hoping to hear from you soon, I am, yours,

etc. O. Stewart Bamber,
Secretary Rochester Kennel Club,

Hamilton, May 27, 1892.

O. Stewart Bamber, Esq., M. D., Secretary

Rochester Keuel Club, Rochester, N. Y.

Dear Sir.—You letter of the 20th May has

been duly received and was read to my commit-

tee last night. In reply I am now instructed to

say that it is absolutely impossible for us to

change our show dates for the reason t>efore

given to you, that all the dates before and after

us are already claimed by other clubs.

Your suggestion that we should endeavor to

fet the other Canadian clubs to change their
ates is also one which is unfortunately out of

the question, for the reason that all these shows
are held in connection with the fall industrial
and agricultural exhibitions, and these last

named institutions could not change their dates
except at a very large loss.

Our climate here is almost identical with that
eiyo>ed by our friends at Roche ter, and we do
not think from past experience that any harm
would come to aogs exhibited with you if your
show was held a week earlier than you now pro-
pose.

I am requested to remind you that we gave
public notice at the close of our show last year
to the effect that we should precede Toronto
again this year, and we officially claimed our
dates with the C. K. C. in February, whereas
your claim with the A. K. C. was not made until

March.
Under all these circumstances we think and

feel that the priority rests with us, and that your
club should in no way disturb us.

.We will do all we can to help your show along
later on, but we think that you will not be using
us fairly if you persist in your present claim.
Whilst we feel this stiongly, be assured that we
have no ill feeling in the mailer and wish to be
on the very t>est of terms with your club, but
this question is one of pure business and must
be settled either one way or the other.

It is nearly time that our judges were chosen
and our premium lists prepared, and under the
circumstances I shall be glad if you will call an
early meeting of your committee to consider this

matter afresh. Failing in our efforts to dissuade
you from taking our dates, I am instructed to
say that our club is quite willing to submit the
matter between us to arbitration. Your club can
name an arbitrator, and we will choose one too,

and the gentlemen thus selected will choose a
third, and decide between us.

If their decision is given in our favor we will

adhere to our dates, and your club can get up its

show a week earlier than you now propose. If

the decision is against us we will drop gracefully
out of the circuit for this year, as there are no
other dates on which our show can be held, and
we will then, being free, do all we can to help
you on.
But a clash of dates would only hurt both clubs

and is not to be thought of I may say to you
further, to show that we are making our offer in

good faith, that if your club consents to the arbi-

tration we propose we will choose not only an
American representative but a gentleman from
your own state. Hoping to hear from you at

once, and with renewed good wishes, yours faith-

fully, A. D. Stewart,
Hon.Sec. H.K.C.

tee together (even though a special meeting
should DC required) to consider my late commu-
nication.
Please let me know the result at once so that I

may notify my committee thereof. I sincerely
trust our offer to submit the matter l>etween us
to arbitration will be approved by your commit-
tee if you find it impossible to alter your dates
as at present claimed.

It is most unfortunate that this clash should
have arisen, and I think in future that the secre-
taries of the A. K. C. and the C. K. C. should in-
terchange dates claimed by their various clubs
so that such difficulties could t>e avoided
As it is, however, seeing that both our clubs

have claimed the same dates, and that a dead-
lock is about to set in to the hurt of both our
shows, it seems to us that an arbitration is in
order, and that both parties should, like true
sportsmen, embrace the opportunity of thus ami-
cably settling the matter.
As I told you in my last letter, if we are ad-

judged to l>e in the wrong or if the recommenda-
tion of the arbitrators goes against us, we will
willingly drop out of the circuit for this year and
help you in every way we can, and we expect, of
course, just as liberal treatment from yi u. If
you decide and accept arbitration please send us
the name of your representative and we will at
once forward you name of ours.
Your representative will not, I presume, t>e a

member of your own club, but some fair, impar-
tial outsider; that is the sort of man at least
that we intend to choose. Before closing, I beg
to notify you now officially that the Hamilton
Kennel Club claims for next year (1893) the week
immediately preceding the Toronto show as the
time for holding its annual l>ench show, and I

have written to the secretaries of the A. K. C,
and the C. K. C. to make this claim. Assuring
you once again of our friendship and good will,
and hoping to hear from you at an early date,
yours very truly, A. D. Stewart,

Hon, Sec, H. K. C.

Rochester, May 13, 1892.

A. D. Stewart. Esq., Hon, Sec.. Hamilton.

Dear Sir— I have delayed answering your

letter in regard to changing the date of the

Rochester Kennel Club fall show, for the reason

that our club has a meeting to-morrow, the 14th,

Hamilton, Can., June 3, 1892,

Dr. O. S. Ramber, Rochester, N. Y.

Dear Sir.—I wrote you on 27th May on the

matter of the show dates claimed by our respec-

tive clubs. Our committee, which meets weekly,

was in session last night, but, not having heard

from you, we were unable to decide upon any

definite step.

As I stated in my last letter, time is going on,

and as it may take some further time yet to

straighten out the unfortunate difficulty which
has arisen between us, it is of the utmost im-
portance that we should hear from you (quickly.

Our meeting stands adjourned until next
Thursday night (9th inst.), and I write now to

urge you to be good enough to call your cgtumit-

Rocbbster, June 2, 1893,

A. D, Stewart, Esq., Hon. Sec, H. K. C, Ham-
ilton, Can.

Mv Dear Sir.—Yours of the 27th ult, duly re-

ceived and I regret very much that owing to tem-

porary absence from town of some of our work-
ing members, I am still unable to give you a de-

finite answer re the dates for bench ^how, but

from those that I have seen I have gathered that
we will either arbitrate or give up our dates alto-
gether. We certainly do not wish to be the cause
of Hamilton's dropping out of the "fall circuit"
and if it really comes to that it is my personal
opinion that Rochester will give up her ^11 show
as she did her spring show on account of a con«
flict in dates. Allow me to assure you of my
kindest regards. Yours, etc..

O. Stewart Bamber,
Sec. R. K. C,

of priority. Our offer to submit the question to
arbitration was made in a broad spirit, and it

was expected your club would be only too will-
ing to accept it. To our great disappointment
now we learn that you club ignores our priority,
refuses to change its dates, although assured that
by adhering to them our show will be injured
and the regular Canadian circuit broken in upon,
and declines flatly to allow a board of impartial
gentlemen to decide between us.

Forgfive me if I say plainly that this is not the
treatment which we would have accorded to you,
and that we feel mortified and hurt at the action
taken by your club.
As 1 before stated to you in a previous letter,

we are of opinion that it would be exceedingly
unwise to hold two large shows on the same
date, and therefore in consequence ofyour action,
although very much to our regret and against
our.will, we have decided to give up our show
this year. I am, dear sir, yours truly,

A. D. Stewart,
Hon. Sec, Hamilton Kennel Club,

The P^ovoi.

Dao^ef Ahead,

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

When we Britishers imported American

timber some two centuries ago we did

not bargain for a supply of that delight-

ful member of the Cimex family the

Acanthia lectularia "free gratis for noth-

ing," but he was generously sent on those

conditions, has been with us ever since,

and exhibits no disposition to a complete

exodus by crossing the Atlantic en masse.

We could well spare him, for as Cobbold

briefly says, *'he is sufficiently blood-

thirsty, but there is a still more sanguin-

ary species in South America," and there

let him hide, say I, Need I say this free

and unwelcome import is known as the

bed bug, which by an euphonism of Mr.

Punch has now long been changed into

the aristocratic name of Norman How-
ard.

A true humorist can get fun even out

; of these abominations, and the great nat-

Hamilton, Can., June 3, 1892.

Dr. O. S. Bamber. Sec. Rochester Kennel Club,

Rochester, N, Y,

Dear Sir.—Your letter of yesterday's date

just received. Many thanks for it. By no means
| uralist Van Benedeu in his delightfully

think of giving up your show altogether, that
[

. . , ^. ^^.^^^
would lie entirely too l)ad. We would have to » j J

give ours up because there are no other dates on

which we could hold it, but we hope that you
may yet l>e able to change your dates without
giving up your show entirely.

At any rate do not throw up your show with-
out arranging for an arbitration, for it might
turn out that the award would go in your favor
and not in ours.
All we want is a solution of the unfortunate

difficulty one way or the other, and you can de-
pend, win or lose, upon our hearty help and co-

operation evey time.
If you decide on arbitration please let me know

name of you representative, and we will send
you the name of ours at once.
If possible, let me hear from you definitely by

Wemiesday next, as our committee meets on
Thursday and will want to know results, and
time presses. Yours truly

A. D. Stewart,
Hon. Sec. H. K. C,

Rochester, June 12, 1892.

A, D. Stewart, E*-q , Hon. Sec. H. K. C, Hamil-

ton, Can.

Dear Sir.—I am instructed to inform you that

at a full meeting of the Rochester Kennel Club,

it has decided that it would be utterly impossible
for us to give up the dates 6th to 9th of Septem-
l>er for our bench show.
We regret t>eing obliged to arrive at this deci-

sion, but under existing circumstances, over
which we have no control, it is useless to think of
other dates.
We sincerely hope that our action will not en-

gender hard feeling between the clubs and ex-
tend our sympathy and best wishes. Yours, etc.,

O. Stewart Bamber,
Sec. Rochester K. C.

Note.—In the foregoing letter no mention
whatever was made of our projwsal to arbitrate,

and Dr. Bamlier was at once wired to ask if the
proposal had been discussed. To this the follow-

ing reply w«s sent.

Rochester, June 14, 1892.

Arbitration declined, useless to think of other
dates. O, S. Bamber.

Hamilton, Can., June 16, 1892.

Dr, O, S. Bamber, Secretary Rochester Kennel

Club, Rochester, N. Y.

Dear Sir.—I am instructed by the Executive

Committee of the Hamilton Kennel Club to ac

knowledge reciptof your letter of 12th inst., in

which you notify us officially that your club pos-

itively refuses to alter its bench show dates,

I am instructed also to acknowledge receipt of
your telegraph message received on the 14th

inst., stating that your club declined even to

submit the matter at issue between us to arbi-

tration.
I am instructed by my committee to remind

you again that our dates were claimed l>efore

yours and that we had in every 8«nsc tb« right

"there is one spe-

cies (of Hemiptora, the name of which

may be readily guessed Acanthia lectu-

laria) which pursues us relentlessly every-

where, for it will wait for months and

years, always equally greedy of our

blood. It surprises us during the night

and does not wait till its digestion is

complete before it attacks us again. Hap-

pily for us another hemipterous insect,

the masked reduvius (^Reduvius person-

attts) penetrates like the preceding one

into our apartments, and covers itself

with dust in order the more readily to

fall upon its enemy, but man is not suffi-

ciently acquainted with its habits to

make war in common with it on the
miserable parasite its enemy. We ought
for this purpose to place the masked re-

duvius under the protection of the law,

to collect the various kinds together and
to offer premiums for the most vig-

orous."
What a splendid prospect this opens

up. The speculative breeder sick of
ricketty pups and chickens that die of
the gapes, should take the field in the

new venture and breed reduvius. Soon
dog and |K)ultry shows will take a back
seat iu public estimation, and exhibi-

tions of reduvius "with premiums for

the most vigorous" and to wind up with

a grand killing match, reduvius vs. bug,

the imagination swells at the thought.

Mark Twain's jumping frog was amusing
until he allowed himself to be hocussed
with buck shot, but the sport, the highly
bred and trained reduvius would afford

as he slaughtered bug after bug, and
the winging cheers that would greet the

champion as he clutched with his an-

tennae, and stuck his beak into the

thorax of a whopper, finishing his fiftieth

well vrithin the time, would remind us of
bye gone days, the terrier, the pit and
the squeak of the last rodent.

But "what the deuce has all this to do
with the Psovio," asks an impatient
reader. Why truly friend, probal)ly

more than you may wot of, for the

Psovoi has a closer acquaintance with

some relations of the Acanthia lectularia

than he cares for, and would often be
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right glad of the assistance of a friendly

Reduvius personatus.

But in truth I did but wish to point

out how we sometimes get more in a

purchase than we bargain for, or desire

to have, and my intention is to show the

danger ahead, as one that you Americans
iu buying and importing Psovois are

likely to get with them, viz., a guest as

unwelcome and much more daugerous
than we got in American timber.

Having arrived at the subject, let us

take the plunge in medias res. Man suf-

fers from a terrible disease caused by the

echinococcus, a tape worm of the dog.

The life history of the echinococcus is a

complicated subject. Suffice it for the

present to say that the mature worm be-

ing passed by the dog full of eggs, mil-

lions of these are scattered broadcast,

and undetected are swallowed by other

animals, man included, through the me-
dia of water, various vegetables, etc.,

and in these animals this tape worm as-

sumes the hydatid or bladder form, at-

taching themselves to the liver, and other

parts of the viscera and producing serious

diseases.

Dogs of northern climes, Greenland,

Iceland, Northern Russia, etc., are espe-

cially iufested with these terrible para-

sites. Writing in 1879, Dr. Spencer Cob-
bold says: "Up to the present time no
person has seen the Taenia echinococcus

in any English dog which has not been
previously made the subject of experi-

ment, but considering the prevalence of

hydatid disease among us, there can be

no doubt that English dogs are quite as

much or more infested than continental

ones. Probably at least one per cent of

our dogs harbor the mature tape worm."
Iceland is, however, the counry in

which it formerly prevailed. Newmann,
Fleming and others say principally in

Mongolia and Iceland, but it has a wide
distribution. Mecklinburg is strongly

infested. In Siberia it is as prevalent as

in Iceland. In Australia hydatid disease

from echinococcus is exceedingly preva-

lent. The disease has increased in Eng-
land of late. Some years ago I called

attention to the danger of importing the

echinococcus wholesale with dogs from
Iceland, etc., and later from Northern
Russia and Sit)eria, and seeing an article

on the subject in the Veterinary Journal

(London) by Mr. Fred C. Mahon, F.

R. C. V. R. , I ventured to put a question

on the subject, and Mr. Mahon replies

in the Veterinary Journal of this month.
He says "I am of opinion that a great

external source in the propagation of

this disease is referable to the importa-

tions within the last decade, and a few

years ago particularly, as Mr. Dalziel re-

marks, of the Russian and Siberian Wolf
Hound; secondly, to importation of for-

eign cattle; thirdly, to a lesser extent,

prevalence and propagation in our home
stock, added to the want of knowledge
among the people of the United King-
dom, as to the causes of dissemination or

the serious import of the disease, whether
as parasitic bodies in the dog or echin-

ococcus cysts in the liver of oxen,

sheep or pigs, etc," Again, Mr, Mahon
says, speaking of the northern coun-

tries referred to "from whence dogs

have in considerable numbers arrived in

this country during the past few years,

conduces materially to the propagation

of this dreaded disease and accounts for

the increase of what was once a very

rare disease in English dogs, viz , the

presence of Tcenia echinococci." I might
quote for them to similar effect, but I

hope I have done enough to place

American purchasers of Psovois or Bar-

zois on their guard against a real, and a

very serious danger, all the more danger-

ous because it is so little likely to be
thought of. Let no one suppose I wish

to hinder the cultivation of one of the

most beautiful specimens of the canine

race, I stood alone for many years in

advocating the claims of the Barzoi as

one of the noblest and most picturesque

of dogs, but our love and admiration for

our favorite animals should not blind us

to the very terrible dangers they may be

the unconscious media of bringing upon
us, I simply lift a warning voice, and I;

do .so in your journal because you stand,

alone among fanciers' papers in giving

space to scientific articles bearing direct-

ly on the "pet" interests of your readers,

as witness your treatment of the subject

of gapes in poultry. I am yours truly,

Hugh Dalziel.

HINTS TO BEGINNERS.

NO. VIII.

en-

From the Stock-Keeper,

Having in the foregoing chapters

deavored to impress upon the mind of

the tyro in dog keeping a few general

hints upon how to proceed, it may be

as well to enter a little more elaborately

upon one or two features which have only

been very lightly touched upon before,

but which are most essential towards suc-

cess all the same.

It is no use at all of any person invest-

ing in well-bred dogs, and exercising

great care in the selection of their

mates and the welfare of the pup-

pies, if the latter are to be neg-

lected when they grow up. Moreover,

if kept under reasonable conditions there

is very little fear of the majority of dogs

doing anthing but thrive. The advan-

tages of providing a good kennel we have

already referred to at some length, but

the scarcely less important question of

exercise may require still a little more

consideration. As we have observed be-

fore, the heavier breeds will be greatly

benefited by a regular series of long,

slow walks, which will contribute very

materially to the laying on of muscle in

the right places and also to the straight-

ening of the limbs. No great art is re-

quired to take a dog for a walk, but at

the same time the intelligent keeper who

takes a real interest in his charges will

always endeavor to keep their minds oc-

cupied when they are taking exercise by

talking to them from time to time and

instructing them in behavior.

Not one but many scores of valuable

big dogs are ruined annually either by

being permitted to have to much of their

—In answering advertisements

mention this journal.

own way when out for exercise, or else

by being too harshly dealt with when
first taken out for walks. In the former

instance the animal degenerates into a

public danger, for nothing can be more
likely to inflict grievous bodily harm
upon human beings than a savage dog
who is permitted to roam at large, and

in the second event when once a young
dog's spirit gets broken he becomes a

pitable sight and perfectly useless for

all practical purposes. Consequently in

breaking him in there is a happy medium
between unrestricted latitude and un-

necessary severity that should be ob-

served if it is intended that the dog is to

benefit to the utmost by his outing, and
also is to be made into a plea.sant com-
panion in the hereafter. It very often

happens that a dog, even when he is

pretty well full grown, has so neglected

his advantages in the way of earlier edu-

cation, or else he is of so headstrong a

disposition that he is disinclined to fol-

low well, and therefore means have to

be taken to make things better.

An excellent plan is to take him into a

country or quiet road and fix an extra

long line to his collar. When he drops

behind and declines to come to heel if

called this may be sharply jerked, and
the animal should be scolded or even re-

ceive a cut from the whip, if his disobe-

dience is of a very flagrant nature. On
the other hand, if he, as even the most
headstrong dogs occasionally will, takes

it into his head to come up at once, he
should be praised and kindly spoken to,

but on no account should he ever be

excused the jerk if he declines to answer

to the call. A few lessons of this sort

will, if steadily persevered in, soon bear

good fruit, for a dog is an intelligent

beast, and his better nature is ever pre-

disposed to overcome his evil one.

If dogs once take to worrying sheep,

we must candidly admit that so far as our

experience goes all hopes of effecting a

permanent cure are out of the question.

We have ourselves had the misfortune to

possess more than one animal that enter-

tained a pronounced and very highly

developed penchant for mutton of his

own killing, and although every possible

remedy was resorted to, the results were
absolutely nil. Consequently the very

first time that a whelp shows a disposi-

tion to chase sheep, or fly at hor;*es or

please other animals, he should be soundly

likely to forget for many a day—for it

must be borne in mind that prevention is

always far better than a cure. Besides,

even if the offender is "only a little one,"
the danger is almost equally as great as

if he were a St. Bernard or a Mastiff, for

the ewes may be about to lamb, and
again it is extraordinary to think how
one dog will teach and encourage
another to worry sheep. Therefore, we
repeat, the most drastic measures must
be taken to check the offender in the
earliest stages of his career.

Medium-sized aud small breeds of dogs
will usually be found to benefit very
much from an occasional sharp gallop,

and this they will but very rarely give

themselves, even if allowed to scamper
when they will. We, therefore, suggest
that the practice of Greyhound trainers

should be adopted from lime to time, as

the very best results will be found to

follow an imitation of their proceedings.

The dogs may be taken to a good-sized

meadow or common, and if there is a

good hill about why so much the better.

When arrived at the selected spot they
are held by a boy or some assistant whilst

their regular attendant leaves them and
proceeds some distance, but not so far as

to get beyond the range of their sight and
hearing. Then he calls to his dogs, who
will do their utmost in the way of gal-

loping to reach him as soon as they are

released by the boy, thus a really fast

piece of work is put in and the mind and
muscle of the dogs materially benefited.

The chief advantage of a good gallop up
a hill lies in the fact that the back mus-
cles are brought into action thereby to a

greater extent than the fore ones, and it

IS these that are looked at most by judges
when summing up the respective merits

of the competitors, so far as condition

is concerned, when delivering their

awards.

The modus operandi of the ball-throw-

ing exercise has already been fully en-

tered into, so need not be repeated here,

but it is worthy of remark that nothing
better in the way of attention can be be-

stowed upon the smaller varieties than

this. Terriers soon get into grand condi-

tion if properly and steadily worked at

the ball, and even the most delicate of

Toys will be benefited by a scamper
around their mistress' boudoirs in pur-

suit of the india rubber globe.

[TO BE CONTINUED,]
i

THE DOG'S PLACE IN HISTORY.

The books are crowded with anecdotes

of the dog—his reasoning powers, his af-

fection, devotion, obedience and fideli-

ty. Men like to tell good stories which

will astonish their hearers and make

themselves the prominent person of the

moment. They like especially to boast

of their possessions—of their horses,

their guns, their dogs, their wives and

their boats. So that in relating what

may in itself be marvellous they are

tempted to color it with their imagination.

Not all of these stories, however, are in-

tended to deceive, but rather to ridicule

the wonderful anecdotes, as, for exam-

ple, the man who said if he were to

throw a |5 bill into the river his dog

would jump in and bring him the change

in silver; or that of the blind man's dog

who continued the business after his

master's death and accumulated a fortune

for himself. However, Sir Walter Scott

said he would believe anything of a dog.

That dogs have many human emotions is

no longer disputed. Not only do they

show the ordinary brutal feelings of fear,

anger and delight when their appetites

are affected in any way, but they

show human feelings—of pleasure for

approval, fear for reproof, gratitude,

jealousy and affectionate memory.

Many of the dog's habits, according

to Darwin, are relics of his wild state.

Probably many have wondered why a

dog turns round two or three times and

scratches the ground with his fore paws

before he lies down. Darwin explains it

a« a relic or remembrance of their wild

^rMheT-^udirthrashrng that he is~not I ancestors that trampled down the grass

and scooped out a hollow in the grassy

plains and in the woods. The lowering

of the head, and sometimes the crouch-

ing which dogs exhibit when they ap-

proach each other from a distance in a

hostile spirit is, he thinks, another "relic

of barbarism," for many wild flesh-fating

animals crouch aud crawl towards their

prey. So when watching their prey they

will frequently keep one of their fore-

legs doubled up, ready to take a long,
cautious step, aud hence now from habit
civilized dogs do it merely when their

attention is aroused. He says he has
seen a dog at the foot of a high wall li.s-

teniug attentively to a sound on the op-
posite side with one leg doubled iip,where

there could have been no purpose of ap-
proaching cautiously.

Dogs and other flesh-eating animals
draw back their ears when they are

aroused to the fighting point, in order
that the ears may not be seized by their

antagonists, but Mr. Darwin does not
think that a dog puts his tail between his

legs when he is pursued or is to be struck
because he is afraid his pursuer will grab
it, but ill order to withdraw his whole
hindquarters out of the reach of the blow
or bite he is about to suffer. Gratiolet,

a French physiognomist, explains the

wagging of a dog's tail when he is

pleased by saying that his joyful emo-
tions run along the whole length of the
stiff spinal column, an<l when they come
to the flexible tail they bend it and shake
it. So when dogs feel affectionate they

lower their ears to exclude all sounds, in

order that their whole attention may be

fixed upon the caresses of their master.

The habit of licking the hand of those

they are fond of, or to whom they wish

to show a friendly spirit, is derived, ac-

cording to Darwin, from the "licking"

which the females give their puppies

—

the dearest object of their love—the kind

of "licking" that is, which shows affec-

tion, not the kind other mothers some-

times give their offspring. So, he says,

the notion of showing affection by rub-

bing against their masters conies from a

long habit associating the contact, while

nursing their puppies, with a feeling of

love. When, however, they crouch and
drag themselves along on the ground, on
approaching their masters, there is a

feeling of submission and fear as well as

affection. The tendency to bark when
dogs are excited by any great pleasure

runs in the breed.

Greyhounds rarely bark, whilst the

Spitz dog barks so incessantly on start-

ing for a walk with his master that he
becomes a nuisance. Since the dog was
domesticated he has learnt to bark in at

least four or five distinct tones. In the

chase there is the bark of eagerness;

there is also the bark of anger or despair,

which is a yelp or howl when the dog is

shut up in a room; of joy when starting

on a walk, and of demand or supplica-

tion when he want* the door open. The
dog has been domesticated as far back as

history extends

,

The sculptures of Egypt and Assyria

contain outlines of dogs, and Cheops,

who built the Great Pyramid, hunted

with a dog resembling a Scotch Deer-

hound, with a tail curled tight round on

its back and ears stuck out at right an-

gles. The Greeks not only had dogs

but took great pains in rearing them,

Plato says to Glaucos in the Republic:

"I see that you raise at your house a

great many dogs for the chase. Do you

take care about breeding and repairing

them? Among animals of good blood

there are always some superior to the

rest." The Romans had hounds, house

dogs, lad dogs and "turnspits." There

was found the famous jucture or fresco

of a Roman watch dog in the ruins of

Pompeii. The animal was fastened by a

chain in the act of leaping savagely at

the intruder. Underneath it were the

words ''Cave CanemT' (Beware of the

Dog), Dogs must have been thoroughly

tamed nearly 2000 years ago, for Cicero

said that their devotion, trust worthiness,

dislike of strangers, their power of scent

and aptitude for the chase prove them to

be formed for the service of man.

It was nearly 3000 years ago, acct rd-

ing to the generally accepted chronology,

that Ulysses returning home from the

siege of Troy, after an absence of twenty

years, was not recognized by his wife or

servants, but bis dog Argus knew him at

once, crawled towards him, licked his

hand and died of joy at seeing his old

master. The memory of the dog is ex-
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traordinary considering how limited his

powers, nor does it always depend upon
nis affection. A Prussian officer return-
ing home after the war did not see his

dog. Presently the animal came tearing
down the road in great excitement, and
rushed into the house overjoyed at find-

ing his old friend. During his rambles
through the town the dog evidently had
struck the scent of his master's foot-

steps, and all his old affection came upon
him like a flood. A dog having lost his

master became in time old and blind and
unable to smell. One day he suddenly
left his place on hearing what seemed fa-

miliar footsteps. He rubbed his face
against the man's stockings, which hap-
pened to be "ribbed," and broke into
extravagant expressions of delight, be-

cause his master wore that kind of stock-
ings. But as soon as the owner of the
stockings spoke the illusion vanished,
the poor dog returned to his corner ap-
parently heart-broken, and the next day
was found dead. These displays of strong
feeling which dogs have toward mankind
led Burns to say: "Man is God of the
dog, he knows no other, and see how he
worships him." And a German writer,

Professor Braubach, maintains that a
dog looks on his master as on a god,
while Pope, the poet, declared that his

tory is fuller of examples of fidelity in

dogs than in friends.—From the Work-
man's Times.

"The Fanciers' Journal" Rii^ht.

Editor Fanciers' Tournai..

I notice in the official report of the

awards at the Boston show in the Ken-

nel Gazettee that Mr. Bellin is given as

the judge of Fox Terriers, Dachshunds,

Terriers, Toy Spaniels and miscellaneous

under twenty-five pounds. In your able

report of the show given at the time
(April 9) you state that "owing to the
serious illness of Mr. T. S. Bellin, one
of the judges, the classes of terriers that
had been assigned him were given by
Mr. Mortimer."
Who is right, the official Gazette or

The Fanciers' Journai^?

"Fox Terrier."

[The Fanciers' Journai, is right.—
Ed. F. J.]

KEKNKL. REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries in this
column; all we ask is that registration be
made on our blank forms which will

be furnished free by sending to this office

for them.

visits.

C. E. MATHER'S Gordon Setter bitch Ch. Becky
Sharp to J. B. Blossom'8 Ch. Beaumont,
April 15, 1^2.

J. B. BLOSSOM'S Irish Setter bitch Donah
(20,925) to his Kelso (Ch. Glencho—Sweet-
heart), April 17, 1892.

LANSDOWNE KENNELS' Bull Terrier Lady
Velma (22,514) to F. W. Moulston't Roscoe
(16,346), May 14, 1892.

Fox Terrier Lansdowne Lorna (22,515) to
owner's Desperado (24,460), March 12, 1892.

Fox Terrier Lansdowne Dimity (22,344) to
owner's Triton (24,542), April 28, 1892.

Fox Terrier Lansdowne Tinny (22.516) to A.
Belmont's Rasper (19,660), May 11, 1892.

NATIONAL BEAGLE KENNELS' Juno H.
(Dan—Anena) to Glenside Kennel's Ch. Tony
Weller, April 18, 1892.

P. M. CARMAN'S Beagle bitch Dell (Victor-
Sylvan) to National Beagle Kennel's, Frank
Forest, Jr., March 5, 1892.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.'S R. C. S. Collie
Clifton Chief (10,445) to Fordhook Fleet
(10,493), May 10, 1892.

R. C. S. Collie the Bard of Fordhook (11,631) to
Perthshire Lassie (4249), May 9, 1892.

R. C. S. Collie Fordhook Quality (14,946) to Lady
Scot (601 1), May 10, 1892.

EBBRHART PUG KENNEL'S (Cincinnati. O.)
Pug I<ady Alma (Eberhart's Cashier—
Mable E.) 17,880 to their Happy Toby (13,901),
May 21, 1892.

W. WEEKS' Pug bitch Judy W. to Ch. Bob Ivy,
May 17, 1892.

SALES.

SHENANGO KENNELS, Sharon, Pa., have sold
the following:

Shenango Pet (Fritz—Dassie), Pug bitch, to
W. F. Edelbrock. St. Cloud, Minn.

Dassie II (Fritz—Dassie), Pug bitch, to Will H.
Croner, Piqua, Ohio.

Faust (Milo—Pansy Blossom), Italian Grey-
hound, to Mrs. J. P. Huntley, Atlanta, Ga.

Milo (Daliel—Flin). Italian Greyhound, to A.
B. Gardner, Dowagiae, Mich.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.,
sold the following:

I^lla Rooke (17,003), Pug bitch, to Ed. F. Milli-
ken, Haselton, O.

Lola (S|K>kane, 13,602—Sara Bernhardt. 20,279},
Pug bitch, to Jackson Sparrow, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Fred (Douglass II, 11,804—Lady Verne, 17,015),
Pug dog, to O. H. Stapleton, Parkersburg,W.
Va.

J. A. JOHNSON, Cochran ville. Pa., sold female
English Beagle pup (McGinty, 24,802—Nellie
Bly II, 21,000), to A. J. Patchin, Somers Lane,
Pa.

Two female English Beagle pups (McGinty,
24,802—Nellie Bly II, 21,000), to John W. Rusk,
Haines Falls, N. Y.

Female English Beagle pup (McGinty, 24'8o2—
Nellie Bly II, 21,000), to Daniel Youug,
Drakestown, N. J.

NAMES CLAIMED.
EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.,

claim the following names:
Kioto, Pug dog, whelped April 13, 1892 (Spo-
kane, 13.602—Sarah Bernhardt, 20,279).

Bradford Ruby, Jr., Pug dog, whelped August
20, 1891 (Bradford Kuby II, 9720—Lady
Thelma, 19,858).

Patsy Bolivar, Pug dogj whe ped December 4,
1890 (Eberhart's Cashier—Flos.sy II.

Queen Zitka, lug bitch, whelped Ap:il 13, 1892
(Spokane, 13,602—Sarah Berhardt, 20,279).

Happy Toby, Pug dog, whelped July i, 1 91
(Spokane, 13,602—Nellie T., 18,809).

Lola, Pug bitch, whelped April 13, 1892 (Spo-
kane, 13.602—Sara Bernharot, 20,279).

F. S HUNT, Schooley's Mt., N. T., claims the
name Lady Somerset for Collie bitch,whelped
February 14, 1892 (Somersett-Royal Beauty).

P. M. CARMAN, Wrightsville, Pa., claims the
name Royal Forest Beagle Kennels for his
kennel of Beagles.

WHELPS.
LANSDOWNE KENNELS' Fox Terrier I^ura

(22,515) whelped three dogs and one bitch by
their Desperado (24,460), May 13, 1892.

RICHARD GRAHAM'S (Mexico, Mo.) Lady Des-
mond (21,689) whelped five dogs by Eberhart
Pug Kennels' Cashier (13,901) May 18.

JAMES BLOSSOM'S Gordon Setter bitch Psyche
(Roy—Dott) whelped five dogs and tour
bitches to his Ch. Beaumont.

FEEDING DOGS.

In the "Scientific Education of Dogs
for the Gun" we find some useful hints

on kennel management. On the subject

of feeding the author says: "Feeding is a

most important point. My habit has al-

wa3's been with regard to puppies up to

four or five months old to feed three

times a day. Breakfast as 7, bread and
new milk; luncheon at 12, strong soup
thickened with boiled oatmeal or bis-

cuit; dinner at six—the principal feed

—

and nothing is better than Spratts bis-

cuits soaked in cold water at night,

boiled in the morning and then mashed
up with the hand into a porridge. Give
boiled cabbage minced up fine and well
mixed with this last twice or thrice a
week. After four or five months omit
the luncheon at 12 and milk altogether,
except occasionally for a variety. Give
soup and bread and all the moderate-
sized bones you can get for breakfast,
and after two or three months more you
can omit the soup and give one biscuit
dry or soaked (I prefer dry) for break-
fast

Make it a hard and fast rule never to
allow any food of j-ny sort, except a bone,
to remain in the dog's pan uneaten. Re-
move it at once as soon as he shows signs
of having satisfied his app)etite, or sooner
if he is a voracious feeder. Never give
any food of any sort which is not per-
fectly sweet and fresh, /. e., in a condi-
tion in which you would eat it yourself.
Every now and then give a dinner of
Aell-cleaned and boiled paunches, or of
fresh cooked meat instead of the bis-,

cuits.

Exercise for Doh^s.

Dr. Gordon Stables, in his " Dog
Owners Kennel Companion and Referee,"

lays great stress on the desirability of

giving abundant exercise to dogs. Exer-

cise is, he says, most essential to the well

being of a dog. A man who keeps his

dog on chain, from one month's end to

another, ought himself to undergo six

weeks of precisely the same punishment.

If we would have our dogs healthy and
happy, comfortable and good temp-
ered, we must give them their free-

dom for some time each day. It is

better to take them for a good run
quite away from home. My own dogs
have a large-sized orchard as a playground
but nevertheless, their delight at getting
beyond ta limits is unbounded. The liver

of a dog is larger i'l proportion to its size

than it is in the humane being, and is

very easily put out of order. If the dog
has plenty of exercise, this organ is sure
to become unsettled, and the health of the
dog thereby injuriously affected.

POULTRY an° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

I. K. Felch says "the score card exam-

ins." We are under the impression that

the judge does the examining. Perhaps it

would be as well to add to Uncle Isaac's

sentence, "and also needs examination."
*

« *
The newspaper profession is proverbal-

ly generous. Occasionally malformation

enters the ranks, and whether suffering

from "hydrocephalus" or the green-eyed

monster, fails to live in the spirit of good

fellowship that characterizes his brother

publishers. In the poultry press there

may be an offender, but we are happy to

announce that the latter is a rara avis.

The publishers of the Poultry Bulletin,

Poultry News and Fanciers' JournaiC
have combined to keep the suffering fan-

ciers during the hot season by offering

the three papers for one year for the

price of I2.25. This is newspaper gener-

osity with a vengeance. Such a "drei-

bund" should capture subscriptions at

100 degrees in the shade.
«

« »
T. F. Burroughs, of Hurffville, N. J.,

the well-known breeder of Cochins, has

been confined to his room by a severe at-

tack of inflammatory rheumatism during

the past three months. We are glad to

state that he is able to be about again,

but unfortunately too late for attending

to this season's crop of chickens.

.*•

Bob Warrington, the Hammonton
champion of the light Brahma, has fallen

in love with the Ancona fowl. He
knows a good thing when he sees it,

does Bob, and it is a wonder why Anco-

nas are not more extensively bred. They
are excellent layers of beautiful white

eggs and also condescend to hatch their

own young.

» »

Hot weather has come to stay, and the

languor induced by it is apt to play havoc

in the chicken business. Swinging in a

hammock under the cooling umbrage of

a stately maple is apt to be preferable to

attending the wants of the feathered

tribe, but the latter need most attention

during the torrid season.

.••

Shade, of course, is absolutely neces-

sary. We all seek it in the summer, and

the beasts are just as much in love with

it. The poultryman who has an orchard

for his chickens to run in is fortunate.

Where natural shade is absent artificial

shelter must be provided. Small sheds

made of cheap boards will answer. Tem-
porary shade can be provided also by

securing evergreen boughs and placing

them on stakes, thus making a roof at

very little cost.

• •

Water is more important than grain

food in summer. Fresh water should al-

ways be accessible. It is true that chick-

ens, like hogs, will drink dirty water, but

that's a poor reason for withholding the

clean article.
«

• •

Skimmed milk, pot cheese and butter-

milk are "growth propellers," and,where

obtainable, should be fed liberally. They
will also save the surplus in the grain

bin.

•••

Separate the cockerels from the pullets

as soon as the former begin to crow.

They will grow faster and the pullets

also.
«
» •

As soon as possible cull the flocks.

Young cockerels are in great demand

during the summer season, and bring ex-

cellent prices.

Most of the fancy breeds can be culled

before they are twenty weeks of age.

Solid colored fowls which depend on

combs and lobes for the chief reasons of

culling can be weeded out at twelve

weeks of age. Brahmas and laced Wy-
andottes require more time than most

breeds as the exact quality is not easily

determined until they have nearly

moulted into the last set of feathers.

•
Experience with silver Wyandotte

cockerels leads us to be very careful in

culling as many of the best birds look

very dark and unpromising while in

chicken feathers. This reminds us of an

all-wise Solomon "whose stuff" appears

in many poultry papers who remarked

of a flock of Wyandottes: "Say, those

chicks are no good. The legs ought to

be yellow, and most of the legs are nearly

black." Yet when moulted the legs of

the chickens were a deep orange yel-

low.

••
Breeders of Barred Plymouth Rocks

are well aware of this, and chicks that

come with yellow legs are invariably apt

to be cockerels, and those apt to be pul-

lets have dark shanks. New beginners

will often condemn the chickens because

of the above, but experience soon teaches

them to be patient and not pitch into a

breeder and his stock until chickens

have reached maturity. There is time

enough to growl then.

•»
This reminds us of a little .«!tory. A

well-known breeder sold a setting of

eggs to a freshman of the fancy. The

latter wrote: "I only hatched nine chick-

ens, and the other four eggs were rotten.

What are you going to do about it?" The

breeder replied as follows: "When I set

thirteen eggs I never expect to get a sin-

gle chick; when by some act of Provi-

dence the eggs do hatch I expect the

chickens will not live. If they do live

I expect they will be weaklings, and

should I be fortunate enough to raise

the chickens to maturity I expect them

all to be scrubs. As your success has

been so poor, although good in compari-

son to mine, I return you the money,

hoping the latter may find its way to

some fancier and breeder whose expecta-

tions are higer than mine and possibly

equal to yours, which latter fact I serious-

ly doubt."

••
James E. Hazard, whose silver span-

gled Hamburghs are famous throughout

the land, writes us as follows: "I am
pleased to inform you that I had excel-

lent success so far this season with my
hatches. My early hatches did not pan

out very well as the season has been very

backward. I attribute it to the fact that

my fowls were confined to the house and

had very little exercise. I have now 135

chicks, all hatched last month (May), a

few in April. That has been my expe-

rience, never having had any success

with early hatches, but when fowls can

get out and catch the 'spring fever' the

eggs hatch out like pop corn."

•••

The above contains a lesson that should

be well heeded. The natural breeding

season is in the spring. Nature has

ordained it thus, and while man may
change the natural breeding season of

fowls, the results except with Asiatic and

American breeds are seldom satisfactory.

April, May and Jime are the royal
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months for hatching Hamburghs, Games,

Leghorns and Spanish.

«
« «

The Feathered World contains the fol-

lowing:

"Weakness of the legs occurs both in chickens

or ducks and in young pigeons. In the former

it may proceed from several causes, but no doubt

it is very frequently due to want of proper food

and eaercise, and improper sheltering accommo-

dation. Bone-meal should be added to the food

from time to time, and some simple tonic in the

form of iron, either by placing rusty nails in the

drinking water, or what is better, a few grams

of citrate of iron (a dark brown flaky substance,

obtainable at any chemist's). Too much care

cannot be taken to provide a perfectly dry shelter

for night. Chickens and ducklings can run

about in the wet all day without being the worse

for it; but if they are Jcompelled to go to bed at

night, as is frequently the case, in a dirty, wet,

malodorous box or corner, it is hardly to l>e

expected that they will keep well and healthy.

With regard to young pigeons which show symp-

toms of leg-weakness, an occasional pellet made

up of bread and bone-dust will be found highly

oeneficial. See also that the water to which the

old birds have access is provided with an iron

tonic, as suggested above.'"

The above advice is old and well-

seasoned, but we are decidedly skeptical

regarding the use of bone-meal as a

remedy for leg weakness. The latter is

due to a number of causes, and while

the above comments of our contempo-

rary indicate that alack of bone produc-

ing food is the cause of leg weakness, we

cannot accept the bone-meal as a cure.

Chickens fed on rich food and kept on

hot floors of artificial brooders are more

susceptible to leg weakness. To feed

them bone-meal is a waste of material

and money. A physician who was asked

what was best for removing corns, re-

plied, "remove the cause." This applies

to brooder chicks that are affected with

leg weakness. We have cured such

cases by simply placing the chickens on

the grass or mother earth for a few days.

By examining the brooder chicks one will

find the scales on the legs entirely dried

up,the secreted oil being driven offby the

excessive heat. Chickens having free

range are seldom if ever troubled by leg

weakness, but it is always well to have

the grain food consist at least for the

first two weeks, partly of bran and oats

which are muscle and bone forming

food necessary to the growth of the

foetus, and bone-meal was prescribed as

a remedy without, however, alleviating

the difficulty. Cows fed on a ration con-

sisting of bran principally before calv

ing, will seldom "slink" their calves.

This a leaf from experience, and can

well be applied in a different way to the

hen that lays eggs and the chick that

grows bone and muscle. Remember no

amount of oyster shells or bone-meal

will prevent an over fat hen from laying

soft shelled eggs. "Remove the cause"

is the best remedy.

The secretary read correspondance from
different exhibitors in regard to the

system they preferred to have the birds

judged by, score card or comparison, and
the score card was in the majority ten to

one, so the society concluded to have
the next show judged by the score card.

A unanimous vote of thanks was tendered
to judge J. Y. Bicknell, of Buffalo, N. Y.,

for his fair and impartialjudging at their

last exhibition, 1891. They have now
one hundred and twenty-five members
in good standing, five new members were
elected and four proposed. The commit-
tee on revising the premiums of the

Berks County Agricultural Society re-

ported seeing the same and they have
raised the premium to $2 for first, and $1

for second. They will also offer specials

on poultry,something that has never been
done Ijefore. The boys will give them a

grand exhibit. Come and see it.

Dominique.

ville, for I believe that the liberality of

these men should l>e encouraged. I in-

tend to write to England at once and get

some of the Fan breeders to send their

birds over. I believe in a show open to

the world, not a private affair, where a

little coterie get together.

I told the Nashville men plainly that I

was afler thetn first, and not let ilieni get

one Fan premium if I could help it, and
they din't get at all angry over it, either.

I hope that now that the ball is started

the fanciers will keep it rolling, and I

trust that you will see fit to speak edito-

rially of the matter. Very respectfully,

F. M. Gilbert.
EvANSviLLE, Ind., June 20, 1892.

SHADE AND WATER.

BY C. S. VALENTINE.

A GREAT SHOW.

The Reading (Pa.) Show.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The Berks County Poultry and Pigeon

Association have changed their annual

meeting from September to June. The

following officers were elected for the

ensuing year: President, A. O. Good;

vice-president, Bernard Mohan ;secretary,

W. S. Miller; treasurer, John Rehner;

Executive Committee, James E. Redcay,

James Orth, Herman Selig, W. Harry

Ore, Peter Orth, J. Lott, J. S. Miller,

AUentown; A. R. Schaunauer, Keinholds

Station; J. G. Werner, Mohn store;

Wayne Steffy, Adamstown. They had a

rousing meeting and are very urgent for

their next exhibition. Date not fixed

yet.

The secretary and treasurer made their

annual report. All debts paid in full and

two hundred and fifty dollars in the

treasury for a start for their next show.

Nashville, Tenn., Proposes to Hold
the Banner Pigeon Show of

America — Five Thou-
sand Dollars in

Premiums.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I was visited yesterday by a delegation

of the Nashville fanciers, who laid before

me their plans for the great show they

propose to give.

Their idea is a good one and I think

will meet with the approval of all fan-

ciers. It is to make their premiums so

large that the show will not be "all glory"

as far as premiums are concerned, but

the said premiums will pay an exhibitor's

expenses and leave him something

over.

They already have some $1500 in spe-

cials subscribed, and I should not be at

all surprised if they get up $5000 for pre-

miums before they get through.

If they do this it will be the pigeon

show of this century, and this will get

together a lot of fine birds, the equals of

which were never seen in America. Just

as the biggest premiums bring together

the grandest running, trotting and pac-

ing horses in the world, so do the big-

gest premiums bring together the finest

pigeons.
I have never yet shown my birds (and

I have always won nearly all the pre-

miums offered) when the prizes paid me
for entry fees and expressage, to say

nothing of my own expenses. I have

always shown forty to fifty birds, where
one of them was worth far more than all

the premiums offered in the class in

which they were shown.
This thing of shipping a $100 bird hun-

dreds of miles to take chances on win-

ning a $2 or I4 premium is not business

The loss of one bird means too much,
and it is always the best one that goes. I

do not breed Fans for what I can make
out of them, as I am a

a dealer, but it does
business man, that we have been taking

desperate chances for premiums that are

ridiculously low, considering the value

of our birds.

Nashville, having decided to open the

ball in good shape, deserves credit for it,

and the fanciers should begin to lay their

plans to be there.

As I am interested in Fans alone I will

give my brother fanciers in this variety

an idea of what they may expect. The
Nashville men have so far arranged for

the following, and they tell me that there

is more in sight:

For best collection white plain Fans,

propertv of one individual, |ioo; for best

Fan C( ck ('92 hatch), $25; for best Fan
hen ('92 hatch), $25; for best pair mated
Fans (aged), $10; for second best pair

mated Fans (aged), I5.
And they say there are a lot of specials

still to be added to this. Compare I165
and a fine lot of specials to the measly

little |6 ($4 to first and $2 to second) that

we have been showing for and I think

any fancier will see why I at once en-

gaged with the Nashville men to be on
hand at their show if I am alive.

No matter whether my birds are in any

other show or not, they will be at Nash-

Although we all find more or less ways

of piling up expenses, it is still true that

most of the great essentials of life may
be had without effort or expense; air,

water and sunshine are free to all. And
we find that the same rule holds good in

a degree with regard to our birds. Fresh

air, shade, sunshine and water are almost

the only great essentials aside from food

and proper shelter, and they are all free.

Indeed "free as air" is one of our com-

monest expressions.

From now during the coming two or

three months, sunshine is a little too

free perhaps in some quarters. Two of

the most absolute necessities for this sea-

son will be shade and water, and I doubt

if any two items necessary to the comfort

and health of the birds, both old and

young, are so commonly withheld from

"fancier" and not
seem to me, as a

them through neglect. Food is gener-

ally considered a thing of necessity, at

least to the growing chicks. The need
for keeping the flocks free from the in-

roads of lice has been so continually

dinned into the ears of all the derelict in

regard to this duty that most of them
have at least a pricking conscience if the

duty is not performed. But I think
there are yet very many to whom it

never occurs that there is need to pro-

vide shade and water in such wise that

they shall be constantly accessible to the
helpless^-often hapless—fowls. Some-
times the older birds are confined in

houses which are not sheltered from the

sun; sometimes they are restricted to

yards where the same conditions prevail.

In either case they must suffer cruelly

during the hot days of midsummer. And
it may prove that this is the case in the

yards of even one who thinks himself
progressive. A man sometimes makes
nis worst mistake just when he is getting

out of the old ruts into new ways. Where
new houses have been built there is

quite sure to have been a striving to

gain all the sunshine possible in the short

winter days, and to this end the houses

have been made to face the south or

southeast, and they have thus become
almost literally ovens during the heated

term—ovens where the lading flocks

must almost suffocate.

The yards may be planted with young
fruit trees, but for a year or two these

will furnish but little shade, and various

expedients must be resorted to for sup-

plying this absolute need. Temporary
shelters, consisting merely of a double

roof of boards, wind-swept underneath

from every side, may be of considerable

help. Sunflowers, or any tall, large-

leaved annual, or a heavy row of mam-
moth corn (the latter preferably outside)

along the south or west side of the yard

will give a good degree of shade by mid-

summer. Weeds in a chicken yard are

an eye-sore, but even weeds in their tall-

est tallness are to l)e preferred to no
shade. I have seen chicks show a de-

cided fondness for a magnificent bur-

dock, the only object furnishing shade

which their yard contained, and any
large-leaved vines are a delight to them
in hot days.

Then, too, this is a matter which affects

the pocket book of the owner as well as

the comfort of the flock, this extreme

heat is almost as fatal to the prospects of

the egg basket as is the most nipping

cold of winter— a point which few stop

to considered. For with flocks that are

properly cared for otherwise, but sub

jected "
'
*^~

number of eggs gathered when the ther-
mometer climbs up into the nineties will
be in inverse ratio, decreasing as the heat
increases.

Many yards are so situated that, with-
out a thought from their owners, the
fowls are able to "find for themselves"
in this regard, where there are nunierous
buildings in the range, these will furnish
shade, and if there are troughs for the
watering of the stock, or springs and
streams at hand, the fowls will, of course,
help themselves. I think there is no
animal under our care that suffers from
heat and lack of water as do our fowls;
there are none that seek the water so
often, there are none, it seems to me,
that dnnk so much in proportion to their
size. Almost whenever a hen sees a pool
or a vessel of water, no matter what its

character, she is tempted to take a sip.

It makes little difference, so far as her
action is concerned, whether the water
be fresh or stale, healthful or polluted
with every unclean thing. There may
be vessels of pure, cool water in three
corners of the yard, but if the fowl hap-
pens to spy a filthy pool as she wanders
about in the fourth corner, she must have
her liquid refreshment then and there.

But, if it makes no difference as to her
action, whether the water be pure or
filthy, it makes every difference as to re-

sults. That ugly fourth corner may mean
the loss of the whole flock through the
quick action of sonte filth di.sease, hence,
it is of the utmost importance not only
fresh water be liberally provided, but
that every source of contagion through
impure water be at once removed. Care-
ful as we always try to be in this matter,
two years ago we lost several hens from
a disease having nearly every symptom
of cholera, and this with several drinking
vessels well supplied with pure water, at
frequented places in the yards. But
the hens would persist in drinking, if it

were a whit more convenient, at a neg-
lected break in a waste drain. And, like
the majority of mankind, not until

several fowls were ill were we pricked to

the point of making time for the proper
care of the break. Well, indeed, that it

was no member of the family ill, instead
of the birds.

About that tri-weekly "smelling at the
beak" of each fowl, apparently com-
mended by the correspondent of the
Feathered World.—Pah! The most
ardent fancier couldn't remain a fancier

long, if he had to resort to this, and as to

the business henman, by the time he had
smelled of several hundred, three times a
week for about six months, he would be
ready to join the eager cry of some
cranks that poultry don't pay. And I

guess it wouldn't, at that price. Besides

if there is anything in the idea that roup
is allied to diphtheria, it would be a

rashly dangerous thing to do, even if one
could stand all the rest. What does Dr.

Roth think?

Patagronian Rabbits.

"C. McGregor, New York, sends the

following inquiry: "I appeal to you to

furnish the information required on the

following matter. Please tell me where

in this country I can obtain a pair of

Patagonian rabbits. I look to you as an

authority on this subject. If you cannot

furnish the required information imme-

diately, would you be so kind as to in-

quire through the colunms of your valua-

ble paper." We submitted the above

letter to John K. Diehl who has had con-

siderable experience with rabbits and

pets of all kinds. He replied as follows:

In reply to your letter regarding Pata-

gonian rabbits, I will state that I know
of no one in this country at present who
has that variety, they are a fair sized

rabbit, thick coated, with mediutn long

hair inclined to be coarse. Oiar climate

does not appear to agree with them,

hence they are seldom to be met with

here. John E. Dikhl.

Philadelphia, Pa.. June 18, 1892.

to intense shelterless heat, the

-—Broilers brought |i.20 a pair the last

week in February.

—Start your incubator experience with

a 100 egg machine. Increase your capa-

city as your education increases.

—A farmer left his incubator at a criti-

cal time to dabble in political affairs.

The eggs were cooked. Moral, never

mix up politics with chickens.
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SOUTHERN CORRESPONDENCE

DC^JTH IN DIXIE.

Ne-ws and Notes From the South-
laud.

From a Staff Correspondent.

I am sorry that such an estimable gen-

tleman as Dr. S. T. Lea. has advertised his

hostility to Ross Smith by his card in a

late number of The Fanciers' Journai.

by proclaiming his intention to have

nothing to do with the Charleston show.

The association and the show needs the

support of such men as Dr. Lea. It is to

be hoped that he will re-consider his

hasty action, which is certainly in bad

taste just at this time, as it will tend to

put a damper on the enthusiasm which

would obtain were the breeders of South

Carolina united and unanimous for the

show, and the success of the poultry in-

terests of the state. There is considera-

ble hostility to Mr. Smith in other quar-

ters, which is already having an injurious

effect, and the result I predict, will be

two shows in South Carolina next winter.

BLOOD WILL TELL.

At the farm of Maurice Weslosky, near

Albany, this state, a Plymouth Rock hen

was set on sixteen eggs—thirteen Rock

eggs and three eggs of common stock.

The eggs were fertile, the hen a good

sitter, and sixteen chicks were hatched

out. But the hen did not eye the three

common chicks with tender glances, nor

regard them with motherly affection.

Being of blue blood herself, in which

there was no adulteration, she did not

take kindly to the three mongrels, and

showed her dislike for them in various

ways. After the chicks were about a

week old, and she had been let out of the

coop, she stood eyeing them one day, and
then suddenly pounced on them and put
a speedy end lo their existence. Now
here is a decided case of race instinct.

That hen knew the three chicks were
not Plymouth Rocks, and perhaps,

afraid of being accused of miscegenation,

or looked upon by the head of the hen
harem as guilty of adultery or some-
thing akin, she determined to put the
fruits of her seeming guilt out of sight,

and she did so. Who says blood will not

tell, even in fowls?

SPORTS.

I never have believed in "sports,"

and when I rtad of this white fowl, or
that black fowl, being a new variety,

"sports" from a certain breed, I iaward-
ly exclaimed "humbug," though I never
have written a line in disbelief of, or
opposition to, so-called sports. And I

can't say now that I believe in "sports,"

or the actual propagation of any variety

of fowls in this way. But I have had my
skepticism and unbelief terribly shaken,
right here in my own yards. I have a

pure white Wyandotte chick from a pen
of silver Wyandottes, and a white Coch-
in, from a pen of Partridge Cochins.
And I positively know that there has
been no possible chance for a cross, as I

have no white fowls, and my neighbors,
who are not close, have none. Now,
these two white chicks are most as-

suredly "sports," and I shall watch their

development with interest. In an experi-

ence of twenty-five years inbreeding fine

fowls, these are the first "sports" that

have ever come under my observation in

my own yards, and I am partially con-
vinced against my own will, that

"sports" may occasionally happen. But
to say that certain varieties of fowls are

the result of "sports" is quite a diflferent

thing. Such a freak of nature may
never happen in the yards of a thousand
breeders in a life time. And to have a
new variety offered for sale by a number
of breeders at the same time, and adver-
tised as "sports" in a poultry yard are

fowl albinos. In this connection it

would be well to remember that

albinos among the millions of ne-
groes in the United States is an ex-
ceedingly rare occurrence, while in

Africa albinos are unknown. Another
singular fact is that albinos never happen
among the white race. And, while an
occasional white chick may result from
black fowls, or spangled fowls, like the
Wyandottes, I am very skeptical with
reference to black chicks resulting from
white fowls. Does such a thing really

ever happen?

ANOTHER IDOL DEMOLISHED.

I have stoutly maintained and have
written columns in support of the idea
that Harabugs never, no never, set. And
I have answered queries in the negative
to enlighten amateur breeders when
asked for information on this subject.

And I have as uncompromisingly de-
clared that Polish never have any desire
lo incubate, and yet I now have a silver

Polish hen, in whose blood there is no
taint, off with a brood of seventeen
chicks, and she makts a most excellent
mother; I never saw a better one for

chicks. And I have a silver spangled
Hamburg hen sitting! Thus one by one
do our beliefs perish and are demolished
by cold, hard facts. It is hard to un-
learn, yet we must all do so. After this

it must be said that non-sitters do some-
times set, paradoxical as it may seem.
But the other Hamburg hens dou't like
it. As the Jews refuse to recognize and
outlaw one of their race who apostatizes

and becomes a Christian, so, I fancy, the
Hamburgs are down on one of their breed
who gives the lie to all their traditions
by sticking to a nest for the purpose of
playing mother to a lot of measly chicks.
I fancy this is the case, for when my
Hamburg hen comes off the nest to feed
the others pitch on her and show their
displeasure by pulling bunches of feath-

ers out of her and vigorously and vicious-

ly pecking at her. Now, I don't blame
the Hamburg for setting. Hens which
lay an egg every day nearly the year
round need some rest. It would seem as
if the.se everlasting layers, the non-sit-
ters, would wear out with constant and
incessant ^%'g laying. If they set once
during the year it would not hurt them
any, but would give them a rest they
richly deserve.

POETIC JUSTICE.

A hawk which had been annoying a
poultry yard fell one day with a broken
wing, and the fowls, great and small,
immediately pounced on him and seemed
determined to end his existence, where-
upon the hawk begged vigorously for his
life. "Nay," cried the old fowls, "you
have had several meals off of our chicks
and now we intend to have a meal of
hawk meat." "But I never injured you,"
replied the hawk, addressing the rooster,

who appeared to be spokesman for the
other fowls. "Maybe, but that was be-
cause you did not happen to catch me
when I was younger. However, you
have injured and molested my relatives,

and I shall have no mercy on )'ou."

And with that the fowls all seized the
hawk and tore him to pieces.

Moral.—Injuries are always remem-
bered, and, though they may not be re-

sented at the time received owing to cir-

cumstances, the final day of reckoning
comes sometime.

POOR HATCHES.

Complaint is made of bad hatches all

over the South this season where hens
have been used. Eggs have not hatched
well owing to the very changeable spring
weather, which has been something like
the poet described it:

First it rained, and then it blew,

And then it friz, and then it snew.

In fact, the weather during March,
April and May was hot and cold period-
ically, like a fellow with the ague. And
occasionally it was hot and cold at the
same time, which was hard on the fowls
and eggs both. Late hatches will be
more numerous than usual, but there
will be birds enough of good quality for

the winter shows. Speaking of

late HATCHES

I am decidedly m favor of them. All
my best fowls were hatched last August
and September. I mean the pullets I

am using as breeding stock this season.
With me the late hatched birds have al-

ways been the most vigorous and the
exempt from disease and deformities. I

believe in hatching every month in the
year. And this idea is taking root fast

among breeders. The old theory that
summer and fall hatched chicks were no
good is being relegated to the rear as we

progress in poultry culture, which we are

doing rapidly. Of course birds for the
show room must be got out early, and it

the season and conditions are all right

these early birds make winter layers.

Here in Georgia we can hatch chicks
during the winter, and it is not an un-
usual sight to see hens with broods of
chicks in December, January and Feb-
ruary.

THE POULTRY HUCKSTER.
I believe I was among the first to openly

denounce the nefarious and piratical

practice of hucksters carrying off honors
entitled to honest breeders. I refer here
to the fellow who never raises exhibition
birds yet always has birds to exhibit

—

purchased birds—which he palms oflF on
the innocent buyer in the show room as

his own stock. There are fellows who
pose as breeders who never exhibit birds
raised by themselves. They keep a few
measly hens, and just before show time
they purchase a lot of the best birds they
can get, and perhaps steal prizes and
honors from deserving men who bred
the birds they exhibit. I see but one
remedy for this dastardly, dishonest and
unfair practice. Make the exhibitor take
oath that he is a breeder; that he breeds
the varieties placed on exhibition; that
the birds in question were raised by him
or for him from eggs from his own yards,

and that they were not bought for exhi-
bition and speculative purposes. But
there are breeders who raise birds for

EXHIBITION PURPOSES ONLY.
and who supply the hucksters with what
stock they want. Now, I have no ob-
jection to a reputable breeder buying
birds. All breeders do so more or less.

Sometimes a cock, cockerel or a few hens
or pullets are needed when a breeder
makes up his show pens or coops. Dis-

ease or accident may have deprived him
of matings. He is justified in calling

on his brother breeders for birds to fill

out with. That is perfectly legitimate;

but the man who deliberately buys a trio,

a pen or a dozen varieties or more for

purely speculative purposes and exhibits

them and sells them in the show room,
this cunning and deceptive huckster
should be ruled out and kept out. I am sur-

prised that I. K. Felch defends the huck-
sters. Uncle Isaac and myself have had
tilts on this question before, and, al-

though I have great regard for him as a
man, as a breeder and as an honest, con-
scientious judge, I regret that he has
placed himself on record in antagonism
to honest breeders like himself, in up-
holding a most pernicious custom, which
is growing every year, and which will in

time make the poultry industry of the
country a vast speculative, gambling ma-
chine, in which the legitimate breeder
will be absorbed and become a nonen-
tity in the mad rush and overwhelming
scramble of speculation in fowls for

show purposes. The huckster business
is a knotty one to settle. Of course we
all want to sell fowls. That's what we
are in the business for. Now, if the pur-

chaser of show birds would exhibit them
as "bred by Paul Jones and owned and
exhibited by John Blank" the breeder
would receive credit for his work, while
the purchaser and owner would also come
in for his share of the honors. Suppose
judges and others consider this latter

proposition. An agreement of this kind
would settle the vexed question of huck-
ster exhibitors. J. H. Davis.

THEORY VS. PRAOTIOB.

BY H. B. CBER.

The chicken breeders down this way
don't have time to "whip the devil round

the stump" and digest several columns

of theory to get a few grains of practi-

cal information. These are busy times,

and busy fanciers prefer "hot shot,"

straight to the point, to sev Tal columns

of "space fillings."

The Fanciers' Journal has been

coming to us for some months past, and

we have been reading up some on Dr.

Roth's "Diseases of Poultry" articles,

and while the learned doctor uses a good

many words and phrases that we do not

readily catch on to, and that might be

appreciated by a graduating medical

class, yet we believe there is a shorter

and better way to give in our experience

and offer our suggestions to the inexpe-
rienced in the poultry business.

AS TO DYSENTERY

the doctor's pill treatment might do for
some, but we beg to be excused. When
we get down to giving our chickens, old
or young, pills, we will haul down our
sign. Not that we feel too stuck up to
give a chicken anything that will better
its condition, but because we long ago
found out how to cure dysentery in a
much easier and more simple way.
Whenever our fowls or chickens show

a tendency to scouring (dysentery) we
simply put a little blue stone (sulphate
of copper) in their drinking water; just
enough to make the water brackish and
dark looking, and in a very short time
the dysentery is checked and their drop-
pings natural colored—dark and light,

mixed and firm. We have practiced this

for ten years, and want no better treat-

ment for dysentery. It is a cheap rem-
edy and one easily administered.
As to the doctor's great

LONG STORY ABOUT THE GAPES

and gape worms, earth worms and what
not,his theory may be all right—on paper,
but it don't take down this way. We
find here that little chickens entirelyfree
of lice do not have the gapes. Nearly
every p>oultry keeper about Nashville
will testify to this fact, also that chickens
that have lice about them very often
have the gapes. Now, here is a pointer
for the theorist, a fact bom of practical
experience.
We do not believe in the earth worm

theory of gapes, because we have known
lice-infested chickens that were confined
in coops with wooden bottoms to have
the gapes, and we have never known a
chicken free of lice to take the gapes.

In most poultry yards not one little

chicken in fifty will get an earthworm
once a week. On the other hand, every
last one of them will get lice on them,
with the consequent gapes if they are
neglected.
Whether the

LICE CAUSES the GAPES

or not we do not know, and we do not
care, but it looks very much that way.
We do know that we can ward off the
gape by keeping free of the lice, and that
is enough for all practical purposes.
As to that

GREAT BIG MYTH—CHOLERA—
it stands out in bold relief as a monument
to ignorance and inexperience.
Why wrestle with a "spook?" There

is nothing real about chicken cholera
and no one can define it. The experi-
enced breeder can see right through it.

Put a flock of fowls in a bare yard and
feed them on pure grain, green food and
water, and will they have chicken chol-
era? No, sir. Throw the carcass of a
decaying fowl or animal in their yard, or
let them ramble about among the weeds
and odd nooks about the place and dis-

cover some decaying animal matter and
partake of it, and—presto! the cholera

rageth. Oh, ye learned ones! Pure food
will not produce disease of the bowels,
intestines or the blood, but impure mat-
ter will soon disease all.

Decaying animal matter, maggots,
maggots—that is chicken cholera. What
causes it? Oversight, neglect, indiffer-

ence.
It sweeps the country. It decimates

the flocks on every farm and thins the
ranks of the alley-pickers in the village

and city. When does it do this? In the
autumn of the year, when the impure is

the more impure and the buzzard sails

low in quest of his prey.
Keep the grass and weeds low about

the premises, watch the odd nooks and
comers, and bury quickly all impure
matter. Feed regularly and moderately
on pure health-giving food and defy
chicken cholera.

Nashville, Tenn.
—--

—The Asiatic fowls make poor setters.

They are too clumsy.

—It is best not to let the pullet set.

She is risky. Employ the two-year-old

bens.

—The immense popularity of the Per-

fect Pocket Printer can be adjudged by
the fact that over 1,000,000 of these out-

fits have been sold. A sample will be
sent by R. H. Ingersoll & Bro., 65
Cortlandt Street, New York City, poet-

paid, for 15 cents.
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CHIPS FROM THE POULTRY BLOCK.

Fleeing Fancies Nipped on the
Wing" for Our Readers.

BY TRIXIE.

The average farm journal does the

poultry interest much injury and but

little good at the best. The farmer has

found his farm journal reliable upon all

subjects pertaining to farm crops and
live stock and so when he concludes to

try poultry and desires information upon

some pointer or atiother he goes to this

same trustworthy source for his informa-

tion. Does he get it? The individual

who runs this department usually knows
nothing except what he reads in his ex-

changes about the subject, yet he is will-

ing to give his advice upon all and every

phase of the business.

Here is a case that fully illustrates the

point I wish to make "W. H. L.," of

Lexlie, CoU, is desirous, as appears from
his question of giving artificial incuba-
tion a trial, so he writes the Western
Rural and American Stockman for some
information and he gets quite a dose of
it.

"Is of a reliable man to
deal with and is his incubator of value ?"

Messrs. Rankin, Pressey, Williams and
others note the answer. "But few of the
incubators are of sufficient merit to com-
mand them to public favor." We know
nothing of the party enquired of or his
machine, but that answer is misleading
and far from the true facts in the case.

While none now upon the market are
of any value unless intelligently operated
we do believe all, nearly all, will do the
work for which they are intended when
they are in the hands of one who has
given his machine sufficient study to
thoroughly comprehend it, knows its

whims and knows how to humor them.
No one else can wrest success from the
"iron monster."
Some twelve years ago or more, when

artificial incubation in this country was
in its infancy, there was a long discus-
sion carried on through the Poultry
World upon the subject. It for months
was argued pro and con, and many at
the time thought that the bottom had
been knocked entirely out of artificial

incubation, but it only gave it new life.

Set men of inventive instinct to studying
to devise means by which to overcome
the imperfections that had been |>ointed
out during the "war of words," and as a
result we have quite a number of ma-
chines that can be depended upon to do
the work assigned to them. We hear
less croaking and also less senseless
claims of what incubators will and will
not do.

It appears that artificial incubation ex-
erts a different influence upon different
species of fowl kind. We have no less
an authority for this than Uncle Isaac—he
ought to know. In a late issue of the
Farmer and Fancier he claims (can't
quote his exact language as I have not
the paper before me) that through the
influence of artificial incubation the Leg-
horns of to-day are smaller than they
were formerly. In Poultry Culture, I

believe it is, he set up the claim that
ducks hatched in incubators make larger
and better ones than those hatched and
reared by nature's methods. Here is food
for thought. For my part, I would like
to know the why and wherefore of this
doctrine as promulgated by our esteemed
father in poultry culture. Uncle in the
same article makes some wild, very wild,
statements, but the weather is too hot to-

day for me to don my war paint. Better
give him plenty of rope and let him hang
himself—I believe he will yet.

Have exhibitors no rights that show
associations are bound to respect? Such
appears to be the fact from your "Notes
in Passing" of June 18. Until common
mankind become angels and saints, it

will be hard to find judges that can tram-
ple under foot their dislikes and do an
enemy exact justice in the show room.
This IS not natural, and I don't complain
of the fact, but a breeder who wishes to
exhibit at a certain show should be ac-

corded a respect flit hearing when he finds

an enemy of his selected to pass judg-
ment in the classes he proposes to ex-

hibit in, and for the good of the show
and all parties concerned the best ar-

rangement possible should be made.
Again, we may have not the least ob

jection to the judge as a man, but think
his place could be better filled by another
judge. Then must we "suck our thumb"
and remain silent? Let us suppose a
case. New York, say, is going to have a
show; she selects a number of judges,
among the rest appears Uncle Isaac, who
knows, if anyone does, a Brahma clean
through and through. Everyone would
expect him to be selected to judge that
class. Suppose that John Jones, who has
judged poultry at two or three country
fairs or obscure poultry shows, should be

fiven that class, would not the Brahma
reeders be justified in remonstrating

and seeking a change? It would appear
that they would.
Oh, such things as that never occur !

Don't they? Turn to your kennel editor
and ask him what is the row up at To-
ronto, and he'll tell you the Terrier men
are dissatisfied with the judge for Terrier
classes. Not that Mr. Wheeler is not a
man to be trusted, but that Mason and
Mortimer, the two best Terrier j udges in

America, are both engaged for this same
show, and in justice to the Terrier ex-
hibitors one or the other should be given
this class, and we believe their appeal
will and should be heard and the change
made.

FRILLS.

Pigeon Notes and News from, the

Hub.

BY ORIENTAL.

Laying before me is the "Detroit Inter-

national Fair" premium list. Looking
over the prize list I at last reach "class
67" for pigeons. I confess I am most
agreeably surprised to notice the classi-

fication. How different from the general
prize list sent out year after year by
many of our leading associations. All

pigeons are to be exhibited "singly" in

coops supplied by the association "free

of charge." The small sum of twenty-
five cents is charged as entrance fee and
the premiums are %2 for first, %i for

second, beside the chance of winning a

I5. sweepstake open to the following:

Best Pouter, Carrier, Barb, Jacobin, Tur-
bit, Fantail.

Many of the regular poultry and
pigeon associations will do well to get a
copy of the Detroit prize list and copy
the classification for their forthcoming
shows. I like to see a liberal prize list,

but I do not think it is good policy to

offer prizes on the same bird twice simply
because one happens to have a few feath-

ers on the legs. Again another has a

crest back of its head while perhaps its

nest mate may be in another class with-

out any "crest" or feathers down the

legs. Nothing causes more interest

round the show pen than strong compe-
tition. A prize won in strong competi-
tion against half a dozen gooid breeders

is much more creditable than half a
dozen won in a class where there is no
competitor.

New York and Philadelphia last winter
had about thirty-two classes for Fantails

alone. The Detroit Association gives just

six classes for Fantails, three for cocks
and three for hens. I consider this

liberal enough as it gives all colors a
chance to compete. This prize list makes
no distinction in "crested, booted or
smooth, head" all have a chance to win
the money if superior in quality to the
other competitors. I hope each class

will have at least fifteen entries. It is

hard on any association to give more
money in prizes than they receive in

entry fees year after year. Any variety

that will not fill after two trials so that

an association can cover its expenses,
should be cut out and made to compete
in the "any variety class."

Taken "all in all" the Detroit prize list

is liberal and at the same time it shoves

that some one of the committee was well

posted on all things pertaining to the
classification of pigeons. Now show
your birds and try to win the prizes with-

out any regard to whether your birds ate

crested or smooth head Owls or Fantails.

The distance is probably too much to re-

ceive much support from eastern breed-
ers. I have thought many times when
looking over the prize list of some asso-

ciation located at some far distant point
what a grand scheme it would be if a lot

of fanciers located too far away to attend
the show themselves would come to-

gether and contribute so much each to

the expense of sending a man to look out
for the stock of such fanciers. It seems
to me that the stock ought to "pull out"
the cost jf worth showing anywhere.

I received a call from Mr. James
Gould, of Baltimore, last Thursday, i6th,

who has been taking a trip through the
east previous to settling down to "matri-
monial duties." I was pleased to show
Mr. Gould my stock, some of which are
bound for the Baltimore lofts. There is

no doubt but the Turbit is fast getting a
strong hold on the Baltimore fanciers

and from the conversation I had with
Mr.Gould I am well satisfied that some of
the Baltimore lofts contain many "extra
fine" birds in this popular variety. It

must be a source of great satisfaction to

Messrs. Ragan and Gould (after their un-
fortunate loss of the black Turbit shown
by them last winter) that they have
another in the loft superior to the bird
recently deceased. Perhaps it may be
mteresting to some of the eastern breed-
ers of Turbits to | know these gentlemen
on receiving a letter from another breed-
er inquiring the price of this bird (about
a week before his death) sent a reply
stating their price to be I125. Another
bird in the same loft, a "yellow cock," is

described as having a head like a "bull."

Most fanciers know what that mean!».

The sort we all like to own. I am in-

formed also that Mr. W. L. Levering has
many fine birds to exhibit in his loft of
Turbits.

The breeding season is reported to be
rather unsatisfactory in the South so far

on account of the unsettled weather. I

am inclined to think many fanciers be-

gin too early. I seldom get my loft ar-

ranged for breeding before the second
week in April, consequently it is May be-

fore I have any young stock to care for.

What cold we have after this will not af-

fect the youngsters much. I am very
careful about having my windows open
before the hot weather has fully set in,

and would advise fanciers who are away
all day to pay close attention to this. 1

never found a lot of birds killed by suffo-

cation in a properly built loft, but a lot

of youngsters exposed for two or three

hours to a strong "east wind" blowing
through one or more open windows will

soon go wrong. It is very common oc-

currence for fanciers located round Bos-

ton to feel these east winds (towards

evening) when the day has been the hot-

test.

There seems to be considerable talk in

The Fanciers' Journal about "blue
ointment." Some seem to think the

very sight of the mercury would affect,

or would endanger, their lives. 1 use it

all the time, and find it the most able as-

sistant a fancier can have in his loft dur-

ing the breeding season. I have read

considerable about "air-slaked lime" for

keeping down vermin, but I have failed

to derive much benefit from its use. In

fact, I have found thousands of those

"little black parasites" (so common to

the pigeon loft) to breed in nests boxes
having a plentiful supply of it. The two
most successful doses I have found to de-

stroy lice and parasites is blue ointment
and kerosene oil, and I award them plen-

ty of it. When I clean out the nest boxes

I take with me a small pail containing

kerosene and a painter's brush about

three inches wide. I give all the comers
a good washing, also along the joints,

anywhere where I think any of these lit-

tle terrors have a chance to secrete them-
selves. The oil will penetrate every

crevice, and it is "sure shot" every

time.

On the breeding birds I use the "blue

ointment," sometimes two or three times

during the breeding season. I start by
plucking the feathers in front of the

vent, and then rub in with tip of my fin-

ger the ointment, not forgetting to do
the same along each side of the breast

bone. Afterwards I turn up the feathers

round the neck and breast and dab a lit-

tle here and there. Very little will go a

long way, the heat of the bird's body
drawing it. Birds treated in this manner
during the breeding season will "not die
of poisoning," and will be able to con-
tinue their duties in the breeding loft
much belter than others which depended
on the good derived from "air-slaked
lime." Don't try to overdo the thing by
dabbing a little all over the bird, because
there are some parts of a pigeon which
will not allow the placing of this oint-
ment, such as under the wings and be-
tween the legs, as the irritation caused
by the bird's flying and walking causes
a blister on these tender spots.

When buying the ointment ask the
"vendor" to dilute it by adding three
parts vaseline, which will leave it of suf-
ficient strength for your purpose. Mr.
A. A. Heroux, writing nie a short time
since, informed nie that he had l)een

very successful in ridding his young from
the attacks of lice by taking a small
quantity, about the size of half a pea,
and rubbing it on the young bird. I

have done so myself in extreme cases,
passing the finger round the head and
ears. It has been generally claimed that
on account of parasites secreting them-
selves in the ears and nostrils of young
birds that they were the cause of what is

generally called canker, but I have found
the throat trouble when I have failed to
find any signs of these insects. If there
are any round you are sure to find them
in the ears of your young. When I am
suspicious of their presence I give them
a dose of the "nitrate of silver lotion"
by twirling the point of the brush round
the inside of the ear a little. This will

be sufficient to bring them to the surface,
besides killing "germs" of canker started
in the ear recently occupied. Sometimes
you may notice shall black specks un-
derneath the nostrils. Apply the point
of the brush as before and the specks
will soon disappear.

Mr. C. V,. Tombley reports a good de-
mand for his "loft register." This is a
very handy and useful book if used right.

A fancier when entering his remarks on
the young stock should be very conser-
vative in his criticisms. By so doing he
will find this book very useful when an-
swering his correspondence.

Examine your young birds critically,

and give them no more favor than if you
were called upon to judge another fan-

cier's bird. Don't flatter them by think-
ing that trifling defects amount to noth-
ing, and will pass for perfection. If you
commence by flattering one point you
will probably continue to do so until you
have led yourself to think the bird is

much better than anyone else (whom
you may afterward send it to) may think,

consequently great dissatisfaction on the
part of the purchaser. Such a "loft reg-

ister" will be a valuable assistant to you
during the^winter evenings, and will save
you many visits to the loft when you
would rather be sitting near the fire.

Lowell is well represented in the fancy,

many of the fanciers breeding good
stock in the different varieties. I can re-

member the time when Lowell had its

annual poultry and pigeon show, and it

was a good one. I have seen over 350
pairs of pigeons on exhibition in Hunt-
ington Hall, many of them the cracks of

the country, capable of holding first

place anywhere, but extreme classifica-

tion brought the treasury fund so lov,

that such an officer was not needed any
longer.

William Daly has returned to the fancy

again, after two years' retirement, and
has imported some fine Carriers and
Dragoons from England. Tumblers which
do lots of tumbling are one of Mr. Daly's

fancies.

Sydney Drewitt has a large stock on
hand of all the leading varieties, many of

which have done considerable winning
at the local shows. This fiuicier often

shows 125 pairs.

Ed Noyes, Jr., has quite a collection of
the different varieties in his loft of high-

class and toy pigeons, some of them fine

birds. Among the lot is a pair of white

Jacks from Mr. Heroux's, Lawrence,

loft.
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ON THE WING.

The advantages to be gained by send-

ing an able attendant with pigeons

shipped to long distances, have again

been forcibly impressed upon the homing

fraternity, the experience of the large

number of fanciers who trusted to the

judgment of the liberators on Saturday

last, being far from a pleasant one.

«
» •

In the majority of the cases brought to

our notice, the weather was south and

the atmosphere very clear at the liber-

ating station, although at this end the

wind was from the northeast all day, and

blowing so strong that not a fancier ex-

pected to see a feather home the same

day when it was learned the birds were

on the wing. %
Had a con voyeur accompanied the

birds, he would have made such arrange-

ments with the signal service depart-

ment as to ensure him receiving the

weather conditions along the whole line

of route between liberating station and

home loft, before the time arrived for

loosing the birds, and under these cir-

cumstances there would be no likelihood

of a liberation when the wind was east

or northeast over the greater part of the

course.
•••

The only other way that appears feas-

ible in considering how such undesira-

ble liberations can be avoided, is that of

giving up the idea of following a straight

line to the southwest, a detail that is

not considered of any importance by the

Belgians, and select only the signal

stations for points of liberation. Pigeon

flyers have always been treated with the

greatest consideration by the Signal

Service department and there should be

no difficulty in making some such ar-

rangement.
••

telegraph operator in the place is not on

duty between the hours of 8 P. M. and 6

A, M., the only time his services could

be utilized in the furtherance of any such

scheme.

The only way, therefore, in which the

present imperfect manner of training can

be improved upon is by either changing

the liberating stations and adopting a

new course, embracing the line of the

United States Signal offices, or sending

a convoyeur with the birds. One of

these plans must be adopted ere a steady

improvement in long distance flying can

be looked tor.

The experienced fancier might reason-

ably suppose that if an increase was

made in the liberator's fee, that person

would have the state of the weather

along the whole course wired to him,

and be guided accordingly in liberating

the birds, but there is an obstacle to a

successful carrying out of this plan, and

that is as a rule the liberating stations

are such "one horse" towns, the only

« *

The Philadelphia Flying Club is grad-

ually getting rid of the useless material

that every new organization of any di-

mensions is sure to be troubled with,

and the club can now claim to be in

thorough working order, thanks to the

strenuous efforts of a few of the earlier

members, who have shouldered the

greater part of the work incidental to the

thorough organization of a large club of

this character. The club members re-

ceived a set back in the 300 and 400 mile

races, the birds each time having to face

a stifi" "northeaster" after flying but a few

miles of the course. • Notwithstanding

these reverses, however, the members
will undoubtedly have a good shipment

for the 500-mile race, which is scheduled

for the last day of the present month. In

the races that are past the first returns

were: J. A. Stovell, from 100; John L.

Gill, 200 miles, and James H. Bell, 300

miles. Owing to the adverse conditions

not a single bird made a one-day record

in the 400-mile race. Under these cir-

cumstances the big silver punch bowl

donated by Mr. T. H. Whiteman can

not be awarded in the old old-bird series

and will go over to the fall races with

birds of 1892 hatch. The gold watch

charm donated for competition by Mr. J.

J. Tracy will probably be again put up in

the 500-mile race, although nothing is

definitely known on this point.
*

» »

The third Item 10 mile race will take

place on Saturday, June 25, and it is ex-

pected that first-class time will be made

by those engaged in the event, as the

birds have been well trained ai.d are all

in rare condition. Mr. John Krouse, of

Manayunk is the present holder of the

handsome trophy, and he has entered

two birds to defend his title to it. The

event is exciting considerable attention

amongst the short distance fraternity.

«
» »

Harner and Clark have been left to go it

alone. The schedule of this section was

completed on Saturday last, when the

birds were tossed at Spartansburg, the

500 mile station, and were compelled to

fly under the same adverse conditions as

the other birds tossed on that day. The

full returns of this race have not been

sent to us, but we learn that Perry Clark

had a return about 3 P. M. of the second

day, and this was remarkably good con-

sidering the strong adverse winds en-

countered on the first. Mr. Clark is

comparatively a beginner, but he is most

enthusiastic, and has gathered together

a very fine loft of birds. It is a pity his

competition's confined to such narrow

limits. What satisfaction can there be

in flying against the birds of only two

other fanciers?
»

« •

The 500-mile race of the Washington

Federation was flown on Tuesday last,

and a dispatch has been received stating

the birds were liberated at Suwanee, Ga.,

at 5.15 A. M. The first and only arrival

on the same day was the bird St, Law-

rence, to the loft of Samuel Wallace at

7. 10 P. M. Our Washington correspond-

ent, "M," will probably send us a full

account of this and the 400-mile race by

mail. Congratulations to Mr. Wallace

are now in order, for good day or not a

flight of 500 miles in one day is a re-

markably clever performance on the part

of any bird.

••
The members of the Empire City Fly-

ing Club were unfortunate in not having

their liberation in the 500-mile race on

Saturday, a day when a stiff" northeaster

blew over the greater part of the course.

Of course there was not a single bird

made the one day performance, but the

record of the leaders is remarkably fine

considering the very adverse conditions.

Not a season passes during which

some fine old reliable bird is not lost in

one or the other of the long distance

races, but notwithstanding this fact all

fanciers will be surprised to hear that

Young Harrison, the property of W. S.

Torkington, Jr., failed to return from the

300-mile station. Here is a bird that was

absolutely the only one to return from

the 400-mile station in one day out of

over 200 flown in the Philadelphia Con-

course race a year ago, and yet from a

point fully 100 miles nearer home he

fails to show up, notwithstanding his

former great performance was accom-

plished under conditions of weather ex-

actly similar to those reported in the

more recent event. The bird was a good

one, and has well-earned this brief notice

of his probable demise.

*
• »

These last one or two races flown in

easterly winds have caused the loss of

many promising young birds. It b all

very well to send one-year-old birds down

the road as far as 200 miles, but go be-

yond that, and although good time may
result in fair weather, once let them be

met by a stiff" "northeaster" and the

stamina is not there.

POINTS IN THE FLYING FANCY.

A "Weekly Review of Events In

the Flying World.

BY FRITZ.

The ranks of those actively engaged

in the pigeon races of the Media section

have been considerably thinned as the

distances grew longer, and since the 200-

mile station was passed Messrs. Stites,

Phew! What with the warmth here-

abouts, the thermometer being in the

nineties, and the same temperature be-

ing recorded during a two days' trip I

have iust returned from visiting your
City of Brotherly Love (?) and particular-

ly from the warmth of the reception I

received at the hacd^ of the editorial

staff" of The Fanciers' Journal—ken-
nel, poultry and pigeon flying alike-
while in Philadelphia, very ably as-

sisted by a number of prominent League
flying men, I scarcely feel equal to the

task of penning my usual weekly com-
munication. From a sense of duty, how-
ever, coupled with the knowledge that

the writing staff of The Fanciers'
Journal are not permitted to indulge in

such independent luxuries as occasional

fits of indisposition and weariness at the

expense of The Journal's thousands of

weekly readers (so very common among
many of our would-be scribes), I shall

endeavor to fill up my usual space in

The Journal.

I was jarticularly pleased to find

among the flying men of Philadelphia,

connected with the League of American
Homing Clubs that their prominent sec-

tion of the national organization con-

tinued in harmony, firmly convinced in

its practical worki)ig and usefulness to

the American flying fancy, and had up
to date ably demonstrated its capacity

and determination for .self-management
under League supervision and princi-

ples so fully and equally demonstrated
by the other important sections of Wash-
ington, New York and the east.

I was sorry, however, to find that like

our Washington brethren of the League,
they had had an unfavorable and hard
experience at their 300 mile station, a

circumstance to be deplored, but equally

liable to befall any section. As I have
remarked in former notes, these hard
journeys have a very demoralizing and
very frequently a killing eff"ect so far a.s

further speedy work is concerned from
the remaining stations of the race sched-

ule, and it wouldn't surprise me if the

Washington and Philadelphia flying men
did but very ordinary second day work
from 500 miles this year in consequence.

In the contest for the "Worid Trophy"
last year in June, the birds of the fan-

ciers of New York and vicinity in flying

the 400 miles races from Rocky Mount,
Va., had too very hard work before them
owing to severe contrary winds, and but

a mere handful homed by dusk of the

same day, manv rolling in at day break
the next morning. Yet after an ade-

quate rest and careful handling very

many were brought to the scratch in the

500 miles fly from Statesville, N, C, two
weeks later in apparently good shape,

and recorded a memorable journey in the

annals of American pigeon flying for 500
miles in the day.

In the face of these conflicting theories

I can only attribute the speedy and relia-

ble work of the Empire City Flying

Club's birds from 500 miles last year

after the hard journey from 400 to the

prominent birds being of mature age,

dead game, carefully prepared, and a per-

fect flying day, and lastly but mainly,

the fact of their having been turned loose

from the baskets into a large airy room
with an abundance of water for drinking

and bathing, and thus given an opportu-

nity for exercise and all other refreshing

influences not to be had in the baskets

before the start.

^XX->-

I indulge in the hope that Washington
and Philadelphia may be equally for-

tunate this year. And that their un-

favorable experience from the 300 and
400 miles stations is not sufficiently seri-

ous to preclude the possibility of their

birds gaining the coveted one-day jour-

ney from 500 miles in due course.

-^Xt^
The Empire City Flying Club shipped

to the 500 miles station on Wednesday
last, some 160 birds I think, representing

some twenty-eight lofts. The birds be-

ing accommodated in six of the club's

largest baskets, perfectly supplied with

feed and water, and as each basket will

hold sixty and seventy-five birds it can

readily be seen that everything has been

done in the birds' favor. The feed and
express bills to the club are large, but the

feeling in the club is general against any
of these petty false economies to the dis-

advantage of good work by the birds.

And so it should be.

^XX^
This overcrowding from any of the

earlier stations is bad enough, but from

the extreme distances it is simply mur-
derous, and an utter waste of labor and
money for no good results could possibly

ensue. I predict a brilliant fly from this

club if favored with good weather, and it

is a hard matter to attempt to predict

the winning loft, so many having done
good work in steady flying, and so many
having brought their entries to the

scratch in such good shape for the con-

test.

The English Stock-Keeper of June 3
remarks: "The Board of Appeal of the

Council of Pigeon Flyers met in Provi-

dence, R. I., to consider the claim of

Daniel Council, of Boston, for his veloc-

ity of over 1700 yards per minute in a

recent journey of his birds from New
York City to Boston, but after invtstiga-

tion it was found that the most essentiftl

rules passed by the Empire City Flyirg

Club had not been complied with."

I can imagine the feeling of the little
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madam upon reading this bit of startling

information in the columns of her favor-
ite journal, but is nevertheless indica-
tive that the English flying authorities
do not regard her and her little handful
ol followers as being representative of
American pigeon flying, nor her boasted
public and proven records to be accepted
compared in their practical protection
with those of the League of American
Homing Clubs or Federation of American
Homing Pigeon Fanciers.

I have on many occasions read in

English and other foreign journals de-
voted to the flying fancy reference made
to the flight of Belgian birds from Rome
to Brussels as being the longest distance
(about 750 nnles) on record for which
birds had ever been flown. The London
Daily Graphic printed recently a conver-
sation held between one of their repre-
sentatives and Mr. John Day, the secre-
tary of the London Columbarian Socie-
ty. The English journals reprint this in-

terview, and in it Mr. John Day, who is

regarded by the Stock-Keeper as the best
informed man in the flying or homing
fancy of the present day (?), says: "The
longest distance a pigeon has traveled
was the race from Rome to Brussels,"
etc. Now, I think it would be good form
and the correct thing for Secretaries
Bowermau, of the League; Jones, of the
Federation, and Starr, of the East (no
joke intended with the latter), to inform
Mr. John Day, through the columns of
the English Stock-Keei>er, Fanciers'
Gazelle or London Daily Graphic, that
the fly referred to is by no means the top
record claimed.

-^xx^
Each can in turn relate the work ac-

complished from the days of The Rev.
Whizzer and China Bill, of Pensacola
fame, Montgomery and Alabama away
down to Petroleum and Waxem,
sandwiching in a number of the lesser

lights who have all travelled over 750
miles. Come now, secretaries, speak up
in defense of our American flying rec-

ords officially.

^XX^
I learn that Mr. J, A. Webber is a hard

worker and does much for the fancy in

Atlantic City. Mr. Webber is entitled

to the thanks and warm appreciation of
his fellow flying nienibers,and I hope to

see hiin and his friends enrolled in the
League later on as a special section.

There are very many gentlemen through-
out the various flying centres who devote
much valuable time and labor to the ad-
vancement and enjoyment of the sport,

and who in many instances get little

thanks or appreciation for their eff"orts.

^XX^
In my long experience as a club officer

I have met many chronic kickers in the
fancy who give but little or no time to-

wards the successful working of their
club, and who seem to act as if the small
amount of money they contributed to-

wards the working funds gave them the
privilege and license to make a kick upon
the slightest pretext and a serious row in

eff"orts to excuse and cover their own
stupid blunderings. Frequently unsuc-
cessful and inactive in the sport, their
chief aim and delight appears to growl,
kick and obstruct, and rarely do any-
thing that would justly entitle them to
any consideration. The poor secretary
invariably becomes their main target, but
personal and private diffierences are very
frequently and unneccessarly brought
forward as a prolific and favorite cause
for airing their wrongs before the club
members. Heroic measures are neces-
sary for the suppression of this pest in

the flying fancy, and the sooner they are
cured or gotten rid of the better for the
organization and all concerned. I know
of no better remedy than a .strict, wide-
awake and determined secretary and
chairman, who are equally determined
that the rules and by-laws be respected
to the letter, permitting no individual in-

terpretation of them in defense of any
transgression, nor the lowering down of
the bars to escape the punishment which
ignorance or blunder, either directly or
indirectly, may have produced,

^XX^
In the English Homing News of re-

cent issue I read: "The advantages of
Federation is still becoming mere mani-
fast. The East and Northeast Lancashire
Federations have joined hands, with the
result that at the first toss at Creive on
Saturday last Mr. Tomlinson, the con-

voyeur, liberated 1673 birds," Exactly
so, and this is real sport of pigeon fly-
ing, and the glorious future of the sport
in America as practiced to-day in Bel-
gium, the home of piv^eon flying. With
the clubs in all flying sections united
under the supervision of the League of
American Homing Clubs, it requires no
very great stretch of imagination to pic-
ture some superb grand concourses here
of the future, but the federating must be
one by clubs and not of individuals.
The New York section, taking in New
York City, Brooklyn, Newark, Staten
Island, Elizabeth, Plaiufield, Keyport,
Red Bank, Paterson and all within a
reasonable radius. Philadelphia, Wash-
ington, Baltimore and Boston for the
East in a similar manner, and so on
throughout.

^XX^
Of course our practice and arrange-

ments as at present in force are n^X. by
any means equal to the requirements of
pigeon flying on such a scale, but by a
unity of interests there would be a unity
of funds adequate to provide equipments,
convoyeurs, suitable places centrally lo-

cated for the meetings of the fanciers
and the countermarking and shipments
of the birds, just as it is abroad, and all

other necessary and desirable detail and
fixings and the necessary labor also.

-^xx^
I am not surprised at the frequency

with which the American flying records
are received abroad with suspicion, doubt,
credulity and often ignored entirely
when the tameness and picayune man-
ner in which some of the past flying
work and records have been established.
We have a very accurate conception of
what our birds can accomplish under
favorable conditions and not hampered
by competitors, good, bad and inaiff"er-

eut, but unfortunately for the American
flying sport so very many have been
taught (and some very willingly) that
these selfish individual effiorts for records
is the correct thing and the only way to
secure fame and shekels as a fancier.

-^XX^
I am quite sure, and rejoice in the

knowledge, that at no distant day the
American flying fancier will seek for

fame as now practiced in the League of
American Homing Clubs—the more |>er-

fect the management and keener the
competiliou the greater and more lasting
the fame, and, as for the shekels, he will

have ceased to chase that delusion, and
realize that there is no real gentleman's
sport, particularly that of pigeon flying,

that is productive of shekels, but, on the
contrary, requires the expenditure of
shekels for its true enjoyment and per-
fect practice.

^XX^
Pigeon breeders and dealers are very

frequently mistaken for pigeon flyers,

unfortunately. I have in former notes
explained the legitimate requirements of
a pigeon flyer and the extent to which
breeding can and should be carried on.
A successful pigeon flyer is invariably a
successful breeder, for his needs, and
has further annually a reasonable sur-

plus of young birds to dispose of, as also
others that in his flying work have not
proved quite up to his ideal standard of
velocity. In other words, the "survival
of the fittest" reigns at his coop.

But the young fancier must not think
of shekels when he enters the sport, and
as I have in former notes advised him to
confine his purchases to the fancier who
keeps but t. few birds, but who is well up
annually in the races, not one year, but
year after year, he can purchase from
such a fancier in every confidence, for

such flying men invariably expend as
many shekels as they take in, and are
not in the sport or hobby for revenue
only.

-^XX^
I referred in some recent notes to the

annoyances and embarrassments that the
Belgium flying fanciers had experienced
owing to the interdiction by the French
government, and in consequence very
many had been perforce compelled to
operate with their birds over an entirely

new course, that extending into Ger-
many.

-^xx^

The change had not been attended
with the flattering result many had hoped
for, and owing to certain modifications
and concessions by the French railway

interests many Belgian societies had re-

turned to the old southwestern course
from France.

I am now surprised to learn that the
German government has suddenly and
without any intimation ordered that no
funher tosses of Belgian birds be per-
mitted throughout Germany. Le Marti-
net, one of the leading Belgian pigeon
flying journals, remarks in a recent issue
that wlien this action of the German
authorities became known a meeting of
the several leading federations of Brus-
sels was held, and by almost a unani-
mous vote decided to resume its flying
from France.

-^xx^

But now, in face of this comes a further
interdictiou, without any question, from
the French government, and no more
tos.ses of Belgian birds will be pennitted
on French soil. Surely the lot of the
Belgian fancier this year has been a hard
one.

^XX^
The English Homing News of June 23,

in referring to this double interdiction
against the Belgian birds, remarks edi-
torially: "With Germany and France
alike closed to them, what are the Bel-
gians to do?"

In view of the situation, our contem-
porary, the Petit Journal, of Liege, writes
as follows: "Are we to despair and fall to
pieces? In our opinion, no, not the least
in the world. Discord among ourselves
is now out of the question. Willingly or
unwillingly, there is only one course
open to us, viz.—the country of all the
liberties—England. Liege, Warennue,
Bruxelles, Ghent, Ostend (122 miles
about); Dover, London, 187 nrles; Ox-
ford, Worcester, Barmouth, 388 miles;
Dublin, 470 miles, and Boyle, 557 miles.
Here is a career which allows of all

kinds of concours, with sea passages re-

duced to the lowest possible degree. We
regard the Irish line as preferable to
that of the north of England and Scot-
land as along the last named line the cli-

mate is much colder and the transit over
sea much longer. What we say to-day
is simply that we in Belgium have no
need to despair."

-^xx^

This is a pretty nice kettle of fish, but
not the first time distinguished foreign-
ers have sought refuge in the tight little

island. I shall watch the progress of
this interesting change with considerable
interest.

The 600 Mile Race of the Empire
City Flyingr Club.

Editor Fanciers' Journal,

The fifth and final race in the old bird

series of the Empire City Flying Club

was flown on Saturday, June 18, from

Statesville, N. C, air line distance 500

miles. The entries numbered 160 birds

from twenty-eight lofts. The birds were

liberated by R. K. Murdock, agent of

the Southern Express Company, who
wired weather clear, light wind from the

southwest. There was a stiff" north-

easterly storm prevailing at home, and

over the greater part of the course flown,

the result of which was a very disastrous

fly. There were no returns the day of
liberation, and but thirteen of the
twenty-eight lofts were able to report
arrivals at the end of the second day.

They were as follows:

Speed
Entry. Time. Yards.

Wm. Barwell 10.40.30 696.79
George Howanh 11.22.00 677.47
C. A. Mahr, Jr 1121.25 675.58
Ben El well n 28.15 669.25

J.T.Jones i --.58.30 630.62

J. W. Housel 1.28.00 616.39
Wm. Johnson i.4S-oo 609.59
T. F. Goldman . 2.01.15 600 92
Geo. H. Bowernian 243.03 584 43
Thos. Bowernian 3.18.00 .'68.95

R. N. Pearsall 3.31.00 .568.21

Eli Moreton 4-43-20 54iio
Ben Holder 5.55«> 5>9-3i

"Washington News.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I desire to make a correction in the

report of the 400-mile race of the Wash-

ington, D, C, Federation from Greer's

Depot, S. C, which occurred in last

week's Fancikr.s' Journai,. j \\
Stocknian's binl, W. F., 733. was first
bird in, with an average velocity of i()-,5

yards per minute, making it winner "of
Thic Fancikrs' Joi;kxai. trophy and
League diploma. S. Wallace's bird
Dixie, W. P., 1745, wins second prize,
suit of clothes, donated bv vSaks & Co.
Dixie ina<le an average speed of 10-^1.3
yards ptr minute. Mi. H. C. Kidwell's
bird made a good third, in an average
speed of 1031.1 yartls per minute, and
captures the I5 gold piece, third prize,
donated by Prof. Kaspar.
The following report was read and ac-

cepted by the assoeiation this evening:
The Washington birds were liberated at
Suwanee, Ga., at 5 A. M. this morning,
distance 5io>< miles, and at this writing
one return has been made to the loft of
Mr. vSamuel Wallace. Washington can
at least boast of a bird making the 500
miles in one day. The bird .St. Lawrence
Boy made an average of 1024 yards per
minute. I am unable to give'a full re-
port of this race at this writing, as all
returns are not yet in.

H. V. Lansdai.h.
vSec. W. F. of H. P. F.

Washington, D. C, June 21, 1891.

THE HOMER PROTECTED

The Empire State Makes It Un-
lawful to Shoot or Kill

Homing Pigeons.

Following is Chapter 561 of the laws

of New York for 1892, which was signed

last month by the governor:

Section i.—That on and after the
passage of this act it shall be unlawful
for any pea.son or persons to shoot, maim
or kill any Antwerp or Homing Pigeon,
either while in flight or at rest, and any
person guilty of killing, shooting or
maiming such pigeon or pigeons as afore-
said shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and upon conviction thereof shall for

every such offen.se pay a fine of not less

than Jio or more tlian {^25.

Sec. 2. That on and after the passage
of this act it shall be unlawful for any
person or persons to detain or entrap
any Antwerp or Homing Pigeon, pro-
vided, however, that such Antwerp or
Homing Pigeon shall have the name of
its owner stamped upon its wing or tail,

and any person or persons so detaining
such pigeon or pigeons shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
thereof shall for every such offense pay a
fine of not less than %vo or more than

I25.
> '

Fritz Should Explain.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I notice in your issue of the iStli that

our friend Fritz goes on to say that the

League is very strict in its race rules

bearing upon certified telegrams, and

that there is no excuse for anyone that
does not follow them, as a copy of the
rules has been put into the hands of all

lofts that are represented in the League
membership roll. I was always under
the impression that I was a member of
the League, but I never had a copy of
the rules, nor have I seen one. Now, I

think Fritz is a little off when he says
that every member has one, for there are
about half a dozen members of the
League in the town I live in and they,

like myseff, never saw the rules, but still

if we don't follow the latter we get dis-

qualified, a nice thing for a fellow to fol-

low something he never has seen.

Thomas Jones.
Harrison, N. J., June 21. 1892.

—FalstafF objected to eggs from a flock

led by a male bird, and he was right.

There must have been some knowledge
in Shakespeare's day of the fact that

when fowls are kept for eggs aluiie it is

not only a wa.ste of food and w torment

to the hens, but a detriment to the fine

quality of the eggs to let run with them
what Mr. Hliss has well called "dead-
head roosters." In modern limes it has
been shown that impregnated eggs will

not keep nearly so well as those from

maiden pullets. I have bought eggs for

setting and dispensed with males for

some years, and have saved by it more
than the cost of the eggs I have bought
in the large number of eggs laid by the

relieved stock.—New York Tribune.
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POULTRY.

BRADirF BROS;
Barred Plymouth Ilocks. Eggs from

our New York prize winners reduced to $3
per dozen, $8 for 30. Now is the time to engage
prime stock of either sex from our breed ug
yards, at a low price, quality considered. Also
50 yearling pullets for practical purposes, low.

Circular free.
BRADLEY BROS..

156-207 Box 801, Lee, Mass.

HAZARD'S
81LVER*8PANGLED*HAMBURG8

NEW YORK, 189«.
The grandest victory ever won by one exhibi-

tor on any one variety. 15 ENTRIES. 14 PRE-
MIUMS. Also Association Special for best dis-

play, all varieties of Hamburgs competing;.

JAMBS B. HAZARD,
152-203 Elmira New York.

H. S. BABCOCK,
Mo. 17 Butler Exchange. Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OP
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.
A Circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

sale in season. Orders tor puppies booked to be
delivered in rotation. if

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS. RED PILES

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.
Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

GOGHIN HILL COCHINS.
THEODORE STERNBERG'S

Imported English Biiffs

Full feathered, rich colored, grand shape, great
weights. A son of the Old Matchless bought at

the recent sale of Mrs. Scriven and a grand
Cwydyr cockerel at head of yards. Eggs $5 per 13

1 am a member of the Cochin Club of America

ELLSWORTH, KANSAS, U. S. A.

67-79

LflNGSflflNS.

Black, White and Mottled.

I am the only fancier in America who imports
I angshans direct from the Langshan District,

Hud who breeds them pure without introducing
blood from other strains or breeds. My White
and Mottles are not made varieties, but direct

importations.

58 70 H. G. KEESUNG, San Jose, <'«1.

BOOKS.

•Sent
..n trl__

I

:) months for

I

.>nlv 1.^ cts. (stamps
ftki-n). Address, Spare _

Moni«>iits Put»H9hlnH Co.,

Court St., Boston, Mass

SPAKE MOMENTS
is the fiiiiiili'>t paiMT on

eju-tli. '24 paKf8,flnely
IUu»trattHl. Also

Btructlve
ures.

POULTRY. POULTRY.

|-%||P-p I f-/^LJ/M3IVI^ / ONE OF THE LARGEST AND BESTD^rr LtVarlV^MINO 1 COLLECTIONS IN AMERICA.
All from stock imported directly from the yards of the most noted breeders abroad. We have now
TEN pens of carefully assorted birds ; al.so a few pens of S. C. W. LEGHORNS and INDIAN
GAMES. Send for Illustrated Catalogue of

Prices of eggs reduced one-half after June i.

Shady Shot^e Poultry F^^^^-
E. A. SIIELl>ON, President Buflf Leghorn Club, Proprietor.

PIGEON KEEPING

-BY

Address all communications to

152-203 A. C. CHAFFEE, Superintendent, Oswego, N. Y.

ANNANDALE POULTRY FARM.
WHITE BUAHMAS, KED CAPS, INDIAN GAMES.

Light Brahnias, Black Langshans, White and Barred Plymouth Rocks, White Wyandottes,
Errainettes, American Domiiiiques, S. C. and R. C. Black, Dominique and Red Pile Leghorns. Black

Minorcas, Golden and Silver Spangled Hamburgs, Dorkings and Pit Games. At MADISON
SQUARE GARDEN, NEW YORK, AND THE GREAT PHILADELPHIA SHOW, 1892, I won 16

first and 6 second premiums on 40 entries. Also, SPECIAL of $50.00 won at Waverly. 1891, for best

exhibit from the State of New Jersey. Price list and catalogue free.

Address T. C. HAYNES, Annandale, New Jersey.

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomelv illustrated. Practical and com-

prehensive, 'it is an invaluble guide for the

amateur pigeon fanciers.

Price, paper, 50c. ; cloth 91.OO.

FANCIERS' PUB. GO.. BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

Fordhook Poultry Yards.
At Philadelphia, 1892, we made a clean sweep in the Novice Class with our new breed SIIER-

WOOUS, having won 4 fir.sts, 4 seconds, 4 thirds and special. If you want particulars write to

the introducers. Also ist and special on Indian Game Hen, ist on Red Cap Cockerel, 2 specials on

W. C. B. POLISH. In fact, on 28 birds entered we won prizes on each and every one. Send for

Illustrated Catalogue describing all our breeds, also Collie Dogs.

33-83 W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO..

Philadelphia, Pa.

WOODSIDE POUliTt^V Yfll^DS
At the Great Philadelphia Shovvr I made a clean sweep ou La Fleche. On Indian

Games won the two principal premiums, ist on Pen, 1st and Grand Challenge

Trophy on cockerels and Gold Specials for most typical males and best pen.

Indian Game eggs I5 and |io per 13. White Leghorns, White and Golden Wy-
andottes, Buflf Pekin. Black Rosecomb and Red Pile Bantams. At New York my
pen of Indian Games won ist and Grand Gold Special. Send for circular. Address

all correspondence to

W. J. ANDRUS, Proprietor,
HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N.J.46-97

POULTRY RIVERSIDE FARM.

The records will show the following as my winnings at New York for the years

1890. 1891, 1892 on my specialties: S. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White

Wyandottes and R. C. White Leghorns. 33 firsts. 19 Gold Specials, 6 Association

Silver Medals and 2 Silver Cups. "Like did begit like," "Like will begit like."

"DTTCPl PLYMOUTH ROCKS Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record

BUri!
I WYANDOTTES of America's leading strains of above varieties. I
^ '

guarantee satisfaction.

101-151 J. FORSYTH, owEGO. tioga county, n. y.

I. K. FEILCH &
NATICK, MASS., U. S. A.

LIGHT BRAHMAS, PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WYANDOTTES,
LANGSHANS AND COLLIE DOGS.

SEND FOR CIRCJULAU. 60-7

'X'ORHAM PoULtRY Y^MS
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Eees from Prize-winning Buff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks. S. L. Wyandottes, S. C. W.
Leghorns, and S. S. Hani»)urgs. fUl per 13 or «S per 30. But one yard of each variety kept

ani they of the BE.ST.

Stogi^ poi^ Sale at fiLL ©imbs.

Address all orders and correspondence to

34-«5

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER.
Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

Fancier's Library.

The Fanolers* Publlshlus: Company
will forward any of these books by mail, post-

paid, on receipt of price. Registration 10 cents
extra. Our resposibility ceases after goods are
mailed.

Kennel.
American Book of the Dog I5.00
British Dogs. Dalziel. 2 Vol. Each . 5,00

Collie or Sheep Dog (illustrated) Rawdou
Lee 1.50

Collie, History, Points, etc. (colored por-
trait). Dalziel i.oo

Collie or Sheep Dog, Practical Training of,

Wickham. Paper cover, 50 ; cloth . . . i.oo

Common Sense of Dog Doctoring. Sbratts
Patent 25

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel 80

Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog, Principles of Training. Ashmont . .50

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond . 1.00

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment'
in Disease. Ashmont a.oo

Dogs of the British Isles. Stonehenge . . 6.00

Dog, the Illustrated Book of the, Vero
Stiaw. Cloth $8.00 ; half morocco . . . 13.00

Dog the, Idstone 1.25

Dog in Health and Disease. Mills .... 2.25

Field Trial Training. Luke White 50

Fox Terrier (illustrated). Lee 1.50

Fox Terrier, Breeding aiid Rearing. Dal-

ziel 100
Greyhound, the. Dalziel 1.25

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-

eases 50
How to Keep a dog in the City 25

House and Pet Dogs, Their Selection, Care
and Training 5°

Modern Training and Handling. Waters . 2.50

Monograph of the Great Dane 2.00

Mastiff, History of. Wynu 2.50

Our Prize Dogs. Mason. Cloth 3.50

Our Prize Dogs. M.ison. Leather .... 6.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2.50

Pocket Kennel Record 50

Points of Judging; • • • -50

Prize Pugs of England and America.
(Cryer) 1.00

Rational Breeding. Millais i.oo

St. Bernard, history, breeeding, etc . . . . 1.25

Spaniel and its Training. The, Mercer . i.oo

Training Trick Dogs 25

Typical Dogs. Mason. Leather 4.00

Poultry.
All About Broilers. Boyer «5

An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard 50

Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. George {J.Dow. .25

Common Sense of Poultry Keeping. By
Spratts Patent 12

Duck Culture. Rankin 50

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-

son Weir 9-00

Prontaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 2.00

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl 25

Poultry Culture. I. K. Felch 1.50

Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin 25

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee i.oo

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5-oo

Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace 50

Caore Birds.

Canary Birds. Paper cover 50

Cloth 75
Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition '-S*

Native Song Birds. Getjrge J. Barnesby. . i.co

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50

The Canary. G. J. Barnesby 50

Pigeons.
Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts 8-00

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. Paper, sects. ; cloth . . a.oo

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F.M.
Gilbert, paper 50C ; cloth i.oo

pigeon Rearing. By Spratts Patent 10

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50

Pigeon Standard (new) 50

Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.00

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer 50

Miscellaneous.
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .25

Book of the Game Laws 50

Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) 2.00

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus ... 1.50

The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-
wood loo

The Art of Training Animals
;
paper ; il-

lustrated 50
Wild Fowl Shooting. LefEngyirell .... a.50

Woodcraft. Nessrauk i-oo

BuffCochins
EJjcI^sively.

I have imported direct from England a num-
ber of prize winning Buff Cochins which
for size, shape, color and heavy feathering

are unrivalled in Ameiica. On account of lim-

ited breeding space I will sell a small numl>er of

settings at $5 from imported Buffs, and $3 per

setting from domestic birds, produced directly

from imported stock.

EMIL. GRAFF,
64-ti Successor to II. A. Noeckel.

Cochin HiU, Tioga, Phila., Pa.

for profit
should have Pure Ground
BEEF SCRAP, which is

Meat and Bone, collected from slaughter

houses, Dribd Perfectly Sweet and ground.
Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we .send them FREE. Ad-
dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO., 153

Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

Over 100 Awards

Received in 1891.

tntt. mhitficld.
Colebridge, Gloucester, England

(Hon. Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply

Indian Game, Dorkings. Wyandottes. Cfeves,

I^ rieche. Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

GOOD BREEDERS, $15 per trio; EXTRA
GOOD, $25; EXHIBITION, |20 to $50 each at

Liverpool. Freight paid to New York for $10

extra on ^ to 9 birds. Eggs in season, U per

dozen. OVER 800 BIRDS EXPORTED LAST
YEAR.

THE

EGGS I EGQS !—Fifteen for $2; strictly

high class. P. Rocks, Lt. Brahmas, Br. and \s h.

Leghorns, Blk. Langshans, S. L. Wyandottes.
Bronee Turkey eggs, 8 for $2. Send us your or-

der and get eggs that will hatch you some

Nice Prize Winners.
Come to see our stock. Circulars free. Bloom

ingdale Stock Co. . Box 339. Richmond, V«. 59-7

BUSWESS PEN
Breeding and Feeding Poultry for

Profit.

BY H. W. COLLINGWOOD.
Managing Editor of the Rural New Yorker.

With special articles by P. H. Jacobs, J. H. Drev-
enstedt, C. S. Cooper, C. S. Valentine, Arthur
D. Warner, Henry Stewart, James Rankin I

K Felch, Philander Williams. Henry Hales,

Dr. F. L. Kilbourne, C. H. Wyckoff, H. S. Bab-

cock, C. E. Chapman and others.

PRICE, Pajer 40 cents, clotli 75 cents.

FOR SALE BY

FANCIERS' PUB. CO.. BOX 918, PHILA.. PA.
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POULTRY.

BARRED PLYiUTH ROCKS
of the quality that always win.

At Philadelphia, 1892, my birds <^cored the
greatest record ever won bv any breeder in the
world of this variety. All the first prizes but
one and every important special out of tweuty-
four offered, including two silver cups.
The records of my Plymouth Rocks at New

York, Charleston and Buffalo aie well known.
ALSO

SILVER & BUFF WYANDOTTES
of the finest breeding.

EGGS—One setting, $4 ; two settings, ^^ ; three
settings, $9.

Profusely Illustrated Circular Free.
Address

E. B. THOMPSON,
-13 Amenta, Dutchess Co., N. T.

(Thoroughbred Imported Stock).
WM. ELDRED, Dendron, Surrey County, Va.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices
Direct shipping facilities for the South. South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-
road jo'urnev. 19-70

SUPPLIES.

We are So Anxious
That you should see our new circular on

Poultry
Supplies.

It illustrateii

the moat complet* lln*

^ FREE ever offered.

^ Johnson & Stokes,
A SEEDSMEN

-, 317 & aip riarket St.. Phtla..Pa.

FOR POULTRY.
Boue Meal. - - Per 1GO lb. Bag, fd.OO
Granulated Hone, " lOO *' 3. 78
CJround IJeet
Scraps, - - - " 100 8.00

Calclte, - - - - " aoo 2.00
Crushed Flint, - " »00 " a.OO
CruiEihed Oyster
Shells, - - - •• 200 " 2.00

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt o(
price.

C. n. DKMP^VOLF A CO.,
York Chemical Works, Tork, Pa.

GRIND1^ "^
Grakaan Fl«ar * Corn, in ttaS

Mil |(?LWil*«'s
In ILL Patent).SSHAND

l^^JBT cent, mare made
PCm'EK iMIIX.SaDd
OironlArs and teetimoniaJa. ^Jd S^iijM. I

,
It OB appboattoo. HHULSON BUOH. BmaUta.Fm.

AlilllM><o''pliino Habit Cared in 10
't^"~<*<i:'i:''- N«>J>ay till cured.Wl llflllDR.j QTfePHENS, Lebanon.Ohio.

A NEW BOOK

WYANDOTTES
The latestland best work on the Mating, Breed-

ng, Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl
A handsomelv printed book of 60 pages.

PRICE, 50 CENTS.
Address

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA.. PA.

For Pigeon Breeders.

Loft Registers.
We can furnish very complete

Loft Registers in two sizes.

WO page size, paper cover, 50 cents

too page size, cloth bound, $2.00

For sale by

Fancl^rsTabllsbingCo.
Box 916 Philadelphia, Pa.

POUIiTRY. POULTRY.

Three Years in Succession at the New York Shows

SHA-RP'S l/NDIA/N GAMES
Have Never Failed to Win

All First, Special and ChalleiiKo Cups on Cock, Cockerel, Hen
and Pullet—a record that no other breeder of any

variety can boast of.

Ill competition with the finest specimens afforded by the best breeders of Europe and America,
our "Agitator Strain" has proved INVINCIBLE at Buffalo, 1889; Buffalo, 1890; New York. 1890,
London Dairy, 1890; Crystal Palace. 1890; New York, iSqi ; Charleston, 1R91 ; and at New York;
1892, we won 1st and 5th on Cocks, ist and 2d on Cockerels, ist. 2d and 3d on Hens, ist, 2d. 3d, 4th
and 5th on Pullets, 2d on Pen, Challenge Cups for best Hen and Pullets, Gold Special for best 10
Cockerels and Pullets. At nearly every show of any importance from the Atlantic to the Pacific
our birds shown by customers have proved EQUALLY as INVINCIBLE. Ancestry and careful
breeding are essential to success. You cannot succeed without our stock, which we constantly im-
prove from year to year. Our Golden Wyandottes won all firsts at the Great Philadelphia Show
January, 1891. We breed ANDALUSIANS, WHITE INDIAN GAMES, BLACK MINORCAS
PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WHITE LEGHORNS and CREVE CCEURS, ASEELS MALAYS and RED
CAPS. Eggs $3, $5, $6, $8, $10 and $25 per 13. CataloRue free.

C. A. SHARP A, CO., Lookport, N. Y.

PIGEONS. PKiEONS.

PIGEONS ^m^^m^ PIGEONS
fL I^AF^E Change to Buy Some op the Best

JACOBINS, FANTAILS and OWLS in white and blue African ; white, blue and silver English
and blue and silver Chinese in America. About forty pairs of owls to sell, and I warrant no better
stock in existence. I need room, therefore take advantage of this offer. Write fir prices and jusi
what you want. Satisfaction or money refunded. GEO. EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati, O.
47-98

Royal Blue Um L(0ft;5.

THEO. P. GREEN,

WOODBORY. NEW JERSEY.

New Catalogue
containing a full description of 36 pairs ot my
noted breeders and champions, illustrated with
handsome photo-engravings of world-renowned
flyers Send for it before you purchase.

MAILED FUEE.

INCUBATORS.

HATf?H CHIVKBN8 br STEABf.

Improved EXCELSIOR Incubator.
Simple, Prr/ret and Self- Reguldlintj. ThoUB-
•ndsin nacc«Mfalopemtion. Unaranteed

to hatch a larger percentace of fertile oggn at lenxcoat
tb*n any other Incubator. UEU. H.tiTAirL,«(uiiir]r,lll.

ihS

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to get one free. Twenty-
threa first premiums in one
year. Large book for stamp.

A. F. WILLIAMS,

7 1 -83 eow Bristol, Conn.

Mention Fanciers' Journal.

BRITISH BOGS
—BY-

HUGH DALZIEL.

Two volumes, profusely illus-

trated.

,$5.00 F*er Vol., F*ostpaid.

ADDRGSS

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

ELEICTROTyPES

OP ALL

LEADING BREEDS OF

PIGEONS

iSire herewith for 50 cents each.

Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA,

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OF—
WHITE FANTAIL

PIGEONS
In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is'sold.
My birds have won

every prize and every
special shown foi

with two single bird
exceptions, during

the last two years, and have been shown only at
the best and largest shows in America.
No birds for sale until June, when a limited

number of young, all from prize winners, will
be sold at $10 per pair. Don't write unless you
mean business. 94146

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY
MOCKING BIRDS. RED BIRDS.

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS.

GOLDFINCHES
AND ALL OTHKR

r ANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS.

FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.
Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages. Dog and
Poultry Supplies. Seeds, Food, etc.

EGG.S FOR HATCHING.
^end for Catalogue.

H. ^V. VAHLE.
)i) Market Street and 46 N. gth Stieet.

PHILADELPHIA

AMERICAN KEISTS^L CLUK

Stud Qook.
Blanks (or registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.
the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the different shows. Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Olub,

tf Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway New York.

BOOKS.

i

i>i[ize |>u^s**

BY CRYER.

Being a compilation of the
pedigrees and winnings of
the Prize Pugs of P^iiglaiul

and America
A valuable gu'de t > the

intelligent breeder. . . .

PRICE, CLOTH, $1.00
ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA., PA.

peai paets
1. The Fanciers' Journal has

more than doubled its circulation in

the past twelve months.

2. Excepting one monthly paper
it now has the largest circulation of

any paper of its class in the United
States.

3. It reaches the very best class

of readers.

4. It has the patronage of the

very best class of advertisers.

5. It accepts no questionable ad-

vertisements from unreliable breed-

ers.

6. The readers of THE FANCIERS*
Journal have confidence in its ad-

vertising columns in consequence,

7. There are over ico PER CENT
more advertisements now than 12

months ago. Is not this significant.?

8. A weekly paper reaches more
people than a monthly paper, con-

sequently an advertisement is seen
by more, and oftener at that.

9. Uniform advertising rates are

always adhered to. Everybody
being treated alike, there is no com-
plaint.

10. The advertising rates, while

higher than in many class papers,

are as low as a first-class paper can

afford.

11. To those who are not ready
to advertise weekly we recommend
the perusal of our blue card. The
latter gives monthly rates, which
are very reasonable.

12. Read a few extracts from

many letters

:

"All sold thanks to your paper.**

"Resulted In the sale of all the bull puppies I

had "

• • «

"The pointer I advertised in Fancikrs' Jottr-
NAL last week I have sold This is quick work
for your paper."

• • •

"Sold I72 worth of eggs in one week. Thb
Fanciers' Journal did it."

• • •

"Could have soM double my production."
• • *

"The best advertising medium for high class
fancy stock."

• • •

"Sold sixty-three pigeons in one month."

"Have sold every bird that I could spare, and
more too."

• • •

"Surprised at the amount of letters received
from that little ad. in your valuable paper."

• • •

"Tmt Journal brought us excellent returns,"
writes a great incubator firm.

• • •

"Mr little ad. In your paper sold all my tame
deer.**

When answering advertisements please
mention Fanciers Journai«.
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PIGEON
BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.
Ailvtrtisements in this column will be inserted

as follows : Two lines three mouths, $3 ; six

months, $5.50 ; one year. $10. Rates for insertion

under more than one heading f'M application. In

writing the undersigned please mention Fan-
ciers' Journal.

FANTAILS.
GEORGE EVVALD, Box 501 Cinciunati,

Ohio.

OTTO C. ENGEIJv, Maple Avenue, El-

niira. N. Y. 68-80

HOMING PIGEONS.
A. M. WOOD, 4910 Baltimore Avenue,
West Philadelphia, Pa.

J. A. STOVELL. 10 South Broad Street,

Philadelphia, Pa,

THEODORE P. GREEN, Woodbury, N.

J. See large advertisement.

T. FRED GOLDMAN, 832 Herkimer
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

jacobin's^

ATWOOD B. HOSKINS, Glen Riddle,

Pa. 62-13

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

OWLS.
GEORGE EWALD, Box 501, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

L. S. CLARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pa.

POUTERS.
EDW. S. SCHMID, 712 12th St. N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 68 80

PIGEONS-ALL .varieties!

JOHN SPEALLER. 12 10 North Fourth

Street, Philadelphia. 60-72

SATINETTES.
GEORGE W. PETTIT, Artist, 1010 Clin-

ton Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

SWALLOWS.
G. A. FICK, 1300 N. Washington St.,

Baltimore, Md. 160-21

1

TURBITS.
L. S. CLARK, 1505 Girard Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

DOGS.
Advertisemrnls without display insertfd under

hii heading for ?o cents pet Itne /or first insertion'

IS cents per line each subsequent iiuettion, count

sej'en 71.01 ds to line.

Clumber Spaniels.

"MY CKLEHRATKI) Kenne' of Clumber
Spaniels is for Sale F. H. F. Mercer (Clum-
ber"). Ottawa. Canada." ?•

ColUes.

l»iipi>l«*H bv Champion The Squire. Roslyn
Wilkes and Sir Kelpie out of prize winning
bitches. Send for price list. Seminole Kennels,
Chestnut Hill, Pa. 166-tf

A IX)T OF finely bred collie puppies. Ad-
dress Wm. H. Carswtrll, Wilmingtou. Del. tf

EnBlIt^h Setters.

SPI^ENUII) Puppies about a vear old hs
field trial winners, Kd|<e Mark and Nat Good-
win, out of approved bitches. Address Francis

S. Hrown. 608 Chestnut St.. Thila., Pa. 68-71

Great Danes.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALF;, BV PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars

A. M. JagKard, 629 North Front Street,

Philadelphia, Pa. 4394

Irish Setters.

THE KENNEL. THE KENNEL.

CANICURA CO.,
Manufacturers of carefully prepared

Remedies for Dogs
WHOLKSALE AGKNTS:

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE, 246 Wabash Av.

CHICAGO.
VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St., N. Y.

THE CANICURA COMPANY, 246 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.

A BARGAIN.—The Red Irish .Setter Bitch

Flirty, 22,774, bvCh. Dick Swiveler— Flirt (16,094).

She was wlielp'td Mav 8, 1S90. wi h free ^ervice

to Ch. Tim (5H1S). Price $35. Address Seminole
Kennels, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa. 71-tf

IMPOUTED XKN.\CiH (K. K. C. S B.

28,987) and three bitch puppies by Champion
I'onto (K. K. C. S. B. 22.405) whelped September
4 1H91. For pedigrees, prices, etc., address H. E.

Twyford. Bay Ridge, I.. I., N. Y. If

Pointers.

I C;AX furnish a limited number of high-class

Pointers suitable for next year's Derby. P. T.

Madison, Lock Box 4. Indianapolis, Ind. 169

St. llernards.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. i5i-«73

DOGS.

St. Bernards.

vT. BERNARD PUPPIES BY CHAMPION
\ Victor Joseph; large and promising speci-

juens. One Bitch Puppv 7 mos. old, weight
MO lbs.; also a fine Dog 18 mos.. with reg-

isttr«-l pedigrees. Will sell above cheap to

make room. F. L. Woodbridge, Evergreen
Kennels, Newark, Ohio. 66-tf

Terriers.

CATALOGUES of Anglo-American Terrier

Kennels now ready. Send to Geo. S. Thomas,
Mgr.,Toon & Symonds, Props., Salem, Ma.ss. 69

YOUNG BUI..I.. Terrier bitch by Dan—Gvp,
also two puppies f )ur months old, and Fox Ter-

rier pup five months. T. F. Strong, 67 Fulton

Street, New York City. 7t

Tralninir.

DOGS TRAINED AND FITTED FOR THE
field trials, also broken for private shoot-

ing. One or two trained dogs for sale. W.
B. Stafford, Trenton, Tenn. 162-tf

Miscellaneous.

A

FOR SALE.— Several prize winning Cocker
and Field Spaniels, also two Fox Terrier Bitches,

about a year old. Address Ancient and Modern
Spajiiel Kennels, Walker House, Toronto, Can-
ada. 71-72

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box
916, Philadelphia. Pa.

TRAINED DOGS FOR COON, BEAR, SQUIR-
REL, deer, fox, rabbit, quail, partridge,

woodcock. H. C. Graff, Kensington, Ohio.
52-tf

MUST SELL.—Fox Terrier bitch Broken-
hurst Belle, 10,936 (Bro'k. Trimmer—Imported
Barmaid). Now 111 season. Price Jio. Have no
room lor her. Geo. C. Cross, 114 Mill Street,

Rochester, N. Y. 7i

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display inserted undet

this heading /or 20 cents per line for first insertion,

IS cents Per line each subsequent insertion, count

seven words to line.

Bantams.

BREED GAMES, GAMH AND ORNAMEN
TAL Bantams. Write for wants. E. F.

Doty, 47 Wellington Place, Toronto, Ont.
56-07

Brown Jjegtiorna.

BROWN LEGHORN PULLETS FOR SALE.
Fggs for setting. Si . A Cantrell, Ridge Ave.,

Roxborough, Philadelphia. 61-73

Dnoks.

MAMMOTH COLORED MUSCOVY DUCKS.
Old Drakes, u to 16 pounds. Winners J40
clock New York, Trenton. Brooklyn, Wav-
erly, Charleston. Augusta, Hagerstown.
Stock or eggs. T. Farrer Kackham, 239-24^

East 56th St. New York City. 153 204

Golden Wyandottes.

FOR SALH.-COCKEREL $5. TRIO $7. NO
better birds in America. Eggs J2 per 13.

E. D. Keeney. Arcade, N. Y^ 55-tf

Silver Wyandottes.

SILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
Games. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y. 41-tl

Wanted.

wANTED.-WHITE CHINA GF:ESE. H.
W. Vahle, 319 Market Street, Philadel-

phia, Pa. 51 tf

Miscellaneous.

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 20 cents per line for first insertion,

1$ cents per line each subsequent insertion, count
seven words to line.

FOR SALE.—The beautiful St. Bernard dog
Lord Malcolm, iiiiporlcd last Tail, born August

30, 1S8S, A grandson of th».' late Plinlimmon,
rich orange with perfect markings. Stands 34

inches and weighs 111 condition over 200 pounds.

He is a perfect pet. warranted sound, gentle and
every way safe. Satisfactory reason given for

(telling. Price low if sold at once. Address C.

C. Chambers, 166 Meadow Street, Waterbury,
Coun. 70-71

ROSE C:OMB White Leghorns, 15 eggs. $2.

Geo. Schwab, 119 Adams St., Poltstown, Pa. 69-71

SILVER Spangled Hamburgs, superior
stock; also mammoth Bronze Turkeys and Light
Brahinas of best blood. Henry E. Tremain, Hill

View Farm. Lake George, N. Y. 70-71

PIGEONS.

Baldhead Tumblers.

Homing: Pigeons.

AM. WOOD, BREEDER AND FLYER
homing pigeons, 4010 Baltimore Ave.,

• West Philadelphia. ' 51-76

TFRED GOLDMAN, BREEDER AND
flyer of Homing pigeons, 832 Herkimer St.,

• Brooklyn. N. Y. 51-76

Satlnettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, loio CLIN-
tou Street. Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Tumblers.

:iO PAIRS of Tumblers, all varieties for sale.

Geo. Prentiss, 805 Franklin Street, Wilmington,
Del. It

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co., Box 916, Philadr phia, Pa.

I

MISCELLANEOUS.

Advertising.

F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OP INFORMATION
on the subject of adverti.Mug will do well
to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"
368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a

careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals ;

gives the circulation
rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates ana other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.
Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82

Artist.

HENRY ERDMANN, ARTIST AND EN-
GRAVER of Poultry, Pigeons, etc. 816

Maple St., Philadelphia, Pa. 6i-lf

SPECIAL engravings made from photograph*
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publisning Co.. -3

South Third St.. Philadelphia.

I71OR PIGEONS AND
|H' all breeds of fowls.
1;* Four sizes ; flexible

rubber, best quality. Send
for rates, also for prices
of Indian Games, Minor-
cas, lavas and B.P.Rocks.
Nothing but the best ; 20
vears' experience counts
in mating, breeding and
satisfying customers.

J. Y. BICKNELL.
314 Vermont Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

THE KENNEL.

CENTRAL PARK BOARDING KENNELS
Iinpoi*ted UoKS
guaranteed, always
on hand for sale.

Hull Terriers, Fox
Terriers and Irish
Terriers a specially.
Dogs conditioned

for shows. Address

.loliu Wlialon,
2>< Wcsl A6th Stre t,

New York City.
71--2

#»
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surj?eoii,

tf 1893 BllOADWAY, NKW YOilK.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Edward S. Schi-nid,
Successor to Louis Schniid & Sons.

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH. AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PI(;E0NS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twellh Street, N. W. Washington. D. C.

Mention Fancikrs* Journai-

LEG BKNDS.
ENGLISH ENAMEL CONFERENCE BANDS

for Pigeons, 55 cents per dozen; Copper Baiuls for

Pigeons or Poultry, 40 cents per di^zen. H.
Small, 85 Leonard St. New York City. 153-204

Slaiigbfeped
The hot wave did it, and the following speaks

for itself:

The Poultry Bulletin (the oldest monthly poul-

try paper in the United •elates.) $1.00

The Poultry News ( he brightest of all prac-

tical poultry journals.) 25

Thk Fa.ncieks Journal (the leading weekly
of its class) 2.00

Total *3?5
Until September 1, we will send all three one year

For $2.25.
ADDRF^SS

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA.,PA.

PBIMTINB OUTFIT 15g
MPUnV, 4 klptwtMta nbtw tjp*, %JV» hoMw, bo«tU !•

Uk,Ink Pi4>adTw«>««. Put ap Id M*tb(n vttk.

mt kr «•. OiiliftlllH (lunotMd. WorUi 60*. BmH
•a Markw. Cmi PlM«. *W. 8«u nuiMf la 1 miaat*,!

iiiuy)0Mr4lul>«W.BMtpMtf»l<l l&«;tror tt«,C»t.frM.

H.I?i(JRR80LL * HRU SorortlaBdttM.il. V.at|k

nil rO Remedyrree.lNSTANTREUEF. Pinal
Ull L V cure I II tUUay.-t.AKVrrrreliiriia; iii> purine:

I |l L|3 noeaive: iiotiuppuoitory. A victim tried
'•^'in vftin every rem dy has discovered a

simple c 'ire, which he will mail frne to bis fellow saf-
ferers. Addrew J.U.RKKVK8.B«i sa»O.K*w Vwk aty.l.T.

How to Rid Buildings and Farms

of Rats and Other Pests of

Lilie Character.

BY PICKETT.

The best book of its kind ever publisht-d.

Tells in clear, humorous laiiRuag-: how to <ie-

stroy r'^ts, mice, weaxels, inink.s, skunks, hawks,
owls, etc.

PRICK 20 CKXTS.
ADDRE-^S

FANCIERS' PUB. CO., BOX 916, PHILA.. PA.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, .sn W. BIDDLE
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of Short-face
Baldhead Tumblers exclusively, Jiave loo to

•elect from ; Gaddca stock. 54-79

r\ r- I THERE ARE OVER .^oo

I »^ r*rO papers in the U. S. and Canada,
y ^l IS for fiirtncrs, breeders and fan-

**^ W ^ • ^.jp,-, jf you send me 25c. in

silver, I will print your name
and address and send it to all of them and 100

home, literary, political and sporting ones in

addition and r< quest them to mail you sample
copies. Don't neglect this opportunity. Send a

stamp for my new price list.

ADDRESS

84tf

F. D. BECK,
WelUburg, W. V«.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYBR.

ONLY 25 CENTS, POSTPAID-READ WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

This book has been written more f-iixcially

for the novice. Ii teac'Ks the ludiiiKiils. U
gives awav many things that have betu hereto-

fore kept secret." Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISIIINCJ COMI'.VNY,

BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

\
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IN THE STUD.

»:

Fox Tetriers

IN STUD.

Starden's KlDg 9!d6

Ch. Itoby Mixer 16

Beckonei* .' IS

Brookenhurst Tyke 16

$100 prize for the best puppy sired by
anv of^hese dogs in 189a. To be competed
for"at New York, 1893. Donor not to com-
pete.

Puppies for Sale.

IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

l)iLL5it)E Kennels,
157-308 LANCASTER, MASS.

AT STUD—WOODALE KENNELS'
FOX TERRIlMtefe*

—

Fbk.

DOBBIN H $20
By Ch. Venio—Brocketihurst Worry by

Raffle.

STARDEN'S JACK $15
By Ch. Result— Forest Queen.

WOODALE RUMPUS $10
By Raffle—Warren Secret.

Puppies by the above dogs out of prize win-
ning bitches alwavs for sale. Apply to DONALD
MUNRO, Woodale Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 47-73

Seminole l^ennels
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA

ROUGH-COATED COLLIES
CHAMPION THE SQUIRE (30881) 1 FEE $50.00
CHAMl»ION ROSLYN WILKE.S (80883) "• 50.0(>
CHAMPION ROSLYN DANDY (17577) " .-JO.tK)

SIR KELPIE (14736) " 15.OO

ENGLISH SETTER
SIR FREDERICK (81 741) (Fee includes expressage both ways) **

. 50.00
Winner of forty-four first prizes in England.

IRISH SETTERS
CHAMPION TIM (6816) •* 35.OO
MERRY MONARCH (35,686). " 80.00
JERRY JARVIS (16847) (litter brother to Duke Kllcho) " 15.OO

ENGLISH PUGS
WINKS (80037) (grandson of Ch.Loris.) *» lO.OO

Extended pedigree and list of stock for sale furnished on application.

Specimens of the above breeds for sale, including several good stud dogs, brood bitches in
whelp and puppies of the highest grade.

McQtion Pancibrs' Journaz..

IN THE STUD.

ST. BERNARD DOGS
AT STUD, AT HALF PRICE.

Lothario - - $10.00
Lord Dante - - 12.50
Ben Hur - - - 13.50
Wyoming Hesper - - 15.00
Plinlimmon, Jr. - - 20.00
Jim Blaine - - - 25.00
Sir Bedivere - - 75.00
The above dogs are well known and further

comment is unnecessary. Brood bitches and
puppies for sale.

WYOMING KENNELS.
149-200 MELROSE, MASS.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

GENERAL GRANT, a k.C.s.b. 4742

Sire, Ch. Raby Tyrant—Warren Lady. Fee $io.

VEN DETTA, A.K.C.s.B. 20420.

Sire, Ch. New Forest—Ch. Ebor Nettle. Fee $io.

Puppies out of fine well-bred bitches for sale.

GEO. EWALD,
47-98 Box 501, Cincinnati, O.

pox TERRIERS AT STUD.

LAN8D0WNE DESPERADO ^ee ..5.

By Rosador (Venio—Rosati)—Desperate (Domi-
nie—Sensation).

LANSDOWNE TRITON
Dainty. Stud cards
Post office address

Fee flO.

withBy Raffle—Warren
photo, on application

LANSDOWNE KENNELS, Lansdowne, Pa

i[iiglo-Aineric[iii Terrier \m±.
IN STUD.

SMOOTH FOX TERRIER,

EBOR SPENDTHRIFT Stud Fee $10
WIRE-HAIRED FOX TERRIER,

BARTON STING - Stud Fee $10
IRISH TERRIERS,

JACK BRIGGS - Stud Fee $20
VALLEY BOXER - Stud Fee $15

BLACK AND TAN TERRIER,

PRINCE REGENT - Stud Feb $10
SCOTCH TERRIER,

KILSTOR - - - STUD Fee $15
SCOTCH HOT - - - - $15

YORKSHIRE TERRIER,

CH. TOON'S ROYAL - Stud Fee $10
R. TOON,

Ji6 Fitzwilliam St., Sheffield, Eng.

C. N. SYMONDS.
Salem, Mass., U. S. A.

Address

i57-203eow

OAK GROVE KENNELS,
THE LEADING

M Setter Keieli! of Aieiica.

Puppies for sale at reasonable prices out of prize

winning bitches by the celebrated Champion Kil-

dareUol40), winner of fifty three first and special

prizes. The peerless Challenge Duke Elcho (14687),

who is without question the finest Irish Setter in

America, is a complete picture of his famous sire,

Champion Elcho, Jr.. and is winner of first prize in

the open class at Chicago, New York. Philadelphia,

Wiisiiington and Pittsburgh. Challenge Semmole
(aotWft), Litter brother to Champion Kiklare and win-

ner of first prize in the open class at Kingston,
Hamilton, Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal, also win-

ner of first prize in the Challenge class at Washing-
ton. D. C. All three of the above dogs at stud, fee

of each $25. We won first priz«; for the best kennel
of Irish Setters at Rockford, Freeport, Chicago,
New York, Philadelphia. Washington. Pittsburgh,
Lewiston and Boston, which is the only times we
have ever shown our dogs as a kennel. Send for

Cataiog^ue containing photographs and price liat

Addrew Qik Grove KMiiiis, Moodus, Com.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

COLLIES AT STUD.

CHRISTOPHER - - - S50

WELLESBOURNE CHARLIE
FEE $50

To Collie Club Member, 35 per cent oS.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

BREDA BILL S20
Puppies and Brood Bitches for sale. Dogs o(

any breed taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stivd and sold on commission.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
4697 CHESTNUT HILL, I'hila.. Pa.

MASTIFF AT STUD.

ORMONDE
A son of the great Cambrian Princess, winner

of ist Rockford, Freeport, Cleveland, Cincinnati
and Chicago, and sire of ist and 2d prize bitches
Rockford, Freeport and Chicago, 1892. Some
grandly bred pups for sale. Send stamp for

catalogue. CHARLES E, BUNN.
157-202 Peoria, Illinois.

Meutlon Fanciers' Journaz^

j^T STUD. FEE |150.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER,

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rap, Zig Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C. December, 1890, and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land ; ist. New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn,
'89; ist, challenge, Worcester, Bufialo and
Chi

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
40-91 LANCASTER, MASS.

BEAGLE IN STUD.

CHAMPION TONY WELLER,
THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OP

THE BEAGLE TRIALS, 1891.
Puppies for Sale.

OAKVIEW KENNELS.
60-72 Glenslde, Pa.

COUNT LEO,
Mack D.—Lady Alta. Mack D. by the famous

Count Noble. Lady Alta bv Count Roderigo—
he bv the peerless Roderigo, he by Count N^ ble,

evenly marked white, black and tan. Broken by
the field trial trainer Geo. McLin, and pronoun-
ced by him a very high class dog for private

shooting. Fee ^16. A handsome litter of pup-

pies for sale.

E. G. ELLIOTT.
Nantucket. Mass.40-91

JACK MODOC,
(A. K. C. S. B., Vol. IV, No. 5664).

Black and white English setter dog Winner
in field trials, viz . divided 3d, American Field

Trials, when 14 mos.; 2d at E. F. Trials, iS88.

Fast, stylish, enduring ; with remarkable nose

Stud fee $25. For particulars address

BUCKELLEW KENNELS,
69-tf Saratoga Springs, n; Y.

ST STUD. FEE f40.

IMPORTED GREAT DANE

CHALLENGE PEDRO,
(A. K. C. S. B. 20,420.)

Winner of ist Baltimore, 1891 ; ist Washington,
1891; ist New York, 1892; ist Pittsburg, 1892.

Also special for best dog and ist challenge class,

Denver, 1892, only times shown.

SIIAQUOQUAN KENNELS,
70-82 Lyons, Iowa.

licago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER.
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

Babylon, L. I

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSE/if, 625S. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35

Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-
dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

X Challenge ReJjirion!. X
This young Gordon Setter, the finest son of

Champion Bellmont, at stud until he becomes a
champion, to a limited number of approved
bitches. Fee $25. True Gordons from Rhonald-
Rhine and Gorcton Castle strains for sale.

7082

FENAVICK KENNELS,
Deep River, Conn.

IRISH TERRIERS AT STUD.

HANOVER BOY.
Full of Playboy blood, has small, perfectly car-

ried ears, winner of two firsts and an unrropped
special at Kennel Club Show, London.

FEE $15.00.

BOXER IV.

Winner of several prizes, long clean head, hard
red coat, sire of Bumptious Bonnet.

FEE 815 00.
Apply to

WALTER J. COMSTOCK,
5i-75eow Box 408, Providence, R. I.

B. F. LBWIS,
HAI>JDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex

hiblt at the fall shows.

tt

ELM STATION,

Vontsomerv Co. P«

To those who are desirous of pur-

chasing dogs in the vicinity of New
York, outside or abroad, and wliere

a satisfactory inspection is required,

address for particulars and terms

Harry E. TWyford,

IJAY lllDCiE, Near New York.

Dogs also boarded under his care.

Mention Fanciers' Journai..

)ointf:r at stud. FEE f3r>.

LAD OF KENT -«'>

Sire, Champion Bracket ; dam. Rcnie by Ch.
Tammany. Winnings and only times shown :

First puppy, New York, 1890; first open and
special for best brace with his litter sister. Lass
of Kent, New York, 1891 ; first, Wilmington:
Gloversville and Albany ; first challenge New
York and Bo.ston, 1892. N. B.—This low stud
fee for three months to approved bitches.
Address

GEORGE JARVIS.
53-78 1015 Washington Avenue, N. Y.

FOX TERRIERS AT STUD.
RIFLEMAN, $15. WARREN TRII'PER. $10.

REGENT VOX, I5. CARISLAN, |io.

Address
WILTON KENNELS,

71-83 126 Waverly Place, New York.

CbaERpioD Melac
F»UF»F»IES.

I have for sale a number of puppies, both
sexes, by the above celebrated dog. out of Minca
II, first prize winner at Chicago, 1R91. I am of-

fering these puppies, seven months old and ovei
distemper, at a bargain. Having bought cheap

"1
1

"will sell cheap. Quick sales and small profits.

ADDRESS

llarrg 1^. Goodman,
Auburn Park, 111.

Mention Fanciers' Journal.

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

71-22

BEVERWYCK KENNELS.
p. O. Box 676, ALBANY, N. Y.

Some Choice Pointer
Puppies for sale cheap
etc., address J. R.

.SQ-tf

For pedigrees, prices,
1»itkcelL,
Gainesville. Va.

BEAGLES.
Have now a large outfit of first class Beagles,

both young and mature, to offer. Prices reason-
able, and every sale guaranteed as represented
or money refunded and expen.ses paid.

II. L. Kreinler, Propietor,

71 22 Rockland Kennels, Naunet, N. Y.

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl. B. Tallman,
140 tt OAK LAWN, R. I.

Mention Fanciers' Journal.

Pugs of the Best Breeding

At reasonable prices. FALLS CITY KENNELS,
Box 506. Louisville. Ky. A^f^

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
i5i*aM
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SEE ALL YOUR

DOG CAKES
ARE

THUS STAMPED.

SEE ALL YOUR

DOG CAKES
ARE

THUS STAMPED.

PROMPT TREATMENT IS A SINE QUA NON
IN

Rsmphlet on Csnine Diseases Post Free.

Oure for Mangre in Dogs.—This is a non-poisonous fluid, which rarely fails

to spei'lily cure mange in every form. Directions for the management and treat-

ment of <lo4-i suffering imdcr every form of mange are wrapped round the bottle.

In Uo'tles. 5'J cents ; and in gallon and half-gallon jars for large kennels, I3.50 and

$2 1 1 al'O destroys lice, ticks and fleas on dogs and other animals, and cures

maiigj in horses, cattle and pigs, and scab in sheep.

Linimant for Sprains, etc.—Price, 50 cents per bottle.

Cure for Canker of the Ear.—Price, 50 cents per l)ottle. A safe and certain

en c for ths disease.

Stimulant for the Growth of Hair.—Price. 50 cents per l)ottle.

Cure for Worms in Dogs.—A safe and certain expellent of these trouble-

some jiarasits, which are the source of so many forms of canine disease. I'rice, 50

cents }) r box.

Purffing Pills for Dogs.—The safest aperient and liver pill. Composed en-

tirely oi vegeta le products. Price, 50 cents per box.

liV

BISCUIT BREAKING

MACHINE.

prices:

TO FIT TO WALL - S10

TO FIT TO FLOOR -S12

Alterative Ooolingr Powders.—Price, 50 cents per box. Specially valuable

for "heat of the blood," as in surfeit, blotch, mange, ear canker, etc.

Cure for Rheumatism, Lumbago and Chest Founder or Kennel
Lameness.—Price, 50 cents per Ikjx.

CURE FOR CHRONIC SKIN DISEASES IN DOGS.—Cures all forms

of Eczema, thickening of the integument with cracks and discharges, swelling of

the skin with pimples, inflammation of the skin with pustules, dryness of the skin

with harsh and rusty coat, swelling of the joints, glands of the neck, boils on

back, eruptions between the toes, loss of coat, and other skin aflections. Per box,

50 cents.

Cure for Jaundice or Yellow^s.—Price, 50 cents per box.

Tonic Condition Pills.—Price, 50 cents per box. For debility arising from

disease, and of great value in training all dogs for work requiring endurance and
preparing them for exhibition.

Cough Pills.—Price, 50 cents per l>ox. For common colds, asthma, husks, sore

throat, etc.

Cure for Distemper in Dogs.-The new antiseptic remedy. An effective

cure for this scourge of the kennel. Each packet contains very minute directions

for the treatment of dogs snffernig under distemper. In boxes, price $1.

Eczema Lotion.—Price, |i per bottle.

DIARRHCEA AND DYSE3NTERT CURE.—Many causes produce violent

purging in dogs, such as indigestion, swallowing irritant substances, intestinal

worms, etc., and it is often present in distemper. It is in all cases necessary to

check it, which giving this mixture will do. Price, |i per bottle.

Tasteless Aperient Biscuit.—Price per tin, 75 cents.

Locurium (Patent) —A new vegetable oil for the cure of sores, cuts, wounds,

etc., for human and animal use. Price, 25 cents and 50 cents per bottle.

Constitution Powders.—For conditioning horses. Price, per tin. |i.

DOG- SOAP.—Is entirely free Jrom poison, and most effective in the destruc-

tion of lice, fleas, and ticks, and in keeping the skin free from scurf. 25 cents per

tablet, post paid.

DISINFECTANT.—For stables, kennels, cow houses, and poultry houses.

Price, 20 cenis, post paid.

THE KENNEL MEDICINE CHEST.—Contains various medicines, also sur-

gical instruments and appliances, in a compact and handy form. Price, |i2.

"The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring."-Contains full and practical

advice on the treatment of dogs in health and disease. Price, per copy, 25 cents.

"The Common Sense of Poultry Keeping."—Per copy, lo cents.

"The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing."—Per copy, 10 cents.

SHIPPING DEPAHTW^ENT.
DOGS AND ALL HUE STOCK SHIPPED TO AND FROM ALL PARTS OF TflE WORLD.

F=UI-L RMRTICULHRS ON KFPL-ICKTION TO

SPRATTS PATENT (AMERICA), LIMITED,

23Q, 241, 243 &x^d^ 245 East 56th Street, New York City
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